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TOP NEWS 

AITeSt Order for Sunni 
Leader in Iraq Opens New 
Rift 
By JACK HEALY 

The warrant against Vice President 
Tariq al-Haslfinfi on terrorism charges 
was issued on Monday as his party 
threatened to pull out of the coalition 
with the Shiite-led goverument. 

U.S. Backs Apple in Patent 
Ruling That Hits Google 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

The maker of tl~e iPhone wins a battle 
against Google in a struggle for global 
eellphone supremacy. 

In Kim’s Death, an Extensive 
Intelligence Failure 
By MARK LANDLER and CHOE SANG-HUN 

For Soutla Korean and Mnerican 
intelligence services to have failed to pick up clues right away about Kim dong-il’s death attests to the 
secretive nature of North Korea. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It wouM lead us to become a banana republic, in which administrations wouM become regimes and each 

regime wouM feel it perfeetly appropriate to disregard decisions of courts staffed by previous regimes. 

That’s not what we are." 

MICHAEL B. MUKASEY, President George W. Bush’s attorney general, on Newt Gingrieh’s statement 

that tlae elected branches should be free to ignore judicial decisions. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: Edith 
Widder’s New 
Crusade 
The marine biologist 
Edith Widder has spent a 



career studyh~g biolmninescent sea 
creatures. Now she is using the 
phenomenon to fight pollution. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 

For Medicare, 
We Must Cut 
Costs, Not 
Shift Them 
By EZEKIEL J. EMANUEL 

A plan to reform Medicare through 
"premium support" won’t slow the 
growth of health care spending. 

She just looks like a model 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Indie rock has never needed an Annie Leibovitz 

Sexy, uncomplicated Parisian style 

nytimes,~o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

As Violence Continues, Egyptian General Blames Protesters 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Egypt’s state=run and hadependent media battled over whom to blame as clashes between security forces and 
protesters continued for a fourth day on Monday in Cairo. 

¯ Leader Denies Use of Violence as Cairo Crackdown Persists 

¯ " Photographs: Military Clashes with Protesters for Third Day 

Syria Agrees to Allow Outside Observers, but Activists Remain Wary 
By KAREEM FAHIM and HWAIDA SAAD 

Under threat of sanctions and h~creasing intela~ational pressure, the govelam~ent of President Bashar al- 
Assad will allow observers to monitor pledges to end the violent crackdown. 

’- In Protests, Syrians Find the Spark of Creativity 

U.S. Considers Combating Somali Militants’ Twitter Use 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

Some officials said the government was exploring legal optious to shut down the Shabab’s account. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

LIVES RESTORED 
After Drugs and Dark Times, Helping Others to Stand Back Up 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

3mtonio Lambert, a self-taught ex-convict turued mental health educator, has relapsed into crime and drug 
use before. But now, he says, "I know when it’s time to reach out for help." 

¯ . More in This Series 

Uranium Mining Debate in Virginia Takes a Step 
By THEO EMERY 

The National Academy of Sciences, in a long-awaited report, warued the Virginia legislature that it faced 
"steep hurdles" for safely mhfing and processing nuclear reactor fuel. 

-’ Document: Uranium Mining in Virginia 

Rebuffing Governor, Florida A&M Declines to Suspend President in Student 
Death 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Florida A&M’s trustees decided not to suspend the university’s president, James. H. 3amnous, until the end 
of an investigation into the death of a marching band member, possibly by hazing. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

AT&T Ends $39 Billion Bid for T-Mobile 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

AT&T acknowledged that it could not overcome opposition front the Obama achninistration to creating the 
nation’s biggest cellphone service provider. 

STOCKS AND BONDS 
Indexes Fall on Skidding Bank Shares 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Financial stocks fell in a thinly traded session Monday, as traders focused on Europe’s debt problems and the 
possibility that capital requirements in the United States would also be fortified. 

Cuts for the Already Retired 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

If the sharp cuts agreed to by retired police and firefighters in Central Falls, R.I., is approved in court, other 
places may pursue similar deals. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Rangers Win Bid to Negotiate With Darvish for $5L7 Million 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Texas has 30 days to work out a deal with Yu Darvish or the Japanese right-hander must retunt home to 
pitch next year. 

Sprinter Leaves Humiliation Behind 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

After serving a suspension for an embarrassing case of accidental doping, rite sprinter LaShawn Merritt is 
making the most of his chance to compete in rite London Gmnes. 

Reality of Having To Win Closes In 
By SAM BORDEN 

Two weeks ago, the Giants talked about ]tow every gmne ahead was must-win. But after an ugly loss to 
Waslfington on Sunday, they find fltemselves in a tight spot. 

. Dyed in Blue: Wincing With Ups and Downs 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE GIRL WITH THE DRAGON TATTOO’ 
Tattooed Heroine Metes Out Slick, Punitive Violence 
By A. O. SCOTT 

David Fincher’s adaptation of "The Girl With the Dragon Tattoo," starring Rooney Mara and Daniel Craig, 
holds onto the vivid and passionate essence of the book. 

" Obsession, Reignited I Four Minutes With ’Dragon Tattoo’ 

, Video: Exclusive Scene From ’Dragon Tattoo’ 

-’ Slide Show: How to Assemble a ’Dragon’ 

Just Close Enough for an Oscar Nod? 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Even if Oscar voters are divided on "Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close," changes in balloting procedures 
could help it obtain a best picture nomhtation. 

, An Oscar Wild Card, and He’s Holding It Tight 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Louis C. K.’s Blue Collar in First Class 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

The comedian Louis C. K. has maintained his working-class approach despite having achieved success. 

¯ More Arts News 



SCIENCE TIMES 

Illuminating the Perils of Pollution, Nature’s Way 
By ERIK OLSEN 

Edith Widder has spent a career studying sea creatures with the ability to make light - bioluminescence. Now 
she is using the phenomenon to fight pollution. 

, ~ Video: Edith Widder’s New Crusade I~ Slide Show: Natural Light 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Elevation of the Chimp May Reshape Research 
By JAMES GORMAN 

New restrictious on federally financed experiments involving chimpanzees may be a turning point in how 
htunaus deal wifl~ other species. 

-’ U.S. Will Not Finance New Research on Chimps 

For Many Species, Moving Day Has Added Stress 
By JIM ROBBINS 

A report from the Wildlife Conservation Society wan~s that several dozen "spectacular migrations" - in the 
air and on land - are in peril. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Middle-Class Agenda 
President Obama knows what ails the middle class. But does he know how to fix it? 

EDITORIAL 
Death of a Dictator 
The death of Kim Jong-il is an opporttmity for change. But the transition is a perilous moment that calls for 
coordination mnong the United States and its allies. 

EDITORIAL 
Lessons of the Deepwater Horizon 
If industry wants to keep drilling for oil, it needs to commit fully to improving safety and preparedness, as do 
regulators. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
China’s Newest Province? 
By VICTOR CHA 

The future of North Korea depends in large part on the respouses of, and dialogue between, the United 
States and China. 

Editorial: Death of a Dictator 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Sidney Awards, Part I 
By DAVID BROOKS 

For anyone looking to reflect well mad expand horizous this holiday season, here’s the first iustalhnent of the 
best essays of 2o11. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Here Come the Helpmates 
By FRANK BRUNI 

It is important to see certain tired political fictious and campaign rituals for what they are. 

,’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 20, 1989, the United States launched Operation Just Cause, sending troops into Panama to topple 
the govelaament of General Mmauel Noriega. 

¯ See This Front Pa2~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 4:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tuesday and Wednesday 

Dear Eunice, 

Safe travels! 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, December 19, 2011 8:45 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: Tuesday and Wednesday 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for the detailed response to 

At any rate, this is to kindly let you know that 
tomorrow evening. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

and on email 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:49 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Sorry!!! 

A~tach: Theis Chapter 1 .docx 

Professor SaNe, 

rm really sorry, I didn’t realize you didn’t recieve my last emails, rve attached my chapters to this email and rm going to send it from my email address just in case something 
goes wrong with this one again, rm sorry, I left Chapel Hill early to go to my doctor and rve had intermittent internet access. I’ll continue to have intermittent access until 
around            I’ll continue emailing updates and I also have my progress on a google document that rve added you to. 

Class of 

"The historima’s task is to p~eserve everything that has substantive 

significm~ce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latter-day 

perceptions on the content of onr subj ects." 

- Manning Mamble 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:54 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: Thesis 

Attach: Theis Chapter 1 .docx 

Again, I’m son?’ for the delay! 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol ofnaronal greatness." 

- Marcus Garvey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 20, 2011 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Syllabns Ii~r AFAM 101 

101%2012SpringSyllabus[1 ].doc; 101%20Course%20obj ectives[1 ].doc 

Dear Eunice: Attached is my syllabus for AFAM 101. It is some 3 pages. Will forward a copy to Ken Janken. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



AFAM 101 THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 
Instructor: Dr. Charlene Regester Spring 2012 
Class Time: T/Th 12:30-1:45 Office: 204 Battle 
Place: GA 105 Section: 2 Office Hours: Thurs. 2-Spin 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFAM 101 is designed to examine slavery from its inception to its virtual demise in North America in 1865. This 

examilkation explores slavery from its beginning, which can be traced to the Greek and Roman Empires, investigates the organization 
of the slave trade, analyzes the widespread development of slavery throughout the diaspora, interrogates the demise of slavery, and 
critiques the impact that slavery would have on American socie~7. 

Ancient slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to how slavery evolved. The ideological as well as political 
factors influencing the emergence of this institution arc explored. Arguments attempting to justil~� and legitimize the practice of slavery 
are introduced, debated, and examined. The organization and structure of the slave trade is introduced to reveal how this economic 
system of labor, although capital producing, was similarly engaged in the exploitation of humans. Arguments regarding labor systems, 
capitalism, and business practices arc reviewed. 

Slavery’s widespread expansion in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries involved a variety of European powers 
who adopted this labor practice and competed for dominance in this trade. Institutions of slavery began to emerge throughout the 
diaspora and their existence in other parts of the world arc compared and contrasted to slavery as ill evolved in North America. As 
slavery became more predominate in the American South, slaves adapted to and resisted the enslavement process leading them to 
develop unique religious and cultural practices that are explored in this course. 

The decline of slavery is examined to provide an understanding as to why slavery lost its popularity and wide appeal. The 
abolition of slavery is traced and issues surrounding its dissolution are explored. Those involved in the abolition of slavery, including 
black and white abolitionists, employed a varie~~ of strategies for dismantling slavery and are explored in detail. This examination of 
slavery attempts to provide the tfistorical context within which slavery was introduced, developed, and ultimately ended while 
providing an understanding of the black experience prior to 1865. 

The instructional method and media used in this course will consist of lectures, texts, videos, and guest speakers. Three 
exanfinations will be given during the semester. These examinations will consist of two exams and one final exam which will 
collectively constitute 3/4’s of your grade. The reruaining part of your grade will consist of a paper which must be completed and 
submitted by the stated deadline. This paper must adhere to basic rules on academic style i.e. Chica~o Manual ofSryle orMLA 
tlandbook of Style. 
REQUIRED TEXTS 
Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass. Boston & New York: Bedford Books, 1993. 
Palmer, Colin. Passageways: An Interpretive Hi~ory of Black America to 1863. Orlando: Harcourt & Brace Publishers, 1997. 
Walker, Margaret. Jubilee. New York: Bantam Books, [1966], 1999. 
SECONDARY TEXTS 
Franklin, John Hope and Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham. From Slavery to Freedom: A History of Ajhican Americans, Vol. I, Ninth ed. 

McGraw-Hill, 2011. 
Mullane, Deirdre ed. Crossing the Danger Water: Three Hundred Years of Ajhican-Ameriean Writing. New York: Anchor Books, 

1993. 
Thompson, Vincent. The Making ~ the Diaspora in the Americas 1441-1900. New York: Longman, 1987. 

White, Deborah. Ar’n ’t I A Woman? Female Slaves in the Plantation South. New York: Norton, 1987. 
COURSEPACK: In addition to the texts required for this course, a course pack has also been compiled and contains articles relevant 
to materials introduced in class. 
ASSIGNMENTS: 
1. Students arc required to read all assigned materials. 
2. Students are required to write a paper approximately 5-7 pages in length. This paper is due on or before March 15, 2012. 
GRADING: 2 Tests = 50% - Paper = 25% - Final Exam = 25% 
A+ (98-100), A (94-97), A- (90-93), B+(87-89), B (83-86) B-(80-82), C+(77-79), C (73-76), C- (70-72), D+ (67-69), D(63-66), D- 
(60-62), F (59 and below) 
EXAMS: There will be three scheduled examinations which must be taken on the dates specified. No make-ups will be given. 
ATTENDANCE: Class attendance is mandatory and will influence your final course grade. 
CLASS PARTICIPATION: Class participation is encouraged and will influence your final course grade. 
TECHNOLOGY: Laptops are allowed for note taking purposes only. Please do not use your laptop for a~~ other purpose. 

Cell phones, texting, and any other intrusive technological devices or practices arc not allowed in class. 
HONOR CODE: All studems are required to adhere to the University’s honor code policies and procedures. Every studem 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate and observe the honor code. 

DISABILITIES POLICY: Students who may need accommodations based on disabilities 
should contact the instructor and the Department Ibr Disability Services (919) 
962-8300 in SASB North Building Suite 2126 disabilityservices.unc.edu 



WEEKLY CLASS SCHEDULE 

Week I 

Week II 

Week III 

Week IV 

Week V 

Week VI 

Jan. 10-Jan. 12 
Introduction: Why study the Black 

Experience? 
Ancient Slavery: Greek and 

Roman Slavery 
Definition of Terms 
Myths of Africa 

Jan. 17- Jan. 19 
African Empires 
Beginning of African Slavery 
Slave Trade: Countries Involved 
Acquisition of Slaves 
Old AJhican Blasphemer 

Jan. 24 - Jan. 26 
Organization and structure of the 

slave trade 
Impact of the slave trade on 

European and African Societies 
Middle Passage 

Jan. 31 - Feb. 2 
Evolution of slavery in Latin 

America 
Introduction to Racial Slavery in 

North America 
Amistad Part I 

Feb. 7 - Feb. 9 
Racial slavery in North America 
during the 17th century (Cont.) 
Indentured servitude vs. slavery 

FIRST EXAM 

Feb. 14- Feb. 16 
Development of Plantation 
Societies in the Americas 
Slave Community 

Week VII Feb. 21 - Feb. 23 
Slave Culture 
Linguistic Patterns 

Week VIII Feb. 28- Mar. 1 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Net~vorks 
Naming Patterns 
Half Slave!ttalf Free 

SPRING BREAK Mar. 5 - Mar. 9 

Week IX Mar. 13 - Mar. 15 
Slave Revolts 

PAPER DUE 

Week X Mar. 20 - Mar. 22 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways/Maroons 

Slave Resisters and Slave 
Catchers 

SECOND EXAM 

Week XI Mar. 27 - Mar. 29 
Underground Railroad 
Legal Status of Free Blacks 

Week XII Apr. 3 -Apr. 5 
Free Blacks 
Schools 
Churches 

Week XIII Apr. 10- Apr. 12 
Newspapers 
Literary Societies 
Glory 

Week XIV Apr. 17- Apr. 19 
Mutual Aid Societies 
Abolition Movement 
Black Abolitionists 
White Abolitionists 

Week XV Apr. 24 
Course Evaluation 
Review for Final 

FINAL EXAM: THURSDAY, May 3, 2012 - 12 noon 



AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECTIVES 

The student should be able to master the fbllowing objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is importam to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is defined. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe characteristics of each. 

Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade a~d describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the sl~ucture and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Name at least three reasons why Afiican societies were in conflict ruth one another leading to the enslavement of victims of wart:are. 
4. Describe the middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 

Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain the difference between slavery and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the first blacks. 

Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify and describe three types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies a~d explain how West African practices influenced these ceremonies. 
4. Explain how ~rubilee depicts slave life a~d assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 

Slave Family 
Sur~’ival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Define fictive ldnship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the marriage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named m~d explain naming practices employed by slaves. 

S!ave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slavery. 
2. Name at least three major U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to the development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery’. 

Free Blacks 

Legal Status 

Abolition Movement 

1. Describe the legal status of tree blacks. 

2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 

3. Describe a~d cxplain the siginficance of the Dred Scott Decision. 

4~ Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by iYee blacks. 

5. Identify major arguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



AFAM 101 COURSE OBJECT1N’ES 

I’he student should be able to master the follomng objectives after completing each of these units: 

Introduction to the Black Experience 
Examination of Ancient Slavery 
1. Name at least three reasons why it is important to study the black experience. 
2. Identify and explain at least three myths popularized concerning Africa. 
3. Examine how race is del-med. 
4. Identify at least three Ancient African Empires and describe chaJcacteristics of each. 
Slave Trade 
Organization and structure 
Middle Passage 
Impact of the Slave Trade 
1. Identify at least four major countries involved in the slave trade and describe their involvement. 
2. Describe the strocture and organization of the slave trade. 
3. Nan~e at least three reasons why African societies were in conflict with one another leading to the enslavement of 

victims of warfare. 
4. Describe file middle passage. 
5. Trace the development of the slave trade in its early phase. 
Racial Slavery in North America in the 17th Century 
1. Explain "the difference between slaver}, and indentured servitude. 
2. Trace the development of racial slavery in North America, beginning with the arrival of the t~st blacks. 
Plantation Societies 
Slave Community 
Folk Culture 
1. Identify and describe ttuee types of slave plantations. 
2. Name the rank order system that existed within a plantation society and within the slave community. 
3. Describe how slaves performed traditional ceremonies and explain how West African practices influenced these 

ceremonies. 
4. Explain how,rubilee depicts slave life and assess whether this is an accurate or inaccurate depiction. 
Slave Family 
Survival Strategies 
Marriage Ceremonies 
Kinship Networks 
Slave Religion 
1. Define fictive kinship. 
2. Define exogamous unions and describe why slaves engaged in such unions. 
3. Describe how churches imposed moral sanctions on slaves who violated acceptable codes of conduct within the 

Inamage institution. 
4. Describe how slaves were named and explain naming practices employed by slaves. 
Slave Revolts 
Haitian Revolution 
Runaways 
Underground Railroad 
1. Identify active and passive forms of resistance to slave~. 
2. Name at least three major U.S. slave revolts and describe characteristics of each. 
3. Explain precipitating factors that led to tile development of the Haitian Revolution. 
4. Identify at least three ways by which slaves resisted their condition to slavery. 
5. Name at least two tactics used by slaves to escape slavery. 
Free Blacks 
Legal Status 
Abolition Movement 
1. Describe the legal status of free blacks. 
2. Explain why free blacks were referred to as slaves without masters. 
3. Describe and explain the significance of the Dred Scott Decision. 
4. Provide examples of newspapers, schools, and mutual aid societies established by free blacks. 
5. Identify major azguments for and against slavery as advocated by slave supporters and abolitionists. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

@gmail.com> 

welbom@uncaa.unc.edu; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM Grade 

Dear             -- 
You may not be aware that it is a violation of federal law (FERPA) for a professor to discuss a student’s grade with anyone other than the student (or relevant academic 

advisors on campus.) This prohibition unfortunately includes parents. I will be glad to consult with    about his grade when he returns to campus. 
Tim McMillan 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:40 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: welborn@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject:’       AFAM Grade 

Hello Mr. McMillaaa, 

My son,        was enrolled in your AFAM class this past semester. As you may know, is a       player aaad his academic standing is critical to his 

eligibility status. I understand there was confusion concerning aaa essay/paper that sent to you using the Mac format. Is there a number that you can be reached at 

over the holiday break as this is a matter of great importmace to aaad our family. Unfortunately, it ties into his athletic scholarship. Sorry for the inconvenience but 

your assistance is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:39 PM 

Davis, Baxbara Taylor <barb@unc.edu:~ 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@emml.unc.edu:~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE:                 - Department of Geography; Affi Spriug 

Hi Barbara, 
Her is the payment info for [’or the spring term 

He will be teaching Afri    (Southern Africa - Seminar) in the Spring semester and will be paid a stipend of $ 
our departmental Instructional Account, 2-32879 

His supervisor will be Eunice Sahle 

Please let me know if’there is additional irffo that you need from me. 
Have a nice holiday, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & All’o-American Studies 

109 Battle tlal[, CB #3395 

University of Norih Carolina 
ChapelHill, NC27599 
p 919962.2788 
E 919.9625824 

plus GSHIP and in-state tuition f,ar 3.0 credits The account for all of this is 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Davis, Barbara Taylor 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:05 PM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: - Department of Geography, Afri Spring 

Dear Agatha 

It’s fine with me if you’d like to just send over the account number, and I’ll process things here. It may be a little easier on both of us. 

I had a great Thanksgiving ~ I hope you all did, too. Take care, 
Barbara 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:50 PM 
To: Davis, Barbara Taylor 
Subject: FW: - Depaltment of Geography, Afri Spring 

Dear Barbara, 
I ~vanted to get you in the loop on the email below. The department of African & Afro-American Studies ~vill be hiring as a TA/TF in the spring semester. I don’t 
have all of the details yet, but wanted to check with you about how you ~vant this processed - do you prefer to hire him through yottr department or should I just do it through mine 
(evelNone is different! )? Thanks for your help. 

I hope that you had nice Thanksgiving, 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of Aficican & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 
p. 919.9622788 
£ 919962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Ennice N 
Sent: Friday, 6:43 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; jpickles@unc.edu; Huber, Evelyne H; Gore, Travis 
Subject:                   - Department of Geography, Afri    Spring 



Dear Agatha and Kenneth, 

Greetings li’om DC 

Kindly note that                 , will be beaching Afri    (Southern Africa - Seminar) in the Spring semester,        is a Ph D student in the Department of G eography and his current 
research work focuses on African cities and urban social movements with a particular interest on both South Africa and East Africa. I have had extensive discussions with him about 
teaching requirements and expectations and look J2~rward to working with him as he finaliz, es his course outline. 

is well known to most faculty members and majors in the Department for he has been involved in w~rious forums at the Stone Center and African Studies (;enter, and was pivotal in 
organizing a roundtable focusing on contemporary pro-democratic movements in Africa in the Spring of’this year. 

Welcome to the Department 
Spring. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

I know our students will benefit from a systematic engagement *vith debates in geography concerning the urban form and social movements in the 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

ttanda, Sudhanshu <shand@email.unc.edu-*; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-* 

FW: Recent Budget Cuts 

Are either of you interested in helping this student with his project about UNC budget cuts? 
Take care, 
Agatha 

Depa~me~t of PuNic Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB !J3435 
Dei~a~me~t of Ai}’~can & Af?o-Americ;m Studies 
~09 B~Itle Ha~l. CB//3395 

C[u~pel It,ll, NC 27599 
p. 919.%2.2788 
f. 9~9 952.5824. 

F~m: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:58 PM 
To= Buell, Agatha 
Subject; Recent Budget Cu~ 
Doa~ Ms. Buell, 
My name is,             . and I’m a s~dent doing a project on the negative ilnpact that the lecent budget cuts have had on individual academic depaAments. I’ve 

spoken with Kevin Sei~, Associate Vice Chm]cellor for Finance, to get an idea of the overaJ1 uNversiW pic~lre, but he recolnmended I speak to a select nulnber of 

individual deN~lments to see how it’s playing out on the depa~ment level. 

Would it be ~ssible to obtain Budgets for FY05-06 to the expected FY11-12? 

ThralL!! 

SinceMy, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonaflaan <hartlyn@unc.edtv; 

Tuesday, 6:37 PM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehube@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Fwd: Settled Continuation of Thesis 

Dear Evelyne and 

Eunice, 

FYI, Jonathan 
Jonathan Haxflyn 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: "Gil, Karen M" <kgil(tbemaJl.unc.edu> 

Date: 4:30:45 PM GMT-03:00 

To: ~ g Ln__ta_i_l_:_c_’~? g_~? " 

Cc: "Pollock, Della" <p?_l_!~2c_’_l!(~2_e__r_n_gi!_:_t!n_.c_’_:.e_d__u_>, "lee may >> \"May, Lee\"" <.I_:__e__e_____M__La2?.~__u_N:__e__d_t_~-, "Owen, Bobbi A" <owenbob~iunc.edu> "Haxtlyn, 

Jonathan" <hartl’~!!l@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Settled Continuation of Thesis 

Thank you for letting me know that you have worked something out and are no longer petitioning regarding cornpledon of your honors thesis. 

Best wishes to you for the holidays. 
g, aren 

D,::a n, Cofk:g(! of: Arts a nd Scienc~:s 

t.(!e G. Pederse~ I)~sth-~gu~sh(~d Pro[essor o[ Psychology 

CB # 3~.00 

Un[ve~W of North Carolina at ChaDe] 

C.h~pe~ ~4i~, NC 27599-3100 

919-962-.2408 fax 

kgil@email.unc.edu 

From: [mailto: @grnail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 2:15 PM 
To-" Gil, Karen M 
Ce-" Pollock, Della 
Subject." Settled Continuation of Thesis 
Hi, Dean Gil, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

I just wanted to update you that I an no longer petitioning to complete my thesis through the AFAM department. 

I am following through ruth my grade appeal; however, there is no longer a need for you to follow up on my thesis petition. 
After meeting ruth Dr. Della Pollock today; we both agreed that it will be best for me to complete my honors thesis, under her guidance, thiough the 

cultural studies major. 

Thank you for your attentiveness to this process. 

Much Gratitude, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

Public Policy & At~c~m American Studies 

c: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: AFRI    CCO Grade - U~ent 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:24 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: AFRI CCO Grade - Urgent 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
My name is and I am enrolled in the AFRI    CCO course. I sent out an e-mail in    regarding my stay in the ER but don’t think I ever received a response. 

Within the next day or two I will have submitted and finished all of the assignments from each of the Lesson, including discussion posts and topics. I already submitted my final 
exam and have gotten that out of the way. 

I ask that you allow me to do anything required to make up for the lateness penalties. Is there anything that can be done about the lateness penalties? Work of any sort? I’ve 
tried to view the make-up exam but cannot seem to find it anymore either, rm sorry if the notices from the ER weren’t clear from the scanned image but I can re-send it if 
need be. I also visited the dermatology dept again a little before Thanksgiving because of a small scare and can send you that note too, if needed. 

I’ve had rough copies of the work from the lesson but haven’t edited anything at all because I was more concerned in getting the exams and essays in on time, while also 
making sure the quality of my assignments is high. I’m in the same situation with my other class and everything kept building up so I’ve been trying to make sure all of my 
assignments are well written and coherent before submitting them. However, the Professor was very understanding and allowed me to hand everything in, only as long as I 
got it in before the end of semester. I have attached his e-mail below this if you’d like to view his response. 

Thankyou, 

From: Mark Perry 
Hi 
T’ve gone over your submitted work and entered grades. I have not made comments on work from before the midterm, but I have made them on your lesson :tO work which is 

attached to this emaiL Try to get the rest of your work in before the final. I don’t encourage people to take the course the way you’ve done it, but you’ve done an admirable job 
in trying to make up for lost time! 

Cheers, 
Mark 

Lesson :t0 Genre Cons Movie.docx 
Lesson :tO Events.docx 
Lesson :tO Earnest Response.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:46 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Blackboard timed-portion and closed book portion of your exam 

Dear 

I am giving you another chance to write the timed and closed book portion of your final exam, which you did not write by 

The exam will be available on Blackboard tlcom today Wednesday If it is not completed by then, I will finalize your grade for Afri without the 
final exam. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this emaih 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 9:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AI:RI Final Exam Essay 

Dear 

As per Umversity regulations all aspects of the final exam were to be completed yesterday This was indicated in the study guide and the Umversity exam calendar. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

points from this part of the 

From: ~!liv e. un c edu] 
Sent: Friday, - ...... 9:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subjec~ AFRI    Final Exam Essay 

Greetings Professor Sable, 

I did not open the document containing the essay prompt until this morning with the understanding that opening the document would signal that I had 3 hours to complete it. Therefore 
was not aware that it was to be submitted by yesterday,                at 11:30pro Nonetheless I have completed the assignment with the knowledge that it may not be accepted. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm--~abuell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:57 AM 

ttuber, Evelyne H <ehuber@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email unc.edu>; Sa ale, E~ nice N <eunice@email.uuc.e&~ 

RE: FW: Fall Grades 

Hi Evelyne, 

I have entered these grades and ’Approved’ them. I have also printed out this request and authorization and put it in my own employee file, in case there are any 

questions in the future. 

Best, 

Aga Lha 

Business 

Depa~men~ of P~l-dic Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HN1, CB #3435 

Deparlxnen~ og Agkicm~ & AtS’o-:~nefican Studies 

109 Balde Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versJt-y of North Carolina 

Chapd Hill NC 27599 

F 919.962.2788 
[" 919.962.5824 

F~m: Eve~yne Huber [mailto:ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:11 AN 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Co: Huber, EveJyne H; SaNe, Eunice N 
SubjeCt: Re: ~: Fall Grades 

Hi Agatha, 

Plebe euter the grades. I have ve~7 li~le ]ever~e over Julius, m~d he ~ows it, ~ I do not think I would ~ rely e~ctive. 

Tha~ 

Eveb~e 

On 5:26 PM, Buell, Agatha wrote: 

Hi Evelyne, 

I have not heard back from Julius, and his grades are still not entered. My sense is that he has not used this system very much before. Do you want to authorize rne 

to enter the grades that he sent via emai~ or would you ~ike to dea~ w~th him dkectly? 

He is set up appropdatNy as the h~structor and grader, wMch should mean that he has access to g~ve grades. ~ am a~so sure that ] pressed him to complete the 

FERPA stuff h~     and believe that he d~d at that t~me (he wouMn’t be able to be ~isted in ConnectCaro]~na otherwise, ~ believe). 

As far as I can see., a~ other grades for the depar[:n~et~[: have been entered, a~)proved and posted. 

Agatha 

Agama Buell 

Business Oft3cer 

Depa~tmen~ of P~l-dic Policy 

217.4bemeflV Hall, CB #3435 

Deparlxnen~ o[ A[iicm~ & At}’o-:~nefican Studies 

109 Batde Hall, CB #3395 

Un~versi~3, of North Carolk~a 

Chapd Hill NC 27599 

F 919.962.2788 
£ 919.962.5824 

F~m= Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Sent: Nonday, 5:54 AN 
T~= 13uell, Agatha 
C~= Gore, Travis; Nyang Oro, Julius E 
Subject= ~all Grades 
Dear Agatha: 
For the past couple months I have had serious probles logging onto Carolina Connect. For the past %w days, I have tried to log in and post my grades remotely but the s~em 
te~s me I am logged out. R is frustrating to say the least. Here are my grades and I can a~mpt to come in on Friday to see if the system can be fixed and do eve~thng else I 
need to do. 
AFRI : Fall 

H 
A- 

A- 
P 
A- 
B+ 
13+ 
A- 
B+ 

Sincerely, 
JEN 



Eveiyne Huber 

Horehead Alumni Distinguished Professos 

Chair, Department ef Political Soie~K;e 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Durban Summer 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
I was informed through Brooke Ashley in the Study Abroad Office that you will be leading a faculty-led program to Durban next summer, and I was interested in any 
information you could give me! I was planning on petitioning for the SIT South Africa: Education and Social Change program, but Ms. Ashley suggested I check out your 
program as well. I’m very interested in comparative education and education policy and would love to incorporate this as much as possible into my study abroad. Please let me 
know about your program! 
Sincerely, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Re: Thesis 

No problem, 

I cm~ have that to you by the beginning of next week. 

On Tue, at 9:01 AIVI, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thin,ks for re- sending the material 

In te~ms of the thesis here is what I would need frotn your end before the beginning of the setnester: 

A detafiled outlined (3 pages) indicating: 

1) Table of contents 

2) Chapters: - a deseription (2 paragraphs of each upcoming chapter). 

3) What you consider as gaps: scholarly debates where you a~e situating your thesis (easily the literature review chapter which should be the first chapter. And in this 

regard, in terms of the material you have sent for instance, ); empirical 

sources (primary and secondary). 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

From: (~gmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:53 AM 

To: SaNe, EuNce N 
Subject: Thesis 

Again, I’m sorry for the delay’. 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness." 

- Marcus Garvey 

"The Black skin is not a badge of shame, but rather a glorious symbol of national greatness." 

- Marcus Ga~wey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 6:02 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Office Closing 

The office will be closed while Agatha, Haeran, and Travis are out during the break. We will return on Tuesday, January 

3rd 2012 and the office will be open on its regular schedule at that time. 

Thanks and Happy Holidays! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30516463 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30516463-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm--~abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 9:46 AM 

Walters, S u~n L <susan walters@unc.ed~ 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@emaJl.unc.edu;~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

RE: Tammy Brown 

Dear Susan, 

I apologize for the great delay. The account for the AFRIiAFAM portion of Tammy Brown’s salary is (UIIman Fund)~ My Lmderstanding is that the total 

charged to this fired will be ~ in FY t2 and ~ ~n FY 13, with no additional fringe on top of that figure. P]ease do let me know ~f [ am m~staken. 

Best, 

Agaha Bucll 

Business 

Dep~meu~ of P~l-dic Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HN1, CB #3435 

Deparlxneu~ og Agkicm~ & AtS’o-:~nefican Studies 

109 Bal~e Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versJt-y of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599 

p~ 919.962.2788 

[" 919.962.5824 

F~m: Waiters, Susan k 
Sent: Tuesday, December 06, 201~ 9:14 AN 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: RE: Tammy Brown 

Hi Agatha, 

Atti~ched ~s ~:he appo~nl:ment ~etl:er for Tammy Brown, a~ong w~:h a revised sMary let:ter, As noted ~n the recent emi~[Is, Dr. Brown’s ’. yei~rlV salary sl:~pend will 

have shared fundb~g by Public Policy and AAAS departmen[s for an I8 month term, starting Janua~’y 2, 2012 and ending June ~0, 2013. For Public Policy department, 

th~s will be ~     [~r January 2, 2012 to June 30, 2012 and ~     for July 1, 2012 to June 30, 

~f possible, can you send me the acco~mt number for Tammv by tomorrow? 

Thanks, 

Susan 

F~m= Buell, Agatha 
Sent~ Tuesday, November 29, 2011 10:13 AN 
Te~ Waiters, Susan L 
Subject~ Tammy Brown 

Hi Susan, 

Can you send me the appointment letter, or specifics about Tammy Brown (a new post-doc who is jointly working with African & Afro-American Studies)? With all 

of our departmental changes ~n the last few months, I don’t seem to have the details on file. 

Thanks for your help, 

Agatha 

Agaflm Buell 

Business O~cer 

Depa~ent of Public Policy 

217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Depa~ment of,~?icm~ & z~ro-z~nerican S~dies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB #3395 

Universi~ of Noah Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

£ 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 11:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Blackboaxd timed-portiou and closed book ~rtion of your exam 

AFRI FinalEssayl F.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I have received this message and am attaching the completed exam. 
Thank you for your assistance and understanding 

Please let me know- ifI need to do any Ii~lther actions 

Hope you have a great holiday season, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 
To: 
Sub}ect: [3lackboard timed-portion and closed book portion of your exam 

Dear 

I am giving you another chance to write the timed and closed book portion of your final exam, which you did not write by 

The exam will be available on Blackboard from today Wednesday 
final exam. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 9:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AI:RI Final Exam Essay 

Dear 

I:[’it is not completed by then, I will :finalize your grade :[’or ~fri    ~vithout the 15 points from this part of the 

As per University regulations all aspects of the final exam were to be corapleted yesterday. This was indicated in the study guide and the University exam calendar. 

Sincerely 

Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 9:32 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject: AFRI Final Exam Essay 

Greetings Professor Sahle, 

I did not open the doctanent containing the essay prompt until this morning with the m~derstanding that opening the document would signal that I had 3 hours to complete it. Therefore I 
was not aware that it was to be submitted by yesterday,                at l 1:30pm. Nonetheless I have completed the assignment with the knowledge that it may not be accepted. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, December 23,2011 3:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: House G.O.P. Leaders Agree to Extension of Payroll Tax Cut 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. T.oday.is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................ 
~llc N’t’~= ~rk ~’~,~ December 23, 2011 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _.a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

House G.O.P. Leaders Agree 
to Extension of Payroll Tax 
Cut 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Republican leaders bowed to intense 
pressure from members of flaeir party to 
end a politically damaging impasse, 
agreeing to accept a two-month 
extension of a payroll tax holiday. 

How to Control Libya 
Missiles? Buy Them Up 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Talks between the United States and 
Libya are the latest effort to aeeotmt for 
thousands of portable antiaircraft 
nfissiles nfissing after rebels overran 
arms depots. 

Buzz Over Who’s Not in 
North Korea Picture(s) 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Identifying mounaers and absentees in North Korean photographs is one of the few ways for outsiders to 
make sense of the unfolding succession. 

:. North Korea Warns South to Show ’Respect’ for Kim Jong-il 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Everything with them is, let’s sedate the kid instead of trying to solve the problem. They want to dope her 

up; they want her to sit there like she doesn’t exist." 

DEBRA STRIGNANO, whose mentally retarded daughter Katie experienced serious side effects after staff 

members in a New York state group home tripled her dosage of antipsychotic medications. 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: 2011: The 
Year in Pictures 
From Joplin, Mo., to the 



Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street, it 
was a year of upheaval both natural and 
nlan-lnade. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Philanthropy by 
the Rest of Us 
By OLIVIER ZUNZ 

The history of Christmas 
Seals shows the power of 
mass giving. 

WORLD 

U.S. Report Faults Two Sides in Deadly Pakistan Strike 
By ERIC SCHMITT and MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

A United States nfilitary inquiry concluded that nfistakes by both 3aneriean and Pakistani troops led to 
airstrikes against two Pakistani posts on the Afghanistan border. 

Pakistani Premier Warns of Plotting by Military 

Blasts Rock Baghdad as Political Crisis in Iraq Deepens 
By JACK HEALY 

A series of explosions ripped through Iraq’s capital, an onfinous tuna for a country reeling from political and 
sectarian turmoil that erupted after the departure of flae 3aneriean nfilitary. 

. Interactive Feature: Their War at Home 

At Presidency’s aath Hour, Medvedev Proposes Systemic Change 
By ELLEN BARRY and MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

The changes sought by Dnfitri A. Medvedev in his final state-of-the-nation address as president would begin 
to deeoustruet Russia’s heavily centralized goverument. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Many Ski Areas Lack an Essential Ingredient 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Week after nmddening week of unusually bahny temperatures have nmde snowfall scant in New England 
and wreaked havoc on snouanaking at ski resorts. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Victory Considerably Aided by the Other Side 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama’s victory over House Republicans ha their showdown over payroll tax cuts and 
tmemplo)anent aid helped him more politically than substantively. 

As New Gingrich Takes Center Stage, Old Reputation Lurks in Wings 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

For his allies, Newt Gingrich’s late-life nmturity and mellowness explain Iris success rebuilding Iris 
presidential prospects and defeating predictions of self-destruction. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Retailers Are Slashing Prices Ahead of Holiday 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 



Aggressive last-nfinute deals are good for bargain htmters, but they could be an alann bell for the retail 

industry. 

, For $101,000, the 12 Days of Christmas Are Covered 

, Shopping for Last-Minute Gifts While Others Sleep 

In Europe, Juggling Image and Capital 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Santander and other European banking giants are trying to preserve their brands while dealing with 
govenament austerity and tighter rules that threaten to pltmge the Continent back into recession. 

’- European Bank Official Sees Darker Outlook 1:41 PM ET 

Senators in Italy Pass Plan for Budget 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

Italy’s Senate voted overwhehningly in favor of a package aimed at elinfinating Italy’s budget deficit by 2Ol3 
and stimulating its economy as part of a broader plan to stabilize the euro. 

" Video: TimesCast I Italy’s Deep Spending Cuts 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Financial Aid Changes Game as Ivy Sports Teams Flourish 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

New and substantially enhanced financial aid policies aimed at all adnfitted students have made it easier to 
recruit elite athletes to the Ivy League. 

" Benefits, and a Few Snags, in Recruiting 

Dismay, Then Disbelief at Arrest of N.F.L. Player 
By GREG BISHOP 

The friends and fanfily of Sam Hurd, who was released by the Chicago Bears as he faced federal drug 
charges, are still grappling with the afternmth of his arrest. 

’. N.F.L. Roundup: Colts Get 2nd Win, Beating Playoff-Bound Texans 

At the Laundry, Rooting for a Clean Game 
By SAM BORDEN 

The game-day uniforms of the Gimats, the Jets mad the Eagles owe their brightness to Barry Barone of Park 
Cleaners in Rutherford, N.J. 

’ Fifth Down: Jets Fans Have a Home at Last ] Unable to Stand a House Divided 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Getting Personal 
By KEN JOHNSON 

"The Renaissance Portrait From Donatello to Bellini" at the Metropolitan Musemn of Art shows how subjects 
flatmted their connections. 

" Slide Show 

ART REVIEW 
Artists Equipped With a Social Conscience 
By KAREN ROSENBERG 

"The Radical Camera: New York’s Photo League 1936-1951" at the Jewish Museum traces the group’s history 
through some 145 photographs. 

, Lens Blog: 15 Years That Changed Photography 

ART REVIEW 

A Native Culture’s Reach, Both Visual and Emotional 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Kindred Spirits: Native Mnerican Influences on 2oth Century Art," at the Peter Blmn Gallery, is both 
heartbreaking and exhilarating. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WAR HORSE’ 
Innocence Is Trampled, but a Bond Endures 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"War Horse," set in World War I and directed by Steven Spielberg, pays tribute to a tradition of honest, 
emotionally direct storytelling. 

. The Cinematography of ’War Horse’ 

¯ . Interview: Steven Spielberg 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’EXTREMELY LOUD & INCREDIBLY CLOSE’ 
A Youngster With a Key, a Word and a Quest 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close," a fihn with Sept. 11 as a backdrop, stars Tom Hanks and the yotmg 
newcomer Tlaomas Horn, and is based on flae novel by Jonathan Safran Foer. 

" Just Close Enough for an Oscar Nod? 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WE BOUGHT A ZOO’ 
A Modern-Day Ark, With Children, Animals and Even Romance 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In Cameron Crowe’s "We Bought a Zoo" Matt Damon plays a single father who is raising his two children 
and trying to revive a zoo. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The House Backs Down 
The obstructionism used by Republicans crmnbled as the struggle to reach a deal on a payroll tax cut showed 
voters the real temperament of the current House leadership. 

EDITORIAL 
Timely Aid for Europe’s Banks 
New loans from fl~e European Central Bank will help, but more is needed to address the tmderlying issue of 
the financial crisis. 

EDITORIAL 
Get Tougher on Assad 
President Bashar al-Assad of Syria is still killing lfis people. And leaders in Russia, China and Arab states 
haven’t done enough to pressure him to stop. 

¯ More O__pinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Sidney Awards, Part II 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Pmother batch of stellar essays are named some of the very best of 2Oll and round out a golden year of long- 
form journalism. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Post-Truth Campaign 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Mitt Romney is blazing new trails in politics, where not telling the truth doesn’t seem to have any 
eollsequellees. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Gay and Vilified in Uganda 
By FRANK MUGISHA 

Fighting for gay rights means fighting for survival in Ugm~da, where homophobia is an import from the 
West. 



¯ More o..O_.pinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 23, 1986, the experimental airplane Voyager, piloted by Dick Rutm~ and deana Yeager, completed 

the first non-stop, arotmd-the-world flight without refileling as it landed safely at Edwards Air Force Base in 

California. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Blackboaxd timed-portion and closed book px~rtion of your exam 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Excuse this immense misunderstanding! I have completed and submitted 
the closed book poltion of the exam. 

Thanks, 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, 11:22 AM 
To: 
Subject: Blackboard timed-portion and closed book portion of your exam 

Dear 

The extension was for the timed-portion of your final exam which needs to be completed on Blackboard 

You need to complete this portion of the exam as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @1iv e. un c edn] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:49 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Blackboard inned-portion and closed book portinn of your exam 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I have received this message and am attaching the completed exam 
Thank you for your assistance and understanding 

Please let me know if I need to do any further actions 

Hope you have a great holiday season, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 
To: 
Sub}ect: [31ackboard timed-portion and closed book portion of your exam 

Dear 

I am giving you another chance to write the timed and closed book poltion of your final exam, which you did not write by 

The exam will be available on Blackboard frora today Wednesday 
final exam. 

Please acknowledge receipt of this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 9:51 ~4 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFRI Final Exam Essay 

Dear 

If it is not completed by then, I will finalize your grade for Afri    ~vithout the 15 points from this palt of the 

As per University- regulations all aspects of the final exam were to be corapleted yesterday. This was indicated in the study guide and the University exam calendar. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:32 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Sul~iect: AFRI    Final Exam Essay 

Greetings Professor Sahle, 

I did not open the docunaent containing the essay prompt until this morning with the understanding that opening the document would signal that I had 3 hours to complete it Therefore I 
was not aware that it was to be submitted by yesterday,               at 11:30pm. Nonetheless I have completed the assignment with the kno~vledge that it may not be accepted. 

Best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, December 26, 2011 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: American Firms See Europe Woes &s Opportunities 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

i ........... ] Today’s Headlines December 26, 2011 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Madb & Adve~ish~ ~ Editorials ] Op-~ ] On lh~s r.?~v 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

An~erica~ }.’ir~s See Europe                          ~ 

Woes as Oppo~mifies 

European regulators have ordered banks to raise capital and shrink their balance sheets, leading to 
the sale of assets to American businesses and financial firms. 

U,S, Prepares for a Curtailed RelafionMfip VVith Paldstan 
i.::., f.R c ’:.~ci 
With the United States faeing the reality that its broad seenrity partnership with Pakistan is over, 
officials are seeking to salvage a more limited eounterterrorism allianee. 

Na~-igath~g Love and Autism 

For Jaek Robison and Kirsten lAndsmith, both of whom fall on the antism speetrnm, being in a 
relationship together has created a uniqne set of comforts and challenges. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

becomes bb~d o]’like n drug," 

D.&VE N[ONTGOMENY, also known as Nihilist, who [)atro]s Salt Lake City in costume with other 

self-styled su[~et’bet’oes on their mission to fight crime. 

on the Spectrum 
3aek Robison and 
Kirsten Lindsmith, two 
college students living in Greenfield, 
Mass., discuss how autism affects 
their lives and relationship. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Anti-Entltlement Strateg3j 

Mitt Romney is pushing hard against 
"government dependency." Will his 
argument set the terms for the 2012 campaign? 

The Lives They Lived 
ALSO IN THE MAGAZINE ~> 

The music they made 

[he lives they loved 

WORLD 

Blasts hi Nigeria Solidify Escalatlo~l of Violence by Giooiip 

A series of Christmas Day church bombings, in which 25 people died, appeared to be a coordinated 
assault by Boko Haram, a radical Islamist sect with suspected training links to A1 Qaeda. 

S~tlcide Bombe~- Stl’ikes F~me~-al hi Afghanistal~ 

The attack, which killed a member of Parliament, appeared to be the Taliban’s latest strike against 
Afghans with ties to the government in Kabul. 

Sudan s Government Says I owerful Rebel Leader Is Dead 



The death of Khalil Ibrahim represents an enormous blow to the Justice and Equality Movement, 

which has played a major role in the rebellion in Darfur. 

More Worid Ne~,vs ~ 

Crusader’s Take Page~ and Ou~’~ts~ From Comics 

Self-cast crime fighters are on the march, but whether they are making the world safer or just 

weirder remains an open question. 

Pau~ Disowns Ext~*em~sts~ V~ews but Does~t Disavow the Suppor~ 

The white supremacists, survivalists and anti-Zionists who have rallied behind Ron Paul’s 

candidacy have not exactly been warmly welcomed. But he does not disavow their support. 

~.~y ::’ :7: ’:.5. .2:;. .:,EF: 

Offieials in the Missouri city where a tornado killed 161 people in May are trying to figure out what 

to do with a house covered in messages from people who came to help. 

~ Slide Show: A Memorial Still Stands, but Barely 

BUSINESS 

Cee Lo Su01kes Gold~ Without a Gold A~bum 

Cee Lo Green, an entertainer devoted to the Liberaee and Elton John sehool of showmanship, will 

earn about $2o million this year, and only a fcaetion of that is fi’om his music. 

~lnte t ~ Feature For Cee Lo Green, a Busy Year 

A Year of Disappointment at the Movie Bo_~ Office 

In the final days of 2o~, ticket sales in North America are running about $500 million behind last 

year, prompting studios to wonder what went wrong. 

In Beck’~ Shadow, Rise of °The Fh’e~ 

"The Five," a panel of five co-hosts who argue about the day’s top stories, seemed to be a quick fix for 

Fox News after Glenn Beck’s departure last June, but the show has found its footing. 

Mote Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

2011 SCRAPBOOK 

Every day this week, reporters and editors for The Times will recall the people, teams and moments 

that made the past year memorable. 

KNICKS 106, CELTICS 104 

For Ot~e Day~ the Fh’st, the I@:dck~ Have Just E~m~gh 

Carmelo Anthony scored 37 points as the l~icks defeated the Celtics in the N.B.A.’s belated return 

aRer a long, strange off-season. 

BULLS 88, LAKERS 87 

C.ollap,~e by Lakers Gh’es \’Vin to B~lls 

The Lakers blew a 6-point lead in the final minute against the Bulls, falling in the N.B.A. season 

opener and marking the ruth loss in their string of ~4 annual Christmas games. 

o Mere Spor~s News 

ARTS 

The M~tses of h~sert~ Delete and Execute 

Scholars are trying to recover the literary history of word processing, one casual deletion and 

trashed docmnent at a time, starting with writers like Stephen King and Frank Herbert. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 



’~Nhore of~,~M’on’ a~ad %%qmn the Garden V~fas 

Harvey Araton writes abont the ~97os New York Knieks with reverence in "When the Garden Was 

Eden," bnt Seott Raab is comically bloody minded in "The Whore of Akt’om" a hate letter to LeBron 

CARPETBAGGER BLOG 

Ma~ot~n Streets, Family (F~ir~ma "~g) 

Martin Sheen, who stars in "The Way," talks about making a film with his family, changes in the 
Academy and making "Apocalypse Now." 

¯ More Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

The inertia that has kept consumers from bolting from traditional content providers is beginning to 
erode. 

~ limesCast ~ 2011 : The Year in Media 

MEDIA DE~DER 

Jesse Draper, host of "The Valley Girl Show," a fl’eewheeling interview program, says her goal is to 
build a brand by "pro�raying set’ions business people as tim." 

MEDIA DECODER 

Afg|~a~fi~ta~ I.ow on News Age~da 
i.::y i.:R ::. ~,i 

A report by the Project for Excellence in Jonrnalism eonnted an increase in international news over 

all, owing largely to the war in Libya and the protests in the Middle East and Aft’lea. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Fairness fo~ Home Ca~-e A~des 
Workers in this fast-growing occupation need to be protected by labor laws. 

EDITORIAL 

The Intela~et Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers needs better safeguards before it allows 
an explosion of new online addresses. 

EDITORIAL 

A L~v~g Wage, I.o~g Ove~due 
A new bill would require developers who profit fi’om public subsidies to pay a minimmn wage of $~o 
an hour, lifting thousands of New Yorkers above the poverty line. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

P~tln’s Ctfik’h°en 

How many generations does it take to grow a democracy? 

C ~; - Page j Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sp~olng-th~e for Toxles 
i.::y F;A Lii. 
The E.P.A. jnst did a very good thing in releasing new rules on mercury and air toxies for power 
plants. And, of course, Repnblieans are fuvions. 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

For me, and I suspect for many others like me, the art of hnnting is profonnd. It’s abont taking 
responsibility. 

* MereO~!nion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 26, 1941, Winston Churehill became the first British prime minister to address a joint 
meeting of the United States Congress. 

See 7[1:is Front Page 
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TOP NEWS 

Path Is Cleared for Yemeni 
Leader to Get Care in U.S. 
By MARK LANDLER and ERIC SCHMITT 

The Obama adininistration has decided 
in principle to allow President Ali 
Abdullala Saleh to enter the United 
States for medical treatment, subject to 
certain assurances, two officials said. 

Economic Downturn Took a 
Detour at Capitol Hill 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

Rarely has the financial divide appeared 
so wide, or the public contrast so stark, 
between lamnakers and those they 
represent. 

." Graphic: A Growing Divide 

Debate Persists on Deadly Flu 
Made Airborne 
By DENISE GRADY and DONALD G. McNEIL 
Jr. 

?m experiment that took a dangerous flu virus and made it more so has raised fears of terrorism and 
questions about whether the experiment should have been done. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"To say that I’m enjoying a millionaire’s lifestyle - well, I can tell you, I guess a millionaire’s income doesn’t 

go very far these days." 

ED PASTOR, an Arizona Democrat who is among 250 members of Congress with a net worfl~ of $1 nfillion 

or nlore. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 
Range With 
Unwelcome 
Moving Targets 
The live training exercises 



that take place on a nearly two-nfillion- 
acre bombing range prepare military 
pilots for battle, but can be halted by 
illegal inmfigrants trying to cross the 
nearby border from Mexico. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Whose Tea Party 
Is It? 
By THEDA SKOCPOL and 
VAN ESSA Wl L LIAM SO N 

Tensions within the Tea 
Party help explain the volatility of the 
Republican primary campaign. 

Charles Isherwood’s Top 10 
of 2011 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Trusting someone over 60 

Successes for nonprofit theater companies 

nlt|imes, T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

Israel TV Station’s Troubles Reflect a Larger Political Battleground 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Channel lo’s defenders see the agenda of Prime Minister Benjanfin Netanyahu at work, but those arotmd 
him deny any motive of revenge for negative coverage. 

. Genocide Debate Risks New Rift for Israel and Turkey 

Syria Observers Urged to Hurry to Homs, Where Death Toll Keeps Rising 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

At least 20 people were killed in fighting in the rebellious Syrian city of Horns on Monday, as hmnan rights 
activists urged Arab League observers to visit the city. 

Fiscal Crisis Takes Toll on Health of Greeks 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

A 13 percent cut in health care spending as part of widespread austerity measures has left public hospitals 
lacking personnel and supplies, and mm~y Greeks without care. 

:’ Video: Greece’s Dangerous Cuts 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Guns in Public, and Out of Sight 
By MICHAEL LUO 

As states ease concealed weapon laws, some of the permits are ending up in the wrong hands. 

’: Graphic: Easing Restrictions on Gun Permits 

Political Struggle in Congress Delayed, Not Resolved 
By ROBERT PEAR 

Agreements on issues that divided Democrats and Republicans could be even more elusive when Congress 
returns for an election-year session. 

Strafing Mock Targets, but Holding Fire, Too 
By MARC LACEY 

The military training exercises at an Arizona bombing range are as realistic as can be, but nfigrants, animals 
and smugglers can sometimes halt operations. 

" Slide Show: A Range With Unwelcome Moving Targets 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



TV Prices Fall, Squeezing Most Makers and Sellers 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Television sets are much less expensive now because of an oversupply mad continued pressure on prices from 
low-cost nmnufacturers and online retailers. 

Sony to Cease Its Flat-Screen Partnership With Samsung 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

In a bid to streanfline its money-losing television business, the Japanese technology gim~t is turning over 
production capacity to its South Korean partner, Samstmg. 

Law to Find Tax Evaders Denounced 
By DAVID JOLLY and BRIAN KNOWLTON 

The Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act is causing alarm among businesses outside the United States that 
fear they will have to spend billions of dollars a year to meet increased reporting burdens. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

2011 SCRAPBOOK 
Memories From the Year in Sports 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

Every day this week, reporters and editors for The Times will recall the people, teams and moments that 
made the past year memorable. 

. Slide Show: The Year in Sports 

N.F.L. ROUNDUP 
With Last Throw of Big Night, Brees Breaks Marino’s Mark 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

New Orlem~s Saints quarterback Drew Brees set a single-season passing record on Monday night, surpassing 
Dan Marino’s nmrk from 1984. 
:’ Romo Is Feeling Better, So Dallas Is, Too 

N.F.L. FAST FORWARD 
Playoffs? Some Battling for No. a Pick 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Three playoff spots, and a slew of seedings, will be deternfined on the final day of the regular season. But for 
a longer-term effect on the N.F.L., look to the otherwise meaningless game between Jacksonville and 
Indianapolis. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

In Madrid’s Heart, Park Blooms Where a Freeway Once Blighted 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

In tlfis and other cities, parks now flourish, mad neighborhoods with them, in place of aboveground 
highways. 

’. ~:~ Slide Show: Madrid Rio 

Crystal Bridges, the Art Museum Walmart Money Built, Opens 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Crystal Bridges, a museum of American art built by a Wahnart heir, has opened in Arkansas. 
’: ~:~ Slide Show: Crystal Bridges 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Death Comes to Pemberley’ 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

P. D. Jmnes’s latest mystery revisits the world of "Pride and Prejudice," as a murder intrudes on the proper, 
nmnored lives of Elizabeth and Darcy. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 



BASICS 
The Hormone Surge of Middle Childhood 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Aromad 5 or 6, children experience an endocrhaological event that propels them toward the ability to control 
impulses, to reason, to focus, to plma for the future. 
" ~ Well: What quote do you think best captures the grade-school years? 

Related: Little Rascals in a Secret Garden 

More Basics Columns 

Graceful Moves, for a Boy Made of Metal 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

How does an automaton that helped to inspire the one in the Martin Scorsese fihn "Hugo" really work? 

¯ Graphic: Mechanical Memory 

Science and Censorship: A Duel Lasting Centuries 
By WILLIAM J. BROAD 

When a federal panel asked two journals last week to wifldaold details on bird flu experiments, it was only 
the latest example of an ages-old conflict often rooted in issues of war and advanced weaponry. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Keeping Students From the Polls 
To limit Democratic turnout on Election Day, Republicm] lawmakers are making it harder for students and 
other liberal-leaning groups to vote. 

EDITORIAL 
Dealing With China’s Troubles 
Beijing and the West must realize that a trade war with the world’s largest exporting nation would be a 
disaster for everyone. 

EDITORIAL 
Million-Dollar Visas 
Congress needs to amend fl~e law that created fl~e investor visa to tighten the rules on what qualifies as a 
high-tmemplo)anent area. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Want a New You? Change Your Name 
By ALINA SIMONE 

What’s in a name? Plenty. A new one can change your life. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Midlife Crisis Economies 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Obama adininistration used to like to compare today’s problems to those that led to the Great 
Depression. But they differ in many ways. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Glass’s Road to Redemption 
By JOE NOCERA 

After years of making mnends for his folaner career as a fabulist at The New Republic, Stephen Glass has 
earned the fight to practice law. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 27, 1979, Soviet forces seized control of Afghanistan. President Hafizullah Amin, who was 
overthrown and executed, was replaced by Babrak Karmal. 
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TOP NEWS 

Iran Threatens to Block Oil 
Shipments, as U.S. Prepares 
Sanctions 
By DAVID E. SANGER and ANNIE LOWREY 

The threat to cut off shipments through 
the Strait of Hormuz comes as President 
Obama prepares to sign legislation that 
could cut into Iran’s oil revenue. 

,’ Iran Begins Trial of Man Said to Be U.S. Spy 

The High Cost of Failing 
Artificial Hips 
By BARRY MEIER 

The widespread failure of all-metal hips 
may cost taxpayers, insurers and 
employers billions of dollars in the 
coming years. 

’- Ask the Reporter a Question 

For Somali Women, Pain of 
Being a Spoil of War 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

With the famine putth~g htmdreds of thousands of women on the move, more rapes are being reported now 
in Somalia than at any time in recent memory. 

:’ Photographs: Rapes on the Rise in Somalia 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Oklahoma was like his mother. Now he’s back in his mother’s arms." 
NORA GUTHRIE, the daughter of folk singer Woody Guthrie, on plans to build an exlfibition and study 
center in Tulsa, Okla., to honor her father’s legacy. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: ............................ 

Miami Beckons, .... 
and Brazilians 
Come Running 



In Mianfi, no group has been as courted 
and pampered as much as the 
Brazilians. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Getting It Right 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

One good idea each from 
the seven Republican 
presidential candidates. 

A new year, a new home 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Homes for $480,000 

Mortgages: Helping homeowners dig out 

nytimes,�o.m REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

North Korean Mourners Line Streets for Kim Jong-il’s Funeral 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

In televised images, Kim Jong-tm, the successor to North Korea’s throne, was seen walking along his father’s 
hearse in a flmeral procession watched closely for clues about the future of the regime in Pyongyang. 

~ ~ Video: Scenes From the Funeral Procession (Reuters) 

Architect of Russia’s Political System Under Putin Is Reassigned 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Vladislav Y. Surkov had become a lightning rod for a rising generation of Russians who are calling for an end 
to political nmnipulations. 

Israeli Girl, 8, at Center of Tension Over Religious Extremism 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Namna Margolese has become the face of a contlict over the influence of extrenfists in Israel after her story of 
being accosted by ultra-Orthodox men was reported in the media. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Miami Has a Hearty Oi (Hello) for Free-Spending Brazilians 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Flush with cash, Brazilians are spending nfillions of dollars for vacation condonfinimns, clothes, jewelry, 
funfiture, ears and art in South Florida. 
o Slide Show: Miami Beckons, and Brazilians Come Running With Cash 

Square Feet: South Florida Poised for Birth of Casino Gambling 

Joining Trend, College Grows Beyond Name 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Northeastern University, based in Boston, opened its first satellite campus, which combines virtual mad in- 
person instruction, this year in Charlotte, N.C. Seattle is next. 

The Retooled, Loose Romney, Guessing Voters’ Age and Ethnicity 
By ASHLEY PARKER and MICHAEL BARBARO 

A close-up study of Mr. Ronmey’s interactions with voters captures a candidate who can be efficient, fmmy 
and self-deprecating, yet often strains to connect in a personal way. 

° Slide Show: A Friendlier Romney in New Hampshire 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Online Merchants Home in on Imbibing Consumers 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Shopping while drinking has long benefited high-end specialty retailers; now the popularity of Internet sales 
has opened alcohol-induced buying to the masses. 

Slicing Costs, and Still Serving 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Kept open by bankrupt chains, zombie restaurants make just enough to cover basic costs, resulting in a glut 
of eateries chasing after scarce dining dollars. 

Obama to Nominate Two for Vacancies on Fed Board 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

President Obama will nominate a Harvard economist, Jeremy C. Stein, and a former private equity 
executive, Jerome H. Powell, to the Federal Reserve board of governors. 

" Times Topics: Federal Reserve 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Work Habits, Once Questioned, Are a Key to Newton’s Success 
By VIV BERNSTEIN 

Carolina quarterback Cmn Newton has had a record-setting rookie season despite widespread doubts about 
him before the draft. 

~ N.F.L. Roundup: Patriots and 49ers Each Land Eight on Pro Bowl Rosters 

Crowded Sidelines Leave Coaches Nowhere to Run 
By MARK VIERA 

Faster players and spread offenses now carry football’s contact to the sideline and beyond, as several coaches 
can painfully attest. 

HAWKS 106, NETS 70 
Nets and Fans Silenced in Home Opener 
By JAKE APPLEMAN 

A sellout crowd was quickly quieted by a dominant Atlanta Hawks team that romped from start to finish, 
with the Nets struggling mightily out of the gate for the second straight night. 

, N.B.A. Roundup: Heat Survive Late Rally to Upend the Celtics 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Bound for Local Glory at Last 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Though Woody Guthrie remains a controversial figure in his native state of Oklahoma decades after his 
death, his archives are getting a new home in Tulsa. 

Sam Rivers, Jazz Artist of Loft Scene, Dies at 88 
By HATE CHINEN 

Mr. Rivers, wifl~ a taut and throaty sound on his tenor saxophone, was among the pioneers in the postwar 
jazz avant-garde. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Two Artists With a Shared Sense of Freedom 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The painter Helen Frm~kenthaler and the sculptor Jolm Chmnberlain, who died within a week of each other, 
both brought a new, unfettered approach to their materials. 

" Obituaries: Helen Frankenthaler I John Chamberlain 

DINING & WINE 

Southern Farmers Vanquish the Clich6s 
By JULIA MOSKIN 



A thriving movement of food producers wmats to reclaim the agrarian roots of Southern cooking, restore its 
lost traditions, and redefine American cuisine for a global audience. 

When the Family’s Foodies Visit New York 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

When nay parents come to town, we sample the city’s restaurants in five-day, two-big-meals-a-day binges 
that have become something of a legend among friends. 

Sam Sifton’s Top ao New Restaurants of 2oa~ 
By SAM SIFTON 

The Times’s restaurant critic for much of 2Oll lists his favorite new places of the year, which was a strong 
one for smart-casual cooking. 

¯ " Slide Show 

-’ Diner’s Journal: Readers’ Best Meals of 2011 From Twitter 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....D..i..n.[.n..cj" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Paul’s Discredited Campaign 
Who wrote the Ron Paul newsletters, and why won’t he disavow his racist supporters? 

EDITORIAL 
Wall Street Meets Reality 
There is no disputing that developing more jobs in different fields would be better for New York, and the 
country, than fighting financial regulations. 

EDITORIAL 
Giving Yemen a Chance 
Adnfitting President Ali Abdullah Saleh into the United States is the best way to speed his exit from power 
and end the repression of Yemenis. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Honoring All Who Saved Jews 
By EVA WEISEL 

My fanfily would not have survived without the generosity of our guardian angel in North Africa. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Kevin Warns Republicans 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Mirabile dictu! Kevin finds something to criticize in lfis own party. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
How to Save Iraq From Civil War 
By AYAD ALLAWI, OSAMA AL-NUJAIFI and RAFE AL-ESSAWI 

Unless America pushes for a unity govenunent now, civil war will destroy Iraq. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 28, 1981, Elizabeth Jordan Carr, the first American test-tube baby, was bona in Norfolk, Va. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

David Pier ~ ~gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 12:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Leave request 

Pier Leave request 2012.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

Here is a paragraph requesting a leave in Fall of 2012. Please let me know if there is anything I need to do to improve it Thanks’. 

--Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 12:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, New Years Dining, The Lives They Lived and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 " ! 228/a mes 1 Y 

[ii.~ @Times-December28,2011 
1 

New Year’s Dining 

~ 

ilXiI 

Prepare fur N ew Year’s Eve with an interactive guide to 
holiday entertaining~ ideas for a relaxed New Yea£s Eve, 
a selection of luck), foods to ring in the New Year and notes fi’om 
The New York Times wine panel’s tasting of 2o delicate of 
Champagnes. Find more features to prepare for New Year~s Eve 
and also search for past recipes fi’om The Times on 
nytimes~eomidining. 

The Lives They Lived 

marked by more than its fair allotment of ie(mie deaths. 
The Lives They Lived howew~r is not a greatest-hits issue. 
Instead~ The New York Times Magazine gravRated 1o those byes 
with an m~k~ld tare. This aomud issue lives ooline with a sound 
eoltage o[The Music They Made, a sample 
messages o~ Twitter, t’eaders’ photographs of peop[e dose to them 
who died this year’ and mot’e. 

* Mi;n’s Watches Keep Gi;tti~lg Bigger 

, Sodimn-Satuvated Diet Is a Threat for All 

* T Magazine: The Best in Books, Design, Culture and More 

. G etting Back m the Black 

* Penny-Wise and No Foots in Stores 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~v-r~ 
(Between Dec. 21,201! - Dec 27, 201 ]) 

*. Krugman: The Post-Truth Campaign 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Sampling 

the Chocolates of Brussels 
Exploring the city’s pralines, 
ehoeolatiers and cacao history. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: For Cee 

Lo Green, a Busy Year 
The singer spent 2o~ logging 
thousands of miles while taping 
television shows and music 
videos, recording an album and 
making personal appearances. 

~ VgDEO~ Itl [he garbeOs 

Chair 
Roger Goodell, the N.F.L. 
commissioner, talks about the 
safety of the pro game and other 
issues. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation - Room 
for Debate 

What’s so bad 
about adult 
children moving back in with 
their parents? 

~ Joir~ t~e Conve~sa Jon* ~ 



2. Navigating Love and Autism 

3, HBO Renews ’E~[ightened’ bu~ Canei;ls Three Othi;r Shows 

4. Dowd: Separatio~ o[ Newt aud State 

5, Keet~ing CoI~ege S[~lden[s From the Polls 

The New York Times is offering 
digital gift subscriptions to 
NYTimes.eom and tablet and 
smartphone apps. Subscriptions 
are available for 12 weeks or 26 
weeks and start at $3o. 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because ~,ou signed Lip 

for NYTimes corrfs @Times newsletter. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New York Times <nsdime@email.ne~x?’orktimes.com> 

~Vednesday, December 28, 2011 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Importam intbrmation regarding your subscription 

Dear Home DeliveU’ Subscriber, 

Our records indicate that you recently requested to cancel your home deliveW subscription. 

Please keep in mind when your delivery- sere’ice ends, you ~*fill no longer have unlimited 

access to NYTimes.eom and our NYTirnes apps. 

We do hope you’ll reconsider. 

As a valued Times reader we invite you to continue your eurrcnt subscription at an exclusive 

rate of 5o% off for ~6 weeks. This is a lirnited--time offer and will no longer be valid once 

your current subscriptk-m ends.~ 

Continue your subscription and you’ll keep your fl’ee, unlimited digital access, a benefit 

available onlg for our home delivery subseribe~.. You’ll receive unlimited access to 

N~’Times.com on any device, full access to our smartt~hone "    ~ and ~Pad apps, plus you can 

now share your unlimited access with a family member.÷ 

To continue your subscription call ~-877-698-oo25 and mention code 38HgH (Monday- 

Friday, 8:3o a.rn. to 8:3o p.m.; Saturday, 9 a.rn. to 3 p.m.E.D.T.). 

L                                                            ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

inqui~ about tinal grade 

Hey, Professor SaNe! 

I hope that you have had a great holiday break thus far. I am emailing you in regards to my final grade in INTS . I recently checked my semester grades on connect 
carolina and noticed that my final grade for INTS    is a        I was just wondering if perhaps you could tell me what I received on the final exam (the combination of the 
written and timed portions) as well as on the written assignments? I was just confused about how my grade ended up as a because the two grades I had in the class 
prior to the final exam were an (second midterm) and a (group project) and I attended class on a regular basis. 

Thanks! 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, 4:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: AFRI 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am a          student from              . I emailed you a while ago about AFRI    and spoke to you at Sylvia Tamale’s talk. I was very interested in taking the class, 
but unfortunately it was full at that time so I could not register for it. 

A space in the class is now available. I am really interested in the topic of the class. I am planning on double majoring in Political Science and African Studies, and I spent last 
summer working for a women’s organization          so the class is very relevant to my interests. However, I was wondering if it is possible for you to send me a syllabus 
for the class? This would be really helpful and interesting for me to see. 

Thank you very much, and happy holidays. 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI Grade - Urgent 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
My name is and I am enrolled in the AFRI course. I sent out an e-mail in    regarding but don’t think I ever received a response. 

Within the next day or two I will have submitted and finished all of the assignments from each of the Lesson, including discussion posts and topics. I already submitted my final 
exam and have gotten that out of the way. 

I ask that you allow me to do anything required to make up for the lateness penalties. Is there anything that can be done about the lateness penalties? Work of any sort? I’ve 
tried to view the make-up exam but cannot seem to find it anymore either, rm sorry if the notices from      weren’t clear from the scanned image but I can re-send it if 
need be. I also visited the               again a little                 because of a small scare and can send you that note too, if needed. 

I’ve had rough copies of the work from the lesson but haven’t edited anything at all because I was more concerned in getting the exams and essays in on time, while also 
making sure the quality of my assignments is high. I’m in the same situation with my other class and everything kept building up so I’ve been trying to make sure all of my 
assignments are well written and coherent before submitting them. However, the Professor was very understanding and allowed me to hand everything in, only as long as 
got it in before the end of semester. I have attached his e-mail below this if you’d like to view his response. 

Thankyou, 

From: 
Hi 
I’ve gone over your submitted work and entered grades. I have not made comments on work from before the midterm, but I have made them on your lesson :LO work which is 
attached to this email. Try to get the rest of your work in before the final. I don’t encourage people to take the course the way you’ve done it, but you’ve done an admirable job 
in trying to make up for lost time! 

Cheers, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <~wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 30, 2011 7:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Update 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

Thanks for the update. I think the historical ewollments for 262 will allow us to offer t~vo sections each term from this point on. I had tentatively scheduled Donato to teach two sections of 
262 each term next year. 

On a related note, I ~vas wondering about your thoughts re: scheduling Esther to teach three sections of Elem. Swahili (401 in Fall and 402 in Spring) each term next year Looking at the 
enrollments since 2006, it seems ~ve are best served offering the following course rotation for Swahili each year: 

Fall: 3 sections of 401, 2 sections of 403, 1 section of 405 
Spring: 3 sections of 402, 2 sections of 404, 1 section of 406. 

This scheduling rotation is replicated by languages offered in Asian Studies In sum, there hasn’t been much logic in the scheduling of our language courses in the past 

Also, we need to address the idiosyncratic numbering of our language courses as we are the only department in the college that offers Elementary and Intelrnediate language courses at the 
400-level. 

We have much to discuss. I’ll call you in the next couple of days. Take care and have a happy New Year! 

Best, 

Waiter 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 29, 2011, at 3:14 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Walter, 
> 

> Hope you are well. 
> 

> I left a message on your voice mail concerning Lingala. I have resolved the concerns for the Spring semester and had conversation with the Dean. 
> 

> At aW rate, here is how we move forward in terms of Donato’s teaching responsibilities [’or the Spring: 
> 

> Lingala intermediate - with 1 student registered. African Studies Center will pay him a stipend to teach it 
> 

> To met his obIigauons to our department I asked him to teach Afri261 in the Spring 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Friday, December 30, 2011 8:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Your account intbrmation tbr UNC Student Stores 

Hello’. 
You have recently requested that your password to be sent to this account 
Your pass~vord is: underdevelopment# 
If you have an?’ further problems accessing your online account, 
please contact us by replying to this message. 

(Please disregard this email if it was sent to you by mistake.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universiUreaders.com~ 

Sunday, Jauualy 1, 2012 7:15 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

Following up on custom course materials 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are well’. I am following up on my previous email regardiug how you can easily create a course pack at an affordable cost to your students, injufft two-three 

weeks. 

We welcome your choice of content, offer ma online library of low- cos~t readings from leading publishers, complimentao, estimates, and Upically save students 20-30 
percent compared to traditional textbooks. For more information, you can learn about our ~rvices or request an Intbkit. 

I’d like to learn about your courses and see if we may be a good fit. When would be the bes~ day and time to connect o’~er the phone? 

Enjoy the upcoming holidays and I roll look forwmvl to he~iug from you! 

Besqt wishes, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

UniversiV Readers, Inc. 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Suite 500 i Sau Diego, CA 92121 

marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com i ph. 800.200.3908 x543 

www.universityreaders.comi www.universityreaders.com/cognella 

This is a commercial message, and University Readers is a~ entirely independent company. If you do not wish to receive emails ti-om u~ please click the link below. 

http://w~w-.universiWreaders.conv’opt out.php?guid df092cf3-e9ce-7102-4a03-4595a6c81a19 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao, 2, 2012 5:09 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.e&~> 

@unc.e&~; Williaans, Gem Brown <gbwilli@email.nnc.edu~; Jordan, Joseph F 

<jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold woodard@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Julnper, Maya Simone <mjumpe@email.unc.edu>; 

cierra@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Overton <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Griest, Laura Elisabet 

<lauragfies~t@unc.edu>; Clincy, A~naa~da <aclincy@email.unc.edt~-;          ~gmail.co~n; Hudso~ MaNuise 
<mkhudson@email.unc.edn>; Shuford, Bettina C. <bcshufo@email.unc.edu>; Kang, Emil J <emil kang@unc.edu;,; Pollock, Della 

<pollock@email.nnc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteine@unc.edn>; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu;,; CoNe, McKay 

--~acoble@email.unc.edn>; Singer, Joe <jsinge@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; bicldbrd, donna 

--~dbicldbrd@ email .unc.edu;~ 

Re: Black History Month 

If 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 2, 2012, at 4:55 PM, "Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth" <newsom~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Fabulous Folks! 

We are trying to get together a comprehensive calendar of events for Black History Month and would love to meet with you to discuss potential 
collaborations,brain storming, etc. We will hold a meeting on Januai), 5 fi~om 10:00am to noon in Room 207 of the Campus Y. It would be wonderful if you 

could join us, but if you cannot please take a few moments to send us your planned activities so that they can be included in the caJendar. We will croft a 

card with the caJendar on it, copies will be available upon request. Please give us the opportunity to share yonr events and to help publicize, market and 

build audience for them. Thanks! 

Dr. Cookie Newsom 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, Januao, 2, 2012 5:11 PM 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.e&~> 

@unc.e&~; Williaans, Gem Brown <gbwilli@email.nnc.edu~; Jordan, Joseph F 
<jfjordan@em~il.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold woodard@unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Julnper, Maya Simone <mjumpe@email.nnc.edu>; 

cierra@unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jackie Overton <overton@psafety.unc.edu>; Griest, Laura Elisabet 

<lauragfies~t@unc.edu>; Clincy, A~naa~da <aclincy@email.unc.edt~-;          ~gmail.co~n; Hudso~ MaNuise 
<mkhudson@email.unc.edn>; Shuford, Bettina C. <bcshufo@email.unc.edu>; Kang, Emil J <emil kang@unc.edu;,; Pollock, Della 

<pollock@email.nnc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteine@unc.edn>; Alexander, G. Rumay <rumay@email.unc.edu;,; CoNe, McKay 

--~acoble@email.unc.edn>; Singer, Joe <jsinge@unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; bicldbrd, donna 

--~dbicldbrd@ email .unc.edu;~ 

Re: Black History Month 

PS:if you prefer to send your events please include date, place, time, desired audience/participants and co s~. thanks! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 2, 2012, at 4:55 PM, "Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth" <newsom~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Fabulous Folks! 

We are trying to get together a comprehensive calendar of events for Black History Month and would love to meet with you to discuss potential 
collaborations,brain storming, etc. We will hold a meeting on Januai), 5 fi~om 10:00am to noon in Room 207 of the Campus Y. It would be wonderful if you 

could join us, but if you cannot please take a few moments to send us your planned activities so that they can be included in the caJendar. We will croft a 

card with the caJendar on it, copies will be available upon request. Please give us the opportunity to share yonr events and to help publicize, market and 

build audience for them. Thanks! 

Dr. Cookie Newsom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R 
<krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Happy New Year Everyone! 

Yousuf A1-Bulushi is now listed as Instructor for Afri 520. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: yousuf@tmc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 
Importance: High 

Dear Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

This is a gentle reminder about changing the name of the Instructor for Afri520 to Yousuf so that he can have access to Sakai and 
class roster of his students. My name still appears as the Instructor and this is causing unnecessary delays and confusion. 

I had told Yousuf that this issue had been addressed before the end of the last term because I had requested that you make the 
necessary changes once we hired him in November. I know last semester was very hectic for you and all of us in the Department, but 
I would be grateful if you addressed this matter right away. If you have any question, please call me. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies Chair, Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

You are welcome. My apologies for not getting it taken care of earlie!! 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Dear Travis, 

Many thanks for your prompt attention to this matter! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:00 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

Happy New Year Everyone! 

Yousuf A1-Bulushi is now listed as Instructor for Afri 520. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 9:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: yousuf@unc.edu; Rucker, Walter C; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 
Importance: High 



Dear Travis, 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a great holiday season. 

This is a gentle reminder about changing the name of the Instructor for Afri520 to Yousuf so that he can have access to Sakai and 
class roster of his students. My name still appears as the Instructor and this is causing unnecessary delays and confusion. 

I had told Yousuf that this issue had been addressed before the end of the last term because I had requested that you make the 
necessary changes once we hired him in November. I know last semester was very hectic for you and all of us in the Department, but 
I would be grateful if you addressed this matter right away. If you have any question, please call me. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Eunice Sahle 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies Chair, Department of 
African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:51 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 261 

Happy New Year Agaflaa! 

I just filled out the log sheet and I am going to call classroom scheduling to bring it to flaeir attention and ask that they get it into the system 
right away because I think Connect Carolina shuts down this afternoon for maintenance and we want to go ahead and have it in the system! 

Thank s 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:45 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI 261 

Hi Travis, 
Can you get flais course set up in Connect Carolina today? THIS IS FOR SPRING 2012! If you have any questions about enrollment limits, 
etc, please ask Walter. 

This course will take the time, place and location of LGLA 404. 

LGLA should still be set up, but with location and time as TBA. 

This way, Donato can work with his one student in LGLA 404, but we will also have a classroom for the new addition of AFRI 261 (which we 
would otherwise probably not be able to find a good space for at this point). Does that make sense? Give me a call if you have questions 
about what I am requesting. 

Secondly, please make a simple poster to advertise this (see description, etc below). Send to me to review and then we will email to other 
departments, and post in the office. It would be ideal to have this out and posted before tomorrow (Wednesday) at 12pm. 

Welcome back and thanks! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 

COURSE DESCRIPTION: 
AFRI 261: African Women: Changing Ideals and Realities 

Focus: African Women Writers and Peace 

The course will focus on flae writings and lives of key African women intellectuals, many of whom have received flae Nobel Peace Prize. We 
will see how these women conceptualize and practice peace in order to bring about individual and social transformation. We will reflect on 
how their lived ideals and realities can contribute to our understanding of peace in the global community. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:56 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: moving office 

Hg All, 

The movers are here now! 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:50 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Hi Tim, 
Travis has requested a move for the desks, but the time has not been confirmed - we are hoping for today or tomorrow. 

As for boxes, when I spoke with Eunice we had only talked about having the desks moved, since the movers charge us 

hourly and we don’t have much money. If it is not possible for you to move your boxes yourself/with friends, please let 
us know. (FYI - Travis is not able to help with moving things up and down stairs). 

Sorry to not have better news! 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abemethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University ofNorthCarolina 
Chape! Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
£ 9!9.962.5824 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:21 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha 
Subject: moving office 

Hi Agatha -- 

Hope you had a restful holiday and that you are now settled in to your new home. 



Do we have a time set for my move to Waiter’s office? 
same place at the same time. 

take care 

Tim 

I figure this needs to be coordiated so all the boxes aren’t in the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 11:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
department listserv address 

Here it is! 

afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 11:49 AM 

Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu>; Sahle, 
Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: moving office 

I sure will! Tim, when do you think you will be in? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Travis, can you help with this? Maybe look in the office and see - and Walter and Tim will need to exchange keys too. 
Thanks all! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Buell, Agatha 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Actually all I wanted to know was when I should move my boxes; as in where are Walter’s boxes now? Sorry for the confusion. 

Tim 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:59 AM 
To: Buell, Agatha; McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Dear Agatha, 

Thanks for the update. 

I am sorry Tim. But unfortunately, we all have to move our boxes. I had friends help me move mine downstairs and to my house the 
evening of the Dec. 23. 

Best wishes with the move. 



Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:49 AM 
To: McMillar~ Tim 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: moving office 

Hi Tim, 
Travis has requested a move for the desks, but the time has not been confirmed - we are hoping for today or tomorrow. 

As for boxes, when I spoke with Eunice we had only talked about having the desks moved, since the movers charge us hourly and we 
don’t have much money. If it is not possible for you to move your boxes yourself/with friends, please let us know. (FYI - Travis is 
not able to help with moving things up and down stairs). 

Sorry to not have better news! 
Agatha 

Agatha Buell 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

From: McMillar~ Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2012 10:21 AM 

To: Buell, Agatha 

Subject: moving office 

Hi Agatha -- 

Hope you had a restful holiday and that you are now settled in to your new home. 

Do we have a time set for my move to Walter’s office? I figure this needs to be coordiated so all the boxes aren’t in the same place at 
the same time. 

take care 

Tim 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Plalz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 3, 2012 1:06 PM 

Spring GPC"s <spring2012@listserv.unc.edtv~ 

[spring2012] Welcome back Spring 2012 Fac ulty a~d Instructors 

Hello all, 

Welcome back everyone! I have created this listserv from the classroom scheduling data for the Spring 2012 term in order to communicate better with you all, the 

faculty and instructors who are using technology enhanced classrooms during the spring semester. (If you are on this listserv by mistake, please let me know) 

Please contact the Classroom Hotline office via phone or website (962.6702 or http:!!hotline.unc.edu ) to schedule a technology demonstration of any room that 

you are scheduled to teach in during the semester. Our demos usually take ~15 minutes and can save you valuable class time once the semester begins. 

We highly encourage you to schedule a demo PRIOR to classes starting next week. Once classes begin, the rooms are very difficult to get time scheduled. 

Some things we’ve noticed during the fall semester: 

We had to take a lot of our DVD players to a local repair shop because the trays were broken. Please do not manually force the trays open/closed but rather use the 

control panel on the touch panel/monitor. This will save wear and tear, as well as money for repairs! 

Changes/Additions: 

1) We had computers and ring-down phones installed in Cobb 21 and 24. 

2) Skype was installed on all the computers for use with a personal web camera. Email me directly if you are interested in more details. 

Other Useful Reminders: 

1) Interested in VHS conversion to DVD? Email me directly and I’ll send you more info! 

2) Interested in controlling the computer with your mobile device (Smartphone, Ipad, etc)? Email me directly! 

3) If the touch panel (or monitor) appears black, make sure the power is on. They often get turned off and the power button is right hand side/edge. 

4) If you are unhappy with your current room assignment, please work with your department scheduling officer to reschedule. My team does not schedule 

the rooms. 

We appreciate your support and feedback - please let me know if you have any questions about the technology found in the classrooms. 

Thank you and happy semester start up, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:/ihotline.unc~edu 

919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 

919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Consultation about SURF re,arch 

Hello Professor SaNe! 

I hope you are enjoying a restful winter break. Also, congratulations on being elected as the Chair of the Department! 
Last semester after the dinner meeting at Prof. Anderson’s house and our short talk after Prof. Tamale’s lecture, I met with as you recommended to talk about 
the Global Studies. I have eventually switched to Global Studies, and am now double majoring with Sociology. Thank you for helping me with the decision. 
Toward the end of the semester I started considering applying for a SURF grant to do research in Africa next summer. I am thinking of looking at rural-urban migration in Dar 
es Salaam, and potentially making it a comparative study with Lusaka. I would like to consult my plans with a professor who has experience in the area and who could help me 
narrow down my focus since at this point it is still quite general. I came to think of you since I know you spent some time researching in Tanzania and are interested in urban 
issues. However, I understand that you might already have many other commitments. In that case, maybe you know another faculty member who I could talk to; I would 
greatly appreciate some guidance in making this a solid project. 
Thank you in advance! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~(~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 5:53 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

more ti~vors to ask 

2,000 words border thinking exmnples.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

! I hope you have been enjoying the holidays. 

I have a favor to ask; would you be willing to read over the 2,000 word writing sample version of my border thinking paper? 

I’ve been straggling to make such a short version that still makes sen~ to someone not familiar ruth colonially’. Can you let me kmow if you think it works alright, or if it 

might be better to send in ~mething that is a little less complex of an a~cgument? 

any advice would be greatly appreciated. 

Thanks and see you soon, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 4, 2012 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s tteadlines: Romney Wins Iowa Caucus by 8 Votes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

IN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__sI Dining & WineI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,~tomize T~day’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 4, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Romney ~$~s iowa Cauc~s 

by 8 Votes 

In the first Republican contest of the 
season, the top two candidates were 
separated by only a sliver of votes, 
offering Rick Santorum a chance to 
emerge as the alternative to Mitt 
Romney. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

F~rst Vote Reinforces 

GoO,Po’s ldeologieal D]vlde 

There are now two Republicans 
playing Someone Else against Mitt 
Romney. 

Overtu res to Egyp~t°,n 

Islarnlsts Reverse Longl~me 

U.S. Policy 

With the Muslim Brotherhood in reach of an outright majority in Egypt’s parliament, the Obama 
administration has begun to shift from decades of hostility toward it. 

. NYTimes corn Home Page 

OUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"gust to be able to sell space travel as a regai!ar part of gore" bus#tess, rea!lg, fl*st how cool is that?" 
LYNDA TURLE¥ GARREI[’T, whose travd agency in Saratoga, Calif.. offers reservations for 
spaeeflights. 

Complete results from 
Tuesday’s caucuses in 
Iowa, with eounty-b y- 
emmty tallies and 
results from entrance polls showing 
how different demographic groups 
voted. 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
~ B~?Fon d 

Be~’oi]ld ][~]leet~oi]l s ~ Eie,~ion 
i>eople Power s: 

The presidential 
campaign shouldn’t 
eclipse important protest movements ah’eady under way, 

The chocolate trail 
ALSO IN TRAVEL x 

On tour with whiskey 

Nazareth as an eating destination 

WORLD 

TaHban Ope~i[ng Qatar Office, a~id Maybe Door to Talks 

The Taliban reversed longstanding public denials that it was involved or interested in any 
negotiations to end its insurgency in Afghanistan. 



Afghanlstau ~]deus Effort to Recoup Batik’s ikssets 

The new attempts to reeoup money may hearten international backers by showing that the 

government is trying in good faith to recover money fi’om those aceused of bilking Kabnl Bank. 

Irau ~%rarns U,S. Aircraft Carrier Not to Retm-u to O~lf 
i:::,. J :9:’...ilE 

The warning, by Iran’s army chief, was the latest and most aggressive volley in a near-daily 

exchange of barbed statements between Iran and the United States. 

o More World News 

V~olent Clashes Reported h] China Over Mosque Demolifiou 

::.:. iE..:....&ii.:~ 

Residents of a village in northwestern China where hundreds of Muslims tried to defend a mosque 

against demolition have said that many civilians were injured when police attacked. 

Legal Fight for Mother of Suspect h~ Arsons 

Investigators are looking into the possibility that the man accused in an arson spree acted because 

his mother faced the prospect of being sent back to Germany. 

Towu Breathes Easier as Frozen Dead Guy and His Festival Stay Put 

A mother o~ two bought the rights to Frozen Dead Guy Days, a festival in Neder[and, Colo., inspired 

by a corpse that has been kept on ice for going on 2o years. 

BUSINESS 

GRADING THE DIGITAL SCHOOL 

Teachers Resist H~gh-Tech Push in Idaho Schools 

Teachers in Idaho and elsewhere have been in revolt over policy makers thrustin~ technology into 

classrooms and shifting money to unproven teachin~ methods. 

Fe~ to Publish a Forecast of Rate Moves~ Gnldh~g Investors 

The Federal Reserve will pnbfish the opinions of its governors and ~2 regional presidents in an effort 

to help guide investors, The initial issue is to be released on 3an, 25. 

Online Sakes Buoy UoP,S. And FedB_~ 

United Parcel Service and FedEx, the two major package delivery companies, have benefited as free 
shipping and returns have become more common among online retailers. 

SPORTS 

SUGAR BOWL: MICHIGAN 23, VIRGINIA TECH 20, OVERTIME 

M~ctfigan Pre~’ails in an E_~cifilig Col~clus~on to an Uni~splrh~g Game 

B’, P~..T~.. T ~.M’.:".L 

Though it was the first Sngar Bowl without a top-~o team sinee ~945, No. ~7 Virginia Tech and No. 

~3 Michigan managed to eobble together an exciting finish and dramatic overtime. 

~Box Score 

~ Quirk~ Rur~rfing Back Keeps }-Iok~es Amused and Defenses on Edge 

M~ss[sslpp[ State Defeusive ’I’aclde Declares fur N,F,Lo Draft 

Fletcher Cox, a third-year junior, is projected to be selected in the first two rounds. 

~lowa Tac~rie Will Enter Draft 

Dempsey Raises the Bar for UoS. Stars in Europe 

With quick feet and sharp elbows, Fulham’s Clint Dempsey has set a new standard for Ameriean 

players in Europe. 

o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

"Why dam~ary is the Coolest Mo~th O~s[age 

Experimental theater festiwds, including Under the Radar, Coil, Other Forces and American 
Realness, enliven New York’s aannary. 

~ These Actors Think You Can F’robabl~ Do I~ BeRe; Tha;~ They Can 

Leo~tardo Paln~h~g~s Restoration B~tterly D~*ddes ~k~t Experts 

A battle is raging over the restoration Leonardo da Vinei’s "Virgin and Child With Saint Anne," 
pitting the Louvre against those who believe that the cleaning has been too aggressive. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
She Wrote a Nafio~l’s Vgelcome 

~ exhibition on the poet Emma Lazarus, who wrote "Give me your tired, your poor," lays out the 
short life that led to those words. 

DINING & WINE 

Pass the Large Grai~ oi’ Salt 

Simon Doonan’s tongue-in-cheek book says straight food is heavy and gay food is lighter and more 
decorative. Mix the two, he advises, to stay slim. 

~E] Submit Your Qu~;stions to P, mon Doo!~n 

I,~c1~- t<* Be a Leftover 

Cooked beef, lamb, pork, veal and ham, chefs say, can be used in almost any dish that calls for 
ground meat. 

RESTAURANT REVI~VV l WONG 

.&sla~ Fus~o~ the Latest Chapter 

Simpson Wong has retained his eclectic palate, but the starting point tends to be Asia. 

More DiniWt & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Tuesday’s contest won’t settle the race fro" the Republican nomination for president, but it puts on 

display the extreme choice the party presents to voters. 

EDITORIAL 

’Rais[~g Standards for Head Sta~-t 

A new evaluation system can help improve a crucial program for children from poor families. 

EDITORIAL 

Rec~dess Disregard for Safely 
The Senate should reject a House-approved bill to oven’ide states’ limits on hidden loaded guns. 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bri~g Back Borings Bank~ 

Governments nmst fully guarantee all bank deposits - and impose much tighter restrictions on risk- 
taking by banks. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Oed~l)us Rex Complex 

Shakespeare would have a field day with all the fathers and ghosts of fathers haunting the political 
landscape. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

So M~mh F~m, So Irre~eva~t, 



Those Republican debates sure have been a lot of fun to watch. But the candidates haven’t been 

answering the most erucial questions. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 4, 1965~ President Lyndon B. Johnson outlined the goals of his "Great Society" in his State of 

the Union address. 

¯ See This Frm~t Page 
¯ Buy This Ft’ont Page 

About This E-Mail 

You ~eceived this message because you signed tip for NYrimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsle~e~ As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protect[n9 your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscd~e [ Change "Y’ou~ E-Mail ] Pdwcy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agatlm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 4, 2012 10:11 AM 

Willia~ns, Rebecca B <rbwill@email.~mc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

H- 1B Prevailing Wage issue for Lisanza 

Hi Becky, 

We are in the initial steps of getting an H-1B visa for one of the Lecturer’s in African & Afro-American Studies, Esther Lisanza. Esther is currently teaching on a three 

year contract 7/1/2010 to 6/30/2014. She is currently on a J visa which expires on 6/29/2012. This means that in order for her to continue working the department 

must sponsor her for an H-1B visa. 

The first step in this process is to get a "Determination of Prevailing Wage" from the US Dept of Labor (via UNC’s ISSS Office). The DOL has determined that the 

prevailing wage is $      , but she is currently paid $      (split between funding from the ASC and the College). I have looked at the details of the 

Determination and think that they are accurate. The classification that the position was given is the lowest rate available and is the same as that for another 

identical position, however the H-1B salary level has changed in the past 6 months (in May 2011 it was $      ). 

I want to get the conversation started ASAP about whether it is possible for her to get the required raise (based on available funding, current state raise 

restrictions, etc). I understand that to move forward with this (or not) the department the ASC and the Dean’s Office will need to discuss. The timing of the visa 

process is such that I can go ahead and submit the next piece without this being decided, but a firm decision needs to be reached prior to submitting the last piece 

(the actual H-1B application). We are on course to have that submitted by January 30th. 

Please give me a call to discuss or let me know what you think. We can then get the ASC involved, et al. 

Take care, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Pnblic Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Depart~nent of ~4~?icm~ & Afro-A~nerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

t; 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Wednesday, Jannary 4, 2012 3:19 PM 

NttC Inlb <inlb@nationa]humanitiescenter.org> 

"Americds International Civil War" at the National ttumanities Center, Thurs., January 12 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordiall~ invited to a lecture at the 
National Humanities Center 

"America’s International Civil War" 

Thursday, January 12, 2012 -- 5:00 p.m. 
Don Do!fie, University of South Carolina 

Don Doyle is the McCausland Professor of Histo~ at the University of South Carolina and director of ARENA, the Association for Reseaxch on EthniciF and 

Nationalism in the Americas. His research and writing have focused on United States histoo~, the Civil War era. the American South, and nationalism in the Americas 

and Europe. Among his recent publications are t/he South as an American Problem, co-edited ruth Layi3/J. (h-iltin (1995); Paulkt2er’s County: ~lhe Historical 

Roots" of Y oD2apatawpha (2001 ); Nation,s Divided. America, Italy, and the Southern Question (2002); Natio~2alism in the New l~/orld, co-edited with Marco 

Pamplona (2006); and Secession as a~t International Phenomenon, edited (2010). His essays on the American Civil War have appeared in the New York Times 

series "Disunion." At the Center this year, Doyle is working as the Archie K. Davis Fellow on America’s’ IntemaIional Civil fl¢ar. 

In his talk, Doyle will focus not on the domestic military conflict of blood and btfllets fought between North and South bm on the war of ink and ideas fougN overseas. 

As North and South each tried to explain to the world what they were fighting for, lbreign observers interpreted the American conflict in their own terms. Liberals and 
conservative~ radicals and monarchists ca~ne to view the "American question" as an epic battle between democratic self-government and aristocratic rule. In a contest 

of what we now call "public diplomacy." txthticians and diplomats, spies and propagandists, journalists and intellectuals enlisted in a struggle to mn public thvor tbr both 

sides. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres willfi)llow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66L ext. ~28, or mjohnson@nal~onalhumanitiescenter.ow 

National Humanities Center 

7 "1". W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 4, 2012 4:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20120104161818130.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 4:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.04.2012 16:18:18 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner~unc.edu 



instructor Scheduie Page 1 of 1 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: BEREKET 8ELASS IE 

Term: 2122 2012 Spring 

~2959 iAFRI ;101 i002 LEC 
INTRODUCTION TO ~ ~ :(30AM ~ 2:’~5PMi ~TuTh i Philli~38 10215 

’,AFRICA ¯ " " 

~~- .................... ~i ’ ~’~’~ ...................... ii~l’’’’ L’EC P~L PROB IN AFR ST 200PM 3"15PM TuTh G eba Cen;1009 

~" Rstum to Search ~j No~f~ 

https ://cc.unc.eduJpsc/campusiEMPLOYEEiHRMSiciES TABLI SH_COURSES.1NSTR_CL... I/4/2012 



Instructor Schedule Page 1 of 1 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: GEORGES NZONGOLA-NTALAJA 

Term: 2122 20~2 Sl~rmg 

[~gl ~AFRI ~523 ~001 LEC CENT~L AFRICA    " 2:00PM ~ 3:15PM~ ~TuTh ~VenaNe ~G307 

3093 AFR 550 ~001 LEC £~£~,~Z~- 3 ~PM 5 5OPM W Dey Ha 0313 

{~ RelumtoSesteh ~=~ Noti~t 

https:i/cc.unc.edu!psc/campus/EMPLOYEEiHRMS/ciESTABLISH_COURSES.INSTR_CL... 1/4/20t2 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Semester Grade 

8:10 PM 

To: Ins~auctor Role 

From: 

Professor, 

I have yet to recieve my finaJ cour~ grade on sakai o~d was wondering if there was anUthing I need to do or why that is. If there is an assig~maent or requirement that I 

need to take to complete the course plea~ intbrm me of sach. Thanks for the les~n this semester hope you had a wonderthl       break. 

Sincerely, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sandy, Christy L <csandy@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Professor SaNe: 
I am filling in for Todd Owen during his leave this semester. I am authorizing the payment for . There is some confusion as to whether or not she was to be paid 
our of Urban Studies overhead or on the project for which Todd is the PI, NC Cities Project. Do you happen to know? If not, I will process on our general overhead, but thought 

I’d take a shot and ask you. Todd is in the process of moving to Costa Rica and not available. Thank you and congratulations on your new appointment as Chair. 

Christy Sandy 

Interim Associate Director 
Center for Urban and Regional Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-3076 
vvww.curs.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 6, 2012 9:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 395 syllabus 

AFAM395.SYLLABUS .SPR1NG2012.docx 

Hi Eunice -- 
I forgot to whom this needed to be sent, so Kenneth had it before you. 
Happy New Year. 
Tim 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2012 11:19 AM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: AFAM 395 syllabus 

Hi Kenneth -- 
Here’s my last syllabus. Do you know if someone other than you should also be getting a copy? 
On a different matter -- I’ve heard through the grapevine that some of our faculty are uncomfortable with Sakai and our staff is not trained in it (since they don’t use it.) 
Perhaps the executive committee could come up with some strategies on getting faculty up to speed on the new systems we are faced with? 
Take care and here’s to a less exciting semester. 
Tim 



AFAM 395 FIELD RESEARCH 
SPRING 2012 

LOCAL HISTORIES AND CULTURES OF AFRICAN AMERICANS 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
ONce: Battle Hall 305 tjml @ email, unc. edu 

ONce Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & all day Wednesday by appointment 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION: This course will cover research methods and data analysis techniques 
useful in studying local black history and society. Areas we will address will include 

genealogy, census analysis, oral history, human subjects in research, and archival 
analysis. The North Carolina Collection, the Southern Historical Collection, the photo 

archives, the university archives, and the Southern Folk Life Collection, all at UNC, will 
provide much of the data to be examined and analyzed. Other sources will include the 
United States Census, Orange County and other county records, church records, the State 

archives, local historical societies, and interviews with local people. In addition to 
research methods students will also be exposed to significant substantive data about the 

black experience in a particular locality of the student’s choice. Collaborative research 
design and analysis will be promoted. The final product will be a detailed analysis of a 
specific local issue. 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 

statement is tfom httpJ/honor.unc.edu/ which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you httpJ/www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/plagiarism/ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have 
questions about your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student 

honor system. Your fullparticipation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

FORMAT: Students will meet together as a group for the first month of class and then 
periodically after that to assess and evaluate each other’s projects. The first month of the 
class will be devoted to developing a research fi-amework by consultation with 
professional archivists and historians. All students must complete and pass the ethics 
training provided through UNC’s once of Human Subjects Research Ethics. The second 
month of the class will involve data collection which will be vetted by the instructor and 
the class as a whole. If the data collection involves human subjects IRB approval for the 
project will be obtained. Finally, the data will be analyzed and readied for public 
presentation. 



REQUIREMENTS: The final project will require an original analysis of an aspect of 

local black history (in North Carolina.) If you wish to work fi-om secondary sources, 
please consult me about possible topics. Before completing the project a proposal, the 
research design, and a rough draft will be evaluated. 

GRADING: Research Proposal 10% 
Ethics Training 10% 
Data outline 10% 
Rough draft of project 10% 
Final Project 60% 

Your final product will be a paper of approximately twenty pages, or a video or audio 
documentary of30minutes. The video/audio documentaries must include a detailed and 
annotated bibliography of source material. 

Grades are on a 10 point scale: A=100-93; A-=92-90;B+=89-87;B=86-83;B-=82- 
80;C+=79-77;C=76-73;C-=72-70;D+=69-67;D=66-60;F=59-0. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance at class sessions in is required. More than one absence 

must be explained to my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university 
commitments are examples of satisfactory excuses.) We will decide as a class when to 
meet as a group, please make sure to keep our meeting times available throughout the 
semester. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 

DATE/Week of TOPIC 
January 16 First Day Meeting 
January 23 Discussion of Topics 
January 30 North Carolina Collection 
February 06 Assigning topics 

ResearchAgenda due 
February 13 Gathering Data 

Ethics training certification due 
February 20 Gathering Data 
February 27 Progress reports 
March 05 Spring Break 
Marchl2 Analyze Data 
March 19 Class Discussion of Projects 

Data outline due 
March 26 Analyze and Assemble 
April 02 Class discussion of projects 
April 09 Analyze and Assemble 
April 17 Presentation of Final Projects 

Final project due 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Comse syllabi 

WOLO    Spring .doc; INTRODUCTION TO AFRICAN LANGUAGES SPRING .doc 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth: 

I hope you are well. Please find attached my course wllabi. If you have any question regarding the courses or syllabi, please let me know. 

Best regards, 

Malnarame 
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WOLOF 404 
Room & schedule: Greenlaw room 0107 MWF 12:00PM - 12:50PM 
Instructor: Mamarame seck 

Email: mseck@email.unc.edu 
Office number and hours: Battle hall 304 - MW: 1PM-2PM F: 11AM-12PM 

Course material: 

Intermediate Wolof textbook, by Mamarame Seck (National African Language Resource Center, 

2012) 
Wolof lexicon and Grammar by Sana Camara (National African Language Resource Center, 

2006) 
Handouts provided by the instructor 
Useful link (Wolof online dictionary): 
http:iiww~,.linguistics.ucla.eduifacilitiiopl.htm 

Language description: 

The word Wolof refers both to the language and the community that speaks it. Wolof 
belongs to the West Atlantic group of the Niger-Congo family, one of the four language families 
in Africa (according to Greenberg’s classification). Other directly related languages in West 
Atlantic are Pulaar (the Senegambian variety of Fula), Serer (also spelled Seereer or Sereer), 
Cangin languages (such as Non, Ndut), and Joola (also spelled Dyola or Diola). 

The language is spoken primarily in Senegal and the Gambia (hereafter Senegambia), on 
the Northwestern coast of Africa, where is also used as a lingua franca. It is also spoken on a 
smaller scale in the neighboring countries of Mauritania, Mall and Guinea. Immigrant groups use 
it in West Africa (e.g., in C6te d’ivoire, Gabon), Europe (in particular France and italy), and the 
United States (mainly in New York City). Although Wolof is spoken as a first language by only 
36% of the Senegalese, and 116% of the Gambians, when non-native speakers are included, the 
percentage soars to about 80% of the total population of Senegal and the Gambia (approximately 
twelve million). 

Course objectives: 

This course is a continuation of WOLO 403. It reinforces students’ communicative and 
cultural skills via gradual exposure to more challenging tasks. Reading and listening 
comprehension activities as well as speaking and creative writing skills will be stressed. 

Speaking and writing goals 

Students use Wolofin culturally appropriate gestures in eve~day social situations, such as 
greetings, leave-taking or introductions. 
Students give and follow instructions in Wolof related to daily classroom activities. 
Students engage in Wolof role-play situations where they request and receive information, goods, 
and Sel~’ices, such as going to a restaurant and ordering food. 
Students share opinions, preferences and feelings in Wolofwith their classmates. 
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Students engage in Wolof role-play or participate in authentic situations ~vhere they clarify 
information, such as comparing transportation schedules with a clerk, or solve problems, such as 
exchanging an unwanted item in a store, asking and telling time and directions. 
Students prepare, illustrate, and present materials in Wolof, such as advertisements, posters and 
menus. 
Students dramatize poems, stories, songs, skits or short plays in Wolof, for example, a Wolof folk 
tale. 
Students create and present oral reports in Wolof on topics of their choice. 
Students use Wolofto discuss current issues or historical events, for example, elections. 
Students prepare and present brief reports in Wolof about personal experiences, school 
happenings, and current issues. 
Students perform scenes from Wolofplays, live or on video. 
Students share their opinions via written exchanges in Wolof on what they have recently read or 
seen, such as articles, short stories, books, comics, movies, videos, music, and art. 
Students write an article or essay for publication in Wolof on topics of personal interest. 
Students write and produce a short original Wolof recording, such as a newscast 

Listening and reading goals 

Students understand and follow oral and written directions in Wolof related to daily classroom 
activities. 
Students understand the plots, characters, and themes in Wolof literary works. 
Students understand and identify main ideas and principal characters in brief reading selections 
and Wolof cultures. 
Students understand information from Wolof lnternet sources on a variety of topics, for example, 
weather, current events, and sports. 
Students understand main ideas and significant details of materials in Wolof, which are accessible 
to teenage readers, such as magazine articles, short stories, poetry and short novels, for example. 

Cultural goals 

Students observe and use age-appropriate Wolof verbal and non-verbal communication in 
conversations and messages. 
Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by young Wolof speaking people such as 
games, sports, music, dance, drama, and celebrations. 
Students recognize and develop an awareness of social customs in the Wolof speaking world; topics 
may include family life, folklore, and typical holidays, such as Korite, Tabaski, Tamxarit 
(Tamkharite), G~-nmu (Gamou) and M~ggal (Magal). 
Students discuss stereotypes that Americans may make about the people and customs of Wolof 
culture, such as "All Wolof people practice traditional religions" or "Africans all dress in native 
colorful robes". 
Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by Wolof speaking teenagers and adults 
such as sports, music, games, and entertainment. 
Students watch movies, commercials or documentaries from Wolof land and explain cultural patterns 
and social behaviors that they see on the screen. Students can also explain how these products reflect 
the perspectives of the culture. 
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Students identify the general themes of music and recognize performers, such as Yuusu Nduur 
(Youssou Ndour), Ismayla L66 (Ismael Lo) and so forth, and television progrmns that are popular 
both in Senegal and in the Diasporas. 
Students listen to music and watch Wolof-language films or television programs that are popular with 
young people in Senegambia. 
Students learn about and recognize artistic contributions, from Wolof culture in areas such as art, 
music, dance, drmna, theater, film, fashion, and cuisine. 
Students identify and explore the function of everyday products from the Wolof world, such as food, 
clothing, household items, tools and musical instruments. 
Students view films made about Wolof society and culture, and pick out representative cultural 
products, for example, beaded materials, tie-dye materials and hand-woven crafts, and so on, and can 
explain how the products reflect the perspective of the culture. 

Grading policy 

Attendance and class participation 10% 
Bi-weekly quizzes    20% 
Weekly written assignments 20% 
Midterm exam 20% 
Final exam 30% 

Grading scale 

Grade points are assigned as follow’: 

A 95 and above C+ 70-74 
A- 90-94 C 65-69 
B+ 85-89 C- 60-64 
B 80-84 D 50-59 
B- 75-79 F Below 50 

Attendance and participation: 

Students are expected to attend every single class and participate in all activities in the 
classroom. I also encourage you to participate in the extra curriculum activities such as Wolof 
table, cooking sections, and so forth. 

Weekly quizzes: 

There are bi-weekly short quizzes. Six of the seven will count towards the 20% of the total 
grade. There will be no make-up quizzes except for unavoidable circumstances. 

Writing assignments: 

There are weekly assignments. I will announce, early in the week, the specific assignment to 
complete so that you can start working on it and turn in it by the end of the week. 
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Midterm exam: 

There is an Oral Proficiency Interview to assess your oral proficiency level. You will role play 
with your instructor on topics already covered in class but are also encouraged to go beyond 
those topics. There is also a written midterm exam. 

Final exam: 

The will be a written examination which covers two hours. Each student is required to subscribe 
his or her name to the following pledge or its equivalent on every paper: ’I hereby certify that 
during this examination I have given nor received aid’. 

Honor Code 

The University of North CaroOna at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system 

and judicial system for over 100 years. 7he system is the responsibi#ly of students and is 
regulaled and governed by them, but faculty share the re,sponsibi#ly, lf you have questions about 

your reaponsibiOty under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with 

the office of the Dean of Students or the Inso’ument of Student Judicial Govetwance. This 
document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student Congress, contains 
all poOcies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. I/our fidl participation and 

observance of the honor code is expected 

Plagiarism 

Quote and cite any words that are not your own. If you paraphrase the words of another, you 
must still give proper attribution. Please use APA style for citation (http:iiwww.apastyle.orgi). 

Course calendar 
Week I & 2 

1, Talking about body parts 
a. Identify and situate body parts 
b. Grammar note/drills 
c. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of body parts in Wolof society 

Week 3 & 4 
4.    Going to the doctor’s office 

a. At the doctor’s office 
b. Describe one’s pain 
c. Grammar/drills 
d. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of doctor and patient conversation 

Week 5 & 

2. 

6 
Leisure activities: At the wrestling match 
a. Rivalry at the wrestling matches 
d. Grammar note/drills 
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Week 7 & 

3. 

Week 9 & 
5. 

d. 
Week 11 & 12 

e. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of conversation about wrestling in Senegal 
8 
Means of transportation and fares. 
b. Identifying means of public transportation 

c. Knowing about fares 

d. Choosing among various means of transportation 

e. Grammar note/drills 
f. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of means of transportation 

10 
At the travel agency 
a. At the travel agency 
b. Making travel arrangement 

Grammar/drills 
Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of traveling to Senegal 

6.     Getting a taxi ride in Dakar 
a. Negotiating a taxi ride 
b. Grammar/drills 
c. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of getting a taxi ride in Dakar 

Week 13 & 14 
7. Identifying seasons and seasonal activities 

a. Identifying seasons in Senegal 
b. Identifying seasonal activities 

Grammar/drills 
Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of seasons and seasonal activities d. 

Week 15 & 16 
8. Asking and telling the time and schedule 

a. Asking for each other’s schedule 
b. Setting one’s timetable 
c. Grammar/drills 
d. Cultural note: The cultural etiquette of asking and telling about time and schedule 
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Dr. Mamarame Seck 

Office: 304 Battle Hall 

Phone: (919) 962-4579 

Introduction to the Languages of Africa 

AFRI 421-001 6104 

SPRING 2012 

MoWeFr 10:00 AM to 10:50 AM 

Alumni - Room 0207 

Office Hours: MW: 1PM-2P, F: 11AM-12PM 

& by appointment 

Course materials 

Textbook available at the UNC Student Stores: African Languages: An Introduction by Bernd 
Heine and Derek Nurse (2000). Cambridge University Press 
Handouts from the instructor 

Course description 

This course is an introduction to languages of Africa. No linguistics background is required for 

attendance. The focus is on classification of African languages, their characteristic linguistic 

features, including phonetic, phonological, morphological and syntactic features and role in their 

respective societies, language policy, national and official languages, lingua francas, and 

language endangerment. 

Course objectives 

The course aims to introduce students to the diversity of African language families, their general 

characteristics and the role of African languages in their respective societies. 

Course goals: 

After completion of this course, students should be able to situate African languages within one 

of four maj or groups present on the African continent and also know about their linguistic 

distinctive features. In addition students will be aware of the maj or issues pertaining to African 

languages, their status and role in society. 

Course justification 

Considering the growing interest in learning an African language this course will help students 

choose which one to study. 

Teaching Methodology and Philosophy 
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Thi s course is i ntended to be interactive and student-centered. It will consist of lectures, class 
discussions on the assigned readings, students’ presentations and videos. 

Assessment 

The assessment will consist of short essays based on the assigned readings, three exams and a 
project. 

Final project: 

The final proj ect will consist of a paper on a topic of your choice but related to the language 
families of Africa or a specific language or area such as the phonetics, phonology, morphology, 
syntax, and sociolinguistics, or language endangerment. The paper should be at least 10 pages 
long. 

Grading scale: 

Short essays: 20% 
Exam 1:20% 
Exam 2: 20% 
Final exam: 20% 
Final project: 20% 

Honor Code 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and 

judicial system for over 100 years. The s;vstem is the responsibility of students and is regulated and 

governed by them, but faculty share the responsibili&. If you have questions about your responsibility 

under the honor code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of 

Students or the Instrument ojStudent Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, 

the Faculty Council and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the 

student honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

Plagiarism 

Quote and cite any words that are not your own. If you paraphrase the words of another, you 
must still give proper attribution. Please use APA style for citation (http://www.apastyle.org/). 
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Course Outline 

Week Topic Reading 
1 Introduction: Linguistic Linguistics maps 

Map of Africa 

2 

3&4 

5&6 

7 

8&9 

Classification of African 
Languages 

The Language Families of 
Africa 

The language Families of 
Africa (continued) 

Typology of African 
Languages 

Phonetics and Phonology of 
African Languages 
Exam 1 

Paul Newman (2000). 
Comparative linguistics. 
Chapter 10 &Heine & Nurse 

Kay Williamson & Roger 

Blench (2000). 
Niger-Congo. Chapter 2 of 
Heine & Nurse 

Lionel M. Bender (2000). 
Nilo-Saharan. 
Chapter 3 of Heine & Nurse 

Richard J. Hayward (2000). 
Afro-asiatic. 
Chapter 4 of Heine & Nurse 
Tom Gfildemann & Rainer 
Vossen (2000). 

Khoisan 
Chapter 5 of Heine & Nurse 

Denis Creissels (2000). 
Typology. Chapter 9 of Heine 

& Nurse 

G.N. Clements (2000). 
Phonology. 
Chapter 6 of Heine & Nurse 

G.N. Clements & Annie 
Rialland (2008) 
Africa as a phonological area. 
Chapter 2 of Heine & Nurse 

(2008) 

10 & 11 Morphology of African Gerrit J. Dimmendaal (2000). 
Languages Morphology. 
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12 

13 

14 

Syntax of African 
Languages 
Exam 2 

Sociolinguistics 

Language Endangerment 
Final exam 

Chapter 7 of Heine & Nurse 
G. Tucker Childs (1994). 
African ideophones. 
In Leanne Hinton et al., eds. 
Sound ~symbolism. 
Cambridge University Press. 
178-209 

John R. Watters (2000). 
Syntax. 
Chapter 8 of Heine & Nurse 
H. Ekkehard Wolff (2000). 
Language and society.. 
Chapter 12 of Heine & Nurse 

Herman M. Batibo (2005). 
Language Decline And Death 
In Africa: 
Causes, Consequences And 
Challenges. Chapter 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: VERY URGENT - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Hi Pro£ Sahle, 

I hope you had a good break. 

I just wanted to check with you regarding my grade for INTS 
else elsewhere? 

Thanks, 

last semester. Connect Carolina has my grade for that course listed as AB and I am wondering if it is listed as something 

Sent: Saturday, 10:25 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: VERY URGENT - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Pro£ Sahle, 

I completed the online portion of the exam again this morning I submitted it via blackboard and have also attached my answers in a Word document above. I would have saved them before, 
but I cannot see where the instructions said to save your ~vork as you go and I mistakenly trusted technolog?-. 

Anyway, thank you [’or allowing me to retake that portion of the exam and for an enriching semester. 
Have a good break and 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: t;riday, 4:12 PM 
To: 
Subject: R[~: VF.RY URGEN~ - FINAL EXAM ON BLACK[3OARD 

[)ear 

There are no responses. 

I will re-open the exam for your tomorrow There is a record indicating that you accessed the exam but none of the responses were posted. 

As you take the exam, save your responses as indicated in the instructions. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: };riday, 3:59 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: [Z[g: VF.RY URGEN~ - FINAL EXAM ON BLACK[3OARD 

Pro£ Sahle, 

I really appreciate the offe* to retake the exam, but I aru scheduled to xvork in an hour, 

I know that I corapleted the exam and I probably should have saved the answers that I input on blackboard, but unfortunately I xvasn’t thinking about that when I took the exaru. Is there 
anyway to recover what I xvrote on Tuesday? I do not have the time to re-post them right noxv. 

Thanks, 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:47 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: VERY URGEiN’F - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Dear 

I received your short answers and long essay with no problem. 

However, there are no responses to the Blackboard portion of the exam - it states the exaru is in progress. 

I will give you another chance to post your responses today. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~.live.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:00 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: ~,’ERY URGEix.~2 - FINAL EXAM ON BLACKBOARD 

Pro£ Sahle, 
I don’t know why those essays won’t show up. I sent the email you see below on Tuesday at about 9:30 and I completed the blackboard portion on time as well The longer essays are 
attached above (and were attached to the email who’s text you see below) and I have also attached a word document with a screenshot of what I see on blackboard when I try to access the 
final exam which I turned ha on Tuesday. 



I hope this solves the problem, if not please let me l,mow what I can do. I completed the exam and was almost posiuve I sent eve®thing to you that night - as evidenced by the email below. 
Thanks, 

TEXT FROM PREVIOU S EX~bX]J_.: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 PM 
To: ~gmail.com; Sahle, E~mice 
Subject: Final Essays 

Pro£ Sahle, 

Here is the take home part of my exam. I am about to commence the timed portion. 

Thartks for a great semester and have a good break, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 8:43 .¢xM 
To: 
Subject: "vERY L~GENT - FINAL EXAM ON BLAC~O.%RD 

Dear 

Responses to yottr final exam portion on Blackboard does not appear anywhere. Did you save yo~ responses in word format? If you did, send them right away so that I can finalize your 
grade. 
If not you need to get in touch as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edn> 

Sunday, 7:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janke~, Kenneth R <krja]~ken@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: ** AFAM (kade*** 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

I do not see that we have a department-wide policy about how grade disputes are handled~ With that in mind, Fm forwarding this to you as I’m fairly certain that 

after my rneeting with him in ~:he next week or so, this student wiil wan~: to formally contest his [h~al cours~:_~ grad~:_~. 

Best, 

Waiter’ 

Frem= Rucker, Walter ¢ 
Sent= Sunday, 6:48 PM 
To= ’ 
Subject= REi ** AFAM Grade*** 

Dear Mr. 

Keep ir~ mind that Sakai does not allow for me to input negative grades and, thus, the reported there does not include d~e 7.5 poir~ attendance penalty 

you received for excessive absences. A~so, per the grade rubric ~nduded h~ the course syllabus, any grade under a 62% ~n AFAM    was a failing (F) course grade~ 

Your fina~ course score, with the penalty for absences, was a Also, while we can talk about your attendance record, I’m not qu~te sure what you can do 

[:o prove [:hat you d~d not rn~ss class on these dates: . ~f you came to class late and did not h~forrn me on any of those dates, ~ 

spedficaHy state ~r~ the syllabus that ~t is ~ responsibihty to tell me; o~:herw~se it w~H count as an absence. See #8 ut~der "cR~zensh~p" on page 3 of the syllabus 

[:or AFAM 

~ wH~ be more than happy to discuss the assignment grades about which you had questions: C/oser to Freedom Readings Quiz {88%), Bioc~ Thunder #~[erpret~ve 

Essay (70%}, and [xam t (65%), You should bring those three assignments to our meeth~g, higNight the spedfic portions of the assignments about wMch you had 

questions or concerns, and give s wr[tl:en svnops~s of no more than one paragraph per assignment e’,q:Ha[ning whv your assignment grade should have been h~gher. 

Once you have prepared these synopses, contact Mr. Travb Gore (stgore@emaH.unc.edu) to schedule an appoh~l:ment wRh me. 

Best, 

Dr. Rucker 

From’, [mailto: 
Sent= Sunday, 
To= Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: *~ 

Hey Professor Rucker, 

@live.unc.edu] 
5:37 PM 

AFAM Grade*** 

When this week are you available? I wanted to talk about my final grade(on MyUnc), in comparison to the grade I received on Sakai. Also, I wanted to discuss my 

attendance grade and a few assignments (Closer to Freedom Readings Quiz, Black Thunder interpretive Essay, & Exam :1.). 

BesL 

Maior: Psychology & Af)ican-Ame~ican Steadies 

Concentration: Pro Medicine 

U~fis e~sity of N~rth Carolina at Cha~[ } 

Rucker, Walter C [mail~:wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Thursday,                10:18 AN 

Su~jeet~ RE: ** A~AN Grade*** 
Dear Mr. 

We can m~-_~e~: during ~:he first wee~ oF next: term. You probably shoukt spedfy ~:he particular assignment grades you have questi.:N~s abou[: [:o better focus our 

discussion. 

Best, 

Dr. Rucker 

F~m: [maHto: @~ive.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:25 PM 
To= Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: ** AFAN Grade*** 

Sent: Monday, 4:11 PM 
To: wrucker@email.unc.edu 
Subject: ** AFAM Grade*** 

Best, 

Major: Psychology & African-American Studies 

Concentration: Pre Medicine 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phoebe: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hampshire.edu> 

Sunday, 11:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

IMPORTANT: Somalia thesis 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is                      and I am in the process of writing my thesis 
which is focused on Somalia’s current humanitarian crisis. 

I am actually in Chapel Hill right now- for a short while and was hoping to 
conduct some face-to-face, Skype or email intel~’iews in the next week or so 
regarding the subject to gain a better understanding of the crisis especially 
since current literature is limited 

Please let me know if you have the time to meet. 

and I look forward to hearing frum you, 
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LGLA 402 LINGALA II 
Spring 2012 Course Schedule: 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 10:00 a.m.-10:50 a.m., 1009 GEC 
Molakisi Donato Fhunsu 
Email: ._d___t__]_L_m__~,%~__l__~,~unc.edu Phone: 
Office: 04 Smith Building--Office Hours: 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
and by appointment 

Course Description: 
Lingala is a Central Bantu language that belongs to the Niger-Congo family. It is spoken primarily in 
Congo-Kinshasa, Congo-Bmzaville, but also in parts of Angola, Gabon, Central African Republic, Sudan, 
Uganda, Kenya, Bunmdi, Rwanda, Zambia, as well as in the Congolese cormnunities in the Congolese 
diasporas in Europe and the Americas. 

This beginning level 2 course is a continuation of level 1 and is intended to help students acquire 
foundational skills in listening, speaking, reading and writing Lingala within the context of Lingala culture. 

Cou rse Material: 
Tosolola na Lingala by Eyamba Georges Bokamba and Molingo Virginie Bokamba (National African 
Language Resource Center, 2004) 
Audio and visual materials provided by the instructor 

Speaking and Writing Goals 
Students use appropriate Lingala expressions and gestures to greet and take leave of teachers and 
classmates. 
Students give and follow simple instructions in Lingala in order to participate in classroom 
activities. 
Students share their likes and dislikes in Lingala with each other or with students at other schools 
via notes, letters or e-nrail. 
Students role play in Lingala everyday situations, such as buying and selling wares in the nrarket 
or ordering food at eateries. 
Students talk about and describe aspects of the Bangala world, such as food, clothing, ~;pes of 
dwellings, means of tmnsportatiork buildings, and monuments. 
Students ask and answer questions in Lingala about topics such as family, school, animals, 
familiar objects, and possessions. These exchanges may be done in person or via notes, e-mail, 
CDs, DVDs or videos. 

* Students express aches and pains pointing to appropriate body parts. 
* Students ask and tell the time. 
* Students ask for and provide directions 

Listening and Reading Goals 
* Students follow oral instructions in Lingala related to daily classroom activities. 
* Students understand oral and/or written statements in Lingala on familiar topics, such as numbers, 

time of day, and weather. 
Students read and/or listen to descriptions in Lingala and identify the corresponding pictures or 
illustrations, such as people, animals, objects, places, conunon activities, weather and time of day. 

* Students understand familiar songs, poems, videos, stories and folk tales in Lingala. 
* Students understand brief spoken or written Lingala messages on familiar topics, such as personal 

preferences, family, school, and celebrations. 
Students understand the content of simple Lingala realia, such as picture books, menus, posters or 
advertise~nents. 
Students prepare and present short announcements in Lingala, such as the current date, time and 
weather information. 
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Studems retell stories in oral and written Lingala. 
Students prepare and present in Lingala short illustrated personal descriptions of topics, like their 
holne or their family. 
Students prepare and contribute information in Lingala for an audio or video exchange or for web 
page on topics, such as school and hobbies. 
Students prepare and present and/or record in Lingala puppet shows, short skits, and simple plays 
based on familiar folktales and stories 
Students dramatize Lingala songs and poems. 

Cultural Goals 
Students use appropriate gestures and Lingala expressions for greetings, leave Vakings and common 
classroom interaction. 
Students participate in age-appropriate cultural activities such as games, songs, dances, celebrations, 
story telling, or dramatizations. 
Students identify social customs that are of interest to either children or adults; topics may include 
traditional foods, aspects of family life, and typical holidays in Bangala society. 
Students identify the similarities and differences between school life in their own region and in 
Bangala society. 
Students identify and recognize products and symbols of the Bangala world, such as foods, clothing, 
type of dwellings, modes of transportation, and famous monuments. 
Students identify and learn about: products reflecting the lifestyle of people in various Bangala 
communities, such as household items, clottfing, and foods. 
Students recognize and experience or interact with the products of Bangala culture, such as ritual songs 
and tales. 

¯ Students identify age-appropriate folk art and crafts typical of Bangala culture. 
¯ Students identify the general characters and themes of the Lingala-language comic books and youth 

magazines. 

Students identify typical clothing for special events and days of the week. 

Grade 
Attendance and Class Participation 
Chapter Tests 
Writing Assiglunents 
Oral Assigmnents 
Final Exam 

100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

Grades are assigned according the following scale: 

A A- B+ B B- C+ C C- D+ D      F 

1000- 919- 899- 879- 819- 799- 779- 719- 699- 679-    599- 

920 900 880 820 800 780 720 700 680 600 

Class Policy and Management 

(1) Attendance and Participation 
Students are expected to attend all classes and participate in all activities in the classroom. They are also 
encouraged to participate in the extra-curricular activities that the Lingala Program may organize. 

(2) Chapter Tests 
There will be a test at the completion of the material we study in each chapter. The test will have a listening 
co~nponent, vocabulary, gramnmr, and a short composition. 

(3) Writing Assignments 
Each writing assigmnents will cover a specific topic of communication. You will write and rewrite so that 
you learn to conununicate what you need to conununicate. 
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(4) Oral Assignments 
To reinforce your productive communication skills, you will be giving oral presentations that will parallel 
the writing assignments. 

(5) Final Exam 

The Final Exam will have two sections: an Oral Proficiency Interview (Oral Section) with the instructor 
and a Written Section. It will be co~nprehensive, allowing you to demonstrate the cormnunicate skills you 
have acquired over the semester. 

Academic Dishonesty 
All form of academic misconduct--including, but not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 
assigmnents, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 
a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 
system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 
responsibili~7. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 
instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Cmmcil, and the Student 
Congress, comains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Eveu student 
enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 
Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at: honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology in the Classroom by Students 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 

activities that arc strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 

with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or nsing cell 

phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 

evems: l) an individual warning; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade for that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for that day, coupled with an unexcused 

absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade for that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignmems, their orders on the syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 

but not matters related to grading. If there are such changes, they will be announced, in due time, in class, 

by an email to the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need acconnnodations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact the 
Department for Disability Services to have their disability officially documented and the instructor forlnally 
notified. The Department for Disability Services is in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone 
number is 919-962-8300, and the website is disabflityservices.unc.edu. 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning ColIununity," a safe and respectful environn~ent in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class sometlfing we all look forward to. 

And, please keep the lines of conununication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please conununicate and keep on con~ntmicating! 
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Class Schedule 

LGLA 402 Lingala II, Spring 2012 

Week 01 

Week 02 

Week 03 

Week 04 

Week 05 

Week 06 

January Jan 09 (Class 1): 
Liteyo ya 0 

Janl6 

ML~ DAY 

Jan 23 (Class 6): 

Jan 11 (Class 2): 
Liteyo ya 1 

Jan 18 (Class 4): 
Liteyo ya 2 

Jan 25 (Class 7): 

Jan 13 (Class 3): 
Liteyo ya 1 

Jan 20 (Class 5): 
Liteyo ya 3 

Jan 27 (Class 8): 
Liteyo ya 4: Ndako Liteyo ya 4: Ndako Liteyo ya 4: Ndako 

February Jan 30 (Class 9): Feb 01 (Class 10): Feb 03 (Class 11): 

Liteyo ya 4: Ndako Liteyo ya 4: Ndako Liteyo ya 4: Ndako 

Feb 06 (Class 12): Feb 08 (Class 13): Feb 10 (Class 14): 

Kokoma ya 1 Lisalo ya 1 Lomekano ya 1 (4) 

Feb 13 (Class 15): Feb 15 (Class 16): Feb 17 (Class 17): 
Litcyo ya 5: Mikanda Liteyo ya 5: Balo ya Liteyo ya 5: Mituya ya 
ya nzela mikili mincnc 

Week 07 Feb 20 (Classl8): Feb 22 (Classl9): Feb 24 (Class20): 
Liteyo ya 5: Mituya Liteyo ya 5: Mikolo Liteyo ya 5: Elaka 

Week 08 March Feb 27 (Class 21): Feb 29 (Class 22): Mar 02 (Class 23): 

g?d~ama ya 2 Lisota ya 2 Lamekana ya 2 (5) 

Week 09 Mar05 ,Mar07 ,Mar09 

Week 10 Mar 12 (Class 24): Mar 14 (Class 25): Mar 16 (Class 26): 
Liteyo ya 6: Bato ya Liteyo ya 6: Balo ya Liteyo ya 6:Makambo 

ndenge na ndenge ndenge na ndenge ya lobi 

Week 11 Mar 19 (Class 27): Mar 21 (Class 28): Mar 23 (Class 29): 
Liteyo ya 6: Maloba Liteyo ya 6: Mitmm Liteyo ya 6: Na zando 

Week 12 Mar 26 (Class 30): Mar 28 (Class 31): Mar 30 (Class 32) 

gokama ya 3 Lisota ya 3 Lamekana ya 3 (6) 

Week 13 April apr 02 (Class 33): apr 04 (Class 34): Ap~06 

Citeyo ya 7: Mibembo Liteyo ya 7: Mibembo GOOD ~R~NY 

Week 14 Apr 09 (Class 35): Apr 11 (Class 36): Apr 13 (Class 37): 

Liteyo ya 7: Maloba Liteyo ya 7: Ntango Liteyo ya 7: Ntango 

Week 15 Apr 16 (Class 38): Apr 18 (Class 39): Apr 20 (Class 40): 

Kakama ya 4 Lisola ya 4 Lamekana ya 4 (7) 

Week 16 Apr 23 (Class 41) Apr 25 (Class 42): 

Maloba ya nsuka Maloba ya nsuka 

LGLA 402 

Final Exam 

Friday, May 

8:00 aom+-ll 
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LGLA 404 LINGALA IV 
Spring 2012 Course Schedule: 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 11:00 a.m.-11:50 a.m., Bingham 309 
Molakisi Donato Fhunsu 
Email: ._d___t__]_~,%~__l__~,~unc.edu Phone: 
Office: 04 Smith Building--Office Hours: 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday, 8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
and by appointment 

Course Description: 
Lingala is a Central Bantu language that belongs to the Niger-Congo family. It is spoken primarily in 
Congo-Kinshasa, Congo-Brazaville, but also in parts of Angola, Gabon, Central African Republic, Sudan, 
Uganda, Kewa, Burtmdi, Rwanda, Zambia, as well as in the Congolese communities in the Congolese 
diasporas in Europe and the Americas. 

A continuation of LGLA 403, this course reinforces students’ communicative and cultural skills through 
gradual exposure to more challenging tasks, with emphasis on poetpy and prose reading, and creative 
writing. 

Cou rse Material: 
Tosolola na Lingala by Eyamba Georges Bokamba and Molingo Virginie Bokamba (National African 
Language Resource Center, 2004) 
Audio and visual materials provided by the instructor 

Speaking and Writing Goals 
Students use Lingala in culturally appropriate gestures in eveu;day social situations, such as 
greetings, leave-taking or introductions. 

* Students give and follow instructions in Lingala related to daily classroom activities. 
* Students engage in Lingala role-play situations where they request and receive information, goods, 

and services, such as going to a restaurant and ordering food. 
* Students share opinions, preferences and feelings in Lingala with their classmates. 
* Students engage in Lingala role-play or participate in authentic situations where they clarify 

information, such as comparing transportation schedules with a clerk, or solve problems, such as 
exchanging an umvanted item in a store, asking and telling time and directions. 
Students prepare, illustrate, and present materials in Lingala, such as advertisements, posters and 
menus. 
Students dramatize poems, stories, songs, skills or short plays in Lingala, for example, a Lingala 
folk tale. 

* Students create and present oral reports in Lingala on topics of their choice. 
. Students use Lingala to discuss current issues or historical events, for example, elections. 
* Students prepare and present brief reports in Lingala about personal experiences, school 

happenings, and current issues. 
. Students perform scenes from Lingala plays, live or on video. 
* Students share their opi~fions via written exchanges in Lingala on what they have recently read or 

seen, such as articles, short stories, books, comics, movies, videos, music, and art. 
* Students write an article or essw for publication in Lingala on topics of personal interest. 
* Students write and produce a short original Lingala recording, such as a newscast 

Listening and Reading 

Students understand and follow oral and written directions in Lingala related to daily classroom 
activities. 
Students understand the plots, characters, and themes in Lingala literaD~ works. 
Students understand and identi~" main ideas and characters in brief reading selections of Lingala 
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culture. 
Studems understand ilfformation frmn Lingala Internet sources on a variety of topics, for example, 
weather, current events, and sports. 
Students understand main ideas and sig~fificant details of materials in Lingala, which are 
accessible to teenage readers, such as magazine articles, short stories, poetBr and short novels. 

Cultural Goals 
Students observe and use age-appropriate Lingala verbal and non-verbal conwnunication in 
conversations and messages. 
Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by young Lingala-speaking people such as 
games, sports, music, dance, dralna, and celebrations. 
Students recogulze and develop an awareness of social customs in the Lingala-speaking world; topics 
may include family life, folklore, and typical holidays and celebrations. 
Students discuss stereotypes that people in the Americas may have about the people and customs of 
Lingala-speaking people and cultures, such as "All Lingala-spealdng people practice traditional 
religions" or "Africans all dress in native colorful clothes". 
Students learn about and participate in activities enjoyed by Lingala-spealdng teenagers and adults 
such as sports, music, games, and entertainment. 
Students watch movies, commercials or documentaries from Lingala-speaking areas and explain 
cultural patterns and social behaviors that they see on the screen. Students can also explain how these 
products reflect the perspectives of the culture. 
Students idcnti~ the general themes of music and recog~fize performers, such as Tabu Ley, Papa 
Wemba, Kofi Olomide and so forth, and television programs that are popular both in Kinshasa, 
Brazzaville and in the diasporas. 

o Students listen to music and watch Lingala-langiuage films or "television programs that arc popular with 
young people in Knishasa and Brazzaville. 

Students learn about and recognize artistic contributions, from Lnigala culture in areas such as art, nmsic, 
dance, drama, theater 

Grade 
Attendance and Class Participation 
Chapter Tests 
Writing Assigmnents 
Oral Assigmnents 
Final Exam 

100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

Grades are assigned according the following scale: 

A A- B+ 
~. 

B- C+ C C- D+ D      F 

1000- 919- 899- 8/9- 819- 799- 779- 719- 699- 679-     599- 

920 900 880 820 800 780 720 700 680 600 

Class Policy and Management 

(1) Attendance anti Participation 
Students are expected to attend all classes and participate in all activities in the classroom. They are also 
encouraged to participate in the extra-curricular activities that the Lingala Program may organize. 

(2) Chapter Tests 
There will be a test at the completion of the material we study in each chapter. The test will have a listening 
component, vocabulau; grammar, and a short composition. 

(3) Writing Assignments 
Each writing assig~wnents will cover a specific topic of communication. You will write and rewrite so that 
you learn to conwnunicate what you need to cormnunicate. 
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(4) Oral Assignments 
To reinforce your productive communication skills, you will be giving oral presentations that will parallel 
the writing assignments. 

(5) Final Exam 
The Final Exam will have two sections: an Oral Proficiency Interview (Oral Section) with the instructor 
and a Written Section. It will be comprehensive, allowing you to demonstrate the comnmnicate skills you 
have acquired over the semester. 

Academic Dishonesty 
All form of academic misconduct--including, but not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 
assigmnents, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 
a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 

responsibili~7. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Cmmcil, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Eve~ student 

enrolled in tiffs course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at: honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology in the Classroom by Students 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 

activities that arc strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 

with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or nsing cell 

phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 

events: l) an individual warning; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade for that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for that day, coupled with an unexcused 

absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade for that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assigurnents, their orders on the syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 

but not matters related to grading. If there are such changes, they will be announced, in due time, in class, 

by an email to the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need acconm~odations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact the 
Department for Disability Services to have their disability officially documented and the instructor forlnally 
notified. The Department for Disability Services is in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone 
number is 919-962-8300, and the website is disabilityservices.unc.edu. 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning Conm~unity," a safe and respectful elwironment in which each 

person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class sometlfing we all look forward to. 

And, please keep the lines of colmnunication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please colmnunicate and keep on conuntmicating! 
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Class Schedule 

LGLA 404 Lingala IV, Spring 2012 

Week 01 

Week 02 

Week 03 

Week 04 

Week 05 

Week 06 

Week 07 

Week 08 

Week 09 

Week l0 

Week 11 

January Jan 09 (Class 1): 
Liteyo ya 5 

Janl6 

MLK DAY 

Jan 23 (Class 6): 

Jan 11 (Class 2): 
Liteyo ya 6 

Jan 18 (Class 4): 
Liteyo ya 9 

Jan 25 (Class 7): 

Jan 13 (Class 3): 
Liteyo ya 7 na 8 

Jan 20 (Class 5): 
Liteyo ya 10 

Jan 27 (Class 8): 
Liteyo ya 11 Bileko Liteyo ya 11 Bileko Liteyo ya 4: Bileko 

FebruaD’ Jan 30 (Class 9): Feb 01 (Class 10): Feb 03 (Class 11): 
Liteyo ya 1 l" Bonkoko Liteyo ya 11: Bonkoko Liteyo ya 11: Nzela 

Feb 06 (Class 12): Feb 08 (Class 13): Feb 10 (Class 14): 

Kokoma ya 1 Lis(do ya 1 Lomekano ya 1 (I 1) 

Feb 13 (Class 15): Feb 15 (Class 16): Feb 17 (Class 17): 
Liteyo ya 12" Bilei Liteyo ya 12" Bilei Liteyo ya 12: Bilei 

Feb 20 (Classl8): Feb 22 (Classl9): Feb 24 (Class20): 
Liteyo ya 12" Kolamba Liteyo ya 12" Kolamba Liteyo ya 12: Kolamba 

March Feb 27 (Class 21): Feb 29 (Class 22): Mar 02 (Class 23): 

Kokoma ya 2 Lisolo ya 2 Lomekano ya 2 (12) 

M~r05i imam07 Mfi~09 

SPRING B~AK ~ SPRING B~AK SPR!NG BREAK 

Mar 12 (Class 24): Mar 14 (Class 25): Mar 16 (Class 26): 
Liteyo ya 13" Misala Liteyo ya 13" Misala Liteyo ya 13: Misala 

Mar 19 (Class 27): Mar 21 (Class 28): Mar 23 (Class 29): 

Liteyo ya 13" Kobela Liteyo ya 13" Misala ya Liteyo ya 13: Misala ya 

kala sika 

Week 12 Mar 26 (Class 30): Mar 28 (Class 31): Mar 30 (Class 32) 

Kokoma ya 3 Lisolo ya 3 Lomekano ya 3 (t3) 

Week 13 April Apr 02 (Class 33): Apr 04 (Class 34): Ap~06 

Citeyo ya 14: Nsepela Citeyo ya 14: Nsepela GOOD ERIDAY 

Week 14 Apr 09 (Class 35): Apt 11 (Class 36): Apt 13 (Class 37): 

Liteyo ya 14: Nsepela Liteyo ya 14: Matanga Liteyo ya 14: Matanga 

Week 15 Apr 16 (Class 38): Apr 18 (Class 39): Apr 20 (Class 40): 

gokoma ya 4 Lisoh~ ),a 4 L~meka~o ya 4 U4) 

Week 16 Apr 23 (Class 41) Apt 25 (Class 42): LGLA 4~4 

Maloba ya nsuka Maloba ya nsttka Final Exam 
Friday, April 27 
12:00 pom,-3:01I} 
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AFRI 261 African Women Writers and Peace 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Prof. Donato Fhunsu 

Spring 2012 

Class time (209 Stone Center): 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 

12:00 p.m.-12:50 p.m. 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
Office hours (04 Smith Building): 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday 
8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
and by appointment 
Email: dfhunsu2 l@unc.edu 
Telephone: 

Course Description: 
This course will focus on the writings and lives of key African women intellectuals, ninny of whom have 
received the Noble Peace Prize. We will see how these women conceptualize and practice peace in order to 
bring about individtkal and social transformation. We will reflect on how their lived ideals and realities can 
contribute to our understanding of peace in the global conununity. 
We will begin with a short introduction to Africa and its peoples as well as a theoretical exploration of 
"peace." Then we will read three novels and three autobiographies that span from colonial times, the 
independence period, to the 21st century. Our method will be comparative; we will approach peace from 
multiple perspectives, including literatures, of course, but also politics, law, economics, religion, education, 
science, technology, medicine, philosophy, history, geography, psychology, sociology, anthropology, and 
the arts. There will also be an experiential dimension to the course. 

Course Objectives: 
After completing the course, students should be able to: 
(1) Understand the historical and cultural contexts in which African women have evolved their social roles; 
(2) Know the works of some key African women intellectuals and their contributions to peace; 
(3) Have an expanded understanding and deepening appreciation of peace, and 
(4) Have an appreciation of the varied contributions of African women to individual transformation, 

positive social change, and global peace. 

Texts: 
Bfi, Mariama. So Long a Letter (1980). (Translated from the French by Modupd Bodd-Thomas.) 
Gbowee, Leymah. Mighty Be Our Powers (2011). 
Head, Bessie. Alaru (1971). 
Jolmson Sirleaf, Ellen. This Child g~ill Be Great (2009). 
Maathai, Wangari. Unbowed (2006). 
Panikkar, Raimon. Cultural Disarmament." The g/’a.v to Peace (1995). (Translated from the Spanish by 

Robert Barr) 
Vera, Yvonne. Nehanda (1993). 

Evaluation: 
Attendance and Participation 
Reading Quizzes 
Peace Journal and Presentation 
Papers 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
TOTAL 

100 points 
100 points 
100 points 
200 points 
200 points 
300 points 

1000 points 

Your grade will be based on the following scale: 

]A    [A- iN+ [g    iN- Ic÷ IC    IC- ]D+ ]D    ]F 
7 1000- 919-    899- 879- 819- 799- 7.9-    719-    699-    679-    599- 

920     900     880 820 800 780 720     700     680     600 
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Class Policy and Rationale 

Class Grade 

(1) Attendance and Participation 
Class attendance and participation are important elements of the learning process for this class, and will be 
part of your grade. Therefore, both attendance and active participation are required. Unexcused absences 
will reduce this aspect of your grade, at the rate of 3 points for each absence. If you know that you will be 
missing class on a given day, please let me know in advance. If an e~nergency occurs and you miss class, I 
expect to hear from you (by email, text or phone) by midnight that same day. If you do not communicate 
with me, your absence will be unexcused and will affect your grade accordingly. I will also not be able to 
give you any make-up for any work you might have missed. 

In order to discuss the texts effectively, we need to refer to them. So, please bring the particular texts under 
discussion to class each day we are discussing them. 

All students are expected to obse~Te the highest standard of Academic Honesty and uphold the UNC Honor 
Code in the classroom and outside the classroom. 

(2) Reading Quizzes 
In order to benefit from the course, you need to read each text careflflly. Our starting point will be to know 
what "the text: says, "what the story is." Once we know what the stor), is, we can then ask ourselves 
"what the story means" or "what we can make of it." The Reading Quizzes are designed to help you with 
the "what the stor)~ is" part. These quizzes, wtfich will be ongoing and not announced, will be done in class 
during the days in which we discuss the texts. 

(3) Peace Journal and Presentation 
As part of our ongoing reflection on peace, you will keep a "Peace Journal" and submit it at the end of each 
week, according to instructions. In the last two weeks of class, you will do a group presentation on an 
aspect of the work of one of the African women intellectuals who have received the Nobel Peace Prize. 

(3) Papers 
You will write t~vo (2) papers for this class. These papers will be analytical and comparative papers (not 
research papers). The purpose of the papers is not to find out what other people think and say about the 
texts, but what you think and can say about these texts. By writing these papers, you will be analyzing and 
synthesizing your own thoughts and feelings about these texts and, as a result of that experience, I hope that 
by the end of the semester you can say, with confidence, that you know the works you have studied in this 
course. 

Each paper will be eight (8) pages in length, double spaced, and will be due on the days indicated on the 
schedule. The format and page limit are an integral part of intellectual self-discipline and will be part of the 
evaluation. In due ti~ne, you will receive specific instructions for writing each paper. 

(4) Midterm Exam 
The Midterm Exam will be as indicated on the Schedule. It will cover all the texts read and discussed by 
that date. The format of the Exam will be "identification" questions and "short answer" questions. 

(5) Final Exam 
The Final Exam for this class has been scheduled for Saturday, April 28, 2012, from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 
p.m. in our usual classroom. It will be comprehensive, in the sense that it will cover all the texts studied in 
the course. The format of the Final Exam will be "identification" questions, "short answer" questions, and 
two "essay" questions. 
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Class Management 

Academic Dishonesty 
All form of academic misconduct--including, but not limited to, cheating on quizzes, exams, or other 

assignments, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 

a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-admirdstered hollor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibilfly of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 

responsibilibT. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 

Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate in and obselve the Honor Code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology in the Classroom by Students 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 
activities that arc strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 
with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or using cell 
phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 
Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 
events: 1) an individual warning; 2) a public warning; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 
participation grade :for that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for that day, coupled with an unexcused 
absence for that day and a 3-point deduction :from the attendance grade for that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignments, their orders on the syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 
but not matters related to grading. If there arc such changes, they will be announced, in due time, in class, 
by an email to the class, or through an mnended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need accommodations based on the impact of a disability" should contact 
the course instructor to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact the 
Department for Disability Services to have their disability officially documented and the instructor formally 
notified. The Depamnent for Disabili~ Services is in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone 
number is 919-962-8300, and the website is .c_t_j_s___a__:D__i__l_j_l_j~i~_e___Ej_c___e___8_.__t_kn___c__:__c___d__~L 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning Community," a safe and respectful envirolm~ent in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class something we all look forward to. 

And, please keep the lines of conununication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please conununicate and keep on con~nunicating! 
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Class Schedule: 

AFRI 261 African Women Writers and Peace, Spring 2012 

Week 01 JanuaDT 

Week 02 

Week 03 

Week 04 February 

Week 05 

Week 06 

Week 07 

Week 08 March 

Week 09 

Week 10 

Week 11 

Week 12 

Week 13 April 

Week 14 

Week 15 

Week 16 

Jan 23 (Class 6): 

Cultural Disarm (Part 3) 

Jan 30 (Class 9): 
Nehanda (chap 19-27) 

Feb 06 (Class 12): 
Maru (Part 2, pp 93-127) 

Feb 13 (Class 15): 
Letter (chap 19-27) 

Feb 20 (ClasslS): 
Unbowed (ackn-chap 2) 

Feb 27 (Class 21): 
Unbowed (chap 8-10) 

Jan 11 (Class 2): 
Introduction 
Jan 18 (Class 4): 
Cultural Disarm (Part 1) 
Jan 25 (Class 7): 
Nehanda (chap 1-9) 

Feb 01 (Class 10): 
Maru (Part 1, pp 6-49) 

Feb 08 (Class 13): 
Letter (chap 1-9) 

Feb 15 (Class 16): 
l~idterm Exam 
Feb 22 (Class 19): 
Unbowed (chap 3-4 ) 

Feb 29 (Class 22): 
Unbowed (chap 11-13 ) 

Jan 13 (Class 3): 
Introduction 
Jan 20 (Class 5): 
Cultural Disarm (Part 2) 
Jan 27 (Class 8): 
Nehanda (chap 10-18) 

Feb 03 (Class 11): 
Maru (Part 1, pp 49-92) 

Feb 10 (Class 14): 
Letter (chap 10-18) 

Feb 17 (Class 17): 
Paper 1 due 
Feb 24 (Class 20): 
U)’~bowed (chap 5-7 ) 

Mar 02 (Class 23): 
Unbowed (epilog-afterw) 

Mar 12 (Class 24): 
This Child (prol-chap 3) 

Mar 19 (Class 27): 
This Child (chap 10-13) 

Mar 26 (Class 30): 
~A/ighty (prol-chap 4 ) 
Apr 02 (Class 33): 
~,~ighty (chap 14-18 ) 
Apr 09 (Class 35): 
Paper 2 d~e 
Apr 16 (Class 38): 
P resentation s 
Apr 23 (Class 41) 
Integration 

Mar 14 (Class 25): 
This Child (chap 4-6 ) 

Mar 21 (Class 28): 
This Child (chap 14-17) 

Mar 28 (Class 31): 
~[ighty (chap 5-9) 
Apr 04 (Class 34): 
~’~ighty (chap 19-21 ) 
Apt 11 (Class 36): 
Presentatioa s 
Apr 18 (Class 39): 
Presentafi~s 
Apr 25 (Class 42): 
Integration 

Mar 16 (Class 26): 
This Child (chap 7-9) 

Mar 23 (Class 29): 
This Child (chap 18-spe) 

Mar 30 (Class 32) 
3/[ighty (chap 10-13) 

Apt 13 (Class 37): 
P resemati~ns 
Apr 20 (Class 40): 
P~sen~ations 
AFR1261 
Final E~am 
Saturday, April 28 
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AFRI 262 African Literature 
Department of African and Afro-American Stndies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Prof. Donato Fhunsu 
Spring 2012 

COURSE SYLLABUS 
Class time (1005 Global Education Center): 
Monday, Wednesday, Friday: 
2:00 p.m.-2:50 p.~n. 

Office hours (04 Smith Building): 
Monday’, Wednesday, Friday 
8:30 a.m.-9:30 a.m. 
and by appointment 
Email: dfhunsu2 l@unc.edu 
Telephone: 

Course Description: 
This course is an introduction to African literature, centered on the theme of identity in its various aspects. 
We will begin with a short study of the history of Africa and its peoples in order to get the background 
needed for an i~fformed and sensitive study of the literary texts from the continent. Then we will explore 
key short stories, a play, and novels written in the late twentieth centun£ and early twenty-first century by 
authors from Francophone Africa, Hispanophone Africa, and Anglophone Africa. The works from 
Francophone Africa and Hispanophone Africa will be read in English translation, thus giving us, in 
passing, the opporttmity to reflect on the role of translation in the promotion of literature in particular and 
of culture in general. We will also watch a film that illustrates various dimensions of identity. Although our 
main theme will be identity, we will explore several related themes and see how the traditional African 
worldviews, values, languages, and storytelling practices have influenced contemporary writing. Our 
approach will be comparative, and the class lbrmat will be a mixture of lecture and discussion. However, 
the emphasis of the course will be on experiential learning through an active engagement with the texts. 

Course Objectives: 
After completing the course, students should be able to: 
(1) Understand the historical and cultural contexts in which African literature has developed; 
(2) Know some important African writers and some of their writings; 
(3) Put each individual literary text in the general context of African literature, and 
(4) Sit~mte African literature itself in the broader context of World literature and culture. 

Texts: 
Adichie, Chimamanda Ngozi. Purple Hibiscus (2003). 

Bfi, Mariama. So Long a Letter (1980). (Translated from the French by Modnpd Bodd-Thomas.) 

Head, Bessie. The Collector of Treasures (1977). 
Ndongo, Donato. Shadows of Your BackMemory (1987). (Translated from the Spanish by Michael Ugarte.) 

Mudimbe, V. Y. Between Tides (1973). (Translated from the French by Stephen Becker.) 

Sissako, Abderrahmane. Bamako [Film] (2006). 
Soyilkka, Wole. Death and the Ling’s Horseman (1975). 

Waberi, Abdourahinan. In the United States of Afi"ica (2006). (Translated from the French by David and 

Nicole Ball.) 
Evaluation: 
Attendance, Participation, and Journals 
Reading Quizzes 
Papers 
Midterm Exam 
Final Exam 
TOTAL 

100 points 

200 points 

200 points 

200 points 

300 points 

1000 points 

Your grade will be based on the following scale: 

]A    [A- [B+ [B    [B- Ic÷ IC    IC- ]D+ ]D    ]F 
1000- 919-    899-    879-    819-    799-    779-    719-    699-    679-    599- 

920     900 880 820 800 780 720 700 680 600 
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Class Policy and Rationale 

Class Grade 

(1) Attendance, Participation, and Jou rnals 
Class attendance and participation are important elements of the learning process for this class, and will be 
part of your grade. Therefore, both attendance and active participation are required. Unexcused absences 
will reduce this aspect of your grade, at the rate of 3 points for each absence. If you know that you will be 
missing class on a given day, please let me know in advance. If an emergency occurs and you miss class, I 
expect to hear from you (by email, text or phone) by midnight that same day. If you do not communicate 
with me, your absence will be unexcused and will affect your grade accordingly. I will also not be able to 
give you any make-up for any work you might have missed. 

In order to discuss the texts effectively, we need to refer to them. So, please bring the particular texts under 
discussion to class each day we are discussing them. 

You will also be required to keep a Journal and submit it at the end of each week, according to instructions. 

All students are expected to obseaTe the highest standard of Academic Honesty and uphold the UNC Honor 
Code in the classroom and outside the classroom. 

(2) Reading Quizzes 
In order to benefit from the course, you need to read each "text carefully. Our starting point will be to know 
what "the text: says, "what the story is." Once we know what the st:or), is, we can then ask ourselves 
"what the story means" or "what we can make of it." The Reading Quizzes are designed to help you with 
the "what the story is" part. These quizzes, which will be ongoing and not announced, will be done in class 
during the days in which we discuss the texts. 

(3) Papers 
You will write two (2) papers :for this class. These papers will be anals~tical and comparative papers (not 
research papers). The purpose of the papers is not: to find out what other people think and say about the 
texts, but what you think and can say about these texts. By writing these papers, you will be analyzing and 
synthesizing your own thoughts and feelings about these texts and, as a result of that experience, I hope that 
by the end of the semester you can say, with confidence, that you know the texts you have studied in this 
course. 

Each paper will be eight (8) pages in length, double spaced, and will be due on the days indicated on the 
schedule. The format and page limit are an integral part of intellectual self-discipline and will be part of the 
evaluation. In due ti~ne, you will receive specific instructions for writing each paper. 

(4) Midterm Exam 
The Midtenn Exam will be as indicated on the Schedule. It will cover all the texts read and discussed by 
that date. The format of the Exam will be "identificatioff’ questions and "short answer" questions. 

(5) Final Exam 
The Final Exam for this class has been scheduled for Monday, April 30, 2012, from 12:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. 
in our usual classroom. It will be comprehensive, in the sense that it will cover all the texts studied in the 
course. The format of the Fiual Exam will be "identification" questions, "short answer" questions, and two 
"essay" questions. 
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Class Management 

Academic Dishonesty 

All form of academic misconduct--including, but not limited to, cheating on quizzes, e~ms, or other 

assignments, plagiarizing papers, falsifying grades or other class records--are unacceptable and constitute 

a fragrant violation of both the Class Policy and the UNC Honor Code. 

Honor Code 
UNC-Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial system for over 100 years. The 

system is the responsibilfly of students and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the 

responsibilibT. Questions about student responsibilities under the honor code should be directed to the 

instructor or the office of the Dean of Students. Another useful resource is the Instrument of Student 

Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, and the Student 

Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor system. Every student 

enrolled in this course is expected to fully participate in and observe the Honor Code. 

Additional information about the UNC-Chapel Hill Honor Code can be found at honor.unc.edu. 

Use of Technology in the Classroom by Students 
Students in this class may use laptop computers and tablet computers only to take notes and engage in other 

activities that are strictly related to the specific class topic being covered or discussed. Any other activities 

with these devices (like checking emails, working on Facebook, surfing the Internet, etc. or using cell 

phones to text during class) constitute a clear violation of both the Class Policy and "the UNC Honor Code. 

Students violating this point of policy can expect, at the discretion of the instructor, the following order of 

events: l) an individual wanting; 2) a public wanting; 3) a notification of one-point deduction from the 

participation grade [’or that day; 4) a request to leave the classroom for that day, coupled with an unexcused 

absence for that day and a 3-point deduction from the attendance grade [’or that day. 

Potential Changes to Topics and Readings 
Topics and reading assignments, their orders oi1 file syllabus, and assignment due dates could be changed, 
but not matters related to grading. If there arc such changes, they will be announced, in due time, in class, 
by an email to "the class, or through an amended syllabus posted on the course website. 

Accommodation of Disabilities 
Students who feel that they may need accollm~odations based on the impact of a disability should contact 
the course instructor to discuss their needs. If they so desire, these students may also want to contact the 
Department for Disability Services to have their disability officially documented and the instructor formally 
notified. The Depamnent for Disability Services is in SASB North Building, Suite 2126. The telephone 
unmber is 919-962-8300, and the website is ~_t_i_8__a_:!?__i__l_i_t_~serv ices.unc.edil. 

"Learning Community" 
Finally, I expect the class to be a "Learning CollLmunity," a safe and respectful environmem in which each 
person can learn and grow. Let us work together to make the class something we all look foi~ard to. 

And, please keep the lines of conuntmication open. Whether you choose to talk to me in class, come see me 
in my office, email me, text me, or call me, please conununicate and keep on con~nunicating! 
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Class Schedule 

AFRI 262 African Literature, Spring 2012 

Week 01 January 

Week 02 

Week 03 

Week 04 February 

Week 05 

Jan 23 (Class 6): 
Collector (stories 7,8,9) 
Jan 30 (Class 9): 
Letter (chap. 1-9) 

Feb 06 (Class 12): 
Death (Acts 1,2) 
Paper I due 
Feb 13 (Class 15): 
B. Tides (chap 1-2) 

Feb 20 (ClasslS): 
B. Tides (chapl0-11) 

Feb 27 (Class 21): 
~’lid~erm Exam 

Jan 11 (Class 2): 
Introdnction 
Jan 18 (Class 4): 
Collector (smiles 1,2,3) 
Jan 25 (Class 7): 
Collector (stories 10,1 l) 
Feb 01 (Class 10): 
Letter (chap. 10-18) 

Feb 08 (Class 13): 
Death (Acts 3,4) 

Jan 13 (Class 3): 
Introduction 
Jan 20 (Class 5): 
Collector (stories 4,5,6) 
Jan 27 (Class 8): 
Collector (stories 12,13) 
Feb 03 (Class 11): 
Letter (chap. 19-27) 

Feb 10 (Class 14): 
Death (Act 5) 

Week 06 Feb 15 (Class 16): Feb 17 (Class 17): 
B. Tides (chap 3-5) B. Tides (chap 6-9) 

Week 07 Feb 22 (Classl9): Feb 24 (Class20): 
B. Tides (chap 12-13) B. Tides (chap 14-15) 

Week 08 March Feb 29 (Class 22): Mar 02 (Class 23): 
Shadows (chap 0,1) Shadows (chap 2,3) 
Paper 2 due 

Week 09 M~05 IMa~0~ i M~ 09 

Week 10 Mar 12 (Class 24): Mar 14 (Class 25): Mar 16 (Class 26): 
Shadows (c~p 4,5) Shadows (chap 6,7) Shadows (chap 8,9) 

Week 11 Mar 19 (Class 27): Mar 21 (Class 28): Mar 23 (Class 29): 
Hibiscus (pp. 1-70) Hibiscus (pp. 71-139) Hibiscus (pp. 140-205) 

Week 12 Mar 26 (Class 30): Mar 28 (Class 31): Mar 30 (Class 32) 
Hibisbus (pp. 206-253) Hibiscus (pp. 255-307) Bamako (session 1) 

Week 13 April apr 02 (Class 33): apr 04 (Class 34): ~p~ 

Bamako (session 2) Bamako (session 3) GOOD FRmN~ 
Week 14 Apr 09 (Class 35): Apr 11 (Class 36): Apr 13 (Class 37): 

USA (c~p 1-6) U-A~ (c~p 7-15) USA (c~p 16-20) 
Week 15 Apr 16 (Class 38): Apr 18 (Class 39): Apr 20 (Class 40): 

USA (chap 21-27) USA (c~p 28-31) USA (c~p 32) 
Week 16 Apr 23 (Class 41) Apr 25 (Class 42): 

Integration Inte~ation 
AF~ 262 
Final Exam 

12:00 p.m. - 3:00 pmL 



Ell)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janum3~ 9, 2012 8:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

01-~9-12 08:15AM 

Faculty Replacement Bill: The following replacement charges for 
overdue items are owed at the Circulation Desk. 
ITEM Amount 
Imperial leather : race, gender, and sexuality m the colonial c 
REPLACEMENT Davis Library 00023862973 ........................ $100.00 

TOTALS100 00 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 
2d~’RICAN & A[:RICAN-~/LV;ER STUDIES 

3395 205 BAT’~,E 

13:22 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Janum3~ 9, 2012 9:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenueth R <k~janken@email.unc.edtr~; Rucker. Waiter C <wrucker@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for your email All of my syllabi have been posted on Blackboard during the last two ?’ears, as are those for this year I still prefer to hand out a hard copy to students on the first day 
of classes, since man?’ of them may not have had the chance to see it on Blackboard. Most of the time, I print them at home, but I am sure that my quota f,ar printing at the oft’~ce has not 
been filled tap 

I do support including pertinent information on the syllabus, but I also think that we should not do an overkill. I think that we should discuss the proposed items and agree on a statemednt 
that is as economical as possible For example, I don’t see why we should indicate attendance and letter grade policies, rather than simply implement the standing University policies And 
the IIonor Code does prohibit plagtarism 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. ~ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 07, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter (2 
Sublect: FW: Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks :[’or sending your course outlines. 

Kindly see the message I am forwarding and attactm~ent frora December 02 pertaining to core items that have to be incorporated in all course outlines in the Department. 

On the question of photocopying course outlines, the practice of posting them to Blackboard (and now- Sakai if you have transitioned) was instituted over two years ago given budgetary 
and staff constraints. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: [afriai~am] Spring semester - heads up on s?qlabus structure, etc 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we transition from end of term matters to thinking about next semester, please find attached impoltant reminders on statements that should be included in your course outlines. In 
addition, once your outlines are finalized, please send them to Kermeth via email (with a copy to me) for his records in his capacity as the Director of Undergraduate Studies and the Chair 
(as of Spring 2012) of the Deparm~ent’s new Academic Aft’airs Conwnittee. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc edu~’~?id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30400374 or send a blank email to leave-30400374- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 9, 2012 10:38 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Department Photocopying Policy 

Dear Colleagues, 

I have been asked by Eunice to reinforce a not-so-new policy regarding photocopies. Please do not ask Travis to 

photocopy course syllabi or other items for your courses. He has quite a few mission-critical tasks to complete this week 

and, as of this morning, a number of faculty have already made requests for him to make photocopies of their syllabi. 

This causes major disruptions in Travis’s ability to complete tasks assigned to him by Eunice and I and we, again, ask that 

everyone heed the departmental policy established two years ago. 

Also, as you all know, syllabi should be posted on Sakai or Blackboard and students should be instructed to print their 

own copies. CCI allows each student a free allowance to print several dozen pages each month. Moreover, department 

faculty are responsible for making their own photocopies. At most, Travis or I are willing to show faculty how to use the 

photocopier, but we will not make copies--from this point forward--for any departmental faculty. 

If you have questions or concerns about this policy, please make arrangements to speak with Eunice at your earliest 

convenience. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter l:~ucker 

~sociate Professor ~’~ Associate Chair 

African ~-~ Afro~American Studies 

~C-Chapel Hill 

1~ Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC ~599~5595 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30600280 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30600280-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 11:28 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krja~ken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

Dear Georges, 

Eunice mentioned she has already had a chance to speak to you, but she wanted me to follow-up ~vith an email to provide additional clari~z. Since man?’ of the items to be included in syllabi 
were suggestions ti’om Eunice and I, in consultation with others, these items were the result of a collaborative process already In sum, the statements about attendance and the grade 
weights to be included in all syllabi are to provide clari~ to students 

While the university has a general policy regarding attendance, instructors are expected to delineate--for example--what grade penalties could apply for excessive absences and if make-up 
work will be allowed and under what conditions. The university does not have a letter grade ~veight policy. In my 100- and 200-level classes, for example, a 62% is a failing course grade 
Others might decide that a failing grade is a 59% and below. This needs to be cr,fstal clear to students since there is no standard agreement about what constitutes an A, B+, B, B-, etc I 
have worked on curriculum committees for more than a dozen years and attended a number of syllabi workshops and, as a result, I have seen many different letter grade weight policies 
(some based on point totals out of 100 or 1000, others based on percentages) To avoid conl~sion by students, every syllabus needs to clarify what the grade weights are for each course 
The actual weights are to be determined, individually, by each instructor 

Finally, while the universi~ honor code prohibits plagiarism, facul~" still need a brief statement about academic honest?’ in their syllabi. The Dean of Students and the (;enter for Faculty 
Excellence suggest this and it is good policy to reinforce these things to students--as much as possible. 

I would be more than happy to discuss the items to be included in departmental syllabi. Let me know if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor & Associate Chair 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel t lill, NC 27599-3395 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, January 09, 2012 9:56 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

Dear Eunice, 

Thartks for your email. All of my syllabi have been posted on Blackboard during the last two years, as are those for this year. I still prefer to hand out a hard copy to students on the first day 
of classes, since many of them may not have had the chance to see it on Blackboard. Most of the time, I print them at home, but I am sure that my quota for printing at the office has not 
been filled up. 

I do support including pertinent ir~formation on the syllabus, but I also think that we should not do an overkill. I think that we should discuss the proposed items and agree on a statemednt 
that is as economical as possible. For example, I don’t see why we should indicate attendance and letter grade policies, rather than simply implement the standing University- policies. And 
the Honor Code does prohibit plagiarism. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. + 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, January 07, 2012 3:11 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntala~a, Georges 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: FW: Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

Dear Georges, 

Thanks for sending your course outlines. 

Kindly see the message I am for~varding and attacl~aent from December 02 pertaining to core items that have to be incorporated in all course outlines in the Department 

On the question of photocopying course outlines, the practice of posting them to Blackboard (and now- Sakai if you have transitioned) was instituted over t~vo years ago given budgetary 
and staff constraints. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@emaibunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2011 10:56 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Huber, Evelyne H; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: [~[~riafam] Spring semester - heads up on syllabus structure, etc 

[)ear Colleagues, 

As we transition from end of term matters to thinking about next semester, please find attached important reminders on statements that should be included in your course outlines. In 
addition, once your outlines are finalized, please send them to Kenneth via email (with a copy to me) for his records in his capaci~" as the Director of Undergraduate Studies and the Chair 
(as of Spring 2012) of the Deparm’~cnt’s new Academic Affairs Corrm~ittee. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eanice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
i~32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&l afria~ara&o 30400374, or send a blap2~: email to leave-30400374~32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d@listsc1~.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~livex~nc.edu> 

Monday 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thesis and Course 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Should we arrange a date to meet and discuss the progress of my thesis this week? I have an updated timeline as well as an additional chapter to share with you. 

Also, I plan to take your course AFRI    so rll see you tomorrow! 

Class of 
Histoiy and Africma-Americ~l Studies Major 

"The historimfs task is to preserve eve .ryflaing that has substaa~tive 

significa~lce and to resist the temptation of imposing our own lattei= day 

perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 12:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr’~ 

Ticket 2210196 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 01/09/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short SUl~ey that will provide feedback on your experience with the OASIS Academic Computing Experts group 

http://www.unc.eduiar-bin/sur~ev follo~wappl?ticket 2210196 

*************** Sunmaary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST 5,2~: eunice 
LAST NA2vlE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 966-5496 
DEPAR’IhdI{NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2210196 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Deployment New Laptop 

Transfer data from old to new laptop 

***************** End of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or comanents, please contact 

Rob N0el 
(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, January 9, 2012 3:24 PM 

~unc.edu-~; Willia~n~ Gem Brown <gbwilli@emaiLunc.edu>; Jordan. Joseph F 

<jl]ordan@email.unc.edu>;                      @live.unc.edu>; Collins, Marcus L <collinsm@email.unc.edu>; Woodard, Harold 

<harold woodard@unc.edu>; Cooper, Mary Carolyn <ccoope@email.unc.edu>; Jumper, Maya Simone <mjumpe@email.unc.edw~; 

Brown Hinton, Christina Cierr <Cierra@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~-; Overton, Jackie --~ove(ton@elnail.unc.edu>; 
Griest, Laara Elisabet <laaragriest@unc.edu>; Clincy, Ammida --~aclincy@email.anc.edu>;          3!gma~l.com; Hudson, Marquise 

<mkhudson@elnail.unc.edu>; Shuford, Bettina C. <bcslmfo@email.unc.edu>; Kang, Emil J <emil kang@unc.edt~-; Pollock Della 

<pollock@email.unc.edu>; Steiner, Nildaus Andleas <nsteine@unc.edu:>; Alexander, G. Rumay <mmay@email.unc.edt~-; CoNe, McKay 

<acoble@emaAl.unc.edu~; Singer, Joe <j singe@unc.edtc,; Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu>; Bicld’ord, Donna M 

<dbicld’oid~tmc.edu~; Newsom, Cookie Elizabeth <newsom@email.unc.edu~; Wilson, Ada K <adaw@email.unc.edu>; 

~unc.edu~ 

Minutes [’a~m our meeting 

Black History Month Coordinating Committee Meeting 1.5.12 

Members Present: Niklaus Steiner, Josemll Perez, Cookie Newsom, Ellen James, 

Coolde gave a quick over view of the reason for calling the committee Josmell said that this is an a opportunity to coordinate ,share, and collaborate our efforts and 

have ago a centralized calendar 

Ilyasah reported the following activities are being planned by BSM 

Jamboree Feb 1st 

Black and Blue Tour each Friday 

Carolina dining will be asked to prepare a soul food dinner 

There will be black history fact in the DTH on a regular basis 

Ellen suggested we see if there is a crossword puzzle or puzzles that can be included in the DTH with a Black History theme 

Carolina Performing Arts 

Carolina chocolate drops ( see below for details) 

Theme of the month is African American legacies in the performing arts then and now 

Cookie said that she would like to see more things that engage the community 

Nick asked if other countries have MLK Day 

It was decided that we will produce a calendar of events for distribution both electronically and in hard copy for the campus 

Cookie said it would be interesting to see if black students who are not from America relate to black history month and who BHM applies to or references 

Charlene Register teaches a class on blacks in film. Cookie will contact her to see if she can give a talk and lead a discussion on blacks in film during the month 

We set the date of requested submissions of details for the calendar at January 23 rd 

Design services is going to be asked to do a logo for Black History Month 

Cookie is going to ask the DET to do a session on The Help (Blacks in the media will be the subject of Diversity 201 on February 21 from 1:30-3:30 in Union 3515) 

Other Reported planned activities so far 

Center for the Study of the American South 

February 3rd -The Carolina Chocolate Drops at Memorial Hall. The Carolina Chocolate Drops are the newest and youngest players in a long lineage of Black String 

Bands. The tradition traces its roots to musicians from Africa who came to the Americas in the holds of slave ships. The anchor instruments were made of gourds 

with a neck and a variety of string combinations. The same basic gourd banjo, called the ekontone, is played today in Gambia. Alongside the banjo gourd, musicians 

devised a number of fiddles, American-born relatives of the African ritti or one-stringed fiddle. Eventually, perhaps under the influence or orders of masters who 

wanted Irish jigs played in their parlors, black fiddle-players picked up the European violin, taking that instrument back to their cabins, adding classical-style fiddle 

to banjo and percussion; so the blurring of boundaries began. 

February 9 - The Center’s Southern Film Series presents Mississippi Masala at the Varsity Theater on February 9th at 6:30 pm as part of the Ackland Film series. This 

contemporary film from :1991 is about the relationship between an Indian woman and an African American man. An Indian family is expelled from Uganda when Idi 

Amin takes power and they move to Mississippi. The Indian daughter falls in love with a black man, and the respective families have to come to terms with it. 

February 16 - Kent Reiily~ Professor of Archaeology and Director~ Center for the Study of Arts and Symbolism of Ancient America~ Texas State University 

The art and iconography o~ the prehistoric Mississippian Period o~ the Southeastern U.S. 

History Department 

February 16th 

African American History Month Lecture: Performance by Mike Wiley 

7 p.m.-9 p.m. 

Stone Center 

Actor and UNC MFA alum Mike Wiley will perform a play created for the history department’s African American History Month series on themes of African 

Americans and the Civil War. For more information, contact LaTissa Davis, (919) 962-9825. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 9, 2012 5:42 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Thursday 1/12, 7 pm Laurent Dubois reading l}om his new book "Haiti: The Aflershocks of History" 

Thursday; Ja~luary 12, 2012 

7:00 pm 

at The Regulator Bookshop, 720 Ninth Street, Durham 

Laurem Dubois (Duke History and Romance Studies/French Professor) 

reading l}om his latest book 

Haiti: The Aflershocks of History 

Duke’s Laurem Dubois will read ficom aa~d sign copies of his latest [x~ok tIaiti: The Afiershocks (g’[tisto~. Even betbre the 2010 earthquake destroyed much of the 

country, Haiti was lmown as a place of poverty and corruption, rooted in its founding revolution - the only successful slave revolt in the histoly of the world that 

generated hostility among the colonial powers that surround the island nation. Madison Smartt Bell writes "Haiti: The Afiershocks QfHistory is the new standard 

work in English on the astounding panorama of Haitian histoly, from the seismic events of its founding to the ea(thquake of 2010." 

For more information on fl~is event, contact The Regulator Bookshop at 919-286-2700 or mail~regbook.com 



Sent: Monday-, 6:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Sub.iec’t: Afam with Porter 

Hello Professor Sable, 
I am trying to enroll in Professor Porter’s AFAM 
class? 

B est, 

Pid: 

Sent from my iPhone 

class. He said he will nominate me to enroll because I am graduating in blay. Do you think I have a good chance of getting into the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?4direc@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 10, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Today’s Headlines: Iran Imposes Death Sentence on U.S. MaJ~ Accused of Spying 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Scier~ce i EdRerials I Op-Ed I On This Day 

C,~omize T~daV’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

JannatT I0, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

I~oan I~nposes Death 

Acc~sed of Npylrig 

A former United States serviceman, 
.~ir Mirzaei Hekmati, has become 
the first American to receive a death 
sentence in Iran since the Islamic 
Revolution more than 3o years ago. 

A B~g Check~ a~d Gingrlch 

Gets a Big 

A $5 million cheek from Sheldon 
Adelson underscores how last year’s landmark Supreme Court ruling on campaign finance has 
made it possible for a wealthy individual to influence an election. 

Daley Steppi~g Dow~ ~t~ Rat’e ~%r|~ite Ho~,~e Shake-Up 

William M. Daley will be replaced by Jacob d. Lew, the budget director and a seasoned Washington 
insider, jolting the top ranks of President 0bama’s administration in an election year. 

Cornment 

Post a Comment 

~ Times Topics: Dalev [ [.e~v 

OUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If he u~ants to co~;~terbala~ce Ko~ne~’s ~nil~io;~aires, I ha~,e no objection to hin~ eo~nterbah~acbag 

Ro~n;~eg’s ~nil~iom~ires." 

N EWT GINGRICH, after Sheldon Adelson, a billionaire casino owner, donated $5 ~xaillion to a super 

PAC that s~pports the Oingrieh emxapaign~ 

MULTIMEDIA 

FOLITICS 

The Eleetio~ 2o~2 

iPl~o~e App 
News, opinion, polls 
and live election night 
results from The Times 
and other top sources. 

~ Download ~> 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Rick ~q,~ntoPulnts : : Sarltoru 

The Republican 
candidate accuses 

A surprisingly elusive Brad Pitt 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

This is hewthe end begins 

A famiiy coming apart at the seems 

President Obama of "hubris" and "snobbery" for pushing higher education. 

WORLD 



Iuspeetors Say Iran Is Enr~clfing Uranium at Mouutaln S~te 

Iran has begun enriching uranium at a new plant, an act of defiance that comes anaid rising 

tensions between Washington and Tehran. 

Egypt’s ~romeu Find Power Still H[uges on Meu 

Despite playing a large role in the protests that onsted President ttosni Mubarak, Egyptian women 

still faee the restrictions of a patriarchal system. 

]h~ Brazil Officers of the Lawv Outside the Law 

In parts of Brazil, militias extort money, punish those who cross them and ean’y out extrajudieial 

killings. 

Mere World News 

A New Race of Mercy to Nome~ Tiffs Th~e ~Vitho~t Sled Dogs 

A Russian tanker is slogging through sea ice behind a Coast Guard icebreaker, trying to bring ~.3 

million gallons of emergency gasoline and diesel to remote Alaska. 

Florida Ma~ Chzr~ed V~qth Plotth]~g Terror Campalg~ ~.n Na~ne of Islam 

A man was charged with plotting a terrorist spree around Tampa, which included plans to bomb 

night clubs, destroy bridges and shoot police officers in the name of radical Islam. 

~ Lawyers N~;gotisting Pies for Terror Suspect 

Romuey V~raves Away Opponents’ Iutens~fy~ug Attacks 

The attacks on Mitt Romney over his role at Bain Capital, a cm~porate buyout firm, came as his lead 

in New Hampshire appeared to be slipping. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

¼ranted or Not: Alternative-Fuel Cars Flood Auto Show 

Automakers are flooding the Detroit auto show with new hybrid and plug-in models, but the 

combination of gas prices below $4 a gallon and higher upfi’ont costs for the ears is not attracting 

AMerger Once Scoffed At Bears Fmfit 

~.h: i.=:iL . 

Some analysts said the Chrysler and Fiat merger eould become a model [’or trans~&tlantie 

cooperation in the auto industry. 

A F~ne for Not Ushag a B~ofl~el That Doesn’t Exist 

The oil companies could pay $6.8 million in penalties for failing to blend cellulosic biofuel, which is 

not available commercially, into their diesel and motor fuels. 

SPORTS 

ALABAMA 21, L.S.U. 0 
Taldng the Renaatch~ and the Title 

Alabama claimed its ~4th national title in the first shutout in B.C.S. title-game history against No. 
~ Louisiana State. 

~Box Score 

Crimson Tide Receive Big Pe;~formance Frown McCarron, an Unlikely Source 

A series of field goals and an explosive offense brought Alabama to victory against L.S.U. - and all 

behind the right arm of A J McCarron. 

No Louger Stat~t~ng, Lee Set Up ’I’igers~ Big Finish 

The quarterback who started L.S.U.’s first nine games lost his job after struggling at Alabama. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 



Awards Lists Keep ~Em Gtmsslng 

The Directors Guild muddies the Oscars raee with its omissions of Steven Spielberg ("War ttorse") 
and Tote Taylor ("The Help") Dom its nominations for a directing award. 

~Tbe 
Cs~petbsgger: Movie Awards Sesson x 

Players Roll the Dice for Dtingeo~is & Dragons Remake 

On Monday, Wizards of the Coast, the Hasbro subsidiary that owns Dungeons & Dragons, 
announced that a new edition is under development: and players will weigh in on how to reboot the 
franchise. 

THE TV WATCH 

Pai~tlng Bold Promises a[ CBS With Brlgb[ Motoring Colors 

"CBS This Morning" was supposed to set itself apax~t from its competitors with more news, but much 
of the first show looked a lot like those others. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

To Preserve History o~ the Moo~, Visitors Are Asked to Tread Lightly 

Some archaeologists and historians worry that the next generation to visit the moon might 
carelessly obliterate the site of one of humanity’s greatest aeemnplishments. 

Fi~di~g a V~ay ~o Pu{ a Zebra in Your Ta~k 

Researchers in New Orleans study animal droppings in zoos to lind microbes capable of breaking 

down cellulose and converting it into biofuel, 

Usi~g Moder~ Tools to Recou stru ct An cle~t Life 

Adwmeed analysis provides revelations for archaeologists at a dig in Ashkelon, Israel. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Corporate Candldates 
The Republican presidential hopefuls with backgrounds in ordering layoffs and lobbying Congress 
can’t relate to struggling voters. 

EDITORIAL 

The Arab League is failing to do all it ean to encourage a peaceful solution. It needs to get tougher 
with President Bashar al-Assad. 

EDITORIAL 
l~ro Me~e~dez~s l~’Iissi~g ~Bhm S]~p~ 
The senator’s decision to hold up the nomination of nudge Patty Shwartz to a federal appellate comet 
has the unsavory flavor of revenge. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Payi*~g a Price, Lo~g zM~ter the Crime 

A stunning number of young people are arrested for crimes in this country, and those crimes tend 
to haunt them for the rest of their lives. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Where Are ~he Liberals? 

All circumstances point to a golden age for liberalism. But the left is maxed out. 

~ Columnis~ Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Please Hold the Cheese 

The Republicans’ double-debate weekend offered a vivid illustration of why Amei~eans are so 
cynical about politicians. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. ~o, ~946, the first General Assembly of the United Nations convened in London. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@afi-icans~dies.org 

Tuesday, January. 10, 2012 2:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Africa~ Studies Website Activi~: ASA ASA Website 

ASA - Africmi Studies Website Activity 

Follomng is the list of currellt activities: 

1. Your activity status has changed.                                                                                  ] 

Click the following li~k to go to the login page: 

https:i/at~canstudies.terradotta.com/index.cfm?Fu~Action Security.Login 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 1 l, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Romney Wins G.O.P. PrimaO, in New Hampshire 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S~ ] Busilsess I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] ,Op-E~ ] ,On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 11, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

PHmary hi New Ha~npMfire 

The outcome was a measure of 
strength for Mitt Romney and a test 
for challengers seeking a strong 
performance to propel them into the 
South Carolina primary. 

~E] 
Post a Comrrlenl [ Read 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

~n So~tlh C~rol~na, ClhMJe~ges AwMt o~ Ideolo~- and Falt~ 

If Mitt Rmnney succeeds in South Carolina, a place famous for surfacing the dark undercurrents of 
American polities, it will be a triumph of political rebranding. 

Fatal Stampede in So~th Africa Poh~ts Up UnlverM~y CriMs 

One woman died and several people were injured in a stampede by students desperate to apply for 
admission to a public university. 

. N ,’,Vrimes corn Nome Page 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’33lj whole driving behavior ehaiiged. I !ive in ~ st¢zte of anxietg when I’m driving." 

SUN.&N ltlAX, one of thousands of combat veterans whose difficulties driving have been identified 
as a symptom of traumatic brain injm’y or post-traumatic stress disorder, 

Republican        I 

Nomh~afion:       I 

Going the Distance 
A look at the stretched-out primary 
calendar for the Repubfiean 
presidential nomination. 



OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
~ Hope and Change, 

but Not on I Chan£e~ ] 

Camp~ls 
What can Obama do to 
regain snpport among young voters, 
an important force in his 
victory? 

One party but three platforms 
ALSO IN OPINION 7> 

Taiking witi~ ti~e Talibarl 

Interact access is not a human right 

WORLD 

Ontslders Feed U~rest 

In a speech, President Bashar al~Assad stressed that he wmdd use an "an iron hand" against foreign 
enemies, even as many at home and abroad are predicting the fall of his government. 

Israel.. Expecting Syrla;~ Collapse~ Braces for Ret’~gees 
~.h: h.:.:J.::~.L -". ’ :.:d? ~..F: 
Israel’s mifitary chief said on Tuesday that the army was pt’eparing for a potential inflnx of refugees 
~nto the Gohm Ileights from Syria. 

~nerlcan’s rL;~ms~mi I{~sumi~ May Have Attracted Iran’s S~splclon 

A Pentagon language-training contract, a military background, Iranian heritage and sonm 
linguistic work may have contributed to Iran’s arrest and conviction of Amir Mirzaei Hekmati. 

o More World News 

Back From V~:ar: Fear and Damager Fill Driver’s Seat 

Erratic driving by returning troops is being identified as a symptom of traumatic brain injury or 
post-traumatic stress disorder - and coming under greater scrutiny. 

ROB] Pa~ll Fh~ishes Second hi New Hampshire 

The outcome seemed to give Ron Paul, often dismissed as a protest candidate, reason to extend his 

campaign. 

Advisers ~ork to Put Positive Sp~n ma Romney~s Career h~ Corporate Buyouts 

Advisers to Mitt Romney, stung by attacks from Republican rivals on his career as a corporate 
buyout specialist, are scrambling to avoid a prolonged battle. 

BUSINESS 

Awaiting a Greek Payont 

A growing number of investors are loading up on Greek government securities that mature in 
March, betting on a rescue that would provide them with a huge profit. 

Divlde*lds Rise hi Sign of Recovery 

If analysts’ forecasts come true, higher dividend payouts will eontinne in ~om, as companies 
release more cash and try to win over investors. 

S P 0 RTS 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Jets~ Staff’on Offense Is Shuffled 

Brian Sehottenheimer, the offensive coordinator, and Bill Callahan, the offensive line coach, are 
leaving the team, which also decided not to retain the receivers coach Henry Ellard. 

Tebm~- Stretches Field a~d Maybe His Limits 

Tim Tebow and his down-field pass has provided another wrinkle fiu" the Patriots to consider in their 
A.F.C. playoff game. 

Patriots Try to Dismiss Postseaso~a Blemishes 



For all of their playoff successes, the three-time Super Bowl champion Patriots are coming up on the 

fourth anniversary of their last playoff win. 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Minh~g Cosby’s Golde~ Pant 

A TV critic offers five less-well-known vignettes as examples of what has made Bill Cosby so good on 
television for so long. 

THE TV WATCH 

’L~’e You There, Chelsea?," with (and about) Chelsea Handler, is the latest entry in the field of crude 

female siteoms. 

~ V~d~o Excerpt: ’Are You There. Chelsea?’ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ch~P~tfly &u~t~ary fo*o M[~s~e C~ts Back 

On a path to becoming a major cultural force downtown, ’lYinity Church blinks. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

DE GUSTIBUS 

For vegetarians in the meatqoving heartland, eating can be a constant struggle. 

~ Vegetarians and Vegans: How Do You Get by ~n ~aeat-Ceatr~c F’~aces? 

~A 
Senator Lova~ to I-Hs 4-Legged Coasfituents 

Loyal to i-i~s 4-Legge~l Co~stil*~ents 

For Senator 3on Tester of Montana, lugging 40 pounds of steak across the country is a point of pride. 

RESTAURANT REMEWI LA PROMENADE DES ANGLAIS 

A Stroll Tiffs Skte of the Med~te~oranea~ 

With La Promenade des Anglais in Chelsea, the chef Main Mlegretti, one of the city’s most adept 

practitioners of modern French cuisine, returns to Chelsea. 

~ SHde Show: Reviewing La Promenade des Anglais 

~ Dlaer’s Journal F~ve Dishes at La Promeaade des Anglais 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Repub[iea~ Cow, test 

From Iowa’s social conservative fight to New Hampshire’s economic fantasies, the presidential 

hopelhls are deluding themselves and trying to delude the voters, 

EDITORIAL 

The Snpreme Court should end the Federal Communications Commission’s misguided indecency 
policy for radio and television broadcasts. 

EDITORIAL 

T~oo~bled O~lh~e (’,t~aPte~ Schools 
Full-time online schools may be inappropriate for a majority of students and need to be monitored 
closely. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Few gestures would improve American-Cuban relations as much as handing over the coveted piece 

of land that houses the Guant~namo Bay detention camp. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Egyptian Islamists, the newly elected majority in government, have some bi~ decisions to make. It’s 

going to be fascinating to watch this play out. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A l[~eY~’e~t l)ol~ 

One Mitt Romney was born with a silver spoon, the other one’s was wooden. Both want your vote. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 11, 1935~ aviator Amelia Earhart began a trip from Honolulu to Oakland, Calif., becoming 

the first woman to fly solo across the Pacific Ocean. 

See This Fro~t Page 

Buy ’I’his Fro~t Page 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 11, 2012 2:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
GA07 
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I 
F A CIVILIZED NATION "lacks in its eyes and in the eyes of others, a 

universal and universally valid embodiment in laws," observed the 

German philosopher Friedrich Hegel { I77o-183 I), "it fails to secure 

recognition from others."1 India, China, Roman Christendom, and the 

Arab Islamic world met these standards and were recognized as the great 

civilizations of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuxies. In addition to its eco- 

nomic achievements, each showed the capacity .for transcending the hori- 

zon of local and parochial thinking, and each exhibited a set Of encom- 

passing moral criteria that commanded the respect of others. The next 

three centuries, however, were to witness a revolutionary change in hu- 

man thought as for the first time a secular and relatively more egalitarian 

approach tO universal morality emerged in Europe and spread through- 

out the world under the revolutionary banner of the Enlightenment. 

The birth of secular ufiiversalism took the form of an assault on the 

intellectual and political edifice of Roman Catholicism. That structure, 

seemingly impregnable during the Middle Ages, now collapsed under the 

blows sti-uck by the Renaissance and the Protestant Reformation, open- 

ing up room for the emergence of humanist thought. Christian ethics thus 

shifted i’rom a docile dependence on revealed knowledge toward an em- 

brace of religious freedom and freedom of opinion in general. Simulta- 

neously, feudal authoritarianism grounded on divine inspiration yielded 

to the modern concept of the nation-state, justified by its protection of 

natural and individual rights. The monopolistic feudal economy gave way 

to mercantilism and later to free markets based on the individual’s right 

to private property. Finally, a religious tradition that had often sanctioned 

merciless and arbitrary killings was now confronted with laws premised 

on the individual’s right to life, and with an ingistence that even warfare 

must conform to universal standards of justice. 

With these transformations, a secularized version of Judeo-Christian 
ethics lent itself to the development of a broad liberal discourse on hu- 

man rights, a discourse that has shaped contemporary thinking. This 

chapter wilt illustrate why current human rights debates can be best un- 
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derstood as an extension of Enlightenment arguments that date back to 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Now as then, ~ve find ourselves 
wondering whether the state is the best mechanism with which to de- 
fend basic rights, or a formidable Leviathan against which one’s rights 
need to be defended. As in the eighteenth century, we are still question- 
ing whether free markets are the best way to promote democratic insti- 
tutions and global peace, and under which conditions one may justly wage 
war. This chapter also alerts the reader to the sufferings of those who re- 
mained excluded from initial Enlightenment conceptions of (purportedly) 
universal rights. As subsequent chapters will show, the victims of one era 
can become either the avenging aggressors or the human rights crusaders 
of the next age. 

Because our modern conceptions of human rights originated in Eu- 
rope and America, the story of their inception is embedded in the polit- 
ical, economic, and technological changes associated with the rise of the 
West and the relative decline of rival civilizations. Thus, before turning 
to the Western origins of particular rights, this chapter begins with a brief 
overview of the changes that contributed to the rise of the West over other 
civilizations. Chief among those changes were the development of mod- 
ern science, the rise of mercantilism (which led to the consolidation of 
the nation-state), the great voyages of discovery that would bring the 
world’s wealth within Europe’s grasp, and the emergence of a middle 
class as a powerful source of revolutionary change. These developments 
laid the foundations for four great historical events in the Western world: 
the Reformation and the English, American, and French Revolutions. 
Much of this chapter will look at how each of these e4ents animated key 
dimensions of the emerging tiberal vision of human rights. That vision 
today reigns triumphant, though not uncontested, throughout the West, 
and has passionate, often embattled adherents throughout the rest of the 
world. 

The liberal worldview first emerged out of the struggle for freedom 
of religion and opinion that began with the Reformation, laying the 
groundwork for subsequent claims for a universal right to life (includ- 
ing calls for the abolition of torture and the death penalty) and the right 
to property--along with counterclaims on behalf of an equitable distri- 
bution of wealth. As each of these components of the liberal tradition 

emerged, adherents began the political struggle--still tinder way--to de- 
velop effective means to promote the rights they championed. The final 
section of this chapter addresses the inconsistencies and limitations that 
beset early liberal thought (including the exclusion of women, the prop- 
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ertyless, blacks, colonized peoples, homosexuals, Jews, and other na- 

tionalities), inconsistencies that helped provoke the development of the 

nineteenth-century challenge to the liberal human rights agenda. Let us 

first consider how the West emerged as the leading power, outpacing other 

civilizations, notably in India, China, and the Islamic world, and a..ttaining 

the capacity to dominate the world and, consequently, to shape an in- 

creasingly g!obal debate over human rights. 

I~ROM ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS TO THE RISE OF THE WEST 

India, China, and Islamic Civilizations 

At the close of the fifteenth century, as Vasco da Gama’s expedition found 
its way around the Cap~ of Good Hope tO Indian waters, it was far from 
apparent that the West was on the verge of ascendancy to global pre- 

dominance. Indeed, three rivals, India, China, and the Islamic world, 
could not only claim to match or exceed Western accomplishments, but 
could not then be ruled out as formidable contenders for global power. 

India, under Muslim Moghul rule, had reached a level of civilization 
marked by respect for learning and growing religious tolerance whose 
achievements in architecture and painting surpassed those of medieval 
Europe. Under the leadership of Akabar (I 54 z-1605 ), religious minori- 
ties were granted legal status. The "Great Moghul" not only condemned 
Indian practices such as the immolation of widows and enslavement, his 
tolerance for all religions was exemplary. For half a century, his succes- 

sors continued his efforts to wed Hindu and Muslim cultures. The min- 
gling of these traditions found sublime expressions in naturalist paint- 
ing, refined ceramics, textiles, and monumental architecture-z An empire 
built on a regularized tax system supported all these cultural endeavors 
and also provided the central treasury with funds for rulers to secure the 

loyalty of military and bureaucratic officers. 
Chinese civilization was at least equally impressive, not least in in- 

ventiveness, as its production of paper, printing (around 700),gunpow- 
der, the mariner’s compass, the sternpost rudder, and the wheelbarrow 
all predated their appearance in Europe. China’s silks, ceramics, jades, 
and bronze castings (accomplished fifteen hundred years before Euro- 
peans mastered that metal) found a market in far-flung parts of Asia and 
Europe. Moreover, the Chinese, under the influence of Confucianism, 
possessed an advanced ethical and political system presided over by a 
scholarly bureaucracy, which not only maintained great administrative 
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continuity but made possible the centralized management of a vast state. 

If rebellions took place, provinces broke away, or rulers changed, the 

politico-religious system persisted. It was later emulated in Korea and 

Vietnam. Experimentation with newly available crops made possible the 

rapid growth of the Chinese population, which had reached perhaps ¯ 6o 
milfion by ¯ 6oo.3 Despite many famines, the food situation in China was 

" typically better than that inEurope in the previous millennium.4 

The Arab-Islamic Mediterranean and the Middle East region also en- 

joyed a brilliant civilization that predated the emergence of Italian com- 

mercial cities,s As Islam spread, Arabia, Persia, and the Ottoman Em- 

pire surfaced as major centers of religious, intellectual, cultural, artistic, 

and architectural influence whose reach extended to North Africa, 

China, and northern and Southeast Asia, threatening Europe as a result 

of its p~netration of southern Spain. The Abbasid civilization (75o-zZ58), 

second of the two great dynasties of the Muslim empire, had already 

marked its greatness by undertaking the translation of the Greek clas- 

sics into Arabic, and the works of Plato, Aristotle, Euclid, and Galen were 
integrated into a flourishing Arab cutture.6 Subsequent translations of 

Arabic works in the late European Middle Ages testify to the great rep- 

utation that Arab thinkers such as A1-Kindi enjoyed in Europe. Persian 

contributions to medical studies penetrated the Arab World and became 

the standard texts for Western training. In contrast to China, trade and 

maritime expeditions ~vere more central to the Islamic world. The promi- 

nence of Muslim trade in the earty Middle Ages was.prbmpted by flex- 

ible commercial instruments and practices adopted as early as the eighth 

century and picked up only centuries later in Europe.7 Cultural and com- 

mercial traffic with the European world was almost one-way, attesting 

to the superior quality of Arab civilization.~ 

Given the strength of Indian, Chinese, and Islamic civilizations rela- 

tive to the West, one may wonder why none of them successfully prop- 

agated a universal ethics of rights. Inevitably, the unexpected speed of 

the West’s ascendance drew the interest and speculation of many histo- 

rians. Writings on this question have been controversial, as various schob 

ars emphasize different economic, cultural, and institutional variables. 

Some stress the uniqueness of Western capitalism and scientific devel- 

opment, while others counter that a similar form of capitalism existed 

in Islam, or that science flourished in China before the modern West.9 

At times, such disagreements ha,~e fueled heated academic debates be- 

tween "Eurocentric" defenders and "anti-Eurocentric" critics. While the 

fundamental sources of strength and weaknesses of civilizations will re- 
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main contentious, we can nevertheless point to particular reasons for the 

relative decline of India, China, and the Is!amic cultures, and corre- 
sponding factors that help account for the rise of Europe, as Well as for 

the influence of its human rights legacy. 
Indian agriculture, based on the caste system, was less productive than 

that of other areas of Asia, and small manufacturing (mainl~ handicraft 

production) in towns was organized around hereditary guilds.1° Not only 

did heavy taxation leave the peasantry destitute, but the cost of trading 

also hindered the prospects for artisans who might have wished to be- 

come merchants. These obstacles, coupled with Hindu reliance on the 

caste system, may have frozen occupational mobility to a larger extent 

than it did in feudal Europe. Moreover, despite the partial unity achieved 

during the Moghul Empire, limited communications and inadequate mil- 

’ itary technology made it difficult for rulers to retain loyalty in various 

critical areas.~1 This fragmentation of loyalty, reminiscent Of that in late 

medieval Europe, was exacerbated by the religious intolerance and re- 

lentless wars of the last Moghul leader, Aurungzebe, whose regime was 

countered by many popular revolts that ultimately led to the decline of 

the Moghul Empire.12 That decline coincided with the emergence of Eu- 

ropean predominance. European traders had acquired only a few coastal 

stations in India since the Portuguese appropriation of Goa in x 5 to, but 

opportunities for trade increased after the decline of the Moghul Empire. 

Despite rivalries and unlike earlier conquerors, Europeans would stay in 
India for centuries and would extract substantial economic gains. 

Despite the ~trength of Chinese civilization, the Ming dynasty gradu- 

ally shifted its energy inward, focusing on agrariarfism and away from 

technology, industry, and its earlier naval exploration of Asia and the In- 

dian Ocean, leaving Europeans freer to secure their dominance over the 

seas and expand their colonial control over the gtobe.13 China’s power, 

its centralized unity, and its isolationism might have ultimately worked 

against the expansion of its civilization and possibly against the spread 

of a Confucian sense of universal iustice. It was precisely the European 

states’ fragmentation and competition, Jared Diamond argues, that en- 

abled the Genovese Christopher Columbus to bargain with several mon- 

archs and finally earn the financial support of the Spanish king for his 

naval expedition. By contrast, in unified China, there was no alternative 

site with which to challenge the shortsighted decision to forgo maritime 

exploration. European scientific discoveries, Diamond speculates, might 

also have benefited from that disunity.14 
In comparisonl Maxime Rodinson has maintained that there seemed 
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to be nothing inherent in Islamic civilizations that Would have precluded 

further economic development,~s unless we consider the fact that the lands 

the Muslim Mediterranean world acquired were r~ot as rich as the re- 

gions colonized by the Europeans in the Americas. Islamic overseas trade 

emphasized luxury goods and did not compensate for the general short- 

age in important sectors such as agriculture.14 Another potential source 

of economic weakness was that the population of the Islamic Near East 

comprised only z8 million people, which was relatively low compared 

to that of China, India, and Europe in the xtoos.~7 Behind the Ottoman 

frontiers, a multiracial policy was organized to integrate different reli- 

gions into the growing empire. Yet the expansion of the empire engen- 

dered heavy military expenses, which created great stresses for the state. 

Further back in Islamic history, in Cordoba, private property had been 

protected against the caliph, and in general, medieval Islamic governments 

were not known for seizing commercial property. Later, "iT]he Ottoman 

empire as heir to all this came to operate an economic system that rested 

on confiscation, despoilment, and a total, calculated, insecurity of life 

and property."~8 Whereas Europeans took advantage of feudal frag- 

mentation to develop a mercantile society, the Ottoman Empire’s struc- 

tural fragility gradually weakened its economy, contributing to its di- 

minishing cultural, legai, and ethical influence and its final disintegration. 

The Rise of the West and the Legacy of the Enlightenment 

In contrast to these sources of weakness within India, China, and the Is- 
lamid world, an amalgamation of simultaneously favorable circuni- 
stances stimulated the rise of the West and its capacity to develop and 
diffuse a modern discourse of human rights. They included the Refor- 
mation, the inception ofscience, the rise of mercantilism, the consolida- 
tion of the nation-state, maritime expeditions, and the emergence of a rev- 
olutionary middte class, developments that served to hone human rights 
demands throughout such major social upheavals as the English, Amer- 
ican, and French Revolutions.19 A ne,v universal discourse of rights took 
hold, committed to reason and individual free choice, to scientific plan- 
ning and the rules of law, to contractual agreement and economic inter- 
dependence. The emerging commercial nation-state was then entrusted 
to diffuse these ideals worldwide in the spirit of peace and cooperation. 

With the advance of the Reformation, from 1546 to the Treaty of West- 
phalia in z648, the universalist message of the church had been severely 
compromised. While the separation of the Greek Orthodox churches from 
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Rome had provoked the first rupture in Christian unity, the Protestant 

Reformation of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries contributed de- 
cisively to its decline. Erupting in.Germany, religious conflict soon spread 

through Euxope to France, Holland, and Spain, and to England. Yet if a 

series of long-lasting religious wars eroded the initial aspirations of Chris- 
tendom, the international nature of the wars incited the development of 

a new vision of world unity based on rational thinking rather than on 

revealed truth--principles that had shown their divisive nature during 

the wars of religion. By asserting individual responsibility in matters of 

salvation and in seeking happiness on earth, the Protestant influence 

helped advance a new credo relying on individual choice and rights. The 

belief in the value of individuals and their capacity to reason was further 

strengthened by a burst of scientific breakthroughs. 
Despite the long phase of religious crisis, scientific discoveries 

abounded. Striving to free themselves from the universities, which re- 

mained a stronghold of Catholicism, British, French, Italian, and Ger- 

man scientists joined a growing number of independent societies, such 

as the Royal Society in London, the Acad&my of Science in Paris, the Aca- 
... 

demia della Scienza in Naples, and the Collegium Carolinum in Brunswick, 
. 

Germany. Their collaboration over distances was facilitated by the in- 

vention of the printing press, and common standards of measurement 

were promoted by the development of such precision instruments as the 
. ’: .. 

telescope, the microscope, the barometer, and the pendulum clock. The 
. :.: : 

drive behind the scientific revolution might have been of divine inspira- 

tion, but it was Galileo, Descartes, and Newton, rather than God, who 
were stirring the imaginations of their contemporaries. By painting a pic- 

ture of the enrichment of human life through new discoveries, each pre- : 

sented an accessible.world open to human consciousnes~ and built upon . 

universal and secular laws--laws that would later help shape secular 

visions of human rights. .:. ¯ :;:: 

As both scientific progress and the wars of the Reformation were un ..... 

detraining the Catholic Church, changes in economic life were also re- . 

shaping the social landscape of Europe. While feudalism decayed, mer- 

cantilism emerged as an economic system that unified, strengthened, and . ¯ 

financially enriched the nation. It did so by means of strict governmen- 

tal regulation of the entire national economy, usually through policies .... ...... 

designed to secure an accumulation of bullion, the expansion of a fa- 

vorable trade balance, and the development of agriculture and manu- 

facturing. Proponents of mercantilist theories maintained that global "<. 
wealth was relatively fixed. The best way to acquire new resources and ........... . 

..:~ 

. !:!:~..: 
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to preserve as large a share as possible of this limited wealth, they be- 

lieved, was through a rationally and scientifically planned state, aspir- 
ing to sufficient size and strength to sustain national development, By re- 
lying upon the mercantilist and later the commercial state as a way to 

promote economic interdependence and possibly peaceful conditions, 

mercantilists would also inspire the vision of many human rights cham- 

pi0ns of the Enlightenment. 

Circumstances, of course, would not equally favor all who aspired to 

apply the mercantilist approach. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, 

German aud Italian cities-notwithstanding the call of Niccol6 Machi- 

avelli (x469-xSZ7), in If principe, for the unification of his country-- 

lacked the necessary political strength to appropriate resources on a large 

national scale. In eastern Europe, states such as Austria, Poland, and 

Russia, although large in size, were overwhehningly dominated by agrar- 

ian production and could not achieve the benefits of a mercantile econ- 

omy. However, the conditions necessary for the progress of mercantil- 

ism were present in the Low Countries (especially in the period from 

the Treaty of Westphalia untit the early rToos), as welt asin England 

and France.z° 

Critical to the rise of the West over other civilizations was the discovery, 

colonization, and mercantilist exploitation of the new world. The de- 

veloping globa! economy, initiated by the Portuguese and Spanish in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, moved, during the eighteenth cen- 

tury into the hands of the British, the French, and the Dutch. While In- 

dia and China still commanded admiration, these Western powers were 

ascending as the new leaders of the international economy. The conquest 

of America was particularly valuable for the Europeans because of its 

vast natural resources, whose exploitation required m~isses of human la- 

bor that were supplied by Africa. Many Europeans regarded the indige- 

nous populations of their colonies as barbarians, justifying the enslave- 

ment of Africans, the killing or subjugation of American indians, and 

similar abuses of other native peoples. 

As overseas empires spread, the expansion of money markets dissolved 

old social bonds, transformed the guild character of the Middle Ages, 

and strengthened the town economy, leaving the surrounding .country- 

side subservient to the interests of the town.. The Shift from the village 

to the town changed the landscape of social relationships that had been 

prevalent in.feudal societies. With the emergence of towns as the heart 

of human society, autonomous spheres of social activity proliferated amid 

the ruins of the Cathotic commonwealth. In addition, labor was in- 
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creasiugly divided according to specialization. With the subsequent at- 

omization of society, mercantilism reached new levels of speed and effi- 

ciency. This fragmentation into various spheres of specialization under- 
mined the self-sufficient character of feudal society, exacerbating the need 

for a new formof social interdependence surrounding the exchange of 

commodities and the necessity of a contractual discourse premised on 

rights. 

This parceling of sixteenth- and seventeenth-century political and eco- 
nomic life created space for the development of a relatively autonomous 

class, the bourgeoisie, which was concentrated in urban sites. Economi- 

cally speaking, the bourgeoisie stood between the nobility and the clergy 
on the one hand and the peasantry on the other hand. Its members earned 

their living by manufacturing, shopkeeping, banking, trading--in gen- 

eral, by the Various activities that had been stimulated by the expansion 

of commerce. In conntries like England and France or regions like 

Flanders--where governments helped create a national market and an 
industrious nationwide labor supply for their great merchants--the bour- 

geoisie became even more prominent, and succeeded in gaining a degree 
¯ 

.. 
th independent of the political and religious control 

of economtc streng .... - ....... ~ merchant backed by a national 

of their provinces, tNeeatess Lu ~,~z, - 
monarchy was in a much stronger position than one supported by a city, 

such as Augsburg or Venice. National governments could endorse local 
merchants, subsidize exports, and pay bounties for goods.whose pro- 

duction they wished to encourage, or erect tariff barriers against imports 

to protect their own producers from competition. A national tariff sys- 

tem was thus gradually superimposed on the old network of provincial 
and municipal tariffs.az                  ¯                  Euro- From the mid-seventeenth century to the mghteenth century, the 
pean bourgeoisie, however, felt trapped within a tale of two economies, 

that is, between a prosperous international economy and the still back- 
ward, traditionalist, and autarkic national market. The nobility still 

dominated the government, public administration, the church, and most 

’ ’ ’. ’ ns It resisted any change in the status quo that might un- 
socxal msntuno " . .., ~,_ ..... ~1~c of interests were exem- 
dermine its polittcaI pnwteges, tn~ ...... ts 

- - 1;~re’s la Le bourgeois gentilbomme, which portrayed a 
plified in ~v~o~,    P Y ruined nobleman begging for more loans from an enriched bourgeois. 

" tin life. reproducing the economic wealth and political 
Art was ~mtta g. . .    + +’~~ ~ss The needs of the bourgemste, 
frustration of the burgeoning m~am~ ,-~,~ ¯                         ’ " 
in the end, collided with monarchical interests, fueling the English, Amer- 

ican, and French Revolutions. Facing resistance, the political demands 
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of this new class in formation grew more revolutionary and universal- 

ist in orientation; as it gained power, it also revealed its particularist 

tendency,z3 
During the English Puritan revolution (x64~--’648), universal claims 

of rights were first advanced against Charles I’s effort to restore his cen- 
tralized power at the expense of Parliament. Seeking funds to crush a 
Scottish rebellion in *637, the king convoked the English Parliament for 

the first time in eleven years. Neither that Short Parliament (*64°) nor 
the subsequent Long Parliament (~64o-~ 660) supported that goal. In- 
stead, new members of the Long Parliament, led by Oliver Cromwell 

(.599-~658), John Hampden (.594-’643), and John Pyre (ca. x583- 
*643), challenged royal authority, culminating in the execution of 
Charles I and the establishment of the republic. After using the support 

of radicals like the Levellers (whose influence had spread among the rank 
and file of the army fighting the king) to press popular demands, such as 
the rights to life, property, and religious freedom, Cromwell turned 
against those democratic supporters and purged them from the army. 

Despite these dramatic turns of events, the revolution ultimately em- 
powered the propertied class by granting sovereignty to Parliament and 

dissolving prerogative courts. It overlooked the demands of starving peas- 
ants, led by the communist Diggers, who tried but failed to radicalize the 
revolution by calling for broader political representation and a more egal- 

itarian redistribution of wealth. With the monarchical restoration,, hu- 
man rights hopes that had been unleashed by the English Revolution were 
thwarted. Yet the revolutionary spirit remained alive amidst peasants’ 
grief and despair. It was to reemerge in a brief explosion during the, 688.. 
Glorious Revolution, as the bourgeois fought for parliamentary and civil 

rights--later embraced by the English Bill of Rights. 
In the late eighteenth century, England became overl~urdened by the 

cost of its colonial possessions and resorted to imposing inequitable taxes 
on the American colonies. The Colonists rebelled. The English revolution 

of the x64os provided a worthwhile example of resistance for them to 
emulate. Fighting for independence from England, they recalled the Brit- 

e               life, to property, to manhood suf’ tsh Levellers struggl for the rights to 
frage, and the rights to rebel against tyrarmical authorities and to establish 
republican institutions. With the ratification of the Declaration of Inde- 
pendence in ¯ 776, they were soon able to celebrate their new human rights 

achievements. As in the English Revolution, the new American republic was initially 
divided. Competing economic interests separated merchartts, farmers, and 
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plantation owners. There were also differences between the new and old 

states of the confederation, and already some tensions between South- 

ern stave-owning states and Northern states. While these tensions would 

ultimately result in a civil war (x 86o-I 865}, in the x77os, supporters of 

independence in both North and South were drawn together in opposi- 

tion to the British crown and its American loyalists. After their fight for 

independence from England, Americans. inscribed in the I788 consti- 

tution rights that favored wealthy property owners. However restricted 

the human rights claimed by the American republic, the success of the 

revolution drew international admiration. 
French soldiers who had fought on the side of the American revolu- 

tionaries returned to France to extol the accomplishments of the Amer- 

ican revolutionaries. With the country on the verge of national bank- 

ruptcy and confronting a nobility unwilling to share its power, many of 

these returning soldiers would follow the horde of hungry peasants and 

angry bourgeois from the streets of Paris to the Tennis Court, where the 

Third Estate General rallied and affirmed that it now constituted the Na- 
t:ional Assembly. The mixture of solemnity and optimism of that first rev- 

olutionary moment was admirably captured by the neoclassical painter 

Jacques-Louis David ( x748-i 8z 5) in his Oath of the Tennis Court ( x 79 ~ ). 

A month later, on July x4, i789, the movement took the streets as a crowd 

stormed the Bastille. Soon after, the revolutionary leaders drafted the De- 

claration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, one of the most im- 

portant human rights documents of the eighteenth century, affirming the 

principles of the new state based on the rule of universal law, equal in- 

dividual citizenship, and collective sovereignty of the people. With it, Ja- 

cobins and defenders of the French patrie proclaimed a new world in 

which "liberty, equality, and fraternity" would become, they hoped, uni- 

versal norms. 
Yet social divisions in France, initially eclipsed by the Third Estate in 

its fight against the ancien r~gime, now reemerged as voting rights were 

restricted to owners of property, along the lines of the British and 

ican example. Struggling to repel invading armies, the Third Estate was 

further divided by domestic social tensions. I~ the influence of property 

owners during the early phase of the revolutionary wars soon yielded to 

the ascent of a popular force, the sansculottes (I79Z-I794), the execu- 

tion of their leader, Maximilien de Robespierre (I758-I 794), marked the 

end of the revolutionary process and the empowerment of a new regime 

of notables whose ranks were drawn from monarchists and moderate 

republicans. As in England and America, the revolutionary universalism 
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of the French middle class gave way to an era of conservatism. Those 
seventeenth- and eighteenth-century struggles represented, however, the 
first important affirmafons of liberai ideas, and they were crucial for es- 
tablishing the secular foundation of human rights. These important 
events also serve as a guide to the first parr of our journey, which begins 
with the historical struggle for freedom of religion and opinion and leads 
to assertions of rights to life and to property. 

FREEDOM OF RELIGION AND OPINIO3~ 

The fight for freedom of religion and opinion repeatedly jolted medieval 

Christendom. Religiousintolerance had long since superseded the char- 

itable and universalist promise of the Gospels. The pervasive Christian 

fear of theTurks, a result of the Crusades (lO96-io99, II47-xx49, I~89- 

I192, and xzoz-Izo4), contributed to sharpening Catholic intolerance 

toward other religious groups. In addition to Muslims, European Jews 

were considered foreigners and often, personae non gratae in Western 

Christendom, and as such were subjected to various levels of discrimi- 

nation. The Fourth Lateran Council (i±15), for instance, banned Jews 

from government employment, in IZgO, Jews were expelled frotu En- 

gland, in x 306, from France. In Spain, initial tolerance gave way to per- 

secution during the Inquisition (I49z), and Jews were forced tb choose 

between conversion and eviction. In addition, Jews were o~en accused 

of performing acts of sacrilege and murdering children, charges that in- 

tensified during the Crusades and the Black Plague (~347-I35I), and as 

a result were often targeted as scapegoats and massacred~ 

Challengers from within the Catholic faith endured similar persecu- 

tions in the medieval age. The church, jealously guarding its wealth, was 

unwilling to accommodate sprouting heretic groups ~vhose demands for 

a new spirituality called for a genuine solidarity with and renewed in- 

terest in the plight of the poor. The Cathari, the Flumiliati, and the 

Waldenses were among the early heretic groups whose members defied 

the monopoly o~ the Catholic Church only to be subjected to many forms 

of discrimination and even public immolation. For those dissenters and 

sirmers who evaded earthly punishment, Dante’s Inferno (i 3 o 6-13 o8 and 

I3ZI) and Michelangelo’s Last Judgment (i534-i541) served as re- 
minders of their fate in hell Similar Catholic intransigence existed in the 

Spanish colonies, where, despite protests by the Dominican priest Bar- 

tolom~ de las Casas, Indians were persecuted without mercy in the name 

of Catholicism.24 Catholic efforts to crush all opposition finally encoun- 
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tered a force that could not be suppressed, as the rise o~ Protestantism 

reshaped prospects for religious freedom and helped ultimately to launch 

the broader Enlightenment struggle for human rights. 
Against the indisputable authority of a highly hierarchical Catholic 

Church, its spectacular and mundane authority, its claim to each person’s 

body and soul, its control of the individual’s destiny and the promise of 

eternal felicity in heaven--all demanding unconditional obedience to the 

feudal church--Protestantism proposed radical reforms.. Martin Luther 
(x483-~ 546}, the first to formulate Protestant principles, called for the 

centrality of the Bible as primary authority on issues of faith; the return 

to simple liturgies; separation between church and state; and individual 

responsibility in matters of salvation and in finding happiness on earth. 
Luther’s notion that % Christian man is the most entirely free lord of 

all, subiect to none," while at the same time he was the "dutiful servant 

BARTOLOM~ DE I.AS CASAS, IN DEFENSE OF THE INDIANS, 154.8 

[Y]ou seek tndians so that gently, mildly, quietly, humanely and in a Christian man- 
ner you may instruct them in the word of God and by your labor bring them to 

Christ’s flock, imprinting the gentle Christ on their minds, you perform the work 
of ~n apostle and will.receive an imperishable crown of glory from our sacrificed 
lamb. But if it be in order that by sword, fire, massacre, trickery, violence, tyranny, 
cruelty, and in inhumanity that is worse than barbaric you may destroy and plun- 

der utterly harmless peoples who are ready to renounce evil and receive the word 

of God, you are children of the devil and the most horrible plunderers of all .... 
Now if we shall have shown that among our Indians of the western and southern 

shores (granting that we call them barbar!ans and that they are barbarians) there 
are important kingdoms, large numbers of people who live settled lives in a So- 
ciety, great cities, kings, contracts of the law of nations, will it not stand proved 
that the Reverend Doctor Sepdiveda has spoken wrongly and viciously against 
peoNes like these, either out of malice or ignorance of Aristotle’s teaching, and 
therefore, has falsely and perhaps irreparably slandered them before the entire 
world. From the fact that the Indians are barbarians it does not necessarily follow 

that they are incapable of government and have to be ruled by others, except to 
be taught about the Cathotic faith and to be admitted to the holy sacraments. 
They are not ignorant, inhuman, or bestial. Rather, long before they heard the word 
Spaniard riley had properly organized states, wisety ordered by excellent taws, re- 
ligion, and custom. They cultivated friendship and, bound together in comn?on fel- 
lowship, lived in populous cities in which they wisely administered the affairs of 

both peace and war justly and equitably, truly governed by laws that at very many 

points surpass ours. 

From tn Defense of the Indians, 40.4-2. 
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of all, subject to everybody," restated Paul’s injunction: "[O]we no man 
anything, but to love one another.’’2s This became a rallying cry against 
the abuses of the Catholic Church. 

Luther’s views, as espoused, or revised, by supporters like Jean Calvin 
(x 5 og-r 564), had far-reaching political repercussions: they not only un- 

dercut the power structure cemented by the feudal church, but also the 
system of privileges granted by divine grace. The progress of the Protes- 
tant reformation alarmed the Catholic custodians of the status quo, and 
eventually also Luther himself, who feared social chaos and ended up 
condemning in x524 the German peasant rebellion against manorial 
lords. Even as Luther reverted to a more conservative view of Protes- 
tantism, hostility between Protestants and Catholics escalated, culmi- 
nating in a religious conflict that plagued late-sixteenth- and seventeenth- 
century Europe. 

The x 555 Augsburg Peace seemed to resolvethe conflict by officially 
recognizing Lutheranism in the Holy Roman Empire. According to the 
principle of cu]us regio, eius retigio, each prince was to decide for him- 
self whether he or his state should be Catholic or Lutheran. Yet the con- 
tinuous spread of Protestantism was now becoming more threateni.ng for 
Catholics, who ended up mobilizing armed t~orces against Lutheran ad- 
vances. This religious clash led to a series of wars that spread through- 
out Europe: the French civil wars of ¯ 56z-r 598; the Dutch revolution 
against Philip II of Spain in J~567-~579; the Spanish Armada Catdlica 
against England in x588; the Scottish rebellion against Mary Stuart in 

x 565-~ 568; the Thirty Years’ War of x 6x 8-x 648; and the Puritan revo- 
lution o~ x64z-x648 in England. 

Revolted by the appalling atrocities committed in the name of God 
during these religious conflicts, the Dutch legal scholar Hugo Grotius 
(x 583-~ 645) urged warring parties to maintain a spirit of religious tol- 
erance. "It seems unjust," he said, "to persecute with punishments those 
who receive the laws of Christ as true, but entertain doubts or errors on 
some external points."2a During the English civil war, the spokesman o~ 
the Levellers, John Lilburne (x 6r4-~657), proclaimed that "all men by 
nature are the children of Adam, and regardless of religious differences, 
they are all equal aild alike in power, dignity, authority and majesty.’’27 

tn the end, the struggle for religious freedom during the wars of the 
Reformation won some enduring success. The Treaty of Westphalia, 
ratified in October x648, put an end to the wars of religion. It granted, 
for instance, "the privilege of emigration to the subjects of such states if 
they dissented from the religion of their territorial lord; and whereas later, 
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for the better preserving of greater concord among the states, it was 

agreed that no one should seduce another’s subjects to his religion.’’2s It 

stopped short of providing individuals with freedon~ of religion, but the 

treaty nevertheless asserted the right to religious asylum and states’ pre- 

rogative to select their own religion. The treaty also divided Europe ac- 

cording to religious spheres of influence. A balance of power between 

Catholics and Protestants was achieved in Germany; England asserted 

its Anglican colors; Calvinism maintained a strong foothold in the 

Netherlands; France and the Italian states (despite intermittent occupa- 

tions by the Austrian Empire) remained loyal to the,papacy, 
With his famous Letter concerning Toleration (~69o), the English 

philosopher John Locke (,63z-r7o4) moved beyond the conservative 

concessions of Westphalia, demanding the individual’s, rather than the 

state’s, right to select a religion. Such a right, he argued, comes from "an 

inward persuasion of the mind, without which nothing can be accept- 

able to God."29 Yet the battle for religious freedom was far from over. 

In France, an important advance in that struggle had been the Edict of 

Nantes (x598), in which Henry IV had sought to end the French wars 

of religion by guaranteeing religious freedom to French Protestants (or 

Huguenots). In x658, however, Louis XIV revoked the edict, depriving 

the Huguenots of all civil and religious liberties. In England, the Parlia- 

mentpassed the Tolerant Act in ~ 689, which, though allowing some dis- 

senters to practice their religion, continued to exclude Jewish and 

Catholic worship. Alarmed by these violations, Locke called for a clearer 

separation between the church and the state. "Political society," he main- 

tained, "is instituted for no other end, but only to secure every man’s 

possession of the things of this life. The care of each man’s soul, and of 

the things of heaven, which neither does belong to the commonwealth 

nor can be subjected to it, is left entirely to man’s self."~° With these state- 

ments, Locke opened a new chapter in the struggle for religious freedom 

and freedom of opinion. 

The context for reviving that struggle was propitious. Throughou~ Eu- 

rope, the most dramatic effort to silence opinions (of religious or secu- 

lar nature) was the Index librorum prohibitorum--a list of proscribed 

books developed by the Roman Catholic Church that included the work 

of the well-known scientist Galileo, Licensing (or control over publica- 

tion) came to be regarded by many in England as an excess of Roman 

Catholic influence. So, when the Puritans disestablished the Anglican suc- 

cessor to the Roman church and the English Parliament reinstated li- 

censing in ~ 643, the political pamphleteer John Milton ( x 608-~ 674) rose 
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in protest: "He who kills a good book kills reason itsetf, kills the image 
of God... in the eye," he exclaimed in Areopagetica, a book that re- 
mains a classic plea fgr the freedom of the press.31 While conceding the 
need for criminal prosecutions in response to some types of publications, 
Milton proclaimed the importance of freedom of opinion: "[G]ive me 
the liberty to lmow, to utter, and to argue freely, above all liberties.. 
If truth is let free, it will overcome and win over all possible errors."32 
Milton’s beliefs ultimately prevailed, leading in ~695 to the abandon- 
ment of prepublication censorship in England. This victory became an 
important milestone in the fight for freedom of opinion artd the press, 
and was repeatedly invoked throughoutthe American and French 

Revolutions. 
Given the strong communal theocratic beliefs held by the early En- 

glish Pilgrims in America, one may have wondered whether American 

soil would prove fertile for the development of Milton’s and Locke’s per- 
spectives. The Pilgrims, after all, represented the radical fringe of the En- 
glish Reformation. For them, the Reformation had not gone far enough, 
having ended by merely supplanting one ruler (the pope) with another 
{the British crown). They believed that nowhere in England could they 
find a true church, and concl.uded that their ultimate salvation required 
their migration to the New World. In the first Puritan colonies of Ply- 
mouth and Boston, as in Calvin’s Geneva, the church was an integral 
part of the state. The fundamentai laws were &awn from the Bible, and 
only where the Bible was silent could men create laws.33 By the second 
half of the seventeenth century, Calvinism in America had grown to such 
an extent that the French and the Dutch were unable to limit its expan- 
sion.34 Its growing influence in America, however, would ultimately clash 
with that of the established English church. 

The major cleavage among the churches in colonial America divided 
Anglicans from Puritan dissenters. With growing political tensions be- 
tween England and the American colonists, this split might well have been 
a necessary condition for ensuring pluralism and religious tolerance. The 
rapid spread of religious sects during the prerevolutionary period, called 
th~ "Great Awakening," further secured this prospect.3s The Methodist 
movement seized upon the elements of feelings and conscience that Protes- 

tant orthodoxy had tended t.o neglect and gave a renewed and devotional 
impetus to the doctrine of grace and to the tradition of moral earnest- 
ness. In the middle years of the eighteenth century, waves of revivals and 
conversions led by Congregationalists and Presbyterians spread through 
the colonies. Many small, independent, Bible-centered groups, which 
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o~ten professed allegiance to Baptist teachings, also came into being dur- 

ing this period. 
Undoubtedly, the spread of divergent churches, combined with the in- 

creasing influence of the press, helped to influence the prerevolutionary 
spirit. There were initial efforts to hinder the freedom of the press, which 
paralleled similar attempts in England. The ~735 trial of the German im- 
migrant printer John Peter Zenger, indicted for his attacks on Governor 
Cosby of NewYork, and the r765 British Stamp Act, which placed a se- 
vere tax on newspapers, were among the many efforts to control the 
press.3~ The Stamp Act, in particular, intensified colonial resentment of 
the British, which was already growing in response to other taxes, and 
unleashed a radical form of journalism against the crown. Anti-British 
printers and activists such as Isaiah Thomas (r749-~83 x) and Samuel 
Adams (r 7zz-x 803) were among the inciters of the rebellious spirit of 

the ~77os. Nothing, however, could surpass the agitational journalism 
of Thomas Paine (x737-~rSog), whose work was actually read out loud 
to the revolutionary troops before battle. The "last Cord between En- 
gland and America" was now broken, Paine announced in x776, while 
urging his American compatriots to stand against England. "O ye that 
love mankind! Ye that dare oppose not only the tyranny but the tyrant, 
stand forth!.. ¯ Let none other be heard among us than those of a good 

citizen, an open and resolute friend, and a virtuous supporter of the rights 
of mankind and of the free and independent states of America."37 

Such combative pleas on behalf of freedom influenced the founding 

fathers. Thomas Jefferson (I743-I8Z6) championed the right of the 
dividual to religious opinion and freedom of conscience based on the rea- 
soning of Locke, Paine, and the French philosophes. "Religion," Jeffer- 
son asserted, "is a matter which lies solely between man and his God," 
and therefore it was necessary that °’a wall of separation [be] erected be- 
tween the Church and the State."38 This position was restated in the Vir- 
ginia Act for Establishing Religious Freedom (~786), a statute that en- 
trusted people with the right to follow the dictates of their conscience 
and called on the state to tolerate all religions without favoring one in 
particular.39 Three years later, the concept of the separation of church 
and state took its place as the first article of the Bill of Rights, part of 
the new Constitution of the United States of America. The struggle to 
separate church and state was not completed on the day the Bill of Rights 
(~79~) was adopted, however. Instead, "The wall was slowly erected 
stone by stone, in some states earlier than in others, in some states more 
completely than in 0thers."4° Even today, this partition is fragile and un- 
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der chailenge, as some Christian groups seek to institute religious cur- 

ricula (e.g., prayers, the teaching of Creationism, etc.) in American pub- 

lic schools. 

After American independence, limits on state control over the press 

needed to be secured. In anticipation of a. war with France, a law re- 

stricting criticism by the press was passed in r798. The Seditidn Act, 

defined in national security terms, made criminal the publication of "any 

false, scandalous and malicious writing.., against the government of 

the United States, or either House of Congress... or the President... 

with the intent to defame [them], tO bring them into contempt or disre- 

pute.’’41 Thomas Jefferson?s first inaugural address, however, provided 

the moral grounding for jurists to repudiate that act: "If there be among 

us those who wish to dissolve the Union or to change its republican form," 

he claimed, "let them stand undisturbed as monuments of safety with 

which error of opinion may be tolerated where reason is left free to com- 

bat it. ,,42 When the threat of war passed, the Sedition Act was repealed 

and freedom of the press restored. 

On the other side of the Atlantic, French intellectuals welcomed the 
winds of freedom coming from revolutionary America. Baron de 

tesquieu (r 689-~755), Jean-Jacques Rousseau (~7iz-~778), Voltaire 

(~694-~778), Baron Paul-Henri d’Holbach (~7z3-~789}, and Denis 

Diderot (x7~3-’:784), among many other French thinkers, had pro- 

claimed the importance of freedom of expression and other civil rights 

long before the American Revolution.43 They saw in revolutionary Amer- 

ica the realization of such ideals. Voltaire, more than any other deist 

philosopher of his time, has been identified as the archenemy of revealed 

knowledge and intolerance.44 "What is toleration?" he asked in ~764. 

"It is the natural attribute of humanity. We are all formed of weakness 

and error: let us pardon reciprocally each other’~ folly. That is the first 

law of nature." 4s 

Such a law of nature, advancing "freedom of communication of ideas 

and opinion," .was later singled out as "one of the most precious of the 

rights of man" in the French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of 

the Citizen (~ 789).~6 In its fight against religious intolerance, the French 

revolutionary pattie became the first country in the world ever to grant 

Jews civic emancipation and to allow them to hold public office~and 

this well before the hard-won legislative passage of the 18 z6 Maryland 

"Jewish Bill of Emancipation" in America. If the American Revolution 

left the church free from state supervision, with complete freedom in 

moral and educational tasks, the French revolutionary government im- 



THE FRENCH DECLARATION OF THE R|GHTS 
OF MAN AND OF THE CITIZEN, 1789 

¯.. The National Assembly recognizes and proclaims, in the presence and un- 

der the auspices of the Supreme Being, the following rights of man and citizen. 

1. Men are born and remain free and equal in rights; social distinctions may be 
based only upon general usefulness. 

2. The aim of every political association is the preservation of the natural and 
inalienable rights of man; these rights are liberty, proper~y, security, and resist- 
ance to oppression. 

3. The source of all sovereignty resides essentially in the nation; no group, no 
individual may exercise authority not emanating expressly therefrom. 

4. Liberty consists of the power to do whatever is not injurious to others; thus 
the enjoyment of the natural rights of every man has for its limits only those that 
assure other members of society the enjoyment of those same rights; such lim- 

its may be determined only by law. 

5. The law has the right to forbid only actions which are injurious to society. 
Whatever is not forbidden by law may not be prevented, and no one may be con- 

strained to do what it does not prescribe. 

6. Law is the expression of the general will; atl citizens have the right to con- 
cur personally, or through their representatives, in its formation; it must be the 
same for all, whether it protects or punishes. All citizens, being equal before it, 

are equally admissible to all public offices, positions, and employments, accord- 

ing to their capacity, and without other distinction than that of virtues and talents. 

7. No man may be accused, arrested, or detained except in the cases deter- 
mined by law, and according to the forms prescribed thereby. All who solicit, ex- 
pedite, or execute arbitrary orders, or have them executed, must be punished; 

but every citizen summoned or apprehended in pursuance of the law must obey 
immediately; he renders himself culpable by resistance. 

8, The law is to establish only penalties that are absolutely and obviously nec- 
essary; and no one may be punished except by virtue of a law established and 

promulgated prior to the offence and legalfy applied. 

9. Since every man is presumed innocent until declared guilty, if arrest be 
deemed indispensable, alf unnecessary severity for securingthe person of the ac- 

cused must be severeiy repressed by law. 

$0, No one is to be disquieted because of his opinions, even religious, pro- 
vided their manifestation does not disturb the pubtic order established by law. 

11. Free communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most precious of 

the rights of man. Consequently, every citizen may speak, write, and print freely, 
subject to responsibility for the abuse of such liberty in the cases determined by 

taw¯ 

12~ The guarantee of the rights of man and citizen necessitates a public force; 
such a force, therefore, is instituted for the advantage of all and not for the par- 

ticular benefit of those to whom it is entrusted. 

13. For the maintenance of the public force and for the expenses of adminis- 

tration a common tax is indispensable; it must be assessed equally on all citi- 

zens in proportion to their means. 

14. Citizens have the right to ascertain, by themselves or through their repre- 
sentatives, the necessity of the public tax, to consent to it freely, to supervise its 
use, and to determine its quota, assessment, payment, and duration. 

15. Society has the right to require of every public agent an accounting of his 

administration.. 

16. Every society in which the guarantee of rights is not assured or separation 
of powers not determined has no constitution at all... 

17. Since property is a sacred and inviolable right, no one may be deprived 
thereof unless a legally established public necessity obviously requires it, and 
upon condition of a just and previous indemnity. 

plemented a more restricted and regulated policy toward the church. Its 

lands were placed at the disposal of the pattie, the clergy was provided 

with an honorable stipend, and bishops and clergymen were elected like 
any other public officials.47 Such a policy was designed to control the 

power of the clergy, which was closely allied ,vith the feudal nobility. 

Not surprisingly, as the conflict between the supporters of the ancient 

regime and the defenders of the French Revolution deepened, anticleri- 

cal measures assumed proportions not known in the New World. Indeed, 

after refractory French priests rose in revolt on the side of the aristoc- 

racy and allied with the royalists in the Vendtean counterrevolution, the 

young Jacobin government was marked by attacks on priests, including 

the wholesale closure of churches and the enthronement of the Goddess 

of Reason in Notre-Dame Cathedral. The de-Christianization process, 

further inflamed by an ultra-atheist group called the Enrages, might have 

alienated believers among the French peasantry and could have led to 

domestic chaos at a time when France was fighting a war with external 

enemies. At least this was what Robespierre believed. He thus called for 

a patriotic compromise, based on Rousseau’s view of civic religion, that 

he identified as the cult of the Supreme Being (or the cult of reason). Re- 

ligious feasts were celebrated under the banner of universal reason and 

were organized in order to raise popular feelings of solidarity against the 

old regime. 

The triumph of reason associated with the Enlightenment reached its 

pinnacle during the French Revolution. Despite many setbacks over the 

succeeding centuries, the fight for freedom of religion and opinion was 

not in vain. Those rights would be recognized in the twentieth century 

as fundamental human rights proclaimed in the first clause of the UN 
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Universal Declaration of Human Rights (x948), in article 9 of the Eu- 
ropean Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 
Freedoms (~95o), article r3 of the American Convention on Human, 
Rights (I969), article x8 of the International Covenant on Civil and Po- 
litical Rights 1i966)~ and in article 8 of the African Charter on Human 

and Peoples’ Rights (x986). 

THE RIGHT TO LIFE 

Appeals to trust the human capacity to reason and think freely long pre- 
Ceded the Enlightenment, as chapter i showed. Such efforts were rooted 
in the writings of ancient Greek and Roman political thinkers, who ul- 
timately provided European Enlightenment thinkers and leaders with new 
moral tools in their struggle against tyranny. Because of these struggles 

surrounding the human capacity for rational thought, the Enlightenment 
was aptly described by the German philosopher Immanuel Kant (~7z4- 

¯ x8o4) as the "Age of Reason." Reflecting on the wisdom of nature and 
its laws, which some characterized as God’s imprint on earth, European 
visionaries of the new age employed reason not merely as a new way to 
combat religious oppression and arbitrary ruling, but also as a starting 
point to further individual rights, starting with the right to life. With the 
injunction "thou shall not kill," Judaism had already instructed people 
to honor individuals’ J:ight to life, an entitlement not only respected by 
other monotheistic religions, such as Christianity and Islam, but also by 

Buddhism, Hinduism, ’ and Confucianism. The difference was that rea- 
son rather than revelation or mystical devotion was now advanced as 

the basis for such a belief. 
Unfolding historical events had already shown that many who acted in 

God’s name could easily dismiss religious formulations of the sanctity of 
life. The record of human carnage created by waves of religious fanati- 
cism during the Reformation evidenced the futility of bartering human lives 
for religious power. If life could be so casually disposqd of by rulers, whose 
"revealed" wisdom could not be questioned, then new criteria other than 
revelation needed to be developed to constrain their arbitrary actions. 
Where else could humanists of the Reformation appeal, but to human rea- 
son~ to its universalist attributes, to its deist and peaceful intent? If reli- 
gion could not unite everyone, then reason would provide more concrete 
guidelines for transcending religious and parochial differences. 

Brandishing a torch of optimism amidst the graveyards of the English 
civil war, the English philosopher Thomas Hobbes (x 588-x 679) argued 
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for a fundamental right of nature, namely that "each man has to use his 

own power, as he will himself for the preservation of his own nature u 

that is to say of his own life.’’48 From this natural right derived "a pre- 

cept or general rule of reason that every man ought to endeavor peace, 

as far as he has hope of obtaining it."49 To secure that inalienable right 

to life, an individual could consider entering a social contract to join the 

commonwealth. For no reason other than the security of one’s life and 

peace, maintained Hobbes, should one surrender other forms of liberty 

enjoyed in the precivilized state of nature.. 

With other Enlightenment social contract theorists, Hobbes under- 

stood the state of nature as a hypothetical place in which no government 

existed. By speculating on how humans would fare under those condi- 

tions, one could identify why one would consider .entering into a social 

contract that would secure minimal rights. For Hobbes, the right to life 

was essential,¯ and a ~ocial contract would be void if it did not defend 

this right. The human rights discourse was emerging as a worldview wed- 

ded to realpolitik concerns. Ironically, one of the first realists in inter- 

national politics was also a human rights advocate. His assertion of a 

right .to life would ultimately be echoed in many international bills of 

rights (article 3 of the UN Universal Declaration, article 6 of the Inter- 

nationai Covenant on Civil and Poiitical Rights, article z of the Euro- 

pean Convention, article 4 of the American Convention, and article 4 of 

the African Charter). 

If indicted by the state, Hobbes further argued, one should not be forced 

to incriminate Oneself, In short, for Hobbes, self-defense in all circum- 
stances was a paramount human right,s° No matter how much the pro- 

tection of one’s body and life was trumpeted as inalienable during the En- 

lightenment and thereafter, what such protection meant in practice would 

become the subject of many controversies. When applied to those accused 

of crimes, for example, it was unclear where to place limits concerning 

imprisonment, torture, and the death penalty. In the same year as Hobbes’s 

death, the Habeas Corpus Act of x679 was promulgated in England as 

an ancient common law writ intended to correct violations Of personal 

liberty by the state. In the spirit of the Magna Carla, granted in ~zi 5 by 

King John to his barons, the Habeas Corpus established appropriate 

processes for checking the illegal imprisonment of people by inferior 

courts,sl Ten years later, the English Bill Of Rights restated similar rights 

and liberties of subjects by condenming abuses of those accused or con- 

victed of crimes: "[E]xcessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive 

fines imposed, nor cruel or unusual punishments inflicted."s2 Although 
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there had been no explicit legalization of "cruel punishments" or tor- 

ture in England, torture was hardly forbidden. The threat of "pressing to 

death" under weights, for instance, was used to compel the accused to 

testify in court, while the rack and other instruments of torture were em- 

ployed to elicit legally admissible confessions,s3 

THE ENGLISH BILL OF RIGHTS, 1689 

¯.. Thereupon the said lords spiritual and temporal and commons, pursuant to 

their respective letters and elections, being now.assembled in a full and free rep- 
resentative of this nation, taking into their most serious consideration the best 

means for attaining the ends aforesaid; do in the first place (as their ancestors 

in like case have usually done) ~the vindicating and asserting their ancient rights 

and liberties, declare: 
1. That the pretended power of suspending of laws, or the execution of laws, 

by regal authority, without consent of parliament, is illegal        " 

2. That the pretended power of dispensing with laws, or the execution of taws, 
by regal authority, as it hath been assumed and exercised of ~ater, without con- 

sent of parliament, is illegal. 

3. That the commission for erecting the later court of commissioner for eccle- 
siastical causes, and all other commissions and courts of like nature are illega.l 

and pernicious. 

4. That. tevying money for or to the use of the crown, by pretence of preroga- 

tive, without grant of parliament, for Ionge r time, or in othe r. man ner than the same 

is or shall be granted, is illegal. 

5. Tha~ it is the right of the subjects to petition the King, and alt commitments 

and prosecutions for such petitioning, are illegal 

6. That the raising or keeping a standing army within the kingdom in time of 

peace, unless it be with consent of parliament, is against the law. 

7. That the subjects which are protestants, may have arms for their defence 

suitable to their condition, and as allowed by law. 

8. That the election of memSers of parliament ought to be free. 

9. That the freedom of speech, and debates or proceedings in parliament, ought 

not to be impeached or questioned in any court or pface out of parliament. 

LO. That excessive bail ought not to be required, nor excessive fines imposed; 

nor cruel and unusual punishments inflicted. 

11. That jurors ought to be duly impanelled and returned, and jurors which pass 

upon men in trials for high treason ought to be freeholders. 

12. That all grants and promises of fines and forfeitures of particular persons 

before conviction, are illegal and void. 

13. And that for redress of all grievances, and for the amending, strengthen- 

ing, and pres.erving of the laws, parliament ought to be hetd frequently .... 
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Whether in Europe, China, Japan, India, the Middle East, or elsewhere, 

the most intricate and horrible tortures wereused as common forms of 

interrogation and punishment,s4 Some, like Sir Francis Bacon (~56~- 

x 6z6), defended the efficiency of torture; others, like Hobbes, qualified 

its usage. If.torture was used, Hobbes suggested, it Should be under very 

specific circumstances and only to promote the search for truth, and this 

with the understanding that "accusations upon torture are not to be re- 

puted astestimonies."s5 Yet the eighteenth century also witnessed vocif- 

erous condemnations of torture. Indebted to Montesquieu; the Italian 

criminologist and economist Cesare Beccaria (r738-x794} claimed that 

punishments should be relative to the severity of the offense, and imposed 

only when a defendant’s guilt was proven. With compelling logic, he ar- 

gued that 

it]he dilemn~a is not a novelty: either the crime is certain or it is not;if it is 
certain, then no punishment [s called for other than what is established by 
law and other torments are superfluous because the criminal’s confession 
is superfluous;.., if it is not certain, then au innocent man should not 
be made to suffer, because in law, such a man’s crimes have not been yet 
proven .... [Further, a] sensitive but guiltless man will tend to admit guilt 
if he believes that, in that way, he can make the pain stop.s6 

In France, where the use of supptice (referring spedfically to the public 

torture and execution of criminals) was one of the great evils of judicial 

procedure up to the time of the French Revolution, Beccaria found in 

Voltaire a kindred spirit who would condenm torture repeatedly in his 

writings: "It is as absurd to inflict torture to seek out truth as it is to or- 

der a duel to assess who is the culprit," Voltaire wrote. "[O]ften the ro- 

bust and guilty one resists the ordeal, whereas the debilitated innocent 

succumbs to it."s7 If Voltaire and Beccaria’s outcries against torture often 

fell on deaf ears in the eighteenth century, they were very much in the 

minds of the drafters of the major twentieth-century international legal 

documents on human rights,ss 

The right to life and to the integrity of one’s body, including the con- 

demnation of illegal imprisonment, was invoked with each unfolding war 

and period of political turmoil during the eighteenth century. During the 

Seven Years’ War (x 756-x763), Rousseau defended life "as an essential 

gift of nature";s9 during the American revolutionary war, Jefferson 

echoed that view in the ~776 Virginia Declaration of Rights; and in pre- 

revolutionary France, Kant admonished rulers, in The Metaphysics of 

Morals (~785), for treating individuals as a means rather than an end. 
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This stipulation of an essential law of nature, along with related personal 
guarantees mentioned in the Habeas Corpus and the English Bill of 

Rights, would have lasting effects on the promulgation of the American 
Bill of Rights and the ~7 89 French Declaration of the Rights of Man and 
of the Citizenrthe two documents most responsible for modern legal 
formulations of human rights.6° By the end of the eighteenth century, tor- 
ture was widely denounced as a relic of the barbarism of another age, as 
the mark of a savagery decried as "Gothic."~ 

The question of the death penalty for crimknals {or the limitations of 
the "inalienable" right to life), however, created a deeper divide among 
intellectuals.62 The death penalty was taken for granted throughout the 

history of medieval criminal law. John Locke, among others, reiterated 
in modern terms the argument that life could be forfeited if anyone at- 
tempted to violate another’s natural rights,aa Should a criminal be pun- 
ished with death, he asked? "Each transgression," he answered, "may be 
punished to that degree and with so much severity, as will suffice to make 
it an ill bargain to the offender, give him cause to repent, and terrify oth- 
ers from doing the like. Every offense that can be committed in the state 

of nature may be also punished equally, and as far forth as it may in com- 
monwealth.’’64 More than half a century later, Rousseau echoed Locke’s 

view, observing that "it is in order that we may not fall victims to an as- 

sassin that we consent to die if we ourselves turn assassins."6s 
Rousseau’s influence on the German philosopher Kant was consider- 

able. Like Rousseau, Kant did not see any contradiction between his 
support for the right to life (defined as a categorical imperative) and his 

defense of capital punishment. Referring to the idea of retributive pun- 

ishment (the talion law), he maintained that "if [an individual] has com- 
mitted a murder, he must die. In this case, no possible substitute can sat- 
isfy justice."66 Aside from murder cases, Kant identified other crimes 
punishable by death, including crimes against the state. Invoking the Scot- 
tish rebellion of r 74 5, he believed that conspirators against the state de- 
served the death penalty, yet he warned that if a great part of the popu- 
lation was accomplice to such a plot, a sovereign should not get rid of 
all his subjects and reduce the country to chaos.67 He thus urged sover- 
eigns, perhaps with a favorable eye toward the early achievements of the 
French revolutionaries, to consider other punishments, including grant- 
ing mercy, so that the community of people might be preserved. Clearly, 
he suggested, "IT]he state will not wish to blunt the people’s feelings by 

a spectacle of mass slaughter."6s 
Yet the spectacle of death as a form of punishment was not about to 
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end with Kant’s warnings. How many deaths by torture would be 

deemed necessary to revive the collapsing ancien rdgirne? How many 

times would the guillotine dull its bIade on the necks of enemies of the 

French Revolution? Executions were then public events and belonged to 

a series of rituals in.which power was either "eclipsed" Or "restored." 

"The public execution of the seventeenth and early eighteenth century," 

Michel Foucault has insightfully stated, "was not.., with all its theater 

of horror, a lingering hang-over from an earlier age. Its ruthlessness, its 

spectacle, its physical violence, its unbalanced play of forces, its metic- 

ulous ceremonial, its entire apparatus were inscribed in the political func- 

tioning, of the penal system. ,69 

The horrible displays of public execution, often preceded by torture, 

stirred the minds of many Enlightenment humanists, who decried {he sav- 

agery of their contemporaries. "For most people," Beccaria complained; 

"the death penalty becomes a spectacle and for a few an object of com- 

passion mixed with scorn.’’7° Beccaria’s thesis was that the severity of 

the death penalty was inferior to the prospect of life imprisonment as a 

deterrent to murder. "With the death penalty," he explained, "every les- 

son which is given to the nation requires a new crime; with permanent 

penal servitude, a single crime gives many lasting lessons." He argued 

further, "Murder which we have preached to us as a terrible crime, we 

see instituted without disgust,and without anger."71 Only in extreme cir- 

cumstances was Beccaria willing to consider the death of a citizem if the 

life of that citizen truly jeopardized the survival of the social contract, 

and when ~’the nation stands to gain or lose its freedom, or in periods 

of anarchy, when disorder replaces the law. ,72 

Beccaria’s powerful arguments against the death penalty had wide 

influence. First published in I767, his work was soon well known in 

British colonial circles and was reflected in calls from American politi- 

cal leaders such as Benjamin Franklin (I7o6-I79o) and Benjamin Rush 

(r746-xSx3) to abolish the death penalty. For Rush, death penalty laws 

were "as unchristian as those ~vhich tolerate or justify revenge."73 In 

France, Voltaire drew on Beccaria to criticize the French penal system: 

’~[A] Roman citizen could be condemned to death only for crimes that 

threatened the security of the state. Our masters, our first legislators, re- 

spected the blood of their compatriots, while we lavishly waste that of 
ours,"74 

Influenced by Beccaria, whose ideas were popularized in France by 

Voltaire, Robespierre called in r79T for the repeal of the death penatty, 

on the grounds that it was an uniust and ineffective way to deter crime. 
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When the state becomes an executioner, he maintained, it does not act 
like an individual who has been attacked and is using force in self-de- 

fense, but like a cold-blooded barbarian: "In the eyes of truth and jus- 

tice, the scenes of death that society commands with so much ceremony 

are nothing but cowardly murders, solemn crimes committed according 

to legal procedures, but by the nation at large."75 Just a year later, when 
Beccaria made his exception allowing the death penalty in cases where 

national security was at risk, Robespierre called for the death of Louis 

XVI after the king’s intercepted flight to the foreign enemies of France: 

Yes the death penatty in generaI is a crime and for that one reason: that. 
according to the indestructible laws of nature, it can be justified only in 
cases where it is necessary for the security of the person or the state .... 
Society can prevent [common-law offenses] by other means and render the 
culprit harmtess to injure her ~urther. But when a king is dethroned in the 
midst of a revolution whose laws are still in the making, a king whose very 
name draws the scourge of war onto a nation in tumult, neither prison nor 
exile can destroy the influence that Iris existence continnes tO exert on the 
public welfare .... Louis must die in order that our country must live.76 

Robespierre’s seemingly dichotomous view on capital punishment 

reflected the Eulightenment’s divide over this issue. Today’s controversy 

on tiffs matter dramatizes the Enlightenment’s legacy as supporters and 

opponents of the death penalty echo and expand upon positions defined 

two centuries ago. Thus modern abolitionists argue about the ~tility of 

capital punishment as a deterrent against crimes; that judicial errors have 
condemned the innocent to death; that perpetrators are often social vic- 

tims who should be provided with the possibility to redeem themselves; 

and that society’s deliberate violencd can only generate more violence.77 

These views are opposed by defenders of the death penaky who, in 

ply, assert that killing murderers indeed provides a deterrent, that only 
death ensures that a convicted murderer will not kill again, and that the 

families of murder victims deserve nothing less than the killer’s death 

and may require it as the psychological closure necessary for resuming 

their lives. 
The liberal camp remains split over the idea of capital punishment {par- 

ticular[y in the United States), and tensions over this issue are evidenced 

by the careful wording ot~ some current human rights documents. For ex- 

ample, the r 9 66 United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Po- 

litical Rights states in article z that "in countries which have not abol- 

ished the death penalty, sentence of death may be imposed only for the 

most serious crimes in accordance with law in ~orce at the time of the 
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commission of the crime." Article 4 states that "anyone sentenced to 

death shall have the right to seek pardon or commutation of the sen- 

tence." This prudent language may welt underline the divisiveness gen- 

erated by a more general question, namely, under what conditions may 

the state deprive an individual of inalienable rights? Liberals’ answers to 

this question diverge, not just with regard to the question of the death 

penalty, but also with regard to another central tenet of liberal rights: 

the right to private property. 

THE RIGHT TO PRIVATE PROPERTY 

New forms of mercantilist activities that emerged during the Renaissance 
rekindled efforts to define the individual’s right to private propert). 
Strengthened by trade overseas, the call for such a right by merchants 
and the rising bourgeoisie could no longer be dismissed. With the ad- 
vance of Lutheranism and the Reformation, the fight for property rights 
was initially couched in the terminology of revelation. The English Lev- 
ellers, for instance, identified property earned as the fruits of one’s labor 
as sacred under the biblical injunction "thou shall not steal.’’78 The work 
ethic of the emerging capitalist age was consistent with the Protestant vi- 
sion of man’s providential destiny on earth, Max Weber later explained 
in his Protestant Ethics and the Spirit of Capitalism. Indeed, Protestants 
maintained that only through relentless work on the land, God’s imprint 
on earth, could individuals reach an intimate communion with the 
Almighty. Regarded as a radical human rights affirmation in the seven- 
teenth century, the right to property would become a major source of 
contention in nineteenth- and twentieth-century human rights discourse. 

If Hobbes could apply the importance of an inalienable natural right 

to the property of one’s own body and life, the Levellers would extrap- 
olate from that the equally sacrosanct right to acquire property from one’s 
work. Yet not everyone among the English rebels agreed with this for- 
mulation. Parliamentary Independents like Cromwell and Henry Ireton 
(~6xi-~65~) argued at the ~647 General Council of the Army in Putney 
that equating the right to life with the right to property was tantamount 
to claiming a right to take anything that one may want, irrespective of 
the rights of others. If the right to property is a natural right, proposed 
Ireton, "then show me what step or difference there is why I may not by 
the same right take your property.’’79 A Leveller spokesman, Thomas 
Rainborough (?-x648), replied that this was merely a mischaracteriza- 
tion of the Levellers’ position, which was consistent with respect for oth- 
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ers’ natural rights,s° This view had been developed a year earlier by the 
English pamphleteer and Leveller Richard Overran (~ 63 x-x 664). In his 
tract entitled "An Arrow against all Tyrants," he stated: 

To every individual [n nature is given an individual property by nature not 
to be invaded or usurped by any. For everyone, as he is himself, so he has 
a self propriety, else he could not be himself; and of this no second may 
presume to deprive of without manifest violation and affron~ to the very 
principles of nature and of the rules of equity and justice between man and 
man. Mine and thine cannot be, except this. No man has power over my 
rights and liberties, and I over no man.~1 

Debating the legitimacy of property rights as a natural right was not 

a mere semantic exercise but had additional civil rights implications, in- 

cluding implications for the question of universal manhood suffrage. For 
Independents like Cromwell and Ireton, only property in freehold land 

or chartered trading rights entitled.men to voting rights. Levellers, on 
the other hand, argued for a less restrictive property franchise than the 
one stipulated by the Independents. They believed that all men except 
servants, alms recipients, and beggars should be granted voting rights. 
This was consistent with their belief that political freedom was best en- 

sured when individuals (e.g., soldiers and craftsmen) were engaged in 

independent activity,sz 
Despite these differences over what constituted reasonable qualifica- 

tions for political freedom and manhood suffrage, Independents and Lev- 
elters alike equated political freedom with some sort of individual prop- 
erty ownership and independence. Thus they introduced the liberal 
notion that freedom is first earned through independent economic ac- 

tivity. Although the right to vote remained limited, the fight to property 
was eventually won, albeit at a high human cost, and feudal land tenures 
and arbitrary taxation were abolished in England. Whereas the first phase 

of the revolution (x64z-x648) empowered the propertied by granting " 
sovereignty to Parliament,s3 the second phase galvanized .more radical 
concerns, voiced by peasants like the Diggers, who were animated by the 

vision of an agricultural communist society. 
The Diggers’ beliefs were more radical than those of the Levellers, who 

had the support of independent menof small property. Under the lead- 
ership of Gerrard Winstanley (x 6o9-x 669) and William Everard (~ 575- 
~65o), the Diggers, who conceived of the English civil wars as a strug- 
gle against the king and the great landowners, asked for the establish- 
ment of communal property. Now that Charles had been executed, they 
argued, land should be available for the very poor to cultivate. They also 
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called for further legal and political democracy and the rejection of the 

state church. Their increasing activities, however, alarmed the common- 

wealth government and triggered the hostility of local landowners. Ha- 

rassed by legal actions and mob violence, they had dispersed by the end 

of March x65o. 

With the restoration of Charles II in ~ 66o, the disbanding of the New 

Model Army, which had won the English civil war for Parliament, and 

the return of confiscated estates to the crown and to bishops, the liberal 

as ~vell as the radical hopes of the civil wars seemed vanquished. Yet the 

debates that unfolded throughout the two periods of the Engiish civil 

war were to inform subsequent debates overproperty and political rights. 

Not only did these early English civil war debates on property and vot- 

ing rights anticipate future liberal tensions, they also heralded some of 

the radical dimensions of the nineteenth-century socialist critique of lib- 

eralism. Starting .with Locke, forty years after the English civil wars, the 

Levellers’ position was once again echoed during the relatively.more con- 

servative settlement of the ~ 688 Glorious Revolution. 

Like the Levellers, Locke argued in x 689 that "everyman has a prop- 

erty in his person; this nobody has a right to but. himself. The labor of 

his body and the work of his hand, we may say, are properly his.’’"4 In 

GERRARD W|NSTANLEY, "A DECLARATION 
FROM THE POOR OPPRESSED PEOPLE OFENGLAND," 1649 

We whose names are subscribed, do in the name of all the poor oppressed people 

in England declare unto you, that call yourselves lords of manors, and lords of the 
land, that in regard the I~ing of Righteousness, our Maker, hath.enlightened our 
hearts so far as to see that the earth was so made purposely for you to be lords 

of it, and we to be your slaves, servants, and beggars; but it was made to be a 
common livelihood to atl, without respect of persons; and that your buying and 

selling of land, and the fruits of it, oneto another is the cursed thing, and was 
¯ brought in by war; which hath and still does establish murder and theft in the hands 

of some branches of mankind over others, which is the greatest outward burden 

and unrighteous power that the Creation groans under .... 
And while we are made to labour the earth together, with one consent willing 

mind; and while we are made free, that every one, friend and foe, shall enjoy the 

benefit of their creation, that is, to have food and raiment from the earth, their 
mother; and every one subject to give account of their thought, words and actions 
to none but to the one only Righteous Judge and Prince of Peace, the Spirit of 
Righteousness that dwells and that is now rising up to the rule in every creature, 
and in the whole globe. 

From Selections from His Works, 44-45. 
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urging individuals not to spoil or waste God’s creation and to leave 

enough for everyone’s subsistence, Locke also voiced some of the more 

collectivist concerns expressed in the English civil wars. Further, he main- 

tained that the rights to life and property were inalienable rights of na- 

ture that the state, to gain moral legitimacy, had to secure. Without 

spelling out how people’s political voice would be heard in civil society-- 

other than suggesting people’s right to rebel if a government failed to re- 

spect its mandate--Locke offered innovative proposals to curb political 

abuses. By proposing a separation of powers (legislative, executive, and 

federative} based (~n a system of checks and balances, he developed a 

unique institutional model for safeguarding natural rights principles, prin- 

ciples that would inspire eighteenth-century European revolutionaries. 
American revolutionaries enthusiastically modeled their new govern- 

ment according to ideas advanced by Locke, the Leveliers, and Mon- 

tesquieu, who owed his popularity to his lucid philosophizing about En- 

glish institutions. What the American founding fathers took from the 

British, following Locke’s Second Treatise (~69o) "and Montesquieu’s 

Spirit of Laws (~748)i was the idea of the division and the balancing of 

power. Indeed, the constitution clearly reflected the view that unless the 

three ciasses of governmental power--the legislative, the executive and 

the judicial--were separated, political freedom and the certainty of ba- 

sic human rights would not secured. In an atmosphere of protests against 

a centralized sovereign power, American revolutionaries developed a 

unique federal system by allocating power between central and local 

governments and drafting all constitutions so as to limit each level of 

government by means of a separation of powers. 
Following Paine’s impassioned condemnation of the British monar- 

chy in Common Sense, they also rejected the English system of constitu- 
tional monarchy, which was identified with George III. Along with Paine, 

many expressed their dislike for special hereditary privileges, a position 

exemplified by the constitution of Massachusetts (and many other state 
constitutions), which affirmed that no government should be instituted 

"for the profit, honor or private interest of any one man, family or class 

of men.’Ss Not only did the Declaration of Independence reject monar- 

chy, it also called for the protection of inalienable rights, famously re- 

ferring to the rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. The same 

year it was signed, George Mason placed property rights in the first clause 

of the Virginia Declaration of Rights. In the spirit of Locke, the Virgini.a 

Declaration granted people the right "to institute a new government" 
should the state fail in its mandate to secure individual rights. 
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THE UNITED STATES DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE, 1776 

When in the course of human events it becomes necessary for one people to dis- 
solve the political bands which have connected them with another and to assum6, 

among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal station to which the laws 
of nature and of nature’s God entitle them, a decent respect to the opinions of 
mankind requires that they should declare the causes which impel them to the 
separation. 

We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal; that 
they are endowed by their Creator with uncertain unalienable rights; that.among 
these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness. That to secure these rights, 

governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the con- 
sent of the governed; that, whenever any form of government becomes destruc- 
tive of these ends, it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to in- 

stitute a new government, laying its foundation on such principles, and organizing 
its powers in such form, as to them shall seem most likely to effect their safety 
and happiness. Prudence, indeed, will dictate that governments long established 
should not be changed for light and transient causes; and, accordingly, all expe- 
rience hath shown that mankind are more disposed to suffer, while evils are suf- 

ferable, than to right themselves by abolishing the forms to which they are ac- 

customed. But when a long train of abuses and usurpations, pursuing invariably 
the same object, evinces a design to reduce them under absolute despotism, it 
is their right, it is their duty, to throw off such government and to provide new 
guards for their future security. Such has been the patient sufferance of these 

colonies, and such is now the necessity which constrains them to alter their for- 

mer systems of government. The history of the present King of Great Britain is a 
history of repeated injuries and usurpations, all having, in direct object, the es- 
tablishment of an absolute tyranny over these States .... 

" We, therefore, the representatives of the United States of America, in general 
Congress assembled, appealing to the Supreme Judge of the world for the recti- 
tude of our intentions, do, in the name and by the authority of the good people of 

these colonies, solemnly publish and declare, that these united colonies are, and 

of right ought to be, free and independent states" that they are absotved from all 
allegiance to the British crown; and that all political connection between them and 

the state of Great Britain is, and ought to be, totally dissolyed; and that, as free 
and independent states, they have full power to levy war, conclude peace, con- 
tract alliances, establish commerce, and to do all other acts and things which in- 

dependent states may of right do. And, for the support of this declaration, with a 
firm reliance on the protection of Divine Providence, we mutuatly pledge to each 

other our lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor. 
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This should not suggest that all state constitutions were¯ fully egali- 

tarian, as even the most liberal ended up providing advantages to the. 

owners of property. That principle was expressed in some of the state 
constitutions that supported manhood suffrage for those who showed 
"sufficient evidence of attachment to the c0mmunity,’’at Even the most 

radical proponents of the revolution accepted that premise. Benjamin 

Franklin, presuma.bly a staunch believer in the equality of all men, in- 
sisted that to allow those who had no land to vote in legislative elections 

was "an impropriety."a~ Thomas Jefferson contended that suffrage 

should be extended to "everyman who fights or pays."ss .lames Madi- 
son voiced concern about the following dilemma: "[A]llow the right to 

vote exclusively to those with property, and the rights of persons maybe 

oppressed .... Extend it equally to all, and the rights of property or the 
claims of justice may be overruled by a majority without property."s9 

The Constitutional Convention initially called for universal male suf- 

frage but soon adopt.ed, following Samuel Adams’s draft, a restriction 

on the franchise. Under the restriction, a white man was allowed to vote 
if he owned real estate worth £3 a year or real and personal property 

with a value of £6o.9° As a result, the voting constituency was far less 

than half of the adult male population.91 The property franchise was 

justified along the same lines as those advanced by advocates of the Par- 

liamentary cause during the Engkish civil war, namely that political free- 

dom and public office holding would be best served by white indepen- 
dent men who were either free of material concerns or had property at 

stake. In some instances, the property franchise was fixed at a very con- 

siderable figure; in Massachusetts, for example, it was established at 

£i,ooo, in Maryland at £5,ooo, and in South Carolinaat £~o,ooo.gz 

These requirements were consistent with the political ascendancy of a 

propertied ruling elite that included rich governors and senators--al| 

elected by the wealthy sector of the electorate.            ¯ 

Despite these conservative features of its outcome, the American Rev- 

olution inspired people to fight tyrannical regimes and to spread the hu- 

man rights credo of an emerging liberal age. Constitutionalism, federal- 

ism, limited government, property and civic rights were not new ideas 

in Europe. John Adams (x735-I8z6), a great figure of the Continental 

Congress (I774-I777) and the second president of the United States 

(x797-~8oi), would later report that the American Revolution was 

Locke, Sidney, Rousseau, and de Mably," that is, the ideas of European 
philosophers put into practice. The American struggle for independence 

turned the human rights aspirations of the French into a tangible possi- 
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bility. As the news o£ the revolution spread in French salons, clubs, and 

the press, it began to stir members of the Third Estate, who felt increas- 

ingly frustrated by the political corruption and economic abuses of the 

ancien regime. 

The fall of the Bastille opened the gates for the arrival of new civic 

rights, and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen hailed 

universal rights previously acclaimed by the Americans. Its article 7, for 

instance, stated that no one ~’may be deprived of property rights unless. 

a legally established public necessity requires it and upon condition of a 

just and previous indemnity." In reference to political freedom, it declared 

that "sovereignty resides essentially in the nation .... The law is the 

expression of the general witl; all citizens have the right to contribute 

personally or through their representatives .... All citizens being equal 

before it, are equally admissible to all public ofrices, positions and em- 

ployment according to their capacity, and without other distinction than 

that of virtues and talents" (articles 3 and 6)~ 

These words initially suggested that in contrast to the American sys- 

tem, no property qualification would be required for political participa- 

tion and manhood suffrage. Yet after having fought strenuously .for the 

elimination of privileges granted to the nobility, Abb~ de Siey~s (~ 748. 

~83 6) and other like-minded deputies found no inconsistency in favor- 

ing male taxpayers or property owners as the only eligible "active" vot- 

ing citizens capable of holding public office. "All the inhabitants of a coun- 

try should enjoy the right of a passive citizen.., but those alone who 

contribute to the public establishment are like the true shareholders in 

the great social enterprise. They alone are the true active citizens, the true 

members of the association.’’94 With revolutionaries like Jacques Guil- 

laume Thouret and Rabaut Saint Etienne, Siey~s presented a report that 

formed the basis for subsequent legislation on suffrage qualifications and 

office holding. Only three months after the Frenchdeclaration of rights 

was issued, voting rights and public office holding were denied to pas- 

sive citizens--including domestic servants, women, and all those who did 
notpay taxes equivalent to three days of tabor. Invoking the principles 

of the declaration, -Robespierre was among the few ~vho protested the 

decree: 

What sort of system is it in which an honest man, despoiled by an unjust 
oppressor, sinks into the class of the helots while his despoiler is raised by 
this very crime to the ranks of the citizens.., in short, what is the worth 
of my much vaunted right to belong to the sovereign body if the assessor 
o~ taxes has the power to deprive me of it by reducing my contribution by 
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a cent if it is subject at once to the caprice of man and the inconsistency of 

~ortune?9s 

Although the property-based franchise was set at a lower threshold 
than the one adopted in the United States, it reflected the liberal and bour- 
geois character of the initial phase of the French Revolution. Revolu- 

tionaries such as Abb~ de Siey~s, Marquis de Lafayette (~757-r834), 
Georges Danton (1759-I 794), Pierre-Joseph Cambon ( x 756-18 zo), and 
Franqois-Antoine Boissy d’Anglas (x756-xSz6} were all proponents of 
a rapid expansion of commerce and the unrestricted .accumulation of 
property. They opposed supporters of the popular class, like Robespierre 

and Louis de Saint-Just {x767-~794), who were associated with the more 
radical phase of the French Revolution. Robespierre had warned the Ja- 
cobins to limit the free accumulation of wealth. The right to property, 

he insisted, should not be permitted to infringe upon the rights of oth- 
ers, in particular those of the poorer citizens: the sansculottes (the urban 

popular class) and the peasantry. He also proposed a progressive tax on 
incomes and the drawing of a clear distinction between property rights 
justly and unjustly exercised; only the former type, he believed, should 
be protected by the state. His views, however, were defeated and omit- 
ted from the constitution of x793, and the property qualification was 

maintained.96 
This decision reflected the eighteenth centnry’s endorsement of prop- 

erty as a right and voting as a male privilege to be earned. It also illus- 
trated the tension of a bourgeois consciousness torn between self-interest 
and a humanistic opposition to feudalism and self-interest, j. A. Pocock 
aptly remarks that the social thought of the. eighteenth century can be 
envisaged as a single momentous quarrel oscillating between the world- 
wide compassion of Roman patriotism and the particularism of private 
investors. The Enlightenment’s inability to reconcile economic and po- 
litical rights sharpened domestic Social divisions that would later be fur- 
ther intensified by the rise of the nineteenth-century labor movement. 

The notion of property, recognized as an inalienable right by the UN 
Universal Declaration of Haman Rights, the American Convention on 
Human Rights (article 2.), and the African Charter on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights (article x4), would remain a point of contention among 
the participating members of the UN. For instance, soon after the es- 
tablishment of the UN, the Soviet Union rejected article I7 of the Uni- 
versal Declaration, insisting that targe units of property should be in the 
hands of the state (see chapters 3 and 4). Meanwhile, the question of 
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how to implement liberal rights internationally added another sourc~ of 

division to the human rights debate as conflicting views on that question 

¯ further shaped the developing liberal character of human rights. 

THE STATE AND JUST-WAR THEORY 

The Enlightenment’s vision o£ human rights stipulated that rights to prop- 

erty, religious freedom, and life needed to be protected by the state not 

only against aggressive individuals, but also against predatory states. To- 

day, as during the Enlightenment, the state is both admired as an ei:ficient 

vehicle for promoting human rights and feared for its potential to abuse 

those rights, especially during wartime. Italian interstate conflicts in the 

fourteenth century had already prompted lawyers like Bartolo de Sas- 

soferrato (i3 i4-i3 57) and Baldo degli Ubaldi (i3±7-i4oo) to address 

the proper wartime conduct of states. Their doctrines became influential 

in Spain, Portugal, and Germany. Machiavelli, in the fifteenth century, 

further elaborated guidelines aimed at tempering conflicts over the unifi- 

cation of Italy. The Dominican friar Francisco de Vi~orio (T485--I546) 

joined the critical chorus, condemning in the sixteenth century the con- 

quests and colonial policies of the Spanish empire and defending the rights 

of non-Christians and American natives, thereby becoming the founder 

of the Spanish school of international law.97 

Throughout Europe, the wars of the Reformation intensified debates 

over the international application of natural law and highlighted the role 

and responsibility o.f states as central actors in the world community. Mer- 

cantilists looked to the state as the best vehicle to promote their inter- 

ests and pursue their economic ventures. At the same time, the state, rather 

than the supranational authority of the Catholic Commonwealth, was 

also envisioned as the most efficient vehicle for the advancement of hu- 

man rights norms--norms consistent with religious tolerance and mer- 

cantilist purs~aits. "Justwars" were thus rationalized accordingly. 

The German publicist and jurist Samuel Pufendorf (I63 ±-i 694}, the 

English scholar and jurist Richard Zouche (r 59o-v 66I), the Swiss ju- 

rist Emmerich de Vattel ( x 7 . 4-I 767), and the Dutch legal scholar Hugo 

Grotlus were major participants in the debates over just war.98 Each of- 

feted advice to state leaderS, finding in Islam and medieval Catholic 

scholasticism important contributions to this qLlesdon.99 Because of the 

growing importance of the nation-state, they also pledged loyalty to the 

mercantilist state, which they viewed as an important mechanism for wag- 

ing just wars and promoting peace and human rights. Their views, above 
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all, captured a period in transition between the medieval system of 
ternational law and the birth of the modern international system, between 

a system established under the control of the Roman papacy and the em- 
peror and one based on state sovereignties as sanctioned by the ;Freaty 

of Westphalia. 
No one was better abie than Hugo Grotius, one of the most influen- 

tial legal thinkers of his time, to imagine the changes of the time and new 
possibilities for international cooperation. To mitigate the occurrence and 
the effects of the wars that plagued his epoch, he called on heads of states 
to restrain violence for reasons of humanity and Jfreedom of religion. State 
leaders, he argued, along with others, needed first to avail themselves of 
negotiations and diplomacy, tf military action was inevitable, he insisted 
that it needed to be both tempered and used only for the right reasons. 
Natural law instructed leaders on whether and how to initiate a just war 

and provided guidelines consistent with the prevailing spirit of mercan- 
¯ filism and free enterprise. With Pufendorf and other legal theorists, Gro- 
tius defined just wars as wars waged for defense, recovery of property, 
and punishment of the ,tmjust.1°° Preventive war undertakeu because of 
fear of an imminent attack, he added, was also legitimate. Which types 
of war were then forbidden according to natural law? Those infringing 
upon natural law principles, namely, wars for the appropriation of oth- 
ers’ property, wars that subjugated ’’auy people by force on the grounds 
that they deserved to be slaves," wars aimed at repressing religious dif- 
ferences, and wars driven by expediency rather than necessity.1°1 

Retaining many of Grotius’s teachings, Pufendoff partly disagreed with 
his Dutch counterpart, asserting, "iF]ear alone does not suffice as a just 
reason for war, unless ~ve determine with a morally evident certitude that 
there is an intention tO hurt us."~°2 Customary laws, Pufendorf further 
elaborated, needed to be adopted by states intervening on behalf of a 

third party: 

It is obvious that people wage war not only on their own behalf, but often 
ot~ the behalf of others. But for this to be done rightly, a just cause for 
warring is required, at least in the one who is being assisted. In the one 
who is going to render aid to the other, however, there should be some 
special bond by which he is connected to the chief belligerent, one that 
makes it appropriate for him~ in order to meet his obligation to one man, 
to treat another who is equally a man in a hostile fashion}°3 

At first glance, Pufendorf’s notion of a "special bond" is evasive and 

seems to contrast with his initial¯ insistence on the need for clear criteria 
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before waging preventive war. Indeed~ an unqualified notion of a "spe- 

cial bond" could indulge a third party’s whimsical preferences by en- 

couraging that party to act only when its perceived national self-interest 

was at stake and exempting it from acting on humanitarian grounds. 

Reflecting his epoch’s preoccupation with curtailing the strong author- 

ity of the Catholic commonwealth, Pufendoff’s views also illustrate grow- 

ing sentiments favoring the sovereignty of nation-statesin intervention 

and other matters. 

That concern was deemed so important that neither Grotius, Vattel, 

Pufendorf, Christian yon Wolff (r 679-x 754), nor any other Enlighten- 

ment humanist thinker advanced the idea of a supranational state rem- 

iniscent Of papal or imp.erial dominion. If anything, the natural, law 

among ~iations was characterized by its advisory nature: it informed na- 

tions of their mutual advantages and the range of actions that were "per- 

missible" if they were to abide by the rule of nature and reason. "The 

law of nations," Grotius commented, "derive[s] its authority from the 

consent Of all, or at least of many nations. It was proper to add MANY, 

because scarce any right can be found common to all nations, except the 

law of nature, which itself too is generally called the law of nations. Nay, 

frequently in one part of the world, that is held for the law of the na- 

tions, which is not so in another.’’1°4 The law of nature encouraged co- 

operative behavior among nations but rejected the idea that the state 

ought to be subjugated to a supranational power. Referring to the ex- 

ample of the Roman province, Grotius asserted, "For those nations are 

not sovereign states of themselves, in the present acceptation of the word; 

but are subordinate members of a great state, as slaves are members 

a household." 

Such a statement resulted in the commonly held belief that natural 

law could be secured by strong s~ates without any need for authoritative 

supranational political structures. This view also grew out of the con- 

comitant historical development of human rights norms and mercantil- 

ism. Mercantilism required a strong state to launch trade expeditions 

overseas, yet it also needed new international norms of cooperation to 

prevent wars and other possible obstructions to the free flow of goods. 

If the seventeenth century united the interest of the mercantile nobility 

and that of merchants, by the eighteenth century such an alliance was 

questioned. For members of the rising middle class, state mercantilism 

would prove to be too restrictive both domestically, where they were ex- 

cluded from the political process, and internationally, where the weak 

political leverage of property owners undercut opportunities for trade. 
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The towering Scottish economist Adam Smith (*7z3-x79o) formu- 

lated best the principles of this new economic challenge. Against the mo- 

nopolistic nature of both feudalism and mercantilism, Smith saw in the 

pursuit of individual self-interest the possibility of an ui~impeded devel- 

opment of the common good. In a concept he introduced in The Theory 

of Moral Sentiments (~75.9) and developed in the Wealth of Nations 

(I776), Smith depicted self-seeking individuals as being led by "an in- 
visible hand.., tthat] without knowing it, without intending it, [serves 

to] advance the interest of the society."l°~ The system of perfect liberty, 

he asserted in his ~ 7~6 masterpiece, must operate according to the drives 

and constraints of human nature as channeled by intelligently tailored 
institutions.1°7 Should such institutions ensure free economic competi- 

tion, the individual’s constant drive for self-improvement, pitted against 

others driven by the same competitive urge, would maximize the pros- 

perity of the entire society. 

Reviewing four main historical stages of political organization--the 
age of huntsmen, nomadic agriculture, feudal or manorial farming, and 
commercial interdependence--Smith concluded that the final stage rep- 

resented the highest form of individual liberty. Insightfully, he observed 

that a civil government established for the purpose of protecting prop- 

erty rights "is in reality instituted for the defense of the rich against the 

poor, or of those who have property against those who have none at 
all.’’1°8 Yet the forces of the market, he explained, constituted a mecha- 

nism that would drive the prices of commodities down to their "natu- 

ral" and most affordable level, despite short-term aberrations and in- 

equality. Praising a guild-free wage and private ownership rather than 

government-constrained enterprises, he introduced the case for what 

would become known as laissez-faire capitalism-1°9 

Left largely unexplored I~y Smith, however, was the question of which 

form of government was best suited to ensuring free markets. In the sec- 

ond half of the seventeenth century and throughout the eighteenth cen- 

tury, many visionaries viewed a republican regime as the best way to pro- 

mote laissez-faire policies and peace between nations and to ensure liberal 

rights domestically. Cromwell and Lil.burne had justified the pursuit of 

an English revolutionary war on betialf of a British republic, but it was 

with Jean-Jacques Rousseau that the concept of the nation-state, justified 

by his theory of the social contract, was substantially broadened. 

Rousseau went beyond Hobbes’s notion that the state should be pro- 

tective yet authoritarian, and further than Locke’s view of a minimal lib- 

eral state ratified by a social contract of atomistic individuals. The state 
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had a different task, insisted Rousseau. It needed tobe identified with 

people’s will, or the votontd gdndrale (the generat will), an organic 

tity that ~ranscended the sum total of the individuals who comprised it. 

In the state, individuals were not merely securing the rights.they acquired 

in the state of uature but were creating a new entity, one committed to 

the common welfare. Later joined by revolutionaries and illuminati like 

Jefferson, Paine, Robespierre, and Kant, Rousseau advanced the idea that 

inequitable and unrepresentative states were by naturethe basis of global 

disorder. It was only by means of just political institutions that the rights 

of a citizen could blossom and war would disappear. 

What would promote the development of such political institutions ? 

The spread of commerce would encourage republicanism, argued Paine. 

By rendering individuals as well as nations useful to one another, the 

necessity for war would be eclipsed. "If commerce were permitted to act 

to the universal extent it is capable," Paine explained, "it would extir- 

pate the system of war, and produce a revolution in the uncivilized state 

of Governments. The invention of commerce has arisen since those Gov- 

ernments began, and it is the greatest approach towards universal civi- 

lization that has been made by any means not immediately flowing from 

moral principles."ll° The p~inciple of republicanism, now linked with 

the spirit of laissez-faire, was ,videly viewed as a panacea against the out- 

break of wars. Echoing. Paine, Kant remarked that "civil freedom could 

no longer be infringed without disadvantage to all trades and industries, 

and especially to commerce," and vice versa.1~1 That view, essentially un- 

changed since its eighteenth-century origins, would find expression in the 

post-cold war foreign policy doctrine of the world’s only superpower, 

which linked world peace to the synergetic expansion of markets and 

democracy. 

Yet not everyone was so optimistic about the widely accepted affinity 

between commerce and human rights, Rousseau had warned the Polish 

and Corsican governments that commerce bred inequity and war. In the 

tradition of the French Physiocrats, Rousseau, like FranFois Quesnay 

(x 694-~r 774), instead favored representative states based on self-sufficient 

agrarian economies.~lz "Leave all the money to others," ... if]arm well 

¯ your fields without worrying about the rest.., financial systems pro- 

duce venal souls," wrote Rousseau, pointing to the possible flaws of a 

human rights vision predicated solely on commercial transactions, a view 

later shared by Jefferson and Robespierre.113 Whether capitalism should 

be applied.solely to agriculture, as the Physiocrats suggested, or to com- 

merce, as Smith argued in repudiating the Physiocrats’ belief system, all 

I . ii, iii1 mill " 
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of the sympathizers of the revolutions agreed on a central point: repub- 

lican institutions were the only way to promote peace and human rights. 

Should a republican supranational entity be instituted to. force ag- 

gressive states to enter the civilized world community? With the excep- 

tion of Kant, no supporters of the French Revolution were willing to en- 

dorse such an option. In Abridgement of the Project for Perpetual Peace 

(x7 ~ 3 }, the French publicist and reformist Abb~ Charles de Saint-Pierre 
(~658-~743), following Henry IV’s idea of a "grand design plan," pro- 

posed the establishment of a European confederation that would name 

a permanent, indissoluble arbitration council to solve disputes between 

states and even stipulated that the council’s arbitration would be bind- 

ing.it4 Yet as Rousseau argued in his Judgement on Perpetual Peace 

(~ 7 5 6), the development of international harmony and rights could never 
be achieved by self-serving princes and monarchical regimes. Sympathetic 

to the objectives of the world federation proposed by Saint-Pierre, he nev- 

ertheless remained skeptical about its viability and deplored the repres- 

sive tendencies of big governmental institutions that were sure to be man- 

ifest in such a supranational behemoth}is 
Addressing part of Rousseau’s concerns, and loyal to the spirit of the 

categorical imperative that invited individuals "to act according to prin- 

ciples which can be adopted at the same time. as universal law," Kant 

further explored the idea of a cosmopolitan corffederation premised on 

republican states.116 He suggested that since individuals had relinquished 

their "lawless freedom" for their own good upon entering the republi- 

can state, the state now needed to surrender some of its "lawless free- 
dom" for the sake of global welfare. The "general will," he insisted, could 

only exist peacefully as tong as each state recognized an authority above 

itself. In an effort to develop accountable domestic and international in- 

stitutions for securing human rights, he envisioned that 

[t]bere shall be no war, either between individual human beings in the 
state of nature, or between separate states, which, akhough internally law- 
governed, still live in a lawless condition in their external relationships 
with one another .... [W]e must simply act as if it could really come about 
(which is perhaps impossible), and turn our efforts towards realising it and 
towards establishing that constitution which seems most suitable for this 
purpose (perhaps that of republicanism in all states, individually and 
collectively).117 

Whereas most intellectuals and politicians remained unconvinced, at 
the end of the eighteenth century, that such a cord:ederation of states was 
feasible, many agreed with Kant and Paine that republicanism and some 
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version of laissez-faire would favor peace. If, while Constructing this re- 
publican and laissez-faire order, war had become a necessity to eradicate 
the vestige of the old regimes, then the eighteenth century needed to 
redefine the seventeenth century’s contribution to just-war theory. Indeed, 
though condemned in principle, revolutionary wars were now deemed 
just so long as they promoted property rights for all, laissez-faire eco- 
nomic policies, and republicanism. 

In the x 77o% there was seldom disagreement among supporters of re- 
publicanism over the justice of a revolutionary war to redress American 
rights usurped by the British. At one end of the spectrum, revolutionar- 
ies like John Dickenson (x 73 z-x 8 o8) continued to praise the king while 
calling for some form of resistance. At the other end of the spectrum were 
defenses of the people’s right to change the government at any time. As 
one speaker at the annual Orations in colonial Boston expressed it, civil 
liberty is "a power existing in the people at iarge, at any time, for any 
cause,.., to alter or annihilate both the mode and essence of any gov- 
ernment and adopt a new one in its stead."us The Declaration of Inde- 
pendence ultimately advanced a relatively more moderate position on 
the justifications of revolutionary change: "Whenever any form of gov- 
ernment becomes destructive of these ends [life, fiberty, and property], 
it is the right of the people to alter or to abolish it, and to institute new 
government, laying its foundations on such principles and organizing its 
power in such form, as shall seem most likely to affect their safety and 
happiness." 119 Although America did not use the sword to spread its rev- 
olutionary message beyond its natural frontiers, its example inspired oth- 
ers to take up arms against tyranny. 

Soon after the fall of the Bastille, French revolutionaries found them- 
selves facing troops sent by foreign dynasties that feared the diffusion of 

human rights ideas beyond the newly established French Pattie. Drafted 
in a leuOe en masse, French soldiers of the new patriotic army saw them- 
selves as the liberators of Europe. "Ot Ye Austrians, ye Prussians!" wrote 
Paine in his address to the people of France, "ye who turn your bayo- 
nets against us, it is for you, it is for all Europe, it is for all mankind, and 
not for France alone that she raises the standard of liberty and equal- 
ity,"120 Robespierre defined the objectives of the French revolutionary 
wars in similar terms: 

We wish an order of things.., where distinctions arise only from equality 

itself;.,, where industry is an adornment to the liberty that ennobles it, 

and commerce the source of public wealth, not simply of monstrous riches 

for a fev~ families .... May France stand for the glory of all people, fight 
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the terror of oppressors, console the oppressed, become the ornament of 

the universe; and in sealing our work with our blood may we see at last the 

dawn of universal felicity gleam before us. This is our ambition, this is our 

aim.121 

The credo of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, 

invoking the vision of universal felicity, justified the wars against the en- 
emies of the French revolutionaries. With counterrevolutionary forces on 

the rise at home and abroad, Robespierre even called for the institution 

of a strong centralized government: "The object of constitutional gov- 

ernment," he explained, "is to preserve the Republic; the object of the 

revolutionary government is to establish it."a22 If centralism could be de- 

picted as essential for warding off the enemies of the revolution, it would 

be less easy to rationalize the creation of an expedient judiciary machine 

during the last phase (~793-~794) of the French Revolution, a vehicle 

for killing many less radical revolutionaries like Danton or the feminist 

Olympe de Gouge (x748-~793). 
Was Saturn now eating his own children? asked Danton before his 

execution. It might have been the similar use of violence on behalf of a 

revolutionary cause in the early nineteenth century that prompted the 

Spanish painter Goya to paint with disturbing sensationalism a fear- 

crazed old man, Saturn, driven by the blind instinct of self-preservation, 

eating one of his children (I 8 z x). The revolutionary excesses carried out 

during the Red Terror and its aftermath begged crucial questions: Which 

means are justified to promote human rights? Do all means justify their 

human rights goals? These questions would be widely debated within the 

socialist movement in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In the late 
eighteenth century, however, violence and war were generally accepted 

as means of las£ resort for implementing republican ideals--with the as- 

sumption that once republics were established worldwide, wars’would 

vanish. Would revolutionary wars, however, in fact lead to a world fed- 

eration that would secure the rights upheld domestically by new repub- 

lican regimes? Even Kant, the only defender of a confederation of re- 

publican states, remained conflicted on that question. On the one hand, 

he saluted the French Revolution "as a moral predisposition within the 

human race." t23 On the other hand, consistent with his central belief in 
the supremacy of individual life, he denounced "any uprising that bursts 

into rebellion. ¯ ¯ [as] .the worst punishable crime in a community."124 It 
is left unclear from Kant’s statements how France could have fought 

against despotism except through resistance to authority, rebellion, the 
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breach of agreements, killings, or interference with the internal affairs 

of the enemy’s country--recourses that were all condemned by Kant.12s 

Nevertheless, if Kant was unique in trying to grapple with the prob- 

lem of ends and means, his inconsistency on how to promote human 

rights was in fact symptomatic of his era. Many revolutionarie~ were un- 

clear about how to proceed with a just-war strategy. For instant.e, no 
one asked at what point in the revolutionary war process republicanism 

and commerce would triumph, or what the acceptable extent ~¢as to 

which violence could be used to save the revolution. These incongruities 

and omissions were born in the tumult of an uncertain age that lacked 

historical precedents for a democratic revolutionary struggle. Yet the eigh- 

teenth century’s standards nevertheless offered an important contribution 

to the human rights debates over means of implementation. The eighteenth 

century revisited the seventeenth century’s criteria for just wars--that 

is, those waged for self-defense, the recovery of property, and freedom 

of religion--by considering legitimate the right to.wage wars to estab- 

lish a more inclusive republican sovereignty and to promote republican 

ideals. 

The late Enlightenment’s preference for laissez-faire economics over 

a supranational authority as central to the spread of republican ideals 

and peace is still shared by many Western politicians. Despite increased 

international recognition of human rights today, nothing contained in 

the UN charter authorizes "the United Nations to intervene in matters 

which are essentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any state" (ar- 

ticle 2). Nevertheless, recent inconsistent humanitarian justifications for 

military interventions reflect continued liberal ambivalence about loy- 

alty to the national interest versus solidarity with an international au- 

thority predicated on human rights. Both during the Enlightenment and 

today, this dual allegiance has contributed to the perpetuation of a dou- 

ble standard of moral behavior in which various appeals to human rights 

obligations remain subordinated to "the national interest." 

HUMAN RIGHTS FOR WHOM? 

In addition to being characterized by such conflicts over means and ends, 
the eighteenth century universal liberal agenda was undermined by an- 
other set of concerns over who would be the primary beneficiaries of hu- 
man rights. Unquestionably, the social conditions of many improved dur- 
ing the Enlightenment. Tiie struggle for the right to life, freedom of 
religion and opinion, and property rights broke the back of feudal regimes 
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and transformed humankind’s prospects for realizing human rights. De- 

spite the Enlightenment’s critical contributior~ to the development of the 

modern human rights agenda, the revolutions of the mid-seventeenth and 

eighteenth centuries remained incomplete. Manyindividuals were still 

considered ineligible to be entrusted with all the freedoms invoked by 

the English, American, and French declarations of rights. Propertyless 
male citizens and all women were considered secondary or passive citi- 

zens and denied voting rights and political participation; women’s legal 

status continued to be subjugated to the authority of their husbands; with 

rare exceptions, slavery persisted; the rights of indigenous populations 

within European colonies were violated; in many places, homosexuality 

was still regarded as a criminal act; the civiI rights of Jews continued to 

be denied even in revolutionary countries; and finally, despite the pledge 

of the French revolutionary army to liberate all European nationalities, 

their lack of political freedom remained unchanged under Napoleon’s 

corttinental system. 

As the drama of revolutionary upheavals t~nfolded, the Enlightenment 

era gradually revealed the limits 0f its universal promise of rights. The 

English civil war might have coincided with the development of funda- 

mental rights (i.e., the right to life, freedom of opinion, and property), 

but those rights were not extended to everyone. The emergence o[ radi- 

cal groups like the British agrarian communists the Diggers, who strove 

to be recognized as fulbfledged.citizens under the British sky, attested to 

the exclusive character of the revolution; their hopes for civil equality 

were soon thwarted by the political ascendancy of men of property, q~he 

Diggers’ disillusionment with the revolutionary process was well de~ 

scribed by Gerrard Winstanley" "[S]ome of your great offices,.. ¯ told 

me that we Diggers took away other men’s property from them by dig- 

ging upon the common; yet they have taken mine and other men’s prop- 

erty of money/got by holiest labour) in taxes and free quarter to ad- 

vance themselves, and not allowed us what they promised us; for it [is] 

this beam in their own eyes they cannot see."126 

Similar sentiments agaiTxst the inequltable resolution of the American 

Revolution were expressed by Thomas Jefferson, who complained in 

¯ 785 that "the property of this country is absolutely concentrated in a 
very few hands."127 More consequential outrage was expressed by the 

x786-x787 Shay’s Rebellion in western Massachusetts. Rebuffed after 

an appeal to the state legislature for relief, debt-ridden farmers organ- 
ized a rebellion under the leadership of Daniel Shay (x 747-x 8 z 5). The 

rebels argued that the state legislature was in the hands of the weaithy 
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and was.being used for their benefit. Growing support for the rebellion 
worried many in the upper classes in other states. Their concerns were 
ukimately allayed when the federal arsenal crushed the rebellion. As a 
result of ~he rebellion, however, the Massachusetts legislature enacted 
laws easing the economic condition o~ debtors.128 

Similar popular disillusionment over the consolidation of power by 
French propertied men.could be observed in revolutionary France. Robes- 
pierre’s proposal to limit the accumulation of wealth and grant every man 
the right to vote was rejected by the French National Assembly. Eco- 
nomically disadvantaged and politically disempowered, members o£ the 
Fourth Estate--the peasantry and the sansculottes--were not able to 
bridge the growing economic gap between themselves and the wealthier 
sector of the population. Though they were briefly in power, their radi- 
cal agenda did nor outlast Robespierre’s revolutionary government and 
was superseded (in ~794) by the Thermidorian reaction. The Thermi- 
dorians wanted to guarantee the social preeminence and political au- 

thority of the bourgeoisie within the liberal regime. With Thermidor, the 
progressive forces of the Enlightenment era were in retreat, challenged 
by the i~terests of a greedy commercial class. 

By casting aside dated customs and old economic structures, the emerg[ 

ing commercial age had initially in[used women with new emanciparory 
hopes. "With every great revolutionary moveme~lt," observed Friedrich 
Engels, ’°the question o££ree love came into the foreground."129 Coin- 
ciding with the advent or: Protestantism, sexual revolutionaries argued 
that a monogamous partnership based on mutual love should replace 
arranged marriage. Theoretically, a single moral standard would now 
have to be. applied to both sexes?30 This prospect u~leashed radical spec~ 
ulations by Milton, who, with the clergyman Hugh Peters 
and Ms. Attaway, defended the freedom to divorce. The essayist and play- 
wright Francis Osborne (~593-x659) entertained even more daring 
propositions by celebrating polygamy and annually renewable marriage 
contracts, and the novelist Henry Neville (~ 62o-~ 694) depicted a cheer- 
ful polygamous utopia in the Island of the Pines (I668).131 

In reality, these assaults on conventional thinking xvere ephemeral, 
soon supplanted by a conservative backlash that defended the inequal~ 
ity of the sexes and a strict division of labor between men and women. 
Although the social condition 0f Englishwomen was better than that of 
most women in other parts of Europe, tt~eir legal position remained in- 
ferior to that of men. They were, for instance, subjected to different forms 
o~ punishment than were men, for the same offense. They were not al- 
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lowed to sit on the same bench as their husbands when in church and 

were often subjected to beatings.132 Some contract theorists, such as 

Pufendorf, Hobbes, and Locke, had recognized some form of women’s 

equality in the hypothetical state of nature, but none entertained such 

ideas when considering women’s status in civil society. Women, they as- 

sumed, would consent to their husbands or male political authorities in 

exchange for protection once they entered a conjugal or a social con- 

tract.~33 At the turn of the seventeenth century, a British feminist writer, 

Mary Astell (~666-~73s), highlighted her era’s double standard, com- 

paring the .limits placed on the power of sovereigns with the almost lim- 

itless power of husbands over wives. Sarcastically, she asked, "If the au- 

thority of the husband, so far as it extends, is sacred and inalienable, why 

not that of the Prince? ,,134 
Her concerns were echoed throughout the eighteenth century. In z775, 

Thomas Paine deplored the plight of women in the Pennsylvania Maga- 
zine: "Society, instead of alleviating [women’s] condition, is to them the 

source of new miseries.’,13s Abigail Adams (~744-r 8 ~ 8) suggested in a 

famous letter to her husband John, "Remember the Ladies" (x 776), that " 
he be more generous than his ancestors as he helped orchestrate Amer- 

ica’s independence from Great Britain. She warned him not to grant hus- 

bands unlimited power over their wives: "Remember all men would be 

tyrants if they could." Despite her warning that women were determined 

to foment a rebellion if they had no political voice, John Adams scorn- 

fully rebuffed her request, asserting that ’%ve know better than to repeal 

our Masculine systems.’’136 Confirming this position, the constitution 

avoided mentioning women, that is, one-half of the population under its 

jurisdiction. 
The French Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen, like 

the American constitution, excluded women from political participation. 
With the hope of converting Queen Marie-Antoinette to the women’s 

cause, the French pamphleteer and playwright Olympe de Gouge, echo- 

ing the views of the French philosopher the Marquis de Condorcet 

{z743-x794) and Etta Palm d’Aelders (I743-?), wrote a Declaration of 

the Rights of Women in I79X. In it, she called for respect for women’s 

natural rights as equal to the rights of male citizens outlined in the ~789 

declaration. Writing in a time which still viewed women as passive citi- 

zens, dependent socially and economically on the male sex, she added a 

special proviso to protect women from plights specific to their gender. 

Her declaration included the right to have one’s children recognized by 

their fathers and various other protections for unmarried women to be 
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provided by the state.137 Invigorated by the militancy of the French- 

women, the English writer Mary Wollstonecraft (~759-x797}, in her Vin- 

dication of the Rights of Woman ( x 79 ±), made a similarly passionate and 

insightful plea for women.’s education combined with social and politi- 

cal equality. 138 

French law was not changed in response to the important role women 

had assumed in the revolutionary process. While they were active in pop- 

ular assemblies, galleries, and clubs, and even risked their lives in the bat- 

tle to save the revolution, women were nonetheless denied the full rights 

of citizens. Their dual role was justified by Louis-Marie Prudhomme 

(~75z-~83 z) who, without scruple, urged Frenchwomen ot: all ages and 

all stations to arm themselves with burning torches for the sake of the 

revolution, but who contifiued, "[o]nce the country is purged of all these 

hired brigands, we will see you return to your dwellings to take up once 

again the accustomed yoke of domestic duties.’’~39 In the final stage of 

the French Revolution, women’s opportunities were further curtailed. 

French deputies like Philippe Fabre d’Eglantine (x75o-~794), Jean- 

Baptiste Amar ( ~755-~8"6), and Pierre Gaspard Chaumette (~763-r794} 

decided that organized women’s activities, including women’s involve- 

ment in political associations, were threatening, and forbade their exis- 

tence.I4° With the Thermidor, and later with the establishment of the 
Napoleonic Code, women’s hopes of emancipation were crushed. 

While women and propertyless individuals remained at the margin of 

English, American, and French societies, France advanced considerably 

the status of homosexuals, slaves, and Jews.14~ At the beginning of the 

revolution, the death penalty was removed for all sexual crimesl With 

the revision of the criminal codes under Napoleon, homosexuals were 

granted the same rights as other citizens. To be more specific, the codes 

now left unpunished any sexual activity occurring in private between con- 

senting adults (whether between women, men, or men and women), as 

long as their actions were not the subject of public indecency. The French 

legislated for the first time in favor of sexual privacy, while sexual free- 

dom remained severely restricted in the English and American penal 

books (akhough prosecutions of sodomy or "acts against nature" were 

rare).142 

On the issue of slavery, Montesquieu’s work L’esprit des lois was a 

pivotal contribution to the abolitionist cause. It influenced many other 

French revolutionaries, like the constitutional monarchist the Comte de 
Mirabeau (I749-x79 r) and Lafayette, as well as members of the ~788 

Black Friends Association, which supported the emancipation of slaves. 



OLYMPE DE GOUGE, THE DECLARATION OF THE RIGHTS OF WOMAN, 1790 

¯,. Mothers, daughters, sisters[and] representativea of the nation demand to 
be conatituted into a national assembly. Believing that ignorance, omission, or 

scorn for the rights of woman are the only cause of public misfortunes and of the 

corruption of governments, [the women] have resolved to set forth in a solemn 
declaration the natural inalienable and sacred rights of woman in order that this 
declaration constantly exposed before all the members of the society, will cease- 

lessly remind them of their rights and duties; in order that the authoritative acts 
of women and the authoritative acts of men. may be at any moment compared 

with and respectful of the purpose of all political institutions and in order that cit- 
izens’ demands, henceforth based on simple and incontestable principles, will al- 

ways support the constitution, good morals, and the happiness, of all, Conse- 
quently, the sex that is as superior in beauty as it is in courage duringthe sufferings 

of maternity recognizes and declares in the presence and under the auspices of 
the Supreme Being, the following Rights of Womanand of Female Citizens .... 

Article I. Woman is born free and lives equal to man in her rights. Social distinc- 

tions can be based only on the common utility. 

Article il. The purpose of any political association is the conservation of the nat- 

urat and imprescriptib]e rights of woman and man; these rights are liberty, prop- 

erty, security, and especially resistance to oppression .... 

Article VI. The taw must be the expression of the general will; all female and male 
citizens must contribute either personally or through their representatives to its 
formation; it must be the same for all: male and female citizens, being equal in 

the eyes of the law, must be equally admitted to all honors, positions, and pu~ 
lic employment according to theft capacity and without other distinctions besides 

those of their virtues and talents .... 
Article XI. The free communication of thoughts and opinions is One of the most 

precious rights of woman, since that liberty assures the recognition of children by 
their fathers. Any female citizen thus may say freely, I am the mother of a child 

which belongs to you, without being forced by a barbarous prejudice to hide the 

truth; [an exception may be made] to respond to the abuse of this ~iberty in cases 

determined by the law .... 

Article Xlfl. For the support of the public force and the expenses of administra- 

tion, the contributions of woman and man are equal; she shares al~ the duties 

/corv~es] and all the painful tasks; therefore, she must have the same share in 
the distribution of positions, employment, offices, honors, and jobs [industrie] .... 

Articte XVII. Property belongs to both sexes whether united or separate; for each 

it Is an inviolable and sacred right; no.one can be depdved of it, since it is the 
true patrimony of nature, unless the legally determined public need obviously dic- 

tates it, and then only with a j~st and prior indemnity .... 
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Nevertheless, the fear that the eradication of the Slave system would con- 

tribute to the decline of French national ,vealth silenced many initial sym- 

pathizers. Slavery and the slave trade, essential to the maintenance of 

colonial plantations, thus remained in place for the next five years.14s 

Vincent Og~, a young representative of the Assembly of the Colonists, 

went to Paris in x789 to press mulatto claims for equal civil and politi- 

cal status on the grounds that mulattoes were men of property and slave 

owners. His plea was rejected,x44 Yet Robespierre, along with the parish 

priests and revolutionary sympathizers Abb~ Gr~goire (x75o-z83 r) and 

Abb~ Raynal (r7~3-,796) went further, decrying the lot of slaves in the 

colo~ies. Their efforts were countered by individuals like Antoine Bar- 

nave (~76I-~793), a lawyer for thd city of Grenoble and a central figure 

in the French National Assembly, who unscrupulously warned his audi- 

ence against abolition. "Abandon the colonies," he said on behalf of the 

Colonial Conunittee, "arid the sources of prosperity will disappear." z4s 

With the spread of slave rebellions in the z79os in Saint Domingue (now 

the Dominican Republic), Haiti, Guadeloupe, and Martinique, the Com- 

mittee of Public Safety~4~ finally adopted, at the National Convention 

on February 4, ~794, a decree abolishing slavery. Yet the taste of eman- 

cipation enjoyed by former slaves soured eight y~ars later, in ~ 8oz, when 

Napoleon restored colonial slavery. 

The British, who abolished the slave trade in their colonies in x 807, 

ENTRY FOR NEGRO IN ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA, 1798 

Negro, Homo pelti nigra, a name given to a variety of the human species, who are 
entirely black, are found in the Torrid Zone, especially in that part of Africa which 

lies within the tropics. In the complexion of negroes we meet with various shades; 
but they likewise differ far from othe~ men in all the features’of their face. Round 
cheeks, high cheek-bones, a forehead somewhat elevated, a short, broad, fiat 

n6se, thick lips, small ears, ugliness, and irregularity of shape, characterize their 
external appearance. The negro women have their loins greatly depressed, and 

very large buttocks, which give the back the shape of a saddle. Vices the most 
notorious seem to be the portion of this unhappy race: idleness, treachery, re- 
venge, cruelty, impudence, stealing, lying; profanity, debauchery, nastiness and 
intemperance, are said to have extinguished the principles of natural law, and to 
have silenced the reproofs of conscience. They are strangers to every sentiment 
of compassion, and are an awful example of the corruption of man when left to 

himself. 

From Encyclopaedia Britannica, or a Dictionary of Arts, Sciences and Miscellaneous Literature, 

3~ ed. (Edinburgh: A. Belt and G. Macfarq~har, L798). {Modeled on £a grande encyclopgdie.) 
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were nonetheless influenced by the early French revolutionary example. 

In North America, however, abolitionist efforts were less successful as 
Thomas Paine’s passionate denunciation of the African slave trade in 

I775 was rejected.147 Although he kept slaves on his estate, Jefferson 

shared some of Paine’s discomfort, and in x78z called for the abolition 
of slavery and for respect for Indians. 148 Nonetheless, the interests of slave 

owners on the Southern plantations prevailed in the constitution. Indeed, 

articles ¯ and 4 perpetuated slavery and, with a perverse mathematical 

logic, called for counting each black and mulatto as three-fifths of a per- 

son; Article x also excluded Native Americans from apportionment for 

representation,t49 

Despite the limitations described above, France carried the torch of 

freedom further than any other country. It was the first country to free 

slaves, decriminalize homosexual activity, and emancipate Jews. The De- 

claration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen had proclaimed free- 

dom of religion and opinion, yet it was initially unclear whether Jews 

would qualify as citizens. The Prince de Broglie (x75 6-x794), an officer 

from Colmar, spoke against the idea, arguing that the Jews’ "present ex- 

istence can be regarded as a great misfortune for [the Alsace] province." 

Blaming Jews for lending enormous sums of money, he called for deny- 

ing them the title and rights of citizen)s° The Bishop of Nancy, La Fare 

(x75±-~Szg), joined the anti-Semitic chorus by stating that Jews were 

foreigners and should not be allowed to enjoy rights held by the French 

people,as1 Yet a~ter tumultuous discussions of the rights of the Jewish com- 

munities, a deputy of the National Assembly, Adrien Jean Francois 

port, proposed a daring motion that would finally admit Jews as equal 

citizens of the republic. The motion passed on September zT, 

The French decision was soon emulated in Holland, Germany, Austria, 

Hungary, and England.is3 

Granting minority rights and freeing all repressed nationalities 

throughout Europe was part of the French revolutionary agenda.iS4 With 

the decree of November. xg, ~79z, the Constituent Assembly declared 

"in the name of the French nation [the decree] Will bring fraternity to all 

people wishing to recover their liberty."lss Revolutionary principles as 

celebrated by the French began to spread through all of Europe, not only 

through "wars of liberation," but also through well-organized local mi- 

nority groups who had been influenced by French republican ideals. In 

the most despotically governed countries of eastern Europe, such as Hun- 

gary, political unrest took the form of conspiracies, tn England and Prus- 
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sia, Jacobin clubs, such as the Londolx Corresponding Society and the 

Wednesday Society, proliferated. 

By x 807, French armies under Napoleon Bonaparte had swept across 

Europe. Napoleon now organized a continental system to unite Europe 

and cripple Britain by cutting off its trade.~s6 The system attempted to 

organize the economy of continental Europe with France as its center. It 

promulgated an internationalist human rights ideology that presup- 

posed the consent o1[ the European peoples to a new era of republican 

governance. European Jacobins initially regarded Napoleon as their lib- 

erator. He spoke .repeatedly of the Enlightenment and .urged all people 

to work with him against the medievalism, feudalism, ignorance, and ob- 

scurantism still, prevailing in Europe. Hopes were high that France 

would continue to champion the principles of liberty and equality, and 

that Napoleon, whose victories spread these principles abroad, was the 

"man of destiny," what Hegel called "the world spirit o~ a white horse." 

For the continental bourgeoisie, The Declaration of the Rights of Man 

and of the Citizen became the charter of a new world, the constitution 
of a universal society that Europe should exempliiy. 

The rhetoric of a French crusade to liberate enslaved people, however, 

was soon swept aside in Napoleon’s policies, as the deeds of the libera- 

tor began to resemble the piay of old-fashioned power politics. The united 

European flag, which Napoleon brandished during the "wars of libera- 

tion" against absolutist regimes, served mainly to increase France’s eco~ 

nomic power and national prestige at the expense of its allies. Indeed, 

national emancipation was not really granted to Jacobins outside o£ 

France. The unification o~ Italy, for instance, may have been implied by 

the creation of the Italian kingdom, but the new state was promptly trun- 

cated by the French annexation of one-third of the peninsula, including 

all the territory north of Rome to France. Sections of Croatia, Carnofia, 

and the Dalmatian coast, annexed as the Illyrian provinces, were given 

a strictly administrative unity: the name was borrowed from a Roman 

prefecture, and the language favored there was not Croat, nor Italian, 

but French. The unfulfilled promises of national emancipation began to 

be ever more deeply resented by the subjects of the Napoleonic Empire. 

It was nevertheless the case that the rational reforms Napoleon intro- 

duced in Italy and in the German states helped shatter feudal particular- 

ism and clear the way for the development of national institutions. As a 

champion of liberal reforms in spite of himself, Napoleon taught the Ital- 

ians and the Germans how to reorganize their national institutions--a 
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lesson that would later help them build their respective national states. 

However, he failed to perceive that nationalist sentiment, which he hoped 

to arouse against absolutist regimes, would instead turn on him and his 

empire. The first signs of his decline coincided with what was ostensibly 

his period of greatest power. As the expansion of French reach became 

increasingly identified with blatant imperialism, the seeds of nationalist 

revolt began to bear fruit first in Spain and then in Austria--and finally 

broke Napoleon’s power at the Battle of Waterloo in r8~5. 

The reestablishment of the old dynasties during the x 8 x 5 Congress of 

Vienna suppressed even the limited liberties instituted by the French em- 

peror. The resulting Concert of Europe was specifically designed to pre- 

vent revolutions based on either individual rights or national self- 

determination. The new European balance of power, however, did not 

succeed in extinguishing the hope of emancipation brandished by revo- 

lutionary France, and rebellious sentiments would now be directed 

against aristocratic regimes. If advocates of human rights ideals were now, 

at least temporarily, on the defensive in Europe, the Enlightenment had 

nevertheless transformed the Western world. Slavery had been tem- 

porarily abolished inthe French colonies. The United States entered a 

new century as the first constitutional republic founded on human rights 

principles. The idea of national liberation, temporarily suppressed, was 

ready to reemerge with a vengeance in the nineteenth century. Many 

women had recognized their inferior legal gtatus and were resolved to 

change it. Finally, the first stirrings of popular demand for economic jus- 

tice had challenged the classic liberaI assumption that flee markets and 

human rights were always compatible. 

Chapter Three 
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FW: Room Reservation 
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From: Wuenschel, Jill 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Turner, Katie 
Subject: Room Reservation 

Dear Travis, 

I am copying Katie Turner of the Office of Faculty Governance on this message as her group controls room reservations in the 

Anne Queen Faculty Commons until 5pm each week day. 

Katie, Travis Gore wishes to reserve the AQFC on 1/18 from 11-12:30 for an African and African-American Studies faculty 

meeting. His phone number is 966-5496. 

Kind regards, 

Jill 

Jill Wuenschel 
Office Manager 

UNC Campus Y 

Jwuensch@email.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4505 

Fax: 919-962-6353 
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TOP NEWS 

Downgrade of Debt Rath~gs 

Underscores Em’ope~s V~q ~es 

Combined with a snag in talks 
between Greece and its creditors, the 
ratings agency Standard & Poor’s 
action served as a reminder that 
Em’ope has fo~d no solution to its 
debt turmoil. 

Reports 

~ Graphic: bbne Euro Countdes’ 

Obama Bid to Cut the 

Government Tests Congress 

The president announced a new campaign to shrink the federal government, a proposal notable less 
for its goal than for its challenge to a hostile Congress. 

~ V~deo Y~mesCast j Merging Agencies 

The action is a diplomatic reward for recent political reforms by Myanmar’s civilian government, 
including the release of top activists on ~Tiday. 

OUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is a momentous da~tjbr the diverse people of Bm’ma. And we wil! condnm~ to s~pport them and 

their effbrts and to encore’age their gm~ernment to take bo!d steps." 

SECRETARY OF S~l~’I’E HIL~¢RY RODHA~I CLINTON, on the move to normalize diplomatic 

relations between the United States and Myanmar following sweeping political reforms, 

Garlfuna 
When it comes to being 
counted in the census, 
the Garifunas, who are part African, 
part Caribbean and part Central 
American, say they don’t fit into any 

~ Relate J Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Theodore Roosevelt, 
when he was police 
commissioner, tried to crack down on New Yorkers’ alcohol consmnption. It didn’t go well. 

The 45 places to go in 2012 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >~ 

Whore to go to eat i~ 2012 

Where to go to shop in 2012 



WORLD 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

A C.hamp~on ~f France’s Downtroddel~ W~]th ghn]ts of His Owl~ 

As a deputy prefect who is mostly paralyzed as a result of a rare genetic degenerative disease, Jean- 

Christophe Parisot fights for immigrants, the elderly and the poor. 

Lawmakers in Pakistan framed a resolution designed to bolster civilian rule at a time of sharpening 
tension with the military that has also drawn in the judiciary. 

Israel Says Sancfio~ls Hurt Iraa 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahn said in an interview published on Saturday that new 
eeonomie sanctions against Iran eOlfid sm:eeed if combined with a threat of military action. 

¯ More World News 

RACE REMIXED 

For Many Lafinos~ Racial Identity Is More Culture Thal~ Color 

With ~5 choices of race on the census form, more than ~8 million Latinos have been checking 
"other," reflecting the gronp’s diverse self4mage. 

Towm Cast as Romney’s V~ctlm~ Says, %hah?~ 

The dosing of a factory in Gaff hey, S.C., by Bain Capital, Mitt Romney’s firm, is cited in his rivals’ 
attacks, but few in town remember the dosing, or care. 

~1~ 
Reversal, Gingric~ Calls for Withdrawal of Film Attacking Romney and Bsin 

In Reversal Gh~gr~ch Calls for V~;ithdrawaI of Film Altacldng Romney and 

Barn 

The group running the video, a pro~ingrieh "super PAC," made no move to alter the work and gave 
no indication of retreat Dom using its excerpts in television commercials. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

I,e~lding Helps JPlVh wgan, but 4th Q~mvter Was 

aPMorgan Chase reported a 23 percent drop in its quarterly earnings, but one significant bright 
spot for the bank was its growth in corporate loans. 

Apple Lists Its Suppllees for 1st Time 

The move aeeompanied a report detailing troubling praetiees inside many of the facilities. 

Ex-Officlal at S.E,C. Settles Case for $50,000 
i.::y ffi.w$.R..: v’.h"$. T 
Spencer C. Baraseh, who was said to have hindered federal investigations of h’aud at the Stanford 
Financial Group and later represented the firm, reached a $5o,ooo civil settlement. 

o More Business News 

S P O RTS 

’I’enderizh~g lhe ’I’mldra ~ith Some Light add Heat 

~II~e "frozen tundra" of Lambeau Field, where the Giants face the Packers on Sunday, is anything but 
that, given a system to warm the field and the use of artificial lights to keep the grass healthy. 

THIS LAND 

He’s a Q*larterback, He’s a ~Vhmer, i-ie~s at "IY Draw~ He*s a Verb 

What, exactly, is it about Broncos quarterback Tim Tebow that so fascinates and provokes us? Why 
do some people project onto him the best of this country - and the worst? 

~ Video: Rhoder, on Teb~,,¢’s Faith 

The Fi,,h D>ffn: Sa,urday’s DMsional Playoff Matchups 

Extreme Cold, Acc~lrate Passes A~’e the Least of the Body’s 



From a physiological standpoint, expe(~s said, playing football in extreme (;old generally affects a 

player’s ability to feel and his ability to breathe. 

¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

Rocky Hollywood Road Leads Directors Back to Sundance 

Spike Lee and Stephen Frears, unsold films in hand, will jostle with less-known directors fro" 

attention. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Sho~er, Moder~ a~d Le,~s "l’ha~ Opera 

"The Gershwins’ Porgy and Bess" was streamlined to make the m~ginal opera more accessible and 

realistic, but we’re left with something slighter. 

~ Theater Review j ’The Gershwins’ Porgy and Bess’ 

~ Videos ~ Vi Jeos Buzan-Lori Parks on ’Porgy and Bess’ ~ The Road to Broadway ~ ~ Videos: Suzan-Lod Par~s on 

’Porgy and Bess’ I The Road to Broadway 

o Mole Arts News 

TRAVEL 

In streets filled with the faithflfl and in bars filled with the almost familiar, a nonbeliever finds his 

place in one of the world’s holiest places. 

36 Ho~rs: Oaxaca, Mexico 

With the city’s street art scene, a mescal-fueled night life and one of Mexico’s most exciting regional 

cnisines, Oaxaca is as cosmopolitan as it is architecturally stunning. 

PRACTICAL TRAMELER 

Sk~ers,~ Take Heartl There Is S]~ow if" Yo~ K~ow ~q~ere to Look 

Warm temperatures and weird jet streams mean that skiers need to do some weather research 

before heading to the slopes. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

/\ Long Bleak ~vVH~ter 

After a few weeks of ealm, austerity measnres freeze the weakened European eeonomies. It is time to 

shift eourse. 

EDITORIAL 

Self-Inflicled ~Vo und 

A video of Marines urinating on Taliban corpses that has gone viral on the Internet harms 

Ameriean interests in Afghanistan and couldn’t have come at a worse time. 

EDITORIAL 

’ Mayor s To-Do L~st 

In his annual State of the City address, Mayor Bloomberg announced ambitions plans to tackle. It 

will require a lot of energy, tact and political muscle. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

Q~-ED COLUMNIST 

Biititer Po~itic~’ of En~yl 

The presidential eamtidates need to get a grip on our nation’s income inequality. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

\aYho \’Vants to Be a 

The eurrent [)residential raee has demonstrated that ~ million is praetieally nothing these days. 

Nothing~ 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

lVli~)re NoC,AoA, ~J ~stlce~ 

When a basketball player fl’om St. Joseph’s University tried to transfer to another school, he ran 

into the biggest bullies on campus. 

o MoreO~inion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 14, 1943, President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill opened a 
wartime conference in Casablanca. 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 
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Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Fear of Civil War Mounts in Syria as Crisis Deepens 
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TOP NEWS 

Fear of Civil War Mounts in 
Syria as Crisis Deepens 
By ANTHONY SHADID 

The failure of an Arab League nfission 
and a govermnent as defiant as its 
opposition is in disarray have thrust 
Syria into what increasingly looks like a 
protracted and chaotic conflict. 

Israelis Facing a Seismic Rift 
Over Role of Women 
By ETHAN BRONNER and ISABEL 
KERSHNER 

A series of episodes involving the ultra- 
Orthodox community, including 
segregation of women and protests 
comparing officials to Nazis, has set off 
a debate about its position. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

Romney Offers Praise for a 
Donor’s Business 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

With for-profit colleges m~der siege in Washington over accttsations that they defraud students, Mitt 
Romney’s endorsement of them puts him in the nfiddle of a political debate. 

~ Political Memo: For Romney, Attacks on Bain Career Have Upside 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"After the crash, everything was up in the air. People, chairs, glasses, food." 

ALESSANDRA GRASSO, a passenger on the cruise ship that ran aground in a fatal accident off Italy. 

BUSINESS 

FEATURE: The Top a .......... 
Percent: What 
Jobs Do They 



Explore the occupations and industries 
of the nation’s wealthiest households. 

" Related Article I ~:~ What Percent Are You? 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I ANXIETY 
It’s Still the ’Age of 

Anxiety.’ Or Is It? 
By DANIEL SMITH 

Medieval Europe had 
barbarian hordes, fanfine 
and plague. We have 46 nfillion people 
on Xanax. Mining Bill Cosby’s golden past 

ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Partners in love and the presidency 

Why authors tweet 

WORLD 

As Divers Search Cruise Ship, Reason for Crash Is Unclear 
By GAlA PIANIGIANI and RACHEL DONADIO 

Rescuers made contact early Sunday with two survivors inside a luxury cruise liner that capsized off the 
coast of Italy, killing at least three. The police detained the ship’s captain. 

’. Photographs: Cruise Ship Accident in Italy I Map 

’- ~ Video: Cruise Ship Runs Aground (Reuters) 

President of Taiwan Is Re-elected, a Result That Is Likely to Please China 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

A second term for Ma Ying-jeou will probably suit Beijing, which has matched his enthusiasm for cross-strait 
reconciliation with a variety of eeononfie and trade pacts. 

Nobel Laureate Drops Bid for Presidency of Egypt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Mohamed ElBaradei, the diplomat who helped galvanize the demands for democracy in Egypt, said ongoing 
nfilitary rule had proved to be an extension of the Hosni Mubarak regime. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Among the Wealthiest One Percent, Many Variations 
By SHAILA DEWAN and ROBERT GEBELOFF 

While the 1 percent has become a catch-all to describe the very wealthy, the members of this group are 
diverse, especially in where they live, what they believe politically and just how rich they are. 
¯ ’ ~. Interactive Features: What Percent Are You? I What Jobs Do the Top 1 Percent Have? 

Foreclosure Auctions Show Raw Form of Capitalism 
By KEN BELSON 

Foreclosure auctions have grown into a scruffy econonfic circus where bargain hunters from around the 
world have scooped up houses often sold for less than half of the value of the mortgage. 

Boehner Faces a Restive G.O.P. and New White House Attacks 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

In the new session, Speaker Jolm A. Boehner’s challenge is not only to corral House Republicans but also to 
preserve his party’s majority and fend off attacks from President Obama. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

European Leaders Use Debt Downgrades to Argue for Austerity, and for 



Stimulus 
By JACK EWING 

In Spain, the prime nfinister pledged spending cuts and a banking-system cleanup, while in Italy, the prime 
nfinister called for "efforts in favor of growth." 

:’ ~ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

The Image Officer With a Lot to Fix 
By LOUISE STORY and GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Though not technically a banker, Anne M. Finucane of Bank of America is one of the most powerful figures 
in its industry. 3aad now it’s up to her to help repair the bank’s reputation. 

White House Says It Opposes Parts of Two Antipiracy Bills 
By EDWARD WYATT 

The Obama adininistration said it would not support central elements of efforts in Congress to enforce 
copyrights on the Internet, all but killing the current versions of the legislation. 

° Media Decoder Blog: Fighting Antipiracy Measure, Hackers Click on Media Chiefs 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

NEW ENGLAND 45, DENVER 10 
With Spotlight on Tebow, Brady Stars 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Tom Brady’s peffonnance in New England’s playoff victory served as a renfinder that he possesses the 
accuracy and aemnen of which championships are made. 
.. I~ Post a Comment I Review Live Analysis 

SAN FRANCISCO 36, NEW ORLEANS 32 
Just Like in the Glory Days, 49ers Seize the Moment in the Playoffs 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Quarterback Alex Snfith led the 49ers to two go-ahead touchdowns in the final 2 nfinutes 11 seconds to beat 
the Saints. 

’: On Pro Football: Smith, for Once, Is a Reason for San Francisco’s Victory 

Defense, of All Things, Carries 49ers Just Far Enough 
By GREG BISHOP 

Two interceptions by the 49ers, and a bottled-up ruslfing attack, helped destroy the New Orleans Saints. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Into the Heart of Lightness 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Doug Wheeler, a founder of the so-called Light mad Space movement, constructs his first Manhattan "infinity 
enviromnent" at the David Zwirner gallery in Chelsea. 

A Lot Going on Behind the Eyes 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Kiefer Sutherland and David Mazouz star in the new Fox drama "Touch," about a child who doesn’t 
communicate in any traditional way but has special powers. 

Renovate Renovate Baby¯ Need Help? 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Vanilla Ice, whose "Ice Ice Baby" was a 199o monster hit, has a show on the DIY Network about home 
remodeling: "The Vanilla Ice Project." 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Judith Clark’s Radical Transformation 
By TOM ROBBINS 

Why three decades of exemplaIT behavior behind bars have not earned the Brh~k’s robbery accomplice her 



freedom. 

The Tea Party’s Not-So-Civil War 
By MATT BAI 

In South Carolina, they know who their enemy is. They’re just too busy attacking one another to fight him. 

Ricky Gervais Would Like to Nonapologize 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The writer, comedim~ and Golden Globe host has made a great career of irreverence. But his best trick is 
being just reverent enough to keep getting invited to the party. 

’- The 6th Floor Blog: How Ricky Gervais Deals With Fame and the Famous 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
What They Don’t Want to Talk About 
Mitt Ronmey and fl~e Republican Party fear talking about income inequality in the campaign. 

EDITORIAL 
Rights in the Workplace 
In a sound ruling, the National Labor Relations Board concluded that employees’ federal right to engage in 
concerted action trumps any arbitration agreement fl~at bars group claims. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 

The Whirling Sound of Planet Dickens 
By VERLYN KLINKENBORG 

Charles Dickens, who would have been 200 next month, had anmzing energy, for writing m~d for life. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINION 
Bargaining for a Child’s Love 
By HENDRIK HARTOG 

Before our network of bureaucracies, old-age care wasn’t a given; parents used the pronfise of an inheritance 
to ensure support. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Big Love 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

In fashion next fall: enigmatic, elusive, analytical Harvard grads. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Benefits of Bain Capitalism 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The private equity revolution of Mitt Ronmey and others helped keep America competitive, but the hmnan 
costs must be acknowledged, too. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 15, 1967, the first Super Bowl was played as the Green Bay Packers of the National Football League 
defeated the Kansas City Chiefs of the American Football League, 35-1o. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, Januao, 16, 2012 6:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue VIII Call tbr S ubmissions 

])eat’ Profess~ r Sahle, 

’Ilds is a reminder that the deadline t~t’ submissiot~s to 
Isst~e 8 of Consi~ettc~ is appt’oaching, We are 
pat’tieu[ar[y interested in at’titles relatit~g th~¯ Issue 
VIII [l~eme, Urba~ Oe~,e~opme~t, bt~t atx+ still 
aecepti~g all pieces rek~ted to 
de~,e~opm~nk AH articIes must be st~bmitted by 
Jam~a~’y 22~ 2o12 and may be submi[[ed on[me 

Please fit~d a d~’taiIed Call for Submissiot~s 

Cot~si[ience also publia]~es a we~’kly column 
Consilienee gri~fings, b~ which we accept s~bmissio~s 
on a rolling basis. For mgre details please visit: 

Given your expressed interest in s~stainable 
dewdopment, om~ £ditorial Bgard invites you and 
st~Menta ~ha~ yo~ may l~now, bgth under~rad~ate 
a~d grad~.~ate, to contribute to Consilience. I 
enco~3rage yo~3 to fgr**ard and share this note with 
your colleag~.~es, as **eli as current and pa~t ~tudents. 
I welcome you to visi~ our webaite to vie** past issues 
of the j(mrnal If yo~ have any questions regarding 
the s~bmissions proce~ or ConMlienee, phrase do ngt 
hesitate to contact t-se at vs2299@cohm3bia.ed~ 
9reontact@consilieneejournal.org. We look forward t9 
¯ *orking closely witl~ you througho~t tl~e s~bmission 

Vighnesh Subvamanyat~ 

Editor-In:Chief 

’l?t~e Editot’ial Board is based at Col*tmbia Umversity 
the (;it) of Ne~* York 

Coasilier:ce I i005 Lei-ner H311 2920 Brosdway 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Room Reservation 

Hi Eunice, 

The room has been reserved for our faculty. She is sorry for the delayed notice but she was out of town last week. 

TG 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Wuenschel, Jill; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation 

Hi Jill and Travis, 

I’ve put the event on the calendar. Sorry for the delayed notice. I was out of town last week. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Governance 
2~)4 Cart Bui|ding 
CB 917(~ 
Phone (919) 962o2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Wuenschel, Jill 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 1:54 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Turner, Katie 
Subject: Room Reservation 

Dear Travis, 

I am copying Katie Turner of the Office of Faculty Governance on this message as her group controls room reservations in 

the Anne Queen Faculty Commons until 5pm each week day. 

Katie, Travis Gore wishes to reserve the AO, FC on 1/18 from 11-12:30 for an African and African-American Studies faculty 

meeting. His phone number is 966-5496. 

Kind regards, 

Jill 

Jill Wuenschel 

office Manager 

UNC CampusY 

Jwuensch@email.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4505 

Fax: 919-962-6353 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 17, 2012 11:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Room Reservation 

Here it is! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:37 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Room Reservation 

Hi EuNce, 

The room has been reserved for our faculty. She is sorry for the delayed notice but she was out of town last week. 

TG 

From: Turner, Katie 
Sent: Tuesday, January 17, 2012 8:33 AM 
To: Wuenschel, Jill; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Room Reservation 

Jill and Travis, 

I’ve put the event on the calendar. Sorry for the delayed notice. I was out of town last week. 

Best, 

Katie Turner 
Office of Faculty Go~ernance 
2~)4 Cart Building 
CB 9170 
Phone (919) 962-2146 
Fax (919) 962-5479 

From: Wuenschel, Jill 
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2012 1:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Turner, Katie 
Subject: Room Reservation 

Dear Travis, 

I am copying Katie Turner of the Office of Faculty Governance on this message as her group controls room 

reservations in the Anne Queen Faculty Commons until 5pm each week day. 

Katie, Travis Gore wishes to reserve the AQFC on 1/18 from 11-12:30 for an African and African-American Studies 

faculty meeting. His phone number is 966-5496. 



Kind re~ards, 

Jill 

Jill Wuenschel 
Office Manager 

UNC Campus Y 

Jwuensch@email.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-962-4505 

Fax: 919-962-6353 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: 2 students - Afri416 

Hi Eunice, 

met with Walter this morning and gave it to him then° 

so I will do that now° 

just talked to him and he said I could go ahead and add them 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 18, 2012 2:15 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: 2 students - Afri416 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly pass on information pertaining to the 2 students that need to be added to Afri416 to Walter. I gave you their 
details earlier today when I was looking for Walter. 

Best wishes and thanks. 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Gardner 

Got the message to him in time! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: A1-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Thursday, January 19, 2012 9:24 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Afri520 - Southern African Seminar 

thanks travies, on my way there now. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <infe@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, Janua~ 19, 2012 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

The International Contbrence on Cultural Diplomacy & the [YN (New York City & Washington D.C., February 21st - 24th, 2012) 

ICD International Conferences, February = March 2012 
Cal~ for Applications 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bring to your attention feur major programs hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations. 
Hekt in some of the most dynamic, cosmopolitan cities around the wodd, the upcoming programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society 
practitioners, private-sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students, scholars and other interested stakeholders from across the world to discuss some of 
the most pressing diplomatic issues facing the world today. 
We. warmly encourage you to explore our upcoming conferences (see detailed infermation bebw) and woukt be very grateful if you would folward the infermation to anybody 
you think might be interested in participating. 

We are currently accepting applications for the followinq events: 

"Cultural Diplomacy as a vehicle of Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in the Future of the African Union" 
(London, February 7th - 10~h, 2012) 

~wv.a u-cult utaldiplomacy.org 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent World: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York & Washington D.C., February 21st - 24th, 2012) 

wt~,~.un-cult u raldiplomacv-conference.org 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Berlin, February 28th--- Mamh 2nd, 2012) 

www.berlin-fomm.org 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Nation Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 

(Berlin, Marsh 7th .-- 1Oth, 2012) 
vwvw.biec.de 

w~,~.ylf-co nferen ce.o rq 
USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(New YoH~ Cit~4 February 21s~ - 26~h, 20~2) 
Cultural Diplomacy in the Global Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, March 05th - tOth, 20t2) 
Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, March 19th - 24th, 2012) 

(For the complete ICD Calendar 2012 click here) 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming events, If you do not wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us 
an email [o j__n_[~@_c_’_u__[!_u__[__a_!_d__~!__o_ELa__£y_~__o__r_g indicating this. 

With warmest regards, 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’damm Ksrree (3rd Fioor,’Hochhaus) 
Kur~Qrstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-107!9 
Phone: 00,49(0)30,2380-7880 
www,c ultu raldiplo m acy,o r.q 
info@culturaldiplomacy,or9 

.............. Please forward the infownation below ............... 

"Cal~ for Applications" 

(ICD Conferences, February - Mamh 2012) 

Dear $iti Madam, 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is currently accepting applications for the events outlined below, all of which will take place from January 2012 - March 2012. These 
programs will bring together governmental and diplomatic officials, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, journalists, young professionals, students, 
scholars and o~her interested stakeholders from across the world for a program ol lectures, workshops, panel and group discussions and social and cultural activities. 

"Cultural Diplomacy as a vehicle of Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in the Future of the African Union" 
(London, February 7th - 10th, 2012) 

www.au-cult u raldiplomacv,or_q 
The Aflican Union & Cultural Diplomacy Conference is the second of a series of four international conferences dedica[ed to enhancing awa~eness and understanding of 
international governing institutions. The conference is organized by the ICD and other leading organizations. 
Since the Cold War, the global power axis has shifted significantly, from a bipolar world order into multiple poles of influence, rapid market liberalization and a considerable 
synergy ol global interdependence. This shift in power relations has no~ been unproblematic, especially for ~hose countries that have been sidelined flom the in~ema[ional 
decision=making processes. The African Union (AU) is therefere a prominent example of the necessity of collaboration in order to protect and promote individual interests in 
the current international setting. 

This conference will emphasize how cultural diplomacy can be used as an increasingly useful tool for building cooperation both regionally and globally, and explores avenues 
through which this new term d diplomac,~, can be used as a driving force to fester good governance, development and the promotion of human rights through the AU. 
To apply please visit: 

"Cultural Diplomacy and Soft Power in an Interdependent World: The Opportunities of Global Governance" 
(New York & Washington D.C., February 21st - 24th, 2012) 
~ &n__:£ _u_ J_t__u__r__a__[ _d_ j~_J__q __m___a___c_y: _c__o__t~__f__e__r__e___n__c___e_:_o___rg 



The "Conference on The United Nations and Cultural Diplomacy" is one of a three - part series of International Conferences held by the ICD on the issue of ’International 
Institutions and Global Governance: The Role of Cultural Diplomacy’. The aim of the conference this year is to reflect on [he role ol institutions such as the United Nations 
within the international system, on global governance as a whole in terms of key international issues and on how Cultural Diplomacy takes place. The program will consist of 
lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector. 
In an age of international instability and discontent the United Nations marked a transition towards a more ’soft’ power based approach to international relations. With its 
specilic aim to foster peace and cooperation agreements, the United Nations was the first institution 1o focus on relations between states and international understanding. 
Cultural Diplomacy is becoming increasingly impoilant within international relations and The institute for Cultural Diplomacy reflects the desire to expand on this work. 

This conference will focus on and analyze "Could Cultural Diplomacy represents a useful 1ool for fostering international cooperation within an institutional framework arid within 
the wider global government?" 
To apply please visit: 
http://www.culturaldi#lomacy.org/academy/indexj~h#?en aaccd-2011 application-form 

"Censorship and Freedom in Traditional and New Media: The Revolution of Media as a Tool of Freedom of Expression" 
(Berlin, February 28th .-- [,71arch 2rid, 2012) 
www.bedin-foru m.or.q 

The ’International Freedom of Expression Forum" is an annual conference on the issue of "Freedom of Expression". The aim ol the conference this year is 1o reflect on the 
concepts of ’~treedom" and "censorship" and look at both past and potential challenges to reaJizing complete freedom of expression". Focusing on the roJe of the media, "The 
International Freedom of Expression Forum" will evaluate the tools in which freedom of expression can take place. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, debates 
and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from the media, international poJitics & diplomacy, academia, civil society, and the private sector 

With the transition from the traditional bi=polar international structure towards a more multi-polar world understanding .,~tate perspectives, different cultures and different 
traditions is important if the international system is to remain stable. The concept of "Freedom of Expression" is becoming more relevant as more states gain influence within 
the system as a whole. Looking at each state, it is clear that there is no one objective definition of the concept and recent world events, such as the "Arab Spring"and the 
"Occupy Wai! Street’ movement, have highlighted the impodance of discussing the significance of freedom of expression as a whole. 
This conference aims to constructively approach these issues and evaluate the role of technology, the disparities and trends in press freedom, democracy and censorship, 
and the role of social media. 
To apply please visit: 

http://www.cultursldiplomacy.org/gphr/index.php?en rifef-2012 application-fon’n 

"Building Economic Bridges: Integrating Cultural Diplomacy into Nation Branding, Corporate Social Responsibility and Global Governance" 
(Bedin, Marsh 7th - 10th, 2012) 
www.biec.de 
The Berlin International Economics Congress 2012" is one of the world leading global conferences combining the fields of International Economics, Nation Branding and 
International Relations with an interdisciplinary and multinational program. The conference will take place over 4 days and will examine the role of Cultural Diplomacy in the 
fields ol Corporate Social Responsibility, Economic Bridges, Global Governance and Nation Branding with an international outlook. 
In today’s world, with the financial crisis ravaging national economies, the importance of regional alliances, strategic partnerships and co-operations among countries is 
becoming increasingly relevant. Indeed, countries struggling with unemployment and debt have begun to turn to other nations and international institutions for support. The 
congress will concentrate on current and emerging business opportunities in the markeL created through economic bridges. 

With such prominence in today’s world, the international economic system is of the highe.,~t importance, the conference will examine relevant aspects of the international 
economic system and how Cultural Diplomacy can help to support interstate economic relationships. 

The feur4ay international congress will consist of lectures and seminars held by international politicians and various experts in the economic, academic and marketing fields 
as well as panel discussions, workshops, interactive sessions and social activities. 
To apply please visit: 

h~t p://www.cultu rald!plomacy:o[’g/cult u raldip!o[~nacya ndt heeconomy/index:t)!~p?en biec-2012_applica[ion~Io~l 

"Culture as an Emotion: Using Art to Express and Create Social Awareness" 

(Berlin, March 22nd --. 24th, 2012) 
www.icd-lang uageofarta ndmusic.org 
The conference on the ~opic ol "Culture as an Emotion" is ~he second conference held by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy on the topic of ’Art’ as a tool for Cultural 
Diplomacy. The aim of the conlerence this year is to reflect on ~he role of art in creating social awareness arid a sense ol identity and how this can affect key in~ema[ional 
issues. Looking at the various ferms art can take and how art and how it is used has developed, this conference will look at how art can be used as Cultural Diplomacy 
initiatives. The program will consist of lectures, seminars, debates and panel discussions that will feature leading figures from international politics & diplomacy, academia, 
civil society, and the private sector. 

As the international system has developed over the centuries so has individual expression and art has become a significant medium to voice opinion and facilitate change. 
Used as a way to reflect the values of society, as a way of voicing concern and as a form of protest, art is becoming increasingly significant as a tool for Cultural Diplomacy. 
This growing use of art is becoming increasingly impodant within international relations and The h~stitute for Cultural Diplomacy reIlects the desire to expand on this work. 
To apply please visit: 

http://www.culturaldiplomacy.org/acd/index.php?en Ioam-2012 application-form 

~y ]_f_: ;__o__L~_f_~_r_ ~_r)__c___e_,__o__~ 
USA Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(New York & Wash#~g~on D.C., Febr~’ary 2~st- 26th, 20t2) 
Cultural Diplomacy in the G/obal Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, Ma~’h 05th = tOth, 20!2) 
Art as Cultural Diplomacy: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Bedin, March fgth - 24~h, 20t2) 

www.cult u raldip!omacy.org 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, notofor-profit, nonogovernmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. The goal d the ICD is to promote 
global peace and stability by strengthening and supporting intercultural relations at all levels. Over the past decade the ICD has grown to become one of Europe’s largest 
independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that Iacilitate interaction among individuals of all cultural, academic, arid professional backgrounds, from 
across the world. 

Previous ~vents 
Previous events field by the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy include ~he International Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy (Bedin, May 1 lth-15th 2011 - ~=i_u_’__d__-. 
intemationalsvmposium.org), which hosted The Non. Lucinda Creighton - Minister of European Affairs of Ireland; The Hon. ~ichael Chertoff - Former United States 



Secretary, of Homeland Security; The Hon. Rexhep Meidani - Fomqer President of Albania; The Hon..Senator Tim Hutchinson - Former United States Senator from 
Arkansas; The Hon. Judge Theodor ~4eron - Former President of the Intema[ional C[irninal Tr~buna~ for the Former Yugoslavia; The Hon. Yasar Yak~s - Fo[mer Foreign 
Minister of Turkey. 
In March 2011 the ~CD hosted the Berlin International Economics Congress 2011 (Bed~n, March 9th - 12th 2011 .-- ve~¢t~’.biec.de ), which hosted The Hon. Nahas Angu~a - 
Prime minister of Namib~a; The Hon. Jean~aul Adam - Foreign Minister of the Republic of Seychelles; The Non. A~berto Jose Gueva~a Ob[egon - M~niste[ of Finsnce of 
Nicaragua; The Hon. AI #ham A~ $~dJg AI ~hd~ - Former Prime minJs[er of Sudan; The Hon. Akua Sena D~nsua - Minister for Tourism of Ghana; and The Hon. 
Edmund Bartlett - Minister of Tourism of Jsmaica~ 

I 81so wan~ly encoura#e you to ~o~n 8nd contribute to the develo#ment of the ICD Netwo[ks below: 

(Through Facebook) 
Join our community of friends by adding ’ICD Berlin" as your friend on Facebook. Just copy the link http://~.facebook.com/icd.berlin in your browser, or search for "ICD 

Berlin" once logged into Facebook, and click the button "Add Friend" on the page. You will thus be connected to our network of friends. 

(Through Facebook) 
Please stay informed about the activities of the ICD and join our community by "Liking" our official organization profile, "Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD)", which you can 

access by following the link http://~.facebook.com/pase#lnstitute-for-Cultural-Diplomacy-ICD/125959932672 
We look forward to hear from you soo£. 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Ku’dsmm Karree (3rd Fbor/Hochhaus) 
KufQrstendamm 207-8 8er~n, Germany- I07i9 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
Fax: 00 49.(0)30 2360-76811 

info@culturaldiplomacy.org 
Join the ICD’s global network on Facebook - cl~ck here 
Keep up-to-date with the latest developments in the field by following the ICD on Twitter - c~ick here 
5ecome a member of the ~CD a~d he~ create a stro#9 Cu~t~ra~ O~p~omacy commu~ty- c~ick here 
This e-mail con~ins priviieged 8n~ confiden[~a~ ~nformation intended only 
for the use of the individual or enti~ named above, if the leader of th~s 
e-ms~ ~s not the ~ntended recipient or the employee or agent responsible 
for routing ~t # the ~ntended recipient, you are hereby notified thst any 
review, d~ssemination, copying or fo~,arding of [h~s e--mail is strictly 
p[ohibited if you have received this e-mail i~ erro[~ please reply to the 
sender o~ such snd de~ete the e-mail in i~ entered’. Thsnk you. 
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Today’s Headlines: Tightening Race Comes as Abrupt Blow to Romney Team 
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Januai~i 21, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Tightening Race Comes as 

Abr~lpt Blow to Rolnney 

’I’eam 

After arriving in South Carolina 
fi’esh off of what seemed to be two 
victories in a row, Mitt Romney 
could leave as the winner of only one 
of the first three nominating 
contests. 

Blacks Face Bias iu 

Baukr~lptey, Study Suggests 

A new survey found that lawyers 
were more likely to steer whites to 
Chapter 7 of the bankruptcy code 
and blacks to the more expensive 
Chapter 13. 

J~lstlces~ Texas Redistricting R~lllug Likely to Help 

The Supreme Court blocked election maps proposed by a lower court, and said the court had not 
paid enough deference to a plan drawn up by Texas’ Republican-controlled Legislature. 

. NYTimes corrt Nome Pao~e 

OUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"_Al! qf these ads mid debate.s are just so nega.dve~Yoii think 9o~ have 9oiir mind made ~ip, and ~he~* 
there is craziness and more craz#*ess." 
K&T~IY MATASAVAGE, a~a uudeeided voter i~ Sou~h Carolina. 

Caucus I A 

Political Army 
The Citadel Military 
College is an imposing politieal 
symbol on its own, but it also has 
engaged students who are deciding 
among the candidates. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

PauM Deen & Type 2 diabetes 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >~ 

..... ] [ ................ J 

T|~e Oingrlch Gingrich 

Chea [ingQ~est~°n :vs, Open -~uesti° 

Marriage 
If more couples considered monogamy optional, would divorce and eheating be less eommon, and 
unmarried eohabitation less attractive? 

WORLD 

Centra! Bank Becomes a~ Unlikely Hero in E~ro Crisis 



Banks have used quiet emergency loans from the European Central Bank, which has resisted 
buying up government debt in its own right, to come to their governments’ rescue. 

~r-1 Graphic: In Europe, So~-ne Reiief I Deadline for Banks’ R6capitaiizations 

President Nicolas Sarkozy of France suspended military operations in ~ghanistan and said he was 
considering an early withdrawal. 

Self-hnmolafion Is on the Rise in the Arab ~World 

The fiery suicide of a Tunisian fi’uit vendor is credited with touching off the/u’ab Spring, yet the 
anger and frustration that prompted those uprisings persist. 

Scientists to Pause Research on Deadly Strain of Bird Flu 

A national biosecm’ity panel in the United States had asked researchers who produeed a more 
contagious form of the bird flu virus to keep some data secret. 

Ka~sas Law o~ Sodomy Stays on Books Despite a Cull 

Gov. Sam Brownbaek created an office to eliminate out-of-date or burdensome laws, but the 
"criminal sodomy" statute was not selected for repeal. 

h~ Flash of Fir% Florida Loses Old Friend 

The Senatm’, a huge 3,5oo-year-old bald cypress, burned and collapsed in a Florida swamp after a 
suspected lightning strike -although arson remains a possibility. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Founder of Shu~ered V~eb Site Sought Limelight 

The founder of Megaupload, which was shut down aRer a raid by the police in New Zealand on 
Friday, went by the name ~m Doteom and made no secret of his exploits. 

~ Antipiracy Case Sends Shivers Through Some Legitimate Storage Sites 

After a~ Online Firestorm~ Congress Shelves Anfiplracy Bills 

The Proteet I.P. Aet and the Stop Online Piraey Aet began with broad bipartisan support, but now 
fltrther aetion on them this year seems unlikely. 

~ Hoil’~/ood Needs Unified Effort, Dodd Asserts 

DEALBOOK 

Bad Year for ~WalI St, Not Retlected i~ Chiefs~ Pay 

The ~selosure of stock awards to Wall Street’s top tier comes as lower-level employees are finding 
out that their own bonuses will be mueh smaller than a year ago. 

S P 0 RTS 

A 49era Lhaebacker ~Aqth "lhao Men to Call Dad 

Linebaeker Patrick Willis, taken away from a struggling, abusive single father at ~7, went to live 
with his high school’s basketball eoaeh; now he calls both men Dad. 

~ 8fide Show: The Remarkable Path of a Football Star 

Hatchup n s ~ 

49ers Reclaim a Famous Fan 

The poet Lawvenee Ferlinghetti had given up watching football, in favor of baseball and soeeer, 
until he stumbled on the fantastic finish of the 49ers-Saints playoff game last week. 

Developh~g ~M°~n Strength Feet 1,1rat 

Eli Manning’s arm strength - essentially a measure of a passer’s ability to throw the most difficult 
passes powerfully - is rooted in proper footwork and the building of his legs and core. 



~ Giants Pupter Out in [hree Attempts, Another Shot at a Super Bowl 

¯ h~.~ ~.9..~ p.~ ~.~t~..~.9:~,!.?.. ~~ 

ART$ 

After 15 years in Ilollywood, Melanie Lynskey found a trne starring role in a Sundance indie film, 
"ttello I Mnst Be Going." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Time Travel at the Met, "l’ha~ak~ to CDs 

The latest releases of historic live Saturday afternoon broadcasts from the Met include the ~964 

broadcast of the double bill of Maseagni’s "Cawdleria Rnstieana" and Marian Anderson’s 2955 debut. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A ~Porgf for Theatergoers, Not for l,’a~s of the Opera 

The New York Times theater critic Charles Isherwood says people nnfamiliar with "Porgy and Bess" 

seem to like the new version on Broadway, unlike most critics. 

TRAVEL 

The slopes of the Pyrenees require a certain rhythm: late mornings, long lunches, naps and plenty 
of wine. Oh, and pointing your tips downhill. 

~ S;~de 8hew: faking Your Ease in the Pyrenees 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 

Sm~t’~ug for a Vacafiou ReutaI 

Thanks to the Internet, it’s possible for just about anyone with a spare room to post a listing for a 
vacation rental. Here’s an overview of several sites to help simplify your search. 

36 Hours: Hamburg~ Germany 

More gilt than grit in Germany’s second city. 

~E~] 
.v_-;ii te Shove 38 Hours: Hambu;g, Germany 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Eg~.~pt~s Economic Crisis 
Worsening ecmmmic conditions are sabotaging hopes for a democratic future. The new government 
must make reforms if it wants to spur investment and grmvth. 

EDITORIAL 
~Who Else Ln Paying Your Doctor? 
Badly needed regulations will require manufacturers of drngs, medical devices and medical 
supplies to disclose all payments they make to physicians or teaching hospitals. 

EDITORIAL 

Redlstr~ctlug iu Texas 
With control of the House of Representatives on the line in November, the Supreme Court added a 
further twist to a mapping controversy. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

(5~- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

A Nobel Laureate’s Problem at Home 

President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf risks future conflict by awarding land inhabited by rural Liberians 
to foreign investors. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ne~t’s Soutlmru StrategT 

His plan seems to be to appeal to an ugly, gut-level anger and animosity among a sizable portion of 
the Republican electorate. 



CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Openi~g Ne~¢’s ~la~-iage 

Thanks to Newt Gingrieh, sex was very much on the minds of South Carolina voters this week. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

ON THIS DAY 

On ,Jan. 21, 1924, Rnssian revolntionary Vladimir Ilyich Lenin diet] at age 54. 

See This Front Page 

About This E-t~aH 

You received this message because you signed up for N"fTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed te protecting yOLV privacy. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .cam 

Saturday, January. 21, 2012 5:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

2012 NCBS Cont~rence - abstract acceptance notice 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

Thank you for your abstract submission to the National Council for Black Studies. On behalf of our Conference Program Committee, it is my pleasure to inform you that your proposal, 
"Developmentalist Modernity and Production of Violent Spaces in Kenya," has been accepted for presentation at the 2012 conference in Atlanta, Georgia, March 7-10. 

There is a two abstract limit for presenters All presenters must be NCBS members and pre-register for the COl~ference to ensure that your name will appear in the conference program. If you 
have alrea@ paid for membership and/or conference registration, please disregard this letter Shortly, we ~vill notil~ you on the date and time of your presentation and it will be posted on 
our website Our goal is to have this information prior to Friday, 1/27. 

Online registry is available at www ncbsonline.org. Please register with payment no later than Februa~z 15, 2012 in order to take advantage of the conference pre-registration and the 
conference hotel rates. Please note that NCBS membership is required for all cont?rence presenters 

To reiterate, ~ve urge you to make your hotel reservations with the Atlanta Sheraton Hotel before 5:00 pm February 15, 2012 to ensure the conference rate ($145 00/day) and availability. To 
make your reservations with the Atlanta Sheraton Hotel, please call 404.6596500. 

Please make sure the full address and phone number with e-mail address for each presenter as submitted We look forward to your presentation at the 36th Annual National Cont?rence of 
the National Council for Black Studies. We apologize if you are receiving this letter more than once 

Sincerely, 
Jeffi’ey O.G. Ogbar, 
Ch air Conference Program committee 
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TOP NEWS 

Gingeich and Rom~ey Trade 

J~bs as GAT)oP, Race R~Jls O~ 

The intensifying duel between Mitt Romney and Newt Gingrieh was shaping up as a proxy battle in 
the fight between their party’s establishment wing and a grass-roots insurgency. 

PaklsRan Cot~ V~3dens Role, Stirring Fears for Stability 

Pakistan’s Supreme Court has inserted itself as the third player in a bruising confrontation between 
military and civilian leaders at a time when Pakistan faees a dizzying array of threats. 

More Lockouts as Companies Battle Unions 

Many Americans know about the highly pnblieized lockouts in professional sports. But they are 
increasingly imposed in less visible industries as well. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’eop~e kere #~ the Red River T:c~le.q nre rental/mad at Amerie~ CrgstaL [~ was just ~ike a ku~ sb~ek b* 

P.&UL ~zOINA RO~’ I(’Z, a warehot~se foreman at the company, which has locked out employees in 

S P O RTS 

Joe Paterno, t~m 

Face of Penn StaRe 

Under Patenm’s 

leadership, Penn State won two 

national championships and became 

a college football powerhouse. 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
~] Why 

}Vby PoHtle~ans : : Politiaa 
Get Away ~Nith ns Get 

Lying 
w ~h 

What sort of lies do 
people accept fi’om political 
candidates, and which do they ob.jeet 
to? 

WORLD 

Yemen Leader Leaves for MedicM Care in New York 

President All Abdullah Saleh of Yemen will seek treatment for injuries he sustained in a bomb 
attack on the presidential palace in dune, an official said. 

In EgypL Signs of Accord Between Milltary Com~cH and IslamlsRs 

Evident points of agreement on a new charter inelmte a legal system no more Islamic than the 
previous one and broad guarantees of freedom of religion and expression. 

~Moab Leagile Floats zMrnbltlous New Peace Plan foe Sy~’hi 

Faced with the failnre of its observer mission to curb the violence in Syria, the Arab League offered 
a proposal that would require President Bashar al-Assad to hand over power. 

o Mere World News 



Li~e of Scrimmage Forms Over U~fion 

The Super Bowl, in Indianapolis this year, is bringing national attention to a debate over state 
"right to work" legislation. 

THIS LAND 

A demolition reveals two well-preserved ads on the side of a building that allude to a prosperity that 
is incongruous in today’s Highland Park, Mich. 

Bhx|-}Vatchers Revel h~ Unusual Sp~ke ~n S~o~T Owl Sighth~gs 

High nmnbers of the white birds have been spotted from coast to coast, stirring speculation about 
the cause of the spike. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Bowing to Crlt]cs a~d Ma~’ket F**~’ces, R[M+s Co-Ch~ef,n Step ~ide 

Jim Balsillie and Mike Lazaridis are stepping down at a time when investors wonder whether RIM 
has the ability to compete in the rapidly changing markets for smartphones, 

Mm-doch’s Trusted Outsldee Takes a Large~- Role 

Amid the scandal at the company’s British newspaper unit, Chase Cat’ey, News Corporation’s 
president, presents a steady and less polarizing figure. 

Cameras May Open Up the Board Room to Hackers 

Businesses spend billions eaeh year beefing up security, but they tat’ely consider the vulnerability 
of their videoeonfereneing equipment. 

Mote Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

GIANTS 20, 49ERS 17, OT 
F~eld ~’3oa~ by Tynes h~ Overtime Sets Up a Rematch h~ the S~q~e~ ]Bowl 

Lawrence Tynes kicked a winning 31-yard field goal in overtime to help the Giants beat the 49ers 
and advance to a second Super Bowl in five seasons. 

~Eariy 
ook at lan Patriots ~a chup 

~A 
Mother’s Love and Her Pregame Profanity Sustain a Giant ~n the Trenches 

NIa~tnlng Delivers Again, Ea*onh~g H[ttg and Praise 1,’tom B*°other 

The Giants had not needed Eli Manning’s magic for a month or so, but in the N.F.C. championship 
game against the 49ors, Manning attthored the most important comeback of the year. 

PATRIOTS 23, RAVENS 20 

Defense }{olds~ a~d Ravens Miss a Tying l~ield Goa~ 

A missed field goal in the final seeonds of regulation denied Baltimore a shot at overtime, sending 
New England on with a 23-2o victory. 

~The 
F~r~ Arc~v~s{ of Lege;~dary Football Preps for Game 

¯ More Spolls News 

ARTS 

New plans to demolish the davits Center are deflating to the architect in the midst of renovating 
that Manhattan convention center. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

A J ew~sh l~’h~set~m Shifts Identity 

I1~e audah L. Mashes Museum has reopened as the Mashes Collection of aewish Art and Life, and is 
now part of the library at the University of California, Berkeley. 



BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’V~q~at It V~as’ and ~The Chalk G~rl~ 

George Pelecanos’s latest book, "What It Was," takes place in Washington in 1972; Carol O’Connell’s 
"Chalk Girl" visits New York City’s Special Crimes Unit. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

The Film Archlvls~ of Legen dary Football Preps for Game Day 

N.F.L. Films documents and promotes the National Football League, makes money for the 
organization and uses its signature style to turn each week’s games into e[)ie battles. 

A bitter contract fight between Time Warner Cable and the MSG channels has forced some followers 

of the Knicks and Rangers to attend the teams’ games. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

How Esq~ire Survived Pnblishing~s Dark Days 

David Granger, Esquire’s editor in chief, departed from standard design templates and modernized 
the magazine, helping to revive a publication many had left for dead. 

Mere Media & Adver~isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Disse*~t i*~ the Jolbs Conncli 
Labor representatives are rightly pushing back against a Republican-oriented agenda of less 
regulation and lower corporate tax rates. 

EDITORIAL 

Mro Giugrich’s [)eceptio~s 
He won the South Carolina Republican primary by acting the anti-establishment rebel. 

EDITORIAL 

Yon~g Strlve~s h~ Two Worlds 
Some Mexican-American students who live in Tijuana wake up at 3 a.m. and lawfully cross the 
border to get an education in Chula "~ ista, Calif. 

More Opinion ;~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is Our Economy Heaii~g? 

There is a ease for modest optimism. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bomb-Bomb-Bomb, Bom|)-Bomb-Ir~? 

It’s an election year, and testosterone is in the air. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ Slog 

Ai }Veiwei: The Evoh~tio~ of a lr)issiden~ 

~II~e filmmaker presents an exclusive look at Chinese dissident artist Ai Weiwei and his struggle for 
the freedom of expression. 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 23, 1973, President Richard Nixon announced an accord had been reached to end the 
Vietnam War. 

About This E-~’laH 

You ~eceived this message because yes si~ned up for N~Fimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette~ As a membe~ o~ 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 1:28 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc. edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Join us for Lunch at the Stone Center on Feb 8 
Faculty Focus Group.pdf 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Faculty and Staff Focus Group 

Wednesday, February 8, 12pm 

Stone Center Hitchcock Room 

Dear UNC Faculty and Staff, 

We need your input! Please join us for lunch on Wednesday, February 8 at 12pm in the Hitchcock Room of the 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center. 

The Stone Center is hosting a series of focus groups to gauge expectations and campus impact of the Stone 

Center. 

Lunch is on us .... and we only need 1thing from you: Awillingness to openly share and discuss your thoughts on 

th is q uestion--- Considering the Stone Center’s mission, what are your expectations of the Sonja Haynes Stone 

Center? 

If you’ve never heard of the Stone Center, don’t know what the mission is, or just want to learn more about the 

Stone Center and what we do, this is a great opportunity to do so. 

If you can join us on Wednesday for lunch and discussion, please RSVP on our Facebook 

(facebook.com/stonecenter) page or email us at stonecenter@unc.edu by Tuesday, February 7 at 3pro. 

We look forward to seeing you on Wednesday! 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center Staff 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30698072 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30698072-32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~,listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 23, 2012 1:42 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Greensboro Four Lecture on January 31 st 

An Evening with Dr. Franklin McCain and Joseph McNeil of the Greensboro Four 

On February 1st, 1960 four college students left their dorm at North Carolina A&T State University and walked to the local Woolworth and 
sat down at the counter. Little did they know that their decision as black Americans to sit down at a whites-only counter would spark a 
national sit-in movement, create the Student Non-violent Coordinating Committee, and become one of the key moments of the national Civil 
Rights Movement. Please join us as we sit down for an evening with Dr. Franklin McCain and Joseph McNeil, two of the Greensboro Four 
to discuss their decision, the aftermath, and the lessons that we can learn from the movement. The lecture will occur Tuesday, January 31st, 
2012 at 6:30 in the evening in Gerrard Hall. Tickets are free for students and the general public and can be acquired at the Memorial Hall 
box office beginning January 25th. We hope that you can join us for what is sure to be an inspiring and insightful conversation and to kick 
off Black History Month 2012! This event is sponsored by the Carolina Union Activities Board and the Mu Zeta Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha 
Fraternity, Inc. 

What is happening at the Union? 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30698217 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30698217-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, JanuaD~ 23, 2012 4:03 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

This Thursday Jan 26: An Evening With The Ambassador Pa’mck Duddy 

flyerl .lxlf 

The Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies presents: 

An Evening With The Ambassador 
Hugo Chavez and the golivarian Movement in Latin America 

Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

Jan. 26, 2012 

4:30pm-6:00pm 

Rhodes Conference Room, Sanford School of Public Policy 
{corner of Science Drive and Towerview Drive, Duke Campus) 

*Appetizers and drinks provided 

This is the first in a three part "tertulia" (informal discussion) series with Ambassador Duddy. 

http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/program/evening with the ambassador.php 

Co-Sponsored by 

DUCIS (Duke Center for International Studies) 
AGS (American Grand Strategy) 

TISS ([riar~gle institute for Strategic Studies) 

ECOTEACH 

Contact us at: 

las@duke.edu 

http://clacs.aas.du ke.ed u/ 

{919) 681-3980 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, Janua~ 23, 2012 11:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue VIII Submissions Extension 

Dear t~rofessor Sable, 

gl~bal, s~udent-r~m, online journal based at Columbia 
[ niversRy in the City of New Yorl~, is pleased 

submissions t~) Isst~e VIII~ Ck~si~ience is the first 
st~dent-gounded academic journal o{’ its kisd in the 
~*~rld, and has publial~ed articles l>om top i~s~itutio~s 
on si~ e~mtments. All art~des retest be st~bmitted by 

Feb~-~aW 5, ~o~:+, and may be submitted online via 

We are [~artie~]ar]y Jt~tet’ested Jt~ artie{es relating the 
Issue VIII theme, Urba~ Deve[op~nent, but are still 
accepting a]{ pieces re[~ted 
deve{opment. Please fi~td a detai{ed 
Subruissios~s 

Cot~si[ie~:e also ])ublis]~es a weekly column, 

ot~ a ro{]iug basis. For more deUd]s please visit: 

Givet~ ymtr expressed interest iu sustainable 

devi;lopmertt, our Editorial Board itwkes ymt aud 

studeuts that you may kuow, botl~ ~mdergvaduate 

graduate, to eoutribute to Cons~l~et~ee. 

eneout’age you to fot’w;~rd aud shave th~s t~ote 

If you have at~y questiot~s t’egavdi~g the st~bmissiot~s 

the gditor-in-Chie[ atvs2:.t99(~>~:o{umbia.edu or 
eot~ta(:~@(:onsiliet~(:~’~out’t~a[.org. We look fo~> ard to 
wot’kit~g close[) wi~h ymt thrmtghou~ ~he submisaion 
pt’ocess. 

Vighuesh S~tbr:m~anyan 

Editor.:]n--C hief 

Editorial Boat’{] is based at (o{umbia U~iv{!r,qt3, 
City of New York 

2920 Bro .’d’way i New ’Cork, New ’Cork 10027 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney Unleashes Attack With Gingrich Sole Target 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes .......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’~= ~rk ~¢~ January 24, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _S...c.i..e..n...c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I 9..n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Unleashes Attack 

With Gingrich Sole Target 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

For the first time in a series of debates, 
Mitt Romney was on the offensive. He 
aggressively tore into Newt Gingrich’s 
time as House speaker and the ensuing 
years, when he advised compmfies like 
Freddie Mac. 

’ Full Coverage I Fact Check 

¯ . ~ Slide Show: Republican Candidates 

Debate an 18th Time 

~’ Confident Obama Knows Wild Cards Can 
Loom Large\ 

’Super PAC’ for Gingrich to 
Get $5 Million Infusion 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

The supporter, Dr. Mirimn Adelson, is 
the wife of Sheldon Adelson, a longtime Gingrich friend mad patron who contributed $5 million to the super 
PAC, Winning Our Future, this month. 
¯ ’ In New Attacks, Romney Calls Gingrich ’Erratic’ 

In Police Training, a Dark Film on U.S. Muslims 
By MICHAEL POWELL 

"The Tlfird Jihad," a fihn that cast a very harsh light on Panerican Muslims, was shoma to many more New 
York officers than was first believed. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecL~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is our celebration. Before, if we stood here, we would be taken directly to jail." 

ABDUL MONEIM EL-TANTAWY, a 67-year-old Muslim Brotherhood member, outside the opening 

session of Egypt’s first democratically elected Parliament in more than six decades. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

New Life for a 
Former Home to 



Luminaries 
The home built by Walter H. and 
Leonore Annenberg 46 years ago in 
Rancho Mirage, Calif., was once the 
place to go for the powerful and 
celebrities luxuriating in nearby Pahn 
Springs. Now it is about to lift its veil. 

’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ’: : ’ 

How to Integrate 

Europe’s Muslims 
By JONATHAN LAURENCE 

Only by strengflmning the 
democratic rights of 
Muslim citizens can Europe integrate 
inmfigrants mad give full memfing to the 
abstract pronfise of religious liberty. 

Dismantling Detroit 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Sunday Night Salon 

In the kitchen with Nathan Myhrvold 

nylimes,�o.m VliDEO 

WORLD 

Chaotic Start to Egypt’s First Democratically Elected Parliament 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The opening session of Egypt’s first democratically elected parliament erupted into a shouting match 
Monday as the Islanfists donfinating the chamber struggled to keep order. 

~ ~ Video: Egyptian Parliament Meets 

New U.S. Envoy Steps Into Glare of a Russia Eager to Find Fault 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Ambassador Michael A. McFaul has arrived as the Krenflin tries to portray antigoverument protests as being 
driven by the United States, but he has no intention of keeping a low profile. 

Stalemate Deals Grief and Fury in Syria 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

As Syria’s government rejected a new peace plan proposed by the Arab League, a tour of Horns on Monday 
provided a glimpse of the ceaseless violence in the city. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Ex-C.I.A. Officer Charged in Information Leak 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

John Kiriakou is charged with disclosing to journalists the identity of a C.I.A. analyst who worked on a 2002 
operation that seized mad interrogated Abu Zubaydah, a top Qaeda operative. 

Justices Say GPS Tracker Violated Privacy Rights 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court unanimously ruled that putting a tracking device on a suspect’s car violated his rights, 
although they differed on why. 

Dozens of Stranded Dolphins on Cape Cod Shores Perplex Rescuers 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

In less than two weeks, scores of the naammals have washed ashore and died at a rate unusually high even 
for the area, which is considered a hotspot for strandings. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Europe Weighs Tough Law on Online Privacy 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

A proposed law in Europe would compel Web sites to obtain consent when collecting personal data and to 
delete that data forever at the eousumer’s request. 



Political Push Moves a Deal on Mortgages Inches Closer 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ and SHAILA DEWAN 

About one nfillion homeowners facing foreclosure could have their mortgage burden cut by about $20,000 

each as part of a long-awaited deal. 

Not Quite Smart Enough 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

As the "smart" gadget revolution spreads from phones to televisions and home appliances, some 
manufacturers are hoping to make a brindle. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Giants’ Field-Goal Unit, Needing Its Best, Prepared for the Worst 
By SAM BORDEN 

As Steve Weatherford, the Giants’ holder, and Zak DeOssie, the long snapper, prepared for an expected rainy 
and muddy title gmne, they did not speak about a botched attempt in a 2003 playoff game. 

A Journeyman Giant Kept Ending Up in the Right Place 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Devin Thomas noticed that a punt hit the knee of Kyle Williams of the 49ers, and in overtime, he recovered 
Williams’s flunble. 

On Defense, Patriots Improve by Yards, if Not by a Mile 
By PETER MAY 

During the regular season, teams averaged 411.1 yards a game against the Patriots’ defense; in the playoffs, 
that has dropped to 325. 

:’ Giants-Patriots: The Old, the New and the Familiar 

Advertising: The Pregame Show (of Commercials) Begins 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Bank Facade, Statues and a Baritone 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

Thomas Hampson sang a program, "Songs of America," on Sunday that was offered as a thematically apt 
celebration of the Met’s newly renovated ?maeriean Wing. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
The Rewards of Brahms, Playful to Magisterial 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The German violinist Frmak Peter Zimmennann, the artist in residence at the Plfilhannonic, performed in an 
all-Brahms chamber music concert on Stmday at Avery Fisher Hall. 

Mexican Guitarists Come Home From the Cold 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

The Mexican-born guitar duo Rodrigo y Gabriela, after honing skills and an eclectic style abroad, are 
welcomed by fans in flaeir hometown, Mexico City. 

-’ New Music: Albums by Tim McGraw, Grace Woodroofe and Richard Galliano 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Survival’s Ick Factor 
By JAMES GORMAN 

What disgusts hmnans is proving irresistible to researchers exploring the evolutionary value of revulsion. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

After Being Stricken by Drought, Istanbul Yields Ancient Treasure 
By JENNIFER PINKOWSKI 



Bathonea, a harbor town dating from the second century B.C., was discovered by archaeologists on a 
peninsula jutting into Lake Kucukcekmece. 

REMARKABLE CREATURES 
Preserved in Tar, Relics From Long Before Freeways 
By SEAN B. CARROLL 

At the La Brea Tar Pits, fossils preserved in tar provide a time capsule of the creatures that roamed Southern 
Califonfia lO,OOO to 40,000 years ago. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Power Broker 
Newt Gingrich’s tax returns show how much can be made peddling influence and access to the leadership in 
Washington. 

EDITORIAL 
An Assault on Democracy 
President Rafael CoiTea of Ecuador is trying to stifle a free press in his country and across the region. 

EDITORIAL 
Montana Takes on Citizens United 
The state’s Supreme Court shows how the misguided Citizens United decision undermines the fight against 
politieal corruption. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Free-Market Socialism 
By DAVID BROOKS 

In Iris State of the Union address, here’s hoping President Obama promotes policies that will help more 
people realize the Ameriema dream. 

, Columnist Page [ Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Gusts of Gingrich 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The candidate hasn’t grown careful, and it doesn’t seem to be hurting him. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Living in Fear of the N.C.A.A. 
By JOE NOCERA 

In the saga of Ryan Boatright, Part II, more evidence of how the N.C.A.A. wrecks careers, ignores due 
process and ptmishes the innocent. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 24, 1965, Winston Churchill died in London at age 90. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 



the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Travis Gore <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 24, 2012 9:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

list 

afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Thursday, Janua~ 26, 2012 8:52 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

TODAY Jan 26: An Fxening With The Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

flyerl .lxtf 

The Duke Center for Latin American & Caribbean Studies presents: 

An Evening With The Ambassador 
Hugo Chavez and the golivarian Movement in Latin America 

Ambassador Patrick Duddy 

Jan. 26, 20:12 
4:30pm-6:00pm 

Rhodes Conference Room, Sanford School of Public Policy 
{corner of Science Drive and Towerview Drive, Duke Campus) 

*Appetizers and drinks provided 

This is the first in a three part "tertulia" (informal discussion) series with Ambassador Duddy. 

It is free and open to the public. Please join us! 

http://clacs.aas.duke.edu/program/evening with the ambassador.php 

Co-Sponsored by 

DUCIS (Duke Center for International Studies) 
AGS {American Grand Strategy) 

TISS (Triangle institute for Strategic Studies) 

ECOTEACH 

Contact us at: 

las@duke.edu 

http:!/clacs.aas,du ke.ed u/ 

(919) 681-3980 



Froth: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Routledge <mail.skozxqojzrmneoxun@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, January’ 26, 2012 9:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Su~’iving Dictatorship: A Visual Sociology and Case Study 

Deaf Eunice Sahle, 

Sut~/iving Dictatorship is a ~,’isual sociology and case study that communicates the experience of 
poverty and powerlessness in Pinochet’s Chile. 

Requesl your .c__g_r_[)~_!jE)_e__Et_’_a__~__#__x__a__[~__c___o_p__y. 

Contact your sales rep, Jessie Taylor. 

Surviving Dictatorship 
A Work of Visual Sociology 
By Jacqueline Adams 

Series: Contemporary Sociological Perspectives 

So powerful a shaper of the poor’s experience is a dictatorship, that one might add "degree of 
authoritarianism" (conceived by Patricia Hill Collins) as an additional dimension to the idea. This 
book is ideal lot undergraduate cou[ses in social inequalities, poverty, and [ace, class and gender. 

View the full table of contents. 

Author Biography 

Jacqueline Ada~ns is the author of articles and a book on ~he making of dissident art under 
dictatorship, shantytown women’s reactions to the end of dictato[ship, exile, and decision-making 
about migration. She has won a Pacific Sociological Association award and had an article selected 
as a "benchrnark" by SAGE. She has worked as an assistant professor ol sociology in Hong Kong, 
senior researcher a~ the University of Coimbra, and research fellow and visiting scholar at the 
University of Califemia at Berkeley, where she is currently based. 

.]anuaP;/23rd 2012 I Paperback: 978o0-4.:25-99804.-8:$39.95 

Read More i Complimentm¥ Exam Copy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mai182.usl .rsgsv.net~ 

Thursday, JanuaD, 26, 2012 10:42 AlVl 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of paper’s presented at the 20’1 ’1 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~c~s.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: i~f~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 26, 2012 5:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Main office - Friday January 27 

What a great surprise!! Thank you!! Thank you!! 

I:rom: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent." Thursday, January 26, 2012 5:24 PM 
To." Department listserv 
Subject." [afriafam] Main office - Friday January 27 

Dear Colleagues, 

Travis has been fighting a flu bug this week and he needs some time off to rest. Thus, kindly note that the main office 
will only be opened between 9.00am-12.00pm tomorrow Friday, January 27. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill 
27599-3395 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb 39a94 56d99719bcb&n=T&1=afriafam&o=30723120 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~,e-30723120~32361534.dlgc27ea4325c~39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, January 30, 2012 8:10 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc.edu>; 
Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

[afriafam] Rekeying of Battle Hall and the Departmental Key Policy 

Dear Colleagues, 

Per a request from Eunice, I am sending an update about the rekeying of Battle Hall. If all goes as planned, beginning 

tomorrow morning and continuing throughout the day (and possibly for a couple of days) every lock to the outside 
doors, suite doors, and office doors will be changed. All faculty and staff will need to see Travis, in person, to sign for 

their new keys in the departmental key log. On this note, everyone will receive two keys--one for the outside doors and 

another that opens any suite door, their individual office door, and the door to the main office in 109 Battle Hall (for 

after-hours access to the copier and mailboxes). 

Finally, for anyone who loses their keys, the department cannot replace them for you which necessitates a replacement 

fee in order to make new keys. The amount, per key, will be determined shortly. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter l:~ucker 

~sociate Professor ~’~ Associate Chair 
African ~-~ Afro~American Studies 

~C-Chapel Hill 
1~ Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC ~599~5595 
Phone: 919~96~54~ 
ht~://~fd~fmn.nn~.~dn/p~opl~/~lt~.~nmk~ 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=30747304 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30747304-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

tom > 

Tuesdw, 7:00 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis’tserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Durban - study abroad program.docx 

Please forward to undergrads you think may be interested: 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, i: 54 PM 
To-" Social Movements Working Group 

S,,bject; New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear everyone, 

I wanted to bring your attention to a great new program for UNC undergraduates to study abroad in Durban, South Africa this summer. The program, "Civil Society, 
Globalization and Development," is run by Eunice Sahle, chair of African and African American Studies at UNC, and Patrick Bond, director of the Center for Civil Society 
at the University of KwaZulu Natal. It will touch on many themes directly related to social movements, so please do circulate it in your classes and to your 
undergraduate students. I’m attaching the program flyer here, and pasting the description below. 

Bes~ 

UNC Summer Abroad in Durban, South Africa 
"Civil Society, Globalization and Development" 

The Program 

The Study Abroad Office in conjunction with the Department of African and Afro-American Studies and the Curriculum in Global Studies are thrilled to offer 

you a six week Summer Program at the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Center for Civil Society in Durban, South Africa. 

The program studies economic and political developments in South Africa, and Africa in general, in the context of the historical process of globalization. 

Since the end of apartheid, South Africa has been considered an emerging economic and political power -in line with countries such as Brazil, India and 

China - with growing influence on political and economic processes in the Southern African region and other parts of Africa. The program is unique in that, 

while focusing on South Africa, it will also examine political and economic developments in other members of the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC); specifically Zimbabwe and Malawi, and the role of South Africa in the evolution of the African Union and SADC. 

The Academics 

Students will receive 6 U NC graded credits for the two courses taught by Professor Eunice Sahle: INTS 405: Comparative Political Economics of 

Development and AFRI 416: Human Rights and Social Justice Movements in Contemporary Africa. The courses will focus more specifically on Civil society- 

state relations (urban governance and citizenship in the city of Durban); and, Civil society organizations in South Africa and issues of HIV!AIDS, poverty, the 

environment and the struggle for water and sanitation (Inanda communities) 

The Life 

Students will live in a guest house located in one of the oldest and generally safe neighborhoods of Glenwood, within walking distance of the UKZN 

campus, shops, banks, restaurants and clinics. 

For additional information please go to: 

-h-~t--t-~-~.~--~--s--t--u---d-~y--a-~-b--r---~-~a--~d--.-~u--~n---c-~.--e---d-~u--~-~-~r-~--gE~f~~ 

¯ -- You are cmTently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30755039-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7(~Jistserv.unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996(~vsnl net> 

Wednesday, Februagr- 1, 2012 12:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 8755 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Ii~formation Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 8755 

Here are seven ne~vly-added publications on African Studies which could be 
of interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till ~ Feb 2.~12 . Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Assessment of Democratic Trends in Nigeria / Editors: Sarafa I. 
Ogundiya, Olal~rewaju A Olutayo and Jimoh Amzat. 1st ed Ne~v Delhi, Gyan 
Publishing House. 2011.413 p ills 23 cm 
List Price: $ 6500 Your Price: $ 58.50 
ISBN: 9788121211369     KK-98779 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.k_kagencies.com/mdex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924987792468013> 

2. Customer Relationship Management in Retai] Banking / D. R. Joshi 1st 

ed. New Delhi, Cyber Tech Publications. 2012 viii, 288 p. ills 22 cm 
ListPrice: $60.00 Yourprice: $54.00 

ISBN: 9788178848662 KK-96157 

For more details kindly visit the link 

<http:,(/wwwkka~enciescom/indexphp?p sr&Uc 1357924961572468013> 

3. [~ncyclopaedia of Terrorism in the World / Col Ved Prakash. I st ed. 
Delhi, Kalpaz Publications. 2011 23 cm. 
List Price: $ 25000 (5-vol Set) Your Price: $ 225.00 (5-vol Set) 
ISBN: 9788178358680 (Set) KK-94766 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.k_ka~encies.com/mdex.php?p sr&Uc 1357924947662468013> 

4. Federalism in the World / Chandra Kanta Gyawali and Prakash A. Raj. 1st 
ed. Lalitpur, Chandra Kanta Gyawali. 2010 xx, 468 p. maps. 25 cm 
List Price: $ 90.00 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 81.00 (l_~d.) 
ISBN: 9789937225373 KK-94889 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:/;’www.kkagencies.corr~index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924948892468013> 

5. Health Care Systems : A Global Survey / Edited by Dr. Himanshu Sekhar 
Rout. 1st ed. New Delhi, New Ccntmy Publications. 2011. xxiv, 619 p. 
ills. maps. 25 cm. 
It Covers ’US, Australia, China, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, 
Israel, Japan, South Korea, Poltugal, Spain, Brazil, Mexico, Pakistan, 
Peru, Thailand, Tttrkey, Bangladesh, Ghana and India’. 
List Price: $132.50 YourPrice: $119.30 
ISBN: 9788177082791     KK-95002 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~’.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 1357924950022468013> 

6. Indian Diaspora : Contributions to their New Home / Ajay Dubey. 1st ed. 
New Delhi, M. D. Publications ]-K~t. Ltd. 2011. >7% 380 p. ills. 23 cm. 
In collaboration with Organisation for Diaspora Initiatives (ODI), New Delhi. 
List Price: $ 59.70 Yottr Price: $ 53.70 
ISBN: 9788175333307     KK-95036 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<htt~://w~’.kka~encies.com/index.1)h~?l) sr&Uc 1357924950362468013> 

7. Modernisation of National Secttrity in Middle East Asia / Pramila 
Kristman. 1st ed. New Delhi, Global Vision Publishing House. 2011. xiv, 
474 p. 25 cm. 
List Price: $138.90 YourPrice: $125.00 
ISBN: 9788182204249     KK-96265 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://~v,a~vkkagenciescom/indexphp?p sr&Uc 1357924962652468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post al’~d pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thin our site. 



Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn m us dollars (favouring <K.K AGF~b,-CIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies com>, 
<w~vw.kkagencies.co.in> & <w~vw.GetIndianBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
c onvenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R MJttal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H-12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi-I 10015 / India 
}>mails: kkagencies@vsnhcom, irffo@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: www.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www G etIndianBooks.com 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.irdsitemap 
Phnne: ~+ 0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~ 0091/11)25173055 

For Postpomng: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnknet.in> with "Postpone + Your B-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. ~fhank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net in> with "Unsubscribe ~ Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will reraove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~unc.edu 

Re: New Summer Studv Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for sharing what a great job is doing. Thank you both. Much appreciated! 

All the best, 

Rodney 

confidontial 

sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: <Sahle>, "eunice@emaiMJnc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,          08:22:25 -0500 

To; "rvargas@email.unc.edu" <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Cc:’       ~__u_.n__.c_:_.e__d_.u__",       .~unc.edu> 
Subject: FW: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear Rodney, 

FYI- 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

extended efforts. 

From: @lindaq.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:00 PM 
To: Social Mlovements Working Group 
Subject; [smwg0$] FW: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Please forward to undergrads you think may be interested; 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 
To: Social Movements Working Group 
Subject-" New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear everyone, 

I wanted to bring your attention to a great new program for UNC undergraduates to study abroad in Durban, South Africa this summer. The program, "Civil Society, 
Globalization and Development," is run by Eunice SaNe, chair of African and African American Studies at UNC, and Patrick Bond, director of the Center for Civil Society 
at the University of KwaZulu Natal. It will touch on many themes directly related to social movements, so please do circulate it in your classes and to your 
undergraduate students. I’m attaching the program flyer here, and pasting the description below. 

Best, 

UNC Summer Abroad in Durban, South Africa 
"Civil Society, Globalization and Development" 



The Program 

The Study Abroad Office in conjunction with the Department of African and Afro-American Studies and the Curriculum in Global Studies are thrilled to 

offer you a six week Summer Program at the University of KwaZulu-Natal’s Center for Civil Society in Durban, South Africa. 

The program studies economic and political developments in South Africa, and Africa in general, in the context of the historical process of globalization. 

Since the end of apartheid, South Africa has been considered an emerging economic and political power -in line with countries such as Brazil, India and 

China - with growing influence on political and economic processes in the Southern African region and other parts of Africa. The program is unique in that, 

while focusing on South Africa, it will also examine political and economic developments in other members of the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC); specifically Zimbabwe and Malawi, and the role of South Africa in the evolution of the African Union and SADC. 

The Academics 

Students will receive 6 U NC graded credits for the two courses taught by Professor Eunice Sahle: INTS 405: Comparative Political Economics of 

Development and AFRI 416: Human Rights and Social Justice Movements in Contemporary Africa. The courses will focus more specifically on Civil society- 
state relations (urban governance and citizenship in the city of Durban); and, Civil society organizations in South Africa and issues of HIV/AIDS, poverty, the 

environment and the struggle for water and sanitation (Inanda communities) 

The Life 

Students will live in a guest house located in one of the oldest and generally safe neighborhoods of Glenwood, within walking distance of the UKZN 

campus, shops, banks, restaurants and clinics. 

For additional information please go to: 

http:!/studyabroad.unc.edu/programs.cfm?pk=2153&test 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice(?~email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blmak email to leave-30755039-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26t3:~57t-~:7({~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rob Stephens - ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 9:34 AM 

Rev. Barber on campus at lpm and Rally at 5pm Fwd: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to ttold News Con[~rence With Studems 
on tile Campus of UNC-Chapel Hill - Rally to Follow 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Rev. Dr. \Villiam d. Barber, II <northcarolinanaacp~gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 31, 2012 at 8:15 PM 
Subject: Media Advisor: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With Students on the Cmnpus ofUNC-Chapel ttill - RaJly to Follow 

To:            ~gmail.com 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

~;ii NCNAACPheader 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

January 31, 2012 

For More Intbrmation:     Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II, President, 919-394-8137 

Mrs. Amina J. Turner, Executive Diiector, 919-682-4700 

For Media Assistance: Rob Stephens, Office Manager, 336-577-9335 

NC NAACP President Travels to UNC-Chapel Hill to Meet With Students and Hold 

N ews Conference to Discuss Tuition Hikes 

(DURHAM) - Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, President of the North Carolina NAACP, will be in 

Chapel Hill on Wednesday to meet with UNC-Chapel Hill students and sland with them during a 

news conference on the devastating tuition hikes proposed by the UNC Board of Governors. The 

news conference and meeting will take place at 1:00 pm on the steps of South Building on 

the campus of UNC-Chapd Hill on Wednesday, February 1, 2012. 
Later that day, student groups, Rev. Curtis E. Gatewood, Historic Thousands on Jones Street 

(HKonJ) Coalition Coordinator tbr the NC NAACP, aa~d other oiticials I?om the State NAACP 



will hold a rally called: "Protect Our Education: Voices Raised Against Tuition 

Increases" at 5:00 PM on the steps of South Building to demand student participation in setting 

tuition rates. 

Members of the media are encouraged to attend both events. 

"When more and more NortJl Carolina ~:amilies are falling into poverty and financial hardship, it is 

not tile time for the UNC system to make higher education less accessible ibr aspiring students," 

said Rev. Barber. "The same students who roll be impacted by these hikes are the ones who we 

told all along that if they worked haiti, if they stayed out of trouble and got tile right grades, they 
could go to college and get a good job. With the proposed tuition increases, they will be saddled 

with even more student debt as t]~ey enter a shrunken job market." 

Rev. Barber added, "We cannot forget that last year, the ultra-conservative, right wing forces in 

the General Assembly cut nearly $2 billion in education, $700 million of which crone from the 

University system. We must continue to challenge our elected officials to not balance the budget 

on the backs of students. This why we are asking all North CaroliNans to March on Raleigh at the 

6th Annual tlistoric Thousands on Jones Street People’s Assembly on Saturday, February 11" 

The North Carolina NAACP and its 125+ ttistofic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Coalition 

Paxtners will March on Raleigh on Saturday, Februa~ 11, 2012, asselnbling at 9:30 AM at 

Shaw University and marching to Jones Street at 10:30 AM. 

### 

Founded in 1909, the A;~,L4CP is the nation’s oldest and largest civil rights organization. Its 

members throughout the United States and the world are the premier advocates for civil 

~qghts’ in their communities, conduct#tg voter mobilization andmonitoring equal 

opportunity in the public and private sectors. 

Forward email 

This en-.,aii was sent to robstephens50@qmail.corn bv nor~hcarolinanaacpCa)qmail.com 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instan[ rern,avalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

NCNAACP 114 W. Parrish Street :: Second Floor :: Durham :: NC 27701 

Rob Stephens 

North Carolina NAACP State Conference 

Office Manager 

919-682-4700 (o) 

(c) 
(b) gmai].com 

SAVE THE ]DATE! 

HKonJ People’s Assembly Coalifio~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 9:36 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Faculty meeting 

Wednesday Feb. 8th 11am to 12:15pm 

Vance Hall ist floor conference room Room 120 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 10:50 AM 

~gmail.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Rev. Barber on campus at 1 pm and Rally at 5pm Fwd: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With 

Students on the Campus of UNC-Chapel Hill - Rally to Follow 

James, I did not know this was coming up today! I just got this email. Will you still be able to make lunch or should we postpone?? -Reg 

From: Rob Stephens I           )@gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 20:12 9:34 AM 
Subject: Rev. Barber on campus at :tpm and Rally at 5pm Fwd: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With Students on the Campus of UNC-Chapel 
Hill - Rally to Follow 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Rev. Dr. SVilliam & Barber, II <northcarolinanaacp~gmaJl.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 31, 2012 at 8:15 PM 
Subject: Media Advisory: NC NAACP President to Hold News Conference With Students on the Campus of UNC-Chapel Hill - Rally to Follow 

To:            Sb~gmail.com 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

"~ill NCNAACPheeder 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

January 31, 2012 

For More Information:     Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, II, President, 919-394-8137 

Mrs. Amina J. Turner, Executive Director, 919-682-4700 
For Media Assistance: Rob Stephens, Office Mmaager. 336-577-9335 

NC N_/L~CP President Travels to UNC-Chapel HBI to Meet \Vith Students and Hold 

News Conference to Discuss Tuition Hikes 



(DURILAM) - Rev. Dr. William J. Barber, President of the North Caroliua NAACP, will be in 

Chapel ttill on Wednesday to meet with UNC-Chapel ttill s~tudents mad sand with them during a 

news cont~rence on the devastating tuition hikes proposed by the UNC Board of Governors. The 
news conference and meeting will take place at 1:00 pm nn the steps of South Building on 
file campus of UNC-Chapd Hill on Wednesday, Eebruary 1, 2012. 
Later that day, student groups, Rev. Curtis E. Gatewood, Historic Thousands on Jones Street 

(HKonJ) Coalition Coordinator for the NC NAACP, and other officials from the State NAACP 
will hold a rally called: "Protect Our Education: Voices Raised Against Tuition 

Increases" at 5:00 PM on the steps of Sonth Bnilding to demand s~dent participation in setting 

tuition rates. 

Members of the media are encouraged to attend both events. 

"When more and morn North Carolina families are falling into pove~ and financial hardship, it is 

not the time tbr the UNC ~stem to make higher education less accessible tbr aspiring students," 
said Rev. Barber. "The ~me students who will be impacted by these hikes are the ones who we 

told all along that if they worked hard, if they stayed out of trouble and got the right grades, they 

could go to college and get a good job. With the protx~sed tuition increases, they will be saddled 

with even more student debt as they enter a shrunken job market." 

Rev. Barber added, "We cannot forget that last year, the ultra-conservative, right wing forces in 
the General Assembly cut neaxly $2 billion in education, $700 million of which c~ane from the 

University system. We must continue to challenge our elected officials to not balance the budget 

on the backs of students. This why we are asking all North Carolinians to March on Raleigh at the 

6th Annual Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Assembly on Saturday, FebmaD~ 11" 

The North Carolina NAACP and its 125+ Historic Thousands on Jones Street People’s Coalition 

Pa~tne~ will March on Raleigh on Saturday, Februa~ 11, 2012, assembling at 9:30 AM at 

Shaw University and marching to Jones Street at 10:30 AM. 

### 

Founded in 1909, the NAA CP is the nalion’s oMest and largest civil rights organization. Its 
members throughout the United States and the world are the premier advocatesJbr civil 

rights in their communities, conducting voter mobilization and monitoring equal 

opportuni .ty in the public and private sectors. 

Forward email 

This emaii was serlL to robstephens50@c~mail.com by noCchcarolinanaacp@qrnail.corn 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

NCNAACP 114 W. Parrish Street :: Second Floor :: Durham :: NC 27701 

Rob Stephens 

North Carolina NAACP State Contbrence 
Office Manager 

919-682-4700 (o) 

(c) 

@~nail.com 

SAVE THE DATE! 

t[Ko~J People’s Assembly Coalitio~ 

"Histork "l’housm~ds o~ 3ones Street" 
Saturday, Febr+~ary 11,2012 



From: ~unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ 11:39 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: IAAR Crrants -- Applications due on 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

How are you? It was good seeing you yesterday, but unfortunately, I did not get a chance to speak with you. 

I wanted to let you know that the IAAR is offering the following grants for faculty: 

> Course Development Grants: http:!/iaar.urlc.eduinews-and-eventsicoursegrants > 
Research, Publication and Worldng Group Grants: -h---t--t£.[/-L‘-iaar.unc.edu~news-and-event~/--r---e--s--e---a---r--c--h-g£-a-.-n-.-t.-s- 

The applications for these grants are due Friday, 

Could you please pass this information along to the faculty in your department? 

Thank you very much! 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Sonia Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, Room 305-D 

150 South Road, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3393 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

U.S.A. 

Email:      ~.)unc,edu 

"I hope that you at this moment will think of yourself as a human being rather than as an American, Asian, European, African, or member of any particular country. These 

loyalties are secondary. If you and I find common ground as human beings, we will communicate on a basic level." The Dalai Lama 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Hi Comrade, 

How do you feel about adding the following statement to the website brochure for your program: 

"Note: Some Sophomores under very exceptional conditions will be conside~d for this program, The student would need to demonstrate an exceptional academic 

performance (including a GPA higher than the minimum program requirement) and an exceplional Nrsonal maturity." 

Thank~ 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin 2£[erica, A2rica and the Middle East Programs Directc, r 

StLidy Abro(ad Office 

2@16 FEDEX Global Education CenEer 

3@1 PJ ttsboro Street 

University of North Carolina aE Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill 

NC 27599-313@ 

USA 

Tel: { ~ 919 962 7@@2 ~ax: ~ 1 9~@ @62 2262 

From: "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed,          08:22:25 -0500 

To: "._r__v__a___rg_a___s____@____e___m___a__!]:__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_" <_r__v___a__r_g_a__s____@____e___m____a_j_[:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Cc: ’       a~unc.edu"       (~unc,edu> 

Subject: FW: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear Rodney, 

FYI- 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

extended effo~s. 

Sent; Tuesday,              7:00 PM 

To: Social Movements Working Group 

Subject: [smwg01] FW: New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Please forward to undergrads you think may be interested: 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 
To: Social Movements Working Group 

Subject; New Summer Study Abroad in South Africa! 

Dear everyone, 

I wanted to bring your attention to a great new program for UNC undergraduates to study abroad in Durban, South Africa this summer. The program, "Civil Society, 

Globalization and Development," is run by Eunice SaNe, chair of African and African American Studies at UNC, and Patrick Bond, director of the Center for Civil Society 

at the University of KwaZulu Natal. It will touch on many themes directly related to social movements, so please do circulate it in your classes and to your 

undergraduate students. I’m attaching the program flyer here, and pasting the description below. 

Best, 



UNC Summer Abroad in Durban, South Africa 

"Civil Society, GIobalization and Development" 

The Program 

The Study Abroad Office in conjunction with the Department of African and Afro-American Studies and the Curriculum in Global Studies are thrilled to 
offer you a six week Summer Program at the University of KwaZulu-Natal-~ Center for Civil Society in Durban, South Africa. 

The program studies economic and political developments in South Africa, and Africa in general, in the context of the historical process of globalization. 

Since the end of apartheid, South Africa has been considered an emerging economic and political power ~ in line with countries such as Brazil, India and 

China - with growing influence on political and economic processes in the Southern African region and other parts of Africa. The program is unique in that, 

while focusing on South Africa, it will also examine political and economic developments in other members of the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC); specifically Zimbabwe and Malawi, and the role of South Africa in the evolution of the African Union and SADC. 

The Academics 

Students will receive 6 U NC graded credits for the two courses taught by Professor Eunice Sahle: INTS 405: Comparative Political Economics of 

Development and AFRI 4:16: Human Rights and Social Justice Movements in Contemporary Africa. The courses will focus more specifically on Civil society- 
state relations (urban governance and citizenship in the city of Durban); and, Civil society organizations in South Africa and issues of HlViAIDS, poverty, the 

environment and the struggle for water and sanitation (Inanda communities) 

The Life 

Students will live in a guest house located in one of the oldest and generally safe neighborhoods of Glenwood, within walking distance of the UKZN 

campus, shops, banks, restaurants and clinics. 

For additional information please go to: 

http:iistudyabroad.unc,edu/programs.cfm?pk=2153&tes[ 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,~;email,unc,edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-30755039-4140465,0c3d4.5566621"(~045bl’d361 b26[’b57fc7(~listserv.mac.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Humm~ Rights Help: Re![i~gee ][~b 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are finally getting over your three-week cold! I was wondering if I could enlist your help on something for one of my other 
classes: 

As you might know, I am a double major with                              My                     class assigns weekly 
photostory projects to be completed by the following Wednesday. Each assignment is a different broad topic, and this week it is "Refugee." 

I know there is a Burmese and Korean refugee population in this area, and I thought as a human rights teacher you might know of an 
organization that could put me in touch with a refugee family to follow for several days, documenting their experiences through photography. 

If you know of any family or person who is or once was a refugee in the area that might be willing to let me photograph them, that could 
also work. 

Thank you- I’d appreciate any help or advice that you can give, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <bakan@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 4:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Maxgaret Little < :@bell.net> 

Grad student and Kenya 

Dearest Eunice: 

I hope you’re feeling better and recovered from your so helpful trip to 
Kingston/Toronto 

I have a colleague, Margaret Little, who is super~dsing an excellent grad 
student ~vho is plamaing field work in Kenya. It seems there are some 
challenges being raised regarding her safety, though she is full?- aware of 
the conditions and has made plans based on field work. 

I suggested you would be a good person to provide a bit of info to calm 

the nerves of various ’others’; and apparently she needs some info rather 

soon. 

So Eunice, meet Margaret; and Margaret, meet Eunice If a phone call is 
easier, I’ll let you two fine colleagues/comrades follow up! 

Soon, 

Abbie 

Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 
Head of Department of Gender Studies 
Professor of Political Studies 
Mackintosh-Col~ Hall, Rm D-506 
Queen’s Universig~" 
Kingston, Ontario 
Canada K7L 3N6 

TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
E-mail: bakana@queensu.ca 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <~bakan@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 5:42 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Grad student mad Kenya 

Thanks so much Eumce. FYI, I have processed $500 towards your travel 
my research account. The remaining ti~nds require receipts, to be sent to 
Political Studies. You can address to Colin Farrelly if you haven’t 
already sent, as Micheline has just this week moved to a new- position in 
the University 

(Also FYI -- the faculty member claiming that this research is unsafe is 
Professor Emeritus Brace Berman. He’s well intentioned, but I fear his 
knowledge is out of date). 

Abbie 

On 12-02-01 5:38 PM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Dear Abbie, 
> 

>Guod to hear l~;um you I am better although not quite all there yet_re; 
>culd. 

>Kindly let Margaret know that she call me ~ - home) and we 
>can discuss the matter. 

>In solidarity, 
>E 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu.ca] 
>Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 4:18 PM 
>Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Cc: Margaret Little 
>Subject: Grad student and Kenya 
> 

>Dearest Eunice: 

>I hope yuu’re feeling better and recovered frum yuur so helpful trip to 
>Kingstun/Toronto. 

>! have a culleague, Margaret Little, who is supervising an excellent grad 
>student whu is planning field work in Kenya. It seems there are some 
>challenges being raised regarding her safeb’, though she is :gully aware uf 
>the conditiuns and has made plans based on :field work. 
> 

>I suggested you would be a good person to provide a bit of info to calm 
>the nerves of various ’others’; and apparently she needs some info rather 
>soon. 

> 

>So Eunice, meet Margaret; and Margaret, meet Eunice. If a phone call is 
>easier, I’ll let you two fine colleagues/comrades follow upt 

>Soon, 

>Abbie 

> 

>Dr. Abigail B. Bakan 
>Head of Department of Gender Studies 
>Professor of Political Studies 
>Mackintosh-Colry Hall, Rm. D-506 
>Queen’s University 
>Kingston, Ontario 
>Canada K7L 3N6 
> 

>TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
>E-mail: bakana@queensu, ca 
> 

> 

> 



Fly,m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Walter Rucker < @gmaiLcom> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 6:02 PM 

Mufima, Sinamewe A <smufima@email.unc.e&~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Dossier Revisions 

Dear’ Alphonse, 

I had a talk with Etmice to tell her that I would need until Friday morning to finish adding revisions suggestions and comments to your dossier materials. In this 

way, you would have the weekend to work through the suggestions and make ~ necessary changes, After a revised copy of your dossier is re~dy, you can gNe ~t to 

Eumce for any fina~ sugges~:~ons. 

Best, 

Walter 

W,~ ] [er Rucker 

Associate i~ro[essor ~ Associote Choir 

Ah’icem ~ Atro~Americ,an 

UNC~Ch~pel 

10713~ttl~ H~ll 

Chapel Hill, NC ~7~)9~3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Abigail Bakan <’bakan@queensu.ca> 

Wednesday, February 1, 2012 6:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Grad student mad Kenya 

The funds were sent from Financial Services, to the address you sent me 
earlier It can take up to 15 business days (!), so let me know when it 
arrives’. 

On 12-02-01 5:45 Pi~ "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Thanks for the update Abbie. 
> 

>Are you mailing the $500 to my address right or do you need anything for 
>this portion of the funds from this end? 
> 

>I will mail the receipts to Colin 
> 

>In solidarity, 

> 

> 

> 

>From: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu.ca] 
>Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 5:42 PM 
>To: Sahie, Eunice N 
>Subject: Re: Grad student and Kenya 
> 

>~Ihanks so much Eunice FYI, I have processed $500 towards your travel from 
>my research account. The remaining funds require receipts, to be sent to 
>Political Studies. You can address to Colin Farrelly if you haven’t 
>already sent, as ]Vhcheline has just this week moved to a new positron in 

>the Universi~’. 
> 

> 

>(Also FYI -- the faculty member claiming that this research is unsafe is 
>F~rofessor Emeritus Bruce Berman tle’s well intentioned, but I :gear his 

>knowledge is out of date). 
> 

>Abbie 
> 

> 

> 

>On 12-02-01 5:38 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>>Dear Abbie, 
>> 

>>Good to hear frora you. I am better although not quite all there yet..re; 
>>cold. 
>> 

>>Kindly let Margaret kno~v that she call me, . horue) and we 
>>can discuss the matter. 
>> 

>>In solidari~’, 
>>E 
>> 

>>Froru: Abigail Bakan [bakana@queensu. ca] 

>> Sent: Wednesday, February 01, 2012 4:18 PM 
>>To: Sable, Eunice N 
>>Cc: Margaret Little 
>>Subject: Grad student and Kenya 
>> 

>>Dearest Eunice: 
>> 

>>I hope you’re feeling better and recovered frora yo~tr so helpful trip to 
>>Kingston/Toronto. 
>> 

>>I have a colleague, Margaret Little, who is supervising an excellent grad 
>>student who is plarming field work in Kenya. It seems there are some 
>>challenges being raised regarding her safe~, though she is fully a;vare 
>>of 
>>the conditions and has made plans based on field work. 
>> 

>>I suggested you would be a good person to provide a bit of infb to cahn 
>>the nerves of various ’others’; and apparently she needs some info rather 
>>soon. 

>> 

>>So Eunice, meet Margaret; and Margaret, meet Eunice. If a phone call is 
>>easier, I’ll let you two fine colleagues/contraries follo;v up! 
>> 

>>~oon, 

>> 



>>Abbie 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Dr Abigail B. Bakan 
>>tIead of Department of Gender Studies 
>>Professor of Political Studies 
>>Mackintosh-Corry Hail, Rm. D-506 
>>Queen’s University 
>>Kingston, ©ntario 
>>Canada K7L 3N6 
>> 

>>TEL: 613-533-6000, x75030 
>>E-mail: bakana@queensu.ca 
>> 

>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~fil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

RE: Research work 

Hi Eunice, 

OK. Does Friday morning anytime up until :tpm work for you? 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,               3:35 PM 

:@unc.edu 
Subject: Research work 

Dear 

Kindly let us meet before the end of the week to discuss the possibility of you carrying out research work for me this semester. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gm~l.com> 

Wednesday, 8:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: MaJay tha~ks mad Durban - study abroad 

Thmiks Dr. Sahle, 

I’ve talked to all my friends who might be intereffted about the program and sent out elnails to all the listserves rm on. I’ll bring it up in Arutro’s class tomorrow, since 

we’re reading Patrick Bond’s book it might appeal to some people in there. I’ll do the same in Selassie’s class tomorrow. I aJso talked to the TziMex gronp, asking 

them to spread the word to any’ of their friends that are still around. 

Let me know if there is an,vthing else I can do to help you ~ecmit. 

Also, qnick question, is            at 3:30 ok to meet ruth "the Afri/Athm union? 

And one more question, about the chatsworth flat residence association you axe looking at tbr the research, is it the Westcliff Flats Residents Association? or a ditt~reut 

one? 

this group? http:/ichatsworflmctivists.wordpress.com/2009/04/ 

Best, 

On Tue, at 1:25 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear 

Hope you are well. 

Thanks so much for your wonderful note! From a teacher’s perspective, I am thankful that I have had the opportunity to see your intellectual voice emerge. What a delight it 
was to hear your own intellectual imprint during debates in      - even when you were annoyed with readings.. 

So, thanks to you for being curious about ideas and deciding to embark on graduate studies. I know you will do well. 

On another note, I would be very grateful if you promoted the study abroad in Durban - the flyer is attached - for me. So far only one student has applied. Rodney and I are 
worried. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, AgatJm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 10:16 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambe@email.unc.edu-~; Weingaxden, Ronit <ronitw@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

Wolofhiring - revisiou 

Dear All, 

I made a minor mistake in the documents that I sent the other day. Only 

I apologize for this. 

Best, 

Agatha 

Agatha Buell 

Business Officer 

Depa~anent of Public Policy 

217 Ab emethy Hall, C B #3435 

Depart~nent of ~4J?icm~ & Afro-A~nerican Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 

University of Nor~2q Cm’olina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

t: 919.962.5824 

were interviewed, NOT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miller, Haerm~ <hm~iller@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 10:42 AM 

Wilshire, Collette <wilshire@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Committnent traust~rs to AI:RL//d:AM 

Hi Collette, 

I heard from Eunice and please allocate only in 2-32876 for her research fund for this year~ She is planning to travel in this semester and the will be 

spent to support her research. 1 understand this has to be spent by 6/30. 

A~so, she has a plan t:o use t:he enl:~re ~;~I,500 oF spea~ers h.md for this year so #ease go ahead and g~w~ us trust funds if tha(s possible 

Thanks for your he~p and please ~et me know if you have any questions. 

Haeran 

From= Wilshire, College 
Sent~ Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:50 PM 

To= Miller, Haeran 
Subject~ RE: Commitment transfers to AFRI/AFAM 

Hi INer~ 

I have put through ~e [ol]owing [Us to tras[er [un~ tot ~ice’s Char agreement. 

~B884~9 Research       to 2-32876-3000 (I ch~ged the name on this accoam ~o Sable Chair) 

~B88458 Stipend amount to cover increase      to 2~328 

I w~ process ~e $1,500 ~ter I ~d out where ~}" w 

able to ~ve you ~ust ~n& ~ she spench Ne en~e ~ount on spewers. 

T~(s 

Co~ette 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 25, 20~2 12:4~ PM 
To~ Wilshire, Colle~e 
Subject~ Commitment transfers to AFRI/AFAM 

Hi Collette, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

If possible, could you let me know when you will be ready to transfer the commitments for AFRI/AFAM’s chair, Eunice SaNe? I tried to find the information 

through the Intranet in the College’s website, but I couldn’t find it. 

Based on the chair appointment letter by Jonathan Hartlyn, these are the funds that I am looking for: 

Research Fund - for 20:1:1-20:12 (out of total for the 5 year term) 

Speaker’s Fund - ~;i,500 for Spring 20:12 

And, I understand there will be of "Just Say Yes" fund available for academic year 20:12-:13. 

It will be appreciated if you’d let me know when we can have an access to these funds at your earliest convenience. 

Haerma Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of At~ica~ and Afro-Americma Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wilshire, Collette <wilshire@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 2, 2012 11:01 AM 

Miller, Haeran <hrmille@emml.unc.ed~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Committnent traust~rs to AFRI!AFAM 

1hanks 

I will get t2ae state funds, , transferred today. It may take me a few clays to get the trust funds to you. I will have to create a new S L tbr those. I will let you 

know the new SL/~ for the speakers funds. 

Have a great day. 
Collette 

From: Miller, Haeran 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:42 AM 
To: Wilshire, Collette 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Commitment transfers to AFRI/AFAM 

Hi Collette, 

I heard from Eunice and please allocate       only in 2-32876 for her’ research fund {:or d~is year. She is planning to travel in this semester arid the       will be 

spent to support her research. 1 understand this has to be spent by 5/30. 

Also~ she has a plan to use the entire .51,500 of speakers fund for this year so please go ahead and give us trust funds if that’s possible~ 

Thanks for your help and please let m~:_~ know if you have any questions, 

F~m: Wi~shim, College 

Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2012 4:50 PM 

To: Miller, Haeran 
Subject: RE: Commitment transfers to AFR[/AFAH 

Hi 

I have put through ~e [ollowing FBs 1o tr~s[er fun~ for E~ic¢’s ChMr agreement. 

FB88459 £es¢~ch       to 2428764000 (I ch~ged &en~e on &is account to S~e ChMr) 

FB88458 Sdpend~ount to cover ~crease      to 242871~10 

I wN process Ne $1,500 ~ter I ~d out where T~y w ould ~e it pNd fl’om. C~ you ~k E~ce ff she ~ten& on spendNg the en~e ~ount on spewers? I may ~ 

able to ~ve yon ~ust ~n& ff she spends Ne en~e ~ount on spewers. 
Th~s 

Co~ette 

F~m= Hiller, Haeran 
Sent= Wednesday, Januaw 2S, 2012 12:41 PN 
T~= W~lsNre, College 

Subject= Commitment transfers to AFRI/AFAN 
Hi Collette, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

If possible, could you let me know when you will be ready to transfer the commitments for AFRI/AFAM’s chair, Eunice Sahle? I tried to find the information 

through the Intranet in the College’s website, but I couldn’t find it. 

Based on the chair appointment letter by Jonathan Hartlyn, these are the funds that I am looking for: 

Research Fund - ~for 2011-2012 (out of total for the 5 year term) 

Speaker’s Fund - {;1,500 for Spring 2012 

And, I understand there will be of "Just Say Yes" fund available for academic year 2012-13. 

It will be appreciated if you’d let me know when we can have an access to these funds at your earliest convenience. 

Ilaeraa~ Miller 

Acct. Tech 

Dept. of Public Policy 

Tel. 919.962.4854 

Fax. 919.962.5824 

Dept. of At~ica~ and Afro-Americmq Studies 

Tel. 919.966.1295 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Buell, Agaflm <abuell@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February. 2, 2012 11:33 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Wolofhiring - revision 

Thanks Eunice, 

I did want to send this update as Mike noticed it and when I looked back in the ’official record’ 1 found that s!he had in fact not been interviewed~ 

7al~e ca 

Agaha Buell 

Business O~]]cer 

Dep~tmen~ of PubEc Policy 

217 Abemefl~y HN1, CB #3435 

Departmen~ of .kl?icat~ & Al?:o-:kmerican Studies 

109 Battle Hal~, CB #3395 

L;n~versit-y of NoNa Carolina 

Chape~ Hill NC 27599 

p~ 919.962.2788 

[" 919.962.5824 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 02, 2012 11:24 AN 

To: Buell, Agatha 

C¢: Lambert, Nichae~ C; Weingarden, Ronit 
Subject: RE: Wolof hiring - revision 

Dear Agatha, 

Many thanks for all your efforts on this. At this moment, please concentrate on other matters. I will be in touch if Ronit and I need further information. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Buell, Agatha 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 10:15 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Co: Lambert, Michael C; Weingarden, Ronit 
Subject: Wolof hiring - revision 

Dear All, 

I made a minor mistake in the documents that I sent the other day. Only 

I apologize for this. 

Best, 

Asatha 

Agafl~a Buell 

Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 

217 Abemcthy Hall, CB #3435 

Depmtment of African & Ati’o-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle tlall, CB #,3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

p. 919.962.2788 

f. 919.962.5824 

were interviewed, NOT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20120202134531058.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.02.2012 13:45:30 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



T 9~9.966.4364 

To: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Summer School Managers 

Jan Yopp, Dean 

January 18, 2012 

Thank you for your patience in waiting for the 2010-2011 Personnel Cost Comparison information from 

Summer School. 

As we shared at the breakfast last September, we have had some difficulty in getting the unit 

breakdowns for credit hours and receiptsthat allow us to produce our finadcial information sheets that 

we typically share with you. 

Because summer was one term in 2011, we did not get credit-hour production per session per unit along 

with receipts. The information was reported to us for the term. So, for 2011, you will get onlv the term 

information in the cost comparison sheet enclosed. We cannot produce the usual historical information 

by session by unit. We expect to have the session information in 2012 as we return to two terms so that 

we can resume providing that information to Vou. 

Our overall cost per credit hour¯ remained unchanged between the two years. Some of you might see 

some increase in your cost per hour, in some cases attributed to higher-paid faculty, lfyou have any 

questions, please call me at 962.82.66. 

Many thanks for all you do for Summer School. 

Erin Moseley 

Janet Gautier 



2010-2011 Personnel Cost Comparison 1117/2012 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

2010 

Credit Cost Per 

Enroll Hours Stipends Hour 

Afam 519 1,590.0 139,566 87.78 

Amst 36 108.0 21,700 200,93 

Anth 156 465.0 60,981 131.14 

Art 231 660.0 82,856 125.54 

Asia 60 259.0 65,903 254.45 

Biol 1,028 2,665.0 203,474 76,35 

Chem 1,009 1,990.0 178,730 89.81 

Clas 48 163.0 35,955 220.58 

Comm 419 1,171.0 168,387 143,80 

Comp 71 176.0 10,300 58.52 

Dram 78 222.0 27,850 125.45 

Econ 493 1,406.0 t67,451 119.10 

Engl 377 1,062.0 167,784 157.99 

Enst 36 124.0 22,753 183,49 

Exss 705 1,939.0 233,834 120.60 

Geog 92 246.0 27,798 113,00 

Geol 98 201.0 25,333 126.03 

Germ 26 94.0 19,200 204.26 

Hist 294 822.0 t49,’~15 181.41 

Int$ 0 12.0 0 0.00 

Ling 14 42.0 7,798 185,67 

Masc 9 30.0 8,017 267.23 

Math 551 1,540.0 170,567 t10.76 

Muse 292 811.0 82,133 101.27 

Phil 468 1,215.0 118,900 97.86 

Phys 406 730.0 t03,858 142,27 

Plan 9 24,0 5,200 216.67 

Plcy 41 117.0 14,800 126.50 

Po|i 281 80t40 117,252 "146,38 

Psyc £36 2,644.0 237,857 89.96 

Reli 47 135.0 21,795 161,44 

Roml 557 1,744,0 285,080 163.46" 

Slav 12 39.0 8,386 215.03 

Soci 316 900,0 88,633 98.48 

Stor 14! 392,0 43.533 111.05 

Wrest 44 219.0 16,127 73.64 

Subtotal 9,900 26,758 3,138,906 117.31 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

2011 

Credit Cost Per 

Enroll     Hours Stipends Hour 

Afam 469 1,388,0 150,653 108.54 

Amst 35 ~05.0 27.644 263.28 

Anth 165 513.0 84,435 .164.59 

Art 186 514.0 89,123 173.39 

Asia 91 335.0 89,03I 265.76 

Bio[ - 1,047 2,756.0 189.556 68.78 

Chem 1,136 2,405.0 168,267 78.28 

Clas 40 122,0 26.732 219.11 

Comm 452 1,304.0 171,~16 I31.61 

Comp 94 281.0 16,200 57.65 

Dram 73 219.0 38,489 175.75 

Econ 584 1,743.0 170,128 97,61 

Engl 347 999.0 161,927 162.09 

Enst 29 87.0 29,686 341.22 

Exss 809 2,059,0 242 006 117.54 

Geog 107 261.0 30,798 I18,00 

Geol 8I 132.0 29,800 225.76 

Germ 43 152.0 19,530 128.49 

Hist 336 987.0 147,643 149.59 

Ints 0 0.0 0 0.00 

Ling 17 36.0 12,400 344,44 

Masc 13 21.0 8,017 381.76 

Math 514 1,575,O 175,505 111.43 

Musc 194 537.0 84,796 157.91 

Phil 459 1,218.0 136,497 I12.07 

Phys 379 784,0 90,489 115,42 

Plan 18 49.0 17,700 361.22 

Pity 38 9940 24,446. 246.93 

Poli 240 754.0 115,480 153,16 

Psyc 926 2,636.0 236,747 89.81 

Reli 57 188,0 31,000 164.89 

Roml 642 1,992.0 298,502 149.85 

S lav 3 9,0 700 77.78 

Soci 351 1,065.0 94,633 86,86 

Stor 157 453.0 48,233 106.47 

Wrest 26 165,0 t0,700 64.85 

Subtotal !0,138 27,943.0 3,289,109 117.71 

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

Busi 620 1,402.5 267,898 I9t.01 

Educ 432 1,384.0 183,215 132.38 

Inls 247 736.0 75,209 102,19 

Jomc 502 1,340.0 161,290 120.37 

Law 91 372.0 61 ~600 165.59 

Sow.o 165 536.0 59 848 111,68 

Subtotal 2,057 5,770.5 809,058 ~40.21 

PROFESSIONAL SCHOOLS 

Busi 

Educ 

Inls 

Jom~. 

Law 

Sowo 

717 1,703.0 272,109 159,78 

620 1,289.0 208,756 161.95 

235 661 0 67A53 I01,59 

451 1;292.0 189,035 146.31 

93 376.0 74000 196.81 

181 439.0 70,658 160,95 

Subtotal 2.297 5,760.0 881 711 153.07 

TOTAL 11,957 32,528.5 3,947,964 121.37 TOTAL 12,435 33,703 4,170,820 !23.75 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 2, 2012 1:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20120202134614631.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Thursday, February 02, 2012 1:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.02.2012 13:46:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH (~AROLINA 

nit CHAPEL HILL 

I34 E FI(ANKLIN STI~.EET 

CAMPUS BOX 3340 

CHAPEL HILL NC Z7599-3340 

T 919.966.4364 

MEMO 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

DATE: 

Summer Administrator in African & Afro-American Studies 

Janet E. Gautier, Director 

Non-personnel Funds for Summer School 2012 

January 24, 2012 

The amount of non-personnel funds available to your unit is shown below. This allocation is 
tied to. your 2011 course enrollments, credit-hour production, and 2011 expenditures. We tried to keep 
your allocation as close to the 20I 1 amount as possible. 

The amount being transferred to your account is $12,500 

You must cover your transit fee out of this allocation. 

We intend to allocate these funds in the supplies line (2000) by January 31. In previous years, 
spending freezes may have prevented your unit from spending the Summer School allocation. We 
recommend that you spend this allocation by the end of April. Any charges carried over to next 
fiscal year will need to be covered by you from other funds. 

As a reminder, do not transfer these funds out of your 102 account. If you cannot use the 
funds, please notify Summer School. 

Should there be furore budget cuts required of UNC Chapel Hill, please note that Summer 
School funds cannot be used to offset reductions required of your unit. Should you be asked to use 
your Summer School funds for budget reductions, please contact me immediately. 

Summer School Policy Regarding Non-Personnel Funds 

A large share of the non-personnel funds allocated to you are from the per credit hour Education and Technology fee. I 
advise that you keep account of your expenditures from these funds in case of future review by the Student Fee Audit 
Committee. These funds should be used toprovide education and technology assistance (not meaning only computers) that 
enables or enhances" the summer course offerings and educational experience for students. This can include administration 

as well as teaching. 

cti~c Administrative Manager 



Your unit can get extra non-personnel money if 100 percent of your summer 
courses are either set up in Sakai or have evidence that course migration is 
underway by April 20, 2012. 

As you probably know, any course in Blackboard at the end of December will 
disappear, so it’s extremely important that faculty migrate all their courses within 
the next 11 months. Our effort is to assist Information Technology Services (ITS) 
in reaching the remaining faculty who have not moved their course materials. 

Please encourage your faculty who will teach in summer (those who will be paid 
by Summer School) to begin the migration now if they haven’t already. If a 

graduate student is teaching a course this summer, that course material needs to 
migrate as well. 

ITS will provide us with a list of courses that are in Sakai or in process for summer 

2012 as of April 20. If all your summer courses are there, we will transfer an 

additional $100 in nonpersonnel funds to be spent by the end of the fiscal year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SM3,VG UNC <sociahnovements@gmail.com~ 

Monday, FebruaD~ 6, 2012 11:38 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Reminder TOMORROW: Dynamics of the Feminist Movement in Bogota, by Diana Gomez Correal 

Please join us for a discussion of a book by our very own Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal 

"Dinfimicas del movimiento feminista bogotano" 

Author: Diana Marcela Gdmez Correal 

Discussant: Diane Nelson 

Tuesday February 7, 2012.5:30-7:30 pm 

Fedex, room 4003 

Reception to follow 

"Din~micas del movimiento feminista bogotano: historias de cuarto, saldn y calle. Historias de vida (1970-1991)." [Dynamics of 

the Feminist Movement of Bogota: Stories of the Bedroom, Living Room, and the Street. Stories of Life]. 

Diana Gdmez is an anthropologist and historian from Universidad Nacional de Colombia. The book is the publication of her master 

thesis, and the product of her critical perspective as both academic and activist. Gdmez is part of the feminist and the human rigl~ 

movement in Colombia. Currently she is a doctoral student in the Department of Anthropology at U NC, and a fellow of the Royster 

Society of Fellows. She is an active member of the Latin American Political Imaginaries Working Group, the Social Movement 

Working Group and the ISA Graduate Forum at UNC. 

Diane Nelson is an Associate Professor of Cultural Anthropology at Duke University. Professor Nelson has worked in Guatemala 

for several years, and recently was a visiting professor at Universidad de Ins Andes, in Colombia. 

The presentation will be in Spanish with simultaneous English translation. 

If you are interested in reading any of the book (in spanish), please email socialmovements@gmail.com and we will send you some 

readings! 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~)e~nafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-30793046-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 7, 2012 4:58 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Feb. 23rd Afri/Afam Faculty Colloquium with Dave Pier 



"Musical SUIe and Language Ideolo~ ~ a [ gandan 
Proletarian Pop Genre" 

Da’,e Pier 
At?ican & ~: ~ Air(,-American Studies 

C Chapel-Hill 

~:~0-4 40 pm 
Hyde Hall~ Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30805321 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30805321-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .com 

Tuesday, February. 7, 2012 6:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

NCBS Cont~rence Schedules Posted 

Dear Eunice Sable, 

NCBS 2012 Conference Update: The conference program schedule is no~v posted for your review. Please proceed to the www.ncbsonline.org Conference & Event page. Once you are on the 
All Aca demic home page, on the left side of the site, click on Search the Program Schedule to find your presentation information, or Bro~vse the Program Schedule to view- the entire 
conference calendar. 

http :i/ww~v.ncbsonline org/conference events 
or 
http : / /conv ention2, allacademi c. cor~’one/ncbs/ncbs l 2/ index.php ? 

REMINDER: Be sure to book your hotel now.. Hotel rate - $145 per night ends February 15th. Book your room today’. 

UPDATE: No Sheraton Atlanta rooms ~vill be available after Feblxlary 15th! Call Now! 

March 7-10, 2012 
Sheraton Atlanta 
165 Courtland Street. 
Atlanta, Ga 30303 
(800) 833-8624 

To present at the conference, and have your name appear in the printed conference program, you are required to register for the conference Early Bird conference registration rates will 
remain available until February 15th 

If you are interested in participaung in the Buok signing session, please let the Natiunal ol!fice l~uw via: ncbsonline.urg/new authur s buok signing. 

If you or yuur instituuon is interested in advertising in the printed conference prugram, please let the Natiuna[ office knuw as suon as possible: 
http://www.ncbsonline ur~/c unference advertisin~l 

We are louking ~2~rward tu seeing everyone at the conference. 
NCBS Cunference Program cummittee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 9:57 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: checks today of office windows 

From: Mork, Peter 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Off of Schol & Stu Aid Mailing List; Gore, Travis 
Subject: checks today of office windows 

F¥1: 

Felipe, from Progressive Construction, will be in and around Battle Vance and Pettigrew today checking windows for 

proper functioning and perhaps even getting to some minor adjustments and repairs of any windows that do not close 
and lock easily. 

Peter Mork 
Office Manager 

Office of Scholarships and Student Aid 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9488 

Peter Mork@unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=30819974 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-30819974-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 11:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Friday Feb 10, 3:45PM at Duke - talk on US-Brazil Joint Initiative on UrbaJ~ Sus~tamabiliU 

Friday February. 10 3:45pm Cra~ss Chemises./Bnilding ’°Energy ttub" Duke University. 

Talk by ShaJini Vajjhala. 

Shalini Vajjhala was appointed to the position of Special Representative in the Office of Administrator Lisa Jackson in Novelnber 2011. In this positiorL Dr. Vajjhala 

leads the US-Brazil Joint Initiative on Urb~l Snstainability (JIUS), a bilateral pa~nership announced by President Obama ~ld Brazilim~ President Dihna Rousseffin 

March of2011. The JIUS is charged with catals~ing trm~sformational investment in green a~d sma(t infrastructure, teclmology, products mid services, especidlly for 

poor and underserved urban communities, and demonstrating how environmental protection can ,serve as a driver for economic growth m~djob creation in building the 

greener economies and smarter cities of the future. 

Free and Open to the Public. 

For more infbrmation, please visit: http://sidgduke.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Insight Press <ray@insight-press,ccsend.com> 

Thursday, Februa~ 9, 2012 12:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Celebrate Darwin Day’. 



:20% off 
Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by info@insiqht-prer~a,com :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscribef" Privacy Policy, 

Insight Press :: 4064 N. Lincoln Ave. #264 :: Chicago IL 60618 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 9, 2012 1:51 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updating Website 

The website updates are coming along great[ Walter is very pleased with all the changes that have been made. We actually 
updated your profile a while back with a new picture and profile information. Check it out and tell me what you think[ That is 
also a good idea to post information on the faculty colloquium presentations. ! was thinking the same thing and we will have 
Dave’s info for that posted tomorrow. 

Thanks[ 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Ha[[, CB# 3395 

p 919,966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, February 09, 2012 12:01 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
(:c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Updating Website 

Hi Travis, 
I’m writing to see how the website updates are coming along. I took a photo recently and Mary Lide Parker probaby sent it to 

you. If not, please let me know. I’d also like to have my profile updated. I sent new profile information back in the fall. 
I was also wondering if you would be able to post information on the spring faculty colloquium presentations. That would 

probably be a good way to advertise them. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2345 
Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 13, 2012 9:31 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Meeting with Eunice 

Hi Kia, 

Eunice informed me that she just found out that she has an urgent meeting with the Dean tomorrow at the time you 

were scheduled for. Sorry about that but it just came up. Don’t worry, we will reschedule you for another time. Just let 

me know what is good for you and I will check the calendar. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, February 13, 2012 12:10 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

The Haiti Memory Project - Mon 2/27 12pm Haiti Lab at Duke 

For more information, please contact laurent.dubois~duke.edu or deborah.ienson~duke.edu 

* * Please distribute widely** 

Please join us Monday, February 27, at noon in flae Haiti Lab (Bay 4, Smith Waxehouse) for a talk with Claire Payton entitled ’°The ttaiti Memory Project: Oral 

Histo~ and flae Digital Humanities as Post-Disaster Response." 

A light lunch will be served. 

i~:: poster, payton.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 11:25 AM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, 
Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Selassie, Bereket H 
<bselassi@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, 
Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Proposals and Confirmation (Monday Meeting) 

I wanted to let you know that the Craver Grant Proposals are in your mailboxes. 

I would also like to confirm that the EC meeting will be on Monday at 9:30am in Eunice’s office. 

Best Wishes, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 17, 2012 3:40 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Colloquium reminder 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
"Musical Style and Language Ideology in a Ugandan Proletarian Pop Genre" 

Dave Pier 
African & Afro-American Studies 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 
3:30-4:40 pm 

Hyde Hall, Incubator Room (2nd Floor) 

Kadongo kamu is a music that gives voice to the concerns of Ugandan lower classes, from smallholding farmers, to slum-dwelling day laborers, to underpaid 
schoolteachers. In its gritty realism about the lives of the poor, it stands apart from contemporary pop genres on radio and television that embrace globalized 
fantasies of consumer capitalism and the prosperity gospel. In this talk, I show how poetry and musical style combine in kadongo kamu to foster an awareness 
of "deep" vernacular language around which a resistant-at time nativist-proletarian identity may be constructed. 

Dave Pier is an Assistant Professor in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, specializing in ethnomusicology. He received a PhD in Music 
from the Graduate Center of the City University of New York. His recent article about Ugandan dance and commercial branding appears in the journal Africa, 
and he is currently working on a book tentively titledOurBrands, Our Songs, which is about musical production in neoliberal Uganda. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 30886574 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-30886574-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, February 19, 2012 2:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

SSF Think Tank Needs Your Ideas 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Dear SSF Think Tank Members: 

Please consider either intervening in an existing discussion or starting a new thread. The think tank needs your ideas! It is a wonderful 
virtual space of 1,941 persons and counting. 

"The SSF Think Tank is a global platform for reflection and discussion among sociologists, other social scientists, students, activists, 
journalists and others who aim to promote human rights, equality, and global and local justice. The Tank brings you the latest in web 
technology for you to unleash your creativity, start a debate, and post videos and photos." 
Thank you. 

Mark Frezzo 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/?xq source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 19, 2012 4:08 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Monday 2/20, 6:00 pm. lecture on Afro-Br’~ilian Women’s Poet~ by LaJnonte Aidoo 

The Duke Departmem of Romance Studies 

presents 

a Lecture by: 

Lamonte Aidoo (Brown University) 

Disembodying the ~!/Iastem House: Aj?o-Brazilian lVomen’s Poetry and the Politics of Resistance 

Monday, February 20, 2012 

6:00PM-7:I 5PM 

Link Classroom 4 (088) in Perldns Librau 
Duke West Cmnpus 

for more infom~ation, contact Professor Richard Rosa lr49~duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 20, 2012 8:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Late 

Sent from my iPhone 

Dear Eunice and Walter, 

I just wanted to let u know that I was running a little late this morning due to the weather. I was in Raleigh last 
night when the snow hit and I had to get a hotel because the roads were very bad. I will be getting back on the 
road soon and heading to chapel hill. The news said there is a lot of traffic this morning due to some accidents 
but I will get to the office as soon as I can! Sorry about this but I was surprised that it actually snowed! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfoMpmmotion@oup.com> 

Tuesday,, Februa~ 21, 2012 10:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Now Available for Your Courses (Request Exam Copy) 

This message contains graphics. If you do not see graphics, please click here. 

Religi .... d H .... 
Rights 

Religion and Human Rights 
An Introduction 
Edited by John Witte and M. Christian Green 

ISBN: 9780199733446 

Paperback, October 2011, 416 pp. 

List Price: 

i~i Request Free Examination Copy 

The most comprehensive 

survey to date of religion and 

human rights, including both 

Western and Eastern 

traditions and the increasingly 

important category of 

indigenous religions. 

Addresses cutting-edge 

issues in group rights, self- 

determination of religious 

communities, economic. 

social, and cultural rights and 

the relationship between 

religion, culture, and ethnicity. 

Devotes attention to emerging 

"third generation" human 

rights as those pertaining to 

environmental sustainability, 

conflict transformation, and 

world peace. 

The relationship between religion and human rights is both complex and 

inextricable While most of the world’s religions have supported violence, 

repression, and prejudice, each has also played a crucial role in the modern 

struggle for universal human rights. Most importantly, religions provide the 

essential sources and scales of dignity and responsibility, shame and respect, 

restraint and regret, restitution and reconciliation that a human rights regime 

needs to survive and flourish in any culture. 

With contributions by a score of leading experts, Religion and Human Rights 

provides authoritative and accessible assessments of the contributions of 

Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism. Confucianism, Buddhism, and 

Indigenous religions to the development of the ideas and institutions of human 

rights It also probes the major human rights issues that confront religious 

individuals and communities around the world today, and the main challenges 

that the world’s religions will pose to the human rights regime in the future. 

"This splendid volume is a treasure house of insight and up-to-date information 

on religion and human rights. The accessibility of the essays, the eminence of 

the diverse authors, and the vision of the editors will make this an 

indispensable handbook for every scholar, advocate, and policy-maker in the 

field." 

--Mary Ann Glendon, Learned Hand Professor of Law, Harvard University 

John Witte, Jr., Director of the Center for the Study of Law and Religion at 

Emory University, is a world authority on legal history, marriage law, religious 

liberty, and human rights. He has published 25 books, 15 journal symposia, 

and 200 articles, and lectured throughout the world His writings have appeared 

in ten languages, and he has won dozens of awards for teaching and research 

M. Christian Green is Senior Fellow of the Center for the Study of Law and 

Religion at Emory University She has taught at Emory, Harvard, and DePaul 

University. Her specialties include law and religion, feminism and the family, 

human rights, comparative religious ethics, and religion and international 

affairs 

Explore Oxford Scholarship Online 



Oxford Scholarship 
Online 

Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

to over 6,500 titles across 19 subject areas. The RELIGION MOI:)LJLE~ represents 

the diversity of Oxford’s religion and theology lists, and the subjects covered are 

of interest to both scholars and students alike. In addition to major recent titles, 

the module also includes classic works of enduring influence. The list includes 

titles by David Brown, Henry Chadwick, Owen Chadwick, Mary Douglas, Michael 

Fishbane, Steven Heine, Philip Jenkins, Gerald O’Collins, Jerome Murphy 

O’Connor and Mark Sedwick. 

Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution 

X:: Email 

Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies. To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follow the links above. 

This is a commercial message 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

an5, text: 

Click here for e-m~il 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confirming 5’our removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 22, 2012 12:18 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Miller, Haeran <hrmiller@email.unc. edu>; Gore, Travi s <stgore@email.unc. edu>; 
Buell, Agatha <abuell@email.unc. edu> 

[afriafam] Faculty Book fund - tenured, tenure-track and fixed-term 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to announce that faculty members in the above-cited categories have a $230.00 book fund. To place an 
order for your books, please see Travis between February 22 and August 1 (last day to use the fund). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists~unc~ed~i~? 
id=32361608~ e87a91 a5832319540e l 5 ~ada770a798 d&n:T&~=a~ a~’am& o=30922978 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-3092297%32361 (508.egTa91 a5832319540el 5(~ada770a798d@Iistserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Urgent 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:43 AM 
1"o: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Urgent 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

I left a folder with the readings you printed out for me and other materials in my office. 

Kindly bring them to 07 right away. Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Urgent 

Do you know where the folder was in your office!! 

Thanks! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, February 23, 2012 9:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Urgent 
Importance: High 

Hi Travis, 

I left a folder with the readings you printed out for me and other materials in my office. 

Kindly bring them to 07 right away. Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 11:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

speagle@email.unc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 23, 2012 11:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
email address 

Scheduling_office@listserv.unc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:37 AM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Title of Talk 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

Could you send me the title of your previous talk 

website. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

because we would like to include it in the "News" section of the 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:59 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi Georges, 

I believe both of those times are available so I can put you down for 9am if that is ok with everyone. 

Also Georges, could you send me the title and date of your upcoming talk so that I can put it on the website. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

The best time for me is between 9 and 10 am or between 12 and 1 pm on Thursday, March 1. Otherwise, we could meet next week. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 9:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Meeting 

Dear Travis, 

Kindly check my calendar for tomorrow and get in touch with Georges to see what time would be good for he and I to meet. This 
meeting is part of the dialogues I have been having with faculty since Jan. 31. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and 
Curriculum in Global Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 

Tel. 919-962-2341 

Fax 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

See response from James below! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [ mail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Sounds good. Is she available sometime tomorrow afternoon? I will send a work study by to pick up the desktop from 
you today, if possible. We will use PC mover to set her up and transfer her data and programs. This means we will need her to log into 
her old computer tomorrow to start the transfer process. We should do this sometime between 2-4, so there is enough time in the day. 
After that, the transfer will take place over night, and she won’t be able to use the old machine for the rest of the day. Then I can bring 
the new machine on Friday, and finish setting it up for her in her office. Let me know how that sounds to her, and what her availability 
is. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

Thanks, I will let James know! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 4:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

Dear Travis, 

I will be in my office between 2-3pm tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:56 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 

See response from James below! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto:aimch~le/~email.ur~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:52 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2255868 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
travis t gore, Location : 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 and Email: stgore@email.unc.edu Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text : Sounds good. Is she available sometime tomorrow afternoon? I will send a work study by to pick up the desktop from 
you today, if possible. We will use PC mover to set her up and transfer her data and programs. This means we will need her to log into 
her old computer tomorrow to start the transfer process. We should do this sometime between 2-4, so there is enough time in the day. 
After that, the transfer will take place over night, and she won’t be able to use the old machine for the rest of the day. Then I can bring 
the new machine on Friday, and finish setting it up for her in her office. Let me know how that sounds to her, and what her availability 
is. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 
(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

DONOT REPLY@allacademic .cam 

Wednesday, February 29, 2012 5:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NCBS Membership Meeting 

Dear Eunice Sable, 
All NCBS members are invited to the Membership meeting which will be held on Friday, March 9th during the 2012 conference, March 7-10th at the Atlanta Sheraton Hotel, Atlanta, GA. 
This is your opportunity to hear what is going on with your organization, and to volunteer to serve on committees 

Please join us on: 
Friday, March 9th 
Membership Business Meeting 
6:30 pm to 8:00 pm 
Atlanta Sheraton Hotel: Floor Level 2 Valdosta Room 

Ifyouhaven’tyetpurchasedyourmembership, pleasevisitour~vebsitehttp:i/www.ncbsonline.org/ncbsmembership application. Ifyou are receiving this email more than once, we 
apologize for the redundancy 

We are looking forward to seeing you at our 2012 conference in Atlanta! 
NCBS Membership Con~rnil~ee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promorion@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 10:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Social Problems now available for courses 

Dear Prot~ssor Sable: 

This is a commercial mes~ge. 

Westwiew Press proudly mmouuces the publicariou of a new book for your courts: Social Problems: ~M~ Advocate Group 

Appmadk by Sam Towe Horsfall (ISBN 978-0-8133-4507-9)~ 

This book represents a truly i~ovarive and em~wefing approach to social proNems. Instead of focusing ~lely on a ~emingly 

rimless list of major problems, Sara Towe Horsfall conside~ how select key issues can ~ solved and Nys particular aRention to 

the advocate groups already on ~e front lines. SocialProblems is an es~ntial resource tbr sociN problems courses a~d tbr 

a~yone who is inspired to effect change. 

Visit the Instructor Resource Website at w~,w.wes~e~,press.cnm~lorsfall. 
Order Your ~EE Ex~ Copy T~ay~ 

~ ls~t vestv~ewpress.com fnr more inibrmatior~_~K~R_~r_~_~/y_R~r__[~2£~__~=_~?~2 Complete the oNine ex~ copy order 

fom~ m order. (Menrion source code WI05.) 
Look fi)r our pos~ard in yoar mail to learn more, or visit us on t~e Web at 

Sincerely, 
Wesaqew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

Bouldec CO 80301 
www.wes~iewpress.com 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mafil message confirming your removal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 10:48 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] FW: Swahili Instructor opening - University of Oregon 

Swahili-Job Description2012.docx 

From: dlpayne [dlpayne@uoregon.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 28, 2012 10:45 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth; flionnet@humnet.ucla.edu; sbreeding@international.ucla.edu; 
scali@africa.ufl.edu; africa@intemational.ucla.edu; asc@berkeley.edu; mchombo@berkeley.edu; bmack@ku.edu; ojiambo@ku.edu; 
asc-contact@umich.edu; devaca@umich.edu; kaskew@umich.edu; thayarow@umich.edu; African@illinois.edu; kriedel@illinois.edu; 
skmukoma@usfca.edu; agoldmn@ufl.edu; aleslie@africa.ufl.edu; ikeade@africa.ufl.edu; ascksu@ksu.edu; asc@ascleiden.nl; 
dietzaj@ascleiden.nl; scp3@columbia.edu; tlv4@comell.edu; wkk28@comell.edu; mugane@fas.harvard.edu; 
43rdACAL@gmail.com; Akinlabi@rci.rutgers.edu; downing@zas.gwz-berlin.de; anne.storch@uni-koeln.de; 
c kutsch lojenga@sil.org; Steve_Nicolle@sil.org; hmuzale@hotmail.com; jmmge@uccmail.co.tz; Karsten.Legere@african.gu.se 
Subject: Swahili Instructor opening - University of Oregon 

Dear Colleagues, 

We would be grateful if the attached job description, for a full time career-related Swahili instructor at the University of Oregon, 
could be circulated to any potential candidates you might know. Interested individuals should review the requirements and apply 
online at academicjobsonline. 

Thank you in advance for whatever you might be able to do to help us spread information about this position. 

- Doris Payne 

Doris L. Payne 

Professor of Linguistics & Director of African Studies University of Oregon Eugene, OR 97403 

541-346-3894 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/hsts.unc.eda!a. ~d=~2~616( 8.eg7a91 a~832~ 19540e 156ada770a798d&p::T&l=agriat~am&o=30985365, or send a 

blank email to leave-30985365-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu. 



Advertisement/Position Announcement 

University or Organization: University of Oregon 
Department: Linguistics 
Job Location: Oregon, USA 
Web Address: http://logos.uoregon.edu 

Job Rank: Instructor (Non Tenure Track Faculty, Career Track) 

Specialty Area: Swahili Teaching 

The Department of Linguistics at the University of Oregon invites applications for a career-track non-tenure related 
instructor of Swahili, with a start date of September 16, 2012. The initial contract is for one year, and the 
appointment is contingent on performance, funding, and need. We seek a candidate who is able to teach Kiswahili 
courses at all levels (first, second, third year), design advanced curricula, and participate in a full range of activities 
to grow the Kiswahili program on the University of Oregon campus. 

The UO Swahili Program currently has 50 students at three levels of instruction. The Department of 
Linguistics has strong interest in documentary work on little-studied languages, language cognition, language 
pedagogy, and second language acquisition. The interdisciplinary African Studies Program at the UO currently 
offers a Minor and is active in promoting student internships and study abroad in Africa. Though this is a teaching 
rather than research hire, we are interested to find the best possible fit with the Linguistics and African Studies 
programs at the UO. 

Job duties 
¯ Teach three courses per term, or equivalent load (we are on a quarter system) 
¯ Assess students for appropriate placement in courses 
¯ Help us establish a nationally-competitive Kiswahili program, including the recruitment of students into 

language study and articulation with the African Studies and Study Abroad programs. 

Job qualifications 
Required 

¯ Ph.D. by the time of hire in linguistics, applied linguistics, second language acquisition or teaching, or 
related field 

¯ Native or near-native fluency in Kiswahili and English 
¯ Minimum of three years Kiswahili language teaching experience including university (or equivalent) 

courses at the intermediate and advanced level 
¯ Record of excellence in teaching 
¯ Conversant with national proficiency standards and assessment 

Desired 
Experience in designing intermediate and advanced curricula 
Ability and interest in developing content courses relevant to the UO African Studies program and/or the 
candidate’s disciplinary specialization 

Salary is competitive and commensurate with experience. 

Review of applications will begin March 28, 2012, but the position remains open until filled (however, to ensure 
fullest consideration applications should be complete by March 28, 2012). 

To apply, submit the following to academicjobsonline.org (http://academicjobsonline.org): 
¯ Cover letter 
¯ Curriculum Vitae 
¯ Teaching statement, discussing your teaching philosophy, approach, and experience 
¯ Representative sample of teaching materials which reflect your teaching philosophy (e.g. a unit of study) 
¯ Statement of research interests 



¯ Names and contact information for three professional referees 

Contact Information: 
Professor Doris Payne 
Email: dlpayne@uoregon.edu 

The University of Oregon is committed to a campus environment that is enriched and informed by the personal, 
cultural, and cultural differences of its students, faculty, staff and visitors. The UO is an equal opportunity, 
affirmative action institution, committed to cultural diversity and compliance with the Americans with Disability 
Act. Candidates with experience serving the needs of diverse populations are strongly desired. 

Search Committee 
Doris Payne, Chair 

Jeff Magoto 

Trish Pashby 

Melissa Graboyes 

Ad Placement 
UO Webpage 
Academicjobsonline.org 
African Languages Teachers Association 
Modern Languages Association 

Position Description 
The Department of Linguistics at the University of Oregon invites applications for a career-track non-tenure related 

instructor of Swahili, with a start date of September 16, 2012. The initial contract is for one year, and the 

appointment is contingent on performance, funding, and need. We seek a candidate who is able to teach Kiswahili 

courses at all levels (first, second, third year), design advanced curricula, and participate in a full range of activities 

to grow the Kiswahili program on the University of Oregon campus. 

The UO Swahili Program currently has 50 students at three levels of instruction. The Department of 

Linguistics has strong interest in documentary work on little-studied languages, language cognition, language 

pedagogy, and second language acquisition. The interdisciplinary African Studies Program at the UO currently 

offers a Minor and is active in promoting student internships and study abroad in Africa. Though this is a teaching 

rather than research hire, we are interested to find the best possible fit with the Linguistics and African Studies 

programs at the UO. 

Job duties 
¯ Teach three courses per term, or equivalent load (we are on a quarter system) 
¯ Assess students for appropriate placement in courses 
¯ Help us establish a nationally-competitive Kiswahili program, including the recruitment of students into 

language study and articulation with the African Studies and Study Abroad programs. 

Job qualifications 
Required 

¯ Ph.D. by the time of hire in linguistics, applied linguistics, second language acquisition or teaching, or 
related field 

¯ Native or near-native fluency in Kiswahili and English 
¯ Minimum of three years Kiswahili language teaching experience including university (or equivalent) 

courses at the intermediate and advanced level 
¯ Record of excellence in teaching 
¯ Conversant with national proficiency standards and assessment 



Desired 
Experience in designing intermediate and advanced curricula 
Ability and interest in developing content courses relevant to the UO African Studies program and/or the 
candidate’s disciplinary specialization 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 12:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Lunch 

Hey Eunice, 

I received this late email asking me to go to lunch today at 1230! I was assuming it was going to be at noon. I wanted to 

let you know. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Budihardjo, Maya Kimberley 
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2012 10:44 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Lunch 

Hi Travis, 

We are going to go to lunch at 12:30 at the Carolina Caf6. It will be me, you, Haeran, Agatha, Jackie, and Ben. I think I 

will take care of Agatha’s meal if you want to take care of Haeran’s? I have cupcakes too! I think we will do that here 

around 2:15. 

Maya Budihardjo 
Student Services Manager 
Department of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina 

Abernethy 214A, Campus Box #3435 

Chapel Hill, 27599 

P 919.962.1600 

F 919.962.5824 

mbudihar@email.unc.edu 

PLCY Website ¯ PLCY on Facebook ¯ PLCY on Twitter 



::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, March 2, 2012 7:13 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
a challenge for us 

A message to all members of Sociologists without borders - Think Tank 

Comrade Nazmohammad wrote to me to say that we did not have robust question on inequality. I just added a discussion page and : hope you all contribute. Suffice it 

to say, inequality within countries and between countries is grotesque. 

Yeah, I know that OCCUPY within the US has documented the problem, but not globally and not comprehensively. GO TO 

Visit Sociologists without borders = Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/~g source=msg mes network 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Monday, March 5, 2012 11:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue VII Release 

Issue VII Now Published 
Consilienee: The dournal of Sustainable Development is 

pleased to announce the launch of its seventh issue! We 

invite you to read through featured selections from Issue VII 

included below; all content is available for free download at 

Featured A~icles 

Building a Credit Scoring Model fo~" the Savings and 
Credit MututaI og the Poto~i Zone 

Oussdni Kinda, Audrev Aehonu 
This article explores the management of risk credit in a savings 
and credit mutual in the rural community of Potou, Senegal. 
Using a logit regression model, the authors outline a credit 
scoring model for this mutual. There are three main models of 
sem’ing. The principal advantage of the regression model is that it 
clearly shows the link between credit risk and its characteristics, 
and hence, has the best predictive power. The paper’s results 
indicate that the variables age, age-squared, gender 
reimbursement history, guarantee and fl’equency of 
reimbursement are all statistically significant in regards their 
relationship with the probability of repayment in the logit 
regression model. This informative credit scoring model 
developed for MECZOP allows for an assessment of variables that 
influence significantly late reimbursement. However, the results 

Hydrop ....... development of the Mekong Basin is p ...... ding at an ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~{~ ~ ~ ~ 

natm’al and social envir ....... ts of the Mekong, and threatens to ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~}~}}~}}}~}~‘~:~:~[~:~}~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: 
canse fl~rther devastation for local livelihoods as hydropowev 

projects increase in size and nnmber. This article builds upon 

scientific knowledge of the environmental effects of Mekong 

hydropower development to consider what impacts these 

environmental changes will have on local livelihoods. Attention 

is foensed on how hydvopower development will affect cvneial 

renewable vesonrees, and how this will affect the production of 

food and income for millions of the basin’s inhabitants. This study 

contends that the food and economic security of the majority of 

the local population is inextricably intertwined with the 

integrity of the natnral environment. Therefore, continued 

hydropower development will have a devastat, ing impact on the ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
livelihoods of 13ailli ..... f the basin’s inhabitants. M ........ 

r e quir e d..~):.: :.’: :::.~:~.!:~:.~::~..~).:~:..~ :. ).~. ~. ~:. ~.~. 



Caeacas: S~cre M~micipality Case 

Cmnille Rmnos, Daniela Ortega, Adriana Vicen~ni 

This paper provides an overview of solid waste management by 

local authorities in the Sucre municipality in Caracas, 

Venezuela. Sucre is currently faced with serious demographic, 

economic, social, urban, and administrative challenges in solid 

waste management. The municipality, called Petare~ has one of 

the largest slums in Latin _~erica. It is estimated that more 

than a million people live in Petare, and 3o% live in poverty. 

Venezuela is also facing a political problem that has affected the 

solid waste management throughout the country. Local 

authorities in Sucre have worked with communities to develop 

solutions to confront these difficulties. 

Striving Towards a SustMnable Solution: ~rater and 

Commlmity ~n Veiooii, Dominican Repllblie 

Erica Bower 

Access to clean and sanitized water is one of the most 

fumtamental of Hnman Rights. However, in many communities 

around the world, water remains contaminated and a danger to 

hmmm health. Th~s photo essay seeks to outline an example of 

such circnmstances in Domingo Maiz, shed light on the potential 

for a snstainable solution, and embody the cultural beauty of the 

local community. ~).::u.~::~.:::~: ~ ~:~.: ~:::::d~ 

Annomicements from 
Partner Organizations 

Se~se r~d .Y~stain~bilit9 is a podcast, a bh~g, and an o~lJne 
community devoted to exploring the dJvers}ty o{~ perspectives 
sustamabh~ development. The Sense {~ndS~*stainr~bi[it~, team is 
comprisedo ~nd rg’~ t a e ~t( g" du t s ~d ntsp’r a" y 
based i~x the US and UK, aswe     re n gr3~ teswo’kt~, n 
the public, private, and third sectors. Together, they have 
eclectic set of academic specialities, ranging from ~nternatkmal 
re[;~tions at~d eeonomh:s to public health and nem’oseience, and 
enjoy diseussi~xg everythJt~g from NBA allegia~3ees to 
intev~3atiot~a[ approaches to education. Their eontmo~x thread 
an i~3tet’est in t;~kJt~g a ho]istie pet’spee~ive to sustai~3able 
development. Ser~se n~d Su.slr~in~bi~ilg cm’vent ly has opemngs 
the [o[lowi~3g positions: 
- Audio prodtmtio~ ~md research assist:mrs 
-. g{ogget’s 
- Developme~3t committee 
-. Issue set{es producers 
- Treasu t’er,;fin;meial officer 
To expt’ess interest in o~e or more position(s), please e-re:all 
::’ ~u: ::: :d ~:: ~: ~[~ : ~ :: u:., .,;. ::u: ,:v~ ~: ::~ >:. :: ~:. : ~),::wJ t h a b vi e{ s t at e merit o [’ why 
you are interested in a given positfim and ;my relevant 

Interdiseiplinary Ph.D. Workshop in 
Sustainable Development 
Call for Submissions 
[PWSD is a cot~ferenee ope~ to graduate stt~de~ts wo ’k n~, n o " 
interested m issues rei;~ted to sust;d~lab{e development. It 
intetsded to provide a Imams to pt’ese~t a~d discuss research it3 a~ 
infor~na] setting, as we1~ as to mee~ a~d interae~ wiH~ simJl;~t’ 
graduate student t’eseavchers from other i~3stitutk~ns. In 
particular, we hope to [’acilR;~te a network ;m3(mg students 
pursuit~g imdepth research aet’oss a range of diseip{Jnes in the 
soe~a[ and t~att~ra[ se~et~ees, to gener:~te    rg r i ~ e " i eip n ~ ’y 
dJscusshm concerning sustai~ab{e development. If 3,out’ research 
pertains to the [ield of sustainable developmet~t ;rod the linkages 
between n;~tural ;rod social systems, we et~courage you to 
regardless o{ disciplinary background. 
For details, please see the c:d] tot’ pa pet’s, or’ visit our .::::: u:b::: ::::u 
w :::: .:i::: where a detailed list o{ topics, eon[et’e~3ee themes a~3d 

ot[3er Jt~fot’mat~on is avai[;~ble. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 6, 2012 2:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Automatic reply: To Do List for March 12-16 

Hello, 

Sorry I missed your email. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

I will get it when I return on Monday the 12th. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, March 7, 2012 10:46 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New sociology texts for your courses 

Dear Professor Sable: 
Westview Press proudly am~ounces three new editions for your sociology courses: 

~xi                        New Edition 
Race in North America: OrisOn and Evolution of a World~iew, Fom~h Edifio~ by Aud~y 

Smedley and Brian D. Smedley (ISBN 978-0-8133-4554-3) 

New Edition 

The Inequali~-Reader: ContemporaD~ and Foundational Readings in Race~ Class, and 
Gender, Second Edition, edited by David B. Gmsky and Szonja Szelenyi (ISBN 978-0-8133- 

44S4-~) 
ForflicomMg New EdNon 

[~[[]2:~_~R~£~;_~N~!i_~!g~__~2]~[g~g~, FouN~ ENfio~ by Cornelia Butler Flora and J~xl L. 
Flora (ISBN 978-0- 8133-4505- 5) 

Order your FREE ex~ copy today~ 

For more info~ation on these and other sociology book~ visit our SodNo~’ Discipfine Pa~e. 

Complete the oNine exam coW oNer fo~ to oNer FREE exam copies. (Mention source code 

W987.) 
Look for our pos~cal~ in your mMl to learu more, or visit us at ~w.wes~Jewpres~com. 

Since~ly~ 

Westview Press 

A MemMr of fire Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

BouldeL CO 80301 

This is a commercial message. 

,% 

If you would prei~r not to receive further messages from this sender, please 
click on the follomng e-mail link and send a message with or mthout 

any text: 

Click here tbr e-~r~til .............................................. 

You roll receive one additional e-mail message confirming your removal. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mandy Maas <mandymaas college@mcgmw-hill.com> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 5:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

McGraw- Hill Presents ANNUAL EDITIONS: Global Issue s 12/13 

ANNUAL EDITIONS from McGraw-Hill 

Cu trent cou rse-specific articles! 

CUSTOMIZE 
Individual ANNUAL EDITIONS articles car] be 

found on McGraw-Hill Createe in the 
Annual Editions Article Collection, 

¯ ear. more... 

A helpful Correlation Guide makes it easy to use this reader 
in conjunction with this best-selling McGraw-Hill textbook: 

- Rourke/Boyer: INTERNATIONAL POLITICS ON THE WORLD STAGE, BRIEF, 8/e 

View our McGraw-Hill Correlation Guide 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~N~~~~~~#:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

If you need further assistance, please contact your McGraw-Hill Sales Representative 
or McGraw-Hill Higher Education Customer Service (800-338-3987). 

TNIB IB AN AUTO-GEr~ERAT~D r4ESSAGE, P[.~ASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS 

To unsubscfibe, click here 

You can ~]so write to: t rivacy, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW~ Suite 200~ Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-Hill Comp~es Corporate t m ac5 

t olicy for more intbnnation or contact privac? @~ncgraw-hill.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 9:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Haeran 

Haeran has been removed 

afriafam @listserv.u nc.edu 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 12, 2012 12:30 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

a.sc~grad students@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc facul~’] March Africa-related Events on Campus 

Please join us for these upcoming events: 

Athol Fugard at UNC 
Monday, March ~.9, 20~L2 - Fddayr March 23, 20~.2, Varied times. 
Please see websites below for locations of events 
Athol Fugard will visit UNC as the 2012 Morgan Writer-in Residence from March 19-23, 2012. The South African writer, playwright, and filmmaker will attend the Q&A at a 
screening of the Academy award winning film Tsotsi (based on his novel) at Varsity; participate on a panel about theatre at the IAH; give a public lecture; participate in staged 
readings of his plays -- all on the UNC campus. More Information on Athol Fugard Events on Campus In addition, the Carrboro Arts Center will present several performances of 
his work Blood Knot during the month of March: Blood Knot Performance Please Contact: Tracy Walker tracy.walker.d@qmail.com for more information. 

Kenya and the International Criminal Court: Blessing or Curse? 

Dean Makau Mutua 
Tuesday, March 20, 2012, 5:30 PM 

Stone Center, Auditorium, UNC-G-I 
Dean Makau Mutua, of The State University of New York will give a talk on Kenya and the International Criminal Court. Free. Please Contact: Eunice Sahle 

eunice@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Carolina Seminar 
The Mother of All Strikes 

Pnina Werbner 
Thursday, March 22, 20:12, 6:30 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Pnina Werbner will give a talk entitled ’The Mother of All Strikes: Popular Protest Culture and Vernacular Cosmopolitanism in the Public Service Strike, Botswana 2011" This 
talk is co-sponsored by the UNC Department of Anthropology. Pnina Werbner is Professor Emerita of Social Anthropology, Keele University, and author of ’The Manchester 

Migration Trilogy’, including The Migration Process: Capital, Gifts and Offerings among British Pakistanis (1990/2002), Imagined Diasporas among Manchester Muslims (2002) 
and Pilgrims of Love: the Anthropology of a Global Sufi Cult (2003). In 2008 she edited Anthropology and the New Cosmopolitanism: Rooted, Feminist and Vernacular 
Perspectives, and is the editor of several theoretical collections on hybridity, multiculturalism, migration and citizenship. She is currently researching and writing a book on the 
Manual Workers Union and other public service unions in Botswana. This talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. 
Open to all area faculty and graduate students in any discipline. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 

FLAS Coordinator 

African Studies Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

(919) 962<1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2:102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 8:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Majors and 2nd Majors emails 

I counted around 104 students 





Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 9:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Today 

The meeting is back on for the original time! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:44 AM 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Today 

Dear Mutima, 

Unfortunately, I have an urgent meeting this morning, thus let’s meet at 2.30pm today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 10:44 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Public Lecture- Kenya and the International Criminal Court: Blessing or 
Curse? 

Kenya and the International Criminal Court: Blessing or Curse? 

Presenter: Dean Makau Mutua 

SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, The State University 
of New York 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

5:30 pm-7:00 pm 

Auditorium, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31059804 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31059804-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Meet With Eunice 

How does Friday look? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joseph Jordan [ email.ur~c.ed~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 13, 2012 1:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Meet With Eunice 

unfortunately I have a program at 3:30 pm with an author at Bull’s Head so I’ll be with him. How does Friday look?? 
On Feb 1, 2012, at 2:00 PM, Joseph Jordan wrote: 

Hi Travis -- when can I get on the schedule to sit with Eunice? 
Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jfjordan@email.unc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jfj ordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 2:36 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Taylor Branch Lecture Announcement 

2011-2012 Morehead-Cain Distinguished Visiting Professor 

Taylor Branch 
"Violence and Nonviolence in History and Everl/dal/ Life" 

Monday, March 19th at 7pm 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Pulitzer Prize-winning historian Taylor Branch comes to Chapel Hill to ask: Is war for the weak? Did Black Power 

strengthen the civil rights movement? Is nonviolence boring? From drones to mass culture, what is the unexamined role 

of force? 

Carolina alumnus Taylor Branch won the Pulitzer Prize for Parting the Waters: America in the King Years, 1954-63, 

the first volume in his acclaimed three-volume history of the civil rights era. Most recently, he published The Clinton 

Tapes, a vivid account of the thoughts of a sitting president based on 79 interviews he conducted with Bill Clinton 

between 1993 and 2001. 

For details, visit the Honors Carolina website. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31062195 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31062195-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 4:49 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Join the Docnmentary Crew, TEDxUNC 2013 Team Apps, Rotary Peace Conference 

Duke.~UNC Rotai~y Centel~ Spdng Confei~ence 

The Co-directors and Rotary Peace Fellows of the Duke-UNC Rotary Center for International Studies in 

peace and conflict resolution invite you to the ninth annual Spring Conference at the FedEx Global 

Education Center! 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES N~!!W Cc?~ STORIES 



Join us for a monthly social hour for 

international and American students, scholars, 

faculty, staff and families. Chat about 

resources, oppo~unities, and challenges on 

I Icampus Each month is hosted by a different 
.......................................................................... office with excellent resources to offer 

Med~a, Aesthetbs, ~s~am Working Group 

Sponsored by ~he Center for Global Initiatives 

Join Commemus, a learning circle on Media, Aesthetics and Islam in 

the Middle Eas~No~h Africa region and beyond, for fellowship, food 

and new directions in thinking on the rich world of Muslim World 

Studies This event will be catered by the Mediterranean Deli and is 

free and open to the public (please bring your own drinks) 

Hosted by The African Studies Center (ASC) 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio      ~ 
program in collaboration with WXYC and The ...... 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialog shared by relevant 

expe~ guest scholars from UNC Chapel Hill. 

Listen to past broadcasts of the Global Music 

Show 

TEDxUNC is looking for a dedicated, small group of diverse and 

OPPORTU NITIF."£S 

talented students to plan and execute TEDxUNC 2013. Apply now! 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Mae Sot Benefit Dinner 

Join the Carolina Southeast Asia Interest Association for their annual benefit dinner! The event will be 

catered by Chinese, Thai, and Indian restaurants from the Chapel Hill area and will feature pe~ormances 

by UNC groups. All proceeds go to the Mae Sot School for Burmese refugees in Thailand. Tickets are $7 

in advance for students and $10 at the door for everyone 

.......................................................................... ~:.sy~s~n ,J~>~,@h (;[~3~r~8# 

The films in this series explore cultural, lingual, and national perspectives on Jewish life in Egypt. Both 

screenings are free and opeR to the public. They are supposed in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives 

Larry [Xamond: The E~bb- a,, ~ Fbw of Democratization 

Larry Diamond is one of the foremost expels on establishing democracy across the globe. Join us next 

Thursday for his lecture on democratization. This event is free and open to the public and supposed in 

pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives 

Bevi!; Tigil~ i 301 Pil!:sbo[o Sb-e~t Suita 3902 i CB 5145 i Chaeal Hill N::: 2}’599 

~’~anage Your S~bserip~io~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 5:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Special Invitation From Dr. Eunice Sahle 

Good evening Majors, 

This is Travis Gore writing on behalf of Dr. Eunice Sahle (Hi Dr. Sahle) to invite you to attend a performance of the award 

winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright Athol Fugard. Details are below. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to me (Travis) by tomorrow Wednesday March 15th. Dr. Sahle would be 

very delighted if you attended this performance with her and other faculty members and staff in the department. If you 

are coming we will meet at the Arts Center in Carrboro at seven at the latest. 

Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the 
madness of apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply 
human experience and a symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a 
world still unable to deal openly with issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice 
from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and 
directed by Joseph Megel. 

Sincerely, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,               6:15 PM 



Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Special Invitation From Dr. Eunice Sahle 

Good evening Majors, (If you are not a Major please ignore this email) 

This is Travis Gore writing on behalf of Dr. Eunice Sable (Hi Dr. Sable) to invite you to attend a performance on Monday 

of the award-winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard. Details 

are below. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to me (Travis-please do not click REPLY TO ALL) by tomorrow 

Wednesday b~ 2pm at the latest. Dr. Sahle would be very delighted if you attended this performance with 
her and other faculty members and staff in the department. If you are coming, please note that we will meet at the 

Arts Center in Carrboro at 7pm at the latest. 

~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the 
madness of apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply 
human experience and a symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a 
world still unable to deal openly with issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice 
from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and 
directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Sincerely, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 13, 2012 6:28 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Invitation - an evening with our Majors at the Carrboro Arts Center 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would be delighted if you joined our majors and I on Monday 19~b at the Arts Center in Carrboro to watch a 
performance of the award-winning play Blood Knot by the Tony Award- winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard 
who will be visiting UNC next week. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to Travis and I by tomorrow, Wednesday March 15th ~y 4~00 ~m at the 
latest° Our majors would be very delighted if you attended this performance. If you decide to be there on Monday, 
please note that we will meet at the Arts Center in Carrboro at 7.00pro. 

~Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the madness of 
apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply human experience and a 
symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a world still unable to deal openly with 
issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall Street. 
Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eur~ice@emaiLunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.ed~/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&r~=T&~=afriafam&o-31064039 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~ea\~e-31064039-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@l[is~tserv.ur~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 4:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Library Notice 

I think this book will be due soon! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNCCH University Library [~r~aillo:circadmir~aftonAib.mac.ed~] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2012 5:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

03-14-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon. Please visit 
~s:iAvebcalAib.unc.ed~i~atroninfo~4 1 for details or to renew. 
AUTHOR: 
International society : diverse eth 
CALL NO: JZ1306 .I58 1998 
BARCODE: 00015181508 
Davis Library DUE: 03-17-12 

SAM T GORE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 109 BATTLE HALL 

29:11 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 6:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Project Uplift 2012 

Hi Eunice -- 

I have worked with project uplift in the past but am unable to do so this year (note dates below.) If we could participate it would be a good thing -- perhaps the executive 
committee could come up with someone? 

Take care 

Tim 

From-" .@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:20 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Project Uplift 20:t2 

Prof. McMillan, 

Thank you for the reply. Is there anyone in the department that you could recommend? We would really like to have the AFAM department represented. 

B.~. Political Science & Afro-Americaaa Studies, University of North Carolina, May 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From-" @email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Project Uplift 20:t2 

Unfortunately I will be out of town much of first summer session so I will not be available for Project Uplift this year. 

Tim McMillan 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

To-" McMillan, Tim 
Subject-" Project Uplift 20:t2 
Dear Prof. McMillan 

Project Uplift 2012 is fast approaching and The Office of Diversity aaad Multicultural Affairs would like your support. As a paxt of our program, we oiler Academic 
Sessions that axe designed to help students gain a better understaaading for the vaxious academic depaxtments aaad potential majors available at the University. 
We would love to have you facilitate an academic session based on your specific field of study. Sessions axe scheduled for Thursdays from 3 - 4pm on May 24, May 
31, June 7, and June 14. Approximately 20 25 students will be assigned to each session. 
Project Uplift paxticipaaats axe not college-age students. Consequently, they may not be accustomed to lecture style presentations. In past years, facilitators conducted short 
lectures, demonstrations, group discussions, simulations aaad other interactive activities to engage the students. 
Although we recommend utilizing these activities, we are receptive to amy type of leaxning experience you caxe to provide. 
Please use the attached form to specify your availability, session leader(s), topic, and classroom location for each prograan date. We prefer that you reserve your 
classroom and informing us of the location (building and room number) BUT if you cannot reserve a classroom, we will f’md one for you. Please specify this 
need on the attached form. 
If further information is needed, please contact Your prompt response is appreciated. Thank you a~d we look forwaxd to working 
with you! 
Sincerely, 

B.A. Political Science & Afro-American Studies, University of North Carolina, May 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 

information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply 

email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 8:20 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Re: [afriafam] Invitation - an evening with our Majors at the Carrboro Arts Center 

I am happy to confirm my participation. It’s a great idea, and a very good play. 

Perry 

On 3/13/2012 6:28 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

I would be delighted if you joined our majors and I on Monday/19~ at the Arts Center in Carrboro to watch a 
performance of the award-winning play. BloodKnotby the Tony Award-winning South African playwright, Athol Fugard 
who will be visiting UNC next week. 

To ensure we have enough tickets, kindly RSVP to Travis and I by tomorrow, Wednesday March 15th ~y 4,00 ~3m at 
the latest. Our majors would be very delighted if you attended this performance. If you decide to be there on 
Monday, please note that we will meet at the Arts Center in Carrboro at 7.00pro. 

**Athol Fugard’s Blood Knot is the story of two South African brothers whose lives are twisted by the madness of 
apartheid. The New York Times describes the play as "a contemporary classic.., both a deeply human experience and a 
symbolic statement." The powerful allegorical story continues to resonate deeply in a world still unable to deal openly 
with issues of race and wracked by seismic shifts in response to social injustice from the Arab Spring to Occupy Wall 
Street. Featuring J. Alphonse Nicholson and Lucius Robinson, and directed by Joseph Megel.~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

109 Battle Hall, #3395 
Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
Tel. 919-962-2341 
Fax 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: hall~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:/;qists.unc.edulu? 
id=32361597.149a4fe4dcfbe07d55666962c4e2de99&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31064039 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leaveo31064039°32361597.149a4fe4dclbeOTd55666962c4e2de99~listservamc.edt~ 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eumce~email, u~ac.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: 
id=32361608, e 87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31076045 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-31076045 °32361608.eg7a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv :~c.ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 8:50 AM 

Kapur, Geeta <gkapur@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Meeting with Eunice 

Dear Geeta, 

Eunice has an urgent meeting at 10am but she can see you at 11am. 

Sincerely, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 4:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEAN MAKAU MUTUA- SCHEDULE 

DEAN MAKAU MUTUA- SCHEDULE. docx 



DEAN MAKAU MUTUA: VISIT TO UNIVERSlTV OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Itinerary: 

Monday, March 19: 

Chech-in at the Carolina Inn (it is within Campus). 

Tuesday, March 20: 

8.15am-9.10am, Breahfast at the Carolina Inn. 

9.15am: Dr. Eunice Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to her seminar in Gardner 07 where he is a 

guest lecturer between 9.30am-9.45am. 

9.45am-12.15pm: Meeting with Dr. Sahle. 

12.3Opm-2.OOpm: Luncheon in honor of Dean Mutua where he will dialogue with UNC 

faculty interested in issues of human rights. Dean Mutua will give brief (lO minutes) 

remarhs indicating his worh on human rights in Africa and then have a dialogue with 

faculty. 

~ 2.oopm-s.oopm: Dean Mutua will be at the Carolina Inn. 

5.OOpm: Dr. Sahle escorts Dean Mutua to the Stone Center for his public lecture. 

5.3opm-6.3opm: Public lecture ( presentation (40 minutes) and O & A (20 minutes) 

6.3Opm-7.1Opm: Refreshment with 3 faculty members at the Carolina Inn Caf~. 

7.10pm-7.25pm: Travel with Professors Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja and Eunice Sahle to 

the Arts Center in Carrboro for the performance of Athol Fugard’s play, B/oodKnot~ The 

performance will be followed by a reception for Athol Fugard who will be a visiting 

professor at UNC-Chapel next weeh. 

~ lO.OOpm: Dean Mutua returns to Carolina Inn. 

Wednesday, March 21: Dean Mutua returns home. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Dean Jakau Muma lunch dialogue 

image001 .gif 

Dear Faculty, 

It is with great pressure that I inuite you to a lunch dialogue on human rights in 
contemporary Africa with Dean Mahau Mutua 
The lunch dialogue will be on March 20 at 12.3Opm in Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on 
the second floor. 

Sincerely, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:16 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Invitation to a lunch dialogue with Dean Makau Mutua 

You are invited to a lunch dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau Mutua. 

Presenter: Dean Makau Mutua 

SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, The State University of 

New York 

When: Monday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Invitation to a lunch dialogue with Dean Makau Mutua 

I am delighted to invite you to a lunch dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean 

Makau Mutua. Please note that lunch will be served. 

Presenter: Dean Makau Mutua 

SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, 

The State University of New York 

When: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:37 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Lunch with Dean Makau Mutua 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to invite you to a dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau 

Mutua, 
SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, 
The State University of New York 
Please note that lunch will be served. 

When: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm-2.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31088318 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31088318-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 16, 2012 5:56 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc. edu> 

[afriafam] Book Orders for Summer and Fall 

BOG guidelines.pdf; Desk Copy Information & Form.pdf; EZ Re-Order Form.pdf; 
Guaranteed Buyback Brochure.pdf; Oh No Book out of print.pdf; UNC Student Stores 
Textbook Guide.pdf; Fall2012 no text.pdf; fall 2012 order form.pdf; Daily Grind Promo 
Letter Fall. docx; Faculty Promo Fall 2012. pdf 

Dear All, 

Just a reminder of five ways to order your textbooks for the Summer and Fall. Place textbook orders for all summer school 

classes now and have your textbook orders placed for the Fall by IVlarch 30th. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

1) 

Five Easy Ways to Order Textbooks 

Use the Student Stores website: 
http ://www. sto re. unc. e du/ 

2) Fax your order to: 962-3334 

3) Email: 
Textbook Office 
George Morgan 
Frank Bellamy 

textbook@unc.edu 
gfmor~an@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc, edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 1st floor, Student Stores 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31088381 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31088381-32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



UNC STUDENT STORES TEXTBOOK DEPARTHENT 
CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Emaih khanner@ernaihunc.edu Phone: 919-962-2429 Fax: 919-962-3334 

To: UNC Chapel Hill Chairs 
From: Kelly Hanner Course Materials Manager, UNC Student Stores 
Re: General Administration Board of Governors Guaranteed Buyback Textbook Requirements 

Dear Chair, 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate General Administrations Board of Governors Textbook Requirements for large introduc- 
tory courses, we .continue to encourage and accept textbook commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. As 
noted in UNC’s 2011 Report on the Cost of Textbooks, Submitted ~vith Campus-Based Tuition and Fee Increase Re- 
quests, "To significantly affect the cost of textbooks, Chancellors, Provosts, faculty and bookstore managers must con- 
tinue to increase the number of courses and textbooks in the guaranteed buyback programs." 

Please note that the Board of Governors’ statement on guaranteed buyback or rental has been modified. The requiremetit 
that the introductory text be in hardback has been removed, and theBoard is encouraging courses beyond the introduc- 

.tory level to participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. The modified statement is noted below. 

Fall 2011 is the start of a new academic year and the perfect time to decide on a textbook and the duration of its use at ¯ 
UNC Chapel Hill. Let us know the course, the textbook and how many semesters it will be used, and we will guarantee 
50% of the purchase price at buyback for students who purchased the textbook at UNC Student Stores for your commit- 
ted time period. Please find enclosed new textbook commitment forms. 

Quick review of previous discussions: 

As discussed .at the September 11, 2007 Council of Chairs meeting, the following.information needs to be provided .~0 Stud.cut Stores 
in order to facilitate General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements.                        : . ..... 

Departments need to notify Student Stores about their textbook decision, provide course information and the number’ of Semes- 
ters the book will be used. 

Student Stores will guarantee retail buyback price on the textbook for UNC Chapel Hill students who purchased their textbook 
at Student Stores for the same four to six semesters to which the department has committed use. 

Bundles which include any component intended for a single user may not be adopted for guaranteed buyback, including access 
codes, workbooks, Ioose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, on-line course CDs, codes, or software. 

General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, introductory classes for the Spring 
2008 semester. 

This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

"Campuses must at least offer this option for introductory texts that will withstand a two to three year adoption 

cycle. Campuses are strongly encouraged to go beyond this minimum threshold to explore ways of minimizing the adoptions 

cycle and making the guaranteed buyback or rental program available beyond introductory level courses. " 

"Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level and taken by a relatively high 
percentage of students." 

"A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future requests fer increases in tuition 
and fees." 



Information Regarding Desk Copy Requests 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers 
have Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web si;es. This is 
the quickest submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The punisher works directly 
with the faculty member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s.approved Desk Copies 
will be shipped to the faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to 
Student Stores,                                                            . . 

Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: 
www.store.unc.edu or the completed Desk Copy Requestform may be sent to our 
department: Student Stores, Textbook Department CB#1530 Daniels Bldg. As a s~rvice, 
Student Stores will forward your completed Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student 
Stores neither keeps records of submissions, mailings nor does foItow up work on Desk 
Copy Requests. 

Student Stores does provide a policy for "emergency" situations regarding Desk Copies, 
but .remember that.the books we secure are for students. The quantifies ordered are based 
on class enrollment. When our inventory is purchased for Desk Copies, the transaction 
decreases, the available copies intended for Carolina students. This is especially 
problematic when multiple copies of a text are purchased by faculty and teaching 
assistants. Please be aware of the situation in which you may be putting your students! 

Student Stores "Emergency" Desk Copy Policy 

The instructor must purchase the book with check, cash or charge and have proper 
identification. 
The instructor must tell the sales clerk that the book wil! be used as a desk copy. 
The sales clerk will then write Desk Copy and. their initials on the sales receipt. It 
is essential that the faculty member keeps their receipt. 
When the instructor received the desk copy from the publisher, they.may return 
either the book purchased or the desk copy received in order to obtain a refund. 
All refunds require the presentation of the original sales receipt. If the publisher 
s~nds a desk copy that is marked as such - i.e., stamped Instructor’s Copy - only 
the book purchased can be refunded. If the book purchased was new and the 
instructor wrote in it, only the used price of the book (that the instructor wrote in) 
wilt be refunded. If they purchased a used copy then only the used copy may be 
returned for a refund. 
A refund for the..purchase of a desk copy must be made before the end of the 
semester in which the book was purchased. 



DESK COPY REQUEST FORM 
For adopted textbooks only 

Please type or print 

Publishers are pleased to provide desk copies of any adopted text plus requested available supplements such as instructor’ s 
manuals, solutions manuals and test banks when sufficient quantity of texts are ordered directly from the publisher. 
Review, complimentary or on approval copies must be requested on departmental letterhead. 

Please send this desk copy request directly to the publisher or to its local representative, 

Date: ........ 

Your book: Author 

Title & Edition .... 

ISBN 

has been adopted for my course # which has the course title of 

as a (please indicate one) Required textbook 

__Recommended or Optional textbook. 

This course is scheduled to begin on (calendar date or year and term) 

I have advised the local bookstore(s) that the estimated enrollment will be 

Name. 

School. 

Department 

School phone #(__.) 

Address 

City, State & Zip 

Office hours 

Position 

With this request would you please send the following supplements: (Please be specific) 

I have not previously received a desk or complimentary copy of this textbook, 

Please sign: 
(1/88) 



Book orders 
made EZ 
Reorder the same textbooks with 
Student Stores’ EZ Order form. 
As always, you will be contacted 
with any book status change, 

Student Stores is the Universe’s official source of 
textbook information for courses. Faculty members 

must provide StudentStores with lists of textbooks 

to be used in upcoming courses. 

Regarding Course Packs: Publishers gr~nt copy- 
right pe~rrnission for a specific semester. If you wish to 
use a previously o rdered course pack~ please contact 
~Custom Publishing at 962-3378. 

You can also submit your order by: 
Fa~c 962-3334 email: textbool~,store.unc.edu 
Phone: 962-2_432 or 962-2_42_9 

Web: http://www.store.unc, edu/textbooks/ezform,html 
(P~ease con~ us if you have ~n¥ di~cu,~i o~eri~g over the web.) 

CAMPUS 
MAIL 

 TUDI I’IT 
Textbook Department 
CB # 1530 Daniels Building, UNC Campus 

You. can. now automatically reorder the textbooks.you used 
~n a previous semester using this new EZ .Order Form 

3 EZ Advantages 

I. Less paperwork for you to handle. 

2, Using the same books from term to term 
increases the availability ofused books on 
campus for your students. 

3, Students are likely to be paid more at buyback 
~"" books .... ""~ > .... .~,~ ~fore and ;*,,[!! ...... 

Professor" "    ’ " 

Phone or emait address: 

Date: 



Guaranteed Buyback Book 

VOID IF REMOVED 

Gu~r~n~e~ Bu~ack Book " 

Half The Qurch~e Price Valid T:hrou~h: 
! 

Nlmoy ~ Am No~ Spook 978-444-55555-5 

UNC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

CB# 1530 Daniels Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 

27599 

Phone: 9 f 9-962-2429 " 
Fa~: 919-962-3334 

E-mail: khanner@emaiLunc.edu 

Course Materials 
Department 

Guaranteed 
Buyback 
Program 

UNC Student Stores Course 
Mat~riaIs. Department 



Guaranteed Buyback Program 

The Board of Governors and General 
Administration have been concerned 
for several years with the increasing 
cost of textbooks. The Board com- 
pleted two studies on the cost of text- 
books and has approved recommenda- 
tions (in February 2006 and in March 
2007) to help control the cost of text- 
books. One of the recommendations is 
the implem~ntatior~ of a Guaranteed 
Buyback.or Rental Program for Re- 
quired Textbooks for Introductory 
Courses. 

"To significantly affect the cost of 

textbooks, Chancellors, Provosts, fac- 
ulty and bookstore managers must 
continue to increase the number of 
courses and textbooks included in the 
guaranteed buyback programs. 
Campuses nmst continue to expand 
their Guaranteed Buyback Programs." 

The University of North Carolina 

Report on the Cost of Textbooks, 
Snbmitted with Campus-Based Tuition 
and Fee Increase Requests 
February 2011 

Dear UNC Chapel Hill Chairs, 

In our ongoing efforts to facilitate General 
Administrations Board of Governors Text- 
book Requirements for large introductory 
courses, we continue to accept textbook 
commitment forms from UNC Chapel. Hilt 
departments. We encourage departments to 
commit to the two to three year adi3ption 
cycle cited in General Administrations 
guidelines, but we accept a one year com- 
mitment from departments. We accept both 
hardback and paperback textbooks for inclu- 
sion. We allow small courses to participate, 
and we include courses which may only be 
offered in a specific term for example, the 
course is only offered in Fall tenn. If you 
have additional courses you would like to 
include in this program, please submit a new 
fmxn. We will Iaapp~ly include the course in 
the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Fall 2011 is the start of a new academic 
year and the perfect time to decide on a text- 
book and the duration of its use at UNC 
Chapel Hill. General Administrations Board 
of Governors does expect the Guaranteed 
Buyback program to grow over time. If you 
let us know the course, the textbook and 
how many semesters it will be used, we will 
.guarantee 50% of the purcliase price at buy- 
back. 

Please note that bundles which include any 
component intended for a single user may 
not be adopted for guaranteed buyback, in- 
cluding access codes, workbooks, loose leaf 
binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, on- 
line course CDs, codes, or software. 

General Administration Board of Governors 
Revised Textbook Requirements Summary: 

"All campuses must have a guaranteed buy- 
back or rental program for required textbooks ¯ 

for large, introductory classes." 

"This option must be avaitable in addi- 

tion to traditional purchase option." 

"Campuses must at least offer this option flr 
troduc;oo, texts that wi/f withstand a two to three 
year adoption ~ycle. Campuses are stronpffyl encour- 
aged to go beyond this min.imum threshold to ex- 
plore ways of minimizizg the adoptions ~ycle and 
making the guaranteed bu_yback or rental program 
available bqyond introductory level 

Cmnpuses must make an effort to imple- 
ment this system for coarses that are in- 
troductory level and taken by a relatively 

high percentage of students." 

"A response to tiffs recommendation 
~nust also be reported to the VP for Fi- 
nance in any future requests for increases 
in tuition and fees." 

LINC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

CB# 1530 Daniels Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 

27_599 

Phone: 919-962-2429 
Fax: 919-962-3334 

E-mail: khanner@ema[l.uricedu 



Y ur 

It 

req 

have 
t 000 

esn’t to be! 
Did you know that it is often possible to make 

complete copies of out of print titles? 

These are some of the titles that we reprinted for the Fall 2010 semester, 

Do you have a title in mind for one of your classes but it is not available for purchase (New or 
used)? Please contact the Course Pack Publishing Department. If permission to make copies can 

be secured from the rights holder, for a fee that is satisfactoW to you, we can help. 

Please contact us via phone 962-4708, fax 962-3759 
or email csockell@email.unc.edu 



UNC Student Stores 

Course Materials Department 

Textbook Guide 

Inside 

.:. How to Win A $500.00 Textbook Grant 
for your department 

More Guaranteed Buyback Information 

Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

Textbook Issues 
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Term Due Dates and Ordering Information 

Textbook Request Deadlines: 

Summer School Last Friday in February 
Fall Semester Last Friday in March 
Spring Semester Last Friday in September 

You can place your order in one of 5 easy ways: 

1) Use the Student Stores website: http:iiwww.store.unc.edu 

2) Fax your order to: (919) 962-3334 

3) Email the Textbook Office textbook@unc.edu, or 

George Morgan gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
Frank Bellamy fbellamy@email.unc.edu 

4) Send your order by campus mail to the Course Materials Department at Campus Box #1530 

5) Stop by the Textbook Office, 3rd floor, Student Stores 



Thank You! 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Fall, Spring and 
Summer Session Textbook Re-quest deadlines with a $1.00 gift certificate to The Daily Grind-- 
the espresso bar located by the Bull’s Head Bookshop in the comer of Student Stores. 
We are offering this incentive because the timely submission of textbook request forms enables 
us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books during buyback. If we know which 
books will be used in a forthcoming semester, we can pay students as much as 50% of the retail 
price and keep the books on campus for future use. If book requests are received after the due 
dates, we may be unable to buy back used copies from students for use in the upcoming semester. 

--Guidelines-- 

Completed Textbook Request Forms must be received by the Textbook Department by the term’s 
due date to be eligible for a Daily Grind coupon. 

1) One coupon will be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four courses. For 
example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single course by the due date, 
one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. Ifa professor submits two textbook request forms 
for two different courses by the due date, two coupons will be provided. 

2) The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with the 
coupons for distribution within the department. 

3) All Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation for their 

role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the submission 
deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department mailboxes. 

How to win a $500.00 Textbook Grant for your Department’s Graduate Students. 

Fall and Spring competition 
Submit on time and your department is eligible to win a textbook grant for your graduate 

student(s)! To qualify, a minimum of 75% of faculty members from your department must submit 

textbook adoptions by the Fall or Spring’s Textbook order Due Date. In case of a tie, a random 
drawing will be held to determine winners. 

Our goal is to get 100% of your department’s adoptions by the due date. As an incentive, we’re 

going to give THREE departments a $500.00 textbook grant to award to the graduate student(s) 
of their choice for that semester. The three departments with the highest percentage of on-time 

adoptions will win. In awarding prizes, we will judge by department size. 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with less than 30 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with 30-80 courses 

¯ $500 textbook grant for the top department with greater than 80 courses 



Textbook Order Forms 

Textbook Order Packages are delivered to departments one month before the requested due dates. 
Our faculty ordering website is opened for receiving textbook requisitions. Early course data is 
supplied by UNC Chapel Hill’s Office of the University Registrar. Remember, when placing your 
online textbook requisition after you REVIEW REQUISITION hit the SUBMIT REQUISITION 
box. You will immediately receive notification that your requisition was successfully submitted 
to the bookstore, as well as a follow up email confirmation. If you do not hit Submit Requisition, 
you order is not send to the store, the requisition remains in your account as an Open Requisition 
which allows you to continue working on the requisition at a later time and submit at a later date. 
UNC Student Stores web site: www.store.unc.edu 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms 

Please let us know if your course will not be using a textbook. This is important because Student 

Stores tracks every course being taught at UNC Chapel Hill and we send each department 

reminders about outstanding orders until we hear back from all courses. You may also submit the 

No Text Needed through our website. On the New Requisition page, click the box which reads 
"No books are required for this course". Courses which report No Text Needed are also included 

in the Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of 

textbooks, and in the calculation for the average cost of textbooks. 

EZ Order Forms 

If you are using the same books that you used in a previous term, the most efficient way to place 
your book order is through the EZ Order Program. Simply tell us that you are reusing books from 

a previous semester, note changes in titles or quantity, and we will do the rest. This feature is also 
available on our web site. On the New Requisition page, scroll down and enter the box which 

reads "Search Other Course" and follow instructions. 

Textbook Information 

Why are there textbook request deadlines? Where do used books come from? 

Carolina students have expressed their preference is for the less expensive used copy of a 
textbook. It actually takes quite a lot of time to obtain used copies of textbooks. We work with 
many used book companies located throughout the States. We compete in a limited market on a 
national level; other university bookstores within the US are searching for the same books from 
the same vendors. Wholesale companies have revolving inventories. Their inventory supply can 
and does vary by the hour. We continually submit textbook want lists to the different companies 
in order to purchase as many used copies as are available. The more time we have to search these 
markets, the greater quantity of used copies we will have for students. We place orders directly 
with publishers for new copies, only once the used search is exhausted. The timely submission of 
textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their books 
during buyback. Remember, during Spring exams we are buying back at the higher retail buyback 
price for Fall and Summer Session textbooks. During Fall exams, we are buying back at the 
higher retail buyback price for Spring textbooks. We need to know what textbook you are using in 
order to pay students 50% of the new retail price of the textbook during exam periods.! 



Why does Student Stores need to know if a book will be used in an upcoming term? Why 
are there different buyback values for textbooks? 

There is a two tiered pricing structure at buyback: 

1. If we know the book will be used again, we pay students a price equal to 50% of the new 
textbook retail. Under the (industry standard) pricing we use at student stores, a new 
textbook selling, for example, for $100, sells for $75 used, and the student is paid $50 for that 
book at buyback. So, the net cost to a student buying used and selling back the book is $25. 

2. If that book is not going to be used again or is part of a "bundle," then we default to a 
wholesale price, which is the price a wholesale company will pay us for the book (we have to sell 
it to them because we have no other way to dispose of the inventory). The average wholesale 
buyback price is 15% of the new retail selling price of the book. The net cost of using the title, 
then, goes up for the student. 

New to Used Textbook Cycle 

Textbook Order Package 

delivered to department for 

next term. 

Purchase 

Students have more used 

books available for 75% of 

the new price. 

Textbook adoption 

for next term is submitted 

to Student Stores Wantlists 

Textbook buyers compete 

for used copies from 

wholesale companies. 

POs 

Textbook buyers place 

orders for "New Only" 

texts. 

Buyback 

Students sell their textbooks back to the store. If the book is readopted, and we know about it, we 

can pay 50% of the new price to the student, for a net cost of 25% to use the book. In dollar terms, 
a $100.00 new textbook would be bought used for $75.00 and sold back to Student Stores for 

$50.00. The student receives the educational benefits of the textbook for a $25.00 cost. 

In order for Carolina students to receive the highest buyback value for their book, we need your 

textbook next term orders before the exam dates for the current term. Here’s how it works: 
During Spring exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Summer 

Sessions and Fall term. 

During Fall exams, we are buying back books that have been ordered for Spring term. 



Textbook Vendor Returns 

As with all retail establishments, our vendors have return deadlines to which we must adhere. Do 
not assume that inventory you saw on our shelves a month ago will still be here if you do not let 

us know you want to use that book for your course. 

You must let us know each semester what textbook you want for your course. If we do not have 
your textbook order and the return deadline is approaching for the inventory, we will return the 

books to the vendor for a refund or credit because we paid for the inventory upfront. We do not 

know that you intend to use the book unless you contact us. Once we receive your textbook 
request, we will happily hold the inventory for your course. 

We encourage students to purchase their textbooks as early as possible. If funds are an issue for 
the student, our Deferred Payment plan, Student Stores Account, is available for all students. 
They can get their book now and pay the Cashier’s office in deferred payments later. 

Course Textbook Cancellation and Student Return 

Canceling a textbook from your syllabus and it’s after the students two week returns period? Let 

us know! Contact one of our Textbook Buyers, George Morgan 962-2432, Frank Bellamy 962- 
8123. They will arrange a refund exception for your students, and establish a time frame for 

returns which you will announce in class. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but we do 

not want you to use a book you are unhappy with and we do not want your students to have to 
pay for the cancelled book. 

eBooks 

In our ongoing efforts to help reduce textbook costs to Carolina students, if available and with 
your approval, we offer customers the additionalpurchase option ofeBooks which are typically 
half the price of the new printed copy of the textbook. Students may choose either the printed text 
or the eBook format. If you are interested in learning more about student interest in eBooks and 
issues to consider before approving this format for your course, visit our list of frequently asked 
questions included in the Faculty link at: www.store.unc.edu. Contact our Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy 962-8123, to find out if your textbook is available as 
an eBook! 

Suggestions on Reducing Textbook Costs 

Participate in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. Several courses can easily decide to join this 

program, as a single textbook is used consistently by all faculty teaching a course for several 

terms. Other courses which assign alternating faculty members to teach the same course in 
alternating terms, should consider a main textbook which will meet the needs of the course and 

let us know you want to join the program. 

Avoid bundles whenever possible. Adopt textbooks, not textbooks marketed with ancillary 
materials. Any item bundled with the text does two things: (1) it forces students to buy the new 
book and, (2) it dramatically reduces the price we can pay at buyback. Then, readopt a textbook 
for as many terms as possible, increasing the number of used titles on campus, moving more 
student purchase and buyback transactions to the best case scenario: buying at 75%, selling back 
at 50%. 



Increase timely adoption notifications. Students want used textbooks. If bundles are avoided and 

the bookstore knows, early enough, which books are needed for the next term, we can pay 

students more at buyback and buy more used textbooks from used book wholesalers, thus 
decreasing the price paid by students. The used book market is a zero sum game: there are not 

enough used textbooks available to meet national demand. The earlier we can shop for those 
books, the more we can have for students to buy. 

Be fully aware of cost when adopting a text. 

Require a textbook only if it will be used in a substantial way in the course. 

Always order Access Codes, Single User License items separately from the textbook. 

Do not require the "free" web access code or a "free" study aid offered by a publisher, it 
eliminates the resale value on the book for your student. 

Donate desk copies received from publishers to UNC Chapel Hill libraries as reserve copies of 

the textbooks for your course. 

Textbook Help and Advice 

Want to know the price of a book under consideration for course use? Want advice on a 
win-win package break down scenarios? Want expert help with textbook orders? 

Student Stores Textbook Buyers will happily contact publishers and find out the price and relay it 

to you. They will also offer various options for carrying package components separately for 
students. Please contact our Buyers for any textbook questions or help you may need. 

George Morgan 962-2432 
Frank Bellamy 962-8123 

gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 
fbellamv@email.unc.edu 

Foreign Books’ 
George Morgan, Student Stores Foreign Book Specialist, is available to assist you with any 
questions you may have about foreign book ordering. Please be advised that we are less likely to 
receive timely notifications of any problems for imported titles. Orders placed overseas typically 
take two to four months to arrive- depending on the country and the time of year- so please 
return your forms to us early. 

Where’s my Desk Copy? 

Publishers work directly with faculty on desk copy requests and issues. Most publishers have 
Desk Copy Request/Examination Copy Request available on their web sites. This is the quickest 
submission method for requesting Desk Copies. The publisher works directly with the faculty 
member while reviewing the request. Publisher’s approved Desk Copies will be shipped to the 
faculty members’ home department. Desk Copies are not sent to Student Stores. 
Desk Copy submissions may be sent to Student Stores via our web site: www.store.unc.edu or the 
completed Desk Copy Request form may be sent to our department: Student Stores, Textbook 
Depamnent CB# 1530 Daniels Bldg. As a service, Student Stores will fol-vvard your completed 
Desk Copy Request to publishers. Student Stores neither keeps records of submissions or 
mailings, nor does follow up work on Desk Copy Requests. 



Textbook Issues 

Why are Packages and Custom Publications considered a negative? What other options do I 
have? 

Textbook packaged with supplemental component(s) intended for a single user are problematic: 
for example Access Code Cards, on-line registration codes, workbooks, lab books, software, 

spiral binding, loose leaf binding, printed chapter supplements. 

Single user components of a package are specifically designed for one person’s use. There is no 

used option for these items. The current publishing trend is to package a required textbook with 
single user components at a discounted price. The package is presented by publishers and their 

representatives as the most cost effective and beneficial selection a faculty member or department 
group may choose for their students. Publisher representatives schedule information sessions for 

faculty and teaching assistants, "so they (the faculty) can convey clearly to their students the 

importance of the course materials we (the publisher) have provided and the value they (the 

students) are receiving." 

In the maj ority of cases, the decision to require a package eliminates the used book market and 

buyback possibility for students. Frequently, the publisher’s discounted package price is less than 
the price of the used textbook and new single user components. While the discounted package 

sounds like the best choice, it may not be the best long term financial choice for students. Each 

semester that the package is required, the used textbook markets as well as buyback option are 
excluded. The package discount price set by the publisher is the only financial benefit the student 

received for their purchase. 

Here are some other options for you to consider. If all components are not required for course 
completion, the best scenario is to only require the core required item(s) from the package, such 

as the textbook; other components can be set up as optional for purchase, we can then stock some 
amount of the package as optional. This allows students to purchase used copies of the textbook 

as well as receive a higher buyback price for the text. The optional material is available for 
purchase, if the student decides he or she wants or needs the item(s). 

Textbook Issues and Alternatives 

Publisher Custom Publications 
Financially, these are almost always the most expensive option for students. The price is high; 
there is no used market on the item; frequently there is no resale value on the item; and our 

experience is that these materials are slow to ship, and reorders very slow to ship if needed 

because of last minute increased enrollment. 

Should you decide to create a Custom Publication through a publisher please consider binding 

selection: loose leaf, spiral, tear out pages eliminates any buyback possibility for Carolina 

students trying to sell their textbook at the end of the year, if your Custom Publication is 
readopted in the upcoming term. 

A required package custom text with single user component completely eliminates the students’ 

possibility to resale package. Again, the package break down scenario above is the best financial 

solution for students 



Should you wish to look into other options, Student Stores has an excellent Custom Publishing 
department, which can work with you to tailor specific course materials for your class. By 
controlling the entire operation, we are able to keep expenses down. We secure the copyright 
permissions and we control the print runs and shelf space. We pass these savings on to students. 
We have compared prices on Publisher Custom Publications and what we would have been able 
to offer, and the difference is significant enough for us to highly encourage faculty to consider 
this option or at least "price compare" the final product. 

Student Stores Custom Publishing contact/order information: 

Online through our website at: 
Email: 
Fax: 
Phone extensions: 
962-4708 
962-3378 

http:iiwww.store.unc.eduicoursepackpubi 
coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 
962-3759 

843-7605 

843-7604 

Frequently Asked Textbook Questions 

What do I do if I know some books but not all books I want for the upcoming term? When 
do I place the order? 

Faculty may submit textbook requests at any time, and as many times as they wish. We encourage 
faculty to submit requests as soon as they have decided on any particular book(s), they do not 
have to wait until their entire book(s) selection is finalized. We will have more time to search the 
used market for the book(s), thus more used copies for students to purchase. While we do not 
encourage cancellations, if a faculty member decides to cancel and replace the book, we will 
certainly cancel the original request and order the replacement book. 

What are my options when an edition changes? 

Upon receipt of a textbook request, we notify faculty and or the department liaison if a new 
edition is currently in print or pending for release. We offer the faculty member the choice of 
remaining with the "old" edition or substituting the "new" edition. 

Should the preference be for the old edition, Student Stores will work with wholesale companies 
and buyback copies from current students at the higher retail buyback price in order to secure 
quantity to cover the course enrollment. 

Should a department decide they wish to commit to an old edition of a textbook for one, two or 
more academic years; Student Stores will make an early investment in bulk quantity on the old 
edition in order to secure enough copies of the edition to cover the academic terms of the 
department’s commitment. We will also be able to offer current Carolina students the higher 
retail buyback price throughout the duration of the old edition’s use at UNC Chapel Hill. 

l0 



Textbook Course Information & the BOG 

As required in the BOG recommendations, tuition and fee requests must also include submission 
stating the percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks. The Board of Governor’s is requiring all 
stores affiliated with the sixteen North Carolina campuses to submit a report on the percentage of 
on-time adoptions of textbooks for their campus. 

As orders are submitted to Student Stores, we keep track of the dates the orders are turned into 
our office. This data is used to compile the percentages of on-time adoptions for the BOG, to 
create weekly reports to departments and the Provost’s office, and to notify department liaisons as 
well as individual faculty of courses that have not placed a course materials order. 

NO TEXT NEEDED Forms: Courses which report No Text Needed are also included in the 

Board of Governor’s calculation for departments percentage of on-time adoptions of textbooks, 

the Provost’s report on outstanding course orders, and in the calculation for undergraduate 

textbooks average price. 

As the Provost has instructed, Student Stores is the official source of textbook information for 
courses offered by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Faculty members must 
provide lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses to the Student Stores, but book lists are 
public, and faculty may freely share them with others. 

Textbook Request Deadlines 

Summer School Last Friday in February 

Fall Semester Last Friday in March 

Spring Semester Last Friday in September 
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What’s Guaranteed Buyback About? 

The high cost of textbooks is a growing concern nationally, and a topic of importance to the UNC 
system administrators. 

Re: General Administration Board of Governors Textbook Requirements Summary: 

All campuses must have a guaranteed buyback or rental program for required textbooks for large, 
introductory classes beginning in the Spring 2008 semester. 

¯ This option must be available in addition to traditional purchase option. 

¯ "Campuses must offer this option for introductory texts that are hardcover and will withstand a 
two to three year adoption cycle." 

¯ "Campuses must make an effort to implement this system for courses that are introductory level 
and taken by a relatively high percentage of students." 

¯ "A response to this recommendation must also be reported to the VP for Finance in any future 
requests for increases in tuition and fees." 

Implications for UNC Chapel Hill Departments and Student Stores: 

¯ Departments will need to decide on a single textbook for their introductory courses and commit 
to the text for four to six consecutive semesters. 

¯ Departments will need to notify Student Stores about their textbook decision, provide course 
information and the number of semesters the book will be used. 

¯ Student Stores will guarantee retail buyback price on the textbook for UNC Chapel Hill students 
who purchased their textbook at Student Stores for the same four to six semesters to which the 
department has committed use. 

Qualification for the guaranteed buyback program to work: 

¯ Bundles which include any component intended for a single user may not be adopted for 
guaranteed buyback, including access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear 
out pages, on-line course CDs, codes, or software. 
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Guaranteed Buyback Going Further 

In ongoing efforts to facilitate General Administrations Board of Governors Textbook 
Requirements for large introductory courses, we continue to encourage and accept textbook 
commitment forms from UNC Chapel Hill departments. If your department already submitted 
form(s), thank you. If you have additional courses you would like to include in this program, 
please let us know. We will happily include the course in the Guaranteed Buyback Program. 

Fall semester is the start of a new academic year and the perfect time to decide on a textbook and 
the duration of its use at UNC Chapel Hill. General Administrations Board of Governors does 
expect that the Guaranteed Buyback program will grow over time. Let us know the course, the 
textbook and how many semesters it will be used, and we will guarantee 50% of the purchase 
price at buyback for students who purchased the textbook at UNC Student Stores for your 
committed time period. 

We need to see more of this 

little fellow on our textbooks 

for Guaranteed Buyback! 

Image from UNC Student Stores Guaranteed Buyback book sticker. 
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Recognition and Facilitation 

Academic freedom is a precious right, fully supported by Student Stores. In no way do we want 
to play any role in the adoption of textbooks other than one of offering information, information 
which can increase the array of choices to faculty and possibly lower costs to students. Our hope 
is to work with faculty as do the publisher representatives who call to discuss their company’s 
textbooks--but we would just be doing so from the perspective of your university bookstore, a 
perspective we feel can add depth and context to any decision made on course materials. 

We continue our work in facilitating General Administration Board of Governors Textbook 
Ordering Policy for Guaranteed Buyback as departments inform us of their textbook and time line 
decision for introductory courses. 

The following are items which cannot be included due to the nature of their design: 

¯ No bundles which include any component intended for a single user. 
¯ No access codes, workbooks, loose leaf binding, spiral binding, tear out pages, single 

user on-line course cds, single user license software. 

Multi Campus Shared Buyback 

We parmer with NC State University and East Carolina University bookstores in a shared 
buyback program. Requested textbooks from all three campuses are loaded in a unique server. If 
a book is not being bought back at the higher retail price at one campus, the server reviews the 
textbook wants of the other two universities. If there is a title match the server will automatically 
identify the other campus, and offer Carolina students 50% of the new price for the other campus, 
rather than the highest wholesale price a used book vendor is offering. The server reviews the 
wants of all three campuses and makes sure students at the three campuses receive the highest 
buyback price available. 

UNC Chapel Hill might have a request for a book that has not been previously adopted on our 
campus, the book was used at NC State, but was not readopted for the upcoming term. The server 
would identify the book and offer the NC State student 50% of the new price, NC State ships the 
book to us and Carolina students have more used textbooks available. 

Several campuses have different exams dates, some a week earlier than UNC Chapel Hill’s. In 
order for this program to be its most effective, we need textbook adoptions from faculty as early 
as possible. It’s a win-win situation for many NC students! 

We hope to expand the shared buyback program to more of the North Carolina universities. It is 
an excellent program which helps to reduce textbook costs for NC students. 

Remember, we need your textbook orders in a timely manner for this program to be a success. 
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First-Year Preorder Program 

Another popular program that Carolina students and their parents take advantage of, is First-Year 
Preorder. 

UNC Student Stores offers a textbook preorder program for incoming first-year students. We 
begin presenting the program to students at the first of the Summer’s C-TOPS orientations 
starting in early June. During these orientation sessions, which continue through the summer, we 
explain to incoming Carolina students and their parents how the program works, and its benefits. 

Textbook preorder is a service which enables first-year students to receive their books early, 
before the majority of students have arrived on campus. During the first weeks of August, Student 
Stores employees obtain the students’ schedules from the Registrar’s Office, hand pick their 
course textbooks and package their order. These students have the distinct advantage of being the 
first to have access to our used book inventory. The ability of Student Stores to provide as large 
an inventory of used textbooks as possible enables us to reduce the students’ textbook costs. We 
host a Pre-Order Weekend for first year students and their parents to pick up their semester 
textbook box. 

We also offer a Deferred Payment plan for students. They can set up a Student Stores Account 
and use it for their duration at UNC Chapel Hill. If they choose this method of payment, the price 
of the books is sent to the University Cashier’s office and the charge will appear on the 
September University Cashier’s Office Statement. Students will pay for them exactly as they pay 
their tuition and other epenses billed through the Cashier’s Office. 

The success of this program is determined by the submission of textbook orders to Student Stores 
in time for us to obtain as many used copies as are available, as well as provide enough new 
copies of textbooks for the incoming students by early August. 

Textbooks and Sales Tax Holiday 

NC G.S. 105-164.13C provides an exemption for certain items of tangible personal property 
sold between 12:01 A.M. on the first Friday in August and 11:59 P.M. the following Sunday. 

Textbooks are included in this exemption! All 
course materials $300.00 or less per item are 
eligible. 

Students take advantage of the tax free weekend, either 
as a walk in customer or by placing their textbook orders 
on our web site and having the books shipped to their 
homes. They are preparing for your course early, 
securing used copies and taking advantage of the tax free 
weekend. 

Here is yet another area where you can help reduce textbook costs to your students. Be sure to 
submit your Fall textbook adoption to Student Stores as early as possible. If you were assigned to 
teach the course after the Spring exams were over, submit either a partial or complete course 
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book list in time for us to search for used copies from wholesale companies, receive the inventory 

and have the books on the shelf ready for your students by the first Friday in August. Your 
students will be happy and grateful for your endeavors in reducing the total price for their course 

books! 

Textbook Shoppers 

Many Carolina students take advantage of our on-line textbook ordering web site. They order 
their course textbooks early and have the books shipped to their homes before they return to 
campus. Ordering early makes them first in line for used copies. Every semester this service 
grows larger! 

On our site we post: "Course textbook adoptions are subject to change. Student Stores will only 
refund and/or exchange books purchased from Student Stores. Student Stores receipts are 

required for refund and/or exchange." This ensures that if you change your mind about a 

textbook you ordered and now want to cancel, students who ordered on-line will receive a refund 

for their purchase from us. 

While the site is in no way intended as a source for price comparisons, both students and their 

parents have used it in this manner. They shop around for the best price they can find, in both 
brick and mortar stores and at online books sites. A lot of time is spent by customers "shopping 

around". I feel confident that most students find our prices either comparable or lower to other 

sources because of the gro~vth in on-line student course book orders. 

Your students and their parents are taking the time to obtain your required course books at the 
most economical cost they can find. You can help them by placing your textbook orders with 
Student Stores as early as possible. Again, we do not encourage cancellations, but cancel we will 
if you are not satisfied with your original selection. 
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Student Stores Course Materials Department Contacts 

Textbook Buyers 
George Morgan Frank Bellamy 

Phone: 919-962-2432 919-962-8123 
Fax: 919-962-3334 919-962-3334 

Email: gfmorgan@store.unc.edu fbellamy@email.tmc.edu 

Textbook Manager 
Kelly Hanner 

Phone: 919-962-2429 

Fax: 919-962-2429 

Email: khanner@email.unc.edu 

Custom Publishing Contacts 

Course Pack Publishing Manager 
Chuck Sockell 

Phone: 919-962-4708 
Email: coursepackpub@store.unc.edu 

Production Manager 
Brad Jackson 

Phone: 919-843-7605 

Email: cpack5@store.unc.edu 

Copyright Assistant 
Paul Hoecke 

919-843 -7604 

cpack4@store.unc.edu 

About UNC Student Stores 

At UNC Student Stores, we are proud to be a part of the UNC Campus Community. The store 
contributes all income above operating expenses to student scholarships. Student Stores has 

contributed millions of dollars to the scholarship program of the University, funding in the past 

ten years alone nearly nine million dollars in non-athletic scholarships. Student Stores is totally 
receipt supported and receives no state funds. 

Student Stores is a department within UNC Chapel Hill. As a state owned business, we must 
adhere to the Umstead Act, North Carolina state law, which defines operations and limits the 
ability of state agencies to compete with the private sector. 

In accordance with NC Freedom of Information Act, Student Stores is the University’s official 

source of textbook information for courses. Faculty members must provide (but are not limited 

to) Student Stores with lists of textbooks to be used in upcoming courses. 

Our Mission 

The mission of UNC Student Stores is to provide books, school supplies, and other merchandise 

and services to the University community as prescribed in State Law, to pay all operating 
expenses and provide funds for inventory and capital improvements out of receipts, and to 

contribute any residual funds to the scholarship program of the University. 
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The UMversRy of Novl’h CarMina at C~apd Hill 

~ UNC Student Stores FALL 2012 No Text Needed Form 

Requested Due Date,:, March 30, 2012 

Return to: 
STUDENT STORES 
TEXTBOOKS 
CB# I530 DANIELS BLDG. 
CHAPEl- HILL, NC 27599 
CAMPUS MAIL 

Phone: 919-962-24~2 
Phone: 919-962-8123 
Fax: 9 l 9-962-3334 
E-mail: textbook@unc.edu 
Web: www.store.une.eduitextbooksi 

The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the students concerning courses that are being offered 
but will not be using ,e×tbooks. This inibrmation is also included in General Administration’s calculation for 

"on time" course notifications. Please list course(s) betow. 

Dept Abbr. 



Tlte Unive,-sity of North Carolina at Chapel itill 

UNC STUDENT STONES ~&LL 20[2 COURSE ~ATERIALS REQUEST FORM 

Requested Due Date: March 30, 2012 

Professor: 

E-maih 

Phone: 

Return to: 
STUDENT STORES TEXTBOOKS 
CB# 1530 DANIELS BLDG. 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 

CAMFUS HA~L 

Phone: 919-962-2432 
Phone:919-962-8123 
Fax:919-962-3334 
E-mail:textbook@_.unc.edu 

Order On-Line at: 
www.store.unc.edu/textbooks/ 

Course Abbreviation & Number 

List Individual _Total Quantity Requested 

1) Author 

Title 

Edition 

Check One: 

Publisher 

Required ~.~ Optional Circle Bindhlg: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardbackacceptable 

2)Author ISBN 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

Check One: [] Required ~ Optional 

3)Author 

Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

tSBN 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

CbeckOne: ~. Required ~ Optional Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

4)Author 1S BN 

Title 

Edition Publisher 

Check One: ~_.] Requirc~d 1---__~.~ Optional Circle Binding: Paper Hardback Prefer paper but hardback acceptable 

C ............. Please order ALL Course MateriaIs on this form. 

m Please include all Course Materials !favailable, t approve the eBook option for my course 

m that need to be ordered on this form: textbooks. 

e ex: clickers. [ approve the eBook option: 1~ 

n ’, I do NOT approve the eBook option: [---1 
t 

Student Sto,-es is the UniversitS.’s c;l’fie[:d source of textbon k i nfm’matim~ for cm, rses. 

By direetiou of the Provost. 5"at;elW members nmst provide Student St6res with li~ts of textbooks to be used in upcoming terms. 



George Morgan 
Textbook Buyer 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Student Stores 
CB# 1530, Dmfiel’ s Building Telephone: (919) 962-2432 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1530 (919) 962-3334 FAX 

March 1, 2012 

To: Department Liaisons 

Subject: Textbook Request Forms for Fall, 2012 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide all faculty who meet the Friday, 
March 30th, 2012 Fall 2012 Textbook Request deadline with a $1.00 gift certificate to 
The Daily Grind--the espresso bar located by the Bnll’s Head Bookshop in the corner 
of Student Stores. We are offering this incentive because the timely submission of 
textbook request forms enables us to pay Carolina students significantly more for their 
books during the April buyback. If we know which books will be used in a forthcoming 
semester, we can pay students as much as 50% of the retail price and keep the books on 
campus for future use. If book requests are received after the March deadline, we may be 
unable to buy back used copies from students for use in Fall 2012. 

--Guidelines 

1. Completed Fall 2012 Textbook Request Forms must be received by the Textbook 
Department by Friday, March 30th to be eligible for a Daily Grind coupon. 

One coupon will be provided to each faculty member per course for up to four 
courses. For example, if a professor turns in six textbook request forms for a single 
course by March 30th, one Daily Grind coupon will be provided. If a professor 
submits two textbook request forms for two different courses by March 30th, two 
coupons will be provided. 

The Student Stores Textbook Department will provide the Department Liaisons with 
the coupons for distribution within the department by April 30th, 2012. The 
coupons will expire on July 31, 2012. 

4. All Department Liaisons will receive a special Daily Grind coupon in appreciation 
for their role in this promotion. 

In order for this program to be a success, we need your help to remind faculty of the 
submission deadline. Student Stores will provide you with a flyer to post near department 
mailboxes. 



To facilitate the book ordering process, I have enclosed the UNC Student Stores Course 
Materials Guide. It is a quick reference guide that answers most questions regarding book 
orders. Accurately completed request forms eliminate or minimize the possibility of 
ordering the wrong books. The "no text" form enables us to provide information to the 
students concerning courses that are being offered but will not be using textbooks. Please 
be sure that the "no text" forms are marked with the proper term and session. 

If you have any questions about filling out textbook request forms or the Daily Grind 
promotion, please contact George Morgan at 962-2432 or Frank Bellamy at 962-8123. 
Or, feel free to contact the Textbook department using E-mail: textbook@unc.edu. 

Thank You, 

George Morgan & Frank Bellamy 
UNC Student Stores 
Textbook Buyers 



aC 
Turn in at Least One 

2012 

Textbook Request Form by 

Friday, March 30, 2012 

and get a 

Courtesy of Student Stores! 
See your textbook coordinator for details. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 19, 2012 5:20 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fri 3/30, 2 pm, Duke workshop on "Grappling with Come@ as History in Argentina" 

This message is posted on behalf of Prof. John French. Please contact him directly for ~nore information. 

Mark Your Calendars for Fri. 30 March 2012 @ 2:00: Grappling with Comedy’ as History, in Argentina for 8th Latin Am. & Caribbean Grad Student Workshop 

Deax folks: I am writing to invite you to the Eight Latin American & Caribbean Histo~ Graduate Student Workshop to be held on Friday the 30th of March 2012 from 

at 2:00-4:00PM in the Boyd seminar room (229 Carl Duke Eas~t Campus). 

"Getting the Joke: Nini Marshall and Comedy as History in Argentina, 1930s-1940s" By Christin Ehrick ~Iuiversi~- of Louisville) (abstract below) 

The workshop is open to interested thculty and grad staden~s in all fields and is supported by the History Department and the Duke Center tbr Latin American and 

Caribbean Studies. For this edition, we will discuss a pre-circulated paper and primal source while mmntaining the same tbrmat that t~m last year in which a short 

opening observation by the author is followed by responses ti~om each grad student with comments by the facul~ at the end. It will be followed by a brief reception. 

Please contact me at idfrench@dukc.edn tbr a coW of fire paper. 

John D. French 

PAPER ABSTR/kCT: In 1937, colnedic writer and performer Ninl Maxshall (1903-1996 ) took Buenos Aires radio by storm with her satirical but endeaing 

caricatures of working class wolnen, carving oat a new place for the female comedic voice in Argentina. The first and to this day one of the few women to earn such an 

exalted place in Latin American co~nedy, Ninl was described once by a critic as "Chaplin in Skirts", and the moniker s~ck. But Charlie Chaplin was a visual co~nic 

who made his name on the silent screen, whereas Ninl established herself on the radio with come@ that was all about language and sound. 

Come@ is a rich source for historical analysis, but it can present interpretive and analytical challenges for the historian. Rooted in linguistic and cultural colloquialism, 

Nini’s reliance on malapropisms, pur~ and local slang can make the simple act of comprehension and translation complicated. This middle-class comic’s representations 

of working class and immigrant women, which can be simultaneously sympathetic and deprecatory’, pose additional interpretive dilemmas. Following an overview of 
Nini’s lil~ aM work, this presentation will ti~cus on linguistic come@ as an historical source using an original Ninl Marshall radio script t~atufing her most well-known 

character, a first-generationporte~a named Catita. 

Natalie Hartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Meeting with Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2012 7:21 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Meeting with Eunice 

Dea r Travis, 
I was to get in touch with you concerning my meeting with Eunice tomorrow. However, I forgot to do this today. I know 
it might be too late now. Anyway, any other day she might be available will be ok. Sorry about the delay. 
Thank you, 

Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 10:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Library Notice 

Hi Eunice, 

Would you like to renew the book below? It is due tomorrow. I went ahead and renewed International Society that was due on 3/17. 
The wretched of the earth will be due on 3/25 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNCCH University Library [~aiho:circadmi~afto~.lib.u~c.ed-~] 
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2012 5:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

03-18-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon. Please visit 
~s:iiwebcat,lib,unc,eduipatror~info~S 1 for details or to renew. 
AUTHOR: 
Human rights in Africa : cross-cult 
CALL NO: JC599.A36 H86 1990 c.2 
BARCODE: 00032884166 
Davis Library DUE: 03-21-12 

SAM T GORE 
AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 
CB# 3395 109 BATTLE HALL 

29:15 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:26 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Lunch with Dean Makau Mutua today at 12:30pm in Hyde Hall 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am delighted to invite you to a dialogue on human rights in contemporary Africa with Dean Makau 

Mutua, 
SUNY Distinguished Professor, Floyd H. & Hilda L. Hurst Faculty Scholar, SUNY Buffalo Law School, 
The State University of New York 
Please note that lunch will be served. 

When: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 

Where: Hyde Hall (Incubator room) on the second floor 

Time: 12:30pm-2.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31110966 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31110966-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:34 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Faculty Colloquium: "The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
"The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher 
UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 
4:00-5:30 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 1009 

Abstract 
African American literary metaphors have long demonstrated a penchant for voicing being or consciousness, and thus they have consistently participated in a 
genealogy of African American and, more broadly, Western philosophical thought whose historiography largely excludes them. These might be such metaphors 
as "I’ll make me a world," which James Weldon Johnson uses in his 1927 poem, "The Creation." Johnson’s metaphor carries at least two senses: in the first 
sense, the poet indicates an intention of creating a world around him or her; in the second sense, the poet collapses the distinction between self and world by 
articulating his/her intention to remake him/herself as a world, as a viable sphere of habitation for the spirit, soul, and mind. Philosophical metaphors are said to 
accomplish this world-making process through such modes as resemblance, deviance, and analogy. In my talk, I will focus on those modes that are described as 
epistemological and ontological, those that, like Johnson’s metaphor, are specifically concerned with the nature and meaning of being, the possibilities and desire 
inherent to notions of freedom, and the agency required to actualize concepts and radical, visionary intentions. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31111063 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31111063-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d(&listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 20, 2012 4:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Departmental Graduation 

Here it is! 

http://commencement.u nc.edu/may-ceremonies.php 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 21, 2012 2:16 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Legacy of Hip-Hop Generation Lecture, next Monday at 7pm 

Dr.Ogbar flyer (small).pdf 

Author and Scholar, Dr. Jeffrey Ogbar, to discuss legacy of 
Hip- Hop Generation at Stone Center African Diaspora 
Lecture, Monday (3/26) at 7pro. 

Dear Friends, 

Please join us on Monday, March 26, 2012 for the Spring 2012 African Diaspora Lecture delivered by Dr. 
Jeffery Ogbar. The lecture titled, "Future Bound: How Will Historians Remember Today’s Hip-Hop 
Generation?’ starts at 7pm in the Stone Center’s Hitchcock Room. 

Ogbar, a featured panelist at the Stone Center’s Fanon Symposium in October, is Associate Dean for the 
Humanities in the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences at the University of Connecticut. His research interests 
include 20th century United States with a focus on Black Nationalism and radical social protest. Ogbar has 
developed courses, lectures, and published articles on Pan-Africanism, African American Catholics, Civil 
Rights, Black Nationalism and Hip-Hop. 

Dr. Ogbar has held fellowships at Harvard University’s W.E.B. Du Bois Institute for Afro-American Research, 
the Schomburg Center for Research in Black Culture in New York City and the Africana studies program at the 
University of Miami, where he conducted research for his book "Hip-Hop Revolution: The Culture and Politics 
of Rap." His latest book is an edited volume, "The Harlem Renaissance Revisited: Politics, Arts and Letters" 

The lecture is free and open to the public. For more information on the lecture and other events at the Stone 

Center, visit: http://sonjahaynesstonectr.unc.edu. 

We look forward to seeing you on March 26! 
Your Friends at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31121144 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:30 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: FORMAL NOTICE: State Health Plan Annual Enrollment March 19-30 

The State Health Plan will conduct an annual enrollment March 19-30. Any plan changes you make during annual enrollment will 
become effective July 1, 2012. 

Note: You do NOT need to do anything during annual enrollment if you wish to keep your coverage as it currently stands. If you take 
no action, you will remain on your current plan, along with any covered dependents. 

You can make the following changes during annual enrollment: 

-- Enroll in the plan 
-- Switch between the 70/30 and 80/20 plans, or vice versa 
-- Add or remove dependents without a qualifying life event* 

*You may be asked by the Benefits Office to provide documentation of your dependent’s eligibility under the State Health Plan. 

Effective July 1, 2012, there will be a 5.3% rate increase. Click on the following link to review the new rates: 
~:iiwww.shg~c. d£iann~m~-enro~hnentiac~&~eo~etireeorale.~~. There has been no change to copays, deductibles or 
coinsurance maximums. 

All annual enrollment elections must be completed online. The University’s enrollment site can be found at the following link: 
~s:ilur~c.l-~ntouch.com. Log in using your Onyen and password. All elections MUST be completed by March 30. 

The Benefits Office will have the computer lab in the Administrative Office Building open from 1-5 p.m. on Wednesday, March 28, 
and Friday, March 30, for anyone needing assistance. 

Special Note to Retirees (June 1 and July 1): 

Employees scheduled to retire June 1 and July 1 will need to take the following action: June 1 or July 1 retirees will only need to log 
into the University’s enrollment site if making a change to their current plan election. Otherwise, follow all instructions received from 
the Retirement System and your benefits counselor. Click here for additional 
instructions: 

If you have questions about the enrollment process, call the Benefits Office at 962-3071 or email benefits@unc.edu. 

This email is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/listsamc.ed~A~?id-3236160g.e87a9 la5832319540e156ada770a798d&n:T&~-afri~am&o-311271 lg, or send a 

blank email to leave-31127118-32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:47 AM 

A1-Bulushi, Yousuf <yousuf@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI    SSI 

Hi Yousuf, 

I looked into this and was told that there was a glitch in the system and that they have been working on it this morning. They 

said that they have fixed it and the student should be able to register now. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:[09 Battle Hail, CB# 3395 

p 9:[9.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: AI-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2012 9:21 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFRI    SSI 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 

Do either of you have any idea how I should respond to this student’s question below about AFRI 

session? 

for the first summer 

Thanks, 
Yousuf 

From 
Sent: Thursdayl 
To: AI-Bulushi, Yousuf 
Subject: AFRI 

~:16 AM 
~live.unc.edu] 

Good Morning, 

I tried enrolling in your AFRI    SSI class section but it says there are reserved seats and that I haven’t met the requirements. 
Can you please go over those requirements or enroll me in the class? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

humaniifies@Nchumanifies.org 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 4:43 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Call tbr Papers - 1 lth Annual Hawaii International Cont~rence on Arts & HumaJaities 

Nil Description: http:/~ww.hichumanities.org/humanitiesheaderl.jpg 

Description: 
htt p:!/www, hich u rn a n it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

: ~:: Description: 
...... http://www.hich umani 

- (Center for 
Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:,A~’ww.hichinnanities.org) 

SubmissiouiProposM Deadline: August 17th, 2012 
(Submit well in advance of the above date to take advantage of our 

Early Bird Registeation Rate. For rate details, click here) 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 
Anthropology                         ¯ Languages 

Literature 
American Studies 
Archeologw~ 

. Linguistics 

Architecture 
¯ Music 

Art 
. Performing Arts 

Art Histo~" 
. Philosophy 
¯ Postcolonial Identities 

Art Management o Product Design 
Dance 
English 

. Religion 
¯ Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

o Speech/Communication 

Folklore 
. Theatre 

Geography 
¯ Visual Arts 
o Cross-disciplinao~ areas of Arts 

Graphic Design 
and Humanities 

Itistory ¯ Other Areas of Arts and 
Landscape Architecture 

t tumanities 

Submitting a ProposaVPaper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and for detailed information about submitting 
see: 

http :/~iwww.hichumanities. org/cfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from tiffs list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in the subject 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 
humanities(~!hichu manities.o rg 
http:!/w~v.hichumanities.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 23, 2012 10:34 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Graduation ceremony 

Dear Colleagues, 

African and Afro-American Studies 
Stone Center Theatre 
Saturday, May 12, 11:00 AM 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eur~ice@emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=323 (51 (508.e87a91 a5832319540el 5(sada770a798d&n=T&l=afria[Sm&o-31135735 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-31135735-323(~l(~0g.egTa91a5832319540e156ada770a79gd~istserv.~r~c~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20120327091534669.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2012 9:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.27.2012 09:15:34 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 
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The Concerned C~tizens Forum 
A Fight Within a Fight 

Peter Dwyer 

IT WAS launcb.ed in july 2001 and has featured prominently in 

comparatively Iittle is known about the Durban-based Concerned 
Forum (CCF) except for the account by Desai (2002). Desai shows how 

,Ors’ have bee~ forced to defm, d themselves again, st the worst and 

goverrtment’s Growth, Employment and Kedis- 

policy that has resulted in evictions and disconnection fi:om 
As such their actions are understood as a ’local’ response 

Globalisat~on is understood as a historically specific political 

t’~oc~o-economic phenomenon expressed, largdy, through the ~mple- 

neo-[ibera~ policies that most decision-makers worldwide accept 

(and national) ’economic crises’. This includes fiscal 

~g:~[i~:~iptine, public expenditure priorities, trade liberalisatfon, foreign direct 
i~{~.{:~v~.Stment, privatisation and deregulation (see CalIinicos 2003). 

:.::.This chapter reveals a loose association o{ ~ndividuals and organisations 

~}~{{~i~:{h~t bring together disparate and autonomous community-based organisations 
~:~{{::’-£:!iii~i~ially dtaw~ together by the commonality of, what Meszaros (1971: 33) has 
: ~{~{! !~ trilled, the ’elementary imperatives of survival’. Yet they are further united by 
:~:~i~:i:~L:.Y~ighar they bring to the CCF: an array of shared hwng experiences, identities, 

~{{::::::3.!o~’£fies, symbols and resources that they draw on, and continually create and 

While the term ’the poo~’ sought to capture this messy amatgam of people, 

an organisation differer~ziated by unever~ experience, age, gender, 
and ’rea[poIitik’. This cocktail of peopie, ideas and experiences does 

89 
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not lend itself to Simple classifications. Participants of the CCF Cant 

straightforwardly categorised as having a single, coherent 
or identity in opposition to ’neo-Iiberalism’ anti ’globaiisation’.~ 

Some participants believe that the Ioose and ad hoc form that the cO 

taken so far has contributed to the lull in organised public activities 

group since December 2002. Others see the loose form as a virtue, 
organisation can be quickly mobilised as and when the need arises, with :. 

component groups then retun, ing to the ’hum-drum’ of ’ordinary’ 
some, the CCF is moribund, and for others it no longer exists as 
differences over the organisatlonal, strategic and tactical future of the CCF 

people’s resolve to maintain unity. 

Throngh in-depth interviews and participant observation, 
m identify who and what the CCF ~s, where it is located, wh,~ 

and how it operates and mobilises. Broadly, 
of resource mobilisation and framing strategies and repertoires of 

What transpires is that the very mechanisms of the political o 
and resource mobiIisation processes that were once 

the emergence o~ the CCF, have transformed into chaIlenges that threaten 
survival. These can be conceptuaIised as issues of* identity (what 
organisad~n is the CCF, what image does it want to project and how?);! 

organisationaI form (does the CCF need a permanent structure?); and 
agenda (what does i~ stand for?). 

Tl~eorising Action 

In discussing the rise of poputar movements in the twentieth century, 
(1995) notes that a common thread is the organic development 
fundamental questionsl Broadly, are our demands fitting, or 

them? What form of organisation is needed? Can we trust those 
represent us? How should we handle division in our ranks? Who 

say, what is to he hoped and what feared, what is to be thought, what is to 

done? 
These are similar to the th~oretica! issues that have concerned soc 

movement scholars for over 30 years (see Della Porto and Diani 2003~ 

1995). As social movement theory evolved (see MeAdam, McCarthy and 

1999), theorists of the political opportunities and political process school 

h (see McAdam 1982; Ti[ly 1978} became more interested 

how social movements came into being and how they operated. 

.~ctive activities, their organisational structures, leadership, 

~ ,rid cuhure, and framing strategies or consensus building. 
: studies of social movements direct our attention to the ways in 

~le ’construct’, and change, the social world, and so analysis should 
the individual actor-agency. ~n the Making of t~ English Working Class 

argues that we orientate our anal,isis towards actors and 

in their behaviours towards experiences. So taking 
dividual, as wel! as collective, subjectivity, we are looking at the 

, actors arise, express themselves, and change. 

{-urn m the study of ’subjectivity’ in development and social theories 

exan@e, Long and Van der Ploeg 1994} often detaches agency from 

;iexities of the dynamics of the socialrelationships in which it is exercised,. 
and analytical precision. The resuk is a tendency towards 

ical celebration of ’popular culture’, ’~he community’ and the 
~asi-mythical belief in all forms of discourse and action ’from 

1995; Eagleton 2003) = reproducing the voluntarism and idealism 
much of this wor[cz One consequence is to eschew openly 

~olitics and political organisaoon, thus disarming participants 

normative statements that may enahte them to begin to answer 

, Barker and grappled wlth by social movement 

more generally. 

problem in social (movement) theory is tha~ the social reIations 

in which peopIe mobilise (agency) are often set apart as ’binary 

{see S~beon 1999} wi~h the individual or social group often. 
to suuctura[ analysis. Yet, this dichotomy between structure and 

is challenged by Giddens (1984, 1993), who argues that structures 

referred to as social contex-c or ’systems’) ~nfluence people’s agency 

g only continue to exist in so far as they are sustained by people’s 

structure appears to be negative, a constraint on agency, we need not 

it as such. For example, Botts (1986) and Giddetu (_1993} argue that 

.ps can ’enable’ agency. Accordingly an exclusive focus on 

or agenw misses ’the real relationship of strucvare and action, 
conditioning of action and the effects of action on structure’ 



(Abrams 1982: 7). It is the intricacies of their intimate relationship thati 
help us better comprehend how organtsations and people develop. 

Consequently, social change is not a ’thing’ that iust happens or ’1 
without a subject’ (althusser 1972); it is a process, ex! 
by individual agency more often in collective organisation in specific 
and changing conditions that are subjectively interpreted. The CCF ~ 
be understood as open-ended actMty in which participants reflect 
individuals, leadership and as a group), deve!op and review their acfivityi. 
in,mmdlacy (’the transition’) in which they operate. 

Globalising the LocaI and Localising the Global 
The emergence of the CCF needs to be under~tood 

the relatively slow economic growth of the [ast twenty years 
nationally what Brenner [t988] has called an 

aspirations of those people who have to live with the contradictory 

of ANC government policies that are framed by a form 
liberalism (see Bond 2G00; Marais 1998). 

Walton and Seddon link an earlier wave of ’successful cdlective 
=he impact of similar processes: ’It is the crisis and the 
of global capitalism that began in the late 1960s and early t970s 
generated the economic policies of liberalization and austeriw that 
themselves given rise m the upsurge of popular protest across the 
world...’ (1994= 22). 

As mediators of economic and social development, governments 
’reactive-avoidance’ measures (Habermas 1976) that shift the 
into the political system. It is within this historical framework that 
protesm are generated. Noting the continuing instability and crisis-prone 
of global capitalism, D~wer and Seddon (2002) argue that the popular 

characteristic of the period from the mid-1970s to the late i980s has t’tot 
extinguished. Indeed, it h~s continued ~hroughout the 1990s and into the 
millennium, and can be understood as ’a r~ew wave’ of popular protest. 

In South Africa, the unfolding of liberal democracy since 1994 
place tn a period in which ~eo-liberal economic policies 
the ANC leadership as the best way to solve the soclo-economic 
apartheid, and has unwittingl~ provided a new structure of opportunity’: 
collective mobilk~afion. The transition h~ generated expectations and 

based claims that have piaced demands on a broader arra~ of actors 

It is within this firamewo~k, the interdependent relationships 
ithe globa[, na{ional ~nd local nexus, together with the expectations 

during the liberation struggle and the ARC promises o~" ’a better life 
we must situate the development of the CCF. 

of an Organisation: How the CCF Developed 
of the CCF begins with the formation in Durban in 1999 

called the Concerned Citizens Group (CCG), that included 
and biographer of Nelson Mandela, Professor Fatima 

¯ other wetbknown members of the Durban Indian community. 

~ the ANC, ~hey s~arted a campaign to encourage Indian people not 
:ifor the historically ’white’ parties (the New National Party and 

’) in the second general eiection in June 1999 (Desai 2002). 

uk of the enduring poverty in the area, they encountered a reluctance 
¯ the ANC. A survey of 504 families in the Weste[iff and Bawiew areas 

pe~ cent lived betow the poverty line, 58 per 
~loyed and 42 per cent dependent on welfare grants (Fatima 

in Natal Mercm’y 17 February 1999)+ The CCG evolved into a & 
group campaigning against housing evictions, water cutoffs 

for rent by the Iocai municipaliw. This transformation helped 

~flatdwellers’ associations’ t. parts of Chatsworth (Desal 2002}. [n 
the CCG took up the case of ten ~’amilies in the Bayview and 

areas about *o be evicted by the council for rent arrears. 

2000, aevera~ people had bee~ conducting research about water 
¯ + ,n in KwaMashu, Umlazi, Hammarsdale, Wenevvorth and 

townships. Noticing a spate of evictions and the resistance this 
they wanted te ensure thai such commnni~y protests had ’an 

and independent ~dentity outside of the [ARC-Iedl Alliance’ 
Anonymous, 15.07.03) and began forging connections be~veen 

meetings of ten or so people who, one source says, had ’a lot 
bout organising, some residents were convinced that through 

.irect action they could prevent evictions. This generated 
’, and meetings 

enabling them to mount more substantial challenges to the 



During the course of 2000~01 different communit~ groups across ] 
began to strike up relations based on a perceived common set of 

hinged around the provision of and inability to pax/ 
participant from Chatsworth describes how, having been taken to 

with other communityobased representatives in other townships= 

realised that it was not lust us, but there was every other 
Durban and KwaZulu-Natal that was facing that problem’ [of ’socia! 

(Interview, Anonymous, 18.06.03)+ 

While it is difficuk to pinpoint seminal moments that create and 

an org~a.nisationa[ identiW, severs{ participants highlighted the 

the regular Saturday meetings at Natal Technikon and the University c 

during 2001. This was when participants from a range of communityl 
came together with students, academics and other staff, maint 

University of Durbaz>Westville, to make banners, discuss actions 

political videos.                                                  .. 

As they sat and painted banners, laughing, working together, 

anecdotes and storms, a CCF camaraderie developed. One 

how he was part of something bigger: ’... by meeting 

to my mind is that 1 am not aloue in this thing’ 

10.08.03a). 

Here we can begin to see how those in the CCF, through 

planned meetings and workshops, began to identify with the CCF 

organisation, an organisation that became a co-ordinatlng body linkin: 

who share common experiences. 

The Composition of t_he CCF 

The most commonly used terms to characterise the CCF by 

’loose coalition’, ’a network’ and ’a 
referred to as ’members’. While ~t ks possible to identi@ CCV affiliate 

this ’looseness’ makes a quantification ofccF 

are no membership lists, and no ’official’ records of the numbers of 

attending various mobitisations and meetings. Most participants 

to put a figure on the size of the CCF. Mobilisations have ranged 

hundred in Chatsworth, 5 000 d~awrt fi’om several townships sad at best 
outside the United Nations World Conference Against Racism in August 

rio membership’wpe or political conditions placed on participation, 

and flowed depending on the particular issue, event and 

~.able. 
what can be identified is that initially a core of clty-based 

;s to rmources, such as computers, tdepbones and finance, 

ttal. o~ganisers, initiators and trar~sraitters of information between 
individuals) Several identified themselves as ’petit bourgeois’, as 

other participants, but most ¯others referred to then: as ’ciW- 

a coa~rdinating network and draws around it peripheries, 

affiliates and s~,mpathisers through mobilis~ng, 
pooling resourees. This enab]es the group to facilitate and 

arrange transport and pass on information, thereby 

:roups for a march, a meeting in another community or 

in the country. 
CCF has a very small number of lower middle-class adherents 

other professionals), it is underpinned by what can be 
r unempio’~’ed, hut not all). As such, 

meeti~:gs, rallies and informal discussions, participants commonly 

and others like them in Durban and across the country 

’tt~e deserving’, ’the poor’ and ’the poorest of the poor’. 
the CcF are unemployed, this mirrors experiences 

countries in which similar people have hk~torically been at the 
protests and ’food riots’. Often a mixture of urba~:isation, 

s and a history of torras of prior collective or~n isation 
It is, therefore, unsurprising that such people 

ba~e of tbe CCF. 

the CCF 

participants, it is evident that more than an organisational 

in mobilising, campaigning and reliving crests. This 
be~veen eeighbours, friends, farraily, school friends and 

learn about issues and impending protests, and tatk, debate, 
argue about this, and encourage eac~ ot~er to participate or not. 

one participant was introduced to the CCF by her Brother and 
a steward he met at tee Workers’ College. 
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Across Africa, the household economy has long been a crucial 
the political economy and Desai (2002} notes how the family unk (arid. 

family) became central to the CCV. One participant says that what 

about the ¢CF was seeing ’families in struggle, families in mo~on’ 

’fractured families’ could take part in direct actions (Intetwiew, 

15.07.03). The role of the ~ami!.~,has been noted in earlier 
For example, Char[ton (1997: 68) notes how ehe Chariots 

nineteenth<enmry England ’... was a family and 

which "everybody" participated’. 

While women are not the maiority in the city-based core, 
prominent role in particip                          " " 

and meetings are dominated by older women, given that women 
been the main care-givers and providers it: households, 

dealing with hills÷ A cursory 
from marches and confrontations with the police 8hews how. 

prepared to physically confront and ridicule authorities if need ] 
Several your1, fi’om Hammamdale talk of how it was 

women playing a prominent role. Although one youth lamented 

am [~vi~g: women, they don’t have chance to do things...’ 
Anonymous, !0.08.03b), aIer~ing us to the unevenness of women’s 

across different groups and townships.~ 

!.dent[ty, Ideology arid MobRisatiott 

In his studies of eighteenth-century England, Thompson (1986) 
of processes and relationships 

the collective and customary practices of the poor, Thompson 
of resistance to their rulers and exploiters which rested on 

inherent m developing capitalism in that period, but which the 

yet learned to conceptualise in ’d~s’ terms+ 
This is not to say r.ha~ CCF participants understand their issues 

as ’class struggle’ - although it is clear they have an intu{tive 
’something is up’. But what Desai (2002) shows, is that the daily 

survive ~s more pressing and it ~s this defemive b~is 

mobilise, et~co~rage and iden~i~ wittx each other. 

~n this way, if participants think of themselves as being in 
least if vhey think of themselves as belonging togeti~er, then essentially{ 
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are o~en mobilised around specific issues, several 

aen0y come to identify more broadly with other people 

they understand as being, related issues. As such, identity is 
though this can be.embryonlc ~ather than daborate.~ 

that the general relationship between ideology, identity 
in tee CCF is t~.at ~denvit~ g one aspec~ of ideologh,. Necessari~3~, 

of, sometimes contradictory, mxderstandir~gs of how 
works, the causes underlying the issue they are seeking to 

;can take action to resolve that issue and wl~o they can call on 

al~vays shared understandings, but for the CCF m operate 
has to be some kind of dialogue between participants and 

tialogue can broadty be understood as ’ideology’. In this 

noted at the start of this chapter are ones that 
to answer (for example, when deciding who to try to 

~h~s does not exist in isolation from other problems mentioned 

practical si~:uation of participants. 

,is overlap. ~Iowever, they have certain points tha~ 
Identity is rdated to the questions ’Who am I?’ (it~dividual 

(collective identiey) and ’Flow do others see us?’ (public 

are related to questions such as ’What are our goals?’ 
, and tactically}. Ideology binds these aspects together with 

expiators how the world is co{lectively reprasen~ed. 

Who are They.~ 

’ was an initial mob~lising referent and h~s a strong resonance 

CCF÷ However, some participants had no illusion that 
in a township is ’in ~he same boat’. As one argued, ’No, 

we are rich and we are poor.., rich people were oot in- 
they are the people who coltect the rent, they 

’ (Interview, Anonymous, 24÷06÷03a). 
argues that written and spoken language can be of use in 

the motivation and intention of participants in social movements, 

context in whiclr it is used. [r~ thi~ way, we cma see how 

~tame the experiences and ideas (positive and negative) 
to the ¢CF and the language they use m articulate them. 
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Many participants recognise there is a divide between the rich 

and one telts how, ’I started understanding this class dynamic and 
h~lly into th~s whole class thing and everTwhere I go that is 

think o~ (Interview, Anonymous, 24.~)6.03a). For ot’~e or 

based around a notion that ’we are fighting against capitalists’: 

Anonymous, !0.08.03a). 

Although some participant.s did not specify what class " 

represents, it is not unreasonable to assume that the maiority of 

by the CCF understand that their experiences and identi~� are d4fia 

problems they have in contradistinction to others. For example, one 

tells how the CCF deals with ’... problems in the communiw, 
unemployed, people don’t have water, people don’t have 

(Interview, Anowmous, I3.09.03). From ~his, it is self-or!de 
participants, dmse who are employed (but not part 

not r2he same as them. 

A sandy of press releases reveals that at a collective level the CCF 

both the local municipality and national government as the 

problems. They identifi. 

parties as part of the problem, linldng them to ~:he rich or elite. 

statement they say hmv councillors’ children ’.,. move seam[east 

C schools into expensive Universities and then into jobs-for-pals’ 

Citizens Forum 2002a). A press release from the Mpumalang= 

talgs of ’ .. our new oppressors ~ the privatisers, the elite, the 

ANC’ (Mpumalanga Concerned Citizens Group 2002)+ 

Appeala for morat and political superiority have referred 

struggles. For example, Des D’Sa, chair of Wentworth 

talks of how ’we who have suffered in the past are going 
in Homer 2002). [n one instance Brandon Pillay, chair of Ba 

Residents’ Association, notes how former ANC activists 
principles while getting good iobs in local government, 

those who once fought forced removals ’... are now sitting 

condkioned offices and giving out execution orders to relocate the 

in Naidoo 200~2). gl¢~hile invoking past ~njustices, the] 

Iegal rights to protest. For example, 

Heights (TASH) cmnplains that the eThekwini 
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~nowing our rights, jtmt as the apartheid cirg managers did’ 

organ~sadonal and polit:tcal formation of tl,e ccI:, it is not 
~ have dif{’eting social and political ideas and analyses. 

but ideologies may still differ, and we should be cartel 

Slo~ on demons~tions that this means 
" imbued with a pa~icular sha*ed ideolo~ or ’covetousness’. 

~s, some patticipan~ from the K~Mas~u 

told how people ~om KwaMashu who had protested a~nsv 

~[c Forum and ~e New Partnership for A~ica’s Development 

1:2D02, did not ~ow what %ey meant. 
draw inspiration from movemenm &ewhere. The 

Durban Social Forum (see Dmai 2~2) makes ~iclv reference 
G8 summit in Genoa, Italy, m Ju~y 2001. Severs[ 

o videos about similar protes~ a~inst ~he World Bank tn 

1. At other =imes, they have refe~ed m %e ~pat~tas tn 

~n ~aflaud and Nigeria (Concerned CRizem Forum 2002b). 

~ li=le e~denee beyond the ciD’-based participan~ and a handful 
~ctivism in affiliam goups w~o dearly understand what such 

drawing on a range of, often contradictory histories, discourses 

~eople !dent!@ common cause with each other largely 

tn this ~y, a perceived fa~ure of delivery ~hat 

peopte’s e~ec~tions provides the potential basis for ac~vism. 

notes that 30 yeirs of social movement research has shown that 

~[a~te axe insufficient for explaining what produces collective action. 
ways in which participants fuse resources and political 

it is not ’poiitical opportunities’ or ’resource 

or ’don’t do that’. For these organisatlons to have 

mu~t be recognised, seized and given a physical 

.’, Johnson and Lavalette (2001) mean by politics 

This practical, and inherently political, social and 
and under-theorised in social movement ~heory. 
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When Tarrow (1994) notes how social movements are still 
forming when they appear publicly, it is a reminder ttxat the 
still ’working things out’. What the evolution of the 2CF shows 

opportunities must be linked with processes of grievance attri 
motivating people to take action and form coalitions. 

This means people becoming active willie drawing on 
existing and raewly created ’rgpertoires of contention’ in a creative 

The CCF has shown variety and flexibili’cy in its tactics that have 

time and space {and resutted in intense debates and disagreements), 
participants making a virtue of and celebrating tactical 

There are no hard and fast rutes that govern the strategy and 

¢¢F. Desai (2002: 79) notes how debates took place about whether to pa 

or not in local elections in December 2000, and how tbe CCF agreed 

while keeping up excra-parllamentary forms of action. Such tactical 
captured wb.en one participant tells how ’one day the CCF in 

voting.., and in another area maybe five kiiometres away this 

was campaigningvigorously against the vote in Ba~wiew’ (~[nterviev 

15.07.03). 

Leadership 
While a focus on ’leaders’ or ’leaderships’ is important (mpecialI 

the debates about intemai den, ocracy and transparency), the 
concentrate on what leaders say or do 

the question of ’leadership’. Thi~ can contribute ro the 

organisation or movement to a leader or leaders, so 

importance and influence. 

However, Anthony Marx discusses how ’activist elites’ played a 
role in the process of ’interpreting, debating, and implementing 

changes’ in the course of zhe South iMrican liberation stru~le 
one participant makes clear, not evewone in the CCF has fine 

are people who do the job of writing memorandums, piannin~ 

for fnnds but our job is pu~ting people into buses’ (h~erview, 

24.06÷03a). 
Desai notes howa ’powerful leadership began to emerge’ i~ 

Chatsworth and that they relied upon ’the grounding they had 
shop stewards in the union movement of the 1980s’ (2002: 44). Once 

10t 

it comprised began practically to engage in defensive and 

uesdons about organisation and leadership took on an 
meaning- 

~t a particular group of people played a pivotal role in 
!~itidtives and eventually the formation of the CCF÷ One participant 

as ’a ~oup of city-based people who are not part o~" 

organi0ations who do meet up and ~nteract in asocial 
nterview, Anonymous, 24.06.03a). T~gether with Fatima 

inctuded several others with previous political activism 

~ trade unio~ organksing experience, people such as, 

to, Heinrich Bohmke, Ashwin Desai, Joe Guy and Mandla 
provided pivotal links in the chain that was initially forged 

townships groups. 
between different leaderslaips. For example, there 

in their own communitg organisation and a 

laxer is often made up of, as one participant put it, ’ciD’obased 
constitute ’an iniormal leadership’. From the participants 

¯ people attending rallies and protests, a certain respect for many 
it~e city-based leadership was evident. ’Those are the real people 

:glaft [workl, that stand be[aind the organisation’ (Interview, 

¯ The relationship was not toe different from tb_e type 

~ Bonnin describes between workers and shop stewards, in which 

memhership regards them as knowledgeable in die "ways of the 
’ (1999: 53). These, then, are the different ’layer~’ of collective 

, that drive the CCF. 

differences over who is, and what constitutes, leadership are 
These differences occur within constituent ~oups, 

and Wentworth, between a cons~.tuent group such as 

and tbe CCF;s city-based comrades and leadership¯ 
participant identifying himself as part of ’the leadership’ 

that ’inside the cit~i-based people 1 can understand there being 
our approach [was sometimes] . . . decided very much in an 

fashion ~. ÷’ (Interview, Anonymous, ~L5.07.03). 

to some inherent ’wi[[ to power’, but was an uninmnded 
!:dr the practical and sometimes urgent necessiw to react. As he put it, 

had to take the initiative.., and giving orders to a certain 



extent’ (Intemew, Anonymous, i5.07.03). For some, the way ir 

done caused tensions. One participant based in a 

how ’the problem was between us... we were fightir 

ship in the CcF... ’ (I0.08 03b), elaborating/~ow aome people i~. 

began to &ink that the CCF had become ’like private Properei of.:~ 

number of" city%ased participantz. 

One participant perhaps best sums up the debates around ] 

far as he believes ’people are not against leaders¯ They are against. 

have no connection with their will. We want people to lead uS 

~vant them to impose tb~at leadership on us, we want us to impose o 

them’ (Interview, Anonymous, 26.07.03a). As such, accountal,. 

creatlrg a mechanism ef checks and balances, Rot stifling action 

The~e characteristics of leadership in the CCF challenge 

assumption in much of" the new soda[ movement theory that .the { 

structures and ieaderships of such erganisations are segmented 

multiplicity of leaders with mubipie links between different cells: 

loosely bound network. 

Contesting Organ[sation 
I noted how most participants understand the CCV as a ’loose 

common acceptance of the otganisational form and structure, and 
respects strateg? and tactics, ~s deceptive, for this was a highly eonten 
One city-based participant mentions how ~... there was a big 

structure, do we want structure? So in that debate things were 
explicitly... It turned out they didn’t end up f"orming any stmctu 
an attempt in one meeting but                              " 

, by the next meeting it had been halffi 
(interview, Anonymous, 23.06.03). 

Others seemed to have narura!ised what is contested, 
formation of the CeF was described as follows= ’We didn’t want: 
or a secretary or whatever. ÷. and we sti.l[ didn’t see the need m have 

committee...’ (Interview, Anonymo2s, 18.06.03). Several participan~.~ 
how the loose way of"operating had a practical benefit in that it did 
component groups and individuals subject to particular 
and pressures, thus making mobilising easier. 

Nonetheless, people’s means of contention requires adequate 
mobilisation and communication and this, organically, raises the 
organisation. Certainly,/)esai recognizes the role of organisarion in 

communi~7-based groups that became associated with 

they ’... functioned formally, met regularly, and 
from public meetings’ (2002: 77). 

ts deveIoped politically in the late 1970s m:d 1980s, 
~rade unions were being built upon partidpative, not 

that required much self-sacrifice, discipline and 

uendy, many participants rake accountability seriously 
I a culture of democracy (even if it was not 

the debate about 
~ ~hose with ~n alleged 

~8 some city-based participants complained - it emerges 

~;ation takes is crucial, for wh~le a particular framing 

mobilisati0n, as people seek to organ{st and act, the 
is coz~dkiona~ upon participants’ access to rnobilMng 

and organisation, it: social isolation 
:ba& into blaming themselves or scapegoating others for their 

times/characterised by pover~’, fear and powerlessness, an 

provide a port, a compass bearing during a storm. 

it can provide the means through ~vhich people can meet to 
experiences collectively. Participants also need others to 

and swap advice (socially, politically aad culturally). For example, 
Munidpality announced in late 2003 that it was writing 

it caused much confusion. 
and the faciIkation of debate therefore seems important to 
important for the well-belng of the organisation. In discussing 

over organisatioaal form and strate~ in the ’anti-capitalist’ 
in Europe today, one leading UK-based activist notes that from hi~ 

movements in the 1960s and 1970s in different parrs of 

¯ I learned that it makes an enormous difference wha~ decisions 
how you flgh~ and what you say... Tlxe way you learn 

}ight and what is wrong in any situation is by arguing it out amongst 

~olitical movement in history, the air 

with arguments on ~very street corner. Arguing isn’t sectarian. 
you haven’t won the argument’ 

16). 



New Ways O~ Doing 

Given the differences that exist between CCF partic pants an 

question that emerged early on in the research was whether 

individuals ar~ (or are capable o~) devising new strategies suited to th~ i 

their evolving struggle in a post-apartheid government. 

All the participants interviewed highlighted how being in r.he ~ 

enjoyable and creative experience. Several older participant~ con 
fun of involvement with the CCF with dour moments a~d long-wlnded’i 

that they felt charncterised their previous political experiences in the 

movement. 

One participant believes the CCF is at 1east beginning to 
forms of meetings and events. For example, he tells how during onec 

.÷. not one person was allowed to tune Ispeak] for more than five 

and we had an hour of speeches which is usually taken up b 

{Interview, Anonymous, 15.07.03). Another relives how ’ .. what ~ 

about these things, was that it was a different kind of politics. 

excitement, a vibrancy and life and 1 had walked away from 
involvements because there was something sou~ des~oying [in 

(Interview, Anonymo~, 24.06.03b). 

Ad[ of the youth interviewed recall how they enjoyed a ’Youth C 

was held before a march ~n May 2002. About 50 youth attended; 

organiser tells bow the intention was to move away fi’om the ’hOrn 

doing politics by ’focusing on the idea of human interaction’, the ’ 

fyiendship’ and ’stereowped ways of interacting’ (Interview, 
24.06.03b). With a big pot of CUrlS ’people congregated in different 

and discussed, we lit a big fire, painted banners.., and basiealb 

party.. ’ (Interview, A~onymous, 24.06.03b}. 

Engaging the State: The Demanding Nature of the CCF 

The CCF has been criticised by the ruling party and others for 

with ~e state in a constructive manner. Yet, by invoking 

and presenting court cases, they have made use of tge politlc-at s 

up since 1994, thus contributing to the e~tabl~hment of liberal 

To berate movements for not having ideological clarity 
the history and nature of socia[ movements. While there may be 
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or viion in the beginning of the ’life cycle’ of 

c definition of purpose (practical|y, a political programme) arises 

can be internally generated amongst participant~ wi~ o~her 
~articipan~s internationally. 

~}Iso engages with the state by placing public demands on 
~als. For example, they demanded the implementation of a 

those who have no income’. They also 

lion and the implementation of economic policies 
means the scrapping of the disastrous Gear policy’. 

the links the CCF made with ~he Palestinian Solidarity Campaign 
~ey have demanded that ’in solidarity with the people of P£estine 
FDuthan break off all economic, trade, consular, sporting and 

the state of israet’ (Concerned Citizens Forum 2002a). 
said that ’all politics are local’, and in one sense the 

;fthe COy would confirm this. However, ~he cos, and others, should 
: social movements ~om elsewhere. In a study of informal 

Iron, Aaef Bayat concludes by questioning the impact of the 

or lack ~hereof, that informal and community-based groups, on 
bring to bear upon the state and capita]. Bayat notes how many 

type of organisationz are composed of ’... lack the 
exert pressure, since they lack an organizational power 

power 

1998: 9). 
he argues that for all their development& ’it was the state 

major challenge to the street politics throughout the I980s’ 

164). Post-~trucmralist and discursive analysis aside, to ignore the 

of power is to ignore ’... that like it or not the [national] 
(Bayat 1998: 164), ~uac~ionaries o~c which continue to be 

pIayers. 

inherently an intuitive process in which participants 

indMdua[ and social-collective experiences. Often this is 

dialogue with others and is articnlated as discussions around 

Conceptually it ~ linked to the ’who are we, who are they .and 



what can we do about it?’ type of questions noted earlier, What this 
represents is an argument about social change with people who share 

frustrations, ambitions and social interests÷ 
Accordingly, the struggle itself becomes a ’fight within a fight’ 

meaning and direction of their struggles, This intense ideological 
been a feature of all forms ~f popular movement, inchlding the 

movement against apartheid (see, for example, Marx 1992). 
Barker (1995) notes chat at every stage in the evolution of 

movemer~ts ’a war of tendencies proceeds’ between and within. 
organisatiot~s and individuals. Without some method 

can come together regularly as a CCF collective in order to debate, 

sociatly and morally support ~ach ofl~er, the danger exists that 
react by becoming demoralised, dropping out and turning on 

Conclusion 

The experiences of the people in the CCF remind us that, contrav 
some writers suggest, history is not without a subject, and demonst 

agency does not exist in a bubbIe. But: neither are 

Iinked m s~ructural relationships, ’interests’ to defend, and 

most often refers to such interests that can be cultural, religious, 

socio-potitical. Interests that, however ’spontaneous’ the}’ may once 

become enmeshed in, and adapted by, other strategies and 
radical anti-neoIiberaI populism esp 

are neither activists drilled with ideology nor passive victims of 
part ot" collective action undertaken - ’given a try’. 

Conceptually, the CCF can be understood as a negotiated, 

dialogical form of colledtive organisation that is continuatl, 
reconstructed as part of an ongoing 

those it seeks to challenge. Far from being f’~xed, its 

practical boundaries are open to reshaping, challenges 

collective forms o~ 
s~ruggle, and this has given rise to differer~ces within the 

While spontaneity is a necessary basis for a successful challen 
government’s polices, the experiences of the CEF suggest it is 

this is reflected in the lack of generalised and sustained activity 
Delia Ports and Dianl (2003} note how similar organisations are 
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;eriods ~f intense activity followed by a luIl, W-nat then becomes 

the periods of abeyance, activities should be directed towards 
¯ inmllectual development and thinking through strategy and 

¯ involve as many people as possible. If not, it is possible that 
lems raised in this re.search are likely to become obstacles 

Challenges that one participant summed up 

that we are fighting, we have m understand how are we 

:.are we fighting ¯ ¯ .’ (Interview, Anonymous, 10.08.03b). 

ag the future of the CCF= one participant recaIls how an old 
of the dangers of the ECla l~ecoming a ’popcorn 

just pops up every time there is an issue’ (Interview, 

However, while the socio-economic crisis in Sbuth Africa. 
will always be fertile ground in which organisations like the 

sow and nurture a 1urger community-based organisation in 

social movements m recognise that ’it is not enough simply 

order; one must show that it is not all-powerful, one mu~: 

hidden beneath the cement, the word beneath the ~ilence, 
beneath the ideology’ (1985: 55). In a small way, this is what 

started to do. But the past is not always a guide 

and whether a larger and more sustainal~le organisation can be 

!n Durban will partly depend on the lessons learnt by, and learning 
CCF participants. 

and D~ai and Pizhouse (2003) replicate dements of ri±s. However, ~he let~up in activity 

thee organisations seems to have Znduced more tuber reflection (~ee McKinley and 
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Building Unity in Diversity 

Social Movement Activism in the 

Western Cape Anti-Evlction Campaign 

tee Western Gape Ami-Eviction Gampa{gn is a 

56mmunity orgamisatiorm from poor, marginaiised areas of Cape 
actMsts and organisations share threats and experiences of 

~.ter discomxections, discontent with state policies of cost recovery 

and dissatisfaction with [coal political representation (Leitch 

oppositions[ voice ~n local politics in Cape Town, they 
and evictions as we!! a~ to intervene 

pertaining to housing and public services. The experiesitial and 
)that has built the Campaign overlies real diversity. Activks~s and 

diverse conditions, work from differen~ histories of 
with the state, and ground their activism in 

The strength of the Campaign derives from its common 
identi~r. Yet, real tension exists bev-ween th~ d:versity of 

organis~fions and strategies and tt:e unity required to fight 
rights and against sta~e policies and actions. Recent 

that only by accepting tr~ diversity can ~he Campaign’s 

analyses the building of the Campaign’s ’unity in diversity’. 

pul~l~c service delivery and cost-recover,i poltciea, we 
ty of the Campaign’s identity as a community-based 

inherent: diversity embedded in ~his identity. We explore 

local contexts shape diverse political practices, while also 

Ill 
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Wildllfe and Environmental Society of Southern Africa 
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World Social Forum 
World Summit on Sustainable Development 

World Trade Organisation 
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Introduction 
From Anti.Apartheid to 

Post-Apartheid Social Movements 

Richard Ba~lard, Adam Habib, ]mraan Vabdia and Elke guern 

A NEW CHAPTER in South African political history ;vas opened on 27 AprlI 
1994. It marked the moment when the ldaders of South Africa’s anti-apartheid 
social movements entered the corridors of political power. As has happened so 

often ~n newly liberated countries, the euphoria of the political mansitiort 
many to expect that the need for adversatia[ social struggle with the state was 
over. For a while after 1994, this expectation tended to inform much civil society 

activity and stifled social sttugg[es, but this response was by no means uniform. 

Some social struggles did take place. Labour s~uggles, for example, exploded in 

the immediate aftermath of the first non-mdal general elections. Spontaneous 
social eruptions occurred around the issues of demarcation and crime, but in 

most cases these quickly dissipated, and state-civil society e~gagements came to 
be largely defined by collaborative relatior~. 

This collaborative relationship between the state, on the one hand, and 
the unions and civics, on the other, was partly facilitated by the new 

government’s attempts to erea~e an enabling political and fiscal environment. 

Corporatist institutions, such as the National Economic Development and 

Labour Council (NEDLAC), were established and nongovernmental organ- 
isations (NOOs) and community-based organisations (CBOs) were given 

representation in this forum through the establishment of a development 

chamber. Legislation was promulgated that enabled the registration of NOOs 
and CBOs. Public funding agencies, such as the National Development Agency 

(NDA), were established to direct financial resources to the sector, and most 
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importantly, government enabled the sub-contracting o{: deveiopment services 

m a number of civil society actors, thereby outreaching the collegiate logic of 

state-civil society relations during the immediate post-apar~heid phase. 
Unlike in many other transitional societies wI:ere the political honeymoon 

tended to drag on for decades, new social struggles in South Af~ka emerged 
surprisingly quicld¥. Some of these struggles can be traced m the Mande[a 

presidency, even though most of the sttugg[es in the main tended to coincide 

with South Africa’s second democratic election and the ascension re the 
presidency of Thabo Mbeki. His term of office wimes~ed the emergence of 

racial struggles on a range of fronts. Three overlapping but distinct types of 

struggle emerged. Some were directed against various governmeet pdicies. The 
classic case here is be Congress of South African Trade Unions’ (COSATU) 

opposition to r.he Growth, Employment and Redistribution (GEAR) strategy, 

which represented the post-apartheid government’s decision to engage with 
trade liberalisation and pursue economic growth as the mechanism for 
faci[i’cat~ng employment, and thereby promote redistribution. Other struggles 
focused on government’s failures in meeting basic needs and addressing socio- 

economic r{ghts. The most noted e.xamples are the LandIess People’s Movement 
{LPM) and the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) that respectively address the 

slow pace of land redisrtibution and government’s failure to provide an adequate 

response to the bIIViAID$ crisis. Finally, some struggles emerged to directly 

~..%challenge the local enforcement of government policies and to resist government 
attempts at repression. The Soweto EleCtricity Crisis Committee (SECC), the 
Concerned Citizens Group (CCO) and the Anti-Evlction Campaign (AEC) are 

all attempts to organise poor and margina[ised communities to resist locaI, 

provincial and national governments’ attempts to cut off electricity and water, 
and to evict residents. The sheer scale and diversity of tEese social struggles has 
raised concern in official circles and prompted a number of scholars to mrn 

their attention to this emerging phenomenon {Bond 2000; Morals 1998). 
How do we understand these contemporary socia!, sn’uggles? Some studies 

have collectively referred to them as social movements (Desai 2.002), but, is this 

a fair description? Definitions of social movements abound, Cbarles Tilly suggests 
that *the proper analogy to a social movement is neither a parry nor a union 

but a polisicaI campaign. What we cal! ~oci~l:~ov~r~actually consists in a 
se~es of demands or challenges to power-ho~7;~" ~ {iie-i:~e era sociat category 
that lacks an established political position’ (1985: 735-6). Elisabeth Julia provides 
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more form so this definition when she defines movements ’as forms of �~!l_ecdve 
action with a high degree of popular participation, which use non-imtitution;l 

~£~Tnnels, and which formulate their demands while simul{~-nTou~t- 
forms of action t~_ ~_r_e.{.g__t.~_e~m, thus establishing themseIves as collective 
subjects, that is, as a group or social category’ Odin 1986 quoted in Escobar and 

AIvarez I992: 15). We atso understand these social movemerits to [argely exist 

._wi~th_i~_that s.p~he_r.e de_{iJ~ed a~vi[socie~: ’the orga.nised expression of various 

interests and values operatirig in.the triangular space between the fa~rfiil.~, 

and the~’ (Habib and Kotze 2.002: 3; Habib 2~03). 

Social movements are thus, in our view, p.oliOca_~lly and/or social. _ [y directed 

~ s, often involving multiple organisadons and networks, focused on 
one or more elemen_ts_o£f the social~jpolitical and econ~ 

~wt~.they. are .!gqg3e..d.... This ~hen suggests that we should perhat;s be 

circumspect about categorislng all of South Africa’s contemporary struggles as 
sociat movements; some may not be popularly located or do not sufficiently 

establish a collective identity. While :hose definitional questions can be 

imtructive, we do not wish to dwell upon them here. This volume employs the 
social movements frame as an entry point to explore the social base of these 

cnllectivities, the strategies they employ, and the implications of their choices 

for both development and democracy in Sou~h Africa. From this perspective, 
we turn to consider the questions and insights offered by social movement 

theories before addressing the context and implications of col{ective action in 
Sou~ Africa. 

A Survey of Social Movement Theories 

Investigations of social movements commonly build upon three central aspects 

relevant to our understanding of mobilisation: the structure of opportunities 

and constraints within which movements may or may not develo~pj._the networks, 

.s_~ucm____r_e:s.. ~:~.d_..p~l~e~ ~gs.o..g,r~.g~ 
the w.ay.{ in w~ich movement participants define or 
Analyses of political opportunities, 

include a wide range of theoretical perspectives from structural materialist 

approaches to mobilisadon to construerivist understandiags of identity. They 
therefore .work together ~o bridge approaches to ’old’ and ’new’ sociat 
movements, bringing together movements for liberation, independence and 

freedom that often sought revolutionary change and the overthrow of the 



state wit[, the ’self-limi6ng radicalism’ of’new’ social movements (Coher~ t985: 

664) which demanded greater equality and rights without challenging the 
szrucmre of" formally democratic states and the market economy. This three- 

pronged approach also offers important insights into the so-called ’new-new’ 
(DelLa Porto 2.003) transnational movements that press for alternative 

gLobalisatiom and in so doing challenge powerful teansnational and global 
political and economic structures. In this way, these three aspects of social 

movement inquiry productively accommodate the analysis of significantly 

different movements across time and space. 
As a first step, structuralist discussions of political opportuni~ seek to 

understand the contexts within which mobilisation is more or tess likdy. 

Approaches to political opportunity incorporate the insights from theorists of 
collective behaviour (Oberschall 1993; Smelser I971) by pointing to the 

importance of broader structura~ openings and instabilities to which actors may 

respond~ Political opportunity theorists also underline Piton and Cloward’s 
central insights into the importance of i~tltutions to both ’create and limit 
opportunitie.~ for mass struggles’ (1979: x-c). They therefore work to connect 

broader structural and institutional configurations to tlie prospects for move- 
ment activity and the rise and decline of protest cycles, but irnportan*l’� do so 

without reducing the presence of movement activity to structural conditions. 

Tarrow offers a fairly concise definition of political opportunity structure: 
’consismnt - but not necessarily formal, permanent or national - dimensions 

of the poIitlcal environment that provide incentives for people to undertake 
collective action by affecting their expectations for success or fiailure’ (1994= 85). 

McAdam expands on this by identifying four dimensions of political opportunity 

which most authors employing the term agree upon: ’The relative openness or 
closure of the instivationalised political system; the stability or instability of that 

broad set of elite alignments that qrpically undergird a polity;, the presence or 
absence of elite allies; the state’s capacity and propensity for repression’ (1996; 

27). Changes in polific£ opportunity structure would therefore include shi~ts 
in any one or more of these four dimensions. It is important to s~ress that state 
actors can provide opportunities through their engagement or disengagement, 

and that forms of engagement dearly vary; for example, whi~e a paticipatory 
corporatist system may open opportunities, a co-aptive corporatist structure will 
work to diminish them. Finally, not only elites but £so counter~elltes play crucial 

roles in defining political openings. 
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Political opportunity theorists also point to the formation of protest cycles 

that begin with an increase in strucmra!ly created political opportunities, which 

are then expanded by movements as they successfully mobilise, offering greater 
opportunities for the creation of new movements. Ia this way, political 
opportunity is not simply given but is also strongly affected b{ the actions of 
collective actors. Protest cycles are expanded by heightened mobilisation and 

rapid innovation as different actors learn from and improve upon existing 
models of collective action. Either increasing popular acceptance of many of 

the claim{ made by the participants or increasing state repression may spell the 
end of a cycle of heightened protest. ALternatively, dlsillusiomnenq frustration 

and even boredom on the part of the movement participants may lead to a 
decline in protest and possibly the disappearance of formerly popular movements 
(Castetls 1983; Tarrow 1994; Zuern 2001). Political opportunity approaches 
consequently offer significant contributions to the study of socia+L movements. 

by highlighting the opportunities for action and suggesting the possible forms 
that movements will take as they respond to the context in which they organise. 
Opportunity structures cannot, however, explain the rise of new movements 

on theft own. 
Movements also build upon existing human and material resources. The 

investigation of mobilising structures, which has grown out of resource 
mchilisation theory (McCarthy and Zald 19735, mtionallst a~counts of collective 

action (Ol~on 1965), moral economy approaches (Thompson 1971) and pollticaI 
process modds Willy i978~ McAdam 1982), has vmderlined the need to consider 

not only material resources but also the formaI and informal networks upon 

which movemer~ts are built. These networks include those that develop along 
class, e~hnic, racial, religious and gender lines, as well as those that manscend 

the~e distinctions. 
This second, branch of inquiry investigates how social movement 

organ~afions are formed, what local networks they build upon, what existing 
institutions they employ, and what access ~b~ey have to political and material 

resources. This conception of resources also includes established repertoires of 
contentior~, essentially the means of dalm making Willy 1986: 4) which range 

from peaceful sit-ins and letter-writing campaigns to acts of vandalism or violent 

attacks upon individuaIs or state institmions. Though these resources exist for 
new movements to employ, new movements often innogate within existing 

repertoires. During different periods, under different regimes, various forms 



of protest dominate. As repertoires become outdated, social actors .work to 

change them in response m changes in their own interests and organlsations as 
well as the overall relationship between state and society. The changes are, 

however, extremely gradual; in the interim, repertoires may actually constrain 

action {Tilty 1986; Zuem 

Analysts who employ mobilging structures as part of a broader inquiry, 

work to avoid the eentra[ criticisms levelled against earlier, more narrowly 

defined, approaches. Mducci, for exampIe, notes that theories ba~ed purely on 

resource mobllisation ’tend to explain how, but not why social movements 

emerge and develop’, adding ’resource mobilisation approad’~es view collective 

action as "data" which is merdy given’ (1989: 3). Political opportani¢ approaches 

offer some insight into the question of ’why?’, but largely from the perspective 
of factors ex~eroal to the movemer~ts then, selves. In short, it is necessary to 

investigate the very prooess by whic~ movements define themselves in order to 

fully undetstm:d the ’why’ of movement mobilisation and organisation- 

This third area of social movement studies is based on identity-oriented 

paradigms that stress the importance of social re(ationships for arty under- 

standing of movemeng activit,/; they therefore bring cultural frames including 

shared meanings, symbols and discourses into the analysis (Lichbaoh 1998: 407). 
Analysts of new social movements such as Touraine (1981) and Melucci (1989) 

have underlined the importance of t)ammg, by focusing on subjective e~ements 

such as identity, smttts and values. Mducci reminds us that the same experiences 
and behaviour can be viewed in different ways; meanings depend upon systems 

of reference (1985: 794}. These shared meanings, defined as framing processes 
by Snow and others (Snow et al. 1986), are central m any understanding of 

social movement activity. Even the st~uctural.ist account of Piven a~d Cloward 

(1979} and the rdative deprivation theory expounded by Gurr (1970) point to 

the central importance of a shared feeling of ~ievance in order for mobilisation 

to occur. The ove~sight in t~ese theories has been to assume that such collective 

framings simply appear w~thout investigating their very consrrucoom 
McAdam, Tarrow and Tilly argue: ’For a growing schoo~ of "cortstmctionists", 

social movements were both carriers of meanings and makers of meaning, that, 

by namir~g grievances and expressiug new identities, constructed new realities 
and made these identities collective’ (1997: ~49; italics in original). Insights from 

the study of so*called ’identieg-based’ movements, such as those f~cusing on 

women’s and gay righta, were incorporated into the study of social movements 

more generally to work to address questions of collective ident~.ty, co~ciousness 
and solidarity that earlier models had difficulty solving. The inclusion of these 
approaches underlines the importance of definitions of community, shared 
meanings and transcripts (Scott 1985) for any account of collective action. 

Scbolars from numerous perspectives have worked to bridge these three 

cer~tral aspects and oftendivisions in ~e study of social movements (Cohen 

1985; Della Ports and Diani 1999; Lichbaeh t998; McAdam, McCarthy and 
Zald 1996; McAdam, Tartow and Tllly 1997, 2001). \Vhile different authors 
allocate varying degrees of attention to underlying s~ructuml factors, it is quite 

clear tha~ no movement can be understood wlthout.some investigation of the 
material structure wisI~in which it formed. Opportunity structures work either 

to l~mit collective action, as in highly representative or repressive syseems, or to 
encourage such behaviour, especially under conditions where ~ere is a clear 
definition of a repressive system (for example, apartheid, around which many 

could rally in opposition). The establishment or presence of solidarity networks 

is clearly required for the ’production of meaning arid the mobilization ef 
resources’ (Ddla Porta and Diani 1999: 22) that enable popular protest. Finally, 

the production of shared beliefs and collective identities form the necessary, 

but not sufficient, bas~s for all social movements. 
Before moving on to an investigation of the underlying s~rucmral conditions, 

both domestic and transnational, affecting recent movement activity in South 
A~rica, it is necessary to add two more important innovations and challenges to 

~hls three-pronged perspectNe on movement activitT. First, until relatively 
recently, most schoIars of movemenr.s have focused upon domestic contexts 

and movements rather than transnational scram, constraints and opportunities. 
Keck and Sikkink (I998), however, have importantly drawn attention to 

~ra~a~ational advocac~n.~__.~j.~_7._.~g growing scholarship, following in their 
footsteps, furtIaers this inquiry by focusing on the development of transnational 

erganisations and movements, particularIy those challenging nee-llberal 
discourses of globa[isation {for example, Clark 2003; Cohen and Rai 2000; 

Della Pores and Tarrow 2005; Flotini 20001 Keane 20~3; K}~agtam, Riker and 

. Sikkink 2002; Klein 2001; O’Brien et al., 2000). These scholars have pressed 
researchers and activists to define opportunities, networks and identities which 

transcend national boundaries, and that work to connect the ’local’ to the 
’global’. 



Second, McAdam, Tarrow and.Tilly (2~01) have worked to define a more 

dynamic approach m movement activity and collective action more generally. 

This approach seeks to move the focus of {nquiry from one of understanding 
political opportunities and threats, mobilising structures and framing processes 

to a framework with.in which greater emphasis is ptaced upon the very 
mechanisms and processes that bring about conmntions action by carmecti~rg 
these factors. This resu[r~ in a more dynamic and complex framework which 
effeetivdy focuses om processes such as boundary activation (defining ’us’ and 

’them’); diffusion (the eransmission of ideas and approaches to new populations); 

brokerage (the linking of previously unconnected actors and sites); radicalisation 

(the move to more extreme tactics or agendas); social appropriation (the 
appropriation of previously non-politicised sites or activities into sites of 

mobitisation); category formation (creation of a new social category); oh}oct 

shift (change in perceptions and relations among actors); and certification 
(validation of actors by an external authoriw). Such a framework challenges 
researchers to draw connections between various processes to better understand 

social movements and collectivities in motion. 
This dynamic framework, along with ~he three-pronged approach outlined 

above with the cruciat addition of mansnational and globs| opportunities, actions, 
identities and constraints, offers a host ofques~ons, approaches and mechanisms 

for researchers to consider when investigating popular responses to ~he political 
and soeio-economic context in South Africa. In order to employ these insights, 
it is necessary to begin by defining the broader ftamework of opportunities and 

constraints to investigate global~satiou as it manifests itself in South Africa. 

Globalisation and Marglna~ation in South Africa 
The terra gIobalisafion has come to dominam discourses of social, economic 
mad cultural developments in contemporary society. Given the mukifaceted 

processes that are often merged under its rubric, the term defies clear and 

precise definition. Most analysts begin by pointing to the economic dimensions 

of global~sation, including the dramatic increases in international trade and 
finance, the growing importance of multi.national corporations in the 
international economy, and, more generally, the growing interconnectedness 

of many parts ofthe world. This growing interconnectedness has been 
chamcterised over the ~ast three decades by the increasing importance of new 

advances, which have dramatically reduced the costs of inter- 
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national transactions, thereby promoting the increased movement of capital, 

goods and services and, to a certain extent, people. It is important to also recognise 
that the integration of the global economy has led to a rapid pro[ifevatiot~ and 

spread of new information and communicatior~s technologies. 
The forces unleashed by global~sation have had a fundamental impact on 

the production system, which itsdf has become g[obalised. The shift from Fordist 

to post-Fordist production strategies has led to the outsourcing of suppliers and 
the relocation of prlce-sens~tive products to [ow-cust production regions where 
labour is cheap. These changes in the production system have in turn fostered 
fundamentally reconflgured labour ma_rkets, forcing a rapid growth ~n new 

forms of informal, contract and par>time working arrangements across the 
globe (see Standing 1999). 

The economic definitions highlight some of the key features of 

gIobalisation- the imports*ace of trade, the growing importance of r~ulti- 
~ationa[ corporations, the extent and ease of international capital flows, .the 
importance of the spread of technologies and ideas, and the globalisation of 

production ~ but say very lltt[e about hierarchies of power and social relations. 

Others in the social sciences, however, emphasise the importance of the 
compression of time and space as key dimensions of globalisation (see Harvey 

1989; Giddens 1984). Distinguishing between place and space, where the former 
signifies the idea of locale or geographical location and the latter is structured 

by social relations, g~obalisation involves the increasing disconnection from place 
and connection to space. Olobalisation is thus defined as ’the intensification of 
worldwide social rdations which link distant localities ifi such a way that Ideal 

happenings are shaped by events occurring many miles away and vice-versa’ 

(Giddens 1990). Mittelman extends this conception ofglobalisation to emphasise 

¯ the political dimensions of globalisation and the responses to it. He views 
¯ globalisation thus: 

. . As experienced from below: the dominant form of globalisation means 
¯ ... ¯ historical transformation; in the economy of livelihoods and modes of 

¯ i. :. 
existence; in politics, a loss in the degree of control exercised locally ~ 
for some, however litrIe to begin with - such that the locus of power 

gradually shifts in varying proportions above and below the territorial 

: : state; and in culture, a devaluation of a col[ectiviW’s achievements or 
¯ :. " perceptions of them (2000’, 6). 
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The strength of Mitre[man’s concept is that it provides a framework for an 

a.nalysis of how agents may respond to globallsatior~ and therefore of the politics 
of globalisatlon. Oillian Hart expressly argues .against seeing globalisation as ’an 

inexorable force of nature’ {2002: 5~1) and suggests that even critical readings of 
g{obalisution have been disabling for the way in which they have promoted 

"’the global" as the site of active primacy’ (2002: 2.94). She advocates a recog- 
nition of local politics a~ a mechanism both to challenge and engage with 
glohalisation. These innovations allow us m view g[obalisation not only in 

economic mrms but also as a multifaceted process with power relations that 

produce powerful forces supporting its further entrdnchment and also discontents 

that sometimes coalesce into counter movements. 
tn this way, globalisation has been linked to marginalisation, a term used in 

the literature en poverty and social policy to encompass the disadvantages of 
individaals, households, social groupings, or spatial areas, in teems of some 

social, economic, cutmral or political activities or processes. Mar~nalisation is 

most often linked closely to a lack of material resources and poverty and 
associated with powerlessness and lack of representation and fteedom. 

What, then, is the impact of globalisation? There is now a large economic 

literature that empirically explores flxe effecm of globalisation (see, for example, 

Dollar and Kraay 2000; World Ba~k 2002; 8tigli~z 2002; Sala-i-Martin 2002; 
Rodrik 1999)..This empirical literature, complicated as it is by a range of 

measurement controversies, does not address the fundamental issues at play. 

This is iargely because amwers to this quas~ion too often take a homogenous 

form. For its proponents, globalisatio~ is a necessary developme~xt that will 
enable society to maxtmise its wealth, and bring prosperity ~oalL For its critics, 

it is an ominous development that increases exploitation arid oppression and 
plunges societies into the depths of poverty and immiseration. Both these 
perspectives contain at [east a kernd of truth, but their essential weakness is 

that they speak only to one side of a muhlfaceted process, which has differential 
effects among and within nations. 

What then are these differentia[ effects? To state the obvious: globalisation 
has both winners and losers. These winners and losers do not correspond ~o 
the neat nationabinternatiorml divide tMt is so often reflecmd in left-leaning 

nationalist literature. The beneticiarics and victims of globalisation are present 

in both the industrialised and the developing world. This should not be 
surprising. After all, the defining element of globalisation is its integrative 

1I 

character: tb.e erosion of national boundaries and the increasing drift to a 

spatially unified universe. Its effects are thus global. Recognition of this, however, 

must ~:ot be interpreted to mean that the effects are uniform across the globe. 
Indeed, since social structures vary across spatial contexts, the impact of 

globa[isatiou differs dramatically across regional and national contexts. Peasant- 
b~aed societies, for instance, are far more adversely affected by the disciplining 
effects of globalisation tha~ are societies with a high preponderance of skilled 

workers concentrated in knowledge-based iz:dustties. 
Globalisation has transformed socialstructures by reorganising tee indum’ial 

sector and forcing a large percentage of orgunised workers into the informal 
economy; i~ also reconfigured the class alliances of the post-Second World War 

period (see Marglin and Schor 1992). In this new era, the domestic Bourgeoisie. 
was reconfigured into an alliance ~vith international capital, As a resutt, domestic 

Labour was thrown onto the defensive and forced into a rear-guard battle ~o 
protect the gains won in an earlier phase of the accumulation process (see Held 

a~d McGrew 2002). The primary beneficiary of this state of affairs was capital~ 
although this was not universally the case (Habib and Padayach~e 2000)÷ This 
enhanced the negotiating power of finance capital and multi-national 

corporations, in particular vis4~is other social actors as a result of the increasing 
availability" of investment sites across the world. The primary institutional 

casualty of this process was the nation state. Previously it served m condition 

and conswain capita[ in its quest for profit. Now capital, with its control over " 
investment and the availability of an overabundance of investment sites, served 

as a constraining influence on the nation state. IncreasingIy, it demanded Iess 
regulation and mote market-oriented policies as a cos~ for its investment+ As 
the years roiled on, the nation state begmq making significant concessions in 

this regard. 
Labour, as a social actor, has ~ost ~he most as a ~esuIt of this process of 

globalisation. The enhanced power 6f capital, the increasingly subservient status 
of the nation state, and the transformation in the industrial economy unleashed 
by g[obalisatioe all has taken its toll. Large numbers of workers, particularly in 

vulnerable industries, have been thrown out of work or into casual labour. 
Gains won in the earlier accumulation phase around the sociat wage have largely 

been rolied back. And the influence of labour over the state has declined 

dramatically, making it almost impnssible to tnrn the political tide. Of course 
the effects on labour have not been equally distributed, but labour as a social 



category has experienced a net loss in influence, members and control over 
and &are of society’s resources. 

Ironically, as we noted in the previous section, one sector to have benefited 
from g[obalisation, or at least from some aspects of i~, ~s the activist layer of 

social movements spa~ed in this period (Lambert and Webster 2004: 86; Taylor 
2004), The technological and communication revo/ution has not only made it 

easier for capital to do business, but has al~o enabled activists from across the 

ideologici spectrum to wage zheir srruggleso F~mafl and cheaper global travel 
enables activism from different parts of the world to communicate much mo~e 
easily, The Internet and satellite television facilitate the universalisation o~" 
straggles, in particular because the citizenry in the induatrialised countries are 

more easily made aware of the oppression, exploitation and immiser[sing 
conditions to which other parts of the world are subiected. As a result, in the 

last two decades, United States and European corporates such as Nike and Shell 

have been hetd accountable for their labour conditions and environmental 
records i~ other parts of the world through consumer boycotts and other forms 

of protest h~ ~e US and Europe. Intemation£ financial agencies, in particular 
1:he International Monetary Fund .and the World Bank, are continually con- 

fronted with street derndns~ations at their annual general /ueetings; these 
protests are overwhelmingly p’opulated by activists and eidzens from the 
industrialised world. Seattle, Genoa and the range of international consumer 

boycotts launched against a diverse set of multi-national corporations for 
everything from the Pale’*dnian struggle to child labour practices would not 

have been possible without the increesing integration of the world through 
globalisation (Byers 2000). 

South Africa serves as a textbook example of how globalisation plays itself 
out in the semi-industriaIised world. Capital ha~ been the primary benefieiaw 

as productMty and the return on investment dramatically ~mproved in the Iast 
decade. The state has been largdy constrained by domestic and foreign capital 

and has, as was indicated earlier, made significant concessions at the macro- 

economic poticy level (Michie and Padayachee 1997). Labour has been the 

principal loser in this process. COSATU’s influence on its alliance partner, the 
African National Congress (ANC), has been steathly eroding throughout the 
transition years. Large numbers of organised workers have been retrenched, 
casua[ised and/or forced into the informs1 economy, leading to a further 

expansion of the burgeoning underdasses. Some workers have done well. Senior 
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managers and certain categories of skilled workers (including professionals) have 
experienced rising incotnes, but they constitute a tiny proportion of the overall 

:: hbour community that has been on ~e defensive for most of the last decade 

: ¯ (Nattrass 2003). 
" ¯      One distinctive feature of the South African case ks that the gIobiBation 

process waS simultaneously accompanied by a political transition from apartheid 
to a democrat:it order. The substantive compromise of dris ~ransifion was the 
incoming regime’s support for nee*liberal economic policies in exchange for 

: capital’s acceptance of black economic empowerment and some affirmative 
The result has been a globalisadon process tinged by colour. Black 

entrepreneurs have Become the primary beneficiaries as they have been induded 
" in new investment from both foreign and domestic capital, and have been 

provided wtth concessionatW 1onus by the state and/or its finandai agencies. 

" ¯ Skilled black personnel have benefited enormously as the corporate sector has 
scrambled to meet equity targets in their managerial and staffing structures. 

¯ "    Black managers and workers have been prioritised in public sector employment, 

but black has also been the colour of most of the victims of this neo-liberal 
i :: globalisation, an unfortunate legacy of the overlap df race and class categories 

: .bequeathed by apartheid. 
The net effect of this s~multaneous coupling of economic globalisation with 

:..tM democratic transition, what Samuel Huntington (1991) called ~e Third 
Wave, has been devastating. According. to the Report of the Committee of 
.Inquiry into a Comprehensive System of Social Security for South Africa (2002= 
19), unemployment stands at 36 per cent for the overall population and at 52 

cent for African females. Poverty is pervasive and, a&ording to a recent 
commirce~ of enquiry for the Department of Soc~a~ Welfare, stands at an 

astounding 45 to 55 per cent. About 10 per. cent of African people are 
¯ malnourished and at least 25 per cent of African children are stunted (Everatt 

21303: 77). Evidence suggests that key indicators, such as unemployment and 
tM number of households without a breadwinner, are deteriorating (Everatt 
2003), TEe levd of inequality is a~o getting worse. South Africa has always 
been one of the mos~ unequal societies in the world, and the incoming ANC 
government in 1994 committed itself to addressing this prob[em. Yet despite 

ii..... the post-apartheid regime’s rhetorical commitment to redistribution, the Gini 
coefficient continued to rise throughout the ANC’s first two termS of office 
(Report of ~he Commiztee of Inquiry into a Comprehensive System of Socii 

i " Security for Sou% Africa 2002: 27). One flatter worth noting, however, is that 



the racia! profile of inequality is changing. Tb.is ~s reflected in the fact that the 
size of the African component in the richest income docile rose fi:om 9 per cent 
in 1991 to 22 per cent in 1996. Ti~e racial profile of the poorest ha~, however, 

remained black, leading many commentators to conclude that the present 
economic dispensation benefits only a tir~y elite within the African population. 
The predicament of the losers in this transition is perhaps most graphically 
captured in the words of Emma Makahaza in the poverty hearings hosmd by the 
South African Human Rights Commission, the NGO Coalition and the 
Commission on Gender Equality: 

I am having seven children and nothing to depend on. I am making 
bricks and sometimes it rains and then I can’t do it. And I collect food 
and take it to people. I fetch wood and collect cans of cold drink a~:d sell 
them. When 1 am without food then .I go next door and if they don’t 
have then the children will have emp~ stomachs and I cry. Yesterday I 

left with my children fast asleep hecause they will ask me what: we are 
going to eat. I am very thin because when I bought a bucket of mielle 
men!, I won’t eat at all if I am thinking of the c~ildren. They say’. Mum 
you are going co die (Commission of Oender Equality et al, 1998: 17). 

The Rei~vention of Social Movements in Post-Aparthetd South Africa 

One of the most striking features of social movements in post.apartheid South 
Africa is d~at many of them are new, and a number of them em_esged from_._the 
la:e 1990s. ~t~king, in particular, because South Africa’s recent political 
~ so integrally tied _t~o_~o~ia/.:mg~e_m.e&~, Although some ma’~ 
6F F~-fft~aix’{igi?T~ ~ent and effectivenes~ of civic and trade union 

organtsation in South Africa during the apartheid era, it would be Nit to say 
that, compared to m~ng other countries, there has m~B.~_~ a 
heightened [eve[ of social organisation in the country, especialIy in urban areas. 

/"--~S’odifi[ movements in ~8{3~ A~{[d[~[~pla~cgff~ vi~at ’hart in precipitating and 

defining the terms of the transition to democracy and indeed ~he tlberadon 
movement was arguably one of the quintessential sociaI movements of fine 
twentieth century {see Figure t.t, block 1). Opposigon to apartheid was, as a 

result of apartheid itself, necessarily extra-parllamentary. Banned political 
parties, such as the ANC and Pan-Africarrist Congress (PAC), along w~th t~e United 

©emocmtic Front (UDF), COSATU, NGOs, civics and churches, formed a collective 
mass of democratic energy, which - in combination with economic difficulties, 

::. From An~*-A~,artheid ~o Post-Apartheid Social Movemen~                        t5 

: [: e~terrtal political pressure and chat~ging geo-polifical circumstances - resulted 

"[:.. " in ~e negotiated revolution of the ~rly 19908. 
:.: [[: Yet, in a county whose politi~ w~e defined by an ultimately ovetwhelmi~ 

¯ . ).~nti.government movement, ~here is only limited insdtutionaI conriauiw 

. helen ~e movemenu of the t980s and those of the late 19908. The key 
’:[ . ~p[a~a~o~ for the ne~ess of today’s generation of social mo~emems ~ that 

.: ::.....old aveau~ of opposition were absorbed i~to the post-apa~heid government, 
: :.:. " thus lea~ng oppo~en~ of the government without a ’voice’ with which to 
~ .:. : ~rms or a mechanism to org~ise opposition (see Figure 1.1, ble& 2). ~g 

.:.. ’mrked a change ia the politi~l oppormniw s~ucmre and the repertoires of 

¯ :": ~:: .[.d0ntenaon, ~ well ~ the acti~tion of new boundari~ and therefore new sen 
¯ ......:..~f polt~cal actors. 

2. Mld-1990s: Po~l-Transttlorl      3. Late-1990s Onwards 

~ 
I~PF 

TAG 

" "0p~0*itlo~ Opposilio~ Opposition 

"’."..: [ A~ we argued earlier in the immediate aftermath of the political transition of 

.. ’: ¯¯¯1994, state-civil society relations changed from the adversarial opposition tb.at 
:::: [dlaracterlsed apartheid politics, to a more collaborative and development- 

::::....ii )iOriented focus. Unlike the previous govemm&nt, which did not have inter- 
i::{ :i:i.: fiational or domestic legitimacy, this was now a democratically elected 

!".i:: !:.: g0vernment that was seea.to be ’working on the problem’ of poverty and 
:i 21: i :deprivation rather than creating or exacerbating it. Patience was exercised, and 
:;.: ::4 although social conditions remained difficult for the poor, communities were 

:: :;::i.n6t inclined to mobilise (Desai 2002: 1). 



Furthermore, even if communities had wanted to mobi[ise, the institutional 
environment that historically emaloled this had all but disappeared. The 

organisarional mechanisms that bad been used to express opposition to 

government prior to the rransltion - thg UDF, ANC, civics, NGOs - were either 

now part of the government or operating in c|ose collaboration with =he 

government: 

¯ .. key activiata [took] key jobs in parliament and other government 

seructures. Gener£1y, there was deep confusion in that the civics’ mainly 

opposition£ role m the state was now deemed inappropriate, as they 

were urged to move ~rom ’resistance ~o reconstruction’ (Lumsden and 

Loftus 2003; 19). 

To illustrate the distance the civic movement had moved, the Sunday Tiras~ 

reported that the South African National Civic Organization (SANCO) had 

launched an investment arm in order to generate reyenue for members. It 

quoted the executive director as sonny: ’We have reposRioned ~e 

iowa’s empowering ~e mmmuni~ - ~th the emphasis on s~lls d~elopment, 

education, and employment’ (Kobokoane 1997}. In a ~ecent artide, Fo~est 

d~c~bed s~CO ~ a ’moribund ally’, an ’empw shall’ ~n litffe capaciW 

opposition (2003: 9). 
NGOs, too, moved closer to the government and there ~ ’increasing 

pressure on NGOs to "prof~sio~ise" - code for adop~ng more technocraic 

approaches to development - with emphasis on efficient financial and 

managemen~ sysmms, and the abiliW to effect swift delivery’ {Marais I997). 

Boutle a~uded m the danger that NOOs and CBOs were ’falling into gne ~ap of 

being res=icred m delivery’ (1997). ~e mi& m late 1990s could arguably be 

described as a hiatus in popular and radical ac~viw during whi& pmponenm 

SOda[ justice a~empted to internal~e their programmm within the state thro@ 

the drafOng of the new comtimtbn, the alleviation ofpove~ t~rough wel~re, 

aM the implemenm~on of poliW m redress inherited inequalities. 
There were, however, diveNent opinions both within the ~tate and civil 

socieW on the best development pat~. ~ welfarist solurio~ of ~e Recon- 

struction and Development Pro~amme were ~ncre~ingly seen rebe ~umped 

hy pro-~o~h approaches as articuNted in ghe 1996 ~ strate~, opposition 

has been expressed through the re-invigoration of civil sociew and the 
development of a new generation of CBOs, which seek to challenge the emerging 

pro-growth consensus. 

¯ These new, emerging CBOs are different from their traditional 

.:. counterparts. Often they command greater technical capacity and 

¯ experts, and slot into networks with larger NG©s. One example is 

People’s Dialogue and its community-based structures like the Homeless 

People’s Federation... As wet1, their rising expertise implies a gradual 

break in their former dependency on =struggle NGOs’. Most importantly, 

i.:: :. they do not shy asvay from taking governmer~t on (Anonymous 1997). 

~; .:. :i : The Homeless People’s Federation (the communiw-based organization which is 

i : " part of the Homeless People’s Alliance) was indeed the ~orerunner to a host of 

.:. s~gnificant social movement~ that were subsequently established (~ee Figure 1.1, 

i:i :block 3). The TAC (1998), Concerned Citizens Forum (1999), Auti-Eviction 
Campaign, Anti-Privatisa~on Forum, Soweto Electticit7 Crisis Committee 

:"i: " .(2000}, the Landless People’s Movement, Coalition of South Africans for the 
.. :: : Basic Income Grant (2001), and the Education Rights Project (2002), amongst 

others, have re-constituted a vibran~ civil soclety. 

: : " . ¯Contemporary social movements are by no mear~ unitary and uniform. A 

:?.i ¯quick scan of the issues they represent indicates a massive diversity of concerns: 

informal labour access to infrastructure honsin~ eviction HIV AtDS 
¯ . " crime and~.safetg,.and geo-politics~-.Many movements 

.i .::i from dass-based ideologies with notable self-descriptions as: anti-neoliberal, anti- 

" capka[ anti-OEAR, anti-globalisation, anti-market, and pro-poor, pro-human 

socialist a~d TrotskTist. However, while the material improvement of 
" ..~oor people’s lives is at the core of many of these movements, they are by no 

means limited to demands for delivery or indeed to the concerns of ~e poor. 

¯ Some also speak to legal rights, social and environmental justice, and stigmas 

and discrimination of certain categories of people rooted in everyday society 

culture. Furthermore, the acknowledgement of second-generation rights 
!!i ii::. i~ the constitution allows ~’or material gains¯ to be constructed as rights, and 

.::: there is increasing blur~ing between class-based and rights-based struggles. 



Voices of Protest 

In addition to issues, secial movements vary according to geographic scale. 
On one end of the continuum, the Concerned Citizens Forum is a Iargd7 
ChatswortE.based movemet~t focusing its work on ::)urban. At the national 

level, the TAC is strongly represented throughout the country, although it may 

be more active in urban areas. J~:bi[ee South Africa, on the other end of the 
cominuum, is a local office of a global movement. Local initiatives of*en overcome 

the constraints of tEek geographic focus by affdiating with movements elsewhere 

in the country or world, as was seen in the way Durban’s Self-Employed Women’s 
Union with 2 000 membe~:s modelled itself on the Self-Employed Women’s 

Association with 700 000 members in India. These and many similar institutions 

a::e [inked through the global organisation of Streemet, launched in Durban 

irt Z(?0Z. Along with a variation of scale, movements also vary in size, According 

to Forrest (2003), the National Association of People Living with HIViAIDS 
claims a membership of 200 000 ~o 300 000. Others may have memberships 

of just a few hundred, or memberships that are difficuk to determine as a 

result of their structural form. 
[nsdmtlonal shape i~ also a dimension of variation÷ As we have seen, some 

are local branches of international movements. Others, such as the National 
Land Committee, describe themselves as independent NGOs, and yet still others 

are associations and networks of exiting organisations such as the Coalition of 
South Atzicans for the Basic Income Giant. Finally, some still choose not m 
formalist their structure at all and prefer to remain unregistered and informal. 

This diversity amongst contemporary social movements in terms ot" issues, 

size, institutional form and tactics creates important methodological challenges. 

Is iz lair to say teat in all cases we are dealing with the same ’unit of artalysis’ 

and that all movements are necessarily of tee same category? Can aI[ of these 
social struggles necessarily be defined as social movement? How do we 

understand social movements within the global and national context? What 

are the implications of such movements for democracy in South Africa? 
In an effort to address these question~ and understand the significance 

tlaese movements, a case study methodology was adopted. The research process 
involved bringing together schotars and activist intellectuals, frern a diverse set 

of ideological backgrounds, to investigate these movements, ~he social 
background of their membership and Ieadership, their operations and decision- 

making processes, their goals and s~rategles, and fina[ly their social and poliftcal 
significance. The research generated a voluminous set of information, all of 
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" which would be impossible to capture in the pages that follow. The chapters of 

. " :i.: this volnme, then, each of which focuses on an individual social movement, 
.:/.". mnst be t~eated as analytical summaries of more microdirected and empiricall¥ 

¯ " de,ailed reports published elsewhere. They are conceptually brought together 
¯ in a concluding chapter, which reflects bo~t on the political signific}nce of 

(.)./.: these movements for development and democracy in South Africa, and on the 

¯ i debates in the globs[ academy around social movements, social mobilisati0n 

and social reconstruction. It should go without saying that the analysis and 
¯ i:. conclusions in the pages that follow are founded on the World Social Forum’s 

: ¯ ambition ~aat a better world is possible and are offered as a contribution m the 
i":: : : d~ruggle for tee creation of that future. 
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Seeking the High Ground 
The Treatmeat Action 

Campaign and the Politics of MoralitY~ 

S~vsn Friedman and Shauna Mottiar 

WHEN multi-national corporations were meant to be invinclb~e, 
::: .i demonstrators pressured ~nternational pharmaceutical firms into abandoning 

i!:::[ i ~0urt action seeking to prevent the g0vemment from importing cheaper generic 
(TAG 200t). In 2003, tb.e gov~ment succumbed m pressure and 

plan ~:o distribute anti-retroviral medication (ARVs) to people livirtg 

:.i[i:.: :~th HIViA.~D8 (TAG News Service Z003a}. 
7fEe common thread between these events was the Treatment Act~0n 

(TAG)= it was responsible for the 2001 demonstrations and played a 

a campaig~ to win access to ARVs for people infected with H1V 
ii":a~d AIDS. The second victory helped confirm the TAG’s ~conic status 

and at home. The TAG and its chair; Zackie Achmat, were 

n6minated for the Nobel Peace Prize (TAG News Service 2003b). t~ has also 
repeatedIy ws a model of a social movement tb_ar h~ won gains for 

::~: i: ’its cormtituency: it was reportedly a model for a campaign by the South African 

of Churche~ and National Land Committee for the expropriation of 

(]and ~om absentee land!o~ds (Kindra 2001). 
:: ::~:.i .::~ .: .Tl~e TAG is a movement that campaigns for affordable treamxent for people 

with HIV and AIDS. It was iannched On 10 December 1998, International 

to ’campa{gn for greater access to ereatrnent {or all Sot~th 

~ublic awareness and understanding about gsues surrounding 
i? the availability, affordability and use of HIV treatments’. The TAG says it also 

It ts ~egaxded by 
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Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, March 27, 2012 5:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Exhibifiou Opening, Av~mt-Garde Film, m~d Museum Store Sale! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

this week at the ACKLAND 27 March 2012 
Ib£~.~.~£.o...#!~.!;...!.h#.u~h.~..#.~...~#.~ 
30 March - 1 July 2012 

One of America’s most remarkabte [ivin@ artists, Thornton Dial is widety 

reco@nized for his Jar@e-scale, multimedia assemb[a@es, yet his most 

abundant body of work is his drawin@s, which he be@an producin@ in the 

early 1990s. Or@anized by the Ack[and Art Museum, Thornton Diel: 

Thoughts on Peper brin@s to@ether 50 of Dial’s earliest drawin@s from 

1990-1991, a pivotal moment in his artistic career. Characterized by 

f[owin@ lines, color washes, and ima@es of women, fish, and ti@ers, the 
works on view provide a touchstone of Dial’s creative process. 



Opening 30 March: 

and Constructions 

.’entered on a quil,t from the l,egendary Gee’s Bend, Al,abama, quil,ting 

this exhibition cel,ebrates both the act of "piecing together" 

disparate el,ements and the infl,uence of traditional. 

arts on modern and contemporary art. 

Public Lecture ÷ Opening Reception 
Thornton Dial: Thoughts on Paper 

Thursday, 29 March, 5:30 PM 

Hanes Art Center Auditorium 

Free and open to the public 

Welcome by Emil,y Kass, Director, 

Ackl,and Art Museum 

Introductory talk by Bernie Herman, 

guest exhibition curator and George B. 

Tinda[l, Professor of American Studies, 

UNC-Chapel, Hill 

A receptl,on at the Ackland Art 

Museum -- with music by the Sinful. Savage Tigers -- fol,l,ows. The 

Museum wil,[ be open until 8:00 PM. 

The exhibition’s accompanying book, Thornton Dial,: Thoughts on Paper, 

is avail,able for purchase at the Ack[and Museum Store. Co-publ,ished by 

the Ack[and Art Museum and UNC Press, it is avail,abl,e in hardcover for 

$45 ($40.50 for Ack[and members). 

TONIGHT! Ack{and Fi~m Forum 



Film, Light, Vision: Phenomenolo~ies of Film in 

Experimental and Avant-Garde Cinema 

Tuesday, 27 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street 

This speda[ Tuesday edition of the Ack[and 

Film Forum presents 16mm experimental 

and avant-garde films that explore the 

materiaiities of cinema (film, light, 

projection, screen) and the modalities of 

vision, it is curated and presented by 

graduate students in the departments of 

Comparative Literature, English, and German and by Dr. Inga Poiimann 

(UNC-Chapel Hill, German). 

Sponsored by the Department of Germanic and Slavic Languages and 

Literature at UNC and the Sawyer Seminar "Phenomenology, Minds & 

Media" aL Duke University. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

~ 
N orth Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media Sponsor of the 

~:kland Film Forum. 

Take Two Tour: 

Piece by Piece and Chords of )4emory 
i Sunday, 1 April, 2:00 PM 

i Ack[and graduate interns Kimber[y Kutz, 

curator of Piece by Piece: O.uilts, 

Collages, and Constructions, and Laura 

Frave[, curator of Chords of Memory: 

Thomas Hart Benton Lithographs, wiil lead 

a conversational tour through these 

newly-opened exhibitions, exploring 

themes of memory and nostalgia. 

Free and open to the public. 

ACKLAND MUSEUM STORE Spring Sale! 
Now through Sunday, 1 April 

50% off and more! 
Come and take advantage of huge 

savings on textites, homewares, 

stationery, jewelry, artist supplies, 

toys, and much more, as we make 

way for new merchandise! 

New sale items are being added 

every day! 

No additional discounts apply. 

STORE HOURS (open 7 days/week): 

Mon, Tue, Wed 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM- 8:30 PM 

Fri, Sat 10:00 AM - §:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

CONTACT: ackiandstore@unc.edu or 919.962.0216 

Now on View) 
Cellular Obscura: The Cell Phone Art of Shawn Rocco 

Ackland Museum Store 

An award-winning staff photojourna[ist at the 

News & Observer in Ra[eigh, Shawn Rocco 

has, since 2007, produced a body of 

documentary work which he ca[is "Cellular 

Obscura." These sty[isticat[y distinctive works 

are produced using a Motorola E815 ce[[phone 

camera without the use of any apps. 

Cellular Obscura wi[[ be on view at the 

Ackiand Museum Store through 7 April 2012. 



The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pub[k: prog~’arns are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art ~¢~useum members and fliends 

[~ ke you~ 

Become a member of the AcMand Art Museum! 

Find out mo~e about membershi~ benefits and how your 

membership doga~’s support: our 

Commen[s on the Ack{and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Franco~:-Xavier Fabre, French, active in I ta[y, ] 766-1837: 

Voss~i~ Fox, Lo~d Ho~lsnd, 1795; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fdr~d, 87.21. 

Thornton Dial, American, born 1928: [.~y Ho~ds the Lon~ Heck 

wa[er(:.:~[or~ g[aphite~ and b~ck ~:o[11:~ .::rayon. Ack[and Art ~t~useum~ Gift of [he 

Sot~[s Grown Deep Found:~t~on, 20]].1 

Thorn[on D~a~ American, born 1928: Pfc~ure" Fr~m~--Life Go On, 1991; ~a[ercolor and ~r~phi[e. Cour[esy o~ ~:¢r. Tom L 

B~’uce ConneG AmeHcan~ 1933-2008: Still fi’om Loo~fn~ for ~g(.fsh¢oom~ (196 

:~igE3~r P.:)[ke, German~ 19-11.2010: H~ t-~f~?n~s~b or ~1~?en Oo Pofn~ Count (S~t-~. ¯ Od~ w~nn z~hten d~e Pu~k~~)~ 2002. 

James Kei~h Brown and Eric Diefenbach Co~.lecdon. 

Emma Lee ~ettway Campbe[[~ American~ 1928.2002: ~Zuf~t (Housetol~ Y~rfotfon)~ c. 1970o Gif~ of the Arnett 

ghawn Rocco, Amel~Can~ born 19~: ,Midw~},: ReddiSh} archival ink-jet prin[. 

Forward this ernail 

[his email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by esbowles~C¢~maij~En~dM 
Update Prof:iie/Emai] Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Ar~ Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599=3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail51.us1 .rsgsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, March 28, 2012 10:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

CALL FOR PAPERS: Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of paper’s presented at the 20’1 ’1 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~c~s.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: i~f~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 11:57 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Faculty Colloquium: "The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2012 11:34 AM 

To: afriafa m@listserv, u nc,ed u 
Subject: Faculty Colloquium: "The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 
"The Poetics of Black Being: Metaphor, Desire, and Doing" 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher 
UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 
4:00-5:30 pm 

Global Education Center, Room 1009 

Abstract 
African American literary metaphors have long demonstrated a penchant for voicing being or consciousness, and thus they have consistently participated in a genealogy of African American and, 
more broadly, Western philosophical thought whose historiography largely excludes them. These might be such metaphors as "I’ll make me a world," which James Weldon Johnson uses in his 
1927 poem, "The Creation." Johnson’s metaphor carries at least two senses: in the first sense, the poet indicates an intention of creating a world around him or her; in the second sense, the poet 
collapses the distinction between self and world by articulating his/her intention to remake him/herself as a world, as a viable sphere of habitation for the spirit, soul, and mind. Philosophical 
metaphors are said to accomplish this world-making process through such modes as resemblance, deviance, and analogy. In my talk, I will focus on those modes that are described as 
epistemological and ontological, those that, like Johnson’s metaphor, are specifically concerned with the nature and meaning of being, the possibilities and desire inherent to notions of freedom, 
and the agency required to actualize concepts and radical, visionary intentions. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubseribeeliekhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafam&o 31170116 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31170116-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 28, 2012 1:19 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: "Fighting for Honor" African Martial Art Traditions event at Stone 
Center next Wednesday night! 

Desch-Obi Writers Discussion (small).pdf 

Dr. T.J. Desch-Obi to discuss book "Fighting for Honor: 
The History of African Martial Art Tradition in the 
Atlantic World" next Wednesday (4/4) at 7pro. 

Dear Friend, 

Join us for our last event of our Spring 2012 Writer’s Discussion Series, next Wednesday at 7pm. The Stone 
Center will host author and professor, Dr. T.J. Desch-Obi. 

The program will feature discussion of Desch-Obi’s book "Fighting for Honor: The History of African Martial 
Art Traditions in the Atlantic World." The discussion will take place in the Stone Center Hitchock Room. 
This event is free and open to the public. 

The presence of African influence and tradition in the Americas has long been recognized in art, music, 
language, agriculture, and religion. In "Fighting for Honor" T. J. Desch Obi explores another cultural continuity 
that is as old as eighteenth-century slave settlements in South America and as contemporary as hip-hop culture. 
In this thorough survey of the history of African martial arts techniques, Obi maps the translation of numerous 
physical combat techniques across three continents and several centuries to illustrate how these practices 
evolved over time and are still recognizable in American culture today. 

Professor Desch-Obi received his doctorate in African history from UCLA. He has competitive credentials in 
martial arts and thus blends social history with cultural practice. Desch-Obi is currently Associate Professor of 
African and African Diaspora History at Baruch College in New York. 

For a list of our remaining spring 2012 programs, you can visit us at http://soni ahaynestonectr.unc.edu. 

Ciarissa Good[ett 
Program and Public Communications Officer, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: 919.962.0395 F: 919.962.3725 

cgoodlet@email.u nc.edu soniahaynesstonectr.u nc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31170837 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31170837-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, March 29, 2012 2:26 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafaml Carleton University Summer Abroad Course-May 14-June 4 2012 



Handout for African Cinema on Location" 

Other C~sts: P~s~, B~ina Fa~ visa, va~i~fio~ travel ~s~ra~ee eve~ag m~s 

¯ Car~¢ton U~versily: 432 St. ?agick’s b~iMing or by phone at 613<520~26g~ (ext)2346, 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31179438 
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1 
Introduction 
From Revolution to Rights 

We did not ~ay our struggle against ap~xtheid w~ a ~iv~l fi~ s~g~e. We s~d it ~ a 

liberation s~g~. ~ere is ac~y a d~rence .,, A l~erafion s~ggle iadude~ soci~ 

econo~c issue, i~ includes power relation. It includes stmcture~ of s~ie~, etc. ~ere~ 

civil figh~ i~ a leg~is~c no,on; For instance; you wou~d a~ee, s~]y; ff we ch~ge ~e Mw 

on the figh~ of women ~fith ~s~ct to prope~ lhat wr~d not ae~u~[y e~cipate womea 

... So, when people were ~king today, in ~e [G8 P~liamea~ff 

women’s 6~, it ~ ~ite a limited, legalistic fo~ulafiom ~ofe~r Ben Tmok, ~ ~can 

Na~o~ Confess Me~e~ of P~mnt, N~ Age~a, Issu~ 19, 2005:i&15). 

Discomo~ of fighm a~ld respo~mib~ties convo~enfly east fl~e powe~ of economy and state 

re~fiwiy beni~ at a histo~c~ moment when both seem ne~ly ~sailnble ~ay. 

Introduction~ 

During South Africa’s first decade o£ democracy, cuitttral rights claims took varied 

mid fascinating forms. For example, shortly after the orrival of democlacy in 1994, 

delegations of" middle-class white Afrikaners converged on UN-sponsored indig- 

enous rights meetings in Geneva ~,ad elsewhere claiming to be indigenous peoples 

just like the Inult, the Son, Aborigines, Maoris, and so on. At reughly the same 

time, similarly minded Afi-ikaners established the all-white Volkstaat (HomeImad) 

of 0Ianjo in an attempt to live out their ideals of ethnic self-deter~rnation in 

a post-apartheld constitutional democracy that protected language and eultucaI 

On the other side of the racial divide, in January 2007, animal rig~ts aetiv- 

ists fi:om the SPCA contested the right of senior A£riea National Congress (ANC) 

politician Terry Yeugani to spe~ a bull at a family ritual. Vigorous publle debates 

ensued ha the media.about Yengeni’s ’cruet spearing’ of the bull before it was 

’ Acknowledgements - Brakm Fieisch, Chris CoLv~n, Jean Ccmaroff, Lauren Muller, Thomoa Koe~ble, Kees 
~an dec Wad, ~ii.denne Ward, Harry Gamba ~d cddeagues at the Cenlre for .~can Studies, U~d~ersiiy 
of Cape 
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slaughtered at a cleansing ceremony for the four months that he spent in prison far 

defrauding parharneat,z In response, Mongezl Gums, the chairman of the Caltural, 

Religion and Linguistle Rights Commission, claimed that criticism of this age-old 

Xhosa ritual violated the constitution. As Gums told the press, "It is ethnocentric 

and undermining to hide behind animal rigJtts and deny human beings their righta 

to uphold and practice their cultures and religions. Even more serious is the temp- 

tation to violate the constitution, which protects the culturaI and religious rights of 

all who live in South Mrica’? Another corf~fissioner, Nokozula Mndende, explain- 

ed that Yengeni had not speared the bull bat merely *prodded’ it widr a spear 

to make the ball ’burp," or make any other sound, to indicate that the ancestors 

had accepted the ritual slaughter? Meanwhile, the Minisa’y of A~s mad Culture 

spokesperson, Saudile Marne[a, reiterated the constitution’s protection of the fight 

of all indigenous people to perform rituals that connected them with their ances- 

tors? The Minister of Labour, Membathisi Mdladtana, responded by extending an 

invitation to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (SPCA) ’to join us 

as we will be slaughtering a bull without [anaesthetizing] it... We want the btdl to 

bellow - and then we’ll sing the praises of our. ancestors’.6 Follovdng initial eriti7 

cism of these ritually prescribed slaughter methods, the SPCA’s executive director, 

Hareelle Meredith, decided to accept the invitation to attend Mdladlana’s cer- 

emony, stating that ’we are as.oared there is no suffering, if the slaughter is carted 

out in the traditional manner by a skilled person, taking into account the transport, 

handling and restraining of the animal’,r Clearly, culturalrights, animal rights, and 

’rights talk’ more genera.3.y, have hecotne an integral part of pubhc discourse in 

the new South Mrica. ’Rights’ talk has also proven to be sufficiently flexible to be 

mobilised by widely divergent ends of the political spectrum. 

South Africa’s relatively peaceful transition to a fights-based constitutional 

democracy has been praised internationally as a ’miracle’. The ~arger-than-fife 

figures of former President Maadala and Archbishop Tutu came to embody the 

possibility of peaceful democratic transitions in even the most violent and con- 

l~ict ridden societies. South Africa’s Truth and Reconciliation Cmnmission (TRC) 

became a number one expert to countries struggling to overcome legacies of vio- 

lence, brutality, and authoritarianism. Similarly, South Africa’s ’state-of-the-art’ 

constitution, with its emphasis on stele-economic, l~nguistic and culiural rights, 

as wet[ as and sexual and gender equality, has been touted as one of the most pro- 

greasive on the planet. However, a decade after democracy the gap has ividened 

between this bright vision of a ’rights paradise’ and the grim everyday social, eeo- 

nmnic and pohrcal realities experienced by the majority of South Africa’s citizen. 

This book tracks the twists and turns of ’rights talk" and South Mrica’s liberal 

democratic revolution. 

Vusumum Ka Nzapheza, ’Circumstances, not practice c~" slaughter probed, says SPCA.’ Cap.~ Times, 24 
January 2007, p. 4, 

"~Yengeni cmly prodded bull": Cdturai ~ane~ ~eekz talks with SPCA on nil groups’ nte.~." Cape T~r,~s, 25 
Janum’y 2007, p. 5. 

s Ibid. 
s ’Mdlad~.ana irtvJ~es SPCA ts ~Jmcss slaughtering of btdl.’ Caps 7~m~s. 29 January 2007, p. 
~ ’SpC_A to see ritual slaughter a~ ~’diadlana’s rural hera÷ after st~L" ,L’a~e T~ses. 31 Janum3’ 2~X)7, p. 3. 
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Rights, revolution and the limits of liberation 

Durit~g the course of the ANC’s dramatic transformatinn from ill’oration movement 

to ruling party there was a seismic shift in its politica~ lexicon. Radical keywords 

and concepts such as socialism, nafiona~ hberafen, class straggle, peoples’ revo- 

lution, resistance to racial capitalism and colonialism-of-a-special type, were 

replaced with tamer words such as rights, citizenship, liberal democracy, nation- 

building, t.ransformation, black economic empowerment (BEE) and so on. This 

dominant language, of liberal ’rights’ and citizenship is still regLdarly challenged 

by the revolutionary rbetoric of the popular Left in the trade union movement and 

the South At’dean Communist Party (SACP). 

Whereas the militant [anguage of national liberation euvisioned the revohi- 

tionary seizure of state power, the ANC government was soon rudely reminded 

of the limits of political power in a cbuntry charactedsed by c~nturies of social 

and economic inequality .and racial domination (Te~reblanche 2002). During the 

anti-apartheid struggle, scholars on the leh had described apartheid as a system 

of racial capitalism whose overthrow wbuld require more thou simply taking, rac- 
ially-based legislafian off the statute books. Addressing the raw facts of deeply 

entrenched race and class inequality, it was argued, weird require nothing less 

than a socialist revolution. However, with the collapse of the Berlin Wall and the 

break-up of the former Soviet Union, sedalism was no longer on ~m cards for a 

liberated South Africa. These constraints become increasingly visible as the ARC 

took over the mantle of political power. 

This sobering recognition of the limits to liberation after apartheid (Robin~ 

2005) was accompanied by a noticeable shift in tile ANC°s political ideology and 

economic programmes. It also invoived significant shifts in political language, 

including the introduction of a new set sf hberal democratic keywords. Further- 

more, post-apartheid NGOs and sncial nmveuleut activists have increasingly 

recognised the emancipatory potential of righis-based approaches. 

In 2005, a decade after the first demoeratlc electians, Zackie Achmat from South 

Africa’s Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) was nominated for a NebelPeace Prize., 

Although the prize was uhimately not awarded to Achanat, his international visibil- 

ity as the moral voice on HIViAIDS in the Third World was undisputed. TAC had, 

since its establishment in 1998, become recognised internationally as one of the 

most effective AIDS social movements. This was. l~’u’gely due to its dramatic legal 

victory over the global pharmaceutical industry, which was trying to prevent devel~ 

aping countries h’om importing m~d manufacturing antiretroviral generic drugs. 

Meanwhile, in South Africa, TAC had acquired an equally impressive reputation 

for its successful cm~ victories and modes of popular mabilisation that evemu- 

ally compelled a recalcitrmat state to provide antiretroviral therapy (ART) to South 

African citizens ~iving with AIDS (see Chapter 5). 

Ahhough post-apartheid South Africawitnessed the emergence ofa prol~eration 

of NGOs and social movements in the la~ad, housing, labour and health sectors, 

amongst others, TAC’s innovative fnrms of rights-based activism captured the 
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intagination of South Africans and international health and development agencies, 

governments, and civil society organisa~ions. 

These new forms of political activism, however, were paralleled bynew, sometimes 

uncorofortablc, forms of economic reorganisation. [n the same year as Achmat’s Nobel 

nomination, the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) aired the South 

African version of Donald Trumps fntnehised reality television shnw The Apprentice. 

South Africa’s home-gown Trump is the revolutlonary-turned-billlanaire, Tokyo 

Sexwale. Sexwale, an ex-Mdcan National Congress fi’eedom fighter, became one of 

the country’s most wealthy men in the space of a few years folio*dug the transition 

to democracy in the early 1990s. Tbe meteoric rise of former-revolutionaries-turned- 

corporate ehtes such as Sexwale and the former trade mrionish Cyfi~ Ramaphosa, 

rein:[arced a ’home-grown’ ideology of? me~itucracy that implied that anyone could 

become filthy rich if they were sufficiently single~minded, talented and determined. 

In 2007 reports bad circulated in the media that Sexwale and Ramaphesa were 

leading contenders to succeed President MbekJ when he steps down in 2009. 

Whereas the liberation struggle mob[heed ~k~e work~.ng class and the ’masses’, 

in the post-apartheid period it appeared that the culture of corporate capitalism 

rewarded individuals with drive and ab~ity.~ Black economic empowerment (BEE) 

initiatives by the new government created opportunities for the extraordinarily 

rapid accanmlati~n of wealth by a small group of black capitalists. At the same 

time, however, in a number of speeches in 2006 and 2007, President Thabo Mbeki 

lashed out against the greed and seff-aggrundisement of these who used access to 

political office and pohtical connections to accumulate personal wealth. In fact, 

many of the post-apartheid black corporate elites, together with their partuers in 

the state, also preached ~d preheated the eommunitarian virtues of the Mrican 

Renaissance, conununity development, and ubuntu.9 

This combination of higldy individualistic and competitive ideologies of economic 

liberalism, together witia communitarian notions of ’African renewal’, resonated iu 

interesting ways vdth new forms of’Asian liberalism’ which, according to Aihwa Ong 

(19~9: 48), promote both ruthles~iy contpetitive capitalism and developmental pro- 

grammes initiated by ’caring’ and paternalistic Asian states)s I~ other words, rather 

than seeing the past-apartheid transition as simply a shift to a nee-liberal package of 

hyper-indivldua]ism, ’fights talk" and %ee market’ capitalism, it would seem that the 

political and economic realities reveal a hybrid cocktail comprising both nee-liberal 
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features - for instance, privgtisafion and economic liberahsatio~ policies - as well 

as discourses of ubuntu commnnitarianism and welfare, housing, land and health 

programmes typically associated with the African development state.’a 

The corporate capitalist ideology of nee-liberalism and meritocracy did not go 

down well with all political g~oupings within the ANC. A decade after democracy, 

the tensions between President Mbeki’s embrace of hberal capffalism - Mbeki Inc. 

- and the Left’s vision of socialist transformation culminated ~n bruising politieal 

battles between supporters of the President and those who lined up behind former 

Deputy President Zuma, Zuma, who in December 2007 replaced President Mb~ki 

as presrdent of the ANC, was touted as a ’man of the Left’ by his supporters within 

the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), the South Af6can Commu- 

nist (SACP) and the ANC Youth League. He was also able to present himself as an 

Mrican populist and Zulu traditionalist, in stark contrast to the corporate image of 

President Mbeki as a liberal modernist reformer who promoted sexual and gender 

equality through gender.equffy quotas and same-sex raardage laws (see Chapter 

7). These leadership conflicts culminated in Zuma’~ supporters demanding that he 

should .become the next President, notwithstanding President Mbeki’s dismissal 

of Zuma in 2005 from his position as Deputy President following allegaZfians of 
corruption. This succession crisis split the ANC into pro-Mbeki and pro-Zuma 

factions; a division that reflected deep ideological rifts withirt the ANC and ~ts all;- 

once partners, the SACP and COSATU. The succession eon~ct also revealed some 

of the deep flssu~es and contradictions embedded within South Africa’s extraordi- 

nary transition from apartheid authoritarianism to liberal democracy. 

This book is not about these national political developments and eomficts over 

ANC political ideology, pdicy and succession. Instead, it focuses more narrowly 

on how social ~novements and NGOs have mabilised locally in order to leverage 

access to state resources such as land, housing and health care. In the process 

th~se organisafiens have strategically engaged vdth the ANC govenu-nent, the new 

rights-based eonstitutionaI democracy and global cirri so~iety. The ease studies are " 

specific@ concerned with the dynamics of NGO and soci~t movement parmer- 

ships, including how they secure access to state resources by deploying both local 

rights-based strategies and globally connected modes of collective mobi~isatian 

in marginalised communities. These medea of activism, this book argues, refledt 

a growing n’end amongst social move~nents towards forms of political mobilisafion 

that have been referred to as "graasroots globalisation’ or’globalisatian from below’ 

(Appadural 2002a, b; Folk 1993). The case studies focus on these twin processes 

of globalisatJon and lecalisation, and investigate how NGO and social movement- 

mediated fortes of popular polities are emerging in these interstitial spaces. 

It is an understatement to note that life and politics at the social margins in 

Mrica is a highly uncertain, provisional, and precarious state of allah’s. Susan 

Reynolds Whyte (2002), in a study of AIDS in Uganda, identifies an ’African 

~t The ~ini~ter o f Finance, Tre-cor Manual, scorned to make a ~reilar point when he suggested that, e~t~ary 

to fl~e dair~s of Left critic, the Growth, Employme=t ~nd ~edls~ibut~en (GEAR) macro economic policy 
t~ the ANC g~venament wa~ n~ part of a rise@ eon~er~ive n~-hb~ri p~ect but was in~ead the 
vehicle [’or realhing the developmental goals ~fzh~ ANC’s Reco.struotion axtd Develop,n~nt Progr~nrao 

([~DP). Trevor Manuel, ’:l de~icate be/macing act’. S~da7 7~t,ms, I3 August 2006, p. 21. 
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pragmafics" and prantlcal knowledge oi" everyday life that requires ’trying out alter- 

natives’ and opting for provisional solutions (cf. Werbner, 2062: 15). This dearly 
has implications for the political identities and subjectivities of the poor, as well as 

for the NGOs and social movements that seek to mobflise them. While rights may 

be significant and efficacious in settings where there is a relatively well resourced 

and responsive state, it may make more sense to invest in social networks, clien~ 

talistic relations and communal forms of belonging in places where the state is 

extremely thin on the gromul. 

In post-colon{a! contexts like South Africa it makes eminem sense for social 

actors to speak both the languages of rights m~d culture. Even traditional leaders 

reso~t to ’r~ghts" and litigation to buttress their claims to chiefly role, property and 

authority.= tlVarlords and shackiords living in South Africa’s shantyto~nas also draw 

on rights, as do the crime syndicate kingpins andstreet gangsters who run Cape 

Town’s multi-billion drug trafficking industry. Rights is increasingly the accepted 

language of political claims in the new South Africa. 

For ordinary citizens, these fights-based approaches are mabilised, often with 

the help of social movement and NGO activists, to make claims on the state for 

housing, land, health care and other resources. In other words, rights discourses 

have been assimilated into popular political culture in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Yet, although the state is central to the lives of millions of South African citizens, it 

is net the mdy game in town. Traditional leaders, clan membersiffp, patrun-elient 

relations, religions affihariun and so on, are also extremely important for those 

living at the margins of the state. 

The book focuses on NGO and social movement-driven struggles for margina- 

Iised citizens to access lmtd, housing and health care. Th~ case studies show how, 

in nee-liberal, post-colonial contexts, llm poor and marginalised must respond 

to uncertainty and radical contingencies on a daily basis. This requires multiple 

slrategies - often deployed opportunistically. Tiffs suggests an engaged, situated 

citizenship, one that is linked to daily struggles ~or survival .as ~ell as organised 

collective moifflisation around rights claimed both at the individual and ~x~up 

level. So how does this ’popular politics’ relate to processes of democratlsation in 

post-apartheid Sunth Mr~ca? 

In a great deal of the pohtical and academi9 corranentary on the contemporary 

world order, this kind of complexity and situational strategising ~s flattened and 

occluded in favour of a number of simplistic, overate!flag theoretical propositions. 

These propositions claim to explain the new historical moment postco!onial citL 

zens in planes llke South Africa occupy~ but the ¯case studies in this b~ok call these 

propositions h~to serious question. 

Proposition t is that we are Ii’dng in a Post-Culd War, neo-llberalorder that spells 

not orfly the ’end of history’ (Fukuyama 1992), but also zm epoch characterised by 
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’the end of politics’, a condition largely associated with nee-liberalism and eondi- 

tians of hypar-individualisation, voter cynicism, and generalised political apathy 

in the advanced capitalist countries of the ’overdeveloped" North. Proposi~ion 2 

follows the binary logic of Samuel Huntington’s sweeping claims abou~ a Post-Cold 

War ’clash of civilizations’ between the ’Western liberal democracies’ and ’Eastern 

Islamic theocracies’. This chsh of civillsationz thesis implies a series of binaries 

that continue to haunt Westen~ popular and scholarly discourses; liberal versus. 

authorita-~an; rights versus culture; modern versus traditional; secular versus reli- 

gious, and so on. Proposition 3 consists of a widely heId view, promoted by political 

scientists, policy academics, donors and NGOs, that ’civil society’ is a space of 

popular, participatory democracy and horizontal relations of trust and ’positive’ 

social capital. Partha Chatterjee (2004) challenges this uncritical and romantic 

vision of’civil society’ by arguit~g that civil society in India, and elsewhere in the 

Global South, is essentially an enclave of the educated eli!e that is sequestered 

from the popular classes, or what he calls ’political society’. Wifflo subscribing to 

some aspects of Chatterjee’s critique of conventional ideas about civil society, the 

book argues that Chatrerjee is too sweeping in his charanterisation of civil society 

as an ehte enclave. The case studies in this book question the neat analytic sepa- 

rations between the state, civil society and the popular classes that Chatte~jee’s 

model implies. 

By focusing on new NGO and social movement partnerships that have emerged 

in South Mrica since apartheid, this book interrogates the underlying assumptions 

of these three proposffions. Before surveying the key elements nf the argument 

presented in this book, I will provide a brief overdew of the three propositions 

memio~ed above. 

Propositio~ 1: ’The end of polities’ (for whom?) 

The cover of Zymunt Bauman’s (t999) tn Search of Politics has a photograph of 

an dderly man sitting alone in a park surrounded by empty benches. This image 

captures Bauman’s bleak assessment of the possibility of re-building pubhc space 

and collective poIitics in Europe in a late modem age of rampant privat~sation 

of everyday life. Bauman argues that individual liberty can only be a product of 

collective work; yet eontemporany life in the West is characterised by a movement 

towards a privafisatiun of the means to secuxe individual libeW. Banman (2001) 

takes up similar themes in Community: Seeking safety in an insecure world. Here 

the cover consists of a photograph of seven free-falling parachutists holding hands 

as they plummet towards earth with the last traces of a blood-red sun setting on 

fire horizon. For Busman, the parachutists represent the hyper-lxansience of tire 

expei-imental communities of late modernity - communities built on the freedom 

to ch~ose to belong and the fxeedom tt~ terminate membership on short notice. This 

freedom to ’bail out’ at will represents community without long-term commitments. 

This image is, for Bauman, an illustration of the °end of (collective) politics’ in the 

advanced capitalist countries of the North. 
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A number of contemporary political, theo~-~sts argue that liberal ratianahties of 

goverrmlent in Europe and North America are contributing towards hyper-indi- 

vldualisation and the depolitieisation of citizens. These processes are seen to be 

reinforced by new nealiberal forms of governmentality and ’government-at-a-dis- 

tance’ (Barry, Osborne and Rose 1996; Rose 2007; Rose and Novas 2005; Scott 

1999). Writing prhnarily about the UK, Nikalas Rose (1996) argues that in contrast 

to analyses that stress the reduced role of gover~m~ent within free market ecano- 

mies, neotiberalism governs-at-a-distance by allowing new social actors to become 

’subjects of respens[bihty, autonomy and choice’, or what Barry et el. (1996) refer 

to as ’responsibiIised citizens’. These new forms of guvernmentality and biopower 

are produced through public health discourses, including those pwmoted by inter- 

nadonal health agencies, NGOs, social moveraents and community orgas~isatioas 

(Nguyen 2005). They have become particularly powerhd sites for the promotion 

of new forms of self*management and ’therapeutic citizenship’ (Nguyen 2005), for 

example by encouraging citizens to take individual responsibility for preventative 

health and hygle ,~ic measures such as washing one’s hands, eating healthily, exer- 

cising; practising safe sex and so on (Paley 2002: 483; see Chapters 5 and 6 in this 

volume). For some critics, these forms of’governance-at-a-distance’ cotfform to the 

logic of Tony Blalr’s "Third Way’ managurialism, and undermine the possibility of 

radical collective mobilisatian. 

For some critics of the global hegemony of neollberal capitalism, liberal 

democracy and the ubiquitous model of the serf-interested and autor~omous rights- 

bearing citizen signal the death knell for collectivist politics. As John Comaroff 

has remarked, in the contemporary" era, class action seems to have replaced class 

struggle (see also Brown 1995). Similarly, critics argue that liberalism’s celebration 

of the ’freedom to choose’ all too seamlesaly slides into the ’postmodern’ spectre 

of the depoliticised consumer citizen whose search for meaning and ideutity is 

reduced to ceaseless shopping. Marxist intellectuals once understood bourgeois 

democracy, with its emphasis on individual rights, as an obstacle to ~zue class-cone 

scionsness and a socialist utopia that depended on the interventions of vanguard 

Communist parties and centralised states. With ideas such as class, socialism and 

revolution virtually absent - Or having ’disappeared’ - from Post-Cold War aca- 

dcntic and popular discourses, ’fights,’ ’civil society’ and ’citizenship’ have become 

the keywords in both political studies and the donor-driven democracy industry. 

Yet, as the recent history of trade unionism mtd tim rise of a popular Le~t in South 

Africa, Broil and Latin America shows, revolutionary ideas and grand n~m~ati~es 

of socialist ~ransformation continue ~o animate politics in many parts of the world. 

Liberalism’s critics also a~gue that procedaral democracy, with its fetishisation 

of the ballot, ’the law’ and multi-party polltics, threatens to erase earlier concerns 

with mass mobihsat~on, especially those associated with the revolutionary politics 

of socialist and 1abner movements. In its place, the ’postmodern tu~’ has created 

the conditions for the dizzying prolL~eration of new identity-based and single- 

issue soc~a[ movements that address diverse issues, usually ~]~mugh recom-se to 

the legal system. Wendy Bro~rn (1995) argues that this tm-n to legal institutions 

to adjudicate ar redress practices of discrimination and social injury threatens 
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to u~dermine the emancipatory pro~ects of new social movements. What is hap- 

?ealng, Brovm argues, is the cememement of pohtics to ’repressive, reg~Aatory and 

depoliticising [state] institutions that themselves can-y elements of the [repressive] 

regime whose subversion is being s~ught’ (ibid: ix-x). 

For critics such as Brown, what appears under the guise of ’progressive politics’ 

is ohen an embrace of’litigiousness as a way of political life’ (1995: ix}. She argues 

that engaging with ’the law’ and liberal discourses of individual rights and respon- 

sibilities unwittingly ’increases the power of the state and its various regulatory 

discourses at the expense of political freedom’ (ibid: 28). This turn to the law to 

regulate and redress social injlEy, obscures the ~ays in which domination is repro- 

duced through the double hegemony of capitalism and the state. Brown concludes 

that disc~plina~ power is ’extraordinarily effective in "colonising" allegedly free 

subjects, for example, those highly iudividuated, self-interested subject~ produced 

by liberal culture and capitalist economics’. It is precisely the behefin their indi- 

viduation and false ~antouomy, Brown argues, that renders them so susceptible to 

disciplinar~ power (ibid: 

Critics of liberalism find that the fragmentation, individualisatinn and depoliti- 

eisafion resetting from ’~ights talk’ and identity politics, together with widespread 

citizen apathy, have transformed liberal citizenship into rite meaningleas ritual- 

ised act of voting every few years. Yet, even these rituals of liberal democracy are 

plagued by low voter turnout~ Within this ’past-political’ and post-sociahst world, 

l~beral individualist conceptions of rights might indeed seem ~o undermine collec- 

tive forms of emancipator’/politics. 

Tiffs critique of the currant moment can also be found in the pest-~nodern mrn 

~n social movement theory, much of which argues fl~at new social moveaner~ts have 

moved towards increasingly depollticised and individuahst forms of identity 

thereby fragmenting any possibility of substantival political challenges to structural 

inequafities, especially those be~veen rite North and the South (Edehnan 2001). 

In recent decades there h~ been a proliferation of studies celebrating the sphc- 

~acutar growth of globally connected soelal movement~ from Sea~t]e to Johannesburg 

(see Cohen and Rai, 2000). Marc Edelman (20(}1:285) in an extensive re’flew of 

the social movements literature~ notes that theories of collective action have under~ 

gone a nmnber of paradigm shifts from ’mass behaviour’ to °~esouroe mobilisation’, 

’political process’, and ’new social movementsU~ Edetman argues that, in the 

1970s, theorists of new social movements sought to address a number of conceptual 

conundrums and theoretical bli~dspots of earlier approaches, in particular the 

Edelmrm identifies these paradigm sh~ls vfith four majr~ theoretical appn~aehe.-s to tmde.z’standiss col- 
lective action ia ~e ~anfi~th center, and dra’~a attention t~ th~ coneeptu,’,] limi~ cf these theories. 
Fir~t, fur~riortali~tfra~rk~ viewed eoll~e~ve behavlo~ ~ irrational ma~s response~ to ~Ccietal hreak- 
do,,na, hut could zot explain ~enL~ such a~ the ca~’~tercult~n~ hil~py m~’ement~ cf the 196{)s ~at ~zok 
p~ac~ ~a~dst alra~t unpr~edentad North Amezican afftu~ and pdYde~l stahi]iiy. Secottd, ratgonal 
aetarappwaches unde~teod a~clal movements ss t5� sum of par’deiptm~’ strategic £ndiv~d~al].y oriented 
�haloes, but could not account for seemingly a]l~islio deoiaions taken by 196~s coun~r-eultuze ~tudents 
in Eur~pe a~d North America lo ’d~op out’ ~f middle~l~s ~eer t~’ajectories, Third, traditional Mar~iat 
approaches ~¢iewed the beurge~)~si~ a~d the proletariat ~ ~b_e central mategoni~ta in capitel.~st scciel~es, 
yet it t~eeame c]ess ths[ m~.~ of ~l~-Se movemenl~ had leaders from ~aidd]Le-~],a~5 backgr~a=ds and had " 
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functionalist and rational actor orientation of these approacl~es. Edehuan [den- 

titles Ala[n Touraine (1974; 1981) as one of the first scholars to theorise the 

emergence in Europe in.the 1970s and 1980s of the ’new’ environmentalist, peace 

and anti-nuclear, woraen’s, gay liberation, minority rights, and student and youth 

movements (see also Melucci 1989). Since then the list of new movements has 

grown to include straggles for human rights and dernocratismion, the rights of 

indigenous peoples and the needs of the rural landless and urban slum dwellers. 

Edelrnan seeks to make sense of this proliferation of causes by considering the 

cla~shScation of old and new movements. In terms of d~is cmlceptual grid, the old 

socia[ movements were those eancerned with old labour or working class struggles 

in terms of which class was the eentral social divide, category o~ analysis, principle 

of arganisation and political issue (1999: 417). The new movements, by contrast, 

rejected class as fire master category and sought to achieve their goals outride c~ 

existing institutional channels and pat~y political sn’uctures. These new move- 

merits were more concerned with qllnstions of cultural struggles over mear~i~gs, 

symbols, collective identities and figl~ts to difference (Alvarez et aL 1998; Escobar 

and Alvarez 1992). Given this cultural atru it is not suiprising that these move- 

ments have been criticised for being more conservative and reformist than ’elder’ 

class-based movements. New social movements (/NSMs) have also been crlticised 

for being concerned w~th questions of cul~ral recognid.on0 differed(co and identity 

in ways that end up reproducing the fragmentation of popular struggles against 

global capital and its allies. 

Implicit in ~ these analyses is the argmnent that active citizenship ~s under 

siege in this post-pohtical world in which the free m~ket, rapacious consumer- 

ism and hype~-individualism reign supreme. This post-polltical scenario does not 

completely square up with recent global developments, for instance, the rise cf 

ethno-nationsJism from Burundi to the Balkans, and the political fallout in the 

aftermath of 9/I1 - the US invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, the War oar Terror, 

the rise of militant political Islam, and the subsequent growth of US patriotism and 

Ialamophobia in Europe and North America. Neither does it explain the vibrancy 

of laborer movements in France, South At’tier and Brazil, or ilae spectacular elec- 

toral victories nf the Left h~ Latin and South America. in fact, politics seems far 

from dead and buried in the heartland of Empire and ~ts posteolonial peripheries. 

As xfll be demonstrated throughout this book, even in this age of neo-~iberafism 

and global consumerism, ~ollective politics continues to be generated by due con- 

~adictions and aneven char’actor of capitalist development in South Africa and 

beyond. So, while some of these critiques of ~iberalism may indeed resonate in 

certain respects with post-apartheid developments - for example ~n the ease of 

highly individualistic and morally laden biomedical AIDS and tuberculosis treat- 

meat and prevention programmes (see Chapters 5 and 6) - the case studies in this 

book also draw attention to alternatlve conceptions and outcomes of these forms of 

so!Z-government and ’responsibflised citizenship’. 

The analysis in this book raises questions concentiug the mfiversahty of these 

critiques of the post-political era by demonstrating that politics and eoIlective mobili- 

cation are alive and well in post-apartheid South Africa, The analysis drmvs on case 
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studies of NGOs and soei~ movements that have conlaSbuted towards the produc- 

tion of sociaiity mad popular struggles over access to state resources. It al~o shows 

how some of these organisations self-consciously draw upon the militant polifcal 

cuhure of the anti-apartheid movement while simu[tansously introducing new forms 

of political engagement ,~ith the South African state that depart in significant ways 

from those deployed during the liberation struggle (see Chapter 5). While many 

commentators on South .b.fTica’s transition to democracy predicted the systematic 

depol[ticisation and b~eancratisat~ou of South Affcan society along the lines of 

Ettromodern liberal democracies, the case studies in d’fis book question these uni- 

veraslising and toleologlcal assumptions. The vibrancy and ~alitaney of post-199~ 

social movernents and trade tn’6o~, like ~ose in Lafn America, surest that po~t- 

apa_,’theid South Africans have not simply morphed into the doc~le consumer citizens 

deemed so central to the needs of ueoliberal capitalism. There is instead a complex 

a~d differentiated transformation afoot in South Africa that defies the simple roles 

implied in the post-potltical scenarios sketched by Baumaa a~d others. 

Proposition 2: Rights versus eUImre (and other binaries) 

The dichotomies of r~ghts versus cultm~e and modernity versus tradition, have a 

long history. These binaries rece~dy made a return to political theory on Africa 

through the work of Mahmood blamdani (I996) amangst others. I.n his acclaimed 

book Citizen and Subject, Mamdani draws a neat artd categorical line between 

t~e liberal ir~dividualist citizens of the African city and the effmic subjects of the 

conntryside~ Mamdani’s claim that Affcan rural populatiqns continue to censist of 

ethrfc subjects living in ’traditional commurfities’ under the yoke of despotic rulers 

(traditional authorities) reproduces timeless binafes. Mamdani also argues that 

the pwblem with democratisat~an itt post-eolan~a~ Africa has been that it left intact 

the late colonial legacy of indirect rule. Maradani’s analysis - with its urbaninn’al 

and citizen/subject dichotomies - does not, however, engage ~,fth the complex, 

hybrid and situated subjectivities of post-colonial citizen-subjects. In its quest for 

symmetry and conceptual ctm’ity, ~fis account sacrifices the more anthiguous and 

’messy’ forms of everyday life in the post-colony. 

Donors,policy-makers and academics have debated extensively a~d exhaustively 

the relationship between liberal individualist notions of citizenship and co!lectivist 

c0nceplions of culture and communal belonging (Cowan, Dembour .and Wilson 2001; 
Mmndani ~996). Numerous ethnographic studies reveal that the conception of fire 

cifizan as an atomised and autonomous rights bearing subject is generally at odds 

with African realities, in terms of which intersabjec~vity and interconnectedness 

are highly vafued (W’erbner 2002; Nyamnjoh 2002). These studies demonstrate 

¯ at it is precisely the extreme vulnerability and uncertainty of everyday life in 

many parts of Africa that demand that postcotonial subjects negotiate their sub- 

jection through relatlonships with o~ers. Clientehsm, communltarian forms of 

c~tizenship, couviviality and sociallty may indeed also be valued precisely for their 

capacity to hold powerful state actors, traditional leaders and patrons accountable 
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in terms of the delivery of material and social goods (see Chapter 4), 

But this does not mean that people in Africa are not open to rigbts-based 

approaches when these offer possibilities of access to resources and resolving 

other social, palitical, and cu.ltural colnqicts. This dearly has imphcations for 

social movement and NGO strategies for engaging citizens and states. It ~uggests 

that social movements and NGOs, as well as goverrm~enta and donors, need to 

recognise that their °clients’ and ’target populations’ often Iive their hoes as beth 

citizens and subjects (~yamnjub, 2002: 112). What appears to he an autonnmous 

rights-beating citizen in one setting may, in another Context, morph into an ’effmic’ 

subject invoking indigenous values, traditional beliefs, and forms of sociality and 

cIientelism based on family, dan, neighbourhood and community. 

Notwithstanding this political complexlty~ outmoded modernization para- 

digms continue to draw on modem/traditional binaries and timeless conceptiotis 

of self-reproducing equilibrium models of African traditional systems, which are 

regarded as obstacles to progress and devehipment. One imphcation of this line 

of thinking is that, with time, Mricans will ultimately become just like the hberat 

citizens of ’the West’. This binary logic implies a citizen versus subject binary, of 

the sort referred to above. These examples of linear and binary thinking coutkaan 

to animate contemporary schdarly and policy writing on Africa. This takes piace 

despite a burgeoning literature on ’alternative modernities’ (Chakxaharty 1999; 

Gannkar 1999),~.Affican and Asian modernities (Deatsch, Prebst and Submidt 

1999; Ong 1999) and ’alternative democracies’ (Patty 2002: 484) that question 

these binaries of modern and traditional; liberalism and communitasianism; and 

rights and culture (Cowan, Dembanr and Wilson 2001; Ong 1999). 

A re~ection of these dichotomies can begin to dear the ground for the recognition 

of the pardcalatties of diverse and situated forms of belonging, rights, citizdnsbSp 

and subjectivity. While scholars still struggle to grasp these hybrid postcolonial 

realities, activists’face them clase-up in their everyday encounters with donors, 

governments and citizens, The NGOs and social movemenLs discussed in this 

book have developed sophisticated strategies of political engagement that are usu- 

aIty more nuanced than the simplistic binar~ thinking of many poligcal analysts, 

donors and media commentators on Africa. 

The book will argue that,, in posteolonial settings such as South Africa, NGOs 

and social movement activists increasingly recngnise the strategic value of engag- 

ing with both liberal ’rights talk’ and communal forms of mobihsatian. The urban 

and rural poor also appear to readi.[y acknowledge the need to mubilise collectively 

in order to stand a chance of realizing their individual rights.to health care, lmus- 

ing, land, clean water and so on. Indeed, while post-apartheid South Mrica has 

one of the most progressive Constitutio~ on the planet, for citizens to suecessfuily 

access these _rights usua~y requires effective m~d sustained political mabilisabon. 

Even when their organizations have suificient resources for litigation, activists 

often recngnise that court cases and rights-based clalms may need to be supple- 
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mented by grassreots mobilisatlan. Whereas political theorists regularly juxtapose 

the cifizan and the subject - or rights and culture - as diame~eally opposed 

forms of political engagement, activists and citizens seem to understand the need 

to straddle rights and ethnic-based discourses. Activists and citizens also do not 

seem to believe that one form of political engagement (rights) will (or should) even- 

tually replace other forms in a kind of teleological progression. 

Proposition 3: �ivil society as an etitc enclave 

(but what about the leaks.’?) 

One of the most celebrated and debated concepts to emerge in the so-called post- 

political ~ra has been clvJl society. The idea of civil society carries considerable 

conceptual and symbtfic freight in the social sciences and political philosophy, as 

well as in the streets, the mass media, donor 0nuncios and public spheres. John 

and Jean Comaroff Q.999: 6) ~rite that the term civil society has extraordinary 

’traas~tatianal appea! as a trope of moral imagining’. Concepts such as democracy, 

the state and citizenship are equally capable of ~apturing and generating popu- 

lar aspirations and moral concerns. While the political meanings and resonance 

of ideas such as civil society, democracy, rights and citizenship appeared to be 

relaffvely cleareut to anti-apartheid activists during the 1980s, their meanings 

have become increasingly ambiguous in recent years, The post-apartheid period. 

has highlighted the different connotations and competing interpretations of these 

terms i~a both pop~ar and elite disco~ses. 

In the West, in the past two decades there has been considerable interest 

amongst governments and donors in strengthening civil society and creating active 

citizenship especially in relatlon to transitions to democracy. In the context of fire 

collapse of the Soviet Union arrd the fat! of the Berlin Wall, as well as popular 

struggJes against apartheid, dictatorships, and military regimes in Mrica, Asia and 

Latin America, civil society came to take on particularly petant significance in the 

popular imaginary as well as in donor-drlven democracy programmes. However, 

celebrations of eivJ! society and transitions to democracy have, in recent years, 

given way to cynical assessments, including the circulation of new terms such as 

low intensity democracy (Gilis ct al. 1993) and democracy lite (Paley 2002: 469). 

Notwithstanding this disenchantment, the idea of civil society continues to ho 

equated with democratic renewal and this has spurred the proliferation of NGOs. 

As Steven Sampsou~5 noted in an ethnography of a Danish agency involved in 

democracy programmes in Albania, ’few blGOs meant less democracy, more NGOs 

meant more democracy’ (Sampson 1996:128, of. Paley 2002: 482). 

Most studies of this democracy industry have been conducted by political scien- 

tists interested in questions of procedural democracy and issues relating to formal 

pohfical institutions, regime transition, elections and party politics. For instance, 

.~s ¯ Stewn Sampson, 1996. q’he social llfe of project: ~cnporting civil society to Albania’, in 1-1arm, C. and 
Dutan, Eo (Ms), "~996. Civi! Society: Challenging Western M~delz, New York: IRon*ledge, pp. 121~42. 
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low voter turnout in the United States and Europe spurred numerous studies and 

democracy programmes concerned with the role of social capfial (Putnam I993), 

citizen participation, NGOs and voluntary nrgmfisations, all viewed as m~tidotes to 

these ’democratic deficits’. ~ For many libera!_ and radical critics alike, civil society 

nrgaaisations continue to he seen as the panacea for promoting active citizenship 

in contexts of growing voter and civic apathy and depoliticisation. 

Notwithstanding this proliferation of studies and programmes, there has been 

very little ethnographic investigation into what these experiments in strengthen- 

ing civil society’ and democracy actually entail. In addition, most accounts of civil 

society draw on antiquated anthropological and modemisation theory assump- 

6ons, which, like bad dreams, keep returning to hanr~t social scientific think~ug. 

These modemisation narratives imply that Western society has progressed from a 

’traditional’ to a ’modern’ stage ef development, and that the non-Western warld 

is still in a state of slow transition towards this Ettro-nmdern future. It is assumed 

that Mthoagh non-Western societies remain communitarian ia nature they will 

ultimately" come to be characterised by the dominance of universal individualist 

values of post-Enlightenment Western cultures (O~g !999: 48). Alsa implied in 

this narrative is the idea that modurnisatian wil! produce in the non-Western world 

modern, virtuous citizens along the lines of Euro-modem liberal conceptions of the 

autonomous tights-bearing subject. 

Africa has become a particularly prominent place for donors to exercise this 

linear and teleological sociological imagination. Civil society organisations and 

democracy prugrammes are conceived of as the vehicles for h-ansfurnfing this ’dark 

continent’, implied in this [[baral modernist narrative is the idea that all human 

beings will one day become modem consumer citizens. 

There have been significant critiques, however, of the cultural and historical 

¯ assumptions of these Eurocentric ideas (Chatterjee I993; Comaroff and Coma- 

ruff 1999; Haan and Duan 1996). One critical model of civil society holds that 

this term refers only to a narrower class of educated elites. Partha Chatterjee 

(2004.: 4) draws on the specific ease of India to argue that the term ’civil soci- 

ety’ refers to ’a ¯closed association of modern elite groups, sequestered ~rum the 

wider popular life of the communities, walled up within enclaves of civic free- 

dom and rattans! law’J~ These elites constitute the reXatively small educated, 

~ an ~ssay entitled Ev~ryday D~m~c~ac:y, T~m BentIey~ ~he th~‘~t~r ~f the UK-~ased dem~cra~y think 
lsak Demos, ~eeks Io address voter apathy and cynicism by arguing ~’or t~e rehuild~n~ of UK politfeal 
culture ’Odium Ihe bonern up’. He cotes that e~ectorA and parliar~entary r~for~ and Ihe t~elruct~ring 
of UK p~ifical i~sfitufions is inadequate without creating oppor~unilies for pe~zple to make pemozta]. 
ehoiee~ ~n their dai].y lives in ways that contribute to the ~ommo= goad. See 5~’a.demos.eo.uk. 
G~atteriee (200~: 4} suggests that there is an irdaerent conflict that *lie5 at the heart of m~dern poll. 
ti~s ia Host of the world ... It is the opposition between the un~.cer~al ideal ofe~v~l nalionallzm, based 
on ind~vidu~ freedom~ and equal righLs ~rrespeeti,se el distinetion~ of relic.on, race, language, or 
tur% and the particular demands af eultara~ ident~ty,~hich ca]] f~r differential treatment of p~rtieular 
~’~ups ~n grounds of vu~erability or backwardness or historical injustice, or indeed for numerous 
other r~asonz.’ Ghatt~rj~e adds ~tat this opposition is ’~ymptomali¢ of the transition that ceeurred ~n 
modem politic8 ia the course of the twentieth century from a eoncept~oncfdem~eratie p~lit~ez ground- 
ed ia the idea of popular sowreig=ty to orte in which democratic polities is shapecl by governmen 
tality." 
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bourgeois section of the population in Third Wodd countries. The majority of 

the ~orld’s population, Chatterjee argues, belong to the.popular classes, what he 

calls ’political society’. NGOs, social movements and pohticians have to navigate 

between the apparently quite distinct spheres of the state, civil society and the 

popular classes. 

The ease studies in this book, however, question the analytic value o~" both the 

maquestioning teleological model of civil society ~s the new democratic common, 

as well as the more critical analytical separations between the state, civil society 

and political society. This is especially the case whan neat conceptual catego- 

ries are canfiated with complex realities. The borders bctwean these spheres can 

in fact be extremely porous. For instance, grassroots AIDS activists belonging to 

TAC became brokers and mediators of biomedical citizenship, rights and papular 

discourses. They were able to seamlessly straddle these discourses in ways that 

challenge Chatterjee’s conception of civil society as a distinct and sequestered 

domain of the bourgeois, chattering classes who read newspapers, earn regular 

salaries, and participate in the liberal democratic public sphere. Whild there are 

often divides and tensions between the middle-class leadership and grassroots 

members of social movements, this does not mean that the latter are completely 

excluded from fl~e inner sanctum of civi! society. 

A more useful aspect of Chatterjee’s analysis concerns how the popular classes 

become the ’target populations’ of state-driven development and weffare pro- 

grammes and pohcies. Chatterjee (2004: 41) writes that they are the subjects of 

govemmentality, which appears to limit their role as agents of mass action and 

poligeal mobitisatlon: 

Civil society, then, restreted to a small section of et~turally equipped citizens, ~epreseats 

in countries like India the high g~r~nnd r~t" raod~rai~y, So do~s tho constitutional model of the 

state. But in aetna2 practice, gw~rrtrnental ag~rtcies must descend from that h~gh ground to 

th~ t~rrairt ofpol~.tical society in order to renew their legitimacy as providers ~f well-boWleg 

and thereby corffrom ~,hatever is the current corfflguration of politically mobiIised domand~ 

(emphasis added). 

This portrait of paternalistic intervention on behalf of needy clients does capture 

an important aspect of the political dynamics in post-~partheld South Africa. The 

ease studies in this book suggest, however, that ’the popular classes’ are not only 

’target pnpulations’ and ’docile bodies’ shaped by, and susceptible to, modern sta~e 

discourses of development and governmentatity; instead they often straddle mul- 

tiple political discourses and logics in their strategic and situated encounters with 

the mcderu state, donor agencies, NGOs, and other sites of power. The chaptere 

on AIDS activism, for example, draw attention to the ageucy of activists, notwith- 

standing their intimate engagement with powerful biomedical technologies (e.g., 

antiretroviral therapy, for example) and state institutions and practices of public 

health {see Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

Like India, South Africa is a country wbere the majority of the population seem 

to stand outside the elite enclaves of Chatterjee’s civil society. While acknowledg- 

ing the value of Chatterjee’s analysis, it appears that the borders of this model of 

eiviI society are relatively permeable and incorporate members that do not come 
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h’om the educated middle classes. Similarly, those from the popular classes, as 
well as members of civil society orgatfisations, sometimes find their way to the 

upper echelans of the state. The South African liberation struggle, for example, 

prodnced thmtsands of working-class activists who, through their iavotveme~tt in 

anti-apartheid activism, were inducted into civil society, and later became sig- 

ni£cam players in big busiuess and the post-apartheid state. Some, hke former 

deputy president, Jacob Zuma, who had minimal forma!, schooling, acquired their 

education and political hteracy through decades of involvement in the liberation 

struggle. Activists such as Zmna were able to take up top positions within the ARC 

and the post-apartheid state. Similarly, large numbers of rank-and-file trade tmion- 

ists and township activists made their way into the top echelons of the state and 

private sector by drawing on struggle networks and political literacies that co~d be 

converted into currencies deemed valuable by business and the modem state. 

For the majority of Soufi~ Africans, however, the post-apartheid transition has 

rot provided these kinds of opportunities. With the arrival of democracy in 1994, 

mm~y highly effective grassroots activists were unable to convert their politi- 

cal skills and credentials into the forms of cuhural capital required by the new 

bureancratlc state. Jobless grov,~& and structural unemployment have crested 

barriers to upward mobility and participation in tniddle-elass civil society. This 

does not mean, however, that the excluded masses are living in some pro-modem 

politica!, and cuItural backwater. Moreover, millions of black working-class South 

Mricans.are highly literate in the lang~uage of rights, equality, citizenship and 

social justice. Members of civil society organisations, as well as ordinary citizens, 

seem particularly adept at straddling elite and popular discourses and deploying 

the state’s discourses of rights, citizenship and development. However, access to 

these potifcal literacles is no guarantee of access to jobs or full membership of fire 

inner circle of middle-class civil society. 

The conceptual opposition posited by Chatterjee @004) -between the state, civil 

society and political society - collapses under the weight of the everyday seciaI 

realities of those hying in the margins of the South African state and the formal 

economy, ~at is the majority of South Africa’s population. For most South Afri- 

cans, claiming rights is not necessarily incompatible with claiming cemmunitarian 

identities and eelturat and group rights. Both of these purportedly antagonistic and 

oppositional political logics can be asserted by the same actors simultaneously, or 

deployed separateIy depending on the speci£c contexts and audiences. 

Rather than subscribing to the binary logics and neat anai~ic categories of 

Mamdani’s and Chattetjee’s political theories, this book argues tbat most people in 

South A:hlca act as both cidzens and subjects, and they s~’ategically and situafion~ 

ally engage with ’fights talk’ and the political discourses of Iiberal democracy. In 

other words, they do not seem to be stralghtjaeketed into the categories and political 

spheres, 1Lke ’civil society’, that analysts seek to impose upon them. Citizens and sub- 

jects in rnany parts of the glubal South straddle the continuum of political discourses 

that stretch between the poles of ’liberal rights’ and ’commu~itadan cultures’. 

The central argument in this book is that in post-apartheid South Mrica, irmova* 

tire NGO-social movement strategic partnerships - [or instance, between People’s 
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Dialogue (PD) and the SA Homeless People’s Federation (SAHPF) (Chapter 4), 

and Mgdecins Sart~ Fronti~res (MSF) and TAC (Chapter 5) - have played a oert* 

tral role in mediating between state-centric fights discourses and popular politics. 

They have also bturred the borders bettveen the domains of civil society and the 

popular classes, thereby complicating Chatterjee’s model The case studies &aw 

attentio~ to the highly improvisational and situational character of these experi- 

mental forms of NGO-social movement mobilisation in ~he margins of the state and 

global capitalism. 

Recent South Africm~ history can be narrated as an epic revolut~onary struggle 

against an oppressive apartheid regime. It can also be fraaned as a liberal modern- 

ist struggle for democratic rights that began in I912 with the formation of.the ANC 

and came to fruition in I994 with the.inangura6on of President Nelson Mandala 

as president of the new democratic South Africa. Evdnts such as the Treason Trial 

of 1956, the Rivonia Trial in 1963, when Mandela and the top leadership of the 

ANC were sentenced to long-term imprisomnent on Robben Island~ the Sharpevitie 

massacre of 196]., and the Soweto Uprising of 1976 were key tnoments in this tong. 

march to freedom. 

This historical account usually focuses on the vanguard role of modemising 

nationalist elites: Nelson Mandela, Oliver Tambo, Waiter Sisulu, Coven Mbel~i, Joe 

Slovo, Chris Hani and numerous other icons of the liberation struggle. These mod~ 

cruising nationalists challenged the legitimacy of ~aditionat leaders who, together 

with the apartheid state, propped up the ethific ’homelands’ and nation states. Tbey 

dismissed traditional leaders as backward and anti-democratic collaborators in the 

indirect rule pohcies of the colonlal and apartheid regimes. They also rejected the 

Iegitimacy of the homelands - Trm~skei, Ciskei, Bophuthatswana, Vends, Qwaqwa, 

Lebowa, Gazankulu, KwaNdebale, and KwaZulu)~ From the perspective of the 

ANC’s revolutionary leadership, homelands and traditional leadership had to be 

systematically dismantled. These separate developmem policies created the condi: 

tions for mass resistance to apartheid’s ~ban influx control measu:~es and ultimately_ 

led to the massive g~owth of shantytowns in Soudt Africa’s cities.~They also swelled 

the ranks of anti-apartheid civic organisations and the liberation movements° 
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During the height of apartheid in the 1970s, Marxist intellectuals within the 

liberation movements developed powerful critiques of liberal political theorists 

who argued that apartheid was simply an irrational and backward political system 

whose racial laws were an obstacle to hhe emergence of modern, free market capi- 

talism. Marxists such as Hmrold Wolpe challenged this view by arguing that the 

apartheid state syotem was a specific form of racial capitalism that could ouly be 

transformed through radical transformations in the relations of production. From 

this perspective, apartheid’s racial policies underpinned forms of labour control 

and exploitatian that had to be systematically dismantled; it was insufficiet~t to 

simply get rid of raeially based legislation. Rights and legal reform alane would 

be inadequate. What was actually required was the revolutionary seizure of state 

power and the nationalisation of key assets such as land and the mines. 

By the mid-I990s, however, the new ANC-lcd government appeared to aban- 

don theories of socialist revolution for liberal de~nocracy and tMF~friendly 

nee-liberal macro-economic policies?~ Whereas the Left within the ANC sub- 

scribed to a ’two-stage theory’ in terms of which national liberatian wanld be 

followed by socialist transformation, by rite early 1990s it had become clear that 

the second stage had been indefinitely stalled. 

Throughout the mid-1980s a proliferation of mostly urban-based civic, la~ou~, 

and community*based urgarfisarians challenged the apartheid state using the lib- 

eral language of rights, citizenship and democracy alongside the radical rhetoric 

of revolutionary struggle and national liberation. These anti-apartheid organisa- 

lions, which were aifidiated to the United Democratic Front (UDF), also rejected 

the Bantustan system and instead called for the creation of a unitary, non-racial 

democratic nation-state. The UDF comprised a broad coalition of hundreds of 

organisations and came to be seen as the ’internal wing’ of the ANCd~ The ARC 

and UDF, together with a range of other anti-apartheid organisations, ultimately 

brought the repressive apartheid state to its knees, h~ 1990, former president 

F.W. de Klerk began the negotiation process by announcing the release of Nelson 

Mandela and unbanning the liberation movements. This brief historical sketch 

of the road to democracy shows how hberal, socialist and ’ethnic’ poIhical dis- 

.courses have always been intertwined in political life in South Africa. Rhetorics 

and- strategies may have changed with new circumstances and ’enemies’, but 

it has always been complex and situa6onah It is precisely the hybrid aud impre- 

visional quality ot’ politics in South Africa that is explored in the ease studies 

that follow. 

The J.990s also ~¢itness ed post-modernist and p~s~structm-al thecvi and eulhu--a[ studies replacing _’flarx~ 
ism in the ettrrieula of most South African uttiveesities. Studies of new ~oeial movemens, ’ei,h-I ~oalety’ 
and ’figh~’ were deemed, us~’u! for under.landing South .M~fican political realities. Since the demise of 
~ar~ism, howsver, t~er~ has been very little systematic ~eorisafion cd" ~Jae South Afa’iean stale. While 

have tended to be fcrm~hiic and have often failed to lake cog~isaace o.f the fact that ~h* S~uth African 
state’s social spending budget i~ massive by any standards. Neither haw such analyses fully adthes~ed 
the c~rapering ideologica!, and political t~ndendes w~thin the Tripartite AlIiance of the ANC, South .~ri~ 
can Communist Pamy (SACP} and the Congress ~f South Ah’iean Trade Unions ICOSATU). 
There were also rallir.ma political movemems such as the Pan~Afrieanist C~ngress (PAC), the Maai~ 
People’s Organisation (AZAPO), the New UrS~ I~Iovement and Qibla. 
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Strategic p~taershlps; NGOs and social movements after apartheid 

While the legacies of the political culture of the anti-apartheid struggle remain, 

a plethora of new community-based organisations and social movements have 

emerged since the mid-1990s that depar~ from the tnore m~litsnt a~d revolutionary 

political styles, objectives and modes of mobi]isatien of the apartheid era. Most 

post-apartheid social movements and NGOs have adopted pragmalic s~ategies 

to access donor funds and state resources. Meanwhile, fire ANC has transformed 

itself from a revolutionary liberation movement into a political par~y, a bureau- 

cratic machine and a corporate state structure. These seismle shifts have resulted 

in surprising outcomes. For example, while there was eonsidermble popular resis- 

tance to the Bantustan system in the 1980s, during the 1990s there were efforts 

by the ANC government to rehabilitate former Bantustan traditional leaders and 

ethnic political entrepreneura~ Apartheid-era ethnic politics transmogrified into 

rights-based community claims for access to land, culture and language. The Truth 

& Reconciliation Cnmmission (TRC) and the Land Restitution processes also &ew 

on rights-based approaches to redress the apartheid past. 

Alongside this dramatic shift from revolution to rights has been the emergence of 

new forms of eflmogenesis in temps of wtfich identity a~ad community ~e reconsti- 

tuted through cultural and intal[ectual property rights. These new forms of’ethnlc’ 

mobilisation sometimes involve lucrative business deals. For exampIe, following 

theh" successful land elaim il~ 1999, fire ~khotnani Sun’s laxqer Roger Chennels, 
together with the South Ahican San Institute (SASI), entered into negotiations to 

sell San crafts to dollar-laden tourists who shop at the upmarket stores at South 

Africa’s international airports. Another San success came out of negotiations over 

the sale of indigenous San knowledge concerning the use of the ttoodia gordordi 

plant to a global pharmaceutical company interested in marketing the plant as a 

natural appetite suppressant and weight loss product (see Chapter 3)- While the 

San land elaira i~self has not generated significant income, Chennels’ negotiation 

of the San crafts and Hoodia deals certainly has. 

These forms of commodification of eultu:~e and indigenous knowledge can be 

aptly describsd as Ethn~city lrw.(see Comaroff & Comaroff forthcomiug). Another 

example of this phenomenon is the case of fl~e Bafokeng Kingdom of North West 

Province:= which in 1999, won a 10-year legal battle for royalty payments from 

Impala Platinum Holdlngs (Implats). These payments, which were calculated on 

~he basis that Implats had mined platinum on Bafokeng land since the 1960s, 

amounted to an estimated R827 mii~l_ion at fire end of the 2002 financial ye~. The 

Bafokeng have used these massive deposits of platinum, the lm’gest outside of 

Russia, to reprnduce ’tribal’ traditions and build modem irffrastructure including 

schools, clinics, hospitals, spor~s and recreation facilities and a major Science and 

Teclinolegy Academy. 

Th~ ‘Bafoke~g n~i~ ex~ds ~ver 7~ hee~are~ a~d is sub~di’dded inm 72 wadt~i~na~ dikg~r~ (wards)~ 

each of which is zeguiated by a hereditar] d~gosana (headman) and mmmft~gosana (headman’s 
anthropologist, Susan Cock, ~ done extensive work on the Bafokeng Fdngdom. 
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It would seem that access to these resources - indigenous knowledge and plati- 

num deposits - have facilitated the ’reinvention’ of these indigenous eananunlties, 

These processes reveal new ways in which NGO lawyers are assisting communities 

to draw on intellectual and cuhural property 6ghts in order to access resources 

that can then be used both to reconstitute collective identity and hasten moderu 

froThS of socio-eeonomie development, The case studies summarised below dem- 

onstrate that fights-based struggles such as those forged hy the San, do not merely 

produce post-politioaI conditions of liher~ individualism, as some critics suggest. 

Neither are these rights-based approaches necessarily incompatlble with more 

conventional forms of collective action and cultm’al reproduction. 

While a fledgling indigenous rights movement was emerging in rural Namaqua- 

land in the 1990s, a number ofnlilitant social movements were flexing their musctes 

throughout South Africa. These inchided anti-globahsation and popular Left move- 

ments that challenged what they perceived to be the nee-liberal capitulation of 

the ANC government. Left intellectuals w~thin these movements, including those 

based at ~he Canoe for Civil Society in Durban, regarded tim tratmition from apart- 

heid as a form of’elite pacfing’ that killed the socialist revolution and replaced it 

with a capital-friendly, nee-liberal democracy (Bond 2000; Morals t998).= They 

blamed the ANC government’s macro-econonfic pohcies for contributing to jobless 

growth, the privatisatiou of state assets, and a downsized neo-libara! state. The 

shortcomings of the post-apartheid state in the realm of soclo-economic transfor- 

mation, jobs, housing and social services have allowed cixdl society organisafions, 

including NGOs and new social movements, to step into the breach. 

Since¯ 1994 the following social movements have come into existence: the South 

Mrican Homeless People’s Federation (1994), the Treatment Action Campaign 

(1998), the Concerned Citisens Forum 0999), the Anti-Eviction Campaign, the 

Artti-Privatisation Forum, the Soweto Electricity Crisis Committee (2000), the 

Lm~dless Peoples Movement, the Coalition of South Africans for the Basic Income 

Grant (2001), Abahlali base Mjondolo (The Durban Shack Dwellers’ Movement 

2005). The formation of these movements can be seen as civil society responses to 

the perceived failures of the post-apartheid state to address issues of HIV/AIDS, 

land redistribution, job creation, housing, poverty, etc. 

Although South Mrica has a vibrant civil society comprising hundreds of NGOs 

and civil society arganisations, this book focuses specifically on three NGO-sccial 
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moveraent partnerships that have been involved in collective mobilisafion by estab- 

lishing an indigenous peoples movement, a transnafional urban poor movement, 

a~d a globally connected AIDS activist movement. While there are distinct bodies 

of literatttre on NGOs and social nmvetnents, this hook ia one of very few that 
investigates the specific dynamics of NGO-social movement partnerships. It is sig- 

nificant to note that many of the most successful forms of political mobilJsation after 

apartheid have come in the form offl~ese NGO-soeial movement partuerships. This 

hook explores the conceptual and empirical dimensions of these partnerships and 

shows how they are responsible for introducing news forms ofrights-hased political 

mobillsatlon. It will also be argued that these partnerships have contributed towards 

expanding conventional conceptions of civil society, rights and citizenship. 

In al~ of the cases discussed in the book, the grassrants participants in these 

social movements were from marginalised communities, and these expefments in 

rights-claiming and collective mohilisatian took place after apartheid. The Nama 

(Khai) and San communities in the Northern Cape Province, the Xhosa-speaking 

~zomen belonging to the SAHPF, and the predominantly black working class AIDS 

acfvists of TAC, have also all had the common experience of livlng on the margins 

of South Africa’s modem capitalist economy. A central problem for these NGO- 

social movement parmerabips has beer~ to create conditions of social belonging 

and solidarity for people living at the margins of the state and the formal economy.. 

This is paxticu[arly difficult given the ways in which povelty tends to reproduce 

conditions of social fragmentation, anmnie and isolation. How then do NGOs and 

social movements go about deploying rights-based approaches and producing new 

forms of solidarity and sociality amongst such marginalised populations? How are 

such solidarities and forms of collective mobilisation produced in post-revo[u- 

fiona~ settings such as South Aft’ion, where nee:liberal capitalism and rampant 

consumer culture appear to be the only games in tm~m? 

NGOs, social movements, the state msd beyond 

Notwithstanding the structural constraints and ’bruits of liberation’ (Robins 

2005) that have been identified by Left critics of nea-iiberalism, Santh Africa 

has a relatively ’Big State’ that includes a progressive Constitution fl~at enshrines 

¯ socio-economic rights, as well as a public sector vdth considerable resources at 

its disposal, including significant military and security capacity and social wal- 

fare, housing, land redistribution and public health progianmaes3~ Miltimm of 

marginahsed citizens perceive engagemeut with the post-apartheid state and its 

programmes as an important element in their multi-stranded and multi-sited sur- 

vival strategies. These fluid and dispersed multi-sited livelihood strategies are 

deployed in a hostile economic environment where long-term employment is 

It is slso evident that the S~ufl~ Ah~an ~tata remain~ a key player for NGOs, sociz2 mover~en~s and miI- 
lions of citizens. Given the wealth, s~e and reach of the S~uth Africa state, it is not smpaslng ~at civil 
s~eiety actors and citizens take the State seriously. This is n~t th~ kind of de~pofie and au thorilm’ia~ state 
eafca|umd ia much ~ntemp~ra~ ~ckolarly and met~a con~nentary on Afzie~. Neither is it the classical 
rig~t-s~ed n~-~Jheral stale that is routinely denounced by ~ome Left eritie~, 

I 
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increasingly difficult to find and the casualisation of labour and informalisatlon 

of the economy look llke[y to stay. Yet, pensions and welfare and disability gTants, 

along with heusir~g subsidies, continue to feature centra21y in the lives of millions 

of poor people. These conditions make it difficalt ff not impossible for the South 

African state and civil society actors to totally eaptm’e the loyalties of its citizens. 

At the same time, the South AfJdcan state is sufficiently well resottrced to ensure 

that its citizens cannot afford to compIetely circumvent or ignore it. 

As a consequence, the urban and rural poor in South Mrica, as well as else- 

where in rite developing world, commit enormous resources and energy to ensuring 

the social reproduction of kinship, ctlentship, clan, and neighboarhogd ties and 

networks. Given prevailiug conditions of jabless growth and struetura~ unemploy- 

ment, it is not surprising that these social bonds are seldom sacri£ced for the 

eIusive dream of ’suburban bliss’ with its nnrraadve nmdet of the nuclear family, 

private property and i~tdividual, bo~geois subjectivity. 

It is in this context - of a ’big’, but dia~rusted state, and a welter of other pos- 

sible networks and strategies for social reproduction - that the NGO has flourished 

in post-aparfl~eid South Africa. Many see this growth as an index of the health of 

its democracy. Certainly, NGOs are ~ften associated with the virtuous values of 

civil society, development, demecracy and accountability. The mainstream NGO 

literature tends to portray NGOs as autonomous, participatory and accountable. 

These days, however, such descriptions of NGOs are also reutine~y deconsnatcted 

as ’NGO myths’. Over the past few years, it has becmne increasingly common to 

hear that NGOs have become the handmaidens of neoliberalism and global capital 

(Hardt and NeD4 2000; Kamat 2003, 2005; Pe~as and Velt~aeyer 2003). 

Critics claim that NGOs have lost their critical edge as they have come increas- 

ingly under pressure to mans~ge their programmes on a profitable basts, with state 

subsidies being cut and soft loans and grants for devalopn~et~t pregrammes being 

minimised by the IMF and World Bank via Structural Adjustment Programmes 

(SAPs) (Kamat 2005:152). Some have argued that the term ~’anchise state’ 

accurately describes the new relations between NGOs and the state in neolib- 

eral contexts wherein NGOs subcontract the management and administration of 

essential services from the state (see Alvarez 1998; Petras 1997). Similarly, Sonia 

Alvarez (1998: 152) argues that there has been a transformation of ~adicaI femi- 

nist ~novements in Latin America, what she calls the ’NGOisation of feminism,’ 

that has resulted in women’s issues being professionully managed in.ways that are 

similar to state institutions. NGOs are also routinely challenged for introducing 

processes of ir~dividualisation and depoliticisation that undermine the possil~il- 

ity of collective mobilisation and promote the interests of the s~ate and neohberal 

capital. For instance, Sm~geeta Kamat (2005: 148) argues tl~at NGOs are often 

responsible for ’nota~lalising’ a fornt of rights-based pohtics that is only acceptable 

within a narrowly circumscribed liberal democratic framework. 

South African NGOs have faced sirailar accusations and criticisms. Fori~stance, 

NGOs such as Mgdecins Sans Fronti~res (MSF) and TAC activists are routinely 

accused by AIDS d[ssidents, includlng those in the ruling party, of being ’salesper- 

sons’ and fronts of the global pharmaceutical industry. Similarly, the South African 
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gevernment and President/vlbeki’s sp@espersons have labelled anti-glabalisation 

NGOs and social movements as ’~wa-Leftist’ ~oupings ~th unpatfiotlc agendas 

and shadowy foreign gfiliations. " 
These critiques of NGOs are also erecting’in a context of towing donor inter- 

est in democracy pro~ammes ~at seek to premiere community p~iclpation, state 

accountab~ity, c~t~en empowe~ent, ~d soci~ capital. Left c~cs ~e that 

these Western donor isteres~ doveta~[ needy ~th ’~t~-statist’ nee-liberal pro- 

gammes of s~c~ral adjustment. These donor interests ~e ~so often seen to be 

p~ of stretches by the World Bank, I~IE WTO ~d o~er g~obal ~ci~ insfi- 

~tions to impose econo~e hberabsation policies and the do~sizing of states, 

especially ~ase in the Third World. 

A pa~ieul~ly h~h cfiti~e of NGOs can be found ~n Michael H~dt and 

Antonio Ne~g (2000) Empire. H~dt and Ne~ state ~at ’mar~ inte~entiuns" 

by NGOs may be more si~c~t than milit~ inte~e~tion in shoring up the 

soverei~ty of ~e new politic~ order of globalisation that ~ey refer to ~ Empire.~ 

For Hardt and Nell, NGOs are especi~y wall placed to do this work of mor~ 

inte~antion ’precisely because they ~e not ~n directly by gov~men~, [and] are 

ass~ed to act on the bm[s of e~ical or morM impera~ves’ (ibid: 3~). H~dt and 

Ne~ reg~d hum~it~an NGOs such as A~*esty lntemation~, O~am, ~d MSF 

~ ’some ~f the most powerful pacific weapons of the new world order - the ch~- 

t~le campers ~d the men’cant orde~ of Empire’ (ibid: 36). Thes~ NGOs, they 

~e, ’conduct ’~ust w~" ~thout ~*s, ~thout violence, wi~out borders’ (~bid). 

Comping ~em to Do~nie~ ~d Jesuit mission~es of e~lier ~nc~ations 

Empire, Hardt ~d Ne~ clam ~at ~ese org~isa~ons ~stg~e to ~dent@ ~ivers~ 

needs and defend h~an rights’ wifi~e sita~eously elea~ng ~e mor~ ~ound 

for miht~ ~nte~entian ~d intema6onally sanctioned po~ce action. 

These sweeping cfit~es of NGOs as ~e hand’dens o~ Empire can in 

be cfificlsed for furling to acknowledge ~e heterogeneous chm’acter of N@s ~d 

development agencies. Given the d~e~ntiation in the fo~s, functions and rela- 

tionships of N~s, how can Ha~t and Ne@ legitimately l~et 

ThUd World as me~ semants of the neo-~barM p~oject of glob~ capita. Howe~ 

such a hete~geneous categ0~ share common ideolo~cM and politic~ ~end~? 

These cfiti~es Mso m~e no rgerence to the c~mp[ex ~d simafion~ ways 

which ’benefici~as" engage wi~ NGOs. Agency, s~jectifi~ and unintended out- 

comes ~e ~ien concepts in the~ sea~ng c~tlcisms of NGOs and ’development’. 

Like ~e inte~enfions of Ct~sfian missionaries before ~em, the ultimate 
~ ForH~t~dNo~,Empi~pr~en~anewpohlic~ob~isationthal~hemina~iw~ 

6taler ~al ~septs no bo~d~e5 or ~ts. T~s newly emer~ng Empi:e is coupled ~d~ ~te impefi~- 

i~ ofEmp~ ~ee ~d capi~t ex~ion d e~lie~ epo~s. Tsday~ glob~ Empi~ ~aimilal~ 
elemen~ of US c~titutionMism in ~ays th~ uzde~ne Ihe fo~da~sns of the nation, o~ei~, race ~d 
peoples by multipl~ng ~ha ins~ces ~ contest ~d hybfi~sation. In th~s way it 
into a system of ~use nsfiouM mad supr~o~ fnsfimfions. 

~s H~dt ~d Na~ isolate a specie z~zet of NGOs, ~,e., hum~t~ or~is~o~ that include h~ 
~ o~aisa~io~s (aueh ~ Amity lntem~onal ~d Amefic~ Watch), ~eaee ~D. ~d ~e =~edieM 
m~d f~ne ~gef ~onci~ (such ~ O~ ~d M(~cim s~ Frou~r~) (3X3). H~t ~d 
~t ~n ~ese p~¢~ ~ene~e5 ~ ~m their ¢~e~6n that "~e eeriness ~ ~ese N~s ~inoide 
~ ~e wcrP~ga of Empi~ "beyond ~olit~es," on the teg~n of bispoxver, msefi~g th~ needs of ~e ilse~ 
(313 14). 
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outcomes of NGO projects are often unanticipated and counter-intuitive. Early 

twentieth-century missionaries, for example, could not have anticipated that mis- 

sionary education weald later be seen as the catalyst for the emergence of a critical 

black consciousness that contributed tuwards the ANC’s revolutions9" struggle 

against apartheid; similarly, today’s donors and NGOs cannot be 4nti~ely sure what 

their interventions will end up looking hke. Regardless of the mission statements 

and ideological commitments of their donor supporters in Europe and North A~er- 

ica, NG0s in developing conntries usually recoguise that they need to ’indigenise’ 

their projects in Ways that resonate .with the needs and popular aspirations in the 

pazticulax settings within which they work. The pragmatic imperatives of having 

to intervene and ~nobilise at local, national, regional and global levels require¯ 

sophisticated localised strategies and discursive framings. None of this complexity 

and agency is evident in Negri and Hardt’s tatalising critiques of NGOs. Neither 

do they acknowledge the efficacy of the mobilisation strategies of NGO-sociat 

movement partnerships that successfu!ly ieverage access t~ state resources for 

¯ hyper-marglnalised populations. 

In sum, there aye two schools of thought on NGOs. The first school views them 

as benevolent agencies that provide solutions to pnhtical and hmnanitarian crises 

that states and markets cannot and/or are tmwiRing to address - poverty, famine, 

torture, starvation, massacre, irupfisonmant and social justice, for example. In con- 

trast, critics regard NG0s as the ideological conduits of nen-hberal capital (Petras 

and VeItmeyer 2001; Petras 1987). For example, James Petras argues that ’while 

global eapilal attacks the powers of the nation-s~.ate from above, NGOs attack 

"from below", presenting the community face of neo-fiberalism’. Both schools of 

thought seem to agree, however, that the growth of global capital has contributed 

towards a reduction in the autonomy and reach of the state, and created opportuni- 

ties for rite &antafc expansion of an i~ternatlonal civil society. The retreat of the 

neo-libaraI state has also created the conditions for the emergence of gIobal civic 

anfdn that presents alternative discourses of development and de~n~crntlcisation 

(see Escobar and Alvarez 1992; Escobar 1995). 

There has not only been a massive explosion in the nmnbers of NG0s but also a 

dramatic emergence of new functions and organisational linkages. William Fisher 

(1997: 441) notes, for example, that NGOs have "forged complex and wide-rang- 

ing formal and informal ]inkages with one another, with government agencies, 

with social movements, with international development agencies, with individual 

INGOs (international NG0s), and with transnatlonal issue networks’. But do these 
linkages constitute the constellation of networks that Hardt and Nagri describe 

as ’Empire’? Are NGOs the conduits of global capital and processes of indMdu- 

alisation, depoliticisatian and nee-liberalism? Have the anti-apartheid NG0s and 

social movements of the liherafian straggle in South Africa merely transmogrified 

into the ideological instruments 9f Empire? 

The case studies in this book will show that while NG0s and social, movements 

are indeed often the mediators of liberal modernist ideas and practices relating 

to rights and citizenship, this need not be at the behest of global capital or at 

the expense of popular forms of collective mobilisatian. Furthermore, adopting 
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rights-based approaches does not automatically transform ’be~eficiaries" into %ne 

citizens’ whose consciousness is completely eolanlsed by liberal ~ndividualist 

conceptions of citizenship. The roles and outcomes of NG0 inte~antions are con* 

siderably more compIicated. The case studies in this book draw attention to these 

partnerships’ capacity to straddle b~th rights-based politics and collective forms 

of mobilisation. 

~&apter s~a=~aries 

The chapters in this book were mastly written in the decade after South Africa’s 

first democratic elections in 1994. I had returned to South Africa in ~.993 after 

having studied anfln’opoIogy at Columbia University ~n New York and completed 

my doctoral thesis on land redistribution in Zimbabwe. Soon after my return to 

South Mi’ica, I turned my ethnographic attention to some striking new develop- 

ments in post-aparlheid political life. I became htcreasingly interested in the 

compl~ ways in which NGOs and civic activists in Namaqualand’s Reserves in 

the Nurthern Cape Province were making cmmectians between the ANC’s ideol- 

ogy of’non-racialism’ and national liberation and new forms of indigenous identity 

politics, in this case Nama (Kl~oi) identity (see Chapter 2). By focusing on indig- 

enous land fights, these NGOs and couwaunity activists also came into i~ereasing 

contact w~th globally connected indigenous fights movements in Australia, New 

Zealand, North America and elsewhere. 

This politics of inddgenoas identity lonked very different to anti~apartheld 

modes of mass mobiIisation with their emphasis on class, race and nation. As an 

anthropo|ogy student at the Unlvar~ity of Cape Town (lJc’r) in the early 1980s, I 

had been drawn to Mar:dsm’s abihty to make sense of the political implications of 

the mtderlying economic structures at" apartheid, ~r what the Left then referred to 

as a specific fm~n of racial capitalism. According to this economistie logic, matters 

relating to culture~ ide~tity and religion were simply snperstrnctmal ref~ectim~s 

of the underlying economic base. My 8A Honom’s ethnographic research had 

focused on the social and economic impact of the forced removal of hundreds of 

thousands of ex-farm wurkers and their families front Orange Free State commer* 

cial farms ~o the overcrowded and intpoverished South Sotho ethnic ’homeland’ of 

Qwaq’wa. These removals of labour rendered ~surp[us’ by the increasing mecha- 

nisafion on white commerciat farms, highlighted ~he devastating consequences 

of apartheid’s Bantustan policies. At the time, ~ese developments seemed to 

reveal the brutal machinations of a!~ unhridtetI and rapacious species of racial 

capitalism. 

A decade later, studying indigenous identity in the Northern Cape in the mid- 

I990s entailed a major intellectual shift. Studying identity rather than the effects 

of capitalism reflected the seismic political and intellectual shifts of the period: 

the collapse of state socialism in Eastern Europe, the decline of Marxism in the 

anademy, the ’cuitui’al turn’ and growing influence af post-structm’alism and post- 

modernism, k was within this dramatically changed political and intellectuai 
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milieu, as well as South Afi’ica’s own particular post-apartheid t~vists and turns, that 

identity politics became central to my work. However, the social organisation and 

strategies of identity politics after apartheid were strikin~y different to identity 

politics in the North. 

This difference was reflected in the rise of new social movements that depluyed 

both rights-based activism and popular forms of collective mobilJsatlon that were 

similar, in many respects, to the political culture of ~he anti-apartheid struggle, 

It was the emergence of new transnational social movements that captured my 

attention, and ultimately led me to focus on globally connected forms of land, 

housing and AIDS activism, or what has come to be understood as ’giobalisation 

from below’ (see Chapters 3, zb and 5). The focus on AIDS activism was perhaps 

to be expected, given concerns about a devastating pandemic that had, by 2008, 

resulted in the infection of 6 million South Africans (see Chapters 5, 6 and 7). 

Chapter 2 discusses how, in the late 1980s, South Africa witnessed the first 

rumblings of an indigenous rights movement, This took place when ’Coloured" 

communal farmers in the North Cape Province ’Co[oured Reserves’ reclaimed 

their Nama identity in the course of their struggles against apartheid state inJtia- 

rives aimed at privatising the commons. These commuuifies, together with their 

NGO allies, drew on rights-based legal discourses to buttress their claims that 

they were the living embodiment of indigenous Nama euIture in terms of which 

private property had no place, or precedent. This ’ethnic revitahsafion’ movement 

contributed towards wider attempts to reclaim Khoi and San culture, history and 

identity after apartheid. In fact, it signalled the beginnings of a South _aA~rican 

indigenous rights movement. This case study supports the centra~ argumeut of the 

book by showing how activists and marg~nalised corantanities straddled the fights 

versus culture divide. 

Chapter 3 takes up a similar theme. This case dem~nslxatos how Afrikaans- 

speaking ex-fann workers in the North Cape Province, together with their lawyers 

and NGO allies, successfully used the ANC guvemment’s Land Restitution Act to 

win a land claim that created the conditions for them to reconstitute themselves 

as ’bushmen’ hunter-gafl~erers. The case focuses on the cultural politles of the 

;~khmnani San land daim in the Kalahari in the Northern Cape Province. Like the 

Namaqualand case, the San land daim contributed towards the grnwth in South 

Africa of a globally connected indigenous peoples movement. It also encouxaged 

South African anthropologists to critically engage with antItrapological and cul- 

tural studies debates on ’the invention of tradition’ (Hobsbawm and Ranger t983), 

’staged etlrnlcity’ (Boonzaier and S~arp i994; Robins 1997), ’hybridity’ {Appiah 

1992; Bhabha 1990; Gil~oy 1993) and ’strategic essentialism’ (Spivak 1988). The 

case study illustrates the tensions and contradictions that arise when donors and 

NGOs deploy essentialist indigenous discou~es of ’traditional bushmen’ along- 

side liberal individuahst rigl~ts ~alk. It ’also draws attention to the creative agency 

m~d hybrid repertoire of strategies used by ’bushmen’ citizen-sub, eels who are 

constituted as beneficiaries of nation-state and global donor mad NGO progxammes 

and projects. 

Chapter 4 focuses onthe activist ideology, practices and networks of the People’s 
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Dialogue (PD), an NGO that established a slrategic partnership with the South 

Mdcan Homeless People’s Federation ($AHPF), a transnatlonal urban poor 

movement. The case study draws attention to the disjuncture between the offi- 

cial ideology of the Slum ~vellars Intematlonal (SDI). to which both PD and the 

SAHPF are affiliated, and the everyday ideas and practices of.the rank-and-file 

members of the SAHPE It shows how the horizontal, non-party-political, non- 

hierarchical, democratic ideology of PD and SD! came to dash with the ANC 

patronage networks and leadership cliques ~hat developed amongst the grasaroots 

housing activists in the townships. Whereas SDI and PD were interested in pro- 

muting horizontal forms of social capital and deep democracy, a small group of 

veteran housing activist leaders used their connections to the ANC and NGO lead- 

ership in order to entraneh hierarchies and amass personal and material power. 

The case study focuses on the complex forms of mobillsation deployed by PD and 

SAHPF activists to leverage access to donor funding and state housing subsidies. 

It also interrogates the SDI concept of deep democracy and higlflights tensions 

between rights-based approaches to ’development’ and localIy embedded political 

cultures of patronage, hierarchy and authority. Tl:e case study tdtimatoly begs the 

question: how deep is deep democracy and how grassrcots is ’grassmots globalisa- 

rich’ (see Appadurai 200])? 

Chapter 5 also takes up this theme of grassroots globahsation in its investi- 

gation of AIDS activism and the politics of science, citizenship and cultural 
aafonalism in South Africa. It shows how MSF and TAC created an extranrdinar[ly 

effechve NGO-sociaI movement paxtnership that resembled, in many respects, 

the SDI model of ’globahsation from below’ (see Chapter 4, and Appadurai 2001, 

Falk 1993).s It also shows how an NGO~secial movement partnership was able to 

effectively deploy both rights-based approaches and community-based, but glob- 

ally connected, forms of social nmbilisation. TAC captured the imagination of AIDS 

anfivists,jom’nalists and supporters throughout theworld iu their David and GoI~ath 

~ega[ battles for ant~-hIDS drugs. Formed in Cape Town in 1998, TAC emerged as 

a globally connected social movement that successfully used the courts, the media, 
and social mobil~sation in the townships, to persuade global pharmaceutical giants 

and the South African government to put measures in place for the provision of 

AIDS treatment. 

Chapter 6 follows on from the previous chapter by focusir~g on the i~lness nar- 

ratives and treatment testimonies of former ?�ISF and TAC activists. It hlve?tigates 

how an e~nerging moral politics of MDS activism in South Africa has contrib- 

uted towards new forms of ’caring for the self’ and self-fashloning ~at Vihn-Kim 

Nguyen calls ’therapeutic citizenship’ (Nguyen 2005). The chapter havesfgates the 

relationship between fl~e rights~b~ed approach of TAC, and the social.movement’s 

processes of building collective identity mad belm~;ing. It argues that people living 

with AIDS in South Africa mad elsewhere are not simply autonomous rights-bear- 
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ing citizens seeking state health and social welfare resources; they a~e also active 

members of a strong social movement. This chapter argues that it was precisely the 

extremity of’near death’ experiences of fnlf-blown AIDS, and the profound stigma 

m~d ’socis] death’ associated with the later s~ages of the disease, that produced the 

conditiens for AIDS survivors’ commitment to ’new life’, ’responsibilised citizen- 

¯ship’ and social actlvism~ These profound changes at the level of subjectivity and 

identity produced forms of ’respansibilised citizenship’ that were s~multaneousIy 

highly individualised and socially and poIitlca!ly active. They emerged from near 

death into a new ~.fe both as objects of individualising biomedical interventions as 

we~l as the snb~ects of a collective social movement. 

Chapter 7 fecuses on post-apzxtheid masc~ginitles in relation to, fi~stly: the 

sexual politics that surrounded the 2006 rape trial of she former Deputy President 

Jacob Zuma, and second the establlshmant of Khulaleka, a commmtity-based HIY 

men’s supper[ group in Gugulethu, Cape Town. These two eases, it will be argued, 

re’teal, new forms of sexual politics that highligh~ competing eunceptians of rights, 

morality, religion, cnl[ure and political leadership. They also reveal the tensions 

between liberal sexual rights and pan’iarchal sexual cuttm:es, for instance, and 

~he gap between South Africa’s progressive constitution and the everyday realities 

of gender aud sexual inequality. Like the other chapters, tiffs case study shows 

how ]~GOs and community-based activists seek to navigate their way through this 

contested tes’ain. 

2 
Activist Mediations of ’Rights’ & indige,~ous Identity 
Land Struggles, NGOs & indigenoua Rights 
in Namaqualand 

I am an African. 

I o~e my being to the hills and ~� valleys, the tnountains a~d the glades, the rivers, the 

deseX0 the ~ees, the flowers, the seas and the eve~-ehaoglng seasons that define the fa¢~ of 
our native land. 

I owe my being to the Khai and the San whose desolate souls haunt the g~at ~panses of 
Lhe beautiful Cape they ~ho fell r~etim to th~ most merciless genocide otw natiw lm~d has 

ever seen, they who wane the first to Iose their lives in the str~ggle to d~ead our freedom and 
d~pendenee and they who, as a people, perished in the result. 

Today, as a cotm0s/, we keep an audible silence about these ancestors of tits generations tha~ 
live, fearful to admit the horror of a fo~aee deed, seeking to obliterate from our memories a 

creel occurrence which, in its remembering, shou]d teach us not and never to ba inhuman 
again. 

(Statement of Deputy Prssident Thabo Mbeki, on behalf of the African Nations] ConD’ess on 
the occasion eL" the adoption by the Constitutional Asses~,bly of the Republic of South Ahiea 
Constitutional Bill 1996; Cape Town, 8 May 1996) 

During the apartheid period, it was widely believed that indigenous Nama and San 

peapIe had become ’extinct’ or else assimilated into the ’Coloured’ popu[afioh. In 

fact, ~n 1996 Deputy President ~beki made a similar claim about the Fdaoi and the 

San having perished in ’tins most merciless genocide our native land has ever seen’. 

Yet, in the mid-1990s, Nama and San people were becoming increasingly visible 

in the public sphere as they turned to the court~ to reclaim land from wlfich they 

were evicted nnder apartheid. In 1998 the 4000-strung indigenens Nama (t~oi) 

community in the Richtersveld Reserves of Namaqualand in the Nor’~hern Cape . 

Province began a legal battle to reclaim land f~om which they were removed in 

!927. In 2006, following lengthy litigation, they eventually won the case and were 

awarded financial compensation. Similarly, in 1999, the :~khomsni San won back 

land from which they were evicted by the apartheid state (see Chapter 3). In both 

ca~es, lawyers and NGO fie~d workars from the Legs] Resources Centre (LRC), 

Surplus Peoples Project (SPP) and the South African San hlStitute (SASI") played 

a central role in both the litigation and contributing towards the emergence of an 
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7 
Sexual Rights & Sexual Cultures 

AIDS Activism, Sexual Politics & ’New Masculinities’ 

after ApartheidI 

l~troductlon 

The AIDS pan~Jemic in South Africa has contributed towards prising open ques- 

tions on sexuality m~d sexual fights in ways that were unprecedented in the past. 

Partly as a result of exposure to HIWAIDS prevention progammes driven by the 

interuafim~al health agencies, the state, NGOs and social movements such as ’ 

the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC), parents and polltieians are increasingly " 

compelled to talk openly about sex and sexual rights in ~he home and in public 

domains. Meanwhile gender, gay, AIDS and anti-rape activists have respor~ded    . 

to the pm~dentic by highlighting the need to activate and reatise the gender and 

sexual rights provisions in South Afi~ca’s progressive constitution. However, the 

AIDS pandemic and the promotion of new sexual and gender rights has also trig- 

gered a conservative backlash from religiqus leaders and ’traditionalists’. It is 
within this contested setting that new forms of AIDS activism and sexual citizen- 

ship are emerging. 

~iodem d ....... ties everywbmv are increasingly ........ ed with q~estions of 

sexual equality between homosexuals and heterosexuals, as wet~ as between men    .. 

and women (Fassln 2006). ’The politicisagon of sexuality’, Eric Fassin concludes. 

’partakes in a broader prooess of denatu~alisat~on of the social order [and is] there- 

fore an object of democratic debate ... This is why.sex is the [latest! frontier in 

the democratic definition of ore" societies’ (ibid.: 92). In South Africa, the AIDS 

pandemic, same~sex marriages legislation, gender equity policies, and high profile 

sexual harassment cases all comfibuted towards the sexualisation ofpollt~cs and 

the politicisation of sexuality. In 2006 the media reported on a nmnber of high 

profile sex scandals ~hat involved senior poIiticlans and govemment officials. The 

expulsion of former African Naronal Congress (ANC) chief whip Mbulelo Gon~we 

from parliament and party structures in 2006 appeared to signal a zero tolerance 

I would like ~ thank ~’ean Comaroff, Chris C~I,An m~d the anonymous JSAS reviewer~ for their insight~ 

c~mments ~n earlier ~rafts of thi~ paper. I would a!so tik* m thank Mamn~et Bi~dm, Phurazile r, lywa~ 

and members of Khulu].eka for fl~eir supporl and insights. 
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policy towards sexual harassment. It also signalled the gruwing influence of gender 

and sexual equality activism w~thin the ANC. The ANC government’s promotion of 

same sex marriage legislation in 2006 in the face of strong conservative oppositinn 

was another indication that sexuaI equality was becoming a new frontier of democ- 

ratisation in post-apm~eid South Mriea. 

This chapter ~ focus an Nose post-ap~heid sexuM developments in rela- 

tion to, firstly, ~he sexual poI~tics that s~ounded the 2006 rape ~ial of Ne 

former deputy president Jacob Zuma, and secondly the estubl/shment by Phumz- 

ile N~ag~, a fo~er TAC ~d MSF activist, of ~Ululeka, a ¢ommuni~-b~ed 

HIV men~ suppo~ group in Gu~lethu, Cape Town. These ~o caseo, it wilt be 

ar~ed, reflect new fom~s of sexual pohfics that hig~[{ght contested interrelations 

of fi@ts, m~rallty, reliNon, c~mre and politicM leadership. They also sere ~ 

a mi~or onto the tension between sexu~ fi@ts and pa~iarch~ tulles. Soci~ 

movements. NG0s and communi)-based initiatives such ~ TAG and KhuluIeka 

~ave to constantly navigate ~eir way through this higlAy contested te=ain. 

Whereas race ~d class dominated oppositlonM politics duri~g the @~heid 

ara, sexual and gender rights now compete for space in the post-ap~heid public 

sphere. There is a gl~ng gap. however, between fl~e progessive ch~acter of o~- 

dal state, coust[mtionN m~d NGO earle=emerita of gender and sex~ equNJty 

on t~e one ~d. and the deeply e~edded ide~ ~d practices that reproduce 

gender and sexu~ ine~ty on ~e o~er..Idea~ised conceptions of civil socie~ - 

often shared by the elite educated middle classes, including activists, academies, 

NGOs, and jo~alists - generally fNI to adequately acknowledge its um~ly m~d 

uncivil character? 

The discussion is divided into ,~o seerions. ~e ~st section focuses an the 

contested nature of the sepal politics that su=ounded the Jacob Zuma ra~e ~ial, 

and hi@lights the respouses of Zuma suppomem, NG0s, activists ~d journ~ists. 

It shows how ~ese responses reve~ a deep-seated cl~h be~een the sexu~ ~d 

gender equMity ideMs ens~ned in the constitution and promoted by progressive 

civil society organisations, and the sexuN cease,attain of Zuma’s suppo~ers and 

the broader public. This sectiou Nso focuses on how ideas ~om traditianM Zalu 

m~cu~nity were represented and performed ~n ~e Zurna t~al, Nereby higHight- 

ing a tension hereon eo~stitufionaI eonc@tiom of universa~istic sexual fights on 

the one h~d, and pa~iculafistic ~exual c~tures on ~e other. This tension, I ~gue, 

is reproduced through Ne rhetorical producti~ of a series of bingos: modem 

and traditionN, ri@ts, and culture, l~eral democracy and ~ean communitY,- 

ism. This conflict of values w~ also evident in media and popM~ responses to 

the Zuma rape ~, including activist mobihsafions, ~d pubhc debates on politi- 

cal leade~hip ~d sexual fi~ts. The section concludes hy locating disco~ses on 

~egemonie masanlin~ties ~fin the context of the pditical ~d moral economy of 

sex in contempor~ South Africa. 

z ~e Zu~a rap~ Ifi~ &ew a~entian ~ ~he complexities, ~t~ ~ant~di~tic~ ~d to,ions ~lhin ~ 

~c~ Nmiona[ Caagess (ANC) ~ng p~ m~d government ~t J5 c~mmitt~ ~o a pm~cssiva, figh~ 
b~d co~fi~g¢~ d~mo~r~cy w~t ha~ to aeeo~cdme ~d placate s~o~z ~, l~de~hip 
ff~s ~d r~-~d file membe~ who endorse soci~ c~nse~afism flon~ide ~e~r poIificM ra~e~sm. 
~e Zuma ~a@, it wo~d seem, s~tch~d this politics of mDde~o~ and ~amrn~at~cn to i~ l~m~ts. 
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Tlie second section is c~ncerned with innovative attempts by a group of young 

men in Cape Town to create ’alternative maseulinities’ (Connetl !996) in a rinse of 

AIDS. It focuses on Khulideka, a Cape Town town’hip-based support group for men 

living with AIDS. KhuIuleka is an offshoot from the AIDS social movement Treat. 

meat Action Campaign (TAC). It was formed laxgely in response to the belief of 

its founder, Pbumzile Nywagi, that to,unship man were conspicuously absent from 

public clinics mad HIWAIDS support groups. Whereas TAC tends to be a predomi- 

nantly rights,based movement Iargely comprising women, Khulu~eka has attempted 

to address men’s issues, including dominant male sexual cultures. It has sought to 

fashion new alternative maseulinities at a time when African men are increasingly 

singled out in the media and popular discottrse as the scarce of sexual violence 

and HIV infection. Rather than ronmnticising these interrogations of traditlonahst 

maseul~rdties and pertraying them as heroic cmmter-hegemonic forms of resistance 

from below, a close reading of the aceom~ts of Kbululeka members reveals ambiva- 

lent responses to these hegemotfic maseulinities. This suggasts that the Khululeka 

case, like the other case studies in this book, challenges the binaries ~f modern and 

traditional, rights and ctdtnre, llberalism and communitariarSsm. The Khululeka 

ease also raises a nuwber of other questions. For instance, how different axe these 

reconstructions o~ dominant masanlinltles and calls for ’sexual responsibility" from 

those promoted by public health professionals, global health agencies, religious 

conservatives and traditionalists? What are the hnplications of fiaese discourses 

on sexuality for responding to HI¥/AIDS and for furthering our understandings 

of post-apartheid politics, sexual fights, citizenship, and liberal democracy? 

Situating sexual politics after apartheid 

Same-sex marriage laws and anti-sexist legislation, as well as provisions to 

tact the rights of women, gay and lesbian citizens and people hying witli AIDS, 

are all by-products of South Africa’s progressive cm~stitufional democracy. The 

constitution, together ~6_th grassroots activism, has also contributed towards gener- 

ating new forms of sexual politics in which concepts such as misognmy, patriarchy, 

sexism, homaphobia and harassment have entered into mainsU’eam public dis- 

com’se. MemawliiIe, social movements such as the Treatment Action Campai~ 

(TAC), as wall as public health professionals, NGOs and researchers, ba~e hi@- 
lighted the importance of gender equality and sexual rights and respensthilities in 

the fight aga~ns~ HIViAIDS. However, these rights-based advances in the name of 

sexual and gender equality have also been catalysts for a conservative backlash in 

South Africa. These developments suggest that state and civil society advocates 

of these rights constitute a relatively small, educated, middle:class enclave wilhin 

a sea of sexual conservatism. Like tile legalisation of abortion mad the abolition 

of the death pena].ty, sexual equality provisions such as same-sex marriage would 

probably be banished were they to be put to a referendum. 

This brand of conservatism is of coarse not uniquely South African. Whereas 

South Africa sexual conservatism is promoted and defended by the popuIace in 

face of progressive state legislation, in the United States it was President George 

W. Bush and liis faith-based administration wile sought to banish sume-sex mar- 
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tinge laws and HIViAIDS prevention initiatives timt promote cnndoms and sexual 

education2 In response ~o theinternationalisatinn of gender and sexual rights 

programmes, the Bush Administration systematically cat the funding of domestic 

and global health programmes involving abortion and condom distribution. These 

faith-based interventions reflect an attempt by religious conservatives to prevent 

what they perceive to be the erosion of tradifimml Christian family values2 In addi- 

tions to these examples of faith-based conservatism, global AIDS and sexual health 

programmes have also encountered widespread questioning of bo~ sexual rights 

discourses and biomedical explanations of HtViAIDS. These challenges to global 

health interventions raise questions about the sweeping claims of critical theo- 

~sts of biomedicine who, foIlowh~g Foucanlt, have stressed file al!-encompassing 

nature of the regulatory and disciplinary aspects of medicine and public health 

programmes (Adams and Pigg 2005; Singer 1990; Turner 1992)2 They also raise 

questions about the ability of NGOs, social movements and activists to mediate 

these new forms of sexual citizenship. ¯ 

TMs chapter facuses specLf!.caLly on the contested character of sexual r~ghts dis- 

courses that have been introduced by a post-apartheM state and ~nediated by NGOs, 

social mnvements and community activists. Whereas Chapters 5 and 6 fecused on 

the role of social ~novemems and NGOs in promoting health citizenship in relation 

to ARV treatment, section two of this chapter is concerned w:th a communlty-based 

initiative that attempts to mediate new forms of ’responsibilised masculinity’ in 

contexts characterised by deeply embedded cultures of patriarchy and ’traditi0nal 
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masculinifies’. The discussion of the sexual politics surrounding the Zuma rape trial 

suggests that whereas gender and sexual, equality is enshrined in the South African 

Constitution, promoted by the political leademltip and cPvil society m’ganisatlons, 

a]~d enthraced by certain sections of the public, the claiming of these fights ~tas gen, 

crated a gronndswell of canservative opposition in the broader society. This does not 

mean, however, that local cmununfities have completely rejected rights-ba~ed dis, 

courses. Instead, it is the.chiming of specific gender and sexual rights-for instance 

same-sex masriage - that has produced such profound disconffort and opposition 

amongst ma~y South Africans. Contrary to idealised conceptions of civil society as 

a v~rtuous space of liberal democratic values, South Ah:ican civil society, as in other 

parts of the world, is a highly contested, eontradictary and ambiguous space. 

Opposition to same-sex mat~’iage was also evident in the respor~ees of settle 

members of the ANC political leadership, For example, speaking at Heritage Day 

celebrations in KwaZulu-Natal province on 24 September 2006, former deputy 

president ]’scab Zun~a told a large crowd of supporters that: ’When I was growing 

up an ungqingili (a gay) would not have stood in front of me. I would knock him 

out.’ Zuaxa was also quoted as saying that same-sex marriages were ’a disgrace to 

ilae nation aud to G~d’.6 Yet, as a result of an avalanche of critlcisax froax human 

rights and gay and ].esbiaa activists, Zuma apoleg:ised for his statements, sayit~g 

that the ’Constitution clearly states that nobody should be discriminated against ~n 

any greur~ds, including sexual orientation, and I uphold and abide by the Constitu- 

tion of our land’? Zuaxa’s response reflected his ow~ mnbivalence and unease in 

relatlon tu the tensions between sexual rights and sexual culture. These tensians 

are also part of il~e political landscape within which social axovements, NGOs and 

community activists operate. 

The public particPpat~o~ debates suEounding the Civil Unions Bill also ~evealed 

widely held homophebic and patrla~chal attitudes that were sanctioned and pro- 

moted by citizens and consercative retiootts, political and n:aditional leaders. For 

example, in October 2006 a conservative Christian group, the Marriage Alliance 

South Africa, organ~sed a axareh to the Unlo~ Buildings to dehver a memorandum 

opposing same-sex marriage. Opposition to the Civil Unions Bfll also eaxanated 

from tim Congress ~f Traditional Leaders (Contralesa). Contralesa incurred the 

wrath of gay activists by c[aiaxlng that homosexuality, fi~e Civil Unions Bill, and 

the recognition of same~sex marriage were t’undamenta!/y ’un-AfEcan’o Nonhlan- 

[fla Mkhize o~’the D~ban gay and lesbian eomaxunity and health centre responded 

by cla~ming that Contralesa’s leaders were in deu~al about the existence of Afri- 

can lesblan and gay people: ’Their is ample research illustrating African people 

have engaged in same-sex relationships th~oughont our history. For example, in 

Namibia, Kenya, Nigeria and South Af6.ea, bond ~iendships, ancestral wives, 

female husbands and male wives have existed for centuries as forms of same-sex 

relationships. All these relationships were accepted and respected in Mrica before 

colo~6alism and apartheid’? Gay actPvists were outraged by the overt hostility to 
6 ~lfai/& Guardian, 26 September 2006. 
¯ Ibid. 
~ Angels Quint, "Gay~ a]taek t~ad~fional leaders: ~"htop ~ay]ng homosexual activities ~e 

Cape 2"imez, 27 Oetobar 2005. p.5. 
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same-sex marliage and gay rights exposed at these public hearings. For instance, 

Jouathan Berger, a lawyer from AIDS Law Project (ALP), in his submission to the 

home affairs parliaaxentary portfolio comaxittee on the Civil Unions Bill, noted that 

’the ataxosphere [at the hearings] generally was extreax,~ly homophobic’.~ Porffnlio 

committee members had asked people who appeared before the oommittee ques- 

tions such as ’What is gay?’, ’How do two men have sex with each other?’ and ’How 

do two women have a baby together?’.’e 

The hearings revealed a chasm between progressive sexual rights and conserva- 

tive public reactions.~ They also revealed that, although NGOs and civil society 

organlsatians were vocal and vlsible in the public sphere, in Snuth Africa, a~ 

in many other parts of the Global South, their metnbers appeared to be largeiy 

confined to ~e relatively small elite enclave of the educated middle classes (Chat- 

terjee 2004). Similarly, while social movement, NGO and pubIic health responses 

to d~e AIDS pandemic may have contributed towards a ’sexual revolution’ i]a terms 

of which formerly taboo topics on sex have morphed into morally respectable sub- 

jects for discussion and. debate in both private arid public spaces, thls had not 

translated into the realisation of the sexual and gender equality as envisaged by 

the architects of ~k~e constitution. Fax- from romanticising civil society as a space 

of grassroots democracy, AIDS and gender activists viewed the Zuma trial as a 

disturbing Iens onto sexist and authoriSarlan tendencies within South Africa’s ’(un) 

civil society’. WhiIe progressive NGOs and civil society organisations such as tim 

TAC and MSF have had considerable success axed visibility in their struggles to 

proaxote sexual and gender equably and health citizenskip, they have aJso had to 

confront deeply conservative sexual ideas and practices. 

Section 1 - ’The Zttma Affair’: A lens ortto hegemonic maseulhfities? 

In a context of entrenched patriarchal cultures, conservative religious movements, 

HIV/AIDS and extraordinarily high levels of sexual vialence and rape, it is per- 

haps not surprising that ~he promotion of sexual rights has provoked such heated 

debate. The rise of MDS, gay and gender activism has cont6bnted towards trans- 

forming private sexual matters into contested public concerns. In addition, like the 

United States and other parts of the world, a conservative reaction to this sexual 

revolution is being fuelled by the rise of Evangelica] Christianity and the pro- 

motion of moralising discourses en family values, in South Africa, this backlash 

has also been fuelled by President Thabo Mbeki’s promotion nf gender equality 

within ANC party and government structures. Tbese calls for gender and sexual 

equality have catalysed a conservative mobilisation and re-articulation of deeply 

embedded discourses on African tradition and Christian family values. 

~ Mail & Guardian, 20 Octob,~-, p .23. 
’° ~bid. 
n T~* dis~anctuze between c.nstitutior~ally casbah.ned sexual 6~hts an~ ~ve~day gend~r~d rea~i~iez is abe 

~vident in the e~aord~arily ~igb ~ne~dence ~ rape mad sexual violence Ln S~tt~ .,~J.etm sociely. For 
example, it i~ estimated ~at ut 2ansi o~e [~ three South A£r~can ~omen w~.11 be raped ~n her lifetime (see 

~offott, 2006:129). 
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This clash of values around sexuality was very evident during Jacob Zuma’s 

rape trial, in May 2006. During the trial, which was held in the Johannesburg High 

Court, the former deputy president and his defence counsel argued that the rape 

accuser had seduced Zurna by wearing ’revealing clothes’ (See Zapiro cartoon, p. 

xvi). The clothing referred to here was the kanga, a traditional African cloth that is 

worn in villages throughout the subzoontinent. As Mail & Guardian reporter Nicale 

Johnston pointed out the Mrican kangu ’has been the hMlmark of female modesty 

and respectability [and is] handed out at poli6cal rullies emblazoned with slogans 

and the faces of political leaders" (Mail & Guardian, 5 May 2006, p. 2). Daring the 
trial, however, the mundane cotton kanga was sexualised and transformed into an 

object of seduction, much like the i~ffamous cigar during the Monies Lewinsky and 

Bill Clinton scandal. Responding to what they perceived to be a systematic attempt 

to discredit file rape accuser and portray her as an unscrupulous seducer, a small 

group of gender and anti-rape activists from the People Opposing Women Abuse 

(POWA) faced a huge crowd of jeering Zmna supporters when ~hey demonstrated 

outside the Johannesburg High Court dressed in cotton kangas. As the journahst 

Johnston concluded, they were demonstrating to ’re-appropriate their right to wear 

the kanga - anywhare, any time" (Mail & Guardian, 5 May 2006, p. 2). 

Zuma was ultimately acquitted and the rape accuser was portrayed by Justice 

Willern van der Merwe as a mauipulative seductress, a pathological liar and a serial 

rape accuser. The judge also lashed out at the media, activists and Zuma support- 

are for prejudging the case and being mare interested in sexual and gender politics 

than the actual evidence presented in the rape case, The judge chastised pressure 

groups, NGOs, governmental organisatians and the media for having ’breached the 

subjudice ru~e’. In the preface ~o his 174-page judgement delivered in tire Johan- 

nesburg High Court on 4 May 2006, the judge argued that ’it is not acceptable that 

a court be bombarded with political, personal or group agendas and comments. 

As one contributor ~o a daily newspaper very carrectly put [it]: "This trial is more 

about sexual politics and gender relations than it is about rape."’ ~n his f~_nal con- 

cluding statement, the white judge also lambasted Zuma for having unprotected 

sex with an HIV-positive woman and being unable to control his sexual desires. 

Parapt~rasing Kipling, Judge van der Menve concluded, ’ff you can control your 

sexual urges, then you are a man, my son’.= This statement revealed how llngerng 

colonial legacies of racial paternalism continued to discursively link sex, gender 

and race in post-apartheid South Africa. 

Th~s moralisi~g tone from the white judge, as well as similar utterances from 

other quarters including the media, NGOs and religious ~eaders, provoked angry 

respo~es from Zurna’s supporters. In a public statement on 25 May 2006, Seraeni 

Zokwaua, the president of the National Union of Mineworkers (NUM), attacked the 

hypocrisy of those who drew on ’Christian morality" to judge and condemn Zuma 

for h~s sexual babaviottr. According to Zokwana, not all NUM’s members were 

Ch_6.stlanso and not a~[ of them adhered to the ’Ten Commandments’, in particular 

the prohibition on adu~te~. Th~s statement, made in a 6eeply Christian couuU-y-, 
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ur~surprisingly unleashed heated discussions on the Friends of Jacob Zuma (FJZ) 

website about the relationship between sexuality~ morality, Christianity and the 

secular state?~ Many pro-Zuma wabsite contributors belonging to the trade anion 

movement, tire SACP and ANC and Communist Party youth leagues supported Zok- 

wana’s statement, and portrayed Zuma as a ’man of the people’, a heroic fighter for 

the liberation of the black working class, the downtrodden and destitute. ’Lekua’, a 

vehemently pro~Zuma contributor to the website, defended Zurna’s moral integrity, 

and Z~k~,ana’s statement, in a posting on 25 May 2006: 

On the selective mo~ality, ~amely that ~t is alright for a ~oman to tay a false rape charge but 
it is uncaP.ted for JZ to have breached his marriage vov,-s, NUM [Zokwana] said: ’N~3M does 
not subscribe to the Ten Commandments, especially the one that says ’°l"]mu shall not commit 
aduh~ry."" Tkis hardline stance ,by Cosata and its largest affiliate. NUM, clearly shawa tha~ 
th~ whole nation is getting impat~nt with the hypoerftes who behave as if they are holliet~ [sic] 

th~a~ JZ ar:d all of us, Their d~ctatorial tendencies has [sic] inspired the who~ nation into action 

to reclaim the AN�from th~ elita~ and mstere it to th~ rnaas~s who are still poor a~d destitude 
[sick. (my emphasis)a~ 

Here we see liow questions of sexual behaviour and religious morality were recon- 

figured into populist rhetoric on African nationalism and the need ~to reclaim the 

ANC from the elites and restore it to the rnasses’. These responses were set against 

the backdrop of braising polkieal batdes between supporters .of President Thabo 

Mbeki and former deputy president Zuma. Zuma’s supporters comprised a mix of 

trade unionists, communists, ANC Youth League figures and Zulu neo-traditlon- 

alists. This powerful support base demanded that their leader should become the 

next president, notwithstanding President Mbeki’s dismissal, in 2005, of Zuma 

from his position a~ deputy president. This foil.owed the decision by the pros- 

ecuting authority to prosecute Zuma on corruption m~d, some months later, rape 

charges. These trials, as well as President Mbeki’s calls fo~" the next president to 

be a woman, were seen to be part of mr elaborate anti-Zuma conspiracy arches- 

trated by the office of the president. The conspirators were a~so portrayed an the 

FJZ website as a part of President Mbeki’s ’Xhosa nostra’. Postings on the web- 

site also claimed that President Mbeki wanted his female Xhosa-speal6ng deputy 

"president, Phumzile Mlambo-Ngcuka, to succeed trim in order to prevent Zuma 

becmning the next president: 

So the president h~ spoken the next president of RSA should be a "~’om~n’. And every one 
knows lhat ’:vo~an’ word read Ngeuka’s wife [sic] ._ According to the intelligent Mbeki al~ 
men are unp~:oductive and al~ women are [productive]. When are we going to have a gay or 
lesbian president? At present I da not ~ee any woman that is ready to rule this country)5 

Zuma supporters were especially upset with President/tibeki’s introduction of 

qnrtas for woman in political office and ANC structures. Mbeki’s ANC government 

was also perceived to be undermining the powers of traditional leaders tl~ough 

local, government reform. Demonstrations outside the court included the presence 

of iinyanga (traditional healers) using herbal medicines to ensure that Zuma was 

See httl~:#w,nw.friendsc~z~co.za 

http:ll~’~3nendso~z.co.za]vie~nne~age.asp 

Ndosi, O6105f2006, hap:l/ww~.friend~o~z.co.zalvJewmes~age.asp 
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successfully acquitted in his trial. Meanwhile amakosi (chiefs) dressed in tradi- 

tional skins occupied the front seats of the courtroom daring proceedings. The FJZ 

website also had hundreds of postings alleging plots perpetrated by Mbeki’s inner 

circle, the media, big business, nee-liberals, and even Christians+ These claims 

circulated in the media and on the FJZ website well after Zuma’s acquittal on the 

rape chargesJ~ 

The Zuma rape trial became a key diseurslve site in an ongoing leadership 

struggle between Zuma’s supporters, including the SACP and COSATU en the one 

side, and President Mbeki and his followers on the other+ This ~eadership strug81e 

split the ANC into two factions, those who supported Zuma’s papuEst (and tradi- 

tionalist) leadership style, and those who supported Mbeki’s more centralist and 

managerialSst democratic approach. This divide also coiticided with deep ideologi- 

cal cleavages ~th+n the tripartite alliance of the ANC, COSATU and the SACP. 

From the perspective of COSATU and the SACP, President MbekFs nee-liberal 

economic policies benefited big business and global capital rather than the work- 

ers. The ANC appeared to be split dew+ the middle by ideological divisions and 

President Mbeki’s leadership style. The sexual politics sur,~oundlng ~e rape trial 

provided a public space for lhe express~on of these deep divides. 

For media commentators and gender activists, the trial was a lens onto a deeply 

embedded authoritarian culture of patriarchy, misogyny, and sexual violence. 

However, few cotrmmntators reflected on fl~e historical ~ransformations that pro- 

duced these cultural forms and social practices (see below). Instead, commentary 
was focused on the visceral itrmaediacy of events inside and outside the court. For 

example, journalists covering the daily demonstxatiorts outside the Johannesburg 

High Court reported on Zuma supporters who bur~t photographs and eLfigies of the 

rape accuser ~d chanted "bta’n the bitch’. Zuma’s supporters, many of whom wore 

’~00% Zulu Boy’ T-shirts, were also accused of intimidating anti-rape activists 

protesting outside the court. The latter had launched a ’One in Nine Campaign’ to 

draw attention to $~e fact that so few women aze prepared to report their rapes to the 

police. Rape activists higblighted the ~act that there were 55,000 reported cases 

of rape in 2004/05 whereas the South African Law Reform Commission had pro- 

vided estimates of 1.69 .million rapes per year.~¢ Gender activists also questioned 

the judge’s decision to permit the defence to lead testimony on the cmnplainant’~ 
sexual history, a decision that activists believed was designed to demonstrate that 

she had a history of false rape accusations going hack to her childhood. The judge 

demolished the complainant’s evidence and endorsed Zuma’s claim that he had 
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consensaal sexat his home in November 2005. Activists argued in the press that 

the treatmeut meted out to Zmna’s rape accuser by beth the judge and Zuma’s sup~ 

porters would simply reinforce this ~one in nine’ syndrome amongst rape victims. 

After the judgement against, the ’kanga-clad seductress’, gender activists 

appeared to have even stronger grounds for believing the judicial system would 

continue to be perceived by rape victims as unsympathetic to the[," predicament. 

Some activists also clairoed that the relentless cross-examinatlon of the complain- 

ant by Zuma’s defence lawyer constituted ’secondary rape’ of the v~ctim by the 

criminal justice system. Zuma’s acquittal, they argued, would also be interpreted 

by tnany of Iris fot!ower~ as vindication Of their patriarchal behefs and claims that 

women are predisposed to fabricate rape in order to access money and power. 

It was not ordy the gender activists who were enraged by Zuma’s sexual bchav- 

ioun Zuma lind also angered AIDS activists with his court testimony that he had 

sex without a condom with an HIV-positive woman because he had calculated 

that the risk of irtfection was low. Zuma also told the court that by showering Mter 

he had sex with the rape accuser he intended ~o reduce the risk of infection (See 

Zapiro cartoon, p. xiv). Accorddng to AIDS activists, these statements contributed 

towards widespread confusion and misirfformation abom HIWAIDS, including the 

proliferation of AIDS myths, dissident theories, and popular beliefs that sex with 

virgins could cure AIDS and that the disease was caused by witchcraft. In his 

press conference a day after the acquittal Zuma apologiscd for hav~ng made a ’mis-. 

take’ ~y having ’unsafe sex’ with an HIV-positive woman. He stated that be would 

recommit himself to promoting AIDS prevention progranunes. Yet, he still sought 

to justify his shower statement by telling a female journalist, ’If you’ve been in the 

kitchen, my de~, peeling onions, you wash your hands, not so? What’s so funny 

about washing my hands after doing smnething?’~a 

Gender and AIDS acfixrsts and media commentators argued that Zuma’s trial 

highlighted the deaply entrenched character of patriarchy in South Mrican soci- 

ety. They also claimed that the trial reflected the dismal ~ailure of the national 

political leadership to confront sexual violence and HIWAIDS. After all, Zuma 

had been the president of both the Moral Regeneration Campaign and the Soufl~ 

African National AIDS Commission (SANAC), government bodies that activists 

regarded as enth’ely ineffecttml (See Zapko cartoon, pp xiv and xv). These fail- 

ures of government were perceived to be especial!y disturbing in a country vdth 

a ’rape pandemic’ and an ~stimated 5.6 million people li’rng with A1DS.*~ So, 
notwifl*standing a progressive constitution that promised sexual rights and gender 

equalhy, as well as better health care for all, there seemed to be deeply embedded 

social and cultural barriers in the way of realising these fights. 

Mail & Guardian, 12 May 20L~6, p. 31. 

t~cveraia~ denim Cf ~e .~e ~f ~e pandemic, 
suppoa for ~asident cl~ ~at ~drelro~r~ ~s (ARgs) w~e d~gem~ly l~ic (~ Robins, 20~). 
Si~arly, ~e ~ster cf heath had i~ated AIDS activists by ~uppo~ing ~e d~ious k~S remedies 
~f vlmmin ~n~aetmer Dr Mauhi~ ~th and promoting her own ’Afhcan sdufisn’ for AI~S comprising 

we~, ~om the pempective ~ acCOsts, yet ~t~er leade=hi~ 
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Performing ’Zutu manhood’: sexual rights versus sexual cultures? 

During the liberation struggle questions of sexuality and sexual rights were gener- 

ally sidehned and subordinated within anti-apartheid political disco~se. By 

2006 this had significantly changed,.and sexual politics seemed to bc on the rise. 

Judge v~m tier Merwe claimed that the Zuma rape trial l~ad been transformed into 

a public drains about sexual politics. The trial was also transformed by the media 

into a morality tale that ended up reinforcing racist stereotypes about sexually 

irresponsible African men. Such representations of African sexuality had been 

vehemently contested by President MbekL In fact, the President’s AIDS denlalism 

seems to have been fuelled by his belief that AIDS and auti-rape activism rein- 

forced racist western ideas about promiscuous and disorderly Mrlcan sexualities 

(see Chapter 5). This was also evident in President Mbeki’s attack on the anti-rape 

activist Charlene Smith. In his weekly ~etter posted on the AiVC Today wsbsits, 

the President claimed that Snffth’s canunentary on South Africa’s shocking rape 

statistics reproduced racist stereotypes of blank men as habitual rapists. A similar 

attack was 1an.ached by ANC portfolio committee menLbers against filmmaker Chff 

Besta]] for p~oducing a devastating television documentary on baby rape. Although 

these troubling questions about African sexuaIity had been vigorously challenged 

by ~he president and ANC national leadership, the Jacob Zuma rape trial appeared 

to re-lnsert sexuality and mascufinib] squarely within the public domain. 

In the Johannesburg High Court in May 2006, Soath Africans witnessed a tele- 

vised postmodern spectacle in which a tribal elder-cam-liberation struggle icon 

performed ’Zulu tradiSonal mascuhn@’ for c~nsumptian by both the court and 

the broader citizenry. According to Zuma’s version of African masculinity, in Zalu 

culture ’leaving a woman in that state [of sexual arousal]’ was the worst thing a man 

could do. ’She could even have you arrested and charged with rape’, he told the 

attentive court, tu other words, he would have v~olated and disrespected her had he 

not had sexual intercourse with her. Addressing the judge as "nkosi’- yenkantolo 

(the king of the eoLL~t), Zuma referred to his accuser’s private parts as is~bhaya sika 

bab’~akhe (her father’s kraal). He conceded that he entered ’the kraal’ without 0’azi 

ka rnkhwenyana (the groom/husband’s coat, i.e., a condo@. These translations of 

isiZulu idioms are usually associated with deep ~ral KwaZulu-Natal. To those 

attending the Johannesburg High Court hearing, and millions of others following 

the trial through the exteusive roedia coverage, these words sigu~fied that Ztmla 

was indeed a ’real’ Zalu man: ’100% ZUln Boy’ as his supporters’ T-shiVs put it. 

Here again, images of ’Zulu virility’ seemed to represent and erubsdy a broader 

post-apartheid pohtica~ process of African retradit~onahsation. 

It was in his discussion cf lobola (bridewealth) that Zama publicly performed his 

’Zulu masculinity’ most vividly, In response to questions about two aunts who had 

attempted to initiate lobola negotiations with the complainant, Znma answered 

he ’had his cows ready’. As he put it, ’Labels is an issue between the girl ... ~Ld 

the fa~ffly. Should [Kwezi] have told these two ladies that "Yes, I want Zuma to pay 

lobola", t would definitely do it.’ This discussion on lobola sought to valorise tradi- 

tional Zulu masculinity and thereby normaliae and redeem h~s sexual behavio~. 
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Zuma’s court statements suggested that he was indeed an authentic Zulu tradi- 

tionalist. This representation of Zuluness was mediated to South Africans and the 

wider world rid television, radio, the tnternet and a local and international press 

fascinated with primordiatist fantasies of Zalu cultEre. This representation of the 

’100% Zulu man’ was strategic and effective in making the case that the sex had 

indeed been consensual. Zuma’s behaviour was, after all, how Zu[u men aremeant 

to act, so this patriarchal argument went. This particular understanding of Zulu 

masculinity was seff-canscionaly fashioned and situationally deployed by Zuma 

in the Johannesb~g High Court as a sign of a revltalised Zulu traditionalism. It 

contrasted starkly with the image of President Mbeki as the (-Xhosa) modernist 

architect of South Afr{ca’s rights-based constitutional democracy that is widely 

perceived to challenge African culture by undermining traditional leadership and 

promoting gender equity. 

Zuma’s performance of African masculinity was not that different to the ideas 

about Zaluness and customary law produced by $hepstone and countless other 

colonial officials. Historians and anthropologists have shown how these histori- 

cal constructions of tradition and customary law were produced through ongoing 

conversations between colonial administrators and tribal eiders (Channock 1985; 

Hamilton 1998; ]~lamdani 1996;). Zuma’s version of Zulu masculinity performed at 

the Johannesburg High Court was packaged as primordial ethnic essence, and was 

designed to prop up Ztmra’s legal defence of consensual sex. This strategy was no 

doubt perceived by his legal team to be effective precisely because South Af~oa 

is a postcnlonial country in which reified conceptions of African cuItm’e carry con- 

siderable clant in the courts and on the streets. 

Zuma’s performance of unblemished virile Zuh masculitfity in court, as well a~ 

his homophobie comments" at Heritage Day celebrations in September 2006, mir- 

rored popular perspectives on sexuality, gender and masculinity. Tiffs also partly 

explains Zuma’s popularity across a variety of constituencies, social classes and 

ideological camps including traditionahs~s, fire ANC Youth League and the popu- 

lar Left, For Zuma and his supporters within the SACP, ANC, and trade anions, 

being a ’traditional Zulu man’ and a ’modem revo[utlonary’ was n~ither contrachc- 

tory nor incompatible. Zuma’s populza’ity was precisely because of his ability to 

invent himself as a ’man for all seasons’ and idealogical persuasions, a post-ldeo- 

logical position that straddled the political binaries of Left and Right, modern and 

traditianal. It also reflected the compatibility of pulitical radicalism with social 

conservatism. What united Zuma’s diverse constituency was the linking of African 

populism with traditional masculinity and conservative sexual politics2 This tradi- 

tionagmodern binary was rhetorically and politically highly productive. 

The following section interrogates this binary by drawing attention to transform- 

ing social and economic structures and how these have in turn influenced changing 

conceptions of African masculinity. This section ~uestions timeless stereotypes of 

irresponsible, ttaditional African men by locating these maseulinltles within his- 

torical processes. It also decoastmcts the ahistotical version of Zulu n~ascalinity 

performed by Jacob Zurna in tire Johannesburg High Court. 
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Historic~s~ng hegemonic mascutinities and sexual conservatism 

A South African Department of Health Report (2003) entitIed Men in HIViMDS 

Partnership: ’Men care enough to act’ reported on a series of consultative work- 

shops in which men identified the following themes aud strategies for tackling 

HIWAIDS: unequal sexun] and gender relations, culture and traditional values 

such as polygamy, lobola (bridewealth), virginity testing, gender stereotypes and 

masculinity. The workshops concluded tdmt there was a need to embark upon edu- 

cation and awareness prograuunes that targeted young boys from the age of five 

to eighteen year~ in order to ’challenge the status quo and the men’s world view’ 

(ibid.: 1!). Despite identifying these strategies and objectives, government pro- 

grammes have done very little in terms of grappling with these questions of culture, 

identity and masculinity. 

The report’s ahistor~ca[ conception of ’African sexuMity’ igrmres a growing 

literature on changing historical constructions of Afrlca~ masctthnities and sex- 

ualities (Cornwall and Lindisfarne 1994; Delius mad Glasar 2002; Fieald 1995; 

Hunter 2006; Head et al. 2005; Moodie 1994; Mills and Ssewakiryanga 2005; 

Morrell 2001; Niehans 2002; Ouzgane and Me=ell 2005; Reid and ~alker 2005; 

Richter and Morrell 2006;). Mark Hunter’S (2006) work in rural KwaZulu Natal, 

for example, focuses on changes in tire ’political economy of sex’ that are partIy 

respon*ib~e for fuellihg fire South Africa AIDS pandemic. Hunter challenges ste- 

reotypes that blame AIDS on Aft-loan culture. He also questions political economy 

approacbas that attribute the pandemic p~imarily to legacles of racial capitalism 

and apartheid and the destructior~ of African family structttres through the system 

of circular male-migration. ~aile not denying the historical role of apartheid in 

undermining African family structures, Hunter’s work highlights relatively recent 

changes to the political economy of sex. He shows bow, since the 1970s, dramatic 

changes in cultures of sexuality have occurred as a result of the conthinatieu of 

rising social inequalities, structural unemployraent, greatly reducedrfiarital rates 

and new forms of domestic and sexual fluidity {see Spiegel, 1995 on domestic flu- 

idly). These devdopments have rendered both men and women mare vulnerable. 

Studies suggest that the combination of male dlsempowerment and chronic poverty 

has, in certain cases, contributed towards aggressive male sexualitles, which has 

in turn fuelled the spread of the pandemic (Hunter 2006; Wood and Jewkes 2001). 

These devalopments have also introduced changes in female sexuali% including 

forms of ~ransactional sex for both sur~ivaI and to support modem consumer ISle- 

styles and identities (Hunter 2006; Leclerc-Nadlala 2004). 

Historians and anthropologists have also shown that ~n the past, in many parts of 

Africa, there were high!y structured and culturally mediated ways in which yotmg 

people were initia~ed into adulthood and adult forms of sexual activity (see Deliun 

and Glaser 2002; Hnnter 1979; Hunter 2~306). For example, during the nineteenth 

century in parts of sou~ern Africa, penetrative sex, fathering and fatherhood were 

linked to building a home {Hu3ter 2006). These cultural practices were subject to 

rapid and dramatic social change, tu the early decades of the twentieth century, 

when increasing numbers of young men began to ntigrate to South African dries 
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to search for work, they gained some independence in terms of i~ob~ga payment. 

This allowed them to build their own families and homesteads without having to 

rely on their fathers’ permission and help. However, with fl:e dechne of the migrant 

labour system since the 1970s it has becoming increasingly difficult for y~ung men 

in Sou~em Africa to find perrnanent jobs. This era of strnctural unemployment 

has in turn made it extremely difficult for young men to pay ilobola and thereby 

get ’properly married’. These dramatic changes are of course not confined to South 

Africa but are being experienced acutely in many pro’is of sub-Saharun Africa. Yet, 

responses to these changing structural conditions of everyday life on the African 

continent are often interpreted and politicised through the lens of ahistorical ste- 

reotypes about a singular African sexuality. 

Not~dthstandlng the economlstic emphasis of Mark Hunter’s (2006) study of the 

’political economy of sex’ - possibly to the neglect of question* of agency, desire 

and subjectivity - his work provides an important countenqeight tO the abistorlcal 

representations of African sexuality that circulate in popular and pubhc health 

discourses. These essentiahst stereotypes of African masculinity and sexuality 

can be deployed for a vaziety of purposes. In the case of the Zuma rape ulal, for 

instance, these ideas were deployed to normalise Zuma’s sexual behaviom’. For 

man} men, including the modernist militants of the trade union movement and the 

popular Left, these traditionalist conceptions of Africza~ ma~ahood were the bed- 

rock of identity and belonglng. The following section probes how these ideas, and 

alternatives to them, circulate in the lives of a group of men 1lying with AIDS. 

Section 2 - ’Broflmrs are doing it for themselves’: 

alternative maseulinities in a time of AIDS? 

The Oscar-winning South African fihir Tsotsi tells the story of a fearless and violent 

township g~ngstar who, as a young boy, ran’away fl’om home after his abusive father 

refused to let him near his mother who was dying of AIDS; the father behevec! that 

his son could be i~ffected by touching his HIV~pesltive mother. One day Tstosi 

shoots a black woman while hijacking her ear outside her middlemlass subuxban 

home, As he speeds off from the house in the woaran’s BMW he hears a baby crying 

in the back seat of the ear. He eventually decides to take the baby to his township 

hon*e and this dranratieaJ.Iy changes his life. Through Wing to care for the irffant, 

%otsi goes on a ’road to Damascus" conversion process, and Ire decides to return 

the i~ffant to its parents. The film ending hints that he decided to runt his back on 

crime and gangsterism. This redemptive storyline also suggests that even violent 

young men may be amenable to radical change and reform. It also hints that father- 

hond cm~ become a catalyst for the construction of new ’respon*ible masculinifies’ 

in the context of patriarchal cultm’es. Tiffs powerful cinematic narrative also con- 

tests popular anal media images of young black men as ~ae sotmee of dee problem 

of HIViAIDS, domestic and sexual vldence, rape a~d crime. The following section 

shows hew Tsotsi’s redemptive narrative resonates in certain respects with the sto- 

ries ¢f young men living xrith AIDS who have sought to tra~lsferm their lives as a 
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result of illness experiences and their recognition of the need to lead healthy and 

sexuMly responsible lifestyles and assmne the ’proper’ social roles of fatherhood. 

Men behaving ’responsibly" 

It is well documented that South African men tend to stay away from public health 

clinics, few get tested for HIV,, and even fewer join AIDS support groups. When 

men do tLmt up at HIV, TB and STI clinics, they are often labeIIed by nurses and 

counsellors as the villains of the piece. They are blamed for being in’esponsibie 

in their sexual byes, health and lifestyles. Given that public health clinics are not 

known for being male-friendly, it is hardly surprisingthat clinics in South Africa 

remain largely wemetes spaces. This perhaps also explains why seven out of ten 

adults accessing antire~roviral therapy (ART) are women. 

Notwithstanding the difficulties of integrating men into the public hea~th systena, 

they are increasingly being exposed to HIV prevention and treatment messages 

that call for responsible sex and lifestyles. This is especially the case for those 

men who test H1V-pasitive. For instance, HIV-posltive patients have to meet a 

number of criteria to access antiretroviral therapy (ART). These selection criteria 

include disclosme of their status to at least one other individual, and participation 

in psychosecial counselIing and peer support groups. Patients are also expected 

to refrain from emtsuming alcohol and drugs, and they have to agree to adhere 

healthy diets, healthy lifestyles and drug adherence. These selection criteria can 

end up functioning as a fm’m of soeiaI triage by screeni.ng out and excluding thq 

poorest of the poor, especiMly unemployed men, wlio are more likely to be vulner- 

able to dr~g and alcohol abuse, and hence perceived to be hiss drug-adherem. 

The Western Cape Prov~nce and MSF treatment programme in Khayalitsi~a, 

Cape To,mr, is an example of a donor-funded programme that bus been able to 

produce exceptionally high levels of drug adherence. These pregcammes have also 

contributed towards profound transformations in patients’ subjectivities and sexual 

lives (see above). These changes, which have been promoted through TAC com- 

munity mobilisation and treatment literacy workshops, have contributed towards 

creating empowered, knowledgeable and drug-adherent patients. By March 2006, 

16,234 people had pas~ed through th~s ART programme in Khayelitsha. ThC and 

MSF also estabIished a successful treatment programme in rm’al Lusikis~ki 

merly Trunskel) in the Eastern Cape Province. Many of the protocols and practices 

developed by MSF and TAC at these highly successful pregrammes have informed 

the national ART programme that commenced in April 2004. These kinds of 

community-based patient mobilisation programmes encourage new forms of thera- 

peutic citizenship and responsibilised citizenship (see Chapter 6). The targets of 

these HIV prevention and ~’eatment literacy programmes are required to develop 

new ways of earing for the self and beiug responsible in their sexual lives, diets 

and lifestyles (see Nguyen 2005). 

A few years ago, Phumzite complained to me that Xhosa initiation rituals were 

no longer capable of tefiehing young men to act responsibly. This discussion 

emerged in the eom’se of a ~mnther of discussions during which Phum.ziIe told 

me about his youth, employment history, marriage and separation, his ckronle ill- 
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nesses as a result of HIV, and how he eventually joined the TAC and e~ol[ed in an 

ARV prpgranmre at ~myelitsha, Cape Town. Reflecting on the role of initiation [n 

an age of AIDS, Phumzile claimed that most young men returned from initiation as 

sexually irresponsible as they were before they went to "the bush’. 

You know, irdtiation ~s it i~, it doean’t mean anything nowadays. It’s just pain, it ~eems. It 
doesn’t gE,e any way fot~aa-d to life. One woutd just go to initiation for the sake of going d3.e~re÷ 
Bat not knowing the concept traditionally, how our rituals [demand] that you h~ve to change 
yo~ lifestyle, to know yourself ... One wouM go to initiation and come and do the ~ame thing 
ttmt he used to do. I mean them don’t seem to be regulations around sex, I mean young people 
can sleep around with wh~ they want. Or am I wrong? The church may say tb;ngs, but do 
people listen? Parent~ may say one th~ng, but do they listen? Is there any autlmrity, or is it the 
case that it’s anarchic, and youth can do a~ they v:ant?~° 

Phumzile’s account of the failure of initiation stemmed frmn his frustration with 

counselling men about HIV prevention and treatment. He stated that he preferred 

Counselling women as they, m~[ke men, rook HIV seriously. Phumzile aIso told 

me about his ovna high risk sexual lifestyle and how he becmne ill as a resutt of 

HIV. Phumzile’s i~ness and treatment experiences (see above) created the condi- 

tions for dramatic changes in his hfestyle. It also created the conditions for other 

changes ~n subjectivity, including his commitment to engaging with questions of 

responsible sexual behav~our and masculinity. 

tn September 2005, Phumzile established IG~ululeka Men’s Support Group in 

Gugulethu, a working-class Xhosa-speaking township in Cape Town. Kttululeka 

is a Xhosa word for %eedom’, ’to be free’, or, as Phumzile put it, ’It means to fed 

free to talk about HIV.’ The suppor~ group consists of a group of twenty young men, 

many of whom have participated in MSF and TAC antiretmviral (ARV) treatment 

(ART) pragrammes in Khayalitsha, Cape Town. It is one of a haz~dful of HIV sup- 

port groups in South Africa that focuses spee~eally on men’s issues. Klmluleka 

was started in response to Phumzile’s observation that men were virtually invisible 

in community health clinics and AIDS support groups. AL~ of the members of this 

group were open about their seropositive status, and their aim was to provide ’safe 

sex’ education and treatment literacy in the communities in which they lived. In 

addition, since most of Khululeka’s members were unemployed, the group warned 

to develop opportunities for skills training and job creation. 

The membem of IG~ululeka regarded men as their primary target in their efforts 

to challenge AIDS stigma and pro~note healthy lifestyles and sal’e sex practices. 

They also address problems of unemployment, poverty, and HIV impacting on 

men’s sense of identity and dignity, According to Phumzile, ’When you are HI’V- 

positive, and on top of that you are mrempleyed, you can lose everytlfing. Your wife 

and children don’t respect you because you are sick, Mthuut a job, attd now you 

cammt provide for them. You are nobody, You are useless. This is why we have cre- 

ated Khululeka, to hdp men discover their manhood and digrfity again:" ’Themba’, 

another Khululeka member stated ~e following: ’We saw that teen were nowhere 

to be seen at support groups and clinics. They onIy visit clinics when they are seri- 

ously ill. They also sleep around, drink and snmke too much, and this is a problem 

~o Taped interview with Phum~.Ie Ny,vagi, Cape Town, I September 20f~5. 
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when you take ARVs. Tiffs is why we decided we need to work with men.’ 

All of the members of Khululeka llve upenly with HIV, and they spoke about 

how disclosure allowed them to ’feel i~ree,’ and that this equipped them, both 

physically and psychologically, to deal with HIV and AIDS. According to ~Vuyo’, 

’HIV is just a mind game’ and unless you develop the right psychological atti- 

tude you will be broken down and lose all strenOh and hope: ’HIV is just a mind 

game. But if you treat it like any other disease, like TB, then you can chaIlenge 

it ... If you are diaguosed, your Erst thought is you will die. But now it is differ- 

ent - we have ARVs. Now behaviours need to change and so do our life styles.’ 

Vuyo also referred to how illness could infanfilise and undermine one’s sense of 

marthood and dignity: ’My dreams vanished when I was diagnosed. When I was 

first diagnosed, I couldn’t wash myself, walk or feed myself ... It was as if you are 

turned around back into being a baby.’ It was this traumatic transition from being 

a healthy man to being a helpless ’baby’ that rocked the existential foundations of 

Phumzile an~t Vuyo. These profoundly unse!tting experiences destabiIised their 

prior sense of self and identity. This extreme.vulnerability facilitated O~e condi- 

finns for beginning a process of critical reflection on their pre-HIV lifestyles m~d 

identities, thereby creating the possibility of imagining new identities and ways of 

being in the ~ofld. 

These radical changes in individual subjectivity and identity o[ten accompanied 

a renewed commitment towards family, neighbours, and community, in particular 

in relation to fighting the pandemic. Khululeka was involved in numerous cotmnu- 

nity-based activities, including AIDS awareness and sex education campaigns ia 

public spaces such as to~,mship shebeena (taverns), railway stations and taxi ranks, 

on community radio taIk shows, and at funerals of people who died of AIDS, They 

were also involved in collecting money for families that were unable to pay funeral 

costs, and visiting HIV-positlve people in hospitals and their homes. The group’s 

meeting place was a Rotary Club-funded shipping container in the backyard of 

Phumaile’s house in Gugulethu. They had outings and braais (barbecues) where 

they soeialised and discussed matters of common concern. These rituals of togeth- 

erness contributed towards the production of sociality under conditions of illness 

that are usually characterised by extreme s~Jgnta and social isalation. 

Many of ~mluleka’s members carry the double burden of HIV/AIDS and struc- 

tm’al m~employment?~ Many also had children, but because cf m~emp|oyment they 

were unable to formalise tl~ese relationships ~3unugh marriage. One of the reasons 
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for the establishment of IZd~ulaleka was to address unemployment and thereby 

enhance the capacity of men to fulfil the social roles of fatherhood. Now that AttVs 

had given them their lives back, notwithstanding the long-term health uncertain- 

ties about living with HIV, they now had to reclaim their social lives, which in 

many cases had been put on hold as a result of illness. Finding a job was a crucial 

starting point in this production of ’new Iife’. 

For Khululeka’s metnbers, being permanent volunteer TAC activists was no 

longer financially viabte. Most of the men were between thirty and forty years old 

and were keen to establish stable families. Having managed to come to grips with 
their, sere-positive status, and having accepted the reality of life-long commitment 

to ARV ~eatmant, they turned their attention to new challenges. Whereas Phuraz- 

lie envisaged that Khululeka members would seek out work as ~xeatment literacy 

practitioners,z~ patient advocates and counsellors within the public health sector, 

it became apparent that they desired more eonvantionally masculi~fist forms of 

labour rather than working within a largely feminised laealth services sector. 

This expressed itself in fl~e lack of interest amongst most Khululeka members for 

health-related training. It was therefore net au~rising that by 2007 only two Khu- 

luleka members, both of whom had been trained as treatment literacy practitioners 

by TAC and MSF, had full-time employment. 

Htness rtarrati’t~es, treutmertt testimonies a~td ’new’ mascuti~titles 

For ARV and HIV prevention programmes to succeed it is necessary to have both a 

well-run and responsive public sector health system and empowered, knowledge- 

able and ’responsibilised’ clieni-citize~s. Public health professionals arid activists 

are in fact calling for an effective health system together with new forms of com- 

munity participation and citizenship, or what Ar~un Appadurai (2001) describes 

as ’governance from.below’. It is these concerns that are at the heart of the focus of 

MSF, TAC and tGmluleka on innovative cmnmmffty~based initiatives in sex edu- 

cation, treatment literacy and social and economic support for people hying with 

AIDS. These approaches have created the conditions for the emergence of new 

socia! idenfties, including the ’new mascu~nities’ that seem to be emerging as a 

result of community-based initiatives such as Khululeka.:~ However, it would seem 

that these new masculinities and identifies are very much in the making and these 

men often end up drawing on more established and hegcmonic ideas ahou~ mascu- 

linity. Khaluleka members are also acutely aware that problematic mal.e behavlour 

such as alcohol abuse remains a serious challenge for some of their members. In 

Treatmc~t literagy pra~fifianar* ~’ere trained by t~a Treannent Anion C~p~ ~AC) ~d MSF to pro- 
fide HIV/A~S prove=finn ~d ~tment ~owle~e to its me~em ~d to ~e bm~er co--unity. 

MSF, TAC and ~ka a~ subsc~e to this "gove~ance ~om be!ow’ sppraach, y~t fi~y ~ also qnite 
different ~n Ihei~ szci~ composition and ofi~ntado=. MSF is a ~ob~ NG0 of he~ professionMs, TAG 
a anti,nat ot~ni~afion ~ed largely by pmfe~sianal* with popular p~cipation rues@ hy un~ployad 
black M~can ~¢men, and Kh~uleka is a gr~sr~ts Community-$~ed 0rg~satizn (GB0) o~ =nem~ 
ployed ~d worHng-class ~osa men led by someone ~ teN~ ~u*~*n and emplo~ent. N~th- 
s~nding ~ese differences, ~1 ~ree ~rg~sations have been 1m’olv~ in comm~ A~S activist p~jects 
and app~aches ~ha~ have cr~ffted d~e oondltio=s for the emergence of new scei~ identities, includ- 
i=g ~e new ma~c~initie~ ~hat s~em ~o be emoting ~ a result of communi~-based initiatives such 
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other words, these ideas about sexuality and masculinity are still very, much in the 

process of being f!eshed out and negotiated. 

Dur2ng a grnup discussion with Khuhileka members in Gugulethu or~ 18 Feb- 

runty 2006, ’Thabo’, a forty-something-year-old former ANC liberation fighter, 

described bow diagnosis with AIDS could destroy one’s sense of manhood and 

hope for the future. He recalled that after his diagnosis he had had virtually no 

support, "Even my brothers wouldn’t support me.’ Thabo explained how illness, 

AIDS stigma, and the fear of dying were a devastating concoction, especially for 
African men whose identity was intimately tied to sexuality and reproduction. So 

while Khnluleka members were self-conscigusly seeking to fashion new masculin- 

itles they were eonsn’ained by their ambivalence and tacit acceptance of dominant 

conceptions of wimt it means to be a ’real African man’: 

Especially here in Africa, sexual issues axe men’s pride. Here as an African man ynu are 
being judged according to how many women you have. I mean especially amtmg young ones, 
it’s very tare that you find a young man having one githfr2end, for example. Most of the time 

,., me, nm..x’] more than one wife .,. Every man jvdges his future and well being according 
to the size of his family [laughter from othzr~ in the roans]÷ So the doctor says, ’My friend, 
I’m very sorry you’re HIg-positive? So you just have to stop eveD~thing. Imagine that. This 
makes a vacuum in somebzdy’s keart [laugkter]. All the plans you kave are gone. So you find 
out you are HIV~positive za~d yen say, ~I am n~3 longer a man, I have to do away with all my 
girlfriends.’ S~ this is when the fear and stigma starts. Many people believe that if you’re 

tfftV-pesJtlve you only have a period of 3 or 5 years and then yon’re gone [laughter]. And you 
had all these plans. 

Apa~ from material needs for employment and livelihoods, the need for dignity 

and respect as a man was a key reason given by members f~r May Khululeka 

was established. The need for a safe space for men to address specifically male 

issues was also pot forward as the reason for Khululeka’s existence. However, as 

was mentioned earlier, members also tacitly acknowledged that men, including 

themselves, remained caught wi~in the discursive webs of dominant masculini- 

ties. There seemed to be considerable ambivalence when it came to squa~5ng up to 

these hegemonic maseulinities. This seemed, at tinms, to be an unwitting confirma- 

tion of their endorsement d these hegemonie African maseulinkies, even as they 

were seeking to construct new a~ternafives. The follmvlng quotes from participants 

who attended at a Khululeka workshop at Gordon’s Bay, Cape Town, in December 

2005 reveal both critical reflexivity and ambi~,alenceas to what it means to be an 

African man. Many of the statements were also ambiguous as to whether they were 

refen’~ng to ’other ruen’ or to tlie participants themselves: 

Men often expect to have sex w~thout ,q cot~dom because they have ’paid’ for their wives 
tlrcough labels [bfide,~ealth]. 

Sctrte men wao.t to sleep around to feel stronger. 

I rdten ask ’Where a~e the guy~ in support gs~ups and treatment lJteraey meetings?" I ask 
women where their pammrs are. Many say that they have left them. 

Domestic violence is dc~ne by us ... "We axe trying to change. 

For me, it is very strange to tell my sexual, issues to a woman. 

Men don’t come out openly [abaut their status]. They are not like women, they are u~ually 
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~¢ared. This is the purpose of a men’s suppor~ group. We t,dk together about th~ngs we can’t 

discuss "~ith female pro-triers. 

Most men think that having sex ,Mth women is a necessity, but sexual activity generally 

decreases after diagnosis. 

Black men have been oppressed - they tack jobs, housing, shelter, which leads ~o a higher 

r~sk of encountering other social ills such as prostitution ... This is not a colonr question: It 

is about poverty and traditions. 

Conoems about how to be a responsible father also featured prominendy in my 

discussions with Phumzile. He sp&e about how, following his diagnosis, he had 

suicidal thoughts, ’But then I thought about my children, and what it would be 

like for them to grow up without a father.’ He claimed that even though he had 

separated from his first ~rfe, tfis illness had in fact strengthened Ms relationship 

with his children. He wanted to provide them with fatherly direction and support. 

Having got his life back through ARYs, Phumzile was determined to build a future 

for himself and his family. He remarried an HIV-positive ~oman and their irffant 

recently tested sere-negative. In 2007 he was employed and his men’s support 

group was growing. Looking back on his llfe, Phumzile spoke about how he had 

erred by not taking life, mad the threat of HIV, more seriously. He claimed daat his 

lifestyle of sexual recklessness and womardsing had led to his HW-positJve status 

and illness. Given his illness experiences, he was determined to be a responsible 

father and to teach his children to value life: 

1 used to take things for granted. I used to ignore things. I used to not to care. I’d say, ’That 

won’t happen tc me.’ The way I ace things now is very much different, That ffyou don’t think 

of tomorrow, you are nolbing. You know, if you don’t think ~f y~ futttre, or the people oat 

there, or your kids. That yeas my major prablcm. N~w I realise my kids wouldn’t love to bye 

without their father. Even ffI am nnt staying with them, I must give moral support, give them 

life, and give them direction to life. $o, that’s what I’m doing fight no~~. Its thue to 1?at my 

feet on the g~ound and ~hange the way I see tl~.ng8 .. At the aga of for~y you find out that 

[you] have wasted many yeats ninny ~he way there, doirN nothing at all. Not focusing on the 

rlgbt way to succeed. Not having the vision that sometime I cauld have my own house, rny 

oua~ children, my own ear, have a goad job, be a father ... it’s yeaT hard these day~, given 

unemployment and Lack ~f opp~rtunhSes [but] yon have to have a vision. 

After Phumzile had returned to good health tl-a’ough ARV treatment he was able 

to start the long process of remaking his social life, both in terms of his family and 

personal Iffestyle and in relation to his contribution to his community. New con- 

ceptions of masculinity, fatherhood, and responsibIe sexuality were key aspects of 

this process of identity formation. These notions of ’new life’ and ’positive living’ 

influenced his decision to establish Khululeka in 2005. 

Conclusion 

Calls from South African phblic health pmfessicnals for a new contract between 

clients and providers, and for the promotion of respons[bilised citizenship, reso- 

nate with the approach of TAC and MSF. Health professionals and AIDS activists 
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seem to reeognise the importance of creating empowered HI’g-positive identities 

and non-hierarchical relations betweei~ providers and clients, experts and patients. 

However, neither of these models ot" health promotian and rights-based mobil- 

isation adeguately acknowledges the problems posed by the deeply embedded 

character of patriarchal cultures of masculinity. In Chapter 6 it was argued that 

these rights-based conceptions of ~ new contract also fail to sufficiently acknowl- 

edge the saUence of illness experiences in transforming H!V subjectivities and 

identities. They also fail to recog~ise the cmnplex mix of religious, communal and 

activist discourses, interpretations and mediations of these illness and treatment 

experiences (see Phumzile’s testimony in Chapter 6). Yet, it is preclsely the discur- 

sive power of these interpretive framings of illness and treaUnent that facilitate the 

making d new HIV-positive identities and ’responsibilised’ subjects, including 

the kinds of responsible mascuhnities that Phumzile has sought to create through 

the formation of Kliululeka. Rationalist m~d liberali~dividualist cancepfions of the 

modem subject and the rights-bearing citizen are inadequate for understanding 

- the transformative character of these new bicsocial processes and identities. 

The mm’al pohtics of AIDS activism also questions taken-fot~granted assump- 

tions about hegemonic maseulinhies, including the traditional Zulu version 

performed at Jacob Zuma’s rape ~al. The Khululeka case suggests that this moral 

politics can indeed conttihute towards itmovafive community-based attempts to 

create "~espansibilised maseulinities’ in a time of AIDS. However, the case study 

also reveals the precatiousness of these innovations, including the ambivalence 

that Khulaleka members themselves express in relation to dmninant mascallni- 

ties. In additSon, Kliululeka seems to be an isolatad community-based initiative ~u 

a sea of sexual conservatism and genderod inequalities. It is therefore too early to 

tell whether such initiatives are indeed capable of challenging hegemonie mascu- 

hnities. It also remains to be seen whether these initiatives, which are themselves 

the product of iunovat[ve NGO-social movement partnerships, reproduce docile 

and disciplined subjects of biomedicine and biocapital, or whether they a~e indeed 

able to respond to the calls by progressive health professionals and activists for 

responsible, empowered and knowledgeable pullout-citizens. 

8 
Conclusion 

Beyond Rights & the Limit~ of Liberalism 

The case studies in this hook have¯ drawn attention m the ambiguous and couO’adie- 

tory character of rights-based approaches to political mabilisation in post-apartheid 

South Africa. They question assumptions about the individualising and depoliti- 

cising nature of rights discourses (Brown 1995). The cases also dxaw attention to 

the diverse political rationalities and identities that NGOs and social, movemeuts 

encounter in their daily work. These include hybrid political disco~ses that defy 

the euduring binary categories of citizens and subjects, liberals and cormmuuitur- 

inns, modernists and l~adit_ianalists and so on. The NGO and social movement 

activists discussed in th~s book appear to have recognised the profoundly hybrid, 

provisional and situational character of politics in post-apartheid South Mrica. 

The following account af politics in Crossroads, an int’ormal settlement in Cape 

Town, draws attention to these highly mobile political practices. 

In June 1986, during the height of the revolutionary struggle against apartheid, 

t witnessed the South African I)efence Force (SADIi) arming Xhasa-speaking vigi- 

lantes in a bloody battle against anti-apartheid activists in Crossroads, a shantytown 

settlement on the outskirts of Cape Town. At the time, I was working ~rith a televi- 

sion crew determined to obtain incriminating footage of security force complicity 

2n fuelling intra-commun@ violence in Crossroads. The SADF and Santh African 

Police had claudestlneIy armed a large group of XZosa-speaking vigilante elders, 

referred to in the rnedia either as the witdoeke~ or "fathers’, in an attempt to vio- 

lently purge Crossroads of militant ANC youth and women’s acdvis~ m~anisations 

that bad established strongholds in the inIormal settlement in the early 1980s. 

Deep divisions had emerged in Crossroads as a result of straggles over access 

to housing, development resources and the presence of ANC yanth activists who 

tuck conta’al over the People’s Courts~ and ent’arced eansmner boycotts and work 

~ The ¢k6qk.a~ms word ~itdoek~ ~effers ;co tSe .white he.M searc~.s that these ’~radition~sLs’ or "Fathers’ we.re 
during violent con~ntafi.ott~ with ANC camrade* (araaqabane) in Crc.s,srnads in 1986. 
Theso x~’ere the .terms ~f popular justice that.emerged in ninny townslfii~5 in South Africa 
the attack a~ the l*gitiraaey of any apartheid state i~sfitudcn5. The People’s Courls sometimes alienated 
eldar~ by inverting ~aditi~na!’ generational hierarcb~ie~ and delving Jute the doraestie sphere. 
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To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31263750 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31263750-32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:08 AM 

afriafam@listserv.unc, edu 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today 1030am to 12pm 

I will be at an administrative manager’s meeting today from lO:30am to 12pm, and the office will be closed during this 

time. I will be in the office the rest of the day. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 9:15 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] April 25 meeting location 

Thanks, Andy. I’ll confirm with Branch... 

On 4/10/12 12:32 PM, Andrew J Perrin wrote: 
> I talked to Robert Mercer and we have the Loudermilk conference room on 
> the 2nd floor of Loudermilk Center for Excellence (at the east end of 
> the football field) for April 25’s discussion with Taylor Branch. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~sts~¢~ed~/~?~d-5~37~56~42f235a~5a29~5~a~%2~242d~&~-T&~-~a¢wFtv°°a~‘~e~cso 

fom~&o=3 ~ 2(>37%, or send a blank email to leave-31263796-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 10:02 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Frank Deford piece 

I’ll try to get the website set up within the next week or so--we really 
need a place to deposit all these interesting opinion pieces etc. 

On 4/11/12 10:00 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
Here’s an opinion piece that ran on NPR’s Morning Edition today: 

20 ~2/04/1 U ~ 50285525ithe-ncaa-is-membersN~-wor<~h-it 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists.~mc.ed~A~?id-5~137456.42f235~d~5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&~=T&~-facvaF~v°-a~Ne~ics- 
foram&o=312(~4283, or send a blank email to leave-31264283-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 11, 2012 10:43 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Angela Davis at Duke - April 19 

Colleagues: 

Dr. Angela Davis will speak at Duke next Thursday. Here are the details: 
~ :ilousf~duke.eduir~ewsiNog-archive/2012i03i26ire~ie-da~-2012-featurir~g-dr-angela-davis 

Best, 
Kia 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&1=afriafam&o-31264645 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~eave-3 1264645-3236 ~ 608. e87a9 ~ a58323 ~ 9540e ~ 56ada770a798d@~i stserv.unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lindsay (2begot’ <lindsayg@fxconferences.com> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 4:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Audio Conf- *Time Management: AcNeving More in Less Time 

In an effolt to provide a value-added service to our customers and partners, FX Conferences is pleased to invite you to an upcoming audio conference. If you think that somebody else at 
your company ;vould be interested, please feel Iicee to pass on this email. 

*Time Management: Achieving More in Less Time 

Speaker: Loma Rile?’, Chart Learning Solutions 

Available Dates: 

*Tuesday, April 17th, 2012 - 2pm EST 
*Wednesday, April 18th, 2012 - 4pm EST 

You can sign-up for this audio conference at: 
http://www.£x:conferences.col~Time-Mana~ement-Achieving-Mor e-in-Less-Time-P883 aspx 

Audio conference highlights: 

It’s a common refrain too much to do, not enough time to do it. So if there aren’t enough hours in the day, why not add a couple? 

With shrinking workforces, rising expectations, and "I need this yesterday!" work demands, stress is at an all-time high. When people are overloaded with work, they’re nervously cautious. 
The result is low productivity, low morale, and rising frustrations. 

This audio conference shows how you can build two more hours of productivity into your day, reduce stress, and discover your full potential by eliminating time-wasters and scheduling 
your time for maximum payof~ I£ you’ve ever found yourself t~ing to manage multiple "A" priorities, deal with interruptions, meet deadlines on time, and schedule tasks in a constantly 
changing work environment, this audio conference is for you Lorna Rile?" dehvers a high-content, fast-paced, and soul-searching session that inspires an immediate increase in producuvi~’, 
renewed work enthusiasm, and bottom-line results for you and your organization 

’]?his audio conference covers: 

*Secrets of a powerful, balanced time-management system 
*Write results-driven mission statements 
*Know what’s worth doing: 5 criteria for worthwhile results 
*How to prioritize activities and manage multiple "A" activities 
*Formulas ~2~r allocating and scheduling time 
*Six standards for maximum efficiency and scheduling tips 
*Controlling the 10 biggest time-wasters 

Registration fee: US $249.00 per line 

If you have an?’ questions about this event, please send an email to acsupport@]~trans.com 

Regards, 

FX Conferences 
1001 Watertown Street 
Newton, MA 02465 

(To opt out, send an email to unsubscribe@fxtrans.com?subject eanice@email.unc.edu, and you will be removed from our audio conference email list) 

The preceding was an advertisement for FXConferences.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 9:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 12, 2012 1:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Trav[s, 

It was very Nce talking to you just now. Below is the ema[I that [ sent last week. An update on Dr. M[ssen’s schedule, 

he has open availability from 1:30-5pm on April 26. If necessary he does have some available time the morning of April 

27. 

Thank you so much for your assistance. 

Susan 

Susan Sylvester 

Executive Assistant 

School of Information and Library Science 

100 Manning Hall, CB 3360 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

P: 919-962-8368 

F:919-962-8071 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 03, 2012 11:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Dean Gary Marchionini has asked that I work on setting up a meeting for Cliff Missen with you and any faculty you think 

is appropriate. Dr. Missen (see bio below) contacted Gary last fall semester about the possibility of moving WiderNet to 

Chapel Hill. Dr. Missen will be here meeting with various groups on campus April 26 and April 27 (after l:30pm). If you 

could let me know your availability these days and help coordinate a meeting with the faculty that would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Cliff Missen is the director of the WiderNet Project (http://www.widernet.org/)and an instructor in the School of 

Library and Information Science at the University of Iowa. He leads the development of the eGranary Digital Library, an 

innovative way to deliver the world’s knowledge to people and institutions with inadequate Internet access. The 

eGranary Digital Library is installed in more than 400 schools, hospitals, clinics, and universities in Africa, India, 

Bangladesh, and Haiti. 

Since 2001, Missen has trained over 4,700 people across Africa and India in information and communication 

technologies, including hundreds of decision makers from dozens of universities in sub-Saharan Africa. 

ATED Fellow in 2007 and a Senior Fulbright Scholar in Nigeria in 1999, he has made presentations at Hewlett-Packard, 

Intel, Google, World Bank, MIT, USAID, and dozens of professional conferences. Missen has provided consulting services 



to the U.S. Department of State, the Carnegie Corporation, the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation, 

amongst others. 

Susan 

Susan Sylvester 

Executive Assistant 

School of Information and Library Science 

100 Manning Hall, CB 3360 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

P: 919-962-8368 

F:919-962-8071 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 13, 2012 10:25 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] advising 

Thanks, Dick. Your perspective is very useful (too bad you couldn’t 
come to the last meeting, where advising got a lot of attention). We’re 
trying to sort out the process and think about how we might fix it, and 
your observation--that real academic advisors have precious little 
influence over athletes’ choices--confirms an impression we’ve developed 
indirectly. I’m convinced that the first/major thing we need to figure 
out is who is telling what to athletes and why. -Jay 

On 4/13/12 9:31 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
> Here is one area of confusion/contention: Our advisors in Arts and Sciences have the official title of "academic advisors." The 
advisors in the athletic program have some other designation that is close enough to lead students to think the athletic advisors are 
giving all the advice they need. I think it is, indeed, all the advice that the athletic office generally wants its students to get for 
choosing courses and majors. 
> Most athletes seldom come to us for anything other than bureaucratic matters like filling out forms (drop-add, pass-fail, and 
major declarations) that we must process. They generally do not come to us to go over all requirements (e.g., have worksheets filled 
out) or general academic advice about majors or courses. These students take extra time to review when they apply to graduate, 
since we have more worksheet updating than for most other students. The athletic advisors are generally very good in making sure that 
specific requirements are met, but we do occasionally find that something has been missed when we check students for graduation. 
> This is one aspect of how these students are a special class. Part of this, it is claimed, is due to NCAA regulations. Tail wagging 
dog. 
>                                Dick Cromer 
> P.S.: There are a very few athletes who have majors outside of Arts and Sciences (e.g., Zeller in Business). These other schools 
may have other advising procedures. Given the number of Journalism students who mistakenly come to us for advice, I suspect that 
school offers very little in the way of advisor availability. But that’s another, totally irrelevant, issue to the matter at hand. I’m just 
venting. 
> 

> M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
> Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Andrew Perrin [mai~to:andre ] 
> Sent: Friday, April 13, 2012 5:59 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Some updates on athletics 
> 
> Colleagues- 
> 
> I am, apparently, unable to let things go, and so I wrote a brief blog post on the Nocera column: 
> ~:iTsca~ter.wordpress.co~2012iO4i12im~oinofooJtba~i 
> 

> Also: after I asked Robert Mercer if we could use the Loudermilk conference room for the meeting with Branch (and he said yes), 
he asked me to come by so we could talk about our group. I did so, and yesterday morning we had a friendly and frank discussion 
about our group’s direction and concerns. Nothing specific, but he was interested and provided some of his own perspective. He 
would be interested, at some point in the future, in having a conversation between our group and academic advising staff (including 
himself), and also between our group and current players. 
> 
> I think there are real and substantial differences in emphasis, if not in kind, between our group and Robert, but I think there is an 
opportunity for cooperative dialogue. 
> 

> Best, 
> Andy 
> 

>__ 

> 

> Andrew J Perrin - andrew~errin@unc.edu - ~errin.socscixmc.edt~ 



> Associate Professor and Associate Chair of Sociology University of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 
USA 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:iillsts.unc.edt~/t~?id=48699891.94~3(~dcgedb08de01 cca2c6t25b0ccc5&n=T&l=ti~cultso=ath~eJtics- 
forum&o=31280023, or send a blank email to leave-31280023-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~://~ists~unc~ed~/w?id~4~(~99~57~65997791b4b45b3~d9f(~9522ac99~ca9&~=T&~=facu1t~°°atNe~icso 
fomm&o 31280956, or send a blank email to leave-31280956-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1is~s~unc~ ed~/~ ? id=5~13 ~ 4 5(~ 4 2~2 3 5 af5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=facu~°°a~Ne~ics~ 

forum&o=31281576, or send a blank email to leave-31281576-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~-- 

Sunday, April 15, 2012 9:44 PM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

APCG Newsletter, April 2012 Issue 

APCG Newsletter 29.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

Dear Colleagues, 

I am pleased to send yon the April 2012 issue of the APCG Newsletter. You will soon be able to download the document at: 

http://afficanpoliticsgmup.or~index.php/news/newsletters/. ~Ve also encourage you to share the newsletter with anyone else who may be interested in receiving it. 

Newsletter Itighlights: 
Page 3: Dataset Review: AtiJcan Parties, By Matthew Gichohi 

Page 4: Nominations Ii~r the APCG-AJi’ican AJfairs Best Graduate Student Paper Award Due April 30th 
Page 6: African Studies Association UK Call for Papers (Due April 27) 

Best, 

Mike, 
Your editor 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https:i/lists.wisc.e&gu?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o~0657664 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste tile above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-20657664-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 9:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Library Notice 

Hi Eunice, 

Looks like the books are going to be due again later this week! Are you about finished with them or would you like me to renew them 
again? 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNCCH University Library [maillo:circadmin~aflon.libamc.edt~] 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 5:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

04-16-12 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon. Please visit 
~s:iTwebcat.lib.unc.edaipatrordrdo~S 1 for details or to renew. 
AUTHOR: 
International society : diverse eth 
CALL NO: JZ1306 .I58 1998 
BARCODE: 00015181508 
Davis Library DUE: 04-19-12 

SAM T GORE 

AFRICAN & AFRICAN-AMER STUDIES 

CB# 3395 109 BATTLE HALL 

29:8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 11:22 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Hip Hop Africa Forum Info 

UNC STUDENTS RAISE $$$ FOR BEAT MAKING LAB IN CONGO 
Blitz The Ambassador, Brand Nubian headline Beat Battle/Concert/Fundraiser for Yolel.Africa 

On April 20th, 2012 UNC’s Beat Making Lab co-presents Hip Hop x Africa - a benefit concert that aims to raise 
$5,000 for the Congolese non-profit Yole!Africa. Beat Making Lab professors Pierce Freelon (of hip hop/jazz 
quartet The Beast) and Apple Juice Kid (producer/drummer/D J) will co-host the free event with several UNC 
student organizations in the Mandela Auditorium of UNC Chapel Hill’s FedEx Global Education 
Center from 6PM-9PM. Hip Hop x Africa will feature student-led panels on Hip Hop history, a keynote by Lord 
Jamar of Brand Nubian, a beat battle featuring UNC’s Beat Making Lab, and a performance by Ghanaian 
emcee Blitz The Ambassador. Students will collect donations through an Indiegogo crowd funding campaign, 
artwork auction and by selling t-shirts and other items. All proceeds benefit Yole!Africa, a non-profit based in The 
Democratic Republic of the Congo which aims to start a Beat Making Lab there this summer. 

UNC’s Beat Making Lab is an innovative course offered in Chapel Hill’s Music Department. Professors Pierce 
Freelon and Stephen Levitin are also the co-founders of ARTVSM (pronounced Artivism) - a company that connects 
progressive artists with non-profit organizations. ARTVSM will bring the Beat Making Lab curriculum to 16 
Congolese youth, in partnership with Yole!Africa. Founded in 2000 by Congolese filmmaker Petna Ndaliko and 
Dutch anthropologist Ellen Lammers, Yole!Africa is based in Goma, eastern Democratic Republic of the Congo. 
With a mission is to "promote peace through art and culture", Yole is a vibrant center for artistic creation and cultural 
exchange. 

On April 20th, Hip Hop x Africa will kick-off a $5,000 fundraising campaign, which concludes on May 13 at UNC’s 
commencement. The money will help Yole!Africa pay for a laptop, headphones, speakers, beat making software, 
instruction and travel. A myriad of campus and community institutions have rallied in support of the event. Hip Hop x 
Africa co-sponsors include: CUAB (Carolina Union Activities Board), Black Student Movement, Movement of 
Youth, Office of Diversity and Multicultural Affairs, African Studies Center, African and Afro-American 
Studies Department, Music Department, Carolina Connects, Thrill Life, Thrill City and The Thrill at Hectors. 

Important Links 
Indiegogo Crowd Funding Campaign: http://vwwv.indiegogo.com/uncbeatmakinglab 
Carolina to Congo Promotional Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jMTMcADR3cA 
Hip Hop x Africa Facebook Event: http://www.facebook.com/events/373334749356426/ 
Twitter: @durhamite (Pierce Freelon), @applejuicekid (Stephen Levitin), @beatmakinglab, @artvsm 

For more information about Hip Hop x Africa, Beat Making Lab, ARTVSM or Yole!Africa, please contact Rob Causey 
at: artvsm@gmail.com - 704-860-8409 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31298428 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31298428-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 12:09 PM 

NttC Events <event@nationaJ, humanitiescenter.org> 

Maytha John~n <~ioMson@nationalhummaitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nafiona]humm~itiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.org> 

Litera~ schol~x Jonathan Caller to speak at the National Humanities Center, Thursday, April 26 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Theory of the Lyric" 

Thursday, April 26, 2o12 - 5:00 p.m. 
Jonathan Culler, Cornell University 

ii.~.iI Inline image 1 J 

Jonathan Culler is Class of 1916 Profbssor of English and Comparative Literature at Comell University, where his research interests include nineteenth century French 

literature, contemporary literary theory a~d criticism, nayratology, and the history mad theory of the lyric. A prolific writer whose works have been translated into more 

than a dozen languages, Culler’s best known works include Flaubert: The ~Ls’es (~’Uncertainty (1974); Structuralist Poedcs: StructuralLs~n, Linguistics, and the 
Study of Literature ( 1975 ); Ferdinand de Sau~s:s’ure ( 1976); On Deconstrucdon: Theo~ and Criticism after Structuralism ( 1982 ); Roland Barthes ( 1983 ); and 

Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction (1997, reissued in ~m updated edition ruth a new, finaJ chapter in 2011 ). His ,nost recent book The Literary in Theory 

(2006), examines the history of literamre’s role in the larger realm of literary aJ~d cultural theory. Culler is working this spring at the Center as the M. H. Abrams Fellow. 

In his talk Culler will discuss a rm~ge of poems from the Western lyric tradition, from Sappho to Ashbery, in an attempt to develop a more atequate account of the 
nature of lyric poetry. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres will follow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond 

to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. ~28. or mjohnson(a~,nationalhumanitiescenter.org 
National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 16, 2012 1:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Meeting with Eunice 

Esther can meet on Wednesday at the times below. Which one would work better for you. 

Thanks! 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2012 12:24 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Eunice 

Travis, 
2.00-3.00pm (best) and 3-4pm (alternative). Thank you, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, April 17, 2012 3:19 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: GlobaJ American South Registration, Hip ttop x Africa, Fulbright Intb Sessions 

Reflister now for the free sixth annual Global American South Symposium before it fills! Join us at the 

FedEx Global Education Center as we explore the theme "The Changing Face of the American South: 

Demographic Shifts and Migrations." 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES CGI SrORIES 
Global #71usic Show 

Hosted by ~he Center for European Studies (CES) 

The Global Music Show is a monthly radio      ~N~ 

program in collaboration with WXYC and The ....... 

Area Studies Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialog shared by relevant 

expe~ guest scholars from UNC Chapel Hill. 

Listen to past broadcasts of the Global Music 

Show.                                 ~N~ i~ ti~ ~ ~t~ ~ 

.................................................................................................................................................... F{4~bdght ~~[O S(Iss~or} ~# ~g#fi~6 ~iversiii#~ i~ 

R isin g s e n i or or a g ra d u ate st u d e n t? Wa n t to kn ow m o re a bo u t th e 

Fulbright? Join UNC’s Fulbright Program Adviser for an info session .................................................................................................................................................... 

to learn about the program and have your preliminary questions O[:?[?~OR~[’U ~ ~’-~"~ [:~S 

answered. 

Rising senior or a graduate student? Want to know more about the 

Fulbright? Missed the first info session? Join UNC’s Fulbright 

Program Adviser for a second discussion and Q&A to learn about the ~[~i~ ~ ~ ~ #~#~[i~ 
program and have your preliminary questions answered. ~ ~v~i~ S~ 

There are several internships available at this time, offered as unpaid ....................................... 

positions for professional experience. Apply immediately for priority 

consideration. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Tansnat one M~ si m Yo~ th, Pc it cs, and A t D sc~ ssion with Omar Oftend~ 
~:i-;~-~-.;\;~-;;:7 7,-~;;:ii--~-g-~-£i;~--:-?-[~T;~ ~i- ........................................................................................................................................... 

Join Syrian-American hip hop artist and political activist, Omar Offendum, in a round table discussion 

about political issues across the Middle East and the United States. Stick around for a special 

performance of his music and poetry (with local guest artists) from 7:00 - 9:00 PM in the Nelson Mandela 

Auditorium! 



Hip Hop x Afiica 

Join us this Friday for a concert, beat battle, and round table discussion celebrating the connections 

between Hip Hop and Africa. Peflormers and speakers include Blitz the Ambassador from Ghana, Lord 

Jamar of Brand Nubian, and the UNC Beat Making Lab. This event is sponsored in pa~ by the African 

Studies Center and the Global Education Center. For more information, please visit 

.......................................................................... ~ movementofyouth or~. 

UNC Sangam will be hosting world-renowned human rights activist Ruchira Gupta for a discussion on 

sex trafficking. This event will give people from the community a chance to hear a truly phenomenal leader 

share her experiences on combating sex trafficking and her views on what we can do to stop it. This event 

is sponsored in pa~ by the Center for Global Initiatives. 

Bavi!; Tigile i 301 Piltsboro Street S~;ita 3002 j CB 5145 j Cha.’!al Hiii N:} 2}’59g I ii’:@’iI iContact- Try It Free! 
l" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Renewed! 

International society : diverse ethical perspectives / edited by David R. Mapel and Terry Nardin. 
00015181508 DUE 04-19-12 RENEWED 

Now due 05-18-12 Renewed 2 times JZ1306.158 1998 Human rights in Africa : cross-cultural perspectives / Abdullahi 

Ahmed An-Na’im, Francis M. Deng, editors. 
00032884166 DUE 04-21-12 RENEWED 

Now due 05-18-12 Renewed 2 times JC599.A36 H86 1990 c.2 The wretched of the earth / Frantz Fanon ; translated from 

the French by Richard Philcox ; with commentary by Jean-Paul Sartre and Homi K. Bhabha. 
00024874940 DUE 04-21-12 RENEWED 

Now due 05-18-12 Renewed 2 times DT33 .F313 2004 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966o5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:28 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] vote! 

Greetings: Remember to vote for Andy Perrin and Kenneth Janken for the 
FAC! Also...there are apparently some other votes to cast. 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//1ists~mc. ed~/~ ? id- 5~ ~ 3 ~ 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &r~=T & ~-fac~F~v °°a~Ne~icso 

forum&o-31313504, or send a blank email to leave-31313504-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 9:36 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Hip Hop x Africa Friday, April 20th at 6p.m. 

Movement of Youth, CUAB, BSM, African Studies Center, African and Afro-American Studies Department, the Office of Multicultural 
Affairs and UNC Beat Making Lab present: Hip Hop x Africa on Friday, April 20 from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. Students, community and music 
lovers will gather at the Nelson Mandela Auditorium at the FedEx Global Education Center at UNC-Chapel Hill for a concert, beat battle 
and round table discussion celebrating the connections between Hip Hop and Africa. 

Performances + Speakers include: 

BLITZ THE AMBASSADOR, a hip hop artist hailing from Ghana, West Africa --,hLtp:/iwww.youtube.com/watch?v=T9SIJY-sekw 

LORD JAMAR of BRAND NUBIAN, with the hit"Don’t Let it Go to Your Head" featured on HBO’s Entourage 
--~ http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=500F9W:[qku8&ob =av2e 

UNC BEAT MAKING LAB, co-taught by producer Apple Juice Kid - @applejuicekid (who has produced for Wale, Mos Def) and 
emcee/professor Pierce Freelon - @durhamite 

FUNDRAISER 
Hip Hop x Africa is also a fundraiser for the non-profit organization Yole!Africa. Based in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, Yole 
will bring UNC’s Beat Making Lab to 16 Congolese youth this summer. Lear more, and DONATE 
at: http://www.indiegogo.com/uncbeatmakinglab?a =540262 

For more information visit www.rnovementofyouth.org and follow us @movementofyouth 

Here are a few links for anyone interested in finding out more. 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/events/373334749356426/ 

Twitter: #HipHopxAfrica @beatmakinglab @durhamite @applejuicekid @blitzambassador @unc_bsm @ARTVSM 

Indiegogo Crowd Funding Campaign: http://wwwJndieqo~go.com/uncbeatmakinglab 

Carolina to Congo Promotional Video: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iMTMcADR3cA 

Thanks aQain and we hope to see as many people as possible at Hip Hop x Africa this Friday! Hope to see you there! 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31313563 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31313563-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Coffee and a signature 

Hey Eunice, 

I hope that this find you well. We are in the process of finishing paperwork giving Ken Janken a secondary appointment in the History Department and need your 

signature on the joint appointment form. I also thought that if you have time we could grab a cup of coffee so we can catch up on things. Let me know what works, 

best 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 

UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.962-1403 (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: 
http://history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:29 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] vote! 

Tyler--you got it. 

On 4/18/12 10:19 AM, Curtain, Tyler wrote: 
> I would like your vote as well. 

> TC 

> On Apr 18, 2012, at 9:29 AM, "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 
>> Greetings: Remember to vote for Andy Perrin and Kenneth Janken for the FAC! Also...there are apparently some other votes to 
cast. 

>> Jay 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: tyler@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~//1iststmcedtdt~?id~48916~8a6~18c9~5be5bdd1a9bfd6~e~15e63&r~T&I~fact~I~v°°a~1‘~e~icso 
l:omm&o=31313504, or send a blank email to leave-31313504-48916008.a67718c9f5be5bddla9bfd67eff15e63@listserv.unc.edu. 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
> click here: ~//~ists.ur~c.ed~/~?id~4~699857.6599~91b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n~T&l-fac~v-°a~Ne~ics- 

, or send a blank email to leave-31313956-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1is~s.~mc.ed~A~?id-5~137456.42~235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&r~-T&~-fac~F~v°°a~1~e~ics° 

t:omm&o=31314060, or send a blank email to leave-31314060-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Response Paper 

Afri    Responsepaper5.docx 

Hey Dr. SaNe! 
I hope your is doing much better!! Attached is my final response paper. See you tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fourth Response Paper 

Response Paper 4.docx 

Dear Dr SaNe, 

Please find attached my final response paper. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9::t4 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Third Response Paper 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response 3. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, :t:3:t AM 

SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: Third Response Paper 

Dear Dr SaNe, 

Please find attached my third response paper. 

I did not get a confirmation email for my second paper. Could you please confirm that you received that one otherwise I can resend it. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your response paper for today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: RE: Response Paper 



Please find attached my paper. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:00 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Response Paper 

Dear 

Here are possible times today. 

10.30am or l:~.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 

From: ~live~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:53 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Response Paper 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I realise that you don’t not offer office hours today for my class but I was hoping that you might have a few moments at some point to go over my response paper with me. 
I’ve not been assigned one yet since T’ve been here and now that I’m working on it, I’m struggling quite a lot. If you have the time that would be great. Otherwise I will see you 
in class on Thursday. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

response tbr group 5 

response for group 5.docx 

Hello, 

Here it is! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday. 1:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response 4 

Critical Response to New Modes of Citizenship Readings.docx 

Hello! 

If it’s okay, I’m going to focus again on the pieces I found most provocative and interesting to connect to course themes. (I figured it’d be better to write well about fewer things 
than to use my 800 words briefly touching on more concepts.) So, I’m going to write about the AIDS denialist movement and about the Jacob Zuma rape trial. 

Also, I was wondering if we could move coffee on Friday to 10:30. My roommate asked me to drive her to the train station and I would probably be late if we left it at 10:00. I’ll 
ask again in class tomorrow. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"_c}gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Response Paper 

modes of citizenship.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FW: IRB proposal 

Dear Eunice, 

I spoke with the David Tegnell at the IR]3. He said that Geo~ges ~s ; a~viso~: so ou~ depadment has t~ approve the IRB application~ [ te did n~t k,~ow 

wh? t~eitber of us wetv notified a[xmt 1he ~x~nNng application, and be said he would take it up win the IT people Ybu cat~ review fl~e at~p~icalion by loggi,~g it~ a:~ 

kbis.nnc edu. 

Kenrtctb 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

P’ro{i:ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

Dep~utment of Al~cat, and A[?o- Ame~ 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 

h~://~svw~um~s~edw’umpmss,’spr 97/ianken.html 
h~p:/inncpress.unc.edt~/k~o~iT- 8059.html 
h,p://undpress.nd.edw’boo~PO0780 
htlp:i/t mdpress,nd,ed~’b( c ~PO0 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:20 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: IRB proposal 
Hello Professor Janken, 
My name is and I am in the process of subml~ing an IRB application for my sociology project in Zambia for the summer. On my sNtus page it s~tes that the 
proposal has been reviewed and approved by Lisa Pearce of the Sociology dept but that it has not yet been reviewed by the African Studies dpt. I just wanted to make sure if 
you were notified by the IRB to review the application, as I cannot submit it until it has been approved by both depa~ments. 
Thank you and all the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Trav[s, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I just wanted to see if Dr. SaNe or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week, 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:40 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

Ok, Thanks[ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly let Susan Sylvester know that I can meet with him between next Wednesday at 1.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent," Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:42 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject," FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I just wanted to see if Dr. SaNe or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:49 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

He is here April 26, which is Thursday does she mean Thursday? 

Susan 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:> 

Subject: sick today 

Professor SaNe, 

I wasn’t feeling well this morning and didn’t make it to class. Please excuse my absence. 

Have a good weekend, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, April 19, 2012 3:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu~~ 

Jacqueline Rose: Mafilyn Monroe, Perry Anderson: Carlo Ginzburg 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL 34 NO. 8 Visit h:b.f’o~uk E~ 

LRB cover art A Rumbling of Things Unkno~n 

Jaeque]ine Rose or~ ?,,1arilyn Monroe 

[qMonroe more or less consistently hated the roles she 

was assigned, most of all Some Like It Ho~, her best- 

loved fihn. No woman on earth, she complained, would 

be so dumb as not to see that the two drag artists, Tony 

CmlJs and Jack Lemmon, were men. Monroe was a 
would-be breakout artist. [qIf I hadnrqt become 

popular,~ she said to Weatherby, []I ~d still be a 

Hollywood slave. [] [] More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Jay Weissberg: AI. the F,V 

The Force of the Anomaly 

Per~~ Anderson o~ Carlo Gb~zburg 

~What kinds of question yield the most fl’uifful answers? Oinzburg recommends a 

focus on eases that can lead to new generalisafions. The most promising of these will 

be anomalies: eases that do not exempli~, but deviate from eN)eeted or established 

norms. Miero-histmT ~ understood not as the scrutiny of vetT small evenN, but 

rather as the veW dose scrutiny of any event ~ has, he argues, been ~e domain par 

excellence of the study of such anmnalies, the characteristic effect of whose 

discovery is to subvert pre-existing historiographic, as indeed also political, 

hierarchies. ~ X,lo~’e 

it was satire 

Mary Beard or~ Caligula 

[]King Canute has had a raw deal fl’om history, tie took his throne down to the beach 

in order to show his servile courtiers that not even a king could control ~e waves 

(~at was in God ~ s power alone). But, ironieNly, he is now most often remembered 

as the silly old dufl)r who got soaked on the seashore because he thought he could 

master the tides. When, %r example, Ryan Gig~ tried last year to use a supe~ 

injuneBon to stop the swell of news about his private life, he was hailed as ~Ne King 

Canute of football~. For Noys Wintering, the Emperor Caligula offers another ease 

of the Canute pi~blem. ~ Moue 

After the Cold War 
Eric Hobsba~,vm on Tony Judt 

[]Tony Judt[] s 21st-eenttu~ stance was not that of a historian so mueh as a ~publie 

intellectual ~, a brilliant enemy of self-delusion garnished with ~eomfieal jargon, 

~th the short temper of ~e natm’al polemicist, an independent and fearless critical 

commentator on world affairs. He seemed all the morn ori~nal and radical for 

::N:: Follow us on Twitter 



having been a fairly orthodox defender of the Ufree world~ against 

[]totalitm~anism [] dining the Cold War, especially in the 198os. Faced with 

governments and ideologues who read vietoD’ and world domination into the fall of 

communism, he was honest enough with himself to recognise that the old vet~ties 

and slogans needed to be junked after 1989. [] More 

i.~.i Find us on Facebook 

At the National 
Portrait Gallery 

L~ei~m F~°e~d 

Let-te~’s 

R~:ha~’d Llloyd Parry~ A~mg San Suu 

KaiNna Fo~’res~er~ Karl P,>pper 

A poem by T.3, C~aPk 

C.:)p)~ighl ’" J,(:.ud.:m b:eview ,:)f k~,(:.(:,i:!~ [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC 1A 2HN 

email: ~eg:s>,-~ i:i7 l:-i) co uk [] You cart aa!~ub!~c[Jbe (~i up;l~ [e 3,oat m~xai[ prei~’rences at any time on ore- website. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Fears Rise That Recovery May Falter in the Spring 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Al)I’i] 20, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Fea,os Rise That RecoYe*T                            ~ 

May FMter ~n the Sp~h~g 

Global finance leaders are meeting in Washington to discuss oil prices, unemployment and other 
issues putting a cloud over the global economic picture. 

New District Maps Toughen Democrats~ Race for House 

Many Democrats have decided 1o retire rather than [isk defeat in newly configured IIonse districts, 
leaving the districts in play or solidly Republican. 

I~l Baserne~l[, Hopes to Solve ’79 Case of Misslng Boy 

The authorities are digging for remains in the basement of a building near where Etan Patz, 6, 
vanished as he walked to a school bus stop in the Manhattan neighborhood of SoHo. 

~ SHde Show. A Search Renevced 

Td~es Top,c: Etan F’atz ~ ~ Post a Comment 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

OL~IER BI~&NCI{ARD, the ehie[’ economist of [be Intern;~tional Moue[ary Fund, on recent 

economic dat;~ that has t’aised [ears o[ asotbeF global recessioB, 

ARTS 

LeYon Helm Dies 

at 7~ 
Mr. Hehn helped forge 
a deep-rooted American music as the 
drummer and singer for the Band. 

~ Relate J Obituary 

OPINION 
Dick Clark’s insight 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Gavin i Jewsom’s second job 

Marketers and Pinterest 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
[)~ Is 

Safer When It’s on Safer 

Can legalized 
prostitution ever be safe and ft’ee of exploitation? Or shonld laws against prostitntion remain? 

WORLD 

Signs of an ~%~ia~ Arms Buildup in India’s Missile Test 

With the launching of the missile, called the Agni 5, India joins a small group of countries with 
long-range nuclear missile capability, including China, Britain, France, Russia, Israel and the 
United States. 

}Vith Vote Da)-s Away, O~ttlook for SaH{ozy Dims 



Nicolas Sarkozy could be the first one-term French president since 1981, with the first round of 

voting scheduled for Sunday. 

After analyzing DNA samples fi’om the two species~ scientists reported that polar bears are not 

descended fi’om brown bears. 

U.S. Expands Inqtdry of Suspected Misconduct by Agents iu Colombia 

An investigation into the behavior of Secret Serviee members has been widened to determine if the 

misconduet was confined to the 11 employees who were first tied to the scandal, according to an 

American official. 

As Asians Flock to No, hera Vh°glnla, Laws aad Palates Collide 

Two managers of a supermarket have been accused of illegally selling wildlife, illustrating what 
some see as a cultural fault line in a changing population. 

B~shop De~fies Testimony A]~egh~g He Abused Youth 

Bishop Michael a. Bransfield denied on Thursday that he had abused children, as alleged by a 
witness in a trial of other priests in Philadelphia. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

SPECIAL REPORT: GLOBAL TRENDS 
A Tar*fished Sta*~dh~g for E~rope 

European problems will be at the foreDont of discussions this weekend at the spring meetings of the 
International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. 

DBALBOOK 

Threat of Credit Dowr~grade Persists for Morga~t Sta~fley 

A credit rating downgrade could hurt the bank’s huge derivatives business, forcing the group to 
come up with billions of extra dollars. 

India cannot get enough fuel to run power plants, and the problem has eontl~buted significantly to 
a second year of slowing economic growth in the country. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 7, TWINS 6 

Ora~derso~’s }~[ome Rm~s Power Ya~d~ees Past 

Curtis Granderson became the ruth major league player to hit three home runs in the first four 
innings of a game, as he finished the night 5 for 5 at the plate in the Yankees’ victory 

~ Sox Score I Play-by-Play 

~ Baseball Roundup: Lon~oda Supplies the Power 8s the Rays Wk~ in Toronto 

ON BASEBALL 

Maybe Red So_~ J~st ~M’ea~t Very Oood 

Boston, preparing for a three-game home series against the Yankees, is 4-8 this season and 11-28 
since last September began. 

A~ genwav Turns 1 )) ~[’s ,ankees-Red Sox 

NH.L. ROUNDUP 

3~’o Days ~Mgter a Be*~chhtg, Brode~r ,Sets a PhKyoff Record 
i.::: i.~:,’¢L 

Martin Brodenr, who will tnrn 40 on May 6, acrobatieally stopped 26 shots anti set a playoff record 
with his 24th shutout in the Devils’ Game 4 win at home. 

~ETJ 
Sox Score ] Play-by-Play 



ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW 

Sh~s|fing the T~res on the %~e~come VOagon 

Bruce Norfis’s "Clybourne Park," a sharp-witted comedy of American nneasiness, is on Broadway at 

the Walter Kerr Theater. 

Mr. ttelm, whose drumming merged mnscle, swing, economy and finesse, helped fl)rge a deep- 

rooted American music as a linchpin of the Band. 

AN APPRAISAL 

The Man ~Who Made Rock ’~’ Roll Safe Eno~gh for ~eHca 

Dick Clark, content to be the messenger, presided over the rise of rock and capitalized on the wave of 

all things "teenage." 

~1 ~ moeror of ROCK n ol and New Year’s Eve Dies at ~2 

~ Media Decoder: Reactions 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE LUCKY ONE’ 

"The Lucky One," starring Zac Efron as a traumatized Iraq war veteran who walks to Louisiana, has 

all the trademarks of a Nicholas Sparks movie, 

MOVIE REv’IEW I ’GOODBYE FIRST LOVE 

’I’rai~h~g Her Heart~ Pusl~p~n by Pusl~ph~ 

There is nothing ostentatious in "Goodbye First Love," and also, remarkably, nothing false, except 

perhaps some of the hopes of the earnest young couple at its heart. 

ARTSBEAT 

Trlbeca: ~Eddle the Sleepwa~Mng Camfiba~~ 

Boris Rodgriguez~ the director of the dark comedy "Eddie the Sleepwalking Cannibal," talks about 

what inspired his film. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Money Rules 
A big check still opens the doors to the White ttouse and the Romney campaign. The candidate who 
wants to impress voters wonht put an end to the access offers. 

EDITORIAL 

Cllea~ A~r and Natu~°al Gas 

The Obama administration’s new rules aimed at cutting harmful emissions fl’om natural gas wells 

are a win for the environment, for the public and for industry. 

EDITORIAL 

The Ckmrage of D~eu Cay and Nata~ya Radzh~a 
The Committee to Protect Journalists has named m countries that allow deadly violence against 
the press to go unpunished. When that happens, everyone pays a price. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A S[aln That \Won’t %Wash Away 

There should be a criminal prosecution that ho]ds BP individuals responsible for the oil spi]] in the 

Gulf of Mexico. 

(]~- ED COLUMNIST 
’I’es[ing the Teachers 

If yon’ve got a stndent at or applying to eolege, ask the administrators how much the students 



there learn, and how they know for snre. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

The Boy~ V~q~o C~qed Fox 

ttow did we get to the point where Newt 6in~rieh and Riek Santorum eonld complain about the bias 

of Fox News and National Review? 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 20, 1971, the United States Supreme Com’t upheld the use of bnsing to achieve raeial 

desegregation in schools. 

¯ See This Froot Page 
¯ B/~v This Front Psge 

You ~eceived this messsge because you signed tip for NYFvnes conl’s loday’s Headliaes newsle~ei As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are comFni~ed to pro~ec[in.q your pdvacy 

Manage Subscdplions I Unsubscribe I Change You[ E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con "~c,’_ i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Politics <Routledge.skozxqrowpmlnemwn@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 9:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Still time to save 20% from Routledge 

Did you miss these titles at ISA? 
Dear Eunice SaMe, 

Routledge would like to thank you for stopping by our booth at the International Studies 
Association 2012 annual conference. 

If you were unable to attend orto visit our booth, our 20% conference discount is still available 
online through Friday, May 4th. Enter discount code ARJS0 (applicable to all Routledge books) 
during checkout at ~_~[’__o__u__t_[#__d_g~=__c_’9_[__n_.. 

See you next year in San Francisco! 

Regards, 

Michael King, 

Routledge Politics and International Relations 

The Conduct of Inquiry in 

International Relations 

im~~iicatior=s for the Study a~ W~rld 

By Patrick Thaddeus Jackson 
Paperback: 

978-0-,I 15-77627-1 : 

$44,95 .-- 

Read Mo~e 
Complimen~ E~am Copy 

Liberal Peace 

By ~’~ichael Doyle 

Paperback: 
978.-0-415- 78175-6: 

$34,95 - £23,99 
Read More I 
_e_ = Ln__s_ ~_e__c__tj_o__r_L _c___o_ #_ ~ 

Thinking International 

Relations Differently 
Edited by AHene Ti~kner 

David L. Blaney 

PaperbacK: 

978-0-415-78131-2: 
;49.95 - £27.99 

._R__e__a_d___a___o__r_e_. I 

e---I nspection Copy 

i 

................................................................................................................. e~lns#ectlea Ce~ .............................................................. ~;29 95 ~ £2~ 99 .................................................................. 

The International Politics of Charting China’s Future 



the Asia Pacific 
5:d Edition 

By I~lichael Yahuda 

Paperback: 
978-0-415-47480-1 : 

$44,95 - £23.99 

Read Mere I 

Complimentan/Exam Copy 

Japan’s International 

By Glenn D, Hook= J~.die 
Gilson, Christopher W= 

Hughes, Hugo Dobson 

Paperback: 

978-0-415-58743-3: 
$48,95 - £28.99 

Read More I 

Complimenta~ Exam Copy 

Doin~stic and h =temetioi~:~l 

Ch{dleh~!es 
Edited by David Shambaugh 

Paperback: 

978-0-4!5-61955-4: 
$51.95 - £26.99 

Read More 

http://ta ndf ms;]focus.corn/q/11wTC66Z3DmY EfuY/wv 

Francis Online 

VAT Nd: :bet 

i~,[ )//tandf ms( fo(:us corn/u/11wTC66ZbDmYEf{~Y 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Rucker, WaJter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 11:07 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Cla~ificalion re: Spring 2013 schedule 

Dear Tim, 

As a follow-up to our brief conversation yesterday after the meeting, I wanted to put everything in writing to be sure we were on the same page. Again thank you 

for your flexibility as it clears up quite a few scheduling matters I anticipated encountering. 

Here is the Spring 2013 schedule we agreed to yesterday. Please let me know if this works for you at your earliest convenience (we still have a bit of wiggle room 

for your AFAM 395): 

101     60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I             McMillan           11       Best, 
T/TH 12:15p Walter 

280 40 BLACKS IN NC McMillan T/TH 2 3:15p 

395 15 FIELD RESEARCH McMillan w 3 5:50p 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 2:21 PM 

Rucker, WaJter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Clarification re: Spring 2013 schedule 

It will work brilliantly. Glad I could help. 

Tim 

From-’ Rucker, Walter C 
Sent-’ Friday, April 20, 2012 11:07 AM 

To,, McMillan, Tim 
(::¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Clarification re: Spring 2013 schedule 

Dear Tim, 

As a follow-up to our brief conversation yesterday after the meeting, I wanted to put everything in writing to be sure we were on the same page. Again thank you 

for your flexibility as it clears up quite a few scheduling matters I anticipated encountering. 

Here is the Spring 2013 schedule we agreed to yesterday. Please let me know if this works for you at your earliest convenience (we still have a bit of wiggle room 

for your AFAM 395): 

101     60 BLACK EXPERIENCE I             McMillan           11       Best, 
T/TH 12:15p Walter 

280 40 BLACKS IN NC McMillan T/TH 2 3:15p 

395 15 FIELD RESEARCH McMillan w 3 s:sop 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live a~nc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Tuesday’s Readings 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I have been looking on the Library website for the Douglas and Amao readings, but because the syllabus does not cite the journal they are located in, I am unable to find them. 
Would you know which journal these readings came from? That would help me immensely. Also, I am wanting to begin re-engaging with the readings from after our last 
midterm, but I am unsure which ones I should focus on. Is there any way you could send out a study guide for our final so i can be prepared with which readings I need to 
focus on. Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live a~nc.edu;, 

Friday, 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tue~tay’s Readings 

Hi Professor SaNe! 
I actually have been looking at the updated course outline and saw that they were in e-journal format. The problem I am having, however, is that to be able to look up the 
articles in e-journal format online, you need to know which journal they come from, which is not information that is currently on the updated course outline that I can see. Do 

you have a list of the journals they are from? That would be very helpful. Thanks so much! And thank you also for the information about the study guide! Hope you are having a 
great day. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tuesday’s Readings 

Dear 

Please check the updated course outline. Several weeks ago I indicated that I had shifted the readings for the last group and that these readings were all available in e-journal 
format at UN¢ libraries. 

The study guide for the final exam will up on Blackboard over the weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:27 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Tuesday’s Readings 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I have been looking on the Library website for the Douglas and Amao readings, but because the syllabus does not cite the journal they are located in, I am unable to find them. 
Would you know which journal these readings came from? That would help me immensely. Also, I am wanting to begin re-engaging with the readings from after our last 
midterm, but I am unsure which ones I should focus on. Is there any way you could send out a study guide for our final so i can be prepared with which readings I need to 
focus on. Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 20, 2012 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Cofl’ee aJ~d a signature 

Hi ~unice, 

I will see you Monday at 10AM. Best~ 

A d a m 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 

CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.962-1403 (Fax) 
:a___k~_r_~_t@__u__~_~__c:=__e__d__U 
IM: oasisadamkent 
http://histo~y.unc.edu 

From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 2:29 plVl 

To; Kent, Adam S 
S,,bject; RE: Coffee and a signature 

Dear Adam, 

It is so good to hear from you. 

I am in the office today (Friday), thus feel free to drop by before 4.00pm. If not Monday at lO.OOam is also fine. My once is Battle 101. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kent, Adam S 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 18, 2012 10:26 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Coffee and a signature 

Hey Eunice, 

I hope that this find you well. We are in the process of finishing paperwork giving Ken Janken a secondary appointment in the History Department and need your 

signature on the joint appointment form. I also thought that if you have time we could grab a cup of coffee so we can catch up on things. Let me know what works, 

best 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 
UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.962-1403 (Fax) 

IM: 

http://history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 4:40 PM 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emafil.unc.edu>; Hildebraaad, Reginald F 

<hildebra@emafil.unc.edu>; Laanbert, Michael C <mlaanbert@emafil.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Lisa~za, 

Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@emafil.unc.edu>; 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> 

AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi All, 

There are some summer school funds available to purchase office or computer supplies for those that are teaching summer school. Right now we can offer approx. 

~; 200 per person (as long as the funds are available). We have already ordered plenty of paper for everyone and to!!/be ordering a printer toner for all faculty. In 

the meantime, please send Sonia Colon (scolon@unc.edu) your wish list for supplies. Please include item numbers, etc. in your list to help expedite the process. 

Please send your list by next Friday, 4/27 to ensure availability of funds. 

Thanks, 
dackie Wold 
Business Officer 
Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:06 PM 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; hardV~:duke.edu; Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Qualifying Examination Monday 

Dem Altha, Scott, Eunice, and Michael, 

Thank you for your mllingness to sela~e on                 doctoral committee. He has scheduled ruth you his Qualifying Examination for Monday        from 

lpm-3-30pm in Satmders Hall 2nd floor conference room, and has shared with you his research ideas, reading lists, and research proposal. 

He now pla~s to sit the written examination starting on Friday I am, thereibre, writing to ask you to send me questions tbr his written Qualifying Examination. 

In Geography, the exams constitute three closed book 4-hour exams ruth questions ficom committee members organ~ed around the themes specified in his reading lis~ts: 

urban geography; Marxism mM social movements; and globalization and developmem with a regional research tbcus on South Africa. Your questions can be 

based on your knowledge of        dissertation project in conjunction with the reading lists and your own interactions with him. 

I would ve~ much appreciate it if you could each send me 1 or 2 questions. I shall compile all or a selection of these into three papers to constitute a rigorous and fair 

exmn for him. If you wish to indicate to which paper your question(s) is(axe) most directed, that would be helpful. 

*** Please send me the questions by 6pm T~u~day *** 

At the end of the writing period, I shall send the papers to you and ask you to grade the answer to the question you posed. At UNC, we use a pass system for grading, 
with H (high pass), P (pass) and L (low pass). You may send the grades to me by email or I shall collect them ti~om you when we meet ti~r his Oral Examination. 

If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Ma~ly thanks, 

John 

D~. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Stu@ies 

Chair, Departmen~ of Geography 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-322@ 

Tel: 9~9-962-8903 (main office) 

Fax: 919-962-1537 

h ~ ~p : / / geog raphy, unc. ~’lu / 

http : /i~,£~w. unc. edu/de~t s/geog/garp/ 

http : / i~,£~w, capturinqtl’~eqains, orq/ 

http:/!@lobal-understan@ing, info/ 

http : //w~w. co’;nterca r tog raphi ~’s. ores/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, April 21, 2012 3:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Sees Steep Dropoff in Cash From Maj or Donors 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................... T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~ ~rk ~tl~.~ April 21, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~...o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m.Lz..e..Lo.~..a.~>....H...e..a.~.lLn..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Sees Steep Dropoff in 
Cash From Major Donors 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE and DEREK 
WILLIS 

The traditional big sources of campaign 
funds are not delivering for President 
Obama’s campaign as they did four 
years ago, leaving the president to rely 
much more on grass-roots support. 

Concern in G.O.P. Over State 
Focus on Social Issues 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Some Republicans, eager to focus 
attention on fiscal issues, fear that a 
flurry of socially conservative legislation 
in states across the eomatry could hurt 
the party in the fall. 

Bias Law Used to Move a Man 
Off Death Row 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

A North Carolina judge concluded that bias played a part in a 1994 sentence, a rtfling likely to influence the 
nation’s discussion of capital punishment. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 wanted to say I am sorry for the loss of your son." 

GEORGE ZIMMERMAN, who is accused of second-degree murder, speaking at a bail hearing to the 

parents of Trayvon Martin. 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: In 
Venezuela, a 
Shortage of 
Staples 
Venezuela is one of the 
world’s top oil producers 



but shortages of staples are a chronic 
part of life. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
They Dressed Like 

Groucho 
By DICK CAVETT 

Behind the scenes at 
Groueho Marx’s famous 
appearance at Caruegie Hall 4o years 
ago. 

WORLD 

Price Controls Keep Venezuela Cupboards Bare 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Staples like milk, meat and toilet paper are hard to find in Venezuela, and many blame the government’s 
price-control policies. 

o ~ Slide Show 

Bahrain’s Formula One Gala Not Going as Planned 
By SOUAD MEKHENNET and RICK GLADSTONE 

Texas of thousands of Shiite opposition groups protested on Friday, calling the race a public relations stmat 
that masks the monarchy’s failures to address political discontent. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
In a Rowdy Democracy, a Dictator’s Daughter With an Unsoiled Aura 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Park Geun-hye, the daughter of a slain South Korean dictator, has put herself in position to win the country’s 
next presidential election. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

’I Am Sorry,’ Zimmerman Says as Bail Set at $a5o,ooo 
By SERGE F. KOVALESKI and JENNIFER PRESTON 

George Zimmennan, charged with second-degree murder, apologized to the family of Trayvon Martin at the 
hearing, which a lawyer for the family called a ploy. 

Post Offices Face Hurdles in Efforts to Diversify 
By RON NIXON 

Proposals for the Postal Service to expand beyond mail have met with resistance from Congress and 
potential competitors, but a bipartisan bill would let it enter into several new lines of business. 

The Holiday for Fans of Liberalized Marijuana Laws 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

3mtidrug groups have lambasted 4/2o celebrations as gateway events to illegal drug use, but enthusiasts 
celebrated their high holiday on Friday in all the traditional ways. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Bank of America Accord in Lawsuit Is Challenged 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Lawyers have agreed to settle a lawsuit against the company’s directors over its purchase of Merrill Lynch for 



$20 million, even though damages could reach $5 billion, according to plaintiffs of a parallel suit in 
Delaware. 

No Place for Heated Opinions 
By BRIAN STELTER 

A Discovery Channel series about changes in polar regions does not mention causes for the thinner ice, 
avoiding the fury that often accompanies mention of climate change. 

MEDIA DECODER 
After Flops, Disney Studio Chief Resigns 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Rich Ross’s exit after two and a half years marks a rare misstep by Robert A. Iger, Disney’s chief executive. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ESSAY 
The Lyric Little Bandbox Turns loo 
By DAVID MARGOLICK 

For all the "improvements" in recent years, Fenway Park, and the Fenway experience, are essentially 
m~changed from a9a2. Particularly those glorious home runs to left. 

. Bats: Red Sox Toast 100 Years at Fenway 

YANKEES 6, RED SOX 2 
A Fenway Park Celebration Ends When the Yankees Step on the Field 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

On the centennial birthday of Fenway Park, a day filled with ceremony and recollection, the Yankees hit five 
home runs to crash the party and beat the Red Sox. 

" ~$~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . On Baseball: Stirring Memories of Better Times 

GIANTS 4, METS 3 
Mets’ Pitching Rebounds, but Hitters Fail to Deliver 
By ANDREW KEH 

After rocky outings by Johan Santana and R. A. Dickey, Jon Niese steadied the rotation. But the Mets could 
not get a big lilt when they needed one. 

". ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’: Bats: No Contract Negotiations for the Hot-Hitting Wright 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
New Meters for the Rhymin’ of Simon 
By JON PARELES 

Paul Simon performed a fund-raiser with the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra, with many of the 
arrangements by the orchestra members. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Fox Network at 25: Blazing Trails and Burning Bridges 
By MIKE HALE 

The Fox network has been characterized by boldness from the start, set apart from its competitors by a lack 
of a house style and a welcome tolerance for provocation. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’VEEP’ 
What’s It Like Having Power? How Would I Know? 
By JAMES PARKER 

In the new HBO comedy "Veep," Julia Louis-Dreyfus, playing Vice President Selina Meyer, curses (a lot) 
while waiting for a call that never comes. 

, Julia Louis-Dreyfus Takes the White House 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Are Travel Agents Back? 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

In the age of apps, travel agents cma seem a bit quaint. Yet the industry is showing signs of growth. We 
profiled six rising stars to learu why, and to find out what they can do for you. 

Q&A 
The Tech-Savvy Traveler 
By RACHEL LEE HARRIS 

Ever heard of Uber or Highlight? They’re just two of the apps Soraya Darabi, an adviser for digital start-ups, 
is using these days for travel. 

PRACTICAL TRAVELER 
Flying Through Airport Lines 
By CHRISTINE NEGRONI 

How to trim the time you spend in line next time you travel. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Assad’s Lies 
Waslfington and its allies need to pressure Damascus, Moscow and Beijing. That is the only way to stop the 
killing in Syria and avoid another war. 

EDITORIAL 
The Global Economy at Risk 
The euro-zone crisis poses a grave danger to a weak global economy. But Europe’s leaders are still insisting 
on destructive austerity. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice Under North Carolina’s Racial Bias Law 
The Racial Justice Act gives death row inmates the chance to have their sentences reduced to life without 
parole based on racial bias, and corrects a gross injustice. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Voting for Yesterday in France 
By OLIVIER GUEZ 

The candidates and the citizens agree: Repeal the 21st centuIT. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bachelor Vote 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Opinion polls suggest that President Obama may be personally popular with yom~g men, but he doesn’t have 
their support. How will this play out on Election Day? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Voice of Authority 
By JOE NOCERA 

Newspaper colmmfists no longer have the immense power Joe Alsop had. That’s probably a good thing. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 21, 191o, author Samuel Langhorue Clemens, better known as Mark Twain, died in Redding, Conn. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Saturday, 11:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Tuesday Class 

Professor Sable, 

I wanted to let yon know that I will not be able to attend class Tuesday because as of UNC Young Democrats, I will be a volunteer captain at the 

Obama speech Tuesday. I never skip class but felt like I couldn’t step down from this opportuni~. I will make sure to get notes from a classmate. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live a~nc.edu;, 

Saturday, 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Tue~tay’s Readiugs 

Hi Professor SaNe! Thank you so much for sending those to me and I am sorry about the confusion! I think there is something wrong with the downloader of my computer 
because I apparently am not able to download the new version of the syllabus. But now I have them, so all is well! Thanks so much again and I hope your is feeling 
better! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5::t4 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tuesday’s Readings 

Dear 

Below is the list of the readings as the appear on the course outline on Blackboard. The journal names are included - in italics - in all the readings. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Richard Boele, Heike FaNg and David Wheeler, "Shell, Nigeria and the Ogoni. A Study in Unsustainable Development: Corporate Social Responsbility and ’Stakeholder 
Management’ versus a Rights-Based Approach to Sustainable Development’ in Sustainable Development Sust. Dev. 9, :125-:[35 (2001) 

Uwem E. Ire, ’Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility in developing countries: a case of Nigeria’ in Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Management, 
Volume 11, Issue 1, pages :1.-11, March 2004 

Peter Freankental, "Corporate Social responsibility - A PR Invention?’ in Corporate Communications: An international Journal, Vol. 6, Iss: :t, pp. :t8-23 

Froro: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:02 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sul)ject: RE: Tuesday’s Readings 

Hi Professor SaNe! 
I actually have been looking at the updated course outline and saw that they were in e-journal format. The problem I am having, however, is that to be able to look up the 
articles in e-journal format online, you need to know which journal they come from, which is not information that is currently on the updated course outline that I can see. Do 
you have a list of the journals they are from? That would be very helpful. Thanks so much! And thank you also for the information about the study guide! Hope you are having a 
great day. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, : 2:33 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Tuesday’s Readings 

Dear 

Please check the updated course outline. Several weeks ago I indicated that I had shifted the readings for the last group and that these readings were all available in e-journal 
format at UNC libraries. 

The study guide for the final exam will up on Blackboard over the weekend. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Froro: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:27 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Tuesday’s Readings 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I have been looking on the Library website for the Douglas and Amao readings, but because the syllabus does not cite the journal they are located in, I am unable to find them. 
Would you know which journal these readings came from? That would help me immensely. Also, I am wanting to begin re-engaging with the readings from after our last 
midterm, but I am unsure which ones I should focus on. Is there any way you could send out a study guide for our final so i can be prepared with which readings I need to 
focus on. Thanks so much! 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behaJf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:37 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Readings for Tuesday 

Professor Sable, 

I know that you said the readings for Tuesday are available via the e-journals tl~rough UNC Libraries. However. by searching various engines on the UNC libraries 

website using the article titles and/or the authors, I’m not able to find the articles. Do you think you could send me the links for the articles? I’d obviously like to do the 

readings, mad in addition, I need to write my fourth response paper. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behaJf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 6:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Readings for Tuesday 

Thm~k you Professor SaNe! 

I was looking at the updated course onfline and that wasn’t how they appeared. IVly fault, clearly. I should have though to look on fl~e original syllabus. 

Thankyon’. 

On Sat, at 3:40 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice,~,,emaJ4.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Below is the list of the readings as the appear on the course outline on Blackboard. The journal names are included - in italics - in all the readings and their available in e- 

format at UNC. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ Sahle 

Richard Boele, Heike FaNg and David Wheeler, "Shell, Nigeria and the Ogoni. A Study in Unsustainable Development: Corporate Social ResponsNlity and ’Stakeholder 
Management’ versus a Rights-Based Approach to Sustainable Development’ in Sustainable Development Sust. Dev. 9, :12S-:135 (200:t) 

Uwem E. Ire, ’Multinationals and Corporate Social Responsibility in developing countries: a case of Nigeria’ in Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental 

Management, Volume 11, Issue I, pages J.-:[:[, March 2004 

Peter Freankental, "Corporate Social responsibility - A PR Invention?’ in Corporate Communications: An international Journal, Vol. 6, Iss: :1, pp. 18-23 

From= ~gmail.com 
Sent= Saturday, 3:37 plVl 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Readings for Tuesday 

~gmail.com] on behalf of ~live.unc.edu] 

Professor Sahle, 

I know that you said the readings for Tnesday are available via the e-journals through UNC Libraries. However, by searching various engines on the UNC libraries 

website rising the article titles and/or the authors, I’m not able to find the articles. Do you think you could send me the links for the articles? I’d obviously like to do 

the readings, and in addition, I need to write my fourth response paper. 

Thank~ 

[YNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Political Science, Global Studie~ Arabic 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry, Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Sunday, 10:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Congratulations: AFAM 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Congratulations: AFAM 

Date: Sun,            10:08:06 -0400 

From:Peny A Hall <HAl ~LPA~email.unc.edu~ 

To:AFAM                    ; 

Great Show AFAM students 

All the presentations were great. They definitely added an educational/informative element to tbe show. The visuals were veiy nicely handled, and helped at times to 

convey the hulnor and irony that kept the audience engaged. There were a lot of people there and they seemed veiy interested and connected. You helped to show that 

hip-hop, in addition to being entertaAnment tun, is a pheno~nenon that deserves to be seriously studied and seriously understood. 

The other I       ) class’s interaction ruth Lord Jamar also helped by focusing the dialogue on social and political issues. Jamar himself was vely- articulate at times, 

and boy does he have a great voice! 

After a great pertbrmance by BliP, the beat-making lab, the other "kmowledge center" on display in this enterprise, brought it back pure engagement and creativity ruth 

the highly charged beat contest. 

And all tbr a good cause. 

See you tuesday?* 

ProfHall 

*(Reluctantly I don’t think I should (or am allowed to) cancel the last class but likely many students roll find the opportunity to see President Obama more important; 

plus, they haven’t saJd what time he’s speaking) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 5:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Tuesday’s readings- Cmmot find 

Professor SaNe, 

I Hope you had a good weekend. I just wanted to tell you that a lot of us are having a hard time finding the 3 articles for Tuesday’s presentation. Blackboard said that you can 
find them under e-journal section of UNC Libraries- but i have tried looking for the author, the article title, the journal title etc. and cannot find these articles. I also did the 
general article search and the advanced article search and haven’t found any of them. I was wondering if you could email the class the links for the journals so that others who 

can’t find them, like me, can read them. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, April 23, 2012 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Today’s Headlines: Shift on Executive Power Lets Obama Bypass Rivals 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 23, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE                                                    ~ 

Shift on Executive Power 

Lets Oba ma Bypa ss Rivals 

With Congressional Republicans blocking his agenda, the president has been using executive powers 
to enact measures: on the environment, education, drug shortages and making recess 
appointments. 

The draft of an agreement finalized on Sunday pledges American support for Afghanistan for lO 
years after the withdrawal of troops at the end of 2Ol4. 

Hollande and Sarkozy Head to Runoff in French Race 

Fran£ois Hollande, the Socialist challenger, came out on top in the first round of French presidential 
elections, but his lead over the incumbent, Nicolas Sarkozy, was slim. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The sitna~on is so catas#’ophic that whoever uffns it u, on ’t make ranch d~fj&enee. The ~Yeneh 

change bnt on~y on the condition that it doesn’t change an~thing.fi)r them." 

~IAR~E-~2~UDE NOEL, 72, who said she voted for France’s president, Nicolas Sarkozy, in the first 

roared of presidential eleefions~ 

A tea entrepreneur has 
been bnflding a Chinese- and- 
Tibetan4nspired eomponnd in an 
unincorporated hippie holdover in 
western Marin Connty, bnt has 
repeatedly ignored demands 
permits. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE ....... 
>~ How 

How 8tates Should [ ....... States [ 
App.’oath [ Shouid [ 

,~ pr 

Arizona and Alabama 
have run into controversy. What are the alternatives to their policies? 

Marriage maintenance 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

DO small busines.~;e.~; c, reate jobs? 

Gender and the polls 

WORLD 



Twitter users in France on Snnday circumvented a law that prohibits the publication, by the press 
or any Internet-eonneeted citizen, of presidential w~ting tallies or estimates before 8 p.m. 

Yemen has staggered frmn crisis to crisis since the popular uprising began early last year. The 
interim government must now deal with a resurgent movement and a political standoff. 

I~’an]ans Say They Took Sec~-et Data From Drone 

An Iranian general said operations data about the aircraft that crashed in the country in December 

had been culled fi’om its computer system, a claim discounted by American officials. 

More Worid News ~ 

J~sfices to R~le on Role of the States in Immigration 

Many states are watching to see if the Supreme Court upholds Arizona’s tough law directed at those 

who cross the border illegally. 

LAGU NITAS JOURNAL 

In Hippie Holdout, a Fight Ove~" Worms a~d M[oats 

A man who built a California compound with a sustainability goal has been given notice by his 
county to move out, after years of his ignoring demands for permits. 

GoA.O. Calls Test Project by Medicare Costly Waste 

A Government Accountability Office report urges the administration to cancel the program, which 
pays bonuses to health insurers. 

BUSINESS 

Pr~me-T~me Railings Bring Spec~dafion of a Shift ~n Habits 

Across the television landscape, viewing for all sorts of prime-time shows is down - ehiefly among 
~ 8- to 49-year olds, the most important audience for the business. 

~II~e entertainment entrepreneur Peter Chernin has made an arrangement with investors, who are 
taking a stake in the future earnings of his fihns and television shows and channeling him the 

Despite efforts at increasing transparency, the Federal Reserve’s pronouncements remain a catalyst 
for debate and eonfl]sion among investors and experts. 

S P 0 RTS 

ESSAY 

All Too Ofte*~, a Sorry State of Allah’s 

While often bad, the Nets were never boring during their 35-year run in New Jersey, which will 

conclude Monday night at Prudential Center in Newark. 

~E] Sii te Sb,~,,¢: The Good. anrJ Often the BarJ, Histo~ ogthe Nets 

i ..... ~x c -e ~ ~, " [or Fans as Nets Prepare to Leave 
~M e J F ~lngs 

KNICKS 113, HAWKS 112 

’I’ald~g E.~~ Off Sta~d~gs, ICrH~ks Escape ~gah~st the Hawks 

~II~e Knieks, effectively conceding the standings race, rested Tyson Chandler, put a smallish lineup 
on the court and hoped for the best against the Hawks. 

SPORTS OFTHETIMES 



\Vhy OPiffi~ Conld Be in Better Positio~ "With Re(Is "ld~s 

Tony Dnngy made a convincing argnment that Washington, which picks seeond in the N.F.L. 
draft, is actnally a better fit for Robert Griffin III than Indianapolis, which has the first overall piek. 

ART~ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Go ~Vest.~ Yonng Religion ~ ~ormonlsn~ on Ex|~ihlt 

The Church History Museum in Salt Lake City shows the Mormon ehnrch in an Ameriean context. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Film Festival Blooms With Ripe Perversity 

L:: .ff.ii. ":Z.I4ZL .i:3ffR 

Stories with novel -well, ~ownright tw~ste8 -premises an~ metaphors predominate at th~s year’s 

Tribeca Fihn Festival. 

The Mel’s ’iU~lg’ After Oiling 

The director Robert Lepage talks about changes he has made to the "Ring" cycle at the Metropolitan 

Opera and defends his controversial production, saying he can now more easily envision the whole. 

¯ Mo~e Airs News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MEDIA DECODER 

Jeep Signs O~ as USA Basketball Sponso~o 
L:: T.:..~Z ,P:, 

Jeep will introduce a new advertising campaign featnring Chris Paul of the Los Angeles Clippers, as 
well as a new variety of the 3eep Wrangler. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

TV Cor~°ects Itself, 3 

Newspapers run corrections all the time. But a mistake on television news is often followed by 
silence. 

ADVERTISING 

l?al~t of’Waste Prohlem is Now Part of Solntio~ 

L:: KMZ.~.L:i.. i l 

"The Great Recycle," planned for April 30 in New York by Honest Tea, seeks to reeycle 45,00o 

beverage containers, the nnmber of its product the company sells daily in the city. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

T|~e New York Primary 
Mitt Romney is the Republican voters’ only real choice, and the best of a very bad bunch of 
candidates. 

EDITORIAL 
Rain, Snow~ Sleet and Congress 
Lawmakers need to approve a sound plan to keep the United States Postal Service in bnsiness. 

EDITORIAL 

Do Yon Know Yonr Rights? 
A National Labor Relations Board rule about informing workers of their rights is being fought by 
industry in court. The White House and lawmakers should support the board. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~Wrong VCay to Stop Fake Drngs 

~Ilxe law against ordering drugs online from other countries hurts the uninsured and the 
underinsured, and should be changed. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tile Amnesia Candidate 

Does the Romney campaign really expect Americans to blaine President Obama for his predecessor’s 

policy failure? 

~ Columnis~ Page [ Biog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

The Fight Over ineqnalily 



What’s the best way to fignre ont the size of the income gap between the top and the bottom? The 
debate is fierce, complicated and crncial. 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 23, 1969, Sirhan Sirhan was sentenced to death for assassinating New York Sen. Robert F. 
Kennedy. The sentence was later reduced to life imprisonment. 

¯ See This F~’ont Page 
¯ Buy This },~’on~ Page 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change You~ E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:40 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Student Enrichment Fund Reception: Location change 

Hello, 

This email is to infom~ yon of a location change for the reception today. The SEF reception will now be held in Carolina Union Art Gallery at 3:30 PM. 

Thank you tier your time, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:53 AM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] Today: Polyphony: ’°Decolonial Feminisms... Contributions to the Construction of"Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya 
Ydla/Latin America" 

**Please puNicize widely** 

MON. 

5:30PM-8:30PM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya Yala/Latin America" 

A conversation with the well-known feminists Maria Lugones, Breny Mendoza, Julieta Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Organized by: 

Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudio, Formaci6n y Accidn Feminista (GLEFAS) 

Latin American Imaginaries Working Group (LAPI) 

ISA Graduate Forum 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decolonial feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots 
organizations, and to some of the more urgent problems the world faces today. This conversation aims to make visible and construct other imaginaries and 
the possibilities of other worlds that can constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization. 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women’s Studies. 

IBreny Mendoza (CMifornia State University, Northridge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with the 
Department on Central American Studies, and part of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formacidn y Acci6n Feminista). 

Ju~ieta Paredes (Bolivia). Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker. Paredes is an anarchist and part of "AsamNea Feminista," as well as part of the 
feminist autonomous collective "Comunidad Mujeres Creando Comunidad." 

Aura Cumes (FLACSO and CIRMA). Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizaci6n y Vida 
Cotidiana." She is a social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GPSF (UNC), the Department of Geography at UNC, the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at 
UNC, the Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global 
Initiatives (UNC), the Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC, SEJ, Astraea, Lesbian Fundation and Global Fund for Women 

, -- You ~e currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~)e~nafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-31344599-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.nnc.edn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ridkohl Muuiz, Beatriz S <rieIkohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Monday, 11:21 AM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.tmc.edu 

Today: Polyphow: "Decolonial Feminisms thcing the present. Contributions to the Construction of"Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya 

Ydla/Latin America" 

For’warded Message 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 9:54 AM 
To: The anthro mailing list 
Subject: [anthro] Today: Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present, Contributions to the Construction of"Other"Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya Yala!Latin 
America" 

**Please publicize widely** 

MON, 

5:3OPM-8:3OPM 

FedEx Building, Room 1005 

Polyphony: "Decolonial Feminisms facing the present. Contributions to the Construction of "Other" Imaginaries and Worlds in Abya YNa/Latin America" 

A conversation with the well-known feminists Maria Lugones, Breny Mendoza, Julieta Paredes, Aura Cumes and Sylvia Marcos. 

Organized by: 

Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudio, Formacidn y Accidn Feminista (GLEFAS) 

Latin American Imaginaries Working Group (LAPI) 

ISA Graduate Forum 

Reception to follow. 

This polyphony aims to discuss the possible contributions of decolonial feminism to politics, to the struggles of other social movements and grassroots 
organizations, and to some of the more urgent problems the world faces today. This conversation aims to make visible and construct other imaginaries and 
the possibilities of other worlds that can constitute an alternative to the western hegemonic model of civilization. 

Maria Lugones (Binghamton University). Associate Professor of Comparative Literature and Philosophy, and of Women’s Studies. 

Breny Mendoza (California State University, Northddge). Associate Professor of Gender and Women’s Studies. Mendoza is also affiliated with the 
Department on Central American Studies, and part of GLEFAS (Grupo Latinoamericano de Estudios, Formacidn y Accidn Feminista). 

Julieta Paredes (Bolivia). Lesbian-feminist activist, writer and thinker. Paredes is an anarchist and part of "Asamblea Feminista," as well as part of the 
feminist autonomous collective "Comunidad Mujeres Creando Comunidad." 

Aura Cumes (FLACSO and ClRMA). Maya Kaqchikel activist from Guatemala. Cumes is the Adjunct Coordinator for the Project "Mayanizacidn y Vida 
Cotidiana." She is a social worker at the University Rafael Landivar and magister in Social Sciences from FLACSO-Guatemala. 

These events are cosponsored by: GPSF (UNC), the Department of Geography at UNC, the Department of Romance Languages and Literatures at 
UNC, the Department of Anthropology at UNC, the ISA Graduate Forum, and the Consortium in Latin American Studies (UNC-Duke),The Center for Global 
Nitiatives (UNC), the Department of Anthropology at Duke, The Campus Y at UNC, SEJ, Astraea, Lesbian Fundation and Global Fund for Women 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 

</ul> 

anthro as: <a href "mailto: ~live.unc.edu’> £&liveatnc.edu<!a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br~ 
emaJl to <a hre~" Ln_~!D_zl_~_~E_e_-_=3__!_?___4_4___6_O___8__-_4___8__l_,:3__%_7_~ =~2 ~ ~ 2~_V~_~)~,~ ~_~_7_~ %S~_~ ~_~ ~ ~_~_~_!~ ~_2@ 1i ~ ~rS,_:~=~ ~_U’ ~ !__e__~_~y__e__-__?__ ! _?_4_4__@ __8_:. 

..4.~15~2.s.~.5.:~.c.Z4....b25~.~.i~1.4...5.~1~.~..%s%e..a.~.5.~.~:~.4.~2~1~%Z@1~>1~rz~*~g~ > 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 4:14 PM 

Rhodes Terry Ellen <Rt tODES@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-% SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-% 

Yaqub, Nadia <yaqub@emml.unc.edu-% @live. unc.edu>; Homstein, Donald T 

<dhomste@email.unc.edu~; ~gmml.com) ( ~gmail.com); @live.unc.edu>; 

Steiner, Niklaus And~eas <nsteine@unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ran straass@unc.edu>;                       [@ive.unc.edu> 

Draft of Letter to Academic Units for Ideas on Water Thetne 

Water theme write-up for partners and funders.docx 

All, 

Please take a moment to review the following letter which will soon be sent to heads of campus academic units in an attempt to generate a concrete set of ideas 

for activities that can be funded during the duration of the Water Theme. Any and all feedback or comments would be greatly appreciated. If you have any 

questions, please let me know. Thanks and have a great afternoon! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:"~ 

Co: @ive.unc.edu> 

Subject: Response 

Attach: response 6.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

I have attached my fourth response paper. 

Thank you, 

Confidentiality Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. 
Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and 

destroy a!l copies of the original message. 



From: ~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Afri group 6 response 

Attacl~: - group 6 paper.docx 

Dr SaNe, 

Attached is my response for the readings for group 

Best, 



Fleoln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~liveamc.edu~" 

Monday,              11:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr’~ 

Response Attached 

Response 4- MNCs and CSR.docx 

Professor Sahle, 
My 4th response is attached. Thank you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 12:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

If I’m not in my office tomorrow 

Call my cell 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reading Response 4 

Afri_Response_4.doc 

Dr, Sable, 

Attached you will find my 4th reading response. Thank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI LAST paper! 

afri .docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Call for Growth Rises to Counter German Push for Austerity 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. ¯ Today,sHeadiines ...................................................................... 
~11~ N’~ ~rk ~i~,~ April 24, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Call for Growth Rises to 
Counter German Push for 
Austerity 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

A euro zone strategy to cut deficits has 
come under increasing strain from 
slowing economies, gyrating finmaeial 
markets mad electoral setbacks. 

Insurers Alter Cost Formula, 
and Patients Pay More 
By NINA BERNSTEIN 

After compiling a database of customary 
rates for medical procedures, many 
insurance companies switched to a 
ealetflation based on Medicare rates, 
meaning higher costs for patients. 

THE NEW ISLAMISTS 
In Egypt Race, Battle Is 
Joined on Islam’s Role 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Two leading presidential candidates, Mohamed Morsi, a conservative, and Abdel Moneim Aboul Fotouh, a 
liberal, differ on religion’s place in Egypt’s future. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The formula is not working and everyone is now talking about whether austerity is the only solution." 
JORDI VAQUER I FAN~S, a political scientist and director of the Barcelona Center for International 
Affairs, on Europe’s continuing economic struggles. 

DINING & WINE 

~, MULTIMEDIA 

~~: Sounds of 
the Kitchen 
For a new generation of 
Ameriema chefs, one of 
the most crucial 



ingredients in the kitchen is audible, not 
edible. 

" Related Article [ ~ Video 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Mega Millions 
Solution 
By NORMAN ORNSTEIN 

To cure voter apathy, 
make elections more like 
the lottery. Defining eras 

ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Excerpt: ’Clybourne Park’ 

Slashing the tires on the welcome wagon 

nIFtimes,¢om TH EATiER 

WORLD 

As China Official Rose, His Family’s Wealth Grew 
By DAVID BARBOZA 

In the last decade, before Bo Xilai’s downfall, lfis fanfily, including his and his wife’s siblings, quietly 
amassed a fortune estimated at more than $a6o nfillion. 
¯ ~’~ Graphic: All in the Family 

DEALBOOK 
Iceland’s Ex-Prime Minister Convicted on Charge Related to Financial Crisis 
By JULIA WERDIGIER 

Public opinion has been largely split on whether the ease against Geir H. Haarde helped society learn from 
the nfissteps of govermnent leaders or amounted to seapegoating. 

South Sudan Reports Air Attacks by Sudan 
By JOSH KRON 

An aerial bombardinent and gromad assault on South Sudan in recent days indicated that fighting with 
Sudan may not be over. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Fees and Anger Rise in California Water War 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY and FELICITY BARRINGER 

San Diego’s water agency has taken a fight over rates to the public, using the Internet to raise accusations 
against a consortium that provides water to a9 nfillion people. 

New Fashion Wrinkle: Stylishly Hiding the Gun 
By MATT RICHTEL 

Several clothing compmfies are catering to the fashion-aware gtm owner, building businesses arotmd the 
sharp rise in people with permits to carry concealed weapons. 

Live and in Person, History Comes to Chicago’s Classrooms 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

In Chicago for a gathering of Nobel Peace Prize winners, Mikhail S. Gorbachev and other historic figures 
dropped in on more than a dozen public schools throughout the city. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

In a Change, Mexico Reins In Its Oil Monopoly 
By ELISABETH MALKIN 

A conmfission of energy specialists formed by Mexico’s Congress has begma to question where and how the 



compm~y drills for oil. 

Wal-Mart Stock Falls Nearly 5% 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Wal-Mart’s stock slipped as investors reacted to a bribery scandal at the retailer’s Mexican subsidiary and a 
report that an internal investigation was quashed at corporate headquarters. 

:. Memo From Mexico City: Even as it Hurts Mexican Economy, Bribery is Taken in Stride 

MetLife Settles Cases on Benefits 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

MetLife on Monday became the third big life insurer to settle regulatory accusations of failing to keep track 
of policyholder deaths, trapping money that should have gone promptly to the beneficiaries. 

¯ " Insurers Alter Cost Formula; Patients Pay 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 6: RANGERS 3, SENATORS 2 
Rangers Live to Fight Another Day 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

With goals from Derek Stepan, Brad Richards and Chris Kreider, the Rangers’ victory means the testy first- 
round series will return to Madison Square Garden for Game 7 on Thursday. 

’. ~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

" ~ Slide Show: Game 6 

Power Play Is a Boost for Richards 
By IAN AUSTEN 

Brad Richards, who had a goal and an assist against the Senators in Game 6, said his performance ended a 
personally frustrating stretch. 

" Deficit, and Inconsistent Play, No Cause for Alarm to the Devils 

’. For Phoenix, Series Victory Is Its First 

YANKEES 7, RANGERS 4 
Jeter Displays Classic Form, Helping Yanks Prevail in Early Showdown 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Derek Jeter went 4 for 5 to raise his average to .411, and Alex Rodriguez hit a three-rtm homer as the 
Yankees won their fourth straight. 

" ~d Box Score I Play-By-Play 

" Yankees-Rangers Will Pair Japanese Pitchers 

, Next Up to Bat: A Whiff of the Yankees 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Prowling New Orleans With Guns Galore 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

A team of botmty htmters chases down fugitives in New Orleans in "Big Easy Justice," a lO -part series on 
Spike. 

¯ ’ ~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
A Little Sondheim Music, a7 Ways, but No Words 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The pianist 3mthony de Mare performed pieces from his "Reimagining Sondheim" project in a concert at 
Symphony Space. 

THEATER REVIEW 
Waiting for Dad to Die: Laughs Pile Up 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"The Lyons," Nicky Silver’s acerbic comedy about an aging dysftmctional fmnily, features Dick Latessa as the 
father who’s dying, and Linda Lavin as the mother who seems O.K. with that. 

" ~ Video 



¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

So Much Life on a Little Patch of Earth 
By CAROL KAESUK YOON 

Rare life fonns can sometimes show up on your doorstep, as a family in Washington found. But even the 
natmdane and everyday species can be just as enchanting. 

¯ ’ ~. Submit a Photo: What Lives in Your Yard? I Please Try This at Home 

BASICS 
The Spirit of Sisterhood Is in the Air and on the Air 
By NATALIE ANGLER 

Researchers have lately gathered evidence that female friendship is one of nature’s preferred narrative tools. 

In Pursuit of Riches, and Travelers’ Supplies, in the Asteroid Belt 
By KENNETH CHANG 

A company has plaus to mine asteroids that zip close by Earth, both to provide supplies for future 
interplmaetary travelers and to bring back precious metals. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
France Votes Its Discontents 
President Nicolas Sarkozy and Franqois Hollande will now face each other in a presidential rtmoff on May 6 
that is likely to be important for all of Europe. 

’- Room for Debate: Is Austerity Over in Europe? 

EDITORIAL 
Callous Choices in the House 
Republicans are proposing to take texas of billions out of programs for the poorest Americans so as not to 
nmke cuts in the Pentagon budget. 

EDITORIAL 
A Test on Equal Pay 
On the question of equal pay for women, Mitt Romney’s commihnent to fairness is going to be tested. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Peace Without Partners 
ByAMI AYALON, ORNI PETRUSCHKA and GILEAD SHER 

Israel should set the conditions for a territorial compromise based on the principle of two states for two 
peoples. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Creative Monopoly 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A competitive nfind-set is productive only to a point. It’s important not to lose sight of value defhaed by other 
metrics. Peter Thiel’s argmnent for monopoly nmy provide an alternative framework. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Round Up the Usual Scapegoats 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Jews, gays and others are worrying about Hungary’s tilt. 
. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On April 24, a898, Spah~ declared war on the United States after rejecting America’s ultimatum to withdraw 

from Cuba. 

¯ See This Front Pa.g~ 
¯ ..B...u..y. This Front Pag.e_ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: ~emaJl.~mc.edu~~ 

Subject: AFRI response6 

Attach: ~£ri. group6.docx 

My response paper is attached! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Response Paper Group 6 

R6.docx 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:37 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AFRI    paper 

Attach: Abemathy pape~6.docx 

Hey Prof. SaNe, 

Here is my paper, See you in class! 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:38 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Response Four 

Attach: Response 4.pdf 

Professor Sahle, 

Please see the attached PDF for my fourth resIx~nse paper. Also, I’m s~ny for the late notification (I meant to see yon an email earlier today) bnt I was able to secure 

tickets to see President Obama today, so I roll not be in class. Thank you for tmdersIanding my participation in this once in a lifetime opportuniU. 

See you on exam day, 

UNC Chapel Hill Class of 

Political Science, Glob~l Studies, Arabic 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Set up meeting with CliffMissen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

He is here April 26, which is Thursday does she mean Thursday? 

Susan 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 11:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly let Susan Sylvester know that I can meet with him between next Wednesday at 1.30pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:42 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

From: Sylvester, Susan R. 
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Set up meeting with Cliff Missen 

Travis, 

I am attempting to get Dr. Missen’s schedule finished. I just wanted to see if Dr. Sahle or any of your faculty are 

interested and able to meet with him while he is here next week. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Susan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:45 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Meeting tomorrow 

Greetings: Just a quick reminder that we’re meeting tomorrow, 1-3pm, in 
the Loudermilk center (2nd floor conference room) with Taylor Branch. 
We can bring him up to speed on what we’ve been thinking and what we’re 
planning, and he’ll share his thoughts about various things, including 
(I presume) the connections between academic issues and civil rights 
issues in the athletics arena. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists~m~c~eduiu?id=50137456~42~35~5a29175(~00ad39629242dTd3&~=T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o-31352195, or send a blank email to leave-31352195-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yaqnb, Nadia <yaqnb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:49 AM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarbe@email.unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RttODES@email.unc.edn>; 

~live.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; Hornstein, 

Dona] d T <dhornste@email.unc.edu>; ~gmaJd.com) ( ~gmail.com); 

@live.anc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu>; Straus~ Ronald P. <ron straass@unc.edt~-; 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Dr~ of Letter to Academic Units for Ideas on Water Theme 

Hi Stephen, 

This letter looks grea~ ~o me. My only comment concerns the timing. It occurs to me that we should encourage Chairs to raise this discussion ~n facuky meetings, 

but man~, units (my own included) may not have any more scheduled for th~s semester~ Can we make a note to ourselves to send a version of th~s around agahs 

late summer, perhaps e~courag[ng Chairs ~t that point to raise th~s for discussion in early fall faculty meetings? 

ges~:, Nad~a 

~= Barber, Stephen 
$e~t~ Monday, : 4:~4 PN 
¯ e~ Rhodes, Terry Ellen; ~; SaNe, Eunice N; Yaqub, Nadia; ; Hornstein, Donald T; ~gmail.com) 

@gmail.com); Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Strauss, Ronald 
S~bject= Draft d Le~er to Academic Units for [deas on Wa~r Theme 

All, 

Please take a moment to review the followin8 letter which will soon be sent to heads of campus academic units in an attempt to 8enerate a concrete set of ideas 

for activities that can be funded durin8 the duration of the Water Theme. Any and all feedback or comments would be ~reatly appreciated. If you have any 

questions, please let me know. Thanks and have a 8reat afternoon! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steerin~ Committees 
260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 9:50 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Meeting tomorrow 

To those who can’t make it tomorrow: I promise to send around a "meeting 
recap" after the fact; I also owe you an updated list of action items 
after our last, very productive, meeting. The academic calendar has 
sort of intruded this month... 

On 4/24/12 9:44 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Greetings: Just a quick reminder that we’re meeting tomorrow, 1-3pm, 
> in the Loudermilk center (2nd floor conference room) with Taylor 
> Branch. We can bring him up to speed on what we’ve been thinking and 
> what we’re planning, and he’ll share his thoughts about various 
> things, including (I presume) the connections between academic issues 
> and civil rights issues in the athletics arena. -Jay 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
> ~ :,17~ists.unc.edulu?id=48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38dgf(~9522ac998cag&n:T&~=facuFt~, o-ath~etics~bmm&o=3 ~ 352 ~ 95, 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-31352195-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~o:/ilistsamc.edu/mid-501.~7456.42f2~5af5a29175600ad~9629242d7d~&n-T&l=facnlg --NNetics- 

~bmm&o=31352226, or send a blank email to leave-31352226-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeas~holars.org@mai132.us4.mandrillapp.com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 10:04 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REMINDER: Call tbr Papers/Annual Conference 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of paper’s presented at the 20’1 ’1 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e-mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PC Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

JAY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 10:38 AM 

deborah.rothman@aya.yale.edu; bmayahazel@yahoo.com; lawofficel0@juno.com; janekendall@me.com; 
jalderson48@gmail.com; jalderson@mindspring.com; taralynne@taralynnegroth.com; kimberly@kimberlykyser.com; 
tandypolitics@gmail.com; kevin.rahimzadeh@eku.edu; Iogankendall@nc.rr.com; trey@levineandstewart.com; 
garfield@emji.net; mbernholz@starfishnet.com; malkeklam@gmail.com; redwood@nc.rr.com; dave.hart@nando.com; 
jeanlevineu@hotmail.com; mj@springbranchlandscapes.com; bruce@whealton.info; davidvadim@gmail.com; 
jackie@carrboro.com; jholl708@aol.com; mollydog803@aol.com; ssimmons@townofchapelhill.org; 
rmanley@me.com; McFee, Michael A <mcfee@email.unc.edu>; joeh@ncleg.net; maurahigh@mindspring.com; 
McTighe, Geoffrey N <mctighe@email.unc.edu>; jimward@nc.rr.com; jjearn@bellsouth.net; cmoran@nc.rr.com; 
vincentjkopp@gmail.com; bob.massengale@gmail.com; maggigrace@nc.rr.com; patrick@proximate.org; 

linda.belans@duke.edu; bobepting@aol.com; amandabryan60@hotmail.com; constance224@aol.com; 
lynne.wentworth@nccourts.org; drrubinow@yahoo.com; gretchenay@nc.rr.com; Moore, .]eanette E 
<3EMoore@unch.unc.edu>; latentwriter@frontier.com; nlaranaisbitt@yahoo.com; ralph.h.earle@gmail.com; 
kpdavidson@gmail.com; sacrificialpoets@gmail.com; missusa69@hotmail.com; kandrews@ci.carrboro.nc.us; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; cbeacham0204@gmail.com; sneal@nc.rr.com; barryj@earthlink.net; 
drguiteras@mdvip.com; swspalt@att.net; skyemacleod@gmail.com; Beam, 3effery <jeffbeam@email.unc.edu>; 
hartblood@gmail.com; smadry@mindspring.com; Griffiths, David M <griffiths@unc.edu>; art@jwfinearts.com; 
Hughes, Amanda M <hughesa@email.unc.edu>; jean@vikingtravel.com; chris.lutes@phoenixphysicians.com; 
reneeprice2010@gmail.com; annstewartl@mac.com; ptandy@chccs.k12.nc.us; sandcpeele@msn.com; 
ablythe@newsobserver.com; shawnwhoffman@bellsouth.net; amy@childcarenetworks.org; hooraybj@yahoo.com; 
rgarni@gmail.com; mikitime@when.com; Ellington, Richard <richard_ellington@unc.edu>; jgwick@mindspring.com; 
Ringwalt, Sharon S. <sharon.ringwalt@unc.edu>; jhuegerich@townofchapelhill.org; docaaron@juno.com; 
aharris@duke.edu; jenaethar@yahoo.com; elliek@ncleg.net; mark_chilton@hotmail.com; agroby@chccs.k12.nc.us; 
catdevine@mindspring.com; drbillcoleman@gmail.com; carolynholt@mac.com; ntumbough@rangeweb.net; 
bthigh@aol.com; compassionateacu@nc.rr.com; bnicholson@partners.org; dougstuber@aol.com; 
taylorbryan70@gmail.com; dmartin13@nc.rr.com; ggbclay@yahoo.com; baskin.cooper@gmail.com; 

jdcheesborough@gmail.com; sherryjnc@aol.com; agalvin@chccs.k12.nc.us; nlandere@yahoo.com; 
d2gulick@earthlink.net 

Lucretia Kinney <lucretiaolivia@gmail.com> 

Information for Publicity for Carrboro Day 2012 

Information for Publicity for Carrboro Day 2012.docx.html 

Good morning! 

Here is the line-up for Carrboro Day poetry, May 6, 4:00 to 6:00 p.m., Town Hall Fire Department! It should be fun and we have some excellent new Carrboro poets. 

Take care, 

Jay 

ii Atta ~ 6 ~ 6 fo~ ~i ~bii ~i~ ~ foe ~ ~i~ D ~ O i 

--Forwarded Message Attachment-- 

Publicity for Carrboro Day 2012 
"Freshly Picked Carrboro Poetry" will begin at: 4:00 p.m. on Carrboro Day, Stmday, May 6, 2012, in the Town Hall Board Room. 
This year’ s reading will begin with poems read by elementary, middle and high school winners of the town’ s Youth Poetry Contest. If 
the past is any indication, listeners will be treated with delightful, inventive and inspiring works by very talented writers. 
The Youth Poetry Contest winners will be followed by readings from a very strong group of local adult poets. Each will read for 
approximately eight to ten minutes: 
Sara Claytor has received numerous poetry prizes and also won first place in short fiction competitions, co-edited the former Internet 
magazine The Moonwort Review, and worked as a fiction editor. Her books include Reviving the Damsel Fish (2007), Howling on 
Red Dirt Roads (2008), Memor.v Bones (2011), and Keeping Company with Ghosts (to be published as an ebook by Rock Way 
Press in 2012). 

Glenn Cassidy lives in Carrboro and has a PhD. in public policy. He does research and consulting in public finance and economic 
development and has taught economics and statistics at several universities, including UNC-Chapel Hill. So of course he writes poetry. 
He has published 40 poems in journals and anthologies and is working on a collection of poems about Facebook. 

Susan Willey Spalt retired several years ago after a fidl career in school health. A member of the OLLI Poetry Workshop and the 
North Carolina Poetry Society, she won honorable mention for the 2008 Joanne Catherine Scott Award for Poems in Traditional 
Forms. In addition, Carrboro Rocks, was put to music by Billy Sugerfix to celebrate Carrboro’s one hundredth anniversary. Where 



Time Does Not Fly is the 2012 winner of the Ellen Jotmslon-Hale award for humorous verse awarded by the Poet~); Council of Norlh 
Carolina. 

Celisa Steele’s poetry has appeared in Tar River Poetry, Anglican Theological Review, The South Carolina Review, ~Tld Goose 

Poetry Review, and others Her first poetry, chapbook, Itow Language Is Lost, was published in 2011 by Eml3’S, an arts foundation 
based in Greenville, South Carolina. Learn more about her poetry at www.celisasteele.com. 

Stephanie Levin received her MFA in Poetr), from UVa and her MA in Literature from Hollins UniversiU. Her work has appeared in 

Green Mountains Review, Folio, River Styx, Prairie ,Schooner, and Shenandoah. Her collection, Smoke of Her Body, was chosen by 
Dorianne Laux as wi~mer of the 2011 Jacar Press Poetry Book Prize. She is a Reading teacher at Carrboro High School and the mother 

of lwo. 

Grey Brown is the author of Staying In, wilmer of the Harper Prints Poetry Chapbook award, and }}~en They Tell Me published in 
2010 by Finishing Line Press, poems narrating her experience parenting a child on the autism spectrum. She is the recipient of a 2009 
Emerging Artist Grant from the Durham Arts Council and founder and former direclor of the Literary Arts Program of the Health Arts 

Network at Duke. 

Jay Bryan lives on a farm in Chapel Hill, North Carolina, with his wife, horses, guineas, dogs, a cat and a cockatiel. He is poet 
laureate :for Carrboro, North Carolina. For fifteen years he has coordinated poetry readings on Carrboro Day for the town’s 

celebration of its residents and their gifts. He compiled and edited the Carrboro 100th Birthday Poetry Anthology, published in May 
2011, and available at lhe Iown’ s Parks and Recreation DepartmenL with poems by Carrbom poets and former poet laureates. In 1994 
he published Haiku jbr Carroll. 

Ricky Garni is a graphic designer originally from Miami Florida. He has produced thirty books of poetry since 1978 including MAKE 

IT \VA~vW, MY FAVORITE FIFTEEN PRESIDENTS, THE ETERNAL JOURNALS OF CRISPY FLOTILLA, COMMENTS 
WITHOUT COSMOS and the tiny O-POLANSKI. His work has appeared in over 300 hard copy periodicals, on-line publications 

and anthologies, and he has been nominated for the Pushcart Prize on five occasions - most recently for a poem about ravioli. His 
latest project is a condensation of twelve books produced over the twelve months BUTTERSCOTCIt: ZERO, his latest favorite song 
is "Little Willie" by Sweet, and his latest poem is a collaboration with Emily Cooper, "I Can’t Believe It’s Not Marjoram." 
By day Tyler Johnson is a communication systems engineer for the University of North Carolina. At night he writes both poetry and fiction. His first book, 
"The Swamps That Close," was published in 2004. Look for two new books in the coming year: "Dancing the Haw," a collection of fifty new poems, and 
"Tales From The Red Book Of Tunes," a collection of stories about traditional folk music and dancing. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=58567B93AADA40DDA516461 D29C4ECF I] 

3:02:00 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Eunice N Sable (eunice)]; Hildebrand, Reginald F [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Reginald F 

Hildebrand (hildebra)] 

Lunch Meeting/Dr. Sahle & Dr. Hildebrand 

The Carolina Inn 

Start: 4:00:00 PM 

End: 5:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Sahle, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 1:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Duke Romance Studies Workshop - Empires oflmaguage, Thursday April 26 

Progrmn-Empires of Language RS 26Apr12.pdf; Attached Message Part; RS-EmpLang2012 biosblurbs.docx; Attached Message Part 

The Duke Depaltment of Romance Studies 

presents 

"Empires of Language": a Workshop 

Thursday, April 26, 9:30 am - 5:15 pm 
Breedlove Room (Room 204) Perkins Library 
Duke West Campus 

followed by a concert 
"Musaico: Tangos, Copias and Canciones" 
8:00 pm 
East Duke Room 201 (Nelson Music Room) 
Duke East Campus 

Alma Coefman (Flute) 
Tanya Smirnova (Piano) 
Aiejandra Juno (Voice) 
Dan Smith (Classica[ & Baroque guitar) 

See attached documents for complete workshop schedule and information on 
the speakers and their presentations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 2:17 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@uationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lorv~)nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Jonath~ Culler to speak at the Nation~1 Humanities Center this Thursda55 April 26 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to a lecture at the 

National Humanities Center 

"Theory of the Lyric" 

Thursday, April 26, 2o19 - 5:00 p.m. 
Jonathan Culler, Cornell University 

ii.~.iI Inline image 2 J 

Jonatha~ Culler is Class of 1916 Prot~ssor of English and Comparative Literature at Comell University, where his research interests include nineteenth century French 

literature, contemporary literary theory mad criticism, narratology, and the history and theory of the lyric. A prolific writer whose works have been translated into more 

tha~ a dozen languages, Culler’s best known works include Flaubert: The ~s’es (~’Uncertainty (1974); Structuralist Poetics: Structurali.s~n, Linguistics, and tile 

Study of Literature ( 1975 ); Ferdinand de Saus:s’ure ( 1976); On Deconstruction: Theory and Criticism after StructuraBsm ( 1982 ); Roland Barthes ( 1983 ); and 

Literary Theory: A Very Short Introduction (1997, reissued in ai updated edition with a new, fina1 chapter in 2011 ). His Inost recent book. The Literary in Theory 

(2006), exaafines the his~tory ofliteramre’s role in the larger reahn ofliteray and culturoJ theory,. Culler is working this spring at the Center as the M. H. Abrams Fellow. 

In his talk Culler will discuss a range of poems from the Western lyric traditio~ from Sappho to Ashbery, in an attempt to develop a more adequate account of the 
nature of lyric poetry. 

A reception with wine and hors d’oeuvres tvillfollow the talk. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. ~28, or mjohnson@nationalhumanitiescenter.or9 
National Hnmanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wallace @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 3:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: t~f: L~mch 

Deal Eunice, 

I assist Bill Ferns at the Center for the Stu@ of the American South. Bill would like to find a time for the two of you to have lunch next week. How about Monday the 

30th? If that works with your schedule, I can make a reservation for the two of you at the Carolina Inn. Just let me know what might work best. 

Hopz all is well, 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 16 Apr 2012 15:18:47 -0400 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 

Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Monday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (iOi Battle Hall) and then we can decide where to go 
for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, April 24, 2012 4:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spiing Luncheon, Slow Looking, Tours, & Talks! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

Remarks by Emily Kass, Director of the 

Acktand Art Museum. 

After [unch, ptease join us at the Ackl.and for a specia[ viewing of New iiiiiii~lifii~ii~i~i~D~ii~ii~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 



gatteries near their work, answering questions and discussing the 

processes, meaning, and artistic vision behind the works on view. 

Tickets are S50 ($25 deductibte) and may be purchased in person at the 

Acktand Museum Store or by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Saturday, 28 April, 11:00 

to Spanbis res~auran~ and enjoy 

tunch. 

AM - 1:30 PM 
The p~emise of Slow Art Day is simpte: 

when we stow down to took at art, we 

reatty se~ it. 

Jo~n Amanda Hughes~ the Ack[aad’s 

conversation abeu~ the experience over 

(2012, Short Films) 

Thursday, 26 April, 7:00 PM 

r~art ooe o~ the ~no~t festiv~t 
student films at UNC~ these 

screeninls wil.l feature the best 

works p~educed #1 ~011-12 by the 

med~a production s~udents in 

Depar~men~ o~ Communication 

Studies. 

Part: 2 o~ t:he Swah~ Lot Fitm ~’estivat wilt be hekJ on Thursday, 3 May, 

7:00 PM, Varsity Theatre. 

Sponsored by the DepartmenL of Communication SLudies at UNC-Chape[ 

Hill 

Tickets: Students at’e free ~tJ~ va~id unlverslty or J~i~h schoo~ ~D, 

]br all others. Tk:kets are available ~t: the Varslty Theatre Box 



and learn aboutartcurrenttyon\dewat 

construction and perception of political 

Logan is a professor of StudioArtin the 

contributortotheexhibition’spub[ication. 

Registration required: RSVPtoacklandRSVP@unc.eduor 

..................................................................................................................................................................... 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

PerspectivesinMentoring: ThePaintingso]~ 

ArtistsAnthony U~inski and Dene~ B[ackt~aveworked to~ett~eras mentor 

~entoringref[ectnoton[ytheurban [andscapesobse~ed byeach, butthe 

evo[~ngnatureoftheirworkin~re[ationship. 

P~rspectivesin~entoringwi[[beon~ewattheAck[andMuseumStore 

through 10 June 2012. Visit ack[and.org/shop for more information. 



Art Adventures: 
MFA: "My Favorite Art" 
Saturday, 5 May 

10:30 AM-12:00 PM 

Watercolor Workshop 

with Amanda Hughes 

Saturday, 5 May 

1:00-5:00 PM 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possibte by 

{[ ke yod~ 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out mo~e ~bout membership bene~iLs ~nd how your 

membership doUaH~ support our miss~on~ 

Q)mmenLs (m ~he Ackb~nd’s emews? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

JasoR E, Osbolr~e, AmeHcarh bolr~ 1979: ToReSheG 2DI I; ac[ylic enamel on 

can~as ,Mth burlap and pipe cleaners. Col(ection of the artist. 

[hornten Dia~ Amedcan~ bern !928: . ~dy - o d~ # e .o,%j Neck L~ir #~ 199 ] ; 

’~a[erco[or. 2 .-5/8 x ~ in. ,-~ck[and #rt ,~.useum, Gift of the fiou[s Grown Deep 

Foundation, 201 !. 15.6o 

5igmar Polke, German~ 1941.2010: His Highness, or When Oo Pein~s Coun~ ~’S. H . Oder wenn z~h&zn dT~z Pt.f~}k~)~ 2002, 

James Keith Brewn and Eric Oiefenbach CeUection. 

Lez~.ey Saar, Americmn, born 1953: Effze6e’th K~ck~ey. ~rs. Lincoln3 @ec’msLre~s, 2002; acryt~c on fmbric. Ack~.and Fund. 

Tf!e!nton Diat~ Aeleri,::an, born 92,! Pf!:b, rP Fr.~me-.Life G ~ O . 1991; watercolor ar!d £raphite. 30 :,( 22-3/8 in. Courtesy 

of ~,r. Tom Larkir 

Dene& Black, 5~roSJ on Petton Aw~nue, acl3dic on canvas. 

Thomas Hart Benton, Ar~!,:~rican, 1.8~g-1975: Hu!:k Fin% 1~736; iiti>:~£raph; Gift of W. P. Jacecks. 

Forward tl~i~ email 

This email was sent to euniced@email.unc~edu by _e_ _s_ _b_ _o_ _w_ _ [ _e_ _s_ _@_ _e_ _n)_ _a_ [ Lu_ _n_ _c_ :_ _e_ _d_ _u_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu-- 

Wednesday, 2:38 PM 

John Pickles <jpickles@unc.edu"~ 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; hard~duke.edu; Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Qua]if)dug Exaanination Monday 

Just a quick reminder to send questions for 
Many thanks, 
John 

examination 

On          6:06 PM, John Pickles wrote: 
> Dear Ahha, Scott, Eunice, and Machae[, 
> 

> Thank you [’or your willingness to serve on doctoral 
> committee, tte has scheduled with you his Qualifying Examination for 
> *Monday        from lpm-3-30pm* in Saunders ttal[ 2nd floor conference 
> room, and has shared with you his research ideas, reading lists, and 
> research proposal. 

> tte now plans to sit the written examination starting on Friday 
> I am, therefore, writing to ask you to send me questions :for his 
> written Quali~ing Examinataon. 
> 

> In Geography, the exams constitute three closed book 4-hour exams with 
> questions from committee members organized around the themes specified 
> in his reading lists:/urban geography/;/Marxism and social movements/; 
> and/globalization and development/with a reginnal research focus on 
> South Africa. Your questions can be based on your knowledge of Yousul’s 
> dissertation project in coNunctinn with the reading lists and your own 
> interactions with him. 

> I would very much appreciate it if you could each send me 1 or 2 
> questions. I shall compile all or a selection of these into three papers 
> to constitute a rigorous and fair exam for him. If’you wish to indicate 
> to which paper your questinn(s) is(are) most directed, that would be 
> helpful. 
> 

> *** Please send me the questions by 6pro *Thursday * *** 
> 

> At the end of the writing period, I shall send the papers to you and ask 
> you to grade the answer to the question you posed. At UNC, xve use a pass 
> system for grading, with H (high pass), P (pass) and L (loxv pass). You 
> may send the grades to me by email or I shall collect them from you when 
> ~ve meet for his Oral Examination. 
> 

> If you have any questions, don’t hesitate to contact me. 
> 

> Many thanks, 
> Jotm 

> Dr. John Pickles 
> Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
> Chart, Department of Geography 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 
> 

> Tel: 919-962-8903 (mare office) 
> Fax: 919-962-1537 
> 

> http ://geography.uric. edu/ 
> http://www.unc.edu/depts/geog/garp/ 
> http://w~vw capturingthegains orgi 
> http ://global-understanding.info/ 
> http://w;vw count ercartographies.org/ 

Dr. Joim Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chah-, Department of Geography 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel:. 19-96~-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

http :,"/geography unc. edui 



http:i/www.unc edu/depts/geo~/garI~/ 
http ://www.capt urin~the~ains or~/ 
http://~[obal-understandin~.info/ 
http ://www.coumercarto~rap hies.orb/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Tuesday’s Class 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

As I’m sure you know,      came to UNC Tuesday and I missed your class in order to attend the event. I emailed my group members in order to see what I missed, but 
none have yet to email me back. I was curious to see if there were any vital points you made about the final exam or paper? Thanks! 



From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Thursday. 8:09 AM 

To: @gmail .corn> 

Subjet’t: I’m moving to 

Dear all, 

Yesterday, I found out that I will be a                        in        to study agricultural economics. I am e~emely humbled by all of the support from 

UNC facul)’, friends and family that has gone int~ making t!~is project a realit)- and I wanted to send a ve~ special thank you for your support of my project! 

I’m conducting my research in cow,junction ruth a professor of economics at the                         , and the focus of our work roll be to model tJ~e impact that 
on- lhnn inti’astmcture has on lhnner welt~e in mainland        . I will be spending the ~est of the yeaJc prepanng tbr my project, and roll likely leave for        in 

¯ This project has been in the works for two years now, and it feels greal to know that I will be able to carry it out with funding. But it would not have 

been possible without your support m~d guidance over the last t~w yeaxs. 

Wishing you all the bes~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:55 AM 

Office tbr U ~dergraduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

The Office tbr Undergraduate Research 4.26.12 e-newsletter 

Description: linked imageO01 DA936CAB- 

BE3E4B68-9 D5E-358079FC7818.jpg 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published two times per month to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, 

accomplishments of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at __w____w____w__:__u___n__c_:__e___d___u_J___d___e_£_t___sJ___o___u___r. or email us at 

opr~unc.edu. 

Announcements and OUR News 

OUR Blog: 

Ginnie Hench: HHMI Science [_earning Communities Program Coordinator 

GRC Blog: 

¯ Adam Engel: A GRC on pedagogical prac[ice and pro[essional development 

¯ Adam McCune: GRC and A Facilitator of the Remarkable Things the Students Can Do 

OUR Progrems: 

Learn about an HHMI-funded initiative for science educa[ion from Dr. Steve Reznick. 

,~ It’s not too late to register for I DST:l.95: Modes of Inquiry. 

OUR People: 

Meet three OUR Ambassadors. 

OUR News: 

¯ 
._c___h_a___n___c___e_!L_q__r___H____qLd___e__n____T_b__o___r£" 

commemorated National Undergraduate Research Week. 

¯ Seven Carolina students attended the ACC Meeting of the Minds Conference. Hear from two of them: 

Events: 

Reports from the Presymposium Workshop and the Celebration of Undergraduate Research. 

New at the Celebration this year: Research Bingo! 

OUR student staff member talks about why she invented Research Bingo. 

Like us on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. 

Announcements and OUR News: 

Ginnie Hench: HHMI Science Learning Cornrnuni[ies Program Coordinator 

Adam Engel: A GRC on pedagogical practice and pro[essional development 

Adam E. talks about how he works with undergraduates in his role as a Graduate Research Consultant and what he’s learned from the experience. 

Adam McCune: GRC and a Facilitator of the Remarkable Things the Students Can Do 

Adam M. talks about the variety of approaches he incorporates in working with undergraduates as a GRC. 

Dr. Steve Reznick, Professor of Psychology and Associate Dean for First Year Seminars and Academic Experiences, describes UNC’s innovative HHMl-funded science 

education initiatives. 

The Howard __H___u_gh es Medical Institute Science Seminar Program seeks to develop a series of collaboratively-designed seminars taught by postdoctoral fellows and 

graduate students with the explicit goal of enhancing science education and building our science community. These collaborations begin in the context of a First 

Year Seminar (FYS) in which the postdoctoral fellow or graduate student serves as a Graduate Research Consultant and works with the instructor to create an FYS 

that is notably interesting and engaging. 

The official role of the GRC is to help plan the FYS and to assist with developing and supervising research projects for the undergraduate students. These GRCs also 

participate in the Center for Faculty Excellence’s Future Faculty Fellowship Program to learn how to improve the educational experience of students. In a semester 

after the initial collaboration and additional training, the GRC becomes eligible to teach an HHMI Science Seminar under the close supervision of the faculty 

member with whom the GRC collaborated in the FYS. 

Are you interested in learning more about research on campus? There are still seats available in IDST195, our Modes of Inquiry course. You’ll hear from professors 

across disciplines about their path to research, their burning questions, and the advice they have for you. 

Meet three OUR Ambassadors! 

is a senior Political Science and Psychology Major. 

My research deals with a south Indian population’s modern attitudes toward consanguineous marital practices and knowledge of the associated health risks for 

offspring. 

is a sophomore Chemistry major and Spanish minor. 

As a rising freshman, I began my research experience extremely early. Working in the chemistry department, I was a participant of the Duke Energy Bioscience 

Scholars (DEBS) program. My undergraduate mentor and I worked on a project called "Dye-Mediated Photo DNA damage." We were testing to quantify how much 

damage is caused when fluorescent dyes were added to DNA. 

Last summer, I was a part of the SMART program. I did research in a Biophysics labs. The name of my project was "Gas- Sensing Nanowires." My research was to 

further the advancement of the "Electronic Nose Project." An array of these porous nanowires can work together to act like the human nose. They were specifically 

created to detect reducing gases, such as carbon monoxide. I will continue working on the project in the spring. 

is a senior English and American Studies major. 

was inspired by the eloquent and startling poetry of Natasha Trethewey, a mixed-race woman who grew up in the 1960s American South. As the recipient of 

a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship,      spent nine weeks examining how Trethewey grapples with her mixed-race identity and attempts to recover 

marginalized and forgotten histories, the stories of people "erased," left out and "buried." Trethewey focuses especially on her mother, who was brutally 

murdered, and how her mother’s life represents a previously-untold and semi-forgotten narrative. Like a tender of graves, Trethewey writes poetry that keeps 

alive the memories of the past.      utilized novels, psychological studies, photographs, interviews and even the archives at Yale University to conduct her 

research, and thoroughly examined how Trethewey builds monuments to historical truth,      noted that the SURF project has been one of the most personally 

and academically rewarding experiences of her undergraduate career. She hopes to attend the University of Oxford next fall to continue her work in English 



Dear Carolina community: 

National Undergraduate Research Week is I am delighted that undergraduate participation in research on our campus is at an all-time high, 

thanks to the hard work by our undergraduates, mentorship by faculty, postdoctoral scholars and graduate students, and leadership from the Carolina’s Office for 

Undergraduate Research (OUR). 

Please take this opportunity to visit the OUR website and plan to participate in the upcoming campus-wide Celebration of Undergraduate Research. Learn more 

about the Carolina Research Scholar Program, research-intensive courses, innovative research-exposure courses with Graduate Research Consultants, and other 

initiatives. 

I am confident that Carolina undergraduates will continue to make important contributions to answering some of the defining questions of our time. 

Sincerely, 

Holden Thorp 

ACC Meeting of the Minds: 

From                 I traveled to                  with six other UNC students to present my research at the ACC Meeting of the Minds Conference at 

Virginia Tech. Student representatives from each of the ACC schools presented on a diverse range of topics from a variety of disciplines. The ACC Meeting of the 

Minds Conference provided opportunities to network with individuals interested in research, present our findings in a formal setting to an audience with minimal 

background information on our specific topics of expertise, and learn from other undergraduates across the nation. I learned about archaeological excavations in 

the Moche Valley of Peru, the relationship between religiosity and alcohol use in college, integrating the Jamked Model into the health care system in rural China, 

and more. I had an excellent time exploring Blacksburg with other students from ACC schools in North Carolina, and the passion with which individuals at the 

conference spoke about their work was inspiring. The intersectionality of participants’ research, studies, and extracurdculars was fascinating, as most research 

involved tangible applications to solve some of the world’s most interesting problems that students executed in other areas of their university life. 

Public Policy and Religious Studies major, Entrepreneurship 

minor, 

On          , I traveled with a group of UNC students to            , representing Tar Heels at the 7th ACC Meeting of the Minds Conference. The conference is 

a celebration of undergraduate research and I was very impressed with both the depth and diversity of the work done by my peers. The range of research topics 

range from health, physics, architecture, philosophy, music, religion, to interior design. I attended many presentations with topics drastically different from mine. 

One group from NC State talked about how they are redesigning a warehouse on their campus and showed their model. Another student from 

presented on a modern interpretation of the Tango. By attending these presentations, I was exposed to topics that I did not have much knowledge before and got 

to talk to the presenters on their research processes and discoveries. I also tremendously enjoyed sharing my own work with others and have gotten some 

extremely valuable advice from my audience. I delivered an oral presentation during the health section of the conference and talked about integrating a 

community-based health model in India to the rural health system in China. It turns out that a student from Boston College also looked into this same model while 

working on his project in the Philippines. After my talk, the other presenters at the health section gave me a lot of suggestions on future research and potential 

methods I could explore. I’m in fact looking into some of those methods now to see how I can further develop my project this summer. Overall, I enjoyed the 

conference tremendously. It was a great experience both intellectually and socially! 

--- Mathematical Decision Sciences and Economics major, 

Entrepreneurship minor. 

the ~f~f~!~c~e~f~o~r~U~n~d~e~g~r~a~d~u~a~t~e~R~e~s~e~a~r~c~h~ offered a presymposium workshop for students scheduled to present platform talks or poster sessions at 

the Celebration of Undergraduate Research. Students had opportunities to practice interacting with poster presenters and to learn some best practices; those 

scheduled to present platform talks learned from Will Bosley about how to creative effective powerpoint presentations. 

The Thirteenth Annual Celebration of Undergraduate Research was a huge success! Undergraduate student researchers presented 139 poster" sessions and £~ave 56 

p__[_a___t__f__o_£__m_____t__a_]_[<__s_, a 40% increase in participation from last year. 

Here is just a sampling of comments from Celebration attendees: 

"1 was so impressed with what I heard and saw and I was especially impressed with the enthusiasm and knowledge of the students. Their responses to 

questions supported that they really knew their data, and yet did not hesitate to say "good question, I don’t know," which I think is impressive for true 

scientists. I only wish there would have been time to attend more platforms and view more of the posters." Tim Kuhn, Office of Human Research Ethics 

It was inspiring to see fellow undergraduates engaging in research ranging from chemistry to social psychology to social justice. Francis Wong, Roosevelt 

Institute. 

"The Celebration of Undergraduate Research is exceptional because it breaks down the walls between professors, students, staff, and the public. During 

my platform presentation, everyone in the room became both learners and educators by actively listening and discussing new lenses through which I could 

explore my results."                    SURF recipient and new OUR Ambassador. 

And, this year for the first time, we asked attendees and participants to live tweet their experiences of the Celebration at #U NCCU R. Here are just a few examples 

from the Twitter feed: 



i.~.i Description: linked image006 949973AA-5C8C4A05-B966-AF4047C48D90.png 

New this year at the Celebration of Undergraduate Research: Research Bingo. OUR student staff member shares why she invented Research Bingo 

and the results. 

When I attended my first symposium last year, I noticed a lack of interaction, which was one of the reasons I came up with research bingo this year. Few 

researchers were able to talk about their experiences, and there was not enough activity. I thought that if we created a game with a prize it would increase 

attendance, and the fact that participants had to talk to researchers in order to win made the idea come full circle. I presented the idea at an office meeting and 

everyone was really receptive; I just had to figure out who would donate prizes. I had never solicited donations at the university before, so I just emailed stores on 

Franklin Street, and places on campus. I received such a great response. Kildare’s, Vespa, Playmakers, Carolina Dining Services, and the Morehead Planetarium & 

Science Center all donated goods towards the gift basket. Dr. Pat Pukkila donated 5100 cash and a UNC Student Stores gift card as well, making the prize value total 

over 5200. On the day of the symposium, I was a little nervous that no one would understand or play the game; but I was wrong. The submission box was 

overflowing by the second session of the symposium! I’m so happy that everyone enjoyed the game and students got a chance to share their research 

experiences. 

Congratulations to our very first Research Bingo winner,                    is a senior double majoring in Psychology and Women’s Studies with a minor in 

Spanish in the Professions. We at the Office for Undergraduate Research hope she enjoys her gift basket. 

And more congratulations to the poster winners! Each year, people vote at the Symposium for the posters they liked the most; this year they voted using the 

Research Bingo card. The posters will be displayed in the House Undergraduate Library until graduation and then move to the 2nd floor display throughout the 

academic year. This year the winners were: junior Biology major               senior Biology major senior Psychology major 

and senior Psychology major              Great work, poster presenters! 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift _h___e___r__e_.. 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edn> 

Thursday, 12:54 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

UNC Honor Code Violation 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

I forward this to alert you to an issue regarding academic dishonesty that could be more widespread in the department. This ~s Lhe second student in m,¢ classes 

~:h~s term I’ve suspected of doing ~:h~s, but the first to adm~: to it, [ would imagine that the da~m of file corruption as a means of delaying or aw:~id~ng subn~iss~on of 

i~ writ}ng ass}gnrnent g.:>e~ we~l beyond my classes i~nd these {:wo students 

Best, 

W~ker 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, ~2:~7 P~ 
To~ Rucker, Waiter C 
Subject~ Re: Final Paper 

Dr Rucker 

I submiRed a pu~ose~lly corrupted file in o~er to wrongfully e~end the deadline. Is there a time, at 5~ur eaxliest convmfience, that we can di~uss the 

reasoWconsequencegrepercussions? 

Apologies 

On Thn, at 10:43 AM, Rucker, Walter C <wmcker(i~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

What version o~ Word do you u~e and [rom what con~puter (e.g., a U NO-issued Lenow:~) dh~ you upb:?ad the corrupted fiie? Whenever a ~d:udent submits a corrupted 

file for a paper’, I forward the fi~e to iTS for anafysis. In some cases, sLudents in the past have purposefully employed file corruption so~:tware ~n order to ardficialfy 

extend Lhe deadline for a paper assignment. ~1: the file was purpose~:ufty corrupted, that wit[ be a matter for the UNC Honor Court. 

The problem w~th the second fiJe you submitted is that the fi~e creation date!t{me (Tuesday,         at e~:5:[ pro) a~d the amount of editing thee (20 

together mean ths[: you completed the paper we~l after the dead]me Based on my estimates, you could have fin~shed the p~per no earlier ~:han Wednesday, 

a[ about 11 

Though I will await the report from ~TS before makh~g a fina{ determination about this paper submission, you st~ll would need to provide me wkh a reasonaMe 

expJanation for the d~spadty in the fi{e creation date!t~me and ed~th~g thee as it ~s dear to me that your paper was at least 11 hours {ate. 

Best, 

Dr. Rucker 

l.,t[p:/ / Mrio~om.,nc.edu/ people/ wa][er~c.~nmker 

F~m: .@_g_maB~_~m] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:18 AN 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: ~inal Paper 

Dr. Rucker, 
I went m the sa~i site m make sum my assigmem was uploaded co~ectly, and it seems like the file w~ comlpted while uploading. A~ched is what should ~ an 
uimo~pted file of my finoJ ~per. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 1:33 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Fall 2012 course at Duke: "Visions of Hmti" with Laurent Dubois aJ~d Edouard Dural-Came 

visions of H~fiti class poster.pdf 

Fall 2012 Course - space still available 

"Visions of Haiti" 

a course for undergraduate and graduate students 

taught by 
Laurent Dubois (ProtEssor of Romance Studies and Histow, Duke) 
and 
Edouard Duval-Carrie (Haitian Artist and Mellon Visiting Professor, Duke) 

Tuesdays 1:25 - 3:30 pm 

See attached flyer [’or detailed course description and other inJ2~rmation. 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate I)irector 
Center [’or Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Universi~" 
phone 919-681-3983; :tax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

@live .unc.edt~-; ~)live.unc .edu>;, @live.unc .edu>; 
< ~live.unc.edu> 

AFAM 

Greetings Professors SaNe, 

We hope that this email finds you well. 

We hope that you were able to retrieve the letter that was delivered to Mr. Travis Gore. In accordance with the letter, we would like to request a meeting time that is 
convenient for both you and assistant chair Professor Rucker. We understand that this is a busy time for everyone, but we hope to meet with you within the next week to 
discuss our concerns for AFAM    and other courses within our beloved department. 

Thank you so much for your time and consideration. We look forward to hearing from you soon. 

The Students of AFAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 2:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
(;confirmation on room for faculty meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

May 3rd 3pm to 4pm in Vance Conference room. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 26, 2012 4:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Cconfirmation on room for faculty meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

The name of the building is Vance Haii. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From-" Gore, Travis 
Sent-" Thursday, April 26, 2012 2:21 plVl 
To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" Cconfirmation on room for faculty meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

May 3rd 3pm to 4pm in Vance Conference room. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Th ree ways to travel free 

what i, you cculci see the world for ,tee’. 

th{~ cost of their tour Whs~t’s better fl:s~: 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 11:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~: RE: Hello 

Hello Dr, SaNe, 

Fm sorry 1 didn’t see this early enough. I am free tomorrow mornit~g if you get this in time, If not I am free Monday as well..Just let me know. 

~’hanks 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To; 
S~bject-" Hello 

Dear and 

I hope you are doing well and are not too too stressed with end of term assignments. 

At any rate, can we have a coffee chat tomorrow in the morning before :ti.OOam or on Monday? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Student grade change request 

Dr. Sahle, 

My name is                 ; I am a      majoring in African and African American studies here at UNC. Unfortunately, we have not had the pleasure of meeting; I have 
not been able to be as active in the department this year. The reason for my inability to take part of the department’s events is the same reason I am emailing you. This past 
year I have experienced a 

. Needless to say, my studies had to be put on hold and 

I am now writing to let you know that my independent studies grade was considered an AB because my medical condition restricted my ability to finish my research. While T 
have now turned in the work, I heard that the department has to approve the grade. I spoke with my academic adviser and she has said there should be no issue at all in 
changing the grade and it is a common request. Both she and my doctors are willing to provide statements for the university if necessary, but it is to my understanding that this 
is an easy process. I understand the department has experienced a tumultuous semester and I believe you have transitioned us into a more reputable circumstance. This 
grade is absolutely necessary for my ability to graduate this term and it is of the utmost importance that I handle this situation as soon as possible. I am writing to you to get 
confirmation that my teacher can go ahead and make the change so that we can clear this up in time for graduation. My girls and I are looking forward to moving on to a more 
peaceful time in our lives and this is the last obstacle in the way of our new beginning; I understand this time of the semester is very busy, but it is my hope that given the 
circumstance we can readily resolve this. 

Warmest regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, 1:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: IMPORTANT re: AB in AFAM 

Eunice, 

Of course l’m not going to make even the slightest move in regard to any grade change without clearing everything with you first. Obviously you would need to sign a grade 

change form in any case under the new rules, but even if you didn’t ] would still be writing you this emaiL 

This student,                 . tells me she has medical documentation. I don’t doubt her (and of course would like to help her if ] can safely do so). T know that she just 

.., following what T gather was a ’. But the question is, who does she need to contact for a university approved excuse? Can she get one now 

if she didn’t get it earlier? From what I understand,          may have the medical documentation, but she doesn’t yet have anything official from anybody at UNC. I would 

highly doubt that this email from her advisor helps, but you know far more about all of this than I do. 

T’m even more concerned because this is a grade from Summer and it involves an Independent Study. Where should I go from here? Who should T tell to 

contact? 

T will be checking my department box if it is more convenient for you to leave a note there. 

Robert 

From: Outlaw, Stacy Edwards 

Sent: Thursday, 7:41 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 

Subject: re: AB in AFAM 

Dear Dr. Porter, 
My name is Stacy Edwards Outlaw and I am ; academic advisor, is scheduled to graduate in May . She currently has a grade of "AI3" 
in AFAM    from the Summer     term and she explained to me that you have allowed her to submit any missing assignments from the class in order to receive a letter 
grade for this course. Please send any grade change form to Dean Lee May, Associate Dean and Director of the Academic Advising Program. If you have questions about 
this process, please feel free to contact Dean May at lee mav(~,unc.edu or contact her assistant, Ms. Ann Oldham at aoldham(~,email.unc.edu or 843-,8651. Thank you for 
your attention in this matter and for working with on this issue. 
Best regards, 
Stacy Edwards Outlaw 

Stacy Edwards Outlaw 
Senior Academic Advisor 
Academic Advising Program 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB#3110, G 015B Steele Building 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
Tel: 919-843-8921 
Fax: 919-962-6888 

sredward@email.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:14 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: "Notes on Masculinity in Contemporaxy Latin American Literature" 

Happy Friday, everyone! 

Just a friendly reminder that TODAY we have the lecture of Dr. Idelber Avelar, "Notes on Masculinity in Contemporary Latin American Literature", which will take place on in 
Toy Lounge. Refreshments will be serve& 

This event is an initiative of the Working Group "The Troubled Lives of Words" funded by the 
UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. The lecture is also funded by the UNC ROML Department and the UNC Graduate School. 

Please see attached flyer for more information. 

We hope to see you there! 

PhD Candidate in Hispanic Literature 

UNC-Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lamberk Michael C <~mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, April 27, 2012 9:44 AM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] Fwd: VCR Removal Am~ouncement - Summer 2012 

To follow- on Walter’s message about classroom assignment I am forwarding the follo~ving message. I don’t recall this having been sent out on our list and I am not sure if this information is 
included in the ITS classroom support page. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Prot?ssor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin t~arwarded message: 

> From: LeBlanc, Nicholas [myrmecos@emaihunc edu] 
> Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 9:46 
> To: The anthro mailing list 
> Subject: [anthro] FW: VCR Removal Armouncement - Summer 2012 
> 

> Just in case anyone occasionally uses old VHS tapes in their courses, please see the following email detailing the university’s plans to phase out VCRs from classrooms 
> Best, 
> Nicholas 
> 

> From: PlatT, Gina B 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 11:54 AM 
> To: Townley-Tilson, Karla A; ’hotline@listserv uric edu’; Younger, Sherry R; Marinshaw, Ruth L 
> Subject: VCR Removal Announcement- Summer 2012 
> 

> Dear UNC Instructors, 

> I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technolog~ rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s ol![ice. 
> 

> VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s currently installed ~n our 
180 General Purpose Technolog~ Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan for removing these units from the classrooms and 
g~ve instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

> After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year Our plan is to remove 
the VCR’s during the sutmner 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms The :final phase of the plan to remove the remaining units will take 
place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

> If you do rely on \rHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, but we cannot digitize 
items that are checked out from the libraries. 
> 

> We do hope that this change will not negatively inrpact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as snrooth as possible. 
> 
> The roonrs are listed below for Sunlmer 2012 removal: 
> Caldwell 208 
> Chapnran 125, 211 
> Cokcr 201 
> Davie 101,301 
> Fetzer 104, 106, 109 
> Gardner 07, 106, 210, 307, 308, 309 
> GlobalEd Cente~ 1009, 1015 
> Greet~law 103, 222, 317 
> Hamilton 100, 351,425, 452 
> Murphey 118, 220, 221,314 
> Peabody 215, 217, 218, 220 
> Phillips 301,367, 383, 385 
> Stone Center 209, 210 
> Wilson Hall 107 
> Wilson Lihrar~" 304 
> 

> The tinreframe is as follows: 
> Buildings A-G for affected rooms : VCR removed between 6/1 6/30 
> Buildings H-W for affected rooms: VCR removed between 7/1 7/31 
> 

> Please let me know- if you have any questions about this 
> 

> Thank you, 
> Gina 

> Gina Platz 
> ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 
> http ://hotline.unc edu 
> 9199621450 (v) 



> 919.962.8349 (f) 
> 08 Peabo~dy Hall, CB#3503 
> glna@unc.edu<m ai[to:~in a!~unc.edu > 

> <li> - You are currently subscribed to 
> </u[> 

> anthro as: <a hre:~"mai]to:vlambert@email unc edu">v[ambert@email unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
> email to <a tnef "mailto:leave-31329243 - 1260784.11774afdSf267fo4a4221 a6be7dgb6be,@,listsel~.unc.edu" >leave-31329243 - 

1260784.11774afdSf267fo4a4221 a6be7dgb6be@listsel~.unc, edu</a> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: etmice@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriafarn&o 31374266. or send a blaak cmail to leave-31374266- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Waiters, Susan L <susan walters@unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 11:52 AM 

dcobb@unc.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hi]debra@email.unc.edu> 

Herman, Bernie <blhermma@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu>; Ander~m-Thompkins, Sibby 

<sibby@em~l.unc.edu> 

~nentor evaluation due June 4. Th~ks 

Dear Dan and Reginald, 

As mentors for ~, your assistance is requested in the performance evaluation of as a participant in the Carolina Postdoctoral Program for 

Faculty Diversity. will be completing a Self-Assessment form and sending it to you for a review meeting, After reviewing, please prepare a one page 

response, generally responding to each question, offering suggestions and noting items to discuss with the postdoctoral scholar. 

These forms should be returned to me, completed and signed, by June 4, 2012. The assessment material will be utilized for program evaluation and added to the 

scholar’s human resource file. 

Further information regarding the annual review of EPA Non-Faculty, access the following web link: 

h t tp :!!h r. u n c.e d u! polici es-proc e d u r es-g u id eli n e s!e p a- n on-fa culty-policies/e p a- n f-performa n ceiCCM 1_018402 

Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any further questions. 

Many thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Waiters 

Program Manager, Carolina Postdoctoral Program for Faculty Diversity & OPA 

Office of Postdoctoral Affairs (OPA) 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

301 Bynum Hall, CB #4100 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-4100 

919-843-4793 (phone) 

919-962-6769 (fax) 

susan_walters@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounge@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 27, 2012 12:45 PM 

departmental course scheduling officers <coursescheduling officer@listserv.nnc.edtr~ 

Townley-Til~n, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu>; Pla~z, Gina B <gin~r@email.unc.edu> 

[course scheduling officers] FW: VCR Removal Armounce~nent - Summer2012 

ScheduUng Ot:ficers, 

The emaU below was sent to all instructors scheduled in the classrooms below for Fall 2012~ 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Hav~-_~ a great day, 

5herw 

F~m= Pla~, Gina B 
Sent= Friday, April 27, 2012 ~2:33 PN 
Te~ ’hotline@listserv.unc.edu’; Townley-Tilson, Karla A~ Younger, Sher~ R 
Su~ject~ VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

According to their current room assignment data, you are scheduled to teach in these affected rooms for Fall 2012 semester. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our ~80 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 m~nutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare uNts for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that thB change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this trans~Uon as smooth as possible. 

The rooms are listed below for Summer 2012 removal: 

Ca~dwel1208 

Chapman 125, 211 

Coker 201 

Oavie 101, 

Fetter ~04, ~06,109 

Gardner 07, 106, 21@ ~07, 308, 309 

Gioba~ Ed Center 1009, 1015 

Greeniaw 103, 222, 

The Umeframe is as follows: 

Buildings A-G for affected rooms :VCR ~emoued between 6/[- 

Buildings H-W for affected rooms: VCR removed between 7/1..-- 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

Thank you, 

Gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:!!hotline.unc.edu 

919.962.1450 

(c) 

919.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

B~na@unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 
courseschedulingofficers as: <a hre~"maAlto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a~. To unsnbscribe send a blm~k <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-31375569-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-31375569- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061@listserv.unc.edu~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sabine Broeck <broeck@uni-bremen.de~ 

Friday, April 27, 2012 1:58 PM 

rey.chow@duke.edu; Nenning~div.duke.edu; ldbake@duke.edu; Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@~emaJl.unc.edtR; Ca]dwell, Kia L 

<klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; S&le, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Aydin, Cemil <caydin@email.unc.edu>; Waiter Mignolo 

@gmail.com:~; Roberto M. DainotEo ~Mainotto@duke.edu>; Sebastian Weier < @web.de>; 
sachsenm@duke.edu 

borderland borderthinking: plans for a summer school series duke/unciu of bremer@acobs n workshop 2012 

Sommerakademie-Programmskizze Kopie .doc; Write Up Notes Broeck Snmmer School Project-cg.doc 

dear colleagues, best greetings from the INPUTS, university of bremen, even if unbeknownst, i am writing to ask if you were interested in 
pursuing a project which colleagues from both uric, and duke as well as university of bremen and jacobs u (both in bremen, germany) have 
initiated last november, we are planning a series of joint SUlnn~erschools 2013 to 2016, on the theme of 
border//%orderthinking/borderlands (a short abstract of the idea below) 
it is supposed to provide some thinking and learning space for very. advanced MA students and phd’s about the contemporary challenge to 
rethink the politics, cultures and social practices of borders in western (post)modei~ty (in cultural, historical, social and political tei~ns) 
from an angle that combines decolonial and black critical epistemologies. Duke and [YNC colleagues who have originally been invited for 
the november meeting by walter mignolo, have alrea@ submitted interest to particpate in the surmner schools as speakers, and teachers. 
(dainotto, wiegmann, pennybacker, sachsenmeier, ahNa, coonz, crichlow, milian, ifegwunifwe, carter, fields, et.al.) notes from the 
november meeting attached as well. 
we would v’eo~ much like to widen the circle of participants and actors, and your work, as far as we know it, seems to indicate you Inight 
be interested. 
we would therefore like to invite you to a planning and scheduling meeting at @e university of bremen in july 2012, see program sketch 
attached. 
in case you might be interested and have any questions, please do not hesitate to either contact walter mignolo, cemil aydin or myself. 
looking forward to your responses, i am 
with sincere regards for now 
sabine broeck 

here is the text that is also on the INPUTS and on duke websites: 

Summer School ,,Border, Bo~derthinking, 
Borderlands.~ 

Duke University, University of North Carolina, Jacobs University Bremen and the University of Bremen is planning a summer school on ,,Borders, Borderthinking, 

Borderland£ 

The summer school will approach borders as practices and concepts, beyond their immediate political and physical sense, as tropes of thinking. It aims to further 

the understanding of processes of inner and outer decolonization, as well as western modernity’s resistance to this decolonization. The summer school will 

consider the development and overcoming of physical, psychological, epistemological and spiritual borders and examine post- and decolonial constellations, e.g. 

Black Diaspora or transculturalism. The terms "Borders, Borderthinking, Borderlands" will be understood as cleavages and conflict lines for a radical revision of 

colonial modernity emanating from decentered locations. The summer school will reveal diachronic and synchronic connecting lines between decolonial and Black 

Diaspora epistemologies of modernity. 

for your information: Institute for Postcolonial and Transcultura Studies (INPUTS), University of Bremen: 

INPUTS sets itself a twofold task: on the one hand, it interrogates global postcolonial social and cultural constellations; on the other hand, it wants to ’provincialize 

Europe’ - that is to de-center Europe from transcultural and decolonial perspectives. 

This is because ’postcolonialism’ points to an awareness and a condition, which still influences everyday life of the North and the South due to marks and effects 

of colonial history. Colonization, in this context, takes on the characteristics of a world historic event whose impact has persisted to this day. By means of 

subversive strategies which constitute the appropriation colonial discourses as well as the resistance against it, the periphery has been re-inscribed into the 

process of modernity and transformed from within respectively. The peripheral position therefore becomes a space of an other decentralized, and de-colonial 

knowledge of the center, and deconstructs the center-periphery relation. 

INPUTS thereby explores practices, artefacts, and discourses, which are by widespread consensus a priori transculturally constituted (e.g. situations of migration) 

as well as processes and situations that have hitherto been understood as culturally homogeneous (e.g. the enlightenment’s claim of universality and its 

ramifications way into postmodernity, which are questioned at the intersections of Gender Studies, Whiteness Theory, and Critical Roce Studies) 

INPUTS applies and develops a critical approach of post- and de-colonial studies which transgresses the boundaries and possibilities of the nationaHinguistic and 

the national cultural-academic constitutions of the disciplines, international collaboration therefore plays a central role. 

INPUTS pleads for a science of the human being, which does not continue the Western tradition of scholarship through the ’voracious consumption’ of other 

worlds. Therefore, it practices international cooperation on ’eye-level’ which recognizes epistemological agency beyond, and outside the Western academy. The 

cultural agency of the post-colonized subaltern groups and individuals and their attempts to make their voices heard are brought into focus. 



INPUTS is pro-actively looking for multiperspective support of such cooperation beyond "hip hybridity" chic and the currently fashionable popularity of everything 

"transgressional." 

In order to pursue interdisciplinary approach and to strengthen the internationalization of modern languages and cultures programs, the institute participates in 

research projects, colloquia, readings, publications, teaching projects, international lecture series, and further development of academic curricula. 

Prof. D~, Sabine Broeck 

Engiisi’~-Speaking Cultures 

University of Bremen 

fon: 00 49 421 218 68130 

presiderR~ CAAR: ~,^~’w.caar-web. ~r~ 

director INPUTS: www.fbl0,uni-bremen.de/inDuts/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 2:40 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Additional office phones 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is to let Fou know that the Dean’s office has confirmed that the additional phones that I requested for our Unit in 

November will be installed before the end of Summer. 

Tim, Reg, David, PerrF, Georges, Charlene, Margaret and LFdia: You will have phones installed in Four offices. In the 

coming weeks, Travis will be in touch with Fou about Four new phone services. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunicei~emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscdbe click here: ~:iilists.uac.ed~/u? 
Jd-32361608.egTa91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n~:T&l=afriafam&o=3137(5485 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31376485-3236 ~608.e87a91a58323 ~9540e ~56ada770a798d~istserv.unc~edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Lori <lehams@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 3:47 PM 

depaltmenta] course scheduling officers <course scheduling officer@listserv.unc.edu:~ 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu>; Pla~z, Gina B <gina@email.unc.edu> 

RE:[course scheduling officers] VCR RemovaJ, Armouncement - Sum~ner 2012 

Hello all, 

I do indeed have a question. If I understood Gina’s explanation correctly, we’re removing VCRs from the listed rooms this summer, and then removing them from 

all the rest of the campus rooms next summer? I understand that this technology is obsolete and something needs to be done, but it’s very frustrath~g for us 

because [ feel I~ke we have serious issues that are not being addressed. 

We have fi~m classes that rely heavily on ma~:edals that are only on videocasse~:te. Under current polities, ~:hese materials can’t be d~g~t~zed rot us because they are 

[:rom the ~ibraries, frequently from Duke’s library as we~l as our own. And many have not been subsequently released on DVD, so even ~f we or the ~ibraries could 

afford to somehow re-purchase these holdings, they sh~p~y don’t exist. 

What can we do? Is it possible to ~ook more closely at the spedfic departments/professors/classes that are re~ant on these materi~ls, and maybe keep a couple 

rooms functioning w~th VCRs? Or ~s there any wsy we can d~g~tize these library holdings? Should we be trying to work directly w~:h ~:he ~brades to see what ~:hey 

plan to do as ~:heir co~lec~:~ons become ~:echnologica~ly ~naccessible? 

Any advice welcome. Thanks, 

Fmm~ Younger, Sher~ R [mailto:syounger@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, April 27, 20~2 12:45 PN 
To~ depa~mental course scheduling officers 
¢¢~ Townley-~lson, Karla A; Platz, Gina B 
Su~ject~ [course_scheduling_officers] ~: VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

Scheduling Officers~ 

?he ernai~ below was sent to all ms~:ructors scheduled ~n the classrooms bek)w for Fall 2012 

Please let me know ~f you have any questions. 

Have a great day, 

Sherry 

F~m~ Pla~, Gina B 
Sent~ Friday, April 27, 20~2 12:33 PN 
To~ ’hotline@listserv.unc.edu’; Townley-Tilson, Karla A; Younger, Sher~ R 
Subject= VC~ Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

According to their current room assignment data, you are scheduled to teach in these affected rooms for Fall 20~2 semester. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our ~80 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining ~40 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

The rooms are listed below for Summer 2012 removal: 

CaMwN1208 

Cha~ma~ ~25, 2~ 

Ceker 

Fetzer 104,106, 

Gardner 07,106, 210~ ~07, 308, 

Global Ed Center ~009, 

6reenMw ~0~, 222, ~7 

The timeframe is as follows: 

Buildings A-G for affected rooms :VCR removed betwee~ 

Buildings H-W for affected rooms: VCR ~:moved k~?tw~:e~ 

Please let me know ff you have any questions about this. 

Thank you, 

Gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:i!hotline.unc.edu 

919.962,1450 (v) 

(c) 

919.962.8349 (f) 



08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 
g!__n___a____O____u___n__c_:__e___d___u_. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

courseschedulingolficers as: <a h~e~"mailt~:~:lehams!f~email.unc.edu’%,lehams~emailx~nc~edu<,’a~. To unsubscribe send a blank <~br> 

emaJd to <a href "mailto:leave-31375569- 7057945.b75t~gfc5bac26e2cda9303b780186e6(a)~listserv,unc.edu’~leave- 31375569- 
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48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061@listserv.unc.edu%’a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Harris, Lori <lehams@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 3:49 PM 

departmenta] course scheduling officers <course ~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edu:~ 

RE:[course scheduling otticers] VCRRemova] Am~ouncement - Summer2012 

Hey everyone, 

My apologies for being an idiot and accidentally replying to the listserv! While we’re at it, though, if am/of you have similar concerns and want to put your heads 

l:ogel:her with us, ~’d be glad to hear ~rom you. I’m not sure what our pe.:)ph) are going to do when ~:he VCRs go away 

Sorry again [()r spamm~ng the Hst, and have a good weekend~ 

Lor~ 

F~m= Harris, Lori [mail~:leharrg@email,unc,edu] 
Sent; Friday, April 27, 20~2 3:47 PN 
To= depa~mental course scheduling officers 
C~= Townley-~lson, Karla A; Platz, Gina B 
Subject= RE:[course_scheduling_officers] VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

f do k~deed have a quesUon, t~ ~ understood G~na’s explanaUon correctly, we’re removing VCRs from the ~isted rooms this summer, and then removing ~:hem from 

all the rest of the campus rooms next summer? I unders~:and tha~: this techru:do~y is obsolete and >:)mething needs ~:o be done, bu~: it’s w~ry ffustraUng for us 

because I feel like we have serious issues that are noL being addressed. 

We have fi~m classes that rely heavUy on materials that are only on videocassette. Under current policies, these materials caR’t be d~gldzed for us because they are 

from the Hbrades, frequently from Duke’s Hbrary as well as our own. And many have not been subsequently released on DVD, so even if we or the Ubrar~es could 

afford to somehow re-purchase these holdings, they s~mp]y don’t exist. 

What can we doP fs it possible to kink more closely a~ d~e spedfic depar~men~siproh~ssorsiclasses tha~: are reliant on these materials, and maybe ]~eep a couple 

rooms functioning with VCRsP Or ~s there any way we can digitize Lhese library hoMin~s? Should we be Lryin~ to work direcdy with the H~raries to see what they 

plan to do as their collections become technologically b~accessibfe? 

Any advice welcome. Thanks, 

kor~ 

F~m= Youn~er, Sher~ R [maH~:syou~er@emaHmnc.e6~] 
Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 12:45 PM 
To= depa~mental course scheduling officers 
¢~= Townley-~lson, Karla A; Natz, Gina B 
Subject= [course_scheduling_officers] ~: VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

Scheduling O[:ficers, 

The emaU below was sent to aH ~nstructors schedufed ~n the classrooms below for Fall 20~2. 

Please let me k~ow ~f you h~ve any questk~ns, 

Have a great day, 

Sherw 

~= Pla~, Gina B 
$e~t~ Friday, April 27, 20~2 ~2:33 PM 
Te~ ’hotline@listserv.unc.edu’; Townley-Tilson, Karla A~ Younger, Sher~ R 
8~ject~ VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 20~2 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

According to their current room assignment data, you are scheduled to teach in these affected rooms for Fall 2012 semester. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our ~80 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

The rooms are listed below for Summer 2012 removal: 

Caldwell 208 

Chapman 125, 211 

Coker 

Oavie 101, 301 
Fetzer 20~, 206~ 

Gardner 07, 106, 21@ 307, 308, 309 

61obal Ed Center 1009, 1015 
Greenlaw 103, 222~ 317 

Peakxx~y 2’k% 2.I?, ~’~.~L 

The timeframe is as follows: 

Buildings A-G for affected rooms : VCR removed between 6/1 

Buildings H-W for affected rooms: Vg~ rem~>ved beg:aveen 7/’1 

Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 



Thank you, 
Gina 

Gina Platz 
ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 
http:/ihotline.unc.edu 
919.962.1450 (v) 

(c) 
919.962.8349 (f) 
08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 
gina@unc.edu 
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From: ~(}gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday,. 4:04 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Cc: ’@gmaJl.com> 

Subject: Funding 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope this message finds you in good spirits. I found out this week 
that I will be receiving i        ti~nding for my proposal that I 
submitted last year It’s been a ~vhirlwind of excitement since I found 
out, but I wanted to take a moment to thank you for all of your 
support over the years Stu@ing abroad with you in         really 
opened so many doors for me, and I’m very thanld’ul to have had such an 
incredible experience. 

I lmow you have a busy schedule, but if you’re available at some point 
in the near future, we should have a reunion :[’or coffee or tea rm 
CCing     on this e-mail too because she has a lot to celebrate and 
share with her scholarship she received to 

Best, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcke@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 27, 2012 4:11 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriaJ?am] VCR Removal Announcement 

Dear Colleagues, 

Just to reiterate what Mike forwarded to everyone earlier, ITS is planning to remove VCRs from 40 classrooms during Summer 2012. By Summer 2013, the remaining 

140 VCRs will be removed from classrooms. Thus, by Summer 2013, n~o classroom on campus will have a VCR installed. In addition, you have to personally own a 

VHS tape before ITS will be willing to transfer it to a DVD or another digital format. 

For anyone who uses films in their classes, this announcement has significant implications. 

Best, 

Walter 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lambert, Michael C [mailto:mlambert@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, April 27, 2012 9:44 AM 

To: Department listserv 

Subject: [afriafam] Fwd: VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

To follow on Waiter’s message about classroom assignment I am forwarding the following message. I don’t recall this having been sent out on our list and I am not 

sure if this information is included in the ITS classroom support page. 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 

Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Campus Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin forwarded message: 

> 

> From: LeBlanc, Nicholas [myrmecos@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Friday, April 20, 2012 9:46 AM 

> To: The anthro mailing list 

> Subject: [anthro] FW: VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

> 

> Hi all, 

> Just in case anyone occasionally uses old VHS tapes in their courses, 

please see the following email detailing the university’s plans to phase out VCRs from classrooms. 

> Best, 

> Nicholas 

> 

> From: Platz, Gina B 

> Sent: Wednesday, April 18, 2012 11:54 AM 

> To: TowNey-Tilson, Karla A; ’hotline@listserv.unc.edu’; Younger, 

> Sherry 

R; Marinshaw, Ruth L 

> Subject: VCR Removal Announcement - Summer 2012 

> 

> Dear UNC Instructors, 
> 

> I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this 

summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

> 

> VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by 

the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s currently installed in our 180 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We 

have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors 

alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

> 

> After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 

>40 

rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will 

allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to 

Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

> 

> If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work 

with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

> 

> We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses 

>and 

we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

> 

> The rooms are listed below for Summer 2012 removal: 

> Caldwell 208 

> Chapman 125, 211 

> Coker 201 



> Davie 101, 301 

> Fetzer 104, 106, 109 

> Gardner 07, 106, 210, 307, 308, 309 

> Global Ed Center 1009, 1015 

> Greenlaw 103, 222, 317 

> Hamilton 100, 351, 425, 452 

> Murphey 118, 220, 221, 314 

> Peabody 215, 217, 218, 220 

> Phillips 301, 367, 383, 385 

> Stone Center 209, 210 

> Wilson Hall 107 

> Wilson Library 304 

> 

> The timeframe is as follows: 

> Buildings A-G for affected rooms : VCR removed between 6/1 - 6/30 

> Buildings H-W for affected rooms: VCR removed between 7/1 -7/31 

> 

> Please let me know if you have any questions about this. 

> 

> Thank you, 

> Gina 

> Gina Platz 

> ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

> http:iihotline.unc.edu 

> 919.962.1450 (v) 

>’            (c) 
> 919.962.8349 (f) 

> 08 Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

> gina @unc.edu<mailto:gina @unc.edu> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello 

Hi Professor Sahle! 

How have you been doing? 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 10:11 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subjet~: Fall 

Hi Eunice, 

It looks like 3[ will be here for sure this fail If you have time to follow up on our last discussion about the fall, perhaps we can do that briefly on Monday? T have to submit my 
TA request to geography by that day if I desire a TA-ship in the fall, so T thought it would be good to discuss with you first the options~ 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

RE: Fall 

Comprehensive Exams Reading Lists.docx; Disse~tion Proposal.docx 

Hi Eunice, 

rll come by your office Monday at 9:30am then. 

I’m attaching the list and the proposal to this email. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: Fall 

2:J.7 PM 

Dear 

Let’s touch base on Monday before 10.00am if you can. 

On another note, can you send me your material for the exam again. In haste to gain space in my Inbox - before I bought more capacity yesterday - I unfortunately deleted 
some recent files (some with multiple conversations) and I have concluded your email with the material for your exam was one of them. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fall 

10:l0 AM 

Hi Eunice, 

It looks like I will be here for sure this fall. If you have time to follow up on our last discussion about the fall, perhaps we can do that briefly on Monday? I have to submit my 
TA request to geography by that day if I desire a TA-ship in the fall, so I thought it would be good to discuss with you first the options. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Hopeful Sign, Health Spending Is Flattening Out 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................. ¯ Today,sHeadiines ...................................................................... 
~11~ N’~ ~rk ~i~,~ April 29, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,~j..n.~, I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

In Hopeful Sign, Health 
Spending Is Flattening Out 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The slowing of the growth rate is partly 
explained by the recession, but evidence 
suggests that changing behavior of 
health care providers mad eonsmners 
also partly accounts for it. 

" Economix Blog: How One Hospital Bent the 

Cost Curve 

THE IECONOMY 
How Apple Sidesteps Billions 
in Taxes 
By CHARLES DUHIGG and DAVID 
KOCIEN IEWSKI 

Apple serves as a window on how 
technology giants have taken advantage 
of tax codes written for an industrial age 
and ill suited to today’s digital economy. 

" Apple’s Response 

o ~ Graphics: Shrinking Corporate Tax Rates I One Techniq! ue Apple Pioneered 

Daring Circle, Now at Risk, Aided Activist’s Flight in China 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Chen Guangcheng’s rush for freedom from house arrest was made possible by a small network of people, 
risking detention, who used code to elude a pervasive surveillance apparatus. 

," Activist’s Escape Leaves U.S. With Diplomatic Quandary 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Apple, like many other multinationals, is using perfeetly legal methods to keep a signif!eant portion of 

their profits out of the hands of the I.R.S. And when America’s most profitable companies pay less, the 

general public has to pay more." 

MARTIN A. SULLIVAN, a former Treasury Department econonfist, on Apple’s tax strategies. 

TRAVEL 

~:~,? SLIDE SHOW: 
Electric East 



London 
From fashion and flora to designers and 
drinks, you can find it here. 

’: Related Article 

¯ Go to Special Issue: London 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Warrior in Chief 
By PETER L. BERGEN 

The president who won the Nobel Peace 
Prize has turned out to be one of the 
most nfilitarily aggressive kaneriean 
leaders in decades. 

Homes for $625,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Homes for $500,000 

Homes for $830,000 

nytimes,�o.m REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Brain Drain Feared as German Jobs Lure Southern Europeans 
By SUZANNE DALEY and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The recruitment of yotmg, skilled southern Europeans has led to concerns that Germm~y is gaining another 
eeononfie advantage over financially ailing European Union eotmtries. 

Support From Islamists for Liberal Upends Race in Egypt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

Egypt’s most conservative Islanfists backed a dissident ex-leader of the Mttslim Brotherhood for president, 
confotmding expectations about the d3ammlcs of the Islanfist movement. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Cease-Fire in Syria Exposes Heavy Price of Just Buying Time 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

A United Nations-backed plan has failed to stop the fighting in Syria, but supporters still hope for a chance 
to organize the opposition, sway Russia and prevent all-out civil war. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Data Harvesting at Google Not a Rogue Act, Report Finds 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Google’s collecting of personal information from unsuspecting households was a program supervisors knew 
about, according to new details from the full text of a regulatory report. 

:’ ~ Document: F.C.C. Report on Google’s Street View Project 

THE HARD ROAD BACK 
Loyal Companion Helps a Veteran Regain Her Life After War Trauma 
By JAMES DAO 

Tori Stitt is among a growhag group of war veterans finding that service dogs can offer relief from some of 
the effects of post-traumatic stress disorder. 

:’ ~ Video: A Companion for the Journey 

. ~ Multimedia Feature: The Hard Road Back 

Base Serves as Home for Children Caught at Border 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A dolanitory at an Air Force base in San 3aatonio has become an unlicensed home for yotmg illegal 
immigrants. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



A Humbled Gap Tries a Fresh Coat of Pep 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

After defining 199os khaki culture, the clothing chain stumbled. Now it’s trying new ways to build sales - like 
making stores cheerier and its ad emnpaign brighter. 

THE BOSS 
Reveling in a Teeh Life 
By VAL RAHMANI 

After a long career at I.B.M., Val Rahmani now runs Damballa, a network security firm - but still pursues her 
interest in acrobatic aircraft. 

O.K., Google, Take a Deep Breath 
By CAITLIN KELLY 

At a company known for a hard-driving culture, a seven-week course in mindfuh~ess techniques is giving 
employees a better way to cope. 
’- ~ Slide Show: At Google, a Moment to Pause 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 1: RANGERS 3, CAPITALS 1 
Rookie Continues His Rise, Taking Rangers Along 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Rangers’ Chris Kreider scored the go-ahead goal in the tlfird period, and the team took a 1-o lead in its 
Eastena Conference semifinal series. 

-’ ~-’~ Box I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

:’ Kreider’s Vital Role I Kings Beat Blues 

. Devils Tinker With Lines for Game 1 

GAME 1: HEAT 100, KNICKS 67 
Just Like That, It All Goes Wrong for the Knicks 
By HOWARD BECK 

Miami’s LeBron James scored 32 points in just three quarters, and the IOaicks’ Cannelo 3mthony barely 
broke double digits in scoring as the Heat won the first gmne of the series. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

" Chandler Loses the Battles I Lin’s Recovery Is Moving Quickly 

’: Knee Injury Ends Shumpert’s Season 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
For Knicks and Bulls, Differing but Demoralizing Losses 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Chicago lost Derrick Rose for the season to a knee injury, but the IOficks also suffered a loss to the psyche, 
and a convincing one at that. 

’. Bulls’ Title Hopes Take Hit as Rose Is Lost for Rest of Postseason 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Sure Bets 
By CAROL VOGEL 

This season’s art auctions feature major works by Munch, C6zanne, Picasso, Rothko and Warhol, and mind- 
boggling estimates to match. 
.. ~T, Multimedia Feature: Spring Auctions I Slide Show 

I’m Ready for My Close-Up, Mr. Puccini 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The Met’s revolutionary "Live in HD" series in movie theaters is changing the opera experience in large and 
subtle ways. 

Woman With a Lens, Restored 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

A new print of Shirley Clarke’s first feature, "The Connection," preserved by the U.C.L.A. Fihn & Television 
Archive, is opening in NewYork. 



¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Gabriel Kahane Is a One-Man Cultural Cuisinart 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

A little folksy pop swirled with Schoenberg. 

EAT 
Japanese Soba and the Broth of Life 
By MARK BITTMAN 

The buckwheat noodle dish looks simple enough. And once you know the secret, it is. 

Earth to Ben Bernanke 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The Federal Reserve chairman has the power, and the obligation, to end the slump and the hmnan nfisery 
that comes with it. So what’s stopping him? 

¯ .ly]..o..r..e..Er..o...m...t.b..e....M..a.gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Senator Fights Back 
Claire McCaskill, Democrat of Missouri, challenges outside political ads, but it will be an uphill fight. 
Republican interest groups are outspending her by 3 to 1. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
The Human Cost of ’Zero Tolerance’ 
By BRENT STAPLES 

New York City’s overzealous arrests and flawed record-keeping are placing fanfilies, homes and jobs at risk. 

EDITORIAL 
Cozy Deal 
Is medical regtflation weakened when companies that make drugs mad medical devices pay "user fees"? 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

GRAY MATTER 
Homophobic? Maybe You’re Gay 
By RICHARD M. RYAN and WILLIAM S. RYAN 

Empirical evidence of a connection between homophobia and suppressed same-sex desire. 

FRANK BRUNI 
The Imperiled Promise of College 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Student loans are just a piece of the puzzle of higher education. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Bishops Play Church Queens as Pawns 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A Catholic Church more horrified by nm~s advocating for the poor than priests attacking children. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 29, 1992, deadly rioting that claimed 54 lives mad caused $1 billion in damage erupted in Los 

?mgeles after a jury in Sinfi Valley acquitted four Los ?mgeles police officers of ahnost all state charges in the 



videotaped beating of Rochaey King. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_o~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Culmml Zephyr e.V. <bicdmace@aol.com> 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 5:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

27. Black International Cinema Berlin, May 2-6, Rathaus Sch6neberg 



iiiiiii Wednesday , May 2 (] oh n- F.- Ken n edy- Sa a I) 

















Abmeldung von diesem Newsletter: 

http:i/w~-.newstroll.de/appidel/2,~’avuvqihse5/191043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

I need to let know our decision and close off the matter soon 
Can I assume that your department’s answer is "not a match" or should we 
investigate further? 

Best, 
John 

Dr. John Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (,main office) 
Fax: 919-962-1537 

http :i/geography unc. edui 

http://www unc.edu/depts/~eo~i~arp/ 

http ://www.capturin~th e~ains, or~/ 

http://~lobal-understandin~ info/ 

http ://www.count ercar tographies.org/ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles -~pickles@unc.edu~ 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 5:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

Man?- thanks for trying. I appreciate your ;villingness to consider it. 
Best, 
John 

On 4/29/2012 5:44 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> 

> Dear JoNa, 
> 

> I shared his material with colleagues in African American Studies and last night I received a conclusive indication there the?’ did not think he was fit in terms of their intellectual 
geography 
> 

> Sorry 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> From: John Pickles [jpickles@unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, April 29, 2012 4:37 PM 
> To: SaNe. Eunice N 
> Subject 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 
> I need to let know our decision and close o:ffthe matter soon. 
> Can I assume that your department’s answer is "not a match" or should we 
> ~nvestigate further? 

> Best, 
> John 

> Dr. John Pickles 
> Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
> (;hair, Department of Geography 
> University of North Carolina 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

> Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
> Fax: 919-%2-1537 

> http ://geograph¥.unc. edu/ 
> http://www.unc.eduideptsigeog/garp/ 
> http:i/www.capturingthegains.orgi 
> http ://globa 1-understanditN.info/ 
> http:i/www.countercartographies.org/ 

Dr. Jotm Pickles 
Earl N Phillips Distinguished Professor of International Studies 
Chair, Department of Geography 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3220 

Tel: 919-962-8903 (main office) 
Fax: 919-%2-1537 

http ://’geographs~.unc. edu/ 
htto:i/www.unc.eduideptsi~eo~/~arp/ 
http :i/www. capturin~the~ains, or~/ 
htt’0 ://p.lobal-under standing, itffo/ 
http :i/www. counter carto~raphies, or~/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

M entoring institute < M ENTOR-L@unm.edu > on behalf of 

mentor@unm.edu 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 8:$8 PM 

M ENTOR-L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR-L] 2012 Mentoring Conference: Abstract submission deadline - May 15, 2012 

If you have problems seeing this e-mail, click here: http://mentor.unm.edu/conference/index.html 

!~’~f.!~.~.~.’,.t..~i~#~.!~!~.!:: ~eli Rose Ragi~;s, Professor, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, 
Abstract Submission Deadline: ~,’t~! 15, 2012 
Early Registration Deadline: ~i~!e 15, 2012 
To continue receiving information from the Mentoring Institute, please click here to confirm your subscription to our list: subscribe 
To stop receiving information from the Mentoring Institute, please click here to unsubscribe from our list: unsubscribe 

To continue receiving information from the Mentoring Institute, please click here to confirm your subscription to our list: subscribe 
To stop receiving information from the Mentoring Institute, please click here to unsubscribe from our list: unsubscribe 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Hello 

Professor SaNe, 

I am available all day tomorrow. 

Best, 

Class 
Histo~?" m~d Africaaa-Americ~ Studies Major 

"The historiaaa’s task is to preserve eve .ryt~hing that has substaJ~tive 

significance and to resist the temptation of imposing our own latte~ day 
perceptions on the content of our subj ects." 

- Manning Marable 

From; SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:54 PM 
To-" 
Subject; Hello 

Dear and 

I hope you are doing well and are not too too stressed with end of term assignments. 

At any rate, can we have a coffee chat tomorrow in the morning before :t:t.00am or on Monday? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Grossberg, Lawrence <docrock@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, April 29, 2012 11:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

my number is 

On Apr 29, 2012, at 5:49 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Hi Larry, 

Le~s touch via the phone - 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

early Friday. Kindly send me your phone number just in case I need to call you before then. 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: In Crisis Over Dissident, U.S. Sends Official to Beijing 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~od:s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ I Editorials ] ,Op-Ed ] On lNs r.?~v 

~M#~ornize~dav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

April 30, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

In Celsls O+’e~" DisMdenL U,~,                         ~ 

Sends OftlciM to Beljlng 

Days before scheduled talks between the United States and China, the Obama administration 
sought to contain the matter of an escaped activist who is said to be in American hands. 

Expe~ts Believe Iran Confllc[ Is Less Likely 

With the revival of talks - which went unexpectedly well - and domestic differences arising in Israel, 
the odds of imminent conflict have decreased, experts and American officials say. 

Casino Cash Faels Use of Injected Ho~oses at Racetracks 
i.::., J."..L. .:R/.gL.. ’.:..’/..3 L::b:Jf./.b.~.:i R.:;LC.:~:. i R..J~::: :r~d Gi :F ~q :-:’.’. ".~f.R 
Large payouts to owners make it profitable for owners to field thoroughbreds that are past their 
prime, sometimes with fatal resnlts. 

~ 
Graphics: One Horse, One Week of Iniect~cns ~ A Horse’s R~se and Fatl 

~ Video ~ ~ Slide Show ] Previous Articles in the Series >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is ~wt going to be a~ ens9 slog." 

KEN %r,-KIGHT, ;~ Nay) SEA], captain assisting in the hunt for Joseph Kony, ~ ri~’bcl leader wanted 

[’or ,~ar crimes sinci~" 2ooiL whose tuc[ is ;~ v;~st expanse ~be si~e of CMi[ov~ia in central Africa. 

(:o~versatlon 

VVith Paul Ryan 
The Wisconsin 
Congressman may be the most 
influential policy maker in the 
Republican Party. 

~ RelateJ Articie 

OPiNiON 

ROOM FOR DEBATE ....... Banks 

A~e Banks Making [% Are 

Too*~leh Money I Making I 
From Fees? I Too I J 
Do the fees banks 

M,,~h 

charge customers need 
to be more closely regulated, or are they necessary for the health of the banks, and the economy? 

Judging the judges 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

No pressure: Just make Obama laugh 

Video: Hip..Hap 1:o be square 

WORLD 

In Vast J angle, UoSo Troops Aid iii Search for Kony 

A hundred of America’s elite Speeial Operations troops are helping Aft’lean [orees find a wig- 
wearing, gibberish-speaking rebel commander named Joseph Kony. 

t"ormer Israeli Premie~° Assails Netanyahn on Iioan 

In a wide-ranging critique of Benjamin Netanyahu that drew boos at a New York conference, Ehud 



Olmert nrged him not to rush into military action against Iran. 

Benzlo~l Neianyahu~ Hawldsh Scholar, Dies at lO2 

Mr. Netanyahu, the father of the two-time Israeli prime minister Benjamin, fought for the creation 
of the 3 ewish state by lobbying in the United States. 

Mere World News 

Amid R~iral Decay, Trees Take Root hi Silos 

Many decrepit silos have through happenstance transformed into unlikely nurseries for trees. 

THEq]CKET 

Rya~’s Rise ~h’om Follower to O,O,Po Trailblazer 

Representative Paul D. Ryan, the Republican Party’s de facto head of economic policy, may be its 
most influential policy maker. 

POLITICAL MEMO 

Hardly a Clone Ally, Clinton Teams ~a/ith Oba~n,~ to Raise Cash a~d Votes 

Mr. Obama is embracing the former president embracing Mr. Clinton as a wise man who can 
reassure both the public and well-heeled benefactors. 

o Mere U.~ News 

BUSINESS 

Sca*~dal and Scr~lfiny Hem I*~ Murdoch’s E~nplre 

~II~e phone-hacking scandal in Britain is taking a toll on Rupert Murdoch’s broader holdings, 
prompting worry at News Corporation that years of business dealings could draw new attention. 

DEALBOOK 

Teeterlng~ Dewey Ousts Ex-Head From Pont 

Dewey & LeBoeuf, the corporate law firm fighting for survival, ousted Steven H. Davis~ its former 
chairman~ from the firm’s management on Sunday, according to an internal memo. 

A scandal involving Wal-Mart’s Mexican subsidiary is giving critics of the company new reasons to 
push to block its expansion into big ~rnerican cities. 

S P O RTS 

Anthony Holds Key to AI| Hope for Knlcks 

The Knicks are so bruised and depleted that in Game ~, their only sure thing is Carmelo Anthony, 
and he struggled to score ~ points in Game L 

The Coach~ the Biographer and the Last Chapter 

A biography of Joe Paterno, the Penn State football coach whose winning career abruptly ended in 
the scandal surrounding ;Jerry Sandnsky, must account for his actions. But how? 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

A Presence Still t~’elt if Not Heard 

Once a grand N.B.A. philosopher, Pat Riley has transitioned into a spiritnal Buddha, lnrking bnt 
elnsive in his commanding role as tteat president. 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW 

Foolish Mortals, Naughty Fairies: The Usual Mischief 



A modern-dress production of "A Midsummer Night’s Dream" at the Classic Stage Company, with 

Taylor Mac as Pnck, is a feast of arresting imagery. 

~[~ Slide Show 

Vghere Nat~or~s Debate~ Harmo~y of a dazzy Kh~d 

Unesco is preparing to celebrate the first International dazz Day with a concert Monday at the 
United Nations General Assembly. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’The Passage of ]?owe~°~ 

"The Passage of Power," the fourth instalhnent in Robert A. Caro’s monumental biography of Lyndon 
B. Johnson, addresses 3 ohnson’s assumption of the Oval Office following John F. Kennedy’s 
assassination. 

o More A~s News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

In Ctfina~ Foreign Films Meet a Powe~ofld Gatekeeper 

~II~e China Film Group functions as the Chinese govenm~ent’s guardian of its film market, but now 
the group is also supervising a trade route suddenly under scrutiny Dom regulators in Washington. 

~ Media Decoder: Making Headvcay on a gqan to Lu;e Proouce~s to China 

A Radio Men’get in New Y**~’k Reflects a Shifting H~d~st~T 

~II~e merger last week of WRKS and WBLS reflected a trend of consolidations and format changes for 
black and other minority stations after a ratings measurement change five years ago. 

~ Fhwa~ Farewells at a t.egendary Radio Station 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Navigating a T[ghtpope }Vith Am a zon 

Buzz Bissinger’s postscript to "F~{day Night Lights" was doing well as an e-book. Then a giveaway 
involving Apple and Starbueks became a pricing dispute with Amazon. 

o More Media & AdveC;isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Eco~omy Dow~shlfts 
The slow start for the economy in ~om is too fragile to withstand the kinds of budget cuts that 
Congressional Republicans are proposing. 

EDITORIAL 

B[got~’y On the Ba[|ot 
A broad anti-gay initiative in North Carolina threatens basic rights and ought to be watched 
closely nationwide. 

EDITORIAL 

zM-~te~o They Check the Box 
A federal agency has reaffirmed a 255ear-old ruling that bars companies from automatically 
denying employment to people based on arrest or conviction records. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The l)ay AfteP 

If the North Korean regime’s days are numbered, we better be asking the right question. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Young people, even with a college degree, are entering an economy that just doesn’t seem to want 
them. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Fh~dh~g the I3m~ts of Empathy 

In order to campaign effectively, President Obama and Mitt Romney have to figure each other’s 
supporters out. It isn’t easy. 

More Opinion 



ON THiS DAY 

On April 30, 1975, the South Vietuamese capital of Saigon fell to Communist forces= 

See ’Ibis F’~’out Page 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:44 AM 

Cravey, Altha J <cravey@unc.edu>; hardt@duke.edu; Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, Jolm <jpickle@email.unc.edu> 

Exaan copies and lvminder 

Dear committee members, 

Thank you all for your exam questions. Just a quick note to let you know T dropped off hard copies of my exam in each of your boxes this morning. 

Also, a reminder that we will convene at :~pm in Saunders building Room 2::t9 at UN¢ nex~ Monday, 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Monday, April 30, 2012 1:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; lydia.boyd@unc.edu; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; ttall, Perry A 

<tlAI,I,PA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Janken, Kenneth R <kijanken@email.unc.edu> 

Ugandma studies 

To whom it concerns, 

I am            and a senior at             . For a project I am working on for my globa1 issues class I must conduct an interview wifl~ someone to discuses the 

topic of the North and South divide in Uganda. I was wondering if you or someone you could refer me to would have time to speak with me over the phone. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday-,             4:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

check-in this week? 

Hi Dr. SaNe. 

I hope this finds you marvellously well. I was woudering if there’s a good time this week to stop by your office to disc}~ss further details of the research in 

about Thursday or Friday- afieruoon? We could also check in next week - aYter exams - if that would be more convement. 

Thank you again and best wishes, 

¯ How 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~m~dl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:23 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <kajanken@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Final Exaa~ m~keup 

Dr. Porter, 

I misread the final exam schedule and thought that the exam was today. Can I schedule a makeup exam? You can call me at 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Monday,. 10:46 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <hjanken@emaJd.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FinaJ Exam maJceup 

I’m glad we were able to talk and work this out. I understand why you were confused. 

RP 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 4:23 PM 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Cc: 3anken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Final Exam makeup 

Dr. Porter, 

misread the final exam schedule and thought that the exam was today. Can I schedule a makeup exam? You can call me at 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

FW: reading response 

AFRIRR4.docx 

Professor SaNe-- 
I sent you my 4th response on Tuesday the 
to let me know. Thank you! 

if that is what you were referring to. If you had received that one already and are missing one of the prior 3 please feel free 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: reading response 

Thanks! 

8:32 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 9:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Graduation Program 

graduation ceremony program 2012.docx 

Here it is! 



COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCXENCES 

Department of 8~.~n ana 8~¢a-AmenXc~ Studies Graduation Ceremony 

Saturday % 12r~ 10:45-12:20 PM 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

P,~ogram 

10:4>i i :00: A~c~l -Stone Cart~c Theasce 

11:00-11:05: Welcome, Dr. &nice Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 10:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Graduation Program Final Version 

graduation ceremony program 2012.docx 

Here it is! 



COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCXENCES 

Department of 8~.~n ana 8~.na-~ Studies Graduation Ceremony 

Saturday % 12r~ 10:45-12:20 PM 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

P,~ogram 

i0:45-i i :00: ~ -Stone Center Theatre 

1 I:00-I 1:05: Welcome, Dr. &mice Sahle 

11:05-11:10: Conferring of Honors Tassel- Dr. Timothy Me .Mi~/ 

11 :I 0-I 1:25: Camme,xement Speech 

Dr. Ta]~ye Benson elayton 

Vice Provost ~ D~ and ~ A~ai~s 

11:25-11:35: Presentation of Certificates- Dr. &mice Sahle/Dr. Regina~ 

11:35-11:45: Remarks from Graduating 

11:45-12:20: Celgratmy Brrmoh- "Hitchc~k Room 

12:20: Aajorun 

******************************************************************************************* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emily wallace < ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: t~f: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

That’s no problem. How about lunch on May ~h or 10th? Please let me know if either of those dates might work at noon. 

Thanks, 

On Mon, Apr 30, 2012 at 8:11 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~d~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Emily, 

Thanks so much for your email. 

Last week was so busy that T am just catching up on emails. This may be too late, but lunch today would be fine. 

If it is too late let me know what other day and time works for Bill. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: emily wallace [           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 24, :~012 3:27 PN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: FW: Lunch 

Deal Eunice, 

I assist Bill Ferns at the Center for the Study of the American South. Bill would like to find a time for the two of you to have lunch next week. How about Monday 
the 30th? If that works ruth your schedule, I can make a reservation for the two of you at the Carolina Inn. Just let me know what might work [-est. 

Hope all is well, 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mort, 16 Apt 2012 15:18:47-0400 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Lunch 

Dear Bill, 

Good to see you today. 

How about catching up over lunch next week? Monday or Wednesday at noon would work. You can drop by my office (:t01 Battle Hall) and then we can decide where to 
go for lunch on E. Franklin. 

Kindly let me know. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: ArcticUNCDuke 3/28/2012 < ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, May 1, 2012 1:49 PM 

To: ArcticUNCDuke 3/28/2012 < @gmail.com> 

Co: Nagy, Karla <kna~@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Arctic Conference Follow-up 

Dear participant, 

Thank you for attending "VVho ’Owns’ the Arctic?: An International and Interdisciplinary Conference" hosted by the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
and Duke University. 

The conference brought together more than one hundred leading international policymakers, academics, government officials, and students to explore 
some of the most important issues facing the Arctic today, including international security, trade, climate change, and indigenous rights. 

We are indebted to our speakers, moderators, and student presenters for their invaluable expertise, and are very fortunate to have enjoyed Brooks de 
Wetter-Smith’s inspiring video and flute performance to close the conference. 

New resources are now available at the conference website: 

¯ Video of all presentations by Nightlight Productions 
¯ Photos taken throughout the conference by Donn Younq 
,, Photo slideshow of Brooks de Wetter-Smith Arctic images 

To help us improve the planning of future conferences, please share your thoughts of the "Who ’Owns’ the Arctic?" conference at 
https://unc.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID=SV 3fvxNliTfPIctKs&Preview=Survey&BrandlD=unc. We greatly value your feedback[ 

Sincerely, 

"Who Owns the Arctic" co-sponsors 

UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies (CSEEES) 
Center for Canadian Studies at Duke University 

This conference was made possible by generous support from the Government of Canada. 



From: ~emaiLunc.edn> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFRI    reading 

Hello, 

T was searching for the article: ’Uganda: Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA)’ on UNC’s African Studies Center website but I was not able to find iL The study guide noes to click on 

’Africa Focus’ but T was unable to find that link. Can the a~ticle be found through another source? 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Tuesday - Final exam office hours: AFRI. .SPRING 

Hi professor’. 
I had a final today a 12 so I wasn’t able to make it to your office hours will you be having any tomolTow? Thanks! 

at 7:38 AM, "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear All, 

Please note the following modification (posted to the Stud?- Guide on Blackboard) to Tuesday’s final exam office hours: 

Tuesday, 11.00am- 1 00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr Sahle 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 3:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

This Week at the Ackla~d 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

.,,~-~\.,~%~..,.~--~L.-~ I ~’,.’~V Z(?12 ................................................................................................................... 

"’We All Grew Up in That Life’: 

Thornton Dial’s Politics on Paper" 

Wednesday, 2 May, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Bring a bag lunch (yes, peopte really do[) and [earn about art currentty on 

view at the Acktand. In this [ur~chtime talk, Juan Logan discusses ways in 

which Tho~nto~ Diat’s works on g~aper dear with the complex ~e[ationships 

between men arid women, the soc~a[ worlds they inhabR, and the 

consLructk>n arid percepLior~ ef po[~l:~ca~ arid soda[ power. 

Logan ~s a professor of Studio Art ~n the UNC-Chape[ H~[[ Art Department, 

and a contributor to the exh~Nt~on’s publication. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders I $5 non-members. 

Registration required: acklandRSVP@ uric. edu or 919. 843.3687. 



Thursday, 3 May, 11:30 AM-2:00 PM 

The Carolina Inn 

The Friends of the Ackland im, dte you to lunch at The 

Carolina ~nn in conjunction wRh the exhibition New Curr~nts 

in Contemporary Art: k~)~ Z012. 

EmiLy Kass wi[[ give welcoming remarks and a preview of the 

upcoming year ef exhibitions. 

Lunch will be fu][owed by the o~poAusity to ~ie~t,, the 

2012 exhfl)~tk~n w~l:h the efgh~ partk:ipalJng arl:ists~ whe 

be avai{abl.e ~e taU< about ~heir wurk, 

Tickets are $50 ($25 deductibJe). 
Buy tickets at the Ackland Museu~ Store, either ~n 

person er by phone: 919.962.0216. 

Part 2 
Thursday, 3 May, 7:00 PM 

V~rs~ty Theatre, 123 E, Franklin Street 

The second ~art of the annua~ festival of student fflrns 

at UNC tMs screening wfl.{ fi~ature Lhe best works 

produced h~ 2011-12 by d~e media productiun students ~1~ the Department uf Communk:atJen 

Stud]as. 

Sponsored by the Department of Commumcation Studies at UNC-Chape[ Hill 

Tickets: Students are free w~th vaIM university or h~gh schoo~ ~D, $4 for a~l others. 

Tickets are available at the Varsit,y "T’he~t, re Box ()~fice. 

North Carolina PubiJc Radio WUNC is the Officiat Media Spenser o~ ti~e Ack[and FiLm Forum. 

with Amanda Hughes 

Saturday, 5 May, 1:00-5:00 PM 

When creating his "thoughts on paper," artist Thornton 

Dial. employed watercolors, pencil, charcoal and even a 

tittle b[t of coffee here and there. Learn more about the 

techniques and materials Diat used through a guided 

took at his extraordinary watercotors, then t~ your hand 

at h~s chosen medium. ~manda Nu~hes reads th~s crass 

[or teens and adults. 

ge~nners are wetcome. 

gr~n~ gout own mateHats; a t~st w~[t be prodded upon 

registration. NM-Mternoon snack prodded. 

Nembers: ~35 I N~n-members: ~40. 

Pre-reg~strat~on required: acMandRSVP~nc.edu or 



On the first anniversary of the opening of the Ackland Museum Store, we send a heartfelt thank- 

you to the many v~sitors, local residents, and downtown Chapel Hill businesses that have helped 

make our first year such a success! 

Come shop the Store’s new spring merchandise and see the current gallery exhibition, 

Perspectives in Mentorin$. Visit ack[and.org/shop for more information. 

Tea at Two: 

"Regionaiism, 

Realism, and 

Mark Twain" 

Wednesday, 9 

May, 2:00 PM 
Free for 

members [ S10 for non-member guests. 

Reservation required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu 



The ~ckl.and’s exM~i~k)ns and pub{k: programs are made possiM.e by f~enerous support 

[ram Ack[and Art ~¢~useum members and [dends [fl~e you. 

Become a member of the AcMand Art Museum! 

Rnd out more about membership benefits and how your membership dot[ars support 

o~r mission~ 

Comment:s or~ d~e Ack[and’s emews~ Send an emai[ to the editor. 

~ma~es: 

Thornton D~a[, Amer~cal~ born 1928: T~e~ Wi~ ~Lend B}, Th~ L~@~ AS L~e Go On~ 1990; ~vatercotor, 

9if~ of the Sours Grown Deep Foundation. 

Josef A[ber% Am,~!Ficar!~ born in Germany, 1888-1976: ~Jti.~elYei~o~v/G~,~y, ]949; collage. G~ft of .John 

A~ Parker i1~ memory of Robert CuFtis Parker, 1938-1988. 

,~ason E, Osborne~ American~ born 1979: 7b~e~heG 201 ~ ac~[~c ~namel on canvas w~th bu~’[ap ~nd 

pipe cleaners. G:)[{eetk:,n of the artlsL 

Den~ B~ack> ~t-o~ on P~oe 4~.’e’nu~ (de[ai[}, ~c~v{~c on canvas. 

S~gmar Po[ke, Ger[~al~ 19,~i-2010: H~s f~i~]hness, o~ Wher~ Do Pofr~£~ Coun~ (5.H. - Ode’r w~nn zdhMn dM Punk~e’)~ 2002. James Keith ~rown and 

Eric Diefenbach Co~[ect~om 

Thornton Dia~ Ameri,::an, born 1928: ,gf_R ,Mo’,.ff:~i Ledy Kno~.~s How ~a Hald Uie Lo,%, He~:,~ ~f_Rer~ !99]~ watercoiar graphite~ and charcoal. Gift af 

The Sau~s Grown Deep Foundation. 

Yhomas Hart ~efltofl, Aeler]can, 1889-1975: Huc~,: i:ffi~’b !936~ iiti>:~graph; Gift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Fo~ard this email 

rl~s email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by 

Update Profile/Emai] Address [nstan~ removalwith Safe[JnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland A~ Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: ~0~ S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 1, 2012 4:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Graduation Program 

graduation ceremony program 2012.docx 

Here it is! 



COLLEGE OF 
ARTS & SCXENCES 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies Graduation Ceremony 

Saturday May 1~m 10:45-1~:~0 PM 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Program 

10:45-11:00: Arrival-Stone Center Theatre 

11:00-11:05: Welcome, Dr. Eunice Sable 

11:05-11:1 O: Conferring of Honors Tassel- Dr. Timothy McMillan/ 

11:10-11:25: Commencement Speech 

Dr. Tat~e Benson Clayton 

Vice Provost for Diversity and Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

11:25-11:35: Presentation of Certi~cates-Dr. Eunice Sahle/Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

11:35-11:45: Remarks from Graduating Majors: 

11:45-12:20: Celebratory Brunch- Hitchcock Room 

12:20: Adjourn 



COLL.EG.E OF 
ARTS & SCI£NC£S 

Department of Aft’lean and Aft’o-American Studies Graduation Ceremony 

Saturday 10:45-12:20 PM 

The Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History 

Program 

10:45-11:00: A, Tival -Stone Center Theatre 

11:00-11:05: Welcome, Dr. Eunice Sable 

11:05-11:10: Conferring of Honors Tassel- Dr. Timothy McMillan/ 

11:10-11:25: Commencement Speech 

DI: Taffye Benson Clayton 

Vice Provost for Diversit~v and Multieultural AtFairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

11:25-11:35: Presentation of Certit~cates- Dr. Eunice Sahle/Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

11:35-11:45: Remarks from Graduating Majors: and 

11:45-12:20: Celebratory Brunch- Ititchcock Room 

12:20: Adjourn 



From: ~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:11 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edt~~ 

Subject: RE: AFRI    reading 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for the clarification. I will be coming to your office hours this morning but looking at the syllabus I realized I was not sure where your office was. 

Hope to see you soon, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 2::t:t PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFRI reading 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

That is just the title of the focus of the material posted on the website. You are only required to read the two readings highlighted below. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI    reading 

2:0.t PN 

Hello, 

I was searching for the article: ’Uganda: Lord’s Resistance Army (LRA)’ on UNC’s African Studies Center website but I was not able to find it. The study guide noes to click on 
’Africa Focus’ but I was unable to find that link. Can the article be found through another source? 

Best, 



From: ~gmail.com 

Sent: Wednesday, May 2, 2012 9:58 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Re: Urgent 

Yes maam, 

I will be on cmnpus today. IfI need to swing by m~d pick up something time sensitive from the ol~ice I can do that. 

Best, 

Sent via BlackBeny~ by AT&T 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wed, 2 May 2012 12:27:53 +0000 

To: Pierce Freelon< @gmail.com> 

Subject: Urgent 

Dear Pierce, 

I hope this finds you well. 

Kindly send me your home address as soon as possible~ 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: ~(}gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: Slides 

Professor Sable, 

I’tn emailing to remind you about posting the slides you promised you would posit today. 

Thanks, 

Political Science and Global Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 2:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, The Tony Nominees, Op-Docs and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20502/a mes ~ Y 

.~iI @Ti .... May2, 2012 ] 

The Tony Nominees 

~ 

~N~~ 

Turn to The Times for cmnplete coverage uf this yeaffs 
nominations for the 66th annual Tony Awards. Learn 
which show received the most numinations, which were the 
surprise favorites and which were shut euL ~ou’ll also enjoy 
expert insights into huw the nominations may affect struggling 
shows, and what the), say abuut the state of New York theater 
today~ 

Op-Does                                                    ~ 

Op--Does is The New York Times editorial depat’tment’s 

[ovum toy short, opinionated documentaries. Produced 

with wide ereative latitude and a range of artistic styles by both 

renowned and emerging [}[mmaket’s, Op-Does videos offer’ a 

wealth of perso~a] pevspectiw~s on ew~rything ~t’om entreat 

aflMrs a~d eontemporat’y life to histo~ieal subjects. Click here ~o 

start your exploration. 

Don’t Miss o,, NYTimes.com 

* How Samuel I.. Jai;kson geeame His Own Genre 

, Se;~ct’est Assembles TV Empire 

, The Stag Millio~ Question 

, My LondmL and Welcome to I[ 

, Win Two Ticke~s ~o the Offieial Tony Awards Dress Rehearsal 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on N’fli ...... 

(Beg/~een Apr. 25, 2012 - May 1, 2012) 

1. How Apple Sidesteps Billions in Taxes 

2. At 92, a Bandit to Ho]~?~,ood b~t a Hero to Soldiers 

3. tIomophobie? Maybe Yon’re O~y 

4. Krugman: Wasting Our Minds 

5~ Krugmam Death of a Fairy Tale 

~ St,IDE NHO’W." Babies on 

Parade 
A timeline of celebrities and 
their babies in the news media. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: Clouds 

and Climate 
At any moment, about 6o 
percent of the em’th is covered 
by clouds, which have a huge 
influence on the climate. 

~ VIDEO~ A Convers;~ tion 

With P;mI Ryan 
The Wisconsin Congressman 
may be the most influential 
policy maker in the Republican 
Party. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Nether’hood    ~ 

vs, Femln~sm    " 
The U.S. 
publication of "The 
Conflict: How 
Modern 
Motherhood Undermines the 
Status of Women" by the French 
feminist Elisabeth Badinter is 
getting a lot of attention in the 
press; indeed, it’s a book dub 
feature on the Motherlode blog 
in The New York Times. 

Is Badinter right? Has women’s 
obsession with being the perfect 
mother destroyed feminism? In 
particular, has this trend of 
"attachment parenting" been 



bad for working moms? 

[] ,Join the Conwrsation ~ 

Downlosd Election 20!2 

App 

Si,qn up for TimesLimited 

Follow @ rlytimeswell on 

Twitter 

ABOUT TH~S 

@.Times comes to yoLI from the NYTimes corn marketin.q depaltment. You received this messa,qe because you si,qned up 

rot NYTimes.com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New "Fork, NY !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 2, 2012 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Agenda liar Thnrsday’s Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Thanks for letting me know. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 0:I, 2012 3:30 plVl 
To: Barber, Stephen 
Subject: RE: Agenda for Thursday’s Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

Dear Stephen, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Unfortunately, because of urgent developments I will not make to Thursday’s meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Barber, Stephen 
Sent: Tuesday, May 0:t, 20:t2 3::t7 PM 
To: Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Chavis, Larry W; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Cooper, Nelia Resendes; Ed Kerwin; Garza, Charlotte; Ghosh, 
Shrija; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Johnson, Denise Lorraine; Leimenstoll, Will; Martin, lan Bebvon Kuwait; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; SaNe, Eunice 
N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject: Agenda for Thursday’s Water Theme Steering Committee Meeting 

All, 

I wanted to remind everyone that our next Water Theme Steering Committee is still on schedule for this Thursday morning at 11 AM in Room 3005 of the Michael 

Hooker Research Center. Our agenda for this meeting is attached above. Subcommittee chairs should be prepared to report on their progress as well. If you are 

unable to attend for any reason or have questions, please let me know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen 13. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919)962-3019 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Armro Escobar <aescobar@ad.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; ~gmail.com>; dmnelson@duke.edu; Cravey, Altha J 

<cravey@unc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edu>; [,eve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu-~; 

@live.unc.edu>; ,@live.~mc.edu-~; ~163.com~ 

Gus~vo Estevds 

Friends, I want to make sure you have the reformation about Gustavo 
Esteva’s talk 
It’s this Friday at 9:00 am in Hyde Hall See the program at: 

http ://postautonomia. orb/program/ 

please tell         can’t find her email easily now). ( 
do try to come if you are back). 

best, 
armro 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

;@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

Black Gold Paper 

- Black Gold paper.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my paper on Black Gold for the final, rll see you tomorrow, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Essay tx~rfion of the exam - Important: AFRI .SPRING 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Thank you for your emaJl and for the extra grace period on the paper. I have had a pretty intense exam week, so I wasn’t able to make it to your office honrs. 

Thankfully, I think I have sufficiently reviewed the e~m material. I would like to stop by and talk ruth you about my responses at some point. I know you roll be very 

busy with grading, bnt let me know if there is a time a£ter fl~e exam that I could swing by your office. 

See you bright aJld eayly! 

On Wed, at 4:31 PM, EUNICE N Sahle <e~mice@emml.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Scholaxs, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are responses to questions about the essay: 

1 ) Yes - submit via emaJl. It is OK. However, remember to use your UNC-email address and ruth a cc to yourself when your send me the essay. 

2) OK - as long as you snbmit the essay by 5.00pm tomorrow, there will be no penal~! 

Best wishes a~d see you tomorrow. 

Dr. Sahle 

~gmail,com 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

International Studies B.A., International Politics 
Class of: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Here you go! 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 7:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Espy portion of the exam - Important: AFRI. 

FinaJ Essay on Black Gold.docx 

.SPRINGI 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,           4:31 PM 
Subject: Essay portion of the exam - Important: AFRI      .SPRING 

Dear Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are responses to quefftions about the essay: 

1 ) Yes - submit via emaA1. It is OK. However, remember to use your UNC-email address and with a cc to yourself when your send me the essay. 

2) OK - as long as you submit the essay by 5.00pm tomorrow, there will be no penalty! 

Best wishes a~d see you tolnoirow. 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

Fina] Exam - Essay Portiou 

Afri    Final Paper Black Gold.docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Please find attached my essay portion of the final exam. I will also bring a hard copy to tomorrov~s exam. 

Best, 

The Dally Tar Heel 

www.daily~arheel.com 
(c) 



From: ~livea~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday, 5:00 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Atx~logies 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I just wanted to write you an email to make you aware of a few situations preceding the taking of my exam. I just wanted to inform you that I unfortunately will not be able to 
complete this exam to the level that I have on previous exams, which is sadly unavoidable. I have been studying for this exam for the past :t8 consecutive hours and have been 
struggling with the beginnings of a                                 . Even after these :t8 hours, which does not include the time reading all of the articles, I do not 
believe that I will be as prepared as I have been previously. Through this extremely all caused from the 
stress of finals, I have had a hard time retaining information. 

Also, I would like to ask if it would be possible to extend the deadline for my essay. With the large amount of information that we needed to know for the actual final, as well 
as a final presentation and 20 page paper I also have due today in another class, I have not had enough time to completely formulate my paper. If you could let me know your 
thoughts on this as soon as possible that would be wonderful. I have very much enjoyed your class this semester, but definitely believe that the workload far exceeds anything 
I have experienced for any other course I have taken. I will definitely take the lessons that I have gained from it with me through the rest of my college career and I have really 
enjoyed getting to know you as a professor. Thank you so much for all the work that you do. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday, 6:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Apologies 

Thmik you SO MUCH Dr. SaNe! I dolft think you unders*and how much I appreciate you doing this for me. You are definitely the Inost just mad f~r professor I have 

ever had. Could I come in some lime tomorrow morning? What lime will work best for you? 

With external gratefulness, 

O11 at 5:56 AM, "SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Get well and you can take the exmn tolnoirow. 

Take care. 

Dr. SaNe 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 5:00 AM, ,~)live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Professor SaNe, 
I just wanted to write you an email to make you aware of a few situations preceding the taking of my exam. I just wanted to inform you that I 
unfortunately will not be able to complete this exam to the level that I have on previous exams, which is sadly unavoidable. I have been studying for 
this exam for the past :t8 consecutive hours and have been struggling with the beginnings of a                                 . Even 
after these :t8 hours, which does not include the time reading all of the articles, I do not believe that I will be as prepared as I have been 

previously. Through this extremely , all caused from the stress of finals, I have 
had a hard time retaining information. 

Also, I would like to ask if it would be possible to extend the deadline for my essay. With the large amount of information that we needed to know 
for the actual final, as well as a final presentation and 20 page paper I also have due today in another class, I have not had enough time to 
completely formulate my paper. If you could let me know your thoughts on this as soon as possible that would be wonderful. I have very much 
enjoyed your class this semester, but definitely believe that the workload far exceeds anything I have experienced for any other course I have 
taken. I will definitely take the lessons that I have gained from it with me through the rest of my college career and I have really enjoyed getting to 
know you as a professor. Thank you so much for all the work that you do. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Espy portion of the exam - Important: AFRI. .SPRING2 

Dr Sahle, 

The final exam is in the usual classroom, correct? 

Thank you, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7::[1 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Essay portion of the exam - Important: AFRI, 

OK 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

.SPRING: 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, I 7:10 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Essay portion of the exam - Important: AFRI.      .SPRING; 

Dr Sahle, 

Attached is my essay portion of today’s exam. See you in an hour or so! 

Thankyou, 

From: EUNICE N SaNe [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,           4:3:~ PM 
Subject: Essay portion of the exam - Important: AFRI,      ,SPRING 

Dear Scholms, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are responses to quefftions about the essay: 

1 ) Yes - snbmit via email. It is OK. However. remember to use your UNC-emaJl address and with a cc to yonrself when your send me the essay. 

2) OK - as long as you submit the essay by 5.00pm tomorrow, there will be no penalty! 

Best wishes a~d see you tomorrow. 

Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaila~nc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: reading respon~ 

I’m sorry! It is actually in the trash can right outside of the door near the vending machine. I apologize for that! If you need me to I can come try to fish it out? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: reading response 

Desx 

Please return the findl exam sheet fight away. 

Thmiks. Dr. SaNe 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 9:26 AM, ’ 

Professor SaNe-- 
I sent you my 4th response on Tuesday the 
please feel free to let me know. Thank you! 

(a)email.unc.edu> w-rote: 

~ if that is what you were referring to. If you had received that one already and are missing one of the prior 3 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: reading response 

Thanks! 

<.A2FRIRR4.docx> 

8:32 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaila~nc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: reading respon~ 

Haha I’m so sorry about that! Have a nice break! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:5:t AM 

Subject: Re: reading response 

I have retrieved it tk~m the trash bin so it is ok. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

Sent from my iPhone 

, at 9:45 AM, " ~,email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

I’m sorry! It is actually in the trash can right outside of the door near the vending machine. I apologize for that! If you need me to I can come try to fish it out? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: Re: reading response 

Deaac 

Plea~ return the final exam sheet right away. 

Thanks. Dr. SaNe 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:26 AM, "Penn, Emalyn" <epenn~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor SaNe-- 
I sent you my 4th response on Tuesday if that is what you were referring to. If you had received that one already and are missing one of 
the prior 3 please feel free to let me know. Thank you! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: reading response 

Thanks! 

<AFRIRR4.docx> 

8:32 AN 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 10:15 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@emaJl.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A 

<smutima@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lisax~za, Eslher Mukewa <lisax~za@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu>; Regester, 

Chaxlene B <regester@email.unc.edu>; Rucker, Wa]ter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; McMillaaa, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Jaaaken, 

Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Nta]aja, Geovges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi All, 

If you have not yet submitted your summer school wish list, please do so by 5pro Monday, May 7. If you have not submitted a wish list by then, we will just go 

ahead and put your ~ 200 back into the summer school account and purchase general supplies for all (paper, toners, notepads, pens). 

Please use the Staples catalog for any office supplies that you would like. 

Thanks! 

Jackie 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent-" Friday, April 20, 2012 4:40 PM 

To-" Perry Hall (hallpa@email.unc.edu); Selassie, Bereket H; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Lambert, Michael C; Mutima, Sinamenye A (smutima@email.unc.edu); Lisanza, Esther 
Mukewa; Porter, Robert S; Regester, Charlene B; Walter Rucker (wrucker@email.unc.edu); McMillan, Tim; Kenneth Janken (krjanken@email.unc.edu); Nzongola-Ntalaja, 
Georges 
Cc-" Colon, Sonia; Eunice SaNe (eunice@email.unc.edu) 
Subject-" AFAM Summer School Supply "wish list" 

Hi All, 

There are some summer school funds available to purchase office or computer supplies for those that are teaching summer school. Right now we can offer approx. 

~ 200 per person (as long as the funds are available). We have already ordered plenty of paper for everyone and moy be ordering a printer toner for all faculty. In 

the meantime, please send Sonia Colon (scolon@unc.edu) your wish list for supplies. Please include item numbers, etc. in your list to help expedite the process. 

Please send your list by next Friday, 4/27 to ensure availability of funds. 

Thanks, 

Jackie Wold 
Business Officer 
Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5624 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Studyofthe Middle E&st m~dAfrica<info asmeascholars.org@mafill20.usl.rsgsv.net~ 

Thursday, May 3, 2012 10:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE-May 15: Call tbr Papers/Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of papers presented at the 2011 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~cus.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: i~f~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 



Copyri(Tht (C) 2012 ASMEA Al! rights reserved 



Fi~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Dissident’s Plea for Protection From China Deepens Crisis 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Editorials i Op-~ i On this Day 

~M~ornize~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 4, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

DissldeiWs Plea 

Protection From Chllia 

Deepens trims 

Facing criticism amid fraying 
relations with China, American 
officials privately acknowledged 
missteps in the handling of the 
Chinese dissident Chen Guangeheng. 

DEALBOOK 

Small investors May Get to 

Own a B~t of Faeebook 

While shares of the hottest initial 
public offerings go almost entirely to Wall Street hanks that oversee the stock sale, Faeebook has 
discussed raising the nmuber of shares that will go to retail investors. 

For Craf[smen, Fragile Lifeline From Craigsllst 

Largely exeluded fl’om the economie reeovery, earpenters, electrieians, plumbers and other 
construction wm’kers are pleading for work on the online classified advetlising site. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Yoa ca~Ljifflo~) the p~dse (!f the eco~w~r~fljust b# u~atching u~h~t’s gob~g o~ with Craws~ist." 

JERRY PATTERSON, a carpenter in Phoeni>; who onee had ptentffu[ work fFaming m~w homes 

and remodelbag older ones, on the ira:teasing reliance amoug eons~r~u:t%n and building trades 

workers on Craigs[is[ want ads, 

WORLD 

~ DOCUMENT: Lel-ters Fyonl 

the Bi~t Lade*~ Compoimd 
The Combating Terrorism Center at 
the United States Military Academy 
released a sdeetion of documents 
discovered during the 2o~ raid in 
Abbottabbad, Pakistan, that led to 
the killing of Osama bin Laden. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

OPINIONATOR 

~Vl~at*s i~ a Name? 

(Part 3) 

The eonelusion to the 
series on impostors, 
fingerprinting and the nature of identity. 

~Part 
! ~ Part 2 

Ryan Seacrest’s Empire 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

On the block 

Breathing fire with ballads 

WORLD 



Recovered Bi~ Lade~ Letters Show a Div4ded All Qaeda 

AI Qaeda’s senior leadership was split by debates on tactics, strategy and even marketing in the 
months leading up to the raid that killed Osama bin Laden. 

Palesfinlans Go Hungry to Make Their Voices Heard 

With the peace process stalled, analysts see nonviolent resistance as a critical tactic for the 

Palestinian national movement. 

Calls Grow ~ur Cardinal in Ireland to Reslg~a 

Abuse survivors, government ministers, priests, eanon lawyers, police officials and human rights 

advocates were among those calling on Cardinal Scan Brady to step down. 

THIS LAND 

Stumblh~g Across a Rarity, Even for the Rare Book Room 

Mal~e Malchodi, who works as a "book conservation technician" at Brown University, recently came 

across a piece of paper signed by "P. Revere Seulp" - and knew it might be a big find. 

~Agl]ante Leader ~;as Among Fh’e Shot Dead in Arlzm~a 
i.::,, Li.i~:,?3::, 

The police in Gilbert, Ariz., confirmed that J. T. Ready, an aspiring politician who led a vigilante 
border militia gronp, died in what apparently was a murder-suicide. 

UoSo Study C[tes Worries o~1 Readiness for Cyberattacks 

A report assessing the nation’s ability to respond to terrorist attacks and val~ous disasters found 
that state and local officials are the most concerned about dealing with eyberattaeks. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Ollce Remote, Gokhlmn Sachs P~tts on a Frieadly P*lblie Face 

By stepping into the spotlight even a little, Goldman’s ehief executive, Lloyd C. Bhmkfein, appears 
to be embarking on a subtle eampaign to help repair the eompany’s reputation. 

A Weight Hobblh~g G.M. 

As long as General Motors’ share price stays dmvn, the automaker is likely to be saddled with its 
government stakeholder. 

~ Time[ine G M.’s Rosd From Prosperity to Cdsis 

~ Sales in China Fuel BMW’s Profit 

Pension Pl~ Sues VVaFMart OfflclaIs Over FaiIures 

The lawsuit says current and former executives and board members breached their fiduciary duty 
in their handling of allegations involving a Mexican subsidiary. 

S P 0 RT$ 

ROYALS 4, YANKEES 3 
RiYera Hurts I(llee; Career 1V~ay Be OYer 

Mariano River& 4~, tore the anterior erueiate ligament in his right knee while chasing a fly ball 
during batting practice before the Yankees’ loss to the Royals. 

~ 
Box Score I Play-by-Play 

~ Basebail Roundup: Evidence in Olemens’s Trial k~cbades Syringes anrJ Vials 

GAME 3: HEAT 87, KNICKS 70 

Carmelo Anthony shot 7 for 23 from the field as the Knicks, who set an N.B.A. record by losing their 

~3th straight playoff game, fell to o-3 in their series against the Heat. 

~E] Bo~: Score ] Play-by-Play ] [] Slide Show 



~ Thunr~e[ 95, Mavericks 79: Tilundsr Rout Mavsricks in Game 

Former Player’s Sulc~de Won’t End His ~Tids m-% Fight 

The widow of Ray Easterling said that she had no plans to move and that she would continue 

advocating for better medical coverage for retired N.F.L. players with head injures. 

o More Spor~s News 

ARTS 

An Oas~s, Once Gilded~ Now Greened 

Duke Fa~s in Hillsborough, N.&, after a $45 million face-lift, has been tm~ed into a secluded 

public park with a specific mission: Teach visitors to be good stewards of the environment. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Ill Had the Cash, I ~Voukh~’t B~y That 

~Ilae critic Holland Cotter contemplates what he would do with about Smo million, the anaount 

recently spent at auction for a version of Edvard Muneh’s "Scream." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Lessons From the Dea~ of’the School of Improv 

In advance of a concert series honoring the jazz pianist Cecil Taylor, he and other participating 

musicians discussed his improvisational work. 

o More A~s News 

MOVIES 

Superheroes, Super Battles~ S~per Egos 

doss Whedon’s long-awaited superhero opus "The Avengers" arrives with a big cast, frequent battles 

and abundant banter among its characters. 

MOMIE REVIEW ] THE BEST EXOTIC MARIGOLD HOTEL’ 

Seven Tickets to h~*:lla, Pleas% and Reservations for a~ Adventure 

Retirement-age Britons travel to India, where adventures await in the ensemble comedy "The Best 

Exotic Marigold Hotel." 

Comic Guerrilla Tries Sticking ~,V[th the Script 

"The Dictator," the latest movie from Sacha Baron Cohen, features a new guise for that actor: an 

African despot who takes up residence in Brooklyn. 

More Movies News ,’~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

°Beyond Debate~ 

The treatment of dose Padilla was indisputably cruel and in breach of the minimum standard 

required for anyone in American custody, especially a citizen. 

EDITORIAL 

The l~sk From Chemical Plants 

More than a decade after 9/~, the country still doesn’t have tough rules to make Americans safer. 

EDITORIAL 
Tampa’s Plea for a Bit of Dis,~rmament? Rejected 
Florida’s governor refuses a sensible request to proteet the publie by banning guns in downtown 
Tampa during the Republiean National Convention in August. 

OP-ED 

C~- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Thousands of former Yugoslavians may have settled in America, but echoes of the war still resound. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Campus Tsunami 



What happened to the newspaper and magazine business is about to happen to higher education: a 

rescrambling around the Web and online learning. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIo~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ph~toeraey, Pa~’aly,~s, Pe~-ple~ty 

Inequality is a major reason the economy is still so depressed and unemployment so high, and we 

have responded to crisis with a mix of inaction and confusion. 

~ Cokamnist Page j BIo~ 

o More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 4, 197o, Ohio National Guardsmen opened fire on anti-war protesters at Kent State 

University, killing four students and wounding nine others. 

About This E-~’laH 

You ~eceived this message because yod signed up for N~qJmes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette~ As a membe~ of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscr~be ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve£~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 8:02 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Be there around 8:30ish 

Hi, 

I will be over in AFAM probably around 8:30ish...in PLCY right now doing a few things... 

Thanks, 
dackie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Politics <Routledge.skozxqrowpmlnenrm@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Friday, May 4, 2012 9:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Last day to save 20% with Routledge 

Did you miss these titles at ISA? 
Order your books using the 20% conference discount - ends today! 

Dear Eunice SaMe, 

Routledge would like to thank you for stopping by our booth at the International Studies 
Association 2012 annual conference. 

If you were unable to attend orto visit our booth, our 20% conference discount is still available 
for today only! Enter discount code ARJa0 (applicable to all Routledge books) during checkout at 

www~routledge.com. 

See you next year in San Francisco! 

Regards, 

Michael King, 

Routledge Politics and International Relations 

international Relations Seie~=~ed Ess~,!is Relations Differently 
~:~?!ilo.~.ep!~y o? Scie:!.~:.e aI~d ff,~; By Michael Doyle Edited by Arlene T~ckner, 
~mp~cst~oqs for the t~t~d’f of Wodd Paperback: David L Blaney 
Politics 978-0-,115-78175-6: Paperback: 
By Patrick Thaddeus Jackson $34.95 .-- £23.99 978--0-415-78131.-2: 
Paperback: Read More ~ }49.95 - £27.99 
978-0-4!5-77627-1: ~-Inspect[£B 
$44.95 -- £24,99 

Read More ~ 
Complimenta~ Exam Copy 

The international Politics of 



the Asia Pacific 
5:d Edition 

By I~lichael Yahuda 

Paperback: 
978-0-415-47480-1 : 

$44,95 - £23.99 

Read Mere I 

Complimentan/Exam Copy 

Japan’s International 

By Glenn D, Hook= J~.die 
Gilson, Christopher W= 

Hughes, Hugo Dobson 

Paperback: 

978-0-415-58743-3: 
$48,95 - £28.99 

Read More I 

Complimentan/Exam Copy 

Doin~stic and h =temetioi~:~l 

Ch{dleh~!es 
Edited by David Shambaugh 

Paperback: 

978-0-4!5-61955-4: 
$51.95 - £26.99 

Read More 

htl:~ ://ta ndf ms~ifocus.corn/q/11wTC66Z,>DrnYEqVv/vw 

Francis Online 

VAT Nd: :bet 

i~t[!) llta n d f. rn sq ~oc u s co rn.;u 11 ! ~:,TC66Z3 D rnY E qVv 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, May 6, 2012 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Lessons oflraq ttelp U.S. Fight a Drug Wax in Honduras 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~Z I onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 6, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Lessons of ieaq Help IJ,S, 

F~ght a Drug ~Wa~" in 

Ho~du~oas 

Drawing on lessons from the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, the Ameriean military has established 
outposts to join Honduran forces against narcotics barons who use the countW as a cocaine transit 
hub. 

~ S~de Show: Honduras gecomes the Foc~ 

:\t a Hearing, 9/:~ ~ Detainees Show Defiance 

Pmfid disruptions from the defendants, the government’s attempt to restart its efforts to prosecute 
the five defendants in the Sept. hi ease got off to a slow, rocky start in a trial that could result in 
their executions. 

THE VANISHING MIND 

When Iih~ess Makes a Spouse a Strange~° 

Like many others, Ruth French finds herself grappling with her spouse’s frontotemporal dementia, 
a group of brain diseases that eat away at personality and language. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’~,l tm~es, I nehe.for h~m to b~! bnek ~ the ~portrm~l. fl~t I neh~L~r hm~ to be b~ek ~s h~m," 
RUTIt FRENCH, after potting her husband, Michael whose [t’ontotempoval dementia dt’astieally 
altered his pet’son;dity, in a nursing home. 

~ V~DEO, P,,ison 

Passlo~ Play 
Inmates, many of them 
serving life sentenees, 
put on "The Life of ,lesus Christ," a 
passion play ehvonieling the biblieal 
story on the grounds of the Lonisiana 
State Prison at Angola. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

OPINION 

Life 

We can hive others to do 

almost anything. But do we want to? 

Homes for $890,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Homes for $825,000 

Homes for $500~000 



WORLD 

Amid Brazi|’s Rltsh to Develop, M¢orkers Resist 

Brazil is a leader among South American nations rushing to build hydroelectric dams in the 

Amazon, but workers demanding better pay are disrupting the projects. 

In the Sp~tlight ~ff Power, P~tin Keeps His Pri~te Life Veiled in Shadows 

The longer that Vladimir V. Putin rules Russia, the more reports about his family life seem to be 

taboo. 

In French Race~ the Tortoise Sets His Own Pace 

The rise of the Socialist Francois Hollande, who is slightly favored to win the French presidency on 

Sunday, is still a surprise to many in the country. 

A Desert Town on the ~ray Up o., to Space 

Entreprenenrs and small aerospace companies based at an air and space port in California are 
anmng those thought to be leading the next phase of space exploration. 

BEND JOURNAL 

An Economic Lifeline of Barley and Hops 

In Bend, Ore., where there is no Interstate, no university and the closest major city is 16o miles 
away across steeI) and snowy mmmtains, beer has had room to make a difference. 

The Jobless Yo m~g Find Their Voice 

Two movements have sprouted to fight for this generation’s right to move out of the parental 
basement. 

~r-] Post a Comrr)ent 

¯ More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Jobs Few~ Grads FRock to Unpaid hlternshlps 

In a weak job market, many college graduates are taking unpaid internships that fail to deliver on 

their promises of experience by offering little more than menial work. 

Le Petit Prince of I/Offal 

aean-Vietor Meyers, the grandson of Liliane Betteneourt, has been appointed to the board, 
beginning his role as the family heir. 

FAI R GAM E 

Mortgage Unit Tronbles Ally Financial 

Ally Financial, known as GMAC Financial when it was bailed out for $~7 billion, could be harmed if 

its mortgage unit files for bankruptcy as expected. 

SPORTS 

Iql Have Another Beats Bodemelster for Derby }Vin 

I’ll Have Another, at ~5-1 odds, won the 138th Kentucky Derby with a late surge against 
Bodemeister, who led the pack for most of the race. 

Mayweather~s Win Is Unanimous but Not Easy 

On Satm’day, Floyd Mayweather at. remained unbeaten by holding off" Miguel Cotto in a 
unanimous decision victory at the MGM’s Grand Garden Arena in Las Vegas. 

GAME 4: CAPITALS 3, RANGERS 2 
A Late Goal Gives the Capitals a V~qn and a Tie 

Washington defenseman Mike Green scored on a power play with 5 minutes 48 seconds in the game, 
giving the Capitals a victory and a 2-2 series tie with the Rangers. 



~0 Box 
Score I Play-by-Play I [] Slide Show 

~ Inlur es n His Past, Defenseman Moves Forward With the W~nnmg Goal 

¯ 

ARTS 

After Exil% Career :Reset 

After more than 18 months in the wilderness, Earl Sweatshirt returned to a world in which he had 

become a rap sensation. 

~0 Slide Show 

The Screen Ca~’t Hear ~’he~ Yon YeJI ’Bravo’ 

The Metropolitan Opera’s HD broadcasts to movie theaters brings its productions to the rest of 

Ameriea and the world, with a range of eonsequences for andiences and other opera companies. 

Boho Brooklyn, ~94os Edition 
i.::,~ ..~HI :,~ i :,.:. ~:?ii.A,i 

In the new musical "February ttouse," W. H. Auden, Carson McCullers and Gypsy Rose Lee are 

unlikely roommates in pre-hipster Brooklyn. 

o More AC, s News 

MAGAZINE 

The Purpose of Spectac~|lar \~’ealth~ Accordhllg to a Spectac*llarly \~’ealthy 

Guy 

Edward Conard, once a partner of Mitt Romney at Bain Capital, argues that more income 
inequality is good for the economy. 

Obama~s Not-So-Hot Date ~;ith Veal1 Street 

What happened when the president came to New York looking for love and money. 

How McDonah|*s Came Back Bi~er Than Ever 

With new food, revamped d6cor and an embrace of mommy blogs, McDonald’s isn’t just trying to 

keep its customers. It’s trying to convince skeptics that they’re wrong. 

o More From the Maqazme >~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

~ idea ~orth Savh~g 

Public financing, the most vital campaign reform, has collapsed. Will anyone try to revive it? 

EDITORIAL 

The End of Clean B~mrg:y Subsh|~es? 

ETnless Congress acts, promising renewable power sources will wither and jobs will disappear. 

EDITORIAL 

There’s a rink, two bull’s-eye targets and smooth stones to slide. But there are also brooms and a lot 
of yelling, and strategy. 

More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Dh’ect Democracy, 2,0 

Germany has had its own outposts of the Occupy movement, but the country’s political 

preoccupation has been the organized challenge within the system that is the Pirate Party. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hea rtlan d ,hlsfi ce 

Support for same-sex marriage can spring up far from the coasts. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~ at1b" of" 0hll~a 

The Obama campaign invents a cartoon everywoman whose partner is, of course, big government. 



More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 6, 1937, the hydrogen-filled German dirigible Hindenburg burned and crashed in 
Lakehurst, N.J., killing 36 of the 97 people on board. 

YOU received ~his message because you signed up ~er NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. As a member of 
~he TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage SubscdptioRs ~ URsubscr~be ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 10:30 AM 

Wold, Jackie <jwold@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Phone installs on Thursday, 5/10 

HiJackie, 

I am here on Thursday and will be able to let them into the offices. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Wold, Jackie 
Sent: Monday, May 07, 2012 9:49 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Phone installs on Thursday, 5/10 

Hi Travis, 

Are you here on Thursday? The telecom people should be by to install the 8 data phones for the following: 

Room 305, 

Room 210, 

Room 205, 

Room 207, 

Room 202, 

Room 201, 

Room 204, 

Room 103, 

D-048 Tim McMillan 

D-045 Reginald Hildebrand 

D-08 David Pier 

D-110 Lydia Boyd 

D-O07 Perry Hall 

D-103 Georges Nzongola 

D-083 Charlene Regester 

D-018 Margaret Lee 

You will probably have to let them into each office and then make sure the door is locked when they are done. I will 

have Sonia over there to help with office coverage. 

Thanks, 
dackie Wold 
Business Officer 

Department of Public Policy 
217 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univemity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
p. 919.962.2788 
f. 919.962.5824 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, May 7, 2012 11:50 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Andrews/Hartlyn report 

Hello colleagues: 
I know I’ve been unusually quiet for a couple of weeks, but I’m 
beginning to see the light at the end of the tunnel and I hope we can 
resume discussions very soon, whether in person or virtually. Speaking 
of which... 

~:iiwww.newsobserver.com/2012/05/04/2044178ire~?ortofindsoacademico~>audoevidence.htm~#stor~-link=misearch 

Perhaps we could use Friday’s news as a spark for further discussion? I 
don’t know if you’ve read the full Andrews/Hartlyn report on the 
Afri-Afam dept and its role in the late "scandal," but I urge you to 
give it a close read. I’m linking here to the N&O story on the report, 
which includes a PDF of the report itself. 

I also asked Nancy Schoonmaker to post this article link to our website, 
where I’d like to see if we can have a discussion about it with posted 
comments. You need to sign in with an onyen to get access to the 
website, so there’s no danger that our comments will be seen by 
"outsiders." The instructions for posting a comment, once you’re in, 
are very clear and simple. 

Anyway, I’m simultaneously heartened and frustrated by this report, 
which leaves a great number of questions unanswered. I think there are 
tentacles not yet identified. To remind you of the web address: 
~s :iifac~h~: a’thIe~icsfomm.web. ~mc.ed~i 

Hope to "talk" to you over the next couple of days. I just left the 
first comment ..... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//1ists~unc~ ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56 A 2~2 3 5 af5 a2 91~ 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~ac~°°a~Ne~ics- 
formn&o 31433308, or send a blank email to leave-31433308-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Get access to Sociological Methodology. Recommend to your ]ibrax?., today 

Recommend to your library and get access to influential sociological content. 

l N:i: www.sagepub.o3m 1 

Get access to influential sociological research. 
Recommend to .your library today! 

Dear Professor Eunice Sahle, 

As a faculty member at Univ. of N. Carolina-Chapel Hill, you currently have access to American 
Sociological Review and Sociological Theory through your library. 

Expand your access to influential, state-of-the-ad sociological research and recommend 
Sociological Methodology to your library. Sociological Methodology offers robust and 
valuable content from which you and your students will benefit, including: 

Pub shes art c es devoted to research methods for sociology and the 
broader social sciences. It features important methodological papers of interest to the entire field 
of sociology and provides a natural forum for engaging the philosophical issues that underpin 
sociological research. Contributions by American as well as international scholars come from 
diverse areas...more. 

Impact Factor*: 0.880 
Ranked: 56 out of 132 in Sociology 

Free Sample Issue 

*Soume: 2010 Journal Citation Reports® (Thomson Reuters, 2011) 

Recommend to your librarian today. 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Sociology and the American Sociological Association 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 7, 2012 4:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Maj ors RSVP for Graduation 

Hello Majors, 

The Department of African and Afro-American Studies invites you to our departmental graduation ceremony on 

Saturday May 12th from 10:45 AM-12:20 PM in the Stone Center Theatre in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center. For 

Graduating majors, please RSVP to Travis Gore at stgore@email.unc.edu by noon Wednesday May 9th and please 

provide the number of family members attending. In terms of your guests, please note that you are limited to three. We 

look forward to seeing you on the 12th. 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,            2:57 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: response for group 5 

wanted to let you know that I received your email. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: response for group 5 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday; 10:39 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: FW: response for group 5 

Professor, 

Here is my forwarded email. I do not know why my emails aren’t going through either. I hope this makes it to you. 

thanks, 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice 
Subject: response for group 5 

11:41 PM 

Hello, 

Here it is! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Bomber in Plot on U.S. Airliner Is Said to Be a Double Agent 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

..................................................................................... T.od.ay;is...H.ea.dl.i.nes .................................................................... 
~1~ N’t’~l~ ~rk ~ May 9, 2019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..s.~...o.r.t.~ I .A..~ I ,.D..LRj.R.~.~...w.j.R...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.j.s....D...a..y 

.O_u..s..t..o_m..Lz..e....T..o_d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e.A I r .S...e..a..r..c..h., 

TOP NEWS 

Bomber in Plot on U.S. 

Airliner Is Said to Be a 

Double Agent 
By SCOTT SHANE and ERIC SCHMITT 

In an extraordinary intelligence coup, 
the would-be suicide bomber dispatched 
by the A1 Qaeda branch in Yemen last 
month infiltrated the terrorist group and 
volunteered for the mission, officials 
said. 

Behind Twists of Diplomacy 
in the Case of a Chinese 
Dissident 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and MARK LANDLER 

Days of drama preceded the agreement 
between the United States and China in 
the ease of Chen Gumageheng, but the 
negotiations ultimately reflected a 
maturing relationslfip, officials said. 

These 4    ’ ................................................ 
Ttun=s 
Happen 
Right 
Betbre a 

Lugar Loses Primary Challenge in Indiana 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Richard G. Lugar, one of the Senate’s longest-serving members, lost a hard-fought Republican primary to 
Richard E. Mourdock, the Indiana state treasurer. 

, Many Pursuits, but Bipartisanship Isn’t One of Them 
¯ " FiveThirtyEight: Moderate Republicans Fall Away in the Senate 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is all really painful to watch. It hurts." 

LARRY MACINTYRE, a supporter of Richard G. Lugar, 80, who lost to a more conservative challenger in 

the Indiana Republican primary. 

ARTS 

~i SLIDE SHOW: A 
’Wild Rumpus’ 
With Maurice 



Sendak 
Maurice Sendak, who died on Tuesday 
at 83, was widely considered the most 
important children’s book artist of the 
20th century. 

" Related Obituary 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Should U.S. 
Troops Fight the 
War on Drugs? 
Should the nfilitary be 
involved in the war on 
drugs and does nfilitary involvement in 
poor countries with weak govelaunents 
destablize them? 

Trapped in the middle seat 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

China and the integrity of accounting 

What would you pay to buy this business? 

nytimes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Master Tactician in Israel Adds Power in a Coalition Deal 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Prime Minister Benjanfin Netm~yahu significantly expanded his power, creating the broadest coalition 
govenunent in recent memory. 

Indians Host Clinton While Also Wooing Iran 
By JIM YARDLEY 

This week’s diplomatic choreography - with Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton and the Iranians in 
New Delhi - provided a window into the realpolitik of sanctions against Iran. 

German Patience With Greece on the Euro Wears Thin 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and LIE ALDERMAN 

Germmay’s devotion to the euro runs extremely deep, but there is a growing conviction that it is up to Greece 
to follow through on its eonmfitments and that Europe is done negotiating. 

. Stocks Fall on Greek Turmoil 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Psychiatry Manual Drafters Back Down on Diagnoses 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

In a rare step, doctors revising psychiatry’s diagnostic manual have retreated from two controversial 
proposals that would have expanded the number of people identified as having psychotic or depressive 
disorders. 

Law School Plans to Offer Web Courses for Master’s 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

The Washington University School of Law will offer a master’s degree in United States law in partnership 
with 2tor, an education teelmology company. 

Albanian Wins Bid for Asylum, Lawyers Say 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Edmond Denfiraj’s case had reached the Supreme Court as he sought to prove that he feared for himself and 
his fanfily if they were returned to their home country. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Gay on TV: It’s All in the Family 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The outrage is gone. Today, it’s rare to hear a complaint about shows like "Modern Family" or the drama 



"Smash," which has five gay characters. 

ARTSBEAT 
Lyricist of ’YMCA’ Wins Suit Over Control of Songs 
By LARRY ROHTER 

Victor Willis, formerly of the Village People, won a suit to reclaim control of his music in 2Ol3 after the 35- 
year copyright ends. The ruling has the potential to change the music business. 

DEALBOOK 
Aviva Chief Resigns Over Shareholder Pay Revolt 
By JULIA WERDIGIER 

Pmdrew Moss, the chief executive of the British insurance company Aviva, resigned unexpectedly on Tuesday 
as a result of shareholder discontent over pay practices. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Knicks, Trailing by 3-a, Focus on What Is, Not What Might Have Been 
By HOWARD BECK 

The ~ficks retuna to Mianfi, improbably, with their playoff hopes narrowly alive and Amar’e Stoudenfire 
thriving again. 

. N.B.A. Roundup: Short-Handed Bulls Rely on Their Defense to Stay Alive 12:55 AM ET 

¯ . Nuggets 102, Lakers 99: Nuggets Avoid Elimination Despite Bryant’s 43 Points 1:41 AM ET 

YANKEES 5, RAYS 3 
Heir to Rivera Hangs on to Pass His First Test 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

After Ivan Nova allowed two rtms in seven innings, Dave Robertson loaded the bases in the ninth but 
escaped the jam to cap a 5-3 victory over the Rays. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ON BASEBALL 

A Perfect Game and Now a 4-Homer Game 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Josh Hamilton of the Texas Rangers belted four home rtms on Tuesday night in Baltimore, just 17 days after 
Philip Humber of the Chicago Wlfite Sox tossed a perfect game in Seattle. 

¯ . Bats: Four Homers and 18 Total Bases, a Second Time 

’: Roundup: Nationals’ General Manager Disciplined for Hamels Remarks 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
Putting the Guilt Back in Killing: Game Features Zombies With a Little Soul 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

The video game of the confic book and television series "The Walking Dead" adds some character to a 
nfindless enemy. 

ARTSBEAT 
How ’Mad Men’ Landed the Beatles: All You Need Is Love (and $250,000) 
By DAVE ITZKOFF and BEN SISARIO 

The use of "Tomorrow Never IO~ows" in Sunday’s episode of "Mad Men" was a rare instance in which a song 
written and recorded by flae Beatles has been licensed for a television series. 

Maurice Sendak, Author of Splendid Nightmares, Dies at 83 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Sendak, known in particular for "Where the Wild Things Are," was widely considered the most 
important children’s book artist of the 2oth century. 

" ~ Photographs 

’: Times Topics: Maurice SendaL 

¯ More Arts News 



DINING & WINE 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

When He Dined, the Stars Came Out 
By PETE WELLS 

Craig Claiborne’s weekly restaurant reviews, which first appeared 50 years ago this month, separated the 
best restaurants from the ones merely favored by the aristocracy. 

¯ ’ Reflections on Claiborne: Jacques P6pin I Bryan Miller 

, ~, Interactive Feature: A Craig Claiborne Reader 

Eating Well Without the Flavor of Shame 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

In lfis new book, the veterma food writer Peter Kanfinsky writes that by maximizing flavor, you can satisfy 
your food cravings with smaller portions. 

." Post Your Questions on Healthy (and Tasty) Eating 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LA SILHOUETTE 
Starting From French 
By PETE WELLS 

La Silhouette is on the extremely short list of good French restaurants in walking distance of the Broadway 
theaters. 

." ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Campaigning Beyond Inspiration 
President Obama once ran on hope. Now he needs to spend more time persuading dubious and disillusioned 
voters how he is going to achieve his goals. 

EDITORIAL 
Delaying Justice at Guantfinamo 
The Supreme Court must reaffirm the legal right of prisoners who are held without charges to challenge fl~eir 
detention. 

EDITORIAL 
How Much for That Coffee? 
Financial institutions shotfld be required to explain their overdraft progrmns and include complete pricing 
information about different overdraft options. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
From Beijing With Love 
By JEFFREY H. SMITH 

Deciding whether, and how, to provide asylum for dissidents is a complicated issue, and each case is 
different. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
D6samour and Amour 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The French act as though they don’t care about politicians’ private lives, but, behind the scenes, there’s as 
much lusty action as a French farce. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Jobs@Arabia.com 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

A plan is taking hold for entrepreneurs, not govenunent, to lead the way in creating new businesses in 
3ordan. 

:’ Columnist Page 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 9, a994, South Africa’s newly elected Parliament chose Nelson Mandela to be the country’s first 

black president. 

¯ See This Front .P..:.a~g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 10:55 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Reg Hildebrand 

...had a nice letter in the N&O today: 

~ :i5"~v ww. newsob ser~’er.comi2012/05/09/2052126iregi~a~d-fohildebrandomost-courses, h~ml 

But take a look at the comments if you want to get a sense of the impact 
of this latest news on "public opinion." 

Of course, we live in a state where public opinion favors Amendment one, 
so there’s only so much we can do... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists.~mc.ed~d~?id~5~137456.42f235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n~T&1~facuhv--a~Ne~ics- 

forum&o-31447689, or send a blank email to leave-31447689-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 11:11 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] a propos... 

Richard sent me this AM an interesting story about advisors in athletics... 

~:i5"~vww.i~sidehighered.com!newsi2012/05i09/ncaa-academic-r@es-frustra~e-advisers-a~Ne~es#.T6~ ~YPXVxo.e~mil 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists.~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 5~. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 91~ 5~ad3 %~ 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=f ac~hv---a~Ne~ics- 

t:omm&o=31447794, or send a blank email to leave-31447794-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <pete@www- salempress.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, May 9, 2012 11:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Portable Literary Ret~rence 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

N::I Hyper-Circulating Ref ...... 

Click for More Info 

Salem’s multi-volume reference has defined the literary canon for 60 years. Most 

recently, our single-volume reference collections have grown exponentially. We’ve 

created original, single-volume surveys (Critical Insights) and collected essays 

from larger reference sets into focused quality paperbacks (Salem Singles). 

From $29.95 

These one-volume works are used in many libraries in both circulating and non- 

circulating roles. Because egooks give new meaning to "circulating reference," 

we’ve made all of these works available electronically, too. Salem’s eBooks are 

available as follows: 

I leBooks on EBSCOhost I ]Overdrive 

[-]Follett Library Resources ~lGale Virtual Reference Library 

F1MyiLibrary ~lApple iBooks 

F1Amazon Kindle F~Barnes & Noble NOOK 

To view Salem’s literary analysis organized by subject area and available in eBook 

form, click eBook$. Most are extremely affordable, single volumes and so make 

terrific downloads onto portable devices of all kinds. We’re sure you’ll find they 

attract heavy use. 

SALEM PRESS 

Call Today for More Info: (800) 221-1592 

SALEM PRESS - 2 University Plaza - Hackensack - NJ - 07601 

__P.S. We hope this email is helpful & entertaining. However, if you do not wish to be included in 

announcements of this kind, we’ll remove you from our mailing list. Just click the "SafeUnsubscribe" 

link below and we’ll take you off our announcements list immediately (and permanently). 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by ptobey@sNempress.com :: 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Salem Press I 2 University Plaza I Hackensack I NJ I 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 9, 2012 3:27 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] web discussion 

Just wanted to remind everyone that we have--well, Kenneth and I have--a 
discussion going on our web site. Please chime in when you’re ready .... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//~ists ~mc ed~/~ ? id=5013 7 4 56 4 2~ 3 5 ~5 a2 9 ~ 7 5~ad~ 96 2 92 4 2d7 d~ &n=T &~-fac~hv °°a~Ne~cso 
forum&o=31449519, or send a blank email to leave-31449519-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 3:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Says Same-Sex Marriage Should Be Legal 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................... .To.d.ay.is...H.eadi.i.nes ..................................................................... 
~11~ N’t’~ ~rk ~im~.~ May lO, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X>. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Says Same-Sex 
Marriage Should Be Legal 
By JACKIE CALMES and PETER BAKER 

By publicly endorsing same-sex 
marriage in a television interview, the 
president took a definitive stand on one 
of the most contentious and politically 
charged social issues of the day. 

" ~ Video: Watch Obama Interview (ABC 

News) 

¯ . ~ Interactive Feature: Obama’s Evolution on 

Same-Sex Marriage 

Parents of P.O.W. Reveal U.S. 
Talks on Taliban Swap 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and MATTHEW 
ROSENBERG 

Frustrated by stalled negotiations, the 
parents of an Army sergem]t abruptly 
disclosed that he was the subject of 
secret negotiations. 

WELL 
New Cautions About Long-Term Use of Bone Drugs 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

The Food mad Drug Administration published an analysis that suggested caution against long-term use of the 
drugs, but fell short of issuing specific recommendations. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"At a certain point, I’ve just concluded that for me personally it is important for me to go ahead and affirm 

that I think same-sex couples should be able to get married." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, in an interview with ABC News. 

U,S, 

Reactions to 
Obama’s Same-Sex 



Marriage Stand 
Tell us how much of an impact President 
Obama’s endorsement of stone-sex 
marriage will have on your vote in fl~e 
2012 election. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Liberty and Justice 
for All 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Some have argued that 
President Obama should 
have delayed any movement on same- 
sex nmrriage until after the election, but 
there is no wrong time to do the fight 
thing. 

The art of eloquence 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Photos of the nominated musicals 

Complete coverage of the Tony Awards 

n~times,~o.m TH EATiER 

WORLD 

New Russian Aircraft Crashes During a Promotional Flight in Indonesia 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and NICOLA CLARK 

The wreckage of a demonstration airplane for a Russian-made jet that vanished on Wednesday over 
Indonesia was found Thursday, and there were no signs of survivors among 5o people aboard the plane. 

Long-Running Antiterrorism Work With Saudis Led to Airline Plot’s Failure 
By ROBERT F. WORTH and ERIC SCHMITT 

Saudi Arabia and the United States have worked closely together against a militant network in Yemen, most 
recently foiling an effort to snmggle a bomb onto a jetliner. 

Putin to Skip Group of 8 Session, Delaying Postelection Meeting With Obama 
By HELENE COOPER and ELLEN BARRY 

Russia’s newly inaugurated president, Vladimir V. Putin, will not attend a summit meeting of world leaders 
next week, the White House said on Wednesday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Watershed Move, Both Risky and Inevitable 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Same-sex marfiage is still a controversial issue, but one on which views are changing rapidly, polls show. 

Romney Reaffirms Opposition to Marriage, or Unions, for Gay Couples 
By MICHAEL BARBARO 

The question of precisely what legal status and protections should be granted to gay couples is emerging as 
an issue of the sharpest possible contrast between the two presidential candidates. 

Call for Legislature to Revive Colorado’s Civil Union Bill 
By DAN FROSCH 

A call for a special legislative session by Gov. Jolm W. Hickenlooper could revive a bill that would have 
allowed civil unions for stone-sex couples in Colorado. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Circle of Tech: Collect Payout, Do a Start-Up 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

The windfall from Facebook’s public offefing may prompt some employees to leave, in what could be one of 
eompmay’s lasting legacies - a new generation of teeh tyeoous looking to create or invest in, well, the next 
Faeebook. 



Solar Installers Offer Deals, Gaining Converts 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

Installers, often working through big-box chains, are taking advantage of hefty tax breaks, creative financing 
and cheap Chinese-made panels to make solar power accessible to the mass market. 

:. Green Blog: Assessing Whether Solar Panels Make Sense for You 

In Spain, a Debt Crisis Built on Corporate Borrowing 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

The debt load of Grupo A.C.S., a giant construction companybased in Spain, reflects the cotmtrys severe 
financial struggle. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

HEAT 106, KNICKS 94 
The Roller Coaster Stops 
By HOWARD BECK 

Despite a momentary slip three days earlier, the Heat, led by LeBron James’s 29 points, left no doubt about 
their superiority in clinching the first-round series over the ~fieks, four games to one. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show I ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I Slide Show 

, Off the Dribble: Lin Says of Knee: ’It Didn’t Feel Right’ 10:28 PM ET 

Battier Still Going All Out for a Title 
By ANDY KENT 

Shane Battier, the Mimni Heat forward who dove all over the floor against the IOficks on Wednesday, has 
brought defense and intelligence to the pursuit of his first N.B.A. championship. 

~ Grizzlies 92, Clippers 80: Grizzlies Force Clippers Into Game 6 12:39 AM ET 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 
The Dream Team’s Very Bad Day 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

A new NBA TV docmnentary chronicles the day college players defeated the Dream Team in a scrimmage-- 
part of Coach Chuck Daly’s strategy to motivate the team before the 1992 O13anpics. 

¯ ..M..9.r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

What’s Hatching in Dance Incubator 
By GIA KOURLAS 

Stefanie Batten Bland and John Heginbotham, in residency at Baryshnikov Arts Center, perforua pieces this 
week and next. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
When Memory Sings Harmony 
By JON PARELES 

The remfited Beach Boys perforu~ed songs old and new at the Beacon Theater on Tuesday night. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Tearful Underdog Triumphs in ’The Voice’ Finale 
By JON CARAMANICA 

In an emotional finale, Jeru~aine Paul, a foru~er backup singer for AlMa Keys who worked with Blake 
Shelton on the show, wept openly and embraced his father and lfis wife. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Skateboarding Past a Midlife Crisis 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Graying embers of Generation X are grabbing their skateboards and reclainfing their youth. 

:. Howto Not Look Too Silly on a Skateboard 



Vidal Sassoon, Hairdresser and Trendsetter, Dies at 84 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Sassoon changed the way women wore and cared for their hair, fashioning short, often striking styles 
known for their geometric shapes and sharp angles that were also easy to nmintain. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

SKIN DEEP 
Trading the Elliptical for Video 
By STEPHANIE ROSENBLOOM 

The heyday of Jack LaLanne and Jane Fonda may have gone the way of leg walaners and Betamax, but 
fitness videos have not only endured, they are in vogue again. 

¯ More Fashion & ~t.yJ..e...>?. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
President Obama’s Moment 
In publicly affilaning Iris support for marriage equality, the president took the moral high ground on what 
may be the civil rights struggle of our time. 

EDITORIAL 
Mere Tinkering With a Bad Program 
Reducing deportation of traffic violators does not fix fl~e fm~damental flaws in an inmfigration program that 
needs to be scrapped. 

EDITORIAL 
Rhode Island’s Principled Stance 
A federal appellate court was wrong to insist that Rhode Island surrender a prisoner so it can prosecute him 
in federal court. The state should ask the Supreme Court to review the case. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Game Over for the Climate 
By JAMES HANSEN 

If Canada exploits the oil in its tar smads, civilization will be at risk. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Your Vote: Man vs. Morel 
By GAlL COLLINS 

How do you feel about the defeat of Senator Richard Lugar in the Indiana Republicm~ primary? Choose A, B, 
C or D, please. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Poverty’s Poster Child 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Some of the toughest and most persistent poverty in Panerica exists on Indian reservations, like Pine Ridge 
in South Dakota. But it’s not hopeless. 

-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May lO, 1869, a golden spike was driven at Promontory, Utah, marking the completion of the first 

transcontinental railroad in the United States. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front Pa__agq 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info asmeascholars.org@mail6.us2.mcs~,.net> 

Thursday, May 10, 2012 11:20 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DEADLINE-May 15: Call tbr Papers/Annual Cont~rence 2012 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS; *** 

5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Hiddle East and Africa 

October ~-~3~ 20~2 
Key Bridge Narriott Hotel * Washington, D,C. 

ASNEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the 2012 annual conference. 

Nembers flom any discipline, tenured or untenured faculty or those otherwise affiliated with a 

recognized research institution, may submit proposals to participate in the conference. Unique 

proposals from senior graduate students (ABD) will also be considered~ Abstracts on topics related 

to the Niddle East and Mr~ca should consist of a one-page outline of the proposed subject to be 

presented. A recent C.V. and a~] contact data must be a~ached to the proposal (name, 

phone number, aNliat~on). Tge ~ae ~ate far ~[e~osals i~ Tees~ay, Nay ~S, 20~2. Proposals 

should be sent to: i~f~@a~aea~ola~.or~. Completed papers are due by August 31, 

VIEW the list of papers presented at the 2011 Annual ASMEA Conference. 

Referees and Di,~cus.,~nt~ 

ASNEA Nembers interested in participating in the conference as referees of papers or discussants 

should contact ASNEA by e-mail with a letter of interest containing the topics that can be covered. 

Please include a C.V. and all current contact data (name, e~mail, phone number) and a brief 

recitation of your past experience in these roles~ Send e-mail to: inf~@a$~ea~h~la~.~r~. 

Any questions or for more information, contact ASNEA at 202.429.8860 or 

info@asmeascholars.org, 

Association for *:he Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.asmeascholars.oro 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www,asmeascholars,org 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 
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[ 

Signed First -EdNions: kHlaw ManteJ 

We have a limited number of signed first editions of 

Hilary Mantel’s new novel, Bring up the Bodies. 

Order your copy online and request a signed first 
edition in the comment box, 

Find out more and order online 

Here’s our selection of books that come from those strange 

interzones where the water meets the land: 

]o the River: A The Peopfe of the Sea: Lanffs Edge: A 

.fourneY Bene~1:h the CeRk: F~fes o1: the (:o~sta~ Memoh 
Su ~ace SeM-- Folk Tim Winton 

Olivia Laing David Thomson £ 12.99 
£8.99 £10 

[ 

www, hbshop.co,uk 

Majesty Launch 

Party 

Radical Thinkers 

- Etienne Balibar 

with Nina Power 

[ 

Her Royal Majesty Launch Party 

We are hosting a party to mark the launch of issue ] 2 of 
the Paris-based literary magazine Her Royal Majesty. 
Readings will be by SuzyJoinson, D.W. Wilson, the 
author of Once you Break a Knuckle (Bloomsbury) and 
Ross Sutherland, and violinist Max Baillie will perform a 
piece he has written specially for the occasion. Tea and 
cupcakes from the Victoria Sponge Bakery will be 
available to purchase through the evening. Read more 
arm buy tickets 

Radk:a.I Thinkers - .¢.t:Jenne gaJibar with 

Nina Power 
Wech]esclay l ~; M4V 4t 7 p,:rh 

Etienne Balibar will be launching the latest set of 

Verso’s essential Radical Thinkers series, which 
includes his classic text Politics and the Other Scene. 
Balibar, a soixante-huitard and one of the most 
celebrated students of Louis Althusser, is a leading 
thinker and an outspoken voice on issues of 
nationhood, race and identity in modern Europe. He will 
be in coversation with activist and philosopher Nina 
Power on the intersection between radical philosophy 
and politics. Read more and buy tickets 



::.~ DeepState:    Deep State: Chh~a Mi~vil[e~ Karer~ Mirza 
China Mi~ville,    a.[~CI Brad Butle~ 
Karen Mirza and 

Brad Butler       IilLlI’sd[:w 24 M~y at 7 

To coincide with their collaboration on their new film 
project Deep State, author China Mi~ville is joined in 
conversation by artists Karen Mirza and Brad Butler. The 
piece takes its title from the TurkBh term ’Derin 
Devlet’, meaning ’state within the state’, and comprises 
a vivid 4S-minute montage of newly-filmed and archive 
footage. The trio will talk about the ideas and images 
that surface throughout the film, and more widely about 
their parallel, and intersecting, artistic practices, and 
the nature of aRistic collaboration. Read more and buy 
t~ckets 

[ 

::~ W .... Writing Women Wdd~g Women: HeJe~ S~mpso~ 
w ..... ..~. 

and Mk:h&Je Robe~t:s 
Simeon and 

Two of Britain’s most eminent female writers will be 
discussing literature, fiction, women, the short sto~ 
and much else besides. Helen Simpson is the author of 

six collections of stories, the latest of which, A Bunch 
of Fives, has just been published by Vintage. Mich~le 
Roberts has written highly acclaimed novels and has 
also published poet~ and short stories, most recently 
collected in Mud: Stories of Sex and Love (Virago). Her 
most recent book is Ignorance, published by 
Bloomsbuw, and she is currently Emeritus Professor of 
Creative Writing at the University of East Anglia. Read 
mo~e and buy dcke~s 

[ 
Tickets are E7 (ES to LRB subscribers) unless otherwise specified, and 

are available on[~r~e or call 020 7269 9030. 

Mina’s Banne~: Edward W, Sa[c[ & The Egypt}an 

Revolution 
Fh~sday 24 M~y ~ ~Z~O p.m. Verme. BP LBCture Fhe~B~ 

[ 
The 2012 Edward W. Said London Lecture will be 
given by bestselling author Ahdaf Soueif, who will ...... 

consider the Egyptian revolution within the 

framework of Said’s work, examining the 

relationship between culture and p~litics. 

This lecture is supported by the A.M. Qattan Foundation, The British 

Museum and the London Review ofrBooks. 

w~.~bshop,c~,uk/edwardsa~d 

]. B~ake ~ London: the Topographic SuM~me by lain Sinclair 

2. Odi Barbare by Geoffrey Hill 

3. Ra~R~acks by John Berger and Anne Michaels 

I~ Fares the La~d: .& Treatise on Our Present D~scontents by Tony 
4. 

Judt 

5. BBC Proms Guide 2012 

6. Maps edited by Ross Bradshaw 

Y. S~hflb~es by Kathleen Jamie 

8. What are unK, ers~t~es for? by Stefan Collin~ 

9. Why Marx Was Right by Ter~ Eagleton 

] O. ~he MemoW Chalet by TonyJudt 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 9:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Haxtlyn, Jonathaaa <haxtlyn@unc.edu>; Jaaaken, Kenneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Self-paced student 

Thank you, Eunice. I’ve shared this message with our Student Services staff and Tim Sanford. I assume thst we wiJJ need to put Tim 

McMiJJan on payroJj to 9rede the rest of the last student’s assignments, so I’ IJ have our payroJJ coordinator look into this. 

Cheers, 

,Tudith 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Friday, May ll, 2012 9:08 AM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
~:¢-" Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, ~m 
S,,bject: Self-paced student 

Dear Judith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you know that I have received the final self-paced courses assignment grading record from Julius Nyang’oro pertaining to his Afri: students. As per the record, 
is the only student who has not completed the course. Please note that I have appointed Tim McMillan to work with this student. Further and as I indicated in our 

meeting in March, the department will no longer offer this course. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Benowilz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Friday, May 11, 2012 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Haxtlyn, Jonathoaa <haxtlyn@unc.edu>; Jaaaken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Self-paced student 

Did you receive the email that I just sent? It bounced back to me with someone dse’s emad address, not Eunice’s, but when I checked my 

Sent mail, it was, in fact, sent to Eunice and the rest of you. Very strange! 

,,Tudith 

F~: Benowitz, Judith 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 9:27 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, ~m 
Subject: RE: Self-paced student 

Thank you, [unice. I’ve shared this messa9e with our Student Services staff and Tim Sanford. I ossume that we will need to put Tim 

~,ct¢,illan on payroll to 9rede the rest of the last student’s assignments, so I’ II have our payroll coordinator look into this. 

Cheers, 

.Tudith 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, May 11, 2012 9:08 AM 
To: Benowitz, Judith 
te: Hartlyn, Jonathan; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, ~m 
Subject: Self-paced student 

Dear Judith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you know that I have received the final self-paced courses assignment grading record from Julius Nyang’oro pertaining to his Afri students. As per the record, 

; is the only student who has not completed the course. Please note that I have appointed Tim McMillan to work with this student. Further and as I indicated in our 
meeting in March, the department will no longer offer this course. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, May 13, 2012 3:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. May Scrap Costly Efforts to Train Iraqi Police 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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~11¢ N’I’~ ~rk ~im~ May 13, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. May Scrap Costly Efforts 
to Train Iraqi Police 
By TIM ARANGO 

The State Department could jettison a 
mtfltibillion-dollar training effort by the 
end of 2012 that has emerged as the 
latest high-profile example of America’s 
waning influence in the country. 

Tea Party Focus Turns to 
Senate and Shake-Up 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER and JONATHAN 
WEISMAN 

Tea Party-backed Republicm~ candidates 
for the Senate are looking to infuse the 
upper chamber with the deep-seated 
conservatism that is coursing through 
the House. 

DEGREES OF DEBT 
A Generation Hobbled by the 
Soaring Cost of College 
By ANDREW MARTIN and ANDREWW. LEHREN 

Nearly everyone pursuing a bachelor’s degree is borrowing money, and as prices soar, a college degree often 
comes with an unprecedented financial burden. 

:’ ~ Video: Graduating Into Debt 

-. ~’~ Interactive Feature: Student Debt Across the Nation 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7’ll be paying this forever." 
CHELSEA GROVE, 24, who dropped out of Bowling Green State University and owes $70,000 in student 
loans. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: Ashima’s 
Ascent 
Ashima Shiraishi, an 11- 



Sendak. 

year-old bouldering enthusiast from 
New York City, has been tunfing more 
than a few heads in the climbing world. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

O P-ART 

Thanks, Maurice 
By STEVEN HELLER 

Artists and designers pay ~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~:~: :~:~:~::~:::~:~:~: 
:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:i:::i::,*.i:i:i:i:!:?g.,’.:~:i:~:~!:: 

homage to Mauriee :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Prime-time Stern 
ALSO IN ARTS 

The reunited Beach Boys 

$44.8 million, going twice at Sotheby’s 

nytin~es,�o.m r~TS 

WORLD 

Echoing Out of Texas, Chinese Voice of Dissent for Religious Freedom 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

Bob Fu, a Chinese-bona pastor who started the dissident group ChinaAid, was instrmnental in calling 
attention to the plight of the activist Chen Gumageheng. 

A New Amenity May Show Up on Some London Roofs for the Olympics: Missiles 
By SARAH LYALL 

The British Ministry of Defense has notified residents of some buildings that it nfight install air-defense 
systems on roofs to protect the Olympics. 

Spy Balloons Become Part of the Afghanistan Landscape, Stirring Unease 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Cheaper and easier than drones for doing surveillance, enormous helimn balloons with cameras on board get 
nfixed reviews from Afghans. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Shortfall in California’s Budget Swells to $16 Billion 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

The rise in California’s projected budget deficit, from $9.2 billion in 3anuary, is forcing state officials to 
propose a new series of nfidyear cuts in already battered programs. 

Cutbacks Hurt a State’s Response to Whooping Cough 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Efforts ha Washington State to address a resurgent childhood aihnent have been hobbled by years of 
recession-induced budget cuts that have hollowed out public health departments. 

’. Health Topic: Pertussis 

SOUTH KINGSTOWN JOURNAL 
In Rhode Island, Protecting a Shoreline and a Lifeline 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

Coastal erosion near Matunuck has imperiled seafront structures and threatened the only road that residents 
can use to get in mad out. 
" ~ Slide Show: Saving a Disappearing Beach 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Writer’s Cramp: In the E-Reader Era, a Book a Year Is Slacking 
By JULIE BOSMAN 



Some authors, like the novelist James Patterson, are producing 12 or more books a year to satisfy readers 
who are increasingly used to on-demand entertaimnent. 

FAIR GAME 
At JPMorgan, the Ghost of Dinner Parties Past 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The $2 billion tradh~g loss disclosed last week by JPMorgan Chase shows how the tables have tun~ed on the 
bank and its chief executive, an industry point man against tighter regulation. 

Amid Signs of Economic Weaknesses, China to Free Cash for Lending 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

After tiffs week’s disappointing econonffe figures, Chhaa’s central bank said Saturday that it would reduce the 
share of deposits banks must set aside as reserves. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 7: RANGERS 2, CAPITALS 1 
Rangers Win Game 7, Setting Up Series With the Devils 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

The Rangers won another closely fought Gmne 7, advancing to the Easten~ Conference finals for the first 
time since 1997 on goals from Brad Riehards and Michael Del Zotto. 

¯ ’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I ~ Slide Show 

A Daring Move Sets the Tone as Lundqvist Seizes the Moment 
By CHRISTOPHER BOTTA 

Henrik Ltmdqvist’s acrobatic goaltending kept his team in the game when the Capitals had a pair of lengthy 
sequences with the puck at the Rangers’ end. 

YANKEES 6, MARINERS 2 
Strong Start by Hughes Carries Yankees 
By ZACH BERMAN 

Phil Hughes won consecutive starts, Raul Ibanez homered for the second day in a row and the Yankees beat 
their former prospect Hector Noesi. 

-’ ~£. Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

Prime-Time Stern 
By BILL CARTER 

The satellite radio shock jock Howard Sten~ says he will show a more temperate side as a judge on NBC’s 
eonapetition show "America’s Got Talent." 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

Family Ties, Knotted Up in the Lyrics 
By DAVID CARR 

With Loudon Wainwright III’s new a]bmn as inspiration, the fmni]y Wainwright gathers to give a shared 
concert. 

:’ Music Review: Rufus Wainwright at Brooklyn Academy of Music 

" ~ Video: Playing Favorites 

From Earth to Mars, at the Armory 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

The artist Tom Sachs is going on a nffssion to Mars, but it will only go as far up as Manhattan’s Upper East 
Side, where he will exanffne the eomptflsion to explore outer space. 

¯ ’ [~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



In Libya, the Captors Have Become the Captive 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

The future of Libya depends on mercy or revenge. 

Joe Weisenthal vs. the 24-Hour News Cycle 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

One man’s ruthless, relentless pursuit of market nfinutiae. 
¯ " ~{ Slide Show: A Day in the Life of a Journalistic Speed Freak 

Can You Call a 9-Year-Old a Psychopath? 
By JENNIFER KAHN 

Psychologists now believe fledgling psychopaths can be identified as early as kindergarten. The hope is to 
teach these children empathy before it’s too late. 

¯ ..M..gi.e...E.r..o_m...t..h..e._..M..a._qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Harming the Troops 
House Republicans passed two measures that discrinfinate against gay soldiers. The Senate needs to strip 
the offensive amendinents from the final bill. 

EDITORIAL 
The Battle for Westchester 
Westchester Cotmty must end its deeply embedded segregation patterns as federal law and a 2009 
settlement explicitly require. 

EDITORIAL 
Haiti’s Cholera Crisis 
The United Nations and the international commmfity have a responsibility to meet the crisis head-on. There 
are pledges to fulfill, dollars to deliver and lives to save. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINION 
Greek Tragedy 
By ARIANNA HUFFINGTON 

Greece has always been devoted to its children. When the future of those children is dinfinished, the future 
of the country will be dinfinished, too. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Seeking Original Bliss 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Oops, he did it again. Joe Biden speaks truth to power (the president) on gay marriage. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Winning the News Cycle, Losing the Race 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The Obama White House has worked to change the subject to social issues. But in a pocketbook election, it 
helps to focus on pocketbook anxieties. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On May a3, a98a, Pope John Paul II was shot and seriously wounded in St. Peter’s Square by a Turkish 

assailant, Mehmet Ali Agea. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a.g.e_ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, May 14, 2012 5:34 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- couucil@duke.edu 

Fall 2012 course at Duke: "ColonialiDecolonial Aes~thetics’’ with Detx~rah Jensou aM Edouaxd Dural-Carrie 

Colonial-Decolonial aesthetics comse flyer.pdf 

Fall 2012 Course - space still available 

"Colonial/Decolonial Aesthetics" 

a course for undergraduate students 

taught by 

Deborah Jenson (Professor of Romance Studies and co-director of The 
Haiti Lab, Duke) 
and 
Edouard Dural-Carrie (Haitian Artist and Mellon Visiting Professor, Duke) 

Thursdays 4:40 - 7:10 pm 

See attached flyer for detailed course description and other information 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 15, 2012 7:31 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

Couldn’t have said it better myself. 

~ :i9’~;v ww. newsob ser~’er.comi2012/05/14/2064301iv&at-Nves.h~rrO 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists.~mc.ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 212 3 5 a~3 a2 91~ 56~ad3 % 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=f ac~hv---a~Ne~ics- 

t:omm&o=31482957, or send a blank email to leave-31482957-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Reference <mail.skozxqsfekbloqqeswb@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

DISCOUNT OFFER: Routledge Revivals Sociology Collection 

DISCOUNT OFFER: 
Collection 

Dear Eunice, 

Routledge Revivals Sociology 

Owing to the success of our Routledge Revivals subject specific bundle promotion 
we’ve extended our discount offer until the end of September. 

Routledqe Revivals Socioloqy Collection: 
This 20 volume Routledge Revivals collection brings together a selection of 
groundbreaking Sociology titles, from the rich and diverse Routledge backlist= 

With titles published between 1918 and 1991, this is a truly wide-ranging selection, 
encompassing works by distinguished authors such as: Zygmunt Bauman, Raymond 
Plant, L. T. Hobhouse, J. A. Hobson and Tom Bottomore. 

Dealing with everything from social justice to concepts of socialist utopia, to sexual 
politics, this set offers a collection of the best of Routledge publishing in the field of 
Sociology from across the Twentieth Century. 

Visit our Routledge Revivals Sociology Collection page for a detailed list of 
contents, and to order your set today! 

Please note that al! titles have been previously available for sale individually 
through the Routledge Revivals programme. 

htt ~ !11wTC66ZblnLZ0 n/wv 

Francis Online 

i~t[p:l,;tandf msflfocu.%.com/ui1 lwTC:66Zbl nl..Z0qrl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 10:30 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Herald op-ed 

Excerpt from today’s Herald: 

’This ugly chapter in UNC’s history needs to be closed, with the 
problems fixed and an assurance it cannot happen again. The UNC report 
that detailed the issues that in turn led to UNC and Woodall approaching 
the SBI was certainly a step in the right direction. But UNC must get a 
handle on what’s happened and be less in the business of damage control 
and more in the business of finding the problems and fixing them. If all 
of this had been uncovered sooner - and if there are any more shoes 
waiting to drop, please go ahead and let them - it would have been a 
blessedly short-term painful process of fixing. Instead, this scandal 
continues to drag out.’ 

Why do outsiders see so clearly what our head-in-sand administxation 
refuses to acknowledge, and has refused to acknowledge for a full year 
or more? I went to the reception for Bill Andrews yesterday. All the 
SADS were there, happy as clams. Reminded me of Nero’s fiddling. 

Jay 

Read more: The Herald-Sun - Fix the problems at UNC 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists~vmc~ed~/~?id=5~13~45(~42~235a~5a29~5(~ad~%2~242d~d~&n=T&~=~ac~t~°-ath~et~cs~ 
forum&o=31491664 or send a blank email to leave-31491664-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 11:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Durban 

Hello EuNce, 

Glad you made it safely to Durban! The check came in the mail today so I will take [t to the bank! 

Also, there was a message for you from a             that said he was a former neighbor and would like to talk to 

you about the upcoming summit in South Africa. The number he gave was              the next day there was 

another message from a ’ but his voice sounded different and he gave a different phone number. This 

time it was Just wanted to let you know. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:36 PM 

To: Wold, Jackie; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Durban 

Dear Jackie, Travis and Sonia, 

Just a quick note letting you know that I have arrived in Durban safely. 

Thanks for everything. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 1:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Here they are! cel! home 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 16, 2012 12:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly send me Reg’s phone numbers as soon as you can. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, May 16, 2012 4:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Enviromnenta] Series t~)r Educators - Journey to Planet Eaxth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. 

Special Summer Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Whites Account tbr Under ttalfofBirths iu U.S. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S__ ] Business I Sports i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-C~,, ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

May 17, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

VChltes Acco~mt for Under                             ~ 

Half of" Births in U~S, 

Non-Hispanic white births are no longer a majority in the United States, a tipping point that has 
implications for politics, the economy and a nation’s identity. 

~ Graphic: Largest Generationai Gaps in Minority Births 

G,O,Po ’Super PAC’ VVelghs Hard-Line Attack on Obama 

group of high-profile Republican strategists is working with a conservative billionaire, doe 
Ricketts, seeking to mount one of the most provocative campaigns of the "super PAC" era. 

" 
h c ’ F at : Stcryboard for the Film ’Ne×t’ 

~1~ ntera twe e ure 

~Fq Graphic: Character Matters P.AC: Key 
Players 

Doubt Cast on the ’Good~ in ~Good CbolesteroI~ 
f.h: 2ii’:..,. 
People genetically prone to higher levels of HDL, often called "good cholesterol," showed that they 
did not have any significant decrease in risk of cardiovascular disease. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DN, ,IAMEN A, DE LEMON, ;~ [~rofessor at the University of Texas Southwestern Medical Center~ on 

fiudiugs that raising tIDL cholesterol levels olay not af[’e(’.t heart disease t’isk, 

MAGAZINE 

~ SLIDE 

What Remains of 

Remnants of a toxic 
town in Kansas. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I FIXES [% The 
The Power of ....... Power 
Nm,Mng of 

The work of the Nurse- 
Family Partnership 
and other groups like it bring long 
term benefits to mother, child and society. 

Megan Hilty as Lorelei Lee 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

1he critics make their [o~y .Award choices 

WORLD 

D.EoA.’s ,%gents d oln Comiternarcotlcs Efft~rts in Honduras 

~II~e Central American country is a growing focus of American efforts aimed at drug cartels that 
have sought to use its ungoverned spares. 

Softeni~g, NIerkel Says She Is Ope~ to St~muh~,~ fl*r Greece 

Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany said she would discuss stimulus programs to get the Greek 
economy growing again and that she was committed to keeping Greece in the euro zone. 



Ratko Mladic, the former Bosnian Serb military commander, went on trial at The Hague on 

Wednesday for war crimes, genocide and crimes against humanity in the 199os. 

More World News 

Mistakes by the Police Department in Sanford, Fla., and e~rcumstances beyond its eontrol, could 

make ~t more difficnlt to pursue a case against George Zimmerman. 

Bra~n Aihnents h~ Veterans Likened to Those h~ Athletes 

The same degenerative brain disease found in football players and boxers has been fonnd in 

veterans exposed to roadside bombs, a finding with potentially profonnd implications. 

Big Gathering for NATO P~ts Chicago on H~gh Alert 

~II~e first NATO summit meeting to be held in the United States outside of Washington will amount 

to a significant trial for Mayor Rahm Emanuel. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

JPB’iorga~’s Trading Loss Is Sakt ~o Rise at Least 5o% 

Hedge funds and other investors taking advantage of JPMorgan Chase’s distress have fueled faster 

deterioration in the underlying credit market positions held by the bank. 

DEALBOOK 

~Loadon ’Whale’ Said to Be Leavh~g JPMorgan Chase 
~.::’~ . :’. 9<.,L.’::,’.,:’~ ~L’¢L’~ . .’:, ~:L’U.~’i~.’:L’~ ,.": :~-.i ~" U.L’:., /’ ,~ L., ":.,.’:~ ",’v.~:’ ~’.:" ::: 

Bruno Iksil, the trader at the center of the bank’s $2 billion debacle, is expected to depart, colleagues 

said. 

DEALBOOK 

Judge May Permit Wiretaps as E~ddeace i~ Insider Case 

Without the four wiretapped conversations, prosecutors would have to rely only on circumstantial 

evidence to prove their case that Rajat K. Gupta, a former Goldman Sachs director, participated in 

insider trading. 

SPORTS 

GAME 2: DEVILS& RANGERS 2 

It’s Tied, What Dkt Yo~ Expect? 

The Devils outplayed the Rangers in Game 2 of the Eastern Conference finals, with the veteran 

goalie Martin Brodeur stopping 23 shots. 

~ Ro Score [ Play-by-Play 

~ Nan~ers-Dev~ls: Game 2 

~Frcn he ar lortorella Senses lhat Something Is Am~ss 11:40 PM EI 

Some Rules Are Besl Left Uawrltte~ 

In the wake of Tuesday night’s narrowly averted Mets-Brewers beanball battle and the increased 

awareness of player safety issues in other sports, some are calling for baseball’s unwritten rules to be 

rewritten. 

~ ::arts<co Can’t Survive Hit Batter and Home; 

CELTICS 107, 76ERS 91 

The Stars Come Out in the Celtics~ Big Win 

Rajon Rondo, Paul Pierce and Kevin Garnett combined for 74 points as Boston eaptured Game 3 of 

its series with Philadelphia. 

ARTS 



I{edefhfing ’Crossover’ h~ Latin Pop 

Man{t, a rock group that sings only in Spanish, has been attracting fans, both reeent immigt’ants 
and others, in the United States for decades. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Showcash~g a ,Jazz Legacy I~0om 

~’o events and an album commemorate the pioneering bandleader and arranger Gil Evans, born 
loo years ago this week. 

’I,iz & D~ck’ & Lh~dsay & ~qtHol 

The producer of "Liz & Dick," a television film about Elizabeth Taylor and Richard Burton, says some 
of Taylor’s friends aren’t happy about his casting Lindsay Lohan. 

FASHION & STYLE 

I~ {~e Spo{llght’s Glare 

How does the designer Alber Elbaz feel about success? It’s complicated. 

~ETJ 
Slide 8how: Aiber Elbaz, Life of the Party 

k Sly ~,V~nk {o P] m~ps of {l~e Past 

The pinup, once fodder for magazines with evocative titles like Eyeful and Wink, has evolved 
the all=American calendar girl to an emblem of hip femininity. 

Slammed Doors Are All Part of a Night’s V~rork 

austin Ross Lee, a 295ear-old social media monger, has been banned from a dozen venues. But 
that’s not standing in the way of his quest for fame. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

,JPMorp~h~g 
aPMorgan Chase’s whopping multibillion-dollar trading loss has revived calls for a tougher version 
of the Voleker Rule, but aamie Dimon isn’t dropping his campaign against regulation. 

EDITORIAL 

Refor~n Stop-an~l-Frisk 
Now that a federal judge has granted class-action status to a lawsuit against the N.Y.P.D., the 
department should work to reform a policy that violates constitutional rights. 

EDITORIAL 

The Orat~d O|d Party a~d tl~e Sea 
The House voted to den), further financing to a program that helps regulate commercial fisheries, 
which has been important to the recovery of several at-risk species. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A °Judge’s Plea for Pot 

For cancer patients, marijuana is a medical and a hnman rights issue. New York should pass the 
medieal mat’ijuana bill this year. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

i.’m~ Plans for S~m~mer Vacation 

You heat’d it here fit’st, people! The natiomtl debt is very, very big. So must be time for another 
debtqimit debate. 

c J; - Paoe 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The \~i~fing Essays ~toe 

Wondering just how vicious teenagers ean be? Listen to the winners of my essay contest on 
bullying. 



ON THIS DAY 

On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court issned its ]an<lmark Brown vs. Boart] of Education of Topeka 

ruling, which ~leclared that racially segregate~l public schools were inherently unequal. 

YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s HeadE~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to p~etecting your privacy. 

Manage Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsabscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup. 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: It’s Fulbright Application Sea.n! Fulbright-Hays Doctoral Apps Due Soon! 

APPLY NOW! Fulbdght--Haxs Doctoral Dissei!ation 
Research Abroad ~DDRA) Fellowshi~ 
CAMPUS D~DLINE: FRIDAY, JUNE 8, 2012" 

*T,~e Department of Education deadline is June 14 but all applicants must mee~ the UNC campus 

deadline for eligibility 

This U.S. Department of Education program provides grants to colleges and universities to fund individual 

doctoral students who conduct research in other countries, in modern foreign languages and area 

studies for periods of six to 12 months 

C G I EVE N TS + R ESO U RC ES     ~w 
F~b~i{~h~:--Hays DDRA ~-do 

Come and learn more about the Fulbright-Hays DDRA. 

StartgRur ARps~ Tr~ve~ 6--i 2 Mo~sths o~s the 
Prestig~o~s Fu~bright U,S, Studer~t Proqram 
OA~P~S ~LIN~: Thursday, September 2e 

Just four weeks after fall classes sta~! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

U.S. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows g~adaat~g 

self-design a research/study project, or sere as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

A~end a visual (or in-person) }r~f~ se~s~o~ this summed Stay tuned to 

the eBulletin and our website for info session dates. Alumni may also 

be eligible to apply. Check our website for more details. 

The collaborative 5_~2!_1J3_£~i~!)2£~! aims to prepare students for ~ OPPO}s~TU N ~T~ ES 
~o~ en~e~nt, through wor~ho~ ~ 
depa~ure orientation in spring, students gain a framework for culture 

and ehtics to guide them during the global experience 

This year, instead of simply advertising the event, we created an 

awareness campaign around these ethical issues. 

Take a look at the posters we produced to start the conversation 

about the ethics of global work We’d love to hear your thoughts! 

Carolir~-~ for Kib~-~ra (CFK) Summer Irttemship 
Position,s 

There are several internships available at this time: Communications 

& Multimedia, Event Planning and Non-profit & Fundraising 

These are offered as unpaid positions for professional experience. 

Apply immediately for priority consideration. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 



Film: The Cla4 Bird 

Indus Cinema Club will feature a screening of "The Clay Bird" with 

English subtitles 

Set against the backdrop of the turbulent period in the late 60’s leading 

up to Bangladesh’s independence from Pakistan, Matir Moina tells the 

sto~ of a family torn apa~ by religion and war. It is the story of a young 

boy Anu who is sent off to a stdct Islamic school, or madrasa, by his 

deeply religious father Kazi 

The 98-minute film won the International Critics’ Prize at the 2002 

Cannes Film Festival This event is co-sponsored by the Carolina 

Center and Geet Bazaar Desi Radio (every Sunday 10 am to 12 noon on 

881 FM WKNC) 

2011 Ca~o~na GIoba~ Photography Compet~t~o~’~ ExMMt 

Come enjoy photography from around the world 

featuring works by UNC students, faculty, staff, : ...... 

and alumni. Take in the majesty of Mount 

Everest, the joy of friendship among Indian 

ladies, the beauty of a leopard ready to pounce, 

and the resourcefulness of children in 

Bangladesh. 

These images capture our common links of 

humanity and draw aRention to subjects often 

neglected by conventional media. 

Bevi!; Tighe i 3g"i Pil!:sboro Street S~;ita 3002 i CB .;i145 i Cha.’!al Hiii N:[: 2759g 

~anage Your S~bee~ip~io~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, May 17, 2012 6:54 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Southall in the news 

Richard’s group making waves again .... 

~:i5%.ww.newsobser~’er.comi2012/05/17/2070733/decockobaseballo~, ersowNffing.html 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~f ac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=31501821, or send a blank email to leave-31501821-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 10:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] URGENT: meeting 

Greetings, everyone: 
See the message below, which is encouraging. I’m afraid Monday is out for me, but any of the 
Tuesday and Wednesday times would work OK (for me at least). How do you feel about this? 

Whether or not you can make any of these times, you might want to let me know your feelings about 
the sorts of things this committee should be looking for. You can respond to the list or let me know 
individually (]a)ismith~;email.unc.edu). Thanks, 

Jay 

Dear Prof. Smith: 

The Chair of the Faculty has recently appointed a subcommittee of the Faculty Executive Committee 
to assess the state of the reporting process in the wake of the problems in African American Studies. 
The subcommittee has requested that I contact you and to set up a 30 minute meeting with you and 
other members of the Faculty Athletics Forum. The subcommittee’s preferred dates and times for 
next week are: Monday, 12:30-4pm, Tuesday 9-4pro (except 11-12:30), and Wednesday 9-4 (except 
11-12:30). Are you available between any of those times? Is it possible for you to contact the other 
members of the athletic forum to see if they can also attend the meeting? 

Thank you, 

Kathryn Turner 
Executive Assistant 
Office of Faculty Governance 
230 E. Cameron Ave. 
Campus Box 9170 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Phone: 962-2146 
Fax: 962-5479 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edt~. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:/ilists.tmc.edtdt~? 
id-50137456.42f235 af5 a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n::T&~-:f~c~t¥--athletics-fortwn&o::3150256 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31502561-50137456.42~235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.unc.edt~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: ’Princelings’ in China Use Family Ties to Gain Riches 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... To.day.is....H.eadi.i.nes ..................................................................... 
~llc N’t’~l~ ~rk ~imc~ May 18, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

’Princelings’ in China Use 
Family Ties to Gain Riches 
By DAVID BARBOZA and SHARON 
LaFRANIERE 

The authorities are eager to paint the 
fallen official Bo Xilai, whose family has 
a substantial fortune, as a rogue 
operator. But other officials’ relatives 
have also amassed vast wealfl~. 
’ ~ Graphic: Power and Profit in China’s 

Economic Boom 

Magnate Steps Into 2012 Fray 
on Wild Pitch 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Word that Joe Ricketts had considered 
bankrolling advertisements invoking the 
incendiary raee-infilsed statements of 
President Obama’s former pastor drew 
wide denunciation. 
" ~ Graphic: Ricketts Family Ventures 

Cataloging Wounds of War to Help Heal Them 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Col. Michael D. Wirt’s database of injuries and treatment in his comer of the Afghan war could be a model 
for improving care, but the military has yet to follow his example. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"As an iron fist has unclenched in Burma, we have extended our hand." 
PRESIDENT OBAMA, announcing the lifting of most prohibitions on Ameriemas’ doing business in 

Myamnar (formerly Burma). 

ARTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 

Donna Summer, 
1948-2012 
The disco queen, who 
scored hits with pulsing 



anthems like "Last Dance" and "Love to 

Love You Baby," has died at 63. 

, Related Obituary 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
STONE 
How Reliable Are 
the Social 
Sciences? .............................. 
By GARY GUTTING 

The physical sciences produce detailed 
and precise predictions, but social 
sciences do not. Policy makers should 
take heed. 

Degrees of debt 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Graduating into debt 

Student portraits: College loans 

nytintes,�om            iBUSINE:SS 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

OPEC Sees Sanctions Taking Toll on Ivan Oil Production 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

A 12 percent decline in the first three months of the year is at odds with Iran’s assessment that there has 
been no significant change in output over the past year. 

U.S. Envoy to Israel Says Nation Is Ready on Ivan 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Dan Shapiro told the Israeli bar association that preparations had been made for a possible attack. 

HAVANA JOURNAL 
A Bridge-Building, Cross-Cultural Art Project That’s Also Delicious 
By VICTORIA BURNETT 

An international collaboration between chefs, part of the Havana Biennial, combines a bom~dary-crossing 
art project with the simple delight of complicated food. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

New Details Are Released in Shooting of Trayvon Martin 
By SERGE F. KOVALESKI and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Docmnents made public by the special prosecutor in the Florida case describe an attempt to revive the IT- 
year-old victim and injuries to George Zimmennan, the gmmmn. 

" ~ Documents: The Discovery Process 

, ~ Interactive Feature: The Events Leading to the Shooting 

House to Consider Proposal to Bar Indefinite Detention After Arrests on U.S. 
Soil 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The House is preparing to vote again on ma maresolved legal controversy: whether the nfilitary may imprison 
terrorism suspects captured on United States soil without trial. 

Postal Service to Consolidate 48 Mail Processing Centers in Summer 
By RUN NIXON 

Amid declining mail volmne, the agency expects to save $2.1 billion a year after the plan is fully carried out 
in 2o14. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

NEWS ANALYSIS 



A Greek Exit? Euro Zone May Be Ready 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

Years of foot-dragging and brinkmanship have prepared the currency ration for life without Greece. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
Lessons From Trades Big and Bad 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

A naultibillion-dollar trading loss at JPMorgan may renfind some of the disaster at the Long Term Capital 
Management hedge fund in a998. 

White House Enlists 45 Companies to Invest in Food Production for the World’s 
Poor 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

President Obama and four African leaders will introduce the group of companies, the Alliance for Food and 
Nutrition Security, on Friday at a forum on food security and agriculture. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Tipping Shots, and Often the Balance of Games 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Deflecting pucks is an art, one that requires hand-eye coordination and a masochistic streak for those who 
camp in front of the net. 

" Remembering 1994: Q. and A. With Ken Daneyko 

BLUE JAYS 4, YANKEES 1 
With Victory, Blue Jays Turn Calendar to ’92 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Toronto used a pair of two-run homers to beat the Yankees and help rearrange the American League East 
standings in ways flaey have not been aligned in 2o years. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . Bats: The Power Is Gone From Rodriguez’s Numbers 

Baseball Roundup: Swarm of Bees and Loss for Rockies 

Pursuing a Dream All the Way to Brazil 
By ADRIAN MELVILLE 

After graduating from Princeton, an American soccer player traveled to South America chasing his dream of 
beeonfing a professional player in one of the gmne’s hotbeds. 
’ ~ Slide Show: Playing Soccer in Brazil 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
A Museum, Reborn, Remains True to Its Old Self, Only Better 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Some lovers of the Barnes Foundation’s art collection were fearful that moving it to a new space in 
Philadelphia wotfld be disastrous. They were wrong, flae critic Roberta Snfith says. 

," ~,~ Slide Show: The New Barnes 

¯ " ~. Interactive Feature: Collector as Artist 

DONNA SUMMER, 1948-2012 
The Queen of Disco, Who Transcended the Era 
By JON PARELES 

Ms. Summer was a five-time Grmnmy winner who became a superstar in the 197os with lilts like "Last 
Dance." 
," Video Feature: Remembering Donna Summer I Slide Show 

ART REVIEW 
Giverny Blooms in the Bronx 
By KEN JOHNSON 

The main attraction in "Monet’s Garden," at the New York Botanical Garden, is a living abbreviated 
approximation of the two major gardens flaat Monet created. 



¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
’Moonrise’ Among Stars 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Michael Haneke, Abbas Kiarostami and other luminaries have fihns in competition at the Cannes Film 
Festival. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’WHAT TO EXPECT WHEN YOU’RE EXPECTING’ 
Delivering Babies by the Book (Abridged) 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"What to Expect When You’re Expecting," directed by Kirk Jones, takes the edge off Heidi Murkoffs best 
seller, probably for the dads, mostly. 

’. ~ Video: This Week’s Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BATTLESHIP’ 
Aliens, Your Weapons Are Utterly Useless Against Our Rogues 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

"Battleslfip," a movie loosely based on the Hasbro game, is a cacophonous special-effects extravaganza. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Germany, the Crisis and the G-8 
President Obama and other leaders must press Chancellor Angela Merkel of Germany to commit to a euro- 
zone growth package. This is no time to mince words. 

EDITORIAL 
Racial Politics, 2012-Style 
Using "super PAC" rules, a billionaire perpetuates a discredited anti-Obama campaign focused on the Rev. 
Jeremiah Wright Jr. 

EDITORIAL 
Food Stamps Are Not a Crime 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo finally proposed the regulations that would end mmecessary fingerprinting of people 
who apply for food aid in New York State. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Don’t Climb Every Mountain 
By FREDDIE WILKINSON 

Most climbers attempting to scale Mount Everest are increasingly estranged from the challenge of making 
their own decisions. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Age of Innocence 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It’s no wonder Europe and the United States are facing debt crises and political dysflmction at the same 
time. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Apocalypse Fairly Soon 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

As Europe jogs toward its endgame, the euro could still be saved. But that would require major changes from 
European leaders. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 



¯ More O..Qpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 18, 198o, the Motmt St. Helens volcano in Washington state exploded, leaving 57 people dead or 
missing. 
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¯ Buy This Front Pa, g~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 10:42 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Wednesday 3-3:30 

Folks--the organizing has been a little, well, disorganized, but I’ve 
now committed myself to a meeting on Wednesday between 3-3:30 with this 
FEC subcommittee. I don’t know the location yet. I know Andy Perrin 
and Dick Cramer can come, but if others would like to come, please do 
so. I’ll let you know the place when they tell me... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~mc ed~/~?id=50137456 42~235~5a291756~0ad3%29242d7c13&n=T&~-fac~h.~--a~Ne~cs- 

foram&o=31506151, or send a blank email to leave-31506151-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 18, 2012 10:48 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Cart 200B 

The meeting place for Wednesday: Carr building, 200B. See you (some of 
you) at 3. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.eduiu?id=50137456.42~35af5a29175600ad3%29242d7d3&n=T&l=facultvo-atNeticso 

forum&o=31506181, or send a blank email to leave-31506181-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 19, 2012 11:07 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NCCU panel on youtube 

Folks--I just discovered that the interesting NCCU panel discussion that 
took place in early March, the one on due process and the UNC scandal, 
is available on Youtube, in three parts. I was there, as was Richard, 
and I remember thinking how useful it would have been for this 
discussion to take place at UNC. Here are the links if and when you 
ever have the time. 

outube.com/w, ach?v=Z 6c 
~:/!www.voutube.comiwach?v=}iXl 
~o:,(/www.vo~be.com/watch?v-zGo PTF2~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists.m~c.ed~/~ ? id 5~13 ~ 4 56. 4 2f2 3 5 af 5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2 d7 d3 &~=T &~-fac~lt~ °-atNe~ics- 

forum&o=31512120, or send a blank email to leave-31512120-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 20, 2012 10:27 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] [faculty--athletics-forum] 

Right, another reason why it makes sense to broaden the purview of any 
investigating committee... 

On 5/19/12 2:33 PM, PelTy Hall wrote: 

Those who keep framing this as an investigation of our department, 
which has been investigated for a year, should understand that this is 
the wider context in which our which our program is being perceived in 
various sites. 

h~_gLo:ii,~, w~w ,po_o~ecenter. or~/ 

Perry Hall 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: 
~:iilisJts.m~c.ed~’~?id-4869985?.65997791b4645638dgf69522ac998cag&n=T&~-facu~                            , 
or send a blank email to 
leave-31512545-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists.m~c.ed~/~?id5~13~456.42f235af5a29~5~ad39~29242d7d3&~T&~fac~t~°°at~e~ics° 

forum&o=31_51(~140, or send a blank email to leave-31516140-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 11:34 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] independent studies 

Does anyone have a saved copy of the independent studies report? I’d 
like to review it but can’t find it anywhere. If you have it, please 
send me one. Actually, the same goes for last year’s report on the 
academic support center. Would like to review both. Thanks. 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists~m~c~ed~i~?id=50137456~42~35~5a29175(~00ad39629242d7d3&~=T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o-31521916, or send a blank email to leave-31521916-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 12:00 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] independent studies 

Thanks for the links/docs, everyone. I’m all set now. 

On 5/21/12 11:33 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Does anyone have a saved copy of the independent studies report? I’d 
> like to review it but can’t find it anywhere. If you have it, please 
> send me one. Actually, the same goes for last year’s report on the 
> academic support center. Would like to review both. Thanks. 

> Jay 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
> ~ :iilists.ur~c.edu!u?id=48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f59522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facult~’-oattfiet~CSofomm&o=3 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-31521916-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id-5~137456.42f235a1~5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&r~T&~-fac~F~°°a~1~e~ics° 

forum&o-3152211......._...__._...._._.._.._._._._..__...._._...____......._..~}., or send a blank email to leave-31522113-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 22, 2012 10:42 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Important 

Dear Colleagues, 

There is an important update pertaining to our department. Please contact Kenneth by phone (919-962-1519) to receive 
details pertaining to this development. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: euMce@email.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:,/i~ists.unc.ed~iu? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a58323 ~ 9540e ~ 56ada770a798d&~=T&~=a~a~’am&o=315287 ~ ~ 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-31528711-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] ECU 

I missed this story about East Carolina, but how sickeningly familiar it 
is. Notice the righteous pose of the provost, proud of having 
aggressively punished the evil-doers. Nauseating. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.eduJa?id=5013745(>.42~235al~5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&~r:T&l=facult~o=atNelics~ 

, or send a blank email to leave-31538031-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 2:35 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: COIA Statement on Professionalization 

Thanks, Richard. The thing is, Kentucky is only taking the current system to its logical ends. We all do it, only 
in slightly differing degrees. 

This is one reason I’m not so sure about COIA. I’m not sure it makes sense to say that we, as faculty senates, 
support the "collegiate model" as propounded by the NCAA. We need a new model. 

On 5/23/12 2:10 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Thought I’d forward this to the group. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt : eXSsoUncoedu raduate- ro rams s ecializations s oft-administration overview 

CSRI website: WWWoUnc.edu[csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconferenceoorg 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Michael Malec <michael.malec@bc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, May 22, 2012 6:50 PM 

To: "nassserv@listserv.bc.edu" <nassserv@listserv.bc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: COlA Statement on Professionalization 

FROM: Michael Malec 

Sent from my iPad... 
...but why would anyone care from where it was sent? 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: "John S. Nichols" <jsn2~psu.edu> 
Date: May 22, 2012 6:18:36 PM EDT 
To: Michael Malec <michael.malec@bc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: COlA Statement on Professionalization 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:COIA Statement on Professionalization 

Date:Tue, 22 May 2012 15:33:22 -0400 

From:John S. Nichols <j sn2@psu.edu> 

Friends and Partners of COLA: 
Forwarded below FYI is a copy of our recent 

communication to COlA member senates responding to 
Coach Calipari’s move toward greater professionalization 
of college basketball. Regards, Mike and John 

COlA Member Senates: 

University of Kentucky men’s basketball coach John Calipari recently announced that 

Kentucky, as what he refers to as a "non-traditional" program committed to winning national 

championships, will apparently demand that its non-conference basketball games be played 

off campus to provide better pre-professional training to the "one-and-done" players it 

recruits, accommodate non-student fans, and increase revenues. 

Attached below FYI, and linked on the COlA website http://blogs.comm.psu.edu/thecoia/, 

is the response of the COlA Steering Committee to Coach Calipari’s intended strategy. The 

COlA statement calls on the NCAA leadership and others who support the collegiate model of 

athletics to oppose this serious escalation in the professionalization of college sports; an 

escalation that will place enormous competitive pressure on other schools to adopt similar 

practices. The COlA Steering Committee believes that this is a path to the destruction of the 

student/athlete justification for intercollegiate athletics. 

No action is being asked of COlA member senates, but your comments are more than 

welcome. 

Sincerely, 

Mike Bowen mbowen@usf.edu 
John Nichols j sn2@psu.edu 
COlA co-chairs 

You are currently sub scribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: i aysmith~email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facult¥--athletics- 
forum& o=31539619 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31539619- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

@Times: Top 5, The Tony Awards, T Summer Travel and More 

The Tony Awards0~                                    till 

With the June ~o presentation of the 66th Annual Tony 
Awards quickly approaching, now’s the time to brush up 
on all things "theater" -past and present -with The Times’s 
special Tony Awards section. You’ll find prefiles of neminees, 
fi’om first-timers to familiar favorites to prodigal daughters to 
soon-to-be superheros; personal recollections of past honorees; 
critics’ insights ranging from paeans to tough love; a nd a 
multimedia trove of videos and images capturing the magic of 
The Great White Way~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 20523/a mes ~ Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Times - May 23, 2012I 

There’s no better’ way to get array [rom it al[ than with T 

capital of Norway to the Freueh Tuscany, and ~rom the 

Mississippi hill cmmtW to the paradoxical Bangkok, Get the 

skinny on Londo~a~s la~est hotels a~ad Sicfly~s hottest spots, 

Experie~ee perso~a] pi~gt’images to Kera~a, I~adi;L and Lake 

Ati~[~m Guatemala. And much move. 

Don’t Miss o,, NYTimes.com 

* Zm’.ket’berg’s Propert3 Status, Pos .-M ’ "iage 

, Donna Snmmer, ~948-20 12 
, Where Garrison Kefl[or Gets ’Ca~’ied Away’ 

, First Lady Starts a Recipe Co~atest [’ov Children 

Top 8 Wewed Featu 
(Be~,~/ee~ May 16. 2012- May 22, 2012) 

~. The Most Comma Mistakes 

2. [~’~gman: Dimon’s D4ja Vu Debacle 

3. Krugm~n: Apocalypse Fairly Soon 

4. Obam;~: Slop Condescending to Women 

5~ Whites Account for Under Hall of Births in U.S. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Ci;li;bri ty 

Coup[ings 2(I Years Ago 
In ~99~, the year The New York 
Times started the Vows column 
in Snnday Styles, several 
notable couples wed. 

~ INTERACTIVE: Student 

Pm~raits: College Loans 
The Times spoke to current and 
former students about taking 
loans to pay tuition. 

~ VgDEO." 2oth 

Annis, ers;~ry o[ {he Vows 
Six couples profiled in the first 
year of the Vows column look 
back at two decades of marriage 
- and divorce. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Second Acts    ¯ 

Ladies 
One of the things I 
love best about 
political commentary is how 
quickly it gets ahead of itself. 
speak of the Miehelle ~o16 
drumbeat. 

I don’t mean Bachmann; hence, 
two l’s. I mean Obama. And in 
truth it’s less drumbeat than 
flute warble, but still. It’s out 
there: a vague murmuring 
about whether the first lady 
might, for example, seek a 
United States Senate seat fi’om 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 9:31 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] more questions 

From today’s N&O: 

Bobbi Owen, senior associate dean for undergraduate education, said it 
is hard to know why students ended up in any particular course. The 
review showed that athletes and non-athletes were enrolled in the 
aberrant courses, though 39 percent of those in the 54 suspect classes 
were football and basketball players. 

"Word of mouth is potent," she said. "Students drift to places where 
they understand they will be accommodated." 

Even if one wants to assume--as all the administrators do, 
evidently--that the athletes merely "drifted" to these courses, there 
would be another question: Why did advisers wink and nod their way 
through their regular advising meetings with these students? And here’s 
a very specific question we should be able to answer: Who were the 
advisers of these students? In Steele, every advising session leaves a 
documentary trail; the same should be true in ASPSA. If it’s not, that 
tells you something scandalous right there. But if it is true, it would 
not be "hard to know" at all when and with whom these students met and 
what they must have been told or not told. All the evidence we now have 
points right back to academic support. The N&O, unfortunately, allowed 
the deans to obfuscate at the BOT meeting and failed to ask the 
questions that were begging to be asked. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: h~p ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 af 5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~-fac~h.v --a~Ne~tics- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 25, 2012 10:32 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] more questions 

I’m not challenging practices in Steele (which I know about, too, since 
I served as an advisor for History for three long years), I’m 

challenging the fiction that this can all be chalked up to "drift." 
Advisers, whether they’re in Steele or the Totally Excellent Center, DO 

see what students are taking, electives, Gen Eds and all the rest. I 
will never believe, not for a minute, that no one saw the pattern here. 

Of course they were aware of the pattern (gee, football players sure 
love that AFAM 428 course, especially in summer time!), and they either 
actively encouraged it or knowingly looked the other way. No other 
explanations are possible. 

On 5/25/12 10:13 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
> These are matters about which I guess I have some expertise. It will parallel what Bobbi Owen has said. Steele Building advising 
really doesn’t monitor the selection of all courses. We tell students about General Education requirements and they make their own 
course selections within those parameters. There is also a lot of room for electives. I’m confident that most of the offending course 
registrations in AFAM were for elective credits to raise the GPA. Swahili to satisfy the foreign language is also something the 
student would choose, not something that we would necessarily steer a student into or away from. 
> 
> Unless a student is on academic probation (below a 2.0), he or she is not required to see an Arts and Sciences advisor. A few 
departments require departmental advising before the student can register. But this is really only to monitor progress within the major. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
> Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:i~,smid~(d~email.unc.ed~] 
> Sent: Friday, May 25, 2012 9:31 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] more questions 
> 

> From today’s N&O: 
> 
> Bobbi Owen, senior associate dean for undergraduate education, said it is hard to know why students ended up in any particular 
course. The review showed that athletes and non-athletes were enrolled in the aberrant courses, though 39 percent of those in the 54 
suspect classes were football and basketball players. 
> 
> "Word of mouth is potent," she said. "Students drift to places where they understand they will be accommodated." 
> 
> Even if one wants to assume--as all the administrators do, evidently--that the athletes merely "drifted" to these courses, there would 
be another question: Why did advisers wink and nod their way through their regular advising meetings with these students? And here’s 
a very specific question we should be able to answer: Who were the advisers of these students? In Steele, every advising session 
leaves a documentary trail; the same should be true in ASPSA. If it’s not, that tells you something scandalous right there. But if it is 
true, it would not be "hard to know" at all when and with whom these students met and what they must have been told or not told. All 
the evidence we now have points right back to academic support. The N&O, unfortunately, allowed the deans to obfuscate at the BOT 
meeting and failed to ask the questions that were begging to be asked. 



> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 10:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hello! 

Hi Eunice, 

Sorry I just missed your call. Kenneth had asked me to come upstairs with him to look at the 3rd floor offices. I couldn’t 
understand what you said in your message but I am here now. 

Thanks! 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 29, 2012 4:08 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Urgent 

Hi Eunice, 

Yes he is, but I think that you have already spoken to him since this message. 

Thanks[ 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, May 29, 2012 3:29 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Urgent 

Hi Travis, 

Is Kenneth in his office? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, May 31, 2012 2:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Terrorists? Us? 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO. 11 Visit lrb.co.uk 

~ LRB cover art 

~ LRB blog 

Terrorists? Us? 
Owen Bennett-3ones on the People[] s Mujahedin of 
Iran 

The story of the People [] s Muj ahedin of Iran, also 

known as the Mujahedin e Khalq, is all about the way 

image management can enable a diehard enemy to 

become a cherished ally. The MEK is currently 

campaigning to be officially delisted in the US as a 

terrorist organisation. Once offthe list it will be free to 

make use of its support on Capitol Hill in order to 

become America [] s most favoured, and no doubt best 

funded, Iranian opposition group. More 

Jonathan Romney: In Cannes 

Adam Shatz: Two Faces of the Old Order 

Nick Holdstock: Razing Kashgar 

The Museum of Innocence 
Elif Baturnan in Istanbul 

Orhan Pamuk came up with an insane plan: to write a novel in the form of a museum 
catalogue, while simultaneously building the museum to which it referred. The plot 
of the novel would be fairly straightforward: over many years, an unhappy lover 
contrives to steal a large number of objects belonging to his unattainable beloved, 
after whose untimely death he proceeds to buy her family[] s house and turn it into a 
museum. You might think that Pamuk[] s first step, as a writer, would have been to 
start writing. In fact, his first step was to contact a real-estate agent. More 

Follow us on Twitter 



Vermouth in the Afternoon 
Andrew O [] Hagan on Ernest Hemingway 

Good reporters go hunting for nouns. They want the odd verb too, but the main thing 
is the nouns, especially the proper ones, the who, what and where. The thing British 
schoolchildren call a [] naming word[] was, for Hemingway, a chance to reveal what 
he knew, an opportunity to be experienced, to discriminate, and his style depends on 
engorged nouns, not absent adjectives. But at times it strikes you that the cult of 
specificity in Hemingway is a drug you take in a cheap arcade: lights flash on the old 
machines and a piano plinks overhead. More 

Save us from the saviours 
Slavoj []i [] ek on Europe and the Greeks 

Imagine a scene from a dystopian movie that depicts our society in the near future. 

Uniformed guards patrol half-empty downtown streets at night, on the prowl for 

immigrants, criminals and vagrants. Those they find are brutalised. What seems like 

a fanciful Hollywood image is a reality in today[] s Greece. At night, black-shirted 

vigilantes from the Holocaust-denying neo-fascist Golden Dawn movement [] which 

won 7 per cent of the vote in the last round of elections, and had the support, it [] s 

said, of 5o per cent of the Athenian police [] have been patrolling the street and 

beating up all the immigrants they can find: Afghans, Pakistanis, Mgerians. So this is 

how Europe is defended in the spring of aola. More 

Find us on Facebook 

Also in this issue 

At Tate Britain 

Brian Dillon: 
Patrick Keiller 

Short Cuts 

James Meek: 
Yulia Tymoshenko 

At the Movies 

Michael Wood: 
DThe DictatorD 

Subscribers can also read: 

David Runciman: Our Very Own Oligarchs 

Colin Burrow: [] Bring Up the Bodies [] 

Theo Tait: [] Kapow! [] 

Allan Gibbard: Derek Parfit 

Tim Whitmarsh: Roman Education 

Christopher Tayler: Herg [] [] s Redemption 

John Barrell: The Bow Street Runners 

Jonathan Littelh In Ciudad 3u [] rez 

A poem by Vladimir Nabokov 

Letters 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 
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Tl e Ease of Bu:ving oloe ol 
Booze 

Underage drinkers buy alcohol 
using a sophisticated 
technology called the internet. 

] 

g EA~ORE 
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Sout’r, ern Comfort Gu~. Check Ir~ Need of Chotir~e 

v.a. student ~am~an When it comes to a a diet for pregnant women 
Stamer shares the heart disorder called in The Gambia will show 

of rura~ ~orth Care,ha d~vert~ou~osis, good howan inorease in 
with New York’s art scene, n utrition doesn’t ak^:ays choline helps babies. 

equa~ good hea~th. -- 

VI D EO M OR E~R 0 M OUR S I~E 

~ video: the joy of new lungs 

The Joy of New I. ti!xqs: 

When she was 2~, Joy 

spent 12 hours on the 

operating table for a 

double-lung transplant. 

Cystic fibrosis had 

destroyed her own lungs. 

She was close to death, 

and she knew it 

Lu~g ~:~;o~]~]~: Tom Egan is working to eliminate the shortage 

of viable lungs donated for transplant 

Oi’J_ }~’i’4.’nm]3? Are advertisements convincing some mothers to 

feed their babies formula rather than breast milk? 

A So~;t] Cr.’:: Ali Neff goes where music and culture collide. 



"People love to be scared, and then to feel relieved. That’s what 

SOUTHERN SI~E the PSA does." 

--NOelAngelesBrewer,Times in Prostate Cancer and the PSA test, Los 

south writ large 

MORE IN RES~RGH 

HI~,,,’ Hides Soar: After Infection (UNC He~ith Car~) 

Seuth Wd~ Large: new 
j ~ 

1 
UNC-based qua~erly 

its second issue, stress, study shows (UNC News Se[vk:es} 

Stem ce~ls ca~ self-destruct for the good of the embryo (UNC 

OCIA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, June 2, 2012 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s t teadlines: Feeble U.S. Job Growth Stokes Fears of Global Slowdown 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .g~J i On This Day 

C,u~[omize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 2, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

FeebIe U,So Job Grow[h 

Stokes Fea rs of Globa I 

Slowdmw~ 
~.::., .?~ !,:.ii/. 
A repm’t that showed rising 
American unemployment in May 
added to the global pall that has 
deepened with Europe’s escalating 
debt crisis and slowing growth in 
China and India. 

If a proposed tax increase is not 
approved, officials say they wonld be 
forced to consider eliminating entire 
schools or programs, hurting the 
university system’s elite reputation. 

C~mmo’s $4 BHHon Pla~ for Pr~ject in Qlteens Falls Apart 

Gov. ~mdrew M. Cuomo had made a signature initiative of building the country’s largest 
convention center and a casino at the Aqueduct racetrack. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

the good *~ews i*~ this report wns bad." 

D.&VID RO~ENgERG, the (thief economist with Gh~skin Shelf, m~ investment firm, on the bites[ 

~obless figto’es. 

MAGAZINE 

~ INTEI,LNCTIYE 

~ 

FE~TU I~ E." 32 

Im~ova[~(ms That 

V~II Change Yo~r 

An abridged guide to the many ways 

that your day is about to get better. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Immigration 

Reform 

Amid the hand-wringing about 
illegal immigration frmn Mexico, the 
problem has actually steadily 
diminished. 

Frank Bruni: How I fel~ for 
Lisbon 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

Plan a f!ugai trip in Sweden 

Hey, how did you find that pk~ce? 

WORLD 

’Rape Case; in Pt~bllc, Cites Al+use by Armed Groups in Afghanistan 

An Afghan family’s official complaint about the rape of an ~8-yea r-old girl is a test of the 
government’s willingness to ehallenge armed militias. 



Official S~lspected of Spying fi_~r U,S. Sald to ,Be Held in Chh~a 

The arrest months ago of an official believed to have worked at the Ministry of State Secnrity could 
mark the biggest intelligence breach for China in years. 

Egypt Awaits a Verdict on M~lbarak and Fallout 

The verdict in the police shootings of roughly 250 people at the start of Egypt’s 2on uprising could 
inject a powerfifl new variable into the race to elect Hosni Mubarak’s successor. 

Mere World News 

Twitter Dynamos~ Offering Word of God’s I,ov~ 

Twitter is courting Christian evangelical leaders, who have found the network to be surprisingly 
effective for building influence and spreading inspiration far and wide. 

[] interactive Feature: On Twitter, God is Greater Tilan Glitter 

J~ldge Tells Zhmnerman He A, htst Go Back to Jail 

George Zimmerman was ordered to smTender to authorities after a prosecutor accused him of lying 
about his finances at a bail hearing. 

Slowdm~-~ iu Gro~*h Could Reshape Fight for P~-esldeney 

Friday’s weak employment report was a potential turning point, focusing new attention on the 
economic implications of the partisan standoff over tax and spending policy. 

Ne sAnaly ~ 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

New Rules for Money Trausfers, bur Few Limits 

Money-transfer companies like Western Union largely escaped the regulatory crackdown in the 
wake of the financial crisis, but soon they will be subject to new federal rules. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Jobs Report lVlakes Fedeeal Reserve l~’Iore Likely to Act 

Federal Reserve officials are reluctant to provide fhrther stimulus, but the slowing rate of job 
creation suggests they have not done enough. 

G,M, Plans Big Buyouts For Retirees In Pension 

General Motors will seek to ent $~6 billion in pension obligations through changes in payments to 
retired white-collar workers. 

S P 0 RTS 

ON BASEBALL 

In Mets’ 51st Year: Finally: Their Fh-si No=Hitter 

Mter a string of dose calls in their 5~-season history, aohan Santana finally finished the job in the 
Mets’ 8,o2ond game. 

~ Dubi,sus Call Saves N~H~tter ] Mets’ Voices Make the Cal; I ~ Slide Show 

Helping to Rewrite Record Book and the tone ota Web Site 

Solitary Refhmment: A RunneCs Quest 

Thousands of miles Dom home at a training eompmmd in Senegal, the 4ooqneter world champion 
Amantle Montsho of Botswana is pursuing her Olympic dream. 

~Part 
; The Footprints o~ a Path to Gold 



METS 8, CARDINALS 0 

Saatana~ P~slfing Past P~tch Co[~t, Throws Mets’ F~rst No-H~er 

Johan Santana tossed the first no-hitter in Mets history, pushing his surgically repaired left 

shmflder far past his pitch limit in a victory over the Cardinals. 

~ Box Score [ Play-by-Plaf 

~OnBaeb I Blrn One~#lnlgnor 

ARTS 

Ca~bod~a Says It Seeks Return Of Met Stat~es 

The Cambodian government will ask the Metropolitan Museum of Art to return twin sandstone 

figures that were allegedly looted from a jungle temple. 

A Lightnlng Rod Ma sq uera dlng as a Sc ulpt ure 

Some people in London are not enamored of the ArcelorMittal Orbit, a centerpiece of the city’s 
Olympic Park. 

MUSIC REVIEVV 
Enterhxg the U~fiverse t)f a Marx of Selectee and Faith 

~.::., .:J. L.r.F. 

The Spoleto Festiwd USA is presenting the first fldl American staging of Philip Glass’s opera "Kepler," 

with the baritone John tIancoek in the title role. 

o More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Oae "Week on a M~ssisslpp~ Steaxnboat Cruise 

~Ilfis spring~ the American Queen welcomed its first passengers in years. As it cruised the 

Mississippi, things seemed fine until a "wreck" threatened to do the unthinkable: disrupt dinner. 

~1~ Slide Show: A Paddle-Wheeler Roiis Again 

Q&A 

A Civil ~;a]~* Obsession 

What made the writer Ta-Nehisi Coates "fanatical" about the war? And what has it done to his 

summers? 

JOURNEYS 
If These I3arns Could Talk 

As barus in Iowa quiekly disap[)ear, the fight is on to preserve this part of the state’s rm’al heritage. 

~ Slide Show: The Barns o, bwa 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

With Democrats paralyzed and Republicans offering wrong economic answers, there is no help on 

the way to millions of Americans after the daunting May jobs report. 

EDITORIAL 

A 0hwy Draws a I,i~e 
A federal jmtge in a ease involving the possession of crack cocaine explains why the jury remains a 

guardian of fairness in sentencing. 

EDITORIAL 

Set, and LefL Adrift 

A new repm’t from a United Nations agency raises concerns that the displacement of families is on 

the rise in the face of atoned conflicts, political violence and other factors. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 



Few states in the union have done more to restriet and suppress voting than Florida. It must do 

better because we must have fairness in November. 

Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The banks get off seot-free, while the small fry go to prison. That’s how this Justice Department gets 

tough on mortgage fraud. It’s shameful. 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

We’ve been through a lot with John Edwards over the years, haven’t we, people? IIere’s the positive 

side of the stoW. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 2, 1953, Queen Elizabeth II of Britain was erowned in Westminster Abbey, 16 months after 
the death of her father, King George VI. 

¯ See This Freer Page 
¯ Buy This Front Page 

Veu received this message because }’eu signed tip fer NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvaW 

Manage Subscdptiot~s ] Ut~subscdbe ~ Ct~ange Your E-Mail ] Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, June 3, 2012 4:36 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Olympic sports 

I completely agree that Title IX should not be blamed for this stuff. 
What bothers me about the article is its premise--that universities have 
an obligation to boost the US medal count at the Olympics. Talk about 
mission creep! If Universities value these sports for their own sake, 
and there are certainly reasons why they should, they should figure out 
how to pay for them, using techniques that don’t erode the integrity and 
core mission of the institution. And if they can’t pay for them .... 

On 6/3/12 1:04 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 
> Thanks for sending this. I have been discussing this very thing for years. There’s also the issue of Title IX, not raised in this article, 
but in the first comment. It has been used for years to to justify the cuts, and this serves to create the division between sports. In 
particular it has been used to justify cutting wrestling, with the result that wrestling coaches and federations continue to argue against 
Title IX and blame it for their demise. My argument has been that we need and can be more creative, especially in these economic 
times, which is what the writer also points out. Many Athletic Directors would like to see Title IX done away with, so rather than be 
creative, they create divisions. 
> 
> Jan 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, June 03, 2012 11:12 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Olympic sports 
> 

> The Washington Post has a big article on the decline of Olympic sports 
> on college campuses. 
> ~:i/www.washin~ost.co~v’ or~-~on-reve~me-spor~s-~he-tmi~ed-s~ess- 
~icofuJture-isothreNenedi2012/06/02/gJ QAHRc59U storv.Nml?hpid:z4 
> 

> Here’s the way a wrestling coach puts it: 
> 
> "But it’s safe to say -- whether it’s wrestling or any other Olympic 
> sport -- that it’s not a good thing for our farm system, if you will, to 
> be eroding." 
> 
> This strikes me as, if anything, even more absurd than the notion that 
> colleges should be farm systems for football and basketball leagues. In 
> addition to preparing people for NFL careers we’re also supposed to 
> train great pole vaulters? For what purpose? National pride? It’s perverse. 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~A~?id=48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4098 lefi5b593&n=T&l=fac~lt2--athleticso 
forum&o=31602321, or send a blank email to leave-31602321-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4098 lef5b593 @listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/ilistsamc.edu/mid-501.~7456.42f2~5af5a29175600ad~9629242dTd~&n-T&l=facnlg --NNetics- 

~:omm&o=31(~02859 or send a blank email to leave-31602859-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 3, 2012 7:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Here’s another attempt at a link to the story in the 
Chronicle 

Quite a story. Not irrelevant to our work at UNC... 

On 6/3/12 2:43 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Here’s another attempt to link to the story 
~ : /ichror~icle.com/a-~ticle/TheoEducationoof oDasmir~eoCathes~ /13 2 06 5 / 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emailoUnCoedu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

ecializations/sport-administration/overview/ 

CSRI website: wwwounc.edu/csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: WWWoCSriconferenceoorg 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently sub scribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: email.ur~c, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i!lists.unc.edt~iu? 
id ~48699857.65997791 b4b45b3 gdgf69522ac99gcag&r~:T&l=fact~lJ~y--athletics- 
forum&o-31602682 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31602682- 
48699857.6599779 lb4645638dgf69522ac998cag@listserv.ur~c.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice(£3emaiLunc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.edu/u? 
id- 5013745(5~42~235a~5a29175(500ad39(529242dTd3&n~-T&l[=~cv&y--athletics-forum&o~:31 (50309(5 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea\,’e-31(503096-5013745(5.42f235af5a29175(500ad39(529242dTd3~listser\~.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Intrigue in Karzai Family as an Afghan Era Closes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines .................................................................... 
~1)~ N’t’~ ~rk ~’i~*~.~ June 4, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.sin.~ I EditorialsI .O..R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Intrigue in Karzai Family as 
an Afghan Era Closes 
By JAMES RISEN 

As Hanfid Karzai’s days as Afghanistan’s 
president draw to a dose, his fanfily 
members are trying to protect their 
status while secretly fighting among 
themselves over the forttme they have 
alnassed. 

Cuomo Seeks Cut in Frisk 
Arrests 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo plans to ask 
legislators for a change in New York 
State law that would drastically reduce 
the number of people who could be 
arrested for marijuana possession as a 
result of police stops. 

A Sa Cigarette Tax Starts a 

$47 Million Brawl in California 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Health groups are puslfing a ballot initiative to impose a $1-a-pack tax, provoking a storm of advertisements 
to defeat the biggest threat rite industry has faced in the state in a decade. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When it’s really a huge number of kids in the community who go through this, and all have the same 

story, the impact is just devastating." 

DONNA LIEBERMAN, executive director of the New York Civil Liberties Union, on people arrested with 

small amotmts of marijuana in a stop-and-frisk program that Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo plans to change. 

DINING & WINE 

~ VIDEO: A Food 

Truck Takes Paris 
Jordan Fielders, an 
Americm~ and Canadian 



expatriate, just opened Cantine 
California, one of the first food trucks in 
Paris to offer upscale versions of 
American food like hamburgers and 
cupcakes. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
What’s the Best 
Way to Break 
Society’s Bad 
Habits? 
Is it the govenunent’s 
role to change people’s behavior and 
make them live healthier lives? And if 
so, what’s the most effective way to do 
it? 

Quick getaways, at the 
Divorce Hotel 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Pepsi and Twitter’s partnership 

Jamie Dimon and the fall of nations 

n~,tim.es.com iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

Food Trucks in Paris? U.S. Cuisine Finds Open Minds, and Mouths 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Artismaal food trucks have been making inroads in Paris, adding a new twist in culinary culture to a city 
where diners rarely eat on the go, much less with their hands. 

. ~ Video: A Food Truck Takes Paris 

Britain Celebrates Queen’s 6o-Year Reign 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

A flotilla of 1,ooo boats in celebration of Queen Elizabeth II’s dimnond jubilee set off down the Thrones on 
Smaday in an extravagant royal pageant of a kind last seen 350 years ago. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show: Thames Flotilla Opens Diamond Jubilee Celebrations 

Political Clashes and Vow of Appeal in Verdict on Mubarak and Aides 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Thousands of protesters poured into the streets of Cairo and other cities for a second night on Stmday to vent 
their anger at the verdicts. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Warning to Teenagers Before They Start Dating 
By JAN HOFFMAN 

A diverse group is trying to forestall dating violence by addressing nfiddle schoo]ers to educate them about 
relationships before they start dating in earnest. 
" ~ Documents: Start Strong Idaho 2012 Writing Contest Winners 

:’ Motherlode Blog: Are Single-Sex Groups Better for Preventing Dating Violence? 

Obeying Judge’s Order, Zimmerman Turns Himself In and Is Back in a Florida 

Jail 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

The man charged with second-degree murder in the death of Trayvon Martin had his bond revoked after the 
judge said he nfisled the court about his finances. 

Recall Battle in Wisconsin May Snarl Obama Camp 
By JEFF ZELENY 

President Obama’s re-election campaign has always comated on Wisconsin for a victory, but Republicans 
there nmy be strengthened by their fight to defend Gov. Scott Walker against a recall effort. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Newspapers Cut Days From Publishing Week 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Some daily newspapers are cutting printing and delivery schedules and shifting their emphasis to the Web, 
but industry analysts warned that such moves nfight alienate once-loyal readers. 

Merrill Losses Were Withheld Before Bank of America Deal 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Days before shareholders voted on Break of 3anerica’s 2008 purchase of Merrill L3aach, top executives were 
told the investment finn’s losses would most likely hammer future earuings. 

" ~ Document: Bank of America Shareholder Suit 

Euro Zone Is Lurching to a Crossroad 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

The economic crisis in Europe is becoming an existential one for the monetary ration, officials say, unless 
governments act to solidify the alliance. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Hockey Enforcer’s Descent, a Flood of Prescription Drugs 
By JOHN BRANCH 

A trove of docmnents compiled by the father of Derek Boogaard offer a rare prescription-by-prescription 
history of the care given to a pronfinent, physically ailing athlete who struggled with addiction. 

:’ ~ Derek Boogaard: An Enforcer’s Story 

GAME 4: CELTICS 93, HEAT 91 
Celtics Even Series as James Takes a Seat 
By HOWARD BECK 

Patti Pierce, who led the Celtics with 23 points, and LeBron James, who led the Heat with 29 points, both 
fouled out in overtime as the Celtics won to tie the series at 2-2. 

ibaka Is ’Maybe a Surprise to You,’ but Not to Him or the Thunder 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

Serge Ibaka, who scored a career-high 26 points in Game 4, epitomized how the Thunder have outplayed the 
Spurs in tying the Western Conference finals at two gmnes each. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Metalheads of All Alloys, Swirling Into the Night 
By BEN RATLIFF 

The Scion Rock Fest, wlfich took place on Saturday in Tampa, Fla., offered 26 broads playing metal and 
beyond, with no particular allegiance to locality or subgenre. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
In the Disability, Stress the Ability 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

"Push Girls," on Sundmace Channel, follows attractive young women ha wheelchairs as they push boundaries. 

¯ . They’re Pretty, Normal and in Wheelchairs 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Mission to Paris’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

In "Mission to Paris" by Alan Furst the city becomes a crossroads for fihn stars and espionage. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 



New Tabloid by Murdoch Losing Sales 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Sales of the Sunday edition of The Stm, a brash daily tabloid, have fallen 28 percent since it first hit 
newsstands in February. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Hollywood Agent’s Estate Sale Displays Star Power 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Sue Mengers, who died in October, kept mementos from clients like Barbra Streisand and other celebrities 
like Jack Nieholson. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Fox Plans Special Trailers to Let Film’s 3-D Effects Shine 
By BROOKS BARNES 

With enhanced movie effects, finding an effective way to market fl~em is becoming complicated. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e..d.j..a...&....A...d..v..e..r..tj.s.i.n.~q News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Whose Welfare? 
The I.R.S. should crack down on political groups disguised as "social welfare organizations." 

EDITORIAL 
Women in Combat 
The military’s exclusion of women in combat doesn’t acknowledge the changing reality of warfare and 
m~fairly denies them opportunities for advancement. 

EDITORIAL 
A Start on the Dream 
President Obama should use his executive authority to halt fl~e deportations of undocumented yom~g 
immigrants who would be eligible for the Dream Act. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Asleep at the Laptop 
By PREET BHARARA 

With all the attention to the so-called fiscal cliff, it is equally important to ask whether collective inaction has 
us barreling toward a eybereliff. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
This Republican Economy 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Spending cuts and low taxes? They’re already here. 

¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Hello, Heterogeneity 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Will the rapidly developing political, religious and demographic changes in the United States transforu~ the 
two-party system? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 4, a989, Chinese aruay troops storuaed Tianamnen Square in Beijing to crush the pro-democracy 

movement; htmdreds - possibly thousands - of people died. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 4, 2012 2:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] N&O op-ed 

What a wonderful op-ed in the N&O from Saturday. I missed it, but just 
read it and kept nodding in agreement. And Kenneth is singled out for 
his rigor! 

ht~:/iwww.newsobserver.comi2012/0(d02/2104848/mv oa fricar~os~adiesoexperience.h~ml#s~or?,lirgk:cpA! 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.ed~J~?id=5()13745(~.42~235al~5a29175600ad3%29242dTd3&~r:T&l=facul~-o~a~Ne~ics~ 

, or send a blank email to leave-31608236-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, June 5, 2012 12:00 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] worth a read 

An oldish piece, but one that focuses on UNC in interesting ways. 

!~,~p~ mic. comiarticles/do~-toblame -col~eg~;>al"~ete so%r-cheati~g 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id=5~137456.42~235a~5a291~56~ad3%~29242d7d3&n=T&~=fac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=31613067, or send a blank email to leave-31613067-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewtimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 6, 2012 1:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

@Times: Top 5, Summer Reaxting, The Stanley Cup and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20606/a mes 1 Y 

l~ @Ti ..... June6, 2012 j 

Nummer Reading 

~ 

ilXiI 

The "lazy days of summer" may be just a memory in 
today’s hectic world, but The "rimes can still help 
relax with the ultimate summer pastime: a goud book. Whether 
you’re interested in world eooking~ gardening with the FLOTUS, 
prepping fur yuur next big trip~ ur time-traveling to SoCal puols 
uf yesteryear, our Summer Reading section has it. You can even 
search by category: Music, Fiction, ! Hollywood~ Children’s Bouks 
and more. 

Love it o ’ ha e t, the work] of professioual :hoekey is 
ni;w~r shot’t on exeRemenL, and The Times~s Hockey 
seetio~ eow~rs it all: the good, the bad and the ugly. You’ll find 
the I atest resnl t s on tb e S~au icy Cup N u a] s and insi gh~s on the 
game, pins penetrating e>;pos(~s of the sport~ An Enforcer’s Stow, 
featuring a new follow-up t’eport to The Times’s groundbveaki ~g 
story on player’ Derek Boogaavd’s nntime[y death. Don~t miss The 
Times’s awavd.-winning video "Pu nched--Out," now ai~ng on 
Huln. 

¯ St) li; Tnmb[rs ~’e’t’e Loving 
¯ The Young Dreamer, With Eyes Wide Open 
¯ Promoting Nutrition, Disney to Restrict dunk-FoodAds 
¯ Napster Fmmders U~wd~ a Video Chat Service 
¯ Some Questions to Ask My. Dimon 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~¥-r~ 
(Between May 30, 2012 - June 5, 2012) 

i, 32 Innovations That Will Change Your Tomorrow 

m New York t lans to ga~ Sa]e of Big Sizes of SugaW Drinks 

3. Obama Order Sped Up Wa~e o{’ Cybevat~aeks Against Iran 

4. [~’ugtnan: This Republican }¢.eotmlnj 

5. Salt. We Misjudged gou 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Egyptians 

Ri;aet A{l.er Former Pt’esident Is 
Sentenced 
Ousted Egyptian President Hosni 
Mnbarak was sentenced to life in 
prison on charges of eomplieity 
in the dea~s of some of the 
nearly 85o protesters who lost 
their lives in the uprising that 
swept him from power last year. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: In 

Performance 
A selection of Tony Award 
nominees, including Kelli 
O’Hara in "Nice Work if Yon Can 
Get It," perform songs and seenes 
fi’om this year’s shows. 

~ VgDEO~ ()p-Does: 

Transitio~ 
The filmmaker Zina Saro-Wiwa 
presents an Op-Doe on black 
women’s decision to embrace 
their naturally kinky hair, 
rather than use chemical 
straighteners. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

9/’I, TMking 

Thro~tgh 

Identi%~ Crisis 
"It seemed self- 
evident at the time: A museum 
devoted to documenting the 
events of Sept. H, ~oo~, would 
have to include photographs of 
the hijackers who turned four 
passenger jets into missiles. 



Then two and a half years ago, 

plans to use the pictures were 

made public. 

New York City’s fire chief 

protested that such a display 

would ’honor’ the terrorists who 

destroyed the Worht Tcade 

Center. A New York Post 

editorial called the idea 

’appalling.’ Groups representing 

rescuers, survivors and victims’ 

families asked how anyone could 

even think of showing the faces 

of the men who killed their 

relatives, colleagues and 

friends." What do you think? 

Join the conversation. 

Read A~.sBeat on 

nytimes,com 

Like The New York Times 

Theater on Facebook 

Follow @n’ftimestheater on 
Twitter 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing department You received this messege because you signed up 

for NYTimes,com’s @Times newsletter 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chanqe Your E-MailI P~ivacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Compsny I Copyright 2012 I NYTiR-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 2:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Indian Books Update - ~-Atiica, 12A12B 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

-~aA’l-ica/12A12B 

Here are some titles on the area/s of your specialisatinn added to our 
database. 

We have a **special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 30 Jun 2012"*. Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . You 
may give a reference to this bulletin ~vhile ordering For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

2012 

The Blogging Revolution : How the Newest Media Revolution is (;hanging 
Politics, Business and Culture in India, China, Iran, Syria, Egypt, Cuba 
and Saudi Arabia / Antony Loewenstein. I st Impression. Mumbai, Jaico 
Publishing ttouse. 2012. viii, 294 p 22 cm. 

List Price: $ 26.90 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 24.20 (Ubd.) 
ISBN: 9788184952865     KK-100916 

Others 

A Siamese Embassy Lost in Africa, 1686 : The Odyssey of Ok-Khun Chamnan / 
Edited by Michael Smithies. Chiang Mai, Silkworm Books. 1999. 134 p 21 cm. 
List Price: $ 56.70 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 5h00 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9747100959      KK-101393 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thin our 
sites, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thru our site 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<www.kkagencies.co.in> & <xwzw.GetLndiartBooks.com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to raaking your experience with us more enjoyable and 
convenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R. Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, irffo@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: waa~w.kkagencies.co.in, xvwxv.kkagencies.com 

ww~v. GetIndianB ooks.c om 
More sites: xvwxv.kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 
Phone: (~0091/11)25465925 Fax: (+0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you. Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl net in> ~vith "Unsubscribe + Your E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we ~vill remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, June 8, 2012 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s Headlines: Syrians Bax U.N. Monitors From a Massacre Inquiry 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~o~s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i OP-~-~,, i On lNs Day 

C,a~tomize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Jilne 8, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Syrians Bar U,N, Mo~litors 

From a Massacre Inquiry 

¯ :.[ ;,i. t:i 

The Syria eonfliet moved to a 
dangerous new preeipiee when 
government troops and civilian 
snpporters blocked unarmed United 
Nations monitors from looking into a 
mass killing. 

~ Syria Bars 17 Western Diplomats and 

Allows Increased Aid Agency Presence 

~ Video: UN Obsercers B~ocked From 

Site 

Approval Rating for Justices 

Hits Just 44% in New Poll 

Three-quarters of Americans say the Supreme Court’s derisions are sometimes influenced by 
personal or political views, according to a New York TimesiCBS News poll. 

~E] Full Poll Results 

~E] 
Graphic: Op~n~,ans of the Court 

As Grain Piles Up, India’s Poor StiH Go Hungry 
B’, ./iip:.s %:. :’-’.J 
Despite surplns grain stockpiles, malnonrishment is widespread in India, where politicians are 
faring pressnre to deal with eorrnption and waste in distribntion programs. 

~E:] Video: .A Problem of Distribubcn 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The o~q p/r~ thr~l this grab~ @ser~;es ~o be is i~ @e s~o~n~ehs qf d~ pa~ple ~ho ar~ h~n~gry." 
BIRAJ PATNIAK, a lawyer who advises India’s Snpreme Cm~rt on food issues, on stockpiles of grain 
gobag to waste because of mismauagemen~ of ~k~od aid programs. 

S P 0 RTS 

THE RAIL                ~ Belrnon~ 
Belmont Video Mideo 
Debate: The Debate: 

~ilblrd 

Can rll Have .~other become the 
first Triple Crown winner since 
Mfirmed in 19782 The Rail’s Melissa 
Hoppert thinks so, but her Times 
colleague Victor Mather thinks this 
will not be the year. 

~ Cast Your Vote 

Using his fans to introduce a 
girlfriend 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

How i fire peopie 



OPINION Questions to ask, Mr Dimon 

ROOM FOR DEBATE      ~ Can a 

%7h, "qth out ,~all ] ~w,~ 

How ean candidates 

raise enongh money to 

get elected, without becoming behohlen to the ~ch? 

WORLD 

£ortugnese ,Just Shrug and Go On i~ the Face of C~its and ,job Losses 

The Portuguese face budget cuts, tax increases and other austerity measures without much protest. 

As AI Qaeda Loses a Leader, Its Power Shifts From Pakistan 

The killing this week of AI Qaeda’s deputy head, Abu Yahya al-Libi, tore at the tissue between the 

group’s leadership and affiliates in the Middle East and Africa. 

Tokyo Gas A~tack Arrest Reawakens National Trauma 

The snspeet in the 5995 satin attack lived with her boyfriem| in a rlmdown barn, wearing drab 

clothes and no makenp, and neighbors said she avoided eye contact and kept to herself. 

~Molzona Tries to Keep Reins ’Iighl as it Starts Regulathlg Medical Mari~ 

As Arizona seeks to avoid the mistakes of other states, some say its dispensary program could serve 

as a national model, particnlarly becanse of its emphasis on medical supervision. 

For Safely~ Ballet Between Human and K~ller Whale Loses Some Intimacy 

’Dvo years after a trainer’s death, a ruling means less contact between human and killer whale at 

SeaWorld in Orlando, Fla., where trainers once rode on and kissed the whales. 

Hmlse Acts to Repeal Medlcal-De~,ice Tax 

The latest assault on President Obama’s health care law appears to have little chance of approval in 

the Senate. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Madrid Leans on Its Troubled Ba~kn to Buy Its Bonds 

Economists warn that over the long term, Spain will have trouble meeting its substantial financial 

requirements until foreign investors inject new money. 

Necesslty~ Not Inclination, Nudges Europeans Closer Fiscally a~d Politically 

The answer to Europe’s problems seems to be greater fiscal and political integration, bnt that doesn’t 
mean that such an outcome is a given. 

DEALBOOK 

Once-Retlcent Investors Join Shareholder Revolts 

Proxy season is traditionally dominated by well-known aetivist investors, but this year has been 

different with mntual fnnds and other institutional investors applying more pressure to corporate 

boards. 

S P 0 RTS 

GAME 6: HEAT 98, CELTICS 79 

James Takes Game 6 Personally 

LeBron James had 45 points and ~5 rebounds, ove~vhelming the Celtics and leading the Heat to a 

victory that forced a Game 7 in the Eastern Conference finals. 

RAYS 7, YANKEES 3 

Error and Strikeouts Prevent Yankee Sweep 

The Yankees missed a p~stine opportunity to sweep the Rays, claim sole possession of first place and 

carry a winning streak into the weekend’s Subway Series, 

~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 



~ 
..... t : ’x-C c, rG ,~ "e,es, Message to Martin 

~Bas E at he Irard D h; r a 

~ Bats: ~eixe~ra Gets D~agnosis for Persistent Cough 

Molded for Success on Clay Courts 

Rafad Nadal has won 247 of 266 career matches on day with his powerful legs and a forehand that 
produces dizzying spin, making him possibly the best day-emlrt player ever. 

ARTS 

That ’I’o~y Pool: Few Sure Bets 

"Death of a Salesman" and Audra McDonald are loeks, but not so for other Tony Award nominees, 
according to the polling for an unusually competitive contest. 

~’dilat’s 
h!e’<t for Tony h!or~lir~ee, s [ Special Section: The Tonys 

TH EATER TALKBACK 

N~m~bers That S~opped the Show on Tony N~ght 

A Times theater eritie looks back at some of his favorite performances from Tony Awards 
broadeas ts. 

~E] 
What’s Your Favorite Tongs Moment? 

Dramatic iqalsh From the Beat of Delicate Hearts 

With the Tonys upon us, it’s worth noting that some of the finest new playwriting is not necessarily 
Bro adway-bound. 

~A 
Nev¢ ’Vanya’ [or the Living Room 

~ 
Videos ’¢X 0 Miles’ ] ’Sons of the Prophet’ 

o More Arts News 

MOVIE REVIEVV I ’PROM ETHEUS’ 
Something }Vlcked Their }ray Comes~ vh~ the dahtet[e Void 
~-::Y ’:, ".. ’:.,C .U 

In "Prometheus," ~dley Scott retm’ns to the visceral dread of "~ien" as a vessel lnmbers through 
the galaetie void. 

~ Rickey Scott Returns to Outer Space 

~ Noomi                  Hollywood 
. Rapace Arrives in 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’DARK HORSE’ 

Adtflthood Call~ng, to Faraway M~nds and Lost Ambition 

"Dark Horse" is a Todd Solondz~ireeted satire on family relationships and the Dequent missteps of 
adulthood. 

MOVIE REV’I EVV I’BEL AMI’ 
A PaHslan Jo~rnaI~st~s R~Rhless Lhd~ons 

In "Bel Ami," an adaptation of the Guy de Maupassant novel, Robert Pattinson plays a manipulative 
jom~alist who rises through Belle ~poque Paris by exploiting a series of women. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The B~l~s to Nowhere 
The House wastes time passing legislation designed to satisfy the ideological desires of conse~wative 
voters while the bills that need to become law get blocked. 

EDITORIAL 

Eg~ffpt Str~gles Toward a Preslden~ 
A credible vote this month in Egypt is desperately needed. The courts, the media and the 
bureaucracy are conspiring to make sure that doesn’t happen. 

EDITORIAL 

A Fa~ twe of D~screfion 



The federal government has fallen short of its promise of restoring balance to a broken system nsed 

for deportation cases. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Trot~bIed Silence 

Given what we now know abont why it takes child abuse victims so long to (:()me forward, the law 

needs to be changed. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

i.::., p.~:. Lii. 

Sim’.e Republicans love to contrast President Obama’s record with that of Ronald Reagan, let’s look at 

government spending in each man’s administration. 

~ Columnist Page ~ Slog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Moral Diet 
i.::., L.~.’...ii." 

We all commit little indiscretions, just enongh to keep fcom feeling to() bad about it. Should we be 

active in curtailing this inevitability, and if so, how? 

~ Columnist Page I Slog 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 8, 1968, authot’ities announced the capture in London of James Earl Ray, the suspected 

assassin of civil rights leader Martin Luther King Jr. 

* Sec This Front Page 

* Buy This Front Page 

About This E-I~lail 

You received this message because you signed up for N"~l-imes,com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Sdbscdptions I Unsu~scribe I Change Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i AdveRise 
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Today’s Headlines: Sept. 11 Health Fund Given Clearance to Cover Cancer 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.p...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I 9.p.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.c...u..s..t..o...m.i.z..e..Lo.~..a.~Ls....H...e..a.~!Ln..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Sept¯ n Health Fund Given 
Clearance to Cover Cancer 
By ANEMONA HARTOCOLLIS 

A federal health official’s decision came 
as a vindication for people who have 
elahned that their cancers were caused 
by exposure to the dust cloud and debris 
at ground zero. 

Holder Directs U.S. Attorneys 
to Track Down Paths of Leaks 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Attorney General Eric H. Holder Jr. 
assigned two United States attorneys to 
lead separate criminal inquiries into 
disclosures of national security secrets 
to the news media. 

U.N. Monitors in Syria Find 
Grisly Traces of Massacre 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

Confronting blood, body parts and shelled buildings, a United Nations team quietly collected evidence on 
Friday of a mass atrocity in a desolate hamlet. 

" The Lede: Activists Post Videos Said to Show Latest Killings 

’. ~ Video: U.N. Observers in Qubeir, Syria (YouTube) 

¯ .N_ .Y.Yjm.e.. ~.~.c_o.m._H_o.m ~...P._a.g,..~; 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I want to hunker down on what I’ve got." 

JOSEPH BUTLER, a retired banker in Bernice, La., who keeps all his money in a savings accomat. 

SPORTS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A 

Yoga Champion’s 
Unlikely Path 
Jared McCann exchanged 
partying for practicing, 
sweetbreads for seaweed 



and his drug habit for a Vita Mix 
blender. 
, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Take Back the 
Streets 
By JAYNE MERKEL 

Street festivals have lost 
their usefulness as a 
source of civic spirit. We want our 
streets back. The outfits that say ’The 

Queen’ 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Fashion awards, on speed dial 

Style Tumblrs we’re loving 

WORLD 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
Briton There at Pakistan’s Birth Stays at 94, a Living Textbook 
By DECLAN WALSH 

An Englishman who made Pakistan his home, and education his nfission, has finally resolved to retire from 
the school he started. 

Japan’s Premier Seeks Support for Using Nuclear Power 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Prime Minister Yoshihiko Noda made a blunt appeal to fl~e public Friday on restarting one of Japan’s idled 
nuclear plants. 

New Russian Law Assesses Heavy Fines on Protesters 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Financial penalties will multiply for demonstrators in Russia who have seemed re-energized after President 
Vladnfir V. Putin’s inauguration last monfla. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Suicides Outpacing War Deaths for Troops 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

There have been 154 suicides among active-duty troops this year, a rate of nearly one death a day for 2o12. 

After Edwards Trial, Much Returns to Normal, but Not All Is Set 
By KIM SEVERSON and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Now that the trial has ended, John Edwards’s fmnily, the jurors and others are moving on, but there is still a 
chance that the ease will be pursued further. 

’- ~ Interactive Timeline: John Edwards 

Court Forces a Rethinking of Nuclear Fuel Storage 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

The Nuclear Regulatory Conmfission must consider that a permanent repository for spent fuel may never be 
established, a federal appeals court ruled on Friday. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Spanish Banks Need $46 Billion, I.M.F. Says in Audit 
By ANNIE LOWREY 



The Intenaational Monetary Ftmd’s estimate will guide European policy makers as they seek to stabilize the 
Spanish financial system and prevent contagion to the rest of the euro zone. 

" Pressed to Take Bailout, Spain Tries to Measure Its Need 

COMMON SENSE 
Trustee Sees Customers Trampled at MF Global 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

A report on the collapse of MF Global reveals a questionable series of moves that indicate the firm failed in 
its duty to protect the assets of its clients. 

" High & Low Finance: Accounting Backfired at MF Global 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Comcast Is Said to Be Weighing a Bid for BSkyB 
By AMY CHOZICK 

News Corporation wanted to own the British Sky Broadcasting Group, Britain’s largest satellite broadcaster, 
outfight but its stake has been threatened by the phone-hacking scandal at one of its newspapers. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

THE RAIL 
Triple Crown Chase Ends Day Early, in Farewell 
By JOE DRAPE 

I’ll Have Another has been scratched from the Behnont Stakes, ending his bid to become horse racing’s first 
Triple Crown winner since Affilaned in a978. 

" ~ Post a Comment 

Nadal and Djokovic to Vie for Title and Much More 
By GREG BISHOP 

Rafael Nadal defeated David Ferrer and Novak Djokovic beat Roger Federer to reach the final at the French 
Open. 

. Errani and Sharapova Advance to Final 

YANKEES 9, METS 1 
From a No-Hitter to No Mercy for Santana 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees roughed up dohan Santana in his first start since throwing a no-hitter, knocking him out after 
five innings. He gave up seven lilts, four of flaem homers, and six rtms. 
-. ~F).~; Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ . In Return to Mets, Bay Picks Up Where He Left Off 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

That Tony Pool: Few Sure Bets 
By PATRICK HEALY 

"Death of a Salesman" and Audra McDonald are locks, but not so for other Tony Award nonfinees, according 
to the polling for an unusually competitive contest. 

" What’s Next for Tony Nominees I Special Section: The Tonys 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 
Successes in Rhetoric: Language in the Life of Churchill 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

A new exhibition at the Morgma Library & Mttsemn has the sotmds as well as the writings of Churchill. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOC 
Hosts of ’Car Talk’ to Retire After 35 Years of Automotive Banter 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The brothers Tom Magliozzi and Ray Magliozzi, whose show has been a staple of NPR for decades, will stop 
producing new shows this fall. 

’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Have Elite Fliers Been Downgraded? 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Once, elite fliers belonged to sometlfing of an exclusive club. Not anymore. What happened? 

How to Fly V.I.P., Perk by Perk 
By MICHELLE HIGGINS 

Not an elite flier? You can still travel like one, for a price. 

No Extra Points for This Quiz 
By SUZANNE MacNEILLE 

How much do you know about frequent flier programs? Test your knowledge. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Some Sunlight Would Be Nice 
Gov. Andrew Cuomo has forgotten his pronfise of openness and transparency when it comes to his financial 
backers. 

EDITORIAL 

Assad, the Butcher 
By enabling the Syrian dictator, Russia and China also have blood on their hands. 

EDITORIAL 
How Morning-After Pills Really Work 
Religious conservatives are losing a primary argument for banning the pills. The latest research indicates 
that fl~ey work by delaying ovulation, not by aborting an embryo. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Majoring in Eligibility 
By JOE NOCERA 

Letth~g atlfletes who can barely read into college devalues the hard-earned degrees of everyone else. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Euro’s 11th Hour 
By STEVEN RATTNER 

The top priority for the flagging euro zone is to fix the disastrous design flaw in which the 17 members agreed 
to a common monetary policy without coordinating their budgets and regulations. 

OPINIONATOR 
You Gave Away Your Babies? 
By DICK CAVETT 

Writing jokes for others to speak and take credit for wasn’t as thankless as you nfight have assumed. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 9, 1954, Army counsel Joseph N. Welch confronted Sen. Joseph R. McCarthy during the Senate- 
Army Hearings over McCarthy’s attack on a member of Welch’s law finn, Frederick G. Fisher. Said Welch: 

"Have you no sense of decency, sir? At long last, have you left no sense of decency?" 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 



¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 9, 2012 10:31 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] more fun from the N&O 

An absolute doozy of a story from today’s paper, most of the key 

revelations in the first paragraphs. 

~ :/i~,ww. new sob se ~e r. c o m!2012/06/08/2123750iu~c oFo olball -~, e~s ofiockedoto, html 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists~unc~ ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56 A 2~2 3 5 af5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=fac~t~°°atNetics- 

=31(~35329, or send a blank email to leave-31635329-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 9, 2012 11:06 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] and Nocera 

Some of us have mixed feelings about Joe Nocera now, but he follows up 
nicely on the Dasmine Cathey piece in the Chronicle. 

http :l~1w.ww. r~2’times.comi2012i06i09/o~inioni~ocerao .h~m~? ~l&h> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1is~s.unc.edu/u?id=5~13~45(~.42~235af5a29175(~ad39629242d~d3&n=T&~=~acu~°°a~Ne~ics~ 

=31(~35381, or send a blank email to leave-31635381-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 12, 2012 8:35 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] N&O editorial 

The N&O speaks common sense. 

~:iiwww.newsobserver.col~i2012/~36/12/2130706,,~roken-hearts.html 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists.~mc.ed~d~?id~5~13745~.42f235af5a29175~ad3%29242d7d3&n=T&~=fac~v°-a~Ne~ics- 
forum&o=31646876, or send a blank email to leave-31646876-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:15 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] BOT 

In case more of you would like to email members of the Board of 
Trustees, I paste in the page where you can find emails: 

~:l~1w.ww.m~c.edw’dcptsitmsteesi 

Adieu--I’m off to France tomorrow. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~i~?id=50137456.42f235~5a29175(~OOad39629242d7d3&~=T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o-31~53033, or send a blank email to leave-31653033-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 9:26 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBullefin: VIMY Team Updates in Indonesia 

News from the VIMY Team in Indonesia 
ouLinaugural ~’i£L~_~}]-~i__s£__L~!_._]}?_~_~EL/:’_~5i]L~;~. win ne rs are documenting their work in Indonesia all summer 

They’ll be interning with Nourish International on a six-week 

documentary project with students of Kampung Halaman- an 

internationally recognized non-profit organization in Indonesia that 

focuses on youth empowerment, education, and so! cial 

awareness through audio-visual media production. Giving 

Indonesian communities access to an active media voice is critical 

in a country where the majority of video content broadcasted is 

foreign-produced. The VIMY Team will help produce community- 

focused documentaries and foster an exchange of information and 

perspective among youth cultures Check it out! 

C G I EVE N TS + R ESO U RC ES N .-xw cGI STORI - S 

The appointment of Chancellor Holden Thorp brought with it a 

renewed focus on entrepreneurship and 

innovation at the University. In particular, 

UNC seeks to open more avenues through 

which academic pursuits can directly solve 

the world’! s most pressing problems 

In this spirit, CGI is bringing a Gleb~-:l 

year to interact with students and faculty who are interested in 

launching ventures. Our goal is to pull together a wide range of 

people with seemingly unrelated interests because we feel that such 

an approach is the best way to spur creative insights. 

For the 2011-12 year, we had the great pleasure of hosting Den :~D~ 

.......................................................................... Whi?:L% co-founder of :}iobal ::qvim~ He was instrumental in 
organizing UNC’s first ever TEDx event and he seP,~ed as its MC. You 

can ¢,,at,’:i~ ~-.’}} !:h! ,’-~ v:deo,s from IEDxUI4C. 

You can also learn more about Dennis by watching the above TEDx 

talk he gave on Unleashing Young Social Entrepreneurs in 

Washington, DC in 2010. 

Prestiqious Futb@tht U,S. Student Program 
CAMPUS DEADLINE: Thursday, September 20 

Just four weeks after fall classes start! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

U.S. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows .~radu,:~ti~9 

self-design a research!study project, or serve as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

Attend a virtual (or in-person) i~ffe eese}ols this summer! Stay tuned to 

the eBulletin and our website for info session dates. Alumni may also 

be eligible to apply Check our website for more details 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

S~mm~,r Fridays 3:8~ -4:~8 PN 
The SASB Writing Center is holding summer ~:12£iJJ2£i_N[2%£~!£i_£~£~£_~21£~£[~!£~} for international grad 
students, visiting scholars, and post-docs Native English speakers are invited to join smaller group 



discussions and give basic language feedback (idioms or pronunciation). These are 1 hour meetings 

with conversation about language and cul! ture It’s a great volunteer opportunity to get exposure with this 

population To join, contact .~.r_.-’_L~_i2~_~!_~__L~_.-’_’ZL~_r[~.. 

J 

Be,/in iighe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8, 5145 i ¢;~<~=: ........ Hill ~’qC 2i’599 

~1anage Yo~ S~bsc~ip~io~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 

RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi Eunice, 

That does seem strange! Don’t worry, I will look into it. 

Hope you’re doing well too. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Senti Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly follow up with IT to see what this is about. This is the 3rd time that I have received this sort of email and I am not sure what to 
make of it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carolina Copy - Do Not Reply [carolinacopy@WebSurfB.csit.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Requester Name : Eunice Sahle 
Requester Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Requester Phone: (919)962-2341 

CopierId : R10341 
VendorID : 10937903 
Copier Bldg : AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE 

Copier Room : beh Lside nurse st 

Problem Type: Toner (1) 

Problem Desc: needing toner for copier 

Time stamp: 6/14/2012 10:55:42 AM 

htmlheadtitleCarolina Copy Access Tesl!title/headbody div alignlefi div alignlefi 
Ticket ID 19856 ! -- br/Problem Type # 1--br/Name Eunice Sahlebr/Email eunice at email.unc, edubr/Req. Phone 919962234 lbr/Copier 
R1034 lbr/Locationbeh Lside nurse stbr/Problem Description needing toner for copier;/divh3Ticket Posted/h3foody/htmlEnd Msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:34 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Should be resolved now! Looks like there was a mix-up with Aycock Family Medicine. Not quite sure how it happened but shouldn’t 
happen again. However, if you do get another email then please let me know. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Foust, Johu (Carolina Copy) [mailto:JHFOU ST~m~x-servicesxmc.edt~] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Yes we got a ticket for it this morning. Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) 
Sent: Thu Jun 14 11:20:54 2012 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi John, 

We have been receiving a copier repair request that looks like it should be going to Aycock Family Medicine. I am not sure how the 
email keeps getting sent to us but I wanted to make sure you were aware of it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 



Hi Eunice, 

That does seem strange! Don’t worry, I will look into it. 

Hope you’re doing well too. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly follow up with IT to see what this is about. This is the 3rd time that I have received this sort of email and I am not sure what to 

make of it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carolina Copy - Do Not Reply [carolinacopy@WebSurfB.csit.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Requester Name : Eunice Sahle 
Requester Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Requester Phone: (919)962-2341 

CopierId : R10341 

VendorID : 10937903 
Copier Bldg : AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE 
Copier Room : beh Lside nurse st 
Problem Type: Toner (1) 

Problem Desc: needing toner for copier 

Time stamp: 6/14/2012 10:55:42 AM 

htmlheadtitleCarolina Copy Access Tesl!title/headbody div alignleft div alignleft 
Ticket ID 19856 ! -- br/Problem Type # 1--br/Name Eunice Sahlebr/Email eunice at email.unc, edubr/Req. Phone 919962234 lbr/Copier 
R1034 lbr/Locationbeh Lside nurse stbr/Problem Description needing toner for copier;/divh3Ticket Posted/h3foody/htmlEnd Msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

No problem. Glad to be of assistance! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:35 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Many thanks Travis! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Should be resolved now! Looks like there was a mix-up with Aycock Family Medicine. Not quite sure how it happened but shouldn’t 
happen again. However, if you do get another email then please let me know. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) [maiho:J HFOU ST~m~xoservicesxmc.edt!] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:26 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Yes we got a ticket for it this morning. Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
To: Foust, John (Carolina Copy) 
Sent: Thu Jun 14 11:20:54 2012 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi John, 

We have been receiving a copier repair request that looks like it should be going to Aycock Family Medicine. I am not sure how the 
email keeps getting sent to us but I wanted to make sure you were aware of it. 

Thanks 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Student Services Manager 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 



Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:08 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Hi Eunice, 

That does seem strange! Don’t worry, I will look into it. 

Hope you’re doing well too. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 11:00 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Dear Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly follow up with IT to see what this is about. This is the 3rd time that I have received this sort of email and I am not sure what to 
make of it. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Carolina Copy - Do Not Reply [carolinacopy@WebSurfB.csit.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 10:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Copier Repair Request: AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE--R10341 

Requester Name : Eunice Sable 
Requester Email: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Requester Phone: (919)962-2341 

CopierId : R10341 

VendorID : 10937903 
Copier Bldg : AYCOCK FAMILY MEDICINE 

Copier Room : beh Lside nurse st 

Problem Type: Toner (1) 

Problem Desc: needing toner for copier 

Time stamp: 6/14/2012 10:55:42 AM 



htmlheadtitleCarolina Copy Access Tesl!title/headbody div alignleft div alignleft 
Ticket ID 19856 ! -- br/Problem Type # 1--br/Name Eunice Sahlebr/Email eunice at email.unc, edubr/Req. Phone 919962234 lbr/Copier 
R1034 lbr/Locationbeh Lside nurse stbr/Problem Description needing toner for copier;/divh3Ticket Posted/h3/body/htmlEnd Msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Interview. 

He?’, 
I was wanting to know- if you were on campus for the stammer? If so, would you have time to do a veW brief inter~dew with me for a class assignment Or if its more convenient, I could do it 

over email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 11:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

Her number is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

Kindly send me Charlene’s telephone number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 11:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

She is about to go to Public Policy but she is here right now if you need her! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:18 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Many thanks Travis! 

I hope you are doing well. Is Sonia in the department today? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 11:11 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Greetings from Chapel Hill! 

Her number is 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 15, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are well. 

Kindly send me Charlene’s telephone number. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, June 15, 2012 12:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: 2 things... 

TaIhdali -- I will tw, maybe, to Skype on sunday. Looking forward to your work and ?’our return. ENoy Durban! 

On Jun 15, 2012, at 1:51 AM. Sahle, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 

> 

> 

> Comrade, 
> 

> Thanks so much for this note’. 
> 

> Here are my contact details: 

> Tel: 
> Skype: 
> 

> Fanon: I needed to a~vay to return (relatively speaking) to my thinking and writing mode. Being in Durban has been helpful and you will 100% get the chapter early next week. A colleague 
will be providing feed back on it this weekend. 
> 

> Thanks for your patience and support during this confusing and stressful time! 
> 

> In solidarity’, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> Frum: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2012 4:19 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: 2 things. 
> 

> First, as I mentiuned, if you need tu talk or tu cunsult just let me know. I will call wherever you are. 
> 

> Alsu, I am really hoping against hupes that yuu are about tu send the Fanun piece. I feel terrible even asking, but I am un the line at this point. Please let me l~uw where we stand Give me 
a number if you need me tu call. 
> 

> In Solidari~ 
> Joseph 
> Joseph Jurdan, Director 
> SuNa Haynes Stone Center 
> Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel }{ill 
> (919) 962-9001 
> jl~urdan@email uric edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sor~ia Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

unknown <sgbarbe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 15, 2012 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] Water Theme Idea Submission 

Name: Robert Brace 

Email: rob bruce@unc.edu 

Ideas: Carolina Courses Online and H20 Carolina Water in Our World 

The mission of the UNC William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Edu cation is to collaborate with all University departments in order to extend the research, teaching, and ser,Ace of the 
Uinversity to the citizens of Nolth Carolina and beyond. In response to the 2011 Academic Plan (Theme 1, Theme 32, Theme 3.4, Theme 6) and the H20 Carolina Water in Our World 
initiative, the Friday Center proposes a t~vo-year, faculty grant program designed to create five innovative, water-themed online courses. The ~vater theme is a natural fit for the online course 
environment as it has the potential to take full advantage of technolo~z-enhanced educational tools such as 3-D modeling and animation, audio and video, image galleries and timelines, and 
geospatial data and mapping applications. From water on Mars, to the founding of the University of North Carolina to public policy and sustainability to Mark Twain’s Life on the 
Mississippi, to international health and development, ~ve envision University-wide proposals that reflect outstanding research, teaching, and service. 

In consultation with the Friday Center, the Water Institute, and the Center for Faculty Excellence, the faculty-driven courses will be designed in a Ilexible mamaer where the resulting online 
modules can be used by faculty in face-to-face courses or offered as a complete online course through the Friday Center. The courses will also be offered for free as non-credit, stand-alone 
content for use in the K-12 classroom and for personal enrichment, thus underlining Carolina’s commitment to provide public educational resources 

After the end of the H20 Carolina ~ ater in Our World initiative in 2014, the courses will continue to be offered thus ensuring student access and creating a tangible legacy for the campus 
theme. 

’]7he faculty’ RFP will include the following criteria: 
¯ Course must be approved by department chair and coHege/schuo[ Dean per existing UNC policy. 
¯ Faculty must agree to teach the course online ~\~r at least one semester during 2013-2014. 
¯ Department and cullege/schuu[ must agree tu the cuurse becoming part ufthe overall Carolina Courses Online program, thus ensuring student access beyund 2014. 
¯ Faculty must agree to participate in evaluation of student learning outcumes. 
¯ Special cunsideration will be given tu interdisciplinary, multi-faculty prupusals 

Prugram Custs: 
¯ Faculty’ Course Stipend $20,000 ($4,000 per faculty member) 
¯ Instructional Designer $70,000 (part-time pusltion to end after fiscal year 2013-2014) 
¯ Facul~,’ Instructiun Stipend $32,500 ($6,500 per faculty member) 
¯ Production $37,500 (video, flash develupment, graphic design) 

Total $160,000 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 8:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subjed: RE: Chapters 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I have been very busy today with my family so I haven’t had time to write up the new direction of my thesis. I would still like to Skype tomorrow, if that’s possible. 

Thank you, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Chapters 

Dear 

Thanks for the chapters! 

Send me a sketch indicating the new direction of your thesis. Then if you have time, let’s try to discuss the chapters and the sketch via Slelpe on Saturday. If we do not connect 
via skype we cn continue the dialogue over email, so no worries. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Chapters 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are having an excellent summer! I was in Ecuador for the past few weeks and got some really interesting interviews and met interesting people. I am considering 
changing the direction of my thesis but I would still love for you to read my chapters that I had worked on during the semester. I have really enjoyed the thesis writing process. 
It has been very challenging and I find myself constantly coming up with new questions. I would love to speak with you via Skype. I am headed to Zanzibar on Monday for six 
weeks with S4Si, so I don’t know how easy it will be to Skype! However, I plan to continue working on my thesis. My skype name is            , just in case! 

Thank you for getting in touch with me! I’m sure you are very busy this summer and I appreciate the help! 

Thankyou! 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 12:40 PM 

To: 
Subject: Chapters 

Dear 

I hope your research is going well. 

My apologies for this delayed response. In the last few weeks, unexpected field research logistics took most of time. At any rate, I am catching up on outstanding matters. 
Along these lines, in the midst of reviewing various emails I think I lost yours with attachments. Can you kindly resend it asap so that I review your chapters and offer 
comments. 
If you would like to touch base about your thesis via Skype kindly let me know and I can send my Skype address. 

Looking forward to receiving them. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pero’ Hall ~gma]l.com> 

Saturday, June 16, 2012 11:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Black Studies aM Wikipedia 

My fiiend Abdul, always ou the cutting edge. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Black Studies mid Wildpedia 

Date:Thu, 24 May 2012 06:46:28 -0500 
From:Abdul Alkalimat <mcworter(a)ILL1NOIS.EDU> 

Reply-To:H-NET Di~ussion List for Ati-ica~ Americm~ Studies <t t-AFRO-AM@h-net.msu.edu> 
To:<I t-AFRO-AM(a)h- net.msu.edu> 

From: ahdul 

Black Studies and wikipedia: Our next frorR:Jer is in cybers[ace 

Abdui Alkalimat 

There are opportunities that sometimes are hidden in plain view. We all 

want Black Studies to beco~’e an academic discipline of global relevance, 

yet we are net engaged ii] werking with the intervention J[~ cyberspaoe 
[:hat: gives us [:he greatest eppo~tunity to be just: that. Wikipedia is 
where the world goes first for information    check any search engine and 
wiki will be one of the top three choices. It is the argument in this 
paper that this is the g~eatest mome~R; fo: Black people to practice 
self-definition, self-determination in consciousness and to have the 
agency for ~’aking this global. We now have the way; we only have to 
generate the will.    This paper is a call for NCBS to lead Black Studies 
p~ograms and schoiar/aotivists to take the challenge t:o transfoHaall 
relevant entries in Wikipedia with the perspective and research that we 
have and continue to produce in Black Studies. 

What is Wikipedia? 

The sho<t answer is that it is a new online encyclopedia outsou<ced to 
all of us. We w~ite it and update it on a daily basis; hence it is a 
new democratic format for creating knowledge, it is the new logic of 
fro~’ all of us to all of us, and that’s why the corporations and the 
elites a~e dissing it: so muoh. if the people can do things on thei~ 
own, then we can begin to reorganize the rest of society around this 
logic of bottom up to replace what we have now which is top down. 

Is thi s legitJ ma te knowledge? 

There is a g<eat deal of discussion about this topic based on personal 

experJe[K:e. We need raise the level o[ our discussion to that ef 
research about the ~:epJc: 
http://>~w2.imm.dtu.dk/pubdbiviews/mublication details.phD?id 6012 
because the short answer is yes, the<e is a great deal of quality to the 
information Jr~ Wikipedia, theugh it is not without problems. The 
wonderful aspect of Wikipedia is that we can change errors inrr:ediately, 
something we can’t do with the printed or other online sources. 

There Js also growing support for WJkipedia, and a 6:all for more 
participation by academics. Erik Wright is leading sociologists in that 
direction: http:i/www.asanet.org/ahout/wiki Initiative.cfm. Also 
something simJ]a~ is being proposed for the Amerioan Histe~icai 
Association: "James Grossman, president of the _~ilerican Historical 
Association, says he also uses WiHipedia on occasion, if never as a 
final source. On hearing of ASA’s initiative and reading Wright’s 
ratio[HNe, Grossman te]d inside Highe~ Ed that he intends to discuss 
with his board whether the historical association ought to pursue a 
simila< strategy." 
(http://w~+w.i~sidehighered.cem/news/2~/~]/~8/s~o:[o~o~y-ass~ciation-e~K~uraqes-~embe~s-help-i~prove-wikimedia) 

Our tasks: 

The time has come for Black Studies faculty and student to accept the 

challenge to become active produce<s of Knowledge for the world via 

Wikipedia. This is the greatestmomei]t we have ever had for 
self-definition and self-determination in the production of knowledge by 
Black people about Black people, for Black people and everybody else. 
There are no gate Keepers except the debate that goes on in the 



Wikip~’lia format, w~" (as a collective body of sch}lars) have n}t ye~ 

tried, hence no one can speak with the weight of ou~ collective 

experience. We all quote ~’anon about each generation discovering its 

Ktissie[~. in the infermation age if we don’t de this we will betray this 

moment’s potential in the eyes of those yet to be born. They will look 

io~ us in cyber-space and only iind the voice of others s~eaking about 

us. We have between 3b and 40 thousand students in Black Studies 

~nowiedge base if we choose to act collectively. 

What rH~eds to be done about ~’xis~:ir~g entri~’s in WJki~edia? 

Our first task is to start reading the entries that are already in 

Wikipedia and begin to update them. This means adding new info, 

correcting errers, and prevJding additicHHN detail te what’s already 

there and accurate. This will reveal to us where the most important 

21st century debate about Black people can he found     it is in 

cyberspace in places like Wikipedia.    It won’t be easy as it will 

preduce a debate and challenge Black Studies te be bette~ in reseaK:h 

and in producing text. 

Our baseline of information in Black Studies is what we have written and 

what we teach.    If we start there we will have people, organizations, 

have some kind of entry in Wikipedia. We will find many silences and 

for that we need to create new material.    Does every slave revolt have 

an entry? Dees every artist and intellectual of note in the Harlem 

Renaissance, the 1960’s, and every major ideological trend have a bio 

entry? Does every neighborhood from South Central LA to The ink Well 

near Martha’s Vineyard have an entry? Etc. 

What is our long term editorial role? 

This is a permanent task fer Black Studies. As long as there is a 

public way for the people in this country to create knowledge about 

themselves then Black Studies must stand tall and represent the Black 

coKpunity. We are an intellectual arm of our people and must take care 

ef bt~sJ~iess. 

How can we "~’ake this recognized as scholarship? 

First peeple ~H~ed to stake eut a topic fer their WikipedJa scholarship. 

Then they need to have a record of the new entries they make and the 

number of edits they make.    This data should be reported at the end of 

each year to document their wiki sche]arship. After some time deing 
this it will be possible to get other scholars in the field to write 
letters that attest to the value of the scholarship~    Tt won’t happen 

overnight, but it will happen if we take it lip as a collective way to 

change campus culture,    if Black Studies takes the lead cH~ this, and we 
value each other, then the entire campus will follow us. 

Hew car~ we int~’grate [:his into eL~r teaching? 

Hy experience is that students love the assignment to create an entry 

and then to defend it and edit when others enter in. Moreover it is a 

way of helpi~g them understated that their re]e is te bri~g thei: 

knowledge back to the people and to share it with their community, it 

is a concrete case of our national mission:    "Academic excellence and 

secia] responsibility.~ 

We have to affirm cultural values for Black people as we seek to affirm 
our freedo~’ struggle in the 21st century: 

Cyberdemocracy: everybody access the digital divide 
Collective intelligence: everybody uploading information 
Information freedom: all information accessible to all 

Now is the time to make a move. Some of us have a more difficult time 

than others in writing the requisite articles and books. Let’s create a 

culture where one can start with an entry in Wikipedia.    It is the way 

people get infermation en the web these days.    it’s the way for Black 
Studies to be the major source of knowledge about Black people. 

We have [:he way. All we ne~’d is the will. 

12/10/2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA BooksIndia <kka1996@kkagencies.com> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 2:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Indian Books - On African Studies / EP 9026 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

Editor’s Pick (EP): 9026 

Here are four newly-added publications on African Studies which could be of 
interest to you. 

We have a **special discounted price shown in our offer against ’Your 
** Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 10 Jul 2012 . Also, we 

make all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges . 

1. Awakening Giants, Feet of Clay : Assessing the Economic Rise of China 
and India / Pranab Bardhan New- Delhi, Oxford Universi~’ Press. 2012. 
List Price: $ 26.90 (Ubd) Your Price: $ 24.20 (l~d.) 
ISBN: 9780198084938 KK-1034,5~ 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http:L/wwwkka~enciescom/inde×.php?p sr&Uc 13579241034642468013> 

2. Management of National Parks and Bio&versity Conservation in Africa / 
Editors: Pro[~ Dr Emmanuel K. Boon, Pro~ Luc Hens and Gon7Mo 
Oviedo. 1st ed. Delhi, Kamla-Raj Enterprises. 2012 xii, 340 p. ills. 
maps. 25 cm. (ttuman Ecology Special Volume - No 16). 
List Price: $10830 YourPrice: $9750 
ISBN: 81852(94600 KK-102243 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.lckagencies.com/lndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241022432468013> 

3. The Politics of the (Im)Possible : Utopia and Dystopia Reconsidered / 
Edited by Bamita Bagchi. I st ed. New Delhi, Sage Publications India Pvt. 
Ltd 2012. 256 p. 22 cm 
List Price: $5500 Your Price: $49.50 
ISBN: 9788132107347     KK-103668 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://www.lcka~encies.com/lndex.php?p sr&Uc 13579241036682468013> 

4. Words in Motion : Language and Discourse in Post-New Order Indonesia / 
Edited by Keith Foulcher, Mikihiro Moriyama and Manneke Budiman 1st ed. 
Singapore, NUS Press Pte Ltd. 2012. ×ii, 312 p ills. maps 23 cm. 
In association with Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo Universi~ of Foreign Studies (TUFS), Tokyo. 

List Price: $144.40 (Ubd.) Yo~tr Price: $130.00 (L~od.) 
ISBN: 9789971696337     KK-103820 
For more details kindly visit the link 
<http://w~’~’.kkagencies.com/index.php?p sr&Uc 13579241038202468013> 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
sites, e-mail, ~ax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thpd out site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per yo~tr convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies.com>, 
<wv~v.kkagencies.co.in> & <~wzw.GetIndiartBooks.coru>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
c onvenient. 

With kind regards, 

K. R Mittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of Indian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, Ne;v Delhi- 110015 / India 
E-mails: kkagencies@vsnl.com, info@kkagencies.com 
Main sites: w~,;v.kkagencies.co.in, www kkagencies.com 

www Getindial~B ooks.c om 
More sites: www kkagencies.co.in/sitemap 



Ph~ne: ~+0091/11)25465925 Fax: ~0091/11 )25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mai[ to 
---kkagen@nda.vsnl net.in> with "Postpone + Your E-mai[ address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings unti[ the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagen@nda.vsnl.net.in> with "Unsubscribe + Yore E-mail address (to which 
the present e-mail has been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you 
from all subsequent mailings. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, June 18, 2012 3:34 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Supporters of Bailout Claim Victory in Greek Election 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................... Toda),sHeadlines ...................................................................... 
~I)~N’~’~.~= ~rk ~tl~.~ June 18, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..e...d.!.a....&....A...d..v..e..~!.s.!.n.~ I EditorialsI .O..R:..E..d., I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. ~2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Supporters of Bailout Claim 

Victory in Greek Election 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

A party that had backed a bailout for 
Greece’s failed economy won a narrow 
victory ha parliamentary elections seen 
as a last chance for the eomatry to stay in 
the cure zone. 

’: Euro and Asian Shares Jump After Greek Vote 

The Lede Blog: Aftermath of the Greek Vote 

, A Primer on the Elections 

UNLOCKED 
At a Halfway House, Bedlam 

Reigns 
By SAM DOLNICK 

The Bo Robinson center in New Jersey 
is as large as a prison and is intended to 
help imnates re-enter society. But The 
NewYork Times found that drugs, gangs 
and sexual abuse are rife behind its 
walls. 

. As Escapees Stream Out, a Penal Business Thrives 

4 Ways to Avoid Running 

Egypt’s Military Cements Its Powers as Voting Ends 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The Muslim Brotherhood projected its cmadidate as the winner of Egypt’s first competitive presidential 
election, hours after the ruling nfilitary comacil granted itself broad power over the future government. 
-’ ~ Graphic: Key Events in Egypt’s Transition 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Egypt’s Election Draws to a Close 

’. Egypt’s Elections: Full Coverage 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is the only way for the country to move forward. Staying in the euro zone, despite all its problems, is 

much better than the alternative." 
NIKOS THEODOSSIADES, a voter in Greece, on the victory of the New Democracy party, which supports 

an econonfic bailout plan for the country. 



OBITUARIES 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Rodney G. King, 

Symbol of Police 

Brutality, Dies at 

47 
The acquittal of the police 
officers accused of beating him during a 
traffic stop led to six days of rioting in 
South Los Angeles in 1992. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Life After the 
Health Care Ruling 
What would the future 
hold if the Supreme Court 
strikes down the most 
controversial part of the health care law, 
the individual mandate? 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
In a World of Complications, Obama Faces a Re-election Test 
By PETER BAKER 

For a president who set out to restore good relations with the world in his first term, the world does not seem 
to be cooperating with Barack Obama’s bid to win a second. 

Saudis Seek a Crown Prince and Talk of Other Successors 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Prince Sahnan bin Abdulaziz al-Saud, 76, is expected to become the next crown prince of Saudi Arabia, but 
his predecessor’s deafla has scrambled the line of succession. 

Crackdown on Migrants Tugs at Soul of Israelis 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Since 2005, about 6o,ooo sub-Saharan Africans have slipped into Israel, and tensions caused by their 
presence have prompted a tough new policy to stem the influx. 

. ~ Photographs: Israel Cracks Down on African Migrants 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

RODNEY G. KING, 1965-2012 
Police Beating Victim Who Asked ’Can We All Get Along?’ 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Mr. King, whose 1991 videotaped beating by the Los Angeles police became a s)anbol of racial tensions and 
led to deadly race riots after the officers were acquitted, was fotmd dead at 47. 

’- ~’~ Slide Show: Rodney G. King, Symbol of Police Brutality 

Times Topic: Rodney King 

Southern Baptists Set for a Notable First 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The Rev. Fred Luter Jr. of New Orlem~s is expected to become the leader of the convention, which has 16 
million members and roots in the segregationist era. 

In Its First Life, an Oil Platform; in Its Next, a Reef?. 
By MELISSA GASKILL 

A lush ecosystem has grown aromad High Island, a dormant platform in the Gulf of Mexico that is facing 
demolition. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

Worried Banks Resist Fiscal Union 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

European banks oppose a union, which is meant to encourage the free flow of money in Europe mad halt the 
lending cycle between sick banks and debt-laden governments. 

Greek Election Defuses One Crisis, but More Lurk 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Greece is expected to continue receiving the intela~ational aid it needs to stay afloat, but problems in Spain, 
Italy mad the rest of Europe still need to be addressed. 

, Supporters of Bailout Claim Victory in Greek Election 

Apple and Google Go Head to Head Over Mobile Maps 
By QUENTIN HARDY 

Apple’s move into maps is hardly a surprise, but the question is if it can build a service that does as good a 
job, or a better one, than Google has. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

From Out of the Fog, a Surprise Winner 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Webb Simpson won the United States Open for lfis first nmjor title by holding off Graeme McDowell mad 
Michael Thompson in a foggy final round at The Olympic Club. 

’ ~ Final U.S. Open Leaderboard 

ON GOLF 
With Win in Sight, Furyk Falters 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The United States Open seemed to be following the script of Jim Furyk’s 2003 win, but after m~ errm~t shot 
at the a3th hole, things began to go awry. 

. A Refocused Colsaerts Makes an Inspired Run 

For Two Golfers Far Offthe Pace, a Moment to Reflect on Father’s Day 

’. South African Fichardt Wins Saint-Omer Open 

GAME 3: HEAT 91, THUNDER 85 
Heat Far From Perfect, but They’re Good Enough 
By HOWARD BECK 

LeBron James scored 29 points and Dwyane Wade had 25 as Mimni held off Oklahoma City in Game 3 of the 
N.B.A. finals to take a 2-1 series lead. 
¯ . ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

Web Sites Illuminate Unknown Artists 
By MELENA RYZIK 

ArtistsWanted.org is not a charity but a business, one that hopes to make a profit identifying artistic talent 
and connecting it to an audience. 

THEATER REVIEW 
A Fresh Breeze in Pastoral Russia 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The playwright Mmie Baker and the director Sam Gold have collaborated on a flmky, fresh new production 
of"Unele Vanya." 

A Jazz Museum Grows Up 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Jonaflmn Batiste, the National Jazz Museum in Harlem’s associate artistic director, and his colleagues, are 
charged with transfornfing the institution from a side street diversion into a Main Street attraction. 

¯ More Arts News 



MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Newspaper Work, With Warren Buffett as Boss 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Three years after saying he would not buy a newspaper at any price, WaiTen Buffett has moved aggressively 
into the business, buying 63 papers mad taking a 3 percent stake in Lee Enterprises. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Digital Media’s Ever-Swifter Incursion 
By DAVID CARR 

In just one week, developments solidified the filture of a new kind of media, with The Huffington Post and 
Time Inc. both annotmeing new tablet offerings. 

ADVERTISING 
Hearst Plans to Bring Back Elle Accessories 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

The retun~ of the Elle Accessories magazine seems part of a trend, as publishers plm~ to bring back fashion 
and lifestyle magazines like Best Life, from Rodale, and M, from Fairchild. 

’. News From the Advertising Industry 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e..d.i.a....&....A...d..v..e..r..ti.s.i.n..,.q News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Fiscal Cliffs Notes 
The Mnerican public will find out if its political leaders are up the dual task of preserving the recovery mad 
putting the budget on a sustainable long-term path. 

EDITORIAL 
A Test of Racial Justice 
North Carolina is shamefully gutting the Racial Justice Act, a law that addresses discrimination in death 
penalty cases. Gov. Beverly Perdue must veto this latest effort. 

EDITORIAL 
The Linda Lingle Channel 
A Republican Senate candidate has launched her own TV channel on cable for all the video you could ever 
want to watch about her campaign. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Rottweiler’s Rottweiler 
By BILL KELLER 

Bill Donohue, the Vatican’s most vociferous American apologist, maybe right about one thing. There is a 
crisis in Catholicism and the church is not about to change direction. 

’- Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Greece as Victim 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Whose hubris caused this crisis? 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Canaries in the Coal Mine 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The volatility of white working class voters explains quite a bit about our political life. 



ON THIS DAY 

On June 18, 1948, the United Nations Commission on Human Rights adopted its International Declaration 
of Htunan Rights. 

¯ See This Front Pa__gg~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_gg~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello, how are you 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
This is 
I hope all is well. 

was just writing you to see how things are going with you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, June 19, 2012 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.eduh 

Today’s tteadliues: Greek Voting Past, Europe Returns to Fiscal Rescue 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,a~tomize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

June 19, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Greek Voli~g Past, E~rope 

Ret~rns to Fiscal Rescue 

Elections eased fears about Greece’s 
exit from the euro zone, but 
attention turned Monday to 
restoring economic health to Europe 
with Greece still in it. 

UNLOCKED I PART THREE 

A Volatile Mix Fuels a 

Murder 

As financial pressures grow, officials 

are using vast halfway houses as 

dumping grounds, The New York 

Times found. At Delaney Hall in 

Newark, low-level offenders are 

thrown together with violent ones. 

~Part Two. At a I-lal’Svay House. Bedlam Reigns 

~Part One: As Kscapees Bt[earn Out, a Penai Business Thrives 

Cleme~,~ Fom~d Not G~filty of Lyi~g Abo~t Dr~g Use 

~II~e former pitcher Roger Clemens was found not guilty Nonday of lying to Congress in 2oo8 when 
he said he never used steroids or human growth hormone in his baseball career. 

, NYFimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’iI dream, like, I’m sIeepiag in the U*~ited States. But whett I wake ~qh I’m b~ Mexico." 

JEFFREY INH)ORO, a fifth grader, who bus been Ii~dng in Mexico since his lather was deported 

from Texas in 2o 11. 

WORLD 

Jeffrey% Difflc~fl{ 

Move 
Jeffl’ey Isidoro, age m, 
moved to Mexico after his father was 
deported from the United States. He 
is part of a new generation of young 
immigrants blurring the line 
between Mexican and American. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

Aftermath of the Greek vote 
Also on NYTimes corn 

Tracking Europe’s debt cdsis 

Markets signai initial reiief 



1 
ROOM FOR DEBATE ....... 

"the M~dale School I ....... 

Do preteens aml y(mng Conundr 

teenagers fare better in 
K-8 schools or seetioned 
off in separate m~dd]e schools? 

WORLD 

IMMIGRA]]ON UPENDED 

~aner~ca~ Ctdklre~, Now Struggli~g to ,&dj~s~ to Life i~ ~Iexlco 

The English-speaking children of Mexieans rerunning beeause of deportations, tougher state laws 
and unemployment, struggle to adjust, often going to schools that are not equipped to integrate 
them. 

~ Vir:eo: Jeffrey’s Difficult Move 

After a two-hour meeting, it was unclear whether President Obama had any success getting his 
Russian counterpart, Vladimir V. Putin, to work with him to end Syria’s rising violence. 

After Victory, EgTpt Islamists Seek to Challe~ge Military 

Having won Egypt’s presidential vote, the Muslim Brotherhood squared off against the nation’s 
military rulers, who showed few signs of ceding ultimate authority. 

More World News 

Lost i~ Recesslo~ Toll o~ U~deremployed a~d U~derpa~d 

Americans fortunate enough to have a job are often overqualified and find that wages and benefits 
are down, leaving many unable to meet their expenses. 

Asian immigrants have pushed the United States’ population of Asian descent to a record 18.2 
million and helped make Asians the cmmtry’s fastest-growing racial group, a study says. 

MILTON JOURNAL 

Dropping Helmet Laws to Reduce a ’I’owt~*s Risk 

With a police force thought too stressed by a rise in crime to enforce headgear rules for bicyclists, a 
struggling city opted to cut its legislation. 

BUSINESS 

Electro~ics Retailers Scramble ~o Adapt ~o Changi~g Market 

Sales at physical eleetronies stores have declined an average of 2.6 peveent a year in the last five 
years, while sales online have risen an average of 14.7 percent a year in that period. 

To defuse the crisis, the debt burdens of Europe’s weaker economies and banks may need to be 
shared by the entire Continent. 

~r]th R]sl~ for Gro~¢h St~ll Hazy, Fed to %~elgl~ New Aid 

Federal Reserve officials will meet to decide whether the economy needs more help amid 
considerable uncertainty over domestic growth and the impact of Europe’s debt crisis. 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 5, ORIOLES 0 
Dickey Pitches A~mt}~er O~e-Hi~er 

R. A. Dickey manhandled the O~oles for two hours and seven minutes and became the first pitcher 
to record baek4o-baek one-hitters since Dave Stieb in ~988. 

~ 
Box Score [ Play-by-Play ] ~ Slide Show 



YANKEES 6, BRAVES 2 

Jeter Dr~ves Yankees’ ~o~h Straight Win 

C. C. Sabathia pitched his first complete game of the season, helping the Yankees win its loth 

straight, all of whieh have come against teams with winning records. 

Hall of Fame Voters to d~dge Stars Marred by Steroid Scandals 

When the tlall of Fame ballot is annonnced in November, Roger Clemens, Barry Bonds and Sammy 

Sosa will be pnt before baseball’s nltimate eout’t of opinion. 

ARTS 

NPR looks to new shows like "Ask Me Another" in its search for a ymmger amfience. 

THE TV WATCH 

I-][ow’,~ ’£hat Morn St~ffWorMng t~or You? 

"Bristol Palin: Life’s a Tt~pp" on Lifetime shows a single mother who manages to maintain a [aifly 

carefree life. 

He Says a Lot~ for a Norwegla~ 

Karl Ove Knausgaard’s "My Struggle," just published in the United States, has caused a fro’or in 

Norway for its candid look at the author’s family. 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Telidil~g l-he Body’s Microbial Garden 

As we learn more about the trillions of microbes we carry around, some scientists want to be like 

wildlife managers -nurturing the good and weeding out the bad. 

A CONVERSATION WITH AVRAM HERSHKO 

The Body’s Prote}~ Cleani~g ~lachlne 

Avram Hershko is an Israeli Nobel laureate in biochemistry and discoverer of how individual cells 

eliminate malfunctioning proteins. 

OUTTHERE 

A Career ~Vaiti~g for E,To to Phoebe 

Jill Tarter has been the person most likely to be the first to know if we make contact with E.T. - the 

one who will sound the alarm, spreading the news that We Are Not Alone. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt% Democracy I~terr~lpted 

Generals and judges from Hosni Mnbarak’s repressive regime are playing a dangerous game as they 

try to hold on to power. 

EDITORIAL 

Can S~op:and:I~r~sk lie ~Mended~? 

Mayor Michael Bloomberg promised to refm++ the stop-and-frisk policy, but this runaway program 

needs to be brought into line with constitutional law. 

EDITORIAL 

The Co~fro~tafio~ Clause, Confl~,ned 

The Supreme Corot retreated from a 2009 decision that said crime lab reports cannot be used 

against criminal defendants nnless the analysts responsible for them ave subject to cross- 

examination. 

OP-ED 

cP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

An Ex:I resident VVho VVon t Keep Away 



Colombia’s Alvaro Uribe is refusing to play the part of former president. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Do~*t Look Do~ 

From euro uncertainty to our own debt battles, we’re too used to hovering over near catastrophe. 

~ " " C ’, s Page I 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Vl~en ALEC Takes Over Yo~r Town 

Why raise taxes when you can impose draconian budget cuts? ~Ilfis looks to be the plan in ~ode 

Island. 

~ Columnist Pa~e ~ Blog 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 19, 1964, the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was approved after surviving an 83-day filibuster 

in the United States Senate. 

You received this message because you signed up rer NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. As a member of 
tile TRUSTe privacy program; we are committed to p[otec~ing your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscnbe ~ Change You[ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 
Tuesday,             5:20 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01@listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: Decolonial Call for Papers by Interface 

In~erface: a journal for and about social movements Carl for papers 

Volume : anticotonial and postcolonial movements 

402 

Call for papers vol 

Struggles, strategies and analysis of 

anticolonial and postcolonial social movements 

issue editors: 

Aziz Choudry, Lesley Wood, Mandisi Majavu 

Scholars of empire (e.g. Ananya Roy 2005 & Derek Gregory 2004) point out 

that the "colonial present" is not only the initial moment of the colonial 

encounter, but also the constant manufacturing of ’democracies’, ’freedoms’, 

economies and histories in a manner that advances the goals of empire even 

long after empire has supposedly withdrawn from the colony. Raghavan (1990), 

for example, described economic globalization through the GATT (now the 

WTO) as ’recolonization’ of the nominally independent states of the global 

South. 

While anticolonial and postcolonial movements are the subject of a rich body of 

thought and sites of significant knowledge production in themselves, challenges 

to the conceptual accuracy and appropriateness of the widely-used terms 

’postcolonialism’ and ’postcolonial’ also come from Indigenous scholars and 

activists (L.T. Smith, 1999; Venne, 2004; M.Jackson, 2004, 2007; Coulthard; 

2011; Watson, 2008; A.Smith, 2005) and critical race feminists (Thobani, 2007) 

based in settler colonial states such Australia, Canada, Aotearoa/New Zealand 

and the USA. 

This special issue of the open-access, online, copyleft academiclactivist journal 

Interface: a Joumat for and about Social Movements 

(http://wv,~v interfacejournal.net/) links anticolonial and postcolonial accounts 

of movements and their praxis to resist the ’colonial present’ that is embodied 

in state policies, intergovernmental institutions, processes and agreements such 

as the World Bank, IMF, and WTO, domestic and global capital.and indeed in 

some cases, NGOs and ’civil society’ movements themselves. 

The editors are seeking papers that examine the praxis and the politics of anticolonial 

and postcolonial movements. How are the ideas of Fanon, Cabral, 

Cesaire and other activist/intellectuals relevant to movements today in 

continuing struggles for self-determination, justice and liberation, and against 

the co-optation of independence struggles by domestic elites and contemporary 

forms of colonial violence and imperialism? How do these movements 

conceptualise feminism? Do middle class activists, NGOs and academics have a 

role to play in these movements, and popular struggles in present-day, or 

formerly colonized territories? 

Papers may question the meaning of postcolonialism, anticolonialism or 

decolonization and its relevance/implications for organizing How do analyses 
In~erface: a journal for and about social movements Call for papers 

Volume 4 (1): 402 - 403 (May 2012) Vol 5 (1): anticolonial and postcolonial movements 

403 

of colonialism and practices towards decolonization inform contemporary 

struggles in different contexts? 

Contributors are encouraged to explore regional and historical and other 

contextual differences in the way that these movements have developed 

General submissions 

As in all issues of Interface, we will accept submissions on topics that are not 

related to the special theme of the issue, but that emerge from or focus on 

movements around the world and the immense amount of knowledge that they 

generate. Such general submissions should contribute to the journal’s mission 

as a tool to help our movements learn from each other’s struggles, by developing 

analyses from specific movement processes and experiences that can be 

translated into a form useful for other movements. 

In this context, we welcome contributions by movement participants and 

academics who are developing movement-relevant theory and research. Our 

goal is to include material that can be used in a range of ways by movements-- 

in terms of its content, its language, its purpose and its form. We thus seek work 

in a range of different formats, such as conventional articles, review essays, 

facilitated discussions and inte~Mews, action notes, teaching notes, key 

documents and analysis, book reviews -- and beyond. Both activist and 

academic peers review research contributions, and other material is 

sympathetically edited by peers. The editorial process generally is geared 

towards assisting authors to find ways of expressing their understanding, so that 

we all can be heard across geographical, social and political distances. 

We can accept material in Afrikaans, Arabic, Catalan, Croatian, Danish, English, 

French, German, Hebrew, Hungarian, Italian, Latvian, Maltese, Norwegian, 

Portuguese, Romanian, Russian, Serbian, Spanish, Swedish, Turkish and Zulu. 

Please see our editorial contacts page for details of who to submit to. 

Deadline and contact details 

The deadline for initial submissions to this issue, to be published is 

For details of how to submit to Interface, please see the 

"Guidelines for contributors" on our website. All manuscripts, whether on the 

special theme or other topics, should be sent to the appropriate regional editor, 

listed on our contacts page. Submission templates are available online via the guidelines page. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 3:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Mubarak Said to Be in Critical Condition in Egypt Hospital 
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TOP NEWS 

Mubarak Said to Be in 
Critical Condition in Egypt 
Hospital 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Hosni Mubarak was moved to a military 
hospital in Cairo after suffering a stroke 
in prison, adding new volatility to a 
political and constitutional crisis in 
country he once ruled. 

o Uncertainties Underlie the Celebrations in 

Cairo 

, After Victory, Egypt Islamists Seek to 
Challenge Military 

" ~ Timeline: The Rise and Fall of Hosni 
Mubarak 

Public Workers Face 
Continued Layoffs, Hurting 
the Recovery 
By SHAILA DEWAN and MOTOKO RICH 

Although the private sector is adding positions and state tax revenues are recovering, goveruments are 
keeping a tight rein on spending. 

Turning to Frogs for Illegal Aid in Horse Races 
By WALT BOGDANICH and REBECCA R. RUIZ 

More than 30 horses have tested positive for dermorplfin, a performance-enhancing drug drama from frogs. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This place is insane. You never have to smoke a joint in Venice. You just go on a bicycle ride in the 

morning, you just inhale, and you live off everyone else." 

ARNOLD SCItlNARZENEGGER, the former governor of Califoruia, on the Venice area of Los Angeles. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Venice Beach or 
Silicon Beach? 



According to real estate agents, Google 
is negotiating a lease on the 31,000- 
square-foot expanse that is Gold’s Gym, 
the bodybuilding syanbol of the Venice 
section of Los 3mgeles. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Romney the 

Cautious 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Why is it that in the 
presidential election the 
challenger and the inemnbent have 
reversed their traditional roles? 

Repentant? No way, man 
ALSO IN ARTS ~ 

Just how fast is Justin Bieber allowed to grow up? 

Evolution of a feisty Pixar princess 

nytimes,�om               ~.~T.S 

WORLD 

World Leaders Make Little Headway in Solving Debt Crisis 
By HELENE COOPER 

Participants at the Group of 20 meeting in Mexico appeared to make only modest progress in persuading 
Chancellor 3mgela Merkel of Germany to support more govermnent spending. 

Political Instability Rises as Pakistani Court Ousts Premier 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Yousaf Raza Gilani, the prime minister, has been "disqualified" from office due to an earlier contempt 
conviction, Pakistan’s high court declared Tuesday. 

" Times Topic: Yousaf Gilani 

WikiLeaks Founder Turns to Ecuador for Asylum 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

Julima Assange is said to be seeking "protective asylmn" from the Swedish and American govenunents. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Venice Beach Bodybuilders Fear Google Is Kicking Sand at Them 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY and IAN LOVETT 

A leasing spree has raised fears of a culture clash in the Los Angeles beach community of Venice, where the 
likes of Arnold Sehwarzenegger have trained. 

New Inquiry of Deaths on Reservation in the a97os 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The United States attorney for South Dakota will reopen the eases of 50 deaths on or near the Pine Ridge 
Indian Reservation, where political violence reigned in the 197os. 

After Sweeps, San Jose Stores Property of Homeless 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Fearing lawsuits by advocates for the homeless, the city has begun trial cleanups in which possessions 
gathered from makeshift dwellings are kept for 9o days. 

" ~ Slide Show: Homeless in San Jose 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Before Birth, Dad’s ID 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Blood tests can determine patenfity as early as the eighth week of pregnancy, mad without an invasive 
procedure. 



DEALBOOK 
Dimon, Testifying Before House, Sticks to Script 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG, BEN PROTESS and MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

House lawmakers demanded answers from danfie Dimon of dPMorgan Chase about the bank’s multibillion- 
dollar trading loss. 

" DealBook: Lawmakers Clash on Regulation at JPMorgan Hearing 3:13 PM ET 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
Self-Interest Meets Mandate 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Whether or not the Supreme Court strikes down the health care law’s individual mandate, the rule nfight 
matter less titan its advocates believe. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

At Trial, Sandusky’s Wife Comes to His Defense 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

Nervous and wide-eyed, Dorothy Sandusky testified, trying to repair the image of a man charged with 
sexually abusing boys. 

HEAT 104, THUNDER 98 
James and Heat Are One Win Away 
By HOWARD BECK 

Despite Russell Westbrook scoring a career playoff lfigh 43 points, the Mianfi Heat took a three games to one 
lead in the N.B.A. finals after beating Oklahoma City for the third time in a row. 

’ ~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

Early On, Knuckleball Threw the Mets’ Dickey a Curve 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets’ R. A. Dickey, who has thrown consecutive one-hitters, at first struggled to master the knuckleball, 
which he debuted for the Class AAA Oklahoma City RedHawks. 

o Bats: The Dickey Streak, Updated 

Otherworldly Knuckleball Meets Its Jedi Master 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Only the Budgets Are Small 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The BAMcinemaFest features fihns made with modest memos but big mnbitions. 
-’ ~ Slide Show: Playing at BAMcinemaFest 

In Art, Freedom of Expression Doesn’t Extend to ’Is It Real?’ 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Art authentication, a traditional role of scholars, has become a litigious business in a time when a "yes" or a 
"no" can make or break a fortune. 

ARTSBEAT 
The Animated Life of Seth MacFarlane, From ’Family Guy’ to ’Ted’ 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Seth MacFarlane talks about juggling lfis many responsibilities as a producer of shows like "Fanfily Guy" and 
director of his feature debut, "Ted." 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I THE NOMAD 
A Stellar Band Rearranges Its Hits 
By PETE WELLS 

The NoMad in the NoMad Hotel is operated by the same duo who run Eleven Madison Park in New York, 



and with this restaurant, they have done something rather novel and wonderful. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

Diner’s Journal: One Dish at The NoMad 

THE POUR 
In Spain, Sherry Producers Learn to Think Small 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

Small, like-nfinded sherry shippers are bottling tiny quantities of extraordinary sherries that can challenge 
preconceptions. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

Nashville’s Rising Stars: The Kitchen Is Their Studio 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Take the Brooklyn food sensibility and transplant it to Music City, where a down-on-its-luck side of town is 
being brought to life one great plate of food at a time. 

" ~ Slide Show 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln.g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Trouble With Ms. Merkel 
It renmius to be seen whether the Group of 2o leaders were able to persuade Angola Merkel to alter her 
stance of self-defeating austerity and piecemeal rescue plans to avert a euro-zone disaster. 

EDITORIAL 
Debit Cards on Campus 
School-issued debit cards nmy come with lfidden fees and other strings. Congress needs to take a hard look 
at how banks disburse financial aid to students. 

EDITORIAL 
Deadly Particles 
The new standards governing soot proposed by the Enviromnental Protection Agency will nmke for cleaner 
air and were long overdue. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Free Speech for Computers? 
By TIM WU 

Free speech for computers is not science fiction. It’s a real issue that threatens consmners. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Wasting Warren Buffett 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

There is something seriously lacking in fl~e current campaigns from President Obama and Mitt Ronmey. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Constant Wife 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

If only "Sarge" had lived up to her nickname. Why was Dottie Sandusky, like the rest of the Penn State 
community, so oblivious? 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 20, 1967, the boxer Muhammad Ali was convicted in Houston of violating Selective Service laws by 
refusing to be drafted. The conviction was later overtulaaed by the Supreme Court. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Swahili Course Intermediate 

Dear Eunice, 

Please read from bottom. How- do you want to deal with the issue described below? 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (~?x) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://wv~v.uanass edu/umpress/spr 97/janken.html 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 htm[ 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (lore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:47 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sut~ject: FW: Swahili Course Intermediate 

Dear Kenneth, 

Normally I would seek the advice of our language coordinator (Mamarame Seck) but he will be in Senegal for the rest of this year. Will Mutima be appointed interim language coordinator or 
is Mamarame still making these type of decisions from Senegal. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mutlma, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Sut~ject: FW: Swahili Course Intermediate 

Travis: 

Could you, please help this student? 

A.Mutima 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [~nailto ,@,ncsu.edu] 

Scnt: mattes, 2012 5:25 

To: Mutima, Sinaruenye A 

Subject: Re: Swahili Course Intermediate 

Dear The African Studies Department, 
I am interested in taking Sinamenye Mutima Swahili course, section 1, 
Interraediate level this coruing         and would need permission 
froru him to take the course since I would be an inter institutional 
student coming froru NCSU. I aru now- living in the Congo and have becn 
studying Swahili for 1 month and would like to continue tW courses. 

Please let me know what the next steps are to take[ Thank you for your help. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 2:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, I.ondon Fashion Week, Economix and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20620/a mes 1 Y 

June 20, 2012 j 

London Fashion "Week                                1:~1 
Just days ago, the fashionable crowd descended upon the 
U.K. capital for London Men~s Fashion Week 
Spring/Summer ~o~3 (June 14-17), the city’s first standalune 
menswear fashion week. ~d The ’I’in~es’s extensive coverage 
brings you the best photos of the moment from the catwalk. 
backstage and the street - including collections from Christopher 
Raeburn, Richard James, J.W. Andersom Christopher Shannom 
E. Tautz~ Oliver Spencer and more. 

"Explaining the Scieuee o[’ Ever) day Life" is the mission o[’ 
Economix, and it does just that with h~sighffuL wide- 
ranging expert eommentary on all o[’ k~day’s mos~ important 
busiuess kq)ies -- [}’om domestic skwies such as income ineqnahW, 
jobs forecasts aud deehuing h’us[ in goverma~ent to international 
stmies such as responses [o globalizatios, China’s rising economic 
power and the European erections. 

Don’t Miss on 

¯ In Mumbai, a Campaign Against Restroom Injustice 
¯ Nashville’s Nsing Stars: The ~tchen Is Their Studio 
¯ Think Before You Breed 
¯ Pop’s Good Boy Tries Growing Up 

Top 5 V~ewed Features o,~ ~"r~ 
(Between June !3, 20~2 - June %), 20!2) 

L Kl~agman: We Don’t Need No Education 

2. Cocaine Inco~l~orated 

3, Krngman: Greeee as Victim 

4. Dowd: American H error S[ory 

5. Meet Your Cousin> the First Lady: A Family Story, Long 
Hk[den 

~ SLIDE SHO’W~" Rodney 

King, Symbo{ o[’ Police Bvu tali 

Dies at 47 

The acquittal of the police 

officers accused of beating him 

during a traffic stop led to six 

days of rioting in South Los 

Angeles in ~992. 

~ INTERACTIVE: 200 

Slices of Wealth 
Although the growth in 
executive compensation slowed 
last year, the pay numbers are 
still eye=popping. 

~ VIDEO: The First Family, 

Redefined 
Michelle Obama’s ancestry links 
her to a white woman named 
Sherry George through the 
painful legacy of slavery. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Life After the 

Health Care 

Ruling 
"What would the 
future hold if the 
Supreme Court strikes down the 
most controversial part of the 
health care law, the individual 
mandate?" What do you think? 
Join the conversation. 

Read Economix on         ~ 
nytimes corn 



Connect with ]he New        I i;.:;i I 
York Times on Fscebook 

Follow @n’ftimes on          ~ 
Twitter 

ABOUT TH~B 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sorry tbr the delay! 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are still having an excellent summer, rm sorry for missing the skype date we had planned. I didn’t see your email until after 9 that morning and I’ve had a hectic 
few days since then. I am now in Zanzibar but I have internet access at the house I am staying in. I was wondering if we could reschedule a time to talk on Slelpe or if email 
would be better? 

Thankyou, 

@email.unc.edu 
UNC Chapel Hill 
BA Global Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 9:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Hi Eunice, 

I am here! I was talking with Kenneth. I am so sorry that I missed your call. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 22, 2012 9:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hello 

He was telling me about some changes that need to be made for the Fall so I am working on those right now! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 9:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Are you in the office today? I tried to call with no luck. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, June 24, 2012 3:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Apple’s Retail Army, Long on Loyalty but Short on Pay 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................... T.od.ay.is....H.ea.dl.i.nes ...................................................................... 
~l)c N’~’~= ~rk ~’~,~ June 24, 2012 
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TOP NEWS 

THE IECONOMY 
Apple’s Retail Army, Long on 
Loyalty but Short on Pay 
By DAVID SEGAL 

While consmners tend to think of 
Apple’s headquarters as the company’s 
heart and soul, a majority of its workers 
in the United States are hourly wage 
earners selling iPhones and MaeBooks. 

, Previous Articles in This Series 

THE NEW ISLAMISTS 
Libya Democracy Clashes 
With Fervor for Jihad 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Two jihadis in Libya represent opposing 
directions for Islamists, democracy or 
militmaey with Taliban-style rule, and 
for the moment, democracy appears to 
have the upper hand. 

Wave of Violence Swallows More Women in Jufirez 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Ciudad Jufirez became infamous for attacks beginnh~g in the 199os that left hundreds of women dead, but as 
international attention moved on, the killings have continued. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 was earning $11.25 an hour. Part of me was thinking, ’This is great. I’m an Apple fan, the store is doing 

really well.’ But when you look at the amount of money the company is making and then you look at your 

paycheck, it’s kind of tough." 
JORDAN GOLSON, who sold about $750,000 worth of computers and gadgets at the Apple Store in 

Salem, N.H. 

HEALTH 

WE L L 
The Well Quiz: 
Supersize Soft 



Drinks 
By ALBERT SUN 

How ninny bottles of cola would fill a 
supersize fast-food drink cup? Take tl~e 
Well Soda Quiz to find out. 

OPINION 

CAPITAL IDEAS .... 
Old vs. Young 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

We are now a partisan    :~’@:!~:::::~: 
country in many ways,    ’:..L 
but one Nviding line- the ~{~ :’. 
generation gap - has been largely 
overlooked. 

-’ Ezekiel J. Emanuel: Share the Wealth 

Op-Docs: Transition 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Op-Docs: Name Change 

Op-Docs: Waiting for Health Care 

nylimes,�o.m               VliDEO 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

In Egypt, Declaration of Winner in Presidential Contest Is Said to Be Near 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The panel overseeing Egypt’s presidential election said it will declare an official winner on Sunday, tl~ough 
the announcement itself nmy be part of a negotiation for power. 

~ Showdown in Egypt Escalates in Fight for Power 

As Hopes for Reform Fade in Bahrain, Protesters Turn Anger on United States 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

Witl~ tl~e Obama adininistration’s resumption of arms sales to tl~e ruling monarchy, Bahrainis demanding 
political liberties and social equality have become critical of the United States. 

Turkey Vows Action After Downing of Jet by Syria 
By LIAM STACK 

Turkey’s president said lfis comatry would do "whatever is necessary," complicating a tense relationship. 

" Syria Shoots Down Turkish Warplane 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

More Stringent .Requirements Send Nurses Back to School 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PENA 

Hundreds of hospitals have started to require tlaat tlaeir nurses have at least a bachelor’s degree, fueling 
efforts by schools to make flaeir nursing graduates more competitive. 

Helpful Hands on Life’s Last Segregated Journey 
By KIM SEVERSON 

When a black person dies in one of tl~e rural counties arom~d Madison, Ga., chances are tl~e body will end up 
in the hands of Charles Menendez. 

With Wild West Spirit, Tombstone Fights for Its Water 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

When tl~e goverument placed restrictions on repairs to pipes on federal land, a volunteer posse set out to do 
the work by hand and make a point about a storied Arizona tom~. 

’ ~ Slide Show: Bringing Water to Tombstone 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Georgia Town Takes the People’s Business Private 
By DAVID SEGAL 

Cities across tlae United States have dabbled for years witla various levels of privatization, but few have taken 



the idea as far as Sandy Springs, Ga. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Outsourcing City Hall 

Greek Coalition Outlines Plan to Renegotiate Loan Deal 
By NIKI KITSANTONIS 

The new govenunent aims to revoke certain taxes, suspend planned layoffs in the bloated public sector and 
extend by two years the deadline for imposing additional austerity measures. 

Former Russian Minister Warns of Economic Ebb 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Aleksei L. Kudrin, the former nfinister of finance, wanaed at a news conference that Russia was in danger of 
falling into a recession. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 4, METS 3 
Staying Patient, Yankees Bash Two Homers to Top Mets 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

The Mets built a 3-0 lead, but against the Yankees’ power, it was hardly safe. Raul Ibanez tied the game with 
a three-rtm homer two batters before Erie Chavez lilt a pinch-hit solo shot to left field. 

" ~ Box Score ] Play-by-Play 

" In a Few Quick Missteps, the Mets Watch a Win Slip Away 

Baseball Roundup: Orioles Release Moyer, Who Is Free Agent at 49 

Juror Says Panel Had Little Doubt on Sandusky’s Guilt 
By JOE DRAPE and NATE TAYLOR 

When the jury lean~ed after its verdict that Jerry Sandusky’s adopted son had joined lfis accusers, "that was 
total confirmation that we made the right decision," said one member. 

" Sandusky Guilty of Sexual Abuse of 10 Young Boys 

" ~, Interactive Timeline I An Interview With Jerry Sandusky (Dec. 3, 2011) 

Sandusky Son With Troubled Past Went From Ally to Accuser 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Records and interviews suggest Matt Sandusky’s story is a complicated and painful one, with some 
nightmarish scenes from life with his adoptive father, Jerry Sandusky. 

~ Shaken by Sandusky Scandal, a Changed Penn State Is Moving On 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

House of Cards 
By JOE NOCERA 

After the fihning of "The Queen of Versailles," a docmnentary about an American Dream home bespeaking 
conspicuous wealth, the director and her subjects are at odds. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Morning TV’s Stepsister Feels the Ratings Heat 
By MIKE HALE 

A television critic monitors "Today" for a month to test the theory that the end of its 16-year run atop the 
monfing-show ratings was the fault of its co-host 3ran Curry. 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Sorry, Boss, but I’m Swamped 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

An intrepid reporter for The New York Times and his editor braved a Louisiana bayou to determine the 
reality of the TNT reality series "The Great Escape." They barely escaped the alligators. 

’- ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

When My Crazy Father Actually Lost His Mind 
By JENEEN INTERLANDI 

Mad what it took to get him the help he needed. 

Ivan Lendl Gets Back to Tennis 
By PETER de JONGE 

Can the cranky old coach lead 3mdy Murray to his breakthrough win at a Grm~d Slam toun~ament - and lift 
Wimbledon’s curse on British tennis players? 

Kenneth Lonergan’s Thwarted Masterpiece 
By JOEL LOVELL 

After "You Can Count on Me," Lonergan made what may be the best fihn of the decade. So why did you never 
get to see it? 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....F..r..o...m...t..h..e.....M...a~qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Still Depressed, After All These Years 
With the possible exception of a euro zone meltdoma, the housing market remains the largest threat to 
eeononfie recovery. 

EDITORIAL 

What Sheldon Adelson Wants 
Mr. Adelson is writing the biggest political checks in history to Republicans to advance his personal, 
ideological and financial agenda, Milch is at odds with the nation’s needs. 

EDITORIAL 
Alabama’s White Elephant 
Federal taxpayers have spent ahnost $25o nfillion on a new federal prison for women in Aliceville that 
should never have been built. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

OPINIONATOR 
Nature: Now Showing on TV 
By DIANE ACKERMAN 

The more we exile ourselves from nature, the more we crave its nfiracle waters. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
All the President’s Privileges 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

With President Obmna in the White House comes a sudden shift in Democratic views about the linfits of 
executive power. 

’: Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Not-So-Crazy in Tehran 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Iran is a much more complex country than mmay in the West realize. A bit of hmnility and nuance is needed 
in responding to the com~try’s bluster. 

’: Persian Translation >> 

¯ Columnist Page I Bloc I ~ My Iranian Road Trip 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 24, 1997, the Air Force released a report on the so-called "Roswell Incident," suggesting the alien 



bodies witnesses reported seeing h~ 1947 were actually life-sized dmmnies. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@liveamc.edu> 

Tuesday,             3:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~2heetings. 

Habari ~la siku Mwalimu! 

I hope all is well and that your summer is going good. Too bad we were not able to connect last few days before the semester ended. However, I would like to let you know 
that I still am available to help you with your research if you still need information from TGNP. I spent the first month of my holiday just embracing Dar and the family. Now, I’m 

engaging in some work here and there, TGNP included so I am more than willing to be of service. Please do let me know! 

Warm regards, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, l ] :35 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [smwg01 ] Rio+20:Indigenous Peoples International Declaration on Self-Determination mad Sustainable Development 

That is a wonderful idea, Michal! 
Who attended the Cumbre de los pueblos en PJo+20 and maybe would be willing to report back? 

Here is more information/articles in Spanish: 

Declaraci6n final Cumbre de los Pueblos en Rio+20 pot la justicia 

social y ambiental en defensa de los bienes comunes y contra la 

mercantilizaci6n de la vida 

Movimientos social‘es y populates, sindicatos, pueblos y orsanizaciones de [a 

sociaded civil, de todo el. mundo presentes en l.a Cumbre de l.os Puebl.os pot 

Justicia Social. y Ambient#., presentes en os campamientos, [as movil‘izaciones 

mas|vas, l‘os debates, l.a construcc|6n de convergendas y al.ternativas, consc|entes 

de que somos sujetos de una otra rel.ac|6n entre humanos y humanas y entre 

humanidad y l.a natural.eza, asumiendo el. desafio urgente de frenar l.a nueva fase de 

recomposici6n del. capital.ismo y de contruir a traves de nuestras l.uchas, nuevos 

paradigmas de sociedad. 

Leer m~s 

Economia verde: al calor de las ne~Iocioaciones del clima 

La Organizad6n de [as Naciones Unidas, con su Programa para e[ Medio Ambiente Pnuma, est~ 



proponiendo at mundo desde hace atgunos a~os un nuevo paradisma econ6mico que hoy se conoce 

como economia verde. Desde 2009, este Programa ha evocado e[ famoso New Dear de [os pasados 

a~os 30, promov:do pot e[ presidente estadounidense Franktin Detano Roosevelt como sa[ida a [a 

crisis mundiat de esos a~os. Si en ese momento ese New Dear buscaba responder a ta famosa 

depresi6n, hoy e[ Green G[obat New Dear (en casteLtano, Un nuevo acuerdo verde 8toba[) pretende 

atender "[a peor crisis financiera y econ6mica que se haya presentado en 8eneraciones" 

Leer rnas / Descar~lar Pub[iCa¢i6n en PDF 

Nuevo Acuerdo Global Rio+20: ’Econom~’a verde’ en la era 

neoecocapitalista 

Creemos en ta necesidad de precisar conceptuatmente de quG estamos 

habtando cuando decimoseconomfa verde’ desde diversas teon’as de apropiaciSn de ta 

naturateza que no es m~s que ta historia de [a apropiaciSn de[ ambiente que va de [os 

bienes comunes a[ indiv~duatismo propietario, pasando por [as m0ttiptes razones que se 

esgrimen en tos Ottimos tiempos para e[to y que soto contribuyen at incremento de ta 

exptotaciSn y [a contaminaciSn, como to enuncian tos postutados que desde tos 

gobiernos y {as transnacionates se indican para ta Cumbre R~’o+20. 

Leer m~s 

Rio + 20. Entre el capitalismo y la defensa de los bienes comunes 

La fiebre de[ crecimiento econSmico de postguerra, expresada en ta intensifica¢ibn de ta 

industriatizaciSn y e[ extractivismo en [a segunda mitad det sig[o XX, ttevaron a tas naciones de[ 

norte g[oba[ a experimentar fenSmenos de contaminaciSn transfronteriza que pot primera vez 

concibieron como prob[em&ticas necesarias de ser debatidas y enfrentadas, no de manera 

particutar y ais{ada, sino como cuestiones 8[oba[es, en e{ seno de [as Naciones Unidas. Por cierto, 

[os impactos socia[es y ambienta[es generados, desde [as Gpocas cotonia[es, por [os estados o 

empresas de tos pa:’ses industria[izados en tos pa~’ses det sur 8tobat, ya sea pot procesos de 

contaminaciSn [oca[ o depredaciSn, nunca fueron, hasta hoy, concebidos como una cuestiSn gtoba[ 

digna de ser debatida internacionatmente. 

Leer m~s 

La economia verde, 61tima frontera del capitalismo (Los tres 

actores en Rio +20: un baile de m~scara 

De[ 20 at 22 de junio se va a cetebrar en Brasit ta Conferencia de ta ONU sobre et Desarrot[o 

Sostenibte, m&s conocida como R~’o +20 en base a que hace 20 ahos se habia cetebrado otra cumbre 

de[ mismo tenor y en [a misma ciudad. E[ debate centrat en esta ocasi6n estar~ centrado en 1o que 

se ttama "economia verde" que defienden tos paises ricos, tas 8randes empresas y tos portavoces et 

neotiberatismo. 

Pero una y otra vez se repite ta necesidad de fortatecer ta capacidad para ver m&s at[~ de ta 

propasanda, [a desinformaci6n y ta mentira. 

Leer m~s 

CENSAT 

Las A~luas de Colombia en la Cumbre de los Pueblos Rio de 

Janeiro 
~’;r: ~::.:,F;I~: A!4:~I~ \’ivii ~,m!£hs el.’- iii :i.’-Ir~ Co[.’.nii;!,~ 
En e[ marco de [a Cumbre de tos Pueb{os, in:ciada e[ 15 de junio en ta c:udad bras:tera de R~’o de 

Janeiro, se rea[iz8 una actividad convocada pot et 8rupo carta de Bet~m, conformado por varias 

orsanizaciones y movimientos sociates brasiteros que enfrentan ta mercanti[izaciSn de ta 

naturateza (Tierra de Derechos, Amisos de [a Tierra Brasit, FASE, Jubi[eo Sur Brasit, entre muchos 

otros). 

Leer lnfis 

Rio + 20 Tour T6xico 2012 

Se dio inicio a[ Tour T6xico preparado dentro de [a a~enda de tas Cumbre de [os Pueb[os en Rio de 

Janeiro. Durante 3 dfas, det 15 at 1 7 de Junio, se observar~n tos principates proyectos que 8eneran 

conftictos socio ambientates sobre [a resi6n metropotitana, muchos de tos cuates son financiados 

por el Banco naciona[ de desarrotto de Brasi[ -BNDES. 

Leer m~s 

NACIONAL 

Declaraci6n de las orsanizaciones colombianas hacia la Cumbre 

de Rio + 20 

Un amp[io nOmero de orsanizac:ones sociates provenientes de todas [as resiones que componen et 

territorio nac:ona[ co[omb:ano nos dimos cita [os d~as 14 y 15 de j unio de 2012 en [a c:udad de 

Bosot& en e[ SeminaHo y e[ Foro Capita[:smo Verde :otra cara det mismo modeto?, para debat:r 

sobre [os conf[:ctos socio-ambienta[es, [as prob[em&ticas [oca[es y proponer a[ternativas para 

enfrentar [a or:sis ambienta[ y socia[ [ue£o de varias d6cadas de imposici6n de[ t[amado desarro[[o 

sostenibte. 

Leer m~s 

Foro sobre capitalismo verde en Boslot~ alerta sobre Io que se 



discutir~ en la Cumbre Rio +20 

Los d~’as 14 y 15 de juno en La ciudad de Bosot5 se [Lev6 a cabo eL foro Capita[ismo Verde. Ses0n 

e×p[icaban Los asistentes es otra care de[ mismo modeLo capita[ista que ha producido Los diferentes 

prob[emas ambientabs de[ p[aneta. EL foro fue un debate y una refle×i6n en eL marco de [a prb×ima 

cumbre Pdo + 20. 

Leer mas 

Colombia: Declaraci6n Encuentro preparatorio Cumbre de los 

Pueblos 

Nosotros, hombres y mujeres partidpantes en el Encuentro Preparatorio de [a Cumbre de Los 

PuebLos reaLizado en Mede[h’n, Colombia, del 4 a[ 8 de juno, representantes de diversas 
organizaciones ambientaListas, campesinas, de mujeres, de i 
j6venes nos reunimos en este evento de car~cter aut6nomo,I : ..... 

pLuraL y auto gestionado, vincuLado con [a Cumbre de los 

PuebLos pot la Justicia Social y Ambienta[, pot motivo de La 

Conferencia de [a ONU sobre eL DesarroL[o Sustentabb - UNCSD 2012, Rio+20. 

Leer m~s 

Rio+20/Declaraci6n Pueblos Indi~enas sobre Desarrollo 

Sostenible y Libre Determinaci6n 
PoI: CAOi 

La Conferenda International de [os PuebLos Indf~enas sobre DesarroLLo 

SostenibLe y LLbre Determinaci6n, reaLizada entre eL 17 y de 19 de juno de 

manera para[eta a ta Conferencia de Nadones UnLdas sobre Desarrot[o 

Sostenibte Rio +20, emLti6 hoy una Dectaraci6n en [a que ptantean reconocer a 

a cu tura como una d mens 6n fundamenta de desarro o sosten b e, e p eno 

ejerddo de los derechos humanos y co[ectLvos, y e[ fortaLedmiento de tas 

economfas toca[es y e[ ordenamiento territoriaL. AsLmismo, Los pueblos indfo~enas deL mundo se 

comprometen a reaLLzar una serie de acciones en tres espacios: Las comunidades, puebtos y 

nadones ind]’senas; frente a tos Estados y tas corporadones; y en tas Nadones Unidas. 

Leer m~s 

La declaraci6n de Rio+20: Un resalo para las empresas 

contaminantes 

EL acuerdo que est& sobre La mesa en La Cumbre de R]’o+20 no hace nada 

para sotucionar La crisis ambienta[ y social que enfrenta eL mundo ; 

simp[emente permite que [as empresas muttinadonates contin0en 

exptotando a La 8ente y aL p[aneta sin h’mites, afirma Amisos de [a Tierra 

Internacionat. 

Leer mas 

i~ Declaraci6n de 

Rio+20: Un regalo 

para las empresas 

contaminantes 

"El futuro que queremos" desde la perspective boliviana. Luces y 

sombras del documento Rio+20 

Pare et Estado P[urinacionat de Bolivia es importante que eL p~rrafo 39 reconozca a[ ptaneta tierra 

como nuestro hosar y se haya manifestado que ta expresi6n Madre Tierra sea comQn pare ratios 

pai’ses y resiones, notando que at£unos pa~’ses hen reconocido tos derechos de ta naturateza pare ta 

promoci6n det desarrotto sostenibte. A su vez, et p~rrafo 40 hace un ttamado a una visi6n hoh’stica 

det desarrot[o que 8u~’e a ta humanidad a ta armonfa con ta naturateza y a ta restauraci6n de ta 

inte£ridad y sa[ud de [os ecosistemas de ta Tierra. 

Leer m~s 

Has recibido este mensaje porque m direccidn estfi suscrita a la lis~a Ambientalistas en Acci6n de CENSAT ’Agua Viva’ 

Para cancelar tu suscripcidn, envla un mensaje a ambientalistas-unsubscribe,@Jists.ris~up.net 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:03 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Gurney talk 

Gurney COIA presentation.docx 

Lew’s email (thanks for that) reminded me that I’ve been meaning to send 
this copy of a talk given at the annual COIA meeting recently by Gerald 
Gurney, an interesting guy from U Oklahoma who spent man~v years in 
athletics advising. He makes a number of powerful, attractive 
suggestions consistent with the concerns we expressed earlier about 
"special admit" admissions committee, which I would love to see go 
away. Please read it if you have a chance some day (only runs about 10 pp.) 

Jay 

PS Richard knows Gurney very well. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: h~p://~ists.~c.ec~d~?ic~-5~ ~ 37456.42f235af5~29 ~ ~5~ac~39~29242c~c~3&~T&~=fac~~°°at~e~ics° 
i~.~~&o=        , or send a bla~ email to leave-31722357-50137456.42~35~5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listse~.unc.edu. 



Meaninl~ful Faculty Contributions to Athletic Academic Reform on the Campus and on 

the National Scene 

I’II begin with a quote from my favorite sportswriter Frank Deford taken from a 2003 

Sports lllustrated column, "Call me a cynic, I plead guilty, but I’II call you a Pollyanna. 

The cheating and the altering of records to keep athletes available for games goes 

back to the 19th century. It’s uncorrectable. It’s systematic. The problem begins 

when players who lack academic qualifications are accepted to schools, and then 

everyone involved twists themselves in knots trying to deny the original sin ..... College 

athletics survive only because they have the NCAA, which rationalizes and convolutes. 

And of course, the NCAA also has the rest of us - college presidents, professors, 

alumni, fans - as cooconspirators." 

In this single short statement, Deford encapsulated the essence of what is most 

objectionable in the fractured state of the union between intercollegiate athletics and 

the academy. Ladies and gentlemen, all of us, by our action or inaction, contribute to 

the state of intercollegiate athletics. We are all responsible and we must all be part of 

the solution. 

This morning’s discussion is first on the relationships between the "original sin", known 

as initial eligibility standards adopted by the NCAA, and many of its consequences such 

as academic dishonesty, major clustering, tutoring scandals, and the pretense that our 

student-athletes are prepared for the rigors of the university. Secondly, I will offer you 

a few ideas you might employ to encourage your intercollegiate athletics program to be 

more responsive to your university and suggest ways to engage in the national debate 

on athletic reform. 

The tenuous state of the union between academics and intercollegiate athletics was 

recently exposed in two important news reports. The USA Today article entitled 

"College Athletes Studies Guided Toward ’major in eligibility’", and an article in the 



Atlanta Journal Constitution entitled "Many Athletes Lag Far Behind on SAT Scores" 

revealed critical aspects of athletics and its slippery relationship with academic integrity. 

The price of winning is indeed costly when many at-risk elite student-athletes find their 

most intimidating experiences are not on the athletic fields or hardwood floors, but in 

the classroom competing against students who are far better prepared for college. 

Since 2003, NCAA academic reform has experienced several consequences. The USA 

Today’s exposure of trends in curricular major selection demonstrates how notable 

sport programs at prestigious public and private universities may steer their at-risk 

student-athletes into less challenging academic programs designed to protect their 

athletic eligibility. The authors found 118 of 142 Division 1 institutions using this 

eligibility strategy. Admissions of at-risk student-athletes and their migration to 

particular academic majors are inextricably linked to and symptomatic of shortcomings 

in the NCAA academic reform program. The clustering of at-risk student-athletes into 

less rigorous academic majors to secure APR eligibility points has become a survival 

technique for student-athletes and athletics programs attempting to avoid NCAA 

penalties. An institution’s fear of embarrassment from penalties to their athletic teams 

and coaches places an imperative on eligibility survival in a numbers game to maintain 

and improve APR eligibility and retention points. 

The NCAA’s initial eligibility legislation removing a minimum standardized test score in 

favor of a complete sliding scale has resulted in the intended greater access to American 

higher education. More high risk specially admitted student-athletes are meeting 

minimum NCAA qualification standards than ever before and being admitted to our 

Division I universities. Like many universities, OU has experienced a significant increase 

in the number of specially admitted and high risk student-athletes, and predictably a 

marked decline in their academic preparedness profiles. Prospective student-athletes 

can establish NCAA athletic eligibility without providing a single correct answer on a 

standardized exam, creating a significant "gap" between the academic preparedness of 

the specially admitted student-athlete and the average student in the classroom. High 



risk student-athletes, particularly at selective institutions are faced with intimidatinl~ 

experiences, often feelinl~ like imposters who do not belonl~. Assessment results 

consistently indicate that many specially admitted student-athletes have sil~nificant 

readinl~ deficiencies and previously undial~nosed learninl~ disabilities. While one mil~ht 

think that my experience is unique, conversations with my colleal~ues around the nation 

stronl~ly sul~l~est that this is the norm. 

Respondinl~ to the challenl~e of expandinl~ underprepared student-athlete access to 

hil~her education, the late Dr. Myles Brand correctly referred to the institutional 

oblil~ation to determine the likelihood of success for each prospective student-athlete 

admitted. But the NCAA also shares an oblil~ation to set minimal entrance standards to 

ensure the most basic academic competencies. It is na’ive to believe that many collel~e 

presidents are willinl~ to place their hil~hly paid coaches at a competitive disadvantal~e 

by unilaterally requirinl~ hil~her admissions standards than the competitor down the 

road. Steve Spurrier at South Carolina threatened to quit if the university admissions 

committee denied sil~nees who were NCAA qualifiers. The results from the recent 

Knil~ht Commission survey of Division 1A presidents on the Costs and Financinl~ of 

Intercollel~iate Athletics confirmed the overwhelminl~ frustration of collel~e presidents to 

deal with the influence of donors, trustees and coaches on takinl~ what they consider to 

be corrective action in bil~ time sports. To ensure academically viable student-athletes, 

faculty must wrestle control of athletic special-admissions from their administration and 

athletic prol~ram, even at the cost of an unlevel playinl~ field for coaches. Reliance on 

the NCAA l~overnance structure to fix this problem has proven to be ineffective and 

influenced by the lobbyinl~ from coaches’ associations and television networks that 

place their own interests over what is best for student-athletes. Those of us in the field 

stronl~ly believe that NCAA initial elil~ibility standards are weaker today than they have 

been since the 1986 Proposition 48 lel~islation. A meaninl~ful educational experience for 

student-athletes on your campus should be a hil~her priority than a winninl~ record. But 

we all know that principle is not embraced in present day bil~ time collel~e sport. 
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For the sake of television ratings and revenue, we now have collegiate football games 

practically every day of the week, and Big Mondays, Super Tuesdays, Wild Wednesdays 

for men’s and women’s basketball. The budgetary demands of big-time sports growth 

have forced athletic administrators to constantly search for new revenue streams to 

finance exorbitant coaches’ contracts and build new facilities. For the sake of television 

revenue, at-risk student-athletes are forced to miss excessive numbers of weekday 

classes due to travel, competition and lengthy tournaments. These are absences they 

can ill afford. 

The NCAA’s now virtual open admissions standards for its student-athletes has led to 

intolerable and scandalous consequences. It follows that one should also expect an 

increase in academic dishonesty cases as an inevitable consequence of the pressures 

placed on struggling student-athletes. This trend is observed daily by those of us who 

work in athletic academic support. It is characterized by panicked, underprepared 

student-athletes struggling to keep up with the demands of athletics and academics. 

These underprepared and overcommitted student-athletes will willingly risk the 

consequences of academic dishonesty charges to meet their eligibility demands. 

The changes in freshmen qualification standards have also led to academic scandal. 

There has been a growth of fraudulent schools designed to ensure the delivery of grades 

and academic units on demand for elite athletes who otherwise are unable to meet 

standardized test qualification standards. The New York Times exposed the Miami- 

based University High School, a diploma mill, where for 5399 elite student-athletes 

could graduate with the grades necessary to establish athletic eligibility. Another 

disqualified "non-traditional" school, God’s Academy Prep, run from a Dallas recreation 

center by a basketball coach, sent several prospects to play at big time college sports 

programs. The NCAA has disqualified a few fraudulent diploma mills, but only after first 

being exposed by the media. 

Student-athletes have also increasingly been admitted to competitive public and private 

universities by using what many admissions officers fear are inflated grades rather than 



standardized test scores. What looks like a competent student-athlete on application 

materials may in fact result in a terrifyinl~ experience in the collel~e classroom. Rest 

assured, other stratel~ies and schemes will surely be devised to l~et elite prospects 

elil~ible at all costs. A recent fraudulent test score scandal at Memphis men’s basketball 

prol~ram proves this point. The miraculous recoveries to attain the necessary l~rades and 

test scores to qualify that we see on hil~h school transcripts of senior prize recruits are 

truly remarkable. Athletic talent repeatedly trumps academic and character 

considerations. The recent revelations at SUN¥ Binl~hamton’s men’s basketball prol~ram 

of academic improprieties, coaches’ attempts to influence l~rades, crime and character 

flaws vividly illustrate the allure and consequences of winninl~ at the cost of institutional 

intel~rity. 

And now let me turn to the NCAA academic performance rate formula (APR). 

Numerous lobbyinl~ efforts from member institutions, concerned about the threat of 

contemporaneous and historical academic penalties affectinl~ athletic scholarships and 

post-season championship and bowl l~ame restrictions have successfully convinced the 

NCAA to water down the formula to such an extent that it clearly does not predict the 

intended l~raduation values once soul~ht. The 925 threshold score for penalties was first 

created to predict a minimum federal l~raduation rate of 50%. However, since the 

inaul~uration of the academic reform prol~ram, adjustments to the APR formula may 

now be made for student-athletes who pursue professional sports opportunities. 

Schools receive APR adjustments for transfer students as well as l~raduation bonus 

points for returninl~ former student-athletes rel~ardless of when they initially enrolled at 

the university. With the myriad of these new adjustments and waivers, the public is left 

scratchinl~ their heads wonderinl~ what this measure of retention and athletic elil~ibility 

now has to do with l~raduation. The NCAA’s latest prediction table has revealed that a 

925 APR score now predicts only a 35% federal l~raduation rate and the 900 APR 

historical penalty threshold predicts only a 25% l~raduation rate. With the NCAA’s 

predictive measures so far off their intended mark, one must question the value of this 

formula. The NCAA Committee on Academic Performance intends to reevaluate the 



penalty threshold requirements, but many do not place much confidence in the metric 

or their ability to make this formula meaningful. 

Last May, the NCAA levied serious historical post-season penalties against a hapless few 

underfunded institutions including Centenary men’s basketball and football teams from 

Chattanooga and Jacksonville State. The public questioned what seemed to be a 

disparate impact on penalties imposed on schools with limited resources for effective 

academic support programs. Other universities with scores under NCAA penalty 

thresholds from Bowl Championship Series conferences were granted waivers from 

penalties for promises of future APR improvement, further eroding public confidence in 

the NCAA academic reform movement. For those of us working in academic support 

programs, there is no doubt that BCS schools are at a distinct advantage over other 

institutions in resources available for effective interventions. 

So what does this mean and where do we go from here? What can faculty leadership 

do on their campuses and on conference and national levels to have meaningful 

impact on intercollegiate athletics and the student-athletes’ educational experiences? 

Faculty reform on the campus: 

1. Focus on the "original sin." 

If your faculty senates do nothing else than work on athletic admissions, this 

action would have the greatest single impact on athletic reform on your campus. 

Dedicated tenured faculty, with data-based criteria must vigorously and regularly 

review the admissions of student-athletes. The admissions of specially-admitted 

student-athletes must resemble those specially admitted on the student body 

and realistically ensure minimal academic competencies and competitiveness in 

the classroom. This will undoubtedly be unpopular and opposed by your 

President, administration, athletic director and certainly revenue generating 

coaches, but nothing is more important for the university and student-athlete 

welfare. To take greater risk sets tremendous pressures on the student-athlete 

and academic support staff. When faced with the possibility of losing a highly 



recruited prospect, consider the experience of the student and the possibility 

that another university or community college may actually be better suited for 

him or her. Set standards that are most appropriate for your campus and do not 

settle for current minimal NCAA standards unless your student body resembles 

those standards. If you remain steadfast, these bold acts will resonate beyond 

your campus to your athletic conferences and further. 

2. Require all specially admitted prospective student-athletes to be reviewed 

independently by a faculty-based committee not associated with the 

Athletics Council, athletics administration, and others who may represent 

athletics interests. 

Admissions reviews must also be completed prior to an offer of athletic related 

aid. Too often, a coaches’ premature offer of a scholarship to a prize recruit 

becomes an implied offer of admissions. Today, it is quite commonplace to 

secure commitments from next year’s class of recruits prior to the start of an 

academic year. Verbal commitments are often announced by prospects and 

published in the newspapers prior to any admissibility reviews. 

The academic performance of the current student-athlete population should be 

carefully studied to determine the type of risk they represent for the institution. 

Provide unambiguous admissions guidance to the athletic department and 

coaches regarding the academic profiles desired for recruits. You will find that 

some coaches take a more active role in encouraging team academic 

responsibility than others. Reward those coaches who have proven to be 

interested in the academic well being of their student-athletes and who work in 

concert with the mission of your institutions by permitting greater admissions 

latitude. Do not reward coaches with poor graduation and persistence records of 

high risk student-athletes. 

3. Consider the development of team limits for high risk student-athletes. 

In my opinion, high risk student-athletes should not exceed 30% of team 

composition. A strong academic culture of a team will lift expectations of those 



student-athletes who are at-risk. A poor team culture will undoubtedly result in 

poor performance and character issues. 

4. Require that teams on NCAA APR contemporaneous or historical penalties 

have significant reductions or cancellations of specially admitted student- 

athletes until their scores exceed penalty thresholds. 

5. End academic bonuses for coaches based on APR scores, g.p.a, or graduation 

rates. 

The academic performance of students on a campus is everyone’s primary job 

and should not be reflected in an incentive. 

6. Require academic support organizational structures to report to an academic 

unit on campus, similar to the current trend of outside reporting lines for 

compliance. 

Academic support programs for student-athletes should be budgeted by the 

athletics program to assist student-athlete success. While many 

organizational structures can work, I am convinced that this model affords the 

best opportunity for institutional control and is the best hope for relieving the 

pressures on counselors and maintaining the best interests of the student- 

athlete. The NCAA academic reform program has created enormous pressures 

on academic support staff to manage and manipulate APR scores if necessary 

to avoid team penalties. The new Coaches’ APR will just add to the pressure. 

7. Faculty senates, deans, department heads and the Provost should conduct 

reviews of the academic majors for all students and student-athletes on a 

regular basis for academic rigor. Individual faculty grades should be reviewed 

as well. Faculty governance and leadership at the college and departmental 

levels must be responsible for the integrity of their programs and their faculty 

colleagues. By insisting on more academically capable student-athletes, there 

should be greater major exploration and less clustering. 

My recommendations for national reform: 
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Before the NCAA rolls out their new Coaches’ APR this year, I suggest they concentrate 

on the most serious drawbacks of the current reform movement. 

Academic reform must address the essential question of minimum admissions standards 

for student-athletes and the mastery of the most basic academic competencies. The 

high school qualification standard changes initiated in 2003 have failed our selective 

universities. After nearly thirty years of working directly with student-athletes, it is clear 

to me that the open access and virtual open admissions standards recently created by 

the NCAA requires an uncomfortable compromise that higher education should not 

willingly accept. The focus of NCAA academic reform must be on academic 

preparedness, progress toward a meaningful degree, and graduation; not on points 

gained or lost for an obscure and faulty retention and athletic eligibility formula. I 

recommend the following initiatives for change on the national scene: 

Return to the pre-2003 minimum standardized ACT and SAT test scores of at 

least a 17 composite or an 820 combined verbal and math scores. 

This is not because the test scores should be discriminating in nature and exclude 

potential capable students, it is because they are the only common standard 

measurements which assure some minimal basic reading competencies. If better 

standardized measurements can be developed to counter the effects of high 

school grade inflation and under preparedness, I would favor those. 

Demand that the NCAA make all their statistical data for initial eligibility 

available to the public. 

For too long, the design of, justifications for, and the predictive values of the APR 

formula has been a well-kept secret. The scant information available to the 

public reads more like a public relations campaign. Further, the waiver requests 

and deliberations of the NCAA for penalty appeals should be made transparent 

for public scrutiny. The NCAA should explain its rationale for penalty relief. 

Perhaps the process will restore public confidence in the NCAA for who is 

sanctioned or spared punishment. Before institutions and coaches are penalized 
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or rewarded by the NCAA, the APR measurement must become something in 

which the public and university officials can trust as meaningful. Some serious 

discussion ought to take place about whether this metric should be abandoned 

along with the NCAA manufactured Graduation Success Rate. This graduation 

rate treats student-athletes as a special class of student population and grants 

adjustments for their patterns of attrition unlike any other student cohort. The 

only graduation comparison with the student body is the Federal Graduation Rate 

and it should remain as the sole metric. The NCAA’s preference for the use of its 

Graduation Success Rate is a clever marketing shell game for its academic reform 

program. 

3. Raise initial eligibility grade point average standards to account for high school 

grade inflation. 

While I prefer a return to a minimum test score, if we are to continue with a 

complete sliding scale, an adjustment of the minimum grade point averages for 

high school grade inflation might better ensure student-athlete academic 

preparedness. 

4. Urge an end to waivers and revisions of standards to NCAA penalties altogether. 

5. Urge the NCAA to heighten progress toward degree legislation to meet a four 

year degree standard. 

Currently, legislation requires only 60% degree completion after three years of 

enrollment. Consider ending the red-shirt year and requiring student-athletes to 

complete 75% of their degree requirements after three years of college 

enrollment. This would not only increase graduation rates, but realize significant 

savings in tuition costs for athletic programs. 

6. Provide student-athletes an incentive for graduating in four years by granting an 

exclusive extra year of eligibility for those who graduate. By providing a fifth 

year only for graduates, coaches may actually decide to recruit more capable 

students. 

10 
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Insist on more inclusiveness in NCAA matters from independent faculty 

constituencies. 

COlA represents an independent faculty perspective on intercollegiate athletics. 

Your messages are strengthened by the power of tenure and your untainted 

interests in academic integrity and students, without political and commercial 

agendas. In the current atmosphere of economic crisis and athletic scandal in 

higher education, a different and more responsive agenda for the NCAA is 

needed. Your voices are more important than ever because they are not filtered 

by those invested in the NCAA governance structure and the entertainment 

industry. You must compete with the lobbyists for athletics interests on your 

campus and the national scene. Too often, your silence is regarded by college 

presidents and the NCAA as consent. It is not too late to reshape intercollegiate 

athletics as you intend. My hope is that some of these ideas will be carried to 

your campuses and nurture movement on these important issues. SoCOIAand 

faculty, get energized! We’re counting on you! Thank you. Questions? 

11 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:39 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: new cumculum course descriptions needed farm you 

Dear t’;unice, 
The c~urse descriptions are not urgenL Please lbel £~ee to puI them oKantil y~u return. 

I ho~×: yon recover qtlickl}. Cbicket~ :~np is always good. 

Regards, 

Kenueth 

Kenued~ R. Ja~keu 

F’roli~ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

Depa’m:ent of Afi’ican and Af~o-.An:erican Stt~dJes 

Unis,e:si~y of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

Click o~a a link R?c mibrmation atx~nt my 

h~://u~vw.um~s.edu/umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

htlp:,/uncpress.unc.edu, N~oka;T- 8059.html 

htlp://nndpress.nd.ed~;boo~PO0780 

htlp:i/nndpress,nd,~d~’b( 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:28 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: new curriculum course descriptions needed from you 

Dear Kenneth, 

Thanks so much, 

I will try my best. However, given that I am trying to wrap up so many things with a body that is not cooperating very much because of a flu, I may not get this item until my 
return. I hope you understand. 

Best wishes and many thanks for you support. 
Eunice 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent= Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:15 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: new curriculum course descriptions needed from you 

Dear Eunice, 

As you can see from an email to Georges on which I copied you, I’m working on submitting the new curriculum. There are two comses lbr which I need descriptions 

from you. If you can send me your thoughts by Friday afternoon I can sub,nit fl~e changes before I leave on vacation. If you can’t that is not a problem; I can submit 

them when I get back. 

HUMAN RIGHTS, CONSTITUTIONS, AND PUBLIC POLICY 
Examines key fl:eoreticaJ and philosophical debates on human rights and explores how they have infom:ed major themes of human fights shalggles in Africa. 

LAW AND SOCIETY 

[This is the old "Race, Justice, and American Law," which needs a new description. The old one follows. ] An analysis of the ~ole of race in the United States through 

the examination of major court decisions and laws affecting African Americans mad a critique of the criminal justice system. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of Afi-ican and Afto-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Universib~ of Norfl~ Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link lbr intbrmation about my publications: 

http://www.uma~s.edu/umpres~spr 97~ianken.html 



htlp:,/uncpress.mac.edu, N~oks/T- 8059.html 

htlp://undpress.nd.edtr/book/PO0780 
htlp://undpress.nd.edtr’b( c k/P00: z3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 27, 2012 2:51 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Ja~ken & Gore office hours for week of July 2 

Dem Colleagues, 

I will be out of town for a week beginning Satm~tay. If there is an emergency and you need to talk with me, you can reach me at 

Travis roll be out of the office on Thursday and Friday. July 5 & 6. If you anticipate needing something from the office during those two days, talk to Travis before the 

end of business on Tuesday. 

Sincereb; 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Ja~aken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Unive~si~ ofNort~ C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

htlp://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00780 

htlp://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 

You axe cunenfly subscribed to affiafam as: _e___u_!i~_i_c_2eft_~b_e_~!’_a_i_l_:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_. 

To unsubscfibe clickhere: http://lists.unc.e&~/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I afriathm&o 31722596 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31722596-32361608~e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.t~nc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Dr. SaNe 

I am a co-founder of a new graduate student group called                                . Our goal is to promote education and discussion of women’s issues among 
women scientists, as well as to mentor young women who aspire to become scientists. We are having our first meeting on        and we will be discussing a couple of 
topics, including the life and career of Wangari Maathai. I chose to discuss Dr. Maathai because she had a number of very impressive scientific accomplishments, and then she 
was able to use this scientific expertise to go beyond academia and change the world in a powerful way. I think women who want to become scientists will find her story 
incredibly motivating and inspirational. I was emailing Dr. Barbara Anderson about this, and she recommended that I talk to you. I was wondering if you had any advice about 
reading materials for us, and whether you would like to attend our meeting, and maybe even lead the Wangari Naathai discussion section. It would be great to hear from you! 

Thank you very much for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu; 

Saturday, June 30, 2012 12:13 AM 

discussion <tSculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [l?aculty--atNetics-lbrum] Gumey talk 

Hello all: 

I thoughtthis recent development in theCalifomia State Senate might be 
ofinterest. 

Richard 

P.4DELLA1S 3STIJDENT-ATHLETE~ BELL OF RIGHTS2 .4PPROVED BY CALIFORNIA STATE 
SENATE 
Thursday, May 31, 2012 

Requires Universities to Use Media Revenues to Help Injured 
Student-Athletes, Improve Graduation Rates & Cover Medical Care 
Sacramento The State Senate today approved Senate Bill 1525 authored by 
State Senator Alex Padilla (D-Pacoima). The legislation would implement 
the 3Stu dent-Athlete Bill of Rights2 which would require California is 
Pacific 12 Conference universities to provide injured student athletes and 
athletes in sports programs with low graduation rates the necessary 
medical, financial and educational support to complete their degree. The 
bill now moves to the State Assembly for consideration. 
3I am big fan of collegiate athletics But I am also very concerned that 
the vast amount of money in collegiate sports has distracted us from the 
primary purpose o:[" our colleges. With billions of dollars in television 
revenue gained on the backs of student-athletes, it is shameful that so 
few student-athletes actually graduate and that many are further burdened 
with medical bills due to injury,~ said Senator Padilla. 
3This legislation is the :first of its kind in the nation and promises 
student-athletes the important protections that should have been in place 
long ago. California is leading the way by establishing these standards 
for their universities,~ said Ramogi l]mna, President of the National 
College Players Association. 
~’]?he universities impacted by this bill benefit fi-om their share of a $3 
billinn media contract A small percent~Ne of these revenues will allow 
these colleges to meet the standards established in this bill. Neither 
personal injury nor poverty should dim the dreams of a student-athlete 
pursuing a college degree, particularly when their performance has 
enriched their college,~ Padilla added 
Specifically, SB 1525 @adilla) would require Cali:[’ornia universities that 
generate an annual average of $10 million dollars in media revenue* to do 
the following: 

* Provide equivalent academic scholarships to student-athletes who are 
injured and lose their athletic scholarship 
* Provide equivalent acadunric scholarships for student-athletes whose 
athletic scholarship are not renewed, for non-disciplinary reasons, and 
had participated in a sports program with a graduation rate of less than 
60 percunt 
* For low-income studunt-athletes, pay the premiums of the health care 
insurance required to participate in NCAA sports 
* Cover all deductibles and co-pays for injuries related to their 
participation in an intercollegiate sport 
* Cunduct a financial and life skills workshop for all first and thifd 
year student-athletes 
* Afford student athletes the same disciplinary due process as other 
students 
* Adopt and implement guidelines to prevent, assess and treat sports 
related concussions, dehydration, along with exercise and super~,dsion 
guidelines for student-athletes identified with potentially 
lifh-threatening health conditions 
* Approve without delay a student-athletes request for transfer to another 
institution of higher education without imposing restrictions or conditions 
(*UCLA, Cal Berkeley, USC and Stanford are the four universities that 
would currently be required to meet the standards in the bill) 

Graduation Rates 
According to the NCAA, California is home to 17 Division I and II schools 
that have at least one sport where the graduation rate is 50 percent or 
lower. The U.S. Department of Education reports that in some cases the 
graduation rates are much lower. 

* Cal Berkeley menls basketball graduation rate is 20% 
* LTCLA~s football graduation rate is 43% 
* USC men~s basketball graduation rate is 30% 
(source: U S. Depaltment of Education) 

Medical Costs 
~Despite the NCAA~s stated mission, it currently does not require that 
schools pay for medical coverage or provide continued academic support for 
injured student-athletes. This, while many universities are receiving 
millions in media revenue each year,: said Senator Alex Padilla. 



Each year thousands uf student-athletes suffer injuries while training ur 
cumpeting A sixteen year study conducted by the NCAA and the Journal of 
Athletic Training shuwed that in foutball alone, there were 30,797 
injuries from games and more than 53,298 fi-om fall and spring practice 
sessions MaW of these injuries are career ending. 
Schularship athletes whu suff’er season or career ending injuries are uften 
saddled with medical bills and are at risk of lusing their schularship. 
Presently, there is nu uniform pulicy for student-athlete medical 
coverage. Nur are there pulicies that preserve educational suppurt [’or 
student-athletes who lose their athletic scholarships due to injury, which 
further contributes to low- graduation rates among student-athletes. 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 
southall@email.tmc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 
htt~ :i/exss. unc. edu&raduate-proarams/s~ecializations/sl)ort-administration/ 
ovet’,~iewi 

CSRI xvebsite: xw~w.unc.edu/csri <http:i/xvww.tmc.edu,’csri> 
CSRI Cotffe*ence on College Sport website: www.csricotffcrence.org 
<http://wxvw.csricortfer ence. orgi> 

Life is an obligation We’re not here to die slo}vly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 6/27/12 2:03 P\{, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

>Lew’s email (thanks for that) reminded me that I’ve been meaning to send 
>this copy of a talk given at the annual COIA meeting recently by Gerald 
>Gumey, an interesting guy from U Oklahoma who spent many years in 
>athletics advising He makes a number of po}vertiJ1, attractive 
>suggestions consistent with the concerns we expressed earlier about 
>" special admit" admissions cormnittee, which I would love to see go 
>away. Please read it if you have a chance some day (only runs about 10 
>pp.) 
> 

>Jay 
>PS Richard knows Gurney ver,v ~vell 
> 

>-- You are ctu-rently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

>southall@emaihunc.edu To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsuncedu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>faculty--athletics-fortrm&u 31722357, ur send a blank email tu 

>leave-31722357~8699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 
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SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteactlines: Reluctance in Some Stales Over Medicaid Expansion 
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TOP NEWS 

Over Medicaid Expansion 

Republican otfieials in more than a 
halgdozen states considered an 

option granted in the Supreme 
CouWs decision on the health care 

Germany Cedes Some 

Gro~md il~ Steps to Bolster 

European leaders went a surprising 
distance toward restoring confidence 
in the shared currency, moving 
toward tighter economic integration 
and easing pressure on Spain and 
Italy. 

Pitched to Perfection: Pop Star’s Silent Partner 

As a vocal producer for Justin Bieber and other pop stars, Kuk Harrell is among the highly 
specialized talents who shape the sound of radio from the shadows. 

. NYTimes corrt Home Page 

OUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Right now, it’s scary to get sick, because if gou don’t die fi’om the sickness, you die when you see the 

G~DYS VANQUEZ, 50. a Houston home health aide who lacks health insm’anee, 

PHOTOS: Voices of 

the Str~ggllng i~ 

Texas 
A day after the Supreme Court 
upheld President Obama’s health 
care overhaul, three Texans 
expressed cautious hope that the law 
would bring them much needed 
help. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 

I I 

Nora 

~ 
The unexpeeted 

departnre of a high- 

strung guest leaves two normally top-notch talkers scrambling to fill air time. 

Nora Ephron’s Hollywood 
ending 
Also on NYTimes corn 

Nora Ephron, the best mailgirl ever 

Atthe table, Nora Ephron knew best 



WORLD 

A promise by Egypt’s president-elect, Mohamed Morsi, to seek freedom for a man convicted of 

plotting attacks on New York City is likely to complicate ties with the United States. 

Mexico Seems Poised to Embrace Pa~y It Ousted in 2ooo 

Enrique Pefia Nieto, the nominee of the PRI for the Mexican presidency, leads in polls. A victory by 
him would be a startling reversal for a country that rejected the party in 

Strauss-Kah~ a~d "Y~ife Sepaeate~ Tabloid Repots 

No matter what the sin ov scandal, Anne Sinelair bankrolled, exeused, protected and even praised 
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, with passion and eloquence. Now she may be moving on. 

For Unhasured h~ Texas, Supreme Cour~ Ruling Adds to Uncertaln~, 

A day after the Snpreme Conrt upheld most of the health eare law, a blend of waviness, optimism 
and confusion spread amongst the uninsured of Texas. 

Co*~gress Approves a $~a7 ]~illlo~ Transportation and Stude~t Loa~ Package 

Congress wrapped np a brnising session by passing a $127 billion measure that angered both fiscal 
conservatives and liberal environmentalists. 

Obuma ~sits Colorado as 171reflghting Progresses 

President Obama visited Colorado Springs to tour the aftermath of wildfires there as local 
authorities reported that the blaze had been partly contained and some evacuated residents 
returned to their hmnes. 

~ 
~,teractive: M~ppil~g the Spread of Wildfires ir~ Colorado 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Pete*° i~adoff Says }-Ie Did~t’t ~ow About the Fraud 

Mr. Madoff, 66, agreed to serve lO years in prison and forfeit all his assets. But in his guilty plea, he 
emphasized that at no time was he aware that his brother, Bernard, was orchestrating the largest 
Ponzi scheme in history. 

YOUR MONEY 

A Mortgage 1[{ate Begi~ni~g With a 3 

Qualifying for a mortgage rate beginning with a three is not impossible, but you will have to jump 
through more hoops than ever and you’ll have a story to tell at the end. 

~ Post a Comment 

COMMON SENSE 

I~t Obama~s Victory~ a Loss for Collgress 

Opponents of the health care law were buoyed by the Snpreme Court’s limiting of Congress’s power 
under the eommevee ehmse of the Constitution. 

S P 0 RTS 

METS 9, DODGERS 0 

Dickey Earns ~2th Win as Mets Top Dodgers 

R.A. Diekey scattered three hits in eight more dominant innings for the Mets as they routed the 
Dodgers, 9-o. 

~ETJ ~ox Score [ Play-by-Play 



Track Tow~ USA a~d the Meet It Loves Most 

Some argue that the Olympie track and field trials, traditionally held in Eugene, couht beeome too 
closely associated with the Oregon city and Nike, its deep-poeketed, local sponsor. 

Second Shocke~" Lurk% b~t Fede~’er Slips By 

Roger Federer rallied frmn two sets down to defeat the 29th-seeded Julien Benneteau in the third 

round. Novak Djokovic, Maria Sharapova and Kim Clijsters were among the other winners Friday. 

, Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

At the Apo~io~ the dacK.so~s Pay Homage to Tbelr Roo~s a~d ’i’hei~ Brother 

L:: ..." .~ P.r4,U.. 

Miehael Jaekson’s four oh]er brothers - Jermaine, Marion, Tito and Jaekie - performed a show that 

balanced carefully between respect and exploitation. 

DANCE REVIEW 

A Prlr~ce Siegfried Ready to Move Or~ 

On ’thursday evening, Angel Corella gave his final performance with American Ballet Theater, as 
Prince Siegfried in "Swan Lake." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

3%’O Cities on the Verge of IL’~evouri~tg Themselves 

In Britain the Belarus Free Theater’s "Minsk, 2oH: A Reply to Kathy Aeker" depicts sex as a magnet 
for political repression, while Philip Ridley’s "MereuW Fur" prepares a party in a lawless London of a 
not-too<tistant future. 

o More A~s News 

TRAVEL 

\~,catlo*~ Sabotage: Don°t :Let It Happen to 

With time off so scarce, why is fully enjoying it so hard? Eight rules for getting the most out of your 
next break. (Hint: Start practicing now.) 

Driven to a Fjord Lately? 

?m amphibious t~{p through Norway’s fjords, searching for the harsh old country of the Vikings in a 
land of $2o burgers and high-end hotels. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER BLOG 

A 8~.oo ~eekend in Oslo 

Island camping, Vikings, sculpture and a buffet help the Frugal Traveler spend a (relatively) cheap 

weekend in a very expensive city. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

It’s Time to Set Up E_~cba~ges 
Republican-led states should stop stalling on implementing health care reform nmv that it is here to 
stay. 

EDITORIAL 

The M~ddled Way 
In a meeting on the euro, European leaders have opted for crisis management, not crisis resolution. 

EDITORIAL 

Score O~e for the Gm~ Lobby 
The House’s w}te to hold Attorney General E~4c Holder Jr. in contempt of Congress was a shameless 
exercise in politieal gamesmanship. 

OP-ED 



C:P- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A shadow hangs over Paul Kagame’s Rwanda, in the form of persistent concern about intimidation 

of the political opposition. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ol.~ama~ for tl~e ~!,;~,* 

The decision on health care reform has Republicans fuming. But, make no mistake, the ruling was a 

victory for the president and the nation. 

OPINIONATOR 
Dream to Nigl~tmare 

Ml baseball careers come to an end, but there’s nothing worse than the promising one that never 

really gets started. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 30, ~997, in IIong Kong, the Union Jack was lowered for the last time over Government 
Hm]se as Britain prepared to hand the colony back to China after rnling it for ~56 years. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colol~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Monday, July 2, 2012 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

FW: Independent Contractor Form - Claire 

Good morning Ms. Enniee 
I hope you had a wonderful weekend. 

The independent contractor form is already complete by Claire, I need to include the amount ~o be paid to (;loire for the se~dc~s to be performed in the 
Urban governance and Citizenship project in Toronto. Also the time period of the job. 
Thank you 

Sonia 

From: claire kane boychuk [mailto: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2022 9:22 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Independent Contractor Form 

Wonded’ul. Thank you m~d have a nice a day. 

Claire 

On Tue, Jun 26, 2012 at 9:08 AM, Colon, Sonia <~.o_!~i~__ .c_9.!~_r_~@_m__e_£t_._~_m__c_:_e_gt_u_ > wrote: 

Good morning Claire 

Yes, you can send the form via fax. 9:1.9-962-2694. 

Thank you and have a nice day 

Sonia 

Froro: claire kane boychuk [mailto: ~_g__r&a__[[:__£_o_E]] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 26, 2022 9:05 AM 

T~: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: Re: Independent Contractor Form 

Hi Ms. Colon, 
Our scanner isn’t working so I’tn faxing the documents to the t:ax immber on the department website ~9:t9) 962-2694 Please let me know if th is is OK. 
Many thanks, 

Claire 
On Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 5:23 PM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Please email them 

Sent from in?’ iPhone 

On Jun 22, 2012, at 5:17 PM, "claire kane boychuk" < ’,~_-~!~irlai l. COl n ), wrote: 

Dr. Sahle and Ms. Colon, 

Thank you tbr the inli~rmation. Would it be permissible to email pdf versions of the completed tbm~s or shall I mail the originaJ tbm~s? As I a~n currently in 
Canada there will be a bit of lag time on mailed documents. 

Thank you again and best wishe~ 

Claire 

On Fri, Jun 22, 2012 at 11:32 AM, Sahle, Eunice N < _e___ujji__c__e_@_e___r_&~__U_Luj£c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Dear Sonia, 

Many thanks! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, 3une 22, 2012 11:21 AM 
To:         g~.gmail.com 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Independent Contractor Form 

Hello Claire 

Please find attached Employee h~dependent Contractor form and W-9 form. 

1 will appreciated, from you to complete both forms and send them back to me. 

For Inde~)enden~: Con,:Factor form, pk~ase fi~ se(:tk>ns (1), (2B), {3) and (4 signa~:ure). 

~f you need more m[orrnation or help to corn#ere the forms, pk~ase don’t hesRate t:o cont:act me. 

Thank you 

Son~a Colon 

962-4854 

966-t295 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, June 22, 2012 10:38 AN 



To:         ~c~maiLcom 
C¢: Colon, Sonia 
Subject-¯ Independent Contractor Form 

Dear Claire, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because you are no longer a student at UNC, you will need to fill out an Independent Contractor Form for your pay for RA responsibilities for my Urban 
governance and Citizenship project in Toronto. 

Kindly get in touch with Sonia Colon (thanks) so that she can send you the form. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shailja Patel -- ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 3, 2012 6:45 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Anders Sj6gren <anders.sjogren@statsvet.su.se>; 

Re: Your edited chapter 

@gmail.com 

Thank you for the update, Eunice. 

Congratulations on the new apIx~intment, and best wishes for your health. 

On Monday, July 2, 2012, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Anders, Oloo m~d Shmlja, 

Greetings from Durban and I hope you axe doing well. 

Because of health and professional developments (unexpectedly being appointed Chafir ofa depart~nent) beyond Iny control, I am sorry there has been a delay in 

moving the project fola~-ard in the last year. However: I am glad to repo(t that your edited (I hired a~l editor to review chapters before subtnission) chapter is now 
with UKZN. I roll provide you with ma update in the Fall months once I receive reviews from the Press. 

With bes~t rashes, 
Eunice 

Shailja Patel 

wv~v.shailia.com 
Twitter: shailjapatel #tnigrimde 

Bookings: Ka .lya Min, The Lecture Bureau 

http:#~vw.thelecmrebureau.com,’speake~ shailia patel.html 
Telephone: 510-452-9117 Toll Free: 888-834-6359 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.com > 

Wednesday, July 4, 2012 12:36 PM 

arrow <arrow@inet- direct.corn> 

Greenwood (AR) rodeo includes abuse of Obama eitigy - Ark. Times 7-4-12 

1341401037-irnage:jpg 

from Arkansas Times Arkansas Blog 

Wackjobs 

Greenwood rodeo includes abuse of Obama effigy 

Posted by Max Brantle¥ on Wed, Jul 4, 2012 at 6:15 AM 

i’~’i RODEO CLOWNS: Funny business in Greenwood. 

40/29 
RODEO CLOWNS: Funny business in 
Greenwood. 

40/29 offers a report, with photo, of a rodeo in Greenwood, where an effigy of President Obama was knocked around by a bull and then kicked by a rodeo clown. 

The TV station reports that some were unhappy about the disrespect for the president. 

CNN noted the incident in a reader-provided post, with this commentary : 

Apparently, many Greenwood, Arkansas rodeo fans’ idea of family entertainment includes violent displays of hate toward President Obama. A crude effigy was 
produced during the rodeo on Saturday night, and then violently beaten and destroyed in response to an announce¢s call to the audience: "Who wants to rip 

Obama’s head off?" 

htt p://vwwv.a rktimes.com/Arka nsasBIog/a rchives/2012/07/04/q reenwood-rodeo-includes-a buse-of-obama-effi.qy 



From: 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 5, 2012 3:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Physicists Find Elusive Particle Seen as Key to Universe 
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TOP NEWS 

Physicists Find Elusive 
Particle Seen as Key to 
Universe 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Researchers said they had discovered 
what looked for all the world like the 
Higgs boson, a long-sought particle that 
could lead to a new understanding of 
how the mfiverse began. 

Oil Backed Up, Iranians Put It 
on Idled Ships 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK and CLIFFORD 
KRAUSS 

As its oil inventory grows because of the 
embargo, Iran has taken to repainting 
and renanfing its tankers, concealing 
their origins in a bid to find buyers. 

Romney Now Says Health 
Mandate by Obama Is a Tax 
By JEREMYW. PETERS 

Days after his spokesman said the requirement that people have insurmace was not a tax, Mitt Ronmey said 
it was, aligning himself with the conservative voices in his party. 

-’ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 
’Tt’s a triumphant day for fundamental physics. Now some fun begins." 

NIMA ARKANI-HAMED, a physicist at the Institute for Advanced Study in Princeton, on the discovery of 

a new subatonfie particle. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: The 
Cheetah Challenge 
As zoos struggle to save 
endangered species like 
cheetahs, scientists are 



still learning the basics of breeding 
behavior. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
Things I Saw - No. 
19 
By JASON POLAN 

The artist draws things he 
saw in New York. 

A Hollywood staple 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

The lady or the teddy? 

Manohla Dargis’s "Brave" review 

nl¢limes,�o.m MOVliES 

WORLD 

Palestinians May Exhume Ararat After Report of Poisoning 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Yasir Arafat’s widow called for tlae exhunaation after Al-dazeera reported tlaat Mr. Arafat nfight have been 
poisoned with polonimn, a radioactive element linked with KGB-style assassinations. 

Bolder Protests Against Pollution Win Project’s Defeat in China 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Local officials said flae construction of an immense industrial complex in Sichuan province had exaded over 
concerns about its enviromnental impact. 

, Chinese City Suspends Factory Construction After Protests 

In Ukraine, Official Quits to Protest Bill on Russian 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

By tendering his resignation, tl~e chairman of tl~e Parliament temporarily blocks tl~e contentious measure 
from reaching the president. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

THE ANIMAL LIFEBOAT 
Date Night at the Zoo, if Rare Species Play Along 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Zoos are trying to mate captive cheetahs and mmay otlaer animals as so-called insurmace populations before 
their situation in the wild becomes untenable. 

’ ~ Video: The Cheetah Challenge 

Searing Sun and Drought Shrivel Corn in Midwest 
By MONICA DAVEY 

Sweltering temperatures and a lack of rain are tlareatening what was expected to be tlae largest corn crop in 
generations. 

For Pacific Islanders, Hopes and Troubles in Arkansas 
By BRET SCHULTE 

Thousands of Marshall Islanders have settled in nortlawestern Arkmasas, where tlaey find steady incomes but 
face health mad cultural problems. 

-’ ~’~ Slide Show 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Luring Online Shoppers Offline 



By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Some big retailers are transforming their stores into extensions of their online operations, adding return 
centers, pickup loeatious and free slfipping outlets. 

DEALBOOK 
Barclays’ Ex-Chief Spreads Blame in Scandal Over Rates 
By MARK SCOTT 

Robert E. Dimnond Jr., the fonner Barclays chief, said the bank had raised concenas with American and 
British authorities about discrepancies, but was not told to stop the practice. 

~ ~ Post a Comment I Read 

Spain’s Banking Crisis Moves Into the Courtroom 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

A raft of lawsuits by politicians, shareholders and prosecutors against several large banks could complicate 
efforts to by Spain to dean up its banking sector. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Nets, After a String of Homes, Hope to Settle Into Brooklyn 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Nets have played in seven different arenas. But when Deron Williams re-signed, it was as if the franchise 
had washed away its troubled past while crossing the Hudson. 

-’ Nets Place Star Point Guard Atop Their NewArena 

In First for Olympics, Amputee Will Run 
By TIM ROHAN 

Oscar Pistorius has been selected for South Africa’s track team for the London Games and will run in the 
individual 4oo meters. He will be the first amputee to compete in O13anpie track events. 

" Advertising: A Bet (and Tattoo) on Olympian Nick Symmonds 

Nash Heads to Lakers, Leaving Knicks in Lurch 
By HOWARD BECK and NATE TAYLOR 

Steve Nash, the longtime Phoenix Suns star mad part-time New York resident, will join the Lakers, thrusting 
them back into title contention. 

When It Comes to Re-Signing, Lin and Fields Have Other Suitors 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

To Use and Use Not 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Scribner is publishing a new edition of "A Farewell to Arms" that will include dozens of Enaest Henfingway’s 
alternate endings. 

Shakespeare in Slang and Serbian 
By PATRICK HEALY 

The World Shakespeare Festival, rumfing alongside the London Ol3anpics and beyond, includes scores of 
productions by "the world’s playwright." 

Music Festivals Make a Move Into New York 
By JAMES McKINLEY Jr. 

Music festivals have become big business, and promoters are looking to New York for future successes. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Sibling Success: The Power of 2 
By ALEXIS SWERDLOFF 

In NewYork, where it’s tough enough for a single person to climb the ladder, brothers and sisters who make 
a shared name for themselves stand out like rarefied creatures. 



NOTICED 
In Brooklyn, Read All About Us 
By AUSTIN CONSIDINE 

With magazines like Brookl3m Botmd, Edible Brookl3m and The Brookl3a~ Rail, one couldi~’t help but wonder: 
how nmeh navel-gazing em~ a single borough sustain? 

SKIN DEEP 
Fertilizer for the Face? 
By ALIX STRAUSS 

Auimal byproducts like bird dropph~gs, snail secretions, bee venom and even worm excrement are inclfing 
their way toward the hmnan skin. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Remember Yucca? 
The country needs a plan for safely storing nuclear waste. Politicians, scientists mad industry leaders need to 
conmfit to finding a solution. 

EDITORIAL 
A Gap in Health Coverage 
The very poor may end up ineligible for both Medicaid and for tax credits to buy private insurance because of 
a quirk created by the health care ruling. 

EDITORIAL 
The Marijuana Arrest Problem, Continued 
People are still being arrested illegally for possessing small amounts of marijuana in New York City. The 
courts need to step in and put a stop to this. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Olympian Arrogance 
By JULES BOYKOFF and ALAN TOMLINSON 

The International Olympic Conmfittee is elitist, domineering mad crassly commercial at its core. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Doughnuts Defeating Poverty 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

A fanfily in Malawi is a great example of how a little structured saving and entrepreneurship can change 
lives. Just look at what Biti Rose did wifla fritters. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Save the Candidates 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Calm down, people! It’s too early to be filled with amxiety about the November elections. Let’s answer all 
those questions that have you so worried. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 5, 1975, Arthur Ashe became the first black man to win a Wimbledon singles title as he defeated 
Jimmy Connors. 

¯ See This Front Pa_k~ 
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From: @emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 7:45 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~’~ 

Subje~’t: in durb~ 

Hi Eunice, 

I finally arrived in Durban last night, and am trying to get settled in this weekend. Any chance you’re still around, or by now have you moved on to the toronto portion of the 

summer research? 

In any case I hope you’re well and that the trip is giving you a break from Chapel Hill craziness. 

Best, 

SA cell 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:43 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjed: RE: in durban 

Eunice, 

Back to the geog of admin?! That is crazy, I hope it doesn’t cut your summer too short. I hope it has calmed down since you left. I’ll look forward to catching up in the fall. 

Talk soon, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 

Subject: RE: in durban 

8:57 AM 

Good to hear from 

Unfortunately, I was asked to return to the geography of administration, so I leave tomorrow. 

It is has been great being here and I hope you have a wonderful time here. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: in durban 

7:45 AM 

Hi Eunice, 

I finally arrived in Durban last night, and am trying to get settled in this weekend. Any chance you’re still around, or by now have you moved on to the toronto portion of the 
summer research? 

In any case I hope you’re well and that the trip is giving you a break from Chapel Hill craziness, 

Best, 

SA cell: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 6:01 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Honors Thesis direction 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I’m sony I haven’t written in a while. I have had such a busy summer, and I have also been a little discouraged about my thesis. I have been re-reading some of the 

class materials from INTS : especially Global Responsibilities. Previously, I had been focusing on Corporate Social Responsibility and the use of language in the 

out-of-court materials (as you could read in the chapters I have already written). However, after spending time in Ecuador and taking 7 interviews of people afi}cted 

by the case, I believe I would rather focus on what the case demonstrates about the abili~ of the current international legal system and human rights framework to truly 

cha~ge the lives of the holders of those rights. I have been thinking that I ca~ use the interviews as demon~_rations of the rights hokters and use their claJ~ms as examples 

ofhum~m rights claims. From there, I would like to explore the hum~m rights la~guage and rhetoric that is used in the case and in the out-of-court materials used by each 

side. I would like to look at the claims made by each side through the lens of human rights. I hope to use human rights relevant language present in case to study how 

the most basic needs become complicated to address given the international arena in which this case and "the parties involved exist. 

I’m still not sure if this makes sense. I have some reservations about using the interviews because I have so few. What really interests me is what this case de,nonstrates 

about the cunent s~tate of responsibility, ibr human rights. I would like my ently point to be within the conversation presented in tile Global Responsibilities book. 

I would love advice as to how I should fiame my argument and question. That has been the mos~t difficult aspect of my research thus far. 

Thank you! 
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TOP NEWS 

Groups Shield Political Gifts 
of Businesses 
By MIKE MclNTIRE and NICHOLAS 
CONFESSORE 

There is growing evidence that large 
corporations, to influence campaigns, 
make donations to tax-exempt 
orgmfizations free from the disclosures 
required of candidates, parties and 
PACs. 

Braving Areas of Violence, 
Voters Try to Reshape Libya 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Defying expectations and, in some 
places, bullets, Libyans voted in the first 
election after more than four decades 
reader Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi. 
-’ Times Topic: Libya I ~ Slide Show: Libya 

Elections 

GENETIC GAMBLE 
In Treatment for Leukemia, Glimpses of the Future 
By GINA KOLATA 

A novel method knom~ as whole genome sequencing focuses on genes that drive a cancer, not the tissues or 
orgma where it originates. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Whoever dies for their country is a martyr, and even if there are explosions, we are going to vote." 
NAEMA EL GHERYIENE, 55, on her way to the polls in Benghazi, Libya. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Seeking Relief 
From the Heat 
Sweltering temperatures 
set records throughout 
the Midwest and 



Northeast. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The 

Strip ]By B~ian 

McFadden 
Cartoons about current 
affairs. 

Sun, screen & bites of reality 
Also on NYTimes.com 

Sunday Routine: Ina Garten 

On celebrities good and bad, or Alec Baldwin 

nytimes,�o.m 

WORLD 

Arab Spring Highlights International Court Flaws 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The failure to act against some autocratic leaders challenged by the Arab Spring is emboldening critics who 
see the court as part of a deeply undemocratic international order. 

U.S. Grants Special Ally Status to Afghans, Easing Fears of Abandonment 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton personally delivered the news of Afghanistan’s entry into a club 
that haeludes Israel, Japan, Pakistan and other dose allies. 

Once Just a Stopover for Drug Traffickers, Argentina Has Now Become a 
Destination 
By EMILY SCHMALL 

With drug gangs looking to expand their operations, Argentina, a transit point in the 199os, has tunaed into 
a profitable marketplace. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Unrelenting Heat Wave Bakes All in Its Reach 
By JOHN ELIGON and MARC SANTORA 

Record-setting heat in a broad swath of states peaked tlfis weekend, with above-normal triple-digit 
temperatures stretching from St. Louis to Washington. 
:’ ~ Slide Show: Seeking Relief From the Heat 

Officials See Child Welfare Dangers on a North Dakota Indian Reservation 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Child abuse is said to be at epidemic levels at the Spirit Lake Indian Reservation, where leaders are accused 
of trying to conceal the abuse. 

Las Vegas Becomes as Much Liszt as Liberate 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Long known for mass-market, big-ticket showstoppers, Las Vegas now has the Smith Center for the 
Performing Arts, drawing the likes of Joshua Bell and Yo-Yo Ma. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Has ’Organic’ Been Oversized? 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Large corporations now dominate in organic foods, mad some people think this has led to a waterhag down of 



the industry. 

:’ ~;~ Quiz: Test Your Organic Food Knowledge 

In Ads, the Workers Rise Up ... and Go to Lunch 
By TANZINA VEGA 

In different ways, with a touch of humor, advertising for Las Vegas, McDonald’s, Gold Peak Tea and Huffy 
bicycles addresses the frustrations of hard-pressed workers. 

A Northwest Pipeline to Silicon Valley 
By NICK WINGFIELD 

The University of Washington’s reputation as an incubator of tech talent is growing - and so have the job 
offers from the famed area further down the West Coast. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Williams Wins 5th Wimbledon Title 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

After easily wimfing the first set, Serena Williams struggled after a brief rain delay before regaining her 
championship form to beat Agnieszka Radwanska, 6-1, 5-7, 6-2. 

’- ~,~ Slide Show I Match Analysis and Highl! ights 

" Serena Williams Wins Again, Teaming With Venus to Take Doubles 

The 400: Aching to Win 
By MARY PILON 

Pananfle Montsho is the world champion of a punishing race, one that requires strength, stamina and, oddly 
enough, relaxation. 

’. Part 1 : Footprints on a Path to Gold 

Part 2: A Runner’s Solitary Quest 

YANKEES 6, RED SOX 1 I RED SOX 9, YANKEES 5 
Yankees’ Errors Help Patchwork Sox Emerge With Split 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Red Sox had been repeatedly hmniliated by their chief rival this year, but the Yankees committed four 
errors on Saturday night as Boston split their doubleheader with a win in game 2. 

’- Game 1: ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play II Game 2: ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ Bats: On Anonymous Red Sox, Only the Issues Stand Out 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Creating His Own Gravity 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Frank Ocean has written songs for Beyonc~ and Justin Bieber. Now he has Iris first full-length studio albtun, 
"Channel Ormage." 

:. Critic’s Notebook: A Musician and a Critic Make Some Points About Love 

Past Its Golden Moment, Bogotfi Clings to Hope 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Bogota, the Colombian capital, relies on recent architectural innovations in libraries and schools as oases of 
civility and pride. 

, ~ Slide Show: Transformations in a Capital 

The Rake’s Progress: A Midcareer Leap for McConaughey 
By DENNIS LIM 

Matthew McConaughey has set aside his standing as a romantic-comedy lead to pursue a series of grittier 
and more complicated characters. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 



MAGAZINE 

Can the Democrats Catch Up in the Super-PAC Game? 
By ROBERT DRAPER 

The Democrats have a distaste for the new rules of the cmnpaign-finance game. But they are playing. 

" ~ Video: Robert Draper Discusses His Article 

The Worst Marriage in Georgetown 
By FRANKLIN FOER 

A tale of Washington intrigue and eccentricity. 3aad murder. 

TALK 
Mike Huckabee Likes Romney. Really¯ 
Interview by AN DR EW GOLDMAN 

But he feels out of step with the G.O.P. 

¯ .~..o..r..e....F.r..o...m...t.12.e....M..a..cl.azine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Struggling in the Suburbs 
Poverty is growing in flae suburbs and nmst be addressed by more spending and more staffing to fix the 
safety net. 

Thomas L. Friedman and the public editor are off today. 

EDITORIAL 
A Lost Deal for South Korea and Japan 
South Korea postponed signing a limited military agreement wifl~ Japan. The two nations need to find a way 
to cooperate for common interests and for regional security. 

EDITORIAL 
Why Senator McConnell Is So Nervous 
The I.R.S. is finally examining whether "social welfare" groups are abusing their tax-exempt status by 
spending anonymous donations on political attack ads. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Thrill of Bill & Hill 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The Clintons are riveting political aninmls. That’s one reason we can’t let go. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Libya’s Unintended Consequences 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

What was feared after Qaddafi’s fall is well on its way to happening in Mali. 
-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
When the Crowd Isn’t Wise 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

When seeking predictions, should we trust the experts or the crowd? 

GRAY MATTER 



Beyond the Blink 
By FRANK PARTNOY 

E-nmil, social media and the 24-hour news cycle are infornmtional mnphetamines that lead us to nmke 
nfistaken split-second decisions. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

History Hits the Campaign Trail 
By ADAM GOODHEART and PETER MANSEAU 

Why are political candidates so eager to use, and abuse, the past? 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 8, 195o, Gen. Douglas MacArthur was named commander-in-clfief of United Nations forces in 

Korea. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, July 8, 2012 10:08 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] today’s story 

Not much genuinely new in this story today, but we see the first 
evidence--uncovered by the N&O, naturally--that the fraud goes back a 
decade or more. 

"As far back as 1999, some of the same class offerings were listed with 
a maximum of one student, a News & Observer review of archived Internet 
pages shows. The university said it would be difficult at this point to 
determine how many of the students in those classes were athletes." 

That second sentence is highly, highly dubious. If the University is 
deliberately throwing up a smokescreen here, I think someone should be 
disciplined or fired for it. I’ll be asking Chris Derickson for his 
opinion about these records .... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 af 5 a2 917 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~-fac~hv°°a~Ne~icso 

foram&o=31771823, or send a blank email to leave-31771823-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 
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TOP NEWS 

Egypt’s President Orders 

Return of Parliament 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

President Mohamed Morsi’s decree 
appeared to be a bold effort to claim 
authority, raising the specter of 
confrontation with Egypt’s nfilitary and 
courts. 

Wireless Firms Are Flooded 

by Requests to Aid 

Surveillance 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

Cellphone carriers said they responded 
to L3 nfillion demm~ds last year from 
law enforcement agencies seeking text 
messages, caller locations and other 
information on subscribers. 

GENETIC GAMBLE 
A New Treatment’s 
Tantalizing Promise Brings Heartbreaking Ups and Downs 
By GINA KOLATA 

A drug that in theory should have killed a cancer patient instead seemed to have halted or even reversed her 
disease. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The decree couM create a political crisis. He has been waiting to make a decision to prove he is president 

of a republic." 

GAMAL EID, a hmnan rights lawyer, on the order by President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt to reconvene the 

Islanfist-led Parliament, which had been dissolved by the nfilitary. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Marine Infantry 
Officers Course 
In a training course, 



Marines must complete tests of their 

knowledge and mental skills as well as 

physical tasks at stations miles apart. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Appalachia Turns 
on Itself 
By JASON HOWARD 

The region is engaged in a 
war over coal, with 
miners and their families pitted against 
enviromnental activists. 

Just one look: Versace 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Just one look: Chanel 

Just one look: Christian Dior 

nytiznes,�o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Election Results in Libya Break an Islamist Wave 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The post-Arab Spring rise of Islamist leaders appeared to bypass Libya, where a coalition led by a Western- 
educated political scientist led the early vote count. 

~ Times Topic: Libya I ~ Slide Show: Libya Elections 

$16 Billion in Civilian Aid Pledged to Afghanistan, With Conditions 
By JANE PERLEZ 

The donors at an intenaational conference insisted for the first time that the Afghan govenunent resist 
corruption in order to receive all the money. 

In Video of Execution, Reign of Taliban Recalled 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG and SANGAR RAHIMI 

A graphic video circtflating in Kabul recalls the Taliban’s five-year reign in Afghanistan, when people accused 
of crimes were shot in front of crowds that packed the capital’s staditun. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

A Grueling Course for Training Marine Officers Will Open Its Doors to Women 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The 86-day course - which meets four times a year - is called the corps’ most grueling school by its 
instructors and is intended to screen and train potential infantry officers. 

o At War Bloc: An Experiment That Could Put Women in More Combat Jobs 

,. ~ Slide Show: Marine Infantry Officers Course 

TULELAKE JOURNAL 
At Internment Camp, Exploring Choices of the Past 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Japmaese-Americans who answered "no" to two critical questions in a loyalty test were confined to Ttfle Lake 
during World War II. Now, their families are seeking answers. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

Obama Poised for New Fight With G.O.P. Over Tax Cuts 
By MARK LANDLER 

President Obama will call for a one-year extension for people making less than $250,000, a limit opposed by 
Republicans and at odds with a higher cap favored by some Democrats. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



In the Footsteps of Marvel 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Valiant Entertainment, a comics company that was a force in the 199os but later fell victim to bankruptcy, is 
hoping to cash in on Hollywood’s interest in superheroes, as Marvel did before it. 

Price Data Suggest Specter of Deflation in China 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Consmner prices dropped 0.6 percent in June compared with May, the largest month-to-month drop in two 
years. Prices were still up 2.2 percent from a year ago. 

’ Chinese Premier Urges Action 

¯ . IHT Rendezvous: Apocalypse Soon for China? 

DEALBOOK 
Banking Official Faces Panel in Barclays Scandal 
By MARK SCOTT 

Patti Tucker, considered a candidate to lead the Bank of England, will confront intense scrutiny when he 
testifies on Monday in the Barelays rate-rigging scandal. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 7, RED sex 3 
Yankees Pick Up Game Heading Into Break, but It Takes a While 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In a game lasting 4 hours 2 minutes, the Yankees beat the Red Sox, taking three of the four games in the 
series, to head into the M1-Star break with the best record in baseball, 52-33. 
’ ~);; Box Score I Play-by-Play 

. Boston’s Saltalamacchia Finds His Groove While Having Fun 

CUBS 7, METS 0 
Routed Ahead of Break, Mets Still Have Reasons to Cheer 
By ANDREW KEH 

Despite a loss to the Cubs in which Jon Niese gave up nine hits and seven runs over seven innings of work, 
the Mets head into the All-Star break with a positive first half of the season behind them. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

" Mets Prospect Focuses on Progress, Not Significance of Being Part of Trade 

Restoration Project 
By HARVEY ARATON 

The Royals have not made the postseason since winnhag the World Series in 1985, but a group of promising 
yotmg players has fans hopeful as Kansas City prepares to host the All-Star Game. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Baseball in Kansas City 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Waters Points ’The Wall’ Toward Abuse of Power 
By JON PARELES 

Roger Waters projected his message stadium-wide when he brought his new production of "The Wall" to 
Yankee Stadimn on Friday. 

. ~ Document: 1980 Review of Pink Floyd Performing ’The Wall’ 

¯ . A Word With: Roger Waters 

THEATER REVIEW 
Murderer, King and Scot, All Rolled Into One Madman 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Alan Cmnming portrays nmnerous roles in a reimagining of"Macbeth" at the Lincoha Center Festival. 

Ernest Borgnine, Oscar-Winning Actor, Dies at 95 
By ANITA GATES 

The rough-hewn actor seemed destined for tough-guy characters but won an Oscar for embodying the 
gentlest of souls, a lonely Bronx butcher, in "Marty." 



’- ~:~.~ Ollae onow 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Converting TV Laughs Into Dollars 
By BILL CARTER 

Given the changing landscape of the television business, Comedy Central will soon introduce a 
merchandising division intended to cash in on its identity as a destination for laughs. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
The Fissures Are Growing for Papers 
By DAVID CARR 

Between operational fiascos and flailing attempts to slash costs on the fly, it’s clear that the print newspaper 
business is struggling to stay afloat. 

ADVERTISING 
A Light Approach to a Grim Issue: Suicide Prevention 
By AN D R EW ADAM N EWIVIAN 

A public service campaign aimed at potentially suicidal men introduces a fictional therapist, Dr. Rich 
Mahogany, a "manly" mustachioed cross between Dr. Plfil and Ron Burgundy. 

, News From the Advertising Industry 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Treaty on Conventional Arms 
The international trade in conventional weapons that are fueling conflicts nmst be regulated by a global 
treaty. 

EDITORIAL 
Forced Labor on American Shores 
A Louisiana scandal points to pervasive exploitation of legal guest workers. Congress needs to nmke sure that 
profits are not built upon the erosion of workplace conditions and laborers’ rights. 

EDITORIAL 
Cover-Ups, Justice and Reform 
Existing laws need to be recalibrated to nmke them more protective of children who are sexually abused and 
less protective of adults who prey on them. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Gray Areas 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Voters can only assmne the worst as Mitt Ronmey keeps details of his finances secret. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Hollowing Out 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Is technological innovation driving a pern]anent future ofjoblessness? 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 9, ]896, William Jennings Bryan caused a sensation at the Democratic National Convention in 



Chicago with his "cross of gold" speech denouncing supporters of the gold standard. Bryan went on to win 

the party’s nomination. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, July 9, 2012 4:27 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

welcome new Duke CLACS Director Deborah Jen~n 

Please join us in welcoming our new Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) director and U NC-Duke Consortium co-director Deborah 

Jenson. As many of you know, Deborah is Professor of French in the Duke Department of Romance Studies. She also co-directs the Haiti Humanities Lab and the 

Neurohumanities Research Group at Duke. Her research interests include French and Haitian Studies; Creole/Kreyol language; Global Health; and 

Neurohumanities. 

Deborah may be contacted at deborah.jenson@duke.edu We look forward to working with her over the next couple of years. 

Natai i ~" Ha rtmar~ 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke Ur~ J ve rs i ty 
phene 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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TOP NEWS 

After Russian Floods, Grief, 
Rage and Deep Mistrust 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Officials acknowledged that they had 
been aware of a tl~reat to Krymsk the 
night before deadly flooding, but had 
not taken measures to rouse its sleeping 
residents. 

" ~ Photographs: Flooding Aftermath in Russia 

DEALBOOK 
Rate Scandal Stirs Scramble 
for Damages 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Baltimore has been leading a legal battle 
against the global banks that determine 
the London interbank offered rate, or 
Libor, which serves as a benelunark for 
global borrowing and is at the center of 
a scandal. 

Greek Far Right Hangs a Target on Immigrants 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Human rights groups say that xenophobic violence has reached "alarming proportions" in Greece since the 
rise of Golden Dama, an extrenfist party, in the &me election. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Amid Greek Downturn, a Familiar Scapegoat Emerges 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt was so loud, there were people screaming in the water, and metal barrels, and animals. It boiled and 

boiled, it covered the streets and the yards, it was all you couM see." 
LYUDMILA DMITRIYEVNA, on a flood in Russia tlmt killed at least a7~ people 

ARTS 

~, INTERACTIVE 

FEATURE: The TV 
Watch Abroad 
Messandra Stanley, the 
chief television critic of 



The New York Times, is going abroad to 
watch foreign television tlfis year. 
Today: Haiti. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
The Machine and 
the Garden 
By ERIC klU and NICK 
HANAUER 

All economy is a garden. 
It can be fruitful if well tended but will 
be overrtm by noxious weeds if not. 

Remembering Andy Griffith 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Build a pop song 

"The Obamians" 

nytimes,�om r~T.~ 

WORLD 

International Criminal Court Issues First Sentence 
By MARLISE SIMONS 

Thomas Lubanga, a Congolese warlord, was sent to prison for 14 years for using clfild soldiers in 2002 and 
2003. 

Russia Sending Warships on Maneuvers Near Syria 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Russia announced that a flotilla of navy vessels had sailed to the Mediterranean Sea mid some would dock in 
the Syrian port of Tartus. 

. Annan in Tehran for Talks on Syria Peace Plan 

¯ " Photographs: In a Rebellious Part of Syria, a Makeshift Hospital 

¯ ’ ~ Watching Syria’s War 

Brother of South Korean President Is Charged With Bribery 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The arrest of Lee Sang-deuk oil charges of taking bribes from two bankers further weakens a lame-duck 
president already struggling with recent setbacks. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

States Face Tough Choices Even as Downturn Ends 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Tile debate over tile proper balance between taxing and spending has been raging, and no two states have 
settled it more differently than Maryland and Kmlsas. 

Obama Policy on Immigrants Is Challenged by Chicago 
By JULIA PRESTON and STEVEN YACCINO 

Mayor Rahm Emanuel said he will propose ml ordinance that would bar the police from tulaling over illegal 
immigrants if they do not have criminal convictions. 

Simulated Space ’Terror’ Offers NASA an Online Following 
By KENNETH CHANG 

A dramatic video previewing a rover’s journey to Mars has succeeded in an area where NASA has a mixed 
record: using social media. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



Parliament Questions Culture at Barclays 
By MARK SCOTT 

British lawmakers grilled Marcus Agius, the departing chainnan of Barclays, about the Libor scandal and 
practices at the bank. 
:’ [~ Graphic: Behind the Libor Scandal 

. Q&A: Understanding Libor 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
The Spreading Scourge of Corporate Corruption 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

The misconduct of the finmacial industry no longer surprises most Americans, and trust in big business 
overall is declining. We should be alarmed. 

’ DealBook: Assessing the Chances for Criminal Charges 

ADVERTISING 
NBC and Facebook to Announce Olympics Partnership 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Viewers of NBC’s coverage will be encouraged to talk about the Games on Facebook, and Facebook users will 
be reminded to watch the coverage on NBC. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In N.B.A., Music Starts as Howard Trade Misses a Beat 
By HOWARD BECK 

A four-team deal that would have sent Magic center Dwight Howard to the Nets appeared to have fallen 
apart Tuesday. 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 
Busy Knicks Reach Deal To Retain J. R. Smith 
By NATE TAYLOR 

A 6-foot-6 guard, he is likely to sign his new contract, a two-year deal worth $2.8 million in the first year 
with a player option in the second, Wechaesday. 

ALL-STAR GAME: NATIONAL LEAGUE 8, AMERICAN LEAGUE 0 
N.L. All-Stars Crush A.L. to Earn Home-Field Advantage for World Series 
By TYLER KEPNER 

It was the third victory in a row for the National League, wlfich has followed the first two with 
championships in the fall. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’: Bats: Interleague Play Changes for Next Season 

¯ Bats: Awaiting Scheduling for All-Star Games 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
Scenes From the Meadowlandscape 
By DANA JENNINGS 

Going to and from Manhattan by train, a New Jerseyan marvels at the feast of painterly visions available to 
eOlllllluters. 

THE TV WATCH 
On Haitian TV, Masses Laugh at Other Half 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

On the television show "Regards Crois~s," Haitians lampoon the class divisions in their society and offer a 
chance for comic relief. 
’. ~ Video Feature: A Haitian TV Sampler 

TELEVISION REVIEW I’HIT & MISS’ 
She’s Living a Double Life, in More Ways Than One 
By MIKE HALE 

"Hit & Miss," a British television series with Chlo~ Sevigny as a transsexual hit woman, has its premiere on 
Wechaesday night on DireeTV. 



¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ALMAYASS 
A Welcome Family Outing 
By PETE WELLS 

3m Armenian-Lebanese feast sets a fmnilial tone at Ahnayass, a new Manhattan restaurant with siblings in 
Kuwait, Riyadh, Abu Dhabi and Qatar. 

:’ ~ Slide Show 

At Camp, It’s Not Grub, It’s Cuisine 
By JAN HOFFMAN 

At many smnmer camps, the food in the dhfing hall is no longer ma afterthought and cooking is just as much 
an activity as water-skiing. 

After the Cameras Leave the Kitchen 
By DAVID SEGAL 

The chef Robert Irvine works his magic on ailing dining spots for "Restaurant: hnpossible," but not all of lfis 
improvements stick. 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Romney’s Financial Black Hole 
Mitt Romney’s lack of full disclosure of his finm~ces keeps voters from seeing the breadth of his tax 
avoidance. 

EDITORIAL 
Wrong Time for New Settlements 
Israel should not follow the disastrous recommendations of a govelam~ent-appointed commission, h~cludh~g 
approving scores of new Israeli settlements in the West Bank. 

EDITORIAL 
Heating Up 
The recent heat wave raises the question, again, of whether extreme weather can be attributed to human- 
induced climate change. The answer is yes. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 
School as Wonder, or Way Out 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

At the height of the crack era, teachers pitched education as the border between those who would prosper 
and those who would be fed to the great hydra of prison, teenage pregnancy and murder. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Mitt’s Summer Reading Assignment 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

If he hasn’t already, Ronmey should pick up Colin Dueck’s history of Republican foreign policy, "The Big 
Short" by Michael Lewis - and Bill Clinton’s autobiography. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Obama the Socialist? Not Even Close 
By MILOS FORMAN 

Our democracy, a miraculous gathering of diverse players, needs participants to play fair. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On July 11, 1979, the abandoned United States space station Skylab made a spectacular return to Earth, 
burning up in the atmosphere mad showering debris over the Indian Ocean and Australia. 

¯ See This Front Pa2~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pag~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JC Maackatos ~mindspring.com> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 9:29 AM 

Duke-UNC CLACS <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

BAJ- tonight: film WASTE LAND’s tm~sfi~rmational art intervenlion [Broil] 

Tonight -- don’t miss it .... 

Wednesday July 11, 7:30pm at the Commmfity Church 

Blair Pollock explains Orange County’s move to "Single Stream" Recycling 

plus... 
spectacular documentary on transform ationM art intervention 

in the world’s largest landfill, among recycling workers: Br~ilianiUS 

artist Vik Muniz and director Lucy Walker created this beautiful fihn 

with its minim Mist rifle, "Waste Land." 

Jerry Markatos 

Bdta~ce & Accuracy in Journalism 

WEDNESDAY, July 11th 
7:30 pm 
at the Community Church o~ Chapel Hill (UU) 
t0~ Purefoy Rd 

Balance & Accuracy in Journalism 
presents 

Visionary recycling expert, 
Orange County Solid Waste Planner 
BLAIR POLLOCK on 
Orange County’s Change to Single Stream Recycling, & 
the Future of Garbage in the Triangle 

plus the feature length documentary 

WASTE L~ND 

Filmed over nearly three years, WASTE LAND follows 
renowned artist Vik Muniz as he journeys from his 
home base in Brooklyn to his native Brazil and 
the world’s largest garbage dump, Jardim Gramacho, 
located on the outskirts of Rio de Janeiro. 
There he photographs an eclectic band of "catadores"-- 
self-designated pickers of recyclaNe materials. Muniz’s 
initial objective was to create images from available materials. 
However, his collaboration with these inspiring characters 
as they recreate photographic images of themselves 
from recyclables reveals both the dignity and despair 
of the catadores as they begin to re-imagine their lives. 
Director Lucy Walker (DEVIL’S PLAYGROUND, BLINDSlGHT 

and COUNTDOWN TO ZERO) and co-directors Jo~o Jardim 
and Karen Harley have great access to the entire process 
and, in the end, offer stirring evidence of the transformative 
power of art and the alchemy of the human spirit. 

Statement from Director Lucy Walker at 
http:llwww.pbs.or.q!independentlens!waste-landistatement.html 

Youtube has many brief previews as well. 

- Jerry Markatos 
Balance & Accuracy in Journalism 

Announcements: 

* We’ll share audio CDs of the recent Chomsky UNC-G talk 
Israel Palestine - Practical Solutions 

Also: DVDs will be available of Democracy Now’s outstanding 
4th of July special: Woody Guthrie at 100. Pete Seeger, 
Billy Bragg and Will Kaufman Honor the "Dust Bowl Troubadou¢’ 



DIRECTIONS TO THE COtvlB’tUNITY CFfURCt-t OF CRAPEL HILL: 

106 Purefoy Road, i~ Cha~el Hill 

FROtVl EITRER DIRECTION ON TIqE CHAPEL t’~ILL BY@ASS: 

Exit ~1 Ihe I,~.-501 Pitlsbe~’o exil 
As you exit, TURN al the traffic li.g~r]t toward Chape~ H~L 
hi haft a bbck, TURN R~GHT jusl sho~ d the convenience store. 
That’s PUREFOY ROAD, and you ia~(e it a~mosi a haft m~e: 

a~] exl~a stop s~g~ [u~]t~ yogi ca~ ~asl see the stop s~gn at the %inte~sect~on.] 
~ta~ctt for a @ive~s, ay e~ ~he ~ef~ w~h a wMte-pain~ed curb 

that driveway takes you 1o the parking9 ~ot asd the Commu~ty Church, 



F~)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East aud Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mai1289.us2.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, July 11, 2012 10:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: 5th Am~ual Cont~rence 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Special presentations by acclaimed scholars Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years 

Later: Realities of the Arab Sprin~’ and Dr. G6rard Prunier on "Some 

Unforeseen Consequences of Gaddafi’s DownfalL" 

Panel discussions on "Women and Cultures of Resistance in the Midst of National 

Disenchantment" and "Cinema, Identity and Film in the Middle East and North 

Africa ." 

Paper presentations of the latest academic research in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

See the tentative list of papers to be presented at the Conference. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 15, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 15, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r,q 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, July 11, 2012 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Travel, Olympics Co~mtdown and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: 

[ii~ @Times- July 11 2012 j 

Business Travel 
Planning a business trip? See what is new in business 
travel including travel guides and apps dedicated to 
making your next corporate trip a breeze. Travel luxuriously by 
discovering upgraded airport hotels and massage spas providing 
a haven of relaxation for the stressed flier. Whether you seek 
V.LP. treatment or are looking to save money, Business Travel 
has it all and much more~ 

Ol?~npies Cotmtdown                                 ~ 
Couatdo~ n to the openiug ceremony of the O[3 topics 
with T Magazine’s exclusive Lom[ou coverage. Those 
lucky e~ough to be heading across the pond 1o eheer on our 
American athletes can get an e~elusive look at London’s bes~ 
hotels, newest bars, vintage bmttiqm~s, beautiful architecture 
and mmth more. Learn about Londoffs culture and {isd more 

Don’t Niss o. N’~Times.corn 

* Co,vetting TV Laughs Into Do[lars 

* A Good Appetite: Zucchini’s Flower Power 

* T~*o-Way Mirror: Facing a I}aughter’s O~C.D. 

* Assad Interview Video and Transcript 

, Stmly Says Mi;eti~g Contraception Needs Could Cut Matev~a] 

Deaths by a Third 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(BeS, veen July 4, 20!2-. Juiy 10, 2012) 

z. Physicists Find Elusive Particle Seen as Key to Universe 

:.!. Krugmam Mitt’s Gray Areas 

3. The ’Busy’ Trap 

-1. Bittman: Got Milk? You Don’t Need It 

5. The Worst Ma~z’iagi; in Georgetown 

~ SLIDE SHO’W; Marini; 

InfantW Officers Course 
The 86-day course - which meets 
four times a year - is called the 
corps’ most grueling school by its 
instructors and is intended to 
screen and train potential 
infantry officers. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: Mining 

Deep Seabeds 
Nations and private companies 
are claiming, mapping and 
preparing to mine large tracts of 
the ocean floor that m’e rich in 
~reeious metals. 

~ V~DEO: Second Ch;mee 

Lukas Wartman, a leukemia 
doctor and researcher, developed 
the disease himself. As he faced 
death, his colleagues sequenced 
his cancer genome. The result 
was a totally unexpected 
treatment. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

Opportm~[y 

Gap 
In a year 
consumed by the 
inequality problem, one 
demographic has gone largely 
unreported: our children. Robert 
Putnam sheds new light. What 
do you think is in store for the 
next generatiom Join the 
conversation. 



[] Join ti~e Conversation 

Read A~tsBeat on             ~ 
r~y~kr~es.com 

Con!~ect wi~h The New        ~ 
York Times on Facebook 

Follow @nytimes on          ~ 

Twitter 

ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to yell from the NYTimes.corr~ marketing depaitme!~t You received ~his message because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @nn3es newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New Yor~r, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Thursday, July 12, 2012 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: In Preventing A~heimer’s, Mutation May Aid Drug Ques~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

WorldI U.S__ ] Business I SpoRs i Art__sI Fashion & StyleI Editorials i Op-~ ~On T 5 s Day 

~o~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

July 12, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

I~ Prevenfi~g Alzheimer’s~ 

Mutatlou May Aid Drug 

Quest 

The discovery of a rare proteetive genetic mntation provides strong evidence that the bnildnp of 
beta amyloid protein in the brain is a driving force in Mzheimer’s disease. 

~ Comment 

~1 : ~ Post a Comment I Read 

Insurers Pay Big Markups as Doetors D~spense Drugs 
B:< ::;A::.~:-’" "..!~51::51 ::::’::: :’:::’.i’ll/ 
Doctors operating their own in-office pharmacies are raising the costs for insurance companies, 
employers and taxpayers. 

~E] G~aphic: Paying Much More in the Doctor’s Office 

For a Soaring PoHfiea| Career, UucertMu Turns 

Representative Jesse L. Jackson dr. has suffered blows to his image, including a recent absence his 
office explained by saying he was in treatment for "a mood disorder." 

o NYlimes corn Home Pa~e >, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I cow,sider the fi’es that these people are charging to be immoral ~1~eg’re ~egaI ~mder the c~rre~t h~w, 
b~t they’re immortal" 
Ak&N HAYS, a Republican state senatur in Florida who introduced a bill to bar physicians frum 
dispensing pills. 

S P 0 RTS 

BrooMyn 

Basketball 
The Nets may be on the 
way, but this is how basketball in 
Brooklyn has looked for years 
without the N.B.A.’s presence. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

Single in Chicago 
ALSO IN TRAVEL >> 

On the road in pursuit ef laughs 

Brewing a new beer scene in London 
CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Because of American 

to enforce export controls, some Apple employees have refused to sell to customers of Iranian 
descent. 

WORLD 

P|~ilantl~roplst Couple’s Drug Downfall Ends iu Deat|~ and Arrest 

Eva Rausing’s death appem’s to be the sorry denouement of years of struggle in which she and her 
husband, Hans, apparently never managed to shake their addictions. 



Vietr~am War’s Legacy ls Vivid as Clirrton Visits Laos 

Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton made a brief stop in Laos, the first visit by an American 
secretary of state in 57 years and one marked by the legacy of the Vietnam War. 

Spain’s Leader Pla*as New AusteriD" Steps as Mirrors Clash With Police 

~II~e measures Dom Prime Minister Mariano Rajoy, which include a rise in the national sales tax to 
21 percent, are designed to reduce Spain’s budget deficit by $8o billion over the next two and a half 
years. 

~ Italy’s keaoe: C:al~s Economic Efforts a ’Very Tou~h War’ 

o More World News 

Philadelphia 1)efe~ads Policy o~a Fr]sM~g~ W~ith Limits 

After agreeing to ensure that police stops were conducted legally, Philadelphia officials say 
aggressive crime fighting is accompanied by a respect for civil rights. 

Repeal of Health Care Law Approved~ Agai~, by Hoarse 

Debate in the House suggested the fight over how to remake the health care system would continue 
next year regardless of who wins the elections for Congress and president. 

House Agriculture Commlt~ee Agrees on Farm Bill 

The House version cuts Sm billion more from the food stamps program than the version passed by 
the Senate last month. 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Shake-Up at New York Fed Is Said to Cloud View of JPMorgau’s R~sk 

The situation highlights the fundamental challenge of policing big banks, even after the crisis. 

Iu Kansas~ Strouger Mix of Ethat~ol 
i.::: M.~.Tii..W W.M. .: 
Ethanol maker’s want to offer a blend of tirol that is 15 pet’eent ethanol rather than lO percent. At a 
Phillips 66 station in Lawrence, Kan., E15 is catching on. 

DEALBOOK 

l~atD" Regulators Pt~t Their A~et~tlon on How JPMorgat~ Marketed Its Fuuds 

Authot’ities are responding to enrrent and former aPMot’gan finaneial adviser’s who said they had 
felt pressure to sell the bank’s pt’oduets even when eheaper or better’ performing options were 
available. 

S P 0 RTS 

’i Got Next’= Explori*~g New York ’I’hro~gh Pick~p Basketball 

The city’s basketball courts are one way to get a feel for New York, if you don’t mind waiting your 
tnrn. 

~E] Slide Show 

U~table to Make it ~Work; Ne~s Halt Bid for Howard 

Nets officials worked furiously to land Dwight Howard, but they never could provide Orlando with 
a satisfactory package of players, draft picks and payroll relief. 

~lr, 
N.B A., Music Sta~s as Eoward Trade Misses a Beat 

~¢roodson Says L~ %qll Stayo a~d Start 

At the Knicks’ first summer league practice, Mike Woodson talked as if the team had already 
matched the fore-year, $28.8 million offer sheet aeremy Lin agreed to sign with Houston. 

Mere Sperts News 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 

\Vhere Cholera and the Good Life ~ub Shoulders 



Haitians and foreign aid workers agree that television shonht edncate the masses and promote social 

conciliation. Bnt that goal yiehls mixed results. 

~[~]Video: Haitian TV Sampler 

On Haitian rv, Masses Laugh at Other Half 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Farme~*s* Market Som~ds, Comfo~aMe as an Old Guitar 

The country group the Zae Brown Band has released a new album, "Uncaged." 

MUSIC REVIEW 

The Knights performed a [tee Naumbnrg Orchestral Concert in Central Park. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Trend or not, the Gypsy style is inereasingly prevalent, thriving as the spirited outgrowth of a 

popular faseination with generie Romany culture. 

~E~] Slide Show 

Cleansi~g From Cublcle to C~lblcle 

Group cleanses (generally one-to-five-day, all-liquid diets with anywhere fi’om a half-dozen to as 

many as 15o employees taking pratt) are emerging as one of the latest ways to solidify cmporate 

bonds. 

SKIN DEEP 

2dmost, Sort of Like a Workout 

Eleetrostimulation, aimed at weight loss and toning skin without surgery, is gaining popularity 

around the country. 

o More Fashion & Slyle >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Road to Nlo~°e 3obs 

With the economy eoming up short by millions of jobs since the start of the Great Recession, aid to 

state and local governments would have a powerful effect on hiring. 

EDITORIAL 

Striking down the Defense of Marriage Act is an m’gent task for the justices in the coming term. 

EDITORIAL 

~Looldng fo~° Rats in Ratholes~ 

The Department of Education should use its authority, which was affirmed by a federal judge, and 

rein in for-profit schools that bury students in debt. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Small businesses are everywhere! No wonder politicians want to get on their good side. 

~ " " Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Oban~a’s Fantust~c Boring Idea 

When the United States helps Aft’|can farmers, is it a waste of taxpayers’ money or is it a triumph? 

~ Columnist Page j Blog 

OPINIONATOR 
The IV~ystery of JoJh n R,~berts 

The breathtaking radicalism of the Supreme Court’s minority opinion on the health care law surely 
got the chief justice’s attention. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On July 12, 1984, Democratic presidential candidate Walter F. Mondale named New York 

Congresswoman Geraldine A. Ferr~u’o his running mate, making her the first woman to run on a 

major party tieket. 

See T[:is Front Page 

Buy This F~’ont P~]~e 

You ieceived this message because you sl~ned lip for NY[imes com"s loday’s He~dli~les newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed D pro~ec[ing your plivacF 

t,~anage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe ~ Ct~an~e Your E-Mail] Privscy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 13, 2012 2:10 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] penn st etc. 

Interesting reading for those at the institution of Dean Smith and Roy 
Williams .... 

~:iiwww.washm~ost.comrNogsiacher~blo e~mosmteofootballoc~l~/2012/07/13/i~AI\/zohW blog..h~ml 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//~ists~mc. edu/u ? id- 5~ ~ 3 ~ 4 5~. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 917 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &r~=T & ~-fac~F~v °°a~Ne~icso 

forum&o-31g01(~%, or send a blank email to leave-31801696-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 9:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
listserv 

Hi Eunice, 

The corrections have been made! 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 16, 2012 10:48 AM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFRI 522 

Hi All, 

Just wanted to let everyone know that AFRI 522 is now on Tuesday/Thursday as it was originally planned. Below is a 
screen shot of where I previously put TTH in the meeting patteren but as you can see in the box M and W are checked 
off. My thinking is M and W were there from a previous semester. When I put TTH in the meeting pattern it should have 
changed the M and W automatically. I am puzzeled as to why it didn’t correct it and I would have caught it when I went 
back to double check them but thank you for bringing it to my attention! 

Travis 

N Description: ~:\Users\stg~re~A~Data\L~ca~\Tem~\~ni~mage-{53~57~1B~E9D~4~76-A29~-47DD~F9F6BBD}~NG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 18, 2012 4:14 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] yahoo story 

I’m my usual inflammatory self in this story, but I must say thut Bubba 
Cmmiilghum is saying all the right things--which gives us reason to hope. 

h~p://sports.yahoo, com/news/ncaaf--l’oc -no~h-car olivia- academi c- 
scandal.html; ylc X3~DMTNucjZpcHZiBF9TAzIxNDYyMzQwNjEEYWN~A2~haWxf~2IEY3QDYQRpb~tRsA3VzBGxhbmcDZW4tVVMEcGt~zM5NTQ3MwE3LTV~YwMtMz~mYS~i~TM4LWJkZDBh~GMxZD~V 

-- You are cun-ently subscribed to lZdctflty--attfletics-forum as: etmice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere:~_~://listsurtced~/~2?id5013745642~235a~Sa29175600ad39629242dTd3&~ T&I ~c~5, -~tfle~ics-~b~m&o 31822001 or sendabla~kemailtoleave-31822001- 
50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listse~c.tu~c.edu. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <pete@www- salempress.ccsend.com~ 

~Vednesday, July 18, 2012 11:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The Greatest Olympian Ever 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

The Greatest Olympian Ever? 

The Olympics bring on a spate of comparisons, current winners measured against 

historical greats. Part of the fun, in fact, is the debate that follows most gold medal 

presentations. 

You can enrich these discussions: Add historical perspective, great biography, thorough 

statistics and additional resource references to the thin chatter on TV. Bring your 

students and patrons in-depth, historical coverage of 478 Olympic athletes. Complete 

coverage through the 2008 Games is included. 

Four volumes, 1,448 pages 

478 biographies; 382 photographs 

Print Li~t Price: $340 

;£SBN: 978-1-58765-487-9 

978-1-58765-497-8 

Click on the caption of any image below to download (and freely use) an (Adobe 

Acrobat) article on the athlete pictured. 

3e$$e Owens starting a 200-meter heat 

during the 1936 Olympic Games in Berlin. 

(Library of Congress) 

Usain Bolt running the third leg of the 

4xl00-meter relay at the 2008 

Olympic Games in Beijing. (AFP/Getty 

Images) 

Florence Griffith-3oyner after winninc 

the 100-meter dash at the 1988 

Olympic Games in Seoul. (Tony 

Dully/Getty Images) 

WBma Rudolph crossing the finish line in 

world-record time Lo win the 100-meter sprint 

during the 1960 Olympic Games in Rome. 

(Getty Images) 

SALEM PRESS 

Call Today for More Info: (800) 221-1592 

SALEM PRESS - 2 University Plaza - Hackensack - NJ - 07601 



P.S. We hope this email is helpful & entertaining. However, if you do not wish to be included in 

announcements of this kind, we’ll remove you from our mailing list. Just click the "SafeUnsubscribe" link 

below and we’ll take you off our announcements list immediately (and permanently). 

This email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by ptobey@salempress.com 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Salem Press I 2 University Plaza I Hackensack I NJ I 0760:i. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 3:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Syrian Rebels Land Deadly Blow to Assad’s Inner Circle 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.................................................................................... T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ..................................................................... 
~lle N’~ ~rk ~’i~,~.~ July 19, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T_o_d..a. X>. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Syrian Rebels Land Deadly 
Blow to Assad’s Inner Circle 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

A bombing in Damascus killed at least 
three of President Bashar al-Assad’s 
most senior aides, including lfis minister 
of defense and brother-in-law, 
suggesting that the uprising had reached 
a decisive moment. 

" ~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

" ~ Mapping the Battle in Damascus 

Genetic Aberrations Seen as 
Path to Stop Colon Cancer 
By GINA KOLATA 

Researchers have found genetic weak 
spots in colon cancer tumors that could 
lead to potent treatments, signaling 
hope against a cancer that is now almost 
always fatal once it spreads. 

Economic Fears Hurting Obama, Poll Indicates 
By JIM RUTENBERG and MARJORIE CONNELLY 

Some 39 percent now say they approve of the way the president is handling the economy, and 55 percent say 
they disapprove. 

~ Times/CBS Poll Results I Graphic: A Race Essentially Tied 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Everyone, even those close to the inner circle, will now be under suspicion." 

ELIAS HANNA, a retired Lebanese military officer knowledgeable about Syria, on the bomb attack that 

killed top aides to President Bashar al-Assad. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: U¯S¯ 

Swimming’s First 

Lady 
Teri McKeever, who has 



led the University of Califonfia-Berkley 
women’s swim team to three N.C.A.A. 
titles in the past four years, is the first 
woman to be named head coach of the 
U.S. Olympic team. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Wedding 
Effect 
By MAGGIE SHIPSTEAD 

What is it about friends 
getting hitched that 
leaves us so unlfinged? 

Crazy for cotton 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE 

T’s 100th Look of The Moment 

Judith Leiber’s second act 

nytimes,�om ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

MILITARY ANALYSIS 
Syrian Rebels Hone Bomb Skills to Even the Odds 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

The attack on President Bashar al-Assad’s security chiefs aligned neatly with a tactical slfift by rebels: the 
swift and sueeessfill adoption of makeshift bombs. 

5 Israelis Killed in Bulgaria; Netanyahu Blames Iranians 
By NICHOLAS KULISH and MATTHEW BRUNWASSER 

Abus carrying Israeli tourists exploded in a fireball outside an airport in Bulgaria, and ma aide to Prime 
Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel said Iran was behind the attack. 

Russian Legislators Approve Greater Government Control Over the Internet 
and Nonprofits 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The bills would empower the government to block Web sites it deems dangerous to children and would 
require nonprofits receiving money from outside Russia to identify themselves as "foreign agents." 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Years of Unraveling, Then Bankruptcy for a City 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

Stockton, Calif., recently became the largest city in the country to declare bankruptcy, but evidence of its 
problems has been mounting for years. 

" ~ Slide Show: Stockton Struggles After Bankruptcy 

Facing Foreclosure After 50 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

A new report from AARP finds that foreclosure rates for people over 75 grew eighffold from 2007 to 2o11, 
and that the risk of"serious delinquency" on mortgages has grown fastest for people over 5o. 

" ~ Document: AARP Report on Older Americans and the Mortgage Market Crisis 

WELL 
Questioning Surgery for Early Prostate Cancer 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

A new study shows that prostate cancer surgery, which often causes impotence or incontinence, does not 
appear to save the lives of men with early-stage disease, who might do just as well with no treatment. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Retirees Wrestle With Pension Buyout From General Motors 
By MARY M. CHAPMAN 

Retirees who were offered pension buyouts from General Motors are finding the decision, a lump-sum check 
or continued montlfly pa3anents, anyflfing but simple. 

Denied Nickelodeon, DirecTV’s Youngest Clients Find Substitutes 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Because of a corporate spat, Nickelodeon, owned by Viacom, has disappeared from DirecTV’s lineup, giving 
the Disney Channel, the Cartoon Network and other channels an edge. 

DEALBOOK 
Scrutiny Intensifies on Collusion in Rate Manipulation Inquiry 
By AZAM AHMED and BEN PROTESS 

Regulators are looking at whether a Barclays trader in Europe worked with cotmterparts at Cr6dit Agricole, 
HSBC, Deutsche Bank and Soci6t6 G6n6rale to nmnipulate interest rates. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Rebounding His Own Miss 
By HOWARD BECK 

Daryl Morey, flae Houston Rockets’ general manager, wants redemption for failing to spot deremy Lin’s 
talent the first time around. 

’. Off the Dribble: McHale Sees Lin as a Starter and a Leader 

Ideal Leader in Washington to Carry Youth Movement 
By TYLER KEPNER 

With an eye for yom~g talent and a head for numbers, Davey Jolmson, baseball’s oldest manager, has held 
the Nationals to his spring prediction that they would compete for a pennant. 

¯ ’ Baseball Roundup: With Ortiz Injured, Ross Homers Twice in Red Sox’ Rout 

NATIONALS 4, METS 3 
Mets Vow to Rebound, but Lose 6th Straight 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets had a team meeting and received a quality start from Chris Young, but they fell to Nationals and 
their season-high losing streak stretched to six games. 
" ~’;~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

-’ Bats: As He Struggles, Dickey Tries to Take the Long View 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

Forgeries? Perhaps Faux Masterpieces 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Ken Perenyi once had an extravagant life as a prolific art forger, but now he sells his faked oils as the 
reproductions of the masters - for a fraction of his earlier prices. 

The Fine Art of Being a Curator 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Curators may not make a lot of money, but file field comes with its own cachet, and as the art world expands, 
so does this profession. 

Diva’s Endurance Test 
By CORI ELLISON 

Elizabeth Futral plays two very different characters in two very different places, with a 139-mile commute. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

All Roads Lead to Wythe Avenue 
By ALEX HAWGOOD 



The dazzling hotel and night life complex, a staple of the Manhattan circuit, has finally washed up on 
Brookl3aa’s shores, bringing with it the kind of crowds eager to be among those discovering the Next Big 
Thing. 

" ~:~ Slide Show 

Making Good on the Family Name 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Alexander Soros, the son of billionaire financier and philanthropist George Soros, is following his father’s 
lead. 

NOTED 
Celebrities Leave a Void in Twitter 
By AUSTIN CONSIDINE 

Twitter’s ability to connect celebrities directly to their audiences has made it the garbage dump of choice for 
their every opinion and non sequitur. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Not All Investors Are Equal 
A report by Gretchen Morgenson in The Times this week provides more evidence that the playing field for 
stock investing is tilted against individual investors. 

EDITORIAL 
Some Legal Clarity on Generic Drugs 
A federal court in Philadelplfia has brought some common sense to a devious tactic used by companies to 
frustrate efforts to speed the advent of generic drugs. 

EDITORIAL 
The Rush to Abandon the Poor 
In the name of fighting health reform, a growing number of states are ignoring their obligations to the 
neediest citizens. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Veeps Wielding Pens 
By GAlL COLLINS 

With Mitt Ronmey deep in the process of choosing a rmming mate for the Republican ticket, it’s time for a 
meeting of the vice-presidential book club. 

" Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

The Endless Summer 
By MARK BITTMAN 

We lnay look back upon 2012 as the year in which climate change begm~ to wreak serious havoc, yet we hear 
ahnost no conversation about changing policy or behavior. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 19, 1941, Prime Minister Winston Churclfill of Britain lamached his "V for Victory" campaign in 

Europe. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,g.e. 
¯ Bug This Front Pa_.02~ 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LiMsay Gregow <lindsayg@l~conferences.com> 

Thursday, July 19, 2012 4:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Influencing and Changing the Behm4our of Key Stakeholders and Decision Makers - Audio Conference 

Influencino and Chan lin ! the 
Behaviour of Key Stakeholders 
Decision Hakers 

and 

For complete details el this conference, please visit FXConferences.com. 

As a technical professional, there are certain requirements you need fulfilled in order to do your job: to 
innovate, re meet your deadlines and to be elficient, In reality, you work in an environment el 
cernpeting priorities, poBics, sons,ant change, understaffin,~l, and limited Iunding Some [e.shnical 
professionals ,get what they need, whe~ they need it, to excel in their iebs, Others struggb to get 
access ~e information, technology, resources and managemen[ support, 

In eider te succeed, you must barn hew te influence key stakehelders and decisien makers; 
managers, peers, ether depaltrnents and internal and e×ternal o~Jstemete. But sometimes the people 
whose supper[ you need are s~uck in old habits or have hidden agendas. 

This audio conference presentation provides attendees with powedul tools to help others get out of 
their old ways el thinking and to motivate them flem the inside out ~e adop[ new ways of thinking and 
ac[ing - ways which suppofl you doing your job more elfecfively. 

Feedback on simih~r conferences from previous participants: 

’Sp~ker ~as knowledgeable spoke w~#~ et~hus~a~L gave deed examples, held my interesL ’ 

Learning Ob~ec{ives 

Five reasons for resistance 

Hew to help someone think and behave in new ways to supped your work 

Hew to determine whether someone is ready to supped your request/work 

Hew to ensure ongoing suppor~ 

Who should attend? 

Senior Line Managers 

VPs and Directors 

Human Resources 

Engineers & IT Professionals 

Scientists 

"[’tab~ng anal D~webpment 

About the speaker: 

Herb Cohen is senior managing partner for Performance Connections. Previously, he was one el the 
original principles of MOHR DevelopmenL Inc, one of the nation’s badh~g train~ng/consuNng 
cempaNes best knewn £)r pioneering behav~er modeling techniques. He went en te become ~he CBO 
of MOHR Learning Syslems, ]nc,, a specialty training firm and the nation’s largos1 rela~l training 
resource, increasing sales and ~mprov~ng customer service and o~gan~zafionN producfiv~y for 
hundreds e~ (:~kmts. ~n 1998, Herb became a In(ruder and ditestor e~ Prew~nt, a company elfoaling the 
largest inslrucfional pedem~ance improvemenl contenl in America~ Also at Provanl, he took on the 
position of gro~Jp president responsible fer all Provant companies w~th an ~ndusky focus. 

He, rb is a pas[ president ef leA, an asseciatien ef ew~t 159 [rainin9 and multimedia ergaNzatiens 

dedicated to improving pederrnance thtough training. At Pedermance Connections, he is responsibb 



for e×ecutive consulting, business development and distributor management, 

Over 50,000 at[endees across hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of our easy4o-use audio 
conferences to slay abreast of a fast-,chan~mg b[~s]ness environment, We specialize m distance 

educatk)n [of those working ~n regulated k~dus[ries inckEd~ng rne~tk:al device, pharmacedl:k:als and 
food & beverage, Come check ol~t ol~r ]~bra~y of past ai~dio conferences and see what’s upcomh~g at 
FXConferences, 

Please contact AC Support at acsupport(~,fxtrans,com with any questions or assistance in 
registration, 

The Localization Institute 

1001 Wa[eftewn 
Newton, MA 02465-5001, USA 
617.559,9760 x,10 

qlqis email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 
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What’s New with InveslJgational Device F,";emptious (IDE)? - Audio CoufEncore Presentation 

What’s New with Investigational 
Device Exemptions (IDE)? 

IF~ an eIlert ~t_’-, ptovid(... ,£ v.i~lue.-added s(..rvic(... [o our t?,usto~T~er..!~ k’H’~d p~-)~tne~;, ~.X~ CeF~Ierences iS p~eased 

to ~w~te you to an encore presentation el: What’s New w~lh ~nvest~gationa~ Device Exemptions (~DE)? 

you tMnk [hat somebody else at your company wouM be ~nterested, please fee~ flee [o pass on tMs 

Is the IDE program changing? Over the past 12 months FDA has released several proposed rules, 
final rules, draft guidances and Iinal guidance documents. Some of these documents have an 
immediate ~mpact en ~he ~DE pregtam, such as the finn rute regarding ~nfem~ed Consent E~ements. 

This ru~e mandates that for a~ applicaMe device (or drug/biobgic) c~h~icN triNs, ~nfermed consent 
documents and processes include a specific statement tha~ the diNca~ trial information wN be 
entered into a da[abank --- w~h a compliance date of Marsh 2012 Other documents, such as the draft 
guk~ance FDA Decisions for Invesfigat~ona~ Device Exemption (~DE} Clin~ca~ ~nvest~gat~ons, wMch 
ex#ains al~ possible decision ou[comes of an ]DE submission, provide ins~gh[ ~nto the ]DE program 
and Agency expectations. 

This a~dio conference presentation prevides an overview of these documenls, as our speaker explains 

their impact on IDE regulations and offers suggestions for compliance. Note: While some of the draI~ 

guid~-)FK:es covered have FK)W Deen IiF~afizod, [he cor~l:eF~ has not ch~-M’Kjed 

For complete details of,:his conference, please visit FXConferences.com, 

Feedback or~ this or similar cor~ferer~ces from previous participants: 

’The prese~adot~ s~Mes were ver~ ~eed.’ 

Who should attend? 

Clinical Research Managers 

Regula[e~¥ and Compliance Depa~tmen[ Managers 

Regulatory and Compliance Associates 

Leamir~g Objectives 

A suPqFqary (>t: recent FDA chang~;s and newly released dosuments ~rnpac~ng ~he ~DE program 

D~scuss~on on how these changes efli~st ~he ~DE regu~atk)ns 

How bes~ to comply with the new tu~es 

About t|~e speaker: 

Cheryl Hill, RAC is the regulatory manager for Pleiad, Inc., a medical device clinical reseamh 
organization located in Cambrk~ge, MA, She he~ds a Bachek)r of Ss~ence degree from Nertheastem 
Utwersity and a graduate certificate ~n Adw~nced Regu~al:ory AflN~s from Ca~gernia State Un~wm~ty, 
East Bay. She received her RAC ce[tificat~on in 2009. Che~ has worked in the medical device 
industry since 2000 and ~n regu~a[o~ affaks s~nce 2006. 

Over 50,000 at[endees across hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of our easy4e-use audio 
conferences to s~ay abreast ol a fast-.chan.~ing busing;as environment. We specialize in Life Science 

conferences, along with 1epics relevant for HR, Marketing, Legal, and Finance professionals. Come 
check out our librai.¢ of pan1 audio conferences and see what’s upcoming at FXConferences. 

Please contact AC Suppor~ at acsupport@fxtrans,com with any questions or assistance in 
registration. 
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TOP NEWS 

Before and After Massacre, 
Puzzles Line Suspect’s Path 
By JACK HEALY and SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

James Eagan Hohnes, 24, who is 
suspected of killing ]2 moviegoers in 
Colorado, left behind a series of 
explosive traps in his apartment, the 
police said, and a litany of questions. 

U.S. Drug War Expands to 
Africa, a Newer Hub for 
Cartels 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and THOM SHANKER 

The United States, trying to combat 
Latin American groups that are using 
Africa to smuggle cocaine into Europe, 
has begun training an elite 
eounteruareoties police refit in Ghmaa. 

Strategist Steers the Right’s 
Vast Money Machine 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

This year, Carl Forti, who served as the political director of Mitt Ronmey’s first White House cmnpaign, will 
deploy more political money than Senator John MeCain spent rm~ning for president in 2008. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

""It’s a place that we need to get ahead of- we’re already behind the curve in some ways, and we need to 

catch up."" 

JEFFREY P. BREEDEN, a top official at the Drug Enforcement Achninistration, on fighting drug 

trafficking in Africa. 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: In 
Wake of Shooting, 
Tears and a Trap 
As the victims of a deadly 
movie theater shooting 



were mourned by friends and loved 
ones, the police disarmed a series of 
explosives left ha the apartment of the 
suspect, James Hohnes. 

" Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Life During 

Wartime 
By JANINE di GIAVANNI 

Even with the violence, 
daily life in Syria has 
gone on. Pool parties. Weddings. Card 
games. But that normalcy will soon be a 
nlenlory. 

Celebrities & Twitter 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Making good on the family name 

Finding the way to Williamsburg 

nytimes,�o.m STYiLE 

WORLD 

Stymied at U.N., U.S. Refines Plan to Remove Assad 
By ERIC SCHMITT and HELENE COOPER 

Though it will not provide arms to the Syrian rebels, the U.S. is likely to supply intelligence and 
eonmaunieation aid to help forcibly bring down the govermnent of President Bashar al-Assad. 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
China’s Communist Elders Take Backroom Intrigue Beachside 
By EDWARD WONG and JONATHAN ANSFIELD 

Party elites mad their fanfilies congregate in the resort of Beidaihe to swim and dine and shape the future of 
the world’s most populous nation. 

Syrians Hold On to Optimism at a Tent City in Turkey 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

In one of nine Turkish-rtm cmnps, Syrians cheered by rebels’ gains across the border insist their enenfies are 
weakening and they will be going home. 

o Photographs: In Southern Turkey, Syrian Refugees Wait Out The War 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

From a Dark Theater, Tales of Protection and Loss 
By ERICA GOODE and DAN FROSCH 

Their fmnilies, bonded in grieving, recalled the victims of the attack at an Aurora, Colo., movie theater with a 
nfixture of love and the nmnbness of disbelief. 

" ~ Multimedia Feature: Portraits of the Victims in Colorado 

¯ . Photographs: In Wake of Shooting, Tears and a Trap 

For Coast Guard Patrol North of Alaska, Much to Learn in a Remote New Place 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

As oil-drilling operations, tourists and freight haulers flock to an area once forbiddingly remote, the Coast 
Guard is arriving, too, for its biggest-ever patrol effort in flae waters north of Alaska. 

Alexander Cockburn, Left-Wing Writer, Is Dead at 7a 
By COLIN MOYNIHAN 

Mr. Cockbum took pleasure in condenming what he saw as the outrages of the right and what he often 
considered the tepidiaess and finfidity of the 3anericma liberal establislmaent. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Swiss Freeports Are Home for a Growing Treasury of Art 
By DAVID SEGAL 

Business is tl~riving at Swiss freeports - tl~ose tax-free havens for valuables tl~at are tl~e closest tiring to tl~e 
Cayman Islands that the art world has to offer. 

ESSAY 
A Nation That’s Losing Its Toolbox 
By LOUIS UCHITELLE 

The waning of mmaufacturing in tlae economy may be resulting in a dilution of craftsmanship - long a vital 
ingredient in the 3aneriean self-image as a can-do people. 

Murdoch Resigns From His British Papers’ Boards 
By JOHN F. BURNS and RAVI SOMAIYA 

Rupert Murdoch’s resignation from several of his newspapers’ boards has raised spectflation tl~at he may be 
planning to sell flae publications that built lfis global media empire. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Scott Stakes Claim to Open Lead 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Admn Scott, a 32-year-old Australian whose caddie, Steve Williams, used to work for Tiger Woods, shot a 68 
to take a four-stroke lead into the final rotmd of the British Open. 

’ On Par: For Mcllroy, Slumps in Game and Shoulders I Leader Board 

¯ . On Golf: Peculiarities Around Every Bend and Bunker 

’Job Almost Done,’ Wiggins Awaits 0nly Coronation After Stage Win 
By JON BRAND 

Bradley Wiggins all but sealed the Tour de France title Saturday, capturing the final time trial with a 
eomnaanding show of authority. 

-’ At Back of Peloton, Finish Can’t Come Soon Enough 

Ride, Britannia 
By GREG BISHOP 

Britain set out to dominate tlae sport of cycling and has transfonned its program from white elephant to gold 
medal factory. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Art’s Sale Value? Zero¯ The Tax Bill? $29 Million¯ 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Even tlaough eagle protection laws prohibit tlae owners of tlae artwork "Canyon" from legally selling it, tlae 
I.R.S. has appraised it at $65 million and wants them to pay nearly half that amotmt in taxes. 

River of Hope in the Bronx 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The yearslong process of cleaning up the Bromx River and the land along its bm~ks continues, with some 
notable, even miraculous, successes. 
" ~Video: A River Recovering I ~-~ Slide Show 

ARTS & LEISURE 
A Real-Life Fairy Tale, Long in the Making and Set to Old Tunes 
By LARRY ROHTER 

The fihn "Searching for Sugar Man," opening on Friday in NewYork and Los Angeles, charts tlae strange 
career of the singer and songwriter Rodriguez. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Near Perfection of Kohei Uchimura 



By LISA KATAYAMA 

Can the Japanese gymnast nieknmned Superman steal the show at the London Olympics? 

" Slide Show ] Video 

Let’s Play Medalball! 
By NATE SILVER 

A statistical analysis of how "snmll nmrket" comatries can win big at the Ol3anpies. 

Greg Ousley Is Sorry for Killing His Parents¯ Is That Enough? 
By SCOTT ANDERSON 

Nineteen years ago, Ousley murdered his mother and father at age 14. So why does he think he deserves to 
get out of prison? 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Formula for Cutting Health Costs 
A health care system owned and managed by Alaska’s native people has aclfieved astonislfing results in 
improving the health of its enrollees while cutting the costs of treating them. 

EDITORIAL 
Israel’s Embattled Democracy 
The disintegration of Benjamin Netanyahu’s new coalition after only lO weeks is the latest in a string of 
developments making political compromise difficult in Israel. 

EDITORIAL I SUNDAY OBSERVER 
In Arpaio’s Arizona, They Fought Back 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

Many brave people have fought back agaiust Sheriff Joe Arpaio’s anti-inmfigrant cmnpaign. Now, with a 
lawsuit trader way in Phoenix, their work is finally being recognized. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Women’s Time to Shine 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In London, men have no monopoly on guts and glory. Girl power gets its sweaty, sinewy due. 

’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Way We Fear Now 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

We are confronting villaius who lack political motivatious, who are nihilists, who "just want to watch the 
world burn." 
:’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Paterno Sacked Off His Pedestal 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

"Faust" comes to Beaver Stadimn: A saint in cleats sells his soul to the devil. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
There’s Still Hope for the Planet 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

The world’s largest economies may now be in the process of creating a climate-change response that does not 
depend on raising the price of dirty energy. 



DISPATCH 

Israel, When the Lights Go Down 
By JODI RUDOREN 

At the Jerusalem Fihn Festival, seeking insight into Israeli society in the way it presents itself on the silver 
screen. 

" ~ Video: Film Clips From the Jerusalem Film Festival 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 22, a934, a mma identified as bank robber John Dillinger was shot to death by federal agents in 

Chicago. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 7:49 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Nocera 

From today’s column: 

"The notion that the Penn State case is going to change all of college 
sports is absurd. College football almost can’t help but corrode 
academic values." 

Don’t we know it. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/i~ists~c ed~i~?id=50~37456 42~235af5a2~)~756~0a~%2~242dTd~&~=T&~-fac~h-~--at~e~cs- 

forara&o=31850682, or send a blank email to leave-31850682-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 11:35 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] links etc 

Hi folks--I’ve been reminded that the crack research team for our 
website (thank you, Nancy Schoonmaker) has been adding links to 
virtually all of the articles we’ve been discussing, citing, linking to 
etc over the past couple of months. You can just go to the site and 
click on the relevant tabs at the top, "UNC observed," or "College 
sports observed," if you want to refresh your memories or just relive 
scandal remnants of the past. 

~s :i/faculty athleticsfomm.web.unc.edui 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~d~?id~5~13~456.42f235af5a29175~ad3%29242d~d3&n=T&~=fac~hv°°a~Ne~ics° 

forum&o-31852122, or send a blank email to leave-31852122-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 2:50 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

JOB: UChicago CLAS Program Coordinator 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: [clasp] JOB: UChicago CLAS Program Coordinator 

Date:Tue, 24 Ju12012 18:21:55 +0000 
From:Joshua Beck ~ipbeck@uchicago.edu-~ 

The University of Chicago Center for Latin American Studies and Katz Center for Mexican Studies seek interested applicants for the position of Program Manager 

(see job description below). To apply, please visit http:/ijobopportunities.uchicago.edu and apply for requisition #090413. 
Department Job Title:        Program Coordinator 

Division/Department: DMsion of the Social Sciences 
Department: Center for Latin American Studies and the Natz Center for Mexican Studies 
Reports to: Associate Director of the Center for Latff~ American Studies 
About the unit: 
The Center for Latin American Studies (CLAS) was foLu~ded in 1968 as an inter-disciplina~2y and integrative site for faculty and student research and 
teaching on Latin Amer-ica. Currently, CLAS supports approximately fifty affiliated faculty from the Divisions of Social Sciences a~d Humanities a~d from the 
Harris School for Public Policy Studies, Booth School of Business, and the School for Social Service Administration, with significant faculty concet~tr’ations in 
history, antl-n~opology, romance languages, political science, and art history. The Center directly adruinisters degree programs, includiug an Lu~der~;raduate 
B.A. Major and Mff~or in Latin American Studies and an inter-Divisional M.A. in Latin American Studies. In addition to students in its own degree programs, 
CLAS se~wes a large cohort of doctoral students in individual disciplines through active grants, fellowships, and other professionalization opportunities. The 
Center also hosts numerous VisitilN Professors who teach undergraduate and ~;raduate courses, a~d directly administers language prugrams in the less 
commonly taught lauguages of the rngion, including Haitian Creole and several Ame~indian lauguages, as well as serving as the administr’ative home 
department for the on-campus Introduction to Latin American Civilizations course sequence. 
The Katz Center for Mexica~ Studies was founded in 2004 and named in honor of professor Friedrich Katz, one of the world’s leading scholars of Mexican 
history. The Katz Center sponsors academic cotfferences and public lectures, hosts visiting scholars, and coordinates academic exchange programs with 
Mexica~ h~stitutions. 
The co-curricular programming at CLAS and the Katz Center create foster student and faculty research, alumni relations, and public outreach. Current 
programs include: 

1. Academic conferences organized ad hoc (typically 2-4 per year), the academic corfferences give faculty an opportunity to engage with colleagues 
from [;Chicago and other institutions it~ order to explore new avenues for h~ter-disciplinary research and to advance ~owledge and ~derstanding 
around a particular topic in Lain American Studies. 

2. The Latin ~nerican Brief~N Series brings it21uential experts, policymakers, and civic leaders together at the University of Chicago to promote dialog 
between public- and private-sector exper~ and UChicago scholars aroused emergiug current affairs that transcend disciplinary boundaries a~d will 
shape furze social, political, and economic trends ~ Latin Nnefica. 

3. The Mexican Studies Seru~ar br~s invited guests and UChicago scholars tuge~er to ~scuss their rese~ch ~ an i~om~al atruosphere, providi~ 
Mexican studies faculty and students with the opportt.]ity to debate and discuss scholarly research and inquiry on Mexico t-ore a diverse range of 
discipl~a~ perspectives 

4. Inter-disciplinary workshops CLAS supports a n~nber of regular workshops that promote rigorous multi-disciplinary discussion and debate of 
research in pro~ess, from advanced doctoral student’s disseKation chapters to faculty a~icles a~d book chapters. 

5. Public lect~es CLAS and the Katz Center organize and promote numerous public lect~es, includi~ the a~mal Cfite~a Cult.s de Mexico-Ka~ 
lect~e by a visiti~ Mexican artist, public lectures given by each Ti~Ner Visiti~ Professor, and many more lectures organized ad hoc as oppo~ities 
permit. 

Urfit Job Summary: 
Under the supe~ision of the Center for Latin American Studies Associate Director, the ~-o~am Man~er provides p~m~Ky administrative support, foF Center 
events, and dedicated suppo~ for the administration of the Katz Center for Mexican Studies. ~e Pro~am Manager supports Ne Assodiate Director in 
developing new pro~amrning oppo~t~]ities to meet Ne Centers’ priorities, and manages all logistical an-angements for Ne Centers’ pro~arnming, including 
sernk~ars, workshops, conferences, lectures, and outreach. The Pro~am Manager is also responsible for promoting the Centers’ proN-arns, including prk~t 
and electronic publications. The position requires collaboration with campus and community ~oups and buret management. Supervision of work-sttfly 
studenks is requ~ed. 

25% Design, implement, and evaluate all Center for Latin American Studies and Katz Center for Mexican Studies programnfirtg, in accordance with 
fLu~ders’ and Centers’ priorities and in close consultation with the _Associate Director and the Center Directors; ensure compliance with U~iversity 
regulations; serve as primary coordinator at events, including occasional evening and weekend hours. 

5% Provide direct task-related support to the Ka~ Center %r Mexican Studies, Jncludir~g receivittg arid responding to comniurfications. 

25% Manage logistical details for public programs: coordinate and arrauge speakers’ travel and lodging, select caterers, schedule roorus, and 
arrange for audio-visual services. Programming includes the Latin American Briefing lecture series, the Mexican Studies Seminar, academic 
COllferences and workshops, activities co-sponsored with student organizations arKt other academic units, teacher-trairfir~g oulreach workshops, and 
other events of opportunity. SuperMsion of student workers is required. 

20% Manage the promotion of Center for Latin American Studies and the Hatz Center for Mexican Studies prograrurnhng, including maintainiug content 
on Centers websites, arid serving as managing editor of the print newsletter, email listser-vs, and social rnedia communications; develop strategies for 
promoting the Centers’ events to new on- and off-carnpus consfituendies; 

10% Ser~-e as programmiug liaison with peer area studies centers at the University of Chicago, relevant Graduate Workshops and Registered Student 

Organizations, and other university units such as the Center for the Study of Race, Politics and Culture, the Human Rights Program, the International 
House, etc; foster li~kages with other local and regional institutions (Chicago Public School system, museums, commu~ity organizations, etc). 

5% Work within budget limits in planning events, and assist faculty arid student grolps in developing appropriate budgets for co-sponsored events. 



¯ 5% Coordinate orientation and hosting activities with occasional independent visiting scholars. 

5% Support the Associate Director in seeking new flu]dirty opporttu]ities and prepaiN proposals. 
Education: 

¯ Bachelor’s degree required 

¯ Master’s degree preferred 

Candidates with substantive cottrsework in Latin ~nerican/Caribbem~ studies preferred 

Experience: 

¯ A minimum of one year office management experience with a record of successful workshop, conference and special events planning and 
implementation, preferably in a Latin American Studies academic environment 

Competencies: 

¯ Proficiency in Spanish required, with preference for candidates who demonstrate experience using Spanish in a formal professional environment 

¯ Proficiency in word processing, spreadsheet, database, website content management and online social media programs required; proficiency in 
graphic design software preferred. 

¯ Flexibility- to adapt to organizational changes and willingness to continue professional 1raining preferred. 

¯ Good organizational and human relations skills required. 

¯ Comln~micate effectively orally and in writing. 

¯ Prioritize mid execute multiple ~asks simultaneously. 

¯ Handle sensitive and cotidential itffommtinn with tact and discretion. 

¯ Collaborate well and supportively in a small staff, face-paced setting. 

¯ C@tivate strong relationships with a large and varied set of constituencies. 

¯ Some evening and weekend work required 

Required Job Seeker Doculnents 

¯ Resume 

Covey" letter 

Disclaimer: The above statements are intended to describe the general nature and level of the work being performed by people assigned to this job. They 
are not intended to be an exhausfive list of all responsibilifies, duties, and skills required of the incumbent 
The [k~iversity of Chicago is an Affi~native Action / Equal Opport**nity Employer 
Josh Beck 

Associate Director 
Center for Latin American Studies 
The University of Chicago 
5848 South University Avenue 
Chica~o, IL 60637 
tel: 773-702-9741 
fax: 773-702-1755 
web: http:i!clas.uchicaso.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:12 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

scan letters 

Dear Mamarame, 

I have a letter from Dr. Sahle for you. Is it ok to scan this to you plus any other letters or documents from her that might 

come up in the future? 

Thank you, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 24, 2012 3:52 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] faculty should pipe down 

Art Chansky says: 
"Thorp would be well-advised to try to put some kind of muzzle on the faculty." 
load of this hilarious and all-too-common perspective. 

If you have 2 minutes, get a 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~emaiLunc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
id=50137456.42f235 af5 a29 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31854376-50137456.42f235af5a29 175600ad39629242dTd3@~istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 4:34 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Send your Photos to the Carolina Global Photo Competition 

The subrr:ission period is r:ow operl for the 13th annual amateur Carolir:a Global Phetography      ~ 

Competitk~n bested by the Cerfi:er for Global ~nitiatwes (CGI) the Stddy Abroad Office, and UNC Global 

The competition ~s open to all students faculty, ah;mni, and staff of UNC-Chapel Hill. Winners will be 

awarded prizes arid select photes will be displayed ir~ the FedE£ Glebal Education Cen[er exhibition 

opening ,Jar~uar~/:5, 2{:13. 

and there is r~o resl:dct~en on the time period in ~’,,hich the photograph was taken Curious about past 

wirmers? Visit eur r~}t~m~sd~;} pare to ’view photographs and odr ADDY ;}war~J ,:@~s}~’~ 20! 2 CGI 

calendar that featores photography from the cempet~tion ~e Iookfo~ward to seeing yoa~ photos~ 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Confer÷rice Presentation Aw~-~rds 
These awards offer modest support to faculty and staff who are 

These groups meet regularly to critique sotnolarly works, best visiting 

Student Leam~nq C~rc~es 
These cn-c~es receive fund,s9 for an academic yesr to support 

publicatioi~s, film screelrtngs, and service-ieari~ir!g pro.iects. 

CAMPUS DEADLINE: Thursday, September 20 

Just four weeks after fall classes start! 

~ UNC Chapel Hill is proud to be a 2011-2012 Top-Producer of 

U.S. Student Fulbright Fellows! 

The Fulbright U.S. Student Program allows 9radaa~iagl sessiors~ 

self-design a researchistudy project, or se~’e as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 countries. 

Alumni may also be eligible to apply Check our website for more 

details. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
Apply fer LAUNCH 

Do you have a sta~up idea? Would you like to benefit from MBA "venture consultants" helping you 

determine if your idea is feasible? Are you interested in learning about the sta~up process? UNC’s 

Launching the Venture (LAUNCH) has been helping faculty, staff and graduate students sta~ new 



businesses since 1998 through a series of classes, workshops and coaching sessions offered at the 

Kenan-Flagler Business School on Monday evenings 

UNC faculty, staff and graduate students with venture ideas are encouraged to apply. Learn more about 

LAUNCH at’~nc ed!3 including a series of free summer workshops to prepare for the class. 

World View~s global education symposium will explore global issues and global solutions of the 21st 

century. There will be keynote addresses, break out sessions looking at issues more in depth, and break 

out sessions to provide strategies to integrate global themes in teaching. School and district teams will 

also given an oppo~unity to develop an action plan with an adviser. This program is designed for K-12 

administrators and teachers of all disciplines. 1.5 CEU credits are offered. 

Cost (NO e~cator~: $175 per person. A team of 4 is $600. A team is comprised of 4 or more individuals 

from a school or district. Only $150 for each additional team member. 

Be,,4n Tighe == 301 Fl~sboi-o Street Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Chapei Hill NO 27599 

~aeage Yoar 

I ii.~.ii iContact- T~y It Free! 



Make The Times a part of your favorite summer reading and save with our special Co~eqe 

Rate. Studen[s and faculty pay only 99¢ for 4 weeks, then as li[tle as $1.88 pe[ week 

thereafter for a New York Times Digital Subscription.* 

Enjoy unlimited access to NYTimes.com and full access to our smartphone or tablet apps, or 

both. No matter which subscription epfion you choose, yeu’~ stay connected to the worM’s 

finest journalism and keep the process o~ learning fresh and ~e~evant whether you’~e a 

student, faculty er staff member. 

BUT HURRY[ From the summer Olympics to summer a~ning, the presMential race and the 

economy ~o summer movies and travel destinations, you can’t afford ~o rn~ss a single sto~’ or 

exclusive. Sign up today at our special Co~ege Rate! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, July 26, 2012 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Shark Attack’. 

VOLo 34 NOo ~5 Visit h:b.co~k [~ 

:~ LRB ...... rt Don’t wear 3,am>y~m~ yellow 
’Fbe~ Tait o~ Sh~.~rks 

Shark sex is so violent that, come the mating season, 

female nurse sharks will stay in shallow water with their 

reproductive openings pressed firmly to the sea floor. 

Othmwise they risk falling prey to roaming bands of 

males who ’u~ll take turns inserting their daspem in 

her’. A litter of fifty pups will have anything fl’om two to 

seven fathers. A number of shark speeies also go in for 

oophagy, or uterine cannibalism. Sand tiger foetuses 

’eat each other in utero, acting out the harshest form of 

sibling rivalW imaginable’. Only two babies emerge, one 

from each of the mother shark’s uteruses: the survivots 

have eaten evewthing else. More 

Crisis of the System. 
R~ss 7vh:Kfbbir~ on the Coalition 

The last budget suggested a government that had lost its grip: not so much on broad 

policy as on erueial details, ones the electorate is likely to rementher. It managed to 

offend many people in the pursuit of very little, while also suggesting a cabinet out of 

its depth. Cameron and Clegg have an interest in presetsqng the coalition: Cameron 

to protect him fl’om his Europhobe fight and Clegg to demonstrate that the Lib Dems 

are an effective and progressive party" of government. Both want to postpone for as 

long as possible a deeision on how they fight the next eleetion. Both, it would appear, 

like office. But the disintegrative forces seem stronger. ;vlm:e 

.After Nehru 
Per~T Anderso~a ~n India a~’ter ~ndepe~adenee 

On the s~’oke of midnight, 14 August ~947, a date and time stipulated by Hindu 

as ~’ologem, Nehru assured his broadeas t listeners that ~eir’trys t with destiny’ was 

eonsmnmated, and had Wen birth to the InNan Republie. Within a for~fight, a 

Cons~ent Assembly had appointed a eommiRee to draft a constitution, ehaired by 

~e leader of the Untouehables, .~bedkar. Widely admired at the time and sinee, 

and not only at hotne, ~e eonsfi~fion has become a touchstone of what fl)r many 

are the signature values of India: a multitudinous democracy, a kaleidoseopie unib~, 

an eeumenieal seeulafity. More 

::X:: Follow us on Twitter 

::~:: Find us on Facebook 

i.~.i Kingston Unive~si’b./Create 
Writing Courses 

At the HaD~’ard 

Br~ar~ D~Iom 
qnvisible’ 

Li~da CoI~ey: North and Suukh 

T,L C~a~’k: The Vollard Suite 

Emily Gould: Thn Parks 

Chrls~a~ Lore~zen: A~ books like nappies? 

Poems by Aohn AM~be*’y and 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, July 27, 2012 10:26 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Dear friends and co-conspirators: 
As I’m sure you know by now, the eagerly-awaited FEC subcommittee report 
on athletics/academics has been made public and is generating a lot of 
comment. For ex: 

ht~:/iwww.newsobserver.com/2012i07/26i22234 77/uncocha~eloNllofacult~ oca~ls.html 

One can cavil about certain aspects of the report, but on the whole I 
think the committee did an excellent job and has managed to steer 
attention away from AFAM/AFRI specifically and more toward the systemic 
issues of concern to us all. We can take some satisfaction, I think, in 
having highlighted many of the issues the committee thought to address 
in its report. 

Assuming that a "panel of experts" is indeed brought to our campus--as 
seems likely, given the chancellor’s full-throated endorsement of the 
idea--we will want to pay careful attention to the process by which such 
a panel is selected. Who knows, we may even wish to nominate some 
candidates for that panel. In other words, our work is not done ! I 
encourage everyone to attend the first Faculty Council meeting in the 
fall term, and I hope we can gather in the fall, too. Have a good last 
month of summer... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id- 5~13 7 4 56. 4 2f2 3 5 af 5 a2 9 ~ 7 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2 d7 d3 &n=T &~ ~fac~l~ °°a~Ne~icso 
forum&o-31869892, or send a blank email to leave-31869892-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, July 28, 2012 11:25 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Penn St 

Hmmm. Maybe this person could be named to our "expert" panel... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists.~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~3 a2 91~ 56~ad3 %~ 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=f ac~hv---a~Ne~ics- 

t:omm&o=31874410, or send a blank email to leave-31874410-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 3:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: As Syrian War Drags On, Jihadists Take Bigger Role 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

...................................................................................  oday,sHeadiines ..................................................................... 
~1)¢ N’~O ~rk ~m¢.~ July 30, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 
World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..e...a.La....&....A...a..v..e..~Ls.!.n.~ I EditorialsI .O..R=..E..d.’ I ..O...n....T..h.!.s....D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

As Syrian War Drags On, 
Jihadists Take Bigger Role 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and HWAIDA SAAD 

Syrians involved in the uprising say it is 
beeonfing more radicalized: homegroma 
Muslim jihadists, as well fighters from 
A1 Qaeda, are demanding a say in 
running the resistance. 

Romney Backs Israeli Stance 
on Threat of Nuclear Iran 
By JODI RUDOREN and ASHLEY PARKER 

Mitt Ronmey adopted the language of 
Israel’s leaders, who say Tehran must 
not even obtain the capability to build a 
nuclear weapon, a harder position than 
the United States has taken. 

" ~ Post a Comment I Read 

A Day Job Waiting for a Kill 
Shot a World Away 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

Drones are not only revolutionizing American warfare but are also chmaging in profotmd ways the lives of the 
people who fly them. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We have a solemn duty and a moral imperalive to deny Iran’s leaders the means to follow through on 

their malevolent intenlions. We must not delude ourselves into thinking that containment is an oplion." 

MITT ROMNEY, speaking in Jerusalem during a seven-day overseas tour. 

ARTS 

~ VIDEO: A 
Requiem for 
Pianos 
O’Mara Meehan Piano 
Movers has been the 
business since 1874. The 



vice president, Brima O’Mara, laments 
the fact he has to dispose of five to ten 
pianos a month. 

¯ . Related Article I ~ Slide Show 

OPINION 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Can School 
Performance Be 
Measured Fairly? 
How can you measure the 
achievement of students, 
teachers and schools in a way that is 
fair, accurate and doesn’t provide 
incentives for obsessive testing, and 
cheating? 

Engagement rings galore 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

:: Summer styles: Geometry rocks 

Man of The Moment: Jake Gyllenhaal 

nytimes,�o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

South America Sees Drug Path to Legalization 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Across Latin America, leaders are considering more pernfissive policies as a way to fight the spread of drug- 
related violence. 

¯ Damien Cave Takes Questions on Drug Policy in Latin America 

¯ " Read This Story in Spanish 

Syrian Refugees Are Stung by a Hostile Reception in Iraq 
By DURAID ADNAN and ROD NORDLAND 

Alone among Syria’s Muslim neighbors, Iraq is actively resisting receiving refugees from the conflict across 
the border, mad is making those who do arrive anyflfing but comfortable. 

U.S. Fund to Rebuild Afghanistan Is Criticized 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

The Afghanistma Infrastructure Project was intended to bring soldiers and civilians together to buttress the 
counterinsurgency strategy, but delays could end up undercutting it, according to a new report. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For Desolate, Shrinking Salton Sea, Another Dream 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

A vast accidental lake 40 nfiles from Pahn Springs, Calif., cotfld soon vanish, but there are plans to build a 
new town at its edge. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: A New Salton Sea 

U.S. Is Urged to Change Its Firefighting Air Fleet 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

A RAND Corporation study recommended using more planes that scoop water from lakes or rivers, but the 
Forest Service said it preferred older air tankers. 

Obama Has Ties to Slavery Not by His Father but His Mother, Research 
Suggests 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

An Ancestry.corn team believes that President Obama’s African heritage stems not only from his Kenyan 
father, but from his white mother, whose lineage nmy include a slave in colonial Virginia. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Time Inc.’s New Chief Rethinks Magazines for a Digital Audience 
By AMY CHOZICK 

In her first couple months Laura Lang has convened senior executives to review each magazine and assess 
what each needs to flarive in a digital world. 

Apple-Samsung Patent Battle Shifts to Trial 
By STEVE LOHR 

A trial opening Monday is fl~e latest phase in a global campaign of smartphone patent litigation whose 
importance goes beyond legal maneuvering. 

Olympics Give ’Today’ a Way to Reassert Its Morning Dominance 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The Games come amid a tough ratings challenge from "Good Morning America" and the introduction of 
Savannah Guthrie as a co-host. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Unbloodied by Critics, LaMotta Exits Stage Left-Right-Left 
By ALAN FEUER 

At 90, Jake LaMotta, the fonner boxer known to many as the Raging Bull, has ended a two-week rtm in a 
biographical Off Broadway show, unfazed by savage reviews. 

This Time, It’s the U.S. Overtaken for the Gold 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Yannick Agnel chased down Ryan Lochte of the United States to give France an Ol)anpic gold medal in the 
4xaoo-meter freestyle relay, reversing the result of 9oo8. 

-’ American Swimmer’s Four-Year Comeback Is Completed in Last Stretch 

. ~ Interactive Graphic: Tracking Phelps and Lochte 

Potential Table Tennis Star Wonders Whether to Keep Competing 
By BARRY BEARAK 

At age 16, Ariel Hsing nearly upset the Ol)anpics’ No. 2 seed. But Hsing may soon have to decide whether to 
continue table tennis or pursue a college education. 

¯ ’ China Brings Its Past to Ping-Pong’s Birthplace 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

For More Pianos, Last Note Is Thud in the Dump 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

A century after the peak of American pim~o manufacturing, the dump is increasingly becoming the 
destination for instrmnents that are tmwanted or too expensive to maintain. 

. Slide Show I Video 

Wrenching Tales From Russia’s Rust Belt 
By ELLEN BARRY 

Vassily Sigarev, whose play "Black Milk" is now rmming in New York, tells violent and disturbing tales of life 
in post-Soviet Russia. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

’The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

Rachel Joyce’s first novel contrives a way to shake a lonely English nfilquetoast out of his monotonous life 
and send lfim on a voyage of self-discovery. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

TV SPORTS 
Olympic Viewers Have a New Reason to Complain, and the Means to Do It 



By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

Twitter has tun~ed into a fiery digital soapbox against NBC, as its users have merged their resentment over 
tape delay with problems viewing the live streams. 

" Olympics Give ’Today’ a Way to Reassert Its Morning Dominance 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 
Journalism’s Misdeeds Get a Glance in the Mirror 
By DAVID CARR 

The hacking scandal in Britain has mostly been treated as a malady confined to an island, rather than a 
signature event in a rugged stretch for journalism worldwide. 

ADVERTISING 
A Venerable Cracker Brand Returns to Television 
By AN D R EW ADAM N EWMAN 

Nabisco Honey Maid graham crackers, which has not run television commercials since the 199os, is 
beginning a campaign to promote new products: Grahamfuls sandwich crackers and Honey Maid Angry 
Birds. 

News From the Advertising Industry 

¯ More Media & Advertisincl_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Republicans vs. Women 
House Republicans have not given up on their campaign to narrow access to birth control, abortion care and 
lifesaving cancer screenings. Far from it. 

EDITORIAL 

Canada’s Oil, the World’s Carbon 
In assessh~g the Keystone XL pipeline, the Obama administration must ask m~ essential question: What is 
the pipeline’s likely effect on the climate? 

EDITORIAL 
A Poor Excuse to Block Judges 
A federal magistrate nominated by President Obama to fill an appeals court seat has been blocked from a 
confirmation vote by Republicans intent on frustrating anything the president does. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Entitled Generation 
By BILL KELLER 

Boomers have been trader attack, but there are some ways to ean~ back a little respect. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Crash of the Bumblebee 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

What would policy makers have to do to save the euro - and will they do it? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Killing a Fly With a Bazooka 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The debate over voter ID laws has the potential to shape public perception of the failaaess of the 2012 
election. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 30, 1945, flae USS Indianapolis, wlfich had just delivered key components of the Hiroshima atomic 



bomb to the Pacific island of Tinian, was torpedoed by a Japanese submarine. Only 316 out of 1,196 men 
survived the sinking mad shark-infested waters. 

¯ See Tiffs Front Pagg. 
¯ ..B..u..y Tiffs Front Pag.e. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@~medy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Ticket 2343720 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 07/30/12. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short su~wey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Phone Selwices group. 

http://www.uncedu/ar-bin/surve¥ followup.pl?ticket 2343720 

*************** Summary of Request *************** 

ADDRESSED BY: William (wtmowe~) 
STATUS: RefelTal Provided 
FIRST NAME: eunice 
LAST NAME: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMA[L ADDRESS: eunice@email unc edu 
PI IONK~;: (919) 962-2341 
I)EPARTMENT: african & afidcan-amer studies 
T[CKI~T NI.E~{[3[IR: 2343720 
SttORT DESCRIPTION: UNC Services 

Customer needs voicemail password reset for her phone 
***************** t(nd of Summary ***************** 

ITS Response Center 

(919) 962-t ff~I2 

http :,’,’help unc.edu 

’Like’ us at http://wwwfi~cebookcom/unchelpdesk, to get important updates for campus technology and outages. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 10:42 AM 

Pierce Freelon        @gmail.com); zawadi.barskile@nyu.edu 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FERPA 

Hi All, 

In order to access any system containing student information and to get your name put on the course you will need to first complete 
the FERPA online training. 

Please follow the instructions at this address: istrar.unc.edu/trai~¢h aoins’~ruc’~ionsi 

Please let me know once the training is complete. It shouldn’t take very long. It is important we take care of this so please make it a 
top priority and finish as soon as you can. 

Thanks 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 11:58 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] This Friday and next week 

Dear All, 

I will be out of the office this Friday (8/3) and all of the following week. I will return to the office on Monday the 13th. 

Please let me know if you need anything from me this week before I leave. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31881337 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31881337-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders -Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 5:45 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
ASA Human Rights Section/SSF Pre-Conference, Thursday, August 16, 12:00-6:00 PM 

ASA Human Rights Section/Sociologists Without Borders Pre-Conference 

"Theories and Practices of Human Rights: An Interdisciplinary Dialogue" 

Colorado Convention Center, Room 110 

Thursday, August 16, 12:00 to 6:00 PM 

Over the past two decades, human rights discourses have been at the forefront of social theory and struggles for social justice. What has 
this meant for the relationship between the theory and practice of human rights? What are the new directions and new arenas that have 
come under the influence of these discourses? With what consequences? These are some of the questions we hope to engage in this 
interdisciplinary pre-conference. The sessions are organized to facilitate dialogue and discussion. 

Noon-12:15 Introduction: Bruce Friesen, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Tampa and Chair of the ASA Human Rights 
Section 

12:15 - 2:00 Session I: New Perspectives on Human Rights 

Facilitator: David Fasenfest, Associate Professor of Sociology, Wayne State University and Editor, Critical Sociology 

Bill Simmons, Associate Professor of Political Science and former Director of the MA Program in Social Justice and Human Rights, 
Arizona State University, "Joyful Human Rights" 

Micheline Ishay, Professor of International Studies and Human Rights Program at the Graduate School of International Studies, 
University of Denver: ’qhe Evolving Study of Human Rights: InLerdisciplinarity and New Directions" 

Molly Talcott, Assistant Professor, California StaLe University-Los Angeles, "Notes on the Empathic Turn in Social Science: AntiracisL 
Feminism, Epistemology, and Community Accountability" 

Louis Esparza, Assistant Professor of Sociology, California State University-Los Angeles: "Worker Self-Organization" 

2:00-3:00 Session II: Human Rights Struggles Around Gender and Immigration 

Facilitator: Manisha Desai, Associate Professor of Women’s Studies and Sociology, University of Connecticut and Council Member of the 
ASA Human Rights Section 

Barb Gurr, Assistant Professor in Residence, Women’s Studies Program, University of Connecticut: ’q-he Failures and Possibilities of a 
Human Rights Approach to Secure Native American Women’s Reproductive Justice" 

Lisa Martinez, Associate Professor of Sociology, University of Denver: "Getting Detention or Getting Detained: The Campaign to Remove 
Immigration Officials from Colorado Public Schools" 

3:00-4:00 Session III: Plenary on Human Rights Outreach and Learning 

Shula Koenig, Founding President, People’s Movement for Human Rights Learning: "In Our Hands: Human Rights as a Way of Life" 

Mark Frezzo, Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi, Secretary-Treasurer of the ASA Human Rights Section, and Vice 
President of Sociologists Without Borders 

4:00-4:15 Break 

4:15-5:30 Session IV: Human Rights, Peace, and Patriotism 

Facilitator: Manisha Desai, Associate Professor of Women’s Studies and Sociology, University of Connecticut and Council Member of the 
ASA Human Rights Section 

Alan Gilbert, John Evans Professor, Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver: "Further Reflections on Black 
Patriots and Loyalists: Fighting for Emancipation in the War of Independence" 

Rhiannan Price, graduate student, Josef Korbel School of International Studies, University of Denver: "Civil Resistance and Peacekeeping 

in West Africa" 

Bandana PurkayasLha, Professor of Sociology and Asian American Studies, University of Connecticut: "Violence, Peace, Human Rights: 
Connecting the Dots" 

5:30-6:00 Concluding Dialogue and Reflections 

Mark Frezzo, Assistant Professor of Sociology, University of Mississippi, Secretary-Treasurer of the ASA Human Rights Section, and Vice 
President of Sociologists Without Borders 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/.’?xg source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentoring Institute <MENTOR-L@unm.edu> 

Monday, July 30, 2012 7:51 PM 

MENTOR-L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR-L] 2012 Mentoring Conference Registration Open 

[ ~i Mentoring Conf ...... B ..... ] 

Belle 
Rose 

Ragins 

Dr. Beile Rose Ragins is a Professor of Management at the 
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her research interests focus 
on mentoring, diversity and positive relationships at work. She has 
written more than 100 papers for presentation at national and 
international conferences and for publication in the nation’s leading 
academic journals¯ She is co-author of Mentoring and Diversity: An 
International Perspective (with David Clutterbuck), and co-editor of 
The Handbook of Mentoring at Work (with Kathy Kram) and 
Exploring Positive Relationships at Work (with Jane Dutton). Dr. 
Ragins is an invited member of the Society for Organizational 
Behavior, a Fulbright Scholar, and a Fellow of the Society for 
Industrial-Organizational Psychology, the Society for the 
Psychology of Women, the American Psychological Association, 
and the American Psychological Society. Dr. Ragins has also 
served as consultant for a number of companies on the topic of 
mentoring and diversity, including JPMorgan-Chase, Rockwell 
Automation, Miler-Coors Brewing, Andersen Consulting, Quarles 
& Brady, the Internal Revenue Service, Foley and Lardner, Briggs 
& Stratton, Dean Foods, and Harley Davidson. 

Xiu Gang Chou Jingzhong David L. Eng 

Mark Searby Laura G. Lunsford Maureen Breeze 

David I.. 

¯ This hands on, interactive, energizing seminar will guide participants through 
the True Colors foundational experience¯ True Colors is a simple model of 
personality identification, which utilizes colors as a metaphor to differentiate 
the four basic personality types¯ True Colors becomes an uncomplicated 
language for every individual to convey complex ideas very simply¯ 

This speech attempts to provide a Confucius model of mentoring 
relationship as a means to promote academic success of mentees. 
Despite the widespread influence of Confucianism both at home and 
abroad, the mentoring theory and practice with distinctive features of 
Chinese mentoring culture remain unknown to the academe, waiting 
for scholars to explore. 

Maureen Breeze, Lead [ra~ne~ & Coach. Lifebound, 

¯ In this session, participants will be introduced to academic coaching and 
witness first-hand how coaching skills can be used to create bonds with 
students, develop intrinsic motivation, help students create vision for their 
futures, and promote accountability. 

¯ This workshop will give you the resources, framework and skills to start a 
successful faculty!student mentoring program at your college or university, 
AND teach you the best practices to participate successfully in mentoring 
relationships¯ 

D:;ivid L. En9~ Presider~t & Chief Leamir/g Of[icer~ DLE Cor/sultsmts 

The Ultimate Success Formula was developed by the practitioners of 
Neuro-Linguistic Programming after studying high achieving and 
successful people who have attained all their goals in life and 
business. Apply the Ultimate Success Formula in your life and make 
your dreams come true. Successful people do. 

Mark Ses~by; Director, Docto~ of Mir~istry Studies and St~ de~t 
Se~vk;es 

This session will provide: 1 ) a description of the dynamics of change 
and loss which organizations experience when faced with significant 
challenges, 2) a "model of change" which can be used by mentors in 

==equipping proteges for this task of leadership, and 3) a review of 
important principles of resilience for leaders working in difficult 
situations. 

Courtney    Falko Guillermo 
Johnson Steinbach Figueroa 

The 2012 Mentoring Conference will feature a special session, titled: 
Mentoring in the Arts. The five speakers will explore the role that 
mentoring plays within the arts, and offer research, analysis and 
commentary on the ways which mentoring positively influences the 
budding artist. Presentations are listed below: 

Co,urtp.,ey Johp.,soIi, i"sIo.igot {bc’,erdinator 

Fernando Armenghol 
Vbual Artist & 
ir~depeBde~t 
Photo%aphe~ 

This portion of Mentoring in the 



Maggie Elaine 
Werner- Bearer 

Washburne 

Amy Stein Processing Movement & Sound from a Pianist’s and Composer’s 
Perspective 
f:sIko Steinb~-.:ch, Soloist, Compose~ & P~a~,o I:>eds.{.]ogue 
The Role of Mentors in Musical Performers 
Guiilermo Figue~oa; Aitistic D~ecto~ of the F~~e~oa M~s~c 8~; Arts 
Pte~ect 
Energizing the Water 
Maggb tiVeme~WVashbume, 
Mentoring Innovation: The Experience of a Composer-Scientist 

De-mysti~ing the creative and drawing processes 
Amy Ste~. P~ofess~o~a~ 

Arts includes an exhibition by 
Fernando Armenghol that 
provides a visual presentation of 
mentoring through photography. 

Diversity Leadership C .... i~J 

If you do not want to keep receiving emails from the Mentoring Conference please go to: 

http://mentor.unmedu/conference/unsubscribe.php 

On the other hand, if you are interested in receiving news from the 2012 Mentoring Conference please go to: 
http:i/mentor.unm.eduiconference/subscribe.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 4:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Militant Group Poses Risk to U.S.-Pakistan Relations 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Militant Group Poses Risk to 
U.S.-Pakistan Relations 
By DECLAN WALSH and ERIC SCHMITT 

As the Haqqani nfilitant network grows 
bolder in attacking 3aneriean troops in 
Afghanistan, it jeopardizes the 
relationship between the United States 
and Pakistan, where the nfilitants hide. 

’- ~ Video: Allies on the Brink 

Times Topic: Haqqani network 

Social Media Are Giving a 
Voice to Taste Buds 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Some companies are leaning on social 
media like Faeebook, Twitter and 
Foursquare for advice on what products 
to bring to market. 

Caustic Crusader at Center of 
F.D.A. Scandal 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU and SCOTT SHANE 

Dr. Robert C. Snfith’s scorched-earth approach so unnerved his superiors, they began a wide-ranging 
surveillance operation. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It tells us exactly what customers are interested in. It’s amazing that we can get that kind of real feedback, 

as opposed to speculating." 

ELIZABETH FRANCIS, clfief marketing officer of the Gilt Groupe, wlfich sets up Facebook chats between 

engineers and customers to help refine products. 

SPORTS 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: Nearly 
Flawless Precision 
From the Chinese 
Synchronized 



Divers 
Cao Yuan and Zhang Yanquan won the 
men’s lo-meter s3mchronized diving 
event with ahnost perfect execution. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Corn for Food, Not : 
Fuel 
By COLIN A. CARTER and 
HENRY I. MILLER 

By suspending unwise 
renewable-fuel standards, the 
Enviromnental Protection Agency could 
divert vast amounts of corn from 
inefficient ethanol production back into 
the food chain. 

Time Inc.’s new chief 
:: ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

: Behind eBay’s comeback 

Surviving in the off-season 

nytiraes,�om iBUSINE:SS 

WORLD 

Syrian and Rebel Forces Claim Gains in Nation’s Largest City 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

The battle in Syria’s largest city could signify a decisive moment in the 1F-month-old conflict, proving the 
government’s resilience or exposing its fragility. 

~ ~ Rebel Bomb Shakes Residential Neighborhood in Aleppo 

After Bus Bombing, Bulgaria’s Ties With Israel Are at Risk 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Bulgaria’s reluctance to pin blame for the attack, which killed five Israelis, on Hezbollah and Iran is 
jeopardizing its strong ties with both Israel and the Arab eotmtries of the Middle East. 

Deal Struck to Tighten Sanctions Against Iran 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

House mad Senate negotiators reached an agreement Monday night on a new rotmd of sanctions against 
Iran, cracking down on energy, shipping and insurance sectors. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Insurance Rebates Seen as Selling Point for Health Law 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

The law requires insurers to give out annual rebates by Aug. 1, if less than 8o percent of the prenfimn dollars 
they collect go toward medical care. 

Colorado Suspect Is Told He Faces 142 Counts as Case Inches Forward 
By JACK HEALY and DAN FROSCH 

Prosecutors formally charged James E. Hohnes wifla 142 crinfinal counts, including first degree murder mad 
attempted murder, in the attack at a movie theater. 

" ~ Document: Charges Against James Holmes 

Battle on Spending Cuts Moves to Campaign Trail 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The fight in Congress over extending tax cuts grows more political, lowering the possibility of a resolution 
and increasing flae risk of a stalemate-driven eeononfie setback. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Tiger Management Helps Next Generation of Funds 
By EVELYN M. RUSLI and AZAM AHMED 



Julim~ Robertson, fom~der of the Tiger Mm~agement hedge fund, helped start several careers. Now those 
managers are helping others begin their own firms. 

Medical Debt Collector to Settle Suit for $2.5 Million 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Accretive Health settled accusations by the Minnesota state attorney general’s office that it violated a federal 
law reqtfiring hospitals to provide emergency care, even if patients cannot afford to pay. 

Muni Rates Examined for Signs of Rigging 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

In the wake of the scandal over the manipulation of Libor, the $3 trillion municipal bond market is looking 
at the company that sets its rates, with little transparency. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Equestrian Events Take Center Stage at the London Games 
By MARY PILON 

Often a backwater of the Olympic Games, horse events in London are garnering attention in a country with a 
rich equestrian tradition. 

INSIDE THE RINGS 
China Pool Prodigy Churns Wave of Speculation 
By JER~ LONGMAN 

After repeated Chinese scandals in the 199os, reactions to the swimmer Ye Shiwen’s record-breaking 
performmaee fell into an uncomfortable gray area between celebration and suspicion. 

" Agnel Outduels Lochte Again as French Savor Early Success 

" Franklin Wins the 100 Backstroke for Gold 

U.S. Basketball Star’s Success Puts Her Pain in Perspective 
By GREG BISHOP 

Things are looking up for Seimone Augustus, who well remembers the dark moments brought on by the 
career-threatening tumors found in her abdomen. 

¯ More S orts News 

ARTS 

Disney’s ’Doc McStuffins’ Connects With Black Viewers 
By BROOKS BARNES 

Disney has faced criticism for years over its portrayal of race; but "Doe McStuffins," a cartoon aimed at 
preschoolers, has developed a strong following among black viewers. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Youth and Age, Both Served at Newport 
By NATE CHINEN 

Over the past few years the Newport Folk Festival has closed the gap between an aging audience and newer 
artists, making itself relevant again. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Musicians on Trial Over Crude Anti-Putin Song in Moscow Cathedral 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and ANDREW ROTH 

Facing up to seven years in prison if convicted, the three members of the pm~k band, Pussy Riot, said they 
intended no offense to Orthodox Christians in their performance. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

9 Scientists Receive a New Physics Prize 
By KENNETH CHANG 

The Fmadamental Physics Prize, which came with a $3 million award for each winner, was established by 
Yuri Mihaer, who earned billions investing in companies like Faeebook and Groupon. 



Columbia Gets $15 Million to Expand a School 
By ERIC P. NEWCOMER 

Colmnbia adnfinistrators say that assistance from the city, and $80 nfillion from the university, will help 
raise the engineering school’s national profile. 

A Drop-In Looking for Signs of Company 
By KENNETH CHANG 

A NASA rover, Curiosity, is ready for a delicate descent to Mars next week, and then a deeper search for 
evidence of life. 
. ~ Graphic: Precision Landing on Mars 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Romney Stumps in Israel 
The Republican presidential candidate delivered a lot of bellicose rhetoric to please right-wing Israelis and 
the deep-pocketed donors traveling with him. 

EDITORIAL 
False Promises 
Students are left wifl~ valueless credentials and crippling debt while for-profit schools pocket billions of their 
federal financial aid. Congress needs to rouse itself. 

EDITORIAL 
The Chick-fil-A Business 
Antigay remarks like those made by the president of fl~e fast-food chain are offensive, but they are not a 
reason to kick the company out of town. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It’s D-Day for the Post Office 
By JOE NOCERA 

Yet another manufactured crisis, brought to you by Congress. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Dullest Campaign Ever 
By DAVID BROOKS 

This presidential campaign is tulafing out to be as boring as it is consequential. Here are some of the reasons. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Murder in a French Village 
By ROGER COHEN 

Bloodshed comes to rural France, and certainties collapse. 

’. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 31, 1964, the American space probe Ranger 7 transnfitted pictures of the moon’s surface. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:10 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Indeed. I think this would be a great time for someone to write an impassioned defense of the dept/discipline in 
an op-ed for the N&O. 

On 7/31/12 10:06 AM, Gless, Darryl J wrote: 

I earnestly agree! 

Darryl 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:krianken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:15 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] I:EC report 

Fve just returned from a vacation during which I avoided email, so I am just getting around to 
reading this exchange. I enthusiastically second Perry’s comments below. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Af?o-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759%3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

From: Hall, Perry A [mailto:HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: l:riday, July 27, 2012 11:47 AM 

To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] I:EC report 

Thankfully, the report does indeed "steer attention away from AFAM/AFRI specifically and more toward 

the systemic issues of concern to us all." Since many may not read the report closely or completely enough 

to appreciate this point, I would like to draw attention to and emphasized the following statements found 

in the report. 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There was a clear finding that only the former chair Julius 



Nyang’oro and Deborah Crowder, a former staff member, had been involved in problems with courses in the 

department; (pp. 3-4) 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->These investigations have taken a major toll on morale in the 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies. Much collateral damage has been inflicted on faculty 

in that department who were not only entirely innocent of any wrongdoing, but also performing their 

duties with the high level of integrity we expect from our faculty. (p. 9) 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There is an obvious need to reframe the problem of Nyang’oro’s 

misconduct as an administrative problem--not an issue of the entire department. The University needs 

to vocally offer full and consistent support to that department. (p. 11) 

The last point, regarding vocal support of the department, is especially important since (aside from 
its tool on faculty morale) one effect of having framed it as "problems in African and Afro- 
American Studies," is that political forces antagonistic to our field have taken license to disparage 
the entire department - indeed the entire field - to the point that our very legitimacy is being 
questioned, even by some university officials. 

Moreover, although the Deans and the Chancellor have made statements in support of the 
department, no faculty body (until this report) has done so. Such silence reads loudly as consent, in 
the face of the ongoing firestorm whose flames would consume us. 

For more than forty years the program has embodied a historic commitment on the part of the 
University to expand its mission of knowledge production and transmission to address 
constituencies and perspectives otherwise erased or absent. It would appear that this juncture 
provides an appropriate setting for reiteration of that commitment. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 10:26 AM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Dear friends and co-conspirators: 

As I’m sure you know by now, the eagerly-awaited FEC subcommittee report on athletics/academics has 

been made public and is generating a lot of comment. For ex: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~7/26/2223477/unc-chape~-hi~~-facu~t¥-ca~~s.htm~ 

One can cavil about certain aspects of the report, but on the whole I think the committee did an excellent 

job and has managed to steer attention away from AFAM/AFRI specifically and more toward the systemic 

issues of concern to us all. We can take some satisfaction, I think, in having highlighted many of the issues 

the committee thought to address in its report. 

Assuming that a "panel of experts" is indeed brought to our campus--as seems likely, given the chancellor’s 

full-throated endorsement of the idea--we will want to pay careful attention to the process by which such 

a panel is selected. Who knows, we may even wish to nominate some candidates for that panel. In other 

words, our work is not done! I encourage everyone to attend the first Faculty Council meeting in the fall 

term, and I hope we can gather in the fall, too. Have a good last month of summer... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: hallpa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click 

here: http://lists.u nc.edu/u ?id=51159745.6fSe58f3a884aSe8228cde358fldbSdb&n=T&l=faculty--athletics- 
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You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: glessd~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48702736.0c5al a8b0fe5ddb30eed4d7395ba8f46&n=T&l=facult¥--athletics- 
forum&o=31886039 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31886039- 
48702736.0c5al a8b0fe5ddb30eed4d7395ba8f46@listserv.unc.edu 
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forum&o=31886336 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31886336- 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 11:16 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

But to whom would such a letter be directed? From ourselves to ourselves? It seems to me that right now it’s 
"the public at large" that could really use a reminder of the value of AFAM and AFRI. Though maybe I’m 
missing something. 

On 7/31/12 11:03 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

IMHO - If "one" can write a letter of support for more transparency from the athletic department, certainly 

one can/should be crafted for peoNe to sign that reflects appreciation and respect for the study of 

Africans and African Americans. #consistencymatters 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empowen 

919.843.0336 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:24 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

I agree--an Op-ed piece would be good. I gave a brief defense at the BOT. It might be good for the Chair of 

the Chancellor’s Advisory Committee [Evelyne Huber] to write one together. However, I am finally trying 

to get away for a few days and these next 3 days are my only days I can do this before school starts. But I 

would be happy to work on one and get it in order next week--would that work? 

If so, any input from all of you would be great. 

On the other hand, I think others on this discussion forum would be great at writing one. I would 

recommend Dar@! 

Jan 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 10:10 AM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 



Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Indeed. I think this would be a great time for someone to write an impassioned defense of the 
dept/discipline in an op-ed for the N&O. 

On 7/31/12 10:06 AM, Gless, Darryl J wrote: 

I earnestly agree! 

Darryl 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:kdanken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 31, 2012 9:15 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

I’ve just returned from a vacation during which I avoided email, so I am just getting 
around to reading this exchange. I enthusiastically second Perry’s comments below. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

From: Hall, Perry A [mailto:HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU] 
Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 11:47 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Thankfully, the report does indeed "steer attention away from AFAM/AFRI specifically and 

more toward the systemic issues of concern to us all." Since many may not read the report 

closely or completely enough to appreciate this point, I would like to draw attention to and 

emphasized the following statements found in the report. 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There was a clear finding that only the former chair 
Julius Nyang’oro and Deborah Crowder, a former staff member, had been involved in 

problems with courses in the department; (pp. 3-4) 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->These investigations have taken a major toll on 
morale in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. Much collateral damage 
has been inflicted on faculty in that department who were not only entirely innocent of any 



wrongdoing, but also performing their duties with the high level of integrity we expect from 

our faculty. (p. 9) 

<!--[if ! supportLists]-->o <!--[endif]-->There is an obvious need to reframe the problem of 
Nyang’oro’s misconduct as an administrative problem--not an issue of the entire 

department. The University needs to vocally offer full and consistent support to that 

department. (p. 11) 

The last point, regarding vocal support of the department, is especially important since 
(aside from its tool on faculty morale) one effect of having framed it as "problems in 
African and Afro-American Studies," is that political forces antagonistic to our field 
have taken license to disparage the entire department - indeed the entire field - to the 
point that our very legitimacy is being questioned, even by some university officials. 

Moreover, although the Deans and the Chancellor have made statements in support of 
the department, no faculty body (until this report) has done so. Such silence reads 
loudly as consent, in the face of the ongoing firestorm whose flames would consume 
US. 

For more than forty years the program has embodied a historic commitment on the part 
of the University to expand its mission of knowledge production and transmission to 
address constituencies and perspectives otherwise erased or absent. It would appear 
that this juncture provides an appropriate setting for reiteration of that commitment. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 27, 2012 10:26 AM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] FEC report 

Dear friends and co-conspirators: 

As I’m sure you know by now, the eagerly-awaited FEC subcommittee report on 

athletics/academics has been made public and is generating a lot of comment. For ex: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~12/~7/26/2223477/unc-chape~-hi~~-facu~ty-ca~~s.htm~ 

One can cavil about certain aspects of the report, but on the whole I think the committee did 

an excellent job and has managed to steer attention away from AFAM/AFRI specifically and 

more toward the systemic issues of concern to us all. We can take some satisfaction, I think, 

in having highlighted many of the issues the committee thought to address in its report. 

Assuming that a "panel of experts" is indeed brought to our campus--as seems likely, given 

the chancellor’s full-throated endorsement of the idea--we will want to pay careful attention 

to the process by which such a panel is selected. Who knows, we may even wish to nominate 

some candidates for that panel. In other words, our work is not done! I encourage everyone 

to attend the first Faculty Council meeting in the fall term, and I hope we can gather in the 

fall, too. Have a good last month of summer... 

Jay 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland AJ~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Tuesday, July 31, 2012 1:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Look, Linger, aM Learn: Summer at the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

13 July 2012 - 26 August 2012 

Selected by Emily Kass, Director of the 

Acktand Art Museum, this exhibition 

brin£s to~ether hNh[~hts from the 
Ackland’s ~rowm~ permanent collection of 

art since 1950~ 

Abstract and fNurat works in Lhe 

exhibition range from the powerfut--such 

as Wittie Co[e’s Man Spirit Mask, Alison 

Saar’s SmoMn’ Papa Chaud, and Seymour 

Dpton’s Sentinel II--to Lhe playful, 

including Sandy Skog[und"s A Breeze at 

Work and Hans (Jean) Arp"s The Small 

Theater. 

On ~ew during the months of July and August 2012, the 30 pah~tings, 

scutptures, and photographs in Director’s Choice may even offer v~sitors 

h#~ts of summertime ptaces, acLJ~tJes, and sensatbns; consider Julian 

Stanczak’s Glare, Fetrath Hines" Aquatic A~entures, Jules Otitsk~’s Waves 

and Clouds, and Burk Uzz[e’s Red Hamburgers. 

Remember: Museum admission is always free! 

Museum Hours: Wed - Sat: 10 AM - 5 PM, Thurs: 10 AM - 8 PM, Sun: 1 PM 

- 5 PM. Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

"Last Look" Tour: L~thographs by Thomas Hart 

On the final day of the 

exhibition, curator Laura Fravel 

gives a guided tour of "Chords of 

Memory: Lithographs by Thomas 

Hart Benton." Among oLher 

topics, she will discuss Benton’s 

attempts to visually "record~’ 

earty 20th century songs of the 

rura[ South and Midwest and the 

rapidty disappearing way of tile that they represenLed. 

Free and open to the public. 

Sunday, 5 August, 2:00 PM 



A~t £dventu~®s: Co/oG C~r~vas~ a~d YOU 

Saturday, 4 August 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM (FULL) 

1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-oLds~ Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 

a guided view of art in the AckLand~s gaUeries, foU.owed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 

[earned arL-makh~ techniques. 

In this session we wi[[ ~ook at works on display in Direc~or~ Choice: Art 

Since 1950 ~rom the Ack~and Art Museum Collection and then ~o to the 
studio to pabst OUF OW~ Ca~Vases. 

Free ~ members [ $5 non-members. Pre-reg~strat~on required: 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

*Please note the AM sess~o~ is FULL* 

Drawing for Tweens 
SaLurday 11 August, 10:30 AM 

Saturday 11 August, 10:00 AM 

The AckLand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from AckLand Art Museum 

members and friends Like you. 

Become a member of the Ackl.and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership doLLars support our mission! 

Comments on the AckLand’s e-news? Send an email, to the 

editor. 

Irnases: 

Arthur G. Dove~ American~ 1880-1946: Tree Forms~ 1932~ oi~ on canvas. 

Ack~and Fund. © Estate of Arthur Dove. 



Julian Stanczak, American (born in Poland), born 1928: Glare, 1969; acrylic on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Thomas Hart Benton, American, born 1889-1975: The Musfc Lesson (detail), 1943; titho£raph, sift of W. P. Jacocks. 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: Slow Down Fref.~ht Trafn, 1945-1947; off on canvas. Ackland Fund © Estate of 

Rose Piper. 

Sondra Dorn, Reflect(on Serfes: Desert N!ornfn~ (yellow ochre), 2012; dyed to×tile with stitchin8 mounted on board. 

Sismar Polke, German, 1941-2010: Hfs Hf~,hness, or When Do Pofnts Count (S.H. - Odor warm z~fhlen dfe Punkte), 

2002. James Keith Brown and Eric Diefenbach Collection. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Near Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was sent Lo eunice@email,unc.edu by esbowles@email.urlc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 3, 2012 10:08 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Winston-Salem Journal 

http :iiwww2.Dumahaow. corn/new sio.piniors/2012 i~01 oedito~ia~-whs, oallotheodisbeliefo~?omoleadoaro2487290/ 

See no evil, hear no evil ..... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists~mc.ed~/u?id~5~13~56.42f235af5a29175~ad3%29242d~d3&n=T&~=fac~l~°°NNe~ics° 

forum&o=31904~4, or send a blank email to leave-31904664-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, August 3, 2012 12:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] The eloquence of Branch 

This should be required reading in every UNC classroom, every UNC 
administrative office. 

~:iic~onicIe.com/articleiTh¢oNCAAoE~tre~chesoItseIfoasi 13 3 327/ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1~sts.unc. edu/u ? id~5~1~ ~ 4 56. 4 2~2 ~ 5 a~5 a2 9 ~ ~ 5d~ad~ 9~ 2 92 4 2d~ d~ &n=T &~=~acu~t~°°at~etics~ 

=31905524, or send a blank email to leave-31905524-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 6:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Record Spending by Obama’s Camp Shrinks Coffers 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~J I onr~is Day 

~o~tomize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

August 5, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

Record Spe~dlng by Obama~s 

Camp ~hHnk~ Coffers 

President Obama has spent more 
eampaign rash more quickly than 
any ineumbent in recent history, 
about $4oo million fl’om the 
beginning of last year to June 3o 
this year. 

~ Graphic: Financin~ a Race 

"lM’o Top Afghan Seciir~ty 

Ministers Face Dismissal 

Lawmakers explained a move that 
would east out the heads of the army 
and national poller in the middle of a 
war as part of a fight against crippling eorruption and eronyism. 

THE IECONOMY 

In Pursuit of Nissan, a ~Iobs Lesson for the Tech Industry? 

Executives have long said America can’t eompete in buihting eleetronie deviees. But the migration 

of earmaking from Japan is a ease study in the most unlikely of transformations. 

~ interactive Graphic: Evolution of a Supply Chain 

~ S~de Show: An Automaker Mi#rates to Tennessee 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

,4m~ ~a9 g~dio~as ne~r came ~q~ ~l aft," 

VIVIAN HALLETT, OB H~e drought ~ha~ has kept her’ ft’om eutering auy produce in the Cotes 

County Fair i~ Illinois. 

S P 0 RTS 

Bea~non’s Long 

O~ymplc Shadow 
Beamon’s performance in Mexico 
City in ~968 would beat the winner 
in London, Greg Rutherford of 
Britain, by about two feet. 

OPINION 

OPINION 

A.to Crreet’rhs: 

Our phones are turning 
words like "eating 
biscuits" into "rating 
bisexuals," and eyberspace is awash with outrage. 

WORLD 



Leader’s Tor~tre in the ’7or Stirs Ghosts in Brazil 

A Brazilian truth commission is gathering details on decades-old torture eases, including that of 
President Dilma Rousseff. 

IntenMfled Syrian Fighting Reported in Battles f~r 1)mnasc~s and Aleppo 

Explosions and heavy fighting rocked Syria’s two largest cities on Saturday, witnesses and activists 
said, as the Syrian government and rebel fighters struggled to gain an advantage in the country’s 
bloody, ~7-month-old conflict. 

~ Slide Show: Battling for Aleppo and Damascus 

~For 
Rebel Fight ~r~ Syrian City, Baking B[ead Is Urge[~t Task 

~Tbe 
Lede Slog: Readk~g the Reute[s Reports on Syda 

He May Be Leader of Peru, but to Outspoken Kin, He’s Just a Disappointment 

President Ollanta Humala tries to sidestep the negative attention, but the criticism by his own kin 
mirrors a growing dissatisfaction by the public. 

More Worid News 

Fairs, L~ke Crops, Are Drooph~g With the Heat 

At county and state fairs across corn country this year, the most widespread drought since the 
195os is evident, as the hot summer has seeped into even the cheeriest, oldest tradition. 

Plan to Speed Travel ~rith Toll Road in Maine Hits a Nerve 

The idea of an east-west highway has been kicking around fi)r decades. But a proposed private road 
has a good chance of becoming reality, and opponents say it wouht ruin the state. 

L~crative Gambling Pits Tribe Against Tribe 

Plans for two tribal casinos are drawing fierce opposition Dora nearby tribes with casinos that they 
say will be hurt by the newcomers. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Marcus Sanmelsson, a Chef; a Brand and Then Some 

The question for Marcus Samuelsson, the chef, restaurateur, author, food impresario and media 
personality, is how far and how fast he can expand his personal brand. 

A Spanish Hat Facto~T Thrives on Orders From a Fh~icl~" BrooklD~ 
$7 3<)i:.!5::ti’ 2:;:i ’A:;:I 
A hat factory in Seville has found an unlikely source of revenue amid the economic downturn - the 
Hasidie community in Brooklyn. 

PROTOTYPE 

If°the Name Gets in the Way, Change It 

Changing the company’s name can make a big difference, whether to ease confusion, rebuild a 
brand or flee a negative connotation. 

SPORTS 

After Long Road, Nothing ;[,ef~ to Do but 

Osem" Pistorius, the South Aft’lean double amputee who struggled for six years to reach the 
Olympics, made history by competing in a firstwound 4Go-meter heat and advancing to the 
semifinals. 

~ Round One in Sprints to Jamaica: Briton Takes 1000O 

V~qth One Last Gold; Phelps Caps Career That Inspired a Generation 

Like Tiger Woods before him, Michael Phelps, the most decorated Olympic athlete in history, was a 
prodigy with a master plan to dominate his sport. 



INSIDETHE RINGS 

For Lolo ,Jones~ Ever.~¢hh~g Is Image 

Dole dories has received far greater publicity than any other American track and field athlete 
competing in the London Games, based not on achievement but on her exotic beauty and on a 
marketing campaign. 

More Sporls News 

ARTS 

Imperiled Legacy for African Ar~ 

In Djenne-Djenno in sub-Saharan Africa, theft and fighting have left many archaeological sites 

open to looting and outright destruction, 

Busy Chris Rock Is ,Just Itching for Dirty V~ork 

"I’m ready to curse/’ the actor and comedian said. "I’m ready to really, really be a bad boy." 

A Renaissance Man~ a*~d Many Eras Besides 

The conductor Pablo Heras-Casada, 34, has only recently begun engaging with the most popular 
classical music, having concentrated before on both early and contemporary compositions. 

, Mole A~ts News 

MAGAZINE 

T~mt~el~ng Bellow Second Ave~me 

The saga of the subway track that New York City has been postponing, restarting, debating, 
financing, definancing and otherwise meaning to get in the ground since ~9~9. 

Oak]a~d, the Last Re.fl~ge of Radical America 

The Occupy movement is still wreaking havoc in Oakland, the world capital of anticapitalism. 

99 V~raYs to Be Naughty h~ Ka~,akhstan 

Yes, there is a Cosine for pretty much every country you can think of. Selling American fi’iskiness 
has never been, like, so awesome. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

?,l[assach~setts Takes O~ Hea~th Costs 

Massachusetts will be the first state to try to cap overall health care spending, both private and 

public, so that it will grow no faster than the state economy. 

EDITORIAL 

Too Many Prisoners 
Solutions that would lower the federal prison population include repealing mandatory minimum 
sentences and reducing drug prosecutions. 

EDITORIAL 

~rorklng ~ArhHe Sick 
Millions of Amm~eans have to work when ill or take unpaid sick days, which can lead to financial 
hardship or dismissal. A national law requi~ng businesses to provide paid sick leave is needed. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

When my brother was murdered, I became a believer in the death penalty. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

’I’rnc~tlence Befo~oe Truth 

HatW Reid’s unsubstantiated charge that Mitt Romney paid no taxes for an entire decade was par 
for the 2ore election’s unseemly eourse. 

C J; 1- Page [ Blog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Love Ooddess ~Nho Keeps I~ght o~ Sed~ch~g 

some like it hot, lush and wfinerable. Why the luminous Marilyn continues to glow. 



~ Columnist Page 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 

~Aq~y DeC, I~ l)o~ng So 

The success this season of the Washington Nationals mirrors the resurgence of the team’s home city. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

BitTorrent sites are always one step ahead of the media companies. 

ON THIS DAY 

On August 5, ~963, the United States, Britain and the Soviet Union signed a treaty in Moscow 

banning nuclear tests in the atmosphere, outer space and underwater. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Pa~.e 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Consilience Joumal <contac@consiliencejoumal.org> 

Sunday, August 5, 2012 12:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

[Consilience] Issue IX Submissions Correction 

Dear Professor Sable, 

It has come to our attentio~ that the linl~s sent out 

{mr most recent Ca~l for S~bmissions are broken, 

sincerely apologize for the error and have worked to 

correct il:. The fol~owh~g ]isk provides more detailed 

h~formation about our submisshm guk~elines and 

opportunities for pt~blication, 

As a reminder, the sew deadline [’or submission is 

I’yo ~rei~e" t d t { }’i { }i giBourBriefi~gs 

sectioB, please visit the {o[lowi~g :link 

Jnformatiot~ on th~s spee~a{ publ~shit~g oppot’tm~ty, 

W s ro~gyeneou" geyout vsi mrw b [e ~ 

eng~ ge wi h ns as we et~deavof to iBitiate di;dogue 

st~stainab]e 

~,~ t y(~ h v ~ ~y questions t’egavding ~:he 

working closely With 3’O]1 through the snbmissiot~ 

All the best, 

A[e~;mdra Sing 

Editor.-In--Chief 

T:he Editorial Boat’{t is based at (olumbia 
n h City of NewYovk 

005 JAmmer FI .,11 2920 Bro .’d’.vay i New ’Cork, New ’Cork 10027 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 7, 2012 12:33 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Hidden Costs 

Great piece, Lew. (Everyone should go read it.) I would add to the "hidden costs" ledger the time we all spend, as 
instructors, filling out grade-report forms for athletes, dealing with classroom "checkers," and scheduling make-up 
quizzes, tests, and other assignments for athletes who are so often away on "excused" University business (we are 
required to allow for such making up). Not to mention the cost--not always so hidden--to the classroom atmosphere 
when athletes attend irregularly, or with the expectation that they will be treated differently by their classmates and by 
the instructor. Just last semester I heard of a horrific classroom experience in the History dept involving eight 
members of the football team. Such anecdotes are far from rare. -Jay 

On 8/7/12 8:05 AM, Margolis, Lewis wrote: 

h ttp ://www. in s i d e h i gh e re d. c om/vi ews/2012/08/07/essay-hid d e n-costs-foot b all-a n d-sca n d als-h i gh e r-ed u cat i o n 

Lewis Margolis, M.D., M.P.H. 
Director, Master’s Degree Program 
Department og Maternal and Child Health 
UN¢ Gillings School og Global Public Health 

Chapel Hill, N¢ 27599-7445 

(919) 966-5974 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: j avsmith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facultv--athletics-forum&o=31921302 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31921302- 
48699857.65997791 b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~~37456.42f235af5a29~756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facultv- 
-athletics-forum&o=31922904 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31922904-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3(~cb, listselw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 8, 2012 9:15 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] ESPN.com:As standards increase, so does pressure for 
academic support staff 

Thanks, Richard. Sobering stuff. My two favorite sentences: 

"Now, everyone in the country says, ’It’s real. We’ve got to stay the 
heck above 930, because we don’t want to be one of the teams on that list.’" 

"The Huskies are moving forward, though. The entire basketball team took 
classes during summer session, trying to get ahead and prove they are 
taking their grades seriously." 

Yeah, that should work. 

On 8/8/12 8:14 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
This is the second in a series of articles that discuss the academic state 
of big-time college sport. More to follow tomorrow. 

Richard 
>> "As standards increase, so does pressure for academic support staW’ is 
>> located at 
>> ~:/iespn.go.col~v’co~legeospor~s!s~o~i iidig242892iasostar~dardsoi~crcase 
>> -does-pressure-academic-support-staff-men-basketball 
>> 

>> Enj oy ! 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists.unc.edu/u?id~4~699857.~599~91b4b45b38d9f(~9522ac99~ca9&~=T&1=~ac~t~°-atNeticso 

~:omm&o=31:931125, or send a blank email to leave-31931125-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~is~s ~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 ~ 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 af 5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d~ d3 &n=T &~-fac~hv°°a~h1e~icso 

foram&o=319312 5~...~.......~....~......~........-.......~.........~.........................:}, or send a blank email to leave-31931255-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 9, 2012 4:59 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] ESPN 

Temfic take-down of the APR by Richard and Gerald Gumey. 

.comicolle idiS248046/colle ramsofindomu~i~de owa~ameoncaaoa~p22 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 917 56~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~f ac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=31936535, or send a blank email to leave-31936535-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 
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Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 10, 2012 5:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Crime Wave Engulfs Syria as Its Cities Reel From War 
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TOP NEWS 

Crime Wave Engulfs Syria as 
Its Cities Reel From War 
By an employee of THE NEWYORK TIMES 
and DAMIEN CAVE 

Even in neighborhoods where 
skirmishes are rare, residents say 
thieves prey on the weak, and police 
stations no longer flmetion because the 
officers have fled. 

Fast-Paced Trial in China 
Murder Leaves Shadows 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

If Chinese officials hoped the trial of Bo 
Xilai’s wife would show off a more 
transparent legal system, they are likely 
to be disappointed. 

" ~ Bo Xilai and Gu Kailai Family Connections 

, ~ Video: Gu Kailai in Chinese Court 

¯ Gu Kailai: Selected Quotations 

Shopper Alert: Price May Drop for You Alone 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

Supermarkets are mining the data from their loyalty card programs to adjust prices for and make marketing 
offers to individual customers. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m now a legend. I’m also the greatest athlete to live." 
USAIN BOLT, the first sprinter to win the lOO meters mad 2oo meters at consecutive Olympics. 

SPORTS 

~ MULTIMEDIA 
FEATURE: The First 
Goal in the U.S. 
Victory in the 
Women’s Olympic 
Soccer Final 



The U.S. women’s soccer team scored 

the first of its two goals in the eighth 

nfinute of its gold-medal-winning match 

against 3apan. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED GUEST 
COLUMNIST 
Romney’s Side 
Course of Culture 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

Mitt Ronmey acts as if 
culture is a set of irrefutable best 
practices, when in fact it is more like a 
toolbox whose efficacy depends upon 
the job. 

James Cameron’s new 
partners 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Taxing Olympic medalists 

Hewlett-Packard’s deal-making missteps 

n~tim.es,¢om iBUS~NESS 

WORLD 

BITS BLOG 
Virus Seeking Bank Data Is Tied to Attack on Ivan 
By NICOLE PERLROTH 

Security experts said they had discovered what they believed was the fourth state-sponsored computer virus 
to surface in the Middle East in three years. 

4 Decades on, U.S. Starts Cleanup of Agent Orange in Vietnam 
By THOMAS FULLER 

A four-year, $43 nfillion progrmn is being welcomed in Vietnam, but many people say the effort is too little 
and too late. 

’- ~ Video: Cleaning Agent Orange 

Islamists in North Mali Amputate Man’s Hand 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Eleven days earlier, the Islamist rulers stoned a couple to death, and now calls for a regional intervention 
force are growing. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Male Couples Face Pressure to Fill Cradles 
By RACHEL k. SWARNS 

As acceptance of same-sex marriage and parenthood grows, many gay couples fh~d themselves answering the 
double-edged questions. 

The Search for Energy Takes a Turn Underwater 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

A project to haruess the tides off the coast of Maine, contemplated for 8o years, may start generating power 
next month. 

Post Office Troubles Mount With $5.2 Billion Quarterly Loss 
By RUN NIXON 

The losses in the latest quarter bring total losses to $11.6 billion so far in the agency’s fiscal year, which ends 
Sept. 3o. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Regulator Shines a Spotlight on a Bank, and on Himself 



By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Aggressive action by Benjamin M. Lawsky, New York’s top banking regulator, against a British bank has 
some wondering about his tactics and his ultimate goals. 

DEALBOOK 
Ex-Goldman Programmer Is Arrested Again 
By PETER LATTMAN 

The Manhattan district attoruey has charged Sergey Aleynikov, the foru~er Goldmm~ Sachs programmer, 
with state crimes related to his downloading of computer code from lfis onetime employer. 

Soaring Ointment Prices Are a Dermatologie Mystery 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Generic creams routinely prescribed by doctors have been undergoing rapid price increases, an example of 
the murky and often illogical world of drug prieh~g. 
, ~ Graphic: Rising Cost of Skin Care 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Faster, Higher, Stronger: Day of Golden Drama 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Every day at the London Games has offered riveting moments, but perhaps no single day was more crowded 
with drama and record achievement than Thursday. 

-’ Bolt Is First to Repeat as Winner of 100 and 200 Meters 

’. United States Wins Women’s Soccer Gold 

¯ . Eaton Wins Gold Medal in Decathlon 

Bolt Is First to Repeat as Winner of loo and 200 Meters 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Usain Bolt of Jamaica edged his teammate Yohan Blake to win the gold medal at the London Games. 

UNITED STATES 2, JAPAN 1 
United States Wins Women’s Soccer Gold 
By SAM BORDEN 

Behind two goals by Carli Lloyd, the United States defeated Japan to avenge last year’s loss in the World Cup 
final and win its fourth gold medal in women’s soccer. 

~ ~ Multimedia Feature: The First Goal in the U.S. Victory in the Women’s Olympic Soccer Final 

" ~,~ Slide Show 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
A Universe Like Ours, 0nly Weirder 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

The Musemn of Modern Art presents a multidisciplinary retrospective on the work of the animation pioneers 
the Quay brothers. 

" ~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I ’INTO THE WOODS’ 
A Witch, a Wish and Fairy Tale Agony 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Into the Woods," the 1987 musical by Stephen Sondheim and James Lapine, is being staged in Central Park 
in a revival by the Public Theater. 

’ ~ Video 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE BOURNE LEGACY’ 
Bourne, Under New Management 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The fourth instalhnent in this franchise is less a thrilling reboot than a salvage mission, with 3eremy Renner 
taking over from Matt Damon. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE CAMPAIGN’ 
Kiss Babies, Dodge Scandal, Praise the Lord 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Cmnpaign," starring Will Ferrell and Zach Galifianakis, is a fun-house fable about the absurdities of our 
democracy in this contentious election year. 

-’ ~ Video: Interview With Jay Roach 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RED HOOK SUMMER’ 
The Two Halves of a Neighborhood’s Soul, Bared for All to See 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Red Hook Summer," directed by Spike Lee, looks at African-American resilience in a struggling New York 
City neighborhood. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’2 DAYS IN NEWYORK’ 

3 Guests, 48 Hours, Constant Agita 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Julie Delpy’s "2 Days in New York," about a chaotic period in a woman’s life, uses charm and insight to 
explore ideas about romance and cultural mistmderstanding. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Accuracy in Criminal Background Checks 
A government lawsuit against a backgrotmd check company is a good start and puts the industry on notice. 
But a growing trade needs even closer scrutiny. 

EDITORIAL 
Sudan and South Sudan Make Progress 
A deal on oil pipeline fees is a good step and should be implemented quickly, but the countries face many 
other volatile issues. 

EDITORIAL 
Rights for Domestic Workers 
The nannies, cooks, baby sitters and others have long been excluded from fundamental protections other 
workers enjoy. California should close that gap. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
In the Shadow of Assad’s Bombs 
By SAMAR YAZBEK 

A firsthm~d look at the destruction and desperation in Syria. 

OPINIONATOR 

Guns, Butter and Then Some 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Gun control as a way forward. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Britain’s Olympics Whiplash 
By ROGER COHEN 

From the land of gloom to the land of glee - with Bolt-like speed. 

. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. lO, 1977, David Berkowitz, the suspect in the "Son of Sam" murders, was arrested. 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, August 13, 2012 6:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Upheaval for Egypt, Morsi Forces Out Military Chiefs 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

In Upheaval for Egypt, Morsi 
Forces Out Military Chiefs 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

President Mohamed Morsi ousted his 
powerful defense nfinister, the army 
chief of staff and several senior generals, 
seenfing for the moment to reclaim 
power the nfilitary had seized. 

DEALBOOK 
Problems Riddle Moves to 
Collect Credit Card Debt 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Judges said that big lenders are using 
inaccurate or incomplete records to go 
after consumers, including some who 
have already paid their debts. 

Conservative Star’s Small- 
Town Roots 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER, JIM 
RUTENBERG, MIKE MclNTIRE and SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

After Paul D. Ryan’s father died when he was 16, he began developing a self-reliance and political 
philosophy, fmnily and friends say, that has led to a defining role as a vice-presidential candidate. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We had been chanting, ’Down, down with military rule.’ Today it came true." 

SHADY EL-GHAZALY HARB, a liberal political activist, on the forced retirement of Egypt’s top nfilitary 

leaders. 

SPORTS 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: A Look at 
the Games 
Through Graphics 
From balm~ce beam to 
BMX, The Times 



explored the ins and outs of the O1)anpic 

events. 

, Olympic Highlights 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Paul Ryan’s 

Liberal Fan Club 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

Strategists at the pro- 
Obama super PAC are 
excited to run against the budget 
proposals of Mitt Romney’s rtmning 
mate. 

A green home in Florida 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Living in the Woolworth Building 

Find your dream home 

nytimes,�o.m REAL ESTATE 

WORLD 

Korea Policing the Net. Twist? It’s South Korea¯ 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

As one of the world’s most wired societies, South Korea has embraced the Web, but a recent crackdown on 
Internet freedom has drama accusations of eensorslfip. 

Syrian Jets Pound Rebel Positions as Opposition Presses for No-Fly Zone 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

President Bashar al-Assad’s forces fired on areas in and aromad Aleppo and the authorities reported two 
bomb attacks in Danmscus. 

200 Rescued in Iran After Quakes; Death Toll Rises to 300 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Relief workers saved more than 200 people from the rubble of dozens of villages that were destroyed after 
two earthquakes struck Saturday. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

IN FULL SWING 
Enduring Drought, Farmers Draw the Line at Congress 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

With lawmakers at home for a recess, constituents are venting their anger over delays in enacting a new five- 
year falan bill. 

Study Links Healthier Weight in Children With Strict Laws on School Snacks 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The study, conducted over three years in 40 states, is likely to stoke the debate over government efforts to 
reduce obesity rates. 

Woman Becomes First Openly Gay General 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

Brig. Gen. Tammy S. Smifla acknowledged her homosexuality by having her wife pin her star to her tmifonn. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Libor Case Energizes a Wall Street Watchdog 
By BEN PROTESS 

The Barclays rate-mmfipulation case has thrust Gary Gensler - and his once-obscure agency, the Commodity 
Futures Trading Conmfission, into the spotlight. 



A Steep Climb Back for Facebook’s Stock 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

In a new test for the company’s stock, over 1.6 billion shares will be eligible to come on the market in several 
waves when a number of shareholders are allowed to sell. 

NBC Banks on Olympics as Springboard for New Shows 
By BILL CARTER 

In spite of the millions watching the Games on any given night, history suggests that exposure during the 
O13anpics does not necessarily drive viewers to new shows. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

McIlroy Dominates Another Major 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Rory Mcllroy led the final round of the P.G.A. Championslfip from start to finish, crushing an elite field to 
win by eight strokes - the largest margin in the tournament’s 94-year lfistory. 

" ~. Leader Board I A Designer’s Dream, a Golfer’s Nightmare 

Lost Weekends Define Woods’s Drought in Major Tournaments 
By ADAM SCHUPAK 

Eighteen majors have come and gone since Tiger Woods won the 2008 United States Open in a playoff. 

Britain Takes a Final Bow 
By DAVID SEGAL 

The host of the Smnmer Games capped a fortnight of athletic achievements with a jukebox collection of 
songs and a maraflaon display of endearingly wacky stagecraft. 

-. #:;, Commentary and Highlights I ~ Slide Show 

¯ Mor_~9_rA_S_pS orts News 

ARTS 

High Above Columbus Circle, a Living Room, TV Included 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The artist Tatzu Nishi, through the Public Art Ftmd and a lot of cooperation from New York City officials, 
plans to erect a living room around the statue of Christopher Coltunbus 6o feet above Columbus Circle. 

Museum Defends Antiquities Collecting 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

With acquisitions of two antiquities, the Cleveland Museum of Art comes out filanly in support of collecting 
in a landscape reshaped by international disputes. 

Wanted, Dead or Alive: Used Books 
By JOHN WILLIAMS 

Larry McMurtry auctioned some 300,000 used books from his bookstores in Archer City, Tex. 

¯ " ~ Slide Show: The Last Book Sale 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

MundoFox to Enter the Latino TV Market 
By TANZINA VEGA 

With its debut on Monday, MundoFox, a partnership between Fox and a Colombian television compmay, will 
enter a market long donfinated by Univision and Telemtmdo. 

James Naughton, Newsman and Puckish Inspiration, Dies at 73 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Mr. Naughton was a writer, mentor and irrepressible prankster whose career took hhn to The New York 
Times, The Plfiladelphia Inquirer and a leading jounaalism institute. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 



Wondering How Far Magazines Must Fall 
By DAVID CARR 

Making a weekly newsmagazine has always been tough, but the root of Newsweek’s continued losses lies in a 
changing marketplace. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e..d.i.a....&....A...d..v..e..r..ti.s.i.n..,.q News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Romney-Ryan Plan for America 
With no plan of his own, Mitt Ronmey can’t distance himself from Paul Ryan’s extrenfist vision. 

EDITORIAL 
Free Speech at Military Funerals 
A law signed by President Obanm, which broadens restrictions on protests at nfilitary funerals, nmy well 
violate the Constitution. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
Philip Marlowe, Peerless Detective, Returns for an Encore 
By VERLYN KLINKENBORG 

The Irish novelist John Banville will revive Raymond Chandler’s Los Angeles, under the pseudonym 
Benjmnin Black. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Romney Package 
By BILL KELLER 

Here is a short guide to what you’re voting for if you vote for the Ronmey-Ryan ticket. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
The One Housing Solution Left: Mass Mortgage Refinancing 
By JOSEPH E. STIGLITZ and MARKZANDI 

The U.S. must help homeowners lower their monthly pa)anents. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Paul Ryan, Black Panther? 
By ADAM GOODHEART, PETER MANSEAU and TED WIDMER 

Apparently, Saul Alinsky is not the only leftist agitator who will make ma appearance in this year’s 
presidential campaign. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 13, 1961, Berlin was divided as East Germany sealed off the border between the city’s eastern and 

western sectors in order to halt the flight of refugees. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 14, 2012 11:45 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NYTimes 

Lew, and our statement of principles, in the Times. 
~://www~)‘times.c~m/2~12/0~/15/sp~r~s/~ca~(~{ba11/n~r~h°caro1hm-f~{ba11°tries°to-m~ve°past°aca~mic°sca~da1.h~rrd? 
r: l&~ewamed-a~ 

But I love this fan comment: 

"I think it’s probably a feeling like a new beginning, hopefully, and 
learn from some of the mistakes that were made. Academic integrity is, I 
think, pretty important to most Tar Heels fans, so I think they want to 
see us put this in the past and kind of not visit it again." 

Pretty important. Let’s kind of not do this again. That’s what we’re up 
against! 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists.~mc.ed~A~?id-5~13745~.42f235af5a29~756~ad39~29242d7d3&n~T&~fac~l~°-a~Ne~ics- 

forum&o=31% 1359, or send a blank email to leave-31961359-50137456.42f235 af5 a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 
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Today’s Headlines: British Bank in $340 Million Settlement for Laundering 
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TOP NEWS 

British Bank in $340 Million 
Settlement for Laundering 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

New York’s top banking regulator had 
accused Standard Chartered of 
laundering $25o billion for Iranian 
clients and lying about it to authorities. 

Utility’s Role in Convention 
Tests Obama 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

Efforts to free the Democratic 
convention from business and lobbyist 
support have prompted charges of 
hypocrisy from Republicans and 
grumbling among some Democrats. 

’,Biii O"Rei ,’,iiy, Kei’,iy 
Diis,. overed Am, azi g 
Health 

Two-Way Jabs on Medicare 
Recast Races for Congress 
By CARL HULSE 

A fight over the health care program for older Americans is intensifying in House and Senate races after 
Representative Paul D. Ryan’s selection as Mitt Romney’s running mate. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is Syria; Must@ is dead but a new Must@ is born." 
ABU MUSTAFA, a factory worker in Aleppo, Syria, who named his newborn son after his wife’s brother, 

who was killed there in the fighting. 

DINING & WINE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Deep-Fried 
Everything at the 
Iowa State Fair 
From sticks of butter to 
bacon-wrapped coru 
dogs, the state fair offers a vast array of 
unusual, batter-dipped foods. 



" r~elatea ~rucle 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Googoo and the 

Pussycat 
By JAMIE BRICKHOUSE 

She called everyone 
Pussycat. But since our 
first lunch, she nmde me feel as if I was 
the only pussycat in her life. 

-’ ~ Document: Remembering Helen Gurley 

Brown Review: ’Into the Woods’ 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Rehearsal note: That bad choice could be useful 

Group psychoanalysis on a Russian estate 

nytisn.es.com TH EATiER 

WORLD 

PIGGS PEAK JOURNAL 
Grandmas Grow Gold in Swaziland 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Many of the marijuana-farnfing grmKhnothers of Swaziland, who supply South Africa’s drug market, started 
growing to support the offspring their children left behind when they died. 

French Leader Promises Order After Youths Riot in a Northern City 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Clashes in the northeru French city of Amiens could represent a challenge to President Franqois Hollande in 
a time ofjoblessness mad flat eeononfie growth. 

Afghan Attacks Kill Dozens in Deadliest Day for Civilians This Year 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Bombings and shootings took the lives of at least 43 Afghans on Tuesday. The assaults came as people were 
thronging shops to prepare for the Muslina holiday that ends the month of Ramadan. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Mine Plan Puts Two Kentucky Fixtures on Collision Course 
By MELENA RYZIK 

A plan to develop a coal nfine around a Girl Scout camp has exposed slfifting alliances between 
enviromnental and business interests. 

Thompson Wins G.O.P. Senate Race in Wisconsin 
By STEVEN YACCINO 

Tommy G. Thompson, a former goveruor, defeated three fellow conservatives in a statewide primary that 
splintered the Tea Party vote. 

Sect Pastor Is Convicted of Assisting in Abduction 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Kenneth L. Miller was charged with abetting international kidiaapping in a case involving same-sex unions 
and eouservative Christian opposition to homosexuality. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Giant Hospital Chain Is Blazing a Profit Trail 
By JULIE CRESWELL and REED ABELSON 

Under private equity ownership, HCA made ma aggressive push for more revenue that sometimes led to 
conflicts with doctors and nurses over patient care. 



No Longer Stagnating, Euro Zone Contracts 
By JACK EWING 

Growth in Germany in the second quarter was not strong enough to compensate for persistent recession in 
Spain and Italy, data released on Tuesday showed. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOC 
Times Co. Names Mark Thompson Chief Executive 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY and AMY CHOZICK 

Mr. Thompson, 55, is the departing director general of the British Broadcasting Corporation. He will join the 
Times Company in early November. 

" ~{~ Post a Comment I Read 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Focus Turns to N.F.L.’s Replacement Officials 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Since Jtme, the league and the referees’ ration have been bickering over paychecks and pensions and 
replacement officials have made their debut. 

Koufax’s Roundball Once Trumped His Fastball 
By RICHARD SANDOMIR 

That Sandy Koufax was a talented basketball player in Brookl3m before becoming a baseball Hall of Famer 
gives the Nets’ arrival in the borough just a little more heft. 

YANKEES 3, RANGERS 0 
Kuroda Dominates as Yankees Defeat Rangers Again 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Hiroki Kuroda drew full support from the crowd as he turned in a masterly performance, shutting down the 
Texas Rmagers, 3-0, on two hits. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
A Park’s Starring Role in a Yearly Ritual 
By JULIE BLOOM 

The joy of Shakespeare in the Park is a summer ritual that cma be connected to nfilestones in a New Yorker’s 
life. 

Ron Palillo Dies at 63; Played Horshack on TV 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Palillo portrayed the goofy high school tmderaclfiever Arnold Horshack in the hit 197os sitcom 
"Welcome Back, Kotter." 

Lollipops in the Midst of Grief 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Bill Clinton remembers Marvin Hamlisch as a "good-hearted, humble and hilarious genius." 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

The Gifts She Gave 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Julia Clfild was bona lOO years ago We&~esday, mad many home cooks still have a recipe or two that, unlike 
her cassoulet, come together quickly and will always be a part of their repertory. 

¯ ’ ~ Share Your Favorite Julia Child Recipes 

Memories of a Friend, Sidekick and Foil 



By JACQUES PIPPIN 

For Julia Clfild, the sharing of food with fanfily and friends was as important as the making of it, Jacques 
P~pin says. 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I BIANG! 
In an Endless Loop of Noodles 
By PETE WELLS 

At this restaurant, the bimag biang noodles, a specialty of flae house and its namesake, are swung arotmd and 
tipped down the center - but the abuse makes them that much more fun to eat. 

~ ,~_’;’~ Slide Show 

¯ More Dinin~ & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Overt Discrimination in Ohio 
Republican elections officials curtail early voting in Democratic comities, but not in theirs. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Bloomberg’s Immigration Road Trip 
The mayor of New York deserves credit for pushing to put illegal inmfigrants on a path to citizenship for fl~e 
sake of national prosperity. 

EDITORIAL 
Unprosecuted Hate Crimes 
The recent murders at the Sikh temple in Wisconsin are a renfinder of our national hate crimes problem. 
States and cities need to increase the enforcement against bias-motivated bias. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
When Cruelty Is Cute 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The Last Boy Scout won’t get any merit badges for his antediluvian social agenda. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Atlas Spurned 
ByJENNIFERBURNS 

Paul Ryan and his fellow conservatives embrace only the econonfic aspects of A3aa Rand’s plfilosophy, 
forgetting the parts that don’t fit with their ideology. 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Why Moderates Should Like Paul Ryan 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The vice-presidential candidate is single-handedly responsible for savh~g the Republican Party from some of 
its own worst impulses. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 15, 1947, India and Pakistan became independent after some 200 years of British rule. 

¯ See This Front Pa_0~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] what I’m thinking these days... 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 11:52 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] what I’m thinking these days... 

Not sure. What does your question mean? 
On 8/15/12 11:42 AM, Perry Hall wrote: 
> "Separate but equal"? 
> 

> Really? 
> 

> On 8/15/2012 10:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> ~:iiwww.r~ew sobserver~comi2012/08/15i22689(~6iaoreal~re l~orma~iono for-col~eg_e.h~ml 
>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> hallpa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>> ~:i/lisJ~s.unc.ed~iu?id-51159745.6~Se58t3aSg4aSe8228cde358fldbSdb&~=T&l=facult~ooatNe~icsoforum&o=31963948, 
>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-31963948-51159745.6f8e58f3a884a8e8228cde358fldb8db@listserv.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
> ~://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=48699~57.65997791b4b45b38d9~9522ac998ca9&n=T&~=facu~t~°atNetics°forum&o=31964282., 
> or send a blank email to 
> leave-31964282-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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forum&o=31964339, or send a blank email to leave-31964339-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 12:06 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] this one hard to read... 

new s.cominc~v~ofootballistorv/2012-08-13ir~orthocarolina-academic-sca~dalomark-emmert°ncaaopem~ostale 
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fort~m&o=31964433, or send a blank email to leave-31964433-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 1:27 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] sporting news 

I would point everyone to the second paragraph... 

news.comincaaobaske~ba~lis~orvi2012-08-15inor~h-caroli~a-academic-scandal          ers-transcri~t-ncaao 
investi£ation 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:56 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] what I’m thinking these days... 

Yes, exactly what I meant. So I didn’t know if I was being challenged 
on the use of the phrase (as inappropriate in this context) or on the 
assertion of "equal," which I wasn’t really asserting at all. 
On 8/15/12 3:31 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 
> Perry, 
> 

> I think Jay’s reference was to segregationists’ claims regarding public 
> education (pre Brown v. BOE) or a specific reference to language in the 
> Plessy v. Ferguson decision. I think this based upon the statement being 
> put in quotes. That being said, an interesting discussion might be 
> whether colleges and universities may be subject to legal action based on 
> their "systemically" conspiring to NOT provide all athletes equal access 
> to an education. But that’s a topic for another day. 
> 

> Take care, 
> 

> Richard 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Dr. Richard M. Southall 
> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
> Graduate Program Coordinator 
> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
> Woollen Hall 203C 
> Office - 919.962-3507 
> Cell - 
> Fax - 919.962-6235 
> southall@email.unc.edu 
> 
> UNC Sport Administration website: 
> ~:/iexss.unc.e -progr~ispecia~izationsisport-adm~nisJ~ra~io~ 
> overview/ 
> 
> CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri <~:!iwww.unc.edaicsri> 
> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 

~://’~ ~ ~ .csmconfere~ce.o ~ 
> 

> 

> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
> fully. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> On 8/15/12 11:42 AM, "Perry Hall" <hallpa@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> "Separate but equal"? 
>> 

>> Really? 
>> 

>> On 8/15/2012 10:55 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>> ~ :i/www.newsobserver.com/2012i08i15 /2268966/a-real-mformalion-forocol 



>>> lege.html 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>> hallpa@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>>> click here: 
>>> 

>>> ~:~i~ists uric ed~/~?id-51159745~6~e58f3a884aSe8228cde358fldbSdb&n=T&~ 
>>> =faculty--athletics-forum&o=31963948, 
>>> or send a blank email to 
>>> 

>>> leave-31963948-51159745.6f8e58f3a884a8e8228cde358fldb8db@listserv.unc.edu 
>>> . 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> southall@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>> ~:ii~ists.m~c.ed~i~?id=48699884.3cOdfO3868952acddd594aOg487223e6&n=T&l= 
>> faculty--athletics-forum&o=31964282, or send a blank email to 
>> leave-31964282-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.tmc.edu. 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To tmsubscribe 
> click here: ~://1ists.unc.ed~/u?id~4~699~57.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac99~ca9&n=T&1=facu1~-°°a~Neticso 
fomm&o 31966006, or send a blank email to leave-31966006-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:38 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] sporting news 

I agree entirely about the AFRI/AFAM dept, and for what it’s worth 

(maybe not a lo0, I would like to point out that I called attention to 

the injustice of painting the whole dept with this broad brush just 
yesterday on the radio. My remarks from the first 1-2 minutes of this 

interview might be of interest: 

On 8/15/12 4:15 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 
> Hi All, 
> 
> I have tried to keep up on all the news articles and email exchanges, but every time I start another comes in--including Debby’s just 
now. 

> I think we have tried to deal rationally with the problems. They affect all of us and by all means need to be addressed. As you 
know in response to emails from many of you in May, I immediately formed a subcommittee of the elected FEC. Most of you were 
interviewed by them and much of your input is incorporated in the report. The Chancellor and the BOT appreciated the thoughtful 
report, as most of you did as well. The report called for an outside review committee, which many of you requested. We are in the 
process of doing just that as well as other things. With regard to the Peppers situation, if my memory serves me, eligibility roles were 
different at that time--there was no 2.0 rule as there is now. I believe I am correct that a 2.0 was only required by the NCAA and UNC 
for a student’s senior year. The 2.0 rule for each year is a very recent change both for NCAA and for UNC. I know this doesn’t matter 
to the issue at hand, bnt just thought it was useful information. 
> 
> Again, there are many things afoot that I hope will help all of us. 
> 
> Further our support of AFRI/AFAM is much needed. These are our colleagues who are bearing the brunt of the news comments. 
Their academic program is as important and valuable to this university as English, History, Philosophy and any other area of study 
we have on campus. 
> 
> Jan 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscfibe 
> click here: http://~ts.ur~c.edu/~?~d=48699~57.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac99~ca9&n=T&~=facu~tv°°atNet~cso 
foram&o=3196632 l, or send a blank email to leave-31966321-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
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TOP NEWS 

Despite iUarm by U,S,,                                  ~ 

Europe Lets HezboHah 

Operate Openly 

Washington and dernsalem insist ttezbollah is a resurgent terrorist gronp with h’anian baeking, 
but the European Union treats it as a Lebanese social and political movement. 

DEALBOOK 

No Crlmi~ml Case Is Likely i~ Loss a~ MF O~ob~l 

Investigators are expected to conclude that sloppiness, not criminal intent, was the main driver 

behind the disappearance of customer money. 

3%ars After Haiti Quake, Safe Housing Is a Dream for Many 

Two and a half years after the earthquake, the pressing need for safe, stable housing for all 
displaced people in Haiti remains unmet, despite billions of dollars in reeonsWaction aid. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"TMs is.i~st n eh~mee lhat ~to~ hm,e In lake." 

DARINCA BARNON, 17, one of thoasands of yom~g itntnigt’ants who turned ou[ on the first day 

the govermnent began aecep[ing applica[ions for deport;~tion deferrals. 

~ SLIDE SItOSV: 

Amid the Beauty 

Rigs Arrive 
The divisions within the Blackfeet 
tribe over oil represent two visions of 
the land where members have lived 
for eentm’ies. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Case for Natural Gas 

Exports 

.Mneriea should allow exports of 
liquefied natural gas but guard against the risks. 

What Wai~ St, shouid know 
about Ryan 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

÷ Errors in collecJng c’redil ca!d debl 

Is 1:hat it ~or firlarlc’ial crisis cases? 

WORLD 

Ecuador to Let ~%ssange Stay in iis Embassy 

The government of Ecuador is letting ,hflian Assange, the fonnder of WikiLeaks, to remain 
indefinitely in its embassy in London as he seeks asylnm. 

Pakistani Air Force Base X~, ith Nuclear Ties Is Attacked 

Suspected Islamist militants attacked a major Pakistani air force base witl~ links to the country’s 



nuclear program in the early hours of Thursday, sparking an exchange of fire that lasted several 

hours. 

Syriaii Coiffllct Crosses Border Into Lebailo~l in Ahductloiis 

~I~m kidnapping of more than 2o Syrians in Lebanon, in revenge for a rebel abduction in Damascus, 
spread fear in Beirut that such kidnappings were just the beginning. 

~ Syrians Try to Balance Desires of Ufe WN~ the Demands of a Growh~g War 

~ 
Vi Jeo Watching Syria’s War 

Mere World News 

Illegal Immig~oants Li~le Up by Thonsands for Depo~°tafioii Deferrals 

People who arrived in the United States as children and wish to stay lined up for blocks in several 
cities on the first day to apply for deportation deferrals and work pe~nits. 

[] Siide Show: Securing a Reprieve 

Tapping Into the La~d, and Di~idi~g Z~ts People 

Eiders of the Blackfeet in Montana have decided to utifize their land’s resources to transform a 
reservation scarred by poverty, but many in the group see the land as sacred. 

An appeal to the state Supreme Court was planned after opponents of a requirement for photo 
identification were denied an injunction. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Risk B~lds as Jm~k Bonds Boom 

Demand for high-yield corporate debt is insatiable, even as analysts warn that the market has 
become overheated and is ripe for a fall. 

Frustrations of Air Travel PnM~ Passengers to Amtrak 

Passengers weary of the security and delays of airports are flocking to trains, which now dominate 
eommereial travel in the Boston-Washington corridor. 

~[] 
Slide Show: Amtrak Dominates Northeast Corridor 1ravel 

3ohnson &: ,Johnson to Remove Formaldehyde From Products 
~.::y ?::/. TU. 

The annonncement extem|ed the eompany’s program to remove certain ingredients fi’om baby 
produets to in(dude adult produets. 

S P O RTS 

Hernaiidez Lalesi to Achieve pe~0fection, to Fans~ Delight 

In what has beeome the year of the perfect game, Felix Hernandez of the Mariners added his name 
to the list, marking the first time that three pitchers have pulled off the feat in the same season. 

~ Mminers 1, Rays g: Seattie’s Bernandez Throws Perfect Game 

ON BASEBALL 

Seeldng an Edge, Then Falling Offthe Cliff 

Baseball has the power to amaze and inspire, but the cheats keep pnlling the sport down. Melky 
Cabrera was barred for 5o games after testing positive for testosterone. 

~ Bats: After Cabrera is Suspended, Surprise and Sadness From the Yankees 

~ Baseball Roundup: Strasburg and Nationals Win in Short Outing for Lincecum 

UNITED STATES 1, MEXICO 0 

U,S, VVins in Mexico for the First T~me 

With the exhibition victory, the United States men’s soeeer team ended a 24-mateh road winless 

streak against Mexico that spanned 75 years. 

~ln Me:<~os-O.S Rivalry the Edge Heads South 



ART~ 

Fighting in Aleppo, Syria’s commercial capital, [hreatens to damage irreparably the stunning 
arehi[eetural and cultural legacy left by S,ooo years of civilizations. 

~ Video: Footage Shows Damage to Aleppo Citadel 

D~’eamlng of a Life as 

For nine years Inoeente lzuear w-as homeless in San Diego, moving more than ao times, but that 
didn’t stop this teenager fi’om having her first art shiny, a process doemnented in the fihn 
"hmeente." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Hip~Hop’s Loyal Mascot Now Chee~’s Hh~self On 

Thanks to help Dom his friends, 2 Chainz is hip-hop’s ~{sing star. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Madison Avenue, a barometer of New York City’s retail health, is filling once-empty storefi’onts 
with businesses that are bringing younger customers to the street. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Embraci~g ~l~e Rigl~t Fit 

~I11ere is already a lot of amorous language for Paul Ryan, but his suits could use an adjustment. 

NOTED 

Forget aane Fonda. Paul Ryan, the presumptive vieeoresidential candidate, is the one to sell a 
fitness program. 

o More Fashion & Sl~qe >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The }Ifo~t~’le~l of~kfghanlstan 
Important gains in women’s rights in Afghanistan could be at risk after American troops leave. 

EDITORIAL 

M~ssed Chance to R~ject Voting Barriers 

A Pennsylvania ruling requiring a government-issued photo ID card to vote is a distm’bing 
illustration of the way Republicans have manipulated legislation for their mvn ends. 

EDITORIAL 

A Freeb~e Too 

State Senator Tony Avella of Queens did the right thing when he eonelmled that fi’ee tickets fi’om 

the United States Tennis Association exeeeded the state’s gift ban. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M~ddle-Age Blues 

We are learning so much about Paul Ryan, people! But what will this all mean to the American 
health care system? 

OPINIONATOR 

Romney the Unknowab|e 

The Republican presidential candidate has too many narratives to hide from. 

OPINIONATOR ] FIXES 

For Healflay Aging~ a Late Act h~ the l~’ootl[ghts 

A Los Angeles area program fro" the elderly that combines low-cost housing with serious arts 
training doesn’t just provide for later life, it enhances it. 

Mere Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 16, 1977, the singer Elvis Presley died at Graceland Mansion in Memphis, Tenn., at age 

42. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, Tihis Front Page 

You received this message because ~’eu signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines news~eRer As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed to protecting your pdvacy 

Manage Subscrip~io~s ~ U~subscdbe ~ Ctsange You~ E-Mail ~ Prwacy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:20 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] 2 worthwhile editorials 

~:JO%ww. heraldsm~.com/viewif~lk Fto~2’19817833iar~icleoMoreot~o~e~ia~oscanda~oat-UNCoCha~e~oHi~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~5~137456.42~235a~5a29175~ad39~29242d7d3&n~T&~fac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

l:oram&o=31970131, or send a blank email to leave-31970131-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:33 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

¯ To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

¯ If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 
¯ Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in 

too many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 
¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 

am on Friday August 24. 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can 
be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

¯ Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. 
Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes 

to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections 

of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=31970212 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31970212-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] big announcement? 

Folks--I’ve just heard from a media outlet that UNC is set to make a 
"big announcement" about a panel that will be named to review UNC. Does 
anyone know if anyone from our circle has been consulted on the make-up 
of such a panel? I worry, have worried for a month, that a panel packed 
with "inside the box" thinkers is going to be telling us that we need to 
adjust x, y, and z and all will be dandy. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.ed~i~?id=50137456.42~35af5a29175(~00ad39629242dTd3&~=T&l=facul~vooatNe~icso 

forum&o-31971292, or send a blank email to leave-31971292-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:36 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] one more editorial and more... 

I found this one generally refreshing (despite the silly suggestion that 
AFAM was designed for athletes.) 
~ :i% ww.chafloJ~eobserv er.com/2012i08i16/34 5 7 500          ~mcofromoits-~rotec~ors.htm~ 

In any case, it seems that the administxation has been listening (to 

someone, anyway). There are TWO committee investigations on the 

horizon, and I think we will want to exert maximum effort to elbow our 
way to the table where the composition of that second committee is to be 
decided. I talked with Holden today, and he mentioned "maybe a former 
AD, maybe a former admissions person," and that’s all well and good. 

But we need some other voices--how about athletes? how about some 
"Drake group" people? how about Taylor Branch (I’m half serious about 
that)? And many others who might bring a refreshing new perspective to 
the enterprise we call big-time college sport? Not to engineer a 

particular outcome--I’m sure we continue to disagree on the optimal 

outcome--but to ensure that frank, mind-stretching discussions take 
place, with athletes’ interests fully represented. 

Tomorrow I’ll announce a room for a meeting, next Wednesday, 3:30pm. 
Hope many of you can come. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~(? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 9 ~ 7 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &i=f ac~hv°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=31973087, or send a blank email to leave-31973087-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 5:40 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] big announcement? 

Yes, it’s encouraging that he specifically referenced the FEC report. 
And today he also told me that he’s willing to listen if we have 
suggestions for who might serve. So....let’s have some suggestions! 

On 8/16/12 5:38 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
> Hi Jay. I met with the Chancellor yesterday. The panel you refer to references this section of his email: 
> 
> "In its report, the Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and 
recommended that I appoint outside experts to provide an independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that 
finding the right balance is essential, and we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future. 
> 
> I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate 
future relationship between academics and athletics at the University...." 
> 
> The Chancellor told me that he will follow the request of the Faculty Executive Committee. That is, there will be non-university 
personnel serving on Mr. Rawlings committee. 
> 
>d 
> 
> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 
> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 

> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [               emaiLunc.ed~] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 1:14 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] big announcement? 
> 

> Folks--I’ve just heard from a media outlet that UNC is set to make a "big announcement" about a panel that will be named to review 
UNC. Does anyone know if anyone from our circle has been consulted on the make-up of such a panel? I worry, have worried for a 
month, that a panel packed with "inside the box" thinkers is going to be telling us that we need to adjust x, y, and z and all will be 
dandy. 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.tmc.edt~/t~? 
id=48699886.76787(~885467 lbebc23d57742a2763d6&n=T&l=facuh2~--ath~etics-foram&o=3197129~, or send a blank email to leave- 
31971292-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763 d6@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~//~is~ts~nc~ed~/~?id~4~699857~5997791b4b45b3~d9f(~9522ac99~ca9&~T&~=~acw~-°atNe~icso 
forum&o=31973102, or send a blank email to leave-31973102-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=5~13745~.42f235~5a29175(~ad39~29242d~d3&n=T&1=facu1tv°°atNe~icso 

formn&o-31973107, or send a blank email to leave-31973107-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 16, 2012 6:18 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Rawlings committee 

Dear Holden (et al): 
It was nice to talk to you today; I’ve been telling the press how 
encouraged I am. I was drawn to this language in your announcement: 

"we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to 
be in the future....I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of American 
Universities (AAU), to help us examine the appropriate future 
relationship between academics and athletics at the University." 

I know that, at least in the short run, you’re in favor of keeping things more or less as they are, though with a better "balance." But I 
just want to say, though perhaps by now you’ve already heard it, that the findings of the "Rawlings commission" could ultimately 
mark you as a visionary, could mark your chancellorship as a turning point, and could secure UNC’s place at the head of a vital 
national reform movement. Here’s hoping. But if that is to happen, that committee will need to have some big, big thinkers on it. 
Please let the Athletics Reform Group, and other important constituencies, bend your ear a bit before final decisions are made. What 
was it Rahm Emmanuel said? Never waste a good crisis? UNC, and the sport world, have a golden opportunity to seize the moment, 
to visualize something better, fairer, and more consistent with the best American values. 

But this will be after the Martin review, so I assume we have a little bit of time... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//1ists~ur~c~ ed~/~ ? id~5~ ~ 3 7 4 5~ 4 2i2 3 5 a~5 a2 917 55~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~facu~°°a~Ne~ics~ 

, or send a blank email to leave-31973228-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney Says He Paid at Least 13% in Income Taxes 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................. Tod.ay.is....H.eadi.i.nes ........................................................................ 
~lle N’t,~= ~rk ~i~,~e~ August 17, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..a.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Says He Paid at 
Least a3% in Income Taxes 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Calling interest in lfis taxes "small- 
minded," Mitt Romney said he had 
looked at lo years of returns, a response 
to Democrats who suggested he might 
have paid notlfing in some years. 

’- Tax Analysts Reaffirm Findings on Romney 

Plan 

U.S. Reliance on Saudi Oil 
Heads Back Up 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

hnports of oil from tlae kingdom have 
grown by more titan 2o percent, leaving 
the United States vulnerable to tensions 
in the Persim~ Gulf. 
-’ ~ Graphic: Turning to the Middle East 

Long-Term Jobless Regroup 

to Fight the Odds 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Gatl~erings of a group of California professionals in tl~e deptl~s of unemployment reveal a post-recession 
lmadseape where grim frustration battles with the simple desire to find a way out. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The only thing I can do is get out of the house and keep looking." 
BYRON REEVES, who has been out of work for nearly four years. 

U,S, 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Amtrak Dominates 
Northeast 
Corridor Travel 
For harried travelers 
between the major cities 



of the Northeast, commercial travel 
increasingly means a trip to the train 
station, not the airport. Amtrak’s trains 
are packed this smnmer with passengers 
seeking to avoid fight delays and 
security lines and find space to work. 

’. Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Don’t Waste The Drought 
By CHARLES FISHMAN 

The drought represents an opportunity 
to reimagine how we manage, use and 
even think about water. 

Fall trends 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

The Daily Shoe: Valentine Garavani 

The Daily Shoe: Walter Steiger 

nytitttes,�o.m ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

In Paper, Chief of Egypt Army Criticized U.S. 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and KAREEM FAHIM 

Gen. Sedky Sobhi argued flaat the American nfilitary presence in the Middle East and the "one-sided" 
support of Israel had nfired the United States in an unwinnable war against Islanfist nfilitants. 

Pursuing Soft Power, China Puts Stamp on Africa’s News 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

China’s state-rtm news media are rapidly growing in Africa, hoping to bolster Beijing’s influence ha a region 
rich in the resources needed to fuel China’s powerhouse industries. 

Mine Strike Mayhem Stuns South Africa as Police Open Fire 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The police fired on workers engaged in a strike at a platinum nfine. The news agency SAPA reported that 18 
people had been killed. 

" ~ Photographs I ~4 Video on The Lode 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

West Nile Hits Hard Around Dallas, With Fear of Its Spread 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

After nearly 200 cases of human infection and lO deaths in Dallas County, Dallas’s mayor authorized aerial 
pesticide spraying, spurring a backlash. 
o [~ Graphic: West Nile Cases 

The Night the E.R. Staff Can Never Forget 
By ERICA GOODE 

Workers at one of the Colorado emergency rooms where many victims of a mass shooting arrived look back 
with pride at their performance and horror at the event. 

Family Research Council Shooting Possibly Driven by Politics 
By THEO EMERY and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

A man accused of shooting a guard at the office of a pronfinent conservative group "has strong opinions with 
respect to those he believes do not treat homosexuals in a fair nmnner," an affidavit said. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Restoration Hardware Co-Chief Steps Down After an Inquiry 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN 



Gary Friechnan was confronted by the company’s board over ma inappropriate personal relationship, 
according to people familiar with the matter. 

In Drought, a Debate Over Quota for Ethanol 
By JOHN H. CUSHMAN Jr. 

The corn fanning, meat production and biofuel industries are sparring over tl~e Agriculture Department’s 
ethanol quota as a drought ravages eom crops. 

For Buckyballs Toys, Child Safety Is a Growing Issue 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Regulators are cracking down on products like Buckyballs, saying tlaey are too attractive and hazardous to 
yotmg eonsmners. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Cherished Tradition or a Colossal Waste of Time? 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Despite its ahnost sacred place ha baseball, tl~ere is one little secret about batting practice: many players 
think it is a mind-numbing, flaw-producing, strategically empty exercise. 

ON BASEBALL 
Yankees and Rangers: See You in October 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Witla tlae tlae two best records in tlae Adnerican League, tlae Yankees and tlae Rangers seem desthaed to meet 
in a couple of months, and the players are not afraid to say it. 

RANGERS 10, YANKEES 6 
Yankees Fall a Bullpen Collapse Short of Sweeping the Rangers 
By JOSHUA PRAGER 

After losing tlae first tlaree games in tlae series, tlae Rangers avoided a sweep by scoring six rtms offYankees 
relief pitchers. 

:’ ~ Box Score I Play-By-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’COPPER’ 
Fighting Crime in an Older, Dirtier Manhattan 
By MIKE HALE 

The new BBC America series "Copper" is a period police procedural set in the Five Points neighborhood in 
19th-eentury Manhattan. 

~ Slums of NewYork Teem With Life and Death 

FRAME 
Bookstores for Gazers 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Panong tl~e atypical gallerylike spaces hidden in New York are bookstores carrying hard-to-find art books or 
other rare publications. 
~ ~.~ Slide Show I Drop In, and by Appointment 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’COSMOPOLIS’ 
Master of a Shrinking Universe 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Cosmopolis," directed by David Cronenberg and based on a novel by Don DeLillo, follows a young man witla 
plenty of money. 

" The World Behind the Tinted Window 

Video: This Week’s Movies 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’PARANORMAN’ 
Seeing Ghosts Wherever He Looks 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Norman, the focus of this beautiful-looking 3-D stop-motion animation, is m~ ll-year-old who cannot only 
see dead people, but is happy to hmag out with them. 
" ~ Slide Show: The Making and Printing of ’ParaNorman’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’CHICKEN WITH PLUMS’ 
Strings Coming Loose for a Violinist in Tehran 
By A. O. SCOTT 

The live-action "Chicken With Pltuns," from the artist behind "Persepolis," moulaaS the Iran of old. 
~ ~ Cooking Up ’Chicken With Plums’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ROBOT & FRANK’ 
When a New Best Friend Hits the Ground Whirring 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In dake Schreier’s "Robot & Frank," Frank Langella plays an elderly parent living alone whose son gives lfim 
a robot minder. 

’- ~ Behind the Robots in ’Robot & Frank’ 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
In Thrall to Sheldon Adelson 
Instead of repudiating a casino mogul’s billions, Mitt Ronmey and Paul Ryan get even closer and jeopardize 
the integrity of their campaign. 

EDITORIAL 
President Morsi’s Rebalancing Act 
While much is obscure about Egyptian politics, the new president seems to be seeking a fine line between an 
Army accustomed to power mad Islamists htmgry for it. 

EDITORIAL 
The Right to Counsel at Guantfinamo Bay 
President Obama’s new rules restricting access to cotu~sel for prisoners not actively challenging their 
detention are being challenged. The rules are neither fair nor constitutional. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
From the House to the White House 
By LEWIS L. GOULD 

The history of vice-presidential candidates drawn from the House, like Paul Ryan, is entertaining and 
revealing. 

OPINIONATOR 
Let’s Make Him Do It 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Only by building real movements arom~d food and other importm~t issues can we pressure Barack Obama (or 
Mitt Romney) to act in the interests of the great majority. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Should We Stop Taxing Capital Gains? 
Would eliminating taxes on investment mad savings help the economy grow or simply create more 
inequality? 

ON THIS DAY 



On Aug. 17, 1969, the Woodstock Music m~d Art Fair concluded near Bethel, N.Y. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 12:15 PM 

int- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job opening - Assistant Director of CLAC S at NYU 

Position atnlouncenlent: 
New York University’s CLACS is seeking a dynamic Assistant Director for the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (CLACS) at N’~q& a Title VI 
National Resource Center dedicated to interdisciplinary programming and education about the region, through a vibrant MA progrmn with joint programs in Journalism 
and Museum Studies, K- 12 outreach to New York City public schools, t?aculty and student research grants, a~d sponsorship of research groups, symposia, lectures, 
film screenings, a~d more. The AssisIant Director mintages operatious and stall; and assists in all aspects of the Center’s work. 
The job posting can be found here: 
https:/iwww.nyucaaceers.com/applicm~t<i sp/shmed/po sitio~/JobDetails css:isp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 17, 2012 3:20 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Fwd: RE: Rawlings committee 

This response from Holden means we’ll get at least one ear-ben~fing opportunity, I think. We’ll want to be ready! 

See you Wednesday at 3:30 in Smith Hall 202 (thanks to Silvia for that). 

In addition to thinking about what our ideal Rawlings committee might look like, and if/how we might want to exert some influence on the Martin review, I think we should give some 
time and thought to the upcoming Faculty Council meeting, and whether it makes sense for some of us to try to speak there. We can also talk about other business, of course. See you 
next week. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Sul~ject:RE: Rawlings committee 

Date:Fri, 17 Aug 2012 13:45:33 -0400 
From:Thorp, Holden <holden 

To: Smith, Jay M <iavsmith6"~email.unc.ed~ 

Thanks, Jay. It was good talking to you. Will touch base a little down the road. 

Holden 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [                                        ] 

Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 6:18 PM 

To: Thorp, Holden 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Rawlings coK@aittee 

Dear Holden (et al): 

It was nice to talk to you today; I’ve been telling the press how encouraged I am. I was drawn to this language in your announcement: 

"we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future .... I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of ~l~erican 

I know that, at least in the short run, you’re in favor of keeping things more or less as they are, though with a better "balance." But I just want t 

But this will be after the Martin review, so I assume we have a little bit of time... 

Jay 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: euice]~emaikanc.eda. 

To unsubscfibe click here: h~?:iilists~anc eda,’u?id 50137456~42£235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I fac@tv_--athletics-foram&o 31978479 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-31978479-50137456.42f235a£Sa29175600ad39629242dTd3~listser~z.unc.eda 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, August 18, 2012 3:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ma~y New York Cib, Teachers Denied Tenure in Policy Shilt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or[s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .F~Z j On This 

C,~tornize T@dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Atlgus[ 18, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Ma~y New York City 

Teachers Denied Temwe in 

Policy Shift 

~.::., .:J. 

The education reform movement, 

slow economies and federal grant 

competitions have led lawmakers to 

tighten the requirements for earning 

and keeping tenure. 

A~lti-P~ltln St~mt Earns Punk 

Band Two Yea~os in Jall 

Three women who staged a protest 

against Vladimir V. Putin, Russia’s 

president, in a cathedral and became 

a eause e61~bre of artists aronnd the 

world were convicted of hooliganism. 

~ Slide Show 

~ Pussy R~ot’s Performance at the Cathedra~ of Christ the Saviour (You lube.com) 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE 

Obama Lags on ,Judicial Picks, Limiting His Mark on Cotl~s 

With relatively few lower-conrt appointments, President Obama has made less of an ideological 

imprint on the judiciary than liberals hoped and conservatives feared. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’i~]’w~ .qo back aud the.q attack us again, who wi~l sav~ us? I have visited ~n9 home. There is trothing 

SUBLA MUSIIARY~ who ~s living with her two teeuage daughters in ;~ refugee e;~mp after ethuie 

viotenee in the state of Assam in India~ 

WORLD 

~PItOTOGRAPtlS: 
:: Musiim 

I~ india, Many yo~.th , 

Flee Fearlng 
] ~.~7:reo [ 

Violence 

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 

assm’ed migrants that they were safe 

as thousands fled big cities, fearing a 

backlash fl’om violence against 

Muslims in Assam. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I ....... 
. I          .N Basefxdl 

Baseball, F’altb and ] ....... 

Doubt 

Melky Cabrera is no 

baseball icon. But his 

suspension for failing a drug test brings us one step closer to shaking the faith we invest in the 

game. 

Helen Gurley Brown, as others 
saw her 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Dewntow~ comes uptown 

A beach body buiit i~ Wisce~sin 



WORLD 

What began as a vicious if obscure fight over land and power between Muslims and an indigenous 

tribe in a remote state has set off panic among nm~heastern migrants across India. 

Syrian Rebel Forces Advance Close to the AirpoVt at Aleppo 

The insurgents’ seizure of areas neat’ the airport comes as the United Nations and the Arab League 
announce that Lakhdar Brahimi, a veteran diplomat, will succeed Kofi ~nan as the envoy to 
Syria. 

~ Video Feature: Watching Syria’s War 

"lha’o z~mricans Killed by Afghan Recr~dt 

In a second "green on blue" attack, in the south, an Afghan security force member wounded two 
American soldiers, the latest in a spate of attacks by Afghan forces on their coalition counterparts. 

Mere World News 

V~;est Memptfis Three, a Year O~t of Prlso~, Na~4gate New Paths 

Coming soon: A memoir by one of those convicted and a Hollywood movie about the case. 

A College Lifts a H~rdle for Illegal Immigrants 

Metropolitan State University of Denver’s new policy extended a special tuition rate to illegal 
immigrants is raising hopes and anger. 

PaRing a Good Face on Street Art~ to Upgrade Atlanta 

In Atlant& a city with one of the nation’s highest foreclosure rates, a project called Living Walls 
commissions artists to spruce up recession-hit neighborhoods. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Deutsche Bank’s Business Wlth Sanctioned Nations Under Scrutiny 

A clash between New York’s top banking regulator and federal authorities over how to handle a 
similar case against Standard Chartered conld complicate the cnrrent investigation. 

DEALBOOK 

In Report,~ British Officials Qncstlon Testimony of" BarcIays Chief 

~.::’, t.:’/.’. ~:. 

The report also challenges some of Robert Diamond’s assertions about the bank’s relationship with 

regulators and raises questions about the cnltnre and top leadership at the bank. 

Caterpillar "Workers Ratify Deal They Dislike 

The showdown was a test case in American labor rehttions, partly because Caterpilhtr was driving 
such a hard bargain when its bnsiness was thriving. 

S P 0 RTS 

Horse Given Paln "ldller ]Steaks Down at New Mexico Racetrack 

The horse, which recently tested positive for a powerful painkiller, died Thursday at a New Mexico 
racetrack after winning a trial heat for one of the world’s richest horse races. 

YANKEES 6, RED SOX 4 
Jeter Hits Home Run, Savorhtg a Milesto~m 

Derek aeter hit his 25oth hmne run, one of five solo shots that the Yankees hit against the Red Sox 
on Friday. 

~E] 
Ro Score ] Play-By-Play 

~ Ailing Yankees Give Teixeirs a Break to Rest k~jured W;ist 

ON BASEBALL 

Of Red So_~~ Many Problems~ Inj~rles Have }-h~Pt Most 

While mm:h of the blame for the Red Sox’ disappointing season has been directed at Bobby 
Valentine, injuries and bad games have plagued the team all season. 



~ Baseball Hall of Fame Player Settles Insider lrading Case 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIEW 

The Downtown Dance Festival featured a variety of styles and themes, including a tribute to Woody 

Guthrie by the Vanaver Caravan. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW I NECv’ SUPER MARIO BROS. 2 

Back to His Old Stomping Gro~.md 

Mario’s adventures continue to look like kids’ stuff, but the new edition still offers amusing surprises, 

Picasso~s Life Inspires Two Films 

Two events in Picasso’s life have inspired two movies by Spanish directors. 

TRAVEL 

Casting in Colorado, Away From the C~oowds 

i.v ..:i-ii.-:-?.vii.-.r.i 

What good is a fishing spot if it’s on priwlte hind? A club in Colorado solves this problem, offering 

access to dozens of properties while keeping costs - and crowds - small. 

JOURNEYS 

The Beasts and Beats of Belize 

A jaguar preserve loaded with natnral wonders is driving an eeo-tourism boom in the country’s 
Stann Creek District. But natm’e isn’t the area’s only draw. 

OVERNIGHTER 

Vghe~oe Mo~drlan Linge~os on a Dntch Coast 

In an area two hours by train fl’om Amsterdam, where Mondrian began a move away from 
natnralism a centnW ago, suggestions of the artist’s brush dot the landscape. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Long Lines and B~g D~’eams 
The new policy that gives young illegal immigrants a reprieve from deportation and a chance to 
work is an application of common sense. 

EDITORIAL 

The U~safe ~orld of" Investing 
The aOBS Act is a bad law, but at least the S.E.C. has resisted pressnre to rush through new rules 
without seeking pnblie comment. 

EDITORIAL 

Welcome, New Yo~’k Voters 
At a time when some other states are throwing up obstacles to voters, New Ym’k’s governm" is trying 
to make voting easier by allmving online registration. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A L~byan’s Plea to the 

OiMndustry lobbyists are trying to undermine transparency measures in America and Europe that 
could help prevent future tyrants, like the Libyan dictator Muammar el-Qaddafi, Dom emerging. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

DaH~ Road to t]he ~Whlte Hoarse 

If the repulsive strategy Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan are using doesn’t motivate some voters who 
had been considering sitting out this election, nothing will. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Political Page Tin-nets 

Paul Ryan and Mitt Rmnney are NOT the same person! Yes, yes, yes. I’ve heard all the rumors, too. 

But let’s get a few things straight. 

~ Coiumnb;t Pa~e 



ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 18, 1963, James Meredith became the first black to graduate from the University of 

Mississippi. 

¯ See Tl’ds },’co~[ Pa,~e 

You received this message because you signed up [er NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headli!les rlewsietter. As a member of 

the TRUS]e privacy program, we are commi~ed to p~otecting your privacy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

3AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Sunday, August :L9, 2012 9:25 AM 

3AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Carrboro Poetry Festival October 20 

Good morning! 

With the support of the Carrboro Arts Committee and the hard work of the Carrboro Poets Council, which includes Catherine DeVine, Tyler Johnson, Susan Spalt, Celisa Steele, 
William Stott and myself, I wanted to 
let you know about the Carrboro Poetry Festival, which will take place October 20. 

Alan Shapiro, locally beloved and nationally recognized poet and professor of English and Creative Writing at UNC, is our headliner poet and will read from 7:30 p.m. to 8:30 
p.m. on the 20th. I will precede him with a reading from 7:00 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Here is a link to some biographical information about Alan - 

http://www.poetryfoundation.orq/bio/alan-shapiro. 

promised Alan a large crowd so I hope very much that you will put the date on your calendar and come! He is a wonderful reader and poet. 

The Council has embraced "harvest" as the general theme of the Festival and the events leading up to it. The fall setting plus the prominence of the Farmers Market as well as 
the opportunity to have fun using metaphor and simile (perhaps a pun or two also) lend themselves to this theme. 

Here is a summary of plans to date: 

:[. Reception and Book Arcade at Flyleaf Books, October 19, 6:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. - It is anticipated that four to five poets with recently published books will be 
featured. The event will include refreshments. We are grateful that 3amie Fiocco, owner of Flyleaf, which has a reputation for outstanding readings and a substanial mailing 

list, is on board and enthusiatic. 

2. Poetry Tasting, Carrboro Farmers Market, October 20, 9:00 a.m. to 11:00 a.m. - Thanks to the generosity of the Market, we will be able to develop and staff a 
table in the gazebo which will feature books and poems by local poets for perusal as well as a gift basket donated by the Market for a raffle. 

3. Four afternoon sessions, one hour and fifteen minutes each, Carrboro Century Center, 12:00 noon to 5:45 p.m. - The approach behind the sessions is to keep 
with the harvest theme and offer both poetry as well as conversations about poetry that will be attractive to both poets and non-poets. The four sessions are currently 
structured as follows: 

a. To Market, To Market: This session will feature a panel discussion on recent trends in publishing, including traditional and new models. Invited publishers will answer 
questions from one of our members and will have the opportunity to include a recent poet they have published to share their perspective. 

b. Seeds of Change: This session will feature a themed reading by poets whose work focuses on social change. 

c. Tending the Garden: This session will be led by our headliner poet, Alan Shapiro, who is very well known locally as well as nationally and who teaches poetry at UNC. It 
will feature readings anticipated to be by members of the Poets Council and centered around Professor Shapiro’s sharing of his perspective and ideas about the writing of 
poetry. 

d. Open Mic: This will be an opportunity for participants who have not read elsewhere in the festival to read. It is currently planned that poets could sign up any time during 
the 20th. Readers would be chosen at random for five minute slots until the available time is filled. 

4. Dinner and discussion, Century Center, 5:45 p.m. to 7:00 p.m. - Those in attendance along with participants will be invited to a casual dinner and conversation. The 
Council is working on the plans for food and drink. 

5. Headliner poet Alan Shapiro and myself, Century Center, 7:00 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. - It is the desire of the Council to allow a featured reading at this and future 
Festivals by the town’s poet laureate. I will be privileged to read between 7:00 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. Professor Shapiro will then read from 7:30 p.m, to 8:15 followed by a 
question and answer period with him. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. I will get you more information about poets and other details in September and October. 

I hope you can come! 

Jay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 4:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Travis, 

I’ve created a Sharepoint site (https://share.unc.edu/sites/cas/AFAM/SitePages/Home.aspx) for you to look at. I made 

you and Eunice site owners, so you have the ability to manage permissions and edit the site. I left myself as an owner for 

now, so that I can assist you on anything as you get started with the site. I added the Faculty and the staff to the "site 

members" group, which allows them to contribute to the site, but not manage permissions and other administrative 

type things. 

If you are unfamiliar with Sharepoint, or want to learn a bit more about it, we have a good training video on it at 

http://oasis.unc.edu/get-help/training-recordings/. Just scroll down and find the "Introduction to Sharepoint" video on 
that page. 

If I can be of any greater assistance, let me know. 

Thanks, 

Drew Trumbull 

How ~n I doing? http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 
Andrew Trumbull 
Systems Analyst 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
AIM: 
Jabber: 
Skype: 
910.578.3603 (Direct Line) 

-\_( "~o ) j- 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:32 PM 
To: Trumbull, Andrew 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Drew, 

We would just need a place to keep documents like the ones you mentioned. Eunice and l thank you for your work on 

this! 

Travis 

From: Trumbull, Andrew 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:21 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Semone, Sean 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Eunice/Travis, 



Other than a place to keep documents (spreadsheets, pdfs, word documents, etc), are there any other features that you 

looking to have for the intranet? I’d like to make sure we use the correct tool for the job. I can get a blank sharepoint 

site set up this evening and send you the link as well, so that you can take a look at it. 

Thanks, 
Drew Trumbull 

How ~n I doing? http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 
Andrew Trumbull 
Systems Analyst 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
AIM: 
Jabber: 
Skype: 
910.578.3603 (Direct Line) 
-\_( ) j- 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 4:13 PM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Sean, 

This is great. 

Travis Gore will be managing the intranet for the department. Here are is contact details: 

Email: stqore@email.unc.edu 
Tel: 966-5496 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:56 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: CAS Web Services; CAS AppSys 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Sounds great. We can absolutely get something setup for you. I will be out next week, but expect a colleague of mine to 

get in touch with you before I return. Do you have a technical contact for us to work with who would be handling the 

management of the documents in the Intranet? 

Drew, Can you look at doing this via Sharepoint and using pre-existing AD groups for AFAM to handle the authorization? 

Once the site is setup can you get back in touch with Dr. SaNe (the Chair of AFAM) and/or her designee. 

Kevin, Can you see if we can get the UNC intranet theme that Billy built for ITS? We wouldn’t have to apply it at this 

time, but I suspect we will continue to get more departmental intranet requests and I would like us to be able to help 

folks use Sharepoint (and have Sharepoint look nice). 

Best, 

Sean 



OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 

Application Development group, email: help-appsdev@unc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help-appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sean Semone 

Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 :[03 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

9:[9,537,205:[ (Direct Line) 

semone@email,unc,edu 

AIM: 

http://oasis,unc,edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:47 PM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Sean, 

Thanks for your note. 

Yes. The Chair of Geography - they have intranet - indicated to me that this would be a good space to place some of the 
new policies we have instituted in the department and other documents. In terms of access, only faculty and staff in the 
department would have access to the site. 

Many thanks and I look forward to working with you on this. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 3:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Greenway, Ryan; CAS Web Services 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Dr. Sahle, I’d be happy to speak with you about a couple of different options. Are you mostly looking for a way to 

share out documents, policies, etc. to your faculty? 

Best, 

Sear 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

To get help from: 



Application Development group, email: help-appsdev@unc.edu 

Application Systems group, email: help-appsys@unc.edu 

Web Services group, email: help-webservices@unc.edu 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 

Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919,5372051 (Direct Line) 

semone@email,unc,edu 

AIM: 

http://oasis,unc,edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:42 AM 
To: Greenway, Ryan; Semone, Sean 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Many thanks Ryan! 

Sean: Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Greenway, Ryan 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:38 AM 
To: Semone, Sean 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Hi Sean, 

I am forwarding a request to you from Eunice Sahle, regarding creating an intranet for AFAM. 

Thanks for the help. 

Rya n 

Ry~n Greenwoy 

t~SIS, PM~ MBA condidote (2013) 

Dkector of° ~nence~ College ofArts & Sciences//919,962o927.5 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:36 AM 
To: Greenway, Ryan 
Subject: RE: Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

Dear Ryan, 

Thanks for this information. 



Do you know the person or unit I should contact to have an Intranet created for the department. Sorry to bother you. 

Thanks. 

Eunice 

I~rom.¯ Greenway, Ryan [greenway@unc.edu] 

Sent." Wednesday, August 15, 2012 9:31 AM 

To." All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences 

Subject." [asddd] Announcing the New College Intranet and Business Operations Website 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences 

with a request that you forward to all staff in your units. 

We are thrilled to announce the release of an enhanced version of the Collese Intranet and Business Operations 

website. The pases still include the Chairs’ Manual and Collese resources, but we have increased the content so that 

you have all the information you need to succeed. 

Visit https://collegeintranet.web.unc.edu/to see the new one-stop site for Collese policies, University links, resources, 

and much more! I have attached the sitemap to help you navisate the new website. 

Questions, concerns, or comments? Contact the website team throush Remedy. 

Best resards. 

Business Operations Manasement Team 

Ryan Greenway 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate (2013) 

Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile -’ 

"If at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, August 21, 2012 5:55 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] meeting 

Smith 202, Wednesday at 3:30. There’s a slight chance I could be a few 
minutes late. But that doesn’t matter. You know what to do... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.ed~i~?id=50137456.42f235~5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n=T&l=facult~ooatNeticso 

forum&o=32003639, or send a blank email to leave-32003639-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.; 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:09 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ti:-residents@duke.edu; fc-announce@duke.edu 

Job opening: Outreach Program Coordinator tbr Duke CLACS/UNC-Duke Consortium 

Outreach Program Coordinator job description August 2012.doc 

The Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and the UNC-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies invite applications for the 

position of Outreach Program Coordinator. 

The Outreach Program Coordinator is responsible for developing, coordinating and providing educational outreach services to promote 
understanding of Latin America and thc Caribbean to the educational community (including K-12, 4-year and cormnunity colleges, 
historically black colleges and universities). The Outreach Program Coordinator will also design and provide outreach programs to the 
general public, media and business community interests, and local community organizations. See the attached job description for more 
details on the job responsibilities, as well as the minimtm~ experience and training, and skills and abilities required for the position. 

Interested parties should submit a cover letter, resumd, and a list of 3 references, as e-mail attachments (Word or PDF, please), to 
njh(a)duke.edu. All application materials must be received by September 10, 2012 to ensure consideration. Interviews to be conducted in 
September, with a target starting date of early’- to mid-October. Applicants must also apply" via the Duke online tIR system, 
<http:/A~vw.hr.duke.edu/jobs/main.html>. Be sure to apply for Requisition # 400639694. Duke University is an Equal 
Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 21, 2012 6:59 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Rough agenda 

Quick follow-up, just to remind all who are interested....I thought these were the items most worthy of our attention tomorrow-. Perhaps we could begin with a brief review of the dizzying 
events of the summer, and then go from there. Just an idea... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Fwd: RE: Rawlings committee 

Date:Fri, 17 Aug 2012 15:20:07 -0400 
From:Jay Smith ~<~vsmith@emai!.u~c.eda> 

To: discussion <1i~ cul tv o-athl etics oforurr~Jists er~. unc.e d~p 

This response from Holden means we’ll get at least one ear-berating opportunity, I think. We’ll want to be ready! 

See you Wednesday at 3:30 in Smith Hall 202 (thanks to Silvia for that). 

In addition to thinking about what our ideal Rawlings committee might look like, and if/how we might want to exert some influence on the Martin review, I think we should give some 

time and thought to the upcoming Faculty Council meeting, and whether it makes sense for some of us to try to speak there. We can also talk about other business, of course. See you 
next week. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Rawlings committee 
Date:Fri, 17 Aug 2012 13:45:33 -0400 

From: Thorp, Holden <ho~der~)~nc~edu> 
To: Smith, Jay M            mail.unc .edu> 

Thanks, Jay. It was good talking to you. Will touch base a little down the road. 

Holden 

Original Hessage 

From: Jay Smith [maiito:iavsmJth@emai~.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 6:18 PM 

To: Thorp, Holden 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Rawlings coK@aittee 

Dear Holden (et al): 

It was nice to talk to you today; I’ve been telling the press how encouraged I am. I was drawn to this language in your announcement: 

"we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future .... I have asked Hunter Rawlings, president of the Association of ~l~erican 

I know that, at least in the short run, you’re in favor of keeping things more or less as they are, though with a better "balance." But I just want t 

But this will be after the Martin review, so I assume we have a little bit of time... 

Jay 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eurfice/~emaiLanc edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~!I~:iilists.anc ed~,’%~?id 50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facaltv--athlefics-forum&o 32003874 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32003874oSO137456~42[235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3(~listse~4.anc.eda 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholm~.o~g@mail 113.us2.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, August 22, 2012 11:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Register Now: 5th Am~ual Cont~rence 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Special presentations by acclaimed scholars Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years 

Later: Realities of the Arab Sprin~/’ and Dr. Ggrard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and Its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

See the tentative list of papers to be presented at the Conference. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 15, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 15, $50. Register here. 



Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,_,asmeascholars.orq. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o rg 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright ~ 2012 ASMEA, At! rights reserved 
You are receiving this emsil because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 22, 2012 6:19 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Schoonmaker, Nancy Gray <nancys@email.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] our web site 

Just a reminder to everyone that our URL for our website, which will 
take you to a login page, is: 

ms :i/facult~ athleticsfomm.web.ur~c~e                     =2&redirect~o=%2F 

If you have not yet visited the site, you’ll first have to ask Nancy 
Schoonmaker (copied) to add your onyen to the list of authorized users. 
(It’s quite the secret cabal we have.) Nancy is very helpful and 
efficient and tends to do this quickly. 

As I said today, we’ll work on getting some "models" of sport reform 
posted to the web so that we can have a number of alternatives in mind. 
Especially good ones. 

I’ll try to send a barebones set of meeting "minutes" tomorrow. I’m also 
going to start drafting a new statement about athletes’ rights as soon 
as I can. Richard Southall is hereby reminded that he’s going to send 
me a few links (or have someone else do it.) -JS 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 ~5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~-fac~h.~!°°a~Ne~icso 

thrum&o=32012132, or send a blank email to leave-32012132-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:37 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] models 

Richard/Debby et al: 
This is a good start, but I was hoping there was something quite 
specific out there about how a program might transition from "amateur" 
to semi-pro, with all the implications for finances, governance, etc. 
Has anyone written such a piece? If so, I (meaning Nancy) get it to the 
web lickety-split. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.eduiu?id=50137456.42f235~5a29175(~OOad39629242dTd3&~=T&l=facul~vooatNe~icso 

forum&o-32015224, or send a blank email to leave-32015224-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 2:06 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] a draft 

Draft Statement of the Athletic Reform Group Aug 2012.docx 

Folks--in another obsessive moment this morning, I spit out this 
statement (following our decision yesterday to start writing again.) 

More stream of consciousness than anything, and it surely needs much 
work (too long for starters). I’m sure I’m forgetting vital things, 

probably introducing other things best left unsaid. But....is this a 
beginning? Weigh in as you have time. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~mc.ed~h~?id5~137456.42f235af5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facuhv°°atNe~ics° 

forum&o=32017877, or send a blank email to leave-32017877-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



Statement of the Athletic Reform Group (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

In the wake of chancellor Thorp’s recent announcement that he would constitute 

two committees stocked with outside "experts" to review academic and athletic 
procedures and policies on our campus, UNC-Chapel Hill is poised to rethink the 

system of collegiate athletics. There have been two principal stimulants to this 

rethinking: the great institutional embarrassment that has followed the recent 
revelations of academic fraud involving Julius Nyang’oro, and the additional 

embarrassment arising from the exposed academic record of a former star athlete. 

The members of the Athletic Reform Group of the UNC faculty worry that in the rush 
to assign blame, resolve a seemingly anomalous crisis, and restore its reputation, 
UNC will fail reflect on the big picture--the picture that explains all of our recent 

troubles. 

Before UNC can change for the better it must first acknowledge six realities: 

1. The financing of all of UNC’s athletic teams depends on the success of two 

programs, men’s basketball and football. 

2. The ultimate success of the men’s basketball and football teams depends on the 
on-the-field performance of a relatively small subset of star athletes recruited to 

UNC for their great athletic skills. 

3. The high performance of these prized athletes requires that most or all of them 
be kept on the field/court at all costs and that they commit to full-time jobs as 

uncompensated pre-professionals. 
4. The academic pursuits of these prized athletes are necessarily regarded by 

athletics personnel either as afterthoughts or as active hindrances to their real 

University purpose, which is to play and to play at a high level. 
5. Despite the comforting fiction that fraud is perpetrated only by "bad" people or 

rogue programs, the entire academic infrastructure of the University is threatened 

by the commercial imperatives of the athletics program; fraud, corruption, and 
hypocrisy have always been organic features of the system. 

6. The biggest losers in this system are the athletes who are exploited and mis- 
educated while they innocently labor under ruthlessly enforced rules of 

amateurism. 

The members of the Athletic Reform Group believe that it is our moral responsibility as 
educators to repudiate and actively oppose any University-supported system that 

leaves students voiceless and deprived of basic rights even as their educational paths 

are constrained and manipulated for the benefit and profit of higher authorities. 

Serious-minded reformers, including any members of the Rawlings committee, must 
raise the following three issues and explore them fully and honestly, with the 



interests of the athletes and the requirements of institutional integrity held 
foremost in mind: 

A) Why must athletes be required to pursue full-time student course schedules? If 
the honest answer is a commercial one--i, e., to preserve their amateur status so as 
to avoid unwelcome financial obligations for the institution--a follow-up question 
immediately poses itself. Why must the University be entangled with this particular 
commercial enterprise, one that compels the institution to mistreat its own students 
and to ignore the lessons of the civil rights era? 

B) How would Universities deal with the full implications of possible 
disentan~llement--i, e., the move to grant football and basketball operations 
autonomous status as commercial ventures? How and to what extent would 
Universities field other athletics teams? How would the University honor its 
obligations under Title IX? How would the University reconfigure its partnerships 
and alliances within the ACC and beyond? How would the University renegotiate its 
various commercial contracts (with coaches, with Nike, with television networks)? 

C) How will UNC’s reinvented system of athletics protect the rights of all athletes as 
adult citizens of the Unites States of America? How will athletes be extended their 
full economic rights--e, g., their rights to perform fees for services, to secure 
professional counseling, to bargain collectively? How will the institution assure 
athletes’ legal rights--e, g., their right to due process, their right to the presumption 
of innocence, their right to privacy, their right to an attorney? Finally, how will 
athletes be extended the respect that is due them as adults, as learners, and as 
valued contributors to the UNC community? 

Inertia is a powerful force, and the temptation to return to business as usual, 
accompanied with cosmetic changes and high-sounding platitudes, will be hard to 
resist. Yet UNC-Chapel Hill has always taken pride, and rightfully to, in its role as a 
generator of positive change, as a laboratory of innovation, as a place where "minds 
on mission" solve enormous problems. A new and great opportunity now presents 
itself. Let us overcome inertia, let us move to rectify an unjust and corrupting 
system, let us prove to the world that we remember how to be leaders. The 
remaking of America’s college sport landscape can begin in Chapel Hill. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 2:32 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] a draft 

Whew! Excuse all the typos. 
On 8/23/12 2:06 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
> Folks--in another obsessive moment this morning, I spit out this 
> statement (following our decision yesterday to start writing again.) 
> More stream of consciousness than anything, and it surely needs much 
> work (too long for starters). I’m sure I’m forgetting vital things, 
> probably introducing other things best left unsaid. But....is this a 
> beginning? Weigh in as you have time. -Jay 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 1~p://~ists.ur~c.eduh~?id~4~699~57.65997~91b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n~T&~-~facu~t~-°a~Ne~ics° 
foram&o=32017877, or send a blank email to leave-32017877-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~w~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~5~137456.42~235a~5a291756~ad39~29242d7d3&n~T&~fac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=32018017, or send a blank email to leave-32018017-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday~               3:3 6 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri i 

Hello 

I would like to complete the add for your course but there is one piece of information I need from you that I didn’t get the other day 
when you came in. If you could kindly send me your PID as soon as you can and then I will be able to register you for the class. 

Thank you, 
Travis 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Afri 

Dear Travis, 

Please add this student to Georges’ Afri class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Afri 

.unc.edu] 
11:49 AM 

Hello, 

My name is ~ and I came to your office yesterday to ask if I could take Afri    with professor Nzongola-Ntalaja on 
I’m very interested in the subject and I would love to be able to take this course. Please let me know if 

it is possible for me to join the class. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 3:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Thought you were the Dean, found out you are the Chair 

Done! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 2:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Thought you were the Dean, found out you are the Chair 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add this student to Georges’ Afri :lass. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:10 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Thought you were the Dean, found out you are the Chair 

Hi Eunice Sahle, 

I am the gentleman who approached you today asking if you were the Dean of African and Afro-American Studies. I was 
Iookina for you to request that I be enrolled in AFRI       with Professor Nzongola-Ntalaj on 

¯ I am not yet enrolled in enough course credits to be considered a full time student and need this class in order 
to be eligible to do so. I attended class yesterday and the professor said I must receive permission from you. Fortunately 
in the class there were open seats when I left. I look forward to response and thank you for your help in this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Question concerning AFRI 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: #live.tmc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~ 3:59 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Question concerning AFRI 

Mr. Gore, 

I am sorry but I had talked to the professor and it looked as if I was not going to get in. I was able to move my schedule around last 
minute and got into another lecture. Thank you so much for your help. Everyone in the department has been so nice and helpful. 
Thanks again an I am sorry if this caused you to do any unnecessary work. 

Regards, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:52 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi 
> 

> You have been granted permission from the Chair to get back in the class! I will just need your PID in order to register you. 

> Thanks! 
> Travis 

> Travis Gore 
> Student Services Manager 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

> 109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
> p 919.966.5496 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, 
> is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain 
> confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, 

> or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of 
the original message. 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Sahle, Eunice N 



> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 3:07 PM 
> To: Gore, Travis 
> Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 
> 

> 

> 

> Dear Travis, 
> 
> Kindly add this student to Georges’ Afri class. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Rucker, Walter C 
> Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 7:51 AM 
> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 
> 
> FYI 
> 

> 

> 

> Walter Rucker 
> Associate Professor 
> African & Afro-American Studies 
> UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 107 Battle Hall 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
> Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2012 8:48 AM 
> To: Rucker, Walter C 
> Subject: FW: Question concerning AFRI 
> 
> Here is another request for your attention. 
> 
> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North 
> Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
> Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 
> 

> From: ~live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 
> To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
> Subject: Question concerning AFRI 
> 
> Good morning sir, 
> 
> My name is and I was on the waiting list to get in to AFRI for the fall. I was near the top of the wait list but 
was taken off sometime during the summer. I talked to the AFRI studies student services and they told me they were not sure how I 



got taken off. The reason I am just noticing now is because I was doing research for UNC in the CO mountains over the summer and 
we barely ever made it online. The gentleman at student services advised me to contact you in case there is any other way for me to 
get in the class. I spent five years in the military before coming to UNC and have traveled a lot of the world learning about new 
cultures and exploring different lands is exciting to me. I am a hard worked and always show up to class. I totally understand if this is 
not a possibility and I appreciate you time either way. 
> 
> Thank you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:59 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Done! 

Note* has hold on his account thus preventing him from enrolling. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:02 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dea r Travis, 

Please add these students to Esther’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 22, 2012 9:28 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili    Registration (adds) 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope all is well. I have just learned from Walter that I should forward course management issues to you. Therefore, the 
following request: Please may you add the following students in my Swahili    sections: 

9:00-9:50am: 

2:00-2:50pm: 

Thank you very much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 23, 2012 6:01 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Indy 

A thoughtful if depressing piece... 

~ :Jg’~;s, w w. in dA, w e e k. c o m/i n dA, w e e lc/u~c s o s 1 o w o m ov m g o fo o "~b a~ ~ o s c anda ~ o ha s o it s o ro o t s o i r~ode c i s i o ~s °made o 60 oiCon~ent? 
o~d-.~ 131206 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1is~s~ur~c~ ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56 A 2~2 3 5 af5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~ac~°°a~Ne~ics- 

=32019568, or send a blank email to leave-32019568-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 9:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri            -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Done! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: FW: Afri           -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly add the students below to Alassane’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:15 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Afri :         L -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dear Eunice, 
Here is the list of students I sent to Walter 
Sorry about the confusion 

Alassa ne 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 4:08 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: Afri           -Fall 2012 (additional names) 

Dear Walter 
Here is the names of students who showed real enthusiasm to be in my Afri 
Please, add them in the class. 

class. 

Afri : List of students to be added 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 



Thank you 

Alassane 

From: Rucker, Walter C [wrucker@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2012 10:33 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Reminders RE: Course Management Policies for Fall 2012 

Dear Colleagues, 

As we begin a new term, I wanted to be sure to send out reminders about the new course management and enrollment 

policies instituted in Spring 2012: 

¯ To see your course rosters, please go to ConnectCarolina 

https://cc.unc.edu/psp/campus/EMPLOYEE/HRMS/c/NC CUSTOM MENU.NC PORTAL ADMIN.GBL. After you 

enter your onyen and password, click "self service" on the menu and then click "faculty center". Finding your Fall 

2012 class rosters from there should be easy. 

¯ If you want to enroll additional students in your courses, you can only do so by sending me an email with the 

student’s name and PID as well as the course/section numbers. I would prefer if you send just one list per class. 

In this regard, no more than ten students can be added to any course in the department and we will prioritize 

students who were on the course waitlist prior to being purged by the Registrar’s Office. 

¯ Please note that on some occasions, students have registration blocks (due to scheduling conflicts, enrolling in 

too many hours, or other reasons) that prevent them from enrolling or they provide the wrong PID to instructors 

when seeking to add a course. Given the sheer number of requests Travis and I will process during the first two 

weeks of the term, we do not have the capability to track down students if there are errors that prevent their 

enrollment in a course. In this case, we will try to inform individual instructors if students were not able to 

enroll. 

¯ If spaces are still available in your courses, students can enroll themselves through ConnectCarolina until 8:30 

am on Friday August 24. 

¯ Students who miss the first two classes of a TR class (or the first session for a class that meets once a week) can 

be dropped from class rosters after 8:30 am on Friday, August 24. 

¯ Finally, no one should feel compelled to accommodate every student making a request to add a course. 

Graduating seniors and senior AFAM majors should receive the highest priority and consideration when it comes 

to adds, especially for core requirements. For all other students, we can encourage them to take other sections 

of the same course or to enroll in the course during another term. 

If there are any questions or concerns about any of the above, please contact Eunice at your earliest convenience. I hope 

everyone has a smooth start to the semester. 

Best, 

Walter 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: afall@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 10:27 AM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Enrolling Students for AFAM 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

The drops have been processed. There was one student that had already dropped it. I tried to add           and he 

has a time conflict. He either has a class at the same time or a class that overlaps with your class. You can let me know if 

he is able to get that resolved. I also checked and confirmed that the other students are already enrolled. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE: Enrolling Students for AFAM 

Dea r Travis, 

Please drop and add students as indicated in the email from Charlene. Kindly do this by today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 12:03 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Enrolling Students for AFAM 

For my AFAM class the following students need to be dropped: 

:Did not attend two classes) 

(Did not attend two classes) 

(Did not attend two classes) 

The following student is trying to enroll in the class: 

These students should already be enrolled as they picked up the class online: 



Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 1:24 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare 
Legislation 

Interesting indeed. California may yet tumble into the sea (paraphrasing Steely Dan there), but once again 
they’re out in front of a big issue. 

I will say that the Stanford AD does have a point, even if it’s a conveniently self-interested one. Why should 
only the rich schools be responsible for providing rights? Shouldn’t rights be non-negotiable, and not subject to 
budgets? But at least they’re talking about it in CA .... 

On 8/24/12 1:16 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emaikuncoedu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt : exssouncoedu raduate- ro rams s ecializations s oft-administration overview 

CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference~org 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 4:21 PM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afri    add 

Hi Mike, 

It looks like the student currently has 16 hours and this course would give her a total of 19 hours so it is preventing me from enrolling 
her but if she drops another course then we would be able to add her to your Afri    class. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lambert, Michael C 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:55 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Afri    add 

Dear Eunice, 

I would like to add                       to my Afri 
abroad program (Cape Town or Dakar) this spring. 

Thanks, 

Mike 

class. She is an Afri major and needs this class to participate in a study 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 4:28 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adding Student to AFAM 

Hi Kia, 

Just wanted to let you know that I dropped ~nd added 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:36 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: FW: Adding Student to AFAM 

Dea r Travis, 

Kindly drop and add as per the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 11:33 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Adding Student to AFAM 

Hi Eunice, 
I would like to drop a student from AFAM who missed the first two classes and add a student. 

Student to drop: 
Student to add: I believe he was on the waiting list, but you should confirm this. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare 
Legislation 

Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious that no one has said a peep. And there’s 
evidence that the listserv has been acting up... 

Jay 
On 8/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the media ~ level at UNC/ACC 

currently/projected? Thanks. 

Willis Brooks 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [mailto:southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 

To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 

http://athleticbusiness.com/editors/blog/default.aspx?id=940 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southa[l@emaiLUncoedu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http~//exss.unc.edu/graduate-pr~grams/specia~izati~ns/sp~rt-administrati~n/~verview/ 

CSRI website: wwwouncoedu/csri 
CSRi Conference on College Sport website: www~csriconferenceoorg 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, August 26, 2012 12:32 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] models 

In response to Jan’s statement that the "going autonomous" model "can’t succeed for a variety of reasons," I have a few observations I’d like to make. 

-Our current model also cannot succeed. It has never succeeded anywhere, and we’re deluding ourselves if we want to pretend that it has. We know today about the "educations" received 
by                and Julius Peppers only because a very strange set of circumstances finally revealed secrets that were never supposed to be revealed. And UNC is one of the "good" 
places. Can any of us seriously claim to believe that revenue-sport athletes are being educationally well served by American universities? 

--Here’s what I take to be the heart of the statement I drafted: The current system... 
leaves students" voiceless" and deprived of basic rights" even as" their educational paths are constrained and manipulated for the benefit and profit of higher authorities. 

--I don’t claim, and could not since I have no expertise in this field, that the "commercial" model would solve all problems, but I do think that universities should be working overtime to 
figure out what the system needs to look like in order to avoid the abuses highlighted in that sentence above. 

--The purpose I imagined, as I framed the issue this way in the statement I drafted, was to force universities (beginning with our own) to acknowledge that fairness, equal treatment, and 
the protection of rights must be the bedrock of any legitimate system. If the "commercial" one is not the right one, OK--then tell us how you’re going to make those guarantees under the 
current system. That should be (in my opinion) one of the chief purposes of the Rawlings commission. They’re going to figure out how to make radical cuts to practice time? Change 
game schedules? Overturn the clue process restrictions of the NCAA? I’ll believe it when I see it--but OK, I’m all ears. 

It may be that the statement is badly worded or organized and appears to advocate for the "semi-pro" model; I only wanted to make clear that that model should be one of the alternatives 
seriously considered by the Rawlings committee. Because the *current* system is unworkable and unsustainable. 

On 8/23/12 3:17 PM, Boxill, Jan wrote: 

This idea has been discussed for many, many years, and much has been written about it. The first Knight CoKg~ission discussed it; even the first 

Jan 

Original Hessage 

From: Southall, Richard Michard [maii%o:soutl~ai|@emaii.unc.e~2u] 

Sent: Thursday, August 23, 2012 8:56 AM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty athletics forum] models 

Jay, 

To your point regarding transitioning from the NCAA "collegiate model" to a professional model, several coKg~entaries have been authored on the re 

The courts have    for a variety of reasons (deference to precedence, athletic participation viewed as a privilege not a right, etc.)    long held 

research articles have been written that question whether this interpretation is still accurate. I can forward the court cases that have establis 

I’ll send information on CA SB 125: "Student Athlete Bill of Rights" if you want, or folks can simply google it and read the information on their 

Let me know if these items are the type of background information you and the other faculty might find useful. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor    Sport Administration Graduate Program Coordinator The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Director    College Sport 

overview/ 

CSRI website: ~,~,w.ui~c eo~u/csrl <hLtD://~’~,~ unc.edu/csrJ> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: ,~’~’~,.csrlco!~ference orq <~tt~:/i~,e~’~ csrlcDlfer 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

On 8/23/12 8:37 AM, "Jay Smith" <iaysmlth@email~@nc~edu> wrote: 

Richard/Debby et al: 

This is a good start, but I was hoping there was something quite 

specific out there about how a program might transition from "amateur" 

to semi pro, with all the implications for finances, governance, etc. 

Has anyone written such a piece? If so, I (meaning Nancy) get it to 

the web lickety split.     Jay 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 8:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM ~ 

Hi Eunice -- 

Could you have Travis add (details below) to AFAM . Thank you. 

Tim 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

~live.unc.edu] 
5:30 PM 

My PID i~ , and yes, I am dropping AFAM 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:21 PM, "McMillan, Tim" <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> wrote: 

> Send me your PID and I will see about adding you -- do you have to drop another class to add this one? if so, let me know. 

> TMc 

> From: @live.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, 2:06 PM 
> To: McMillan, Tim 
> Subject: AFAM 

> Hi T Mac, 

> I told you last week that I wanted to check our another class that I needed before I enrolled in to your 
consent. Gratefully, the class is open. How can I go about enrolling? 

> Thanks. 

> Sent from my iPhone 

¯ I am currently trying to swap into your class but ConnectCarolina requires your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 12:29 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Should the NCAA Revisit North Carolina? 

He calls UNC arguments "weak and disingenuous." I think the man is on to something. 

On 8/27/12 10:31 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

I thought this commentary might be of interest: 

http://collegesportsbusinessnews, com/issue/august-2012/article/should-the-ncaa-revisit-north-carolina 

The author forwarded it to me and I thought I’d pass it along for possible discussion. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt : eXSSoUnCoedu raduate- ro rams s ecializations s oft-administration overview 

CSRI website: www.uncoedu/csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Ridpath>, "RIDPATH@ohio.edu" <RIDPATH@ohio.edu> 

Date: Monday, August 27, 2012 8:23 AM 

To: "Gurney, Gerald S. Iggurnev@ou.edu)" <ggurnev@ou.edu>, Dave Thompson 

@triad.rr.com>, Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu>, "Allen Sack 

( @yahoo.com)" < @yahoo.com> 
Cc: " ~aol.com" < ~aol.com> 

SubjeCt: Thoughts?? 

Dave 



B. David Ridpath, Ed. D., MSA ’95, ¥S 8 

Associate Professor and Khan Nandola Professor of Sports Administration 

Co- E d ito r, Jo urnal of Issues in In tercollegiate A thletics 

Facu Ity Fellow, Cen ter for College Affordabifity and Productivity 

Copeland Hall 636, College of Business 

Athens, OH 45701 

740-593-9496 (O) 

740-593-9342 (F) 

(c) 
ridpath@ohio.edu 
twitter @drridpath 

www.ohio.edu ¯ www.sportsad.ohio.edu 
Tainted Glory: Marshall University, The NCAA, and One Man’s Fight for Justice at 

http://www.amazon.com/Tainted-Glory-Marshall-University-Justice/dp/1469790874 

The best student-centered learning experience 

in America 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 12:50 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare 
Legislation 

Andy--thanks for weighing in. Just to clarify, "disentanglement" (as I 
envision it) would get us OUT of the business that we’re already IN. 
That would be the point of it--to separate us from a contaminant. Yes, 
rent out the facilities and the use of our name. Athletes who wanted to 
take classes could still do so, but we would be free to treat them like 
any other student. No more "compliance," no more special admits, no 
more steering, no more mid-semester reports to the support office. In a 
word, no more pretending. To me that sounds like paradise on earth. 
Maybe not realistic, but happy-dance desirable. In any case, as I said 
in an earlier email, I pose it only as an alternative to be considered. 
And I also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 

To answer the question--why another statement?--you fairly point out 
that we have other statements already, and that we might just return to 
them for elaboration. (The Branch-inspired one was never finished, 
though.) But one reason for the new statement was to provide a rallying 
point to draw more faculty into our project. And we thought that a 
statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the interests 
of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that. 

As I also suggested in my earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 
which I feel passionately committed. If we could agree on the proper 
wording for just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 
all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And perhaps that could serve 
as the foundation for a much shorter statement. If anybody would like 
to be reminded of the italicized text, let me know. -Jay 

On 8/27/12 11:34 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Colleagues- 
> 
> I’m sorry to have missed the meeting; apparently I was inadvertently 
> unsubscribed from the mailing list. 
> 
> I’m not sure why we needed another statement of principles, as we have 
> both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this spring in 
> dialogue with Taylor Branch. 
> 
> That said, I like the first part of this statement. I think the latter 
> part (the A-B-C list) is far too pointed toward so called 
> "disentanglement," aka moving athletics into a separate, commercial 
> enterprise. As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 
> neither a good nor a realistic outcome. I don’t mind pursuing 
> unrealistic outcomes if I think they’re good, nor sub-optimal outcomes 
> if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrong! 
> 
> Internally at UNC, I think we should be pushing for what our earlier 
> statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, full 
> integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as students, full 
> support for athletes’ academic success (not just "compliance"), due 
> process and full rights as students for athletes. 
> 
> Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 
> economic rights for athletes, four-year scholarships across the board, 
> and tree academic integrity -- something more like Division III operates 



right now. If that spurs NFL/NBA/etc. to start up a minor-league system, 
so be it, but it’s not our responsibility as universities to support a 
farm league. That’s why I don’t like the disentanglement suggestion -- 
why in the world should the university be in the business of 
minor-league sports? Just because of the facilities? They can be rented 
out if that’s the rationale. 

Best, 
Andy 

On Fri, 2012-08-24 at 22:17 +0000, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
>> Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I think 
>> this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: 
>> "Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and in the last 
>> paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in response 
>> to this week’s article. Your statement is more eloquent and complete, 
>> but I think you’ll find mine supportive if it sees the light of day. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
>> Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 
>> To: discussion 
>> Cc: discussion 
>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark 
>> Athlete Welfare Legislation 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious that 
>> no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the listserv has 
>> been acting up... 
>> 
>> Jay 

>> On 8/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>> 
>>> Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the 
>>> media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

>>> Willis Brooks 

>>> From: Southall, Richard Michard 
>>> Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 
>>> To: discussion 
>>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark 
>>> Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>> Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 



>>> Richard 

>>> ~ :iiat~leticbusir~es s.comieditors~51og!default .aspx?id~ 940 

>>> Dr. Richard M. Southall 

>>> Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
>>> 
>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 
>>> 
>>> The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

>>> Director - College Sport Research Institute 
>>> 
>>> Woollen Hall 203C 
>>> 
>>> Office - 919.962-3507 

>>> Cell - 
>>> 
>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

>>> somhall@email.unc.edu 

>>> UNC Sport Administration website: 
>>> 

>>> ~ :~iexss.m~c. ed~/~ate ecializatior~sispor~oadministratio~fo~er~’iew/ 

>>> CSRI website: www.unc.edu/csri 
>>> 
>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 

>>> Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 
>>> live fully. 

>>> --- 

>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>> ewbrooks~live.unc.edu. 



>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>> ht~r~:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=545(~2879.d37ef12df~5e6 lb6907f4f42al a21~4&r~=T&l=~acult~,’ooatNetics-forum&o=32024195 
>>> 
>>> (It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is 
>>> broken) 

>>> or send a bla~ email to 
>>> leave-32024195-54562879.d37ef12~ 5e6 lb6907f4f42ala2~4@listse~.~c.edu 

>>> --- 

>>> You are cu~emly subscribed to facul~--atNefics-fomm as: 
>>> j ays~th@email.unc.edu. 

>>> To unsubscfibe click hem: 
>>> ~ :~/lists.~m~.edtv~t~ ?id=48~ 998 5 7.6 5 9977 9 l b464 56 3 8dg~ 95 22ac998cag&~=T &l-~c~l~,~a~Nefics-~rm-~&o - 3 202~O~ 
>>> 
>>> (It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is 
>>> broken) 

>>> or send a bla~ email to 
>>> leave-32026066-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse~.unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You am cu~ntly subscribed to fac~--atNetics-fomm as: 
>> ~cramer@email.unc.edu. 
>> 
>> To ~subscfibe click hem: 
>> ~ :i/lis~s.tmc. ed~iu?id-48~99891.94aa6dcgedb08de01 cca2c~5b0ccc5&n=T&l-fac~, ~-atNe~ics-formw&o-3202~083 
>> 
>> (It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ ff the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a bla~ email m 
>> leave-32026083-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de0 lcca2c6~5b0ccc5@listse~.unc.edu 
>> 

>> 

>>___ 

>> 

>> You am cu~ntly subscribed to facM~--atNetics-fomm as: 
>> andmw~emn@unc.edu. 
>> 
>> To ~subscfibe click hem: 
>> l~ttp:i/lists.ur~c.edulu?id=48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n=T&l=gaculty =-Nhlefics-fomm&o=3202~384 
>> 
>> (It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ ff the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a bla~ email m 
>> leave-32026384-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listse~.~c.edu 
>> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://~is~s~mc.ed~/~?id-5~13~45~.42f235af5a29~5~ad39~29242d7d3&n~T&~fac~l~°°at1~1e~ics° 
formn&o=32037952, or send a blank email to leave-32037952-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 3:11 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Jan--the realities were mine, not discussed by the group. I’m sure we could have a spirited argument about the nature of "reality," though since you teach philosophy I would be at a 
cfisadvantage. 

What if we ditch the realities and go for a shorter statement? Here’s another shot (though perhaps still unacceptable to various parties). Some of you will hear echoes of Branch: 

We the undersigned members of the Athletics Reform Group believe that it is our moral and professional responsibility as educators to repudiate and actively oppose any University- 

supported ~ystem that leaves students voiceless and deprived of basic rights even as their educational paths are constrained and manipulatedjbr the benefit and profit of higher 

authorities. In keeping with the ~pirit of the "statement of principles" we released last February, the ARG now calls on the UNC community to build an academic-athletic ~ystem that will 

operate on the following premises: 

1. Equality of educational opportunity shall be guaranteed. 
2. All students, athlete and non-athlete alike, shall retain their full rights as citizens, including their rights to informed consent, fair representation, and clue process. No freedoms shall be 
abridged because of athletic status. 
3. Only faculty or their appointed delegates shall exercise authority over academic processes. 

Other things could be added. Maybe one of these could be eliminated. I like that it’s short, clear, and uncompromising. Anyway...this would be another possible approach. -Jay 

On 8/27/12 2:58 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Jay, 

I support your italicized statement. 

I suspect that I’m not the only one who would tweak it a bit, in my case to ensure that readers appreciate Jan’s reminder that the notion needs 

Willis Brooks 

Original Hessage 

From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:dMBOXiLL@emai~kinc~edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:45 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty athletics forum] Reform Group discussion 

Andy, 

Thanks for weighing in. I too endorse the italicized section it applies to all aspects of the university not just athletics. 

Jan 

I think many of us 

Original Hessage 

From: Andrew J Perrin [mai~o:andre~%.perllin@unc~edu] 

Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:29 PM 

To: discussion 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty athletics forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Jay et al., 

I thoroughly endorse the italicized section. We part ways, though, on the question of whether the outcome described would be "paradise on earth." 

ap 

On Mon, 2012 08 27 at 12:49 0400, Jay Smith wrote: 

Andy thanks for weighing in. Just to clarify, "disentanglement" (as 

I envision it) would get us OUT of the business that we’re already IN. 

That would be the point of it to separate us from a contaminant. Yes, 

rent out the facilities and the use of our name. Athletes who wanted 

to take classes could still do so, but we would be free to treat them 

like any other student. No more "compliance," no more special admits, 

no more steering, no more mid semester reports to the support office. 

In a word, no more pretending. To me that sounds like paradise on earth. 

Maybe not realistic, but happy dance desirable.     In any case, as I said 

in an earlier email, I pose it only as an alternative to be considered. 

And I also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 

To answer the question why another statement? you fairly point out 

that we have other statements already, and that we might just return 

to them for elaboration. (The Branch inspired one was never finished, 

though.) But one reason for the new statement was to provide a 

rallying point to draw more faculty into our project. And we thought 

that a statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the 

interests of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that. 

As I also suggested in my earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 

which I feel passionately coK@~itted. If we could agree on the proper 

wording for just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 

all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And perhaps that could 

serve as the foundation for a much shorter statement. If anybody 

would like to be reminded of the italicized text, let me know. Jay 

On 8/27/12 11:34 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 

Colleagues 

I’m sorry to have missed the meeting; apparently I was inadvertently 

unsubscribed from the mailing list. 

I’m not sure why we needed another statement of principles, as we 

have both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this 

spring in dialogue with Taylor Branch. 



That said, I like the first part of this statement. I think the 

latter part (the A B C list) is far too pointed toward so called 

~disentanglement,~ aka moving athletics into a separate, coK@~ercial 

enterprise. As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 

neither a good nor a realistic outcome. I don’t mind pursuing 

unrealistic outcomes if I think they’re good, nor sub optimal 

outcomes if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrong! 

Internally at UNC, I think we should be pushing for what our earlier 

statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, 

full integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as 

students, full support for athletes’ academic success (not just 

~compliance~), due process and full rights as students for athletes. 

Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 

economic rights for athletes, four year scholarships across the 

board, and true academic integrity     something more like Division 

III operates right now. If that spurs NFL/NBA/etc. to start up a 

minor league system, so be it, but it’s not our responsibility as 

universities to support a farm league. That’s why I don’t like the 

disentanglement suggestion      why in the world should the university 

be in the business of minor league sports? Just because of the 

facilities? They can be rented out if that’s the rationale. 

Best, 

On Fri, 2012 08 24 at 22:17 +0000, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Here’s a ~peep,~ after finally having a chance to read it. I think 

this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: 

~Chancellor~ should be capitalized in the first line, and in the 

last paragraph, you mean ~so,~ not ~to~ after ~rightfully.~ 

I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in 

response to this week’s article. Your statement is more eloquent 

and complete, but I think you’ll find mine supportive if it sees the light of day. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Jay Smith [~aysmikh@emaii~unc~edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 

To: discussion 

Cc: discussion 

Subject: Re: [faculty athletics forum] Calif. Senate Passes 

Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious 

that no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the 

listserv has been acting up... 

Jay 

On 8/24/12 4:57 PH, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the 

media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

Willis Brooks 

From: Southall, Richard Hichard [maiiko:sou~hall@emai~unc~edu] 

Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty athletics forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark 

Athlete Welfare Legislation 

Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 

Richard 



Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor    Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director    College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office    919.962 3507 

Cell 

Fax    919.962 6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

stration/overview/ 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: w~,’w.csrlco~’~fere~ e.orq 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to 

live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: 

ewb!~ooks@i~ve~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

~.£i~i/lists.unc.edu/u?id=5~562879.d37ef~2dff35e6~b6907f~i~2ala2fb 

4&n T&I faculty athletics forum&o 32024195 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 

broken) 

or send a blank email to 

leave 32024195 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2fb4@listserv. 

unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: 

iaysmith@ema~/~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

£!~_io://iis<s.u~c.edu/u?id ~8699857.6599779!b~baSb38dgf69522ac998ca 

9&n T&I faculty athletics forum&o 32026066 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 

broken) 

or send a blank email to 

leave 32026066 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv. 

unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: 

m~cramer@emai]~unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

~2~kS9://iJsts.unc.edu/u?id a869989i.9~aa6dcSedb08de0icca2c6f25b0ccc5 

&n T&I faculty athletics forum&o 32026083 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 

broken) 

or send a blank email to 

leave 32026083 ~8699891.9%aa6dc8edbO8deOlcca2c6f2bbOccc5@iJstserv.u 

nc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: 

an<~re~_2~errJn@unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: 

~o://|ists.unc~edu/u?id:%8699881xiac530c599cd3e93872%216%0193868d 

&n T&I faculty athletics forum&o 32026384 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 

broken) 



or send a blank email to 

leave 32@26384 ~869988i.dac530cb99cd3e938725~16~@i93868d@~Jstserv~u 

nc.edu 

Andrew J Perrin andrew ,~errin@@nc~edu htto://~errin~socsci~u~ c~edu Associate Professor of Sociology, University of North Carolina CB#3210, 15 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: ~j~boxii~@emali unc.e~u. To unsubscribe click here: !iEip~//lists.u~c~edu/u?i~ :~86 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: ewbrDoks@~ £ve up~c.edu. To unsubscribe click here: ~/! ~s%s.unc e~u/u~@~b~s~ 

You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: iAysmikh@emai~-nc~edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: i%~p~//~is~s~un~edu/u?id=48699857~6599779~bab45~38d9f69522ac998ca9&r~T&~=facu~Y a~le~ics fcrum&o~320391~5 or send a blank email 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: e~ice@~emaiL anc.ed~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: .1)~p:iiHsts.~mc~eda/u?id 50137456A2fi35af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I fac~l~Vooa~hleticsoforum&o 32039250 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leaveo32039250oS0137456~42f235aI?5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~2!istsep<unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 4:34 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Afri 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b anderso ] 
Sent: Monday, 10:43 AM 
To: 7; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Afri 

Dear Travis: 
Please add to my class. His 

On         4:47 PM,         wrote: 
Hello Protessor Anderson, 

I was wondering if I could get permission to take your Afri 

Thank you, 

Thank you. 

class. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
~:i!africaamc.ed~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 27, 2012 4:35 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AFRI 

From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Mondav. 10:44 AM 
To: ; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: AFRI 

Dear Travis: 
Please add to my class. Her PID is Thank you. 

On 12:27 AM, 

Hello Professor Anderson, 

wrote: 

I am very interested in taking your AFRI    class. I was wondering if I could have your consent. There is 
one spot left in the class and when I tried to add it, I was told to provide a permission number from you. 
Can I have your permission to take the class? 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 5:19 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Martin committee 

Folks: 
I’m sure I’m not the only one among us who will be speaking to Gov. 
Martin (I’ve been asked about an appointment this week). But in case 
I’m one of only a few: if there’s something you’d like me to try to 
represent to him/his committee, let me know ASAP. I remember from our 
last meeting that many are concerned to protect AFRI/AFAM from 
gratuitous attack, and I will certainly express that concern. But if 
there’s anything else you’d want to say if you had 30 seconds, let me 
know. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~mc.ed~/~?id5~13~456.42f235~5a291~56~ad39629242d7d3&~T&~fac~F~°°atNe~ics° 

forum&o=32040321, or send a blank email to leave-32040321-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, August 27, 2012 10:03 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

Thanks, Vin. I think it’s good for us to have this discussion (though 
we’ll want to get around a table again soon, I think.) 

I understood the statement of principles (what you refer to as the 
"original" here, I think) to be a springboard from which we would move 
on to other, more specific proposals. Otherwise, one might say, our 
work was done on February 18! Given the imminent work to be carried out 
by this "Rawlings committee," I would like our group to have a bit more 
to say right now than a reiteration of our three golden principles, 
golden though they are. This Rawlings group is the "think big" group 
(and let’s hope it has UNC people on it). It may be our one and only 
chance to encourage a reconsideration of first principles. I’m not sure 
our original statement, left unadorned, is going to do that. 

But, let’s see how/if others weigh in. We could always just step back 
as a group and let individuals voice their views as they see fit. 

On 8/27/12 9:41 PM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
Jay, 

Sorry I’ve been so silent... I’ve just been swamped in recent days. 

I’m generally in agreement with Andy’s position in this discussion. I 
like your second draft better than your first one, but I don’t think 
either of the new statements is better than the original. I say this 
for three reasons: (1) I believe the original statement will 
ultimately attract much more faculty support; (2) from the standpoint 
of building support, it’s a bad idea to keep changing the message; and 
(3) it’s important to aim for achievable goals. With respect to the 
last item, I think Andy’s right that we have to adopt both "internal" 
and "external" strategies, and that both have to take political 
realities into account. 

Best, 
Vin 

On 8/27/2012 3:10 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Jan--the realities were mine, not discussed by the group. I’m sure we 
>> could have a spirited argument about the nature of "reality," though 
>> since you teach philosophy I would be at a disadvantage. 
>> 
>> What if we ditch the realities and go for a shorter statement? Here’s 
>> another shot (though perhaps still unacceptable to various parties). 
>> Some of you will hear echoes of Branch: 
>> 
>>/We the undersigned members of the Athletics Reform Group believe that 
>> it is our moral and professional responsibility as educators to 
>> repudiate and actively oppose any University-supported system that 
>> leaves students voiceless and deprived of basic rights even as their 
>> educational paths are constrained and manipulated for the benefit and 
>> profit of higher authorities.In keeping with the spirit of the 



>> "statement of principles" we released last February, the ARG now calls 
>> on the UNC community to build an academic-athletic system that will 
>> operate on the following premises:/ 

>>// 

>> 1.Equality of educational opportunity shall be guaranteed. 
>> 
>> 2.All students, athlete and non-athlete alike, shall retain their full 
>> rights as citizens, including their rights to informed consent, fair 
>> representation, and due process.No freedoms shall be abridged because of 
>> athletic status. 

>> 3.Only faculty or their appointed delegates shall exercise authority 
>> over academic processes. 

>> Other things could be added. Maybe one of these could be eliminated. 
>> I like that it’s short, clear, and uncompromising. Anyway...this would 
>> be another possible approach. -Jay 

>> On 8/27/12 2:58 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>>> Jay, 

>>> I support your italicized statement. 
>>> 
>>> I suspect that I’m not the only one who would tweak it a bit, in 
>>> my case to ensure that readers appreciate Jan’s reminder that the 
>>> notion needs to be seen as concern for all students. I would add a 
>>> sentence that invites everyone in the University community to join 
>>> in this purpose--we need to recruit more actively. That means 
>>> students, too, especially if organizations like the Campus Y with 
>>> its civil rights commitment are to be included. 
>>> 
>>> Willis Brooks 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:JMBOXILL~emai~.m~c.ed~] 
>>> Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:45 PM 
>>> To: discussion 
>>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Reform Group discussion 

>>> Andy, 
>>> Thanks for weighing in. I too endorse the italicized section--it 
>>> applies to all aspects of the university not just athletics. I 
>>> think many of us are serious-minded reformers who don’t wish to see 
>>> the end of college athletics. I too am sorry I missed the meeting, 
>>> as I do not see the six realities as clear realities. 
>>> 
>>> Jan 
>>> 
>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From: Andrew J Pen-in [ 
>>> Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 2:29 PM 
>>> To: discussion 
>>> Cc: discussion 
>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes 
>>> Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 
>>> 
>>> Jay et al., 

>>> I thoroughly endorse the italicized section. We part ways, though, 
>>> on the question of whether the outcome described would be "paradise 
>>> on earth." I don’t wish to see the end of college athletics, which 



>>> is effectively what you described. 

>>> ap 

>>> On Mon, 2012-08-27 at 12:49 -0400, Jay Smith wrote: 
>>>> Andy--thanks for weighing in. Just to clarify, "disentanglement" (as 
>>>> I envision it) would get us OUT of the business that we’re already 1N. 
>>>> That would be the point of it--to separate us from a contaminant. Yes, 
>>>> rent out the facilities and the use of our name. Athletes who wanted 
>>>> to take classes could still do so, but we would be free to treat them 
>>>> like any other student. No more "compliance," no more special admits, 
>>>> no more steering, no more mid-semester reports to the support office. 
>>>> In a word, no more pretending. To me that sounds like paradise on 
>>>> earth. 
>>>> Maybe not realistic, but happy-dance desirable. In any case, as I 
>>>> said 
>>>> in an earlier email, I pose it only as an alternative to be 
>>>> considered. 
>>>> And I also see the goals you list as eminently desirable. 

>>>> To answer the question--why another statement?--you fairly point out 
>>>> that we have other statements already, and that we might just return 
>>>> to them for elaboration. (The Branch-inspired one was never finished, 
>>>> though.) But one reason for the new statement was to provide a 
>>>> rallying point to draw more faculty into our project. And we thought 
>>>> that a statement dedicated to "rights" and to the protection of the 
>>>> interests of mistreated students, would be a good way to do that. 

>>>> As I also suggested in my earlier email, it’s the italicized part to 
>>>> which I feel passionately committed. If we could agree on the proper 
>>>> wording for just that section, and agree that it’s something we should 
>>>> all be "on board" with, I’d be delighted. And perhaps that could 
>>>> serve as the foundation for a much shorter statement, ff anybody 
>>>> would like to be reminded of the italicized text, let me know. -Jay 

>>>> On 8/27/12 11:34 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>>>> Colleagues- 
>>>>> 
>>>>> I’m sorry to have missed the meeting; apparently I was inadvertently 
>>>>> unsubscribed from the mailing list. 

>>>>> I’m not sure why we needed another statement of principles, as we 
>>>>> have both our early one from the fall and the one we crafted this 
>>>>> spring in dialogue with Taylor Branch. 

>>>>> That said, I like the first part of this statement. I think the 
>>>>> latter part (the A-B-C list) is far too pointed toward so called 
>>>>> "disentanglement," aka moving athletics into a separate, commercial 
>>>>> enterprise. As I’ve said in meetings several times, I think this is 
>>>>> neither a good nor a realistic outcome. I don’t mind pursuing 
>>>>> unrealistic outcomes if I think they’re good, nor sub-optimal 
>>>>> outcomes if they’re realistic, but both at once seems wrong! 

>>>>> Internally at UNC, I think we should be pushing for what our earlier 
>>>>> statement of principles stated: academic oversight of athletics, 
>>>>> full integrity, no admissions of athletes who can’t succeed as 
>>>>> students, full support for athletes’ academic success (not just 
>>>>> "compliance"), due process and full rights as students for athletes. 

>>>>> Externally, I think we should be pushing our NCAA reps to allow more 
>>>>> economic rights for athletes, four-year scholarships across the 
>>>>> board, and true academic integrity -- something more like Division 
>>>>> III operates right now. If that spurs NFL/NBA/etc. to start up a 
>>>>> minor-league system, so be it, but it’s not our responsibility as 



>>>>> universities to support a farm league. That’s why I don’t like the 
>>>>> disentanglement suggestion -- why in the world should the university 
>>>>> be in the business of minor-league sports? Just because of the 
>>>>> facilities? They can be rented out if that’s the rationale. 

>>>>> Best, 
>>>>> Andy 

>>>>> On Fri, 2012-08-24 at 22:17 +0000, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
>>>>>> Here’s a "peep," after finally having a chance to read it. I 
>>>>>> think 
>>>>>> this is a terrific statement. I saw only two sort of typos: 
>>>>>> "Chancellor" should be capitalized in the first line, and in the 
>>>>>> last paragraph, you mean "so," not "to" after "rightfully." 

>>>>>> I have submitted a letter to the editor of the Independent in 
>>>>>> response to this week’s article. Your statement is more eloquent 
>>>>>> and complete, but I think you’ll find mine supportive if it sees 
>>>>>> the light of day. 

>>>>>> Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
>>>>>> Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

>>>>>> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
>>>>>> Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 5:00 PM 
>>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>>> Cc: discussion 
>>>>>> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes 
>>>>>> Landmark Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>>>>> Did everyone receive my draft document from yesterday? Curious 
>>>>>> that no one has said a peep. And there’s evidence that the 
>>>>>> listserv has been acting up... 

>>>>>> Jay 

>>>>>> On 8/24/12 4:57 PM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 

>>>>>>> Will someone please help me (re the CA bill cum law): what is the 
>>>>>>> media $ level at UNC/ACC currently/projected? Thanks. 

>>>>>>> Willis Brooks 

>>>>>>> From: Southall, Richard Michard [mailto:so~thall~e~ail.unc.ed~] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Friday, August 24, 2012 1:17 PM 
>>>>>>> To: discussion 
>>>>>>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Calif. Senate Passes Landmark 
>>>>>>> Athlete Welfare Legislation 

>>>>>>> Thought this might be of great interest to many of you. 



>>>>>>> RichaN 

>>>>>>> l~@:f~Neficbusiness.cox~/ed~ors~lo~defm~.aspx?id=940 

>>>>>>> Dr. Richard M. Somhall 

>>>>>>> Associ~e Pro~ssor - Sport AdmiNstration 

>>>>>>> Graduate Program Coordinator 

>>>>>>> The UNversi~ of North Carolina ~ Chapel Hill 

>>>>>>> Dimc~r - College Sport Research Institute 

>>>>>>> Woollen Hall 203C 

>>>>>>> Office - 919.962-3507 

>>>>>>> Cell- 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>> Fax - 919.962-6235 

>>>>>>> somhall@emNl.unc.edu 

>>>>>>> UNC Sport AdmiNstmtion webs~e: 

>>>>>>> ~:fexss.unc.e ecializatio~xsis~o~oadmiN 
>>>>>>> s~xatioWove~iew/ 

>>>>>>> CSRI websi~:www.unc.ed~csfi 

>>>>>>> CSRI Conference on College Sport websi~:www.csficonfemnce.org 

>>>>>>> Life is an oblig~ion. We’re not hem ~ ~e slow~, we’re hem ~ 
>>>>>>>lNeful~. 



>>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>> ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. 

>>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>>> ~:iil~sts.tmc edt~/t~?id=54 562879.d37ef~2dff3 5e61b6907f4f42ala2fb 
>>>>>>> 4&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32024195 

>>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>>> leave-32024195-54562879.d37ef12dff35e6 lb6907f4f42ala2fb4@listserv. 
>>>>>>> unc.edu 

>>>>>>> --- 

>>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>>> j aysmith@email.unc.edu. 

>>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>>> ~://lists.ur~c.eduJu?id=48699857.(~599779164645638dgf(~9522ac998ca 
>>>>>>> 9&n=T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32026066 

>>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>>> leave-32026066-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv. 
>>>>>>> unc.edu 

>>>>>> --- 

>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> mrcramer@email.unc.edu. 

>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>> ~ :i/lists.unc. eduiu?id=48699891.94aa(~dcgedb08de01 cca2c6f25b0ccc5 
>>>>>> &n=T&l=faculty--athletics-fomm&o=32026083 

>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>> leave-32026083-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de0 lcca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.u 
>>>>>> nc.edu 

>>>>>> --- 

>>>>>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>>>>>> andrew~emn@unc.edu. 

>>>>>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>>>>>> l~tp:iiiists.u~c.edu/u?id 48699881.dac530c599cd3e9387252164019386gd 
>>>>>> &n=T&l=faculty--athletics-fomm&o=32026384 

>>>>>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>>>>>> broken) 

>>>>>> or send a blank email to 
>>>>>> leave-32026384-48699881.dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.u 
>>>>>> nc.edu 



>>> Andrew J Pemn -andrewA~emn@unc.edu 
>>> -~errin.socscLunc.edu Associate Professor of Sociology, 
>>> University of North Carolina CB#3210, 155 Hamilton Hall, Chapel 
>>> Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 

>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum 
>>> as:jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click 
>>> here:~:i/~ists.m~c~ed~i~?id=48699895~?43a27fe2ca(m6720a4d409g lef56593&r~=T&l=facul~ooathleticsofomm&o=32038854, 
>>> or send a blank email 
>>> toleave-32038854-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4098 lef5b593 @listserv.unc.edu. 
>>> 
>>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum 
>>> as:ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click 
>>> here:~:iiIists.unc.edulu?id=545(~2879.d37efl 2d[~B5e6 lb~907f4f42al a2~4&~=T&l=facult~,--athle~;ics-~tomm&o=3203900~, 
>>> or send a bla~ email 
>>> toleave-32039007-54562879.d37ef12~ 5e6 lb6907f4f42ala2~4@listse~.unc.edu. 
>>> 
>>> -- You are c~ently subscribed to facul~--atNefics-fomm 
>>> as:jays~th@email.unc.edu. To umubscfibe 
>>> click 
>>> hem:~:i/lists.ur~c.eduiu?id=48699857.6599779 lb4645638d9f69522ac998cag&n=T&l=facultS,--athletics-fomm&o=32039145, 
>>> or send a bla~ email 
>>> toleave-32039145-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listse~.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> 

>> You am cu~ntly subscribed to fac~--atNetics-fomm as: 
>> vps@email.unc, edu <mailto :vps~2email.ur~c. edu>. 
>> 

>> To ~subscfibe click hem: 
>> [tttp:i/lis’~s.uac.edulu?id=4891600%d79fda5d625c I 0c351 ee996491420602&~=T&l,=facultv-=atNetics-fomm&o=32039250 
>> 

>> 

>> (It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ ~ the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a bla~ email m 
>> leave-32039250-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee99b491420602@listse~.~c.edu 
>> <mail~o:leave-32039250-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee99b491420602~listser~,.m~c.ed~> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.eduJu?id=50137456A2f235~Y5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&~=T&l=facult~o-atNeticso 

forum&o=32041420, or send a blank email to leave-32041420-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:59 AM 

Pierce Freelon ¯        @gmail.com> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: add to AFRI 

Thanks Pierce. I am forwarding this information to Dr. Sahle for review and authorization. -Travis 

From: Pierce Freelon [mailto       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 10:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: add to AFRI 

Travis, here are the additional names: 

On Mon, Aug 27, 2012 at 4:01 PM, Pierce Freelon @~mail.com> wrote: 
Travis, 

Here are three students I’d like to add to the class. I’m waiting on PIDs from the other two. Is it too late for you to 
do this online. If so, what instructions should I give them to get into the class? 

@live.unc.edu 

And: 

Pro%ssor Pierce Freelor~ 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Ce~tral University 
919-697-7728 

Umi Says: http://www.voutube, com/watch?v=3mfD91 cp7sw 
Freedom S uite: http://music.thebeastmusic, com/album/freedom-suite 

Professor Pierce Freelon 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
North Carolina Central University 
919-697-7728 

My work: 
Umi Says: http://www.voutube, com/watch?v=3mfD91 cp7sw 
Freedom Suite: http://music.thebeastmusic.com/album/freedom-suite 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:23 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NEXT MEETING 

Hello again friends: 
If we were to convene next week for an hour or so, which of the 
days/times below would be best? I’m not the only one who thinks we need 
to develop a clearer strategy for moving forward. If you would like to 
come to talk about this, please let me know which days/times work best 
(list the top two choices). I’ll pick the day that suits the greatest 
number. Respond by tomorrow if possible. 

Jay 

Sept 4, 12pm 
Sept 4, 5pm 
Sept 5, 12pm 
Sept 5, 5pm 
Sept 6, 12pm 
Sept 6, 5pm 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~m~c.ed~/~?id~5~13745(~42~235af5a29175(~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=~cu~°°a~Ne~icso 

~:omm&o=3204574(~, or send a blank email to leave-32045746-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Hi Eunice- 

Can we add to AFAM ) 

Thank you and take care. 

From: ’ ~live.unc.edu] 

Sent~ Tuesday, 11:32 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: 

Dear Dr. Mcmillan, 
I am sending you this e-mail in regards to your Afam    class. Spoke to you about it this morning and you said you would add me, I just needed to e-mail you. 

With your approval I look forward to joining your class this coming Wednesday. 

PlD - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 2:27 PM 

discussion <facully--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[facully--athletics-forum] Fwd: Doodle: Link for poll "Athletics Reform Group" 

Thanks to Debby Stroman’s brilliant suggestion, I’ve now created a Doodle poll to help us figure out when in the world we’re going to get together next week. 
Follow the link to the site in the forwarded message below and express your preferences. (I’ve added a few new times.) I’m sorry to make you do this again, but 
the conflicts I got from the first 8 respondents made me realize I could not possibly manage this without help. -Jay 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Doodle: Link for poll "Athletics Reform Group" 

Date:Tue, 28 Aug 2012 20:23:04 +0200 
From:Doodle <m aile~ doodle~com~ 

To:           emailamc~edu> 

You have initiated a poll "Athletics Reform Group" at Doodle. The link to your poll is: 

~iidoodJe~oominaq9fwc699h28omw 

Share this link with all those who should cast their votes. Do not forget to cast your vote, too. 

(If you did not initiate this poll, somebody must accidentally have used your e-mail address; simply ignore this e-mail, please.) 

You are currently subscribed to facully--athletics-forum as: ecmice@.ernail.m~c.edm 

To unsubscribe click here: lmp:i/lis~s~mc~edu/~?id 50137456~42~235a~Sa29175~OOad3%29242dTd3&n T&I ~cul~¢ooa~hleticso~brmn&o 32046859 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32046859o50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242dTd3(h~!istserwur~c~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 3:45 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Enrollment Denied! Maximum term Unit Load exceeded! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:58 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Tim’s AFAM class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McMillan, q3m 

Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: 

Hi Eunice- 

Can we add to AFAM ? 

Thank you and take care. 

Tim 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:32 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: 

Dear Dr. Mcmillan, 

I am sending you this e-mail in regards to your Afam    class. Spoke to you about it this morning and you said you would add me, I just needed to e-mail you. 

With your approval I look forward to joining your class this coming Wednesday. 

PID - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 28, 2012 4:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Boyd, Lydia (2 <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Afri 

are now enrolled! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Boyd, Lydia C 
Subject: RE: Add Afri 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Lydia’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 11:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Add Afri 

Hi Travis, 
This is another student to be added to AFRI 

So there are three students waiting to be added to this class: i and 

I’m sorry the emails come separately. 

thanks, 
Lydia 

I forward them as the requests are made. 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant P rofessor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 



Begin forwarded message: 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 10:54:14 AM EDT 
To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Afri 

Sent from my iPhone 

On. 

Fhanks Dr. Boyd! 

at 9:36 AM, "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcboyd~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You can join the class. You’ll need to send me your PID and the department admin will add you. 
The syllabus is attached. Handouts, some pdf readings, etc., are available on Sakai under 
"resources". There was one assignment you missed. You’ll need to turn it in by this Thursday to get 
credit for it. (See syllabus for last Thursday’s assignment.) 

--Dr. Boyd 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On ,, at 11:51PM, wrote: 

Hi Ms. Boyd, my name is              and I am a sophomore political science major. I 
was just emailing you to see if I am still able to join your Afri 

. Because of a schedule change, I am in need of another class 
that meets the gl requirement, and this looked like the most interesting choice. I fully 
understand if it is too late to join the class, but I thought I’d ask. Thanks for your time. 

<syllabus-BOYD-AFR    .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hurricane Isaac Makes Landfall Along Gulf Coast 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ Toda),sHeadlines ......................................................................... 
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TOP NEWS 

Hurricane Isaac Makes 
Landfall Along Gulf Coast 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and CAMPBELL 
ROBERTSON 

The storm hit southeasteru Louisiana on 
Tuesday night as a Category a hurriemm, 
with sustained winds of 8o nfiles per 
hour. 

:’ {[.~’ Interactive: Tracking Hurricane Isaac 

. ~ Graphic: How New Orleans’s New 

Defenses May Be Tested 

Nomination Secure, Romney 
Pitch Starts 
By JEFF ZELENY 

Mitt Ronmey’s wife, Ann, took the lead 
in trying to shape perceptions of her 
husband, hailing him as a strong and 
steadfast fanfily man whom 3anerieans 
could trust to help rebuild the economy. 

’. ~ Interactive Feature: The Party Conventions: Pictures of the Day 

Many Hands Patch Together Syrian Rebels’ Arsenal 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

A network of tradesmen mad businesses have helped to piece together an arsenal to cotmter the Assad 
goverllnlent’s arllly. 

. Photographs: Weapons of the Syrian Rebels 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

RiE:PU:BLI:CAN NATIONA~ gO~IVEN:IilON 

Live Video From Tampa 
At 2 and 7 p.m. each day, our live video broadcast from Tmnpa will take readers behind the scenes of the 
Republican National Convention with newsmaker interviews, analysis from Times journalists and stories 
exploring various aspects of the campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This man will not fail. This man will not let us down. This man will lift up America." 

ANN ROi¥INEY, speaking about her husbm~d in an address at the Republican National Convention. 



U,S, 

FEATURE: At the 
Republican 
Convention, the 
Words Being Used 
A look at how often 
speakers at the Republican National 
Convention have used different words, 
based on an analysis of transcripts from 
the Federal News Service. 

OPINION 

OP-ED GONTRIBUTOR 
Mining for Stories 
By IMRAAN COOVADIA 

For me, as for many 
Capetoniaus, the nfine in 
Marikana where the 
police killed 34 striking nfiners is half a 
continent away, but it is an occasion for broader amxieties about South Africa. 

WORLD 

Court Rules Israel Is Not at Fault in Death of American Activist 
By JODI RUDOREN and DANIELLE ZIRI 

3m Israeli judge ruled on Tuesday that the state bore no responsibility for the death of Rachel Corrie, the 
yotmg 3aneriean protester who was rtm over by a nfilitary bulldozer in 2oo3. 

:’ After Attacks, Israeli Schools Confront Hate 

U.S. Reports That Piracy Off Africa Has Plunged 
By THOM SHANKER 

The United States Navy credited aggressive patrolling by interuational forces mad increased vigilance by the 
shipping industry for a decrease in piracy in the waters arotmd the Horu of Africa. 

Americans Shot in Mexico Were C.I.A. Operatives Aiding in Drug War 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD and ERIC SCHMITT 

The two Americmas womaded last week when their embassy vehicle was shot up were Central Intelligence 
Agency employees aiding in Mexico’s efforts to fight drug traffickers, officials said. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Sharp Cuts in Dental Coverage for Adults on Medicaid 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH 

Republican- and Democratic-controlled states alike have reduced or largely eliminated dental coverage for 
adults on Medicaid. 

Federal Court Finds Texas Voting Maps Discriminatory 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A federal court ruled political maps drawn by the Republican-controlled Legislature in Texas discrinfinated 
against minority voters, but the ruling is mflikely to affect the November eleetious. 

Lawyers Say Amish Acted Out of Compassion 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Defense lawyers for 16 Amish men and women on trial in Cleveland said Tuesday that their clients had cut 
the beards and hair of perceived enenfies to try to help them repent and see the true Amish way. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Hard-Hit Cities Show a Housing Rebound 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

The latest housing data showed a year-over-year increase in prices nationally, with a recovery apparent even 
in places like Mianfi, Atlanta and Detroit. 

:’ ~ Case-Shiller Index 

U.S. Sets Higher Fuel Efficiency Standards 
By BILL VLASIC 

The rules, first proposed last year, would require new cars and trucks to average 54.5 nfiles per gallon in 
combined city and highway driving by 2025. 

Central Banker Facing a Test 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

Mario Draglfi, the president of the European Central Bank, will be trader pressure to provide details of lfis 
plan to shore up the euro zone’s weaker member nations by buying their bonds. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

For Half the Field, the Opener Is the Closer 
By GREG BISHOP 

By the exad of play Wednesday, 128 male and female singles players in flae main draw of flae U.S. Open will 
have lost ha their first-round matches. 

At 70, Perkins Returns to Coach at Junior College 
By RAY GLIER 

Ray Perkins’s r~sum~ includes head coaching stints with the Giants, the Buccaneers and Alabama. Now he 
has added Jones County Jmfior College in Mississippi at age 70. 

Cellar Dweller in Japan Adds Pizzazz, Not Victories 
By KEN BELSON 

Promotions are just one way the new owaer of the Yokohama BayStars baseball team is trying to shake up 
the old guard, with the hope of turuing a profit within three years. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

STILL LIFE 
Finding Something Worthy in Every Find 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Seeking out paintings at yard sales mad thrift shops, ma art critic observes, is often worth the effort. 

A Composer Is No Longer Tuning Out 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

The electronic composer Dma Deacon’s new albmn, "America," is permeated with Iris new awareness of civic 
responsibility. 

-’ ~Audio: Dan Deacon 

Reflections of Nature, Towering in the Grass 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Pm exhibition that includes seven immense bronze, steel and almninmn works by the artist Manolo Vald~s 
will open at the NewYork Botanical Garden on Sept. 22. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ROSEMARY’S 
From Top to Bottom, the Feel of a Farm 
By PETE WELLS 

There are reasons to put up with the long wait at Rosemary’s in Greenwich Village, Wade Moises’s spirited 
cooking chief among them. 



A GOOD APPETITE 
Italy to Brooklyn, Fig by Fig 
By MELISSA CLARK 

Fig trees are abm~dant in Brooklyn, producing soft, purple fruit that cm~ be eaten by the handful, tossed into 
salads or threaded onto a skewer. 

’. ~ Video: Fig Crostini 

Charlotte Wakes Up Bankers’ Taste Buds 
By KIM SEVERSON 

In the banking hub of Charlotte, N.C., dedicated eaters heading here for the Democratic National Convention 
will find a city newly interested in how it eats. 

¯ More Dining & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
How the Republicans Built It 
The delayed Republican convention begins in Tampa with a blast of propaganda. 

EDITORIAL 
A Refugee Disaster in the Making 
President Bashar al-Assad’s relentless war is forcing more and more Syrians to flee to camps in Turkey and 
elsewhere. 

EDITORIAL 
New Man on Campus, Armed 
The state caved to the gm~ lobby, so students with gm~ pennits can carry concealed weapons at the 
University of Colorado. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Can Hezbollah Survive the Fall of Assad? 
By HANIN GHADDAR 

Although Hezbollah has sacrificed its credibility to help the Syrian govenament survive, it will not sacrifice 
its control over Lebanon for the sake of Bashar al-Assad. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Secret Weapon: All of Us 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Behind every successful business stand the American taxpayers. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Morsi’s Wrong Turn 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The new president of Egypt should understand flaat his visit to Tehran is helping the Iranian regime. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 29, 1991, the Supreme Soviet, the parliament of the U.S.S.R., suspended all activities of the 
Communist Party, bringing an end to the institution. 

¯ See This Front Pa_x~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:05 AM 

Eaves, Shannon <seaves@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adding student to my Afam    zlass 

Hi Shannon, 

When I tried to enroll the student, the system said that she was already enrolled in Perry Hall’s AFAM 
make sure that the student is wanting to switch sections. Let me know if you can. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Eaves, Shannon 
Subject: RE: Adding student to my Afam class 

class. I just wanted to 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Shannon’s AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Eaves, Shannon 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 9:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Adding student to my Afam : class 

Hi Travis, 

I have a student who I would like to be added to my Afam 

Let me know if this is possible. 

class. Her name is 

Thanks so much, 

Shannon Eaves 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 1:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Nell Armstroug, Political Conventions and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 20829/a mes 1 Y 

[~ @35 ..... August29, 2012 

Nell Armstrong 

~ 

~X~~ 

Look back at the life and work of Nell Armstrong, who 
made the "giant leap for mankind" as the first lmman to 
set foot on the moon. See the historic "Men Walk on Moon" front 
page of The New Vork Times fi’em July 2~ ~969. dohn Noble 
Wilford covered the moon landing 43 years ago for The Times 
and he also wrote tlxe astronaut’s obituary. 

Political Conventions                                 ~ 
Follow live updates from the 
Republican aud Dimmi:ratic Conventions. Also, watch as 
Op-Ed eohmmists Oai] Collins and Frank Bvuni host a series of 
live Google+ hangouts with voters to discuss the caodida tes and 
the key issues. 

* Tt’ackh~g Hut’t’icaue Isaac 

, Buying Their Way to Twitter t.’ame 

,36 Hotu’s in Montpeliet’, Vt. 
, What Yo~ Get for ._ $3 Millio~ 

* Jake Gyl[enhaa] on stage 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~ 
(Between Aug 22. 2012 - Aug. 28, 2012) 

L Armstrong {)vops :Figh~ Against Doping Charges 
2. Brooks: The Real Romney 

3, Dm~d: grist Think No 

4, Dowd: Too Late to Sh;~ke Th;~t Etch A Ske[eb 

5, An Immune Disorder at the Root of Autism 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." Iu Fashion, 

Ave Trends 
Here are some style directions 
fi’om some of the fashion 
industvy’s influential coterie of 
tastemakevs. 

~ INTEI~CTIVE: A Dozen 

Recipes for Corn Off the Cob 
For most of these recipes, use 4 to 
6 ears of corn, which should 
work out to between 3 and 4 
cups of kernels, depending on the 
size of the ears. 

~ VgDEO~ Social Medi;~ 

Pt’ope]s a Song of Sttmmer 
The success of Carly Rae aepsen’s 
cheerfully flirty song "Call Me 
Maybe" shows how much the 
hitmaking machine, as well as 
the music industry itself, has 
been upended by social media. 
The new versions turned the 
original video into a yearlong 
audiovisual meme. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Were Todd 
Akln’s 

Out~ageous? 
From Room for 
Debate, "Republicans and 
Democrats expressed outrage 
after Todd _~in, the G.O.P. 
Senate candidate in Missom’i, 
said he opposed all abortions, 
even after rape, because in cases 
of ’legitimate rape,’ women 
rarely get pregnant. 

But Akin’s position is not 
unusual; many opponents of 



abortion want a ban withont 

exceptions. A draft of the 

Repnblican platform essentially 

calls [’or that. An early version of 

a House bill banning federal 

money for abortions, eo- 

sponsored by the Republican 

viee presidential candidate Paul 

Ryan, refined the rape exception 

so it would deal only with 

’forcible rape.’ Given all this like- 

minded thought, why are Akin’s 

comments considered so 

outrageous’? droin the 

conversation. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Sign up for lhe Collection 

mail newsle~er 

Foliow @TMagazine on       I i-~,i I 

TvTitter 

ABOUT THIS K4,~IAi L 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 2:07 PM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: AFRI student adds 

Hi Barbara, 

are all now enrolled. 

Thanks 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: AFRI       student adds 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student’s below to Barbara’s Afri 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 5:05 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI       student adds 

Dear Eunice, 
I would like to add the following students to my class. Thank you, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 2:20 PM 

Eaves, Shannon <seaves@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Adding student to my Afam    class 

Thanks Shannon. is enrolled in your section now. -Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eaves, Shannon 
Sent: Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:50 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: Adding student to my Afam class 

Hi Travis, 

Yes, the student wants to switch to my section. 

Thanks, 

Shannon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 29, 2012, at 9:04 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Hi Shannon, 
> 
> When I tried to enroll the student, the system said that she was already enrolled in Perry Hall’s AFAM 
make sure that the student is wanting to switch sections. Let me know if you can. 

Thanks ! 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2012 12:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Eaves, Shannon 
Subject: RE: Adding student to my Afam    class 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Shannon’s AFAM 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Eaves, Shannon 
Sent: Monday, August 27, 2012 9:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Adding student to my Afam    class 

Hi Travis, 

I have a student who I would like to be added to my Afan 

class. 

class. Her name 

class. I just wanted to 



> Let me know if this is possible. 

> Thanks so much, 
> 
> Shannon Eaves 
> 
> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LiMsay Gregow <lindsayg@g~conferences.com> 

~Vednesday, August 29, 2012 4:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

How to Assess and Manage Conflict in the Workplace - Audio Conference 

How to Assess and Manage 
in the Workplace 

Conflict 

For complete details el this conference, please visit FXConferences.com. 

Conflic~ cas be summed up as asy situation in which your concerns or desires differ flora these el 
another person It happena every day and ~n att aspecta of our I~w~s. k~ the werkpface, ~[ occurs 
between co~leagues, learns, staff, vendors, and c~stome~. Conflict ~s ~nev~tab]e and even heNthy, 
and ores fac~lales progress. It ~s a~so a cfitica~ faclor when managing change during many ~ife 
stages o~ an organization, and yet it ~s one of the most d~ficul[ challenges we a~ cosfisue [o face. 
Hew de we manage oen~kX ~n an ob~ec~iw~ and ak~lled rsanser? 

There are Iive cosflict management modes- Avoiding, Accommodating, Compromising, Collaborating 
and Cempe,~ing. R~.’cognizing our own style aa we~ aa thai: ef e~hers heightess our awarenesa, 
a~ew~ng us to (:e~u~icah~ mete effectively. We have a chek~e m deaHsg w~th oen~k~t. All fiw~ 
conflk:tq~a~d~n9 modes are available to us a~d th~s know~edge can g~ve us a grealer sense of contro~ 
to steer conflicts ~s different directioss by choosing different modes. This audio conference 
preserfla~k~n review the five oenf~kX-handling modes, and their applk:atk)s ~n specific werkptace 
situations, 

Feedback on similar conferences from #revious partici#ants: 

’,~ touted ~h~s conferet~ce very ~e~es#~ and #fforma#ve/ 

’Overall, the speaker was know~edgea#te and covered good 

’Your cot~Ye~’e~ces have beet~ very h@}fu~.’ 

Learning Objectives 

Becoming aware of your own cow,flier style 

Recognizisg the conflict styles of others 

Assessing con~l~c~ s~tuat~ons 

Pracfidng the use of different conflict modes 

Th~nk~ng strategically about conflict rather ~has reacting bl~sd~y 

Bmpewermg youtseff by embracing asd managmg conflict 

Who should attend? 

Masagem 

DirecR~rs 

Team I..~.’ade~ 

Projeot Manag~.’rs 

Training & Development 

About the speaker: 

Rita BMhm Al~er~ is ~he Presides[ of Rita B, Allen Associates, a provider of career managemen[ 
censuNn,_q and coaching .se.P~,ice.s for isdividua~s asd etgasizal:kma represesl:k~g a variety ef induslries 
including Mgh technology, biotechnology, financia~ sere’ices, professional services, medical 
devicedpharn’]aceufica~s, academia, healthcare and retail/consumer produc[s. Wi[h over 25 years of 
human rese[~rces experience, her specialty areaa ~ndude exeo[d~w~ ceachmg, k~ade~h~p 
deve~opmenl, management lra~ning and career devebpment. Previously, she held ro~es as V~ce 
President of Marketing and Search Services with GaR~ & Assoc~ales, and human resources positions 



with C.R. Bard, Inc., BTU International and Unit~’ode Corporation. 

Ms. Allen holds an MS i~ Leadership and a BS in Business Admi~istration from Northeastern 
Universily. She curre~tly sewes as a board member of More Than Words as wel~ as 1he Association 
o~ Csreer Professionals h~temations] - New England, and is a former board member of The Boston 
Club. Bh(~ ~s a~ae a~ a(:~ve member of other" ])f~)~ss~ena~ asaeo~at~o~s~ a ~req~en~ s])eake~" arid authe~’, 
and an adjunct faculty member and ~ecturer at No[theastern University, Bentley University al~d Les~ey 
Un~ve~’s~y. She was voted one o~ the top ten executive coaches by Women’s Bos~o~ Business 
Journal ~s se~l~fied ~ a variety of assessmen~ toe,s and ~s ftuent in Armen~a~. 

Over 50,000 attendees across hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of eur easy-to-use audie 
conferences to sb-)y ab~’~.~a.st of a fast-.chan.~ir~g busi~ess ~.~nvironme, nt. We s~)e, siali:._’~.~ in distance 
education for those working in regulated industries including medical device, pharmaceuticals 
food & beverage. Come check out eur library of past audie confe~’ences and see what’s 
FXConferences. 

Please contact AC Supporl at acsupport~.fxtrans.com with any questions or assista~ce in 
regis~ration~ 

The Localization Institute F×Confe~ences,¢om 
1001 Ware[town Street 
Neap,ton, MA 02465-5001, USA 

617,559 9760 x.lO 

qlqis email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list, please click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 5:19 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Enrollment Afri 

Hi Professor Selassie, 

I am sending tNs request to Eunice for review and authorization. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: l@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:11 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Enrollment Afri 

Mr. Gore, 

My name is             and I was referred to you by Dr. Selassie. He said that I should contact you regarding official 
enrollment into the course Afri           . My PID number is          If there is anything on my end that I need 
to do to become enrolled please let me know. Thank You. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 9:29 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Doodle deadline 

Hi folks--if you have any plans to come to next week’s meeting, please 
do the doodle poll by tomorrow morning, 1 lam. I’ll announce the time of 
the meeting in the afternoon. Thanks. 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.eduJ~?id=5013745(~.42~235al~5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&~r:T&l=facul~o~a~Ne~ics~ 

, or send a blank email to leave-32057604-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:12 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Martin 

I met with Jim Martin today (and an assistant working with the auditing 
firm that’s helping him). To put it mildly, I was very impressed by 
them. They seemed smart, level-headed, willing to listen, eager to talk 
to anyone who might be able to help them, and determined to focus only 
on genuine fraud (though also willing to call out garden-variety comer 
cutting if/when they see it.) They said they will go wherever the 
evidence leads them, and they also said that they are mindful of the 
stresses already placed on AFRI/AFAM. I really don’t think they’ll be 
leading any sort of witch hunt. And I think they really want to help 
the University fix its problems. 

I was apparently one of the first people they talked to, and they told 
me that their deadline for the report is about 6 weeks out. 

Anyway, I thought you might want to know my impressions. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p://1ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=5~137456.42f235~5a29175(~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&1=facu1tv°°atNe~icso 
forum&o-32057749, or send a blank email to leave-32057749-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, August 29, 2012 10:47 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] coaches’ salaries 

This DTH article is interesting--showing (in my opinion anyway) why UNC 
will never be able to settle for mediocrity on the field. Must find new 
revenues, must increase coaches’ salaries ..... 

http:/iwww.dail,t, tarheeL corr,/article/2012i08/coachesomay ~receive-pay oNke 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.eduJ~?id=5013745(~.42~235al~5a29175d00ad39d29242dTd3&~r=T&I=facult~-o~atNe~ics~ 

, or send a blank email to leave-32057875-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, August 30, 2012 11:42 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Next meeting 

The nmaway winner for the time-slot TBA was Wednesday, September 5 at 
5pro. So...let me find a room. 

I’m sorry that Andy, Vin, and Silvia won’t be able to make this meeting; 
for the sake of fairness, we’ll have to be sure to choose an earlier 
time of day next time. Maybe one of us can make it a point to take 
accurate minutes, and we can circulate after. For those who can’t be 
thero: let us know what you’re thinking about our future direction if 
you have not done so already. 

More later when I have a room... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ~:iilists~m~c.ed~/~?id=50137456.42~235~Sa29175600ad39~29242d7d3&n=T&~=~)c~ll~°°atNe~ics° 
t:oram&o=32061346, or send a blank email to leave_32061346-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

VMI Center for Leadership and Ethics <cle~’mi.edu@m~i1104.us2.mcsv.net~ 

Thursday, Angust 307 2012 3:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@enmil.unc.edu> 

A qnick update t~om the CLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Romney Vows to Deliver Country From Economic Travails 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ ¯ Today,sHeadiines ........................................................................ 
~I)cN’~’~= ~rk ~i~;~ August 31, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ...a..o...v.Le..s.. I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Vows to Deliver 
Country From Economic 
Travails 
By JEFF ZELENY 

Mitt Romney asked voters to consider 
whether their lives had improved over 
the last four years and urged them not to 
feel guilty about giving up on President 
Obama. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Suitor Makes the Case for 
Divorce 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

The challenge for Mitt Romney may be 
that even Americans who are tmhappy 
with President Obmna remain attached ............................. 
to him. 

No Charges Filed on Harsh 
Tactics Used by the C.I.A. 
By SCOTT SHANE 

Attoruey General Eric H. Holder Jr.’s annotmcement on Thursday eliminates the last possibility that any 
criminal charges will result from brutal interrogations carried out by flae C.I.A. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This president can tell us it was someone else’s fault. This president can tell us that the next four years he’ll 

get it right, but this president cannot tell us that you are better off today than when he took office." 

MITT ROMNEY, in his address at the Republican National Convention. 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: 
Key Speeches 
From the 
Republican 
National 
Convention 



Pm interactive look at the most talked- 
about speeches from the Republican 
National Convention in Tmnpa, Fla. 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
The Attack Ad, 
Pompeii-Style 
By PHILIP FREEMAN 

Politics could be a dirty 
business, even in seaside 
Pompeii. 

WORLD 

Report on Iran Nuclear Work Puts Israel in a Box 
By JODI RUDOREN and DAVID E. SANGER 

Pm Inten~ational Atonfic Energy Agency report detailing Iran’s ramped up nuclear capabilities may force 
Israel to strike Iran or concede it cannot act on its oma, according to experts. 

In Police Shooting of Miners, South Africa Charges Miners 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Two weeks after the police fired on workers engaged in a wildcat strike at a platinmn nfine, killing 34 people, 
prosecutors are charging the workers themselves. 

Summit Meeting in Iran Disrupted by Rebukes of Syria 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK and RICK GLADSTONE 

At a meeting of world leaders in Iran, President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt denounced the repression of the 
anned uprising in Syria, a close Iranian ally. 

. Selected Excerpts of Morsi’s Speech 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Court Blocks Texas Voter ID Law, Citing Racial Impact 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE and MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A federal court on Thursday stopped Texas from enforcing a strict voter identification law, hmading the state 
its second legal setback this week involving nfinority voters. 

Rain From Isaac Puts Wide Area at Risk 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The storm’s once fierce winds slowed to 45 nfiles per hour on Thursday as it moved out of southern 
Louisiana and headed north, still bringing heavy rains and flooding. 

’. ~/~ Slide Show: Isaac Weakens, Leaving Behind Flooding in New Orleans 

Harvard Says a25 Students May Have Cheated on a Final Exam 
By RICHARD PC:REZ-PE~A and JESS BIDGOOD 

A review conducted by the mfiversity showed that nearly half of the students in an undergraduate class may 
have collaborated on a take-home test in the spring. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Majority of New Jobs Pay Low Wages, Study Finds 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The disappearance of nfidwage, nfidskill jobs is part of a longer-tenn trend flaat some refer to as a hollowing 



out of the work force. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 
Roberts Leaves ’Good Morning America’ for Medical Treatment 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Robin Roberts, who will tmdergo a bone marrow transplant that will leave her hospitalized and homebound 
for months, began her leave of absence a day early. 

DEALBOOK 
Barclays Picks One of Its Own as Chief 
By BEN PROTESS 

The British bank named its retail boss, Antony Jenkins, as its new chief executive to replace Robert E. 
Diamond 3r., who stepped down in 3tree over the rate-maniptflation scandal. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A1 Jazeera, Seeking U.S. Viewers, Bets on Soccer 
By KEN BELSON 

A1Jazeera’s belN Sport subsidiary bought the rights to broadcast some of the United States national soccer 
team’s World Cup qualifying games and has paid heavily to show European soccer in the United States. 

After the Open, Retirement for Roddick 
By GREG BISHOP 

Pmdy Roddick, the last 3anericma man to win a Grand Slam title, said on lfis 3oth birthday that he had been 
considering retirement for some time. 

" On Tennis: For Hewitt, Shadows Get Longer, but the Big Stadium Still Beckons 

Venus Williams Is Eliminated in Second Round 
By HUNTER ATKINS 

Despite overwhehning crowd support, Venus Williams lost to sixth-seeded Angelique Kerber, 6-2, 5-7, 7-5, in 
a seeond-romad slugfest that lasted 2 hours 25 minutes. 
:’ ~ Slide Show: Day 4 of the United States Open 

’ Fifth-Seeded Tsonga Is Upset; Fish Rallies to Win in Five Sets 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SIDE BY SIDE’ 
Finding Drama in Newfangled Filmmaking ... 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Side by Side," with Keanu Reeves, revels in the quickly changing technical side of fihnmaking. 

-’ Interview: Chris Kenneally 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Stella Adler: On America’s Master Playwrights’ 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Stella Adler, the great acting teacher, is presented verbatim, discussing enfinent 3anerican playwrights. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FOR A GOOD TIME, CALL...’ 
Talk Is Cheap, Unless, of Course, It’s Dirty 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"For a Good Time, Call..." is a phone sex comedy that does not try to be more than it really is. 

o These Women Don’t Blush While Earning Their Rent 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BREATHING’ 
After a Life of Exile, He’s Taking on an Unusual Line of Work 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

"Breathing," the first fihn directed by Karl Markovics, follows a 19-year-old who takes a job in the Vienna city 



morgue. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’FLYING SWORDS OF DRAGON GATE’ 
Tornadoes and Eunuchs on the Really Big Screen 
By MIKE HALE 

"Flying Swords of Dragon Gate," directed and written by Tsui Hark, is a remake of a remake of a martial-arts 
classic, but the technology is novel for the genre. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE GOOD DOCTOR’ 

Oh, for a Nice Internist Who Makes House Calls 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

A resident in inten~al medicine seems very strange in fl~e psychological thriller "The Good Doctor." 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Romney Reinvents History 
Republicans charted a course of denial and obstruction from the day Mr. Obama was inaugurated. 

" Taking Note: Mitt Romney Is Disappointed 

EDITORIAL 
The Sexual Bully in Albany 
New York’s Assembly leader, comptroller and attorney general face questions about a growing harassment 
case. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice for Voters in Texas and Florida 
Federal courts are deciding that state laws that suppress minority votes cannot be allowed to stand. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Party of Strivers 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Republican Party maabashedly celebrates individual responsibility en route to material success, but our 
destinies are shaped by other forces. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Medicare Killers 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Patti Ryan’s big lie in his convention speech was Iris claim that a Ronmey-Ryan administration would protect 
and strengthen Medicare. 

FRANK BRUNI’S BLOG 
Mitt’s Mushy Moment 
He got religion. He teared up. But the election won’t hinge on Mitt Ronmey’s hmnanity. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 3a, a997, Britain’s Princess Diana died in a car crash in Paris at age 36. 

¯ See This Front Pa_gg~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 4:46 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] meeting 

Next ARG meeting will be 5pm Wednesday in Woollen 310. I think our main 
item of business is to determine what our continuing role as a group 
should be. 

See you Wednesday. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ~:i/listsamc.ed~A~?id5013745(~ 42f235a~5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&~=T&l-fac~lt~; °°atlge~ics° 
fomm&o=320%40_~, or send ablank email to leave.32070406.50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 4:53 PM 

Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Resquest to add a student to AFRI 

Dear Donato, 

is now enrolled in your AFRI 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 3:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: RE: Resquest to add a student to AFRI 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add this student to Donato’s AFRI class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 7:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Resquest to add a student to AFRI 

Dear Eunice, 

I am requesting that the following student be added to my AFRI class. 

Name: 

Thank you. 

Best regards, 
Donato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 5:40 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Add Student to AFAM 

Dear Dr. Regester, 

dropped this student from your class at your request and Eunice’s authorization on Friday, August 24, 20:12:10:27 AM 

am forwarding this new request to Dr. SaNe for permission to be added back into the class. 

Thank you and have a Nce Labor Day weekend, 

Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 8:02 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Add Student to AFAM 

Dear Travis: Please let me know when you add to AFAM Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 31, 2012 6:11 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NCAA 

It’s a Friday and we’re all tired, but...] 

, I have to say something about what happened today. The 

NCAA has tax exempt status because it bills itself as an "educational 

organization." Yet the NCAA has, evidently, declared itself untroubled 
by a scare the purpose of which was to hand out free credits to athletes 

(at least for the most part). Because I know that many innocent Tar 

Heels would suffer if more sanctions came down the pike, I’m of course 
relieved in a sense that the NCAA is done with us. But can anyone on 
the planet justify the hypocrisy of this non-move? 

John Blake was 

mn out of town on a rail because he might have put someone in touch 
with an agent. Students getting free credits....no biggie. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~unc~edu/~?id~5~13~45(~42~235a~5a291~5(~ad39629242d~d3&n~T&~=facu~t~°°atNe~cs~ 
fomm&o=32070748, or send a blank email to leave-32070748-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 7:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Comrades - Change is never easy, but necesarry 

As some of you know, I resigned as president of the US chapter of SSF when I found my responsibilities as Director of the Human 
Rights Center of Chapel Hill & Carrboro challenging and complex. I will always miss SSF responsibilities, but as I have learned human 
rights are advanced and protected in the smallest of places. Eleanor Roosevelt stated: 

Now the SSF moves o., and our comrades would like you to k.ow that they will transcend the Thi.k Tank. A new plan, A new future. 

My Iove~ Judith 

Visit Sociologists without borders = Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.orq/~q source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sociologists without borders - Think Tank <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Saturday, September 1, 2012 11:35 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
SSF Think Tank is migrating to Twitter! 

Dear SSF Think Tank comrades. We are very sad to announce that due to escalating costs, the SSF Council has voted to no longer fund 
the Think Tank. 

Although the SSF Think Tank website will be turned off, we have started a Twitter account in hopes to continue all SSF Think Tank 
activity! Please feel free to open a Twitter account and follow us at @ssfthinktank. Our Twitter will also be integrated to our new website 
that is currently in the process of being built. 

Look forward to some awesome new changes in the future for SSF, as the council has been working hard to incorporate new forms of 

communication for our members and those interested in SSF/SWB. 

Please feel free to forward any questions or concerns to sociologistswithoutborders@gmail.com. 

Peace and Solidarity. 

Visit Sociologists without borders - Think Tank at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/.’hxg source=msg mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 2, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s Headlines: Inquiry on Tax Strategy Adds to Scrutiny of Finance Firms 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I ()P-~ I ()nr~is Day 

~M~[ornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Septmnber 2, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

H~q~iry on Tax Strategy                              ~ 

Adds to Scr~tlny of Finance 

The New York attorney general is investigating whether private equity firms eonverted fees into 
investments to reduce their tax bills, raising pressure on an industry bruised by the campaign 

Airstrikes Pusl~ WS~ves of Syrian,s to Jorda~ian Cm~ps 

Since air assaults by Syria’s govm~ment picked up two weeks ago, knocking rebels in the south on 
their heels, refugees have been arriving at ramps in Jordan at a rate of about 2,ooo a night. 

In a TactleM Test, Rom~ey Stakes Hopes on Ohio 

Mitt Romney’s path to the White House would be severely hart’owed without the 18 electoral votes 
fi’om Ohio, where he continues to trail President Obama in polls. 

. NYrimes corn Home Paqe ;~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"()~II me crazy, 1’li be bark. I don’t want to be nowhere e!se~ lf this h~ppened a hnndred ~mes, l’m 
going to mm~e back a hnndred ~mes." 
ALEEN BARTHELENEN. a resident of P[aquemines Parish, La., an area hit hard by Hurricane 
Katrina and again by Hurricane Isaac 

Salty 

Dog 
Scientist .... lyze the ] ~:2:~i:~ [ 

seat of orea whales to 
monitor their health. But finding 
samples isn’t easy unless Tucker, a 
black lab mix who ran sniff out the 
droppings from a mile away, is on 
board. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

Race, Yowling ~nd 

22, and 

Sadly for the children 

homeless today, neither presidential campaign is expeeted to pay much attention to them. 

WORLD 

S~’ian Rebels Say Tl~ey Have Seized an Air Defense Post and Its Missiles 

Opposition fighters seized weapons and mmnunition in what appeared to be part of a broader rebel 
offensive against Syrian military installations across the country. 

NATO Halting } rogram to Train Afgl~an Recruits 

Training of some Afghan forces has been put on hold to conduct stricter vetting to root out any 



infiltrators who could pose Hsks to coalition troops working with them, American officials say. 

In I-h~ss~a, Openh~g inquiries and Settling Scores 

A series of inquiries into the business affairs of a prominent opposition lawmaker in Russia has led to 
finger pointing at governing party legislators and their obvious personal wealth. 

Mere World News >> 

~Ikacker is the world’s only win’king dog, marine biologists say, able to find and track the scent of orea 
scat, or feces, in open ocean water. 

In I,ou~Mana, the VVater Gh’es, and Takes Away 

Plaquemines Parish, the marshy peninsula of southeastern Louisiana, was the first landing point of 
Hurricane Isaac and the scene of perhaps its nmst thorough destruction. 

~Arhere’s ~rMden? GPN Often Doesn’t Know 

Despite rest-century conveniences like GPS devices, Walden Pond, Henry David Thoreau’s idyllic 
retreat in the woods of Concord, Mass., remains hard to find. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Tony Ha)-ward Gets H~s Life Back 

Tony Hayward, the chief of BP who was accnsed of insensitivity and incompetence after’ the Gulf of 
Mexico oil spill of 2ore, is back in the oil bnsiness and seeking redemption. 

~¢Vhen the \~ork-L~fe Scales Are UnequM 

Some American employees expect that their wot’kplaees will accommodate the demands of their 
children. Bnt workers who have to pick np the slack are not always happy about it. 

~ Mot,herlode glor~: In Flexible-Work Debates. Parents Have Unique Position 

PROTOTYPE 

A %Ve~ght-Loss Strategy From a~ Unlikely PMr 

An independent filmmaker and a personal trainer partnered np to start a company whose message 
is that it’s not what you eat that matters, bnt how ranch. 

* More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

ALABAMA 41, MICHIGAN 14 

Alabama Shows It May Not Be No. 2 for Long 

The Crimson Tide ontplayed No. 8 Michigan, further stamping Alabama’s dominance and 
solidifying bragging rights for the Southeastern Conference. 

OHIO 24, PENN STATE 14 
New Era at Pem~ State Starts V~th Loss at Home 

In Bill O’B~ien’s first game as coach, the Nittany Lions led Ohio, 14-3, at halftime but did not score 
in the second half. 

[] Box Score I Play-by-Pla~ 

At Para|ympics, First Thing Judged Is Disab~Ii~ 

Classifications ensut’e that Paralympie athletes compete against others with similar levels of 
ability, but the distinctions are not always obvious. 



¯ More Spolts News 

ARTS 

The documentarian Errol Mort’is has written a book about Jeffrey MacDonald, in prison for the 

~97o murder of his wife and children. 

~ Slide Show: ’A Wilderness of Krro~’ 

Life Se~ds I,emo~as? Make Comedy 

The comedian Kevin Hart is learning to entertain audiences with his personal life, pleasant or not. 

’Einstein,’ Seeks the Old Relativity 

The opera "Einstein on the Beach" opens a lo-day run at the Brooklyn Academy of Music on Sept, 

~4, and it will be the first time New York has seen it in uo years, Will it resonate? 

~1--I V:deo Excerpts: !976 [ 2012 i [] 81ide 8how 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

T|~e Amputee QB 

Can a one4egged quarterback stay in the game? 

DESIGN 
%rho lVIade That Fl~p-Flop? 

How a Japanese sandal got ~ estemized - and supersized. 

DJho }Vears the Pants in Tlfis Economy? 

Welcome to the new middle-elass matriarchy. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Still No J t~stice for Mortgage Abuses 
Borrmvers need relief, and banks need to be held accountable for the mortgage mess. 

EDITORIAL 

Loopholes i~ Tobacco Reg~lation 
The tobacco industD- is evading federal taxes and bans designed to keep tobacco out of the hands of 
young adults. 

EDITORIAL 

The state must limit its nmnber of prisoners as the Supreme Court has ordered. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Excluded From h~cluslo~ 
i::~: : I:.!A 4" 
In its omission of gays and lesbians, the Republican National Convention in Tampa was cowardly. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cr~ml Conservatives Throw a Masq~mrade Ball 

A Mormon bishop, an Irish undertaker and a dirty Dirty Harry walk into a bar ... 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Scari~tg the Voters in the Middle 

Everything you always wanted to know about sex and the G.O.P. (but were afraid to ask). 

~ Columnist Pa~e [ 

SUNDAY REVIEW 



NEWS ANALYSIS [ BILL MARSH 

MULTI ?dE 

A look at the major blocs of the Democratic Party going into the 2012 election. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 2, 1945, Japan formally surrendered in ceremonies aboard the USS Missouri, ending 

World War IL 

See This Front Page 
Buy Th{s Front Page 
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The London Review Bookshop is pleased to announce a 
special set of workshops in celebration of International 
Translation Day’. 

The art of literary translation is at the heart of our celebration of 
International Translation Day at the London Review Bookshop, as we 
offer a programme of masterclasses led by a team of Britain’s most 
distinguished literary translators. 

Each half-day masterclass focuses on a single language and will be 
structured around close work on texts sent in advance to 
participants. Discussion will centre on the differences in approach 
evident in variant translations of the same texts. 

Participants should have a good working knowledge of the language 
a n d will be i nvit e d t o p re p a re t h e i r own t ra n s l atio n s of t h e text s 
under d,scuss,on. 
T~a~~slation Master<:lass - Ge~ma~ with An~:hea ~e~ 

[ 

Anthea Bell is a freelance translator from German 
and French, educated at Oxford University, mother I .... 
of two ad u It son s. He r t ran slat ion s i n c l u de works of 
fiction and general non-fiction, books for young 
people, and classics by E.T.A. Hoffmann, Freud, 
Kafka, and Stefan Zweig. She has won the UK 
SchlegeI-Tieck award for translation from German 
(four times); the 2002 Independent Foreign Fiction 
Prize (UK) and the Helen and Kurt Wolff Prize (USA), 
both for the translation of W.G. Sebald’s Austerlitz 
(the former with the author); the 2003 Austrian 
State Prize for Literary Translation; and the 2009 
Oxford-We,denfeld Translation Pri~e. 

d~ckrhe~e 

costa , 
[ 

Margaret Jull Costa has been a literary translator 
for over twenty-five years and has translated many I .... 
novels and short stories by Portuguese, Spanish 
and Latin American writers, including Javier Marfas, 
Fernando Pessoa, Jos~ Saramago, Bernardo Atxaga 
and Ram6n eel Valle-lncl&n. She has won various 
prizes for her work, including, in 2008, the PEN 
Book-of-the-Month Translation Award and the 
Oxford Weidenfeld Translation Prize for her 
version of Eqa de Queiroz’s masterpiece The Maids, 
and, most recently, the 2011 Oxford weiaenfeld 
Translation Prize for The Elephant’s Journey byJos~ 

She has just completed translations ofJav~er Marfas’ ~atest nove~ Los 
enamoramientos [The Infatuations] and ofJos~ Saramago’s early 
work Levantado do ch~o [Raised from the Cround], and is currently 
working on a translation of Tristana by the nineteenth-century 
Spanish author Benito P@ez Cald6s. 

[ 



click here 

Translation Masterclass --- French with Ros Schwartz 

Over the last 30 years Ros Schwartz has 

translated some 60 works of fiction and non- I f~cUon from French, parUcu~ar~v Francophone / 
writers such as Andr6e Chedid, Aziz Chouaki, | 
Fatou Diome and Dominique Edd6. Her new / 
translation of Saint-Exup~ry’s The Little Prince was / 
published in 2010. She co-translated Lorraine 

Connection by Dominique Manotti which won the 

2008 Duncan Lawrie International Dagger award. In 

2009 s h e was mad e a C h evialie r d an s I ’Ord re d es 

Arts et des Lettres for her services to French 

literature. 

A Fellow of the Institute of Translation and Interpreting and a 

previous chair of the European Council of Literary Translators 

Associations, she is currently chair of English PEN’s Writers in 

Translation committee. 

clickrhere 

Tra n s l a~:io n Mas ~:e rclas s - Italia n w it:h Howa rd C u rt:is 

Howard curt,s has translated more than s,×ty 
books, mostly f~cuon, from ~ta,an, French, and 
Spanish, including works by Luigi Pirandello, 

Leonardo Sciascia, Giorgio Scerbanenco, Gianrico 

Carofiglio, Pietro Grossi, Filippo Bologna, 

Marella Caracdolo Chia, Fabio Geda, Simona Sparaco, Paolo 

Sorrentino, Alessandro Perissinotto, Michele Giuttari, Donato Carrisi, 
Giorgio Faletti, Gustave Flaubert, Honor~ de Balzac, Andr~ Malraux, 

Georges Simenon, Jean-Claude Izzo, Jean-Fran~:ois Parot, Marek 
Halter, Caroline Lamarche, Marc Dugain, Caryl F~rey, Daniel Arsand, 

Francisco Coloane, Luis Sep~lveda and Santiago Gamboa. 

click here 

For further information call 020 7269 9030 or visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Monday, September 3, 2012 11:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

"Multiculturalism: The 2012 Global Debate" (Berlin, November 6th - 9th, 2012 - Held parallel to 23rd AnniversaJo~ of the Fall of the Berlin 

Wail) 

= Cal~ for Applications = 

"Multiculturalism, the 2012 Global Debate: Strengthening Intercultural Relations through the Arts, Sports, Politics and the Economy" 
(Berlin, November 6th - 9th, 2012 - Hold parallel to "23rd Anniversary to the fall efthe Berlin Wall’) 

vwwv.cult u ral-brid~les-in-germa ny.org 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
On behalf of the h~stitute for Cultural Diplomacy, we are writing to bring to yeur attention our upcoming programs hested by the ICD, in partnership with other leading 

institutions. We would be grsteful if you could folward the information below to anyone you feel might be interested in participating. 

"Multiculturalism, the 2012 Global Debate: Strengthening Intercultural Relations through the Arts, Sports, Politics and the Economy" 
(Berlin, November 6th = 91h, 2012 - Held parallel to "23rd Anniversary to the fall of the Berlin WaW) 

w~v.cult ural-bridges-in .-f4ermany.or~ 
Contemporary Germany consists of a diverse multicultural landscape of individuals whose origins stem from every continent of the world. These multicultutal 
individuals/communities both live and work together, and as such the question of defining the German identity becomes a major question for the German public at large. In 

addition, new opportunities and challenges are Iaced in developing and maintaining international and intemultural relations both within the Iramework el the EU and 
internationally. On a global level, the question of multiculturalism is a growing issue and will be a main wodd focus for the next generations. Western countries are engaging 
with Multiculturalism policies on a significant basis and are continually amending and reinventing to fit the policies to an ever changing world. 
The ICD recognizes the opportunity Ior Cultural Diplomacy 1o serve as a bridge between people el different cultures. The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Germany Conference will 
therefere focus on the potential fer Cultural Diplomacy to further promote and strengthen multicultursl relations both in Germany and worldwide. The application of these new 

practices of multicultural dialogue and exchange will be analyzed during the Conference and will offer a wide diversity of perspectives on the issue of cultural bridges in 
Germany and internationally. The Conference will consist of a series of simultaneous sessions of lectures, panel discussions, interactive roundtable discussions, seminars, 
group visits, excursion and cultural activities. 
The Conference will be held parallel to the ’23rd Anniversary to the fall of the Berlin WaIF and the participants will be able to participate in the official ceremony and events 
which will be a unique opportunity to learn more about the history and contemporar,/context of German unity. 
._F___o_L_u_E_l__p___a__r_t__Lcj~___a___n__t__s____>_. 

Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics & scholars, economists, journalists, artists, civil society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals and students as well as other interested individuals from across the werld. 
If you would like to reser~,e a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

The speakers during the conference will include leading figures and experts from international politics (including head of states and ministers), academia, the diplomatic 
community, civil society, and the private sector. These speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisory Board 
please click __H___E__B__E_. 

Forthcoming Weeklong Seminars 2012 
(Week]ong Seminars, Berlin, September - November, 2012) 

w~v.cult ural-bridges-in .-f4ermany.or# 
The Cultural Bridges in Germany Young Leaders Forums are networks of young individuals, who share an interest in strengthening German intercultural relations in addition to 
exploring the challenges and opportunities facing Germany, both domestically and internationally. The forums provide a platform for interdisciplinary discussion and exchange 
on salient issues concerning German culture, society and related political and economic subjects. At the international level, the program seeks to analyze the roles and 
responsibilities of Germany in the emerging new world order. Through these discussions and exchanges, the forums play a valuable role in strengthening relations between 
Germany’s cultural communities and between its international partners. 
The following Weeklong Seminars will take place during September - November, 2012: 

® The Italy Meets Germany Conference - ~ Bed!n, September 17th - 20th, 2012) 

~ The Germany Meets Turkey Conference - (Berlin, Novernber 5th - 9th, 2012) 

~ The Germany Meets Morocco Conference - (Berlin, Novernber 5th - 9th, 2012) 

~ The Germany Meets Greece Conference - (Berlin, Novernber 5th - 9th, 2012) 

~ The Cultural Bridqes in Germany Conference - (Berlin, November 7th - 1 lth, 2012) 

~ The UK Meets Germany Conference- (Berlin, November 7th - 1 lth, 2012) 

~ The Germany meets Slovenia Conference- (Berlin, November 7th - 1 lth, 2012) 

*Participants of the November 2012 weeklong Seminars will participate in international conference: The 2012 Cultural Bridges in Germany 
Conference. 

**To apply, please click HERE 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

wvvw.cult u raldiplomacy.or.q 
The institute for Cultural Diplomacy is an international, net-for-ptolit, non-governmental organization with headquarters in Berlin, Germany. Over the past decade, the ICD has 
grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultutal exchange organizations, whose pregrams facilitate intersction between individuals of all backgrounds from 

acress the world. 
Thank you for your attention and for your cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming programs. If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD, please send us an 
email at i_L~_f_g_@_c__gj_l_g_r_’_a_J__d_ip__[g£[_~__a_#y_:_o__[g indicating this. 
With wannest regards, 
Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 4, 2012 9:30 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Holden 

Kind of interesting Chapelboro story: 
elboro.co~r~iUN CoOfficialsoLookoTooPostoScmada~oFnturei14138642 

But what sticks out to me is this remark from Holden: 
"The decision we made to disclose that it happened was a bold and 
important one," he says. "I think it shows how angry and discouraged I 
was, and I think the disclosure of that report is the most important 
deterrent in making sure it doesn’t happen again." 

The decision to disclose was bold and important? As opposed to what? 
There were alternatives? This is about as troubling a statement as any 
in the course of this entire two-year nightmare. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~mc~ed~/~?id5~137456~42f235af5a29~756~ad39629242d~d3&n=T&~=facuh~°°ath1e~ics° 
formn&o 32083776, or send a blank email to leave-32083776-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Duke University Press <hlwh@dukeupress.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Announcing a new book by Daniel M. Goldstein 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Eunice SaMe, 

Duke University Press is pleased to announce the publication of a new book by Daniel M. Goldstein 

Outlawed: 
Between Security and Rights in a Bolivian City 
Daniel M. Goldstein 

"In Outlawed, Daniel M. Goldstein tackles one of the most critical issues confronting Latin America today, namely, the insecurity experienced by 
numerous citizens who fear falling victim to theft, robbery, burglary, assault, rape, or homicide as they go about their daily lives. He proceeds in a 
smart way, by examining the Bolivian state’s representations of violence, Bolivian citizens’ experiences in a local neighborhood, and the notions of 
community justice and illegitimate violence that circulate locally, nationally, and internationally."--Susan Bibler ¢outin, author of Nations of 
Emigrants: Shifting Boundaries of Citizenship in El Salvador and the United States 

In Outlawed, Daniel M. Goldstein reveals how indigenous residents of marginal neighborhoods in Cochabama, Bolivia, struggle to balance security with 
rights. Feeling abandoned to the crime and violence that grip their communities, they sometimes turn to vigilante practices, including lynching, to 
apprehend and punish suspected criminals. Outlawed illuminates the complex interconnections between differing definitions of security and human 
rights at the local, national, and global levels. 

2012. 344 pages, 10 illustrations / 978-0-8223-5311-9, paper $24.95 

For more information and to view the table of contents, please visit our website. 

If you would like to consider Outlawed for your courses, please visit our For Educators page. 

If you wish to opt-out of future mailings, please contact 
Books Marketing 
Duke University Press 

905 West Main Street, Suite 18B 
Durham, NC 2770.t 

Sincerely, 
Lee Willoughby-Harris 
Associate Marketing Manager 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 4:15 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
AFAM 252 

Hi Robert, 

Could you please call Eunice regarding some misinformation about a student. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 5:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Japanese Posters, Photographs, Screens, Scrolls, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

Celebrate "A Season of Japan"! 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, 6 September 
6:00-8:00 PM 

Join us for festive food, drink, and 
drumming by Triangle Taiko (6:00 PM 

performance). 

Get the first look at the 86 spectacular 

posters in Elegance and Extrava~anese Posters [rom 

the Merrill C. Berman Collection! 

See animated short films from the 1960s and 1970s by Tadanori 

Yokoo and Keiichi Tanaami in Pop Goes Japan! 

Japanese screens and scrolls., prints, photography, and ceramics 

are also on view. 

Free and open to the public. 

The exhibition catalogue for Ele~jance and Extravagance wi[[ be 

available for purchase at the Acktand Museum Store. 

Dr~:~w}ng ~n the Galleries: ’~Urban Sketchff~g" 
Saturday, 8 September, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Amanda Hughes of the Acktand and Laura Frankstone of Urban 

Sketchers wit[ co-fadl.itate this speda[ Drawing in the Ga[teries 

session. 

Participants wit[ visit ~ the World, One Drawin a~g at a 

Time, the show of works by Urban Sketchers correspondents 

currently on view at the Ack[and Museum Store, discuss 

location drawing, and sketch in the Museum galleries or 

outside (weather permitting). 

Free. 



D ~’aw~--~ for" 
saturday, 8 September, 10::30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites 10- to 13-year-o[ds to took at selected works in the Ack[and’s galleries 

and identify techniques that the artists used to make them. Gallery teachers demonstrate 

and teach participants technical skills, which tweens can then apply to their own artistic 

creations. A mix of drawing from works on display and creating one’s own original works is 

offered in each session. Materials are provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 

RSVP to Caroline Culbert at culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Tea a’~ 

with Lyn Koehnline, Conservator, Ackland Art Museum 

Wednesday,12 September, 2:00 PM 

See the 

remarkable 

transformation 

that some of 

the Ack[and’s 

best Japanese 

screens and 

scrolls have 

undergone, 

having just 

returned to 

the Museum 

from the 

Nishio 

Conservation 

Studio in 

Washington, 

D.C. 

Ack[and 

consel~lator 

Lyn KoehnUne 

shows us the 

"before" of 

these 

venerable 

artworks, 

describes and 

illustrates with 



photos the 

nature of the labor-intensive conservation process, then leads us on an "after" tour of the 

works on view. Attendees are invited to tour the Ackiand’s conservation studio following the 

gaLLery talk. 

Presented in connection with the exhibition New Lisht on Japanese Paintins: Recently 
Conserved Screens and Scrolls part of the Ackland’s "Season of Japan." 

Wednesday, 12 September, 7:00 PM 

Scree~in~ at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Frankli~ St., Downtown Chapel 

Hill 

and the Duke-UNC Consortium for 

Cedars in the Pines, a film by Akram Khater and Danica 

Cuiiinan (2011 ), is a documentary about the 120-year 

history of Lebanese immigrants in North Carolina. 

Interviews with first-, second-, and third-generation 

Lebanese Americans convey individual and family 

experiences of departure, struggle, opportunity, and 

community. The film raises broadly relevant questions 

about the immigrant experience in terms of maintaining 

culture and the relationship between identity and place. 

Fi[mmaker Akram Khater will be present for Q ~ A 

following the screening. 

Part of the "Cinema of the Global Middle East" film 

series, sponsored by Art/Islam, the Center for the Study 

of the Middle East and Muslim Civilizations at UNC-CH, 

Middle East Studies. 

Click here for the complete Fail 2012 Ackiand Film Forum schedule. 

Tickets: Students are free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Offida| Media Sponsor of the 

Ackland Film Forum. 

Curators’ Semi~’~ar S÷ri÷s: 
Treasures of Japar~ese Art from 

Throughout the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," informal Thursday evening seminars with 

curators will be offered, allowing for an intimate, guided look at Japanese objects from the 

Museum’s collection that are not currently on display. 

Session One: Nineteenth-century Photographs 

Thursday, 13 September, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Join Timothy Riggs, the Ack[and’s Curator of Collections, 

for an intimate look at hand-selected nineteenth-century 

Japanese photographs. 

Each session limited to 15 participants. 

$25 per session for Ackland members; $35 for non- 

members. 

Advanced registration is required. RSVP to 

acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Upcoming sessions (all meet on Thursdays, 6:00-7:30 

PM): 

11 October I Noh and Kabuki Theater Woodblock Prints 

8 November I Japanese Lacquer 

13 December I The Influence of Japanese Art on Western Art-making 

Through 6 October at the Ackiand Museum Store 



The sights and sounds of cities worldwide -- from 

London to Lisbon, from Singapore to San Francisco -- 

come alive in the vibrant new exhibition at the 

Ackland Museum Store’s retail gallery space. 

This exhibition is the first group show ever by 

members of this global non-profit organization. 

See a video about the show. 

Learn more about Urban Sketchers. 

Looking Ahead... 

TOUR: Art 8: Literature Connections 

Saturday, 15 September, 2:00 PM 

MUSIC IN THE GALLERIES: Junko 

Sunday, 16 September, 2:00 PM 

YOGA IN THE GALLERIES 

Tuesday, 18 September, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possible by generous 

support from Acktand Art Museum members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership dollars 

support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an email to the editor. 

Imases: 

Rose Piper, American, 1917-2005: S/ow Down Frefs, ht Trofn, 1946-I 947~ oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund 

I kk~ Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The ~th Sonkef Konze Nob, 1958~ color screen print. Merril~ C. Berman Collection. (c) Estate of I kk~ 

Tanaka. 



Kasamatsu Shire, Japanese, 1898-1991: Seaweed Harvest, 1956; color woodblock print. Gift of Oou~ and O~a Eyre. 

Kumi Matsukama, Yakushf-fke Park, 2012; watercolor. 

Unidentified Artist: Orris ~levs~de Rest~S~ 19th century~ a~bumen print. Gift from the Stephen White Collection of Japanese art. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountoin~ Los Gates, 2012; watercolor and pen on paper. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: Tl~e Be~k~ o,f the O~se, Aleer Pop, terse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by esbowles~-, email,unc.edu 

Ugdate ProfilejEmailAddress Instan~ removal with Sa~eUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: ~0~ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Vote in the Photo Competition Prize Poll 

{ske the poll. And enter the C:orn~setitior~! Just 26 days left! 

C G I E V E N Y S + R E S O U R C E S     r-~ E w c G I SrO R I ~:S 
GIobN Into Fair 

UNC provides countless oppo~unities to explore other cultures and 

to become more globally aware! Learn more about the centers that 

make it possible. Talk with center representatives and enjoy delicious 

treats from around the world! 

.ieb Operfin{~ -. CFK Development Of~ce~ 
Carolina for Kibera is currently searching for a full-time development 

officer to work out of the Chapel Hill office. To learn more, please 

review the full job posting: ~1,. ,. ,. ~ unc.~ duiabou[us/jobsi 

To apply, visit bttp:i/unc peo~esdm~ com/posdn~si;’465 

&)b Open~n{~ -. CF~( Part4~me Adm~ 
Carolina for Kibera seeks a pa~-time Administrative Assistant to work 

out of the Chapel Hill office. To learn more and apply, please review 

the full job posting: hl::p:iicfk uric ~ du/abouius/jobsi 

Gel to know a small, upbeat team of creative staff who administer 

exci[ed to suppo~l student projects and initiatives. Excellent fi[ for 

interest and why you would be an ideai fit to c!]~@ur~c,ed~ 

GO~ Co~’~nect 

GO! Connect is a space for your continued gro~h as a globally- 

engaged student. Featuring focused discussion around some of the 

major cultural and ethical issues central to global work, you can 

continue to build upon your existing competencies. The session will 



also focus on howto connect your global experience to service and 

educational opportunities on campus and in our local community 

Food provided Registration not required, but we encourage you to 

ioie o~r t-~acebo~, erect to help us gauge attendance levels 

International Coffee Hour 
.................................................................................................................................................... -[-~ ................................. Wed~,sday Se~ter~ber 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

I ~ members and students excited about 
.......................................................................... international engagement. Chat about 

opportunities and challenges on campus. Meet staff from the hosting 

offices with great resources to share. This month’s hosts are The 

Writing Center and the Graduate and Professional Student 

Federation. 

~k,b~ Pre~ects Showcase 

Wont to travel next summer? Wont funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

OPPORfUNITII!~8 

.......................................................................... GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

Hear Dr Yan Song, director of UNC’s Program on Chinese Cities, speak on "Urbanization in China: 

Critical Issues in an Era of Rapid Gro~h" and artist Barbara Tyroler discuss "Beijing Impressions: 

Po~raits of a Shifting Landscape," currently on display at the FedEx Global Education Center. A~ viewing 

and reception to follow. 

b~ Th~s Th~~e~ess Tw-ne: LMng and Dying on Deal:h Row ~n Amed(x~ 

Documentary photography by Bruce Jackson and Diane Christian. On viewthrough the Fall 2012 

semester 

Stuart Rockoff, Southern Jews in the Cruc~Me of Civil R~ghts 

Co-sponsored by the Center for the Study of the American South and the Center for Jewish Studies 

J 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i Pitsboro Street Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i ¢;~<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’59g 

~1anage Yo~ S~bscriptio~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 4, 2012 6:13 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] one last NCAA word 

Hello--I promise to shut up about this after this email, but I just wanted to share the content of an email I 
received this afternoon from an alumnus I won’t name (the most recent in a long string this person whom I’ve 
never met has sent to me this summer). My great impatience with the university isn’t shared by everyone, I 
know, but when I read comments like this I realize a) I have no good answers for the hurting alumni out there, 
and that b) someone should be pushed to provide some: 

’Disappointed that the NCAA did not find any "problems" with UNC’ s academic fraud. Cannot see how it can 
be said that those 54 courses and likely many more were not designed to keep athletes eligible. I hope that at 
the September 7 faculty council meeting that topic will be discussed. UNC continues to embarrass itself 
nationally by insisting that athletes did not receive special consideration in those courses. Certainly, the 
summer 2011 course listed two days before the summer session and filled entirely with football players steered 
there by athletic department counselors refutes UNC’s claims. 

UNC needs to come clean on this---and very soon. I fear that we are quickly becoming a laughingstock.’ 

Now, obviously we’re not a laughingstock, and most people around the country have no idea we’re even 
enduring a "scandal," but there’s a fundamental truth to what this person is saying. There are many ways an 
institution can see its reputation suffer, and repeatedly saying things at variance with established facts is 
certainly one of those ways. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@emaiLur~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:i/lists.ur~c.ed~/u? 
id=5013745 (~.42~235 af5 a29175600ad39629242dTd3 &n=T&~=fac~ty--ath~etics-fomm&o=32089198 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea\~e-32089198-50137456.42~235a~a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listser~,.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Iran Supplying Syrian Military via Iraqi Airspace 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. Toda y,sHeadiines ........................................................................... 
~11~ N’t’~= ~rk ~’%,~ September 5, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..s.~...o.r.t.~ I .A..~ I ,.D..Lnj.n.~t.~._w_!.n...e. I EditorialsI ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

9..u..s..t..o_m..Lz..e....T..o_d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e.A I r .S...e..a..r..c..h.. 

TOP NEWS 

Iran Supplying Syrian 
Military via Iraqi Airspace 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Iran has restarted shipping nfilitary 
equipment to Syria over Iraqi airspace, 
showing the linfits of American influence 
in the region after flae White House 
pressed Baghdad to dose the corridor. 

Michelle Obama Tops 
Opening Night for Democrats 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

Democrats had two simple messages for 
voters: Mitt Ronmey does not get it, and 
President Obama does. The main 
attraction was Mr. Obama’s lead 
character witness: his wife, Miehelle. 

Prolonged CPR Holds 
Benefits, a Study Shows 
By RONI CARYN RABIN 

The findings challenged conventional medical thinking, which holds that prolonged resuscitation for hospital 
patients that go into cardiac arrest is usually futile. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

Live Video From Charlotte 
At 2 and 7 p.m. each day, our live video broadcast from Charlotte, N.C., will take readers behind the scenes of 
the Democratic National Convention with newsmaker interviews, analysis from Times joun~alists and stories 
exploring various aspects of the campaign. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"He believes that when you’ve worked hard, and done well, and walked through that doorway of 

opportunity, you do not slam it shut behind you. You reach back, and you give other folks the same chances 

that helped you succeed." 

MICHELLE OBAMA, speaking about President Obmna in her address to the Denmcratic National 

Convention. 



Election 2012 App 
Get the latest news and 
analysis from the 
Democratic National 
Convention. 

OPINION 

TAKING NOTE 
’I Love My 
Husband. So Vote 
for Him’ - The 
Sequel 
By ANDREW ROSENTHAL 

Pmn Ronmey and Michelle Obama 
shared stories about their husbm~ds’ 
experiences with hardship. 

WORLD 

British Premier Reshuffles Cabinet, Promoting Official Linked to Murdoch Case 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

In a bid to reshape his govenunent, Prime Minister David Cameron shook up his cabinet on Tuesday, 
appointing 3eremy Hunt, who became entangled in the News Corporation scandal, to a top nfinisterial post. 

Smiles and Barbs for Clinton in China 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and JANE PERLEZ 

As Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton arrived in China on Tuesday, editorials, articles and comments 
by analysts in Chinese media contained unusual bite. 

Colombia Will Restart Peace Process With FARC 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN and JENNY CAROLINA GONZALEZ 

President Juan Manuel Santos and the leader of the Revolutionary Armed Forces of Colombia said fl~at the 
two sides wotfld soon sit down to a new phase of peace talks. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Joe Frazier Wins Belated Embrace as Philadelphia Starts a Fight 
By RAY RIVERA 

A year after Mr. Frazier’s death, a movement has taken off to cement the boxer’s legacy in his adopted city. 

Critics Say California Law Hurts Effort to Add Jobs 
By IAN LOVETT 

With high unemployment in California, environmentalists and politicians see the need to overhaul the state’s 
lmadinark enviromnental law, which can delay even green projects. 

Nearly 8oo Firefighters Battle Blaze in National Forest in Southern California 
By IAN LOVETT 

With hot, dry conditions continuing, officials said they did not expect to fully contaha the fire for at least 
another week. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Chinese City Moves to Limit New Cars 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Guangzhou wants to improve quality of life through license plate auctions and lotteries expected to halve the 
number of new ears on flae streets. 



Banks Face Suits as States Weigh Libor Losses 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The scandal over global interest rates has states working to build a case for suing tl~e nation’s largest banks. 

’: DealBook: In UBS Convictions, Parallels to the Libor Investigation 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
G.O.P. Shift Moves Center Far to Right 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

A look back at Richard Nixon’s stands on big government progrmns and new regtflations m~derscores how 
much the political center has moved. 

’. ~ Graphic: Rightward Drift 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Giants’ Secret Weapon No Longer 
By SAM BORDEN 

A year removed from his breakout season, Victor Cruz will be on every opponent’s radar. 

A New First for No. a-Ranked Azarenka 
By LYNN ZINSER 

Top-seeded Victoria Azarenka outlasted Sam Stosur in a third-set tiebreaker on Tuesday mad moved on to 
play Maria Sharapova or Marion Bartoli in tlae senfifinals. 

’ ~ Slide Show: U.S. Open Replay for Day 9 

RAYS 5, YANKEES 2 
That lo-Game Lead Is Down to Zero 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Yankees’ 5-2 loss, tlaeir lOtla in tlaeir last 14 games, knocked tlaem out of sole possession of tlae division 
lead for the first time since Jmae aa. 
:’ g~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

A Pride of Literary Lions, Unleashed All at Once 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

This fall will usher in new books from a wide range of literary autl~ors, including Ian McEwan, Zadie Smitl~ 
and Tom Wolfe. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Killer on the Road’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

In "Killer on tl~e Road," Ginger Strand examines tl~e links between random killings and tl~e soullessness bred 
by the Interstate System. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Holocaust Museums in Israel Evolve 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

In Israel, where preserving memories of World War II atrocities has special resonance, Holocaust musemns 
are evolving in message and approach. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

What Restaurants Know (About You) 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

In tl~e name of good service, many restaurants keep a computer file on regular customers, noting tl~eir 
favorite foods and other information. 

Chefs Try New Terrain, Like the Upper East Side 



By FLORENCE FABRICANT 

Italian, Spanish and Asian appear to be on the uptick, based on restaurant openings planned for fall in New 
York. 

HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING 
Sometimes Formica Beats White Tablecloths 
By MARK BITTMAN 

What makes a restaurant work? For one thing, personalization, a place with a working chef, not a cookie- 
cutter sphaoff or a circus. 

¯ 
..M...o..r..e....D..i..n.Ln..cJ" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Words Not Spoken 
The Democratic Party’s principles are worth trmnpeting, but many are going mmmntioned at its convention. 

EDITORIAL 
Egypt’s Economic Struggle 
The United States, tim I.M.F. and the Egyptian govermnent must work together to revive the comatry’s 
economy. 

EDITORIAL 
No Penalty for Torture 
By not prosecuting anyone for the brutal deaths of two prisoners held in C.I.A. custody, it could happen 
again. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Truth About Obama and Israel 
By HAIM SABAN 

By every measure, President Obama’s support for Israel’s security and well-being has been rock solid. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Comeback Vegan 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Bill and Barry are together again. But this was a union nmde by transaction, not a bronmnce. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It’s Mitt’s World 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The world has become more interdependent, and this new reality requires a new kind of Americma 
leadership. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 5, 1972, Palestinian terrorists attacked the Israeli O13anpic team at the smnmer games in Munich; 11 
Israeli atlfletes and coaches, five terrorists mad a police officer were killed. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a&e_ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_k~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 



the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 6:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Translation Masterclasses at the LRB 

London " o:fBooks 

The London Review Bookshop is pleased 

to announce a special set of workshops in 

celebration of International Translation 

Day. 

The art of literary translation is at the heart of 

our celebration of International Translation Day 

at the London Review Bookshop, as we offer a 

programme of masterdasses led by a team of 

Britain~�TMs most distinguished literary 

translators. 

Each half-day masterdass focuses on a single 

language and will be structured around close 

work on texts sent in advance to participants. 

Discussion will centre on the differences in 

approach evident in variant translations of the 

same texts. 

Participants should have a good working knowledge of the language and will 

be invited to prepare their own translations of the texts under discussion. 

German with Anthea Bell 
Saturday 29 September at 10 a.m. 

Anthea Bell is a freelance translator from 



German and French, educated at Oxford 
University, mother of two adult sons. Her 

translations include works of fiction and 
general non-fiction, books for young people, 
and classics by E.T.A. Hoffmann, Freud, Kafka, 

and Stefan Zweig. She has won the UK 

Schlegel-Tieck award for translation from 

German (four times); the 9002 Independent 

Foreign Fiction Prize (UK) and the Helen and 

Kurt Wolff Prize (USA), both for the 

translation of W.G. Sebald’s Austerlitz (the 
former with the author); the 2003 Austrian 
State Prize for Literary Translation; and the 

2009 Oxford-Weidenfeld Translation Prize. 

Read more and book your place now 

Spanish with Margaret ,lull Costa 
Saturday 29 September at lO a.m. 

Margaret gull Costa has been a literary 

translator for over twenty-five years and has 

translated many novels and short stories by 

Portuguese, Spanish and Latin American 

writers, including gavier Marias, Fernando 

Pessoa, gos~ Saramago, Bernardo Atxaga and 

Ram6n del Valle-Inclfin. She has won various 
prizes for her work, including, in 2oo8, the 

PEN Book-of-the-Month Translation Award 

and the Oxford Weidenfeld Translation Prize 
for her version of Eta de Queiroz’s masterpiece 

The Maias, and, most recently, the 2Oll Oxford 

Weidenfeld Translation Prize for The 
Elephant’s Journey by gos~ Saramago. 

She has just completed translations of gavier 

Marias’ latest novel Los enamoramientos [The 
Infatuations] and of gos~ Saramago’s early 

work Levantado do ch~to [Raised from the 
Ground], and is currently working on a 



translation of Tristana by the nineteenth- 

century Spanish author Benito P~rez Gald6s. 

Read more and book your place now 

French with Ros Schwartz 
Saturday 29 September at 2 p.m. 

Over the last 3o years Ros Schwartz has 

translated some 6o works of fiction and non- 

fiction from French, particularly Francophone 

writers such as Andr~e Chedid, Aziz Chouaki, 

Fatou Diome and Dominique EddY. Her new 

translation of Saint-Exup~ry’s The Little Prince 

was published in 2OLO. She co-translated 

Lorraine Connection by Dominique Manotti 

which won the 2oo8 Duncan Lawrie 

International Dagger award. In 2oo9 she was 

made a Chevialier dans l’Ordre des Arts et des 

Lettres for her services to French literature. 

A Fellow of the Institute of Translation and 

Interpreting and a previous chair of the 

European Council of Literary Translators 

Associations, she is currently chair of English 

PEN’s Writers in Translation committee. 

Read more and book your place now 

Italian with Howard Curtis 
Saturday 29 September at 2 p.m. 

Howard Curtis has translated more than sixty 

books, mostly fiction, from Italian, French, and 

Spanish, including works by Luigi Pirandello, 

Leonardo Sciascia, Giorgio Scerbanenco, 

Gianrico Carofiglio, Pietro Grossi, Filippo 

Bologna, Marella Caracciolo Chia, Fabio Geda, 

Simona Sparaco, Paolo Sorrentino, Alessandro 

Perissinotto, Michele Giuttari, Donato Carrisi, 



Giorgio Faletti, Gustave Flaubert, Honor~ de 

Balzac, Andr~ Malraux, Georges Simenon, 

Jean-Claude Izzo, Jean-Francois Parot, Marek 

Halter, Caroline Lamarche, Marc Dugain, Caryl 

F~rey, Daniel Arsand, Francisco Coloane, Luis 

Sept~lveda and Santiago Gamboa. 

Read more and book your place now 

For more information and to book your place, call 
o2o 7269 9o3o or visit: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, September 5, 2012 9:54 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] meeting 

Reminder: we’re meeting today at 5pm in Woollen 310. Those of you who 
think you may have dep’tal colleagues who would be interested in 
attending should feel free to spread the word. I’m sure there wouldn’t 
be a flood of people in any case. But having some new voices, and 
getting more people involved, wouldn’t be a bad idea. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.edu/~?id=5() 137456.42~235al~5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&~r=T&l=facul~-o~a~Ne~ics~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:57 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Thanks, everyone, for a very productive meeting today. The proud, the few, the...ARG. We agreed that a) we 
still have a lot in common, despite some differences, b) we want to try to have some impact on the "Rawlings 
review," and c) we want to say a couple of things Friday about the composition and purpose of that committee 
(since Jan confirmed for us, as I had begun to think, that the FEC subcommittee recommended an 
outside/independent review in part because they understood us to say that that’s what WE wanted.) I’ve quickly 
come up with a draft statement that I’m prepared to read. Here it is. Let me know if you have strong feelings 
about it: 

The Athletics Reform Group has heard from a very reliable source that the report drafted by the Faculty 
Executive Committee subcommittee (which I will henceforth refer to as the Maffly-Kipp committee) 
recommended an independent review of the relationship between academics and athletics at UNC because the 
Maffly-Kipp committee had the impression that our group had expressed the opinion that any such review 
should be conducted by outsiders--that is, by people independent of UNC influences. 

Our group is grateful for the fine work done by the Maffly-Kipp committee, and grateful for its responsiveness 
to many of our concerns, but we wish to clarify our thoughts about both the composition and the charge of the 
committee to be chaired by Hunter Rawlings. We certainly have no objections to the presence of non-UNC 
personnel on the Rawlings committee. Outsiders can bring fresh perspectives and knowledge about good 
practices from other places. But in our discussions with the members of the Maffly-Kipp committee we used 
the term "independent" in a way that may have been misunderstood by them. We meant that a review carried 
out by any such committee should be done with independence of thought and preferably by individuals without 
any clear stake in the status quo or in any particular structures or procedures likely to be reviewed. We believe 
UNC faculty can and should be part of the Rawlings review committee; indeed, we see the excellent report of 
the Maffly-Kipp committee as a prime example of the kind of clear-eyed and analytically rigorous work of 
which UNC faculty are capable in such situations. 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give serious and sustained attention to three 
sets of inter-related questions: 

1. Are big-time sports and UNC’s commitment to its academic mission truly compatible? 

2. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission are not 
compatible, what would be the most plausible paths forward for our sports programs if we decided to leave the 
big-time? 

3. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission are 
compatible, on what terms should the institution reestablish the relationship between them? To raise one among 
many possible issues currently facing the sport world: what measures might be taken to secure the full legal, 
educational, and economic rights ofUNC athletes? 

If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant concerns, these three inter-related questions-- 
compatible? If not, what next? If so, how so?--can help lead to a brighter future for our institution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 5, 2012 11:25 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Thanks, Laurie. Nice to hear from you again! I guess we were having delusions of grandeur, there... 

No, I figured that you were listening to others, too, but we just decided today that it might be useful for us to be 
clear about our own preferences when we speak on Friday. Who knows what Holden will do, but we think it 
would be good to have a mix of UNC and non-UNC people on the committee. 

On 9/5/12 11:17 PM, Maffly-Kipp, Laurie F wrote: 

Hi Jay, 
I thought it might help to respond to your email, since my name has now been attached to the report 
you are discussing! Let me clarify that our sub-committee report called for an independent review 
for multiple reasons, and after hearing from multiple sources that a review done by parties without 
apparent interests (not necessarily non-UNC people) would be the most credible way to go. 
Certainly the conversations we had with you (collectively), both in person and by following email, 

were important. But there were other such suggestions made as well. Like you, our goal wasn’t to 
dictate the exact composition of the committee, but to urge the inclusion of outside voices that 
could both provide a level of objectivity and potentially suggest paths forward that those of us at 
UNC might not have thought of on our own. 

So, I think we are coming out in the same place--but there are others who added to this call as 
well. 

I had hoped to get to the meeting today but couldn’t get away from the office. I’m hoping to get 
back into the discussion more now that my own piece of this is done--I burned out for awhile on 
talking about it, I must admit! 

Thanks for keeping the conversations going. 
Laurie 

Laurie F. Maffly-Kipp 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Religious Studies, CB #3225 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3225 
919.962.3927 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <~smith@emailounc.edu> 



Date: Wednesday, September 5, 2012 10:57 PM 

To: discussion <facult¥-athletics-forum@listserwur~c~edu> 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Thanks, everyone, for a very productive meeting today. The proud, the few, the...ARG. We agreed 
that a) we still have a lot in common, despite some differences, b) we want to try to have some 
impact on the "Rawlings review," and c) we want to say a couple of things Friday about the 
composition and purpose of that committee (since Jan confirmed for us, as I had begun to think, 
that the FEC subcommittee recommended an outside/independent review in part because they 
understood us to say that that’s what WE wanted.) I’ve quickly come up with a draft statement that 
I’m prepared to read. Here it is. Let me know if you have strong feelings about it: 

The Athletics Reform Group has heard from a very reliable source that the report drafted by the 
Faculty Executive Committee subcommittee (which I will henceforth refer to as the Maffly-Kipp 
committee) recommended an independent review of the relationship between academics and 
athletics at UNC because the Maffly-Kipp committee had the impression that our group had 
expressed the opinion that any such review should be conducted by outsiders--that is, by people 
independent of UNC influences. 

Our group is grateful for the fine work done by the Maffly-Kipp committee, and grateful for its 
responsiveness to many of our concerns, but we wish to clarify our thoughts about both the 
composition and the charge of the committee to be chaired by Hunter Rawlings. We certainly have 
no obj ections to the presence of non-UNC personnel on the Rawlings committee. Outsiders can 
bring fresh perspectives and knowledge about good practices from other places. But in our 
discussions with the members of the Maffly-Kipp committee we used the term "independent" in a 
way that may have been misunderstood by them. We meant that a review carried out by any such 
committee should be done with independence of thought and preferably by individuals without any 
clear stake in the status quo or in any particular structures or procedures likely to be reviewed. We 
believe UNC faculty can and should be part of the Rawlings review committee; indeed, we see the 
excellent report of the Maffly-Kipp committee as a prime example of the kind of clear-eyed and 
analytically rigorous work of which UNC faculty are capable in such situations. 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give serious and sustained 
attention to three sets of inter-related questions: 

1. Are big-time sports and UNC’s commitment to its academic mission truly compatible? 

2. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission 
are not compatible, what would be the most plausible paths forward for our sports programs if we 
decided to leave the big-time? 

3. In light of all the evidence that suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission 
are compatible, on what terms should the institution reestablish the relationship between them? To 
raise one among many possible issues currently facing the sport world: what measures might be 
taken to secure the full legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes? 

If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant concerns, these three inter-related 
questions--compatible? If not, what next? If so, how so?--can help lead to a brighter future for 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 10:18 AM 

Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) <Magura@facilities.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: building humidity 

Hi Joe, 

Hope all is well. I just tried calling you but you might be in a meeting. [ know you are very busy but could you please 

stop by today as soon as you can. There have been reports of mold in some offices on the 2nd floor. 

Thanks Joe! 

Travis 

From: Magura, Joseph R (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Magura@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 06, 2012 9:45 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: building humidity 

The top two floors are 45 % RH which is good. The first floor is 60% RH which is getting close to being unacceptable. We 

do not want the humidity to go over 65%. Over 70% is unacceptable. Good luck with this. Thanks for your help. 

Joe Magura, PE, PEM 

Facilities Mechanical Engineer 

Facilities Services - Design and Construction Services - A & E 

UNC - Chapel Hill 

, cell 
., personal cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:31 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Andy--thanks for your thoughtful comments, as always. Speaking for 
myself, I disagree strongly with pretty much all of them, especially 
with #4. I will be sharing my obsessions at the Faculty Council meeting 
tomorrow. If you’re there, feel free to refute me. (I won’t be 
speaking for the group, so please refrain from denouncing the ARG.) It 
seems to me, astonishingly, that you’re coming close to the Art Chansky 
position that faculty should not speak out if it might bring 
"embarrassment" to the University. A greater embarrassment than the 
University’s handling of this disaster? I must say: This does not compute. 

But the main thing I want to say is that, although you are surely right 
that there is zero chance of the university’s abandoning the bigtime, I 
have to wonder about a place that’s afraid to ask the question. And 
that’s all we’re proposing: ask the question. (We anticipate, in our 
point #3, what that answer will be. And there’s no reason that your 
point #6 couldn’t then become the focus of the Rawlings group.) 

Even Jan, who is no less a supporter of the athletics programs than you, 
seemed enthusiastic yesterday about having the Rawlings group at least 
pose the big question (though I suppose Jan should speak for herself.) 
So I just wonder, Andy--what else is gong on here? Are you really saying 
we need to start singing the fight song and stop asking difficult 
questions? Am I missing something? 

You make your own decisions about staying in the group, of course, but 
my thought is that it’s good to have these sharp disagreements. They’re 
getting sharper all the time, but the issues are tough ones. And we’re 
all grown ups. 

Jay 

On 9/6/12 11:10 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Dear Colleagues, 
> 
> I am sorry to keep being the wet blanket, but I am finding the tone 
> and positions adopted by this group to be increasingly distant from my 
> assessment of the nature of the problems we face and the possibilities 
> we have for addressing them. I believe this statement, as the last 
> one, will serve only to make our group ever the more marginal to any 
> campus or national conversation about college athletics. I apologize 
> in advance for the long message, but I want to put out there several 
> of my concerns. (You should all feel free to stop now if you’d like!) 
> I recognize that these views may put me in such fundamental 
> disagreement with the group that you will prefer I simply bow out, 
> which I am prepared to do with no hard feelings, and with great 
> respect for each and every one of you. 
> 
> 1.) There is zero possibility that UNC will abandon participation in 
> big-time college sports. It’s not just very unlikely, it’s literally 
> zero. Thus raising the question with the Rawlings committee of whether 
> the two are "compatible" is utterly futile. There is no chance the 
> committee will find that it is incompatible, and no chance UNC would 
> follow up on it if the committee were to find that. I am not 
> interested in tilting at windmills when there is literally no chance 
> of success. 



> 

> 2.) I am also not at all convinced of the incompatibility the group 
> sees. Ijnst read a study by a colleague about the historical 
> development of college football as a status system -- it’s been around 
> and important for over a century, and that’s a century in which the 
> American higher education system became the world’s best, both in 
> terms of scholarly productivity and in terms of the sheer number and 
> quality of undergraduate education. The idea that athletics is an 
> imposter on the otherwise-pure development of intellectual life is 
> simply not accurate. 
> 
> 3.) I also detect a degree of race and class privilege in the singling 
> out of athletics as illegitimate. The University supports a range of 
> endeavors that are essentially about deploying talent for 
> entertainment: dance, theater, music, art, etc. In each of these 
> cases, there is no controversy about their presence, even though in 
> many cases there is a significant commercial element. I submit that 
> the only categorical difference between these and athletics is that 
> the former are generally carried out for the consumption of cultural, 
> racial, and financial elites, while the latter are associated with 
> working class and African American cultures. 
> 
> 4.) The continued obsession with UNC’s behavior in the face of the 
> football mess is, in my view, unnecessary. There have been countless 
> commissions and reports, written by honorable and honest colleagues 
> and outsiders, and all evidence is that the administxation has heard 
> us on the severity of the crisis and the importance of preventing 
> similar in the future. Further beating this particular dead horse 
> will, I believe, serve only to further embarrass the university and 
> distract it from other pressing matters. Big cases make bad law, so 
> the crucial step now is to push for UNC to behave honorably and to put 
> in place institutional safeguards that will underwrite that honor, not 
>just in reaction to the crisis but in recognition of the ongoing 
> tensions between big-time athletics and academics, both of which are 
> here to stay. 
> 
> 5.) As you all know, I have been skeptical from the start of the 
> position that athletes’ rights is the right basis for reform. I have 
> learned from many of you reasons for including athletes’ rights in the 
> mix of reforms, and I agree with these. But the position I took back 
> in January 
> (~:i/scat~er.wor@ress.comi2012/01i26iatNedcsoar~doacaden~csO 
> still strikes me as right. In the current environment, I am much more 
> concerned with the integrity of the university than I am with the 
> fortunes of a relative few elite athletes. We are under no obligation 
> to operate farm teams for the NBA and NFL, and the athletes are under 
> no obligation to choose to attend college. In just the same way as 
> other professions demand college degrees as the ticket to entry, even 
> though they may not be strictly necessary, ifNFL and NBA choose to 
> make that a requirement or a strong recommendation, that is their 
> problem and the problem of the athletes involved, not a central 
> problem for the universities. Again, this is not an argument that we 
> should not consider athletes’ rights, but an objection to 
> foregrounding that angle in our considerations. 
> 
> 6.) All this implies, to me, that we should be focusing internally on 
> getting UNC to be the exemplar of the best practices possible in 
> big-time college athletics. This includes strict admissions policies, 
> four-year scholarships, academic oversight and power over athletics, 
> true academic support for athletes, and true expectations that 
> athletes perform academically as well. And it means approaching these 
> requirements with true integrity, not just using NCAA requirements as 
> signals of adequacy. 
> 
> 7.) Finally, I think we can and should take a position on bi~-time 



> athletics in general that takes seriously principles of integrity and 
> limits, academic primacy, and athletes’ rights. We can advocate that 
> our FAR pursue this position through the NCAA and ACC, and/or we can 
> try to organize among colleagues ourselves. But this reform agenda 
> should recognize that big-time athletics is a long-running piece of 
> American academic life and is not going anywhere. As with the internal 
> agenda at UNC, the goal needs to be making that coexistence be 
> honorable, fair, and ideally supportive of the core intellectual 
> missions of the university. 
> 
> Respectfully, 
> Andy 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:33 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Andy et al--one quick follow up: Your statement "marginal to any campus 
or national conversation" strikes me as blinkered. Athletes’ rights IS 
the national conversation right now. 

On 9/6/12 11:10 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> marginal to any campus or national conversation 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 12:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Quickly (I have to run to class soon), I want to add a few more 
thoughts. First, the statement I drafted reflected the clear consensus 
of all (8?) people in the room yesterday, so the suggestion that it’s a 
little reckless ("not everyone would agree" etc) seems a little off to 
me. A document that captures the spirit of a discussion can only 
express views expressed by those present at the discussion, and I’m 
pretty confident that it did that. (Andy and Vin, you both get excused 
absences; we’ll schedule the make-up later.) 

Second, and maybe this is just me, I’m a little tired of having to worry 
about the feelings of the people who hold the reins of power around 
here. We may alienate someone? Someone might react viscerally? OMG. 
My viscera have been palpitating for 2 years. I’m losing sleep over this 
crap. To me, fighting back a little is the only sensible reaction when 
one is offended by the behavior of one’s superiors and troubled by the 
priorities of the institution that writes one’s paycheck. I’m really 
offended, really troubled. 

I think we might want to come up with a new strategy for designing 
"group statements" (written by someone else, for starters!) and then 
separating them from our own personal statements. I don’t like this new 
feeling I have that I’m supposed to self-censor. That’s not going to 
come easily to me. Self-deporting is bad. Self-censoring not much better. 

By the way--if athletes’ rights isn’t the prime issue (starting with the 
right to a real education), what is? And why does that issue "narrow" 
rather than broaden our base? I don’t get it. 

Let’s keep arguing! 

On 9/6/12 11:47 AM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
> Friends, 
> 
> Sorry to have missed yesterday’s meeting. I was out of town and just 
> got back late last night. I’ve spent the morning catching up on 
> email. I’m still not there yet, but wanted to quickly weigh in on the 
> discussion prior to tomorrow’s Faculty Council meeting. 
> 
> When I read the draft of Jay’s statement, I felt the same disquiet as 
> Andy. In general I think we should push for achievable goals, and to 
> do so in a way that doesn’t needlessly alienate potential allies. 
> Jay’s statement is clear and very reasonable in tone. That said, the 
> fact that it starts with the option of dropping big-time sports plays 
> into the trope that faculty "hate" sports, and that’s what’s driving 
> all this. We know that’s not true, but many people, both inside and 
> outside the university, will react viscerally to this in ways that 
> probably won’t help our cause. And the fact that it singles out 
> athletes’ fights as the prime issue again serves to narrow the 
> coalition. Yes, that’s an important issue, but (with all due respect 
> to Taylor Branch) there are many other issues that are equally 
> important, and not everyone would agree that it’s the one we should 
> foreground. 
> 
> Andy, I’d encourage you to stay withe the group. As Laurie said, these 
> are exactly the kinds of discussions we need to have as a faculty, and 



> that’s not going to happen if we all "self-deport." 

> Best, 
> Vin 

> On 9/6/2012 11:10 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>> Dear Colleagues, 
>> 
>> I am sorry to keep being the wet blanket, but I am finding the tone and 
>> positions adopted by this group to be increasingly distant from my 
>> assessment of the nature of the problems we face and the possibilities 
>> we have for addressing them. I believe this statement, as the last one, 
>> will serve only to make our group ever the more marginal to any campus 
>> or national conversation about college athletics. I apologize in advance 
>> for the long message, but I want to put out there several of my 
>> concerns. (You should all feel free to stop now if you’d like!) I 
>> recognize that these views may put me in such fundamental disagreement 
>> with the group that you will prefer I simply bow out, which I am 
>> prepared to do with no hard feelings, and with great respect for each 
>> and every one of you. 
>> 
>> 1.) There is zero possibility that UNC will abandon participation in 
>> big-time college sports. It’s not just very unlikely, it’s literally 
>> zero. Thus raising the question with the Rawlings committee of whether 
>> the two are "compatible" is utterly futile. There is no chance the 
>> committee will find that it is incompatible, and no chance UNC would 
>> follow up on it if the committee were to find that. I am not interested 
>> in tilting at windmills when there is literally no chance of success. 
>> 
>> 2.) I am also not at all convinced of the incompatibility the group 
>> sees. I just read a study by a colleague about the historical 
>> development of college football as a status system -- it’s been around 
>> and important for over a century, and that’s a century in which the 
>> American higher education system became the world’s best, both in terms 
>> of scholarly productivity and in terms of the sheer number and quality 
>> of undergraduate education. The idea that athletics is an imposter on 
>> the otherwise-pure development of intellectual life is simply not 
>> accurate. 

>> 3.) I also detect a degree of race and class privilege in the singling 
>> out of athletics as illegitimate. The University supports a range of 
>> endeavors that are essentially about deploying talent for entertainment: 
>> dance, theater, music, art, etc. In each of these cases, there is no 
>> controversy about their presence, even though in many cases there is a 
>> significant commercial element. I submit that the only categorical 
>> difference between these and athletics is that the former are generally 
>> carried out for the consumption of cultural, racial, and financial 
>> elites, while the latter are associated with working class and African 
>> American cultures. 
>> 
>> 4.) The continued obsession with UNC’s behavior in the face of the 
>> football mess is, in my view, unnecessary. There have been countless 
>> commissions and reports, written by honorable and honest colleagues and 
>> outsiders, and all evidence is that the administxation has heard us on 
>> the severity of the crisis and the importance of preventing similar in 
>> the future. Further beating this particular dead horse will, I believe, 
>> serve only to further embarrass the university and distract it from 
>> other pressing matters. Big cases make bad law, so the crucial step now 
>> is to push for UNC to behave honorably and to put in place institutional 
>> safeguards that will underwrite that honor, not just in reaction to the 
>> crisis but in recognition of the ongoing tensions between big-time 
>> athletics and academics, both of which are here to stay. 
>> 
>> 5.) As you all know, I have been skeptical from the start of the 



>> position that athletes’ rights is the right basis for reform. I have 
>> learned from many of you reasons for including athletes’ rights in the 
>> mix of reforms, and I agree with these. But the position I took back in 
>> January 
>> (~:iisca~ler wordpress.colw2012/01/26/a~l’fle~ics-and-academics!) still 
>> strikes me as right. In the current environment, I am much more 
>> concerned with the integrity of the university than I am with the 
>> fortunes of a relative few elite athletes. We are under no obligation to 
>> operate farm teams for the NBA and NFL, and the athletes are under no 
>> obligation to choose to attend college. In just the same way as other 
>> professions demand college degrees as the ticket to entry, even though 
>> they may not be strictly necessary, ifNFL and NBA choose to make that a 
>> requirement or a strong recommendation, that is their problem and the 
>> problem of the athletes involved, not a central problem for the 
>> universities. Again, this is not an argument that we should not consider 
>> athletes’ rights, but an objection to foregrounding that angle in our 
>> considerations. 
>> 
>> 6.) All this implies, to me, that we should be focusing internally on 
>> getting UNC to be the exemplar of the best practices possible in 
>> big-time college athletics. This includes strict admissions policies, 
>> four-year scholarships, academic oversight and power over athletics, 
>> true academic support for athletes, and true expectations that athletes 
>> perform academically as well. And it means approaching these 
>> requirements with true integrity, not just using NCAA requirements as 
>> signals of adequacy. 
>> 
>> 7.) Finally, I think we can and should take a position on big-time 
>> athletics in general that takes seriously principles of integrity and 
>> limits, academic primacy, and athletes’ rights. We can advocate that our 
>> FAR pursue this position through the NCAA and ACC, and/or we can try to 
>> organize among colleagues ourselves. But this reform agenda should 
>> recognize that big-time athletics is a long-running piece of American 
>> academic life and is not going anywhere. As with the internal agenda at 
>> UNC, the goal needs to be making that coexistence be honorable, fair, 
>> and ideally supportive of the core intellectual missions of the 
>> university. 

>> Respectfully, 
>> Andy 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.eduiu?id=50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n=T&l=facult~o-atNeticso 

thrum&o=32102650, or send a blank email to leave-32102650-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 2:55 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] today, etc. 

Andy: I can easily massage the language of the current #3 to make "the 
integrity of advising and all academic processes" a priority on par with 
students’ rights. So I’ll plan to do that. 

The broad goal of our group, as expressed at the meeting yesterday, is 
to stimulate as honest and free-ranging a discussion as possible, 
especially in anticipation of the Rawlings committee’s work. I 
seriously doubt that you’re opposed to that goal. So, then...why raise 
the issue of the compatibility of athletics/academics? I would say: for 
heuristic purposes if nothing else. Even if, in the end, everyone says 
’Go Heels, Forevah,’ by having the discussion about the purpose and role 
of athletics, we will have (perhaps) detected and addressed tension 
points that would otherwise be swept under the rug or smoothed over with 
rhetorical wallpaper. 

I now know that you and I have both seen the athletic department’s draft 
"strategic vision," for example. I found it seriously depressing; it 
struck me as an exercise akin to rearranging deck chairs on the 
Titanic. Maybe, you know, insularity is part of their problem? You 
think the athletics people wouldn’t benefit from hearing vigorous 
arguments about the wrongheadedness of what they’re doing? They 
wouldn’t benefit from having to offer an honest defense of their very 
existence? I disagree. Everyone should have to deal with existential 
challenges now and then. They’re salutary. Even if they’re conducted 
as a ’thought experiment.’ 

Anyway, I would say you should hang in there for a while. Our group 
remains a work in progress. 

On 9/6/12 1:27 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Jay et al., 
> 
> Let me respond quickly and then return to writing the book I’m 
> supposed to be working on ;). 
> 
> First, I very much hear and sympathize with the anger, troubledness, 
> and disgust you express. I do not think you should censor yourself, 
> and I certainly don’t think Chansky is right (ironically, I think I 
> was the only one to actually respond to that particular affront). I 
> also think my record of speaking out on, and working to improve, 
> controversial matters on campus doesn’t support the "singing the fight 
> song" interpretation, nor the idea that I am worried about protecting 
> the feelings of people in power. 
> 
> I think the "difficult questions" are the ones that admit of more than 
> one plausible answer. The question of whether Carolina can or will 
> continue to participate in prominent college athletics is 
> foreordained, and so the easiest of questions. Our difference is not 
> in whether difficult questions ought to be asked--they must, of 
> course--but whether this is the right difficult question to ask. 
> 
> You ask: if athletes’ rights isn’t the prime issue, what is? To me: 
> it’s the integrity of the university’s academic missions. 
> 
> I respect your outrage and your purity of position (and, presumably, 



> those of the others at the meeting last night), but I do not share 
> them. That’s why I offered (and the offer stands) to part ways with 
> the group amicably. I don’t wish to stand in the way of what appears 
> to be the group’s emerging hard-line consensus, but I also don’t 
> intend to sign on to that consensus. So if it’s my presence (meager 
> though it may be) that is preventing the group from pursuing this 
> approach, I am happy to stand aside and let the rest of you continue. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Andy 
> 
> On 09/06/2012 11:30 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 
>> Andy--thanks for your thoughtful comments, as always. Speaking for 
>> myself, I disagree strongly with pretty much all of them, especially 
>> with #4. I will be sharing my obsessions at the Faculty Council meeting 
>> tomorrow. If you’re there, feel free to refute me. (I won’t be speaking 
>> for the group, so please refrain from denouncing the ARG.) It seems to 
>> me, astonishingly, that you’re coming close to the Art Chansky position 
>> that faculty should not speak out if it might bring "embarrassment" to 
>> the University. A greater embarrassment than the University’s handling 
>> of this disaster? I must say: This does not compute. 

>> But the main thing I want to say is that, although you are surely right 
>> that there is zero chance of the university’s abandoning the bigtime, I 
>> have to wonder about a place that’s afraid to ask the question. And 
>> that’s all we’re proposing: ask the question. (We anticipate, in our 
>> point #3, what that answer will be. And there’s no reason that your 
>> point #6 couldn’t then become the focus of the Rawlings group.) 
>> 
>> Even Jal~ who is no less a supporter of the athletics programs than you, 
>> seemed enthusiastic yesterday about having the Rawlings group at least 
>> pose the big question (though I suppose Jan should speak for herself.) 
>> So I just wonder, Andy--what else is gong on here? Are you really saying 
>> we need to start singing the fight song and stop asking difficult 
>> questions? Am I missing something? 
>> 
>> You make your own decisions about staying in the group, of course, but 
>> my thought is that it’s good to have these sharp disagreements. They’re 
>> getting sharper all the time, but the issues are tough ones. And we’re 
>> all grown ups. 
>> 
>> Jay 
>> 

>> On 9/6/12 11:10 AM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
>>> Dear Colleagues, 
>>> 
>>> I am sorry to keep being the wet blanket, but I am finding the tone 
>>> and positions adopted by this group to be increasingly distant from my 
>>> assessment of the nature of the problems we face and the possibilities 
>>> we have for addressing them. I believe this statement, as the last 
>>> one, will serve only to make our group ever the more marginal to any 
>>> campus or national conversation about college athletics. I apologize 
>>> in advance for the long message, but I want to put out there several 
>>> of my concerns. (You should all feel free to stop now if you’d like!) 
>>> I recognize that these views may put me in such fundamental 
>>> disagreement with the group that you will prefer I simply bow out, 
>>> which I am prepared to do with no hard feelings, and with great 
>>> respect for each and every one of you. 
>>> 
>>> 1.) There is zero possibility that UNC will abandon participation in 
>>> big-time college sports. It’s not just very unlikely, it’s literally 
>>> zero. Thus raising the question with the Rawlings committee of whether 
>>> the two are "compatible" is utterly futile. There is no chance the 
>>> committee will find that it is incompatible, and no chance UNC would 
>>> follow up on it if the committee were to find that. I am not 



>>> interested in tilting at windmills when there is literally no chance 

>>> of success. 
>>> 

>>> 2.) I am also not at all convinced of the incompatibility the group 

>>> sees. I just read a study by a colleague about the historical 
>>> development of college football as a status system -- it’s been around 
>>> and important for over a century, and that’s a century in which the 

>>> American higher education system became the world’s best, both in 

>>> terms of scholarly productivity and in terms of the sheer number and 

>>> quality of undergraduate education. The idea that athletics is an 
>>> imposter on the otherwise-pure development of intellectual life is 

>>> simply not accurate. 

>>> 3.) I also detect a degree of race and class privilege in the singling 

>>> out of athletics as illegitimate. The University supports a range of 
>>> endeavors that are essentially about deploying talent for 

>>> entertainment: dance, theater, music, art, etc. In each of these 
>>> cases, there is no controversy about their presence, even though in 
>>> many cases there is a significant commercial element. I submit that 
>>> the only categorical difference between these and athletics is that 
>>> the former are generally carried out for the consumption of cultural, 

>>> racial, and financial elites, while the latter are associated with 
>>> working class and African American cultures. 

>>> 4.) The continued obsession with UNC’s behavior in the face of the 
>>> football mess is, in my view, unnecessary. There have been countless 

>>> commissions and reports, written by honorable and honest colleagues 

>>> and outsiders, and all evidence is that the administration has heard 
>>> us on the severity of the crisis and the importance of preventing 
>>> similar in the future. Further beating this particular dead horse 
>>> will, I believe, serve only to further embarrass the university and 
>>> distract it from other pressing matters. Big cases make bad law, so 

>>> the crucial step now is to push for UNC to behave honorably and to put 

>>> in place institutional safeguards that will underwrite that honor, not 

>>> just in reaction to the crisis but in recognition of the ongoing 
>>> tensions between big-time athletics and academics, both of which are 
>>> here to stay. 
>>> 
>>> 5.) As you all know, I have been skeptical from the start of the 

>>> position that athletes’ rights is the right basis for reform. I have 
>>> learned from many of you reasons for including athletes’ rights in the 

>>> mix of reforms, and I agree with these. But the position I took back 

>>> in January 

>>> ~:i%ca~er.wor@ress.com/2012/01/26/a~Neticsoar~doacademics0 
>>> still strikes me as right. In the current environment, I am much more 

>>> concerned with the integrity of the university than I am with the 

>>> fortunes of a relative few elite athletes. We are under no obligation 

>>> to operate farm teams for the NBA and NFL, and the athletes are under 
>>> no obligation to choose to attend college. In just the same way as 
>>> other professions demand college degrees as the ticket to entry, even 

>>> though they may not be strictly necessary, ifNFL and NBA choose to 

>>> make that a requirement or a strong recommendation, that is their 
>>> problem and the problem of the athletes involved, not a central 

>>> problem for the universities. Again, this is not an argument that we 

>>> should not consider athletes’ rights, but an objection to 

>>> foregrounding that angle in our considerations. 
>>> 

>>> 6.) All this implies, to me, that we should be focusing internally on 

>>> getting UNC to be the exemplar of the best practices possible in 

>>> big-time college athletics. This includes strict admissions policies, 
>>> four-year scholarships, academic oversight and power over athletics, 

>>> true academic support for athletes, and true expectations that 
>>> athletes perform academically as well. And it means approaching these 
>>> requirements with true integrity, not just using NCAA requirements as 
>>> signals of adequacy. 



>>> 7.) Finally, I think we can and should take a position on big-time 
>>> athletics in general that takes seriously principles of integrity and 
>>> limits, academic primacy, and athletes’ rights. We can advocate that 
>>> our FAR pursue this position through the NCAA and ACC, and/or we can 
>>> try to organize among colleagues ourselves. But this reform agenda 
>>> should recognize that big-time athletics is a long-running piece of 
>>> American academic life and is not going anywhere. As with the internal 
>>> agenda at UNC, the goal needs to be making that coexistence be 
>>> honorable, fair, and ideally supportive of the core intellectual 
>>> missions of the university. 
>>> 
>>> Respectfully, 
>>> Andy 

>> 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 5:36 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] FW: Petition to Abolish NCAA Amateurism Bylaw 12 - 
Please Forward 

Debby--thanks for sending this on. (Scroll all the way down, 
everyone). I’ve signed the petition. I hope others on our list will do 
the same. 

Jay 

On 9/6/12 4:01 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
> FYI. 
> 
> Note: 
> 
> 12.4.1 Criteria Governing Compensation to Student-Athletes. 
> 
> Compensation may be paid to a student-athlete: (Revised: 11/22/04) 
> (a) Only for work actually performed; and 
> (b) At a rate commensurate with the going rate in that locality for similar services. 
> 

> 

> 12.4.1.1 Athletics Reputation. 
> 
> Such compensation may not include any remuneration for value or utility that the student-athlete may have for the employer because 
of the publicity, reputation, fame or personal following that he or she has obtained because of athletics ability. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Do Good. 
> 
> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 
> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Emmett Gill [mailto:smder~mflfleteslmr~araighls~,ahoo.corr~] 
> Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 3:18 PM 
> To: Stroman, Deborah L 
> Subject: Petition to Abolish NCAA Amateurism Bylaw 12 - Please Forward 
> 

> Hi, 
> 

> We created a petition to The United States House of Representatives, The United States Senate, and President Barack Obama which 
says: 
> "To urge Congress to mandate that the NCAA abolish all bylaws, under section 12, that prohbit all student-athletes from earning 
income that is based on their status as a student-athlete (i.e., doing a chip and dip commercial)." 
> 
> Will you sign this petition? Click here: 
> ~:i/signon.or~r~iabolishoncaaoamame~ism?so~rce-c em m~&r b~,-5404331 
> 
> Thanks! 
> 



The Student-Athletes Human Rights Project 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 5:57 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 

My most recent version of the proposal for Rawlings questions, basically the same but with wording tweaked: 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give serious and sustained attention to three 

sets of inter-related questions: 

1. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s commitment to its academic mission truly 

compatible? 

2. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission are not compatible, are 

there plausible paths away from big-time sport? If so, what are they? 

3. If it is determined that UNC’s athletics and academic missions are compatible, what measures must be taken 

to address the concerns that have arisen in the last two years--concerns about the integrity of advising and other 

academic processes, for example, or about the legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes, which 

many believe are unjustly infringed in the current system? 

If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant concerns, these three inter-related 

questions can help lead us to a happier future. [I’ve now learned that I should anticipate someone objecting to 

my call for happiness ................. ] 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~emaiLunc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:11 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] try this #2 

New #2 
2. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission are not compatible, are 
there plausible paths away from university-sponsored commercial sports? If so, what are they? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 6:19 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 

Debby--I like it! Though I noticed your stealth attack on my call for happiness .... 
On 9/6/12 6:14 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

My two cents (prior to dinner or the necessary "fuel for academic endeavors")... 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that this Rawlings-led team give 

serious and sustained attention to three sets of inter-related questions: 

:l. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s commitment to its 

academic mission truly compatible? 

2. If it is determined that UNC’s current athletic program and academic missions are compatible, 

what measures must be taken to address the concerns that have arisen in the last two years? 

For example, issues of the integrity of campus-wide advising, admissions, and retention of UNC 

athletes; and the legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes. 

3. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s current athletic program and its academic mission are 

not compatible, are there plausible paths to integrate a meaningful athletic program without 

commercialism and the necessary complexities that often require unethical decision-making? If 

so, what are they? 

If answered with critical examination and application of sport management research, and with 

due consideration to all relevant concerns and stakeholders, these three inter-related questions 

can help lead us to a more harmonious future. 

d 

Do Good. 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
Engage. Explore. Empower, 

919.843.0336 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:57 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 

My most recent version of the proposal for Rawlinss questions, basically the same but with 

wordin8 tweaked: 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it 8ive serious and sustained 

attention to three sets of inter-related questions: 

1. Are the unique commercial pressures of biB-time sport and UNC’s commitment to its academic 

mission truly compatible? 

2. If much evidence su88ests that UNC’s athletics mission and its academic mission are not 

compatible, are there plausible paths away from biB-time sport? If so, what are they? 

3. If it is determined that UNC’s athletics and academic missions are compatible, what measures 

must be taken to address the concerns that have arisen in the last two years--concerns about the 

intesrity of advisin8 and other academic processes, for example, or about the lesal, educational, 

and economic rishts of UNC athletes, which many believe are unjustly infrinsed in the current 

system? 

If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant concerns, these three 

inter-related questions can help lead us to a happier future. [I’ve now learned that I should 

anticipate someone objectin8 to my call for happiness ................. ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 6, 2012 10:35 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] strategy change 

Gosh, so much I want to say tonight. Maybe the most important being: I 

thing it’s *great* that so many of us are chiming in, despite our 

disagreements. It makes me feel good about our group and about the 
faculty in general. One other reason we may be unlike other 

universities where "anti-athletics" movements are common: We’re smarter! 

But I must say that I think it’s best for us to hold our fire and not 
even try to say anything tomorrow as a group. If an individual or two 
would like to offer some of the ideas I drafted (with Debby’s help), 
that’s fine. But I know I don’t feel confident speaking on behalf of a 
group still this divided over fundamentals. So...I suggest that we get 
together ASAP (I’ll do that doodle poll soon, though someone else could 
also start it...) and tomorrow we’ll just go our own way. I still have 
a few remarks I want to make, and I’ll do so with passion. But let’s 
face it, faculty coordination is hard. What’s that saying about herding 
cats? The important thing, first, is that we keep talking and arguing. 
We’ve got a little time on the Rawlings committee thing, and we can 
still send Holden our thoughts late next week or later. (And of course 
we can send anything we want to send as individuals.) So....I hope to 
see a bunch of you tomorrow. Or next week. The discussion continues. 
We may eventually divide into two groups, who knows? (I think I may see 
the outlines of two groups.) But I’m increasingly confident that the 
faculty will be heard. Let’s keep it going. 

On 9/6/12 10:10 PM, Vin Steponaitis wrote: 
And two more cents from me .... 

I like Jay’s and Debbie’s changes, but I would make the wording short 
and sweet, perhaps something like this: 

Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give 
serious and sustained attention to three sets of related questions: 

1. Are the pressures of big-time sports and UNC’s commitment to its 
academic mission truly compatible? 

2. If they are not compatible, are there plausible paths away from 
university-sponsored commercial sports? 

3. If they are compatible, what measures must be taken to address the 
concerns that have arisen in recent years, such as those relating to 
academic integrity, advising, admissions, and the legal, educational, 
and economic rights of UNC athletes. 

If answered directly and with due consideration to all relevant 
factors, these questions can lead UNC and other universities to a 
better future. 

I think it’s important to add "other universities" to highlight the 
fact that this report has the potential to have an impact far beyond 
our campus. The simpler the wording, the more impact the statement 
will have, especially when delivered orally at Faculty Council. 



Thanks, Jay, for taking the lead on this, and to the others for all 
your valuable comments. 

Best, 
Vin 

On 9/6/2012 6:14 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
>> My two cents (prior to dinner or the necessary "fuel for academic 
>> endeavors")... 
>> 

>> *Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that this 
>> Rawlings-led team give serious and sustained attention to three sets of 
>> inter-related questions:* 
>> 
>> * 1. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s 
>> commitment to its academic mission truly compatible?* 
>> 
>> *2. If it is determined that UNC’s current athletic program and academic 
>> missions/are/compatible, what measures must be taken to address the 
>> concerns that have arisen in the last two years? For example, issues of 
>> the integrity of campus-wide advising, admissions, and retention of UNC 
>> athletes; and the legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC 
>> athletes.* 
>> 
>> *3. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s current athletic program and 
>> its academic mission are/not/compatible, are there plausible paths to 
>> integrate a meaningful athletic program without commercialism and the 
>> necessary complexities that often require unethical decision-making? If 
>> so, what are they? * 
>> 
>> *If answered with critical examination and application of sport 
>> management research, and with due consideration to all relevant concerns 
>> and stakeholders, these three inter-related questions can help lead us 
>> to a more harmonious future. * 
>> 

>> ** 

>> 

>> *d*** 

>> 

>> Do Good. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> 
>>/Engage. Explore. Empower./ 
>> 
>> 919.843.0336 
>> 
>> Description: Description: Description: Description: Twitter2 
>> <l~tp:~%~i~tcr.com/#!/drstroman> 
>> 
>>/"One woman can make a difference bug 
>> 
>>/women working together can change the world."/ 
>> 
>> *From:*Jay Smith [ emaikunc.ed~] 
>> *Sent:* Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:57 PM 
>> *To:* discussion 
>> *Subject:* [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 
>> 
>> My most recent version of the proposal for Rawlings questions, basically 
>> the same but with wording tweaked: 



>> 

>> Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give 
>> serious and sustained attention to three sets of inter-related 
>> questions: 
>> 
>> 1. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s 
>> commitment to its academic mission truly compatible? 
>> 
>> 2. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its 
>> academic mission are/not/compatible, are there plausible paths away 
>> from big-time sport? If so, what are they? 
>> 
>> 3. If it is determined that UNC’s athletics and academic missions/are/ 
>> compatible, what measures must be taken to address the concerns that 
>> have arisen in the last two years--concerns about the integrity of 
>> advising and other academic processes, for example, or about the legal, 
>> educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes, which many believe are 
>> unjustly infringed in the current system? 
>> 
>> If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant 
>> concerns, these three inter-related questions can help lead us to a 
>> happier future. [I’ve now learned that I should anticipate someone 
>> objecting to my call for happiness ................. ] 
>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro@~mc.edt~>. 
>> 

>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> ~ :iilists.tmc. ed~!t~?id=48699886.767876885467 l bebc23 d57742a2763 d~&~=T&l=fac t~l~3: ooa~Netics-fomm&o= 32105996 
>> 

>> 

>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32105996-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu 
>> <mailto:lea~e-32105996o48699SS6.Tb%76885467 lbebc23d57742a27(~3d6@listser~-.ur~c.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> vps@email.unc, edu <mailto :v~s~email.ur~c. edu>. 
>> 

>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> l~ttp:i/lists.ur~c.edulu?id=48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee996491420602&~=T&l~-facultv--oNNetics-fomm&o=3210606 
>> 

>> 

>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32106061-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee99b491420602@listserv.unc.edu 
>> <mailto :lea~e-32106061 ~48916009. d79fda5d625c 10c351 ee996491420602~ist se~s~.m<~c, edu> 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.edulu?id=50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39~29242dTd3&n=T&l=facult~ooatNeticso 



forum&o-32107075, or send a blank email to leave-32107075-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Friday, September 7, 2012 9:15 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Reminder: APCG Newsletter Submission Deadline TODAY 

Dem Colleagues, 

This is just a final reminder that submissions for the APCG Newsletter are due TODAY. Anything I receive after today I cannot guarantee will make it in the 

newsletter. 

Best, 

Mike 

On Aug 16, 2012, at 1:26 PM, Michael Nelson wrote: 

Dear colleagues, 

The ne~ APCG newsletter is coming out in the middle of September, keeping with our recent tradition of putting out a newsletter following 

APSA. Deadline for snbmissions is September 7th. There are two options for submitting news: 

1. Use our website form: http:i/africanpoliticsgroup.org/index.phVsubmit-news’ 

2. Forward any news that you might have to mbnelson@wesleyan.edu. 

Relevant news items might include new publications, news about grants, new jobs, member caxeer changes, announcements tbr conferences, 
etc. I am also interested in any photos or ilnages you may have that illustrate your work and/or field experiences. Photos must be sent by 

email and due to the space limitations of the newsletter I cannot guaxantee all of them will be published. 

Best, 

Mike 

http:i/afiicanpoliticsgroup.or~/index.php,’news’ newsletters’ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.6853023 

m bn elso n~,wesleya n edu 

http:/!v~,~w, mich aelnelson.info 

http:fiafrica.blo,qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bn elson~,weslevan.edu 

httD:f!~,.michaelnelson.info 

http://africa, blogs.wesleyan.edu/ 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

Chair, African Studies Cluster 

Wesleyan University 

860.685.3023 

m bnelson(~wesleyan edu 

http:/iw~vw michaelnelson.info 

http: ilafrica.bloqs, wesleyan, edul 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:https://~ists.wisc.edtv~u?id~299565.~]8b558a~cd~89c~k~76e7dc~b22e&n T&l apcg&o~1692379 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abxwe URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-21692379-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e@lists.wisc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, September 7, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 

Miles is absolutely right about this, by the way. The language within 
the FEC report itself envisions precisely the kind of wide-ranging, 
philosophical questioning we were going to urge at Faculty Council. We 
are backpedaling away from what we recommended to the FEC subcommittee. 

I still think the prudent thing is to hold off for now, but I really 
want to resolve this point next week if we can. 
On 9/7/12 12:07 AM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
> I am sorry to join the discussion so late. I am just now catching up on email for the day. 
> 
> I like Vin’s rephrasing of the Big Three Questions, which builds on revisions by Jay and Debbie. 
> 

> I think that it is entirely appropriate for the Rawlings Committee to consider these questions. As the Chancellor wrote in his email 
message of August 16 that the Rawlings Committee should "examine the role of athletics in the life of the University: In its report, the 
Faculty Executive Committee acknowledged the complicated relationship between academics and athletics and recommended that I 
appoint outside experts to provide an independent, comprehensive analysis of that relationship. I agree that finding the right balance is 
essential, and we have the opportunity now to determine where we want to be in the future." 
> 
> Miles 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vin Steponaitis [          emaiL~mc.ed~q 
> Sent: Thursday, September 06, 2012 10:11 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 questions 
> 
> And two more cents from me .... 
> 
> I like Jay’s and Debbie’s changes, but I would make the wording short and sweet, perhaps something like this: 
> 

> Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give serious and sustained attention to three sets of related 
questions: 
> 
> 1. Are the pressures of big-time sports and UNC’s commitment to its academic mission truly compatible? 
> 
> 2. If they are not compatible, are there plausible paths away from university-sponsored commercial sports? 
> 
> 3. If they are compatible, what measures must be taken to address the concerns that have arisen in recent years, such as those 
relating to academic integrity, advising, admissions, and the legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes. 
> 
> If answered directly and with due consideration to all relevant factors, these questions can lead UNC and other universities to a 
better future. 
> 

> 

> I think it’s important to add "other universities" to highlight the fact that this report has the potential to have an impact far beyond 
our campus. The simpler the wording, the more impact the statement will have, especially when delivered orally at Faculty Council. 
> 
> Thanks, Jay, for taking the lead on this, and to the others for all your valuable comments. 
> 

> Best, 
> Vin 
> 

> 



> 

> 

> On 9/6/2012 6:14 PM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
>> My two cents (prior to dinner or the necessary "fuel for academic 

>> endeavors")... 

>> *Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that this 

>> Rawlings-led team give serious and sustained attention to three sets 

>> of inter-related questions:* 

>> * 1. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s 

>> commitment to its academic mission truly compatible?* 

>> *2. If it is determined that UNC’s current athletic program and 

>> academic missions/are/compatible, what measures must be taken to 
>> address the concerns that have arisen in the last two years? For 

>> example, issues of the integrity of campus-wide advising, admissions, 
>> and retention of UNC athletes; and the legal, educational, and 

>> economic rights of UNC athletes.* 

>> *3. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s current athletic program and 

>> its academic mission are/not/compatible, are there plausible paths 

>> to integrate a meaningful athletic program without commercialism and 
>> the necessary complexities that often require unethical 

>> decision-making? If so, what are they? * 

>> *If answered with critical examination and application of sport 
>> management research, and with due consideration to all relevant 

>> concerns and stakeholders, these three inter-related questions can 

>> help lead us to a more harmonious future. * 

>> *d*** 

>> Do Good. 
>> 

>> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
>> 

>>/Engage. Explore. Empower./ 
>> 

>> 919.843.0336 
>> 

>> Description: Description: Description: Description: Twitter2 

>>/"One woman can make a difference but/ 

>>/women working together can change the world."/ 

>> *From:*Jay Smith [               emaik~mc.ed~] 

>> *Sent:* Thursday, September 06, 2012 5:57 PM 
>> *To:* discussion 

>> *Subject:* [faculty--athletics-forum] new version of the Big 3 
>> questions 
>> 
>> My most recent version of the proposal for Rawlings questions, 

>> basically the same but with wording tweaked: 
>> 

>> Whatever the exact composition of the committee, we ask that it give 
>> serious and sustained attention to three sets of inter-related questions: 
>> 

>> 1. Are the unique commercial pressures of big-time sport and UNC’s 

>> commitment to its academic mission truly compatible? 
>> 



>> 2. If much evidence suggests that UNC’s athletics mission and its 
>> academic mission are/not/compatible, are there plausible paths away 
>> from big-time sport? If so, what arc they? 
>> 
>> 3. If it is determined that UNC’s athletics and academic missions 
>>/are/compatible, what measures must be taken to address the concerns 
>> that have arisen in the last two years-concerns about the integrity of 
>> advising and other academic processes, for example, or about the 
>> legal, educational, and economic rights of UNC athletes, which many 
>> believe are unjustly infringed in the current system? 
>> 
>> If answered honestly and with due consideration to all relevant 
>> concerns, these three inter-related questions can help lead us to a 
>> happier future. [I’ve now learned that I should anticipate someone 
>> objecting to my call for happiness ................. ] 

>> You arc currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> dstro@unc.edu <mailto:dstro~r~.ed~>. 
>> 
>> To unsubscribe click here: 
>> ~:ii~iststmc~edt~it~?id=48699886~Tb7876885467 lbebc23d57742a2763d~&~ 
>> T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32105996 
>> 

>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32105996-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc. 
>> edu 
>> <mailto:leave-32105996-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763d6@lists 
>> erv.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

>>___ 

>> 

>> You arc currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> vps@email.unc, edu <mailto:~email.ur~c. edu>. 
>> 

>> To unsubscribe click herc: 
>> ~ :/i~ists.u~c. edu!u?id=4g916009, d79fda5d(~25c 10c351 ee996491420(~02&~ 
>> T&l=faculty--athletics-forum&o=32106061 
>> 

>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
>> leave-32106061-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee99b491420602@listserv.unc. 
>> edu 
>> <mailto :leave-32106061-48916009.d79fda5d625c 10c35 lee99b491420602@lists 
>> erv.unc.edu> 
>> 

>> 

Vincas P. Steponaitis 
Professor of Anthropology 
Chair, Curriculum in Archaeology 
Dircctor, Research Laboratories of Archaeology 

Mailing addrcss: 
Research Laboratories of Archaeology 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3120 



> tel.: (919) 962-6574 
>fax: (919) 962-1613 
> email: vin@unc.edu 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: wmfletch@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~:iilists~nc~ed~it~?id=48699~93 ~07ca43%3f(~9abbbbg526663985~56ec&~=T&~=~)cu~ , or send a 
blank email to leave-32107015-48699893.07ca43763f69abbbb8526663985856ec@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 1~p://~ists~mc.ed~v’t~?id=4~699~57.~5997791b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac99~ca9&r~=T&1=fac~‘~°-atNe~cs- 
forum&o=32107319, or send a blank email to leave-32107319-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1is~s~m~c.ed~/~id=5~13~45~.42:~2~5af5a29175(~ad~9~29242d7d3&~=T&1=facu~t~°°at~e~ics~ 

~omm&o 32110 ~ 17, or send a blank email to leave-32110117-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

How We Happened to Sell Off Our Electricily 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO. 17 Visit lrb.f’o~uk [~ 

LRB cover art How We Happened to Sell Off Our 
Electricib~ 
James Meek 

Does it matter that the power Britain relies on to make 

the ~ountD, glow and hum no longer belongs to Britain? 

After all, the lights still shine. The phones still charge. 

Does it matter that the old eleetriei~- suppliers of 

eastern and north-west England and the English 

Midlands, the eoal-fired power stations of Kingsnorth, 

Ironbridge and Rateliffe-on-Soar, the turbine shops at 

Hams tlall, the oil and gas stations on the Isle of Grain, 

Killingholme, Enfield and Cottam are the proper .ty of 

E.ON of D ~ sseldoff? More than anyon e, you ~ d think, 

it would matter to the people who made these 

arrangements possible in the fit.~t place. What has 

happened is not what they promised or intended when 

they put Britain ~ s state-owned eleetriei~ industry on 

the block. More 

Living It Up in Brighton Beach 
Peter Pomerantsev 

EveKy’one you meet in Little Russia seetns to have another business on the side. At 

the Cosmos party, doctors I talked to turned out to have a line in teal estate; the 

lawyers were also impot~ng wine; the waiters were music impresarios who eould fix 

you up with eartons of knoek-offViagFa. Many play professional poker: an 

upeoming poker event in Atlantie City is billed as ~Russia v. The Rest of the 

World~. In the tniddle of the pat~y, th’essed in a white suit with wide lapels, 

matehing shirt and handkerchief in his breast pocket, his large hands eovered in 

rings, was an elderly man carrying a Louis Vuitton briefcase. This was Volo@a 

Belyavsky. ~I like to describe myself as a business pe~sonalib~,Z Volodya said. 

A Man of No Mind 

Roger Casement was an energetic and meticulous campaigner against the abuse of 

the native population of the Congo and the Amazon Basin; he also kept a diaD’ in 



which he noted his sexual adventures with native young men, many of whom he 

paid. Working out how to handle a figure as mercurial as Casement; placing him in 

the context of the rush for rubber in all its violence and greed; dramatising his 

oh’carny fanaticism about Ireland and his steely detmtnination to stop the atrocities 

in the Congo and Peru; attempting to integrate his sexual adventures into the 

narrative: all of this should have come naturally to Mario Vargas Llosa. []He is a 

character who is difficult to accept in his entirety.,[] Vargas Llosa has said. [] I think it 

was this difficult, eontradieto~T personality that made me think about him a great 

deal, and made me try and imagine him, and which led me, in some way, to invent 

him. [] More 

ONLINE ONLY 

A Hologram for Presiden:t 
Eliot Weinberger 

Poor Mitt. He beeatne the Republican eanNdate for president by deNult, as the 

least worst choice from a pa& of bizarre characters seemingly dra~ from 

reality ’lAZ shows or Thomas Pynehon novels, but he~s not finNng much love, 

even at his own coronation. More 

In Walthamstow 

Short Cuts 

Adam Mars.-ao~es: Ia~ ?deEwa~ 

Man, mood Ma~nda~ Wha~ 

David Sh~pson~ Young Wm’ther 

Teery Eag~eton a []Fanny 

Patrick Coekbm’n: A Prebiatory 

Extrao~’dhmD" Reedition 

Poems by R~fbi~ RobeNso~, 

Borueh and A~gus[ Klei~ahleP 

C.:)p~,~ighl ’" ~,c.tid.:)r~ b:eview ,:)f k~<:.c4:!~ [] 28 Little Russe]l Street, London WC 1A 2HN 

email: zegJs1:-~!~ ~l:-b.o:).~zk _ You can "m~!~ttbscfibe c.~ ~pd~!te 3o’m emml ]:refe] euces at any lime on ore- website 

::X:: National Theatre 

Follow us on Twitter 

Find us on Facebook 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, [:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Catch up! 

Hi Eunice, 

I thought rd write and see if you have time anytime today or sometime next week to catch up. ]?m free this afternoon until about 5:30, and I’ll be on campus next week 
everyday except Wednesday so if you have free time it would be great to catch up from the summer. I hope all is well with you. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:38 PM 

inll-duncpla@duke.edu; isa-grad@listserv.ra~c.edu; isa-l?aculty@listserv.unc.edu 

FW: Working group on Reproductive Justice and Migration: Visit by Dr. Iris Ldpez - 

From: reproductive-iustice-and-migration@googlegroups.com [reproductive-justice-and-migration@googlegroups.com] on behalf of Reproductive Justice and Migration 

Working GrouD [reDroductive~usticemigration@grnail.com] 
Sent: Friday,                 4:15 PM 
To: t2e_p__r__o___d___u__c__t_i__v__e_._-_ju st ic e - a n d - rn [grat!o n ~ cj o o_g!_e__cj_r__o___u_ps, c o m 
Subject: Visit by Dr. Iris Lrpez - 

Mark your caJendars! The Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas will host a visit by Iris Ldpez, PhD, ficom The City College of New 

York. She will speak at The UNC FedEx Global Education Center (room 3024) on Friday,               from 4pm to 5:30pm. (More intbrmation coming ~on!) 

Dr. Lrpez is the author of"Matters of Choice: Puerto Rican Women’s Strdggle for Reproductive Freedom," which draws on m, en .ty-five yeaacs of ethnographic 

research on sterilized Puerto Rican women from five different fanlilies in Brooklsa~. It is a s~timng stoly that untangles the intelplay between how women make fertili~ 

decisions and their sociaJ, economic, cultural, and historicaJ constraints. 

You received this message because you ale subscribed to the Google Groups "Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas" group. 

To post to this group, send email to re productive-ius~tice- and- migration({~googlegroups.coIn. 

To unsubscribe from this group, send email to reproductive-ius¢ice-and-migration ~unsubscribe(~googlegroups.com. 
For more options, visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/groul~/reproductive-justice-aud-n~igration?hl=en. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mentoring Institute <~MENTOR- L@unm.edu> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 5:50 PM 

MENTOR- L@LIST.UNM.EDU 

[MENTOR- L] 2012 Mentoring Contbrence - Registralion Deadline: September 15, 2012 

Mentoring 

Insitute 

2012 MENTORING CONFERENCE 

Join us for more than 150 presentations. 
Register now at mentor.unm.edu/conference/reqistration.htm[ 

Belle 
Rose 

Ragins 

2012 Mentoring Conference Speakers 

Dr. Belle Rose Ragins is a Professor of Management at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. Her research interests focus on mentoring, diversity and 
positive relationships at work. She has written more than 100 papers for 
presentation at national and international conferences and for publication in the 
nation’s leading academic journals. She is co-author of Mentoring and Diversity: 
An International Perspective (with David Clutterbuck), and co-editor of The 
Handbook of Mentodng at Work (with Kathy Kram) and Exploring Positive 
Relationships at Work (with Jane Dutton). Dr. Ragins is an invited member of 
the Society for Organizational Behavior, a Fulbright Scholar, and a Fellow of the 
Society for Industrial-Organizational Psychology, the Society for the Psychology 
of Women, the American Psychological Association, and the American 
Psychological Society. 

Dr. Ragins will have two presentations: 

October 24th Opening Session: 

Formal Mentoring: "Evil Step-Sister" or "Perfect Cousin" to Informal 
Relationships ? 

Formal mentoring is often assumed to be less effective than informal relationships, yet 
there are many hidden strengths in formal relationships. This session will dispel the myths 
and illuminate the potential strengths of formal mentoring. An overview of the similarities 
and differences between formal and informal mentoring relationships will be provided, 
along with practical methods for creating effective mentoring programs and developing 
high quality formal mentoring relationships. 

October 26th Closing Session 

Diversity and Mentoring: Leveraging the Power of Differences 

Diversity in mentoring relationships can be a strength and a challenge. This session will 
offer an overview of the complexities and challenges of diverse mentoring relationships, 
the potential power of the relationship, and the skills and strategies needed to develop 
effective diverse mentoring relationships 

Xiu Gang Chou Laura G. Maureen    Mark Searby David L. Eng 
F-" i e p.,:::’,, r y Jingzhong Lunsford Breeze 

Speak~:,r 

¯ This hands on, interactive, energizing 
seminar will guide participants through the 
True Colors foundational experience. True 
Colors is a simple model of personality 
identification, which utilizes colors as a This speech attempts to provide a 



metaphor to differentiate the four basic 
personality types. True Colors becomes an 
uncomplicated language for every 
individual to convey complex ideas very 
simply. 

. In this session, participants will be 
introduced to academic coaching and 
witness first-hand how coaching skills can 
be used to create bonds with students, 
develop intrinsic motivation, help students 
create vision for their futures, and promote 
accountability. 

Confucius model of mentoring relationship 
as a means to promote academic success 
of mentees. Despite the widespread 
influence of Confucianism both at home 
and abroad, the mentoring theory and 
practice with distinctive features of Chinese 
mentoring culture remain unknown to the 
academe, waiting for scholars to explore. 

The Lilt~ms,,’.e S~.icc~ss ,,<:o~muia 
Dsqd L. 8n{#, i:;r~ssident & Chief Lear..’-’..i~g 
Officer, DLE Consulta~ts 

The Ultimate Success Formula was 
developed by the practitioners of Neuro- 
Linguistic Programming after studying high 
achieving and successful people who have 
attained all their goals in life and business. 
Apply the Ultimate Success Formula in your 
life and make your dreams come true. 
Successful people do. 

. This workshop will give you the resources, 
framework and skills to start a successful 
faculty/student mentoring program at your 
college or university, AND teach you the 
best practices to participate successfully in 
mentoring relationships. 

i.e~.=di.,+’.,g r=-’.,+,,d i.e~.=,,",,"~i.,+’.,5~ i,+,, Ti,,",,"~es oi 
i..inde~sts=ndim.~ th~} Dy,,’-~smics of Loss 
M~ n to u l-’.,<.~ Rei~=tioi~st~ips 
Ma~k Searby, Di~ector, Doctor of Ministry 
Studies a~~d St~de~~t 

This session will provide: 1) a description 
of the dynamics of change and loss which 
organizations experience when faced with 
significant challenges, 2) a "model of 
change" which can be used by mentors in 
equipping proteges for this task of 

Courtney Falko Guillermo     Maggie Elaine Bearer Amy Stein 
Johnson Steinbach Figueroa Werner- 

Washburne 

The 2012 Mentoring Conference will feature a special session, titled: Mentoring in the Arts. 
The five speakers will explore the role that mentoring plays within the arts, and offer 
research, analysis and commentary on the ways which mentoring positively influences the 
budding artist. Presentations are listed below: 

Project Coordinator: 

Cou~¢ney Jo/lnson~ MD~ Professor of Pediatrics and Rheums~tology 
Processing Movement & Sound from a Pianist’s and Composer’s Perspective 
~e~ko S~e~bach~ Professo~ o~ Music. UNM 
The Role of Mentors in Musical Pe~ormers 
Ou~e~mo F~{#ue~oa~ V~o~n~st & Art~sSc O~rectc% F~{#ue~oa Mus~c & A~s ~:~ro~ec.t 
Energizing the Water 

Mentoring Innovation: The Experience of a Composer-Scientist 
Ebine Bea~e~, MD, PhD, Har~ey Family ~>~ofesso~ & Vice Chrai~ ~o~ Rese:;~ch. 8NM 
Schoo~ of Medicine, Depa~tme~t of P~athoio~y 
De-mysti~ing the creative and drawing processes 

[ i~ Diversity Leadership C .... il 



you do not want to keep receiving e-mails from the Mentoring Institute, go to 
http:flmentor.unm.edulconference/unsubscribe.php and enter your e-mail. 

You can also go to http://mentor.unm.edu/conference/subscribe.html if you want to keep receiving information 
about the Mentoring Conference 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Friday, September 7, 2012 6:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Support your Think Tank 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are grateful to the SSF US Chapter to have supported our think tank on Global Sociological discourse thus far since its inception. 

Now due to understandable reasons they can no longer fund us. We all know how active this site is and we gets an average of 3.5 
membership requests a day. That is very good news and in addition we get diverse sociological opinions from around the globe. We 
want to keep our think tank running for your benefit to interact with fellow sociologists from around the world. Not just as an e platform 
to connect as researchers, academics and students but for the growth of Sociology itself. 

Unfortunately we are on low budget with regards to running our think tank as its part of the NING Platform and we are subscribed to 
the Pro version which gives us the ability to customize our website without annoying ads and have a truly personalized web platform. 
We have till September 27th to pay for one year extension of this domain space, and network features. We appeal to you earnestly to 
donate what you can starting from USD 5 on wards to keep us. There are FIVE WAYS ways in which you can CONTRIBUTE to the 
upkeep of our site. 

1. Become a Volunteer Moderator (Ideal for Students and those who are tech savvy and interested in Social Media and networks). - 
Help us moderate the discussions, encourage members to post new ideas, start new groups, increased uploads and have interesting 
sociological discourse. 

2. Spread the Word: This is one of a kind network exclusive on Sociology. No other Sociological organization has a fully interactive 
think tank. So please spread word about our think tank across your networks and to your colleagues, students and partners. 

3. Post materials: We love to know what you are working on share your ideas, start discussions, upload pod casts and video streams 
and engage your sociology colleagues in exchange of ideas and collaborative projects. 

4. Advertise with us: You have a book, or an event or even a product that is related to Sociology or Development Sector, advertise 

with us. 

5. Lastly, take a moment to visit the box on the top right and Donate USD 5 or above to keep us running. All donations will be 
acknowledged in the website with thanks on the 27th of September 2012. 

We look forward to your continued support in keeping this space active and contribute to the growth of Global Sociological discourse. 

For any queries contact us TODAY write to partners@dev-cafe.org 

Thank you and Kind regards, 

Valentine Gandhi 

Co Founder = Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Visit Think Tank for Global Sociology at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/?xg source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 8, 2012 1:34 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] The great depression 

It’s mine I’m talking about. I’ve gone from giddy optimism to the 

depths of despair in less than 48 hours. 

At yesterday’s faculty council meeting, the one where we couldn’t say as 
a group that maybe, just maybe, the compatibility of athletics and 
academics is an issue to examine, Jan gave a long defense of sport at 
the University. Jan apparently didn’t have to worry (and I’m not saying 
she should have) about whether she might alienate people in the audience 
who have concerns about the sport industrial complex. She just said 
stuff she believes. Go Jan. It got a visceral reaction out of me, but 
hey, that’s what universities are for. Anyway, I just wanted to point 
out the irony here. "Reformers" have to watch what they say. The 
existing system and those who are inclined to defend it: not so much. 
We all should be able to see from this, however, that it means the 
quality of our discussions will be artificially limited and necessarily 
impoverished. 

But really, is there any point in trying? Yesterday, after I voiced 

some concerns, not a single faculty member, not a single solitary one, 

had a thing to say/ask/query the chancellor about. This after the most 
tumultuous summer any of us can remember. And the room was packed. 
Easily over a hundred were there. Not a word. Unless there’s been a 

recent invasion of body snatchers that I didn’t hear about, I think we 

can safely assume that the faculty just don’t give a damn. About much 

of anything. They roused themselves out of their stupor yesterday for 
one issue only (other than the very nice salute to AFAM). The EPC 
proposed that every course should have a syllabus. An outrage!! 

Intellectual freedom!! No policing!! Tyranny!! The whole performance 

was an academic self-parody worthy of Monty Python. And it’s the main 
source of my depression. Here’s one thing Bubba Cunningham knows today, 
and is probably breathing a little sigh of relief about: he has nothing 

to fear from this navel-gazing faculty. 

From my vantage point, it’s time to take a break. Maybe our group has 
done what it can. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lisJ~s~m~c.ed~/~?id=50137456.42~235af5a29175500ad39529242d7d3&n=T&l=facultvo-aJ~h~etics~ 

forum&o-32115993, or send a blank email to leave-32115993-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:26 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Another NCAA concern...dOOK’s Thomas 

Interesting. As a historian of old regime France, I can’t help but point out the parallel to the Diamond Necklace 
Affair, involving Marie Antoinette. It all started when j ewelers complained about not being paid for their 
fabulous necklace. The affair turned out to be a telling sign of the rot of the old regime, which fell three years 
later. 

On 9/9/12 10:10 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 

Great article by Wentzel that also addresses NCAA governance concerns with big-time sports. 

ahoo. cominewsincaab--~ ance-thomas-1 awsuit-coul d-test-i nte~,-of-ncaa-, html 

debby 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

Exercise and Sport Science Department - 

"Knowing is not enough; we must apply. Willing is not enough; we must do." (J. Goethe) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: j~A;smith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~):i/lists.unc.edu/~a? 
id=48699857.65997791 b4645638 d9~.~9522ac998 ca9&n=T&l=l~acult2--athleti cs- 
f~rum&o=32118997 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32118997- 
48699857.65997791 b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9@li stserv.unc, edu 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.ur~c.ed~iu? 
id=50137456.42~35 af5 a29175600ad39629242dTd3 &n=T&l=faculty--at}~letics-~?orum& o=32119035 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to 1ea\,’e-32119035-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3~1is’tser~.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kdUson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 10:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: quick question 

Hi. Thanks for the quick response. Just tried calling you. I will call you again in about 10 minutes. 
Karolyn Tyson 
Associate ~rofessor and Dkector of 
Undergraduate StLEd~es, Departn~ent 
o~: Sodo~ogy 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 
Chapel H~{, NC 2759%3210 

~: Sable, Eun[ce N 
~1: Sunday, September 09, 20~2 ~0:28 AM 
T~: Tyson, Kamlyn D 
Subject: Re: quick question 
Ka~oly~ 

Yes. To~y you can c~]~ me at home: 

Bes~ wishes, 

Em~ce 

Sent from my JPhone 

On Sep 9, 2012, at 9:20 AM, "Tyson, Km-olyn D" <kdtvson(a~email.unc.edu> wro’~: 

Dear Eunice, 

I have a quick queslion for you. I got your number fm,n Tanya. Can I give you a call today or tomorrow? 

Thales, 

Karolyn 

Karolyn Tyson 

Associate Professor and Director 

of Undergradnate Studies of Sociology 

Universi~ of Nortk Carolina 
Chapel tlill, NC 27599-3210 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 1:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Why Universities are Fundamentally Racist - By: Dr. Boyce Watkins" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Why Universities are Fundamentally Racist - 
By: Dr. Boyce Watkins’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Dr. Boyce Watkins is a Finance Professor at Syracuse University and author of"What if 

George Bush were a Black Nan?" He does regularly corn,.. 

Blog post link: 

Why Universities are Fundamentally Racist - By: Dr. Boyce Watkins 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 

Sociology 

20~t6 members 3,~3 discussions 

704 photos ~t2 Events 

13~t videos 401 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 4:22 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] shadow curriculum? 

Given my complaints about exhaustion, it’s embarrassing that I’m quoted 
in a new AP story in which I suggest athletes are being funneled through 
shadow curricula (I was talking about all big-time places, but the 
author unfortunately makes it seem that I went after UNC specifically.) 
Bubba is quoted refuting the same idea, suggesting it’s outlandish even 
to suggest such a thing. See: 
~:iiwww.wral.com/newsisJmteisJton~’~115 2 414 2/ 

But here’s Earl Smith of Wake Forest last year using the exact same term 
(which I thought I was improvising! I hope I’m not accused of plagiarism): 
~ :iiwww. newsd        ortsico~e        oba sketbal~ishou~d-college~a~etes-beo~aid~ 1.2814838 

This, it seems to me, is the kind of thing we at the University need to 
talk about honestly. What is a "shadow curriculum" anyway? Can a 
curriculum be legitimate but also "shadow"--that is, not quite the real 
thing? Is it plausible to say that athletes are in anything other than 
a shadow curriculum, given the fact that they can’t do study abroad, 
can’t take classes at certain hours of the day, can’t attend all their 
classes, etc? 

Back to my exhaustion. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~mc.ed~/~?id5~13745~.42f235af5a29~75~ad39~29242d~d3&n=T&~=facuh~°°ath1e~ics° 

~omm&o 32120003, or send a blank email to leave-32120003-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Alhm/At~ Representative liar MLK Planning Committee 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

I hope this email finds you well. I have left a message via phone for you about this matter, but I have also decided to send you an email. I have not yet received confirmation 
regarding a representative from the Afam!Afri Department sitting on the MLK Celebration Planning Committee this year, and I wanted to follow up with you. This department 
has been involved with the planning and implementation of this annual celebration since its conception. Thus, I would like for the department to continue to be involved with 
IVlLK Week because it is such a vital asset to the Celebration. Please contact me concerning the status of this situation. I need to know whether or not you choose to have a 

representative sit on the committee as soon as possible so that I can plan accordingly for the rest of the semester. 

Thank you for your assistance and if you have any questions, just let me know. 

Best, 

Martin Luther King Jr, Celebration Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

[asddd] Introduction of new Budget Analyst for Fine Arts, Humanities, mad Undergraduate Education 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that you forward to the 

appropriate staff in your units. 

Please join me in welcoming Sabdna Flowers to the Dean’s Office, the new Budget Analyst for the Fine Arts, Humanities, and Undergraduate Education. Sabdna 

brings an extensive accounting background to our team with over 14 years of experience at UNC and in the private sector. You may know her from her last position 

as an Accountant in the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid. We are thrilled to have her join the Business Operations team in the Dean’s Office, and she is 

excited to work with you in her new role. 

For administrators and staff in the Fine Arts and Humanities, you should send your financial questions and correspondence to Sabrina at Sabrina Flowers@unc.edu 

or 962-6731. 

Warm regards. 

Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Avis & Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056 

office - 919.962.9275 

mobile - 

"If at first you succeed, try something harder" -John C. Maxwell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.une.edu> 

Monday, 11:51 AM 

The mlkA~c 12-13 mailing list. ~mlkAx:12-13@listserv.unc.edu> 

[mlkApc 12-13] MLK Plmming Committee Meeting Reminder 

Greetings everyone: 

This is just a reminder that we will have our first MLK Planning Committee meeting today, Monday, September 10, 2012 at Spin in the Campus Y Anne Queen Lounge, located 

on the first floor. 

I look forward to meeting with you all! 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlkApcl2-13 as: etmice~email.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtv’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fcScac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pcl2-13&o 32125050 
(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank emaJl to leave-32125050-55508243.2t042b366tiaScacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: Friday’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Hi Eunice, 
I received this email and was wondering if you know anything about this newscast. Would you like to do the interview with me? 
Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: __ ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:12 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Friday’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dr. Caldwell, 

My name is and I am a reporter for Carolina Connection, a student-run radio newscast at UNC. 

I noticed you spoke on behalf of the AFAM department at the meeting saying you and the rest of the faculty in the department were grateful for their support. I was wondering 
if you would be willing to do a quick interview this week? It should take around 5 minutes. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Letter to the Editor 

~{[e~e is m,)re related to my lettei t~ t~e DTt t. Read from 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amedcan Studies 

Dep~rtmen~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~can St~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 
l 5~fiversily ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill. NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 
Click on a link ibr int;)rnlati, m a~:~ut my publica*ions: 

/ 

[!~![~_?£)!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://undprass.nd.eduibool~’P00723 
From: [mailto: Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:48 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: Le~er to the Editor 
Dr. Janke~ 
I unders~nd and appreciate the~ concerns. I only s~ed working with the DTII in Angas~ and the editorial side is completely separate I~m the news side, so ~ 
cannot speak to most of them. However, thoughts on the scandal will ~ duly noted for I~her editorials. 
As Ibr      statement to you telling you what angle he intended to wdte, I agree that such an appro~h lacks professionalism. I sNci~cally have trained them ~o1 to 
decide on the angle beIbre having done the reposing. I will speak with Nm to t~ to avoid ~urther issues. As Ibr other repo~ers in the pasl and news reporte~, I 
cotnplete]y understand your iNs�ration, although that is ont of my jurisdiction,     however, cannot be the face of the editorial board because the editorials are 
unsigned for the veo~ fact we all discuss the angle and decide on it together at the end of the day. It may not 100% be his ~]iet~ at all. I al~ tNnk you may giving Nm 
too much credit in temps of his journalistic abi]ib~ becau~ that w~ Ne tNrd edito~N he’s ever wriffen. I really do thi~ ~at he just mish~dled Ns approach and if it had 
been done correctly our re~¢ing for the edit would have been much heifer. 
Piece always feel ~ee to con~t me in the fu~re if you have thought~perspectives to share on the issnes we cover. 
Thanks and I hope you’re having a lovely weekend, 

The Daily Tar Heel Opinion Editor. opin o ~@da lytar ~eel cam 

UNC-Ctt 

On Fri, at 6:44 PM, Janken, Kenneth R <~_~j_a__~!N__r_~£a£i__e_!2_n_£i_l_:__%Lc_:_e___@_> wrote: 

Dear 

I respect yonr instinct to protect yonr slafi: I even admire it. I do not take pleasure in calling to account a particular member of your editorial board, who, as you point 

out, is a student and is learning the craft of journalism. But I do not apologize for doing so, as I do believe that the editorial board needs to own its editorial views and 

be open to criticism of them. IftNs were simply a matter of how a student editor or reporter approached me I would not have written the letter. In fact, I found nothing 
oft~nsive in               manner, jnst as I tbnnd nothing o{t~nsive in the way I was approached by the DTtI summer editor a few months ago. And I don’t think, 

really, that the issue here is whether a reporter or editor got the t~ts straight, as if providing the "right" set of thcts or more facks conld correct the problem. 

Rather, the issue is the way the DTtt reporting and editoiJal~ing has chosen to present and interpret the academic-athletic {?aud over the past year mad more. You have 

chosen to take the serious ethical and professional Inisconduct of a single member of Iny depart~nent’s faculty and a single SPA employee ~ld turn it into a sustained 

indictment of an entire department. When a single Inember of the English depaxtment engaged in unethical sexual conduct with an undergraduate, your newspaper did 

not pillory, the entire English facul~. When a law professor had a few ran-ins with the law several years ago, the faculty, of the law school was not held up to ridicule. 

Yet the DTH has felt flee to villify the Depal~t~ment ofAfi-ican ~ld Afto-American Studies. Even an 8:rticle in the pasl couple of weeks that ostensibly was about the 

tensions between academics and athletics in the entire UNC system was labeled an AFAM article, despite the fact that the article itself did not mention my department. 

(You can ask yonr papel~s national editor for a coW of our email exchange.) 

I did not object to being called by.     _             I objected to his slatement to me that you were planning to write an editorial that called on my department to make 

substantive retbrms but that he didn’t really know what my department was or was not doing. I a~ssume that his statement accurately reflected the opinion of the editorial 

boaJcd, and that, to me, is symptomatic of what is wrong with the DTH’s reporting ~md editorializing. You had arrived at a conclusion -- indeed, your editorial opinion 

has been set tbr some time -- beIbre you had any evidence for it. 

I named             in my letter because he was the face of the editorial bomd. I suppose I could have left his name out. But Iny point was not a personal attack. It 

was an objection to what I see as a pattern of misunderslanding of the situation that has engulfed Iny department, a pattern that I can only interpiet as willfull. If it was 

silnply a matter of lack ofjournalislic tr~fning, I would be more understanding and patient. But I don’t think that that is what is at issue. 



Sincerely, 

Kenneth Janken 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 

Departmeut of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Caacolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (thx) 

Click on a link for information about ~ny publications: 

http(~uncpress.uuc.edu/booksiT- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/booDP00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/booDP00723 

From: @~mai!.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:51 PM 
To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: Letter to the Editor 

Dr. Janken, 
I wanted to address your concerns personally because I do not believe they are appropriate for a public forum, but are instead personal issues that you may have with 
the ww I rm~ my statt’or with the conduct of members of the editorial board. I am concerned and upset that you were willing "to specifically call out a student in a public 
forum tbr being "unprot~ssional" and writing a "misintbrmed, dishonest, and insidious" editoria]. If you have issues with the conduct of any of my editorial board 
members in the fntum, I ask that you direct "them to me "to deal with rather than Wing m publicly shame them. 

contucted you as a part of the research process of writing the editorial. We never go into writing editorials with the intent to mast anyone. We do our best to 
make sum we are intbnned and have talked to the most relevant people with opinions we can gain from hearing before we editorialize. I do not lmow if    did 
actually explicitly tell beforehand what angle he was thinking o£ but he was ,lot inslrncted to do so since we were still in the mseamhing phase. If you had spoken to him 
and straightened the t:acts out with him rather than telling him, as he says, that you wished not to spealc with him for fear we would write a misintbnned editorial, then we 
would have heard yonr side and perhaps not felt that morn transparency was needed. I suggest in the fntum that if you are unhappy with the way editorial board 
members approach you and if you are concerned about whether they have their facts straight, please feel flee to call or email me to straighten things out. 
Directing     to another person in our own organization is not why he contacted yon. Vv~e instruct our editorial board members to do that awway. We go to you for 
your own expert and personal opinions. I must also meution that the infommtion Dr. SaNe forwarded us was veu helpfi~l indeed because we need to kmow as much of 
the stoU as possible. However, editorials axe not meant to mlW all of the info we know, but instead to relay an intbrmed opinion/argument based on that intb. We need 
it, but we’re not going to type it all out in the editorial. 
Saying our editorial board "appears simply to make things up to fit its prejudices" is ve~ hurt~hl. This is a student newspaper, a teaching newspaper. We l}el we must 
verify facts fiom the news side because we understand they are students and aace learning just as we are.     also went to you for perspective, not j ust thcts, which one 
camlot get fi,om a news article. We unders~nd our responsibiliW in this communi~" and am doing our best to live up to it. I ask humbly for your respect in tile future. I 
am always morn than open to hearing what people have to say or if we need possible corrections. Personal attacks axe less welcome. 
Thank you, 

The Daily Tar Heel Opinion Editor. opinion~dailvtaxheeLcom 
UNC-CH 

From: Kenneth Janken; 919- 962-1519 
Email: k~janken(&email nnc.edu 

Sent: 12:36pm 

From IP: 127.0.0.1 

The editorial about recent developments in the Depart,nent of African and Afm-American Studies, "What’s in a name?" ranks among the mosl misintb~xned, 

dishonest, and insidious items I have read in The Daily Tar Heel. It opines that file new name is legerdemain to hide past misdeeds and that needed changes are either 

not forthcoming or not being implemented in a "transparent manner." 

But the major curricular issnes have repeatedly been addressed pnblicly, most recently at the meeting of the Board of Governors panel investigating the department. I 

was them. So was a Daily Tar Heel reporter, who filed an incomplete stoU on the curricular and leadership reforms in the department. 

The other day, I received a telephone call from editorial board member Trey Mangnm. He said the paper was going to call on the department to be more 

forthcoming. But there was a problem, he as much said: he didn’t have any facts, and would I please tell him what the department was doing? In a later voice mail 

mesmge, I directed Mangum to his paper’s reporter, t~m whom he could get the t?acts and listen to testimoW that the reporter recorded. Mangum also received by 

email "the prepared remarks of department chair Eanice Sahle, which addressed both the reasons for the proposed new name and changes in department procedures. 

None of this inibrmafion tbund its way into the editorial. 

As mmomfortable as it is to mad editorials about past misconduct in ~W department and the University’s response to them, when they appear in, tbr example, The 



News &mnp; Observer, I can at least be contktent that they are based on reporting that the paper’s journalists did. Not so with The Daily Tar Heel, M~o~ editoriaJ 

board appears simply to make thiugs up k) fit its prejudices. 

Ke~meth Janken 

Professor of Afro-A~nericaaa Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ndabvonga, Tendai <NDABVONGAT@ECU.EDU> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 3:58 PM 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edu>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~vton <wendy andrew@unc.edu>; 

cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecu.edu>; Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J 
<DUMLAOR@ecu.edu-~; Hogm~, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; ltjefl~r~n@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao <I,AIH@ECU.EDU>; Gross 

Mcmillai, Amy <GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edu>; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana N fah-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); 

pollardl@uncw.edu; Alhnendinger, Ca:olyn M <calx31yn.allmendinger@unc.edu>; a~s@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Ba~ley Burch 

(tburch@gaxdner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kiln S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey 

Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsu.edu); kap~001@mc.duke.edu; k lundgr@uncg.edu; McNul .ty, Carol P. 0ncnultycp@uncw.edu); 
lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera Laura <PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edn>; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Shame <nikki@unc.edu>; Ashley Simons- 

Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc.edu>; Tripp. Teresa <qJRIPPT@ecu.edu~; 

?}earthlink.net; paola sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thorns~,ard, Katie <katie@email.nnc.edu~; Van Willigen, Marieke 

<VANWILLIGENM@ecu.edu>; yaylacicegi@uncw.edu; Sable, Eunice N <etmice@email.unc.edn>; tawannah allen 

@yahoo.cam) 

Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Hello lovely sisters of BRIDGES 2012! 

It was a pleasure meeting you all this past weekend. I hope to get a chance to chat some-more with those I didn’t get to know. As promised to the sisters that spent 

the rela’,<a~:iot~ time together on ~:rMay n~ght, th~s em~l is to share the gender of our baby. ~ canno~: remember who a~ was there that night so I decided to share 

with everyone (that ~s how excited I am). 

Thank you for sharing your anrazing stories. See you in a couple of weeks. 

Tendai 

From: Madden, Annette P [mailto:madden@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, August 3:[, 20:[2 :[2::[4- PM 
Te: tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, AletNa; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J; Hogan, Vijaya K; Itjefferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, 
Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi 0mphd@ncsu.edu); pollardl@uncw.edu; Allmendinger, Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; 
Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patrida.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger 
(ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri00:[@mc.duke.edu; k_lundgr@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); Ndabvonga, Tendai; [isa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; 
Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa;          ~earthlink.net; paola_sztajn@ncsu.edu; 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yayladcegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen ,@yahoo.cam) 
Subje¢t: RE: BRIDGES PaCe I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment! 
Importance: High 

Greetings, Fabulous Women of 2012 BRIDGES’. 

I am excited about meeting you and your participation in the BRIDGES program this year. This just in froln our Saturday presenter, Kathleen Wang (Lau)... mi 

additional reading assiglm~ent’. 

Attached is a UI~L that leads to a recent article Kathy wrote for AACU in their On Campus with Women leadership publication on the climate for women of color 

facnliy and what can be done by institutions and individual facul~ to contribnte to a more inclusive environment on campus. Click on the link below to access the 

article. 

http://w~a¥.aacuuor~ocww/volume41 1/feattue~cfm?section l 

Also attached to this message is an additional article that Kathy would like for you to read in preparation for the Saturday session, entitled, "FaculF Women of Color 

The Critical Nexus of Race m~d Gender". 

Please bring copies of these articles with you, in addition to the pre~4ous homework reading (i.e., Pegg3’ McIntosh article and bell hooks piece) to the 

Opening Weekend Session as additional copies will not be provided. 

Also as a reminder tbr our loca] BRIDGES sisters who will not be staying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me know ofyonr plans as soon as possible. 

This is the last co~nmunication you will receive from me before I see you ne:d week... I think. Have aa~ enjoyable and safe Labor Day holiday weekend.., don’t 

spend your entire weekend reading! (smile) 

See you Septe~nber 7! 

All the best’. 

Annette P. Madden 

Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919.962J123 direct ] 919.962.5549 fax 
madden@email.unc.edu I fridaycenter.m~c.edu 
Read our stories at 
fl’idaycenter.unc,edu/storie s 
6ire to the Friday Center at 
fl’idaycenter.unc.edu/gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecn.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 4:07 PM 

Ndabvonga. Tendai <NDABVONGAT@ECU.EDU>; Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.e&t>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, 

Wendy Newton <wendy aJ~drews@unc.edu>; cblatme@uncc.edu; Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.e&t>; Dumlao, 

Rebecca J <DUMLAOR@ecu.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; ltjefl~rson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao 

<LAIH@ECU.EDU >; Gross Mc~nillar~ Amy ~-~GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edu>; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); JulianaNfah- 

Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edn); poll~:rdl@uncw.edu; Alhnendinger, Caml?a~ M < ca~rolyn.allmendinge@unc.edt~4 ards@ncat.edu; Dr 

Frances Bailey Burch (~burch@gmdner-webb.edn); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 

patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsn.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k lundgl~@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. 

(mcnultycp@uncw.edu); lisa.nickel@nncc.edu; Prividera, Laura <PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu~; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 

<niklda@unc.edu;,; Ashley Simons-Rndolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa 

<TRIPPT@ecn.edu>;          ~earthlink.net; paolasztajn@ncsn.edu; Thornsvard, Katie <katie@email.unc.edn>; Van Willigen, 

Mafieke <VANWILLIGENM@ecu.edu>; yaylacicegi@uncw.edn; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; tawannah allen 

@yahoo.cam) 

RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Congrmulat~ons Ten&d! She will Ix: am am~o.:ing, emp ~weled womau~ 

A~etNa 

F~m: Ndabvon~a, Tendai 
Sent: Monday, SeNember 10, 2012 3:58 PN 

To: Madden, Anne~e P¢ ~llen~uncNu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~on; cbla~ne~uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca 

I~efferson~sbau~.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross Ncmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy~ncat.edu); Juliana NNh-Abbenyi 0mphd~ncsu.edu); pollardl~uncw.edu; AIImendin~er, 

Carolyn N; a~isr~ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Butch (fburch~ardner-webb.edu); correa~ncsu.edu; DowNn~, K~m S. (~DOWNING~mail.ecsu.edu); 

patrida.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey 3aeoer (ajjae~er@ncsu.edu); kapri001~mc.duke.edu; ~und~r~unc~.edu; NcNulN, Carol P. (mcnulNcp@uncw.edu); ~isa.Ncke~uncc.edu; 
Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons~ncsu.edu)¢ Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa; ~earthlink.net¢ 
paola_s~ajn@ncsu.edu; ~ornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Narieke; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; Mwannah allen ( ~@yahoo.com) 
Subject: Hello BRIDGES SisMrs 

HNIo ~ove~V sisters of BRIDGES 20121 

Jt was a p~e~sure meeth~g you ~1~ this past weekend. ~ hope to get a chance to chat some-more w~th those ~ didn’t gel to know. As promised to the sisters that spent 

~:he relaxatkm time together on Friday rqght, th~s email is to share the gender of our baby, ~ c~mnot remember who aJJ was there tha~: night so I decided ~:o share 

with everyone {t:hat is how excited ~ 

Thank you for sharing your amazing stories. See you in a couple of weeks. 
Tendai 

From: Madden, Annette P [mailto:madden@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Friday, August 3~, 20~2 ~2::[4 PM 
To; tallen@qncfsq, edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@qncc,edq; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J; Hogan, Vijaya K; It~efferson@st-auq.edu; Lai, 
Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (_d__Ln___u__r_p___hy_@_L~_c___a__t_#__c_!_u_); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi (j__m__p__[)_c_l_@_n___c__s__u__,_e_.__d___uJ; p___o_JJ__a__r__d_J_@_u___n__c___w__,_e_.__d___u_; Allmendinger, Carolyn M; _a__r__t_[_s__r_@_n___c__a__t_~__e__d___u_; 
Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger 
(aiiaeqer@ncsu.edu); kapri00:t@mc.duke.edu; k..lundqr@unccLedu; McNulty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); Ndabvonga, Tendai; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; 
Sheppard Lynch, NikkJa Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (_a_p__s_jE)_o__L~__s_@_L~__c__s__u__#__c_!_u_); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa; !         :@__e__a__Lt__h__[Ln___k_~__n__e__t_; p__a___o_!_a__s___z__M__j_n__@_n___c__s__u__#___d__u_j 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @yahoo.cam) 
Subject-" RE: BRIDGES Part I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment! 
Importance-" High 
Greetings, Fabulous Women of 2012 BRIDGES! 

I am excited about meeting you mid your pa~icipation in the BRIDGES program this year. This just in from our Saturday presenter, Kathleen Wang (Lau)... a~ 
additional reading assignmenfi 
Attached is a URL that leads to a recent article Kathy wrote for AACU in their On Campus ~,ith Igomen leadership publication on the climate for wolnen of color 
faculty and what can be done by ins¢itutions and individual factdb~ to contribute to a more inclusive environment on campus. Click on the link below to access the 
article. 

http://w~x~v.aacu.or~/ocww/volume41 I/feature.cfm?section 1 
Also attached to this message is an additional article that Kathy wotdd like for yon to read in preparation for the Saturday session, entitled, "Faculty Women of Color 
The Critical Nexus of Race and Gender". 
Please bring copies of these articles with you, in addition to the previous homework reading (i.e., Peggy Mclntosh article and bell hooks piece) to the 
Opening Weekend Session as additional copies will not be provided. 
Also as a reminder for our local BRIDGES sisters who will not be staying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me know of your plans as soon as possible. 
This is the last comlnunication you will receive from me before I see you next week... I think. Have aa~ enjoyable and safe Labor Day holiday weekend.., don’t 

spend your entire weekend reading! (s~nile) 
See you September 7! 

All the best! 

Annette P. Madden 

Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #~020 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599d020 
919.962.:H23 direct [ 919.962.5549 fax 
madden(a~email.unc.edu I fi’idavcenter.unc.edu 
Read our stories at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/storie s 
Give to the Friday Center at 



fr~dayce nter.unc,edu/gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McNulb; Carol P. <mcnultycp@uncw.edn> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 4:26 PM 

Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecu.edu>; Ndabvonga, Tendai <NDABVONGAT@ECU.EDU>; Madden, Annette P 

<madden@email.unc.edu>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton <wendy andrew@unc.e&t>; cblattne@uncc.edu; Donahue, 

Katrina E <katrina donahne@med.unc.edu>; Dnmlao, Rebecca J <DUMLAOR@ecu.edu-~; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu-~; 

ltjefferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao <LAIH@ECU.EDU>; Gross Mcmillar~ Amy --~GROSSMCMILLANA@ecn.edu>; Dawn T. Forbes 

(dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi (imphd@ncsu.edu); Poll~:rd, Lisa L. <poll~xdl@uncw.edu>; Allmendinger, Caxolyn M 

~-~carolyn.allmendinge@nnc.edu>; artis@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Brach (fburch@g~xdner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edn; Downing, 

Kim S. (KSDOWNl[NG@mail.ecsa.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edn; 

k lundg@uncg.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Pfividera, Lanra <PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu;; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 

<niklda@unc.edu:,; Ashley Simons-Rndolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa 

<3~RIPPT@ecn.edu~;;          ~earthlink.net; paolasztajn@ncsn.edu; Thornsvard, Katie <katie@email.unc.edn>; Van Willigen, 

Marieke <VANWILLIGENM@ecu.edn>; Yaylacicegi, Ulku <Yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edn>; 

tawannah allen ( @yahoo.com) 

RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Congratulations, Tendai!! What wonderful news--- she is blessed with a wonderful mother and a sisterhood of supportive women already!! 

carol 
Carol McNulty, Ph,D, 

Associate Dean for Acadernic and Student Affairs 
Watson College of Education EB 309 
University of North Carolina Wilmington 

Wilmington, NC 28403 
Phone and Fax: 950 962 336~ 
mcnultycp@ uncw.edu 

F~m= Cook, AletNa [mailto:COO~@ecu.edu] 
8ent~ Monday, September 10, 2012 4:07 PN 
Te~ Ndabvonga, Tendai; Madden, Anne~e 
I~efferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross Ncmillan, Amy; Dawn T. ~orbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu)~ Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi 0mphd@ncsu.edu); Pollard, Lisa L.; AIImendinger, 
Carolyn N; a~isr@ncat.edu; Dr ~rances Bailey Burch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (~DOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 
patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; ~lundgr@uncg.edu; McNul~, Carol P.; lisa.Nckel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; 
Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa;          @ea~hlink.net; paola_sz~jn@ncsu.edu; 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van WH~igen, Narieke; Yay~acicegi, ~lku; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @yahoo.corn) 
Subject: RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Cot~gratul~t~ons Yenc~it Sh~ ~ill be aa an~a~,it~g, em~:~et~d woman~ 

Alethia 

F~m: Ndabvon0a, Tendai 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 3:58 PN 

To: Madden, Anne~e P; tallen~uncNu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~on; cbla~neOuncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina 

I~effersonOst-au0.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross Ncmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphyOncat.edu); 3uliana NNh-Abbenyi 0mphdOncsu.edu); pollardlOuncw.edu; AIImendin0er, 

Carolyn N; a~isrOncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Butch (fburchO0ardner-webb.edu); correaOncsu.edu; Downin0, Kim S. (~DOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 

patricia.fields~uncp.edu; Audrey 3ae0er (a~ae0er~ncsu.edu); kapri001Omc.duke.edu; ~lund0r~unc0.edu; NcNulD, Carol P. (mcnulNcp~uncw.edu); lisa.nickelOuncc.edu; 

Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimonsOncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa; Dearthlink.net; 
paola_s~ajnOncsu.edu; ~ornsvard, Katie; Van Willi0en, Narieke; yaylacice0iuOuncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; ~wannah allen Oyahoo.com) 

Subject: Hello BRIDGES SisMrs 

Heflo ~ovety sisters of BR~LOG~S 20121 

~t was a p~easure meeth~g gou aH this past weekend. ~ hope to get a chance to chat some-more w~th those ~ d~dn’t get to know. As promised to the s~sters that spent 

the relaxation time together on Fr~dag n~ght, th~s emaH is to share the gender of our baby, ~ cannot remember who aH was there that night so I decided to share 

with everyone {~:hat ~s how e>:cited 

Thank you t:or sharing your arnazing stories. See you in a couple of weeks. 

Tendai 

Fre~: Madden, Annette P [mailto:madden@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Friday, August 31, 2012 12:1~ PM 
To: t__a__[Le_£L@__u_n__c_~__u_=_e_d___u_; Andrews, Wendy Newton; ._c__b]_a__~L~__e_@__u_n__c__c_,_e_d___u_; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J; Hogan, Vijaya K; [tj__e_ff__e_r_s__o_n___@_s_t_:__a_u__g~__e_d___u_; Lai, 
Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi (imphd@ncsu.edu); pollardl@uncw.edu; AIImendinger, Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; 
Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@~ardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger 
(.a_jj__a_e_g_e___r_@__n__c__s_u__#___d_u_,); _k__a__p__r_j_0___0___l_@mc.duke.edu; ._k___J~[D__d_g_r_@__u___n__c_g_#___d__u_.; McNulty, Carol P. (__m__c_D__u]_ty_c_p_@~Ln__c__w_~__e_d___u_); Ndabvonga, Tendai; !i_s__a__~_n__[_c__k___e_!@~[D__c__c_~__e__d__~; Prividera, Laura; 
Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (a~s!moDs@Dcsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa;          ~ea~thlink.net; pao!a sztain@ncsu~edu; 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen ~yahoo.com) 
Subject: RE: BRIDGES Part I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment! 
Importance: High 

Greeting~ Fabu|ous Women of 20 ]2 ~DGE$! 

I am excited about meeting you and your pallicipation in tl~e BRIDGES progrmn this year. This jnst in from onr Saturday presenter, Kathleen Wong (Lau)... an 

additional leading assignment! 

Attached is a URL that leads to a recent article Kathy wrote for AACU in their On Campus ~ith lFomen leadership publication on the climate for women of color 

faculty and what can be done by institutions and individual facnlb~ to contribute to a more inclusive environment on campus. Click on the link below to access the 

article. 

http:/Ywww.aacu.org,’ocww/voh m~e41 l/lea ture.cfm?~ction= 1 

Also attached to this message is an additional article that Kathy would like tbr you to read in preparation for the Saturday session, entitled, "Faculty Women of Color 

The Critical Nexus of Race and Gender". 

Please bring copies of these articles with you, in addition to the previous homework reading (i.e., Pegg~y Mcintosh article and bell hooks piece) to the 

Opening Weekend Session as additional copies will not be provided. 



Also as a reminder for our local BRIDGES sisters who will not be staying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me know of your plans as soon as possible. 

This is the last communication you will receive from me betbre I see you next week... I think, ttave an enjoyable m~d sat~ Labor Day holiday weekend.., don’t 

spend your entire weekend reading! (smile) 

See you September 7! 

All the best! 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 
BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #~ 020 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599d020 
919.96221123 direct I 9~9,962.5549 fax 

mad~len@email.une.edu I f~’idaycen~r.unc.edu 
Read our s~ries at 
l~dayeente[’,tme.edu/s {or~e s 

6~ve to the F~day tenor at 
~ida~,ee n~e [’~ne.e d u/gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jefferson, Lynne T. <ltjefferson@st-aug.edu;, 

Monday, September 10, 2012 4:39 PM 

’McNnlty, Carol P.’ <mcnnltycp@uncw.edu>; Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecu.edu>; Ndabvonga, Tendai 

<NDABVONGAT@ECU.EDU>; Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edn>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrew~ Wendy Ne~vton 

<wendy andrews@unc.edu>; cblattne@uncc.edu; Donahne, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J 
<DUMLAOR@ecu.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; Lai, Hsiao <LAIH@ECU.EDU >; Gloss Mcmillan, Amy 

<GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edu>; Dawn T. Forbes (dlnurphy@ncat.edu); Julia~a Nfah-Abbenyi (imphd@ncsu.edn); Pollard, Lisa L. 

<poll~:rdl@uncw.edtp; Allmendinger, Carolyn M <ca~rolyn.allmendinge@unc.edtp; artAs@ncat.edu; Dr Frm~ces Bailey Bmeh 

(iburch@ga~rdner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kiln S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey 

Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k lundg@uncg.edn; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura 

<PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu>; Sheppard Lynch, Nildda Sharae <nildda@tmc.edu~; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons~ncsu.e&0; 

Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thoma@unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa <TRIPPT@ecu.edn>;          ?}earthlink.net; paolasztajn@ncsu.edn; 

Thorns~,ard, Katie <katiet@email.unc.edu>; Van ~Villigen, Marieke <VAN~VILLIGENM@ecu.edu>; Yaylacicegi, Ulku 

<Yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; tawa~mah allen ( @yaboo.com) 

RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Congratulations, Tendai!!!l Ditto Carol and AletNa .... © 

Lynne 
From: McNulty, Carol P. [mailto:mcnultycp@uncw.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 4:26 PM 
Te: Cook, Alethia; Ndabvonga, Tendai; Madden, Annette P; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@uncc.edu; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca .1; Hogan, 
Vijaya K; ,1efferson, Lynne T.; Lab Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); ,1uliana Nfah-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); Pollard, Lisa L.; AIImendinger, 
Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Butch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 
patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k_lundgr@uncg.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia 
Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon Hi Tripp, Teresa;          @earthlink.net; paola_sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thornsvard, Katie; Van 
Willigen, Marieke; Yayladcegi, Ulku; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @yahoo.com) 
Subject: RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Congratt~lations, ]endai!! Whal: wonder’[ul news-.-.- sh~-’_~ is bh-’_~ssed with a wonderft~l mother and 

carol 
Carol McNulty, Ph,D, 
Associate [bean for Academic and Student Affairs 
Watson College of Education EB 309 

University o~ North Carolina Wilmington 

Wilmington, NC 28403 
Phone and Fax: 9J_O 962 
m cnultycp(_fi) uncw.ed u 

From: Cook, Alethia [mailto:COOKA@ecu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 4:07 PM 

To: Ndabvonga, Tendai; Madden, Annette 

Itjefferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); ,1uliana Nfah-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); Pollard, Lisa L.; AIImendinger, 

Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (gSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 

patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey ,1aeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k_lundgr@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P.; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; 

Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon Hi Tripp, Teresa;          ~earthlink.net; paola_sztajn@ncsu.edu; 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; Yaylacicegi, Ulku; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @yahoo.cam) 

Subject: RE: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Ca~gram[alions Teudai! She will [x~ an am~A~g, emfx~wered woman’, 

Alelhia 

From: Ndabvonga, Tendai 
Sent: Monday, September :~0, 20:12 3:58 PM 
To: Madden, Annette P; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca ,1; Hogan, Vijaya K; 
It-jefferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); _luliana Nfah-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); pollardl@uncw.edu; AIImendinger, 

Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 
patrida.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey ,1aeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri00:t@mc.duke.edu; k_lundgr@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; 
Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa; ~earthlink.net; 
paola_sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen I@yahoo.com) 
Subject: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Hello lovely sisters of BRIDG~!S 2012! 

It wi~s i~ pleasure m~-_~e~:i~8 you all ~his pas~: weeker~d, 

the relaxation time to~ether on Friday rfisht, th~s ema~l is to share the sender of o~r baby. ~ canno~ remember who a~ was there that nisht so I decided to share 

with everyone (ths~ ~s how excited ~ 

Thank you for sharing your amazing stories, See you in a couple of weeks. 

"rendai 

From: Madden, Annette P [~]_a__[!_t__o_2__m_a__(_!_d___e__n___@_e_.___m___a_]J=u___n__c_=e_~_u_] 
Sent: Friday, August 31, 2012 12:14 PM 
To: tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca ,1; Hogan, Vijaya K; Itjefferson@st-aug.edu; Lai, 
Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); ,1uliana Nfah-Abbenyi (tmphd@ncsu.edu); po!!ard!@uncw.edu; AIImendinger, Carolyn M; artisr@ncat.edu; 
Dr Frances Bailey Burch (_f__b___u__r__c_[]_@_gardner-webb~edu); _c_o_ !_r_ _e_ _ _a_ _,r~ _ _n_ _c_ _s_ _ _u_ = _e_ _d_ _ _u_ ; Downing, Kim S. (~__K~____D__Q__W____N__I___N___G__@_Ln___a_jL_e__c__s___u_=e__d___uJ; p___a__t_Ei__c_[_a_:__f!__e_[_d___s_@_g_t]_c_~_=e__d___u_; Audrey Jaeger 
(ajiaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri00:l@mc.duke.edu; k lundgr@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); Ndabvonga, Tendai; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; 
Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa;          @earthlink.net; paola...sztajn@ncsu.edu; 
Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; y_ _a_ _y_ ! _a_ _ _c_ [ _c_ _e_ _g j _u_ _ @_ _u_ _ t )_ _c_ _w_ _ =e_ _d_ _ _u_ ; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @_y__a___h__o___o_=c__o__~)) 
Subject: RE: BRIDGES Part I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment! 
l"ml~ortance: High 

Greetings, Fabulous Women of 2012 BRIDGES! 

I am excited about meeting you mid your participation in the BRIDGES program "this year. This just in from our Saturday presenter, Kathleen Wong (Lau)... m~ 



additional reading assignment! 

Attached is a URL that leads 1,~ a recent article Kathy wrote tbr AACU in their On Campus with 147ome,, leaxtership publication on the climate for women of color 

thculty and what can be done by institutions and individua] t:aculty to contribute m a more inclusive environment on campus. Click on "the link below to access "the 

article. 

http://www.aacu.org/ocww%,olume41 1/feamre.cfin?~ction l 

Also attached to this message is an additional article that Kathy would like for you to read in preparation tbr the SatuNay session, entitled, °°Faculty Women of Color 

’][’he Critical Nexus of Race and Gender". 

Please bring copies of these articles with you, in addition to the previous homework reading (i.e., Pegg~y Mclntosh article and bell hooks piece) to the 
Opening Weekend Session as additional copies will not be provided. 

Also as a reminder for our local BRIDGES sisters who will uot be staying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me know of your plans as soon as possible. 

This is the last communication you roll receive from me before I see you next week... I think. Have an m~joyable and safe Labor Day holiday weekend.., don’t 

spend your eutire weekend reading! (smile) 

See you September 7! 

All the best! 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 
BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #1020 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27S99-1020 
919.962,1123 direct I 919.962,5549 fax 

madden(a; email.un c.ed ttI ~i’idayeen~r.une.edu 
Read our sk)ries at 
fr~dayce nter.unc.edu/storie s 
Give to the Friday Center at 
fr~dayce nter.unc.edu/gifl: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kfistine Lundgren <k lundgr@uncg.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 4:41 PM 

Ndabvonga, Tendai <NDABVONGAT@ecu.edu:~ 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edu>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton <wendy andrew@unc.edw~; 

cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia <COO~A_@ecu.edu>; Donalme, Katrina E <katrina donalme@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J 
<OUMLAOR@ecu.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; ltjeflErson@st-aug.edu; Lai, Hsiao <LAIH@ecu.edu>; Gross 

Mcmillan, Amy <GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edtC,; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfal~-Abbenyi (hnphd@ncsu.edu); 

pollardl@uncw.edu; Allmendinge~; Ca~rolyn M <carolyn.allmendinge@unc.edtc,; a~s@ncat.edu; Dr Frm~ces Bailey Butch 

(Iburch@gardner-webb.edu); corre@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOVv2qlNG@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey 

Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapfi001 @mc.duke.edu; McNulty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura 

<PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu~; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikki~unc.edu>; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); 

Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thoma@unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa ~TRIPPT@ecu.edtr~;          ~earthlink.net; paola sztajn@ncsu.edu; 
Thomsvard, Katie <katiet@emaJl.unc.edu>; Van Willigen, Marieke <VANV¢ILLIGENM@ecu.edu>; yaylacicegi@uncw.edu; SaNe, 

Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; tawmmah allen ~yaJ~oo.com) 

Re: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Congratulations Tenc~i. Thanks for sha~ing tiffs veu exciting news. 

Kris~tine 

On Mon, Sep 10, 2012 at 3:58 PM, Ndabvonga. Tendai <NDABVONGAT,@~ecu.edu> wrote: 

Hello lovely sisters of BR][DGES 20112! 

It was a pleasure meeting 

the rel~alion time l~gether on Fri&~y nig[~t, ~his email is 

eveuone (fl~at is how e~cited 

Thank you t~ sha~ing your amazing slo~es~ See you m a couple of weeks. 

~endai 

From: Madden, Annette P [mailto:madden@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, August 31, 2012 :t2::t4 PM 

To-" tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca .1; Hogan, Vijaya K; It-jefferson@st-auq.edu; Lab 
Hsiao; Gross Mcmillan, Amy; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); ,1uliana Nfah-Abbenyi 0mohd@ncsu.edu); pollardl@uncw.edu; AIImendinger, Carolyn M; 

artisr@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@clardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; 
Audrey ,1aeger (aiiaeqer@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k lundclr@uncq.edu; McNult,/, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); Ndabvoncla, Tendai; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; 
Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa; ~earthlink.net; 
paola sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen @yahoo.com) 
Subject; RE: BRIDGES Par~ I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment! 
Importance: High 

Greetings, Fabulous Women of 2012 BRIDGES! 

I am excited abom meeting you and your participation in the BRIDGES progrmn flliS year. This just in fmln our Saturday presenter, Kathleen Wong (Lau)... an 

additional reading assiglm~ent’. 

Attached is a URL that leads to a recem article Kathy wrote for AACU in their On Campus with Women leadership publication on the climate for women of color 

faculU and what can be done by institutions and individual faculU to contribute to a more inclusive environment on campus. Click on the link below to access the 

article. 

http://www.aacu.org/ocww/volume41 l/I~ature.cfm?section 1 

Also attached to this message is an additional article that Kathy would like for you to read in preparation tbr the Saturday session, entitled, "Faculty Women of Color 

The Critical Nexus of Race and Gender". 

Please bring copies of these articles with you, in addition to the previous homework reading (i.e., Peggy Mchitosh article and bell hooks piece) to the 
Opening Weekend Session as additional copies will not be provided. 

Also as a reminder for our local BRIDGES sisters who roll not be staying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me l~ow of your plans as soon as possible. 

This is the last communication you will receive from me before I see you ne~ week... I think. Have ma enjoyable and safe Labor Day holiday weekend.., don’t 

spend your entire weekend reading! (smile) 

See you September 7! 

All the best’. 



Annette P. Madden 

Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

919,962.1123 direct 1919.962,5549 fax 

madden@email.unc,edu I ~fidayce~ter~m~c.edu 

Read our stories at 

frMavcenter.unc,edu/storie s 

Give to the F~day Center at 

frid avce nter.unc.edu/gift 

Kristine Lundgren, Sc.D 

Associate ProIEssor and Department Chair 

Department of Communication Sciences a~d Disorders 

School of Health and Human Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Crreensbom 

Greensboro, NC 

27402-6170 

336-334-9858 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lydia Boyd < @gmail.com> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-> 

DTH letter 

FYI -- this is the letter that I sent in to the DTH 

TO THE EDITORS: 

RE: "XVhat’s in a Name?" 

The faculty in my department are tired of the insinuation that because one of our colleagues and one of our staff behaved unethically, ;ve are all unethical professors who haven’t done our 
jobs. We as a faculty weren’t responsible for Nyang’oro and Crowder’s behavior, we don’t condone it, and we certainly don’t emulate it. It is shameful that Professor Nyang’oro led classes 
that required minimal academic ;vork, and that a staffperson seems to have, on several occasions, changed grades or submitted grade forms ;vithout professors’ approval. What happened is 
unconscionable. But it is not representative of an endemic problem in our department or our discipline. 

When you call for yet further reform of our department, you suggest that our collective work is at the root of this scandal. None of us who remain in the department had anything to do with 
it. Faculty who have dedicated their hves to this university and its students should not be branded as guilty by association I see students lined up outside Reg Hildebrand’s office, across 
the hall from mine, waiung to talk more with him about a topic from class they found inspiring. ! see students when they are invited into Barbara Anderson’s home to have dinner with a 
visiting scholar from Africa, or to Eunice Sahle’s house to celebrate the life of the first female African Nobel laureate These are not faculty members who take their responsibilities to 
students’ intellectual development lightly. ~I1qe dedication that my colleagues have shown to this university community should not be negated by the terrible misdeeds of two individuals. 

Lydia Boyd 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African, African-American and Diaspora Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 5:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
meeting 

Wed. 11am to 1230pm suite 120 JMJ Conference Room 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

istfloor Vance Hall 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 5:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Document to print 

DeptResolution2.docx 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Friday, September 07, 2012 12:20 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Document to print 

Hi Travis, 
Please make 50 copies of this document. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



Statement from Faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

We, the faculty of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies at the University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill, would like to officially recognize General Faculty Resolution 

2012-9, which affirms the academic integrity of the Department of African and Afro-American 

Studies. We are gratified by this show of support from our colleagues at the university. As 

faculty in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies we wish to underscore the 

significance of the interdisciplinary fields of African and Afro-American Studies within the life 

of our university, nation, and world. Our department has a long and accomplished history of 

educating students at the university and supporting their intellectual development as they prepare 

to become leaders and engaged citizens. Our faculty members’ areas of scholarly expertise 

provide unique and important perspectives on social dynamics and challenges facing diverse 

communities and nations in the twenty-first century. As a faculty, we remain committed to the 

pursuit of excellence and best practices in teaching and research as we continue to serve students 

and the wider community. 

September 7, 2012 

Barbara Anderson, Lecturer and Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lydia Boyd, Assistant Professor 

Kia Caldwell, Associate Professor 
Allasane Fall, Lecturer 
Perry Hall, Associate Professor 
ReginaM Hildebrand, Associate Professor 

Kenneth Janken, Professor 
Joseph Jordan, Adjunct Associate Professor and Director, Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black 

Culture and History 

Michael Lambert, Associate Professor and Director, African Studies Center 
Margaret Lee, Associate Professor 

Esther Lisanza, Lecturer 
Timothy McMillan, Senior Lecturer 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja, Professor 

David Pier, Assistant Professor 
Robert Porter, Lecturer 
Charlene Regester, Associate Professor 

Eunice Sahle, Associate Professor and Chair 
Mamarame Seck, Assistant Professor 
Bereket Selassie, William E. Leuchtenburg Professor of African Studies and Professor of Law 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi <j mphd@ncsu.edu~ 

Monday, September 10, 2012 5:21 PM 

Ndabvonga, Tendai <NDABVONGAT@ecu.edtv~ 

Madden, Annette P <madden@emml.unc.edu>; tallen@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton <wendy andrew@unc.edtr~; 

cblattne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia <COOKA@ecu.edu>; Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J 
<DUMLAOR@ecu.edu>; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; ltjefl~rson@st-aug.edu; LaJ, Hsiao <LAIH@ecu.edu>; Gross 

Mcmillan, Amy <GROSSMCMILLANA@ecu.edtt>; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); pollmdl@uncw.edu; Allmendinger, C~:rolyn 

M <carolyn.alhnendinge@unc.edu>; axtisl~bncat.edu; Dr Frances BaAley Butch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, 
Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; 

k lundg@uncg.edu; McNulb; Cresol P. (mcnulFcp@uncw.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura <PRIVIDERAL@ecu.edu~; 

Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nikki~unc.edu>; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H 

<sharon thoma@unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa ~l~RIPPT@ecu.edtc,;          ~earthlink.net; paolasztajn@ncsu.edu; Thornsvard, Katie 
<katie@email.unc.edu>; Van Willigen, Marieke <VANWILLIGENM@ecu.edu-~; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N 

<e~mice@email.unc.edu>; tawa~nah allen @yahoo.com) 

Re: Hello BRIDGES Sisters 

Way to go, Tend~. Look at all the big sisters she aheady has here!! Congratulations! 

Hugs- - Juliox~a 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 10, 2012, at 3:58 PM, "Ndabvonga, Tendai" <NDABVONGAT(?~ecu.edu> wrote: 

Hello b:_~vely sis~:ers of BRIDGES 2012! 

tt was a ph:,asure meeting you all th~5 0ast weekend. I hope to get a chance to chat some-more with those I d~dn’t get [:o know. As promised to the 

sisters that spe~[ the r’e~axation time together’ on Friday n~ghL th~s erna~l is to shsr’e d~e gender of our baby. I cst~r~ot remember who al~ was there that 

n~ght ~o ~ derided to 3hare with evergone {that is how exalted I am), 

Thanl~ you for sharing your amazing stories See ~.,ou ~n a couple o[ weeks. 

]enda~ 

Fmm~ Madden, Anne~ P [mailto:~_~_~_¢B_~_~_~[lN~_G_¢~_U] 
Sent~ Fflday, August 31, 2012 ~2:14 PN 
To= tal~en@uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~on; cbla~ne@uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia; Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J; Hogan, Vijaya K; ~efferson@sb 
auq.edu; Lai, Hsiao; Gross McmilMn, Amy; Dawn T. ~rbes (dmurphg@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi (imphd@ncsu.edu); pollardl@uncw.edu; AIImendinger, 
Carolyn N; ~_ti~£~_~:_¢~J Dr Frances Bailey Burch (~M£~g~Z~_t?_¢E:~_~,~_~_~3; ~Er~_~_t?~_~_:~J Downing, Kim S. 
patr~cia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (aiiaeqer@ncsu.edu); kapri002@mc.duke.edu; k lundgr@uncg.edu; McNul~, Carol P. (mcnulNcp@uncw.edu); 
Ndabvonga, Tendai; lisa.n~ckel@uncc.edu; Prividera, Laura; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; 
Tripp, Teresa; ~ea~N~nk.net; paola sz~in~ncsu, edu; ~ornsvard, Katie; Van Willigen, Marieke; yaylacice~iu@uncw,edu; SaNe, Eunice 
tawannah allen 
Subject: RE: BRIDGES Pa~ I Opening Weekend Session... additional Homework assignment~ 
~mpo~ance= High 

Greetings, ~abu~ous Women o[20 ]2 BRIDGRS~ 

] am excited a~nt meetin~ you and ~gur palicJpation Jn the BRIDGES pro~ra~ tiffs year. TNs just Jn ~om our Sa~rday pre~nte~ Katb]een Won~ 

(Lau)... a~ additionaJ ~adin~ ~si~nment~ 

A~ched Js a U~ that ~eads to a recent a~Jc]e Kathy wrote [or ~GU m their O~ Cdmp~s )~it~ ~o~ ~eade~Np publication on ~e climate 

women o~co]or ~=acu]b~ and what can be done by Jnsti~ons and individuaJ ~acu]b~ to con~bnte to a molv hMusive environment on ca~pus. Click 

]i~k ~low to access the 

A]~ a,acbed to this messuge is an additional mlMo that Kathy would like [or you k~ read i~ preparation [or the Sa~rday sessJon~ entitle& 

Women of Color The C~tical Nexus of Race and Gender". 

Please br~g copies of these articles with you, in addison to the previous home~,ork reading (Le., Peg~ McIntosh ar~cle ~d beB hooks 

piece) to the Opening ~zeekend Session as addi~onN copies ~ill not be prodded. 

AI~ as a reminder [br our local BRIDGES sisters who will not be s~ying overnight at the Aqueduct, please let me know of your plans as ~on as 

possible. 

This is the last com~nunication you will receive frown me before I see you ne~ week... I thine. Have ~ eqioyable and sa£e Lair Day holiday weekend. 

.. don’t spend your entity weekend reading~ (smile) 

See you September 7~ 

All fl~e ~s~ 

AnneRe P. Madden 

Associate D~rector for Pro%ssional Development & Enrichment Programs 

BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 

Wfll~am and Ida FHday Center for Continuing Educa~on 

CB #1020 

The Un~vers~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919.962.1123 direct ~ 919.962.5549 Nx 
madden@email.unc.edu ~ fiidavcen~r.unc.edu 
Read our s~ries at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/sto~Je s 
Give to the Friday Cen~r at 
fHdaycenter.unc.eduZNft 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, ILia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Friday’s Facul~ Co~mcil Meeting 

Thanks, Eunice. I might do the interview later this week. 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:t9-962-8225 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 4:03 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: Friday’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for the email. This week, T have several things T have to wrap up concerning faculty reviews this semester and also a major report on the department that T have 
submit to the Dean’s office. Thus, 1 suggest you ask Reg or Kenneth to join you. You can also do it on your own if you wish. 

Let me know what you think. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, :t:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Friday’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Hi Eunice, 
I received this email and was wondering if you know anything about this newscast. Would you like to do the interview with me? 

Best, 
Kia 
Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:t9-962-8225 
Fax: 9:t9-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From:. ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, l::t2 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Friday’s Faculty Council Meeting 

Dr. Caldwell, 

My name is and I am a reporter for Carolina Connection, a student-run radio newscast at UNC~ 

I noticed you spoke on behalf of the AFAM department at the meeting saying you and the rest of the faculty in the department were grateful for their support. I was wondering 
if you would be willing to do a quick interview this week? It should take around 5 minutes. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fletcher, W Miles <wmfletch@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 6:43 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbmm@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [l~ulty--athlefics-tbrum] Fwd: UNLV athletes question degrees in university studies - USATODAY.com 

According to the link circulated by Richard Southall last week about some athletics/academic issues at the University of Michigan, the sh~i~arlv ’qntrigu~ng" 

progr~m there ~s "genera~ studies "We c~n be thard~h.d that we do noL have such ~ major here. 

f want to th~nk R~ch~rd [or ~rovid~ng that mater~aL ~ found the articles by the UM student newspaper about the Wobednes’ proMems w~th Independent Studies 

Courses w~th a Psychology professo~ to be impress~vNy thorough, fasdnating, and horrifying, especially ~n regard to that Universky’s response Lo the proMerm 

M~fes 

F~ ~ay Smith [mail~o:jaysmi~h@~mail.unc,~du] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 5:16 PM 
To= discussion 
Subject-" [faculN--athletics-forum] Fwd: UNLV athletes question degrees in universi~ studies - USATODAY.com 

Fascina~ng slo~y, At least we’ve not created a "universib studies" degree,.. 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subje~t:UNLV athletes question degrees in university studies - USATODAY.com 

Date:Mort, 10 Sep 2012 16:06:29 -0500 

From:Gerald Gumey           ~gr__n__~i!:_c__Rr_~_~2 

To:Jay Smith 5_j_a_.v._~!:n__i_fl_3@_e__n__)_a__J__l_:_u__!)_c__:_e__~_t__u___2 
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Elton Shackelford, working out at 

a YMCA in Kennesaw, Ga., says of 

his university studies diploma: 

"1 think it’s a meaningless 

degree.... To tell you the truth, 

I think it’s lower than an 

associate degree. 
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By Jill Lieber Steeg, USA TODAY 

Solomon Smar’~ Elton Shackelford and Dustin Villepigue all played tbr prominent athletic 

teams at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas. 

They ~11 graduated with a degree in university studies. 

And they all have been hesitant to cite their degree on job applications. They say it raises too 

many red flags. 

Says Shackelford, a former football defensive lineman whose areas of emphasis in the major 

were sociolo~- and kinesiology: "Employers always say, ’What is tmiversity studies?’ I 

explain what it is. I tell them I took all the required classes. They don’t really understand it. 

So, I just write ’sociology and kinesiology.’ " 

[~ [PleaseV]~ 

Image ~movedbysender Callus at: 

800-927-2770 

Image removed by sender. 

UNLV administrators have long sought to diversit}¢ and enhance the schoors national 

academic profile. Its s~tart- up of the university studies degree less than live years ago, 

intended to further those efforts, has become so problematic that the program is being 

phased out. 

Athletes flocked to it. During the 2007-08 school year, a little more than 5% of all UNLV 

i uniors and seniors majored in university studies. Among them were 60% of the juniors and 

seniors on the football team, 58% of those on the baseball team and 83% of those on the 

men’s basketball team. 

That makes UNLV one of two schools an~ong 142 studied by USA TODAY at which more 

than 55% of the juniors and seniors on all three of the men’s teams studied were in the same 

major. (The other is Georgia Tech, where management was the major of 82% of the juniors 

and seniors on the tbotball team, 83% of those on the baseball team and 62.5% of those on 

the tnen’s basketball team.) 

Cheating on tests 

Two other former UNLV football players, Aaron Straiten and Chris Bowser. say the 

number of players fi~om the team being in the same classes led to cheating. 

"If I had a test Monday, and a friend had a test in that the next day, or if you had a test early 
in that day and your friend had a test later in the day, you would share answers. Of course 

you would: We were teammates," says Straiten, a university studies major M~o was 

suspended from the team twice last season in September tbr "not meeting academic 

ex~ctations," and in November for "off-the-field issues," coach Mike Santbrd told the [,as 
Vegas Review-Journal in those months. Straiten’s scholarship was not renewed for the 

2008-09 acade,nic year. 

"Footbe2ll players hang around with other football players," says Bowser, a December 2006 

graduate in sociology, a major popular with football players before the tmiversity studies 

program was introduced. "Somehow, one guy gets a list of answers I don’t know how 

and he shares it with the other players. You go in, and you take a test, and you know what 

the answers are." 

UNLV sIyokesman Dave Tonelli indicated school officials would look into the activity 

Straiten and Bowser described. 

"UNLV investigates a]l allegations of academic misconduct reported by students or faculty," 

Tonelli wrote Monday in an e-,nail. "UNLV t~kes aJdegations of academic ,nisconduct ve.w 

seriously, and expects all students to abide by a student code of conduct, which clearly 

defines academic misconduct and potential sanctions." 

Popular new program 

In Janua~ 2004, UNLV began a new academic division it called the University College. 

According to interviews with UNLV officials, it was created without the athletics department 

in mind. UNLV was eager to increase the overall rates at which it retained freshmen for a 

second year and graduated students within six years. At that time, UNLV stadents could be 

in good academic standing with at least a 2.0 grade-point average, but many major programs 
the access points to most of the university’s academic advisers required at least a 2.5. 

The solution: Create a bachelor of university studies degree program that required a 2.0 



GPA for entry and graduation, and assign academic advisers to it. 

"The Facul~ Senate wanted to deal with the advisers’ problem. The administration wanted to 

dea] with the graduation problem," says Bill Robinson, a former UNLV Faculty Senate chair 

and part of the three-professor steering colnmittee that designed the program. "I wanted to 

make sure it didn’t becolne a dumping ground for athletics." 

Robinson says ofiginaJ cun-icnlum and sta£fing plans~ which included students emphasizing 
two areas of study and having two mentors, got "watered down" because "there were way 

more students in Universily College than we’d planned for." A revised Universily College 

Strategic Plan dated May 20, 2005 (jnst more thm~ a year after the program’s launch) said 

Year 1 enrollment projected to have been 1,700 was 2,613. 

Why did so ma~y athletes cluster in the major? UNLV’s tbotball, men’s basketball 

ba~ball teams had significant numbers of tra~sfers, mad the university s"tudies degree 

requirements allowed tra~si~rs to use relatively large tx~rtions of the academic credits they 

had earned at other schools. Also, the athletics department acadmnic advisers were housed 

in Universi~" College. 

"It’s only natural that there was a move to encourage students into that degree," says Neal 
Smatresk, UNLV’s provost since June 2007. 

Degree reaps no rewards 

Smaad says that at the end of his sophomore yeaac, he did not have a high enough gmde-tx)int 

average to get into a major in the business college. 

"A regular student would’re been able to retake classes and increase his or her GPA," says 

Smal~t, a defensive back and special teams player. "I couldn’t and slay eligible. So, the only 

thing I could do is go into universi~ stadies to s~tay eligible." 

Since graduating in December 2007, Sma(t, who lives in Phoeni>:, says he has had difficulty, 
keeping steady employment. He has worked as an electrician, a carpenter, an exterminator 

and a part-time clerk at an immunization cliNc. He also has taken mnsic classes at Glendale 

(Ariz.) Commnnity College. 

"It is heartbreaking to me that my degree isn’t worth more. But I just have to deal with it," 

Smart says. 

Shackeltbrd, at~ter graduating in May, briefly worked as a bouncer at a bar in [,as Vegas. 

"But I said to mysel~ ’This ain’t me. I didn’t go to college for four years to be a security 

guard,’ " he says. So, he quit, and after failing to find another job. a few Inonths ago he 

moved in with his brother in Kennesaw, Ga. Two months ago, he passed a test to become a 

probation officer, but relnains out of work. 

A transfer to UNLV fiom Butler Communi~, College in E1 Dorado, Kan., Shackelford says 
of his universi~’ s*udies diploma: "I think i’~s a meaningless degree .... To tell yon the trutk I 
think it’s lower thm~ an associate degree." 

Villepigue, a tbrward-center on UNL’v~s men’s basketball team who graduated in May 
2006, has spent the past three seasons playing professionally in Israel, Bosnia and Mexico. 
He also has worked part-time in his tiather’s carpet mad upholstery cleaning business. 

He says he’s "definitely pleased with what I’ve got" his emphasis areas were Inarketing 

and business adininis~tration but if he had it to do over again, he wouldift major in 

universi .ty stadies. A transfer with s~tints at Gonzaga and Dixie State, a junior college in Utah, 

prior to UNLV, he takes responsibility for his choice of major. 

"When I got to UNLV ... academics weren’t important to me; athletics were," he says. 

"Looking back now, though, I wish I went another way." 

Smatresk says in an eflbrt to improve "up-front support for students who come to the 

university with learning a~d skills gap~" UNLV is turning University College into the 

Academic Success Center and transtErring the university studies degree to the College of 
Liberal Arts, where it will be folded into the interdisciplinary sVddies program. Students who 

had become universi~" studies majors by Sept. 1 will have until Spring 2010 to graduate; 

then, the degree will no longer exist. 

"Athletes were probably pretty- much aJways given reasonably good advice coming into the 

university- about career pathways but maybe were biased by, Tm an athlete, therefore I want 

kind of the path of least resistance,’ " Smatresk says. "And I think this is fair to say that’s not 



jus~t a UNLV situation, that’s a nationaJ situation. 

"We kind of want to flip that situation to say, ’What is it you really want to do?’ Instead of 

having a convenient path of least resista~ce, we want to encourage them to think more 

actively about their careers and their futures and then help thetn down that road." 

Mi, 
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_R_i_~!!g_l[_t_j~_~ (70 friends, 5_e___n_d__~!_e_s__s_~4Ke_) wrote: 11/22/2008 6:25:48 PM 

Why do they need to list their degree when thev are looking for a job as a dockworker or 

flipping burgers? Well at least he is looking for work. 

Recommend Report Abuse 

._r_~___n__ (0 friends, ~__e_!!~_t____r_~_e__~_a_Ke_.) wrote: 11/22/2008 11:42:14 AM 

Poor boyz! - (how up and accept responsibiliW for what you are. You have had more 

opportuniiy given you already than most of us get in a lifetime. You cm~ pull yourself up by 

your bootstraps or squander the rest of your life away - your choice. 

Reconm~end. Report Abuse 

__A__Rl_9__p_g3,- 
(0 friends, ._s__e_!Lql__!__n__e__~gg_e_.) wrote: 11/22/2008 12:51:52 AM 

Athletes having m~ easy major has been going on for maaay yems. Remember what the great 

John Wooden once said, "Sports don’t build chaxacter, they reveal it." Many athletes and 

coaches have revealed their tree character in the academics of those paNcipating in college 

sports. 

Recommend 2 i Report Abuse 

._(__~__a_l__e_~_t~ (0 friends, .~_r!_ql___r_~_e__~_a_g_e_.) wrote: 11/21/2008 11:17:02 AM 

"you would share answers. Of course you would: We were teammates" 

This atlimde shows a complete lack of integriVy. As a former part time communi~ college 

instructor I no cheating occurs, but the guy doesn’t have to make it sound so OK. It is not, 

OK!’.’.’. 

I know why you were a part time instructor and not in English. It’s KNOW notNO 

Recomnrend I i Report Abnse 

LSYOU FAN (0 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 10:54:54 PM 

I’m surprised they can spell "Kinesiology" on a job application. By the way, what e~ctly IS 

Kinesiolo~? 

Is that the sociology of knees? 

Recommend i Report Abuse 



mjenkins (7 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 10:03:16 PM 
"you would share answers. Of course you would: We were teammates" 

This attitude shows a complete lack of integri~. As a former part time community college 
instructor I no cheating occurs, but the guy doesn’t have to make it sound so OK. It is not, 

maj 

Recommend, Report Abuse 

libertinax (0 friends, send nressage) wrote: 11/20/2008 8:12:49 PM 

I calft speak for student athletes, but the Universi~ College allowed me to study what I am 

passionate about (senior~ aging, gerontology) in a way no "traditionaJ?’ discipline would. 

Being in the UNS program opened up courses from social work, psychology, sociology, 

counseling education, healthcare, nm~ing, kinesiology and ~ecreation administration that 

wouldn’t have been available otherwise¯ The program also has mnazing support available to 

all students, not just athletes¯ 

Granted, it’s not the program for everyone. It’s likely prospective employers won’t 

understand what a "university studies" degree entails; if graduates don’t want to VaJae the time 

to explain how they tbllowed their passion, how they were able to marry two areas of stady 

in a way that is relevant to their post-universi ,ty lit~, the time and eflbrt they put into their 
reseaxch and capstone project that’s their loss¯ I think UNS starts a Ineaningful conversation 

for grads who understand its value¯ 

Recommend i ._R_e_t?£ !J___~_b_t_[~_e_. 

run113 (0 friend~ send message)wrote: 11/20/2008 5:14:31 PM 

This is biased j oumalism that supports an obvious agenda. 

"That makes UNLV one of two schools among 142 studied by USA TODAY at which 

more than 55% of the juniors and seniors on all thiee of the meals teams studied were in the 

same major. (The other is Georgia Tech, where management was the major of 82% of the 
juniors and seniors on the football team, 83% of those on the baseball temn and 62.5% of 

thos~ on the men’s basketball team.)" 

That 55% number is completely arbitral’¯ If you lower it to 50% you would have MANY 

BC$ schools included on the list¯ 

And why isfft Geo~ia Tech’s name in the title of the axticle? Why aren’t Georgia Tech’s 

athletes being interviewed for this joke of a USA TODAY "stu@"? Why is Georgia Tech 
iust briefly mentioned in paxens? 

Could it be because they are in a BC$ conference and UNLV is not’? DING DING DING.. 

¯ we have a wi~mer. 

Way to pick on the little guy while letting the big $$$ schools/conferneces slide. 

I shake my head and LOL at this shill of a writer¯ ~Vhat a farce this whole thing is. 

Recomnrend 2 i Report Abuse 

Nortel (34 friends, send message) wrote: 11/20/2008 12:46:50 PM 

I forgot to mention, this is a classic exan~ple of peoples 

"Its not might fault, its someone elses" 

Recommend 3 i Report Abuse 

removed by 

sender 

IVlore comments on this sto~y-: 1 2 Next 
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[Obscenity/vulgarity V] 

Comment: (optional) 
[Report] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: An a~icle from www.new~bserver.com 

FYI -- from Sherryl Kleinman. She might also contact you about a statement from the progressive faculty. 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http:!/afriafam.unc.edu! 

From: Sherryl Kleinman          @nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 6:49 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Re: An article from www.newsobserver.com 

And there axe some former AFRI-AV/AM majors who will be writing letters to the ed., including a response 

after I elnailed the articles%tter to feminis~t s~dents united.) 

etter. (I hemal from a former student today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 7:39 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] that Michigan article 

Holy schnitzel! I’m glad I got the hell out of Ann Arbor! What a fascinating, horrifying article (I’m only half 
through it, actually). Wanted to flag this: 

"I don’t direct anybody to any courses," Acho said. "I think what happens, maybe, with John Hagen’s class, a 
little bit, is a lot of students have really benefited from his class, and they’re going to hear (about) it from other 
students on the team." 

Yeah, students just "drift." Where have we heard that before? 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eur~ice~!email.ur~c.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.unc.edulu? 
id-5013745 (~42~235 a~ a29175600ad39629242dTd3 &rr-T&l -fac~Ft~--athletics-fomm&o=32128507 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32128507-50137456.42~235a~%a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.u~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:34 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Michigan vs UNC 

Does this sound familiar to anyone? (From the editor of the Ann Arbor News in 2008): 

"For me, the stories present a sad scene - few people on campus are asking whether U-M athletes, especially 
those who are academically challenged, are getting a quality education. 
Most administrators we interviewed tried to put the focus on university procedures and protocols instead of 
whether some courses are being used to move academically challenged athletes through the system in order to 
keep them eligible to play sports. 
Other U-M officials, like Martin and university President Mary Sue Coleman, declined repeated requests for 
interviews. After we were told for months that Coleman was too busy, she agreed to an interview if it was done 
through e-mails. We declined, believing that a face-to-face interview offered the best chance for frank 
discussion as well as the opportunity to ask follow-up questions. 
At a university known for its research and collective intellectual curiosity, we found a lot of leaders were 
unwilling to look into the petri dish of the academic life of athletes. They were far more comfortable trying to 
polish the surface of academics and athletics rather than looking under it." 

Unless I’m missing something, Michigan just swept this whole thing under the rug. They never even admitted 
anything was wrong! I’ve been disappointed in UNC; UNC looks almost angelic compared to Michigan. 
(Though, I must say, some of the rhetoric of the deans is eerily similar to the stuff spouted in Ann Arbor.) 

On 9/10/12 7:57 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

You might be interested to know that John Hagen was on our Sociology faculty for a short time probably 
15-20 years ago. I don’t think he had that reputation while here. 

Dick 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

I:rom: Jay Smith ~smith@emailoun¢oedu] 
Sent: Monday, September 10, 2012 7:38 PM 
To." discussion 
Subject." [faculty--athletics-forum] that Michigan article 

Holy schnitzel! I’m glad I got the hell out of Ann Arbor! What a fascinating, horrifying article (I’m 
only half through it, actually). Wanted to flag this: 

"I don’t direct anybody to any courses," Acho said. "I think what happens, maybe, with John 
Hagen’s class, a little bit, is a lot of students have really benefited from his class, and they’re going 
to hear (about) it from other students on the team." 

Yeah, students just "drift." Where have we heard that before? 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.u~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.ur~c.edula? 
id=48(599891.94aa(~dcgedb0gde01 cca2c(~5b0ccc5&r~=T&~=fac~tv--ath~etics- 
foram&o-32128507 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
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(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~e-32128562- 
486998 5 7. 6 5 997 7 9 ~ b464 56 3 8dgf69 5 22ac998ca9~li stserv.u~c, edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eurxice.~ernail.u~c.ed~. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:i71ists.unc.edulu? 
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(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~,e-32129079-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listser~,.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 10, 2012 10:57 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] the eerie parallels 

I must say, I find this Michigan experience both deeply depressing (we all just repeat the same mistakes/crimes, 
over and over again) and strangely exhilarating (we MUST have some natural partners at Michigan--think what 
an alliance of UNC and Michigan could do!). I find this statement from James Duderstadt (former Michigan 
prez, quoted in the Ann Arbor news) capturing both aspects of the schizophrenia: 

"In a forward to a 2004 report titled "The Faculty-Driven Movement to Reform Big-Time College Sports," 
former U-M president James Duderstadt wrote: "A century of efforts to reform college sports have been largely 
ineffective. It is time to acknowledge that working through athletic organizations such as the NCAA, the 
conferences or the athletic departments is futile. These are led or influenced by those who have the most to gain 
from further commercialization of college sports. It is my belief that you will never achieve true reform or 
control through these organizations, since the foxes are in firm control of the hen house." 

Duderstadt and others believe that faculty leaders have the best chance of returning academic integrity to the 
education of college athletes. Making academic units responsible for how athletes are educated - as they are for 
other students - would go far to solve some of the problems outlined in our recent four-day series. That, coupled 
with greater transparency, is the best way for universities nationwide to ensure that the decades-long, two-tier 
system of education comes to an end." 

This is hopeful in a way--faculty should assert themselves!--and seriously daunting. But I’m starting to think it’s 
right, though I know we don’t all see it this way. Bubba Cunningham, after all, flatly rejects the idea that two 
tiers even exist. And Bubba is enlightened and serious. Holden and the deans offer pabulum that deflects real 
attention to the system. So it’s up to the faculty. But faculty have little time or inclination to think about 
anything past the next lecture or the next paper they want to publish. So the odds are that nothing will change. 
But faculty may be the last, best hope. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@emaiLur~c~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists~ur~c~edalu? 
id-5013745 (~42~35 af5 a29175600ad39¢529242dTd3&rr-T&~=~c~Fty--ath~etics-for~m&o::321291 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
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FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <tia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: correcting the map and payment tbr work 

Eunice, 

Could you remind me of the rate of pay for ? Was it 

"~’1"i a 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 1:12 PM 
To: tia_williams@unc.edu 

~ubject: RE: correcting the map and payment for work 

hr? 

Dear 

Thanks for all the hard work today. 

Kindly see the email below pertaining to payment for the map work. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, I:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: correcting the map and payment for work 

Hi Eunice, 
I haven’t heard back from you about what you’d like me to correct for you on the maps, but I will be happy to do that for you as soon as you have the chance to let me know. 
Also, I was wondering how you were planning on paying me for my work for you. I no longer receive payments through payroll, so I will probably need to pick up a check from 
your department. 

Thanks, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, September 11, 2012 5:10 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] contact hours rule 

Andy--I just absorbed this. Are you saying that our rule is now that 
even independent studies require at least 3 contact hours per week (and 
at least 6 additional hours of work for the student)? I can’t imagine 
ever being willing to teach an independent study under those 
conditions. Why in the word would anyone do it? Just give up at least 
3 hours of your time every week for the sheer joy of helping out a 
student? Of course, I don’t run a lab, etc., so I’m in a discipline 
where I could not use already structured time as IDST time, too. But 
still, I have to say: I did not understand what we were approving on EPC!! 

On 9/10/12 10:51 PM, Andrew Perrin wrote: 
> Well, enforcement is certainly a problem, but with EPC/FC’s 
> endorsement of the Federal Credit Hour policy last year, it is 
> established University policy that contact is part of credit hours, so 
> a professor who did that would be violating policy currently on the 
> books. Which is not to say that an enforcement mechanism wouldn’t be a 
> good idea! 
> 
> Andy 
> 

> On 09/10/2012 10:47 PM, Fletcher, W Miles wrote: 
>> Let’s give credit where credit is due. The UNC decision to limit faculty 
>> members to two independent studies courses per semester is both 
>> commonsensical and, in comparison to UM, heroically rigorous. 
>> 
>> One problem remains. The limit on independent studies courses will not 
>> prevent regular courses from being taught, in effect, as independent 
>> study courses. In other words, what would prevent a professor in any 
>> department from teaching a course with its regular number as an 
>> independent study course in reality--i.e., the professor would not meet 
>> the class but just require (perhaps) a paper at the end? Does the 
>> University need to track athletes’ enrollments in classes each semester 
>> and summer session and then check the requirements of small-medium-sized 
>> classes with large numbers of athletes enrolled. I know of at least one 
>> peer institution where this is a regular procedure. 
>> 
>> Miles 
>> 

>> *From:*Jay Smith [ emaiL~mc.ed~] 
>> *Sent:* Monday, September 10, 2012 10:34 PM 
>> *To:* discussion 
>> *Cc:* discussion 
>> *Subject:* Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Michigan vs UNC 
>> 
>> Does this sound familiar to anyone? (From the editor of the Ann Arbor 
>> News in 2008): 
>> 
>> "For me, the stories present a sad scene - few people on campus are 
>> asking whether U-M athletes, especially those who are academically 
>> challenged, are getting a quality education. 
>> 
>> Most administrators we interviewed tried to put the focus on university 
>> procedures and protocols instead of whether some courses are being used 
>> to move academically challenged athletes through the system in order to 
>> keep them eligible to play sports. 



>> 

>> Other U-M officials, like Martin and university President Mary Sue 
>> Coleman, declined repeated requests for interviews. After we were told 
>> for months that Coleman was too busy, she agreed to an interview if it 
>> was done through e-mails. We declined, believing that a face-to-face 
>> interview offered the best chance for frank discussion as well as the 
>> opportunity to ask follow-up questions. 
>> 
>> At a university known for its research and collective intellectual 
>> curiosity, we found a lot of leaders were unwilling to look into the 
>> petri dish of the academic life of athletes. They were far more 
>> comfortable trying to polish the surface of academics and athletics 
>> rather than looking under it." 
>> 

>> 

>> Unless I’m missing something, Michigan just swept this whole thing under 
>> the rug. They never even admitted anything was wrong! I’ve been 
>> disappointed in UNC; UNC looks almost angelic compared to Michigan. 
>> (Though, I must say, some of the rhetoric of the deans is eerily similar 
>> to the stuff spouted in Ann Arbor.) 
>> 

>> On 9/10/12 7:57 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
>> 

You might be interested to know that John Hagen was on our Sociology 
faculty for a short time probably 15-20 years ago. I don’t think he 
had that reputation while here. 

Dick 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

*From:*Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu 
<mailto:          mail.m~c.edu>] 
*Sent:* Monday, September 10, 2012 7:38 PM 
*To:* discussion 
*Subject:* [faculty--athletics-forum] that Michigan article 

Holy schnitzel! I’m glad I got the hell out of Ann Arbor! What a 
fascinating, horrifying article (I’m only half through it, 
actually). Wanted to flag this: 

"I don’t direct anybody to any courses," Acho said. "I think what 
happens, maybe, with John Hagen’s class, a little bit, is a lot of 
students have really benefited from his class, and they’re going to 
hear (about) it from other students on the team." 

Yeah, students just "drift." Where have we heard that before? 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
mrcramer@email.unc.edu <mai~to: mrcramer(~emaik ~m~.ed~>. 

To unsubscribe click here: 
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>> 
>> (It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is 
>> broken) 
>> 

>> or send a blank email to 
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>> broken) 
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Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Out of town toNght 

Eunice, 
rm leaving town tonight to go to Warrenton, NC, for the wake for the UNC student who was murdered. She took one of my courses this summer and she 
made quite an impression on all who were in that classroom. I fully expect to be back tomorrow in time for the dept. meeting. I send you this email to give you the backstory in 
case anything goes wrong (car trouble, illness on the road, or whatever). 
Rober~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 6:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Independent studies--cont’d 

You won’t be surprised to learn that our policy contradicts itself--even 
our new policy! The Independent Studies Task Force report includes a 
blurb about the Federal credit hour, a blurb that strongly implies that 
the standard applies to independent studies and all courses. 
From page 4 of the Independent Study Task Force report we get this: 

Federal Definition of the Credit Hour. 
"For purposes of the application of this policy and in accord with 
federal regulations, a credit hour is an amount of work represented in 
intended learning outcomes and verified by evidence of student 
achievement that is an institutionally established equivalency that 
reasonably approximates 
1. Not less than one hour of classroom or direct faculty instruction and 
a minimum of two hours out of class student work each week for 
approximately fifteen weeks for one semester or trimester hour of 
credit, or ten to twelve weeks for one quarter hour of credit, or the 
equivalent amount of work over a different amount of time, or 
2. At least an equivalent amount of work as outlined in item 1 above for 
other academic activities as established by the institution including 
laboratory work, internships, practica, studio work, and other academic 
work leading to the award of credit hours." 

But on page 6, recommendations, we get the softer: 

"The faculty member is required to establish a regular meeting schedule 
with the student doing the independent study: for example, one hour per 
week or two hours every other week. (The specified hours could also be 
spread out over the length of the semester or summer session rather than 
occur weekly). However, contact between a faculty member and a student 
must be maintained throughout the course of the semester or summer 
session rather than merely at the beginning and end of it." 

From the report as a whole, it still seems we would be in violation of 
policy if we were not ensuring that students were spending at least 9 
hours working each week for a 3-credit IDST course, preferably with 3 of 
those coming face-to-face. To be safe, I know what I will do: no more 
IDSTll 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1isj~s~m~c.ed~/~?id=5~137456.42~235af5a29~75(~ad39(~29242d7d3&~=T&~=facu~t~°°atNe~ics~ 

~omm&o 32135188, or send a blank email to leave-32135188-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Tuesday, September 11, 2012 7:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

PBS Envirolmaental Series - Buy 3, Get 3 Free 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 2,500 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Back to School Special 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 12:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

InterJew Request 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My name is           and I’m a      reporter for Carolina Week- The School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s student run newscast. I’m doing a story on the 
new leadership, curriculum and name of the AAAD department and I’d like to speak with you about the changes your department has made. Is there a time today that we can 
speak on the phone today? Thanks so much for your time and consideration[ 

Best, 

www corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 9:07 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reid, Dee <deereid@~mc.edu-~; Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Re: Interview Request 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Thanks so mnch for directing me to that article. I was actually more interested in doing an on-camera interview with you after snaking ruth yon. 

Would you be available for that? 

Thanks Ii~r your time and consideration! 

Best, 

On , at 8:26 AlVl, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. The Gazette piece currently available on UNC’s webpage offers a detailed discussion of the issues you highlight in your email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Eunice Sahle 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Interview Request 

12:04 AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

My name is           and I’m a      reporter for Carolina Week- The School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s student run newscast. I’m doing a 
sto~y on the new leadership, curriculum and name of the AAAD department and I’d like to speak with you about the changes your department has made. Is 

there a time today that we can speak on the phone today? Thanks so much for your time and consideration[ 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <mail@ssfthinktank.org> 

Wednesday, September 12, 2012 4:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Support the Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleagues, 

We are grateful to the SSF US Chapter to have supported our think tank on Global Sociological discourse thus far since its inception. 
Now due to understandable reasons they can no longer fund us. We all know how active this site is and we gets an average of 4 

membership requests a day. That is very good news and in addition we get diverse sociological opinions from around the globe. We 
want to keep our think tank running for your benefit to interact with fellow sociologists from around the world. Not just as an E 
platform to connect as researchers, academics and students but for the growth of Sociology itself. 

We wish to keep this space OPEN ACCESS. Unfortunately we are on low budget with regards to running our think tank as its part of the 
NING Platform and we are subscribed to the Pro version which gives us the ability to customize our website without annoying ads and 
have a truly personalized web platform. We have till September 27th to pay for one year extension of this domain space, and network 
features. This will cost us USD 650 per year. 

We are grateful to our dear colleagues who contributed so far the following: 

Mark Methven - USD 50 

Judith Blau - USD 25 

Douglas Parket - USD 20 

M Nadarajah - USD 15 

So we have collected USD 110 and need to raise USD 540 more before September 27th Deadline. Small drops make an ocean, so we 
appeal to you earnestly to donate what you can starting from USD 5 on wards to keep the think tank alive and kicking. 

In addition there are FIVE WAYS ways in which you can CONTRIBUTE to the upkeep of our site. 

1. Become a Volunteer 14oderator (Ideal for Students and those who are tech savvy and interested in Social Media and networks). = 
Help us moderate the discussions, encourage members to post new ideas, start new groups, increased uploads and have interesting 
sociological discourse. 

2. Spread the Word= This is one of a kind network exclusive on Sociology. No other Sociological organization has a fully interactive 
think tank. So please spread word about our think tank across your networks and to your colleagues, students and partners. 

3. Post materials= We love to know what you are working on share your ideas, start discussions, upload pod casts and video streams 
and engage your sociologycolleagues in exchange of ideas and collaborative projects. 

4. Advertise with us: You have a book, or an event or even a product that is related to Sociology or Development Sector, advertise 

with us. 

5. Lastly, take a moment to visit the box on the top right and Donate USD 5 or above to keep us running. All donations will be 
acknowledged in the website with thanks on the 27th of September 2012. 

If you also have additional ideas for improving the think tank and know of agencies or individuals who can sponsor the think tank do 

contact us. 

We look forward to your continued support in keeping this space active and contribute to the growth of Global Sociological discourse. 

For any queries contact us TODAY write to partners(o~dev=cafe.orq 

Thank you and Kind regards, 

Moderators Team 

Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Visit Think Tank for Global Sociology at: http://www.ssfthinktank.org/?xg source=msq mes network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~ 

RF.: Meeting 

Hi Eunice, 

Tomorrow works well for me. I’ll come by your office at 3pm if that is ok. 

See you then, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject: Meeting 

5:42 PM 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

We can touch base tomorrow or Friday if you’re are on campus. Mornings are very hectic for me, thus I hope you have time after 3.00pro on either of these days. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

a! CHAPEL HILL 

ACADEMIC ADVISING PROGRAM IN 

THE COLLEGE of ARTS & SCIENCES 

AND THE GENERAL (~OLLEGE 

214 EAST CAMERON AVENUE 

STEELE BUILDING, CB#31[0 

CHA~’EL HILL, NC 27599-3110 

TESEPnONE: (919) 966-5116 
FAX: (919) 962-6888 

http:/iadvising.unc.edu 

Eunice Sahle, Chair 
African and Afro-American Studies Department 
CB# 3395 
Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Dear Professor Sable: 

PID 
In its meeting of 

reviewed 

has appealed a "B" grade in               taken in the Fall 
the Arts and Sciences Administrative Appeals Committee 

request and directed me to refer it to your department, 

It is the practice of the Administrative Appeals Committee to refer such request to the Chair of the 
department concerned. Although I am certain that you have some familiarity with the procedures 
involved, I am obligated to state that you are requested to establish a Reviewing Committee 
composed of two faculty members of African and Afro-American Studies Department and one 
faculty member from another department. This committee is charged with considering the appeal 
and formulating a decision, which is transmitted:to me for presentation at a future Arts and Sciences 
Administrative .Appeals Committee meeting. Should the course instructor wish to know the details 
Of the student’s grade protest, the departmental committee should share the basis of the complaint 
with the instructor, but not the student’s written request. 

A copy of            letter of appeal and documentation has also been sent to the Equal 
Opportunity/ADA Office according to the University’s Policy on Prohibited Harassment and 
Discrimination. 

I have enclosed 
consideration in this matter. 

Sincerely, 

Lee Y. May,~Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and Director 
Academic Advising Program 

cc: student file 
dean’s office file 

letter of appeal and supporting documentation. Thank you for your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

FW: Interview Request 

You should feel free to do this interview whenever you feel comfortable doing it. Rob Holladay in UNC News Service studio is available to work with you on 

cs;mera ~f ~:hal:’s helpful, ff you do not wsm~: to do the interview now, you can rep~y by ~:han]dng md letting her know that you don’[ have tirade to do i[ ~it thb 

time. 

Dee 

Dee ~:~Jc (929) 4~-~33~ 

205 So~Izh Bt~J]d:.n~ C:’, #3]00 

Wek : http : /!college. unc. edu 
~’a<:~ )co k : htl:m : //www. faceboo],::, co’iu~C. Col i ege 
T’w: tt ~:: http : //t’witte[:. c;o~ / ;neeoiieg6 
Y(~’]7:~b~ : ht:t:p:i/yoh]tabe.cozi~sez.iuNcce]ie~e 

Sent= Wednesday, 9:07 AN 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
¢¢: Reid, Dee; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Re: 1nte~iew Request 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Than~ ~ much for directing rae to that a~icle. I w~ actually ~nore interested in doing an on-caraera iutewiew with you a~er s~aJdng with you. 

Would you ~ available for ~at? 

Thanks for your time and consideration! 

Best, 

Dear 

at 8:26 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~2email.unc.edu wrote: 

Thank you for your email. The Gazette piece currently available on UNC’s webpage offers a detailed discussion of the issues you highlight in your email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

From= 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Interview Request 

12:04 AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
My name is and I’m a reporter for Carolina Week- The School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s student run newscast. I’m doing a 
story on the new leadership, curriculum and name of the AAAD department and I’d like to speak with you about the changes your department has made. Is 

there a time today that we can speak on the phone today? Thanks so much for your time and consideration! 

Best, 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 8:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: Today 

Hi Eunice, 

No problem, I understand. Next week will be fine. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Sul~ject: Today 

8:08 AM 

Dear 

I have to address some urgent and unforeseen developments, thus let’s plan to meet early next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RFx Interview Request 

Will you contact Rob to schedule an appointment when you have time, or shall I have him call you? 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 84<-633% 

Pac }p-( ] : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC, Co]]e@e 

%witter: http:!/twltter.co’!uElccoiiege 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:09 AN 
To= Reid, Dee 
Subject= RE: Inte~iew Request 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks. I think it would wise for me to meet with Rob Holladay before participating in this or any another on camera interview. 

Best wishes and have a good day. 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Interview Request 

8:45 AM 

Eunice, 
YOU should feel free to do this interview whenever you feel comfortable doing it. Rob Holladay in IJNC News Service studio ~s available to work with you on 

camera ~f that% he]pful. If you 

time, 

Dee 

Sc:,dt:h BR[JL~znq, Cs 

Ch~p}l N~N N: 2~h99--3~00 

v,~k : :,1: tp : i/col ] ego. )pl3, 

:b,’~tt ~z: htt<)://t:wittez.com/arK:coii 
Y( LY lbe : htto : //youtube. com/ur~er/UNCColleqe 

$e~t: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N 
~¢: Reid, Dee; Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
S~}ject: Re: In~iew Request 

Hi Dr. Sahle~ 

Than~ ~ much for directing me to that a~icle. I was s~lly more interested in doing a~ on-camera inteB’iew with )gu a~er s~ng with you. 

Would you [~ available for ~at? 

Thanks tbr your time and consideratio!! 

Best, 

c ()hi 

, at 8:26 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~;enmil,unc,edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. The Gazette piece currently available on UN¢’s webpage offers a detailed discussion of the issues you highlight in your email, 



Best wishes, 
Dr. Eunice SaNe 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Interview Request 

12:04- AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
My name is, and I’m a reporter for Carolina Week- The School of Journalism and Mass Communication’s student run newscast. I’m doing a 
story on the new leadership, curriculum and name of the AAAD department and I’d like to speak with you about the changes your department has made. Is 
there a time today that we can speak on the phone today? Thanks so much for your time and consideration! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieflcohl Muniz, Beatfiz S <rieflcohl@email.unc.e&~> 

Thursday, 10:38 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: First meeting of the Reproductive Jnstice m~d Migration Working Group - at [YNC 

From-" reproductive-justice-and-migration@googlegroups.com [mailto:reproductive-justice-and-migration@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent-" Thursday,                 9:23 AM 
To-" reproductive-ju~tice-and-migration@googlegroups.com 

Subject: First meeting of the Working Group - 

All are invited to participate in the monthly meetings of the Working Group on Reproductive Justice aJ~d Migration in the Americas’. 

The ne~ meeting is Friday’,          3pm to 5pm. We’ll gather atthe School of Public Health, Rosenau Hall, room 235., UNC-CH. Hope to see you there! 

We’ll send more information as the date approaches. 

HPH Stuient, ttealth Behavior, 2013 

UNC Giilings School of Global Pb~biic HealLh 

You received this Inessage because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas" group. 

To post to fl~is group, send email to ~:e.~[?1:.~..d~%c..t.i.~:.e.~i.~.@.i..c..e.~::a.!~L~.k.r..n.ig1~1~i~!~g~?~g!~4!~R~1~9~1. 

To unsubscribe fiom fl~is group, send email to reproductive-ius~ice-and-migyation !:uns~ibscribe(d@oog~legroups:com. 

For more options, visit this group at hrq~:/igmups.google.com:group/reproductive-iustice-and-migration?hl~n. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:22 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Ldpez Lecture and Ethnographic Research Methods Discussion 

Flier Iris Lopez.pdf 

The Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas roll host a visit by Iris L6pez, PhD, from The City College of New York. She will lecture 

on her extensive work uncovering the processes behind Latin American immigrants’ contraception choices and engage in a discussion about ethnographic research 

methods. 

Dr. Ldpez is the author of"Matters of Choice: Puerto Rican Women’s Struggle tbr Reproductive Freedom," which draws on twen~-five yeaxs of ethnographic 

research on sterilized Puerto Pdcan women them five different fi~nilies in Brooklyn. It is a stirring story that untangles the interplay between how women make t~rtility 

decisions and their social, economic, cultural, and historical constraints. 

Lecture: 

Thursday, ,3:30pm to 4:45pm 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

Michael Hooker Research Center, Room 0001 

(Located at Pittsboro St. and S. Columbia St, Chapel Hill) 

Ethnographic Research Methods Discussion: 

Friday, ,3:00pro to 5:00pm 

UNC FedEx Global Education Center, Room 3024 

(Located at 301 Pittsboro St., Chapel ttill) 

A flier is attached. 

For more information, please e~nail 7{blive.unc.edu) or 

Feel free to share among your school or department email lists. 

(~live.unc.edu) 

UNC GJilJngs School of Global Public Health 

@lJve.unc.edu I 



The Working Group on Reproductive Justice & Migration in the Americas presents: 

Iris L6pez, PhD 
Professor of Sociology & Co-Director of the Program 

in Latin American and Lat-ino Studies 

City College of New York 

Author of "Matters of Choice: Puerto Rican 

Women’s Struggle for Reproductive Freedom" 

For more information, contact: 

@live.unc.edu 

@live.unc.edu 

worklnggroup    ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Interview Request 

Dc’c" R~id (~]9) °4<-<33% 

~,¢el~ : 
g’ac }:,-< ] : httD : iiwww, facebook, com!UNC ~ Colleme 

2w i i; i; er : h t tp : //twl tt er. co’!u [x:co i i eqe 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, ~0: ~ AN 
To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: Interview Request 

Dear Dee, 

Kindly ask him to call me when he has time. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Interview Request 

I0:05 AM 

Will you contact Rob to schedule an appointment when you have time, o~ shall I have him call you? 

2he h~iver J ty Oit North C&KO] Jna ~i: Chapel ~{iii 
205 S ) 3ilh 

Wek : http : /!colleqe. unc. edu 

~’a H x)<, k : htLtm : //www. facebo )k, co’iuNc. Col i ege 

~ o]:[’rup~ : http:iiyoutui~e.co~iuse£!NNCColleqe 

~: SaNe, Euni~e N 
SeBt: Thursday, 9:09 AM 
T~: Reid, Dee 
~jett: RE: Inte~iew Request 

Dear Dee, 

Thanks, I think it would wise for me to meet with Rob Holladay before participating in this or any another on camera interview. 

Best wishes and have a good day. 
Eunice 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Interview Request 

8:45 AM 

You shoukJ feel fre{-’_~ to do this int{-:~rview when{-:~ver you fee~ comFort~bh9 doing k, Rob HoHaday ~n UNC News Servk:e studk~ ~s ava~b~ble 1o work with you on 

camera ff thaffs helpful, ff you do not want to do the interview now, you can rep~y ~y thankff~[ and le[[[ng her know that you don’t have time [o do it s[ this 

time. 

Dee 

g’ac }:,-( J : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC. ColleGe 



Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
1::c-" Reid, Dee; Hartlyn, _lonathan 
Subject-" Re: Interview Request 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

Thanks so much for directing tne to that m~ticle. I was actually more interested in doing oa~ on-camera inte~wiew with you alter spe~Jdng ruth you. 

Would you be available for that? 

Thanks for yonr time aJ~d consideration! 

Best, 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Corcarmnication 

, at 8:26 AM, "Sahle~ gunice N" <e__uj_~ige_~e_._n_Laa_.[: .uj_Lc_:._e@_ > wrote: 

Dear 

Thank you for your email. The Gazette piece currently available on UNC’s webpage offers a detailed discussion of the issues you highlight in your email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Eunice Sahle 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-American Studies and Curriculum in Global Studies 

From-" 

Sent; Wednesday, 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" Interview Request 

:t2:04 AM 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 
My name is and I’m a for student run newscast. I’m doing a 
stoBl on the new leadership, curriculum and name of the AAAD department and I’d like to speak with you about the changes your department has made. Is 
there a time today that we can speak on the phone today? Thanks so much for your time and consideration! 

Best, 

UNC School of Journalism and Mass Cornmunication 



Congratulations to the six authors shortlisted for this ,!ear’s Man 
8ooker ~rize. 

rh¢~ Garden of Swimming Home grin9 ~p d~e Bodies 

Eve~h~g Mh~ts Deborah kew Hila~ Mantel 

Tan Twan Eng £ 10 £ 18 

, 
£18.99 

i~ .~ .~.~ 

The Mgh~hat~se U mbre~a 
Alison Moore Will Self            Jeet Thag[l 

£8.99 £18.99 £12.99 

a~d the culinary sk~s of [,o~sdo~ Review Cake 
manager Terry Gtover, Culture Kitche~ w~l~ s~rve tip an 

~nt~mate dining expede~sce w~th our 9uest speakers 
sharir~g s~or{es of the{r career success ir~ the 

surroundings of the London Review Cake Shop, 

Alex ~o~le Sunday 23 September st 2 p,m 

Ker~S A~ldrew Suixlay 7 October at 2 pro. 

f 



The Pinecone - )enmy UgJow i~ 
conve~sation with Rosemary Hill 

The village of Wreay in Cumbria is home to one of the 
most remarkable of Victorian buildings, St Mary’s 
Church. In The Pinecone, Jenny Uglow, biographer of 
Thomas Bewick and ’the Lunar Men’, tells the story of 
its equally remarkable creator Sarah Losh, described by 
Simon Jenkins in England’s 1000 Best Churches as ~an 
individual genius, a Charlotte Bront@ of wood and 
stone’.Jenny Uglow will discuss the book with 
Rosemary Hill, contributing editor at the LRB, and 
author of God’s Architect: Pugin and the Building of 
Romantic Britain. Of St Mary’s Church, she has written: 
’it is one of the most interesting buildings in England. 
In the history of the architectural crafts ... it is unique.’ 
Read more and buy tickets 

Film Friday: Ali Smith on Margaret Tait 

Ali Smith on Margaret Tail ’A unique and underrated 
filmmaker, nobody like her. Born of the Italian neo- 
realists, formed of her own Scottish pragmatism, 
optimism, generosib/and experimental spirit, and a 
clear forerunner of the English experimental directors of 
the late 20th century. Now credited with kickstarting 
the late 20th-century renaissance in Scottish writing, 
like Liz Lochhead’s and Alasdair Gray’s. A writer whose 
openness of mind, voice and structure all come from 
the Beats maybe, and Whitman crossed with 
MacDiarmid, but then cut their own original (and 
crucially female) path.’ Ali Smith will show and talk 
about Margaret TaWs work, in conversation with Sarah 
Neely, editor of the new edition of her Poems, Stories 
and Writings (Carcanet). Read more ~nd buy rickets 

Carcaneds New Poetries V --. A Year On 
Wedr~efsd~.y 2g. Sep~embe; at 7 

Over the past two decades, Carcanet’s New Poetries 
anthologies have been discovering the best new poets 
in English, under the astute and discerning eye of editor 

Michael Schmidt, and now also Eleanor Crawforth. Six of 
the poets from the New Poetries V anthology will be at 
the shop to read from their work: Dan Burr, Oil Hazzard, 

Julith Jedamus, Evan Jones, William Letford and James 
Womack. As Nicholas Lezard wrote in his review of the 
anthology: ’There’s an abundance of poetic talent out 
there, and people vigilant enough to notice it. Give it a 
go. You’ll like it.’ Read more and buy dcke~s 

Anthea Bell in conversation with Daniel 
Hahn 
~riday 2~ Septembe~ ~L 7 p.m. 

Literary translators are often compared to 
ventriloquists, but few have as many varied voices as 
Anthea Bell. Having fallen into the profession by 

accident, she has translated over two hundred works 
from Danish, French and German; she is famous for 
making the names and puns in the comic series Asterix 
as funny in English as in the original French. This 
International Translation Day event will celebrate her 
distinguished career; she will be in conversation with 
Daniel Hahn of the British Centre for Literary 
Translation. 
Tickets are £10. Read more a~d buy d(ke~s 

The Oil Road: ,]ames Marriott and Emma 
Hughes with Paul Mason 
Ttu~lsd,~y 40c~obe~ ;kt ? p.m. 

James Marriott and Mika Minio-Paluello’s The Oil Road 
explores the murky realities behind the glittering facade 
of British Petroleum’s thousand-mile pipeline along the 
Russian-Iranian border. It’s a grimly fascinating story of 
high finance, corruption, displaced communities and 
environmental degradation, revealing the inevitable but 
usually hidden costs of globalisadon. James Marriott 
and Emma Hughes of the campaigning organisation 

The Pinecone - 

Jenny Uglow in 

conversation with 

Rosema @, Hill 

Film Friday: Ali 
Smith 

Carcanet’s New 

Poetries V - A 

Year On 

Anthea Bell in 
conversation with 
Daniel Hahn 

The Oil Road: 

James Marriott 

and Emma 

Hughes with Paul 

Mason 



Platform will talk about the book and about the future 
of energy with Paul Mason, the economics editor of 
Newsnight and author of Why It’s Kicking Off 
Everywhere: The New Global Revolutions, Read mo~e and 
buy tickets 

[ 

Film Friday: David Thomson 
FIi~.’~;:IV ~ ()Ctf.~.~ <It 7 p.~. ~ Film Friday: David 

: Thomson 

In his latest book The Big Screen, David Thomson, 
perhaps the greatest living authori~ on the history of 
dnema, describes not only how film has developed 
the hundred or so years of its exBtence, but also how it 
has transformed society, fundamentally altering our 
sense of what is real and what is spectacle. David will 
be illustrating his ideas with close reference to a scene 
from Hitchcock’s Psycho, excerpts from which will be 
shown during the evening. Read mo~e Al~d b[~, t~ckets 

[ 
Tickets are [7 ([5 to LRB subscribers) unless indicated, and are 
available on~h~e or call 020 7269 9~30. 

[ 

h~terna.dona~ Tr~:~nsk:~tion Day 

P~~ ;~~ 

International Translation Day is a unique annual event within the 

translation community that brings together all kinds of industry 

professionals to debate significant issues and developments within 

the sector, to dBcuss challenges and to celebrate success. 

Sessions this year include: 

Cettlng started in translation 

Translators in Schools 

Doing it for yourself: the rise of the small press 

Promotional strategies 

Translation Live~ Touring and live literature events 

Speakers include: Dominic Dromgoole on staging Shakespeare 

translation, Andrei Kurkov and Tash Aw on this year’s Ha~ill Secker 

Young Translators’ Prize. 

]O bOO~: ph~,as~ c~t~ 020? .~.,: 

www,freewoFdonline,comievents 
[ 

Nonsense by Christopher Re~d 
..... Christopher Reid 

The t~tle piece of the latest collection from Christopher 
Reid, described as ’a quartet of works for voice’, is a 
dramatic monologue featuring Professor WinteRhorn, 
recently widowed and soon to retire, who decides on a 
whim to attend a conference on ’Nonsense and the 
Pursuit of Futility as Strategies’. Also included is ’Airs 
and Ditties of No Man’s Land’, a poetic sequence about 
the First World War that has been set to music by Colin 
Matthews and which was published in pamphlet form by 
Rack Press last year. Re~d more 

[ 

1. Open (:ibV by Teju Cole 

2. From the Ruins oF Empire by Pankaj Mishra 

3. A L~fe w~th Books byJulian Barnes 

4. NW by Zadie Smith 

5. Swee[ Foo[h by [an McEwan 

6. Ra.[~tracks by John Berger and Anne Michaels 

7. Umbrella by Will Self 

8. Is That a F~sh ~n YoL~r Ear? by DavM Bellos 



9. Debt: The First [~000 Years by David Graeber 

10, Whool:~s! byJohn Lanchester 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Anmkal Conference <info a~smeascholaxs.org@mail40.usl .rsgs~.net> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 1:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Opening Remarks Confirmed; Pmnier on Libya; Reduced Registration Extended 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Opening remarks by Arab. Houda Nonoo of the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

Keynote address by acclaimed scholar Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years Later: 

Realities of the Arab Spring." 

Special presentation by renowned Africanist Dr. G6rard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

VlEWthe tentative schedule. SEE the papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: ** Reduced rate extended ** 



Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 20, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 20, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.or~!. 

Associatior~ for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢l 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dawson, Alice C <adawson@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 3:56 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.uuc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

A thank you... 

Hi, Robert. 

We have not met, but I hear many wonderl~l things about you from students. In particular and most recently, I am more grateful 

thma I can say- for all that you have done mad are doing to assist               . I have worked with i    extensively the last couple of 

years. You have opened worlds and new ways of thinking to him in your classes, and the classes have enhanced and encouraged his 

desire to learn. Additionally, your support and encouragement through difficult times has helped him to remain on track in his 

progress towards degree because you’ve instilled confidence in him and supported him when he struggled with self-doubt about Iris 

abilities as a student. What often passes through my mind is "the man is a hero" . . .the man being you. I need to walk over one day 

arid say thank you in person. Your help and support of Bill (and other students as well) not only ensure that they are learning and 

gaining the most from their time at Carolina (mad truly getting ma education), but you make their lives so much better along the way. 

Thmak you so veI3,, veI~~ much. 

Regards, 

Alice Dawson 

Alice Dawson, Ph.D. 

Senior Assistant Dean 

Academic Advising Program 

College of Arts arid Sciences and the General College 

University of North Cm’olina at Chapel Hill 

1014 Steele Building 

CB# 3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 

email: _-_a__l_!__~_:_~____d a w s o n ~_t__~ ~ :_~__d_~ ~ 

919.843-7727 

919/966-5116 to schedule ma appointment 

919/962-6668 

Advising web site: http://advising.unc.edu/ 

**Confidentiality notice: This email message, including any attachments, is lbr the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain 

confidential and pi~vileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited.** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:09 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, ReginaJd F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Peny A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Pier, David 

<dpier@email.unc.edu>; Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Jaaaken, Kenneth R <kijanken@emafil.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim 

<l~ml@email.unc.edu>; Jordaaa, Joseph F <jljordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Union 

If we axe looking at the week of the 24th (minus Thursday the 27th), I am flexible apart from 1:30-5:30 on Tuesday, when I teach. 

Would the 1 lam Wednesday time slot we use for the faculty meeting work? 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 4:50 PM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Members of the AFAM union would like to dialogue with you all in the next 2 weeks. They gave me your names. 

I suggest we figure out days and times that work from our end and then I will send them the information. 

I have let them know that because of upcoming meetings with the BoG panel next week, the week after would work better for me (except the 27 when I am 

meet with Governor Martin). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 13, 2012 9:43 PM 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <kijanken@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jt~ordan@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student Union 

I second the idea of Wednesday the 26th at 

Tim 

From-" Boyd, Lydia C 

Sent-" Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:09 PM 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢-" Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, Tim; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject-" Re: Student Union 

If we axe looking at the week of the 24th (minus Thursday the 27th), I am flexible apart from 1:30-5:30 on Tuesday, when I teach. 

Would the 1 lam Wednesday time slot we use for the faculty meeting work? 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

lydia.boyd@unc.edu 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 4:50 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Members of the AFAM union would like to dialogue with you all in the next 2 weeks. They gave me your names. 

I suggest we figure out days and times that work from our end and then I will send them the information. 

I have let them know that because of upcoming meetings with the BoG panel next week, the week after would work better for me (except the 27 when I am 

meet with Governor Martin). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Fed Ties New Aid to Jobs Recovery in Forceful Move 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................. 
~1)¢ N’t’~0 ~rk ~’%~¢~ September 14, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Fed Ties New Aid to Jobs 

Recovery in Forceful Move 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM 

The Federal Reserve opened a new 
chapter ha its efforts to stimtflate the 
?aneriema economy, saying that it 
intends to buy large quantities of 
mortgage bonds tmtil the job market 
improves substantially. 
" ~ Graphic: Action (and Inaction) by the Fed 

Egypt, Hearing From Obama, 
Moves to Heal Rift From 
Protests 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, HELENE 
COOPER and MARK LANDLER 

A bltmt phone call from President 
Obama prompted Egyptian leaders to 
scramble Thursday to try to repair the 
country’s alliance with Waslfington. 

THE ENERGY RUSH 
Fossil Fuel Ads Dominate TV in Campaign 
By ERIC LIPTON and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Major fossil fuel companies are financing ma effort to defeat President Obama, while his former allies in 
promoting wind and solar power are disenchanted and sitting out the campaign. 
." ~ Graphic: A Shift in Energy Ads 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The weak job market should concern every American." 

BEN S. BERNANKE, the Federal Reserve chainnan, who annotmced that the central bank would buy large 
quantities of mortgage bonds, and potentially other assets, tmtil the job market improves substantially. 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: A ........................................................... 

Changing 
Landscape 



While gold and copper nfining have 
made Mongolia the world’s fastest- 
growing economy, they have also 
created some health and environmental 
problems in boom towns throughout flae 
Gobi Desert. 

Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Israeli Fallout 
By ERIC L. LEWIS 

For all his talk about 
Ameriema power and 
sovereignty, Mitt Romney 
seems willing to let Benjanfin 
Netanyahu decide whether to start a 
regional war. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Off-Script Scramble for Power in a Chinese Leader’s Absence 
By IAN JOHNSON and JONATHAN ANSFIELD 

If and when China’s presmnpfive new leader, Xi dinping, re-emerges, he will do so in the nfidst of a 
contentious Commtmist Party preparing to shake up its leadership. 

-’ Trial Set for Chinese Official Embroiled in Scandal 1:36 AM ET 

In Libya, Chaos Was Followed by Organized Ambush, Official Says 
By SULIMAN ALl ZWAY and RICK GLADSTONE 

The mayhem that killed and wotmded more than a dozen American officials was actually two attacks - the 
first spontm~eotts and the second organized, a top Libyan security official said. 

," Photographs: Turmoil at U.S. Posts Abroad 

Anger Rolls Across Pakistani City in Aftermath of Factory Fire 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Several survivors said Thursday that as the fire spread, plant managers forced them to stay in order to save 
the company’s stock: piles of stonewashedjem~s. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Born to Be Wild, Aging Bikers Settle for Comfy 
By JESSE McKINLEY 

When motorcyclists have trouble meeting the physical denmnds of a bike, ninny decide that it nfight be thne 
to add a third wheel. 

Fresh Hopes for End to Chicago Teacher Strike by Weekend 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN YACCINO 

Reports that progress was being made helped build hope that the city’s public schools could reopen on 
Monday. 

:’ Labor Fight Poses Risks to Coalition for Obama 

. Push to Add Charter Schools Hangs Over Strike 

Despite Virus, Visitors Trek to Yosemite, if a Bit Warily 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Though anxious, thousm~ds of people went to the park over the weekend, just days after the authorities 
announced that a third person had died from hantavirus. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Fed Action Spurs Broad Rally; S.&P. Rises L6% 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The major stock indexes jumped after a Federal Reserve decision to help the economy by buying long-term 
mortgage securities. 

Uneasy Allies in the Grocery Aisle 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

A ballot measure to require labeling of foods that contain genetically modified ingredients is putting organic 
brands like Kashi, owned by Kellogg, at odds with their owners. 

Taking Pointers From Web Sites, USA Today Modernizes Its Look 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The Gannett-owned newspaper will look more like a Web site and its new Web site will read more like 
iPad. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 2, RED SOX 0 
Hughes Pitches Well, Jeter Has a Big Hit, and the Yankees Keep Pace 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Phil Hughes was masterly for seven and a third innings as the Yankees beat Boston to remain in a first-place 
tie with Baltimore. 

’ ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Bats: Wright Creeping Close to Kranepool 

A Source of Thrills 
By JOSH KRON 

Panid concerns of furfl~er industrialization of fl~e Nile, the best freestyle kayakers make sure to visit Uganda 
to try out their skills on the Nile Special. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: The Nile Special 

Giants Deal With Loss: Assistant’s Mustache 
By SAM BORDEN 

Kevin Gilbride, the Giants’ offensive coordinator, inadvertently cut off half his longtime - and legendary - 
mustache in the days leading up to a preseason game late last month. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

The In-Crowd Is All Here 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

In "Regarding Warhol: Sixty Artists, Fifty Years," the Metropolitan Museum makes a foray into showing 
contemporary art that is relentlessly au eourant and sometimes baffihag. 

" ,~_’;’~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE MASTER’ 
There Will Be Megalomania 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Philip Se3anour Hoffinan and Joaquin Phoenix star in Paul Thomas Anderson’s imposing, confounding and 
altogether amazing new fihn. 

~ Joaquin Phoenix Bounces Back 

Manhattan, Elusive by Land, Comes Into Focus by Sea 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

A romad-the-island architectural cruise, with commentary on Mmahattan landmarks and sites, yields views of 
new waterfront greenery worth a closer look on shore. 

¯ . ~.’;~ Slide Show: A Different View on the Waterfront 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ARBITRAGE’ 
High Flier, Poised for Steep Descent 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In Nicholas Jarecki’s "Arbitrage" Richard Gere plays a hedge-ftmd magnate whose glittering, rarefied world 
may be coming undone. 

’ The Rich and Troubled Bad Guy 

ARTSBEAT 
At Film Society, Two Programmers Will Take Over From Festival Veteran 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

The Fihn Society of Lincoh~ Center nmned Kent Jones and Robert Koehler to replace Richard Pefia, who is 
stepping down after 25 years as the group’s programming director and chairman of the New York Fihn 
Festival selection committee. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LIBERAL ARTS’ 
Going Back to His Old School, Where Ties Wind Up Binding 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

In "Liberal Arts," a college almnnus returns to his ahna mater for the retirement dinner of a favorite 
professor and finds himself tangled in a nest of new relationships. 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Post-9/~ Conundrum 
A federal judge rightly challenges the govermnent’s authority to detain individuals indefinitely, while 
Congress renews unneeded spying powers. 

EDITORIAL 
Belated Response From Egypt 
Is tiffs friendship? President Morsi of Egypt waited until Thursday before condemning the deaths of 4 
Americm~s in Libya and promising to protect embassies in Cairo. 

EDITORIAL 
The Fed Makes Its Move 
A bold plan to spur economic recovery will not, as in past efforts, be confined by preset limits and expiration 
dates. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Our Diplomats Deserve Better 
By PRUDENCE BUSHNELL 

Diplomacy is a dangerous profession, and we must make its work safer. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
America’s Health Worker Mismatch 
By KATE TULENKO 

We need to improve the state of our schools for health professionals, to fill needs at home and reduce the 
flood of imported health workers, who are needed in their oma countries. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Apr~s Rahm, Le D~luge 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The Chicago teachers’ strike is a test of who has a plan that can help the nation as a whole prosper. 
," Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 14, 1959, the Soviet space probe Luna 2 became the first man-made object to reach the moon as it 

crashed onto the lunar surface. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pa_o~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 7:57 AM 

McMillaaa, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~jaaaken@email.unc.edu>; Jordaaa, Joseph F <jtjordaaa@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student Union 

Dear All, 
I will not be able to attend a meeting on Sept.26. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http ://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 9:43 PM 
To: Boyd, Lydia C; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: RE: Student Union 

I second the idea of Wednesday the 26th at 11. 

Tim 

From: Boyd, Lydia C 
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2012 7:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, Tim; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Re: Student Union 

If we are looking at the week of the 24th (minus Thursday the 27th), I am flexible apart from 1:30-5:30 on Tuesday, when I teach. 

Would the 1 lam Wednesday time slot we use for the faculty meeting work? 

best, 
Lydia 

Lydia Boyd, PhD 
Assistant Professor 
Department of African and African American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB #3395 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
lydia.boyd@unc.edu<mailto:lvdia.bovd(~,unc.edu> 

On Sep 13, 2012, at 4:50 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Members of the AFAM union would like to dialogue with you all in the next 2 weeks. They gave me your names. 

I suggest we figure out days and times that work from our end and then I will send them the information. 

I have let them know that because of upcoming meetings with the BoG panel next week, the week after would work better for me (except the 27 when I am meet with Governor Martin). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fi"oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebmn& Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student Union 

Great on both counts. As usual, I’m three steps behind. Thanks much. -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Student Union 

9:23 AM 

Dear Reg, 

Thanks for your email and suggestions. Here some responses: 

a) I think it would be good to meet with 
discussion. 

and other members of the Union and hear what their concerns and ideas are and yes, I agree we need to broaden our 

b) We are in the midst of creating a listserv for majors and minors and we can use that to call a general meeting of all majors and minors and use that space to discuss the 
possibility of a student organization. The University has policies pertaining to formation of student organizations and I can share those with students who are interested. It is 
also up to students to pick their faculty their faculty mentor once they form a University recognized student organization. 

c) Yes, I would be delighted to met her in 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Student Union 

8:41 AM 

Dear Chair, 
This sounds like a good idea, and we can use this meeting not just to talk about the DTH, but also to brief students on the many reforms that we have instituted that they may 
be reading about in the press. We could also use this meeting with the Union to announce, or at least discuss, the formation of an official organization that encompasses all 
our majors. [You might also be thinking of an advisor for such an organization, maybe Kia??] It you want me to touch base base with Kristin to work out the logistics, I would 
be glad to do so. 
By the way, I will be meeting today with a young woman who has been given the responsibility of forming an Afro-American Studies program at            . (Her cousin 
was one of my students in AFAM , and recommended that she talk with me.) I am sure she is overwhelmed and needs a big sister to touch base with from time to time. I 
think it would both encourage and inspire her to be able to meet you. Can I tell her that you would be able to meet with her sometime in October? Press on, but stay calm, - 
Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 4:50 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L; Boyd, Lydia C; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, Tim; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Student Union 

Dear Colleagues, 

Members of the AFAM union would like to dialogue with you all in the next 2 weeks. They gave me your names. 

I suggest we figure out days and times that work from our end and then I will send them the information. 

I have let them know that because of upcoming meetings with the BoG panel next week, the week after would work better for me (except the 27 when I am meet with 

Governor Martin). 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Faculty Meeting - Update 

Thanks so much, Professor Sable! That date and time works well for me. I will p~esent this date to union members and get back to you by the end of the day with who 

will be in attendance. 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 9:26 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~b.emad.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear        , 

Monday at :t:t.OOam would work best for most faculty. Kindly let me know if this works from your end so that T can book a space and confirm with 
faculty. 

Thanks and I hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: @clmail.coml 
Sent," Thursday, 4:10 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Co." Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Faculty Meeting 

Hi Professor Sable, 

After meeting ruth this year’s AFAM union twice so far, we have all come to the conclusion that it would be a great idea to tp,/to convene an infom~al 

meeting ruth department faculty as soon as possible. There is a very apparent climate of frustration and discontent that students and facul~ appear to 

inhabit right now and I think it would be most advantageous to try to collectively channel our shared fia~stmtions into the department and its intema1 
development. I think we would be pa~icularly interested in meeting with you, Dr. Hildebrand, Professor ttall, Dr. Jordan, Professor Janken, Professor 

Caldwell, Professor Boyd, Professor Pier and Professor McMillan. I list these particular prot~ssors only because of some of their recent written 

expressions of exasperation concerning the DTH mad iks contribution to casting the department and department thculty in such a negative light. However, I 

do want to underscore the fact that we definitely want to meet with and talk to as many and all professors aa possible. 

I wanted to write to you firs~t to see if you could logistically contribute to making this meeting happen. How feasible do you think it could be to convene 

such a group within the next week or two? I know professors’ schedules are hectic and demanding, and student schedules axe no less chaotic, but I feel 

that the ilnportance of forming an ongoing student-faculty dialogue should not be loser on anyone. I also acknoMedge that you Inust be overwhehned by so 

many obligations. If you let me know when you are free for a moment this week or next week, I would gladly stop by your office and we can chat in 

person. I’ve CC’d Dr. Hildebrand on this email, so if you (Dr. Hildebrand) have suggestions for making this event happen, I would love to hear from you 

as well. Thanks so much! 

All the Best, 

"Froln each according to her/his abilities, to each according to her/his need." 

- Karl Marx 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Budget 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I am putting together more estimates for costs based on the receipts form MURAP. I have a meeting to wrap up that project this afternoon and afterwards will be able 

to provide some prices after I go over the last few invoices. See you on Tuesday. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 14, 2012 6:37 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] letter to chancellor 

Letter re Rawlings committee Sept 14.doc 

I’m attaching the letter I plan to send to the chancellor on Monday re: 
the Rawlings committee. I know of one other person who would like to 
sign. If any others want to join, just let me know over the weekend. 
Happy Friday. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1ists~m~c~ed~/~?id=5~13~45(~42~235~5a29 ~ 75(~ad3%29242d7d3&~T&~=fac~t~°°ath~et~cs~ 

t:omm&o=32152503, or send a blank email to leave-32152503-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, September 15, 2012 3:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Anti-American Protests Flare Beyond the Mideast 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Beyond ~e Mideast 

Anti-American rage that began over 
a video insult to Islam spread to 
nearly 2o countries in the Middle 
East and beyond. 

~ 
Spread of the Protests 

Poll Finds Obama Is Erasing 

Romney~s Edge on Economy 

President 0bama has taken away 
Mitt Rmnney’s advantage as the 
candidate voters say is most likely to 
restore the economy, aceording to 
the latest poll by The New York 
Times and CBS News. 

~E~ 
Graphic: Likely V,aters’ Views of Obama and Romney 

Results of [he New York [imeslCBS News Poll 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Fed Responds to a Grim Reality 

In a meaningful departure Dom past policy, the Federal Reserve said it would focus on reducing 
unemployment at the risk of provoking higher inflation. 

I~UOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We ~re the ~xample, lj’il car~ be do~e here, it e~ b~ dor~ ~Lq~here," 
ANTHONY ~VRIG~{T, executive director of Health Access California, whose state is in the 
vanguard o{’ aggressively implementing the A{fordabh~ Care Act. 

MAGAZINE 

PtiOTOS: \**]’hell i 

Grow Up 
Elementa ry-sehool 
stndents in Kalamazoo talk about 
college and other plans for the 
fl~ture. 

~ RelateJ Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
[~] When 

"~,’~,; tl e ~ (Jood Good 
Things Hal)pe~ to Things 

Rappen 

Some of the best 
baseball stories right now involve unknown players on also-ran teams. 



WORLD 

Xi Jinping, who is expected to take over the Comnmnist Party, was last seen in public on Sept, 1, 

raising questions about his health, 

Diplomats* Bodies Return to U,S,, and Libyan Guards R~count Deadly l#~ot 

Ambassador a. Christopher Stevens t’epm~edly took shelter in a hot, smoke-filled room and lost 
eonseiousness there during the attack on the diplomatic compound in Benghazi, Libya. 

~1 
yron S ~ aood 

The Champs-~lys6es, a Mall of~nerlca 

~II~e grand boulevard, overrun with clothing outlets and burger joints, has largely lost its 
distinctive character and has become less French. 

o More ’vMorld News 

Chicago Forges O*~tline to End Teacher Strike 
::7 M ~; C:;: 

iffter a weeklong strike, Chicago teachers and the school board said that they had the outlines of a 
contract deal. Schools in the nation’s third largest district are expected to reopen on Monday. 

~E] 
Graphic: }-I~v the Dhicago Public School District Compares 

Callfor*fia Tr~es to Guide the ~Way o~1 Healtl~ Law 

Officials in California have begun to set up an online marketplace where millions of residents will be 
able to shop for medical coverage. 

LIA LEE, 1982-2012 

Life W*ent o~ Arum~d Her, Redefinh~g Care by Bridgh~g a Divide 

~II~e story of Lia Lee, the severely brain-damaged daughter of Hmong refugees, inspired a book that 

affected the way American medicine is practiced across cultures, 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Money-Lam~derh~g h~qulry Is Sa~d to Aim at r~LS, Ba~ks 

Regulators, led by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency, are said to be dose to taking action 
against aPMorgan Chase for insufficient safeguards. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

VHIzge Vu[ce Is Losing Its Editor [n Clfief z*ad ~l~slc gd~tur 

~-o top editors of The Village Voice are departing, and the newspaper is moving out of the building 
where it has had its headquarters for two decades. 

DEALBOOK 

New York Stock Excha*~ge Settles Case Over Early Data Access 

The New York Stock Exchange agreed to adopt new internal controls and pay a $5 million penalty 

to settle accusations that its trading data gave select clients a split-second advantage. 

S P 0 RTS 

YVith High ~&;inds~ Play Is Halted and Day’s Scores Are Voided 

The second round at the Women’s British Open was suspended, and scores were voided as winds up 
to 6o m.p.h, created unplayable conditions at Royal Liverpool Golf Club. 

Standing Up at a~t Early 

The Baltimore Ravens linebacker Brendon Ayanbadejo became an advocate for others at an early 
age because he learned "differences didn’t matter." 

RAYS 6, YANKEES 4 
"l’~a’o Aces, O~e IJnsettllng Pat-ter~ 

Once again, C.C. Sabathia was matched against the Rays’ ace, David Price. Once again, Price came 
out on top. 

~E:J 
Box Score I Play-by-Play 

ARTS 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
lVlov~e bYenzy, but Still Comfy, 

The Toronto International Film Festival mixes the highbrow and the lowdown through 11 busy 
days. 

New Now~l of ]Harlem R~nMssance Is i,’ouad 

A Columbia graduate student’s discovery of an unknown ~941 novel by Claude MeKay has been 
authenticated. 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

\What Books Said [o One ~mlhe~. 

In "Crossing Borders: Manuseripts From the Bodleian Library," at the Jewish Museum, eenturies-old 
texts in many languages reflect a multitude of influences. 

¯ More Airs News 

TRAVEL 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

h~ Ouatemala~ a To~-tt~eous Delve to a Remote Eden 

Stepped pools, parrots in the trees, miles of eaves and exotic isolation. That’s what awaits in Serene 
Champey. As for getting there, let’s just say it makes the arrival sweeter. 

CHOICE TABLES 
M[eMco City for T~males, Tortas and l"acos 

Tamales wrapped in a roll? Taco filling carved from a spit? The New York restaurateur Roberto 
Santibafiez returns to his native eity to reveal variations on these well-known foods. 

BITES 

Restau~oan/Repot[: Tarqulno in Bue~os 

A former Ferran Adri~ pnpil infuses some wizardry - think provohme pizza in a glass - into this 
Buenos Aires newcomer. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Cutting Government, Blindfolded 
~II~e more details that are released about the budget sequester scheduled for next year, the worse it 
looks. 

EDITORIAL 
No Rush to Wq~" 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel is making a mistake by trying to browbeat President 
Obama into attaeking Iran. 

EDITORIAL 

Ospreys in Ok~nawa 
Residents are venting their frustration with the Marine Corps presence and the plan to deploy 
dozens of aircrafts on the island. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

going of’the Cheater,s 

It appears that, after more than a century of debate, Harvard students are still unsure of what 
"cheating" means. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Advantage, Obam~ 

Wasn’t this election supposed to be a nail-biter? Recent character moments and poll nmnbers 

suggest that President Obama is ahead. 

c ~; - F’aae 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Lows of I-{~ghe~° Ed 

Oh, to be young and gifted and $mo,ooo in the hole. ls that what going to college is about these 
days? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Sept. 15, 1963, four black girls were killed when a bomb *vent off during Sunday services at a 
Baptist church in Birmingham, Alabama, in the deadliest act of the civil rights era. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Saturday, 7:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Faculty Mee’dng - Update 

Professor Sable, 

I have talked with students oftbe union,            roll work well for the majori3~ of us. As of now, I have 5 sVadents confirmed including myself. I roll keep you 

updated on how many more s~mdents confirm their attendance. Thanks again, Professor Sable! 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On , at 9:26 AM, "Salde, Eunice N" <eunice,@~emad.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear        , 

Monday at :t:t.OOam would work best for most faculty. Kindly let me know if this works from your end so that ~ can book a space and confirm with 
faculty. 

Thanks and T hope you are doing well 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:I0 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
~c: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Faculty Meeting 

Hi Professor Sable, 

After meeting ruth this year’s AFAM union twice so far, we have all come to the conclusion that it would be a great idea to tp,/to convene an informal 

meeting with department facul~ as soon as possible. There is a ve~ apparent climate of frustration and discontent that students and thculty appear to 

inhabit right now and I think it would be most adv~mtageous to try to collectively channel our shared frustrations into the department and its internal 

development. I think we would be pa~icularly interested in meeting with you, Dr. Hildebrand, Professor ttall, Dr. Jordan, Professor Janken, Professor 

Caldwell, Professor Boyd, Professor Pier and Professor McMillan. I list these particular prot~ssors only because of some of their recent written 

expressions of exasperation concerning the DTH and its contribution to cas~ting the departanent and depastment faculty in such a negative light. Howevel; I 

do want to underscore the i:act that we definitely want to meet with and talk to as many and all professors as possible. 

I wanted to write to you firs~t to see if you could logistically contribute to making this meeting happen. How feasible do you think it could be to convene 
such a group within the next week or two? I know professors’ schedules are hectic and demanding, and student schedules are no less chaotic, but I feel 

that the importance of fo~rning an ongoing student-faculty dialogue should not be lost on anyone. I also acknoMedge that you must be overwhelmed by so 

many obligations. If you let me know when you are free for a moment this week or next week, I would gladly stop by your office and we can chat in 

person. I’ve CC’d Dr. Hildebrand on this email, so if you (Dr. Hildebrand) have suggestions for making this event happen, I would love to hear from you 

as well. Thanks so much! 

All the Best, 

"Froln each according to her/his abilities, to each according to her/his need." 

- Karl Marx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@ssfthinktank.org> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 3:00 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Call for Papers and Reviewers: The Development Review 3ournal" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the discussion ’Call for Papers and Reviewers: The 
Development Review Journal’ 

Discussion posted by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

The Development Review is an international 3ournal aimed at bringing the voices from 

the grassroots. It is a scholarly open access, peer-,., 

Discussion link: 

Call for Papers and Reviewers: The Development Review 3ournal 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 

Sociology 

20~t9 members 3~t3 discussions 

705 photos ~t2 Events 

:[3~t videos 402 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, September 16, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Is Preparing for a Long Siege of Arab Unrest 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Today;,sHeadlines ............................................................................. 
~llc N’~’~= ~rk ~’%~ September 16, 2012 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Is Preparing for a Long 
Siege of Arab Unrest 
By PETER BAKER and MARK LANDLER 

The Wlfite House is girdh~g itself for an 
extended period of turmoil that will test 
the security of American diplomatic 
missions and President Obmna’s ability 
to shape the forces of change in the Arab 
world. 

A U.S. Envoy Who Plunged 
Into Arab Life 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

J. Christopher Stevens, who was killed 
at a diplomatic mission in Libya, had an 
affection for Arab culture and street life 
that made him many friends and 
contacts. 

In Prosecutors, Debt 
Collectors Find a Partner 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

In exchm~ge for a fee, district attorneys’ offices have been allowing debt collectors to use their letterhead 
when going after people behind on their bills. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I told him, I prefer to live three years and then die. I almost refused. It had only been done in pigs." 
ANDEMARIAM BEYENE, a cancer patient persuaded by his doctor, Paolo Macchiarini, to have his 

cancerous windpipe replaced with one made of plastic and his om~ cells. 

FASHION & STYLE 

~N VIDEO: Cathy 

Horyn’s N.Y. 

Fashion Week 
Wrap -Up 
Pm analysis of the spring 
collections from Calvin 



Klein, Proenza Schouler, Marc Jacobs 
and Narciso Rodriguez. 

, Fashion Review: [=reed From the Constraints 
of Plaids and Stripes 

OPINION 

DISPATCH 
Dear Bankers: Thanks for 
Wrecking Our Lives ... 
By MARK GREIF 

On the anniversary of Occupy Wall 
Street’s encampment at Zuccotti Park, 
excerpts of letters to bank executives. Five strong performers 

ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

There will be megalomania 

The new season in film 

BODY BUILDERS 
A First: Organs Tailor-Made With Body’s Own Cells 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

Tissue engineers have succeeded in making artificial organs that use a patient’s cells to become a living part 
of the body. Some hope to eventually prod the body to regenerate organs itself. 
" ~ Graphic: A Synthetic Windpipe 

Scandal Poses a Riddle: Will India Ever Be Able to Tackle Corruption? 
By VIKAS BAJAJ and JIM YARDLEY 

A brazen brand of crony capitalism has created huge forttmes for a few, at the expense of the nation as a 
whole, which is falling short in energy infrastructure. 

After Days of Unrest in Muslim World, a Fragile Calm Takes Hold 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MARC SANTORA 

Egyptian security forces, under intense pressure from the United States, arrested hundreds of protesters on 
Saturday as anti-American protests seemed to subside across the region. 

". ~.~’ Spread of the Protests 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

EDGARTOWN JOURNAL 
With the Crowds Gone, It’s Down to Serious Fishing 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

The annual Striped Bass and Bluefish Derby knits a Martha’s Vineyard town of 15,ooo back together after its 
residents live among a smnmer poptflation swelling to lO5,OOO. 

, ~ Slide Show: An Annual Ritual on Martha’s Vineyard 

Man Is Accused of Jihadist Plot to Bomb a Bar in Chicago 
By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ and MARC SANTORA 

The man, an American citizen, expressed interest online in carrying out a deadly attack, law enforcement 
officials said. 

A Push for Clemency as an Execution Nears 
ByJON HURDLE 

Thousands of people argue that Terrance Williams, scheduled to be executed by lethal injection on Oct. 3, 
should be spared in Pennsylvania because he had been sexually abused by lfis victim. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Forgoing College to Pursue Dreams 
By CAITLIN KELLY 

Thiel Fellowships pay yom~g people to forgo college and to plunge into real-world projects. So what has 
become of those who managed to snag fellowships? 

Mining the Power (and the Profit) of Conversation 
By CHRISTINE LARSON 

The Van Heyst Group helps companies organize live events and translate them into print, video and Web 
products. 

FAIR GAME 

A Condo Was Sold, Until It Wasn’t 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The odyssey of the short sale of a Florida condonfinium is another example of dysfimction in the mortgage 
market. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

No Deal in N.H.L. Dispute as Lockout Deadline Passes 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Though the league did not make an announcement after the deadline, which was nfidnight, it was presumed 
that the league had shut down. 

YANKEES 5, RAYS 3 
Yankees Beat Rays to Keep Pace in East 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Ivan Nova pitched six solid innings, a positive sign for the Yankees in a disappointing season for him, and 
ealaaed his first win since Aug. aa. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Rays Pitcher Wins Expectations Game 

A Player’s Concussion, a Family’s Ordeal 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Mitch White, a former N.F.L. player, must learn to adjust his life to the effects of a brain injury. He joins 
more than 3,000 players suing the N.F.L. over concussions. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Shock Me if You Can 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

A hm~dred years after "Rite of Spring" sparked an uproar in Paris, shock has grown mainstream, raising a 
question: Can art still shock today? 

Shocker Cools Into a ’Rite’ of Passage 
By RICHARD TARUSKIN 

"The Rite of Spring," Igor Stravinsky’s ballet that celebrates hmnma sacrifice, is widely praised today but was 
a flop when it was first produced, in Paris in a9a3. 

Balanchine’s Enduring Pact With Stravinsky 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

New York City Ballet is opening its fall season with two weeks of ballets choreographed to the music of Igor 
Stravinsky. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Anatomy of a Campus Coup 
By ANDREW RICE 

What does the failed ouster of Teresa Stfllivan, the University of Virginia’s president, mean for higher 



education? 
:’ [~ Graphic: How Teresa Sullivan Was Fired 

Poetry’s Cross-Dressing Kingmaker 
By MARK OPPENHEIMER 

Stephen Burt makes a passionate, quirky case for why we need poetry. 

Why These Kids Get a Free Ride to College 
By TED C. FISHMAN 

Thanks to mystery donors, every kid in Kalamazoo, Mich., who completes high school wins a college 
scholarship. Will that help the city’s economy? 

’ ~ Audio & Photos: When I Grow Up 

". The 6th Floor Blog: How Much Would Free College Cost for All New Yorkers? 

¯ .~..o..r..e....F.r..o...m...t.12.e....M..a.flazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Road to Retirement 
The recession mad its aftermath spell insecurity and hardship for nfillions of Americmas. 

": Frank Bruni is off today. 

EDITORIAL 
A Military Success Story 
As the first anniversary of the repeal of "don’t ask, don’t tell" approaches, it is clear that there have been no 
disastrous consequences. 

EDITORIAL 
Death at Guantfinamo Bay 
The case of a Yemeni citizen, who was held in the American prison in Cuba for years yet never charged with a 
crime, is a disgrace to the United States government. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Talk of China 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Recent local headlines offer a lfint of how the confing transition is about much more than a change in 
leadership. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Neocons Slither Back 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Look who’s pullhag the strings of Marionette Mitt and Puppet Paul. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It’s Not About the Video 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The unrest in the Islanfic world is more about power politics thma blasphemy. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
Do Tax Cuts Lead to Economic Growth? 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

Mitt Ronmey and Paul Ryan have laid out a plan to cut taxes. They have not yet explained why and how it is 



also an economic-growth plan. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 16, 1974, President Ford announced a conditional anmesty program for Vietnam War deserters mad 

draft evaders. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

URGENT - Harassment Notice 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I am very sorry to have to tell you this but I am a student of one of your AFRI professors and I need to report a case of harassment. I spoke with a mutual friend, 
and she told me that you were the person I should direct this to. I’m sorry that it isn’t good news but I request that you read it because, though it wasn’t directed at me, these 
instances were a horrible thing to experience, rd like to keep this report anonymous and confidential because I am still in the class that I refer to. 

I have done my best to record the happenings and quotations accurately. I even took notes on them as they were happening in class because I was instantly aware that they 
would need to be shared with someone. 

If you have any questions about anything in this report or would like to talk to me further about the matter, you can email me back at this address or I’d be more than willing to 
meet with you and talk about it in person. My apologies about the length. I had a lot I needed to include. 

Thank you for your time, attention and discretion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

,@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,                  11:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FW: URGENT - Harassment Notice 

.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

(sorry, I forgot to attach the report to the other email that I sent you) 

I am very sorry to have to tell you this but I am a student of one of your AFRI professors and I need to report a case of harassment. I spoke with a mutual friend, 
and she told me that you were the person I should direct this to. I’m sorry that it isn’t good news but I request that you read it because, though it wasn’t directed at me, these 
instances were a horrible thing to experience, rd like to keep this report anonymous and confidential because I am still in the class that I refer to. 

I have done my best to record the happenings and quotations accurately. I even took notes on them as they were happening in class because I was instantly aware that they 

would need to be shared with someone. 

If you have any questions about anytNng in this report or would like to talk to me further about the matter, you can email me back at this address or I’d be more than willing to 

meet with you and talk about it in person. My apologies about the length. I had a lot I needed to include. 

Thank you for your time, attention and discretion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Audacious Raid on NATO Base Shows Ta]iban’s Reach 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Audacious Raid on NATO 

Base Shows TMibml’s Reach 

The assault late Friday on one of the 
best-defended posts in Afghanistan 
was troubling because the attackers 
were able to penetrate the base, 
killing two and causing more than 
$~oo million in damage. 

~ Afghans Act to Fill Top Secudty Posts 

Cultural Clash Fuels Mt~slln~s 

In Egypt, some say that the protests 
at the American Embassy in Cairo 
and in about 20 countries over an 
anti-Islamic video was about more 
than religious sensitivity. 

Earnings iu United States Are Beginning to Feel a Pinch 

The estimated drop in corporate profits removes what had been an economic bright spot in an 
otherwise cloudy picture. 

GUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We want these eounlries to nnderstand that the9 need to take into consideration the people and not just 

the governments~ ~% don’t think that depictions qf tl~t, prophets are f!’eedom qf e,~Tression; we think it is 

an qff~nse against our rights~" 

ISMAIL MOHamMED. a religious scholar in Egypt, on the protests that exploded in M~s[im 

co~mtries over a~ Amercan-made video mocking the prophet N~hamma& 

T MAGAZINE 

FEATURE." In Bloon~ 

[ ao Mendel 
Three designers have 
shared their spring ~o13 mood 
boards with T. The challenge: to 
identify the images on eaeh. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Beyond Ohamacare 

Unless we start allocating health 
care resources more prudently, the 
exploding cost of Medicare will 
swamp the federal budget. 

Offiine dating 
ALSO IN VIDEO ;) 

Bionic suits aid par3plegics 

WORLD 

Mideast Unrest I~tensifies Debate on iLS. Intervention in SD’ia 

The attacks on American and European diplomatic posts in recent weeks have roused calls for 



disengagement from the Arab world. 

Israeli Leader Makes Case Against iran on UoS. TV 

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu went on TV on Sunday to make his ease about Iran even more 
urgently to a broader American audience. 

~_1 
S and Allies to Hold Gul~ Mi~{ary Exercise 

MEMO FROM BRAZIL 
\Vhe~0e Daniel the Cuckold a~d Z~g Zag Clown V~e for Office 

Do strange nicknames confer an electoral advantage? Some candidates for office in Brazil, including 
Ladi Gaga, Christ of aerusalem and several Batmans, seem to think so. 

Mere World News 

Teachers U~fio~ i~ Chicago to Extend Strike I~to 2~d VVeek 

Union leaders said they needed more time to consider a contract deal reached over the weekend, 
infuriating Mayor Rahm Emanuel, who told city lawyers to seek an injunction to end the strike. 

!ks Grocery Dies Off’, 1)ow~l-a~d-Out Tow~ Lives 0~ if Barely 

After years of watching his Central Valley town grow more and more desperate, a grocery store 
owner in California decided it was time dose down. 

BODY BUILDERS 

Hmua~ Muscle, Regrow~ o~ A~fimal Scaff’oldi~g 

Researchers are using extraeellular matrix, a natural scaffolding that underlies all tissues and 
organs, Dom animals to engineer the growth of replacement tissue like limb muscle lost in injuries. 

~ 
Mideo: Extracellul~r Matrix 

~ 
Graphic: Remodeling Muscle 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

O*~ }Veh, a Fi*~e Line o~ Free Speech Across the Globe 

As companies set their own rules legal experts say they must be flexible to strike the right balance 
between democratic values and law. 

U,S, to File }V,ToOo Case Aga~st China Over Cars 

The Obama administration plans to file a trade ease at the Wm’ld Trade Organization in Geneva on 
Monday accusing China of unfairly subsidizing its exports of autos and auto parts, an 
administration official said late Sunday. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

No Easy A~swers o~ How to F~x the Ba~ks i~ Em’ope 

Disagreements between finance ministers left open the question of how long Spain could go without 
outside financial assistance. 

S P 0 RTS 

STEELERS 27, JETS 10 

Steelers a~ld Errors Se~ld 3ets~ Offe~lse Back to Reali~ 

The aets offense that had sputtered dmlng the preseason, only to suddenly rev up against the Bills, 
stalled against one of the game’s most formidable defenses, generating just 219 yards. 

~1~ Box Score I Play-by-Play I [] Slide Show 

A Step Back 

Thirty years after the Km’ean boxer Duk-koo Kim died following his loss to Ray "Boom Boom" 
Maneini in Las Vegas, their families continue to heal. 

~E:] 
Slide Show: Outside the Ring 

GIANTS 41, BUCCANEERS 34 

V~zlth Fra~tic Fourths. Manning a~d O~ants Sllp Past Bucs 

The Giants scored 25 points in the fourth qua~er and Eli Manning finished with 51o passing yards 



to offset a miserable first half in which he threw three interceptions. 

~E] 
B~ Score I Play-by-Play I [] Slide Show 

~NI 
Ks Leaps and Limps to B~g Day for Giants 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

"Einstein on the Beach," the pathbreaking ~976 opera by the composer Philip Glass and the director 

Robert Wilson, is receiving an exhilarating revival at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

~ Slide Show i ’Einstein’ Seeks the Old Relativity 

The new pavilion at Harlem Hospital Center will showcase restored rentals by black artists of the 

~93os. 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’REVOLUTION’ 

A Futm-e V~th Swo~’d.% Not iPhones 

In the new NBC sm~es "Revolution," a hardy band o[ smwivors wield bows, an’ows, swords and wits 

in a futnre devoid of electricity. 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

The Puppetry of Quotation Approval 

When quotations can be unilaterally taken back, the political Kabuki is all but complete. 

ADVERTISING 

V~oman~s Day Turns 75 ~Arlfile Looking Forward 

In its celebration, the magazine is striving for what its editor called "a delicate balance," capitalizing 

on longevity withont appearing too long in the tooth to be contemporary. 

More Media & Advertisinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Though controversial and difficult, measnring student achievement is essential. 

EDITORIAL 
Repub~it:ans vs, Veteran,s’ Jobs 
A jobs bill that would support veterans is being blocked by some wacky maneuvers in the Senate, 

EDITORIAL 

The First Test for A|bany’s Ethle~sts 

The tangled controversy surrounding Assemblyman Vito Lopez has presented the ethics 

commission with its first big challenge. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hati~g o~ Ben Be~’nank~ 

While the Federal Reserve changes eonrse to help the economy, the Romney camp gets even more 

extreme. 

~ Columnist Page [ Biog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Grand Old Straight V~hlte Men~s Party 

New York Republicans have some practical lessons for the rest of the party. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

@- ED @NTRIB~OR 

A P~*eventabie Massacre 



In 1982, the United States failed to exert strong diplomatic pressure on Israel that could have ended 

a massacre of Palesfinians in Lebanon, 

~E] interactive Feature: Declassified Documents Shed Light on ~ 1982 M~ss~cre 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. ~7, 1862, Union forces hurled baek a Confederate invasion of .~[aryland in the Civil War 

battle of Antietam. With 23,~oo killed, wounded or eaptured, it remains the bloodiest day in 

military history. 

See ’£h~s Front Page 

g~]~,’ This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to p~etecting ~/eur privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions ] Unsubscribe [ Change You~ E-Mail ] Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Urban Teacher Center Application for 2012-2013 is now open! PLEASE StIARE 

Dear Eunice, 

Please share this information with anyone you know interested in a career in 
urban public school teaching. 

APPLICATION OPEN: The 2012-2013 Urban Teacher Center (UTC) Online Application is 
now open for the 2013-2014 school year: APPLY NOW. Our first application deadline is 
October 15, 2012. 

NEXT WEBINAR/MORE INFO: The next webinar for interested applicants to learn more 
about UTC[~s unique program is September 27, 2012 at 9PM EST. Register through the 
Events section of UTCE]s website: REGISTER. You can also get more information from our 
JOIN US Flier. If you have additional questions about the program orthe application 
process, please contact Kerry Swarr at Kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org or Chris Higgins at 

admissions@urbanteachercenter.orq. 

UTC NEWS: UTC[~s founders-Jennifer Green and Christina Hall-were recently mentioned 
in the NewSchool Venture Fund Biog. Check it out: FOUNDERS VIDEO. 

FROM THE CLASSROOM: Finally, I wanted to share a recent quote from Mark Kennedy, 
one of UTC[~s trained teachers from Cohort 2011. "UTC’s proven methods starting with an 
intensive Master’s program supported by coaching, mentorship and practical application had 
me thoroughly prepared, in all aspects of teaching in an urban setting, to the point that I 
could make an immediate and positive impact. From creating a nurturing physical learning 
environment to designing impactful instruction to assessing the special needs of each 
student, I was well-equipped with a bountiful arsenal of knowledge and support from UTC. 
Yes, I can confidently say that UTC has been one of the best investments I have made in 
myself." 

We are looking for more individuals to join Mark Kennedy and consider becoming one of the 
nation[~s most expert and results-oriented teachers through UTC~s pioneering preparation 
program. Please share this information with your friends, family and colleagues. 

Thanks! 

Kerry Swarr 

Director of Human Capital 

Urban Teacher Center 

Ker rys@u rba nteachercenter.ot~q 

www.u rba nteachercenter.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 17, 2012 8:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Letter 

Hi again, 
just told me you are not feeling well and won’t be in today. So I am having him put the letter on your desk. 

Get well. 
Best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Suh.iect: 

7(~email.unc.edu~ 

Monday,                  9:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Meeting to discuss a project for the PASAF 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I am writing to schedule a meeting with you sometime this week. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss a project I would like propose for the 
Performing Arts Special 

Activities Fund (PASAF). Applications must be submitted by 5pro on                , and they require the Department!Unit bead’s signature of approval. For that reason, I 

would like to discuss my project with you before proceeding with the application to assure that it meets your approval. 

I anticipate that the meeting should last about 30 minutes, if not less. I am available this week on MWF from 9:30-:tpm, and after 4::tSp on M and F. If necessaPl, I could meet 

with you on Thursday. 

Thankyou. 

Allthe best, 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlk~pc 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc 

~live.unc.edu~ 

ll:55AM 

mailing list. <mlkApc     @listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

MLK PC Meeting Today 

Greetings Everyone: 

This is just a reminder that we have a MLI( Planning Committee meeting today at S prn in the Campus Y, Room 207 (second floor). Please note the room change. If you 
cannot make it to the meeting, email me and let me know. See you all soon. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pc     as: eunice~emaiLunc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.anc.edu/n?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc 

(It may be necessm?l to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32159498-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd@listserv.nnc.edn 

&o 32159498 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke,edu~ 

Monday, September 17, 2012 5:41 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Duke’s CLACS welcomes Mellon Visiting Prol~s~r and Artist-in-Residence Edouard Duval-Carrie 

EDC flyer- 1 .pdf 

Please j oin us in ~velcoming our Fall 2012 Mellon Visiting Professor and 
Artist-in-Residence, Edouard Duval-Carrie! 

Born in Port-au-Prince, Haiti, Edouard’s parents emigrated to Puerto 
Rico when he was still a child as a result of political insecuri~ in 
Haiti He received his bachelor of arts from Loyola College in Montreal 
in 1978. Edouard is a graduate of the prestigious I~cole nationale 

supdrieure des Beaux-Arts in Paris, France (where he lived for eight 
years), and he is now based in Miami, Florikda. Duval-Carri~’s art 
combines "African fables, classical mythology, Haitian and world history 
with contemporary events". Duval-Carri~ makes no pretenses about 
political neutrality, however. On the contrary, he considers his art to 
be a reflection of his own political conscious and a mirror of the 
rapidly changing world. Edouard is co-teaching two courses at Duke in 
Fall 2012 as well as offering workshops :[’or students and local artists. 

Edouard may be reached via e-mail at edc21@duke.edu 

For links to a more detailed bio and a current research statement, go to 
the CLACS web site at 
http://latinamericancaribbean.duk e edu/academics/m e Hon-visiting-professor 

Join us on Mi)nday September 24, 4:30 - 6:00 pm for a reception to 
welcome Edouard Dural-Carrie See the attached invitation for more details. 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke University 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Chapter 3 Draft 

Chapter 3 draft.docx 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I have decided to use the case from Nigeria in addition to my current case. I have been working on a draft of my Chapter 3. It is not complete, bnt I thought I’d send it 

to yon so yon’d have a good idea of what I am thinking about. 

See you in the mornin!! 

BA Global Studies, Politica] Science 

UNC Class of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Oxford University Press <oxfordpmmotion@oup.com> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Now Available in Paperback tbr Your Courses (Request Exam Cow) 

This message contains graphics¯ If you do not see graphics, please view the web version¯ 

";#’.i Dem°crac~YRemixed 

Table of Contents 

The first major account of 

black youth and politics in 

decades 

Will become the standard 

account of the lives of 

minority youth in the Obama 

e ra 

Provides the insight we need 

to transform the future of 

young Black Americans and 

American democracy 

Democracy Remixed 
Black Youth and the Future of American Politics 
Cathy J. Cohen 

ISBN: 9780199896264 

Paperback, 2012, 304 pp. 

List Price: 

Request Free Examination Copy 

In Democracy Remixed, award-winning scholar Cathy J. Cohen offers an 

authoritative and empirically powerful analysis of the state of black youth in 

America today. 

Utilizing the results from the Black Youth Project, a groundbreaking nationwide 

survey, Cohen focuses on what young Black Americans actually experience and 

think--and underscores the political repercussions. 

Through their stories and own words, these young people provide a complex 

and balanced picture of the intersection of opportunity and discrimination in their 

lives. 

"..a compelling account of the complex struggles and innovative strategies of 

young black people who are facing a dynamic political world." 

--Melissa Harris-Lacewell, Associate Professor of Politics and African 

American Studies, Princeton University, and author of Barbershops, Bibles and 

BET: Everyday Talk and Black Political T,~ought 

"..combines careful empirical research with nuanced analysis to reveal much 

more complex conditions and responses among black youth. Instead of the 

usual pontificating, Cohen has rolled up her sleeves to find meaningful 

answers to a terrible crisis in US society. This is a transforming, humanizing, 

and politically-smart must readP 

--Tricia Rose, author of The Hip Hop Wars 

Cathy& Cohen is the David and Mary Winton Green Professor of Political 

Science at the University of Chicago. She is the author of The Boundaries of 

Blackness: AIDS and the Breakdown of Bfack Politics 

SocialExploreris an online research tool containing quick and easy access to 

demographic information from 1790 to the present 

Social Explorer Suscribers have the ability to explore visual analyses of: 

The entire US Census from 1790 to the present 

Updates to the American Community Survey 

Data on religious congregations 

And much morel 

See what it’s like to use Social Explorer¯ Map the 2~0~ Census Tract, which is 

freely available, and watch a how-to video for a quick introduction 



Ask your librarian if Social Explorer is available at your institution. 

Oxford University Press will never sell, rent, or trade your email address to other companies. To unsubscribe or update your subscription 

preferences, please follc~w the links above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:25 PM 

Koza, Mary Beth Christine <MBKoza@ehs.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Health and Safety forms 

20120918121720842.pdf 

Dear Mary, 

I have attached the forms that are a request for indoor quality investigation. 

Thank you, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scav.r~er ] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 12:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.18.2012 12:17:20 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michard <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:36 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Upcoming discussion of college-athlete graduation rates 

Debby, 

Great to hear. I look forward to listening to your interview. Congratulations and keep up the great work! 

Richard 

Dr, Richard M, Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 9:[9.96,2-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

souti~ail~Semaii.unc~edu 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

CSR~ Conference on CoHere Sport webs~e: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: <Stroman>, Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Reply-To: Deborah Lynn Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:34 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:[faculty--athletics-forum] Upcoming discussion of college-athlete graduation rates 

;] 
f am or~ OcLob~:_!r 2n d, 
d 

Do Good, 

Dehorah ].,, Stroman, Ph,D, 

9~19,843,0336 

’One woman ca~ make a diffe~’e~tce but 

women working {ogefher ca~ cha~ge the world," 

From; Southall, Richard Hichard 
Sent= Tuesday, September 18, 2012 2:17 PH 

To= discussion 
Subject= [facul~--athletics-forum] Upcoming discussion of college-athlete graduation ra~s 
Hello alh 
Just a short note to let those of you who might be interested in listening, I will be a ~uest on UNC Athletic Director Bubba Cunnin~ham’s radio show this comin~ Tuesday (9/25). The 

show: "Inside College Athletics" airs on WCHL 97.9FM @ 8:00pro. 

Here’s a link to listen online: ~_~_~_~_[~_£[9:_~9_~]/~Z_~_~_~_~_~:~ 
The segment is about 20 minutes and we will be discussing college athlete graduation rates. 

Thanks, 
Richard 

Dr, Richard M~ Southa~ 

Associate Pro[essor - Sport Adrninbtration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~II 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Off~ce ,- 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919,962-6235 

southa~@ema~Lunc~edu 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

http:i!e<ss,u~c,ed~.[i~irad~ate-pro~ram 

CSRI webs~te: www.~.mc,edu!csri 

CSR~ Conference on CoHere Sport webs~te: 

L~fe is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: . _d_ _s_ _t_ [ _o_ _ _C~_ ~_ _n_ _c_ _._ _e_ _d_ _ ~. . 

To unsubscribe click here: h ttp://lists.unc.edu/u?id=48699886.7b78768854b7"J.bebc23ds7742a 2763d6&n=T&[=fi~culty--at:hletics-forui~rl&o=32167341 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32].67341-48699886.7678768854b71bebc23d57742a2763d6@listserv.unc.edu 

==_ 

You ~:e currently subscribed to ~acul .ty- -athletics- forum as: southall(~ern~Jl.auc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i,’lists~unc.edu/u?id~8699884.3c0d£~)3868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I faculW--atblelics-fomm&o 32167470 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32167470-48699884.3c0dtl)3868952acddd594a08487223e6(~listser~z.unc.edu 

You a~re currently subscribed to faculb’--athlelics- forum as: .e__tj_r_~c_e_£q2_e__!:n__~il__:tj_n_c__:_e__d_u__. 

To unsubscribe click here: l~ttp:iilists.unc~edu,’u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n T&I faculW--atblelics-fi:~rum&o 32167484 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32167484-50137456.42t235atSa29175600ad39629242d7d3(i~lislserv.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:45 PM 

To: The mlkA~c mailing list. <mlkApc @istserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subje~’t: [mlkApc ] MLK PC Minutes 2 

Attach: 2 Mintue s doc 

Greetings Everyone: 

Attached are the minutes from yesae~tay’s meeting. 

Please remember to do the assignments (located at the bottom of the mim~tes)’. It is important that yonr 

opinions on decisions are heard so be sure to bring yonr ideas! Feel free to contact me if you have 

any questions. 

Best, 

You are currently sub~ribed to mlkApc     as: eunice(~email.unc.e&~. 
To unsubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.ed~u?id=55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n=T&|=mlk pc 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~5,1 to leave-32167999-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~)listserv.unc.edu 

&o 32167999 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                  5:52 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IVleeting to discuss a project for the PASAF 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thanks for your response. I’ll come to your office tomorrow at 10:00a. 

All the best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:53 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss a project for the PASAF 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I can meet with you on Wednesday at lO.OOam. 

Best wishes, 
Dr~ SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:15 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to discuss a project for the PASAF 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I am writing to schedule a meeting with you sometime this week. The purpose of the meeting is to discuss a project I would like propose for the     Performing Arts Special 
Activities Fund (PASAF). Applications must be submit-ted by 5pm on                , and they require the Department/Unit bead’s signature of approval. For that reason, I 
would like to discuss my project with you before proceeding with the application to assure that it meets your approval. 

I anticipate that the meeting should last about 30 minutes, if not less. I am available this week on MWF from 9:30-1pm, and after 4-: 15p on M and F. If necessary, I could meet 
with you on Thursday. 

Thankyou. 

AIIthe best 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Veronica Grossi <v grossi@uncg.edu> 

Tuesday, September 18, 2012 6:06 PM 

llcall-l@lists.uncg.edu; lac-l@lists.uncg.edu; Alan Brilliant < @gmail.com>; amssian@emml.unc.edu; Liljana Kajana 

<       @gmail.com>; Paula Damasceno <            @gmail.com>; Graham Holt <       @gmail.com>; latinolis@duke.edu; inll- 

duncpla@duke.edu; llcspagradstu-l@uncg.edu 

Alejandro Rutty <ahmtty@nncg.edu>; Michael Ffierson <frie~on@uncg.edu> 

Fwd: New Music Festival 

For your information. This festival is fantastic! It roll include music from the new cd by Argentinian composer Alejandro Rutt?, and compositions by Cage sung by 

Argentinian soprano Lorena Guilldn. F~ve event, vg 

Hi all 

I just wanted to send you the info about next week’s UNCG New Music Festival. 

Here’s the website with the details: 

htt ~in art~,~nc ,eda/nmf2OJ,2 

The basics:Concert I - music by Marinescu, Nancarrow, Rutty, Zubieta, and Lorrio with the Red Clay Saxophone Quartet, Present Continuous, Cicilia 

Yudha, and Sally Ren~e Todd. 

Wednesday~ September 26, 7:30 pro, Recital Hall (UNCG Music Building): 

A highlight of this concert is the NC premiere of Alejandro Rutty’s A Future of Tango, for saxophone quartet and orchestra. 

Presenting Alejandro’s CD: http://www.alejandrorutty.com/rutty/The Conscious Sleepwalker.html 

Concert II: Voicing Cage - soprano Stacey Mastrian presents Voicing Cage, a program of works by John Cage that feature the voice, with Lorena 

Guillen and members of the UNCG Voice, Saxophone, and Composition studios. Preceded by a reception and performance of Cage’s Fours at 6:30. 

Thursday~ September 27, 7:00 pro, Weatherspoon Art Museum 

Concert 111: Sinister Resonance - Sinister Resonance -based in Madison, Wisconsin- is a quartet of players who explore styles and genres from 

classical to jazz, rock and beyond. With an electroacoustic approach to sound and musical exploration, the group relies on both computer software 

and acoustic instruments to perform. Their concert will feature the world premiere of UNCG composer Mark Engebretson’s They Said along with music 

by Monk, Vayo, Colgrass, Stevens, Cooper, and others. 

Friday~ September 28, 9:30pro, Mack and Mack (220 South Elm Street) 

Thanks, 

Verdnica Grossi, PhD. 

Associate Professor 

Latin American Literature 

Department of Languages, Literatures and Cultures 

Univel~ity of North Carolina at Greensboro 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

humaniilies@Nchumanities.org 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 7:24 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Call tbr Papers Deadline Extended’. - 1 lth Annual Hawaii International Cont~rence on Arts & HumaJ~ities 

Nil Description: http:/~ww.hichumanities.org/humanitiesheaderl.jpg 

Description: 
htt p:!/www, hich u rn a n it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

~:: Description: 
...... http://www.hich umani 

- (Center for 
Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:,A~’ww.hichnmanities.org) 

Subm ission/Proposal Deadi~n e Exten ded to: 
October 5th, 2012 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 

Anttuopology                         . Languages 
¯ Literature 

American Studies 
Archeology 

o Linguistics 

Architecture 
. Music 

Art 
¯ Performing Arts 

AI~ History 
o Philosopt)~ 

~ . Postcolonial Identities 
Art Management 

¯ Product Design 
Dance 
English 

o Religion 
Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

¯ Speech/Comlnunication 

Folklore 
o Theatre 

Geography 
. Visual Arts 
¯ Cross-disciplinary’ areas of Arts 

Graphic Design 
and t 1umanities 

Hist°ry’ 
. Other Areas of Arts and 

I ~andscape Architecture 
ttumanities 

Submitting a ProposM/~aper: 
You may submit your paper!proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and tbr detailed information about submitting 
see: 

http: !/www.hichumanities. orgicfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from this list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in the sut~iect 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 7~036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 

http://www.hichumanities.org/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerma Jackson <~jaj@email.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Hello 

Dear Eunice, 

Strange indeed, but thales for clearing up. Have a great day 

On 9/19/12 6:23 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear Jerma, 

> This is strange.. I send this email last week and I guess it just got to your Inbox. 
> 

> No worries, this was part of the conversation we had a ~veek or so ago 
> 

> Hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Best regards, 
> Eunice 

> From: Jerma Jackson [jaj@email uric edu] 
> Sent: Tuesday, September 18, 2012 10:33 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> SubJect: Re: tlelIo 
> 

> Eunice, 

> Did we see each other today? At any rate, I can talk in the morning, 
> say 8 or 9. Or, rH be on campus at 4:15 pro. 
> 

> }{ere is my home number 

>jaj 

> On 9/18/12 2:14 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> I)ear Jerma, 

>> Good to see you today. 

>> At any rate, I am wondering if we can have a brief meeting this week to 
>> discuss an urgent matter. 

>> Kindly let me know when you have a chance. 

>> Best wishes, 

>> Eunice 

>> Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
>> Chair, Departnrent of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> Associate Professor, Department of African and Afro-Araerican Studies and 
>> Cm-riculum in Global Studies 
>> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 109 Battle Hall, #3395 
>> Chapel Hill, 27599-3395 
>> Tel. 919-962-2341 
>> Fax 919-962-3594 

> Jerma A. Jackson 
> Associate Professor 
> Departnrent of HistolT 
> CB #3195, Hamilton Hall 
> University of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Jel-ma A. Jackson 
Associate Professor 
Department of History 
CB #3195, Hamilton Hall 
Universi~z of North Carolina--Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 3:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Discarding of Kidneys, System Reveals Its Flaws 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 
September 20, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ~p..o..r.t..s. I .A..¢.s. I 

.c...u..s..t..o...m..Lz..e....T.o.~..a.~>...U..e..a.~.!Ln..e...s. I ,.s...e_a_r_c.b 

Fashion&..S.!~/!..e. Editorials .O..p.=.E...d. ..O...n....T..h.j.s._.D...a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

In Discarding of Kidneys, 
System Reveals Its Flaws 
By KEVIN SACK 

Experts say bureaucracy and 
inefficiencies result in a system of 
medical rationing for orgma donations 
that is costing lives. 

, After Death, Helping to Prolong Life 

Next School Crisis for 
Chicago: Pension Fund Is 
Running Dry 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The Chicago Teachers’ Pension Fund is 
paying out more than Sa billion a year - 
much more than it has been taking in - 
and experts say the fund could collapse 
within a few years. 

In Tight Race, Obama Wields All Levers of Power in Reach 
By PETER BAKER and ERIC LIPTON 

Some of President Obama’s most significant policy annotmcements of recent months were keyed to 
important voter blocs as lfis campaign seeks to maxinfize the power of incumbency. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There is no doubt that organs that can help somebody and have a survival benefit are being discarded 

every day." 

DR. DORRY SEGEV, a transplant surgeon at Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine. 

T MAGAZINE 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: 
Rise and Shine 
When you grow up in a 
dry town in Kentucky, 
you develop a particular 
appreciation for 
lllOOllShille. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When Flexibility 

By S USAN J. LAM BE RT 

The flawed incentives 
that guide businesses’ 
emplojanent practices hurt women at 
both ends of the labor market. 

Jean-Georges joins Mark 
Bittman in the kitchen 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Fall’s new and returning talk shows 

Healthy food, clear labels 

WORLD 

Inspectors Certified Pakistani Factory as Safe Before Disaster 
By DECLAN WALSH and STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The fire in Karachi that killed hundreds has cast doubt on the system many Westeru companies rely on to 
certify low-cost suppliers. 

Ending Its Summer Melt, Arctic Sea Ice Sets a New Low That Leads to Warnings 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

The apparent low point for 2012 was reached Sunday, when sea ice covered 24 percent of the surface of the 
Arctic Ocean, down from the previous low of 29 percent set in 2007. 

’ Race Is On as Ice Melt Reveals Arctic Treasures 

High Court in Italy Backs Convictions for Rendition 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

If extradited, 22 C.I.A. employees and an Air Force colonel could face prison in the 2003 abduction of the 
Islamic militant known as Abu Omar. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Seeking to Stem Endless Abuse of Tribe’s Children 
By TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

Dozens of cases of abuse, including rape, were not properly investigated on the reservation of the Spirit Lake 
Sioux in North Dakota, officials said. 

Guns Inquiry Urges Action Against 14 in Justice Dept. 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The Justice Department’s inspector general faulted a group of federal prosecutors and drug agents in the 
botched grin-trafficking ease called Operation Fast and Furious. 

School Days Resume in Chicago as the Lessons From a Strike Are Assessed 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Many in Chicago mad aromad the country debated wlfich side had won mad which had lost in the weeklong 
strike by teachers. 

" Strike May Be Over, but Teachers’ Pension Is Still a Big Issue for Chicago 11:06 AM ET 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Apple’s iPhone Update Leaves Out Google’s Maps 
By BRIAN X. CHEN and NICK WINGFIELD 

Early reviewers criticized the new Apple Maps app, saying it botched simple searches and did not come with 
infornmtion about public transportation. 

:’ Bits Blog: Google Updates Android Maps App 

AT&T Chief Speaks Out on Texting at the Wheel 
By MATT RICHTEL 

The chairu~an and chief executive of AT&T, Randall L. Stephenson, said m~ accident involving someone close 
to him that was caused by texting while driving spurred him to speak out. 

Skepticism and Caution Greet India’s New Policy on Retailers 
By VIKAS BAJAJ 

Indian policy nmkers are hopeful that policy changes designed to welcome Wal-Mart will inspire an 
econonfic boom for the country, but some econonfists are doubtful. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Rooting for Home, if Not Yet a Home Team 
By JAMES MONTAGUE 

Of the 22 players in an enaotional recent match between Switzerland and Albania, nine had roots in Kosovo, 
which does not have a recognized national soccer temn. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Seeking a National Team 

YANKEES 4-2, BLUE JAYS 2-1 
Pettitte Is Early Attraction but Suzuki Steals Show 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Pmdy Pettitte held the Blue Jays scoreless for five innings in the first game of a day-night doubleheader and 
Iehiro Suzuki drove in the winning run in the eighth inning of the second game. 

~ ~ Game 1 : Box Score I Play-by-Play I Game 2: Box Score I Play-by-Play 

,’ Jeter, After Resting in Game 1, Returns to Shortstop 

PHILLIES 3, METS 2 
Harvey Shines but Mets Don’t in Loss to Phillies 
By ANDREW KEH 

Ryan Howard’s ninth-inning home rtm for the Phillies spoiled a dazzling perfolanance by Matt Harvey, the 
pronfising Mets rookie right-hm~der, who allowed only one lilt over seven innings. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

," Baseball Roundup: Nationals and Dodgers Split Doubleheader 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

New York Public Library Shifts Plan for 5th Ave. Building 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Responding to objections raised by scholars, writers, artists and others, the New York Public Library has 
revised its plan to remove most of the books from its flagship research center. 

The Louvre’s New Islamic Galleries Bring Riches to Light 
By CAROL VOGEL 

The musemn’s new galleries for Islmnic art, wlfich open to the public on Saturday, are the most radical 
architectural intervention at the Louvre since I. M. Pei’s glass pyranfid. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Life After Death’ 
By JANET MASLIN 

"Life After Death," by Danfien Eehols of the West Memplfis Three murder ease in Arkmasas, is a dual 
memoir, partly about his prison life and partly about his tmntfltuous upbringing. 

¯ More Arts News 



FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 
London’s Olympic Glow Is Undimmed 
By CATHY HORYN 

During the spring 2o13 London Fashion Week shows, the best designs represent tradition but also reflect 
new tastes. 
¯ ’ ~ Slide Show: 30 Eye-Catching Accessories From London Fashion Week 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
Burberry: View From a Bridge 
By CATHY HORYN 

The trench coat remains the main event at the British company. 

’ T Magazine: Backstage Beauty Report I Burberry 

¯ . T Magazine: Photos of The Moment I Burberry Prorsum 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 
Christopher Kane Has a Gift for You 
By CATHY HORYN 

The clothes at Christpher Kane looked put together with the care of a beautifully wrapped package. 
¯ T Magazine: Photos of The Moment I Christopher Kane 

¯ More Fashion & St_S__W._~__~le >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The United States and the Muslim World 
Despite attacks against Mnerican embassies and violent protests, Washington must remain engaged with 
struggling Arab democracies. 

EDITORIAL 
Ineffective Counsel in Georgia 
Howbad must a lawyer be before the courts will do something about it? 

EDITORIAL 
Squinting at the Polls in New York City 
Voters should not have to struggle to read the candidates’ names on the ballot because of fl~e tiny print. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
It Takes One to Know One 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Extremism in opinions is one thing. But the Republican Party is becoming extremist in its facts. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mitt’s Snake-Bit Season 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Could it get any worse for Mitt Romney and the Republicans? Just when you think not, it does! 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
I Know Why The Caged Bird Shrieks 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

As a presidential candidate, Mitt Ronmey has lost himself. Co-opted eonvietious will always betray you. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Sept. 20, 1973, Billie 3ean King defeated Bobby Riggs in straight sets 6-4, 6-3, 6-3 in a $1oo,ooo winner- 

take-all tennis match. 

¯ See This Front PaKq 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front Pa,g.e. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA Anm~al Conference <info asmeascholars.org@mail2.us 1 .rsgsv.net~ 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 10:06 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

LAST DAY: Reduced Registration Rate 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Opening remarks by Arab. Houda Nonoo of the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

Keynote address by acclaimed scholar Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years Later: 

Realities of the Arab Spring." 

Special presentation by renowned Africanist Dr. G6rard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

VlEWthe tentative schedule. SEE the papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: ** Reduced rate extended ** 



Full/Associate Members: $60 **after Sept. 20, $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $30 **after Sept. 20, $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASMEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.or~!. 

Associatior~ for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢l 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list J update subscription preferences J view email in browser 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, September 20, 2012 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

How to Spot Members of the Tribe 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 "AO. 18 Visit h:b.f.o~k [~ 

LRB cover art How to Spot Mere bets of the Tri be 

Terry Casde 

It,s a nice, if slightly ineffable, idea, that being a dyke 

might make one a ~thinker about modernity~. (But of 

what kind? A lesbian Adorno or a lesbian Heidegger? A 

lesbian Groueho Ma~? What about Hm]9o?) At the 

same time, however, sueh a premise is perhaps rather 

too advanced, not to mention vague, for those who 

have yet to wrap their heads around sapphism in its 

more local and earthbound inearnations. M 

Tampa and the Fortress of Charlotte 

Chris tia r~ Lo~w~ tzen 

The earpenter Miles Archibald Romney eonvex*ed to Mormonism in Lower 

Penwortham in 1837. Four years later he and his wife Elizabeth left England for 

Nauvoo, Illinois. There he built Joseph Smith a temple that was not quite completed 

when the prophet was shot dead by a mob. Another mob burned down Miles ~ s 

temple, and he fled Nauvoo with his family. Hounded by animals, Indians and more 

mobs, they made their way to Salt Lake City’, where he helped Brigham Young build a 

temple that still stands. Young sent Miles and his son, Miles P., to St George, Utah, 

where they built a tabernacle and a temple. Young commanded Miles P. to take more 

than one wife; he took five. tie led the Mormon campaign against anti-polygamy 

laws, was harassed by mamhals, and from time to time sent one or two of his wives 

into cornfields or mountain hideouts to escape an’est. In Arizona the editor of the 

Apache Chief called him ~ a mass of putrid pus and rotten goose pimples; a skunk, 

with the face of a baboon, the character of a louse, the breath of a buzzard and the 

record of a peljurer and common drunkard~. Mm:e 

Amo~g the Ala~vltes 

Nit Rose~ 

Historically, Alawites stood so far at the margins of Islam that Assad the elder had to 

~Islamise~ them in order to be accepted as the ruler of Syria by its Sunni majority. 

Alawites regard themselves as more ~liberal ~ and secular than mainstream 

Muslims. They point to their use of alcohol, the Western dress codes of Alawite 

women and their freer interaction with men. Sometimes they disparage the more 

eonse~wative Sunnis. They remember the Muslim Brotherhood uprising of the 198 os 

as a time of sectarian violence in which the regime crashed ten’ofists; Sunnis think 

of it as a time of regime brutality dutlng which they were collectively targeted. 

These days it ~ s hard to find a Sunni member of the opposition who didn ~t lose an 

uncle or have a father or grandfather imprisoned in the crackdown that followed. 



The opposition has said nothing about what would or should be done with rite 

hundreds of thousands of men in the seeut~ty forces if the present regime falls. 

Alawites believe they have reason to be afraid. More 

Short Cuts 

N[iel~ael 

In the Turbine tiall 

i: .’~ i: Hayward Gallery 

C~:p’,,ri;zht " l,eu&:t; b!evie~a of Beo;::~ [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email reg~s~:ar~-,; :b co ~J~ [] You ca~ :.msubscr~be er ~Jpdat,: 3,oar e~ ~fil p~ef,:~ences at any time on our website 

::N:: Follow us on Twitter 

::X:: Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 20, 2012 7:19 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] chancellor’s box 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p:iilists.u~c.ed~i~?id=50137456.42f235~5a29175~OOad39~29242d7d3&n~T&l=facultvo-atNeticso 

forum&o=32182171, or send a blank email to leave-32182171-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, September 20, 2012 7:27 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Lew on institutional conscience 

h~p ://chapelboro.col~/~opiciplay window.~hp :Episodc&m~diold=6035650 

Everyone give a listen to Lew’s excellent commentary on UNC’s violation 
of all that is good. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//~ists~unc~ed~/~?id~5~13745(~42~235af5a291~5(~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~acu~°°a~Ne~ics~ 

=32182201, or send a blank email to leave-32182201-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, September 21, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Reversing Trend, Life Span Shrinks for Some Whites 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Toda y,sHeadlines ............................................................................. 
~11~ N’t’~= ~rk ~"~,~ September 21, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ...a..o...v.Le..s.. I EditorialsI ..O.r.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Reversing Trend, Life Span 
Shrinks for Some Whites 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Researchers say life expectancy for some 
of the least educated 3anerieans is 
contracting sharply, with the steepest 
falls for white women without a high 
school diploma. 

A MEASURE OF CHANGE 
Obama’s Journey to Tougher 
Tack on a Rising China 
By MARK LANDLER 

In the presidential campaign, China has 
become a focal point encompassing both 
security mad economic concerns and 
highlighting the nations’ complex, tense 
relationship. 

~ Previous Articles in This Series 

Daunting Path Greets 
Romney Before Debates 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

There are 46 days left in this presidential race for Mitt Romney to change the dynamic of a cmnpaign that by 
many indicators is tilting against him. 

. Cash Low, Romney Striving to Find New Large Donors 

¯ . Obama Seizes on Romney Comments, Suggesting He Is Out of Touch 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re used to looking at groups and complaining that their mortality rates haven’t improved fast enough, 

but to actually go backward is deeply troubling." 

JOHN 13. HAAGA, head of the Population and Social Processes Branch of the National Institute on Aging. 

MOVIES 

~ VIDEO: This 
Week’s Movies I 
Sept¯ 21, 2012 



The New York Times critics on "Trouble 
With the Curve," "End of Watch" and 
"How to Survive a Plague." 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Why Presidents 

Love Foreign 

Affairs 
By DANIEL W. DREZNER 

Because presidents are 
weak at home and exert their power 
abroad, voters shotfld take foreign policy 
more seriously as a campaign issue. 

Gucci’s orgy of 
gorgeousness 
ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Gucci’s latest collection 

Marc Jacobs’s latest collection 

nylim.es,¢om FASHilOiN 

WORLD 

After Libya Attack, a Fleeting Sense of Survival 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS, MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and SULIMAN ALl ZWAY 

The assault on Americma diplomatic facilities in Benghazi, which the White House is now calling a terrorist 
attack, began as a mob]ike attack but becmne a sophisticated mnbush. 
. ~( Interactive Graphic: New Details on the Attack in Libya 

British Regulator Declares BSkyB ’Fit and Proper’ 
By AMY CHOZICK and RAVI SOMAIYA 

The announcement about Britain’s biggest satellite pay-TV group, British Sky Broadcasting, offered a victory 
for its largest shareholder, Rupert Murdoeh’s News Corporation. 

Sleepy Islands and a Smoldering Dispute 
By MARTIN FACKLER and IAN JOHNSON 

A clash over contested territory has set off worries about the effect on business ties between China and 
Japma. 
:’ ~ Graphic: Territorial Disputes Involving Japan 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Amish Sect Leader and Followers Guilty of Hate Crimes 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

A federal jury fotmd Samuel Mullet Sr. and 15 followers guilty of conspiracy and hate crimes ha a series of 
beard- and hair-cutting attacks in Ohio. 

A Family Pulled Into the Fray Over an Agent’s Death 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

The family of Brian A. Terry, a Border Patrol agent who died in a shootout linked to Operation Fast and 
Furious, has sought answers after revelations over his death. 

, Lawmakers Clash on Fate of Congress’s Gun Inquiry 

Coptic Scholars Doubt and Hail a Reference to Jesus’ Wife 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

A historima’s finding of a fragment of ancient Coptic text in which Jesus is said to utter the words "nay wife" 
has drama strong reaction from Christian scholars. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
Behind the Scenes, Lawmakers Lobby to Curb Bank Rules 
By BEN PROTESS 

In public letters and closed-door meetings, more than 100 lawmakers have appealed to the Federal Reserve 
and other authorities over the Voleker Rule, records show. 

Wal-Mart Is Deleting the Kindle From Stores 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD and JULIE BUSMAN 

Retailers have been worried that displaying the new Kindles will encourage customers to browse in stores 
and then buy from online competitors instead, analysts said. 

Tax Credit in Doubt, Wind Power Industry Is Withering 
By DIANE CARDWELL 

The American wind sector has been buffeted by weak demand for electricity, stiff competition from gas and 
tmeertainty over a tax credit that has become a campaign wedge issue. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Despite Risks, N.F.L. Leaves Helmet Choices in Players’ Hands 
By SAM BORDEN 

Even as head injuries have become a major concern, the National Football League has not required players 
to wear hehnet models that offer the best protection. 

GIANTS 36, PANTHERS 7 
Understudies Play Starring Roles 
By SAM BORDEN 

Running back Andre Brown, who replaced the injured Almmd Bradshaw, and receiver Ramses Barden, 
filling in for Hakeem Nicks, provided welcome support in the Giants’ dominant victory over flae Panthers. 

’. ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Giants’ Brown Embraces His Chance I Newton Falls Far Short of Manning 

With Usual Referees Away, Players Try to Stretch the Rules 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The National Football League’s replacement referees struggled to control games in Week 2 lnore than they 
did in Week a, perhaps because players tried to exploit their inexperience. 

¯ . Doctors Clear Jets’ Darrelle Revis for Contact 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
Images That Preserve History, and Make It 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

A vast, two-floor show of more than 500 images at the International Center of Photography examines South 
Africa before mad after its years of segregation. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Emmy Anticipation Runs High for PBS 
By BRIAN STELTER 

PBS will find out on Stmday night if it won in categories like best drama for the series "Dom~ton Abbey." 

¯ ’ Road to Nomination Paved With Lots of Caffeine ] More Coverage in ArtsBeat 

THEATER REVIEW I ’IF THERE IS I HAVEN’T FOUND IT YET’ 

Global Warming for a Cold Family 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Jake Gyllenhaal makes Iris NewYork stage debut as the wastrel tmcle to an overweight, affection-starved 
teenage girl in Nick Pa)me’s "If There Is I Haven’t Found It Yet." 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’TROUBLE WITH THE CURVE’ 
Rooting for One Player in Baseball Polities: Dad 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Trouble With the Curve" is the anti-"Moneyball." The old-time scouts from that earlier fihn, mocked for 
their superstitions about "intangibles" and "instincts," get their revenge this time around. 

" Making Sure Actors Step Up to the Plate 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’END OF WATCH’ 
Cops Who Tote Guns and Video Cameras 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

David Ayer’s "End of Watch" has Jake Gyllenhaal and Michael Pefia walking, mad videotaping, a police beat 
among the gangs of South Los 3mgeles. 

" Cops Under the Palms 

THE VISIONARIES 

Tim Burton, at Home in His Own Head 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

The director of "Beetlejuice," "Batman" and the new "Frm~kenweenie" may be cinema’s most widely 
embraced loner. 

. ~ Slide Show: The Films of Tim Burton 

¯ . Familiar Burton Faces 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Candidates Face Hispanic Voters 
On immigration, Mitt Romney dodges the issue while President Obama admits that he has fallen short. 

EDITORIAL 

Fast, Furious and Foolish 
What was the Justice Department thinking in steering guns into Mexico? 

EDITORIAL 
Veterans in Los Angeles, Still in the Cold 
The government is not meeting its responsibility to house homeless veterans on land that was meant for just 
that purpose. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How Green Was My Lawn 
By CHRISTOPHER C. SELLERS 

Environmentalism, which became a prominent issue after the publication of"Silent Sprhag" in 1962, has lost 
its once enthusiastic backing. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Disdain for Workers 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

These days we are getting to really see the beliefs of the party that is of the wealthy, by the wealthy, and for 
the wealthy. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Temerity at the Top 
By DAVID BROOKS 

If we want to encourage more economic growth, we could start by not bashing the few super-ambitious 
people at the top. 

". Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 21, 1938, a hurricane struck parts of New York and New England, causing widespread damage m~d 
clahning more than 600 lives. 
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TOP NEWS 

Eg?~pt’s New Leader Spells 

O~t Terms for U.So-Arab Ties 

On the eve of his first trip to the 
United States as Egypt’s president, 
Mohamed Morsi said the United 
States mnst fundamentally change 
its approach to the Arab world. 

E~ Audio: interview Excerpts I Ruling 

A~ EYangellcal Back From 

Exile, Lifting Romney 

Ralph Reed, who turned the 
Christian Coalition into a powerful 
political force, is planning a 
sophisticated, mierotargeted get-out-the-evangelical-vote operation for Mitt Romney. 

THE CLOUD FACTORIES 

Power~ Pollution ~nd the Internet 

Helping to process the staggering amount of Internet activity that occurs, data centers waste vast 
amounts of energy, belying the information industry’s image of environmental fl’iendliness. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’%’uecessive An~*~ricon adndMstr~*tious esse~tiall~ purchosed w~th An~erico~* toxpay*~r n~o~ey the dislike, 

~f ~ot the hatred, ~ the people,s ~ t~e regiom " 

~IOHA~ED ~IORSI, Egypt’s president, referring [o support for dicta[oria[ governments in the 

Nideas[ and opposition to Palestmi~m goals. 

TRAVEL 

~ SLing sItow: 

Baltlmm,e Scenes 
A museum [’or 
outsiders, the original 
Washington Monument and a diner 
are stops on this tour. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 

~etM~klng Sleep 

It’s not the quantity 
sleep that restores and 
refreshes, but the 
quality. 

WORLD 

FMled Effl)~¢s and Challel~ges of Ame~,ica’s Last Months il~ Iraq 



With Iraq, the goal has been to leave a stable, representative government, avoid a power vaeunm 

and maintain sufficient influence, but the Obama administration has fallen short of some of those 

objectives. 

Paldstanl Minister Offers Bounty Over Anti-Islam V~deo 

A cabinet minister on Saturday offered a $~oo,ooo reward for the death of the person behind the 
anti-Islam video made in the United States that has roiled Muslims around the world. 

A T~ny Med~terra~ea~ Nat~on~ Awash ~n Imm~gra~ts ~%qth Nowhere to Go 

Malta has the highest ratio of immigrants per capita of any European Union member, but it lacks 
the resources to house them and by law cannot let them move off the island. 

~ Slide ~how: In Malta~ Immigrants l.~ft in Limbo 

More Worid News 

Double Payments Bede~] Veterans’ Pe~Mon System 

Technology and practices at the Department of Veterans Affairs that make it hard for some people 
to collect benefits apparently also result in overpayments. 

In Kennedy Recordings, History’s Raw MateriMs 

Secret recordings made by President Kennedy, which include Owfi Office discussions abont Cuba 
and space exploration, will now be made accessible to the general public. 

E~ Audio: Samples From Kennedy’s Recordings 

Some faculty members warn of a climate of fear and intimidation if concealed weapons ave 
permitted on the University of Colorado campus after a State Supreme Court ruling. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

The Ma~ Who ~,Vo*fld Be I-ledstone 

Philippe P. Dauman, Viaeom’s chief executive, has been chosen by its chairman, Sumner M. 
Redstone, as his successor. But Mr. Damnan faces a test in maintaining the company as a huge 
creative force. 

There’s Somethh~g About Richard 

Richard Plepler, the new chief executive of HBO, occupies a role that goes well beyond television and 
extends into New York’s political, media and entertainment cliques. 

FAI R GAM E 

C,EoOo’s ,~nd the Pa~’Em-or-I,ose-’E~n 

~II~e argument that C.E.O.’s will leave if they aren’t compensated well, perhaps even lavishly, is 
bogus, according to a new study. 

SPORTS 

Middle Schools Add a Team Rule~" Get a Drug Test 

Required screening for participation in athletics or other activities can begin early, despite debate 
over whether it deters abuse. 

In NoFoL, the Show Goes On and On 

With two weeks of sluggish games already played, a question that strikes at the core of the N.F.L.’s 
appeal is being raised: Are the replacement officials diminishing the entertainment value? 

FLORIDA STATE 49, CLEMSON 37 

Seminoles Ntand Atop A, CoC, After Offense VSo Of~k’nse Duel 

Florida State amassed 667 yards on offense, rallying from a two-touchdown deficit, and beat 
Clemson in a matehup of top-lo teams to remain the only unbeaten team in the A.C.C. 

~ Box Score [ Play-by-Play 

~Top 
25 Ro[mdup: No 2 [..S.U Rides Defense to C~ose Win Over Atlb[~rn 

More Sports News 



ARTS 

THE VISIONARIES 

T~m Bm’ton, a t Horn e ~ ~ H~s Own He~ d 

°I11e director of "Beetlejuice," "Battnan" and the new "Frankenweenie" may be cinema’s most widely 
etnbraced loner. 

A V~ollhl O~ce Owned by Goebbels Keeps Its Sec~’ets 

A trail of whispers has followed the Japanese violinist Nejiko Suwa and her violin, a gift from 
Hitler’s propaganda minister, Joseph Goebbels. 

Smile and Be a Vil|a~; Despair and Be O~ae, Too 

Experieneed with Shakespeare’s antagonists, Patl4ck Page also brings to his current bad gny, in 
"Cyrano de Bergerac," personal insight into unhappiness and depression. 

More Airs News 

MAGAZINE 

~Arhere Ix Cuba Go~ag? 

Not long ago, there were smart people who doubted that such a thing as a post-Fidel Cuba could 
even exist. What comes after the Castros is as much of a mystery as ever. 

[] Slide Show: Re~n¢enting Cuba 

What was it that allowed Rachel Carson to capture the pnblie imagination and to forge America’s 
environmental eonseimlsness? 

Nei~ Youl~g Comes Clean 

’The straighter I am, the more alert I am, the less I know myself.’ 

o More From the MaqaZll!e x 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Callfo~orfia Takes O~ the R~ti~’emerrt C~sls 
Gov. Jerry Brown could put his state, and the nation, on a path to greater economic security if he 
signs a new retirement plan. 

EDITORIAL 

Avo~dlng St~de~t Loan Defau|t 
The government needs to do a better job of getting ont the word about federal programs that help 
stmtents in debt. 

EDITORIAL 

\¢~he~t GPS T*°acld~tg Violaltes Privacy l~ghlts 
A damaging court ruling would obliterate privacy rights and the Fourth Amendment’s warrant 
requirement. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sor~ Also Sets 

For whom the bell tolls? Mitt, if his Hemingway wannabe strategist doesn’t stop the moveable feast 
of mistakes. 

~ Columnb;t Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Exp|o]th~g the P~’ophet 

Christians didn’t riot after seeing a photograph of Jesus steeped in urine, so why are Muslims up in 
arms about insults to the Prophet Muhammad? 



Mere Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

I~°~e Speech i~ the Age of 

The storm over an incendiary anti-Islamic video has stinted fresh debate on Intruder fl’ee speech. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 23, 1952, Republican vice-presidential candidate Richard M. Nixon went on television to 

deliver what came to be known as the "Checkers" speech as he denied allegations of improper 

campaign financing. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 23, 2012 11 : 18 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

h~p~qwww.~ws~bse~/er.c~1r~/2~12/~9/22/2359349/character°check°a~°chape1°Nl1.hm~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.u~c.ed~i~?id=5013745~.42~35af5a29175~00ad3%29242dTd3&n~T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o=32192189, or send a blank email to leave-32192189-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 24, 2012 4:15 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] interesting perspective 

Another mason why it would have been a good thing to confrom the full 
dimensions of the athletics scandal in 2010. 

~:i%,ww. rtc.polJcvwatch.comi2012/09/19/the omal -t~:~eatoto ouaci 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists~unc~ ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56 A 2~2 3 5 af5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=fac~t~°°atNetics- 

=32197424, or send a blank email to leave-32197424-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:43 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] A little perspective... 

What Pat Forde just wrote about Ohio State: 

"Bottom line: Ohio State could have saved a lot of money if Jim Tressel had gone ahead and fired Gee 18 
months ago, as the president infamously j oked." 

Truer words never spoken. 
On 9/24/12 11:53 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

Another reason for Thorpe to resign. Pay and perks not enough. This is so embarrassing when colleges 
collectively seek more financial support from the public. 

Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 

From: Stroman, Deborah L [     ur~coedu] 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 10:33 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] A little perspective... 

and many lessons. 

OSU president expenses in the millions 



By Laura A. Bischoff, Dayton Daily News, 9-22-12, 3,206 words 

http ://www~ da      ynews, comA~ews/news/state-regiona/-govt~po/idcs/ex penses-of-osu~ 
presidenb-runqnto-mflfions-for-tr/nS GkK/ 

COLUI~/IBUS m E. Gordon Gee makes millions as president of Ohio State University, 
but a Dayton Daily News investigation found the university spends almost as much for 
Gee to travel the globe, throw parties, wine and dine donors, woo prospective faculty, 
hang out with students and staff and maintain a 9,600-square-foot mansion on 1.3 acres. 

Since returning to Columbus as the university’s president in October 2007, the 68-year-old 
Gee has pulled in $8.6 million in salary and compensation, making him the highest paid 
CEO of a public university in the country. 

But his expenses -- hidden among hard-to-get records that the university took nearly a 
year to release -- tally nearly as much: $7.7 million. 

Gee’s spending is kept out of the public eye because it can be tallied only by examining 
multiple reports, including the quarterly discretionary expense reports delivered to the 
trustees and not easily obtainable by others. The Daily News first requested records 
documenting Gee’s work day, housing, American Express statements, travel expenses, 
discretionary spending reports and other data in September 2011. The university did not 
fully respond to the request until August 2012. 

Those records show Gee stays in luxury hotels, dines at country clubs and swank 
restaurants, throws lavish parties, flies on private jets and hands out thousands of gifts -- 
all at public expense. 

The Daily News investigation found the university spent more than $895,000 for 
gatherings at the Pizzuti House, the president’s mansion, between April 2008 and June 
2011. That works out to be about $23,000 a month -- a little less than the average cost of 
a wedding. 

The university spends tens of thousands of dollars alone branding Gee around his 
signature bow ties. Since 2007, Ohio State has spent more than $64,000 on bow ties, bow 
tie cookies and O-H and bow tie pins for Gee and others to distribute, the newspaper 
found. 

"It’s a nice icebreaker. The freshmen show up on campus and President Gee hands them 
a cookie. They love it. The students love it," OSU spokesman Jim Lynch said. He noted 
that people show off their Buckeye pride with O-H lapel pins all across the country. 

Gee did not make himself available for an interview. 

In a statement, OSU said rigorous standards are used in reviewing Gee’s expenses. "A 
significant proportion of President Gee’s time, travel and use of the university residence is 
devoted to resource-generation to support the work of our students and faculty," the 
statement says. 

Other supporters of Gee, including JobsOhio President Mark Kvamme, said his expenses 
are the cost of doing business for an institution that serves as a major job engine for the 



state of Ohio. 

"In order to do everything that he does, he needs to be everywhere all the time," Kvamme 
said. "The way I look at it, every second of Gordon’s time is very, very valuable for the 
state of Ohio." 

Gee’s travel, entertainment and housing expenses are paid from endowment funds that 
have been donated to the university for general purposes. OSU’s largest pool of 
unrestricted endowment money came from inventor Ralph Mershon, who graduated from 
the school in 1890 and bequeathed $11.2 million to his alma mater in 1952. Half of the 
Mershon gift was earmarked for civilian military education, the other half for discretionary 
spending by university trustees. 

"No tuition or tax dollars are used to fund the president’s travel and use of the residence," 
the university’s statement says. 

Lavish lifestyle 

Records released by the university show Gee is afforded the type of lifestyle rarely 
possible on a public salary. 

He was paid a base salary, bonus, deferred compensation and supplemental retirement 
that totaled $1.9 million for the last fiscal year. At least twice during his tenure he has 
donated his bonus back to the university, which amounted to nearly $300,000 in 2010-11. 

Ohio State provides him with a Visa procurement card and a Platinum American Express 
Card, up to 100 hours a year of flight time on private jets and authorization to fly first class 
or business class when on commercial flights. 

The university picks up the tab for thousands of dollars for flowers Gee sends to politicians 
and staff members, annual airline club memberships for the president to work in quiet 
when he travels, and concert, basketball and football tickets that he can use as he sees fit. 

His contract and university policy provide him with up to $20,000 a year in financial 
planning and tax preparation, a car for business and personal use, a fully staffed 
residence, and authority to charge to the university the cost of business breakfasts, 
lunches and dinners. 

If he stays another five years, he’ll get a one-year paid sabbatical. 

Gee, divorced from his second wife and widowed from his first, lives alone in the 
university-owned Pizzuti House in Bexley, a 9,600-square-foot mansion that the university 
remodeled for $1.3 million and then stocked with $673,000 in artwork, decorations and 
furnishings. European antiques, Persian rugs and a $532 shower curtain for the guest 
bath were among the amenities purchased for the house. 

He is expected to -- and does -- entertain regularly. University records show Gee hosted 
16,000 guests at 275 events at the Pizzuti House over the last five years, up from 5,757 
guests at 138 events hosted there by former OSU president Karen Holbrook. 

Gee’s parties -- considered an essential aspect of the president’s outreach to the 
community and donors -- are first class events, complete with specially designed and 



printed invitations, shuttle buses and parking valets, musicians and photographers, 
decorations and fresh flowers. 

He throws receptions and dinners for well-known sports, entertainment, media, and 
political figures, including cyclist Lance Armstrong, actor Sidney Poitier, the president of 
Bangladesh and CNN correspondents Sanjay Gupta and David Gergen. And Gee 
regularly hosts receptions for his Bexley neighbors, new OSU faculty, African-American 
ministers, state lawmakers and others. 

Off-campus, Gee entertains guests at tony restaurants in Columbus such as Lindey’s in 
German Village and Martini’s and Grisby’s in the Short North -- expenses he can charge 
to OSU if it involves business. He also dines at one of the exclusive clubs where the 
university pays his membership and expenses, such as the New Albany Country Club, the 
Columbus Club and the University Club of New York. He hosts visitors in the president’s 
box at Ohio Stadium and the university’s luxury suites at the Schottenstein Center and 
Nationwide Arena. 

When he travels, Gee is bound by university policy, which says: "The President is 
expected to stay in accommodations similar to those used by executives of businesses 
and not-for-profit institutions; however, luxury hotels should be avoided." 

The Daily News investigation found that Gee often stays at modest hotels such as 
Courtyard and Holiday Inn Express when traveling in-state. But his out-of-state travel 
receipts shows he often bills the university for more expensive accommodations: Le 
Meridien Bristol in Warsaw, The Taj Mahal Hotel in Mumbai, Loews Hotel Vogue in 
Montreal, Hotel George and the Four Seasons in Washington, D.C., and the Warwick in 
New York. 

Gee, for example, billed his American Express card $905 for two nights at the Four 
Seasons in Washington after traveling there for meetings in April 2011. A similar trip in 
April 2009 cost the university $1,257 for three nights at the Fairmont Hotel in 
Washington’s Georgetown neighborhood. 

The Daily News also found that on at least 16 occasions between 2008 and 2010 Gee 
hired limo services to shuttle him within cities such as Washington, Boston, Chicago and 
New York. The tab was $10,132 -- or about $600 a trip. 

Gee has built a strong natural reputation in higher education, but he’s also had bumps 
along the way. At Brown University, where he served as president from 1998 to 2000, he 
was criticized after the university spent $3 million renovating a home for Gee, including 
$400,000 that paid for a conservatory that was built in Great Britain and shipped to 
Providence. At Vanderbilt University, where he served as chancellor from 2000 to 2007, 
he was the subject of a Wall Street Journal article that documented $6 million in 
renovations of the president’s residence and a $700,000 annual tab for parties. 

Gee’s tenure as president of Ohio State -- his second at the school -- has not been 
without blemish. The much-publicized football memorabilia scandal last year raised 
questions about Gee’s oversight of the program after he said in a press conference that 
he hoped Coach Jim Tressel wouldn’t fire him. Gee later fired Tressel. 

Recent internal audits have dinged Gee for sloppy record keeping on his credit cards, 
such as not having properly documented business justifications or itemized receipts. 



Last month, the Ohio Ethics Commission allowed Gee to file addenda to his 2007-2011 
annual financial disclosure statements after it was discovered that he inadvertently failed 
to report more than $150,000 in travel expenses, including a second international trip paid 
for by King Abdulaziz University in Saudi Arabia, where Gee serves on an international 
board of advisers for the university. 

The 2011 trip cost $19,501, according to Gee’s supplemental report. 

Paying dividends 

Gee is known for the ease with which he hobnobs with students -- taking them to movies, 
meals and concerts and stopping by birthday parties and late-night student events. He 
even appeared with Brutus the Buckeye in a flash mob dance video at the Ohio Union that 
got more than 5 million views on YouTube. 

He is just as comfortable in a university board room or Statehouse hearing room. 

Gee is one of the nation’s most experienced university presidents, having led five of them 
since 1981. At Ohio State, he oversees a $5 billion a year operation with 65,000 students 
and 40,000 employees. (OSU’s annual revenues exceed Yahoo’s.) Since returning to 
OSU in 2007, Gee has helped raise $1.6 billion and is striving to raise $2.5 billion in gifts 
by June 2016. 

Dan Hurley, spokesman for the American Association of State Colleges and Universities, 
said university presidents like Gee have to spend more time and energy fundraising to 
compensate for the decline in government support for higher education. "Given the size, 
stature and reputation of Ohio State University, the glad handing that comes with being 
the university chief executive officer is a requirement of the job," Hurley said. "And it does 
pay quantitatively. Dollar for dollar, it pays huge dividends." 

Gov. John Kasich, who calls Gee’s "Ohio’s best politician," just named him to head an 
effort to develop a new funding formula for the state’s colleges and universities. Last week 
Gee was also reappointed to the board of directors for JobsOhio, the Kasich 
adm inistration’s econom ic development arm. 

Kvamme said Gee helps attract top students and talent to Ohio State, puts a focus on 
commercializing university-developed technologies, and raises endowment money. He 
noted that when Gee travels abroad, he meets with big businesses interested in investing 
in Ohio. 

"When he speaks, these companies listen because of the amazing capabilities that they 
have at Ohio State," Kvamme said of Gee. "What I’ve really seen with Gordon is a person 
that really carries the Ohio message and -- for lack of a better term -- the greatness of 
Ohio not just in the United States but around the world. His ability to raise capital for the 
university, his ability to raise awareness for Ohio and Ohio State has been unmatched and 
I just really think what he has done is pretty exceptional." 

Lynch called the last two years of fundraising at Ohio State "the most successful in the 
university’s history. This past year, a record 211,000 alumni and friends committed nearly 
$365 million to the university. Private support has become increasingly important to our 
ability to provide accessible and exceptional education to our students," he said. 



But Richard Vedder, an Ohio University economics professor and director of the Center for 
College Affordability and Productivity, said general use endowments like the Mershon fund 
at Ohio State can and should be used to offset other public expenditures. 

"They can take the money that is given to general university use and spend it on 
scholarships," he said. "They can use that money, if they want, to keep the tuition 
increases from being as high as they have been. They have chosen to use this to throw 
parties and travel luxuriously and so forth." 

Undergraduate tuition and fees for in-state students rose from $2,856 in fall 2007 to 
$3,245 in fall 2011, a 13.6 percent increase. 

Vedder said he has attended catered parties thrown by Gee both at Ohio State and 
Vanderbilt. "He thinks he’s in a special category by himself," Vedder said of Gee. "In public 
service, that is kind of grating and I would think it would be grating on the public if they 
knew about it." 

Ahead of peers 

Gee’s discretionary spending -- a category that includes everything from foreign trips to 
tailgate parties before football games -- far outstrips that of his predecessors William 
Kirwan and Holbrook. Under Gee, discretionary spending leapt 68.5 percent over what 
Holbrook had been averaging during her five-year tenure. 

Gee also stands out when compared to his peers at other universities, though apples to 
apples spending comparisons are difficult because each institution lumps together 
different items in their presidential expense reports. Ohio State is bigger than most 
institutions too, further complicating comparisons. The size of the student body on the 
Columbus campus ranks behind only two other universities in America. 

But the University of Texas at Austin and the University of Michigan do compare favorably 
to Ohio State in terms of academics, prestige and enrollment. In fact, both rank higher 
than OSU in the 2013 national university rankings of best colleges by U.S. News & World 
Report. 

The presidents of UT-Austin and the University of Michigan appear to spend considerably 
less than Gee on entertainment and travel. Both, too, earn less in compensation. 

Between 2007 and 2011, UT-Austin President Bill Powers spent $310,560 on travel, 
wining and dining and other entertainment on behalf of the university, records show. 
During a similar period, Gee’s travel bills alone totaled $1.1 million. Powers, who is 
midway through a $3 billion fundraising effort, makes $663,000 a year (compared to Gee’s 
$1.9 million), lives in his own house, has no car allowance and only flies first class if he 
has a doctor’s order. Powers does have access to state-owned planes. 

UT-Austin’s Chief Financial Officer Kevin Hegarty said people are surprised at how "plain 
vanilla" Powers’ compensation and benefits package is. "It’s better to be that way," he 
said. "The public expects it." 

At the University of Michigan, President Mary Sue Coleman’s travel and entertainment 
expenses from 2007 through 2010 totaled $410,235. Upkeep and utilities at the university- 
owned house runs an additional $100,000 a year and if Coleman takes someone to lunch 



or dinner, she pays the tab out of her own pocket, according to University of Michigan 
spokesman Rick Fitzgerald. 

Coleman’s compensation package is $860,782 a year and includes housing and a car. 
Her employment contract does not call for first class airline tickets or private jets, as Gee’s 
does. In Michigan’s last endowment campaign she helped raise $3.2 billion -- the most 
ever by a public university at that time. 

There are signs that OSU isn’t keeping pace nationally on the size of its endowment. OSU 
slipped from 27th in the four years preceding Gee’s return to Columbus to 31st in 2010- 
11, according to the National Association of College and University Business Officers and 
the Commonfund Institute. The Big 10 universities Northwestern, Minnesota, and 
Michigan all ranked above Ohio State for the size of their endowment. 

OSU’s endowment stood at $2.12 billion at the end of the 2010-11 year, up from $1.08 
billion in the 2001-02 year. Last year the endowment’s market value increased 13.4 
percent, compared with an average increase nationally of 17.9 percent, the 
NACUBO/Commonfund report said. 

Vedder said the endowment rankings punch a hole in the argument that Gee’s spending is 
justified. 

"If the results show they’ve moved from 30th to 10th in the endowments or gone up 
significantly, you might make an argument that some of this is sort of justifiable," he said. 
"You have to spend money to make money. But if that’s the argument that they’re using, 
they’re doing a very inefficient job of it." 

Celebrated homecoming 

When Gee returned to Ohio State for the 2007-08 academic year, the board of trustees 
celebrated the homecoming of a visionary leader who was "uniquely positioned to lead our 
great institution to even greater levels of achievement and national prominence," 
according to the job offer he was given. 

The university says Gee has done that and more. 

Under Gee’s leadership, said Lynch, OSU has seen a 25 percent increase in new grants 
and contracts for research projects, opened offices in China and India and brought the 
average ACT score for incoming students to 28 -- an all time high. And Gee and his team 
raised $1.6 billion, in part by privatizing campus parking operations and issuing a 100-year 
bond, he said. 

"President Gee has strengthened relationships with key Ohio and national businesses and 
positioned Ohio State as one of the thought leaders in higher education today," Lynch 
said. 

But Dale Butland of Innovation Ohio, a liberal think tank based in Columbus, said Ohio 
State’s trustees need to rein in Gee’s spending, which he called "breathtaking." 

"No one disputes that Gordon Gee is doing a good job as president. That’s presumably 
why he’s earning $2 million a year in salary and bonuses," Butland said. "The question is 
whether his spending $7.7 million on food, drink, hotels and parties is excessive. After all, 



presidents at other public universities whose academic ratings are even higher than 
OSU’s raise as much or more money than Mr. Gee does -- yet somehow manage to 
spend only a fraction of what he spends. I don’t expect Mr. Gee to live like a monk. I just 
don’t think he should be living like Donald Trump." 

Kevin Holtsberry of the Buckeye Institute, a Columbus-based conservative think tank, said 
there should be a higher level of scrutiny on discretionary spending at Ohio State, 
particularly in an economy where many people are struggling. 

"Gee has a fundamental view that OSU has to spend what it needs to spend," Holtsberry 
said. "And I think that’s a great attitude if you’re in the private sector. The public, though, 
has to decide whether that’s working." 

Ohio State University President E. Gordon Gee’s discretionary spending from Oct. 1 2007 
through June 30, 2012: 

Travel: $1.09 million 

Tailgating: $813,000 

President’s special events: $2.17 million 

President’s office: $1.6 million 

Residence operation: $2.1 million 

Grand Total: $7.77 million 

Source: OSU records 

An apples to apples comparison of university presidents’ expenses is difficult because 
each institution lumps different items into its reports. Here is a look at expenses and 
compensation for the leaders of three large public universities. 

E. Gordon Gee, Ohio State University, $1.9 million a year compensation, plus a car, house 
and access to charter jets. Travel, housing, entertainment spending 2007-mid-2012:$7.7 
million 

Bill Powers, University of Texas at Austin, $663,000 a year in compensation, no car or 
house, access to state-owned aircraft. Travel and entertainment spending 2007 to 2011: 
$$310,360 

Mary Sue Coleman, University of Michigan, $860,782 a year in compensation, plus a car 
and house, flies commercial. Travel and entertainment spending 2007 to 2011 : $410,235. 
Housing upkeep costs another $100,000 a year. 

Go Heels, 

Deborah Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <icdapplications@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 1:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Invitation to Join t he UN Genockte Conve ntion Initiative - A Call to Strengflaen the Enlbrcement of fl~e United Nations G enocide Convention 

The ICD initiative on the "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" (CPPCG) 

(The Initiative is under the Leadership of the Prime Minister of SIovenia, Mr. Janez Janga) 

~_~ :_u___n_ :_g__e_ ! )_Q_c_ j__d__e__:£Q_n___v__e___n__t j__o_ ! )_: 9_r_ g 

In the context of the need for an urgent solution in the tragedy currently unfolding in Syria, Mr. Janez Janga (Prime Minister of Slovenia) will present and deliver the Initiative 

papers on "The UN Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" to the United Nations General Assembly in New York C ty o ~ September 27m, 

2012. The Initiative is a "Call to Strengthen the Enforeement of the UN Genockle Convention." 

We would therefore like to ask for your support in our Initiative by adding your name to the bottom of the letter below, together with a select group of world leaders. Please let 
us know per e-mail, whether you would be interested in supporting this h~itiative, as well as suggestions you may have for o~her individuals who would be interested in 
supporting our fight against genocide. 

You can learn more about the h~itiative and join us in our efforts by Iilling out the online Iorm accessible via the following link: L,z_y_~_N?_&_n__-fl@_!!_o___c_!_d__&~_O__L~g_&_q!j_o__!L__o__r9 

You can also email us at Jnfet~,culturaldiplomacv.orq 

We welcome and encourage your involvement in this noble endeavor. 

We look forward to hearing from you. 

Janez Jan~a 
Prime Minister of Slovenia 
Chairman of the ICD Initiative on the "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" 

Mark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy 

Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

KuffQrstendamm 202’-8 Berlin, 

Phone: 00.49 (0)30.2360-7680 

Fax: 0049 (0)302360-76811 

info@~cuRuraldiplomacy.or~ 

www:cultL[rald[£[omacx:or9 

LETTER 

The ICD initiative on the "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" (CPPCG) 

www.u n-genocide-convention .cry 

The recent resignation of the UN and Arab League Envoy to Syria- Mr. Kofi Annan, cited as being due to "the clear lack of unity" of the UN Security Council, coupled with the 
recent horrific atrocities in Syria, has highlighted the urgent need for the UN to develop an "Enforcement Mechanism" to uphold "The UN Convention on the Prevention and 
Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" (www.un-genocide-convention.org). The Convention was first adopted at the United Nations General Assembly on December 9th, 1948 
and went into effect on January 12th, 1951. 

"The Convention" was the first to give a name to an act that shaped the Second World War, and openly confronted the Twentieth Century with its absolute horror. It also laid 
the groundwork for the definition of the crime by creating a legal framework to guide the work of its prevention through the mechanism of international law. Following the 
ratification of ’1he Convention", the world was supposed to be, in theory, "A World Free from Genocide". The lack of an "Enforcement Mechanism" d "the Convention", 
however, enables the current "no-go situation." WhiNt the international community has developed mechanisms for prosecuting the perpetrators of Genocide, there remains 
little evidence that it is able to prevent such acts from happening again. Therefore, as a direct result, "Instances of Genocide" and "Ethnic Cleansing" have continued to 
occur and the world has witnessed a direct increase in the number of atrocities being committed across the world. 

The upmost priority however, before punishing previous offenders of the crime, is to prevent "Acts of Genocide" and other atrocities from being committed in the first place. It 
is with this aim that the institute for Cultural Diplomacy (vwvw.culturaldiplomacy.org) has launched the Initiative as a continuation of the historic work of Raphael Lemkin. 

Those who are signatories to this document urge the Member States of the United Nations, regional and sub-regional organizations and the UN system to develop a viable 
strategy to prevent genocide and other mass atrocities. Moreover, an intergovemmental forum of like-minded countries should be formed to propose a UN Resolution that 
would set a clear mandate to the international community for preparation and adoption of an appropriate legal mechanism that would enforce the prevention of the crime, thus 
enabling a rapid response to "Acts of Genocide" and other atrocities. 

Janez Jan~a 
Chairman of the ICD Initiative on the "Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide" 



(Prime Minister of the Republic of Slovenia) 

Signatories: Aegis Trust, Genocide Watch, Stop Genocide Denial Initiative, Charles Adeogun=Phillips - Head of Counsel before Special Tribunal for Lebanon and the African Court on Human and 
Peoples’ Rights, Ribal AI-Assad - Director of the Organization for Democracy and Freedom in Syria, Dr. Nazar AI Bahama - Former Minister for Foreign Affairs of Bahrain, Prof. Dr. Cello Placer Almeida - 

Professor Adjunto na Universidade Presbiteriana, Prof= George Andreopoulos- University Professor and Director of the Center for International Human Rights, Rifet Bahtijaragic- Professor of Literature, 

Journalist, Founder of Nonkilling Balkans Forum, Dr. Gershon Baskin - Co-Chairman of the Board of Directors= IPCRI Israel/Palestine Center for Research and Information, Michael J. Bazyler - Professor of 

Law and The "1939" Club Law Scholar in Holocaust and Human Rights Studies, Chapman University School of Law, Purusottam Bhattacharya - Professor Of international Relations, Jadavpur University in 
Calcutta, Indi, Heather Blake - Director, Reporters Without Borders UK, Sonia Boczek - Deputy Secretary General at Gdahsk Security Exercise 2012, Daniela Bozhinova - Chairperson of the Bulgarian 

Association for the Promotion of Citizens initiative, Dr. Vito Breda -Lecturer of Law, Cardiff Law School, , Dr. Paul Chambers - Senior Lecturer in Social Policy, University of Glamorgan, Wales, Bartolom~ 

Clavero - Professor of the University of Sevilla, Prof. Dr. Maryse Conde - Professor Emeritus of Francophone Literature, Columbia, University, The Hen. President Emil Constantinescu Former 

President of Romania, Milena Gabanelli - Italian Journalist and TV Presenter, Prof. Dr. Prudencio Garcia - Senior Researcher & Consultant, Fundaci6n Acci6n Pro Derechos Humanos, Javier Garcia 
Espinar -President & Founder, Fundaci6n Accidn Pro Dereches Humanes, Prof. Dr. A. C. Grayling - Master, The New College of the Humanities, London, John Hemm ing - Member of the British Parliament, 

Erna Hennicot-Schoepges - Former Minister of Culture, Higher Education and Research of Luxembourg, Refik Hodzic - ICTJ Director of Communications, Prof= Dr. All A. Jalali - Former Minister of the 

Interior of Afghanistan, Ioannis Kasoulides MEP - Vice-Chair Group of the European People’s Party, Stephen Keim - President= Australian Lawyers for Human Rights,; Budapest, Robert Kotroczo - News 

Director, RTL Klub Lamii Kpargoi - Program Director, Liberia Media Center, Prof. Dr. Ren~ Lemarchand - Professor Emeritus of the Department of Political Science at the University of Florida, , Dr. Rexhep 
Meidani - Former President of Albania, Prof. Dr. Ray Murphy - Interim Director of the Irish Centre for Human Rights, National University of ireland Galway, ireland, , Dr. Solomon Passy - Former Foreign 
Minister of Bulgaria, Dr. Ernest Petri~ - Professor of International Law, Member of UN International Law Commission, Arab. Elena Poptodorova - Ambassador, Dr. Jan Pronk - Former Dutch Minister for 

Development Cooperation, Rachel Puffer - Executive Director atthe Journalists for Human Rights, Prof. Dr. Vasile Puscas - Former Minister for European Affairs of Romania, Zvonimir Paul Separovic - 

Former Minister of Justice, Republic of Croatia, Arab. Prof. Dr. Cynthia P. Schneider - Distinguished Professor in the Practice of Diplomacy, Georgetown University and 61st United States Ambassador to 

the Netherlands, Am b. U ri Savir - Honorary President of the Peres Center For Peace and former Chief Negotiator of the Oslo Accords, Dr. James M. Smith - CEO, Aegis Trust, Greg Stanton - President, 
Genocide Watch, Dr. Lovro ~t u rm - Former President of the Constitutional Court of Slovenia, Hon= Arch bishop Emeritus Desmond Tutu - Nobel Peace Prize Recipient and Former South African 

Archbishop of Cape Town, South Africa and primate of the Church of the Province of Southern Africa, Robert Valencia - Contributing Writer at Global Voices Online, Marcel H. Van Herpen - Director, The 

Cicero Foundation, Man uel B. Ventu ra Robles - Secretary, Inter-American Court of Human Rights, Am b. Ranko Vilovic - Ambassador (the complete list of signatories is published at www. u n-genocide- 

convention.org and you are kindly invited to add your name for support) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 2:40 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Fwd: Report finds football players graduate at rates lower 
than full-time student peers I Inside Higher Ed 

Great article, Richard. I like these two eye-opening statements: 

"It’s three times more likely that black football players [in the Football Bowl Series conferences] don’t graduate 
at that same rate" as black non-athletes, Southall said. "We haven’t done enough long-term research to be able 
to say why this is occurring. All we know is you can see the gaps are much larger at high-performing 
conferences." 

And: 
"The GSR is a misleading graduation rate designed to put athletes in the best light," Gurney said. °°I think the 
NCAA is determined to graduate athletes at any cost, regardless of the quality of education they’re getting. And 
that leads to ~or clusterir~g [of athletes in certain majors] and devalued degrees." 

Read more: http://www.insidehighered.com/news!2012/09/25/report-finds-football-players-graduate-rates- 
lower-full-time-student-peers#ixzz27VZaMo9H 
Inside Higher Ed 

Read more: http://www.insidehighered.com/news/2012/09/25/report-finds-football-plavers-graduate-rates- 
lower-full-time-student-peers#ixzz27VZPAriy 
Inside Higher Ed 

On 9/25/12 2:07 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Just an FYI on CSRI’s most recent Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) Report. 

~o :i!~,w.insidehighered.com/r~ewsi2012iO9i25irepor~-finds-foo~bal~-~ers- 
graduate-rates-lower-full[-time-smden>peers 

Richard 

Sent from my iPhone 
Richard M. Southall 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gurney, Gerald S."<         ou.edu> 
Date: September 25, 2012, 9:44:58 CDT 

To: "Southall, Richard Michard" <southall@email.unc. edu> 
Subject: Report finds football players graduate at rates lower than full-time 
student peers I Inside Higher Ed 

~ :i/www.insidehighered.com/news/2012iO9i25irepor~-{inds-footba~l:~,ers- 
graduate-ra~:es-~ower-ful~-~time-studen>peers 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Politics & Intl Relations <Announcements@news.sagepub.com~ 

Tuesday, September 25, 2012 5:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Subscribe to World Policy Journal today tbr a discounted price 

Subscribe to World Policy Journal today and save! 

Trouble vie’wing? Try the web version. Re, plies go to ~ n~>repiy mailbox, piease click here" for h~quiries 

Access free articles to World Poficy Journal today! 

World PoJicv Jourt~aJ (WPJ) is the flagship publication of the 
World Policy ~nstit~te, a leading global think tank. Published 
quarterly, WPJ is home to both distinguished and emerging 
thinkers from around the globe, and is known for lively, intelligent 
writing that challenges conventional wisdom and offers new 
perspectives on crucial but often under-reported world issues. 
Policy and thought leaders at the highest levels regularly consult 
this respected publication, which explores issues such as 
geopolitical and economic shifts, global security, conflict and 
peacebuilding, immigration, resource scarcity, and cultural and 
social change. 

~ Fcrward to a friend 

~ Emafi alerts 

Subscribe to World Po!icV Jouma! tod~y ~nd save! 

Subscribe teda,¢ and get additional years for only $10 each, so 
you don’t miss out on the latest news and research in 
international policy. See the pricing below: 

1 -year $37.00 $30.00 

2-year $74.00 $47.00 $50.00 $40.00 

3-year $I 11.00 $57.00 $00.00 $50.00 

To subscribe online, log on to 
[?!!~.t;..".,’i~=!!i~.~!,~.~..q~.P~=!~.:~.g~?:}.."Y~f?i~,[!~.!~.[ or contact SAGE Journals 
Customer Service via e-mail at ieumaL~;@,sa.qepub.com or call 1- 
800-818-7243. If calling or e-mailing please do not forget to 
mention code WPJ10. Don’t miss out on these great savings! 

Featurec] Articles 
Access, cite, and share these articles with your students, 
colleagues, and other faculty today. FREE* through October 

3t, 2012[ 

Hindi. Hin~tlish: Head to Head by Ananya Vajpeyi 

~.!!i.Og..l~;~.!~g~..~b.~..~.~[i~L~..l~.~.9!~.!i..e.[}..i[}..~!!:~}~ by Jenna Krajeski 

Europe in the Throes by Stanley Pignal 

Nicaragua, Forlorn by Forrest D. Colburn 

Sex and the Barrio: A Clash of Faith in Latin America by Anna 
Edgerton and Ina Sotirova 

Passin.q the Test by James Angeles 

Ban on Democracy: A Conversation with Ban Ki-meon 

Yemen: Descendin.q hate Despair by Jennifer Steil 

* You may already have access to these articles through a library 
or other subscription. 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Politics and International Relations 
www.sagepub.com 

Editor: David A. Andelman 

World Policy Institute 

Impact Factor: 0.106 

Ranked: 78 out of 80 in 

International Relations 

Source: 2011 Journal Citation 

Reports@ (Thomson Reuters, 

2012) 

i~.,;] COP Facebook 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, September 26, 2012 3:52 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Tells U.N. New Democracies Need Free Speech 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Tells U.N. New 
Democracies Need Free 
Speech 
By HELENE COOPER 

President Obama used his last major 
address on a global stage before the 
November election to deliver a defense 
of freedom of speech, challenging 
fledgling democracies to ensure that 
right. 
-. Obama’s Speech: Text I Video 

Test for Obama as Deficit 
Stays Over $~ Trillion 
By JACKIE CALMES 

President Obama and Mitt Ronmey 
have very different ideas on reducing the 
budget deficit, but experts have doubts 
that either plan is up to the challenge. 

Training Afghan Allies, With 
Guard Firmly Up 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

After recent attacks by Afghan forces against Western soldiers and Marines, American nfilitary advisers are 
extremely wary, laying bare the challenge of preparing the Afghans to fight on their own. 

, Photographs: In Afghanistan, American Trainers Keep Their Armor On 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We would have killed many of them already, but our commanders are cowards and don’t let us." 

ABDUL HANAN, an Afghan soldier, on Mnericma nfilitary advisers. 

U,S, 

~.~ VIDEO: A Coastal 
Tax Fight 
The Times’s Kim 
Severson travels to 
Sapelo Island to visit Hog 



Hammock, population 50. The Gullah- 
Geechee residents have lived there since 
slavery, but may have to sell off their 
land over taxes. 

:’ Related Article 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Obama Without 
Romney 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

What if the choice on 
Nov. 6 was just to vote up 
or down on the president’s 
performmace? 

Heedlessly romantic 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Going to the max: Dolce & Gabbana 

Spring 2013 Ferragamo 

nytimes,�om STYiLE 

WORLD 

U.N. Leader Opens General Assembly on Somber Note 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The secretary general, Ban Ki-moon, said conflicts roiling the Middle East were a major concen~. 

Protesters Take to Street in Madrid 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Thousands besieged Parliament as Spaha’s two largest regions posed challenges to the country’s leadership. 

, Bond Investors Register Nervousness About Spmn 

China Launches Carrier, but Experts Doubt Its Worth 
By JANE PERLEZ 

Beijing put its first aircraft carrier into service Tuesday, a move intended to signal its growing nfilitary nfight. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Polls Show Obama Is Widening His Lead in Ohio and Florida 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Mitt Ronmey’s burden is no longer to win over tmdeeided voters, but also to woo back the voters who seem 
to be growing a little comfortable with flae idea of a second Obama tenn. 

Taxes Threaten an Island Culture in Georgia 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Increasing econonfie pressures are forcing the saltwater Geechees of Sapelo Island, Ga., to wonder if their 
fragile eommtmity will finally sueetunb to cultural erosion. 

Deportation Deferrals Put Employers of Immigrants in a Bind 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Asked by program applicants to verify a job, farmers and small businesses are worried about exposing 
themselves to prosecution for hiring illegal workers. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Seeking Cures, Patients Enlist Mice Stand-Ins 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

In what could be the ultimate in personalized medicine, animal models, referred to by researchers as avatars, 
are being used to help deternfine the best treatment for a patient. 

DEALBOOK 
An Electric Carmaker Struggles as Its Production Lags 



By PETER EAVIS 

To ease a financial crisis, Tesla, the maker of a high-perfolananee electric car, said it had renegotiated the 
terms of an energy loan from the government. 

Home Prices Rise Again, This Time on the Low End 
By SHAILA DEWAN and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

The housing market is still gathering strength, new data showed, and the gains appear to be spreading even 
to the cheapest homes in many cities. 
’. ~ Graphic: July Home Prices 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 
N.F.L. Chief Caught Between Bad Calls and Owners’ Hard Line 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Roger Goodell, commissioner of the National Football League, is caught between the fiasco of this season’s 
replacement officials and a lockout being enforced by deep-pocketed team owners. 

o The Fifth Down: N.F.L. Supports Decision Not to Overturn Winning Touchdown 

The Biggest Controversy, but Far From the First 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

There have been plenty of calls by the N.F.L. replacement officials tlfis season that puzzled fans, coaches and 
players, but five stand out. 

" Some Bettors Get Relief on Game Decided by Botched Call 

Replacements Face New Scrutiny 
By GREG BISHOP 

The day after a controversial touchdown call decided a game, the National Football League upheld the ruling, 
drawing new mad increased scrutiny to the replacement referees. 

" Ending Fuels Disgust With Referees 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MoMA Plans to Be Open Every Day 
By CAROL VOGEL 

In response to growing attendance, the Musemn of Modena Art plans to be open every day, beginning in 
May. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Pop-Punk Bands, Now Grown Up 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Green Day and No Doubt, bands that played the iHeartRadio festival in Las Vegas, have released new 
albulllS, 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Love Potion Opens Season At the Met 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Metropolitan Opera season opened with a psychologically charged new production of Donizetti’s 
enduring comedy "L’Elisir d’kmaore," starring 3tuna Netrebko. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I ICHIMURA AT BRUSHSTROKE 
Hidden in a Nook, Mastery in Plain Sight 
By PETE WELLS 

A little-known sushi bar in TriBeCa, brimming with remarkable saslfimi mad sushi, is a secret no longer. 

Summer Stretches Into Fall, Held by a Crab Claw 
By JOHN WILLOUGHBY and CHRIS SCHLESINGER 



Atlantic blue crabs, or "tasty beautiful swimmers," are currently in their fat and plentiful prime. Pair them 
with corn and tomatoes for a September feast. 

Behind a Restaurant Emergency, a Troubleshooter 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

When restaurants have a stove or refrigeration emergency, they send out distress calls to specialists to find 
and fix the problem. 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
President Obama at the U.N. 
In his address to the General Assembly, Mr. Obanm delivered a nmch-needed firm defense of free speech 
and condenmation of anti-Janerican violence. 

EDITORIAL 
Amateur Hour in Pro Football 
The lockout of referees in the National Football League mad some questionable calls nmde recently by 
replacements are the talk of the sport. 

EDITORIAL 
Abuse of Electronic Health Records 
Federal regulators need to nmke sure that easier billing doesn’t lead to Medicare fraud by billing for services 
never provided. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Tolerance, Up in Flames 
By STEVE INSKEEP 

A cinema attack was not about American influence or mati-Muslina videos. Pakistani extrenfists are attacking, 
and destroying, their country’s own values and traditions. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why Not Debtors’ Prison? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

In a dog-eat-dog world, President Obama is the cat, and Mitt Ronmey is chasing his own tail. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Backlash to the Backlash 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Muslim moderates have been fighting back. While it’s not clear whether the trend can be sustained, it’s 
certainly worth watching. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 26, a96o, the first televised debate between presidential candidates took place in Clficago as 

Republican Richard M. Nixon and Democrat John F. Kennedy squared off. 
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discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] California passes 1 st Student-Athletes Bill of Rights 

This is great news, Richard. I was vaguely aware of the bill, but did not realize that, among its other benefits, it 
will also: 
"guarantee student-athletes the same due process fights that are given to regular students." Sounds almost too 
good to be true. Could you say a word or two about what it means in California? Also--do you know ifUNC’s 
athletes are aware of this development? I would certainly like them to be. The ACC also just signed an 
obscene new TV contract, if I’m not mistaken. 

Jay 
On 9/28/12 8:24 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

I thought I’d pass along this news regarding recently-passed California legislation. 

http :/iwww.ncpanow. org/releases advisories?i&0026 
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TOP NEWS 

Kurds to Pursue More 
Autonomy in a Fallen Syria 
By TIM ARANGO 

Some in the long divided and oppressed 
ethnic group are preparing to fight for 
an autonomous area in the event the 
Assad government falls. 
" ~ Graphic: The Growing Role of Kurds in 

Syria 

¯ Battle for Aleppo Intensifies, as World Leaders 

Pledge New Support for Rebels 

Shifting Reports on Libya 
Killings May Cost Obama 
By MARK LANDLER 

Changing explanations of the attack on 
the diplomatic eompomad in Libya have 
left President Obama exposed on foreign 
policy, where he had enjoyed an 
advantage over Mitt Ronmey. 
" ~ Graphic: Administration Statements on the 

Attack 

Man Thought to Be Behind Anti-Muslim Film Is Arrested 

To Fight Crime, a Poor City Will Trade In Its Police 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

Officials in Camden, N.J,. say that their unionized police department is too expensive, so they are disbanding 
it to free up nfillions for a nonunionized force to safeguard the city. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eclA~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The monarchy will continue as long as the people want a monarchy." 

KING JUAN CARLOS, of Spain. 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO: 
Presidential 
Debate Moments 
Sam Tanenhaus, Book 



Review editor, talks about some of the 
most memorable presidential debate 
moments of the televised era. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Why the Beaver 
Should Thank the 
Wolf 
By MARY ELLEN HANNIBAL 

Wolves and other 
predators have a powerful effect on the 
well-being of the ecosystems around 
them. 

Hoping for Emmy (or a 
breeze) 
ALSO IN STYLE >> 

Into the woods with Balenciaga 

Generation genius! 

~t~|im.es,~o,=n STYiLE 

WORLD 

Chastened King Seeks Redemption, for Spain and His Monarchy 
By DOREEN CARVAJAL and RAPHAEL MINDER 

With the country in an economie slump and the monarchy itself trader fire, King Juan Carlos is reasserting 
himself into Spain’s public life and embracing his role as an economic booster. 

Ousted From Party in China, Bo Xilai Faces Prosecution 
By EDWARD WONG 

Beijing officials annotmeed Friday that the disgraced politicima had been expelled from the Communist Party 
and would be prosecuted on criminal charges. The state news agency also said the party congress was 
scheduled for Nov. 8. 

Times Topic: Bo Xilai 

Last Somali Militant Bastion Falls, Kenya Claims 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The capture of the port town of Kismayu, if confirmed, would spell an end to the Shabab’s ability to control 
large tracts of territory and the start of a guerrilla phase of fighting. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Training for Consulate Attacks, in Case There’s a Next Time 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER 

The Pentagon sent two teams of Marines to protect American embassies in Libya and Yemen. This week, the 
Marines put on a show to demonstrate what those units are trained to do. 

". ~ Slide Show: Marines Train to Protect Embassies 

Same-Sex Couples Granted Protection in Deportations 
By JULIA PRESTON 

The Department of Homeland Security Secretary clarified the meaning of "family relationships" in 
imnfigration-poliey language: the reference does include gay partners. 

Citizen Held After 9/aa Wins Right to Be Tried 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

A federal judge has ruled that the United States wrongly imprisoned an American under a law designed to 
keep trial witnesses from fleeing and that his ease should go to trial. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



That Loaded Gun in My Carry-On? Oh, I Forgot 
By JOE SHARKEY 

An increasing number of people in tl~e United States are being caught boarding airplm~es carrying guns, 
hand grenades and other dangerous items, federal authorities say. 

DEALBOOK 
Bank of America to Pay $2.43 Billion to Settle Suit Over Merrill Deal 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and SUSANNE CRAIG 

Bank of America announced on Friday tlaat it would pay $2.43 billion to settle a class-action lawsuit related 
to its acquisition of Merrill Lynch. 

’. DealBook: For Bank of America, More Trouble From Merrill Lynch Merger 

Apple Apologizes for Misstep on Maps 
By NICKWINGFIELD and BRIAN X. CHEN 

The problems witla Apple’s new mobile maps were embarrassing, but tlae compmay has a tendency to btmgle 
services that rely heavily on the Internet. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 11, BLUE JAYS 4 
Keeping Pace With Orioles, the Yankees Bounce Back 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Hiroki Kuroda struggled on tlae mound but received help from Nick Swisher and Russell Martin at tlae plate 
as the Yankees beat tlae Blue Jays to stay one game ahead of Baltimore in the Ameriema League East. 

" ~-’~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

Orioles 9, Red Sox 1 : In Reversal, Boston Tries to Play Part of Spoiler 

REDS 1, PIRATES 0 
Reds’ Bailey Throws No-Hitter Against Pirates 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Homer Bailey of tlae Cincinnati Reds tlarew Major League Baseball’s seventla no-lfitter, beating tlae 
Pittsburgh Pirates on Friday night after giving up only one walk. 

:’ ~-, Box Score I Play-by-Play 

. White Sox 3, Rays 1 : One More Reversal in Upside-Down Year 

Rookies Give Americans an Early Edge 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Strong showings from Keegan Bradley, Phil Mickelson, Bubba Watson and Webb Simpson helped tl~e United 
States take a lead over Europe at the Ryder Cup at Medinah Country Club. 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

DANCE REVIEW 
Old Favorite Returns, Freshness Still In Its Step 
By ALASTAIR MACAO LAY 

Four works create breadtl~ in tl~e first program of tl~e annual Fall for Dance festival. 

Cambodia Is Seeking 2nd Statue 
By RALPH BLUMENTHAL 

Cambodia’s request for American help in tlae repatriation of a Khmer warrior at tlae Norton Simon Musemn 
came as Sotheby’s and federal prosecutors argued in court over the fate of a matching work. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Displaying the Dinosaurs of the Digital Age 
By EDWARD ROTHSTEIN 

The Computer History Museum in Mountain View, Calif., has a new 25,ooo-square-foot peru~anent 
exhibition dedicated to innovations and artifacts throughout the history of computing. 

’- ~,~ Slide Show: A Look at Computer History 

¯ More Arts News 



TRAVEL 

Revelations in High-End Rome 
By SETH SHERWOOD 

Accustomed to seeing the city on linfited funds, the author pltmges into its pricier pleasures. 

" ~ Slide Show 

The Beauty of Frugal Rome: Some of the Best Things Are Free 
By SETH KUGEL 

The Frugal Traveler wanders, chats and even crashes his way into Eternal City bargains. 

’: ~f~ Slide Show 

EXPLORER 
A Soft-Pedaled Escape From Paris 
By CHRISTOPHER HALL 

As cyclists roll east from the city along a cmaal, the scenery flickers from artful graffiti to tidy parks to verdant 
canopies. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Overhaul Special Education for Preschool 
New York State lawmakers need to restructure a costly, fraud-riddled program. 

EDITORIAL 
The Economy and the Blame 
Growth is weak and m~employment is high, but Mitt Ronmey is having a hard time convincing voters that 
President Obama is responsible. 

EDITORIAL 
An Unfinished Campaign Against Polio 
Eradicating the world of the virus should be a top priority of the United Nations and should lead to 
immmfizing all children against infectious diseases. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

40 Days of Night 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The problem for Republicans that has led to President Obama widening his lead in the polls has a name: 
Willard Mitt Ronmey. 

:’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The College Rankings Racket 
By JOE NOCERA 

The U.S. News & World Report’s annual list promotes status at the expense of affordable education. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
A Father to Baseball 
By DOUG GLANVILLE 

Your teammates are your in-season fanfily, and your instinct is to support your brother even if you do not 
like his polities, Iris swagger or his batting average. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Sept. 29, a957, the New York Giants played their last game at the Polo Grounds, losing to the Pittsburgh 



Pirates 9-1. The Giants moved to San Francisco for the next season. 
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Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 29, 2012 11:07 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] California passes 1 st Student-Athletes Bill of Rights 

Richard--I agree that publicizing this would be a good idea. How might we do that? Propose it as an item for discussion at faculty 
council? I don’t really know. 

Also, I’m like a dog with a bone: what were the ’due process’ implications of the California law? For example, if a player is accused of 
academic fraud at UCLA, does he retain his right to play until proven "guilty"? 

On 9/28/12 1:11 PM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

Jay, 

Thanks for your email. There are several issues that are addressed in the 
legislation: 

i. Grant-in-Aid renewal: If a university non-renews an athlete’s GIA or if he/she 
suffers an incapacitating injury, the university must still provide an equivalent 
GIA. 

67452. (a) (1) 

If an athletic program does not renew an athletic 

scholarship of a student athlete who suffers an incapacitating injury 

or illness resulting from his or her participation in the athletic 

program, and the institution of higher education’s medical staff 

determines that he or she is medically ineligible to participate in 

intercollegiate athletics, the institution of higher education shall 

provide an equivalent scholarship that, col~@ined with the total 

duration of any previous athletic scholarship or scholarships 

received by the student athlete, will be provided for a total of up 

to five academic years or until the student athlete completes his or 

her undergraduate degree, whichever period is shorter. 

2. Degree completion assistance: Athletes who have exhausted their eligibility but 
not completed a degree have access to continuing education support to complete 
their degree. (There are some limitations as to which universities would be 
subject to this stipulation. The use of the NCAA GSR and the very low GSR 
threshold is (in my opinion) disappointing, but better than nothing. 

67452. (a) (3) 

~ athletic program shall provide an equivalent scholarship to 

a student athlete who was on an athletic scholarship and is in good 

standing, but has exhausted his or her athletic eligibility, for up 

to one year or until the student athlete completes his or her primary 

undergraduate degree, whichever is shorter, except that an athletic 

program with a graduation success rate that is above 60 percent, 

disaggregated by team, shall not be subject to the requirements of 

this paragraph. 

3. Financial and "life-skills" workshops for athletes are mandated: Much of this is already 
in place at most universities, but they will probably now target more teams for this. 

67452.(b) 



Each athletic program shall conduct a financial and life 

skills workshop for all of its first-year and third-year student 

athletes at the beginning of the academic year. This workshop shall 

include, but not be limited to, information concerning financial aid, 

debt management, and a recoK~r~ended budget... 

4. Insurance coverage: Expanded and mandated for sport-related injuries suffered by athletes. 

67453. (a) (3) (A-B) 

If a student athlete suffers an injury resulting from his or 

her participation in the athletic program that requires ongoing 

medical treatment, the athletic program shall provide, for a minimum 

of two years following the student athlete’s graduation or separation 

from the institution of higher education, one of the following: 

(A) The necessary medical treatment. 

(B) Health insurance that covers the injury and the resulting deductible amounts. 

I think Lew’s point about publicizing this to various constituencies in NC (UNC Faculty Council, 

Faculty Athletics CoKJr~ittee, and in the legislature is a very good idea. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emailouncoedu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt£:iiexssoUncoeduiqraduate- ecializations/sport-administrationioverviewi 

CSRI website: ~,,m~wouncoedu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: WWWoCSriconferenceoorq 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <~[smith@emailouncoedu> 

Date: Friday, September 28, 2012 8:41 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@emailouncoedu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-foru~@listservouncoedu> 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] California passes 1st Student-Athletes Bill of 

Rights 

This is great news, Richard. I was vaguely aware of the bill, but did not realize 
that, among its other benefits, it will also: 
"guarantee student-athletes the same due process rights that are given to regular 
students." Sounds almost too good to be true. Could you say a word or two about 
what it means in California? Also--do you know if UNC’s athletes are aware of 
this development? I would certainly like them to be. The ACC also just signed an 
obscene new TV contract, if I’m not mistaken. 

Jay 
On 9/28/12 8:24 AM, Southall, Richard Michard wrote: 

I thought I’d pass along this news regarding recently-passed California 
legislation. 



http://wwwoncpanowoorq~/releases advisories?id:O026 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 
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Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 29, 2012 11:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] the SEC 

h{~p:iiwww.washinglonpos~, cobra/sports/in-college-foo~balMts-the-sec-and-d~en-ev e ryone-else/2012/09/28/1 ae 3 de 12-098d-1 le2-~ff- 
d6c7~20a83bf sto~A~tm~ 

Gotta love the raw, honest hypocrisy on display here. The Auburn AD says 
to the rest of the country, "improve your product." He then catches 
himself by clarifying that Auburn’s product is...graduating its 

student-athletes. 

’As for the perception that such localized dominance is somehow bad for 
college football? 

"I’d respond by saying capitalism is a wonderful thing," Jacobs said. 
"Everyone plays 12 games, and everyone has the same opportunities with 
the same number of scholarships. That’s like one hamburger maker getting 
upset because he’s selling fewer hamburgers than another. You’ve got to 
improve your product. I don’t really respond to those people. We’re so 
focused on what we’re trying to accomplish every day by graduating our 
student-athletes and winning championships."’ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.u~c.ed~Ju?id=50137456.421235~5a29175(~00ad39~29242d7d3&~=T&l=facul~vo-atNe~cs- 
~omm&o=32223107, or send a blank email to leave-32223107-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Saturday, September 29, 2012 11:17 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] N&O 

This article doesn’t *really* say anything we didn’t already know. Bm 
it’s devastating. 

~:/i~.ww. rtewsob server.cor!!2012/09/29/2379206iu~c o~ ersoneeded-academic ohelp, h~ml 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~://1ists‘ur~c‘ed~/~?id~5~137456A2~235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~acu~°°a~Ne~ics- 

=32223751, or send a blank email to leave-32223751-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, October 1, 2012 1:50 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Witness for Peace Fall Organizers’ Retreat 

Join us./rbr this exciting e&~cational event~. 
1.f ~.]ou are not able to att~nd but wouM ~ike ~o support our ~vor~, p~ease 
consider mak’ing a donation to Wi~ess j~or Peace .~o~th.east to help us 
cover transportc~gon costs./br our Latin American speaker and venue 
costs. 75anic you~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 1, 2012 4:41 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: October 11 Colloquium Presentation Advertising and Other Issues 

Dear Walter, 

Thank you again for your email. [ have reviewed it and included the response below. 

1. I will fill out the form and submit to Hyde Hall to confirm the Incubator room. 

2. I will work on a flyer and submit it for your review on Wednesday afternoon. 

3. I am responsible for ordering food from Carolina Catering for all functions in the department. What ! would 
need from you is what items to order and the quantity. Once [ have that [ will send it to Eunice for review and 

she will determine how much can be spent. 

4. Carolina Catering will deliver, set up and pick up afterwards. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 9:28 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: October 11 Colloquium Presentation Advertising and Other Issues 

Dear Travis, 

Below is the information for the October 11 colloquium presentation (3:30-4:45pm in the Incubator Room, Hyde Hall) to 

be delivered by Arturo Escobar: 

Title: "Territories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, Politics, Environment, and Development." 

Brief Abstract: This talk presents a retrospective look at twenty years of research and collaboration with a group of Afro- 

Colombian activists from Colombia’s Pacific Coast region, 

culminating in the launching of an international campaign in defense of the Pacific in 2010 and beyond. 

The items I need your help with are: 

1. We need to reconfirm the room reservation for the Incubator Room in Hyde Hall. 

2. We need a flyer--to be sent to departmental faculty and other interested parties--and an update about the talk 

on the website. Please show me the flyer when you are done as I will send over various listservs myself. We 

need the flyer and website update by this Thursday. 
3. I will contact Carolina Catering to order a fruit and cheese/cracker trays and drinks. However, I do not know 

details about the committee’s budget or how to go about arranging for payment. Any help you can offer in this 

regard would be appreciated. 

4. We have volunteers from the committee to help with setup and to introduce the speaker. Is there anything else 

we need to know or think about ahead of the presentation next week? I ask since everyone on the committee is 

new to its operation this year, none of us have helped plan a departmental colloquium before, and we are a bit 

shorthanded this term. If you spot anything we missed, it would be greatly appreciated. 



Let me know if you have questions or need any clarifications about any of the above. Also, please confirm receipt of this 

email at your earliest convenience. Thanks! 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwaltermcker/ 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc 

Tuesday, October 2, 2012 10:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Origmni, Anime, Kodachrome, Festil?all, and More! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

"Fire and Water: The Apoca[yptic Ima~Zinatiot~ oI 
Hayao Miyazakf’ 
A Public Lecture by Susan Napier, Tufts University 

Thursday, 4 October, 5:30 PM 

Nelson Mandela Auditorium, Fed Ex Global Education Center 

UNC-Chapel 

Over the postwar period, an 

apocalyptic consciousness has 

pervaded Japanese culture -- from its 

new religions to its arts -- in both 

high and popular culture. Japanese 

animation, in particular, has many 

apocalyptic works, its most vMd and 

provocative examples being in the 

films of director Hayao Miyazaki. 

From his early film Nausicaa of the 

Valley of the Wind (1984) to his most 

recent work, Ponyo (2008), Miyazaki 

has offered a wide-ranging tapestry of 

apocalyptic exp[orat|ons. 

In this talk, Susan Napier (Tufts 

University, Japanese Language and 

Literature) will discuss Miyazakfs most important works and suggest that 

he is introducing a new template for the end of humankind as an 

alternative to Western versions. 

Napier is the author of Anime from Akira to Princess Mononoke: 

Experiencin9 Contemporary Japanese Animation, as we[[ as From 

impressionism to Anime: Japan as Fantasy and Fan Cult in the Western 

Imagination. 

FREE and open to the public. 

ACKLAND FILM FORUM:Grove" @" the Fire)~Ue.s 
Thursday, 4 October, 7:00 PM 

**NOTE: Screening at the Nelson Mandela Auditorium, 

Fed Ex Global Education Center, UNC-Chapel Hill 



Susan Napier’s talk (see above) will be followed by a free screening 

of Isao Takahata’s 1988 film Grave of the Fireflies. 

This animated wartime tragedy follows 

the struggles of a Japanese brother and 

sister living in Kobe during the finai 

months of Worid War II. After their 

mother is killed in an air raid, they find 

a temporary home with relatives, then 

are forced to make their home in an 

abandoned sheiter. White their soidier 

father’s whereabouts and condition are 

unknown, the two must depend on each 

other to somehow stay alive, their oniy 

entertainment being the tight of evening 

fireflies. Roger Ebert catled Grave o]~ the 

Fireflies "one of the greatest war films 

ever made." 

This is the first film in the Ackland Film Forum series "Aesthetics of 

the End: Cinema of Apocalypse in Japan" presented in connection 

with the Ackland’s Season of Japan. 

This screening is FREE and open to the public. 

/~CKLAND FILM FORUM: No.s~g~,~ for th~s’ L~ght 
Thursday, 4 October, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, downtown 

Chapel Hill 

At 10,000 feet above sea [eve[, in Chile’s 

Atacama Desert -- the driest place on 

earth -- astronomers from al[ over the 

world gather to observe the stars. The 

sky is so translucent that it allows them 

to see right to the boundaries of the 

universe. The Atacama is also a place 

where the harsh heat of the sun keeps 

human remains intact. Melding the 

celestial quest of the astronomers and 

the earthly quest of a group of women 

searching for body parts of loved ones, 

dumped unceremoniously by Pinochet’s 

regime, Nostal~iafortheLi~ht (Patricio 

Guzm~n, 2010) is a gorgeous, moving, and deeply personal odyssey. 

This is the third of four films presented in the series "Celebrating 

Hispanic Heritage Month," organized by the institute for the Study of the 

Americas at UNC-Chape! Hilt. 

This screening is FREE and open to the public. 

Ackland 
:: Film 

Forum 
Logo 

See a list of all the Ackland Film Forum’s screenings 

on its webpage or on its NEW Facebook 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

Art Advent~.~es: Pri~ts a~d 

Saturday, 6 October, 1:00-2:30 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-oLds, Art Adventures sessions 

provide kids with a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s 

gaLLeries, foLLowed by the opportunity to create take- 

home treasures in an adjacent art studio using newly- 

Learned art-making techniques. MateriaLs are provided. 

This month s participants wilt Look at modern Japanese 

prints on view in the gaLLeries and try their hand at origami. 

MORNING SESSION: FULL 
AFTERNOON SESSION: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. 

Space is limited; RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

See You at Festifa((! 
Sunday, 7 October, 12:00-6:00 PM 

This Sunday, the Ack[and Art Museum wiLL be one of the many 

Local community organizations at FestifaL[, the biggest and best 

downtown event of the year! 

We’[[ have Lots of information about our not-to-be-missed art 

exhibitions, films, talks, tours, classes, and other programs for 

adults and kids. We’[[ also have a make-your-own Japanese screens and scroLLs table, as 

welt as chalk and bubbles for kids of aLL ages[ See you there! 

TEA AT TWO + BOOK SIGNING; Eric 

Ametica~L Incatce~ation its Wo~(d War 
Wednesday, 10 October, 2:00 PM 

On selected Wednesdays, Tea at Two features a special, guest speaker accompanied by 

refreshments and 

conversation. 

In 1942, BiLl. Manbo (1908-1992) and his family were forced from their HoLLywood home 

into a Japanese American internment camp at Heart Mountain, Wyoming. WhiLe there, 

Manbo documented both the bleakness and beauty of his surroundings using 

Kodachrome film, a technology then just seven years old. His images captured 

community celebrations and recorded his family’s struggle to maintain a normal Life 

under the harsh conditions of racial, imprisonment. Eric MuLLer will. discuss Manbo’s 

photographs and iLLuminate the tumultuous history unfolding just beyond the camera’s 

Lens. 

Eric L. MuLLer is Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor in Jurisprudence and Ethics at the 

UNC School of Law and director of UNC-ChapeL HiLL’s Center for FacuLty ExceLLence. He is 

author of American Inquisition: The Hunt for Japanese American Disloyalty in World 



War II and Free to Die for Their Country: The Story of the Japanese American Draft 

Resisters in World War II. 

Following Tea at Two, Eric Muller will be signing his book Colors of Confinement: 

Rare Kodachrome Photographs of Japanese American Incarceration in World War II 

at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Free to members / $10 for each non-member guest 

Pre-registration is required: acklandRSVP@ unc. edu or 919.843.3 687. 

Fri, Sat I0:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Through 

Saturday, 6 

October, 

select 

merchandise 

at the 

Ackland 

Museum 

Store will be 

discounted 

40% or 

more! 

Ack[and 

Members wit[ 

receive an 

additional 

107} off sate 

)rices. 

MUSEUM 

STORE 

HOURS 

Mon, Tue, 

Wed: 10:00 

AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 

AM - 8:30 PM 

Opening of A Japanese Market, Ackland Museum Store 

Thursday, 11 October, 10:00 AM 

Curator’s Seminar: Nob and Kabuki Theater Woodblock 

Prints from Storage 

Thursday, 11 October, 6:00 PM 

Second Friday Celebration, Ackland Museum Store 

Friday, 12 October, 6:00-9:00 PM 

Tour: "Perspectives on Japanese Painted Screens and Scrolls" 

Sunday, October 14, 2:00 PM 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made 

possible by ~enerous support from Ackiand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an email to the 

editor. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkef Kanze Noh, 1958; corer 

screen print. MerrK[ C. Berman Collection. @ Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 

Promotiona[ poster for Prfncess Mononoke (Dir. Hayao MiyazaM, 1997). 



Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991 : Seaweed Harvest, 1956; calor woodcut. Gift of Doug and Olga Eyre. 

Suhita Shirodkar: Fountafn, Los Gatos, 2012; watercolor and pen on paper. 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carolina. 

Forward this email 

] 

1his email was sent to eunice@emaii.unc.edu by esbow[es~@ema[[~unc.ed~[ 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant [emaval witil SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 2, 2012 10:39 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] well here’s a new angle 

h~p:~iwww.~ewsobse~!er.colr~/2012/10/02/2386415ina~aloweaponSoSy stemsoclassoa~.h~rr~ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ht~p:iilists.unc.ed~i~?id=5013745~.42f235~5a29175~OOad39~29242d7d3&n~T&l=facultvo-atNeticso 

fomm&o=32239886, or send a blank email to leave-32239886-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:28 PM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Africaaa and Afro-Americaaa Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

I hope you are doing well. I know you are keeping busy. 

I am chair of the committee that will be planning the AFRI/AFAM departmental retreat. We are currently thinking about February to hold the event, and it seems 

prudent to being the planning now. 

Eunice thought it would be a good idea for us to meet for brainstorming and strategizing, perhaps over lunch if that works for you. 

MWF noontime is usually free for me, if TTh works better for you it would have to be a breakfast meeting as I am occupied from 10-4. 

I look forward to seeing you and hearing your thoughts. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 3, 2012 2:47 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Tim, Monday Oct. 22 is good for me, Wed. Oct 31 for lunch. I can do breakfast any morning the week of the gth except for wed. Look forward to working with you on this. David 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 3 Oct 2012 14:28:09 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

I hope you are doing well. I know you are keeping busy. 

I am chair of the committee that will be planning the AFRI/AFAM departmental retreat. We are currently thinking about February to hold the event, and it seems 

prudent to being the planning now. 

Eunice thought it would be a good idea for us to meet for brainstorming and strategizing, perhaps over lunch if that works for you. 

MWF noontime is usually free for me, if TTh works better for you it would have to be a breakfast meeting as I am occupied from 10-4. 

I look forward to seeing you and hearing your thoughts. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <con£2014@gmail.com> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 6:17 AM 

nn329208@ohio.edu 

CFP (Updated): At~can Studies Cont~rence. Firs1 Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

1Announcemeut.pdf 

Society and Politics in Africa: 

Traditional, Transitional, and New 

13th International African Studies Conference 

(Moscow, May 27-29, 2014) 

First Announcement and Call for Panel Proposals 

Dear Colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian 
Academy of Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The 
Conference will take place at the Institute for African Studies and the Institute for Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working 
languages are Russian and English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, focusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s 
umbrella theme. The deadline for panel proposals submitting is February 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel 
proposals (within 500 words in English or both English and Russian) received by this date. The information to be submitted alongside with the 
proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), title(s), institutional affiliation(s), full mail and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax 
#. The list of prospective papergivers with their particulars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ consideration by February 15, 2013. Besides that, 
the Organizing Committee reserves the right to establish one or more Free Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to 
become known by December 1,2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, 
or otherwise, but only on the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance for, the Conference’s general theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessary to support 
your and your panel participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The 
registration fee includes the visa application support (Official Invitation*), the Conference Book of Abstracts, stationary items, reception and coffee- 
breaks. The fee for an accompanying person, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independent reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel 
reservation in strongly recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center 
of Information and International Relations, Institute for African Studies (conf2014@gmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) - prospective international 
participants, or to the attention of Dr. Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council for the Problems of African Countries (ns_inafr@mail.ru; tel.: 
+ 7 495 690 6025) - prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Committee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your research unit, as well as all interested persons, with the content of 
the present Announcement. 

Sincerely yours, 
Centre for Information and International Relations 
Institute for African Studies 
Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 
fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 10:05 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Africaaa aaad Afro-Americaaa Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

October 22 is good for me. Does noon work? We could meet at my office in Battle and then proceed to Franklin Street. 

Let me know if this is acceptable to you and your schedule. 

Tim 

From-" Kiel, David 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:47 PM 

To-" McMillan, Tim 
C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 
Tim, Monday Oct. 22 is good for me, Wed. Oct 31 for lunch. I can do breakfast any morning the week of the 8th except for wed. Look forward to working with you on this. David 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <timl@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 3 Oct 2012 14:28:09 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

I hope you are doing well. I know you are keeping busy. 

I am chair of the committee that will be planning the AFRI/AFAM departmental retreat. We are currently thinking about February to hold the event, and it seems 

prudent to being the planning now. 

Eunice thought it would be a good idea for us to meet for brainstorming and strategizing, perhaps over lunch if that works for you. 

MWF noontime is usually free for me, if TTh works better for you it would have to be a breakfast meeting as I am occupied from 10-4. 

I look forward to seeing you and hearing your thoughts. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA AnmM Conference <info asmeascholaxs.org@mai1262.us2.mcsv.net;, 

Thursday, October 4, 2012 11:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Updated Schedule; Last Chance to Register; New Speakers! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
5th Annual ASMEA Conference 

History and the "New" Middle East and Africa 

October 11-13, 2012 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel, Washington, D.C. 

The 2012 conference will feature: 

Opening remarks by Arab. Houda Nonoo of the Kingdom of Bahrain. 

Keynote address by acclaimed scholar Prof. Kanan Makiya on "Two Years Later: 

Realities of the Arab Spring." 

Special presentation by renowned Africanist Dr. G6rard Prunier on "Gaddafi’s 

Downfall and its Impact on Sub-Saharan Africa." 

Panel discussions on "The New/Old Heroes of Iran," "Christian-Muslim Encounters 

in the Medieval Middle East," "Israel: Threats Real and Imagined," "Leaders at the 

Dawn of Post-Colonial Africa" and many more topics in Middle Eastern and African 

studies, and related disciplines. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

VlEWthe tentative schedule. SEE the papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 



Full/Associate Members: $75. Register here. 

Student Members: $50. Register here. 

Non-Members: $150. Register here. 

Become a member of ASIVIEA here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@,asmeascholars.or~!. 

Associatior~ for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o r¢l 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2012 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www asmeascholars.org 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO Box 33699 
Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribe from this list I update subscription preferences I view email in browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 4, 2012 5:14 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Kirschner and NAVS 

A reflex reaction, I suppose, but it sends all the wrong signals. Let’s 
say, for the sake of argument, that NAVS 302 was a completely legit 
course. Can’t the athletics dept at least *acknowledge* that the 
circumstances look bad? I guess not. 

elboro.comiUNC-AlNeticsoNolhin oAbot~t-A~hletes-InoNai14418938 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 af 5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~-fac~h.~°°a~Ne~ics° 

foram&o=32251273, or send a blank email to leave-32251273-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:14 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti:-annoance@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues this weekend - Saturday at Duke 

The Latin A*nerican Film Fes~tivdt continues this weekend. Please join us! 

SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 4 PM, Duke East Campus. Richard "~]fite Auditorimn 

PREMIERE. WITtI PRESENCE OF THE DIRECTOR 

~]"¢~ ,$’t*~?’ or (;,~ ? I%ic~.," [@ore O*LraC*L dir. Elva Bishop (USA-Mexico. 2012). 37min 

"To Stay or Go? Voices From Oaxaca" follows a ddegation organized by V¢ituess for Peace and CItICLE Language Institute to the state of Oaxaca in 

southern Mexico. While in Oaxaca the ~’oup faced the forces driving emigration: economics, NAFTA, lack of resources due tu international 

corporations, and resulting broken families. Sn’ategies to cope with staying include creative farming methods in the dry Mixteca region, the 

preservation of native seeds, a women’s weaving co-operative, organizations to protect indigenous rights, and the empowerment of women and 

alternative education. The complefity of the dangers and possibilities affects families on boti~ sides of the border. 

Spanish and English with Subtitles. Presented with Witness for Peace 

SATURDAY OCTOBER 6, 7 PM, Duke East Campus, Richard \Vhite Auditurium 

THE ~VATER THROUGH FILM SERIES. 

The story intertwines Columbus’ arrival in the Americas witil the lnaldng of a film; it mixes the Spanish crown’s exploitation of gold hi the 16th century 

with the fight for water in Cochabamba in the year 2000. The fihn takes us from the fiction of a period film to the re’all .ty of a film set in a small Boli~ian 

city.. And from fliat remit)- to another which is deeper and more dramatic, fliat faced by people witil practically no rights, prohibited by law from 

collecting even tile rain. But "Even the Rain" does much more than compare historic events. It transcends the detail and delves into something much 

d eeper and more universal, the never ending processes of colonialism and neo-coloniMism in the ~miericas. 

Spanish & Aymam with English Subtitles ] Some violence and paNal nudity 

For the complete Festival schedule, go to http://~atina3nericanca~bbean.duke.edu/~utreach/~m-I~stival/2~2-nc-~a~in-american-~hn-I~s~val 

All Festival screenings are free and open to the public. 

The Latin American Fihn Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Depm~tment of Education and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Organized 

by The Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University. of Nol~h Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke UniversiU. Co- sponsored by the Institute for 

the Study of the An~ericas at UNC, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latino/a Studies in the Global South, the HaAti 

Lab at Duke, and the Duke ScreeniSocieb’, 
In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Durhmn, The Ackland Art Mnseum at UNC- CH, and the Vm’sib- Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Information: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34~dnke.edu 

Natalie Harts’an 

Associate Director 

Cente~ for Latin American a~d Caribbean Studies 

Du~e University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, October 5, 2012 3:25 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti>announce@duke.edu 

Latin Americm~ Film Festival continues this weekend - S unday at UNC 

Sunday October 7, 4 pm., Nelson Mandela Auditorinm, Fedex Global Education Center, UNC campus 

The Water Through Film Series 

,~’embr~d,~r,~s d~ Ag~a y V~’d,~ I ")[’ho,~’e w,b,) ~%~¢ }[’~t~r am[ L~[~,. Ojo de Agua Comunicaciones (Mexico. 2011) 30 min. 

Peasants from the districts of Octolfin and Ximantlfin in the Central Valley of the State of Oaxaca have established the "Coordinating Committee of 

Communities United for the Defense and Conservation of Water." They are searching for sMutions to the problems. Their love for their Mother Earth 

and their respect for nature guide them as they gain a wealth of kno~,ledge. They are successful in spite of the govermnent’s indifference and denial 

that the right to water is a basic hmnan ri~lt. Spanish with English Subtitles 

Ow~er.~ ¢~] ~%t,~r: C,mfiic~ and C,dI(~boration ~)vzr Ri,,er.~. Dir. Laura R. Graham, Das~d Hen~ndez Palmar, Cahni Waiasse. (Brazil. 2009). 38 

mirL 

A collaboration between indigenous filmmakers (a central Brazilian Xavante and a Wayuu from Venezuela) and an anthropologist explores a campalgu 
headed by the Xavante to protect the Rio das Mortes River Basin from the uncontrolled soy cultivation that brin~ deforestation and pollution to the 
watershed. The Xavantes’ May 25, 2006 blockade of a national highway in Mato Grosso raises aw areness of their conce~s and builds support tbr their 
efforts. Portuguese with English Subtitles 

,’~:f)~/mch*~. Dir. Cristobal Zapata (Chile. 2010). 25 min 

The river Mopocho is born in the Andes and descends to the city, of Santiago. A ~sual journey of the most important water resource in Chile. Silent fihn 

Sunday October 7, 7 pm. Nelson Mandela Auditorium. Fedex Global Education Center, UNC campus 

Spedal lnn-oduction by Prof. John French, Department of History, Duke 

Lula, Filho do Brasii [Lula, The Son of Brazil. Dir. Fabio Barreto (Brazil. 2010). 131 min. 

Brazil’s most expensively produced film and its submission for Best Foreign Eilm Oscar in 2011 is an emotional story of the early years of that 

country’s most beloved president, Lula da Silva, a man who came fi’om nowhere to rise inipossibly to the heights of success. Lula gl’ew up in extreme 

poverty, guided by a strong motller who faced overwhelming obstacles to raise her son with the drive and courage to live life without fear and to 

remember where he came from. "Lula, Son of Brazil" follows Lula froln childhood along his path to politics and union organizing during the years when 

Brazil was a military dictatorship. His mother, the emotional pillar of the film, is played by Gloria Pires, one of Brazil’s leading actresses. Portuguese 

with English Subfifle.~ 

For flae complete Festival schednle, go to http://~atina]nericanca~bbean.duke.edu/~utreach/~m-~bstival/2~2-nc-~a~in-american-~m-I~s~val 

All screenings are free and open to the public. 

The Latin American Fihn Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Department of Education and the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke University. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC, the 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screen/Society, 

In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Durham, The Ackland Art Museum at U%NC-CH, and the Varsity Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Irfformation: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34@duke.edu 

Natai i ~" Ha rtma~ 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin A~’erican and Caribbean Studies 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 5, 2012 10:27 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] uglier by the minute 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.u~c.ed~i~?id=5013745~.42~35af5a29175~00ad3%29242dTd3&n~T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o=32256909, or send a blank email to leave-32256909-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where are the reforms in Loudermilk? 

See the message from Wayne Lee, which appears not to have gone to the list as intended. (We’ve been having email address problems.) Glad 
to hear Wayne’s voice on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where are the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date:Sat, 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 
From:Wayne Lee <~ele~,@.email~mc~e&~> 

To:Jay Smith           email. ~mc.e&~> 
CC:discussion <f;ac @t-w- attietic s- f,orum~jistserv. ~mc. ed e> 

We, as faculty, have now been subjected to quite a long list of policy 

changes on our side, designed to prevent abuses associated with 

independent studies and unsupervised department chairs. None of those 

policy changes are unreasonable in and of themselves, but taken as a 

whole, they represent a set of assumptions (or conclusions) that it is 

OUR behavior that needs modification, correction, and oversight. What 

seems clear from this most recent set of documents (if it wasn’t 

already) is that the reforms really need to occur in two other 

ways/places. One is in Loudermilk. I am aware that some changes have 

been publicized, and that the chain of command has shifted to the Dean 

of A&S, and I have no doubt that will help. But I’d like to hear a lot 

more from the University leadership about how that mess is going to be 

policed.     Procedural (and perhaps personnel) reforms in Loudermilk, 

however, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2nd problem 

is unaddressed, and that is the profound warping effect that athletics 

money has on university systems and procedures. The money sports 

athletics program, and the alumni/boosters behind them, move through the 

university like a planetary mass, shifting everything around them--they 

create a culture of exception, in which people expect to get away with 

things (see recent tweet by OSU quarterback). Without some clear 

statements that the university will no longer be swayed by that money 

and by that constituency, these problems will simply come back or recur 

in modified ways. I propose three examples of "clear" statements, that 

are both syH~olic and real, and would represent a profound 

acknowledgment of the culture of exception. 

1. Cap coaches’ salaries at some multiple of the chancellors. Don’t 

waive the cap; no bonuses for bowls, or anything else. 

2. Set policy that no football games will be scheduled (except a bowl) 

on any day other than Saturday. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are motivated entirely by money; are bad for the players and bad for the 

students who want to attend the game. 

3. Acknowledge and end the hypocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 

Blue Zone. This is beyond a ridiculous kowtowing, and profoundly 

symbolizes the culture of exception. 

I am sure there are others. Perhaps some of these even came up before I 

was added to the listserv, but I thought it time to chime in. 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@Uncoedu 

w%,~ oUnCo edu/~we~ee 

WWWoaKiaZOnoCOm/Wavne-Eo-~ee/eiB00iKHRX~,/~ei n~k ak~ d~ ~ei I 

On 10/6/2012 10:20 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O’s latest and, on the second read, 

> absorbed this: 

> 

> ’One document shows that, as a 20-page paper came due, one player 

> apparently gave up with more than 18 pages done, and what was 

> completed needed work. A tutor, Whitney Read, expressed frustration 

> that the player "wanted to write no more and do no more corrections." 

> The next day, in an email message to a staff counselor, the tutor 

> wrote that another staff counselor was going to "surprise" the player 

> with "an extra session to fix the mistakes." Read has declined to 

> comment. 



> 

> One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

> staffer, then given to the player.’ 

> 

> We now have evidence that a second tutor did precisely what that 

> "rogue" Jennifer Wiley did--the one whose behavior was said to be so 

> egregious (despite working in the football coach’s house, but I 

> digress) that the University instantly severed relations with her, 

> naughty tutor that she was. And Read performed her work in 2010, AFTER 

> Wiley had left the program. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 

> conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But her 

> superiors said, hey, this is the way it is. It’s to be expected. 

> 

> Faculty with pitchforks should be gathering at the Loudermilk center 

> today. But I guess we wouldn’t be able to find parking, what with the 

> game and all. 

> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

> wlee@@~coedu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: 

> ~t~}~://iiS~SoUncoedu/uP~d 5681442]oeC0061e393d0f972ea3fe8abid658656&r~ T&I facu] ~y--ath7etics-fo£um&o 32268095, 

> or send a blank email to 

> leave-32258095-5581442] oec006~e393d0f272ea3fe8abld658656@iistserVo@~Scoedu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eoaice@mail.unc,edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~://1is~‘s~c~nc~ed@~?id=5~137456~42t235af5a291756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&1=~c@t~w~a~ie~i~s- 
~brcun&o=32258120 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea~ge-32258120-50137456,42t235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd32~ilistse~:~unc~eda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, October 6, 2012 11:41 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics- forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics- forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] money and Loudermilk 

If I’m not mistaken, Wayne et al, the academic counselors and other staff in Loudermilk will still be paid, at least indirectly, by the athletics department, 
even though their reporting lines have been redefined in a cosmetic way. So they will no longer report to an associate AD. But...who among us imagines 

that they won’t be communicating regularly with AD’s and coaches? Who imagines that their priorities will suddenly shift away from "eligibility" to 
"providing good educations"? This is simply a shell game that the university is playing at this point. Anyway, changing reporting lines and elevating 

admissions standards will do nothing to change the dynamic of corruption. As long as we’re determined to recruit the nation’s best athletes to come win 
championships for us, the athletics people are going to do everything in their power to keep the talented players on the field. They will be outfitted with 
the disguise of’student,’ and we academics will continue to look like saps or co-conspirators. 

I like the modifications Wayne proposes, especially their symbolism, but there is an even deeper contradiction we must confront. As long as we keep 

insisting, along with the Knight commission, that athletics programs must be self-sustaining, it’s hypocritical of US to condemn the athletics depts for 
their commercialism and orientation to big money (especially if we’re still rooting for the teams and want them to compete for national titles.) We 
already scream--and rightly--when student fees are used to support athletics. Even if we cap coaches’ salaries, AD’s are still going to have to find their 

money somewhere. To get out of this hypocritical bind, I’d say we have only two options. 1) Radically downsize and adopt a sort of "Division III" 
model [not happening], or 2) Set the basketball and football teams free as commercial enterprises. We can still take a cut of their revenues, thus helping 

us finance much more modest programs in volleyball, swimming, lacrosse, etc. 

Of course, I don’t really think either option will be followed. We’ll wallow in our institutional hypocrisy until the end times. 

On 10/6/12 10:56 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

See the message from Wayne Lee, which appears not to have gone to the list as intended. (We’ve been having email address problems.) 

Glad to hear Wayne’s voice on these issues... 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] where are the reforms in Loudermilk? 

Date:Sat 6 Oct 2012 10:50:49 -0400 
From:Wayne Lee <welee@_email~ur~c.edu> 

To:Jay Smith ~,,smith~emaiLunc.edu’~- 

CC:discussion <fa c@W-oa@letics-l"ormn @ii stser*,..unc.edu> 

We, as faculty, have now been subjected to quite a long list of policy 

changes on our side, designed to prevent abuses associated with 

independent studies and unsupervised department chairs. None of those 

policy changes are unreasonable in and of themselves, but taken as a 

whole, they represent a set of assumptions (or conclusions) that it is 

OUR behavior that needs modification, correction, and oversight. What 

seems clear from this most recent set of documents (if it wasn’t 

already) is that the reforms really need to occur in two other 

ways/places. One is in Loudermilk. I am aware that some changes have 

been publicized, and that the chain of command has shifted to the Dean 

of A&S, and I have no doubt that will help. But I’d like to hear a lot 

more from the University leadership about how that mess is going to be 

policed.     Procedural (and perhaps personnel) reforms in Loudermilk, 

however, will only be temporarily effective as long as the 2nd problem 

is unaddressed, and that is the profound warping effect that athletics 

money has on university systems and procedures. The money sports 

athletics program, and the alumni/boosters behind them, move through the 

university like a planetary mass, shifting everything around them--they 

create a culture of exception, in which people expect to get away with 

things (see recent tweet by OSU quarterback). Without some clear 

statements that the university will no longer be swayed by that money 

and by that constituency, these problems will simply come back or recur 

in modified ways. I propose three examples of "clear" statements, that 

are both symbolic and real, and would represent a profound 

acknowledgment of the culture of exception. 

1. Cap coaches’ salaries at some multiple of the chancellors. Don’t 

waive the cap; no bonuses for bowls, or anything else. 

2. Set policy that no football games will be scheduled (except a bowl) 

on any day other than Saturday. Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday games 

are motivated entirely by money; are bad for the players and bad for the 

students who want to attend the game. 

3. Acknowledge and end the hypocrisy of allowing alcohol sales in the 

Blue Zone. This is beyond a ridiculous kowtowing, and profoundly 

symbolizes the culture of exception. 

I am sure there are others. Perhaps some of these even came up before I 

was added to the listserv, but I thought it time to chime in. 



Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wl e~ @uno o edb~ 

~%~v amazon cot’~/WayI~e-Eo-Lee/e/B001KNRXKW!re£ t~tt atbr d~s pei i 

On 10/6/2012 10:20 AM, Jay Smith wrote: 

> Obsessing as usual, I reread the N&O’s latest and, on the second read, 

absorbed this: 

’One document shows that, as a 20-page paper came due, one player 

apparently gave up with more than 18 pages done, and what was 

completed needed work. A tutor, Whitney Read, expressed frustration 

that the player "wanted to write no more and do no more corrections." 

The next day, in an email message to a staff counselor, the tutor 

wrote that another staff counselor was going to "surprise" the player 

with "an extra session to fix the mistakes." Read has declined to 

comment. 

One paper, Read wrote, had been "worked on" by her and another 

staffer, then given to the player.’ 

We now have evidence that a second tutor did precisely what that 

"rogue" Jennifer Wiley did--the one whose behavior was said to be so 

egregious (despite working in the football coach’s house, but I 

digress) that the University instantly severed relations with her, 

naughty tutor that she was. And Read performed her work in 2010, AFTER 

Wiley had left the program. But it’s worse. Read had pangs of 

conscience, she didn’t like having to do this sort of thing. But her 

superiors said, hey, this is the way it is. It’s to be expected. 

Faculty with pitchforks should be gathering at the Loudermilk center 

today. But I guess we wouldn’t be able to find parking, what with the 

game and all. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 

wlee@uncoed@. To unsubscribe 

click here: 

or send a blank email to 

]eave-3225809b-558i~2~]oeC0061e393d0f272ea3fe8ab!d668656@lis~serVoU~Ooedu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: N%:smith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: la~!~$?:/’ilists~u~c.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4645b3gdgf~9522ac998cag&n T&I @cult~,ooathleticso 
lbrum&o 32258120 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leaveo32258120o48699857.659977916464563gdgf69522ac998cag@lis’~serwunc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eurice@~email.~mc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: !232dp:i/lis~s~r~c~edu/u’?id 50137456~42~235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&~ T&1 facul%,ooa~hle~icso~brum&o 32258155 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to lea~eo32258155o5013745~42i235a£5a29175600ad39629242dTd36d),!istser~,~unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Citing U.S. Fears, Arab Allies Limit Syrian Rebel Aid 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................. T.od.ay.is....H.ea.di.i.nes ........................................................................ 
~1)~ ~’~ ~rk ~ October 7, 2o12 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I _S.~_o_r.t..s. I .A_~_s. I ,~j..n.~, I Editorials I _O.~=..E_d.. I .O_R_.T_h.Ls_.D_a.~ 

TOP NEWS 

Citing U.S. Fears, Arab Allies 

Limit Syrian Rebel Aid 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Officials in Saudi Arabia and Qatar said 
they were withholding heavier weapons 
in part because of worries by the United 
States that they could end up in the 
hands of terrorists. 

Error and Fraud at Issue as 

Absentee Voting Rises 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

Nationwide, mailed ballots now accom~t 
for nearly ao percent of votes, yet such 
ballots are more likely to be 
eompronfised, and contested, than those 
east in person, statistics show. 

’. ~ Slide Show: In Florida, a Look at the 
Challenges of Mailed Ballots 

. [~ Graphic: Voting by Mail 

Scant Oversight of Drug Maker in Fatal Meningitis Outbreak 
By DENISE GRADY, ANDREW POLLACK and SABRINA TAVERNISE 

The rising toll has cast a harsh light on the loose regulations that legal experts say allowed a company to sell 
an unsafe drug to pain clinics. 
¯ ’ ~ Graphic: Tracking an Outbreak 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"You can give the rebels AKs, but you can’t stop the Syrian regime’s military with AKs." 

KHALID AL-ATT1YAH, a Qatari official, on Syrian rebels pleas for heavier weapons, an idea that has been 

resisted by the United States govermnent. 

and Climate 
Change on a Rocky 
Island 



Tatoosh Island, off the coast of 
Washington State, has seen a decline 
across species and could prove to be a 
bellwether for oceanic change globally. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION ........................................... 
How the G.O.P. ~[~|~N$ 
Became the Anti- Ill ~,~tliE$~ 
Urban Party ~ ~[B 
By KEVIN BAKER ..... . ....... 

Why does the party scorn 
life in urban areas - where 8o% of 
Americans live? 

Driving the Mohawk Trail 
ALSO IN TRAVEL )) 

Waves and wildlife in Costa Rica 

36 hours in Dubrovnik, Croatia 

nylimes,�o.m TRAViEL 

WORLD 

British Soil Is Battlefield Over Peat, for Bogs’ Sake 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

While many gardeners regard the partially decomposed plant matter as an elixir, environmentalists say 
taking peat from centuries-old bogs disturbs vital ecosystems. 

~ ~ Video: Greens Versus the Green Thumb 

Political Islam and the Fate of Two Libyan Brothers 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

One brother, after 16 years in Col. Muammar el-Qaddafi’s prisons, is a lawmaker. The other became A1 
Qaeda’s No. 2 and was killed in ma 3aneriean drone strike in Pakistan. 

Slow-Burning Challenge to Chile on Easter Island 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Inspired by other parts of Pol)aaesia that have obtained political autonomy or are seeking independence, 
leaders of the Rapanui people are mounting a rebellion against Chile. 
’- ~=~ Slide Show: Chile’s Challenge on Easter Island 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Voters in Florida Are Set to Weigh in on Two Contentious Ballot Questions 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Among aa proposed amendinents to the Florida Constitution, No. 6 would ban state money for abortions, 
and No. 8 would remove language barring religious institutions from receiving state money. 

Emory Confronts a Legacy of Bias Against Jews 
By SAMUEL G. FREEDMAN 

The evidence of bias against Jewish students in Emory University’s dental school has long been known, but 
tmtil now the university had neither adinitted the bias nor apologized for it. 

Scientists Adopt Tiny Island as a Warming Bellwether 
By STACEY SOLIE 

A married team of scientists, their mentor and a rotating cadre of graduate students have been observing 
disturbing declines in wildlife on the tiny island of Tatoosh in Washington State. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

They Work Long Hours, but What About Results? 
By ROBERT C. POZEN 

Often, professionals are judged by the amount of time they spend at the office. But that gauge can be at odds 



with workplace efficiency. 

UNBOXED 
The Seeds That Federal Money Can Plant 
By STEVE LOHR 

At a time of looming budget cuts, advocates of government financhag of technology research argue that it is 
an investment in the nation’s future. 

FAIR GAME 

The Muni Bond Market, Mired in Its Past 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Regulators put muni issuers on notice about disclosing basic financial information, but some don’t seem to 
have gotten the message, and the regtflators don’t seem to care. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Graceful Swing That Bears Resemblance to Federer’s 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Mick Kelleher, the Yankees’ first-base coach, has compared Robinson Cano - and his balletic footwork, soft 
hands mad long, smooth swing - to tennis star Roger Federer. 

. On Baseball: Soriano Fills Empty Chair in Yankees’ Bullpen 

¯ . With Baltimore, Buck Showalter Faces Past in Present 

TIGERS 3, ATHLETICS 1 
A’s Swing and Miss, Again and Again 
By TYLER KEPNER 

After allowing a leadoff home rtm to Coco Crisp, the Tigers’ Justin Verlander shut down Oakland through 
seven innings of a 3-1 win in Game I of an American League division series. 

" ~ Box Score I Play-by-Play 

’: After Son’s Death, A’s Reliever Finds Sense of Normalcy on Mound 

Fifty Years Ago, Last Outpost of Segregation in N.F.L. Fell 
By RYAN BASEN 

In 1962, three black players, including the flanker Bobby Mitchell, suited up for flae Washington Redskins, 
making it the last professional football team to integrate. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Gaming Faces Its Archenemy: Financial Reality 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP and STEPHEN TOTILO 

Video-game retail sales are faltering. Will Nintendo’s coming Wii U prove the industry’s salvation? 

Chicago Hip-Hop’s Raw Burst of Change 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The rapper Chief Keef serves as a reminder of what’s been whitewashed out of the lfip-hop mainstream: a 
sense of the struggle in the eomnatmities that produce much of the music. 

Dick Wolf’s Drama: This Is His Story 
By AMY CHOZICK 

With the new "Chicago Fire," the producer Dick Wolf is moving toward more serial stories and away from 
the strict procedural style of "Law & Order," which made him famous. 

’- ~ Video Excerpt 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Woman Who Took the Fall for JPMorgan Chase 
By SUSAN DOMINOS 



How a $6 billion mistake took down the most powerful woman on Wall Street. 

The Mitt Romney Who Might Have Been 
By ROBERT DRAPER 

What Governor Ronmey’s choices tell us about the mm~ who wants to be president. 

The Passage of Justin Cronin 
By ZACH BARON 

The literary novelist is writing a blockbuster horror trilogy after discovering "the other Justin." 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Better News on Jobs 
The latest report on tmemplo3anent, wlfile stronger than expected, also underlines the need for further 
federal action. 

EDITORIAL 
Impartial Justice at Risk 
A right-wing push to oust three sitting judges in Florida threatens fair and independent courts. 

EDITORIAL 
A Big Laser Runs Into Trouble 
Congress needs to look hard at whether the laser fusion project at the National Ignition Facility should be 
scrapped to help reduce federal spendh~g. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
Who’s in Charge Inside Your Head? 
By DAVID P. BARASH 

What can parasitic flukes and zombie bees tell us about love and free will? A lot. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Two Presidents, Smoking and Scheming 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Aaron Sorkin pulls back the curtain on a secret New Englm~d presidential smmnit. 

’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Cancer Lobby 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

If chemicals are carcinogens, should the govenunent hide that information? 

." Columnist Page I Bloc 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Europe’s Richer Regions Want Out 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The euro zone crisis has accelerated calls for independence from the richer regions of member countries, 
angry at having to finance their poorer neighbors. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 7, a985, Palestinima gtmmen hijacked the Italian cruise ship Aclfille Lauro in the Mediterranean with 



more than 400 people aboard. 

¯ See This Front Pa_A~ 
¯ Bug This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, October 7, 2012 11:38 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] ND QB benched for meeting with prof 

From ESPN: 

’He was benched for the first series after being late to practice -- a 
meeting with a professor ran long, and he hadn’t told Kelly ahead of 
time -- and Rees was run offthe field in three plays. But the 
Hurricanes gave the Irish a second chance when Gabriel Terry was called 
for roughing the punter, and Golson took over. 

"I understand it was a team violation. That was the consequences I had 
to deal with," Golson said. "I just kind of knew when I got my time I 
had to go out thero and have fun and manage the team."’ 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hv~p ://~ists ~mc. ed~v~ ? id~5~13 ~ 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 ai~5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 % 2 92 4 2d~ d3 &n~T &~f ac~°°a~Ne~icso 

, or send a blank email to leave-32259865-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

.]AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

Sunday, October 7, 20~.2 :L2:09 plVl 

.~AY BRYAN <jaybryan7@msn.com> 

info for October 19 and 20 West End Poetry Festival 

1 am following up on an email sent you in August about the Carrboro West End Poetry Festival on October 19 and 20, a schedule of which appears below. 
The Poets Council of Carrboro has worked extremely hard to feature many wonderful poets at Flyleaf Books (Friday) and the Century Center (Saturday). Our headliner poet is 
Professor Alan Shapiro, a nationally known and recognized poet who teaches in the Creative Writing Program at UNC. Here is a link with some information about Alan - 
http://alanshapiro.orq/artwork!1028373.html. Beside facilitating a reading and discussion session on "Why Write" on Saturday afternoon, Professor Shapiro will also be 
reading that night at 7:30 p.m. I am privileged to precede him at 7:00. 

You can also go to to the following websites, !~.!!~!!L~!~z~‘.~>!y?LL[i#.~!.~.!.,‘~;~?.~=~?.‘~.#~&‘,~!!!~!!~.!~.2....~.:[j.~.~!~.~t!~:~!~.~ (for Friday evening) and 
~s:/."~,,~,~,~’,,~.f~cebook.com/ever~ts!450393535002131 (for Saturday), for more details (until ~:/!~,~,~,,~,~.we.~end~oet.~weekend.com is updated). 

I hope you will be able to attend. 

Jay 

2012 West End Poetry Festival: Celebrating the Harvest 

Fdday, October 19, 6:30 to 8:30 pm (Flyleaf Books in Chapel Hill) and Saturday, October 20, noon to 8:30 pm (Century Center in Carrboro) 

Poetry readings. Q&A with poets. Sessions on publishing, poetry and social change, and why write. Open mic-enter your name for a chance at a 5-minute slot. Book sales. 
Time to network and socialize. Free and open to the public. Come for some-or all-of the festival! 

Featuring poets Dorianne Laux, Joseph Millar, Jacki Shelton Green, Alan Shapiro, Sacrificial Poets, Rachel Richardson, Lou Lipsitz, Andrea Selch, Stephanie Levin, Florence 
Nash, Jo Barbara Taylor, Jay Bryan, Rob Greene, Tyler Johnson, Susan Spalt, Celisa Steele, and Maura High 

Friday, October 19, 6:30 to 8:30 pm (Flyleaf Books M Chapel Hill) 

First Fruits: Opening Celebration with Readings and Reception I 6:30 pm 

Readings by Dorianne Laux, Joseph Millar, Rachel Richardson, Florence Nash, and Stephanie Levin. Refreshments, time to socialize, and a chance to buy books and get 
them signed. 

Saturday, October 20, noon to 8:30 pm (Century Hall in Century Center in Carrboro) 

To Market, To Market: A Panel on Publishing and Marketing 112:00 

A panel discussion with on recent trends in publishing, including traditional and new models. Andrea Selch (Carolina Wren Press); Rob Greene, Joseph Millar, and Dorianne 
Laux (Ralei~lh Review); Jo Barbara Taylor. 

Seeds of Change: The Role of Poetry in Social Change and Politics I 1:30 

A look, though poems and discussion at the role of poetry in social change. Jaki Shelton Green, Andrea Selch, Lou Lipsitz, Maura High and the Sacrificial Poets. 

Tending the Garden: Why We Write I 3:00 

A conversation with Alan Shapiro and Carrboro Poets Council poets Tyler Johnson, Susan Spalt, and Celisa Steele, featuring readings and discussion of why poets write. 

Wildflowers: Open Mic I 4:30 

Sign up Saturday for your chance at a 5-minute slot. 

Harvest Supper I 6:00 

A casual dinner catered by Amante Pizza in Carrboro for attendees to interact with poets and publishers. 

Cream of the Crop: Readings by Alan Shapiro and Carrboro Poet Laureate Jay Bryan I 7:00 

The finishing touch on this year’s festival. Alan Shapiro will entertain questions from the audience after his reading. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 12:44 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 
to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to 
Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 
big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 
it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 
listselv--which has subscribers of both the "pro-athletics" and 
"athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we 
have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 
time. If I or others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 
I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument 
and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 
for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 
up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 
deed and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 
Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 
the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders 
won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny comer of the ether? 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 
have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversations with the 
university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’ll give detailed blow 
by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 
interested--for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been 
consistently disappointed by the results. They listen politely, to be 
sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 
or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 
grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive 
Committee stand out as the exceptions to this role because of their 
actions this past summer. But with their exception, I make absolutely 
no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university. And I’m 
talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons 
for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 
place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 
all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 
months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 
fair-minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be on the 
athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 
unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 
long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 
prove that they communicate to athletes that they must be students 
first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 
revenue-sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic 
counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 
why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not 
interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 
suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 
undivided attention again. -Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/~/lists, m~c,edt~it~2id-50137456.421235a~Sa29175(~00ad39629242dTd3&~~-T&l-fac~A~’--athletics-l\~rtm~&o=32259943, or 
send a blank email to leave-32259943-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listselv.unc.edu. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Sunday, October 7, 2012 10:52 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti:-announce@duke.edu 

Latin Americm~ Film Festival continues Monday night at Caxolina Theatre in Durham 

Please join us! 

MON. October 8, 7:00 pm, Carolina Theatre, Cinema 1 (309 V~Test Morgan St, Durham, phone 919-560-3030) 

La Teta Asustada I The Milk of Sorrow. Dir. Claudia Llosa (Peru. 2010). 100 min. 

Fausta suffers from "the milk of sorrow", an illness transmitted through mother’s milk by women who have been violated or mistreated during the war 

of terrorism in Peru. The war has ended but Fausta cannot forget it because "the illness of fear" stole her soul. Now, her mother’s sudden death forces 

her to confront her fears and the secret that is hidden inside of her: she has inserted a potato into her vagina to serve as a protective shield that repels 

disgusting intruders. "The Milk of Sorrow" is the story of a search for re-awakening, a journey from fear to fi:eedom. 

Spanish and Quechua with English Subtitles Some violence and partial nudity 

~:i Milkof Sorrow 

0 

o Photo Credit: Milk of Sorrow 

For the complete Festival schedule, go to http://latinamericancaribbema.dnke .edu/ontreach/film - fe s~dval/2012- nc - latin- american- film- fes~val 

All screemngs are free and open to the public. 



The Latin American Film Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Department of Education and the Andrew W Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium ~n 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke Universi~. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC, the 

(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screen/Society, 

In collaboration with the Carolina ’l’heatre of Durham, The Ackland Art Museum at UNC-CH, and the Varsdy Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Irfformation: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34(d~,,dake.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Romney Strives to Stand Apart in Global Policy 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World I U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Media & Adver[isin~ 

~M#~ornize~ctav’# j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 8, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

Romney Strives to Stand 

Apart in GlobM Policy 

Mitt Romney has yet to explain how 
he would conduct policy toward the 
Middle East, or to resolve deep 
ideological rifts within the 
Republican Party. 

A goo-mile highway in Calabria has 
yet to be finished after decades of 
work, and critics see it as the rotten 
fialit of a jobs-fm~votes culture. 

IECONOMY 

The Patent, Used as a Sword 

~Mongside the impressive technology advances of the last two decades, many see a destructive use of 

software patents corrupting the marketplace for ideas. 

~E] interactive Feature: For Software Cracks in the Patent System 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"lJ~I~ we needed ~ medical siVaation with respect, no~ with ~!I kinds ~f mus~e going, t~t~oos ~nd 
piercings in Ne j~ce~" 
YA~ILETH BO~NOS, owner of a marijuana dispensary in Los Angeles, on a crackdown on 
Caiiforma’s medical marijuana industry. 

BUSINESS 

~ INTE I~C’I’IVE 

FEATURE: FoP 

Software, Cracks 

in tl~e Patent 

System 
When the nation’s patent system was 
born, many inventions were 
meehanieal. Some say the patent 
system is ill snited for today’s digital 
world, where innovations like 
software are often based on abstra et 
eoneepts. 

~ Re~ated Ar{icie 

OPiNiON 

10 pear saMd recipes 
Also on NWi-imes.com 

Family traditions 

A feast Tucci-style 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Toe to l"oe 

Mitt Romney has regained the initiative, but will he be able to follow through? 

WORLD 

C~fi~ez V~ ins New "Ferm ~n Venez~ela; Holding Oft" Snrge by Opposition 



President Hugo Ch~vez won re-election on Sunday, facing down the strongest electoral challenge of 

his nearly 14 years in office and gaining a new mandate to deepen his socialist revolution. 

~E~] Slide Show: A New Term for Ch~vez 

V~qth Affirmative Acfion~ India’s R~ch Gain School Slots Meant for Poor 

India’s caste-based affi~native action policy has transformed the taint of "backwardness/’ as those of 

means benefit from a program meant to uplift the less fortunate. 

Ph~I[pph~e Rebel Group Agrees to Peace Accord To End ~olence H~ South 

The deal with the Moro Islamic Liberation Front, which has fonght a war of independence for more 

than three decades, is expected to reduce the violence in the predominantly Mnslim southern island 

of Mindanao. 

Figbth~g for a Cayuse ~qtb Soap and Suds 

In Phoenix, carwashes raise money for funerals and deaths, strnggling chnrehes and eheerleading 

sqnads, for children of mnrder victims and for sick ehihtren. 

[] Slide Show: A Charitabie Wash 

Marljua~a Only for the Sick? A Farce~ Some zM~gelenos Say 

While the federal government cracks down on dispensaries of medical marijuana, Los Angeles 
repealed a recent ban on them. 

As M~lltary Suicides R~s% Foc~s Is on Private Weapons 

The Pentagon and Congress are working on policies to separate at-risk service members from 

personal weapons, but gun-rights advocates and many veterans are opposed. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

YouTube to Serve N~che Tastes by Adding Channels 

YouTube, now carrying more polished output, will announce more original channels to the loo it 

has introduced in the last year. 

To Regulate Rapid Traders, S,EoC, Turns to One of Them 

The Securities and Exchange Commission is paying a trading firm for software that will give the 

agency its first real-time window on an increasingly sophisticated stock mat’ket. 

Can~palgns Use Social i~,~edla to Lure Yo*mger Voters 

If the presidential campaigns of 2oo8 were dipping a toe into social media like Facebook and 

Twitter, their 2o12 versions are well into the deep end. 

* Mere Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

YANKEES 7, ORIOLES 2 

Ma~n and Yanks Are }Better Late 
i.::., L.~.’...ii.". ;i:f.:J. i.".:.:i Lii" 

Yankees catcher Russell Martin broke a 2-2 tie with a towering home run in the ninth inning, 

spacking a late rally as the Yankees [teat the Orioles in Game 1 of an A.L. division series. 

~E] B~ Score 

REDS 9, GIANTS 0 

Arroyo Shuts I)o~s~ Giants as Reds Take 2-o Series Lead 

Bronson Arroyo stymied and stunned San Francisco with his array of pitches, allowing only one hit 

in seven innings in the Reds’ victory over the Giants. 

~E] Box Score 



.After Scare, Reds’ Dusty Baker Looks Between the Milestones 

NATIONALS 3, CARDINALS 2 

Natlo~Ms Edge O~t Card~a~s V~’itl~ Late Rally 

£inc~-~itter Tyler Moore ~it a two-[’n, single i. the eighth inning to help the Washin~tou 
Nationals hold on against the St. Louis Cardinals in a tight and tentative eontest. 

~ Box Score 

ARTS 

f.h: ,iLii. 

"Dnck Dynasty," the A&E reality show about a Lonisiaml family that makes dnck calls, is growing 
in popularity. 

[] Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Pofitieal documentaries, rediscovered works and pre-eode films are part of the Museum of Modern 
.~’t’s "To Save and Project" program, which celebrates film preservation. 

AW~qte~" VVith ~71t and B~le p~ooves He’s Not Dead Yet 

Rumors of the death of the writer Clive James have inspired assessments of his career and given 
him an opening to promote his latest material. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

Tucker Carlson’s Daily Caller has quadrupled its page views and total audience in two years, and it 
announced that it became profitable this year. 

~W]ves Take the Campalg~ to Newsstm~ds 

Coverage of Miehelle Obama and Ann Romney - and sometimes their husbands - in women’s and 

celebrity magazines is eagerly sought and closely watched. 

ADMERTISING 

Star sightings, expansion in Europe, Flo, the Progressive salesclerk, and Maxwell, the Geieo pig, are 
among the topics at the annual event. 

More Media & Adver~isinq News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Cacopbo~W of Mo~ey 
Only a constitutional amendment or a careful system of regulation can diminish the corrupting 
flow of unlimited third-party spending. 

Stop and Frisk, Pagt 3 
Federal District Court in Manhattan scrutinizes police patrols in public housing. 

EDITORIAL 

:\ Gloomy Season for Dai~T Farme~-s 
Not renewing the farm bill is a legislative lapse of shamefnl proportions. 

o MoreOp[nion ~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Die 

A death in the family brings some lessons about how we ean best approach ore" final days. 

~ Columnist Pa~e I Blcg 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Truth Abot~t Jobs 

The data show an improving eeonomy, and that’s what the right wing ean’t handle. 



~ Columnist Page I Blog 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Rom~my~s Missing Fo~elgn Policy 

Mitt Romney needs to be more than a George W. Bush retread when it eomes to foreign poliey. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 8, 1982, all labor organizations in Poland, ine[uding Solidarity, were [)anne(]. 

See This Frm~t Page 
Buy This FFont Pagi; 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, October 8, 2012 12:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 10-08-12 

"Water In Our "vVorld" News & Notes Digest 

Monday October 8th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Jamie Bartram, Water Theme Steering Committee Co-Chair, will be the featured guest speaker on University Day- set to take place on Friday October 12th, 2012 in 

MemoriN Hall. For more information: http://w~x~vamc.edu/universitydav/ 

Enviromnent and the Arts event hosted by the Institute tbr the Environment featuring author William deBuys and photographer Alex ttarris as they discuss their non- 

fiction work °’River of Traps," on October 23rd, 2012 at 6 PM in the Tate-Turner-Kumlt Auditorium in the UNC School of Social Work. 

Friday Center ’%that’s The Big Idea?" lecture given by Grego~ W. Characklis tiffed Meeting Future Water Demands: Engineering, Economics, and Managing Risk 

farm 7 9 pm on October 25th, 2012 in the William & Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. 

2012 Campus Sustainabili .ty Day on Friday Oct. 26th frotn 1- 4 PM on Polk Place. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"Water In Our World" Interlmtional Photo Competition Submission Deadline Reminder - The deadline for photo submissions to the ’%~ater In Our World" 
~h International Photo Competition is October 19 , 2012. Submit your best photo today! For more information on contest rules and details: 

http://waterinstitute.unc.e&iphotocompetition2012 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Water as focus of Eal12012 issue of Carolina Arts & Science magazine - The Fall 2012 issue of Carolina Arts & Sciences magazine is fnll of feature stories on 

water initiatives throughout the College of Arts and Sciences. To view the fnll issue: htip://vwvw.carolinaartsandsciences- 
di~itN.com/ca~rolinaartsandsciences/2012faJd#pg 1. Some exclusive online multimedia extyas from this issue can be found here: http://college.unc.edu/e:dlas/. 

Water issues featured in Endeavors magazine - The campus puNication Endeavors recently featured two stories on water issues, the firs~ of which dens with the 
status of Nol~h Carolina’s hairier islands and the second which deNs with continued aftermath of the BP oil spill and its effect on ma~ine life. Both s~ories are linked 

below: 

http:i/endeavors.unc.eduithe future of the outer banks 

http://endeavors.unc.edu/in the line of fire 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwlved with "Water In Our World"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 
http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, cornments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: waterthetne(a)nnc.edu. Also, follow us on 
Twitter at http ://twit~er.comiUNCWater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 8, 2012 2:13 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 

Debby--you make reasonable suggestions, but it’s not realistic to expect 
that people will regularly attend Faculty Athletics Committee meetings 
(I, for one, teach until 4:45 and always have issues after class that 
keep me tied up until close to 5). And those of us who are not elected 
members--what power do we really have? What power *should* we have? I 
prefer to just be told when I’ve got something wrong. Or when a 
relevant bit of info could change my thinking about something. 

I’ve heard many times this past year that I’m uninformed about x, y, or 
z. I wish someone would tell me what it is that I need to know. If I’m 
not supposed to be believing, say, Dan Kane, it would be great to have 
someone instruct me about the error of his ways. If I’m not supposed to 
conclude that the UNC athletics scandal makes us look a whole lot like 
Auburn and Michigan and Minnesota and Ohio State and Memphis, and .... 
I’d like to be told why it’s so very, very different here. I know many 
people around UNCjust detest the N&O. But I can’t remember hearing 
anyone from UNC directly refuting the basic findings of Kane, Curliss, 
and company. If they’re lying, shouldn’t we be suing them? 

Email is imperfect, true, but direct democracy is impractical. Face to 
face communication is extremely time consuming, and also sometimes 
inefficient. Even Athens eventually got tired of direct democracy ! 
So...let me know what I’ve said that shows my ignorance! Really! -Jay 

On 10/8/12 11:50 AM, Stroman, Deborah L wrote: 
> Thanks Jan. 
> 
> Jan wrote "Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by finding our common grounds and building up, rather than dividing up 
and then trying to come together." I suggested this action at my first forum meeting.., we need to know where people stand on 
positions. And those positions need to be shared with other formal channels on this campus. No silo philosophy in effect. 
> 
> I remember reading an email suggestion that I should use this forum to inform others since I am a member of the EXSS Sport 
Administration faculty.., that is the very mission of the faculty athletics committee. (Part II of the mission: (b) The committee is 
concerned with INFORMING the FACULTY and advising the chancellor on any aspect of athletics, including, but not limited to, the 
academic experience of varsity athletes, athletic opportunities for members of the University community, and the general conduct and 
operation of the University’s athletic program.) 
> 
> Kudos to Richard (and others) for his effort. However, the administxation and management of sport is an academic discipline. Let’s 
be realistic. One can’t teach Biology, English, the War of 1812, Civil Rights or even a sub-discipline through a listserv. Can issues be 
raised and information disseminated? Yes, but that in itself lends itself to the issues we are currently facing regarding communication 
and understanding of intention, actions, and policy. We all know the limitations of email-based communication. 
> 
> I encourage your attendance at the next Faculty Athletics Committee on tomorrow, Tuesday, at 4:30 p.m. South Building (105). 
Perhaps, if this committee doesn’t satisfy your/our needs, there needs to be a proposal set forth to reform such or create another formal 
body. ??? 
> 

> Do Good. 
> 

> Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
> Engage. Explore. Empower. 
> 
> 919.843.0336 
> 
> "One woman can make a difference but 
> women working together can change the world." 
> 



Original Message ..... 
> From: Boxill, Jan [maiFto:JMBOXILL~email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 12:19 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 
> 

> Hi All, 
> This has been a very intense and interesting exchange. 
> 
> I did respond to Rudi a while back; there have been some discussions going on in various venue. I know a recent one that was 
advertised to this group, sponsored by the Black Caucus and Black Students Movement. It featured a panel of faculty, students, and 
staff and candidly addressed some of the concerns we have. The Athletic Director attended; he appreciated hearing the different 
voices. There is an upcoming Knight Commission discussion. I don’t have the details right now, but the DTH will have them. 
> 
> Also keep in mind that anyone can attend the Faculty Athletic Committee; and we specifically left time for open discussion at this 
past Faculty Council meeting for anyone to speak about whatever they had in mind. [Rudi specifically asked me to do this] No one 
spoke up!. Given that the Chancellor, Provost, many Deans, and the Athletic Director were all present, [and they come regularly] 
this would have been a good opportunity to share concerns. We had many faculty attending who had earlier spoken up about the 
resolutions that were put forth, especially on the Strategic Planning Committee and faculty input, and also on male minority retention. 
> 
> One thought I have is to wait to hear from the Governor Martin report and then once the Hunter Rawlings committee is set, to have 
an open forum with a panel of faculty, students, and administrators. One thing as I read all the comments is that we need to keep in 
mind that the athletes are as diverse as our student body, and we are talking about real people, many of whom work very hard both on 
their academics and their sport. Lumping all 800+ athletes together does a disservice. Many of us likely have athletes in our classes, 
and given the atmosphere on campus, do not want to be identified. 
> 
> I thoroughly agree with Rudi, and I also echoed at the Faculty Cotmcil meeting--we came together in defense of the Chancellor, we 
now need to address the problems that brought him down. He is ready to assist us. We need to operate from facts and knowledge, 
not simply from perceptions and news stories. I stand ready to assist as well. 
> 
> One last comment for tonight: I agree with Andy, that categorizing people into pro-athletics and skeptics doesn’t fit everyone. 
Rather than categorizing, why don’t we start by finding our common grounds and building up, rather than dividing up and then trying 
to come together. Interestingly I just had a conversation with one of my brothers [who I seldom see] and we are polar opposites 
when it comes to politics, but we were agreeing that there are lots of things wrong with our government. His solution was to 
dismantle and "et’s stwart over." My recommendation was that we be realistic and be ready to take a serious and objective look at the 
causes, systemic or otherwise, and not just assume our perspectives are the right ones. We need these to work from, but we must be 
willing to listen to the other--for us [my brother & me] this was a major step!!! So perhaps there is hope that we can solve the issue 
that may not satisfy everyone--no policy will--but at least agree to a solution that will retain the common grotmds that we all wanted to 
support. 
> 
> Thanks all--it’s late but hope there’s not too many typos or grammatical mistakes! 
> Jan 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J [collored@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Stmday, October 07, 2012 9:56 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 
> 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 
> I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is the making of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty 
council and I have followed up sending an email to Jan (I have pasted that below). The response I got from Jan promised a follow up 
communication and indicated that some wider discussion was planned. Debby’s message to this list indicates a lot is already going 
on. I have to say I still feel in the dark about where, when and how one can be heard on this issue. 
> 
> After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they 
both indicated that there was a lot I did not know and that there was a lot already going on to address athletic problems. They implied 
that one had to earn the right to speak up about sports and its effects on students and our campus. Well, sure, we owe it those who 
have been tackling these problems to hear them out and become as informed as possible. But athletic expertise, or more to the point, 
athletic administrative expertise should not be a qualifying condition to speak on behalf of students and teaching. Clearly on this 
campus, one of the challenges is to bring as many instructors as possible into this discussion. Another will be to create a spirit of 
openness. 
> Best, 
> Rudi 



> Dear Jan, 
> I am writing to follow up on my comments at the special faculty meeting and my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the 
deeper problems that the growth of the sports enterprise pose to the university. 
> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of 
the ACC is worrying. The demands on the athletes increase along with the escalation of the salaries of coaches and administrators. 
The athletics department is adept at pushing the full set of commitments on the "athlete" side of the "student-athlete" label: why isn’t 
there a stronger defense of the "student" side by their teachers? I think the goal of the discussion is not to come up with yet more 
policies about tutoring or managing sports-class conflicts or oversight of academic eligibility, but to affirm the guiding principles that 
should orient strategic decisions about athletics-similar to the way the Belmont report guides human subjects policy and regulation. 
Perhaps such principles already exist and the discussion can reaffirm them explain what has put them at risk-and make clear what 
further threatens them. 
> The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a common theme; they have made it look as if the 
university-its classes, its fundraisers, even its emergency medical flights-- are here to serve a privileged world of sports. The faculty 
has admirably spoken up in defense of the chancellor. I think we need to now speak to the problems that drove him out. 
> Best, 
> Rudi 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] about our listserv 
> 

> I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I 
apologize to Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are big and emotional issues, and overstatements 
will sometimes happen. But it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this listserv--which has subscribers of both 
the "pro-athletics" and "athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms--is that we have the chance to engage in mutually 
enlightening argument from time to time. If I or others communicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, I’d like to invite others to 
correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances for two years 
running has been that the university has resisted opening up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through deed 
and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 
> Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our 
leaders won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny corner of the ether? 
> 
> As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I have had repeated and extensive one-on-one conversations 
with the university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’ll give detailed blow by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone 
who’s interested--for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been consistently disappointed by the results. They listen 
politely, to be sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, or--even worse--have shown a shocking inability 
or unwillingness to grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive Committee stand out as the exceptions to this role 
because of their actions this past summer. But with their exception, I make absolutely no apologies for impugning the leadership of 
the university. And I’m talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons for the depth of my own anger and 
frustration, this would be a good place to start. 
> 
> Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given all the incriminating information that has come to light in the 
past 14 months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always fair-minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be 
on the athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there 
for a long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can prove that they communicate to athletes that they must 
be students first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star revenue-sport athletes eligible? They can prove that 
academic counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do 
they think we’re not interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give 
French history my undivided attention again. -Jay 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~:J~/lists.~nc.ed~iu?id=56378(,OS.d5e258f994f240dcTb7684965 le6e ~85&n~T&l=~acu~tv--atNe~ics-~omm&o=32259943~, or send a 
blank email to leave-32259943-56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b7684965 le6e 185@listserv.unc.edu. 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
!i~.~p:iilists.~mc.edulu?id-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a~720a4d40981 ef5b593&n=T&l-facul , or send a 
blank email to leave-32260828-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981ef5b593@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: dstro@unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:iilists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699886.%Tg76885467 lbebc23d57742a2763d~&n=T&l=faculty~-~cs-~orum&o=32261409, or send a blank email to leave- 
32261409-48699886.7b78768854b7 lbebc23d57742a2763 d6@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 



-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~j~P : //~ists.u~c.ed~/w ?id=4~998 5 7. 6 5 997 7 91b4b4 5b 3 ~d9 f 6 9 5 22ac99~ca9 &1~=T &~=f acu~tY°°a~ej~icso 

fomm&o-3226385 ~,, or send a blank email to leave-32263851-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1is~s ~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 5~. 4 2~2 3 5 ~5 a2 91~ 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d~ d3 &n=T &~fac~°°a~Ne~icso 

fomm&o=322(~47(~2, or send a blank email to leave-32264762-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 3:51 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the fight to talk about teaching 

Meant this for the list... 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <~ sr~Sth@emaiLa~c~ed~p 

To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <coHore Jg~emai~.unc.ed~~ 

Rudi quick follow up just to say, hear hear! Every one of us, 

certainly every one of us in the College of Arts and Sciences, can tell 

a story or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

presence of athletes. Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 

have additional work created for us (must fill out these mid semester 

check up forms), additional strains on our time (how do I correct that 

sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 

dynamics of classroom interactions. So yeah, we the faculty have a 

right to speak. Not because we know what percentage of athletes are 

special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

because we are supposedly in charge of our own classrooms and the 

management of our relationships with our students. No other 

qualification is required.    Jay 

On 10/7/12 9:56 PM, Colloredo Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 

> I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty council and I h 

> 

> After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they both indicated th 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> Dear Jan, 

> I am writing to follow up on my coK@~ents at the special faculty meetingand my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper problems that 

> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of the ACC is worryin 

> The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a coK@~on theme; they have made it look as if the university its classes, 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [iavsmi~h@email.unc~edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 

> To: discussion 

> Subject: [faculty athletics forum] about our listserv 

> 

> I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 

> to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to 

> Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 

> big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 

> it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

> listserv which has subscribers of both the "pro athletics" and 

> "athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms is that we 

> have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 

> time. If I or others coK@~unicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 

> I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument 

> and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

> for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

> up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 

> deed and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 

> Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

> the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders 

> won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny corner of the ether? 

> 

> As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 

> have had repeated and extensive one on one conversations with the 

> university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’11 give detailed blow 

> by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 

> interested for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been 

> consistently disappointed by the results. They listen politely, to be 

> sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

> or even worse have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

> grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive 

> CoK@~ittee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

> actions this past suK@~er. But with their exception, I make absolutely 

> no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university. And I’m 

> talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons 

> for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 

> place to start. 

> 

> Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 

> all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 

> months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 

> fair minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be on the 

> athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 

> unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 

> long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 

> prove that they coK@~unicate to athletes that they must be students 

> first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 

> revenue sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic 

> counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 

> why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not 

> interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 

> suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 

> undivided attention again.     Jay 

> 

> You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: co~iored@emai~unc~edu. To unsubscribe 



> click here: ht~’~//iis~s~unc~edu/u?io~ %63",~86@8~@~Se?58f99~{f?60dcTb’,~681965ke6e18b&n r~&i faculty a~h~e~ics forum&o 322599,13 

> You are currently subscribed to faculty athletics forum as: i~_ysmltl~@emaJ i un eiu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: bttl~;//iists~u!~c.edu/u?id= ~8699857.65997791h~b~Sb38d9f695~ac998ca9&~= ’~&i £acu]ty a%~]eti~s forum&~=32260828 

> 

or send a blank email t 

or send a blank email t 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eur~ice~_email, unc ed~. 

To unsubscfibe click here: ~g_~:/ilists~nc ed~/u?id 50137456 42~235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I ~ac~lt~,ooa~hle~icso~}~rum&o 32265449 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leaveo3226544%50137456.42£i35afSa2917560(}~d396292~p~is~nc:ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 8, 2012 3:59 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] that Ohio State tweet 

Couldn’t agree more with Zirin... 

~ :/5% ww.the~ation.co~vbio~gsidaveoziri~# 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hw~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id~5~13~45~.42~235a~5a291~5~ad39~29242d~d3&n~T&~fac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=32265530, or send a blank email to leave-32265530-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 9:44 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

I don’t know about disingenuous (Wayne, you’re really bringing it!), but I do think that this gets at a very interesting bone of contention among us--and really, among "sports fans" 
everywhere. 

We hear all the time, from the NCAA most obnoxiously, that "student-athletes" play dozens of different sports, that they graduate at higher rates, that they make dean’s lists, and that they 
will "turn pro in something other than sports," etc etc. In other words, the NCAA is as wholesome as apple pie and motherhood. (Debby, I’m sure she won’t mind my pointing out, is 

herself one of the wholesome products that the NCAA loves to represent as the totality of the college sport experience--she played basketball at UVA.) 

But...the great majority of the problems that afflict college sport arise from the peculiar pressures created through the recruitment process for the revenue sports, the sports that make all 
the money by which we float the good ship "college athletics." So we persist in talking past one another, pretty much all the time. When I talk about the problems of college athletics, my 
eyes are trained on football and basketball. When others celebrate college sports, they usually have in mind all the OTHER athletes. (Mind you, I don’t suppose that all football players 
are ’dumb jocks,’ and I acknowledge that there is great social value in providing educations for guys who would otherwise be completely adrift.) All the metrics the NCAA loves to talk 
about get reversed dramatically if you focus on football and basketball and exclude the others. We all therefore need to be clearer what it is we’re talking about. And we need to be honest 
with one another about the statistics that matter. It’s one reason I object to the category "student-athlete." Let’s keep the apples and the oranges separate, please. Whether "college 
athletics" can and should survive and prosper is a different question, intellectually speaking, from whether football and basketball need radical reforms. -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:17 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Debbie, 
I believe strongly that your statistics are misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that many of us are worried about the vast majority of student athletes (I regularly 

find olympic sport athletes to be among the very best students). The really damaging aspects of the culture of exception exist for the money sports, and the percentages there 
would change dramatically. And even ifit was .08%, the damage done was all out of proportion, no? 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@unc.edu 

~ee~.unc.edu/~welee 

~ee~.amazon.com/Wayne E. Lee/e/B001KHRKKW/ref ntt athr dp pel 1 

On 10/8/2012 6:00 PM, S~oman, Deborah L wrote: 

Yes, PLEASE speak up,_ engagement is SO necessary~ 

I wish we could have everyone on this listserv (and more faculty) show up and participate at faculty council and FAC meetings. We only have one sport administration 

professor on the FAC committee, so there certainly isn’t a dominance of experts there~ And as informed as she is -- she still has her own perspective at that_ 

Do we need another formal university committee to address these issues if FAC is not the one? 

Additional work? That’s a great discussion questiom 

Over 800 athletes in the system, ~ 200 newbies per year for 28 sports and ~ 15 special admits per year across ALL sports, So we are talking about ,08% of alarm on our 

campus. Mercy. 

debby 

Do Good. 

Deborah L.Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 
En~age. Exptore, Empewen 

919,843.0336 

From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 3:51 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

Meant this for the list... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the fight to talk about teaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <iavsmith~email.unc.edu> 

To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored~email.unc.edu> 

Rudi quick follow up just to say, hear hear! Every one of us, 

certainly every one of us in the College of Arts and Sciences, can tell 

a story or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

presence of athletes. Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 

have additional work created for us (must fill out these mid semester 

check up forms), additional strains on our time (how do I correct that 

sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 

dynamics of classroom interactions. So yeah, we the faculty have a 

right to speak. Not because we know what percentage of athletes are 

special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

because we are supposedly in charge of our own classrooms and the 



management of our relationships with our students. No other 

qualification is required.    Jay 

On 10/7/12 9:56 PM, Colloredo Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

> Hi Jay and other members of this list, 

> I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty counc 

> 

> After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they both in 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> Dear Jan, 

> I am writing to follow up on my coK@~ents at the special faculty meetingand my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper prob 

> I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of the ACC 

ar what further threatens them. 

> The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a coK@~on theme; they have made it look as if the university it 

> Best, 

> Rudi 

> 

> 

> 

> From: Jay Smith [iaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

> Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 

> To: discussion 

> Subject: [faculty athletics forum] about our listserv 

> 

> I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 

> to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to 

> Debby (and others) for my own contributions to ~negativity.~ These are 

> big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 

> it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

> listserv which has subscribers of both the ~pro athletics~ and 

> ~athletics skeptics~ persuasion, to use very broad terms is that we 

> have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 

> time. If I or others coK@~unicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 

> I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument 

> and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

> for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

> up the can of worms that is ~big time sport~ and has insisted, through 

> deed and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 

> Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

> the university leaders who are handling the ~problem.~ If our leaders 

> won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny corner of the ether? 

> 

> As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 

> have had repeated and extensive one on one conversations with the 

> university’s ~leaders~ over the past two years (I’11 give detailed blow 

> by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 

> interested for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been 

> consistently disappointed by the results. They listen politely, to be 

> sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

> or even worse have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

> grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive 

> CoK@~ittee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

> actions this past suK@~er. But with their exception, I make absolutely 

> no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university. And I’m 

> talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons 

> for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 

> place to start. 

> 

> Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 

> all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 14 

> months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 

> fair minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be on the 

> athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 

> unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 

> long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 

> prove that they coK@~unicate to athletes that they must be students 

> first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 

> revenue sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic 

> counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 

> why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not 

> interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 

> suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 

> undivided attention again.     Jay 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 8, 2012 10:06 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] and race 

And, ifI may quickly respond to my own message, there is of course the other great divide that too often gets ignored, and that’s race. As Richard has pointed out before, the NCAA uses 

"most of them will go pro in something other than sports" as a lightly coded reminder that not all beneficiaries of NCAA scholarships are...you know, black. And this, to me, is yet 
another reason to be suspicious of the catch-all category "student-athlete." Some (present company excluded) very much want to use that label as a means of diluting and distracting from 
important issues of race, privilege, and power. If they’re all just "student-athletes" having the same basic experience, then we don’t want to worry too much about the fact that the football 
players aren’t necessarily getting real educations, that the field hockey players (what, 90% white?) are flying around the country to compete and getting first rate educations on the backs of 
the basketball team (Maui invitational!), and that fb and bb players risk career-ending and income-destroying injuries every week to keep the whole machine humming. The racial politics 
of all this are really complicated, but let’s face it--the NCAA would prefer that you didn’t notice. 

Totally self-indulgent aside: as a grad student at Michigan, I went to football games regularly. In the late ’80s there was a super-talented running back named Tony Boles who was 
absolutely electrifying as a freshman. I remember thinking--that guy’s going to win the Heisman. Junior year, he blew out his knee and never played again. I’ve thought of Tony Boles a 
lot for 25 years (mainly because, as a Michigan fan, I regretted that he never won all those games he was going to win!) But these last two years I can’t get him offmy mind. We need to 
reform this stinking system for the Tony Boles of the world. (Google the guy if you want to get depressed before bedtime.) -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:43 PM, Jay Smith wrote: 

I don’t know about disingenuous (Wayne, you’re really bringing it!), but I do think that this gets at a very interesting bone of contention among us--and really, among "sports 
fans" everywhere. 

We hear all the time, from the NCAA most obnoxiously, that "student-athletes" play dozens of different sports, that they graduate at higher rates, that they make dean’s lists, 
and that they will "turn pro in something other than sports," etc etc. In other words, the NCAA is as wholesome as apple pie and motherhood. (Debby, I’m sure she won’t 
mind my pointing out, is herself one of the wholesome products that the NCAA loves to represent as the totality of the college sport experience--she played basketball at 
UVA.) 

But...the great majority of the problems that afflict college sport arise from the peculiar pressures created through the recruitment process for the revenue sports, the sports that 
make all the money by which we float the good ship "college athletics." So we persist in talking past one another, pretty much all the time. When I talk about the problems of 
college athletics, my eyes are trained on football and basketball. When others celebrate college sports, they usually have in mind all the OTHER athletes. (Mind you, I don’t 
suppose that all football players are ’dumb jocks,’ and I acknowledge that there is great social value in providing educations for guys who would otherwise be completely 
adrift.) All the metrics the NCAA loves to talk about get reversed dramatically if you focus on football and basketball and exclude the others. We all therefore need to be 
clearer what it is we’re talking about. And we need to be honest with one another about the statistics that matter. It’s one reason I object to the category "student-athlete." 
Let’s keep the apples and the oranges separate, please. Whether "college athletics" can and should survive and prosper is a different question, intellectually speaking, from 
whether football and basketball need radical reforms. -Jay 

On 10/8/12 9:17 PM, Wayne Lee wrote: 

Debbie, 
I believe strongly that your statistics are misleading and even disingenuous. I don’t think that many of us are worried about the vast majority of student athletes 

(I regularly find olympic sport athletes to be among the very best students). The really damaging aspects of the culture of exception exist for the money sports, 
and the percentages there would change dramatically. And even if it was .08%, the damage done was all out of proportion, no? 

Wayne E. Lee 

Professor of History 

Chair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 

wlee@unc.edu 

~ee~.unc.edu/~welee 

~ee~.amazon.com/Wayne E. Lee/e/B001KHRKKW/ref ntt athr dp pel 1 

On 10/8/2012 6:00 PM, S~oman, Deborah L wrote: 

Yes, PLEASE speak up_, engagement is SO necessary, 

I wish we could have everyone on this listserv (and more faculty) show up and part[dpate at faculty council and FAC meetings, We only have one sport 

administration professor on the FAC committee, so there certainly isn’t a dominance of experts there. And as informed as she is -- she still has her own 

perspective at that,.. 

Do we need another formal university committee to address these issues if FAC is not the one? 

Additional work? That’s a great discussion question, 

Over 800 athletes in the system, ~ 200 newbies per year for 28 sports and ~ :iS special admits per year across ALL sports, So we are talking about .08% of alarm 

on our campus. Mercy, 

debby 

Do Good, 

Deborah L,gtromml, Ph,D. CLU 
Ensage, Exptore, Empowen 

919,843,0336 



From: Jay Smith [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Seat= Nonday, October 08, 2012 3:51 PN 

To= discussion 

Subject= Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

Meant this for the list... 
........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] the right to talk about teaching 

Date:Mon, 08 Oct 2012 15:50:31 -0400 
From:Jay Smith <iavsmith~email.une.edu> 

To: Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <eollored~a~ email.une.edu> 

Rudi quick follow up just to say, hear hear! Every one of us, 

certainly every one of us in the College of Arts and Sciences, can tell 

a story or stories about how our classrooms have been affected by the 

presence of athletes. Sometimes it’s great, sure, but at other times we 

have additional work created for us (must fill out these mid semester 

check up forms), additional strains on our time (how do I correct that 

sentence without rewriting it for him?), and unwanted change to the 

dynamics of classroom interactions. So yeah, we the faculty have a 

right to speak. Not because we know what percentage of athletes are 

special admits or because we know how many tutors work on subject X, but 

because we are supposedly in charge of our own classrooms and the 

management of our relationships with our students. No other 

qualification is required.    Jay 

On 10/7/12 9:56 PM, Colloredo Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

Hi Jay and other members of this list, 

I find it encouraging that this list is up and running and there is themaking of a dialog. I have recently spoken up at the faculty 

After I spoke at the special faculty council meeting to support the chancellor, two faculty members came up to talk to me and they bo 

Best, 

Rudi 

Dear Jan, 

I am writing to follow up on my coK@~ents at the special faculty meetingand my concern that the faculty is not facing up to the deeper 

I think this campus needs a broader discussion about the appropriate limits on the UNC sports franchise. The regular expansion of the 

ar what further threatens them. 

The public scandals that we have had over the past couple of have sports as a coK@~on theme; they have made it look as if the universi 

Best, 

Rudi 

From: Jay Smith [~aysmith@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, October 07, 2012 12:44 PM 

To: discussion 

Subject: [faculty athletics forum] about our listserv 

I’m about to turn to a stack of bluebooks, but before I do so I wanted 

to respond to Debby’s passionate email from yesterday. I apologize to 

Debby (and others) for my own contributions to "negativity." These are 

big and emotional issues, and overstatements will sometimes happen. But 

it seems to me that one of the potentially useful things about this 

listserv which has subscribers of both the "pro athletics" and 

"athletics skeptics" persuasion, to use very broad terms is that we 

have the chance to engage in mutually enlightening argument from time to 

time. If I or others coK@~unicate a basic misunderstanding of an issue, 

I’d like to invite others to correct me/us! I’m not averse to argument 

and I am definitely not averse to learning. One of my chief grievances 

for two years running has been that the university has resisted opening 

up the can of worms that is "big time sport" and has insisted, through 

deed and word, that our problems are limited, localized, and temporary. 

Big discussions, crafted for a purpose, therefore seem unnecessary to 

the university leaders who are handling the "problem." If our leaders 

won’t do it, can’t we, at least, do it in our tiny corner of the ether? 

As for the specific charge about apathy, I also want to point out that I 

have had repeated and extensive one on one conversations with the 

university’s "leaders" over the past two years (I’11 give detailed blow 

by blows of each of my seven conversations for anyone who’s 

interested for some of them I even have documentation), and I have been 

consistently disappointed by the results. They listen politely, to be 

sure, but they have repeatedly passed the buck, made vague promises, 

or even worse have shown a shocking inability or unwillingness to 

grasp the large issues at stake. Jan and the Faculty Executive 

CoK@~ittee stand out as the exceptions to this rule because of their 

actions this past suK@~er. But with their exception, I make absolutely 

no apologies for impugning the leadership of the university. And I’m 

talking about many people. If any of you are wondering about the reasons 

for the depth of my own anger and frustration, this would be a good 

place to start. 

Finally, on the news reports and bad press, here’s where I stand: given 



all the incriminating information that has come to light in the past 

months, the pressure should not be on critics like me/us to be always 

fair minded and generous. Rather, the pressure should be on the 

athletics program(s) to prove that our suspicions are exaggerated or 

unfounded. The ball is in their court. It’s been sitting there for a 

long time. They can prove that the N&O has distorted reality? They can 

prove that they coK@~unicate to athletes that they must be students 

first? They can prove that they don’t game the system to keep star 

revenue sport athletes eligible? They can prove that academic 

counselors act independently of the wishes of coaches and AD’s? Then 

why on God’s green earth haven’t they done so? Do they think we’re not 

interested? Here’s what I say. As soon as they allay all of my silly 

suspicions, I promise to pack it in and to give French history my 

undivided attention again.     Jay 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 9, 2012 2:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
meeting space for tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 

I have secured a space for the faculty meeting tomorrow. It will be held at Graham Memorial Johnston Center for 

Undergraduate Excellence in The Laura M. and Peter T. Grauer Living Room (011) 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

~Vednesday, October 10, 2012 8:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Japanese Market, Tours, Hands-on Art Classes, Films, and more’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

"ii"¢:~d%~!’:! TEA AT TWO ÷ BOOK S~GNING 

Eric 6~/Ie~ or~ "Cotor.~ of Conf~temerlt: Rare 

Pl3oto~raphs of gapat3ese Ame/dc.ar~ h-~carceratior~ in 

Wednesday, 10 October, 2:00 PM 

On setected Wednesdays, Tea at Two features a special guest speaker accompanied by 

refreshments and 

conversation. 

in 1942, Bi[I Manbo (1908-1992) and his family were forced from their HoUywood home 

into a Japanese American internment camp at Heart Mountain, Wyoming. While there, 

Manbo documented both the bleakness and beauty of his surroundings using 

Kodachrome film, a technology then just seven years aid. His images captured 

community celebrations and recorded his family’s struggle to maintain a normal life 

under the harsh conditions of racial imprisonment. Eric Muller wi[l discuss Manbo’s 

photographs and illuminate the tumultuous history unfolding just beyond the camera’s 

lens. 

Eric L. Mut[er is Dan K. Moore Distinguished Professor in Jurisprudence and Ethics at 

the UNC Schoo[ of Law and director of UNC-Chape[ Hiti’s Center for Facutty Exce[tence. 

He is author of American Inquisition: The Hunt for Japanese American Disloyalty in 

World War II and Free to Die for Their Country: The Story of the Japanese American 

Draft Resisters in World War I1. 

Following Tea at Two, Eric Muller will be signing his book Colors o[ Confinement: 

Rare Kodachrome Photographs oJ~ Japanese American Incarceration in World War II 

at the Ackland Museum Store. 

Free to members / $10 for each non-member guest 

Pre-registration is required: acklandRSVP@unc.edu or 919.843.3687. 

Opens Thursday, 11 October! 



In conjunction with the AckLand’s "Season of 

Japan," the Ackland Museum Store wiLL feature an 

in-store Japanese Market showcasing Japanese 

products and crafts that quote tradition with a 

contemporary flair. 

A wide variety of textiles, bamboo and wooden 

items, ceramics, paper items, and metalwork wiLL 

be avaiLabLe for purchase. SiLkscreen prints by 

Local artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks 

featuring ukiyo-e graphics by ZubeLLe Bike ~t 

Board Factory wiLL be avaiLabLe in Limited 

quantities. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

A kick-off celebration of the Japanese Market is 

planned for this month’s 2nd Friday ArtWalk, 

12 October, from 6:30-8:30 PM, at the Ackland 

Museum Store. 

Thursday, 1 1 October, 7:00 PM 

::× 

Made 

to mark the centenary of the Mexican revolution, the surprisingly cohesive 

compilation film RevoLuci6n initiated by production company Canana’s founders 

GaeL Garcia BernaL Diego Luna, and PabLo Cruz, features shorts by 10 

directors. Taken as a whole, the segments---sometimes humorous, poignant, 

schmaltzy, spontaneous, disturbing, and rebeLLious--subversiveLy question the 

achievements of the Mexican RevoLution and its Legacy. 

Directors include: Mariana CheniLLo, Fernando Eimbcke, Amat EscaLante, GaeL 

Garcia BernaL, Rodrigo Garcia, Diego Luna, Gerardo Naranjo, Rodrigo 

CarLos Reygadas, and Patricia Riggen. 

Screening at the Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill. 

Admission to this screening is FREE. 



This is the final film presented in the series "Celebrating 

Hispanic Heritage Month," organized by the Institute for the 
_S__t__M_d__v- 

of the Americas at UNC-Cha_pel Hit[. 

North Carolina Pub[ic Radio WUNC is the offida[ media sponsor of the 

Ack and F m Forum. 

Art 8 ~a Carte: Har~ds~O~ C~asses for UNC 

Friday, 12 October, 4:00-7:00 PM 

On select Fridays, UNC students can start 

the weekend creatively with a hands-on 

art class at the Ackland! 

Q: When is a picture also a sculpture? 

A: When it’s a hno[eum relief print, like the 

one you’lt make in this week’s class. 

In this week’s class, we’ll be looking at and 

making linoleum prints. You’[[ design an 

image, carve it in a block of [inoteum, and 

finally ink the image and transfer it onto paper. Take home both your 

very own fine art print and the block you make it with! 

Bring a friend and make an evening of it, but be sure to RSVP to 

culbert@unc.edu to secure your space! 

$8 per person; materials are included, Enrollment is limited to 15 

people. 

Saturday, 13 October, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

On the second Saturday of every month, 

Amanda Hughes, the Ackiand’s director of 

external affairs, leads participants in a 

creative exploration of a particular object in 

the Museum’s collection. 

Bring paper and dry media (crayon, pencils, 

etc.). Ail levels are welcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Saturday, 13 October, 10:30 AM - 12:00 



PM This 

program invites 10- to 13-year-o[ds to look at selected worl~ in the Ack[and’s 

galleries and identify techniques that the artists used to make them. Gallery 

teachers demonstrate and teach participants technical skills, which tweens can 

then apply to their own artistic creations. A mix of drawing from works on display 

and creating one’s own original works is offered in each session. Materials are 

provided. 

Free to members I $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is limited. 

RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Free and open to the public. No reservation necessary. 

Saturday, 13 October, 2:00 PM 

This public tour of the exhibition Elegance and 

Extravagance: Japanese Posters ]~rom the IVlerrill C. 

Berman Collection makes connections between the art on 

view and poems in The Penguin Book oj: dapanese Verse. 

Whether or not you’re a poetry buff, you’ll be a part of 

some fascinating observations and perhaps whet your 

appetite for further reading. 

Sunday, October 14, 2:00 PM 

Exptore the history and aesthetics of the Japanese 

painted screens and scrolls on view in the 

exhibition New Light on Japanese Painting: Recently 

Conserved Screens and Scrolls-Part I with Magdaiena 

Kolodziej (Duke, Art History) and Lyn Koehniine 

(Ackiand Art Museum, Conservator). 

view t~rou~ Octobe~ 14th 



We’re rotating a few of our Season of Japan exhibitions to 

bring in new works. See these exhibitions on or before their 

last day, Sunday, 14 October: 

East Faces West: The Modern Japanese Print 

New LiBht on Japanese PaintinB: Recently Conserved 

Screens and Scrolls - Part 1 

Contemporany dapanese Ceramics from the F. Eunice 

and Herbert F. Shatzman Collection 

And come back on Friday, 19 October, to get the first look at: 

Pictures of Vanity Fair: The Traditional Japanese Print 

New Light on Japanese Painting: Recently Conserved Screens 

and Scrolls - Part 2 

Modern Japanese Ceramics from the Ackland Art Museum 

Collection 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 16 October’, 12:00 PM 

Japanese Tea Tasting 

Thursday, 18 October, 6:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Nar (Pomegranate) 

Thursday, 18 October, 7:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: Triangle Taiko 

Sunday, 21 October 2:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults and children on the VISIT page of 

our website. 

The Ackiand’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ackiand Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackiand Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your 

membership dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ackland’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the 

editor. 

Tadanori Yokoo, Japanese, born 1936: The Wonders of Lf[e on Eerth, 

1965; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. 

Bit[ Manbo, Portrait of the Iteye Family, Heart Mountain, Wyoming. © 2012 Takao Bit[ Manbo. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Noh, 1958; color screen print. Merrill C. Berman Collection. © Estate of 

I kk6 Tanaka. 

Kiki Smith, American, born 1954: How I Know I’m Here, 1985-2000; linoleum Mock prints. Acktand Fund. 

Makoto Nakamura, Japanese, born 1926: Love fn Color, for 5hfsefdo, 1970; color offset lithograph. Merrill C. Berman Cogection. 

Mekata Morimichi, Japanese, 1815-1880: One Hundred Birds Admirin~ the Peecock, 1860; mineral pigments, ink, and gold on silk. 

Gift of Eric and Martha Murray, ’87 and ’88. Conservation treatment for this painting, completed in 2010, was made possible by 

grants from the Institute of Museum and Library Services, The E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation, and the Office of the 

Provost of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt. 

Kasamatsu Shiro, Japanese, 1898-1991: Seeweed Hervest, 1956; color woodcut. Gift of Doug and Otga Eyre. 

Takaku Aigai, Japanese, 1 796-1843: Snow-Covered Plum Tree, early to mid 19th century; hanging scroll; color on paper. Gift of Ruth 

and Sherman Lee. Conservation treatment for this scroll painting, completed in 2012, was made possible by grants from the 

Institute of Museum and Library Services, the E. Rhodes and Leona B. Carpenter Foundation, and the Office of the Office of the 

Provost of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carolina. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [afria£aan] My Schedule 

Hi Eunice- 

My AFAM 50 (Defining Blackness) class is putting on their annual forum and I wanted to make sure it was acceptable for me to list the department as the 

sponsoring organization in my room request for the Johnston Center. It will not incur any expenses (we are being frugal this year.) Thanks. 

Tim 

From-’ Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email,unc,edu] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, October 10, 2012 2:01 PM 
To,, Department listserv 
1::¢-. Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject-’ [afriafam] My Schedule 

Dear Colleagues, 

I will be away on a research trip in Toronto and Ottawa respectively from late Monday returning here next weekend. Thus, if you need to discuss something urgent, I am 
available on Thursday - before 12.30pm and Monday until noon. 

As most of you know, in light of the sad development in Professor Micere G. Mugo’s family last Thursday, I will be away in Syracuse this Friday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You axe currently subscribed to afriafam as: t~ml (~a)email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:/!lists.unc,edu/u?id 32361594.a72241c3219cf9a9af10758962f71cf4&n T&I afriafam&o 32277196 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emafil to leave-32277196-32361594.a7224 lc3219cfga9af10758962f71cf4~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 10, 2012 6:51 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Luke DeCock 

Interesting piece on Trustee control over athletics: 
~//ww~.newsobse~ver.c~n~/2~12/1~/~9/24~14~2/dec~ck°time°~r°tmsj~ees°t~°t~‘e.htm~ 

DeCock’s view: 
"Reform - real reform - of college athletics isn’t going to come from 
within the athletic department. It isn’t going to come from the faculty, 
which knows it can’t win that battle on campus. It certainly isn’t going 
to come from the NCAA, which has as its stated goal the perpetuation of 
the NCAA model. 

It’s going to have to start with the people who hold the real power, 
even if they have too often chosen not to exert it yet." 

Anyone see this happening? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://1is~s ~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 ~5 a2 917 5~ad3 96 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~-fac~°°a~Ne~icso 

foram&o=32278730, or send a blank email to leave-32278730-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:35 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu; ti:-announce@duke.edu 

Latin American Film Festival continues Thursday 10/11 atthe Vaxsity Theatre in Chapel Hill 

Please join us Thursday night at the V~xsity Theatre for "Revolucion" ! 

THURSDAY October 11. Chapel Hill. Varsity Theatre. 7pm 

Revoluci&~ ]Revolutio~. (Mexico. 2010). 140 min. 

Mariana Chenillo (" La tienda de raya"). Fernando Eim bcke ("La bienvenida")..Amiat Escalante (" El cura Nicolfis colgado’). Gad Garcia 

Bernal ("Lucio"). Rodrigo Garcia ("La S~ptima y Alvarado"). Diego Luna ("Pacifico"). Gerardo Naranjo ("R-100"). Rodrigo Plfi ("30/30"). 

Carlos Reygadas ("Este es mi reino"). Patricia Riggen ("Lindo y querido"). 

A series of 10 shorts made to mark the centenary of the Mexican revolution. "Revoluci6n" analyzes through the eyes of the directors what 

is the revolution today and what it means to the young minds of Mexico. \Vhat did the Mexican revMution achieve and what is its legacy 

today? 

Spanish with English Subtitles I Some violence and partial nudiF 

i~ Revolution 

0 

o Phok~ Credit: Revolution 



For the complete Festival schedule, go to hltp:i/latinamericancaribbean duke.edu/oulreach/tilm-l~stiva[/2012-n c-latin-americ~m-tilm-festlval 

All screenings are free and open to the public. 

The Latin American Film Festival is made possible through funding provided by the U.S. Department of Education and the Andrew W Mellon Foundation. Organized by The Consortium in 
Latin American and Caribbean Studies at the Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and Duke Universi~. Co-sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas at UNC, the 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke, the Duke Program in Latinoia Studies in the Global South, the Haiti Lab at Duke, and the Duke Screen/Society, 
In collaboration with the Carolina Theatre of Durham, The Ack land Art Museum at I_2NC-CH, and the Varsity Theatre of Chapel Hill 

For more Information: Miguel Rojas-Sotelo, Festival Director (919) 681 3883 / mlr34(&duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Details of Doping Scheme Paint Armstrong as Leader 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Details of Doping Scheme 
Paint Armstrong as Leader 
By JULIET MACUR 

Evidence put forth by the United States 
3mti-Doping Agency drew a picture of 
Lance Armstrong as an infamous cheat, 
a defiant liar and a bully who pushed 
others to cheat with him. 
, ~] Graphic: Evidence From United States 

Anti-Doping Agency’s Investigation 

¯ . ~( Interactive Graphic: Top Tour de France 

Finishers Tainted 

:’ ~ Timeline: Lance Armstrong’s Career 

Justices Weigh Race as 
Factor at Universities 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court debated the nature 
and value of diversity in higher 
education and the role of the courts in 
policing how much weight admissions 
officers may assign to race. 

~ Supreme Court Considers Indefinite Stays of Execution 

After a Meningitis Death, Family Members Ask Why 
By DENISE GRADY 

Diana Reed received a series of steroid injections to alleviate her neck pain. She later died, one of more than 
a3o people to have contracted meningitis in a national outbreak. 
, ~ Interactive Map: Trackin9 an Outbreak 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Whoever has done it is not a human and does not have a human soul." 
MIAN IFTIKHAR ttUSSAIN, a provincial information minister, on the shooting of a Pakistani schoolgirl, 
Malala Yousafzai, by the Taliban. 

U,S, 

VIDEO: Vice- 



Presidential Debate Moments 
Sam Tanenhaus, editor of the Book 
Review, talks about some of the most 
memorable vice-presidential debate 
n~oments of the televised era. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Wrong Way to Help the 
Poor 
By GARY E. MacDOUGAL 

We spend nearly $1 trillion a year for 
the needy. It isn’t working. A bigger paycheck on Wall 

St. 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

The wizardry behind a comeback 

China gets back to work 

ny|im.es, corn DeaLB%k 

WORLD 

XI’AN JOURNAL 
Smashed Skull Serves as Grim Symbol of Seething Patriotism 
By AMY QIN and EDWARD WONG 

Li dianli, who was attacked in Xi’an, China, for driving a Japanese car, has become a symbol of what can go 
wrong when latent nationalism over disputed territories spins out of control. 

China Snubs Financial Meetings in Japan in Dispute Over Islands 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Two top Clfinese officials will not attend international financial meetings in Tokyo tlfis week, seenfingly an 
effort to show displeasure with 3apan’s handling of a dispute over islands claimed by the two nations. 
’- ~] Territorial Disputes Involving Japan 

Turkey, Seeking Weapons, Forces Syrian Jet to Land 
By ANNE BARNARD and SEBNEM ARSU 

Turkey sharply stepped up its confrontation with Syria, forcing a plane to land on suspicion of carrying 
nfilitary cargo and wanting of more force if Syrian shelling continues. 

" ~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

’. ~ Photographs: Syrian Refugees Cross Into Turkey 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Federal Court Blocks Voter ID Law in South Carolina, but Only for Now 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The court ruled that there was not enough time to educate voters and officials about the law, but that it 
nfight go into effect in 2oa3. 

Schools Brace for Decision on Affirmative Action 
By RICHARD PI~REZ-PE~A 

As the Supreme Court heard arguments in a case challenging race-conscious adinission to public colleges, 
mfiversity officials watched for clues to where the court nfight go. 

" Justices Weigh Race as Factor at Universities 

Two American Scientists Win Nobel Prize in Chemistry 
By KENNETH CHANG 

Dr. Robert J. Lefkowitz of Duke University and Dr. Brian K. Kobilka of Stanford University were awarded for 
their work on how humans sense the world. 

¯ More U.S. News 



BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
At JPMorgan, an Inquiry Built on Tapes 
By BEN PROTESS and AZAM AHMED 

Investigators examining a mtfltibillion-dollar trading loss at 3PMorgan Chase are focusing on calls in which 
employees openly discussed how to value troubled bets in a favorable way. 

. dPMorgan Finance Chief Is Expected to Step Down 

For Some Drivers, an Electric Motorcycle Could Be the Best of Both Worlds 
By BRIAN X. CHEN 

The C-l, being built by Lit Motors, is a bike encased in a metal shell that is meant to provide the convenience 
of a motorcycle with the amenities of a ear. 

Under Chinese, a Greek Port Thrives 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Cosco, a global slfipping giant owned by the Chinese government, is running its part of the port of Piraeus in 
a much different way than the Greek company nearby operates. 

" ~ Privatizing The Port of Piraeus 

. ~ Slide Show: Greek Port Succeeds Under Chinese Leadership 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

YANKEES 3, ORIOLES 2, 12 INNINGS 
Daring Move, Spectacular Results 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Raul Ibanez, pinch-hitting for Alex Rodriguez, hit a home rtm in the ninth inning to tie fl~e gmne and anofl~er 
in the 12th inning to give flae Ymakees a 2-1 series lead over the Orioles. 
" ~ Box Score I ~:~ Slide Show I Highlights and Analysis I -~- Post a Comment 

" ~Audio: Raul Ibanez on His Two Home Runs 

" Limping Jeter Is Pulled, but He Plans to Play Game 4 

Dark Turn in the Tale of a First Title 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

The tale behind Lance Armstrong’s first Tour de France triumph in 1999 is laid out in the United States Mat> 
Doping Agency’s report in ahnost novelistic fashion. 

" ~ Documents: Full Text of the Report 

From Former Teammates, Words Tinged With Regret 

Armstrong Finds a Mixed Reception in Triathlon 

ON BASEBALL 
Slumping in Middle of Lineup, Rodriguez Is Center of Attention 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Already struggling, Alex Rodriguez went o for 3 in Game 3 of the Yankees’ division series and was pulled. But 
it’s unclear who, or what, can jump-start the offense. 

’- Often, the Best Plays Are About What Isn’t There 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 
Design as Balm for a Community’s Soul 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Tassafaronga Village, a mixed-income development in Oakland, Calif., and the Richardson Apartments for 
the formerly homeless in San Francisco have created ripples of change in their eommtmities. 

" ~ Slide Show 

Clue Arises Regarding Lost Photo of Mahler 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

A California man says he has a photo of Mahler that has been missing from the Schoenberg archives for 
decades. 



MUSIC REVIEW 
Returning to a Special Role, Maybe for the Last Time 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Ren6e Flenfing led the cast of"Otello" during its opening-night revival on Tuesday at the Metropolitan 
Opera. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

The Education of Tony Marx 
By JACOB BERNSTEIN 

After a rough start, the president of the library now faces the challenge of bringing the institution into the 
21st century without losing the social cachet it gained in the 2oth. 

NOTED 
Americans Are Barmy Over Britishisms 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

Snippets of British vernactflar - "cheers" as a greeting - that were until recently as rare as steak and kich~ey 
pie on these shores are cropping up in fl~e daily speech of Americans (particularly, New Yorkers). 

SKIN DEEP 
Art That’s Not Just on the Face 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

Increasingly artists are collaborating with cosmetics companies on so-called collectible packaghag and 
products of various affordability. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Race-Conscious Admissions in Texas 
The Fisher case is testing the Supreme Court’s fidelity to precedent and its faith in universities. 

EDITORIAL 
Malala Yousafzai’s Courage 
A vicious Taliban campaign against girls’ education crystallized in the cowardly shooting of a 14-year-old girl 
who fearlessly promoted going to school. 

EDITORIAL 
Ms. Merkel Goes to Athens 
Ms. Merkel offered s3anpathy to Greeks for their econonfic suffering, yet insisted on more austerity and no 
end to the policies that created the calanfity. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Opening the Church to the World 
By JOHN W. O’MALLEY 

Taking stock of Vatican II’s legacy. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Her ’Crime’ Was Loving Schools 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The Taliban in Pakistan clearly seem to understand the power of girls’ education. Does anyone else? 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Democrats at the Deep End 
By GAlL COLLINS 

It’s such a tough time to be a Democrat. But at least they have Joe Biden stepping up to the challenge! 

’: Columnist Page 



¯ More Opinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. aa, a968, Apollo 7, the first manned Apollo mission, was launched with astronauts Wally Schirra, 

Donn Fulton Eisele and R. Walter Cunningham aboard. 

¯ See This Front .P..:.a~g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Thursday, October 11, 2012 8:32 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] about that chancellor search... 

A different perspectives. 

~:i5%ww.charloJt~eobserver.com/2012/10/09/35 S7751/@s~era~eoforoworkoff~enomr~o~mc.h~ml 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hw~://~ists~mc.ed~/~?id=5~13~456.42~235~5a291~5~ad39~29242d~d3&n=T&~=fac~h~°°a~Ne~icso 

t:oram&o=32280702, or send a blank email to leave-32280702-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 11, 2012 5:17 PM 

Schuettpelz, Erin (2 <ecs@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Governor Martin 

Dear Erin, 

Thank you for your ema[I. Here are the potential dates below: 

Oct. 25- morning or afternoon 

Or 

Week of Nov. 4th-anyt[me 

Thank you, and just let me know at your convenience what might work. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Schuettpelz, Erin C 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 9:10 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Governor Martin 

Travis: 

Governor Martin and a representative from Baker Tilly would like to chat with you this week in connection to their 

review. Can you let me know your availability Thursday afternoon or Friday morning? I expect it wouldn’t take more 

than 45 minutes. 

Thanks so much - Erin 

Erin C. Schuettpelz 
Chief of Staff, Chancellor’s Office 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-0380 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Biden and Ryan Quarrel Aggressively in Debate, Offering Contrasts 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Biden and Ryan Quarrel 
Aggressively in Debate, 
Offering Contrasts 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. and 
Representative Paul D. Ryan engaged in 
a fluent mad combative exchange over 
the Obama adnfinistration’s handling of 
foreign affairs and the nation’s 
eeononfie recovery. 

o The Caucus: Vice-Presidential Debate Fact- 
Checks and Updates 

Panetta Warns of Dire Threat 
of Cyberattack on U.S. 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and THOM 
SHANKER 

Defense Secretary Leon E. Panetta 
warned that the United States was 
facing the possibility of a "eyber-Pearl 
Harbor" and was increasingly 
vulnerable to foreign computer hackers. 

In Haiti, Little Can Be Found of a Hip-Hop Artist’s Charity 
By DEBORAH SONTAG 

The charity created by Wyclef Jean, the Haitian-bona hip-hop celebrity, effectively went out of business last 
month, leaving a trail of debts, unfinished projects and broken pronfises. 
¯ ’ [~ Slide Show: The Trials and Tribulations of a Failed Charity 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m overwhelmingly happy to be coming back. It’s miraculous for me." 

JAMES LEVINE, who is returning to the podimn at the Metropolitan Opera. 

~ VIDEO: The Vice- 

Presidential 
Debate 
Watch complete video of 



the vice-presidential debate between 
Representative Paul D. Ryan of 
Wisconsin and Vice President Joseph R. 
Biden Jr., and read the transcript. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Drug to Quicken 

the Blood 
By KATHLEEN SHARP 

The Lance Armstrong          ~:.~ 

report didn’t explain the 
seductive power of the blood booster he 
~ed or how health care profiders and 
our culture p~hed its irresponsible use. 

Ben Affleck in ’Argo’ 
:: ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

It’s aliiiive! And wagging its tail 

Nicole Kidman in ’The Paperboy’ 

nytimes.,om             M:OV~E,S 
................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

After Fury Over 2oao Peace Prize, China Embraces Nobel Selection 
By ANDREW JACOBS and SARAH LYALL 

China erupted in somethh~g close to a national celebration for the writer Mo Yan, just two years after the 
government condemned a Nobel Peace Prize for the dissident Liu Xiaobo. 

~ An Appraisal: In China, a Writer Finds a Deep Well 

, Excerpts From His Work I Times Topic: Mo Yan 

Turkish Premier Says Russian Munitions Were Found on Syrian Jet 
By ELLEN BARRY and RICK GLADSTONE 

Turkey’s prime nfinister said a Syrian plmae forced to land in Ankara contained equipment and amnamfition. 

" ~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

" ~ Photographs: Syrian Refugees Cross Into Turkey 

Hezbollah Says It Flew Iranian-Designed Drone Into Israel 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The Lebanese nfilitant group said the drone, wlfich was shot down by Israeli forces, had been designed in 
Iran and assembled by Hezbollah experts in Lebanon. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Tribes Add Potent Voice Against Plan for Northwest Coal Terminals 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Americma Indians, citing possible injury to fislfing rights and religious and sacred sites, have joined 
enviromnental groups and politicians in opposing a plan for six export terufinals. 

New Orleans Limits Hurricane-Themed Excursions 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

City officials have put some streets in the hurricane-ravaged Lower Ninth Ward off linfits to tour buses. 

Before a Wave of Meningitis, Shots Were Tied to Risks 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Injections of steroids near the spine have been linked to other rare but devastating complications, including 
nerve damage, paralysis and strokes. 

" ~ Interactive Map: Tracking an Outbreak 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 



A Peek Into a Tycoon’s World 
By AZAM AHMED 

A legal battle between the billionaire hedge ftmd nmnager Paul E. Singer has focused a light on David 
Martinez, a Mexican financier who lives a rarefied but mysterious life in Mmflmttan. 

:’ DealBook: A Legal Brawl in Mexico as Bond Buyers Look On 

DEALBOOK 
Banks See Home Loans as Gateway to Big Gains 
By PETER EAVIS 

As the government expm~ds its support of the housing nmrket, analysts expect that mortgage profits at banks 
will rise in third-quarter earuings reports mad will continue well into next year. 

DEALBOOK 
Sprint Says It Is in Negotiations With SoftBank of Japan 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and BRIAN X. CHEN 

The deal would give Sprint, the struggling American cellphone service provider, a backer able to help finance 
its latest turnaround. 
¯ . ~ Graphic: Distant Third 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 4: ORIOLES 2, YANKEES 1, 13 INNINGS 
Yankees Swing and Miss at Clincher, Forcing Game 5 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The Orioles showed their resilience as Game 4 stretched deep into extra innings, ending with a J.J. Hardy 
double that gave Baltimore the go-ahead run for a victory mad a 2-2 series tie with the Yankees. 
¯ ’ ~ Slide Show I ~ Game Highlights I ~ Post a Comment 

Chamberlain Is Removed After Being Hit by Bat 

For an Armstrong Insider, a Passion for Cycling Gave Way to Corruption 
By JULIET MACUR 

By the time Lmace Armstrong’s teammate Christian Vande Velde lilt his early 2os, cycling had taken a dark 
turn for him as a professional rider. 

Luck, a Step Ahead as a Rookie, Hits Stride With Colts 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The Colts’ coaches have tried not to overload Andrew Luck, and he completed his unobtrusive arrival in the 
N.F.L. on Stmday with a comeback victory over the Packers. 

¯ " Steelers Fall Short in Loss to Titans 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Saying ’It’s Miraculous for Me,’ Levine Will Conduct Again at Met 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

James Levine, the conductor who has been away from the podium at the Metropolitan Opera for two years 
because of health issues, will return to perfornfing in 2o13. 

ART REVIEW 
The Message Over the Medium 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Ai Weiwei, the lionhearted Clfinese artist, architect and activist, is having his first Americma musemn survey 
at the Hirshholaa in Washington. 
’- ~=~ Slide Show: ’According to What?’ 

AN APPRAISAL 
In China, a Writer Finds a Deep Well 
By RICHARD BERNSTEIN 

Mo Yan, the winner of the Nobel Prize for Literature, has seen his celebrity grow as he draws on issues in his 
homeland for inspiration. 

¯ More Arts News 



MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ARGO’ 
Outwitting the Ayatollah With Hollywood’s Help 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Argo" is a doozy of a story mad so borderline ridiculous that it sotmds like sometlfing that could have been 
cooked up only by Hollywood. 

¯ ’ ~ Anatomy of a Scene: ’Argo’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SEVEN PSYCHOPATHS’ 
His Ink Has Dried Up, but Look at All the Blood 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Seven Psychopaths," written and directed by Martin McDonagh, finds a writer in trouble in Los Amgeles. 

’ ~-;."~ Video: Inside ’Seven Psychopaths’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MIDDLE OF NOWHERE’ 
Small Pleasures, Scattered Amid Struggles 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"Middle of Nowhere" is a plaintive, slow-boiling, quietly soul-stirring drama about a woman coming into her 
OW1L 

Profile Article: Ava DuVernay 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Debate With Clarity and Fervor 
The vice-presidential candidates engaged on the issues flint matter most, a change for voters starved for 
substance. 

EDITORIAL 
An Inspector General for the Police 
Broader policies in New York City, like those involvh~g stop-and-frisk tactics, need more rigorous oversight. 

EDITORIAL 
Safeguards Against Speculative Banking 
Reform proposals in Europe, Britain and the United States could make bm~ks safer. The banks will resist 
them, but policy makers should respond by making them tougher, not weaker. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Generation War 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The vice-presidential debate provided a look at two different eras in American family life. It was "The 
Hone)anooners" versus "Fanfily Ties." 

’- Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Triumph of the Wrong? 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Politically good tlfings may be about to happen to very bad ideas. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I TOWNIES 
Novel Neighborhoods 
By CATHERINE CHUNG 

A magazine called me a Brookl)aa writer to look out for. Trouble was, I didn’t live in Brookl)aa, and never had. 

¯ More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 12, 187o, Gen. Robert E. Lee died in Lexington, Va., at 63. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Friday, October 12, 2012 10:56 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] USA today 

I’m sure many of you saw this one. 

~:L%ww.~satod ortsi2012/10i 10im-~i~-e~sityoofonorff~ocaroli~moncaaoir£rac~tions/1525329/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 12, 2012 7:51 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Mr. William Friday 

Richard--thanks for weighing in. It’s busy at my conference and I’m heading to another event in a sec, but I’m 
glad we observed this sad passing on our list. I got to know him only recently, and I too was humbled in his 
presence. Wise, experienced, committed to doing the fight thing, generous toward others (including those with 
whom he disagreed), and a moral rock of Gibraltar. What a grievous loss this is for the UNC community. I 
hope it doesn’t trivialize today’s event by saying that I hope we find in it further inspiration to keep fighting for 
what’s right. 

Jay 

On 10/12/12 5:37 PM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Colleagues, 

I could not let today pass without acknowledging the death of one of the greatest North Carolinians ever, Mr. 
William Friday, last night. 

Some of our students may simply know Mr. Friday as the person after whom The Friday Center is 
named. 

In his words and in his actions Mr. Friday showed us where we should go. It is up to us whether we 
choose to take that more difficult path. 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emaikUncoedu 



UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt : exssoUncoedu raduate- ro rams s ecializations s oft-administration overview 

CSRI website: www.unc,edu/csri 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: wwwocsriconference.or~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: j~ysm~th@emai~ unc~edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~ttp:iilists.unc.ed~/~? 
id-4g(59985 % (55997791 b464563 gdgf69522ac99gca9&r~=T&i[=fac~lty--ath~etics- 
fort~m&o-32289353 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32289353- 
48699857.(55997791 b4645638dgf69522ac99gcag@listserv.ur~c.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~emaiLur~c.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=5013745 &42~235 af5 a29 ] 75 ~00ad39~529242d?d3 &r~=T&~=fac~tS~--ath~etics~fomm&o=32289527 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-3228952%5013745&42~235af5a29175(500ad39629242dTd3@1istserv.ur~c.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <proquestmai199@proquest.com> 

Monday, October 15, 2012 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

F.xclusive Invitation: proQuest History Vault Luncheon at StIA 2012 Meeting 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

.~.i Statistical Collections 

doin us for our special luncheon presentation at the Southern Historical Association 
2012 Annual Meeting: ProQuest History Vault[] Bringing the Archives to You with Digital 
Primary Sources. 

See how unlocking primary source content in ProQuest History Vault transforms 
research. Gain unprecedented access to essential archival collections, digitized and 
ready to explore. 

ProQuest 
Luncheon: 

Date: 

Time: 

Where: 

ProQuest History Vault[] Bringing the Archives to 
You with Digital Primary Sources 

Saturday, November 3, 2012 

Noon [] 1:30 p.m. 

Renaissance Riverview Plaza Hotel 
64 South Water Street 
Room: Bon Secour Bay 1 

Mobile, Alabama 36602 

At our luncheon, we will be exploring ProQuest History Vault, featuring the following 
modules: 

Black Freedom Struggle in the 20th Century I & 2 

Slavery and the Law 

NAACP Papers I & 2 

Southern Life and African American History, 1775[]1915, Plantations 

Records, Part 1 

New American Politics and Society from JFK to Watergate (1960-1975) 

New Struggle for Women[qs Rights, 1880-1990: Organizational Records, 

Part I 

Registration is required, and space is limited. 

Learn more about ProQuest History Vault, and check out our Libguides, where youlqll 
find complimentary webinars and more. Be sure to also see our Diversit3L Databases for 
an array of complementary resources. 

We hope to see you at our presentations at the Southern Historical Association 2012 

Annual Meeting. 

%:: www.proquest.com 

ProQuest, 789 E. Eisenhower Pkwy., Ann Arbor, MI 48108 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

Summer Fellowship Oppo(tunity 

FinaJMurapFacultyAnnouncement2013 .doc; FinaJMurapStudent3mnoucement2013.doc 

Deax Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Reseasch Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, huma~nities aaad fine asts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research prograan (May 28-July 31, 2013) and serve as Inentors to two students with matching acade*nic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepaze students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
ca*eers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of the current academic yeaz) fi’om colleges and universities all over the nation who a~’e 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will guide them closely in their rigorous reseasch experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed information abont duties aaad the application process fi~r facul~ fellows. THE DEADL1NE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACUIXY 
FELLOWSttlPS IS JANq, JARY 25, 2013. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment a~mouncement to distribute to potential student applicants at Cazolhaa and to 
colleagues who might help you to identit}’ other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than February 8, 2013). 

Further details abom the MURAP program can be found on our website: http:/i~vww~unc.edu/depts,’murapiindex.html. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. 
~]__u_!F_:g_{t___u_) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (_tt2_E_%e_!__m__~_e_m_’:a_i_l_:_~_~!?_c_2e___d__t!). 

Rosa Perelmuter 

and 

Sonja Haynes Stone Cente~ 
150 South Road, 305C 
C~m~us Box 3393 
Chapel H~, NC 27599~3393 

~unc.edu 
Phone 9~9-962-681~ 
About MU~P 

The Uni~ersibi of North Carolina a[ Chapel Hill 

~med.unc.edu 
Phone 919-966-7358 
About ._P___A__S_ _ __PL _oj _e__c__t_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 3:23 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC 

Tar Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over $219,000 in pledges during its second week. We are on 

our way to reaching our goal of $1,000,000! If you have not done s~ already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. You can 

sem~zh the 2012 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below we’re certain you’ll find a pa~icipating charity or cause that is meaningful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even eaaier to find the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to a]l thculty and sta~ (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important Intbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your team captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW’. When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is vely easy! There are only five steps, and the whole process should take only five minutes to 

complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thaa~k you lbr your gift to CaJcolina Care~ Carolina Shares. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.corn; 

Tuesday, October 16, 2012 11:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Political Scieuce E-Catalog 

Penguin Group (USA) is pleased to present our new 2012-2013 ¯ 
::~ Catalog Cover 

Political Science e-catalog. To print the catalog, please ..... 
download the complete pdf here. 

To consider any of these titles for your courses, simply print out 
the examination copy order form at the back of the catalog, then 
mail or fax your completed form to us. 

For personal service, adoption assistance, and complimentary 
exam copies, sign up for our Colleqe Faculty Information 

Service at http://v~Nw.pen.quin.com/facinfo. 

The updated 2012-2013 catalog contains hundreds of exciting 
titles for your courses, including: 

"Magisterial."--Henry Kissinger. "A triumph of both scholarship and narrative 
writing." Walter Isaacson. "An epic work~probing, engrossing, 
occasionally revelatory."--The New York Times. 

Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, A New York Times Notable Book, Finalist 
for the National Book Critics Circle Award 

See page 10 

"An extraordina~ po~rait of a man and his time....A masterpiece."~San 
Francisco Chronicle. "Full of new and sta~ling information and 
ins~ghts....Marable a~fully strips away the layers and layers of myth that 
have been lacquered onto his subject’s life."~The New York Times. Draws 
on previously unseen files from the FBI, CIA, and New York district attorney’s 
office. 
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, A National Book Award Nominee, A New 
York Times Best Book of the Year 

See page 14 



~.~o~~ir~ ~i-~::op~:,.~ io ~’-’~@e~.~io~~ ir~ ~ir~e W@st 

"Reveals more in 200 pages about human darkness in the ghastliest corner 
of the world’s cruelest dictatorship than a thousand textbooks ever could....A 
riveting, remarkable book that should be required reading in every high-school 
or college civics classY--The Seattle Times. 

See page 32 

To consider any of these titles for your courses, simply print out the examination copy order form 
at the back of the catalog, then mail or fax your completed form to us. 

,For academic catalogs in dozens of subjects, visit http://us.penquinqroup.cor, n/subjectcatalogs 

"~ Penguin Academic e. C~rd Alert 

Penguin Group USA 

375 Hudson St. 
New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the follomng e-mail link and send a message mt]~ or mthout 

any text: 

Click here fer e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-mail message confimaing your remo~m]. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:23 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] MON 10/22: Sharon Holland Lecture: "black/animal" 

Dr. Sharon Holland, a candidate for a faculty position in the Department of American Studies, will be delivering a lecture 
titled "black/animal" at five o’clock this coming Monday, October 22, in Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw Hall. Please 
share this announcement and the attached flyer with any colleagues who might be interested in this event. 

Sharon Holland is a graduate of Princeton University (1986) and holds a PhD in English and African American Studies 
from the University of Michigan, Ann Arbor (1992). She is the author of RAISING THE DEAD: READINGS OF 

DEATH AND (BLACK) SUBJECTIVITY (Duke UP, 2000), which won the Lora Romero First Book Prize from the 
American Studies Association (ASA) in 2002. She is also co-author of a collection oftrans-Atlantic Afro-Native 
criticism with Professor Tiya Miles (American Culture, UM, Ann Arbor) entitled Crossing Waters/Crossing Worlds: The 
African Diaspora in Indian Country (Duke University Press, 2006). Professor Holland is also responsible for bringing a 
feminist classic, THE QUEEN IS IN THE GARBAGE by Lila Karp to the attention of The Feminist Press (Summer 

2007) for publication (2007). She is the author of The Erotic Life of Racism (Duke University Press, 2012), a theoretical 
project that explores the intersection of Critical Race, Feminist, and Queer Theory. She is also at work on the final draft 
of another book project entitled simply, "Little Black Girl." You can see her work on food, writing and all things 
equestrian on her blog, http://theprofessorstable.wordpress.com//. She is currently at work on a new project, 
"Perishment," an investigation of the human/animal distinction and the place of discourse on blackness within that 
discussion. 

You are currently subscribed to amst-comprehensive faculty as: sawin@unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=55814914.11 a 1432611 ce2b91 e794a873 e4265 c38&n=T&l=amst-comprehensive faculty&o=32299192 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32299192-55814914.11 a 1432611 ce2b91 e794a873 e4265 c38~listserv.unc, edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32308769 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32308769-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
document 

20121017145233999.pdf 

Please see attachment! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scanner,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 2:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.17.2012 14:52:33 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 17, 2012 5:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

fax/scan 

Also, if you need anything faxed or scanned tomorrow, Sonia and Tia should be around to assist. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, October 18, 2012 12:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

The Kerouac Years 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 34 NO, 20 Visit h:b.f.o~k [~ 

LRB cover art The Kerouac Years 
Thomas Powem 

Jack Kerouac[] s short life, big talent and last dollar 

were all just about exhausted when the young writer 

Joyee Olasstnan bought him a dinner of hot dogs and 

beans on a Sata~rday night in New York City- in JanuatT 

1957. Glassman understood he was broke, but the rest 
she learned only later. She thought Kerouae was 

beautififl, with his blue eyes and sunburned skin. tte 

had recently returned from 63 days alone on a fire 

tower in the Cascade Mountains of the Padfie North- 

West, where he wrote fm{ously in his journal and was 

tormented by dark thoughts of mortality. More 

Occupy 

I)avid Rur~eimam 

It is harder to organise a political movement to help young people than old people. 

Young people am less susceptible to being organised and they lack the patience for 

the hard graft of a long political campaign. They are more likely to be seduced by the 

weak ties of social networking and the false promise of slogans like ~We are the 99 

per cent. [] Nonetheless, these are the victims who need the most help and who lack 

the dour to be heard. We should do something for them. More 

O,fline Dating 
Emily Witt 

I went on a date with a classical composer who invited me to a John Cage concert at 

auilliard. I wanted to like this man, who was excellent on paper, but I didn ~ t. He 

invited me to a concert at Columbia and then to dinner at his house. I said yes but I 

cancelled at the last minute, claiming illness and adding that I thought our dating had 

mn its course. My cancellation, he wrote, had cost him a L~ton of time shopping, 

cleaning and cooking that I didn[]t really have to spare in the first place a few days 



before a deadline [] [] He punctuated almost exclusively with Pynehonian ellipses. In 

the months that followed he continued to ~ite, long emails with updates of his 

and I continued not responding until it came to seem as if he was lobbing his sadness 

into a black hole, whm’e I absorbed it into my o~ sadness. 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

Short Cu[s 

Thomas Jones 

At Hyde Park Corner 

Jonathan Meades 

Letl~e~’a 

Cop’,,right " l,oudot; F!evie~a ol’ Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

mnail reglsr:ar% :b co uS~ [] You can :.msubscnbe or update yo:m e~ ~fil ];~efeiences at arty time on our website 

i.~.i Artangel 

Follow us on Twitter 

::X:: Find us on Facebook 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyi~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Afam 

Eunice, Thanks, .Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of Norl:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

5emo~ Asso(:ia~:e Dean Jar 5ocia~ Sdences at~d 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Political Sdence 

205 South BuHding~ CB 31GO 

Chapel H~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 9~9 962-.2408 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Thursday, ~:20 PN 
T~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subjeet~ RE: Afam 

Dear Jonathan, 

Fyi. Also, the faculty member has shared the information with others. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:59 AM 
To: Wally Richardson 
¢c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Afam 

Mr. Richardson 

As i:ar as I aa~ concerned this is an inappropriate request. Under no circulnstances will I entertain it. 

Perry Hall 

Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

On 4:33 PM, Wally Richaacdson wrote: 

Hello Dr. Hall, 

My name is Wally Richardson mad I am aJ~ Academic Counselor with the Academic Suptx~rt Program tbr Student-Athletes here at UNC. I introduced myself to you 

earlier this semester at the Carolina Black Caucus event at the Stone Center. I wanted to briefly speak to you about               I would appreciate it if you could 

give me a call ~vhen you have a chance. My office ~ld mobile numbel5 ~ace liffted in my email signature. Thank you in advance and I look for~vard to speaking ruth you. 

Sincerely, 
Wall? Richardson 
Associate Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 
Center f,ar Student Success & Academic Counseling 
College of Arts & Sciences 
University of faith Carolina-Chapel Hill 
919-%2-9893 (VV) 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 10:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Equality Cont~rence 

CaJ~.vdf 

Hello, my name is,            I am a               in the UNC Department of Communication Studies, and I have been put in charge of coordinating a conference 
here in Chapel Hill. We are in the process of trying to get participants, and I felt that maybe some people in your department might be interested in submitting their work. We’d 
be really interested in both faculty and student participants. I have attached the call as well as put some info in the body of this email. I would really appreciate it if we could 
get this information passed along to your listserv. Would you mind doing that for me, or pointing me in the direction to make that happen? Thanks. 

Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Equality Equals...? Conference 

April 5~-6~2013 
Sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies Graduate Student Association at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Keynote Speaker: Dr. Dana Cloud, The University of Texas at Austin, Department of Communication Studies 
Call for Participants: The conception of "equality" is often understood to be a self-evident good. But is it? The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s Department of 
Communication Studies’ conference, Equality Equals...?, seeks to explore the complex relations of equality. In the current contexts of"Occupy Everywhere/’ neoliberal 
universities and education, the punic, the stage, the family, and others, "equality" is yet again emerging in complicated ways that include questions of social, political, 
economic, and cultural import. In some cases, equality is celebrated; in other cases, it is an undesirable goal. For some, equality seems impossible, thus putting under 
question the utility of equality as a moral/ethical conviction. 
As an interdisciplinary attempt to speak to the complex, transforming, and often contradictory conceptions of equality, this conference is concerned with the multiple 

perspectives that may exist on equality. How, for example, might class, sexuality, gender, race, age, space, technology, politics, personal and professional relations, 
performances, and more (re)make and be (re)made by, and in relation to, conceptions of equality? How do notions of equality constrain and/or enable various perspectives 
and possibilities? 
For more details, please review the attached conference call. Interested presenters should submit a 250-word proposal to               ~gmail.com by December 10th, 
201Z Please put "Equality Equals" in the email subject line, and include your name, department, and university in the email. Accepted presenters will be contacted early 2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Handa, Sudhanshu <shanda@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 9:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

FW: Update on health issue....more testing 

guess we need to come up with a back-up plan. I can forward this email to Becky Williams and ask that Debbie Edwards be assigned to us during this period--what do you think? 

-Ashu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Tia Ho*vell 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 7:46 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Edwards, Deborah W; Gore, Travis; Handa, Sudhanshu; Sable, Etmice N 
Subject: Update on health issue...more testing 

Hi all..so I’m just full of drama t2ais semester! 

have in progress. - 
Because of that, ! think ! should be able to get there by I pm or so to start making lists of 

Ti a Howell \Villiams 

Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 

e~boro.comi~esi14560361 ~? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists.~mc. ed~/~ ? id=5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 a~5 a2 91~ 56~ad3 %~ 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n=T &~=f ac~hv---a~Ne~ics- 

t:omm&o=32317161, or send a blank email to leave-32317161-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brooks, Edwin W <ewbrooks@live.nnc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:ll AM 

discnssion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul .ly--athlefics-tbrum] Bnbba etc 

In our meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play, but I didn’t hear a lot of suppolt. Now we have Bubba supporting the idea. I propose that we invite Hodding Carter 
to talk to the group--after we [think we] agree on an agenda of specific goals--which would include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate freshman ineligibility and to 
push the idea in the ACC (if not beyond) ;Vhen is our next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles. 

Willis Brooks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smit2a [mailto:jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 

http ://chapelboro. com/pa ~es/14560361 php? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:/ilists.unc edu/u? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dfiB5e61b6907f4~t:42ala2tb4&n T&l~2acult~---athletics-folum&o 32317161. or send a blank email to leave-32317161- 
54562879 d37efl 2df135e61 b6907f4IZ42al a2t%4@listsel~’ uric edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ht~p://lists unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&[ facu[ty--athletics-forum&o 32317235 or send a blank email to leave-32317235- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listser~ unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 10:20 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

I’ve been communicating with Richard about getting us a meeting with 
some real flesh and blood athletes. More news when I have it ..... 

On 10/19/12 10:11 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
> In our meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play, but I didn’t hear a lot of support. Now we have Bubba 
supporting the idea. I propose that we invite Hodding Carter to talk to the group--after we [think we] agree on an agenda of specific 
goals--which would include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate freshman ineligibility and to push the idea in the 
ACC (if not beyond). When is our next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles. 
> 
> Willis Brooks 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [maiho:j~?,smi~h,~&ernaiL~mc ed~] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 
> 

> Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 
> 

> .9 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~://1is~s.~nc.ed~/~?id~545~2~79.d37ef12df1~35e61b~9~71~f42a1a2~4&~T&1~facu1~°°a~Ne~ics°f~r~m&~323171~1, or send a 
blank email to leave-32317161-54562879.d37ef12dff35e6 lb6907f4f42ala2fb4@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~://1is~s.m~c.ed~d~?id~4~699857f~5997791b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac99~ca9&n~T&1-_fac~hv°°a~Ne~ics° 
t~ram&o:32317235, or send a blank email to leave-32317235-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:/ihstsamc.edu/m ~d~01~74._ g.42f2~af5a2917~600ad~%29242dTd~&n=T&l=facu~g o-Nhlet~cso 

forum&o=32317265, or send a blank email to leave-32317265-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 12:21 PM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu:q Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Fwd: dra~ of flyer for DuBois workshop 

Wonderful news, Barbara, and a great flyer. You should know that all of the participants on the Education panel have enthusiastically consented to be part of our conference: 
They are 
Derrick P. Aldridge, UVA School of Education, author of THE EDUCATIONAL THOUGHT OF W.E.B DU BOIS 
Michael _lennings, Univ of Texas San Antonio, Assoc Dean College of Education, (Alum of UNC Sch of Ed.) 
George Noblitt, UNC School of Ed (was              [hesis advisor) 
In addition, Eugene F. Provenzo, Jr, Univ. of Miami, will be participating on our panel on Africa, but he is also editor of an anthology called, DU BOIS ON EDUCATION. (We will 
also ask him to preside or comment on the Edcuation panel if he can stay until Saturday.) [Provenzo’s most recent book is, W.E.B. DU BOIS ON AFRICA] 
The Education panel is pretty much good to go. Press on. 
-Reg 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_andersonCc~unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Porter, Robert S 

Ce: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Fwd: draft of flyer for DuBois workshop 

Dear Reg and Robert, 

I have called Sherri a couple of times in the last 4 weeks and this is the third time I have emailed her with the flyer. I will let you know right away when I hear from her, 

but it may be that the ~hool system is just not interested at this point. And we are really running out of time Ii~r prep and publicity. I think Reg has made the good 

judgement/observation that we dofft want to force this on the community, only to ott~r it. We will see. Regards, B 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:Fwd: draft of flyer ibr DuBois workshop 

Date:Wed, 17 Oct 2012 12:18:59 -0400 

From:Barbara Anderson <b anderson~unc.edu> 

To:Sherri Martin <smartin,@~chccs.kl2.nc.u,¢, 

CC:<rtrice~chccs.kl2.nc.us> 

Dear Sherri, 

I hope this finds you well. Last week my Department Chair asked aix~ut the s~atus of this workshop, and I realized we had not finalized anything with your office. Given 
that we are less than a month away from the proposed start-date for this, I would like to speak with you to see if this is s~ill a project CHCCS would like to pursue. I 

understand if you believe this is not something that is feasible for this veal but I just wa~ted you to know that we axe very happy to move forward if you slill believe it 

would be of benefit to your teachers and sta£ 

If you would like to talk briefly about this, give me a call me on my cell or suggest a time that I might call you. Or feel free to respond by email. 

I look forward to hearing from you! Warmest regards, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~t:dmtt of flyer for DuBois workshop 

Date:Tue, 18 Sep 2012 11:43:31 -0400 

From:Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 
To: smartin(&chccs.kl2.nc.us <smartin(~chccs.kl 2.nc.us> 
CC:Po(te~; Robert S <rporter~email.unc.edu>. Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra~email.unc.edu>, rtrice(~chccs.kl2.nc.us <rtrice(~chccs.kl2.nc.us>. 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson(~unc.edu> 

Dear Sherri: 
It was wonderful to meet with you last week. I am attaching a draft of a flyer for the DuBois workshop. If you could look this over (along with anyone else who might be 
interested) and suggest changes. I have highlighted a few things that I had questions about, but there may be other aspects that jump out to you. Thanks so much! Barbara 

Associate Director, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Africa[~ S~:ud~’s Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Gl}bal Educa~:ion Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7682 

(919) 962-1406 o££ic~" 

(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc, edu 

http : !!africa. unc. edu! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 12:52 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Conference 

Dear 
DR. DERR1.CK P ALR1.DGE has consented to participate on the panel on education for the Du Bois Conference. Please make arrangements for his travel and accommodations in 
accord with the guidelines that Dr. SaMe have given you. His panel is on Saturday morning (:~0 AM, but we hope we will be present for the whole conference which 
begins late Thursday afternoon (SPM, Host of the panels will take place on Friday including a lunch with a guest speaker, i have included a link to 
contact info for Dr. Alridge below. Thanks. -Prof. H 

Derrick P. AIridge ~ Employee Directory >> Curry School of Education 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 12:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear 
DR MICHAEL 3ENNINGS, has agreed to participate on the education panel for the Du Bois Conference. Please make arrangements for his travel and lodging in accord with the 
guidelines that Dr~ SaMe have given you. His panel will be on Saturday morning (:~OAf4,             but we hope that he will be present for the whole conference which will 
begin on the afternoon of Thursday at 5PM. iVlost of the panels will take place on Friday including a lunch with a special guest speaker. Below please find a link to 
contact information for Dr. Jennings. 
Thanks. -Prof. H 

College of Education and Human Development - UTSA - University of Texas at San Antonio 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Friday,                1:17 PM 
@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Conference 

Dear at 2PM. Please arrange for his travel and 
GERALD HORNE has agreed to participate on the panel on "Du Bois on War and Peace" that will take place on Friday, 
accommodations in accord with the guidelines that Dr. Sahle have given you. Dr. Horne will also introduce our special lunch speaker on Friday at noon (Esther Cooper 3ackson). 

We hope that he can stay for the whole conference. There is a link to his contact information below. Thanks much. -Prof. H 

Gerald Horne De artment of Histo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 1:56 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Conference 

Dear 
JEMIMA PIERRE has agreed to be a participant on our panel on "Du Bois, Africa and Pan Africanism" that will take place on Friday, at :~0AM although we hope that 
she will be able to attend the whole conference that begins on Thursday, afternoon at 5PM and lasts through Saturday morning. Please make arrangements for her travel and 
accommodations in accord with the guidelines the Dr. Sahle have given you. A link to her contact information is below. Thanks much. -Prof. H 

Jemima Pierre I Vanderbilt University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 10:15 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Conference 

Dear 
Dr. Sahle has had several conversations with NAHUIVl CHANDLER, so you may have already contacted him~ ~[f not please make arrangements for his lodging and travel in accord 
with the guidelines Dr. SaMe have given you~ He will be our keynote speaker at 9AN on February 1st, but of course we hope that he will be able to stay for the whole 
conference. There is a link to his contact information below. Thanks much. IOf course I don’t expect you to get to this until after fall break! :I’m just sending the email now while 
it’s on my mind] -Prof. H 

UCl Campus Directonf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 21, 2012 2:38 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I’m sure many have seen the story about the blog post plagiarized from 
an 11-year old’s musings about poultry farms. I find a lot to be 
concerned about in this story--starting with the fact that this obvious 
plagiarism was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and 
never made its way to the honor system. Are support staff not bound by 
the honor code? This decision was made, remember, while UNC was under 
active investigation by the NCAA. 

But, to go where we haven’t dared go before, I’d like to ask....is it 
appropriate to have students earning college credit for copying 
Encyclopedia Britannica factoids about chicken farms? I sure would like 
to know more about this course. What do students learn in it? Was this 
assignment typical of it? And come on: Does the existence of such 
courses and such assignments explain why athletes have made COMM their 
preferred major? I’ve forgotten whether we have Comm faculty on our 
list. But I’m sure there are many others, even outside the dept, who 
know a lot more about it than I do. I don’t want to be unfair to 
COMM--one of the insidious things about an athletics scandal (maybe even 
the existence of an athletics program) is that clouds of suspicion 
descend where athletes concentrate in large numbers--but I also think 
that this counts among the "tough questions" we must have the courage to 
ask. Are there "loopholes" in the curriculum of the College of A&S that 
are large enough, and seemingly legitimate enough, for unprepared 
athletes to pass through? (Possibly without being troubled to learn 
much?) If not, how can we be sure? Are there particular risks 
associated with the use of grad student instructors (as was the case 
here?) Or with the use of instructors hired for short-term contracts 
(as was the case in NAVS)? Why in the world did this particular 
instructor contact academic support? Do the people in academic support 
nurture certain instructors? (Parenthetically, this story confirms my 
belief that Loudermilk should be bulldozed tomorrow.) 

Again we have a story that makes the UNC curriculum look positively 
laughable. As the former dean of undergrad curricula, I feel a little 
ashamed. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists~m~c.edu/u?id=50137456.42~235af5a29175(~00ad3%29242dTd3&n=T&l=facultvooath~e~ics~ 

forum&o-32322145, or send a blank email to leave-32322145-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

Sunday,                5:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Black Ink Mag~ine Interview 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

ofl’icial publication for the Black Student Movement. For our next issue, I want to write a piece on you and your 
is and I Black Ink Magazine, the 

visionnamefor the department. Lf you would like to be featured in the magazine, please contact me to set up an Interview 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <tia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 9:29 AM 

Beattie, Krislen R <krbeatti@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.m~c.edu>; Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

RE: peoplesoft meelings 

I may be out of the office for                                 I will know more today. I am meeting with Debbie Edwards now and she is willing to meet and take 

notes for me. Debbie came to the previous meetings as well and has updated me. 

"~’1"i a 

From: Beattie, Kristen R 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:23 AM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: peoplesoff meetings 

Hey Tia, 

Would you like to combine the African and Afro Am meeting with your Public Policy meeting? The chairs could just come for part of the meetings if that works for 

them. If you want a separate meeting for Public Policy just let me know and I’II set that up. 
Kristen R. Beattie 

Administrative Assistant 

Dean’s Office College of Arts and Sciences 

929 962 0729 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 10:15 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

Kenneth--I didn’t mean that the entire COMM dept was a loophole for athletes, didn’t even want to imply that. 
But I do wonder why it attracts as many athletes as it does. I see no obvious academic reason why that major 
would appeal disproportionately to athletes. (And my concerns aren’t "willy-nilly"--I have a new concern about 
COMM precisely because it’s the #1 major for athletes; I have similar concerns about Portuguese as a foreign 
language. I’m not being arbitrary here.) 

You make good points about the appropriate times for academic review. Having co-chaired the "Academic 
Compliance" [that word again!] subcommittee for our last SACS review in 2005-06, I can tell you, though, that 
no serious review takes place. On the contrary--as with NCAA "compliance"--the institution just needs to show 
that its paperwork is in place. It’s basically a book-keeping exercise. Majors have proliferated in recent years in 
the College; many of them are interdisciplinary and/or have relatively weak administrative oversight. I suspect 
that this has created new opportunities for the relaxation of rigor. I could be wrong (and I know there are great 
interdisciplinary programs in the College). But I’ll always be suspicious, now more than ever. I’d like to see the 
Admin Boards for each college/school conduct serious periodic reviews of every maj or (perhaps in preparation 
for SACS reviews); it would be distasteful and labor-intensive, but it’s time we showed we know how to police 
ourselves. The era when faculty can scoff at accountability is fast approaching its end. 

The 5-year plan is indeed a threatening prospect. But here’s what’s worrying me. We all know that the hard- 
liners on that commission have the humanities and the social sciences in their cross-hairs. Our fields don’t lead 
to instant jobs (usually), so we’re all disposable. In light of these new pressures, we do ourselves no favors 
when we, as faculty, fail to show an appropriate level of outrage when our curriculum has been cheapened and 
made to look foolish. And this scandal falls on the College--let’s face it, there are precious few athletes, 
especially revenue sport athletes, in the professional schools. Literally none in the Med School (home of Bruce 
Cairns.) So story after story about athletes’ crazy adventures in the classroom make reasonable people wonder 
about the solidity of the UNC undergrad curriculum--and that means we’re all implicated. Just as all UNC 
undergrads have had their diplomas cheapened in value, at least a bit. 

Here’s an idea: a moratorium on new maj ors and minors until the Ad Boards of the College has conducted a 
thorough review of every existing major. That’s the kind of statement I’d like to see this University making. 
Will never happen, of course. 

On 10/22/12 9:22 AM, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 

I think Jay raises pertinent questions in his post, but like the N&O article it references they are 
mostly buried at the end and are preceded by statements that give me pause. I don’t think it is news 
that athletes cheat, just as I don’t think it is news that students across the college cheat. What is 
news is that apparently some athletes have had (continue to have?) the ASPSA interfere for them. 

Here is where I agree with Jay: the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes acted 
(continues to act?) in ways that corrupts the university’s curriculum and academic mission. I would 
not be bothered at all if the Loudermilk center was turned over to better uses. (Bulldozing it, as Jay 
advocates, would have the added benefit of restoring the terrific view from the stadium’s stands.) I 
think the reforms that the FEC subcommittee recommended and that the chancellor adopted in 
reference to the ASPSA should clean up a good deal of the mess if they are consistently 
implemented and monitored. 

But Jay’s statements about the Department of Communications Studies take us in a wrong 



direction. The way I read what he wrote, the "tough questions" he wants to pose amount to whether 
communications studies is a legitimate endeavor or a huge loophole for the athletics department. 
This is not a tough question, but rather a question that is out of line. My rough understanding is 
that departments come into being as a result of faculty governance and that they supposed to be 
reviewed on a regular basis in order for the university to earn reaccreditation. It seems to me that 
questions about the legitimacy of a department out to be raised and answered in that process - not 
some outside investigation like Jim Martin’ s, which seems ready to pronounce on issues like 
clustering and link that data to issues related to the new fashionable phrase in the lexicon: 
"academic rigor." If athletics has managed to compromise communications studies as it did 
African and Afro-American studies, that speaks directly to the collegiate athletics industry. It may 
speak to the susceptibility of some faculty members and graduate instructors to the blandishments 
of athletics. But based on the incidents of plagiarism described in the N&O article (for which the 
athletes in question were penalized when the incidents were discovered) calling for an investigation 
of the department is dangerous. Jay has rightly called for faculty governance of athletics and the 
curriculum, but I think his statements about communications will lead not to a proper resolution of 
the important issues he raises - training graduate instructors; recognize the dangers of hiring short- 
term instructors; eliminating the interference of the ASPSA in curricular affairs, and so on - but to 
a willy-nilly investigation of any field of study that investigators believe are soft. And given the 
composition of the new committee charged with developing a new five-year plan, I think we have a 
good idea what those fields are. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto :j ay smith@email.unc, edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: discussion 
Subj ect: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I’m sure many have seen the story about the blog post plagiarized from an 11-year old’s musings 
about poultry farms. I find a lot to be concerned about in this story--starting with the fact that this 
obvious plagiarism was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made its 
way to the honor system. Are support staff not bound by the honor code? This decision was made, 
remember, while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA. 

But, to go where we haven’t dared go before, I’d like to ask .... is it appropriate to have students 
earning college credit for copying Encyclopedia Britannica factoids about chicken farms? I sure 
would like to know more about this course. What do students learn in it? Was this assignment 



typical of it? And come on: Does the existence of such courses and such assignments explain why 
athletes have made COMM their preferred maj or? I’ve forgotten whether we have Comm faculty 
on our list. But I’m sure there are many others, even outside the dept, who know a lot more about it 
than I do. I don’t want to be unfair to COMM--one of the insidious things about an athletics 
scandal (maybe even the existence of an athletics program) is that clouds of suspicion descend 
where athletes concentrate in large numbers--but I also think that this counts among the "tough 
questions" we must have the courage to ask. Are there "loopholes" in the curriculum of the College 
of A&S that are large enough, and seemingly legitimate enough, for unprepared athletes to pass 
through? (Possibly without being troubled to learn 
much?) If not, how can we be sure? Are there particular risks associated with the use of grad 
student instructors (as was the case 
here?) Or with the use of instructors hired for short-term contracts (as was the case in NAVS)? 
Why in the world did this particular instructor contact academic support? Do the people in 
academic support nurture certain instructors? (Parenthetically, this story confirms my belief that 
Loudermilk should be bulldozed tomorrow.) 

Again we have a story that makes the UNC curriculum look positively laughable. As the former 
dean of undergrad curricula, I feel a little ashamed. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: krjanken@email.unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f&n=T&l=faculty--athletics- 
forum&o=32322145, or send a blank email to leave-32322145- 
48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently sub scribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: i aysmith~email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=facult¥--athletics- 
forum&o=32324695 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32324695- 
48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=50137456.42f235 af5 a29175600ad39629242d7d3 &n=T&l=facult¥--athletics-forum&o=32325218 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32325218-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 ~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Heads-up 

Hi Eunice. 
Hope you had a nice trip to Canada. I want to send you several emails regarding a student in my 
Thursday, but just in case... 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

class. I can’t imagine that the situation will reach you before I see you on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

11:53 AM 

Hello Professor Lee, 

want to go ahead and apologize for missing class today. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 3G smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:5 8 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edtr~ 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: me,: 

2:20 PM 

Hi 

Sorry about I hope everything wil[ be OK. 

All my best, 
ML 

Froltn: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:53 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sut~iect: 

IIello Professor Lee, 

I want to go ahead and apologize [’or missing class today. 

Sent li’om my Verizon Wireless 3G smartphone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Ellis, 

At this point you will need to show documentation that 
day that it is late 

Best, 
ML 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: l,ee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

11:53AM 

Hello Professor Lee, 

want to go ahead and apologize for missing class today. 

in order to prevent your midterm from being penalized one grade per 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 3G smartphone 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: mktterm 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Saturday, 
To: 
Subject= RE: midterm 

11:25 PM 

No I never got it, so I need some documentation regarding your 
ML 

From= 

Sent= Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject= FW: midterm 

4:33 PM 

4:33 PM 

Oh my goodness! 

Did you not get my email? I emailed you Tue~ay night with my midtenn. I just got back farm hiking the Appalachian Trail Ibr thJl break or I wo~fld have reslx~nded 

much sooner, rm fonYarding it again right now. I don’t have a~y idea how you didn’t get it. Oh gosh, am I going to tail now? I’m sending it to you in tim forwarded 

email. Please accept it. 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 

Subject: midterm 

11:18 PM 

Hey Professor Lee, 

Thanks so much for accepting this. i 
much once again for understanding Here’s my midterm 

I’ll see you after the break, 

Thank you so 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: midterm 

I never received the email he sent on Tuesday, and again I don’t see an exam attached. I will need you advice as to how to handle this situation. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: midterm 

11:06 AM 

Dear 
I am just now seeing the emial below that was sent on Tuesday. However, there is no exam attached to the email. 
ML 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: FW: midterm 

4:33 PM 

4:33 PM 

Oh my goodness’. 

Did you not get my email? I emailed you Tue~tay night with my midtenn. I just got back ti~m hiking the Appalachian Trail ti~r fall breaJa or I would have responded 

much sooner, rm tbrwarding it again right now. I don’t have m~y idea how you didn’t get it. Oh gosh, am I going to thil now? I’m sending it to you in fl~e tbrwaJcded 
email. Please accept it. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: midterm 

11:18 PM 

Hey Professor Lee, 

Thanks so much for accepting this. 
much once again for understanding. Here’s my midterm 

I’ll see you after the break, 

Thank you so 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: The mlkAgc 

Subject: [mlkApc 

~live.unc,edu~ 

11:23 AM 

mailing list. <mlkApc     @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

MLK 1~2 Meeting Reminder 

Greetings Everyone: 

I hope everyone had a great fall break. This is just a reminder that we have a MLI( Planning Committee Meeting today at 5pro in Campus Y Room 207. As always, please let 
me know, if you will not be in attendance. Also, if you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~pc     as: etmice~email.tmc,edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edtr’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pcl2-13&o 32325885 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl m leave-32325885-55508243.2t042b366tiz5cacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:13 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Meeting this week 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I have been in contact ruth Dr. Hildebrand about which speakers are confirmed and would like to schedule a time to meet this week abom the conference. I have s~me 

ideas about logistics and recruiting some student volunteers to assist ruth the various tasks that roll have to be carried out day-of. I have also researched how to create 

a website for the conference. Are you free anMJme this Friday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting this week 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Unforttmately neifl~er of those times work for me. I will be in the office for a large poNon of Friday, would it be possible for me to write something up with my ideas 

this week and email it to you then? We could meet next week instead to go over details once I’ve sent you sometNng. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:18 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting this week 

Dear 

It is good to hear from you. 

I can meet either tomorrow or Thursday in the late - 4.00pm-4.30pm - afternoon. Because of research and administrative deadlines I not available to meet on Friday for the 
reminder of the semester. 

Best wishes and I look forward to meeting with you soon. 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting this week 

2:13 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I have been iu contact with Dr. Hildebrand about which speakers are confirmed aud would like to schedule a time to meet this week about the confereuce. I have some 

ideas about logis~tics and recruiting solne student voluuteers to assist ruth the various tasks that will have to be candied out day-of. I have also researched how to create 

a website for the conference. Are you free ans~ime this Friday? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 2:31 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

Again, I didn’t mean to suggest that COMM is a suspect discipline. Only that I *wonder* whether a 
constellation of suspect courses has been created under the umbrella of the maj or. I admit that I have little to go 
on, other than this glance at COMM 350 and my perhaps unfounded suspicions about our athletes and how we 
keep them eligible. And I still fail to see how COMM is especially appropriate for athletes. More than English 
or Poli Sci or DRAM? I’d like to know why athletes are being told (if they are) that COMM is where they 
should want to go. How many ESPN sideline reporter gigs are going to be open 4 years from now? Better to 
study English of Philosophy, I’d say. (Or at least, a case can be made that Hist or Engl or Phil would be better.) 

I would also still maintain that any course that attracts X % of athletes should be subject to regular scrutiny. 
Many other universities, including NC State and Duke (I think) do this already. We’re way behind the curve on 
this. I’m not saying it’s fair. But it’s one of those "hidden" costs that every big-time university should be willing 
to absorb. 

On 10/22/12 10:29 AM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 

To reinforce Ken’s point, while there may some weak points in COMM offerings, as there are in perhaps 

most majors, that department has rather rigorous standards for majors. I know of a number of cases 

where students, including some athletes, have not met the standards. They have had to retake required 

courses and, occasionally, had their graduation delayed. The major is attractive to some students because 

it has no special quantitative course requirement (also true for History and some other social science, 

humanities, and fine arts departments), but its courses are reputable liberal arts offerings and provide 

many good post-college opportunities. 

Dick 

&nbs p; 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 

Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

From: Janken, Kenneth R [mailto:krianken@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:22 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I think Jay raises pertinent questions in his post, but like the N&O article it references they are 
mostly buried at the end and are preceded by statements that give me pause. I don’t think it is news 
that athletes cheat, just as I don’t think it is news that students across the college cheat. What is 
news is that apparently some athletes have had (continue to have?) the ASPSA interfere for them. 

Here is where I agree with Jay: the Academic Support Program for Student Athletes acted 
(continues to act?) in ways that corrupts the university’s curriculum and academic mission. I would 
not be bothered at all if the Loudermilk center was turned over to better uses. (Bulldozing it, as Jay 
advocates, would have the added benefit of restoring the terrific view from the stadium’s stands.) I 
think the reforms that the FEC subcommittee recommended and that the chancellor adopted in 
reference to the ASPSA should clean up a good deal of the mess if they are consistently 



implemented and monitored. 

But Jay’s statements about the Department of Communications Studies take us in a wrong 
direction. The way I read what he wrote, the "tough questions" he wants to pose amount to whether 
communications studies is a legitimate endeavor or a huge loophole for the athletics department. 
This is not a tough question, but rather a question that is out of line. My rough understanding is 
that departments come into being as a result of faculty governance and that they supposed to be 
reviewed on a regular basis in order for the university to earn reaccreditation. It seems to me that 
questions about the legitimacy of a department out to be raised and answered in that process - not 
some outside investigation like Jim Martin’ s, which seems ready to pronounce on issues like 
clustering and link that data to issues related to the new fashionable phrase in the lexicon: 
"academic rigor." If athletics has managed to compromise communications studies as it did 
African and Afro-American studies, that speaks directly to the collegiate athletics industry. It may 
speak to the susceptibility of some faculty members and graduate instructors to the blandishments 
of athletics. But based on the incidents of plagiarism described in the N&O article (for which the 
athletes in question were penalized when the incidents were discovered) calling for an investigation 
of the department is dangerous. Jay has rightly called for faculty governance of athletics and the 
curriculum, but I think his statements about communications will lead not to a proper resolution of 
the important issues he raises - training graduate instructors; recognize the dangers of hiring short- 
term instructors; eliminating the interference of the ASPSA in curricular affairs, and so on - but to 
a willy-nilly investigation of any field of study that investigators believe are soft. And given the 
composition of the new committee charged with developing a new five-year plan, I think we have a 
good idea what those fields are. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book!P00723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:i aysmith@email.unc, edu] 
Sent: Sunday, October 21, 2012 2:38 PM 
To: discussion 
Subj ect: [faculty--athletics-forum] COMM 

I’m sure many have seen the story about the blog post plagiarized from an 11-year old’s musings 
about poultry farms. I find a lot to be concerned about in this story--starting with the fact that this 
obvious plagiarism was apparently "handled" by academic support for athletes and never made its 
way to the honor system. Are support staff not bound by the honor code? This decision was made, 
remember, while UNC was under active investigation by the NCAA. 



But, to go where we haven’t dared go before, I’d like to ask .... is it appropriate to have students 
earning college credit for copying Encyclopedia Britannica factoids about chicken farms? I sure 
would like to know more about this course. What do students learn in it? Was this assignment 
typical of it? And come on: Does the existence of such courses and such assignments explain why 
athletes have made COMM their preferred maj or? I’ve forgotten whether we have Comm faculty 
on our list. But I’m sure there are many others, even outside the dept, who know a lot more about it 
than I do. I don’t want to be unfair to COMM--one of the insidious things about an athletics 
scandal (maybe even the existence of an athletics program) is that clouds of suspicion descend 
where athletes concentrate in large numbers--but I also think that this counts among the "tough 
questions" we must have the courage to ask. Are there "loopholes" in the curriculum of the College 
of A&S that are large enough, and seemingly legitimate enough, for unprepared athletes to pass 
through? (Possibly without being troubled to learn 
much?) If not, how can we be sure? Are there particular risks associated with the use of grad 
student instructors (as was the case 
here?) Or with the use of instructors hired for short-term contracts (as was the case in NAVS)? 
Why in the world did this particular instructor contact academic support? Do the people in 
academic support nurture certain instructors? (Parenthetically, this story confirms my belief that 
Loudermilk should be bulldozed tomorrow.) 

Again we have a story that makes the UNC curriculum look positively laughable. As the former 
dean of undergrad curricula, I feel a little ashamed. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: krjanken@email.unc.edu. To 
unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f&n=T&l=faculty--athletics- 
forum&o=32322145, or send a blank email to leave-32322145- 
48699892.3171359d2b3847d4257e0db20df5102f@listserv.unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n=T&l=facultv--athletics- 
forum&o=32324695 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32324695- 
48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5(~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently sub scribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: j aysmith@email.unc, edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&l=faculty--athletics- 
forum&o=32325363 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32325363- 
48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9~listserv.unc.edu 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=50137456.42f235 af5 a29175600ad39629242d7d3 &n=T&l=facult¥--athletics-forum&o=32327433 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32327433-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colloledo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, October 22, 2012 3:39 PM 

discussion <thculty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [lhcul~--athlelics-tbrum] Bubba etc 

Hi All, 
In the coming months, it seems there will be a lot in play: the Martin report on the on the actual education this university has enabled for its athletes, a (potentially)new set of priorities for 
undergraduate education articulated by this external committee, a new- chancellor, and a new provost. 

Strongly articulating the values of liberal arts study can be a way to think across these issues As for the athletes, part of the way up from the depth of our academic scandals is to think 
about what it would take to really deliver the wide set of liberal arts academic oppoltunities to athletes: a firm four year scholarship commitment, a richer financial stipend that reduced money 
WOl~cies, a first year free of varsity level competition, academic support that truly introduces all the majors and so on. 

On other fronts, such as the push for more job-relewmt studies (if’this is where the blue ribbon panel is heading), I do think it is important that we all be more thoughtful and practical about 
the ways Liberal Arts studies links to careers. I was director of Undergraduate Studies in AnthropologT. at Iowa :[’or six years, and I had to think about this a lot. Here at UNC, most of my 
colleagues seem to give this little thought Or perhaps we all do, but none of us talk about ~t. 

My point in raising this here is to suggest that if faculty got involved in earlier and richer discussions of how students develop meaningful careers, then we would have yet more ways to 
connect academics and athletics. A savvier take on careers can break down the apparent polarization that pits an academic view of college life against the specialized sports view of college, 
which, ]2~r many (and not just in football and basketball) seems practical because it offers professional networks for future job opportunities. 

But again, with all going on, I would hope that the athletic issue does not get neglected. Rather we need to get to the point where a much stronger commitment to rich academic opportunity 
for athletes would be part of making a stronger case for liberal arts sturdy in general 

Rudi 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:YMBOXILL(a)emailunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

Hi All, 
In response to Willis, I also have been proposing this :[‘or years. I talked about it with Bubba on his radio show and he agrees There is a lot of discussion around this, with some people 
advocating limiting it to those with an Academic Index of lower than 2.5. For several years Dean Smith supported the idea, as did Bill Friday. Speaking of’Bill Friday, as the speakers at the 
memorial all said, we all have our stories, and Richard said this as well. I met with him several times over the past many years discussing the Knight Commission, arms race, issues of 
athletics and integrity. He was so supportive of what we all do who are concerned with the issues of athletics on campus. This didn’t mean he agreed with evety, thing anyone said, but 
encouraged people to carry- on the discussion. He was a big supporter of the Parr Center for Ethics and our programming particularly on athletics. We sponsored several discussions with 
him, the most recent with him and 2uny Perko. Six years ago we had a public panel discussion, "The Challenge of Ethics in Sports"; he was featured with panelists including Coaches Phil 
Ford and Charlotte Smith, the Faculty Athletic Rep flon’~ Duke, Dick Baddour, two athletes, and Bob Ehrmann [former pro Baltimore Colt, who has ~vritten on coaching]. The eligibility came 
up then too, but Friday mainly talked about the arms race. 

I want to set up a f:aculty forum, but was thir~:ing it best to wait until the Martin report; in the raeantirae the discussions should still take place in smaller groups. I ~vould definitely include 
Hodding Carter in this. 

Right not the main concerns are the BOG’s Strategic Planning Committee and the Chancellor’s search. On Tuesday-, there is a public forum regarding the first. The recommendations that will 
come out of this "Blue Ribbon Conm~ittce" will be crucial to UNC-CH. The assaults on liberal arts education are real. 

We will be arranging a public forum, likely more than one, for the Chancellor’s search. O~tr sub-conm~ittee, comprised of students, staff, and faculty, of the Search Corrm~ittee is meeting next 
Friday to discuss these. Athletics on campus will play a role in this search. 

It is interesting you say you want to meet with "real flesh and blood athletes." Some of us meet and interact with them regularly, and many of them are deeply affected about all that is 
being said about them on this campus. Many are afraid to acknowledge to faculty any connection with athletics. Some of course are unmistakable, so we third:! Some of you may even have 
some "real athletes" in yo~tr class but are una~vare. I could help in the venture to get some of these athletes. 

Speaking again of Bill Friday, he was instrumental in the passage of NCAA’s Prop 48. UN-C admitted one football player under this - 

Jan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smit2a [mailto:jaysmith@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:20 AiVl 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

I’ve been communicating with Richard about getting us a meeting ;vith some real flesh and blood athletes. More ne;vs when I have it ..... 

On 10/19/12 10:11 A2CL Brooks, E&vin W wrote: 
> In our meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play, but I didn’t hear a lot of support. Now we have Bubba suppolting the idea I propose that we invite Hodding 
Calter to talk to the group--after we [think we] agree on an agenda of specific goals--;vhich ;vould include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate freshman ineligibility 
and to push the idea in the ACC (if not beyond). When is our next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles 
> 
> Willis Brooks 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [mailto:javsmith@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 



Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 

http ://chapelboro com/pa~esi14560361.php? 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live uric edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id 54562879.d37ef12dff35e61b6907f4f42ala2:Po4&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32317161 or send a blank email to leave-32317161- 
54562879 d37ell 2dJ’[’35e61 b6907f41:42al a2fb4@listsep~ uric edu. 

-- You are ctarently subscribed to faculty---athletics-forum as: jaysmith@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facultv--athletics-fol~m~&o 32317235 or send a blank email to lea’,~e-32317235- 

48699857.65997791 b4b45638d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.anc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@emaihunc.edu. To tmsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.~mc.edu/u? 
id~48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a~.140981ef5b593&n T&I i~aculty--athletics-fol",m~&o 32317265. or send a blank email to leave-32317265- 

48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d40981 cf5b593@listse1~.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to facult’y--athletics-fomm as: collored@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu? 
id 56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7676849651e6e185&n T&l~’acultv--athletics-for~&o 32317688 or send a blank email to leave-32317688- 
56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7676849651 e6e 185@listserv.anc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u’.’id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32327975 or send a blap2~: email to leave-32327975- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Monday, October 22, 2012 4:13 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Monday, 10/29, noon- 1:30 at Duke, Reconstructing Community After Conflict in Colombia 

erin parish borderworks talk.pdf 

Please join us for the following BorderWork(s) event: 

Reconstructing Community after Conflict in Colombia 

"To he displaced is an easy thing. Returning home, now [ha~ hard." 

--Femando Pamplona, resident of San Carlos, Colombia 

Drawing from her fieldwork in Colombia, Erin Parish explores klae process of rebuilding lives, homes, and communities after conflict, 
fi>cusmg on avenues t~r greater individual, comt~mnal, gow~mmental, and institutional collaboration in reconstruction. 

Enn Paristx is a PtxD candidate in Cultural ~fl~ropology at D~ke and wffi be co.-wach~g 1he Border~ork(s) course "At Home/On 1he ~a~" 

wilh Robin I~rk in Sp~ng 2013. 

Monday, October 29, 12-1:30 PM 

S,ruth Warehcmse, Bor&rg:ork(s) Lab, Bay 5 (across from D~ke East Carnp~s) 

L~mch will be served, please RSVP Erin Parish at~£~A:~?.g.0}~{~£{~.~!~:.~£{~ 

Sponsored by the BorderWork(s} Humanities tab~ Duke [ luman Rights (;enter @ F[ lI~ and the Cultural Anthropology 
Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 4:54 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Updates RE: colloquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Waiter, 

I have an update on Nad[a El-Shaarawi. The incubator room is available BUT Aii[son Barnes (Events Coordinator) said 

that if we need the room after 4:30p.m. then we wouid need to hire security, which is an $80 minimum for 4 hours. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Waiter C 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Updates RE: coiioquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Travis, 

I hope all is well and that you had a restful fall break, i’m writing to see if you had any updates about the room 

reservations for Arturo Escobar (Nov. 8 from 3:00-5:00 pm) and Nadia EI-Shaarawi (Nov. 29 from 3:00-5:00 pm). For Dr. 

Escobar’s colloquium, we should have something ready to announce to the faculty by early next week at the latest. 

I will drop by the office on Wednesday in case you had questions. Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & AfrooAmerican Studies 
-UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Colloquium 

Thanks Walter. That sounds like a plan. Have a nice Fall break! -Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 



Subject: We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Colloquium 

Dear Travis, 

We need to begin working on the room reservation for our second colloquium of the semester to be delivered by Dr. 

Nadia EI-Shaarawi on Thursday, Nov. 29th. I would prefer the Incubator Room at Hyde Hall, the seminar room on the 

third floor of the GEC, or even the conference room in Graham Memorial in which we held the last department meeting. 

Again, given the nature of a colloquium, we really need seminar-style seating or a room with movable tables and chairs. 

Most conference rooms on campus would work as long as we could still have catered food. 

Thanks and I will forward her presentation title and a brief abstract in the next few days. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 

African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinnmn@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 22, 2012 7:40 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Fwd: Fwd: Nikki Giovanni at Duke this Wednesday 

FYI~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Nikld Giovanni at Duke this Wednesday 

Date:Mort, 22 Oct 2012 21:05:00 +0000 

From:Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edtr> 
To:Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.crafi@unc.edtr>, Shields, Tanya L <tshield<~:unc.edu>, Berger, Michele T 

<mtberger@email.unc.edu>,           ~nc.rr.com <           ~nc.rr.com>, Booth, Karen M <kmbooth@email.unc.edu>, Hogan, Vijaya K 
<vhogan~b, email.mac.edu>, bmuhammad(~nccu.edu <bmuhammad(a)nccu.edu> 

Nikki Giovanni is coming to speak on Wednesday, October 24. 
Ms. Giovanni will be speaking on intersectionality and the importance of collective action. 

NAACP’s Annual Speaking Engagement is highly anticipated and well attended by members of the Duke Community and beyond. This yearly event aims to encourage the 
undergraduate population to engage in meaningful discourse related to our organization’s overall mission. This year’s program will focus on the "new" civil rights issues of our 
time, including: LGBT rights, immigration, women’s rights, and the continued struggle for racial equality. We are honored to host American poet and activist Ms. Nikki Giovanni 
to share her wisdom on these subjects and how the arts can be used as one of many avenues to bridge the divide between the struggles that our respective communities face. 

In light of recent and important discussions about the intersections of race, sexuality, and gender we are confident that an address by Ms. Nikki Giovanni will shed light on the 
interconnectedness of all struggles for social equality and justice. Our program will aim to bridge the gaps between these varied movements and encourage an atmosphere of 
collectiveness and working together here on Duke’s campus. 

6:30pm to 7:00pm Reception 
7:00pm to 8:00pm Main Program followed by book signing 
Location: Von Canon Rooms A & B 

Barbara Lau 

Director, Pauli Murray Project 

www.paulimurrayproject.orq 

919/613-6167 

To build a better Durham the Pauli Murray Project engages a diversity of residents to lift up the vision 
and legacy of activist, scholar, feminist, poet, and Episcopal priest Pauli Murray in order to tackle enduring 
inequities and injustice in our community. 

To join our mailing list, please send your email to balau@__d___u_k_e_._:__e___d____u_ 

Look for us on Facebook 

Office Address: 
Smith Warehouse, Bay 5, 1~ Floor 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durham, NC 27708 

Mailing Address: 

Box 90403 

Durham, NC 27708 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul> 
sej-tgculty as: <a href "maSdm:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To m~subscribe ~nd a bla~k <br> 
emafil to <a hief "mailto:leave-32329196- 3692316.Sedd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu" >leave-32329196- 
3692316.5edd0fl 2bPo 180510746fe9d82addc3b@listsmw.unc.edu<ia> 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 8:06 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlk~pc ~listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc MLK PC Miuutes 7 

Attach: 7 Minutes - .docx 

Hello Everyone, 

Attached are the minutes from today’s meeting. Please look over them and be prepared to discuss your event in full detail to the committee next week. For those who have not 
reserved your venues, please do so ASAP. If your event is in the Stone Center or Union, contact             this week. Their email addresses are below: 

:@email.unc.edu 
~emaiLunc.edu 

Once you have received email or hard copy confirmation about your venue, send them to me so that I can have them on file at the office and so that T know that you have 
booked your venue. Thanks for all of your hard work and as always, if you need anything please contact me. See you all next week. 

Best, 

You are curreutly subscribed to mlk~pc     as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc12-13&o 32329263 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32329263-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.uuc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday: 11:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: midterm 

Dear Eunice, 
I did not see an attachment and only saw the email when he sent the actual exam on Friday. Tn any event, my concern is that he was not honest so I feel that 
in order to accept the exam he needs to show me that his                           even if there was an attachment (again which I did not see). I think he just didn’t 
have the exam done. I will give more details when we meet~ He has not responded since I told him that T need evidence of T am open, but you 

have to be honest with me. It’s only fair to other students who get their work done on time. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: midterm 

5:43 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks so much for the emails. 

Was there an attachment to the email the student sent on Tuesday? Kindly let me know. 

I am in meetings most of tomorrow morning but should be free to meet at 11.30am. 

Best wishes. 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FVV: midterm 

11:08 AM 

I never received the email he sent on Tuesday, and again I don’t see an exam attached. I will need you advice as to how to handle this situation. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: midterm 

11:06 AM 

Dear 
I am just now seeing the emial below that was sent on Tuesday. However, there is no exam attached to the email. 
ML 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: F’W: midterm 

4:33 PM 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: FVV: midterm 

4:33 PM 

Oh my goodness! 

Did you not get my email? I emailed you Tue~ay night with my midtenn. I just got back farm hiking the Appalachian Trail lbr 1~11 break or I wo~dd have reslx~nded 

much sooner, rm forwarding it again right now. I don’t have a~y idea how you didn’t get it. Oh gosh, am I going to tail now? I’m sending it to you in tim forwarded 

email. Please accept it. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject: midterm 

Hey Professor Lee, 

11:18 PM 



Thanks sn much for accepting this. Thank you so 
much nnce again for understanding Here’s my midterm 

I’1l see you after the break, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 9:33 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Hemispheric Inslitute of Pertbrmance & Politics Convergence, Nov 9-11 at Duke 

8.5xl 1-Convergence-v7 final.pdf 

The Graduate Student Initiative of the Hemispheric Institute of Performance & Politics presents 

CONVERGENCE 2012: THE GEO/BODY POLITICS OF EMANCIPATION 

NOV 9/10/11 

DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Convergence 2012 brings together graduate students, professors, artists, and activists to think through diverse events of radical mobilization, from 
student protests and occupations to uprisings and insurrections. We will discuss different forms of embodiment that have developed around the 
reclaiming of public space, and the demand for economic, social, and political change. We will question the instrumentalization of technology as 
strategies of communication, organization and revolution. Generating a space to discuss contemporary notions of emancipation, liberation, 
revolution, occupation, geopolitics, "artivism," and militant research, we will bring into dialogue the lived tensions of these concepts as they are 
enacted by bodies, in knowledge production, and in physical locations. 

All sessions are free and open to the public. See attached flyer for more details, location of events, etc. 

PRESENTERS 

Micha C~rdenas, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Colectivo Situaciones, BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA 

Counter-Cartographies Collective, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA, CHAPEL HILL 

Ricardo Dominguez, UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SAN DIEGO 

El Kilombo Mtergal~ctico, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 

Esther Gabara, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Macarena Gomez-Barris, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Jack Halberstam, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Michael Hardt, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Brian Holraes, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Josh Kun, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Pedro Lasch, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Walter Mignolo, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Dannys Montes de Oca Moreda, 11TH HAVANA BIENNIAL CURATORIAL TEAM 

Diane Nelson, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Roya Rastegar, BRYN MAWR COLLEGE 

Jacques Servin, THE YES MEN / NEWYORK UNIVERSITY 

SpiritHouse, DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 
Diana Taylor, NEWYORK UNIVERSITY 

Wu Tsang, DIRECTOR, WILDNESS 



ORGANIZERS 

Zach Bias, DUKE UNIVERSITY 

Aria Paulina Lee, UNIVERSITY OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 

Leticia RoNes-Moreno, NEWYORK UNIVERSITY 

DUKE UNIVERSITY CO-ORGANIZERS 

Kency Cornejo, Laura Jaramillo, I~lelody Jue, Camila Maroja, China Medel, Amanda Suhey, and Jasmina Tumbas 

For n3ore reformation, please contact Kency Comejo at kcd7@duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:38 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:33 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

photo.JPG; ATT00001.c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 1:30 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 





Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Go Global with Art, Music, Film, and Sports 

Pamoja: UNC’s Beat Making Lab Goes Global 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 at 9:00 p.m. ET 

Giving youth the tools to create and share music in Chapel Hill, the 

Democratic Republic of the Congo, and communities worldwide. 

Guests: Pierce Freelon and DJ Apple Juice Kid (Stephen Levitin) 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: 

J A live internet stream is available from the WT,~"C websi~e 

Get Fre÷ Tickets! V’is~t~lizirt~ H!,man Ri~.lhts 
Saturday November 3 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center 

Already 120 free tickets reserved! Come enjoy (L_’~.?_k___/:~_&b_!.9_E from The Story 

interviewing Petna Ndaliko and Cherie Rivers Ndaliko co-directors of 

.{~,_,’_’£~_9.A and the J_#.#___."v)_~_~.&!~_~ movement. Hear about ,[{.C::_,.:&i.:&’s Pamoja Project 
to create new !:!~#_~_~!:_I.~’!_;~_!Si_..’_’,SL!=&~!s in the Congo and around the world to 

empower youth to counteract violence with the power of music. 

Hear about ,’:~__L~!_L~_L[i&_~iL.I__.F_:L~!,Lx-,_L!__~ii.r_.-,_~:~!_..’_’,~i~LL~’s 13 years of art and activism in 

the community - and try on some of their masks & puppets at the day’s finale! We’ll event have some local 

delicious food from 

Don’t miss it. Ge’~ your ~’ree tick~t-s, then i*~vi[e V~;r f*ie~}ds or~ facebo~k,! 
r 

LIVESCORE: a block party, documentary premiere, / 

and concert 

Thursday, November t - 5:30 pm to 8:30 pm 

Memorial Hall, UNC Chapel Hill 

The event is free, but tickets for the screening are / 
$15 for the public, $10 for UNC faculty and staff, $5 / 
for students with ID. Children under 12 are free 

Application deadline is Friday November 2, 2012 at 5:00 pm EST.               [ 

The Carolina for Kibera Fellowship allows UNC-CH undergraduate and graduate 

students to apply their skills and talents while engaging in grassroots participatory 

development in Nairobi, Kenya 

-{-:-.-&~--b~!!~!:~-:~-:~!~-~!:!~L%-t!:!~:--;~!1L~-~-r-~E!:~P-~-~---‘,:~N-‘‘-‘~ 
Southern Sounds/Out of Bounds: Music and the Global American South 

I Submission Deadline: November 16, 2012 
Conference" UNC Chapel Hill February 8-9 2013 

Special Guests: Keynote lecture by Karl Hagstrom Miller, author of 

Segregating Sound. Inventing Folk and Pop Music in the Age of Jim Crow. Performances (ticketed 

separately) by the Carolina Chocolate Drops, Vusi Mahlasela, Abigail Washburn, Kai Welch, and Wu Fei. 

Southern SoundslOut of Bounds: Music and the Global American South aims to bring together graduate 

students, faculty, independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share current research on the 

culture, meaning, and practices surrounding music in and from the Global American South. The two-day 

conference will consider musical import/export, musical manifestation of changing populations, musical 

meaning contextualized by regional history and contemporary politics, and musical transgressions of 

boundaries or borders in region, style, genre, and identity. 

Call for Proposals: We invite proposals for papers, panels, and presentations from the full range of 

disciplines that engage with music and the Global American South. Papers will be scheduled for 20 

minutes, with 10 minutes allotted for Q&A or audience discussion. Proposals for alternate formats may 

or panel discussions. Alternative-format proposals may be for sessions of 30 or 60 minutes. 

Submission: please send as a single PDF attachment to globalsouth@unc.edu 

a cover letter with name, institutional and departmental affiliation (if any), paper title, full contact 

information including email, phone, and mailing address, and status (faculty, student, independent 

researcher) 

an abstract of no more than 350 words 

Presented by The Center for Global Initiatives and the Center for the Study of the American South in 

collaboration with Carolina Performing Arts and TEDxUNC. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:59 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] liberal arts 

Rudi--I agree with this. We need to be ready to defend ourselves, and 
"defend" not from a position of defensiveness but from a position of 
confidence about the overall importance of our work. And I happen to 
think that this means embracing accotmtability, or at least showing that 
we’re prepared to be held accotmtable. Curling up in a ball and hoping 
that someone will save us from the mean 5-yr planners is not going to 
get us very far. 

Reading your email, a thought occurred to me. I’d be willing to bet 
that one reason many boosters/citizens don’t much care about the 
integrity issues arising from the athletics enterprise is that they 
don’t much care about the College, with its namby pamby majors, where 
athletes do most of their work. If the B-school or Pharm school or 
J-School or Nursing School or Dental school were shown to be suffering a 
degradation of their curricula or academic standards, you can bet that 
the public reaction would be very different. Some are perfectly happy 
to have the college "host" the athletics enterprise, because, hey, what 
else do we do? 

We need to do a better job explaining the intellectual vitality and 
rigor of what we do, explaining its role in "job prep," and explaining 
why it matters to us when serial plagiarizing (among other abuses) 
sweeps across the College. 

PS Did anyone see the Gazette story about "bringing academic and 
athletics cultures together"? More troubling signs buried in that 
little piece .... 

On 10/22/12 3:38 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 
> 

> Hi All, 
> In the coming months, it seems there will be a lot in play: the Martin report on the on the actual education this university has 
enabled for its athletes, a (potentially)new set of priorities for undergraduate education articulated by this external committee, a new 
chancellor, and a new provost. 
> 
> Strongly articulating the values of liberal arts study can be a way to think across these issues. As for the athletes, part of the way up 
from the depth of our academic scandals is to think about what it would take to really deliver the wide set of liberal arts academic 
opportunities to athletes: a firm four year scholarship commitment, a richer financial stipend that reduced money worries, a first year 
free of varsity level competition, academic support that truly introduces all the majors and so on. 
> 
> On other fronts, such as the push for more job-relevant studies (if this is where the blue ribbon panel is heading), I do think it is 
important that we all be more thoughtful and practical about the ways Liberal Arts studies links to careers. I was director of 
Undergraduate Studies in Anthropology at Iowa for six years, and I had to think about this a lot. Here at UNC, most of my colleagues 
seem to give this little thought. Or perhaps we all do, but none of us talk about it. 
> 
> My point in raising this here is to suggest that if faculty got involved in earlier and richer discussions of how students develop 
meaningful careers, then we would have yet more ways to connect academics and athletics. A sawier take on careers can break 
down the apparent polarization that pits an academic view of college life against the specialized sports view of college, which, for 
many (and not just in football and basketball) seems practical because it offers professional networks for future job opportunities. 
> 
> But again, with all going on, I would hope that the athletic issue does not get neglected. Rather we need to get to the point where a 
much stronger commitment to rich academic opportunity for athletes would be part of making a stronger case for liberal arts study in 
general. 
> 
> Rudi 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Boxill, Jan [mail~o:J~I~OXILL~email.u~c.ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:57 AM 
To: discussion 
Subject: RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 

Hi All, 
> In response to Willis, I also have been proposing this for years. I talked about it with Bubba on his radio show and he agrees. There 
is a lot of discussion around this, with some people advocating limiting it to those with an Academic Index of lower than 2.5. For 
several years Dean Smith supported the idea, as did Bill Friday. Speaking of Bill Friday, as the speakers at the memorial all said, we 
all have our stories, and Richard said this as well. I met with him several times over the past many years discussing the Knight 
Commission, arms race, issues of athletics and integrity. He was so supportive of what we all do who are concerned with the issues of 
athletics on campus. This didn’t mean he agreed with everything anyone said, but encouraged people to carry on the discussion. He 
was a big supporter of the Parr Center for Ethics and our programming particularly on athletics. We sponsored several discussions 
with him, the most recent with him and Amy Perko. Six years ago we had a public panel discussion, "The Challenge of Ethics in 
Sports"; he was featured with panelists including Coaches Phil Ford and Charlotte Smith, the Faculty Athletic Rep from Duke, Dick 
Baddour, two athletes, and Bob Ehrmann [former pro Baltimore Colt, who has written on coaching]. The eligibility came up then too, 
but Friday mainly talked about the arms race. 
> 
> I want to set up a faculty forum, but was thinking it best to wait until the Martin report; in the meantime the discussions should still 
take place in smaller groups. I would definitely include Hodding Carter in this. 
> 
> Right not the main concerns are the BOG’s Strategic Planning Committee and the Chancellor’s search. On Tuesday, there is a public 
forum regarding the first. The recommendations that will come out of this "Blue Ribbon Committee" will be crucial to UNC-CH. 
The assaults on liberal arts education are real. 
> 
> We will be arranging a public forum, likely more than one, for the Chancellor’s search. Our sub-committee, comprised of students, 
staff, and faculty, of the Search Committee is meeting next Friday to discuss these. Athletics on campus will play a role in this search. 
> 
> It is interesting you say you want to meet with "real flesh and blood athletes." Some of us meet and interact with them regularly, 
and many of them are deeply affected about all that is being said about them on this campus. Many are afraid to acknowledge to 
faculty any connection with athletics. Some of course are unmistakable, so we think! Some of you may even have some "real 
athletes" in your class but are unaware. I could help in the venture to get some of these athletes. 
> 
> Speaking again of Bill Friday, he was instrumental in the passage of NCAA’s Prop 48. UNC admitted one football player under this 
-- . did not play his freshman year, and graduated in the four years. He went on to play pro, became an assistant 
coach for and later and is now back at UNC as the ~. He is someone you may want to meet. 
I know him well. Another is former track Olympian,             who is back here finishing up his BA in 

> Jan 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [ ] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:20 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Cc: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 
> 
> I’ve been communicating with Richard about getting us a meeting with some real flesh and blood athletes. More news when I have 
it ..... 

> On 10/19/12 10:11 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>> In our meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play, but I didn’t hear a lot of support. Now we have Bubba 
supporting the idea. I propose that we invite Hodding Carter to talk to the group--after we [think we] agree on an agenda of specific 
goals--which would include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate freshman ineligibility and to push the idea in the 
ACC (if not beyond). When is our next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles. 
>> 

>> Willis Brooks 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:N~-smith~email.ur~c.ed~] 
>> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 9:59 AM 
>> To: discussion 



>> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] Bubba etc 
>> 

>> Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 
>> 
>> e~boro.co ? 
>> 
>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~e:iilists u~c.ed~/u?id-54562879.d37efl 2dff;35e6 lb6907f4f42ala2~b4&~=T&l-fac~l~o-a~hletics-forum&o-32317161, or send a 
blank email to leave-32317161-54562879.d37ef12dff35e6 lb6907f4f42ala2fb4@listserv.unc.edu. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: ~://~ists.tmc.edw~u?id=48~99857.~5997~91b4b45b3~d9f~9522ac998ca9&n=T&l=fac~1~v-°NNe~cso 
t:oram&o=32317235, or send a blank email to leave-32317235-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
>> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jmboxill@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
~:iilists.m~c.eduit~?id=48699895.743a27fe2ca6a(~720a4d40981e~iSb593&n=T&l=gacul , or send a 
blank email to leave-32317265-48699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a4d4098 lef5b593@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: 
h~p:ii’lists.m~c.ed~dt~?id=5~378608.d5e258f994~240dcTbT~849~5 le6elS5&r~=T&l-~culWooNNeticso~bmm&o=32317688, or send a 
blank email to leave-32317688-56378608.d5e258f994f240dc7b7684965 le6e 185@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:/7~ists.unc.edu/u?id=4~99857.~599~791b4b45b38d9f~9522ac99~ca9&n=T&1-facu~-°a~Ne~ics- 
forum&o=32327975, or send a blank email to leave-32327975-48699857.6599779 lb4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.m~c.edui~?id=50137456.42~35af5a29175~00ad3%29242dTd3&~=T&l=facul~-ooatNe~cso 

fomm&o=32333968, or send a blank email to leave-32333968-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:09 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Performance Studies in Contempora~ Cuba~ Art at Duke 10,/31 

Dannys Perfomance Cuba.pdf 

The Queer Latin@ American Migration/Studies and Performance Working Group 

and 

The Consortium iu Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

at the University of North Caroliua at Chapel Hill and D uke University 

present 

Performance Studies in Contempora137 Cuban Art 
A lecture and discussion by Dannys Montes de Oca Moreda 

3:00- 4:30 PM, October 31, 2012 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cramer. Richard <mrcpamer@email.unc.edu.-- 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 3:43 PM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

RE: [l~ul .ly--athlefics-tbrum] liberal arts 

I’m not sure that degradation of the J School or N~sing ~vould meet much furor. I seem to recall that the N~sing School had to cut back its emolhnent not too long ago (careers mainly 
for women?), and Journalism is seen as a bastion of liberals. Our Education School has also had cuts without much outside opposition I think an ally for arguing for Liberal Arts might 
come from Career Services. \~z experience *vith that office in the past is that it is ve~- helpful to liberal arts students in pointing out that the skills they are developing are not only rewarding 
intellectually but are also quite marketable. I and they tell all students that the skills they should leave college *vith are the ability to communicate effectively and to be analytical in 
approaching new- tasks. 

M. Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
Graduation Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Smith [mailto:javsmith@email nnc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 23, 2012 2:59 PM 
To: discussion 
Cc: discussinn 
Subject: Re: [lhculty--athletics-lbrum] liberal arts 

Rudi--I agree with this We need tu be ready tu defend uurselves, and "defend" nut from a positiun uf defensiveness but from a pusition of cur~fidence abuut the overall impurtance of uur 
wurk. And I happen to think that this means embracing accuuntability, or at least shuwing that we’re prepared tu be held accuuntable. Curling up in a ball and huping that someune will save 
us from the mean 5-yr plarmers is nut going tu get us very far. 

Reading your email, a thuught uccurred to me. I’d be willing tu bet that one reason many bousters/citizens don’t much care about the integrity issues arising from the athletics enterprise is 
that the?’ don’t much care about the College, with its namby pamby majors, where athletes do most of their wurk If the B-schnnl ur Pharm schoul ur J-Schnnl ur Nursing Schuol or Dental 
schoul were shuwn to be suffering a degradation of their curricula or academic standards, you can bet that the public reaction wuuld be ve~ different Some are perfectly happy to have the 
college "host" the athletics enterprise, because, he?’, what else du we du? 

We need tu du a better jub explaining the intellectual vitality and rigor of what we do, explaining its rule in "job prep," and explaining why it matters to us when serial plagiarizing (among 
uther abuses) sweeps acruss the CuHege. 

PS Did anyune see the Gazette stury about "bringing academic and athletics cultures tugether"? Mure troubling signs buried in that little piece .... 

On 10/22/12 3:38 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeid, Rudulf J wrote: 
> 

> Hi All, 
> In the cuming munths, it seems there will be a lut in play: the Martin report on the on the actual education this university’ has enabled for its athletes, a (potentially)new set uf priurities fi~r 
undergraduate educatiun articulated by this external cummittee, a new chancellor, and a new pruvost. 
> 

> Strongly articulating the values uf liberal arts study can be a way tu think acruss these issues As fur the athletes, part ufthe way up frum the depth of uur academic scandals is tu think 
abuut what it wuuld take to really deliver the wide set uf liberal arts academic upportunities tu athletes: a firm four year schularship commitment, a richer financial stipend that reduced money 
worries, a first year free of varsity level corapetition, academic support that truly introduces all the majors and so on. 
> 

> On other fronts, such as the push for more job-relevant studies (if this is where the blue ribbon panel is heading), I do think it is important that we all be more thoughtful and practical 
about the ~vays Liberal Arts studies links to careers. I was director of Undergraduate Studies in Anthropology at Iowa for six years, and I had to think about this a lot. Here at UNC, most of 
my colleagues seem to give this little thought. Or perhaps we all do, but none of us talk about it. 
> 

> My point in raising this here is to suggest that if faculty got involved in earlier and richer discussions of how- students develop meaningful careers, then we would have yet more ways to 
cotmect academics and athletics. A savvier take on careers can break down the apparent polarization that pits an academic view- of college life against the specialized sports vie~v of college, 
which, for many (and not just in football and basketball) seems practical because it oilers professional networks for future job opportunities. 
> 

> But again, with all going on, I would hope that the athletic issue does not get neglected. Rather we need to get to the point where a much stronger commitment to rich academic 
opportunity for athletes would be part of making a stronger case for liberal arts study in general. 
> 
> Rudi 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Boxill, Jan [mailto:YMBOXlLL(&cmail.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 11:57 AM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: RE: [faculty-athletics-forum] Bubba etc 
> 

> Hi All, 
> In response to Willis, I also have been proposing this for years. I talked about it with Bubba on his radio show and he agrees. There is a lot of discussion around this, xvith some people 
advocating limiting it to those with an Academic Index of lower titan 2.5. For several years Dean Smith supported the idea, as did Bill Friday. Speaking of Bill Friday, as the speakers at the 
memorial all said, we all have our stories, and Richard said this as well I met with him several times over the past many years discussing the Knight Commission, arms race, issues of 
athletics and integrity-. He was so supportive of what we all do who are concerned with the issues of athletics on campus This didn’t mean he agreed with everything anyone said, but 
encouraged people to carD- on the discussion. He ;vas a big suppolter of the Parr Center for Ethics and our programming particularly on athletics. We sponsored several discussions with 
him, the most recent ;vith him and Amy Perko. Six years ago we had a public panel discussion, "The Challenge of Ethics in Spolts"; he wa s featured with panelists including Coaches Phil 
Ford and Charlotte Smith, the Faculty Athletic Rep from Duke, Dick Baddour, two athletes, and Bob Ehrmann [former pro Baltimore Colt, who has written on coaching] The eligibili~z came 
tap then too, but Friday mainly talked about the arms race. 
> 

> I want to set tap a faculty fola.lm, but was thinking it best to wait until the Martin repolt; in the meantime the discussions should still take place in smaller groups I would definitely include 
Hodding Carter in this 
> 

> Right not the main concerns are the BOG’s Strategic Planning Committee and the Chancellor’s search. On Tuesday, there is a public forum regarding the first. The recommendations that 
will come out of this "Blue Ribbon Committee" will be crucial to U~!C-CH The assaults on liberal arts education are real. 
> 

> We will be arranging a public fola.u;q, likely more than one, for the Chancellor’s search. Our sub-cormnittee, comprised of students, stall’, and faculty’, of the Search Committee is meeting next 
Friday to discuss these Athletics on campus will play a role in this search. 
> 
> It is interesting you say you want to meet with "real flesh and blood athletes." Some of us meet and interact ;vith them regularly, and many of them are deeply ail’ected about all that is 
being said about them on this campus. Man?, are afraid to acknowledge to faculty ant’ connection ;vith athletics Some of course are unmistakable, so we think! Some of you may- even have 



some "real athletes" in your class but are unaware ! could help in the venture to get some of these athletes 
> 

> Speaking again of Bill Friday. he was instrumental in the passage of NCAA’s Prop 48 UNC 

> 

> 

> J~,tn 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Jay Smith [n~ailto:ias~smith(~,emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 19, 2012 10:20 
> To: discussion 
> Cc: discussion 
> Subject: Re: [facul)---athletics-forum] Bubba etc 
> 

> rye been cot~unicating with Richard abo~t getting us a meeting with some real flesh and blood athletes. More ne~vs when I have it ..... 
> 

> On 10/19/12 10:11 A)~ Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
>> N ore meetings I proposed that first year students not be eligible to play-, b~t I didn’t hear a lot of support. Now we have B~bba supporting the idea. I propose that we invite Hodding 
Carter to talk to the group--after we [thi~ we] agree on an agenda of specific goals--which would include getting past and present chancellors on board to advocate fres~nan ineligibili~ 
and to push the idea in the ACC (if not beyond). When is o~ next meeting, Jay? We need to work on practical items as well as guiding principles. 
>> 

>> Willis Brooks 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Jay Smith [mailto:i avsmith~ email.unc, edu] 
>> Sent: Friday-, 9:59 ~ 
>> To: discussion 
>> S~bject: [facul~-athletics-for~] Bubba etc 
>> 

>> Lots of interesting comments in this piece--both by Bubba and by the writer. 
>> 

>> http://chapelboro.com/pages/14560361 .php? 
>> 

>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to I3cul~--athletics-forum as: ewbrooks@live.~c.edu To masubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id 54562879.d37ef12d~35e61b6907f4~2ala2tb~n T&l~acul~---athletics-f~mn&o 32317161. or send a bla~ email to leave-32317161- 

54562879 d37et? 2d~35e61 b6907f4I~2al a2~4@lis~el~’ uric edu. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> -- You are cu~ently subscribed to I3cul~--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email uric edu. To unsubscribe 
>> click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 48699857 65997791b4645638dgf69522ac998cag&n T&I facul~z--athletics-forum&o 32317235 or sendabla~ emailto leave-32317235- 
48699857 65997791 b4M5b38d9f69522a c998ca9@listser~ mac.edu. 
>> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to I3cul~---athletics-for~ as: jmboxill@emaih~c.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id~8699895.743a27fe2ca6a6720a~t40981ef5b593&n T&I facul~z--athletics-I~mm~ 32317265. or send a blank email to leave-32317265- 

48699895.743a27t?2ca6a6720a4d~)981 et~b593@listser~ ~ac .e&a. 
> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to I3cul~---athletics-fomm as: collored@email.mac.edu To ~subscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id 56378608.&%258I~94~40dc7676849651e6e185~ T&l~SculW--athletics-fo~n~ 32317688 or send a blank email to leave-32317688- 

56378608.d5e258t~994~4Odc7676849651 e6e 185@listse~.unc edu 
> 

> 

> -- You are cwrently subscribed to facul~--athletics-t~rmn as: jaysmith@email.unc.e&a. To ~subscribe 
> click here: hRp://lists.mac.edu/u?id 48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n T&I facul~--athletics-fo~ 32327975 or send a blank email to leave-32327975- 
48699857 65997791 b4M5b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listser~ unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe click here: http://Iists.unc edu/u? 
id=48699891.94aa6dc8edb~8de~cca2c6f25b0ccc5&n=T&~=facu~tY--ath~etics-forum&~=32333968 or send a blank email to leave-32333968- 

48699891.94aa6dcSedb08 de01 cca2c6~5b0ccc5@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ht~p:/ilists unc.edu/u, id=50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad3962924.d7d3&n=T&l=facultv--athletics-forum&o=32334230 or send a blank email to leave-32334230- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ack39629242d7d3 @listserv unc. edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:13 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve just had an interesting exchange with Steve Farmer about admissions and athletes. In the course of it, he 
provided data on the graduation rates of athletes. Some of you already know all about this stuff, but for those 
who don’t, I also include Farmer’s definitions of the two measures. Note where the lowest FGR’s are (the 
measure that most interests me, since the GSR excludes precisely those athletes skating through on their way to 
the pros): the usual suspects are there, but also soccer, men and women alike. 

’The FGR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a 
particular year who graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill within six years. This is the same measure for graduation 
rates that the federal government uses for all first-year students entering all colleges and universities. 

The GSR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a 
particular year who graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill within six years, adjusted to account for student-athletes 
who left the University before graduating even though they were academically eligible to return.’ 

Sport GSR FGR 

Overall 88 74 
Baseball 93 38 
Men’s Basketball 89 67 
Football 75 58 
Men’s Fencing 100 
Men’s Golf 88 78 
Men’s Lacrosse 95 90 
Men’s Soccer 75 57 

Men’s Swimming 92 91 
Men’s Tennis 92 89 
Men’s Track 82 67 

Men’s Wrestling 75 69 
Women’s Basketball 85 79 

Women’s Rowing 100 94 
Women’s Fencing 100 

Field Hockey 93 87 
Women’s Golf 100 86 

Women’s Gymnastics 100 89 
Women’s Lacrosse 100 100 
Softball 94 88 
Women’s Soccer 73 64 

Women’s Swimming 100 94 
Women’s Tennis 100 83 
Women’s Track 89 84 

Women’s Volleyball 100 90 



You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eu~ice@emai~.unc.edu. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:19 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

2012 FB D-I AGG Report_Post-Embargo Copy_9-25-2012.pdf 

Jay, 

I’ve attached our latest Adjusted Graduation Gap {AGG) Report, that offers additional context for the numbers Steve supplied. 

I would also refer folks to Mark Twain’s comments on statistics as well:), since it is helpful to clearly understand the research design and statistical analysis of any measure of 

graduation rates. 

Here’s a link to CSRI’s research on graduation rates: http://exss.unc.edu/research-and-~ab~rat~ries/c~ege-sp~rt-research-institute/research/ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 91.9.962-3507 

Cell -- 

Fax- 9:[9362.-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI websi[e: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 23, 203-2 6:3.2 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve just had an interesting exchange with Steve Farmer about admissions and athletes. In the course of it, he provided data on the graduation rates of athletes. Some of you 

already know all about this stuff, but for those who don’t, I also include Farmer’s definitions of the two measures. Note where the lowest FGR’s are (the measure that most 

interests me, since the GSR excludes precisely those athletes skating through on their way to the pros): the usual suspects are there, but also soccer, men and women alike. 

’The FGR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering U NC-Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a particular year who graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill within six years. This 

is the same measure for graduation rates that the federal government uses for all first-year students entering all colleges and universities~ 

The GSR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutional aid in a particular year who graduated from U NC-Chapel Hill within six years, 

adjusted to account for student-athletes who left the University before graduating even though they were academically eligible to return.’ 

Sport GSR FGR 

Overa II 88 74 

Baseball 93 38 

Men’s Basketball 89 67 

Football 75 58 

Menls Fencing 100 

Men’s Golf 88 78 

Men’s Lacrosse 95 90 

Men’s Soccer 75 57 

Men’s Swimming 92 91 

Men’s Tennis 92 89 

Men’s Track 82 67 

Men’s Wrestling 75 69 

Women’s Basketball 85 79 

Women’s Rowing 100 94 

Women’s Fencing 100 

Field Hockey 93 87 

Women’s Golf 100 86 

Women’s Gymnastics 100 89 

Women’s Lacrosse 100 100 

Softball 94 88 



Women’s Soccer 

Women’s Swimming 

Women’s Tennis 

Women’s Track 

Women’s Volleyball 

100 94 

100 83 

89 84 

100 90 
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Media Contact" Dr. Richard M. Southall 

southall@email.unc.edu, 919.962-3507 / (cell) 

2012 Adiasted Gradaatio   Gap Report: 
NCAA Divisio  o[ FootbaLl 

Chapel Hill, NC - September 25, 2012... The College Sport Research Institute (CSRI) at The 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill released the third-annual installment of its NCAA 

Division-I football Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) report today. For the first time, the report 

highlights 3-year AGG averages for Football Championship Subdivision (FCS) and Football Bowl 

Subdivision {FBS) conferences, as well as conference AGGs for Black and White football players 

in each subdivision. 

The three-year FCS AGG is (-9), while the three-year FBS AGG is (-19). The 2012 mean FBS AGG 

of (-17) is the lowest in three years, down from last year’s high of (-20). 

The report highlights the AGG between FBS football players and the general full-time male 

student body continues to be sizable, with AGGs ranging from a low of (-13) for Conference USA 

and the Mountain West Conference, to a high of (-27) for the Pac-12. FCS conferences continue 

to have a smaller gap (-8), down 1 point from last year. 

CRSI director and AGG report coauthor Richard Southall commented, "We now have three 

years of data that shows NCAA D-I football players (especially FBS players) do not graduate at 

rates comparable to full-time male college students at most NCAA Division-I universities." 

Page :~ of 9 



For the first time, this year’s report also reports AGGs for both Black and White NCAA D-I 

players. The calculated AGGs range from a (+10) for Black and a (+7) for White players in the 

FCS Southwestern Athletic Conference (SWAC), to a (-34) for Black and (-17) for White players 

in the FBS Pac-12 Conference. Overall, the average Black player AGG was twice as large as that 

of White players (-10 v. -5) for FCS conferences and three-times as large (-24 v. -8) in the FBS. 

The 2012 Division-I Football AGG Report utilizes the published 4-class average graduation rates 

for the 2004 cohort (the latest available) and adjusts the student-body Federal Graduation 

Rates (FGR) to remove a favorable "part-time bias." This adjustment allows for a realistic 

comparison of reported NCAA Division-I football athlete graduation rates with the adjusted full- 

time student graduation rate. 

Results of the football report included: 

¯ Only two NCAA Division-I football conferences: The SWAC (+10) and the Mid-Eastern 

(MEAC) (+1) had positive AGGs. Football players from these conferences graduated at 

rates greater than the full-time male student body at conference universities. 

¯ For the third year in a row, the Pac-12 had the greatest negative AGG (-27), with Pac-12 

football players graduating at a rate 27 points lower than full-time male students at Pac- 

12 universities. 

¯ The Big Sky Conference continued to have the largest negative AGG of all FCS 

conferences (-17), but did have a 5-point decrease in its reported AGG from 2011. 

¯ The "Bottom-Five" NCAA D-I Football AGG spots are held by FBS conferences: 

Southeastern (SEC) (-18), Western Athletic (WAC) (-19), Big Ten (-20), Atlantic Coast 

(ACC) (-22), and Pac-12 (-27). 

° The Mountain West Conference (MWC) and Conference USA (C-USA) had the smallest 

FBS AGGs (-13). Notably the MWC’s 2012 AGG is one half of its 2010 gap (-26). 

¯ Since football players at both FBS and FCS schools graduate at approximately the same 

rate, the greater FBS gap reflects FBS full-time male students graduating at a higher 

adjusted rate than full-time male students attending FCS schools. 

¯ Complete 2012 NCAA Division-I Adjusted Graduation Gap Tables for FBS and FCS 

conferences are found in the Appendix. 
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The graduation rate disparities continue to highlight the need to examine universities’ special 

admission policies. As a result of such special admissions, which have been documented 

extensively over the past few years, a sizeable number of FBS football players come to college 

with academic preparation, abilities, and/or interests different from most full-time male 

students at their respective institutions. Compounding this situation, football players have 

significant time commitments to their sport, commitments that numerous NCAA D-I coaches 

and athletic directors have likened to a full-time job. While D-I football players have access to 

expensive academic-support services, study halls, and an army of tutors, there are only 24 

hours in a day. Three years of AGG data reveals many college football players do not graduate 

at rates comparable to their fellow full-time male students. 

The authors of the study (CSRI Director Dr. Richard M. Southall, Dr. E. Woodrow Eckard, CSRI 

Associate Director Dr. Mark S. Nagel, and CSRI Research Assistant, t commented 

that "With three years’ of AGG analysis, CSRI is moving forward with research to examine how 

various factors, including socio-economic status, educational background, and socio-cultural 

demography may contribute to football players’ negative graduation gaps." 

In 1990, Congress mandated full disclosure of graduation rates at schools that award 

athletically related aid and receive federal financial aid. The Federal Graduation Rate (FGR) 

reports the percentage of students (athletes and non-athletes) who graduate within six years 

from the school they entered as freshmen. As a result, the FGR provides a measure of the 

extent to which colleges and universities retain and graduate the athletes they recruit, thus 

providing one measure of whether schools are fulfilling the NCAA’s mission of maintaining 

athletes as an integral part of the student body. The strength of the FGR is its focus on student 

retention. 

Another useful measure of graduation rates for athletes is called the Graduation Success Rate 

(GSR). The GSR, a creation of the NCAA, excludes from its calculation of graduation rates those 

athletes--primarily transfers--who left a particular school prior to graduating (i.e. early), but in 

good academic standing. The NCAA methodology also includes athletes who transfer into an 
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institution in a school’s graduation rate. A major strength of the GSR is its recognition that 

college athletes often take a different path to graduation than other students. One of the 

limitations of the GSR is that no comparable "graduation" rate exists for the general student 

body, since there is currently no GSR-type calculation for the general student body. 

The AGG was developed to partly address FGR and GSR limitations. The AGG compares the 

adjusted FGR for full-time students and the reported FGR for college athletes from the 

following NCAA Division-I sports: football- FBS & FCS, men’s and women’s basketball, softball 

and baseball. Reports regarding each sport are released at various times during the year. 

The College Sport Research Institute believes in the full disclosure of all measures pertaining to 

college athlete graduation, including the FGR, GSR, and AGG since one measure is not "better" 

or somehow "fairer" than the other. They simply measure different things. The FGR focuses on 

an institution’s ability to retain students it admits, while the GSR attempts to account for 

athletes who leave a school that initially admitted them. 

Historically, standard evaluations of NCAA athlete graduation rates have involved comparisons 

with general student body rates presumed to pertain to full-time students. However, many 

schools’ general student body rates include a significant number of part-time students. This is 

problematic because athletes must be "full-time" and should therefore be compared with other 

full-time students. The downward "part-timer bias" in the student-body rate distorts the 

comparison. Because part-time students take longer to graduate, this significantly reduces the 

measured general student-body graduation rates, making the relative rate of college athletes at 

many schools and conferences appear more favorable. CSRI’s Adjusted Graduation Gap 

addresses this "part-timer bias" issue using regression-based adjustments for the percentage of 

part-timers. The adjustments also account for the aggregate influence of school-specific factors 

such as location and student demographics. These estimates then become the basis for the 

AGG comparison. 1 

1 Technical details can be found in E. Woodrow Eckard, "NCAA Athlete Graduation Rates: Less 

than Meets the Eye," Journal of Sport Management, January 20:10, pp. 45-58. 
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CSR  

The College Sport Research Institute is dedicated to conducting and supporting independent 

data collection and analysis related to college-sport issues. CSRI is one of eight laboratories and 

institutes within the Department of Exercise and Sport Science at The University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

In keeping with its mission and goals, CSRI sponsors an annual conference dedicated to 

providing college-sport scholars and intercollegiate athletics practitioners a forum to discuss 

issues and research related to pressing college-sport issues, publishes a peer-reviewed scholarly 

journal: Journal of Issues in Intercollegiate Athletics (JilA), and supports and conducts research 

related to college sport issues. 

This is the third annual installment of the CSRI’s Adjusted Graduation Gap Report. Later this 

year, and in the spring of 2013, AGG reports will coincide with the winter and spring sport 

seasons. It is hoped these AGG Reports encourage research and dialogue regarding not only 

graduation rates, but also the quality and type of educational opportunities afforded college 

athletes. 

The 
Dr. Southal[ is Director-College Sport Research Institute and Associate Professor of Sport 

Administration and Graduate-Program Coordinator in the Department of Exercise and 

Sport Science, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Dr. Eckard is Professor of Economics, Business School, University of Colorado - Denver. 

Dr. Nagel is Associate Director- College Sport Research Institute and Associate Professor, 

Department of Sport and Entertainment Management, University of South Carolina. 

law student at The University of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. 
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Appe  dix 

TABLE 1 - 2012 FOOTBALL CHAMPIONSHIP SUB-DIVISION (FCS) AGGs 

FCS 

Conference 

SWAC 

MEAC 

Big South 

So Con 

MVC 

Patriot 

Northeast 

CAA 

OVC 

Southland 

Big Sky 

Mean= 

All 

AGG 

+10 

+1 

Black 

AGG 

+10 

+1 

White 

AGG 

+7 

-16 

B-W 

Difference 

+3 

+17 

-4 -6 5 -11 

-5 -9 0 -9 

-9 -20 -3 -17 

-10 -7 -9 +2 

-10 -21 -2 -19 

-11 -11 -9 -2 

-14 -14 -5 -9 

-16 -11 -6 -5 

-17 -18 -11 -7 

-8 -10 -5 -5 
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TABLE 2 - 2012 FOOTBALL BOWL SuB-DIVISION (FBS) AGGs 

FBS 

Conference 

C-USA 

MWC 

Big Xll 

MAC 

Sun Belt 

Big East 

SEC 

WAC 

Big Ten 

ACC 

Pac-12 

Mean= 

All 

AGG 

-13 

-13 

-14 

-14 

-15 

-15 

-18 

-19 

-20 

-22 

-27 

-17 

Black 

AGG 

-17 

-21 

-22 

-22 

-21 

-22 

-23 

-24 

-29 

-28 

-34 

-24 

White 

AGG 

-6 

-8 

-3 

-2 

-7 

-5 

-4 

-17 

-10 

-9 

-17 

-8 

B-W 

Difference 

-11 

-13 

-19 

-20 

-14 

-17 

-19 

-7 

-19 

-19 

-17 

-16 
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TABLE 3 -- THREE-YEAR AVERAGE FCS AGGs 

FC$ 2010 2011 2012 

Conference AGG AGG AGG 

3-year 

Average 

SWAC +6 +6 + 10 +7 

MEAC 0 +1 +1 +1 

Big South -3 -3 -4 -3 

So Con -4 -6 -5 -5 

MVC -12 -11 -9 -11 

Patriot -10 -12 -10 -11 

Northeast -9 -10 -10 -10 

CAA -13 -10 -11 -11 

OVC -20 -16 -14 -17 

Southland -9 -13 -16 -13 

Big Sky -19 -22 -17 -19 

Mean= -10 -9 -8 -9 
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TABLE 4 -- THREE-YEAR AVERAGE FBS AGGs 

FBS 2010 2011 2012 

Conference AGG AGG AGG 

C-USA -15 -14 -13 

MWC -26 -15 -13 

Big Xll -16 -18 -14 

MAC -10 -14 -14 

Sun Belt -15 -15 -15 

Big East -12 -14 -15 

SEC -19 -18 -18 

WAC -20 -19 -19 

Big Ten -23 -21 -20 

ACC -20 -20 -22 

Pac-12 -30 -26 -27 

Mean= -19 -20 -t7 

3-year 

Average 

-14 

-18 

-16 

-13 

-15 

-14 

-18 

-19 

-21 

-21 

-28 

-19 

Notes: 

All reported AGGs have been rounded to whole numbers. While such rounding inevitably 

introduces some round-off error in reported results, for simplicity’s sake it was deemed 

appropriate. 

Conference membership may have changed since 2010 (e.g. Big Sky, Pac-12, etc.). 
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Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Liz Mason-Deese @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:53 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] E1 Kilombo Intergalfictico prescnts: "An Other Politics" Thursday October 25 at 7pm! 

THE SONJA FLZkYNES STONE CENTER Introduces Education for Action, a Socidt Justice Series Event: 
Thursday, October 25, 2012 
E! Kilombo Intergalfictico presents: An Other Politics 
7:00 p.m. at The Stone Center, Hitchcock Room 

El Kilombo Intevgalfictico is a communiW of migrants, students, working class, and people of color in Durham, NC. El Kilombo came together around a shared desire 

to live and act politically, and a common dissatisfaction with single- issne or charity-based interventions characteristic of NGOs and the mainstream left. The.5, have 

spent several years together im, estigating and enacting an aJternative model lbr sociaJ change based in collective self-determination. 

In "this workshop, E1Kilombo will provide an overview analysis of the contemporaD’ context, from the most recent violence unleashed through financialization, and the 

destruction of civil rights through the exp~msion of the surveillance and "securil.5," state, to our country’s tbundation in racial repres~on and its ongoing reproduction in 

the da~ly violence experienced by communities of color through da~ly police harassment, mass incarceration, skyrocketing deportation rates, and systematic 

displacement through ongoing gentrification. We will exploiv the limitations and possibilities of both activism and the academy to enact political change and discuss the 

lessons that we draw from the history, of straggle in the US and across the world in order to lay out a rough guide to our approach to contemporary" political action. 

THIS EVENT IS FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC! 

¯ -- You are cnrrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b~emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32335167-4140465.0c3d4556662tB045btkt361b26fb57tia7~ istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 8:34 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

RE: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

So here is the statistic I want to see. When we watch the NCAA Men’s basketball championship, how much of the playing time goes to guys who will have degrees from their 
university? 

T wonder whether this increasingly complex way of tracking graduation rates is obscuring a more basic fact. When we watch college games between top teams, do we really 

believe the good players, the one’s making a difference in the game, will get a degree? 

Many take for granted that any program that is truly competitive is built of players who are simply putting in a few years on the way to the pros. When T think about this, 
wonder about our capacity for kidding ourselves about the "student-athlete"label. But right now, I am curious. How could you rank a game to show the educational 
commitment of the team that has actually been fielded? 

Rudi 

From: Southall, Richard Michael [southall@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:18 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject; Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve attached our latest Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) Report, that oilers additional context tbr the numbers Steve supplied. 

I would al~ refbr lblks to Mark Twafin’s comments on statistics as well:), since it is helpful to cleaJdy understa3~d the research design aJ~d statistical a3~a]ysis of any 

measure of graduation rates. 

Here’s a link to CSPd’s rese~:rch on graduation rates: http:i, exss.unc.edu/reseaJ~ch- a~nd-laboratories/college- sport- research-institute/resemch, 
Richard 

Dr, P. ichard M. Southal] 

Associate Pro~essor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office - 9:[9.96,2-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

~]Z9~.~.y/~E9~y~.~9~E9.0?~.~.~9~9~.~9~]~E9~]~9.~L~:~:d~:~Y./ 

CSRI webs~te: www.uru:.e~h~!csri 

CSR~ Conference on CoWege S~ort webs~e: www.c~rk:o~fference.on~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <aj~ysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 23, 20:12 6::12 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve just had an interesting exchange with Steve Farmer about admissions and athletes. In the course of it, he provided data on the graduation rates of athletes. Some of 
you aJready know all about this stuff; but tbr those who don’t, I al~ include Farmer’s definitions of the rwo measures. Note where the lowest FGR’s are (the mea~sure 

that most interests me, since the GSR excludes precisely those athletes skating through on their way to the pros): the usual suspects are there, but also soccer, men and 

women alike. 

’The FGR is the percentage of first-yea]" student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutionaJ aid in a paJ’ticulaJ~ year who graduated tPom UNC-Chapel Hill 

within six years. This is the satne tneasure for graduation rates that the federal government uses for aJl first-yem students entering all colleges m~d universities. 

The GSR is the pel~centage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on ins~,itational aid in a particular year who graduated fiom UNC-Chapel Hill within 

six years, adjusted to account for student-athletes who left the University before graduating even though they were academic~Jly eligible to return.’ 

Sport 
Overall 88 74 

BasebaJl 93 38 

Men’s Basketball 89 67 

Football 75 58 

Men’s Fencing 100 

Men’s Golf 88 78 

Men’s Lacrosse 95 90 



Men’s Soccer 

Men’s Smmming 92 91 

Men’s Tennis 92 89 

Men’s Track 82 67 

Men’s Wre s~tling 75 69 

Women’s Basketball 85 79 

Women’s Romng 100 94 

Women’s Fencin.g 100 

Field Hockey 93 87 

Women’s Golf 100 86 

Women’s Gymnastics 100 89 

Women’s Lacrosse 100 100 

Sottball 94 88 

Women’s Soccer 73 64 

Women’s Smrmning 100 94 

Women’s Tennis 100 83 

Women’s Track 89 84 

Women’s Volleyball 100 90 

You axe currently subscribed to faculty’--athlelics-tbmm as: southall(gbemafil.unc.edu. 

To ansubscribe click here: http:/ilists.anc.eduia?id~8699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I t:acult¥--atNelics-foru,n&o 32335068 

(It may be necessm3~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32335068-48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6~,~]istserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty’--athlelics-fomm as: collore&.2Zemail.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 56378608.d5e258f9941240dc7b76849651e6e185&n T&I facults~--atNelics-fomm&o 32335085 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32335085-56378608.d5e258t994t240dc7b76849651 e6e185@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to facult,/--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc.edu/u?id=5~37456.42f235af5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~t‘~‘--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32335365 
(It ma\/be necessary to cut and paste the above tORt_ if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32335365-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 23, 2012 11:01 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Fwd: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

meant this for the whole group, for whatever it’s worth. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

Date:Tue, 23 Oct 2012 21:46:10 -0400 
From:Jay Smith           email~unc.edu> 

To:Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J <co~lored~email.ur~c.edu> 

Rudi--precisely. Athletics depts routinely disguise the reality of the experience of revenue sports athletes by 
diluting all of the relevant statistics with "student-athlete" numbers that include the rowers, the fencers, the 
swimmers, etc. This was what bothered me about the Gazette story, in which Steve Farmer, the admissions 
director, did the same thing. This trick masks so many things we’d rather not confront. Your question reminds 
me of a statement I drafted back in August, in which I asserted the following: 

1. The financing of all of UNC’s athletic teams depends on the success of two programs, men’s basketball and 
football. 
2. The ultimate success of the men’s basketball and football teams depends on the on-the-field performance of 
a relatively small subset of star athletes recruited to UNC for their great athletic skills. 
3. The high performance of these prized athletes requires that most or all of them be kept on the field/court at 
all costs and that they commit to full-time j obs as uncompensated pre-professionals. 
4. The academic pursuits of these prized athletes are necessarily regarded by athletics personnel either as 
afterthoughts or as active hindrances to their real University purpose, which is to play and to play at a high 
level. 

To me, the naked reality of this is almost impossible to deny. 
etc. etc.--what would they say/have 

said if they were asked ’why are you here?’) But for some reason we continue to accommodate the myriad 
academic "adjustments" required by this zany system. Your question, Rudi, rightly focuses on the star athletes 
who make this system run, the ones who "make a difference" and therefore have great value to their coaches. 
All of the compromises we make are made for their benefit, and for the teams who rely on them. But at this 
point I think I would also add: what does it even mean to "graduate" from the kind of curriculum they are made 
to follow? 

How to measure educational commitment? I would suggest some index that included, for example: a) study 
abroad experiences; b) some form of "contextual grade reporting," which would allow us to understand athlete 
X’s 2.5GPA; c) the number of courses taken in which the % of athletes was less than, oh, 10 [indicating 
intellectual adventurousness and independence of thought]; d) the number of courses that required research 
papers or the equivalent [non-plagiarized] of X pages. Some will say--no fair, this is disparate treatment. To 
which I would say: OK, find a way to measure every student by the same index. 

On 10/23/12 8:33 PM, Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J wrote: 

So here is the statistic I want to see. When we watch the NCAA Men’s basketball championship, 
how much of the playing time goes to guys who will have degrees from their university? 



I wonder whether this increasingly complex way of tracking graduation rates is obscuring a more 
basic fact. When we watch college games between top teams, do we really believe the good 
players, the one’s making a difference in the game, will get a degree? 

Many take for granted that any program that is truly competitive is built of players who are simply 
putting in a few years on the way to the pros. When I think about this, I wonder about our capacity 
for kidding ourselves about the "student-athlete" label. But right now, I am curious. How could 
you rank a game to show the educational commitment of the team that has actually been fielded? 

Rudi 

From: Southall, Richard Michael [.southall@emailouncoedu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:18 PM 
To: discussion 
Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve attached our latest Adjusted Graduation Gap (AGG) Report, that offers additional context for 
the numbers Steve supplied. 

I would also refer folks to Mark Twain’s comments on statistics as well:), since it is helpful to 
clearly understand the research design and statistical analysis of any measure of graduation rates. 

Here’s a link to CSRI’s research on graduation rates: ~:i/exss.u~c.eduiresearch-at~d- 
~aboratoriesico~l     ort-research-ir~stituteiresearch/ 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@emailoUncoedu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

htt : exss.uncoedu raduate- ro rams s ecializations s oft-administration overview 

CSRI website: www.uncoedu/csri 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconferenceoor£ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <~smith@email.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: "Smith, Jay M" <~smith@emailoUnc°edu> 

Date: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:12 PM 

To: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc~edu> 



Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] GSR/FGR rates for UNC athletes 

I’ve just had an interesting exchange with Steve Farmer about admissions and athletes. In the 
course of it, he provided data on the graduation rates of athletes. Some of you already know all 
about this stuff, but for those who don’t, I also include Farmer’s definitions of the two measures. 
Note where the lowest FGR’s are (the measure that most interests me, since the GSR excludes 
precisely those athletes skating through on their way to the pros): the usual suspects are there, but 
also soccer, men and women alike. 
’The FGR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutional 
aid in a particular year who graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill within six years. This is the same 
measure for graduation rates that the federal government uses for all first-year students entering all 
colleges and universities. 
The GSR is the percentage of first-year student-athletes entering UNC-Chapel Hill on institutional 
aid in a particular year who graduated from UNC-Chapel Hill within six years, adjusted to account 
for student-athletes who left the University before graduating even though they were academically 

GSR FGR 

88 74 
93 38 
89 67 
75 58 

100 - 
Men’s 88 78 
Men’s 95 90 
Men’s 75 57 
Men’s 92 91 
Men’s 92 89 
Men’s 82 67 

75 69 
85 79 

100 94 
100 - 
93 87 

100 86 
100 89 
100 100 

Softball 94 88 
Women’s Soccer 73 64 

Women’s Swimming 100 94 
Women’s Tennis 100 83 
Women’s Track 89 84 

Women’s Volleyball 100 90 

eligible to return.’ 
Sport 

Overall 
Baseball 
Men’s Basketball 
Football 
Men’s Fencing 

Golf 
Lacrosse 
Soccer 
Swimming 

Tennis 
Track 

Men’s Wrestling 
Women’s Basketball 
Women’s Rowing 
Women’s Fencing 
Field Hockey 
Women’s Golf 
Women’s Gymnastics 
Women’s Lacrosse 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: southall(~;~emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~tt~:iil[ists.ur~c.ed~/u? 
id=48(~99%4.3cOdfO3868952acddd594aOg487223e(~&n=T&~=fac~ty--ath~etics- 
~wum& o=32335068 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



or send a blank email to lea,~e-3233506% 
48699884.3c0dt~?3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listser~v~.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: collored@email.ur~c.edu. 
To unsubscfibe click here: 
id=56378608.d5e258f994~240dcTb76849651 e6el 85&n=T&l=fac~lt~--athletics- 
fomm&o~=:32335085 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea~e-32335085- 
5 6 3 7 860 8. d5 e2 5 8 f994 ~2 40dc Tb 7 68 4 96 51 e6e185~listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently sub scribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: email.unc, edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: iltk~:iilists.unc.edulu? 
id:-48699857.6599779 lb4645638d9f69522ac998ca9&r~=T&l-faculty--athletics- 
forum&o=:32335365 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to lea,~e-32335365- 
48699857.65997791 b4645638dgf69522ac998ca9@listser\z.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eu~ice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:iilists.anc.edula? 
id=50137456.42t235 af5 a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n=T&l=facultS~--athletics-t:~,~mm&o=32335726 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to ~ea~,’e-32335726-50137456.42f235at?a29175600ad39629242dTd3@listser\~.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Class on Thursday 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday 

To: 
Subject: RE: Class on Thursday 

7:25 AM 

Dear 
Yes, we can talk on Thursday after class. 
ML 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: Class on Thursday 

7:23 AM 

Hello, 

I was going to talk to you about my midtenn a£ter class yestelday but then I, along with some other students, discovered that we weren’t meeting. I thought it would be 

si~npler and less confusing to just talk about it in person. Would you have a few ~ninutes to ta2tk with me after class on Thursday? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my Verizon Wileless 3G smartphone 

"leemc@email.unc.edu" wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks for getting your questions in so early 

Class just remember that I will be lecturing on Thursday on the EU and Atldca, which is chapter 4 of the Southall and Melber book So please tly to read the chapter before class. It will be 

much easier for you to follow flae lecture, which will be rather complicated 

Cheers, 
ML 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UTC next application deadline is Nov. 15, 2012 - Please Share! 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 

Teacher Center(UTC). UTC is an alternative teacher preparation program in 

Washington, DC and Baltimore (and soon other cities). Please share an overview 

of our program with anyone you think might be interested in career in urban 

public school teaching. Our next application deadline is November 15, 2012. 

Our next webinar to learn more about our program is Monday, October 29, 2012. 

Thanks! 

Kerry 

Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 

Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 

program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 

additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 

followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 

middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 

teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 

Masterrls of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 

performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 

learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 

most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us ot 

the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 

the 20:13-:14 school year are: November :15, 20:12, February :1, 20:13, and March 

:15, 20:13. The program for the 20:13-20:14 school year will begin on or around mid- 

June 20:13. The application is available online at UTC’s website at 

www.urbanteachercenter.or8. Please also sign up for the next webinar--October 

29, 20:12 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 

Kerry 

22(}OIBs}l:imore MD2!2!I 



Froill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cantwell, Robert S <rcantwel@email.unc.edu;~ 

Wednesday~ 10:29 AM 

’,@live.unc.edu>; Kasson, John F <jikasson@emaJd.unc.edu>; Neal, Jocelyn <jneal@email.unc.edu>; Robinson~ 

Michelle <mmrobins@email.unc.edu-~; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@emaAl.unc.edu>; Bell, Dmmy <dbell@unc.edu>; Teuton, Christopher 

Barrett <teuton@unc.edu>; Lach, Pamella ~plach@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N ~eunice@em~Jd.unc.edw~; Willi~ Rachel 

<Rachel.Willis@unc.edu>; Roberts, Katherine R <katrober@em~l.unc.edu>; Hinson, Glenn ~ghinson@unc.edu>; Gura, Philip F 

<gnm@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Sawi~L Patricia E <sawin@unc.edt~>; Cobb, Daniel M. <dcobb@email.unc.edt~>; Ferns, William Reynolds 

<wfems@unc.edu>; Lowery, Malinda Maynor ~-~mmaynor@email.unc.edu>; Mart, Tim <m~r@unc.edu>; Herman, Bernie 

<blhemmn@email.nnc.edu>; Ferris, Mmcie C <ferfism@emaJl.unc.edt~>; Kasson, Joy S <j skasson@em~l.unc.edu>; Allen, Robe(t C 

~robert ~Jlen@unc.edu~; Libby Rodenbough ~ ~gmail.com>; Greenlee, G~e ~egreenle@email.unc.edu~ 

Sharon Holland’s visit 

Dear American Studies colleagues and friends 

My heartfelt thanks to all who participated in Sharon’s campus visit and who offered their attention, guidance and hospitality. 

Out cormnittee (Minrose Gwin, Chris Teuton, and myself) ~vould be much obliged to hear from you on Pro£ Holland’s visit, should you be moved to do so. Were you able to fOlTU an 
opinion of Prof. Holland as a professional, a scholar, a potential colleague? We would much appreciate an email or other written submission frora you, with the understanding that any 
written cormnent you may supply will become part of the candidate’s pcrsotmel file. We welcome of course any comments offered in person as well. Pro£ Holland’s application materials are 
available in Mark Richardson’s office for your perusal. 

Thanks so much, 

Bob Cantwell 

Dept. of American Studies 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:23 PM 

tawalmah allen t ~yahoo.com); ta]len@unct?~u.edu; Allmendinger, Carolyn M <carolyn.allmendinge@unc.edu>; Andrews, 

Wendy Newton <wendy andrews@unc.edw~; axtisr@ncat.edu; cblattae@uncc.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (tburch@gardner- 

webb.edu); Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); corre@ncsu.edu; Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Downing, 
Kim S. (KSDOWNING@maAl.ecsu.edu); Dumlao, Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; 

grossmcmilla~la@ecu.edu; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsn.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; 

laAh@ecu.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nildda Sharae <niklda@nnc.edu>; McNnlty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edn); Dawn T. Forbes 

(dmnrphy@ncat.edu); ndabvongat@ecu.edu; Julia~la N fa2a-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; privideml@ecu.edu; Sa~hle, 

Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu>; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edn); paola sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thomas, Sharon H 

<sharon thomas@tmc.edu~; Thorn~ald, Katie <katie@email.unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa (TRiPPT@ecu.edu); vanmlligenm@ecu.edu; 

@eaxthlink.net, yaylacicegin@nncw.edu; k lundgr@tmcg.edu; ltjeft~rson@st-aug.edu 

BRIDGES 2012 Participant Roster - RESPONSE REQUESTED 

Participant Roster.doc 

Greetings, Fabulous Women of BRIDGES 2012’. 

In preparation for our upcoming graduation event (details forthcoming in a separate communication) attached is the BRIDGES participant roster for your review. 

1. Please verify that your name is liffted the way you wish it to appeam on your BRIDGES certificate. The certificates will be distributed during our Novelnber 10 

graduation event. If you have no changes, please reply and confirm that your information is correct. If you hm, e any changes please let me know as soon as possible. 

2. Please confirm your contact information (i.e., address, phone, email, etc.) is correct or let me know if any changes are necessa~. I will provide an updated roster for 

all participants dnring the Part IV session. I wonld appreciate hearing from you as soon as IX~ssible, but no later than close of business on Friday, October 26. 

Part IV session details mad graduation information will be sent in a separate communication. All the bes~t! 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 
Program Director, BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #2020 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-2020 
9~tg.962ATt23 direct I 9~9.962.5549 fax 

Read our stories at 

6ire to the Friday Center at 
fridaycenter.unc.edu/gift 

[t1~ Pl~_~se coli~ider ti:e e~:viro..",.me..",.t before pri..",.ti~g ttii~ email, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

~Vednesday, October 24, 2012 2:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Correction: Family Day is Sunday, Oct 28th, 2-4 PM 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 
Please note the c:c,.r,,"~¢g cla,’.t~?~ ~-’?,r’.,d tim(~t for this month’s 

Family Day, "Animals in Japanese Art": 

Sunday, 28 October, 2:00-4:00 PM 

Buitd museum memories with the chitdren in your life at the Acktand’s monthly Famity Day! 

Throughout Sunday’s Family Day, museum docents will be available in the galleries for Artful 

Conversations with families, providing touchab[es, stories, and information about the works of art 

on view. Join Story Time at 3:00 PM and get creative and the Creation Station from 2:00-4:00 PM. 

Family Day is FREE, so come for a little while or all afternoon! 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 4-8 years old. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC-Chapel Hill 

101 S. Columbia Street 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

ackland.or~I 

Forward this email 

This ernail was sent to eunica~er.qail.unc.edu b~,, esbowles@email.unc.edu 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___[_)_L_o__Fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant remo,,aI with _S_)_g__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E!_b__�_..’’ [~__rjN_a__c_~/__E_o_[[_c~, 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheppard Lynch, Nildda Sharae <nikld@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:40 PM 

ta]len@nncl;n.edu; Andrews, Wendy Nm~lon <wendy andrews@unc.edtr~; cblattne@nncc.edu; Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); 

Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahne@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); Hogan, Vijaya K 

<vhoga~@email.unc.edtr~; ltjefl~r~n@st-aug.edu; laih@ecu.edu; grossmcmillan~ecu.edu; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana 

Nfal~-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsn.edu); pollmdl@uncw.edn; Allmendinge~; Carolyn M <co~rolyn.allmendinge@unc.edtc,; ~isr@ncat.edu; Dr 

Frances Bailey Burch (~burch@gmdner-webb.edn); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 

patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsn.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k lundgr@uncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. 

(mcnultycp@uncw.edu); ndabvonga .~)ecu.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; privideral@ecn.edu; Ashley Si~nons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); 

Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc.edu~; Tripp, Teresa (TRIPPT@ecn.edu);          @earthlink.net; paola sztajn@ncsu.edn; 

Thornsvard, Katie <~katie~emaAl.unc.edn>; vanmlligenm@ecu.edu; yaylacicegin@tmcw.edu; SaNe, Etmice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; 

tawannah allen i           @yahoo.corn) 

BRIDGES: Recap & ACTION ITEMS 

Hello ladies! I hope that each of you is doing well! 

It seems like today is the day for BRIDGES information. © 

First, thank you for providing me the opportunity to represent our BRIDGES class on the Advisory Board. I appreciate and value your support and l look forward to 

representing each of you on the Board in the future. 

Second, as promised, I am writing to follow up from our discussion on Saturday. There were a few of us who were unable to attend Saturday’s last session, so I will 

provide a brief recap of our homework, as I understood it, for the next week. Be sure to read through the bottom for your ACTION ITEM. 

:i. 6ift for Annette - we decided that each of us would contribute ~;15 toward a gift of appreciation for Annette. We will present our class gift to her at the 

closing banquet. Some of the suggested ideas included an engraved amethyst necklace and/or bracelet recognizing the 20th year of the BRIDGES program. 

Other ideas included a plant, or flowers, a gift card (for electronics or spa services), a weekend getaway, 20 small items in recognition of the 20th year of 

the program, a framed picture of our group, or a shawl. It seemed as though the jewelry was a group favorite, ideally something engraved, but wanted to 

confirm. So far, we have a budget of ~;400 from those who have contributed thus far. Please use the survey below to share any additional thoughts or 

suggestions. I will use your feedback to select a gift to purchase. 

2. Questions for BRID6ES alumnae round table. During our last weekend, we will participate in a roundtable discussion with previous BRIDGES participants. 

We have been asked to identify, in advance, questions!tOPiCs~ that we would like to discuss. I have been asked to share our class’s questions with Annette 

at least one week prior to our last session. Please think of questions that you would like former participants to address and send your questions to me via 

the survey link below. I ask that you complete the survey below sometime this week. 

3. Staying in touch. As a reminder, we also need to identify at least one other person that we will commit to staying in touch after we complete the program 

next month. 

4. FYI: the list used for this email includes BRIDGES 2012 Participants only. Annette and the Advisory Board members are not included in this email group. 

~T~ON ~T~W: Please visit the following link ASAP: http:!!www.st,rveymonkey.comis!9BTHVNS to complete a brief (5 rain) survey regarding gift ideas and 

questions for our last session. I will share a summary of questions and will keep you informed of the progress with the gift selection once responses are received 

and tallied. 

Let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like to be directly involved with the gift purchasing process. © 

I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Take care, 

Nikkia 

Nikkia Sheppard Lynch 

Business Officer 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

2:18 South Building; CB 8000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8000 

nikkia@unc.edu 

(919) 843-6056 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:44 PM 

Rucker, Walter (2 <wrucker@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Updates RE: colloquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your email. As per my work plan, I support the committee by booking space and ordering refreshments for 

the colloquium. Questions about expenses, that’s Eunice’s responsibility. 

On another note, I followed up with the IAH people and we have to leave the room by 4:45 and I will be calling Carolina 

Catering to make sure that the have cleaned up by 4:45pm. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 6:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Updates RE: colloquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Travis, 

Again, I don’t know if the committee has a budget or, if we do, how much is in it. However, we have used the Incubator 
Room several times for the faculty colloquia in the past and I can’t see how this would be a problem now. Since our 

room scheduling options are much more limited now than in the past, we might have to move forward with scheduling 

the Incubator Room for Nadia’s presentation on Nov. 29th. I’ll discuss this circumstance with the Intellectual Dialogues 

Committee to see if we can come up with alternative sites to hold the colloquia series during Spring 2013. 

Before we spend the $80, let’s wait until ! hear back from Nadia. She has not been the most reliable person when it 

comes to returning email requests and I would hate for the department to spend $80 on security for the Incubator 

Room if she does not intend to respond to my inquiries about the title of her presentation (or actually present a paper 

for that matter). I should be able to let you know one way or the other by the end of the week. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
Af?ican & Af?o-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites, goo gle.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 4:54 PM 



To: Rucker, Walter C 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Updates RE: colloquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Walter, 

I have an update on Nadia EFShaarawi. The Incubator room is available BUT Allison Barnes (Events Coordinator) said 

that if we need the room after 4:30p.m. then we would need to hire security, which is an $80 minimum for 4 hours. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 22, 2012 9:21 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Updates RE: colloquia room reservations & advertising 

Dear Travis, 

I hope all is well and that you had a restful fall break. I’m writing to see if you had any updates about the room 

reservations for Arturo Escobar (Nov. 8 from 3:00m5:00 pm) and Nadia EFShaarawi (Nov. 29 from 3:00-5:00 pm). For Dr. 

Escobar’s colloquium, we should have something ready to announce to the faculty by early next week at the latest. 

[ will drop by the office on Wednesday in case you had questions. Thanks. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 
African & AfrooAmerican Steadies 
-UNC-Chapel Hill 
!07 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https://sites.google.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 6:17 PM 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Subject: RE: We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Colloquium 

Thanks Walter. That sounds like a plan. Have a nice Fall break! -Travis 

From: Rucker, Walter C 
Sent: Monday, October 15, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: We Need a Room Reservation for Nov. 29th Faculty Colloquium 

Dear Travis, 

We need to begin working on the room reservation for our second colloquium of the semester to be delivered by Dr. 



Nadia EI-Shaarawi on Thursday, Nov. 29th. I would prefer the Incubator Room at Hyde Hall, the seminar room on the 

third floor of the GEC, or even the conference room in Graham Memorial in which we held the last department meeting. 

Again, given the nature of a colloquium, we really need seminar-style seating or a room with movable tables and chairs. 

Most conference rooms on campus would work as long as we could still have catered food. 

Thanks and I will forward her presentation title and a brief abstract in the next few days. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African & Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
107 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
https:#sites.~oo~le.com/site/drwalterrucker/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell qia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 
FW: Robert Porter Spring PW 

Hi Eunice, 

Are we raising the summer pay for Robert Porter this year? 

"~’1"i a 

From: Sparks, Sherry 
Sent; Wednesday, October 24, 2022 4:2:t PH 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject; RE: Robert Porter Spring Pay 

No problem. What we have now is 

Thanks so much, 

From-" Williams, Tia Howell 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:21 PP1 
To-" Sparks, Sherry 
Subject; RE: Robert Porter Spring Pay 

I will have to do some research on that one. 

Tia Howell Williams 

B usiness Officer 

The Universi~ of North CaJrolina at Chapel Hill 

DepeJ-tment of Al~ican and Al]ro-AmericaJ] Studies 

109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 

From-" Sparks, Sherry 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 2:20 PP1 

To; Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject; Robert Porter Spring Pay 

Hi Tia, 

What amount should I put on my paperwork to pay Robert Porter this spring? 

Thanks 

SherryJ Spa’ks 
P ayroll (.k~ordinat or 

The F riday Cent er for Cont inuin g E ducat ion 

CB 1020, UNC-CH 

Phone: 919-962-5731 

Fax: 919-962-5549 

, I remember you asked if we could raise that amount, so I was checking before I sent out his CE Form for signatures. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Wednesday, October 24, 2012 8:17 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] very interesting blog 

Richard sent this link to me, but I think maybe not to the list. Very 
worth a look... 

~:ilathletics-,/sacademics.blo~ot.comi 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1~sts.unc.edu/u?id~5~1~45(~.42~2~5a~5a29~75d~ad~9~29242d~d~&n=T&~=~acu~t~°°at~etics~ 

=32341272, or send a blank email to leave-32341272-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Bleary-Eyed Syrian Troops Fight a Building at a Time 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~l)c N’t’~= ~rk ~%~ October 25, 2019 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e_T_o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Bleary-Eyed Syrian Troops 

Fight a Building at a Time 
By JANINE DI GIOVANNI 

Syrian soldiers’ battle to retake a rebel- 
held school in Homs reflects an 
exhausting war of attrition, a seesaw in 
which the opposition gains ground and 
the government takes it back. 

" ~ Video: Embedded With the Syrian Army 

Crucial Subset: Female 
Voters Still Deciding 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

While female voters generally tend to 
favor President Obama, that cannot be 
said of wlfite women without college 
degrees, a subset knoma - in this race - 
as waitress nlonls. 

:’ ~ Video: The Women’s Vote 

THE AGENDA 
Shifting Mood May End Blank Check for U.S. Security Efforts 
By SCOTT SHANE 

The loonfing federal budget crunch, waning predictions of attacks on tl~e United States and bipartisan 
criticism may mean the end of lavish spending on eounterterrorism. 

-’ Follow the Agenda on Tumblr 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Blue-collar women are most likely to be the remaining movable part of the electorate, which is precisely 

why both campaigns are going at them as hard as they are." 

GEOFF GARIN, a pollster who is advising Priorities USA, a "super PAC" in favor of President Obanm. 

U,S, 

~ VIDEO: The 

Women’s Vote 
The Times’s Katharine Q. 
Seelye talks with female 
voters in tl~e swing state 



of New Hampshire about what issues 
are foremost in their nfinds in the 
dosing days of the presidential 
campaign. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Feigning Free Speech on 
Campus 
By GREG LUKIANOFF 

Colleges are not helping to promote free 
thought and speech - in fact, they 
probably do as much to repress it as any 
other force in young people’s lives. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Parliament Questions Former BBC Chief’s Role 
By MATTHEW PURDY and CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

As the investigation into the BBC’s handling of Jimmy Savile continues, the actions of its former director 
general, Mark Thompson, are eonfing under increased scrutiny. 

o Former BBC Head Says He Had No Role in Squelching Program 

E-Mails Offer Glimpse at What U.S. Knew in First Hours After Attack in Libya 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

Leaked State Department messages stirred new debate about the Obama adininistration’s shifting positions 
on why four Americans were killed. 

Amid Cutbacks, Greek Doctors Offer Message to Poor: You Are Not Alone 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Until recently, Greece had a typical European health system offering universal care, but the tmemployed are 
now often left on their own if they get sick. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Prison May Be the Next Stop on a Gold Currency Journey 
By ALAN FEUER 

Bernard yon NotHaus, a professed monetary architect, will soon be sentenced for minting and distributing a 
form of private money called the Liberty Dollar. 

New Laws Add a Divisive Component to Breast Screening 
By DENISE GRADY 

In some states, women with dense tissue must now be told that it could increase their risk of cancer, which 
medical groups said would lead to needless testing. 

Spotlight Put on Founders of Drug Firm in Outbreak 
By ABBY GOODNOUGH, SABRINA TAVERNISE and ANDREW POLLACK 

The Conigliaro family’s enterprises are under intense scrutiny by federal and state authorities and personal- 
injury lawyers after a deadly meningitis outbreak linked to flaeir eompotmding pharmacy. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Sues Bank of America for $a Billion Over ’Brazen’ Fraud 
By BEN PROTESS 

The bank is accused of selling bad mortgages to Fannie Mac and Freddie Mac, the government-controlled 



housing giants, which suffered heavy losses and many foreclosures. 

:’ ~ Post a Comment [ Read (412) 

DEALBOOK 
Years for Ex-Goldman Director in Insider Trading Case 

By PETER LATTMAN 

Rajat K. Gupta was sentenced for leaking boardroom secrets to the former hedge fmad manager Raj 
Rajaratnam. 

~ Post a Comment I Read 

Tax Policy Center in Spotlight for Its Romney Study 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

A study by a respected nonpartism] research center has been met with dissent after it fotmd that Mitt 
Romney could not keep all of the promises he has made on individual tax reform. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

GAME 1: GIANTS 8, TIGERS 3 
Sandoval Lifts Giants, Into the Stands 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Giants’ Pablo Sandoval joined a short list of players who have hit three home rtms during a single World 
Series game as San Francisco beat Detroit to take a a-o series lead. 

~ ~ Game 1 Highlights and Analysis I Box Score I ~ Slide Show 

" On Baseball: With Three Mighty Swings, a Slugger Announces His Presence 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Downtrodden Islanders Moving in Name Only 
By GEORGE VECSEY 

The move to Brookl3m cannot carry away the gloW of the New York Islanders because those times have long 
passed. 

" An Owner With Some Eyebrow-Raising Moves 

ANALYSIS 
Capsized Franchise Has Only Sunk Further Into Despair 
By KEN BELSON 

In 2000, Charles B. Wang mad Sanjay Kmnar bought the New York Islanders and vowed to halt the team’s 
long fall. Like his predecessors, Wang has fought a losing battle. 

~ Rangers Have No Reason to Worry About the Box Office 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Under One Picasso, Another 
By CAROL VOGEL 

Beneath Picasso’s landmark painting "Women Ironing," curators and conservators at the Guggenheim 
Musemn are now able to examine tantalizing traces of maother portrait. 

Philharmonic Extends Gilbert’s Reign 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

The New York Philharmonic has given its music director, Alan Gilbert, another three years in the post. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
An Inspired and Personal ’Tempest’ Makes Met Debut 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

The Robert Lepage production of Thomas Ad~s’s "Tempest" made its Metropolitan Opera debut. 
-’ ~ Slide Show: ’The Tempest’ at the Met 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 



Gallerists to the People 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

Artsicle is an online business that rents inexpensive art cheaply, aimed at novice collectors with small 
budgets, linfited art knowledge and no appetite for intinfidating galleries. 

Seeking Love? Find Strength in Numbers 
By RACHEL L. SWARNS 

Embrace all of the men in your orbit, new gurus say, whether they text or G-Chat, whether they’re htmky or 
grungy. You nmy find love. 

SCENE CITY 
Candidates and Baseball Come in Second 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

On this Monday night, guests could have done other tlfings but chose to help raise money for cancer 
research. 
’- ~ Slide Show: Starry Night for Gabrielle’s Angel Foundation 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Student Debt Debacles 
Loan modification programs are needed for distressed borrowers with private student loans. 

EDITORIAL 
Kentucky’s Egregious Death Penalty 
A court has blocked executions in Kentucky. Now the state should abolish capital punishment. 

EDITORIAL 

F.D.R.’s Vision, Remembered in Stone 
The F.D.R. memorial is a stirring tribute to a leader whose ideas of freedom remain relevant well beyond his 
time. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Spies and Co. 
By EAMON JAVERS 

Long before the Chinese, corporate espionage was rife. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Romney’s Economic Model 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

If you want to see how Ronmey-endorsed austerity measures would work out here, just look at Europe. _Mad 
weep. 
, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Connecticut Smack-Down 
By GAlL COLLINS 

A mere $77 nfillion later, Linda McMahon is still trying to get elected to the United States Senate. 

:’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 25, 1971, the United Nations General Assembly voted to adinit mainland China and expel Taiwma. 

¯ See This Front ..P..a.,.~.e. 
¯ Bug This Front Pa_o~ 
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You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Class on Thur~tay 

Good morning EuNce, 
See you at 11:30 for your advice on the situation. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret carol 
Subject: RE: Class on Thursday 

10:03 AM 

Thanks for the update Margaret. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Class on Thursday 

7:26 AM 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, ( 
To: 
Subject: RE: Class on Thursday 

7:25 AM 

Dear 
Yes, we can talk on Thursday after class. 
ML 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: Class on Thursday 

7:23 AM 

Hello, 

I was going to talk to you about my midtenn aYter class yestelday but then I, along with some other students, discovered that we weren’t meeting. I thought it would be 

silnpler and less confusing to just talk about it in person¯ Would you have a few Ininutes to taJk with me after class on Thursday? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 3G smartphone 

"leemc@email.unc.edu" wrote: 
Dear 

Thanks for getting your questions in so early 

Class just remember that I will be lecturing on Thursday on the EU and Atlcica, which is chapter 4 of the Southall alrd Melber book So please tly to read the chapter before class. It ~vill be 
much easier for you to follow fl~e lecture, which will be rather complicated 

Cheers, 
ML 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, 10:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

QUOTt~ 

P XXX1 "the Forethought," 

First words. 

Herein lie buried many things which if read with patience may show the 
strange meaning of being black here at the dawning of the Twentieth 
Centu~ This meaning is not without interest to you, Gentle Reader; for 
the problem of the Twentieth Century is the problem of the color line. I 
pray you, then, receive my little book in all charity, stu@ing my words 
with me, forgiving mistake and foible for sake of the faith and passion 
that is in me, and seeking the grain of truth hidden there 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu;, 

Thursday 10:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

I~rRL: http://etext lib.virginia.edu/ 

1903 AC. McClurg edition of Souls of Black Folk (Chicago) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 25, 2012 11:23 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Office today 

Dear All, 

I will be away on official business from 11:30 am today and for the remainder of the day. 

office will be closed during my absence. 

Best, 
Travis 

Please note that the main 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32344096 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32344096-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Mktterm incident report 

Dear Eunice. 
I would like to get your attention about a little incident that happened during the fall 20:t2 midterm of my afri    class 

, turned in her answer sheet and left the room with the original exam that has also 3 essay questions. She came back a couple of min later and 
bring the copy and stated " I turned in the answer sheet but forgot the essay questions and left the room for a min. I did not add any thing". 

I would not mind giving him the benefit of the doubt due to the fact this was our first time we were using an answer sheet in this class. 

This is just for your record. 

Best regards, 

Alassane. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Black Ink Magazine Interview 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

My nmne is            and I am a staB’writer for Black Ink Magazine, the oiticial puNication for the Black Student Movemem. For our next issue, I 

want to write a piece on you and your vision for the department. If you would like to be featured in the magazine, please contact me to set up an 

interview. 

Thank you tbr your time and consideration, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday,, 9:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing you to tell you that I had a discussion with    and he understands that he has to produce the document from the hospital and the email showing that he sent the 
exam on Tuesday. He seemed to be really upset, so I didn’t want to send him an email. He knows he has to do this by next Tuesday, but in any event plans to stay in the class 
although he knows that if he doesn’t produce the document he gets a "0" for the assignment. I will let you know the outcome~ 
Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 10:23 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] meeting with Mary Willingham 

Some of us have talked about drafting an "athletes’ [or is it 
student-athletes’?] bill of rights." One valuable person to talk to 
before proceeding with such a document is Mary WIllingham, a longtime 
academic counselor at UNC who has become very interested in the 
legal!ethical!pedagogical issues surrounding the life of athletes. 
She’s available to meet with us next week EITHER at noon on Tuesday or 
at 4pm on Wednesday. I’m not doodle-polling this, since we have just 
two choices. But anyone who would like to come to this 
sure-to-be-interesting conversation should let me know if you can make 
one or more of these meeting times. Just respond with a yes/no next to 
the two listed times. I’ll let you know the winning time when I’ve 
heard from a critical mass of people. (If you could let me know by 
mid-afternoon today that would be great.) 

Tuesday 12pm 
Wednesday 4pm 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ~//1ists.~mc ed~/~ ? i~=5~13 ~ 4 5~ 4 2~2 3 5 ~5 a2 917 5~a~ 96 2 92 4 2d7 d~ &n=T &~-fac~hv °°a~h1e~ticso 

foram&o=32348779, or send a blank email to leave-32348779-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 11:51 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] meeting with Mary Willingham 

Thanks for these references, Willis (links below). Both stories are 
interesting. In the diet article, I was struck by how ’objectified’ the 
athletes are. They’re spoken of like cattle, essentially. 

Also this: 
’An N.C.A.A. spokesman, Christopher Radford, said the dietitians were 
not telling the whole story. Scholarship athletes, Radford said, have 
the option of joining formal meal plans that other students join, 
allowing them three full free meals a day.’ 

I love this, another expression of NCAA schizophrenia (or contrived 
ignorance?). So...we segregate athletes in every way, impose a set of 
bizarre rules made for them alone, and then say...oh yeah, you can also 
take advantage of everything other students do. Right. 

~:iiww~. n~,times, cor!!2012/10i26isgortsk~ca;doo~ballig)enn-state -students-explore -sand~sk2 oab~tse °scandal h~m~?ref=soor’~s 

On 10/26/12 11:29 AM, Brooks, Edwin W wrote: 
> Today’s NYTimes has two articles of note, one about athletes’s diets and a second about an ethics class being taught at Penn State. 
In the latter piece I was particularly struck by the statement referring to "David Luban’s theory of contrived ignorance, how one 
chooses to ignore wrongdoing in order to feel less responsible." 
> 
> Willis Brooks 
> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ht~://~s~s~unc~ed~/~?~d=48699857~(~5997791b4b45b38d9~(~9522ac998ca9&n=T&~=facu~°°a~1%~icso 
formn&o=32349209, or send a blank email to leave-32349209-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.edu!u?~d=50137456A2F235al~Sa29175600ad39629242d7d3&~wT&l=facult~--ath~el~cso 

forum&o=32349349, or send a blank email to leave-32349349-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michae! <southall@em~il,unc,edu~ 

Friday, October 26, 2012 12:00 PM 

discussion <t~zulty--athletics-lbrum@listservxmc.edu> 

Re: [fiaculty--athletics-lbrum] meeting ruth M~y Willingham 

Willis, 

You are right on target in noting the reference to Luban. Similar to 
Aristole’s "suspension of disbelieI" collge-sport administrators, 
spectators, fans and (yes) facult5’ engage in this ~villful ignorance. This 
was never more 
apparent to me when I attended a Florida State football game and witnessed 
85,000 fans chanting, doing a "tomahawk" chop, and cheering ~vildly when a 
white student on horseback (in "Indian" garb) hurls a spear into the head 
of Chief Osceloa (Interestingly, for over thir~z years after his death 
from malaria, Dr. Frederick Weedon, a military surgeon, kept Osceola’s 
severed head in a medical museum until it was destroyed by a fire in 
1866). This willful ignorance of the historical context of "their" 
beloved mascot has been institutionalized (FSU, one segment of the 
Seminole tribe, and the NCAA negotiated FSU retaining the head and the 
mascot.) and everyone can feel good about the spectacle. 

The use of language (Collegiate Model, student-athlete, Graduation SUCCESS 
Rate, etc) to assist us in willfully ignoring elements of big-time sport 
can not be overstated. 

Sorry to go off on a tangent, but~:-) 

Have a great weekend. There are many great football games this weekend:) 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel tIill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hail 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 

Fax - 919962-6235 
southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

http ://exss unc. edu/araduate-pro~rams/specializations/sport-administration/ 
overview/ 

CSRI website: v, as, w.unc.edu/csri <http://wwwunc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csricor~ference.org 
<http : i/~vw~v, csriconf erence, org/> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 10/26/12 11:29 AM. "Brooks, Edwin W" <e~vbrooks@live.~c.edu> wrote: 

>Today’s NYTirues has two articles of note, one about athletes’s diets and 
>a second about an ethics class being taught at Penn State. In the latter 
>piece I was palticularly struck by the statement referring to "David 
>Luban’s theory of contrived ignorance, how one chooses to ignore 
>wrongdoing in order to feel less responsible." 
> 

> Willis Brooks 
> 

> 

>- You are currently subscribed to facul~--athletics-fot~.m~ as: 

>southall@email.m~c.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: 
>http://listsunc edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>facul~z--athletics-fola.Un&o 32349209, or send a blank email to 
>leave-32349209-48699884.3c0d£03868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 
> 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 5013745642f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facultv--athletics-forum&o 32349401 or send a blank email to leave-32349401- 

50137456.42t235afSa29175600a &’~9629242d7d3@listserv.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edtc> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 12:42 PM 

tawannah allen I ~yahoo.com); tallen@unc~u.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~vton <wendy andrew@unc.edu>; a~tis@ncat.edu; 

Dr Frances Bailey B urch (lburch@gardner-webb.edu); Downing, Kim S. (KSDOV~qqlNG@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; 

laih@ecu.edu; hlai@ecu.edu; k landg@ancg.edu; ndabvongat@ecu.edu; JulianaNfa]>Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); lisa.nickel@ancc.edu; 

Sable, Eunice N < ennice@email.unc.edu>; Thomsv’~ard, Katie <katie@email.unc.edu>; w_nwilligenm@ecu.edu; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu 

FW: BRIDGES 2012 Participant Roster - RESPONSE 17~EQUESTED 

Participant Roster.doc 

Greetings BRIDGES Babes[ 

Last call on BRIDGES roster changes - see message below and attachment. Will need to hear from you by close of business (5:00 p.m.) today or 

will have to proceed with what we have listed on the roster! Hope to hear from you soon and thanks! All the best! Annette 

From: Madden, Annette P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 12:23 PM 
To: tawannah allen           ~yahoo.corn); tallen@uncfsu.edu; Allmendinger, Carolyn M; Andrews, Wendy Newton; artisr@ncat.edu; cblattne@uncc.edu; Dr Frances 
Bailey Butch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Donahue, Katrina E; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); Dumlao, 
Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; grossmcmillana@ecu.edu; Hogan, Vijaya K; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001Ornc.duke.edu; 
laih@ecu.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae; McNulbl, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edu); Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); ndabvongat@ecu.edu; Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi 
(jmphd@ncsu.edu); lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; ’privideral@ecu.edu’; SaNe, Eunice N; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); paola_sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thomas, Sharon H; 
Thomsvard, Katie; Tripp, Teresa (TRlPPT@ecu.edu); vanwilligenm@ecu.edu; "@earthlink.net; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; k_lundgr@uncg.edu; Itjefferson@st- 
aug.edu 
Subject: BRIDGES 2012 Participant Roster - RESPONSE REQUESTED 
Importance: High 
Greetings, l?abulous Women of BRIDGES 2012! 

In preparation for our upcoming graduation event (details forthcoming in a separate commuNcation) attached is the BRIDGES participant roster for your review. 

1. Please verify’ that your name is listed the way you wish it to appear on yonr BRIDGES certificate. The certificates will be distributed dnring our November 10 

graduation event. If you have no changes, please reply and confirm that your infornmtion is correct, lfyou have any changes pleas~ let me know as soon as possible. 

2. Please confirm your contact information (i.e., address, phone, email, etc.) is correct or let me know if any changes are necessaD~. I will provide an updated roster for 

all participants during the Part IV session. I would appreciate heating t?om you as soon as tx)ssible, but no later than close of business on Friday, October 26. 

Part IV session details and graduation inibrmation will be rant in a separate communication. All the best! 

Annette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Development & Enrichment Programs 
Program Director, BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #1020 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919,962,1123 direct [ 919.962,5549 fax 
madden@email.unc.edu I fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Read our stories at 
l~idayeenter,tme.edu/stories 
Give to the Friday (;enter at 
~>idayee n~e [’.une.e d u/gift 

~I Plea~e cow, sider ~:i’..e e.."..viror~mer~ before p~ir~i~:i {his e..’wait, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 2:53 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] yikes 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:iilists.unc.ed~i~?id=50137456.42~35af5a29175600ad39629242dTd3&n=T&l=facultvooatNeticso 

forum&o=32350331, or send a blank email to leave-32350331-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 @listserv.unc.edu. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:13 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Ideas for the Conference 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

Hem is a list of what I have been worldng o~/generating ideas about. Please let me know when next week you are available to meet. 

1. Confirmed Speakers: Dr. Hildebrand has been updating me on who is confirmed for the conference. The list I have right now is: Nahum Chandler, Jemima Pierre, 

Gerald Home, Demck Aldridge & Michael Jennings. 

2. Making Contacts: I’d like to move forward with maJdng reservations tbr the participanks: I have a contacts that I worked closely with tbr the MURAP Conference 

and could s~art working on reserving a block of rooms at the Carolina Inn mad Travel. Is there already a travel person that the department works with? I ca~ also 
contact Med Dell about creating a menu for each day. 

3. Website Development: I contacted ITS and found out that there is a platform for building universiF websites, they recommended that the conference have its own 

site rather than a page on the Department site. When do we want to start publicity? Who do we want to advertise to? I imagine that the conference could get attention 

from local media, how do you want me to handle that? Do you want a s~dent presence at the conference? Can we encourage professors to tell their stadents to go for 

extra credit (also encourages the professors to go)? I could also contact AFAM/AFRI Major’s Union, I don’t know if they formally e~st but I do remember reading in 

the DTH that there is a population of students who want to be active in the future of the department. I know a few undergrads fftill and could contact them. There is aJso 

potential in contacting the various black student groups on campus: Fraternities m~d sororities, Black Student Movement, etc. 

4. Poster Development - I am currently working with Libraries to set up a time to go through the materials. Hopefully I’ll be able to get on their calendar early next 

week m~d have some intb to report. My idea is to use a prominent document tbr the cover or maybe just several documents in the program a~s a keepsake. I also think 

there could be a ga]le~ of sorts set up in the stone center for people to look at during breaks. I am also working on an alternative image tbr the cover. Once I have a 

draft I can send that to you next week or bring it to our meeting. 

5. Day-of Needs: Will I be able to get help form the undergrad work study s~dents on the day ol’? I know that there are also work study students in the Stone Center 

who may be able to help with the set-up. For fihning I am sure we can find a s~dent to videograph the conference. I could create a job description of sorts m~d send it 

around to the appropriate listservs and get it on the Career Services site. 

6. Hours: Would you like me to create some sort of log for me to keep track of hours that you can then sign offon? Tia let me kmow that I need to submit hours to you 

each month and then she generates a payment in the wstem. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 4:10 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NY Daily News 

This one at least detects the larger issues at stake... 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists~mc~ed~i~?id-50137456~42~235a~5a29175600ad3%2~242dTd~&~:T&~-~a¢~F~v ooa~-~e~cso 

fomm&o-3235078g, or send a blank email to leave-32350786-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 5:02 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] UNC’s GSR 

After all that has happened lately, I find this almost offensive: 

north-caroli~m-baske~balli~osti__]id! 10394iur~c-scores-w elMn-la~est- res 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~ ://~ists ~mc. ed~/~ ? id~5~13 7 4 56. 4 2~2 3 5 ~5 a2 917 5~ad3 % 2 92 4 2d7 d3 &n~T &~c~h~--a~Ne~ics- 

t:oram&o=32351067, or send a blank email to leave-32351067-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 26, 2012 5:36 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] UNC’s GSR 

Right--and the NCAA, in its wisdom, has cooked up a metric (GSR) that 
excludes precisely those people who may have no intention of getting a 
degree, and whose academic pursuits we all "enable." 
On 10/26/12 5:30 PM, Cramer, Richard wrote: 
> We’d better stop with the 2006 data. Last year, we had three (or was it four) men turn pro before graduatng. Maybe they’ll come 
back some day or at least donate lots of money to UNC non-athletics. But we’re now doing what all the other big BB teams do: not 
expecting them to stay for four years. Kentucky and even Duke (with Kyrie Irving after one year) are even worse than us. 
> 

> Richard Cramer, Ph.D. 
> Academic Advisor, College of Arts and Sciences, 
> 
> From: Jay Smith [jaysmith@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Friday, October 26, 2012 5:01 PM 
> To: discussion 
> Subject: [faculty--athletics-forum] UNC’s GSR 

> After all that has happened lately, I find this almost offensive: 
> 
> ~ col~vb~o~r~or~hocarolir~aobasketba~lipo st/ iidi 10394itmcoscoresowe~lomo~atesto~lres 
> 
> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: mrcramer@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
> click here: ~:i!lists.m~c.ed~iu?id:48699891.94aa6dcgedb08de0 lcca2c6£25b0ccc5&n:T&l-fac~l~),ooa~Neficso 
~:omm&o=32351067, or send a blank email to leave-32351067-48699891.94aa6dc8edb08de01cca2c6f25b0ccc5@listserv.tmc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.m~c.edu!u?id=5013745(~.42t235al~5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&~=T&l=facultEo=athlelicso 

lbmm&o - 32351211 or send a blank email to leave-32351211-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3 ~listserv.unc.edu. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, October 26, 2012 5:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Just wanted to thank you! 

Eunicel 

This student~ , took four of my classes during her time at UNC. Today she surprised me out of the blue with this most kind tribute where she suggests that she 

learned more in my courses than in all of her other classes at UNC combined, and that she has become a be~er person because of my teaching~ I have got-ten other 

complimentary letters from my e×-stodents in the past few months (and years.) Ts it at all helpful to occasionally forward some of them to you or to have some of them 

included in my files? 

Best, 

Robert 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, :[2::[3 AlVl 
To: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: Just wanted to thank you! 

Hi Porter! Hope things arc going well in Chapel Hill. (Or as well as they can be, all things considered.) I had the most amazing 

experience in the Seychelles. The research project that I did in your class beforehand even further enriched it-- knowing so much 

about a place and then getting to experience it firsthand is such a lucky and all too rare experience. You would never believe what 

happened-- I can count the number of Americans I met there on two hands, but one of them happened to be an undergrad from 

Wake Forest, living five minutes away from me. He was there on a research grant to study the matriarchal society in the 

Seychelles (one of my top l0 !) I ended up being able to contribute a lot to his research; I sent him the bibliography of all the 

resources that I used and he ended up actually going to Chapel Hill later to use some of them. 

I know the AFAM department is,for lack of a better term, getting a lot of shit right now. I wanted to let you know what an 

impact your classes had on my college career and life. Reflecting on my time at school, your classes are the ones that I most 

remember. I developed a dramatically deeper interest in global issues, current domestic issues, history, and most importantly, 

grew into a better person because of this. 

I’m in                           now, and have spent a good deal of time researching the past Mayan culture and its effects on 

the present culture, simply out of my own curiosity. This curiosity would, without a doubt, not be present had I not taken your 

classes. I would never have thought of research as interesting, relevant, and.., fun? had I not been allowed the opportunity to 

write a research paper on the Seychelles for your class. Nor would I have understood just how greatly the past affects the present, 

had I not been shown, through interwoven lessons of history and current events, how this has happened my own society. 

I’m in a course here with 14 students; among us, there are 13 different countries represented! It’s such an amazing opportunity to 

learn from others about their lives, cultures, and histories. Today I went to dinner with a boy from Belize who told me about how 

he was the first in his family to have gone to high school, and how his father struggled to pay the necessary hundreds to send 

him--- a real life diversi~ group meeting! Taking your classes opened up and developed much needed parts of me .. Including a 

desire for learning,traveling, and experiencing as many cultures and things as possible. Unlike other classes, the things I learned 

have led to further education since graduation, as you truly made the world a classroom, made learning interesting, and 

developed in me a curiosity and passion for learning that I wasn’t sure I had. I am certainly a more interesting, and most 

importantly, better person after having taken your classes. 

Amongst all of the flack that your department is getting, please don’t lose sight of the fact that I, like many others, learned more 

in your classroom than the rest of my classes combined; lessons that have truly shaped and continued to enrich my life. So, in 

other words, thank you! 

Sent ti~m my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday,                1:00 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] 

That was a thrilling win for the Tar Heels yesterday. But here’s my 
(inevitably sour!) reaction to it: anyone who professes to care about 
our athletes should feel, and say out loud, that it’s time for 

to go sit on the bench and wait patiently until the first NFL 
draft for which he is eligible (this year’s?) The man has millions 
waiting for him at the end of the rainbow, if only he can survive long 
enough to collect his jackpot. He’s already had to sit out games with 
injuries this year, and he was injured again yesterday. It is an 
immoral system that requires him to continue playing roulette and to 
risk the talent for which he was recruited to this University. For 
whose benefit will he be playing next week? Certainly not his own. 

And if                                       , which may well yet 
happen, it will be a tragic farce. Not because we can or should ever 
accept plagiarism in our classrooms. But because he wasn’t brought here 
to be in a classroom. And everyone knows it. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~//1ists~u~c~ed~/~?id=5~13745(~42~35af5a29175(~ad~9(~29242d7d~&n=T&~=~cu~t~°°ath~et~cso 

~:omm&o=32354954, or send a blank email to leave-32354654-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3~listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Sunday, October 28, 2012 6:31 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] Mary Willingham 

I can’t believe how difficult it is to arrange a meeting with you people 

Of those who have responded, roughly half have expressed a strong 
preference for each of the two options I mentioned last week. Because a 
certain number of those of you in the Wednesday camp already know Mary 
and have had a chance to talk with her, I’m going to go with Tuesday as 
our meeting time. Tuesday at noon. 

I’ll find a room and get back to you tomorrow .... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: hv~p://~ists~mc.ed~v~?id=5~13745~.42~235ai~5a291756~ad3%~29242d7d3&n=T&~=fac~hv°°a~1~e~icso 

, or send a blank email to leave-32355207-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,                9:35 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Info on Lecuture on Race, Religion, and Authenticity in American Islam 

Lecture on Race, Religion, and Authenticity in American Islam: 

As part of the Islam in the Global Context Speaker Series at UNC, doctoral student and author 
will be speaking on The Nubian Islamic Hebrews (NIH), an African- 

American Islamic movement that grew to prominence in the 1970s and 80s, particularly in New York. 
This discussion will examine the NIH’s concerns with racial and religious authenticity in its claims to 
both superior Africanity and Islamic legitimacy over rival groups such as the Nation of Islam, Five 
Percenters, and both Afric 

an-American and transnational Sunni communities. 

Please join us in FedEx Global Education Center Room 4003 on 
lecture and light snacks and drinks. All are welcome. 

at 6:30pm for this exciting 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32357518 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32357518-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 29, 2012 11:47 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Fwd: The Sport of Headbricks 

This comic is fairly hilarious. Well worth a look. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect:The Sport of Headbricks 

Date:Mon, 29 Oct 2012 10:11:48 -0400 
From:Turner, Robert W. <rwtamer~!ema~l.unc~edu> 

To: Smith, Jay M ~smith@emai~mnc.eda> 

>Thought you might enjoy this comic. 
> 
> 
>htt~:iiwww~s1~c-comicsocom/indexo~?db:comics&id-2778&utm source:feedbur~ 
>er&utra_medium=feed&utra_campaign=Feed%3A+smbc-comics%2FPvLb+%28Saturday+Mor 
>ning+Breakfast+Cereal+%28updated+daily%29%29 
> 
> 
>Hope all’s well! 

> 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice~emaikunc.edu. 

To unsubscfibe click here: h~:i/lists.ur~c.edu/u? 
id-50] 3745~.42~23 5af5a29 ~ 7 5(5~ad39629242d7d3&n~T&~cuky~-ath~etics~f~rum&~323 5~5~7 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32358507-50137456.42~235afSa29175600ad39629242dTd3@listserv.ur~c.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Smith <j aysmith@email.unc.edu> 
Monday, October 29, 2012 1:31 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc. edu> 
[faculty--athletics-forum] meeting tomorrow 

OK, folks (I sound like a politician): 
The meeting with Mary Willingham and....a certain number of us will take 
place in Smith Building 211 (Women’s Studies) at 12pm tomorrow, Oct. 
30. I promise to take very good notes for those who can’t come. And 
who knows, maybe this will be the first of several conversations .... 

Jay 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.tmc.edu. To unsubscribe 

click here: ~:/ilistsamc.ed~A~?id=50137456.42~235~5a29175609ad3%’29242dTd3&~=T&~:fac~lt~’°°a~’~e~ics° 
foram&o:32359225, or send a blank email to leave_32359225-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:11 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Your bios for the webpage 

Dear Colleagues --- 

I am helping Travis with the revisions and updates on our website. If you have already sent Travis your new and 

improved bio we thank you. If you have not yet done so, could you please take a moment to review your information of 

our site, and then make any corrections or additions and send them to Travis by Friday (Nov 2)? Let’s put our best faces 

forward as we approach a new year! 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=32363621 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32363621-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounge@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:59 AM 

departmental course sche&fling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edu:~ 

Townley-Tilson, Karla A <mcclurek@email.unc.edu>; Plalz, Gina B <gina@email.unc.edu> 

[course scheduling officers] Removal of VCR’s before Fall 2013 Semester 

Please see the message below that I’m sending out for Gina Platz, ITS Classroom Hotline Manager. Feel free to forward this to your faculty or anyone else that you 

feel should be aware of this. I know that Gina sent out a similar message to the faculty in August, but it could not hurt to share this information again. Please keep 

this in mind when you begin scheduling!requesting classrooms for Fall 2013. Best, Sherry 

Hi Scheduling Officers, 

Just a reminder to you all about our plan for removing the remaining VCR’s from the GPC pool during the summer of 2013. We currently plan to remove the units 

after Summer Session #2 ends (between 8/5/13 - 8/16/2013). After this date in August, there will no longer be VCR’s available for use in the GPC pool. 

If you have faculty who do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, they can work with my team to get their material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS 

tapes that you own, but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

http:i!hotline.unc.edu 

919.9(?2.1450 

919.962.8349 

08 Peabody Hall, C8#3503 

gina@unc.edu 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2100 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

Phone - 919 962-6093 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

courseschedulingoflficers as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</ab. To unsnbscribe send a blm~k <br> 

email to <a hre~"mailto:leave-32364046-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-32364046- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5t3061 @listserv.unc.edu</a> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: AFAM 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Thank you again for the oppommity to teach Afmn    next semester. I wanted to inquire if the class schedule has been made for next semester? If s~, is it possible for 

me to be assigned to an Afam    class that meets earlier in the day, perhaps 9,10,11,12. I would appreciate any consideration. 

Thank you, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 10:58 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(~elnail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Tia, 

T write to let you know that 

the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will be teaching AFAM for us again in the Spring semester. Kindly let her know what she needs to do to complete 

name to our schedule instead of ’Staff" re: AFAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 11:24 AM 

Department listserv ~atHalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriathm] FW: Removal of VCR’s before Fall 2013 Semester 

For your infbrmation... 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- Amecic~n S~udies 

Dep~rtmen~ of Afdca~ and Afro- Ame~c~m St~dies 

109 Battle Hall, CB¢~ 3395 

l 5~five~sily ofNorN C.aro~h~a 

Chapel Hill, NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 

(9I 9) 966-2694 

Click on a link ibr int;)rmati, m a~:~ut my pt~blica*ions: 
/ 

[!~![~_?£)!r!_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ http;ci~]dpress.nd.edu, book’~ 00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~’P00723 

F~m: Younger, Sher~ R [mailto:syounger@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, Oc~ber 30, 2012 i0:59 AN 
To= depa~mental course scheduling officers 
ce= Townley-~Ison, Karla A; Platz, Gina B 
Subject= [course_scheduling_officers] Removal of VCR’s before Fall 2013 Semester 
Impo~anee= High 

Please see the message below that l’m sending out for Gina Platz, ITS Classroom Hotline Manager. Feel free to forward this to your faculty or anyone else that you 

feel should be aware of this. I know that Gina sent out a similar message to the faculty in August, but it could not hurt to share this information again. Please keep 

this in mind when you begin scheduling!requesting classrooms for Fall 20~3. Best, Sherry 

Hi Scheduling Officers, 

Just a reminder to you all about our plan for removing the remaining VCR’s from the GPC pool during the summer of 2013. We currently plan to remove the units 

after Summer Session #2 ends (between 8/5/~3 - 8/~6/20~3). After this date in August, there will no longer be VCR’s available for use in the GPC pool. 

If you have faculty who do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, they can work with my team to get their material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS 

tapes that you own, but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thank you, 

gina 

Gina Platz 

~T5 C~assroom Hotl~e Manager 

http:iihotline.unc.edu 

919.982.1450 

9~9.9~2.8349 ([:) 

08 Peabody Ha~l, C~#~503 

gjna@unc.edu 

Sherry Younger 

Construction Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Suite 3202, SASB North, Campus Box 2~00 

450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2~ 

Phone - 9~9 962-6~3 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cunently subscribed to 

%/ul> 
course~hedulingofficers as: <’a href "mailkxk~janken@email.mlc.edu’Nk~iaukeu@email.unc.e&~</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to -ca href" maillo:l~ve-32364046-48528351 .f53cOV419] b270Fcbd902ff)babP)86ec@listserv.unc,edu’Nleave-32364046- 
48528351 .f53cOV419 

You axe currently subscribed to afi-ia~am as: ._e__tL_m___c__e__@__e_Ln_~i!_:_tLn__c_’_:_e___d__t!. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu,’u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&n T&I af6at~am&o 32364244 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emM to leave-32364244-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d(tblistserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 11:24 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Friday: Mtg of the Working on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas 

This Friday, 3pm to 5pm, at the UNC FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 1009. 

The Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas will have its next meeting this coming Friday. We are planning to have an open space for 

people to come and talk about their intervention or reseaxch ideas that axe related to migration and s~xual and reproductive health or justice. Use this as an opportunity 

to talk about your ideas, even if they are just that, ideas, or to come and practice a short presentation, or discuss an instrument for data collection you’re developing. 
This should be a lhn discussion for anyone with an interest in migration and health. 

If you want us to allocate some space tbr yo~ please send an email to (~a)live.anc.eda) so we can set up a small schedule. 

There will be light refieshinents! 

Best, 

@live.unc.edu I 



From: morganjl <morga~jl@live a~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:37 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlk~pc @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Co: ~@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: [mlk pcl MLK PC Minutes 8 

Attach: MLK PC Minutes Week 8.docx 

Hello Everyone: 

Attached are the minutes from yesterday’s meeting. 
Please read them as they also may include answers to any lingering questions that you may have. 
Our next meeting will be Monday,               at 5pro, Campus Y room 207. 

Best Regards 

You are currently sub~fibed to mlkApc as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc12-13&o 32364726 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a blank emaJd to leave-32364726-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~b~listserv.unc.edu 



Attendance 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6, 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 

Absent 
1. 
2. 
3. 

5, 

MLK, Planning Committee 
Meeting Minutes 8 

Liaison Welcome and Remarks 

welcomed the committee. 

Committee Collaborations 
Everyone should be on the same page regarding events that have more than one 

committee sponsoring them 

Publicity 
Facebook, hand bills, DTH, twitter, studentlive.unc.edu, the official website, 

buttons 
New ideas to pub 

*Pitsit 
Last year was the first year a cub was painted! 

*If anyone has suggestions on who should volunteer to paint this, notify the 
committee next week! 

The Campus Y has volunteered to send out an itinerary for the week in their 
weekly updates! 

POSTERS... distributed to every dorm on-campus 
suggest using the "off-campus student" listserv-- same coordinators as 

office of fraternity and sorority life; the UNC speaker listerv (speaker.unc.edu); and 
the Union televisions for promoting the events 

suggest T-shirts? (This has been discussed in the past) 
Comittee members could wear their shirts to kick off the week 



suggest stickers for laptops, etc. 

prnnr~m Progress Reports 
- Campus Y 

o "A time to break silence," an expression wall answering the question: What 
issues do you care about? 
o Pannel in the FedEx center (contacted 6 speakers; hoping to end up with 3, 
1 of them being local) 
o TC William High School (Coach Boone, Remember the Titans) 

- BSM 
o "l, too, Sing America ends the week (on Friday). 
o Stonecenter Hitchcock Multipurpose 
o Highschool counselors will be contacted by next week to get students who 
are interested in reciting poetry at the event 

, Banquet 
o Hosted at the Friday Center 
o Scholarships given to Orange County students 
o Tickets are available to students! 
o Committee members get to go for free 

- NAACP 
o March and worship service in front of the courthouse downtown 
o Light refreshments 
o Event begins at 9am 
o Still in search of a speaker 

- Stone Center 
o "He was a Poem, He was a Song" 
o Securing performers and looking for a headliner 
o                   connects? 

-AKA 
o Candlelight vigil in Anne Queen Lounge 
o EROT will perform and there will be a discussion-based portion as well 

Stone Multipurpose -"Story of Ella Baker" 
Ken Jenkins to speak 
Light refreshments will be served 

Theme 
The overall theme was broken down into individual titles for each event. 

Campus Y - Initiative 
BSM - Future 
NAACP - Mobilize 
Stone Center- Inspiration 
AKA- Reflection 
CWC - Awareness? 



Speaker 

¯ A letter of intent has been sent to Kerry Washington (because she is busy, 
the turnaround may be longer than expected) 

° Backups 
o Michael Ely is available... 
o TJ Holmes 
o Phylicia Rishad* 
o Van Jones 
o Deval Patrick 
o Alfree Woodard 
o Gabrielle Union 
o John Legend* 

¯ Consensus: 1. John Legend and 2. Phylicia Rishad 
¯ Will the change of speaker affect the running title/theme of the week? 

Assignments for next meetinq: 

¯ EVERYONE needs to continue finalizing their event within the next week. 

NEXT MEETING: 
Monday~ 
Campus Y Conference Room (207) 
5pro 

adjourned the meeting. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: AFAM 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks for the informatiom I noticed that you listed the course as Afam 

correct? 

Thanks, 

. I thought I would be teaching Afam like I did this semester. Can you let me know which one is 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

12:23 PM 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Yes, the schedule for Spring is set and here are details for AFAM 
MWF: 8.00am-8.S0am, Phillips - Rm0332. 

Thanks for your contributions to the department’s teaching mission this semester and the upcoming one. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

11:10 AM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Tha~k you again tbr the optx~rtunity to teach Afam    next ~mester. I wanted to inquire if the class schedule has been made Ii~r next semester? If so, is it possible tbr 

me to be assigned to m~ Afam    class that tneets earlier in the day, perhaps 9,10,11,12. I would appreciate any consideration. 

Thank yo~ 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 10:58 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> w~me: 

Dear Tia, 

I write to let you know that 
the paperwork. 

Travis: Please add 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will be teaching AFAM: for us again in the Spring semester. Kindly let her know what she needs to do to complete 

name to our schedule instead of ’Staff" re: AFAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 3:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Dr. SaNe, 

Do you have office hours or would you be willing to meet with me sometime soon? I’d like to talk to you in person if that’s possible. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com on behaJf of 

Kaila Brown <kaila.brown@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 3:11 PM 

al~n-we~unc.edu; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Important Announcement Conference: Global Affirmative Action in a Neoliberal Age, Nov. 8-10, 2012 

Global Affrmative Action Conference Pos~er.pdf, GlobaJ Affirmative Action Contbrence Flyer.pdf 

Dear Professor SaMe, and Professors in African and Aflo-American Studies at UNC, 

On behalf of Director J. Lorand Matory of the Center for African and African-American Reseamh at Duke University and Professor Michaeline CricMow (Duke), I send you this 

very important announcement of intereN to faculty, students, and staff in your depmtment. Can you see that it circulates on any of your available liNservs and is posted on 

your website calendars? This promises to be an significant and large event. 

Many thanks, 
Nails Brown 

Global Affirmative Action in a Neoliberal Age 

Nov. 8-10th, 2012 
Duke University 

Brief: 
The Center I0r AIrican and Aflican American Research at Duke University and the University of Malaya will jointly promote thinking through ~he politics of Affirmative Actions 
as it has been practiced ttansnationally, par/icularly contrasting the practices of governance under the developmentalism versus the neoliberal economic agenda, in order to 
map the radical continuities and discontinuities inherent to regimes of globalization, 

Keynote: Professor Denise Ferreira da Silva, Queen Mary, University of London 
6 pm - 9 pm 

Thursday, Nov 

Richa~ White Auditorium 
Duke University 

Conference Panels 

Fdday, Nov, 9th 9 am - 6 pm 
Saturday, Nov. 10th 9 am --- 3 pm 

Smith ~A,~3rehouse Gara,ge, Bay 4 

Invited Guest Panelists: 

Colin Harvey, Queen’s University Bellast, Ireland 
Zimi[ri Erasmus, University o[ the Wi~watersrand, South Africa 

Lewis Gordon, Temple University, 
Nira]a GopM Jayal, Jawahadal Nehru University, New Delhi 
Ralph Premdas, University of the West Indies, Trinidad 
Steven Ratuva, University of AucMand, New Zealand 

Catherine Walsh, UNvemidad Andina Simdn Bolivar, Ecuador 
Sales Augusto dos Santos, University of Bras~lJa 
Terence Gomez, University of Malaya, Malaysia 
Arutro Escobar, Unive~;~ty d Noah Carolina 
Kamala Visweswaran, University of Texas, Austin 
J. Lorand Matory, Duke UNveB~ty 
W~iam Dar~ty, Duke UNversity 

invited Panes Chairs: 

John French, Duke Unive~;ity 
Michaeline Crichlow, Duke University 
Charles PioL Duke University 
Kerty Haynie, Duke University 

Presented by: 
Duke’s Center for African & African American Research & The University of g,~alaya 
Duke University Co-sponsors: Office of the Provost, Franklin Humanities Institute, School of Medicine, African & African 
American Studies, Atlantic Studies, A & S Dean’s Office, Multicultural Resource Center, Lafinoia Studies, Cultural Anthropology, 
Kenan Institute, Center fer Human Rights, Depmlment of Sociology, Center for International Studies, International Comparative Studies Program 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday 3:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: emml 

FYI -- Update 

Froml 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: email 

2:43 PM 

Professor Lee, 

I checked back through my email and I found that I had not actually sent you that email on that Tuesday night. I was mistaken. I thought I had because I saw the email in my 
account but I realized that I never sent the original email and that it was only a draft. I forwarded the draft to you and it appeared to me that I had forwarded the original 
email because it was basically the same action. This explains why you never received my email on Tuesday night and why I thought I had sent it. 

So, you actually received my exam two days late. I checked the syllabus and I noticed that you have no explicit late work policy. 

T’m working on getting documentation from my sister but she is out of town on work. Whether or not I get the documentation, can you simply grade my midterm as though it 

was two days late? Your midterm doesn’t say that late work is automatically a zero so I’m hoping that I can still get some credit for the 11 pages that I wrote even if it’s late. 

If not, I understand and I will accept the zero on the midterm seeing as I have no other option. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBulletin: Last VttR Reminder 

Gel: Yo{~r Free Ticket N:)v,,,~ Visualizin(~ Human] Riqhts 20t2 
~This join us for or CGI’s genre-busting anti-conference, Visualizing Human Rights¯ It’s an year, 

~ incredible day filled with artists performers, and advocates who use their skills to advance the 

struggle for dignity and human rights both locally and globally¯ 

We’ll be joined by The Stow host Dick Gordon, Carolina to Congo, Paperhand Puppet Intervention, and 

many morel 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

LIVESCORE: Get Your Tickets Now 

The event is free, but tickets for the screening are $15 for the public, 

$10 for UNC faculty and staff, $5 for students with ID. Children under 

12 are free. Buv bckets online or at the Memoda~ Hall Box Office. 

b~temat~ona~ Coffee 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

nternat ona engagement. Chat about 

oppo~unities and challenges on 

campus Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to 

share. This month’s host is The Undergraduate Library. 

G~oba~ Pro~ects Showcase 

Want to travel next summer? Want funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided 

¯ Megan Nelson "Health and conse~ation program evaluation 

and community mobilization in Madagascar" 

¯ Matt Nolan "Internship with Asia Briefing Ltd. in China" 

¯ Dane Emmerling "An investigation of the effectiveness of 

Thailand’s peer suppo~ inte~entions" 

Mimi Caddell "Sustainable water-use development and health 

education projects in Ghana" 

~!.~:~____~?~_.~h~____~:~)_~_P~__?~_~:~:~__~_~?___: 

FELLOWSHIPS 



At~e ¢.:~eee Lo~t~#e, Ca~’~p~3s Y 

If you dream of going abroad - working in Kenya, interning in 

Morocco, conducting research in the Maldives, volunteering in Peru - 

you should be at this Global Engagement Info Fair Representatives 

from various UNC-based units and student organizations will be on 

hand to take you through the life-cycle of global engagement: from 

designing and funding a project to connecting the experience back to 

your local community. It is sponsored by GO! Global Orientation and 

the Center for Global Initiatives and co-sponsored by the Black 

Student Movement and the Carolina Latina/o Collaborative. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

This past summer Nourish InternationaI-UNC sent seven studen~ across the globe to document their experiences in 

Yogyaka~, the academic hub of Indonesia. Working with local media organization Kampung Halaman they produced 

three documentaries that explore youth and student culture in Yogyaka~a, examining the unique qualities of Indonesian 
life and the characteristics and issues that connect them to our own culture and campus For more information, visit the 

event’s F~t’ebook 

Go G~oba~-.Get Yot~r Passport 

Take advantage of this easy one-stop shopping, on-campus oppo~unity to apply for or renew your U.S. passpo~. 

Officials from the US Depa~ment of State will be on campus for ~o days to accept passpo~ applications and 

renewal applications (forms available at the event), and students, faculty, staff and their families are invited to a~end. 
You can have passpo~ photos taken at the event for $7 by UNC One Card, or before the event at the UNC 

Of!~c~. You are encouraged to get your photos before the event to avoid waiting 

...................................................................................... ¢(~ ~:~:~: ~ ~t~[j~ ~: ~ ~ 

Bevin T}gile i 30! F’i11:sboto Street Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Ch~}pel Hiii. NC 27599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

B~-de, Joy M <jb~,de@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: Request - Department of AtiicaJ~ and Ati’o-Americm~ Students 

~brvde@unc.~du 

SaNe, Eunice N 
Monday, October 29, 2012 3:~ PN 

Bwde, Joy N 
Subject= Request- Department of African and Afro-American StudenN 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Joy, 

hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you would be willing to come to our department meeting on Wednesday Nov. 14 at ll.OOam - Vance Hall Conference room - to discuss UNC’s policies on issues 
of conflict of interest and research compliance. A while back, I circulated a powerpoint pertaining to these issues, but I strongly believe that faculty in the department would 
benefit from a discussion with you. 

hope you can join us. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:34 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

RE: [afriafam] Your bios for the webpage 

Nzongola bio.doc 

Dear Tim and Travis, 

As per your request, my one-page bio is attached. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. - 

From: McMillan, Tim [tjml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 10:11 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: [afriafam] Your bios for the webpage 

Dear Colleagues --- 

I am helping Travis with the revisions and updates on our website. If you have already sent Travis your new and improved bio we 
thank you. If you have not yet done so, could you please take a moment to review your information of our site, and then make any 
corrections or additions and send them to Travis by Friday (Nov 2)? Let’s put our best faces forward as we approach a new year! 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@email.unc.edu<maiFto:~o~gola~email.u~c.eda>. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~://~ists.m~c.ed~/~?id=323(A~4.9392b42c~2~d6743(~6e~39be54cf(~c&~T&~=a[~riafam&~323~3~21 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above U~ if the line is broken) 

or send a bla~ email to ~eave-3236362~-3236~6~4.9392b42c~2~d674366e839be54cf6c@~istse~.unc.edu<mai~t~eave-~2363621- 
3 2 361604.93 9264 2cf3020dg 7 4 366eg3 9be54cf6c~listse~.unc edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: ~:i/lists.~mc.ed~A~?id-32361608.eg7agla5832319540e156ada770a798d&n=T&~-al~iafam&o-3236645~, or send a 

blank email to leave-32366459-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu. 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja was born in 1944 in Kasha, Congo-Kinshasa. He holds a B.A. degree 
in philosophy (Davidson College, Davidson, NC, 1967); an M.A. in diplomacy and international 
commerce (University of Kentucky, Lexington, 1968); and a Ph.D. in political science 
(University of Wisconsin-Madison, 1975). 

A specialist in African politics, development policy and administration, and democratic 
governance, he is currently professor of African Studies at the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (USA) and professor emeritus of African studies at Howard University in 
Washington, DC. 

Before joining the Howard University faculty in 1978, Professor Nzongola held academic 
appointments at the University of Kisangani in Congo-Kinshasa, 1970-71; the University of 
Lubumbashi (1971-75), also in the Congo, where he was associate dean in the Faculty of Social 
Sciences in 1972-73; Clark-Atlanta University, 1975-77; and the University of Maiduguri in 
Nigeria, 1977-78. He has also held appointments as a visiting lecturer at the University of 
Wisconsin-Madison (Summer 1975), and as a visiting professor at E1 Colegio de Mexico in 
Mexico City (Summer 1987) and at Davidson College (Fall 1990). During the 1998-99 academic 
year, he served as the James K. Batten Professor of Public Policy at Davidson College. 

As an expert on governance, conflict and capacity building issues, Professor Nzongola served as 
an international civil servant with the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) as a 
senior adviser for governance to the Federal Government of Nigeria from March 2000 to May 
2002; as Director of the UNDP Oslo Governance Centre in Oslo, Norway from August 2002 to 
July 2005; and as Facilitator for the establishment of the Africa Governance Institute (AGI), an 
independent pan-African think tank on governance, from August 2005 to July 2007. From June 
2009 to March 2010, he served as Interim Director of the AGI in Dakar, Senegal. He has done 
consulting work for numerous international organizations. In 1999, he served as an expert in 
conflict mediation and legal drafting to the negotiations between the Government of Sierra Leone 
and the Revolutionary United Front (RUF) rebels in Lomd, Togo 

In the area of public service, Professor Nzongola served as a delegate to the Sovereign National 
Conference of Congo-Kinshasa, in which he chaired the subcommittee on political files of the 
Committee on Political Affairs; as Diplomatic Adviser to the Conference’s elected Prime Minister 
Etienne Tshisekedi in 1992-93; and as Deputy President of the National Electoral Commission in 
1996. He also served, as a representative of the Tshisekedi government, in the United Nations 
Mission to Observe the Referendum in Eritrea (UNOVER) in 1993. 

Past President of the African Studies Association of the United States (ASA) and of the African 
Association of Political Science (AAPS), Professor Nzongola is the author of several books and 
numerous articles on African politics, development, and conflict issues. These include Revolution 
and Counter-Revolution in Africa, Nation-Building and State Building in Africa, and Le 
mouvement dOmocratique au Za~re, 1956-1996. He is the editor of The Crisis in Zaire: Myths 
and Realities and of Conflict in the Horn of AJ?ica, and co-editor of the State and Democracy in 
Africa and of The OxJbrd Companion to Politics of the World (both the first and second editions). 
His major work, The Congo from Leopold to Kabila: A People’s History, won the 2004 Best 
Book Award of the African Politics Conference Group (APCG), an organization of U.S.-based 
political scientists specializing on Africa. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

(no subject) 

Sorry that I missed your meeting with although it didn’t sound like much fun. I hope that the problem will take care of itself, or go away. I’m on my way to one of 
Delia’s community meetings. -Reg 



F]~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 5:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Graduate Studies in AFAM 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

3[’ve been thinking about graduate studies in AFAN lately, but 3[’m not sure whether rm even qualified to apply to PhD programs. 3[ graduated with a degree in AFAN, but 3[ did 
not major or minor in a secondary discipline. 3[ was on the pre-health track, so T was primarily taking science courses, an area that T no longer plan to pursue. 

3[’m wondering if 3[ should take any preparatory steps or courses to prepare myself for the next application cycle. Also, do 3[ need to have a possible research topic in mind 
before applying? 

Any information or advice would be greatly appreciated. 3[ hope all is going well. 3[ know that my classmates, as well as myself, are incredibly excited about your new position 
within the department. 

Best, 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 3:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Today’s Headlines: After the Devastation, a Daunting Recovery 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.8~ ] Business I 8por[s i Art__sI Dininq & WitheI Editorials ] Op-Ed I Onlhis Day 

C,~tomize T~ctay’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

October 31, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

After the De~tstation~ a 

Damltlng Recox;ery 

The storm moved inland Tuesday 
after grinding life to a halt for 
millions of people in more than a 
ball’dozen states. 

In Storm Deaths, Mystery, 

Fate and Bad Timing 

In its howling sweep, the storm 
claimed at least 39 lives, expressing a full assortment of lethal methods. 

For Years, Mgarnlngs ’I’ha[ It Co~lld Happen Here 

On Tuesday, city and state officials took their first tentative steps toward considering major 
infl’astrueture changes that could protect the city’s fragile shores fcom repeated disastrous damage. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

I~IAYOR ~CI~AE~, R. BLOOM~E]RO, visiting Breezy Point, Queens, where mote than xoo homes 
were destvo*,’ed by fire. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~SLmE s~ow: A 

Reglo*~ Battered 

and Hurting 
Hm’rieane Sandy left a 
trail of deadly destruction, 
devastating power failures and 
extensive flooding in the New York 
metropolitan region and beyond. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTORS 

mo~icai Ho~,si~,g 
Aid 

Mitt Romney’s dad lxad 
the right idea on housing aid. His son should listen. 

WORLD 

’I’al~ha~ H~ts Reglo~ Seen as ’Safest’ for Afghans 

After years of relative tranquility, Bamian Province, a rugged area once known for its ancient 



Buddha statnes, has come under’ attack by insnrgents seeking to complete their stranglehold of 

Kabul. 

~M’ghans Say Presidential Election Date is Set for Aprll 2014 

President Hamid Karzai took a step toward fulfilling his pledge to hold Afghanistan’s presidential 
election on time, as officials said that the vote had been officially set for April 5, 2o14. 

cith~g Viole~ce, Bahrah~ Bans All Protests in New Crackdow~ 

The government said that opposition activists had abused its tolerance for f~eedom of expression by 
allowing protests to turn violent. 

More Worid News 

A Far-Reachlng System Leaves 8 Million Without Power 

The stman called Sandy produced devastation along the coasts, snow in Appalachia, power failures 
in Maine and high winds at the Great Lakes. 

THE LEDE BLOG 

State-by-State Guide to Ht~rricane Sandy 

Cheek back for regular updates on evacuations, closings, power failures and flooding and wind 
damage Dom North Carolina to ~ode Island. 

Obama Promises SpeedyAid as Storm Takes On Added Political Weight 

For a president locked in a razor-thin battle for re-election, the storm has [}resented a moment -both 
promising and perilous -to rise above the [}artisan fi’ay. 

BUSINESS 

.~M’ter Storm, Bnslnesses Try to Keep ~Io*4ng 

Businesses in the Northeast are trying to keep operations rnnning after Hurricane Sandy knocked 
out power and transportation in many areas. 

MEDIA DECODER BLQG 

Disney Buying Lucas~ihn for $4 Billion 

Thrmtgh the acquisition, which gives Disney a commanding position in the world of fantasy films, 
the eompany said that it wmfld revive the "Star Wars" Danehise. 

DEALBOOK 

UBS to Cut ~o,~ooo Jobs in lVlajor Overhanl 

The Swiss bank planned a restructm’ing of its investment banking division as the firm repot’ted a 

$~.3 billion loss. 

S P 0 RTS 

Nets’ Ope*~er Against i~Hc~s on Thursday Will Be Played 

The most anticipated Brooklyn sports event in a half-century -the Nets’ debut at Barelays Center - 
will unfold as phmned, despite lingering concerns in the aftermath of Hurricane Sandy. 

New York Marathon Officials Determining How Go Proceed 

Race officials are looking into whether any parts of the course are impassable after Hunieane 
Sandy and are assessing how runners will get to the race. 

Stoudemlre to Miss Six to Eight DCeeks 

What was originally described as a sore left knee and then later called a ruptured cyst has tm~ed 
out to be more complicated for the Knieks’ Amar’e Stoudemire. 

o Me~e Sports News 

ART$ 

From One Mine~, The Gold of Pop His{ory 

The book "36o Sound: The Columbia Records Story" celebrates that music company’s m5 years in 
business. 



~E~] Slide Show: C¢lumbi~’s Roster of Stars 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Stravh~sky and ~Rite,’ Rigorously Rethought 

Over the weekend the University of North Carolina, Chapel ttill, was "the center of the Stravinsky 

universe," hosting an academic conference on "The Rite of Spring." 

THEATER REVIEW [ ’BAD JEWS’ 

Tiny Space~ Big Enough for Emotions 

The eomedy "Bad Jews" stars Tracee Chimo as a y(mng woman who is [)eaten to the pnnch 

regarding a family heirloom. 

DINING & WINE 

Wolfgang Pnek, the original celebrity chef, is still keeping busy. 

[] Video: Spago 2.0 

RESTAURANT REVIEW ] TALDE 

MaMng Fh-st Impressions Last 
i.::.. ;4. i.. w:.. i. 13 

M)out a month into Talde’s rnn, the dining room ticked ahmg briskly. On a visit this fall, the 

serviee seemed to have lost its way and the flaw)rs had grown w)gne. 

Car*oots E~joy a Spike i~ 

Carrots have suddenly become an engine driving restaurant menus, with chefs showcasing 

handsome, meaty specimens dressed and garnished without a sliver of meat or fish. 

More Dinin[~ & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Marriage on the Ballot 

Voters in Maine, %~ ashington, Maryland and Minnesota could make progress on equality for gay 

Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

Moderate Islamists and liberal secularists need to ensm’e that democracy sncceeds. 

EDITORIAL 

P~oepa~oed for Sa~dy 

Hurricane Sandy was as devastating as all the predictions. Now Mayor Bloomberg and the 

governors of New York, New Jersey and Connecticut have to get everything back to normal. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ’I’ of the Storm 

Here’s the thick and thin of it: A Republican governor and a Democratic president united by Sandy. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mim~esota Mirror 

A hometown visit to St. Louis Park, a Minneapolis suburb, is seeing a microcosm of America. 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Do We Really Need 

Should the states, or private companies, take over FEMA’s responsibilities for emergency response. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Oct. 3~, ~984, Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi was assassinated near her residenee by two 

Sikh secnrity gnards. 

* Sec This Front Page 

. Buy This Fron~ Page 



YOU received this message because you signed up for N’¢]imes.com’s Today’s Headli:~es newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy plogram, we are committed to protecting ~/eur privacy. 

Ma!~age Sdbsc~iptiorls I Urlsclbscribe I Cha!~ge Your E-Mail I Rrivacy Rolicy i Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, g:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: emml 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday 
To 
Subject: RE: email 

8:19 AM 

Deal 
.lust to correct your statement about your exam, it was three days late~ It was due on Tuesday and I received it on Eriday. Once again 3[ want to reinforce that 3[ will not 

reconsider reading the exam until 3[ get proper documentation that your sister was actually admitted to the hospital and treated on the day the exam was due. 
You are correct. 3[ don’t have a policy on late papers, but 3[ will include one in all syllabi in the future. 3[ must admit that 3[ have been teaching since 1986 and no student has 
every challenged me on not having a policy in the syllabus. Most understand that there are always consequences for late papers. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: T~esci~y, 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: email 

2:43 PM 

Professor Lee, 

I checked back through my email and I found that I had not actually sent you that email on that Tuesday night. I was mistaken. I thought 3[ had because I saw the email in my 
account but I realized that I never sent the original email and that it was only a draft. I forwarded the draft to you and it appeared to me that I had forwarded the original 
email because it was basically the same action. This explains why you never received my email on Tuesday night and why I thought I had sent it. 

So, you actually received my exam two days late. I checked the syllabus and I noticed that you have no explicit late work policy. 

I’m working on getting documentation from my sister but she is out of town on work. Whether or not I get the documentation, can you simply grade my midterm as though it 
was two days late? Your midterm doesn’t say that late work is automatically a zero so I’m hoping that I can still get some credit for the 11 pages that I wrote even if it’s late. 

If not, I understand and I will accept the zero on the midterm seeing as I have no other option. 

Thanks for your patience and understanding, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

~Vednesday, October 31, 2012 12:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Japanese Culture Day, "Baretbot Gen," Members’ Sale! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Thursday, 1 November, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Students are FREE with valid university or high school ID, $4 for all 

others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

Based on the acctaimed graphic 

novel by artist Keiji 

Nakazawa, Bare]hot Gen is an 
animated drama about a famity’s 

struggle to survive in Japan 

during the waning days of World 

War II. The central character is 

Gem the family’s six-year-old 

son, who has rived with the 

reality of the war nearly his 

entire life. Gen’s father has 

come to betieve that the war is 

unwinnab[e, thus earning the 

wrath of the town officials and, 

in turn, discrimination from the 

rest of their neighbors. The 

government begins to deprive the family of life’s little luxuries, and then 

of its necessities. The hardships Gen and his family suffer through soon 

pale, however, as the American military begins its fina[ assautt on Japan 

with the unleashing of its terribte new weapon. 

This is the third firm in the series "Aesthetics of the End: Cinema of 

Apocalypse in Japan" presented in connection with the Acktand’s Season 

of Japan. 

Ackland 
Film 
Foru m 
Logo 

See the ful[ Ack[and Firm Forum schedule. 

North Carolina PuNic Radio WUNC is the official media 

sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

%.,," C~o~~ St,~,,,’de.,,"~,ts 
Friday, 2 November, 4:00-7:00 PM: "Mixed-Media 

Collage" 

UNC students: Start your weekend creativety with this hands-on art class 

designed especia[ty for Carolina students. 



Did you know the Cubist artists Pabto 

Picasso and Georges Braque coined the 

term "cottage"? In this class, you’tt 

recreate a memory using cottage. 

Suppties witt be provided, but you are 

wetcome to bring in odds and ends of 

your own to use or swap with others in 

the crass. 

Ctasses are designed for beginners, but 

are atso suitabte for students with some art experience. 

Instructors: Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. 

Cost: $8 per class; all materials provided. 

Registration is required, as space is limited. Enrollment limited to 15 

people. RSVP to culbert@ unc.edu. 

Art ~ la Carte on Frida% 16 November, 4-7 PM = Self-Portrait Prints 

Art ~ [a Carte participants (Oct 12) sketch designs for linoleurn prints. 

See the Ftickr photo set for this session! 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Celebrate the Japanese national 

holiday honoring culture and the 

arts! 

Explore the Ack[and’s exhibitions of 

Japanese art, take part in a hands- 

on workshop, and marvel at 

demonstrations of traditional 

Japanese arts and crafts throughout 

the day. 

¯ Origami 

Haiku 

¯ Temari (embroidered baits) 

Bonsai 

¯ Scavenger Hunts 

Serf-guided Tours 

This art-ages event is presented as part of the Acktand’s "Season of 

Japan." 

Saturday, 3 November, I:00-2:30 PM 



Designed for 6- to 9-year-oids, Art Adventures 

sessions provide kids with a guided view of art in 

the Ackland’s galleries, followed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art 

studio using newly-learned art-making 

techniques. 

This month, participants wiil learn about modern 

Japanese posters and graphic arts, and then 

experiment with screen printing. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited. Email 

culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

Free for Members, $5 for non-members. For ages 6-9. 

Saturday, 3 November, 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

During this one-day sale, Ackland Art Museum members 

will save 20% on their purchases at the Ackland Museum 

Store! 

Not yet a member? Buy a membership while at the Store 

on Saturday and enjoy 20% off your purchases ri~lht 

away! 

Ackiand Art Museum members always receive a 10% discount on 

Museum Store purchases, excluding works of art in the Store’s retail 

gallery space. 

In conjunction with the 

Ackland’s "Season of Japan," 

the Museum Store is 

currently featuring an in- 

store Japanese Market with a 

wide variety of products and 

crafts that quote Japanese 

traditions with a 

contemporary flair. 

Textiles, bamboo and 

wooden items, ceramics, paper items, metalwork, and many other 

products are available for purchase. Siikscreen prints by local artist 

Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e graphics by 

Zubeiie Bike Et Board Factory are available in limited quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu I0:00 AM- 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 



Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 6 November, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Art For Lunch 

Wei-Cheng Lin on "Japanese Screens: History and Function 
in Early Modern Japan" 

Wednesday, 7 November, 12:00 PM 

Curators’ Seminar 

Treasures of Japanese Art from Storage: Lacquer 

Thursday, 8 November, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Akira Kurosawa’s Ran 
Thursday, 8 November, 7:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adutts, students, and children on 
the VISIT pa~e of our website. 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Ando Hiroshi~e, Japanese, 1 796-1858: Untftled, n.d.; color woodbtock. UNC Art Department Correction. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: The 5th Senkei Kenze Nob, 1958; co~or screen print. Merrier C. Berman 

Correction. O Estate of Ikk6 Tanaka. 

Rick Horton, American, 1954-1990: Atelier 29, n.d4 cot[aBe. Gift of the Estate of the Artist. 

Vidabeth Benson, Island Texture, 2012; si[kscreen print. Avai[aMe for purchase at the Acktand Museum Store. 

Akira Kurosawa, Sti~[ from "Ran" (1985). Screenin8 at the Varsity Theatre, as part of the Ack[and Firm Forum, on 

Thursday, Nov. 8, at 7:00 PM. 

John Luster and Burritt "Bucky" Benson: HowNow, 2012. Part of CowParade North Carotina. 

Forward this email 



This email was ~nt to eunice@emaii.unc.edu by esbowJes@emaikunc.edu 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Ivluseum, LINC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S, Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:09 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Faculty Colloquium-Dr. Arturo Escobar (Nov. 8th) 



can & o- erican Studies Faculty 

"T i " e~ tories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, 
Politics, Enviro~ent, and evelopment.~ 

Dr. Armro Escobar 
Kenan Distinguished Prot)ssor of Anthropology 

l~C ChapeloHill 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 
3:30 PM~4:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center Room 1009 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32371612 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32371612-32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

To: The mlk~r~c mailing list. <mlkApc @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc Speaker Update 

Hello All, 
I hope you all are doing well. Unfortunately, I just received news that Kerry Washington will not be able to be our keynote speaker at the MLK Memorial Lecture and although 
John Legend was our second choice, he is $55,000 which is out of range for our budget. Due to both the first and second choice being ruled out, we as a committee needs to 
decide on some more possible choices in order for availability and price to be checked. I know that Phylicia Rashad was our number three choice, but it seemed to me that 
everyone wanted someone younger and as someone mentioned, we have to keep in mind the theme chosen for the week. If you would like to move forward with her as the 
final decision for the speaker or have any other speaker ideas, please send them to me ASAI~ as we need to figure something out now. Once I get responses I will send an 
email out about who was mentioned and the prices!availability of these people. Thank you for your continued efforts to making this Celebration week the best it can. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlkAp~      as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243,2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc12-13&o 32371808 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32371808-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 2:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunic~email.unc.edw> 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our Caxolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over $435,000 in pledges during its fourth week. We are on our 

way to reaching our goal of $1,000,000! We o~fly have two weeks left! If you have not done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these 

commendable campaign efibrts. You can search the 2012 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below we’re certain you’ll find a participating chari~ or cause 

that is memaingful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even eaaier to find the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to a]l thculty and stal’l~ (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

l[mpor~ant Inti~rmalio~l: Only payroll deduction m~d credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, yon must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your team captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 

ibllow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW’. When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is vel3~ easy! There are only five steps, mad the whole process should take only five minutes to 
complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience tbr making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thaa~k you lbr your gift to CaJcolina Care~ Carolina Shares. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewlimes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 31, 2012 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Fine Arts & Exhibits, The Body Issue and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 03!/a mes 1 Y 

[~iii @Times - October 31, 2012 ] 

Fh~e Arts & Exh~blts 

~ 

ilXiI 

Don~t miss our in-depth euverage of fine arts and exhibits. 
Learn about how Suthebfs is wooing a hipper audience at 
$2. Approaching a ~ooth anniversary, take a closer look at the 
Arnmry Show~ Find o~t how ’Pawn Stars~ crosses paths with 
museums. Read abo~t the ’Women Who Rock’ travding 
exhibitiun and diseuver huw eontrib~tions ii’om Cindi Lauper to 
Gianni Versaee created this historic show~ 

The Body issue                                            ~ 
The Body issue of the .Magazine bt’ings ym~ to the 
enchanted ist;md Ikaria where the inhabitants liw~ very 
long fives. Meet the family that cobras together’. Find out what 
happens when ym~ get naked with strangers iu the land of strip 
ma~l massage~ 

Don’t Niss or~ N’~Times.com 

* ’The Richard Bm’ton Diaries~ 
~ Under One t icasao, Another 
~ No More Kid Stuff for Taylor Swift 

, A PartZrime Life, as Hours Shrink a~d Shift 
, E~gaging Children WRh the Siren Call of the 

Top 5 Wewed Featu res o~ v~rr~ 
(Be~,~;eee Oct. 24. 2012 - Oct 30~ 2012) 

1. t{ urricane Sandy: Forecast For Your Area 

2. Hurriemze Sandy: View From Above 

3. The Island Where People Forge[ to Die 

4. ~it’aeking the Stot’m 

5. Billions in Hidde~ Nehes for Family of Chinese Leader 

~ SLIDE SHO’W: ’[.e Nozze di 

Figat’o’ 
Scenes from the pt’oduction at 
the Metropolitan Opera 

~ INTEI/ACTIVE: Images, 

Themes and Props in 
Presidential Campaign Ads 
In the past few weeks, some 
media markets have been 
swamped with election 
advertising. A New York Times 
analysis looks at all the 
campaign ads that ran between 
October 4 and 2~ --including 
those produced by outside 
groups. 

~ INTERACTgVE: The Wen 

F;m~ily Empire 
Diagram showing the family of 
Wen diabao and their business 
network. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

The No Myth ¯ 

Agenda 
lgnm’e the jaded 
pundits. If you 
don’t know what to 
expect Dora the 
presidential candidates, you 
haven’t been paying attention. 
aoin the conversation. 

~ Join the Conversation a 

Sign IJp for the Politics e- 

mail newsle~er 

Follow The Agen,,a 



Follow Na~e Silver’s           ~ 
@fivethirt,,~eight blog on 
]witter 

ABOUT TF~I8 

@Times comes to you from the NY[imes.com marketing depa~ment You received this message becmise you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times ne~vsletter 

Manace Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chan!.]e Your E..Mail I F’~ivacy Policy I Advertise i Co!~tact 

[he New York ~~mes Company I Copyright 2012 I N’y’T~naes corn 620 Eighth ,~.venue New YorK, NY !00’18 

,% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Hi Eunice, 

Best, 
Margaret 

I think I must cancel classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:30 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

Hi Class, 

So here’s the deal. Both i will present on ’l~uesday and we will not see the documentary on mimng Anyone who wants to view it can borrow it from me. This will keep us on 
schedule. 

Let me know that you have received this message. Otherwise I will need one person to go to the class to make the announcement. Please take this time to work on your papers or outlines 

Thanks, 

ProIi Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

RE: 

Thanks Eunice. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:31 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Margaret, 

Send an email to your class and forward it to me for the record. 

Take care, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:07 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Hi Eunice, 

Best, 
Margaret 

I thiN( I must cancel classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaikunc.edu> 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 9:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu [leemc@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 01, 2012 9:50 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

Dear Class, 

As you are aware of, 
you on Tuesday 

Best, 

Pro£ Lee 

Please continue reading and I will see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Grant, Maggie <maggiegran~unc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 1, 2012 2:50 PM 

Carolina Women"s Center monthly aJmouucement <cwc anuounce@listserv.unc.edu> 

[cwc announce] CWC Weekly Update 

November Dec 2012 Event Ca~endar.pd£ Invisible War flyer.lxtf; Post-Election Poster (2).pdf 

WeeMy [lpdate 
November 4~ - November 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Happy November! 

Please see [he attached November/December Event Calendar, as well as a flyer for our upcoming screening of The Invisible 

War’ (Nov. 7th) and our Post-Election discussion (Nov. 13tb). We’d love to see you this month! 

CWC News ai/d Events 

1/7: Screening of The Invisible War 

7:00 pm, Stone Center Auditorium 

The Carolina Women’s Center is hosting a screening of The Invisible War, a documentary about the rape epidemic in the U.S. military, on 

Wednesday, November 7th at 7:00 pm in the Stone Center Theater. The film’s trailer can be viewed here. Please also see and distribute the 

attached flyer and join the Facebook event for more details[ Free and open to the public. 

11/13: "Post-Election: The Role and Agency of Women in America" 
5:00 - 6:30 pm, Carolina Women°s Center (Suite 101 in the Stone Center) 
We’re hosting an open discussion the week after the election to discuss issues facing women during the new presidential term, women’s roles in 

politics, and how women’s issues were or were not portrayed during the Presidential campaign. We hope to offer a safe, respectful place for 

anyone to discuss their views on the role and agency of women in this election and politics in general. This discussion is a non-partisan; everyone 

is welcome and invited to attend! There will be coffee and snacks, so invite a friend and come join the discussion! Check out the Facebook event 

here! Also, see attached flyer. 

Other Campus a,ld Community Events and Opportunities 

Know Your Rights: A Presentation for Domestic Violence Survivors 

5:30 - 7:00 PM, Compass Center for Women and Families, 210 Henderson St, Chapel Hill, NC 

November Ist and November 29th 

UNC Law students are offering a monthly "Know Your Rights" seminar on basic information on civil and criminal resources for DV survivors, 
These sessions will focus on providing a basic understanding of available options and expectations for court. For additional info please e-mail 

@gmail.com. 

"Who Needs Feminism?" lecture by Dr. Rachel Seidman 

Nov. 7th, 3:30 - 4:30 pm, Toy Lounge, Dey Hall 

Last spring, students in Rachel Seidman’s course Women in the Public Sphere: History, Theory and Practice, decided to fulfill the requirements 

for a final project by asking their peers on campus, "Who Needs Feminism?" To their surprise, the world answered them. The project’s Tumblr 

blog has received more than 100,000 visits from 144 countries, and over 17,000 people have "liked" Facebook page. Dr. Seidman is Associate 

Director of the Southern Oral History Program in the Center for the Study of the American South at UNC. Please register: 

http://tinyurl.com/gy4ycph. Sponsored by the Association for Women Faculty and Professionals. 

SpeakOut! Against Sexual and Interpersonal Violence 

Tuesday, November 6, 7 PM, the Pit 



Project Dinah’s annual SpeakOut! is a powerful event during which our members read anonymous testimonials of survivors’ experiences that 
have been collected over the year through our SpeakOut! blog (!Lt..t.~?.L./.~.Ev.5~....s.p....e-a-k-~-u..t-u...n-c.:..b..!..qg.~.EEf:.~1J~)~ In doing so, we hope to break the 
troubling silence that surrounds sexual assault and relationship violence and lend our voices to those who struggle with its effects. The evening 
includes recognizing the number of assaults reported on our campus in the past year, celebrating the courage of survivors, and empowering 
students to end all forms of violence. EROT, Wordsmiths, the Achordants, and Cadence will perform at the event. The evening closes with an 
"open mic" period during which individuals may come forward to speak of their own experiences or feelings. 

Needed: \Vo~nen willing to Walk for Justice 

Saturda~v, November 3 
Walk 2.5 miles of a 6ymbolic walk from Durham to Chapel Hill 

Nine teams of women will be maMng the waJk from the Pauli Murray Historic Maxker in Dnrham to the Journey of Reconciliation Historic Marker in Chapel ttill. The 

Journey of Reconciliation is considered the First Freedom Ride, when nine white and black men used non-violent direct action to test the 1946 Supreme Court Ruling 

desegregating interstate bns travel. This walk is liar the women that were not allowed to walk in 1947, as well as local women activists who devoted their lives to 

advancing equality a~d freedom. It is tbr all civil rights causes today! We need a team ti~om UNC to participat!! There are 4 spots available. If you are willing and 
interested, please contact Elizabeth McCain ~          ~_a~g__n_)__@_=c_’~?~!. 

FORD FOUNDATION FELLOWSHIP PROGRAMS 

2013 Ford Fello wship competitions are NOW OPEN and currently acceptiny applications 

Through ~ts Fellowship Programs, the Ford Foundation seeks to increase the diversity of the nation’s college and university faculties by 

increasing their ethnic and racial diversity, to maximize the educational benefits of diversity, and to increase the number of professors who can 

and will use diversity as a resource for enriching the education of all students. 

Eligibility to apply for a Ford fellowship is limited to: 

¯ All citizens or nationals of the United States regardless of race, national origin, religion, gender, age, disability, or sexual orientation, 

¯ Individuals with evidence of superior academic achievement (such as grade point average, class rank, honors or other designations), 

¯ Individuals committed to a career in teaching and research at the college or university level. 

For more information, please see: http://sites.nationalacademies.org/PGA/FordFellowships/index.htm 

Women’s Agenda Assembly! 

This year Compass Center for Women and Families is hosting the biennial Women’s Agenda Assembly. This event offers women an exciting 

opportunity to come together to learn about and discuss pertinent policy issues affecting our community. The feedback is then provided to the 

North Carolina legislature by North Carolina Women United. This data represents the political policy interests of women in counties throughout 

our state, and provides legislators with knowledge enabling them to address the issues that are most important to the women of North Carolina. 

This year we are focusing on: Civic Participation and Equality, Economic Self-Sufficiency, Affordable Childcare, Violence Against Women, and 

Access to Mental Health Services. 

Our featured speakers are: 

Rachel Seidman, Associate Director of Southern Oral ttistory Program, UNC 

Bernetta Thigpen, Northwest Region Director, N.C. Council for Women 

Linda Hindman, Program Manager of Smart Start and NC Pre-K 

Beth Posner, Legal Aid of North Carolina Attorney specializing in Domestic Violence 

Lisa Hamill, National Alliance on Mental Illness, Orange County President 

th The Assembly is scheduled for November 17 , 2012 from 12-3pm atthe Carrboro Century Center, located at 100 N. Greensboro Street, 

Carrboro, NC 27510. Childcare will be provided, however we ask that you RSVP if you are bringing children. There will also be interpretation 

provided for Spanish-speakers. For more information, please email Lisi at volunteer@won~enspace.org. 

Safe Zone Training 

The Safe Zone Ally program is a symbol of this University’s efforts to increase awareness and acceptance of the diverse gay, lesbian, bisexual, 

transgender, and queer community. Email Laura at !__a_u___r__a__!_i_?__@__!_i__v_e__:_u__!Lc_:_e____d_u_. to register. Please include your first and last name; the date of the 

training you wish to attend; whether you are a staff, faculty, undergraduate, graduate or postdoc student; department affiliation and (if 

applicable) your anticipated year of graduation. The Safe Zone training is a four hour program open to all UNC-CH community members. Fall 

2012 Safe Zone training dates are as follows: 



HAVEN Training Opportunities 

Ongoing Fall 2012-Spring 2013 

HAVEN helps UNC students, staff, and faculty learn how to respond to sexual and relationship violence in our campus community and how to 

become informed allies. Training dates and registration information are available at hrcp://safe~unc.edu/get-involved/haven-register/. For 

general information about interpersonal violence, including One Act trainings and resources on and off campus, please visit http://safe.unc.edu 

University Career Services Fall 2012 Career Fairs 

Law School Exploration Day: 11-7-12 

Master & PhD Fair: 11-13-12 

For more information, visit http:~[c~L~r~:~u~d~. 

i~i Description: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: 

cid:image002.jpg@010D86AC.E 1405900 

The Carolina Women’s Center’s mission is to create an inclusive education and work environment where gender is not a barrier to success, 

difference and diversity are celebrated, and everyone is safe to live, learn, teach, and work without threat of harm or unequal treatment. 

150 South Road, Suite 101 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3302 

cwc@unc.edu I 919-962-8305 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <%~iLBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Friday, November 2, 2012 6:09 AM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

ANN: Best Cqaduate Student Paper 

From: Kenneth Wilbum, East Carolina Universi~ <wilburnk@ecul edu> 
Date: 2 November 2012 

SERSASians, I am pleased to announce your winner of the SERSAS Prize for 
the best graduate student paper at the Fall 2012 conference in Savannah, 
Georgia. Birthe Reimers, a graduate student at Kennesaw State University 
and author of "The EIt’ectiveness of Gacaca Courts in Post-Genocide 
Rwanda," ha s ~von. 

Congratulations Ms Reimers’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Tia Howell <lia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 10:45 AM 

Hall, Perry A <tIALLPA@EMAILMNC.EDU>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtr>; Caldwell, Kia L 
<klcaldwe@emml.tmc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edtr> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

PeopleAdmin Log-in i,ffom~alion - Assistant Professor Position - FAC0000180 

Hi all, 
I have tested the guest log-in for PeopleAdmin so that you all can view the applicants for the open position. So far, it has worked each time. 
Please use the following method and let me know if it does not work for you. 
~-Iqa 

GO TO: unc.peopleadmin.com!hr 
Log-in as a guest with the following info. 
Username: gu45538 
Password: 
Tia Howell Williams 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

MUST READ! 

Habari ya saa hizi Mwalimu SaNe? 

It was great bumping into you today. I hope we will be able to meet the week starting November 12th~ I will be free during lunchtime Thursday, November 15th. All other days 
I have classes from noon to around 3 pro. So, let me know which day and time works best for you. 

Pole tena na shughuli, kazi, na mambo mengine. 

Best, 

Cell 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae <nildd@unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 1:01 PM 

tallen@nncl;n.edu; Andrews, Wendy Nm~lon <wendy andrews@unc.edtr~; cblattne@nncc.edu; Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); 

Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahne@med.unc.edu>; Dumlao, Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); Hogan, Vijaya K 

<vhoga~@email.unc.edtr~; ltjefl~rson@st-aug.edu; laih@ecu.edu; grossmcmillan~ecu.edu; Dawn T. Forbes (dmutphy@ncat.edu); Juliana 

Nfal~-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsn.edu); pollmdl@uncw.edn; Allmendingel; Carolyn M <ca~rolyn.allmendinge@unc.edtp,; ~:rtisr@ncat.edu; Dr 

Frances Bailey Burch (~burch@gmdner-webb.edn); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); 

patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsn.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; k lundg~buncg.edu; McNulty, Carol P. 

(mcnultycp@uncw.edu); ndabvonga .~ecu.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; privideral@ecn.edu; Ashley Si~nons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); 

Thomas, Sharon H <sharon thomas@unc.edu~;; Tripp, Teresa (TRIPPT@ecn.edu);          ~}earthlink.net; paola sztajn@ncsu.edn; 

Thornsvard, Katie <~katie~ema~l.unc.edn>; vanmlligenm@ecu.edu; yaylacicegin@tmcw.edu; SaNe, Etmice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; 

tawannah allen (          @yahoo.cam) 

RE: BRIDGES: Recap & ACTION ITEMS 

Good morning, ladies, and Happy Friday! 

Thank you to everyone who completed the survey, t appredate your responses. Now that the survey has dosed, t haw~ a few items/updates ~:o share: 

Gift for Anne~e - Based on the feedback received from more than hall: of the respondents, we wH~ purchase jeweky for Annette. ~n addition, there were severa~ 

suggestions of a unique ~ft or picture~ So, in addition Lo Lhe jewNry, we wH~ also present AnneLLe w~th a g~:t specifically made for her. A speda~ thanks ~oes to 

Sharon Thomas for ident~fyh~g and worMng wkh a local artist who will custom make a tapestry for Annette’s office -THANK YOU, Sharon~ If you would stN ~ke to 

make a contribution toward the gift, fen free to do so when we meet next FrMay. 

Qt~estions for ~otmdtab~e Discussion -Th~s afternoon, ~ w~H ema~l Anne~:te a lisl: of our questh:ms for the round~:able d~scuss~om ~ k~ag~ne tha~: you wH] also have at~ 

opportunity to ask addith:~nal questh:~ns during the seashore 

A~ke for G~ADUATION --- I’ve received a few questions about the attire for the Graduation. The short answer is that there ~s no [:orma~ dress code or requirements. 

My Personal Thoughts/’Guid~’fi~es: At a m~nimum, we should probaMy wear purpte and sorned~b~g busb~ess casual or dressier. ~ would suggest that we pfan to 

incorporate purple h~to the top half of our outfits~ So, ~f you wear a purp]e shirt, dress, blouse, cardigan, shawl etc, the purp]e wile be sure to show u~ in p~ctures~ 

Of course, you can a~so wear purp]e on the bottom half ~f you’d like. 

~ar~a’s Bracelet Project - ~’ve also received a couple of questions abou[ ~:he basket of beads that Maria has shared over the past couple DE sessk?ns. Maria intended 

~:or each of us Lo make a brsceleL to exchange w~Lh one another~ If you have noL already and would I~ke Lo participate, please make your beaded bracelet and 

it Lo Friday’s session. Mori~ ---please ]~,e/.f~ee to add ~ny additio~}ol inform~tion that you wouM fike to share. 

That’s all for now, Have a wonderfu~ weekend and ~ ~ook forward to seek~g you next week~ 

Take 

N~kk~a 

F~m: Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 

Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:~ PN 

To: tallen@uncNu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Ne~on; cbla~ne@uncc.edu; Cook, Nethia (COO~@ecu.edu); Oonahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J (DON~OR@ecu.edu); 

Hogan, Vijaya K; I~efferson@st-aug.edu; laih@ecu.edu; grossmcmillana@ecu.edu; Dawn T. ~orbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana NNh-Abbenyi 0mphd@ncsu.edu); 

pollardl@uncw.edu; Al~mendinger, CarNyn N; a~isr@ncat.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Butch (fburch@gardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu.edu; Downing, Kim S. 

(KSOOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; Audrey Jaeger (a~aeger@ncsu.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; ~lundgr@uncg.edu; NcNulN, Carol P. 

(mcnulNcp@uncw.edu); ndabvongat@ecu.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; privideral@ecu.edu; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa 

~RIPPT@ecu.edu);          @ea~hlink.net; paola_szMjn@ncsu.edu; Thomsvard, Katie; vanwill~genm@ecu.edu; yaylacicegiu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen 

@yahoo.cam) 

Subject: BRIDGES: Recap N A~ON 

Hello ladies! I hope that each of you is doing welH 

~t seems like today ~s the day for BRIDGES information. @ 

First, thank you for providing me the opportunity to represent our BRIDGES class on the Advisory Board. I appreciate and value your support and/look forward to 

representing each of you on the Board in the future. 

Second, as promised, I am writing to follow up from our discussion on Saturday. There were a few of us who were unable to attend Saturday’s last session, so I will 

provide a brief recap of our homework, as ~ understood it, for the next week. Be sure to read through the bottom for your ACTION ~TEM. 

Gift for Annette - we decided that each of us wouM contribute $15 toward a gift of appreciation for Annette. We will present our class gift to her at the 
th closing banquet. Some of the suggested ideas included an engraved amethyst necklace and/or bracelet recognizing the 20 year of the BRIDGES program. 

th Other ideas included a plant, or flowers, a gift card (for electronics or spa services), a weekend getaway, 20 small items in recognition of the 20 gear of 

the program, a framed picture of our group, or a shawl. It seemed as though the jewelry was a group favorite, ideally sometNng engraved, but wanted to 

confirm. So far, we have a budget of 5400 from those who have contributed thus far. Please use the survey below to share any additiona~ thoughts or 

suggestions. I will use your feedback to select a gift to purchase. 

2. ~uestions for BRIDGES alumnae round table. During our last weekend, we will participate in a roundtaNe discussion with previous BRIDGES participants. 

We have been asked to identify, in advance, questions!topics that we would like to discuss. I have been asked to share our class’s questions with Annette 

at least one week prior to our last session. Please think of questions that you would like former participants to address and send your questions to me via 

the survey ~ink below. I ask that you complete the survey below sometime this week. 

3. Sta~ing in touch. As a reminder, we also need to identify at least one other person that we will commit to staying in touch after we complete the program 

next month. 

4. FYI: the list used for this email includes BRIDGES 2012 Participants only. Annette and the Advisory Board members are not included in this email group. 

ACTION ~T[~: please visit the following link ASAP: http:!/www.surveymonkey.com/s!9gTHVNS to complete a brief (5 min) survey regarding gift ideas and 

questions for our last session. I will share a summary of questions and will keep you informed of the progress with the gift selection once responses are received 

and tallied. 

ket me know if you have any questions, or if you would ~ike to be d~rectly invNved with the gift purchasing process. @ 

I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Take care, 

Nikkia 

Nikkia Sheppard Lynch 

Business Officer 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

218 South Building; CB 8000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8000 

nikkia@unc~edu 

(919) 843-6056 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 2, 2012 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear Eunice, 

In-any event I l~ve a 350 page manuscript that only needs a)ew revisions ~nd 

then T can send it off to the publishers. I hope that in getting better I will be able to do this before the weekend is over. I do feel the pressure of making sure the book is out by 
August. 
Have a good one. 

Best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

African Studies, East Carolina University <SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU> on behalf of 

Wilburn, Kenneth <’WILBURNK@ecu.edtc, 

Friday, November 2, 2012 1:30 PM 

SERSAS-L@LISTSERV.ECU.EDU 

Congratulation!! 

From: Claire Metelits <claire.metelits@culturalknowledge org> 
Date: 2 November 2012 

Congratulations, 



Life   dong d e Line ,,o o,oo   o,oo 

A ~hoto~ra~hic ~o~rait of 
Amedca’s last ~reat steam- 
~owered railroad. 

iN video: bartram on water 

Bartram, director of the 

Water Institute at UNC, 

gave the keynote address 

Kr~er,.qy Bondage: How does our past dependency on slavery 

relate to our current reliance on oil? 

A Weei,; e[ Sta!~d[ng Up It’s not as hard as it sounds. (Su~.an’s 

Boiling :L ]:)ow~ Mr the ResL or Us: The most brilliant among us 

often have no problem communicating complex ideas (Bla~gon 

during the University Day 

Ceremony on October 12.           ii~ii 

Source Code: UNC researchers discover the first link between 

the chemicals that orchestrate how our genes are expressed 

and our health maintained or derailed (Mark My W.’)rds) 



~ justin g ...... TSOT 

Politics and Sociu~l Media: 

How do Facebook and 

Twitter affect political 

thought and action? 

Political science professor 

Justin Gross talks with the 

host of The State of 

Things. 

"There’s a concerning trend of us building new and expensive 

new technology and using it for a common cancer like prostate 

without proving, really, that it’s equivalent to the existing 

technology." 

--Ronald Chen, in ~ricey New Prostate Ca!~cer Theru~py Raises 

Questions About Safety, Cost NPR 

Medicirle (UNC ~-4eal~is Cara} 

UNC researclner, others spot earlier puberty in boys 

Engirleerirl.q (UNC Naws Services}                               , 

GETGONNEGTED 

[] Endeavors oq Fscebool,; ~ Endeavors on Twi~er ~ RSS Feed 

.............................................................. ............................ .............. J~ .............................................................. 

Sent to eunice@ema:l.unc.edu --- 
uns~ibsc:-ibe from this list I update subscription p:-efere:~ces 
UNC Ch~apel Hill . CB 4&0.3 ¯ Chapel Hill. Nc 2759"), 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 9:20 PM 

To: The mlk~pc nmling hst. <mlkApcl    @listserv.unc.edw~ 

Subjet’t: [mlk~pc] MLK Speaker 

Hello All, 

Thank you to those who emailed me with their responses. After asking about the people that I received, pretty much all were ~ve’ll above our budget. (Gabrielle Union, Don Cheadle, Angela 
Bassett). Ho~vever, I wanted to ask what you all thought about suggestions I received from the agency: Michael Ealy and Taraji P. Henson. They are both in the budget. At this point it 
seems like the options on the table are the two mentioned above, Cory Booker, and Phylicia Rashad Please send me your top three options before the meeting on Monday so that I can have 
something to work with. Consider in your choices someone ~vho fits the theme (ie. younger generation) and someone who will attract a fuller and diverse. Thales! 

Best, 

-- You are currently subscribed to mlk~c12-13 as: eunice@email.unc edu To unsubscribe 
click here: http:~/lists.unc.edu/u?id 55508243.21~)42b366fc5cacl 3b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk~c12-13&o 32383813 or send a blank email to leave-32383813- 
55508243.2f042b366fc5cac 13b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu. 



Froln; 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: The mlk pc 

Cc: 

Subject: RE:[mlk pc 

@live,unc.edu> 

12:06 AM 

mailing list. <mlkjpc    ~@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

~kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

MLK Speaker 

Hello All, 

I kno~v I am not able to attend the meetings, however I believe that I should express this to eye,zone. I believe in order to keep the integri~ of our program we really need to go with Phylicia 
Rashad. This event is meant to inspire as well as impart knowledge on the audience I know that Machael Ealy and Taraji P. Henson are attractive people, but the?’ do not go with the legacy 
of the program. I believe that Phylicia Rashad has made huge intellectual contributions to the African American community This program has standards and it is our responsibility to 
uphold them. 

Best, 

Confidentialit’~, Notice: This email message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential m[’ormation. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message 

From @live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:20 PM 
To: The m[k pc mal~ng list 
Subject: [mlk pct MLK Speaker 

Hello All, 

Thank you to those who emailed me with their responses. After asking about the people that I received, pretty much all were we’ll above our budget. (Gabrielle Union, Don Cheadle, Angela 
Bassett). However, I wanted to ask what you all thought about suggestions I received from the agency: Michael Ealy and Taraji P. Henson. They are both in the budget. At this point it 
seems like the options on the table are the two mentioned above, Co1~ Booker, and Phylicia Rashad. Please send me your top tl-tree options before the meeting on Monday so that I can have 
something to work with. Consider in your choices someone who fits the theme (i.e. younger generation) and someone who will attract a fuller and diverse. Thanks! 

Best, 

-- You are currently subscribed to mlk~r~c 12-13 as          ~live.unc.edu. To ansubscribe 
click here: http://lists.tmc.edu/u?id=55508241.e5407a65f9efdOleba4ba655e629e43c&n=T&l=mlk pc12-13&o=32383813, or send a blank email to leave-32383813- 

55508241 .e5407a65 f9efd01 eba4ba655 e629e,43 c @listsel~’.unc. edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to mlk~pc12-13 as: etmice@emaihunc.edu. To unsubscribe 

c~ickhere:htt~://~ists.unc.edu~/u‘.,id=555~8243.2f~42b366fc5cac~3b387723839a42dd&n=T&~=1~k ~c12-13&o=32383962 or sendablankeraailtoleave-32383962- 

55508243.2fr)42b366fc5cac 13b387723839a42dd@listsel~’.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, November 3, 2012 6:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Update on health 

Thanks Eunice. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 6:28 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Update on health 

Dear Margaret, 

T am sorry to hear about this. 

Take care and get well soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, November 02, 2012 1:09 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Update on health 

Dear Eunice, 

T was told today will likely be the worse day and then I should start feeling better. In any event I have a 300 page manuscript that only needs a few revisions and 
cnen i can send it off to the publishers. I hope that in getting better I will be able to do this before the weekend is over. I do feel the pressure of making sure the book is out by 
August. 
Have a good one. 

Best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 2:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: With Time as Tight as Race, Romney and Obama Zero In 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. ¯ Today,sHeadiines ........................................................................... 
~11~ N’~, ~rk ~im~ November 4, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

With Time as Tight as Race, 
Romney and Obama Zero In 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

For President Obama and Mitt Ronmey, 
a stubborn landscape of competitive 
states is producing equal shares of hope 
and fear anfid conflicting signals about 
the outcome. 

" ~ Slide Show: Final Days on the Campaign 

Trail 

Fractured Recovery Divides 
the Region 
By JAMES BARRON, SAM DOLNICK and 
MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

Hurricane Sandy has cut off whole 
towns from basic information, supplies 
and electricity, leaving individuals who 
have lost everything increasingly 
desperate for help. 

After Getting Back to Normal, 
Big Job Is Facing New Reality 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD 

Hurricane Sandy is now a gauge of the region’s new fragility as climate change presents the government, and 
the public, with some overwhehning choices on how best to rebuild. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I am screaming mad because this is an inhumane way to live in the highest property-taxed area of the 

entire state." 

HANK ARKIN, on power failures and a lack of basic necessities on Long Island after Hurricane Sandy. 

~ VIDEO: The Ohio 
Ground Game 
In the final days of the 
presidential race, Ohio 
voters are being courted 



and pestered on the airwaves, on the 

phone and at their homes. 

" Related Article [ Slide Show 

OPINION 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
America’s 
Leftward Tilt? 
By DREW WESTEN 

There is only one pole in 
Panericm~ polities today, 
and its nmgnetic field is so powerful that 
it has drawn both parties in the same 
direction - rightward. 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

Libya Attack Shows Pentagon’s Limits in Region 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ERIC SCHMITT 

The Pentagon’s Africa Command, based in Germany, lacked a quick-response force to send to Libya when 
3aneriema diplomatic posts emne trader attack in Benghazi. 

-. Three Injured in Benghazi Police Station Blast 12:26 AM ET 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Close Army Ties of China’s New Leader Could Test the U.S. 
By JANE PERLEZ 

Xi dinping will take the hehn of a more confident China than the United States has ever known. 

Gay Pakistanis, Still in Shadows, Seek Acceptance 
By MEGHAN DAVIDSON LADLY 

A support group in Lahore for lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender Pakistanis aims to give a safe space to 
members as more try to gain fanfily support, even in a climate of religious eouservatism. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Crime Increases in Sacramento After Deep Cuts to Police Force 
By ERICA GOODE 

Since extreme cuts in 2o11, shootings are up 48 percent and rapes, robberies, aggravated assaults, burglaries 
and motor vehicle thefts have also increased, though in snmller increments. 

California’s Governor Is in High Gear Over a Tax Initiative 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

A ballot measure’s failure could hobble Gov. Jerry Brouaa, whose hoped-for legacy had been wresting his 
state from a fiscal crisis. 

Evoking aSth-Century Drama, a Tragedy on the Bounty 
By DAN BARRY 

A vessel of timber and lore was hammered by the hurricm]e, and the captain has not been found. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

FAIR GAME 
One Safety Net That Needs to Shrink 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Eight lucky finmacial institutions got the best of both worlds under Dodd-Frank: access to the Fed’s money 
and no penalty for failure. 



Party Planning, for Both Victory and Defeat 
By DAVID SEGAL 

As a feat of event planning, there is notlfing quite like an election-night party, which cotfld be an evening of 
triumph or fiasco, a celebration or a wake. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 
Businessmen as Presidents: A Historical Circle 
By ROBERT J. SHILLER 

Panericmas achnire financial success, but they don’t always reward it at the ballot box. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Costs of Canceling Marathon Are Uncounted but Immense 
By LIZ ROBBINS and KEN BELSON 

The decision to scrub the annual race because of Hurricane Sandy will have a huge impact on New York 
Road Runners and the city. 

NETS 107, RAPTORS 100 
New Home, New Lineup and a Fresh Result 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Having spent the off-season investing heavily in their roster, the Nets hung on to beat the Toronto Raptors to 
inaugurate their new arena in Brooklyn. 

" ~ Box Score 

Young Endurance Runners Draw Cheers and Concerns 
By BARRY BEARAK 

Two Texas sisters, ages 12 and lO, rux~ in some of the most grueling races in the nation, but doctors say they 
are not in danger despite how yotmg they are. 

’. ~.~ Slide Show: Too Fast? Too Soon? 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Voting Against Ruffled Feathers 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Jonaflaan Horowitz’s installation "Your Lmad/My Lmad" raises questions about the ftmetion of museums and 
the purpose and quality of politically engaged art. 

Abe Lincoln as You’ve Never Heard Him 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

Daniel Day-Lewis, known as a picky fihn actor with obsessive work habits, talks (a bit) about his process in 
preparing for flae rifle role in Steven Spielberg’s "Lineoha." 

A Force of Nature Descends on the Met 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

The opera director David Alden, who has mainly worked in Europe, will have a belated Met debut in lfis 
hometoma with Verdi’s "Ballo in Masehera." 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

ESSAY 
Empire of the In-Between 
By ADAM DAVIDSON 

The death and life of the industrial corridor linking New York and Washington. 

:. Editors’ Note: Man-Made Devastation vs. Natural 

Charmaine Yoest’s Cheerful War on Abortion 
By EMILY BAZELON 

The head of Panericans United for Life isn’t a moderate, but she plays one on TV. 



How Do You Raise a Prodigy? 
By ANDREW SOLOMON 

Despite the past century’s advances in psychology and neuroscience, genius is as little tmderstood as autism. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....F..r..o...m...t..h..e.....M...a.gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Upholding Democracy, Ballot by Ballot 
Republicans have tried hard to disqualify millions of voters. A heavy turnout at the polls would send a strong 
lnessage. 

EDITORIAL 

Wrongly Turning Away Ex-Offenders 
Denying the vote to people who have committed felonies but have completed their sentences offends 
fundamental tenets of democracy. 

EDITORIAL 

The Military’s Swift Path to Citizenship 
The program to enlist immigrants with special abilities in languages and medicine in exchange for 
citizenship should be expanded beyond the Army. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 

Deciding Where Future Disasters Will Strike 
By McKENZIE FUNK 

If 10arriers are built to save Lower Manhattan, fl~e water won’t just disappear. It will flood other 

neighborhoods. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Time for Choosing 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The election is a referendmn on whether bigger government will be the new normal. 
’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Loin King 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A community organizer finds lfis groove in Sm~dy’s heartless swath. 
. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Vanishing Battleground 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The shrinking electoral battleground has altered the nature of Mnerican self-governance. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

How Science Can Build a Better You 
By DAVID EWING DUNCAN 

How far would you go to modify yourself ttsing the latest medical technology? 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Dining Through Disaster 
By KATE MURPHY 

HuiTicane Sandy is just the latest in a barrage of unsettling events fueling sales of so-called emergency food, 
typically freeze-dried and vacuum-packed with a 3o-year shelf life. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 4, 2008, Baraek Hussein Obama was elected the 44th president of the United States, as the eotmtry 

chose him as its first black chief executive. 

¯ See This Front.P..’..a.g.e_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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NCBS-Done 

Chronicle 

National Council of Black Political Science 

Thank you for considering us for your job advertisement. We are happy to post your 

advertisements on our Career Center for a nominal ~’ee. 

Supportiug Iustitutional and Institutioual Members may post j ob openings at their respective 
institutions for free or reduced cost. All others should: 
1. Purchase the j ob advertisement(s) via the online store with a credit/debit card (NOTE: 
NCOBPS, Inc. Tax ID# ) or request an invoice by selecting the "Bill me" option, 
then 
2. Submit a copy of job advertisment(s) to post on our Career Center to Kathie Stromile Golden 
at         ~aol.com. The job advertisement(s) will be posted and notification with the online 
URL will be sent as proof to the address(es) provided. 

Our members will receive immediate notification. Please keep in mind, many of our members 
are passive seekers and may not have their C.V.’s posted for review. 

H-Net Lists 
H-Net Job Guide Instructions 

The Job Guide is free to the job seeker but we do collect a fee of $125 (US dollars) from the job 
poster. This fee helps us to continue to maintain and improve the H-Net Job Guide and supports 
H-Net’s services to the academic community. Payment is accepted in the form of credit card, 
check or wire transfer. However, as H-Net considers the Job Guide a service to the academic 
community we do grant fee waivers on a case-by-case basis to those institutions and NGOs 
genuinely unable to make payment. Due to volume of requests, the cyclical budgeta~)¯ and fiscal 
shortfalls common in higher education (including the absence of an advertising budget) are not 
normally qualifications for a waiver. 

To submit a new j ob posting, you must first create an H-Net profile if you do not already have 
one. Once you have have completed the registration process, lo~in to Jobs Management and 
select New Job from the menu. 

Before using the Jobs Management system, please read the Job Guide p____r__i__3~__a___c__y____g_n____d____p____o____s__t__i___n_g 
policies. If you have any questions, please email iob.~uide@mail.h-net.msu.edu or call 517-432- 
5134 between the hours of 9 and 5, Monday through Friday. 



Association of Black Sociologist 

Association of Black Sociologists 

3473 S. Martin Luther King Drive 
Box #495 

Chicago, Illinois 60616-4108 
Telephone: 312-342- 7618 

Fax: 773-955-8890 
in[b(?&~ssociationofblacksociolo,~ts. 

American Sociological Association 
Job Bank Employer Instructions 

Thank you for your interest in advertising your j ob opening through the ASA. Job ads are posted 
in our online Job Bank. The ASA does not offer a print option for job postings. There are over 
14,000 members who have free access to the job bank as well as a number of non-members who 

subscribe to the job bank for a monthly fee. 

To place a j ob ad, you will need to supply basic information, such as institution, j ob title, region, 
position/rank, salary range, and j ob description. The j ob description can easily be pasted into the 
online form. Please note that the Job Bank does not support html format or images at this time. 
There are no ad dimensions, no word limits, and no deadlines. You will need your department 
or institution login to post a j ob in the Job Bank. Individual members cannot post j obs through 
their ASA account. Login to the Job Bank here. If you need your department or institution login 
and/or password, please email j obbank@asanet.org or call (202) 383-9005. 

Job ads are $220 USD for the first 30 days and $176 USD for each additional 30 days. 
Department Affiliates receive a 10% discount. You do not have to be a Department Affiliate to 
post a job. For more information on becoming a Department Affiliate, click here. You may pay 
online with a credit card or print an invoice to mail in with your payment (check or credit card). 
Purchase Orders are not accepted. The ad will be posted after payment is processed, 1-2 business 
days after the ASA receives payment. 

Diverse Issues in Higher Education 
Online A d Rates 

Single Postings and Tokens 

Postings         Text     Duration Rate Crosspost** 

Single Job Posting Unlimited 30 Days ~!: ;;’5:::’~’ 



Journal of Blacks in Higher Education 
JBt-~ Employment Zone listings run for 60 days and range in price depending on the length of 
copy: 

500 words and under = $195 

American Political Science Association 

(30 days) 3210 up to 250 words 

$0.5/word for each word over 250. 

(additional 30 days .05/word 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 4:37 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Jacques Pierre’s "OMEGA" Poetry Reading & "Toussaint Louverture" Fihn Screening @ the Haiti Lab at Duke Thursday Nov.15th at 5:00 

Pierre Poet~ Readin#F7FFBC (4).pdf; Poster HAITIAN FILM SERIES fall 2012.pdf 

Dear Friends and Colleagues -- 

We invite you to the ttaiti LaIyomtory at Duke University Ibr an evening of tx~etry, art and film on Thursday Nov. 15, starting at 5:00 p.m. We will begin with a 

reception and poetry reading by Jacques Pierre, followed by a screening and discussion of the film "Toussaint Louverture." All are welcome. 

Address: }I:iiq I ~d’, i)~l.c ~ .i,@. crazily S,miii~ W:~rct~os..c, }~:~v l Fir!;t Fio,e ~ i4 Y~. }~sdv~r~:m i!~i~ d, ii)~.~r/vm~ IN( 2770~ 

Smith Waregous÷ 

The Ci/Smith campas bus svops reg~Jlariy outside Bay 6 on week days, 

The B8tl CiW Co~necto! bus @cops at .."glain St,eat/Campus Drive (East Campus e!~tra~ce) a~d .."glai~ Sbeet/Peabody Street (Coke So@din@ Plant): both are a short waik 

Our main entrance is at ~3ay 4, on the south s~de of the b~id~ng complex (faring t~e Dud~am Freeway overpass), These doors are open to the p~?~c from 7:30am- 

vv~h dse~r DukeCa~d. PJease corCac~ an i:~-q[ sSalT persor~ ~F you ~save q~est~o~s about DdkeCard access, Extended punic access ca~ be ar~ar~ged ~:or evening arid 

weekend events, 

The parking Jot on the south side of the Smith Warehouse can t.se accessed .q°om .~t~e Na:cweil/guchanar: or Na~’¢ell/Campus Drive intersec.~ions, Tt~e to’.:: of.%rs 3 

optior~s: 

. [tree 2-hour visitor spo.~s outside o.~ Bay ¢ 

~ 2, u~9ated metered a~ea open to all visitors at the g~.lcha~ar~ er~trar~ce across from Bay :L Ti~e meter is i~ efi~ect flom 7am to 9pro weekdays a~d %m to 9pro 

weeker~ds, The first 30 r~?in.stes is i:ree -. yoc.’ car~ obtain a dast’..boa..’d pass at the r~?eter, ’.."}~e~eai:~,e.." ti?e .."ate is $2 per 

s~alg with premium-.level pa~kir~g passes car~ swipe i~’..to the Smith tok dudng basiness hoers,) 

Ad.::%onal pad@~g fo! FH~ e’,,e!~t:~ is avaiiabie afte~ .%s~-~ <~ ~*ee~<dag$ a~ al~ ~ <~ ~*ee~<e~$ at the gravei lot across f!om Smith on Buchana~, immediately 

adjacer¢ to ti~e rail~oad 

Location, map & directions website: http://www.fl~i.duke.edui about/smith-waxehouse 

Feel free to spread the word and we look forward to seeing you there’. 

Best, 

Aude Dieud~ 

Duke UniversiU 

Ro,nance Studies Depa~nent 

PhD Caudidate in French & Francophone Studies 

Primary Focus in Nineteeuth-Centmy Haitian Literature 

Contact: aude.dieude(&duke.edu Website: http://sites.duke.edu’audei 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 5:59 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: Talk by Arturo Escobar on 

This presentation will take place at UNC-Chapel Hill’s FedEx Global Education Center. 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65&n T&I afriafam&o 32371612 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32371612-32361596.bfb5d999979b5aa9f457ab7f913a5f65(~listserv.unc.edu 



¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice~)e~nofil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-32386759-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(~listserv.nnc.edn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

probably not in on Monday, Nov. 5 

Deal Eunice, 

I came back frown Mobile sicker than I had been. I’ll see how I am tomorrow, but as of right now, I think I’ll stay home. IfI decide to come in, I’ll let you know. Here’s 
my home number: . If something comes up tomorrow and you need to talk, please do call. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJ~ken 

Professor of At?o-American Studies 

Depaxtment of African and At~o-America~ Stadies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNort21 C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my pnblications: 

htlp:/,’www.umass.edu/umpre ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/tx~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sheppard Lynch, Nildda Sharae <nikld@unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 8:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: BRIDGES: Recap & ACTION ITEMS 

Dear Eunice, 

Hello, I am doing well and hope you are too~ I would be happy to meet with you sometime this week: however, I am out of the office Monday and Tuesday. I may 

have 5;.:)me time aw~UaMe Wednesday a~ternoon after 2pro or Thursday morning before 10am. t haw~ more [lexibUi~:y i~ you wouk~ ~i~e to ~:alk via phone Let rne 

I<~ow what works best for you. 
~ ~ook forward to hearing [:rom you. 

N~kkJa 

N~kkia Sheppard lynch 

Office of the E>:ecutive Vice Chancelk)r and Provost: 

Univers~:y of Nor~:h Can:~lma at Chape~ 

218 South BuUding; CB 8000 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-8~ 

nikkia@unc.edu 

(919) 843-6056 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
$ent: Sunday, November 04, 2012 6:47 PN 
Te: Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 
Subject: RE: BRIDGES: Recap & A~ON 

Dear Nikkia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we meet sometime this week? Kindly let me know. 

With best regards, 
Eunice 

From: Sheppard Lynch, Nikkia Sharae 
Sent: Wednesday, October 24, 2012 4:40 PM 
To; tallen(~uncfsu.edu; Andrews, Wendy Newton; cblattne(~uncc.edu; Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); Donahue, Katrina E; Dumlao, Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); 
Hogan, Vijaya K; It-jefferson@st-auq.edu; laih@ecu.edu; grossmcmillana@ecu.edu; Dawn T. Forbes (dmurphy@ncat.edu); Juliana Nfah-Abbenyi 0mphd@ncsu.edu); 
pollard!@uncw~edu; Allmendinger, Carolyn M; arbsr@ncat~edq; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (fburch@qardner-webb.edu); correa@ncsu~edu; Downing, Kim S. 
(KSDOWNING@mail.ecsu.edu); patricia.fields~_g_n___c_p_#_~!_u_.; Audrey Jaeger (_aj]_a__e_._g__e__r__@__n___c__s__u__=__e__d___u_); ._k__a_p_Li__0__0__~_~___m___c_=_d___u___k__e_:__e__d___u_; ._k_[g_n___d_g_r__@__u___n__c_g=__e__d___u_; McNulty, Carol P. 
(mcnulb/cp@uncw.edu); ndabvongat@ecu.edu; lisa.nickel@uncc.edu; privideral@ecu.edu; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edu); Thomas, Sharon H; Tripp, Teresa 
(TRIPPT@ecu.edu);          @earthlink.net; paola...sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thomsvard, Katie; vanwilliqenm@ecu.edu; yaylacice~iu@uncw.edu; SaNe, Eunice N; tawannah allen 

~ y_ _a_ _h_ _ _o_ _o_ _ : _c_ _ _o_ _ _m_ 3 
Subject; BRIDGES: Recap & ACTION ITENS 

Hello ladies! I hope that each of you is doing well! 

It seems like today is the day for BRIDGES information. © 

First, thank you for providing me the opportunity to represent our BRIDGES class on the Advisory Board. I appreciate and value your support and I look forward to 

representing each of you on the Board in the future. 

Second, as promised, I am writing to follow up from our discussion on Saturday. There were a few of us who were unable to attend Saturday’s last session, so I will 

provide a brief recap of our homework, as I understood it, for the next week. Be sure to read through the bottom for your ACTION ITEM. 

1. Gift for Annette - we decided that each of us would contribute $15 toward a gift of appreciation for Annette. We will present our class gift to her at the 
th closing banquet. Some of the suggested ideas included an engraved amethyst necklace and/or bracelet recognizing the 20 year of the BRIDGES program. 

th Other ideas included a plant, or flowers, a gift card (for electronics or spa services), a weekend getaway, 20 small items in recognition of the 20 year of 

the program, a framed picture of our group, or a shawl. It seemed as though the jewelry was a group favorite, ideally something engraved, but wanted to 

confirm. So far, we have a budget of ~400 from those who have contributed thus far. Please use the survey below to share any additional thoughts or 

suggestions. I will use your feedback to select a gift to purchase. 

2. Questions for BRIDGES alumnae round table. During our last weekend, we will participate in a roundtable discussion with previous BRIDGES participants. 

We have been asked to identify, in advance, questions!topics that we would like to discuss. I have been asked to share our class’s questions with Annette 

at least one week prior to our last session. Please think of questions that you would like former participants to address and send your questions to me via 

the survey link below. I ask that you complete the survey below sometime this week. 

3. Staying in touch. As a reminder, we also need to identify at least one other person that we will commit to staying in touch after we complete the program 

next month. 

4. FYI: the list used for this email includes BRIDGES 2012 Participants only. Annette and the Advisory Board members are not included in this email group. 

ACT~O~ ~TEM: Please visit the following link ASAP: http:!/www.surveymonkey.com/s!gBTHVNS to complete a brief (5 min) survey regarding gift ideas and 

questions for our last session. I will share a summary of questions and will keep you informed of the progress with the gift selection once responses are received 

and tallied. 

Let me know if you have any questions, or if you would like to be directly involved with the gift purchasing process. © 

I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Take care, 

Nikkia 

Nikkia Sheppard Lynch 

Business Officer 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

218 South Building; CB 8000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8000 

nikkia@unc.edu 

(919) 843-6056 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <lia~villian~s~unc.edu> 

Sunday, November 4, 2012 8:51 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

maother night in the 

Hi all, 

~Tia 

I have been told to take it easy for a day or so I’ve been able to take it easy instead of tlying to do eve~-thing I usually do. 
Is it okay if I work from my home computer in the morning, thel’~ tiT to come in the office tomorrow afternoon? 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Aberaethy ttall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3435 

LrNC-CH Dept of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
LrNC-CH Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Madden, Annette P <madden@email.unc.edtc> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 10:31 AM 

tawalmah allen           @yahoo.corn); ta~len@unct?~u.edu; Allmendinger, Carolyn M <carolyn.allmendinge@unc.edu>; Andrews, 

Wendy Newton <wendy andrews@unc.edtr>; axtisr@ncat.edu; cblattne@uncc.edu; Dr Frances Bailey Burch (tburch@gardner- 

webb.edu); Cook, Alethia (COOKA@ecu.edu); corre@ncsu.edu; Donahue, Katrina E <katrina donahue@med.unc.edu>; Downing, 
Kim S. (KSDOWNING@mml.ecsu.edu); Dumlao, Rebecca J (DUMLAOR@ecu.edu); patricia.fields@uncp.edu; 

grossmcmill~la(~ecu.edu; Hogan, Vijaya K <vhogan@email.unc.edu>; Audrey Jaeger (ajjaege@ncsn.edu); kapri001@mc.duke.edu; 

l~h@ecu.edu; Sheppard Lynch, Nildda Sharae <niklda@nnc.edu>; McNnlty, Carol P. (mcnultycp@uncw.edn); Dawn T. Forbes 

(dmmphy@ncat.edu); ndabvongat@ecu.edu; Juli~la N fola-Abbenyi (jmphd@ncsu.edu); lisa nickel@uncc edu; privideml@ecu.edu; SaNe, 

Eunice N <eunice@emaAl.unc.edu>; Ashley Simons-Rudolph (apsimons@ncsu.edn); paola sztajn@ncsu.edu; Thomas, Sharon H 

<sharon thomas@tmc.edu~; Thom~ai~t, Katie <katie@email.unc.edu>; Tripp, Teresa (TRIPPT@ecu.edu); vanmlligenm@ecu.edu; 

@earthlink.net, yaylacicegin@nncw.edu; k lundgr@tmcg.edu; ltjefi~rson@st-aug.edu 

BRIDGES 2012 Graduation Coum - Reminder 

Greetings Mighty BRIDGES Graduates of 2012! 
lust a couple quick reminders: 

1. If you have not already done so, please let me know if you are not staying overnight atthe Aqueduct. 

2. I need to know the total nmnber of guests that you plan to bring to graduation, no later than Noon, Wednesday, November 7. Don’t 

include yourself in the count, and we won’t need specific names of guests attending as nametags won’t be provided for the event. We just 
want to make certain we have enough seating for everyone so let me hear from you and thanks{ 

3. If you don’t plan to bring guests to graduation, I’ll need to know as well, so we can share your guest spots with others. 

Looking forward to seeing you Friday and to a wonderful BRIDGES final weekend session! 

All the best! 

Annette 

Atmette P. Madden 
Associate Director for Professional Deve]opment & Enrichment Programs 
Program Director, BRIDGES Academic Leadership for Women 
William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 
CB #1020 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 
919.962.1123 direct 1919.962.5549 f~’~ 

madden@email.unc.edu I fridaycenter.unc.edu 
Read our stories at 
i?’idavcenter.unc.edu/s torie s 
Give to the Friday Center at 
~’idayee n~e [’.une.e d u/gift 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:28 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edw~ 

Half the Sky Event 

HTS Flier.docx 

I am a member oftbe UNC chapter of Halftbe Sky. Student Ambassadors and wanted to share an evem with you that we felt yonr depaxtment and students might be 

interested in attending. 

This Sunday, November 11 th and Monday, November 12th we will be showing the documentaD, film, Half the Sky at the Varsity Theater (123 E. Franklin St) 

FREE to the pnblic. 

This two-part documentary series for PBS and international broadcast introduces women mid girls worldwide who are living under solne of the most difficult 

circumstances imaginable and fighting bravely to ch~lge them. After the film, we will have several stu&nt mad comlnunity organizations present to miswer quefftions 

on a panel and provide an action packet with ways students can becolne involved with supporting the end to these inequolities. 

I have attached a flier for onr event to this email, feel free to post it throughout your department, share with students or on any available listervs. If you have any further 

ques~tions, please do not hesitate to email me. 

Best, 

~@~mail.com o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.une.edu> 

Monday, 1:16 PM 

The mlkA~c 12-13 mailing list. ~mlkAx:12-13@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: [mlkApcl2-13] Meeting Reminder 

Greetings Everyone, 

This isjust a reminder that we have a MLK Committee Meeting today at Spin in the Campus Y (Room 207). Please remember to research your top three speaker choices and 
be prepared to provide adequate reasonings to howl’why each person could make a great speaker. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. I look forward to 
seeing you all today. 

Best, 

You are currently subscribed to mlkApcl2-13 as: etmice~email.tmc.edu. 
To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id 55508243.2f042b366fcScacI3b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pcl2-13&o 32390418 
(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank emaJl to leave-32390418-55508243.2tO42b366tiaScacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Weusten, Mark < @gtaa.com> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 2:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your Perminent Resident Card - Toronto Person Lost & Found - F-94548 / 03-18775 

Excellent! 

What is your phone number? I’ll call you to get instructions if you see this in the next few minutes, 

My dir~:_~ct line for the next: Jew minutes ~s 

Cheers~ 

Mark 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@ema&unc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, November 05, 20~2 2:08 PN 

To: Weus~n, Mark 
Subject: RE: Your Perminent Resident Card - Toronto Person Lost ~ Found - F-94548 / 03-~8775 
Impo~ance: High 

Dear Mr. Weusten, 

This is great news! 

I am on hold for your office as I write this note. 

Talk to you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Weusten, Mark [I           ~gtaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:45 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Your Perminent Resident Card - Toronto Person Lost & Found - F-94548 / 03-18775 

Hello Eunice SaMe! 

Canada Boarder Services Agency recently delivered your USA Permanent Resident Card to the Toronto Pearson Lost & Found. 

Please call us to provide instructions on what you would like us to do with it. Please mention these reference numbers when you call: F-94548 / 03-18775 

We located your contact information online and also contacted your place of work to try and reach you. 

Our phone number is: 

CRY: {,11L.} 776-3&~2. 

Kind regards, 

~ii htt p://www 

torontopears 

on.com/upl 

oadedlmage 

Mark Weusten, Guest Services Representative 

Greater Toronto Airports Authority i Operations and Customer Experience 

P.O. Box 6031, 3111 Convair Drive, Toronto AMF, Ontario, LSP 1B2 

Phor~e (416) 776-3511 
@gtaa.com 

www.TorontoPea rson.¢o m 

This e-mail is confidential and intended solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that you have 

received this e-mail in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing, or copying of this e-mail is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail 

in error, please contact the sender. 

Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the Greater Toronto Airports Authority. 

Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defects that might affect any computer or IT system into which they are 

received, no responsibility is accepted by the Greater Toronto Airports Authority for any loss or damage arising in any way from the receipt or use thereof. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 5, 2012 4:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Message ti~om James Wellons 

Dear Chair, 
I received this email from James Alonzo Wellons, an attorney in Philadelphia the last I heard from him, but from his email address at looks like he may be teaching law now. 
In any case, he is one of our alums who has maintained an interest in the department since he was one of our majors, back in the days of Colin Palmer. I think he has also 
made pretty regular contributions to the department, although he certainly is not in the same league as Wendell McCain. As you can see from his email, he will be in town on 
Friday. I have encouraged him to make an effort to introduce himself to you. Unfortunately, I will be in Greensboro all day Friday attending a Board meeting for the NC 
Humanities Council. If you will be around, I will tell him to touch base with Travis about meeting with you. 
All the Best, -Reg 

From: Wellons, James [James.Wellons@tuhs.temple.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2012 9:52 AM 
To; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject; Message from James Wellons 

Hi Reggie, 

I hope all is well. I know this is kind of last minute, but I will be in Chapel Hill on Friday (11/09) and was wondering if you were going to be around for dinner 

at 5pro? I would enjoy catching up with you. 

Sincerely, 

James Wellons, Esq. 

Senior Counsel 

Temple University Health System, Inc. 

(215) 707-5605 (office) 

(cell) 

This electronic message is intended to be for the use of the named recipient, and may contain information that is confidential or privileged, This 

communication may contain protected health information (PHI) that is legally protected from inappropriate disclosure by the Privacy Standards of the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and relevant Pennsylvania Laws, You can direct questions concerning PHI or HIPAA to the 
Corporate Compliance and Privacy Officer at (215) 707-5605, If you are not the intended redpient, please note thai any dissemination, distribution or 
copying of th~s communication ~s strictly prohibited, If you have received th~s message m error, you should notify the sender immediately by telephone 
or by return e-mail ~nd delete and destroy al~ cop~es of th]s message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 6:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFRI Minor Requirements 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is . I am planning to enroll in Afri ] & Afri ]. 

I want to take these courses in order to complete my African studies minor; However, in looking back at the requirements, I see that they are not directly included 

in the list of courses. 

Will I still be able to complete my minor by substituting these courses as the last two that I need? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, November 5, 2012 7:41 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AFRI Minor Requirements 

I’ll get in touch with the student. 

I am doing better -- not great, but good enough to teach tomorrow. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of AIi-o- American Studies 

Depa~;tment of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNorfla Caxolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my pnblications: 

http:/iw~,w~umass~edu,’ump~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books:T- 8059.html 

htt p://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00780 

htt p://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 05, 2022 7:28 PM 

To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: FW: AFRI Minor Requirements 

Dear Kenneth, 

T hope you are feeling better. 

Kindly see below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 6:22 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI Minor Requirements 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is ]. I am planning to enroll in Afri ] & Afri ]. 

I want to take these courses in order to complete my African studies minor; However, in looking back at the requirements, I see that they are not directly included 

in the list of courses. 

Will I still be able to complete my minor by substituting these courses as the last two that I need? 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 10:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Weiler, Jonathan D <jweile@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Chapter 4 Draft 

Chapter 4 draft.docx 

Hello, 

I have attached a rough draft of my Chapter 4 that is going to be workshopped this week. I’m sorry it has taken me so long to get it to you! 

Thank you, 

BA Glob~l Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 

S4Si Executive Dilector, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 3:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: State by State, Battle for Presidency Goes to Voters 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

POLITICAL MEMO 
State by State, Battle for 
Presidency Goes to Voters 
By JIM RUTENBERG and JEFF ZELENY 

Clues to Tuesday’s outcome may come 
early, but the night could be long. Here, 
a guide to know who is up, who is doma 
and if court challenges and recounts 
could be in the works. 

Schools Reopen to Snarls; 
Transit Headaches Persist 
By VIVIAN YEE 

The effort to reopen schools shut by 
Hurricane Sandy presented officials 
with a tangled puzzle and New York 
City’s a.a million students with a 
drastically altered landscape. 

~ ~ Video: Back to School, for Some 

Where Boardwalks 
Beckoned, a Way of Life Lies in Splinters 
By WENDY RUDERMAN and KATE ZERNIKE 

Several of the century-old wood-plank promenades integral to the identity of coastal commmfities in New 
Jersey mad New York were destroyed by Hurricane Sandy. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Just because you’re displaced doesn’t mean you shouM be disenfranchised." 

GOV. ANDREW M. CUOMO, annomaeing that New Yorkers from areas most affected by Hurricane Sandy 

can vote at any polling place in the state on Election Day. 

Election Day 
Coverage 
The New York Times will 
provide live, ..... 
comprehensive coverage 



of Election Day on the Web and mobile 
devices mad in print. 

, The Election 2012 App 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Real Loser: 
Truth 
By KEVIN M. KRUSE 

Ronmey has wagered that 
facts can be ignored with 
inapunity. Facing election night clamor 

ALSO IN BUSINESS ~ 

Many investors seemed to be standing down in 
anticipation of a close presidential election. 

Storm pummels small businesses 

nytimes.co.nt           iBUS~NES:S 
.................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Harassers of Women in Cairo Now Face Wrath of Vigilantes 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

More and more groups are emerging to make protecting women - and shanfing the do-nothing police - a 
cause, combating a longstmading problem in Egypt. 

Netanyahu Says He’d Go It Alone on Striking Iran 
By JODI RUDOREN 

In an interview on Israeli TV, the prime nfinister reiterated his willingness to attack the Iranian nuclear 
program without support from Washington or elsewhere. 

Charity Says Threats Foil Medical Aid in Myanmar 
By THOMAS FULLER 

M~decins Sans Fronti~res, one of the leadhag providers of medical assistance to people ha Rakhine State, 
reported that many of its local staff members were afraid to work at refugee camps there. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Georgia’s Voters Will Decide on Future of Charter Schools 
By MOTOKO RICH 

A ballot measure in Georgia asks voters to decide on a statewide conmfission that could authorize new 
charter schools. 

Pretrial Hearing Starts for Soldier Accused of Murdering a6 Afghan Civilians 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, 39, an ll-year-nfilitary veteran, could face the death penalty if found guilty of the 
most serious charges. 

Michigan Judge Temporarily Blocks Health Law Mandate on Birth Control 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The judge said a business omaer need not, at least for now, offer insurance coverage for contraceptives to 
employees because it infringes on his religious beliefs. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK COLUMN 
The Election Won’t Solve All Puzzles 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN 

"Uncertainty" has become the watchword over the last several years as an explanation - or perhaps an excuse 



- for the economy’s slow growth, for the lack of hirhag by business and for the volatility in the stock market. 

New Drugs for Lipids Set Off Race 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

In trials, use of the experimental drugs reduced so-called bad cholesterol by about 40 to 70 percent in a 
matter of weeks, equivalent to the reduction achieved by the most effective statins like Lipitor. 

DEALBOOK 
HSBC May Face Charges in a Laundering Inquiry 
By MARK SCOTT and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

The British bank HSBC has set aside an additional $8oo nfillion connected to a money lamadering 
investigation in the United States and says it may face erinfinal charges in the United States. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Former Hip-Hop Artist’s Defense Never Rests 
By GREG BISHOP 

The football players of a Mianfi high school know Luther Campbell more as a coach teaching them to be 
yomag men thma as a rapper with 2 Live Crew who once challenged obscenity laws. 

" ~ Slide Show: Luther Campbell’s New Crew 

KNICKS 110, 76ERS 88 
Unbeaten Knicks Stress Experience Instead of Age 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Led by Cannelo 3mthony, the now-3-o IOficks showed their fans on Monday night how an experienced team 
can win on the road against a divisional opponent. 

" ~, Box Score 

TIMBERWOLVES 107, NETS 96 
Nets Blow 22-Point Lead at Home in First Loss 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Nets blew a 22-point lead in the second half, against a depleted Minnesota team, for their first defeat of 
the season and the first in their new home in Brookl3aa. 
" ~’~. Box Score 

:’ Heat 124, Suns 99: Heat Are Too Much for the Suns 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Fake Art May Keep Popping Up for Sale 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

What happens to paintings that are deemed forgeries? Some end up in the government’s hands, but others 
reappear on the walls of masuspeeting buyers. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE WHALE’ 
The Enormity of a Man’s Problems, and Vice Versa 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

There may be no more startling image on a New York stage right now than the one greeting audiences at 
Playwrights Horizons when the lights go up on "The Whale," an affecting new drama by Sanmel D. Hunter. 

Elliott Carter, Composer Who Decisively Snapped Tradition, Dies at lo3 
By ALLAN KOZINN 

Mr. Carter, whose work won dozens of awards, spent nine decades ha contemporary music and continued to 
explore new ground into his later years. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

THE AFTERMATH 
Costs of Shoring Up Coastal Communities 
By CORNELIA DEAN 



Even as commmfities in New Jersey clamor for sand, scientists warn that rising seas will make maintaining 
artificial beaches too expensive or simply impossible. 

, A Call to Rethink Storm Classification 

Speaking His Mind, Beyond the Forecast 
By DOUGLAS QUENQUA 

Bryan Norcross’s criticism of the National Hurricane Center mad of New York City’s mayor for briefly playing 
down Hurricane Sm~dy’s severity raised some debate. 

A Collective Effort to Save Decades of Research as the Water Rose 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

As Hurricane Sandy overwhehned New York City, threatening New York University research buildings in 
Kips Bay, researchers from arotmd the world rushed to offer assistance. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Battle for the Senate 
Republican hopes for control of the United States Senate have been curtailed by rigid or m~appealing 
candidates. 

EDITORIAL 
End the Death Penalty in California 
A ballot initiative, Proposition 34, provides the chance to shut down the state’s costly and broken system of 
capital punishment. 

EDITORIAL 
A Texas Injustice 
The killings of two Guatenmlaus by a state sharpshooter raises ninny questions about policies on shooting at 
velficles and the handling of hmnan- and drug-trafficking cases. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Heart Grows Smarter 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A study that has followed a set of men from 1938 to the present time confilans that emotional intelligence is 
critical to leading a contented life. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Lessons in Fearmongering 
By FRANK BRUNI 

In advance of a potentially historic Election Day, the foes of same-sex marriage deployed their favorite 
canards. 

¯ " Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mayor Bloomberg’s Blind Spot 
By JOE NOCERA 

The real take-away from the drawn-out decision on the marathon. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 6, 186o, former Illinois congressman Abraham Lincoha defeated three other candidates for the U.S. 

presidency. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell <lia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 7:42 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu>; Edwaacds, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu>; Handa, Sudhanshu 
<sha~da@email.unc.edu>; Creedon, MaU Leigh <llmary@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ho,ne agak~ today, 

Guys and Ladies, 
I apologize, I am up trying to check emails and in pain to move in any direction. On top of that, yesterday, my car would not start. LuckT we live in 
Carrboro on a bus line! If it is okay with you all, I would like to do as much as I can ficom home. helped me with the remote desktop issue I ~vas having, so I can access everything I 
need ficom here as long as my main computer in AB is turned on. 

I don’t know if I can take this for another month! Of course, I will keep you all updated. I am thanld’ul that ever,vone has been so understanding and flexible with me, but I will 
continue pushing tl~rough remotely as long as I can’. 

~--Tia 

Ti a Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 
115 Abemethy Hall 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept of African and Afro-American Studies 

108 Battle Hall, Room 109 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 8:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Today’s meeting - meeting later in the day 

Yes I can meet at 3:30! 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 6, 2012, at 6:44 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(a)emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Can we meet later in the day today? 3.30 or 4.00pm would work. 

Let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: . @qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, :t0:57 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Chapter 4 Draft 

Hello, 

I have attached a rough draft of my Chapter 4 that is going to be workshopped this week. I’m sorry it has VaJaen me so long to get it to you! 

Tha~k you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 

S4Si Execntive Director, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live Alnc .edu> 

Tuesday, 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Donations to Student Nonprotit Yole!Africa US 

Yole!Africa US Launch Party Budget.docx 

Hello Ms. Eunice SaNe, 

My name is and I am a student representing Yole!Africa U.S., a new non-profit organization my first year seminar created this semester. 

Our objective as an organization is to empower and connect young people through their shared interest in music, film, and dance. Along with other groups such as Friends of 
the Congo, The Jazz Mama Movement, and Alkabu Film Productions, we seek to educate American youth about the violence taking place in the Democratic Republic of Congo 
from the Second Congo War to the recent advance of the March 23 Movement (M23) rebel group. It still awes us how so many groups have taken advantage of the arguably 
wealthiest country in terms of resources to the point where they are considered one of the most poverty stricken countries in the world. Awareness is the first step in change 
because ignorance of the conflict leaves the Congolese right where there are now. 

Through artistic exchange, such as music, film, and dance, we hope to raise awareness. We are planning our launch party for December 2nd and are looking for sponsorship 
with the the African and Afro-Americans Studies department if there is interest or if you are willing to give donations for our coming out event. 

Our party will consist of the release of an original song written and recorded by my class, the premiere of promotional videos we created, the official launch of our website my 
classmates constructed, and performances by groups like The Clef Hangers and students in our class. 

I hope that gave you more insight on our non-profit and would like to arrange a meeting to learn more! I attached our level of sponsorships and our projected budget. Anything 
will help us so much! 

Thanks again, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tuesday, 2:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Re: Today’s meeting - meeting later in the day 

Hi, I may be a little late and get there around four! I hope that’s okay! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 6:44 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(a)emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Can we meet later in the day today? 3.30 or 4.00pm would work. 

Let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: .~mail.coml 
Sent: Monday, :t0:57 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Weiler, Jonathan D 
Subject: Chapter 4 Draft 

Hello, 

I have attached a rough draft of my Chapter 4 that is going to be workshopped this week. I’m sorry it has VaJaen me so long to get it to you! 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 

S4Si Execntive Director, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:O5 PM 

Williams, Tia Howell <tia_williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

Hours for October 

Hi Tia, 

Here are the hours that I worked in October: 

10/2 - 10:15am-12:15pm - 2 hours (Office) 

10/5 - lO:30am-l:3Opm - 3 hours (Office) 

10/9 - 9:00am- 12:00pm - 3 hours (Office) 

10/12 - lO:30am - 12:15pm - 1.75 hours (Office) 

10/26 - 9:30am - 12:30pm - 3 hours (Office) 

10/30 - 9:30am - l:00pm - 3.5 hours (Office) 

10/31 - 11:00am - 12:00pm - 1 hours (Meeting at NC Collections) 

=17.25 hours total 

I am putting together a timesheet in google docs for the future so that I can keep track of when I am working in the office vs. having meetings outside of the office since that will 

be increasing the closer we get to the conference. 

Shelby 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and Change 

School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

I@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:02 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-06-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday November 6th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/14/12 - Pete Kolsky lecture entitled "Cholera Management in Haiti: Some Ob~rvations from a Sanitary Engineer" at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of 

the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water is focus of next Pricdess Gem tour In keeping with the two-year "Water In Our World" theme, the Priceless Gems cmnpus tour organized by the UNC 

Visitor’s Center will focus on water. Beginning on Nov. 9th, this "Meeting of the Waters" tour will showcase both the histoiy and significance of water at UNC. For 

more ilffom~ation: http://~vvw.unc.edu/can~pus-updates/Water-Tour 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Birdsall-Dreiss Lecture with Dr. Jay FamiNietti - The Institute for the Environment at UNC roll be hosting the 2012 Birdsall-Dreiss lecture with Dr. Jay Farniglietti 

titled %Vater Cycle Change and the Human Fingerprint on the Water Landscape of the 21st CentuD,: Observations from a Decade of GRACE" on Thursday 
November 8th at 5:30 PM in the Tate-Tumer-Kuralt Auditorium located in the UNC School of Social Work. The Birdsall-Dreiss Lectureship is sponsored by The 

Geological SocieF of America, Hydrogeology Division in memory of John Manning Bird~ll. A Professor of Earth System Science and Civil Engineering at University 

of Calitbmia-Irvine, Dr. Famiglietti directs the UC Center for Hydrologic Modeling where his research tbcuses on hydrolo~y and climate, remote sensing of the 

terrestrial and global water cycles, and hydrological mad Earth system modeling. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World" - For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/rwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 6, 2012 4:43 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Thursday November 8: Film Screening "Tiga" @ the John Hope Franklin Center Room 240 at 7:00 pm 

Poster HArI’IAN FILM SERIES fall 2012.pdf 

Dear Friends and Colleagues -- 

We invite you on Thursday November 8 to the film screening of"Tiga: Haiti, Dream, C~eation, Possession, and Folly" at the John Hope Franklin Center Room 240 

starting on 7:00 pm. All are welcome. 

Feel free to spread the word, and we look forward to seeing you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 3:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Wins New Term as Electoral Advantage Holds 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Wins New Term as 
Electoral Advantage Holds 
By JEFFZELENY and JIM RUTENBERG 

Voters retunmd President Obama to the 
White House, but he will face a Congress 
with the same divisions that marked his 
first tenn. 
¯ " Live Coverage of the Election 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Question for the Victor: How 
Far Do You Push? 
By PETER BAKER 

The next battle for President Obama is 
to decide what he wants to accomplish 
in a second term and how to go about it. 

" Political Times: Winning a Second Term, 

Obama Will Confront Familiar Headwinds 

~’ For Obama, a Chance to Catch Up to His 

Epochal Vision 

Democrats Grab Senate Seats in Massachusetts and Indiana 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The party also averted what was once considered a likely defeat in Missouri. 

" Turnaround in Missouri as Incumbent Keeps Seat 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m going to vote in here all day long - it’s nice and warm." 

BRENT INENTZ, at a polling place in Bay Head, N.J., which was hit hard by Hurricane Sandy. 

U,S, 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: 
After Hard-Fought 
Campaign, a 
Victory for Obama 
Americm~s went to 
makeshift sites in East 
Coast eommmfities devastated by 



Hurricane Sandy and traditional voting 
booths in schools, libraries and town 
halls across the rest of the comatry. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
We Need a Little 
Fear 
By JONATHAN HAIDT 

To solve our problems, 
we have to understand we 
face a shared threat. 

4 WEE <S 

WORLD 

As Dengue Fever Sweeps India, a Slow Response Stirs Experts’ Fears 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Health experts fear that government officials are not acknowledging the scope of a problem that threatens 
htmdreds of millions of people, not just in India but around the world. 

o ~ Slide Show: A Breeding Ground for Dengue 

" India Ink: Dengue’s Carrier, the ’House Cat’ of Mosquitoes, Plagues Urban Areas 

Greece Prepares to Vote on $23 Billion in New Cuts 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and RACHEL DONADIO 

The new austerity measures, which include further cuts to pensions, civil service salaries and social benefits, 
are required to tmlock $4o billion in rescue financing. 

Putin Ousts Defense Chief, Longtime Ally 
By ANDREW E. FRAMER 

The firing of Anatoly E. Serdyukov, a longtime Putin ally, is one of the highest-level dismissals connected to a 
corruption ease in recent memory in Russia. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Warren Defeats Brown in Massachusetts Senate Contest 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

With nearly three-fourths of voters in Massachusetts going to the polls, Elizabeth Warren, a darling of the 
left, won a hard-fought race for the Senate. 

’- Republicans Set Back in Senate in Florida and Connecticut 

’: Donnelly Wins Indiana Senate Race Over Mourdock 

Murphy Defeats McMahon After Bitter U.S. Senate Race in Connecticut 
By PETER APPLEBOME 

Christopher S. Murphy, a three-term congressman, won despite heavy spending and an advertising barrage 
by Linda E. MeMahon, the former wrestling executive. 

Partisans in Florida Retreat to Their Corners to Wait Out a Cliffhanger 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

The anticipated closeness of the presidential race did not deter Republican and Democratic political die- 
hards from heading into ballrooms and bars aromad the state to watch election retunas. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Facing Protests, China’s Business Investment Slows 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

The Chinese goverument has backtracked on btfilding some new plm~ts m~d appeared to be slowly shifting its 
focus toward a greater reliance on consumption. 
" ~ Graphic: Protests Over Large Projects 

On Fox News, a Mistrust of Pro-Obama Numbers Lasts Late Into the Night 
By JEREMYW. PETERS and BRIAN STELTER 

As Fox News’s own polling showed an advantage for Mr. Obama late in the campaign, commentators on the 
network questioned whether the news organization had its nmnbers right. 

:’ ~ Video: Social Media on Election Night 

THE TV WATCH 
From Frustrated to Nervous, Television Networks’ Moods Explain Results 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

Fox News anchors appeared less than jubilant as other network anchors repeated the "too close to call" 
mantra early on. 

-’ On Fox News, a Mistrust of Pro-Obama Numbers Lasts Late Into the Night 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
A Player, and a Nets Team, Shaped to Challenge the Heat 
By HOWARD BECK 

Gerald Wallace has the hustle, strength, grit mad versatility to help mold the identity of the Nets and also 
lead the charge, with the help of a supporting east, against Mimni. 

Study Looks at Bias in Celebration Penalty Calls 
By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 

A study asked a group of participants to reward fictitious players for their behavior after a touchdoma. The 
results showed a significant difference in fouls called on black players. 

Hostility Lingers Over Marathon Cancellation 
By KEN BELSONand MARY PILON 

The challenge for New York Road Runners is how to recover from last week’s race cancellation without too 
much dmnage to its finances and reputation. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

AN APPRAISAL 
Elliott Carter, Master of Complexity 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Elliott Carter was a composer of rigorous, intellectual music, but his style lost some of its sharp edges when 
he reached his 9os. 

Related Obituary 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Bruce’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

The special claim of "Bruce" is that Bruce Springsteen has cooperated with a biographer for the first time in a 
quarter-century. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
This Life Isn’t Pretty for a Kid in the City 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The hip-hop crew Ratking releases an EP that focuses on the travails of urbma existence for a teenage 
rapscallion. 

¯ More Arts News 



DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANTS 
Why Downtown Needs Diners Now 
By PETE WELLS 

Restaurants in the blackout zone in southern Manhattan lost their perishables and the better part of a week’s 
revenues, a big hit for businesses that get by on small margins, and for their workers. 

Sandy Offers Lessons to Restaurateurs 
By GLENN COLLINS 

Hurricane Sandy is forcing New York’s restaurateurs to rethink the way they operate. 

Stuffing, Set Free From Turkey 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

It’s a standard on Thanksgiving, but tlfis fragrant, inspiring side dish is relegated to holiday-only fare. Why 
doesn’t stuffing get more respect? 

¯ More Dining.& Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
President Obama’s Success 
A victory based on jobs, spreading the tax burden and rejecting the polities of deceit. 

EDITORIAL 
Bad Medicine for Women 
The fight continues over hannful state restrictions on women’s reproductive health and rights. 

EDITORIAL 
Hospital Evacuations for Future Storms 
After Hurricm~e Sandy, hospitals need to better prepare for even worse storms. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
E-Day 
By THE EDITORS 

Contributors react to the elections and the events of the day. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hope and Change: Part Two 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The people clearly told the president: We think you’re trying. Now try even harder. 

" Columnist Page 

TAKING NOTE 
A Liberal Fantasy 
By DAVID FIRESTONE 

The Democratic-controlled Senate is likely to be considerably more liberal than the one it replaces. So what 
will the reshaped chamber mean? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 7, 1917, Russia’s Bolshevik Revolution took place as forces led by Vladinfir Ilyich Lenin overthrew 

the provisional government of Alexander Kerensky. 

¯ See This Front Pa_gg_~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front ..P.:.a.g.e_ 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

payment tbr mapmaking 

Hi Eunice, 

So far, 3[ haven’t received payment for my mapmaking services. T completed these maps almost three months ago, and I have complied with all of the paperwork asked for by 
your accounting people~ When should I expect to receive payment for the maps? 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Emo~ Laney Graduate School Admissions 

Wednesday, 9:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Emory Recommendation Requested 

~applyweb.com> 

Dear Dr. Eunice Sable, 

is applying for admission to the English program at the Laney Graduate School, EmoW Universi~z, and has asked you to submit a letter of recommendation. 

Your evaluation is an important part of our admissions process, and we look forward to receiving it. The application deadline for the English program is December 1, 2012. 

This applicant has waived the right to view their recommendation. 

Please go to the following web address to access the recormnendation system Returning users will be greeted by their name and asked to log in to their account. New users will be prompted 
to create an account by choosing a pass~vord before proceeding to the recommendation form. 

http ://wv,~v. apply~veb. COl~’lor ?token wdANUSLv 1hjqQiyqWreV2G76f~Vt3y304t 1352298551 

If you experience technical difficulty with the recommendation form, please follo~v this link to check the frequently asked questions or contact CollegeNET support: 

https://www.applvweb.com/publiciinput?s helprec&p I&HELPAPPCODE emorvrec 

To learn more about the Laney Graduate School, please visit our website at http://,aavw.~s.emorv edu Admissions infolrnation is at http://w~v.~s emorv.edu/admissions/index.html and 
applicant instructions are at http://www.~s.emorv edu/admissions/application Nml 

Laney Graduate School Admissions 



From; 

Sent: 

Subject: 

@/ive.unc.educ; 

Wednesday,                 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice~.~,email xmc.edtr> 

Hi Ms. Sahle, 

took Afri    with Professor Selassie last spring semester. I had a question concerning nay f’~nal grade which I emailed Professor Selassie about. He had misplaced my midterm exam and my 

final grade was much lower than expected. 1 emailed him multiple times between the begmr, ing of summer until now and still not received a reply. 

apologize for such a late email and realize it may be too late for any action to be taken to change nay grade howe~er if anything can be done or if I could get in contact with Professor 
Selassie I ~vould greatly appreciate that ~f" you have aW questions about what happened I will gladl?~ include some extra d~tails I didn’t include in this email for the sake of brevity 

Thanks for ),out time~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Hamed, Mohmned <mseoud@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:45 AM 

The asc t~culty mailing list. <asc tSaculty@lis~t~rv.unc.edu> 

Ernst, Carl W <CERNST@email.unc.edu>; Saii, Omid <omid@emaJl.m~c.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Aslark Rose 
<rsaslm~@email.unc.edu>; E1 Kerdany, Doria Yahia <elkerdan@email.unc.edu> 

[asc ihcul .ty] FW: Thurs, Nov 8, 5:45-7:30PM, Sheikh Bassirou Lo--Sheikh Ahmad Ba~b&a~d the Mufidiyya Order: ContexmgJzing 

Isla~ in Wes~ Africa 6~Jlen Building 103) 

Mbaye 11.8 Sheild~ Ahmad Bamba.pub.pdf 

Dear all, 

I got this email yesterday and thot@~t some of you might be interestecL 

Mohamed 

Frem: Olga Richmond [mailto:rkhm02I@duke.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, November 05, 20~2 11:38 AN 
Subject: Thurs, Nov 8, 5:45-7:30PN, Sheikh Bassirou Lo--She[kh Ahmad Bamba,and the Nuridiwa Order: Contextualizing Islam in West Africa (Allen Building ~03) 

Please forward and/or post to your bulletin boards. Many thanks! 

Thurs, Nov 8, 5:45-7:30PIVI, Allen Building Room 103 

Sheikh Abroad Bamba a~d the Muridiyya Order: 

Co~extualizi~g ~slam i~ West; Africa 

This event is sponsored by AMES and DISC. 

Olga Richmond, Staff & DUS Assistant 



Asian & Hiddle Eastern Studies (formerly P~LL) 

Duke University 

Fran~6iin Cente~ 

Room 201 

Box 90414 

22@4 Erwin Rd 

Durham, NC 27708-@414 

Office: 919-668-2603 Fax: 919-681-7871 



From: @livea~nc.edu:, 

Sent: Wednesday, 1:02 PM 

To: The mlk~pc mailing list. <mlk~pc @listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Co: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Imlk pc12-13] MLK PC Minutes 9 

Attach: 9 Migrates - .doc 

Hello [~veryone: 

Attached are the minutes :From Monday’s meeting. 
Our next meeting will be Mi)nday, ~. at 5pm, Campus Y room 207. 

Last meeting we selected the top 5 speakers. If you did not attend the meeting, please email me your vote. 
The top five selected speakers (in order): 
Julian Castro 
Bill Richardson 
Michelle Alexander 
Co~ Booker 
Taraji P Henson 
Essentially, you can choose 1 or up to all 5 of the options and you will be added to the current tally 

Best Regards 

-- You are currently subscribed to ralk~r~c12-13 as: emfice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
clickhere: http:i/lists.unc.ed~,’u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac136387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pc l2-13&o 32401197 or send a blank email to leave-32401197- 
55508243.2fr)42b366fc5cac 13b387723839a42dd@listsel~’.unc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Armro Escobar 

"Territories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, 

Politics, Environment, and Development." 

Dr. Arturo Escobar 
Kenan Distinguished Professor of Anthropology 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center Room 1009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 2:41 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Armro Escobar 

African & Afro-American Studies Faculty Colloquium 

"Territories of Difference: Afro-Colombian Perspectives on Culture, 

Politics, Environment, and Development." 

Dr. Arturo Escobar 
Kenan Distinguished Professor of Anthropology 

UNC Chapel-Hill 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 

3:30 PM-4:45 PM 

FedEx Global Education Center Room 1009 

This talk presents a retrospective look at twenty years of research and collaboration with a group of Afro- 

Colombian activists from Colombia’s Pacific Coast region, culminating in the launching of an international campaign in 

defense of the Pacific in 2010 and beyond. 

Arturo Escobar is a Kenan Distinguished Professor in the Department of Anthropology at the University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill and associate editor of Development. His research interests are related to political ecology; the 

anthropology of development, social movements; Latin American development and politics. Escobar’s research uses 

critical techniques in his provocative analysis of development discourse and practice in general. He also explores 
possibilities for alternative visions for a post-development era. He is a major figure in the post-development academic 

discourse, and a serious critic of development practices championed by western industrialized societies. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sofia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:55 PM 

~live.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eufice N <eufice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: payment for mapmaking 

Hello 

I hope you are doing well. The purpose of my communication is to explain m~d the same time, apologize for the delay on the process of your paymem for services 

rendered regarding to mapmaking services for the Department of African and afro-American Studies. 

Initially, we had some UNC ruling difficnlfies, because you was on the UNC payroll recently so the initial plan to pay you as a Independent Contractor collapsed. 

The next step wa~s, put you on back to UNC payroll system, however the person in charge of Human Re~urce just got some health issues that maintain her out of the 

o[]]ce. 

Tomorrow, I will be working with ttR sVat~[’ii~om the College of A&S, they olt~r to help with your payment. 

Once again, my apologies tbr the inconvefiences fl~is situation can brougN to you. 

Sofia Colon 

Accounting Technician 

AFAM 

919-966-1295 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, i 8:52 AM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell; Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: payment for rnaprnaking 
Importance: High 

Dear 33a, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please follow up with on this issue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: payment for mapmaking 

! 8:49 AN 

Hi Eunice, 
So far, I haven’t received payment for my mapmaking services. I completed these maps almost three months ago, and I have complied with all of the paperwork asked for by 
your accounting people. When should I expect to receive payment for the maps? 
Thanks, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AFRI 

Dr. SaNe, 

I am a senior graduating in May. I am interested in taking your AFRI, 

Thanks, 

class; however. I need a BN credit to graduate. Does your class fulfill this requirement? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 7, 2012 4:46 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Thurs 11/8, 2:30 pm at UNC: book presentatious by guest speakers Solomianski and Pelutti~ 

PELUFFO & SOLOMIANSKI FLYER.pdf 

You are invited to 

Book Presentations in Latin American and Latinoia Studies 

by authors and guest speakers 

Ana Peluffo (University of California-Davis) and Alejandro Solomianski 
(Cal Tech-Los Angeles) 

Thursday, Nuvember 8 
2:30 - 4:00 pm 
FedEx Global Education Center, Room 2008, UNC-Chape[ Hill campus 

see attached flyer ]2~r more infurmation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:25 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edw~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: payment for mapm~king 

Hi Sonia, 

Just so you know, my fellowship stipulates that I am not able to be paid for work done after          . I did this work before          , and I will need any form of 
payment to document the fact that I did, in fact, finish this project prior to starting my fellowship. If you are planning on paying me through payroll, you will need to pay me for 
the two weeks that ended before          . Part of my agreement with Eunice was that I would be paid in a way that is compliant with my fellowship stipulations. I am not 
paid through payroll for my fellowship here at UNC, which is why I am not on payroll at this point, although I am a UNC graduate student. 

Thankyou, 

From: Colon, Sonia [sonia_colon@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:54 plVl 

To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice 
Subject: RE: payment for mapmaking 

Hello 

I hope you are doing well. The purpose of my communication is to expl~fin ~nd the sane time, apologize for the delay on the process of your pay~nent for services 

rendered regarding to mapmaking services for the Department of African and a£ro-American Studies. 

Initialb; we had some UNC ruling difficulties, because you was on the UNC payroll rece~Ny so the initial plan to pay you as a Independent Contractor collapsed. 

’][’he next step was, put you on back to UNC payroll sys~tetn, however the person in charge of Hmnan Resource just got some health issues that maintain her out of the 

o~ice. 

Tomon~ow, I all be working with HR s~l"[" from the College of A&S, they offer to help ruth your payment. 

Once again, my apologies for the inconveniences this situation ca~ brought to you. 

SoNa Colon 

Accomaling Technician 

AFAM 

919-966-1295 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:52 AN 

To: Williams, Tia Howell; Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: payment for mapmaking 
Importance: High 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please follow up with on this issue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: payment for mapmaking 

8:49 AM 

Hi Eunice, 
So far, I haven’t received payment for my mapmaking services. I completed these maps almost three months ago, and I have complied with all of the paperwork asked for by 
your accounting people. When should I expect to receive payment for the maps? 
Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Butch Porter <butchAporter@mcgraw- Nll.com> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 6:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

(hade reporting a~d single sign on made easy! McCrraw-Hill Campus 

Dear Protbsso~ SaNe, 

Reporting grades to your institution has a~:ver [~en easier! Say goodbye %rover ~o grade book spa:adsheet eXla)rts. McGraw Hill. d}e edncationM pattner who 

eiimina~.ed fl~e need ibr additionN smdeat log on ca:&niials has n~:~w made your liR~ sad gae life of your stt~dents fl~ai much easier. 

I ~ m tmppy to share fiat otlr digiM teaching and learning envit~:~nment, McGraw-Hill Connect, has ix:come even morn ~neflcial ~o our clients ~x, ifla d~e a~ivN of 

McG~aw-} [il~ Campt~s grade syuc’. Instrt~ct~rs using Blackboard, AN(ILl ,, Canvas, Desire2I ,earn, eCo]~ege, Moodle or Saka ~eamitg man;gemet~t sysmms (LMS) 

cm~ ~ow sync b~t~dent assignmen~ msMts direcl~y l~m McGraw- ]{i~] Conuec~ t~ ~he grade book in their I ,MS. 

<http://www.mhcampus.com/mgister.html> u~ m{et,d an upcoming 30 minute webiuar l~ see McGraw-]{i[~ Campus grade sync m acIion. 

Learn how yota can begin :s3 ~cing sco~s in your now course no ma~r what I ,MS you are curm~Ny using. For more immeNate iMbmmtion please con met your locN 

sale s ~ep~e sen~di ve <hRp://ca~Jogs.InNle .com/m~e/findRep.do: lbr a person,d demonstm~i on of M cGraw-. [ {ill Connect. 

McGm~ Hill Connect -. the web-. based assigm~en* and assessmen* platlk~i~n that~ s pro~ en effi:c*~ve ~,) raise ~*udent g~ades ~md mK~r,)ve mtemion rates. We are proud 

to &lher [x~th single sign on and grade book synchi,m~zation ~,) our many clie~gs a~:~ul~d the world~ 

Please t~:e] flce ~,) conkmt me directly if [ may be of ser~ice~ 
All gae be~, 

Buk:t~ Pot~er 
W. Batch Porter 

Mc(~aw ]till Pub~ishi~N 

butch porter@mcgraw- hilkcom 

~You can also write to: Pfiv~y, McGraw-Hill, 1200 G Street, NW, Suite 200, Washington, D.C. 20005. View the McGraw-tlill Compares Cord)rate Privacy 

Policy for morn intb~ation or con~t pfivac>?~mcgraw-Nll.a~m. 

To m~subscribe, click here 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Max, Katherine Augeli <kama~email.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 11:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: AiiJc~J~ American Studies materials 

Thank you. 

Katherk~e 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 10:29 AM 
To: Max, Katherine Angeli 

Cc: Reid, Dee; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: African American Studies materials 

Dear Katherine, 

I am forwarding this email to Dee Reid at the Dean’s office. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice Sahle, 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

Froro: McMillan, 
Sent: Thursday, November 08, 2012 i0:17 AM 

To: Gore, Travis; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: African American Studies materials 

F¥1 

From: Max, Katherine Angeli 
Sent: Wednesday, October 17, 2012 i0:25 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: African American Studies materials 

Hi Tim, 

Mr. Randolph Parrish has called the office twice regarding African American and Afro American Studies Program information, he is private citizen who is interested 

in receiving information on the subject. Please call him at if you can help direct him in any way. 

Thank you, 

Katherine 

Katherine A. Max 

Executive Assistant 

To The Vice Provost for Diversity & Multicultural Affairs 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

9L South Bldg. CB# 9:125 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

9:19-962-0202 

kamax@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 1:21 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Duke Global Al~irmative Action Confereuce starts this evening 

We hope that you can attend the Global Affirmative Action Conference at Duke. To see a complete schedule please go to: ~h~p~i~/~/~c~a~a~a~r~d~u~k~e~&d~e~c~t~u~r~e~-~ 
series 

::X:: Global 

Affirmative Action legal size9 bold (2).jpg 



From: @live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 3:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subje~: Alii 

Hello, 
My name is ~ , Im a sophmore studying Public Policy and Economics and I have recently became aware that your. 
to enroll until Monday and would really like to enroll in this class, is there anyway that I can sit in next semester? 

thanks, 

class has recently filled up. I will not be able 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 8, 2012 3:51 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

REMINDER: Convergence 2012: The Geo/Body Politics of Emancipatiou at Duke Nov. 9-11 at Duke 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:28 AM 

To: SaNle, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subjet’t: Al]d Enrollment 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

My name is             and I am attempting to enroll in your Afri    course in the Spring. When I looked at my shopping cart it appeared to be open, however, when 
attempted to ~nroll it s~id that it was closed. If you have any space for next semester, I would like to be considered as I really want to take this course. My classification is 

.lunior and my PID 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 3:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Petraeus Quits; Evidence of Affair Was Found by F.B.I. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Toda y,sHeadiines ............................................................................ 
~1)¢ N*t’~, ~rk ~t~.~ November lO, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I _s.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,.T..r..a..v..e..[ I Editorials I ..O..~.=.E...d. I On This Day 

.C...u..s..t..o...m.i.z..e..LoA.a.~2.s....H...e..a.~!l.n..e...s. I 

TOP NEWS 

Petraeus Quits; Evidence of 
Affair Was Found by F.B.I. 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

David H. Petraeus, the director of the 
C.I.A., resigned after an investigation 
into the possible compromise of a 
computer wound up tmeovering an 
affair. 

’ ~ Petraeus Resignation Letter 

. Times Topic: David Petraeus 

Obama to Insist on Tax 

Increase for the Wealthy 
By HELENE COOPER and JONATHAN 
WEISMAN 

Amid talk of compromise, President 
Obama and Speaker John A. Boehner 
both indicated unchanged stances on 
this issue, long a point of contention. 

Justices to Revisit Voting Act 
in View of a Changing South 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court agreed to hear a challenge to the part of the act that requires some states with a history 
of discrimination in voting to get federal approval before making may changes to the way they hold elections. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I don’t know where my mother is. I want to know where my mother is." 

LILLIAN DIVIESTI, whose mother, Marie Salatino, 93, was evacuated from a nursing home in Queens 

during the hurricane. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Uncounted Votes 
in Arizona Raise 
Controversy 
The outcome of several 



races remained a mystery in Arizona as 
officials struggled to count a record 
number of early and provisional ballots. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Hurricanes and 
Hot Baby Names 
By JONAH BERGER 

Sandy, we hardly knew 
ye. So why did we name 
our child after you? "Annie" returns to Broadway 

ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Watch a selection of performances of"Tomorrow" from the 
musical "Annie" 

The Mamet school of salesmanship 

nytim.es.com            TH EATiER 
.................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

In One Day, 11,ooo Flee Syria as War and Hardship Worsen 
By RICK GLADSTONE and NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The United Nations reported that 11,ooo Syrians fled on Friday, the vast majority of them clambering for 
safety over the Turkish border. 

’. Syrian Opposition Meets to Seek Unity 

Errant Artillery Fire From Syria War Hits Golan Heights Again 

Many Chinese Intellectuals Are Silent Amid a Wave of Tibetan Self-Immolations 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

While Tibetan rights advocates have long been inured to impassive officials, they are troubled by the lack of 
reaction from Clfinese intellectuals and the liberal online eommentariat. 

Life in Prison Suite Doesn’t Agree With a Mass Killer 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

Anders Behring Breivik, who killed 77 people in Norway in 2o11, complained about being strip-searched, 
isolated mad being issued a pen that made his hand cramp. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

U.S. Extends a Deadline for States on Coverage 
By ROBERT PEAR 

The Obama adininistration annotmced Friday that it would extend the deadline for states to submit their 
plans for health insurance exchanges. 

California Democrats Likely to Win Supermajority 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

While votes were still being comated in two tight races, California Democratic officials talked about a new era 
that would effectively bring one-party rtfle to the nation’s largest state. 

Woman Linked to Petraeus Is a West Point Graduate and Lifelong High 
Achiever 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Paula Broadwell, who had an affair with the director of the C.I.A., holds a graduate degree from Harvard, 
and was a fitness champion at West Point, as well as a model for a machine gun manufacturer. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Higher Taxes Are to Start With Flip of a Calendar 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

More than a dozen tax cuts are set to expire at the exad of the year and a couple of new taxes will begin, 
affecting nearly 9o percent of taxpayers. 
:’ ~ Graphic: Tax Raises That May Come 

YOUR MONEY 
After the Storm: Your Homeowner’s Claim 
By RUN LIEBER 

Billions of dollars are at stake for insurance companies processing claims in the wake of Hurricane Sandy, so 
policyholders should be wary until their own big cheek clears. 

:’ ~ Post a Comment 

COMMON SENSE 
A Brand Icon in Need of Some Oversight 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Martha Stewart Living Onmimedia is struggling, and the lavish compensation for its founder, Martha 
Stewart, and her sway over the board may be part of the company’s problem. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Lee MacPhail, Executive Who Led American League, Dies at 95 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Mr. MacPhail, a former general manager of the Yankees and the Baltimore Orioles, was president of the 
Ameriema League during the pine-tar dispute of July a983. 

KNICKS 104, MAVERICKS 94 
Needing Offense, Knicks Still Can’t Lose 
By NATE TAYLOR 

IOficks Coach Mike Woodson usually prefers defense over offense, but on Friday, his two most prolific 
scorers, Carmelo 3aathony and 3.R. Snfith, took tunas torching the Mavericks. 
o ~-’-~ Box Score I Holding Court, Mavericks’ Cuban Holds Back 

Life on the Track and in the Stretch 
By VICTOR J. BLUE 

The photographer Victor Blue captures his grandfather’s world of harness horse training and racing. 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

AWORD WITH: DAN HOUSER 
Americana at Its Most Felonious 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

The head writer and vice president for creative at Rockstar Games speaks about what they are trying to 
achieve with Grmad Theft Auto V, due out next spring. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
Icarus Haunts a Verdi Work Cloaked in Noir 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

In "Un Ballo in Maschera," elements of the intensely emotional are juxtaposed with strands of lighter, wryly 
COlalic scelles. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Gee, Conan, That Joke Seems Familiar 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Two years after moving to TBS, Conan O’Brien and his show seem stuck at a dead end of traditional comedy. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

A Chocolate Tour of the Caribbean 



By BAZ DREISINGER 

Along with smmy spa-filled days, cocoa tourism takes visitors island hopping from bean to bonbon. 

" ,~_’;’~ Slide Show 

7 Hotels That Sell More Than Sun 
By ELAINE GLUSAC 

Properties from Aruba to St. Thomas are tlfinking beyond the beach, offering everything from open-air 
rooms to an adults-only infinity pool. 

Q&A 
Eat Like a Chef on St. Barts 
By EMILY BRENNAN 

The star chef Jean-Georges Vongerichten serves up some of Iris top picks for good food on the French island. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Fiscal Cliff Opener 
President Obanm sounds as if he’s ready to fight. John Boehner sotmds like Mitt Ronmey. 

EDITORIAL 
A Supreme Test on the Right to Vote 
The justices will reckon with Congress’s power to address persistent discrimination. 

EDITORIAL 
Three Strikes Made Fairer 
Voters softened a law imposing a life sentence for any felony conviction if a defendant had two prior serious 
convictions. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Debt We Owe Katrina 
By DANIEL WOLFF 

There was much to learn from Hurricane Katrina - and much in the Gulf Coast’s recovery to avoid repeating. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Election Data Dive 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The election is over. President Obama won. Mad there are lots of interesting facts and figures for you to use 
to impress your friends. 

" Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
No Heat Till Christmas? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Mayor Bloomberg once said New York City dicha’t need FEMA’s help. A visit to the Rockaways shows the city 
needs all the help it can get. 

~ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. lO, 1982, the newly finished Vietnam Veterans Memorial was opened to its first visitors in 

Waslfington, D.C. 

¯ See This Front Pa__0Z~ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jakeet Singh           ~}hotmafil.com> 

Saturday, November 10, 2012 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N 4eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

RE: Chapter 

Hi Eunice, 
How’s it looking? © 

Best, 

From~ SaNe, Eunice N [mailt~:eunice@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 20:[2 6::[6 AM 
To: Jakeet Singh 
Subject: Chap~r 
Impo~ance= High 

Jakeet, 

Busy with final revisions and you will get it on Friday. If you wish to see a preview - the first two major sections of the chapter - of my engagement with .Jim’s work and 

empirical examples from South Africa - I can send that to you today. 

Thanks and the end is near. 

Regards, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, November 11, 2012 3:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Biographer’s E-Mails to Woman Led F.B.I. to Petraeus 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. T.od.ay.is....H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................ 
~llc N’~= ~rk ~’%,~ November 11, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O_R....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Biographer’s E-Mails to 
Woman Led F.B.I. to 
Petraeus 
By SCOTT SHANE and ERIC SCHMITT 

A harassment complaint against Paula 
Broadwell led F.B.I. agents to e-mails 
between her and David H. Petraeus, who 
resigned Friday as the director of the 
C.I.A., that revealed their affair, an 
official said. 

Boehner Tells House G.O.P. 
to Fall in Line 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN and JENNIFER 
STEINHAUER 

Speaker Jolm A. Boehner will need to 
capitalize on the chastened faction of the 
House that wants to cut a deal to avert 
sudden tax increases and across-fl~e- 
board spending cuts in January. 

, Economic View: Budget Showdown Offers an 

Opportunity for Progress 

How a Beach Community Became a Deathtrap 
By KIRK SEMPLE and JOSEPH GOLDSTEIN 

Eight deaths in a Staten Island enclave during Hurricane Sandy have raised questions about why the victims 
were in their homes when the storm lilt and whether the city bore some responsibility for their failure to 
evacuate. 
¯ Photographs: One Neighborhood, Unimaginable Loss 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~_~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Before the storm I called him up and said, ’Gene, the storm, it looks bad!’ And he said, ’Everybody’s 

staying; nobody’s leaving. ’He just tom me, ’I’m not going to leave. ’" 

CHRISTINA CONTRUBIS, describing a conversation with her brother, who drom~ed on Staten Island 

during Hurricane Sandy. 

MULTIMEDIA 



and in the Stretch 
By VICTOR J. BLUE 

The photographer Victor Blue captures 
his grandfather’s world of harness horse 
training and racing. 

OPINION 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hillary’s Next 
Move 
By GAlL COLLINS 

When she’s no longer 
secretary of state, Hillary 
has an intense desire to not do anything 
- for a year. 

-’ Columnist Page 

4 WEE {S 

WORLD 

BBC Head Quits After Criticized Broadcast 
George Entwistle, the director general of the BBC, seen above in October, has stepped down in the wake of a 
controversial "Newsnight" program on child sex abuse. 

Amid Calls to Open China’s Politics, Party Digs In 
By EDWARD WONG 

A rising chorus of critics say the Communist Party’s agenda is not visionary enough to handle China’s 
loonfing crises and set the nation on the path to stability. 

" China’s New Leadership: Full Coverage >> 

As Coal Boosts Mozambique, the Rural Poor Are Left Behind 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Despite an influx of coal projects, poverty rates remain stubbornly high, raising tough questions about 
whether Africa’s resource boom can effectively raise the standards of living of its people. 

’ ~ Slide Show: In Mozambique, a New Prosperity for Some 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

At Soldier’s Hearing, Grisly Descriptions of Chaos and Horror 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Witnesses testified by video at a hearing in Washington State in the case against Staff Sgt. Robert Bales, who 
is accused of killhag 16 Afghan civilians. 

¯ . At War Blog: Reporting the Panjwai Massacre 

A Brilliant Career With a Meteoric Rise and an Abrupt Fall 
By SCOTT SHANE and SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Before he resigned Friday as the director of the Central Intelligence Agency, David H. Petraeus had seemed 
all but indestructible. 

Texas Chase and Shooting by Officers Under Inquiry 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

The policy in which Texas state law officers bring vehicle chases to an end by using their weapons has mostly 
been carried out safely but has sonaetimes resulted in fatal errors. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Hurricane Sandy and the Disaster-Preparedness Economy 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Disaster-preparedness capitalism may have begun in the cold war. But it grows with every hurricane, as 



consumers clmnor for generators, kerosene heaters, industrial fans mad other products. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 
Budget Showdown Offers an Opportunity for Progress 
By CHRISTINA D. ROMER 

The threat of automatic spending cuts and tax increases on Jan. I could force a genuhaely bipartisan solution 
to the country’s budget problems. 

FAIR GAME 
Sandy Slapped Bond Issuers, Too 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

In the wake of the hurricane, Congress could take steps to make it faster and less expensive for 
mmficipalities to borrow money. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Jackson Is Said to Be Close to Rejoining Lakers as Coach 
By HOWARD BECK and MARK HEISLER 

Phil Jackson appears to be on the verge of rejoining the Los 3mgeles Lakers, just 18 months after he drifted, a 
bit wearily, into retirement. 

TEXAS A&M 29, ALABAMA 24 
Error-Prone Alabama Seals Its Loss and, Maybe, Its Fate 
By RAY GLIER 

Texas A&M quarterback Johnny Manziel, a redshirt freshman, did not ruin No. 1 Alabama’s hopes of 
repeating as national champion by himself, but he was a big part of the Aggies’ upset win Saturday. 

’- ~ Box Score 

Top 25 Roundup: Georgia Silences Auburn I East Roundup 

In Virginia’s Hills, a Football Crusade 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

Liberty is packing the house for its campus gmnes, but Jerry Falwell Jr., the mfiversity’s chancellor, wants a 
worldwide congregation united in faith and in football. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Start Me Up Once More 
By JON PARELES 

The Rolling Stones, who are celebrating 50 years together as a bm~d, are preparing to hit the road again. 

’: ~ Slide Show 

Broadway’s Just a Suburb of Cincinnati 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Katie Hohnes (once Mrs. Tom Cruise, if you hadn’t heard) and Norbert Leo Butz are among the 
Midwesterners in "Dead Accounts," a play set in Cincinnati and opening this month on Broadway. 

Shooting the Sass Easily as an Arrow 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Jennifer Lawrence, a young Oscar nominee for "Winter’s Bone" mad a box office star for "The Htmger 
Games," is paired with Bradley Cooper for "Silver Linings Playbook." 

. ~.~ Slide Show: Jennifer Lawrence in Pictures 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

A Basketball Fairy Tale in Middle America 
By SAM ANDERSON 

The upliffing story of the Oklalaoma City Thunder may have suffered an agonizing plot twist, but just try to 
find someone in town who doesn’t still believe in a happy ending. 



The Man Who Can Make Bruce Lee Talk 
By ALEX WITCH EL 

For his next feat, "Kung Fu," the playwright David Henry Hwang reimagines an icon. 

How Zara Grew Into the World’s Largest Fashion Retailer 
By SUZY HANSEN 

From an unfashionable corner of economically disheveled Spain, Zara has conquered the "fast fashion" 
market by learning a new way to tmderstand shoppers all over the world. 

" ~ Video: Spain’s Inditex Spins Gold 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Landslide Loss for Big Money 
Voters ignored most of the outside ads, but the danger of mflimited campaign spending remaius. 

EDITORIAL 
The Choice Confronting Republican Governors 
Will they help advance health care reform by setting up insurance exchanges? 

EDITORIAL 
How to Cut Prison Costs 
The Second Chance Act has brought about important changes, but a lot more rethinking is needed. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Oracle’s Debacle 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Karl Rove’s awful election was a study in the limits of bluster and money. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Demographic Excuse 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

To make gains, the party will have to shift on economics, not just on immigration reform. 

:. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Romney Is President 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Listen closely and hear the death rattle of the white male patriarchy. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

CAPITAL IDEAS 
The Cliff Is a Hard Place to Compromise 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

The president is entering the coming budget negotiatious with some clear advantages - and a couple of 
important disadvantages. 

DATA POINTS 
The Building Blocks of Re-election 
By MARJORIE CONNELLY and BILL MARSH 

How voter groups have swm~g in presidential electious as far back as 1972, based on exit polls. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 11, 19~8, fighting in World War I came to an end with the signing of an armistice between the Allies 
and Gennany. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 12:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Thesis Meeting 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I have a really busy schedule on Tuesday morning because I have a presentation for my 9:30 class and my group has planned to meet early to mn tlarough the entire 

thing before class. Could we reschedule to Thursday morning at 8? I roll also be free in the afternoon after 2 on Thursday. 

Thank you, 

[YNC Class of 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bryde, Joy M <jbB/de@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 9:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

RE: Nov 14 meeting room chaJ~ge (tIyde Hall, Incubator room) 

t:h Xuruc(> 

BesL 

k~y M, gryde, MSW 

E-maih jbwde@un(.edu 
Phone: (919) 843-5328 Mobg~e: 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, November ~2, 20~2 7:~ AN 
Te= B~de, Joy N 
Subject= Nov 14 meeting room change (Hyde Hall, Incubator room) 
lm~o~anee= High 

Dear Joy, 

It was good to see at the Social Science Chairs’ forum recently. 

Based on your email, I have had to secure a different meeting space to meet your presentation needs. Thus, the meeting will be at the Incubator room, Hyde Hall at 11 (you 
can arrive a bit early to pour yourself a cup of coffee or tea). I have blocked 4-5 minutes for your presentation (20-30 for presentation and and 15 for Q and A). 

Many thanks and see you on Wednesday. 

Eunice 

From: Bryde, Joy M 
Sent: Tuesday, October 30, 2012 4:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; RE: Request - Department of African and Afro-American Students 

n}any departments and knoa k will be a~ mlcrzst:ing d:iscsss~o~ tb )o~ c %ca b; i ~ n ~va ab z ~ a]qov 14~h a~ 11am I can bring my pre~:n1:4ion on a fiasB @-he so if 

Besl regards, 

Co~[~ct of ~nteresL O[ficer 

E<n.d[ : [bryde@unc.edu 
Phone: (2~12~) 843~5328, Mobile: 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N 
SeBt= Nonday, October 29, 2012 3:~ PN 
Te; B~de, Joy N 
$~bje~t= Request- Department of African and Afro-American Studen~ 
[~e~a~te= High 

Dear 3oy, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to see if you would be willing to come to our department meeting on Wednesday Nov. 14 at 11.00am - Vance Hall Conference room - to discuss UNC’s policies on issues 

of conflict of interest and research compliance. A while back, I circulated a powerpoint pertaining to these issues, but I strongly believe that faculty in the department would 
benefit from a discussion with you. 

I hope you can join us. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Tia Howell qia~villiams~unc.edu> 

Monday, November 12, 2012 10:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Today 

Got it, Get to work on that book chapter 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, November 12, 20:t2 8:04 AM 

To: Williams, Tia Howell 
Subject: Today 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well! 

I am working from home today. Please call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

if you need me. I will also be available via email. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:33 PM 

The mlk~r~c mailing list. <mlk @listserv.unc.eda-~ 

The mlkApc mailing list. <mlk @list~rv.unc.edu> 

[mlk p Meeting Reminder 

Greetings Everyone, 

This is just a reminder that we have a MLK Planning Committee Meeting today at Spin in the Campus Y (Room 207)~ If you have any questions, please feel free 
to contact                      ~,live.unc.edu. I look forward to seeing you all today. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

You are currently subscribed to mlk~pcl2-13 as: etmice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:,//lists.unc.edtr"u?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I mlk pc12-13&o 32420011 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~fil to leave-32420011-55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd~)listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

vcampus@dailytarheel.com> 

Monday, 12:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

DTtt Follow Up 

Hi Eunice, 

I just wanted to check in ruth you regarding the Thanksgiving Theme Page I mentioned earlier this week. The deadline for this is Wednesday, so I would love to start 

working on m~ ad for you! 

Feel free to call or email me ruth m~y questions or concerns you may have. 

Th~ks! 

919-962-1163 ext. 2 

campus~dailvtarheel.com 

Drive traffic & revenue to your business, let us build your affinity app! 

For a first-hand demo, click here to check it out! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Departlnent of African and Afro-A~nerican Studies Information 

Hello, 

My name is i_          and I am sending you greetings from the Office of Diversi3~ and Multicultural Affair!! Per the request of the Campus Visitations Coordinator, 

Carissa Davis, I am reques~dng materials from your office. 

We are organizing campus visits fl~rough our office tbr student groups and t~milies and in order to give flaem a full picture of what Carolina has to oiler, I am requesting 

the most current intbrmation t?om all academic depaxtments as well as univer!i~ services. Your office has provided us with materials in the past, a~d as the year is 

progressing vastly, our materials ficom various aceas are depleting. Our next program will be held on Friday,                . AW information flint you could provide 

for our office (i.e. pamphlets, hand-outs, business cmds, etc.) for this program and any in the future would be greatly appreciated. I am av~lable to stop by your office 

and pick up any information that you have. If you would like to ~n~l the information we are located in SASB North Suite 2105, CB#9128 attention: 

If you have any questions about this request or any questions about our office in general, please feel free to contact            via her email Mdress: 
~emal.unc.edu. IfI have contacted the wrong person in my request, please send me fl~e contact information for fl~e correct individual. Thank you for your time 

and have a wonderful day. 

Uni~,ersi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [ 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Research Project on Gender Roles 

Hi Dr. Sable, 

I hope that you are well, My name is Alexis Brown and I am an African American Junior transfer student, I am currently a member of the Transfer United Living Learning 

Community and I am taking the                                                        with Dr. Murphey- Brown. In IDST we have been put to the task of 
going out into the field and investigating the experiences of students, faculb/~ and staff on the Carolina campus. My research is centered around African American females and 
gender roles on our campus, I was wondering if you would be able to talk with me about your experiences at UNC? I would love to conduct a short interview, and hear some of 

your stories. If you are available to do this, please contact me with some times that are good for you. Also, if you are not able to do this, it would be wonderful if you could 
recommend someone else in your department: I hope to speak with you soon! 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nahum Chandler -~ ~attglobal.net~ 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:35 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrtishe@ema~l.unc.edu>: 

Cha~dler -- Title mad Abstract 

Chm~dler- UNC Title-Abstract.docx; Chandler- UNC Title-Abstract.PDF 

@attglobal.net 

Dear Eunice: 

Here is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would propose for speaking. I had to 
decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of reference; and then too, I had to decide whether or not I could do so 
within the frame. I believe that I have sufficiently brought my position to focus such that I can attempt to do so with a reasonable chance 
of success. 

I have cut and pasted my title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the even coordinator, beginning tomorrow. My 
apologies, and thanl¢ you for your patience; henceforth, all on my end should move comfortably on schedule. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Chandler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to her, as well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
University of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Januaw 31 st, 2013. 

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of"America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftermath of the failure of Reconstruction following the Civil War in the United States not only remained the single 
most decisive historical reference in the intellectual itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois, but that it stood for him as an exemplary example of a 
world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome manner. What is the relation of the centuries-long eventuality 
of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe ~om thc fifteenth century to the early years of the twentieth century 
to the immediately subsequent, and now future, limits and possibilities of "democracy" on a world-wide historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th am~iversary of the "Emancipation Proclamation" in the United States, I propose to engage thc 
force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark not only its locus within his thought on the African American situation, 
but also the planetary scale of its purview, noting especially the place of Africa and Asia, respectively, in his conception. We will consider 
thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive character of the line of practical-theoretical thought that Du Bois put at issue for us 
under the phiase "the problem of the color line." The civil war in the United States, as Du Bois foi~nulated it at the turn to the twentieth 
century was just one "phase" of this ongoing historical problematic. Astride the still opening decades of the twen~’-first century, a new 
millennium, and an on-going recalibration of modern globalizations, I propose that we together consider the question: how might the status 
and trajectory of a certain question of"America" be situated therein, not only for our present century, but for those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other armotations, we will take guiding references from four of Du Bois’s most 
important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a History of the Part 
Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935), The World and Africa: An Inquiry 
Into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World History (1947), and The Black Flame: A Trilogy, Book Three, Worlds of Color (1961). 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nahum Chandler @attglobal.net~ 

Monday, November 12, 2012 8:40 PM 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrtishe@ema~l.unc.edu>; 

Cha~dler -- Title mad Abstract 

Chm~dler- UNC Title-Abstract.docx; Chandler- UNC Title-Abstract.PDF 

@attglobal.net 

Dear Eunice: 

Here is my title and abstract. My true apologies for taking this long to determine, finally, what I would propose for speaking. I had to 
decide that in fact I do wish to speak of and on such a big frame of reference; and then too, I had to decide whether or not I could do so 
within the time frame and context. I believe that I have sufficiently brought lny position to focus such that I can attempt to do so with a 
reasonable chance of success. 

I have cut and pasted my title and abstract below. Too, I will respond forthwith as well to the event coordinator, beginning tomorrow. My 
apologies, and thanl~ you for your patience; henceforth, all on my end should move comfortably on schedule. 

Most sincerely, 
Nahum Chandler 

P.S. As Rebecka was kind enough to discuss my topic for this session with me, I have copied this note to her, as well. 
NDC 

Nahum Dimitri Chandler 
University of California, Irvine 

Title and Abstract for presentation at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, Januaw 31 st, 2013. 

W. E. B. Du Bois and the Promise of"America" in the Centuries Yet to Come 

It may be said that the aftermath of the faihire of Reconstruction following the Civil War in the United States not only remained the single 
most decisive historical reference in the intellectual itinerary of W. E. B. Du Bois, but that it stood for him as an exemplary example of a 
world historical problem. 

That problematic can be stated quite simply, even if in a somewhat fulsome manner. What is the relation of the centuries-long eventuality 
of European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe ~?om thc fifteenth century to the early years of the twentieth century 
to the ilnn~ediately subsequent, and now future, limits and possibilities of "democracy" on a world-wide historical scale? 

In this lecture, on the occasion of the 150th am~iversary of the "Emancipation Proclamation" in the United States, I propose to engage thc 
force of this question in Du Bois’s thought, attempting to remark not only its locus within his thought on the African American situation, 
but also the planetaly scale of its purview, noting especially the place of Africa and Asia, respectively, in his conception. We will consider 
thereby a renewed understanding of the distinctive character of the line of practical-theoretical thought that Du Bois put at issue for us 
under the phiase "the problem of the color line." The civil war in the United States, as Du Bois foi~nulated it at the turn to the twentieth 
century was just one "phase" of this ongoing historical problematic. Astride the still opening decades of the twen~’-first century, a new 
millennium, and an on-going recalibration of modern globalizations, I propose that we together consider the question: how might the status 
and trajectoly of a certain question of"America" be situated therein, not only for our present century, but for those yet to come? 

In our meditation on these questions, in addition to other armotations, we will take guiding references from four of Du Bois’s most 
important texts: The Souls of Black Folk: Essays and Sketches (1903), Black Reconstruction: An Essay Toward a History of the Part 
Which Black Folk Played in the Attempt to Reconstruct Democracy in America, 1860-1880 (1935), The World and Africa: An Inquiry 
Into the Part Which Africa Has Played in World History (1947), and The Black Flame: A Trilogy, Book Three, Worlds of Color (1961). 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland .Cut Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 3:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Talks, Tours, Live Music, Films -- So Much to Enjoy’. 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

TALKS 

Jan Bardsley (UNC-Chapel Hill, Asian Studies) 

Wednesday, 14 November, 2:00 PM 

On select Wednesdays, Tea at Two 

features a spedat guest speaker 

accompanied by refreshments and 

conversation. 

American-styLe beauty contests, 

complete with young women in tiaras, 

sashes, and swimsuits, became big 

business in Japan in the 1950s and 

were even hailed as displays of 

women’s rights in the new postwar. In 

this talk, Professor Jan BardsLey wiLL 

focus on the rise and faLL of It6 

Kinuko, who captured the Miss Japan 

crown in 1953, thriLLed Japanese by 

taking third place in the Miss Universe 

Contest, and became the nation’s first top fashion modeL, but Later feLL 

prey to charges of greed, ego, and too much independence. 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free for members I $10 for non-member guests. 

Tony Reevy (Director, UNC Institute for the Environment) 

Saturday, 17 November, 3:00 PM 

This iLLustrated talk considers O. 

Winston Link, who photographed the 

Norfolk and Western, the last major 

steam railroad in the United States, 

when it was converting its operations 

from steam to diesel, in the 1950s. 

Reevy, director of UNC’s Institute for 

the Environment, wit[ be avaiLabLe at 

the Ack[and Museum Store foLLowing the 

talk to sign copies of his book O. 

Winston Link: Li]*e ALong the Line. 

Free and open to the public. 

ACKLAND FILM FORUM 

.    .. ~x ,~..?. ,,.., ¢,~ ,,.. ,,.~ ¢.x ~b, 

Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 



In this special Ack[and Film Forum program, the Asco[ta Ensemble 

(Stuttgard, Germany) performs live film underscoring to a number of 

silent films. Among other pieces of existing and newly-composed film 

scores, the ensemble wilt premiere a work by UNC Professor of 

Composition Alien Anderson to accompany the iconic experimental short 

film Filmstudie by Hans Richter. 

This screening/performance is the first of three events in the Talking 

Music Series in the UNC-Chape[ Hilt Department of Music. 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill. 

Students free with valid university or high school ID. 

$4 for all others. Tickets are available at the Varsity Theatre Box. 

Ackland Film 
...... Forum Logo 

See the fut[ Ack[and Firm Forum schedule. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the offidat media 

sponsor of the Ack[and Film Forum. 

TOURS 

Thursday, 15 November, 7:00 PM 

Join Evan Ross as he discusses the representation 

of democratic government in art currently on view 

at the Ack[and, from the Roman Empire as seen in 

Rubens’ Roman Imperial Couple to 19th-century 

America in Hiram Powers’ marble bust Duff Greene. 

Free and open to the public during the Ackland’s 

extended Thursday evening hours. 

Saturday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

This public tour of the exhibition Elegance and 

Extravagance makes connections between the 

posters on view and the book selected for 

November’s Art ~t Literature book discussion. 

Whether or not you’ve read Masks, an early 20th- 

century work by Fumiko Enchi, you’re sure to make 

exciting observations white on this tour and 

perhaps whet your appetite for further reading. 

Free and open to the public. 



HANDS-ON 

Friday, 16 November, 4:00-7:00 PM, "Self-Portrait Prints" 

Start your weekend creatively with 

hands-on art classes designed 

especially for Carolina students. Each 

class begins at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, where you’l,[ examine the 

techniques, materials, and effects 

other artists have achieved. You’[[ then 

go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to 

try the techniques yourself as you 

create works of art that you can take 

home. 

In this week’s session, get ready for your 15 minutes of fame. (Look up 

Andy Warhol’s famous quote if you don’t already know it). Bring a 

photograph of yoursel,f, and create a three-color portrait print that would 

make Andy--and your family--proud! 

Instructors are Connie Zamorano, artist, and Erica Longenbach, art 

historian. Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for 

students with some art experience. 

Art ~ l,a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carol,ina Parents’ Council 

RSVP REQUIRED, as space is limited: culbert@unc.edu. 

$8 per class. Materials provided. 

MUSIC 

Sunday, 18 November, 2:00 PM 

Every third Sunday of the month, 

enjoy music in the Ackl,and 

galleries. A wide variety of 

performers can be heard, from 

classical, quartets to bluegrass, 

to enhance your Museum 

experience. 

Onjukai, literally meaning "music 

tree," is a trio of local musicians 

that pl,ays a wide variety of 

Japanese songs -- from traditional, works to anime songs. The group 

features flute (Wakana Nishiyama), koto (Tomomi Thorbjornsen), and 

v~oia (Yuka Yoshie). 

Free and open to the public. 

Reservations and tickets are NOT REQUIRED. 

Please arrive early to find a spot. 

SHOPPING 

In conjunction with the Ackiand’s "Season of Japan," the Museum Store is 

currently featuring an in-store 

Japanese Market with a wide variety 

of products and crafts that quote 

Japanese traditions with a 

contemporary fiai r. 

Textiles, bamboo and wooden items, 

ceramics, paper items, metal,work, 

and many other products are avaiiabie for purchase. Siikscreen prints by 

iocai artist Vidabeth Bensen and skateboard decks featuring ukiyo-e 



graphics by Zube[[e Bike & Board Factory are available in Umited 

quantities. 

Read the Daily Tar Heel article about the Market. 

Store Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Store Open: 

Friday, 23 November, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -extended hours! 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -extended hours! 

Sunday, 25 November, 12:00 - 5:00 PM 

REGULAR STORE HOURS 

Mon-Wed: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat I0:00 AM- 5:30 PM 

Sun 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 20 November, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

Museum Closed: 

Thursday, 22 November 

Museum Open: 

Friday, 23 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Saturday, 24 November, 10:00 AM - 5:00 PM 

Sunday, 25 November, I:00 - 5:00 PM 

Family Day: Images of People in Japanese Art 
Sunday, 25 November, 2:00 - 4:00 PM 

Find these and many more programs for adults, students, and children on 

the VISIT page of our website. 

The Ackland’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by 

generous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

dollars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emaff to the editor. 

Yusaku Kamekura, Japanese, 1915-1997: Hfroshfmu Appeals, 1983; cotor offset tithograph. Merritt C. Berman 

Co[[ection. 

I kkB Tanaka, Japanese, 1930-2002: Nfhon Buyo, for UCLA Asf~n Per]’ormfn9 Arts instftute, 1981; color offset 

tithograph. Merrit[ C. Berman Correction. 

Makoto Nakamura, Japanese, born 1926: Love fn Color, [or Shfsefdo, 1970; co[or offset [[thograph. Merr[tt C. Berman 

Correction. 

Peter Paut Rubens, Flemish, 1577-1640: Romen tmperfet Couple, c. 1615; oit transferred to masonite panet. 

Acktand Fund. 

I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Senkef Kenze Noh, 1958; color screenprint. Merdt[ C. Berman 

Correction. 

Kun[ch[ka Toyohara, Japanese, 1835-1900: Werrfor Unsheeths Sword, n.d., from Trfptych o[ Three Kebukf Actors As 

Werrfors; woodcut. Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Co[tection, Bequest of Susan Gray 

Akers. 

Forward this email 

rhea email was sent to eumce@email.tmc.edu b,! #_s__b_9%g_j__e_s__@_e___m__a_jj:__u_[!£:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Emai] Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 
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F, verybody gets popped 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 
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LRB cover art Everybody gets popped 
David Runcirnan 

Blood-doping was what gave Lance Armstrong a shot at 

becoming a legend. But it is dear that in his own mind 

what made the difference was how he doped: he simply 

did it better than anyone else, more creatively, more 

ruthlessly, more fearlessly, tie exploited the same 

opportunities that were available to evmyone. For 

Armslx’ong, dru~ added an extra element of 

competition to the sport: the emnpetition to be the 

person who made best use of the drags. Armstrong 

never doubted that eveD’one was at it. Ills mantra was: 

LJWhatever you do, those other fuckers are doing 

more.rq So there was nothing to be gained by being 

squeamish. The challenge was to be ahead of the curve. 

Moce 

Literary Names 

Colin B~ rr~w 

For some realist writers the best names are invisible. Hemy James was a great fl’etter 

over names, as you might expect from someone who had the same names as his 

father, both of which could be interehangeably a surname or a first name. He wanted 

his characters ~ names to have a tang of truth but not too much overt significance. 

The name Moyra Orabham he thought had [] a little too much meaning[] to be used 

in The IvoW Tower. Even James had his .Aa’ehers and his Ooodwoods early in his 

career, though, and listed []Remnant[] and ~Mastetraan~ in his notebooks as 

potentially useful names when he found them in the 7~mes. aane Austen favoured 

names which give almost nothing away about status or nature (Fanny Price, 

Elizabeth Bennet and Emma Woodhouse), but she could in some dreumstanees use 

names which suggest meaning: the wild Marianne Dashwood is an early example of a 

flighty" heroine lost in a moral forest, and Mr Knightley, well, he[]s not going to be a 

cad, is he? More 

Derridal s Secrets 
Adam Sbatz 

~Anyone reading these notes without knowing me,[] Jacques Detrida wrote in his 

diary in 1976, []without having read and understood everything of what I[]ve 

written elsewhere, would remain blind and deaf to them, while he would finally feel 

that he was understanding easily. ~ If you think you can understand me by reading 

::X:: UEA Guardian 

Masterclasses 



my diaries, he might have been warning future biographers, think again. Derrida 

worried that the diaries might one day be privileged over his philosophical writing 

or, worse, used as a way of [~finally[~ steering through the obstacles he had 

eonseiously plaeed between hilnself and his readers. Cotnprehension [~ particularly 

if aequi red ~ easily[~, a Detridean slur [~ wa s one of the illusions of ~ master.v a that 

he set out to puncture. Language, for Derrida, is always sa)~ng more than we want it 

to say’; it has a tendency to undermine itself, even to turn against itself; there is no 

final liberation into some utopia of clarity, transparency and understanding. More 

Short Cuts 

At the Movies 

In the Land of the Free 

Find us on Facebook Follow us on T~,Atter 

Cep),~igbt ,, L~,t;deu Re, Jew of B~,oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

ema]l: reg!str~:~ ~,t’lrb co uk "" You cau :m’~lJb’~cribe ~,~ upd~:te )~ o:1i en:,~JI prefbr~:~c,:s at any time on ore- website. 

Princeton 
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Liudsay Grego~ <lindsayg@£xconferences.com> 
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EU RegulateU Requirements tbr Medical Devices Utilizing Tissues of Animal Origin - Audio Conf Encore Presentation 

EU Regulatory Requirements for 
Medical Devices Utilizing Tissues of 
Animal Origin 

In an effort to provide a vNue-added sePAce to our customers and parh~ers, FX Conferences is pleased 
to invite you to as encore presentation of: EU Regulatopi Requirements for Medical Devices Utilizing 
Tissues of Animal Origin. If you think ~hat somebody else at your company would be interested, 
please, feel flee k~ pass en this emait. 

The medical device indush-y has a long and stlccessfl,d Nstory in the use of tissues of animal origin 
the design and manufac[ure of medica~ devices. However, with ~he firN appearance in the m~d 1990s 

e~a w~rian~ form of CteutzfeMt-Jakeb Disease (vCJD), a l&~a~ brain dk;ease ef humans, as a result ef 
the bovine spongifem~ encephalopalhy (BSE or "read-coW’ disease) epidemic h~ 1he UK, regu~atot? 
requiremen[s were enacted h~ ~he European Community aimed at miNm~zing ~he h~heren~ risks 
asseciaN~d w~th [he safe uae ef such devk:ea. This audio conference presentation discusaes [he dsks 
inherent in devices ua~ng ~ssues of animal (>r~g~n, and reviews the vark)ua European regulatory 
reqtfirements and guMance documents app~icaMe to such med~ca~ devices~ 

For complete de,~aiks ef ~his conference, please visit FXConfemnces.com, 

Feedback on this or similar ¢onleref~ces #ore previous participants: 

’The inYon#adon p~esented was c~ear~y communicated and very informa#ve,’ 

’Tt#s is a patZ of my bufd~## blocks of ~earn#~g. Than~ you2 

’R was ~n exce#en~ ove~iew of the topic, very c~e~r/y or#an#ed and presented...’ 

. Manager,,~iDirec[ots ef Re,_qutatory/kfINrs 

~ ManagersiD~rectors of Quality and Quality Systems 

* ManagerdDiredom d Manufacturing, h~clud~ng T~ssue Procurement Managers 

* ManagerdD~reclo~ of M~crob[obgy 

Learning Objectives 

The significance of Transmissible Sponpiferm Encephalopathies and ether transmissible 

ape.nts, and the inherent dsks they pese w[~h medksa{ devices manu~ackEred u~iHzh~g t~ssues e~ 

Repulatery tequirementa ~et medk~a~ devk~ea manufactured u~ilizing tisaues of anh~a{ edgh~ 
(Dkec~ves 93/42/EEC, 2007/47/EC, 2003/32/EC and Decision 2007/453iEC) 
Rev~ew of app~cable guMance doc~ments/ham~on~zed standa~ds (MEDDEV 2,11/1, 
BMEA,’410/01 Rev. 3, BN ~SO 22442-4,-.2,-3:2007) 

Aboutthe speaker: 

Steve Coppock is an MHS Auditor with T0V SOD America Inc. Since April 2010, his work has 
focused primarily on non-active medical devices with expertise is sterilization, head valves and animal 
eripin medk;N devk)ea Steve has ever 30 yean~ ef quafity and repu~a{e~Y management experience in 
[he medical devk?e indus[l% primarily with t~asue hearl valw~s aa weir as ol:her catdk)vascu~advascu~ar 
and odhoped~c devices, holding positions at Hancock Laboralories, Xenomedica AG, Baxter-Edwards 
CVS Division, Bravo Cardiovascular h~c. CryoLite ~nc., VenPm Corporation and Arbor Surg~ca~ 
Technoleg~es [nc He hekts a BS degree in medical micrebk)legy and ~s ene e~ the p~eneets h~ ~iquk~ 
chemical sterilization of tissue heart valves. 

()veF 50,000 a~tendee, s aores~,~ hundred~,~ of Ct_’4TIpaDies h,£ve taken advanta{~e Of eLH" easy-te,-use audio 

conferences to stay abreast of a fast-changing business environment, We specialize in Life Science 

conferences, along with ~opics relevant Ibr HR, Marketing, Legal, and Finance professionals, Come 

check out our library of past audio ce~lIetences a~x~ see what’s upcoming a[ FXConferences 



Please contact AC Support at acsupport@fxtrans.com with any questions or 8ssis~ance in 

re(. istral:ion. 

The Localization Institute 

1001 "~/VhteHown Street 
Newton, MA 02465-5001, USA 
617.559.9760 x. 10 

T~is email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by FXConferences.com. To be removed from our list use the following link: 

http ://ww’~.fxconferences.com/unsubscribe.aspx?E MAI L=eunice@email,unc,edu 
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TOP NEWS 

Israel and I-lamas Step Up Air 

Attacks hi Gaza Clash 

:..:,i. 9i 

Israel on Friday said it was prepared 

to panse its assault during a visit by 

Egypt’s prime minister, a day after 

Palestinian militants fired hundreds 

of rockets and Israeli tanks ~mbled 

toward the Gaza border. 

~ Israel’s Miiitary Begins Bocial Media 

Offensive as Bombs Fsii on Gaza 

~The [.ede Followh~g the Reports and 

Reaction on Twd~eT 

~ Gaza Conflict intensifies 

BP ~Will Plead G~fil~y and Pay Ove~° $4 Billion 

The British oil company said it had agreed to pay fines and accept charges related to the rig 

explosion two years ago that killed 11 people and caused a giant oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico. 

~ Times Topics: 2010 Gulf of ~,!exico Oil Spiii 

~r-] Graphic: Big Liabilities [or BP 

An inquiry is now looking at activities in Brazil, China and India, along with Mexico, Wal-Mart 
said. Its quarterly results showed lower-than-expected sales. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The people ht th~s cilg didn’t eh~,.’~t M~ke B~oo~rtberg thr~!e tina~s to gwe him n h~g." 

IlgWU’AND ~’OLFNON, deputy mayor of New York, on criticism that Mayor Michael R. Bh~ombevg 

has been insofficiently empathetic to victims of }Iurrieane Sandy. 

N.Y. / REGION 

t?ItOI.’OGIL&PtlS~ : : 

Visitilig the       I 
Mltiddy Vgeeekage I 
President Obama on ~ 

Thursday visited parts of New York 
City that were ravaged in the wake 
of Hurricane Sandy. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUT©R 
Semper Fi, 

Honey? 

Most of the time, my 

long-married military 



friends and I don’t think about infidelity. Until now. 

WORLD 

UoS, in Talks YVith Afgha~s o~ Prese~ce After, uo:~4 

The United States is seeking a security agreement authorizing a presence after Afghan forces 

assume responsibility for the war. 

Police Killing in Kenya Deepe~s Aura of Men, ace 

Recent unrelated episodes - a student shot and 3o officers massacred - highlight the shortcomings of 

a force marred by corruption allegations and a reputation of menace, 

Pe~tago~ Says 78,000 Troops Might Be Needed Go Seize Sy~ola Chemical Arms 

The estimate ealled into question whether the United States would have the resom’ees to act quickly 
to thwart the movement of sueh weapons. 

¯ More World News 

Fo~° Alzhelme*o*s~ Detection Adwa*lces Outpace Treatment Optlo~ts 

Families facing a diagnosis of the disease can only ask: Should they live their lives differently, get 
their affairs in order, join a clinical trial of an experimental drug? 

.&f’~rmative Aetiot~ Bat~ it~ Michigan Is Rejected 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit ruled that the voter-approved ban on 
affirmative action was unconstitutional. 

U.S. Extends Deadline for States o~a Health I~asn~ance Exchanges 

Many Republican govm~ors had delayed acting on the health care law in the hope of a Romney 
presidency that would push to overturn the law. 

More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

In BP Indlctments~ U,S, Shifts to Hold I~dlvldnals Accountable 

The three employees who were indicted in connection with the oil spill are the faces of a renewed 
effort by the Justice Department to hold executives aeeountable for their actions. 

The New kJgo*°ithm of }~,;eb Ma~°kethtg 

Technologies that target ads to specific consumers, rather than aggregate audiences offered by 
publishers, are pnnishing newspaper, broadcast and magazine sites. 

F,D,A, Posts Inj~ry Data fo~" 3 D~’inks 

Regulatory filings released by the Food and Drug Administration added Roekstar Energy to the 
group of products possibly involved in health problems. 

~ Caffein~ted Drink Cited 111 Reports of 13 Deaths 

SPORTS 

KNICKS 104, SPURS 100 
Savi~g Best for Last, K~cks Go to 

~II~e Knieks went on a 27-11 run in the final seven minutes, erasing a m-point deficit and handing 
the Spurs their first home loss of the season. 

~Box 
Score [ Off the DribMe Knicks Battle Perceptio;~ That Hot Start 

AIhlete Is Sho~ of ’Ext~’ao~’dh~a~T’ i~ Visa Bid 

For Afshin Noroozi, an Iranian table tennis player whose request for a work visa in the United States 
was denied, finishing 65th at the 2oo8 Olympics and a world ranking of 284 did not qualify as 
"extraordinary ability." 

ElTort to Save Soccer Chub Sweeps Globe 

The Spanish soccer club Real Oviedo, aided by social media, has sold shares in itself to fans who do 
not expect to profit. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART R~IEW 

A Feisty Phoenix F~’om the N~mlea~" Ashes 



A MoMA exhibition, "Tokyo 1955-197o: A New Avant4~arde," shows how the city transformed itself 

fi’om the capital of a war-torn nation into an international center for arts. 

DANCE REVIB/V 

Fan ciflfl Theatrica ]ity P~’oves a Shared La~gt~age 

The ~’ey MeIntyre Project and members of the Kin’ca National Contemporary Dance Company 

collaborate in a DanceMotion USA program at the Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’GIANT’ 

A Texan Tale Too Big for a I,*me Star 

Brian D’Arcy James and Kate Baldwin star in "Giant," a musical adaptation of Edna Ferber’s 

multigenerational novel of a Texas family, with a soaring score by Michael John LaChiusa. 

o More ARs News 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ANNA KARENINA’ 

Infi(|e]ity, Grand|y Staged 
~:::.....’:. : 

~II~e director Joe Wright and the screenwriter Tom Stoppard create a playful, passionate rendering 

of Leo Tolstoy’s novel "Anna Karenina." 

~E[] A:latemy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’SILVER LININGS PLAYBOOK’ 

The Caln~ Before the Kablooey 

"Silver Linings Playbook," directed by David O. Russell, finds a man, played by Bradley Cooper, 

returning home after a stint in a mental institution. 

~ Anatomy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEWI q-HE TWILIGHT SAGA: BREAKING DAWN - PART 2’ 

l~f~si~g the B|ood|~e VClth a Problem C]fild 

A newborn half-human, half-vampire ehild is the nominal centerpiece for the final movie in the 

’"l~vilight" fi’anchise. 

o More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

The Obama Administration must pursue further penalties against BP under federal environmental 

laws. 

EDITORIAL 

Ti~e Tar~fish of’the glecto~’al College 

No party, including the Demoerats, should benefit from a defective pofitical system. 

EDITORIAL 

School Reform in Newark 

The groundbreaking contract that Newark and its teachers’ union have hammered out offers 

reason for hope that the quality of teaching will improve. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Life, Death and Deficits 

Raising the retirement age on Social Security and Medicare would be a harsh blow to Americans in 

the bottom half of the income distribution. 

~ Columnist Page j Bio~ 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tile Age of Possibility 

The world is entering a post-familial age. Supple minds will be needed to recognize and navigate the 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 

Social and ~L~rti-Soclal Media 

’];he very groups who made the difference in President Obama’s re-election are among the fastest 

adopters of social and mobile media. Can Republicans catch up? 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 16, 1933, the United States and the Soviet Union established diplomatic relations. 

President Roosevelt sent a telegram to Soviet leader Maxim Litvinov, expressing hope that United 

States-Soviet relations would "forever remain normal and friendly." 

See This F]’ont Pa;4e 

Buy ~I’his F~’ont Pa~e 

About This E-Mail 

~eceived this message becaclse yod signed clp for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e~ As a membe~ o~ 

the FRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed te protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe ~ Change Your E-Mail ~ Priwcy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 
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Youth Studies - An Introduction 

Request your Coly~Nimentary E×am Copy of "Youth Studies’: today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Youth Studies 

An Introduction 

T~is invaluable text explains concepts, theories and trends in 

youth studies with concise summaries of key texts and the ideas 

of impo~lant theorists, it features international case studies and 

discussion. 

Mentities 

C~t~zenship and Politico{ ~gageme~t 

academic and vocational courses, including sociology, politics, 

criminology, sociai policy, geography and psychology 

Read more about the author and this new booi,: by visiting our 

website 

Request a complimentary exam copy for your upcoming 

Sociology and Social Policy 

To be removed from our emNi i~st please click here to unsubscribe 

[N Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si,~n up by subject area to receive news and oilers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respecl your privacy arid ,,,/ill not disciose, rent or sell your email address to any outside oroanisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 rayloF & Francis, an Informa business 

taylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of InfoFma UK Limited, registered in England under no 10Y2954. 

Registered once: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH. 

Siqn up bv subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update yolo details ol unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disciose, rent or sell yo~ir email addless to any o~itside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayio~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, ~egistered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morti~Y~er House, 37-4! Mootimer Street London, W!T 3JH. 
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TOP NEWS 

An Outgunned Hamas Tries 
to Tap Islamists’ Growing 
Clout 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL 
SHEIKH 

As Israel and Hamas met separately 
with Egyptian officials for indirect talks 
about a truce in the ongoing Gaza fight, 
Hamas seemed to be trying to exert its 
sway over ideological allies in Egypt’s 
govenunent. 
~ Photographs I ~ Video 

Brigades That Fire on Israel 

Are Showing a New Discipline 
By JODI RUDOREN 

As many as 15,ooo Qassam fighters are 
responsible for most of the rocket blitzes 
that have blanketed southern Israel in 
recent days, experts say. 

Investors Rush to Beat Threat of Higher Taxes 
By NATHANIEL POPPER and NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

With potential chmages in the tax code set to take place on Jan. 1, investors and business owners have begtm 
to protect their income before the end of the year. 

¯ ..N.XYLm...e..s.:.c...o...m....H...o_m...e..Ea.~t.e...,.: 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We simply can’t go on subsidizing enormous numbers of people to live in areas that are prone to huge 

natural disasters" 

ELI LEHRER, a member of SnmrterSafer.org, a Washington-based coalition, on subsidies for rebuilding 

coastal communities. 

SCIENCE 

~ SLIDE SHOW: In 
Alabama, a 
Community on 
Shifting Sands 



Dauphin Island, Ma., has been ravaged 
by multiple storms, and has received 
nfillions in federal funds to rebuild. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
To Reduce Inequality, Tax 

Wealth, Not Income 
By DANIEL ALTMAN 

The real tl~reat to our long-term 
prosperity is wealth inequality, so we 
need a progressive wealth tax. Pumpkin pie deconstructed 

ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

Have a Thanksgiving quandry? Visit our help line. 

One turkey, many decisions 
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WORLD 

Obama, in an Emerging Myanmar, Vows Support 
By PETER BAKER 

President Obanm was greeted by tens of tl~ottsands of people lining tl~e road from tl~e airport - and by furtl~er 
pronfises of reform by the goverument. 

Congo Rebels Advancing on Major City 
By JOSH KRON 

Fighting inched perilously close to Goma on Sunday and United Nations forces turned to heavy aerial 
bombardments to stop a rebel advance, according to witnesses and officials of Congo’s army. 

HERAT JOURNAL 
Freewheeling Afghan City Fearful of U.S. Pullout 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

A city that has moderuized rapidly over tl~e past 10 years now faces wlfispers of violence, tremors of 
eeononfie downturu and calls by a local strongman to rearm against the Taliban. 

o ~ Slide Show: Herat, an Unusually Modern Afghan City 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As Coasts Rebuild and U.S. Pays, Repeatedly, the Critics Ask Why 
By JUSTIN GILLIS and FELICITY BARRINGER 

Federal subsidies have allowed coastal commmfities to rebuild after storms, with little consideration of 
whether it makes sense to do so in disaster-prone areas. 

’ ~ Slide Show: In Alabama, a Community on Shifting Sands 

Ruling Soon on Isolation of Inmates With H.I.V. 
By ROBBIE BROWN 

A federal judge in Mabama is to rule tiffs week on a policy in tlae state tlaat keeps H.I.V.-positive innmtes 
segregated from the general prison population. 

Muscular Body Image Lures Boys Into Gym, and Obsession 
By DOUGLAS QUENQUA 

It is not just girls tl]ese days who are consumed by an unattainable body image. Many boys have begun to 
take unhealthy measures to reshape their bodies. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Protests Backed by Union Get Wal-Mart’s Attention 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE and STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 



Wal-Mart has filed a complaint seeking to prevent a group known as OUR Wahnart from staging protests 
against the company on Black Friday, the busiest shopping day of the year. 

European Countries Seek More Taxes From U.S. Multinational Companies 
By ERIC PFANNER 

European governments are going after Americm~ companies, like Google and Amazon.corn, that pay little or 
no taxes in Europe, despite generating billions of dollars in revenue on the continent. 

Spain Seeks Investment From Latin America 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

Prime Minister Marim~o Rajoy used a weekend smnnfit meeting to try to persuade Latin Americm~ leaders to 
invest more in his recession-hit country. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

JETS 27, RAMS 13 
Sanchez and Jets End Skid, Changing the Conversation, at Least for Now 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets exaded a three-gmne slide and improved to 4-6 with a pummeling of the Rams behind a brilliant 
performmaee by Mark Smaehez and a defense that forced three turnovers. 

" ~ Box Score I~ Slide Show 

Obstacles Test Athletes’ Grit 
By DINA KRAFT 

Fenway Park transformed into a grueling obstacle race course over the weekend, with challenges merest to 
test one’s agility and mental toughness. 

ANALYSIS 
After Latest Shake-Up, Many Expect Another 
By GREG BISHOP 

A tumultuous weekend put Notre Dame in the title game driver’s seat mad left other temns needing an 
equally wild week to tmfold. 

." B.C.S. Standings ] Heisman Watch 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE PIANO LESSON’ 
A Doleful Sonata Played on a Family’s Agony 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

The Signature Theater’s revival of August Wilson’s "Piano Lesson" brings a timely renfinder of how 
eousoling, how restorative, how emotionally sustaining great theater can be. 

A Writer Who Embraces Difference 
By CHARLES McGRATH 

The author Andrew Solomon explains how "Far From the Tree," lfis new book, developed from lfis own 
experiences as a clfild and a parent. 

Legends of the ’6os, Just Being Themselves 
By BEN SISARIO 

Howard Snfith’s revealing taped interviews for The Village Voice, soon to be released, capture stars of the 
rock era intimately and at great length. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

A Cable Channel for Pre-Schoolers Expands Its Reach 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

The ratings for PBS Kids Sprout have steadily increased in the last year, and ad dollars have followed suit. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 



Washington Post’s Chief Falters Anew 
By DAVID CARR 

Katharine We3anouth seems to be upending the loyalty mad accountability that have been a halhnark of her 
fanfily’s ownership of the newspaper. 

ADVERTISING 
Piggybacking on Black Friday 
By STUART ELLIOTT 

Typically a retail event, Black Friday has drawn marketers from other domains into the fray. 

, News From the Advertising Industry 

¯ More Media & Advertising_ News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Class-Based vs. Race-Based Admissions 
Selective colleges and mfiversities know that for robust diversity, both are essential. 

EDITORIAL 
Judicial Elections, Unhinged 
Record spending in state supreme court races continues a damaging trend. 

EDITORIAL 
The Power Mess on Long Island 
Guy. Andrew Cuomo is right to call an investigation to deternfine why the state’s utilities left so ninny people 
in the dark for so long after Hurricane Sandy. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Honey, I Shrunk the Pentagon 
By BILL KELLER 

What’s good for the deficit can also be good for national security. 

," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Twinkie Manifesto 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

We can learn a lot from the 195os. 
-’ Columnist Page I Blog 

CAMPAIGN STOPS 
Is Rush Limbaugh’s Country Gone? 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

The 21st centuIT version of class conflict sets the stage for an exceptionally bitter face-off between the left 
and the right in Congress. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. a9, a863, President Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg Address as he dedicated a national 
cemetery at the site of the Civil War battlefield in Pennsylvania. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 19, 2012 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 

Hi Eunice 

This (message below) put me in a good mood for many reasons! 

Take care of yourself. 

Tim 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:41 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM 

Dear Professor McMillan, 

Hi! My name is              . I am a first-year student here at The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I have done research on the best AFAM professor here and your name 
definitely topped the c]aarts. I see that your class is closed for the spring semester; however, may I sit in on the class until someone drops? I promise that I am a hard worker and I have a 

divine interest for AFAM. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:00 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Facul~ Colloquium: Nadia E1-Shaarawi, Thurs., Nov. 29th from 3:30-4:45 pm 



can & o- efican Studies Facui~¢ 

"Metropolitan Encounters: Urbm~ Refugees ~d Insecurity, in Cairo, 

Nadia Ei-Sh~ra~vi 
Postdoctoral Fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics 

a~ Duke UniversiD, 

Thu, rsday, November 29, 20 l 2 
3:30 PM4:45 PM 

Incubator Room at Hyde Hall 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&°=32454327 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32454327-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~,listserv.unc.edu 
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TOP NEWS 

UoSo Seeks Tr~lce o~l Gaza as 

Enemies S~tep Up Attacks 

Efforts to agree on a erase-five 
between Israel and tiamas 
intensified, with help fi’om Seeretary 
of State Hillary Rodham Clinton, but 
the sides struggled to achieve even a 
brief pause in fighting. 

Photographs ~ ~ Videos ~ ~ Map 

M~ssHe’s Firhig, Bomb Blasts 

and Sirens Shatter Gaza Calm 

People waiting [’or foreign ministers 
to arrive at a Gaza hospital were 
startled by a nearby rocket lmmehing, then by a deluge of wounded in the firefight with Israel. 

S~torin Bared a Lack of Options for [he Homeless hi New York 

This week, officials elosed all evaenation (:enters bnt two on Staten Island. Now they plan to rely 
solely on hotels, even as they brace for new arrivals in winter. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Paqe >~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’ih~ nqt Opinion,s, it~ ~o~ a ~adorml b’aged9 i~’Wa~m(wt em~ ’~ ~p~m (~t 8 o ’eloek o~ Tha~;sgivir~g Dn.~." 

~ARRY FINEGOLD, a Massaehnsetts state si~’natot’, on thi~" Co]onial-et’a blue [aws iu his state that 

prevent retailers from opening their doors on the holiday. 

DINING & WINE 

Candied Swee~ 

Potatoes 
Melissa Clark shows 
lmw to make candied sweet potatoes 
using maple syrup. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

the Sky 

Why Ameriean 
travelers will benefit if 
foreign airlines get a fair shot in 
American airports. 

WORLD 

New Hal.V. Cases Falling in So,he Poor Natlo~s, but Treat~nen~t Still Lags 

A U.N. report showed that m5 million people became infected last year, while only 1.4 million 
received lifesaving treatment for the first time. 



Congo Rebels Seize Prm’inclal Capital 

Rebel fighters overtook one of the biggest cities in the Democratic Repnblie of Congo, setting off riots 
amt raising serions questions abont the stability of Congo as a whole. 

Two Former Top Murdoch Mdes ~51! Be Charged ~Sth Bribery of Public 

Andy Conlson and Rebekah Brooks will be charged with paying bribes of np to $~6o~ooo to pnblie 
officials, in addition to several earlier charges. 

News Corporaticn Completes Y ~S Network Deal 

B~here Pilgrhns Landed~ ’I’hanksghdng Is Kept at Table, Not Mall 

Some of the conntry’s retailers said they wonld move np sales to Thanksgiving Day, but stores in 
some New England states, adhering to those states’ "blue laws," will be closed Thnrsday. 

Seco~d Act ofa Sca*ldah C~le lhe Superla~ers a*ld the Sphlmasters 

The sex-and-e-mail affair that forced out the C.I.A. director, David H. Petraens, has now ripened to 
the image management stage. 

An Eccentric Texas Millionaire Is Aec~sed of .&lmsh~g Teenagers 

Stanley Marsh 3, the Amarillo, ’rex., man behind the Cadillac Ranch, has been accused in lawsuit 
of sexually abusing teenage boys. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

Inslder Inquh’y inchh~g Closer to a BHiionah0e 

For the first time, a case against a former SAC Capital Advisors employee directly involves Steven 
A. Cohen, the hedge fund’s powerful founder. 

A~rlh~e# On-Thne Pe~’ormance R~ses 

Airlines have found ways to overcome the challenges of departing on schedule just in time for the 
busy holiday travel season. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

A Chance to Tackle [neq~allty 

While lawmakers are debating the question of how much government we can afford, they have 
ignored the broader question of how much government we need. 

SPORTS 

ESSAY 

For lhe Lions~ a Rare Feast Amld ;L)ecades of Famine 

A commanding victory by the Lions over the Packers on Thanksgiving Day in ~962 left a feeling 
among some Detroit fans that anything was possible - a feeling that did not last long. 

KNICKS 102, HORNETS 80 

Fast Start for z~tbo~y a~d 8-~ Start for K~ficks 

Carmelo Anthony scored 29 points in 28 minutes, including ~9 points in the first half, as the ~icks 

cruised to a victory over the Hornets on Tuesday night. 

~ 8ox Score 

In Belglum, an Old Qt~arrel Gets a New Slant 

In Belgium, a small European nation struggling with ethnic rivalries, the national soccer team has 
put to one side the political and linguistic differences that have crippled society. 

Mere Sperts News 

ART~ 

MOVIE REVIEW I’LIFE OF PI’ 

Plenty of Gods, but 3ust One Fellow Passenger 



"Life of Pi," directed by Aug Lee anti based on the novel by Yann Martel, features a yonng man, a 

tiger anti lots of talk abont God. 

[] Slide Show: Behind the [iger 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Riham~a, Icy Hot and Steely-Strong 

In her new a]bnm~ "Unapologetic," ~hanna’s iey smoothness prevails~ and she maintains her cool~ 

never once verging on the maudlin, even in the more vnlnerable songs. 

Hoppe*o Expert Questio~ts How i~ir~istes Got an ~ Trove 

art historian Gail Levin says the Arthayer R. Sanborn Collection was acquired simply by 
earwing win’ks out of the home of Edward Hopper’s widow. 

o More ARs News 

DINING & WINE 

Pasta Carbon ara, a ~ U~likely Sta ~d-I n 

If we all followed Calvin ’l~’illin, we’d have pasta earbonara for Thanksgiving - a deli egg-baeon-and- 
eheese-on-awoll that has been pasta-fled, fandfied and fetishized. 

~ Slide Show 

Creamed Onious~ Shrimp Cool.all, Si~ged Eyebrows 

The Dining section staff shares Thanksgivings memories, 

CITY KITCHEN 

A Dish for Pilgrim m" P~Iaharajah 

An exotic use for turkey leftovers: biryani, a rice dish rich with fragrant spices. 

o More Dininq & ~Nhge ~ 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 

A Broken Election Sys~e~r~ 
President Obama and Congress can make voting easier for all .~mefieans and reduce the role of big 
money. 

~ Editc,rlals: Go~ls for a New rerm 

EDITORIAL 

D~ty Before Par~ 
Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey received the ridicule of fellow Republicans because he stood up fox" 
his state and praised President Obama after Hurricane Sandy. 

EDITORIAL 

M~chlgan’s Burde~some z~endme*~t 
In a sound ruling, a federal appellate court struck down the state’s ban on race-conscious 
affirmative action policies. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

’Ft~r~ing Brass l[~to Gold 

The alchemy of turning brass to gold: How three women used two generals to advance their own 
agendas. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obama~s Moment 

The Chattanooga Choo-Choo is running faster than ever these days. if only the rest of the country 
would take note. 

OPINIONATOR 
.&lJ Hall the Sweet Potah~ 
::;1/ L:Af?:.:: ir~..!a~,i 
If you didn’t take the sweet potato for granted, you’d be giving thanks for it. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 2~, 1964, New York’s Verrazano Narrows Bridge opened. 
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T PcIagazlnc: Winter Travel xoza                       [i~] 

As always, T Magazine’s travel issue spans the globe -- 
bringing you model Karlie lGoss in Nicaragua> wineries 
and restaurants in Baja> Mexico, the m~sie scene of Okinawa. 
d apart, and stylish new offerings in London’s Covent Garden. 
Visit New England with writer J wee Maynar& and Bernalda, 
Italy with filmmaker Francis Furd Coppula. Plus, T offers up its 
first-ever guide tu taking a ermse. 

Last-Minute Thanksgiving Prep                        ~ 
Li;t The Tb~es’s D~ni~g &, Wi~e section belp you wilb that 
holiday [’east ---. [}’om the best bird to daring side dishes to 

suggestions ~br the morning aKer. Aud you ean pose a question 
d~reet[y to the team via ore" Thanksgiving Help Line. Whether 
you’re cooking Jk~r a [’ew ov the whole crew, onr culinary experts 

Don’t Miss o. N’~gimes.com 

U.S. to Be World’s Top Oil Produei:r in ~ Years, Report Says 

Real },’.state: G;]rgoy[es and Gaslight on the U.W.S. 

Spateheoekmg, the Key to a Faster Thanksgiving 

LuPone and Winger star in Mamet’s new play, "The ,amarchist" 
Jennifer I,awrenee and Bradley Cooper star in "Sih’er Linings 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The 

Conflict in Oaza 
An Israeli airstrike that killed 
nine members of a single family 
was one of several attacks that 
indicated that Israel was hitting 
a wider range of targets. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: Holiday 

Gift Guide: ’I~’avel in Style 
Whether your seasonal 
obligations are local, involve 
cross-country train rides or 
international flights, we’ve 
selected a range of usefid gifts to 
make jet-setting modishly 
convenient. 

~ VIDEO: Thanksgiving: A 

Complete Video Archive 
A collection of Thanksgiving 
recipe videos from our archives, 
featuring everything from 
carving a turkey to making a 

Playbook" 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on ~’~J= 
(BeS, veen Nov 14, 2012- Nov. 20, 201211 

1. As Not Seen on 

2. Krngman: Thi: Twinkle Manifesto 

3. t:t’iednmn: Obam;]’s Nightmare 

4. How to Live Without Irony 

5, Dowd: Reputation, Reputation, Reputatkm 

perfect pie crust. 

Join the 
Conversation 

’IMrkeyoo, 

Carve that 

Thanksgiving 

EeL~ 

For the most anthentie 
Thanksgiving, the animator 
argnes that eel shonld reclaim 
its rightful place at every dinner 
table. 
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with coverage from Th-nes 
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Deliverecl befole the 

opening bell and a~el the 

ma rket c~ose, tJ~e Dea~Boek 
e-mail newsle~er provides 

bleaking news about M&A. 
IROs~ venture capi~l, and 

The lares[ Theater news 

from Broadway and 
beyond 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Friday, November 23, 2012 4:06 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "The Development Review Vol 1 Issue 1 is out" on Think Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’The Development Review Vol 1 Issue I is out’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Dear Comrades, Check out the firs tissue of the Grassroots journal The Development 

Review. http://thed evelop mentreview.org/Papers/TDR_Vo... 

Blog post link: 

The Development Review Vol 1 Issue 1 is out 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 
Sociology 

2050 members 3~,2 discussions 

710 photos 40 Events 
13~t videos 404 blog posts 
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TOP NEWS 

Clashes Break Out After 
Morsi Seizes New Power in 
Egypt 
By KAREEM FAHIM and DAVID D. 
KIRKPATRICK 

Thousands of protesters chanted for the 
domafall of President Mohamed Morsi’s 
government in Cairo, while others 
ransacked the offices of the president’s 
former party in other cities. 
° ~ Photographs: Clashes in Egypt After Morsi 

Seizes New Power 

" The Lede: Anger in Egypt Over Morsi Power 

Grab 

-26WEEKS ~’0~:~.~    ~ 

Tension and Confusion 
Linger in Gaza Strip After 
Cease-Fire ~ By JODI RUDOREN and ISABEL KERSHNER 

The fatal shooting of a Palestinian man 
did not fracture the cease-fire that 
ended eight days of fighting between Hamas and Israel. But it did showcase the confusion that remains over 
the deal. 

-’ ~ Video: After the Cease-Fire I Photographs 

:. Reporter’s Notebook: In Gaza Courtyards, Displays of Pride 

Learning Curve: No Longer Just a Human Trait 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

Scientists are reporting advances in deep learning, an artificial intelligence technology that can recognize 
patterns. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_9~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"God’s will and elections made me the captain of this ship." 

MOHA~ED MORSI, the president of Egypt, in response to protests over his seizure of re]checked 

authority. 

SPORTS 



~ VIDEO: Kite With the Wind 
In Martha’s Vineyard, the professional 
kiteboarder Rob Douglas trains to 
defend Iris title as the fastest hmnan 
trader sail. 
¯ " Related Article 

OPINION 

0 P-ART 
For Sale 
Barbara Kruger illustrates 
her impression of the 
shopping season with a 
few choice words. 

....... 2:6 WEEKS 

WORLD 

New Setback for European Union as Budget Talks Falter Over Administrative 

Costs 
By JAMES KANTER and ANDREW HIGGINS 

European Union leaders failed to reach agreement on a spending plan for their troubled bloc, calling off talks 
after most countries rejected cuts demanded by Britain and its allies. 

," ~, Tracking the Debt Crisis 

¯ " Cyprus Bailout Near, but Not Yet Done Deal 

South Korea Is Surprised by Departure of Candidate 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Ahn Cheol-soo, a computer software mogtfl who was widely seen as a top contender for the presidency, 
threw his support behind a fellow liberal who has championed aggressive engagement with North Korea. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
Branded a Betrayer for Embracing Syria’s Rebels 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

Samar Yazbek, a Syrian Alawite, has written a chronicle of the uprising’s first months and the pain her 
participation in it has brought. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Pipeline Protest Draws Pepper Spray From Deputies 
By SAUL ELBEIN 

Protesters at TransCanada’ s Keystone XL construction site in Texas were pepper-sprayed Monday by local 
sheriff’s deputies. 

With Stickers, a Petition and Even a Middle Name, Secession Fever Hits Texas 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A petition in Texas calling for secession has received texas of thousands of signatures. 

BELIEFS 
A Scholarly Affair With a Side of Activism 
By MARK OPPENHEIMER 

At a joint meeting of the Society of Biblical Literature and the American Academy of Religion, some drew 
attention to a contract fight between a union and a hotel chain. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



New Zealand Wants a Hollywood Put on Its Map 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

The government of Prime Minister John Key has linked its fortunes to some of Hollywood’s biggest pictures, 
creating a grand experiment in the fusion of fihn and govermnent. 

Rising Consumer Optimism Fuels an Annual Spree 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Bargain htmters shopped in larger groups mad made longer outings Thursday night and Friday at 
department and discount stores, with analysts predicting strong sales. 

’ ~ Slide Show 

30 Years After Chia Pets, Seeds Hit Food Aisles 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Witl~ Chia Pets, a mix of seeds and water in an animal-shaped figurine could sprout a plant resembling green 
hair. Now, ehia is becoming a nutritional "it" item. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

For Jets, a Debacle With Few Rivals 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Few teams implode quite as spectacularly - or as publicly - as tl~e Jets, who were still reeling a day after a 49- 

a9 loss to the Patriots. 
~ The Fifth Down: Tebow Could Have Played, Maybe, Sort Of 

N.H.L. Scratches More Games and Its All-Star Weekend 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Witl~ labor talks making little progress, tl~e players are talking about decertifying tl~eir union, which could 
expose the N.H.L. to antitrust suits. 

Irish, Good Again, Are Also Good for Business 
By GREG BISHOP 

This season has proved tlaat when tlae Fighting Irish win - and wha and win - more casual fans watch, more 
interested parties buy and more companies become sponsors. 

’- The Quad: For a Notre Dame Family, a Legacy of Optimism (With an Asterisk or Two) 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

Larry Hagman, Who Played J.R. Ewing in ’Dallas,’ Dies at 8a 
By BILL CARTER 

Mr. Hagman’s portrayal of one of television’s most beloved villains led tlae CBS series to enormous world 
popularity, and he had been fihning the sequel to the show. 

Bin Laden Film’s Focus Is Facts, Not Flash 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

The success of "Zero Dark Thirty," a movie about the htmt for Osmna bin Laden, may depend on the 
willingness of audience members (and awards voters) to relive difficult events. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
A Different Magnitude of Star 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

In Lifetime’s "Liz & Dick," about Elizabetla Taylor mad Richard Button’s tumultuous relationship, Lindsay 
Lohma, as Taylor, is mostly a renfinder that star power may be a bygone thing. 

¯ More Arts News 

TRAVEL 

Virginia’s Lost History 
By GUY TREBAY 

In tlae Nortlaern Neck, lfistory mingles witla undulating landscapes, dramatic riverside cliffs and bald eagles, 



but nfiraculously few tourists. 

~’ ~ Slide Show 

JOURNEYS 
A Food Bloggers’ Tour of Kuala Lumpur 
By NAOMI LINDT 

In Malaysia’s food-obsessed capital, the author follows a culinary course blazed by bloggers, eating 
everything from "fatty rice" to tlfick slices of Hainanese bread. 

BITES 
Restaurant Report: Immigrants in Singapore 
By CHERYL LU-LIEN TAN 

One of Singapore’s most popular chefs layers flavors from the city’s textured past at this new restaurant. 
"This is heritage food that you don’t really see anymore," he says. 

¯ More Travel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 
Promises on Gun Control 
President Obanm now has the freedom to take on the issue that politicians shtm. 

" Editorials: Goals for a New Term 

EDITORIAL 
The Paperwork Mountain at Veterans Affairs 
As backlogs for disability compensation mad pensions persist, the Department of Veterans Affairs struggles 
to catch up wifl~ its pronfises. 

EDITORIAL 
Albany, Not Another 2009 
If a bidding war erupts in January between the two parties for the affections of the wavering members, the 
public will be the loser. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Lincoln, Liberty and Two Americas 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

One-party control in a majority of the states may allow the pursuit of wildly partisan agendas. What will that 
do to the nation as a whole? 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
America’s Failed Palestinian Policy 
By YOUSEF MU NAYYER 

The United States’ policies toward Israelis and Palestinim~s have only increased the incentives for using 
violence. 

SUNDAY REVIEW I GRAY MATTER 

Neuroscience: Under Attack 
By ALISSA QUART 

Growing ranks of skeptics and critics slam new "brain porn." 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 24, 1963, Jack Ruby shot and mortally wounded Lee Harvey Oswald, the accused assassin of 
President Kennedy. 

¯ See This Front ..P.:.a.g.e_ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 9:44 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

summer school 2013 

Deax Tim, 
You are scheduled to teach AFAM 101 at 1:15 during the first summer session. 

More information to follow. Please caJl me if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Jaaaken 

Professor of Afro-Americaaa Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-Americaaa Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University ofNort~ Caxolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http://www.umass.edw’umpress/spr 9TiaJlken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.html 

http:i/undpress.nd.edu/booldP00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: notes from our discussion about the retreat 

Hi Eunice -- 

Here are the notes from my meeting with David. Let me know when you’d like to meet about this and about the website -- I have an academic affairs committee meeting 9:30- 
:t0:30 on Wednesday, we could meet after that if you like. I’m also free 2-3 that day. My replies to David’s comments (in red below) are these: 

Curriculum committee is still in full force - Kia Caldwell is the chair and she would be good to talk to and perhaps then a meeting with the committee will be 

advisable. 

I have spoken with Charlene about talking to you and she is willing to do so. So give her a call or an email. I think she will be very useful to the process. 

I’ll talk to Eunice about our conversation. 

Take care 

From: Kiel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, October 23, 20:t2 7:4:t AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: notes from our discussion about the retreat 

Hi Tim, 

Great to talk with you yesterday and learn more about your background and your work. I have noted a few lingering questions in red font. 

Thought T’d jot down my notes so I have a reference for our conversation when we pick it up again. Please add to or correct what I have here. 

We are thinking of one full day in February 

We agree a promising approach is using the model appreciative inquiry (~ have used this with Dramatic Arts, Public Policy, Reigious studies, and others to good effect) and 

identifying departmental strengths, clarifying the vital core of values and interests that connects people to the department. This might go something like this? 

Tnteractive exercise to review and value the history of the department and contributions of all--strengths, lessons learned from each period 
Two person appreciative interviews (one Africanist and one Af-Am studies person) 
3 pair groups to share interview content and identify departmental strengths to build on 
Develop some visions about a positive future for the department in small groups an share 
Use positive ideas developed to address one or two practical challenges, e.g. implementing new curriculum; present a strong and positive image to the campus; build 
community within the department. 

Major goal is community building, connecting Africanists to African American Studies scholars and helping think through the meaning of the new Diaspora emphasis, perhaps 
discuss ways of helping all feel more competent and confident in delivering the new curriculum. 

(Is the curriculum committee sti!l a functioning group? Perhaps we need to talk with them before including this on the retreat agenda?) 

I should probably come to a faculty meeting this fall or early next semester to set the stage, get ideas 

Probably this process would parallel strategic planning; hopefully what we do would be in an input to what they do, but not necessary use the retreat time to address strategic 
planning question, but hold this open as discussions with Perry, Eunice and that committee get going. 

Before going with the history exercise, I should visit with Charlene Register, who has been here a long-time and who I know pretty well from previous connections to her two 
sisters who I knew through the Upward Bound Program. 

Will you share with Eunice what we talked about or should I when I see her next week? 

I look forward to working with you on this and I think this is going to be a very meaningful event, and will move the department forward. 

From-" McMillan, ~m 
Sent-" Thursday, October 04, 20:t2 :t0:04 AM 

To-" Kiel, David 
C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
$..bject-" RE: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

October 22 is good for me. Does noon work? We could meet at my office in Battle and then proceed to Franklin Street. 

Let me know if this is acceptable to you and your schedule. 

Tim 

From-" Kiel, David 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:4-7 PM 

To-" McMillan, Tim 
C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N 
$,,bject-" Re: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 
Tim, Monday Oct. 22 is good for me, Wed. Oct 31 for lunch. I can do breakfast any morning the week of the 8th except for wed. Look forward to working with you on this. David 

From= "McMillan, Tim" <tim:l@email.unc.edu> 

Date= Wed, 3 Oct 2012 14:28:09 -0400 



To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

I hope you are doing well. I know you are keeping busy. 

I am chair of the committee that will be planning the AFRI/AFAM departmental retreat. We are currently thinking about February to hold the event, and it seems 

prudent to being the planning now. 

Eunice thought it would be a good idea for us to meet for brainstorming and strategizing, perhaps over lunch if that works for you. 

MWF noontime is usually free for me, if TTh works better for you it would have to be a breakfast meeting as I am occupied from 10-4. 

I look forward to seeing you and hearing your thoughts. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, November 26, 2012 3:39 PM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~iohnson@nationalhummaitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationa]humm~itiescenter.org>; Kendra Adipietro 

<kadipietro@nationa]lmmanitiescenter.o~g> 

Noted Literary Schol~x Stefan Collini to spea]c at the National Humanities Center, Thursday, Dec. 6th 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Complex Words: History in English Literary Criticisln" 

Stefan Collini, University of Cambridge 

ii’~] Inline image 1 

Thursday, December 6, 2o12 - 5:oo p.m. 

In his tatk, Stefan Cottini witt exptore some of the ways in which the "ctose reading" styte of titerary criticism dominant in Britain and the 

United States in the middle decades of the 20th century was presumed to be indifferent or even hostite to history. 

Co[[ini is professor of English literature and intellectual history at the University of Cambridge. His research interests include the relation 

between [iterature and intet[ectua[ history from the [ate 19th century to the present, inctuding the "question of intet[ectua[s," the retation 

between academic critics and "men of letters," and the rote of cu[turat criticism, as we[[ as the work of figures such as T.S. Eliot, F.R. 

Leavis, Wi[tiam Empson, George Orwe[t, Raymond Wfltiams, and Richard Hoggart. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~9) 549-o66~, ext. H6, or rnjohnson(a~,nationalhumanitiescenter.org 

Nalional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Research Triangle Park, NC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:23 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
meeting confirmation 

Date/Time:    Wednesday, Dec. 5 / 11-12 p.m. 

Incubator room Hyde Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Speaker Partnership 

Best, 

Travis 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: 
Subject: Speaker Partnership 

12:59 AM 

@gmail.com] 

Hello, 

My name is                 and I am one of the        of Advocates for Human Rights (AHR), a student organization in 

the Campus Y. AHR works to raise awareness of human rights issues, both in the local community and around the world. In 
doing so, AHR seeks to inspire students to take action on these issues. Our projects in the past couple of years have included 

bringing activists such as John Pendergast and Noam Chomsky to speak at UNC, offering support to the local community of 
refugees from Burma, and pressuring local politicians to take a stand against conflict minerals in the Congo. 

Each spring, we host an annual Human Rights Week, consisting of a series of events that are aimed at raising awareness of 
human rights issues. In past years, Human Rights Week has been a tremendous success, and we are looking forward to 
building on prior experience in this year’s series. This spring, HRW will be held from February 11th to 15th. Our program is set 

to include a keynote speaker, a Di Phi debate centered on a social justice issue, a Human Rights Dinner, a policy writing 
workshop, a spoken word for social justice event and a fair trade chocolate event on Valentine’s Day. I am writing to you today 

concerning our keynote speaker event, which is set to be held on the evening of February 12th. This year, we are hoping to 
bring in Nadine Strossen, who was president of the ACLU from 1991 through 2008. Ms. Strossen was the first female president 

of the ACLU and the youngest-ever president of the organization. At present, she is a professor at the New York School of Law 
and sits on the Council of Foreign Relations. We are hoping to have Ms. Stossen speak on present concerns in issues of civil 
liberties and civil rights, particularly in the context of President Obama’s reelection and the opening of his second term. 

We were wondering if the Department of African and Afro-American Studies would be interested in partnering with us to host 
this screening. We would be very appreciative of any form of support, including assistance in publicizing the event and/or a 
contribution toward the speaker honorarium of $6,500. 

If you have any questions about this event or about Advocates for Human Rights, please don’t hesitate to let me know, by 
email at                ~c~mailoCOm or by phone at 

Thank you very much for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, November 27, 2012 3:21 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

An Encore of Jacques Pierre’s Poetry on Thursday, December 6, 2012 @ 7:00 pm at The Regulator Bookshop 

F1DIlI: 

Aude Dieud~ 

Duke University 

Romance Studies Depar~xnent 

PhD Candidate in French & Francophone Studies 

Contact: audedieude@duke.edu 

Dear Colleagues & Friends, 

We would like to invite yon to m~ encore of Jacques Pierre’s poetry on Thursday, December 6, 2012 @ 7:00 pm at The Regulator Bookshop. 

Best, 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 

7:00 PM 

The Regulator Bookshop 

720 9th Street, Durham, NC 

Duke Professor Jacques Pierre has just published his first book of Creole poetry: "Omega". 

Come celebrate the book launch and hear Jacques give spirited readings of his poems that touch on themes of love, politics, nature, and the environment. 

Many of his poems are built around Haitian proverbs and celebrate the richness of the language. 

At the Regulator Bookstore in Downtown Durham, Jacques will read a selection of poems, discuss translations, and talk about his motivations and process 

in crafting this work in his first language - Creole. 

Following the reading there will be time for Q&A and book signing. Copies of "Omega" will be available for purchase. $11. Cash only. 

Come out to celebrate this accomplishment (15 years in the making!), hear live Creole poetry, and support Jacques! It’s going to be an awesome time! 

www.hatihub.com 
w~,.rafacarlo.blo~spot.com 

wv~v.sta(tingbloc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

~Vednesday, November 28, 2012 11:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Opening Thur~tay 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Log .... II 

Distance and Desire 

Part I1" Contemporary Reconfigurations 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, November 29, from 6pm-8pm 

Samuel Fosso and Zanele Muholi 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
~,"~ 

The Walther Collection presents Part II of 
~,.~,., ,..,,~,.,,,,~:, a three-part exhibition series curated by Tamar Garb. 



.C~s~p.."../xs...’~wy/~’~;~,~~/’i~,~.~’..~i<.,.,~~.; offers new perspectives on the African 
photographic archive, reimagining its diverse histories and changing 
meanings. The exhibition centers on photography and video by African and 
African American artists who engage critically with the archive through 
parody, appropriation, and reenactment. 
Carrie Mae Weems introduces the themes of C~t~l~’ary ~-<~,’~,,’~fi~ ~-~i~,,’~ 
with her powerful series "From Here I SawWhat Happened And I Cried," a 
revision of nineteenth and twentieth-century anthropometric photographs of 
African Americans, overlaid with texts by the artist. Sammy Baloji and Candice 
Breitz rework ethnographic photographs onto large-scale collages. Zweiethu 
Mthethwa and Zanele Muholi examine sexuality, costume, and ritual. Samuel 
Fosso and Philip Kwame Apagya create exuberantly staged studio portraiture, 
using elaborate backdrops and sets to critique stereotypes and identities. 

Sabelo Mlangeni’s black and white photo-essay, "lmbali," documents the reed 
dances of KwaZulu-Natal, showing the display of virgins vying to be chosen 
as brides. Pieter Hugo’s series "There’s a Place in Hell for Me and My Friends" 
examines ethnicity and skin tonalities through anthropological mug shots. 
Working in video, Berni Searie performs as a statuesque deity engaged in 
domestic labor in "Snow White," and Andrew Putter gives an indigenous voice 
to the figure of Maria de ia Quellerie, wife of the first Dutch commander in the 
area known today as Cape Town, in "Secretly I Will Love You More." 

For this group of artists, a stereotype or ethnographic vision in one era may 
provide material for quotation, irreverent reworking, or satirical performance in 
another. Illustrating how the African archive - broadly understood as an 
accumulation of representations, images, and objects - appears in selected 
contemporary lens=based practices, the exhibition stages a dialogue between 
the distance of the past and the desiring gaze of the present. 
~o~~~o~a~%~ ~eco~i~a~i~s~ will be on view from November 30, 2012 to 
March 9, 2013. 

FonNard ernail 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address ~nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe~’~ Privacy Policy, 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: IIY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 28, 2012 4:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, ttoliday Gift Guide, Picture Your Life After Cancer and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 128/a mes 1 Y 

[ii.~ N .... ber 28, 2012 @Times- 

Holiday Gift Guide: Travel in Style                  [i~1 

With Black Vriday and Cyber Monday behind us, the 
holiday shopping season is well undetsvay. To help you 
whittle down that mile-lung shopping hst, The Times’s Fashion & 
Style mavens have col=piled our annual Holiday Gift Guide. The 
year’s installment focuses on stylish travel gifts - organizers, 
gadgets, timepieces, games, clothing - fur all the jet-setters in 
your life~ 

Pietm’e Yore" Life After Cancer                         ~ 
Over ~he past two yi;aFs, nearly 1,5oo readers has-i; 
Fesp(mded to The Times’s Fequest to send in a photo amt 
answer the question, "tIow is your life different after cam;er?" 
Together, their images amt stories make up a clickab]e eo[lage 
offering insights into the challenges and triumphs of life after 
this terrible disease, Now, e~eerpts fFom this ~nteractive feature 
haw~ been compiled into a powerful sew book {’tom The Times 
amt the AmeFican Cancer Society. 

* Polities: Efforts to Curb Socia[ Spending Face Resistam;i; 

, Real Estate: A Room With a View 

* Movies: A "Radio Day" House Survives the Hurricane 

* Theater: Film Favorite Paul Rudd Stars on Broadway in "Grace" 

* Hearth: Thinking Clearly About Persomdity D~sorders 

Top 8 V~ewed Features o,~ NYn ......... 
(Between Nov. 21,2012 - Nov 27, 20~2) 

~ SLIDE NHO’W,~ Macy’s 

ThaM,:sgivi~g Day Paradi; 
Millions of people lined the route 
of the 86th annual Macy’s 
Thanksgiving Day Parade. 

~ INTEIL&CTIVE: Pictures 

of the Day: Hurricane Sandy 

Aftermath 

Daily images of the fallout from 

the storm. 

~ VIDEO: ()~: the Street 

With Bill Canningham: Pressed 
and Tailored Men 
After decades of dressed-down, 
oRen disheveled styles, a few 
men with high antennas are 
signaling a major new direction: 
pressed and tailored. 

Join the 
Conversation 

*. Krugman: Grand Old Planet 

2. A Minimum Tax for the Wealthy 

3, With Stickers, a PefiHon a~d Even a ?,{idd[e Name, Secessi(m 
Fever Hits Texas 

4, i~istof: A Failed Experiment 

5. Krugman: Fighting Fiscal Phantoms 

federal 

government 

s ubMdlzh~g 

coas~M reconstruction? 
Should the federal government 
stop helping to rebuild prope~ies 
in areas vulnerable to natural 
disasters? 

[] Join the Conversation 

.A daily e.-mail newsle[ter on 
the business of technology, 
W~th coverage from Tinges 

staff writers and a roundup 

of n~ws from ac[oss th~ 



Web 

Delivered before the 

opening bell and a!ter the 

market close, the DeaiB%k 
e-mail newsletter provides 
breaking news abod~ 

M&As, I P.Os, venture 

capital and more 

li~e latest theater news 
from Broadway and 

beyond 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.cem marketing department Yeu received this message because yeu signed up 

for ~lYTimes corrfs @Times newsletter. 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTil~-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New Yolk, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 11:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Why Israel Didn’t Win 

[~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

V()L~ 34 NO. 23 Visit h:b.f’o~k E~ 

LRB cover art 

The unravelling of the old Arab order, when Israel 

could count on the quiet complicity of Arab big men 

who satisfied their subjects with flamboyant 

denunciations of Israeli misdeeds but did little to block 

them, has been painful for Israel, leaving it feeling 

lonelier than ever. It is this acute sense of wflnerability, 

even more khan Netanyahu~s desire to bolster his 

martial credentials before the Janualy elections, that 

led Israel into war. More 

Questions Concerning the Murder of Benazir Bh utto 

Owen Bem~ett~Jones 

As the second shot rang out Bhutto~ s headsearf or dupatta tnoved away frotn her 

face. She then fell like a stone, through the escape hatch, into the vehMe. But the 

gunman wasn []t finished, tte looked down at the ground, prepared himself for death, 

and set off his suMde bomb. Much of the press t~ported him as clean-shaven. In 

fact, he had probably never shaved at all. British scientists who later analysed what 

was left of his bo@ estimated his age at 15 and a half. More 

Ash Dieback 
5ererny l tardi~g 

Diebaek. Four weeks ago the government was contemplating an inferno of ash trees 

from top to bottom and east to west of the UK. The press were talldng up the enemy, 

ChalarafraMnea, as the mother of all fungi, a Milosevie-Saddam pathogen that had 

to be stopped in its tracks. The trouble was that no one knew how to karget the 

offender. The next thought was that we should eliminate all infected trees, not just 

saplings imported from Europe but mature ash in British forests. Maybe even 

iXi Gift Subscriptions 



healthy trees near infected ones: deny the predator the prey, M o[’e 

Michael Haneke 
Gilbert~ ~ Perez 

tIorror movies fl4ghten us; violent thrillers agitate us; sentimental stories make us 

et7. Suffering is often part of our enj oyment. Within limits, however: we are not to 

be so displeased that we ate not pleased. Bu ~ uel deliberately went beyond the limits 

of permissible displeasure. ~Amd so, in his own way, does the Austrian fihnmaker 

Michael Haneke. More 

Short Cuts 

The Book of Desl-ruetioz~ 

At the National Portrait 
Gallery 

RosemaW H~lh 

¯ Th e Lost Prefacer 

Ksthe~’~ne R~mde~la Thomas Wyatt. 

Pa*~I Grh~stad~ Oulipo 

Edmm~d (;*~rdon: Keikh Rid;gway 

To~y ~Vood~ R~ssia Vanishes 

A poetn by ~h:~h~ Ashbe~’y 

C;:.’t:,b~gkt. L.:md;:.ti ,Review of B.:)oks [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC] A 2HN 

Critical Inqui~/ 

Follow us on Twitter 

i.’~i Find us on Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 12:34 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares North Carolina SECC 

... and the Heels are once again shomng how much we care about our communiU. As we begin our final m-o weeks, the exciting news is that our employees have 

aheady pledged more than $771,000 and that we are tracking ahead of last year’s campaign results both in dollars pledged, as well as pelcent paxficipation! 

However. we need your help to surpass our $1,000,000 and our 30% participation goals. 

¯ If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, i17,"/AN .,,’\ ",, (~ [ . 

¯ If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution tbr the coming year! 

Join others" and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 
opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, and payroll deduction allows you to spread paymeuts throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later. 

starting in January. or choose another paymeut method that works best for you. 

If you give directly to your favorite charities, we ask you to consider malting your donation tnlough tiffs Can~paAgn by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online with a nomiual commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 total for the year) or less may be given with a one-time payment via credit card, check, or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the CampeJgn is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee participation sends 

yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public ,service at the Universi~ of North Carolina. 

hnpor*ant Inform ~tion: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper tbrm 

and submit your tbrm and contribution to your team captaJm. If you m sh to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 

and follow the instmcfions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! ~$Tlen you get to the website, enter your UNC-CI~lapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy’. There are only five steps, and the whole process shonld take only five minutes to 

complete. ~Ve believe that online giving is a true convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Cliaritable Giving Campaign / State Employees Combined Cainpaign. \Ve deeply 

appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 29, 2012 1:46 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] (Today) Faculty Colloquium: Nadia E1-Shaarawi, Thurs., Nov. 29th from 3:30-4:45 pm 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stgore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 20, 2012 3:00 PM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject." [afriafam] Faculty Colloquium: Nadia EI-Shaarawi, Thurs., Nov. 29th from 3:30-4:45 pm 



can & o- efican Studies Facui~¢ 

"Metropolitan Encounters: Urbm~ Refugees ~d Insecurity, in Cairo, 

Nadia Ei-Sh~ra~vi 
Postdoctoral Fellow at the Kenan Institute for Ethics 

a~ Duke UniversiD, 

Thu, rsday, November 29, 20 l 2 
3:30 PM4:45 PM 

Incubator Room at Hyde Hall 



You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361534.dl 9c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32454327 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32454327-32361534.d19c27ea4325cffb39a9456d99719bcb@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a9 la5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32483838 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32483838-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e 156ada770a798d(~,listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 30, 2012 9:22 AM 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Africaaa aaad Afro-Americaaa Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

[ hope all is well. We have finalized the date for the retreat and it will be March 22nd (Friday) all day. WE are hoping you will be available for the whole day, leading 

sessions in the morning, and then remaining for the panel in the afternoon. More details as they develop but [ wanted you to have a date for your calendar. 

Take care. 

Tim 

I=rom: Kiel, David 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 10:31 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 
Tim, that sounds good. See you then. Best, David 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 10:04 AM 

To: Kiel, David 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

October 22 is good for me. Does noon work? We could meet at my office in Battle and then proceed to Franklin Street. 

I.et me know if this is acceptable to you and your schedule. 

Tim 

I=rom: Kiel, David 
Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 2:4-7 PM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 
Tim, Monday Oct. 22 is good for me, Wed. Oct 31 for lunch. I can do breakfast any morning the week of the 8th except for wed. Look forward to working with you on this. David 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <tjm:l@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 3 Oct 2012 14:28:09 -0400 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

(:c: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: African and Afro-American Studies faculty retreat 

Hi David- 

I hope you are doing well. I know you are keeping busy. 

I am chair of the committee that will be planning the AFRI/AFAM departmental retreat. We are currently thinking about February to hold the event, and it seems 

prudent to being the planning now. 

Eunice thought it would be a good idea for us to meet for brainstorming and strategizing, perhaps over lunch if that works for you. 

MWF noontime is usually free for me, if TTh works better for you it would have to be a breakfast meeting as I am occupied from 10-4. 

I look forward to seeing you and hearing your thoughts. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke,edu.; 

Friday, November 30, 2012 1:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

More on Oaxaca from local blogger Norma Hawthorne - Re: Sunday Dec 2 screening of"To Stay or Go? Voices from Oaxaca" at 

CHICLE Lmaguage Institute 

Dear Friend,s, this fihn speaks eloquently to the issues facing Oaxaquefios (and all Mexicans) who axe trader-employed, shin out of oppommities, don’t have access to 

adequate education and basic healthcare. Their option of last resort is to migrate to the U.S. for jobs. I live in Oaxaca part-time, traveling back and forth ti’om 

Pittsboro. I write about Oaxaca on my blog, http://oaxacacultuve.com and ,some of my essays are about social justice and local foundations that axe working for 

economic parity. You might also like to read a blog written by San Francisco expat Shannon Sheppard who also lives in Oaxaca writes about similar issues on View 

from C&sita Colibri. casi~eolibri,wo~ dpres~,corni 

Thanks to Witness for Peace for raising awareness and continuing the discussion. 

Norma Hawthorne 

On Nov 29, 2012, at 12:46 PM, Natalie Hartman wrote: 

December 2, 2012, 5:00 pm, at CHICLE Language Institute 

To Stay or Go? Voices From Oaxaca 

the Mex~(:an state of Oaxa~:a to took hsto the s~tuadon of the many people m~radns~ out of £exico h~to the US. 

Nh~ete<~n p<~op[<~ from aK over d~e US ~@r~ed the de~e~ador~ ~ed by Jane Stein and Sharon S. ,~kt~jica and ~aced the forc<~s 

ddvh-~$ em~gratior~: economics, HAF]A~ [ack o~ resources due to ~r~l:err~ade~a( cerporadons, and resukl:in~ broken 

fam~{~es, Th~s ffl.m ~s the story of what d~e members of d~e dek~S~ado~ ~ean~ed and exper~en(:ed, P[ease jo~n us for the 

showin$~ F~ee a~d open to the pubtic 

Spanish a~d Er~Bqsh w~th Subdtteso ~tva B~shop (US/W@~x~co. 20t2}. )7mh’~o Dh’ector Etva B~shop w~t[ be ~n attenda~ce 

CH~CI..E LAtqGUAGE ~NST~TUTE 

101 East Weave~ Sba~et, iq~ird gtoor, Suite O-1 

Carrboro NC 27510 

ema~( chide@chi-c[e.com and wek~s~te www.chi-de.com 

Norma Hawthorne 
Oaxaca Cultural Navigator LLC 
110 Blue Heron Farm Rd. 
Pittsboro, NC 27312 
normahawthorne@icloud.com 
http:iioaxacaculture.com 
(919) 274-6194 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqs~epzxqoddd@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:36 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New addition to Routledge Advances in Sociology Series 

Request your Copy of ’=Tou~i~-~g Poverty" todsy~ 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Recommended for Academic Mbrades 

Touring Poverty 

7buriog Poverty addresses a highly controversial practice: the 

tran.,~formatiorl or irnpow~rished neighborhoods i!~te valued 

atlractk)ns for inl:ernatk)nai tourist.,~. In the m~!gaciti~!s of ~he 

Global South, selected and idealized aspects of poverty are 

being turned into a tourist commodity for consumption¯ 

]he book takes the reader on a journey through Rocinha a 

neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro which is adve..’tised as "the 

I~rg~!sl: [~w.~la i!~ [.a~i!~ America" Bi~nca Freire-Medeiro.,~ presents 

inteP¢iews with tour operators, guides, tourists and dwellers to 

expio~e the vital questions raised by this kind of tourism How 

and wh~, do d,verse social actors and ~nst~tutions orchestrate. 

perform and consume touristic poveRy? in the context of 

globali:::~tk~n and n~olibe~al~sm, what ar~ the politics of s~fiiing 

With a full and sensitive exploration of the ethical debates 

surroundine the ’sale of emotions’ elicited by the first-hand 

contemplation of pove~y, 7bunng Poverty ~s an innovatwe book 

w~ll be o~ interest to sl:ud~mts o~ sociology, a 1 { p{ ogy, 

inebriety studies development studies politics and international 

relations 

Learn more about our ~eutledqe ~dqanees i~ Se¢ieleqy Ser~es. 

website. 

[~ Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able ~o update your r3etails or u;lsubscribe at any ~irne 

We respecl your privacy a;ld ,,,viii not disciose, ren~ o; sell your email address ~o any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 [aylo~ & Francis, an Inferma business 

taylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Info~rna tJK Limited, ~egistered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered ottice: Mo;timer Ho~se, 37-4! Mor~ime; St;eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox ~rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 



You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ errlail arJdress to any outside orgarfisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Inferma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered iR England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscdbe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an 8utomated operstion. 

http://tan df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670t cQZ HWAv 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 3, 2012 9:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: SWAH 408 classroom 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 11:37 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: SWAH 408 classroom 

Hi Travis, 
When I spoke with Eunice on Wednesday she said 11.00am was fine. Thanks, 
Esther 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Friday, November 30, 2012 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: SWAH 408 classroom 

Trav[s, 

When you get the chance, can you please schedule a classroom for SWAH 408 on Mondays ii-ii:507 

Thanks, 
Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 
Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 
Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 
FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919-962-1602 

www.unc.edu/depts/europe (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 
http://www.unc.edu/euro (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 
UNC Center for European Studies 
UNC Lan,qua,qes Across the Curriculum Proqram 
UNC Contemporary European Studies Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 9:01 AIVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares North Carolina SECC 

As we begin onr final week, the exciting news is that our employees have already pledged more than $804,000 - and that we are tracking ahead of last year’s 

campaign results both in dollars pledged, as well as percent participation! However, we need your help to surpass our $1,000,000 and our 30% participation goals. 

¯ If you have already snbmitted a paper pledge form, TH.;~NK YOL. 
¯ If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution tbr the coming year! 

What are you willing to do in the final week, to take the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign over the finish line? What are we willing to do to beat NC State in 

per capita giving this year? What more can [5NC employees do to support the myriad of non-profit agencies that uplift those among us seeking tbod, shelter, education 
-- an opportuniU to get back on their feet? 

Join us in giving back! Click on the (;-IV E N OW link below and support causes you care about flirough the SECC! The need is great but our oppoltuni~ is 

greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, mid payroll deduction allows you to spread payanents throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, sta(ting in 
JanuaD~ or choose another payment method that works best for you. 

l~nporCant lntbnnariom Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 
and submit your form and contribution to your team captain. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please dick on the "Give Now" link bdow 
and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen m~d password. 

GIVE NOW’. "v$]len you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapd Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy". There are only five steps, oa~d the whole process should take only five minutes to 

complete. We believe that online giving is a true convenience for Inaking your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the CaroLina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Gi~4ng Campaign / State Employees Combined Campaign. We deeply 
appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqs~elkafldmh@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Punishment - Now Available for Sociology and Criminology classes 

Request your Co~!-~bli~!-~entary E’zam Copy of "Punishment" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Punishment 

,,’!olicymakers Why should we punish crirrfinals? Which theory ef 

punishment is most compelling? is the death penalty ever 

justifiedo These questions and many others are addressed in 

this highly engaging guide 

i:~untshment is a critical introduction to the philosophy of 

benefit readers or all bacl<greuraJs u, nd interests. The first crificai 

guide to examine all leading contemporary theories of 

punishment this book expiores - among others - the 

communicative theory of punishment, restorative justice~ and the 

offending and domestic abuse. F’unishm, ent highlights the 

problems and prospects of different approaches in order to                                      :: 

argue for a more pluralistic and compelling perspectwe that ~s 

novel and groundbreaking. 

philosophy, criminal justice criminology, justice studies, law 

politics, and sociology.                                                      . 

Read more about the author and this new book by visiting our 

website. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able 1o update your details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disciose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis, an Inforr.,na business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo~ma UK Limited, ~egistered in ~ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4,! Mor~ime~ St~eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox ~rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayio~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforly~a UK LhY~ited registered in ~.ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London, WI[ 3dH. 

If you wish to upsubscdbe, please click o[1 the link beiov¢ Please note this is an automated operatiom 
http://tandf.ms~4focus com/u/11wTC670t7nfGsyE 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

LiMsay Gregow <lindsayg@£xconferences.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 1:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Writing & Designing tbr aJ~ International Andience - Audio ConfEncore Presentation 

Writing & Designing for an 
International Audience 

to invite you to an encore presentation of: WrNng & Designing for an International Audience. If you 
think that somebody else at your company would be interested, please feel flee to pass on this email. 

Are you responsible for generating content for global market.<(? Are you werried that the meaning ~n 
your message m~ght be Ios~ or altered because of culturN d~fferences? Culture, trans~a~bn, wrNng, 
and design in,ear, cave in cudous ways when preparing contain for an h~ternational audbnce. These 
e~ements require impe~lani: skills for creating gtobat content, especially giwm i:he increasing pressure 
to standardize and comply w~lh varbus ~nternat~onN and ~nterna~ standards. 

This preseni:ai:ion hi.ghlights some key ceni:radic[iens inherent in wrNng and designing fer a 
rnulticultural and rnultilingual a~Jdier~oe and discuss proven strategies for their resolution. 

For complete details el this conference, please visit FXConfemnces.com 

Feedback on this o~ simih~ conferences from p~evious participants: 

’f thought it was ~n exce¢~ent conference.’ 

Who sho~ld attend? 

Medicaf and ~eohnie.al ce~F~F~uFde, a-?[JeF~s rf’~aF~a._qets, writers, and ed~e~; 

Qua~ly assurance/quality control persenne~ 

C~r~cal researchioperst~etls ~esm 

Lega~ counsel interested ~n product liaM~ity avok~ance 

Content creators for ~oba~ webs~tes 

Trah~ng systems managers 

Affi~ates/in~ount[T rev iewers 

Locai~za[ion and translation managers 

Learning Objectives 

Plow to graduate from localization and internationalization to globalization in perspective and in 

Hew re embrace standardization w~thout st~ling creal:~v~ly 

Hew te reduce ~he cosi: ef i:ranslatien and transla~ien ~umateut~d i:~me while improving quatity 

Hew te culi:~vate wdlmg and design si:rateg~es that align wilh gbba~zai:km 

About the speaker: 

Nancy Holt is a Regulatory Affairs professional specializing in US and European submissions and 
tmnsfalion el corporate docurnents ~n 1991 she set up her ewn censult~ng pracl~ce, premet~ng 

effective technk~ues for communicating w~lh mu~lNngual and mu~t~cu~lural audiences. Nanc/~ has won 
awards for both her writing and her websffe des~gns~ Her course contain and teacNng styb continues 
to wh~ praise from students and workshop pa~b~pants worldwide. CIbnts and past seminar sponsom 
haw~ ~ncluded Ford Moi:or Cernpany, Siernens Medba~ Systerns, Mk:reseft, Wa~matt, D~sney, 
McDonaM’s, the University of WasMngton, the University of California Extension, Eindhoven University 
of Technobgy ~n The Netherlands, and the Worm Hea~th Organ~zatbn in Switzerland. 

Nancy has a degree in EngLsh from the Universily of Connecticut, with post-graduate studies al 
No~theaslern Un~vers~ty~ M~cMgan Techno~og~ca~ University, the Universit~ of South F~odda and the 
Summer ~ns[itute for ~ntercLdtura~ Communbat~on, 



Over 50,000 at[ende~s ac~oss hundreds of companies have ~aken advantage of our easy4o-use audio 
conferences 1:o s~ay ab~’~,~ast el a fas~-.chan,~ing bush~ess ~,mvironme, nt. We specialize in Life Science 

co~de~ences, alo~xg wilh to~oics relevant for HR, Marketing, Legal, a~d Fina~ce professio~als. Come 
check out our lib~aiy of pasl audio co~de~ences a~d see what’s upcoming at FXConferences, 

Pt~,~ase contact AC Supper~ at acsupport@fxtrans.com with any qu~,~stions or assis[ance in 
registration. 

The Localization Institute 

1001 Wa[e, ftewn S[re~,~t 
Ne.wl:on, MA 92465-.5091, USA 
617.559.9760 x,10 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by PXConferences.com. To be removed from our list use the following link: 

http ://w~w~.fxconferences.com/unsubscribe.aspx?E MAT L=eunice@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociolo~- <mail.skozxqs?-eiulhmdfed(~tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 2:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Terror- A new addition to Framing 21 st Century Social Issues Series 

Req[iest your Co~Y~pli~y~entsry Exam Copy of "Terror" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Terror 

Social, Political, and Economic 

Perspectives 

The goai of this new, unique Series is to offer readabie, 

teachable "thinking frames" on today’s social problems and 

social issues by leading schoiars, all in short 60-page-or-shoiter 

http:llroutledge.customgateway.comlroutledge-social- 

i ssu es. html 

For instructors teaching a wide range of courses in the sociai 

sciences the Routledge Sociai Issues Collection now offers the 

best of both worlds: originally writes sho~l texts that provide 

~xc~!,,’!ts greta [arguer works i;revieusly published by Rotd:l~dge 

and ether presses 

"ferror’ from the standpoint of critical social theory. He explains 

how the social, political and economic effects of terrorism fit into 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Siqn up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright B 2012 Tayior & Francis, an Informs b[isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforly~a UK [.ilY~ited registered in England tll!der 11o. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at a~ly time. 

We ~espect your privacy and will not diSClOSe, rent or seil you~ email address to any outside organisalio~ls 

Copyright [] 2012 ~aylor & Francis an Informs business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforr’.qa UK Linn~ted registered in England under no. 10.,’2954 

Registered office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,Jtt 

If yogi wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this is an 8utoly~ated operation. 

htt p://tan df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670txRI8iCg 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 4, 2012 4:57 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

SmnuraJ~, Romans, Greeks, Fathers, Daughters... 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news [rom the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Tomorrow! 
Art For Lunch: "The Art and PNitics of Samurai 
Sociability" 
Wednesday, 5 December, 12:00 PM 

of politicized sociabitity. 

Bring a bag [unch and enjoy an hour of 

inspiration and information about art |n 

the Ack[and’s collection. 

Atthough usuaity thought of as 

individualist swordfighters and rigid 

adherents to the honorabte Bushido code 

of ethics, Japan’s pre-modern warriors, 

the samurai, were profoundly soda[ 

people. This tatk by Morgan Pite[ka 

(UNC-Chape[ Hi[[, Asian Studies) 

illustrate the role of art in the 

interactions between elite warriors in 

the sixteenth and seventeenth 

centuries, with a particutar focus on 

banqueting, gift-giving, and other forms 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@unc.edu. 

Free to members and valid UNC One Card holders, $5 for all others. 

Calling all Fathers and Daughters! 

The Ackiand Art Museum announces an open cat[ for father-and-daughter 

participants in an interactive, performance-based art work in the 

upcoming exhibition More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 

1990s. 

Greensboro-based artist Lee Watton is currentty seeking father-daughter 

pairs (of ail ages!) to perform his art work Father and Daughter View the 

Exhibition, an orchestrated, exhibition-specific piece that blurs the 

boundaries between real life and performance. 

Click here for more info about taking part in Father and Daughter View 

the Exhibition... 



Tour: "Art of the After|ire: Death and 

Remembrance in the Greek and Roman Worlds" 
Thursday, 6 December, 7:00 PM 

The ancient Greeks and Romans concerned 

themsetves with being remembered after 

death no matter what their betiefs about the 

aftertife were. This tour, ted by Acktand 

Student Guide Steve Burges, witt examine the 

Ancients’ intentionat visuat tegacies, from the 

geometric designs of the earty Greeks to 

sotemn portraits of the deceased from the 

Ctassicat period, to the Romans’ gtorified 

depiction of the deceased as brave hunters 

and warriors. 

Free and open to the public. 

Let°s Draw! 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 8 December, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Amanda Hughes (Director of Externat 

Affa|rs) reads partic|pants in a 

creative exptoration of a particutar 

object in the Acktand’s correction. Bring 

paper and dry media (crayon, pencits, 

etc.). Art revers are wetcome. 

Free and open to the public. 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 8 December, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

This program invites I0- to 13-year-o[ds to 

took at selected works in the Ack[and’s 

ga[teries and identify techniques that the 

artists used to make them. Gallery teachers 

demonstrate and teach participants technicat 

ski[is, which they can then appty to their own 

artistic creations. A mix of drawing from 

works on display and creating one’s own 

origina[ works is offered in each session. 

Materiats are provided. 

Free to members, $5 non-members. 

Registration is required and space is 

limited. 

RSVP to culbert@unc.edu or 919.962.3342. 

ART ~ LITERATURE IN THE GALLERIES 

Read the book, took at the art, and join the discussion at the Acktand Art 

Museum’s poputar Art ~ Literature in the Gatteries series. Discussions are 

co-facititated by program coordinator Lestie Batkany and an invited 

schotar. 

SPRING 201 3 BOOK DISCUSSIONS: LOVE! 

What a rich topic to exptore in art and titerature through the ages! In 

January, Art ~ Literature in the Gatteries witt took at works about rove in 

the Acktand’s permanent correction, then move on, in February and 

March, to art in the exhibition More Love: Art~ Politics~ and Shoring 

since the 1990s. 

Click here for program descriptions~ a complete ~chedu[e~ 
and to reRister. 

Free to Ackland members, high school students, and valid UNC One 

Card holders I $5 for all others. 

As space is limited, pre-registration is required. 

RSVP to acklandRSVP@ unc. edu or 919.843.3687. 



Ho|iday Shoppin~ at the Ackland Museum Store 

EXTENDED HOLIDAY HOURS 
Now through the end of the year: 

Monday-Tuesday: 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Wednesday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Thursday: 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM (extended hours) 

Friday-Saturday: 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM (extended hours) 

Sunday: 12:00 PM- 5:00 PM 

Christmas Eve, Monday, 24 December: 10:00 AM- 4:00 PM 

Christmas Day, Tuesday, 25 December: CLOSED 

Wednesday, 26 December: CLOSED 

New Year’s Eve, Monday, 31 December: 10:00 AM - 4:00 PM 

New Year’s Day, Tuesday, I January: CLOSED 

The JAPANESE MARKET continues at the MUSEUM STORE 

through 31 D~cernber 2012. ~.[.~...~.~[~.! 

Lookin~ Ahead... 

Tea at Two: "Theater of the Streets: Popular Performance in 

Postwar Okinawa" 

with Chris Netson (UNC-Chapet Hit[, Dept. of Anthropotosy) 

Wednesday, 12 December, 2:00 PM 

Book Club Night 
Thursday, 13 December, 6:30 PM 

Treasures of Japanese Art from Storage 

’"Japonisme’: The Inftuence of Japanese Art on Western Art-making" 

Thursday, 13 December, 6:00-7:30 PM 

Illustrated Talk 8 Book Signing: "The Aesthetics and Spirit of 

Stones in Japan" 

with Norris Brock Johnson 

Saturday, 15 December, 3:00 PM 

Yoga in the Galleries 

Tuesday, 18 December, 12:00-1:00 PM 

The Ack[and’s exhibitions and pubhc pro~Irams are made possible by 

8enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like 

you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum[ 

Find out more about membership benefits and how your membership 

do[Jars support our mission! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s eonews? Send an emaiL to the editor. 



I kk6 Tanaka, Japanese, 1930 - 2002: The 5th Sonkef Konze Noh, 1958; corer screenpr[nt. Merdt[ C. Berman 

Correction. 

Utasawa Kunisada, Japanese, 1 786-1864: Actor: Somurof fn Block; color woodblock print. UNC Art Department 

Correction. 

Kuro: Tokyo Motor Show, 1956; corer offset tithosraph. Merritt C. Berman Cot[ection. 

Peter Paut Rubens, Flemish, 1577-1640: Romon tmperfol Coupte, c. 1615; oit transferred to masonite panet. 

Ack[and Fund. 

Forward this email 

] 

1his email ’~s, as seqt to eunice@emaii.unc.edu by esbowles@emaiLunc.edu 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant [emeval witil SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[01 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: In Tax Fight, G.O.P. Seeks a Position to Fall Back On 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-ff~ ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 5, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

In Tax FighL G.O.Po seeks a 

Poslt]on to Fall Back Ou 

With President Obama winning 
public support for higher tax rates on 
the rich, Congressional Republicans 
find themselves in a difficult political 
spot and are quietly beginning the 
search for a way out. 

Rhode Island Judge Has 

Stake in PenMou Case 

Outcome 

A dispnte over whether a jmtge ean 

rule impartially on pension euts is 

being closely watehed as a test of 

whether, and how, states and eities 

can cut sueh benefits. 

CHANGING OFTHE GUARD 

How C~°ash Cove~Up z~]ltered Chlna’s Succession 

The effort to suppress news of a deadly Ferravi crash, insiders now reveal, hastened departing 

president Hn dintao’s decline and spurred the ascent of China’s new leader, Xi dinping. 

C" a’" ~,v Leadership: Full C:overa~e 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Oar st~Ments look the win] the9 look ~er~] si~gle da~ of the ~ear, ~mt.fl~st on Cinco de Ma~io or Paerto 
Rica~ D~,q." 
KI~IBERI.Y BLAKE, a teacher a~ a Philadelphia elementary selmol with a predominantly 
tIispanie student body, wl~o said she stt’ugg]es to find books about Lati~o childt’em 

EDUCATION 

I,’EATURE: ~:{ookN [o 

Match D~verse 

Yom~g Readers 
Praise a gallery of books for seeond, 

third and fourth grade readers that 

featnre main characters who are 

black, Latino, Asian, American 

Indian or Alaska Native. 

~ Related Article 

OPiNiON 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 1.~; [ 

The People’s I ..... I 

Reaffirming the public’s [ 

right to the beach could 

be the first step in a more just and sustainable coastal environmental policy. 

Pastel construction toys for 
girls and their fathers 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Why training workers costs more than you think 

Degree inflationS’ ,Jobs that newly require B A’s 



WORLD 

’Fhonsands of Eg)~tlans Protest Plan for Cha~e~¯ 

Riot police fired brief rounds of tear gas on Tuesday night, but then retreated behind the 
presidential palace walls, apparently to avoid fnrther clashes. 

DDRT-AU- PRINCE JOURNAL 

Trying to Close Orphanages V~here Many Aren’t Orphans at All 

The Haitian government has started a campaign to try to keep parents fl’om sending their children 
away simply because they feel they cannot afford to support them. 

Iadhm Official Sta~ots Puli]ng Up Cor*onptlon’s Roots in Mnmbal 
i.::,, ,iii ~:,i.: .:.:. :,.,.j 

Minister Prithviraj Chavan has forced real estate developers to pay fees they have long avoided and 
pushed to make the lmilding permit system more transparent, offering hope to frustrated residents. 

o More Worid biews *> 

For Young Latlno Reader,% an Image is Missing 

Educators say grade-school students develop reading skills better when they are engaged by books 

full of characters with whom they can identify. For Hispanic children, that’s hard to find. 

EGLIN AIR FORCE BASE JOURNAL 

Military "F~°alns a N ew Ge~e~oatlon of Mn~ifio~s Expe~ots 

An academy in Flm’ida has quietly produced a group of service members in extraordinarily high 
demand in the wake of the Afghanistan and Iraq wars: explosive ordnance disposal teehs. 

Clashing Rulings Complicate Path of Gay ’Conversion Therapy’ Law 

’lN~-o contradictory judicial rulings suggest that a California ban on a treatment for minors could be 
embroiled in the courts for months. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

Coating on Buffe~’ed Aspirin May Hide Its Hea~"t-P~’otect~ve Effects 

The coating, meant to protect the stomach, interfered with the way the drug entered the body, 
arguing against the notion that some people are "aspirin resistant," a study found. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Unionizing tlhe Bottom of the Pay Scale 

Labor unions in America are adopting unusual tactics, hoping to raise the floor for wages and 
working conditions in the ultraemnpetitive eeonmny of the 21st century. 

To Stop Climate Change~ Students Aim at College Portfolios 

Students are demanding that university endowment funds rid themselves of coal, oil and gas stocks 
in hopes of bringing climate change onto the national political agenda. 

S P O RTS 

Pro Football Makes a Play for lndla 

The Elite Football League of India, a cudons venture aimed at introdneing the American sport to 
South Asia, has a low level of play but a large potential audience. 

~ Slide Show: An American G~me ~n india 

THUNDER 117, NETS 111 
Nets Chase but Ca~mot Rtm Down Thnndee 

The Oklahoma City Thunder piled up points at an alarming rate Tuesday night as the Nets tried in 
vain to match one of the N.B.A.’s most athletic and most electrifying offenses. 

", x Score 

V~ith ’Ball Don’t Lie,’ V~allace Keeps Technicals Flowing 

Rasheed Wallace’s "Ball Don’t lie" catchphrase suggests that the ball is the ultimate arbiter of on- 
court justice, but recently those words have mostly meant punishment for him. 



ART$ 

Professo*° "Who Learils Fioom Peasants 

The political scientist dames C. Scott reprises the themes of his earlier work in ’"lM’o Cheers for 
Anarchism." tie also loves to raise animals on his Connecticut farm. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’A CIVIL WAR CHRISTMAS’ 

Lhtcolns ht }~;ar~:iRle }[ope fol° ~t Mkhfight Clear 

"A Civil War Christmas," by Panla Vogel, sets history as a backdrop to human dramas. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’GOLDEN AGE’ 

zM~fid ~,Mdas, Mad Seethes; Calfights a~d Swoo~s 

In "Golden Age," Tetwenee MeNally’s latest play, he sets the aetion on the opening night of Bellini’s 
opera "I Pnritani," in Paris in 1835. 

~ S~ciHan Prelude to a Sta~e Actor’s Work 

DINING & WINE 

Seversom Southern Flavo*os Sure to Delight 

The true gifts are those with lovely bark stories that were made with skill, good ingredients and a 
bit of heart. 

Mosklm ’Rea~ Food’ fl~r the Holidays 

The last thing people want at this time of year is more sweets, and the first thing they want is real 
food. 

RES]IAURANT REVIEW I MOTI MAHAL DELUX 

A~ Ex~ltatlo~ of Lentils 

Mughlai food, rich in spires and butter, ran be lavish when attention is paid to the ingredients, as it 

is at Moti Mahal Delux. 

~E] Slide Show 

More Dinin[a & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 
The Affor(lable Ho~sh~g Crisis 
Too little has been done to help poor renters. Now there is a fresh chance to change course. 

~ Editolials: Goals for a New Term 

EDITORIAL 

Riggh~g the Fi~mnelal System 
Will anthorifies really hold banks and bankers aeeonntable for manipulating interest rates? 

EDITORIAL 

Colieetive Aetlo~t Agah~st ~4age Theft 
The Supreme Court should uphold an appellate court’s ruling that allows a worker to sue an 
employer on behalf of other workers with the same grievance. 

More 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Iron Empires, Iron Fists, Iro~ Domes 

Going Dom Syria to Turkey to Tel Aviv raises a question of whether there are just three governing 
options in the Middle East today. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

M~ghlb" Morpbh~ Hillary 

Longing to start the 2o16 campaign? So’s Hillary. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

How C~tles Car~ Sa’~e 



Better nrban policies can put China on a healthier path, economically and environmentally. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 5, :933, national Prohibition came to an end as Utah became the 36th state to ratify the 

21st Amendment to the Constitution, repealing the :Sth Amendment. 

Yoti received this message becatise you sl~ned tip for NY[imes com"s loday’s Headli~les newsleLRer As a member of 
the FRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting Four pl-ivacy 

t,/lanage Subecdptians I Unsubscribe I Ct~ange Vc, ur E-MailI Privacy Paiicy i Contact i Adve~ti~e 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 2:32 PM 

clacs-council@duke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

An Encore of Jacques Pierre’s Poetry on Thursday, December 6, 2012 @ 7:00 pm at The Regulator Bookshop in Durham 

Dear Colleagues & Friends, 

We are pleased to invite you to an encore of Jacques Pierre’s poetry on Thursday, December 6, 2012 @ 7:00 pm at The Regulator Bookshop. See you there! 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 

7:00 PM 
The Regulator Bookshop 

720 9th Street, Durham, NC 
Duke Professor Jacques Pierre has just published his first book of Creole poetry: "Omega". 
Come celebrate the book launch and hear Jacques give spirited readings of his poems that touch on themes of love, politics, nature, and the environment. 
Many of his poems are built around Haitian proverbs and celebrate the richness of the language. 
At the Regulator Bookstore, Jacques will read a selection of poems, discuss translations, and talk about his motivations and process in crafting this work 
in his first language - Creole. 
Following the reading there will be time for Q&A and book signing. Copies of "Omega" will be available for purchase. Sll. Cash only. 

Come out to celebrate this accomplishment {15 years in the making!), hear live Creole poetry, and support Jacques! It’s going to be an awesome time! 

For more intbrmation, con’tact Aude Dieude at ad73(~)duke.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 5, 2012 3:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Edits 

20121205145855284.pdf 

Best, 
Travis 



Schedule- W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21 st Century http:i/duboisconference.web,unc.edu/schedulei 

W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 

Presented by the Department of African & Afro-American Studies 

Schedule 

*Tentative Schedule* 

Thursday, Jan ua~ 3~st - Satu:tday~ February 2nd 
Son~a Hay~es.St0~e ~enter for Black Cal~re a~d 

Hitckcock Mult[purpos:e 

4:30pm-5:00pm - Registration 

$~OOpm-6:OOpm ~ Catered Reception 

S:30pni- Welcome, Opening Remarks & ln.~rod~ ct[ot~ of speakers and pane]isis present 

Dr. Jom~tha~ Harr~vn: Associate Death, College of Aa~ & Sctence~ UNC 

6:00pm.7:00pm- Special Performance by KashtfPowe!l (@~m x ~ 

introductio~ tN Prr~f Ki~@ Porkins~ ~mmotic Ar~ UNC & 
Dr. Reb~’ka Rutte~(qu Fisher; English & Comparotive Liter~t~r~, UNC 

Friday. 

9:00am-lO:0Oam- Keynote Address, Dr. Naht~m Chandler, U~i~er~ity of California, Irvine 
lntroductioa by Dr, Rebeck~, Ru~Iedge Fishe~; ~’on~puratiw, L~ ~-~ ~ %._--C_~,x 

10:00.10:lSam - Coffee Break 

lO:lSam-12:00pro - Panel !, ~’W.E.B. Du Bois, Africa & Pan-Afrieanism° 
Dr. Eugene Provenzo, 5"~~uZ;u,, University o[Mi~,mi 

On (george Nzolrgola, A~kx~n . , ~. - "~    " " , UNC 
Dr~Jemima Pierre, ~ Ama’r~m m,~~ Vanderbit~ Onive~5ity 

12:OOpm-l:3Opm -. Lundt & Special Honored Guest Speaker 

1:00pro - Special Honored G uestSp~akel3 Esther Cooper Jad~an 
I:m~mhng Editor oJ’Freedomways "Reflection~ and Remembrtmces oI%~EB and ShM~y Graham 

[~oduced by Dr. Ger~td fforne~ His~ar3; Univut~’ity o/Housron 

2:00pm-3:45pm - Panel II,. "Du Bois on War and Peace" 
Dr, 6"emM Home, ~ Univ~’rsity of Houst~ 

Dr, A drienne Len tz.3)n ith, ~ Du~’e On iversiq 

Facilito~ed by Dr. Kenneth janken, A~ A~ Am::q~ e*’~:’di~’: UNC 

3:45pm-4:00pm - Cof|be Break 

4:O0pm-5:45pm - Panel lll, "On Bois: on Theology, H~man Rights° and Political Philosophy" 
Dr. Hermwd Hoxit!, ~:~F?:Y, UNC 

Dr, R~qinatd Hitdcbron~ H~’&.,, ~ Aj; - . " ~ . " , UNC 

I)~ EuniceSaht~:’*~ " "      ~    ": " " ’ "    " " .; one 

Sqmrda~ q_r.y~2nd, 2o13 

9:30am-lO:00am * Continental Brealdhst 

10:OOam-12:00t~m- Panel IV. "Du Bois & Education" 

i of 2 i2/5/2012 9:25 AM 



Schedute - W. E. B. Du Bois & the Problem(s) of the 21st Century http:/iduboisconference.web.unc.eduischedule/ 
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From: ~}unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

3:44 PM 

Summer Fellowship Opporiunity 

Fin~JMurapFacultyAnnouncement2013 .doc; FinaJMurapStudenLAmnoucement2013.doc 

Dear Colleagues: 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, huma~aities aaad fine arts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research prograJn (May 28-July 31, 2013) and serv-e as tnentors to two students with matching acadetnic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepare students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for gradnate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty nndergraduate students (rising juniors or rising senio~ at the end of the current academic year) fi’om colleges and nniversities all over the nation who are 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will guide them closely in their rigorous research experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed information about duties amd the application process for faculty fellows. THE DEADLINE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACULTY 
FELLOWSHIPS IS JAN23ARY 25, 2013. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment announce~nent to distribute to potential student applicants at Carolina amd to 
colleagues who might help yon to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensnre that we have snitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than Februa~ 8, 2013). 

Fu~ther details about the MURAP progra~cn can be found on our website: ht~p:i/~vw.ut~c.edu/depts/mura[)/indexJ~tml. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. 
~mc.edu) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (rpperelm@email.unc.edu). 

CordiaJly, 

Rosa Perehnuter 
and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black Intemalional Cinema Berlin/The Collegium T.V./Culmral Zeph~T e.V. <bicdance@aol.com> 

Thursday, December 6, 2012 7:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fountainhead e-Letter, December 2012, Berlin/Germany 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 
Transnational 8t Intercultural Diplomacy 

produced & directed by Fountainhead@ Tanz Theatre 

NIAY 18=12~ 2013 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
John- F.- Kennedy- Platz 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

~:NTRY FORM INFORMAT~ION 
http://www.black-international-cinema.com/BIC12/BIC entryform 2013 .pdf 

Deadline for Submissions: 

December 31, 2012 

back to top 

A COMPLEXION CHANGE 



Transnational 8= Tntercultural Diplomacy 

"FOOTPR~rNTS IN THE SAND?"- 
produced & directed by Fountainhead® Ta~z Theatre 

"A HUMAN EXPERIENCE / EINE MENSCHLICHE ERFAHRUNG" 
Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoaussteffung = Visueffe Dokumentation 

Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) - Foyer 
3ohn- F.- Kennedy Platz 
10825 Berlin- Sch~neberg 

back to top 

















THE COLLEGIUM 
FORU~ ~ TELEV~’SION PROGRAM BERLIN 

produced & directed by/produziert und geleitet von 
Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V,/"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calend~r 
Fi~me / Diskussionen / k~nst~erische Darbietunge~ 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 

Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM Fernsehmagazin wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 

ALEX - Offener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: http:/iwww,alex-berlin.deitv/livestream 

Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 10-11 am/ 10-11 Uhr 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 

0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube 
http://wwv~.Voutube.cor~/user/theco~le~ium 

THE COLLEGIUM MAGDEBURG 
Oftener Kanal Magdeburg http:iiwww,ok=magdeburg,de 
Second Thursday in every month 
Ieden zweiten Donnerstag im Monat 
6.00 - 7.00 pm / 18.00 - 19.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUM WOLFSBURG 
"iV 38 b%%~.;,.,’.i~>.~.y.3.~.,.~.~ 
27~ DezembeF 2012, 6.00 p.m./18.00 UhF, 8.00 p.m./20.00 UhF 
28. DezembeF 2012, 7.00 a.m./7.00 UhF, 9.00 a.m./9.00 UhF, 3.00 p.m./15.00 UhF 

THE COLLEGIUM DESSAU 
Oftener Kanal Dessau b.:~j22i,./.ky.ky.ky.:.~.lSz.:d..9.~.~.~.:.~.~. 

back to top 



Abmeldung von diesem Newsletter: 

http:/iw~.newstroll.deiapp/deli2,/avuvqihse5/202577 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Friday, December 7, 2012 3:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Carolina Caaces, Carolina Shares North Carolina SECC 

Are you part of the 77%? 

Today is the FINAL DAY of the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign! And the UNC family is very close to surpassing the biggest campaign in UNC’s histo~. 

As we begin our finaJ day, the exciting news is that onr employees have already pledged more than $815,000 - and that is oNy with 23% of us participating! You cma 

help us reach our 30% participation goal and take ns over the top to raise the mofft money in our campaign’s history’. You just need to say yes. 

Say ~’ES and click on the G [VE NOW link below and support causes you care about through the SECC! The need is great but our opv~rtunity is greater. A gift 

of any size is appreciated, and payroll deduction allows you to spread payments throughout the coming yeaac. Pledge now a~d pay later, starting in January or choose 

another payment method that works best tbr you. 

¯ If you have already sub,nitted a paper pledge form, ’I’HAN K YO[. 

¯ If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming yeaac’. 

hnpor~ant [ntbrmalio~: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your team captain. If you rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit card, please click on the "Give Now" link below 

and follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW’. When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Cliapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and the whole process should take only five minutes to 

complete. We believe fl~at online giving is a true convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC charities, and we hope you will "too! 

Thank you for your gift to the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Gi~4ng Campaign / State Employees Combined Campaign. \Ve deeply 

appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, December 9, 2012 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Syria Rebels Tied to AI Qaeda Play Key Role in War 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~J I Onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Deeetnber 9, 2o12 

TOP NEWS 

Syria Rebels Tied to A~ Qaeda 

Play Key Role il~ XA’ar 

The United States faces a challenge, 
as some of the best fighters in an 
uprising that it wants to snpport 
belong to a gronp that it considers a 
terrorist organization. 

Bac~dng Off Added Powers, 

Eg~.-pt’s Leader Presses Vote 

President Mohamed Morsi of Egypt 
rescinded most of a temporary order 
elevating his authority, but did not 
postpone a veferendnm on a draft 
eonstitntion, a eHtieal opposition 
demand. 

A Family, for a Few Days a Year 

Hundreds of children have been stranded in orphanages in Guatemala for years as authorities there 
weigh whether to approve their adoptions by families in the United States. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s this hope in #oa theft does~ ’t ~ee~t to die. ~ m~t tu~rt, he’s my sou." 

ANY CARR, of Reno, Nev., on a 6-year’-old who has lived in a Guatem;dan orphanage for year’s 

because or a cr;~ckdown on ;~doption. 

WORLD 

Adoption IAmbo 
American families ave 
struggling with long 
adoption delays in Gnatemala. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
S~ffero Spend° 

Repeat, 

Holiday shopping is 

designed to make you 

uncmnfortable. 

WORLD 

Racetrack D~’tigs Ptit P;urope Oft" U,S, Horse Meat 
f.h: ..’L 
European officials have warned Mexican and Canadian slaughterhouses that the meat of American 



racehorses may be too toxic to eat safely because of repeated drng injections. 

A Fringe Poi[tlcla~t Moves to Japan’s National Stage 

Shintaro Ishihara, a novelist turned political firebrand, has emerged as a contender for prime 
minister and promises to restore Japan’s battered national pride. 

Leader Celebrates Founding of Hamas YV~th Def~m~t Speech 

Hamas’s political leader vowed to build an Islamic Palestinian state on all the land of Israel, the 
West Bank and the Gaza Strip. 

More World News 

~,Vor~T Tempers Joy Over Gay N{arrlage~s Moment in Com~ 

Supporters and opponents of same-sex marriage discussed the possible outcomes of the Supreme 
Court’s decision to hear two eases relating to the issue. 

Land Routes Blocked, Smuggling Rises Sharply on California Coast 

As security along the Mexican border has tightened, the waters off Southern California have been 
teeming with smugglers, as drug cartels seek new avenues to move illicit cargo into the United 
States. 

Breathing Life, and ~t°t~ into a Downtroddel1 Nelghbo*°hood 

Once a forlorn slab in one of Miami’s ronghest sections, the Wynwood eommnnity is being 
transformed into a destination for art and culture by the people who helped reshape Sotto and South 
Beach. 

~D Slide Show New A¢ D;stri¢ in Miami 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

YOU FOR SALE 

A Vault for Taking Charge of Your Online Life 

Reputation.eom is bnilding a business armmd helping people store personal data abont themselves 

as a way to manage their online reputations. 

Big l~1oney Bets on a Housing Rebound 

Investment companies have spent billions of dollars to buy thousands of individual homes in hopes 
of reaping big profits when the industry rebounds. 

FAI R GAM E 

Chevron zUms at an Acth~st Shareholder 

Chevron subpoenaed a hedge fund’s shareholder proposals as it tries to find ammunition in its fight 
against an $~8 billion judgment in Ecuador. 

SPORTS 

Pacq~tlao Strained hi S~xth Rmmd 

auan Manuel Marquez knocked out Manny Paequiao at the end of the sixth round of their nontitle 
welterweight bout, beating him for the first time in his fourth attempt. 

Manz~el, ~n H~s Fh’st Season, AeMeves a Helsman 

Texas A&M quarterback aohnny Manziel beat out Notre Dame linebaeker Manti Te’o and Kansas 
State quarterback Collin Klein for college football’s most prestigious award. 

NAVY 17, ARMY 13 
Army Batters Na’L% b~lt Bid to E~ld Streak Sl~ps From Its Grasp 

~’my, which has the No. ~ rushing offense in the Football Bowl Subdivision, fell for the llth 
straight year to Navy despite amassing B7o yards on the ground. 

~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show 

o Mole Sports News 

ARTS 

Yo, Adrlan,~ I’m Singh~’l 

A stage musical based on the ~976 movie "Rocky" has proved a hit in Hamburg, Germany. Now its 
producers hope to bring it to Broadway. 



’Sopram)s’ Alum~fi~ Back h) Jersey 

David Chase and two friends from "The Sopranos" - Steven Van Zandt and James Gandolfini - (hscnss 
the New Jersey imperatives that drive "Not Fade Away." 

D David Chase ,an ’Not Fade Away’ 

A Khlg of ~t°t With the Midas Tou~h 

Jock Reynolds, director of the Yale University Art Gallery, has orchestrated a $~35 million 

renovation and expansion of Yale’s musenm complex. 

~ SHde Show 

MAGAZINE 

Hollywood’s Year of HeroDm Worship 

In 2ore, the traditional tIollywood hierarchy was overtm’ned. Women ruled. 

~[[] 
Slide Show: Sollywood Heroines 

Taylor Kitsch Had a Very Bad Year 

But was it all his fault? 

Fish of the Year: 

"Amazing Spider-Man" and the weirdest five minutes of the year. 

More From ~he Maqazine >; 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 

The Cracks i~) the Nationals Fo~mdafio~ 

Republicans have demonized them, bnt investments in pnblie projects are needed more than ever. 

Editorials: Goa~s for the Second [erm 

EDITORIAL 

~A;h at Compassio~ate Release? 

The Bureau of Prisons has frozen a safety valve designed to grant release to federal prisoners for 

"extraordinary and compelling reasons." 

EDITORIAL 
A Step Toward E-~{all Privacy 
Congress has made some progress in updating federal laws to protect the digital eommnnications of 
citizens from inappropriate prying. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Full Israeli Experience 

In a neighborhood where there is no mercy for the weak, how should we expect Israel to act? 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bi~) Lade~), Torture a~)d Hollywood 

One of the year’s most lavishly praised movies may vex the White House and critics of the previous 
administration’s "enhanced" interrogations. 

~ Columnist Page [ Slog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Lost Ci~51izatio~ 

The Republican tribe is being wiped out, and not by plague, drought or Conquistadors. 

~ Columnist Page 

Mere Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
A Tepid %Velcome Back’ {’or Spanish Jews 



Over five centuries after the start of the Inquisition, Spain is opening the door to descendants of 

Sephardic Jews whose ancestors fled the Iberian Peninsula, 

ON THIS DAY 

On De(’.. 9~ 1992, Britain’s Prince Charles and Princess Diana annonnced theh’ separation. 

See This Frm~t Page 
Buy This F~’ont Page 

You ~eceived this message because you sl~ned up for NY[imes com"s loday’s He~dli~les newsle~e~ As ~ membe~ of 

the ~RUSTe privacy program~ we are commi~ed D pro~ec[ing your plivacF 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Unsubscribe [ Ct~an~e Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Poiicy ~ Con~ct ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqyyezknajtjd@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, December 10, 2012 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edtr~ 

New addition to Routledge Advances in Sociology Series 

Request your Copy of "Tou~ing Poverty" todsy~ 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Eunice, 

Recommended for Academic Libraries 

Touring Poverty 

7buriog Poverty addresses a highly controversial practice: the 

tran.=;folrm,’tiorl o[ imp,’lw~rished neighbolheods i!~te valued 

at[raotklns for internatklnai t,’lurists. In the !rl~!gaoiti~!s ,’if tile 

Global South, selected and idealized aspects of poverty are 

being turned into a tourist commodity for consumption¯ 

]he book takes the reader on a journey through Rocinha a 

neighborhood in Rio de Janeiro which is adve..’tised as "the 

lu, rg~!st [u,w;la i!~ [.ati!~ America" Biu, noa Freire-Medeiros pre.=;enl:s 

intep¢iews with tour operators, guides, tourists and dwellers to 

explore the vital questions raised by this kind of tourism How 

and wh~, do d,verse social actors and ~nst~tutions orchestrate. 

perform and consume touristic poveRy? in the context of 

globali:::~tk~n and n~oliberal~sm, what ar~ the polNcs of s~fiiing 

With a full and sensitive exploration of the ethical debates 

surroundine the ’sale of emotions’ elicited by the first-hand 

contemplation of pove~y, 7bunng Poverty ~s an innovatn/e book 

w~ll be o~ interest to sl:ud~mts o~ sooiok)gy, a 1 ~ p~ ogy, 

inebriety studies development studies politics and international 

relations 

Learn more about our ~eutledqe ~an~es in Se~ieleqy Ser~es. 

website. 

[N Taylor& Franois-Routledge-Psychol~yP .... CROP ..... Fo~IP .... 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and oilers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able [o update your details or u;lsubscribe at any time 

We respecl your privacy a;ld ,,,viii not disciose, rent o; sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis, an Inferma business 

taylor & Franc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 10Y2954. 

Registered once: Mo;timer House, 37-4! Mortime; Street, London, W!T 3JH. 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 



You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ errlail arJdress to any outside orgarfisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Inferma business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered iR England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscdbe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an 8utomated operstion. 

htt p://t andf.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670tRuKyhHR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 11:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: F SP 13189 - Construction Funding Document 

F SP 13189 Construction Funding Document.pdf 

Bes% 

Travis 

From: Bane, Nancy (Design & Construction Services) [mailto:Nancy.Bane@facilities.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2012 12:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: FSP13189 -Construction Funding Document 

Hi Travis, 
Attached is the construction funding document for the Room 306. If you would like to proceed with the project please 
verify your account information on the attached funding document and sign it, then scan and email it back to me. I will 
pass the funding document on to Work Management and notify Lou Buarotti who will be the construction manager on the 
project. Lou will then contact you about the construction schedule. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 
Nancy 

Nancy Bane 
Design and Construction Services 

UNC Division of Facilities Services 
Giles F. Homey Building CB # 1825 
103 Airport Drive, Room 252 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1825 

T 9199629033; F 919~9628199 

~ P~ease consider the environment before printing th~s e-maH 



Facilities Services Construction Funding Document 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Date 

RE: 

Project 

Work Order 

Property 

November 6, 2012 

CONS TRUCTION FUNDING DOCUMENT 

FSP13189 THE DEAN’S OFFICE NEEDS ESTIMATES ON THE FOLLOWING ITEMS AS SOON AS POSS 

13052385 CONSTRUCTION-ROOM 306 

056 BATTLE 

Customer ID 3287-232871 Contact TRAVIS GORE 

Customer AFRICAN~AFRO-AMER Telephone No. (919) 966-5496 

Construction Funding is requested in the amount of $6,289.00. 

Provide Customer Bill Account(s)# 

Receipt of this completed funding document will serve as our authorization to encumber funds in the amount specified above and will 

serve as our authorization to proceed. 

This funding request is valid for 90 calendar days from the date of this letter. 

Approved 

Authorized Customer Signature Date 

Return form to: Work Management 

CB# 1825 

Phone: (919) 962-9075 

Fax: : (919) 962-8849 Please direct all inquiries to the Project Maaaager. 

Page 1 ofl Printed 11/06/2012 12:00PM FS314A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqs~lexmftpexun@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 2:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Terror- A new addition to Framing 21 st Century Social Issues Series 

Req[iest your Co~Y~pli~y~entsry Exam Copy of "Terror" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Eunice, 

Terror 

Social, Political, and Economic 

Perspectives 

The goai of this new, unique Series is to offer readabie, 

teachable "thinking frames" on today’s social problems and 

social issues by leading schoiars, all in short 60-page-or-shoiter 

http:llroutledge.customgateway.comlroutledge-social- 

i ssu es. html 

For instructors teaching a wide range of courses in the sociai 

sciences the Routledge Sociai Issues Collection now offers the 

best of both worlds: originally writes sho~l texts that provide 

~xc~!,,’!ts greta [arguer works i;revieusly published by Rotd:l~dge 

and ether presses 

"ferror’ from the standpoint of critical social theory. He explains 

how the social, political and economic effects of terrorism fit into 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Siqn up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright B 2012 Tayior & Francis, an Informs b[isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforly~a UK [.ilY~ited registered in England tll!der 11o. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

Si,qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at a~ly time. 

We ~espect your privacy and will not diSClOSe, rent or seil you~ email address to any outside organisalio~ls 

Copyright [] 2012 ~aylor & Francis an Informs business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforr’.qa UK Linn~ted registered in England under no. 10.,’2954 

Registered office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,Jtt 

If yogi wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this is an 8utoly~ated operation. 

http://tan df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670t PdbSkFv 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Tuesday, December 11, 2012 6:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Educators Seek More Environmental Content 

~du~at0rsa t~a~h!ngthem0st p ress!ng0fthes~ 
e n~ironmenta!issu~s;Andtohe!pexp!ainth s~ien~ he hind the !! 

Ameti~ahaveaddedt~thei~medialib~arieS~OURNE~TOP~NET~RTH2 

~ h! S highly a ~t aim ~d P BS~ n~i ~ 0nm e ntatse fl e S~h O St ~ d b ~Ma t t Da m0 n~ 
m aybetheon!ys~i~n~e~ideostore~ei~era~ e~ie~sfrombothPeop!e 

~i ~ibrory ~rn 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Will Grant Recognition to Syria~ Rebels, Obama Says 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

V’dorld j U.S~ ] Business I Spor~s i Art__sI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Op-~ ] On This Day 

D~tornize~@ctav’~ j:~#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

December 12, 2012 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Will Gran[ Recogilition 

to Syrian Rebels, Obama 

Declaring Syria’s opposition as its 
legitimate representative, marks a 
new phase of engagement for 
President Obama in a nearly two- 
year bloody struggle. 

Limits on Unions Pass in 

Michlgal~, Ol~ce a MMnstay 

Sweeping legislation signed by Gov. 
Rick Snyder on Tuesday will vastly 
reduce the power of organized labor 
in a state that was a symbol of union clout for decades. 

TIMEAND PUNISHMENT 

For Lesser CHines, Rethlnldng Life Behh~d Barn 

Many scholars say mandatory sentencing policies in the United States lock up nonviolent, lowdevel 

offenders for too long and are no longer a eost~ffeetive way to reduce crime. 

~ Graphic: Adults in Jail or Pdson I Life Wi[hout Parole Four Inmates’ Stories 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"M~d~lory .se~te~c~s breed b~just~ee." 

ROGER VINSON, a feder;d judge in Florida. 

for/uldroid, Now 

on Tablets 

The New York Times 

.~mdroid app is now 

optimized for tablets. Get the latest 

news, opinion and more from The 

Times on your ~mdroid device - 

better than ever on bigger screens. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The 

O~d ~,&"onder Dr~lg 

An aspirin a day keeps 
the doetor away - 
which is why we should insist that 
people take one. 

WORLD 



Their ancestors fled the Ottoman genocide nearly a centnry ago, and now Armenians who live in 

Syria ave fleeing that country and settling, at least temporarily, in Armenia. 

Nor~ch Korean, s Lam~ch Rocket h~ Defiant Ac~ 

Washington and its allies have said they think North Korea’s rocket program has less to do with 

putting a satellite into orbit than with developing a vehicle for a nuclear warhead. 

That Crush at Koso~°~ Business Door? The Return of U.S~ Heroes 

The competing business dealings of framer high ranking United States officials in Kosovo may 
present a special ethical quandary. 

More Worid News 

For Vegas VVeddlngs~ a Date V~ith a Builtdn Reminder 

Thousands of couples are expected to declare their everlasting love in Las Vegas on Wednesday, 
12/~/~2 -the last such triple-date likely to occur in their lifetimes. 

3 Dead, h~cludlug Gunman, in Shooting at Oregon Mall 

A gnnman opened fire in a shopping mall in suburban Portland, Ore., on Tuesday, killing at least 
two people and severely injuring another before killing himself. 

Officials ~,~m~lmince Pact on d ali in Louisiana 

.am agreement was reached Tuesday to overhaul a troubled prison in the same Louisiana parish as 

New Orleans, but financing for the agreement has remained unresolved. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Unlikely Backers in a Baltic Over Taxes 

As pressure builds to find a compromise for the fiscal impasse in Washington, some of ~amxeriea’s 
leading executives have dropped opposition to tax increases on the wealthiest. 

DEALBOOK 

China \Voos Overseas Companies, Looldng for Deals 

With the government’s encouragement, Chinese companies have begun what is expected to be a 
large number of overseas acquisitions. 

DEALBOOK 

Hedge i,’tmds Stride the Stage of ~,Vorld ~kffairs 

With the right idea and enough financial firepower, hedge fund investors can exert significant 
political and eeonmnie influence - even to the point of setting monetary policy. 

More Business News 

S P 0 RTS 

KNICKS 100, N ETS 97 

/~thony Has 45.~ and Kidd’s 3-Pointer "vVi~s it 

While Cal~aelo Anthony dominated the evening, Jason Kidd made his presence felt as the Knieks 
rallied from a 16-point deficit to beat the Nets in Brooklyn. 

~ Be,’,: Score 

A Trash-Tal "ldng Rivalry Galni~lg History 

The Nets and the Knieks have played only twice, but their fans bring an intensity and noise level 
that matches rivalry games that span decades. 

~D Section 15 Portraits of Nets Fans 

In Brooklyn, Taking Pride in No. 42 

Jerry Stackhouse, the first major professional athlete in Brooklyn to wear No. 42 since Jackie 
Robinson, joined the Nets in honoring his idol. 

o More Spor[s News 

ARTS 



A eomposer~ trained in both Eastern and Western musical traditions, Mr. Shankar helped foster a 
worldwide appreciation of India’s traditional music. 

Thomas HaPt Ben~on Masterw~ wk Go~s to M~t 

"America Today," which depicts life just before the Great Depression, will go on display when the 
Met takes over the Whitney’s Marcel Breuer building on Madison Avenue. 

~ Slid~ Show 

~Video 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Moldi~g Himself to the Moment 

Bruno Mars’s new album, "Unorthodox Jukebox," emphasizes a particular style or influence on each 

of its m tracks, offering energy-infused but profoundly cosseted songs. 

o More A~s News 

DINING & WINE 

Holiday Nostalgla~ Se~’ved VVar~n 

Wassail offers the tastes of apples and spices in a warm punch evoking British Christmas tradition. 

A Reg]ona~ Oddball Re,n~rrected fo~, Cb]~llest of Days 

More common in the Midwest, the Tom and Jerry is a drink that arrives at New York bars typically 
in the coldest weeks. 

RESTAURANT RE1!IEWI ROYAL SEAFOOD RESTAURANT 

Royal Seafood Restaurant serves food that is often ve~T close to Cantonese cuisine, the original 
flavor of Chinatown, with enough modern Hong Kong flourishes to let you know that it’s 

More Dinin,q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

When government authorities ehose not to prosecute ItSBC on charges of vast and prolonged money 

laundering, they weakened deterrence for wrongdoing. 

EDITORIAL 

Chafin vo Cl~afin 
A speedy ruling to let one parent take a child overseas without an opportunity for the other parent 
to appeal can mean a mistaken judgment stands unfairly. 

EDITORIAL 

Italy’s recovery depends on sober leadership, not political gamesmanship and economic stagnation 

brought about by the former prime minister’s opportunism. 

OP-ED 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

A Tale of" Two V¢o~ en 
L:, £.’. .iRLi..i4 i. ©~i~g. 

The new movie "Zero Dark Thirty" and the story of the real-life Carrie Mathison is setting off waves 

of envy at the C.I.A. and in Hollywood. 

Columnist Page 

C:P- ED COLUMNIST 

Ca~ God Save 

The real fight going on in the streets of Cairo and elsewhere is about freedom, not religion. 

~ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Pesfici~Jes: Now More Than Ever 

A half century after "Silent Spring," the use of chemicals in agriculture has actually risen. 

More Opinion 



ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 12, 1963, Kenya gained its independence from Britain. 

* ~.~:.’.£~.~ ..~’.9.~.L ~.~ ~ 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for r~lhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet~e[ As a membe[ o~ 

the TRUSTe prwacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions ~ Uns{~bscribe ~ Cl~ange Your E-Mail ~ Privacy Policy ~ Contact ~ Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 4:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, Hollywood’s Yeas of tteroine Worship, T Holiday 2012 and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 2! 212/a mes 1 Y 

[ii.~ @Times - December 12, 20121 

Hollywood’s Year of Heroh~e Worship 

~ 

ilXiI 

The New York Times Magazine examines a remarkable 
year for Hollywood heroines, during which the 
traditional Tinsel Town hierarchy was overturned and women 
paled. A~ O~ Scott’s insightful article chronicles and 
contextualizes 2012’s host of female-centered offerings, while an 
evocative video gallery and accompanying slide show feature 
many of the actresses whose performances defined the year in 
fihn. 

T Holiday ~o~a                                        ~ 

The Holida3 issue oft ee]ebrates the season with a look 

baek at some of the year’s most itlnstfious people, Cover 

man Jude Law talks with Sarah Lya][ about turning 4° in 

Hol[)~vood: Paul Rudd diseusses his ttn3a on gt’oadway iu "Grace"; 

and H~e photographer Gt’aeme MRehel[ presents a port{biio of a 

doze~ ~ewsmaket’s, ft’om the dit’eetor A~g Lee to the Olympian 

Gabrie[le Douglas ---- aad mueh more, 

¯ The Trm~ Meaning o{’ Ha e ukk ab 
¯ David Pogue’s ~ Gadgets of Christmas 
¯ The Roiling Sto~es at the Barclaya Center 
¯ Riding Shotgun Wi[~ gour Mother 
¯ Ravi Sbankar, Sitarist, Dies at 92 

Top 8 V~ewed Features on ~Yr~ ......... 
(Between Dec. 5, 2012- Dec !I, 20!2) 

¯ . In GirPs Last Hope..~tered Immu~e Cells Beat Le~kemia 

m Cli~teffs Countless Choices Hi~ge on One: 2o16 

3, D{md: A Lost Civilization 
4. The ~o ges[ Books of 2o~2 

5. Collins: Santorum Strikes Again 

~ SLIDE SHOTV," On The 

Market: Si;com] Homes in AspetL 
Colo 
A Red Mmmtain traditional, a 
downtown condo, a hmdmark 
Victorian, a eontempm’ary 
compound amt an East End 
European. 

~ SLIDE SIlO}V: An 

Experimental Treatment for 
Leukemia 
Seven~vear-old Emma 
Whitehead has been in remission 
since May, after an 
experimental treatment for 
leukemia at Children’s ttospital 
of Philadelphia. 

~ VgDEO: This Week’s 

Movies I Dee. 7, ~o~ 
The New York Times eNties on 
"Hyde Park on Hudson," 
"Deadfall" and "Tehoupitoulas." 

Join the 
Conversation 

A short 
documentary 
chronicles the 
interactions of 
passers-by with an abandoned 
pimm as it awaits its fate. 

~ Join the Conversation >> 

A daily e..maH newsletter on 
the business of techeology. 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capit~sl and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2012 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 13, 2012 9:14 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: From Your webmaster 

Done! Or as they say in Brazil- Terminei! 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, December 12, 2012 5:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: From Your webmaster 

Hi Travis -- 

Please replace the text associated with the Battle Hall icon on our webpage with the following (that is, delete the 
current text and replace it with the following): 

Each year, the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill recognizes talented senior undergraduates with 
Honors for completing a thesis in their maj or. This year, the Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
is delighted to have two students,                                        conducting research proj ects in 
the Honors program which should result in honors theses for these outstanding students. 

And please do it as quickly as you can (from both me and our chair.) 

Thanks 

T 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Cl~ck to view web version of this message. 

Bland S~mpson, Swamp Fox 
When he was a lad, B~and Simpson~s pa~ents to~d him to stay away from North 

Carolina’s {egendal7 swamp. "Don~t ever go in there." Years later Professor Simpson 

has become the unoffic~a~ chronicler of the state’s Outer Coasta] P~ain, ~ndud~ng the 

forbidden Great D~sma{ Swamp. M" re 

Groups using ~ear and anger to spread negative messages about Musbms have 

~moved from Ehe fringes of public d~scourse into the ma#~stream medi~,accord[ng 

~new research by UNC sodo[og~st ChHs[opher 

~ About 1,400 m~dd[e school sLudents will. be able to explore Lhe urfiverse w~th high- 

~tech robotic telescopes in Chffe and Chapel. Hff[ Lhrough UNC’s global Sl~net sysLem. IL’s 

~pa~ t of a new S1.6 mition National Science Foundation g~ant to encourage interest 

N~ne UNC sdent~st~ ~ndud~n~ s~x h~ the Co[~e~e~ have been e~ected fellows of the 

~merican Association for the Advancement of Science, the world’s largest genera[ 

~dentffic society. This is the greatest number of new A~S fe[k~ws Carobna has ever 

~had in one yeaG bringing the UniversiW’s current total to 67. ~#.~.~]~[ 

More News ............................... 

UNC Co[k~(~.~ (if Arts & S ..... .      .            . . 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1 1:41 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM/AFRI website 

Hi       - 

I hope all is well with you as the semester ends. 

As we move forward with the department website, could you please pass all edits and additions along to me BEFORE you make them live on the site? It’s always 

good to have a few eyes review everything before we present it to the public. 

Thanks for your hard work and hope to see you in the spring semester. 

Tim McMillan 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 17, 2012 3:28 PM 

Sears, Daniel C <dan_sears@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: faculty photos for website 

Dear Dan, 

Would you be available tomorrow to take a few pictures of some of our faculty? 

be greatly appreciated° 

Best, 
Travis 

shouldn’t take very long and it would 

From: Reid, Dee 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 10:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: faculty photos for website 

Travis, 

Until we have a chance to hire another photographer (hopefully in January sometime), I would recommend contacting 

Dan Sears, the University photographer. He’ll do a good job and there will be no charge for that. 

Dee 

Dee Reid (919) 843-6339 
Director of Com~lunications 
College of Arts and Sciences 
The University of North Carolina 
205 South Buildingv CB #3100 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

at Chapel Hill 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 
Facebook: http://www, facebook.com/UNC.College 
Twitter: http://twitter.com/unccollege 
YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/UNCColleqe 

From: Parker, Mary Lide 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 10:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Reid, Dee 
Subject: RE: faculty photos for website 



Hi Travis, 

I recently accepted a new position at UNC and I am no longer a photographer for the College. If you need assistance 

finding a photographer for your department, contact Dee Reid at deereid@unc.edu. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 

Communications Specialist 

Endeavors ¯ Research Communications 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919.962.7765 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, December 17, 2012 10:32 AM 
To: Parker, Mary Lide 
Subject: RE: faculty photos for website 

Hi Mary Lide, 

Are you available at any time tomorrow to take a couple pictures of some faculty members to be used for their profile 

pictures on our website? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Parker, Mary Lide 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 11:41 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: faculty photos for website 

Hi Travis, 

I have burned the photos I have from your department onto a CD. They are sized at 800x533 at 300dpi. If you find that you 

need different sizes when you try to upload them to the new website, I’ll be happy to re-size them for you. Will you be around 

this afternoon? I have to photograph an awards luncheon shortly but I’ll try to drop off the CD for you after 3pm today. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.College 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/unccollege 

YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/U NCCollege 



From: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 23 Jan 2012 10:51:50 -0500 
To." "Parker, Mary Lide" <marylide parker@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: faculty photos for website 

Hi Mary, 

I was thinking about the format of the pictures and they will be used as profile pictures so whatever you think is best 

then I know it will be fine! 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Student Services Manager 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From." Parker, Mary Lide 
Sent." Tuesday, January 17, 2012 3:07 PM 
To." Gore, Travis 
Subject; faculty photos for website 

Hi Travis, 

My apologies - I just realized I confused you with another guy I worked with named Travis this past summer. Complete brain 

fart there, sorry about that. Yes, I’ll be happy to burn the photos of the African and Afro-American Studies faculty onto a cd 

for you. Just let me know the size and resolution you need and if you prefer the photos to be vertical or horizontal. 

Best, 

Mary Lide 

Mary Lide Parker 919.962.9269 

Multimedia Producer 

College of Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

205 South Building, CB #3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

Web: http://college.unc.edu 

Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/U NC.College 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/unccollese 



YouTube: http://youtube.com/user/U NCCollege 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, December 17, 2012 5:38 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 12-17-12 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday December 17th, 2012 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/16/13- 2013 Nannerl Keohane Distinguished Visiting Prot~ssor Lecture t~aturing Dr. Jeffrey McDonnell scheduled tbr 5:30 PM in file Nel~n Mandela Auditorium 

of the FedEx Global Education Center. Dr. McDonnell is a watershed hydrologist and eco- hydrologist at the Global Institute tbr Water Security at the Universi~ of 

Saskatchewan and Distingnished Professor at fire University of Aberdeen and Oregon State University. The Nannerl Keohane Distingnished Professorship was created 
in 2004 by then-UNC-CH Chancellor James Moeser to honor Keohane, Duke’s president at the time. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

2012 Water in Our World International Photo Competition Winners Almounced- The category wirmers in this year’s Water In Our World International Photo 

Competition have recently been announced. To view the photographs and descriptions of each prize winning entry,, please click on the following link: 

http:/iwaterinstitute.unc.edu/photo contefft 2012 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Student-produced series on N.C. state parks airs on UNC-TV A three part series produced by UNC School of Journalism students that tbcuses on three North 

Carolina state parks was recently featured on the UNC-TV show °’North Carolina Now". The three tEatured parks either contain or are contignous to a major body of 

water. For more information: http:, iwww.iomc.unc.edu/homepaae- news-slot-23-mer~ed/s~adent-produced-series-on-no~N-caa’olina-state-parks-to-~fir-on-uric - tv 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water In Our World"- For more infolrnation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel fiee to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu". Questions, comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(&unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 19, 2012 1:29 PM 

Bailey, Donna Jeaaa WaJker <dbafileyl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM!AFRI faculty retreat 

Hi Donna- 

Let me introduce myself, I am Tim McMillan, and am the chair of the committee that is planning the AFRI/AFAM faculty retreat. I have discussed the retreat with 

David Kiel and with Eunice SaNe (of course) and wanted to include you in the broader discussions as well. The retreat will occur on Friday March 22nd for the entire 

day. We are hoping that you will be able to be in attendance the full day, with most of your active facilitation work occurring in the morning session. 

The planning committee, which includes Dr. SaNe and myself, as well as Charlene Regester, Barbara Anderson, Reginald Hildebrand, and Margaret Lee, will meet 

early in the spring semester and you and David will be more than welcome to attend. A doodle poll will be going out soon to schedule this meeting. We look 

forward to working with you on a variety of pedagogical and curricular issues and we thank you for all the help you have already provided to the department. 

Take care and Happy Holidays. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, December 20, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Vows Fast Action in New Push for Gun Control 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................ Toda y,sHeadiines ............................................................................ 
~1)¢ N*t’~, ~rk ~’i~ December 20, 2012 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

.C_u_s_t..o_m..Lz..e. _T .o_d..a. X2.s. _H...e_a_d..lLn_e. A I 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Vows Fast Action in 
New Push for Gun Control 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

Leading House Republicans restated 
finn opposition to new linfits on gm~s or 
ammmfition, setting up the chance of a 
bitter legislative battle soon after 
President Obama’s inauguration. 

DEALBOOK 
Leniency Denied, UBS Unit 
Admits Guilt in Rate Case 
By BEN PROTESS 

UBS scrambled matil the last minute to 
avoid having its subsidiary plead guilty 
to fraud. 

A Queens High Rise Where 
Fear, Death and Myth 
Collided 
By SHERI FINK 

At the Sand Castle apartment complex, the days after the stonn included hardship, wild rmnors - and the 
last hours of an 89-year-old veteran living alone. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This lime, the words need to lead to aclion." 
PRESIDENT OBAMA, saying he will make gm] control a central issue after the killings in Newtoua], Conn. 

DINING & WINE 

~ INTERACTIVE ......... 

FEATURE: Your Best 
Holiday Sweets 
With the holiday season 
in full swing, we asked 
you to share your favorite 
recipes for winter sweets on Pinterest, 
whether they are regulars in your 



rotation or flesh discoveries you are 

eager to try. Here’s a selection of your 
pins. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The N.R.A. Protection Racket 
By RICHARD W. PAINTER 

Republican politicians have been bullied 
by gun lobbyists for far too long. 

"Bumbug" sheds new light 
on "A Christmas Carol" 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Restoration Comedy" by Amy Freed at the Flea Theater 

"Faust: A Love Story," at BAM 

nlttimes, ~om T H EA,TiE R 

WORLD 

BBC’s Leaders Faulted as Lax in Handling Sex Abuse Crisis 
By JOHN F. BURNS and STEPHEN CASTLE 

Pm exhaustive report strongly criticized the decisions that prompted the BBC to cancel a broadcast in 2Oll 
that would have exposed decades of sexual abuse by 3immy Savile. 

" ~ Document: The Pollard Report 

4 Are Out at State Dept¯ After Scathing Report on Benghazi Attack 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ERIC SCHMITT 

Four State Department officials were removed flora their posts on Wechaesday after an independent panel 
criticized flae "grossly inadequate" security at a diplonmtic compound in Libya. 

~ Letter from Secretary Clinton to Congress (state.gov) 

, Panel Assails Role of State Department in Benghazi Attack 

Ex-Dictator’s Daughter Elected President as South Korea Rejects Sharp Change 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The election of Park Geun-hye, the first woman to win the post in a deeply patriarchal part of Asia, ensures 
the extension of staunchly pro-American governance in the country. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Capturing America, Fact by Fact 
By SAM ROBERTS 

The 2Ol3 Statistical Abstract of the United States reveals a moving picture of how the nation has been 
changing, through subjects as diverse as pet preferences and student loan debt. 

A Helium Shortage Leads to Fewer Balloons in the Sky 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

A global helium shortage that mm~y say is the worst in decades has affected party stores, holiday parades mad 
even M.R.I. manufacturers. 

Mormon Women Set Out to Take a Stand, in Pants 
By TIMOTHY PRATT 

Pm event on Sm~day called "Wear Pants to Church" used attire as a way to draw attention to gender 
inequalities, but not before generating a backlash and even death threats. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



DEALBOOK 
U.S. to Sell Stake in G.M. in 15 Months as Bailout Winds Down 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED and BILL VLASIC 

The Treasury Department said on Wednesday that it plans to sell off its entire stake in General Motors. 

,’ DealBook: Ally Repays Last of Debt Borrowed Under F.D.I.C. Guarantee 

DEALBOOK 
N.Y.S.E. Is in Talks for Merger 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

The prospective deal would create a major player among exchanges with footholds in the trading of stocks, 
derivatives and commodities. 

In $18 Million Theft, Victim Was a Canadian Maple Syrup Cartel 
By IAN AUSTEN 

The police in Quebec arrested three men in connection with the theft of six nffllion potmds of syrup from 
Canada’s global strategic maple syrup reserve. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Wake of Deadly Riot, Egyptian Team Plays On 
By JAMES MONTAGUE 

A1 Ably of Cairo has proved resilient - even winning a major toulaaament - after a bloody brawl between rival 
groups of Egyptian soccer fans in February left over 7o of its fans dead. 

KNICKS 100, NETS 86 
Knicks Demonstrate Distance to Brooklyn 
By HOWARD BECK 

Cannelo Anthony scored 31 points after nffssing two games because of a sprained left ankle as flae Knicks 
won for the aoth time in aa games, while the Nets lost their third straight game. 

" Box Score I Keeping Score: Stepping Back for a Bigger Payoff 

Former Wisconsin Coach Climbs Back Into Hot Seat 
By PAT BORZl 

After Wisconsin’s coach left to become Arkansas’s coach, the athletic director Barry Alvarez took over the 
Rose Bowl-bound Badgers on a short-term basis. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Sleight of Hand and Illusions of the Theater 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"Nothing to Hide," "Coney Island Christmas" and "Yos]ffnff Battles the Pink Robots" each involve make- 
believe at varying levels of sophistication. 

Supporting Actor Category Is Thick With Hopefuls 
By MELENA RYZIK 

The actors vying for a nod for their supporting tunas tiffs season range from cinematic legends like Robert De 
Niro to first-timers like Dwight Henry. 

Newtown Massacre Changes Plans at Movie and TV Studios 
By BROOKS BARNES and BILL CARTER 

The shooting in Newtown, Conn., has prompted soul searching in the entertainment capital, where many of 
those who support gun control also make their livings selling violent images. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

Betsey Johnson, Back in the Pink 
By TIM MURPHY 

The rood designer has a new fashion line and a reality TV show. 



The Music Is Timeless, but About the Rockers ... 
By ALEX WILLIAMS 

At the star-studded "12-12-12" concert, rock performers showed signs of aging, and Twitter came alive with 
critics. 

Hands Off My Clothes, Mommy 
By ELISSA GOOTMAN 

As children’s clothing becomes more fashionable, parents press those designers to cater to them, too. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2>. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Some Answers on Benghazi 
Instead of just pointing fingers, Congress shotfld provide more money for the security of American diplomats 
abroad. 

EDITORIAL 
It’s the Guns 
President Obama’s call for ideas to make the nation safer from gtms needs to focus on weapons, not 
abstractions or distractions. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Abe’s Second Chance 
Japan voted for economic revival, not nationalist fantasies. The election victory of Shinzo Abe and his party 
is cause for serious concern. 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Looking for Lessons in Newtown 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

When I made a case for tighter gun control, some passionate readers had a few bones to pick. Now for some 
counterpoints. 

" Columnist Page I Bloc 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Revolt of the Cliff Dwellers 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Something akin to a high-stakes poker game, rabid ferrets, a surprise Plan B. These fiscal-cliff negotiations 
have it all! 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

On Guns, America Stands Out 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Raw data shows how shamefully we measure up against other countries in gtm violence. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 20, 1989, the United States launched Operation Just Cause, sending troops into Panama to topple 

the govenmaent of General Mmauel Noriega. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Bu~ This Front Pa_kg~ 



About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, December 21, 2012 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Boehner Cancels Tax Vote in Face of G.O.P. Revolt 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................. T.od.ay.is...H.ea.dl.i.nes ............................................................................ 
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IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.Jp.=.E..a.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Boehner Cancels Tax Vote in 
Face of G.O.P. Revolt 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

Speaker Jolm A. Boehner abruptly 
halted efforts to pass fallback legislation 
to prevent a fiscal crisis after 
conservative Republicans refused to 
allow taxes to rise even on the most 
affluent. 

’ Latest Updates on the Fiscal Talks 

Syria Unleashes Cluster 
Bombs on Town, Punishing 
Civilians 
ByC. J. CHIVERS 

Cluster bombs are impossible to use 
precisely, and the victims of such attacks 
describe them as collective punishment 
against populations that side with the 
rebels. 

" ~ Slide Show: Cluster Bombs Used on 
Civilians in Syria 

Gaps in F.B.I. Data Undercut Background Checks for Guns 
By MIGHA~I_ S. SGHMIDT and GHARLI~ SAVAG~ 

Significant gaps in the F.B.I.’s database of crinfinal and mental health records allow thousm~ds of people to 
buy firearms every year who should be barred from doing so. 

-’ ~ Graohic: Most States I_a~ on Submittin~ Mental-Health Records to the EB.I. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Until it has all the records of people out there in the country who have been deemed too dangerous to own 

a firearm, the background check system still looks like Swiss cheese." 

MARK GLAZE, director of Mayors Against Illegal Grins, on the database used to check gtm purchasers. 

SPORTS 

Snow Fall: The 
Avalanche at 



Tunnel Creek 
By JOHN BRANCH 

A group of world-class skiers and 
snowboarders set out to ski Tm~nel 
Creek. Then the mountain moved. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
’Borking’ Before Bork 
By DAVID GREENBERG 

The verb "to Bork" may seem like a dig 
at an honored martyr of the right, but 
the campaign to defeat him was neither 
tmprecedented nor illegitimate. 

WORLD 

Palestinian Premier Calls for Boycott of Israeli Goods 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

Israel’s refusal this month to transfer tax revenue to the West Bm~k has m~dennined the Palestinian 
Authority’s already dire finances, the prime minister, Salam Fayyad, said. 

Putin Evasive on Banning Adoptions by Americans 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

President Vladimir V. Putin on Thursday skirted the question of whether he would support a ban on 
adoptions of Russian children by Mnerican citizens. 

Resounding Victory in Indian Vote Nudges Polarizing Figure Closer to a Larger 

Race 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Narendra Modi inched closer on Thursday to beconfing the leading political challenger to India’s donfinant 
Gandlfi fanfily by winning a resounding re-election as chief nfinister. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Marijuana, Not Yet Legal for Californians, Might as Well Be 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Marijuana can be smelled in suburban backyards in neighborhoods from Hollywood to Topanga Canyon as 
dusk falls - what in other places is known as the cocktail hour. 

N.R.A. Leader, Facing Challenge in Wake of Shooting, Rarely Shies From Fight 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

As the first news conference held by the group since the tragedy nears, its leader, David Keene, is expected to 
vigorously battle efforts to restrict gma rights. 

A Reminder of What Midwest Winters Are About 
By MONICA DAVEY and STEVEN YACCINO 

Snow, absent for so long in much of the Midwest that people seemed to have forgotten all about it, returned 
with a fury on Thursday. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
Exchange Sale Reflects New Realities of Trading 
By BEN PROTESS and NATHANIEL POPPER 

The takeover of the New York Stock Exchange’s owner illustrates starkly how trading in commodities and 



derivatives has become much more lucrative than trading in corporate shares. 

~’ ~ Graphic: Smaller, But Growing Fast 

Merck Says Niacin Drug Has Failed Large Trial 
By KATIE THOMAS 

The combination did not protect against heart attacks and strokes in a large clinical trial, and tlae company 
said it would no longer pursue its approval in the United States. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 
In Japan, a Test of Inflation Targets 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

For two decades, Japan has provided stark evidence tl~at chronic deflation is possible in a moden~ economy. 
Now, its central bank appears ready to do whatever it takes to get inflation. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Rising Hockey Star With N.B.A. DNA 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

Seth Jones, the son of a former professional basketball player, could become the N.H.L.’s first African- 
Panericm~ star. 
," ~ Video: A Hockey Anomaly 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 
Return of a Savior Presents Only Problems 
By HOWARD BECK 

Panar’e Stoudenfire gave tlae IOficks instant respectability when he signed witla tlaem in 2OLO. But tiffs 
season, they have become an elite team in lfis absence. 

Former Olympian Cites Depression for Taking Job as Escort 
By JERI~ LONGMAN 

Suzy Favor Hanfilton was a top American middle-distmace runner, but on Thursday she revealed tlaat for tlae 
past year, she had worked as prostitute for an escort service in Las Vegas. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 
When the Future Became Now 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

"Inventing Abstraction: 191o-1925," a dizzying, magisterial cornucopia at tlae Musemn of Modern Art, 
captures some of flae original thrill and terror of the creation of abstract art. 

~ ,~_’;~ Slide Show 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’THIS IS 40’ 
Happy Birthday, You Miserable Achievers 
By A. O. SCOTT 

A couple - witl~ tl~eir nice jobs, nice house, nice daughters and nice income - bemoan tl~eir troubles in "This 
Is 4o," directed by Judd Apatow (and starring his ouaa wife and daughters). 

~ Judd Apatow’s Family Business 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’JACK REACHER’ 

Might Makes Him Mr. Right 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Tom Cruise is tl~e fanfiliar archetype title character in "Jack Reacher," dispensing righteous violence and 
hard-boiled aphorisms. 

MOVIES 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’BARBARA’ 
Pushed and Pulled, a Doctor Wants a Way Out 



By MANOHLA DARGIS 
The lead character in "Barbara," a doctor in 198os East Germany, tries to adjust after being transferred from 

Berlin to a more remote location as a punishment. 

" Summoning Halcyon Days of Failed Ideals 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’NOT FADE AWAY’ 
Playing With the Band When the Music Meant Everything 
By STEPHEN HOLDER 

In "Not Fade Away," David Chase has written and directed a portrait of what it meant to chase rock ’n’ roll 
dreams in the 196os. 

" ’Sopranos’ Alumni, Back in Jersey 

’. ~ Video: David Chase on ’Not Fade Away’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ON THE ROAD’ 
Thrill-Seeking Beats Take the Scenic Route 
By STEPHEN HOLDER 

The Brazilian director Walter Salles wrestles with Jack Kerouac’s 1957 novel, "On the Road," which inspired 
countless stoned hippie odysseys to Haight-Ashbury and beyond. 

" The Beats Hit the Road Again on Screen 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
National Rifle (Selling) Association 
The firearm industry profits when the N.R.A. aggressively lobbies against sensible gun regulations. 

EDITORIAL 
The Fading Mideast Peace Dream 
Israel’s push to build settlements in the West Bank mad Jerusalem only empowers Hamas and spells doom 
for a two-state solution. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Questionable Bank Settlement 
Yes, the Justice Deparhnent got a guilty plea and fined UBS $1.5 billion in a rate-rigging scandal, but the 
deal leaves the bank itself relatively unscathed 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Labs, Washed Away 
By DANIELLE OFRI 

After a natural disaster like Hurricane Sandy, hospital patients will return long before the researchers are 
back on track. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Playing Taxes Hold ’Em 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

For a change, progressives can give thanks to the G.O.P. crazies this year. 
¯ . Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Strangers in the Night 
By DAVID BROOKS 

If the two parties just knew a little more about each other we nfight have a deal on the "fiscal cliff" already. 

,’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 91, 1988, a terrorist bomb exploded aboard a Pan Mn Boeing 747 over Lockerbie, Scotland, killing 

970 people. 

¯ See This Front PaKq 
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C,M~tomize Todav’~ j:J#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

TOP NEWS 

Search for ~Zay Th~0o,lgh 

Fiscal Impasse T~rns to the 

Senate 

With little more than a week left to 
avert huge tax increases and 
spending cuts, attention moved to 
the less polarized chamber where 
several Republicans openly back an 
agreement. 

Gm~ MakePs Use Home 

Leverage in Connecticut 

A eradle of the Ameriean gun 
industry, firearm companies have 
defeated pas t gun<:ontrol measm’es 
by warning that they will close 
factories in the face of tighter 
regnlations. 

In Re~a4ng Haiti, Loft/Hopes and Hard Truths 

Despite billions of dollars spent - and billions more allocated for Haiti but unspent - rebuilding has 
barely begun and g57,785 Haitians still languish in 496 tent camps. 

Slide Show i G~aphic: Where Did the rvlo~ley Go? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’itf gou risk !ehr~t u;e~t r}gh t rind what weut !uro~g, tIw m~swer is, ~mst eve~qthb~g weut ~vro~g, There 
m~ds to be sorm~ c~ccom~tc~bi~ty fi~r all that mouey." 
N~CH ~ILE PIERRE-LOUIS, a [ovmer prime miniater o[ Haiti, whet’e 350,000 people sill[ live in 
tent e;mxps oearly tht’ee ye;~t’s after ;m earthqu;~ke, despite billions of doI[avs in aid. 

WORLD 

Despite BHJ~ons in 

Aid, 
Reeonst~,uetlon in 

Haiti StMls 
An analysis of recovery aid money 
helps explain why such a seeming 
bounty is not more palpable. 

~ Related Article ~ ~ Graphic: Where 

Did the Money Go? 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

ttow Darwin explains 

religion. 

"Moonrise Kingdom’s°’ magical, 
nerve-racking moment 
ALSO IN MOVIES ;> 

Obarna shares his thoughts on "Lincoin" 

WORLD 

Citing Broken System, Critics Fight Russia’s Adoptlo*~ Ba*~ 



Advocates say a ban on adoptions by Americans would end up further fraying a disastrously 

overwhelmed foster care and orphanage system in Russia. 

In Need, French M~senms Turn to Masses, Chapeanx in Hand 

Budget cuts have led French arts institutions to turn to crowdfunding to raise nmney for purchases 

and projects. 

Syrian Airstrlke Is Sald to ~ll Dozens in a Bread Line 

Activists said Syrian warplanes eondm;ted deadly airstrikes that killed dozens of people lined up fl~r 
bread at a bakery in the central town of Hilfaya. 

o More World News 

THIS LAND 

Pot Patsy Cl~ne+s Hometow~, an Embrace That Took Decades 

L:: 3.:< ,~ 

A modest tin-roof honse stands as a monument to a dropout turned eountry singer who gained more 

recognition from Winchester, Va., after her death at 3o than dnring her life. 

Cargo Continnes Moving o~ the Mississippi ILiver, bnt Perhaps Not for Long 

A section of the river was expeeted to be closed when levels dip so low that it will beeome dangerons 
for tugboats to travel without seraping the river bottom. 

Illinois Clerg2y Members ~pport Same-Sex Marriage h~ Letter ~igned by ~6o 

A public call for "equal opportunities and responsibilities" came as two state legislators planned a 
new push next month for legalization. 

o More U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Many businesses are using gamification to get people hooked on their products and services - and it 
is working, thanks to smartphones and the Internet. 

Hollywood Rebounds at the Box Office 

New characters - Katniss Everdeen, Ted the foul-mouthed bear - and familiar ones lifted North 
American ticket sales in 2o12. 

Buying Back Greek Debt Rewarded Hedge Fu*~ds 

To some experts, the latest chapter in the Greek fiseal drama is a new reminder of how private 
investors have managed to ontmaneuver Europe’s officials at various stages of the debt crisis. 

S P 0 RTS 

Ibanez is Going to Marh~ers, and Swisher to the indians 

Nick Swisher, a major eontributor to the Yankees’ for fonr years, and Raul Ibanez, a significant 
pickup last season, are headed elsewhere for 2o13. 

KNICKS 94, TIM BERWOLVES 91 
~M~thony’s Closh~g Run Gives K~ficks a Close One 

In a game the ~ieks were dangerously dose to losing, Ca~elo Anthony rescued them, scoring m 
of his 33 points in the final two minutes. 

~ £o~ Score 

~ Running a Fast grea~ From Eroo~lyn to the Garden 

RAVENS 33, GIANTS 14 

~Mtother Ro*~t, and Giants* Playoff Hopes z~e Teetering 

The Giants allowed 533 total yards of offense to the Ravens, who converted H of ~8 third downs, 
and have been ontseored 67-14 in their last two games. 

~ 
go~ Score I ~ Slide Show I Giants’ Defense Continues to Struggle 

AR"ft~ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



\qhy is This Mu,se~lm Shaped LH(e a Tub? 

At ~3o,ooo square feet, the new Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam gloms onto the year of the old 
one, a beloved red-and-white-striped, late-~9th-centm’y Neo-Renaissance briek pile by Adriaan 
Willem Weissman. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

’Sp~i~ Milk’ 
~-h: .::’F:i ’: F:Oi 

In Chico Buarque’s latest novel, "Spilt Milk," a Brazilian centenarian rambles on abont issnes like 
(;lass and race. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Coveth~g a ChHdre~s Garden of Z~s 

The Sprout channel’s all-night "Snooze-a-Thou" on Chdstmas Eve offers ovevexcited preschoolers 
sleep assistance that their parents could probably better benefit from. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

When Medlars Declsio*~ ht the Face of Events is to Say Nothh~g About Them 

News blackouts, though infrequently imposed, may be used to protect the safety of the ban’s subject 
or simply to restore the equanimity of an editor who has had enough. 

British Newspaper S~ms Armstro~g Over Libel Ca,~e 

Lance Armstrong is being sued for more than $1.8 million by a British newspaper over the 
settlement of a libel action, which followed doping allegations against the cyclist that it published. 

Mr. Hirsehman, who in his youth helped rescue thousands of artists and intellectuals from Nazi- 
occupied France, went on to become an influential economist known for his optimism. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Co~ld A, IoG, Happe~ Agah~? 
Policy makers must quicken the pace of reform to prevent another crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

Shortchangh~g Ex-Offe~ders 
Halfway houses that are supposed to rehabilitate released prisoners are not doing their job. 

EDITORIAL 

Streaky Apps That Track CeHphot~es 
A new measure would dose a legal loophole that allows software companies to create eyberstalking 
apps. 

More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Out in YWrlca 

On gay rights, Sonth Africa puts President Obama to shame. 

C a; - Page j Slog 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Vhe~ Prophecy Falls 
i.::y p.~:, Lii. 

The prophets of doom still won’t stop. 

~ Columnist Page [ Slog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

It’s the most wonderful time of the year. So why the glum faces? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 24, 1992, President Bush pardoned former Defense SecretaD- Caspar Weinberger and five 

others in the Iran~ontra scandal. 
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TOP NEWS 

Legal Curbs Said to Hamper 
A.T.F. in Gun Inquiries 
By ERICA GOODE and SHERYL GAY 
STOLBERG 

Law enforcement officials say that in 
theory the A.T.F. could take a lead role 
in reducing gun crime, but that it is 
hampered by politically driven laws and 
by the ferocity of the debate over gun 
regulation. 

CHANGING OF THE GUARD 
Chinese Officials Find 
Misbehavior Now Carries 
Cost 
By ANDREW JACOBS 

A flurry of revelations suggests that 
China’s new leadership may be serious 
about trying to tame the eronyism and 
bribery that afflicts state-rtm companies 
and local govermnents. 

" More Articles in This Series >> 

Clout Diminished, Tea Party Turns to Narrower Issues 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

The November election significantly weakened the once-surging movement, and its activists have not been 
front and center in the fiscal debate eonsmning Washington. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Ijust figured, the oil fieM is here and I’d make the money while I could. I didn’t want to waste the money 

and go to school when I couM make just as much." 
TEGAN SIVERTSON, who works for a gas company in Montana, on her decision to forgo college to work 

in oil and gas drilling. 

SCIENCE 

Law *::::: :~ i~:, .ii}i}i;~! 



3effrey Wright uses wacky experiments 
to teach children about the universe, but 
it is his own personal story that teaches 
them the true meaning of life. 

-’ The Well Column: Laws of Physics Can’t 
Trump the Bonds of Love 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR : ~! i:~:-q :~, 
Our Failed 

Approach to 
Schizophrenia :::: "*":. ..... 
By PAUL STEINBERG 

In o~ concern for the 
rights of people wifl~ ment~ illness, we 
have come to neglect the rights of 
ordina~ ~nericm~s to be safe ~om the 
fear of being shot. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

Israel to Review Curbs on Women’s Prayer at Western Wall 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The move comes after years of civil disobedience by a group called Women of the Wall against rules that 
support gender division at the Westen~ Wall in Jerusalem, one of 3udaism’s holiest sites. 

Motive Unclear in Killing by Woman in Afghan Force 
By ROD NORDLAND 

Sergeant Nargis’s killing of m~ 3anerican police adviser in Afghanistan was the 62nd insider killing this year, 
but also one of the strangest. 

Russian Says Ban on U.S. Adoption Flouts Treaties 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

A deputy prime nfinister’s letter of waruing widens the split among top leaders on a bill barring Americans 
from adopting from Russia. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Pay in Oil Fields, Not College, Is Luring Youths in Montana 
By JACK HEALY 

Salaries of $50,000 a year have lured ninny high school seniors away from higher education anfid the 
frenzied pace of oil and gas drilling. 

Fired, but Firing Back, Over Dealings in Washington 
By THEO EMERY 

Eric W. Pa)me has been locked in a bitter dispute with Washington’s clfief financial officer after asserting in a 
lawsuit that he was fired for drawing attention to nfiseonduet in city contracting. 

Los Angeles Weighs Law Banning Elephant Shows 
By IAN LOVETT 

If the City Council passes the law, Ringling Brothers will be barred from Los Angeles mfless its owners agree 
to abandon one of the show’s signature acts. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Perfect lO? Never Mind That. Ask Her for Her Credit Score¯ 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

The credit score, once a little-known metric, has become a factor in dating decisions, eclipsing traditional 
priorities like a good job or shared interests. 
, ~’~ Graphic: Credit Range 



Jan. 1 Slowly Morphs From Fiscal Deadline Into Horizon 
By NELSON D. SCHWARTZ 

After hopes for a bargain to avoid hundred of billions in tax increases and spending cuts have faded, 
eeononfists are now giving odds on what will happen and when, and its effect on a tender recovery. 

Russia’s Desire for Cars Grows, and Foreign Makers Take Notice 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

As Russia’s nfiddle class becomes a force in commerce, G.M., Ford and other automakers have been 
expanding, or plan to expand, in the country with new factories. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

LAKERS 100, KNICKS 94 
Nash Helps Lakers Get Back at Knicks 
By MARK HEISLER 

With star point guard Steve Nash running the show, the Lakers avenged a previous loss to the I~ficks on 
Tuesday to move to .500 on the season. 

" ~-’~ Box Score I ~ Slide Show: N.B.A. Replay: Dec. 25 

CELTICS 93, NETS 76 
Celtics Subdue Nets in Christmas Day Opener 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Nets were bullied on their home court by the Boston Celtics on Tuesday in a rout that drained whatever 
Christmas cheer they nfight have had. 

" ~-’~ Box Score 

A German Resurgence, Feet First 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

In much the way Germany rebuilt its economy, the country has devoted its abmadant energy and resources to 
developing soccer talent, resulting in a global powerhouse for years to come. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE TV WATCH 
On Indian TV, ’I Do’ Means to Honor and Obey the Mother-in-Law 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Television in India occasionally tests the bomadaries, but nearly every soap opera seems to circle back to 
marriage and the relatives who come with the words "I do." 

, ~ Video: India TV Sampler 

AN APPRAISAL 
Extraordinary Actors Ennobling the Ordinary 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Jack Klugman and Charles Durning, who both died on Monday, were shining examples of actors who made 
everyday characters believable. 

Modern Dance Groups to Get Hurricane Sandy Aid 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Starting in early Jmauary checks from $1,OOO to $5,000 will go out to dance companies, choreographers and 
theaters in New York City hurt by the storm. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

12 Restaurant Triumphs of 2012 
By PETE WELLS 

The Times’s chief restaurm~t critic counts down his favorite new restaurants of the year. 

" ~ Slide Show: The Top 12 Restaurants of 2012 

In the Bay Area, Bagels as Good as Brooklyn’s 



By JOAN NATHAN 
East Coast transplm~ts are making bagels in the Bay Area that some argue are as good as those produced in 

New York. 

" Recipe: Baron Bagels 

Buried Treasure That Is Filled With Mystery 
By EUGENIA BONE 

When it comes to truffles, it pays to know a few facts about the weird biology and the often duplicitous 
nature of the truffle business. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e_.D.i.n.i..n_q & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Immigration and Policing 
The Obama a~hninistration promises a stricter focus on deporting serious offenders. 

EDITORIAL 

The Dawning of Domestic Drones 
Without proper controls, the use of umnanned aircraft could threaten privacy. 

EDITORIAL 
Intentional Bias in North Carolina 
When prosecutors went to great lengths to keep blacks off juries, it made for unfair trials. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Why, God? 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Death takes no holiday. Why doesn’t God stop such heartbreaking evils? 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Give Chuck a Chance 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Someone outside the mainstream, like Chuck Hagel, is just what President Obama needs at the Pentagon. 

, Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Stop Subsidizing Obesity 
By MARK BITTMAN 

?anong poor children, being overweight is a much greater problem than hunger. Food stmnps should not be 
paying for soda. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 26, 1941, Winston Churclfill became the first British prime minister to address a joint meeting of the 

United States Congress. 
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TOP NEWS 

Senate Leaders Racing to 
Forge a Tax Deal as Deadline 
Nears 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and ANNIE LOWREY 

The fear of another painful econonfic 
slowdown appears to have accelerated 
deal-making on Capitol Hill with just 
two days remaining before the so-called 
fiscal cliff arrives. 
" ~ Graphic: Changes Set to Occur if 

Congress Takes No Action 

Halfway Houses Prove 
Lucrative to Those at Top 
By SAM DOLNICK 

The second-largest operator of halfway 
houses in New 3ersey, a nonprofit, has 
paid its founder roughly $7 nfillion over 
the past decade, and has hired several of 
the founder’s relatives. 

Biden Is Back for a 2nd Run at Gun Limits 
By PETER BAKER 

The current debate offers Vice President Joseph R. Biden Jr. a chance to craft a legislative response that 
would reinstate his assault weapons ban, Mille also making it more effective. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We just can’t af~brd a politically self-inflicted wound to our economy." 

PRESIDENT OBAMA, urging Congress to act on a fiscal plan. 

MAGAZINE 

The Lives They 
Lived 
A celebration of the 
writers, tlfinkers, 
athletes, scientists and 
others who died in 2012. 



" I ne LIVES Unllvea in i~lew[own 

~ Adam Yauch, the Beastie Boy Who Grew Up 
Before Our Eyes 

¯ . Maurice Sendak: Tm Ready, I’m Ready, I’m 
Ready’ 

:’ More From the Issue 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR 
The Power of a Hot 
Body 
By DIANE ACKERMAN 

A wonderful solution for 
energy shortages: hmnan 
heaters. 

Inside the production design 
of "The Hobbit" 
ALSO IN MOVIES >> 

Watch John Goodman discuss movies with Melena Ryzik 

The best movies you may have missed in 2012 

nytimes,�om MOVliES 

WORLD 

Drone War Spurs Militants to Deadly Reprisals 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Militants punish those accused of being informers aidh~g drone attacks by taping their confessions and 
exeeutious, deepening an atmosphere of parmaoia and nfistrust in the tribal belt. 

~ ~ Video: Drone Spy Wars 

Coming Soon to Belgian Village, a French Film Idol Fleeing Taxes 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

N~chin, a rural settlement in Belgimn, has become a tax haven for scores of wealthy French citizens, 
including, most recently, the actor G~rard Depardieu. 

¯ . French Council Strikes Down 75% Tax Rate 11:33 AM ET 

Six Charged With Murder in India After Rape Victim’s Death 
By HEATHER TIMMONS, NIHARIKA MANDHANA and SRUTHI GOTTIPATI 

As protests grew on Saturday, a police spokesman said the suspects could face the death penalty in a Dec. 16 
gang rape that shocked India with its savagery. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Braced for Hardship, an Amish Clan Awaits Sentences in Shearing Attacks 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

Feuds with outsiders and wrenching haterual strife culnfinated in five separate attacks, which have brought 
ealmnity to a community led by Samuel Mullet Sr. 

," Community Says Punitive Cutting of Hair Began as a Reminder to Repent 

," Slide Show I Video 

Building Congregations Around Art Galleries and Cafes as Spirituality Wanes 
By AMY O’LEARY 

As more Americans identify as "spiritual but not religious," evangelicals are changing their focus to building 
inviting conmmnity spaces. 

A Festive Mood in Maine as Same-Sex Marriage Becomes Legal 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

In Portland, the mood was festive, as the city clerk’s office opened at nfidnight to issue marriage licenses to 
gay couples as soon as it was legal. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Questcor Finds Profits, at $28,000 a Vial 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

After pficing its once-obscure drug, Acthar, in the stratosphere, Questcor gained many fans on Wall Street. 
But the compmay has also drawn some doubters. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 
Wishful Thinking and Middle-Class Taxes 
By N. GREGORY MANKIW 

A conmfitment to keep taxes low for the nfiddle class could be one reason that the political process has 
become so deeply dysflmetional. 

PREOCCUPATIONS 
Don’t Just Talk About Change¯ Show It. 
By MICK WILZ 

When the writer’s fanfily business wanted to chmage its factory layout, he used a Lego display to walk 
employees through the idea - and received ninny helpful suggestions as a result. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

In Next Scene: A Dark Cloud Lifts 
By GREG BISHOP 

When Declm~ Sullivan was killed dufing a Notre Dame practice two years ago, his fanfily responded by 
starting a ftmd that helped others, instead of pointing fingers. 

Fast Learner’s Newest Lesson Focuses on Self-Preservation 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Robert Gfiffin III has crafted a remarkable rookie season with the Redskins, but there is the question of 
whether he’ll be able to keep it up. 

’. N.F.L. Maneuvering Gives TV a Prime Attraction for Prime Time 

Big Dream, Rude Awakening 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

UMass and a nmnber of other institutions are taking the step up to big-time college football in the interest of 
national exposure, but there is conceru that such a move will backfire. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Mad Science and Pop Hits 
By JON PARELES, BEN RATLIFF and JON CARAMANICA 

The critics Jon Pareles, Ben Ratliff and Jon Caramanica discuss the year’s biggest pop trends, and those that 
will be reshaping the genre for years to come. 

, Popcast: The Year in Pop Trends 

Someone’s Mom Has Other Identities 
By ERIC GRODE 

Laurie Metcalf is back on Broadway with a fanfiliar show, "The Other Place" (she did it off Broadway); a 
fanfiliar director (Joe Mantello); and a fanfiliar co-star (her daughter, Zoe Perry). 

Giving History a Bel Canto Twist 
By VIVIEN SCHWEITZER 

Joyce DiDonato, an expefienced purveyor of tortured bel canto and baroque heroines, prepares for the title 
role in "Mafia Stuarda," at the Met, directed by David McVicar. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Lives They Lived 
A celebration of the writers, thinkers, atlfletes, scientists mad others who died in 2ore. 

:’ The Lives Unlived in Newtown 



¯ Adam Yauch, the Beastie Boy Who Grew Up Before Our Eyes 

¯ ’ Maurice SendaL: Tm Ready, I’m Ready, I’m Ready’ 

¯ " More From the Issue 

The Lives Unlived in Newtown 
By SARA MOSLE 

How does a commmfity recover from the loss of its clfildren? 

Adam Yauch, the Beastie Boy Who Grew Up Before Our Eyes 
By ALEX PAPPADEMAS 

What a rabble-rousing rapper taught us about repentance. 

¯ More From the Magazine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE SECOND TERM 
Why the Economy Needs Tax Reform 
Fixing tim tax code could be a defining legacy for President Obama’s second term. 

¯ " Goals for a New Term Series >> 

EDITORIAL 
Drones for South Korea 
Congress should carefully scrutinize Obmna administration plans to sell spy drones to Seoul. 

EDITORIAL 
Progress Where They Make iPhones 
Negative attention has caused Foxconn, Apple’s chief supplier in China, to improve working conditions at its 
factories. But safety remains a big concern. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
How to Read in 2013 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

This is the moment to get out of your rut and visit the rest of the political spectrmn. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Hitting China With Humor 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Ai Weiwei torments the Commmfist Party with his antics and sends a message to President Obama about the 
need to support democracy. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

SLIDE SHOW 
Notable Opinion Art of 2012 
A selection of illustrations that reflects on the issues of 2012 using exemplary wit, incisiveness, beauty and 
provocation. 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

INTERACTIVE FEATURE: 2012: The Year in Pictures 
Colmn McCann reflects on the images - disturbing, inspired and absurd - that shaped our collective 
consciousness this year. 

ON THIS DAY 



On Dec. 30, 1972, the United States halted its heavy bombing of North Vietnam. 

¯ See This Front Pa2~ 
¯ Buy This Front Pag~ 
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TOP NEWS 

Amid Pressure, House Passes 
Fiscal Deal 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Ending a climactic showdom~ in the 
final hours of the aagth Congress, the 
House sent President Obama legislation 
to avert big income tax increases on 
most Americans. 

’: ~ Howthe House Voted 

Energy Drinks Promise Edge, 
but Experts Say Proof Is 
Scant 
By BARRY MEIER 

The popularity of the drinks reflects 
success in convincing eonsmners that 
they provide ma edge, but most of their 
ingredients have no or little benefit, 
research shows. 

¯ " Graphic: Inside the Energy Drinks I Document: 

5-Hour Energy Study 

From Congress to Halls of State, in New Hampshire, Women Rule 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

New Hampslfire, wlfich again chose a woman to be governor, will also become the first state in history to 
have an all-female delegation in Washington. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq_~2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"By just writing those things into the Constitution - our Constitution doesn’t have any of those things - 

Beate Gordon intervened at a critical moment. And what kind of 22-year-old gets to write a constitution?" 

CAROL GLUCK, a professor of Japanese history at Colmnbia, on contributions to the Japmaese 

Constitution by Beate Sirota Gordon, who died on Sunday at 89. 

BUSINESS 

~ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: The Year 
on Page ~ 



Forty-two memorable front pages from 
the past year, picked by editors on the 
news desk who oversee the content, 
design and production of Page L 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Who Pays for the Right to 
Bear Arms? 
By DAVID COLE 

May effort to address gun violence must 
focus first on the inner city. Watch the year in Style 

ALSO IN FASHION >> 

Think you know the Stones style history? Test yourself. 

An army of new beauty products promising to combat the 
effects of the cold 

r=~l|m.es.¢om            FASHilOiN 
.................................................................................................................................... 

WORLD 

Used to Hardship, Latvia Accepts Austerity, and Its Pain Eases 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

In four years, the country has gone from the Europema Union’s worst econonfie disaster zone to a model of 
what is being hailed as the healing properties of deep budget cuts. 

’. ~ Multimedia Feature: Europe’s Debt Crisis - No Relief on the Horizon 

Laos Could Bear Cost of Chinese Railroad 
By JANE PERLEZ and BREE FENG 

China wants a railroad linking it to Thailand and on to the Bay of Bengal in Myannmr, but some 
intenaational groups wana that it may put a big burden on Laos. 
’ ~ Graphic: Planned Updates to Southeast Asia’s Rail Network 

North Korean Leader Makes Overture to South 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Kim Jong-ma, who called for an end to the "confrontation" with South Korea, also laid out broad policy 
guidelines for the new year. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Rig Runs Aground in Alaska, Reviving Fears About Arctic Drilling 
By JOHN M. BRODER and HENRY FOUNTAIN 

There are no signs of spilled fuel, but that remains a concelaa as long as the Shell Oil vessel is stuck; the Coast 
Guard hopes to get salvage experts aboard to assess the danmge. 

Study Suggests Lower Mortality Risk for People Deemed to Be Overweight 
By PAM BELLUCK 

A report on nearly three nfillion people fomad that flaose whose body mass index ranked them as overweight 
had less risk of dying than people of nolanal weight. 

ao Feet Below Waters Off Midway Atoll, a Famous Flying Dud 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The discovery of the rare wreckage of a Brewster Buffalo in the Midway lagoon has rekindled interest in the 
aircraft mad a record that seems as colorful as tragic. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Even With Fiscal Agreement, Investors Facing Imminent Obstacles 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 



Economists forecast that the Congressional deal would reduce economic growth by as much as I percent in 
the first quarter of 2o13. 

" Bigger Tax Bite for Most Under Senate Plan 

, ~ Graphic: Impact of the Tax Deal 

Malls Blossom in Russia, With a Middle Class 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

While malls appear to be past tlaeir peak in tlae United States, in Russia tlaey are luring shoppers witla money 
to spend mad investors like Morgan Stmdey. 

Drug Makers Losing a Bid to Foil Generic Painkillers 
By KATIE THOMAS and BARRY MEIER 

The companies making tlae narcotic painkillers OxyConfin and Opana have introduced tamper-resistant 
pills, hoping to slow adoption of the drugs’ generic versions. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

TRAIL BLAZERS 105, KNICKS 100 
Stoudemire Returns but Offers Very Little 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

Calanelo Andaony returned to pour in 45 points, but dae Amar’e Stoudemire experiment got off to a rocky 
start as the IOdeks lost to Portland for their third defeat in the last four games. 

’- ~ Box Score 

¯ N.B.A. Roundup: Nuggets End Winning Roll by Clippers at 17 Games 

STANFORD 20, WISCONSIN 14 
Stanford Wears Out Wisconsin on Ground 
By TIM ROHAN 

Stepfma Taylor mad quarterback Kevin Hogan rushed for a combined 142 yards against Wisconsin to lead dae 
Cardinals to their first Rose Bowl win since 1972. 

~ ~ Box Score 

Briefly a Rising Star, Forever a Mourning Son 
By PAUL BROWNFIELD 

Sam Khalifa, a shortstop for the Pirates in the ’8os, waited more than two decades for justice in the murder 
of his father, Rashad, who was stabbed to death at his Tucson mosque. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

MUSIC REVIEW 

2 Queens, 3 Lovers and One Death Warrant 
By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Joyce DiDonato triumphs in tl~e tide role, and Elza van den Heever makes a notable Met debut as Queen 
Elizabeth I, in Donizetti’s "Maria Stuarda." 

’ ~,.~ Slide Show 

A ’Rounded’ Actor Keeps His Passions Out Front 
By KATHRYN SHATTUCK 

The actor Bill Pulhnan is portraying the president agah~, but his obsessions go far beyond the screen. 

Renewed Love for Symbol of New Wave 
By M~iA de la BAUME 

Emmanuelle Riva, revered for her role in "Hiroshhna Mon Amour," is getting prizes for her work in Michael 
Haneke’s "Amour," but says she never wanted to be a star. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

Learning to Create the Perfect Cup of Coffee 



By MATT RICHTEL 

At coffee training centers, which are increasingly common, prospective baristas are leanfing the art and 
science behhad the best-tasting coffee drinks. 

" Better Coffee Depends on Good Grinding 

On the World’s Plates, a Bit of New York 
By GLENN COLLINS 

Travelers missing their favorite New York restaurants don’t have far to look: there are Shake Shacks in the 
Middle East and Mario Batali restaurmats in Singapore. 

After Crispy Pig Ears, 10 Trends for 2013 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

From long-aged meat to artism~al soft-serve, here are lO food trends to look for in the new year. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln.g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
America’s Retreat From the Death Penalty 
More lawmakers and voters are facing up to the costs and mistakes of capital cases. 

EDITORIAL 
Haiti’s Long Road 
Three years after the earthquake, recovery is distant and progress slow. 

EDITORIAL I THE CITY LIFE 
Gleaners of Cans, Working Overtime 
By FRANCIS X. CLINES 

A whole industry of "canners" walk the sidewalks in the wee hours of the monfing collecting those castoff 
empties that can be redeemed for 5 cents each. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Unspeakable Truth About Rape in India 
By SONIA FALEIRO 

The volmne of protests in the case of a gang-rape victim in Delhi show that change is possible. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Man Who Said ’Nay’ 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Michael Bennet risks his status as Democratic Golden Boy to protest America’s red ink. 

:. Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 
Fixing Our Food Problem 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Let’s resolve to develop a clear plan for improving our food system and fight for it. Patiently. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 2, 19o5, Gen. Nogi of Japan received from Gen. Stoessel of Russia at 9 p.m. a letter formally offering 

to surrender, ending the Russo-3apanese War. 

¯ See This Front Pa__02~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 
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University Room Setup Options 

Theater Style (maximum 100) 

This setup maximizes meeting room space utilization. Theater style works well for lectures or 

presentations when the audience needs to make minimal notes. The University Room can accommodate 

a maximum of 100 seats, and a podium and a projector with a large screen are both available. 
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Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 
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Forster and ttis Mother 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL 35 NO. 1 Visit h:b.f’o~k E~ 

LRB cover art Forster and His Mother 
Alan Ho]]ir~ghurst 

Fo~ster was an only ehild whose father died when he 

was one, and he was tNsed by his mother in an 

atmosphere thick with aunN. It.s a milieu he turns to 

his advantage in his fiefon, whet~ the middle-class 

femNe world is obsetwed M~ a tone that Cyril 

Con holly described as ~ demure malice ~. Such a 

resom~e wasn,t available for his day to day dealings 

with ~ly D)mter, whose presence permeates his Naries. 

~Mother bored by my ]iteraW sueeesses,~ he notes 

after ttowar& End was published. ~She turns 

ever}~ing to her Nsadvantage, & the sudden business 

of my life only makes her feel the emptiness of her 

own. ~ More 

:~ LRB blog                                                           ] 

The SMt We,re In 
,h~hn Lane]-~ester 

In his filst budget, Osborne said the stl"aetural defieit was 4.8 per eent, and that with 

three years of reduced spending, the figure would be down to L9 per cent. So howrq s 

that going? Well, if you reverse the autumn statement[~ s ereative accounting and 

put the interest from the quantitative easing back where it used to be, as a Bank of 

England asset, it adds o.6 per cent to the structural deficit, which takes it back up to 

4.9 per eent. Osborne[~s single biggest economic ambition was to get the deficit 
dotal but he hasnZt managed it, and has had to abandon his noisily announeed 

target to get rid of most of the deficit in a single parliament. More 

Shopping in Ancient Rome 
Mary Beard 

The most memorable aeeount of an ancient shopping expedition is found in some 

eomie verses by’ the third-eentuW BC poet Iterodas, who lived in Alexandria, by far 

the smartest eity in the Western world at the time. In his poetn a woman ealled 

Metro and a couple of her Mends visit a shoe shop owned by one Kerdon (~Mr 

Profiteer[~). Kerdon tries to interest them in his wares with a pushy sales pitch that 

mixes extravagant elaitns for the shoes with what sounds like a well praetised hard- 

luck stoW lamenting his life of unremitting toil. Eventually eveW varie~ of shoe in 

the shop is brought out, before the ladies start haggling about prices. Mo~’e 

~ Breaking Bad ~ 
James Meek 

I [~m not sure why Breaking Bad comes aeross as sueh a political drama: whether 

::N:: Follow us on Twitter 

::~:: Find us on Facebook 



it[J s because the show[J s creator and his collaborators intended it that way, or 

beeause the ereative space afforded by the medium eneouraged a deliberate, 

unblinkered look at Ameriean society that was bound to result in social eomment, or 

beeause I £ m prqieefing my own preoeeupations onto its tfieh stm3’seape. But it 

does. And the gla~ing drawback of Ame~fiea[] s war on drags [] that the war has 

beeome a bigger problem than the drags [] is the least of it. More 

At the National Galle~T 

JMhm ge~I 

Short Cuts 

Pm~l My~rseough 
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Final Days and New Beginuings -- All with Great Art! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

F~n~l Days: Don~t Miss "A Season of Japaff°! 
On view through Sunday, 6 January 2013 

Exuberant posters. Serene woodblock prints. Sassy ’70s films. 

With five exhibitions and hundreds of works of art, the Ackiand’s Season 

o]’Japan has somethin£ for everyone, but those somethin£s won’t be 

around for much longer! Sunday, 6 January 2013, is the fast day you can 

see these masterpieces of Japanese art spanning ten centuries. 

Free admission, with donations accepted. 

"You’ll be stunned by the show’s visual variety, which is balanced by its 

pristine presentation." - - Chris Vitiello, Independent Weekly 

Click here for the full review. 

Art Adventures for Kids: °’Portraits°’ 
Saturday, 5 January 

AM Session: 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

PM Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 



,ids, 

~rt 

~dventures 

essions 
~rovide 
:ids 

¢ith 

~ided 

ew 

~f 

[rt 

he 

~ckiand’s 

alieries, 

o[iowed 

he 

opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using new[yoiearned 

art-making techniques. Materials are provided. 

This month, we’ll explore portraits, both in the galleries and in the studio! 

NEW: Register for Art Adventures online! Click here to re~ister. 

A New Semester of "Art ~ la Carte" Begins! 
H~nds-on Ar~ Cl~sses for UNC S~uden~s 

Selec~ Frid~ys~ 4:00-7:00 

Carolina students: start your weekend creatively with low-key, hands-on art 

classes designed especially for you! Each class begins at the Ackiand Art 

Museum, where you’ll examine the techniques and materials other artists have 

achieved. You’ll then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the techniques 

yourself as you create works of art that you can take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with some 

art experience. Cost is S8 per class; materials provided. 



Friday, t I 3anuary, 4:00-7:00 PM: 

Exquisite CorpsefSurrealism 

Learn how to play the Surrealists" favorite creative, cooperative drawing 

game. Distortions and juxtapositions resul,t in fantastic composite figures 

(note: results wi[[ be exquisite but do not involve corpses!). 

FUTURE CLASSES: 

25 January: Charcoal‘ Drawing 

8 February: Pop-up Greeting Cards 

15 February: Prints with Friends 

22 February: Wire Scul,pture 

1 March: Co[l,age 

Click here for detailed class descriptions. 

Register online. 

Art ~ l,a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council.. 

Save the Date: W~nter Pajama Party! 
Saturday, 19 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

~O~~:aches 

~nd 

~eckties! 

~eards 

~nd 

~ows! Chil,dren 

,a rs 

~re 

nvited 

o 

:ome 

o 

he 

~ckl,and 

eady 

o 

Iress 

Ip 

ike 

he 

men 

and women they’l,l, find in the artworks on view. Hands-on activities wil,l, 

incl,ude trying on costumes and making accessories such as jewel,ry and 

mustaches. Read-aloud stories rel,ated to dressing up will, give l,itt[e ones a 

chance to snuggl,e up with their l,oved ones. 

Free and open to the public. 

PJ attire encouraged, and "binkies" and "lovies" are welcome! 

Presented in co[l,aboration with P[ayMakers Repertory Company. 

Open~n~ 1 February 2013 

I~ore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s 



g4ore Love is the first major exhibition to investigate the ways in which 

contemporary artists have addressed love as a pol‘itica! force, as a 

philosophical model‘ for equitable knowl‘edge exchange, and as social 

interaction within a rapidly changing landscape of technology and social. 

media. Learn more[ 

LooMr~ Ahe~d~,, 

Drawing for Tweens 

Now with online registration availabl.e! 

Saturday, 12 January, 10:30 AM- 12:00 PM 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 12 January, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries 

Cryoacoustic Orb: A Sound 

Instat[ation by Jonathon Kirk 

and Lee Weisert 

Sunday, 20 January, 1:00 - 5:00 PM 

The Ackl‘and’s exhibitions and public programs are made possibte by 

generous support from Ackl‘and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Membership supports our mission and benefitsyou! 

Comments on the Ack[and’s e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Sh]~eo Fukuda, Japanese, 1932-2009: UCC Co~ee, 1985; co[or offset []tho~raph. Merrill 

C. Berman Cot[ection. 

Toyohara Kunichika, Japanese, 1835-1900: Senzekf Ye~orS, scene [rom "The Treesury o[ Loyel Retefners (Chushfn~ure)", 

n.d.; color woodblock print (one of a triptych). Transferred from Louis Round Wilson Library, Rare Book Collection at 

UNC, Bequest of Susan Gray Akers. 

Cami[te Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks of the Ofse, Neer Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: A4ore Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, Courtesy 

the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 
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AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 280 
BLACKS IN NORTH CAROLINA 

SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

Woollen Gym Room 301 

Timothy McMillan Phone 

Office: Battle Hall 308 email: tjml@email.unc.edu 
Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 2-2:50 

Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION & GOALS: From the fundamental constitutions of Carolina in 1669, 
to the Wilmington riots in 1898, from the origins of SNCC to the election of the first 
black mayor in a predominately white southern town, from the early attempts to 
desegregate the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to protests against the closing 
of historically black schools in Hyde County, North Carolina has been a central place in 
the development of the ideology of race and the political consequences of racism and 
anti-racism in the United States. This course is an overview of the history and culture of 
North Carolina focusing on the place that race, especially blackness, has played in 
creating our current society. The significance of North Carolina’s relatively small black 
population in relation to white inhabitants, the central place that gender played in both 
slave and free black society (e.g. slave breeding, eugenics, the stereotyping of black men 

as sexual predators), and the recent debates over black people and political representation 
in the courts all indicate the importance of this state in examining issues of race. We will 
examine the historical foundations of North Carolina’s black populations, the 
development of black cultures in ante-bellum North Carolina, the rise of white 
supremacy, black responses to white supremacy, and regional variations in North 
Carolina. The central focus of the course will be the analysis of the political, social, 
artistic, and intellectual strategies used by black Carolinians to strive for equality in the 
face of slavery, racial discrimination, economic instability, and political marginalization. 

The core of this course is the development of an understanding of the various historical, 
cultural, and sociological processes that have created a variety of black experiences in 
North Carolina mediated by gender, race, and ethnicity. This emphasis reinforces a basic 
understanding of American history and culture while exploring the nuance of region that 
is often ignored in discussions of American ethnic identities. A critical discussion of the 
methods of a variety of social science disciplines (including anthropology, sociology, and 
history) will be included to allow a more complete analysis of the strengths and 
weaknesses of previous research on American ethnic and regional identities (and the 
interplay between region and ethnicity.) In addition to an overview of black history and 
culture in North Carolina, we will examine three case studies from the twentieth century 
which all focus on strategies of political self-empowerment through direct action, moral 
suasion, and economic development. 



FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures and discussion and an occasional film. 
Certain topics will be assigned for discussion (such as the various roles that African 
Americans have played at UNC, Civil rights in Chapel Hill and the relationship between 
women’s rights and black rights.) Class participation is important for your own 
intellectual development and also for that of your classmates (and instructor.) 

REQUIREMENTS: There will be a midterm and final exam, two short review papers, 

and three book reviews of the three case studies we will read this term. The instructions 
for the papers and the study guides for the exams will be on Sakai. The paper 
assignments will be available on Sakai under the assignments tab, which is also where 
you will upload your essays. 

GRADING: 
County Essay 5% Jan 17 
UNC Slavery Essay 5% Jan 29 
Book Reviews 30% Mar 05, Apt 02, Apt 16 
Midterm 30% Feb 21 
Final Exam 30% May 7 noon-3 pm 

Grades are on a 10 point scale: A=100-93; A-=92-90;B+=89-87;B=86-83;B-=82- 

80;C+=79-77;C=76-73;C-=72-70;D+=69-67;D=66-60;F=59-0. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. More than two absences must be explained to 
my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses) or you will lose class credit. You are responsible for all material 
covered in class, even if you are not present. I do not use PowerPoint or canned notes, so 
you’ll have to find the material you miss in a classmate’s notes. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class. Do not 
surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook (or other social media) during class, 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http://honor.unc.edu/which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http://www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/plagiarism/ 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor system and judicial 

system for over l OO years. The system is the responsibility of students and is regulated and governed by 

them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have questions about your responsibility under the honor 

code, please bring them to your instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the 

Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty 

Council, and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student honor 

system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 



ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

REQUIRED TEXTS TO PURCHASE: 

NB: Make sure to read the assigned texts and chapters of texts before we discuss them in 
class - that is, have completed the reading by the class in which that text is assigned. If 
you use an e-edition of any of the books, please consult with me about appropriate 
citation style. We will read and discuss all of these texts so please purchase them as soon 
as possible. 

Brown 
Cecelski 
Crow et al 
Gilmore 

Upbuilding Black Durham 
Along Freedom Road 

A History of African Americans in North Caro#na 
Defying Dixie: the Radical Roots of Civil Rights 

eTEXTS and other esources 

Jacobs 
NC Senate 
Singleton 

Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl 
Apology for Slavery 
Recollections of my Slavery Days 

And a variety of other web resources on Sakai available under Resources. 



COURSE SCHEDULE 

WEEK OF 

JAN 08 

JAN 15 

JAN 22 

JAN 29 

FEB 05 

FEB 12 

FEB 19 

FEB 26 

MAR 05 

MAR 12 
MAR 19 

MAR 26 

APR 02 

APR 09 

APR 16 

APR 23 

MAY 07 

WELCOME TO NORTH CAROLINA 
READING: Crow Preface 

COLONIAL BEGINNINGS: WHY AREN’T WE SOUTH CAROLINA? 
READING: Crow I County Essay Due 
THE FOUNDATIONS OF BLACK LIFE IN THE CAROLINAS 

READING: Crow II 
SLAVERY IN NORTH CAROLINA 
READING: & Crow III and IV Slavery and UNC Essay Due 
THE CIVIL WAR AND EMANCIPATION 
READING: Crow V & VI 
THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUALITY IN THE EARLY 20TM CENTURY 
READING: Crow VII & VIII 
JIM CROW AND COMMUNISM 

READING: Gilmore Part 1 MIDTERM EXAM (FEB 21) 
JIM CROW AND FACISM 
READING: Gilmore Part 2 
"WHAT DOES THE NEGRO WANT?" 

READING: Gilmore Part 3 Book Review I Due 
SPRING BREAK NO CLASS ALL WEEK 
THE "NEGRO PROBLEM" IN DURHAM 
READING: Brown Chaps 1-3 
THE BLACK ELITE IN DURHAM 
READING: Brown Chaps 4-6 
THE LONG CIVIL RIGHTS MOVEMENT IN DURHAM 
READING: Brown Chaps 7-Conclusion Book review II Due 
THE STRUGGLE FOR EQUAL EDUCATION IN HYDE COUNTY 
READING: Cecelski Intro-Chap 3 
CREATING BLACK INSTITUTIONS IN HYDE COUNTY 
READING: Cecelski Chaps 4-Conclusion Book review III Due 
CONTEMPORARY BLACK ISSUES IN NORTH CAROLINA 
READING: Crow Chap IX 
FINAL EXAM noon-3pm 

THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED OF ANY 
CHANGES IN CLASS, BY EMAIL, AND ON SAKAI. NO CHANGES WILL BE 
MADE TO REQUIREMENTS OR GRADING POLICY. 



AFAM 395 FIELD RESEARCH 
SPRING 2013 

LOCAL HISTORIES AND CULTURES OF AFRICAN AMERICANS 

Dey Hall Room 207 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 308 

Phone: 
tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & 2-2:50 Wednesday 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION & GOALS: This course will cover research methods and data analysis 
techniques useful in studying local black history and culture. Areas we will address will 
include genealogy, census analysis, oral history, literature review, human subjects in 
research, analysis of bias, and archival analysis. The North Carolina Collection, the 
Southern Historical Collection, the photo archives, the university archives, the Black Ink 
and the Daily Tarheel archives, the Southern Folk Life Collection, all at UNC, will 
provide much of the data to be examined and analyzed. Other sources will include the 
United States Census, Orange County and other county records, church records, the State 
archives, local historical societies, and interviews with local people. In addition to 
studying research methods students will also apply these methods to data relevant to 
understanding the black experience at the University of North Carolina. Understanding 
the implications of ethics in research will be emphasized. Collaborative research design 
and analysis will be promoted. The final product will be become a part of the digital 
black and blue project. 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is from http://honor.unc.edu/which will provide more information about the 
honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http://www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/plagiarism/ 

The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over l OO years. The system is the responsibifity of students 
and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibifity. If you have 

questions about your responsibifity under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains all poficies and procedures pertaining to the student 

honor system. Your full participation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

FORMAT: We will meet together as a group for the first month of class and then 
periodically after that to assess, critique, and evaluate each other’s projects. The first 
month and a half of the class will be devoted to developing a research framework by 
consultation with professional archivists, historians, and media specialists. All students 
must complete and pass the ethics training provided through UNC’s office of Human 
Subjects Research Ethics. The second month of the class will involve data collection 



which will be vetted by the instructor and the class as a whole. If the data collection 
involves human subjects IRB approval for the project will be obtained. Finally, the data 
will be analyzed and readied for public presentation. All materials for the class (such as 
bibliographies, research guidelines, and instructions for access to human subj ects 
training) are available on Sakai. 

REQUIREMENTS: The final project will require an original analysis of an aspect of 

local black history at the University of North Carolina and the surrounding communities.. 
A proposal, the research design, the literature review, and a rough draft will be evaluated 
before the final product is produced. If students wish to work collaboratively on a more 
extensive proj ect, that is a possibility, but the contributions of each student to the proj ect 
must be clearly spelled out in advance. 

GRADING: Research Proposal 10% Jan 30 
Ethics Training 10% Feb 06 
Data outline 10% Mar 06 
Literature Review 10% Mar 20 
Rough draft of project 10% Apt 03 
Final Project 50% Apt 24 

Your final product will be an essay of approximately fifteen pages and a website that will 
allow the research findings to be made public, or a video or audio documentary of 20 
minutes. The video/audio documentaries must include a detailed and annotated 
bibliography of source material. 

Grades are on a 10 point scale: A=100-93; A-=92-90;B+=89-87;B=86-83;B-=82- 
80;C+=79-77;C=76-73;C-=72-70;D+=69-67;D=66-60;F=59-0. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance at class sessions in is required as is adherence to deadlines. 
More than one absence must be explained to my satisfaction (documented illness, 
funerals, university commitments are examples of satisfactory excuses.) 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 
and to collaborate with your colleagues. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 



Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 

SCHEDULE 

DATE TOPIC 

January 09 First Day Meeting/Intro to class 

January 16 Black and Blue Tour- Research Interests 

January 23 North Carolina Collection/Literature Review 

January 30 Manuscripts Collection/Archival Analysis 

Research Agenda due 
February 06 Media Resources Training 

Ethics training certification due 
February 13 Census and other Government records 
February 20 Data Collection 

February 27 Data Collection 

March 06 Class assessment of Data 
Data outline due 

March 13 Spring Break 

March 20 Class Discussion of Proj ects 

Literature Review due 
March 27 Analyze and Assemble 

April 03 Class Discussion of Projects 
Preliminary Draft of Research Due 

April 10 Analyze and Assemble 

April 17 Presentation of Final Websites 

April 24 Final project due 

The course schedule may be modified. If class meetings are cancelled or rearranged you 
will be informed by email (to your UNC email account), and on Sakai. No changes will 
be made to the requirements or grading. 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 101 
THE BLACK EXPERIENCE 

SPRING SEMESTER2013 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
ONce: Battle Hall 305 tjml @ email, unc. edu 

ONce Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 2-2:50 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

I)ESCRIPTION & GOALS: AFAM 101, introduction to the American black 
experience has four primary objectives. The first objective is to provide a clear context 
for the understanding of race and slavery as concepts; the second objective is to 
understand the origins of the trans-Atlantic slave trade and the effects this trade had on 
Africa, Europe, and the New World; the third objective is to explore the (often unknown) 
history of Anglo-North America as affected by and affecting peoples of the African 
Diaspora; and finally to develop models for understanding the effect and legacies of the 
trans-Atlantic trade in contemporary society. I hope you will examine how we know 
what we know and the politics of the educational process in addition to internalizing the 
"facts" of history. 

FORMAT: This course will consist of lectures/discussions and four videos. The videos 
are an integral part of the course allowing you to hear the thoughts and analytical 
processes of leading scholars in the field of Afro-American studies. 

REQUIREMENTS: There will be a midterm exam, two essays, a quiz, and a final exam. 
If you must miss class make sure that you get the notes fi-om one of your colleagues-- 
much of the material covered in lectures is not in the texts (and there are no powerpoints 

for me to distribute.) Please complete assigned readings before they are due. Make sure 
to consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are 

noted in italics on this syllabus and can be accessed by going to SakaiTM All study guides 
and video outlines are also accessible on SakaiTM as are your grades. 

PERSONAL TECItNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptop/tablet to take notes 

and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. More than two absences must be explained to 
my satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses.) 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 

grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 



HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The following 
statement is tfom httpJ/honor.unc.edu/ which will provide more information about the 

honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you httpJ/www.lib.unc.edu/instruct/plagiarisrrd 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students 

and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibility. If you have 
questions about your responsibility under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains all policies and procedures pertaining to the student 

honor system. Four fullparticipation and observance of the honor code is expected. 

GRADING: QUIZ 10% 
MIDTERM EXAM 30% 

ESSAYS 30% 
FINAL EXAM 30% 

Jan 24 
March 05 

Feb 13/APR 02 (15% each) 
May 04 noon-3 (This is a Saturday) 

GRADING IS ONA STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

Edelson 

Hine, Hine, & Harrold 

White 

Sakai 

Plantation enterprise in Colonial South Carolina 
ISBN: 9780674060227 
The African-American Odyssey, Volume One 

ISBN: 9780205728862 
Ar ’n ’t I a Woman 

ISBN: 9780393314816 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 
DATE TOPIC READING 

JAN 10 Introduction -terminology and geography 

JAN 15 Black and Blue UNC and Slavery VirtualMuseum of UNC 

JAN 17 Roots of slavery: tfom Aristotle to Ham Curse of Ham 

JAN 22 Cultures of Africa Hine Chapter 1 

JAN 24 Middle Passage QUIZ/Hine Chapter 2 

JAN 29 Structure of the Slave Trade Africans in America I 

JAN 31 Estabfishment of New World Slavery Hine Chapter 3 
FEB 05 Estabfishment of South Carolina Edelson Chaps 1-2 

FEB 07 The Significance of Slavery Edelson Chaps 3-4 

FEB 12 The Significance of Rice Edelson Chaps 5-6 
***ESSAY ONE DUE FEB 13"** 

FEB 14 The American Revolution Edelson: Conclusion 
& Africans in America II 

FEB 19 George Washington and his slaves Hine Chapter 4 

FEB 21 Jefferson and Slavery Africans in America III 

FEB 26 The New Republic and slavery Hine Chapter 5 

FEB 28 Review for Midterm Midterm Study Guide 
MAR 05 MIDTERM MIDTERM Study Guide 

MAR 07 Gender and Slavery/Jezebel and Mammy Gray White Chaps 1-3 

MAR SPRING BREAK NO CLASS 

12/14 

MAR 19 Female Slave Network Gray White Chaps 4-6 
MAR 21 Plantation Cultures Hine Chapter 6 

MAR 26 Free Black People in the South Hine Chapter 7 

MAR 28 Free Black People in the North Hine Chapter 7 
APR 02 Black People in the West Jacob Vanderpool 

******ESSAY TWO DUE****** 

APR 04 Free Black Abolitionists Hine Chapter 8 
APR 09 Strategies of Abolition Hine Chapter 9 

Singleton 

APR 11 Prelude to War Africans in America IV 

APR 16 Dred Scott and John Brown Scott v. San(d)ford & Hine 
Chapter 10 

APR 18 Emancipation Proclamation & the Civil Emancipation Proclamation 
War & Hine Chapter 11 

APR 23 Legacies of Slavery NC Apologies for Slavery 

APR 25 REVIEW FORFINAL STUDY GUIDE 

MAY 04 FINAL EXAM Noon-3 p.m. 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILI, BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATrENDANCE, ETC. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Bailey, Donna Jeaaa WaJker <dbafileyl@emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 3, 2013 11:41 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM!AFRI faculty retreat 

Tim 

I am looking forward to helping however I can...I have the date on my calendar and look forward to meeting you... 

Have a great start to the semester... 

Donna 

From-" McMillan, ~m 
Sent-" Wednesday, December :tg, 20:t2 :t:28 PM 
To-" Bailey, Donna .lean Walker 
12¢-. Kiel, David; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject." AFAM/AFRI faculty retreat 

Hi Donna- 

Let me introduce myself, I am Tim McMillan, and am the chair of the committee that is planning the AFRI/AFAM faculty retreat. I have discussed the retreat with 

David Kiel and with Eunice SaNe (of course) and wanted to include you in the broader discussions as well. The retreat will occur on Friday March 22nd for the entire 

day. We are hoping that you will be able to be in attendance the full day, with most of your active facilitation work occurring in the morning session. 

The planning committee, which includes Dr. SaNe and myself, as well as Charlene Regester, Barbara Anderson, Reginald Hildebrand, and Margaret Lee, will meet 

early in the spring semester and you and David will be more than welcome to attend. A doodle poll will be going out soon to schedule this meeting. We look 

forward to working with you on a variety of pedagogical and curricular issues and we thank you for all the help you have already provided to the department. 

Take care and Happy Holidays. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, January 6, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Ex-Officer Is First From C.I.A. to Face Prison for a Leak 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..H.eadiin.es ........................................................................ 
~l)c ~’t’~0 ~rk ~’~m¢~ January 6, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...R....T...h.Ls....D..a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Ex-Offieer Is First From 

C.I.A. to Face Prison for a 

Leak 
By SCOTT SHANE 

John C. Kiriakou says he did not intend 
to harm national security and doesn’t 
think he did. But he is set to be 
sentenced to 3o months for disclosing 
classified information to a reporter. 

Health Insurers Raise Some 
Rates by Double Digits 
By REED ABELSON 

States with mad without regulatory 
approval of rate increases are allowing 
insurers to pass on their lfigher 
expenses to eousumers and small 
businesses. 

G.O.P. Begins Soul-Searching 

After Tax Vote 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and JIM RUTENBERG 

From Mitt Ronmey’s loss through the recent tax fight, Republicmas have seen the foundations of their 
strategy called into question, stirring a debate about how to reshape the party. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The Republican Party can’t stay exactly where it is and stick its head in the sand and ignore the fact that 

the country is changing." 

RALPH REED, a longfime Republican lobbyist mad onetime leader of the Christian Coalition. 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: In 
Chad, Hidden 
Dangers in 
Guarding Wildlife 
Dozens of Africm~ park 
rangers have been killed 



in recent years, many in revenge-driven 

ambttshes. Ivory poachers, it seems, are 

beconfing increasingly wily and ruthless. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION                   : 
Can Social Media 
Sell Soap? 
By STEPHEN BAKER 

Social media networks 
were supposed to be the 
greatest nmrketing nmehines on earth. It 
hasn’t worked out that way - yet. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

As Putin’s Grip Gets Tighter, a Time of Protest Fades in Russia 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The excitement around last year’s street activism against Vladinfir V. Putin, now president again, is gone. 
But steps by the govermnent are still setting off waves of indignation. 

Fashion Boss From Italy Lost in Flight Off Venezuela 
By ERIC WILSON 

Vittorio Missoni, the head of the pronfinent fashion house, was aboard a small plane that has disappeared, a 
eompmay spokeswoman said. 

Greek Tax Scandal Distracts From a Collection Shortfall 
By LIZ ALDERMAN and RACHEL DONADIO 

Foreign lenders say Greece has fallen short of its tax collection targets and is still not moving hard enough to 
tackle widespread, long-tolerated tax evasion. 

" ¢-’{ Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gunman and Three Others Killed After Standoff in Aurora, Colo¯ 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

After tmsuccessful attempts to force the gunman out of the house, he was shot to death by the police after he 
appeared in a second-floor window, authorities said. 

MINOT JOURNAL 
Down-Home American, Korean Style 
By JOHN ELIGON 

When Geewon Anderson, a South Korean inmfigrant, bought Charlie’s Main Street Cafe in Minot, N.D., she 
not only embraced the tradition the eafe represented, she also worked to bolster it. 

In Texas, Resistance to a Renewed Call for an Annual Roundup of Legislators 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Abill in Texas would change not only how lawmakers conduct business, but also how often, in a state where 
legislators meet only in odd-nmnbered years. 

" New Legislature Faces a New Set of Priorities 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

FAIR GAME 
Surprise, Surprise: The Banks Win 



By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

For borrowers, a proposed settlement with big banks over foreclosure practices is likely to mean tiny slices of 
a shrunken pie. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Heads, You Win. Tails, You Win, Too. 
By ROBERT H. FRANK 

Even in our polarized political climate, mmly people nfight agree on the adoption of what econonfists call 
Pigovian taxes - levies on activities that have harmfill side effects. 

STRATEGIES 
A Stock Market Streak That Has Drawn Few Cheers 
By JEFF SOMMER 

Few investors may have noticed, but every day in 2012, and ill file early days of 2o13, the S.& P. 500 has 
closed in positive territory for the calendar year. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Over the Top, Leading the Tide 
By GREG BISHOP 

Alabama’s Jesse Williams, the man they call Tha Monstar, has taken an interesting jounley from Australia to 
football stardom in the United States. 

" The Quad: Saban Is Keen to Explain ’Process’ 

Drug-Testing Company Tied to N.C.A.A. Stirs Criticism 
By MARY PILON 

The National Center for Drug Free Sport says its programs are stringent enough to deter athletes from 
doping, but critics question its methods. 

" Differing Views on Value of High School Tests 

PACKERS 24, VIKINGS 10 
Rodgers Shows Off His Arm as Peterson Cools His Heels 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Backed by a big perfonnance from quarterback Aaron Rodgers, Green Bay throttled Adrian Peterson and an 
ovennatehed Vikings team in an N.F.C. wild-card game. 

" ~ Box Score 

’. Peterson’s Magic Against Packers Runs Out 

¯ More S.ports News 

ARTS 

MacLaine’s Next Life 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

In an interview, Shirley MacLaine, who is joining the "Downton Abbey" cast as a tart-tongued Aanericml, 
showed there was nothing she placed off-linfits. 

A Bit of Britain Where the Sun Still Never Sets 
By JEREMY EGNER 

"Downton Abbey," a quintessentially British dramedy of manners, has become a hit in a dozens of locales 
worldwide where viewers wouldn’t know a dowager from a dogsbody. 

" ~;~ Video Feature: ’Downton Abbey’ Goes Global 

Actor Ages Into His Broadway Comeback 
By PATRICK HEALY 

After decades of journe3anml work, Reed Bilaley has translated his recent Off Broadway success into his 
return to Broadway, in "Picnic." 

" ~ Slide Show: Stage Scenes - Reed Birney 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



Can Forgiveness Play a Role in Criminal Justice? 
By PAUL TULLIS 

After 19-year-old Conor McBride killed his girlfriend, her devastated parents tried a process called 
"restorative justice" - because they decided his life was worth saving. 

Zosia Mamet Is Still Getting Used to Being Your New Best Friend 
By TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER 

How the breakout star (and daughter of David) turned "Girls" from a show about a trio to one about a 
quartet. 

George Saunders Has Written the Best Book You’ll Read This Year 
By JOEL LOVELL 

The brutal, beautiful vision of a great Americm~ storyteller. 

¯ ..M..gLe...E.r..o_m...t..h..e.....M..a._qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Quality of Mercy, Strained 
The Constitution gives the president alone the power to grant pardons. It is time for President Obanm to use 
this singular responsibility. 

EDITORIAL 
Reviving the French Economy 
President Franqois Hollande has done too little on labor reforms and public investment. 

EDITORIAL 
Google Wins an Antitrust Battle 
The Federal Trade Conmfission concluded that the company had not harmed competition, but regulators 
must remain watchful. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Surreal World: Capitol Hill 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Is C-Span’s V.P. more entertaining fl~an HBO’s Veep? 

,’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
More Risk-Taking, Less Poll-Taking 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

We’ve had lots of deal-making in Washington lately, but hardly any displays of courage from anyone. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Looking for a Jump-Start in China 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Clfina’s next top leader has the potential to be a gmne changer, and to nourish Clfina’s rise with sweeping 
eeononfie and political reforms. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
More Guns = More Killing 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Despite the ubiquitous presence of "good guys" with grins, some Latin American countries have among the 
highest honficide rates in the world. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 6, 1919, the 26th president of the United States, Theodore Roosevelt, died in Oyster Bay, N.Y., at 60. 

¯ See This Front Pa.g.e.. 
¯ ..B...u..y This Front Pag.e.. 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Reference <mail.skozxqzrelw:~-qecbd@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, Janual7 7, 2013 9:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Forthcoming Europa Handbooks 2013 

Routledge Reference - your esser~tial library resource! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Friend 

~ Routledge 

New Nandbooks from Europa 
Newly commissio~ed, cu~.ting~ed{.]e 

A New Year and a host of new HandbooktJties publishing under the esteemed 

titles offer key insights into world-wide themes 

The Hungry Dragon 

~,y s~gfr~do ~urgos Coceres, So~ha~ 

This book explores ChinaTs quest fo~ energy sources, raw materials and natural .................. 

resources around the world, wi[h a specific emphas~s on oil China"s ub~guRous 

p,esence ~n A~,~’,~, Asia a~d Latin Ame,~o~ ~ ,~sh~p~n~ ,~e world w~th ,e~a~ds to 
economics, politics and national security More... 

To Be Published 9th January 2013 by Routiedge O 186 pages.. 

Hardback: 9;’8-!-85743-686-0 

Recommend to Librarian                                                                      :: 

Law of International Business 
~y Ch~,-~e~ Ch~tt~r~ 

inl:erna~k)nal business law. Famiiiarizin9 s~udents with negol:iabng [echniqaes for ......................................................... ~ ................................ 

international contracts, this concise volume is the pe~ct introduction and handy ............................................................................................ 

reference to intemationai business law More... 

To Be Published 28th March 2013 by Routledge " 320 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-383-8 

Recommend to Librarian 

East and South-East Asia 

Edited by AndrewT.H Tan 

W~fl~ some oH:he ~ar~eat ecenemk~s, and ~enerally h~h eoonomk: ~row~h rat~s ............................................................................................. 

compared to the rest of the world, it is unsurprising that East and South-East 

.Asia has become the subject of global interest More... 

To Be Published 4~h April 2013 by Routiedge L] 300 pages Mi~w~5~i~ ~ 
Hardback: 978-I-85743-6~9-.6 ~ro#~ C~iB~ ~ 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of Africa’s International Relations 
Edited by Tim M u rithi 

AfricaBs mternsbona~ relations have o~en been defined and oriented by the 

dominant international and geopolitical agendas of the day In the aftermath of 

cokm~a~sra the Ook~ War became a dorrfinan~ paradigm l:ha~ defined the nature 

of the contme~tOs relationship with the rest of the world M~re... 

To Be Published 25th July 2013 by Ro~t~edge B 500 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-633-4 



Recommend to Librarian 

The Democratization of international Organizations 

By Giovanni F~nizio 

The demecrabzaben of international organizations is a theme increas~ngiy 

debated all over the world This is the first work on international democracy that 

systematicsHy assesses the dynamics of democratization a~ectmg most 

international organizations More... 

Te Be Published 6th June 2013 by Routiedge " 500 pages 

Ha~dba~: 978-!-857.q 3-704-i 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of ~icrofinance 

Edited by J~de Femando 

differ among disciplines, including economics, history, political science gender 

studies etc and among individual scholars and practitioners (for example from 

NGO, government and donor agency backgrounds). More... 

To Be Pubiished 2nd May 2013 by Routiedge .512pages 

Hardback: 978-I-85743-640-.2 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of Centra~ American Governance 
Edited by Diego San,’:hez-Ancachea, Salvador Marl:’~ ~ Puig 

political, economic and social perspecbve or reviews recent research in such 

detail As such, th~s handbook ~s of value to academics, students and 

researchers as well as to pohcy-make~s and those w~th an interest ~n 

To Be Published 19th September 2013 by Routk~dge ~’ 400 pages 

Ha~dba~: 978-I-857-43-674-7 

Recommend to Librarian 

The Politics of Development 
A Su~ey 

By He~o=se Weber 

A unk,’,ue and insigiWul guide to the politics surrounding developmenL Thk% new 

politics of development More... 

To Be Published 6th June 2013 by Routiedge ~ 320 pages 

Hardback: 978-!-85743-500-9 

Recommend to Librarian 

A O~ctiona~ of Ethnic Conflict 
By F,~ja~ Gangu~y 

Containing apl;roximak,qy 500 entries, ti~is deiailed Dictk’mary gives autherRatiw~ 

and up-to-date inR;rmal:ion on ethmc groups involved in oonflkst More.. 

To Be ~ublished 6th June 2013 by Roul:~edge ,, 400 pages 

Hardback: 978-i-85743-059-2 

Recommend to Librarian 

Handbook of indigenous Peoples’ Rights 
Edited by Damien Sho~, Corinne Lennox 

This handbook will be a comprehensive interdisciplinary ovemaew of indigenous 

peopleslq rights Chapters by expe~ls in the field will examine legal 

philosophical, secielogical and ,oaiitk;al issues, addres.%ing a wide range of 



ti~emes at lbe hea!t i;f debal:e‘’~ e!~ ti~e righls ,’if indigenous i;eoples More... 

Ti; Be Published 19th Septercber 2013 by Routledge ,, $88 pages 

Hardback: 978-i-85743-641-9 

Recommend to Librarian 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respecl your privacy a[ld ,,,/ill not disciose, rent o[ sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor 8 Francis, a¢~ Informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa L~K Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: [~,~ortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wish to [insubscribe, please click on the link belong. Piease note this is an aiJtomated operatio¢~ 

htt p:/~t an df ms#focu s.com/u/11wTC670C6tlMJiy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, January~ 7, 2013 9:06 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01 -07-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January 7th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/10/13- Water In Our World International Photo Competition Reception scheduled from 6 - 7 PM in the Sonya ttaynes Stone Center. The winning photographs from 

this year’s contest, which will be iniria~ly displayed in the Stone Center before being moved to ~veral dilt~rent locations across campus, will be presented and each 

paxticipa3at will be recognized individually. Refreshments will be provided. 

01/14/13- Bob McDonald, CEO of Procter & Gamble, lecture scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Koury" Auditorium of the McColl Building as paxt offl~e Kenan-Flagler 

Business School Dema’s Speaker Series. Mr. McDonald’s talk will focus on P&G’s Global Water Project in Africa. Admission is tree, but pre-registration is required. 

Paxking is available only in Business School Deck. 

https://secure.~w.alumffaco~mections.com/olc/pub’UBS/events"UBS2358638html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

University-wide course on Water set for Spring 2013- Set to launch during the Spring 2013 semester, ’%Vater In Our World" is the firs~t of many University-wide, 

interdisciplina~, courses that will coincide with the two-year campus wide theme which is al~ rifled ’%Tater In Our World." For more intbrmation and to view the 

syllabns for this course: http://watertheme.anc.edu/2~2/~2/28/aniversitv-wide-c~ur~-~n-water-set-Ibr-spring-2~ 3-3/ 

WATER NEWS AT C.MIOLINA 

Recruitment deadline tbr 2013 UN C Science Expo- Wednesday January" 23rd is the recruitment deadline for volunteers to participate in the 2013 UNC Science 

Expo. The event itseli~ which is held as paxt of the annuaJ~ NC Science Fes~tivaL is scheduled for Saturday April 13th fi’oln 10 AM - 3t M and attracts thousands of 

visitors, primarily school-aged children and their families, to UNC to learn about science in a fi~n and interacrive setting. This year’s Expo is eager to feature water- 

related acrivities in keeping with the two-year "Water In Our World" theme as there will be a special water area situated axonnd the Old Well on the day of the festival. 

All such submissions are invited. For more information on the UNC Science Expo: http:i/~.ncsciencefesrival.org/. To submit yonr activity- proposal: 

http://www.nc science fesrival.or~get- involved/host- an- even~’ snbmit- your- evenV 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more intbrmation on the theme aM other upeoming events, feel t?ee to visit our website located at 

htto://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, com~nents, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Friday Center - Summer 2013 

Hi Eunice -- 

Since I only got one "in-class" class for summer school I would be interested in teaching one summer course for the Friday center. I expect I am competent to teach either 
AFAM or AFRI :t0:t. Also, we (you, Charlene and I) will need to discuss the development of AAAS :t30 for the Friday center, because we have to submit a proposal etc. etc. 

Hope all is well. onward and upward .... 

Tim 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Monday, January 07, 2013 4:00 PM 
To-" Anderson, Barbara S; Regester, Charlene B; McMillan, Tim 
(::¢-" .lanken, Kenneth R 
$..bject-" Friday Center - Summer 2013 

Dear Barbara, Charlene and Tim, 

T hope you are doing well. 

Kindly let me know as soon as possible if you are interested in teaching CCO courses for the Friday Center this summer. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MDR Market Research <IVlDRResearchDept~}dnb.com> 

Tuesday, January. 8, 2013 2:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Important Educator Research Suv~,ey - Your Feedback Needed 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Educator, 

You have been chosen as part of a select group of college faculty from across the country 
to tell us about your utilization of online digital content and email within your university 
community. 

This online survey will take no more than 10 minutes. 

As a way to thank you for your time, all those that complete the survey will have a chance 

to win one of THREE $100 gift certificates to Amazon.com, which can be used for personal 
purchases, or donated to the school or charity of choice. 

To start our brief survey now, click on the following link: 

https:Hon~necom.k~nesissu~ey.com/sur~ey/ht mL pro?~ D=325& ktentifie~= 01579054~5956 

Your feedback will be used to advise leading education companies about how to effectively 
communicate with you regarding their products and services. 

We appreciate your time and valuable feedback. Thank you for working with us! 

Regards, 

MDR Market Research Team 
6 Armstrong Road 

Shelton, CT 06484 

P.S. Don’t forget that we will be selecting THREE completed survey responders for a $:[00 
Amazon Gift Certificate so be sure to fill in your contact info at the end of the survey. 

This is a commercial message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Cuomo to Press for Wider Curbs on Gun Access 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

................................................................................ i o.day;.,.s..H.eadiin.es ........................................................................ 
~l)c ~’~ ~rk ~’~,~ January 9, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=.s.... I Business I ..s.~...o.r.t.~ I .A..~ I ,.D..LRj.R.~L~...W.j.R...e. I Editorials I ..O.p=..E..d., I ..O...n..Z.h.!.s....D...a.~ 

.O_u..s..t..o_m..Lz..e....T..o_d..a.~2.s....H...e..a..d..lLn..e.A I r .S...e..a..r..c..h.. 

TOP NEWS 

Cuomo to Press for Wider 
Curbs on Gun Access 
By THOMAS KAPLAN 

In the wake of the massacre in 
Newtoma, Conn., Gov. Andrew M. 
Cuomo of New York plans on 
Wechaesday to propose one of the 
country’s most restrictive bans on 
assault weapons. 

" Congress Must Act on Guns, Pelosi Says 

In Old Taliban Strongholds, 

Qualms on What Lies Ahead 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Peace has eased safety concerns in 
Hehnand Province, but there is little 
faith in the Afghan govermnent’s ability 
to maintain the security gains won by 
Ameriem~ and British troops. 

Not Even Close: 2012 Was Hottest Ever in U.S. 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

Last year’s 55.3 degree average topped tl~e previous record, set in 1998, by a full degree Fahrenheit. 

’. ~ Graphic: Record-Setting Heat Across the O.S. in 2012 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The heat was remarkable. It was prolonged. That we beat the record by one degree is quite a big deal." 

JAKE CROUCH, a scientist with the National Climatic Data Center, wlfich reported that 2012 was the 

hottest year ever recorded in the contiguous United States. 

DINING & WINE 

~ VIDEO: How to 
Cook a Steak 
Mark Bithnan is joined by 
Jake Dickson of Dickson’s 
Fannstand Meats in 
Chelsea Market to 



demonstrate how to properly cook a 
steak. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Chuck Hagel, Under Attack 
Again 
By MYRA MacPHERSON 

As a grtmt who has seen war from fl~e 
trenches, he is the first enlisted, 
decorated combat veteran to be picked 
for the office of defense secretary. Tech reminders for keeping 

those New Year’s resolutions 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Watch favorite movies and performances 2012 

A collection of the best videos of the year 

at~tim.es.~o,m VliOEO 

WORLD 

Aid Groups for Syrians See Needs Growing More Dire 
By RICK GLADSTONE and NICK CUMMING-BRUCE 

The United Nations said it was tmable to feed a nfillion hungry residents and aid agencies reported 
outbreak of violence in a refugee camp in 3ordm~. 

Chfivez, Too Ill to Return to Venezuela, Will Be Sworn In Later, Official Says 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

Venezuela’s cm~cer-stricken president, Hugo Ch~vez, will not return from Cuba this week in time to be sworn 
in for the start of lfis new tenn. 

¯ . With Ch~vez III and State in Flux, Videos Offer an Image of Stability 

Tentative Deal Reported in Chinese Censorship Dispute 
By EDWARD WONG and CHRIS BUCKLEY 

Pm agreement to defuse a strike by Chinese journalists is said to have been reached by early Wednesday, and 
reporters at Southern Weekend were the told the paper would publish as usual on Thursday. 

:’ ~ Video: Censorship Sparks Protests in China I ~ Post a Comment 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Study Questions Effectiveness of Therapy for Suicidal Teenagers 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

A study in the Jounm] JAMA Psychiatry found that 55 percent of young people who tried to kill themselves 
had received some mental health treatment beforehm~d. 

Interior Dept¯ Expedites Review of Arctic Drilling After Accidents 
By JOHN M. BRODER and CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

Officials said an assessment could halt or scale back Shell’s program to open Alaska’s Arctic waters to oil 
exploration. 

Nashville’s Latest Big Hit Could Be the City Itself 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The city, which sat on the sidelines while its Southern sisters boomed, has found itself in the national 
spotlight, with eeononfie gains and a newly found popularity. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

A Financial Service for People Fed Up With Banks 



By J EN NA WORTHAM 

Paa online banking start-up company called Simple offers free checkhag accounts and digital tools to people 
frustrated with typical banks. 

Chinese Man Pleads Guilty in Copyright Violation Case 
By ANDREW MARTIN 

Xiang Li sold more than 2,000 pirated software products worth more than $100 million, prosecutors say. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Health Care and Profits, a Poor Mix 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Conflicting financial incentives in health care raise a broader, more important question: How much should 
we rely on the private sector to satisfy broad social needs? 

-’ [~ Graphic: Costly Medicine 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Once Again, Ryan Needs to Rebuild His Staff 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Rex Ryan, in speaking to the media for the first time since the Jets’ season exaded, engaged in what has 
become an manual tradition for him: admitting his mistakes. 

" N.F.L. Roundup: Griffin Is Set for Surgery for Torn Knee Ligament 

Hall of Fame Has Always Made Room for Infamy 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The Baseball Hall of Fmne has a membership that includes multiple virtflent racists, drunks, cheats, 
brawlers, drug users and at least one acknowledged sex addict. 

The Saban Way: That Was Nice, Now Move On 
By GREG BISHOP 

After a t]fird national chmnpionship in four years, Alabmna Coach Nick Saban was already getting antsy 
about next season, and impatient with questions about the N.F.L. 

. On Football: A Lesson for Icons in That Statues Can Come Down 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

AN APPRAISAL 
A Critic of the Curb and Corner 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The writings of the architecture critic Ada Louise Huxtable show that she cared about public standards, 
social equity and the whole city. 

" Related Obituary 

THEATER REVIEW I ’WATER BY THE SPOONFUL’ 
An Extended Family, Sharing Extended Pain 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

"Water by the Spoonful," the Ptflitzer Prize-winning play by Quiara Alegria Hudes, at the Second Stage 
Theater, is a moving collage of lives in crisis. 

" ~ Video: In Performance: Zabryna Guevara 

Poet’s Kinship With the President 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

On Wediaesday the inaugural planners will annomaee that Richard Blanco will be the 2Ol3 inaugural poet, 
joining the ranks of notables like Robert Frost and Maya 3aagelou. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I EL TORO BLANCO 
Playing Cool With a Mexican Palette 



By PETE WELLS 

E1Toro Blanco in the West Village conjures a midcentury modern, Califoruia ambience, where the 
centerpiece of a ftm and stylish night on the town can be a plate of tamales. 

" ~.~ Slide Show 

HOW TO COOK EVERYTHING 
Conjuring Warmth in Winter’s Kitchen 
By MARK BITTMAN 

A simple combination of fennel, tomatoes and olives cma transport you to a smmier place. 

¯ ~ Video: Howto Cook a Steak 

UP CLOSE 
A Host for Others Gets His Own Party 
By LAURA NEILSON 

Omar Hemandez has worked for others behind the scenes; he’s about to open lfis own restaurant and supper 
dub. 

¯ More Dining. & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Another Slap on the Wrist 
A new deal on foreclosure abuses does more for banks than for borrowers. 

EDITORIAL 
Justice for India’s Rape Victims 
All Indians have a stake in fair trials and a stronger judicial system. 

EDITORIAL 
A Mind-Boggling Claim 
A.I.G.’s board should keep the history of the bailout in mind and decide not to join a misguided lawsuit 
against the government. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Secret Double Standard 
By TED GU P 

The C.I.A. invokes secrecy to serve its interests but abm~dons it to burnish its image and discredit critics. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
He Who Knew Not 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Greetings from the capital of shortsightedness, in politics and football. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Market and Mother Nature 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

Why the United States needs to cut both debt and carbon emissions. 

¯ " Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 9, 1968, the Surveyor 7 space probe made a soft landing on the moon, marking the end of the 
American series of umnanned explorations of the lunar surface. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ ~.u.y...T.]~i.s...F..r..o.~.& £.a.,.<e. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 12:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge Sociology <maJl.skozxqztejmdrzen!d@ta~ad£msgfocus.com~ 

Wednesday, January 9, 2013 2:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Now Available - Religion in Today’s World 

Request yollr Complimentary Exam Copy of "Religion in Today’s World" today! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Religion in Today’s World 

Globa~ ~sues, S, pciological 
verspectlves 

- Penny Edgefl. Sociology, Univers~,ty of ~,#innesota 

-- John Schmaizb~uor, Reiigious Studies. Missouri State University 

The importance of religion and religious ~ssues m today’s wodd 

iS undeniable. Yet aocio/ogy of religion as i[ iS conventionally 

lower-division student population With the pubiication of this 

new, innovative tex~reader ~nstructors are given an oppo~unity to 

reach a greater ndmber of students and achieve the following 

important teaching goals (s~e bek?w) 

An analytic~lly rigorous presentation. 

~ The unique combination of original foundational essays 

connected to 32 adapted readings allows instructors to 

involve their undergraduate students h~ the broad 

debates and ~ssues that will equip them to analyze, 

discuss, ~nd make their ewn judcjmen[s abeut 

The first text to offer instructors and depaRments the 

opportunity to take a "pubhc sociology" approach to 

religion/social issues¯ 

foundational essays encourage students to demonstrate 

their working knowledge of key concepts¯ 

Read more about the editor and this new book by visiting our 

Ferspecdves Ser~es her~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 10, 2013 11:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
411 

Dear Eunice, 

The reservation is confirmed. 

411 West 

Friday 

6:30pm 

9 people 

Reservation name: Hall 

Best, 
Travis 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <n?4direc@n~imes.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 3:10 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Today’s tteadlines: Bank Deal Ends Flawed Reviews of Foreclosures 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Movies I Ed~orials i Op-~ i On ]his Day 

~M~ornize~ctav’~ j:]#ad[irle~ j Sea rch 

January 11, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

Bank Deal Ends Flawed 

Re~4ews of Foreelos~res 

As quick justice, regulators are 
giving cash payments to 3.8 million 
borrowers, but the deal is actually a 
way to paper over a deeply flawed 
review of foreclosed loans across 
America. 

Tough Path Nee~a by Obama 

ol~ Bal~ of Assa~llt 

President Obama pledged to crack 
down on what he called "weapons of 
war" after last month’s school 
massacre, but the White House is 
emphasizing other measures it 
deems more politically achievable. 

3 Km’ds A~*e Killed in Paris~ i~a Locked-Door Myste~’y 
K::." :.>".: ::IL ::::<F- a:d .".:. s..i 
The deaths of three women opened up questions about whether the killings were linked to the long 
struggle for Kurdish autonomy in Turkey. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BRIICE NANKN, the chie[’ executive o[’ the nonpro[it Neighborhood Assistam:e Corporation of 
Ameriea~ eritieizi~ag an $8,5 bi]lioB sett[e~eBt with ~o banks intended to eo~pensa~e victims of 
foree[osnre abnses, 

Lesso~ i~t fL’~:yi~g 
With less than two 
months to live, Martha 
Keoehareon teaches students about 
cancer and dying. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR Io~ I 
NIake tl~e Cs|)inet 
More Efl’eeti~.e 

The president’s cabinet 
is more than furniture, 
and he shmdd make good use of it. 

WORLD 

Heat, Flood o~:" Icy Cold, E~treme ~,Veathe~* Rages 

The growing incidence and intensity of extreme weather events is a sign that climate change is not 
just about rising temperatm’es. 

Priorities Are Fa~- Apa~t for Karzai a~d Obama 



The meeting between President Obama and President H amid Karzai of Afghanistan will bring 

together two sides with vastly different expectations of the role of the United States in Afghanistan. 

~Arlth LaGs Disappearance, Signs of a Liberalization in Backslide 

With a man who led one of the most successful nonprofit organizations in LaGs missing, the 
Communist government is under increasing pressure to provide answers. 

As Nurse Lay Dying, Offering Herself as lnst~-ucfion in Ca~qng 

A nurse terminally ill with eaneer vohmteers to be a subject of research for students fi’om her alma 
mater. 

DP*~g Age~tey Recommends Lower Doses of S~eep ~ds for ~omea 

After laboratory studies and d~ving tests confirming the risks of next-day drowsiness, the Food and 
Drug Administration said that women should be taking half as mneh. 

Back From the Fiscal Abyss, CMifor~fia Bala~ces Its Budget 

Oov. aerw Brown declared that "the deficit is gone," and he projected that his state would post 
surpluses beginning next year. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Oeith~er’s Tem~re Defi~md by Fi*~a~miM CriMs 

As he looks back on a tumultuous tenure, Timothy F. Geithner, the Tceasury secretary, is 
remarkably sanguine. 

In :and Look~ Few Savings From Digital HeMtb Records 

The conversion to electronic records has failed so far to reduce health care costs, according to a new 
study by the RAND Corporation, which issued a rosier report in 2oo5. 

Errors Mom~t at High-Speed Excha*~ges in New Year 

The United States’ ~3 public stock exchanges have been eompeting to offer the fastest and most 
sophisticated trading software, creating more opportnnities for technology errors. 

S P 0 RTS 

Seau Suffered From Brain Disease 

The fi~rmer N.F.L. linebaeker Junior Seau had chronic traumatic eneephalopathy when he 
committed suicide last spring, the National Institutes of Health said Thursday. 

Baseball to Expa~d Dry,g-Testing Program 

Major League Baseball and its players union have agreed to in-season blood testing for human 
growth hormone and a new test for testosterone. 

Texans Shrug Off Rout, and Questions It Raised, in Hope of Avenglng It 

The Texans fell to the Patriots on Dee. m, the first loss in a late-season slide. They have refused to 
manufacture bravado fro" the rematch while embracing their underdog role. 

More Sports News 

ARTS 

THE CARPETBAGGER 

°I,i~moln° Leads Oscar Field With ~ Nominations 

The highest number of Oscar nominations - including one for best picture - went to "Lincoln," 
followed by "Life of Pi," "Silver Linings Playbook" and "Les Mis0rables." 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Chah~saw-Free l~Iah~stream 

This year’s Oscar nominees, led by Steven Spielberg’s "Lincoln," are an indication that mainstream 
movies for grown-ups may not be on the way out. 

THE TV’ V~,TCH 

The Edges Are Still Sharp in Brookly~ 

The HBO comedy "Girls," a cultural phenomenon in its first season, returns along with its less-than- 

sunny outlook on life. 



MOVIES 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’GANGSTER SQUAD’ 

These Law Enforcers %’V:ill Stop at Nothh~g 

"Gangster Squad" is a throwback to another time~ with some character voices reminiscent of 

McGruff and Offissa Pupp thrown in. 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’QUARTET 

A ’Rigo]etto’ Remfion 0hlst Might Save the Day 

"Quartet" assembles a posse of lovable ~eezers in a palatial residence for aged artistes and entangles 

them in the mildest imaginable comic and dramatic situations. 

MOMIE REVIEW I ’THE BAYTOV~N OUTLAWS’ 

Hea+i]y Armed and Not A~I That Bright 

In "The Baytown Outlaws," with Eva Longoria and Billy Bob Thornton, a Southern shoot, m-up, the 

focus is on three trigger-happy brothers. 

More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Fi~mncial Crisis in the Veest Ba~k 
Arab states have a responsibility to make snre the Palestinian Anthority remains viable. 

EDITORIAL 

z~mri~a’s Heallh Disadva~tage 

The United States shockingly ranks at or near the bottom compared with other advanced nations. 

EDITORIAL 

Progress o~ Mortgage Regulations 

New rules shouhl hell) prevent predatory lending, but more protections are needed for h)w-income 

bmTowers. 

o More Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beware Stubby Glasses 
i.::,, i./.’.:ii." 

A weighty new book is an aeknowledgement or the need [or pnblic poliey to pay more attention to 

behavioral research. Jnst waiting on the politieians. 

~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cohos Against Crazies 

About that $1 trillion coin. ttey, desperate times call for creative answers. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR 

The Longest Nights 

Gray skies and short days are conducive to creativity, or, in any evenL to work. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. ~, ~935, aviator Amelia Earhart began a trip from Honolulu to Oakland, Calif., becoming 

the first woman to fly solo across the Paeific Ocean. 

¯ See This Froot Page 

+ Buy This Front Pagi; 

About This E:Mail 

Yoii received this nle, ssage becalise yoL~ signed tip for NYFimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er As a member of 

the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscrip~ions I Unsubscribe I Change Yout E-Mail I Privacy Poiicy i Con~ct i Advertise 





From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Friday, Jannary 1 l, 2013 7:54 AlVl 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Register Now tbr Music and the Global American South’. 

Southern ooundsiOut et Bounds: Music a~d the Global Americar~ South 

Music and the Global American South aims to bring together 

graduate students, faculty, independent scholars, and a 

broader public audience to share current research on the 

culture, meaning, and practices surrounding music in and 

from the Global American South. The ~o-day conference will 

consider musical impo~/export, musical manifestation of 

changing populations, musical meaning contextualized by 

regional history and contemporary politics, and musical 

transgressions of boundaries or borders in region, style, genre 

and identity. 

Karl Hagstrom Miller will deliver the Chandler keynote lecture: "A Talking Machine World: Dreaming about 

the Future of Music at the Dawn of the Twentieth Century." Join us for an a~ist conversation with Abigail 

Washburn and Wu Fei before their pedormance on their combinations of US Appalachian music with 

Chinese traditional music. 

The conference is free with registration. Tickets are available for purchase through Carolina Pe~orming 

A~s to the Friday evening performance: ~r~a C~t~ D~’~s ~,~t~ ~s~ M~se~a. and the Saturday 

evening performance of &~}~a}~ #~as~bu~r~ a~d Ka~ #~e~cb s,4t~ W~ ~e~ Conference registrants reCeive a 

2~% dis~ount code while ti~ke~ last. Register Now~ 

The Music and the Global American South conference is presented by the £2{Z2_~£2_~£_~£2~22_~_/!2~2_~}22_{~ and 

the ~2£~2~.{Zti_[2L~£_~£~[£.2~£__:~_£X£J2££_~){~I~I. in collaboration with £2~E~/t££_~££:{22~_£Z22~Z~}_ 

Drawn from this year’s submissions to the Carolina Global Photography Competition, our new water- 



themed 2013 CGI Calendar is on the way! Request yours now Donations to support the costs of printing 

and shipping the calendar and other global work at UNC are greatly appreciated! 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Pm}ect Guan~iual:o P~id Summe~ h~temship 
(:)p~o~tun[~-y ~n Mexico 
A~at[~s ~.)~se: ~t~8ay, J~ary 14 .................................................................................................................................................... 

Apply now for one oftwo paid    ~:: 
team leader positions! 

Go abroad this summer with an 

internship to Guanajuato, 

Mexico 

Project Guanajuato is an 8- 

week summer internship in 

community development for 

UNC undergraduates 

sponsored by the UNC Latino 

Migration Project and the Mexican NGO Fundaci6n Comunitaria del 

Bajio Students will help teach English, recreation, a~s and dance 

classes at local elementary and high schools, and living with families 

in rural communities that experience high levels of emigration to the 

US. 

~ntemat~ona~ Coffee Hour                      CG~ AWARDS + 

down us for a monthlg social hour to 

together international UNC community 

members and students excited about 

international engagement. Chat about 

I°pp°~unities and challenges °n 
campus Meet staff from the hosting 

off~o~, w~th ~t ~e,ou~c~, to ,h~. ~hi, ~o~th’, ho,t, ~ CG~ 

Want to travel next summer9 I 
Want funding for your global 

project? Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences 

and travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. 

Learn more about past international summer projects the Center for 

Global Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch 
,#,i~6 ~i~i~ ~6~i ~ 

will be provided. 
~ ~ ~i~i ~te~ i~ 

¯ Layla Ouran "A Masterpiece of Resistance: The Impact and 

Role of the ARs on the West Bank-Palestine Occupied 

Territory" 

Valentin Ion "Faith and religious tolerance in the Republic of ~5~ i~ ~i~ ~##~5~ 

Mo~ow" 
¯ Hannah Clager"A Cultural Crossroad: Senegal’s Dak’AR 

Biennale 2012" 

¯ Simone Uuval "Public Relations and Multimedia: An Internship 

with the US. Embassy in Ecuador" 

These awards help get Ph D. candidates into the field to do 

prelimi.a~ exploratio.s of potential research materials/sites in 

preparation for writing a disse~ation proposal These awards will 

therefore net f~nd disse~ation field research,             v~i~ ~#~#r~; ~rg~i~~ 

Are you interested in geeing an international internship for the 

summer, but don’t know where to sta~? Are you worried that interning 

abroad will cost too much money? Do you have an internship lined 

u~, ~ut ~o~’t ~nowwhat to e~ect~ ~in~ ~o~tion~ to the~e c~aHen~e~ 
and more at the GO! Internship Mixer! Meet and mingle with four 

expels in the field and chat with students who have been there. 

Refreshments will be served. 



VIMY Global Team Award Info Session ................................................................................................................. 

The ~:£,bLqJe~£_3:e~£L£~sss~£~. is intended to support UNC 

Undergraduate and Master’s-level students in completing self- 

directed or designed group projects internationally during the 

summer. The award provides funding for travel as well as supplies 

needed to implement the project. The Center embraces diversity in all 

of its forms and encourages applications from those less commonly 

represented in international work. 

Apply for Camt~na For K~bera ~nternsh~ps~ 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to Communications, 

Non-Profit Management, Fundraising, or Event Planning. Take on 

themed projects that connect to your interests and abilities. To apply, 

please send your resume and a cover letter detailing which 

internship is the best fit for you and why you would be the ideal 

OPPORTUNITIES 

The Power ot Your Own Sto~y: Empowering! Stor~etlers in Liberia 

Ken Harper is an award winning designer, photojournalist and 

media educator. He is the project director of Together Liberia, a 

digital news agency that brings together universities and leading 

Liberian media to empower Liberians to speak for themselves. 

Liberia experienced decades of civil war that left over two hundred 

thousand civilians dead. 

Suffering from trauma, still immersed in extreme pove~y and corruption, the storytellers and journalists of 

Liberia struggle to move fo~vard. Together Liberia is dedicated to telling the stories of the Liberian people 

through word, audio and visual media. 

After this lecture by Harper, awards will be presented to Carolina Global Photography Competition 

winners. Sponsored by CGI, Study Abroad and UNC Global. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The Da~°~s Pro~ects for ~eace and Hvatt Rotary Public Sew~ce Awards 

Develop local or international communi~-based projects during the summer of 2013 with these awards from the 
Carolina Center for Public Semice. Davis Projects for Peace provides $10,000 to returning, full-time underg~duate 

students. The Ronald W. Hya~ Rotary Public Se~ice Award offers $2,000 and $3,000 in funding and is open to 

undergraduate and graduate student. For more information, please con~ct ccps(2~unc edu. 

Wodd V~ew S~:~d7 V~s~ts te Costa R~ca 

Travel with World View this summer and gain confidence to add global content to your teaching, make lasting 
connections, and create a global learning environment at your school or college. See below for more information on this 

exciting oppo~unity! During the Costa Rica Study Visit educators will learn about Costa Rica’s education system, the 

Spanish language,development and environmental issues We also will explore significant cultural and historical sites 

and interact with Costa Rican families. 

Boron Scho~arsMps and Fellowships 

Study less commonly ~ught languages in Africa, Asia, Cent~l & Eastern Europe, Eurasia, Latin America, and the Middle 
East. U.S. Undergraduate studen~ can receive up to $20,000 for an academic year’s study abroad and graduate 

students up to $30,000 for language study and international research. In exchange for funding, recipien~ commit to 

working in the federal government for a minimum of one year. 

Bev:n Tighe :: :~C:I Pi[isboi-o Str~et Suite 3092 i C$ 5! 45 i Ci:a )el Hill NC 2~# 99 

~aea~e Yoar S~bs~iptioe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxqzusblfcegwx@taa~df.msgfocus.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Now Available - The Disabilib~ Studies Reader, 4th Edition 

Hed~iest your Complimentary Exam Copy of :’The Disabiiity Studies Header ~th Edition" today! 

Is this email not displaying cor!ectiy? \liew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forward to a Frier~d 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

The Disability Studies Reader 

Ideal for Disability Studies, Social Policy and Medicai Sociology 

ceurses, the Feudh Edition of [i~e Disability S~udie~.; ~eader 

breaks new ground by emphasiz~lg the glebaL transgender, 

homonationN and posthuman conceptions of disability. 

~nc~d~ng phys~ca~ disabilities, but exploring ~ss~es around pa~n, 

menta~ disability, and invisible dissbilities, this edition explores 

[he leg~l, seci~l, ~nd cul[~Jral give ~ broader pk;i:ure of disability 

than ever before. 

Read more about the editor a~d l:Yfis new bool< by v~siting our 

website, and order your complimentary copy here. 

to be remo¢ed from our email list please click here to unsubscribe 

Sign up by subieet area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

YOU will be able to update yolo details of unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sat~ons. 

Cop?right [] 2012 Ta?io~ & Francis, a~l Informa business. 

Taylor & Fi-ancis is a tl-ading name of Informa ~JK Limited registered in ~.ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortilY~er House, 37-4! Moltimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We [espect your privacy and will not rJisclose, rent or seil you[ ernail arJdress to any outside organisalio[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 Tayior & Flancis, an Informa b[isiness. 

laylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornqa UK Lir.,q~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

RegJstererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Morth’ner Street. London, WIT 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, plesse click on the link beiow Please note this is an sutomated operstion. 

htt p:/,lan df.msgfocu s.com/u/11wTC670DJoDTp6Q 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Routledge Sociology <maJl.skozxqzrenmvruwff@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, January 11, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Tor’alre - A new addition to Framing 21st Centu~ Social Issues Series 

Red[iest your Compli~y~entsry Exam Copy of "Torture" today! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

Torture 

A Sociology of VioLence and Human 

Rights 

Torture is indisputably abhorrent. Why, you might ask, would you 

even want to think or read about torture? That is a very .good 

question, and one this book addresses in a compeiiing and 

subjected to this odious practice--and many are endurin.q torture 

right now as you read these words 

website and learn about the rest of Routiedge Frami.b, 

.................... ................... 
::.~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo~l P .... 

Siqn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and wiii not disclose, rent or sell your small address to any outside organ~sabons. 

Copyright [3 2012 Taylor & Francis, an Informa b~isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under 11o. 1072954 

Registered office: Morbmer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London WI[ 3JH. 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at all? time. 

We respect your privacy and will not diSClOSe, rent or soil your ernail address to any outside organisa[io[ls 

Copyright [] 2012 ~aylor & Francis an Informa business. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Infornaa UK Lir.,a~ted registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,JH 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link beiow Please note this is an automated operation. 
http://tandf.msgfocus.com/u/11wTC670CdkoOAII 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <mail.skozxqzreoqva~pk@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, Janua~ 12, 2013 11:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New addition to Routledge Advances in Sociology Series 

Reques yo[ir Copy of "Youth, Arts, and Education" today! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Friend 

%             ¯ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Youth, Ar~s, and Education 

Reass.e. m blin# ,~.uobje.ctivity 
m ro u g n ATTec~ 

Flow are the a!t,% irr~po!tanl in young peopl~!’s lives? Youth, Ar~s 

and Education offers a g~oundbreak~ng theory of aAs education 

Anna Hickey-Moody explores how the a~s are ways of belonging, 

resisting, being governed and being heard. 

fhrough examples from the United Kmgdom and Australia, Anna 

H~ckey-Meody shows ~he cul[ur~i significance ef ~he kinds of 

~earn~ncj that occur Jn and [hrough arts Drawingen~h~thought 

Giiies aeieuze, she develops the theory of affeotive pedagogy, 

which explains the p~ocess of learning that happens through 

aesthetics 

Bridging d~vJdes between cntica~ pedagogJca~ theory, youth 

studies and arl:s educ~ksn scholarship, this book: 

~ Exp~ams ~he culh~r~l significance of ~h~ k~nds o~ learning 

that occu~ in and through a£s 

~ Advances a theory of aesthetic citizenship crested by 

youth airs 

¯ Demonstrates ways in which a~ts practices a~e forms 

popular and public ped~gogy 

Cri~iq[aes pep[a~r ideas that ~rt can b~ used to fix 

problems ~n the lives of youth st risk 

Youth, Arts and Education is the first post-criticai theory of 

education. ~t w~ be of interest to students and scholars across 

the social sciences and humanities, ~n pa~licd~a~ in the sociology 

o[ (~d~o~on, arl:s e( uc rio , yo ~ st d ~ s, sociology of ~h~ arl:s 

L~m mer~ about our Routledqe Advances in Socioloqv Ser~es. 

website. 

::~ 7~’~orSFr~i~-~ou,~e-~’oho~7~ .... C~C~ ..... Fo~ 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at 8ny time. 

We respect your privacy aRd w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to aRy outside organis8tions 

Copyrir~hl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an Info[ma business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Info~ma UK Limited, ~egistered in England under no 1072954. 



Registerer~ office: MorLimer House, 37-41 Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3,~-~ 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your i~bo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

respect your privacy and w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

~_-:opyrir~hl [] 2012 Taylor & Francis. an Info[ma b~sirless 

Taylol & Francis is a trading name of Info~ma [JK Limited, !egisteled in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mootimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer St!eet, kondon, \&*’!T 3JH 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, please click on the link below Please note this ~s an automated operation. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, January 13, 2013 3:12 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Will Seek Citizenship Path in One Fast Push 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Toda y,sHeadiines ......................................................................... 
~11¢ ~’t’~ ~rN ~im~ ,January 13, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..u.=& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~.=..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.!.s....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Obama Will Seek Citizenship 
Path in One Fast Push 
By JULIA PRESTON 

President Obama and lawmakers from 
the two parties believe that their best 
chances for passing substantial 
legislation on inmfigration will come 
early in Iris second tenn. 

THE HARD ROAD BACK 
A Soldier’s Requiem, Never 
Fading Away 
By JAMES DAO 

dackie Finken and her daughters have 
gone through different phases of 
mounting for their lost husband and 
father. But they are all deternfined to 
remember, without letting memory 
become a nfillstone. 

". ~ Video: Six Years Gone 

A Desert Cold and Wet Multiplies the Misery of Syrian Refugees 
By JODI RUDOREN 

With aid agencies expecting Syrian refugees to reach 1 nfillion in 2o13, the nfisery in one cmnp highlights the 
hmnanitarim~ crisis that threatens to further destabilize the Middle East. 

:’ Photographs: Syrian Camp Faces Storm’s Aftermath 

’. Russia Says It Supports U.N. Envoy for Syria 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#_2~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s no silver lining on such harsh condilions. It’s just a really, really bad place to be." 

ANDREW HARPER, an official of the United Nations refugee agency in Jordan, on the cold, muddy and 

bleak conditions in tent camps for Syria’s war refugees. 

U,S, 

}SN VIDEO: Six Years 
Gone 
Lt. Col. Patti Finken died 



in Iraq in 2006, leaving behind his wife, 
3aekie, mad their three daughters, 
Emilie, Caroline and 3ulia, to figure out 
which things em~ heal. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Darwin Was 
Wrong About 

Dating 
By DAN SLATER 

What do women want? 
Pretty much what men want. 

Look of The Moment I Taylor 
Swift 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Behind the scenes at London’s fashion week 

The best in travel 2012 

ny|im.es.~om ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

French Airstrikes in Mali Deter Islamist Rebels 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and SCOTT SAYARE 

French airstrikes ovenfight in Mali pushed back Islamist rebels from a key village and destroyed a rebel 
command center, Frmaee said, as West African nations promised a fast deplo3anent of troops to Mali. 

. French Soldier Killed in Somalia Commando Raid 

India’s New Focus on Rape Shows Only the Surface of Women’s Perils 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

Besides acts like the recent gm~g rape mad murder in New Delhi, women face a broad range of discrimination 
and death over things like dowry disputes. 

On Scale of o to 500, Beijing’s Air Quality Tops ’Crazy Bad’ at 755 
By EDWARD WONG 

3m air-quality monitor atop the United States Embassy recently measured an air quality index well above 
5oo, which is supposed to be the top of the scale. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

As ’Bodega Clinicas’ Fill Void, Health Officials Are Torn 
By SARAH VARNEY 

In Los 3mgeles, storefront doctors’ offices are servicing mostly tminsured Latinos, leaving officials to 
examine the clinics’ place in the nation’s health system. 

In Wyoming, Many Jobs but No Place to Call Home 
By JACK HEALY 

Many people who moved to Wyoming chasing jobs in the state’s booming economy have no place to live. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: Jobs, but Little Chance for Housing in V~joming 

Despite Protests, Gun Show in Upstate New York Goes On 
By VIVIAN YEE 

The organizer of the Saratoga Springs show said he had no intention of shutting down the event, but the 
protests left many attendees feeling beleaguered. 
." ~ Graphic: Checking on the Status of State Gun Laws 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Over 50, and Under No Illusions 



By CAITLIN KELLY 

Many people aged 55 to 64, who had been dreaming of easy retirement, have had to renmke their lives to 
find work during the recession and its aftermath. 

Journalists in Greece Are Becoming Targets 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

An anarclfist group claimed responsibility for Friday’s attacks, citing coverage of the financial crisis fl~at the 
group denotmeed as sjanpathetie to austerity programs. 

When Markets Rise Above Politics 
By CONRAD DE AENLLE 

Mutual ftmd investors managed to find strong gains in 2012, even as political and economic uncertainties 
swirled around them. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RAVENS 38, BRONCOS 35, 2OT 
Stunning Exit for One, Startling Arrival for Another 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

Peyton Manning’s interception in overtime set up the winning 47-yard field goal by the Ravens’ rookie kicker 
Justin Tucker, sending Baltimore to the A.F.C. championship game for the second year in a row. 

" ~ Box Score I Cautious Calls, and a Calamitous Finish 

Shortest Bronco Sets Two N.F.L. Records 

Two Men, One Sky: A Flight to the Finish 
By A. G. SULZBERGER 

Two hang gliders, donny Durand and Dustin Martin, raced in tight pursuit of the most prized feat in the lfigh 
adrenaline sport: farthest ever flown. 

. ~ Slide Show: Two Men, One Sky 

49ERS 45, PACKERS 31 
Kaepernick Passes and Runs and Dominates in 49ers’ Victory 
By JOHN BRANCH 

Colin Kaepenfick justified Coach Jim Harbaugh’s decision to make him Sm~ Frm~cisco’s starting quarterback 
as the 49ers pulled away from the Packers to advance to the N.F.C. championship game. 

’ ~);; Box Score I Game Highlights and Analysis 

" Kaepernick Responds to Harbaugh’s Gamble With Resounding Performance 

¯ More ~ports News 

ARTS 

In His Comfort Zone 
By DAVID CARR 

At this point in Ethan Hawke’s life, directing an Off Broadway play in New York with like-minded actors 
seems like the highest mad best use of his skills. 

" .~_’~’.~ Slide Show 

Maestro With the Turtle Tattoo 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Yannick N~zet-S~guin is what the orchestra world is desperate for: a young, charismatic maestro who can 
win the respect of grizzled orchestra veterans, the enthusiasna of audiences and the praise of critics. 

A Lone Yank Takes Joy in Togetherness 
By JOHN LITHGOW 

The three-stage complex of the National Theater in London allows for one particularly meanh~gful tradition, 
described by an American visitor and participant, John Lithgow. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 



Here Is What Happens When You Cast Lindsay Lohan in Your Movie 
By STEPHEN RODRICK 

Patti Schrader, Bret Easton Ellis, Lindsay Lohan and a porn star named James Deen try to make a movie for 
$25o,ooo that will save all of their careers. What could go wrong? 
:’ ~ Video: Lindsay Lohan in ’The Canyons’ 

Washington’s Economic Boom, Financed by You 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Over the last decade, the nation’s capital has been the great American boomtown, courtesy of the U.S. 
taxpayer. What happens when the govermnent money dries up? 

Shimon Peres on Obama, Iran and the Path to Peace 
By RONEN BERGMAN 

"Obama would like to reach peace in the Middle East and has to be convinced that Israel agrees with tlfis," 
Shimon Peres says. "Of course, he’s not convinced." 

¯ .lY]..o.r..e..Er..o...m...t.b..e....M..a.gazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Misguided Social Security ’Reform’ 
The adinhfistration mistakenly buys into a Republican plan to cut cost-of-living increases. 

EDITORIAL 
Restoring Due Process 
The Supreme Court should overturn a 2oo2 decision that allows judges to increase a defendant’s mandatory 
minimum prison term without a jury’s finding. 

EDITORIAL 
Fight for the Housing Trust Fund 
Despite the Obama administration’s best efforts, the lack of affordable housing remains one of 3anerica’s 
most vexing problems. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
A Cold Case of Cold-Blooded Murder 
By SHEILA WELLER 

My cousin died in 1977. Her killer has been ha prison for decades. But she had no justice until last week. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Obama Synthesis 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The nominations of Chuck Hagel mad John Brennan, two men with Bush-era perspectives, tells us sometlfing 
about the president’s foreign policy. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

We Offer More Than Ankles, Gentlemen 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

All flae president’s men can’t figure out why all the president has is men. 

’: Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Our Economic Pickle 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

The debt-ceiling debate is mflikely to alter one major factor contributing to income inequality: stagnant 
wages. 



NEWS ANALYSIS 

The Low Politics of Low Growth 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

What if it is the weak economy that is driving the fiscal failures in Washington? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 13, 199o, Douglas Wilder of Virginia becmne the nation’s first elected black governor as he took the 

oath of office in Rielunond. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: French Strikes in Mali Supplant Caution of U.S. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

French Strikes in Mali 
Supplant Caution of U.S. 
By ADAM NOSSITER, ERIC SCHMITT and 
MARK MAZZETTI. 

France shoved aside months of 
international hesitation about storming 
the region after every other effort by the 
United States and its allies to thwart the 
extrenfists had failed. 

. U.S. Warplanes Enter Somalia Airspace 

Egyptian Court Rejects 
Verdict Against Mubarak 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

While a court threw out Hosni 
Mubarak’s conviction for failing to 
prevent the deaths of protesters, the 
former Egyptim~ president is being held 
for investigation on other charges. 

, Mubarak Is Asked About Media Gifts 

Armstrong’s Business Brand, Bound Tight With His Charity 
By STEPHANIE SAUL 

As Lance Armstrong’s celebrity fed Livestrong, the charity enhanced lfis brand, and the resulting deals 
generated both profits and nfisgivings. 
’- ~ Interactive Timeline: Lance Armstrong Milestones 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is not like looking for a needle in a haystack - these are people you know are too violent to buy a 

glln." 

JOHN FEINBLATT, m~ official with Mayors Agah~st Gun Violence, which is encouraging the Obmna 

achninistration to strengthen enforcement of background checks in gun purchases. 

MOVIES 

~ SLIDE SHOW: The 

Red Carpet at the 
Golden Globes 



Style from the red carpet of the Golden 
Globes. 

OPINION 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Invasion of the 
Data Snatchers 
By BILL KELLER 

On the issue of privacy, 
we’re all hypocrites. 
~ Columnist Page I Blog 

4 WEE  S 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Hollande, Long Seen as Soft, Shifts Image With Firm Stance 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

French intervention in Mali and a rescue nfission in Sonmlia have put President Franqois Hollande in a more 
somber, and decisive, light. 

U.S. Warplanes Enter Somalia Airspace 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

The planes were sent to support an attempt by French commandos to rescue a French agent held hostage in 
Somalia, President Obama told Congress in a letter Sunday. 

". French Soldier Killed in Somalia Commando Raid 

Greece Sees Gold Boom, but at a Price 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

For many Greeks, new nfining operations are a s3anbol of their cotmtiy’s willingness to accept any econonfic 
development, regardless of the enviromnental cost. 

-’ ~ Video: Green Questions About Greek Growth 

Tracking Europe’s Debt Crisis I ~ No Relief on the Horizon 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In California, It’s U.S. vs. State Over Marijuana 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

The case against Matthew R. Davies, who started a medical marijuana business, highlights the growing clash 
between the federal govenament and those states that have legalized marijuana use. 

Private Pain, Played Out on Public Stage 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

In perfonnances in Boston, Michael Mack talks about being sexually abused by a priest at the age of 11 and 
the effect it has had on his life. 

’. ~ Slide Show: Taking to the Stage to Recount Abuse 

Both Sides in Gun Debate Agree: Punish Background-Check Liars 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Facing fierce opposition on many gun-control measures, the Obama adnfinistration is looking at prosecuting 
more people for lying or nfisleading to purchase a firealan. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 



Google Gains From Creating Apps for the Opposition 
By NICKWINGFIELD and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Google has become one of the most prolific developers of apps for the Apple iPhone, helping its rival even as 
their relationship worsens. 

A Data Crusader, a Defendant and Now, a Cause 
By NOAM COHEN 

In lfis death, Aaron Swartz has come to s3anbolize a debate over how aggressively governments should 
pursue crinfinal cases against people like him who believe in "freeing" information. 

’ Bits: In Swartz Tribute, Hackers Attack M.I.T. Site 

’South Park’ Creators to Start Company, Important Studios 
By ANDREW ROSS SORKIN and AMY CHOZICK 

With an estimated value of $300 nfillion, the studio will have the power and money to approve television, 
movie and theater projects, including a big-screen version of "The Book of Mormon." 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

PATRIOTS 41, TEXANS 28 
Win in Rematch Sets Up Another 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

A fourth-quarter surge by the Texans obscured the comprehensive nature of New England’s victory, which 
sets up a reprise of last year’s A.F.C. championship game against the Ravens. 

" ~, Box Score I Vereen’s ’Fun Game’ Puts Oomph in Patriots’ Run Game 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
They Left Their Hearts at Coogan’s Bluff 
By GEORGE VECSEY 

The San Francisco Giants, visiting New York to celebrate another chmnpionship, have a soft spot for their 
former home, and the feeling is mutual. 

FALCONS 30, SEAHAWKS 28 
Years of Frustration to Tears of Joy 
By SAM BORDEN 

Matt Bryant’s 49-yard field goal with eight seconds left proved the difference as the Falcons rallied past the 
Seahawks after they had bloma a 2o-point lead. 

-’ #:~ Box Score I Wilson Already Looking Ahead to Beginning His Sophomore Season 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Golden Globes to ’Argo’ and ’Les Mis6rables’ 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY and BROOKS BARNES 

"Homeland" and "Girls" also won awards, and Daniel Day-Lewis won for lfis portrayal of Abraham Lincoh~. 

," Winners List I ~-":~ Slide Show: Winners 

" Cathy Horyn on Fashion I ~ Red Carpet 

-’ Highlights From Live Coverage 

THE TV WATCH 
A Salute to Girl Power in Hollywood 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

The Golden Globe ceremonies seemed to focus on female wm~derkinds in Hollywood. 

Real-World Killings Pressure TV Fiction 
By BILL CARTER 

Television executives are confing under increasing pressure over the content of their progranmfing in the 
wake of recent nmss killings. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 



Cond6 Nast Writer Deals Stir Dispute 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The publishing company is seeking fihn and television profits from articles that may become fihns mad 
television programs, a plan that writers and agents say cuts into their shrinking compensation. 

In Beleaguered Detroit, a Media-Wise Group Shows Reporters the Brighter Side 
By JENNIFER CONLIN 

The Detroit Regional News Hub, an tmusual collaboration of civic leaders and journalists, aims for a more 
balanced view of the city’s economic challenges. 

Eugene C. Patterson, Editor and Civil Rights Crusader, Dies at 89 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Mr. Patterson was a Pulitzer Prize winner who fought racial injustice in his columns for The Atlanta 
Constitution and was later an editor at The Washington Post and The St. Petersburg Thnes. 

¯ More Media & Advertisinc.[. News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
An Incomplete Fix 
The fiscal cliff agreement did not fully reform the alternative minimmn tax. 

EDITORIAL 
Japan’s Latest Economic Transfusion 
A new stimulus package could help jump-start Japan’s moribund economy, but structural reforms are 
needed for long-term revival. 

EDITORIAL 
Unspeedy Trial in Louisiana 
The Supreme Court must hold the state accountable for failing to pay for defense lawyers. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Japan Steps Out 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Guess who’s breaking with economic orthodoxy. 

,’ Columnist Page I Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 
Proposing the Unprecedented to Avoid Default 
How could the president avoid the debt ceiling? 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. a4, a943, President Roosevelt and British Prime Minister Winston Churchill opened a wartime 

conference in Casablanca. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 14, 2013 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Adding two students to AFAM 

Hi Eunice- 

Could I add the following students to AFAM ? They attended the first day and seem to be worthy candidates for the class. 

~live.unc.edu 

,@live.unc,edu 

Thank you. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fhunsu, Donato <~dlhunsu2 l@unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Request to acid students to Atii : and Atii 

Dear Eunice, 
T am writina to reauest that the followin~ students be added to my classes. 

Best regards, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 

senses." (Helen Keller) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 14, 2013 9:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reimbur~ment Question 

Dear Eunice, 

I would be happy to provide receipts for these costs. The receipts are usually available at the end of the month. I would appreciate it if you could check into the possibility of 
reimbursement for me. 
Thanks, 
l(ia 
l(ia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:t9-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, 11:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Please add to my AFAM    if possible 

Eunicel 

These four AlAN majors (one or two may not be officially declared yet), all of whom have at least eight of our department’s courses under their belts, would very much like to 

take my    All were present in class today. Listed in order of my preference for their admission: 

Many thanks, 
Robert 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <conl2014@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 3:28 AM 

nelsonj@ohio.edu 

CFP (Updated): AtiJcan Studies Cont~rence. Third Announcement aM Call for Panel Proposals. 

3Announcement.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th AtiJcan Studies Conference tiffed "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, mad New." The Conference will take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russi~m aM English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, tbcusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline for panel proposals submitting is April 1, 2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposals (within 500 wol~ts in English or both 

English and Russian) received by this date. The iiffonnation to be submitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), title(s), 

insaitutional affiliation(s), full ma~l and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The list of prospective papergivers with their paNculars is desirable. 

The OrgaNzing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ consideration by April 15, 2013. Besides that, the Organizing 

Committee reserves the right to establish one or more Flee Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 

2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only 

on the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance tbr, the Conference’s genera] theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessaxy to support your and your panel 
participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in file respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 ill rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The regis~uation fee includes 

the visa application support (Official Invitation ), the Conference Book ofAbs’tracts, stationa~ items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an acco~npanying 
person, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independeut reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in fftrongly 
recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for Ati-ican Studies (cont2014(a)gmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council tbr the Problems of AtiJcan Countries (ns inaJ?(a)mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Comlnittee would appreciate your fmnilia:dzing the ihculty of your resealeh unit. as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Announcement. 

Sincerely yours, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute tbr Atrican Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 
tax. ( ÷ 7 495) 697 1954 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

lindsay@dis~overfilm.com 

Tuesday, Janua~ 15, 2013 10:05 AM 

lindsay@discovertilm.com 

Sale Extended: Di~overFilm’s New Atiica~ Studie~ Religion Titles 

DiscoverFilm 

New African S~udies Titles 
E×cellent additions to collections of African Studies, Anthropology, 
Music iS. Dance Studies, Religion and Cultural Studies. 

We offer public library discounts and are happy to work with your 
unique needs. 

http://www.discoverfilrn.com 

OUT OF AN AFRICAN CULT 

This fascinating film draws back 

the veil of secrecy surrounding 

an ancient African religious 

celebration. Part spiritual and 

part entertainment, this ancient 

celebration has been shrouded in 

secrecy for centuries. This film 

is a rare and unobtrusive view 

into hundreds of years of 

spiritual practice of this African 

cult. 

View details 

AFRICAN DRUMS: 
DUNDUN, THE TALKING DRUM 

This comprehensive documentary 

shows the cultural and historical 

context surrounding this traditional 

African drum. The Dundun continues 

to play a vital role in African royal 

households, giving a formidable 

cultural link with various histories and 

ancestry. Demonstrating the creativity 

and genius of the African arts, the 

Dundun adds flavor, color, glamor and 

emotion to ceremonies, events and 

worship. 

View details 



MASKS FETISHES & OTHER 
OBSESSIONS: TRADITIONAL 
AFRICAN ART 

People unfamiliar with African masks 

and statues often find them 

unapproachable, strange and 

awesome. Masks explores these 

hidden myths and stereotypes and 

takes us on a journey into these 

unique cultures. We trace a journey 

to Togo and the Cameroon, to High 

priests, healers, and magicians, a 

voodoo temple and traditional 

ritualistic feasts. 

View details 

DiscoverFilm 

To subscribe to the DiscoverFilm newsletter, C/T(~K HERE. 
To stop receiving our ernails, respond with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:08 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] NCAA Withdraws Financial Support for its Scholarly Colloquium 

Colleagues, 

I thought you might find this development interesting. 

htt~://chr~nic~e.c~m/b~s/p~ayers/ncaa-withdraws-~nancia~-sup~rt-f~r-its-sch~ar~y-c~l~quium/323~9 

Just FYI, the 6th annual CSRI Conference on College Sport will be held at the William C. Friday Center, April 17-19. Hope to see many U NC faculty at the conference. We have also 

extended the call for papers until this Friday. Information can be found in my signature below. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate ProFessor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

OfFice ,- 919.962-,3507 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

hit ~exss~u P,c.ed u~a ms/s ,ecializations/sport-adnlinistratioP, io’,,erview/ 

CSRI website: www.~.u’u: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www,csriconfereP, ce,oQ.~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~t~--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32625759 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32625759-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Baxbara S <barbara aaaderson@unc.edu>; 

Kiel, David <kiel@emafil.unc .edu>; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbafileyl @emafil.unc.edu> 

AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Plaaaning meeting 

Hello dear colleagues - 

The time with the fewest conflicts is Friday January 25 noon-1 pm. Let’s meet then if we can. Please bring ideas and suggestions for our upcoming faculty retreat. 

Let’s meet in the conference room in the main office. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@em~il.unc,edu> 

Tuesday 11:10 AM 

Sable, Eunice N ~eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

human fights & global issues ~vorking group 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
I am interested in the new faculty/student working group. I am in geography, and received the email from Dr. Pickles. Please keep me posted! 
Thanks, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, Januao, 15, 2013 1:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Resolve: Do m~d See More at the Ackland in 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

f om ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Thursday, 17 January, 7:00 PM 
Ackland Art Museum 

The Ack[and Art Museum is pleased to host a very rare pubhc conversation 

between two 8iants of theater and dance! Orsan|zed by Carolina Performin£ 

Arts, dance [esend Bit[ T. Jones and acctaimed theater director Anne Bosart 
wilt discuss the new work they are creatin8 for "The Rite of Sprin8 at 100." 

In an open conversation, they wilt offer a 8hmpse into the first collaboration 

between their compan|es, Bit[ T. Jones/Arnie Zane Dance Company and SITI 

Company. The resu[tin8 new work, "A Rite," premieres at UNC’s Memorial 

Hat[ on Friday, 25 January, with a second performance on Saturday, 26 

January. 

Free. 

**As space for this talk is limited, admission is by RSVP only.** 
Email joe_florence® unc.edu to reserve your spot. 

Thursday, 17 January, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, 12~ E. Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel 

Hill 



The Pruitt-Isoe Myth is an award- 

winning documentary that tells the story 

of the transformation of the American 

city in the decades after Worm War II, 

through the lens of the infamous Pruitt- 

Igoe housing development and the St. 

Louis residents who called it home. 

Presented in connection with 

P[aymakers Repertory Company’s 

productions of 

A Raisin in the Sun and 

Clybourne Park. 

Free and open to the public. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the AcMand Film Forum. 

: See the complete AcMand Film Forum 
:~,,’:: Ackland spring schedule. 

Film Forum 
Logo 

Follow the AcMand Film Forum on Facebook..’~.~l 

Hanes V~s~t~ng Artist Lecture: Sharon Lee Hart 
Thursday, 17 January, 6:00 PM 

1 21 Hanes Art Center, UNC-Chapel Hill Campus 

Sharon Lee Hart (UNC-CH, MFA 

2007) has published her recent 

photographic work as Sanctuary: 

Portraits of Rescued Farm 
Animals. Her poignant black and 

white portraits cel.ebrate the 

lives of farm animals and depict 

dignity, emotion, humor, and 

the unique personality of each 

animal Her talk coincides with 

the John and June AUcott Gallery 

Exhibition Sharon Lee Hart and 

Ashley Oates, opening 17 

January 2013. 

Free and open to the public. 

Winter Pa~ama Party 
Saturday, 19 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 



The popul,ar Winter Pajama Party is back! 

This year, PJs wi[[ be accessorized with mustaches and neckties, beards and 

bows! Chil,dren 4- to 8-years-ol,d are invited to come to the Ackl,and this 

Sunday afternoon ready to dress up l,ike the men and women they’l,l, find in 

the artworks on view. 

Hands-on activities wil,l, incl,ude trying on costumes and making accessories 

such as jewel,ry and mustaches. Read-al,oud stories rel,ated to dressing up wil,l, 

give l,ittl,e ones a chance to snuggl.e up with their l,oved ones. 

PJ attire encouraged, and "binkies" and "l,ovies" are wel,come! Presented 

col,l,aboration with Pl,ayMakers Repertory Company. 

Free and open to the public. 

"Cryoacoust~c Orb": A Sound ~nstallat~on by 

Jon~thon K~rk ~nd Lee ~e~sert 
Sunday, 20 January, 1:00-5:00 PM 

Creating a compl.ex, winter-inspired soundscape, "Cryoacoustic Orb" invol,ves 

an il,l,uminated acryl,ic orb fil,l,ed with sl,owl,y mel,ting ice. Hydrophones frozen 

inside the ice ampl,ify the sounds of the mel,ting process, which are 



electronically processed and spatiabzed throughout the Museum gallery. The 

resul.t is a unique ambient soundscape that evolves over the course of 

several hours. 

Free and open to the public. 

Open~n~ t February 2.013 
More Lave: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 1990s 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin9 since the 1990s includes nearly 50 

works of art that actively engage with love and the many ways it can be 

expressed through beauty, emotion, humor, texts, elaborate craft, sound 

environments, and interactive projects. For each of the artists in the 

exhibition, love is a significant too[ or strategy that constitutes a creative 

practice built on generosity, inclusiveness, sharing, and questioning. 

Learn more! 

Follow the Ack[and on Facebook, as we introduce you to the 33 

artists in More Love! 

LooMn~ Aheadoro 

Ackland Film Forum: Flag Wars 

Thursday, 24 January, 7:00 PM 

Family Day: "Hats Off to You!" 

Sunday, 27 January, 2:00-5:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic prosrams are made possibte 

by 8enerous support from Acktand Art Museum members and 

friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the Acktand Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an 

email to the editor. 
Edgar Degas, French, 1834-1917: Spanfsh Dance, c. 1885, cast 1921; bronze. Acktand 

Art Museum, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hilt, AcMand Fund. 

Sharon Lee Hart, Afn’t Cho, Resfdent o[ Kfndred Spfrfts Farm Anfmal Sanctuary, 2012. ¢~ Sharon Lee Hart. 

Trace), Emin, British, born 1963: More Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Trace), Emin, Courtesy 

the artist and Lehmann Maupin Gallery, New York and Hang Kong. 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 2:13 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Hall, Perry A 
<HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

Hi Kia, 

Please let me know the number of students that confirm they will attend along with the date of the performance you choose. Below is 
a link of all the dates. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 12:39 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, PelTy A; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 

gunice, 

Thank you for offering to subsidize the ticket cost for my students. I’m sure they will appreciate this. Please also let me know how 
this will work logistically. I am guessing that they will just need to pay $5 each when they purchase their tickets. 

Best regards, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

h~p:ilafriafam. ~mc.ed~i 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 10:12 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Caldwell, Kia L; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Hall, Perry A; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers for general students and majors 



Hi Tia, 

Hope you are doing well. 

As I indicated yesterday, the department will subsidize ($5.00 per student) tickets for students in the following classes: 

1) Dr. Caldwell’s AFAM 266 
2) Department’s AFAM senior seminar (AFAM 398). Dr. Hall is teaching the seminar this semester. 

Travis will work with Drs. Caldwell and Hall to make the necessary arrangements with Playmakers. 

Kia and Perry: 

Please send me a short paragraph indicating the link between the play and the instructional objectives of AFAM 266 and AFAM 398 
respectively. This is important because like all chairs I have to justify every expenditure in the department to the Dean’s office and all 
spending has to been reviewed and approved at various levels on campus. 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, January 14, 2013 7:29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Eunice, 
Is it possible to have students "commit" to the performance for extra credit? You could then take a list of people so we know exactly 
how many tickets to purchase. 
-Tia 

Tia Howell Williams 
Business Officer 

UNC-CH Dept. of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall 

UNC-CH Campus Box 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

UNC-CH Dept. of African and Afro-American Studies 
108 Battle Hall, Room 109 
UNC-CH Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2013 11:06 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Kia, 

Thanks for your email. 

I will see what we can do. We had a horrible experience financially (and otherwise) last year whereby majors did not show up even 
after indicating they would for the Blood Knot performance. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, January 07, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: "A Raisin in the Sun" at Playmakers 

Dear Eunice, 

Someone from Playmakers contacted me today about taking my AFAM 266 students to see A Raisin in the Sun. The cast will also 
come to my class to speak to the students. Since you organized an outing to see Blood Knot last spring, I thought you might be 
interested in opportunities for majors to see the play. Student tickets are $10. The person who contacted me is: 

Jenny Wales 
Education Manager 
PlayMakers Repertory Company 
jwales@unc.edu<mailto nc.ed~> 
919.962.2491 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

~:ilatYiafam.ur~c.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Student to be Added to AFAM 

Dear Eunice: The following student attended two classes for my AI:AM and wants to be added to the class. The registration indicated that it was closed even though I have 
openings. When you have a chance, please add this student to my AFAM Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: AFRI    2:00 

According to Travis, this kind of case has to be referred to you before the name can be added to the rolh I don’t understand this--why should a professor have to refer to the chair the case 
of students that he or she has admitted to his ur her class? 

Bereket 

[Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies 
UN-C-Chapel Hill]. 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 

Subject: AFRI    2:00 

3:01 PM 

Hey Professor Selassie, 

I mentioned today in class that I had not seen the sakai page because I am not yet registered in the class. You asked me to emai[ you once more with my information so that I could be added. 
My name is             and my P~[) is 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AFRI 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

Dear Travis, 

Could you please do whatever is necessary to enroll this person in AFRI 
Thanks, 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. 

Sent: Wednesda) 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: AFRI 

2:21 PM 

Hello Mr. Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

I am a new employee at                           and am hoping to take your course on                            I am 
having trouble enrolling and am tmsure if I require a permission number or not. Would it be possible to enroll in your course? 

To give you a bit of background on myself I recently graduated with an 
University and just started here at                    as a Project Manager. I found out that I can take one course per semester 
without cost as a UNC employee and was hoping to take advantage of this and take your course to gain more knowledge about Africa. 

Thank you, and I look forward to hearing back. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                5:12 PM 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFRI 

Hi 

Can you send me your PID so that you can be enrolled in the class. 

Thank you, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for this email. 

With this email, I authorize you to add the student below to this class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:01 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AFRI 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2013 2:23 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFR 

Dear Travis, 

Could you please do whatever is necessary to enroll this person in AFRI 
Thanks, 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 
Tel.. - 

Sent: wectnesctay, 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: AFRI 

2:21 PM 

Hello Mr. Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

I am a new employee at UNC’s i                    and am hoping to take your course on                            I am 
having trouble enrolling and am unsure if I require a permission number or not. Would it be possible to enroll in your course? 

To give you a bit of background on myself I recently graduated with an 
University and just started here at                    as a Project Manager. I found out that I can take one course per semester 
without cost as a UNC employee and was hoping to take advantage of this and take your course to gain more knowledge about Africa. 

Thank you, and I look forward to hearing back. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 5:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Add Students to AFAM 

Dear Eunice: Please add the following students to my AFAM    class -- thanks much for your assistance. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2 7:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

E-Reserves Document tbr AFRI 

Professor, 

I’m having trouble finding John Locke’s document on E-Reserves. Have you uploaded it or is there another site you would like us to go to find it? 

Thanks, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~: Alii 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

I just enrolled for your AFRI 

Thanks for your help, 

course and was unable to find the syllabus. I was writing to see if you could direct me to the course page? 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subjet’t: Health Issues 

4:24 AM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hello Professor, 

I am starling offthe ~mester on the wrong tbot unforttmately. I’m 

Thanks mid see you next week. 

This forwarded message was sent via The Universit-,, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRIz 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:00 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: E-Reserves Document for AFRI 

Professor, 

My mis~ke! Thank you! Also, is it okay ifI leave a few minutes early from class today? I injured my back during PhysicaJ Training this morning and have an 

appointment at 5. 

See you soon, 

On 2 
wmte: 

, at 8:36 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> 

Dear      , 

Thanks for your email. The reading is on Sakai. 

See you in class, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,, 7:53 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: E-Reserves Document for AFRI 

Professor, 

I’m having trouble finding John Locke’s document on E-Reserves. Have you uploaded it or is there another site you would like us to go to find it? 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke,edu~-- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 16, 2013 9:35 AM 

ti:- residents@dnke.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edn; clacs- council@dnke.edu 

emily.chavez@duke.edu 

Welcome Emily Chavez, new CLACS/Conso(tinm Outreach Progrm~ Coordinator 

Please join us m ~velcommg Emily Chavez, the new Outreach Program 
Coordinator for the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies and 
the LrF,-C-Duke Consortium in Latin American and Caribbean Studies. 

Before joining CLACS/Consortium, Emily was most recently teaching 
English at Hillside High School and at the Magic Johnson Bridgescape 
Academy, both in Durham. She holds a Bachelor of Arts degree in 
Sociology/Anthropology and Education from S~varthmore College and a 
Masters of Arts in Teaching from Duke As Outreach Program Coordinator, 
Emily is primarily responsible for organi~dng K-I 6 teacher training 
activities focused on Latin America and the Caribbean. 

Emily may be contacted at emily.chavez@duke.edu or 929-681-3982. Her 
office is Room 141 Franklin Center on the Duke campus. 

Welcome Emily! 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
Room 140 Franklin Center, Box 90254 
Durham, NC 27708-0254 
phone 919-681-3983 
email njh@duke, edu 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~’~ 

Subject: Alii 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I thought I had enrolled for your class this afternoon, but it appears I was not officially added on Connect Carolina, Would it be possible to come to your class today in the 

hopes that I can add it after visiting Academic Advising? 

Thank you for your consideration, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFAM 

Hi 

one last student for , he seems highly motivated and has the appropriate background. Thanks. (PID below) 

Tim 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

12:32 PM 

PID: 

From: McMillan, Tim [mailto:tjml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFAM 
If you want to be added, send me your PID and I will get the process going so you’ll have access to the Sakai site. 

TMc 

From: 

Sent: Wedr~esday, 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

11:24 AM 

This sounds very interesting, although I’m not from North Carolina me and my family had a similar discussion over winter break. III look forward to meeting you in 

class today. 

Thank you 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 11:19 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here’s the syllabus -let me know if you are interested. We are doing a tour of campus today which will form the backbone of the research in this 

course, but we will meet in Dey Hall 207 at 3 pro. 

TMc 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:14 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

I’ve taken AFAM , and most recently took comm which was African American literature. But the topic has always been an interest of mine I 

just haven’t had the opportunity to take many courses because I changed my major. 

On at 10:10 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi-- 

Unless you have a lot of prior work in AFAM/AFRI this course will probably not be a good fit for you. What is your background in AFAM? 
TMc 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM 

3:46 AM 

Hello, 

I am a senior planning on graduating in May, and have been in search for an EE class that interests me and fits my hectic schedule. I am 

interested in joining your Wednesday 3:00-5:50pm AFAM        class. I plan on coming today but I am inquiring if it would be possible 

for me to enroll. I would’ve come last week but I was out of town for Job Interviews forcing me to miss the first few days. 

Thank you for everything, 

Communication Major 

<AFAM .SYLLABUS.SPR1NGI docx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 2:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

W.E.B. Du Bois articles 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I have been looking through articles in places like JSTOR and Google Scholar and haven’t found many that address W.E.B. Dn Bois and human rights’justice 

specifically. However, I did find an article today through a quick interact search from the Societies Without Borders journal entitled "W.E.B. Du Bois, Race, and 

Human Rights" by Elias Sen. 

Here is the link to the pdt! http://bri~.pub~isher.ingentac~nnect.c~m/c~ntent/bri~l/swb/2~9/~4/~3/art~1. 

I roll continue looking through other articles to see if anything seem relevant! 

I also sent an email out to some students from our class about the Human Rights Group. I’ve only received one response so far from Chelsea Phipps, but she said she 

definitely wanted to j oin! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Wednesday, January 16, 2013 2:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New Lives of the ’Titanic’ 

London o:oks 
VOL. 35 NO. 2 Visit lrb.eo.uk 

New Lives of the []Titanic[] 
Thomas Laqueur 

One might have known that naming a ship after the 

defeated race of Greek deities was a mistake. Kronos, 
the leader of the Titans, came to power by castrating his 
father and was defeated by the Olympians with Zeus at 
their head. []Titanic[] spelled trouble: like Lucifer, rebel 
against God; like Rome, fallen. Carlyle used the word to 
describe Danton and he came to no good. The White 
Star Line was asking for trouble. More 

Adam Shatz: Opening the Gate of the Sun 

Georgina Kenyon: Handkerchief Maps 

Jon Day: The MLA Convention 

Styron [] s Letters 
James Wolcott 

The novelist William Styron and his wife had drawing power as party hosts, the 
cultural cachet to net composers, playwrights, directors, ratfink fabulists and a 
former president [] s daughter to toast the holidays and air out their egos. Such dos 
were among the last hurrahs of the postwar literary era dominated by heap big 
novelists now facilely grouped as a cetacean school of Great White Males, whose 
ghostly father and bearded Neptune disturbing the liquor cabinet deep into the night 
was Ernest Hemingway. More 

Sheila Heti 



Joanna Biggs 

When Sheila Heti[] s [] novel from life [], How Should a Person Be?, was published in 
the US in June reviewers described wanting to throw the book across the room or to 
stock up on copies to give to friends, sometimes both. Feminist bloggers clamoured 

to interview and in some cases canonise her. Heft has been called the heir to Philip 
Roth, or to Joan Didion, and the literary equivalent of the filmmaker Lena Dunham. 

But what if she[]d just prefer to be one of the characters in Made in Chelsea? More ............ ~l~i ~i~~ ............... 

Also inthis issue Subscribers can also read: 

Short Cuts 

Jeremy Harding 

J. Robert Lennon: Dave Eggers 

Jean McNicol: Vanessa and Julian Bell 

Peter Godfrey-Smith: Anti-Materialism 

At the Movies 

Michael Wood: 
DDjango UnchainedD 

At the Nunnery Gallery 

Eleanor Birne: 
Madge Gill 

Letters 

Stephen Sedley: Strasbourg v. UK 

Colin Kidd: The Tories 

Adam Phillips: Whose Church? 

Kevan Harris: Iran[] s Currency Wars 

Jerry Fodor: Putnam and Language 

Rodric Braithwaite: New World Chaos 

Sheila Fitzpatrick: Marshal Zhukov 

Gavin Francis: Among the Neurons 

Poems by Hugo Williams, Alissa Quart and 

August Kleinzahler 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~: AFAM 

Dear Ms. SaNe, 

I have run into quite a lot of trouble registering for classes this semester, and my resulting denial from the Business School has put my amount of classes for this semester into 
jeopardy. I noticed that AFAM    on MWF from 9:30-:t0:4S with Professor Caldwell was available, and I was curious to if you would allow me to register for that class. As I 
am unavailable to register online anymore, I would greatly appreciate it if you could sign me up. Please let me know if there are any troubles or questions. I look forward to 
hearing from you. 

Thankyou, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ,4:46 PM 

~email.unc.e&~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

About tour SW,~d:I, 

Dear 

Thanks for talking with me about changing the schedule for your SWAH 
Eunice at your earliest convenience and discuss the issue with her. 

Best wishes, 

class, I think this is an issue that can only be solved by the Chair of our Department. Please contact 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~(~live.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 9:30 PM 

The mlk~c12-13 mailing list. <mlkspcl2-13@listserv.unc.edw~ 

[mlk pcl 2-13] Speaker Escort 

Hello All, 

I hope that this emafil finds yon well. We are searcNng for aJ~ escort for Kevin Powell during his time at Carolina. This would require you to be available from 12:15- 

1:30 to meet him at the airport and ride with him back to campus. Thence m~e other commitments as well, but all others fall a~er 5:00. Please email me if you are 

interested in s~rving in this capacity. 

Humble Regards, 

You are currently subscribed to mlk pcl2-13 as: eunice@,email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http:i/lists.unc.edwn?id 55508243.2f042b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n T&I talk pcl2-13&o 32635430 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Hank emaJl to leave-32635430-55508243.2t042b366tiz5cacl 3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday,. 10:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Absence 

Dear Eunice, 
While you were in class yesterday afternoon, I called to inform him that I will not be at the Friday dinner. I will be at the morning session until 12:30, and will leave to 
catch my flight to LA for a lecture. In addition to hearing him speak, I also hope to meet the candidabe sometime in the morning on Friday in order to make a personal 
assessment about him. 
Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 17, 2013 10:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Enrollment in 

Dear Eunice, 

Kia just stopped by the office and I reminded her that al! student add requests have to be authorized by you first. I am 

forwarding you her emaik 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, January 15, 2013 4:57 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Enrollment in 

Travi s, 
Please register the student listed below for AFAM 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 
Date: ,4:17:23 PM EST 
To: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Enrollment in 

Thank you so much! I will definitely keep it to myself. My PID is 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Enrollment in 

Dear 

The class is officially closed, however I will make an exception and add you since you are a senior and I 
taught you in a previous class. Please send me your PID number. Please also keep this confidential, since I 
will not be able to add other students. The syllabus is attached, please do the readings assigned for 
tomorrow. 

Best regards, 

Dr. Caldwell 



Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afriafam.u nc.edu/ 

F rom: 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:00 AM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Enrollment in 

Hi Professor Caldwell, 

I noticed there is availability in your              .-ourse and I was emailing to find out if it I can add 
the class. I am really enthusiastic about this course and have been trying to enroll in it since freshman 
year. I am currently a senior so this is my last opportunity to do so. Please let me know if this is possible. I 
look forward to hearing from you! 

Thanks, 



Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Re: Absence 

@email.tmc.edu;, 

10:49 AM 

~email.unc.e&~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Can you meet tolrlOlYOW~S candidate for fifteen minutes at 10:30, a~er his meeting with Eunice? 

O11 0:43 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear      :, 

Many thanks for the heads up. 

I am copying to this email and he will be in touch about a time for you to meet 

Best wishes and safe travel to LA, 
Eunice 

in the morning. 

Sent." Thursday,. 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Absence 

: J.0:22 AM 

Dear Eunice, 
While you were in class yesterday afternoon, I called Perry to inform him that I will not be at the Friday dinner. I will be at the morning session until 12:30, and 
will leave to catch my flight to LA for a lecture. In addition to hearing him speak, I also hope to meet the candidate sometime in the morning on Friday in order to 
make a personal assessment about him. 
Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emailamc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Additions 

Dear Eunice, 
This is to inform you that 3[ ahve added the following students to my AFRI class. 
i -email: ,~. live.unc.edu 
2 -email: @live.unc.edu 
3 ..email: @live.unc.edu 
Thank you. 
Bereket 

[Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies 
UN¢-¢hapel Hill]. 
PS. I am afraid I will not be able to participate in Mr. Bloom’s event, nor attne the dinner. My flight to LA leaves RDU 
Have a good weekend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 17, 2013 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@Times: Corrected Top 5, The 46 Places to Go in 2013, Movies Update m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30117/a mes 1 Y 

.~iI @Ti .... J .... ~y 17, 2013 j 

Due to an error, yesterda~(s P;21mes ~ewsIetter contained an 

~ncorrect lisd~g qf the ~bp 5 Viewed ~a~wes~ ~1~e correct 

b~formation is listed below. We apologize f!~r the meo~we~dence. 

The 46 Places to Go in ~o~3                              ~ 
As the weati~cr warras and the days grow [ongcr~ it’s time 
to start planning your 2ol3 travel itinerary. Here are 
dozens of reasons to escape and explore this year -- from the 
burgeoning art scene in ~o de daneiro to an unexpected wine 
regiun west uf Beijing to the epieurea~ outposts of Washington~ 
D.C. snd mneh more~ Let the wanderlust begin’. 

With (he Golden Globes b<hind us ~ud the Academ) 

Awards on the horizon, hOWlS the time ~o sign up for 

Movies Update, an e-marled rouudup of the latest reviews~ 

releases and mot’e. Sent every Friday, it helps you stay oil top of 

Crities’ Pktks, bloekbusters snd indepemteut {ilms ---. and might 

just give ym~ a leg up in that office Oscar pool. 

¯ Kansss Heat Tbal: Has Little ~o Do WRh the Weather 

¯ The Lifting og a Ved, Discreetly 

¯ Crowned Miss America 2o13~ Living i~ a Borough of Ms. 

¯ A Dats Crusader, a Defendant am] Now, a Cause 

¯ Ilow to Go Vegsn 

Top 8 Viewed Features 
(Between Jan 9, 2013 -Jan. 15, 2013) 

~ SLIDE SHO’W." The Red 

Carpel: at l:h e Golden Globes 
Styles and fashions frmn the red 
carpet of the Golden Globes. 

~ INTEI{ACTIVE: The 

Weekly Health Quiz 

In the news: flu, marijuana and 

sugarless gmn. Test your 

knowledge of this week’s health 

news, 

~ SLIDE SIIO’W: On the 

Market: Second Homes in Mismi 
A beaehfl’ont contemporary, a 
waterfront Mediterranean, a 
South of Fifth condo, a Venetian 
Islands waterfl’ont and a 
Downtown condo. 

Join the 
Conversation 

’The Heavy’: A ~711 

Mom, a 7- 
Year-Old and a 

Diet 

An interview with 

Data-Lynn Weiss, author of "The 

Heavy:" "I did what worked for 

us, and I stand by it. I’m glad I 

did it." 

*. Here Is What Happens When guu Cast Lindsay Luhan in Your 
Movie 

2, 3oo Cats, Yes. Crsziness, No. 

3, The End of (]ot~rtship? 

4. Hu Widespread, Leading a Range of Winter’s 

5. Darwin Was Wrong Abmtt Dating 

+ A daily e-rrtaii newsier,or 

the business of technology, 

witi~ coverage ffom Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

of news ~rom scross the 

Web. 



opening bell and aRer the 
market ciose, the DeaiBook 

e-mlail newsletter p~ovides 

brealdng news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things fashion from The 

New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. ~ends 
and runway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

re po rte rs 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc- 

Thursday, 7:02 PM 

@gmail.com; ~live.unc.eduv ~live.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jl~ordaJ~@emml.unc.edu-~; Br~ile, Joscelyne M 

<brazile@unc.edu>; Goodlett, Clarissa <cgoodlet@email.unc.edu>; Cox, Jennifer Marie <jennifer cox@unc.edtr-~; Kang, Emil 

~-emil kang@unc edu>; Johnson, Michael <michaelj@email.unc.edt~’; Ash, Rachel Charlotte <rachel ash@unc.edu>; Reklis Heidi 

<hreklis@emafil.unc.edu>; Adams, Chavez <admnscr@email.unc.edu>; cbinfo@unc.edu;               ~)live.unc.edt~>; 

@live .unc .eduv ; ~,@iv e .unc .edu:,; ~@ive.unc.edu:, 

Black Histoo~ Month Calendar 

To All Facul~, Stall’, and Students: 

The Diversi~ and Multicultura[ ~’d’fairs Unit would like to compile a calendar of events being held at UNC-Chape[ Hill in honor of Black tIistory Month 

We invite you to submit any activities or events by sending details to Diversib" and Multicultural Affairs at diversity@unc.edu 

Please include dates, times, location, a brief description of the activity/event, contact informat on f ~r questions, and any cost involved. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Algerian Troops Attack Site to End Hostage Standoff 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~11¢ N’t~ ~rk ~"~im~.~ January 18, 2o13 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..s.p...o.r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I ,..a..o...v.Le..s., I EditorialsI ..O.jp.=.E..d.. I .O_n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

Algerian Troops Attack Site 
to End Hostage Standoff 
By ADAM NOSSITER and RICK GLADSTONE 

Hours after Algerian forces raided a gas 
facility, there was still no official word 
on the number of hostages freed, killed 
or still held by their Islanfist kichaappers. 
, ~ Graphic: Site of Kidnapping in Algeria 

Jihad ’Prince,’ a Kidnapper, 
Is Tied to Raid 
By STEVEN ERLANGER and ADAM 
NOSSITER 

The man thought to have masterminded 
the kich~apping at the Algerian natural- 
gas field has a long history in smuggling, 
jihad and politics in the region. 

Massacre at School Sways 

Public in Way Earlier Shootings Didn’t 
By MICHAEL COOPER and DALIA SUSSMAN 

The massacre of children in Newtouaa, Conn., appears to be galvanizing the broadest support for stricter gun 
laws in about a decade, according to a New York Times/CBS News poll. 

" ~ Graphic: Americans’ Views on Gun Control I ~ Poll Results 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Whoever is making that battery is doing a really bad job." 

SANJEEV MUKERJEE, a chenfistry professor at Northeastern University, on problems with litlfium 

batteries in the Boeing 787. 

HEALTH 

~ VIDEO: Flu 

Season Strikes 
Again... and Again 
The flu comes every year 
and this year’s strain has 
hit early and hard. The 



Times’s Donald G. McNeil Jr. says 
plenty of people are sick, but don’t just 
blmne influenza. 

" Rapidly Produced Flu Vaccine Wins F.D.A. 

Approval 

:. Study Confirms Benefits of Flu Vaccine for 
Pregnant Women 

, The New Old Age: In Flu Season,Use a Mask. 

But Which One? 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
Make Law Schools Earn a 
Third Year 
By DANIEL B. RODRIGUEZ and SAMUEL 
ESTREICHER 

Letthag law students take the bar exam 
after two years would keep many from 
dromfing in debt - and force law schools 
to make their third-year eurrieulmns 
worthwhile. 

4 WEEg S 

WORLD 

Movement of Missiles by North Korea Worries U.S. 
By THOM SHANKER and DAVID E. SANGER 

Panericma intelligence agencies have discovered that North Korea is moving mobile missile latmchers arotmd 
the country, some carrying a new generation of powerful rocket. 

Crowds Gather in Turkey to Honor 3 Kurds Killed in Paris 
By SEBNEM ARSU 

Texas of thousands of people gathered in the southern Turkish city of Diyarbakir to mouna three women who 
were shot dead in a Kurdish political office in France last week. 

In Thailand, a Broader Definition of Insulting Royalty 
By THOMAS FULLER 

A defendant accused of insulting Thailand’s king was ptmished not only for what he said during a speech, but 
also for making a gesture of being muzzled. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Web Hunt for DNA Sequences Leaves Privacy Compromised 
By GINA KOLATA 

Surprising results from a DNA researcher lfighlight the growing tension between flae advmacement of 
medical research and privacy eoneerus. 

." ~ Graphic: Putting a Name on Anonymous DNA 

Pauline Phillips, Flinty Adviser to Millions as Dear Abby, Dies at 94 
By MARGALIT FOX 

With her comic, tart-tongued yet fmadamentally sympathetic voice, Mrs. Phillips helped wrestle the advice 
eolmnn from its weepy Victorian past into a hard-nosed aoth-eentury present. 

Keeping the Boats Moving Along a Mississippi Dwindled by Drought 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

The river remains open for business, thmaks to a remarkable feat of engineering that effectively lowered the 
bottom of the chmmel by two feet. 
" ~’~ Graphic: Helping a River Flow 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Praised but Fire-Prone, Battery Fails Test in 787 
By JAD MOUAWAD and CHRISTOPHER DREW 



Lithium-ion batteries are popular because they are powerful and charge quickly, but Boeing has had serious 
problems with the technology on its new Dremnliner. 

, Powerful Chemical Cocktail, With a Drawback 

As Shell’s Arctic Drilling Hopes Hit Snags, Its Rivals Watch 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and JOHN M. BRODER 

Shell’s drilling program, the subject of two federal inquiries, has had problems environmentalists say 
highlight the dangers of prospecting for oil in the severe Arctic enviromnent. 

A Mending Spain Finds Willing Bond Buyers 
By RAPHAEL MINDER 

A renewed sense of optinfism in Spain this week led the govenm~ent to suggest that the cotmtry’s econonfic 
recession would not be as deep and prolonged as had been feared. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ANALYSIS 
For Armstrong, a Confession Without Explanation 
By JULIET MACUR 

During his interview with Oprah Winfrey, Lance Armstrong achnitted to using banned substances during his 
cycling career, but he did not explain how he did it or who helped him. 

" The Lede Blog: Video, Online Reaction and Fact-Checking >> 

, ~ Graphic: The Many Ways to Run From Doping Charges 

¯ Armstrong’s Confession Could Mean More Legal Trouble 

THE TV WATCH 
Dispassionate End to a Crumbled American Romance 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Lance Armstrong was remorseflfl but detached during his interview with Oprah Winfrey, depriving viewers 
of a poignant watershed moment in a fallen sports hero’s betrayal. 

Image Becomes a Puzzle as Theories on Te’o Swirl 
By STEVE EDER 

Was Manti Te’o a s)anpathetic victina of a cruel scam or a participant in a phony story to help lfim in lfis bid 
for the Heismma Trophy? A series of events in early December is under scrutiny. 

¯ More Business News 

ARTS 

ART REVIEW 

The Spirits Are Back in Force in Brooklyn 
By HOLLAND COTTER 

The Brooklyn Mttsemn’s installation on the art of the Americas explores the themes of life, death and 
transforumtion, mad includes more than lOO objects. 

" ~,~ Slide Show 

THEATER REVIEW I’CAT ON A HOT TIN ROOF’ 
A Storm From the South, Brewing in a Bedroom 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Scarlett dohansson confirms her pronfise as a stage actress of imposing presence in the Broadway revival of 
Tennessee Williams’s "Cat on a Hot Tin Roof," his Pulitzer Prize-winning 1955 play. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
’Umbrella’ 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

In Will Sells "Umbrella," which was shortlisted for flae Man Booker Prize, a new drug helps to awaken an 
elderly woman in 1971 after nearly five decades in a stupor. 

¯ More Arts News 

MOVIES 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’BROKEN CITY’ 
Fighting for Light Amid Urban Noir 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

The director Allen Hughes paints New York a darker shade of noir in "Broken City," which traces the moral 
education of a cop who has shot a man dead and is forced to tula~ in his badge. 

" Recalibrating a Directing Brotherhood 

Forecast: More Sunshine at Sundance (at Least on Screen) 
By BROOKS BARNES 

This year’s Sundm~ce Fihn Festival has more comedies and an overall lighter tone than in years past. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’LUV’ 
Twists and Turns in Becoming a Man: A Day in Baltimore 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Luv," directed by Sheldon Candis, follows a boy out for a day with his uncle, who wants to show his nephew 
how to be a man. 

Snapshot: Sheldon Candis 

¯ More Movies News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 
The States Confront Gun Violence 
Too many state lawmakers would rather bow before the gm~ lobby than promote public safety. 

EDITORIAL 
When Countries Can’t Pay Their Debts 
A legal battle involving investors and Argentina highlights a growing problem in cotmtries that fall on hard 
times. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 
Long Island’s Future, Stuck in Transit 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

What is it going to take for a new generation of leaders to come up with a plan to brh~g this sprawling stretch 
of suburbia out of the 19th century? 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 
A Rumble in the Jungle 
By NATHAN K. LUJAN, DEVIN D. BLOOM and L. CYNTHIA WATSON 

TV shows about tropical mining obscure m~ environmental disaster. 

The Dwindling Deficit 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The budget deficit isn’t our biggest problem. Not by a long shot. In fact, to a large degree, it’s mostly solved. 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Next Four Years 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It seems as though everytlfing is in place for President Obama’s second telan to be filled with more aggressive 
recrinfinations and bulldozing. 

’. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 18, 1912, the English explorer Robert F. Scott and his expedition reached the South Pole, only to 
discover that Roald 3antmdsen had gotten there first. 



¯ See This Front Pa_gg¢_ 
¯ Buy This Front 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 9:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

@live.unc.du 

FW: AbRI 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you please give permission to this student to register for my class? I do not know about the number she is referring. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: AFRI 

8:22 PM 

Hello! 
My name is and I am interested in taking AFRI 
get this? Thank you for any advice! 

section this semester. The class is open, however I need a permission number to enroll. What can I do to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 9:55 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Additional information on the NCAA’s defunding of its conference 

Hello all: 

I thought you might like to peruse another article re: the NCAA’s recent decision to defund its colloquium. 

h t t p :!!www.in s id e h iBh e red ~co m!n e ws!2013/01/17/sc h ola r s-c r itiq u e-n c a a-its-a n n u a I-co n ve n t i o n- possibly-la st-tim e 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203<: 

Office - 9:19.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration webs~te: 

~Z~:~)~.~.y/~E~y~.~9~9~E~1~:~.9~.~1~:~.99~E~.~)~:~:~Y./ 

CSRI webs~te: www,uru: 

CSRI Conference on CoWe~e Sport websiLe: www.(:~rk:o~fference.on~t 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists~unc~edu/u?id=5~:[37456.42f235af5a29:[756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32642349 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32642349-50137456.42f235afSa29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 1:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr; 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

~ E ngaged Scholar 
Brian Hogan. r ~search assistant p~ofessor of chemistry, was named a 

~.~).o~o~£.~..~.!?y2!~2~[..by the Carolina Center for Public Service. He studies ways to 

increase the number of Latinoia students ~raduatin~{ in science, techno[o~{y, 

engineerh~ and mathematics (ST~) fields. 

Some fussy babies get more ~ 
Obese morns aFe more [ike[y to use ~ to soothe fussy infants, acco~din~ to 

research by b~o[o!~ica[ anthropologist Amanda Thompson and nutrit~onist Mar!~aret 

Bentley. Thei~ find~n~ may help explain the esca[atm~ rate o~ obesity and inactivity 

h~ UoS. children, and has led to new parentin8 strategies. 

Spanish for the Professions 
Here’s an academic mk~or that prepares students for bilingual careers in 

business, communications and hea[d~care profess~onso ~udents work in teams, 

develop presentation ski[I.s and en~age ~n communi[y outreach, h~ Spanisho Darcy Lear 

and students explain, in English, in OUF.}:]~f!2.: 

~ Not a bad assignment 
~ Summer Undergraduate Research Fel.[ow Serena Hackerot~ hunted [~onfish in 

Caribbean and [earned about [he challenges and rewards of unde[wa~er ~iel.d work 

w~th ma~ine biologist John Bruno and his tab team. Detaits in he~ 

~tore News 



UMC College o[.,’-’v-~s 8, Scieqoe.~ ] UNC Soutil Baiidir!g j Chs~pel Hiii, NC 27599 i~i iContact - Tq7 It Free! 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:11 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

switching course 

Dear Eunice, 
Could you please authorize 
PID           to switch to my Afri 

Best 

Alassane 

course section 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: switching course 

According to the student, she really need to switch due to her work schedule and she is comfortable joining the course. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 2::15 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: switching course 

Dear Alassane, 

Thanks for the email. What is the basis of the switch? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: switching course 

2:11 PM 

Dear Eunice, 
Could you please authorize 
PID           to switch to my Afri 

Best 

Alassane 

course section 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: working group 

Hello Eunice, 

Can you please tell me more about your working group in literature, human rights and political conflict? I am interested in being a part of your discussions. 

Thank you, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:05 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: switching course 

Thank you Eunice for your prompt reply. You are on top of things even though your schedule is extremely hectic. Everything I do is for the students. 
have a great weekend 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: switching course 

3:58 PM 

Thanks Alassane. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: switching course 

2:22 PM 

According to the student, she really need to switch due to her work schedule and she is comfortable joining the course. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: RE: switching course 

2:15 PM 

Dear Alassane, 

Thanks for the email. What is the basis of the switch? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fall, Alassane 
Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: switching course 

2:11 PM 

Dear Eunice, 
Could you please authorize 
PID           to switch to my Afri 

Best 

Alassane 

course section 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 4:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Adding AFAM 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, 10:26 AM 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Adding AFAM 

Hello, 
I will ask our dept. staff to add you to the class. 

Travis - Please see the student’s information below. 

Best regards, 
Dr. Caldwell 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Sincere request of adding class 

Dear Prof. Caldwell, 

My name is 
add me to your class’! 

¯ I am very willing to take your AFAM Could you please 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 18, 2013 4:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFAM 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: AFAM 

Travis, 
Please add the student listed below to AFAM 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

3:37 PM 

From: Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:24 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

Please send an email to Travis Gore (stqore@email.unc.edu) and me with your PID number. 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 



UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

9:46 AM 

Oh okay, Connect Carolina says it is still open so thought about trying. Thank you anyways. 

From: Caldwell, Kia L rkl~aldw~mail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:43 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

Hello, 
Unfortunately, the class is full. 

Best, 
Dr. Caldwell 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu/ 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: AFAM 

8:22 PM 

Dear Professor Caldwell, 

I am emailing you to ask if there is anyway I could register for your AFAM    class on 
Yesterday was the last day I could register online, but I did not find out from the Business School today which has 
seriously thrown off my classes and I need to find some new ones and this class fit my schedule and seems very 
interesting. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

DTtt story on MLK Week 

Hello, 
My name is al"~d I’m a writer for the DTH. I’m doing a preview- on MLK Week and was hoping to ask a few questions about its importance on campus and in the greater 
con~aunity. I have called the AFAM Department but I know it is late in the afternoon so it may not be possible to call today. I also realize that it is a holiday weekend coming up but if we 
could do a very short phone interview or at least email questions that would be greatly appreciated 

Thank you for your time, 

~live.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 5:39 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Chimamanda Adicnie’s at UNC 

Thmik you, Professor Sanie! I have been in contact with a few more students. Do you know yet what day we would have the Ineetings? 

On Fri, at 5:34 PM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope you are doing well. 

I thought the attached poster might help in the efforts we discussed when we met last week. We will be reading one of her novels in our group and she will have dinner 
with us to discuss the intersection of literature and human rights. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 6:27 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Program 

Conference Program.pptx 

Dr. Sahle, 

Here is a draft of the program. The format is that it will be a long and narrow card stock and glossy page. There is a space for sponsors that I can fill in when you send me 

information from Sonia about who should get more prominent recognition or not. For the flyers and poster I plan to use the same image that is already on the website. [ can take 

these files to fedex kinkos and make sure that the image will come out crisp. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(3c: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Saturday,              7:22 PM 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.unc.edu> 

Du Bois Co~,X’e~ence 

Dear Charlene, 
After a conversation with the chair, we thought it would help the conference if you facilitated the panel on Du Bois and Education on Saturday. As you know, the panelists are 

George Noblit, and Derrick Alridge. Informal comments will be offered after the panel by Eugene Provenzo, Jr. You can organize 

the flow of the panel any way that you think will be effective. Your introductory comments can be short and functional; or you could offer some brief reflections of your own to 
get things stared, that’s entirely up to you. I hope that you will find some time for the panelists to respond to Provenzo, and also to interact with each other. The public school 
teachers may need some encouragement to ask questions and participate in the discussion. Anyhow, if you can do this please let us know as soon as possible. And try to enjoy 

the holiday and the inauguration. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, January 20, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Hostages Dead in Bloody Climax to Siege in Algeria 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... T.od.ay.is....H.ea.dl.i.nes .......................................................................... 
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TOP NEWS 

Hostages Dead in Bloody 
Climax to Siege in Algeria 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

The Algerim~ Army conducted a last 
assault on a gas field that nfilitants had 
seized, killing most of the kidnappers 
left, and raising the total of hostages 
dead to at least 23, Algerian officials 
said. 

Change Comes: After 4 Years, 
Friends See Shifts in the 
Obamas 
By JODI KANTOR 

Those who know the Obamas say they 
can see an aeemnulation of small shifts 
in the president and fl~e first lady since 
they walked the inaugural parade route 
four years ago. 

Fiscal Footnote: Big Senate 
Gift to Drug Maker 
By ERIC LIPTON and KEVIN SACK 

A provision buried in the fiscal bill passed earlier tlfis month gives Amgen, the world’s largest biotechnology 
finn, more time to sell a lucrative kichaey dialysis drug without price restraints. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 was sad; then I was angry. The military still treats us as second-class citizens." 

COL. HEATHER MACK, whose wife was offered only a "special guest membership" in a club for officers’ 

spouses at Fort Bragg. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ VIDEO: The 

Secrets of Grand 
Central 
In his new book "Grand 
Central: How a Train 



Station Transformed America," Sam 
Roberts of The Times goes behind tlae 
scenes at Grand Central Ternfinal ahead 
of the centennial. 

-’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Managing the Oval 
Office 
By DAVID ROTHKOPF 

President Obama wotfld 
do well to recognize that 
to lead our eotmtry, he must master the 
day-to-day management of goverument. 

"Scandal" on ABC is 
breaking barriers 
ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Comedy not intended for the squeamish 

Excerpt: "Newsreaders," the newsmagazine parody 

nytint.es.�o,nt AR~ 

WORLD 

Jihadists’ Surge in North Africa Reveals Grim Side of Arab Spring 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

The assaults in Mali and Algeria have contributed to a sense that North Africa, long a dormant backwater for 
A1 Qaeda, is tunfing into another zone of dangerous instability. 

Brotherhood Struggles to Translate Power Into Policy in Egypt 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

Islanfists, winning elections, have unrivaled political power but still appear to exercise little day-to-day 
authority over the judiciary, the police, the nfilitary and the state-run media. 

" Egyptian Court Drops Charges in Fatal Melees 

Scars Are an ’Honor’ Victim’s Sole Testimony 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Gul Meena survived a brutal attack in Afghanistm~ tl~ree montl~s ago, but she says she cannot recall what led 
to the moment when, according to the police mad neighbors, her brother tried to kill her. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Military Rules Leave Gay Spouses Out in Cold 
By RACHEL k. SWARNS 

Because stone-sex marriages are not recognized by tlae nfilitary, gay service members who are married are 
barred from receiving benefits accorded to heterosexual married couples. 

Rift Widens Over Mining of Uranium in Virginia 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Bills introduced to tlae General Assembly would lift a moratorimn on uranium nfining at a site in soutlaern 
Virginia, but the issue has divided the region. 

Medicaid Expansion Is Delicate Maneuver for Arizona’s Republican Governor 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Gov. Jan Brewer’s decision to support tl~e Medicaid expansion trader President Obanm’s healtl~ care law 
drew fire from conservative groups. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

STRATEGIES 
The Guns Hiding in Your Portfolio 



By JEFF SUMMER 

Whatever their position on gun control, many investors own shares of firearms makers at least indirectly, 
through their mutual and exchange-traded funds. 

FAIR GAME 
How to Cut Megabanks Down to Size 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Chopping the biggest banks into pieces would better protect the nation’s taxpayers, says the president of the 
Federal Reserve Break of Dallas. 

THE BOSS 
Giving Children a Chance 
By JEAN S. DESRAVINES 

The chief executive of New Leaders Inc., a group that recruits and develops leaders to turn around low- 
perfornfing public schools, describes his own jouruey in the education field. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Stan Musial, Gentlemanly Slugger and Cardinals’ Stan the Man, Dies at 92 
By RICHARD GOLDSTEIN 

Mr. Musial, who played his entire career in St. Louis, won seven batting titles, hit 475 home runs, amassed 
3,63o lilts and was voted into the Hall of Fame in his first year of eligibility. 

’- ~’~ Slide Show: The Most Cherished Cardinal of Them All 

Earl Weaver, a Volatile, Visionary Manager, Dies at 82 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Weaver was the Hall of Fmne manager who brought pugnacity and pragmatism to the Baltimore Orioles 
dugout, tormenting a generation of mnpires along the way. 

Clinging to Youth, at a Cost 
By JERE LONGMAN 

Arotmd the country, alumni football games have gained increasing popularity the last several years. But 
vulnerability to serious injuries are exacerbated by age and inactivity. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Movies in the Age of Obama 
By A. O. SCOTT and MANOHLA DARGIS 

It may be too soon to identify an Obama Cinema, but the president’s second inauguration seems an 
appropriate time to try. 

-’ ~-’~ 2013 Oscar Ballot 

. ~ Tell Us Your Candidates for Obama Cinema 

A Drama’s Streaming Premiere 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Nefflix is investing hundreds of nfillions in original progranmfing, including "House of Cards," an adaptation 
of a 199o BBC nfini-series set in Parliament. 

Time and Other Collaborators 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

The Swiss-German artist Dieter Roth died in 1998, leaving belfind artworks that grow, change and are 
reeoustrueted by his fanfily. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: Family Art 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

Which Way Did the Taliban Go? 
By LUKE MOGELSON 



Digging out roadside bombs, running into mnbttshes and dancing with deranged inforuaants - a week in the 
life of an Afghan National Army battalion, on its own in the wilderness. 

Obama’s First Term: A Romantic Oral History 
By PETER BAKER 

Members of Obama’s first adininistration learued a hmnbling lesson in Washington realpolitik, but they 
remember it more like a great episode of"The West Wing." 

" Photographs: Obama’s People, Revisited 

Candace Bushnell’s Fantasy World, Starring Candace Bushnell 
By EDITH ZIMMERMAN 

"Sex and the City," the Connecticut years. 

¯ More From the Maqazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Immigration Saga Continues 
A big, bipartisan deal for reform in divided Washington? Here’s hoping. 

EDITORIAL 
Lessons From the London Whale 
JPMorgan’s detailed report of its S6 billion loss last year highlights m~finished reforms. 

EDITORIAL 
’Where Is the Taking?’ 
A Florida court’s ruling on property rights on enviromnentally sensitive land should be upheld by the 
Supreme Court. 

OP-ED 

Should Therapists Play Cupid? 
By RICHARD A. FRIEDMAN 

Temptation lurks for therapists to play matchnmker for patients. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Sneaky Peek at Obama’s Speech 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Four more years and he’s feeling pretty good about it. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Sheriff Andy of Albany 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

As usual, the question bums: What’s Andrew Cuomo up to? 

¯ ’ Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
The French Way of War 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

The French, as evidenced by their intervention in Mali, take pride in their military capacity and in their 
independence of action. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
So Long, Lance¯ Next, 21st-Century Doping¯ 
By DAVID EWING DUNCAN 

Advances in bio-enhancers and technology could make steroids seem quaint. 



ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 20, 1981, Iran released 52 Americans held hostage for 444 days, minutes after the presidency had 

passed from Jimmy Carter to Ronald Reagan. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Du Bois Conference 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Sunday, 8:08 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Du Bois Conference 

Dear Reg: Thanks for the invitation but I am not prepared to do this at this point -- I have some 3 conferences that I have to attend soon and preparing for these have taken up 
much of my time. Also, I have not              so I would like to decline but in the future I will be more than glad to participate. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Du Bois Conference 

7:21 PM 

Dear Charlene, 
After a conversation with the chair, we thought it would help the conference if you facilitated the panel on Du Bois and Education on Saturday. As you know, the panelists are 

George Noblit, and Derrick Alridge. Informal comments will be offered after the panel by Eugene Provenzo, Jr. You can organize 
the flow of the panel any way that you think will be effective. Your introductory comments can be short and functional; or you could offer some brief reflections of your own to 
get things started, that’s entirely up to you. I hope that you will find some time for the panelists to respond to Provenzo, and also to interact with each other. The public school 
teachers may need some encouragement to ask questions and participate in the discussion. Anyhow, if you can do this please let us know as soon as possible. And try to enjoy 
the holiday and the inauguration. -Reg 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.nnc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

@tmc.edu> 

Undelgradnate Honor System Outreach 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
My name is and I am one of the Honor System liaisons assigned to your department for the 20:~3 academic year. I have copied my partner, 

the Undergraduate Honor Court Chair, onto this email. We are both very excited to work with you. 
The Department Outreach Program fosters lasting relationships between Honor System representatives and faculty. Through this Program, we hope to give faculty a student 
contact and a concrete representation of the Honor System. In order to realize this mission, we would like to attend one of your department meetings to give a brief 
presentation and/or answer any questions your department may have regarding the Honor System. Would this be amenable to you? We can fit into whatever time slot you 
have available. My partner and I are also available to meet with you, specifically, to discuss any questions you may have regarding the Department Outreach Program or the 
Honor System in general. 

Also, the following is a brief description on a workshop for TA’s that the Graduate and Professional Schools Outreach Program is hosting. If you could forward it on to your 
Department’s teaching assistants, the workshop will be a great resource for all graduate students who interact with students in a classroom environment. 

Honor Court System from a TA Perspective - Teaching Tips Series 
Tuesday               ,4:00-5:30pm 

Graduate Student Center, 211A West Cameron Ave. 
A working session to understand the Honor Court system from a TA perspective: information on the code and honor court, honor court case studies, and Q&A. 
REGISTER: http://tinyu rl.com/b354dfw 

I apologize for the short notice of the event, but I am confident the workshop will be a great asset for department TA’s as they work to uphold the Honor Code in the classroom 

environment. 

If you have any questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me by email at 
Thank you for your time! 

Best, 

@live.unc.edu or by phone at I look forward to working with you! 

UNC Chapel Hill, Class of 

Undergraduate Honor System 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, January 21, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Obama Sworn In for 2nd Term, This Time Quietly 
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TOP NEWS 

0bama Sworn In for 2nd 
Term, This Time Quietly 
By JACKIE CALMES 

The quiet ceremony before Monday’s 
public pomp, forced by a quirk of the 
constitutional calendar, started 
President Obanm’s second tenn with a 
divided government at home and 
persistent threats abroad. 

Algerians Find Many More 
Dead at Hostage Site 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

Algerian officials said on Sunday that 
the prelinfinary eotmt of 23 dead 
hostages from the four-day siege at a 
gas-production complex in the Sahara 
seemed certain to rise. 

:’ ~ Yimeline: Sahara Turmoil 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
North Africa Is a New Test 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

In taking on the nfilitants, Western nations are confronting multinational bands that are often able to move 
with relative freedom across porous Africm~ borders. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Some days I want to get up and go outside and get the groceries, and some days I can’t brush my teeth. 

Some days I feel I can be a good parent to my son, and some days I just want to stay in bed and sleep." 
NELBA MJdlQUEZ-GREENE, whose 6-year-old daughter died in the nmssacre in Newtoma, Conn. 

U,S, 

~{ INTERACTIVE 
FEATURE: Thoughts 

for a Second-Term 
President 
As President Obmna 



begins a second four-year tenn in 
Washington, a selection of capital-area 
residents offers him advice for 
govenfing. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
A Campaign Without End 
By BRENDAN J. DOHERTY 

A second term offers no respite from the 
demm~ds of fund-raising. 

Look of the moment: Marion 
Cotillard 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Behind the scenes at men’s fashion week 

Milan top 5 

tty|im.e~.~om ~ MAG~ilNE 

WORLD 

China Criticizes Clinton’s Remarks About Dispute With Japan Over Islands 
By JANE PERLEZ 

China accused Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton of presenting a distorted picture about its dispute 
with Japan, and it expressed "resolute opposition" to her position. 

An Election in Israel Unusual for What Isn’t Being Discussed 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Values and the economy are the main issues in elections on Tuesday that Prime Minister Benjamin 
Netanyahu mad his faction are expected to win. 

Ivan Resorts to Hangings in Public to Cut Crime 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Two men convicted in a stabbing were hanged as part of an offensive by Iranian authorities who say harsh 
examples can reduce crime rates. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Among Blacks, Pride Is Mixed With Expectations for Obama 
By SUSAN SAULNY 

Africma-Americans remain overwhehningly supportive of President Obama, but many have higher 
expectations for his second term. 

Study Finds How Genes That Cause Illness Work 
By GINA KOLATA 

With rhemnatoid arthritis patients, researchers at the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine and the 
Karoliuska Institute evaluated the chemical tags that tell genes to be active or not. 

In New Pubs, Good Cheer and Good Works 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Some beer halls across the com~try are opening with the goal of selling alcohol and donating the profits to 
charities. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Dreamliner Troubles Put Boeing on Edge 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

If the issue with smoldering batteries proves more complicated, it could threaten plans to expand production 



of the planes, and the jobs that go with them. 

Safety Board Rules Out a Cause for 787 Battery Fire 

Swarming a Book Online 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

Fans bombarded Amazon with dozens of negative reviews of a new biography, got several favorable notices 
erased and even took credit for 3anazon’s briefly removing the book from sale. 

A Downsized Boston Globe Opens Its Space for Community Uses 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

As newspaper staffs and revenues shrink, executives are seeking creative ways to use tmoccupied office 
space. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

RAVENS 28, PATRIOTS 13 
Ravens Outduel Patriots to Set Up Clash of Harbaughs 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The Ravens will return to the Super Bowl for the first time since 2000 after rolling over the Patriots in the 
A.F.C. championship game. Coach 3ohn Harbaugh will square off with his brother, 49ers Coach 3ira 
Harbaugh. 

’. ~ Box Score I Game Highlights and Analysis I ~’~ Slide Show 

Injury to Top Cornerback Diminishes Patriots’ Chances 

¯ Ravens’ Quiet Coordinator Lets Offense Make Loudest Statement 

Debate Over Brady’s Place Among the Best Returns to the Shelf 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Playing for the opportunity to appear in his sixth Super Bowl as a starting quarterback already puts Tom 
Brady in a class by himself. 

49ERS 28, FALCONS 24 

49ers Rally to Super Bowl, and Even Harbaugh Smiles 
By SAM BORDEN 

Frank Gore had two second-half touchdoua~s and San Francisco rebounded from a 17-o deficit against 
Atlanta to return to the Super Bowl for the first time since a995. 

¯ " ~ Box Score I Game Highlights and Analysis I ~J Slide Show 

¯ " Falcons’ Fortunes Turn After a Slip and a Pick 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
Plods the Maven, Weak and Weary 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

In Fox’s series "The Following" Kevin Bacon plays a bunaed-out former F.B.I agent brought out of retirement 
to htmt followers of a serial killer. 

A Timeless View From the Cloisters Faces a Modern Intrusion 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Environmental groups and others are concenaed about a corporate headquarters that is to rise across the 
Hudson River from the Cloisters, altering the scenic view from flaat nauseum of medieval treasures. 

A Young Publisher Takes Marx Into the Mainstream 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

Since its debut in September 2010 the radical journal Jacobin has become an improbable hit, attracting 
nearly 2,000 print and digital subscribers and some 250,000 Web ]]its a month. 

¯ More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 



An Overture From China Is Yet to Win Hollywood 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

The Dalian Wanda Group in China bought AMC Entertainment for $2.6 billion in September, then said it 
would seek $10 billion in new deals. So far, nothing. 

Time Warner Cable Tries to Win Back Ex-Subscribers 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The ads, which come as Time Waruer Cable faces stiff competition, will say that the company’s service has 
improved, and will offer former subscribers a money-back guarantee. 

MEDIA DECODER 
To Usher In Second Term, News Outlets Go to Capital 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The coverage nffght seem more subdued on most major TV networks, reflecting what is generally less 
enthusiasm for presidential inaugurations the second time around. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....M...e...d.[.a....&....A..d...v..e..r.t.Ls.[.n.g News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
A Choice for Republican Leaders 
Will Republicans work with Democrats in the new session, or renmin hijacked by the party’s most extreme 
nffnority? 

EDITORIAL 
The Syrian Refugee Crisis 
The world commmfity nmst help the staggering number of people displaced by Bashar al-Assad’s brutal war. 

EDITORIAL 
Stem Cell Research Gets a Reprieve 
The Supreme Court wisely ended a destructive lawsuit to prevent the federal goverument from financing tiffs 
pronffsing area of research. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Are We There Yet? 
By ROBERT O. SELF 

Political transformation proves elusive. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Big Deal 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Yes, progressives have some real victories. 

" Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Chuck Hagel’s War 
By BILL KELLER 

Could nfflitary experience actually be a handicap for a secretary of defense? 

’: Columnist Page I Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 21, 1924, Russian revolutionary Vladinffr Ilyich Lenin died at age 54. 

¯ See This Front Pa_kg_~ 
¯ ..B...u.y This Front .P..:a..g.e.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday,               9:07 PIvl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv’~ 

Ch. 4 Stephen James 

Professor° 

For some reach, I cannot find this reading on the e-reserves or sakai. Am Ijus~ missing it? 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Du Bois Cont~rence 

Dear Chair, 
Do we have a meeting with ’ today? -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:25 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Co-sponsorship list for Du Bois Coat’e~ence 

Hello 
Hope you had a nice weekend. 
Dr. Sahle ask me to send you the list of Du Bois Conference’s sponsorships; please see below. 

¯ IAH - Institute of Art and Humanities 
¯ African Studies Center 
¯ IAAR - Institute of African American Research 
¯ Office of the Provost 
¯ College of A&S 
¯ Central for Global Initiative 

Thank you 

Sonia 

l ~.~.~ o~d ~o, b ..... 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 
Department of Public Policy 
919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3485 
African & Afro-American Studies 
919-966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, Janua~ 22, 2013 9:06 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-22-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday Januar.v 22n~, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/31/13- Lecture by Jim Salzmma, author of Drinking Water: A History and a professor of Law and Environmental Policy at Duke University at 5:30 PM on the 4th 

Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water RiNlts and "}Vl’oll~S- All article published in the Janumy/FebruaD~ 2013 edition of the Carolina Alumni Review that discusses the two-year "~Vater In Our 

World" campus theme, particularly the local and state water issues that currently demand attention. For the full story: 

http:i/w~x~v.carolinaalumnireview.com/carolinaalumnireview/20130102?sub id Mi~VC~VsYmq2Fb&pg 14#article id 249487 

Recruitment deadline for 2013 UNC Science Expo- Wednesday January 23rd is the recruitment deadline for volunteers to participate in the 2013 UNC Science 

Exv~. The event itselt; scheduled ti~rSaturday April 13th from 10am-3pm., attracts thou~nds of visitors, primarily school-aged children and their t?~nilies, to UNC to 

learn about science in a fun and interactive sehing. This yem-’s Extx~ is eager to t~atare water-related activities in keeping with the two-year "Water In Our World" 

theme as there will be a special water area situated around the Old Well on the day of the festival. All such submissions are invited. For more information on the UNC 
o z / Science Expo: http:/iwww.ncsciencefes~dval.oi~a/. To sublnit your activity proposal: http:/iwww.ncsciencefestival.ore~/get-im olved/hos~t-an-event submit-your-event! 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

Inforlnation on UNC Global Sustainabiiitv Symposimn "Water and Ener~� in the Crosshairs"- hkfolrnation on this year’s Global Sus~ainabili~ SymIx3sium is 

now available at the following website: htq3:/~a:reas~udies.unc.edu/sustainabilitv- symposium/. Tiffed "Water and Ener~y in the Crosshairs," this three-day event is a 

cross-diseiplinaxy collaboration among the ~bllowing entities: Keua~-Flagler Business School’s Center tbr Sustainable Enterprise and Center for International Business 

Education and Research, UNC Global’s Center tbr European Studies, Center for Slavic, Eurasim~, m~d East European Studies, African Studies Center, and the UNC 

Institate for the Environment suplx~rted with funding ti-om the U.S. Department of Education and the European Union. Each event during the Symposium is tiee but 

registration, which ends Jatmary 31 st, is required. 

Malting, ice becomes musical fascination in "Cryoacoustic Orb"- A sto~y featured on the NC Triangle-focused In@ Week magazine that details Jonathan Kirk 

and Lee Weisert’s Ackland Art Museum exhibit titled "C~oacoustic Orb" which will ampl@ the sounds created during the melting process of ice, creating a unique 

and interesting soundscape. To view the full sto~y: http://w~.indyweek~c~m/indvweek/me~ting-ice-bec~mes-musica~-fasciuati~n-ia-c~ac~ustic-~rb/C~ntent? 

oid 3244661 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water ]hi Our World"- For more information on the thelne and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/imitter.com/UNCWater. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:31 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Co- sponsorship list for Du Bois Conference 

Hello: 

I forgot in the previous list, The Sonjo Haynes Stone Center[or Block Culture and History; please add to the sponsorship list. 

Also, I need to correct the one of the names include on the list: 

"IAH- Institute for the Arts and Humanities" 

"College of Arts and Sciences" 

Thanks 

Sonia 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday,. 8:25 AM 
To:i 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Co-sponsorship list for Du Bois Conference 

Hello 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

Dr. Sable ask me to send you the list of Du Bois Conference’s sponsorships; please see below. 

¯ IAH - Institute of Art and Humanities 

¯ African Studies Center 

¯ IAAR - Institute of African American Research 

¯ Office of the Provost 

¯ College of A&S 

¯ Central for Global Initiative 

Thankyou 

Sonia 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Department of Public Policy 

919-962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB # 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

African & Afro-American Studies 

919-966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Touching ba~ and all the best this week! 

Hi Dr SaNe, 

I can come by at 1:30 today if you will be free. 

"SaNe, E~mice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you had a great long weekend. 

i am writing to wish you all the best in your exams this week[ Also, I would be grateful if we met today (if you are on campus) for no more that 20 minutes to gone over the 
program. If today is impossible let me know which other day and time works from your end. I teach on Wednesday afternoon and Friday this week is taken up by meetings as 
is today from 3.00pm. 

Once again all the best with your exams! 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 11:47 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW AFAM 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, L:35 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: AFAM 

PID: 

Phone 

Forwarded message 
From @gmail.com> 
Date: Tue, at 6:51 PM 
Subj ect: Re: AFAM 
To: hallpa@email.unc.edu 

Thanks a lot, much appreciated. 

On Tue, 
Come on thursday 

at 6:14 PM, Perry Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

On          3:01 PM, 
Hello Professor, 

wrote: 

I was wondering if they were any additional seats in you AFAM    . I’m currently wait listed and trying to get 
into the course. If possible to enroll, please let me know what I can do to make that possible. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: The mlk_pc 

Cc: 

Subject: [mlk_pc 

Attach: MLK Dinner 

@live.unc.edu> 

12:01 PM 

mailing list. <mlk_p~     @listserv.unc.edu> 

@unc.edu>;                     @live.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu> 

] Reminder of MLK Dinner, Lecture, and Reception 

.doc 

Hello, 

Today is the big day! :) I just wanted to send out a friendly reminder about the events for today~ The dinner at the Carolina Inn will begin promptly at 5pm. If you are attending 

please arrive at 4:45 pro. (attached you will see the confirmed seats for those attending the dinner from each organization) The lecture with our guest speaker, Kevin Powell, will 

begin at 7:30pm in the Great Hall and there will be a dessert reception following the lecture that you are all welcome to attend. Lets continue to make this MLK Celebration 
week a great one! Thank you all for the continuous support. 

Best, 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel ttill I 

You are currently subscribed to mlk_pc as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id=55508243.2fO42b366fcScac13b387723839a42dd&n=T&l=mlk pc12-13&o=32653062 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32653062-55508243.2fO42b366fcScac13b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday,                1_:52 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Flyer 

Conference Flyer .docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Here is the conference flyer. 

~nc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Flyer- Edited 

Conference Flyer .docx 



& the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Flyer 

Conference Flyer .docx 



& the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

@attglobal.net 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Faxed W9 

Dr. Chandler, 

The signature is not showing up on the versions that you have sent me. It may have to do with whatever program you use to import your signature. Is it possible for you to print the 

version you have sent, sign it and scan it into an email? I will be sure to destroy my copy of: the document as soon as we process it. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Nahum Chandler        ~attglobal.net> 
Reply-To: @attglobal.net", @attglobal.net> 

Date: Tuesday, 1:35 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Faxed W9 

Dear 
Signed form here. Can you delete as soon as you print. I gave the number elsewhere, thanks, and most sincerely, 
Nahum 
On 10:56 AM, wrote: 

Hi Dr. Chandler, 

Our program assistant let me know that we did not receive the fax of your W2. I am sorry for the inconvenience but could you please send it again? 

Thanks for your patience, 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

FW: Afri 

Hi Eunice, 
Please advise. We have covered a great deal of info and I really think it would be difficult at this time for a new student to enter the class. In fact, today the session was about 
connect all the dots. 
Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,. 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Afri 

1:44 PM 

Dear Professor Lee, 

! am a major. I was previcsly 3rd cn the 

waiting list for PLCY class oR Tb~esday and Thursday. However, i found out the class closed 

on connect carolina and i was not admitted° I have been trying to fiRd a sb~pplement for t~’~is policy 

class and l~:ave not been able to do so. K am very interested Jn policy, and very interested in Africa 

due to my direct blood Jn i wou~d really love ~o take tl~:is class and i~ would be a life saver 

if yDu %~ould be a~ie t~ aimlt K~e. 

Sin3erely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Flyer - 3rd edit 

Conference Flyer .docx 

~/live.unc.edu 



& the Problem(s) of the 21st Century 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 

Problem with ebook 

7:36PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if you conld help me with the Stephen A Ja~nes ebook. I have gone to the [5NC libraries site and located the resource however upon attempting to 

open the text there is no link available. I spoke ruth the Librarian online and she noted the same issue as well. Do you happen to have another links to this source or 

know of another way to access it? I have already read the first James Chapter and the other article for "this week but would like to be fully prepared for class 
tomorrow. Thm~k you tbr your’time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI, 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .S__~_P 

SP site. To reply to this message click this 



From: ennice@email.nnc,edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: Follow np to emaJl (ebx~ok readings) 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

As I have indicated to 

In the mematime, I have ]yosted the chapters to SakaJ just in case yon all tScing the problems that 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

via emafil, I follow up with the libra~ tomorrow to see what is blocking access to 

has highlighted. 

ebook. 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .S~P 

SP site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rnlsher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 22, 2013 9:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Greetings 

Dear Eunice, 

Happy New Year to you as well! Thanks for this ’heads up’ - my (our) student,                     mentioned to me that you’d be sending me 
a ’save the date’ notice. I was expecting something special, but this is quite a wonderful surprise! I’m looking forward to it. 

Take care -- I hope that all is well with you! 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English & Comparative Literature 
Assistant Department Chair and Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 

From: Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sun, 20 Jan 2013 08:20:08 -0500 

To: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Greetings 

:::::: Dear Rebecka, 

:::::: Happy belated 2013 and I hope you are doing well. 

~::~ 1 am writing to give you a heads about Chimamanda Adichie’s visit to UNC. 

i~i Kindly see the attached poster and I hope to see you there. 

:::::: With best regards, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:13 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Re: Problem with ebook 

Dr. Sahale. 

Thank you for your prompt reply and for looking into this. I see the chapters on sakai now and greatly appreciate it. 

Sincerely, 

O11 at 8:37 PM, "SaNe, Eumce N <eumce~ia~emaJl.unc.edu/- wrote. 

Dear 

Many, many thanks for your email. 

This is very strange. The library informed informed weeks ago that they would have the book available in ebook forward for the class, hence my not posted the 
other chapters either on e-reserves or Sakai. 

At any rate, I will follow up with the library tomorrow. Tn the meantime I have posted the chapters to Sakai. 

Kindly let me know that you received this email so that I do not worry. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: C@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:36 PM 
Subject: Problem with ebook 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you could help me with the Stephen A James ebook. I have gone to the UNC libraries site and located the resource however upon 

attempting to open the text there is no link available. I spoke with the Librarian online and she noted the same issue as well. Do you happen to have 

another links to this ~urce or ki~ow of another way to access it? I have already read the first James Chapter and the other article for this week but would 

like to be fully prepared for class tomorrow. Thank you tbr your time and assistance. 

Sincerely, 

This fom-ai~ted message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .S~P 

SP " site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 10:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Adding courses in your Dept. 

Dear Eunice, 

Professor Janken would like this student added to his AFAM 

and approximately at :[0:49AM this morning :[/23/:[3. 

lass with your permission. I spoke with him directly 

Best, 

Travis 

Fron 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Dawson, Alice C 
Subject: Adding courses in your Dept. 

Hello Mr. Gore, 

I was told to contact you by Dean Dawson. I have been sitting in on courses in the Afam and Afri department but I could 

not officially register because of holds on my account. I was wondering if you would be able to go in and add me to the 

courses (Afam    with Robert Porter, Afam     t~ith Kenneth Janken, and Afri    with Donato Fhunsu) since I have 

instructor approval or if I would need to get an add slip or take another approach through academic advising. 

Best, 



From: ~live.nnc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Help’. 

12:24 PM 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hey Everyone! 

I am                             which caused me to miss cla~ss last week and I will not be in class flais week. I am hoping tha’t someone will be willing to send me 

their notes since I will be coming back next week to an exam’. I am very grateful tbr amy~thing yon axe willing to share with me. 

Thm&s so much, 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       .S~P 

site. To reply to this message click this 



From: ~gmail.com~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: AFRI Group Participation Notes 

Attach: Participation: .docx 

HI Professor, 

I am attaching a coW of my group’s discussion notes about practices of fi~eedom. 

Bes~t wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Notes from Class Review 

Group Class Review.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 

My group’s notes from the review at the beginning of class are attached, 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wedne sday, 3:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

AFRI    Group Discussion Pret~rences 

Hi Professor, 

Here is a list of my top 3 choices for presentation topics: 

1. East Africa and BeyoM 

2. Nigeria and South Africa 

3. Uganda and Malawi 

Thank you’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Pa~cipation 

Class P~xticipation.docx 

Hello tS-ofessor, 
Here is the participation for this weeks questions. 
Thank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden~,dimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, January 23, 2013 5:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

@Times: Top 5, Obama Starts Second Term and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: t p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/e@ pomo/20 30123/a mes 1 Y 

.~iI @Ti .... J .... [y23, 2013 

Obama Stal’ts Second Term 
As the nation begins a new chapter in its history, The 
Times offers a nuanced and emnprehensive look at the 
second inauguration of ~neriea’s 44t~ President -- incb~ding all 
the pomp and pageantry; President Obama’s forceful inaugural 
ad@~ess, the First Lady’s eclectic fashion choices for the 
the fidl text of poet Richard Blanco’s inm~gura[ poem~ "One 
Today"; the remarkable poise of the first da~ghters; and even 
some ~mintentionally amusing moments -- complete with news 
analysis, opinion, video, slide shows and interactive features. 

Don’t Miss on NVTimes.com 

¯ A C[a astt’opbobe’s }’op-a n d- Ro ck Nit’va n a 
¯ Even if It Enrages Yam" Boss, Social Net Speech Is Protected 
¯ Berries Lower Heart Attack R~s~k i~ Women 
¯ City Unveils Wire:or m Tit~y-Home Contes~ 
¯ Hasidic Counselor Gets m3 Years in Sex Abuse Case 

Top 5 Viewed Features ~n NW~ 
(Seb~een Jsn. !~, 2013 - Jsn. 22, 

~ YqDEO." This Week’s 

Times critics review "Broken 
City," "Luv" and "Greenwich 
Village." 

~ SLIDE SIIO’~: Medal[in. 

From Sky to Street 
Soar above the city and zoom 
down to ground level to see 
nature, neighborhoods and 
more. 

~ VgDEO: The Secrets of 

L What Is Middle Class in Msnhsttan? 

2. Change (onles: Attar 4 Years, grim~ds See Sbi[ts in the 

Obamas 

S. A Cst’s 2oo-.Mi]e Trek Home [,eaves Scientists Guessing 

4. That Loving Feelb~g Takes a Lot of Wot’k 

5. When Pills Fail, This, at’, Option Pt’o~,ides a Ct~re 

Grand CentvaI 
In his new book "Grand Central: 
How a ’IYain Station 
’lh’ansformed America," Sam 
Roberts of The Times goes behind 
the scenes at Grand Central 
Terminal ahead of the 
centennial. 

Join the 
Conversation 
Motheellode:    

.~iI 

Eve~Tbody 

Dies 
We should talk 
more, and more 
matter-of-factly, with children 
about death. 

[] Join ti~e Conversation 

A daily e-maii newsle~er on 
the business of technology, 

with coverage ~rom Th’nes     ~ 
staff writers and a rouqdup 

of news from across the 
Web. 

Delivered before the 

opening bell and a~er the 



market ciose, the DeaiBoak 
e-mail newslettel provides 

breaking ne~,s about 

M&As, I.P O.s. venture 
capitsi and more. 

All things faslsiorl f[om The 

~Je,/~ York ]imes. featuring 

the latest in news, trends 
and rdnwsy coverage 
fronl acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT TF~I8 

@Times cemes to you frem the NY[imes.com marketing depa~ment You received this message becmise you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times ne~vsletter 

Manaee Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chan!.]e Your E..Mail I F’~ivscy Policy I Advertise i Co!~tact 

New York ~~mes Company I Copyright 2013 I NY~~naes cam 620 Eighth ,~.venue New York. NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.nnc.edtr~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Esther Cooper Jackson 

Hi Dr. Sa~hle m~d Dr. H., 

Good news’. The students at LIU came through and will be able to do onr veco~ling. I am speaking ruth them about details tomorrow but we can all breathe a sigh of 

relief. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Pentagon Is Set to Lift Combat Ban for Women 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes .......................................................................... 
~11¢ ~’~ ~rk ~"~i~l~ January 24, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 
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TOP NEWS 

Pentagon Is Set to Lift 
Combat Ban for Women 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and THOM 
SHANKER 

The grotmdbreaking decision overtun~s 
a 1994 Pentagon rule that restricts 
women from artillery, armor, infantry 
and other such combat roles. 

:’ ~ Document: Letter From Gen. Martin E. 
Dempsey 

House Vote Sidesteps an 
Ultimatum on Debt 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The move staves off an impasse that 
could have been disastrous, but an 
economic showdoma with the president 
is still looming. 

Europe Is Edgy as Briton 
Seeks to Loosen Ties 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

Prime Minister David Cameron of Britain has added to Europe’s malaise, vowing to reduce entanglement 
with the European Union or allow people to decide whether to leave the bloc. 

’- Cameron’s Speech a Gamble for Tories as Much as for Europe 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq#~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We give up our rights one piece at a time." 
CHARLIE HOUCK, a banker who attended a discussion held by Senator Joe Manchin III about gtm laws 

in West Virginia. 

SPORTS 

~ VIDEO: The 

Skiing Cochrans 
Cochran’s Ski Area, in 
Richmond, Vt., has 
produced two generations 
of Obanpic ski racers, and 



is a revered commmfity resource where 
htmdreds of local children learu to ski 
every winter. 

¯ . Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
How to Get 
America Online 
By SUSAN CRAWFORD 

We need reasonably 
priced, globally 
competitive, ubiquitous 
communications infrastructure so that 
3aneriem~s can compete and innovate. 

"Life and Times," an ambitious, 
brilliantly executed production 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

A story about adultery and pitiless punishment 

When a lust for life is consummated 

nytimes, com T~ EATER 

WORLD 

Algeria Gas Compound Lacked Armed Guards 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The companies operating the site that was attacked last week chose not to deploy aru~ed guards, leading 
security m~alysts to question whether the assault could have been slowed by tighter security. 

¯ " ~ Interactive Timeline: Turmoil in the Sahara 

Making of Israel’s New Power Broker 
By JODI RUDOREN and ISABEL KERSHNER 

Yair Lapid’s party shocked the political establishment by winning 19 of Parliament’s 120 seats, becoming 
Israel’s second-largest faction and a crucial partner for Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu. 

~ Charismatic Leader Helps Israel Turn Toward the Center 

Thai Court Gives ao-Year Sentence for Insult to King 
By THOMAS FULLER 

The sentencing of a former magazine editor is the latest in a string of cases showing a continued lack of 
tolerance over perceived insults to Thai royalty. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Redistricting in Virginia Hurts Blacks, Democrats Say 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

With one Democratic senator absent, Republicans in the Virginia State Senate pushed through a redistricting 
bill by one vote that Democrats say dilutes blacks’ votes. 

Kansas’ Governor and G.O.P. Seek to Eliminate Income Tax 
By JOHN ELIGON 

Kansas provides perhaps the starkest view of the crimson ideology that could challenge President Obama’s 
Inauguration Day rallying cry for an expressive liberal agenda. 

Air Force Leaders Testify on Culture That Led to Sexual Assaults of Recruits 
By JAMES RISEN 

A weak command structure and a climate of fear among female personnel created the atmosphere that led to 
sexual assaults at Laekland Air Force Base in Texas, eommmaders said. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Boeing’s Battery Problems Cast Doubt on Appraisal of New Technologies 



By JAD MOUAWAD and CHRISTOPHER DREW 

The 787’s difficulties have raised questions about how regulators certify new technology and how they 
balance advances in design and engineering with safety. 
¯ . ~ Graphic: Tracking Battery Problems 

Share of the Work Force in a Union Falls to a 97-Year Low, aL3% 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Tile Bureau of Labor Statistics said tile percentage of Amefican workers in labor tmions fell to 11.3 percent 
last year, the lowest since 11.2 percent in 1916. 

Robot Makers Spread Global Gospel of Automation 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

Manufacturers of robots and similar machines gathered in Chicago, casting automation as an indispensable 
engine of economic growth. 

’ ~ Video Feature: Robots for Tasks Large and Small, Light and Heavy 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

As a Familiar Face Looks On, Li Routs Sharapova to Reach the Final 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

With Jttstine Henin’s former coach now guiding her, the sixth-seeded Li Na defeated Mafia Sharapova and 
reached the final in Melbourne for the second time in three years. 

Federer Prevails Over Tsonga to Set Up Match With Murray 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Roger Federer had to work harder and longer on Wechlesday to make his latest, much mlticipated match 
with 3aldy Murray a reality. 

NETS 91, TIMBERWOLVES 83 
Lopez Continues All-Star-Caliber Season as the Nets Keep Winning 
By PAT BORZI 

Brook Lopez scored 22 points as the Nets, although winning for the 12th time in 14 games under P. J. 
Carlesimo, had a much tougher time than they should have agahlst the tmdermanned Timberwolves. 

" ~. Box Score 

ARTS 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
Ex-Outsiders, Now Basking in the Moment 
By MELENA RYZIK 

Awards season puts the wind at the back of "Beasts of the Southenl Wild" and its cast and crew members. 

." ~ Video: Hollywood Stardom by Way of Doughnuts 

THE CARPETBAGGER 
Below the Line: Dressing ’Snow White’ 
By MEKADO MURPHY 

Colleen Atwood, a three-time Oscar winner for her costmne design and nominee for "Snow White and the 
Huntsman," discusses her work. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
When Australia Soared on Film 
By MIKE HALE 

Tile Last New Wave, tile Film Society of Lincoln Center’s survey of Australian film in tile 197os, opens on 
Friday. 

¯ More Arts News 

FASHION & STYLE 

FASHION REVIEW 
And Precisely So 



By CATHY HORYN 

Masters of couture like Karl Lagerfeld of Chanel know that precision is a virtue. And newer designers are 
leanfing to wield tlfis skill to make their own mark - and magic. 
" ~ Slide Show: Precision Abounds During Couture Fashion Week 

FRONT ROW 
Picking a Winner Amid a Field of Bold Theories 
By ERIC WILSON 

Jason Wu, the yomag designer whose gowns Michelle Obama wore to two inaugural balls, has emerged with 
a strong track record and an importm~t client. 

Chef’Who Refuses to Be Defined by His Wok 
By JOSHUA DAVID STEIN 

Eddie Huang, the chef and co-owner of BaoHaus in the East Village, considers himself more of a writer, but 
he’s also a television personality with a hip-hop style. 

¯ More Fashion 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Debt Crisis Averted, for Now 
House Republicans dropped their extortion over the debt ceiling, but a three-monfl~ extension is too short. 

EDITORIAL 
Israel’s Election 
Could the outcome revive moribm~d peace talks? 

EDITORIAL 
Republican Myopia 
It’s no wonder Secretary Clinton reached her limit in testifying on the attacks in Libya. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Obama’s New Term, Start Here 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

The president said equality for all is a main goal of his second tenn. He could begin by helping to make sure 
a child’s potential for success isn’t linfited by a ZIP code. 
," Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Arms and the Women 
By GAlL COLLINS 

It’s about time women in the nfilitary get to serve in combat. That opens up some 200,000 job opportunities. 

-’ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Obama Reboot 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

President Obama’s Inaugural Address was a progressive manifesto of domestic policies. 

" Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 24, 1965, Winston Churclfill died in London at age 90. 

¯ See This Front Pa__axg_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:00 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Esther Cooper Jackson 

Whew!!! Thanks much. Good luck on Friday. -Prof. H 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Esther Cooper Jackson 

Dr. Sable a~d Dr. H., 

Good news’. The studems at LIU came through and will be able to do our recording. I am speaking with them about details tomorrow but we can all breathe a sigh of 

relief. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Thursday, January. 24, 2013 6:38 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Job Opening at WOLA: Gra~t Writer 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: WOk& <WOLA@mail.vresp.com> 

Date: Wed, Jan 23, 2013 at 4:02 PM 
Subject: Job Opening at WOLA: Grant Writer 

To: right~a)duke.edu 

WOLA JOB ANNOUNCEMENT 
Grant Writer 

The Washington Office on Latin America (WOLA) seeks a Grant Writer to work 
in a three-person development team that is responsible for securing the 
organization’s $2 million and growing annual operating budget. We seek 
someone who has several years of successful grant writing experience, a 
desire for a long-term career in fundraising, and a passion for human rights and 
social justice. This individual must be an exceptional and ambitious 
writer, an analytical thinker, and a highly-motivated team player. 

WOLA is a 38-year-old human rights organization with a full-time staff of 17, 
with seven interns, and six senior fellows. 

Essential Duties and Responsibilities: 

Work with program staffto develop and write high-quality grant proposals 
and reports while meeting funder requirements, deadlines, and 
specifications. 
Identify and research new sources of foundation funding, keep up to date 
on giving trends. 
With program staff, cultivate relationships with foundation program 
officers and effectively steward relationships with current funders. 
Accurately and confidently represent WOLA’s programming to foundation 
audiences. 
Assist in the management of WOLA’s donor database, helping to input 
accurate data, create connections, generate reports, and create new 
systems and protocol to increase efficiency. 
Support team efforts around hosting WOLA’s annual gala, soliciting 
sponsorships and assisting in event planning. 

QUALIFICATIONS: 

1. Exceptional writing and editing skills (in English). 
2. Strong research abilities and familiarity with foundation research tools. 
3~ Experience in grant writing and a proven ability to write successful 

foundation grants. 
4. Superior interpersonal skills and an ability to cultivate effective 

relationships with foundation staff as well as work collaboratively with 
WO LA staff. 

5~ Experience with fundraising contact management systems. 
6. Interest in international human rights, particularly in Latin America, and 

non-profit management. 
7. Extreme attention to detail and an ability to maintain organized and 



accurate records. 
8~ Ability to work well under deadlines. 
9. Problem solving skills, critical thinking, and troubleshooting abilities. 

10. High level of maturity and ability to act as a team player. 
11. Bachelor’s degree, fluency in English required, proficiency in Spanish 

highly desirable. 

SALARY: Commensurate with experience. Full health, dental, vision, long-term 
disability, and life insurance; three weeks annual vacation. 

START DATE: Immediately 

TO APPLY: Please submit the following in one PDF document electronically to 
employment@wola.org: 

1~ Cover letter 
2. Resume 
3. 2 page English writing sample, preferably a foundation proposal 
4. A list of two references with daytime telephone numbers and email 

addresses 

For more information, please visit www.wola.org 

Only candidates authorized to work in the U.S. without any restrictions 
need apply. 

- No phone calls please- 

WOLA encourages appfication by minority candidates and is an equal 

opportunity Amployer. 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

WOLA 

1666 Connecticut Ave NW, Suite 400 

Washington, DC 20009 

USA 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

@:= Tq¢ Email 

Marketing with VerticalResponse! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 7:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

’ and potential tutors 

Dear Eunice, 
Just a reminder to please put me in contact with about the potential tutors. 
FYI -- I did not accept two students into my the class. T only sent the email to you because we had talked numbers, so I was wondering if it was irnpor~ant in that regard to let 
late students in. But I know in the end if they can’t catch up they will be complaining about me, so I decided against letting them in. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@email.unc.edtp 

Thursday, Janua~’ 24, 2013 12:18 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekin~l@email.unc.edu>; Cave, Tracey <tcave@emml.unc.edtv~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtv~ 

Lism~a, Esfl~er Mukewa <li~a@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Esther Lisanza: Spring 2013 LAC Instructor 

Dear atl, 

This message is to confirm that the SwahN LAC sectio~ has successfully met the minimum enrollment deadline (7 students!). 

Tracey can begin the payment process outlh~ed below. 

~hanks for your p~:~enc:e, 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

www,unc.edu/depts/europe (Center for European Studies) 

areasfudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

http://www.unc,edu/euro (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Center for European Studies 

UNC Lanquages Across the Curriculum Proqram 
_U__N____C_____C_’_9_n_f__e____m__ _P___o__[__a_Ly____E___u_L_o_ _P___e__g_D___S__t__u_d_!__e__s___~£1_gj_9___r 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2012 2:33 PN 
To: Cave, Tracey; SaNe, EuNce N 

C¢: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Esther Lisanza: Spring 2013 LAC Instructor 
Dear all, 

I’m pleased to aanounce that Esther Lisanza will be serving as a LAC instructor during the Spring 2013 semester. 

A sum~nary of the payment details and course i~ffo~rnation is included below. I’ve attached a scarmed copy of the signed contract, should you need it for your records. 

Na~ne: Esther Lism~a 

PID: 

Employing unit: Department of A[’rican and Afro-American Studies 

LAC Section: SwaJaili supplementa~’y discussion section fbr AFRI 101: Intxo to ~4Xiican Civilization 

Payments:      lump-sum payment in Febma~ 2013 and      lump-sum payment in May 2013, each paid by the African Studies Center 

I will send confirmation shortly after the minimum enrollment deadline (Ja_nua~ 23, 2013) to let stax3"know whether the t}st payment should be processed. 

Best wishes for a pleasant end to the semester, 

Yanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

ww’¢wunc.edu!depts!europe (Center for European Studies) 
areasfudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

http://www.unc~edu!euro (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Center for European Sfudies 

UNC Corltemporary Europear~ Studies Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Thursday, 12:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Chimimanda 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Would you like to meet to discuss these details? 

Thanks! 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Ma~ckstein, La~a" <laJcam~b.email.unc.edu> 

Date: 11:32:43 AM EST 

To: ~glnaJd.com> 
Subject: C~fimimanda 

Hi 

Just getting in tonch regaxding the details for CNmimanda’s Monday night event with your class. If you could send me the following information, that would 

be great: 

Time, location (Chimimm~da pret}rs no seafood as she has some allergies), number of guests, topic to be discussed. 

Thanks so much! 

Lara Maxkstein 
Deparhnent Manager 

Curriculum in Glol~J~ Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr~ 301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu’global ffmdie s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Trace?, <tcave@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 12:26 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@emaiLunc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lisa~a, Esther Mukewa <li~i~a@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Esther Lisanza: Spring 2013 LAC Instructor 

Great, Thanks for letdng us know. 

-Tracey 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 20:13:12::18 PN 
Te: Kinsella, Tanya E; Cave, Tracey; SaNe, Eunice N 

Ce: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Esther Lisanza: Spring 20~3 ~C Instructor 

Dear 

This message is [o confirm d~at the Swahi~ kAC section has success[:u~ly met the mbl~mum enrollment deadline {7 students!}. 

Tracey can beg~n the payment process outlined below. 

Thanks for gout p~t~ence, 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

www.unc.edu/de _p_t_s__/_e___ujLo___p___e_. (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

._h__t_f_p__L/_4~_v_£v_~:__u___n___c__:__e___d___u_/_e___ujLo__ (EURO Major) 
Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Center for European Studies 

UNC Languages Across the Curriculum Proqram 

UNC Contemporary European Studies Major 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 20:12 2:33 PM 
To: Cave, Tracey; SaMe, Eunice N 

C¢: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Esther Lisanza: Spring 20:13 LAC Instructor 

Dear all, 

I’m pleased to am~ounce that Esther Lism~za will be serving as a LAC instructor during the Spring 2013 semester. 

A summaJ~’ of the payment details aJad course information is included below. I’ve attached a scaJaned copy of the signed contract, should you need it for your records. 

Name: Esther Lisa~za 

PID: 

E~nploying unit: Depart~nent of Ati’ican a~d Afro-~Xaneric~ Studies 

LAC Section: Swahili supplementa~cy discussion section for AFRI 101: Intro to African Civilization 

Paylnents: :     lump-suln paylnent in Febma~ 2013 and      lump-sum payment in May 2013, each paid by the African Studies Center 

I will send co~ffi~rnation shortly aAter the minimum enrolhnent deadlh~e (January 23, 2013) to let sta£f h~ow whether the first payment should be processed. 

Best wishes for a pleasant end to the semesteL 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

www.unc~edu/depfs/europe (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies,unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

htfp://www.unc.edu/euro (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

_U____N____C_____C__~t__e__L!__o__r___E__~_Lo_ _p___e__~__S__t_~__d_Le4 
UNC Languages Across the Curriculum Proqram 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

k~anken@email.unc.edu 

Thursday, January. 24, 2013 1:17 PM 

IAAR search updates 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Kenneth Janken 

Deax Colleagues, 

I have "the tbllowing updates to share with you. 

1) Our efforts to identify candidates resulted in one new applicant:            in Anthropology. I’m inclined to interview her. Plea~ read her application and let me 

know if you DO NOT think she should be interviewed. IfI do not hear t?om any of you by Saturday, I will assume that there is no objection, and I will "then move on to 

scheduling the candidates’ interviews and punic forums. 

2) One candidate, . withdrew her name from consi&ration due to heolth issues. So we have three candidates to consider: 

and 

3) You should soon receive a Doodle poll for a meeting of the search committee. The agenda will be refinement of the interview questions (I will send tl~e liszt developed 

earlier in the process), development of a rating sheet, and set fl~e topic for the open forum. Please als~ think about who from the nniversi~ commnnity should be invited 

to the forums and’or to meet with the candidates. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

This forwmded message was sere via The Universi~ of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "Directol: Institute of African-American Research search" 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: Directol: Institute of African-American Reseaxch se~xch. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: CNmimmlda 

I have classes until 5 today but I could come in tomorrow morning at 9, if that would work for you! 

So far. is the only person that has confirmed but I will follow up with a few people who expressed interest. 

See you soon, 

O11 , at 12:28 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

Tt is good to hear from you. 

Yes and T am in the office today, so feel free to drop by. 

Is there an update on the recruitment? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:~.8 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Chimimanda 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Would you like to meet to discuss these details? 

Thanks! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Markstein, La~a" <laxam@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 11:32:43 AM EST 

To: ~gma~l.com> 
Subject: Chimim m~da 

Hi 

Just getting in touch regalding the details for CNmimandds Monday night event with your class. If you could send me fl~e following 
information, that would be great: 

Time, location (CNmimanda prefers no seatbod as she has some allergies), number of guests, topic to be discussed. 

Thanks ~ much! 

Lain Markstein 
Department Manager 

Cumculum in Globa3 Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 
UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu/globals~adie s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:27 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ba-ltam@Eskserv.unc.edu; i~-gmd@listserv.~mc.edu 

FW: Film Screening: La Vida No Es Facil (Life Isn’t Easy) 

Students United for Immigrant Equality at UNC Chapel Hill invites you to attend the following FREE film screening and a post-screening discussion with the 
film’s Director: 

La Vida No Es Facil (Life Isn’t Easy) on Tuesday, January 29 at 7:00PM at the FedEx Global Education Center, room 1005. (301 Pittsboro St., Chapel Hill.) Maurice 
M. Martinez (USA, 2006) 60 rain. 

This documentary examines the issue of the ineligibility of undocumented immigrants for in-state tuition at North Carolina’s public universities and how this situation affects the 
lives of college-aged Latino students. Director Maurice M. Martinez examines this controversial topic through the stories of three such students who were born to poor farm 
workers in Mexico. They have spent much of their lives in the U.S. and are struggling to find the financial resources to attend college. Other topics covered include 
misconceptions of the Latino community, the conditions of agricultural labor and the impact of Latinos on the economy. English and Spanish with subtitles. 
This screening is part of a new state-wide campaign, Let’s Learn NC, to support in-state tuition for undocumented students. Hope you can join us! 

¢@email.unc.edu 
Global Studies and Spanish majors, Global Cinema minor 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cave, Trace?, <tcave@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, Janua~ 24, 2013 4:47 PM 

Kinsella, Tanya E <tekinsel@emaiLunc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lisa~a, Esther Mukewa <li~i~a@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Esther Lisanza: Spring 2013 LAC Instructor 

2 payments of: ~ are now waiting in payroll (one for" Feb. and one for’ May). 

Thanks! 

-Tracey 

From: Kinsella, Tanya E 
Sent: Thursday, January 24, 20:[3 :[2::[8 PM 
To: Kinsella, Tanya E; Cave, Tracey; SaNe, Eunice N 

C¢: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE: Esther Lisanza: Spring 20:[3 LAC Instructor 

Dear atl, 
This message is to confirm that the Swahili L’,-1C section has successfully met the rninirnum enrollment deadline (7 students!)~ 

Tracey can begin the payment process outlined below. 

Thanks for your patience, 

Tanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

www.unc.edu/depts/europe (Center for European Studies) 
areastudies.unc~edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

_h___f_f_ _p__:__/_’_/___w__~_*~}_*(_s__u_D__c_:_~__d___u__/_"__e___U__L_O_. (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

._U__[_q___C_____C____e___n__t_e__r__!__o__[___E_u__r__o_p e a n Studies 

UNC Lancjuages Across the Curriculum Pregram 
_U____N____C_____C_’__9__n___t__e____m__ _P___o__E_a__r_Y____E___q_r___o_ _P___e__g__n____S__t___u___d_Le__s___~__~_gj__o___r 

From: Kinsella, ianya E 
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 20:[2 2:33 PN 
To: Cave, Tracey; SaNe, EuNce N 

Cc: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: Esther Lisanza: Spring 20:[3 LAC Instructor 
Dear all, 

I’m pleased to am~ounce that Esther Lism~za will be serving as a LAC instructor during the Spring 2013 semester. 

A snmtnary of the payment details and course in[’o~rnation is included below. I’ve attached a scarmed copy of the signed contract, should yon need it for your records. 

Nmne: Esther Lisa~za 

PID: 

Employing unit: Department of A[’ricma amd Afro-Americam Studies 

LAC Section: Swahili supplementary discussion section for AFRI 101: Intro to African Civilization 

Payments:      lulnp-snm payment in February 2013 amd      lump-sum pas~nent in May 2013, each paid by the Ati’ican Studies Center 

I will send confirmation shortly after the minimum enrollment deadline (Ja_nua~ 23, 2013) to let sta3q’know whether the t)st payment should be processed. 

Best wishes for a pleasant end to the semester, 

Yanya 

Tanya E. Kinsella, Ph.D. 

Undergraduate Academic Program Coordinator 

Center for European Studies, CB# 3449 

FedEx Global Education Center, Rm 3213 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-962-1602 

wwwamc.edu/depts/europe (Center for European Studies) 
areasfudies.unc.edu/lac (Languages Across the Curriculum) 

http://www.unc.edu/euro (EURO Major) 

Visit us on Facebook: 

UNC Center for European Studies 

UNC Lanquages Across ]he Curriculum Proqram 

UNC CoE~temporary Europeap Studies ,Major 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Franco Lafontaine <franco.lafontaine@gmail.com> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Recording Esther Cooper Jackson Talk 

W9 - editable version.pdf; IC form - Videographer.pdf 

Hi Franco, 

Thank you again for putting this video together for us~ Attached you will find the forms we need you to complete for your payment. Make sure to sign both forms~ For the IC form 

everything is filled out for you except your name {Section 1), your contact information (Section 3), and your signature (Section 4). Below is the address of our office for you to send 

the DVD and flash drive copies of the talk. I spoke to Mrs. Jackson and she is expecting your call tomorrow morning~ Please let me know if you need anything or have any questions. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Franco Lafontaine. @gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, 11:03 AM 

To; ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Recording Esther Cooper Jackson Talk 

I can talk at 5pm 

On            12:26 AM,                    @live.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you so much for contacting me Franco. This is really a very great service for us here at UNC. Could we set aside a time to speak on the phone tomorrow? 

Thank you again, 

Franco Lafontaine < _agmail.com> wrote: 

Dear 

Hello my name is Francisco Lafontaine, I am a student at LI U. Professor Larry Banks asked me to contact you about the recording of a talk Esther Cooper Jackson will be making 

for your evenL The other student who will be helping is Steven Jacoby Peacock. 

Here is our contact info 

Francisco Lafontaine (You can call me Franco) 

@gmail.com 

Steven Jacoby Peacock: 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 24, 2013 5:42 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Commentary in today’s Huffington Post: The NCAA’s Attack on Academic Freedom 

Hello alh 

I wanted to forward you a commentary I co-authored with Dr. Ellen Staurowsky in today’s Huffington Post. 

http://www.huffin~tonpost.com/ellen-j-staurowsky/ncaa-academic-freedom b 2541357.html 

I look forward to discussing this in greater detail. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

’Associate Professor - Sport ’Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research InsLiLuLe 

Woollen Ha[~ 203C 

Office - 9~9.962-3507 

Fax - 9~.9.962~6235 

seuth~[~ema~Lu~c.edu 

UNC Sport Administration websRe: 

CSR[ Conference on College Sport webs[re: ~,~?.~,~?.~,~?.:9:~.~.~.G~2~.~.~2~.~.~.~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a29~756~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32666988 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32666988-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Friday, Jamlary 25, 2013 7:30 AlVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

The weather & my Friday schedule 

Deal Eunice, 
With inclement weather predicted, I plan to leave on the 10:40 bus and work frown home. Do you want to touch base before then? My class ends at 8:50, and I’ll be in 

the building from then nntil 10:30. If something comes up later in the day, call me at home: 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. JaJaken 

Professor of AIi~o- American Studies 

Department of African and AI~o-Amefica~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

Univelsi~ ofNort~ C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my pnblications: 

http:/iw~,w~un~ass~edu,’umpl~e ss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edt~/books:T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu:book!P00780 

htt p://nndpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 8:30 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

UTC’s next application deadline is Feb. 1, 2013/Webinar FOR YOU ! 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 
Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with individuals you 
know are interested in starting their career in urban education reform by being an 
effective teacher! Our next application deadline is ONE WEEK AWAY on February 
~L, 201:3. Anyone interested in our Chicago or Oakland, CA Final Interview 
locations needs to complete an application by this deadline. 
To help you as referring partner to know more about who we are looking for, I am 
hosting a webinar for career center staff, professors, AmeriCorp program staff, 

etc. on Friday, February 1,201:3 at lOAM EST. In :30 min, you will learn who UTC 
is looking for and how we are different in the field of teacher preparation. Please 
register online through this link: 
Topic: Urban Teacher Center Overview for Referring Partners 
Date and time: 
Friday, February 1, 2013 10:00 am, Eastern Standard lime (New York, GMT-05:00) 
Event number: 808 657 885 
Event password: teacher 
Panelist password: The Event has no Panelist Password 
Host key: 61688::[ (Use this to reclaim host privileges.) 
Event address for attendees: 
https’.//urbanteachercenter.webex.comZurbanteachercenter/onstaqe/q.php? 
d =808657885&t=a 
Below is an overview of our program that describes the unique aspects of our 
program. Please share with others that might be interested in being one of the 
nation’s most expert and accountable teachers. Please follow us on Twitter 
@UrbanTeacherCtr and like us at FacebookiUrbanTeacherCenter. We are going 
to be at career events all over the country over the next few months! Thanks! 
Kerry 
Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, IVID 
Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 
program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 
additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 
followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 
middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 
teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 
Master[3s of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 
performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 
learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 
most expert and results-oriented in the nat:ion. For more information, visit us ot 
the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our upcoming application deadlines for 
the 201:3-14 school year are: February 1, 201:3, and March 15, 201:3. The 
program for the 201:3-2014 school year will begin on or around mid-June 201:3. 
The application is available online at UTC’s website at 
www.urbanteachercenter.org. Please also sign up for the next webinar--February 
20, 201:3 through the Events Section of the UTC website. 
Kerry 

Urb,~in Teacher C,~!;l:el i 1500 Urfior! MIll, Suil:e 2200 I B{dl:i,q!ore MD 2"!2"! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Friday, 9:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: CNmimmada 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

I’m sorry I didn’t realize that we could meet! I can meet on Monday at 8:30 if that would work for you. 

See you soon, 

On Fri, at 8:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Dear 

I am not sure if I sent you a reply. But if you have time we can meet at &00am today~ Hopefully you are on your way. ff not let me know when we can meet on Monday. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 

From: (&lmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:59 PN 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Chimimanda 

I have cl&sses until 5 today but I could come in tomorrow morning at 9, if that would work for you! 

So far. is the only person that has confirmed but I will follow up with a few people who expressed interest. 

See yo’d soon, 

On , at 12:28 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

It is good to hear from you. 

Yes and I am in the office today, so feel free to drop by. 

Is there an update on the recruitment? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: Chimimanda 

#gmail.com] 
12:18 PM 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

Would you like to meet to discuss these details? 

Thaalks! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Marks~tein, Lara" <laram(&email.unc.edn> 
Date: ,11:32:43 AM EST 
To ~gmaJl.com> 
Subject: Ofimhnanda 

Hi 



Just getting in touch regarding the details tbr Chimimanda’s Monday night event with your class. If you could ~nd me the tbllowing 
iatbnnatio~ that would be great: 

Time, location (Chimimanda prefers no seafood as she has solne aJdergies), number of guests, topic to be discussed. 

Thin,ks so much! 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 
UNC-Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3263 

Www .global .~mc.ed u/global s~t udie s 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, :47 PM 

McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James @firscht~:email.unc.edu-~; Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edw~; Simp~n, 

Bland <bsimpson@email.unc.edtr~; Colver, Reed <rcolveg@ anc.edu>; Mea~a, Jeffrey <meanz~r@email.unc.edtr’~; Navalinsky, David B 

<dbnav@enrail.unc.edw~; Coble, McKay ~acoble@emaJl.unc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.eda>; Scales, Ti~n <tscales@e~nail.unc.edu>; Pollock~ Della <pollock@email.unc.edu>; Alexander Craft, Renee 

Jacqaeline <renee.alexander.craft@anc.edu>; Mumby, Dermis K <mranby@email.anc.edu>; Kaiz, Maxk < mkatz@email.unc.edt~> 

@live.unc.edu> 

@live.uric.era> 

Adviso~ Committee for the Process Series 

To our new partners and members of the advisory committee for the Process Series. 

Hope the beginning of the year has treated you well. 

We are planning a meeting the week of or 

My work study student, Eric James, will be sending you a google schedule doc (or similar scheduling tool) to determine when the best time for our next meeting for the new 
Advisory Committee the Process Series. It will be held at the IAH. 

These are are current representatives as far as T understand. If you have different or another member to recommend please let me know (including any at large suggestions). 
Though we want to keep the committee to a reasonable number. 

From IAH John McGowan 
From Drama David Navalinsky (McKay CoNe chair) 
From Art Jim Hirschfield 

From Music Lee Weisert <weisert@elnail.unc.edu> (Mark Katz chair) 

From English & Comparative Lit Heidi Km~ & Bland Simpson (Beverly Taylor chair) 

From Cumin Studies Della Pollock and Renee Alexander Craft (Dennis Mumby chair) 

From African AmericardAfrican Studies Eunice Sahle chair 
From Playmakers Jeff Meanza 

From CPA Reed Colver 

At large members: 
Jules Odendahl James - Duke 
Ken Weiss 
Tim Scale~ marketing specialist 

The agenda tbr the meeting includes: 

1. Selection and budgeting for next yeax (we have $16,000 in hand at this point with more to raise) 

2. Student Selection 

3. WW1 & Water Projects 

4. Development - funding (strategic paxtners’iesidency grants/endowment) 

5. Swain Hail - raising funds for flexible seating black box and creating a "smart stage" - digita1 media and performance space (in partnership ruth CPA?) 

Please bring ideas for possible selection for ne~ year (or coming years). Check in ruth your faculty for ideas. Look at visiting artists that might be already coming. 

I will al~ send you proposaJs for projects "that are already in flae works. 

Thankyou, 

Joseph Hegel 
Director of the Process Series 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:[9-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Shenyl Kleinmma <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 2:01 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] DO NOT FORGET to complete this SHORT survey about the UNC strat, plan DEADLINE: TODAY 

Please fill it out and SEND TO COLLEAGUES at UNC, CH. Thanks. VERY IMPORTANT. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [genemllhculty] Urgent: UNC system strategic plan, comments needed from faculty by TttlS FRIDAY 

Date:Tue, 22 Jan 2013 22:20:14 +0000 
From:Faculty Governance 

Reply-To:Whisnant, Anne Mitchell <Anne Whisnant~unc.edu> 

To:General Facullv <~enerali:aculty(~listserv.unc.edu> 

Ask our Faculty Council to fommlly endorse the position taken by Faculty Assembly on the plarming document. Since our Faculty Council does not meet 
until February 8th, yore’ elected Faculty Executive Coinmittee, which is einpmvered to act on the Comicil’s behalf in situations where speed is 
necessary, will take up this action at their meeting on Monday, January 28th. 

OflEr specific edits and snggestions for changes to the draft plan. At this point, what is needed are not general reactions, by veiy specific snggestions for changes, 

enhancements, or additions linked clearly to particular pages and passages in the draft plan. These comments will be folded into a general UNC-Chapel Hill 

faculty response document to be assembled this weekend by Chair Boxill and other thcalty leaders. To make it easier for you to offer suggestions and to 

make it easier for your representatives to assimilate them, we have created a simple, four-question, open-ended survey that you can access at 

this link. You will be asked for your name, department, any comments you may have on the plan, and whether we may list your name as 
supporting the Faculty Assembly resolutions passed Friday (linked from the main documents page referenced above). If you would like to 
respond, please do so by 5:00 pm fltis F~Jday, January 25th. 

Thank you for your attention to this matter. It is by no means too late to Inake a difference, and faculty voices need to be heard now. 

Sincereb; 

Jan Boxill 

Chair oflhe Facalty 
Director, Parr Center for Ethics 
Master Lecturer, Department of Philosophy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 3125 
Office Phone: 919-962-3317 
Mobile Phone: 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-faculty as: <a hreD"ma~lto:eunice@emaAl.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <bl~> 

emaAl to <a hieD"ma~lto:leave-32670880- 3692316.5edd0fl2bib180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32670880- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a> 



From: 

Sent; 

To; 

Subject; 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3anuary 25, 2013 3:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FVV: AFAM    Class Last Semester 

Dear Eunice -- 

And still good things happen in the midst of it all. T try to share the positive (see below) since the other is so easy to find. 

Take care and stay warm. 

Tim 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 2:51 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM    Class Last Semester 

Hi Professor McMillan, 

T hope the semester has started well for you. T just wanted to say T loved your class last semester and hope to take another class with you before T graduate. Thanks for 

keeping lectures fast paced, yet clear and interesting. 
Because of my great experience in AFAM .1 have decided to minor in AFAM. 

On another note, T’m fairly certain you said you don’t teach AFAM , but if there’s even a slight chance you might teach it before T graduate spring ., please let me know. 
I’d love to be in your class! 

Best, 

From: McMillan, Tim [t-jml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:37 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AFAM    Class Tues 

Go see Michelle and I can get you access to the movie later. 

TMc 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 10:36 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM    Class Tues 

Hi Prof McMillan, 

I recently found out Michelle Obama is coming to UNC on Tuesday (doors open during our class time). Is there any way to access the movie (online or otherwise) if we miss 
class to go to see the First Lady’s talk? 

Thanks for your time, 

AFAM    student 

From: McMillan, Tim [tjml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,, ~: 54- AM 
To: 
Subject: REI AFAM -Southern Hospitality 

Hi-- 

I’ve never seen a discussion about this so I really can’t answer your question. Since enslaved people were a central backbone of Southern culture I’m sure they contributed to 
the development of Southern hospitality but specifics I don’t know. 

Good question 

TMc 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday,’~ 2:01 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: AFAM -Southern Hospitality 

Hi Prof. McMillan, 

Is there evidence that shows where/how the "southern hospitality" culture began? Does it possibly have something to do with African culture that slaves brought with them or 
is it an entirely unrelated phenomenon? 



Than~, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Friday, Jannary 25, 2013 4:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

New York Times Review of Distance aM Desire 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

We are pleased to share with you recent coverage of 
Distance and Desire: Encounters with the African Archive, 
including reviews in The New Yorker and The New York Times. 
Distance and Desire, Part I1: Contemporary 
Reconfigurations is on view in New York through March 9. 

~;ii NewYorkTimes Review 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York, NY 10001 
+1 212 352 0683 



contact@walthercollection.com 
Opening Hours: 
Wednesday-Saturday, 12pm-6pm 
www.walthercollection.com 

,~.~] ~¢ Follow The Walther Collection on Facebook and Twitter. 

Forward email 

I 

This email was sent to eunice~email.unc.ed~i b~,, contact@walthercollection.com 
U~_date Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt i~me,.’al ~’¢idl SafeUnsubscribe’~’ Privacy Polic~’. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, Januao, 26, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: As Worries Ebb, Small Investors Propel Markets 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel j Editorials i Op- .BJJ i On YNs Day 

C,~[onlize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

January 26, 2013 

TOP NEWS 

As Worries Ebb, Small 

Investors Propel Markets 

After millions of people all but 
abandoned the markets after the 
2oo8 financial crisis, individual 
investors are pouring money into 
stock mutual flmds for the first time 
in years. 

Court Rejects Obama Move 

to F~ll Posts 

President Obama violated the Constitution when he bypassed the Senate last year to fill vacancies 
on the National Labor Relations Board, a federal appeals corn1, panel ruled on Friday. 

Openly Gay, and Openly Welcomed i~l Co~lgress 

The ~3th Congress ineludes six openly gay and bisexual members in the House and a lesbian in the 
Senate, a significant change from the past. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’re roo~i~g jbr more cold weatt~er," 

RAYMOND W. KELLY, po[iee commissioner o[’ New Yock City, whieh wen~ without ~ tam’dry for 

more than nine days. 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ vm~c,,, playing 
Catch-Up         I 
Students at Rockaway 
Park High School for 
Environmental Sustainabifity are 
back in their school, and they’re 
struggling to make up for lost time. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Don t ContMn 

Asia’s internal balance 
of power should be 
key to om" strategy. 

The joys of cheese inspire 
words of whimsy and wit 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

The many ways te clean a leek 

Florence Fabricant’s recommendations in Front Burner 

WORLD 

Deadly Riots Erupt Across Egypt on Anniversary of Revolution 

Egyptians in Tahrir Square protested against the Muslim Brotherhood, and the military is said to 



have deployed armored vehicles in Suez on Saturday to restore security. 

[] More Photographs 

Chh~ese Leade~° Takes Co~cillatory To~e h~ Meeth~g Wlth Japa~mse Lawmake~° 

Xi Jinping, the Chinese leader, met with the lawmaker in an effort to cool tensions with Japan over 

islands in the East China Sea claimed by both nations. 

°P~’opaganda~ by Gays Faces Russia~ Cm’bs Amld U~rest 

Police arrested about 2o people as attackers hurled eggs and paint at gay rights advocates who 
gathered in Moscow to protest a bill that outlaws "homosexual propaganda." 

o More World News 

F,D,A, :Likely to Add Limits o~ Pai~ldlle~’s 

Dm advisory panel to the Food and Drug Administration voted ~9 to lO to recommend increased 
restrictions on hydroeodone products, the country’s most widely used narcotic painkillers. 

I~ Fight Over Life, a New Call by Catholics 

Some Catholic leaders and theologians are asking why so many of those who call themselves "pro- 
life" have been silent, or even opposed, when it comes to gun control. 

In Sttrp~ise, Ed~lcato~" Tied to Cheath~g Rejects Deal 

Clarence Mumford St., who is aecused of soliciting teachers to take eertifieation exams for others, 
said the proposed 9- to l~-.vear sentenee was "too severe for what I am charged with." 

BUSINESS 

R~slr~g ~1~" l~’ees Meant ,MI Viewer’s Pay to Keep Spo*°ts Far~s Happy 

Per-subscriber fees for sports television networks keep going up, and the cost gets passed on to 
viewers whether they watch the games or not. 

COMMON SENSE 

Japa~’s Role h~ Mald~g Ba~terles fo~" Boei~g 

Was GS Yuasa, the Japanese company that made the Dreamliner’s lithinmqon battery, chosen 
based on merit or a quid pro quo a~’angement? 

YOUR MONEY 
Dispufir~g a Charge on You~° C~’edlt Ca~’d 

~II~e eat and mouse game that goes on behind the scenes can be tilted more, or less, in your favor, 
depending on hmv you go about it. 

~ g’os~ a Comment 

S P 0 RTS 

GRIZZLIES 101, NETS 77 

Faci~Lg °I’est~. Nets Fall to Show Up 

In a game against Memphis that Coach P. a. Carlesimo had deemed "a barometer for where we’re 
at," the Nets fell behind by 23 before halftime and lost. 

~Lak      
lass Aopear Empty at Halfway Mark 

A Former Top Swlmme~ Gives Happh~ess a Cha*~ce 

Dagny Knutson, 2~, once the most promising teenage swimmer in the country, traces her decline to 
her decision not to swim in college. 

Ed~matlon Depto O~-de~-s Spo~’ts Access fo~, Disabled 

~II~e Education Department said school districts must provide qualified students an equal 
opportunity to participate in extracurricular athletics to the maximmn extent appropriate. 

o More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



New York City Ballet’s celebration of Tchaikovsky is rich, complex and interesting, even if it is 
problematic for mnsic pm~sts and some of the dancers. 

~E] Slide Show 

ARTSBEAT 

~F;~az~ Center Opens ~ California 

A strnetm’e billed as the first stand-alone bnilding designed fl)r jazz in this country drew a host of 
noted performers on opening night. 

Dish by Dish~ A~°t of Last Meals 

Ice water, pickles, a cigarette and a soda -these are some of death row inmates’ final choices, 
documented on plates by Julie Green in her project "The Last Supper." 

TRAVEL 

In Q*mbec~ a Celebration on S’lds 

Dm’ing the Crossing of the Gasp~ Peninsula, known to the author as the "coolest ski week on earth," 
music, crepes and trailside cocktails are all part of the experience. 

JOURNEYS 

A ~!,~onsoon, Then Underwate~° Magic h~ Malays~a 

~I]ae weather forces a family to make a vacation detour to one of the top diving destinations in the 
world. 

EXPLORER 

Mu~l, Leeches and Stunnh~g Beauty h~ ’£asma~fia 

Why were we doing this? A journey through Australian extremes tests the limits between vacation 
and hardship. 

o More ]ravel News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

A Court Upholds Republican CMcanery 
Using phony Senate sessions, lawmakers tried to keep two federal agencies from operating. 

EDITORIAL 

~When Police ~lolate the Coustlt~tion 
A federal judge assails the New York City Police Department’s stop-and-frisk program for its flagrant 
indifference to the Fonrth Amendment. 

EDITORIAL 

Hope, and Lessons, h~ Somalia 
The country’s positive evolution may offer some cautionary advice for the fight against militants in 
Mall. 

Mere Opinion 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rig the Vote 

Republican lawmakers in some states have a new devilish plan to tilt presidential votes their way. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ooldilocks and tlke 3 Politicia~ls 

Listening to the House of Representatives debate the debt ceiling stirs up memories of favorite 

childhood stories. 

~ Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The N,C.AoAJs Etlfics P~’oblem 

l~’om a look at some investigations in college sports, it seems as if abusing the legal system is all in a 
day’s work. 



~ Columnist Page 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 26, 195o, India prodaimed itself a republic. 

See This Front Page 
Buy This F~’ont Page 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, JanuaD~ 26, 2013 6:16 AM 

lwelewise@email.unc.edu 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; ~ya]~oo.com 

Dear Lucy, 
I am a colleague of EuNce who just introduced us via email. Eunice suggested that I contact you regarding a project the 20/20 Sisters of Vision Giving Circle is involved in. We 
are seeking UNC student tutors for our project and I sincerely hope you can help us in our mission. The member of the group that is the coordinator of this project is Denise 
Rowson, who is an administrator for the Durham Public School system. I have copied her on this email. Also, please find below her description of the project. 
T look forward to meeting with you regarding our efforts to find tutors to help with our community project. 

With all my best, 
Nargaret 
The 20/20 Sisters of Vision Giving Circle chose youth education and development as a theme for their 2013 giving. We wanted to pick organizations that were located in the 
Triangle area, primarily in Durham. After researching and interviewing several youth organizations in this community, we chose Project BUTLD as one of our organizations that 
we would give our time, talents and treasures to. 
Project BUILD is a Durham-based organization that works with youth, prospective gang members, that want to put their lives back on the right track~ They provide literacy, 
youth development programming and educational opportunities. Dr. Lowery, their director, has shared with us that one of their greatest challenges is finding volunteer tutors 
that will help their participants to work toward their GED and high school diplomas. As a result they have had to turn several youth away because they cannot help them. They 
are in need of about 10-12 tutors who will work with these :~5-21 age youth and young adults to achieve this goal. 
The 20/20 Sisters Of Vision Giving Circle has chosen to partner with Project BUTLD to identify tutors for this organization. The actual tutoring is scheduled to begin in early 
February. The tutoring would probably take place at the NC Cooperative Extension Building in downtown Durham on Foster Street :~-2 times per week. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, January 27, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: A Flood of Suits Fights Coverage of Birth Control 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... Today;,sHeadlines .......................................................................... 
~1)¢ ~’~0 ~rk ~"~im¢~ January 27, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I .%.& I Business I ..S.~...o..r.t..s. I .A..~..s. I _.a..a..~.a..zj..n..e., I Editorials I ..O.~..-..E..d.. I .O...n....T...h.Ls....D..a.~. 

TOP NEWS 

A Flood of Suits Fights 
Coverage of Birth Control 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

In recent months, federal courts have 
seen dozens of lawsuits from religious 
institutions and private employers who 
say providing birth control to employees 
would violate their beliefs. 

Secret Donors Finance Fight 
Against Hagel 
By JIM RUTENBERG 

Conservative groups financed by 
anon)anous donors are running ads 
against Chuck Hagel, the nonfinee for 
secretary of defense, reflecting the 
continuing effects of the Citizens United 
decision. 

BEARING ARMS 
Selling a New Generation on 
Guns 
By MIKE MclNTIRE 

Threatened by declining participation in shooting sports, gun makers and sellers have poured nfillions of 
dollars into a campaign to get firearms into the hands of more, and yomager, children. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Let’s be serious. They took a chance on me." 

MAYOR MICHAEL R. BLOOMBERG, on Jolms Hopkins University, where he flourished despite a 

lackluster lfigh school record. 

WORLD 

the Zaatari 
Refugee Camp 
There are more thm~ 



300,000 Syrian refugees in Jordan, 

73,000 of them in the Zaatari camp. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINION 
Talking, Walking 

Objects 
By CARLA DIANA 

The future is rich with 
seusor-based, aninmted 
devices to give us affirmation, coach us 
and just plain keep us company. 

" ~ Video: A Day in the Near Future 

All hail the Tater Tot 
ALSO IN DINING &WINE >> 

Creole spices power a Super Bowl feast 

Save the whole spice grinding for special occasions 

nytimes,�o.m Dil N fNG & ~ :1 NE 

WORLD 

A City in Egypt Erupts in Chaos Over Sentences 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The govenmaent appeared to have lost control of Port Said, a nmjor city, after a court sentenced 21 soccer 
fans to death and their supporters poured into the streets. 

French Capture Strategic Airport in Move to Retake North Mali 
By LYDIA POLGREEN and SCOTT SAYARE 

French forces took control of the Islanfic rebel stronghold of Gao, winning the biggest prize yet in the battle 
to retake the northern half of Mall 

, U.S. Weighing How Much Help to Give France’s Military Operation in Mali 

Rio’s Exploding Manholes Menace Residents and Highlight Aging 

Infrastructure 
By SIMON ROMERO and TAYLOR BARNES 

Rio de Jmaeiro, which will host the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Summer Ol3anpics, faces criticism for not 
doing enough to curb the deadly problem. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

For 3 Women, Combat Option Came a Bit Late 
By ELISABETH BUMILLER and JAMES DAO 

For three officers, the ban on women in combat was not so much a glass ceiling as a seenfingly bulletproof 
one that linfited their career options witlfin the nfilitary. 

Focus on Preserving Heritage Can Limit Foster Care for Indians 
By DAN FROSCH 

A chronic shortage of licensed Indian foster fanfilies ha many states complicates the ability to allow Indian 
children to renmin connected with their heritage at a turbulent time. 

New Hampshire Police Chiefs Hold a 31-Gun Raffle for a Training Program 
By JESS BIDGOOD 

The New Hampshire Association of Chiefs of Police defends its decision to raffle off 31 guns in May in the 
wake of the Connecticut elementary school shootings. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Lincoln’s School of Management 
By NANCY F. KOEHN 

The deliberations over the Emancipation Proclamation built the leaderslfip backbone of Abraham Lincoln, 



and offer huge lessons for modem executives. 

FAIR GAME 
Making Them Pay (and Confess) 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Mary Jo Wlfite, the new head of the Securities and Exchange Conmfission, has a chance to scuttle the 
practice of letting companies settle eases without adnfitting fault. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 
A New Housing Boom? Don’t Count on It 
By ROBERT J. SHILLER 

Despite noises about a tunfing point in the hottsing market, the data doesn’t suggest any particular path for 
future prices. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

A Saint in His City: Archie Manning in New Orleans 
By SAM BORDEN 

The Mannings, the first fmnily of New Orleans quarterbacks, have called the city home since Archie, father of 
Peyton and Eli, was drafted by the Saints in a97L 

ON BASKETBALL 
The Nets’ Key Player, and Their Key Pawn 
By HOWARD BECK 

Despite Brook Lopez’s fine season and Dwight Howard’s horrid one, an exchange of centers by the Nets and 
the woeful Lakers may still happen. 

76ERS 97, KNICKS 80 
The Knicks, Finally All Together, Prove Altogether Lackluster 
By TIM ROHAN 

Even with their full complement of talented, confident and expensive pieces at their disposal, the Knicks 
were unable to slow down the 76ers and 3rue Holiday, who scored 35 points. 

" ~, Box Score I Offthe Dribble: Knicks No. 1 in N.B.A. on Forbes List 

" An Off-Year for the Celtics’ Pierce Is Punctuated by an All-Star Snub 

¯ ..M...o..r..e._.S.ports News 

ARTS 

Pure Dance, Pure Finale 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

Trisha Brown, a leading choreographer for more than 50 years, will present her last two drawees at the 
Brookl3aa Academy of Music this week. 

". ~ Slide Show 

Not Like the Old Boss: Hip-Hop’s Spirit Guide 
By JON CARAMANICA 

ASAP Yams is the behhad-the-scenes - or not so behhad-the-scenes - presence in the career of the expansive 
hip-hop artist ASAP Rocky. 

-’ ;Y4. Interactive Feature I ~ Popcast: ASAP Rocky Arrives 

To Heighten the Art? Take It to Vegas 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

Michael Mayer’s new production of "Rigoletto," set in 196os Las Vegas, will continue the Metropolitan 
Opera’s attempts to wake up its opera revivals. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Price of a Stolen Childhood 
By EMILY BAZELON 



Victims of clfild pornography can now collect damages directly from those convicted of possessing their 
images. But how much can restitution help them repair their lives? 

How to Make an Ironman Whimper (and Cough) 
By BILL DONAHUE 

The race to the top of very tall buildings. 
:’ ~ Audio & Photos: Stairway to Hell 

Could Cyril Ramaphosa Be the Best Leader South Africa Has Not Yet Had? 
By BILL KELLER 

The man who was once Nelson Mandela’s chosen successor retula~S to govelaunent, tiffs time as a business 
tycoon. 

¯ More From the Maqazine )) 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 
What We Don’t Know Is Killing Us 
After a 17-year freeze imposed by the gun lobby, government research on the causes and prevention of gun 
violence must resume. 

:" Maureen Dowd is off today. 

EDITORIAL 
Mr. Cameron’s European Fantasy 
The British prime nfinister is ambivalent about his country’s future in the European Union, but he can’t 
pretend to have it both ways. 

EDITORIAL 
The Bird Flu Experiments 
Research on the deadly bird flu virus is to resmne, but have all earlier concerns been adequately addressed? 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
She’s (Rarely) the Boss 
By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF 

Sheryl Sandberg, the No. 2 executive at Facebook, offers a provocative take on why women are so 
tmderrepresented in leadership positions. 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Revolution Hits the Universities 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Nothing has more potential to let us reimagine higher education than massive open online course, or MOOC, 
platforms. 

. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Divided by Abortion, United by Feminism 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

How the pro-life movement has learned to love equal opportmfity. 

’: Columnist Page I Slog 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Your Biggest Carbon Sin May Be Air Travel 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

With President Obmna declaring climate change a part of his second-telan agenda, all eyes are on the United 
States on the matter of airlines’ carbon enfissions. 



NEWS ANALYSIS 

Who Decides the Laws of War? 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Can nfilitary tribtmals charge people with idios3a~cratic offenses that are not war crimes trader intela~ational 
law? 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 27, 1967, Astronauts Virgil I. "Gus" Grissom, Edward H. White and Roger B. Chaffee died in a flash 

fire during a test aboard their Apollo I spacecraft at Cape Kennedy, Fla. 

¯ See This Front 
¯ ~.u..y...T..l~i.s..E.r..o.~.& £.a.,.~.e. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:06 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Du Bois Contl Parking 

Dear 

Congratulations!!! (.unless they postposed your comps because of the bad weather) I overlooked parking arrangement for panelists Ali,and Lentz-Smith, and also for registered attendees 
from out of town. Thursday the parking garage behind the Stone Center is open to the public, but can ~ve do anything for Friday and Saturday???? We will be getting questions. Thanks 
much. -Pro£ H 

From: Cald~ve11, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, 1:18 PM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Du Bois Conf~ Parking 

][)ear Reg, 
Kwesi Brookins from NC State sent me an el:nail asking about parking options for the conference I told him about the garage on Rosemary St. It would probably be helpl~l to send parking 

options to those who are registered for the conference The Morehead lot might also be an option and perhaps the Swain lot could be reserved. 

Best, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D 

Associate Professor 

African and Afro-American Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB ¢¢3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-%2-8225 

Fax: 919-%2-2694 

klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

http://afrialhm unc edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc,edu 

Sunday, 8:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

@gmail .corn 

A new student and l:aculty worldng group: Human rights and global issues 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

I hope you’re having a good weekend. 

I am writing to alert you of a new student and faculty working group that I am leading this semester. The group offers an opportum~ to reflect on global issues through the framework of 
human rights outside the classroom. Discussions with former students of mine have inspired me to create this group. The themes for the group’s discussion this semester are conflict and 
post-conflict reconstruction through the lens of human rights. 

In terms of readings, the group will debate scholarly pieces focusing human rights in the context of conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. The group will also read the novel, ~Half of a 
Yellow Sun’ by Chimamanda N. Adichie. I am vep)~ delighted to say that Adichie will be joining the group to discuss the novel and issues of human rights on Monday 

If you would like to take advantage of this opportunity please let a former student who is helping me with the modahries of the working group this semester and who is copied to 
this email know by Tuesday 

Here are dates of the group’s meetings (room TBA) please note that a light dinner will be served at each meeting): 

Febmapf meetings: 

Thurs&U 

Thursd~U 

Mon day 

March Meetings 

Thursday 

Thursday 

April meeting: 

Thursday 

5.30-7 00pm (introductory meeting). 

5 30-7.00pro. 

(Dirmer discussion with Chimamanda Adichie, 5 30-8.00pro). 

5 30-7.00pro. 

5.30-7.00pm 

5.30-7.00pm 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shenyl Kleinma~a <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao~ 27, 2013 10:09 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-faculty] DU BOIS CONFERENCE at UNC: Jan. 31-Feb 2nd 

details, below: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:DU BOIS CONFERENCE at UNC: Jan. 31-Feb 2nd 

Date:Sun, 27 Jan 2013 22:07:56 -0500 
From:Sherryl Kleinma~ ~            ~,~nc.rr.com> 

To:Sherryl Kleinm~J~ <kleinman,~email.unc.edu> 

Coming up soon! 

110 years ago, W.E.B. Du Bois wrote: ’qhe problem of the 20th century is the problem of the color line, - the relation of the darker to 
the lighter races ...in Asia and Africa, in America and the islands of the sea." 

50 years ago, Du Bois died on the eve of the historic March on Washington. 

IN 2013 THE DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN AND AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES WILL HOST A CONFERENCE ON," 

"W.E.B. DU BOIS ANDTHE PROBLEM(S) OFTHE 21st CENTURY" 

JANUARY 31st - FEBRUARY 2nd 

Click on link to departmental website for more information and free registration http:/!afriafam.unc.edu/ 

<nl> 

<li> -- Yon are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej- facul~ as: <a h~v~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscribe send a blmak ~r> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-32675397- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-32675397- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kari Dahlgren @lmh.ox.ac.uk> 

Monday, 3:43 AM 

tta;tlyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sable 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 
In response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center website we as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have 
decided it is necessary to record our experiences as her students and to share a few of them with you. While Mr. Schalin, in his article, implies 
that Dr. SaNe uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further from the truth. Our many experiences with 
Dr. SaNe speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and perspectives, in order to 
show our support for Dr. SaNe, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible ability to inspire and the immense respect she 

shows towards her students: 
Dr. Sahle is the reason that I am now pursuing my PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and 
encouraged me to get involved in research and pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so 
much time to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of both my undergraduate and now graduate 
career. I have the highest respect for Dr. Sahle for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to think for 
themselves and defend what they believe with academic rigor. I aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the 
way she has inspired me. 

Angela Dixon 
PhD Student Sociology and Social Policy 

Princeton University 
Having Dr. Sable as a professor at UNC completely changed the trajectory of my life. Under her tutelage I discovered a love and desire for 
research. She encouraged my intellectual curiosity, and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics I found stimulating. Her courses 
were some of the most rigorous courses I took at UNC, and helped me figure out what I want to work on now, which is heavily routed in 
development and food systems. As a woman of color, it was a deeply empowering experience to have an educator who looked like me, 
especially when academia is still overwhelmingly male and white. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable representation 
and a diversity of voices from all backgrounds should matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. Not only is 
Sable an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which I was able to witness even moreso during my 
semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr. Sable is a phenomenal educator and I can say, without a doubt, that learning from her was 
one of the best experiences of my time at Carolina. 

Tavia Benjamin 
Healthy Food Access Intern, Wallace Center at Winrock International 
Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellow 
Dr. Sable has been my mentor for the last four years and I owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to think 
critically and pushed me to be my best. She is an incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and supporting 
students. And while I have incredible respect for Dr. Sahleg academic work, I have also sat across from her in her office and disagreed, and [ 
know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has many times told me that through the last few years of 
mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and respect my 
insights. In fact, from the earliest class I took with Dr. Sable, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not merely 
students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom. The respect she gives her students inspires them to live up to her 
expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship. Without her encouragement and respect I would not be where I am 
today, and I am extremely grateful for having her influence in my life. 
Karl Dahlgren 

Masters in African Studies Candidate, 2013 
University of Oxford 
As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sable I am appalled by Mr. Schalin’s attack, and [ can personally attest that Dr. Sable has always supported 
her students to critically engage with other scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During our study 
abroad program I made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, afterwards Dr. Sable took me aside and told me that 
I should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that I should not 
abandon them in the face of adversity. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically 
different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and 

recommendations has helped me on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. I strongly encourage the university to make 
an official statement condemning Mr. Schalin’s article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as I did at UNC) otherwise he would 
not erroneously claim that’ If Sable sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting 
capitalism by a ’long march"through its institutions, then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and 
ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find empirical evidence proving the 
contrary. 

Kara Todd 
3D Candidate, 2014 
Georgetown University Law Center 
I was personally offended when I read the recent article by Mr. 3ay Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naming Dr. Sahle as chairwoman 
of the UNC’s African and African American Studies department was the right decision, and I still believe this 100%. Dr. Sahle is not only an 
engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. I took her classes in Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both 

Tanzania and Mexico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; I feel that I am able to make such a claim with confidence. She really 
took an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels. From holding last-minute study sessions to help students really 
understand the material to taking care of several students who had malaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong 

commitment to her students. I could not be more proud of Dr. Eunice Sable. 



Ashley Patton 

Account Assistant at AB Data 
Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sahle ~, she has been an 
incredible mentor to me in the most professional way imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forums to obtain research funding 

and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student ][ could not possibly ask for anything more from a professor. One of the most powerful 
lessons I have learned from Professor Sable is the importance of respecting others views through the academic forum. I may not ’agree’ with 

all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted every idea she presented. 

Professor Sahle is one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think 
about materials and to think about the world. She, like any human, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the way 
she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, but everything to do with mine. She also 
seeks to do exactly what this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social history. She strives 
to help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sable is among the most ethical people [ know. She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it 
puts her in conflict with her colleagues. She clearly and deeply cares about her students, and I have seen her become deeply troubled if they 

are not getting the quality of education they deserve. ][ cannot imagine a better candidate for the position she has filled. 

We find Mr.Schalin’s attack on Dr. Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false. As you see from our testimonies, our 
experiences with Dr. Sable have been positive and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others 
students who have had the pleasure of learning from Dr.Sahle throughout the years. We urge you to throw your administrative support 

behind Dr. Sable in face of these false attacks on her character. 
Sincerely, 

Angela Dixon (Class of 2011), 
Andrea Halbsgut (Class of 2011), 

Tavia Benjamin (Class of 2011), 
Ashley Patton (Class of 2011), 

Kara Todd (Class of 2011), 
Laura Arias-Gomez (Class of 2011), 
Karl Dahlgren (Class of 2012), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday-, Januao~ 28, 2013 9:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 01-28-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January- 28th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/29/13- Energy and Environment Lunch hosted by the Institute for the Environment at UNC and the Institute for Advanced Materials scheduled for 12:00 PM in the 

Dey Hall Toy" Lounge featuring Brima O’Ha:ra, President of the Southeastern Coastal Wind Coalition, as he discussed the fnture of offshore wind energy production in 

the sontheastem United States. The seminm and lunch are free and open to the punic but RSVP is required at the following email address: ~nchall~)emaAl.unc.edu 

01/31/13- Lecture by Jim Salzma~a, author of Drink#tg Water: A History and a professor of Law and Environmental Policy at Duke Universi~ at 5:30 PM on the 4th 

Floor of the FedEx Global Education Center as part of the "Water In Our World" Speaker Series. 

02/05/13- The Environmental Finance Center at UNC will be hosting its Annum Water and Wastewater Funding Strategies workshop on February 5 6th, 2013, that 

will provide utiliF practitioners with new skills a~ld up-to-date information on infmfftructure fina~lce planning strategies and funding resources. This workshop is a part of 

the EFC’s Water Management LeadersNp Program. For registration infolrnation, please consult the follomng link: http://ww~-.s~g.nnc.edu/node/1219 

02/06/13- Global Sustainabili~ Symtx~sium: Water and Energy in the Crosshairs scheduled tbr Februa~, 6 8th, 2013, at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

hosted by UNC Center tbr Europem~ Studies, UNC Kenm~-Flagler Center Ibr SustaJmable Enterprise, UNC Center for International Business, Education mad 

Research (CIBER), UNC Center tbr Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies and UNC AtiJcan Studies Center. For more information and to RSVP, please visit 

the follomng website: http://areastudies.unc.edu/sustainabili~’-s~/mposium/ 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water In Our World website link on UNC Homepa~ The website dedicated to the two-year ’%Vater In Our ~Vorld" campus theme can now be accessed from 

the Quicklinks section of the UNC homepage. 

i Water-related Massive Open Online Course with UN C connection The undergraduate course Environmental Law and Policy (ENST 350) taught by UNC Law 

School proi~ssor mad Water Theme Steering Committee melnber Don Horns~tein has been selected for the University’s first foray, dlong with universities like Harvard, 

MIT, Sta~lfold, and Duke, into the world of Massive Open Online Courses. tentatively slated to debut in FaJd 2013. The online course will feature covelage of water 

law, as does this semester’s version of the course. 

\VATER NEWS AT C3AROLINA 

Chapel Hill considers revising water protection rules A recent sto~ published on The Chapel Hill News website that provides information on the Chapel Hill 

Sto~mwater AdvisoD~ Boaxd and their discussions with the Town Council over whether to align local stream bufi~rs with regional Joldaa~ Lake rules that establish 50- 

toot buffers for all but ephemeral slreams. To view the full s~to~w: http://wu~.chape~hi~news.c~m/2~3/~/~9/74642/chape~-l~-c~nsiders-revising.htm~ 

UNC Chapel Hill researchers study effects of bottled water on metabolism The follomng article, published on The Salisbuo~ Post website, details research 

being conducted by the [YNC-Chapel Hill Nutrition Research Institute to measure the effect of a commercially available water, known as ASEA, on a person’s 

metabxthc rate a~d the amount of l?at that is burned. To view the lull story: http:i/www.salisburypost.com/article/20130120/SP01/130129973/1086/SP010102/unc- 

chapel- hill- re searchers- study- eit~cks- of- bottled- water- on- metabolism 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

htq3://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.con~/UNCWater. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaNe 

Thanks, Eumce, for these testimonials, which speak highly of your con~aitment to academic freedom as oen of the fmadamental human rights we cherish. A luta continua! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 8:45 A2vI 
To: Nzongola-b,-talaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr Sahle 

Dear Georges and Bereket. 

I hope you’re both doing well 

I have been deeply muved by students’ respunses tu the attack un in?’ wurk last week Students have visited my uffice, sent emails and this murning I woke up tu the testimonials below. 
thought I would share this latest shuw uf support with you :[’or I am deeply aware of your uwn experiences with these surts of attacks. 

As someune ufthe generation in Kenya that experienced the authoritarian practices uf the late Kenyatta periud and Moi’s era, I never thuught I would encuunter another situation whereby 
self-pruclaimed guardians of urder, progress, murali~ wuuld attempt tu contain academic freedum, freedom uf thuught, etc. The attack last week bruught a lot of memories especially of the 
Mui period and reminded me ufthe reactiun uf Moi’s regime tu Ngugi wa Thiung’u nuvel Matigari. 

Thanks :[‘or yuur support and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Kari Dahlgren @lmh uxac uk] 
Sent: Munday, 3:43 ~M\~I 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Responses tu Pope (;enter attack on Dr. Sable 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 

In response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center xvebsite xve as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have decided it is necessaly to record o~ experiences as 
her students and to share a few of them with you. \:v~aile Mr. Schalin, in his article, implies that Dr. Sahle uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further 
from the truth. Our many experiences with Dr. Sahle speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and perspectives. In order to show- our 
support for Dr. Sahle, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible abili~" to inspire and the immense respect she shoxvs towards her students: 

Dr. Sahle is the reason that I am now ptasuing rrly PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and encouraged me to get involved in research and 
pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so much tirrle to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of 
both rrly undergraduate and now graduate career. I have the highest respect for Dr. Sahle for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to tl-link for themselves and 
defend what they believe with academic rigor. I aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the way she has inspired me. 

Angela Dixon 

PhD Student Sociology and Social Policy 

Princeton Universi _ty 

Having Dr. Sahle as a professor at L2qC completely changed the trajectoW of my life. Under her tutelage I discovered a love and desire for research. She encotaaged my intellectual curiosiW-, 
and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics I found stimulating. Her courses were some of the most rigorous courses I took at UNC, and helped me figure out what I want to 
work on now, which is heavily routed in development and food systems. As a worrlan of color, it was a deeply errlpowering experience to have an educator who looked like me, especially 
when academia is still overxvhelmingly male and xvhite. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable representation and a diversiW- of voices from all backgrounds should 
matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. Not only is Sahle an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which I was able 
to ~vitness even moreso during my semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr Sahle is a phenomenal educator and I can say, without a doubt, that learning from her was one of the best 
experiences of my time at Carolina 

Tavia Benjamin 
Healthy Food Access Intern, Wallace Center at Winrock International 
Bill Emerson National Huaager Fellow 

Dr Sahle has been my mentor for the last four years alad I owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to think critically and pushed me to be nay best She is an 
incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and supporting students And while I have incredible respect for Dr. Sahle’s academic work, I have also sat 
across Iicom her in her office and disagreed, and I know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has man?, times told me that through the last few years of 
mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and respect my insights In fact, from the earliest class I took ~vith 
Dr Sahle, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not merely students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom The respect she gives her 



students inspires them to hve up to her expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship Without her encouragement and respect I would not be where ! am today, 
and I am extremely gratefal fi~r having her influence in my life. 

Karl Dahlgren 

Masters in African Studies Candidate, 2013 

University of Oxford 

As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sahle I am appalled by Mr. Schalin’s attack, and I can personally attest that Dr. Sahle has always supported her students to critically engage with other 
scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During o~uc study abroad program I made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, 
afterwards Dr. Sahle took me aside and told rae that I should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that I should 
not abandon them in the face of advcrsi~-. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically- different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only 
agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and reconm~endations has helped rae on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. I 
strongly enco~ucage the universi~ to make an official statement condemning Mr. Schalin’s article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as I did at UNC) otherwise he would not 
erroneously claim that ’ If Sahle sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting capitalism by a "long march" through its institutions, 
then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find 
empirical evidence proving the contrary. 

Kara Todd 
JD Candidate, 2014 
Georgetown Universi~" Law Center 

I was personally- offended when I read the recent alticle by Mr. Jay- Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naraing Dr. Sahle as chairwoman of the l~-C’s African and African American 
Studies department was the right decision, and I still belicve this 100%. Dr. Sahle is not only- an engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. I took her 
classes in Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both Tanzania and Mexico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; I feel that I ara able to make such a claim with confidence. She really took 
an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels. From holding last-minute stud?, sessions to help students really understand the raaterial to taking care of several 
students who had raalaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong cormnitmcnt to her students. I could not be more proud of Dr. Eunice Sahle. 

Ashley Patton 
Account Assistant at AB Data 

Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sahle’s, she has been an incredible mentor to me in the most 
proi~ssional ;vay imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forunas to obtain research fimding and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student I could not possibly ask for 
anything more fi-om a professor. One of the most po;verib.1 lessons I have learned fi-om Professor Sahle is the importance of respecting others views tl~rough the academic forum. I may not 
’agree’ with all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted evei~’ idea she presented 

Professor Sahle is one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think about materials and to think about the ;vorld. She, 
like any hunaan, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the ;vay she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, 
but everything to do with mine. She also seeks to do exactly- ;vhat this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social histo~z. She strives to 
help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sable is among the most ethical people I know She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it puts her in conflict with her colleagues She clearly 
and deeply- cares about her students, and I have seen her become deeply troubled if they are not getting the quality of education they desel-ce. I cannot imagine a better candidate for the 
position she has filled. 

We :find Mr Schalin’s attack on Dr Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false As you see from our testimonies, our experiences with Dr. Sable have been posiuve 
and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others students who have had the pleasure of learning fi-om Dr. Sable throughout the years We urge you 
to throw your administrative support behind Dr. Sable in face of these false attacks on her character 

Sincerely, 

Angela Dixon (Class of2011), 
Andrea Halbsgut (Class of 2011 ), 

Tavia Benjamin (Class of 2011), 
Ashley Patton (Class of 2011 ), 
Kara Todd ((;lass of2011), 
Laura Arias-Oomez (Class of 2011 ), 
Kari Dahlgren (Class of 2012), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Change on a panel 

Dr. Sahle, 

Could we meet tomorrow? Anytime is fine. 

@li~,-e.unc.edu 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, 2:26 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 
Cc: "Hildebrand, Reginald" <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Change on a panel 

Dear 

I join Professor Hildebrand in congratulating you on writing your exams! 

At any rate, kindly note that I will not part of the panel currently titled Theology, Human Rights and Philosophy. Given this development we should remove ’human rights’ and 
my name from this panel both on the website and program. As we agreed last week, we should meet early this week to finalize the program. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 11:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Fwd: Chimimanda 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

See Lara’s email below. Do you want to do an.vthing special for the event with Chimimanda? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Markstein, Lara <laraJn~email.tmc.edu;, 

Date: Mon, at 9:55 AM 

Subject: Re: ChimimaJ~da 

To: (a)gmail.com> 

Great- 

So unfortunately i couldn’t get the same room for everything. This is what we have: 

5:30-7pm I GEC 2008/2010 (you can combine the rooms to make it larger-- should fit everyone) 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC4003 

5:30-7pm I GEC 4003 

I 5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

5:30-7pm I GEC 3024 

Chimimanda’s booking on     is for 5:30-8pm in GEC 4003. Do you want to make it a little special? I.e. Should we bust out the tablecloths, organize the tables/chairs differently, 

purchase some flowers etc. for the event? Please let me know. 

In terms of the food etc., technically I should have to stay late at each of these events to be on site. Since this is Eunice’s class, and I know I can trust you, I will leave it to you all to 

take care of the cleaning etc. That said, I will need to lend you on each of these occasions the catering kitchen key. All the Med Dell food you have not consumed {or taken home 

with you in tupperware containers, which I personally advise!), should be left in the catering kitchen neatly, along with dishes etc. for Med Dell to pick up the following day. If 

possible, you should check back later the next day to ensure that they have been collected. All the trash should be emptied in plastic bags that you deposit in the massive 

receptacles outside of the building in the carpark by the frat houses. And of course, all the tables and chairs should be returned to their original formation-- the details of which 

are posted in each room on the wall. Finally, any spills!messes should be cleaned. 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu/globalst udies 

From: @gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, 9:42 AM 

To: Lara Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Chimimanda 

Hi, 

Yes, if that’s possible! 

Thankyou, 

On Mon, at 9:34 AM, Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi 

So dinner with Chimimanda at the GEC as well? I’ll look into seeing if there are spaces available. 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu!globalstudies 

From: @Rmail.com> 
Date: Monday, 9:31 AM 

To: Lara Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: Chimimanda 

Hi Lara, 

Sorry it’s taken me a while to get back to you! I was waiting on some more details. This is the schedule for the semester for the Human Rights Working Group: 



Thursday - 5.30-7.00pm (introductoni meeting). 
Thursday - &30-7.00pro. 
~,londay (Dinner discussion with Chimamanda Adichie, 5.304~.00pm) 
Thursday .- 5.30=7.00pm. 
Thursday I - 5.30-7.00pm. 
Thursday, - 5.30-7.00pm 

The dinner with Chimamanda would start at 5:30 and there will be 10-11 people there. Professor Sahle actually wanted to have these meetings in the Global Ed Center if at all 

3ossible, so if there is anything available we would meet there and have food delivered. The food will probably be from Med Dell and no seafood! The working group’s focus is 

human rights and global issues, so we will be discussing her book through a human rights lens. Let me know if you need anything else! 

As for the rest of the dates, would it be possible for us to meet in the GEC? 

Thankyou, 

On Thu, 

Hi 

at 11:32 AM, Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Just getting in touch regarding the details for Chimimanda’s Monday night event with your class. If you could send me the following information, that would be great: 

Time, location (Chimimanda prefers no seafood as she has some allergies), number of guests, topic to be discussed. 

Thanks so much! 

Www.Blobal.unc.edu/globalstudies 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

U NC Class of 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:29 AM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Du Bois Conf. Peaking 

HiDr H. 

Thank you and yes nay comps are over without delay (I had already started 
writing when they closed school so I just went ahead and finished) For 
parking I plamaed to secure all-day passes for our invited guests for 
Friday if they were coming from elsewhere in the area as opposed to 
staying at the Carolina Inn-- Dr. Lentz-Smith, Dr Ali & Dr Home Should 
I get passes for all of our speakers @FAMJAFRI facul~z included)? I have 
gotten a couple inquiries about parking so far and I had been advising 
them to use nearby public lots on Friday as there are restrictions on 
campus during the day (Rosemary St., metered parking on Cameron, TOC 
Public Lot on Mallette). As for Saturday all lots on campus are open so 
they can easily use Swain immediately next door or aW of the other lots 
on Cameron Ave that will be open. I’ll add a page to the website 
explaining where people should park [’or each day 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
School of Education, Master of Arts in Education: Culture, Curriculum, and 
Change 
School of Social Work, Non Profit Leadership Certificate Program 

School of Education 
, Department of A[~rican & Afro-American Studies 

~hve.unc.edu 

On 2:05 PM, "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra@emaihanc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear 
> 

>Congratulations!t! (...unless the?" postposed your comps because of the 
>bad weather.) I overlooked parking arrangement for panelists Ali,and 
>Lentz-Smith, and also for registered attendees from out of town. 
>Thursday the parking garage behind the Stone Center is open to the 
>public, but can we do anything for Friday and Saturday??’.’? We will be 
>getting questions. Thanks much. -Pro£ H 
> 

> 

>From: Caldwell, Kia L 
>Sent: S~mday, 1:18 PM 
>To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
>Subject: Du Bois Corff. Parking 
> 

>Dear Reg, 
> Kwesi Brookins from NC State sent me an email asking about parking 
>options for the conference. I told him about the garage on Roscmal~/St. 
>It would probably be helpful to send parking options to those who are 
>registered for the conference. The Morehead lot might also be an option 
>and perhaps the Swain lot could be reserved. 
> 

> 

>Best, 
>Kia 
> 

> 

> 

>Kia Lilly Cald~vell, Ph.D. 
> 

>Associate Professor 
> 

>African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
>UB,-C -Chapel Hill 
> 

>CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
> 

>Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

>Phone: 919-962-8225 



> 

>Fax: 919-962-2694 

> 

>klcaldwe@email unc edu 
> 

>http:/iaffiafam unc edu/ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 11:39 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Subje~’t: Study Guide 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
I hope you had a great weekend. I am emailing you in regards to the 
exam next week and the study guide Your class is structured liker 
some African studies classes I have taken in the past where we are 
tested on readings and main concepts. I know that in the past since 
the readings are so extensive and it is hard to take in everything 
that ~ve read that I have made a google.document and shared it with the 
whole class. In this document it is basically a discussion fOl~lm where 
we talk about the main concepts of the readings and give a synopsis. 
The whole class can participate and it serges as a relicesher. I was 
wondering if this would be something that I could create for our class 
and invite evewone to participate? Knot, that is completely fine, I 
just wanted to rtu~ it by you as a study tip for everyone Thank you 
for your time and I will see you on Wednesday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spice Street/After Conference Dinner (Firday) 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I checked about Spice Street and they are actually closed. Would you like for me to move forward with putting together a reservation and pre-selected menu for the dinner on 

Friday at Top of the Hill? And if so, how many should the reservation be for? 

~li’ve.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference Shopping 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I wanted to know if you would like me to buy plates, forks, napkins, etc. for the conference? Med Deli brings their own but they aren’t very pretty so for the MURAP conference we 

bought slightly nicer (cheap) ones instead of the brown ones with those cheap brown napkins that they provide. 

@li’ve.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

~live.unc.edu>; Howell, TiaN. <tiamlliam@unc.edu> 

RE: Conference Shopping 

Hello Eunice 
I am doii~g well, h~:~pe the same to yot~. 
Yes, we akeady took fl~is ik:ms ha fl~e budget co,~sideradon. 

Son~a 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, 2:~3 PM 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Cc: ; Howell, Tia N. 
Sabje~t= RE: Conference Shopping 

Dear Sonia, 

Hope you are well. 

Do we have funds for these items? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Conference Shopping 

12:52 PM 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I wanted to lmow if you would like me to bW plates, forks, napkins, etc. for the conference? Med Deli brings their own but they aren’t veu pretb’ so ibr the MU1LM~ 
conference we bought slightly nicer (cheap) ones instead of the brown ones with those cheap brown napkins that they provide. 

’,~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 28, 2013 2:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Wednesday 

01-30-13 AFAM Meeting.docx; Using Hyde Hall.doc 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Monday, January 28, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Wednesday 

Hi Travis, 

Attached is your Hyde Hall confirmation for Wednesday. Feel free to come over any time after 8 a.m. on Wednesday to 

setup. And as a reminder, please make sure to remove all trash after your event. We have another meeting at 1:30 p.m. 

and will need to make sure it’s clean for them. 

Thanks, 

Allison 

Al!ison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



Date/Time: Wednesday, January 30 / 11:00- 12:15 p.m. 

Event: AFAM Meeting 

Room(s) Reserved: University Room 
Fellows Room 
Seminar Room 

Incubator 
Kitchen 
Terrace 

Contact Travis Gore 

Telephone/Email stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department AFAM 

Event Source Email/In person 

Details 

Security    (4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfm to Parking 
request parking if needed. 

Incubator: 

Set-Up 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended to 
setup room 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Billing* Security Fee: N/A 

Movers Fee: N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party 

* See IAH Reservations website for more information on facilities charges. 

Booked? 
N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed to 
set up the event 

space 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Undecided 

Miscellaneous/Additional Setup Information: 
¯ Caterer’s Kitchen included in University room reservation 
¯ No food or drink in the Seminar Room 
¯ All clean up, including trash removal (dumpsters are located in the Swain Parking Lot), is the 

responsibility of renting party. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE ARTS HUMAH ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up 
rooms, assist with technology or clean up after events. We therefore 
appreciate your cooperation with the following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they 
found them. 

Push your chairs in 

Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall: 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded 
garbage can located in the Swain Parking Lot, 
near the back entrance to Hanes Art Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or 
other event-related items may remain in the room 
after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials 
(paper, bottles, cans)into the bins provided. Do not put 
trash into a recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from 
Hyde Hall staff if you need additional trash bins. 

Help us conserve energy: If you use Hyde Hall computer 
equipment, please turn it off when you are done. Likewise, please 
turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your 
group/meeting in the room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants 
to be quiet and courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 



THANK YOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need 
assistance, inquire at the reception area on the first floor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:05 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Balthrop, Bill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaMe 

Thanks for sharing this. I am so glad that your students are correcting the record[ 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Mon, 14:34:57-0500 

To: David Kiel <kiel@email.unc.edu>, "Balthrop, Bill" <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

From: Karl Dahlgren I @lmh.ox.ac.uk] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 Aft] 
To: HarLlyn, Jonathan 
Cc: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaMe 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 
Tn response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center website we as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have 

decided it is necessary to record our experiences as her students and to share a few of them with you. While Mr. Schalin, in his article, 
implies that Dr. Sable uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further from the truth. Our many 

experiences with Dr. Sable speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and 
perspectives. Tn order to show our support for Dr. Sable, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible ability to inspire and 
the immense respect she shows towards her students: 
Dr. Sable is the reason that T am now pursuing my PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and 
encouraged me to get involved in research and pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so 
much time to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of both my undergraduate and now graduate 
career. T have the highest respect for Dr. Sahle for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to think for 
themselves and defend what they believe with academic rigor. T aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the 
way she has inspired me. 

Angela Dixon 
PhD Student Sociology and Social Policy 

Princeton University 
Having Dr. Sable as a professor at UNC completely changed the trajectory of my life. Under her tutelage T discovered a love and desire for 
research. She encouraged my intellectual curiosity, and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics I found stimulating. Her 
courses were some of the most rigorous courses T took at UNC, and helped me figure out what T want to work on now, which is heavily 

routed in development and food systems. As a woman of color, it was a deeply empowering experience to have an educator who looked like 
me, especially when academia is still overwhelmingly male and white. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable 
representation and a diversity of voices from all backgrounds should matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. 
Not only is Sahle an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which T was able to witness even 
moreso during my semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr. Sahle is a phenomenal educator and [ can say, without a doubt, that 
learning from her was one of the best experiences of my time at Carolina. 

Tavia Benjamin 
Healthy Food Access Tntern, Wallace Center at Winrock Tnternational 
Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellow 
Dr. Sable has been my mentor for the last four years and T owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to 

think critically and pushed me to be my best. She is an incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and 
supporting students. And while T have incredible respect for Dr. Sahle~ academic work, T have also sat across from her in her office and 
disagreed, and T know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has many times told me that through the last 
few years of mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and 
respect my insights. Tn fact, from the earliest class [ took with Dr. Sahle, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not 
merely students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom. The respect she gives her students inspires them to live up to 
her expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship. Without her encouragement and respect T would not be where T 
am today, and T am extremely grateful for having her influence in my life. 
Karl Dahlgren 

Masters in African Studies Candidate, 20::L3 
University of Oxford 
As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sable T am appalled by Iv]r. Schalin’s attack, and T can personally attest that Dr. Sable has always supported 
her students to critically engage with other scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During our study 
abroad program T made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, afterwards Dr. Sable took me aside and told me that 
T should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that T should not 

abandon them in the face of adversity. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically 
different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and 
recommendations has helped me on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. T strongly encourage the university to make 
an official statement condemning iVlr. Schalin’s article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as ][ did at UNC) otherwise he would 
not erroneously claim that’ Tf Sable sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting 



capitalism by a ’long march"through its institutions, then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and 
ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find empirical evidence proving the 

contrary. 

Kara Todd 

_]D Candidate, 2014 
Georgetown University Law Center 
I was personally offended when I read the recent article by Mr. ~]ay Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naming Dr. Sahle as chairwoman 
of the UNC’s African and African American Studies department was the right decision, and I still believe this 100%. Dr. Sahle is not only an 
engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. :[ took her classes hq Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both 
Tanzania and ~,1exico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; ]: feel that :[ am able to make such a claim with confidence. She really 
took an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels, From holding last-minute study sessions to help students really 
understand the material to taking care of several students who had malaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong 

commitment to her students, ]( could not be more proud of Dr, Eunice Sable, 
Ashley Patton 

Account Assistant at AB Data 
Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sahle % she has been an 
incredible mentor to me in the most professional way imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forums to obtain research funding 
and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student ~ could not possibly ask for anything more from a professor. One of the most 
powerful lessons ~ have learned from Professor Sable is the importance of respecting others views through the academic forum. I may 
not ’agree’ with all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted every idea she 
presented. 

Professor Sahle is one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think 
about materials and to think about the world. She, like any human, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the 
way she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, but everything to do with mine. She 
also seeks to do exactly what this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social history. She 
strives to help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sahle is among the most ethical people I know. She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it 
puts her in conflict with her colleagues. She clearly and deeply cares about her students, and I have seen her become deeply troubled if they 
are not getting the quality of education they deserve. I cannot imagine a better candidate for the position she has filled. 

We find Iv]r.Schalin’s attack on Dr. Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false. As you see from our testimonies, our 
experiences with Dr. Sable have been positive and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others 
students who have had the pleasure of learning from Dr.Sahle throughout the years. We urge you to throw your administrative support 

behind Dr. Sahle in face of these false attacks on her character. 
Sincerely, 

Angela Dixon (Class of 2011), 

Andrea Halbsgut (Class of 2011), 

Tavia Benjamin (Class of 201::[), 

Ashley Patton (Class of 2011), 

Kara Todd (Class of 2011), 

Laura Arias-Gomez (Class of 2011), 
Kari Dahlgren (Class of 2012), 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edtr:" 

Monday,               3:08 PM 

jemima.pierre@VaJaderbilt.Edu; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu-~; provenzo@miami.edu; adll6@duke.edu; 
~)gmail.com; ohali@nncg.edu; Boxill, Bemazd R <brboxill@emaJl.unc.edu>; Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 

<rrfishe@email.unc.edu>; Michael.Jennings@utsa.edu; dpa8w@eservices.virginia.edu; Noblit, George W <G~q’,l@unc.edu> 

Sable, Ennice N <eunice,@~email.unc.edu>;                                   @live.unc.edu:>; Selassie, Bereket H 
<bselassi@email.unc.edtc>; Janken, Kem~eth R <l~.anken,~email.unc.edt~’; CaJdwell, Kia L <ldcaldwe@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Maargaret 

Carol <leemc@e,nail.unc.edu> 

UNC Du Bois Conference 

Dear Jemima, Georges, Gone, Gerald, Adriane, Omar, Rebecka, Bernie, Derrick, Michael, and George: 

We are looking forward to the Du Bois conference and to seeing you all in person. Two small requests, if you haven’t already done so, would you please email us the title of 

your presentation, and a bio sketch or CV (information pulled from websites is often incorrect or out of date). Also, please let us know if you have any requests or concerns 
regarding technology. I won’t be of much help on that score, but I will pass on your requests to                , and she will make sure that we have what you need. 

We hope that we will have ample time for discussion and Q & A after every panel. I have asked the facilitators to try to allow some time for the panelists to interact with each 
other, if possible. You may also have a opportunity to reflect on the ways in which you think Du Bois’s views may help us think about, and engage, contemporary issues. 

Again, we look forward to seeing you soon, and if you have any questions or concerns, please touch base with Shelby or me. All the Best, -Reg Hildebrand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Du Bois Conf. Proking 

Dear 

(I wonder how you managed to drive home Friday!) In regard to parking, nobody who works here should be looking for parking Ii~om us, and I agree with you that parking at the Carolina Iun 
should be fine for the out of towners who are staying overnight Only Ali and Lentz-Smith and maybe Home next parking, as you said. The challenge is accommodating people who have 
registered for the conference and are coming tlcom out of to~vn. I don’t think we can do much more than give them the advice you are already giving them It might help them - and cut down 
on your email - if you could put something about parking, and directions to the Stone Center and Hyde Hall, tap on the website. (I’ll bet you’ve already done that., forgive my absent 
mindness) 

Are you free anytime tumorruw to do a walk through uf IIyde tlaH, and a final tuuch base with Prof. SaNe about the prugram and all the things that I should have dune by now? If Travis is 
free, it wuuld be great if he could do the walk thruugh with us I’ll ask him. I have office huurs until noun un Tuesday. Alter that my time is fle×ible Let me l~uw what time will wurk fur you 
-Prul~ H 

Frum: 
Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 
Tu: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Du Bois Cun[~ Parking 

Thank yuu and yes my comps are over withuut delay (I had already started 
writing when they closed schoul so I just went ahead and finished) For 
parking I planned to secure all-day passes fur our invited guests for 
Friday if they were coming from elsewhere in the area as oppused tu 
staying at the Carulina Inn-- I)r Lentz-Smith, Dr. All & Dr. Hume. Should 
I get passes for all ufour speakers (AFAMJAFRI faculty included)? I have 
gotten a cuuple inquiries abuut parking so far and I had been advising 
them tu use nearby public lots on Friday as there are restrictiuns un 
campus during the day (Rosema~ St, metered parking on Cameron, TOC 
Public Lot on Mallette). As for Saturday all lots on campus are open so 
they can easily use Swain immediately next door or any of the other lots 
on Cameron Ave that will be open. I’ll add a page to the website 
explaining where people should park for each day. 

On 2:05 PM, "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebra@ernail.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear ; 
> 

>Congratulations!!’. (..unless they postposed your comps because of the 
>bad weather.) I overlooked parking al~angement for panelists Ali,and 
>Lentz-Smith, and also for registered attendees from out of town 
>Thursday the parking garage behind the Stone Center is open to the 
>public, but can we do anything for Friday and Saturday???? We will be 
>getting questions. Thanks much. -Pl-otl H 
> 

> 

>From: Caldwell, Kia L 
>Sent: Sunday, 1:18 PM 
>To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
>Subject: Du Bois Conf Parking 
> 

>Dear Reg, 
> Kwesi Brookins from NC State sent me an email asking about parking 
>options for the conference I told him about the garage on Rosemary St 
>It would probably be helpful to send parking options to those who are 
>registered for the COl~ference The Morehead lot might also be an option 



>and perhaps the S~w~in lot could be resepCed. 
> 

> 

>Best, 
>Kia 
> 

> 

> 

>Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
> 

>Associate Professor 
> 

>African and Afro-American Studies 
> 
>UNC-Chapel Hill 
> 

>C~ #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
> 

>Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
> 

>Phone: 919-962-8225 
> 

>Fax: 919-962-2694 
> 

>klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 
> 

>httl~://afriafamunc. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Weighs Base for Spy Drones in North Africa 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

............................................................................... T.od.a is...H.ea.dl.i.nes .......................................................................... 
~l~c ~’~ ~rk ~’~ January 29, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.... I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I ,.S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R=..E..d., I ..O...n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

U.S. Weighs Base for Spy 
Drones in North Africa 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

The nfilitary’s Africa Command is 
making preparations to install unarmed 
drones as Islanfist extrenfist groups are 
seen as poshag a growing menace to the 
region. 

Biotech Firms, Billions at 
Risk, Lobby States to Limit 

Generics 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The industry’s lobbying effort could 
blmat new competition to its products 
and reduce the savings anticipated in 
the federal health care overhaul. 

Reliving Horror and Faint 
Hope at Massacre Site 
By RAY RIVERA 

For the first police officers to arrive at Sandy Hook Elementary School on Dec. 14, no amom~t of training 
could prepare them for what they fomad next, inside those two classrooms. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"One look, and your life was absolutely changed." 

MICHAEL MCGOWAN, one of the first police officers to arrive at Sandy Hook Elementary School in 

Newtown, Conn., where a gmmmn killed ao children and 6 adults. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: A Life in 
Science: Hopi 
Hoekstra 
An interview with Hopi 
Hoeskstra, a leading 
researcher in fl~e cutting 
edge field of genetics of behavior. 



OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
When Jim Crow 
Drank Coke 
By GRACE ELIZABETH HALE 

Behind the N.A.A.C.P. 
brief against Mayor 
Bloomberg’s soda restriction is a tangled 
history of race and prohibition. 

4 WEEKS 

WORLD 

A Brief but Frantic Struggle for Victims of Fire in Brazil 
By SIMON ROMERO 

Accounts from survivors describe a stampede by clubgoers and a panicked push to open exit doors in a 
tragedy that left more thma 23o dead. 

" The Lede Blog: Video and Photos of Fire 

Ex-Dietator Is Ordered to Trial in Guatemalan War Crimes Case 
By ELISABETH MALKIN 

A judge’s decision paves the way for a public trial for Efrain Rios Montt, the former dictator, and ]ffs 
intelligence chief, who are accused of ordering killings of villagers in the a98os. 

Israeli Secularists Appear to Find Their Voice 
By JODI RUDOREN 

The stunning success of Yair Lapid and his Yesh Atid Party in last week’s election is being viewed as a victory 
for the secular mahastream in the identity battle gripping Israel. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

In California, Son Gets Chance to Restore Luster to a Legacy 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

Gov. Jerry Brown is eager to take an active role in shaping the state’s higher education systems, much as his 
father did in the 6os. 

In a Quick Shift, Scouts Rethink a Ban on Gays 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Under a new proposed policy, the Boy Scouts of America would allow local scouting groups to choose 
whether to allow gay members. 

Skilled Science Workers at Focus of Second Senate Proposal on Immigration 
By JULIA PRESTON 

Four senators will introduce a bill Tuesday that would increase the nmnber of temporary visas available for 
inmffgrants in science and technology fields, and free up permanent resident visas. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

For Search, Facebook Had to Go Beyond ’Robospeak’ 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

Before Facebook introduced a search tool tiffs month, it assembled a varied team to study what ttsers were 



searching for and to teach computers how to comnaunicate better with people. 

A Break for Embattled Ranchers 
By STEPHANIE STRUM and HIROKO TABUCHI 

Japma’s move to ease restrictions on Mnerican beef imports will allow ranchers mad meatpackers to move 
past a nmd cow scare that led to a ban in 2oo3, and regain full access to what was once their most lucrative 
market. 

ITINERARIES 

In the Air, Minor Tiffs Can Escalate Fast 
By SUSAN STELLIN 

Flight attendmats are trained to avoid escalating conflict, but the "nip it in the bud" approach may seem 
aggressive to passengers. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

NETS 97, MAGIC 77 
Lopez Gives Magic Painful Reminder of Player They Turned Down 
By HOWARD BECK 

Brook Lopez, who the Magic did not want in a potential trade involving Dwight Howard, played an efficient 
game scoring 16 points ha the Nets’ victory. 

¯ ’ ~ Box Score 

Knieks to Ask Less of Kidd After Asking for Whole Lot 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Jason Kidd’s abrupt departure on Sunday underlined the tightrope walked by the IOficks, the league’s oldest 
team. 

75th Career Tour Victory Serves as a Bright Opening to Woods’s Season 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Tiger Woods, who won his PGA Tour season debut for the first time since 2008, stands seven victories short 
of tying Sam Snead’s career record after winning the Farmers Insurance Open in San Diego. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Shaken but Determined, the Bolshoi Dances On 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The Bolshoi Ballet carries on even as a scandal swirls aromad it following an acid-throwing attack on its 
artistic director, possibly ordered by a rival. 

’. ~.~ Slide Show 

DANCE REVIEW 
Changes at the Top, but the Dancers Endure 
By ALASTAIR MACAU LAY 

In a transitional time for the Mianfi City Ballet, with the departure of the artistic director Edward Villella, the 
performers look fine in works by Balmaelfine and Liana Searlett. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 
And Now for Some Real-Life Enemies 
By STEPHEN TOTILO 

In DmC, the new game in the Devil May Cry series from Capcom, the villains are debtmongers and a TV 
news network. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

PROFILES IN SCIENCE 
Digging Deep in the DNA 
By JAMES GORMAN 

Studying how deer nfice build their burrows, a temn at Harvard led by Hopi Hoekstra is getting closer to 



tmderstanding how genes control complicated behavior. 

Hide and Seek With Deer Mice I ~ Video 

That Daily Shower Can Be a Killer 
By JARED DIAMOND 

The secret to longer life maybe to pay more attention to hazards that carry a low risk but are encountered 
frequently than to worry about catastrophic events like plm~e crashes. 

SCIBOOKS 
A Crash Course in Playing the Nmnbers 
By ABIGAIL ZUGER, M.D. 

In "Naked Statistics," Charles Wheelan shows how health has notlfing in common with the laws of physics 
and everything in common with lottery cards, mutual ftmds and tomorrow’s weather forecast. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
Now We’re Talking 
The plan released by eight senators sets the stage for refolan. It is encouraging that a path to citizenship for 
illegal immigrants exists at all. 

EDITORIAL 
The Mount Laurel Doctrine 
The New Jersey Supreme Court shotfld protect a landmark system of fair housing. 

EDITORIAL 
Beyond Selma-to-Stonewall 
President Obama’s elevating inaugural message on gay fights needs legal follow-through. 

¯ More Opinion >> 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
A Second G.O.P. 
By DAVID BROOKS 

It’s time for a second Republican stream, one that shows a deep interest in reforming our bloated 
institutions and repairing our hunmn capital. 

:. Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
And in Last Week’s Gun News ... 
By JOE NOCERA 

A small sampling of news articles from aromad the country gives a sense of the Second Amendment’s toll. 

’. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Manti and the Mating Game 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Dead or not, courtship was never all it’s cracked up to be, and there’s no one playbook for pairing off. 

" Columnist Page ] Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 29, 1963, poet Robert Frost died in Boston. 

¯ See This Front ..P..’.a2~e_ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for Africm~ Studies <inter.inafr@mail.ru> 

Tuesday, Januaw 29, 2013 6:17 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr> 

Newsletter of the Institute tbr At~can Studies, RussiaJ~ Academy of Sciences 

NL 04 2012en.pdf 

Dear Colleagues! 

We am glad to share our newsletter. Here you will find the information about publications, conferences, events and other activities of our Institute. 

Your comments are most welconle. 

Sincerely yours, 

Petr Popov 

Centre for Infom~ation and International Relations 

Institute for Africa~ Studies 

Russim~ Academy of Sciences 

ww~-.inafran.ru/en 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Rill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaMe 

Eunice: 

Thanks for sharing these. I wasn’t sure of the situation inviting these responses so I went to the Pope Foundation’s website and read the article. It is, of 

course, a bit frightening in terms of the author’s perspective toward higher education (an "objective" view of issues). If there is any consolation, I guess it 

would be that he spent waaaaay more time on Judith Blau’s course. And, there is the diatribe against the very term of "social and economic justice." Sigh. 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, 2:34 PM 

To: "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

From: Kad Dahlgren @lmh.ox.ac.uk] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 
In response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center website we as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have 
decided it is necessary to record our experiences as her students and to share a few of them with you. While Mr. Schalin, in his article, 
implies that Dr. Sahle uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further from the truth. Our many 
experiences with Dr. Sahle speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and 

perspectives. In order to show our support for Dr. Sahle, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible ability to inspire and 
the immense respect she shows towards her students: 
Dr. Sahle is the reason that I am now pursuing my PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and 
encouraged me to get involved in research and pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so 
much time to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of both my undergraduate and now graduate 
career. I have the highest respect for Dr. Sahle for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to think for 
themselves and defend what they believe with academic rigor. I aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the 
way she has inspired me. 

Angela Dixon 
PhD Student Sociology and Social Policy 

Princeton University 
Having Dr. Sahle as a professor at UNC completely changed the trajectory of my life. Under her tutelage I discovered a love and desire for 
research. She encouraged my intellectual curiosity, and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics I found stimulating. Her 
courses were some of the most rigorous courses I took at UNC, and helped me figure out what I want to work on now, which is heavily 

routed in development and food systems. As a woman of color, it was a deeply empowering experience to have an educator who looked like 
me, especially when academia is still overwhelmingly male and white. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable 
representation and a diversity of voices from all backgrounds should matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. 
Not only is Sahle an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which I was able to witness even 
moreso during my semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr. Sahle is a phenomenal educator and I can say, without a doubt, that 
learning from her was one of the best experiences of my time at Carolina. 
Tavia Benjamin 
Healthy Food Access Intern, Wallace Center at Winrock International 
Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellow 
Dr. Sahle has been my mentor for the last four years and I owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to 
think critically and pushed me to be my best. She is an incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and 
supporting students. And while I have incredible respect for Dr. Sahle~ academic work, I have also sat across from her in her office and 

disagreed, and I know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has many times told me that through the last 
few years of mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and 
respect my insights. In fact, from the earliest class I took with Dr. Sable, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not 
merely students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom. The respect she gives her students inspires them to live up to 
her expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship. Without her encouragement and respect I would not be where I 
am today, and I am extremely grateful for having her influence in my life. 
Kari Dahlgren 

Masters in African Studies Candidate, 2013 
University of Oxford 
As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sable I am appalled by Mr. Schalin’s attack, and I can personally attest that Dr. Sable has always supported 
her students to critically engage with other scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During our study 

abroad program I made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, afterwards Dr. Sable took me aside and told me that 



I should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that I should not 
abandon them in the face of adversity. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically 
different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and 
recommendations has helped me on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. I strongly encourage the university to make 
an official statement condemning Mr. Schalin’s article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as ][ did at UNC) otherwise he would 
not erroneously claim that’ If Sable sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting 
capitalism by a ’long march"through its institutions, then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and 
ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find empirical evidence proving the 

contrary. 
Kara Todd 

,]D Candidate, 2014 
Georgetown University Law Center 
I was personally offended when :[ read the recent article by Mr..]a’i Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naming Dr. Sahle as chairwoman 
of the UNC’s African and African American Studies department was the right decision, and I still believe this 100%. DF~ Sable is not only an 
engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. I took her classes in Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both 
Tanzania and Mexico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; ][ feel that I am able to make such a claim with confidence. She really 
took an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels. From holding last-minute study sessions to help students really 
understand the material to taking care of several students who had malaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong 
commitment to her students. I could not be more proud of Dr. Eunice Sahle. 
Ashley" Patton 

Account Assistant at AB Data 
Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sable @, she has been an 
incredible mentor to me in the most professional way imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forums to obtain research funding 
and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student I could not possibly ask for anything more from a professor. One of the most 
powerful lessons I have learned from Professor Sable is the importance of respecting others views through the academic forum. I may 
not ’agree’ with all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted every idea she 
presented. 

Professor Sable is-one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think 

about materials and to think about the world. She, like any human, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the 
way she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, but everything to do with mine. She 
also seeks to do exactly what this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social history. She 
strives to help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sable is among the most ethical people T know. She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it 
puts her in conflict with her colleagues. She clearly and deeply cares about her students, and I have seen her become deeply troubled if they 
are not getting the quality of education they deserve. I cannot imagine a better candidate for the position she has filled. 

We find Mr.Schalin’s attack on Dr. Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false. As you see from our testimonies, our 
experiences with Dr. Sable have been positive and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others 
students who have had the pleasure of learning from Dr.Sahle throughout the years. We urge you to throw your administrative support 

behind Dr. Sable in face of these false attacks on her character. 
Sincerely, 

Angela Dixon (Class of 2011), 
Andrea Halbsgut (Class of 2011), 

Tavia Benjamin (Class of 20il), 

Ashley Patton (Class of 2011), 

Kara Todd (Class of 2011), 
Laura Arias-Gomez (Class of 2011), 
Karl Dahlgren (Class of 2012), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 8:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H 

<b~lassi@email.nnc.edtr~ 

I~E: Meeting today at 3.30pro -          3rd year review 

Kennetl~ 

Kennetl~ R. Ja~ken 

Pro~i~ssor of Afl~o- A~nerican Studies 

]-)ep~u’m:~en~ of Al~cm~ and Af?o- Amedc~m Studies 

109 Ba~tle t ~alk Ct3~ 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 (fhx) 

h~:i/u~vw.um~s.edu"umpmssispr 97/ianken.Nml 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~/T- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduiboolgP00780 
htlp://nndpress.nd.ed~’b( c ~P00 ~ z3 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 6:38 AN 
T~ Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassle, Bereket 
Subjeet~ Neet[ng today at 3.30pm -         3rd year review 

Dear esteemed Colleagues, 

I would be grateful if we meet today at 3.30pro to discuss 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

3rd year review. I have attached the final report. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Balthrop, Rill <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

Andy is, as you might have surmised, a professor in the Sociology department. He’s also been an active supporter of the IAH and is a pretty good guy, 
based on my experience with him. I presume the reference is to the attack from Schalin, right? 

Balthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday,               8::19 AM 

To: Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

Dear Bill and David, 

The responses from the students this week was the attack on my book last Wednesday. Andrew Perrin (whom 1 have never met) wrote the following commentary. We truly 
live in mendacity... 

http://scatter~w~rdpress~c~m/2~:[3/~:~/24/d~g-bites-pers~n-right-winger-end~rses-ign~rance/ 

Thanks both for all your support during these mendacious times. 

Eunice 

From: Balthrop, Bill 

Sent= Tuesday, 7:51 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Kiel, David 
Subject= Re: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaNe 

Thanks tbr shadng these. I wasn’t sure of the situation inviting the~ restxmses so I went to the Pope Foundation’s website and read the article. It is, of course, a bit 

t?ighteniug in terms of the author’s perspective toward higher education (an "objective" view of issues). If there is m~y cousolation, I guess it would be that he spent 

waaaaay more time ou Judith Blau’s course. Anck there is the diatribe agains~t the very te~m of"social m~d economic jus~dce.’’ Sigh. 

BaJthrop 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,               2:34 PM 

To: "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu>, Bill Balthrop <vwb@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. Sahle 

From: Kari Dahlgren ~lmh.ox.ac.uk] 
Sent: Monday, 3:43 AM 
To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Student Responses to Pope Center attack on Dr. SaNe 

Dear Dr. Hartlyn, 
In response to the recent publication of an article on the Pope Center website we as a group of former students of Dr. Eunice Sahle have 

decided it is necessary to record our experiences as her students and to share a few of them with you. While Mr. Schalin, in his article, 
implies that Dr. SaNe uses her position as an educator to indoctrinate her students, this cannot be further from the truth. Our many 
experiences with Dr. SaNe speak to her incredible strength as a teacher, inspiring students with many different backgrounds and 
perspectives. In order to show our support for Dr. SaNe, we have compiled our testimonies to speak to her incredible ability to inspire and 
the immense respect she shows towards her students: 
Dr. SaNe is the reason that 1 am now pursuing my PhD in Sociology and Social Policy. She saw my passion for educational inequalities and 
encouraged me to get involved in research and pursue a PhD. No professor before had ever taken such an interests in me and dedicated so 
much time to encouraging me in this way. Her mentorship has been an invaluable component of both my undergraduate and now graduate 
career. I have the highest respect for Dr. SaNe for both her work as a scholar and her passion for challenging students to think for 
themselves and defend what they believe with academic rigor. I aspire to one day to become a scholar of her caliber and inspire students the 
way she has inspired me. 

Angela Dixon 
PhD Student Sociology and Social Policy 

Princeton University 



Having Dr. Sahle as a professor at UNC completely changed the trajectory of my life. Under her tutelage I discovered a love and desire for 
research. She encouraged my intellectual curiosity, and provide me with methods and tools to explore topics [ found stimulating. Her 
courses were some of the most rigorous courses ]~ took at UNC, and helped me figure out what ]~ want to work on now, which is heavily 

routed in development and food systems. As a woman of color, it was a deeply empowering experience to have an educator who looked like 
me, especially when academia is still overwhelmingly male and white. As a student of color, this mattered to me, as does equitable 
representation and a diversity of voices from all backgrounds should matter to all who want to create a well rounded educational institution. 
Not only is Sahle an incredibly knowledgeable professor, she genuinely cares for all of her students, which I was able to witness even 
moreso during my semester abroad with her as an instructor. Dr. Sahle is a phenomenal educator and I can say, without a doubt, that 
learning from her was one of the best experiences of my time at Carolina. 
Tavia Benjamin 
Healthy Food Access Intern, Wallace Center at Winrock International 
Bill Emerson National Hunger Fellow 
Dr. Sahle has been my mentor for the last four years and I owe my academic success to her inspiring mentorship. She has taught me to 
think critically and pushed me to be my best. She is an incredible teacher, who has found the perfect balance between challenging and 
supporting students. And while I have incredible respect for Dr. Sahle~ academic work, ]~ have also sat across from her in her office and 
disagreed, and I know that these moments are the ones when she is most proud of me. She has many times told me that through the last 
few years of mentorship, she has most enjoyed watching me find my own voice and develop the confidence to stand by my perspective and 
respect my insights. In fact, from the earliest class I took with Dr. Sahle, she insisted that all of us students consider ourselves scholars, not 
merely students, but as contributors to the learning occurring in the classroom. The respect she gives her students inspires them to live up to 

her expectations and to view themselves as active participants in scholarship. Without her encouragement and respect I would not be where I 
am today, and I am extremely grateful for having her influence in my life. 
Kari Dahlgren 

Masters in African Studies Candidate, 2013 
University of Oxford 
As a former student of Dr. Eunice Sahle I am appalled by Mr. Schalin’s attack, and I can personally attest that Dr. Sahle has always supported 
her students to critically engage with other scholars (including her own work) in order to help them find their own voice. During our study 
abroad program I made a presentation and had my ideas ridiculed by a visiting speaker, afterwards Dr. Sahle took me aside and told me that 
I should remain firm in my own beliefs. She said that my convictions were my own, they added depth to my research, and that I should not 
abandon them in the face of adversity. She helped me to regain my confidence in my own ideas despite the fact that they were ideologically 
different from her own. Dr. Sahle’s only agenda is encouraging students to forge new paths as scholars. Dr. Sahle’s mentorship and 

recommendations has helped me on my path to combine my passion for economics and the law. I strongly encourage the university to make 
an official statement condemning Mr. Schalin’s article, clearly he never took a course on logical fallacies (as I did at UNC) otherwise he would 
not erroneously claim that’ If Sahle sees the existing order as a nefarious force, and she adheres to the Gramscian philosophy of subverting 
capitalism by a ’long march"through its institutions, then it is logical to assume that she will encourage students to adopt her grudges and 
ideology. " There is nothing logical about that claim and in fact, if he bothered to check he would find empirical evidence proving the 

contrary. 

Kara Todd 
.]D Candidate, 2014 
Georgetown University Law Center 
I was personally offended when I read the recent article by Mr~ ,lay Schalin on Eunice Sahle. I believed that naming Dr. Sahle as chairwoman 
of the UNC’s African and African American Studies department was the right decision, and I still believe this 100%. Dr~ Sable is not only an 
engaging, inspiring and sagacious professor, but she is also an amazing woman. I took her classes in Chapel Hill, and also travelled to both 
Tanzania and Mexico for a study abroad program in the fall of 2009; I feel that I am able to make such a claim with confidence. She really 
took an interest in all of her students, on both academic and personal levels. From holding last-minute study" sessions to help students really" 
understand the material to taking care of several students who had malaria in Tanzania (while she was also sick), she always held a strong 
commitment to her students. I could not be more proud of Dr. Eunice Sable. 
Ashley Patton 

Account Assistant at AB Data 
Although my views on economics, morals and international development are fundamentally different than Professor Sahle % she has been an 
incredible mentor to me in the most professional way imaginable. She has advocated for me in numerous forums to obtain research funding 
and respects me as an individual thinker. As a student I could not possibly ask for anything more from a professor. One of the most 
powerful lessons I have learned from Professor Sahle is the importance of respecting others views through the academic forum. I may 

not ’agree’ with all of Sahle’s positions, but she respects me more for my individual views than she would if blindly accepted every idea she 
presented. 

Professor Sahle is one of the greatest teachers I’ve ever had. She pushes her students not just to read and regurgitate, but to really think 
about materials and to think about the world. She, like any human, has a perspective, but it has never felt like she wanted us to think the 
way she thinks. She agreed to be my thesis mentor for a topic that had nothing to do with her interests, but everything to do with mine. She 
also seeks to do exactly what this article doesn’t: contextualize processes, events, and themes in political, economic, and social history. She 
strives to help us all become scholars -- not mere consumers, but producers of knowledge and insight. 
Perhaps more importantly, Dr. Sahle is among the most ethical people I know. She stands up for education and students’ growth, even if it 
puts her in conflict with her colleagues. She clearly and deeply cares about her students, and I have seen her become deeply troubled if they 
are not getting the quality of education they deserve. I cannot imagine a better candidate for the position she has filled. 

We find Mr.Schalin’s attack on Dr. Sahle’s integrity as an educator to be malicious and completely false. As you see from our testimonies, our 
experiences with Dr. Sahle have been positive and engaging, and we are confident that our few testimonies are echoed by many others 
students who have had the pleasure of learning from Dr.Sahle throughout the years. We urge you to throw your administrative support 

behind Dr. Sahle in face of these false attacks on her character. 



Sincerely, 

Angela Dixon (Class of 2011), 
Andrea Halbsgut (Class of 2011), 

Tavia Benjamin (Class of 2011), 
Ashley Patton (Class of 2011), 

Kara Todd (Class of 2011), 
Laura Arias-Gomez (Class of 2011), 
Karl Dahlgren (Class of 2012), 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 11:19 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@ema~l.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting l,~day at 3.30pm -          3rd year review 

Thanks, Kenneth I do support the proposed change. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, January, 29, 2013 8:07 AM 
To: Sable, Eumce N; Nzongola-B,-talaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: iVleeting today at 3.30pro -          3rd year review 

I have one suggestion for Eunice’s report 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Prufessor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle }{all, CB¢¢ 3395 
University uf North Carulina 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (vuice) 
(919) 966-2694 (15x) 
Click on a link for inl’urmation abuut my publicatiuns: 
http://wwwumass.edu/umpressispr 97/ianken html 
http : //uncpress. unc. edu/buoks/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/buok/P00780 
http ://undpress.nd edu/bouk/P00723 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaW 29, 2013 6:38 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket H 
Sutzject: Meeting tuday at 3.30pm -          3rd year rewew 

Dear esteemed Colleagues, 

I xvould be grateful if we meet today- at 3.30pm to discuss 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

3rd year review. I have attached the final report. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@dailytarheel.com~ 

Tuesday, 11:38 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

DTH Valentine’s Day Theme Page! 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is~ and I am working as an here at The Daily Tar Heel. 

On Wednesday,          the DTH roll be printing a Valentine’s Day theme page. This year’s theme roll be "Head over Heels", where not only are we advertising 

your typical Valentine’s day activities, but we are also giving the opportunities for departments and businesses to share their love for our Tar Heels and Chapel Hill in 
genera!! 

This would be a ~’eat opportunity for your department to ’~jve a valentine’ to the students, the campus, or anything else that you may have in mind. 

To ma£e the theme page am even better deal, we a~e throwing in free pink spot color! Imagine paJ, ring Carolina Blue with a vibrant pink to really give your campus 
Valentines the attention that they deserve. 

There are so many ways to show that your department is "Head over Heels" for our Heels ~ld as always, we are willing to work with any and all budgets to 
accommodate your needs. 

Jusl a final reminder that the deadline is next Monday, -so we would love to tly and get ajumpstart on this as fast as possible! 

Thank~ 

The Daily Tar Heel 

919-962-1163 ext. 2 

~dailytarheel.com 

Drive traffic & revenue to your business, let us build your affinity app! 

For a first-hand demo, click here to check it out! 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~I Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Januaw 29, 2013 12:32 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Fiud "More Love" at the Ackland! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

More Lave Opens 1 February 2013 

Presenting a broad spectrum of art made over the East twenty years, 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 1990s (1 February - 31 

March 2013) is the first major exhibition to investigate the many ways 

contemporary artists have addressed the subject of love. Organized for 

the Ackland by consulting curator Claire Schneider, More Love includes 48 

works of art by 33 emerging and established contemporary artists for 

whom love is a central preoccupation. 

From Jim Hodges’ large-scale curtain of sitk flower petals to Julianne 

Swartz’s site-specific sound installations, from sculptural pieces by Janine 

Antoni and Louise Bourgeois to video work by Mona Hatoum, Tad 

Hozumi, Frances Stark, and others, the artists in More Love invite, 

enact, and reflect on multiple modes of expressing love. Learn more! 

More Love Openir~g Weeker~d Events 
Members’ Preview ::~:: 
Thursday, 31 January, 5:00-6:00 PM ...... 

Members £et the first look at More 

Love! 

RSVP online 

Public Opening Reception 

Thursday, 31 January, 6:00-8:00 PM 

I~ore Love Book Signing 

Saturday, 2 February, 2:00 PM 

Ack~and Museum Store 

Curator’s Tours of I~ore Love 

Sunday, 3 February, 2:00 PM and 3:30 PM 



Led by Claire Schneider 

Ack[and Film Forum: Turkey’s 
Thursday, 31 January, 7:00 PM 
Varsity Theatre, Downtown Chapel Hill 

For years, Turkey has been run by 

stridentty secular business and potiticat 

elites, while its devout Muslim citizens 
have been pushed to the political and 

economic fringes. But now, even the 

most committed Muslims are embradng 

Westernosty[e capitahsm and commerce 

and are ascending in Turkish society at 

the ballot box and in big business. This 

documentary captures a modern -- and to many Westerners, surprising -- 

face of Islam rarely seen in the American med~a. 

Free and open to the public. 

North Carolina Public Radio WUNC is the Official Media 

Sponsor of the Ack[and F|[m Forum. 

See the complete Ack[and Film Forum 
Ackla nd spring schedule. 
Film Fol~l m 
Logo 

Follow the Ack[and Film Forum on Facebook. ~.~ 

SESSION RESCHEDULED: 
Art & ia Carte: Hands-on Art Classes for UNC 

Friday, 1 February, 4:00-7:00 PM 
**Please note: this session of Art & la Carte was originally scheduled 

for Friday, 25 January, but was rescheduled due to inclement 

weather.** 

Start your week end creatively with a hands-on art class designed 

espedai[y for Carohna 

students. Each Art ~ [a 

Carte begins at the 

Ack[and Art Museum, 

where you’ll examine the 

techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have 

achieved. You’[[ then go to 

a studio in Hanes Art 

Center to try the 

techniques yourself as you 

create works of art that you can take home. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 

some art experience. Materials are provided. 

This week’s sessmn is Charcoal Drawing. Using this staple of artists’ 

studios, you’[[ practice drawing shapes, forms, and gestures without 

getting bogged down in detail 

Registration is required, as space is limited...l~__.V__.P__.o_n_!i_.n_e___h__e_.r_e_!_ 

Cost is $8 per class. 

Art ~ [a Carte is supported by a grant from the Carolina Parents’ Council 

Programs Youql LOVE ~n February 

FAMILY & CHILDREN’S PROGRAMS 

ART FOR LUNCH TALKS - RSVP ONLINE (and bring your lunch!) 

"Love Freaks! (And Order Avenges)" 

Miche[te Robinson, American Studies, UNC-Chapet Hi[[ 

Wednesday, 6 February, 12:00 PM 

"Love 2.0: It Pays to Upgrade" 

Barbara Fredrickson, Psychology, UNC-Chape[ 

Wednesday, 6 March, 12:00 PM 

TEA AT TWO - RSVP ONLINE 



"The Alchemy of Desire" 

Teka Se[man, Assistant Director, MFA Program in Experimental and 

Documentary Arts, Duke University 

Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of Digital 
Reproduction" 
Pau! Jones, Journalism and Mass Communication, UNC-Chape[ Hi[[ 
Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

PUBLIC TOURS 

LOVE SONGS IN THE GALLERIES: "Community Love Jukebox" 
ACKLAND FILM FORUM at the VARSITY THEATRE: 

"LOVE on FILM" 

Untitled (Jim Hodges, Carlos Marques da Cruz, and Encke King, 2010) 

Thursday, 21 February, 7:00 PM 

Me and You and Everyone We Know (Miranda July, 2005) 

Thursday, 7 March, 7:00 PM 

Films of Yoko Ono: No. 4 (1966) and Fly (1970) 

Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs are made 

possible by generous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, British, born 1963: More Love, 2010; neon. 18-1/8 x 47-1/4 inches. Edition of 3. © Tracey Emin, 

Courtesy the artist and Lehmann Maupin GaUery, New York and Hon£ Kon£. 

Egon Schie[e, Austrian, 1890-1918: Seeted Women, 1918; btack cotored pencit. Burton Emmet[ Co[tection. 

Felix Gonza[ez-Torres, "Untftled" (Portraft of Ross fn L.A.), 1991. Candies individually wrapped in multicolored 

cellophane, endless supply. Overall dimensions vary with installation. Ideal weight: 1 75 pounds. © The Felix Gonzatez- 

Torres Foundation. Courtesy of Andrea Rosen Gallery, New York. 

Camille Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Bonks of the Ofse, Neor Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: 44yBest Thfn.~ (video still), 2011; digital video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. © 

Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Forward this email 

This enlail was sent Lo eunice@email,ur~c.edu by esbowles@email.urlc.edu 
_U__#__d__a__t__e__!~__r_o__f_[Le]~__~3__a_[L_A__d__d__Le__s_~ ~nstant removal with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~" [%v__a__c_Z__r_LoJLc_y__. 

Ackland Art Nuseum, UNC - Chapel Hill i 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:41 PM 

@Iive.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; CaldweIl, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~W: UNC Du Bois Conference 

and Prof. Caldwell: 

Given the title of Prof. Boxill’s talk is Du Bois and Douglass on the Sorrow Songs," it appears that the name of the panel is misleading. It no longer has anything to do with 
human rights or political philosophy. My talk will be on ’qhe Theology of W.E.B. Du Bois." Prof. Fisher’s talk will be on Du Bois and the Spirituals (Kia would you please forward 
the exact title of her talk?) I suggest that we rename the panel on the program and call it, ’qhe Soul and Spirit of W.E.B. Du Bois." -RH 

From: Boxill, Bernard R 
Sent: Tuesday, :~1:02 AM 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: UNC Du Bois Conference 

Hi Reg, 
My title is "Du Bois and Douglass on the sorrow songs." rll send you a bio as soon as I can check if its is up to date. 
See you soon. I don’t need or want technology! 
Bernie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 1:15 PM 

ttildebmnd, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Du Bois Conference 

Reg, 

I requeffted the title of Rebecka’s talk, bnt haven’t received it yet. 

Best, 
Kia 

On , at 12:41 PM, "Hildebrand, Reginald F" <hildebm(~elnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

and Prof. Caldwell: 

Given the title of Prof. Boxill’s talk is Du Bois and Douglass on the Sorrow Songs," it appears that the name of the panel is misleading. It no longer has anything to 
do with human rights or political philosophy. My talk will be on ’~Fhe Theology of W.E.B. Du Bois." Prof. Fisher’s talk will be on Du Bois and the Spirituals (Kia 
would you please forward the exact title of her talk?) I suggest that we rename the panel on the program and call it, ’qhe Soul and Spirit of W.E.B. Du Bois." - 
RH 

From: Boxill, Bernard R 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:02 AlVl 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: UNC Du Bois Conference 

Hi Reg, 

My title is "Du Bois and Douglass on the sorrow songs." rll send you a bio as soon as I can check if its is up to date. 

See you soon. I don’t need or want technology! 

Bernie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Top of the Hill 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

Top ofthe Hillgot backto me and they cannotaccommodate ourlarge party on Friday evening because they have already accepted otherlarge reservations, the only time they’d 

be able to dois 5:00pm and ourscheduleis not planned to end until 5:45 on Friday. Do you have a preference foranothervenue?l’d suggest R&R Grill. Pleaselet me know ofyour 

preferences. 

~ve.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:14 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Carolina Week Interview request 

FYI. I’m not plamling to do the intel,Aew. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: (~live.unc.edu> 
Date: 2:23:38 PM EST 

To: <klcaldwe@email.unc.ed u-~ 
Subject: Carulina Week Interview request 

Hello Dr. CaJdwell, 

I hope this email finds you well. My name is     I’m a s~dent reporter ruth the on-campus                            :. Recently Pat McCrory 

made some strong comlnents about several depoxtlnents including AFAM. I was wondering if you wouldn’t mind giving 10 Ininutes of your time for a 

quick on-cam taping of your reaction to his comments as someone in the AFAM department. The show airs tomorrow so if there is an5’ way this cma take 

place today or tomorrow morning, it would be of great help. Thank you so much for your time, and please let me l~ow if this is something we can make 

happen! 

Best, 

UNC-Chapel Hill School of JournaJism 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com on behalf of 

@em~l.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,               3:19 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Thm~k you 

Dear Eunice, 
We met earlier today for a minute at TRU, and I mn afraid I sounded rude when I said I had read about you! What I mean to say is that I respect the work you’re 

doing (that I have read about) given the issues in the department. Thank you for your strength and for eveD~tNng you’re doing in the struggle to make snre that such 

importa~at fields of study remain at this universi~’. 

Best regards, 

Doctoral Student 

Depaxtment of Sociology 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 29, 2013 4:15 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES - Section numbers needed 

Hi Tia, 

The first name 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES - Section numbers needed 

Travis, 
What is the first name of the TA for summer school? 
[ only have her last name 

~Tia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 2:08 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES - Section numbers needed 

Ignore the first one I sent. Use this one! 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES - Section numbers needed 

Here they are[ 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Tuesday, January 29, 2013 12:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: SUMMER SCHOOL CLASSES - Section numbers needed 
Importance: High 

Travis, 
Can you go through and complete the section numbers for each summer course. I need this information as soon as 

possible today, please. 

Thanks very much! 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 



Business Officer 

3.09 Battle H~, CB#3395 

Chape~ H~, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 9~9-966~295; Fax: 9~9-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 29, 2013 5:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

talk’titles 

talk titles.doc 

Dear Eunice, I’m sending this just because I thought you might be interested in talk titles for the conference. Shelby got it a few minutes ago. I just made up a title for Rebecka 
and since I haven’t heard back from them...but I asked Rebecka to send the title she wants to appear to ASAP. I think the titles are the most 
interesting aspect of the program and the one that people will refer to most often. If we can include them we should. (Poor ) -Reg 



Panel I. 

Nzongoloa, "Pan Afficanism in Africa Since Decolonization" 

"The Intellectual and Pragmatic Legacy of Du Bois’s Pan Afficanism in Contemporary 
Ghana" 

"W.E.B. Du Bois on Africa" 

Panel II. 

"W.EB. Du Bois: Black Political Independent" 

"Du Bois and the Failure of Contemporary Black Intellectuals and Scholars" 

"Reading Du Bois in Baghdad" 

Panel III. [new name for panel, The Soul and Spirit ofW.EB. Du Bois] 

Boxill, "Du Bois and Douglass on the Sorrow Songs" 

Hildebrand, "Some Thoughts on the Theology of W.E.B. Du Bois" 

"Du Bois’s use of the Spirituals in Souls" 

Panel IV. 

"Du Bois, Education and the Civil Rights Movement" 

"W.EB Du Bois on Education" 

"Resistance to Rational Approaches: W.E.B. Du Bois, Derrick Bell and the Origins of 
Critical Race Theory." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 3:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Urges Speed on Immigration Plan, but Exposes Conflicts 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Obama Urges Speed on 
Immigration Plan, but 

Exposes Conflicts 
By MARK LANDLER 

Criticism from a Republican leader 
suggests that reaching consensus on 
inmfigration law remains difficult 
despite a new bipartisan push since the 
November elections. 

Boeing Battery Was a 

Concern Before Failure 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW, HIROKO TABUCHI 
and JAD MOUAWAD 

Even before battery failures led to the 
gromading of all Boeing 787jets, flaere 
were problems that raised questions 
about their reliability. 

’ ~ Timeline: A Rocky Path for the 787 

Dreamliner 

" ~ Graphic: Battery at Center of Inquiry 

Chaos in Egypt Stirs Warning of a Collapse 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Gen. Abdul Fattah el-Sisi, the defense nfinister, wanted of dire consequences if Egypt’s political forces failed 
to reconcile, reflecting impatience from the eomatry’s most powerful institution. 

.’ Under Attack, Cairo Hotel Sends Twitter SOS 

," ~;~ Video: Egypt’s Turmoil Worsens 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Chicago is like a house with two parents that may try to have good rules and do what they can, but it’s 

like you’ve got this single house sitting on a whole block where there’s anarchy. Chicago is an argument for 

laws that are statewide or better yet, national." 
REV. IRA J. ACREE, on a city that has strict firearms restrictions but is still plagued by gtm violence. 

SPORTS 



Second Annual Crystal Bowl 
Predict the outcome of Super Bowl 
XLVII, compete with your friends and 
return as the Times scores your picks 
during the big game. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
~. Reforming 

Immigration for 
Good 
By MAE M. NGAI 

Our visa system actually 
encourages illegal border crossings. 

ENTER YOUR PREDICIiTIONS 
.A.BO:UTi 

W!N: AN i, PAD 

WORLD 

Relief and Anxiety Meld in Malian Towns Freed of Islamists 
By PETER TINTI and RICK GLADSTONE 

Some residents in Gao expressed concern that the northern Mali town was tmsafe and short of food and fuel, 
while in Timbuktu there were reports of looting. 

In Thailand, Power Comes With Help From Skype 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Thaksin Shinawatra, the country’s most famous fugitive and a former prime minister, has harnessed 
Interact and mobile technology to create an mausual way of governing. 

Plane Crashes in Fog in Kazakhstan, Killing All aa on Board 
By ANDREW ROTH 

The crash, which left no survivors, was the second aviation disaster in the country in a month. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Strict Chicago Gun Laws Can’t Stem Fatal Shots 
By MONICA DAVEY 

The city’s experience has revealed the complications inherent in carrying out local gun laws around the 
nation. 
-’ ~ Graphic: Where 50,000 Guns Recovered in Chicago Came From 

Scout Plan to Allow Gays Ignites Debates on Local Level 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The Boy Scouts of America’s decision to move away from its national policy banning gays has elicited online 
responses from thousmads - ranging from anguish to opprobrium and approval. 

," ~;~ Video: Possible Change at the Boy Scouts 

In Shift, an Activist Enlists Same-Sex Couples in a Pro-Marriage Coalition 
By MARK OPPENHEIMER 

David Blankenhom, once a foe of gay marriage, says he quit the culture war in favor of a pro-marriage 
agenda. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 
MF Global’s Bankruptcy Nears a Happy Conclusion 
By BEN PROTESS 

The push to make MF Global customers nearly whole, a goal now surprisingly within reach, is a remarkable 



turnaround for the brokerage firua. 

European Cloud Over Ford 
By BILL VLASIC 

Ford Motor posted a 54 percent gain in adjusted fourth-quarter profit, despite heavy losses in the troubled 
European market. 

:. Appeals Court Suspends Peugeot’s Job-Cut Plan 

. French Automakers’ Biggest Problem? French Consumers 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
In Energy Taxes, Tools to Help Tackle Climate Change 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Americmas may have grown more aware of the potential risks of climate change, but they are no more willing 
to bear the costs of trying to solve the problem. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

ON BASEBALL 

New Denials, and New Questions About What Is Next 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The latest report on Alex Rodriguez involving performance-enhancing drugs nfight have the Yankees 
wondering if there’s a way they cma be rid of him. 

Rodriguez Linked Anew to Prohibited Drugs 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Mianfi New Times, citing medical records, reported that a South Florida clinic supplied perfornmnce- 
enhancers to six baseball players, including Alex Rodriguez. 

New to Most Fans, IGF-1 Has Long Been Banned as a Performance Enhancer 
By MARY PILON and GINA KOLATA 

IGF-1 has fotmd favor among atlfletes for the stone reasons that hunmn growth hornaone has: it is believed to 
nmke an athlete bigger, faster and stronger. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
In Renderings for a Library Landmark, Stacks of Questions, Still 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

The New York Public Library will have to work structural magic to build Norman Foster’s branch library 
beneath the reading room on 42nd Street. 

-’ ~ Slide Show 

’Bloomberg: The Musical’: He’s Not Calling the Ttmes 
By SCOTT HELLER 

Three composers imagine song-and-dm~ce numbers for a Mayor Bloomberg musical. 

:’ ~_-;."~ Video: ’Requiem for the Barflies’ 

Kennedy Arts Center Unveils Plans For Expansion 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The $1oo nfillion project adds a rehearsal and education space to Waslfington’s John F. Kennedy Center for 
the Performing Arts. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

A City Drenched in Sugar 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

New Orlem~s, where bakery loyalties rtm deep, has become a laboratory for desserts - especially when it 
comes to the popular king cake and its ninny variations. 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I LAKRUWANA 

In Clay Pots, a Taste of Home 
By PETE WELLS 

With authentic d~cor and jttst the right spices, summoning up Sri Lanka in Staten Island. 
" ~,~ Slide Show 

Bacon, and How It Came to Be 
By BEN PAYNTER 

With knives in hand, students face a carcass. In the Midwest, the class is less likely to be a one-time curiosity 
than on the East or West Coast. 
" ~[.~ Slide Show 

¯ More DininR & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Congress Takes Up Gun Violence 
There are many good proposals on gtm control, which should be debated and voted on in full public view. 

EDITORIAL 

A Better Immigration Plan 
The president offered his own ideas for reform, with a citizenship path at the center of his proposal. 

EDITORIAL 

The Boy Scouts Fall Short 
The organization’s plan to no longer "dictate" an antigay policy to local scouting groups does not go far 
enough in its rentmciation of antigay bigotry. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It’s P.Q. and C.Q. as Much as I.Q. 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

The Great Inflection has transfonned the world over the past decade. Each individual has to adapt. 
’: Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Lawns Into Gardens 
By MARK BITTMAN 

There are joys and rewards in growing some of your own crops; there’s even beauty. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Bipartisan Hunting Buddies 
By JAMES A. BAKER III and JOHN D. DINGELL 

The harsh truth is that too many 3anericmas are dying from gun-related shootings. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 30, a948, Indian political and spiritual leader Mahatma Gandlfi was murdered by a Hindu extremist. 

¯ See This Front ~ 
¯ Buy This Front ~ 

About This E-Mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, January 30, 2013 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2013 - "Intercultural Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmental 
Responsibility & Ecotourism" (Berli~ March 6th - 10th, 2013) 

"Intercultural Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmental Responsibility & Ecotourism: Opportunities for Successful 
Nation Branding in the 2~st Century" 

(Berlin, March 6th- 10th, 2013) 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Institute for Cultural Diplomacy, ] wouM like to wish you a Happy New Year in 2013. 
We are writing to bring to your attention our upcoming International Conference, hosted by the ICD in partnership with other leading organizations, as well as information about 
our Iorthcoming conferences Ior young leaders. 
We would be grateful ilyou could share this announcement by forwarding the information below to ~hose who you ~hink might be interested in a~tending. 
Sincerely, 
Mark C. Donfried & the ~CD Team 

"tntercultura! Relations, Youth Development Advancement, Environmentat Responsibilib/ & Ecotourism: Opportunities for Successful Nation 
Brand#~g in the 21st Ce#~t~ry" 

Berlin, March 6~h - 10th, 2013 
(Held Parallel to the International Tourism Exchange Conference -’1TB Berlin’) 
www.biec.de 
The Berlin International Economics Congress is one of the world’s leading global conferences combining the fields of International Relations, International Economics, 
GIobNization and Nation Branding with an interdisciplinary and multinational program. The Congress 2013 is held parallel ~o the ITB Berlin (Internationale Tourismus-Bhrse 
Berlin), which is the world’s largest ~ourism trade fair. 
The issues of intercultural relations, environmental tesponsibility, and youth development advancement are becoming incteasingly significant topics within the international 
community and are currently even included as priorities in the second-term agenda of the Obama Administration. Concurrently, global challenges such as climate change 
migration, graduate unemployment, intercultural dialogue and sustainable developmen~ continue to dominate the agendas of global governance organizations and 
governments. Due to the prominence of these universal dilemmas, the Institute fer Cultural Diplomacy has dedicated the 2013 Congress to exploring best practices in raising 
awareness and finding solutions. 
The 2013 Congress will focus on innovative strategies to promote nation branding activities as a means to tackle economic, environmental, social and cultural concerns. With 
nation branding as its core theme, the Congress aims to explore and present the benefits and opportunNes for s~a~e’s nation branding campaigns established on the 
promotion of intetcultural relations, sustainable development, youth education and advancement, ecotourism and environmental responsibility. The Congtess will create a 
blueprint for the opportunities for States and institutions to apply new approaches of Nation Branding. 
__C___o___n__f__e_ £ _e___n__c___e_____P__a__ [ _t j__c_ j_ p__a__Ll_t_ ~ ___>__>__ 
Participation in the conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, artists, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, young 
professionals and students as well as other interested individuals from across the world. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please click HERE 

Congress Speakers >> 
We. are privileged to include as speakers many worm leaders and distinguished experts from the fields of international politics, economics, diplomacy, the private sector, and 

civil society; these speakers will include a number of individuals from the ICD Advisory Board. To learn more about the ICD Advisoq/Board, please click here. 
Speakers for the Congress include: 

,, Secretary Alfred Camilleri - ICD Advisory Board Member; Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Finance, the Economy, an(] Investment, Government d Malta 
,, The Hon. Cassam Uteem - ICD Advisory Boatd Member; Former President of Mauritius 
* The Hon. Eka Tkeshelashvili - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Vice Prime Minister, State Minister of Georgia for Reintegration; Former Foreign Minister 
,, The Hon. Dr. Erhard Busek - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Vice-Chancellor of Austria; Former Minister for Science and Research ol Austria 
,, Ivana Gazic - President of the Zagreb Stock Exchange 
® Deputy Minister Ivo Marinov - Deputy Minister of Economy, Energy, and Tourism of Bulgaria 
,, The Hon. Sir James R. Mancham - ICD Advisory Board Member; Found#N Presiden~ of ~he Republic of Seychelles 
,, The Ant6nio Mascarenhas Monteiro - Former President of the Republic of Cape Verde 

,, Amb. Mohamed Orabi - Former Foreign Minister of Egypt 
* The Hon. Dr. Nazar AI Bahama - ICD Advisory Board Member; Fonner Foreign Minister of Bahrain 
,, The Hon. Nouzha Skalli - ICD Advisory Board Member; Former Moroccan Minister of Social Development, Family, and Solidarity 
,, Minisier Remus Pricopie - ICD Advisory Board Member; Minister of Education of Romania 
® Amb. W. Robert Pearson - President, International Research & Exchanges Board (IREX); Former US Ambassador to Turkey; Former Director of Human Resources in 

the Foreign Service of the US State Department 

Minister Saadoun aI-Dulaimi - Minister of Culture & Defense of Iraq 
Minister Sanja Vlahovic o Minister of Science of Montenegro 
President Staffan Nilsson - President of the European Economic and Social Committee (EESC) 
Prof. Dr. Thomas Jung - Professor, Climate Sciences, AIfred-Wegener-lnstitute Ie[ Polar and Marine Reseamh 
Minister Zaneta Jaunzeme-G[ende - Minister ef Culture of Latvia 

Forthcoming Conferences 
(Berlin, Brussels: February .-- April, 2013) 
www.icd-ylf,or_cj 
The ICD Young Leaders" Forums are international networks ol like-minded young individuals with an in~e[est in developing, suppoding, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders’ Forum has grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We are currently accepting applications for the following conferences: 

"Us#~g Cinema to Transcend Culturat Barriers and Foster Peace" 

(Berlin February 13th - 17th, 2013; Held Parallel to the Berlin International Film Festival) 

www.icd-a rtascult u raldiplomacy .org 



"The Future of EU Foreign Policy: Responsibility to Engage at a Time of Global Crisis" 

(Brussels, Febru~, 24th - 28th, 2013) 

More Younq Leaders" Conferences: 
The USA Meets Eu~o£e Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, FebruBrf 24th --- 28th, 2013) 
~Jcd-usame.org 
*Cultural D~p~omacy ~n the G~oba~ Economy: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Ber~n, March 4th - 10th, 2013)* 

~ Jcd-cdec.org 
*Padic~pants ef this seminar w~]] also participate ~n "The Berlin ~nternational Economics Congress 2013" 
To apply, please click HERE 

Week#ong Semh~ar on C~#tural Diplomacy: Februa@" Session 

(Berlin, FebruB5~ 13th - 17th, 2013) 

ICD Academy Sessions are week]eng programs that explore the role of Cultura~ Dipk~macy ~n contempera~ InternafionB~ Re~atk)ns. Each program features lectures, 
seminars, and workshops led by expeds from the fields of ~nternat~ena] £o~fics, diplemacy, academia, cMI sec~ety, and the private secret. Dudng their t~me ~n Berlin, 
pa~icipants will also have the oppo~un~ty to take ps~ ~n cultu[al and social activities and visit ~nsfitutions such ss the German Foreign Office, Gen~an Padisment, Berlin C~ty 

Ha~, cu~[ural ins[itutions, and Berlin-based embassies. 

Thank you for you[ a~ention and cooperation in sharing the news of our upcoming p[ograms. 
W~th warmest regards, 
~ark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

Ku’damm Karree (3rd F]eoriHochhaus) 
KudOBtendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 0&49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cult u raldiplomacy.org 
info@culturaMiplomacy.orB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 1, 2013 7:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Regester, Charlene B 

<regester@email.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Baxbara S <barbara aaaderson@unc.edu>; 

Kiel, David <kiel@emafil.unc .edu>; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbafileyl @emafil.unc.edu> 

AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Plaaaning meeting 

Hello all -- 

The time that everyone can meet (who has replied) is Monday (2/4) at 4 pro. Let’s plan to meet then, in the department conference room (if that is too small there is space 
outside my office.) I hope everyone will have recovered from the conference by then. 

I’ll be out of town until Monday morning. 

Take care and see you Monday afternoon. 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, February 3, 2013 3:08 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Top G.O.P. Donors Seek Greater Say in Senate Races 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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TOP NEWS 

Top G.O.P. Donors Seek 
Greater Say in Senate Races 
By JEFF ZELENY 

The Republican Party’s biggest donors 
are financing a new group to recruit 
seasoned candidates and protect Senate 
incumbents from challenges by far-right 
conservatives and Tea Party enthusiasts. 

Militants’ Goal in Algeria Gas 
Plant Siege: A Giant Fireball 
By ADAM NOSSITER and NICHOLAS KULISH 

Heavily armed fighters who seized a 
desert complex on 3ma. 16 sought to tuna 
the forest of pipes mad tubes into a 
bomb. What none of them knew was 
how, in the vast maze of metal, to do it. 

Drowned in a Stream of 
Prescriptions 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

A yom~g man’s suicide highlights issues in the diagnosis and treatment of A.D.H.D., as growing nmnbers of 
youths fake symptoms to obtain steady prescriptions for stimulants that can be dangerous. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa ecl~2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When you’re older, they just see gray hair and they write you off." 

ARYNITA ARMSTRONG, a 6o-year-old in Willis, Tex., who has been looking for work for five years since 

losing her job at a mortgage company. 

MAGAZINE 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: 
The Luckiest Place 
on Earth 
Alec Soth spent a week 
traveling North Dakota, 
photographing the locals 
and talking to them about their lives in 



the nfidst of the area’s oil boom. 

~’ Related Article 

OPINION 

OPINIONATOR I THE 
GREAT DIVIDE 
The Boys at the 

Back 
By CHRISTINA HOFF 
SOMMERS 

Boys are being left behind 
in educational advancement. We need to 
address the reasons. Look of The Moment: Victoria 

Beckham 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Mulberry’s Willow tote 

Azin Valy brings her love for maps into clothing and 
accessories 

nytimes.com ~ MAGAZilNE 

WORLD 

Egypt’s Government Apologizes After a Beating Is Televised 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAI AYYAD 

The rare apology came a day after officers stripped and beat a mma two blocks from the palace of President 
Mohamed Morsi during dashes between protesters and riot police officers. 

Timbuktu Gives France’s President an Ecstatic Welcome 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

After French troops helped drive nfilitants from cities in northern Mali, thousands gathered to greet Fran£ois 
Hollande, but little was known of the fighters’ fate. 

:’ ~ Slide Show: French President Receives Warm Greeting in Mali 

As Self-Immolations Near aoo, Tibetans Question the Effect 
By JIM YARDLEY 

A quiet debate is trader way among Tibetans anguished over the deaths of their young men in gruesome acts 
of protest against Chinese rtfle. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Colorado Communities Take On Fight Against Energy Land Leases 
By JACK HEALY 

Anfid organic farms and ranches, fl~e government is openh~g up thousmads of acres of public lmad for oil and 
gas drilling, part of its largest lease sale in Colorado since President Obanm took office. 

¯ . ~ Slide Show: A Town’s Environmental Debate on Drilling 

Battered California G.O.P. Finds Hope in a Long Shot 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Kevin L. James, a gay Republican, is rtmning for mayor of Los Angeles. Obstacles exist. 

Hope and Fear Mix as a Hostage Situation Drags On 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON and CHRISTINE JORDAN SEXTON 

The police say Jimmy Lee Dykes has held a 5-year-old boy hostage in Alabmna for more than four days now, 
after he kidnapped the boy from a school bus and killed the driver. 

BUSINESS 

In Hard Economy for All Ages, Older Isn’t Better ... It’s Brutal 



By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Americm~s in their 5os and early 6os lost the most ealafing power of any group, researchers say, mad those 
who lost their jobs have had the hardest time finding new ones. 

The Most Wanted Gun in America 
By NATASHA SINGER 

Aggressive marketing and savvy manufacturing have helped recast the place of gm~s in Americm~ life, 
turning AR-15-style rifles into a fast-growing profit center. 

FAIR GAME 

Banks, at Least, Had a Friend in Geithner 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Timothy F. Geithner, who is leaving as Treasury secretary, helped America’s big bm~ks get back on their feet 
after the financial crisis. But how much did he do to prevent fllture debacles? 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Dangerous From Any Angle 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Ravens have spent the last two weeks honing instincts and concocting strategy, but they face a challenge 
trying to stop the 49ers’ inventive offense, the Pistol, in the Super Bowl. 

¯ . ~Video Feature: Big Game Advice From Those Who Know 

Parcells Is Chosen for Pro Football Hall; Strahan Falls Short 
By BENJAMIN HOFFMAN 

Bill Parcells highlighted a class of seven inductees while another pronfinent Giant, Michael Strahm~, failed to 
make the cut in his first year of eligibility. 

N.F.L. Joins With G.E. in Effort to Detect Concussions 
By JUDY BATTISTA 

The league is looking to jmnp start the development of inmging technology and encourage the creation of 
nmterials to better protect the brain. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

Staging a Sisterhood 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Prone Kauffinan, Pare MacKinnon, Leigh Silverman and more: It’s no longer so rare to see female directors at 
the hehn of pronfinent New York productions. 
" ~.~ Video Feature: In a New Direction I Snapshots of the New Leaders 

Curator, Tear Down These Walls 
By ROBERTA SMITH 

Musemns shotfld stop treating pre-2oth-century American folk art as inferior to the acadenfic art of the same 
period. 

~ ~’~ Slide Show 

ARTS & LEISURE 
Major Jazz Eminence, Little Grise 
By NATE CHINEN 

Wa)a~e Shorter’s forthconfing jazz album, "Without a Net," is highly anticipated and comes at a time when 
this 79-year-old saxophonist and composer, along with his band, seems as driven as ever. 

¯ More Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

North Dakota Went Boom 
By CHIP BROWN 

It’s hard to tlfink of what oil hasn’t done to life in the small comnaunities of western North Dakota, good and 
bad. 



The Boy With a Thorn in His Joints 
By SUSANNAH MEADOWS 

When 3-year-old Shepherd Strauss got sick, his parents turued to doctors and drugs. But they couldn’t 
anticipate that what would help him feel better didn’t come with a prescription. 

The Spy Novelist Who Knows Too Much 
By ROBERT F. WORTH 

The espionage thrillers of G6rard de Villiers have more thma the ring of truth to them. 

¯ ..M..gi.e...E.r..o...m...t..h..e.....M..a._qazine >> 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 
Dangerous Gun Myths 
The idea that weapons make women and homes safer is wrong. The opposite is true. 

EDITORIAL 
A Cruel Blow to American Families 
Millions of dependents may suffer because of the I.R.S.’s needlessly strict reading of the health care law. 

EDITORIAL 
Nagging Concerns Before the Big Game 
As President Obama pointed out, football must change because of the long-term damage from concussions. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OPINION 
A ’Macbeth’ Mash-Up 
By CLAIRE NEEDELL HOLLANDER 

Hearing the Scottish play through middle school ears - and mouths. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
My Grandfather the Outlaw 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Chapters in the inmfigration saga change. The risks and hopes stay the same. 

¯ ’ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Israel’s Mr. Normal 
By ROGER COHEN 

Yair Lapid has to get past nothingness. What about the settlements? 

-. Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

SUNDAY REVIEW 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Raging (Again) Against the Robots 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Robots have once again gripped the nation’s imagination, stoking fears of displaced jobs and perhaps even a 
displaced human race. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 3, a9aT, the United States broke off diplomatic relations with Gelanany, which had announced a 

policy of unrestricted submarine warfare. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Think Tank for Global Sociology <share@sociologynetwork.org> 

Sunday, February 3, 2013 1:06 PN 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Check out "Certificate Course on Using ICT Tools for Effective Monitoring, Impact Evaluation and Research" on Think 
Tank for Global Sociology 

i%i Think Tank 
...... fQ. 

Think Tank for 
Global Sociology 

Check out the blog post ’Certificate Course on Using ICT Tools for 
Effective Monitoringr lmpact Evaluation and Research’ 

Blog post added by Think Tank for Global Sociology: 

Certificate Course on Using ICT Tools for Effective Monitoring, Impact Evaluation and 

Research APPLY FOR THE COURSE About the Organization_. 

Blog post link: 

Certificate Course on Usinq ILl-Tools for Effective Monitorinq, Impact Evaluation and 
Research 

About Think Tank for Global Sociology 

Dear Colleague, Welcome to the one of a kind, interactive discussion forum on Global 
Sociotogy 

2057 members 3~t2 discussions 

710 photos ~t0 Events 

134 videos 406 blog posts 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, Februao~ 4, 2013 8:57 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wotld" News & Notes Digest 02- 04-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday Februar.v 4th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/05/13-TheEnvironmentalFinanceCenteratUNC will behostingitsAnnualWaterandWastewaterFnndingStrategiesworkshoponFebrua~5 6th, 2013, that 

will provide ntili~ practitioners ruth new skills and np-to-date intbrmafion on inti’astructure finance planning strategies and funding resources. This workshop is a part of 

the EFC’ s Water Management Leadership Program. For registration information, plea~ consult the lbllowing link: http:i/www.~g, unc.edu/node/1219 

02/06/13- Global Sust~nability Symposium: Water and Energy in the Crossha~s scheduled for Februmy 6 8tl~, 2013, at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School 

hosted by UNC Center for European Studies, UNC Kenan-Flagler Center for Susta~nable Enterprise, UNC Center for Internafional Business, Education and 

Resea~rch (CIBER), UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies and UNC African Studies Center. For more information and to RSVP. please visit 

the follomng website: htlp:i/areas~dies.unc.edu/sustainabilitv-~/mposium/ 

02/07/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series event featuring Dr. Lee Weisert titled "Fluid Music: Exploring Cryoacoustic Orbs and Hydrophonic Sound Installations" at 6 

PM in the Back Bar area of Top of the Hill Restanrant. This event is free and open to the public. Beverages are available for purchase from Top of the Hill’s menn, and 

free appetizers, while they last, are provided by the IfNC chapter of the Socie~, of the Sigma Xi. For more information: 

http:/iwww.moreheadplanetarium.oWindex.cfin?fuseaction~age&filename current science ibrums.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Crowd funding tbr A Drink For Toinorrow’s dean water project in Peru- Make a gift to A Drink For Tomorrow, a student-ran olganization dedicated to raising 

awareness and funds for the globdl water crisis, that will be partnering with local non-profits a~nd community members in Las Cocas, Peru, to ilnprove the water capture 

and distribution syfftem that provides potable water to tl~e population in that community. For more infoimafion on the project mid to make a financia~ gift: 
http:i/~x~vw.carolinacreates.unc.edu/crowd- funding/a-drink- for-tomorrow. To learn more abont the organization and its mission: http://wv,~v.adft.or~/. 

WATER NEWS AT C~MROLINA 

Salt-water fishing licenses fund activitie~ A recently published article in The Raleigh News & Observer that provides infommtion on a series of grants awarded by 
the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission and the N.C. Wildlife Resources organization that were funded throngh the sale of salt-water fishing licenses. The Institute for 

Marine Sciences at UNC was awarded eight of the 20 total grants to conduct a vaJdety of research projects on the NC coasthne. To view the full story: 

http://www.newsobserver.com/2013/01/31/2645607/salt-water- fishing-licenses-fund.html#storylink miseavch 

Research to exmnine neighborhoods still dependent on well water Also published in the Raleigh News & Observer, the following a~ticle outlines resea~rch being 

conducted out of the Gillings School of Public Health at UNC to examine public water access issues, hea]th consequences, and potential links to race and socio- 

economic sIatus in North Carolina neighborhoods using the Rogers-Eubanks neighbofl~ood in Chapel Hill as a case study. To view the full story: 

http://w~v.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~3/~ ~/26/26354~3/research-t~-ex~anine-neigh~x~rh~ds.htm~ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water hi Our World"- For more i~ffolrnation on the theme and other upcotning events, feel free to visit our website located at 

http://waterthelne.unc.edu/. Questions, comments, mad suggestions for the theme cm~ be directed to the followhag email address: watertheme,~unc.edu..Mso, follow us on 

Twitter at http ://twitter.co~n/UNCWater 
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"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 4th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/05/13- The Environment~ Finance Center at UNC will be hosting its Annu~ Water and Wastewater Funding Strategies worlcshop on Febma~ 5 6th, 2013, that 

will provide utili~" practitioners ruth new skills and up-to-date information on infrastructure finance planning strategies and funding resources. This workshop is a part of 

the EFC’s Water Management Leadership Program. For registration infom~ation, please consult the following link: http://wv~vv.sog.unc.edtv’node/1219 

02/06/13- Global Sustainability Symposium: Water and Energy in the Crosshairs scheduled for Februa~- 6 8th, 2013, at UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Bnsiness School 

hosted by UNC Center for European Studies, UNC Kenan-Flagler Center tbr Sustainable Enterprise, [YNC Center tbr International Business, Education and 

Research (CIBER), UNC Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies and UNC African Studies Center. For more in[brmation mad to RSVP, please visit 

the lbllowing website: hi~p:i/areas~tudi es. unc .edu/snstainabil itv- svmposiana/ 

02/07/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series evem featuring Dr. Lee Weisert titled "Fluid Music: Exploring C~’oaconstic Orbs and Hydrophonic Sound Ins*allations" at 6 

PM in the Back Bar area of Top of the Hill Restanrant. This event is free and open to the public. Beverages are available for purchase from Top of the Hill’s mann, and 

free appetizers, while they last, are provided by the UNC chapter of the Socie ,ty of the Sigma Xi. For more information: 

http://www.moreheadplanetarium.org/index.cfm?fuseaction~age&filename current seience fomms.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Crowd funding for A Drink For Tomorrow’s dean water project in Peru- M~ke a gift to A Drink For Tomorrow, a s~ldent- mn organization dedicated to raAsing 
awareness and funds for the globa] water crisis, that will be pa(mefing with local non-profits and communi~ members in Las Cocas. Peru, to improve the water capture 

and distribution system that provides potable water to the population in that communiU. For more information on the project and to make a financiaJ gift: 

http://x~vw.carolinacreates.nnc.edu/crowd- funding/a-drink- for-tomorrow. To lea~’n more abom the organization and its mission: http:i/ww~.adft.org/. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

i Salt-water fishing licenses fund activities A recently published artAcle in The Roleigh News & Observer that provides information on a series of grants awarded by 

the N.C. Marine Fisheries Commission and the N.C. Wildlife Resources organization that were fun&d through the sale of salt-water fishing licenses. The Institute for 

Marine Sciences at UNC was awarded eight of the 20 total grants to conduct a variety of research projects on the NC coastline. To view the full stoiy: 

http://~w.news~bse~a~er.c~m/2~ ~ 3/~ ~/3 ~/26456~7/sa~t.water-~s~ma-licenses-fund.htm~#s~rylM~ rnise~xch 

Research to examine neighborhoods still dependent on well w ater AI~ published in the Raleigh News & Observer, the tbllowing article outlines researeh being 
conducted out of the Gillings School of Public Health at UNC to examine public water access issues, health consequences, and potential links to race and socio- 

economic status in North Ca~;olina neighborhoods using the Rogers-Eubanks neighborhood in Chapel Hill as a case study. To view the full story: 

http://www.news~bserver.c~m/2~ ~ 3/~ ~ /26/263 54~3/research-to-exe~nine-nei~h~x~rh~ds.htm~ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more infonnation on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 
http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, comtnents, and suggestions ibr the theme cm~ be directed to the tbllowing email address: waterthetne(a)unc.edu. Also, follow us on 
Twitter at http ://twitler.comiUNCWater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, Februao, 4, 2013 10:26 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lor~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Fellow Ruth Morse to speak on the Ethics of Crime Fiction this Thurs., Feb. 7, at the NHC 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Murder as a Fine Art: The Ethics of Crime Fiction" 

Ruth Morse, Universit~ Paris-Diderot, Sorbonne 

i:~i Inline image 1 

Thursday, February 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

In her tatk, Ruth Morse w~tt begin from the disdain in which popular genres have often been held and argue that crime fiction at its best 

has always exptored key sociat and geo-potiticat issues, including internationat threats such as arms, drugs, labor, money, and prostitution, 

and, through its conventions, has opened its readers to think about the world’s e[sewheres, while insisting upon universal moral and ethical 

ideas. 

Since 1995 Morse has been professeur des universitOs at the Universit6 Paris-Diderot. She previously taught at the universities of London, 

Sussex, Leeds, and Cambridge, where she was director of studies in English at Fitzw~t[iam College for ten years. She is author or editor of 

eight books inctuding Truth and Convention in the Middle A~es: Rhetoric, Reality, and Representation (2005 [1991]) and Shakespeare, 

les franc~ais, les France (2008) for the Cahiers Charles-V, of which she was generat editor for five years. Two additional edited volumes, 

Continuum Great Shakespeareans vot. XlV (Les Hugo, Pasternak Brecht, and C~saire) as wet[ as Medieval Shakespeare: Pasts and Presents 

(~vith Peter Hot[and and Heten Cooper), are forthcoming in 2013. Morse is a frequent contributor to the Times Literary Supplement, and a 

judge for the UK Crime Writers Association. 

To reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
~o Martha Johnson (0~9) 549-o66L ext. ~6, or mjohnson(a~,nalionalhumanitiescenter.org 

~\alional Humanilies Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Tuesday, Februaw 5, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Accuses S.&P. of Fraud in Suit on Loan Bundles 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THiS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Science i EdRorials I Op-Ed I Onlhis 

C,~tomize T~dav’~ j:!#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

February 5, 2o13 

TOP NEWS 

DEALBOOK 

UoSo Accnses So&P, of Frand 

in S~fit on I,oan Bundles 

A suit against Standard & Pom"s 
Ratings Serviee is the first the 
government has brought against the 
eredit ratings agencies related to the 
financial crisis. 

Vgailing Times a[ BailoUt 

Boxes Deaw Scrutln y 

With studies suggesting that long 
lines at the polls cost Democrats 
hundreds of thousands of votes in 
November, party leaders are 
beginning a push to make voting and 
voter registration easier. 

~Fq Graphic: Rove Long it rook Different Groups ba Vote 

Hand of UoSo Is Seen in Ha|ring General’s Rise in Mexico 

Gem Mois& Garda Oehoa was blocked from becoming defense minister after American officials 
expressed their concern that he had ties to drug traffickers. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’Tt’s one qf *he most sacred rights goa haw~. Theft shmdd make i* as paiMess as possibM " 

,JONATHAN P~CCOLO, who said be ~aRed oear]y eight hours to vote in M]amb-Dade Cmmty the 

Monday berate Eleetion Day. 

SCIENCE 

~ PHOTOG FI~&PHS: ..... 

Plgeons~ in ~1                 [ 

Variety 
They might be called the "rats of the 
sky," but Chmqes Darwin certainly 
saw something in pigeons. It turns 
out the father of evolution saw in the 
bird an amazing variety of w~riation 
in color, shape and form. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Feeding a Disease ~Aqth Fake 

Drugs 

Shoddy medicines could lead to an epidemic of drug-resistant tuberculosis. 

WORLD 

N[enm Cites Legal Basis for Killing U,S, Citizens in A1 Qaeda 



Obama administration lawyers said it wonld be lawfnl to kill a United States citizen who is a 

ranking figure in A1Qaeda and who posed "an imminent threat" against the country. 

Europeans Await Report o~l Bus Blast in Bulgaria 

Expectations are rising that Bulgarian officials will confirm a link between Hezbollah and a 

bombing that killed five Israelis in Bulgaria last July. 

S~’i Laukau Leader Seems to Reject G~.eate~. A~to~omy for Tamils 

President Mahinda Rajapaksa promised for years to support greater political autonomy for the 
country’s Tamil ethnic minority in the wake of a bloody civil war. 

More Worid News 

Standofflll A~abama Ends ~n Buy~s Rescue a~d K~d~apper~s Death 

The man who held a five-year-old boy in a bunker for days was killed during a rescue operation by 

federal agents. 

President Obama cited the city’s successful gun violence prevention efforts, even as evidence 

mounted that expanded backgronnd checks on sales may emerge as a compromise. 

Mental Tesls 2aoe Ordered for Cole Bombi*lg Suspect 

Defense lawyers have said that Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri is suffering from post-traumatic stress 

because of C.I.A. torture. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

DEALBOOK 

See "[d~g a Cor~pa~y’s Elusive Sales Data 

Uneertainty over who buys Herbalife prodncts has left shares of the eompany vnlnerable to wild 

market swings in recent months. 

Muzak, Baclq~j-ou~d Music to IAfe, to Lose Its Name 

A name synonymous with unobtrusive, bland music will disappear from the American vernacular 

this week as part of a rebranding. 

Bet o~ UoSo Pays Offfor Germany°s Carmakers 

The American auto market’s recovery has also been a boon for Daintier, BMW and Volkswagen, 

which have invested heavily in the United States. 

Mote BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

For Rave~, a Glorious Retur~ ([to Hometo~ and End 

Sunday was a crowning evening for Emily London~Jones and her only child, Ravens receiver 

Jacoby Jones, who grew up in New Orleans and scored two touchdowns in the Super Bowl. 

THE FIFI-H 

Goal to Go 

Despite a furious comeback, San Francisco’s dreams were dashed after four plays in the waning 

minutes of Sunday’s Super Bowl. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

A Top-Tier Q~mrterback Set to Be Paid IAke One 

M’ter turning down an earlier offer from the Ravens that he felt was too small, Joe Flacco has done 

more in one year to solidify his bargaining position than any other N.F.L. free agent. 

ARTS 

Jamaica Kincaid says she isn’t writing about her life in her new novel, "See Now Then," even 

though it centers on a Caribbean writer with two children married to a composer, jnst as Ms. 

Kincaid was. 

BOOKS OF THE TIM ES 

In "Vampires in the Lemon Grove," Karen Russell’s new collection of shin1 stories, a soldieffs tattoo 

depicts the death of a eomrade in arms, amt a teenage girl dates a ghost. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 



Sing Out to the Balcony? Oh, \~alt, it’s J~st TV 
f.;y M ~ ., . 

"Smash)’ NBC’s musical-within-a-soap-opera, begins its second season but still looks like a cable 
mini-series rather than a Broadway spectacular. 

¯ More Airs News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

Pigeons Get a New Look 

Genetic scientists are using pigeons to study the mutations that produce radically new kinds of 
anatmny. 

~ET] 
Photegrapils: F’i~eons. in All The~; Genetic Vadety 

Gluten-Free~ }Vbether You Need It or Not 

Avoiding gluten, a protein found in wheat, is a must for those with celiac disease, but many people 
are self-diagnosing and going gluten-fi’ee in a bid for a healthy diet. 

\A/ELL 
}VarM~g Too Late tk~r Some Babies 

An F.D.A. warning not to use a thickener with xanthan gum - a common food additive - for any 
infants comes aRer a number of deaths from intestinal damage. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

More J obs, I-~i~er Pay 
To have healthy economic grmvth, President Obama needs to elevate labor issues in his second 
term. 

EDITORIAL 

L~tm us Tests 
~II~e sad truth is that criticism and honest discussion about Israeli policy is shrinking, when, in fact, 
it is essential. 

EDITORIAL 
A Death Penalty CaGe in Ptm~to Rico 
Seeking capital punishment for a federal (:rime with no clear proof underscores the arbitrariness of 
the death penalty. 

OP-ED 

OPINIONATOR [ DRAFT 

Upside of D~stractlon 

How my monomaniacal devotion to writing poisoned nly ~ork. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

"F|~e Ph~|osophy of Data 

Our ability to gather and process huge amounts of data does many things, including correcting 
intuitive biases and illuminating patterns of behavior. 

= " " Columnist Pa~e 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ease of Michael MeAdoo, nmv a Baltinmre Raven, shines a light on the real scandal at the 
University of North Cm’olina. 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 5, 1937, President Roosevelt proposed increasing the number of Supreme Court justices; 
mJties charged Roosevelt was attempting to "pack" the court. 

See ’1his Front Page 
Buy This Front Page 
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TOP NEWS 

U.S. Ratchets Up an 
Economic War Against 
Tehran 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK and DAVID E. 
SANGER 

The United States blacklisted several 
orgmfizations in Iran on Wednesday, 
widening the American effort to 
pressure the govermnent over its 
nuclear program and hmnan rights 
abuses. 

Congress to See Memo 
Backing Drone Attacks on 

Americans 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and SCOTT SHANE 

The Wlfite House’s order to release 
classified doemnents came two days 
after 11 senators joined a growing 
chorus seeking information about the justification for targeted killings, especially of United States citizens. 

Pakistani Militant, Price on Head, Lives in Open 
By DECLAN WALSH 

Hafiz Muhammad Saeed founded the group behind the 2008 attacks in Mmnbai, India, but now talks about 
political engagement in Pakistan. 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eq._&2 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’7 move about like an ordinary person - that’s my style. My fate is in the hands of God, not America." 

HAFIZ MUHAMMAD SAEED, fomader of the militant group Lashkar-e-Taiba, who lives openly in 

Pakistan, despite U.S. efforts to convict lfim in terror attacks. 

FASHION & STYLE 

Share Your 
Fashion Week 
Instagrams 
From Thursday, Feb. 7 
through Feb. 14, we will 



be featuring a gallery of your Instagrams 
from Fashion Week. 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
The Priest That 

By DANIEL A. OLIVAS 

Fiction can never match 
the sexual abuse visited 
upon children in the Catholic Church in 
Los Angeles. Scarlett Johansson and AI 

Pacino spell profit on Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

Watch Will Chase put a country spin on "Both Sides of the 
Coin" from "The Mystery of Edwin Drood." 

"Moose Murders," from Beautiful Soup Theater Collective 
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WORLD 

Tunisia Moves to Contain Fallout After Opposition Figure Is Assassinated 
By MONICA MARKS and KAREEM FAHIM 

The prime nfinister said he would dissolve the Islanfist-led govenunent after a politician, Chokri Belaid, was 
killed and thousands took to the streets in protest. 

~ The Lede: Video of Protests Across Tunisia After an Opposition Leader Is Gunned Down 

Europe’s Plan for GPS Limps to Crossroads 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

The European Union’s eonmfitment to Galileo, a project designed to end reliance on kmaeriea’s navigation 
system, is to be decided at budget talks tlfis week. 

Berlusconi’s Brother Uses a Racial Slur for Mario Balotelli 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

Paolo Berlusconi’s remarks about the soccer star attracted little attention in the Italian news media, even 
though Italy has a growing problem with attitudes toward its expanding inmfigrant population. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Two-Tax Rise Tests Wealthy in California 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Califonfia’s top earners are now facing a combined 51.9 percent federal and state income tax - the highest 
rate in the nation - a cause for grmnbling mad, maybe, an incentive to move. 

Smoking, Once Used to Reward, Faces a Ban in Mental Hospitals 
By PAM BELLUCK 

After decades in which smoking by people with mental illness was supported and even encouraged, a move 
in Louisiana reflects a broader effort to reverse course. 

After Floating Idea of Lifting Ban on Gays, Scouts Delay Decision 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

The Boy Scouts of Aanerica, which earlier said it was reconsidering a ban on participation by openly gay 
people, will put off a decision until May. 

¯ More U.S. News 
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E-Mails Imply JPMorgan Knew Some Mortgage Deals Were Bad 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

E-mails and employee interviews filed as part of a lawsuit show that JPMorgm~ Chase flouted quality 
controls as it brindled mortgages into complex financial instruments. 

DEALBOOK 
R.B.S. to Pay $6a2 Million Over Rate Rigging 
By MARK SCOTT and BEN PROTESS 

The Royal Bank of Scotland on Wedi~esday settled with American and British authorities over accusations 
that it manipulated rates. 

’. DealBook: A How-To Guide for Banks Facing kibor Settlements 

Lighter Menus Appeal to Diners and Owners 
By STEPHANIE STROM 

Pressured by loonfing regtflations, restaurants across the United States are shrinking portion sizes, a move 
that is paying off financially. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Drug Inquiry Focuses on Athletes’ Ties to Team at University of Miami 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and STEVE EDER 

Mianfi, already trader investigation by the N.C.A.A., is now drawing interest from Major League Baseball as 
it looks into reports linking players to performance-enhancing drugs. 

" A Report Links Braun to a Florida Clinic Under Scrutiny by Baseball 

HONDURAS 2, U.S. 1 
U.S. Wilts in Honduras in a World Cup Qualifier 
By ANDREW KEH 

Although the Americans struck first, they struggled in the heat of Honduras and lost in the opening gmne of 
the final stage of World Cup qualification. 

." Goal: Player Ratings: Honduras (2) vs. U.S. (1) 

¯ ’ England Beats Brazil in Friendly 

Report Clouds the Picture on Yankees’ Catching 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Francisco Cervelli, a leading candidate to be the Yankees’ starting catcher, has been linked to the Mianfi 
clinic being investigated for dispensing perfolananee-enhaneing drugs. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Same Classroom, New Curriculum on ’Community’ 
By MIKE HALE 

The nfisfit group of study partners returus for a fourth season, without the show’s creator, Dan Haru~on, mad 
much of his distinctive quirky hmnor. 

’- ~ Video Excerpt 

Go West, Young Band 
By JON PARELES 

Years of building a local following in Denver gave the Lmnineers naomentmn that led to a Top lO single, "Ho 
Hey," mad two nonfinafions at Sunday’s Grammy Awards. 

Wolfgang, Is That You? 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

new exhibition of Mozart portraits in Austria aims to focus attention on what he really looked like. 

~’~ Slide Show: Sorting Through Images of Mozart 

¯ More Arts News 
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Can You Squeeze In One More? 
By BEE-SHYUAN CHANG 

Organizers at fashion shows are seeking ever more creative ways to increase their front-row seating, without 
offending clients or risking a violation of fire-safety laws. 

FRONT ROW 

Calling All Anti-Models 
By ERIC WILSON 

Daisuke Obana, the designer of a niche men’s-wear label called N.Hoolywood, scouts his rmaway models on 
the street. 

Getting Models Into Fighting Shape 
By COURTNEY ROBIN 

To help rm~way models squeeze into sample sizes for Fashion Week, the former boxer Michael Olajide Jr. 
has been training them to "sleekify" at his West Village g3an. 

¯ More Fashion & .S..t.y!.e..2~. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Drone Strikes Under Scrutiny 
There are a lot of questions for the Obama adnfinistration to answer. John Brennan, the nonfinee for C.I.A. 
director, cm~ get started at his confirmation hearing. 

EDITORIAL 

Immigration and the Middle Ground 
The first House hearing on inmfigration reform offered little encouragement for reaching a bipartisan deal. 

EDITORIAL 

No Snail Mail on Saturday 
As lawmakers dither over reforms needed to cut ballooning deficits, the Postal Service wisely went ahead mad 
elinfinated Saturday delivery. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

My Kingdom for a Corpse 
By GAlL COLLINS 

The news about Richard III should give us all hope. It’s never too late to turu your life arom~d! 
’: Columnist Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Hip-Hop Speaks to the Guns 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

In some places, senseless shootings remain a corrosive constant. Hip-hop tells the story. 

OPINIONATOR 

The Persistence of Racial Resentment 
By THOMAS B. EDSALL 

We have elected and re-elected a black president, but the percentage of people holding anti-black attitudes is 
on the rise. 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 7, 1984, the space shuttle astronauts Bruce McCandless II and Robert L. Stewart went on the first 
m~tethered spaeewalk. 
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indomitable public critic Tony Judt, Thinking the 
Twentieth Century maps the issues and concerns 
of a turbulent age on to a life of intellectual 
conflict and engagement. 

i.~.i Thinking the Twentieth Centuly 

One of the century’s most incisive thinkers, Tony Judt 
brings the past century vividly to life---an age of ideas 
when, for good and for ill, the thoughts of the few 
reigned over the lives of the many. Structured as a 
series of intimate conversations between Judt and his 
friend and fellow historian Timothy Snyder, Thinking 
the Twentieth Century presents the triumphs and the 
failures of the twentieth century’s most prominent 
intellectuals and their ideas, guiding t~aders through 
the debates that defined our world. Spanning an era 
with unprecedented clarity and insight, Thinking the Twentieth Century is a tour de force: a 
masterful analysis of the life of the mind and an unforgettable guide to leading the mindful life. 

Penguin ¯ 432 pp. ¯ 978=0-14-312304-0 ¯ $t8.00 
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New in Paperback: 

Tinderbox 
How the West Sparked the AIDS Epidemic 
and How the World Can Finally Overceme It 

By Craig Timberg and Daniel Halperin, Ph.D. 

A revelatory account of the origins of HIV 
and the causes of the AIDS pandemic. 

In this groundbreaking work that reads like a detective 
novel, Iongtime Washington Post reporter Craig 
Timberg and award-winning AIDS researcher Daniel 
Halperin tell the surprising story of how Western 
colonial powers unwittingly sparked the AIDS epidemic 
and then fanned its rise. Drawing on remarkable new 

science, Tinderbox overturns the conventional wisdom 
on the origins of this deadly pandemic, and reveals the 
best ways to fight it today. In a riveting narrative that 
stretches from colonial Leopoldville to 1980s San 
Francisco to South Africa today, Timberg and Halperin 
show how human hands unleashed this epidemic and 
can now overcome it, if only we learn the lessons of the 
past. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Realizing Rights as Enforceable Claims 

SUSAN JAMES 

In cultures where the air echoes with demands for rights, some philoso- 
phers have begun to protest about the din.1 Rights claims, it is often sug- 
gested, are potentially powerful tools of reform, but can be damaged if 
they are used carelessly. When governments or international organizations 
grant rights to education, free speech, or annual holidays to people who 
have no likelihood of gaining these things, their efforts are merely rhetori- 
cal gestures that display a lack of political and philosophical understand- 
ing. Still worse, such empty beneficence is insulting to disadvantaged 
individuals or communities, and can be ~a bitter mockery to the poor and 
needy:’2 This powerful critique of contemporary mores is founded on the 
conviction that rights are best understood as practical entitlements that 
make a difference to the lives of those who hold them. Drawing on 
Hohfeld’s analysis of legal rights as claims which depend for their existence 
on correlative obligations,~ it assumes that one possesses a right if one is 
able to claim it (for example, by successfully demanding that other agents 
fulfill their obligations, or by simply taking advantage of the fact that they 
are already doing so) or else have it claimed in one’s name.4 However, if we 
take seriously the view that rights are practical claims that make a differ- 
ence to the lives of those who hold them, it is not immediately clear how 
we should understand them. What does it take for a right to be claimable 
in practice? I shall argue that, in order to provide a satisfying account of 
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rights as practical claims, we need to conceive of them as constituted by 
complex sets of conditions that jointly create and sustain them. I shall then 
go on to consider how this account bears on our understanding of the 
types of problems that rights can resolve. I shall suggest that, rather than 
reaching for rights to deal with every kind of difficulty, we need to distin- 
guish circumstances where they can be efficacious from those where 
appeals to them are indeed little more than rhetorical gestures. 

It is widely agreed that a large class of legal rights depends on iuridical 
and social institutions that create and allocate obligations, and that when 
these institutions work efficiently and reliabty we are able to claim our 
rights with relative ease, even if the procedures for doing so are lengthy 
and complicated. When institutions are precarious, inefficient, or corrupt, 
our abitity to claim our rights is less secure. But what does it take to extin- 
guish rights altogether? When do they become unclaimable and thus no 
rights at all? Onora O’Neill suggests that a right is only claimable when we 
can identify agents who are under an obligation to ensure that an entitle- 
ment is met. "Unless obligation-holders are identifiable by right-holders, 
claims to have rights amount onty to rhetoric: nothing can be claimed, 
waived or enforced if it is indeterminate where the claim should be lodged, 
for whom it may be waived or on whom it could be enforced."5 If we 
accept this proposal, a right cannot be claimed, and therefore does not 
exist, when we are unable to find anyone on whom to pin the correlative 
obligations. Elaborating this condition, O’Neill distinguishes between 
special rights held against particular agents and universal liloerty rights 
held against everyone. A special right can only be claimed, she argues, if 
particular, identifiable agents are obliged to realize it. For example, one 
only has a right to health care if there are nurses, doctors, midwives, and so 
on, who are obliged to provide treatment or advice; and their obligations 
in turn depend on institutions through which duties are distributed and 
enforced. Spedal rights are therefore only claimable when they are guaran- 
teed by social institutions. By contrast, universal liberty rights can in prin- 
ciple be claimed even if no institutior~s exist. The mere knowledge that 
everyone has an obligation to respect my right to have unrestricted access 
to public space, for instance, is enough to allow me to identify the agents 
against whom my right is held. And that in turn is enough to enable me to 
claim my right.6 

This account is designed to accommodate a distinction between claiming 
and enforcing a right. One can claim a right to healthcare as long as one can 
identify the agents who are obliged to supply it, and who are therefore at 
fault if treatment is not delivered. However, one may still be unable to 

enforce the right. Even if one can pinpoint agents who have a responsibility 
to provide one with healthcare, it may be impossible to make them live up to 
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their obligations. In addition, O’Neill offers a way to reconcile the require- 
ment that rights must be claimable with the fact that some are harder to 
exercise than others. While exerdsing a right to sue for libel is usually rather 
difficult, it is comparatively easy for the inhabitants of the Scottish High- 
lands to exercise their right to breathe- relatively dean air. So much so, in fact, 
that the problem is to see how they can avoid exercising this right. A dedi- 
cated exponent of the Choice Theory might infer that the first type of right 
is claimable while the second is notT; but according to O’Neill, this conclu- 
sion shouId be resisted. Claimability, in her sense of the term, does not 
require that an agent who holds a right should possess the power to choose 
whether or not to exercise it. It just gives them or their representatives the 
more limited power to identify those who are responsible for delivering it. 

This account of what is involved in being able to claim, and thus possess, 
a right allows that a right exists when the agents who have a duty to realize 
it will not, or cannot, fulfill their obligations. For example, a welfare right 
to medical treatment is claimable as long as legal and social institutions 
distribute duties to nurses, doctors, and so on, even if medical staff illegally 
refuse to treat certain sectors of the population, or the drugs needed for 
treatment are permanently unavailable. Equally, an agent can claim a uni- 
versal liberty right, such as a right of access to public space, in circum- 
stances where other people are barring her way, where she is not powerful 
enough to defy them, and where there is no relevant institution to which to 
appeal for help. 

Such a weak analysis of what it takes to make a right claimable sits 
strangely with O’Neill’s aspiration to ensure that rights are more than 
empty gestures that mock the poor and needy. Is it not a mockery, one 
might wonder, to argue that rights are claimable in circumstances where 
the agents responsible for guaranteeing them lack the power or will to 
fulfill their obligations? Is it not empty rhetoric to offer people rights that 
are claimable but unenforceable, and thus in practice unobtainable? To put 
the point differently, why is it better to be offered a right that is claimable 
but unenforceable than to be offered one that is not even claimable? 
O’Neili replies that daimability guarantees the existence of a minimal pro- 
cedure for demanding the enforcement of a right, and in some circum- 
stances this is certainly an advantage. By protesting or appealing to a 
higher authority, it may be possible to enforce the obligations on which a 
right depends. In other circumstances, however, the fact that identifiable 
agents have a responsibility to guarantee one’s right may be no help at all. 
Where the state is bankrupt, the police force corrupt, the iudiciary too 
cowed to act, or the pharmacy empty, claimability is not a route to enforce- 
ability and makes no practical difference. In situations like these, will it not 
be little short of insulting to reassure agents that their rights are claimable? 
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To satisfy O’Neill’s own sense of what rights ought to be able to achieve, 
it therefore seems that we need a stronger notion of claimability and a 
more exacting account of what it takes to possess a right. This line of 
thought has recently been taken up by Raymond Geuss, who agrees that 
the existence of a right depends on the existence of a specifiable mecha- 
nism for enforcing it, but adds that the mechanism must be "backed up by 
an effective method of implementation."a Since effectiveness comes in 
degrees, effective enforceability is a threshold concept. The question of 
what counts as implementing a claim effectively will have to be assessed on 
a case-by-case basis, and any decision will of course be contestable. Never- 
theless, Geuss’s view implies--and here he and O’Neill diverge--that 
when the mechanism for enforcing the obligations that correlate with a 
right cannot be effectively implemented, no right exists. This stringent 
requirement excludes some of the rights that O’Neitl recognizes. First of 
all, it limits the number of special rights we possess. If the mechanism for 
supplying a given right must be an effective one, the existence of officials 
who are formally responsible for providing medical treatment, but are also 
intransigent or impotent, will not be enough to generate a right. Some fur- 
ther condition must be met, such as that these offidals can be induced to 
cooperate, or that they command the necessary resources to do their job. 
Secondly, Geuss’s account restricts our universal liberty rights. Whereas 
O’Neill holds that these can exist in the absence of institutions, his view 
implies that they are created only when and where effective institutional 
mechanisms for enforcing them are in place. In fact, going even further, 
Geuss is skeptical about the existence of universal rights of any kind. Since 
these will depend on the ability of institutions to enforce a claim the whole 
world over, they will at best be rare. 

To appredate the strengths of this position, we need to understand what 
it aims to achieve. Central to its motivation is a plea for conceptual and 
ontological clarity. If rights are best understood as practical dalms that can 
make a difference to the lives of those who hold them, they must be claims 
against specifiable individual or collective agents who are under an obliga- 
tion to realize them, and are capable of doing so effectively. Unless this con- 
dition is met, the fact that one possesses a particular right will not be enough 
to ensure that one can exercise one’s claim, and thus wi!l not be enough to 
ensure that it can make a practical difference to one’s life. In Geuss’s view, 
the significance of this condition often goes unrecognized, both in politics 
and in philosophy. For instance, when an international conference of physi- 
cians declares a universal right to healthcare, the language of claims is mis- 
leadingly employed to articulate what are in effect moral beliefs. What the 
conference is really doing, Geuss proposes, is expressing its conviction that it 
ought to be possible for anyone to claim certain benefits that are currently 
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undaimable by part of the population. However, we cannot create claims 
simply by naming them. The mere fact that the physicians believe that a state 
of affairs would be morally valuable is not enough to generate a practical 
claim, and is thus not enough to generate a right. 

By introducing a conception of claimability that is more demanding 
than O’Neill’s, Geuss blocks offthe possibility that an agent can possess a 
right when the obligations on which it depends cannot be enforced. He 
thus rules out the troubling conclusion that the rights of the poor and 
needy may be useless to them in practice. However, by placing so much 
weight on the notion of effective enforceability, he also excludes a familiar 
conception of a moral right, which plays a vastly important role in philo- 
sophical and political debate. If, on his account, one does not have an 
effectively enforceable claim to a thing, one does not have a right to it, 
moral or otherwise. Furthermore (though this is not an implication Geuss 
pursues), people who have been treated badly will in many cases not have 
had their rights violated. This may seem an unduly high price to pay. 
Surely, one might protest, we should continue to appeal to moral rights in 
order to draw attention to injustices, and to identify claims to which we 
believe people are morally entitled, regardless of their circumstances. What 
is wrong with saying, for example, that victims of famine have a right to 
food? And do we not need to be able to say that torturers violate the rights 
of their victims? 

Responding to the first part of this objection, Geuss agrees that we need 
to be able to voice our moral aspirations, to say what we think the world 
ought to be like and what sorts of relationships it ought to contain. But he 
doubts whether these aspirations are most lucidly expressed in the 
guage of rights. One reason for this is that contemporary rights talk 
obscures the difference between claims and moral judgmentsY Someone 
who says (in a jurisdiction where there is no provision for it) that gays 
have a right to same-sex marriage voices their belief that gays ought to be 
in a position to enforce this daim, and thus that other agents ought to be 
placed under obligations which would make the claim realizable. But until 
we have a situation where these conditions are in place, no daim exists, 
and all we have is a moral judgment. To describe this situation as one 
where the right exists is to present the process of creating it as a fait accorn- 
pli, when in fact the work remains to be done. Papering over the gap 
between aspirations and practical claims can thus encourage complacency. 
For example, it allows organizations or nation states to bask in the benefits 
of endorsing rights, without pausing to consider what it would take to 
make them effectively enforceable. 

If one accepts that statements about unenforceable moral rights are 
statements about the moral beliefs of those who make them, then refusing 
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to use the language of rights to articulate these moral aspirations has a 
further advantage. By presenting our aspirations as beliefs or wishes rather 
than claims, we draw attention to the fact that they are not stir-justifying, 
but need to be argued for. In some cases, the reasons we offer in favor of 
the view that society ought to recognize a certain claim are instrumental 
ones designed to realize values such as convenience or speed. Often, how- 
ever, our reasons include strongly normative considerations which them- 
selves form part of a broader moral outlook. Aspirational judgments of the 
form "X ought to have a right to Y" are regularly embedded in what I am 
calling moral outlooks, and conflicting outlooks are likely to generate 
conflicting iudgments about the claims people ought to be able to realize. 
To assess, and perhaps resolve, such differences we need to focus on the 
outlooks (including our own) from which conflicting views arise. Once 
again, however, the language of moral rights tends to obscure this process. 
By presenting contestable moral judgments as freestanding moral claims, 
it invests them with an unearned moral authority, and draws attention 
away from the need to assess the grounds on which they are based. One 
consequence is that powerful defenders of a particular set of rights can 
easily overlook the disagreements and disputes surrounding it. (One 
might think here of defenders of a right to free speech or free trade.) It 
becomes easier to think of an aspiration as a stable and established claim, 
and harder to recognize it as a iudgment which may be challenged by a 
range of conflicting outlooks, as well as defended in a variety of ways (for 
instance, by appeal to identity, need, care, capability, recognition, history, 
justice, virtue, or the good). The assumption that certain rights already 
belong to individuals can short-circuit discussion of the claims that differ- 
ent groups of people would like to be able to realize, and of the terms in 
which they would prefer to articulate them. 

There are, however, several objections to the view I am proposing, all 
concerned with the ways in which appeals to moral rights are used. First, 
we rely on moral rights to call attention to what we regard as urgent 
claims. Arguably, "I have a right to food" compels a response and demands 
action in a way that "I ought to be given food" does not. ff so, giviug up 
the idea that we possess certain rights regardless of our circumstances 
would be giving up a means of indicating when something exceptionally 
importam is at stake. It is true that we sometimes use the language of 
rights to draw attention to needs or values that we believe should be taken 
especially seriously. However, the success of this strategy does not stem 
simply from the fact that we appeal to a right, but rather from features of 
the particular right asserted, from the circumstances of the assertion, or 
from the position of the agent who makes it. For example, "I have a right 
to food" is compelling when uttered by someone suffering from hunger, or 
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by someone whose food supply is in danger, but not when uttered by a 
peckish child at the end of an afternoon walk. Our responses to such state- 
ments are shaped .by our assessments of the character and urgency of the 
demands they contain; in short, they are shaped by our understanding of 
the grounds on which these demands are based, grounds that are them- 
selves embedded in moral outlooks. In themselves, then, assertions of 
moral right do not function as trumps, in Ronald Dworkin’s phrase, and 
in replacing them by assertions of moral belief we do not lose the ability 
to discriminate between vital and trivial values. We distinguish these 
by assessing the reasons that underpin judgments about the claims that 
agents ought to be able to enforce. 

A second argument for holdir~g on to the idea that people possess moral 
rights regardless of their circumstances links it with a particular concep- 
tion of equality. As the bearers of moral rights, human beings are equal. To 
remove the rights is therefore to take a retrograde step towards inegalitari- 
anism. Once again, however, there is another way to look at the matter. 
Giving up the view that people are already equal by virtue of the fact that 
they possess moral rights does not prevent us from believing that everyone 
ought to be in an equally good position to enforce certain fundamental 
ciaims effectively, and thus from retaining an aspiration to a rights-based 
notion of equality. It therefore does not force us to take an inegalitarian 
stance. By urging us to attend to the different levels of power exercised by 
privileged and unprivileged groups and individuals, and to see the differ- 
ences in their ability to enforce claims as differences in their rights, it seeks 
to shift the focus of our concern with equality from an aspiration, to the 
social conditions that the aspiration tacitly presupposes. 

This shift has the advantages I have discussed, but is neverthdess some- 
times said to be disempowering. According to some theorists--and also 
some activists--the ability to appeal to moral rights is an important eman- 
cipatory tool. For instance, if one has no access to healthcare, it is more 
affirming to be able to conceive of oneself as a bearer of rights who already 
possesses a legitimate claim than simply as someone who ought to be in a 
position to enforce their claim effectively.1° The symbolic resonance of the 
language of rights is enormously important and needs to be taken into 
account, but this argument neverthdess seems to me to be equivocal. First, 
if one is not in a position to enforce a claim to healthcare, it may be more 
frustrating than empowering to fall back on a right that is impervious to 
one’s circumstances. And secondly, as Marx pointed out, there may be 
something pacifying about a theory of moral rights that yields a formal 
conception of equality, while directing attention away from the differences 
between rich and poor, fortunate and unfortunate. 
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A final criticism of the suggestion that one should view rights as effec- 
tively enforceable claims points out that it undermines another familiar 
tool of protest. If, for example, one only has a right not to be tortured 
when someone can effectively enforce this claim, there will be many cases 
where we cannot say that a torture victim’s rights have been violated.~1 
Instead, we shall have to content ourselves with the less metaphorically 
charged assertion that the victim ought to have had a right to effective 
protection. However, this is not to say that it is impossible to make rele- 
vant discriminations. Understood as effectively enforceable claims, rights 
are not vested in individuals, but in complex arrangements of agents and 
institutions, so that no single factor determines what rights an individual 
possesses, and the very existence of a right can be a matter of degree. In sit- 
uations where institutions are corrupt or poorly endowed, rights will usu- 
ally be unstable. It would then be anachronistic to say that an individual 
who was unable to enforce a claim had had their right violated, and more 
apposite to ask whether they had a right at all. However, where institutions 
run smoothly and efficiently, so that individuals have well-founded expec- 
tations about the claims they will be able to enforce, we may be able to 
identify a failure to realize a claim as an aberration akin to a violation. 

Although the claim that rights only exist when they are effectively 
enforceable is unfamiliar, it has a number of significant advantages and 
survives a range of criticisms. It remains possible, of course, that the 
conventional notion of a moral right could be adapted to suit our current 
purposes. A community of philosophers might decide that an agent only 
has a moral right to a thing when there is agreement that the agent ought 
to have an effectively enforceable claim to it, thus making the notion of a 
moral right parasitic on the practical notion of an effectively enforceable 
claim. Being philosophers, we can assume that they would use their lan- 
guage carefully, thus avoiding the confusions just outlined. This proposal 
offers a way to rescue a conception of a right to which many people find 
themselves profoundly attached. But it introduces a suspicion that such a 
measure would be little more than a panacea, a refusal to come to terms 
with the arguments in favor of understanding moral rights as contestable 
moral beliefs. 

Judgments about the claims that people ought to be able to enforce, 
together with the moral outlooks in which they are embedded, provide 
justifications of existing rights, as well as reasons for reform. In many 
cases, groups do their best to persuade others of their moral convictions, 
and, where they are able, encourage governments to devise institutions 
and obligations that will turn their aspirations into rights. As a result, 
the rights guaranteed by a society’s institutions are likely to reflect and 
alter the moral beliefs of its most powerful members. This is one form of 

interdependence between moral beliefs and rights, but there is also 
another. The process of deciding whether a claim is effectively enforceable, 
and thus whether a right exists, brings our moral beliefs into play, since 
our assessments of effective enforceability reflect our judgments about the 
relative importance and urgency of individual claims. Where a right is 
viewed as valuable in itself, or as a vital condition of other valuable prac- 
tices, it will only be judged to exist when it is relatively easy to enforce 
effectively. In other cases, however, we may accept that, although claiming 
a right involves a great expenditure of effort, it is nevertheless real enough. 
We may even believe that some rights should be difficult to claim, and 
thus believe that they are effectively enforceable even when they involve 
complex and specialized procedures. 

A similar argument applies to the relative urgency of claims. A group 
only has an effectively enforceable claim to food if they have the means to 
acquire food supplies before they begin to suffer from malnutrition. After 
all, the main reason for creating such a right is to avoid famine and starva- 
tion. By contrast, a long drawn out procedure for reclaiming property may 
be judged to be effectively enforceable, on the grounds that the claim is not 
urgent and the slowness of the procedure therefore does no serious moral 
harm. When we assess whether or not a claim is effectively enforceable, 
we measure it in the light of our (contestable) moral beliefs about its 
value. In this way, these beliefs enter into our interpretation of the condi- 
tion that a right must be effectively enforceable, and into debates about 
what it takes to realize a particular right. 

So far, I have sketched a defense of the view that rights depend on the 
existence of specifiable mechanisms for enforcing them, backed up by effec- 
tive methods of implementation. However, if we accept this view, it remains 
to examine what it takes to create rights. A first and straightforward point is 
that the obligations from which rights flow only emerge within elaborate 
and interlocking sets of institutions. If the act of promising, for example, is 
to generate rights, a set of conventions will have to be taught, reinforced, 
and sanctioned. A more formally regulated right, such as a right to health- 
care, will flow from a spreading net of obligations vested in government 
ministries, local health authorities, private insurance companies, hospital 
trusts, doctors’ surgeries, medical schools, and so on, institutions which 
themselves depend on established rights-generating practices such as con- 
tract or representation. Although the rights that a society can provide will 
vary with the nature and design of its institutions, some such network will 
be a precondition of any effectively enforceable ctaims at all. 

A second condition lies in the fact that institutional networks have to be 
brought alive by indMduat agents who take on various sets of responsibil- 
ities, and in doing so contribute to the creation of rights. To exercise their 
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powers effectively, these agents must understand what they are obliged to 
do and must know how to carry out their duties. Satisfying this require- 
ment is partly a matter of designing effective procedures and sanctions, 

skills that can be fostered or undermined from within institutions as well 
as from without. For instance, a health authority may or may not take the 
trouble to train and support its managers adequately, and its efforts may 
be helped or hir~dered by government spending policy or by changes in the 
law. However, institutional design is not the whole story, since the effec- 
tiveness of an institution also depends on the attitudes of the agents who 
contribute to it. To be effective, individual agents must, for example, be 

disposed to attend to the demands and abilities of their clients, to interpret 
their claims with some imagination, and to assess them fairly. This range 
of attributes cannot be taken for granted and presupposes, among other 
things, the prevalence of certain emotional dispositions, such as a reason- 
able level of benevolence towards the people that an institution is meant to 
serve, a respect for the sanctions attached to incompetence, sufficient 
determination to enable one to do one’s job, and some satisfaction in one’s 
successes. It also presupposes a reasonable moral consensus. People who 
do not share the values embodied in the obligations imposed on them may 
drag their feet or actively resist, thus disrupting the mechanisms from 

which a right flows. 
The creation of institutions that work well enough to implement and 

enforce the obligations from which rights flow is therefore an elaborate 
and continuous process that must continually adapt to changing circum- 
stances; without it, rights understood as effectively erfforceable claims 

will not exist. But there is also a third factor to be taken into account: the 
fact that agents must be capable of claiming their rights. To exercise a 
right to sue for damages, for example, an agent will need money, infor- 
mation about procedures and entitlements, enough authority to lodge 
and negotiate her claim, and access to specialists of various kinds. As 
before, these resources presuppose institutions (for instance, firms of 
solicitors, courts of law, or libraries) and certain emotional dispositions 

on the part of the agent (for instance, self-confidence, determination, 
indignation, or solidarity). 

This tripartite distinction between institutions, agents who fulfill obli- 
gations, and agents who claim rights is a rough and ready orle that could 

be further subdivided. Nevertheless, it serves .to concentrate attention on 
the complexity of the conditions that underpin rights when these are 
understood as effectively enforceable claims. Not only must all three 
elements be in place, they must also work together more or less harmoni- 
ously in order to avoid the many types of dislocation that can make it 
impossible to enforce claims effectively. This analysis of what a right 
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requires departs not only from the idea that moral rights are vested in 
individuals, but also from a view that locates the rights guaranteed by par- 
ticular societies in legal institutions, and consequently refers to them as 
"legal rights’ It is true that the rules, processes, and sanctions of the law 
are often components of an enforceable right, and that legal institutions 
are often what we turn to in order to try to enforce a claim. (When a ten- 
ant refuses to pay rent, the landlord contacts a lawyer; a woman whose 
house has been burgled calls the police.) For some purposes, it may be 
helpful to view a right through a narrow lens that focuses sharply on the 
tegal sanctions by which it is upheld. In other contexts, however, it is more 
productive to take account of the fact that these are only part of the story, 
and that there could in principle be rights in the absence of obligations 
backed up by the law. To appreciate what makes a claim effectively 
enforceable, we need to conceive of rights in the broader and more Fou- 
cauldian fashion I have outlined, as dependent on branching and variable 
sets of conditions, and upheld by interlocking institutions and practices. 

A strength of this approach is that it encourages us to examine what 
claiming a particular right would involve, and allows us to consider 
whether demanding a right is likely to be effective as a means of solving a 
social or political problem. In circumstances where there are well-defined 
procedures for generating rights, the answer may be obvious. For example, 
it may be well within the reach of a particular society to generate new 
rights by introducing minor modifications into tax law. In Other situa- 
tions, however, the preconditions of a right may themselves have to be 
created o~ altered before the right itself can emerge. Because, as we have 
already seen, these preconditions are numerous and difficult to coordi- 
nate, they in turn can be met only in certain types of circumstances. They 
will usually depend on the existence of an overarching and effective source 
of political authority, or a hierarchy of authorities with well-defined and 
accepted jurisdictions. When this condition is not satisfied there may be 
areas where institutions do not operate effectively, and thus where fewer 
rights exist; or there may be competing authorities, liable to disrupt 
one another. 

A further condition for the emergence of rights concerns the distribu- 
tion of power between agents. In societies where some groups have little 
power, and where no one is capable of representing them, their abiiity to 
enforce their rights may be relatively limited, and this in turn will affect 
the kinds of rights it is possible to create and sustain. For instance, it may 
be impossible to generate rights that are held by all members of the sodety 
in question. In addition, effectively enforceable claims depend on the 
availability of certain resources, and on the existence of agents who 
are willing to play their part in the complex business of realizing them. 
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2 
How Should Human Rights 

be Conceived? 

2.0 Introduction 

Supranational, national, and subnational systems of law contain vari- 
ous human rights. The content of these rights and of any correspond- 
ing legal obligations and burdens depends on the legislative, judicial, 
and executive bodies that maintain and interpret the laws in question. 
In the aftermath of World War II, it has come to be widely acknow- 
ledged that there are also moral human rights, whose validity is inde- 
pendent of any and all governmental bodies. In their case, in fact, the 
dependence is thonght to run the other way: only if they respect moral 
human rights do any governmental bodies have legitimacy, that is, 
the capacity to create moral obligations to comply with, and the moral 
authority to enforce, their laws and orders. 
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Human rights of both kinds can coexist in harmony. Whoever cares 
about moral human rights will grant that laws can greatly facilitate 
their realization. And human-rights lawyers can acknowledge that the 
legal rights and obligations they draft and interpret are meant to give 
effect to preexisting moral rights. In fact, this acknowledgment seems 
implicit in the common phrase "internationally recognized human 
rights." It is clearly expressed in the Preamble of the UDHR, which 
presents this Declaration as stating moral human rights that exist 
independently of itself. This acknowledgment bears stressing because 
the distinction between moral and legal human rights is rarely drawn 
clearly. Many are therefore inclined to believe that our human rights 
are whatever governments agree them to be. This is true of legal 
human rights. But it is false, as these governments have themselves 
acknowledged, of moral human rights. Governments may have views 
on what moral human rights there are - their (not legally binding) 
endorsement of the UDHR expresses such a view but even all of 
them together cannot legislate such rights out of existence. 

My aim here. is to explicate the moral notion of human rights. I 
define this task narrowly. I do not address the ontological status 
of human rights - the sense in which they may be said to exist and 
the way in which their existence (in this sense) might be known 
and justified. Nor do I discuss the work of selection, specification, 
and justification that goes into formulating a full list or conception 
of human rights. Instead, i focus on an issue that is best examined 
before the others. How should human rights be conceived? What does 
the assertion of a human right assert, especially in regard to correlat- 
ive responsibilities? 

Beginning with this issue makes sense. An explication of what 
human rights are does not presuppose more than a rough idea about 
what goods are widely recognized as worthy of inclusion. But such 
an explication is presupposed in the selection and justification of par- 
ticular human rights - even though it cannot by itself settle what 
human rights there are or even whether there are any human rights at 
all. The fact that some formulated right has all the conceptual fea- 
tures of a human right does not entail that it exists (can be justified as 
such) any more than the fact that King Arthur as described has all the 
conceptual features of a human being entails that there was such 
a person. Settling what human rights there are requires not merely 
conceptual explication, but also substantive moral arguments pro and 
con. Such arguments must be informed by an understanding of what 
human rights are. 
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2.1 From natural law to rights 

The moral notion of human rights has evolved from earlier notions of 
natural law and natural rights. We can begin to understand and analyze 
it by examining the continuities and discontinuities in this evolution. 
I do this by focusing on the shifting constraints imposed, ideas sug- 
gested, and possibilities opened and closed by the three concepts rather 
than on the particular conceptions of them that have actually been 
worked out.8° 

All three concepts have in common that they were used to express a 
special class of moral concerns, namely ones that are among the most 
weighty of all as well as unrestricted and broadly sharable. These four 
common features of the three concepts constrain not the content of 
the select concerns, but their potential status and role. Regarding the 
first feature, it should be said that the natural-law and natural-rights 
idioms were also used to express the agent’s liberty to pursue his own 
self-preservation and self-interest - as in Hobbes’s famous claim that 
"every man has a Right to every thing; even to one another’s body.’’~1 
Since the concept of human rights, which is at issue here, has not been 
used in this vein, I leave such uses aside and focus on uses that present 
natural law, or the natural rights of others, as making moral demands 
on human conduct, practices, and institutions. 

Conceiving the natural law, natural rights, or human rights as making 
weighty moral demands suggests that these demands ought to play an 
important role in our thinking and discourse about, and ought to be 
reflected and respected in, our social institutions and conduct. They.. 
should normally trump or outweigh other moral and nonmoral conr .:.~ 
cerns and considerations. 

In conceiving of moral demands as unrestricted, we believe that: 
whether persons ought to respect them does not depend on their ................... 
particular epoch, culture, religion, moral tradition, or philosophy.~2: 
Unrestricted moral demands need not assign obligations to everyone: 
The moral demand that ruters are to govern in the interest of the 
governed, for example, may be unrestricted even while it assigns oblig, 
ations only to those in power. But, not being spatially or temporally 
confined, unrestricted moral demands are still, at least potentially, 
relevant to persons of all times and places and therefore should be: 
understood and appreciated by all.                            ¯ .~ 

This suggests the fourth feature. In conceiving of moral demands ag.:i: .. 
broadly sharable, one thinks of them as capable of being understoodi: 
and appreciated by persons from different epochs and cultures as well 
as by adherents of a variety of different religions, moral traditions" 
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and philosophies. They need not be (and perhaps no moral demands 
could be) accessible in this way to all human persons, irrespective 
of when and where they live(d) and irrespective of their particular 
culture, religion, moral tradition, and philosophy (or lack thereof). 
But they would not be broadly sharable if they were not detached, or 
at least detachable, from any particular epoch, culture, religion, moral 
tradition, and philosophy,83 or if understanding and appreciating them 
required mental faculties that a significant proportion of human- 
kind does not have and cannot develop. The sharability of a moral 
demand is, then, a function of how widely it can be shared across 
persons and cultures and of how accessible it is to each of them. The 
notions of being unrestricted and being broadly sharable are related 
in that we tend to feel more confident about conceiving of a moral 
demand as unrestricted when this demand is not parochial to some 
particular epoch, culture, religion, moral tradition, or philosophy. 

Let us turn from the continuities in the conceptual evolution - from 
natural law to natural rights to human rights - to its discontinuities, 
which reveal what shift in the content of unrestricted and broadly 
sharable moral demands is associated with the shift in terminology. 
Expressing moral demands in the natural-rights rather than the natural- 
law idiom involves a significant narrowing of content possibilities 
by introducing the idea that the relevant moral demands are based on 
moral concern for certain subjects: rightholders. By violating a natu- 
ral right, one wrongs the subject whose right it is. These subjects of 
natural rights are viewed as sources of moral claims and thereby re- 
cognized as having a certain moral standing and value. The natural- 
law idiom contains no such idea: it need not involve demands on 
one’s conduct toward other subjects at all and, even if it does, need 
not involve the idea that by violating such demands one has wronged 
these subjects - one may rather have wronged God, for example, or 
have disturbed the harmonious order of the cosmos. In ruling out 
these formerly prominent alternative ideas, the shift from natural-law 
to natural-rights language constitutes a secularization which facil- 
itates the presentation of a select set of moral demands as broadly 
sharable in a world that has become much larger and more hetero- 
geneous. This secularization centers on a specific view about the point 
of the moral demands (duties) singled out as natural: the point of 
respecting them is the protection of others; one’s concern to honor 
one’s moral duties is motivated by a deeper and prior moral concern 
for the interests of others.~4 

This specification of the point of moral demands entails a nar- 
rowing of content possibilities. The natural-law idiom lends itself to 
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~xpressing any moral demands that might apply to human persons; 
~ut not al! of these demands can be expressed equally well in the 
.anguage of natural rights. Three historically prominent categories of 
noral demands are endangered by the shift in terminology: religious 
:luties, duties toward oneself, and moral demands upon our conduct 
Loward animals. Ascribing rights to God seems awkward, because we 
do not think of him as having vital interests that are vulnerable to 
human encroachment. Speaking of rights against oneself or of animal 
rights is problematic because of the connection between having rights 
and being entitled to claim and to defend one’s rights as well as to 
protest and sometimes to punish the infringement of these rights,s~ 
We do not engage in such claiming, defending, protesting, and pun- 
ishing activities against ourselves; and animals seem unable to engage 
in them at all. In accepting this connection one need not endorse 
the stronger position, taken by Hart, that having a right presupposes 
the simultaneous ability to claim it.s6 One may instead, following 
Ge~virth, find nothing odd in saying that a man who is now dead 
or in an irreversible coma has his rights violated when his will is 
overturned or when his body is kept alive against his express prior 
instructions. Here we can remember the man making claims before, ..-.. 
and can imagine how he would have protested had he known, about " 
what is being done now. Similarly, one can say that maiming or .. --.-: :. --. i!. 
killing an infant constitutes a violation of her rights, because we can 
once again imagine how she will protest the harms done to her, or 
would have done so in the future had she survived,s~ This contrasts 
with the case of nonhuman animals, which have no past or potential 
future ability to make claims: here the language of rights can seem 
out of place.8~ .. 

2.2 From natural rights to human rights       .: 

The language of human rights partakes in the specification we have 
found to be involved in the shift from natural law to natural rights: 
Beyond that, it would seem to have a fourfold significance. First, it 
manifestly detaches the idea of moral rights from its historical ante~ 
cedents in the medieval Christian tradition, thereby underscoring the 
secularization implicit in the first shift from the language of laws 
(commandments, duties) to that of rights. This serves the continued:; 
maintenance of broad sharabitity and makes fully explicit the 
nection between a special class of moral demands and the status 
certain beings, rightholders, as subjects of moral value. 
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In the same vein, the shift also indicates a reorientation of the sort 
for which Rawls has coined the phrase "political not metaphysical.’’~9 
The adjective "human" - unlike "natural" - does not suggest an onto- 
logical status independent of any and all human efforts, decisions, 
(re)cognition. It does not rule out such a status either. Rather, it avoids 
these metaphysical and metaethical issues by implying nothing about 
them one way or the other. The potential appeal of the select moral 
demands is thereby further broadened in that these demands are made 
accessible also to those who reject all variants of moral realism - who 
believe, for instance, that the special moral status of all human beings 
rests on nothing more than our own profound moral commitment 
and determination that human beings ought to have this status. 

Third, and most obvious, the shift strongly confirms that it is all 
and only human beings who give rise to the relevant moral demands: 
all and only human persons have human rights and the special 
moral status associated therewith. The expression also suggests that 
human beings are equal in this regard. This view can be analyzed 
into two components. First, all human beings have exactly the same 
human rights. Second, the moral significance of human rights and 
human-rights violations does not vary with whose human rights are 
at stake; as far as human rights are concerned, all human beings 
matter equally.9° Though the second component is only weakly sug- 
gested by the expression, it is, I believe, a fixed part of our current 
concept of human rights. 

The fourth way in which the shift frotn natural to human rights 
has been significant is not suggested by the change in terminology, 
but seems to have contingently accompanied this change. One can 
approach the point through Article 17.2 of the UDHR: "No one shall 
be arbitrarily deprived of his property." If a car is stolen, its owner 
has certainly been deprived of her property, and arbitrarily so. Still, 
we are unlikely to call this a violation of Article 17.2 or a human- 
rights violation. Why? Because it is only a car? I do not think so: the 
car may be its owner’s most important asset; and the theft of food 
would not be considered a human-rights violation either, even if it 
were her entire reserve for the winter. An arbitrary confiscation of her 
car by the government, on the other hand, does strike us as a human- 
rights violation, even if she has several other cars left. This suggests 
that human-rights violations, to count as such, must be in some sense 
official, and that human tights thus protect persons only against 
violations from certain sources. Humal~ rights can be violated by 
governments, certainly, and by government agencies and officials, by 
the general staff of an a~Tny at war, and probably also by the leaders 
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of a guerrilla movement or of a large corporation - but not by a petty 
criminal or by a violent husband. We can capture this idea by con- 
ceiving it to be implicit in the concept of human rights that human- 
rights postulates are addressed, in the first instance at least, to those 
who occupy positions of authority within a society (or other compar- 
able social system). 

We see here that the language of human rights involves a further 
narrowing of content possibilities not on the side of the agent this . 
time, but on the side of the recipient. Through the language of natural 
rights, one can demand protection of persons against any threats ... 
to their well-being and agency; through the language of human :. 
rights, one demands protection only against certain "official" threats. ¯ 
This narrowing is not, however, as severe as it may seem at first. 
As we shall see, the language of human rights involves a demand 
for protection not only against official violations but, more broadly, .... 
against official disrespect, and it addresses this demand not only to 
officials, those whose violations of a relevant right would count as : : 
human-rights violations, but also to those in whose name such officials 

Before discussing these matters further in section 2.3, let me sum up ¯ ........ ..,.~.: 
my explication of the concept of human rights thus far. A commit~ 
merit to human rights involves one in recognizing that human persons .. ........... .::... 
with a past or potential future ability to engage in moral conversation ¯ ’. 
and practice have certain basic needs, and that these needs give rise to 
weighty moral demands.9z The object of each of these basic human 
needs is the object of a human right.92 Recognizing these basic needs 
as giving rise to human rights involves a commitment to oppose official : 
disrespect of these needs on the part of one’s own society (and 
comparable social systems in which one is a participant).93 

Let me now try to clarify further the modem concept of human 
rights by explicating the notion of official disrespect embedded in 
This explication is normative to some extent. Those who speak ( 
side legal contexts) of human rights often do not have a clear sense Of:: 
what they take human rights to be. I want to be clearer here. And my 
account should then be tested not against what people actually 
about human rights, but against what they would or should affirm 
upon reflection. Though my account is nomaative to this extent, 
objective is stii1 to reconstruct the meaning of a widely used 
sion. I am asking what we mean, or ought to mean, when we s~ 
a human right to X. I am not here asking the more significantl5 
normative question as to which candidate human rights, if 
should recognize. My examples from the UDHR should be 
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this spirit. I am not presupposing that the human rights I discuss exist 
or ought to be recognized. I am merely asking what the assertion of a 
particular human right should reasonably be taken to mean. 

2.3 Official disrespect 

In our world, official agents are paradigmatically exemplified by 
goverments and their agents and agencies. A paradigmatic instance of 
official disrespect of human rights is, then, their violation by a govern- 
ment. Governments may do so by issuing or maintaining unjust laws 

or orders that authorize or require human-rights violations or they 
may do so "under color of law," that is, by perversely construing 
existing legislation as licensing human-rights violating policies. 

These paradigm cases of official disrespect bring out most clearly 
why, as is widely felt, there is something especially hideous, outra- 
geous, and intolerable about official disrespect, why official moral 
wrongs are worse than otherwise similar "private" moral wrongs, quite 
apart from the fact that they often harm more severely, and harm and 
frighten more people, than private wrongs. Official moral wrongs 
masquerade under the name of law and justice and they are generally 
committed quite openly for all to see: laid down in statutes and regu- 
lations, called for by orders and verdicts, and adorned with official 
seals, stamps, and signatures. Such wrongs do not merely deprive 
their victims of the objects of their rights but attack those very rights 
themselves; they do not merely subvert what is right, but the very idea 
of right and justice. This conjecture explains, I think, why so many 
people feel more personally affronted by human-rights violations than 
by equivalent ordinary crimes, and also feel personally responsible in 
regard to them - why they see human rights as everyone’s concern 
and feel implicated in, and experience shame on account of, what 
their government and its officials do in their name. 

With these thoughts in mind, let us consider other candidate in- 
stances of official disrespect. One obvious way of expanding beyond 
the paradigm is by broadening the definition of "government" so as to 
include not merely the highest officials in its three branches, but also 
the lower echelons of authority, including all the various functional 
and regional subunits of the three branches down to the smallest and 
lowest agencies and officials. Here it emerges that moral wrongs com- 
mitted by an official fit the better under the label of "human-rights 
violation" the more closely they are related to his job and the more 
tolerated or encouraged they are throughout officialdom. A murder 
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committed by a mailman, even if on duty, would hardly count as a 
hmnan-rights violation, but torture administered by a policeman to a 
suspect would count, unless, perhaps, it is a truly isolated incident 
of conduct that is strongly discouraged within the police force and 
severely punished when discovered. 

More interesting cases are the following. A government may, for 
the time being, refrain from ordering or authorizing human-rights 
violations, and effectively prevent violations on the part of its various 
agencies and officials, but reserve for itself the legal power to order or 
authorize such violations at any time at its sole discretion Conversely, " " 
a government may legally bind itself never to violate human rights :... 
and yet do nothing or very little to ensure that its various agencies ...:.. 
and officers abide by this official prohibition. The government may .i;5.. 
also while legally committing itself not to violate human rights and 
effectively enforcing this commitment against its agencies and officials 
- fail to make such violations illegal for some or all of the persons . :.. 
and associations under its jurisdiction. Or it may pass or maintain the .... 
appropriate legislation but then do little or nothing to enforce it. In ¯ .... " 

view of this plurality of cases, how shall we explicate the idea of. 
official disrespect of human rights? ........ 

To make these issues more concrete, let us focus on Article 19 
of the UDHR: "Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and 
expression; this right includes freedom to hold opinions without inter: 
ference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through .: 
any media and regardless of frontiers." We may suppose that we know 
precisely what the right here postdated is a right to: what sorts of" . ........ 
conduct it protects in what particular contexts and circumstances. Let : :. 
us also suppose that we know precisely what does and does not con, 
stitute interference with such protected conduct and hence a violation i 
of the postulated right on the part of individual and collective agents l . 
How do we get from this knowledge to a measure for official disre2 
spect: to a way of assessing a society’s human-rights record in regard 
to Article 197 The answer to this question, as we have seen, cannotbe 
that we must simply count violations (weighted for severity, perhaps)i 
as this would gloss over the important issue of the more or less official. 
character of these violations. 

Making the law alone the decisive yardstick, for a society’s 
rights record is implausible. Societies may be officially committed 
Article 19, may even incorporate an appropriate right to freedom 
expression into their constitutions, and their officials may nonetheles~; 
violate this legal right frequently and with impunity - a possibility 
sadly illustrated by all too many showcase constitutions 
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the world. We can hardly celebrate such societies for their respect of 
human rights. 

A more plausible explication of "official disrespect" would have us 
focus on the extent to which the government, including its various 
agencies and officials, is actually interfering with protected conduct. 
But this proposal leaves out officially tolerated private violence as 
exemplified by "outraged citizens" in former and present commun- 
ist societies, death squads in various authoritarian societies of Latin 
America, militias in Indonesia, and "war veterans" in Zimbabwe. We 
should not settle for an understanding of official disrespect that pro- 
vides an incentive to governments to let their opponents be killed by 
private government supporters rather than by the police. To make the 
proposal plausible, we must then go beyond the idea of "the govern- 
ment actually interfering." If protected conduct is suppressed with 
impunity by persons organized or encouraged by the government, 
then these interferences must be included under the notion of official 
disrespect. 

This modification may not go far enough. Death squads may en- 
gage in their bloody activities even without open or tacit government 
encouragement. Rich landowners may organize bands of thugs, for 
example, who prevent - through disruption, intimidation, and vio- 
lence - the expression of any political views that champion the inter- 
ests of poor peasants or migrant workers. Veterans of the revolution 
may organize in similar ways to suppress anti-communist opinions. 
The government need not organize or encourage such activities - it 
merely stands idly by: fails to enact laws that proscribe such conduct 
or, if such laws are on the books, fails to enforce them effectively. (In 
such a scenario, government officials may even regret the activities 
and feel embarrassed by them. They nevertheless do not act because 
they fear that strong measures to protect the rights of an unpopular 
group foreign residents with southern facial features in Germany, 
for instance - would diminish their own popularity.) We should con- 
sider such cases, as well, to exemplify official disrespect: some persons 
suffer restrictions of their freedom of expression and there is no offi- 
cial response, or at most a token response, to the deprivations. 

Even this account is still not quite broad enough. A nearly com- 
plete absence of interferences with protected conduct in some society 
may be due to the fact that people know only too well what sorts of 
opinions cannot be publicly expressed without serious risk of violent 
interference or punitive measures against oneself or one’s family. They 
know what could happen to them if they spoke up, and they also 
know that their "protected" conduct would not be effectively protected 
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in fact. Formerly defiant, they are now intimidated and demoralized. 
This change goes along with a dramatic decline in the frequency 
of actual interferences - yet surely we cannot say that the society’s 
human-rights record has dramatically improved. This scenario, too, 
exemplifies official disrespect of the human right, even if this right is 
(in the unrealistic limiting case) never violated. It thereby presents in 
a most clear-cut way the need to detach the notion of official disre- 
spect from that of violations. What is relevant to a society’s record in 
regard to, or to its degree of official disrespect of, a given human right 
is, then, (a) a proper subset of the occurring violations of this right, 
namely the "official" or "human-rights" violations, and (b) various 
facts about the government’s and also the people’s attitude (commit- 
ment and disposition) toward the right and all its occurring viola- 
tions. Unofficial violations of a right that is on the list of human 
rights may not constitute human-rights violations; but official indiffer- 
ence toward such private violations does constitute official disrespect.94 

If official disrespect of this last kind is to be avoided, a society must 
ensure that persons are, and feel, secure in regard to the objects of 
their human rights. In considering what this entails, we tend to look, 
once again, to the government first and foremost: to how the concern 
for these objects is incorporated into the law and constitution,~s and 
to the extent to which the government is disposed to suppress and 
punish (official and private) violations and makes this disposition 
known through word and deed. 

But it makes sense to think more broadly here. What is needed to 
make the object of a right truly secure is a vigilant citizenry that is 
deeply committed to this right and disposed to work for its political 
realization. (This does not mean that every last citizen must have this 
commitment and disposition a minority may suffice, so long as it is 
clearly preponderant among citizens actively engaged in the political 
life of their society.) More reliable than a commitment by the govern-.. 
ment, which may undergo a radical change in personnel from one day 
to the next~ is a corm~itment by the citizenry. This latter commitment 
tends to foster the former - especially in democratic societies which 
tend to produce the strongest incentives for government officials to 
responsive to the people. And it also tends to preclude cases where 
impotence, not indifference, makes a government stand idly by 
organized groups of its citizens violate the rights of others. 
too, exemplify official disrespect when the people, who bear the 
ate responsibility for what happens on their society’s territory~ 
not care enough about the objects of human rights to enable, encotir+. 
age, and (if need be) replace or reorganize their government so as tc 
safeguard secure access to these objects for all.                   ...: 
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While the government may, then, be the primary guardian of human 
rights and the prime measure of official disrespect, the people are 
their ultimate guardian on whom their realization crucially depends. 
Enduring respect of human rights is, then, sustained not just by the 
country’s constitution, its legal and political system, and the attitudes 
of its politicians, judges, and police. It is sustained more deeply by the 
attitudes of its people, as shaped also by the education system and the 
economic distribution. 

Such socioeconomic factors are important to the realization of 
human rights also in another way. Consider Article 5 of the UDHR: 
"No one shall be subjected to torture or to cruel, inhuman or degrad- 
ing treatment or punishment." In many countries, domestic servants, 
some indentured or virtual slaves, do not enjoy the object of this 
human right. In some of these societies, inhuman or degrading treat- 
ment of domestic servants by their employers is perfectly legal. In 
others, certain legal prohibitions are in place but ineffective: most of 
the servants, often illiterate, are ignorant of their legal rights, convic- 
tions for mistreatment are difficult if not impossible to obtain, pun- 
ishments are negligible. Moreover, servants are also often forced to 
endure illegal conduct on account of economic necessity: they do not 
dare file complaints against their employers for fear of being fired. 
This fear is both justified and substantial. They often have only min- 
imal financial reserves and no other place to spend the night, there 
may be a general oversupply of servants, and they may have reason to 
believe that their present employer would refuse to issue them the 
favorable .reference they need to find new employment. 

When servants live in such conditions, their human right to be free 
from cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment is not fulfilled. This flaw 
can perhaps be corrected through severe penal laws with aggressive 
enforcement. But it may also be tackled, probably more effectively, 
through other measures expanding literacy, knowledge of existing leg- 
islation, shelters for dismissed servan.ts, educational and employment 
opportunities and unemployment benefits for the poor, and efforts to 
build a culture of civic solidarity and equal citizenship. 

The arguments of the last four paragraphs may be accused of abusing 
the plausible, mostly civil rights of the UDHR to support their oppo- 
sites: social and economic pseudo-rights. (Yet another social demo- 
crat dressed in liberal’s clothing!) It is true that my view undercuts the 
sharp distinction between different kinds of rights to some extent. To 
see whether this makes Sense, let us proceed, with the libertarian reser- 
vations about social and economic human rights in mind, to a more 
straightforward explication of my institutional understanding of human 
rights.96 
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2.4 The libertarian critique of social and economic rights 

The concept of rights suggests an interactional understanding, matching 
each right with certain directly corresponding duties.97 This under- 
standing sustains a familiar dispute about what duties hmnan rights 
entail. On one side are libertarians who require these to be exclusively 
negative duties (to refrain from violating the right in question). Such 
a minimalist account disqualifies the °’human rights" to social security, 
work, rest and leisure, an adequate standard of living, education, or 
culture postulated in Articles 22-7 of the UDHR on the ground that 
they essentially entail positive duties. On the other side are maximalist 
accounts according to which all human rights entail both negative 
duties (to avoid depriving) and positive duties (to protect and to help). 
For the minimalist, human rights require only self-restraint. For the 
maximalist, they require efforts to fulfill everyone’s human rights any- 
where on earth: "A human right, then, will be a right whose benefi- 
ciaries are all humans and whose obligors are all humans in a position 
to effect the right.’’9~ 

The institutional understanding of htmaan rights I propose allows 
us to transcend the terms of this debate. By postulating a human right 
to X, one is asserting that any society or other social system, insofar 
as this is reasonably possible, ought to be so (re)organized that all its 
members have secure access to X, with "security" always understood 
as especially sensitive to persons’ risk of being denied X or deprived 
of X officially: by the government or its agents or officials.99 Avoid- 
able insecurity of access, beyond certain plausibly attainable thresh- 
olds, constitutes official disrespect and stains the society’s human-rights 
record. Human rights are, then, moral claims on the organization of 
one’s society, However, since citizens are collectively responsible for 
their society’s organization and its resulting human-rights record., 
human rights ultimately make demands upon (especially the more 
influential) citizens. Persons share responsibility for official disrespect 
of human rights within any coercive institutional order they are 
volved in upholding. 

This institutional understanding can draw support from Article 281 
of the UDHR: "Everyone is entitled to a social and inte 
order in which the rights and freedoms set forth in this Declaration"" 
can be fuIly realized." As the reference to "the rights and freedoms set 

forth in this Declaration’" indicates, this article does not add a furtherl . 
right to the list, but makes a statement about the concept of a human: 

right, about what human rights mean or require. This statement might 
be unpacked in four steps:                                   ’: ~:~ 
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1 How fully human rights can be realized in some institutional order 
is measured by how fully these human rights generally are, or On 
the case of a hypothetical institutional order) generally would be, 
realized in it. 

2 Any institutional order should be designed so that human rights 
are realized in it as fully as reasonably possible. 

3 A human right is realized in some institutional order insot~ar as, and 
fully if and only if, this human right is fulfilled for all those whose 
conduct this order constrains. 

4 A human right is fulfilled for some person insofar as she enjoys 
secure access to its object. 

On the interactional understanding of human rights, governments 
and individuals have a responsibility not to violate human rights. 
On my institutional understanding, by contrast, their responsibility 
is to work for an institutional order and public cutture that ensure 
that all members of society have secure access to the objects of 
their human rights. Thus linking rights fulfillment with insecurity 
rather than violation can make a difference in cases of two kinds. 
A person may fully enjoy X even while her access, to X is insecure 
(as when persons relevantly like her, say blacks or vocal govern- 
ment opponents, are beaten or threatened). Conversely, a person 
may be temporarily deprived of X, through a crime by a rogue 
government official perhaps, in a society that is very effective in 
preventing crimes of the relevant type. Opposite to the interactional 
understanding, my institutional one regards only the first case as a 
human-rights problem. 

In proposing this institutional understanding, I need not deny that 
postulating that persons have a human right to X entails that some or 
all individual and collective human agents have a moral duty - in 
addition to any legal duties they may have in their society - not to 
deny X to others or to deprive them of X.. Indeed, the postulate of a 
human right to X seems to suggest or even imply this assertion: it is 
hard to see how one can, on the one hand, be committed to the claim 
that societies, for the sake of the persons living in them, ought to be 
organized so that these persons need not endure inhuman or degrading 
treatment and yet, on the other hand, not consider it morally wrong 
for persons to treat others in inhuman or degrading ways. Still, I leave 
open whether such moral wrongs should be considered human-rights 
violations. A commitment to human rights goes along with interac- 
tional moral commitments; but this is no reason to identify the former 
with the latter. 
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On my understanding, too, human rights (conceptually) entail moral 
duties - but these are not corresponding duties in any simple way: 
The human right not to be subjected to cruel or degrading treatment 
gives me a duty to help ensure that those living in my society need not 
endure such treatment. Depending on context, this duty may, as we 
have seen, generate obligations to advocate and support programs to 
improve literacy and unemployment benefits when such programs are 
necessary to secure the object of this hmnan right for a class of my 
compatriots (domestic servants). 

By reconceiving hnman rights in this way, the familiar dispute is 
transformed. Responsibility for a person’s human rights falls on all 
and only those who participate with this person in the same social sys- 
tem. It is their responsibility, collectively, to structure this system so 
that all its participants have secure access to the objects of their human 
rights. In our world, national societies are the paradigmatic example 
of relevant social systems, and the responsibility for the fulfillment of 
your human rights falls then upon your government and your fellow 
citizens]~° The institutional understanding thus occupies an appealing 
middle ground: it goes beyond (minimalist interactional) libertarian- 
ism, which disconnects us from any deprivations we do not directly 
bring about, without falling into a (maximalist interactional) utilitar- 
ianism of rights, which holds each of us responsible for all deprivations 
whatever, regardless of the nature of our causal relation to them.l°1 

But this is not all. The most remarkable feature of this institutional 
understanding is that it can go well beyond minimalist libertarian- 
ism without denying its central tenet: that human rights entail only 
negative duties. The normative force of others’ human rights for me is 
that I must not help uphold and impose upon them coercive social 
institutions under which they do not have secure access to the objects 
of their human rights. I would be violating this duty if, through my 
participation, I helped sustain a social order in which such access 
is not secure, in which blacks are enslaved, women disenfranchised, 
or servants mistreated, for example. Even if I owned no slaves or 
employed no servants myself, I would still share responsibility: by 
contributing my labor to the society’s economy, my taxes to its govern- 
ments, and so forth. I might honor my negative duty, perhaps, through 
becoming a hermit or an emigrant, but i could honor it more plaus- 
ibly by working with others toward shielding the victims of injustice 
from the harms I help produce or, if this is possible, toward establish- 
ing secure access through institutional reform. 

Libertarians insist on a minimalist constraint on what duties human 
rights can impose: human rights require that we not harm others in 
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certain ways - not that we protect, rescue, feed, clothe, and house 
them. My institutional understanding can accept this constraint with- 
out disqualifying social and economic human rights. Given the min- 
imalist constraint, such human rights give you claims not against all 

other human beings, but specifically against those who impose a coer- 
cive institutional order upon you. Such a coercive order must not avoid- 
ably restrict the freedom of some so as to render their access to basic 
necessities insecure - especially through official denial or deprivation. 
if it does, then all human agents have a negative duty, correlative to 
the postulated social and economic human rights, not to cooperate in 
upholding it unless they compensate for their cooperation by protect- 
ing its victims or by working for its reform. Those violating this duty 
share responsibility for the harms (insecure access to basic necessities) 
produced by the unjust institutional order in question.~°~ 

A human right to basic necessities, as postulated, for instance, in 
Article 25 of the UDHR, becomes more plausible when construed 
along these lines. On my institutional understanding, it involves no 
duty on everyone to help supply such necessities to those who would 
otherwise be without them. It rather involves a duty on citizens to 
ensure that any coercive social order they collectively impose upon 
each of themselves is one under which, insofar as reasonably possible, 

each has secure access to these necessities. Surprisingly perhaps, this 
duty was well expressed, by Charles Darwin more than a century ago: 
"If the misery of our poor be caused not by laws of nature, but by our 

own institutions, great is our sin.’’1°3 

2.5 The critique of social and economic 
rights os "manifesto rights" 

Social and economic rights are often dismissed on the ground that, 
unlike the favored civil and political rights, they are in many actual 
social contexts fated to be mere "manifesto rights." There is no clear 
canonical explication of this polemical term. The basic charge is that 
such rights are somehow unrealistic or unclear about the duties they 
entail. 

Sometimes the obduracy, even brutality, of those in power makes it 
unrealistic to expect the rights of their subjects to be fulfilled. But we 
do not want to say, I trust, that these rights are therefore manifesto 
rights. Doing so would belittle moral rights in just those cases where 
it is most urgent to assert them. The Nazis, at the peak of their power 
(1938-42), were not violating mere manifesto rights. 
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Perhaps the meaning of the expression is, then, best clarified as 
follows.A legal or postulated moral right is a manifesto right if and 
only if 

(t) it is not now the case that all supposed rightholders have 
secure access to the object of this right; and 

(2a) it is left unspecified who is supposed to do what in order 
to bring it about that all supposed righthotders have secure 
access to the object of the right; or 

(2b) the agents upon whom specific demands are made cannot rea- 
sonably meet these demands to the extent necessary to bring it 
about that all supposed rightholders have secure access to the 
object of the right,t°~ 

Since the assertion of social and economic rights matters especially in 
contexts where these rights are not fulfilled, let us assume that (1) is 
satisfied. Rebutting the manifesto charge thus requires denying both 

(2a) and (2b). 
Let us begin with (2b). A society cannot secure for all of its members 

a happy love life or a trip to the moon. Rights to such benefits would 
therefore be mere manifesto rights. This defect can be avoided by 
relativizing the objects of the relevant rights to a society’s means: a 
society can work on removing restrictions and overcoming taboos 
and prejudices that make it harder for some of its members to enjoy a 
happy love life. The - now relativized - right not to be hampered in 
one’s quest for a happy love life by non-essential restrictions or by 
avoidable taboos and prejudices is, then, not a manifesto right (which 
does not mean, of course, that it deserves inclusion on the list of ¯ 
human rights). 

It can be demanded even of a very poor society that it reduce insecur- " 

ity of access to basic necessities as far as reasonably possible toward a 
" 

plausible security threshold. By understanding Article 25 as requiring 
this and nothing more - as not requiring that all must have enottgh to 
eat when enough food can simply not be produced - we rescue it from 
the charge that the right it postulates satisfies (2b) and hence is a mere . :.:. 

manifesto right. And this understanding accords with common usage: . 

a society’s human-rights record is not stained merely because it is, under 
prevailing conditions, unable to secure minimally adequate nutrition 
for all. The human right does not, then, entitle one to food that would 
have to be withheld from others who also need it to survive. Some .:.:i:::~ .... 

may starve to death without any official disrespect of Article 25. ¯ 

An analogous point holds true of civil rights: a poor society may 
not have the resources effectively to protect the bodily integrity of all 
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its citizens. This does not show that Article 3 postulates a manifesto 

right. The human right there postulated does not entitle one to pro- 
tection that would have to be withheld from others who need it just as 

much. So rights of both kinds are here on a par. 
It may seem at first that the two kinds of rigt~ts fare quite differ- 

ently with regard to (2a). The civil rights postulated in the UDHR 
make clear and specific demands on governments, while the right 
postulated in Article 25 seems merely to assert that it would be a good 
thing if any society were so organized that all had enough to eat. But 
this contrast is deceptive if the realization of even the clearly civil 
human right not to be subjected to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treat- 
ment (Article 5) requires that such treatment by private agents, too, 
must be effectively discouraged and presupposes certain commitments 
and dispositions on the part of the citizenry. Understanding human 
rights in this way does not turn them into manifesto rights: each 
member of society, according to his or her means, is to help create 
and sustain a social and political order under which all havesecure 
access to the objects of their civil rights. This demand, so abstractly 
put, is unspecific but, within any particular social context, quite specific. 
In a society where domestic servants must often suffer inhuman and 
degrading treatmer~t from their employers, citizens have a human- 
rights-based obligation to help institute appropriate legal protections 
as well as perhaps a literacy program or unemployment benefits. 

My understanding of the economic rights of Article 25 is closely 
parallel: each member of society, according to his or her means, is 
to help bring about and sustain a social and economic order within 
which all have secure access to basic necessities. This unspecific de- 
mand may have quite specific implications in a given social context, 
such as a society whose poorest members lack secure access to min- 
imally adeq~tate nutrition. Rights of both kinds are, then, on a par in 
this respect. And if situational specificity is what matters, then rights 
of both kinds also escape clause (2a) and therefore cannot be dis- 

missed as mere manifesto rights. 

2.6 Disputes about kinds of human rights 

This chapter develops a specific institutional understanding of what 
human rights are. It does not directly address the question of what 
human rights there are. In sections 2.4 and 2.5 1 have tried to show, 
however, that my institutional understanding of human rights narrows 
the gap between those who, in fine with some Western governments, 
emphasize civil and political rights and those who, in line with various 
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socialist and developing states, emphasize social, economic, and cul- 
tural rights. 

This institutional understanding narrows the philosophical gap 
because it does not sustain the thought that civil and political human 
rights require only restraint, while social and economic human rights 
also demand positive efforts and costs. Rather, it emphasizes negatk 
ive duties across the board: human agents are not to collaborate in 
upholding a coercive institutional order that avoidably restricts the 
freedom of some so as to render their access to basic necessities inse- 
cure without compensating for their collaboration by protecting its 
victims or by working for its reform. 

This institutional understanding also undercuts any systematic cor- 
relation between categories of human rights and ways of fulfilling 
them. The latter may vary in time and place. Thus, in order to realize 
the classical civil right to freedom from inhuman and degrading treat- 
ment, a particular society may need to establish certain social and 
economic safeguards. And in order to realize a human right to ade- 
quate nutrition, perhaps all that is needed is an effective criminal statute 
against speculative hoarding of foodstuffs. In this way, the concrete 
demands different categories of human rights make on an institu- 
tional order may in fact turn out to be similar, and, if so, my institu- 
tional understanding would narrow also the practical-political gap 
between the two sides. Those who endorse only civil and political 
human rights will work for institutional reforms that reduce poverty 
and illiteracy where doing so is an effective strategy for reducing 
insecurity of access to the objects of civil and political human rights. 
And those who endorse only social and economic human rights will 
work for institutional reforms that grant the poor genuine political 
participation and ways of defending their legal rights in the courts 
where doing so enhances the capacity of the poor to fend for them- 
selves and thus reduces insecurity of access to the objects of social and 
economic httrnan rights. 

All this is not to say that it makes no difference which rights we 
single out as human rights. But if my institutional understanding in- 
deed reduces the philosophical and the practical-political importance 
of the actual Controversies about this question, then this is another 
reason in its favor. Even if we continue to disagree about which goods 
should be included in a conception of human rights, we can then 
provided we really care about the realization of human rights rather 
than about ideological propaganda victories - work together on the 
same institutional reforms instead of arguing over how much praise 
or blame is deserved by this state or that. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 10, 2013 11:30 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emafil.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

Regester, Chaxlene B <regester@emafil.unc.edu>; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emafil.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S 

<barbaxa aaaderson@unc.edu>; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker <dbaileyl@email.unc.edu> 

Follow up from retereat planning meeting. 

Dear All, I had a chance to meet with Eunice and Reg on another matter on Thursday, but I took the opportunity to review with Eunice the summary of the agenda committee 
meeting that Tim sent us. It turns out that the panel on March 22 is set from 2:00 to 3:30, I believe, with a reception afterwards from 3:30-4:00 or so. That means that we 
can do the opening appreciative inquiry and discussion 9:00-20:30 as we discussed when we met in Tim’s office. Then also we can, as discussed, follow up with the discussion 
of the special contribution and opportunity we have as a department that is based the unique combination of Africanists, African-American social science and culture scholars, 
and language specialists. We then go to lunch noon to 2:00. That leaves a 2:00-2:00 slot that we need to program for, if I have the timing right. And we would no~t do the 
"looking forward: what accomplished and what’s unfinished?" discussion that we had talked about doing previously, but defer that to another time, since we will end with the 
post panel reception. When we next meet, we can clarify and confirm all this, or make adjustments, but I just wanted to update everyone on this new information. Best, David 

PS I also told Eunice that I would volunteer to prep the afternoon panel (that she will moderate) so that their presentations fit together and are in the right sequence, since I 
know most of the panelists fairly well. 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2023 20:29 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol; Regester, Charlene B; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Anderson, Barbara $; Kiel, David; Bailey, Donna Jean Walker 
Subject: AFAM/AFRI Faculty retreat Planning meeting 

Hello dear colleagues - 

The time with the fewest conflicts is Friday January 25 noon-1 pro. Let’s meet then if we can. Please bring ideas and suggestions for our upcoming faculty retreat. 

Let’s meet in the conference room in the main office. 

Take care 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Coclanis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edn> 

Sunday, 7:49 PM 

ttartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu>;                            ~live.unc.edu> 

Bartram, Jamie <,ibarlaram@email.nnc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu>; Lambert, Michael C <mlamber@emaJl.unc.edu>; 
Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbaara anderson@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: panel discussion? 

3onathan: Hi. The plan sounds good. We’re thrilled with this opportunity to work with gunice, Georges, Mike, and Barbara. ~      will be back in town late next week, and we 
hope to progress with plans (once we get a more definite sense of our African delegation). Thanks for your support and help. Best, Peter 

From: Hartlyn, 3onathan 
Sent: Sunday, 7:44 PM 
To: Coclanis, Peter A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; i 
Cc: Bartram, .lamie: SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael ~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Anderson, Barbara S 

Subject: RE        panel discussion? 

[),-_~ar Pet,-_~r ~;nd        . At [:his point, I b,-:~lieve it maizes sense lot Terry and rne to ta~e a step back ~md allow the [:wo of you to work w~[:h Eunice, Mh::hae~, Barbara, 

and Georges to deride the spedfics of organ~zb~g a pane~ d~scuss~on on         This seems ~l<e a very exalting opportunity. Once the detN[s are known, I urn qu~te 

sure that both KaLie Bowler aL UNC Globa~ and Dee Reid in the College will be happy to help publicize it, even as [ know that the Department and the Center w~H do 

the same. 

Unfortunately, ~ have severa~ commitments that day, but wH~ certainly attend ~f ~ can dependh~g on the time. 

Thard~s aga~f~ [:o all, Jof~athan 

Jonathan Hartlvn 

The University of North Carolina at 

Sen~or Associste Dean for Socia~ Sdences snd 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of Politica~ Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

O~ce: 919 962-~:].65 Fax: 9:19 962-2~08 

On , at 4:05 PM, "] ~!DLe__:_u_j£c_:_e_d__~j.> wrote: 

Dear Teco, ’ 

Thanl.:s fl:~r your message., m~d it was great ~o meet Jonathan face ~o 
Peter m~d I had a veU good meefi~g on Wednesday He is aJso keen to proceed with flue pmael di~:usskm. He very much ][ked flue idea ofhavi~g Pt~f 

Nzo~gola as a particit~mt perhaps as due moderat~r. 

We have had a spare of new accep~a~aces in fl~e ]ast day or so, and now fl~e list of people who have accepmd 

Mr Xavier M Ekpo 

Assistant Director(Int~aslruture) 

MiNs~ of Finance 
Nigeria 

Mrs. Hawa Musa 

Senior Development Finance Adviser 

Sierra Leone 
Mr. Omer Mohamed Ahmed EIHN- DG International Finance Cooperation Administration of ~deral Minist~of Finance 
And 
Mr. Mnsa Mohamed Osheik Ibrahim 

DG of State Minist~ o[Finance and ~conomic and Labour Force~ Kassala S~te, Eastern Sudan 
Sudmi 
Mr Fred Muhumuza 
Economic Advisor 
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 
Uganda 

Mr Sana Jawara 

CNef Public Health Officer 
Ministry oftIealth aa~d Social Welfm-e 

The Gambia 

Mr Moses Mabior Deu, 
Director of Aid Coordination 

South Su&n 
Ms Lili~ Besl 

Mims~" of Finm~ce 
Li~fia 
O~’course, some at these i,withes still t~eed to ge~ v~sas, which always preset~t~ c]~allenges, aad we need to arrange travel lbr them (some ha~e very 

complicated ifi,~em~:ies, lbr mstmace flue participant fiom Somh Sudat~., Mao will be comJt~g to us directly fl~:~m anoflaer meeting i,~ East Timor~) B~t all Jt~ all, 

it is turait}g ol~t to [~ a vreu interesting gt~mp of people 

I am gaitN to be baek it~ Chapd Hill N the end of t~ext week, and I ~x, as hoping 1o meet with ProfNzongola to get some insights from him on the 

msl~iutio~al issues m each one of flaese coulNJes. Pedmps at fl~e ~qme time we could look ai how to structure flue pm~e] discussion, m~d whal areas it 

would ~ in.resting to exp~ow mfl~ Ne panelists? 



T~anks and very ~]ad ~o be x~,o~kin~ wi~h yo~ all on this! 

University of North Carolina 

tel: 
@unc.edu 

@live.unc~edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bartram, Jamie <jbartram@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:55 PM 

Coclmfis, Peter A <coclanis@unc.edu>; Hmtlyn, Jonathan <haztlyn@unc.edu-~; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <Rtt[ODES@email.unc.edu>; 

:@live. unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lambert. Michael C <~nlambert@email.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@elnail.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <:barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: panel discussion? 

Echo on my part 

jb 

J~mie Bartram 

Don and Jennifer Holzworth Distinsuished Professor 

Departol~:_~lt of ~)nvkorm~ental Sciences and Er@needng 

Director, Water institute 

Gi~Hngs School of Globa~ Public Hea~th 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

www.wat erh~stitute.u~lc,ed u 

.$.~ VE ~e D.~T~{ W~ter and Heol{h (:orals, fence 

in Chapel Hill, NC 

F~m= CoclaNs, Peter A 
Sent~ Sunday, 7:49 PN 
Te~ Hartlyn, Jonathan; Rhodes, Ter~ Ellen; 

¢¢~ ga~ram, Jamie; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE:       panel discussion? 
3onathan: HL ~e plan sounds good. We’re thrilled with this oppo~uni~ to work with Eunice, Georges, Mike, and Barbara~       will be back in town late ne~ week, and we 
hope to progress with plans (once we get a more definite sense of our African delegation). Than~ for your suppo~ and help. Besb Peter 

From: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Sunday, 7:44 PM 
To: Coclanis, Peter A; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; 
Co: Bartram, Jamie; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: March 6 panel discussion? 

Dear Peter and        At this point, I believe it makes sense for Terry and me to take a step back and allow the two of you to work with Eunice, M~chae~, Barbara, 

and Geerges to deride the spedfics of organizing a panei dbcuss~on on This seems iH<e a very exalting opportuniW, Once the dermis are known, I am qu~te 

sure that both Katie BowJer at UNCGIoba[ and Dee Reid in the College 

the same. 

Unforttmate~y, t haw~ severM commitments that day, but wH~ (:erta~nly attend ~f [ can dependh~g on the time, 

Thanks again [o all Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PolRical Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Ema~h hartlyn@unc.edu 

Qfl:k:e: 9~.9 962-1~.{55 Fax: 9~.9 962-2~)8 

On i, at 4:05 PM, " ~tbliveamc.edu> wrote: 

Dea~ Te~ry 

Thar~s for yoa~ message, and it was glw~* to meet Jonaflmn 

Peter m~d I l~ad a veE~ good meelh~g on Wednesda7 He is also keen to proceed with flae pa~ael di~:nssk~n. He vet~~ much ][ked flae idea ofhavi~g Pt~f 

Nzoagola as a paNcilamt perhaps as dae moderator. 

We Rave l~ad a spaR: of ~<:w acceptances h~ 1he last day or so, and now the ]ist of peoCe wt~o l~m~e accet~k:d is as lbl]ows: 

Mr Xavier M Ekpo 

Assistant Dimctor(InIPaslruture) 

Mini sl~ of Fi nuance 
Nigeria 

Mrs. Hawa Musa 
Senior Development Finance Adviser 

Siena Leone 
Mr. Omer Mohamed Ahmed EIHN- DG International Finance Cooperation Administration of ~deral Minist~of Finance 
And 
Mr. Musa Moh~ed Osheik IbraNm 

DG of State Minist~’ of Finance and Economic and Labour Force~ Kassala State, Eastern Sudan 
Sudma 
Mr Fred Nuhumuza 
Economic Advisor 
Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 



Uganda 

Mr Sana Jawara 

Chief Public Health Officer 

Ministu of Health and Social Welfare 
The GamNa 

Mr Moses Mabior Deu, 
Director of Aid Coordination 
South Sudan 
Ms Lilian Best 

Mini s’~ of Fi nance 
Liberia 

()fco~rse, some of these im itees still need ~ get s isas, "Much alw~ws present~ c]Mle~ges, and we ~eed to ammge ~rasd ~br fl~em (some h~ve veU 

complicated itineraries, tbr i~Nance fl~e ~m~cipal~ fiom S~nth S~dar~ wl> will be coming to t~s directly fl~m anofl~er meefi~g in gast Tin, or’. ) But MI m M[, 

i, is tt~rmng oN *o t~ a very in*cre~ti~g grot~p of people. 
I ana going to be back in Chapel Hil~ at O~e e,~d of nex~ s~eeL arm I was hoping ~o meet wifla ProfNzongo~a to get some insigDs from him on the 

instimiionN issnes in each o*~e of these cotm~des. Perhaps at a~e same time ~x,e coald look a~ how to structure the pane] discnssion, and Maat areas k 

I Imlieve Peter is working x~ifl3 TerU Tamafi {o set up ]ogistics arrangeme~a{s regarding {he [m~ael. so I wil] let him mSlax~d O)o~tt {hat. 

Thanks and veU g]ad k~ [~ woNing mfl~ you all on this~ 

Univers~ of North CarN~na 

tel: 
~unc.edu 

" :@[ive.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu> 

Monday, ,10:36 AM 

SaNle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Eunice, 

Are we paying for this from OLaF account number or is CGi paying for it? Is 

"~’1"i a 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:33 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N, 

Colon, $onia 

a grad student? If we are paying her, which account are we using? 

Dear 

is the                                               group that I have created this semester. The working group is titled 
its funded by the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI). As per my proposal to the CGT her pay is      per hour for logistical work along the following lines: 

Preparatory work for the working group 20 hours @ per hour. 

Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 

PID is and is a current student at Carolina. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

tO hours@ 
10 hours@ 
10 hours@ 
10 hours@ 

10 hours@ 
10 hours@ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

It ca, me back to me after I asked. Sort,/© 

°Tia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Ii:00 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Tia, 

is an undergraduate student. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: 

10:36 AM 

Are we paying for this from our account number or is CGI pavii~g for it? Is 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 10:33 AM 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

a grad student? If we are paying her, which account are we using? 

Dear Tia, 

is the                                               group that I have created this semester. The working group is titled i 
its funded by the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI). As per my proposal to the CGI her pay is      per hour for logistical work along the following lines: 

Preparatory work for the working group 20 hours @ per hour. 

Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of i 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of i 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 
Logistics coordination - working group meeting, week of 

PID is ~nd is a current student at Carolina. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

10 hours @ 
10 hours @: 
10 hours @: 
t0 hours @ 
10 hours @: 
10 hours @: 

and 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Monday, Februao, 11, 2013 1:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday at 7pm: Galle~ Talk by Awam Amkpa 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

] 

Tuesday, February 12 at 7pro 

Samuel Fosso and Zanele Muholi 

Join Aw~.~’..~ A~’..~/~p~.~ for a gallery talk on contemporary African photography and 
the legacy of the colonial archive. Tuesday, February 12 at 7pro. 

Free and open to the public. Reservations to contact@walthercollection.com or 
call +1 212-352-0683. 
The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-516 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
Currently on view, "Contemporary Reconfigurations," the second exhibition in 

centers on photography and video by African and African American artists who 
engage with the archive through parody, appropriation, and reenactment. The 
exhibition, continuing through March 9, features the work of Carrie Mae Weems, 
Sammy Baloji, Candice Breitz, Zwelethu Mthethwa, Zanele Muholi, Samuel 
Fosso, Philip Kwame Apagya, Sabelo Mlangeni, Pieter Hugo, Berni Searle, and 
And rew Putter. 



.~.iI Awam Amkpa 

::~,w;~~~ ~~p;~ is Associate Professor of Drama and of Social and Cultural 
Analysis at NewYork University. He holds a PhD in Drama from the University 
of Bristol, England. Amkpa is the author of "Theatre and Postcolonial Desires" 
and the forthcoming "Archetypes, Stereotypes and Polytypes: Theatres of the 
Black Atlantic." Amkpa is the curator of the international traveling exhibition 
"Africa: See You, See Me" and the director of film documentaries and 
performances. 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

Opening Thursday, March 21 from 6-8pro 

Forward ernail 

This er.nail was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!Lr_o__f_LLe~Dn_La_LL_A__d__d__r_e__s__s. instant removal with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_L_b__e_’~’ /_~_rLv__a__c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y_. 

The Walther Collection i 526 West 26th Street, Suite 7t8 New York i rqY :: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 2:51 PM 

Ecolo~ and Socia] Process in Atiica Seminar <affica@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[africa] Reminder: Ati-ican Studies Seminar       xith Prof. Colin Thor West 

Reminder: 

Carolina Seminar 
Recent Trends in Climate, Devetopment and Food Security in Northern Burkina Faso 
Prof. Colin Thor West 
Thursday, -               6:30 PM 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Colin West, of the UNC Department of Anthropology, focuses his research on ways in which societies adapt to the twin processes of global environmental 
and social change. His talk is part of the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. Light dinner is served. Open to all area faculty and 
graduate students in any discipline. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall¢c~email.unc.edu for more information. 

You are currently subscribed to africa as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

T~unsubscribec~ickhere:.I1t.~p://~ists.unc.edu/u?~d~2339823.6a91b33~a6c982b6a6da464ffe5d1b23&n T&l africa&o 32744160 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32744160-22339823.6a91 b330a6c982b6a6da464ffe5dl b23(d~listserv.t~nc.edt~ 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 3:21 PM 

To: Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Novels 

Hi Professor S~2tde, 

I have found a few axticles but most texts that I’ve found were books or long articles. Would it be nice to include newspaper articles or s~mething that would provide 

an overview of the conflict? 

Here are a few: 

The Ogoni Uprising: Oil, Human Rights, and a Democratic Alternative in Nigeria: 

http://www:jstor.orgistable/4187095?seq 1 

Humm~itafiaaa Aid aaad the Bi~£ra War: Lessons not Learned: 

http://wx~-.ai ol Jnfo/index.phpiad/article/view/57357/45737 

I am plmaning to call Med Dell in the morning. I wanted to make sure that Sonia received the invoice fi~om last Thursday first, but I will sort that out in the morning as 

well! 

I cm~ come by an? morning around 9. Which day works best for you? 

Thank yo~ 

On Mon, at 1:57 PM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice~em~l.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

The novels for our working group have arrived. Kindly pick them up from my office before our Thursday meeting. 

Any luck with articles on Nigeria for this week’s meeting? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Later in the day? 

Yes that works for me’. 

On Mon, i at 6:18 PM, SaNe, Eunice <~eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

SomeLhing has come up and T am wondering if we can meet laLer in the day Lomorrow, leL’s say 5.00pro. 

Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
DL SaNe 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tucker, Joseph D <jdtucker@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 8:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emml.~mc.edu"~ 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: A lequest re: Lunch 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thanks for your note. Although my schedule is tight, my Feb 20th lunch just cancelled, so :t230pm for lunch at the Carolina Inn would be great~ 
and Barbara as well? 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February :tl, 2013 :t0::t3 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D; Lee, Margaret Carol 

C¢: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: A request re: Lunch 

Does this work for Margaret 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I enjoyed meeting you briefly last year and I am really looking forward to supporting Margaret’s collaborative work with you and your other colleagues at the School of 
Medicine. Along these lines, I am would be grateful if we postponed our lunch dialogue to next week on either of the following days at :t2.30pm at the Carolina Inn: 

Monday February :t8 
Wednesday February 20 
Friday February 22. 

Because of unforeseen developments it is not possible for me to join you and my other colleagues for lunch this Wednesday, hence this request. 

I am sorry for the troubles. Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 11, 2013 9:29 PM 

Tucker, Joseph D <jdtucke@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu> 

RE: A ~equest re: Lunch 

Hi Joe, 

It works fine for me. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 

Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 8:36 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: RE: A request re: Lunch 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks for your note. Although my schedule is tight, my Feb 20th lunch just cancelled, so 1230pm for lunch at the Carolina Inn would be great. 
and Barbara as well? 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] med [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 

Mobile: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February 11, 2013 I0:13 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D; Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject: A request re: Lunch 

Does this work for Margaret 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I enjoyed meeting you briefly last year and I am really looking forward to supporting Margare~s collaborative work with you and your other colleagues at the School of 
Medicine. Along these lines, I am would be grateful if we postponed our lunch dialogue to next week on either of the following days at 12.30pm at the Carolina Inn: 

Monday February 18 
Wednesday February 20 
Friday February 22. 

Because of unforeseen developments it is not possible for me to join you and my other colleagues for lunch this Wednesday, hence this request. 

I am sorry for the troubles. Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

French a~ternafive to 1he Red Cross, the MSF has grown into 

P;~pa:b;~c~,, :~?g pag~:s protest as well as techmcal efficiency. Ye~ i[s s~emingfy 

oFgan~zafiona~ histob, ~lustra[es be~h the ~og~c and ~he 

......................................................................................................................................................... ......................................................................................................................................................... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ......................................................................................................................................................... 

.............................. 

z 

......................................................................................................................................................... 

~ 2013 UC Press ,Ail dghts reserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February’ 12, 2013 12:13 PM 

Lee, Ma~aret Carol <leemc@email.tmc.edu-~ 

Tucker, Jo~ph D <jdtucke@med.unc.edtp; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Re: A reques~t ~e: Lunch 

I have great faith in the virtues of patience. That said. I have a meeting in the GEC at 1 pm on ~Vednesday, but I snggest that we meet anyway, m~d I will just leave 

when I need to. Looking forward to meeting you, Joe. Barbara 

On 2/11/2013 9:29 PM, Lee, Margaret Carol wrote: 

Hi Joe, 

It works fine for me. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From:: Tucker, Joseph D 

Sent:: Monday, February ii, 2013 8:36 PM 
To:: SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 

Cc-" Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject:: RE: A request re: Lunch 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Thanks for your note. Although my schedule is tight, my Feb 20th lunch just cancelled, so 1230pm for lunch at the Carolina Inn would be great. Does this work 
for Margaret and Barbara as well? 

Cheers, Joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 

Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] uric [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From:: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent-" Monday, February 11, 2013 10:13 AM 
To:: Tucker, Joseph D; Lee, Margaret Carol 

C¢; Anderson, Barbara S 
Subject-" A request re: Lunch 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I enjoyed meeting you briefly last year and I am really looking forward to supporting Margaret’s collaborative work with you and your other colleagues at the 
School of Medicine. Along these lines, I am would be grateful if we postponed our lunch dialogue to next week on either of the following days at 12.30pm at the 
Carolina Inn: 

Monday February 18 
Wednesday February 20 
Friday February 22. 

Because of unforeseen developments it is not possible for me to join you and my other colleagues for lunch this Wednesday, hence this request. 

I am sorry for the troubles. Looking forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

AsscoJate Dir}cter, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University cf Nor~:h Ca~elina 

Chapel Hill, NC 2/599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 offlce 



(919) 843-2102 fax 

b anderson@unc.edu 

http:!!africa.unc~edu! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stacey Sewall <sewall@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 2:26 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Anderson, BarbaJca S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~ 

Call re: promoting Chimimande Adichie on The State of Things 

Hi Eunice, 

I received a call this morning from Nicole Campbell ruth WUNC’s The State of Things They wotfld like to promote the talk by Chimimande Adichie on the show. mad 

perhaps interview her the day of the event. They wanted more info on e~ctly what she would be talking about. I told them you all would be able to provide more 

details abont that. Her contact info is Nicole Campbell,             ncmnpbell(~wunc.org 

Thank~ 

Stacey 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickles, John <jpickles@emafil.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 10:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

sure. now is fine if yon want. 

othera, ise, tomorrow momin8 

Sent from my iPad 

Dr. John Pickles 

Earl N Phillips Distinguished Profes~r of International Studies 

Chair, Department of Geography 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3220, USA 

ipickles,@~nnc.edu 

On Feb 12, 2013, at 10:12 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear John, 

Hope you are doing well. 

Do you have time for a 5 or so minutes for a conversation this week? We can do so over the phone. Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:07 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Agenda for tomorrow - 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

Sorry, I didn’t make it on Monday. I plan to come tomorrow morning. I have noted Wettstein’s piece is no longer on E reserves. 

See you soon! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:45 AM 
Subject: Agenda for tomorrow - 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear ttumm~ Rights Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here some quick updates: 

1) Agenda for tomorrow - posted to Sakai. 

2) I roll post your exam 1 grades on Thursday. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Mes~ges from the "AFRI~ 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI~ 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 1:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Agenda for tomorrow - 

Oh never mind. I’ve just realized it’s available as an e-book. 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 AM 
To: eunice@email.unc.edu " 
Subject: RE: Agenda for tomorrow - 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

Sorry, I didn’t make it on Monday. I plan to come tomorrow morning. I have noted Wettstein’s piece is no longer on E reserves. 

See you soon! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, " 1:45 AM 
Subject: Agenda for tomorrow - 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice S~Jlle 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

ttere some quick updates: 

1) Agenda for tomorrow - posted to Sakai. 

2) I will post your exmn 1 grades on Thursday. 

Best rashes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill Mes~ges from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages tbr this site: AFRI. 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.org@mai194.us4.mcsv.net~ 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 13, 2013 10:33 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

"Call for Papers" & Travel Gra~t: 2013 Am~ual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
6th Am~N ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conferences. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduat~ sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outiine of new and unpubiished research A recent CV and all contact data must also be included with name, 

C Vs can be submi~ed NE~. 

ViEW t~e list of papers presented at the 2012 Annual ASMEA Conference HERE 

Travel Gran~ 

T~ose interested in submitting abstracts may also be eligible to apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant Program 

Download an application and find out more information, HI=RE 

Any questions or for mere information contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@aemeaeeholare,orq 

www, asmeas~holars.or~ 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, EC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.eduv 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

Howell, TiaN. <tia william@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Ja~luary Hours 

n~oney ~r ~.~e con[k:~ace 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:38 PM 

To= Colon, Sonia 

Subject= Re: 3anuaw Hours 

Yes those are all conference related. I have not done anything for the website this past month. 

~ilive.unc,edu 

From: <Colon>, "sonia colon@med.unc.edu" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, :12:26 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: January Hours 

All 12~t D~ BoJs cord~rcnc¢? 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:26 PN 
To: Howell, Tia N. 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Januaw Hours 

Tia, 
Sorry for getting this to you so late, it took me a while to compile all the hours. I believe they total 92.25 for January and 24.75 for February so far. 

=92.25 hours 

February so far: 

= 24.75 hours 

(home) 2.5 

(home) 2.25 

(home) 6.5 

(afam office) 3.75 

i (home) 3.75 

n (stone center) I 

(home) 4 

n (home) 5 

(afam office) 5 

(stone center), I:OOpm - 3:30pro (peabody) 2.5 

(peabody) 1.75 

(home) 7 

(afam office) 3.S 

(home) 2 

(afam office), 2:00pro -8:00pro (home) 9.S 

(peabody), 7:00pro - i2:00am (home) i0 

(afam office), 7:00pro - 9:00pro, 12:00am- 3:00am (home) 9.75 

(afam office, shopping, stone center, etc.) 12.5 

(hyde hall) 12.5 

(hyde hall, durham- dropping off rented linens) 8 

(afam office) .75 

(afam office) 3.5 

~~ live .uric. edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Howell, TiaN. <tia william@unc.edu> 

my schedule today 

Hello Eunice 

Hope a[[ is we[[. I know I promised to be today at AFAM; but so I w~[[ stay at PuNic Policy for a little more and then I 

wi[[ go home. I stop over Battle Ha[[ for a few seconds, to pick up some documents to be able to finish the Du Bois costs report. Also to be 

able to answer your question about the U[man fund. 

The Utman fund balance is 55,959.43, after the start up transfers for professors Boyd and Pier, to cover the department portion for new 

facu [ties. 

Thank you 

So~-~a Col o~-~ 

PubZic i5~Zi@~ D~partm~m - 962-4854 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 1:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools’ Letter - DTtt 

Dear Ms. SaNe, 

My name is               and I am a reporter ruth the Daily Tar Heel. I am writing a story today’ about the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools’ 

Commission on College’s recent letter to Chancellor Holden Thorp. In the letter, the president of the association asked Chancellor Thorp to meet a set of requirements 

to legitimize the some degrees from the African and African American Studies departments in the 1990s. I was hoping to talk witla you a little about that. 

Would you be avmlable to speak anytime alter 3 p.m. today? My number is below, so ~el free to give me a call or let me know when works best tbr you. 

I’d really appreciate any help you could give me, and I look lbrward m speaking with you soon’. 

Best, 

(a~live.une.edu 
m: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams IIe @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 2:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Question 

Hi Eumce, 

I hope your day is going well 

Please call me when you have a spare moment I have a small follow up question for you from our conversation last evening. 

All the best, 

Ron 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.v~imes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@Times: Top 5, The Grammy Awards, New York Fashion Week a~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30213/a mes 1 Y 

11~ @Times - FebruaB/13, 20131 

The Grammy Awa~’ds 

~ 

ilXiI 

Relive all the excitement of the 55th Annual Grammy 

Awards with The New York Times’s peerless coverage -- 
including pop nmsic critic Jon Caramaniea and culture reporter 
Dave Itzkoffs running commentary fl’om the big night, a slide 
show of the evening’s key moments, a look at the stars’ fashion 
choices in light of CBS~s dress code announcement, and a recap of 
the top winners, including British folk-rock group Mumford & 
Sons’ win of the coveted albm~ of the ),ear. 

It’s beeB a stormy New York Fasbion Week~ both on 

off the runway, and The Ti rues has all the dot;dis --- from 

wi[d-~e;~ther woes to runway rundowns ~o daring desigm~rs 

beauty bloggers to tricks o[’ the trade and, o[~ course, plenty of 

stargazing. KS. Don’t forget to download The Collection, [’ov e;~sy 

access on your tablet to all things f;~shion from The New York 

Times. 

* TRAVEL: 36 Hours iu Sau Juan, Pnerto Rico 
, SCIENCE: Rat-Size Ancestor Said [o Link Man and gea~t 

, RELIGION: Successor to Benedict Will Lead a ~mrch a[ a 

~’ossroads 

* SPECIAL SECTION: Your Taxes 

~ MOVIE REVIEW: "Side Effects" I May Cruise Gt’eed, [ust or 

Retirement 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res o~ ~4w~ ........ 
(Beb~een Feb ~, 2013 - Feb 12, 2013) 

L Heavy Snow an([ Winds Batter Northeast 

2. Why (an Some Kids Handle Pressnre While Others Fall Apart? 

3. Relax~ You’ll Be More Productive 

4. Krugma~: The Ignoranei~" Caucus 

5. Obama’s ’lMvn in BusFs Bind With Defense Policies 

~ V~DEO: [.ei~" Radziwill 

The filmmaker Sofia Coppola 
captured an intimate 
conversation with T’s cover 
subject, Lee Radziwill, in her 
New York City home. 

~ SLIDE StlO~ On the 

Market ] Los Angeles 
A Malibu modern, a Beverly 
Hills Mediterranean, a 
Beaehwood Canyon 
contemporary, a Bel Air French 
~’aditional and a Spanish split- 
level. 

~ V~DEO: V.1.P. (Very 

Itnpov[an[ Pooch) 
When the Westminster Kennel 
Club Dog Show comes to town, 
the Hotel Pennsylvania literally 
goes to the dogs. 

Jo~n the 
Conversation 

President’s 

Challenge to 

Cong~ess 
In the State of the 
Union address, Mr. Obama 
points to a way out of austerity 
and the stalemate on Capitol 
Hill. 

~ Jo~r~ t~e Cor~ve[sa Jots* >) 

A da~y e-rr~a~ newslet,er 
the bushness of tech~5ology, 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after [he 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking nears ebout 

M&#’~,s, I.P O.s, venture 
capitP~i and more. 

All things fashion f[om The 
New York limes, featuring 

the latest in news, trends 

and runway coverage 

fro[~l acclaimed critics and 
re po r~e rs 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes,com marketing depaitment You received ~his messege becaclse you signed up 

for NYlimes,com’s @limes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighlil Avenue New yopr, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <~watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, February 13, 2013 5:40 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] Water-related s~yeaker request 

The following speaker request was forwarded to our theme email account yesterday. Please take a moment to look over the infonnalion and feel fi~ee to suggest 
someone if you have any idea of who might be good for this. I unders~nd if this might be a Nt of a s~tretch but m~y recommendation would be helpful. Thanks so much! 

Organization: Rock~l Mount Power Squadron (Boating Organization) - We are a safe boating organization that holds classes on operating boats and PWC’s (personal 

watercrafts). We ,also hold seminars which are open to the public & are advertised in local papers and the radio. 

Contact Person: Lorraine B. Ryan, administrative officer, lrva~(~cfl~cnc.org, 252-293-0013 ext. 321 

Orgm~ization Contact Information: 1147 Lake Roya]e, Louisburg, NC 27549 

Speech Date and Time: Monday 04/22/13 from 6:30 7:30 PM 

Speech Location: Hing Ta Restaurant, 1276 Wesleyan Blvd (Route 301S), Roclcy Mount. NC 27804 

Audience Size: 15-30, depending on those that read our newspaper ads 

Length: 30-45 minutes, have laptop & computer projector if needed 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia william@unc.edu~ 

Thursday~ ,9:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Jan. ttours 

Hours tracking sheet - 

Dear Eunice, 
Please review and sign the hours sheet attached for so that I can submit for payment. 
Thank you. 
~Tia 
Tia N. Howell 
U NC-Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919=962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <ti%william@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 11:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Jan. Hours 

Thank you. 

"°Tia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: 

11:2i AM 

Jan. Hours 

Dear Tia, 

As discussed, kindly see the attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Thursday, 9:49 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Jan. Hours 

Dear Eunice, 

Please review and sign the hours sheet attached for so that I can submit for payment. 

Thank you. 

Tia N. Howell 
U NC-Chapel Hill Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919=962-2694 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

scam~er@unc.edu 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

.pdf 

This E-mail was sent ticom "R10442" @Aicio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date: 0214.2013 13:11:15 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 



SPRING 2013 COURSE SYLLABI AND INDEPENDENT STUDY CONTRACTS 

I Unit: p~g<L~c~-~ ~ ~ ~-,¢~- ~-~w~a,~,,.~ ~ ~ [ Date: 

Spring 2013 Independent Study 

System for approving ie~ing contracts is 
in place. 

Method for creating individual sections 
for each faculty member exists. 

Commitment to limit the number of 
times the same special topics course 
can be offered to no more than two 
occurrences before submitting the 
course for a regular number. 

Print Name and Title of 
Person Responsible, 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Yes. 

Signature 

Spring 2013 Course Syllabi 

Current syllabi for all Spring 2013 
courses were provided to students no 
later than the first day of class. 

Syllabi will be retained for at least four 
years, either electronically or in print. 

*Location: Battle 101 (Eunice N. 
Sahle’s office) and Battle 301 (Kenneth 
Janken -- DUS - office) 

Print Name and Title of 
Person Responsible, Eunice 
N. SaMe 
Yes. 

Yes 

Signa~ 

Notes: 

*Insert electronic location (folder/tilename or web url) or physical location (Building#Room#) 

I verify fl~at the unit is in compliance with the new policies concerning independent study and course 

sylla~ 

Chair Signature                                              Print Name 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <Westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

International Human Righk~, 4e now available tbr your ~11 courses 

Click here to view this emaJl as a web page 

Dear Professor Sable: 

2465 Central Ave. 

Boulder, CO 80301 

www.west~4ewpress.com 

Westv, iew Press proudly mmounces a new edition your courses: 

International Human Rights, Fourth Edition ~ 3ack Donnelly (ISBN 978-0-8133-4501-7). 

_/__n_t_~Ln_(_a__i__qt!__q__/J__/_~_!__q__~__a_t!____/_~_!~t~ studies the ways in which states and other international actors have addressed human fights 

since the end of World Wax II. 

The new revised fourth edition includes: 

A reorganized and substantially updated Part 2, which looks at multilateral, bilateral, and transnational 

action, both separately and comparatively, allowing easier comprehension of the topics. 

New case studies that provide context and points of comparison, including a new examination of the 

contemporary international reactions to human rights violations in China now that it is a global power. 

Nine new "problems" spread throughout the text, which frame alternative interpretations, highlight 

controversies, and ultimately aim to provoke further thought and discussion among students. 

Order Your FREE Exam Copy Today! 

Visit westviewpress.com for mm’e information,, or to order your free exmn copy. Complete the online exa~n copy 

order form to order. (Mention source code \V325.) 
Look tbr our postcard in yoar mail to learn more, or visit us on the Web at ~_~_~_v__~i:~,_£~_~_y__[e_~_~_~pE~__s_~:£9__n__L 

SincereN 
Wes~’iew Press 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to ~vceive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additional e-maid message confirming your removal 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Office ttours 

Dear Eunice, 
FYI -- I am not sure how to deal with this one. Will talk to you before I see the student after class on Tuesday. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Friday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Office Hours 

6:51 AM 

Dear 
I reviewed again the email that was sent to both of us on January 24, and it indicates that you are to notify me at least two days before the exam that you have the option of 
taking the exam with 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Office Hours 

8:19 AM 

Unfortunately I have class during your scheduled office hours. I hoping to make an appointment with you to discuss my exam. I am available all day Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu~ 

Friday, 12:l0 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

asddd@listserv.unc.edu 

[asddd] FW: Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall information 

The ConnectCaro~h~a team w~H host a Town Ha~ meetin~ to ~ve an update on the Peop~eSoft HR/PayroH m~d ~h~ance ~mplementation, ~ndudin~ answering 

questions that you may have. P~ease see the s~sn-up h~format~on below and reserve your spot for one the two sess~ons~ 

We ask membecs of the worMng g¢oup not to sisn up skH::e these rneet~n~s are tar~e~:ed at staff who have not been inw)lved m the project. 

Best w~shes, 

Ryan 

Frem: Belier, Debra L 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3:23 PM 
To: Connect Carolina Workforce Administration Working Group; ConnectCarolina 3oint Org Relationships - Workflow - Security; Connect Carolina Faculty Events Working 
Group; Connect Carolina Position Mgt and Compensation Working Group; Connect Carolina Recruiting Working Group; ConnectCarolina HR_Payroll Stakeholders 
Subject; Feb. 25 ConnectCarolina Town Hall information 

Less than a year remains until the human resources, payroll and finance aspects of ConnectCarolina are expected to go live. We will be holding a Joint HRiPayroll 

and Finance Town Hall this month so that the campus community can learn more about ConnectCarolina. 

iMPORTANT - REQUESTED ACTION: 

¯ Please encourage people at your school, division, unit, or center to attend one of the two Town Hall sessions. 

¯ We do ask that Campus Working Group members hold off on signing up so that those who have not been involved in the project can attend. 

The Town Hall, sponsored by the ITS, HR and Finance divisions, will take place on Feb. 25 at the Genome Science Building, room GIO0. The building is on Bell Tower 

Drive near the Stone Center. 

Two identical sessions of the Town Hall will be held -one at 1:00pro and one at 3:30pro. 

Sign up to attend one of the sessions at: 

http://tinyuri.com/cctownhal~l 

Also, we have a new website up and running: h___t__t_~’_./__/__c__c__Ln__f__9_:_u___n___c_:__e___d__u__z. Lots of content still needs to be added, but we want to start steering people here for 

ConnectCarolina information. 

If you have any questions, please contact me. Thanks for your support of the project! 

Debra 

Debra Belier 

Communications Specialist 

ConnectCarolina, Enterprise Applications, ITS 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: 919-843-O477 

Website: http:iiits.unc.edu/enterprise!enterprise-applica tions/ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Cultuml Zephyr e.V. <bicdmace@aol.com> 

Friday, February 15, 2013 9:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Fountainhead e-Letter, Februau 2013, BerliniGerma~y 

XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

Film Submissions 

"... Art and culture can build bridqes, ..." 

XXVIII, Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 
Festival Preview 

"Footprints in the Sand?" = Exhibition 2013 

Statement by the Commissioner for Inteqration, 
District Tempelhof-Sch~neber~j, Berlin/Germany 

International Press Voices 
XXVII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2012 

Ode to Du Sable= A Poem by Ursula Troche 

The Colleqium - Forum 8= Television Program Berlin 
THE COLLEGIUM Archive on YouTube please click >here< 

http ://www.youtu be.com/user/thecollegiu m 

Guide to Indiana University South Bend 
Dance Proqram Collection at the IU South Bend Archives 

3ob Application = Production Assistant 

Fountainhead® Mission Statement 









"... Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from 
stereotypical categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International 
Cinema Berlin are important for the capital of Germany. 
I extend my congratulations to the organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a 
cultural highlight which is unique Germany-wide ~.." 

Gabriele GOn Tank Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-$ch6neberg, 

Berlin/Germany 

"... Kunst und Kultur kann hier Br~icken bauen, Grenzen ~iberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig for die Hauptstadt. 
Mein Dank geht an die Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International 
Cinema Berlin, ein kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist ..." 

Gabriele GOn Tank Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6nberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

back to top 

Festival Preview 

A FOUNTA]~NHEAD® TANZ TH~/~TRE PRODUCT]:ON 

A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International Media Project (UNESCO) 

Berlin/Germany & U.S,A. 20:[3 

"FUTURE BLOSSOMS" / "BLOTEN DER ZUKUNFT" 

May 8-12, 2013 
Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) 
John-F.=Kennedy Platz 1, 10825 Berlin-Sch6neberg 

"Footprints in the Sand?" = Exhibition 

".,, VISIONS BECOME REALITY ..," / ".,.VISIONEN WERDEN WIRKLICHKEIT.,," 

Photographic Exhibition - Visual Documentation 
Fotoausstellung = Visuelle Dokumentation 

July 1 - August 31, 2013 
Foyer im Rathaus Sch6neberg / Rathaus Sch6neberg (city hall) foyer 
John-F.-Kennedy Platz 1, 10825 Berlin-Sch6neberg 

Production and Direction / Produktion und Leitung: 

Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
in cooperation with / in Kooperation mit Gabriele GiJn Tank 
Commissioner for Integration of the district Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Deutschland 

A TRIBUTE TO W][LL][AH GREAVES 

Director, producer and writer William Greaves began his career as a featured actor 
on Broadway and in motion pictures. His work behind the camera has earned him 
over 60 international film festival awards, including an Emmy and four Emmy 

nominations. In 1980, he was inducted into the Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame, and 
in the same year he was the recipient of a special "homage" at the first Black 
American Independent Film Festival in Paris. Tn 1986, he received an "Indy" = the 
special Life Achievement Award - from the Association of Independent Video and 
Filmmakers. For two years, Greaves served as executive producer and co-host of 
the pioneering network television series Black Journal, for which he was awarded an 
Emmy. 

Regisseur, Produzent und Autor William Greaves begann seine berufliche Karriere als 
Hauptdarsteller am Broadway und in Spielfilmem Seine Arbeit hinter der Kamera trug 
ihm ~iber 60 internationale Filmfestivalpreise ein, sowie einen Emmy und vier Emmy= 
Nominierungen. Im Jahr 1980 wurde er in die Black Filmmakers Hall of Fame 
aufgenommen und war im selben Jahr Empf~inger einer besonderen "Hommage" auf 
dem ersten Black American Independent Film Festival in Paris. 1986 erhielt er den 
"Indy" - die besondere Auszeichnung far das Lebenswerk - von der Vereinigung 
Unabh~ingiger Video- und Filmemacher. Zwei Jahre lang war Greaves 
gesch~iftsfiJhrender Produzent und Ko-Moderator der wegbereitenden Fernsehreihe 



Black Journal im US-amerikanischen Sendenetz, f~ir die er mit einem Emmy 
ausgezeichnet wurde. 

Malcolm X: Nationalist or Humanist? 
Producer/Director: Madeline Anderson 
Executive Producer: William Greaves 
USA 

This documentary explores the life and thinking of this dynamic and controversial 
African American leader, focusing on Malcolm’s later speeches and interviews. 
Features an exclusive interview with Malcolm’s widow, Betty Shabazz, filmed shortly 
after his death on February 21, 1965, as well as archival footage of the events 
immediately following his assassination. 

Diese Dokumentation untersucht das Leben und die Ansichten dieser dynamischen 
und umstrittenen afrikanisch-amerikanischen F~ihrungsperson, mit dem Fokus auf 
Malcolms sp~itere Reden und Interviews. Gezeigt wird ein exklusives Interview mit 
Malcolms Witwe Betty Shabazz, das kurz nach seinem Tod am 21. Februar 1965 
aufgenommen wurde, sowie Archivmaterial iJber die Ereignisse, die sich direkt nach 
dem Attentat auf ihn zutrugen. 

The First World Festival of Negro Arts 
Director: William Greaves 
USA 1968 

The First World Festival of Negro Arts. The official documentary film of the festival 
held in Dakar, Senegal in 1966. Over 2,000 writers, artists and performers from 
Africa and the African Diaspora participated in this historic event. Features Duke 
Ellington, Langston Hughes, Alvin Alley, Aime Cesaire, Leopold Senghor, Emperor 
Halle Selassie, Katherine Dunham and artists, performers and dignitaries from thirty 
countries. A Black history treasure produced, written and directed by William 
Greaves. 

Das Erste Weltfestival Schwarzer Kunst. Der offizielle Dokumentarfilm des Festivals, 
das in Dakar, Senegal, 1966 stattfand. 0her 2.000 Schriftsteller, K~instler und 

Darsteller aus Afrika und der Afdkanischen Diaspora nahmen an diesem historischen 
Ereignis tell. Zu sehen sind Duke Ellington, Langston Hughes, Alvin Aley, Aime 
Cesaire, Leopold Senghor, Kaiser Halle Selassie, Katherine Dunham und K~instler, 
Darsteller und W~irdentr~ger aus dreii~ig L~indern. Ein Schatz der schwarzen 
Geschichte, produziert, geschrieben und unter der Regie von William Greaves. 

Ida B, Wells: A Passion for 3ustice 
Director: Wi!/iam Greaves 
USA 1989 

With readings by Pulitzer-Prize-Winning author Toni Morrison, this work documents 
the life and times of Ida B. Wells, the pioneering African American journalist, 
activist, suffragist and anti-lynching crusader of the late 19th and early 20th 
century. For 40 years Wells" stature in Black America was equal to that of such 
leaders as Booker T. Washington and W.E.B. DuBois. 

Mit Texten, vorgetragen yon Pulitzer-Preistr~gerin Toni Morrison, dokumentiert 

dieser Film das Leben und die Zeit der Ida B. Wells, einer Pioniedn im afdkanisch- 
amerikanischen Journalismus, eine Aktivistin, K~impferin for das Wahlrecht und gegen 
Lynchjustiz am Ende des 19ten, Anfang des 20sten Jahrhunderts. Vierzig Jahre lang 
besaB die Person Ida B. Wells einen Stellenwert im Schwarzen Amerika vergleichbar 
mit so f~ihrenden Pers6nlichkeiten wie Booker T. Washington und W.E.B. DuBois. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey 
Director: William Greaves 
USA 200! 

Scholar, diplomat, civil and human rights activist, the first Black person to win the 
Nobel Peace Prize for negotiating armistice agreements in the Middle East - Ralph 
Bunche might be the most overlooked public figure of the 20th century. This 
documentary chronicles the life of a remarkable African American who overcame 
poverty and prejudice to profoundly shape the course of world history, yet faded 
from the public consciousness. The film resurrects his legacy at a crucial time. 
Bunche’s ideas and actions resolved longstanding conflicts around the world in a 
not-so-distant past - lessons that are all too timely today. "Ralph Bunche: An 
American Odyssey" is narrated by Sidney Poitier; produced and written by the 
Emmy Award-winning filmmaker William Greaves; and based on the biography of Sir 
Brian Urquhart, Bunche’s successsor at the UN. The film weaves newsreel footage, 
archival photographs, readings from Bunche "s diaries and writings, and interviews 
with narration and music to tell the story on both an intimate and global scale. The 
film traces Bunche’s life (1903-1971) against the backdrop of leading world events 
of the 20th century, beginning with his youth and early career as a professor at 
Howard University and researcher in Africa. Bunche "s political career started during 
World War TI at the State Department. After the war, Bunche helped draft the UN 
charter and later joined the organization, where he rose to Under-Secretary 
General. During the 1950s and 60s, he became an international celebrity for an 
astonishing array of achievements, including his role as peacemaker in the Middle 



East, catalyst for decolonization in Africa, and advocate of civil rights here at 
home. 

Wissenschaftler, Diplomat, Aktivist fi~r Bi~rger- und Menschenrechte, der erste 
Schwarze, der den Friedensnobelpreis f~ir die Verhandlungen zum Waffenstillstand im 
Nahen Osten bekam - Ralph Bunche ist wohl die meist ~ibersehene 6ffentliche 

Pers~nlichkeit des 20sten 3ahrhunderts. Diese Dokumentation zeichnet das Leben 
eines bemerkenswerten Afrikanisch-Amerikaners nach, der Armut und Vorurteile 
~iberwand, um auf grundlegende Weise den Lauf der Weltgeschichte mitzugestalten, 
und dennoch aus dem Bewusstsein der (~ffentlichkeit verschwand. Der Film l~sst 

sein Verm~chtnis wieder aufleben, zu einer kritischen Zeit. Bunches Ideen und 
Aktivit~ten lieBen lang anhaltende Konflikte zu einer L~sung kommen in einer nicht 

allzu welt zur(Jckliegenden Zeit - Lehren, die heute mehr als zeitgem~i6 erscheinen. 
"Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" wird von Sidney Poitier erz~ihlt, wurde 
produziert und geschrieben von dem mit einem Emmy-Award ausgezeichneten 
Filmemacher William Greaves und basiert auf der von Sir Brian Urquhart verfassten 
Biographie, seinem Nachfolger bei den Vereinten Nationen. Der Film verwebt 
Archivmaterial aus Wochenschauen, Fotomaterial, Passagen aus Bunches 
Tageb~chern und Aufzeichnungen, Interviews mit Erz~hlungen und Musik, um die 
Geschichte aus privater und globaler Perspektive darzustellen. Der Film folgt 
Bunches Leben (:[903-1971) vor dem Hintergrund weltbewegender Ereignisse des 
20sten Iahrhunderts, beginnend mit seiner Iugend und seiner fr~ihen Karriere als 
Professor an der Howard Universit~it und seiner T~itigkeit als Forscher in Afrika. 
Bunches politische Karriere begann im State Department w~hrend des Zweiten 
Weltkrieges. Nach dem Krieg war Bunche an der Formulierung der UN-Charter 

beteiligt und trat sp~iter der Organisation bei, in der er bis zum Vize-Generalsekret~r 
aufstieg. W~hrend der 50er und 60er 3ahre wurde er zu einer internationalen 
BeriJhmtheit durch eine beachtliche Reihe von Erfolgen, darunter seine Rolle als 
Friedensstifter im Nahen Osten, Katalysator fiJr die Dekolonialisierung in Afrika und 

Anwalt fiJr BiJrgerrechte in den USA. 

The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 
Production & Direction: Prof. Donald Mu/drow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Conversation with William Greaves and Audrey Henningham Berlin!Germany 2004 

The distinguished filmmaker William Greaves, who was an invited guest to the Berlin 
Film Festival, and the actress-painter Audrey Henningham were kind enough to 
accept an invitation to appear on The Collegium - Forum &.Television Program Berlin 
during their Berlin visit. 

Der namhafte Filmemacher William Greaves, der als geladener Gast die Berliner 
Filmfestspiele besuchte, und die Schauspielerin/Maledn Audrey Henningham waren 
so liebenswOrdig, w~ihrend ihres Aufenthalts in Berlin eine Einladung in die 
Fernsehsendung The Collegium - Forum &. Television Program Berlin anzunehmen. 

Seminars 

All Politics is Local / Alle Politik ist Iokal 
How we fail today’s victims of genocide in Central Africa / 
Wie wir bei den Opfern des V61kermordes in Zentralafrika heute versagen 

Presenter/Pr#sentatorin: Sabine Grund 
and Guests! und G~ste 

May 10, 2013, 6 p.m. / 18.00 Uhr 
Rathaus Sch6neberg, Library/Bibliothek 
.~ohn-F.-Kennedy Platz :[, :[0825 Berlin-SchSneberg 

Voguing in Berlin 
Presenter/Pr~sentator: Wolfgang Busch 

and Guests/und G#ste 

May :[0, 2013, 8 p.m. / 20.00 Uhr 
Rathaus Sch6neberg, Library/Bibliothek 
,]ohn-F.-Kennedy Platz :[, :[0825 Berlin-SchSneberg 

As documented in the film "How Do I Look" (director: Wolfgang Busch, presented 
during the XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), the Harlem "Ball" traditions 
originated in the 70’s, which were historically an off shot from the Harlem "Drag 
Balls" from the 20’s. Because of the loss of hundreds of members and leaders of the 
"Ball" community due to the HIV epidemic, "How Do I Look" was able to record an 
important aspect of the history and legacy that was still available. 

Wie im Film "How Do I Look" dokumentiert (Regie: Wolfgang Busch, pr~isentiert 
w~hrend des XXIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2008), hat die Harlemer "Bali"- 
Tradition ihren Ursprung in den 70er Iahren und ist geschichtlich ein Nebenzweig der 
Harlemer "Drag-Balls" aus den 20ern. Da es durch die HIV-Epidemie den Verlust von 
Hunderten von Mitgliedern und FiJhrungspers6nlichkeiten der "Ball"-Gesellschaft zu 
beklagen gibt, stellt "How Do I Look" mit dieser Aufzeichnung ein unsch~itzbares 
Zeitzeugnis dar. 

RAP is the key / RAP ist der SchlLissel 



Conductor/Dirigentin : Marina Treichel 

and Guests/und G~ste 

May 11, 2013, 6 p.m. / 18.00 Uhr 
Rathaus Sch6neberg, Library/Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Platz 1, 10825 Berlin-Sch6neberg 

Music - Film - Dialogue are door-openers between young people, adults and 
societies, on the upward path towards education, understanding, cooperation and 
constructive societal participation, resulting from the contribution of a universal 
spoken word music entitled RAP, which is a key component towards, A Complexion 
Change - Future Blossoms. 

Musik - Film - Dialog sind TiJrSffner zwischen jungen Menschen, Erwachsenen und 
Gesellschaften auf dem Weg nach oben in Richtung Bildung, Verst~indnis, 

Kooperation und konstruktiver gesellschaftlicher Beteiligung, welche aus dem Beitrag 
einer universellen Musik des gesprochenen Wortes mit Namen RAP resultieren, der 
ein SchliJsselelement for A Complexion Change - Future Blossoms (den Wandel im 

Erscheinungsbild - BKiten der Zukunft) darstellt. 

Performance 

OKBeat on Stage: "Crazy Words" 
Presenter,/Pr~sentator: Roll G~nsrich 
and Guests! und G~ste 

May 11, 2013, 8 p.m. / 20.00 Uhr 
Rathaus Sch6neberg, Library/Bibliothek 
John-F.-Kennedy Platz 1, 10825 Berlin-Sch6neberg 

Spoken word, music, pantomime and much more... 

Gesprochenes Wort, Musik, Pantomime und vieles mehr... 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre, February 7, 2013 

back to top 

Bezirksamt Tempelhof-Sch~neberg yon Berlin 
Abteilung Fmanzen, Personal und Wirtschaftsf~rderung 
I ntegrationsbeauftragte 

Berlin, 24,0%2012 

Sehr geehrte Damen und Herren, 

dber 30% der Bf]rger:, ) haben einen Higrationshintergrund, sind also entweder selbs~ 



im Ausland geboren oder haben mindesteRs ein im Ausland geborenes Elternteil. 
Knapp die H~lfte dieser I’,lenschen sind uRter 18 .]ahren. 

Jahrzehnte ist im Bezirk eiRe gesellschaftliche Vielfalt gewachseR, welche das 

Zusammenleben bestimmt und das AIItagsbild in den Kiezen pr~gt. Verschiedene 
LebeRslagen und Lebenswelten bereicherR sich gegenseitig und vermischen sich, 
dies ist geradezu wesentlich f~ir den besonderen Charme in deR Kiezen des Bezirks. 

Diese Realit~t ist heute selbstverst~ndliche Normalit~t, nicht immer yon allen so 
gesehen, abet im GroBen uRd GaRzen funktioniereRd. Die immer wiederkehrendeR 
Debatten um EiRwaRderung und IRtegration zeigen, dass soziale Probleme vereinzelt 
immer wieder ethnisiert werden. Eine solche Ethnisierung spaltet Richt nut die 
Gesellschaft, sondern f(ihrt auch zu Diskriminierung und Rassismus. 

Das Projekt "A COHPLEX:[ON CHANGE - Transnational 8~ Intercultural 
Diplomacy / XX~II:L Black InternationM Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 
Sand?° Exhibition 20~.3°’ (Filmreihe, 8.-&2. Hai / Ausstellu~g, 1. 3uH-35. August), 
produzie~t uRd gele~tet yon FouRtaiRhead® TaRZ Th~treiCu~tura~ Zephyr e.V., wi~d 
yon m~r, der Integrat~onsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg ~n BeHin, 
unterstdtzL 

Kunst und Kultur hat das Potential, Menschen zueinaRder zu bringer - fiber 
Emotionen, ohne Barrieren, mit Anerkennung und Respekt. 

Nit freuRdlicheR Gr06eR 
Gabriele G0n Tank 

:1) im BeT.irk Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, ,Serlin (Queile: www.berlin.de) 

District Office Tempelhof-Sch6neberg of Berlin 
Department of Finance, Personnel and Economic Development 
Commissioner for Integration 

Berlin, September 24, 2012 

Statement regarding "A COI~IPLEXION CHANGE - Transnational & Intercultural 
Diplomacy / XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 
Sand?’ Exhibition 2013" 

Dear Ladies and Gentlemen, 

Over 30 percent of our citizens1) have a migratory background, they are either born 
abroad or have at least one parent born abroad. Almost half of these people are 
under 18 years of age. 

For decades, a cultural variety has been developing in this district, which 
determines our living together and influences everyday life in the area. Various life 
situations and cultures enrich each other and are combining, which is virtually 
essential for the special charm in the area of Tempelhof-Sch6neberg. 

Nowadays, this reality has become a self-evident normality, not always understood 
by everyone, but as a whole, a functioning situation. The ever returning debates 
about immigration and integration, demonstrate, that social problems are 
continously discussed in regards to ethnicity. The issue of ethnicity not only divides 
the society, but also leads to discrimination and racism. 

The project "A COMPLEXION CHANGE = Transnational 8= Intercultural 
Diplomacy / XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin / ’Footprints in the 
Sand?’ Exhibition 20:t3" (Film Series: May 8-I~2 / Exhibition, 3uly 1-August 31), 
produced and directed by Fountainhead® Tanz Th4~tre/Cultural Zephyr e.V. is 
supported by myself, the commissioner for integration of the district Tempelhof- 
Sch6neberg in Berlin. 

Art and culture have the potential to bring people together - through emotions, 
without barriers, resulting in acknowledgement and respect. 

Best regards 
Gabriele G~in Tank 

l) in the district TempeJi~of-Sch~rleberg, Berlin (source: www.berlin.de) 

back to top 



Ode To Du Sable 

Du Sable 
Father of Chicago 
You founded this city 
So long ago 
An African Diaspora 
Champion you are! 
Travelling 
From Haiti to America 

On your travels 
From the Midwest to Canada 
You realized 
There is a need 
For a city 
And where you stayed 
With your Native American wife 
At ’Eschikagou’ 
You established 
What became Chicago 

3ean Baptiste Du Sable 
This city is yours 
It’s baptized 
In your name 

But of all the people 

Who live here, and elsewhere 
Who knows? 
Does your blackness mean 
That your history, works and ideas 
Are untaught and unknown? 

One thing is for sure 
I will not forget you 
For you greatly 
Impressed me 
I give thanks 
To your ingenuity 
When walking 
The streets of this city 

And I will tell the world 
What you have done 
And that it was you 
Who did it! 

I will say 
Chicago was built by a Haitian 
This city 
Is like a Haitian Revolution 
And like 
A positive Earthquake 
Of creative genius 
Chicago, it’s your invention 
So the world has to add a big star 
Among the list of black inventors 
And in the hall of fame of humanity 
For your famous city 

Chicago, another Haitian Revolution 
And indeed 
Many African Americans sought refuge 
here 
From the South in search of freedom 
So let us all recognize 
This pretty 
This city-revolution, 

© Ursula Troche, May 2012 

back to top 



~OB APPLICATION / 3OBANGEBOT 

We are seeking a production assistant, for distribution, film festivals and sponsor 
applications for the film HAZOR: www.hazor.de. Fluent english and eventually 



german required. You are basically a PR person or someone who really likes to 
communicate, organize and care for public relations. There is a small budget, so if 
you are the right person, you will be paid for your efforts! 

Gesucht wird eine Produktionsassistenz for den Verleih des Films HAZOR: 
www.hazor~de. Die Hauptaufgaben sind Kontakte pflegen, Filmfestivals anschreiben 

und eventuell besuchen, nach Sponsoren suchen. Es wird ein RiJckstellungsvertrag 
angeboten mit einem kleinen Honorar. 

Please contact Miro Mastropasqua for additional information at 
miroimages@me,com. 

back to top 

Abmel&mg von die~m Newsletter: 

http://w~’.newstroll.deiapp/deli2vavmzqihse5/206219 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, February 16, 2013 7:36 AM 

inll-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu> 

FROM EL CENTRO HISPANO: Spring Zumbathon is back by populm~ demand 

FYI 

E1 Centro Hispano and YMCA invite the Triangle community to participate in the largest and well known Zumbathon® fundraising event 

~,onmbe.com/watch%=5r8tapxb 

At the Do~ntoum Durhom YMCA - Indoor Gymnosium 

(218 ~est Morgan St. Durham, 27701) 

~u~ ~ou~ ~i�~ no~ �~ h~p:l l elcenf~ronr..orgl el~.en~rohisp~nolzumbc~.h~ml 

919-687-4635 Ext ~$4 



i~ Zumbathon Flyer Feb 23 2013.prig 

Special Thanks to our Sponsors 

There are s~ spo~sorslfip opportnwdfies ava~a ble 

E1 Centro t tispmlo 

il)~: i~:~:~ IN( 
919.687.4635 ext. 34 
www.elcent~onc.org 



El Ce~atro Hispano 

919.687.4635 ext. 34 

www.elcentronc.or~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 10:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

Test 1 Grade 

Hi Prof SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well’. I’m just wondering when you roll be posting the first test grades? I know you said Wed/TN~rs of last week but I’m sure you’ve been busy 
witl~ a lot of stuff; If yon can emafil it to me, or jnst let me know this weekend, I would really appreciate it! 

Thanks, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

h ttps://www.facebook.coln/UNC.AFROTC.D ET 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ECONC < @gmail.com> 

Saturday, February 16, 2013 1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Celebration of the 117th Armiversary of Battle of Adwa on Saturday, March 2nd at 4pm 

adwa117-poster.pdf 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

My name is Andinet Enquoba]~rie m~d I am organizing committee member of the Ethiopim~ CommuniU Organization in North Carolina (ECONC). 

We are o~anizing an event in celebration of the 117th Anniversaw of Battle ofAdwa. Plea~ forward/distribute the flyer to interested people in your department. 

There will be multimedia preseril:a~,ions, children’s program, and we will scream parts of H~ii~ Gerim’s highly ~cci~,imed "Adw~" film 
Place: Meredith College 
Kresge Auditorium- Care Sludent Cerfler 
3800 Hillsbomugh Street 

Raleigh, NC 

Date/Time: Satur(lay, March 2nd at 4pm 

Thankyou. 

Best regards, 

Andinet 

http:!!www.ethiopian-community-nc.or.q/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:38 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Academic Preparation of Specially-Admitted Athletes_A Question of Basic Skills.pall 

Hello alh 

This is a good article to provide context for a discussion of "special admissions" @ U NC and other universities across the country. 

In the first paragraph, the authors outline the study parameters: 

"The present study examines the decision-making process relating to special admissions for student-athletes. The study’s four main considerations include 

concerns regarding the use of high school GPA and standardized test score as admissions criteria for prospective student-athletes; pressure on the admissions 

committee to avoid competitive disadvantage by effectively sending talented recruits to a competitor; the admissions committee’s desire to admit students 

believed to be academically prepared; and the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA’s) changes to initial eligibility criteria--changes which allow 

universities to make admissions decisions independently." 

These four areas seem to be ones that appropriately should be examined and openly discussed. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. 

’Associate Professor - Sport ’Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

Office - 919~962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 919.962-6235 

UNC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: ~,tf.~,tf.~,tf.:~:~.~.~.~;!~.~.~3E.@:9.~ 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32768555 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32768555-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Just in case - Important 

Dr. SaNe, 
Have you posted our Exam J. grades on Sakai yet? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6::t9 AM 
Subject: Just in case - Important 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice S~Jlle 

Dear Human Rights Scholars, 

Just in case you have not found Wettstein’s required pages for this week~ as indicated in our syllabus they are available in ebook format and they are from his famous 

2009 book: Florian Wettstein 3/[ultinational Corporations and Gh)bal Justice : tIuman Rights Obligations (f a Quasi-governmental Institution. Stantbrd, CaJi£: 

Stantbrd Business Books, 2009) °~)bligations of Justice", pp. 121-144. 

Looking tbrward to seeing you latter. 

Until then, best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The UniversiF of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI. 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI       SP 

SP " site. To reply to this message clickthis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 11:40 AM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

Re: [faculty-athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Jay, 

CSRI will be having a panel discussion of just this issue at our conference in April. Gerry Gurney, one of the authors of this article, is one of the panelists. The panel will be 

videotaped and also live streamed. I would urge colleagues to attend. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M~ Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hail 203C 

Office - 919.962-3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9:].9.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

CSR[ webs~te: 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

From: Jay Smith <jaysmith@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Sunday, February 17, 2013 11:36 AM 

To: Richard Southall <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [faculty--athletics-forum] Recent article that deals with Special Admission processes 

Thank you, Richard. This excellent piece should be required reading in the admin ranks at UNC. High school GPA’s are shown to be pretty worthless as predictors for the ’special 

talent’ population, and Universities are urged to "conduct their own assessments" of the athletes they want to enroll. (To remind everyone--this was on our wish list sent to the 

Chancellor in December, after Mary made this very suggestion. The Chancellor evaded, knowing the idea was dead in the water around here.) 

There should be a town hall discussion on this issue. Not holding my breath .... 

On 2/317/313 10:37 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 

Hello all: 

This is a good article to provide context for a discussion of "special admissions" @ U NC and other universities across the country. 

In the first paragraph, the authors outline the study parameters: 

"The present study examines the decision-making process relating to special admissions for student-athletes. The study’s four main considerations 

include concerns regarding the use of high school GPA and standardized test score as admissions criteria for prospective student-athletes; pressure 

on the admissions committee to avoid competitive disadvantage by effectively sending talented recruits to a competitor; the admissions 

committee’s desire to admit students believed to be academically prepared; and the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA’s) changes to 

initial eligibility criteria--changes which allow universities to make admissions decisions independently." 

These four areas seem to be ones that appropriately should be examined and openly discussed. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 

Associate Professor - Sport Administration 

Graduate Program Coordinator 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Director - College Sport Research Institute 

Woollen Hall 203C 

0 ffice - 919.962- 3507 

Cell - 

Fax - 9119.962-6235 

U NC Sport Administration website: 

CSRI Conference on College Sport webs~te: 



Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live fully. 

You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: jaysmith@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: htt~://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=48699857~65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9&n=T&~=facu~ty-~ath~etics~f~rum &o=32768555 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above U RL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32768555-48699857.65997791b4b45b38d9f69522ac998ca9@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to faculty-athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&~=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32768624 

(it may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32768624-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

shielda rodgers < @gmail.com~ 

Sunday, FebruaD~ 17, 2013 5:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Greetings 

I am a member of the Faculty Executive Committee and the Faculty Council and met you at a faculty council meeting shortly after you assumed the role of chair of 

your department. Today I heard the disturbing news of the writings coming out of the Pope Foundation regarding your scholarship and wanted to express my 

continued support of your department and particularly of you. There are so few African Americans in leadership roles on our campus, and even fewer women so as 

an African American female I wanted to contact you personally rather than through the FEC. If there is anything I can ever do for you please let me know. Hope to 

see you soon. 

Shielda Glover Rodgers, RN, Ph.D. 

Clinical Associate Professor 

School of Nursing 

919-843-2478 

.s___r_9___d_ Ke___r_s_ _@_.___e__ _m_ _a__[! :_ _u_ _ _n_ _ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Liz Willis < ~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 7:36 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Student Group <human right@lis~tserv.unc.edu> 

[human righk~] Chimamanda Novel 

Hi everyone, 

The dimmer ruth Chimamanda is next Monday at 5:30. If you haven’t received your book from me yet, please email me so I can get it to you! 

Thanks, 

BA Global Studies, Politica] Science 
UNC Class of 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: eunice~email.tmc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.51fe3c891b483f68822900d343861c6e&~T&l humaaa rights&o 32769296 

(It may be neces~o, to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-32769296-60620095.51 fe3c891 b483f68822900d343861c6e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 8:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI 692H 

Good morning Eunice. 

I was having trouble with Connect Carolina this morning so I called in for help regarding the issue below. Charlotte said 

that I did have Kenneth set up as proxy but I told her it looks misleading the way they have it. She was able to go into 

the system and correct it. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 6:58 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: AFRI 692H 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. My headache that began on Thursday evening continues, but I hope to be there tomorrow. 

At any rate, kindly ensure that Kenneth’s name is included in the honors classes as a proxy not as co-instructor as it 
appears this semester in the case of Amarachi’s thesis. I spoke to SAD Owen today and we need to address this matter 
right away. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Monday, Februao, 18, 2013 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Contact 

Sorry I missed you. I tried this morning but your box is full. 

d 

Do Good, 

Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D, CLU 

919,843,0336 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 8:38 PM 
To: Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject: Contact 

"Our lives begin to end the day w,e became silent about things that matter," 
Martin Luther King, Jr, 

Dear Deborah, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we have a brief conversation tonight before lO.OOpm? 

My number is 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~nnc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:59 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu> 

asddd@listserv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Trainer volunteers needed for PeopleSoft Finance 

Co~mectCa:olina Finance School-Division Trainer R2.docx 

This message is being sent to managers in the College of Arts and Sciences with a request that you forward to financial/accounting staff in your department. (Deans, 

directors, and department heads have been copied as an FYI) 

The Dean’s Office would like you to join our PeopleSoft training team for the implementation of PS Financials! Please review the attached description of the 

training role and send me an email if you are interested. We only have 7 slots left, so email me today! 

If you would like an early look at the new financial system, then volunteering as a trainer provides you a great opportunity. 

The training group will include one dozen staff members who will get to learn the system first, provide feedback on the training programs, and conduct training 

sessions on specific topics for staff in the College. Further details and the specific training specializations are included below. 

Further details on the training in the College 

The Dean’s Office will host a kick-off meeting once we have the entire team together. Each training module (in the training specializations below) will include at 

least one Dean’s Office employee to support College trainers. The program will focus on training that runs between and , with monthly 

prep meetings leading up to October. 

Training Specializations 

The College will be responsible for training all College staff in the following areas: 

¯ Creating SOP documents and check requests (which will be creating vouchers in PeopleSoft) 

¯ Creating journal entries 

¯ Creating purchase requisitions 

¯ Receiving orders 

¯ Requesting new vendors 

Contact me to sign up, or with any questions. 

Best wishes, 

MSIS, PMP, MBA candidate (    ) 

Director of Finance 
Business Operations, College o[’Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel lift] 
CB 71056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile - 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amrc Pitcher <pitcher~umich.edu~ 

Monday, FebruaD~ 18, 2013 11:32 AM 

apcg@lists.wi~.edu; APCG Aliica < 

ASA 2013 Call for Proposals 

Dear APCG Colleagues: 

The 2013 African Studies Association (ASA) annual meeting roll be in Baltimore from November 21 to November 24. The ASA call for papers is open (see below) 

and the deadline for submitting panel and paper proposals is Monday, February 25. This deadline is the APCG internal deadline and will allow the APCG ASA 2013 

Selection Committee to review the proposals prior to ASA’s March 15 deadline. The theme for this yeais conference is "Mobili~; Migration and Flows." The African 

Politics Conference Group has been guaranteed one panel at "the conference, with the possibility of one or two more (which will be reviewed by the ASA Program 

Committee). We are also seeking participants in a roundtable on °’Teaching AtiJcan Politics." If you would like to be considered for pazticipation in "this roundtable 

please submit a proposal by the February. 25 deadline. 

To submit a panel, paper, or roundtable proposal, please email your proposal to the APCG ASA 2013 Selection Committee. We will then review all proposals that we 

receive and select from them those that will be sub,nitted as APCG panels by ASA’s March 15 deadline. Prior to March 15, the APCG selection committee will 

inform all individudls who submitted proposals about their proposal’s status so that they can sub,nit directly to ASA’s program committee should they so choose. The 

colnmittee melnbers selwing this yea~ are Lahra Smith (ls356,@~geol~zetown.edu), Kevin Fridy (kevin(dbffid,~’.com), and Warigia Bowman        ~ma~l.com). 

As per APCG rules, and consistent with other organizations, you must be a paid up APCG member to submit a paper or panel proposal to be considered for the 

APCG designated panels. Dues are $10 per year. The committee will confirm with the treasure~: Gina Lambright (gina.lambright~&gma~l.com), before reviewing your 

proposa] to be sure that you are current on your dues. For information about how to pay your dues using PayPal, see the APCG website 

(www.M’ficanpoliticsgro up.org ). 

We look forward to receiving your proposals. To view the ASA call for proposals, please visit their website at http:/Twww.aliJcanstudies.or~/index.ctin? 

FuseAction Abroad.ViewLink&Parent ID 0&Link ID 9E03FB90-26B9-564D-D66B771C7Cl18F7C 

Sincereb; 

Lalam Smith, Kevin Frid.v and Warigia Bowman 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: emaice@ema~l.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edw’u?id~0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&I apcg&o~7094431 

(It may be necessaly to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-27094431-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76eTdcf0b22e(~lists.wisc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 18, 2013 3:07 PM 

Department lis~serv <~ati~aliim@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafan] FW: Research Associate position -- Coleman Research Group 

RA iUNC.pdf, Cole~nan Research Group.pdf 

Dear 

One of ot~r many mit}ors applied t’or a position with O~ia comlmr%, m~d I provi&d a tcleph~:~ne a:~i~rence .{[~r him I sttbsequenfly heatd from him he hoped to get a job 

win Colema~ Rc~a~:h Group and NougN the job ~x<~u~d be interesting a.~ ~11 as remm~erad~’e It~ Ne course of my lelephot~e it~terview 

asked ifI k~ew of ofl~er at~den~a ~x, ho may be irttc~s~ed i~ a posifio~ as a research assistant, m~d he sei~ me d~e emMl below along with flae 

smde~Is who you thiuk may ~ imcrcsied, please pass file e~ac~osed in~mmtion No~ag 1o ~hem. 

Regards, 

Kenneth R. Ja~ken 

ProR:ssor ot’Aflo.-zM~e,ica~ Studies 

Depamr~ent of Ati%m~ and Ai}o.-Ame~icm~ Studies 

109 Ba~le }{all CB# 3395 
l J ~is’ersity of N ord~ C ato~ ma 

(9I 9) 962-1519 (s’oice) 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ~Sr inf~)m~ation abom my p~lb~ications: 

http://wv~ w. uma~s.ed~umpmsgspr 97(ianken.html 

http:/, nncpress.unc .ed~book.gT- 8059.hlml 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00780 

From: Naghew Paterson [mailto:mpagerson@colemanr~.com] 
Sent: ~dday, Februa~ 1S, 2013 4:42 PN 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Research Associate position -- Coleman Research 
Kenneth, 
Nice s~eaking with you earlier today. The RA job description and a quick PDF of our company are attached. Please feel free to disseminate to anyone that you think 
might be a good match. 

Thanks, 
Matt 
Matthew Patterson 

Coleman Research Grou~ 
434 Fayetteville St., Suite 600 
Raleigh, NC 27601 
T: 646.351.8693 
M: 

¢~NFIBNNT~ITY: This e-mail and any a~achments are confidential and may also be privileged. If you are not the named recipient, please notify the sender immediately and do not 

disclose the contents to another person use it for any purpose, or store or copy the information in any medium. 

[ ~ Email Logo with Tagline 

You axe cunently subscribed to affiafam as: _e___Ul~_i_cL_e_@_e_~!’_a_i_l_=_u__r!_c_=e___@_. 

To 
unsubscribe click hele: ._h__t_t_p__~:{,_/_[_~_~_t__s_:__u__r!_c_=_e__d_tj:{__u_i~_i__d____3___2_=3___6__]=__6__0_8__:_e___8_7__~_9___1_~ ~_~__2_~_l__~_~__4_0__e___1_ ~.5~6..@.~7~7.(.!~7~.8~d~&..~.r.L~[2..&~.~K~.n....~.~.~.~Ln~&..~L~‘.3.~.2.~7.~ ~0_~" 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: Test 1 Grade 

ProfSahle, 

So sorU to hear that! I have been pretty sick as well, but I hope that you begin feeling better soon! 

Thanks for posting the grades! 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
h ttps: / /www.facebook.coln/UNC.AFROTC.D ET 

On , at 8:30 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice(a)email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Dear      , 

Thanks for your email. I appreciate it and I am sorry for the delayed response. 

I have been quite sick since last week hence the delay. However, I am feeling better today and I have posted the grades to Sakai. 

Take care and see you on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent-" Saturday, 

To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Test :t Grade 

J.0:32 AM 

Hi Prof SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well’. I’m just wondering when you will be positing the firs~t test grades? I know you said WediThurs of last week but I’m sure you’ve 
been busy with a lot of smfll If you can email it to me, or just let me kmow this weekend, I would really appreciate it! 

Thales, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

https://www.facebook.com/UNC.AFROTC.D ET 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Chinese Army Unit Is Seen as Tied to Hacking Against U.S. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

.............................................................................. Toda),sHeadlines ........................................................................... 
~11~ N’~’~I~ ~rk ~m¢.~ February 19, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL 

World I ..U.=.S.., I Business I ..S.p...o..r.t..s. I .A_rLs. I _S...c.i..e..n_c..e. I EditorialsI ..O.R:..E..d.. I 9..n....T..hj..s...D...a.z 

TOP NEWS 

Chinese Army Unit Is Seen as 
Tied to Hacking Against U.S. 
By DAVID E. SANGER, DAVID BARBOZA and 
NICOLE PERLROTH 

A growing body of evidence leaves little 
doubt that an overwhehning percentage 
of the attacks on American companies 
and government agencies start in a 
building on the edge of Shm]ghai. 

’ ~ Graphic: Industries Targeted 

Pro-Gun Lawmakers Are 
Open to Limits on Size of 
Magazines 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

Lawmakers in both parties view an 
assault weapons ban as politically toxic, 
but many seem more amenable to 
restricting the kinds of lfigh-eapaeity 
devices used in recent rampages. 

Russians Wade Into the Snow to Seek Treasure From the Sky 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

On Friday, terror rained from the skies in Siberia, but by Monday, what fell from the sky had turned to gold 
for people who rushed to retrieve meteorite fragments. 

~ ~ Video: Small-Town Meteor 

¯ NYTimes.com Home Pa eqg__~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I found one!" 
SASHA ZAREZINA, 8, searching a snowbank in Deputatskoye, Russia, for fragments of a meteor. 

HEALTH 

~ SLIDE SHOW: 
Finding Answers, 
or More Mystery, 
Through DNA 
Sequencing 



As genetic sequencing becomes cheaper 
and more accessible, more fanfilies are 
using it to try to deternfine the cause of 
rare disorders. With it comes hope of 
answers and a small chance of 
treatment. 

’: Related Article 

OPINION 

OP-DOCS 
’Drones for 

A_meriea!’ 
By DREW CHRISTIE 

In tlfis aninmtion, a 
former K.G.B. agent 
welcomes a future in wlfieh Americans 
live under the watchful eyes of drones. 

WORLD 

Chfivez Returns to Venezuela, Trailing Doubts 
By WILLIAM NEUMAN 

The predawn homeeonfing of President Hugo Chfivez more than two months after having cancer surgery did 
little to dispel the maeertainty over who was rmaning the eomatry. 

Obama Could Revisit Arming Syria Rebels as Assad Holds Firm 
By MARK LANDLER and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

With President Obmna apparently running out of ways to speed President Bashar al-Assad’s exit, American 
officials may revive a debate on giving weapons to lfis opponents. 

-’ ~ Graphic: An Update on the Assad Inner Circle 

Anti-Apartheid Leader Forms New Party in South Africa 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

Mamphela Rmnphele annotmced the formation of Agang, meaning "build," in a challenge to the governing 
African National Congress. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

Gym Class Isn’t Just Fun and Games Anymore 
By MOTOKO RICH 

It is no longer enough in some schools for students to run arom~d during gym. Now they are often taught 
math or English or health at the same time. 

Like the Ohio River, a Bridge Project Divides a Community 
By BOBBY ALLYN 

A $2.6 billion plan to build two bridges ]inking Louisville, Ky., and southern Indimm splits the region into 
two camps. 

Leak in Fuel Line Was Cause of Stricken Cruise Ship’s Trouble 
By BARRY MEIER 

The fire that resulted destroyed the Canfival Trimnph’s generators, leaving it stranded in the Gulf of Mexico. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

Drug Makers, in Shift, Join Fight Against Doping 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Pharmaceutical companies are helping to develop tests for illicit use in order to keep their offerings from 
being abused by athletes. 

" Hard to Call Anyone a Winner, When Medals Are Lost to Doping 



DEALBOOK 
Prosecutors, Shifting Strategy, Build New Wall Street Cases 
By BEN PROTESS 

In prosecuting big banks, the government is seeking a balanced approach, ainfing to hold financial 
institutions accountable without shutting them down. 

DEALBOOK 
Morgan Stanley Strives to Coordinate 2 Departments Often at Odds 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Pressure mounts to coax greater profits from the low-margin brokerage bttsiness by finding ways for retail 
and investment banking to work better together. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Greco-Roman Wrestling Program May Be a Factory Without a Future 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Greco-Roman wrestlers train and study at Northen~ Michigan in the hopes of becoming O13anpians. But after 
the sport was removed from the Games, the program nfight be in jeopardy. 

Top Enforcement Officer of N.C.A.A. Is Ousted 
By STEVE EDER 

The removal of Julie Roe Lach crone after the N.C.A.A. said its investigators had violated its own rules while 
examining accusations that a booster provided improper benefits to students. 

Patrick Was Leading Way Even Before Winning Pole 
By VlV BERNSTEIN 

Danica Patrick, knom~ for her GoDaddy.com Super Bowl commercials as well as for her racing, has become 
the show at the Daytona 5oo after winning the pole. 

¯ More Sports News 

ARTS 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
Looking Back at a Domestic Cri de Coeur 
By JANET MASLIN 

Reading Betty Friedma’s "Fenfinine Mystique" for the first time, 50 years after its publication, a critic found 
that flae book still has the power to surprise and masetfle. 

Criticisms of a Classic Abound 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

Scholars have been doggedly chipping away at the foundations of Betty Friedan’s "Fenfinine Mystique," on 
the plight of 3aneriean housewives. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 
Light Bulbs and Luminaries: Star Turns Onstage 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Benedict Nightingale’s "Great Moments in the Theatre" is more a theater lover’s journal than a history 
lesson, but it puts an engaging spin on the chronology of the Westeru stage. 

¯ More Arts News 

SCIENCE TIMES 

TIME AND PUNISHMENT 
Prison and the Poverty Trap 
By JOHN TIERNEY 

Many social scientists no longer think that 3anerica’s shift to longer prison terms has been a help to poor 
neighborhoods. 

DNA Test for Rare Disorders Becomes More Routine 
By GINA KOLATA 

As the cost of genetic sequencing plunges, more people, especially parents, are using it to find disease- 



causing mutations. 

~’ ~ Slide Show: Finding Answers, or More Mystery 

BOOKS 
An Anthropologist’s War Stories 
By NICHOLAS WADE 

The anthropologist Napoleon A. Chagnon tries to answer questions about hmnan evolution in his 35-year 
study of the Yanomam6 of Venezuela and Brazil. 

¯ More Science News 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Trouble With Online College 
Education via the Internet has been overrated and could produce more dropouts than degrees. 

EDITORIAL 
Italy Votes on Its Future 
The country’s upconfing election is being haunted by a figure from its past, Silvio Berlusconi. 

EDITORIAL 
Finding Out Who Pays Your Doctor 
A new health care rule issued by the Obanm achninistration will let the public in on pa)anents that nfight 
influence treatment. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
No Country for Old Age 
By MARK W. FRAZIER 

The rapid expansion of retirement benefits for elderly Chinese has created alalan over who will pay for it, and 
how, 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
What Data Can’t Do 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Data can’t account for everything in our experience, nor serve as the only guide for our tlfinking, planning 
and decision-nmking. 

¯ . Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
The Pope’s Muffled Voice 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Don’t let the media frenzy fool you. Mnerican Catholics pay only glmacing attention to the Vatican. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 19, 1945, during World War II, some 30,000 United States Marines landed on the Westeru Pacific 

island of Iwo Jima, where they eneomatered ferocious resistance from Japanese forces. The Mnerieans took 

control of the strategically important island after a month-long battle. 

¯ See This Front Pa_0~ 
¯ ..B..u..y This Front ..P..a.g.e. 

About This E-Mail 



You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. As a member of 
the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 



Eve~T fortnight, the London Review of Books brings you the biggest names in eontemporatT 

fiction, the clearest voices in philosophy, the most eloquent opinion-formers in politics and science 

and much more. 

Readers of the LRB have come to expect inspired matches of writer and subj ect. Often provocative 

and always original, our writers do more than j ust review books - they analyze, inform and 

interrogate world culture. 

So connect with the world’s most entertaining writers and critics..~nd rethink every assumption 

you hold by taking the London Review of Books in your hands today. 

~(i The liveliest, the most serious & also the most radical literary periodical we 

have - Alan Bennett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 1:30 PM 

@hotmaJl.com 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Independent Contractor Form and W- 8 

SEodi w-8.pdf; Seodi.pdf 

Good afternoon Ms. White 

My name is Sonia, I am hetNng Dr. SaNe w~th some of the forms that the University require for the comptetion of honorarium and trave[ 

costs, regarding w~th your visit next week. 

Ptease find attached the W-8 form and Independent Contractor form; this last one, partia[ty fit[ out just need your signature on the page 3. 

Regarding vath the travet, the travet agent need to know your date of Nrth. 

Thank you 

Acc~m~mg Tec~icia~ 

(’L g-12~ W, 1--5~ ’F, 8-~2~ F, 1--5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Facul~ Needed for Women’s Histo~ Month Panel 

Dear Eunice Sa~hle, 

Prcset~’ation Chapel Hill is an organization dedicated to protecliug the character and herit~%e of~ihe Tow~ of Chapel Hill, aud oilier neighbociug communities. M?, ~llow 

interns and I are plam~ing a special eveut iu honor of Women’s History Mon~ih ou Saturda?,~         . We’~e putting together a laanel of distinguished women to 

discuss the act~ievements and roles of women iu the Chapel Hill communi~,~ We would love t~:~ have factfl~~ from your depa~meut as members of~ihe pa~M~ 

If you cotdd please disseminate this message ~ lho~ who may be interested in participating, then I wotdd grea@ appreciale it. You may ;also contact me direclly with 

any thoughls, concerns, or questions ;about the event. 

Have a greal day. 

Sincerely, 

’]7he University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill, (;lass of 

B.A., Journalism and Mass Communication (Public Relations Sequence) 

B.A, Histury (2,rnerican tlistuw) 

I ,inkedIn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130219150911623.pdf 

Best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanr~er,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.19.2013 15:09:11 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130219151701661.pdf 

Best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scanner,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.19.2013 15:17:01 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130219152820808.pdf 

Best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [maillo:scanner,%ur~c.edul 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 02.19.2013 15:28:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Tuesday, Februaw 19, 2013 4:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

So Many Ways to Love Art @ the Ackland 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

,#, ACKLAN DARTMUSEUM 

RSVP Today! 

Wednesday, 20 February, 2:00 PM 

Join us for tea, cookies, and conversation 

about art currentl,y on view at the Acktand! 

In this program, Teka Se[man will, 

discuss the intersection of mystery and 

meaning in the work of contemporary 

artist Dario Rob[eto, among others. 

SeIman is the assistant director of 

the Master of Fine Arts program in 

Experimental. and Documentary Arts at 

Duke University. 

Space is limited. RSVP online. 

Free for members, 
$10 for non-member guests. 

Thursday, 21 February, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Untitled is a non-hnear montage of 

archival, and pop footage cecal,ling 

the passionate activism sparked by 

the earl,y years of the AIDS crisis. 

Un-spoo[ing at mu[tipl,e l,evel,s, the 

narrative flies between scenes of 

tragic brutal,ity to kitschy hun)or, 

arch dips of laughter and ironic 

surprises while shredding traditional chronology. Many references -- the 

title, short excerpts from "Gol,den Girls" and "Dynasty," popular songs, 

and contemporary issues -- nod toward the work of artist Fel,ix Gonza[ez- 

Tortes, whose art served as the impetus for the Ack[and’s 

exhibition IVlore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing since the 1990s. 

This screening l,s free. 

North Carotina PuNic Radio WUNC is the 

Offidat Media Sponsor of the Acktand Fil,m 

Forum. 



Friday, 22 February, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Start your weekend creatively 

with a tow-key, hands-on art 

class designed especially for 

Carolina students! 

Each Art ~ [a Carte session 

begins at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, where you’[[ examine 

the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have 

achieved. You’[[ then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the 

techniques yourself as you create works of art that you can take home. 

This week, students wi[[ [earn about wire sculpture and how to combine 

line, form, and text three-dimensionally. 

Classes are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 

some art experience. 

Cost: $8 per class, with all materials provided. 

Space is limited. Register online. 

~°A~t of the Aft®~t~fe: Death and 

Saturday, 23 February, 2:00 PM 

The ancient Greeks and Romans concerned 

themselves with being remembered after death no 

matter what their beliefs about the afterhfe were. 

This tour, led by Ack[and Student Guide Steve Burges, 

wi[[ examine the Ancients’ intentional v~sua[ legacies 

including early Greek geometric designs, portraits of 

the deceased from the Classical period, and the 

Romans’ glorified depictions of the deceased as brave 

hunters and warriors. 

Free and open to the public. 

Sunday, 24 February, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Build museum memories with the children 

in your tile at the Ack[and’s monthly Family 

Day! Come for a tittle white or stay for the 

whole afternoon. 

This month, explore the More Love 

exhibition with your family and experience 

works of art in new ways! Interact with 

the art and consider how you can show 

"more love" to your friends, family, and 

community. Join us for Story Time at 3:00 

and 4:00 PM and v~sit the Creation Station to make a love-inspired 

artwork. 

Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children ages 

4 to 8 years old. 

Free and open to the public. 

Help Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono 



VoLunteers are needed to take digital photographs of AckLand \4sitors 

demonstrating their Love as part of Yoke One’s piece Time to Tell Your 

Love (2012). Learn more and _s_!g_n_____u_E___o___n_!_i__n___e__._. 

More Love: Art, Politics, and Sharing 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a fuLLy- 

iLLustrated, 240-page catalogue with 

essays by consulting curator CLaire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario RobLeto, among 

others. It also includes additional 

materials by Yoke One, Gregory SaLe, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa GoLdvicht, and 
Miranda JuLy. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216, acklandstore@unc.edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

Upcoming P~’oyrams You’~l~ LOVE°,, 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 26 February, 12:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: A Separation 
Thursday, 28 February, 7:00 PM 

Art ~ la Carte: Hands-on Art Classes for UNC Students - 

"Collage" 
Friday, 1 March, 4:00-7:00 PM 

Art Adventures: ’Text in Art" 
Saturday, 2 March, 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM and 1:00-2:30 PM 

Public Tour: Perspectives on More Love 
Sunday, 3 March, 2:00 PM 



THANK YOU! 

The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made 
possibte by generous support from Acktand Art Museum 

members and friends tike you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Jim Hodges, American, born 1957: UntftLed, 1992; saliva-transferred ink on paper. ~) Jim Hodges, Courtesy of the 

artist and Gladstone Ga[[ery, New York and Brusse[s. 

Dario Robleto, American, born 1972: De,~fant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from 

sotdiers’ fetters sent home and wife/sweetheart fetters sent to sotdiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon 

sketetons, Wortd War II-era pigeon message capsutes, dried flowers from various batt[efietds, hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mourning dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bultet lead from various battlefields, various seeds, 

various seashetts, cartes de visites, gold teaf, silk, ribbon, wood, glass, foam core, gtue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, 

TX. 

Camit[e Pissarro, French, 1831-1903: The Banks o]= the Ofse, Near Pontofse, 1876; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thfn.~ (video stiff), 2011; digitat video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 

Qh Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Unidentified Artist, Lekythos, c. 470-450 BCE; red-figured terracotta. Gift of Nathan A. Peri[man. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eunice@email.unc.ed~i b~/esbowles@email.unc.edu 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___[_~_r:_o__Fjj_e_LE_~_~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ lnstant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_~]" !~__rj_v__a__c_~L_E_o_[Lc2, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3~t00 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

S4Si’s 9th Almual Auction for Education 

Hi Professor SaMe, 

I wanted to invite you to come to S4Si’s 9th Annual Auction for Education this Sunday,               from 4-7 in the Global Ed Center I am the Executive Director of S4Si this year, and i 

am very proud of our organization. I believe that my courses and my Global Studies major have influenced my involvement with S4Si so I would love to be able to share my final Auction 

with my professors and mentors One of our scholars from Zanzibar,           will be speaking at the event. 

If you know any students or faculty that would be interested please spread the word! 

Thank you, 

BA Global Studies, Political Science 
UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 7:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: Seodi White’s visit 

Good morning t’;ul~ice 

I will L~ working witl~ the "T" numbe~ to book Ms. While tras;el today. 

Thank yo~ 

So~ia 

F~m; Seodi V-R White [mai~to: @hotmaiLcom] 
Sent~ WednesdaT, Februa~ 20, 2013 3:~ AN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
S~bje~t= RE: Seodi White’s visit 
The proposed schedule is good with me thank you Sonia. 
Regds, 
Seodi 

From: sonia colon~med.unc.edu 
To:         .@hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Seodi White’s visit 

Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2013 20:00:37 +0000 

Good afternoon 1’4s. WNte 
Please see below l’fighto schedule regarding your visit to Chapel Hill next week. 
Please, fe~ me know if th~s fl~gh~ Nnera~y ~f comfo~able or ff you wouM ~ike to do some changes~ 
Thank you 

F~m; Deb7 Taglor [mailto:debg@vikingtravel.com] 

Sent~ Tuesdag, Februa~ 19, 2013 2:08 PN 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: SeodJ Whi~e’s vJsJ~ 

TO: UNO-OHAPEL HILL 
AERIOAN STUDIE~ CENTER 

FOR: ~ITE/SEODI 

I MUST HAVE HER DATE OF BIRTH BEFORE I CAN ISSUE 
THE TICKET. THANKS...DEBY. 

24 FEB 13 - SUNDAY 
AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:4404 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE AIRLINES 
LV NEWYORK JFK 1235P EQP: EMBRAER R J140 JET 
DEPART: TERMINAL 8 01HR 40MIN 
AR RALEIGH DURHAM 215P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: MGUORW 

28 FEB 13 - THURSDAY 
AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:4467 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE AIRLINES 
LV RALEIGH DURHAM 1035A EQP: EMBRAER R J140 JET 
DEPART: TERMINAL 2 01HR 25MIN 
AR NEWYORK JFK 1200N NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 8 REF: MGUORW 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 
PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
TICKET IS NONREFUNDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

From: Colon, Sonia [mailto:sonia colon@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:50 PM 

To: deby@vikinqtravel.com 
Subject: FW: Seodi White’s visit 
Hello Deby 
We have a visitor new week, and need to book her flight from N.Y. (JFK) ~o RDU. 
Please see below information about the traveler and travel schedule preferences, 

Thank yo~ for your help. 

Scala 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:45 plVl 

To: Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Seodi White’s visit 

Dear SonJa, 

I hope you are doing. 

As Z mentioned, the scholar below will be visiting UNC next week. Her visit is sponsored by the African Studies Center ($500.00) and our department. She will deliver lectures 
at the School of Public Health on Tuesday Feb. 26 and also a public lecture for the wider campus community at the Global Education Center on Feb. 27. 

I would very grateful if you contact Deby at Viking to book her airline ticket. Here are details: 



Name: SEODI VENEKAI-RUDO WHITE 
Nationality: MALAWT 

Departure: JFK-RDU Sunday Feb. 24 (anytime between 11am and 12midday) 
Return: RDU-JFK - Thursday Feb. 28 (anytime between 8~00am- 11am) 

Many thanks for all your help, 
Eunice 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Seodi V-R White < @hotmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 8:17 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Seodi White’s visit 

SEodi w-8.pdf; Seodi.pdf 

Afternoon Sonia: 
Herewith the forms but I’m afraid the technology of having signed Eludes me. So you may wish to advise me on how. 
My date of Birth is 19th November 1970. 
Greetings, 

Seodi 

From: sonia_colon@med.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
CC: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Seodi White’s visit 

Date: Wed, 20 Feb 2013 12:52:34 +0000 

Good morning Ns, White 
Thank you for your response, We will need the W-8 and your date of bkth, to be able to book the travel 
Thank you, 
SChWa 

F~m: Seodi V-R White [mailto:        @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 3:~ AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Seodi White’s visit 
The proposed schedule is good with me thank you Sonia. 
Regds, 

Seodi 

From: sonia colon@med.unc.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: FW: Seodi White’s visit 
Date: Tue, 19 Feb 2013 20:00:37 +0000 
Good afternoon Hs. White 
Please see below fligtlt sctledu]e regarding your visit to Chapel Hift next week. 
Please, let me know il this flight itinerary it: com~o~table or if you wou~d ~ike to do some changes. 
Thank you 
SchWa 

F~= Deby Taylor [mailto:deby@vikingtravel.com] 
~ent= Tuesday, Februa~ ~9, 2023 2:08 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
5~bjeet= RE: Seodi White’s visit 

TO: UNO-OHAPEL HILL 
AFRICAN STUDIES CENTER 

FOR: ~ITE/SEODI 

I MUST HAVE HER DATE OF BIRTH BEFORE I CAN ISSUE 
THE TICKET. THANKS...DEBY. 

24 FEB 13 - SUNDAY 
AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:4404 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE AIRLINES 
LV NEWYORK JFK 1235P EQP: EMBRAER R J140 JET 
DEPART: TERMINAL 8 01HR 40MIN 
AR RALEIGH DURHAM 215P NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: MGUORW 

28 FEB 13 - THURSDAY 
AIR AMERICAN AIRLINES FLT:4467 ECONOMY FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

OPERATED BY AMERICAN EAGLE AIRLINES 
LV RALEIGH DURHAM 1035A EQP: EMBRAER R J140 JET 
DEPART: TERMINAL 2 01HR 25MIN 
AR NEWYORK JFK 1200N NON-STOP 
ARRIVE: TERMINAL 8 REF: MGUORW 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 
PROPER PHOTO ID IS REQUIRED AT AIRPORT CHECK-IN 
TICKET IS NONREFUNDABLE/PENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

From: Colon, Sonia [mailto:sonia colon@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:50 PM 

To: deby@vikinqtravel.com 
Subject: FW: Seodi White’s visit 
Hello Deby 
We have a visitor next week, and need to book her flight from N.Y. (~IFK) to RDU. 
P~ease see bebw ~nformation about the traveler and b-avel schedule preferences, 
Thank you for you~ help, 
Son[a 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Tuesday, February 19, 20:~3 12:45 PM 

To; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject-" Seodi White’s visit 

Dear Sonia, 

:[ hope you are doing. 

As I mentioned, the scholar below will be visiting UNC next week. Her visit is sponsored by the African Studies Center ($500.00) and our department. She will deliver lectures 

at the School of Public Health on Tuesday Feb. 26 and also a public lecture for the wider campus community at the Global Education Center on Feb. 27. 

I would vep/grateful if you contact Deby at Viking to book her airline ticket~ Here are details: 

Name: SEOD]~ VENEKAT-RUDO WHI-iE 
Nationality: MALAWT 

Departure: 3FK-RDU Sunday Feb. 24- (anytime between 11am and :~2midday) 
Return: RDU-3FK - Thursday Feb. 28 (anytime between 8~00am- :~:~am) 

Many thanks for all your help, 

Eunice 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tamari, Teny <ttamari@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

ttpcommg Invitation 

Hello Eunice. 

Greetings from the Global Research Institute (GRI). 

You may be aware that in concurrence with the pan university water theme, the Global Research Institute’s current theme is Making Scarce Water WorkforAIL As 

part of her research project as a GRI fellow this year,                    is bringing finance ministry officials from six African countries to campus for an all-day 

private workshop (       ) followed by a public panel discussion (       ).        hopes to gain insights into the decision making process at the Finance Ministry 

level in regards to water and sanitation, and the planned discussion for the panel is "financing development in Africa". Please see below for a list of expected 

participants. 

In advance of an invitation to a welcome dinner for these visiting African Finance Ministry Officials on (which you will receive shortly), I wanted to brief 

you with this background information. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Best regards, 

Terry 

Mr. Xavier M Ekpo 

Assistant Director (Infrastructure) 

Ministry of Finance 

Federal Republic of Nigeria 

Mrs. Hawa Musa 

Senior Development Finance Adviser 

Ministry of Finance and Economic Development 

Republic of Sierra Leone 

Mr. Fred Muhumuza 

Economic Advisor 

Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic Development 

Republic of Uganda 

Mr. Sana Jawara 

Chief Public Health Officer 

Ministry of Health and Social Welfare 

Republic of the Gambia 

Mr. Moses MaNor Deu, 

Director of Aid Coordination 

Ministry of Finance & Economic Planning 

Republic of South Sudan 

Ms. Lilian Best 

Special Assistant to the Minister 

Ministry of Finance 

Republic of Liberia 

Unconfirmed 

Mr. Sie Philippe Aime Palenfo 

Directeur du Suivi des Programmes Financiers 

Direction G~n~rale de la Cooperation 

Ministry of Finance 

Burkina Faso 

UNCGLOBAL 

Urfive~’sitV oi: North Ca~’otir~a at Chapei Hilt 

301. Pittsboro St I f.~-:m~:)~s Box 51.4.5 

te~: +1919 843 7823 ~ fax: +i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wayne Lee <welee@emaikunc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:04 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] READ ’][’HE DOCUMENT 

I certainly welcome Richard’s edits I would also like to point out 
that a longer draft alrea@ exists with calls for specific reforms to 
execute now as a way of marking out a commitment to a path toward 
further reforms Most are ones that we discussed in our meeting in 
November Jay is fearful of an overly long document I, on the other 
hand, am weary of statements of principles (much like the governor’s 
speech yesterday) that lack specifics. 

Wayne E. Lee 
Professor of ttisto~ 
(;hair of the Curriculum in Peace, War, and Defense 
wlee@unc edu 
www.unc, edu/~-~welee 
www.amazon.con~,Wayne-R-Lee/eiB001KttRXKW/re~nttathr dp pel 1 

On 2/20/2013 10:47 AM, SouthaH, Richard 2/lichael wrote: 
Colleagues, 

After reading over the document several times, here are some suggested 
edits and possible re-wordings I have left my suggestions in 
track-changes format, so they can be easily seen. I applaud Jay, Rudi and 
Wayne [’or their work on this. I am not wedded to aW of my suggestions, 
but simple offer them as "suggestions" and an opportunity ~2~r continued 
discussion 

Thanks for the opportunity to contribute my thoughts. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
Graduate Program Coordinator 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Director - College Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell - 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Adrainistration website: 

http :/iexss. unc. eduigraduate-programsispecializations/sport-administratiorv 
overview/ 

CSRI website: w,~ax-.unc.edu;csri <http:i/www.unc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport website: www.csriconference.org 
<http://www.csriconference. orgi> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 2/19/13 11:44 PM, "Jay Smith" <jaysmith@email uric edu> wrote: 

>> Folks--Rudi, Wayne and I have been batting around multiple documents 
>> over the past week in an attempt to come up with a programmatic 
>> statement worth taking "public" within the next 6 weeks (ideally by the 
>> first ~veek of March ) Like any dish with too many chefs, the product 
>> was unwieldy but veW tasty. 
>> 

>> This is a radically shortened version that has elements contributed by 
>> all tl~ree of us It’s a draft, and beyond calling for real 
>> no-holds-barred discussion, the specific outcomes envisioned are few. 
>> Would we like to add specific goals? We could even conceivably go with 
>> just one paragraph, and end with the sentence ". ideals and standards 
>> of UNC-Chapel Hill" 
>> 

>> I want to produce something, say something, and I hope this time we’ll 
>> not let sharp disagreements paralyze us Those who disagree with the 
>> final doc should just agree to dissent and to express that dissent if 
>> they’d like to. But let’s exchange plenty of ideas until we get there 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> southall@email.uaac edu To unsubscribe 



>> click here: 

>>brig:i/lists uric edu/u?id 48699884.3c0df03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 

>> lhcul~’-athletics-fomm&o 32780780, or send a blank email to 

>> leave-3278078048699884 3c0dg)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.unc.edu. 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: we[ee@email unc edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: http://lists unc edu/u?id 55814421.ec0061e393d0f’272ea3feSabld658656&n T&I facul~-athletics-fnrum&o 32782(y42 or send a blank emai[ to leave-32782C~2- 

55814421 ec0061 e393d0f’272ea3feSab 1 d658656@listserv.unc.edu. 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forum&o 32782790 or send a blank email to leave-32782790- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listselw.~mc.edu. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andrew J Perrin <andrew~oerrin@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 11:07 AM 

discussion <t~ulty--atNetics-lbrum@listserv.~mc.edu> 

discussion <faculty--athletics-ti~rum@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Re: [facul~--athletics-forum] READ ’][’HE DOCUMENT 

I have no major objections, however: 

- Point 2, on compensation, is confusing since "compensation" suggests 
financial and yet the main point is about access to education 

- Point 3, on academic considerations on expansion, etc., seems smaller 
than the big point about a campus-~vide discussion made earlier in the 
document. 

Andy 

On 02/20/2013 10:47 AM, Southall, Richard Michael wrote: 
Colleagues, 

After reading over the document several times, here are some suggested 
edits and possible re-wordings I have left my suggestions in 
track-changes format, so they can be easily seen. I applaud Jay, Rudi and 
Wayne [’or their work on this. I am not wedded to aW of my suggestions, 
but simple offer them as "suggestions" and an opportunity ~2~r continued 
discussion 

Thanks for the opportumity to contribute my thoughts. 

Richard 

Dr. Richard M. Southall 
Associate Professor - Sport Administration 
(iraduate Program Coordinator 
The University of North Carolina at Chape[ Hill 
Director - Col [ege Sport Research Institute 
Woollen Hall 203C 
Office - 919.962-3507 
Cell- 
Fax - 919.962-6235 

southall@email.unc.edu 

UNC Sport Adrainistration website: 

http :/iexss. unc. eduigraduate-programsispecializations/sport-administratiorv 
overview/ 

CSRI website: w~.unc.edw’csri<http://w~.unc.edu/csri> 
CSRI Conference on College Sport ~vebsite: ww~v.csriconference.org 
<http://www.csriconference. orgi> 

Life is an obligation. We’re not here to die slowly, we’re here to live 
fully. 

On 2/19/13 11:44 PM. "Jay Smith"<jaysmith@email.unc.edu> ~vrote: 

>> Folks--Rudi, Wayne and I have been batting around raultiple documents 
>> over the past ~veek in an attempt to come up ~vith a prograrmnatic 
>> statement worth taking "public" within the next 6 weeks (ideally by the 
>> first ;veek of March ) Like any dish with too many chefs, the product 
>> was unwieldy but yew tasty. 
>> 

>> This is a radically shortened version that has elements contributed by 
>> all tl~ree of us It’s a draft, and beyond calling for real 
>> no-holds-barred discussion, the specific outcomes envisioned are few. 
>> Would we like to add specific goals? We could even conceivably go with 
>> just one paragraph, and end with the sentence ". ideals and standards 
>> of UNC-Chapel Hill" 
>> 

>> I want to produce something, say something, and I hope this time we’ll 
>> not let sharp disagreements paralyze us Those who disagree with the 
>> final doc should just agree to dissent and to express that dissent if 
>> they’d like to. But let’s exchange plenty of ideas until we get there 
>> 

>> -- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: 
>> southall@email.uaac edu To unsubscribe 
>> click here: 
>>http://listsunc edu~’u?id 48699884.3c0dl’03868952acddd594a08487223e6&n T&I 
>> faculty--athletics-forum&o 32780780, or send a blal~ email to 

>> leave-32780780~8699884 3c0dt~.)3868952acddd594a08487223e6@listserv.uaac.edu. 



> 

> 

> -- You are currently subscribed to faculb’--athletics-J2~rum as: andrew perrin@unc.edu. To unsubscribe 

> click here: http://lisks.unc.edu~,u?id 48699881 dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d&n T&I faculW--athletics-forum&o 32782642 or send a blank email to leave-32782642- 
48699881 .dac530c599cd3e93872521640193868d@listserv.unc.edu. 

Andrew J Perrin - Associate Professor of Sociology 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina - CB#3210, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3210 USA 
andrew~’~errin@unc, edu - http ://perrin. socsci.unc.edu - (919) 962-6876 

-- You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. To unsubscribe 
click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3&n T&I facults~--athletics-forurn&o 32782800 or send a blap2~: email to leave-32782800- 

50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listse1~.~mc.edu. 



Froi~|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <tia william@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February-20, 2013 11:33 AM 

ttanda, Sudhm~shu <sha]~da@email.unc.eda~; Creedon, Ma~. Leigh <llma~. @emofil.~mc.edu;~ 

Colon, Soma <~ma colon@med.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

My schedule this oliernoon 

There is a PeopleAdmin for SPA Permanent training this afternoon from 1-4pm. I will be out of the office. Tomorrow, I have to do the TIM Administrator class from 

1-4:30p. I will probably be able to access email, as most of these trainings are computer-based. I can’t promise an immediate response. If there is an emergency, 

you can contact me on my cell at 

~Tia 

Tia N. 

UNC-Chapel Hi~I Oepartment of PuNic Policy 

UNC-Chapel H~lt Depa~ment of African and Afro-American Stud{es 

109 BaSte Hat~, CB#3395 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Interes~fing Article 

Professor SaNe, 

I was perusing the new recently and came across this opinion piece titled "International law isn’t ’real’" that I found very interesting, especially in regards to its implications for 
the global human rights regime, and thought you might find it intriguing as well. 

The link to the article: http://www.aljazeera.com/indepth/opinion/20:t3/O2/20132562:t48272708.html 

Best, 

University of North Carolina 
Anthropology and African Studies Major 
Chemistry Minor 



EF College Study T .... 

:1 

,":’on~~,~ ~u,. 600-672-2’.!b0 

Eunice, we’re giving away a $10,000 travel scholarship to help send more students abroad. 

you part~sr w~[h E~:’, you gst ~he g~obM ~etwork, 8xpe~-ds~, end4o-~r~d s~ppo~-t ~d resources [hst creste s better 



Free Orientation Tours 

Learn from experienced professors and EF travel 

experts before you go. 

Learn more 

Free Guidebook The world awaits--prepare to 

meet it. 

Download yours today 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <lajanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 1:58 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Scheduling request 

Dear Tim, 

I tlm~ t~is is Em~ice’s call~ I’ve cc~d her on this~ 

Regards, 

Kennefl~ 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~i~ssor of Al?o-/~erican Studies 

Depmtment o~ Afi~can and Afio-~nerican Stt~dies 

109 Battle Halk CB~ 3395 

Um~e~sity of No~N Carolina 

Chapel }{ilk NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (~oice) 

(919) 96(i-2694 (tSx) 
Click: on a link: l;~r inli~m~a~ion aNmt my publications: 

hO://www.umass.edw~umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

h~p.! uncpress.unc.edtv ~ok~T- 8059.html 

hRp:iiundpress.nd.eduibooE/PO0780 
h~p://undpress.nd.ed~boo~P00723 

F~m~ NcN~llan, T~m 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 12:~ PN 
To~ Janken, Kenneth R 
Subjeet~ Schedul~no request 
Hi Kenneth- 
When I taught Afro-America: Contemporary Issues (AFAM 392) last Fall I had a 30 student cap which worked very well with the discussion and student presentation 
nature of the class. I see that its descendant AAAD 331 is capped at 40. Is there any way we could move that cap back to 30 before registration? I’m not actually sure 
40 people would want to take it, but who knows? If not, I’m sure there is a good reason, but I thought I’d ask. 
Take care - I’m off to Monticello tonight to attend a two-day conference on presenting slavery to the public. 

Tim 
Timothy J. McMillan 
Senior kecturer 
Department of AMcan and Afro-American Studies 
CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Sunday, Februao~ 24, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Major Banks Aid in Payday Loans Banned by States 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld I U.8~ ] Business I 8~or[s i Art__s ] Maqazine i Editorials I OP-.2~Z I onr~is Day 

~o~tornize~ctav’~ j:j#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

Februaw24,2o13 

TOP NEWS 

Major Banks ,Md ~n Payday 

Loans Banned by Staten 

Major banks have become behind- 
the-scenes allies of Intel~aet-based 
payday lenders that offer loans with 
interest rates that can exceed 5oo 
percent. 

POLITICAL MEMO 

Fauit=Findlng Grows Intense 

as Cuts Nea~" 
~:::.. /:,2::.::i / i:.::i 
With less than a week before what 
was once unthinkable - deep across- 
the-board spending cuts - both the 
White House and Congress are eager 
to say sequestration was the other’s idea. 

Swollen With Syrian Refi~gees, Lebanon Feels Its Sfitehlng Fray 

An influx of Syrians is heightening sectarian tensions in a nation haunted by refugee crises and 
loath to act. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s somethh~g to be stud for stabbb~g peoph~ i~ thej~o~t m a tow~ where e~mrgbodg goes ~rem~d 
all d+~y stabbb~ e+~ch oNer i~ the b+~ck." 
BEN ~I’I’H~ editor of Buzzfced.eom, on the conservative provocateur Michael Guldfarb. 

MOVIES 

Set 
Join us Sunday at 7 
p.m.E.T, for red-carpet 
photos, analysis, live 
video and more. 

~E] 
The Sweet Spot: Oscar N~ght 

Preview 

[] Red Carpel Archwe 

~oll c rb lot 

J ~ ~ Us on Oscar Nigh[ "> 

OPINION 

OPINION 

VCho Has the Guts ftw Gh~ten? 

The prevalence of celiac disease has soared in the United States. Breast-feeding 
infants, while introducing small amounts of gluten, may help protect against it. 



WORLD 

Scandals and Int~olgue Heat Up at ~tlea~ Atmad of Papal Conclave 

’]?he Vatican called recent speculative reports alleging scandal in the Church "deplorable" as 

cardinals frmn around the world arrived for a conclave to elect a new pope. 

B~ddhlsts, Reconstructi~g Sacred Tibetan Mm’als, W’ield Their Br~slles ~n 

Nepal 

A project aimed a~ restoring the artwork of two si~es in Lo Manthang, Nepal, has trained a team of 
h)cal residents to revise historic works. 

Ahead of Election in Cy])rus~ Gloom and Vs~ter Apatl~y Tied to Fina~cial Vv’s~es 

Both candidates in the presidential race have promised to abide by a bailout deal that is widely seen 
as disastrous for the economy yet unavoidable. 

More World News 

As C~ts I.oom~ Gover~mrs Seek ~lore Control of Federal Fm~ds to I,esse~ 

Pain 

Govm~ors of both parties pleaded with President Obama and Congt’ess to give them more diset’etion 
over the use of federal money so they could minimize the pain for their citizens. 

See~ as Nature Lovers’ Paradise, Utat~ Str~t&gles Wltt~ ,Mr Q~tallty 

Topographic and meteorological factors combine to trap auto emissions and other air pollutants in 
the region, a problem with no easy solution. 

Emory UniversiP~7. ’s I,eader Reope~s Its Racial }Vom~ds 

An article by aames W. Wagner praising the 1787 three-fifths compromise has been seized upon as 
another example of insensitivity from the school. 

More US. News 

BUSINESS 

Ahead of Trlal, Talk of a BP Se~lement in ao~o Oil Spill 

With a major civil trial scheduled to start Monday against BP, federal officials and the five affected 
Gulf Coast states are trying to pull together to strike an ~th-hour settlement. 

High Deb+ and Failing Dema++d Trap New Vets 

The cost of veterinarian school has far outpaeed the rate of inflation. Meanwhile, there is a boom in 
supply (that is, vets), and a deeline in demand for sevviees. 

~ Sl~e Show: A ~ood o* Ve~s ~rom t~e CaH~bean 

~ 
Graphic: Veterinarian Squeeze 

Don’t Call Hint Mon~ or an imbecile 

The hapless, bumbling father is a stock character in pvoduet marketing. The so-called daddy 
bloggevs who attended the reeent Dad 2.o Summit are pushing to change that. 

S P 0 RTS 

Last-Lap Crash i~t Nascar Race Injures 1,’arts 

Dozens of spectators at Daytona International Speedway were injured Saturday when a raeeear hit 
the fence that smTounds the traek and debris flew into the stands. 

~ 
Pho~og:aphs: Dozens hlu;t in C;ash 

~ The Lede. VMeo and Photos of ~he C~ash 

Dope Tests in Ice Fishing? No~ Beer Doesn*t Count 

With an eye on an Olympic berth, competitors at the World Ice Fishing Championship had to 
submit to the same examinations as world-class sprinters and weight lifters. 

~E] 
Slide Show: lee, Fishermen Not Immu;le to Doping’s Reach 

ESSAY 

A Tent City for l,’~tn and Profit 



At Duke, where crazy is cool and basketball is king, some administrators, faculty and students are 
asking if big-time sports is a big waste of time and energy. 

ARTS 

Tom Hanks; Broadway’s New Kid 

Mr. Hanks is making his Broadway debut in "Lucky Guy," written by his friend Nora Ephron. 

~E] 
Video: Tom Hanks Makes His Broadway Debut 

Lost i~ Back-of-the-Seat Tree,Matron 

When operas -like the Met’s current "Rigoletto" - m’e moved to contemporary settings, the 
translated lyrics on the seat-back screens sometimes introduce vernacular, to mixed effect. 

~lohnny Marr, the former guitarist and a songwriter for the Smiths, is releasing his first solo album, 
"The Messenger," 25 years after the band’s breakup. 

o Me~e Arts News 

MAGAZINE 

The Extraordinary Sc~e~ce of Addictive o;~ unk Food 

Inside the hyperengineered, savagely marketed, addiction-creating battle for American "stomach 
share." 

How Come MaNin I~rode,lr Is Still So Good? 
i.::." ..:i .:.~:LLS 
One of the greatest hockey players ever is 4o years old and playing in Newark. 

RIFF 

On the E~durh~g Appeal of ’D~e Hard’ 
f-h: .~:’ f..M’/ 
,lohn MeClane owes less to Marshal Dillon than he does to Seooby-Doo. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 

V~o|ent, Drm~k and Holding a 

Focusing on mass murder and the mentally ill does not get at the broader issue of gun violence. 

EDITORIAL 

TI~e Nuclear Age~d~ 
President Obama needs to fulfill his promise and lead the way toward reducing arsenals around the 
world. 

EDITORIAL 

Help for Veterans ’l’w[ee Betrayed 
New legislation seeks to undo the injustices faced by many service members who are sexually 
assaulted in the military. 

Mere Opinien + 

OP-ED 

I~ Italy, I~h~Mon Is the O~ly ReM~ty 

Whether Silvio Berluseoni wins or loses, the country is determined to ignore uncomfortable tYaths. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

With a new prime minister as well as a new pope in the offing, Italy is an opera of endless 

~-ED COLUMNI~ 

A World ~[thou{ Work 

Our jobless future may be more sustainable than we imagine. 

¯ More Opinien .’> 

ON THIS DAY 



On Feb. 24, 1868, the United States House of Representatives impeached President Andrew Johnson 

following his attempted dismissal of Secretary of War Edwin M. Stanton; Johnson was later 

acquitted by the Senate. 

See This F~’ont Pa~4e 

Buy 7’his F~’ont Pa~e 

You [eceived this message because you signed up for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines t~ewslette[ As a membe[ of 

the TRL;STe prwacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubscdbe ~ Change Your E-MailI Pdvscy Policy ~ Con~ct ~ AdveA~se 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, i 3:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Week Filming Request 

(I told her no.) 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 2:20 PM 
To-" McMillan, Tim 
Subject-" Carolina Week Filming Request 

Hi Prof. McMillan, 

My name is           and I’m a reporter for Carolina Week, UNC’s student run news broadcast. I’m doing a story about the Caucasian Studies Department flyers and 
stickers that were plastered around the university and opening it up to a discussion about cultural departments at the university. I wanted to get some footage of an AFAM 
class and I wondered if I could come to your AFAM 395 class tomorrow at 3pm? 

Thanks for your time and consideration! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:25 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Caxolina Week Filming Request 

Hello         ’-- 

I would be very uncomfortable having my class filmed at this juncture and really am unsure about the legal protections for student privacy. I believe any media requests should 
go through our department chair, Eunice SaNe, who I have copied on this message. 

Tim McMillan 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 3:08 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Carolina Week Filming Request 

Hi Prof. McMillian, 

FERPA actually only pertains to student records, filming is at the discretion of the professor. I would agree not to film student faces, is there any way we can work something 
out? 

Thanks again for your time! 

Best, 

From: McMillan, Tim [tjml@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:04 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Carolina Week Filming Request 

Unfortunately that will not work out. There are FERPA issues (federal student privacy) with filming classrooms. Good luck with your story. 

T McMillan 

From: 

Sent: Mor~day, 2:20 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Carolina Week Filming Request 

Hi Prof. McMillan, 

My name is           and I’m a reporter for Carolina Week, UNC’s student run news broadcast. I’m doing a story about the Caucasian Studies Department flyers and 
stickers that were plastered around the university and opening it up to a discussion about cultural departments at the university. I wanted to get some footage of an AFAM 

class and I wondered if I could come to your AFAM 395 class tomorrow at 3pm? 

Thanks for your time and consideration! 

Best, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Monday, Februao, 25, 2013 5:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

You’ll LOVE Films, Tours, Classes, and Membership Deals! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

Our koca| Deal: 50% off Ackland Membership! 

Show your LOVE for the Ackiand by taking advantage of discounted 

membership to the Museum! 

Valued at 575, the current Our Local Deal will give you a full-year 

Household-level membership to the Ackland for $37! 

In addition to a 10% discount at the Ack[and Museum Store, Acktand 

Membership includes these perks: 

Free admission to the Ack[and’s regularly offered paid programs 

for adults, including Yoga in the Galleries, Art For Lunch, Art & 

Literature in the Galleries, and Tea at Two 

Free admission to paid Ack[and programs for children, such as 

Drawing for Kids and the popular Art Adventures. 

Invitations to Members Only events, such as the annual Spring 

Luncheon and Member Exhibition previews 

Take advantage of this special 

offer! Ends 2/28/2013. 

Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 26 February, 12:00 PM 



Take a break from your day and exptore the wortd of yoga in the beautifut 

setting of the Acktand! The hour-tong session offered by registered 

yoga teacher Joanne Marshatt witt provide an opportunity to practice a 

series of gentte yoga poses inspired by the art in the gattery. Beginners 

are wetcome, Yoga mats are provided. Wear comfortabte clothing that 

witt allow you to stretch. 

Free to Ackland members, $5 for non-members. 

Registration is limited. Click h__e_.r_~ to register online! 

Ackland Film Forum: A Separation 
Thursday, 28 February, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 123 E. Franklin Street, Chapel Hill 

Set in contemporary Iran, A Separation is 

a competting drama about the dissotution 

of a marriage. Simin wants to reave Iran 

with her husband Nader and daughter 

Termeh. Simin sues for divorce when 

Nader refuses to reave behind his 

Atzheimer-suffering father. Her request 

having faired, Simin returns to her 

parents’ home, but Termeh decides to 

stay with Nader. When Nader hires a 

young woman to assist with his father in 

his wife’s absence, he hopes that his tile 

witt return to a normat state. However, 

when he discovers that the new maid has 

been tying to him, he reatizes that there 

is more on the tine than just his marriage. 

Presented as part of the "Cinema of the Gtobat Middte East" series and 

sponsored by Art/Is[am, the Carotina Center for the Study of the Middte 

East and Mustim Civitizations, and the Duke-UNC Consortium for Middte 

East Studies. 

This screening is free. 

North Carotina Pubtic Radio WUNC is the 

Officiat Media Sponsor of the Acktand Firm 

Forum. 

Art ~ |a Carte: Hands-on Art C~asses for UNC 

Students - "CoUage°’ 
Friday, 1 March, 4:00-7:00 PM 



Start your weekend creativety 

with a low-key, hands-on art 

crass designed especiat[y for 

Carohna students! 

Each Art & [a Carte session 

begins at the Acktand Art 

Museum, where you’[[ examine 

the techniques, materials, and 

effects other artists have 

achieved. You’[[ then go to a studio in Hanes Art Center to try the 

techniques yourself as you create works of art that you can take home. 

This week, students wit[ [earn about cottage and create a meaningfut 

memento using scraps. 

Ctasses are designed for beginners, but also suitable for students with 

some art experience. 

Cost: $8 per class, with all materials provided. 

Space is limited. Register online. 

Art Adventures: "Text ~n Art" 
Saturday, 2 March 

AM Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

PM Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-o[ds, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 

a guided view of art in the Ack[and’s ga[teries, for[owed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures in an adjacent art studio using new[y- 

[earned art-making techniques. Materiats are provided. 

Free for Members, $5 per child for non-members. 

Space is limited. Please specify your desired time slot when 

reserving. Click here to register online! 

Public Tour: Greek Pottery 
Saturday, 2 March, 2:00 PM 



Join Ackiand Student Guide Benjamin Ossoff 

for a closer look at the 2,500-year-old Greek 

pottery in the Ackiand’s collection. 

Why were these pots made? Who made them? 

How did Greek pottery get its distinctive look? 

We will look at the development of the Greek 

vase in the Archaic Period (ca. 600-480 BCE)- 

-from a Corinthian wine-mixing bowl by the 

Cavalcade Painter through a cup by the 

prolific Athenian painter Makron--and explore 

the changes in technique, decoration, and 

function of these vessels over time. 

Free and open to the public. 

Pub{ic Tour: Perspectives on More Love 
Sunday, 13 hiarch, 2:00 Phi 

Hear two perspect|ves on the exhibition More Love: Art, Politics, and 

Sharin~ since the 1990s. This tour will be led by Micheie Tracy Berger 

(Women’s and Gender Studies, UNC-Chape[ Hill) and Jennie Carlisle 

(M.A.-Art History, UNC-Chape[ Hill). 

Free and open to the public. 

Participate in ?Aore Lover 
Help Create a Work of Art by Yoko Ono 

Volunteers are needed to take digital photographs of Ackland visitors 

demonstrating their love as part of Yoko Ono’s piece Time to Tell 

Your Love (2012). Learn more and sign up online. 



Read More, Learn More, Love More 

A4ore Love: Art, Politics, and Sharin$ 

since the 1990s is accompanied by a fully- 

illustrated, 240-page catalogue with 

essays by consulting curator Claire 

Schneider, Jonathan Katz, Shannon 

Jackson, and Dario Robl.eto, among 

others. It also includes additional 

materials by Yoko Ono, Gregory Sale, 

Janine Antoni, Hadassa Go[dv~cht, and 

Miranda July. 

Stop by or contact the Store 

(919.962.0216 acklandstore@ unc. edu) 

to purchase your copy. 

Upcoming Programs You’ll LOVE... 
Art for Lunch: "Love 2.0: It Pays to Upgrade" 

Wednesday, 6 March, 12:00 PM 

Art and Literature in the Galleries: The Price of Salt 
Thursday, 7 March, 6:30-8:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum: Me and You and Everyone We Know 
Thursday, 7 March, 7:00 PM 

Drawing in the Galleries 
Saturday, 9 March, 10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Drawing for Tweens 
Saturday, 9 March, 10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public prosrams are made 

possible by ~enerous support from Ack[and Art Museum 

members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ack[and Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send 

an emai[ to the editor. 

Dario Rob[eto, American, born 1972: De]~iant Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (pulp made from 

soldiers’ letters sent home and wife/sweetheart letters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier piseon 

skeleton% World War II-era piseon messase capsules, dried flowers from various battbfie[ds hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mournin8 dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and bullet lead from various battbfie[ds, various seeds, 

various seashells, cartes de visites, 8old leaf, silk, ribbon, wood, ~=tass, foam core, 8[ue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Imase courtesy of the Inman Gallery, Houston, 

T×. 

Johann Joachim K~nd[er, German, 1706-1 775: Apollo, from the ’Apo[[o Bath’ centerpiece, c. 1 748; porcetain with 

dear 8[aze. Gift of the Wittiam E. Shipp Estate, by exchanse. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: MyBest Thing (video stiff), 2011; disita[ video. TRT: 1:39:17 minutes. 

Qh Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: k~ssel (Neck Amphore) w~th Apollo, Leto, end Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra cotta, btack- 

fisure ware. Ack[and Fund. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 x 120 cm), edition of 3. ¢) Tracey Emin, Courtesy of 

the Artist and Lehmann Maupin Gattery, New York and Hon8 Kon8. 

Forward this email 

~his email was sent to eunice@emaiL~mc.edu by esbowles@~maij~n~d~ 
Update Profile/Ernail Address ~nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Ar~ Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3~00 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3~00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:36 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 
[afriafam] FW: Visiting Artist Charlotte O’Neal 

Mama (2 - Visiting Artist.jpg 

From: Hershfield, Joanne L 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 5:49 PM 
Subject: Visiting Artist Charlotte O’Neal 

Announcing the upcoming visit of artist and musician 
Charlotte O’Neal - "Mama C" 

Film screening Mama C: Urban Warrior in the African Bush 
- Tuesday March 19, 7:00-9:00 PM - 

Stone Center Hitchcock M ulti-pu rpose Room 

Spoken-word and music performance - Wednesday March 20, 

4:00 - 5:00 PM - Ackland Art Museum 

"Mama C: Urban Warrior in the African Bush" tells the story of Charlotte O’Neal--or Mama C as 

she is known--poet, musician, visual artist, spoken word artist and ex-member of the Kansas 
City Black Panther Party, Mama C, whose life was formed growing up in the artistically and 
politically vibrant atmosphere of the African American community in Kansas City, KS, has lived 
for past forty years in the Tanzanian village of Imbaseni, 

Mama C delivers a sparkling portrayal of Charlotte O’Neal, who arrived as a young Black 
Panther woman with her fugitive husband in Tanzania , and has matured into an artist, 
musician, and human rights activist based in Arusha, and open to the world...A treasure of a 
film. Prof. Kathleen Cleaver, Emory Law School 

The events are sponsored by the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the Sonya 
Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History, the Department of Music, the Center for 

Global Initiatives, the Ackland Art Museum, the African Studies Center, and the NCSU African 
American Cultural Center, 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32806668 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-32806668-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 10:11 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lor~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Musicologist Jairo Moreno to discuss "Making Latin American Music ’tariff" March 14th at the National Humm~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Aurality and Historieism: Making Latin American Music ’Latin’ " 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

i:~i Inline image 1 

Thursday, March 14, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Arguing that Listening practices constitute a fundamental basis for writing Latin history in the U.S, Jairo Moreno wiLL examine the formation 

of the Afro-Latin Jazz Orchestra (ALJO). An offshoot of the Jazz at LincoLn Center Orchestra in the early 2000s, the ALJO embarked on an 

ambitious effort to chart Latin music, drawing heavily from 1950s repertoires. At a time when highly innovative jazz was being created by 

musicians from Latin America and the Caribbean, the Orchestra’s canon-bui[ding project seemed an anachronism. Instead, the work of the 

Orchestra helps illuminate tensions inherent in the incorporation of foreign histories, through music, into the civic [ire of the U.S. 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early 

modern and modern music theory and analysis, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction o[ Musical Thought in 

Zarlino, Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also punished on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin- 

American popular music in the U.S. during the Long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award 

nominations for recordings with the Late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray garretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed 

chamber music with guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. White at the National Humanities Center he is working on 

Syncopated Modernities: Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archivaL, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s 

precarious share in po[itica[ practices during [ate capitatism. 

7b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~ 9) 549- o 66~, ext. ~ ~ 6, or ~]ohnson O~nagonalhumani~escenter.org 

Na~onal Humani~es Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 26, 2013 10:12 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Maztha Johnson <mjohnson@nationalhumm~itie~enter.org>; Kendra Adipietro <kadipietro@nationalhumanitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr 

<lor~!nationalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Musicologist Jairo Moreno to discuss "Making Latin American Music ’tariff" March 14th at the National Humm~ities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

"Aurality and Historieism: Making Latin American Music ’Latin’ " 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

i:~i Inline image 1 

Thursday, March 14, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Arguing that Listening practices constitute a fundamental basis for writing Latin history in the U.S, Jairo Moreno wiLL examine the formation 

of the Afro-Latin Jazz Orchestra (ALJO). An offshoot of the Jazz at LincoLn Center Orchestra in the early 2000s, the ALJO embarked on an 

ambitious effort to chart Latin music, drawing heavily from 1950s repertoires. At a time when highly innovative jazz was being created by 

musicians from Latin America and the Caribbean, the Orchestra’s canon-bui[ding project seemed an anachronism. Instead, the work of the 

Orchestra helps illuminate tensions inherent in the incorporation of foreign histories, through music, into the civic [ire of the U.S. 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early 

modern and modern music theory and analysis, Musical Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction o[ Musical Thought in 

Zarlino, Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also punished on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin- 

American popular music in the U.S. during the Long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award 

nominations for recordings with the Late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray garretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed 

chamber music with guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. White at the National Humanities Center he is working on 

Syncopated Modernities: Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archivaL, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s 

precarious share in po[itica[ practices during [ate capitatism. 

7b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 
to Martha Johnson (9~ 9) 549- o 66~, ext. ~ ~ 6, or ~]ohnson O~nagonalhumani~escenter.org 

Na~onal Humani~es Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 1:08 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Kevin O%leill’s Talk on Guatemala, March 6, 4:00pm, Friedl Building, Room 225 

The Department of Cultural Anthropology at Duke is pleased to present, 

"On Liberation: Crack, Christianity, and Captivity in Postwar Guatemala City" 

A lecture by Kevin Lewis O’Neill 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

4:00pro 

Friedl Building, Room 225 - Duke East Campus 

Co-sponsored by the Department of Religion atDuke 

Pentecostal rehabilitation centers are on the rise in Guatemala City. Linked to a postwar spike in street crime and the spread of crack 
cocaine, these compulsory centers usher in a new genre of captivity while also providing a window onto the practice of Christian 
liberation today. 

A cultural anthropologist, Kevin Lewis O’Neill is Assistant Professor at the University of Toronto. Rooted in more than a dozen years of 
fieldwork on postwar Guatemala City, his ethnographic work addresses new forms of Christianity and questions of governance. 

For more information, please contact Maria Maschauer at (919) 684-5255. 

Maria Maschauer 

Events and Visitors Specialist 

African and African American Studies 

Cultural Anthropology 

Latino/a Studies in the Global South 

The Program in Literature 

Friedl Business Center 

Friedl Building 

Box 90677 

Duke University 

Durham, NC 27708 

mamascha@duke.edu 

(919) 684-5255 



Fl’~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edup, 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 2:33 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

CGI eBnlletin: Apply tbr a Rota~ Peace Fellowship 

Each year the Duke-UNC Rotary Center for 

International Studies in peace and conflict 

resolution selects and trains international mid- 

career professionals as Rotary Peace Fellows, 

Fellows complete fully-funded master’s level 

degrees in a variety of fields They also gain 

preparation to have a significant, positive impact 

on world peace and conflict resolution during 

their future careers, Learn more about howto 

apply, what our current and past fellows are 

doing, or how you can become involved in our 

events and activities, (US students can apply to 

one of five other Rotary centers outside the US). 

This video showcases the Rotary International 

Peace Fellows Program, and features an 

alumna of our center, Louisa Dow, of Class 7. 

The Duke-UNC Rotary Center for Peace is jointly managed between the UNC 

b~t~at;t, es and t!~e fDu~e Center r~or ~;?ternat!ona~ Dev;~o,omet?t } 

CG I EVE NTS + RESO U RC ES     NEW CGI STORIES 

Critically acclaimed author Chimamanda 

Ngozi Adichie will participate in a forum on 

the relationship between literature and 

human rights.Born in Nigeria, Adichie 

graduated summa cure laude from 

Eastern Connecticut State, and received a 

master’s degree in creative writing from 

Johns Hopkins University and a master’s 

degree in African studies from Yale. Her 

~lcbal M~sic Show 

~The Global Music Si~ow is am, onthly radio in program 

coiiabamtk~r] wi~h WXYC 89,3 FM and The Area Studies 

Cen~ers ~hai intersperses world regianal music with dialogue shared 

by relevan~ expert guests scholars from UNC Chapel Hill 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 

CGI AWARDS + 
F~.LLOWSHI PS 



5:00-6 00 PM 

The focus of the show will be the CD compilation, i Viva Cackafacky! 

Latin Music in the New South, which was produced by David F. Garcia 

(UNC Department of Music) as a result of a class project he led last 

spring. Garcia, who will be the show’s guest, will play music from 

iViva Cackalacky!, as well as from the UNC student ensemble, 

C.V. Sl:ar~ Schola~sMp 

The CV Star Scholarships suppo~ UNC students who demonstrate 

financial need to undertake an independent internationally-oriented 

experience. The C.V. Starr International Scholarships were 

established at UNC in 2004 with an endowed gift from The Starr 

Foundation. Since 1980, C.V Starr Scholarships have been 

established at more than 80 major universities, liberal arts colleges, 

and graduate and professional schools in the United States and 

abroad. 

Applications are completed on}me Contact ~[~pp Tu~}e for more 

information 

The Carolina Undergraduate Health Fellowship (CUHF) enables 

promising UNC undergraduates to create a self-designed health- 

related project anywhere in the world. The fellowship is an investment 

in talented students whose medical and cultural experience will 

strengthen the future of health care both in the United States and the 

world. 

Applications are completed ~Z[i))_[~£. Contact [~_[~1[Z[][2£~£9~. for more 

information 

~ntemat~ona~ ~nternsMp Awards 

International Internship Awards suppo~ UNC Undergraduate and 

Masters-level students (J.D. and M.D. students may apply) who have 

secured internationally-focused internships that will advance their 

academic and professional careers. Upon completing the internship 

and returning to UNC, students should build the internship 

experience into their academic program. Ideally, upon graduation, 

students will land jobs with the same or a similar organization. 

Applications are completed onhF~e. Contact ~r~c~ Tufile for more 

information. 

Caro~a Na,,4qa~:o~s V~dua~ 

*Leslie wilt give this presentation from Malaysia, where she is 

currently teaching as a Fufbright scholar. 

Bring the world to your students by pa~icipating in one of our spring 

visual presentations! They’re free and open to all K-12 teachers and 

students 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

panelists, Senior Finance M inistry Officials, will discuss ways in which African nations and their development partners 

grapple with thorny issues in development financing. Who sets priorities? What issues dominate the dialogue between 

donor countries and recipient countries? What would an ideal process for allocating donor assista nce look like? This 

session is sponsored by the Global Resea rch Institute, the Center for African Studies and the Department of African 

and Afro-American Studies. 

V!~ertdView Setnirtars 

Rec ~s~e} ~o’,~, for the Latin America and Noah Carolina Seminar, which provides general and concurrent sessions for 

understanding issues in Latin America as well as best practices in se~ing Latino/Hispanic populations in our schools 

and colleges This seminar is for all educators of every grade-level and discipline. Immediately following the Latin 

America Seminar, the second seminar changes regional focus each year and reflects the destination of World View’s 
international study visit Past seminar titles have included The Comptexityand Vibrancy of Africa, Understanding 

Russia and Its Neighbors, EastAsia in the 21st Centun/, and The Middle East and the West. 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i PiSsboro Street Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i Cn~<~:: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 





Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

The Lead~erless Revolution 
How Ordina~’y People Will Take Power 
a~d Change Politics in the 21st Centu~y 

By Carne Ross 

Using dramatic stories from the United States and 
around the world, the former British diplomat shows the 
inadequacy of national governments in the face of 
major problems like economic volatility, perpetual 
insecurity, rampant inequality, and accelerating climate 
change. Ross’s powerful call to action offers lasting 
and workable alternatives to failed political and 
economic systems and presents an empowering new 
vision of citizens enacting change. 

::.~.i The Leaderless Revolution 

P lu me ¯ 272 pp. ¯ 9780452298941 . $16.00 

For related titles, please view our Political Science catalog 
at http:llus.penguingroup,comlsubjectcatalogs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
).com. 



The Leaderless Revolution 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:41 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Upcoming Duke Conference on Media Cultures, Politics, and Democracy in Latin America 

"Heroes or Hacks? Media Cultures, Politics, and Democracy in Latin America," April 18-20, John Hope Franklin Center 

This conference roll explore the relationship between media cultures and political change in Latin America, whose media was a key player in a wave of democratization 

that toppled dictatorial regimes and authoritarian semi-democracies in the 1980s. Scholars have tended to apply US standards of independence to characterize Latin 

American media as either he~oic truth-tellers or coopted hacks. But this dichotomous approach overlooks the unique political spaces journalists and other members of 

the media have historically occupied in the region as "the clo~ confidants of public olticials who were simultaneously reliant upon politicians tbr information and financial 

support. The conference roll interrogate the conditions of media knoMedge production in light of these imbricated socio-cultural relationships between Latin American 

states and media. In so doing, it roll develop innovative tools to interpret these sources more critically. 

The conference will consist of 13 pre-circulated papers, an interactive session that discusses television politics in Chfivez’s Venezuela, and a panel showcasing 

undergraduate research. By bringing together US and Latin American journalists and scholars who s~@ the print, broadcas~t, and digita] Inedia, intellectuals, and 

politics, it will provoke a transnational and interdisciplina .ly dialogue that will challenge the way scholar~ journalis~ts, and the Duke colnmunity think about the media. 

For more information, including a tentative schedule, please contact the conference organizers, Vanessa Freije (vgf(~duke.edu) or Bryan Pitts (b~5~an.pitts~duke.edu). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Justices Turn Back Challenge to Broader U.S. Eavesdropping 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

Werld j U.S ] Business I Spor~s i ArtsI Dininq & WineI Editorials ] Qp-E~ ] ,On This 

CustomJzeToda~’sj:~eadl~nes j Search 

February 27, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

Justices ’I’u~on ]Back 

ChMlenge to Broader 

Eavesdroppli~g 

A 5-4 decision saying the plaintiffs 
lacked standing to sue over 
monitoring of international phone 
eaHs and e-mails illustrated how 
hard it is to mount court challenges 
to a wide array of antiterrorism 
measures. 

Mass ReJease of hnmigrants 

Is Tied ~o impe~di~g C*~ts 

Though the government has not 
dropped deportation cases against 
them, hundreds of detainees were fi’eed on supervised release while court proceedings continue, 
officials said. 

Hage~ Approved for Defense h~ Sharply Split Senate Vote 

A narrow victory for Chuck Hagel, confirmed as defense secretary, raised questions about whether 
he would arrive a diminished leader as the Pentagon faces cuts. 

, NYTimes.com Home Paqe >> 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

person who raped 
VIRGINIA NENNICK, a former airm;m and the first ~,ictim to speak [mbhely about a sexual 
assault scandal a[ Laekland Air’ Force Base. 

LacMa~d Rape 

Victim ’faiRs of 

Ordeal 
Virginia Messiek was raped by her 
training instructor at Laekland Air 
Force Base in 2o~L She is the first 
Laekland victim to speak publicly, in 
this exclusive interview with the 
repm~ter James Risen. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Grand Old 

As the gulf between rich and poor grows ever wider in Ameriea, Republicans should stand for 

policies that help the average 3 oe and Jane. 

WORLD 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Now Gathe~’h~g in Rome, a Conellave of FMllble 

A British cleric exited the selection of a new pope over alleged sexual advances toward priests, even 



as many accnsed of failing to remove clergy tied to child sexual abuse gathered. 

I ..... 
e e, ~ct "t’ "i t , Be Known as Emedtu~ m Retirement 

~B n d ~ c 

Desperate H~mt for Day Canoe h~ Japa~ 

Japan subsidizes day care for families of varied incomes, but as more women work, they find 
themselves forced into an annual competition for coveted slots for their children. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

zM’gha~ S~g~ of P~og~ess ’I’u~o~s Out to Be E~oo~o 

The American-led coalition, which had said there was a 7 percent drop in attacks last year, said a 
clerical error meant the figure was wrong. 

Mere World News 

HONOR BETRAYED 
Attacked at *9 by,Mr Force T*°ahte~, and Givhtg Voice to a Scanda~ 

Virginia Messiek is the first victim of a still-nnfohting sexual assault scandal at Lackhmd Air Force 
Base to discuss publicly what she has endured. 

~ 
V~deo:A Rape V~cfim Speaks Out 

Gay Couples Face a M~xed Geography of Mar~olage 

Now that nine states and the District of Columbia permit same-sex marriage, the borders and sharp 
disparities among states are a more emnplex issue for gay couples. 

~Aqth Vi~’ghfia Shipyard as Backdrop, Obama }Va~ms Agah~ on C*~ts 

The president spoke to employees at Newport News Shipbuilding to illustrate the impact that 
automatic cuts could have on Virginia’s workers. 

~ 
ViJeo: Preparing for the Sequestr~tio~ Cuts 

o Mere U.S News 

BUSINESS 

Fed Deferrals Stlmu]us ~.n Testimony to Sea, ate 

Ben S. Bernanke told senators that the central bank saw its campaign as necessary and effective, 
reassuring them that its benefits outweighed any risks. 

~ Economix Biog: Does Bernanke Have the Best Inflation Record? I By Unemployment bJot So Good 

~Home 
Bales am! Bernanke Cairn Market 

Post-Fukushhna~ A~gm~e~ats ~(u" Nuclear" Safety Bog Down 

A dispute is developing between the nuclear industry and regulators, and among the regulators 
themselves, about the necessity of more safeguards at power plants. 

~E] 
Gra,ohic: Tasks Remain for the American biuciear industry 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Italian Deadlock Re.kh~d~es A~x[ety About Em’o Zo*~e 

The apparent political gridloek signaled by its elections raises new fears that the euro crisis may be 
far from over. 

S P 0 RTS 

Out West, Reachlug the Summit 

The lanky Knights of Lone Peak are the No. 1 high school team in the nation. And they have not just 
been beating their opponents. They’ve been crushing them. 

~.~,;a’ve of Co~euss[ons Hits the N,HoLo 

Penguins star Evgeni Malkin, the N.H.L.’s reigning most valnable player, is among H players 
believed to have sustained eonenssions in the past two weeks. 

~ Depleted Rangers End Up Defeated by Miscues and Jets 

Expand Co*~cuss~on Efforts Durhtg Games 



Starting next season, all 3:2 teams will use a coneussion assessment tool aw~ilable on an iPad, and 

independent neurological consultants will join team doctors on the sideline. 

~[~ Document: lhe N F.k.’s Sideline Concussion Test 

ARTS 

Really Cate~ but Totally Faked 

An adorable animal video on YouTube proved irresistible to several news programs, but its 
dramatic rescue of a baby goat was staged. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

L:: MP7 d.:. A. 
The TNT police drama "Southland" is known for its relative authenticity, although the series 
strnggles in the ratings. 

THEATER R EVIE)N I ’THE MADRID’ 

Mor~ Bolks; arid No O~(~ Krmws 

Edie Faleo stars in "The Madrid," a new play by Liz Flahive about a kindergarten teacher who leaves 

her job and [amily without so mueh as a goodbye. 

~ Bonded by Mothe~hoorJ and Workplaces 

DINING & WINE 

House, ~Nhere the Fizz is 

S )d -making machines re being ha ke t to produ e sparkling wine, potent cocktails and artful pop. 

~ Diner’s Jo~mak Hacking YOLH" Soda-Making Machine 

~Vtten Die~ l~’ieets Dellelo~s 

~II~e latest study backs up what we’ve known for ~o years. A diet low in red meat, low in sugar and 
low in junk has little downside, and it’s good for you. 

~Wine 
Is a Joy, No{ This Year’s Oa[ Bran 

A Family Meal, ~,~rith Yore" Peev.~ 

Think cooking for a big family can be stressful? What if the "family" is 5o of your restaurant 
colleagues? 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL I THE GUN CHALLENGE 

The Latest Hu~odle ~o Gm~-Law Reform 
Opposing the record-keeping requirement of private gun sales would render the background cheeks 
provision toothless. 

EDITORIAL 

Unbridled 8ecrecy 
The Supreme Court severely damaged the rule of law when it rejected a challenge to the federal law 
that permits secret surveillance of international communications involving Americans. 

EDITORIAL 

Most companies would tell investors if thieves made off with hundreds of millions of dollars in cash. 
So why not discuss eyberattaeks, which are often more valuable? 

OP-ED 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

’R~pe o~ tl~e ReserYation 

One in three American Indian women is sexually assaulted over a lifetime. We need a Violence 
Against Women Act that expands the reach of tribal eom’ts. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Is Mexico the Comeback 

Despite its problems, our neighbor to the south is an unlikely hub of innovation. 



~ Columnist Page 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Get Oft" Of" YO~ ~" Clot~d 

Is Marissa Mayer dragging Silicon Valley back to the Stone Age or dragging slackers back to the 

Creative Age? 

More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 27, 1991, President George H.W. Bush declared that "Kuwait is liberated, Iraq’s army is 

defeated," and announced that the allies would suspend combat operations at midnight. 

See This Front Page 

Buy This Front Page 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter As a member of 

the TRUSTe ~rivaoy program; we are committed to protecting yodr privacy. 

Manage Subscriptions I Unsubsoribe I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Poiioy i Con~ct i Advertise 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, Febmai3127, 2013 1:56 PM 

5249@duke.edu; aarondoubleyou@gmail.com; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; abigaJlet~rrell@gma~l.com; Eljabedy, Abdul- 

mhman K <aeljabed@live.nnc.edu-~; aevaW~:live.nnc.edu; Finn, Arthur Leonard <Minn@med.unc.edu>; a~]orex@email.live.edn; Gantam, 

Amber <agautam@live.nnc.edtr~; ed~anu67@yahoo.com; allison.s~shko@gmail.com; alli~mchamson@gmail.com; all~hotmail.com; 

Roddy, Ashley <alroddy@live.unc.edu>; alumni.purohit@gmail.com; Hamilton, Anthony ~-~anhan~ilt@live.unc.edu>; Logan, Nathan Jeremy 

<anse@live.unc.edu>; Pad~na, Anisha --~apad~na@live.unc.edtc,; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edu>; mgove@live.unc.edu; 

m’noldr@dentis~t .ry.unc.edu; Stewart, Allison <ars~tewarra)live.unc.edu>; asifune@g~nail.com; as~nan~w201 l@hotmail.com; Babamnde, 

Omololu Refilwe <Sabamnd@live.unc.edt~-; ben3,h~@live.unc.edu; Boulette, Matthew <boulette@live.unc.edu>; Branscum, Olivia 
<branscum@live.unc.edu>; brent@arthur-lambert.com; bventwebbmitchell@gmail.com; brittanydcharez@gmail.com; Brown, Blanche 

<brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@emedl.unc.edu>; cafish@live.unc.edn; Casarrubias Ramirez, Maria 

<casarrub@email.unc.edn>; Castillo, Angelica <castil@email.nnc.eduv; Baxletta, Cristina --~cbexlet ~)live.unc.edu>; Thompson, Charlotte 

Grace <charlotg@live.unc.edu;,; chmoran@email.unc.edn; chrisb@zenph.com; christal@email.unc.edu; Chuk~vumh, Anwuli 

<chukwnr~@live.unc.edu>; ckip@me.com; Leipold, Catherina L <cleipold@live.unc.edtr~; cmbs9i7@live.unc.edu; Moran, Candice 

Nicole <cnmoran@email.unc.edu>; d017A720@live.unc.edu; Agil, Deana <dagil@live.nnc.edtr~; Damon Sells <damon.~ils@gmail.com>; 

dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; Dandan~e153@gmail.com; davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B ~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; 

dbong@email.anc.edu; deeny@live.unc.edu; dennis.mlliam@hbo.com; Derek Bird <derek.bir&@gmaJd.com>; dritts@mindspring.com; 

Elnily Bennan <ebermatt2@gmail.com >; Greenlee, Gale <egreenle@email.unc.edu>; elizabeth.landesberg@duke.edu; Ellling, Ben 

<elling@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Emily <emrob@live.unc.edt~-; epmette@~nac.com; em,in.maas@~ninbuza.nl; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; famsboraokat@gmail.com; firedancer.kelly@g~nail.co~n; flinnl @email.unc.edu; Ramilez, Fo~ma Ma~a 

<fmramire@live.unc.edu>; fruster@live.unc.edu; Generous, Tom <generous@email.unc.edu>; ggilmerl@nc.rr.co~n; Harvey, Grace 

--~gharvey@live.unc.edu>; gibsonl@alumni.nnc.edu; gperan@email.unc.edu; gracz@liu.edn; Hamberis, Alexandra Olga 

<hamberi,%@;live.unc.edn>; harijap@yahoo.com; harris.tasia51@ahoo.com; Giles, Hannah Catherine <hcgiles@live.nnc.edu,;; 

hemckjeffrey@ahoo.com; hola@carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie <holtam@live.unc.edu>; hrogers@alumni.unc.edu; Hynson, 

Rachel ~:hynson@email.unc.edu>; ianlab 200@yahoo.com; inj@ema~l.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; Seim, Ian <iseim@live.unc.edu>; 

Jabeck, Molly <jabeck@live.unc.edu>; j acktwiddy@gmail.com; jacquisbreach@hotmail.com; jadilday@gmaAl.com; 

jmnieamomn@gmail.com; O’connor, Jmnie Lee <jamieo@live.unc.edu>; Ched;raborty, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny 

<jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdlibo@email.nnc.edu-~; Simmons, Jeanine M <jeanine.simmon@nnc.edu-~; 

Jeans~ck94@gmail.com; jenlabet@yahoo.com; jesi hams <jesithehams@gmail.com>; Ji, Hanna <jhanna@live.nnc.edtr~; Hir~h[ield, 

James ~hirschf(c)!emo~l.unc.edu>; Lang, J.j. ~jlang@live.unc.edu>; jlwoolen@gmail.com; jmjacklic@gmo~l.coln; l?axk~ Jennifer 

~-jmpark@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, Jolm <jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@yahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu:>; 

kalyan@decksayre.coln; Sebasntian, Kyle Ann -dcamseba@live.unc.edu>; Karkutt, Matt <karkutt@email.unc.edu>; 

kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edu; kemi@dreamactivist.org; Kennedy, Joseph E <kennedy4@email.unc.edu>; 

keonaAperry@yahoo.com; kerwinw@missouri.edu; kirandeepsirah@hotmail.com; kkevin.russell@metawavemedia.com; Hemandez, 

Karina <kleon@live.unc.edu>; Murphy, Katy <komnrphy@live.unc.edu>; Konitsbek, Hedey <konitshh@live.unc.edu;,; 

konitshu@email.nnc.edu; Tuttle, Korde A <k~mttle@live.unc.edu>; Weiss, Ken <ka~-eiss@live.unc.edn>; Lake Potter 
<lakepotter@mac.com>; Laura Friederich <laurawf@gmail.com~; Barrios Camacho, Laura <lbarcam@live.unc.edu>; 

leswilks@gmail .com; lilly.rodenbo ugh@gmail .com; Pennington, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp@live.unc.edu-~; maggiemaJcest@gmaJd.com; 

MaN uka, Meredith <man uka@live.unc.edu-~; mamike@live.unc.edn; mamitre@yahoo.com; ma;ergl 3@live.unc.edu; 

maJ~goleesherman@gmail.com; mariam.el~yed@gmail.com; ma~ineax*Ast@me.com; MaJiin, Molly <maxtinml@live.nnc.edu>; Bedlard, 

Melis~ M. <mbullaxd@emaJl.unc.edn>; McClee~ Amanda E <mcclees@live.unc.edu>; Mea~a, Jeffrey <mea~r@email.unc.edu>; 

Mendouga, Mimi <mendoug@live.unc.edu>; metnanb@glno~l.coln; Aguil~x Noyola, Maria Guadalupe <mgaguil@live.unc.edu>; Michelle 

Johnson <~nichelle.socialworke@g~nail.com>; mjmitch@clemson.edu; Simpson, Melanie <mjsimp09@live.unc.edu>; Kalz, Mmk 

<mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Maggie <mmhowell@live.unc.edu:>; Molly De M~xco <mollyde~narco@gmail.com >; 

mplottsl @yahoo .com; Nathaniel Blichmann <nblichmann@gm~l.com>; ncsanbom@gmail.com; Need, Jennifer Elizabeth 

<nealj@live.unc.edu>; Nell Slater <neil.j.slate@gmail.com>; DSA NSCPP New Students <newstudents@nnc.eduv; 

nicolajoy@gmail.com; nsky@dnke.edu; Armwood, Porscha <Porscha Armwoo4~;iunc.edn>; Chapel Hill Philosophy 

<philos~phy@unc.edu>; phterrell@gmail.com; Pollock, Della <pollock@email.nnc.edu;; Warrington, Peter James 

<pwamng@live.nnc.edtr~; rabdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel <mchelje@live.anc.edu>; Devasthedi, Red;hee Shirish 

<raJ~hee@live.anc.edu>; Farrow, Raymond BeNamin <raymond t?~rcow@unc.edtr~; rbab@duke.edu; Colver, Reed <rcolver@nnc.edu>; 

Dahrouge, Ryan <rdahroug@live.unc.edu>; Rebeiz, Linda Doania <rebeiz@live.nnc.edu-~; Alexander Cra£t, Renee Jacqneline 

<renee.edexander.cmi~unc.edu>; Richard Foegele <rfoegele@head-research.com>; Pdvem, Jenina <riveraj@live.nnc.edu-~; Brock, 

Becky <rjbrock@live.unc.edu>; rlevitow@theatremthoutborders.com; nni@duke.edu; robstephens50@gmail.com; 

mzf@creativevisions.com; rsncowboy@~ahoo.com; Lucas~ Ashley E -ducas~@emaAl.unc.edu>; sedam.elrakha~)@youthfiee.olg; 

Gandhavadi, Sarvani <saxvanig@live.unc.edu>; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@history.ucla.edu; seagrabow@email.unc.edu; Bass, Shelby 

<sebass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbume, Saxah Haint <shfishb@live.unc.edu>; Swartz, Sydney Leigh 

<slswaxtz@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamim <slukomwa@live.unc.edu,;; Smithers, Aaron N <smither@email.unc.edu>; 
smoneil@ilstu.edu; snweiss@email.unc.edu; soapstaljoe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J <~jmelvin@email.unc.edu>; Tolar, Stephanie 

<stolax@live.unc.edtc,; swillib@eagles.nccu.edu; symoujim@gmail.com; t.defranlz@duke.edu; Theresa Fine <ta£bee@gmail.com~; 

Thaver, Tehseen <tehseen@email.nnc.edu,;; Tanya Jisa <tejisa@gmail.com~; t0owers ems@hotmail.com; Lauren Thie 
<thie27@gmail.com>; Tom.Hahn@us.icapenergy.com; tomroche@potx~x.com; Dodge, Taylor <trdodge@live.unc.edu>; Scales, Tim 

<tscale@email.unc.edu>; ty~nne@yed~oo.com; uncchisp@gmail.com; uncpreorde@store.unc.edu; UPCS <upcs@unc.edtr~; 

nstb~@email.unc.edu; von Bleyle, Eve <vbleyle@live.nnc.edu>; Bamnger, Will <wbamng@live.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee 

<wei~rt@email.anc.edu-~; west@live.unc.edu; mlliamsj@ict.u~.edu; woldorfl@gmail.com; writelreedom09@email.com; Sayre, Wilson 

<wsayre@live.unc.edu>; Wu~ Alan <wua@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edu>; Krasner, Zach 

<~zachkrasne@unc .edu>; Merdi, Zakaria <zmerdi@live.unc .edu>; Amelia Meath <amelia.Ineath@gmail.com>; Amy Fischer 

<ams’~vfischer@gmail.com>; antoine willimns <rawgoods@g~no~l.com>; Ariel Lauren Wilson <aAel.lamen@gm~l.com>; ben alper 

<Sdalpe@g~nail.com>; Bryce Eiman --~beeiman@g~nail.com>; Cedeb Dagenhart < calebdagenha(t@gmail.com>; Daixi Xu 
-~dai~.xu@gmail.com>; DedeauN Ari <arideaux@live.unc.edu>; Mumby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu~; Dylan Mott 

-~dylan.mo~gmail.com~; Eric Chego~ <egrego ,ry04@gmail.com9; Felzin Irani <ferzinirani 17@gmail.coin>; George Ramsay 



Subject: 

<ramsay.george@gmail.com>; Hannah Knibb <hdknibb@gmail.com>; James, Eric <ericj@live.unc.edu>; Janet Whiteside 

<ja~mtwhiteside@gmail.com>; Ja~ice Wedel <jaafice.wedel@gmaJl.com>; Jill Trufaaat <’a-utim@gmaJl.com>; Jimmy Garver 

<jamesgarver@gmail.com>; John Paul Gaylor <jpgaylo@gmail.com>; Megel, Jo~ph Lawrence <megd@email.unc.edu~>; K Lassiter 

<klassiter5@gmail.com>; Kazyn Shaw <keshawberry@gmail.com>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.tmc.edu~>; Lacy Scl~midt 

< shoelace8@gmail.com>; Lauren B --~Labbess@gmaJd.co,n>; Qumn, Layla Khalid <quran@live.unc.edu>; Maria J. Obando 

<m~ioba~dol @gmail.com>; Mary Casady <casady.mmT@gmail.com>; Matt Victoriano <,na~,ictoriano@gmail.com>; Matthew Nidson 

<matl,a~soundlabstudios.com>; Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Ilyas, Memoona <ilyas@live.unc.edu>; Meredith Robbins 

<robbins.mc@gmafil.com>; Michael Woloshin <woloshinlaw@gmail.com>; Wells~ Olivia <owell@live.unc.edu>; Philip Mailer 

<fiilco@gmail.com>; River Takada- Capel <river.mi@gmail.com>; Robert McDowell <robmtm748@aol.com>; Ryan Martin 

<rymars@gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bruff<slbmff@gmail.com>; Sherif EI-Hefnmw --~sherif.hefnavw@gmail.com>; Taiyyaba Qureshi 

--q~qureshi@gmail.com>; Tamoore Arshad <tamoore.a~:shad@gmail.com>; Tariq Luthun <tluthun@gnmil.com>; Thomas Gooding 

-~.thomas.gooding@gmail.com>; UNC SDS <unc.sds@gmail.com>; Wolfgang Hastert <wolfganghas~tert@gmail.com>; Yosm Elsayed 

<elmyedy@gmail.com> 

Come See The Mariposa’s Way this Friday and Saturday at 8pm 

The Mariposa’s Way: el cuerpo clue sabe (the body that knows) 

Friday- and Saturday March 1 st and 2nd 8:00pm 

Swain Hall 6:$10 Regular, $5 Students UNC-Chapel Hill 

Conceived and Performed by Brittany D. Chfivez, UNC-Chapel t {ill The Mariposa’s Way: el cumpo que sabe uses Butoh, arte accidn (action 

art), performance, and video and sound installation to explore the intersections of queer undocumented Latina/o migration politics and tile 

body. 

NOTE: There will be no in-and-out privileges during the performance. 

For tickets call 919-843-5666 or email uncperformancecoordmator(~gmail.com. 

Tickets also available at the door. 

Sponsored by the Deparunent of Communication Studies, the UNC-CH Program in Lafina/o Studies, and the Duke-UNC-CH Consortium on 

Latin ~’nerican and Caribbean Studies 

Tlfis multi-media interdisciplinary performance is an arlislic response to the %~ndocuqueer" immigrant rights movement in the United Stales. 

Using the theme of the %nariposa," or butterfly, as re-imagined by the "undocubus" riders, this piece explores migration as a human right 

through the body, sound, materials, and video installation of monarchs and migrants. "Mariposa" as a queer Latin@ theory is also used as to 

symbolize the double meaning of coming out of the closet (as queer) and coming out of lheshado~vs (as undocuanented). Inspired by the 

visual and rhetorical work of artists Favianna Rodrlguez, Adelina Anthony, and undocuqueer artists julio Salgado and Yosm~ar Reyes, this 

piece interrogates for the potential of queer and freely migratmg mariposas to redefine queer liberationist politics anditmnigrant rights by 

reclaiming space and reconfig),~ring history. 

BrittaW Chfivez 

PhD Student, Pefforrnance Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

"Tr~e emancipation lies in the acceptance of the whole past, in deriving strength from al~ my roots, in facing up to 

the degradation as well as the ~{ignity of my ancestors," -- Patlli MLH’ray 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Institute for African Studies <conl2014@gmail.com> 

Thursday, February. 28, 2013 6:01 AM 

katwiley@indiana.edu 

CFP (Updated): Afric~m Studies Conference. Fourth Announcement: Final Call tbr Panel Proposals 

FinalAnnouncement.pdf 

Dear colleagues, 

On May 27-29, 2014 in Moscow the Research Council for the Problems of African Countries and the Institute for African Studies of the Russian Academy of 

Sciences hold the 13th African Studies Conference titled "Society and Politics in Africa: Traditional, Transitional, and New." The Conference roll take place at the 

Institute tbr Affcan Studies and the Institute lbr Linguistics of the Russian Academy of Sciences. The working languages are Russi~m aM English. 

The Organizing Committee would like to encourage you to submit panel proposals, tbcusing on any particular topics related to the Conference’s umbrella theme. The 

deadline tbr panel propo~ls submitting is April 1,2013. The Organizing Committee will be glad to consider any panel proposal s (within 500 words in English or both 

English and Russian) received by this date. The iiffonnation to be submitted alongside with the proposal includes the proposed panel convenor (s)’ full name(s), title(s), 

insaitutional affiliation(s), full ma~l and e-mail addresses, telephone and fax #. The list of prospective papergivers with their paNculars is desirable. 

The Organizing Committee will inform the applicants about the results of their panel proposals’ consideration by April 15, 2013. Besides thak the Organizing 
Committee reserves the right to establish one or more Free Communication panels. The list of all the Conference participants is to become known by December 1, 

2013 due to the activities of both the Organizing Committee and panel convenors. 

None of the proposals may be accepted or rejected on the basis of its submitter(s)’ previous academic credentials, ethnic or national origin, sex, or otherwise, but only 

on the basis of the proposal’s relevance to, and importance tbr, the Conference’s genera] theme. 

In the case the proposal is accepted, the Organizing Committee will send you in the beginning of 2014 the list of documents necessaxy to support your and your panel 

participants’ visa application process at the Russian Consulates or Embassies in the respective countries. 

The conference registration fee in Russian rubles, equivalent to $150 ($75 in rubles for students) is to be paid in cash onsite upon arrival. The regis~tration fee includes 

the visa application support (Official Invitation ), the Conference Book ofAbs’tracts, stationa~ items, reception and coffee-breaks. The fee for an acco~npanying 

person, equivalent to $50 in rubles, includes the visa application support (Official Invitation) and reception. 

The Organizing Committee can assist in booking accommodation, but independeut reservation is encouraged. Please note that early hotel reservation in fftrongly 
recommended, as the Conference is to take place in tourist high season. 

All the correspondence should be sent by e-mail for the Conference Organizing Committee, to the attention of Mrs. Natalia Bondar, Head, Center of Information and 

International Relations, Institute for Ati-ican Studies (cont2014(a)gmail.com; tel.: + 7 495 690 2752) prospective international participants, or to the attention of Dr. 

Natalia Zherlitsyna, Secretary, Research Council tbr the Problems of AtiJcan Countries (ns inaJ?(a)mail.ru; tel.: + 7 495 690 6025) prospective Russian participants. 

The Organizing Colnmittee would appreciate your familiarizing the faculty of your research unit, as well as all interested persons, with the content of the present 

Armouncement. 

Sincerely yoras, 

Centre for Information and International Relations 

Institute for African Studies 

Russian Academy of Sciences 

tel. (+7 495) 690 2752 

fax. (+7 495) 697 1954 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 8:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Conference at Fordhaan University 

Dear Eunice -- 

I wanted to officially remind you that I am heading off to the memory conference at Fordham University this afternoon. I will miss my AFAM 280 class at 2 pro, but the students 
are working together on an assignment that they will present to me on Tuesday. I will be back on Sunday evening. 

Take care and thanks for introducing me to your Malawian and Canadian colleagues. 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 11:39 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: faculty meeting next week? 

Hi Barbara, 

The next faculty meeting will take place the week after spring break which will be on Wednesday, March 20. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b ar~derso~ ] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 11:16 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: faculty meeting next week? 

Travis, 
Hey! I have a faculty meeting on the calendar for next Wednesday. Is that still the schedule? Thanks. Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African and Afro-American Studies African Studies Center, 
CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
h~p:ilafrica.~mc.ed~i 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 4:27 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Cultural Dyna~nics journal looking tbr book reviewers 

Please send all responses directly to Stephanie Reist, as indicated below. 

Book Reviews for the journal Cultural Dynamics: 

Dear colleagues, 

I am the Editorial Assistant for Cultural Dynamics, a multidisciplinary academic journal that focuses on "the structured inequalities of 
the contemporary world, and the myriad ways people negotiate these conditions," currently housed at Duke University under the 
editorship of Prof. Michaeline Crichlow. You can find more information at the website below (though you will probably need institutional 
affiliation to access any articles). 

http:/iwww.sagepub.com/journals/Journa1200795/boards 

We are looking for graduate students, junior scholars, and tenured faculty to review the following books for the journal: 

1) Sandra Barnes. Live Long and Prosper: How black MegaChurches address HIV/AIDs and Poverty in the Age of Prosperity Theology. 
(Fordham U Press) 

Link to book description: http://fordhampress.comiindex.phpilive-long-and-prosper-doth.html 

2) Unni Wikan. Resonance: Beyond the Words. (UChicago Press) 

Link to book description: http://press.uchicago.edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/R/bo14365441.html 

If interested, please submit a brief cover letter and your CV to me at SVR3@duke.edu. 

Best, 
Stephanie Reist 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, March 1, 2013 5:41 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Dnke in Costa Pdca extended application deadline to March 8 

Duke in Costa Rica: extended application to March 8. 

Course dates: May 23 to June 24 Duke in Costa Rica is a four-week, 

one-course program focused on language, culture, and health in Turrialba, 

Costa Rica. Open to students with different focus (language, culture, public 

policy, global health, biology, medicine) The course will develop advanced 

Spanish language skills (300 level) and an understanding of culture and 

community health issues in Costa Rica. Students live with host families and 

will make visits to clinics, hospitals, and sites of cultural significance. 

Please see http:!!globaled.duke.edu!Programs!Summer!Duke in Costa Rica 

for details and to apply. Rolling admissions through MARCH 8. 

Also, you may contact Prof. Bethzaida Fernandez, Department of Romance 

Languages (bfv67@duke.edu.). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Monday, March 4, 2013 9:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wotld" News & Notes Digest 03- 04-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 4th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/07/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series event titled "Water To Live By and Die For" featuring Dr. Jamie Battram, Don and Jennifer Holzworth Distinguished Professor 

of Environmental Sciences and Engineering and Director oftl~e Water Insritute at UNC, both housed in the Gillings School of Globe1 fhablic Health, scheduled for 

Thursday March 7th, 2013 at 6 PM in the Back Bar area of Top of the Hill Restaurant. The focus of Dr. Bartam’s talk will be global water issues at large. This event is 

tree and open to tl~e public. Beverages axe available for purchase from Top of the Hill’s menu, and free appetizers, while they last, are provided by the UNC chapter of 

the Society of the Sigma Xi. For more i~fformarion: http://www.moreheadplanetarium.org/index.cfm?fuseactio~page&filename~urrent science fomms.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

New Sanitation FiCures Compete with UN Statistics for Meetin~ MBlermium Development Goal~ Through u~ ofa ditt~rent acconnting method, Water 
Institute at UNC researchers are disputing the United Nations’ cla~m that 2.5 billion people lack access to proper toilet thciliries by pushing that figure up to 4.1 billion. 

To view the full sto~y: http:/iwww.circleolblue.org/watemew~2013/world/new- sa~tarion- figures-compete- with- official - m- s~aristics- 6- in- 10-lack- proper- facilities- 

study- finds~’. 

\VATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Public lecture by 2013 Hanes Visiting Artist-in-Residence related to water- The UNC Art Department, with support fi-om the At?ican Studies Center and UNC 

Global, will present a lecture by artist Bright Ugochukwu Eke, the 2013 UNC Hanes Visiting Artist-in-Residence, rifled "Water as a Medium, Idea, and Concept tbr 

Art" scheduled for Tuesday March 19tl~, 2013 at 6:00 PM in Hanes Art Center. 

While at UNC he will collaborate with students to create a large, site-specific installation in the FedEx Global Education Center as one of three components in the 

e:daibit ’q’he Water of Life: Artistic Expressions." "The Water of Life" will open on March 21 beginning with ~l a(t viewing and reception at 6 p.tn. followed by a 

presentation from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. including artists’ remarks and mulrimedia works with live musical accompaniment. A celebration for the complerion of Eke’s 

installation will take place March 28 at 5 p.m. 

An endowment established in 1983 through the generosity of Nancy and Robin Hanes supports the Art Department’s Visiting ANst Series. This important program 
brings both established and emerging artists to campus to discuss "their work in public lectures and to olt~r individual critiques to UNC’s M.F.A. students. All lectares 

are t?ee and open to the public. 

Please contact Carol Magee cmagee@emaSd.unc.edufor more information. 

The Retut~a of FerrvMon- A recent stoiy in Endeavor’s Magazine focusing on a water monitoring system devised by UNC professor Hans Paerl to track changes on 

the N.C. coastline that will be reintroduced this year in rime for hnnicane season after a brief budget- related hiatus. To view the full sto~: 

htip:/endeavors.unc.edu/the return of ferrymon. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For Inore informarion on the theme and other upcoming events, feel tree to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, conunents, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itwitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: book exchange 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Morgan, George (Student Stores) [mailto:GFMORGAN@store.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: book exchange 

Hi Travis, 
They should be able to take care of it at the front desk, but if they have any questions, just ask for me. 

Good to finally meet you in person. 

Best, 
George 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Morgan, George Fredrick 
Subject: book exchange 

Hi George, 

Thanks for helping me out earlier today. We will order a desk copy of the book and once it arrives I will bring back the 
book I bought today with the reciept. Would they be able to make the exchange at the front desk or should I bring it to 

you? 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Spring 2014 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Spring 2014 

Hi Travis, 

When I got back to the phone, you were no longer on the line. I just wanted to let you know that our office will probably 

roll the Spring semester in April and open it up for changes then. You will receive an email once it is open. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:09 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Coke and Muffins 

Hi All, 

Did someone leave a bottle of coke and a bag of muffins in the main office? 

Thank you, 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=32836189 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32836189-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Beacon Press <bpexam@beacon.org> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:31 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ideal for courses: The global vision of Martin Luther King in his own words 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

A collection capturing the global vision of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., 

in his own words 

::::+~::: In a Single Garment 

of Destiny cover 

ideal for courses in: 
I3 African American 

Studies 
F] Religion and Culture 

[~ Religion and Politics 

Read an excerpt 
Table of contents 

"In a Single Garment of Destiny": A Global Vision of Justice 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 
Edited by Lewis V. Baldwin 

Hardcover 1978-0-8070-8605-6 I 256 pgs 

$26.95 I EXAM COPY PRICE: $13.48 

Too many people continue to think of Dr. King only as "a southern civil rights 
leader" or "an American Gandhi," thus ignoring his impact on poor and oppressed 
people around the world. "In a Single Garment of Destiny" is the first book to treat 
King’s positions on global liberation struggles through the prism of his own words 

and activities. 

The rich documents included in this collection will be new to most readers. These 

documents-from articles, statements, letters, and brief comments to sermons, 
speeches, and addresses-collectively illustrate the breadth of King’s global vision. 
King emerges not only as an advocate for global human rights but also as a 
towering figure who collaborated with Eleanor Roosevelt, Albert J. Luthuli, Thich 
Nhat Hanh, and other national and international figures in addressing a multitude of 
issues we still struggle with today-from racism, poverty, and war to religious 
bigotry and intolerance. Introduced and edited by distinguished King scholar Lewis 
Baldwin, this volume breaks new ground in our understanding of King, and provides 
a critical examination of King’s relevance in our contemporary world. 

About the Author 

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. (1929-1968), Nobel Peace Prize laureate and 
architect of the nonviolent civil rights movement, was among the twentieth 
century’s most influential figures. One of the greatest orators in U.S. history, King 
is the author of several books, including Stride Toward Freedom: The Montgomery 
Story, The T~mpet of Conscience, Why We Can’t Wait, and Where Do We Go 
from Here: Chaos or Community? His speeches, sermons, and writings are 
inspirational and timeless= King was assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee, on 
April 4, 1968. 

About the Editor 

Lewis V. Baldwin is professor of religious studies at Vanderbilt University and is 
the author of The Voice of Conscience: The Church in the Mind of Martin Luther 
King, Jr., There Is a Balm in Gilead: The Cultural Roots of Martin Luther King, Jr., 
and Neverto Leave Us Alone: The Prayer Life of Martin Luther King, Jr. He lives in 

Nashville, Tennessee. 

~ www.beacon.org I Beacon Press, 25 Beacon Street, Boston, I~assachusetts 02100. Beacon Press is distributed by 

-- Random House Publishinq Services. 

This is a commercial message. 

If you wouki prefer not t<~ receive fulth(÷r mess;~,~]es from this sender, piease Click Here and co sf "~" your re{t~ est ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:47 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20130305094316259.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scalmer@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:43 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 09:43:15 (-0500) 
Queries to: scam~er@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:49 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 
20130305094635446.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scalmer@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 09:46:35 (-0500) 
Queries to: scam~er@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:56 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20130305095315144.pdf 

Here it is! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 09:53:14 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 2:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130305141820871 .pdf 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 2:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.05.2013 14:18:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

January 

1/9- Classes begin 
1/9 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, t01) 
1/16- Department Faculty meeting room 309 
1/15- 
1/21- 
1/23- 
1/23- 
1/30- 

Last Day of Late Registration 
Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 
Last day for departments to drop a course for students 
Meeting- Full Professors and Associate Professors 

Februa,ry 

2/5- Undergraduate Early Warning Rosters Open in Connect Carolina 
2/13- Meeting- Department Faculty room TBA 
2/19- End of Early Warning Period 

2/22- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 

March 

3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/6 -Meeting- Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 
3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/20- Meeting - Department Faculty (room TBA) 
3/29- Holiday 

3/29- * Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/3 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 
4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309     . 
4/26- Classes End 
4/26- Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
4/26- Oft]cial Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is 
given) 
4/29, 5/2- Reading Days 
4/30- Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Extorts end 
5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:04 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc. edu> 

[afriafam] Remainder of Spring Schedule Calendar 

Hi All, 

This is an updated version of the Spring Schedule with the Department Retreat included. 

Best, 

Travis 

SPRING SEMESTER 2013 

March 

~/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 

3/6 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 

3/8- Spring Break begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/18- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 

3/20- 

3/22- 

3/29- 

3/29- 

Meeting - Department Faculty (Hyde Hall, Incubator room) 

Department Retreat, Friday Center 

Holiday 

* Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/3 - Meeting - Chair’s Advisory Committee (Battle Hall, 101) 

4/10- Department Faculty meeting room 309 

4/26- 

4/26- 

4/26- 

4/29, 

4/30- 

Classes End 

Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2012) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 

Official Class Rolls and Grade Reports available electronically (Due 72 hours after exam is given) 

5/2- Reading Days 

Exams begin 

May 
5/7- Exams end 
5/11- Commencement Ceremony in Stone Center 11:00 A.M. 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=32839882 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32839882-32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d(~,listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 1:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Poems for" the Millennium, Volume Four fo.ho~,~,, ........ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

The University of California Book of No~~h African 

L~terature 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Edited and w~th Commentaries by P~erre Jods and HaMb 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
TabJe of Conte~ts 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
In ~h~s rough volume of the landmark Poems lbr 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~9~3N: ’978052027385~ the Maghreb, the ~eg~on of Noah Afdca tha~ spans 
~s.:9.9~; me,Jem natkm states of Ubya, "[’un]s~a, Algeria, Morocse, 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

. .......................................... 

Ambo-Be,ber and Jewish ~tera,y curium of AkAndalus, which 

flourished in Spare be[ween [he nm~h and fifteenth centurk~s. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

I* ....... ~- ........... - .... ] 

This is a commerciai message from 

University of C~lifornia Press 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

......................................................................................................................................................... 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon <dsolomon@ualionalhumanitiesceuter.org> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 11:00 AM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Musicologist Jmro Moreno to spea1¢ at "the Nationa] Humanities Center, Thursday, March 14 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Making Latin American Music ’Latin’ 

Jairo Moreno, University of Pennsylvania 

Thursday, March ~4, 2o13 -- 5:OO p.m. 

During the 1970s, spurred by the international success of Latin American letters and a long tradition of antagonism with the US, intellectuals in 
Latin America insisted on conceiving the region as a culturally and politically unified totality. Against this background, this lecture examines first, 
the eruption in Latin America of popular, mass-mediated music made in New York City and, second, the tensions resulting from the interaction of 
newly arrived musicians from Latin America with more established immigrant groups.[Note: The description of Prof. Moreno’s talk has been 
u pdated.] 

Moreno is associate professor of music at the University of Pennsylvania. He has written a major study of the history of listening in early modern 
and modern music theory and analysis, Musica! Representations, Subjects, and Objects: The Construction of Musical Thought in Zarlino, 
Descartes, Rameau, and Weber (2004). He has also published on jazz performance poetics, the politics of aesthesis, and Latin-American 
popular music in the U.S. during the long twentieth century. A former professional bassist, he received five Grammy Award nominations for 
recordings with the late Latin and Jazz percussionist Ray Barretto, appeared in numerous other recordings, and performed chamber music with 
guitarist David Starobin and the Ciompi String Quartet. Vvhile at the National Humanities Center he is working on Syncopated Modernities: 
Musical Latin Americanisms in the U.S., 1978-2008, an archival, critical, and ethnographic study of music’s precarious share in political 
practices during late capitalism. 

~!b reserve space, please follow this ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~0) 540-o66L ext. ~6, or mjohnson@nationalhumanidescenter.org 
Nadonal Humanides Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 1:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Save the Date: Thursday, MaJcch 21 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Save the Date: Thursday, March 21 
Opening Reception from 6pm-8pm 
Distance and Desire: 
Encounters with the African Archive 



ii~}:~:~"~.ii~r’~:h:: iiiiii~r’~>::>~..~"d::~:h~":~:~. ":.*.:’i~:i"~ ~i:i"~:~ .:~::-::ii:~"ii:~::::;:~"~ :::~:.~r~;:ii"~ii’V:~:~’, is a presentation of previously un- 

exhibited vintage portraits, cartes de visite, postcards, and album pages, 
produced in Southern and Eastern Africa from the 1870s to the early twentieth 
century. Extraordinary in range and style, these images make visible both the 
ideological frameworks that prevailed during the colonial period in Africa and 
the exceptional skill of photographers working in the studio and landscape. 
ii:::~.:::r~qi.i~::.:::~: :~’~:~~d ii:::oiii~.i:~i:r::::::~ will be on view March 22 = May 18, 2013. 

FonNard ernail 

] 

This email was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 

U~date ProfilejEmailAddress Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Poljcy, 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, March 9, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Unemployment at 4-Year Low as U.S. Hiring Gains Steam 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 

........... ] Today’s Headlines 

iN THIS E-MAIL 

World j U.S~ ] Business I S~or~s i Art__s ] Travel ] Editorials j Op- .E~J j On This r.)aV 

C,~tornize T~dav’~ j:]#ad[ine~ j Sea rch 

March 9, 2o13 

TOP NEWS 

U~lemployment at 4-Yea~" 

Steam 

The joblessness rate sank to %7 
percent as 236,000 positions were 
added across a broad range of sectors, 
but analysts warned that federal 
budget cuts could slow the recovery. 

~ Economix The Rise of Part-Time Work 

j Shdnking Goverr~ment 

Blocked Bids to Fill 

Judgeslfips Sti~* New Fight on 

Republican senators have so far kept President Obama from filling any of the four vacancies on the 
nation’s most important appeals court, reviving talk of a change in Senate rules. 

Law Backs Gm~s ~n Class for Teachers in So~th Dakota 

South Dakota became the first state to enact a law explicitly authorizing school employees to carry 
guns on the job, under a measure signed Friday by Gov. Dennis Daugaard. 

The Lede Latest Updates on the Gun Violence Debate 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"~ 1~ere’s no 9oeernme~t, there’s no pope~ And ~ou~ it is snowing in Rotate." 

ARIL&NNA N,¢N OCCH IA, a hotel manager~ 

DINING & WINE 

Soda Bnns 
Melissa Clark shows 
how to make an 
American version of a St. Patrick’s 
Day classic. 

OPINION 

CP- ED CONTRIBUTOR 

an Irlsl~ Morning 

My eccentric, 
boisterous relatives told me 
everything - ahnost. 

"The Audience," starring 
Helen Mitten 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

’"lalley’s F-olly;" revived at [he Roundabout 

"As You [.il<e It," at Ti~e New Vk’:tory Ti~eal:er 

WORLD 



In Parts of Syrla~ Lack of,~d ~Is a Cataslropt~e* 

The vast majm~ty of foreign aid is going to territory controlled by President Bashar al-Assad while 
the small amount reaching opposition-held areas is all but invisible. 

Kenya Race Is Sald to Have ~,Vin*~e~ b~t R~va~ V¢on’t Cow,cede 

Uhuru Kenyatta appeared to have secured enough votes to win the race for Kenya’s presidency by a 
narrow margin, but his opponent’s rejection of the result raised fears of chaos. 

I~ Chi~a, Check|~st for a Ho~ne Seller: F~st, Get a D~Yorce 

Divorce filings spiked in big cities across China after rumors that one way to avoid a 2o percent tax 
on profits from housing sales was to separate fl’om a spouse, at least on paper. 

Mere Worid News 

A plan to combine the two biggest museums in Los Angeles has both wide support and a powerful 
potential foe: a philanthropist who bailed one of them out five years ago. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Ratlo~al Declsio~s a~d Hea~break on Sc|~ool Closings 

Officials in cities like Philadelphia, Chicago and Washington are being met with anger and criticism 
as they dose schools citing budgets. 

New Mexico Confloo~ts Dr~nken Dr[vh~g 

A proposal would [tat’ New Mexicans convicted of drunken driving, who ah’eady have to breathe 
into a device to start their ignitions, fi’om buying alcohol. 

BUSINESS 

Majo~° Groce~° to Label Foods ~V~tt~ Ge~e-Mod~fied Content 

Whole Foods, the first retailer in fl~e country to require such labeling, said all fltods sold in its stores 
would need to be labeled within five years. 

Setback to Boeh~g’s Hopes for Lo~ger Ravage for 787 

Because of recent incidents with the jet’s battery, an advanced feature allowing for new flight paths 
may not receive approval for months, which could dilute the jet’s appeal. 

J.~J. Loses First Case Over Fatflty Hip Impla~t 

A jury ordered $8.3 million in damages in the first of some ~o,ooo lawsuits tied to a now-recalled 
implant. 

o Mete BusJr~ess News 

S P 0 RTS 

One V~ay to Cheer Up: Cheer Harder 

Research suggests that sports fans, even zealous ones, are less prone to depression and alienation 

than nonfans. 

For Kentucky~ a Pah~fld Fall I,’ror~ the Peak 
~-b" R~:," ..:LE~,: 

Pmu" play by the Wih]eats could keep the team from making the N.C.A.A. tournament, a year after 
they won it all. Kentmd~y Coach John Calipari blamed himself. 

~B~g East 
Agrees to Se~ Name to B~eakaway Group of 7 

]Big East Agrees to Sell Na~ne to Breakaway Group of 7 

The Big East announced an agreement to sell its name to the seven Catholic universities that are 
breaking away this summer to form a basketball-only conference. 

Mere SpeF~S News 

ARTS 

Book Tries for Ba~a~ced ~ew o~ Roosevelt and Jews 

Richard Breitman and Allan 3. Lichtman say their new book is a neutral assessment of Franklin D. 
Roosevelt’s record on Jewish issues. 

MUSIC REVIEW 
F**~" a Night, at Least, Noticing Compares to Prh~ce 



"The Music of Prince" brought a wide range of perfm~ners, including Elvis Costello, Bilal and the 

Blind Boys of Alabama, to Carnegie Hall on Thursday evening. 

~[~] Slide Show 

ARTSBEAT 

London Theater ,Jomma!: Memory Plays 

Ben Brantley on Harold Pinter’s "Old Times" and an intimate revival of "Merrily We Roll Along." 

o More A~s News 

TRAVEL 

THE GETAWAY 

Sh~gled Out (for the Single S~pp~eme~t) 

solo travelers, long resigned to paying more because they’re traveling alone, are starting to find 
some relief. 

36 Hours in Sa~ Mig~ml de Alle*~de, Mexico 

This beloved town north of Mexico City feels fresh again, with local restaurants and shops that eater 
to a younger generation. 

JOURNEYS 

When visiting Civil War battlefields and presidential estates, a rich past comes alive. 

More Travel 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

Off°tl~e Pat}~ to Recovery 

The February jobs report may have seemed to be welcome good news for the economy, but there is 

much to be worried about. 

EDITORIAL 

Lawmakers need to work with President Obama on a diplomatic solution to the nuclear dispute in 

Iran. 

EDITORIAL 

Turning voadkill into dinner is common in parts of rural America, and state lawmakers are 
starting to take notice. 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Dangerous New Normal in College Debt 

Many students can’t earn their way out of this trap. 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sen ators Bearh~g Arms 

People, do you think Congress is actually going to do anything about gun violence in the wake of the 
Newtown shootings? 

CP- ED CONTRIBbrrOR 

Tl~e Dro*~e Q~mstion Obama Hasn’t Answered 

The attorney general’s statement about drone strikes on American soil should not reassure anyone 

concerned about human rights and the limits of executive power. 

Mere Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 9, 1862, during the Civil War, the ironclads Monitor and Virginia (formerly Merrimac) 

clashed for five hours to a draw at Hampton Roads, Va. 

See This Front Page 
Bu~, This Front Pagi; 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skoz~brelirprtked@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate International Womeffs Day with Routledge 

Celebrate; International Women’s Day 29% OFF 

Is this email ilot displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I FoP, qsrd to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Celebrate International 
Women’s Day with Routledge! 

social achievements of women around the world. To view a wide-range 

of related titles, click here, or take a look at our online cataloq! 

Literature Ser~es offers a selection of titles from a time of great cha~ge 

in feminist stteJies Ta view this series, please click here. 

Naw unlil Mu, rch I ! th use disceunt (:ade DRK64 and receive 2~}% OFF" 

these titles¯ Remember, all web orders ever $35 receive FR~E SHIPP~NG in the US and Canada *Offer 

valid on!y with web orders at routfedge.com, focalpress.com, psypress.com er 

routted_CLementafhealth, com. 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Si.qn up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organ~sat~ons. 

Copyright F12012 Tayior & Francis, an Informa b[isiness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of InforR-~a UK [.hY~ited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3Y-41 Mortimer Street London, WI[ 3JH. 

If you wish to upsubscdbe, please click on the link beiov¢ Please note this is an automated operation. 

http://tandf.ms~4focus com/u/11wTC67100h HVwPE 
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Monday, March 11, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Cuts Give Obama Path to Create Lem~er Milita~ 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
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March 11, 2Ol3 

TOP NEWS 

Cuts Give Obama Path to 

Create Leaner M~lltary 

Administration officials, and even 
some Pentagon officers, see a possible 
opening to argue for reductions in 
programs long in President Oberon’s 
sights. 

Afghan Leader Says UoSo 

Abets Tallban’s Goal 

President Humid Karzai charged that 
the American government and the 
Taliban had in effect colluded to keep 
.M’ghanistan unstable in order to 
justify a continued American 
military presence. 

~ Afghan Says Force Backed by the 

As Nor~li Korea ISlusters, So~th FHrts VVith Ta~k of N~ic~ear 

The North’s missile and nuclear programs and fiery threats of war have heightened fears in the 
South that miscalculations by untested leaders on either side could have disastrous consequences. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

NARAIt A. BIN DER, a political scientist at George Washington University, on the voting power of 
tess pofmlous states in the Senate. 

WORLD 

~ GRAPIIIC: 

Inside 

Conclave 
The last few conclaves 
have been brief, selecting a pope in 
just a few days. In 2oo5, Pope 
Benedict XVI was elected a day after 
the conclave began. 

OPINION 

Sells the Moon’ 

This short 
doemnentary looks at 
Dennis Hope, a Nevada man who has made a living "selling" plots of land on the moon. 

"The Audience," starring 
Helen Mitten 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"Talley’s Fall~ ," revived a, The Reundabeut 

"As You Like It," at The NewVictory Theater 

WORLD 

r Before Smoke Rises at ~ arleen, ~ It s Roman, s van tl~e Refi:~rmers 

Beneath the orderly display, the cardinals at the papal conclave are split into cmnpeting lineups 



and power blocs that will dete{anine who among them emerges as pope. 

Ch~ivez Heir Faces Challe~ge in Ties V~ith Armed Forces 

If elected, Nicolas Maduro, the designated successor to Hugo Ch~vez, must contend with an array of 
factions, the most important of which is the seandalolagued military. 

IWAKI JOURNAL 

Uprooted by Tsm~amL Church’s Flock Regroups 

The Fukushima First Baptist Church, whose members fled after the March 2Oll disaster, has had a 
long road back. 

Mere World News 

[] DEMOCRACYTESTED 

Smaller Sta~tes 1,iad O~t~slze Clout (.g-rowh~g 

The disproportionate power enjoyed in the Senate by small states is playing a growing role in the 
pditieal dynamic on issues as varied as gun eontrd, immigration and eampaign finanee. 

~ 
Graphk’: The Small-State Advantage 

Harvard Search of E4’iall Stuas lts Fac~tl~y Members 

Faculty members expressed dismay that Harvard administrators secretly search e-mail accounts to 
see who had leaked a memo about &eating. 

Overrun by Crime, Oak|a~N Looks to Make All~es ~n Connmm~ty 

The captains of each of the five districts are to focus on community outreach in the city, where 
police and residents have a long, troubled history. 

Mere US. News 

BUSINESS 

After Cashing h~ o~ 3ob Cuts, W’all St, Looks to Wq~rker Uptm’n 

With jobs slowly coming back, hopes are that ordinary Americans will finally feel the recovery that 
the nation’s corporations have seen for some time. 

In New Euro Boss, a Hard:Lh~e Future 

The doctrine of aeroen Dijsselbloem, the head of the Eurogroup, could mean that bondholders end 
up absorbing steep losses if euro zone members are called upon to prop up failing banks. 

~M’ler Rough Pa~tch, "I’he Bachelor’ ~qhls Back Viewers 

After several seasons in decline, ABC’s "The Bachelor" has had a resurgence rare among network 
reality shows thanks to social media, casting and a push to attract younger viewers. 

SPORTS 

Iadhma Player I~mws How to ~qow a Crowd 

Victor Oladipo, an efficient and electrifying 6-foot-5 junior at lndiana, has blossomed from an 
undervalued recruit into a finalist for the Wooden Award, given to the nation’s top player. 

~ Men’s Roundup: Indiana Escapes M~ch~gan 

~ Worr~er~’s Roun Jup: SLa:fford Rallies Past UC LA 

No Catchh~g or Do~lbth~g a Healthy, Happy 

Tiger Woods moved closer to getting back on top of his sport by daiming his 76th PGA Tour title and 
first World Golf Championships event since 2oo9. 

UNITED STATES 9, CANADA 4 

bTll]ted States ,iroNs Elllmh~afion Wlth ~,~ctory Over Callada 

The United States came from behind twice to beat Canada and advance to the second round of the 

World Baseball Classic. 

o Mere Sports News 

ARTS 

V~flgari~-°s Abrasive Master, b~lt Not at Home 



Gilbert Gottfi’ied, the comedian known for self-deprecating and willfully tasteless jokes, is appearing 

Tuesday on ABC’s "Celebrity Wife Swap," 

’Mad Men’ Draws On an OHgh~al 

"Mad Men," the show about admen in the ’6os making use of illustrations~ found a top illustrator of 
that era, Brian Sanders~ to create a poster to promote the show’s new season. 

Two artists belatedly learned that they play integral roles on "Harlem Shake," a song that went 
fi’om an Internet sensation to No. ~ on the pop chart. 

o More Arts News 

MEDIA & ADVERTISING 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Martha~ Bra~d Strugglh~g for R~ght 

Martha Stewart’s company is in the middle of shifting from a media company to a merchandising 

enterprise, and a lawsuit between Macy’s and & C. Penney could have her at the top. 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

From Yo~°I’ube to the Chmplex 

"Mindless Behavior: All Aronnd the World," a concert film about the boy band Mindless Behavior, 

will run in about ~2o AMC theaters. 

MEDIA DECODER 

For Marvel Com~es, a Re~mwed D~gltaI M~ss~on 

Comic books went digital long ago, bnt Marvel Comics upped the ante significantly by unveiling a 

superhero-size slate of mobile and online initiatives. 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 

W/hen to Say No 

The revised plan for the proposed oil pipeline is still a threat to the enviromnent. 

EDITORIAL 

Cotlf]l’ltlat~otl Ql~est~o~l~ fop .,’~[~]ll’y ~o ~’h~te 

The nominee for S.E.C. chairwoman mnst address concerns about her Wall Street ties to determine 

her allegiances. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Shop fo~" College 

The government’s new online scorecard can help families cut through some of the cost confusion. 

° More Oph~ion >~ 

OP-ED 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Prh’ate Ma~mh~g’s Co~fida~t 

What if WikiLeaks’s source had given his secrets to The New York Times? 

CP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dwh~dlh~g Deficit D~sorder 

~II~ere is no need for America’s long-run fiscal concerns to drive its budget pofiey today. 

~ Columnist Page [ BIog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

h~ lhe South and West, a ’fax on l~eing Poo*o 

::7 ?b’:.: -i~5 RI N~/ 
Struggling Americans are worse off in regions with regressive systems for raising money. 

° More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March H, 194~, President Roosevelt signed into law the Lend-Lease Bill, providing war supplies 

to countries fighting the Axis. 

See 31:is Front Page 
Buy This Front PaRe 

About This 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edus, 

Monday, March ll, 2013 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-11-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 11m, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/19/13- The UNC Art Depa(tment, with support fiom the African Studies Center and UNC Global, will present a lecture by artist Bright Ugochulca, u Eke, the 2013 

UNC Hanes Visiting Artist-in-Residence, titled "Water as a Medium, Idea, and Concept for Art" at 6:00 PM in Hanes A(t Center. This event is free and open to the 

public. 

WNle at UNC he roll collaborate with studems to create a lalge, site-specific installation in the FedEx Global Education Center as one of three components in the 

upcoming exhibit ’q~he Water of Life: Artistic Expressions." A celebration for the completion of Eke’s installation roll take place March 28 at 5 p.m. 

An endowment established in 1983 through the generosi~ of Nancy and Robin Hanes supports the Art Department’s Visiting Artist Series. This important program 
brings both established and eme~ing artists to campus to discuss "their work in punic lectures and lx~ olt~r individual critiques to UNC’s M.F.A. students. Please 

contact Carol Magee cmagee@email, unc.edu tbr more intbrmation. 

03/21/13- In conjunction with the 2012-2014 UNC campus-rode theme "Water In Our World," m~d in celebration of World Water Day" 2013, the FedEx Global 

Education Center roll unveil a unique aJ~d multi- faceted axt exhibit rifled ’~Fhe Water of Life: Artistic Expressions" from 6:00 9:00 PM. This event is hosted by the 
UNC Art Department, Department of Music, and UNC Global with support from the UNC African Studies Center. 

The exhibition opening will begin with a reception and art viemng of original oil paintings by UNC sCudem Caroline Orr at 6:00 PM. Proceeds from the sale of her 

pieces will benefit A Drink For Tomorrow, a UNC student organizatior~ and their volunteer project in Peru. For more information: http://paintingforpipeline.o ,r~. 

From 7:00 9:00 PM, Allen Anderson and Brooks de Wetter-Smith will present three multimedia works composed by Anderson - Iceblink, a meditation on 

Antarctica with photography/videography by de Wetter-Smith and a live perfbrmance by eight musicians, a ~prano and a narrator; Return Radius with photography 

by Tama Hochbaum and solo flute performance by de Wetter-Smith; mad Graffito with electronic music aJ~d video created by Hochbaum. A site-specific art 

installation by UNC Hanes Visiting ANst-in-Residence Bright Ugochukvvu Eke mad global water images submitted to the 2012-2013 Carolina Global Photography 

Competition will also be on display. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

U.S. Water Utility Revenue Growth Slows Down in Recent Years- The Environmental Finaa~ce Center at UNC has been conducting an ongoing research study to 

address t~vo recent trends: the rising cost of repairing, upgrading and replacing national water infrastructure and a potential decline in water utility revenues, which many 

believe parallels a decline in consumption. To view the full story: http:i/~wvw.circleoiblue.org/waternews/2013/commenta~/eddtorial-n-the-cirele-fresh-focns/study- 

water- triilitv- revenue- gro~vth- slows- down- ka- recent-years~’. 

Water Quali~ Expert Kenneth Hudnell Calling for Shift in Policy and Treatment Strategies to Make Near Term Impact on Impaired Water Bodies- As 

a result of his research, UNC professor Kenneth Hudnell is calling for a significant shift in government regulatoiy policy- and remediation strategies being applied to 

finpaired freshwater bodies. To view the full stoiy: http://~vw.f~rtmi~ltimes.c~m/2~3/~2/27/2523477/water-qualit‘/-expert-kenneth-hudne~.html. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Volunteers needed to assist wifli installation project, March 18 throufli 28, 2013-Volunteers are needed to pa(ticipate in the creation of a large, site-specific 

ins~lation with Nigerimi artis~t Bright Ugochukwu Eke. As UNC’s spring 2013 Hanes Visiting Artis~t-in-Residence, Eke will create a collaborative ins~llation in the 

Peacock Atrium of the FedEx Global Education Center. 

In conjunction with the 2012-2014 UNC campus-wide theme ’%~ater in our World," this work will utilize recycled and assemNed materials to explore the political, 

ethical, and ecological issues of water. Volunteers are needed to assist Eke in the preparation of recycled materials, making pieces from clay, and the installation of this 

work. Times m~d locations are currently TBA. 

There are a nmnber of anticipated opportunities to volunteer with this project, m3d no prior experience is necessa~. Expected work days will include Ma~ch 18, March 

20-21, and March 27-28, with some evening/weekend volunteer opportunities as well. Anyone interested should contact the UNC Art Department oltice at (919) 
962-2015 or by email at iasherri(~emafl.unc.edu. When responding by emaAl, please include "HVA volunteer" in the subject line. All volunteers will then be contacted 

with more information. 

Rogers Road communit3/seeks access to utilities- A Daily- Tar Heel sto~ that outlines ettbrts by the local Rogers Road communiF to incorporate as a utility 
district independent of Orange County for purposes of sewer and water rights. To view the lull article: http://w~wv.dmlvtarheel.com/a~ticle/2013/03/rogers-road-n~ay- 

receive-utilities. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our V¢orld"- For more information on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 



http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Question~ comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme(~a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us 

on Twitter at http:,,/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at htt~p://www.facebook.com/~ aterlnOurWorl . 



Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

Escape from Camp 14 
One Man"s Remarkable Odyssey 
from No~Ih Korea to Freedom in the West 

By Blaine Harden 

Journalist Blaine Harden unlocks the secrets of the 
world’s most repressive totalitarian state with the heart- 

wrenching story of Shin Dong-hyuk, the only 
documented case of a person born and raised inside a 
North Korean labor camp to have escaped--and lived 
to tell the tale. For Shin, that tale is the harrowing saga 
of coming of age inside a high security prison in a 
country that enslaves thousands of its citizens in 
conditions rivaled only by the Holocaust and the Gulag. 

As seen on 60 Minutes 

::.~.i Escapefrom Camp 14 

’"The story of Shin’s awakening, escape, and new 
beginning is a riveting, remarkable book that 
should be required reading in every high schoo~ 
or college civics ctass....tt’s i~possible to read this excruciating~y personal account of 
systemic monstrosities without fearing you m~ght just swallow your own heart.’-----The 
Sea~fle T/rnes 

"Harden’s book, besides being a gripping story, unsparingly told, carries a freight ol 
intelligence about this b~ack hole of a country,"-----The ~ew York T#nes 

"This gripping book shou{d raise awareness of the brutality that underscores this 
strange ~and, Without interrupting the narrative, Harden skil#ully weaves in detai~s of 
North Korea’s history, politics, and society, providing context for Shin’s p~ight,"-----The 
Associated Pr~sa 

"A book without parallel, Esc~pe from C~m[~ ~4 is a riveting nightmare that bears 
witness to the worst inhumanity, an unbearable tragedy ~agnified by the fact that the 
horror con~Linues at this very moment without an end in sight~"--Chris~ian Sdense 
Monitor 

Penguin ¯ 224 pp. ¯ 978=0=14-312291=3 ¯ $15,00 



For related titles, please view our Political Science 
and Asian Studies catalogs 

at htt p://us.pen~;luinqr ou p.com/su bjectcatalo~:ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.pen~juinspeakersbureau.com 
or email s_peakersbureau us. en uin rou .com. 

i i’~ Escape from Camp 14 
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TOP NEWS 

Google Admits Drive-By Data 
Collection Was Privacy 
Breach 
By DAVID STREITFELD 

In agreeing to settle a case brought by 
38 states over the Street View nmpping 
project, the company for the first time is 
required to aggressively police its own 
workers on privacy issues. 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
Karzai’s Bet: Vilifying U.S. 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

In what is expected to be his final year 
in office, President Hanfid Karzai is 
intensifying his criticism of his 
Ameriema allies at a critical moment in 
their Afghan endgame. 

~ 5 U.S. Soldiers Are Killed in Air Crash in 
Afghanistan 

Minority Groups and Bottlers Team Up in Battles Over Soda 
By NICHOLAS CONFESSORE 

Despite high rates of obesity in the populations they work for, groups with a long history of funding by the 
beverage industry are now fighting measures like New York City’s stalled soda ban. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We have found a habitable environment that is so benign and supportive of life that probably if this water 

was around and you had been on the planet, you wouM have been able to drink it." 

JOHN P. GROTZINGER, a California Institute of Technology geology professor, on findings from the 

Mars rover about fl~e planet’s distant past. 

BUSINESS 

SPECIAL SECTION 
Retirement 
Many people now retire 
piecemeal, or retire and 
then unretire. 



’- ~usnlng I~aCK r~e[iremenL ano I’qO[ ~lways [or 
Money 

’ Choice for Tight Times: Save More or More 

Risk 

" Go to Special Section 

OPINION 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Preventing an Arctic Cold 
War 
By PAUL ARTHUR BERKMAN 

Melting ice raises the potential for 
conflict. Retirement Central 

ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Skiing Kashmir’s peaks 

Finding the visible in the invisible 

nytim.es.com [ V IiD EOI 

WORLD 

Syria Military Shows Strain in a War It Wasn’t Built to Fight 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Two years of conflict have pushed a military built for repelling an Israeli invasion, not carrying out sustained 
as3amnetrical combat, to scale back its goals mad retlfink its tactics. 
’. ~ Graphic: A Snapshot of the Dispute in Syria 

Security Leader Says U.S. Would Retaliate Against Cyberattacks 
By MARK MAZZETTI and DAVID E. SANGER 

Testimony by Gen. Keifla Alexander was the first time the Obama adininistration publicly adinitted to 
developing the capacity for offensive eyberattaeks. 

’ U.S. Demands China Block Cyberattacks and Agree to Rules 

Rains or Not, India Is Falling Short on Drinkable Water 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

That people in one of the rainiest places on the planet struggle to get potable water is emblematic of the 
profound water challenges that India faces. 

¯ More World News 

U,S, 

California Bill Seeks Campus Credit for Online Study 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

Legislation in California would require mfiversities to honor faculty-approved online courses taken by those 
maable to register for classes on emnpus. 

Case Already Tried Across Social Media Heads to Courtroom 
By ERICA GOODE and NATE SCHWEBER 

Two high school football players in Steubenville, Olfio, go on trial Wednesday on charges of raping a 16-year- 
old girl last smmner, a ease that has already played out online for months. 

Wary of Attack With Smallpox, U.S. Buys Up a Costly Drug 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Some experts say a contract for two million doses of a treatment for a disease eradicated in 198o has the 
government paying too high a price for too much of a new medicine. 

¯ More U.S. News 

BUSINESS 

An Energy Coup for Japan: ’Flammable Ice’ 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

dapma said it had extracted gas from madersea hydrate, a breakthrough that could provide a promising but 



still little-understood energy source. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 
Blessings of Low Taxes Remain Unproved 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

Patti Ryan of Wisconsin recycled an argmnent for lower taxes tlaat surfaced in the ’8os and ’9os, but recent 
history suggests that higher taxes nfight help the economy. 

Cond6 Nast Adds to Job of Longtime Vogue Editor 
By ERIC WILSON 

As tl~e magazine company’s artistic director, Anna Wintour, tl~e editor of Vogue, will take over some 
responsibilities once held by S. I. Newhouse Jr. 

¯ More Business News 

SPORTS 

Billikens’ Title Is Tribute to What Majerus Taught Them 
By GREG BISHOP 

St. Louis (24-6) won tlae Atlantic lO regular-season title while dealing witla tlae deatla of its former coach Rick 
Majerus. 

-’ ~ Slide Show: All About the Billikens 

Two Years After Trade, Nuggets Have No Regrets 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Calanelo Antlaony will return to Denver on Wechaesday night for tlae first time since his February 2Oll trade, 
which significantly altered the Nuggets and the IOfieks. 

" Ailing Anthony Is ’Probably Probable’ 

Too Close for Profit 
By JOE DRAPE 

There is winning and tlaen tlaere is covering tlae point spread, an important distinction for sports gamblers, 
who are forecast to wager billions this month during the N.C.A.A. toulaaament. 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....S.ports News 

ARTS 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’PHILIP ROTH: UNMASKED’ 
Looking Past the Alter Egos to the Novelist 
By A. O. SCOTT 

It’s fitting tlaat Mr. Rotla donfinates fl~e screen in tlae new documentary "Philip Rotla: Unmasked," given tlaat 
his great subject has always been lfimself. 

What the Tide Brought In 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

Rutla Ozeki’s new novel, "A Tale for tlae Time Being," is about an Americm~ womm~ who finds tl~e diary of a 
teenage Japanese girl that has washed ashore after the 2Oll tsunanfi. 

ARTSBEAT 
Los Angeles MOCA Mulls Pact With National Gallery 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

The Musemn of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles is close to working out a five-year agreement witla tlae 
National Gallery of Art in Washington to collaborate on progrmnnfing, research and exlfibitions. 

¯ More Arts News 

DINING & WINE 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I JEEPNEY, AND PIG AND KHAO 
Two Roads to the Philippines 
By PETE WELLS 

Eating at Pig and Khao felt like poring over postcards from Soutl~east Asia. Dinner at Jeepney, however, was 
like parachuting into Manila. 

" ~ Slide Show 



He Won’t Upstage His Food 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

Unlike many star chefs, Andrew Cannellini, who is about to open another restaurant, lets his cooking talk for 
him. 

’Ino Helped Usher In Simpler, Freer Fare 
By OLIVER STRAND 

Oliver Strand recalls that ’ino, wlfich closed Sunday, was "a casual joint wifla integrity." 

¯ ..M...o..r..e....D..Ln.Ln.g" & Wine 

EDITORIALS 

EDITORIAL 
The Worst of the Ryan Budgets 
President Obama is trying to charm a party that clings to calcified ideas on spending and taxes. Just look at 
the latest from Representative Paul Ryan. 

EDITORIAL 
Sexual Assaults and Military Justice 
Finding solutions to the epidemic of sexual violence in the armed forces is urgently needed. 

EDITORIAL 
Mayor Bloomberg’s Anti-Obesity Campaign 
There are better ways for the mayor to use his time and resources to combat obesity in New York City than to 
ban giant sugary drinks. 

¯ More Opinion 

OP-ED 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
Is Any Hope Left for Mideast Peace? 
By RASHID KHALIDI 

The Israeli-Palestinian "peace process" has actually helped make peace less attainable than ever. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Old Peace Is Dead, but a New Peace Is Possible 
By ARI SHAVIT 

As Arabs and Israelis book look inward, the chance for a New Peace emerges - not lofty declarations, but a 
pragmatic, gradual process that advances mutual needs mad interests. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 
Mr. Obama Goes to Israel 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Here are a few questions the president might ask on his visit to Israel next week. 

’- Columnist Page 

¯ More Opinion 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 13, 1868, the impeachment trial of President Andrew Johnson began in the United States Senate. 
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CORIT~ECTION: Noted Scholars from Canada, China~ Israel, Gin:many among speakers at upcoming NHC conference March 21-22, 

2013 

Note: in our previous mes~ge, there was an error in the registration url, please visit 

http://www.nationalhumanitiescenter.orq/news/2013springevents.htm#conference to register for this event. 
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March 21 - 22~ 2013 

at the National Humanities Center 

Speakers** 

Keynote Address: Michael Ignatieff, Toronto U niversRy and Harvard Kennedy School 

Daniel Bell, Tsinghua University 
Anat Biletzki, Tel Aviv University and Quinnipiae University 

Christopher Browning, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Jem~ Bethke Elsht~l, University of Chicago and Georgetown University, 
Catherine Gallagher, University, of California - Berkeley 

Hans Joas, Freiburg Institute for Advanced Studies and University of Chicago 

Ben lgdeman, Yale University 
Thomas Laqueur, University of California - Berkeley 

Robert Post, Yale University Law School 

Wmlg Hui, Tsinghua University (concluding speaker) 
Richard Wilson, University, of Connecticut 

David Wong, Duke University 

One of the most striking features of the eontemporaW world is the extraordinaW variety of situations that are claimed to invol ve human rights 
issues. But do we know what human rights are? Can we describe the difference between human rights and other Mnds of rights? Do vve have 
an adequate understanding of rights, and of humans, as they are conceived in cultures around the world? 

The full range of issues surrounding human rights cannot be grasped by the language of statutes, treaties, declarations, or conventions; nor can 
human rights be reduced to on-the-ground negotiations. A more durable and productive understanding would require a reflective approach 
based on a thick description of historical, philosophical, and cultural t:actors. Humm~ Rights m~d the Humanities will seek to bring the vast 
resources of the humanities to bear on the understanding of this, one of the central issues of our times. 

Humml Rights mid the Humanities ~11 seek to underscore the contribution of the humanities to an understanding of human rights and to 
stimulate and support fresh thinking on this subject by humanistic scholars. 

A registration fee of $20 ($10 for seniors and students with valid ID) provides entW to all sessions and meals. The keynote address by Michael 
Ignatieff on Thursday, March 21, is free and open to the public. 

For further details or to register for the conference, contact Martha Johnson at (919)549-o66~ (x~98) or 

mjohnson@nationalhumanitieseenter.org or visit http:/!www.nationalhumanitieseenter.org/news!2olgspringevents.htm#eonferenee 
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Invitation for March 21 Opening 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Distance and Desire 
E~.’,,,cou~.’,,,ters witl~ the Afl~icar~ A~cl~iw."-’. 

Part II1: Poetics and Politics 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, March 21, from 6pro-Spin 

Khama III 

The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-516 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York City 



The Walther Collection presents "Poetics and Politics," the third and last 
exhibition in the series i.:~@~.l..~~m~::.~~ 
.~.~m:.::biw~::~, curated by Tamar Garb. "Poetics and Politics" features an 

extraordinary range of vintage portraits, cartes de visite, postcards, and album 
pages from Southern and Eastern Africa, produced from the 1870s to the early 
twentieth century. The exhibition makes visible both the ideological 
frameworks that prevailed during the colonial period in Africa and the 
exceptional skill of photographers working in the studio and landscape. The 

culmination of i::i.is~x~m~s.e ~;~w~ci i::i.e.sii~"e:, "Poetics and Politics" offers a remarkable 
opportunity to view the narratives that emerge from this African photographic 
archive, describing in particular the experience of the studio -the curiosity 
between subject and photographer, the negotiations of costume and pose, 
and the will for self-representation. 

The exhibition investigates typical European depictions of Africans, from 
scenes in nature, to sexualized images of semi-nude models, to modern sitters 
posing in elaborate studios, critically addressing the politics of colonialism 
and the complex issues of gender, race, and identity. Among over 65 vintage 
prints, "Poetics and Politics" includes a selection of elegant studio portraits by 
Samuel Baylis Barnard, one of Cape Town’s most prominent nineteenth 
century photographers. 

Original album pages of landscapes and ethnographic imagery are displayed 
alongside a series of carte de visite portraits of African su bjects, distributed in 
the 1870s from the Diamond Fields of Kimberley, South Africa. The exhibition 
also features several double=sided displays of album pages, showing striking 
combinations of personal and stock images, and the juxtapositions of 
prominent figures in both African and Western contexts. 

i.:~:i~:~.i:.~~m~::.:~~:~ .~~md i.:~:~::~:~:d~.~~¯ is accompanied by an extensive catalogue, published by 
The Walther Collection and Steidl, and edited by Tamar Garb. Including twelve 
original essays, the catalogue offers new perspectives by contemporary 
artists and scholars on the African archive, reimagining its diverse histories 
and changing meanings. On June 8, 2013 the expanded exhibition 
incorporating all three parts of ii3iis~i~a~-~.c.e, a~~<ii ii3e:si~xc ii:i:i~-~c.:c~:~..~m~ix~.~"s :#ii/:iis ~:ihe. 
.:::@~"i~s~;~"~ ~:~:~:.~"s:ii-~iiv.e will open at The Walther Collection in Neu-UIm, Germany. 

"Poetics and Politics" will be on viewfrom March 22 to May 18, 2013. 

GALLERY TALKS 

Hlonipha Mokoena and Cheryl Finely in Conversation 
on The South African Photo Album 

FonNard ernail 

] 
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Friday, March 15, 2013 5:21 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

talk by Susanna Hecht on "The Social Lit~ ofAm~on Foresks" on March 28 at Duke 

susam~a hecht flyer- 1 .pdf 

The Social Life of Amazon Forests: From Geopolitical Scramble to 
Eco-Catastrophe to Tropical Paradigm? 

a talk by 

Professor Susanna Hecht 
Department of Urban Planning and Institute of the Environment & 
Sustainability 
UCLA 

Thursday March 28 
3:00 pm 

Room 201 Old Chemistry Building, 
Duke West Campus 

Co-sponsored by Earth and Ocean Sciences and the Center Jk~r l.atin 
American and Caribbean Studies at Duke 

See attached flyer 12~r more information 

Natalie Hartman 
Associate Director 
(;enter for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Umversity 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 
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ii"~ Routledge 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

Now until March 18th use discount code HRK74 and receive 2t3% 

OFF" all titles [o view our St. Patty’s Day titles click here. 

Remember, ali web erders ew~r ,$35 re,’:eiw! FREI~ SHIPP}NG in the 

US and Canada 

"Offer wdid cn~v’ with web orders a~ routledge com. focafpress.com, 

psypress com or routtedqementatheafth.com 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and otfers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscdbe at any time. 

We respecl ~our privacy a[ld ,,,/ill not disciose, rent o[ sell your email address to any outside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor 8 Francis, an Infoqy~a business 

taylor & granc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mortime[ St[set, London, W!T 3Jl-I. 
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Today’s Headlines       Monday, March 18, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Editorials I 

Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Ruled a Threat to Family, but Allowed to Keep 
Guns 
By MICHAEL kUO 

The National Rifle Association and its allies are challenging 

states’ efforts to take guns away from domestic violence 
offenders who have been served with civil protection orders. 

¯ ~ Documents: Protection Orders and Gun Crimes 

Terror Haven in Mali Feared After French Leave 
By ERIC SCHMITT 

Western and African officials are increasingly concerned that the 
soldiers who will be relied on to continue the campaign in Mall 
against militants lack proper training and equipment. 

Turmoil in Cyprus Over a Bailout Rattles Europe 
By LIE ALDERMAN and LANDOR THOMAS Jr. 

A decision to impose across-the-board losses on Cypriot 
depositors as part of a $13 billion bailout has fueled fears that 
bank runs there could spread to countries like Spain and Italy. 

.................................................................................................................. F0r r~ ore ~o p r~e~vs, go t0 N~(Times~0m >t 
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Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Drones: A Booming Business? 
Unmanned aerial vehicles, also known as drones, may soon 

become commercialized. In Grand Forks, N.D., people are 

preparing for a coming boom in drones-related business. 

~ Related Article 

OPINION I OPINIONATORIHOMEFIRES 

A War, Before and After, Part 2 
By DAVID ABRAMS,, ROY SCRANTON and ANDREW SLATER 

Ten years after "shock and awe," Iraq War veterans reflect on the 

first and last days of the war and what it meant to them. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I remember thinking, ’Cops, I need the cops. He’s 

going to kill me in my own house. I’m going to die!’" 

COREY HOLTEN, recalling the night her former httsband threatened to shoot her. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Starting a Papacy, Amid Echoes of a ’Dirty War’ 
By SIMON ROMERO and WILLIAM NEUMAN 



The election of Frands as pope is focusing scrutiny on his role as 
leader of the Roman Catholic Church in Argentina, an institution 
that remains under criticism for its role in failing to publicly 
resist the military dictatorship. 

, Appealing to Hearts and Gullets, Francis Delights Crowd on First Sunday as Pope 

Zimbabwe Arrests Opposition Officials and a 
Human Rights Lawyer 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

The arrests come just one day after a referendum on a draft 

Constitution and follow months of harsh crackdowns on 
opposition politicians and dvie groups ahead of a presidential election. 

In China, New Premier Says He Seeks a Just 
Society 
By AN DR EW JACOBS 

In his first comments as prime minister, Li Keqiang offered a 
tantalizing palette of economic and sodal reforms that promised 
to transform the lives of the rural poor, migrants flooding into the cities and 
retirees. 

................................................................................................. F£r r~0 re ~0 r!d r?ews~ go t£ NYTi mes.con?(wo r!d ~ 

U,S, 

Tax Credits or Spending? Labels, but in 
Congress, Fighting Words 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

As lawmakers struggle to narrow the government’s deficit, every 
dollar taken from a grant program counts as a budget cut, while 
every dollar taken from a tax credit is instead a tax increase. 

¯ ~-~ Graphic: Graphic: Tax Breaks Are Mostly Tilted Toward the Wealthy 

Ohio Teenagers Guilty in Rape That Social Media 
Brought to Light 
By RICHARD A. OPPEL Jr. 

The case of two high school football stars drew wide attention for 
the way social media spurred the initial prosecution and later 
helped galvanize national outrage over the episode. 

Dispute on Transgender Rights Unfolds at a 

Colorado School 
By DAN FROSCH 

A legal dispute over the right to use a school bathroom is 

unfolding in Colorado as other states seek to clarify their policies 
relating to transgender students. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 



ADVERTISEMENT 

William Klein’s paint and light 
show 
Also on NYTimes.com 

One cat, three lives 

Photographing the world, longing for home 

rtytimes, cont 

Business 

U.S. Looked at Wall Street Journal Over Claims of Bribery 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

The investigation of The Wail Street Journal coincides with a broader search the 

government is conducting of News Corporation over a phone-hacking scandal in 
2011. 

DEALBOOK 

Divided Views of SAC Capital Fine 
By PETER LATTMAN 

SAC Capital Advisors sees the $616 million fine as a victory, a 
good price for peace. Others say the S.E.C. could have done far 
worse to a financier of Steven A. Cohen’s means. 

DEALBOOK 

Trading Hearings Put Focus Back on JPMorgan’s 

Chief 
By BEN PROTESS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Some investors and board members have criticized Jamie Dimon 
as arrogant, but no serious threat to his power is expected. 

................................................................................... E0r [~o[e b~s!r~ess r~e~s, go to NYTimes,�om!Business ~ 

Sports 

Bubbling Up: The Downside of Being No. 1 
By GREG BISHOP 



A No. 1 ranking this season was more of a curse than an honor. 
Parity, what makes the N.C.A.A. tournament electric in the first 
place, has become even more prevalent. 

¯ ~ Graphic: View and Download the N.C.A.A. Tournament Men’s Bracket 

~ The Quad: Highlights and Analysis of Selection Sunday 

ON BASEBALL 

Kingdom of the Netherlands, the Epitome of the 
Classic 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The Dutch team’s pitchers are largely from the Netherlands, and 
its star position players come from Curagao and Aruba. 

A Field With Everything Except an Obvious 
Favorite 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

If the ups and downs in the rankings during the regular season 

foreshadow the next three weeks, the N.C.A.A. tournament will 
be full of upsets and uncertainty. 

¯ Roundup: Ole Miss Upsets Florida I Kentucky and Alabama Top N.I.T. Field 

.............................................................................................. For r~0re sP0[ts r~e~fs, go to NYTimes:comlSport~ ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Selling Stars, Brands and Baby Bands 
By JON PARELES 

This year’s South by Southwest Music festival ended Sunday after 
five nights and days with hundreds of performances. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: South by Southwest Music Festival 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Mother, as She Lives and Breathes 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN LEY 

"Bates Motel," a series beginning Monday on A&E, is a prequel of 
sorts to the movie "Psycho," with Norman Bates as a teenager 
and his mother running the motel. 

. ~ Video: A Night at the Bates Motel 

Painting’s Removal Stirs Outcry 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

The Seward House Historic Museum’s decision to sell Thomas 
Cole’s "Portage Falls on the Genesee" disturbs the descendants of 
gov. William H. Seward and museum professionals. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Media & Advertising 



Local TV News Is Following Print’s Path, Study Says 
By BRIAN STELTER 

Despite a robust punic appetite for news, local television newscasts are cutting 

back, according to the Pew Research Center. 

Richard D. Lyons, Versatile Times Reporter, Dies at 84 
By DANIEL E. SLOTNIK 

Mr. Lyons covered science, Congress and the United Nations in nearly 3o years 

at The New York Times. 

MEDIA DECODER 

Free Downloads of ’Da Vinci Code’ to Promote ’Inferno’ 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

For the loth anniversary of "The Da Vinci Code," the book will be available for 

download free for a week, and it will feature the first chapter of"Inferno," Dan 
Brown’s coming thriller. 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Drugs for Early-Stage Alzheimer’s 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A proposal to ease testing requirements is seductive but raises concerns about 

safety. 

EDITORIAL 

No Nukes on the Korean Peninsula 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

South Korea’s security would not be improved by developing its own nuclear 
weapons. 

EDITORIAL 

Cruelty to Women Overseas 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Even with the Helms amendment, foreign aid money could be used to provide 
abortions to victims of rape. 

..................................................................................................... E0[ EI0r~ 0pi~!0~! go t~ N~Times,�0m!0pin!0n ?~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Saving Lions by Killing Them 
By ALEXANDER N. SONGORWA 

Listing the African lion as endangered would actually harm 

conservation efforts in Tanzania. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



Marches of Folly 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Did we learn anything from Iraq? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why Iran May Be Ready to Deal 
By VALI NASR 

Sanctions have brought Tehran to the negotiating table. Now it’s time to move 

beyond them. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 18, 1965, the first spacewalk took place as Soviet cosmonaut 
Aleksei Leonov left his Voskhod 2 capsule and remained outside the 

spacecraft for 2o minutes, secured by a tether. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, March 18, 2013 9:14 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 03-18-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday March 18m, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

03/19/13- Lecture by artist Bright Ugochul~vu Eke, tfie 2013 UNC Hanes Visiting A(tist- h-Residence, rifled "Water as a Medium, Idea, and Concept for Art" at 6:00 

PM in Hanes Art Center sponsored by the UNC Art Department, African Studies Center, and UNC Global. For more information: 

http:i/art.unc.edu/News Events/Events/CCM3 039594 

03/21/13- "The Water of Life: Artistic Expressions" art exhibition opening from 6:00 9:00 PM in the FedEx Global Edncation Center sponsored by the UNC Art 
Department, Department of Music, and UNC Global with support from the Atkican Studies Center. For more informarion: http://global.unc.edu/index.php? 

option~om content&view article&i~3726&Itemi~118 

03/21/13- The Curriculum for the Environment and Ecology will present its Jenner Memorial Lecture featuring Dr. Klement Toclmer of the Leibniz Infftitute of 

Freshwater Ecology & Inland Fisheries at 4:00 PM in Wilson Hall 128. The rifle of Dr. Tockner’s talk will be "Domesticated rivers: Rethinking science and 

management?’ This event is free and open to the public and will be followed be a happy hour at Top oftbe Hill Restaurant. For more information: 

http:i/cee.unc.edu/sem/sl 3/Poster%203-21-2013%20Tockner.pdf. For those interested in scheduling a meeting or class visit ruth Dr. Tockner, please contacl 

~live.unc.edu. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Huoride in drinking water cuts moth decay in adults- A new stud)’ conducted by researchers at the University- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the University- 

of Adelaide, Australia, has produced the strongest evidence yet that fluoride in drinking water provides dental heaJ~th benefits to adults, even those whi~ had not 

received fluoridated drinking water as children. To view the fifll story: http:#uncnews.anc.edu/coatent/view/5916i71i 

Lecture on emerging role of water in p_.!obal climate negotiations March 27- Felix Dodds, former executive director of the Stakeholder Forum for a Sus~inable 
Future, will deliver a lecture rifled ’~I’he Emerging Role of Water in the Global Clfinate Negotiations" at 5:30 p.m. on March 27th in the fourth floor conference roo~n of 

the FedEx Global Edncation Center. For more informarion: http:#uncnews.unc.edu/content,’view/5914/71i 

Behold the Mighty Water Bear- An NPR interview featuring Bob Goldstein, a UNC biology proIbssor, discussing tardigrades, also known as water bear~ which 

can withstand a variety of environmental conditions including boiling and freezing. For more in[bmmrion and to listen to the recording of this interview: 

http://wwa~.npr.or~/2013iO3/O8i173821486/behold-the-mlahiv-water-bear 

WATER NEWS AT C.MIOLINA 

Worldng Toward Water Justice in North Carolina- Working Toward Water Justice in North Carolina: A Symposium of Short Talks and Big Ideas event hosted by 

the UNC Graduate School’s Weiss Urban Livabili~ Program will be held on Tuesday March 26th, 2013 ~?om 6:00 8:00 PM in Hyde Hall. This event aims to 

catalyze engaged scholarship by bringing together students, faculty, and community leaders to present their ideas, research, and/or work related to pressing water 

justice issues within the state. A lightuing round of presentations, followed by a poster/table expo titan the basis of the program and reficeshments will be provided. 

Table space will be plxJvided for individuals and organizarions to shme their work, as well as for non-presenters to display posters and organization materials. This 

event is free and open to tfie public but RSVP is required. For Inore informarion and registrarion details: http://gradschool.unc.edtr/fundin~igmdschooliweissis, imposiunv’ 

Chasing Ice film screening and discussion on April 2 A film screening and discnssion of the documentaD, film Chasing Ice will be held on Tuesday April 2nd, 

2013 at 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Anditorimn of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and open to the public but registration is required which 

can be done at the following address: http://tinsairl.com/d2zprpp 

This film chronicles National Geographic photographer James Balog’s time in the Arctic during the spring of 2005 where he was tasked ruth capturing images that 

would tell the story of Ea~;th’s changing climate. Chasing Ice was the winner of the 2012 Sun&race Fihn Festival’s Excellence in Cinematography Award (U.S. 
Documentaly) and the Full Fraane 2012 Environmental Awa~rd. The discussion following the film will feature JeffOrlowsld, the director and producer of the film, and 

Professor Josd Rial ofUNC’s Depa:rtment of Geological Sciences. For more informarion: http://~o.unc.edu/chasfi~gice 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Inwflved with "Water In Our ~Zorid"- For more informarion on the theme mad other upcoming events, t~el free to visit our website located at 

http://wateriheme.unc.edu/. Quesrion~ comments, and suggestions fi~r the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/itw,itter.com/IYNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11:39 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Wednesday March 20 "talk at Duke by Frank Mora 

Frank Mora flyerjpg 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies at Duke University 

presents a talk by 

Dr. Frank Mora 
Former Deputy Assistant Secretary, of Defen~ for the Western Hemisphere 

(under President Obama) 

"Is the US Losing Influence in the Western Hemisphere? A New Paradigm" 

Wednesday March 20 

12:00 - 1:00 pm 

Room 240 Franklin Center, 2204 Erwin Road 
Duke campus 

Part of the Wednesdays at the Center series; a light lunch roll be served. 

Free and open to the public. 

See attached fiver for more infom~ation. 

Mr. Mom!s visit is co-sponsored by the American Grand Strategy program at Duke. 

Natalie Nat tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American anl Caribbean Stulies 

Duke Ur~ J ve rs i ty 

phone 919-68i-3983; fax 9i9~681-7966 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:14 PM 

5249@duke.edu; aarondoubleyou@gmail.com; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; abigaJlet~rrell@gma~l.com; Eljabely, Abdul- 

mhman K <aeljabal@live.nnc.edu-~; aevaW~:live.nnc.edu; Finn, Arthur Leonard <Minn@med.unc.edu>; a~]orex@email.live.edn; Gantam, 

Amber <agautam@live.nnc.edtr~; a]~anu67@yahoo.com; allison.s~shko@gmail.com; alli~mchardson@gmail.com; all~hotmail.com; 

Rod@, Ashley <alroddy@live.nnc.edu>; alumni.purohi@gma~l.com; Hatniltor~ Anthony <anhamilt@live.unc.edu>; Padma, Anisha 

<apadma@live.unc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edt~-; axgove@live.unc.edu; m’noldr@dentistry.unc.edn; Stewa~ Allison 

<ars~tewax@live.unc.edu>; asifune@gmafil.cotn; asmmnw2011 @hotmail.com; Babamnde, Omololu Refilwe <babatund@live.unc.edu>; 

belryh@live.unc.edu; Boulette, Matthew --~bonlette@live.unc.edu>; Branscnm, Olivia <bmnscum@live.unc.edu>; brent@afft~ur- 

lambert.com; brenmebbmitchell@gmaibeom; brittanydcharez@gmaibeom; Brown, Blanche <brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylol@email.nnc.edu~; cafish@live.unc.edu; Casmrubias Ramirez, Maria <casarm[~}email.nnc.edu~; Castillo, 

Angelica <castila@email.nnc.edu~; Barletta, Cristina <cberlett@live.unc.edn>; Thompson, Charlotte Grace <charlotg@live.unc.edu;,; 

chmomn@email.unc.edu; chrisb@zenph.com; christal@email.unc.edu; Chukm~rah, Anwuli <~chuk~x~ra~live.unc.edu>; ckip@me.com; 
Leitx~ld, Catherina L <cleipold@live.unc.edu>; cmbs9i7@live.unc.edu; Moron, Candice Nicole ~cnmoran@email.unc.edu>; 

d017A720@live.nnc.edu; Agil, Deana <dagil@live.unc.edu>; dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; Dandame153@gmail.com; 

davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.nnc.edu-~; dbx~ng@emaJl.unc.edu; deeny@live.anc.edu; 

dennis.mlliam@hbx~.com; dritt@mindspring.com; Greenlee, Gale <egreerfle@email.nnc.edtr~; elizabeth.landesberg@duke.edu; Ellling, 

Ben <elling@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Emily <emrob@live.unc.edu>; epruette@mac.co~n; erwin.maas@minbuza.nl; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; famsboraokat~c)!gmail.com; firedancer.kelly@g~nail.co~n; flinnl @email.unc.edu; Rami~ez, Fatima Ma~a 

<fmramire@live.unc.edu>; fruster@live.unc.edu; Generous, Tom <generous@ema~l.unc.edu>; ggilmerl@nc.rr.co~n; Harvey, Grace 

<gharvey@live.unc.edu>; gibsonl@alumni.nnc.edu; gperan@emafil.unc.edu; gracz@liu.edn; Hmnberis, Alexandra Olga 

<hamberi@live.unc.edn>; harijap@yahoo.com; harris.tasia51@ahoo.com; Giles, Hannah Catherine <hcgiles@live.nnc.edu~; 

hemckjeffrey@ahoo.com; hola~carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie <holtam@live.unc.edu>; hrogers@alumni.unc.edu; Hynson, 

Rachel <~hynson@email.unc.edu>; ianlab 200@yahoo.com; inj@emafil.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; Seim, Ian <iseim@live.unc.edu>; 

Jabeck, Molly ~abeck@live.nnc.edu~; j ack~-iddy@gmafil.com; jacquisbleach@hotmail.com; j adilday~gmail.com; 

jmnieamoran@gmail.com; O’connor. Jmnie Lee <jamieo@live.unc.edu>; Cha~raborty, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny 

<jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdlibo@email.nnc.edu-~; Simmons, Jeanine M <jeanine.simmon@nnc.edu-~; 

Jeanstack94@gmml.com; jenlabeV~:yahoo.com; Ji, Hanna @~anna@live.nnc.edu-~; Hirschtield, lances <jhirschf@email.unc.edn>; Lang, J.j. 

<jjlang@live.unc.edu>; jlwoolen@gmail.com; jmjacklic@gma~l.com; Park, Jemlifer <jmpaxk@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John 

~-jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@ahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu>; kalyan@decksayre.com; Sebastian, Kyle Ann 

<kamsebas@live.unc.edu>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edu; ketni@dreamactivist.org; Kennedy, Joseph E 

<kennedy4@ema~l.unc.edtc,; keona peny~ @ahoo.com; kerwinw@missonri.edu; kirandeepsirah@hom~ail.com; 

kkevin.russell@metawavemedia.com; Heman&z, Km-ina <kleon@live.unc.edu>; Mmphy, Katy <komurphy@live.unc.edu>; Konitshek, 

Haley <konitshh@live.nnc.edu~; konitshu@emaAl.unc.edu; Tnttle, Korde Arrington <~ktuttle@live.unc.edn>; Weiss, Ken 

<kweis@live.unc.edu>; Bamos Camacho, Laura <~lbarcmn@live.unc.edu~; lesmlk@gmail.com; lilly.rodenbough@gmail.com; 

PenNngton, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp~live.unc.edn>; maggiemaxes~gmail.com; MaNuka, Mereditl~ <maNuka@live.unc.edu>; 

man~ike@live.unc.edu; mamitre@yal~oo.com; marergl 3@live.unc.edu; margoleesherman@gmaAl.com; mariam.elsayed@gmail.com; 
maJdneax*Ast@me.com; MaJ~Jm, Molly <martinml@live.nnc.edu>; BullaJcd. Melissa M. <mbullaxd@email.nnc.edu>; McClees, Amanda E 

<mcclees@live.unc.edu-~; Meanza, Jett?ey <meai~@emaJd.nnc.edtr~; Mendouga, Mimi <mendonga@live.unc.edu>; metrranl~gmaJd.com; 

Aguilar Noyola, Maria Guadalupe <mgaguil@live.unc.edu>; mjmitch@clemson.edu; Simpson, Melanie <~Nsimp09@live.unc.edu>; Kalz, 

Maxk qnkatz@emaJl.nnc.edu>; ttowell, Maggie <mmhowell@live.unc.edu>; mplottsl@yahoo.com; ncsanbom@gmail.com; DSA NSCPP 

New Students <newsmdents@nnc.edu>; nicolajoy@gmail.com; nsky@duke.edu; Am~wood, Porscha <Porscha Am~wood@unc.edu:>; 

Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; phte~rell@g~nail.com; Pollock~ Della <pollock@email.unc.edu>; Wamngton, Peter lances 

<pwamng@live.unc.edu>; mbdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel <mchelje@live.unc.edu>; Devaffthali, Raldaee Shirish 

<ra2hee@live.unc.edu>; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin <raymond i:a~ow@unc.edu:>; rbab@duke.edu; Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edtc,; 

Dahrouge, Ryan <~i~tahroug@live.unc.edn>; Rebeiz, Linda Donnia <rebeiz@live.unc.edu>; Alexander Croft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.cmft~unc.edu>; Rivera, Jenina <riveraj@live.unc.edu;,; Brock, Becky. <rjbrock~live.unc.edu~; 

rlevitow~theatremthoutborders.com; rmis@duke.edu; robstephens50@gmail.com; rozf~crealivevisions.com; rsncowboy@yal~oo.com; 

Lucas, Ashley E <lucas@email.unc.edu>; salam.elrakhawy@youthfree.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@history.ucla.edu; 

~agrabow@email.nnc.edu; Bass, Shelby <~bass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbume, Sarah Hart <shfishl~live.unc.edtr~; 

Swartz, Sydney Leigh qslswaxtz@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamim <slukomwa@live.anc.edu>; Smithers, AaronN 

<smither@email.unc.edu-~; smoneil@ilstu.edu; snweiss@emaJd.nnc.edu; soapstaljoe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J 

<vjmelvin@e~nail.unc.edu>; Tola~r, Stephanie <stola~r@live.unc.edu>; swillib@eagles.nccu.edu; .symoujim@g~nail.co~n; 

t.defranlz@duke.edu; Thaver, Tehseen <tehseen@e~nail.nnc.edu:>; t0owers ems@hotmail.com; Tom.Halm@us.icapenergy.com; 

tomroche@pobox.com; Dodge, Taylor <tlrlodge@live.unc.edu>; Scales, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu>; tysanne@yahoo.com; 

uncchisp@gmail.com; uncpreorde@s~tore.unc.edu; UPCS <upcs@unc.edt~-; usfox@email.unc.edu; von Bleyle, Eve 
<vbleyle@live.unc.edtc,; Barfinger, Will <wbamng@live.unc.edtc,; Weisert, Lee <weise~ema~l.unc.edu>; west@live.nnc.edu; 

mllimnsj@ict.nsc.edu; woldorflT~}gmail.com; writefreedom09@email.com; Sayre, Wilson <wsayre@live.unc.edu>; Wu, Alan 

<wua@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edu~; Kmsnec Zach <zachl~asne@nnc.edu~; Merdi, Zakaria 
<zmerdi@live.unc.edu>; Amelia IVleath <amelia.meath@gma~l.com>; Amy Fischer ~:am~vfische@gmaAl.com>; antoine mlliams 

<rawgood@gmail.com>; Ariel Lanren Wil~m <a~iellauren@gmail.com>; ben a]per <bdalpe@gmail.com>; Bryce Eiman 

<bceiman@gmail.com>; Caleb Dagenhart <calebdagenhaxt@gmail.com>; Daixi Xu ~daixi.xu@gmail.com:~; Damon Sells 

<damon.seils@gmml.com>; Dedeaux, Ari ~arideaux@live.unc.edu>; Mmnby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Derek Bird 

<derek.bird@gmaJd.com>; Dylan Mott ~<tylan.motV~:gmail.com>; Emily Bennan ~ebermml2@gmail.com>; Eric Gregory 

<egrego ~ry04@gmail.com>; Felzin Irani --~ferzinimnil7@gma~l.com>; George Ramsay <ramsay.george@glnail.com>; Hannah Knibb 

<hdknibb@gmaAl.co~n>; James, Eric <ericj@live.nnc.edu:>; Janet Whiteside ~-janetwhiteside@gmaAl.co~n>; Janice Wedel 

<janice.wedel@gmaAl.com>; Neal, Jennifer Elizabeth <nealj@live.nnc.edu>; jesi hart-is ~esithehmris@gma~l.com>; Jill Trui:axit 
) o <tmfan@glnail.com>; Jilnmy Gaxver <jamesgm~er@glna~l.coln>; Jolm 1~ aul Gaylor--~jpgaylo@gmail.com>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

<megel@email.nnc.edu~; K Lassiter <klassiter5@gmail.com>; Karyn Shaw <keshawberry@gmail.com>; Kim, Heidi K 

<heidikim@email.unc.edu>; Lacy Schmidt <shoelace8@gmail.com~; Lake Potter <lakepotter@mac.com~; Laura Friederich 



Subject: 

<lanrawl@gmail.com>; Lauren B <Labbess@gmail.com>; Lauren Thie <thie27@gmail .corn>; Quran, Layla Khalid -q:luran@live.anc.edu>; 

Maria J. Obando <~Nobandol @gmail.com>; Mary C&sady <casady.mary@gmail.com>; Matt Victoriano <mattvictoriano@gmail.com>; 

Karkutl, Matt <karkutt@email.unc.edu>; Matthew Nielson <mar¢~:soundlabstudios.com>; Coble, McKay-qacoble@email.unc.edu>; 

Ilya~ Memoona <ilya@live.unc.edu>; Meredith Robbins <robbins.mc@gmail.com>; Michael Woloshin <woloshinlaw@gmail.com>; 

Michelle Johnson <rnichelle.socialworke@gmail.com>; Molly De Marco <mollydetnarco@gmail.com>; Logan, Nathan Jeremy 

<anse@live.unc.edu>; Nathaniel Blichtn~n <nblichtnann@gmail.com>; Nell Slater < neil~.slate@gmafil.com>; Wells, Olivia 

<owells@live.unc.edt~-; Philip Maier <fiilco@gmail.com>; Richmd Foegele <rfoegele@head-research.com>; River Takada-Capel 

<river.rei@gmafil.com>; Robert McDowell <robert~n~748@aol.com>; Ryan Martin <rymaxs@gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bruff 

--~slbmff~gmail.com~; Gandhavadi, Sa~’ani <sarvanig@live.unc.edu--; Sherif EI-Hefna~x?’ <sheri£hefna~@gmail.com~; Tai~?’aba Qureshi 

---~fqureshi@gmail.com>; Tamoore Arshad <~tamoore.arshad@gmail.com~; Tanya Jisa <teji~gmail.com>; Ta~iq Lnthun 

<tluthun@gmail.com>; Theresa Fine <taf.bee@gmail.com~; Thomas Gooding <j.thomas.gooding@gmail.com>; UNC SDS 

<unc.sd@gmail.com~; Wolfgang Hastert <wolfganghas~tert(.@gmafil.com>; Yosra Elsayed <elsayedy~gmail.com~ 

Upcoming Performance: If My Feet Have Lost the Ground 

If My Feet Have Lost the Ground 
Puppets in ~ (~,e...o~ a Plane! 

Wednesday!Ttmrsday March 20 & 21 @ 7:30 PM in ttistoric Playmakers Theater 

FREE and Open to the Public 

The Process Series is pleased to invite you to Toffy Bend’s If My Feet Have Lost the Ground: a dynamic performance about human reflection 
in flight. If My Feet Have Lost the Ground is a puppet/object theater performance that looks at perspective and reflection through the small 
airplane window. 

Torry Bend is a master playwright and puppet designer and a professor of theater design at Duke. He will be joined by core collaborators 
Raquel Salvatella de Prada, Jeanette Yew and Sarah Krainin. The team is a two-time winner of the Indy’s Best of Triangle Theater Award for 
Best Production for their work on The Paper Hat Game. 

The showing will be presented free of charge, though donations will be gratefully accepted. Thank you for your support! For more fifformation, 

contact Joseph Megel at megel(~email.unc.edu or call(919) 843-7067. 

Remember to like The Process Series on Facebook tbr aJl the best and latest updates on our performances and any others on the UNC campus: 

Facebook.com/theprocessseries. 

About the Process Series 

The Process Series was founded by Joseph Megel, an instructor at UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Communication Studies, who has spent the 
last 20 years focusing on the direction and development of new works for theater, film and video. The Process Series is dedicated to the 
development of new and significant works in the performing arts and features professionally mounted developmental performances of new 

works in progress. The mission of the series is to illuminate the ways in which artistic ideas take form, to follow artists and performers as 
they explore and discover and to examine the unique creative process for each artist presented. The series is a program of Carolina 
Performing Arts and co-sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:05 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 3-20-13 Hyde Hall confirmation 

03-20-13 AFAM Dialogue.docx 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 3:03 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 3-20-13 Hyde Hall confirmation 

Hi Travis, 

Attached is your Hyde Hall confirmation form for Wednesday, March 20. Once you’ve read over it, please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Best, 
Allison 

Al!ison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962m0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 



Date/Time: Wednesday, March 20 / 11:00 a.m. - 12:00 p.m. 
Group must have room cleared by 12:30 p.m. ** 

Event: AFAM Dialogue 

Room(s) Reserved: University Room 
Fellows Room 
Seminar Room 

Incubator 
Kitchen 
Terrace 

Contact Travis Gore 

Telephone/Email stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department AFAM 

Event Source Phone 

Booked? 

N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Details 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfm to 

request parking if needed. 
Incubator: 

*Note: 2-3 people recommended to 

setup room 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed to 
set up the event 

space 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD 

* See IAH Reservations website for more information on facilities charges. 

Miscellaneous/Additional Setup Information: 
¯ Caterer’s Kitchen included in University room reservation 
¯ No food or drink in the Seminar Room 
¯ All clean up, including trash removal (dumpsters are located in the Swain Parking Lot), is the 

responsibility of renting party. 
¯ Contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@email.unc.edu if you have questions regarding your 

reservation. 
¯ REI~UIRED: If you will use Hyde Hall technology of any kind in the event room, you must contact 

Baskin Cooper at baskin.cooper@unc.edu as soon as possible to arrange a time for training if you 
have not already done so. Training must be completed prior to event date. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 4:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20130318164441154.pdf 

Looks ok? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 4:45 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 03.18.2013 16:44:41 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: U.S. Drug Costs Dropped in 2012, but Rises Loom 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Tuesday, March 19, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Editorials I Op-Ed I On 

This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

U.S. Drug Costs Dropped in 2o12, but Rises 
Loom 
By KATIE THOMAS 

The 1 percent drop in drug spending was partly a sign of the 

rising use of generics, but experts warn that the high cost of 

specialty medicines could reverse the downturn. 

Cyprus Bailout Incites Turmoil as Blame Flies 
By JAMES KANTER, NICHOLAS KULISH and ANDREW HIGGINS 

A bailout deal that was supposed to calm a financial crisis in an 
economically insignificant Mediterranean nation spread it wider. 

~ DealBook: What the Cyprus Bailout Could Mean for Europe’s Debt 

¯ Room for Debate: Should Depositors Save Cyprus’s Banks? 

Ban on Gay Marriage Led Lawyers to Shift Role 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

A challenge by San Francisco to a ban on same-sex marriage was the beginning 

of a kind of civil disobedience movement by government officials, and it led to a 

Supreme Court case to be argued next week. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes,com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: Watching Syria’s War 
Amateur video has been pivotal to the way the conflict in Syria is 

understood. 

. Documentin9 the Continuin9 Conflict 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 
I’ 

Paul Ryan’s Ax Isn’t Sharp Enough 
By PAUL C. BROUN Jr. 

His plan takes lO years to balance the budget. You call that .~ 

radical? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"In a sense, we’re playing Russian roulette with the 

Sun." 

JOHN KAPPENMAN, who owns Storm Analysis Consultants and has been warning about the 
effects of solar flares. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Vatican’s Bureaucracy Tests Even the Infallible 
By RACHEL DONADIO and JIM YARDLEY 



For Pope Francis to change the Vatican, he must tame a 

hierarchy whose branches are run like medieval fiefs and whose 

supplicants vie for access and influence. 

BAGHDAD JOURNAL 

10 Years Later, an Anniversary Many Iraqis 

Would Prefer to Ignore 
By TIM ARANGO 

As historians, pundits and officials elsewhere mark lO years since 

the invasion of Iraq, Iraqis are more attuned to the bombings, protests and 

political strife of the present. 

¯ ~ Timeline of the Iraq War 

~ Lens Blog: Photographer’s Oral History of the War 

Syrian Rebels Pick U.S. Citizen to Lead Interim Government 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Coalition representatives meeting in Istanbul chose Ghassan Hitto, 5o, who 

emigrated from Syria and until recently lived in Texas, to head a planned 

interim government. 

¯ ~ Video: Amateur Video’s Role in the War 

................................................................................................. F£r r~ore ~v0r!d r~evys~ go t? N~Times.�om~Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

Unwanted Electronic Gear Rising in Toxic Piles 
By IAN URBINA 

Advances in fiat-screen technology have made older monitors 

and televisions obsolete, decimating demand for tube glass used 

in them and creating vast stockpiles of useless material 

¯ ~.~ Slide Show: A Glut of Electronic Waste 

A Pattern of Problems at a Hospital for Veterans 
By JAMES DAO 

A special counsel’s letter to the White House detailed complaints on missed 

diagnoses, poor sterilization and understaffing at a Department of Veterans 

Affairs medical center in Jackson, Miss. 

A New Effort in Boston to Catch 199o Art Thieves 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

The bureau said it believed it had figured out who pulled off a 

famous theft of 13 works of art, valued at up to $500 million, 

from Boston’s Isabella Stewart Gardner Museum. 

. ~.~ Slide Show: Stolen Works 

......................................................................................................... For mor~ !~:~: r~e~vs, go to N~(T!mes,~om!US ~ 



ADVERTISEMENT 

Painting’s removal stirs 
outcry 
ALSO IN ARTS ~ 

"Salt Sugar Fat" - how the food giants hooked us 

Madonna weighs in on Boy Scouts’ gay ban 

rtytimes, cont AR~5 

Business 

Second Thoughts in Europe as Anxiety Rises in 

Cyprus 
By LIE ALDERMAN and LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

A plan to tax deposits in exchange for a lO billion euro financial 

lifeline for Cyprus frayed nerves, and quickly set offtremors far 

from the country’s shores. 

As Crop Prices Surge, Investment Firms and 

Farmers Vie for Land 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

Farmers are receiving record prices for their land - but 

economists and banking regulators warn this boom, like so many 

before it, could end badly. 

Indonesian Carrier Orders $24 Billion in Jets 
From Airbus 
By NICOLA CLARK 

The order by the Indonesian airline Lion Air is a significant 

inroad for Mrbus into one of Asia’s fastest-growing travel 

markets. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness >> 

Sports 



ON BASEBALL 

A Triumphant Show by the Artist Yadier Molina 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Tony La Russa says Yadier Molina, who has helped Puerto Rico 
reached the World Baseball Classic final, is "as great a catcher as 
anybody that’s ever played the game." 

Colleges Hope 8 Seconds on TV Provide Lasting 
Image 
By GREG BISHOP 

For teams like Florida Gulf Coast, a live shot on TV after a team 
is chosen for the N.C.A.A. tournament is the equivalent of a free 
commercial, a way to introduce the program. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Shining Moment ] St. Louis Watches Selection in Store 

Ranked No. 1, Lewis Keeps Expectations in 
Check 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Stacy Lewis became the seventh woman to ascend to No. i in the 

world rankings and the second American. Pressures aside, Lewis 
said she planned to continue to have fun. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

A Risk for Films That Move at a Zombie’s Pace 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

"World War Z," a zombie film to be released in June, is an 

example of the genre movie that is often delayed for years - with 

no real iH effect - before coming to the screen. 

Museums Go Shopping at Maastricht 
By CAROL VOGEL 

More museums have returned to the European Fine Art Fair. 

Some say American institutions are feeling more flush; some 
museums are reopening and want new works. 

TH E TV WATCH 

Love Goddess? Never Saw That Coming 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN LEY 

In the season finale of "Girls" on HBO, Lena Dunham offered a 

romance-novel surprise. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Science 

So You’re Extinct? Scientists Have Gleam in Eye 



By GINA KOLATA 

It could be years before scientists succeed in bringing species 

back from extinction, but they are thinking of ways to give new 
life to creatures like woolly mammoths and frogs. 

Sun Storm Forecast: Tiny Chance of Havoc 
By KENNETH CHANG 

Huge solar flares that send out plumes of charged particles rarely 
directly hit Earth, but if one did, the resulting geomagnetic storm 
could be crippling. 

¯ ~ Video: A Burst of Solar Power 

BOO KS 

On the Trail of Cancer 
By ABIGAIL ZUGER, M.D. 

Dan Fagin’s new book, "Toms River," is an edge-of-your-seat 

account of industry and illness in a New Jersey town, with plenty 

of side trips. 

For more science news, go to NYTimes.comlScience >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Arizona’s Barrier to the Right to Vote 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Arizona’s Proposition 2oo conflicts with the National Voter Registration Act of 

1993 and should be struck down by the Supreme Court. 

EDITORIAL 

Taxing Savers in Cyprus 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Europe’s bailout plan for the island is needlessly harsh and could do lasting 
damage to confidence in banks in other euro-zone countries. 

EDITORIAL 

A Cure, in Essence, for H.I.V. in Some Adults 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

French researchers have identified 14 adults who were treated with antivira] 
drugs but then stopped treatment and are considered "functionally" cured. 

..................................................................................................... F0[ Izlor~ oPi~!o~! gO t£ N~Timesrc0m!Opin!0n tt 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Progressive Shift 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Liberalism in the United States seems to have moved to believing 



that government is the first and final engine of all progress. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Senate’s Muckraker 
By JOE NOCERA 

Senator Carl Levin of Michigan has done more than anyone to 

expose the financial industry the past few years. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Falling Out of Love With China 
By DAVID SHAMBAUGH 

Why Beijing’s declining global prestige matters, and how to get it back. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 19, 192o, the United States Senate rejected for the second 
time the Treaty of Versailles by a vote of 49-35, falling short of the 

two-thirds majority needed for approval. 

See this Front Page ] Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I !!iiiiii~: @NYTimes I i~,i~,~i Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

Phone®l Pad®lAndrodlAII 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-mail¯ 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 12:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Kids’ Programs, Perfonnmaces, & Final Weeks of"More Love" 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

news from the ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

See More Love - Only Two Weeks Left! 

More Love is in its final days 
at the Ackland! 

It’s a must-see, but don’t just take our 

word for it... 

"...one of the biggest and most 

chat[engin8 shows of the year .... In air 

sincerity, this exhibition might wet[ 

make you ct% as wet[ as 8tow." 

-- Chris VitieU.o, IndyWeek 

ixii 

Come see (or see again!) the exhibition our visitors are catting: 

"a pleasure to behold" 

"surprising1, interesting, 

touching" 

"very excitin~j, l:ascinatin~j, 

lnterestin~j" 

"the talk of the town" 

More Love: Art, Politics, 

and Sharing since the 

1990s 

On view through Sunday, 31 March. 

Free admission! 

Tea at Two: Paul Jones 
"The Work of Art, Technology, and Love in the Age of 

Digital Reproduction" 



Wednesday, 20 March, 2:00 PM 

Free for Ackland members, $10 all others. 
RSVP required; register now online~ 

What do [ight-weight~ tong-lasting batter|es, 

Match.com~ 4chan, Kittehz, SnapChat, 

Skype, Open Source software, Wikil,eaks, 

and texting have to do with love and art? 

They all, put very contemporary twists on 

Waiter Benjamin’s "The Work of Art in the 

Age of Mechanical Reproduction" and the 

subtitle of the ~Aore Love exhibition: "Art, 

Pol,itics, and Sharing since the 1990s." 

Paul Jones is the director of ibibtio, a 

contributor-run, digita[ I.ibrary of publ.[c 

domain and creative commons media in the 

Office of information Technol,ogy Service at UNC-Chapel, Hill.. He is al.so 

Cl,inical, Associate Professor in the School. of Information and Library 

Science (SILS). 

Tea at Two is supported in part by the generosity of Shirtey Drechse~ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

Charlotte O°Nea| (’°Mama C"): Spoken-Word and 

Music Performance 
Wednesday, 20 March, 4:00 PM 

A former member of the Kansas City Black Panther Party~ "Mama C" was 

greatly influenced in her early years by that city’s jazz~ blues, and gospel.. 

She integrates elements of that experience in her music and poetry~ 

along with African beats and hip-hop vibe. 

Free and open to the publl,c. 

This event is co-sponsored by UNC Department of Women’s and Gender 

Studies; UNC Department of Music; North Carol,ina State University 

African American Cultural, Center; UNC African Studies Center; UNC 

Center for Gl,oba[ Initiatives; and the Ackl,and Art Museum. 

KIDS wil| LOVE these Ackland Programs! 
Click the [inks below for details 



Fishin~ for Love: An Ackland-Kidzu Workshop 

Thursday, 21 March, 4:00 - 5:30 PM 

Family Day: "Put a Little Heart Into Your Art" 

Sunday, 24 March, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Kite-Making Workshops at the Ackland Museum Store 

Saturday, 6 April ~ Sunday, 7 April 

Ackland Film Forum: P~ri~h (2011) 
Thursday, 21 March, 7:00 PM 

Varsity Theatre, 1 23 E. Franklin St, downtown Chapel Hill 

A world premiere at the 2011 Sundance 

Film Festival, the contemporary drama 

Pariah is the feature-length expansion of 

writer/director Dee Rees’ award-winning 

2007 short film Pariah. Seventeen-year 

old Alike (pronounced AhoLEE-Kay) lives 

with her parents and younger sister in 

Brooklyn’s Fort Greene neighborhood. 

While quietly but firmly embracing her 

identity as a lesbian, she wonders how 

much she can confide in her family. Alike 

strives to get through adolescence with 

grace, humor, and tenacity -- sometimes 

succeeding, sometimes not, but always 

mo\dng for~¢ard. 

Presented by the Carolina Women’s Center as part of its 2013 Gender 

Week programming, which has the theme "Mapping the Margins." 

Admission: FREE to students with a valid university or high school ID, 

$4 for all others. 

Ackland The Ackiand Fiim Forum is made possible, in part, with 

....... Film 
support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of 

Forum Catharine Boyer. 

Logo North CaroUna PubUc Rad~o-WUNC ~sthe ~ 
Official Media Sponsor of the Ackiand Film 

Forum. 

"Activated Art" Returns to the Ack[and 
Performances begin Friday, 5 April. 
Tickets on sale now! 

"Widset" by Danie[ War[ace 

in Activated Art 2012 

By popular demand, the Ackiand is 

again presenting "ekphrastic 

theater" in its galleries. Through 

an upcoming series of live theater 

performances entitled ACTIVATED 

ART, works of art in the Ackiand’s 

permanent collection may be 

experienced in unexpected and 

thought-provoking ways. 

Learn more about ACTIVATED 

ART 2013. 

Seating is very limited. Buy your 

tickets in person or by phone 

(919.962.0216) through 

Ackland Museum Store today! 



For Members Only: SOUP2NUTS with 
More Love Artist Dario Robleto 
Tuesday, 26 March, 6:00 PM 

"Soup to nuts" is an American English 

idiom meanin~ "from be~innin~ to 

end." Ackland members are invited to 

a simple, casual dinner-- startin~ with 

soup and ending with nuts, as you 

might expect!-- featurin~ a discussion 

by artist Dario Robleto, who will ~ive 

us the "soup to nuts" of his creative 

process. 

This evenin~ is our way of sayin~ 

thank you to our Members for their 

on~oin~ support. 

Please bring your own wine to be 

served at your table. 

FREE; space is very limited. Members RSVP here. 

The first Soup2Nuts was organized at the Halsey 

Institute of Contemporary Art in Charleston, SC. We 

are pleased to carry on the tradition at the Ackland. 

Special thanks to Ackland National Advisory Board 

Member Kate Nevin. 

Looking Ahead,.. 
Yoga in the Galleries 
Tuesday, 26 March, 19:00 PM 

Ackland Film Forum 

Films by Yoko Ono: Fly (1970) 
and No. 4 (Bottoms) (i 966) 
Thursday, 28 March, 7:00 PM 
"Last Look" Tour of A~ore Love 
with Amanda Hughes 
Saturday, 30 March, 9:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and public programs 

are made possible by generous support from 

AcMand Art Museum members and friends like 

you. Become a member of the Ackland Art 

Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e- 

news? Send an email to the editor. 

Tracey Emin, More Love, 2010; neon. 18 1/8 x 47 1/4 inches (46 

x 120 cm), edition of 3.0 Tracey Emin, Courtesy of the Artist 

and Lehmann Maupin GaUery, New York and Hong Kong. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Londscope, 1904; oK on canvas. Acktand Fund. 

Frances Stark, American, born 1967: My Best Thing (video stiK), 2011; digita{ video. TRT: 1:39:1 7 minutes. 

© Frances Stark. Courtesy Gavin Brown’s enterprise, New York. 

Rivane Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1967, and Sergio Neuenschwander, Brazilian, born 1961: Love Letterfn~, 

2002; sing~e-channe~ video with audio. TRT 6 minutes, 22 seconds. Lent by Linda Pace Foundation, San Antonio. 

Dario Robleto, American, born 1972: Deffent Gardens, 2009-10; cut paper, homemade paper (putp made from 

sotdiers’ fetters sent home and wife/sweetheart totters sent to soldiers from various wars, cotton), carrier pigeon 

sketetons, Wortd War II-era pigeon message capsutes, dried flowers from various batt[efietds, hair flowers braided 

by war widows, mourning dress fabric, excavated shrapnel and buKet lead from various batt[efietds, various seeds, 

various seashe[ts, cartes de visites, gold teaf, silk, ribbon, wood, glass, foam core, gtue. Lent by The Mint Museum, 

Charlotte, North Carolina. Gift of the Mint Museum Auxiliary, 2012.6. Image courtesy of the Inman GaKery, Houston, 

TX. 

Yoko Ono, born in Japan, 1933: StiK from Fly (1970). TRT: 0:25:00. 

Forward this email 

] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 3:42 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Poetics and Politics: Opening a~d Galle~ Talk 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Distance and Desire 

Part II1: Poetics and Politics 

Opening Reception: 
Thursday, March 21, from 6pm-8pm 

Gallery Talk by Tamar Garb: 
Saturday, March 23, at 3pro 

~;ii Khama III 



The Walther Collection Project Space 
508-516 West 26th Street, Suite 718 
New York City 

The Walther Collection presents "Poetics and Politics," the third and last 
exhibition in the series i..)i~:~£a~r,u::e 
A~.c:i8~ie, curated by Tamar Garb. 
"Poetics and Politics" brings together late-nineteenth and early-twentieth- 
century portraits, cartes de visite, postcards, and album pages from Southern 
and Eastern Africa. The exhibition raises critical questions about the politics of 
colonialism, its manifestation in the picturing of people, and the role of 
photography in negotiating the complex issues of gender, race, and identity. 
i3@.ts~r~C(h a~r~ci i[)~sqi~".:~) is accompanied by an extensive catalogue, published by 
The Walther Collection and Steidl, and edited by Tamar Garb, Durning 
Lawrence Professor in the History of Art, University College London. including 
twelve original essays, the catalogue offers new perspectives by 
contemporary artists and scholars on the African archive, reimagining its 
diverse histories and changing meanings. 

"Poetics and Politics" will be on viewfrom March 22 to May 18, 2013. 

GALLERY TALKS 

S;;£~.~rcia}~, ivk~"ol~ .:;;!:3 at 3ii::~m 
Tamar Garb on Distance and Desire 

Hlonipha Mokoena and Cheryl Finley in Conversation 
on The South African Photo Album 

FonNard ernail 

] 

This ema/was sent to eunice@email,unc.edu by contact@walthercollection.com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address {nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy. 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 New York :: NY :: 10001 



fFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu-; 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:58 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

talk on Guarani at UNC Friday April 12 

Velfizquez- Castillo Flyer.pdf 

The Deictic Nature of Guarani Evidentials: 
Origin, Directionality and Perspective 

a talk by 

Maura Velazquez-Castillo 

Associate Pl~ofessor of Spanish Lingnistics 

Department of Foreign Languages and Literatures 

Colorado State University 

Friday, April 12 

3:00 pm 

Dey Hall, Room 305 

UNC-Chapel Hill cmnpus 

Sponsored by UNC’s Department of Romance Languages and Literatures. 

Contact Professor Bruno Es~dgambia at estigarr~email.unc.edu for mo~e information 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 12:52 PM 

5249@duke.edu; aarondoubleyou@gmail.com; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; abigaJlet~rrell@gma~l.com; Eljabely, Abdul- 

mhman K <aeljabal@live.nnc.edu-~; aevaW~:live.nnc.edu; Finn, Arthur Leonard <Minn@med.unc.edu>; a~]orex@email.live.edn; Gantam, 

Amber <agautam@live.nnc.edtr~; a]~anu67@yahoo.com; allison.s~shko@gmail.com; alli~mchardson@gmail.com; all~hotmail.com; 

Rod@, Ashley <alroddy@live.nnc.edu>; alumni.purohi@gma~l.com; Hatniltor~ Anthony <anhamilt@live.unc.edu>; Padma, Anisha 

<apadma@live.unc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edt~-; axgove@live.unc.edu; m’noldr@dentistry.unc.edn; Stewa~ Allison 

~-ars~tewax@live.unc.edu>; asifune@gmafil.cotn; asmmnw2011 @hotmail.com; Babamnde, Omololu Refilwe <babatund@live.unc.edu>; 

belryh@live.unc.edu; Boulette, Matthew --~bonlette@live.unc.edu>; Brmascnm, Olivia <bmnscum@live.unc.edu>; brent@afft~ur- 

lambert.com; brenmebbmitchell@gmaibeom; brittanydcharez@gmaibeom; Brown, Blanche <brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylol@email.nnc.edu~; cafish@live.unc.edu; Casmrubias Ramirez, Maria <casarm[~}email.nnc.edu~; Castillo, 

Angelica <castila@email.nnc.edu~; Barletta, Cristina <cberlett~live.unc.edn>; Thompson, Charlotte Grace <charlotg@live.unc.edu;,; 

chmomn@email.unc.edu; chrisb@zenph.com; christal@email.unc.edu; Chukm~rah, Anwuli <~chuk~x~ra~live.unc.edu>; ckip@me.com; 
Leitx~ld, Catherina L <cleipold@live.unc.edu>; cmbs9i7@live.unc.edu; Moron, Candice Nicole ~cnmoran@email.unc.edu>; 

d017A720@live.nnc.edu; Agil, Deana <dagil@live.unc.edu>; dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; Dandame153@gmail.com; 

davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B <dbnav@email.nnc.edu-~; dbx~ng@emaJl.unc.edu; deeny@live.anc.edu; 

dennis.mlliams~hbx~.com; dritt@mindspring.com; Greenlee, Gale <egreerfle@email.nnc.edtr~; elizabeth.landesberg@duke.edu; Ellling, 

Ben <elling@live.unc.edu>; Roberts, Emily <emrob@live.unc.edu>; epruette@mac.co~n; erwin.maas@minbuza.nl; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; famsboraokat~c)!gmail.com; firedancer.kelly@g~nail.co~n; flinnl @email.unc.edu; Rami~ez, Fatima Ma~a 

<fmramire@live.unc.edu>; fruster@live.unc.edu; Generous, Tom <generous@ema~l.unc.edu>; ggilmerl@nc.rr.co~n; Harvey, Grace 

<gharvey@live.unc.edu>; gibsonl@alumni.nnc.edu; gpera~l@emafil.unc.edu; gracz@liu.edn; Hmnberis, Alexandra Olga 

<hamberi@live.unc.edn>; harijap@yahoo.com; harris.tasia51@ahoo.com; Giles, Hannah Catherine <hcgiles@live.nnc.edu~; 

hemckjeffrey@ahoo.com; hola~carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie <holtam@live.unc.edu>; hrogers@alumni.unc.edu; Hynson, 

Rachel <~hynson@email.unc.edu>; ianlab 200@yahoo.com; inj@emafil.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; Seim, Ian <iseim@live.unc.edu>; 

Jabeck, Molly ~abeck@live.nnc.edu~; j ack~widdy@gmafil.com; jacquisbleach@hotmail.com; j adilday~gmail.com; 

jmnieamoran@gmail.com; O’connor. Jmnie Lee <jamieo@live.unc.edu>; Cha~raborty, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny 

<jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdlibo@email.nnc.edu-~; Simmons, Jeanine M <jeanine.simmon@nnc.edu-~; 

Jeanstack94@gmml.com; jenlabeV~:yahoo.com; Ji, Hanna <jhanna@live.unc.edu-~; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@emaJl.unc.edu>; Lang, J.J. 

<jjlang@live.unc.edu>; jlwoolen@gmail.com; jmjacklic@gma~l.com; Park, Jemlifer <jmpaxk@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John 

~-jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@ahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu>; kalyan@decksayre.com; Sebastian, Kyle Ann 

<kamsebas@live.unc.edu>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edu; ketni@dreamactivist.org; Kennedy, Joseph E 

<kennedy4@ema~l.unc.edtc,; keona peny~ @ahoo.com; kerwinw@missonri.edu; kirandeepsirah@hom~ail.com; 

kkevin.russell@metawavemedia.com; Heman&z, Km-ina <kleon@live.unc.edu>; Mmphy, Katy <komurphy@live.unc.edu>; Konitshek, 

Haley <konitshh@live.nnc.edu~; konitshu@emaAl.unc.edu; Tnttle, Korde Arrington <~ktuttle@live.unc.edn>; Weiss, Ken 

<kweis@live.unc.edu>; Bamos Camacho, Laura <~lbarcmn@live.unc.edu~; lesmlk@gmail.com; lilly.rodenbough@gmail.com; 

PenNngton, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp~live.unc.edn>; maggiemaxes~gmail.com; MaNuka, Mereditl~ <maNuka@live.unc.edu>; 

man~ike@live.unc.edu; mamitre@yal~oo.com; marergl 3@live.unc.edu; margoleesherman@gmaAl.com; mariam.elsayed@gmail.com; 
maJdneax*Ast@me.com; MaJ~Jm, Molly <martinml@live.nnc.edu>; BullaJcd. Melissa M. <mbullaxd@email.nnc.edu>; McClees, Amanda E 

<mcclees@live.unc.edu-~; Meanza, Jett?ey <meai~@emaJd.nnc.edtr~; Mendouga, Mimi <mendonga@live.unc.edu>; metrranl~gmaJd.com; 

Aguilar Noyola, Maria Guadalupe <mgaguil@live.unc.edu>; mjmitch@clemson.edu; Simpson, Melanie <~Nsimp09@live.unc.edu>; Kalz, 

Maxk qnkatz@emaJl.nnc.edu>; ttowell, Maggie <mmhowell@live.unc.edu>; mplottsl@yahoo.com; ncsanbom@gmail.com; DSA NSCPP 

New Students <newsmdents@nnc.edu>; nicolajoy@gmail.com; nsky@duke.edu; Am~wood, Porscha <Porscha Am~wood@unc.edu:>; 

Chapel Hill Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; phte~rell@g~nail.com; Pollock~ Della <pollock@email.unc.edu>; Wamngton, Peter Jaa~es 

<pwamng@live.unc.edu>; mbdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel <mchelje@live.unc.edu>; Devaffthali, Raldaee Shirish 

<ra2hee@live.unc.edu>; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin <raymond i:a~ow@unc.edu:>; rbab@duke.edu; Colver, Reed <rcolve@unc.edtc,; 

Dahrouge, Ryan <~i~tahroug@live.unc.edn>; Rebeiz, Linda Donnia <rebeiz@live.unc.edu>; Alexander Croft, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.cmft~unc.edu>; Rivera, Jenina <riveraj@live.unc.edu;,; Brock, Becky. <rjbrock~live.unc.edu~; 

rlevitow~theatremthoutborders.com; rmis@duke.edu; robstephens50@gmail.com; rozf~crealivevisions.com; rsncowboy@yal~oo.com; 

Lucas, Ashley E <lucas@email.unc.edu>; salam.elrakhawy@youthfree.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@history.ucla.edu; 

~agrabow@email.nnc.edu; Bass, Shelby <~bass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbume, Sarah Hart <shfishl~live.unc.edtr~; 

Swartz, Sydney Leigh qslswaxtz@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamim <slukomwa@live.anc.edu>; Smithers, AaronN 

<smither@email.unc.edu-~; smoneil@ilstu.edu; snweiss@emaJd.nnc.edu; soapstaljoe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J 

<vjmelvin@e~nail.unc.edu>; Tola~r, Stephmaie <stola~r@live.unc.edu>; swillib@eagles.nccu.edu; .symoujim@g~nail.co~n; 

t.defranlz@duke.edu; Thaver, Tehseen <tehseen@e~nail.nnc.edu:>; t0owers ems@hotmail.com; Tom.Halm@us.icapenergy.com; 

tomroche@pobox.com; Dodge, Taylor <tlrlodge@live.unc.edu>; Scales, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu>; tysanne@yahoo.com; 

uncchisp@gmail.com; uncpreorde@s~tore.unc.edu; UPCS <upcs@unc.edt~-; usfox@email.unc.edu; von Bleyle, Eve 
<vbleyle@live.unc.edtc,; Barfinger, Will <wbamng@live.unc.edtc,; Weisert, Lee <weise~ema~l.unc.edu>; west@live.nnc.edu; 

mllimnsj@ict.nsc.edu; woldorflT~}gmail.com; writefreedom09@email.com; Sayre, Wilson <wsayre@live.unc.edu>; Wu, Alan 

<wua@email.unc.edu>; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edu~; Kmsnec Zach <zachl~asne@nnc.edu~; Merdi, Zakaria 
<zmerdi@live.unc.edu>; Amelia IVleath <amelia.meath@gma~l.com>; Amy Fischer ~:am~vfische@gmaAl.com>; antoine mlliams 

<rawgood@gmail.com>; Ariel Lanren Wil~m <a~iellauren@gmail.com>; ben a]per <bdalpe@gmail.com>; Bryce Eiman 

<bceiman@gmail.com>; Caleb Dagenhart <calebdagenhaxt@gmail.com>; Daixi Xu ~daixi.xu@gmail.com:~; Damon Sells 

<damon.seils@gmml.com>; Dedeaux, Ari ~arideaux@live.unc.edu>; Mmnby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu>; Derek Bird 

<derek.bird@gmaJd.com>; Dylan Mott ~<tylan.motV~:gmail.com>; Emily Bennan ~ebermml2@gmail.com>; Eric Gregory 

<egrego ~ry04@gmail.com>; Felzin Ira~li --~ferzinimnil7@gma~l.com>; George Ramsay <ramsay.george@glnail.com>; Hannah Knibb 

<hdknibb@gmaAl.co~n>; James, Eric <ericj@live.nnc.edu:>; Janet Whiteside ~-janetwhiteside@gmaAl.co~n>; Jmaice Wedel 

<janice.wedel@gmaAl.com>; Neal, Jennifer Elizabeth <nealj@live.nnc.edu>; jesi hart-is ~esithehmris@gma~l.com>; Jill Trui:axit 
) o <tmfa~l@glnail.com>; Jilnmy Gaxver <jamesgm~er@glna~l.coln>; Jolm 1~ aul Gaylor--~jpgaylo@gmail.com>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

<megel@email.nnc.edu~; K Lassiter <klassiter5@gmail.com>; Karyn Shaw <keshawberry@gmail.com>; Kim, Heidi K 

<heidikim@email.unc.edu>; Lacy Schmidt <shoelace8@gmail.com~; Lake Potter <lakepotter@mac.com~; Laura Friederich 



Subject: 

<lanrawl@gmail.com>; Lauren B <Labbess@gmail.com>; Lauren Thie <thie27@gmail .corn>; Quran, Layla Khalid <quran@live.anc.edu>; 

Maria J. Obando <~Nobandol @gmail.com>; Mary C&sady <casady.mary@gmail.com>; Matt Victoriano <matWictoriano@gmail.com>; 

Karkutl, Matt <karkutt@email.unc.edu>; Matthew Nielson <margv~:soundlabstudios.com>; Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; 

Ilya~ Memoona <ilya@live.unc.edu>; Meredith Robbins <robbins.mc@gmail.com>; Michael Woloshin <woloshinlaw@gmail.com>; 

Michelle Johnson <rnichelle.socialworke@gmail.com>; Molly De Marco <mollydetnarco@gmail.com>; Logan, Nathaaa Jeremy 

<anse@live.unc.edu>; Nathaniel BlichIn~am <nblichInann@gmail.com>; Neil Slater < neil~.slate@gmafil.com>; Wells, Olivia 

<owells@live.unc.edu>; Philip Maier <fiilco@gmail.com>; Richmd Foegele <rfoegele@head-research.com>; River Takada-Capel 

<river.rei@gmafil.com>; Robert McDowell <robert~n~748@aol.com>; Ryan Marlin <rymaxs@gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bruff 

--~slbmff~gmail.com~; Gandhavadi, Sa~’ani <sarvanig@live.unc.edu--; Sherif EI-Hefna~x~’ <sheri£hefnawy@gmail.com~; Tai~Tr’aba Qureshi 

---qTqureshi@gmail.com>; Tamoore Arshad <~tamoore.arshad@gmail.com~; Tanya Jisa <teji~gmail.com>; Ta~iq Lnthun 

<tluthun@gmail.com>; Theresa Fine <taf.bee@gmail.com~; Thomas Gooding <j.thomas.gooding@gmail.com>; UNC SDS 

<unc.sd,N@~gmail.com~; Wolfgang Hastert <vvolfganghastert(.@gmail.com>; Yosra Elsayed <elsayedy~gmail.com~; to~bend@gmail.com 

Update: If My Feet Have Lost the Ground 

Hello, 

Just a few- updates about the recent email for If My Feet Have Lost the Ground. Tol~y Bend is in fact a woman and not a man, as indicated. She would like that known. She is also not a 
nraster playwright, but she is a wonderful professor at Duke. 

All of this noted, the corrected email is below. We look forward to seeing you allt 

UNC Performance Coordinator 

If My Feet Have Lost the Ground 

Wednesday!Thursday March 20 & 21 @ 7:30 PM in ttistoric Playlnakers Theater 

FREE and Open to the Public 

The Process Series is pleased to invite you to Torry Bend’s If My Feet Have Lost the Ground: a dynamic performance about human reflection 
in flight. If My Feet Have Lost the Ground is a puppet/object theater performance that looks at perspective and reflection through the small 
airplane window. 

Torry Bend is a puppet designer and professor of theater design at Duke. She will be joined by core collaborators Raquel Salvatella de Prada, 
Jeanette Yew and Sarah Krainin. The team is a two-time winner of the fndy’s Best of Triangle Theater Award for Best Production for their 
work on The Paper Hat Game. 

The showing will be presented free of charge, though donations will be gratefully accepted. Thank you for your support! 
For ~nore information, contact Joseph Megel at ~ne~el(gbemail.unc.edu or call(919) 843-7067. 

Remember to like The Process Series on Facebook for all the best and latest updates on our performances and any others on the UNC campus: 

Facebook.com/theprocessseries. 

[ ii.~.iI Inlineimage 1 ] 

About the Process Series 

The Process Series was founded by Joseph Megel, an instructor at UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Communication Studies, who has spent the 
last 20 years focusing on the direction and development of new works for theater, film and video. The Process Series is dedicated to the 
development of new and significant works in the performing arts and features professionally mounted developmental performances of new 

works in progress. The mission of the series is to illuminate the ways in which artistic ideas take form, to follow artists and performers as 
they explore and discover and to examine the unique creative process for each artist presented. The series is a program of Carolina 
Performing Arts and co-sponsored by the Department of Communication Studies. 



Want better midterm grades? Questia’s what you need! 

Get that extra edge! Start crafting perfect research papers using our powerful 

research writing tools, and deep library of full-text books and journal articles. 

Reading Room []~:, .... ~ ..... I~:,.~I 

From Lucy Stone to Susan B. Anthony, many courageous women had a hand h~ 

shaph~g ~he womeu’s r~gh[s rnovemenL To honor d~ese worneu aud o[hers ~ke [hem, 

we’re shariug related books on their ach[evemeuts--free [or a month. Eujoy[ 

No Small 
Courage 

The Fourth 

Estate 

The Fourth Estate 

A History of Women ir~ the Middle Ages 

By ShuJamith Shahar 

Before Equal 

Suffrage 

Before Equal Suffrage 

Women in Partisan Politics from Colonial Times to 1920 

By RobertJ. Dink[n 

Early 

Modern 

England 

Women in EarJy 
Modern England 
1550-1720 
B,’y’ Sara Mendelson 

Women of 

the Medieval 

and 

Renaissanc 

eWord 

Extraordinary Wornen of the Medieval arid Renaissance 
World 
A Biographical Dictionary 
By Carole Levitt 

E~![o¥ these 5 books and loads more of them! Click on the link below to see our 
newly added books. 



Hot research topics 

We’ve selected some popular research paper topics for you that are trending right 

now; we’ve even helped you on your way by providing [ive librarian--selected sources 

for each topic below, Enjoy[ 

R~ National ~[~:]~ Eduction 

...... Nu~rkion ...... Reform 

Month 

National Nutrition Month 
Representing d~e commitment that 

people should be making to keep d~eir 

bodies well year-round! 

Educaqon Reform 

A controversial subject for educators 

and the very students concerned with 

education standards. 

A Dictiona~, of Food and 

Nutrition 

Public Health Nutrition: From 

Principles to Practice 

Controversies in Food and 

Nutrition 

Universities and Democracies in 

an Age of Education Reform 

Children as Pawns: The Politics 

of Educational Reform 

Critical Voices [n School 

Reform: Students I..Mng through 

Change 

::×:: o~i~ anniversary of the Surf~age Processi~on on Washington, D,C[ However, 

week io , rch ho or .d wome, ’s r,. hts. 
---- What year saw ~he firs~ national celebration of Women’s History 

Month7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidenytimes@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 6:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
@Times: Top 5, T Magazine, Small Business Savvy and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http://www.nytimes.com/ads/emailads/editpromo/20130320/attimes.html 

T Magazine 
T Magazine online is your cultural toucl~stone, with 
always-tmique perspectives on our world. Read about 
the trend toward a moderu modesty in women’s 
fashion; the stark luxury of today’s out-of-the-way 
hotels and resorts; exciting new accessories made 
from exotic materials; the Califonfication of Biarritz; the 
Brooklynizing of the world; and so nmch more -- all at your fingertips. 

Small Business Savvy .... 
For all the information you need to help your 
enterprise thrive and survive, turn to The Times -- 
with articles on small businesses developing direct 
paths to customers, employing revolutionary 
marketing strategies, and coping with the national 
health care overhaul. And don’t miss the "You’re the Boss" blog, with 
its endless iusights on the art of running a small business including 
a collection of reader-submitted photos capturing the soul of 
individual small businesses. 

~!~ SLIDE SHOW: The Jackie 
Clarke Collection 
A fish merchant in Cotmty Mayo 
quietly collected a trove of Ireland’s 
legacy. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Don’t Miss on NYTimes.com 

¯ Looking for a Lesson in Google’s Perks 

~ VIDEO: 36 Hours in Bangkok 
Visit a modern city with no 
shortage of tradition mad graceful 
beauty. 

~ SLIDE SHOW: On the Market 
in New York City 
A renovated Upper West Side two- 
bedroom, an Upper East Side 
prewar and a Cobble Hill floor- 
through. 

Join the Conversation 
Deal in Albany ~ 
Would Extend 



’ ~ve GOddesS? Never say That COming 

¯ Is the Seller to Blame? 
¯ Lost Sleep Can Lead to Weight Gain 
¯ The Stories That Bind Us 

Top 5 Viewed Features on ,YTimes.com 

(Between Mar. 14, 2013- Mar. 19, 2013) 

Higher Taxes 

on Top Earners 
Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo and New 
York lawnmkers are finalizing a 
surprise deal to extend a high-tax 
bracket first approved in late 2o11. 

Join the Conversation 

1. Google Achnits Street View Project Violated Privacy 

2. Living With Less. A Lot Less. 

3. At NBC, a Struggle to Revive the Morning Magic 

4. NBC Executive and Leno Said to Have Clashed Over Jokes 

5. Krugman: After the Flimflam 

ADVERTISEMENT 

A daily e-mail newsletter 
on the business of 
technology, with ~ ........ i:::. 

coverage from Times 
staff writers and a ..... 
roundup of news from 
across the Web. 

Delivered before the 
opening bell and after 
the market close, the .......... 
Deal Book e-m ail           i!~ 
newsletter provides       /: !]~ii~:i~k 
breaking news about ................................ 
M&As, I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and more. 

All things fashion 
from The New York 
Times, featuring the 
latest in news, 
trends and runway 
coverage from 
acclaimed critics 
and reporters. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department. You received this message because you signed 
up for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

..a...a...n..a..g..e....S..u...b..s..c.r.i~tj.o...n..s. I Unsubscribe I .C..b..a..n.g..e...y..o...u..r...E..-..M...a.Lt I E.r.i.v...a..c.y...P..o.Li..c.y. I ..A..d...v..e..rt.Ls..e. I Contact 

he N ew¥0 r k Time s co m panY ] c 0 pyrig ht20 !31N mimes co m620 E ig h t h Ave n ue N ew¥0 r k; N¥ !0018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu.~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:09 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

March 28 talk by Gary Gereffi and Fri~ Mayer - Governance in a GVC World 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 
Global Governance & Democracy presents 

Governance in a GVC World 

Gary Gereffi 
Director of the Center on Globalization, Governance, & Competitiveness, Duke University 

and 

Frederick "Fritz" Mayer 
Assoc. Professor of Public Policy and Political Science, Sanford School of l?hablic Policy 

Thursday, March 28, 2(,13 

S.90 PM 

217 Perkins Library 

Duke West Campus 

Two nl~jor trends are reshaping tile global econotnic landscape. The first is tile rise of tile "South," as China, Brazil, India and other emerging 

and developing economies become increasingly important players. The second is tile extent to which global pro&iction and commerce is increasingly 

oIgani zed into global value chains (GVCs), characterized by segnlented production and negotiated supply relationships rather than either mTns-length 

nmrket transactions or vertically integrated multi-nationals 

Sponsored by the Dt~e University Center for Intemafional Studies 

For more info~Tnafion contact iennifer.pratherUaMuke.edn 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

UNC PC <~uncperformancecoordinator@gmail.com> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:20 PM 

5249@duke.edu; aarondoubleyou@gmail.com; Smith, Aaron <aaronsm@live.unc.edu>; abigaJlet~rrell@gma~l.com; Eljabaly, Abdul- 

mhman K <aeljabal@live.nnc.edu-~; aevaW~:live.unc.edu; Finn, Arthur Leonard <Minn@med.unc.edu>; a~]orex@email.live.edu; Gautam, 

Amber <agautam@live.nnc.edtr~; a]~anu67@yahoo.com; allison.s~shko@gmail.com; alli~mchardson@gmail.com; all~hotmail.com; 

Roddy, Ashley <alroddy@live.unc.edu>; alumni.purohit@gmail.com; Angela Zoss --~a~lgela.zoss@gtn~fil.com>; Han~ilton, Anthony 

~anhamilt~c)!live.unc.edu>; annalou228@hotma~l.co~n; l?adma, Anisha <apad~na@live.unc.edu>; Pelaez, Alisa <apelaez@live.unc.edu>; 

axgove@live.unc.edu; amold@dentifftry.unc.edu; Stewa~ Allison <axs~tewar@live.unc.edu>; asifune@gtnail.com; 

asmamw201 l@hot~nail.com; Balmtunde, Omololu Refilwe <babatund@live.unc.edu>; berryha@live.unc.edu; blanchkraafi@g~nafil.com; 

Boulette, Matthew <boulette@live.unc.edu>; brady5@live.unc.edn; Branscum, Olivia <branscnm@live.unc.edu;,; brent@arthur- 

lambert.cam; brenmebbmitcbell@gmail.com; brittanydcharez@gmaibeom; Brown, Blanche <brownba@live.unc.edu>; brzoz@syr.edu; 

Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@email.unc.edu;,; cafish@live.unc.edu; Kerslin Lindgren <caresteen@gmail.com>; Casarrubias Ramirez, Maria 

<casarrub@email.unc.edn>; Castillo, Angelica <castil@email.nnc.edu~; Baxletta, Cristina --~cbexlet ~)live.unc.edu>; Thompson, Charlotte 

Cwace ~charlotg@live.unc.edu>; chmoran@email.unc.edu; chrisb@enph.com; christal@email.unc.edu; Chukwumh, Anwuli 

<chukwur~live.unc.edu>; ckip@me.com; Leipold, Catherina L <cleipold@live.unc.edtr~; cmbs9i7@live.unc.edu; Moran, Candice 

Nicole <cnmoran@emaJd.unc.edu-~; d017A720@live.unc.edu; Agil, Deana ~dagil@live.unc.edw~; dan.osheyack@timewamer.com; 

D~mdame153@gmaJd.com; davey@live.unc.edu; Navalinsky, David B ~dbnav@email.anc.edu-~; dbong@email.unc.edu; 

&eny@live.unc.edu; dennis.willian~s@hbo.coln; dritts@mindspring.com; Greenlee, Gale <~greenle@email.unc.edt~; 

elizabeth.landesberg@duke.edu; Ellling, Ben <elling@live.unc.edu>; emonson@duke.edu; Roberts, Emily <emroN@ive.unc.edu>; 

epmette@mac.co~n; erwin.~naa@minbuza.nl; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; evan.fen3@yahoo.co~n; 

famsboraokat@gmail.com; firedaxicer.kelly@gm~l.com; flinnl @email.unc.edu; Ramirez, Fa~ma Ma~a <finran~ire@live.unc.edu>; 

fruster@live.unc.edu; Generous, Tom <generous@email.unc.edu>; ggilmerl@nc.rr.com; Harvey; Grace <gharvey@live.nnc.edu~; 

gibsoN@alumni.unc.edu; gperan@ema~l.unc.edu; gracz@liu.edu; natalie griffin ~grinatalie@gmail.com>; Hamberis, Alexandm alga 

<hamberi@live.unc.edu>; harijap@yahoo.com; harris.tasia51@ahoo.com; Giles, Hannah Catherine <hcgiles@live.nnc.edu~; 

henickjeffrey@ahoo.com; hol@carlosmanuel.com; Holt, Amanda Marie <holtam@live.unc.edu>; hrogers@alumni.unc.edu; Hynson, 

Rachel <hyn~n@email.unc.edu>; i~mlab 200@yahoo.cam; inj@email.unc.edu; irancke@email.unc.edu; Seim, Ian <iseim@live.nnc.edw~; 

Jabeck Molly <jabeck@live.unc.edu>; jacktwiddy@gmail.com; jacquisbreach@hotmail.com; jadilday@gmail.com; 

jmnieamomn@gmail.com; O’connor, Jmnie Lee <jamieo@live.unc.edu>; Cha~raborty, Jay Raj <jayc@live.unc.edu>; Jay, Johnny 

<jcjay@live.unc.edu>; Ribo, John D <jdlibo@email.unc.edw~; Simmons, Jeanine M <jeanine.simmon@nnc.edu-~; 

Jeanstack94@gmail.com; jenlabet@yahoo.com; Ji, Hatma <jhann@live.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@em~l.unc.edu>; Lang, J.J. 

~jjlang@live.unc.edu>; jlwoolen@glnail.com; jmjacklic@gmail.com; Park, Jennifer <jmp~rk,a)email.unc.edu>; McGowan, Jolm 

~-jpm@email.unc.edu>; jschwade@ahoo.com; Wile, Jeremy <jwile@live.unc.edu>; kalyan@decksayre.com; Sebastian, Kyle Ann 

<kamsebas@live.unc.edu>; kate@thefivepointstar.com; kcampbe2@eagles.nccu.edu; kelni@dreamactivist.org; Kennedy, Joseph E 

<kennedy4@ema~l.unc.edu>; keonaAoert3~@ahoo.com; kerwinw@missonri.edu; kimndeepsimh@hotmail.com; 

kkevin.russell@metawavemedia.com; Hernandez, Karina <kleon@live.unc.edu~; Murphy. Katy <komurphy@live.unc.edu>; Konitshek 

Haley <konitshh@live.unc.edu>; konitsh@email.unc.edu; Tutfle, Korde Arrington <ktuttle@live.unc.edu>; Weiss, Ken 

<kweiss@live.unc.edu;,; Laura I~-att <lanrapyalt@gmail.com>; Barrios Cmnacho, Laura <lbarcam@live.unc.edu>; leswilks@gmail.com; 

lilly.rodenbough@gmail.com; Pennin~on, Lincoln Ross <lincolnp~live.unc.edu-~; maggiemaxesV~:gmail.com; MaNuka, Meredifl~ 

<maNuka@live.unc.edu>; mamike@live.unc.edu; mamitre@yahoo.com; marergl3@live.unc.edu; maxgoleeshemmn@gmail.com; 

maJdmn.elsaye@gmail.com; marineax*Ast@me.com; Martin, Molly <ma~inml@live.anc.edw~; Bullard, Melis~ M. 

<mbullard@email.unc.edu>; McClees, Amanda E <mcclee@live.unc.edtr~; Meanza, Jett~ey <meanz@email.nnc.edw~; Mendouga, Mimi 
<mendoug@live.unc.edu>; metlranb,a)gmail.com; Aguilar Noyola, Maria Guadalupe <mgaguila@live.unc.edu>; Injmitch@clemson.edu; 

Simpson, Melanie <mj simp09@live.unc.edt~-; Kalz, Maxk <mkatz@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Maggie <mmhowell@live.unc.edu>; Monica 

Byme <monica.catherine@gmail.com >; mplottsl@yahoo.com; ncsanborn@gmail.co~n; DSA NSCPP New Students 

<newstudents@unc.edtc,; nicolajoy@gm~l.com; nsk)~@duke.edu; Armwoo& Porscha <Porscha Annwood@unc.edu>; Chapel Hill 

Philosophy <philosophy@unc.edu>; phtenell@gmail.com; Pollock, Della <pollock@email.unc.edu>; Warrington, Peter James 

<pwarring@live.unc.edu~; rabdulg2@eagles.nccu.edu; Johnson, Rachel <rachelje@live.unc.edu>; Devasthali, Rakhee Shirish 

<rakhee@live.unc.edu>; Farrow, Raymond Benjamin <raymond farrow@unc.edu~; rbab@duke.edu; Colver, Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; 

Dahrouge, Ryan <rdahroug@live.unc.edu>; Rebeiz, Linda Doania <rebeiz@live.nnc.edw~; Alexander Cra£t, Renee Jacqueline 

<renee.alexander.crMi@unc.edu-~; Rivera, Jenina <riveraj@live.unc.edu>; Brock, Becky <ijbrock@live.unc.edu>; 

rlevitow@theatrewithoutborders.com; rmis@duke.edu; robstephens50@gmaJl.com; rozf@creativevisions.com; R. S. Buck 

<rsbuckdesigns@gmail.com>; rsncowboy@ahoo.com; Lucas, Ashley E <lucas@email.unc.edu>; Ryan S~ars 

<lyanspearsl@gmail.com>; salam.elrald~a~@outhfree.org; savin004@aol.com; sbrown@histou.ucla.edu; seagmbow@e~nail.unc.edu; 

Bass, Shelby <sebass@live.unc.edu>; shebata@live.unc.edu; Fishbume, Sarah Ha(t <sltt]shb@live.unc.edu>; Swartz, Sydney Leigh 

<slswm~z@live.unc.edu>; Lukomwa, Shamira <slukomwa@live.unc.edu>; S~nithers, Aaron N <~smithers@email.unc.edu>; 

smoneil@ilsm.edu; snweiss@e~na~l.unc.edu; soapstarjoe@hotmail.com; Melvin, Virginia J <vjmelvi@email.unc.edu>; Tolax, Stephanie 
<stolar@live.unc.edu>; summer phi <summelphi@gmail.com>; swilli~eagles.nccu.edu; symoujim@gmail.com; t.defranlz@duke.edu; 

Thaver, Tehseen <tehsee@email.unc.edu~; tijowers ems@hotmail.com; liffbreindel 90@alcoa.cam; Tom.Hahn@us.icapenevgy.com; 

tomroche@pobox.com; Dodge, Taylor <trdodge@live.unc.edu>; Scales, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu~; Fsanne@yahoo.com; 

uncchisp@gmail.com; uncpreorde@s~tore.unc.edu; UPCS <npc@unc.edu>; usfox@email.unc.edu; van Bleyle, Eve 
<vbleyle@live.unc.edu~; Bamnger, Will <wbamng@live.nnc.edu~; Weisert, Lee <weise@email.unc.edu-~; wes@live.unc.edu; 

mlliamsj@ict.u~.edu; woldortt@gmaJl.com; writetieedom09@emml.com; writetomarie@gmail.com; Sayre, Wilson 

<w~yre@live.unc.edu-~; Wu, Alan <~v~a)email.unc.edtr~; Allison, Christine Mae <xtineall@live.unc.edtr~; Kra~sner, Zach 

~achkrasne@unc.edu>; Merdi, Zakaria ~zmerdi@live.unc.edu>; Amelia Meath ~mnelia.meath@gmail.com>; Amy Fischer 

<ams~vfische@gmail.com>; antoine willimns <rawgoods@g~na~l.colr;>; Ariel Lauren Wilson <aAel.lauren@gm~l.com>; ben alper 

<Sdalpe@g~nail.com>; Bryce Eiman --~beeiman@g~nail.com>; CaJ~eb Dagenhart < calebdagenha(t,~)gmail.com>; Daixi Xu 

<~t~xi.xu@gm~l.com>; Dmnon Sells <~mon.seils@gmaAl.com>; Dedeaux, Ari <~rideaux@live.unc.edu>; Mumbv; Dennis K 

<mumby@em~l.unc .edu>; Derek Bird <~terek.bird@gmail.com>; Dylan Matt <~tylan.mott@gm~l.com>; Emily Belman 
--~ebennan2@gmail.coin>; Eric Gregoi3~ <egregoryO4@gmail.coin>; Ferzin hani <felzinirani 17@gmail.com >; George Ramsay 

<ramsay.george@gmail.com>; Hannah Knibb <~hdl, mibb@gmail.com>; James, Eric <~ericj@live.unc.edu>; Janet ~Vhiteside 



<janetwhiteside@gmail.com>; Janice Wedel ~anice.wedel@gmail.com>; Meal, Jennit~r Elizabeth <nealj@live.unc.edu>; jesi hams 

<jesitheham@gmaJl.com>; Jill Trut~nt <tmfant@gmail.com>; Jimmy Garver <jamesga~wer@gmail.com>; John Paul Gaylor 

<jpgaylor@gmail.com>; Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; K Lassiter <klassiter5@gmail.com>; Karyn Shaw 

<keshawberry@gmail.com>; Kim, Heidi K <heidikim@email.unc.edu>; Lacy Schmidt <shoelace8@gmail.com>; LaJae Potter 

<lakepotte@mac.com>; Laura Friederich <laurawf,~gmail.com >; Lauren B <Labbess@gmail.com>; Lauren Thie <thie27@gmail.cotn>; 

Quran, Layla Khalid <quran@live.nnc.edu>; Maria J. Obando <mjobandol@gtnail.com>; Maxy Casady <casady.ma~y@gmaJl.com>; 

Matt Victoriano <mattvictoriano@gmail.com>; Karkutt, Matt <karkutt@email.unc.edu>; Matthew Nielson <ma~!soundlabstudios.com>; 

Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Ilyas, Memoona <ilya@live.unc.edt~-; Meredith Robbins <robbins.mc@gmail.com>; Michael 

Woloshin <woloshiNaw@gmail.com>; Michelle Johnson <michelle.socialworke@gmafil.com>; Molly De Maxco 

<mollydemarco@gmail.com>; Logan, Nathan Jeremy <anse@live.unc.edu>; Nathaniel Blichmann <nblichmarm@gmail.com~; Neil Slater 

<neil.j.slate@gmail.com>; Wells, Olivia <owells@live.unc.edu~; Philip Maier <fiilco@gmail.com~; Richard Foegele <~rfoegele@head- 

research.com>; River Takada-Capel <river.rei@gmail.com>; Robert McDowell <robertm748@aol.com>; Ryan Martin 
<rymars@gmail.com>; Sarah Lyn Bruffqslbrul~@gmail.com>; Gandhavadi, Sarva~i qsaxvanig@live.nnc.edu>; SherifE1-Hethawy 

<sheril~hefnawy@gmail.com>; Tai~aba Qureshi <Tqnreshi@gmail.com>; Tmnoore Arshad <ta~noore.aJcshad@gmail.com>; Tanya Ji~ 

<tejisa@gmail.com>; Tariq Luthan <tlnthan@gmail.com>; There~ Fine <tal:bee@gmail.com>; Thomas Gooding 

<j.thomas.gooding@gmaJl.com>; UNC SDS <unc.~ts@gmaJd.com>; Wolfgang Hastert <wolfganghastert@gmail.com>; Yosra El~yed 
<elsayedy@g~nafil.co~n >; Hamilton, Rob <hanfiltn@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Upcoming Reading: The Misdirection of Henry Walker 

We are pleased to invite you to a public reading of 

The Misdirection of Henry Walker 

Adapted by Rob Hamilton 

March 29 & 30 at 8 PM in Swain Studio 6 Theater 

FREE and Open to the Public 

In the vernacular of magicians everywhere, nothing is as it appears. 

Daniel Wallace’s Mr. Sebastian and the Negro Magician tells of the tragedy of Henry Walker, a sideshow magician who has spent his life trying 

to regain everything he thinks he lost, only to lose, in the end, himself. This stage adaptation -- The Misdirection of Henry Walker -- when 
produced will use puppets to best illustrate the ever-shifting perception of reality that drives Henry’s narrative. 

Featuring Steve Dobbins, Mary Forester, Anna Marie Gutierrez, Nilan 3ohnson, Doug Pass, Rajeev Rajendran, Leslie Shuman, Allen Tedder, 
and Mike Wiley. 

You are invited to be a part of a new and exciting work for live performance prior to a planned production next season: 
audience feedback from these readings will be instrumental in The Misdirection of Henry Walker’s ongoing development. 

Rob Hamilton is Lecturer/Designer/TD for Communication Studies at UNC. His adaptation of Balzac and the Little Chinese Seamstress was 
cited for Best Adaptation and Best Production Design by the Independent Weekly, and he will be appearing in the world premiere of Basil 
Twist’s The Rite of Spring at Memorial Hall April 12 & 13. 
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Today’s Headlines      Saturday, March 23, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I U,S, I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Editorials I Op-Ed I On 

This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

With Obama as Broker, Israelis and Turkey End 
Dispute 
By JODI RUDOREN and MARK LANDLER 

Israel’s apology for errors in a 2olo raid on a ship bound for 
Gaza thawed relations with Turkey and gave President Obama a 
solid achievement as he closed out his Middle East visit. 

¯ ~ Video: An Unexpected Apology 

Ready to Fight Gay Marriage at Court Door 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Brian S. Brown has become the nation’s leading opponent of gay 
marriage. Now, his views are set for the ultimate American test: a 
Supreme Court hearing. 

~ The kede: Ask About Supreme Court Hearings on Gay Marriage 

Young Immigrants, Seeking Deportation 
Reprieve, Find Unexpected Path 
By KIRK SEMPLE 

AS thousands of illegal immigrants are seeking legal help, often 

for the first time, many have ]earned they qualify for more- 
permanent forms of relief. 

.................................................................................................................. F0r r~ ore ~0 p ~e~vs, go to N’~Times~F0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot I Alt-Weekly Journalism 
David Carr and A. O. Scott look at alternative weekly 
newspapers, which grew out of the counterculture and are now 
disappearing. 

US 

~ VIDEO: Coyote Hunting in Utah 
A $5o bounty to control the coyote population in Utah has 

hunters excited, environmentalists crying foul and state wildlife 

administrators stuck somewhere in the middle. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I EDITORIAL 

Keep Guns Out of Criminal Hands 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A vote is scheduled for one of the most important measures to reduce gun 

violence. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Nobody knows what the devil they are up to." 

EINAR BENEDIKTSSON, Iceland’s former ambassador to Washington, on a Chinese tycoon’s 
plan to build a resort in a desolate spot in Iceland. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Teeing Off at Edge of the Arctic? A Chinese Plan 

Baffles Iceland 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

An Icelandic frontier village, eyed by a Chinese billionaire for a 

golf resort, is the setting for a drama involving intrigue, millions 

of dollars and a swarm of conspiracy theories. 

Myanmar Troops Sent to City Torn by Sectarian 

Rioting 
By THOMAS FULLER 

At least 2o people have died in clashes between Buddhists and 

Muslims outside a city in central Myanmar, according to 

residents, a member of Parliament and local journalists. 

¯ ~,~’~ Photographs: Sectarian Violence Spreads in Myanmar 

Ex-President of Pakistan to End Exile in Bid to 
Regain Influence 
By DECLAN WALSH 

In an effort to aid his fledgling political party, Pervez Musharraf 

said he would return on Sunday to Pakistan, where he faces stiff 

opposition and criminal charges. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Los Angeles Mayor Is Leaving Without Car, Job 

or Regrets 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Antonio R. Villaraigosa faces life as a private citizen in Los 

Angeles after eight years in office, but he is not ruling out more 

public service. 

Tower at O’Hare May Be a Victim of Federal Cuts 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

The Federal Aviation Administration said it would close 149 

control towers at smaller airports, but even an O’Hare 

International Mrport tower in Chicago could be affected. 

The Sly Coyote Becomes a Bounty Hunters’ 

Target in Utah 
By MELENA RYZIK 

An incentive program in Utah to curb the coyote population has 

provoked enthusiasm from hunters and concern from 

environmentalists. 

¯ ~ Video: Coyote Hunting in Utah 
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ADVERTISEMENT 

LPL Financial faces a growing list of 
problems with regulators 
ALSO IN BUSINESS )) 

Social media and the not-so-sexy business 

Should a bakery with more than 50 employees offer health 
insurance? 

Business 

Wealthy Russians Ensnared as Cyprus Crisis 
Deepens 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

About 25 percent of Russian foreign direct investment moves 
through Cyprus, according to an estimate, often in a way meant 
to lubricate Russia’s economy. 

Cyprus Passes Parts of Bailout Bill, but Delays 
Vote on Tax 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Lawmakers put off voting on a key new proposal that would 
confiscate 22 percent to 25 percent of uninsured deposits over 
zoo,ooo euros in one of Cyprus’s most troubled banks. 

¯ DealBook: Despite Cyprus Woes, European Capital Markets Show Strength 

: Negotiator New to the Game Takes Blame for Cyprus Failure 

YOUR MONEY 

However Justices Rule, Issues Remain 
By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

A victory for gay rights in either of two monumental cases before 
the Supreme Court next week will not settle the financial and 
legal issues that same-sex couples face. 

¯ _~_ Post a Comment 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness )) 



Sports 

SOUTH REGION: NO. 15 F.G.C.U. 78, NO. 2 GEORGETOWN 68 

A Favorite Is One of the First to Go 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

In its first trip to the N.C.A.A. tournament, 15th-seeded Florida 

Gulf Coast defeated Georgetown, a perennial power and No. 2 

seed. 

¯ #~ Box Score 

WEST REGION 

Darlings of Yore Hear the Cheers, but Not for 

Them 
By GREG BISHOP 

While Harvard captured its first-ever N.C.A.A. tournament 

victory, over New Mexico, top-seeded Gonzaga barely scraped by with a six- 

point win over No. 16 Southern University. 

¯ After Withdrawing, Harvard Star Cheers From Afar 

UNITED STATES 1, COSTA RICA 0 

Wintry Weather and U.S. Team Throw Blanket 
Over Costa Rica 
By SAM BORDEN 

In a game dubbed as a "must-win" for the United States, the 

American players responded, delivering a victory over Costa Rica in a snowy 

World Cup qualifier on Friday. 

~ ~ Post a Comment ] Read 

.............................................................................................. EO~ n)0r~ sp0rts r~ev~s, go tP N)~Yimes.�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

AN APPRAISAL 

Bearing Witness, With Words 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Chinua Achebe examined colonialism and masculinity with a sensitive 

understanding about how culture functions and what it means. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

’Tonight Show’ to New York? Local Comics 
Applaud 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Comedians based in New York see a boon if reports that "The 

Tonight Show" will return to the city prove true. 

Orders Cut, as Publisher and Retailer Quarrel 
By LESLIE KAUFMAN 

Barnes & Noble has reduced its orders of Simon & Schuster titles, 



authors and agents say, because of a dispute between the two 
over the price of books and display space in retail stores. 

........................................................................................................ Eo~ n) or~ a~ts r~evys, go to NYTimes,com!A rt~ ~ 

Travel 

Miami, My Way 
By LIESL SCHILLINGER 

Forget Art Basel. My Miami is a place of fruit stands, fritters, 

airboat rides and a serene hotel on Ocean Drive. 

OVERNIGHTER 

Among the Vines in Chile, Villas and Views 
By ONDINE COHANE 

In the Colchagua and Millahue Valleys, about two hours from 
Santiago, wineries are hoping to lure sophisticated visitors. 

JOURNEYS 

Winter Is Prime in Puglia 
By DANIELLE PERGAMENT 

Head to the heel of Italy’s boot in the colder months and you’]] 

find smaller crowds, lower prices and tastier food. 

For more travel news, go to NYTimes.comlTravel >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Overdue Reconciliation 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

At President Obama’s urging, Israel and Turkey have chosen a wiser course and 
restored diplomatic relations. 

EDITORIAL 

Walking While Black in New York 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Testimony in a stop-and-frisk trial has pointed to disturbing conduct by the 
police command. 

EDITORIAL ] THE CITY LIFE 

Watchman at the Water’s Edge 
By FRANCES X. CLINES 

Bird life continues at Jamaica Bay Wildlife Refuge after Hurricane Sandy. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £#![?i0£, g0 t0 NY~ime~:c0m!Ol?ini0n >~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Where Citizenship Went to Die 
By PETINA GAPPAH 

A new Constitution resolves who gets to be a Zimbabwean. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The G.O.P.’s Bachmann Problem 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The Republican Party is experiencing an existential crisis, born 

of its own misguided incongruity with modern American culture. 

: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Saving Children From Guns 
By JOE NOCERA 

If we can insist that aspirin bottles be childproof, why not guns? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

..................................................................................................... Fo[ EI0r# 0pir~!00! go t£ N~Times,�0m!Opin!0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 23, 1965, America’s first two-person space flight began as 

Gemini 3 blasted off from Cape Kennedy with astronauts Virgil I. 

Grissom and John W. Young aboard. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 12:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Call for Applicati ons - The 2013 Internafi onal ContErence on the Africa~ Union & C ul tural Diplomacy (Pretoria, April 7th - 11 th, 2013 ) 

- Call for Applications - 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments in Africa" 

The Conference is Co-organized and Co-hosted by Brand South Africa and the ICD 

(Pretoria, April 7th - 11th, 2013) 

www.au-cult u raldiNomacy-conference.or.g 
Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce a number el new and exciting opportunities available in the field of Cultural Diplomacy and also wish to bring 1o your attention our forthcoming 
International Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in partnership with other prestigious organizatiens. 
The information attached below provides further details on the opportunities and programs provided at these events. We would also be extremely grateful if this announcement 
could be shared wi~h other interested parties, by forwarding the information provided along with the attached flyer. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
institute for CulturM Diplomacy (ICD) 
KudiJr~.~tendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germanv-10719 
Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~:_o___u_!Lu__c_a_Ld_ip_Lo___m____a__o_y_:_o___rg 
info(:d~,oult u raldiplomaoT.org 
What is cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 

Fo~coming Conferences 2013 
(Ber n, Reykjavik, Pretoria, Brussels: March -April, 2013) 

wvw~.icd-conferences.org 
The ICD organizes a number of international conferences which take place throughout the year and around the world. The international conferences provide an opportunity for 
larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates, and discussions featuring high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, diplomacy, 
culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and professional 
backgrounds. 

We. are currently accepting applications for the followin.q conferences: 

"African Perspectives: An African Vision for Positive Developments i~ Africa" 

The Conference is Co-organized and Co-hosted by Brand South Africa and the 

(Pretoria, April 7th - 11th, 2013) 

www.au-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
If you would ~ike to reserve a positio~ a~d participate i~ the conference, please ~J_~__~. 
TMs unprecedented gathering within the African continent will seek to higMight Africa’s self-altained achievements with regards to its slanding in the international communily, 
as wen as its increasing emancipation from the often assumed dependency on the We‘stem world. The fecus will be on the role and successes of the Afdcan Union as an 
intergovemmental regional organization seeking to combat political, social, and economic ~nequalities. Past achievements will be considered while simultaneously accenting 
the future challenges the AU faces. 
g will be demonstrated that the application of Cultural Diplomacy is pe~’asive within the African Union’s activities, as it has charged itself with the task of uniting higMy 
d~fferentiated cultures within Africa with the aim of achieving "greater unity and solidari~" between the African countries and the peoNe of Africa. Cultural DiNomacy win be 
shown to suppo~ and solidify such errors. 
Conference Location 
Based in Pretoda, South Africa, the conference will be hosted at the African Union ParNament and at a number of ~mportant political, Mstodc, and cultu~a~ ~ocafions ac~oss the 
c~ty. 

Conference Participants 
Pa~ic~pafion in the conference ~s open to governmental & d~plomafic offic~Ns, academics & scholars, economisls, journN~sts, artists, cNq~ society practitioners, private sector 
representatives, young professionals, and students, as we~ as othe~ ~nterested individuals from across the wodd 

Conference Speakers >> 
Speakers dudng the Conference w~N ~nc~ude head of state and minsters, ~ead~ng figures and expels from internafiona~ politics, economics, academia, diNomacy, civi~ 
society, and the pdvate sectoL The speakers w~ Nso ~nc~ude a number of individuals from the ~CD Advisory Board. For fudher infermation on the ~CD Advisory Board, please 
cNck here. 
Speakers fo~ the Conference i~clude: 

* President Oluseg~n Obasanjo - Former PresMent of N~ger~a 

* S~r James Mancham - Founding President of the RepuM~c d Seychelles 
~ Phumele~e Ntshiqela ~ Member of the South Afdcan Parliament 
~ Themba Godi - Member of ~he South A~dcan Parliament 
~ Tshi~o ~ichael ~asutha - Member of the South Afdcan Parliament 
* Zeta Mlenzana - Member of the South African Parliament 
* Mmamo~oko Kubay~ - Membe~ of the South A~rica Parliament 

* Mabel Mento~ - Member of South African Pad~amen~ 
* Nkosi Phathek~le Ho~omisa - PresMent of the Congress of T~adifional Leaders d South Africa; CMef of the AmaGebe Tdbe 
~ Bhesigen Harden - CEO, Water Research Commission of South Africa 
~ ~ga Herbert - Head d ~ntemafiona~ PartnersMps, A~dcan Wodd Hed~age Fund 
. Kayum Ahmed - CMef Executive Officer, South Afdcan Human Rights Commission 
* Kayu~ Ahmed - CMef Executive Officer, South Afdcan Human Rights Commission 
* Dum~ Nyala - Nafiona~ Executive Officer, ChiM Line South Africa 



"Enhancing the Inter=cultural Dialogue be~veen Europe and Africa to promote the Stability and economic Development within the ~wo 

(BrusseLs, April 17th -- 19th, 2013) 

~.au-eu-padnership.or# 
The ~CD recognizes the unique partnership shared by Africa and Europe, two higMy diverse yet ~nterdependent continents. To exempNfy this fact and fudhe[ bu~M on this 
mutually beneficia~ re~afionsMp, the second European-African AN~ance wH~ be held by the ICD. As the poNtica~ epicenter of Europe, Brussels win se~’e as the venue for 
unpma~eled conference. 
The first pa~ of the conference wH~ beg~n by exploring the novel oppo~un~ties that Africa and Europe can seize in the quest to promote their cooperation in the fields of youth 
education, women empowe[ment, and peace and security. The second topic w~ dyer an in-depth analysis of ~he current economic situation ~n bo~h continents, and will 
provide an insight ~nto corporate behavior and entrepreneurship, allowing pmties to exchange expertise. F~naNy, the conference wi~ integrate Cu~tura~ Diplomacy as a highly 
conducive means d strengthening the European-African alliance. 
If you would like to reserve a position and participate in the conference, please #jj£~__~8~. 

"Human Rights Protection & ~ntemational Law; The Multifaceted Dilemma of Restraining and Promoting lntemationa~ ~nte~entions" 
Co-hosted by the institute for Cultural Oiplomacy & ~nist~y of interior of Ice,and 

(Reykjavik, ~celand: April 10th - 13th, 2013) 

The international oomm~nit7 acknowledges the increasing and persistent cases of mass atrocities and crimes against kumo~it7 occurring on a vast scale. Understanding the 
oomplexit7 in hri~ging these cdmes to an end, the Reykjavik Congress on Human Rights aims to argue and debate tke notion of the responsihilit7 to protect from a human 
~igk~s pe~peotiw, taking into accounl the divefge~ dimensions in restraining o~ promoting i~emational inle~entiom 
Through the discussions and exchange of lkis conference we aim to oo~si~ef the OUfl~t most vohemo~t oases of huma~ rigkls violations, and rusher comprehend the varied 
issues and approaches to these mass atrocities and crimes against humanit7 ffom a theofetioal perspective, analyzing the complex layers and structures, and taking into 
aoootml th~ elkioal dilemma surrounding the responsihilit7 to pfoteo~ a~d international 
The 2013 Congress will create and publish a discussion ~OOlJmo~t that will be p~sCnted to the international oomm~nit7 on how to overcome lke dilemma of restraining and 
promoting all forms of International Interventions based on ooo~tinated global ooalilion efforts he~Yeen governments, ItOOs and Inlemational Instil~lions. 

"Towards a Global Human Rights Culture: The Need for ~ Co#ective Alliance in the Protection & Promotion of Human RiThts" 
(~erN~, May 26th -June 1st, 2013) 
~.bhrc.d~ 
Since its earliest inception, Human Rights have increasingly been considered to form pa~ of what ~s now seen as universal law. The creation of the United Nations in 1945 
subsequently provided an international regulato~ framework for dialogue on Human Rights in the global sphere. Despite a global governing set of laws set fo~h by the 
formation of the UN, the international community st~ll lacks a cohesive implementation and engagement strategy ~n the enforcement of Human Rights. 
The Berlin Human Rights Congress 2013 will therefore provide the platform for activists, expels, academics and world leaders involved ~n the field of Human Rights to come 
together, create alliances, and be~er coordinate their activities, thus promoting better implementation and enforcement of Human Rights in a more effective nature. 
The Congress will fu~hermore engage Cultural Diplomacy as a means of uniting the va~ing sectors of society in order to create a joint collaboration for the protection and 
suppod of Human Rights activities, as well as recognize the capaMlifies of Cultural Diplomacy in enabling governments to fulffil Human Rights obligations towards their 
citizens. 
~ you wo~ld ~ke to reserve a posit~on an~ participate ~n th~ confer~nce, p~ease C~ck HERE 

"The Potential for Cuttural Diplomacy in SuppoSing National and International Governance" 
(~erNn, ~uchmest, ~russels, WasM~gton D.C, Hew York C~ty, Par~s, London; May~uly 2013) 

~.~cd-~ntemafionalsymposium.or~ 
The Intemafiona~ Symposia on Cultura~ D~p~om~cy 2013 ~ the worM’~ leading and I~ge~ even~ ~n the field of Cultural D~plomacy. The Symposia 2013 win ~nclu~e 
events ~corporating the fieMs o~ Austra~as~a~ Relations, Mediterranean Development, G~oba~ Human R~ghts, Mulficu~tura~sm, European ~de~fity, American Culture, 
Democracy, Peace ~u~ing, Cultural H~ritag~, and the British Commonwealth, pa~iculady as they re,ate to the potential for Cultura~ Diplomacy in ~uppo~ing nafiona~ and 
iatemational governance. The eveat~ will take pl~ce in seven d~ffereat cities, ia ~i~ countries, on two continents throughout the months of May, June, and July, and win include 
more than 200 Mghqevel ~pe~ke~s and ove~ 1,000 pa~cipan%. 
Symposia Events 
The follow~ag Events w~ t~ke place d~ring May - Ju~y 20~ 3: 

* The ~013 I~temat~ona~ Symposium o~ Cu~tura~ D~omacy ~n Australia (~er~n; May 17th - 2~h, 
* Th~ 2013 Internat~ona~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n th~ L~vant (Bucharest, May 2~rd - 2~th, 201~) 

* Th~ 2013 ~nt~rnat~onal Symposium on Cultural D~plomacy in th~ E~rop~an Un~on (~russ~s; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
~ The 2013 ~nt~rnat~o~ Symposium o~ Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n the USA (W~sh~ngto~ D.C. & New York C~ty; June 24th - 28th, 2013} 
* The 2013 ~nternat~o~al Symposium o~ Cultural D~plomacy & UNESCO (Par~s, Ju~y 3rd~th, 2013} 
. The 201~ ~nternat~ona~ Symposium on Cu~tura~ Diplomacy in th~ UK (London; ~uly ~0th - 12th, 

Fo~hcoming Conferences 
(Bed~n, Brussels, London, ~e~gra~e: March - May, 20~3) 

The ICD Young Le~de~" Forums ~re intem~tion~l ne~o~ks o[ l~ke-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, an~ sustaining ~ntercul~u~al relations, 
Over the p~st decade, the [CD Youag Leade~’ Forums have g~own to become oae of EU[Ope’$ [~rgest ~ndependent cultural exchange organizafioas, hostiag progrmas that 
facilitate interactioa among young indhddua[s of all cultural, academic, an~ professional backgrouads from across the world, 
We are currently accepting appNcations ~o~ the foNow~n9 conferences: 
Ca[tara[ D~p[omacy in Europ~: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 
(Belgrade, April 15th - 19th, 2013) 

~.icd-europe.or9 
Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Brussels, April 15th - I 9th, 2013) 

Europe ~leets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Bed~n, April 22nd - 26th, 2013) 

~Jcd-emr.orQ 
Europe Meets Ch~na: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Ber~n, April 29th - May 3rd, 2013) 

The USA ~eets Burope: A Forum for Young Leaders 

(Berlin, May 6th : 10th, 2013) 



vv’ww.icd-usame.orc! 
To apply, please c~ick _H___E____R___E_. 

Forthcoming Academic Programs 
w, wv.ccds-bedin.de 
The Center fer Cultural Diplomacy Studies (of the ICD Academy for Cultural Diplomacy) offe~.~ educational programs in partnership with other leading organizations. 
Educational programs include Certificate Programs, Study Abroad Programs, Distance Learning Programs (designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, and 
professionals who are not able to leave their current positions), and Postgraduate Programs (for individl~als pursuing careers in academia, diplomacy, govemmenL and!or the 
private sector, t~lated either wholly or in part to the fie~d of Cu~tural Diplomacy). 

The CCDS is currently 8ccept~n~ applications for the fo~owin~ programs: 

Distance Learn#~g Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: April Ist- 26th, 2013) 
MA Program in Euro-Mediterranean & Cultural Diplomacy Studies 

(Start: Summer Semester---Berlin, June 3rd, 2013) 
MA Program i~ ~nter~ationa~ Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester --- Berlin, October 2n~, 20~t3) 
[~A Program in ~ternational Economics & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

(Start: Fall Semester - Berlin, October 2r~d, 2013) 
Study Abroad Programs in ~nternational Relatiof~s & Cultural Diplomacy 
(Spring Semester; Berlin, April 15th - June14th, 2013) 
Certificate Programs i~ ~nternationa~ Relations & Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 
(Spring Program: Berlin, May 1st - 31st, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 

What is cultura~ Diplomacy? ..C_!_[£k.___.H__.e_._re__. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Rise in Egypt Sex Assaults Sets OffClash Over Blame 

Top News 

Women have begnn b.~rnfi~g to the ~ews media to tell their stories 

as conservative lau~nakers use [heir pditieal pladorms to 

e~ticize victims of rupee 

Now h~ Detk~nse of Gay Mar~oiage, Bill Clinton 
L:;, i..s..i LR ~ALLF? 

gi]] Clinto~’s jom’~ey fi’om sighting the Det~nse (ff Marriage Act 

to ~vpudiafing it mirrors larger changes iu society as same-sex 

marriage has evolved ti"om a fri~w~ idea. 

Preside 

nt Bill 

Clinton 

and 

Overbi~g 
Victor,2 

Messages fi’om "~e world’s Iargesk law ~rm, DIA Piper, disclosed 

in a Nspuke over fees, u~ll likely add t~-~ a perception that firms fi~flate bills with 

snpe~uous tasks. 

Editors’ Picks 

Emofiom "~Vild Card of Fh~ances 
~ this special seiners, prepared with American Public Media’s 

"Marke[place Money" radio program, a series of stories 

illustrate where money and emotions eo]Iide. 

, Howte Seta Price on[he Life era Beloved Pet? 

~ Mone’f Talk Before Marriage a Tip You Can’t Disparage 



, Go to Special Section 

~ vm~:o: YmlT~ibe Videos Unlock 

Secrets 

Scientists aronnd the world have been nsing videos made by 

regu~a r citizen s an d upload ed to YouTu be to figu re out where in space tb e 

meteor that exploded over Russia on Feb. ~5 came 

Related Article 

OPINION ] OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Deciding Not to Decide Gay Marriage 

A r’uling striking down Prop 8 could produce a fervent backlash. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DAN NATHE’W$, ;1 senior viei; presides t for People for the Ethical ~’eatmen[ of Animals, 

on Christine C, Quiun, the New York Cit3 Council speaker and a candidate for mayor~ 

uho has reputatiou for having a temperamental persoua]ity, 

World 

RAMALLAH JOURNAL 

A To~lr Puts a Cit~i in Reach mtd at Arno’s Length 

Rams]lab is off-limits to most Israelis, but a new tom’, requi~Sng 

pemdts li"om both Isruel and the Pales~inian Autho~b,, is giving 

them a glimpse of Pa]est~nian life. 

, ~ Challenges ~n Defi~i~g an ls~eli-Palestinian Border (September 5. 2011) 

’ Brenner 

photogr 

Hong Kong Court Denies Resideney to Do~neslt-ics 

The landmark case of a Filipino woman, who had worked ~n 

}tong Krmg for 27 year~ as a domestic helper, had highlighted 

questions dj u~eiN independence. 

Leader of Central .Ahoiean Rep~ab]ie Fled to 

Cameroon, Official Says 

A day after being ousted by rebel forces, President Frauqois 

Boziz~ tin’ned up in Cameroon, where he will remNn 

temporarily. 

]].~ Sringati ] 

of a 

Frangois 

U,S, 

With Speech, Pel-raeus Returns to Public I.Jt’e, 

’Keenly Aware’ of Altered Reputation 

Since resigning as C.I.A. director, David H. Pe~’aeus has kept a 

low profileo But in a speech TuesdW night at the University of 

Southern California, he will seek to open a new chapDr. 

La~.wer Outlines Challenges in New Job Fi~ng 

Detroit 

Kcvyn Orr, the eib"s new emergency manuger, took office on 

Monday, exCendin g a "sincere olive branch" to rib" leaders, 

whose sala*%s he may 5ave ~o soon cut. 

Petraeu 

Kevyn 

Orr, left, 

Detroit’s 

<e~m~erge 



N[assachusetts Pla~ Starts Small for Big Upgrade ~ ~o,,. 
to Ra~[ System Deval 

Patrick 

Stm~ng in May, Bostonians cm~ hop a h’ain to the cape for the 

fi~st time since ~995, pat’~ of Oov. Deva] Patrick’s $;3 billion 

project for infrastructure repairs that faces hurdles ~n Lhe LegisIature. 

~ D Slide Show: Addh~g Rail Service to the Cape 

Economy is woeful, and the 

ALSO IN ARTS >> 

Words and war: Toni Morrison at West Point 

MTV Video Music Awards show coming to Brookiyn 

7~. 

Business 

Anthony Lew~s, Supreme Court Reporter Who 

Broug]~t Law to ~fe, Dies at 85 

Mr. Lewis, a former repo[ ter and columnist for The "limes, wo~ 

two P~dRzer Prizes and altered legal journalism ~th his 

author4tafive m~d accessible prose. 

Anthony 

Skepticism From Court h~ D~g Case 

Several St~preme Cottrtjusfices questioned thc legality of some payments madc 

1 y brand-name rk’ug ,-ompanies to poten[ial generic competitors. 

Corn parries Get Str~{~t o,~ Heal th of Workers 

A survey found that employers are using both rewards and 

penalties in an efrr#~ to lower t~eir health costs. 

i~ cvs 

Sports 

Teams That Beat Florida Gulf Coast Watch i~ 

Awe 

F~orida Gulf Coast, a No. 15 seed in the Rotmd of 16, lost to nine 

teams during iks regnlar season. Those teams, their seasons long 

over, now watch khe Ea~es with em’iosity and pHdeo 

, FiveThi~’Eight: How Far Can Florida Gulf Coa~ Go? 

SOUTH: FLORIDAGULF COASTVS FLORIDA 

On Campus~ Hoping S~mcess ~ViII Be a Draw 

FIo~qda OaK ())ask, which opened in *997 in Fo~ Myers, Fla., has 

vmflted from obscudb’ to floodlit national visibilib" over the 

course of a single weekend. 

left, 

Florida 



WOMEN: KENTUCKY VS. DAYTON 

~VomenLs Team P~ays On at Kent~eky 

Kentucky, buoyed by a fierce defense referred to as "40 minutes 

of dread," are tempe’ring in the women’s N.C.A.A. tournament 

for a team-record fourth consecutive season. 

Women’s Roundup: UConn Wallops Vanderbilt 

~S:marie 

aWry, kne~r 

A~ts 

A~ %Vo~,h ~lillio~s, Yet No Cash for Burial 

Morton Simpson’s lbYhme is locked up iu his a~ and the in~gue 

that has arisen since his deatho 

ARTSBEAT 

Swinton Under G|~ss: New Offerhtg From 

The actress Tilda Swthton is periodically appealing at the 

nmseum, lying on a mattress in a glass box. 

CRITICS’ NOTEBOOK 

Festiva~ Glimpses [he Fut~re of F[h~ 

Movies by Shane Carruth, Marcel]o I,ordello, Sarah Pclley and 

others in the New DireetoL%iNew Nlms festival, through March 

~ [] Slide Show 

The 

Simpson 

Swinton 
Under 
Glass: 

from the 

docume 

ntary 

Science 

The Nmwels h~ Your N’Iouth 

Before you swallow a bite, a devilishly complex sequence of 

events and reflexes has alma@ begun, 

, Releted: The Mouth=s Guard 

A Clearer View of the Space B~et That Grazed 

Russia 

Scientists have gotten a much more accurate picture of the small 

asteroid that exploded near the Russian oily of Chelyabinsk last 

sourced 

video, 

V~q~y kaneriea Is Called _America 

John We tiessler’s book ’L,\ Renaissance Globemaker’s Toolbox" 

saves Dora obseur@ Johannes Schgner, a ~ 6th-eentmT gJobe 

maker who rescued the nation’s *5o7 "birth certificate." 

ii~ A plate 
of the 

I ~so7 I 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

ConsdtudonaI principles bar defining marriage as a union between a man and a 

EDITORIAL 

For Cyp~°us, a [$ette~° Bad Deal 

An agreement with European leaders protects some savers but ;at a huge cost 



EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

Antttony Lewis, Champio,~ of tim Law 

One by one, his columns info~ed an entire generation abou~ the 

p~)mise of the law. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The KiIlh~g Chair~ 

®ur present debate arc, und vMenee fixates on gut, s at the 

unhellAifl e~ense of eonmaterial factors and move prudent 

policy considerations. 

~ Columrli~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rmtd Pa~ll[’s Loopy >kseent 

.at Hsk to a parLy that. must muffle its cuckoo’s nest, the j unior 

setmtor fi"em Ket~kae]U spreads his wingso 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Af~o~ea~s "~,ro~ee~ N~ge~o~a~s Cor~,se~enee 

Chinua Aehebe was a literaW ~ant at~d a get~Lle rebel, who refused to shake the 

necroth:: outstretched hands of corrupt leaders. 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 8:46 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY 3/26 at 5:00 pm: Talk by the Director of the National Library of Cuba, Wilson Libra,’ at UNC 

The National Library as Patrimony: Preserving Cuba’s Cultural Heritage in the 21st Century 

Dr. Eduardo Tortes Cuevas, Director of the National Library of Cuba 

Tuesday March 26, 5:OOpm, Wilson Library, Pleasants Assembly Room, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Dr. Torres Cuevas will discuss the many ways in which the National Library is actively preserving Cuba’s written cultural heritage as well as providing an 

overview of the Library’s collections and innovative user services. 

Eduardo Torres Cuevas was born in Havana in 1942. His diverse research interests include religion in Cuba, the institutional history of the Catholic Church, the 
evolution of Masonry in Cuba, slavery, and the study of historical figures such as Antonio Maced, Jos~ Marti, and Fernando Ortiz. Torres Cuevas has earned 

numerous distinctions In Cuba and abroad. He is a member of the Unidn National de Historiadores de Cuba, the Unidn Nacional de Escritores y Artistas de 

Cuba, the Asociacidn de Historiadores Latinoamericanos y del Caribe, and the New York Academy of Sciences. He is current president of the Cuban Academy of 

History and Director of the National Library of Cuba. For an extended bid sketch in Spanish, please click: here 

5:00 p.m. Reception, Main Lobby 

5:30 p.m. Program, Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

Sponsored by: The University Library, Friends of the Library and the Institute for the Study of the Americas (ISA) 

For more information contact Teresa Chapa at 919 962-3948 or at: tchapa@unc.edu 

Parking is available in most campus lots starting at 5:00 p.m. For a map showing available after-hours parking please click: here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:44 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Tomom~w March 28 talk by Susanna Hecht on "The Social Lit~ of Am~on Forests" at Duke 

susanna hecht flyer- 1 .pdf 

’]7he Social Life of Amazon Forests: From Geopolitical Scramble to 
Eco-Catastrophe to Tropical Paradigm’? 

a talk by 

Professor Susanna Hecht 
Department of Urban Planning and Institute of the Environment & 
Sustainability 
UCLA 

Thursday March 28 
3:00pm 

Room 201 Old Chemistry Building, 
Duke West Campus 

Co-sponsored by Earth and Ocean Sciences and the Center Jk~r l.atin 
American and Caribbean Studies at Duke 

See attached flyer 12~r more information 

Natalie Harm’~an 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke Univer si)- 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7.o66 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emafil.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

AFAM 280 March 28 

Dear Eunice- 
Just a follow up that I will be away from AFAM 280 tomorrow from 2-3:15. The students are doing in-class small group work focused on the monograph we are 

reading and will be generating analysis for discussion on Tuesday as well as questions for their assessment of the reading. I will be in class for AFAM 101 at 11- 

12:15. 

Thanks 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:23 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Howell, Tia N. <tia williams@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 

Hi Eunice, 

I made the reservation for 8:30am under your name. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 3:00 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N.; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 

Travis, I will need the reservation number (or reservation name) to be able to call the restaurant and give them the 
account number for direct billing. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Planning Committee meeting at the Carolina Inn 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia, 

It was good to see you today. 

The department’s Planning and Documentation Committee which is working on a strategic plan for the department with the help of 
Dr. David Kiel will be having a breakfast meeting tomorrow at the Carolina Inn. I would be grateful if you made arrangements for 
direct billing to the department for the breakfast bill. Here are the faculty members who will be at the meeting: 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Mamarame Seck 
Perry Hall 

Tim McMillan 
Kenneth Janken 
Lydia Boyd 

Bereket Selassie 
and me. 

Travis: Please do not forgot to make the reservation for 8.30am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 3:13 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Justices Cast Doubt on U.S. Law Defining Marriage 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Thursday, March 28, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I U,$, I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Fditorials I OP- 

Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Justices Cast Doubt on U.S. Law Defining Marriage 
By ADAM LIPTAK and PETER BAKER 

Justice Anthony M. Kennedy’s questions on the Defense of Marriage Act 
suggested he was prepared to side with the court’s four liberal members to strike 
down a central provision. 

¯ ~-’.~; Audio and Analysis: Key Moments From the Hearing on Gay Marriage 

¯ ~N TimesCast of Day 2: Breaking Down the Defense of Marriage Act Case 

~ Justices Say Time May Be Wrong for Gay Marriage Case 

Elite in China Face Austerity Under Xi’s Rule 
By AN DR EW JACOBS 

President Xi Jinping has imposed a form of austerity on China’s 

free-spending elite officials, warning that graft and gluttony 
threaten to bring down the Communist Party. 

With Vouchers, States Shift Aid for Schools to 
Families 
By FERNANDA SANTOS and MOTOKO RICH 

Critics of the programs see money being taken out of public 

school systems at a time when resources are already strained. 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

US 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A Row Over Tony, a Tiger 

A Bengal-Siberian tiger who lives at a truck stop in southern 

Louisiana is at the center of a costly and complicated legal 

dispute. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

~ VIDEO: In Japan, a Portrait of Mistrust 
Two years after a tsunami and nuclear meltdown in Fukushima, 

Japan, the filmmaker Itai Keshet presents a documentary 

portrait of public fear, mistrust and suspicion about the safety of 

food. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR ’i;:::;~::: :-~ .#.. 

A No-Fly Zone for Knives ~;::;g~i 
By SARA NELSON 

~ 

The men and women who work in airports and aircraft every day .... ::.. : 
oppose the T.S.A.’s decision to allow passengers to carry knives 

with blades of up to 2.36 inches. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I have a much clearer understanding of the First 

Amendment now." 
JOSEPH J. LHOTA, a Republican candidate for mayor of New York, on his hmadling of a 
dispute over a painting at the Brooklyn Musemn deemed objectionable by the Giuliani 

adnfinistration in ~999. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Myanmar Jarred by Peace Laureate at Military 
Parade 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Daw Aung San Suu Kyi, the Nobel peace laureate whose presence 
among generals would have been unthinkable years ago, watched 
Myanmar’s military assert its role in Burmese politics on Wednesday. 

Cypriots’ Criticism of Bailout Rattles Nerves and 
Raises Ire in Germany 
By MELISSA EDDY 

Intense negative reactions to the bailout program for Cyprus 
appear to be jangling nerves in Berlin, where Germans are 
bridling at comparisons with the country’s dark past. 

U.N. Close to Curbing Arms Trade With Treaty 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR and RICK GLADSTONE 

The treaty would set international standards for conventional weapons sales, 
tying them to respect for human rights, the prevention of war crimes and the 
protection of civilians. 

................................................................................................. F£r r~o~e ~vor!d r~ev~s, go t? N~Times.�om(Wor!d tt 

U,S, 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Political Success Can Be a Setback in Gay Rights 
By PETER BAKER 

Momentum in the political world for gay rights could actually 



limit momentum in the legal world. 

In Fight for Marriage Rights, ’She’s Our 

Thurgood Marshall’ 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

Mary Bonauto, of Gay and Lesbian Advocates and Defenders, has 

only a sideline seat this week, but she spent a decade plotting a 

careful strategy. 

Bacteria in the Intestines May Help Tip the 
Bathroom Scale, Studies Show 
By DENISE GRADY 

Two studies have found that the bacterial makeup of the 

intestines may help determine whether people gain or lose 

weight. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The Hotel del Coronado’s 
past lives 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Now showing ] The Abraham Archives 

Greg Kessler captures the transformations of real women, 
with professional makeup by Tina Turnbow 

nytimes.com ~ MAGAZilNE 

Business 

3rd Oral Drug to Treat MS Is Approved by the 

F.D.A. 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

Wall Street analysts, doctors and patients expect Tecfidera to 
become a blockbuster because of its efficacy, relative safety and 

convenience. 



Cyprus Sets Up Tight Controls as Banks Prepare 
to Reopen 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Cyprus announced severe restrictions on access to bank accounts 
Wednesday, hoping to curb what is likely to be a rush to 
withdraw money. 

¯ News Analysis: Big Depositors May Become Angry Shareholders 

Call to a CNN Host Hints at a Shifting ’Today’ 
By BRIAN STELTER 

An NBC executive is said to have asked Anderson Cooper if he 
would consider taking Matt Lauer’s job as co-host on the "Today" 
show, which has slumped in the ratings. 

~ ~ TimesCast: Big Changes for ’Today’ Show? 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Cash-Hungry States Eye Sports Betting, to 
Leagues’ Dismay 
By JOE DRAPE 

More than $200 million will be wagered in Nevada sports books 
on the N.C.A.A. men’s college basketball tournament, a sum 
double that bet on the Super Bowl. 

N.F.L. Doctor Says Disease Is Overstated 
By KEN BELSON 

A doctor asked that a mention of chronic traumatic encephalopathy, or C.T.E., 
be removed from an advisory for players because it’s "not fully understood" and 
lacks "epidemiological validity." 

BULLS 101, HEAT 97 

Miami Absorbs Hard Hits and, for Once, a Loss 
By BEN STRAUSS 

Luol Deng led the Bulls with 28 points and Carlos Boozer added 
21 as Chicago fended off a furious rally by the Heat to hand them 
their first loss in 53 days. 

¯ ~; Box Score I ~: Timeline of the Heat’s Winning Streak 

¯ Off the Dribble: 27-Game Streak? For Heat, 50-1 Shot 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Balance Restored, Shard by Shard 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

At the Barnes Foundation in Philadelphia conservators are 



piecing together a Greek antiquity that was a centerpiece of one 
ofMbert C. Barnes’s meticulously arranged galleries. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

He Speaks Country in a Dialect of His Own 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Blake Shelton has developed an ability to appear to be adhering 

to country’s core values while also subverting them. 

The Timberlake Brand, Carried Along on a 
Media Storm 
By BEN SISARIO 

Justin Timberlake’s new album, "The 20/20 Experience," posted 
huge sales after a carefully orchestrated marketing strategy. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Fashion & Style 

James McGreevey, This Side of Redemption 
By MICHELLE GREEN 

After his very public fall from grace, Mr. McOreevey, the former 
New Jersey governor, does a 18o with his life, career and love. 

¯ Television Review ] ’Fall to Grace’: In New Jersey, a Resignation, Then a Search for Redemption 

A Palm Beach Society Writer’s Own Boldface 
Name 
By BOB MORRIS 

Shannon Donnelly, a society editor in Palm Beach, Fla., has 
become a boldface name herself, and not in a flattering way. 

Shock Value 
By DAVID COLMAN 

This shade of blue isn’t a big jolt, but just enough to awaken a 
spring wardrobe. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Electric Blue Is the Spring Look for Men 

......................................................................................... For ~oFe ~asbiop r~e~s, go to N~T!mes,~om!Fash!on ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Indefensible Marriage Act 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A majority of justices seem doubtful that this antigay law has any legitimate 
purpose. 



EDITORIAL 

Monitoring New York City’s Police 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

New York City should create the position of inspector general to strengthen 
supervision and accountability of its police department. 

EDITORIAL 

A Vote on Scottish Independence 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After more than three centuries, breaking up with the United Kingdom will be 
complicated. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o~e £p!r~ior~, go to NY~imeF~�orn!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cooling on Warming 
By GAlL COLLINS 

When in doubt about climate change, you can always deny it 
exists. At least that seems to be a popular approach. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The New Russian Mob 
By JOE NOCERA 

The Cyprus bank tax will give corrupt Russian officials a taste of 
their own medicine. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

History in Real Time 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

It is hard to register the full scope of a historic moment because 
you are chest deep in it. 

. Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~o~e ~p!r~ior~, go to NY~imeF~�orn!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 28, 1979, America’s worst commercial nuclear accident 
occurred inside the Unit Two reactor at the Three Mile Island plant 

near Middletown, Pa. 
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Leba~ese Editor to Keynote Annual Conference 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

FOR[ IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Contact: Suzanne K. Sloan 

Ph: 202.680.9255 

E: sgk@asmeascholars.org 

Lebanese Editor to Keynote Annual ASMEA Conference 
VVashington, D.C. (March 27, 2013) - ASMEA Executive Director David Silverstein announced 

today that Michael Young, opinion editor of the Daily Star newspaper in Beirut, Lebanon, will 

deliver the keynote address at the upcoming Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference, Titled "Tides 

of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle East & Africa," the Conference will 

take place on November 21-23, 2013 in Washington, D.C. 

"We are delighted that Michael Young will be joining us at the Annual ASMEA Conference this 

year," said Silverstein. "As editor of tile Daily Star, he is a studious observer of, and prolific 

writer on, the regional scene. \,Mth a front row seat to the civil war in Syria, Lebanon’s political 

dilemmas, and uprisings elsewhere he is sure to offer unique insights about all tile players and 

forces at work." 

Young writes a weekly column for the Daily Star and is the author of The Ghosts of Martyrs 

Square: An Eyewitness Account of Lebanon’s Life Struggle. which the Wa# S#÷et Journal 

listed as one of its 10 standout books for 2010. Young frequently contributes to publications in 

Lebanon, the United States and Europe. His work has appeared in The New York Times, The 

New Yon’< Times Magazine, The Waft Street Journal, Slate, the International Herald Tribune, 

Los Angeles Times and numerous other publications. He regularly discusses the Middle East 

on a variety of radio and television networks, including CNN, FexNe~/s Channel, tile BBC, 

NPR, Radio Netherlands/nfernationaL the Voice of America, and Radio France international. 

Young received a B.A. in political science from the American University of Beirut (1985) and an 

M.A. in international relations, specializing in the Middle East, from the Johns Hopkins School of 

Advanced International Studies in Washington (1987). He lives in Beirut with his wife. 

Since 2007, the ASMEA Conference has brought together scholars and students from around 

the globe to present their original research, hear from leading thinkers, and engage in vigorous 

debate on many of the critical issues affecting the Middle East and Africa. For more information 

about the Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference, please visit our web site at 

www,as meascholars,org, 
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Top News 

Taliban Terrorize Karachi as the New Gang in 
Town 
By DECLAN WALSH and ZIA ur-REHMAN 

The grab for influence and power in the city shows that the 

Taliban have been able to extend their reach across Pakistan, and 
not just in the frontier regions. 

Syria’s War Invades a Campus That Acted as a 
Sanctuary 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The blast from a mortar shell killed at least lo people at Syria’s 

flagship Damascus University, where students had done their 
best to go about their business. 

¯ Damascus University: A Snapshot 

Newtown Killer’s Obsessions, in Chilling Detail 
By N. R. KLEINFIELD, RAY RIVERA and SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

The search of the home where Adam Lanza plotted one of the 

nation’s deadliest mass shootings turned up rifles, knives, 
samurai swords and seven journals. 

~ ~ Graphic: The kanzas’ Ammunition Inventory at a Glance 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: Skiing Afghanistan 
Bamian Province is the only place in Afghanistan that is actively 

promoting adventure tourism. Many residents lost what little 

they had under the Taliban and are wary about what the future 

might hold. 

SCIENCE 

~ VIDEO: A Disastrous Year for Bees 
For America’s beekeepers, who have struggled for nearly a 

decade with a mysterious malady called colony collapse disorder 

that kills honeybees en masse, this past year was particularly 

bad. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Ivy League Was Another Planet 
By CLAIRE VAYE WATKINS 

If elite universities are looking for a more comprehensive tutorial 

in recruiting the talented rural poor, they might take a cue from 

one institution doing a truly stellar job: the military. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I know Syria needs us right now. But - enough. I give 

111). 

ROAA SALEM, m~ architecture student at Damascus University, where a mortar round killed 
12 students and wotmded 29 others. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

U.S. Runs Practice Sortie in South Korea 
By THOM SHANKER and CHOE SANG-HUN 

The rare announcement that the United States military ran a 
practice bombing sortie over South Korea underscores 
Washington’s commitment to defend its ally amid rising tensions 
with North Korea. 

North Korea Cuts Offthe Remaining Military Hot Lines With South Korea 

U.N. Treaty to Control Arms Sales Hits Snag 
By NElL MacFARQUHAR 

The objections were at least a temporary setback for the treaty, the most 
ambitious attempt to regulate global trade in conventional weapons. 

Edgy Calm as Banks in Cyprus Reopen 
By ANDREW HIGGINS and LIZ ALDERMAN 

Relief that bank doors were open again mixed with anxiety over 
new rules that allow customers to make deposits but tightly 
ration out the money already in accounts. 

~ ~ Video: Report From Cyprus 

For more world news, go to NYTimes~comlWodd ~ 

U.S. 

Talk of Medicare Changes Could Open Way to Budget Pact 
By JACKIE CALMES and ROBERT PEAR 

Recent statements from both Democrats and Republicans show a possible way 
forward in curbing Medicare costs, suggesting a lingering, if slight, chance for a 



budget bargain. 

Mystery Malady Kills More Bees, Heightening 
Worry on Farms 
By MICHAEL WINES 

A mysterious ailment appears to have expanded drastically in the 

past year, wiping out as many as half of the hives needed to 
pollinate much of America’s produce. 

- ~ Video: A Disastrous Year for Bees 

Beloved but Ill, Boston Mayor Won’t Run Again 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and JESS BIDGOOD 

Called a mayor of the people, Thomas M. Menino personally met 

more than half of Boston’s 625,ooo residents, considered a feat 

for the chief executive of a major American city. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Russia’s Cossack revival 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

President Obama’s girls 

Coyote hunting in Utah 

Business 

Broad-Based S.&P. 5oo-Stock Index Ends at 
Record High 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

The S.&P. 5oo is widely seen as a broader reflection of the stock 
market than the blue-chip Dow Jones industrial average, which 
passed its own 2007 milestone this month. 

: ~ Graphic: A New High 

Sprint Nears a U.S. Deal to Restrict China Gear 



By EDWARD WYATT 

Sprint Nextel and SoftBank, its Japanese suitor, are expected to accept 

restrictions from American law enforcement officials on the companies’ ability 

to pick telecommunications suppliers. 

In Cyprus, Feeling the Pain of a Bailout 
By LANDON THOMAS Jr. 

The reaction of much of the financial world to the Cyprus crisis 

has been muted, but on the island, the damage and pain are 

resulting in a rising anger. 

, Edgy Calm as Banks in Cyprus Reopen 

................................................................................... ~0~ r~ore b?sir~esS ~ews! go t~ N~Times:�0m~Bu~ines~ ~ 

Sports 

Santana’s Year Appears Over Before It Begins 
By KEN BELSON 

Johan Santana of the Mets is likely to spend the season 

rehabilitating a new tear in his pitching shoulder. 

EAST: SYRACUSE 61, INDIANA 50 

Syracuse Smothers No. 1 Seed Indiana 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Syracuse, a No. 4 seed, leaned on its swarming 2-3 zone defense 

to topple the Hoosiers, who shot 33.3 percent from the field and 

committed z9 turnovers. 

Marquette 71, Miami 61 : Marquette Overwhelms No. 2 Seed Miami 

EAST: MARQUETTE 71, MIAMI 61 

Often Overlooked, Marquette Overwhelms No. 2 
Seed Miami 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

With its lo-deep rotation, Marquette smothered second-seeded 

Miami, whose only lead in the game came in the first three minutes. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes,comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

New Cable Cabals to Untangle 
By MIKE HALE 

The Season 3 premiere is a handy time to say, for the record, that 

"Game of Thrones" is not the best show on television, but a well- 

made piece of genre entertainment. 

¯ From Arts & Leisure: Soaring Like Dragons 

Sticky Fingers Make the Show 



By MELENA RYZIK 

Adam Parker Smith’s exhibition "Thanks" is made up entirely of 
works he stole from 77 artists: paintings, sculptures, 
sketchbooks, video, architectural objects, artmaking devices and 

more. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Losing Her Audio, but Never Her Nerve 
By JON CARAMANICA 

At a king-size spectacle at the Prudential Center in Newark, 
Taylor Swift was unflappable, even in the midst of a mishap, with 
a voice stronger and sturdier than it’s ever been. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I’THE PLACE BEYOND THE PINES’ 

Good Intentions, Paving the Usual 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Place Beyond the Pines," set in and around Schenectady, 

N.Y., is a tripartite tale in which the sins of the fathers are visited 
upon the sons. 

¯ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’ROOM 237’ 

Fans Possessed by ’The Shining’ 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In "Room 23%" movie buffs pick apart Stanley Kubrick’s 

"Shining," finding references to the Holocaust and Apollo 11, 
among others. 

~ It’s Back¯ But What Does It Mean? 

¯ Cracking the Code in ’Heeere’s Johnny!’ 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’RENOIR’ 

A Muse to the Father, and a Wife to the Son 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Renoir," directed by Gi]]es Bourdos, tells the story of this 
Impressionist painter’s last mode], who became the wife of his 
son Jean, the film director. 

¯ A Forger’s Impressions of Impressionism 

For more movie news and reviews, go to NYTimes.comlMovies >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Malicious Obstruction in the Senate 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 



President Obama’s nominees for his cabinet and the courts face an 

unprecedented level of ridiculous Republican hurdles. 

EDITORIAL 

Terror in Tahrir Square 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The increase in sexual assaults against women dehumanizes and demeans all 

Egyptians. 

EDITORIAL 

Wealth That Comes of Tragedy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In Newtown, officials are listening to the veterans of past tragedies before 
disbursing the donations that poured in. 

.................................................................................................... F£r m0~e £p!pi0r~, g0 t0 N¥~[imeF~c0m!Opini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cheating Our Children 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The deficit scolds who insist on reducing government borrowing 
have done far more damage to future generations than the 

federal debt ever did. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Empirical Kids 
By DAVID BROOKS 

A Yale senior takes a stab at defining her generation, one 
emerging into adulthood on the heels of the 2ooos. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Tyranny of the Billable Hour 
By STEVEN J. HARPER 

The billable hour system is the way most lawyers in big firms charge clients - but 

it serves no one. Well, almost no one. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On March 29, 1973, the last United States troops left South Vietnam, 

ending America’s direct military involvement in the Vietnam War. 
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Global Health Week Conversations 

presents a conversation witla 

Eric Mintz, MD 
Medical Epidemiologist and Cholera Specialist, 

Centers ~br Di sease Control and Prevention 

on 

Cholera in the Field: Exchanging Work Experiences 

Wednesday, April 3 

1:45 - 2:45 pm 

Trent 124, Duke campus 

(T~ent Hall is on the comer of Trent Drive and Erwin Road in Durham) 

Sponsored by the Duke Global Health Institute 
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Top News 

More Diagnoses of Hyperactivity in New C.D.C. Data 
By ALAN SCHWARZ and SARAH COHEN 

Rates of the disorder have increased markedly in the past decade, heightening 
concern that the diagnosis and its medication are overused among American 

children. 

¯ ~-’;; Interactive Graphic: Rates of A.D.H.D. Diagnosis in Children 

DEALBOOK 

Pay for Boards at Banks Soars Amid Cutbacks 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Banks and compensation experts say the complexity of the business justifies the 
compensation, but critics say increased regulation has limited the boards’ j obs. 

Painful Payment for Afghan Debt: A Daughter, 6 
By ALISSA J. ROBIN 

If a man at a refugee camp who borrowed $2,5oo for medical 

care for his family cannot repay his debt, his daughter will have 

to marry the lender’s 17-year-old son. 

.................................................................................................................. F0r r~ ore !0 p r~e~vs, go t0 N~Times,F0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: Hardships in Afghan Refugee 

Camps 

Women and girls have been among the chief victims in the many 

refugee camps in Kabul, the Afghan capital. 

~ Related Article 

DINING 

~ VIDEO: Cutting Up Fennel 

Melissa Clark demonstrates how to cut up fennel to use both the 

bulb and the fronds. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Tar Sands Disaster 
By THOMAS HOMER-DIXON 

President 0bama will be doing Canada a favor if he blocks the 

Keystone XL pipeline once and for all. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"There’s a tremendous push where if the kid’s behavior 
is thought to be quote-unquote abnormal- if they’re not 

sitting quietly at their desk - that’s pathological, 
instead of just childhood." 

DR. JEROME GROOPMAN, a professor of medicine at Harvard Medical School, on the 
dramatic rise in the nmnber of children diagnosed with, and given medication for, attention 

deficit hyperactivity disorder. 



ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

North Korea Vows to Keep Nuclear Arms and Fix 
Economy 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

The North’s nuclear weapons "are neither a political bargaining 
chip nor a thing for economic dealings," the official Korean 
Central News Agency quoted officials as saying. 

Hagel Warns of Big Squeeze at the Pentagon 
By THOM SHANKER 

As President Obama negotiates a spending and revenue deal, the 
defense secretary and Pentagon officials warned that there could 

be larger budget reductions than expected. 

Spurts of Violence Punctuate Calm After Kenyan 
Vote Is Upheld 
By JEFFREY GETTLEMAN 

The clashes that erupted Saturday night after the Supreme Court 
ruled that Uhuru Kenyatta was legitimately elected president 
were nowhere near as chaotic as the aoo7 disputed election. 

................................................................................................. F£r r~o~e ~v0r!d r~ev~s, go t? N~Times.�om(Wor!d tt 

U,S, 

Gunfire Claims and Prosecutor in Texas County 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ, MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ and SERGE F. KOVALESKI 

The Kaufman County, Tex., district attorney and his wife were 
found dead Saturday, and investigators were looking for links to 



the Jan. 31 killing of an assistant prosecutor. 

¯ ~ Timeline: Could Killings Be Connected? 

SALEM JOURNAL 

Once a ’Cuckoo’s Nest,’ Now a Museum 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Oregon State Hospital features a museum that pays tribute to the 

movie "One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest" and explores mental 

health treatments of the past. 

~ ~ Slide Show: From Asylum to Museum 

New Breed of Cuban Dissident Finds Changed 

Miami 
By LIZETTE ALVAREZ 

Not long ago, Cuban-Americans in Miami rolled out the red 

carpet only to defectors who disavowed their homeland. But a 

dissident who plans to return home has been greeted warmly. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Steve Harvey’s daytime success 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

An interview with Brian Williams 

Inside Ryan Gosling’s new film 

ttltt[m.es.~o,~n VI::DE0 

Business 

As Banks in Cyprus Falter, Other Tax Havens 

Step In 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

Cyprus is hardly the only safe harbor for the tax-averse. 

Switzerland, Luxembourg, Malta and the Caymans are reminding 

those shaken by events in Cyprus that they remain open for business. 

¯ News Analysis: Calculating the Impact of Cyprus’s Bailout 



As Market Heats Up, Trading Slips Into Shadows 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

More stock trades, about 4o percent on some days, are being 
conducted outside public exchanges. 

New Disney Characters Make It Big in TV’s 
Preschool Playground 
By BROOKS BARNES and AMY CHOZICK 

After a year, Disney Junior, a channel aimed at preschoolers, 
already has the top three preschool cable programs. 

~ ~ Video: Disney Junior Finds Ratings Success 

................................................................................... E0r [~0~e b~s!r~ess ~e~fs, go to NYTimes,�0m!Bus!ness ~t 

Sports 

MIDWEST: LOUISVILLE 85, DUKE 63 

From Stunned to Stunning for Louisville 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

After watching their teammate Kevin Ware break his right leg in 
the first half, the top-seeded Cardinals regrouped and then 
dismantled second-seeded Duke in the second half. 

¯ An Innocuous Play, a Gruesome Injury 

SOUTH: MICHIGAN 79, FLORIDA 59 

Michigan Barrels Into the Final Four After a ao- 
Year Absence 
By TOM SPOUSTA 

The Wolverines took apart the Gators with equal parts patience 

and raw power, advancing to the Final Four for the first time since 1993. 

~ Confident in His Shot, Michigan Freshman Backs It Up 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Boeheim Maintains a Passion as Intense as His 
Defense 
By WILLIAM C. RHODEN 

After earning his fourth trip to the Final Four, Syracuse Coach 
Jim Boeheim said he was in no hurry to retire. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Indies Grab the Controls at a Game Conference 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

Led by Journey, the game of the year, independent studios 

outgunned majors for attention at the Game Developers 
Conference in San Francisco. 



Slide Show 

Maestro’s Steady Hand Helps Resurrect Rome 
Opera 
By DANIEL J. WAKIN 

Riccardo Muti has led to full houses, a much-improved orchestra 
and the first invitation for the Rome Opera to perform at the 
prestigious Salzburg Festival in Austria. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Laughing at Rappers, Who Laugh Right Back 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The Kid Mero and ItsTheReal satirize the hip-hop world, and real 
rappers are often in on the jokes. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ n~or~ a[ts r~e~s, g0 t0 NYrimes,c0m!A rt~ tt 

Media & Advertising 

Discovery Expands Its Reach Overseas 
By AMY CHOZlCK 

With a proliferation of channels competing for a diminished 
number of total viewers, media companies have looked elsewhere 
for growth. 

Papers Worldwide Embrace Web Subscriptions 
By ERIC PFANNER 

Online advertising, once seen as the great hope for the future, has begun 
leveling off, which is accelerating the push for new Internet business models. 

MEDIA DECODER 

PBS to Show Block of ’Martha’ Programs 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Reruns of "Martha Bakes" will follow new episodes of "Martha Stewart’s 
Cooking School." 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Immigration Spring 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A breakthrough agreement on guest workers raises hopes for a broader deal 

EDITORIAL 

Using Medicaid Dollars for Private Insurance 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

There are major benefits and big risks in what some Republican-led states want 



to do. 

EDITORIAL 

Mexico’s Ambitious Economic Agenda 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Proposals to increase competition and reform taxes have the potential to 

transform the country. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~0re ~p!pi0q, g0 t0 NY~ime~:com!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lessons From a Comeback 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Surprise! California isn’t doomed just yet. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

On the Economy, Think Long-Term 
By JEFFREY D. SACHS 

Our underlying economic problems aren’t temporary. To fix them, we need a 

strategy for the next 20 years. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When We Loved Form 1040 
By LAWRENCE A. ZELENAK 

Filing tax returns can be an act of civic virtue. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion )) 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 1, 1945, American forces invaded Okinawa during World War 

II. 
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Monday, April 1, 2013 9:21 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

[uncwaterthemenews] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 04-01 - 13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 1st, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/02/13- Screening of the documentaay fihn Chasing Ice and discussion featuring JeffOrlowsld, the director and producer of the fihn and Professor Josd Rial of 

UNC’s Depal~tmeut of Geological Sciences, scheduled for 5:30 PM in the Nelson Man&la Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. This event is free and 

open to tile public but regifftration is required which can be done at the following address: http:/irin,vurl.com/d2zpipp 

For more information: htlp://go.unc.edwchasingice 

04/05/13- 2013 UNC-Duke China Leadership Summit scheduled for April 5th 7th and sponsored by the Carolina China Network and the Duke East Asia Nexus. 

This year’s conference roll focus on SusCainability, ranging from political and economic to enviroranental and social topics. For more informarion on conference 

speakers and schedules: http://dukeunccls.org/. 

04/06/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series event t~aturing Lee Weisert, Assistaut Prot~ssor and composer in the IYNC Department of music, rifled "Fluid Music: 

Exploring Cryoacousric Orbs and Hydrophonic Sound Ins*allarions at 6 PM in the Back Box axea of Top of the Hill Restaurant. This talk will focus on how technology 

is enabling musicologists to explore envirolm~eutal soundscapes. This event is free and open to the public. For Inore inibnnarion: 

http:/iwww.moreheadplanetarium.or,~index.cfin?fuseacrion~a~e&filename current science fom~ns.html. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Buster Simpson public lecture on April 9th_- The UNC Art Department will present a lecture by Buster Simpson titled "Fare Thee Well (again and Again) Water 

Repurposed: The Poetic Urility of Art and Water" on Tuesday April 9th at 6:00 PM in the Hanes Art Center Auditorium. This event is ficee and open to the public with 

support fromthe ’%Vater In OurWorld" can~pustheme. For more in[bmmrion: http://axt.unc.edu/News Events/Eveat~CCM3 039721 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

A Drhflt For Tolnorrow honored with Carolina Public Ser~Jce Award- A Drink For Tomorrow, a UNC studem organizarion dedicated to addressing issues 

related to the global water crisis, was recently awarded the Ronald W. Hyatt Rotary Public Service Award at this year’s Carolina Center For Public Service awards 

ceremony. This award, named in honor of the late UNC professor, recognizes projects which embody the "scrvice above self’ motto of RotaD’ Internarional. For more 

informarion and to view the other winners: http:/iuncnews.unc.edwcontentAdewi5949/68/ 

Water dironider- A UNC homepage stoly highlighring the life and work of UNC English professor Bland Simpson who has written extensively about the Outer 

Coastal Pl~n of North Caxolina. To view the full sto~y: http://x~a~av.unc.edu/spoflight/water-chronicler/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For more intbrmarion on the theme and other upcoming events, feel t?ee to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.unc.edw. Quesrion~ comments, and suggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the following email address: waterflaeme(a)unc.edu. Also, tbllow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 9:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: question about a prior class 

Best, 

Travis 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 2:35 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: question about a prior class 

Dear Dr. Gore, 

I was reviewing my Tarheel Tracker online and realized I have not been given credit in my minor for a class I took. I took 
AFAM    AFAM Contemporary Issues in Fall of    . The class shows on my Internal Transcript but is not showing as 
completed under my Minor on TarHeel Tracker as Electives Completed for my minor. I need to get this cleared up as soon 
as possible in order to make sure I am getting credit before I have to register for Fall classes. I have already contacted 
an advisor in Steele building, and they advised me to email you and see if you could help. She said that it is showing 
under my electives but not under my minor and was not sure why because it should count toward the minor. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this matter. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Urban Teacher Center <kerrys@urbanteachercenter.org> 

Monday, April 1, 2013 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Please share! UTC’s FINAL application deadline is extended to April 7, 2013 

Dear Eunice, 

My name is Kerry Swarr. I am the Director of Human Capital for the Urban 

Teacher Center {UTC). Please share information about UTC with individuals you 

know are interested in starting their career in urban education reform by being an 

effective teacher! Our final application deadline was extended until April 7, 

2013 at 11:59PM EST. We will be holding interviews around the country in 

Baltimore, Washington, DC, and Atlanta. 

UTC/Lesley University Partnership Highlighted in April Phi Delta Kappan 

Magazine: Check out a link to a short article highlighting our unique partnership: 

http://www.urbanteachercenter.orginews/kappa n-magazine-pu blishes-a rticle- 

utclesley-innovative-approach-prepping-urban-teachers. 

Webinar Recording to Learn More: 

To learn more, listen to a recording of a recent webinar at this link: 

https://urbanteachercenter.webex.com/urbanteachercenter/Isr.php? 
AT=pb&SP =EC&rID=33485262&rKey =3a8260409ae84b01 
Urban Teacher Center Overview-20130326 0000-1 
Narch 25, 2013, 8:00 pm New York qqme 

33 mins 
Please follow us on Twitter @Urbanteacherctr and "like" us at 

Facebook/U rba nTea cherCenter. 

Below is an overview that you can share in your listservs, e-mails, Facebook 

page, etc. 

Pioneering Teacher Preparation Program in Washington, DC & Baltimore, MD 

Urban Teacher Center (UTC) is a four-year, alternative teacher preparation 

program that operates in Washington, DC and Baltimore, MD (and soon in 

additional cities). Each cohort participates in an intensive year-long residency, 

followed by a three-year teaching commitment in a high-need urban elementary, 

middle or high school. UTC residents prepare to become highly competent 

teachers; in addition to the clinical experience, they also enroll in a FREE dual 

Master[3s of Education program that is directly relevant to the urban teacher. 

All UTC teachers are part of an unprecedented commitment to student 

performance: only those who can demonstrate that they can improve student 

learning will complete the program. Over time, UTC teachers will be among the 

most expert and results-oriented in the nation. For more information, visit us 

the web at www.urbanteachercenter.org. Our final application deadline for the 

201:3-14 school year is: April 7, 201:3. The program for the 201:3-2014 school 

year will begin on or around June 21, 2013. The application is available online at 

UTC’s website at www.urbanteachercenter.org. 

Kerry 

Urbai-~ Teacher Center i 1500 Lh°=ior= Mill, Suite 2200 I Baltimore, MD 2121 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

info@afiicansVadies.org 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 8:49 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

ASA ASA Website: Request for login information 

ASA - Password Reset 

Dear ASA Website User: 

Hem is your temporary login informalion: 

User ID: eunice@email.unc.edu 
Temp Password: kEy 159Phone 

To access the system, visit the following URL: 
http ://vwvw.africanstudies.orq/ 

Temporary login infom~atiou is only wJid for 5 day(s). If you do uot login within 5 day(s) of receiving this message, you will be asked to request a new tempora~ 

password. 

Thank you, 

ASA User Support 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 10:29 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

TOMORROW: April 3 event at Duke ruth Dr Eric Min~z of CDC on "Cholera in the Field: Exchanging Work Experiences" 

GH Conversations EricMinlz Apl3 GHW.pdf 

Global Health Week Conversations 

presents a conversation witla 

Eric Mintz, MD 
Medical Epidemiologist and Cholera Specialist, 

Centers tbr Di sease Control and Prevention 

on 

Cholera in the Field: Exchanging Work Experiences 

Wednesday, April 3 

1:45 - 2:45 pm 
Trent 124, Duke campus 

(T~ent Hall is on the comer of Trent Drive and Erwin Road in Durham) 

Sponsored by the Duke Global Health Institute 

See attached flyer for more information. 

Natalie Nat tman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American anl Caribbean Stulies 

Duke U~ J ve rs i ty 
phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vlime s.com> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: Essay-Grading Software Oilers Protbssors a Break 

Top News 

Obama Budget Revh~ng Offer of Compro,~fise ~,Vith Cuts 

P~sident Obama will take the political risk tmxt week of prese*~dng a budget 

pla~ that proposes cuts to SociN Secur~" and Medicare, i~ a~ efib~ to 

compromise ~ith Republicans. 

Essay-Gradh~g Sofbware Offers Professors a 

Break 

A system developed by a joi~t ventm:e betwee~ Harvard and 

M.I.T. uses arti[ieiN in[cIIigence to assess skudent papers and 

shore written answers, freeing i~skruetors for okher tasks. 

Beijing F|mints Cross-Border Clout in Search for 

D~g Lord 

The manhunt [hat led to a notorious traffieker’s eapiure was a 

hardmosed display of the Chitmse govermnet~t’s political and 

economic sway across [.qos, Mya~mmr and Thailm~d. 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

[~i ] SLIDE SIIO’{#’." Photography and the 
Slide Show 

Ameri~n Cirri War’ 

This exhibition a~ ~he Meh’opo]itan Museum of ~M’t examit~es an 

early intersectkm of photography and political h istory. 



Related Review 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Sho~d 1rids Pick Their Owa Pmfishrae~ts°? 

Raising ebi]d~w~ req~fires pm~ishi~g and ~vwardi~g them. What if 

parents let them deride their fate? 

Kids 
Pick 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PREET BI~ARARA, the Uaited States ~ttorney ia M~mh~ttan, on the arrest o[ 
Assemblyma~ ]~:rie A. Stevensoa of the Bronx on bribery d~arges, two days alter St;~te 
Sem~tor N;flco[m A. Smith o[ Queens was arrested oa tmrelated eh;~rges of bPibery a~d 

World 

Palesth~a~ Defiance on Display at ~’~est Bank 

Funerals 

:kt~grl,~ calls fl:~r ~vsistanee i~ the wake of" flaree &aths placed a 

new spotlight on a planned visik [o [he region by Seeretar? of 

S ~te ,John 

~ ~ %de Show: Tho~sa~lds Protest ~n West Bank 

funeral I 

~aysara 

The "tomb sweepi~g" festival kno~ as Qingmi~g, reinst~ted as a 

public holiday in 2008, has relatives flocking to cemeteries to pay respect to 

a~cestors by b m~fing 

~ Slide Show: ’Tomb Sweephg’ Festiva~ in China 

Data Leak Shakes Notion of Secret Offshore 

Havcns and, P~ssibly, Nervcs 

The disdosnres are ~ikely to reverberate throngh government 

a~d financial circles, as auslcfity-fiddcn Europea~ government 

seek t~-~ crack do~sn o~ tax evasio~h 

~ 
PHme 

Mhiste~ 

Bidz!na I 

U,S. 



Weeks Afl-er Prison CtfieFs Killing, a Dead           ~~ 
N~speet and Many Ques~ons 

Although the summaries ~hink ~aey know who killed Tom 

Clements, t~e head of Colorado’s prison system, the fa~’t tha~ 

suspect ~s dead leaves the invesfigafim~ with mow questions fl~a~ answe~. 

Reward Is Increased by Officials in Texas 

Gov. Rick PerW on Thursday offered up to $200,000 for 

information leading to the an’est and indictment of those 

responsible for the killings of a prosecutor and his wife and 

another prosecutor. 

...... Woodw 

New Gun Rest~-ietions Pass l-l~e Legislature in MaD’land 

The new restrictions include a ban on new pro’chases of assault weapons, 

bullet limit on magazi~ea and requireme~ts that ha~dgun buyem tmdergo 

fingeq~dnting and talNet training, 

Business 

Japan i~itiates Bold Bid to End gears of 

Tmn bling Prices 

Japan’s centrN bank said that ~t would aggressively buy bonds, 

doubling Lhe amount of money in circulation over two years. 

~ ~ Viaeo: Japan’s Bet on Reignition 

Kurods, 

Fed V~ eighs a Reaetioli to Sth°rhtgs of Recover3 

Federal Resmwe offidals are wondm~ng how to remain cautious 

even as signs show tha~ ~he 1N)or marke~ is improving more 

rapidly than exl~eeted. 

Texas Refinery Is Saudi Foothold in UoN. Market 

The Motiva refinerT in Pot~_ Arthur, the largest in the United 

States, ensures a higger market for Saudi crude and a s h’onger 

g~obal voice for the kingdom. 

The 

Fed’s 

chairma 

~, Ben 

Motiva 

refinery 

in Port 

Sports 



When Injured At|~|e~e Leaves Camp~s~ College’s 

Responsibility E~ds 

The televised image of LouisviI~e’s Kevin Ware breaking his leg 

has heightened interest in one of the many issues confronting 

college athletics: heaRh inanranee coverage. 

~ ~ V~eo: Paying rot injuries, Now and Later 

Michigm~ Coach’s Winding Path Leads to Fi~al     ~~ n 

John 

After coaching for some 35 years at eight programs at a]I levels, 

Michigan Coach dohn Beilein has reached the college game’s showcase weekend. 

Pressure B~filds on Rutgers Preside~t 

R~:fl)e~ I,. Barehi is fl~e subject of mom~fing criticism J~ the 

affemmth of the firing of men’s basketball coach Mike 1~ce. 

Some faculU members have called for his resignafiom 

Coach 

Mike 

Rice 

Fei me:e spoi!.s n~v,’s, 9o to NYTimes~eom/Sports ~ 

Arts 

ROGER EBERT, 1942-2013 

A Critic fi~r the Common Ma~ 

R%er Ebert, the popular film critic who along with Gene Siskel 

could ]iff or sJ~k the fbrttmes of a m ovJe, d~ed on Thursday ~n 

Chicago. 

, ~ S~ide Show: A Critic’s Career 

THEATER REVIEW I ’KINKY BOOTS’ 

High Spi~fcs, Higher Heels 

A factory owner and a drag ped[ormer combine efforts in "Kinky 

Boots," the new Broadway musiea] fl’om Harvey Fie~.~tein and 

(Yyndi Lauper. 

, D Vioee: Anatomy of a Nt.m~ber: ’Kinky Boots’ 

TH E TV WATC H 

The Nm~c Women Beh~d the U~ravelh~g l~len 

.As Season 6 of ~’vIC’s %,lad Men" begins, the pleasure; of this 

series is no longer in discovery’; it’s in the affirmation that there 

is still some invention left in fine show. 

MaY;hew Weiner Talks Season 6 of ’Mad Men’ 

Movies 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’TRANCE’ 

You ~u’e Getth~g Sleepy. Where’d Yo~t~ Hide the 

Goya? 

I~ "Trance," d~reeted hy Danny Boyle, an au~No~ house 

employee gels caught up in an ark heisL 

~ ~ Anatomy o[ a Scene: ’Trance’ 

..... 

MOVIE REVIEW [ ’THE COMPANY YOU KEEP’ 
i~ CIockwi 

Rerncmbcri~g the Nide of the ’6os Tl~at !¢Vas~’t ....... se fron~ 

.~ Peace m~d Love [ 
top ~e~t, [ 
Jufie 

By 

Robert Red[?)rd’s "Company You Keep," wMeh a]so features 

&die Christie and Susan Sarandon, fi)llows 196os radicals in later life. 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’UPSTREAM COLOR’ 

~Yo~’r~,% ~ B~.a~a~s~. and P~o S~m~ds 1-.0~k~ 

In "[ pst~am Color," a man and a woman find each o’~er as 

of a plot where little is strM~ht[o~¥ard. 

Today’s Video 

The Times’s David E, Sanger on how the Obarna adminis b’ation 

is reaeti n g to No~M~ Korea’s n n clea r maneuvers. 

~D ~nher~ted tactics ~n Noah Korea 

~ ~ NOMB Korea He~gBtens Nuclear Tensions 

For more ,/idso 90 [o NYTimee.comfVideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

T]~e :Dm~age %~;rought by the Gu~ Lobby 

At every ~urn, gu~ advocates have s~ymied comm(m-sense efforks to reduce 

vk~leneeo 

EDITORIAL 

Saving Morley, Poisoning Wo~*ke~*s 

There is plen~, of blame to go arom~d fbr the nem:ologica~ damage caused hy 

koMe fumes at Royale Comfot~a Seating. 

EDITORIAL 

I~dia’s Novm~is Decisio~ 

India’s S upreme Coark ruling should help protect the awfilability of cheap 

ge~eric drugs for poor patie~ts. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The violent rhetoric arom~d gun o~e~hi1) may drown out a 

quiet consensus. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Practical Urdversity 

The Dromise of online education lies in taking care of the 

tech~ical k~mwledge so that universities can focus on 

transmi t[in g praed eal knowled 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Urge to Purge 

The push to see depression as a neeessa~T and somehow 

desirable l:amishment for past sins is as stro~g as ever. 

ON THIS DAY 



Access T~e New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

humanitie@hichumanities.org on behalf of 

Sara Jane Arellano <humanities~Nchumanities.org> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 3:32 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Call for Papers - 12th A~mual Hawaii International Conference on Arts & Hum~ties 

Nil http:/,M, ww. hich u rna nities.org/h u rna n itieshea der 1.]pg 

i~iii http:// .... hich .... it 
ies.org/Facebook.jpg 

%i http:i/www.hichumani ] 
ties.orq/uofl.jpq 

- Center for 

Sustainable Urban 

Neighborhoods 

(for full conference details, visit our website at: http:i/www.Nchumanities.org) 

Submission/Proposal Deadline: August 16th, 2013 
(Submit well in advance of the above date to take advantage of our 

Early Bird RegistPation Rate. For rate details, click here) 

Topic Areas (All Areas of Arts and Humanities are Invited) 
Anthropology                         ¯ Languages 

o Literature 
American Studies 
Archeology 

. Linguistics 

Architecture 
¯ Music 

Art 
o Perfolrning Arts 

Art History.- 
. Philosophy 
¯ Postcolonial Identities 

Art Management o Product Design 
Dance 
English 

. Religion 
¯ Second Language Studies 

Ethnic Studies 
Film 

o Speech/Commumcation 

Folklore 
. Theatre 

Geography 
¯ Visual Arts 
o Cross-disciplina~ areas of Arts 

Graphic Design 
and Humanities 

Itisto~’ ¯ Other Areas of Arts and 
Landscape Architecture 

t Iumanities 

Submitting a ProposaVPaper: 
You may submit your paper/proposal by following the instructions on our 

website. To make a submission, and for detailed information about submitting 
see: 

http:i/www.hichum m~ities, org!cfp artshumanities.php 

To be removed from tiffs list, reply to this email with REMOVE written in the subject 
line. 
Hawaii International Conference on Arts and Humanities 
P.O. Box 75036 
Honolulu, Hawaii 96836 
humanities@hichumanities.o rg 
http://,a~a,w, hicbumanities.or# 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wlime s.com> 

Sunday, April 7, 2013 3:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: A Secret Deal on Drones, Sealed in Blood 

Top News 

RISE OF THE PREDATORS 

A Secret Deal on Drones, Sealed ir~ Blood 

The C.I.A.’s covert dro*m war it~ Pakistat~ begat~ with the 2004 

killi~g of a Pash!am militant, the result of a secret deal that was a 

turning point in the agency’s fight against terToHsm. 

Grave Robbers and War Steal Syria’s History 

3anot~g the casualties of the l~-mg civil war it~ a tom, try with a rich 

archaeological heritage are ruin, s thai had yet to be flfl]y studied. 

~ ~ Video: Destroying Syria’s Past 

Tax Lobby Builds Ties l-o Chairman of Finance 

Panel 

Many companies have retained lobbying firms that employ 

tbrmer aides to M~ Baueus, the chaimmn of the Senate N~mnee 

Comm i~ee, which w~ll have a crucial role in shaph~g any legislation. 

~ ~ Graphic: Ties Be~,~/eeo Congress and the Tax Lobby 

...... Muham 
mad, 

~ Remain 

For mere tei) 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

hi 2004, the Dmace Theater of Harlem, cHi:,i:,]ed -~y ,52.3 m~]]io~ 

debt, was forced to put its company on hiatus. This @ill, the 



datlee cortlparLv reopens. 

Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~Vl~at G~m Lovers "ilda~k 

Could a gun--ow~ing liberal explak~ the thinki*~g of the other 

side? 
~ Columnist Page I Blog 

QUOTAT~ONOFTHEDAY 

KR~ST~NAANDERSON, who was s[~ot at V{rgin]a Tech, on researi;h into suFviviag mass 
attae],:s, 

World 

Nue|ear TMks ~Vilt][~ Iran Er~d Without Accord or PIans t~r 
~Mm~er Rom~d 

The fudlity was eertah~ to arouse ~s~newed alarm, paz deularly fi’ora Israel, 
which had tempered ig threats of a militaW s t~{ke in dere~mce to diplomacy. 

Five Killed in Year’s Deadliest Attack on 

Americans i~ Afghanistan 

A suidde bomb kil]ed three American soldiers and two American 

~’iviliat~s, including a State Department D)reigt~ Service officer. 

Ter~sio,~s Over Nortl~ Korea Rattle the Soutl~’s 

The SeouI sto& market fell Friday, aud Genera] Motors said 

was maNt~g eot~fingeney plans for its workers amid a 

threaks from NotCh Ko~a. 

U.S, 

Taping of Farm Crue~ty Is Becoming i][~e Crime 

Some state legislatures have passed or are considering Ml]s 

plan n g res tz{etions on undercover operations by animal tigh ks 

groups. 

states 

have 

placed 



I~ H~story Departments~ It’s Up "With Capitalism 

A new ge~erafion rd historians is foeusing on capitalism and the 

bosses, bankers and brokm3 who nm the economy. 

Bethany 
Moraton 

In S|fii~, Police Advise Taking a~ Aetiw~ Role to 

Com~ter Mass A~acks 

People at the scene of an attack are more ]~keIy to survive ff they 

{ake an active stance, studies and police departments say, a shift 

fl’om previous guidelines that advocated waiting for help. 

After the [ 

Melissa Clark shows us how to 
cut up a whole chicken 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Bill Ounnirlgham I 1:he new rriu, n 

Business 

"ilae I~finity Pool of Executive Pay 

For C.E~O.’s of some of the nation’s biggest companies, overall 

compensation rose only modestly last year. But the amcmnt of 

perks often soared. 

~ [] Graphic: The Higi~est..Paid C.E O’s 

FAIR GAME 

If Shareholders Say E~tough Already, the Board    ::~ 

May Listen 

In many ways, executive pay is continuing its merry elimbo But 

shareh o~ders and some eompm~y boards h ave m ade ~n roads again st tb e ~:e~d. 

[n Exchmtge-Traded iFu~tds, a Variable Worth I~atehil~g 
:%..,,, ~ia 

E.T.F.’s are popular %t" ~eir low %es and "~eir usefulness in buildi~g 

divet~ified pop,folios. But buying an index.-traeMng E.T.F. doesn’t guarantee 

the same return as the index. 

Sports 

Belfind Earlly, Tested Late, Almost The~oe                ~,’~ ~.,~k~ 

itself tested as Wichita State dictated the pace of lke game. The 

Cardinals’ fi~st lead of the game, 56.-55, came with 6 minutes 3~ seconds left. 

For Wares, Louisville Games Have Been Tough to Watch 



R~atgers Of~cials Long K~mw of Coach’s Actions 

h~te~wiews, docum ents and legal records show that when 

most senior Rutgers offidals learned details abou~ Mike Rice~s 

behavior towurd plwet~, ~hey ignored them or issued l~ght 

penalties. 

~ ~ ~nvestigation Report on 

, F.BL ~nvestiga~ing Former Rutgers Assistan~ 

ii1~ Rutgers 

I 

Far From Reservatiom Sisters Lead Louisvi||e 

Shoni and dude Schimmd, who belong to dm Confederated 

Tribes of the Umadlla in eastern Oregon, have become 

h~dJspensable members of the IzmisvJlle Cardhmls. 

Arts 

The Joke~s or~ 
i.: .~ D.::,’,i ~. 

With a hit tLX se~-ies, an HBO special and Woody Alien and David 

O. Russell movies in the pipeline, the comedian’s moment grows. 

A Phoe~ix is ilJsh~g or~ Point 

Nine years after going on hiatus, Dance Theuter of Hurlem 

begi~s three programs. 

~[~ Video: A Forced Hiatus Ends 

Crops mtd N~,sie, Each in :Its Season 

doh ~ Eliot Gardiner, a foun der of th e period-in stt~u merit 

movement who turns 7o this month, has a soft spot for Bach - as 

evidenced by his nine-hour maruthon last week. 

Magazine 

Time to supersize your bean burger and sweet potato [Hes. 

Anita Lo, Dale Talde, Sara Jenkins and other New 5%rk chefs 

reeaI1 int)sted oysters, exploding chickens and kkehen 

disasters that would make a home cook cry. 

Yes, Healthful Fast Food Is t ossible. But Edible’: 

The Tra~tsformatior~al Power of the Right 

Spice 

With a sp,Sntding of Lior Lev Serearz’s pixie dust, almost 

anything might be edible, 

[ 

,".~ o 39, 

Today’s Video 

W~EO: Destroying S.~t’ia s :Past 

Across Syz~a, the country’s archaeological heritage is irnpm~led 

by war, facing threats that range fi’om outright destruction by 

ordnance ~o opportunistic digging by grave diggers and treasure 

hunters. 



Related Alticle 

Members of the Renaissance Street Singers perform 

concerts in Grand Central Terminal over the winter months. 

~ Related A~icle 

Fvr more video, fje to NYTimee.eomNideo >,, 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Cougts Without Judges 

There is no excuse f,’)r the severe delay in filling federal judicial vacancies. 

EDITORIAL 

Tradi~g h~ the Dark 

There are good reason s to be wary of the stock market. 

EDITORIAL 

Calm~ib" for Our }lost Benefiee~t h~seet 

Bee colonies bare been dying in increasing numbers, aud the latest suspect is a 

pesticide used to protect eornmon agricaltm’al seeds. 

mare opinion; ge to NYTimea.comtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

A Year ir~ Trees 

I ]earned a good deal about moving through grief fl’om some 

trees o 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Can We Get HiHary ~Nithout the Fooler3q 

Democrats fee] the inevKable, inexorable, inescapable pull of the 

C]in tons, 

, Coiumnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How We’ve Wasted Our Timeout 

Fc, r the last five yea~s, the world has had a break fl’om major 

conflict. That may be about to end. 

Per mv;e opinion, go ts NYTimee.comtOpinion >> 

Sunday Review 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Getting Serious _About a Texas-Size Drou~t 

In Texas, a state fabled for its ever34hing-is-bigger mentality, 

the idea of consem,ing resources is beginning to take hold. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I B~ythie Front Page 



FOLLOW US: [~acebook ~ @NYiimes Pi~terest 

[]     ~i .<~. ’~,,~’I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone(~) l iPad(~.’, Android I 

Visit The New York 
Tithes Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m~yt.¢om ~> 

About Thie E-~ai~ 

This is an automated e-i’nail. Please do not reply directiy to this e-maii. 

You received this message because yell signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Heedlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe p~ivacy program~ we a~e commi~ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscdbe i Manege .q.ubscriptions I Change Yo[ir E-Meil == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Michael Nelson <mbnelson@wesleyan.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:22 AM 

apcg@lists.msc.edu 

Call tbr Papers 

Workshop and Special Issue on Kenya.docx 

Dear Members, 

Please find attached this call for papers. I am forwarding it to the membership as our next newsletter roll come ont after flee event. 

Best, 

Mike 

Please find attached a notice of a workshop and special issue call for papers that we’d love to go in the next APCG newsletter if that is possible. 

Thanks! 

Dr Nic Cheeseman 

http:i/democmc,/ina£rica.orgi 

UniversiF Lecturer in African Politics, Oxford Universily 
African Studies Centre, 13 Bevington Road, Oxford, OX2 6LH, Tel 01865 613 904 

www.afi~ cm~studies.ox.ac.uk 

Co-editor AliicaJ~ At][~r~ # 1 in African Studies 

http://afial~oxfordioumals.ol~/ 

You axe currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice(~email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: https://lists.wisc.edtvn?idM0299565.f18b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22e&n T&l apeg&o~8432298 

(It may be necessary m cut and paste the abxwe [JR[, if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email m leave-28432298-40299565.fl 8b558a010cd189c0fd76e7dctOb22e@lists.wisc.edu 

Michael Byron Nelson 

Assistant Professor, Department of Government 

238 Ctmrc]l Street 

Wesleyan University 

Middletown, CT 06459 

860.685.3023 

mbnelson@wesleyan.edu 

Personal: http://www.michaelnelson.info 

Wesleyan African Studies: http://africa.blo.qs.wesleyan.edu/ 

Editor, Aflican Politics Conference Group Newsletter 

APCG: http:/!w’ww, africa n politics~ ro u p. o r.q/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 9:55 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Professor Janken, 

The change will show up in the system today. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:31 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 
Thank you !! 

I’ll send tMs over today. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:29 AM 
To: Moseley, Erin S 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Erin, 

have it attached this time! 

Thanks for all that you do. 

Travis 

From: Moseley, Erin S 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 
Please send me the log sheet attached to this emagl and I’ll send it over to Scheduling. 

Thank you, 

Erin 



From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, April 08, 2013 9:13 AM 
To." Moseley, Erin S 
Subject." FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Erin! 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

We would like all sections of our AFRI and AFAM :10:1 to have the same enrollment cap of 20 for Summer :1 and currently 

we have section 003 of both AFAM and AFRI capped at 40. I sent the change request in the email to Charlotte below 

but she asked me to send it to you first for approval. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sen[: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:01 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 

Sub]ec[: RE: AFR:[ 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer :[ LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Since this is for summer, could you submit it to the Summer School for approval? I’ll make the change once I hear back 

from them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASI3 North, Suite 3209 
Campus t5ox 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9~962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843~8709 

From." Gore, Travis 
Sent." Monday, April 08, 2013 8:44 AM 
To." Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject." FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

tried to do this myself but Connect Carolina is giving me problems. 

Thanks[ 



Travis 

LOGSHEET 

AFRI 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

AFAM 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Saturday, April 06, 2013 4:36 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I 

Dear Travis, 

All the other sections of these courses are capped at 20, but these two are capped at 40. So please rtude the caps 
to make them uniform. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http ://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 10:09 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Follow up... Completed -TG 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Thank you for sending [t to the Friday Center. TNs request is now complete. Please let us know if you need anything 

else. 

Thanks, 
Charlotte 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:07 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

will go ahead and send to summer school. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:01 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Travis, 

Since this is for summer, could you submit it to the Summer School for approval? I’ll make the change once I hear back 

from them. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I LOGSHEET 

Hi Charlotte, 

tried to do this myself but Connect Carolina is giving me problems. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

LOGSHEET 

Summer 1 2013 

AFRI 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

AFAM 101 003 change enrollment from 40 to 20 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Saturday, April 06, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AFRI 101 - 003 and AFAM 101 - 003 in Summer I 

Dear Travis, 

All the other sections of these courses are capped at 20, but these two are capped at 40. So please rtude the caps 
to make them uniform. 

Sincerely, 
Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 
Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/spr 97/i anken.html 
http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/T-8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, April 8, 2013 1:23 PlVl 

Jell- duncplas@duke.edu 

Carolyn Pumphrey <pnmphrey@duke.edu> 

’rlSS/NCU ESI Luncheon - April 15 - Duddy, "After Chazez: Oil, Venezuela, and tile United States." 

EuergyLuncheonsDuddy.pdf 

For more information on the event below, please contact pumphre¥,@~duke.edu 

The TISS/NCSU Energy and Security Initiative hosts a monthly energy and security kmcheon. The luncheons are held in the 1911 Building (room 129) on the NCSU 

campus beginning at 11:45 AM on the third Monday of each month (except when this conflicts with a university holiday). The~e i~ no charge, though we do ask you 

to register. 

The final hmch in this year’s series will take place on J,5 April and will be given by the last senate confirmed ambassador to Venezuela, Patrick Duddy, He will focus 

on the elections that will just have been held in Venezuela and the role p~ayed by its oil in the relationship betwee~ the k.lnited States and ~..atin America, 

EVENT AND REGISTRATION LINK 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Student Enrichment Fund 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I wanted to follo~v up on my last email and see if we can find 30 
minutes to talk about the Student Enrichment Fund sometime in the next 
two weeks. I am widely open on iVlondays and Fridays, as well as 2-4 the 
rest of the week. Let me know if you have time on your calendar. 

All the best, 

On Fri,            at 11:39 A2~                       @live unc edu> wrote: 
> Dear Professor Sahle, 
> 
> I wanted to follow up on a letter I mailed you a few weeks ago 
> regarding the Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund (You may recognize 
> it as the same program that I spoke to the Water ~Iheme steering 
> committee about). I am hoping to meet with all of the department 
> chairs before I graduate to talk about establishing a relationship 
> with the program. Would it be possible to meet with you on a Monday or 
> Friday in the next two we&s? 
> 

> All the best, 

> ’]’he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The Universit’,’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

From: Scott, Tj 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2023 4:14 plVl 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Cc: Douglas, Linda Brown 
Subject: Board of Visitors Back to Class 

Dr. Charlene Regester, 

Thank you for offering your class as an option for our Board of Visitors "Back to Class" session. We have the following Board of Visitors member attending your 

class, "Masquerades of Blackness", on Thursday, April 11th at 9:30 a.m. 

Lori Xreland 
President, Ireland Family Foundation 
Education: BS ’78, University of Colorado; MBA ’80, University of California-Berkeley 
!__r__e_J__a___n___d__f__a____m__!J_y f o u n d a t i o n @g~n a i I. c o m 

She has been told that you have received her email address in case you would like to send her something about that day’s class. If you have any further questions, 

please contact me at tj scott@unc.edu or Linda Douglas at linda douglas@unc.edu. 

Thanks, 

TJ Scott, ’12 
Events Assistant, Office of University Events 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Of?ce: 919-962-34:27 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Re: honors defense 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you on both counts -- for your congratulations and for being willing to serve on thesis on such short notice!! She is indeed running 
behind, but she should have the thesis to you early next week. 

What time on the 
has available. 

would work best for you? I’m available anytime between 10 am and 4 pm. I will check with her also to see what time she 

Best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Admissions in Comparative Literature 
Assistant Chair, Department of English & Comparative Literature 
Assistant Professor of English & Comparative Literature 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice SaNe <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday,            4:43 PM 

To: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

C¢: "Janken, Kenneth R" <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:           honors defense 

:::::: Dear Rebecka, 

~ CONGRATS!! This is great news. 

iiii       works better from my end. Please forward 

iiiiiI Best wishes, 
:::::: Eunice 

iiiiiI From= Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
~ Sent= Monday, 11:37 AM 
iiiiiI To= SaNe, Eunice N 
iiiiiI Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
iii Subject:          honors defense 

::i:: Dear Eunice, 

thesis as soon as you can. 

::i:: I hope tfiis note finds you well. Please forgive tfie late request, but I a~ in need of a second reader for honors defense. I wasn’t awa~re unfil week before 
lasl that I needed to invite a second ~:acul~ member myself(in EnglisK tfiat’s all coordinated tbr us). will require fi~ne beyond tfie deadline of so 

~ we’re taking advantage of the honors program’s guidelines, which allow s~ldents to file by the end of classes. If you’d be able to meet for the defense one afternoon 
i~i bem’een    and    , I d t e most grateful. (I m cc~ ~ng Kenneth, so he 11 be aware of onr plans.) 

iiiiii Oh, and by the way, my tenure has been finalized and appmved, I got the news this past Thursday. Thanks for all ,’our support and good wishes along the way! 

iii Take care, 

i::i Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 

Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Adtnissions in Comparative Literature 

Assism]at Chair, Depaxtment of English & Comp~rafive Literature 

Assistant Professor of English & Comparative Literature 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 5:25 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Cc: @gma~l.com 

Subject: Response Paper #1 

Attach: docx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I updated all of the citations on my paper. I am attaching a copy to this email. 

Thank you for letting me borrow your book!! 

Best wishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

AFRI Outline for Part of Seminaac 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Hey All, 

Attached is the outline lbr discussion over East Aiiica mad Beyond. Please review it beii~re class on Wednesday. 

Also, Professor Sahle wa~ted me to let you all know that the prompt tbr Reading Response #2 is now online. Don’t tbrget that the paper is due on Monday at 11:30 

P.M. 

Best wishes, 

AFRI DiscussionOutline.docx 

This tbrwaacded message was sere via The University of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AFRI, 

link to access Mesmges for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Reading Ibr Thursday 

Hi Professor Sable: 

I fotmd this article from Human Rights Quaxterly entitled "Lessons Learned: Practical Lessons Gleaned from inside tl~e Troth Commissions of Guatemala and South 

Africa". I know that we wanted to focus on South Africa, but I think this article covers both pretty well. There are quite a few on just Soutl~ Africa as well! 

http:i/www.i stor.orgistable/20069707? 

&Search ves&~archText commissions&searchText ~xufl~&searchText righks&seaJcchText south&~archText MiJca&searchText human&list hide&searchUri % 

2Faction%2FdoBasicSearch%3FQuerv%3Dsouth%2Bati-ica%2Bmith%2Bcommissions%2Bh uman°~2Brights%26Search°~3DSearch%26gw%3I)itx%26prq% 

3Ds~uth%2Ba~ca%2Btruth%2Bc~mmissi~ns%26hp%3D25%26acc%3D~n%26a~ri%3Da%26wc%3D~n%26fc% 

3Dofl~,prevSeaxch &item 17&ttl 3089&returnArticleService showFullText 

Best, 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arleue <arlene rafiney@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

~gmail.com 

RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Dr Sable: 

AAAD 298-951 for the fall 2013 evening course line up and replace it with AAAD 252-951. 

If you have further questions concerning the classroom evening courses, please feel free to contact me directly. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G Ramey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The Unwersity o17 North Carolina at Chapel }Ill[ 
’]7he William and Ida Friday Center [’or Continuing Education 
CB #1020, ’]’he Friday Center 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 Fax:919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 
http:i/fridaycenter uric. edu/cp/cs 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: ~%ursday, April 04, 2013 10:08 AM 
To: Benowit/, Judith 
Cc: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jo~dy W; McDonnell, Caro[ B 
Subject: FW: CCO Fall 2013 Course l,ist (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Judith, 

Greetings. I ara far,yarding the email I sent yesterday with the fame. 

On another note, please note that Robert will only be teaching AAAD252 for the Fall semester. Thus, kindly delete AAAD 298-951 from his schedule. If you have questions about this 
please let me. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: YVednesday, April 03, 2013 11:06 AM 

To: Benowitz, Judith 
Cc: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jody W; McDonnell, Carol B 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List 

Dear Judith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

The dcpartment will only be offcring AAAD101 in the Falh As we have discussed before AAAD130 ~vill need major revisions before it is offered online. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Beno~vitz, Judith 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Bisese, Anne; Cashion, Jo@ W; McDormell, Carol B 
Subject: CCO Fall 2013 Course List 

Hi Eumce, 

Since Fall registration has already begun, we ~vould really like to get your list so that we can add your courses to our website. Could you possibly get those to me today or sometime this 
week? I’ll be at a COl~ference from tomorrow tl~rough Friday, returning on Monday If you can’t get the list to me today, please send it to Aline Bisese whom I’m coping on this message so 
that she and Jody Cashion can get the list up on our ~vebsite. I’ve attached the table in case you can’t find the one I sent in earl)’ February 

Thanks veW much’. 

Judith 

Judith Benowitz 
Program Development Specialist 



Universi~ of North Carolina ,at Chapel Hill 
CB#1020 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Tel: 919-962-6302 
Fax: 919-962-5549 
benowitz@em ail.unc edu< mailto:benowitz~email uric edu> 
http://fridavcenter.unc edu<http://fi-idavcenter.unc edu/> 

Embrace Diversity! "We learn the most from those who we have the least in common ~vith." 

Joseph M. DeSimone, Ph.D. 
Director, Frartk Hawkins Kenan Institute of Private Enterprise UNC-Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arleue <arlene rafiney@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjaukeu@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dr. Sable: 

In reviewing the sections of AAAD 252 for fall 2013 in ColmectCarolina, I notice that Robelt is also teaching a daytime section (001) of this course on Tuesdays tlcom 6-9pm, which is the 
same night and time for the evening section. Is this correct? 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Sep~ices Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
’]7he University of North Carolina at Chapel tlill 
The William and Ida Friday (;enter for Continuing Education 
CB # 1020, The Friday Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-%6-3587 Fax: 919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 
http ://fridaycenter.unc. edu/cp/cs 

Connect with us 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 
Importance: tligh 

Dear Arlene, 

Thanks[ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:05 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc:          @gmail.conr 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

AAAD 298-951 for the fall 2013 evening course line up and replace it with AAAD 252-951. 

If you have further questions concerning the classroom evening courses, please feel free to contact nre directly. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education CB #1020, The Friday Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-%6-3587 Fox:919-962-5549 Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669http://fridaycenter.unc edu/cp/cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:56 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edw~ 

South Aliica Readings 

Here are a few articles that may work: 

The fi~t is mo~e critical and focuses only on South Africa: http:/iwww.istor.org/stable/3557322? 

&Search~’es&seaxchText-tmth&searchText rights&searchTexi south&searchText africa&searchText reconciliation&searchText human&list hide&searchUri % 

2Factiong62FdoB as icResults°~/03 F hpg63 D25 %261a%3 Dg626wcg63 Don°/626 fc%3 Do fP/026acc%3 Don%26vP/o3 Da11°,/o26 bk%3Dolt~/o26pmg63 Do fP/6261 o%3Do1~?/o 

26 a~o/~ 3 Do tP/626re % 3 Do fl~/o26 m s% 3 Do llg 626g ~x~ 63 Djtx°/626 Qu e151% 3 D tmt h g 62 B a n d o/62 B re co n cili a ti on°/62 B h n n ~ an%2 B ri ghtsg 62 B so t ~th o/62 B a fri c a ?/o 26 s bq % 

3 lYt mfl~ o/62 B a n d o/62 B re c o n c ill ati o n?/o2 B h um a ~ 62 B ri ghks o/62 B ~ u th o/62 B M ii ca %26 p rq % 3 D trut h°/62 B co mmi ssio n?/o2 B hu m an o~ 62 B ri ghks o/62 B so u th o/62 B a t iJ c a°/626si% 
3D51&prevSeaJcc~&item 54&ttl 3878&retun~rticleService showFullText 

This one rakes a more comparative approach: http://www.istor.or~/stable/1097462? 

& Seaxch~e s& se~xclffext~mth&seaxch’I’ext rights&sealeh’Fe_x~t south&seaxch’I’ext ~£rica& seaxch’Fe_xt reconciliation& seeachI’e~-~"t human&lisZt hide&sealehU fi % 

2Faction%2FdoB asicResults%3 Fhp%3 D25 %261a°/63 D%26wc%3 Don%26 fc%3 DotY)b26acc°/63 Don~)b26vP/63 D all~)b26bk°/63Doll~/626pln%3 Doit~/o26j o%3Do11~)~ 

26 ~ 63 Do 11~/o26re % 3 Do ft~/626 In s% 3 Do ffO/o26~ x ~ */o 3 D itx°~ 626 Qu e ry°~ 63 D tmt h O/o2 B a nd %2 B re c oncili ati o n°~/o 2 B h u m an o/62 B rights°/o2 B so ut h %2 B ~£ri c a ~)~ 26 s bq o/6 

3 Dtnlth o/62 B and o/62 B re c on c i l i ati o n°/o2 B h u m an°~/o2 B ri ~hts o/62 B so u th o~ 62 B a£ri ca ~)~ 26 p rq % 3 Dtmth°/62 B c ommi ssi o n°/o2 B hu In an %2 B ri ~hts o/62 B so u th o~ 62 B a fri ca°/626si % 
3D51&plevSeaxc~&item 51&ttl 3878&returnArticleService showFullText 

Tiffs one focuses on human rights culture: http://www,istor.orgistablei1555111 ? 

&Search~es&searchText~truth&searchTex"t rights&searchText south&searchTex"t africa&searchText reconciliation&seaxchText human&list hide&searchUri % 

2F action%2F do BasicR esults%3 Fhp%3 D25 %26~a%3 D%26wc%3 Don%26 ti:%3 Do fl~ 626acc%3 Don°~ 626vP/o3 Dall °~ 626bk %3 Dofl~%26pm%3 Do tt%26jo%3 Do fl~ 6 

26 aJ~/o3 Do fl%26re % 3 Do 1t%26 m s% 3 Do tP/626g w°/63 Djtx%26 Q u err%3 Dt mt h°/~2 B and %2 B re co n ciIi aft o n% 2 B h u m a n?/o2 B ri ghts°/62 B so ut h %2 B a~ii c a o~ 626 s bq % 

3 Dtruth % 2 B a n d % 2 B re c o n c i I i ati o n°/~ 2 B h u~n a n%2 B ri ghts % 2 B so u th %2 B a l’ri ca o~ 626 p rq % 3 D t rut ~/o2 B co mmi ssi o n°/~ 2 B hu m an %2 B ri ghts % 2 B so u th %2 B a l ii ca2/o 26si % 

3D26&prevSearc~&item~6&ttl 3878&retumArticleService showFullText 

Thank you ago~n for the wonderful lunch yesterday! :) 

UNC Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 12:10 PM 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene_rainey@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Porter, Robert S 
<rporter@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Hi Arlene, 

It was nice talking to you. I have sent a log sheet to Charlotte to remove 252-001. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Oh--I see. I just sent a change request form to the Scheduling Office canceling 298 and adding 252-951, which they have done. The 
001 section is considered a daytime section and I assume was set up by someone in your department. The 951 sections are held in 
session F instead of A, with restrictions. With your permission, I will submit a change request form to Scheduling canceling the 001 
section of this class. Or if you prefer, the person who set this course up can submit the request. Thank you. 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education CB #1020, The Friday 
Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 - Fax: 919-962-5549 - Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 ~:/it~davcenter.unc.edaic~ 

Connect with us 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 
Importance: High 

Dear Arlene, 

I have reviewed the fall schedule. It is the the same course, thus you just need to change the section from 001 to 951. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dr. SaNe: 

In reviewing the sections of AAAD 252 for fall 2013 in ConnectCarolina, I notice that Robert is also teaching a daytime section (001) 
of this course on Tuesdays from 6-9pm, which is the same night and time for the evening section. Is this correct? 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 
Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education CB #1020, The Friday 
Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 - Fax: 919-962-5549 - Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 http:iifridavceNer.unc.ed~i~pics 

Connect with us 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:17 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 
Importance: High 

Dear Arlene, 

Thanks ! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: afamteacher@gmail.com 
Subject: RE: CCO Fall 2013 Course List (plus Robert Porter course in the Fall) 

Dear Dr. SaNe: 

Since I coordinate the classroom evening courses for Part-time Classroom Studies, Carol McDonnell forwarded your email to me 
regarding AAAD 252. Per your request, we will cancel AAAD 298-951 for the fall 2013 evening course line up and replace it with 
AAAD 252-951. 

If you have further questions concerning the classroom evening courses, please feel free to contact me directly. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 
Student Services Manager 



Part-time Classroom Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education CB # 1020, The Friday 
Center Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 
Phone: 919-966-3587 - Fax: 919-962-5549 - Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 ~:iifridavce~ter~unc~edu/c~ 



From: Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

Subject: FW: SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ : UNC- Chapel Hill 

Please see if funds are available for this student to attend a conference for which her paper has been accepted. She is an undergrad student and was formerly enrolled in my 
cinema studies class. Thanks for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From,, ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 22:32 PM 
To: Chris Becket 
Co: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:     SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ : UNC- Chapel Hill 

Greetings Christine, 

I wanted to send you an e-mail letting you know that I will no longer be presenting at the :     SCMS Undergraduate Cont~rence. Since February, I have applied to 

student research funds on campus but due to the continued budget constraints at my University, and the stipulation on funding which encourages cont~rences that deal 

directly with academic tbcus (I am not in tilm studies or ~reenwrifing programs), I was denied timding by both our University’s student enrichment fund, as well as 

other smaller funding avenues. I received my latest and mos~t decisive denial yesterday afternoon. 

I sincerely apologize for the late notice, but I sitnply cannot a£ford this trip, especially as a senior preparing for life after undergmd. Once again, my sincere apologies for 

the extxemely late notice, aaad I wish you, aaad aJ1 of the presenters an amazing AnnuaJ SCMS Undergraduate Conference. I would have truly liked to have been 

present! 

With Sincere Appreciation, 

’][’he University of NortJ~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill- c/o 

B.A. Public Policy/B.A. African American Studies 



From: Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:56 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: FW: SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ : UNC- Chapel Hill 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 22:46 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject-" Re:     SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ UNC- Chapel Hill 

Hi Dr. Regester, 

My apologies for not reaching out to you sooner, I applied to the Robel~tson Student Enrichment Fund m~d the Undergraduate Stadent Etwlchinent Fund a~d was 

denied by both. I also reached out to the Stone Center, the Center for African American Resemch, and the Communication Studies Depa~tment and was told that there 

were no funding avenues available. I would s~till veu much like to go, but the conference is begins this Friday. Although I applied/contacted potential funding contacts in 

Febma~, it took this long to even have my proposal reviewed. 

Once again, I am so son.5~ for not reaching out to you sooner. 

On Tue,           at 12:41 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~)email.unc.edu> wroIe: 

Dear       It is unfortunate that you had to withdraw due to a lack of funding. I wish I had known sooner so that I could explore other sources. You could have even 
contacted the chair of our department. If still interested, let me know and I will see what I can do. Also, how much funding do you need? Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: .@gmail.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, 12:32 PN 
To: Chris Becket 
Co: Regester, Charlene B 
S~bje~t: 2013 SCNS Presentation Withdrawal/ : UNC-Chapel Hill 

Greetings Christine, 

I wanted to send you an e-mail letting you know that I will no longer be presenting at the     SCMS Undergraduate Conference. Since Febma~, I have applied to 

student research funds on campus but due to the continued budget conshaints at my Universi~, and the stipulation on fi~nding which encourages conferences that 

deal directly ruth academic focus (I am not in film s~udies or screenwriting pl~ograms), I was denied funding by both our Universi~’s student enrichment fund, as well 

as other smaller timding avenues. I received my latest a~d most decisive denial yesterday afternoon. 

I sincerely apologize for "the late notice, but I simply ca~mot a~tbrd this t6p, especially as a senior prepa6ng tbr life after ~mdergrad. Once again, my sincere apologies 

tbr the extremely late notice, and I wish you, and all of the presenters m~ amazing tirst Annual SCMS Undergraduate Cont~rence. I would have truly liked to have 

been present’. 

With Sincere Appreciation, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill- c/o 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill- c/o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

RE: SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ UNC- Chapel Hill 

Dear Eunice: Thanks for considering this request -- this is the first time that I have encouraged a student to attend a conference to which her paper was accepted. If she had 

attended our department would have received some degree of visibility. It is unfortunate that budget cuts are impacting student productivity. Again, thanks for your 
consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:56 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: RE:     SCMS Presentation Withdrawal/ UNC- Chapel Hill 

Dear Charlene, 

Thanks for the email. 

The College -based on a directive from the Legislature - has asked all departments to only support necessanl - linked to research - travel for faculty for the reminder of this 
fiscal year. Thus, I regret to let you know the department is not in a position to support this student’s conference expenses. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday,, 12:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW:     SCIvlS Presentation Withdrawal/ UNC- Chapel Hill 

Please see if funds are available for this student to attend a conference for which her paper has been accepted. She is an undergrad student and was formerly enrolled in my 
cinema studies class. Thanks for your consideration. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, J.2:32 PM 
To: Chris Becket 
Co: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject:    :SCMS Presentation Withdrawal! : UNC- Chapel Hill 

Greetings Chris~dne, 

I wanted to send you an e-mail letting you know that I will no longer be presenting at the i     SCMS Undergraduate Conference. Since Febma~, I have applied to 

student research funds on campus but due to the continued budget constraints at my UNversi~, and the stipulation on funding which encourages conferences that deal 

directly wifl~ academic focus (I am not in film studies or sereenwriting programs), I was denied funding by bx~th our Universi~’s student enrichment tired, as well as 

other smaller funding avenues. I received my latest and mos~t decisive denial yesterday afternoon. 

I sincerely apologize for the late notice, but I simply cmmot Mt’ord this trip, especially as a senior preparing for life ~£ter undergrad. Once again, Iny sincere apologies for 

the extxemely late notice, m~d I wish yon, m~d all of the presenters an amazing Annual SCMS Undergraduate Coni~rence. I would have truly liked to have been 

present! 

With Sincere Appreciation, 

The University of Norfl~ Carolina at Chapel Hill- c/o 
B.A. Public Policy/B.A. African A~nerican Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gma~l.com> 

Tuesday, 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello Eunice, monument meeting! 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
Hope you are doing well’. Just wrested to check in and see if you had received am eln~l from the group or about an initial Ineeting later this week. I think 

they were looking to meet on Thursday 6:30PM at Dey Hall on UNC Campus. Does this work for you? Thmaks so much for expressing interest in the group. I’m really 

looking forward to hearing from you. 

Hope you’re well, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:01 PM 

ttuman Pdghts Faculty Studem Group <human right@lislserv.unc.edu> 

[human rights] Readings tbr Thursday 

Hi everyone, 

Our meeting will be in GEC 3033! Professor Sahle suggested the readings in the following order: 

1 ) The first is more critical and focuses only on South Africa: 
~.~.S.‘.~.e.~.a.~.c:~:?.y~..~.~.~¢.~.a.~[.c:~;~i.:~y~.tb~.&.....s.~[~.c.b3~*~.t~[~b~.s.~[~.c.b3~*~.t.2~!.to.~.~.s.~.e.~.a.~.c:~ 

3 D off% 26io % 3 D o if% 2 6a r% 3 D off% 26 re % 3 D off% 26 m s% 3 D off% 2~ ~x % 2 6 Q u e rX % 3 D truth % 2 B a n d % 2 B re co n cilia ti o n % 2 B h u m a n % 
2Bri~‘hts%2Bs~uth%2Bafdca%26sbq%3Dtruth%2Band%2Breconci~iati~n%2Bhuman%2BrighN%2~s~uth%2Bafrica%26~q%3Dtruth% 

3) A comparison of South Africa and Guatemala: htt’~<’stor,or~ istabfei200697077 

2 Bafrica %2 Bh-ut h %2 Bcommissiom<;%26~’~%3D25%2gacc%3Don %26aori%3Da %2gwc%3Do~ %2~fc% 

Sorry fl~e links are so long’, 

UNC Class of 

You are currently subscribed to human rights as: eunice@email.unc.e&L 

To unsubscribe click here: http://’lists.unc.edu/u?id 60620095.511~3c891 b483ti58822900d343861c6e&~T&l human rights&o 32977138 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank entail to leave-32977138-60620095.51 fe3c89 lb483f68822900d343861c6e(~listseiw.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Platz, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 3:51 PM 

Spring2013 Technology Classrooms <spring2013classroom@lis~tserv.unc.edu-~ 

Younger, Sherry R <syounge@ema]l.unc.edu>; Me~, Winitied F <freddie@email.unc.edu> 

[spring2013 classrooms] VCR Removal Update 

Hi Spring Instructors, 

As the semester winds down, I wanted to take a moment to remind you all that the remaining VCR’s will be removed from all General Purpose Classrooms during 

the summer 2013 intersession period (July 29-Aug 16). 

We do have a way to burn a VHS tape to DVD, but the VHS tape must be owned by YOU, not checked out from any library system. If you’d like more information on 

this process, email me directly. 

Here is the original email outlining the timeframe for the removal process in addition to reasons why we are removing the units: 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our 180 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

The Media Resources Center (MRC) currently maintains multi-region VHS players at their viewing stations as well as in their screening rooms (for more info: 

.-h--t--t-p---..j-Lw----w----w---.!-!-b---.--u---q-c-:---e--d---u-~---h--9--u---s--e-Lm----r-c-~--), We are working to ensure access to usable formats, when available, for MRC collection titles currently on VHS to support 

instruction and research. Please contact Winifred Metz and the mrc@unc.edu if you have questions or need further assistance. Do note that VHS materials from 

the MRC may not be copied or reformatted. 

Thanks! 

Winifred 

WiNfred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 

House Undergraduate Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email.unc.edu 

919.962.4099 

h~t.~t..p.~; ~ ~~w..~w..~w..:~~1~b.:~.u.~~~c.. ..~e..~d..~u..~~h...~...u...s..e..~..m...r.c.. 

************************************************************************** 

Thank you and please contact me if you have any additional questions regarding this. 

Thanks! 

Gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Cla~.;sro.:_~f~l Hotliru:_~ Manager 

919.962.14.50 (o) 

919.9~2.8349 

0~3 Peabody Hall, CBIf3503 

g m a @ u n c e d u 

You are currently subscribed to spring2013classrooms as: etmice@ema~l.unc.edn. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: !a~tp://~ists~unc.edu/n?id=59574.964~9eabac72~‘a23ee~493~58~8322e947a&n=T&~=~spring2~3 classrooms&o=32977944 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~]l to leave-32977944-59574964.9eabac72[~t23ee0049305808322e947a@istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Southall, Richard Michael <southall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 5:29 PM 

discussion <faculty--athletics-forum@listserv.u nc.edu> 

[faculty--athletics-forum] FW: Robert Maynard Hutchins Award Luncheon - RSVP deadline tomorrow April 10 

FYI below. 

From: ’                       @gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, April 9, 2013 4:08 PM 

Subject; Robert Maynard Hutchins Award Luncheon - RSVP deadline tomorrow April 10 

Friends & Colleagues- 

This is a quick reminder about the RHM Luncheon next Thursday in Chapel Hill. Tomorrow (Wednesday, April 10) is the final day to register and reserve your 
seat (or seats for students) at the luncheon. If you already registered, thank you and please disregard this email. 

"You are cordially invited to the 2013 Robert Maynard Hutchins (RMH) Award Luncheon on April 18 in Chapel Hill, NC. The Drake Group has presented this 
award annually since 2004 to an individual who takes a courageous stand to defend academic integrity at their institutions, often risking job security in doing 
so. This year, we are honoring Ms. Mary Willingham, former reading specialist for the academic support program for athletes at the University of North 
Carolina. Ms. Willingham is being recognized for showing how athletes were unable to do college-level work, even though they stayed eligible to play sports, 
and that the academic support system provided improper help and tolerated plagiarism. 

More information about the luncheon and how to reserve yourseat is online. Reserve your seat early as space is limited. Reservations and payments for the 
luncheon must be made by April 10." 

Follow the link above to complete your reservation - it only takes a few minutes. 

I look forward to seeing many of you next week. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Jason 

11 Having heard all of this you may choose to look the other way, but you can never again say that you did not know." William Wilberforce (1759-1833) 

You are currently subscribed to faculty--athletics-forum as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5~137456.42f235af5a291756~~ad39629242d7d3&n=T&l=facu~ty--ath~etics-f~rum&~=32978526 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32978526-50137456.42f235af5a29175600ad39629242d7d3@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no reply@mailserv.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:30 AM 

@livexmc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

IRB 30 Day Expiration Notice - 

This automated reminder is being provided as a courtesy. It is your responsibili~ to ensure that IRB approval is renewed before the expiration date. If you have already 

submitted renewal materials and the IRB review is underway, you can ignore this notice. If the expiration date passes before the renewal is fitly approved, your study 

will slill expire and you roll still receive notice of expiration of IRB approval. 

TO: 

FROM: Non-Biomedical IRB 

DATE: 

EXPIRATION DATE OF APPROVAL: 

RE: Reminder of Impending Expiration oflRB Approval 

STUDY #: 

STUDY TITLE: 

IRB approval tbr the above-reI~renced study will expire on the date listed above. Unless the approval is renewed before this date, all research-related procedures must 

halt, except where doing so wouldjeopa, dize the welIhre of the human subjects. Continuing research activities in the absence ofIRB approva] is a violation of federal 

regulations and University policy. 

If you intend to continue the study beyond the current expiration date, please apply for renewal of IRB approval following the link above. PLEASE NOTE: IRB 

applications are now online. Therefore, you should submit your renewal o~fline using the IRBIS system. This will require that you enter all the 
information from your most recently approved paper application into the online application. The online application contains new questions and 

processes. YOU SHOULD ALLOW YOURSELF AND THE IRB MORE TIME THAN YOU HAVE IN THE PAST TO COMPLETE THE 

RENEWAL PROCESS. 

Failure k~ renew in time may result in grant timding attached to this approval being t?ozen; you should be in contact with the Oltice of Sponsored Research (OSR) if you 

anticipate that IRB approva3 will not be renewed in time. 

Please disregard this notice if you have already submitted your renewal materials. 

CC: 

Eunice Sable, Afi’ican and Afto-American Studies 

IRB Informational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <~mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 10:23 AM 

Department listserv ~atiJaIhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[aliJatZam] Reminder Ati-ican la~guage nigh~/t?~J~r 

Dear colleagues, 

You are all invited to this event. Please encourage your students to attend! 
Mamarame 

African Language Fair/Night Spring 20t3 
UNC Department of African and African-American Studies and African Studies Center 

organize the African language fair/night on April :1:1, 20:13 

Language Fair: 9:30AM to 3:30 PM GEC Atrium 

Language Night: 4:30PM to 6:30 PM GEC Rm 1009 

Come to the African language fair/night! 

1. To get to know African language instructors. 
2. To meet past and current African language students. 
3. To hear about African languages. 
4. To watch African language students speak, role-play, sing, etc. in the target language. 
5. To have a taste of African food. 

African Language Instructors Are: 
LINGALA 

Mr. Donato Fhunsu email (dfhunsu21@email.unc.edu) 

SWAHIL| 

Ms. Esther Lisanza i        @yNsoo,com) 
Mr. Alphonse Mutima (smutima@email.unc.edu) 

WOLOF 
Mr. Alassane Fall 

Mr. Mamarame Seck (t~seck@e~ailoUSCoedU) 

We all look forward to meeting you! 

You are currently subscribed to affiafam as: mseck@ema~l.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361635.a22e47tkta2tiSca275dac07816c27b7d6&~T&l afiJafam&o 32957220 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to leave-32957220-32361635.a22e47fda2{~Sca275dac07816c27b7d6@listserv.unc.edu 

You axe curreutly subscribed to afi’ia~am as: eunice~)email.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d&u T&I afriafam&o 32980876 

(It may be uecessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave-32980876-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d~)listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounge@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 11:28 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

Pla’~, Gina B <gin~r@emml.unc.edtr’~; Me~, Winifred F <ficeddie@emaJl .unc.edu-~; Norwood, Roberla A <rakeIly@emaJl .unc.edu-~ 

[course scheduling officers] FW: VCR Removal Update 

Good Morning Scheduling Ofl:icers, 

Please see the information below that I am forwarding for the Classroom Hotline manager. If you have any questions please see the contact information below for 

Gina Platz, iTS Classroom Hotline Manager or Winifred Metz, Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center. 

Sh~-:~rry 

F~m: Platz, Gina B 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:[3 3:g:[ PN 
To-" Spring20:[3 Technology Classrooms 
C¢: Younger, Sherry R; Metz, Winifred F 
$,,bject." VCR Removal Update 

Hi Spring Instructors, 

As the semester winds down, I wanted to take a moment to remind you all that the remaining VCR’s will be removed from all General Purpose Classrooms during 

the summer 2013 intersession period (July 29-Aug 16). 

We do have a way to burn a VHS tape to DVD, but the VHS tape must be owned by YOU, not checked out from any library system. If you’d like more information on 

this process, email me directly. 

Here is the original email outlining the timeframe for the removal process in addition to reasons why we are removing the units: 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our 180 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

The Media Resources Center (MRC) currently maintains multi-region VHS players at their viewing stations as well as in their screening rooms (for more info: 

-h---t--tR;/-/---w----w----w---:[Lb--:-u---n---c--.--e---d---u-/---h---~---u--s---e-/----m---r--c-/-). We are working to ensure access to usable formats, when available, for MRC collection titles currently on VHS to support 

instruction and research. Please contact Winifred Metz and the mrc@unc.edu if you have questions or need further assistance. Do note that VHS materials from 

the MRC may not be copied or reformatted. 

Thanks! 

Winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 

House Undergraduate Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@ernail.unc.edu 

919.962.4099 

._h_~ ~ ~---../-/----w----w----w---.!~t-b---.~u~-n-~.---e--d-~-u-/---h-~9~-u-~-s--e-/----m---r-~ 

************************************************************************** 

Thank you and please contact me if you have any additional questions regarding this. 

Thanks! 

Gina 

Gina Platz 

ITS Classroom Hotline Manager 

h t t p:!ii~ o l:li n e, u ~ c. e d u 

919.962,1450 

9I 9.962.8349 (f) 

08 Peabody I-ta~l, C~#3503 

g~na@unc.edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

courseschedulingoflicers as: <a href "mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu%’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

ema~l to <a hle~"ma~lto:leave-32981423-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-32981423- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e513061@listseiw.unc.edu</a> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mai167.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, April 10, 2013 11:53 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DON’T FORGET: Travel Grants from ASMEA 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

TRAVEL GRANTS 2013 
Sixth Annua  ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 2%23, 2013 

Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

We are pleased to announce a new travel grant of up to $500 to professors and students 

who wish to attend our upcoming 6th Annual Conference. 

To apply foB the ASMEA Travel Grant: 

* Applicants rrlust be engiaged in ongoing study of the Middle East or Africa and enrolled in a 

Ph.D. program (preferably with M.A. complete), or serve in a pest-dec capacity, or serve as a 

visitingi! adjuncL; assistant professor teaching a minimum of two courses per semester 

. Each grant may be used to cover hotel, conference registration, transportation, and related 

costs. 

. Applications must be accompanied by a paper proposal for the conference. Paper 

proposals must be relevant to the regions of study and represent new and unopublished 

research. Students may submit research poster proposals. 

. Professors!post=docs must submit a brief letter of reference from their department chair. 

Students must submit proof of enrollment. 

. Applicants must be members of ASMEA at the time the award is made. 

. The application deadline is April 30. 

For questions about ASMEA, the travel grants, or the Annual Conference, please do not 

hesitate to contact us at 202~429-8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

www.asmeascholars.org 

U nsubscribe eunice@email.unc.edu from this list ] Forward to a friend I Ul~date vour profile 



You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website w~vw.asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, DC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA Affrights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 3:17 PM 

Di~ussion #1 Power Poim 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

F~om: 

Enjoy. 

Cheers, 

Discussion Plesentation.pptx 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

To: The mlk_pc mailing list. <talk_pc ~listserv.unc.edu> 

Cc: @live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu>; 

<barker@unc.edu> 

Subject: [talk_pc Reminder: MLK Debrief Meeting TOMORROW 

@live,unc,edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Barker, Marco J 

Hello MLK Celebration Committee, 

I hope you all are enjoying this amazing weather. This email serves as a friendly reminder that the MLK Debrief Meeting is TOMORROW,               at 5:00 pm in the 

Student Union (Room 3206-A). In order for this meeting to be as effective as possible, there are a few things to keep in mind as well as come prepared to discuss. 

If you are a senior or a member who will not serve on the committee next year, please have the member of your organization who will take your place accompany you to 

tomorrow’s meeting. If you do not know who will represent your organization for next year, please bring someone who can convey the information to the new representative next 

year. 

Also, since speaker decisions for next year’s lecture will be discussed, please come prepared with a list of your top four candidates. Be ready to advocate for your choices if needed. 

Additionally, If you did not respond to the doodle confirming your attendance at the meeting but would like to still come, please let me know as soon as possible so that I can 

better prepare. If you have any further questions or concerns, please feel free to contact me. I look forward to seeing you all and having a productive meeting tomorrow! :) 

Best, 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill I 

You are currently subscribed to mlk_pc as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu!u?id=55508243.2fO42b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n=T&l=mlk pc12-13&o=32982962 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32982962-55508243.2fO42b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 4:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Invoice 

t [el]o Eu~ice 

I am ~x, ondering ifI can V*Y ~:com Craver accotmt? i’ot~d cos~ is $450.00 

Sophia 

F~m~ Seck, Namarame 
Sent: Wednesday, April t0, 2013 4:~ PM 
To:       Oyahoo.com; Colon, Sonia 
Subject; ~nvoice 
Dear Frieshgenet, 

It was nice talking with over the phone about tomorrovCs event. Please send invoice to Ms. Sonia Colon, here copied; she will be the one to process your payment. We ordered 
a chicken dish with ’injera’ that comes with two vegetable sides for 50 people for a total of $450. 

Best regards, 
IVlamarame 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gma~l.com> 

Thursday. 9:26 AM 

@gmail.com>; @live.unc.edu-~ 

Tonight a~d a Room Change Re: Real Silent Sam Plaque Writing Committee 

Just a reminder to folks at our plaque Ineeting is tonight We’ve also had a room change to Dey 204. 

See you at 6:30pint. 

On Fri, at 11:53 AM, (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Members of the Real Silent Sam Plaque-Writing Committee, 

We hope you’re all well, and approaching spring with peace and excitement! Thank you so much for agreeing to contribute to our effort to place a plaque 
in front of the Confederate Monument, better known as Silent Sam. We’re very excited to be a part of this process with you, and we’re confident that we’re 
moving forward with the the right group of people. 

We would like to invite you to our first of two plaque committee meetings, Thursday,        , from 0:30 to 8pro in Howell Room 201. By the end of 
these two sessions our goal is to have a final draft of plaque language to be submitted to Chancellor Thorp. This plaque will be placed in front of the 
statue in effort to accurately contextualize the complex and racist history of the Confederate Monument. Please RSVP by replying to this emaiL Again, we 
are deeply honored to continue in this struggle for historical accuracy with all of you. 

Sincerely, 
The Real Silent Sam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyl~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 10:29 AM 

Yurco, I ~aura Nicole <laum~urco@unc.edu>; Greenway, Ryan <greenway@unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.unc.edtr~; 

Wilkinson, Teresa T <tsmith7@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edtp- 

I~NV: Overload queslion 

Dear all, As you can see from the emails below be[ween Becky, Tia, [::unice and Teresa, this overload was approved in the t:alf. 

At that ~me ~ spoke w~th Eun~ce m~d it was approved strictly on a on~ime basis. We have a challenge finding qualified instructors for what the federa~ 

government calls "~east commonly taught ~anguagesi~ such ~s kinga~, the teaching of which ~s part of the function of a "Title V] Nationa~ Resource Center" such 

~:he African Studies Center. There b also a pk~n ~n place ~:o address ~:he ~ssue of enrollments, 

Thanks, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

Sen~or Associate Dean for Social Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth .J Reckford Professor of ~oHtica] Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hill NC 27599--3~00 USA 

Ema~l: hartlgn~unc.edu 

O~ce: 919 962-:H65 Fax: 9:[9 962-2408 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Se~t= Wednesday, April ~0, 20~3 5:42 PN 
Te= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject= N: Overload question 

Dear Jonathan, 

Can we touch base tomorrow about Mutima’s overload which the Dean’s office approved last year so that he could teach the Lingala classes that important for the African 
Studies Center? I just learned a few minutes ago that the Dean’s will not approve his spring semester overload, hence this request. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Williams, Becky 
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2012 5:24 PM 
To: Williams, Tia Howell 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Wilkinson, Teresa T 
Subject: Re: Overload question 

Tia, 

Since lecturers must teach six courses per year he will enter overload status in the spring for the additional two courses so it is appropriate to pay all at that time. 

You can pay him the maximum amount as long as he has not received any other overload payments applying to his limit during this fiscal year. 

Feel free to contact me or Teresa if you have any additional questions. 

Best, 

Becky 

Becky Williams 

Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences 

rbwill@email.unc.edu 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 20, 2012, at 1:12 PM, "Williams, Tia Howell" <tia williams@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Becky, 

I am doing an overload for Mutima in AFAM. His salary is and I calculated 25% to be for his overload payment in Spring 2013. He is 

going to teach an extra class in the Fall Semester and an extra class in the Spring semester 20:13. This will result in him teaching a total of two extra 

classes the academic year. I just want to double check that it is okay to do the maximum amount for him (25% of his salary) since we are paying him at 

the end of the academic year and, at that point, he will be in overload status. Am I required to split this payment at all? Or is it okay to do such a large 

lump sum/overload? 

~Tia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 11:59 AM 

Department listserv ~afl-iMhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afria£am] FW: Venus Talk-Back and Reception 

FY[ 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Pro~:ssor of Afto- American S{udies 

Department. of Afdcaa and Afto- Ame~can Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
l 5~fivemib, of NotS C.aro~iua 

Chapd Hill NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 
Click on a link ibr mIbrmati, m a~:~ut my pt~Nica*ions: 

/ 

[!~!R?~)!g,_~press.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 
/ ) ht~p;cz{~! ~dpress. nd. edu, book’[ 0()780 

hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booD’PO0723 
From: Amanda Baldiga [mailto ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, April ~, 20~3 ~:48 AM 

To: 3anken, Kenneth R 

Subject: Fwd: Venus Talk-Back and Reception 

Dear Mr. Janken, 
Would it be possible tbr you to tbrward this to the Africm~ and Afi’o-Americaa~ Studies Department listerv? Thaa~k you! 

Best, 
Amanda Baktiga 

"Venus" Talk-Back and Reception 
Saturday April 13th, following the 8:00 pm production of "Venus" 
Kenan Theater in the Center for Dramatic Art 
Join Dr. Jules Odendahl-James and Dr. Jennit~r Larson tbr a talk-back after the Saturday eveuing pertbrmance of the Department of Dramatic Art’s production 
"Venus" by Sazan-Lori Parks, directed by UNC Professor Kathy Williams! Light refreshments will be stowed. 

Dr. Jules OdendahI-James: 

Before coming to Duke in 2005, Jules OdendahI-James taught at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Southwest Missouri State University, Bradley University, and the 

University of Texas at Austin. Her research focuses on the forensic impulses within contemporary documentary performances (photography, cinema & theater) and the visual culture of 

crime science and death investigation. As a director, she focuses on the work of contemporary women playwrights (eg., Maria Irene Fornes, Paula Vogel, Tina Howe, Lisa D’Amour). As 

a freelance dramaturg, she has worked with PRC2 at Playmakers in Chapel Hill on a variety of documentary theater texts always searching for creative ways to expand relationships 

among performing artists, academic researchers, and theater audiences. 

B.A. Theatre Arts, Hendrix College MF.A Theater & Dance (Directing), University of Texas at Austin M.A./PhD Performance Studies, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Managing 

Director, Bold Maids Productions (1996-2003). 

Dr. Jennifer Larson: 

My teaching and research interests include .,.kican-American ]iterature vespecia[]y .,.ftican American &arna. },’iirrz Studies vespecialiy race in [ilm). American literature, and Composition. ~,~,, 

[’~rsl; book, ~rders, ana, og S~.;an-,.or~ t ar~,s, e~,p o,e a J gel r,.. of Parks’s works, o[Yering (;lose readings el’key texts in her oeuvre ] altq currendv working on a new project that explores 

depictions of the }:reedme~’s Bureau in Arm;an-American ]iterature. 

Recent publications: 

~ Under,s’tandmg Suzan-Lom Parks. Univelsib~, of" Soath CareiL~a Press 2012 

"365 Days/365 P]ays: A (W)hole New Approach to 7hea~.re." Suzan-l.o~i Parks: Essc~’s o~r Rac< G~&~n a~d ?@,tholo,r~. Philip Ko]in, edb.or. McFar]and, 20i0 

"Renovating Domesticib,’ m Ruth Hall, Incidents m the Li:[b o[" a Slave Girl and Our Nig." gf?gme~* ts Studiea" 39 (2009): [-2[. 

More Perfect Union": Constituting Black National Identib’, Re-Constituting America in David Walker’s Appeal " With co-author Sarah 

,4me’r,~can !~’ritmg and 7"he 3,,’ine’~eenth ~ e ~mry..,oh,~ ,.~, u,~,.set ahd ~1~11,2ta~1 v\ ,d hng~,, ~,:t~t,)r~,. Lit Ver]ag, 2009 

"’Plotting the Benefit el’the Huma~ Race’: The Freedmen’s Bureau in John William De Forest’s ]\4qss Ravene]’s Conversion an(] A Union Officer in the Reconstruction" The South 

Caroh**a Re’viev/40.2 (2008): 1 .’ 7-12g. 

PhD. UnivcrsiW of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill M.A Universig~" of Norti-~ Carolina at Chariette, A.B Universig~" of Norti-~ Careima at Charlette 



"Venus" by Suzan-Lofi Parks 

4/11:8 pm 

4/12:8 pm 

4/13:8 pm 

4/14:2 pin, 8 pm 

4/15:5 pm 

All per~bnnances take place in the Kenan Theatre in the Center for Dramatic Art 
Tickets are $5 and can be purchased at the door (Free for Dramatic Art majors) 

You are currently subscribed to afidafam as: em~ce,@~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: hltp:/,,’lists.unc.edu/n?id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=:T&l =at?iafam&o=:32986367 

(It may be necessa~ to cut mad paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank em~l to [.e..a.~:.e..-.~3...2..c.)...8.~}..3~6~7..-~3..2~3..~..~6..(.!..8.:..e~8~7..@..!2.a.~.~.~!.~.~.~.~.~i~i.~.~1~2u~:~.~.~1 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 1:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Subject: AAAD 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I’m writing to express my interest in a class you are teaching this fall, AAAD                                  When I registered for this class I did not see the 
prerequisite, AAAD which I have not fulfilled. However, I am extremely excited about this class. Unfortunately, as a double major who 
plans to study abroad for a full year, I do not have enough room in my planned academic schedule to take AAAD    and then take AAAD I wonder if you would be willing 
to waive this prerequisite, perhaps if I did some reading this summer to prepare myself for your class? If you think I will not be able to keep up without the prerequisite, I 
understand. I was just not ready to let go of this opportunity without trying. 

Thank you so much. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Co~ Elizabeth Shirer <escox@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Gradualion Application Question 

Any updates on this? Thanks! 

ElizabeLh S~ Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

d-:n~duation Division and Interdiscipliru~ry Sl:udh~s 

UNC--Cha~el Hi~ A(:sdernic Advising Progn~m 

G-.%7C SteNe Building, 

Chspel H~IL NC 27599-3:[:10 

(r:) 9:19- 962.-68&% 
escox@email.unc.edu 
advb~ng.unc.edu 

F~m: Cox, Elizabeth SNrer 
Nent: Thursday, ~:29 AN 

~ Sahle, Eunice N 
~je¢t: RE: Graduation Application Question 

As iL’s not on tfu:_~ list in tfu:_~ Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, w,-_!ll ru:_~ed documerd:~;Lion of it b:_Jng ol~ay. I’ve copied Eunice S~;hh:, on l:hb emafl for her ~;ssbtance. 

Best, 

E~izabeth Cox 

Efizabe[h S. Cox 

Sen~or Academic Advisor 

Graduatbn DMs~on and ~nterd~sdp]~nary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hi~ Academic Advising Program 

G-:17C Steeb Building, CB#3110 

Chapel Hfl< NC 27599--31~0 

(F) 919-962-68~ 

escox@emaiLunc.edu 

mJv~s~ng.unc.edu 

Sent~ Monday, ~1:08 AM 
Te: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
~u~ject: ~[: Graduation Application Question 
Hey Ms. Cox, 
I believe I am using AFRI    as my final course from List A. I had talked to academic advising about it but rm not sure if I need to do anything else for approval. I was told 
that the only reason it didn’t appear on the lis~ was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time. Is there somebody I should talk to to fu~her figure this 
out Than~ and sorry for the confusion. 
Sincerely, 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :[0:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Graduation Application Question 

Dear 
nd I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required 2 "List A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    as~istA~butwhatarey~uusingasthe2ndc~urse?~fit~sasub~please~etmekn~wh~witwasc~nfirmed.P~ease~et 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-:17C Steele Building, CB#3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

.e_.s_ .c_9_.x_..@__..e_ .m._ .@_:_u_._n_.c_:_@_d__u_. 
advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: McCain letter 

McCain letter.docx 

Best~ 

Travis 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: McCain letter 



April 10, 2013 

Dear Mr. Wendell McCain, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held in the Hitchcock room of the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. All guests will be 

acknowledged and honored with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The AAAS has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC graduates 

who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but also as 

inspiration for our faculty. 

If you are able to accept our invitation, we also hope that you will join us for a light lunch after the 

ceremony. This will give our graduates, their families, and our faculty an opportunity to converse with 

you. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May 11. If this is the case, please let us know if you 

will be available next year to be one of our honored guests. We promise that the invitation will be sent 

to you early in 2014 so that you can make your plans accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. I can be contacted at 919 

962-2341. 

All my best, 

Eunice Sahle, 

Department Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

East African laughs. 

EAC collapse, parliamentary talks.mp3; Eng-Swa translation in Church.mp3 

Enjoy! :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:07 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <euNce@email.unc.edu>; Cox, Elizabeth Shirer <escox@emml.nnc.edu>; 

RE: Graduation Application Question 

@live.unc.edu> 

I submitted a course substitution request, which was approved on 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Depaxtmeut of African and Ai~o-America~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for infom~ation about ,ny publications: 
http:/iw~vw~um~s~edu,’umpmss/spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.uuc.edu/books,’T- 8059.html 
http://undpress.nd.edu/bool~PO0780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/bool~PO0723 

The adjustmeut should appear on Tar Heel Tracker. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 2:25 PM 
To: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; 
Cc: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

Dear Elizabeth, 

Thanks for your email. 

The department’s DUS addressed this a while back. I am cc’ing him to this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Thursday, 2:17 PM 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

Any updates on this? Thanks! 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hi~ Academic Advising Program 

G-17C S~ee~e Building, CB#3110 

Chapel H~], NC 27599.-313.0 

(P) 919-&~3--6540 

(F) 9:t9-952-68~ 

escox@emaiLunc.edu 

advi~ng.unc.edu 

F~m= Cox, Elizabeth SNrer 
Sent: Thursday,             11:29 AN 

C¢= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: @aduatbn Applicatbn Question 

As it’s not on the list in the Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, weql need documentation of it being okay, I’ve copied Eunice SaMe on this email for her assistance, 

Best, 

ElizabeLh Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and k~terdbdp~b~ary Studies 

UNC-Chapel HN Academic Advising Program 



G-.:[TC Steele Building, CB!~31:10 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9110 

esco×@email.unc~edu 

Froro: 
Sent: Monday, 11:08 AM 
To= Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject= RE: Graduation Application Question 
Hey Ms. Cox, 
I believe I am using AFRI    as my final course from List A. 1 had talked to academic advising about it but I’m not sure if I need to do an~hing else for approval. I was told 
that the only reason it didn’t appear on the lis~ was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time. Is there somebody ~ should talk to to fu~her figure this 
out Than~ and sorry for the confusion. 
Sincerely, 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Graduation Application Question 

Dear 

I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required 2nd "List A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    asListA~butwhatarey~uusingasthe2ndc~urse?~fit~sasub~p~ease~etmekn~wh~witwasc~nfirmed.Pleaselet 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisdplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, CB#3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Co~ Elizabeth Shirer <escox@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, 9:17 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; 

RE: Graduation Application Question 

~live. unc.edn> 

Wonderful! It’s now on there, but wasn’t earlier when I looked. 

Best, 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and k~terdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-.I7C Steele Bt~ilding, CB#31:1.0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1.10 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising~unc,ed~ 

Fro~: ~]anken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, 6:07 PM 
Te: SaNe, Eunice N; Cox, Elizabeth Shireu 
S-bjeet: RE: Graduation Application Question 

I submitted a course substitution request, which was approved on 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-Americaa~ Studies 

Departmeut of Al}ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for infomiation about Iny publications: 

http:£uncpress.uuc.edu/L’ooks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edu/booldP00780 

http://undpress.nd.edu/booldP00723 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 2:25 PM 
To: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; 
Co: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

The adjustment should appear on Tar Heel Tracker. 

Dear Elizabeth, 

Thanks for your email. 

The department’s DUS addressed this a while back. I am cc’ing him to this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Thursday, 2:17 PM 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

Any updates on this? Thanks! 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Grad~ation Division and Interdisciplinary Steadies 

UN{::-{:hapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C Steele Building, {:B#3110 

Chapel FHH, NC 27599--9110 

(P) 

escox@emaiLunc.edu 

a dv]~k~g.unc.edu 



From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Thursday, 11:29 AM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

A~.~ it’s no~: on the list in the Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, weql need documen~atkm of ~: being ok~y I%e cop~ed Eumce SaMe on d~s emaH for her ass~d:ance. 

E~zabeth Cox 

E[~za#eth S. Cox 

Sen~or Academic Advisor 

Graduation DMs~on and h~terd~sc~plhlary Studies 

UNC--Cha~)el HH~ Ac~dernkt Adv~sh~ Program 

G-.I7C Steele BuHdh~, CB#3:1:10 

Chapel H~H~ NC 27599-3220 

(F) 919-962-68&1 

escox~email.unc.edu 

a dv~s~)~ u~)c,edu 

Seat; Nonday, ~:08 AM 
Te= Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
$~bject= RE: Graduation Application Question 
Hey Ms. Cox, 
[ believe [ am using AFR[    as my final course from List A. [ had talked to academic advising about it but i’m not sure if [ need to do an~hing else for approval. [ was told 
that the only reason it didn’t appear on the lis~ was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time. [s there somebody [ should talk to to fu~her figure this 
out. Than~ and sorry for the confusion. 
Sincerely, 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 10:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Graduation Application Question 

Dear 
nd I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required 2 "list A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    asUstA~butwhatarey~uusingasthe2ndc~urse?~fit~sasub~p~ease~etmekn~wh~witwasc~nfirmed.Pleaselet 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-:17C Steele Building, CB#3:1:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:1:10 

(P) 919-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 10:28 AM 

Cox, Elizabeth SNrer <esco~email.unc.edu>; Janken, Kermeth R <k~jmaken@emaJl.unc.edw4 SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema?,l.unc.edu-* 

RE: Graduation Application Question 

Thank you agafin for rill your help’. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Cox, Elizabeth Shirer" <escox@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
Date:           9:16 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Jmiken, Kenneth" <l~janlcen@eln~l.unc.edu>,"SaNe, Eunice" <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu>, 

Subject: f~E: C~aduation Application Question 

~live.unc.edtp, 

Wonder’t:uU It"s now on there, but wasn’L earlier’ when I looked. 

Best, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

G~aduat~on Division and k~terd~sdp~b~ary Studies 

UNC-Chapel ]-fi~ Academic Advising Progr’arn 

G-I7C Steele Building, CB#3I:I.0 

Chapel H~, NC 2759%3:1.:[0 

adv~s~ng.unc.edu 

F~m: ]anken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, 6:07 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Cox, Elizabeth Shireu 
Subje~t~ RE: Graduation Application Question 

I submi~ed a course substitution request, which was approved on 

Ke~meth R. Ja~ken 

Prol~ssor of At?o-American Studies 

Depaztment of African and A[~o-AmeficaJ~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CBff 3395 

U~five~si~ ofNo~A Cazo~ina 

Chapd Hil~, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my publications: 

httW,,’w~,w~um~s~edu,’ump~e ss,’spr 97/ianken.html 

http://uncpress.unc.edu/books,’T- 8059.html 

htt p://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00780 

htt p://undpress.nd.edtv book/P00723 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 2:25 PM 
To: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer; 
C¢: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

The adjustment should appear on Tar Heel Tracker. 

Dear Elizabeth, 

Thanks for your email. 

The department’s DUS addressed this a while back. I am cc’ing him to this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Sent: Thursday, 2:17 PM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 

Any updates on this? Thanks! 

Elizabeth S~ Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and h~l:erdiscipliru~ry Sl:udh~s 

UNC-Cha~el HH~ A(:sdernic Adv~sin8 Prosram 

G-.%7C Steele BuHdin@, 

Chspel H~H~ NC 27599-3:[:10 

escox@email.unc.edu 

advb~ng~unc,edu 

~= Cox, Elizabeth SNrer 
8eBt~ Thursday, ~:29 AN 
Te~ 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
~bjeCt~ RE: Graduation Application Question 

As iL’s not on tfu:_~ list in tfu:_~ Bulletin or Tar Heel Tracker, w~-_FII ru:_~ed documenl:~Lion of ~t be~n~ o]~ay. I’ve cop~ed Eunh::e S~hle on l:h~s ernaH for her 

Best, 

E~za~eth Cox 

E~zabeth S~ Cox 

Sen~or Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and ~nterd~sdp~nary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-17C S~ee~e Building, 

Chapel EHH, NC 27599--91~0 

escox@emaiLunc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 11:08 AM 
To: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer 
Subject: RE: Graduation Application Question 
Hey Ms, Cox, 
I believe I am using AFRI    as my final course from List A, I had talked to academic advising about it but I’m not sure if I need to do anything else for approval I was told 
that the only ~eason it didn’t appear on the lis~ was because some of the courses hadn’t been updated in some time, Is the~e somebody I should ~k ~ to fu~her figure this 
out, Than~ and sorry for the confusion, 
Sincerely, 

From: Cox, Elizabeth Shirer [escox@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :[0:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: Graduation Application Question 

Dear 
nd I hope you’re doing well. I’m currently reviewing your graduation application and am having trouble finding your required 2 "List A" AFRI course. I have a 

letter on file from Dr. Janken approving    as~istA~butwhatarey~uusingasthe2ndc~urse?~fit~sasub~please~etmekn~wh~witwasc~nfirmed.P~ease~et 

me know if you have any questions, and I hope to hear from you soon! 

Best, 

Elizabeth Cox 

Elizabeth S. Cox 

Senior Academic Advisor 

Graduation Division and Interdisciplinary Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill Academic Advising Program 

G-:17C Steele Building, CB#31:10 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-31:10 

(P) 9:19-843-6640 

(F) 919-962-6888 

.e_.s_ .c__o_.x_..@__..e_ .m_ .a_!Lu_._n_.c__._~_d__u_. 
advising.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subjet~: 

~@live.unc.edrc> 

Friday,             l 1:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eu aice@email.unc.edu-* 

Unable to meet today 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

I am just letting you know that I won’t be able to meet at 2 today. Sorry I forgot I already had another commitment, I will see you next week though, have a great weekend. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

The mlk_pc mailing list. <mlk_pc 

Barker, Marco J <barker@unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu> 

[mlk_pc ] Post-Meeting Remarks 

MLK Debrief Meeting Agenda.docx; MLK Debrief Meeting Action Plan.docx 

@listserv.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Hello MLK Planning Committee, 

I just wanted to send out an email thanking everyone who came to the debrief meeting. I will individually send those that attended a copy of your completed Action Plan 

Worksheet so that you can keep it for your own records. 

For those that did not attend the meeting and you plan on having an event for your organization next year, attached to this email you will find an Action Plan Worksheet that will 

better facilitate the process of planning. This worksheet will aid in if you are handing your position over to someone new or if you just want to better your event for the 

year. Please complete it, save one for your own records, and send it back to me by 

Also, everyone needs to please fill out the contact information sheet that is in the worksheet no later than and email it back to me. 

Please keep in mind that speaker discussion should not be talked about with anyone outside of the setting of our meetings or outside of the committee members. If you have any 

questions of concerns, please feel free to contact me. I know that this year is already off to a great start and I am so excited about working with you all! :) 

Best, 

University Of North Carolina at Chapel t till I 

You are currently subscribed to talk_pc as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:!!lists.unc.edu/u?id=55508243.2fO42b366fc5cac13b387723839a42dd&n=T&l=mlk pc 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-32991556-55508243.2fO42b366fcScac3[3b387723839a42dd@listserv.unc.edu 

&o=32991556 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@wlime s.com> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today’s tteadlines: In Gun Debate, No Rill on Better Care tbr Mentally Ill 

Top News 

I~: Gm~ Debate, No Rif~ on Better Care for Mentally II~ 

Lawmakem have been worki~g across parb" lines on legis]atb-m advocates say 

could help keep killers like Ne gmunm~ i~ Nms~own, CoraL, from s]ippi~g 

through the cracks. 

Steely Leader of South Korea ~s Battle:Ready 

.As [he crisis wRh Nor[h Korea escalates, cz~ties and 

a]ike wo~der if P~sident Park Geun--hye may have gone koc, far 

in presenth~g herself as a~ ult~:a-tough leader. 

.,~w,a red 

Ym~kees~ Rodr~mz Tied to Cl~n~e Records ~! A~.~ 
Pro’chase I ~is~ I 

ez has 

J t told ~n vestigators th at tb e Ya n kees’ Alex Rod rigu ez a rranged 

to buy documenks from khe clinic, according ko bvo people bz~efcd on the ease. 

~ Baseball Rays for Clinic Documents Tied to Doping Case 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

r 

hnages of Ma~a TalIehief, one or ~he mosE bdIliant ~mmriea,~ 



balleritms o[ [he 2oth century, who died ’rhm’sday. 

Related Obituary 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Teachers: ~A;~I1 We Ever Lear~? 

’rhi~fy years later, we’re still "a n{Rion {R isk." 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

golfer, after (}u;]t~ Tianlang was pen;]lized one stroke for sk)~* play 
at the ~:[asters. 

World 

Tasting Good Life, Oppositio~ ha Zi~babwe Slips 

Off Pedestal 

:%s long-awaited elections approae]~, fakh is s]~ppJ~g in Morgan 

Tsva n gi rai’s Movem en ~ for Democra 

, ~ S~ide Show: Questioning Zimbat>,ve’s Underdogs 

Taliban Attack Highly Regarded AfgJ~an Army U~it 

Insurgents dealt a sm{ous blow to a ba[talion in eastern Afghanistan on Friday 

killing ’3 soldiem and overrmming their outposL 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 
::’~ Ms;k 

Australm ,~ Brand Name for Ferocity, Softened by ....... 

Perhaps Lhe mosL @ared ei{m~nal in ~’le]bourlle’s eiminaI 

history, the man known as Chopper has added another entD’ in his r~s 

eaneer pafie~}t 

U.S, 

Expe~oimer~t ha Oregon Gives Medicaid Very 

Local Roots 

The stah~ and the federal government have wagered 8*.9 billion 

on a projec~ intended to improve the health of lowqncome 

people and lower the rate or" spending gro~*lh. 

[    L.obingie [ 



Officials are moving away from a thc, o~y that a white supremacist p~s,-,,n gang or 

Mexiea~ drng cartels were responsible fbr ldl]i~g two proseento~.~ eight weeks 

apart in Kaufman, Tax. 

DNA Project Aims ~o Make Pub|ie a Company’s 

Data on Cancer Genes 

Researchers are aski~g cm~cer el]hies to hand over Myriad 

Oe~efics’ test results so they can morx? easily inket~)rek kl~e r~sk 

posed by mntafio~a of ~’o breast cancer ge~ea. 

~er mere US. news~ 

Facebook refines ad targeting 
ALSO iN BUSINESS ~> 

Education life: Teaching the tec~ies 

G E. t~rns to the crowd for help in creating consumer 

)roducts 

Business 

J.C. Penney Wins R~|in~ h~ Dispute With Maey s 

A.i~Mge says the retailer cm~ at least temporarily se~l ho~sewares 

d esign ed by Martha Stewards u~der "da e J CP Evezyday label. 

[i~ AJ.C [ 

¯ 
chief 

There are 4I publicly traded companies wffh directors who lost 

[heh’ elecEions lask year. Despite these yokes of rio co,if]dance, they stayed i~ 

their posts. 

A Revered French V~’~nery Breaks With a 

Bordeaux Tradition 

Chfiteau ~tour is stirring tensio~s with a decision to stop selli~g 

its wi~es flarou~j~ middlemen in a~ a~empt to hoh:l mow pr~:Nt 

for itself. 

Sports 

Day Edges Into Lead After Woods Hits Flagstiek 

and Falls Back 

The seco~d round of the Masters had a slew of p~-~tentiaI leaders 

aRer Tiger Woods’s charge was stopped by a crazy bom~ce tha~ 

led ko a bogey. Jason Day leads ak six under par. 

~ Highligh~ and Analysb From the Masters [ ~ Siide Show: Second Round 

, On Par: Near Cd[ Lkle, Gdan ~s Penalized for Slow Play 

Woods 
after his 



Mindfid of Drugs, Race Officials %’i|| Keep Closer Eye on 

Kentucky Derby 

Under new security measurers at the Kentucky Deal)y, horses will be under 24-- 

hem" sur~,’ei]lance and those wifl~ access to fl~e ho~ses must Jog in m~d log out, 

Expanded dn~g testing also w]]I be ~n place. 

.’~ Error and a Triple Play Brighten the Yanks’        _~ 

It was a game that featured a bit of eye,Tilting - dismal weather, a 

key error by the ONolea, a tNple p]ay and masterly pitching by C. C. Sabathia. 

~ [] Box Sco~e 

Arts 

3on ath an Winters, Un predietab|c Co~fi c and 

Master of Improvisation, Dies at 87 

Mr. Winters shined as a N~eat on 3Y talk shows and kept 

audiences in stkehes with eharaete~ like Maude Ffieke~¢, a 

sweet-seeming grandmoNer with a barbed to~gue. 

Maria Tallelfief, a Dazzling Ballerina and M~se 

for Balanelzine, Dies at 88 

Ms. Tailchief achieved renown as an early pNma ballerina with 

the New York Ci~" Ballet, dancing for George Balanehine and 

enkertNning audiences with her speed, euerEv and fire. 

~ D S~ide Show: Lookk~g Back at Mada Tal~chief, Dancer With Fire 

Winters 

~] Maris 

in the 

TELEVISION REVIEW 
~ Louis C. 

Lessons on Bacon, Sex m~d Nixon, Not Available K 

in a Siteom 

In Louis C. ~’s Iatesk stand--up special for ttBO, the comic pulls 

and pushes his audience with a more assured tone than he shows i~ his siteom. 

Travel 

Where the Beautifid Game Struts 

Soccer is net just a game in Brazil, it’s a national drama. Here’s a 

script to help you jNn the show. 

~ ~ Slide Show I Graphic Classic MaE~-.Ups (W~[~ TaunN and C~eers) 

JOURNEYS 

In N[ex~ieo~ Where the V~aves ;NIJ]] !,,~’~ 

Worried that sleepy Tro~cones might be shedding some of its 

authenticity to go chic, the author returns to her favorite beach 

m~d faces her fasts. 

~ D Slide Show 

son Jeb, 

° 

FOOTSTEPS 

Looking fin" Isherwood~s Berlin 

h~ the cry that i~slAred some of Christopher Ishe~wood’s 

notable ficlion, searching for traces of "~e wziter’s life then’. 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Ch~ivez’s Lasting impact 

F.ve~ in death, the fom~er leader Hugo Chiivez p]a.vs 

om nipresen k role iD Venezuela’s presiden tial eampai gns as votet~ 

prepare to elee k ~heir new leader on SuDday. 

Related Article 

Th e New York Ti m es (’rJtics on "To th e Wonder," "42" an d "It’s 

a Disaster." 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot ] Thank You, 

Roger Ebe~ 

In this week’s episode, David Carr and A. O. Seokt reflect on the 

life of Roger Ebert, the brand he en’ated, and the ef~bet he had 

on Mro ScoWs begi*mings as a fihn edtie. 

Fol mole video ",: e. to NYTimes,eomNideo >) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

"iI~e N or~h Korea Problem 

Secretary d Sta~e John Kerry travels through Asia with no sign "dnat he has 

fi-mnd a real solution. 

EDITORIAL 

A Phantom Ad Comes to New York 

Cib~" leaders should promptly disaw:~w negative ads betbre the aRad<s spiral out 

of control. 

EDITORIAL 

Building Better Halfway Houses 

PermsylvaDia moves to ensm’e that inmates are given the services they need to 

have a e~anee at re{me-free lives. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Congress Is Socially Insecure 

What’s going cm i~ Washington, people? Could it be that the 

great partisan stalemate is actually wobbli ~g? 

a Coiumnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

China Nlust Exploit Its Shale Gas 

Exploiting China~s vast resources of shah; gas is the only shoYt-term way for the 

country to avoid huge increases in g~’eenhouse gas emissions fl’om burning coal. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bmnb Nmlh Korea, Before l:t s Too Late 

Notlh Korea’s Musudan missile threatens the securi~" of America a~d its allies. 

President Obama should order a narrow, defeDsive strike bef,’)re it’s lammhedo 

FoI more ,,’.piRion; g0 to NYTimee.comtOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Good morning Eunice. Will call at 9AM unless you are up and moving around now. 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 I0:20 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

Dear Margaret, 

I am at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 8:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: 

OK. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, April 13, 2013 8:55 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: RE: 

On phone ruth parents in Nam~bi. Call @ 9.30am. 

On Apr 13, 2013, at 8:19 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~em~Al.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice. Will call at 9AM unless you are up and moving around now. 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 10:20 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: 

Dear Margaret, 

I am at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marissa R. Del Fierro <marissa.delfierro@universi~readers.com~ 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 7:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Create a custom reader tbr your class 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

You may recall receiving an earlier email from me about our custom publishing services but we haven’t had the chance to connect. I know you have a busy- schedule, 

and I’d be gratefifl for the opIx~rtunity to discuss how we can support you. A few features of our services: 

Quick 2-3 week turnaround time 
Free cost estimates betbre ordering 

Savings to students that average 30-40% off the textbook price 

ComplimentaD, re~mrce consultations to match your SLOs 

Access to online libra, ofpre-cleared and less expensive readings t~om top publishers 

When would be the best day and time to reach you for a 5-10 milmte phone call? You may also fill out an Infokit form to get started. 

All the best, 

Marissa R. Del Fierro 

Acquisitions Editor 

Universi~ Readers, an imprint of Cognella, Inc. 

ma~is~.deltierro@universi~readers.com, 800-200-3908 x543 
3970 Sorrento Valley Blvd., Ste. 500, San Diego, CA 92121 

www.cognella.com - CognellaAcademic Publishing 

www.universityreaders.com - University Readers Cus~tom 

As this’ is’ a commercial message from Cognella, Inc., you may opt-out of Jhture e-mails by clicking the link below. 

http:/Twww, universityreaders, corrv~optout.php?guid ~. O92cf3-e9ce- 7102-4aO3-4595a6c81 al 9 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skozx~cobotloprl@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Discover Our Gromng eBook Collections 

Discover Our Gi-owh~g eBook Collection! 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I For’,qard to a Friend 

ii"~ Routledge 

Discover our growing eBook 
collection, with over 38,000 
eBooks available! 

iN Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at an? time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or soil your email address to any outside organisations 

Copyright [] 2012 Taylor & Francis an Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London, WIT 3,~H 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe, please click on the link below Please note this is an automated operation. 

htt p://t andf.msgfocu s.com/u/1 lwTC671ak2ClRuy 

In addition, we offer flexible package options for libraries and institutions 

that are authoritative~ user-friendiy and easily integrated into any 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Response paper 2 - extension of due date ~md oNce hours 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you for your extension of the paper due date. I was wondering if we would be able to see comments on our first papers so that we may use them to improve our 

second papers. 

Thank you, 

O11 at 7: 57, "eunice(~email.unc.edu" <eunice(~emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

Frown: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars of Human Rights, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to let you know that you have until Wednesday 

paper, please note that I will hold extra once hours on Monday 

With best rashes and see you on Wednesday or before, 

Dr. Salfle 

@ 11.30pm to submit your response 2 paper. Further, if you wish to diseuss your 

between 12.00-1.00pm. 

This fom-aKled message was sent via The Universi~’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: AFRI, 

" site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 5:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Prompt tbr Response 2 

Dr. Sable, 

Where is the prompt for Response 2? I know it is postponed but I don’t see where the actual question is 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 6:18 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Respon~ 1 - graded 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

This is to let you know I received the email. 

Best, 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 6:09 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded response l# paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

- (graded).doc:~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Response 1 - graded 

I have received the first paper, thank you for the feedback! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Sunday, 7:17 plVl 

To-" 
S..bject; Response :t - graded 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded response J. paper. Kindly acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 7:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Response 1 - graded 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
I have received and read your response to my paper. Thank you so much for taking the time to give all of us detailed and clear responses and criticisms. As a student who 
often receives just a grade with no expanation, it is so helpful to understand not only the basis for a grade but also what you liked about the paper and how you could see it 
improving. 
Until Wednesday, 

@Iive.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:24 PM 
To: 
Subject: Response :I - graded 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please find attached your graded response i paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edn 

Sunday, 8:30 PM 

This Weeks’ Robbins Reading 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

Hi eveD~one, 

I’ve attached the Steven Robins reading tbr my, 

Enjoy, 

South Aliica, Uganda, and Ghm~a di~ussion on Wednesday. 

Robins (2008) - Activist Mediations of Rights & Indigenous Identit-i Namaqualand.pdf 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFPd 
link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

" site. To reply to this message click this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com on behalf of 

~livea~nc.edu; 

Sunday, 10:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re:    Response Paper #1 - graded 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I think you forgot to attach my paper. Could you please tD- sending it again? 

Best wishes, 

On Sun, at 3:34 PM, Sahle, Eunice <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded response :~ paper~ As your prepare to submit your response 2, please pay attention to my comments and the issues T highlighted during 
our class on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Riffs in Both Paxties Complicate Odds tbr Gun Measure 

Top News 

Rifts h~ Both Parties Complicate Odds for Gym 

Division,s over a measure to extend baekgrom~d cheeks for gun 

buyers are undermining support for what was seen as a 

compromise deal to ease passage ~ff a broader bill. 

Venez~ela Gives C[t~vez Prot&g(~ Nnrrow Victory 

Nicolas Maduro, the handpid<ed political heir to Hugo Ch£vez, 

won eleedon to serve the remainder of Mr. Ch~wez*s term, 

oltieiais sNd. Mr. Maduro’s opponent, ttenrique Capriles 

Radonski, demm~ded a recom~t. 

~ ~ Video: Venezuela Goes to the Pol~s 

~ atrick 

Maduro 

and his 

Justices Consider SVhetiier Patents on Ge~es .Are 

V~Jid 

The Supreme (X~urt is poised to take up the question of whether 

haman genes can be patented. Bat some say advances in the field 

may blunt fl~e impact of its m]i~g. 

Editors’ Picks 



TRAVEL I ON ASSIGNMENT 

r 

StaII~on and R~de’ 

Talcs from motorcyd c Ara 

~ Re~ated Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

If Compmties A~’e People.., 

Coq~oraLions don’t pay anywhere near their" fair share in federal taxes. Iq~ng 

that ~s the first step to both t]seal -- at~d eeo*~om~e -. recovery, 

QUOTATION 

=~: :~::::~:~ ?:i,~{::;<:i :~’ :~:. :ii~:!!~ .~ L ,i~’i: :<~::’ 

:i!.u ,i! ,i! ,i ~i~.i~:::: 

IAN SHEPHERDSON, c:hiet’ econom{st at Pantheon IY[ai;roei;onom{e Adv{sors os t:he ef{’i;cts 

World 

BBC Tactics in Cove~°ing Norl-h Ko~0ea Are Faulted 

Reporters who joined students fl:om the London School of Economics on a 

North Korean trip did not disclose [heir ~’ue pm>ose and l~Imed an undercover 

doenmentary, the m~iversity saido 

Capital 

Islamiskq mili~mks ~own as Lhe Shabab catted out a suidde 

attack on khe eom{ complex, and a bomb was detonated later ot~ 

the airport road. 

ii.~ Mothers 

Ge~oman Elites Drauq~ to A~ti-Euro 

31ter,mtive for Germany, sLa~ed by a Hamburg economies 

professor, could play the role of spoiler in the September 

elections. 



Music helped to slow the i~fants’ heartbeats, calm [heir 

breathing, bnp~<we sucking behavio~ impo~an[ for [ee~ng, aid 

sleep and promot~ quiet ale~gaess. 

The response was moskly positive ak a 6oo-.student grannnar 

school in Ne wooded Ozmdzs of Missouri, where most ehi]dren 

have shot deer hy age 6. 

Researchers said that while creating fm~etional kid~eys for people was a long 

way off’, replacement organs made like the rat kidneys would have benefits over 

other methods. 

Bette Midler, back on Broadway 
ALSO IN THEATER ~> 

"Spring Fling: The Morning A~er," at Medicine Show 

Theater 

Tom Hanks in "Lucky Guy," atthe Broadhurst Theater 

Business 

ECONOMIC MEMO 

As ~Val| St. Soars i1~ Tough Era, Company Size Is a Big 

Factor 

American ~ants are benefiting fl’om pr~ductiviD- gains and rx~newed grown in 

China and other overseas markets, Nlowing them to increase pro~N eve~ ~f 

business at home ~vmains lackluster. 

Guidelines for animal safety on film sen e~sk, bnt aRer the 

receipt death of a shark on the set of a Kmart commercial, some 

ques[ion the American Humane Assodadon’s finandal ties [o the 

indust~3,. 

DEALBOOK 

Pay Stretching to t o Figures 

A mnn[ier of the hedge fired Jeade~s who had gial~t paydays ]ast year earl~ed 

their fiches "~e old-Nshioned way: by pos[ing big re[ur ~s o ~ their inveshnenks. 

Sports 



~ast Fa~hn~es Vanish ~s Australian ~V~ns M~ste~s 

Adam Sco~, beating :~ge~ Cabrera in a playoff, exoreisd the 

memories of Greg Norman’s collapse a~ d3e I996 Masters and h~s 

owi~ collapse at the 2o12 British Opera 

Scott 

after 

ON GOLF 

~’Voods’s Odd Join°hey "i’hro~gh Golfs Majors 

Tiger Woods’s major championship vietoW total remains stalled 

at 14, a~d this time tbr o~e of the most peculiar reasons - an 

illegal hall drop. 

ON PAR 

For Guard, a Week to Savor 

Chitm’s Guan Tianlang got a standing ow~tion and big ehee*~ 

from the galle~T ca the ] 8th gree~ aRer finishing %v a total of 

1 a-over 300. 

Woods 

on the 

Tiania;1 [ 

9,14, [ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’MOTOWN: THE MUSICAL’ 

Hey~ Dim~a~ Smokey~ Stevie: Youh’e o~ :Broadway.~ 

The hit parade reels on seemingly forever in "Motown: The 

Musical," a dramatically slapdash but musically vibrat~k trip back 

to the g~oW days of Detroit. 

[n Little Italy, Saving the Past by Rebuildi~tg [t 

The board of the Italian American Museum in the Little Italy 

neighborhood of Manhattan has drawn up phms to sell its 

bui]dfi~g to a developer m~d relocate fi~side whatever sh’uctm’e 

replaees it. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’JULIUS CAESAR’ 

"iI~is Caesar Wears an Afrk~a~ Cloak 

The blood runs warm i*~ the Royal Shakespeare Compat~y’s 

vibrant prodnefio~ of "an]ins Caesar," now at the Hmwey 

Theater of the Brooklyn Academy of Music. 

the 

more 

italian 

Ogundip [ 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

}lore Cracks U~der~i~e the Citadel of TV Profits 

Television has thieved on bundling, which offers a way of 

protecting thin~ but also ken& b) obscure the weaknesses 

withJll. Now those flaws are beeom ing more appare~t. 

A Top :Producer Leaves ’Katie’ for CNN 

Michael Bass, a longtime deputy- of,Jeff Zuekeffs dating fl’om 

their days at "Today," left Katie Coufie’s syndicated talk s~ow to 

be a se~ior vice president at CNN. 

Michael 
Bass will 
rejoin 

MEDIA DECODER BLOG 

NPR Series o~ Race ~,M~s to Build a V~;ider Aud~e~ee 

The race, e’~nidty and eultm’e reporting in NPR’s set~es "Cha~ng Races" is 

park of the nebxork’s strateAv to "do better about mirroring zMnedea," the chief 

executive says. 



Today’s Video 

~vmeo= Brm~ko: Retu~ to A~sehwitz 

Branko Lustig, a Holoeaust snm,h, or and Oscar-winning 

prod u car of "Schindler’s List," re turns to Auseh~q tz for th e bar 

mitzvah he eoukk~’t have in his youth. 

~ vmeo: A Cheesy Audience 

Patrick Watson, owne~ of S6n]~" Bklyn, practices for his 

performance of the national anthem at Barelays (k’n~er by 

singing to the cheeses in his store, 

Related Alticle 

Preservatior~ 

The textile eonse~wation ex])ert Jonathan Scheer shows ns what 

not to do when p~Rtiug awW a wedding gown for storage. 

, Caring b;a Special Member of the Family 

Fer more ~,ideo. 90 to NYTimes,com;Video ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Eu~’ope s Bitle~° iN[edicine 

Harsh aaskerity at~d reform policies are depressing growkh and foste*~ng 

discontent. 

EDITORIAL 

Me Hm~m~ G enes Patentable°? 

In an imporNnt ease about science and law, "dne Supreme Court should 

emphatically say no. 

EDITORIAL 

O~t Gm~s, a Mixed Report Fl’o~ the States 

Broad federal legislation is needed to close potentially Ie’daal interstate 

loopholes o 

mere epiRien; ",..~e to NYTimea.comtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

No charge. No thai. A~d I’m being force-fed while bound to a 

chair. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~,~tisoeial Network 

The frnitless search for dehmnanized money. 

~ Columrli~ Page [ B~o~ 

Cowboys and E~heads 

Taking out bad guys and missing fl~e big pictuw. 

, CoLmmist Page I Blog 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:00 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wofld" News & Notes Digest 04-15-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 15th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

04/17/13- Earth Week Water Panel rifled "Local Water: Sus~inable Policies at Ho~ne and Abroad" scheduled for 3:00 PM in Frank Porter Grahmn Student Union 

Room 3105. Learn ~nore about sustainable water policies here in Chapel Hill and around the world. Speakers include Linda Rimer of the US EP~ Greg Characklis 

(UNC School of Public Health, Dept. of Environmental Sciences and Engineering), Ed Kerwin (Executive Director, Orange Water and Sewage Authority), and Ed 
Bruce (Duke Energy). 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Parr Center for Ethics Lecture Series: Water in Our World- Water Institute Director Ja~nie Bartram will spea~ as a pa~ of the Parr Center Lecture Series on 

Tues. April 16th at 12:30 PM in Gardner tMI Room 08. This event is free and open to the public. The Parr Center for Ethics has also created a blog exploring ethics 

issues related to water which ca~ be found at the tbllowing address: http:i/parrcenter.unc.edu/water-~-our-world- 1 

~VATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

UNC :~dumna commercializes water quali .tv test- Aquagenx is a social enterprise founded by UNC alumna Alice Wang, fom~ed around the research of a team of 

UNC scienrists led by Dr. Mark Sobsey. The team’s research to improve monitoring of drinking water quality in low-resource settings led to the invention of the 

Compartment Bag Test. The test detects whether fecal bacteria exists in water and on food and hands with a compartmentalized plastic bag and a color-changing agent 

that be quickly and easily read. For more intbrmation: http://www.aq uagenx.com/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our \Vorld"- For more inforu~arion on the theme and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

ht~:#watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions. comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:/imitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://w~-.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Moving an exam--URGENT’. 

Hello Eunice, 

I contacted you once over a month ago about moving a SWAH exam but never received a response. Do you kno~v the Dean that I contact? I really need to do this soon, because I’m moving 
it for religious reasons. 

Man?’ thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Frank Baumgartner @gmail.com> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu~> 

please distribute 

Eunice, 

Some members of your department may be interested in the talk scheduled with Judge Weeks as part of my series on the death penalU. Unfortunately, we have had to 
post-pone it, most likely for 1 or 2 weeks. Please see below and if you could distribute this I’d appreciate it. 

FB 

The presentation by Judge GregoW Weeks about the Racial Justice Act and subsequent litigation as part of the speakers series on Race, Innocence, and the End of the 
Death Penalty. originally scheduled tbr this Wednesday April 17 at 5:30pm, has been POSTPONED. It will be rescheduled for a time in the following weeks. There 
will be no talk this Wednesday evening. When it is mscheduled a mmouncement will be made to this email list. 

Frank R. Baumgartner 
http:/iw~-.unc.edui. ~Ibaum 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 10:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AFAM Department Graduation 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am a African American Studies major graduating in August and I was wondering if there would be a department graduation in December? Or would I have to participate in 
the department graduation in May? T have already completed all of the requirements for the major. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11 : 17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Center for Faculty Excellence session next week, Wednesday, April 17, 1 lam-lpm 

Location: Freedom Forum Conference Center on the third floor of Carroll Hall, room 305 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Barbara Anderson ~-~b anderson@unc.edu:, 

Monday, 12:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Help the At~can Studies Center with Grant Reporting!! 

information for reports this week. Thanks so much, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reporting!! 

Date:Mon, 16:04:35 +0000 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

To:Barbara Anderson <b anderson,~’unc.edu> 

Dear Barbara Anderson, 

My name is,             and I am working with ’the African Studies Center at UNC. Please help us with our grant reporting for the year! 
Our records show that you were involved in the event "W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problems of the 21 st century" on        If at all 
possible, would you be able to give an estimate of how many people were in attendance at this event? Any sort of estimate would be 
~eatly appreciated aM go a long way to helping us complete our reports. 

If you have any questions please contact me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emal.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

Ander~n, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Help the Afi-ican Studies Center with Grant Reporting!! 

The capacity of the University Room is 100, and my "guess-timate" is that we always had 75-80% of the seats filled, although the registration was much higher than that, I 
believe. -Reg 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            12:23 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject; Fwd: Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reporting!! 

Dea Eunice and Reg, 

Could either of you provide me ruth the number of attendees at the DuBois Confelence? An estimate is fine in tl~e absence of a real number. We axe compiling 

information for reports this week. Thanks so much, Barbara 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reportin!!! 

Date:Mort, 16:04:35 +0000 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

To:Barbara Anderson <b anderson~)unc.edu> 

Dear Barbara Anderson, 

My’ name is              and I am working with the African Studies Center at UNC. Please help us with our grant reporting for the year! 
Our records show that you were involved in the event "W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problems of the 21 st century" on        If at all 
possible, would you be able to give an estimate of how many people were in attendance at this event? Any sort of estimate would be 
greatly’ appreciated and go a long way to helping us complete our reports. 

If you have any questions please contact me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atldns, Carolyn A <casquire@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 5:29 PM 

@embarqmail.com’; ’@gmail.com’; Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu-~; Harper, James R 

<james harper@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu> 

Massey Awards luncl~/program on Saturday, April 27, 2013 

Hello everyone, 

First of all, if you have not yet called with your rsvp for the IVlassey Awards lunch on April 27th, please call Jane Smith at 919-962-0045 by this Wednesday, April 17. 

She has to be out of the office later in the week, so we need to hear from everyone by Wednesday. Thank you! 

Jane will need to know the names of your guests and whether anyone in your party will require a vegetarian meal. 

If you are not able to reach Jane, you can call me at 919-962-1536 with your rsvp information. 

Regarding Saturday, April 27th, I want to remind everyone that we need you to arrive with your guests around 11:15 a.m. at Hyde Hall for the photos. We take lots 

of photos of our award winners with their family/guests, as a group, and with the Chancellor. 

Also, after the lunch, each of you will be called (in alphabetical order by last name) to the podium to have your award presented. A citation in your honor will be 

read by Provost Bruce Carney. Please stand next to Chancellor Thorp for the reading of your citation and he will present you with your framed certificate, check and 

a copy of your citation. After the citation is read, the photographer will take a photo of you together. After the citation is read, you are welcome to go to the 

podium to make brief remarks. You will, of course, want to thank Chancellor Thorp for selecting you for this honor and thank the Massey-Weatherspoon families 

whose generosity made the award possible. (It is helpful if each person can keep their remarks to about a minute -thanks.) 

On the day of the lunch, in case you need to reach me, my personal cell is 

If you have any questions, please let me know. I look forward to seeing everyone on April 27th. 

All the best, 

Carolyn 
Carolyr~ Atki ns 
Director of Stewardship 
The Ilniversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
O[[i c~" of Univers ] ty D~’velopmen t 
Campus Box 6100, 208 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 
Office: (919) 962-i536 
E-mail: c:ai~olyn at~<~r~s@unc.edu 
Fax: (919) 962-2387 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 2:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Yonr response #1 - graded 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

This is to acknowledge receipt of the graded response. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 3:22 AM 
To: 
Subject: Your response #:t - graded 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded response :t paper. Please acknowledge receipt. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 3:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Boston Marathon Blasts Kill 3 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Tuesday, April 16, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Boston Marathon Blasts Kill 3 
By JOHN ELIGON and MICHAEL COOPER 

Two bombs exploded seconds apart near the finish line, creating 
a bloody, chaotic scene more than four hours into the race on 
Monday. 

¯ Updates on the Explosions in Boston 

¯ ~.~i Map: Site of the Explosions I Updates From Boston Police (Twitter) 

War Zone at Mile 26: ’So Many People Without 
Legs’ 
By TIM ROHAN 

Witnesses said they saw runners and bystanders who lost limbs 
and sustained other traumatic injuries. 

For 3 Years After Killing, Evidence Fades as a 
Suspect Sits in Jail 
By WILLIAM GLABERSON 

Chad Hooks, 23, spent three years, seven months and three days 

at Rikers Island before his trial on charges of killing a man finally 

got under way in the Bronx. The family of the victim had to wait, too. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Witnesses to Chaos at Boston Marathon 
A runner and bystanders near the explosions at the Boston 

Marathon describe the blasts and the chaotic scene. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Dr. King’s Righteous Fury 
By JONATHAN RIEDER 

It is a mistake to view King as merely an ardent proponent of the 

American dream. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When the bodies landed around me I thought: Am I 
burning ? Maybe I’m burning and I don’t feel it." 

DEIRDRE HATFIELD, who was near the finish line of the Boston Marathon when two powerful 
bombs exploded. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

U.S. Practiced Torture After 9/11, Nonpartisan Review 

Concludes 
By SCOTT SHANE 

The report said the use of torture had "no justification," "damaged the standing 

of our nation" and "potentially increased the danger to U.S. military personnel." 

Assassinations Grow as Iraqi Elections Near 
By TIM ARANGO 

At least 15 Sunni candidates have been killed, and many others 
have been wounded or kidnapped, or have received menacing 
text messages telling them to withdraw. 

Kuwait Gives 5-Year Term to Dissenter 
By KAREEM FAHIM 

The opposition figure Musallam el-Barrak, a former member of Parliament, was 
sentenced for comments he made during a speech at a political rally. 

................................................................................................. FPr r~oFe ~vor!d r~ev~s~ go t? N~Times.�om~Wor!d tt 

U.S. 

Online Furor Draws Press to Abortion Doctor’s 
Trial 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Following accusations that the case was being ignored by the 
national news media, reporters descended Monday on 
Philadelphia, where Dr. Kermit Gosnell was on trial. 

Judge Prevents Closing of Mississippi’s Sole Abortion Clinic 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 



The ruling is not final, but it did keep the law from going into effect while a 
decision on its constitutionality is made, keeping Mississippi, for now, from 
becoming the first state without a clinic. 

Immigration Overhaul Proposal Is Likely to 
Ignite Fierce Debate 
By ASHLEY PARKER 

Legislation by a bipartisan group of senators, set for introduction 
on Tuesday, would demand tough border controls but provide a 

13-year path to citizenship for certain illegal immigrants. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 

When in Rome, eat like an expat 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Kickstarters 

High Low] Dr. Martens sneakers 

nytimes,~om ~ MAGAZilNE 

Business 

Drug Makers Use Safety Rule to Block Generics 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Big pharmaceutical companies are using a safety law to prevent 
generic manufacturers from developing low-cost copies of their 
drugs. 

Europe Split Over Austerity as a Path to Growth 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Europe is divided over the road to recovery: Is strict belt- 
tightening or an easing of monetary policy and some stimulus 

best? 

To Reinvigorate Production, Alaska Grants a Tax 
Break to Oil Companies 



By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The change is a bid to increase investment in the North Slope 

field as production dwindles. 

................................................................................... ~O[ rP0re b£1sir~ess £ews! go t£ N~irnes.�0rn~Bu~ines~ ~ 

Sports 

Yankees’ Veteran Newcomers Filling Leadership 

Gap 
By HUNTER ATKINS 

Four aging additions - Lyle Overbay, Travis Hafner, Vernon 

Wells and Kevin Youkilis - have been helping the Yankees 

compensate for injuries to some longtime stars. 

~ Roundup: Red Sox Finish Game With Rays Before Bombings 

Another Postponed Game, a Further Disturbed        ~ 
Routine 

After having a game postponed by snow in Minnesota, the Mets ’o ~~ 

had another called off in Colorado. The Mets and Rockies are 
scheduled to play a split doubleheader Tuesday. 

Rabbi Expands Tributes to Robinson Beyond the 

Major Leagues 
By HUNTER ATKINS 

Through the Campaign 42 project, nearly 2,600 players, age 4 to 

18, will wear No. 42 stickers on the sleeve or front of their jersey 

this season. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

At Coachella, Nostalgia Trumps Newness 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Some 19o acts and 9o,ooo people were at the 2m3 Coache]]a 

Valley Music and Arts Festival. 

¯ ~.;¢~ Slide Show ] More from Coachella 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE NANCE’ 

Tortured Soul of Burlesque Puts on Quite the Act 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

Nathan Lane in "The Nance," by Douglas Carter Beane, plays a 

character who shines for the camera and wilts offstage. 

, ~.~:~ Slide Show 



AN APPRAISAL 

A Madman, but Angelic 
By ROBIN WILLIAMS 

In an appraisal, Robin Williams recalls the lessons he learned 

from Jonathan Winters. 

- Jonathan Winters Dies at 87 ] ~ Jonathan Winters Highlights 

....................................................................................................... E0 r r~ 0[e a rts r~ev~s, go to N ~T! mes.c0m~A rt S ’~ 

Science 

Relief for a Parched Delta 
By HENRY FOUNTAIN 

An amendment to an old treaty between the United States and 

Mexico will send more water down to restore native habitat and 

local and migratory wildlife. 

- ~ Video: Bringing Back the Delta 

WELL 

A Battle Plan to Lose Weight 
By CATHERINE SAINT LOUIS 

People with mental illness are more likely to be overweight, with 

medications often contributing to the problem, and a study 

suggests structured programs may help them shed pounds. 

A CONVERSATION WITH ERIC D. GREEN 

Human Genome, Then and Now 
By ERIC D. GREEN 

A decade ago this week, scientists announced that they had 

completed the Human Genome Project. Eric D. Green, director 

of the National Human Genome Research institute, discussed what that 
accomplishment meant and what is coming next. 

........................................................................................ F0r r~0re s£ie#£e [~e~fs, g0 t0 NY]3me~c0m!Sc!ence ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Bringing Back the Delta 
A new agreement between Mexico and the United States called 

Minute 319 will ensure more water flows into the Colorado River 

Delta in Mexico, helping to restore parts of the once fertile 

region. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: Nathan Lee Graham 
The actor sings the number "Come Rain or Come Shine" in a 

scene from the play "Hit the Wall," about the 1969 Stonewall 

uprising. 



~ VIDEO: A Better Baby Lullaby 
New research finds that live music played for premature babies 

can be beneficial, calming their heart rate and breathing, and 

helping their sleep and sucking ability. 

............................................................................................................. Eo~ n~ore y!deo, go to N¥~ime~�omNide~ ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Bombs at the Marathon 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Explosions and deaths shatter Boston’s celebration of unity and athleticism, but, 

without a doubt, the race wi]] be back next year. 

EDITORIAL 

An Ethical Breakdown 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Leading academic institutions failed to inform parents of premature babies of 

the real risks involved in a medical study. How could this happen? 

EDTORIAL 

A Wrenching Adoption Case 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court should reverse the rulings that gave a member of the 

Cherokee Nation the right to revoke an adoption of his biological child. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

What You’ll Do Next 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Big Data and numbers know a lot. But they can’t explain all the 

whys. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Locker and the Closet 
By FRANK BRUNI 

The predicted coming-out of a gay player in one of the major 

sports isn’t served by invocations of dackie Robinson. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Syria’s Forgotten Front 
By DAVID POLLOCK 

As the civil war in Syria rages on, the risk that Israel will be drawn into the fray 

is rising. 



..................................................................................................... E0~ I~0r~ 0pir!!0r~! go t£ N~Times~�0m!Opin!0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 16, 1947, America’s worst harbor explosion occurred in Texas 
City, Texas, when the French ship Grandcamp, carrying ammonium 

nitrate fertilizer, caught fire and blew up, devastating the town. 
Another ship, the Highflyer, exploded the following day. The 

explosions and resulting fires killed more than 5oo people and left 
200 others missing. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:09 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Trading AtiJca: human~ing world markets and trade regimes 

Check this out! 

From: Solani Ngobeni I        @ai.org.za] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:34 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
C¢: 
Subject: Trading Africa: humanizing world markets and trade regimes 

Hi Maggie 

I just saw your book advertised on the ZED Books Rights Catalogue at the London Book Fair. I told them about your seminar on the research and that we roll be 
interesled in co-publishiug. 

I will keep you posted. 

Regards 

Sola~i Ngobeni 

Director of £ublishing 

Africa Inslitute of South Africa 

Tel: 012 304 9768 

Cell: 

www.ai.org.za 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

the :-ecipi~::t, you are i:~r-eby r:otifi~d thai. an;, di~:..Jo~:.ur-e: .:.op~,il~9, dls~llbutk£~ or takhxy actloi~ in relai.iol~ of i.be .:.or:~ent~:. of ti:i5 mfonnatio:: is ~:.trictly p..oi:ibited :::l~d may be 

continuity, sec:.i:ity, ar-ci~ivln9 aisd compliance wlth aii cur-:ent iegislat.io::, 1o find out mo:-e, contact Mimecast. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 10:11 AM 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edtp; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reporting’.! 

Many thanks, Reg. We will count 90, as that will help reflect that many folks came for one or two panels, and were then replaced by other participants. Take care! B 

On 3:27 PM, Hildebrand, Reginald F wrote: 

The capacity of the University Room is 100, and my "guess-timate" is that we always had 75-80% of the seats filled, although the registration was much higher 
than that, I believe. -Reg 

From: Barbara Anderson [b_anderson@unc.edul 
Sent." Monday,            12:23 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N; Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject-" Fwd: Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reporting!! 

Dear Eunice and Reg, 

Could either of you provide me with the number of attendees at the DuBois ContErence? An estimate is fine in the ab~nce of a real number. We are 

compiling information lbr reports this week. Thanks so much, Baxbara 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject:Help the African Studies Center with Grant Reporling’. ! 

Date:Mon, 16:04:35 +0000 

From: ~live.unc.edu> 

To:Barbara Anderson <b anderson(~unc.edu> 

Dear Barbara Anderson, 

My name is              and I am working with the African Studies Center at UNC. Please help us with our grant reporting 
for the year! Our records show that you were involved in the event "W.E.B. Du Bois and the Problems of the 21 st century" on 

If at all possible, would you be able to give an estimate of how many people were in attendance at this event? Any sort 
of estimate would be greatly appreciated and go a long way to helping us complete our reports. 

If you have any questions please contact me, 

Best, 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Director, African Stu@ies Center 

Lecture’s, Depar~ment ~f African and Afro-American Studies 

A~rican StkKties Cent}~, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

University of North Carolina 

Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-7582 

(919) 962-1406 ollice 

(919) 843-2i02 fax 

h ~ ~p : //africa. une. edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Lecture Agenda Group 3 

Discussion proposal.docx 

Hey Dr. SaNe, 

I hope that you are doing well, attached is the agenda for group 3’s lecture 

Best, 

We look forward to class tomorrow. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@emaJLunc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with SAD Hartlyn 

Good morning Eunice, 

Jonathan’s calendar is quite full Thursday and Friday, but he can meet with you during either of the following large chunks of time: 

Monday, 

:l.Oam.-3pm 

Tuesday, 

~Oam--2:3Oprn 

Please let me know what sounds best, 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 
To: 
Subject; Meeting with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to request a meeting with Jonathan for an hour. Thursday (except between 9am-lOam and 3pm-5.0Opm) or Friday this week would work or early next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

i @email.nnc.edu> 

Tuesday 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Haxtlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting with SAD Hea~Jyn 

This email confirms your meeting with Jonathan next Tuesday, 

Cheers, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:23 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear , 

Tuesday at 2.00pm would be excellent. 

Thanks so much and best wishes, 
Eunice 

from 2-3pro in his office in 205 South. 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, . 11:16 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting with SAD Hartlyn 

Good morning Eunice, 

Jonathan’s c~h:,ndar is quite full lhursd~y and Friday, but he c~n meet: w~l:h you during eRher of the folh:~w~n~ large chunks of t~me: 

Monday% 

lOam--3pm 

Tuesday, 

Please let me know what soutH, s bes~, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:13 AM 
To: 
Subject: Meeting with SAD Hartlyn 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to request a meeting with Jonathan for an hour. Thursday (except between 9am-lOam and 3pm-5.0Opm) or Friday this week would work or early next week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:42 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Campbell letter 

Campbell letter.docx 

Best 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:37 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Campbell letter 



April 10, 2013 

Dear Rev. Robert Campbell, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held in the Hitchcock room of the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. All guests will be 

acknowledged and honored with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The AAAS has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC supporters 

who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but also as 

inspiration for our faculty. 

If you are able to accept our invitation, we also hope that you will join us for a light lunch after the 

ceremony. This will give our graduates, their families, and our faculty an opportunity to converse with 

you. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May 11. If this is the case, please let us know if you 

will be available next year to be one of our honored guests. We promise that the invitation will be sent 

to you early in 2014 so that you can make your plans accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. I can be contacted at 919 

962-2341. 

All my best, 

Eunice Sahle, 

Department Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: McCain letter 

McCain letter.docx 

Best 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: McCain letter 



April 10, 2013 

Dear Mr. Wendell McCain, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held in the Hitchcock room of the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. All guests will be 

acknowledged and honored with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The AAAS has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC graduates 

who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but also as 

inspiration for our faculty. 

If you are able to accept our invitation, we also hope that you will join us for a light lunch after the 

ceremony. This will give our graduates, their families, and our faculty an opportunity to converse with 

you. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May 11. If this is the case, please let us know if you 

will be available next year to be one of our honored guests. We promise that the invitation will be sent 

to you early in 2014 so that you can make your plans accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. I can be contacted at 919 

962-2341. 

All my best, 

Eunice Sahle, 

Department Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Kinnaird letter 

Kinnaird letter.docx 

Best 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Kinnaird letter 



April 10, 2013 

Dear Ms. Ellie Kinnaird, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held in the Hitchcock room of the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. All guests will be 

acknowledged and honored with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The AAAS has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC graduates 

who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but also as 

inspiration for our faculty. 

If you are able to accept our invitation, we also hope that you will join us for a light lunch after the 

ceremony. This will give our graduates, their families, and our faculty an opportunity to converse with 

you. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May 11. If this is the case, please let us know if you 

will be available next year to be one of our honored guests. We promise that the invitation will be sent 

to you early in 2014 so that you can make your plans accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. I can be contacted at 919 

962-2341. 

All my best, 

Eunice Sahle, 

Department Chair 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: 

Overton letter.docx 

Best 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 2:27 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

Hi Travis, 

I am sending the final letter to you to print on stationery. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



April 10, 2013 

Dear Ms. Jackie Overton, 

On behalf of the Department of African and African American Studies (AAAS), I would like to personally 

invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony 

will be held in the Hitchcock room of the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. All guests will be 

acknowledged and honored with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The AAAS has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC graduates 

who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but also as 

inspiration for our faculty. 

If you are able to accept our invitation, we also hope that you will join us for a light lunch after the 

ceremony. This will give our graduates, their families, and our faculty an opportunity to converse with 

you. 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May 11. If this is the case, please let us know if you 

will be available next year to be one of our honored guests. We promise that the invitation will be sent 

to you early in 2014 so that you can make your plans accordingly. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. I can be contacted at 919 

962-2341. 

All my best, 

Eunice Sahle, 

Department Chair 



Fron~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Markstein, Lara <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:50 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Hi Eunice, 

While we’d love to have you (and please do attend!), I just wanted to let you know that 

Lara Markstein 

Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

Www.global.unc.edu!globalst udies 

is unable to come owing to a conflict with class. I just wanted to let you know! 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:27 AM 

To: Lara Markstein <laram@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Dear Lara, 

Thanks for the reminder. 

Yes 3[ will be there, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Markstein, Lara 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:09 AM 

To: IVlarkstein, Lara 
Subject: Reminder: RSVP Today for Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon 

Just a reminder, if you have not already sent an RSVP for the Global Studies Honors Thesis Luncheon and would like to attend, please email me at 

laram@email.unc.edu. Again, it will take place at 12:30pm on the fourth floor of the GEC on April 23rd. 

Best, 

Lara Markstein 
Department Manager 

Curriculum in Global Studies 

FedEx Global Education Ctr, 301 Pittsboro St. 
UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 
Www.global.unc~edu!globalst udies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atldns, Carolyn A <casquire@ad.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtp 

Smith, Jane C. <jane smith@unc.edu> 

RE: Massey Au~ards - April 27, 2013 

Hi ~!unice, 

Many tha~ks! 

Carolyn 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April :16, 20:13:1:4:[ PM 
To: Atkins, Carolyn A 
Subject: Massey Awards - April 27, 20:13 
Importance: High 

Dear Carolyn, 

Thanks for your note below. Here are details about my guests: 

Ben Sable 
Dr. Reginald Hildebrand 

Anne-Marie Gardner 
Ruth Tadesse 

The only person interested in having a vegetarian meal on that day will be me. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Atkins, Carolyn A 
Sent: Monday, April :15, 20:13 5:29 PM 
To: ’         _~embarqmail.com’; ’          _~gmail.com’; Davis, Nancy K; Harper, James R; SaNe, Eunice N; Stabile, Regina 
Subject: Massey Awards lunch!program on Saturday, April 27, 20:13 

Hello everyone, 

First of all, if you have not yet called with your rsvp for the Massey Awards lunch on April 27th, please call Jane Smith at 9:19-962-004S by this Wednesday, April 17. 

She has to be out of the office later in the week, so we need to hear from everyone by Wednesday. Thank you! 

Jane will need to know the names of your guests and whether anyone in your party will require a vegetarian meal. 

If you are not able to reach Jane, you can call me at 919-962-1536 with your rsvp information. 

Regarding Saturday, April 27th, I want to remind everyone that we need you to arrive with your guests around 11:15 a.m. at Hyde Hall for the photos. We take lots 

of photos of our award winners with their family!guests, as a group, and with the Chancellor. 

Also, after the lunch, each of you will be called (in alphabetical order by last name) to the podium to have your award presented. A citation in your honor will be 

read by Provost Bruce Carney. Please stand next to Chancellor Thorp for the reading of your citation and he will present you with your framed certificate, check and 

a copy of your citation. After the citation is read, the photographer will take a photo of you together. After the citation is read, you are welcome to go to the 

podium to make brief remarks. You will, of course, want to thank Chancellor Thorp for selecting you for this honor and thank the Massey-Weatherspoon families 

whose generosity made the award possible. (It is helpful if each person can keeo their remarks to about a minute -thanks.) 

On the day of the lunch, in case you need to reach me, my personal cell is 
th If you have any questions, please let me know. I look forward to seeing everyone on April 27 . 

All the best, 

Carolyn 
Carolyn Atkins 

Director of Stewardship 

The U~Jversity ef Nerth Ca:~l/[na at Chapel Hill 

Office e~ Univ}rsity Devei opm}nt 

Campus Box 6100, 208 West Franklin Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-6100 

Office: (919) 962-1536 

Fax: (919) 962-2387 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE:, honors defense 

Dear Em~ice, 

Hope all is well with you! Thanks very much for you willingness to serve on conmaittee. I’m worldng with her to finalize 
the thesis just now. I hope she will have it done by Thursday, at the latest. 

I’ll be fine to meet at Battle, though I don’t know where the conference room is. Could you please give me the room number? 

I’ll have her send you the thesis just as soon as it’s ready. 

Oh, and btw: my tenure is official! I found out last week! So, we’ll have to get together to celebrate :-). 

Take care, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University ofNorfl~ C~:olina at Chapel Hill 
~Tfisher@email.unc. edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Tuesday, 12:S8 PM 
To: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE:          honors defense 

Dear Rebecka, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I have a lot of administrative deadlines next week, thus I would be grateful if we met between :tO.OOam-:tl.3Oam for the oral defense. Can we meet in the conference room in 
Battle Hall? 

Kindly ask to send me her thesis as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Sent: Monday,            4:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re:         honors defense 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you on [x~th counts for your congratulations and for being rolling to serve on thesis on such short notice!! She is indeed running behind, but she should 
have the thesis to you early next week. 

What time on the would work best tbr you? I’m available anytime between 10 am and 4 pm. I will check with her also to ~e what time she has available. 

Best wishes, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fishe~; PhD 

Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Admissions in Comparative Literature 

Assistant Chair, Depaxtment of English & Comparative Literature 

Assista~t Professor of English & Compamlive Literature 

From: <SaMe>, Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 



Date: Monday, .         4:43 PM 

To: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Janken, Kenneth R" <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE:,         ~ honors defense 

~::~ Dear Rebecka, 

CONGRATS!! This is great news. 

works better from my end. Please fo~vard thesis as soon as you can. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Froln-" Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Sent-" Monday, :~:~:37 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Co; 3anken, Kenneth R 
Su bje~:t-"          honors defense 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you well. Please forgive the late request, but I ~an in need of a second reader for ;honors defense. I wasn’t awaxe until week before 

last that I needed to invite a second faculty member myself(in English, that’s all coordinated for us). will require time beyond the deadline of so 

we’re raking advantage of the honors program’s guidelines, which allow s~dents to file by the end of classes. If you’d be able to ~neet for the defense one afternoon 

bem~een             I’d be most grateful. (I’m cci’ing Kenneth, so he’ll be aware of our plans.) 

Oh, and by the way, my tenure has been finalized and app~oved! I got the news this past Thursday. Thanks for all your support and good wishes along the way! 

Take care, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fishe~; PhD 

Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Admissions in Comparative Literature 

Assistax~t Chai~; Depm~tment of English & Compa~ative Litemtare 

Assistant l?rofessor of English & Co~npamtive Literature 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:58 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Alpa Shah talk: The Muck of the Past - Revolution, Social Transtbnnafion and the MaoiNs in h3dia 

Alpa Shah at UNC.pdf 

Dear all, 

Please consider attending the following event. Flyer attached. 

The New Directions in South Asia Studies working group at UNC will be hosting Dr. Alpa Shah (Anthropology, London School of Economics) on 

Wednesday April 24th tbr a talk titled "The Muck of the Past: Revolution, Social Transformation and the Maoists in Indid’ at 12:30 in the Incubator 

Room of Hyde tM1. 
Below is some additional iiffonnation, along with a flyer. Please help us spread the word. 

We look forward to seeing you. 

Best Regards, 

Towns Middleton 

Bio: Alpa Shah is a Reader in the Department of Anthropology at the London School of Economic. She mad Geography at Cambridge, trained in 

Anthropolo~- at the LSE, and taught anthropology at Goldsmiths until 2013 when she returned to the LSE. Alpa Shah’s research has been driven by 

concerns for inequali~, how it is produced and addressed, and how ordinary people experience it. She has drawn on extensive long-term et!m~ographic 

field re,arch in India, aM more recently Nepal, to comment on themes ranging from: the intersection of class, caste and ethnici ,ly/indigeneib~ in indigenous 

rights activism and politics; the moral and political economy of the developmental state, programs of poverty alleviation and practices of corruption; 

transformations in the agrm’ian economy and ~asonal casual labor migration; citizenship, education and the politics of Mfirmative action policies; and the 

spread of emancipatory politics through class struggle, notably the Maoist movements. Along ruth a ~ries of inlluential articles, she is the author of In the 

Shadows of the State: Indigeno~s politics’, enviromnentalism, cmd insurgent, in Jharkhand, India (Duke Universi~" Press 2010), co-editor of 

}lqndows into A Revohttion (Orient Blackswan 2011), and the co-guest editor of/{ffirmative Action in Soztth Asia (a FOCAAL special issue 2013). 

She is currently working on a book-length manuscript on the Indian Naxalite or Maoifft movement. Shah recently delivered the prestigious MaJinowsld 

Me,noriaJ Lecture at LSE, the content of which will inform her talk at UNC under the title, ’The Muck of the Past: Revolntio~ Social Transformation and 

the Maoists in India".]l I 

MA 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

¯ -- You axe currently sub~ribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice,@~emml.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank etnail to leave-33006095-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26Po57fc7~listserv.unc.edu 



C OLLE~;E 0~:’ 
AR~I"$ & SC~ENC;.’£S 

April ! 1, 20!3 

DEPAI~_TMEN’r OF AFRICAN & 

AFRO-A MEP.I CAN STUDIES 

~o9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 9~9.966.5496 

F 919.962.2694 

Mr. Wendell McCain 

Dear Mr. McCain, 

On behalf of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, I would like to personally 
invite you to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May I1, 2013, at 11:00 am. The 
ceremony will be held at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for Black Culture and History and wil! 
be fol!owed by a lunch. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest 
because of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. You 
will be honored with a special certificate of appreciation. 

The department has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished 
UNC graduates who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for 
them, but also as inspiration for our faculty. 

Kindly let me know if you are available. 

Thank you for your consideration. In the meantime feel free to contact me directly at 9 I9-962- 

2341 or via email (eunice@email.unc.edu). 

All my best, 

Eunice Sable, Ph.D 
Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



COLLEGE OF 

ARTS & SCIENCES 

DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN 

AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES 

lO9 BATTLE HALl. 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC Z7599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 9~9.96~.x694 

April 11, 2013 

Mr. Chuck Watts 

Dear Mr. Watts, 

On behalf of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, I would like to 
personally thank you for agreeing to be our commencement speaker for our 2013 
graduating class. The ceremony will be held at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center for 
Black Culture and History on May 1 !, 20 !3 at 11.00am followed by a lunch. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our 
commencement speaker because of your unwavering support to the community at 

large and our department..I am delighted to let you know that the department has 
decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC 
graduates who have been pioneers in their fields and the community. You not only 

serve as role models for them, but also as inspiration for our faculty. 

Thank you again and we look forward to hosting you on May 11, 2013. In the 

meantime you can contact me directly at 919 962-2341 or via email 

(eunice@email.unc.edu). 

~ ~st, 

Eunfce Sahle, Ph.D 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Weiss -~ @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Dear Eunice- 

I’m happy to meet, of course. Could you give me an idea of ~vhat you’d like to discuss? I am in Chapel Hill on the follwing days, and relatively free: Apri 119, 22, 26, 29, 30, then May 6,7,8 I 
hope one of these ~vill work fo you 

All the best, 

Brad 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 6:17 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

Dear Professor Weiss, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well 

I would be grateful if we met for coffee or lunch in the next few weeks to discuss something that I have been thinking about for a while 

Kindly let me know yuur availability and I will work aruund yuur schedule. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Eunice SaNe, Phi) 
(;hair, Department uf African and Afro-American Studies 
Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel }{ill 
109 Battle }{all 
27599-3395 

SEN’D ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
Brad Weiss 
121 WaverIy Forest Ln 
Chapel tliH NC 27516 
919-%7-6507 
President, Society :[’or Cultural AnthrupulogT. 
http://sca.culanth.org/ 

Brad Weiss 
Professor of Anthropology 
College of William & Mary 
Williamsb~g VA 23187 
757-221-1209 
http :/ipeople.wm. edui ~blweis/BradWeiss/websiteibw/Home. html 

######################################################## 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEAi Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info~smeascholars.org@mail41 .wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

~Vednesday, April 17, 2013 12:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

"Call for Papers" & Travel Gr~nt: 2013 Am~ual Cont~rence 

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. 

*** CALL FOR PAPERS *** 
Sixth Anm~a~ ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change: Looking Back and Forging Ahead 
in the Middle East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel * Washington, D.C. 

ASMEA is currently seeking proposals for paper presentations at the Sixth Annua~ Conference. Members from 

any discipline, tendred or untenured faculty, or those otheP,,vise affiliated with a recognized research institution, 

may submit proposais te pr~!semt at the Conferences. Umqu¢~ proposals from senior graduat~ sbJdents (ABD) 

will also be considered. Abstracts on topics ~elated to the Middle East and Africa should consist of a one-page 

outline of newand unpublished research A recent C.V with all contact data also must be included with name. 

C Vs can be subm~ed NE~. 

ViEW the list of papers presented at the 2012 Annual ASMEA Conference HERE 

Travel Gran~ 

Those interested in submitting abstracts may also be eligible to apply for the ASMEA Travel Grant Program 

Download an application and find out more information, HI=RE 

Any questions or for mere information contact ASMEA at 202.4298860 or info@aemeaeeholare,orq 

www, asmeas~holars.or~ 

U nsubscribe eunice@email unc.edu from this list I Forward to a friend I Update your profile 

You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website www asmeascholars.org. 

Our mailing address is: 

ASMEA 

PO Box 33699 

Washington, CC 20033 

Add us to your address book 

Copyright (C) 2013 ASMEA All rights reserved. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Hazeltine, Lizzy <hazellin@email.uuc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 2:18 PM 

You, Wei <wyou@unc.edu>; bcarlson@email.unc.edu.; beuchars@DENTISTRYIJNC.EDU; Hofweber, Thomas <hot\~-ebe@unc.edu>; 

SaNe, Euuice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; jmolich@unc.edu; cyriaquj@DENTISTRY.UNC.EDU; Navalinsky, David B 

<dbnav@email.unc.edtr~; Neta, Ram <ne~email.unc.edu>; is tutN@~g.unc.edu <is?tufts@sog.unc.edu-~; Hinson, Josh 

<qhinsou@email.unc.edu>; Ernst, Carl W <CERNST@email.unc.edu:>; Meier, Beujmnin Masou <meierb@email.unc.edu>; Fredrickson, 

Barbara L <blf@unc.edu>; Ban& Lawrence E <lbaud@email.uuc.edu>; Aikak Debashis <da@unc.edu>; Guskiewicz, Keviu M 
<gus@em~l.unc.edt~; Kum, Hye-Chung <kum@email.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <ashby@em~l.uuc.edt~; Nda~iko, Ch~rie Rive~ 

<ndaliko@email.unc.edu>; Rowe, Saxah Marie <srowe3@elnail.unc.edu> 

Goldstein, Buck <buck goldstein@unc.edu~; Merritt, Charles E. <~merritt@email.uuc.edu>; Lowiy Caudill < @gmail.com~; 

Stroman, Deborah L <~dstro@unc.edu~ 

Faculty Bootcamp: Materials Eu Route 

May 2013 BriefBio tbrm.doc; Bootcamp 2013 videoInstructious.docx; Bootcamp Syllabus 2013.doc 

Dear Bootcamp Participants, 

Our workshop is drawing closer, and I’m reaching out with more information. You should receive a packet with a draft syllabus for this May’s bootcamp and other 

documents including and a copy each of Drucker’s Innovotion ond Entrepreneurship and Holden Thorp and Buck Goldstein’s Engines oflnnovotion. 

By way of introduction, we’ve asked that you share a brief video introduction and send it to me in advance of the workshop (instructions attached). Attached is the 

bio form that you are welcome to submit if you prefer not to send a brief video intro. Please contact me with any questions you may have. 

We’re looking forward to welcoming each of you in May. I am happy to answer any questions you may have about video intros or the bootcamp in the meantime. 

Best, 

Lizzy 

Lizzy Hazeltine 
Internship Director, Minor in Entrepreneurship 
Department of Economics 
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill 
200 D Gardner Hall 
919.843.8824 
unceminor.org 

See my current office hours 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

Chairs of the Social Sciences Departments qsschair@lis~tserv.nnc.edu-~ 

ssMgrs@lis~tserv.unc.edu 

[sschairs] Request for RSVP Social Sciences Chair Luncheon 

This message is being sent to all chairs of Social Sciences Departments and Curricula in the College, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

Good afternoon Social Science Chairs, 

Please send me your RSVP for Dean Hartlyn’s Chairs’ Luncheon next Wednesday, from 12-1pm in Steele 3020AB. Sandwiches (with vegetarian options) will 

be provided. 

* Do you plan to attend? 

* Do you have any items to contribute to the agenda? 

Best, 

Office of the Dean 

Colleg~:_~ of ~rts and Sciences 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Campus Box 3100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--31~ 

919/962-:1.:[65 

[]email.unc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, ~ 7:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Paper 2 

Attach: Paper 2.docx 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:46 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: Paper Submission 

Attach: afri    paper 2.docx 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my submission for the second paper. I hope you have an amazing weekend and I will see you next week! 

Th~nk you~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 10:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Response 2 

Final Response 2.docx 

Hey Dr.SaNe, 

Attached is my response for prompt 2. I enjoyed the readings and lecture that we were assigned today. Thank you for all of your help. 



From" 

Sere: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~)live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,             11:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reslxmse2- 

~M’fi,    ReadingResponse2finaLdocx 

here is my response paper, 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

Co: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Reading Response 2 

Attach: Reading Response 2 docx 

Here is my reading response 2 Also, sorry for missing class today, I was put on a 
which I experienced today,                   ! I hope I did not miss too much! 

Thanks! 

by my doctor last friday, which is reported to in the :first few weeks; 



From: ~live.unc.edu~; 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~’~ 

Subjet’t: Paper 2 

Attad~: Paper 2.docx 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Class of 
Global Studies/Peace War and Defense major ; Social and Economic Justice minor 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

_~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Response #2 

WM.AFRI Response #2.docx 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

Please find Response #2 attached. 

Thanks, 

P.S. Are you free Friday 9am for a quick meeting about the research? 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vlime s.com> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Senate Blocks Drive tbr Gun Control 

Top News 

A wrenching nafio[ml search tbr so]utio~s to the violenee that 

leR ao c~ildren dead in Ne~ow~, Com~., al~ but e~ded after the 

Senate defeated several gun-related measures. 

, ~ GrapNc: Vote Details 

~ ~ Slide Show: Senate Blocks Gun Legislation 

NEWS ANALYSIS 

Despite Tea~°f~| Pleas, No Real Cl~ance 

While the ~mtional se~timent about stemming the menace of gm~s i~ the ~ong 

hands has s~ifted, the political dynamic has 

L:y LAiHARI ~E O S~.i.i. SCO?T SHANk. ai:d MiO~!Ai.i. z~. t~C~9,.’iii?T 

In flae first major break J~ the hunt ibr the Boston Marathon 

bomber, F.BA. personnel found security video sh~ving a man 

they believe may have played a role in planting explosiveso 

~[2] Slide Show: Investigators Seek Clues in Boston 

Editors’ Picks 



This to~c oh.mica] was detected in a lotier addressed 

P~sident .bantu and can be dea~y if i~ is inhaled. 

~ Related A~icle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Se~mte ir~ the Gm~ Lobby’s Grip 

}tow the N,R,A (:rushed background cheeks. 

World 

More Childre~ in Greece .Are Going H~mgry 

Greece’s economic free-fall is reshaping the lives of families with 

children, many of whom ar,{ve at school hungD,, underfed or 

even malnourished. 

Top .barns Ot’tieials Difl’er on Syrian Rebels in 

Testimony to Cong~°ess 

The differing assessmenks came as the Whik" House was 

considering what next steps to take in a conflict that has killed 

more than 70,000 and defied reso]uth:m. 

A Focus on ~he Personal as Britons Bid That(~her 

The ceremonial funeral with military honors for Margaret 

Thatcher has divided British opinion, mneh as the fi:a:mer prime 

minister stirred passions in her lifetime. 

, [] Photos ] E:] Video 

~ [] Margaret Ti~stche~ in Her Own Words 

Mic.halis 

Petrakis 

who is 

boy 

saivage ] 

d items 

...... Kiizabc4 

i~l, and I 

U.S, 



Mass Inj~ries Reported in Texas FertHizer P~ant 

The huge fire and explosion at a fertilizes pkmt ouLside of Waco 

damaged a nursing home, officials said. 

~D [~e L.ede: Video of the E~plosion 

Disgraced Of~eia|’s Wife Accuses H~ in Texas 

Killings 

KJm I ~ne Williams sam her husband, a fbrmerjusfice of the 

peace, killed a dist*Jet attorney, his wife and another prosecutor 

in Kauflnan O:mnty~ 

Arrest Is Made Over Letters Believed to Car~~ Poison 

Federal agents arrested a .Mississil.~pi man suspected of sending letters to 

President Obama and a Republican senator tha~ showed evidence of ticin in 

initial testing, two ofth::ials said. 

, E[] limesCsst: Poison of Choice 

Chocolate-Crusted Banana 
Biondies 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Mark Bittman demonstrates cutting an artichoke 

Rabbit head: A spicy spec~aity 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
::~ A $300 

Mortgage Relief Cheeks Go Out, O~dyto Bomme ....... ~,~ 

Relief cheeks issued as patq. of a se~lement over fi:~reclosm’e 

abuses have bounced, an unfortunate t~dst for consumezs who 

have ah’eady faced problems over reviews of troubled mo~¢guge loans. 

DEALBOOK 

Risi~tg B~k Profits Tempt a Push for Tou~mr R~lles 

Steady earnings growth on Wall Street could embolden the la~Taakcrs and 

regulutors who wan t to overhand Lhe banMng system. 

~ Bank of Arne~ica Must Face Mortgage Disclosures Lawsuit 

News Media SVdgh Use of Photos of Carnage 

Pictures of the aftermath of the bombings at t~e Boston 

Marathon stapled a debatc among news organiza[ions aboIR 

when images are too hor~4~’Jng to display. 



Sports 

~i~ned 

The Knicks rested theh" stars and sent a east of backups onto the 

court lbr a victory over the Hawks on Wednesday, bu~ Pablo PHg~oM sprained 

his ankle in the first qnarb2r. 

[] Box Score j Off the Dribble: Knicks Say Wallace Will Retire 

Off the Dribble: Only One Title Matters (and it:s Not Scoring) 

Lakers Will Lean on Frontcom~ in Playoffs 

WiLh the Memphis O~zzl]es’ 86-70 v]c~o~y over the U tah dazz~ 

the Lakers are bound for the 1Aayoff~ where they w~l] rely on 

D~ght Howard and Pan easel. 

~ Grizzlies 86, Jazz 70: Jazz Less Assures Lakers of a Player[ Spot 

AN APPRAISAL 

~’Iaking the l~lost of H~s Gifts and Flaws 

Pat SummeralL who died Tncsday at 82, had a rare ability to 

broudeast many spot,s while using few words, tie also used his 

ext)efienee at the ge~~ Ford Center to help other alcoholics. 

Related Obituary 

F~r in~:e spelts news: fie to NYTimee.¢om/Sporte >,, 

Arts 

Partner Without the Pr~e 

A bid to huve the most prestigious award in architecture, the 

Pr~tzker Prize, give more aeknoMedgment to Denise Scott 

Brown, wife and partner of the ~99~ winner, Robert Vcntud, is 

gaining momentnm. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’THE ASSEMBLED PARTIES’ 

Throwback to the Days oJ~°Tastet~] OImIenee 

"The A*sembled Pa~¢ies" is an ele~: to a 1)reed (d woman, a s~qe 

of living and a genre of ~eater of wMc~ only vestiges remain 

N ew York. 

Fihn’ S~’Ie 

In the movie "True SkoD-" - iks Nle is true, to a degree - Jonah 

Hill plays a disgraced reporter whose iden~ib’ was s~olen by u 

Hecht 

Fashion & Style 

Nr, Provot~tive 

Hedi Slimane has antagonized ii~sbion critics and even f~iends. 

Customers, kowever, are making his cdlections bee k sellers. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Hedi Slimane’s Fi~t Year at Saint Lau~ent 

London to Harlem ~a Chelsea 

Serena Bass, longdme society caterer and executive chef at Lido, 

takes stock of a remarkable life in night life. 

81imsne, 
tile 

creative 

Bass, 

executiv 



SKIN DEEP 

Research suggests over a fifth of American adults are tattooed, 

but lke resurgence of body art isn’t fully visible in "d2e workplace. 

Top ] 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: How io C~t an Arl-h;hoke 

Mark Bitkman demonstrates "~ree ways to prepare an artichoke 

tbr cooMng. 

~ vm~:o: Obama Says G~m Lobby ’~ViJJfidly 

IJed~ 

Following a Senate vote Lhat defeated several gun-related 

measm’es, President Ohama spoke i~ the Rose t-;arden or’the 

White House. 

~ VIDEO: A Recorded Legacy of Sports 

Dining a 74-year career as a spo~scastcr, Bob Wolff collected 

his interviews ;dth some of the bes~-known ~d~Ietes in rile United 

States. Now he is donating Else collection to the Libra~3’ of 

Congress. 

, Related A~ticle 

~ ~ Selections From V~loJg’s ArcNves 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Nenate Fails Amerk’~ans 

Bowin g to the gun lobby ruth er flaan the pn bit:, lamn akers Mll crucial gun 

centre] legislation a mere ]8 weeks after the massacre in Newtowm Conn. 

EDITORIAL 

A Giant Setback for Hmn~ Rights 

The Supreme Court’s five conservatives have guLLed a generaiion of earehfl, 

court-made law used to address abuses abroad. 

EDITORIAL ] THE SUBURBAN LIFE 

Fire Is|atrtd’s Lucky Bremk 

The breach caused by Hurricane Saudy allows "due ocean to pour iuto the bay, 

flushing it vdth badly needed clean and oxygen.-~{eh water. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

lAghting a Spark on the High Pla~a~s 

Nebraska, ore’ remote, conservative, flyover state, seems like an 

odd place to make a stand for clean water and fertile la~d, but we 

will be at the heart of those battles. 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Lath~ America’s Go-To Hero 

Everyone invokes Sim6n Bolivar, cvcn if they embody what hc 

hated. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T~ K~dls Ar~ (Not) A|| 

In a Unicef rvpo~% the U~ited States once agai~ ra~k~d among 

th e worse weal day com~tH es lbr child wn’s wdl-beiag. 

~ coiumaisi Page 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page I ~uythis Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinteres[ 

[]     iI .~. ’~"~’ I i[] 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere with our’ sui[e el apps: 

iPhone® j iPad® I Android j All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mebile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ Help Section >~ ’ m.nyt,com >> 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automate.d e-mail Please do not reply directly ta this e-mail 

You received ~hJs message because you signed up ~or NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. 

As a member of the ]RUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 4:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reading Restx~nse 2 Attached 

Reading Response 2.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

My reading response #2 is attached, 

University of North Carolina 
Anthropology and African Studies Major 
Chemistry Minor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Weiss -~ ~gmail.com> 

Thursday. April 18, 2013 8:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks, again, for the note I just wanted to reconfirm that I’m happy to meet, and available on the days listed belo~v. Please let me know when is most convenient for you, and ~ve’ll work 
something out 

All best, 

Brad 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 9:57 PM. Brad Weiss wrote: 

> Dear Eunice- 
> 

> rm happy to meet, of course. Could you give me an idea of what you’d like to discuss? I am in Chapel Hill on the follwing days, and relatively ticee: Apri 119, 22, 26, 29, 30, theri May 6,7,8. I 
hope one of these will work fo you 
> 

> All the best, 
> 

> Brad 
> 

> On Apr 16, 2013, at 6:17 PM, Sahle, F, unice N wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> 

>> Dear Professor Weiss, 

>> 

>> Greetings and I hope you are doing well 
>> 

>> I would be grateful if we met for coffee or lunch in the next few weeks to discuss something that I have been thinking about for a while. 
>> 

>> Kindly let me know your availability and I will work around your schedule. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Eunice 
>> 

>> F, unice SaNe, Phi) 
>> (;hair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
>> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>> 109 Battle ,’{all 
>> 27599-3395 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

> ##################################################### 
> SEix,© ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
> Brad Weiss 
> 121 Waverly Forest Ln 
> Chapel Hill NC 27516 
> 919-967-6507 
> President, Society for Cultural Anthropology 
> http:/isca.culanth.org/ 
> 

> Brad Weiss 
> Professor of Anthropology 
> College of YVilliam & Nia13~ 
> Williamsburg VA 23187 
> 757-221-1209 
> htt~ ://people.wm. edu/4qweis/BradWeiss/website/bw/Home.html 
> 

> ######################################################## 
> 

##################################################### 
SEik© ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
Brad Weiss 
121 Waverly Forest Ln 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 
919-967-6507 
President, Society for Cultural Anthropology 
http://sca.culanth.org/ 

Brad Weiss 
Professor of Anti.topology 
College of William & Mary. 
Williamsburg VA 23187 
757-221-1209 



http:/ipeople.wm edui-,blw eis/BradWeiss/w ebsite/bw /Home.html 

# ~ # # �~ # # # ~ #~ �~ # # # # #~ �~ # �~ # # #~ # # �~ # # # ~ # # �~ # # # ~ # # �~ # # # ~ #~ �~ # # # # #~ �~ 



COLLEGE OF 
ANTS & SCIENCES 

April 11, 2013 

DEPAI~TMENT OF AFI~.ICAN & 

AFI~.O-AM Eia..l CA N STUDIES 

]09 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC ~7599-3395 

T 9~:9.966.54-96 

F 9 9.96.z÷~694 

Sen. Ellie Kinnaird 

Dear Senator Kinnaird,     " 

On behalf of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies, I would like to personally invite you 

to be a guest at our departmental graduation on May 11, 2013, at 11:00 am. The ceremony will be held 

at the Sonja Hayne Stone Center for Black Culture and History followed by a lunch. 

The departmental committee planning the graduation ceremony selected you to be our guest because 

of your unwavering commitment to our department and the community at large. The department will 

acknowledge and honor you with a certificate of appreciation. In this regard we would appreciate it very 

much if you would send a short biography of yourself. 

The department has decided that it is very important to expose our graduates to distinguished UNC 

graduates who have been pioneers in the community. You not only serve as role models for them, but 

also as inspiration for our facult% 

We are aware that you might already have plans for May l~L, but we hope you can join us for it would 

mean a lot to our majors and faculty members. 

Thank you for your consideration and we look forward to hearing from you. In the meantime, please feel 

free to contact me at 929 962-2341 or via email (eunice@email.unc.edu). 

Al! my best, 

Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pla~z, Gina B <gin~email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 ll:10AM 

Fall 2013 Technology Classrooms <[hll2013classroom@listserv.unc.edu> 

Me~, Winificed F <fi-eddie@emaJl.unc.e&~>; Younger, Sherry R <syounger@email.unc.edu> 

It:all2013 classroo~ns] VCRRemovaJ Update 

Hi All, 

Some of you may have already received a copy of the following email concerning VCR’s in the General Purpose Classrooms. I am now sending it out to those of you 

who are scheduled for Fall 2013 classes as well to make sure that everyone has been notified. 

Thank you - 

gina 

As the semester winds down, l wanted to take a moment to remind you all that the remaining VCR’s will be removed from all General Purpose Classrooms during 

the summer 2013 intersession period (July 29-Aug 16). 

We do have a way to burn a VHS tape to DVD, but the VHS tape must be owned by YOU, not checked out from any library system. If you’d like more information on 

this process, email me directly. 

Here is the original email outlining the timeframe for the removal process in addition to reasons why we are removing the units: 

Dear UNC Instructors, 

I am writing to inform you of an important change taking place this summer, affecting approximately 40 technology rooms scheduled by the Registrar’s office. 

VHS tape players (VCR’s) are currently no longer being manufactured by the audio/visual industry. We can no longer get replacement units/parts for the VCR’s 

currently installed in our 180 General Purpose Technology Classrooms. We have worked with the Classroom Policy Steering Committee to devise a long-term plan 

for removing these units from the classrooms and give instructors alternative ways to deliver VHS content. 

After careful review of our classroom usage data, we have identified 40 rooms that have had little or no usage (less than 60 minutes) during the past calendar year. 

Our plan is to remove the VCR’s during the summer 2012. Doing this will allow us to have a stock of spare units for the remaining 140 rooms. The final phase of the 

plan to remove the remaining units will take place summer 2013, prior to Fall 2013 classes beginning. 

If you do rely on VHS tapes for instructional purposes, you can work with my team to get your material digitized. We are able to digitize VHS tapes that you own, 

but we cannot digitize items that are checked out from the libraries. 

We do hope that this change will not negatively impact your courses and we will work with you to make this transition as smooth as possible. 

The Media Resources Center (MRC) currently maintains multi-region VHS players at their viewing stations as well as in their screening rooms (for more info: 

-h--t--t-p--:~-~----w----w----w--~!-!-b--~--u---n--c--~---e--d---u-~---h---~---u---s--e-~----m----r-c-~--)~ We are working to ensure access to usable formats, when available, for MRC collection titles currently on VHS to support 

instruction and research. Please contact Winifred Metz and the mrc@unc.edu if you have questions or need further assistance. Do note that VHS materials from 

the MRC may not be copied or reformatted. 

Thanks! 

Winifred 

Winifred Fordham Metz 

Media Librarian & Head, Media Resources Center 

House Undergraduate Library 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

freddie@email.unc.edu 

919.962.4099 

Thank you and please contact me if you have any additional questions regarding this. 

Thanks! 

Gina 

Gina Platz 

f7S Classroon’~ Hotliru:_~ Manager 

t:i:i:~;:iihotlin e.u nc.ed u 

919.962.14.50 (o) 

919.9~52.g349 

Og Peabody Hall, CB#3503 

gina@unc.edu 

You are currently sub~ribed to tidl20l 3classrooms 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33014519-63303035.43280aTda8a33adbb77852786aff46dS(?~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Follow up 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Horne, Jasmine D 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 4:12 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Follow up 

Travis, 

Can you schedule me in for Dr. Sahle? Tomorrow between 11:15-2p. Thank you. 

Respectfully, 

Jasmine Horne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

WebEvent <webeven~unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:03 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] WebEvent Reminder: Apr 26 - Deadline: Faculty Input to Almua] Retx~rt System 

WebEvent Reminder 

Title: Deadline: Facul~ Input to ~/Smnual Report System 
Date: Friday, April 26, 2013 
Time: Unspecified 

Description: The College Annual report system is no~v open for facul~z to sun~aarize their activities and accomplishments. Please complete your report, including stewarding private funds, 
by April 26, 2013. 

Please bookmark the address -- https://car oasis.unc.edu/car/ Contact OASIS if you cannot access the system 

The remainder of this email includes sections on the purpose of the Annual Report, details on stewardship, instructions on accessing the system, and ho~v to get help using the system 

Description/Purpose of the Arts & Sciences Annual Report 
All faculty in the College of Arts and Sciences are required to prepare an annual report of some of your activities and accomplisl~nents for their department or curricula for the period May 1, 
2012 to April 30, 2013. These reports are used for a variety of assessment and evaluation purposes within your units, but they are also an important component of the units’ required report 
to the College of Alts and Sciences. 

Details on Stewardship 
You may also be prompted to complete a tab labeled "Stewardship." This section is included if you have received funding from private sources 

Your contributinns last spring helped the Arts and Sciences Foundation produce nearly 600 letters to our generous College donors This annual "stewardship report" explains how the fund 
was used, and includes information about the fund’s investment performance. I)onors often respond with a thank-you note in appreciation. 

If you have questions about the Stewardship section, please contact one of the following staff members at the Arts & Sciences Foundation: 

De[ tlelton, dehhelton@unc.edu, 962-8216 
Jim Magaw, jim.magaw@unc edu, 962-6123 
Joanna Cardwel[, joanna.cardwell@unc.edu, 962-8342 

We very much appreciate your assistance with another round of outstanding stewardship letters[ 

Instructions for Accessing the Annual Report and Stewardship Sectinn 
Follow the instructions below to access the Annual Report System online Details on resetting your id/password are contained in the "Your Onyen" section, and contact OASIS with system 
problems. 
1) https :i/c ar oasis.unc, edu/car/ 
2) Login with your onyen and onyen password 
3) You can access the Stewardship system through a tab on the Annual Report 
*For responses from years prior to 2010/2011 t]istorica[ System. 

Your Onyen 
Website: http://om/en unc.edu 
Your ONYEN is the first part of your email address, eg. for an email address ofjdoe(at)email.unc.edu your ONY[~N is "jdoe" without the quotes. 
If you lose or forget your ONYEN password, you can get a new" one by taking your UNC One Card (or another picture ID) to IT Response Center at Wilson Library suite 300. It is not 
possible to recover your old password and for securi~ reasons, you can get a new password only with a picture ID. 
If you have forgotten your ONYEN you may look it up by selecting the "Forgotten Onyen" button and supplying your last narue and your PID. 

How- to Get Help Using the Online System 
The attached help document explains the design and navigation for the systera (new as of academic year 2010/2011 ). 
Please contact OASIS for additional help. 

Thap2~: you for completing your annual report in the online systeru by Friday, April 26, 2013. 

Kind regards. 

Ryan 

Ryan Greenway 
MSIS, P2~, MBA candidate (2013) 
Director of Finance 

Business Operations, College of Arts & Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056 
office - 919.962.9275 
mobile - 

Po~vered by WebEvent(tm) 
http://www.webevent.col~’cs/r/pbpublish2 71 

You are currently subscribed to asddd axsd: eumce@email.unc.edu 
To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33017923-62434986.9cc77083egdlefc3e6252624a4c213af@listser~ nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 8:16 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: thanks...got the scan. 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: thanks...got the scan. 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chape[ HN Department of PuNic Policy 
13.5 Abernethy Ha~l, CB# 3435 
Chape~ Hi~, NC 27599-3435 
Phone: 93.9-962-2788; Fax: 93.9°962°5824 

UNCoChape~ HN Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
3.09 Battle Ha~, CB#3395 
Chape~ HN, NC 27599-3395 
Phone: 93.9-966-3.295; Fax: 93.9-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Brad Weiss < @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 8:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Dear Eunice, 

I can meet on the 30th, that would be great. I look forward to the opportunity to chat 

Best, 

Brad 

On Apr 18, 2013, at 1:00 PM. Sahle, Eumce N wrote: 

> 

> Dear Brad (if I may), 
> 

> Thanks so much for your response 
> 

> How- about meeting fbr hmch at the Carolina Inn on April 30 at noon? I am hoping that two of my colleagues (Lydia Boyd and David Pier) can join us. The central aim of our meeting is to 
hopeful begin a dialogue on ways ~ve can collaborate given our research interests and geographical focus. 
> 
> I think my :[’riend and colleague, the late Anne Dunbar always wanted us to have this dialugue so I am looking forward to it. 
> 

> With best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> [ ..... i Brad Wei~ 
> Sent: Thursday, April 18, 2013 8:32 AM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Re: Cuntact 
> 

> Dear Eunice, 
> 

> Thanks, again, :[’or the nute. I just wanted to recunfirm that rm happy to meet, and available un the days listed below. Please let me knuw when is must cunvenient for you, and ~ve’ll work 
sumething out. 
> 

> All best, 
> 

> Brad 
> 

> On Apr 16, 2013, at 9:57 PM. Brad Weiss wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Eunice- 
>> 
>> I’m happy to meet, of course. Could you give me an idea of what you’d like to discuss’? I am in Chapel Hill on the follwing days, and relatively free: Apri 119, 22, 26, 29, 30, then May 6 7 8. I 
hope one of these will work fo you 
>> 

>> All the best, 
>> 

>> Brad 
>> 

>> On @r 16, 2013, at 6:17 PM. Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear Professor Weiss, 

>>> Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

>>> I would be grateful if we met for coffee or l~ch in the next few- weeks to discuss something that I have been thinking about for a while. 

>>> Kindly let me know your availability and I will work arom~d your schedule. 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Eunice 

>>> Eunice Sahle, Ph.D 
>>> Chair, Dcpartmcnt of African and AI~ro-American Studies 
>>> Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>>> 109 Battle Hall 
>>> 27599-3395 

>> 

>> ##################################################### 
>> SEik~)ALL CORRESt~bixTDENCE TO: 



>> Brad Weiss 
>> 121 Waverly Forest Ln 
>> Chapel Hill NC 27516 
>> 919-967-6507 
>> President, Society J2~r Cultural Anthropology 
>> http://sca culanth or~/ 
>> 

>> Brad Weiss 
>> Professor of Anthropology 
>> College of William & Nialy 
>> Williarasburg VA 23187 
>> 757-221-1209 
>> http ://people. wm. edu/ 4qweis/BradWeissiwebsite/bw/Home.html 
>> 

>> ######################################################## 
>> 

##################################################### 
SEND ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
Brad Weiss 
121 Waverly Forest Ln 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 
919-%7-6507 
President, Society for Cultural Anthropology 
http:/isca.culanth.org/ 

Brad Weiss 
Professor of Anthropology 
College of YVilliam & _’vla15~ 
Williamsburg VA 23187 
757-221-1209 
http ://people.wm. edu/4qweis/BradWeiss/website/bw/Home, html 

######################################################## 

##################################################### 
SEix,~D ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO: 
Brad Weiss 
121 Waverly Forest Ln 
Chapel Hill NC 27516 
919-%7-6507 
President, Society for Cultural Anthropology 
http://sca.culanth.org/ 

Brad Weiss 
Professor of Anti,topology 
College of William & Ma~ 
Williamsburg VA 23187 
757-221-1209 
http ://people wm edui-~blweis/BradYVeiss/website/bw/Home, html 

######################################################## 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:27 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: David Pier action#435813 

Dear Sonia, (with FYI to Eunice}, 

~Tia 

TiaN. Howell 

B usiness Olticer 

The Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Depa:rtment of Afi-ican and Afio-Americm~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 

From: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Sent-" Friday, April 12, 2013 12:05 PN 

To-" Howell, Tia N. 
Subject; David Pier action#435813 

Tia, 

Happy Friday! 

funds in Ju}y for this. 

See not from I.aura below, 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

006 Howell Hall, CB#3056 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (919) 962-6221 

Fax (919) 843-3531 

~ie’ll be sending state 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, April 19, 2013 10:29 AM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu-> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: David Pier action~#435813 

Thank you Tin, I wilt keep a note for accounL#~g purpose. 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Friday, April :[9, 20:[3 :[0:27 AlVl 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: David Pier action#4358:[3 

D~-:~ar Sonia, (with FYI to Eunicei, 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Al~ican and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle ttall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 

From: Yurco, Laura Nicole 
Sent: Friday, April :[2, 20:[3 :[2:05 PM 
To: Howell, Tin N. 
Subject: David Pier action#4358:[3 
Tin, 
Happy Friday! 
funds in July for this. 

Thanks, 

Laura 

Laura Yurco, M BA 

Budget Analyst, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences & Dean’s Office 

College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 

006 Howell Hall, CB#3055 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone (9:19) 962-622:1 

Fax (9~9) 843-353:1_ 

We’ll be sending state 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Meeting 

Dr. Sahle, 

I apologize for being late today. I was unable to catch the bus on time for our meeting. 
you then. Thank you. 

Respect-fully, 

has informed me that our meeting is rescheduled for Monday at 2pm. I will see 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

T~Jae home final 

I am requesting permission to require my course on Emancipation in the New World, AFAM/HIST 371 to submit a 8-10 page comparative critical analysis of the process of 
emancipation in the U.S., Haiti and Jamaica. This paper would be in lieu of an in class exam. It will be due on the day that the final would have been given, May 1st, and I will 
not accept papers before that day. The depth and quality of analysis I am looking for could not be accomplished in a regular exam. -Prof. Hildebrand 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Friday, 1:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AFAM Graduation 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I am a African American Studies major graduating in 
the requirements for the major. 

and I was wondering if I could participate in the department graduation in have already completed all of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfisher@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE honors defense 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for being so flexible regarding thesis. She should be getting her "final" copy to you this afternoon. I’m cc’ing her 
here. 

I’ve also asked         to confirm her availability bem, een 10:00 and 11:30. I hope that crucial matter hasn’t gotten lost in the fray of 
getting the defense scheduled.          Dr Sable has asked that we meet in the Battle Hall co~fference room.) 

Best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 

Assistant Profes~r of English and Compezative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies in Compa~-afive Literature 

The Unive~sib" of Nort~h Ca~roli~m at Chapel Hill 

rrfisher(~emaiLunc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, ~:01 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Conm~encement pl~rming 

Hi        - 

We just finished a commencement planning meeting and now have a few tasks for you. We are hoping you will be able to do some design work on the certificates 

we are creating for our graduates and for some distinguished guests. We will get you the copy as soon as we have finished it. Additionally we need some help in 

the catering department. The consensus is to have Vimala cater the graduation with a mix of Southern and healthful fare including fried chicken, greens, etc. We 

don’t have a head count yet but we have 36 people graduating and 21 faculty. 

Could you get us a sample menu and a potential cost breakdown per person for a job that might be 100-150 people? We are working on the invitation for the 

students and their families and we will have them rsvp to you so you can get the headcount. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. The graduation will be on from 11-1 in the Stone center -the ceremony will be in the auditorium and 

the lunch will be in the Hitchcock room. 

Take care (p.s. I am head of the commencement planning committee, thus this email ) 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ E04 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Commencement planning 

Prof. McMillan, 

Sounds good, I’ll look into it and get back to you on these items early next week~ 

@live.unc.edu 

From: <McMillan>, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, ~:01 PM 

To’. @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Commencement planning 

Hi 

We just finished a commencement planning meeting and now have a few tasks for you. We are hoping you will be able to do some design work on the certificates 

we are creating for our graduates and for some distinguished guests. We will get you the copy as soon as we have finished it. Additionally we need some help in 

the catering department. The consensus is to have Vimala cater the graduation with a mix of Southern and healthful fare including fried chicken, greens, etc. We 

don’t have a head count yet but we have 36 people graduating and 21 faculty. 

Could you get us a sample menu and a potential cost breakdown per person for a job that might be 100-150 people? We are working on the invitation for the 

students and their families and we will have them rsvp to you so you can get the headcount. 

Let me know if you have any questions or concerns. The graduation will be on from 11-1 in the Stone center -the ceremony will be in the auditorium and 

the lunch will be in the Hitchcock room. 

Take care (p.s. I am head of the commencement planning committee, thus this email ) 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday ~:21 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: AFAM Graduation 

Ifyotl arc gradua:dng in 

depa¢.me~t~ ceremony. 

Regards. 

I)r. Janken 

Pro[(ssor of’Afto-American Studies 
I)epam~ent of Afi~can arid Afio-Ame~icml Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of’Norfl~ C~’olina 

Chapel [ {ill, NC 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962-1519 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 

Click on a link tbr in.tbmaafiot~ a 

h~p:,"/wvx~v.umass.edw’umpress,’titleirayib,~-w-loga~-and- d~m~ma- aNcan- anefican-intellecmN 

http:/, u~cpress.unc .ed~N)ok#T- 8059.hlml 

http:L,’undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00780 
http:L,’undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00723 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Frida! 2:30 PM 
To{ Janken, Kenneth R 
Subje~t~ N: AFAb’ Sraduation 
Impo~ance~ High 

Dear Kenneth, 

I would be grateful if you responded to the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Froml 

Sent: Friday, . :I:17 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AFAM May 3raduation 

Dear Professor SaNe, 
I am a African American Studies major graduating in 
the requirements for the major. 

and I was wondering if I could participate in the department graduation in I have already completed all of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Victoria Baker < @gmail.com> 

Friday, April 19, 2013 5:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Catchiug up on "the Undergraduate and Graduate Education Index 

Hi Eumce, 

I just wanted to check on that last email I sent. It was about the free educational resource that I had been ~vorking on I wanted to make stare you had a chance to review it. 

Please let me know ~vhat you think, I ~vould love to hear any feedback you may have 

Thank you, 

Victoria Baker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@gmail.com on behalf of 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Council of Chairs Presentation 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I wanted to follow up on my presentation last Monday to discuss 
bringing the Department of African and Afro-American Studies onboard 
as a sponsor of the Student Enrichment Fund. 

Eleven departments have alrea@ signed on as sponsors and I hope you 
will consider supporting this endeavor as well My ambitious goal is 
to have 100% participation by graduation. With such a broad base of 
support we will be able to continue providing this selwice while 
knowing that departments across the college have a vested interest in 
encouraging their students to apply. I am happy to schedule a time to 
meet with you in person and answer an?’ fnrther questions you may have. 

Thank you for yonr time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, April 21, 2013 3:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Bombing Inquiry Turns to Motive and Russian Trip 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Sunday, April 21, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Bombing Inquiry Turns to Motive and Russian Trip 
By ERIC SCHMITT, MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and ELLEN BARRY 

With one suspect dead and the other lying wounded in a hospital, the 
investigation into the Boston bombings turned to the men’s motives, and to a 
trip one of them took to Chechnya and Dagestan. 

Suspects With Foot in 2 Worlds, Perhaps 
Echoing Plots of Past 
By SCOTT SHANE 

The case of the Boston suspects recalls that of other young men 
who, caught between life in America and loyalty to fellow 

Muslims in a distant homeland, turned to violence. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: The Scene in Dagestan 

Conservative Koch Brothers Turning Focus to 
Newspapers 
By AMY CHOZICK 

Charles and David Koch, the billionaire industrialists and 
supporters of libertarian causes, are exploring a bid to buy the 
Tribune Company’s eight regional newspapers. 

................................................................................................................... E0[ n) er# t0P r~e~s, g0 ~o N)fTime#~com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ AUDIO & PHOTOS: A Borough Laces Its Gloves Up 

Now that the Barclays Center is midway through its maiden 

season of organizing fights, Brooklyn gyms are again alive with 

the sounds of thumping gloves. 

, Related Article 

OPINION 

Two Cheers for Web U! 
By A. J. JACOBS 

Take away the dorm rooms, the classroom banter, the brown- 

nosing, the keg parties and the tuition, and is it still college? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Americans refuse to be terrorized. Ultimately, that’s 
what we’ll remember from this week." 

PNESlDENT OBAMA, in his weekly address, on the bomb attacks in Boston and their 
aftermath. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Danes Rethink a Welfare State Ample to a Fault 
By SUZANNE DALEY 

With Htt]e fuss or political protest - or notice abroad - Denmark 

has been at work overhauling entitlements, trying to prod Danes 

into working more or longer or both. 

$3oo Million Scholarship for Study in China 
Signals a New Focus 
By KEITH BRADSHER 

Stephen A. Schwarzman, head of the Blackstone Group, is 

creating a scholarship program with mostly Western corporate 

donors to bring future leaders to study in Beijing. 

The Latest Threat to Pompeii’s Treasures: Italy’s 

Red Tape 
By RACHEL DONADIO and ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Conservationists warn the city is dangerously exposed to the 

elements, and is poorly served by red tape, lack of strategic 

planning and limited personnel of the site’s troubled management. 

~ ~.~ Video: Pompeii Falling From Grace 

................................................................................................. Eo[ ~£re vyodd ~e~s, go to N¥~imes~�om!Wm!d ~t 

U.S. 

Legal Questions Riddle Boston Marathon Case 
By ETHAN BRONNER, CHARLIE SAVAGE and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 

The issues include a debate over withholding the Miranda 

warning, the type of charge and the trial location. 



California Tries to Regain Fuller Control of 

Prisons 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Despite spending $1.2 billion on improving mental health care in 

its prison system, California has so far failed in efforts to lessen 

federal oversight. 

A Texas Town Mourns the First Responders Who 

Paid With Their Lives 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ 

Days after a fertilizer plant explosion destroyed homes and killed 

at least 14 in West, Tex., the magnitude of the human toll had 

barely started to settle in. 

¯ Fertilizers Meet Fire, With Disastrous Consequences 

~ ~’}~ Slide Show: Mourning First Responders in Texas 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Measuring college prestige 
vs. price 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >> 

Blackstone drops out of the bidding for Dell 

Why "innovate or die" is a lie 

nytimes, com iBUS~NE:S:S 

Business 

Thrown for a Curve in Rhode Island 
By MATT BAI 

The baseball star Curt Schilling dazzled a state government with 

his video-game business plan. But two years later, it was game 

over. 

FAIR GAME 

Daring to Knock on the Boardroom Door 



By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

A mutual fund manager is posing a challenge to the richly paid 

directors of Occidental Petroleum. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Before Housing Bubbles, There Was Land Fever 
By ROBERT J. SHILLER 

American real estate manias are as old as the nation itself, but 
until recently they were localized - and focused on land, not 

homes. 

................................................................................... ~O[ r~0re b#sir~ess r~evys! go t? N~Times.�0m~Bu~ines~ tt 

Sports 

Mixed Martial Artist Is Mighty, Yet Measured 
By TONY GERVINO 

Although Jon Jones contends "I don’t enjoy hitting people; I 
enjoy outsmarting them," there are far more accurate 
representations of his strategy and tactics. 

A Family Line Runs From a 195os Knick to a 
Current Celtic 
By PETER MAY 

The N.B.A. journeyman Shavlik Randolph, now a regular in 
Boston’s rotation, got his name from his grandfather, the all- 

American and z956 first-round draft choice he never met. 

With Rangers, Nash Still Finds Playoffs Playing 
Hard to Get 
By JEFF Z. KLEIN 

For all of his electrifying offensive skills, Rick Nash made one 
brief playoff foray in nine seasons with the Columbus Blue 
Jackets. Now he’s fighting to get back. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

~ VIDEO FEATURE: Making ’Magic’ New in ’Pippin’ 
The creative team behind the Broadway revival has upped the 
ante on Bob Fosse’s original effects. A video feature deconstructs 
the opening number. 

Amy Schumer, Funny Girl 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

The new Comedy Central show that spins around Amy Schumer 



is as much the work of its staffas of its central player, as a six- 
month observation of the process reveals. 

Putting Away His Toys 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Michael Bay sees "Pain & Gain," to be released on April 26, as a 
movie with a message: "People just don’t appreciate what they 
have." 

....................................................................................................... FO r rp ore a rts ~?ews~ gO to N ~Times.�0m~A rt S >~ 

Magazine 

Waking Up on the Wrong Side of a Ratings War 
By BRIAN STELTER 

How a toxic clash of personalities cost NBC’s "Today" its No. 1 
ranking. Matt Lauer may yet lead the show back to the top spot, 

but the morning is tougher now than ever. 

Even Violent Drug Cartels Fear God 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

In a Mexican prison run by the country’s most feared criminal 
syndicate, a Brooklyn-born priest struggles to save the most 
hardened souls. 

Can a Woman Win the Kentucky Derby? 
By KEITH O’BRIEN 

Rosie Napravnik isn’t just the most successful "girl jockey" today; 
she’s one of the best American jockeys, period. 

For more from the Sunday magazine, go to NYTimes.comlMagazine ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The War on Drugs Is a Failure 
The Gregory Brothers’s latest musical mash-up features Gov. 
Chris Christie, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo, former Congressman 
Ron Paul and special guests who argue for the reform of U.S. 
drug laws. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot I Late-Night Buzz 

Letterman, Leno, Fallon, Kimmel, Stewart, Colbert. Who else? 

Who’s your favorite? 



~ VIDEO:VOws: Howard and Ray 
Howard Zar and Ray Kurdziel surround themselves with art 

every day and will legally marry in a gallery in celebration of their 

2oth anniversary. 

............................................................................................................. Eo~ n~ore y!deo, go to N¥~ime~�omNide~ ~? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Immigration and Fear 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Want a safer country and stronger rule of law? Pass comprehensive immigration 

reform. 

EDITORIAL 

Moving Ahead With Common Core 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Test scores will fall at first in schools where the new and more rigorous state 

tests have been rolled out, but the long-term payoff is what matters. 

EDITORIAL 

The Right to Remain Silent 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court should extend the right to silence to questioning that 
happens before a suspect is arrested and given Miranda warnings. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

The First Race to the Top 
By WILLIAM J. REESE 

From the beginning, teachers were under examination as much 

as their students. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

No Bully in the Pulpit 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Why doesn’t 9° percent of America equal 6o senators? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Questioning the Mission of College 
By FRANK BRUNI 

A Texas tussle over accessibility and practicality strikes at the 

heart of higher education. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >~ 



Sunday Review 

CAPITAL IDEAS 

Hispanics, the New Italians 
By DAVID LEONHARDT 

We already know a great deal about how Latinos are faring with the challenge of 
assimilation: they are meeting it. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Is It Time for Off-the-Shelf Birth-Control Pills? 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Oral contraceptives are arguably safer than many over-the- 

counter medicines. 

DISPATCH 

Sprinting Toward the End 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Is it now obligatory for the terminally ill to work until their final 

breath? 

ON THIS DAY 

On April 21, 1910, author Samuel Langhorne Clemens, better known 
as Mark Twain, died in Redding, Conn. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

@~: Pinterest FOLLOW US: 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®liPad®lAndroid IAII 

Visit The New York I-lave questions? Visit our mobile we bsite at 
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FrolR~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eleanor Kinnaird~ @nc.rr.com> 

Sunday, April 2l, 2013 11:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.t nc edtr> 

Crmduati on 

21 April 2013 

ClmJr Eunice Sable 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

University of North Carolina 

CB 3395 
Chapel Hill NC 27599-3395 

Dear Dr. Sable: 
Thank you tbr your invitation to attend ?’our departmental graduation and to be recognized at the event. I am honored to be acknowledged by the Department. 
The Department has many distinguished members who have contributed to the University a~d our community for many years. I am pleased to join them and your 

students at the ceremony. 
Sincerely, 

Eleanor G. Kinnaird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 9:53 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 

Instructions on the 2013-14 employee eletronic regi stration form.pdf 

Hello all, 

Many of you may have received an email from parking services last week reminding you about parking requests. I am 

writing to remind you that the deadline for requesting parking is Friday, April 26th. There are certain zones listed for the 

department, but you may also put your name on a waitlist for the zone of your choice. I have attached directions on how 

to complete the online form. Paper requests for parking will not be accepted this year. 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 

The ~ollowlng webllnk can be used ~op Unlvepslty DepaPtments that have an onyen/pass~opd: 
http://psafety.web.unc.edu/ 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 

thowell@email.unc, edu 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

DepartmentofPublic Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall; CB#3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 
919-962-2788 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=33026701 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33026701-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



Instructions on the 2013-2014 Electron 
Parking Registration Form 

ic Employee 

1. Employees that have an onyen and password will need to utilize the following screen to access the online 

registration form: 

Auxiliary departments (listed on the below example) that have employees with just a PID will need to utilize the 

following screen to access the online registration form: 



2. Select the appropriate choices as indicated on the screen. If Vou work for one of the departments listed above, 

The department number begins with the "U" and four digit number. Just enter the four(4) digit number. 

If Vou do not know vour department number, Vou will need to contact vour Department Parking Coordinator to 

assist Vou with that information. 

3. Select vour 1St choice from the zones in the pull down menu. Provide vour 2nd choice as well as 3rd choice. You 

can make vour waitlist option the same as vour first choice if Vou feel certain Vou mav not obtain it during the 

registration selection bv vour department. The waitlist choice is optional and Vou do not have to fill in this 

information. 



4. Once you have entered your choices and click "Submit" you will then be able 

to print your confirmation. 

If you have any questions, on how to complete the form or need to find computer access, please speak with your 

Department Parkinl~ Coordinator to assist you. 

UNC Department of Public Safety 285 Manning Drive Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27559 919-962-3951 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 10:14 AM 

ttanda, Sudhanshu <shanda(~)email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

Schedule this week 

Dear Ashu and Eunice, 
lain planning on being out on this Thursday, April 25th 

~Tia 
Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 

The U~xiversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Al’fican and AIh~-Ameficuaa Studies 

109 Battle ttall; CB#3395 
Chapel tiill, NC 27599-3395 

919-966-1295 

My plan is to be back on Friday in AFAM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 11:30 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 

Our Department number is 3287. 

-Travis 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 
Importance: High 

Hello all, 

Many of you may have received an email from parking services last week reminding you about parking requests. I am 

writing to remind you that the deadline for requesting parking is Friday, April 26th. There are certain zones listed for the 

department, but you may also put your name on a waitlist for the zone of your choice. I have attached directions on how 

to complete the online form. Paper requests for parking will not be accepted this year. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

The following webllnk can be used for University Departments that have an onyen/password: 
http://psafety.web.unc.edu/ 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 

thowell@email.unc, edu 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

DepartmentofPublic Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall; CB#3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 
919-962-2788 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
919-966-1295 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: Tia Williams~unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33026701 



(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33026701-54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0ca15@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608, e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798 d&n=T&l=afriafam& o=33027487 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33027487-32361608.e87a91a5832319540el 56ada770a798d@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Monday 1:09 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] ca2~cel]ed: Alpa Sha]3 talk mad colt~e hour 

NOTICE: Cancellation of Alpa Shah Talk 

Alpa Shah will be unable to visit UNC for her talk this Wednesday, On 
behalf of the UNC community, we have sent our condolences to Alpa and her family. AIpa has conveyed her 
apologies and hopes to visit UNC in the year ahead. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have caused 
and are grateful for your understanding. 

Thanks. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla2~k email to leave-33028235-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361 b26fb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 2:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Confirmation Reservation 

20130422135512414.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

Please check to see that the details of the confirmation reservation are correct. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.22.2013 13:55:12 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Cultural Studies <unccultumlsmdies@gmail.com> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: Cultural Studies @ UNC Advisor3~ Board 

To: "Orossberg, Lawrence" <docrock~email.unc.edu>, "Escobar, Armro" <aescobar(&ema~l.unc.edu>, John Pickles <ipiclde~)unc.edu>, tochoa,@~ema~l.unc.edu, 
"McGowan, John" <iptn~)email.unc.edu>, gfla>:,@~email.unc.edu, "Luisetti, Federico" <luisett~(~mnafil.unc.edu>, t@gm~fil.cotn, srsha~rma(~email.unc.edu, 

itrier(~ email.nnc.edu, alvaroar~ema~l.unc.edu 

Hello All- 

The program in Cultural Studies at UNC is re-constituting itself and [,arty Grossberg has submitted your names as potential members of the advisory board. Are you 

willing to accept this position? 

Best, 
Allison Schlobolm~ o~nd Nathan Taylor 

Co-Ma~nagers, Graduate Certificate in Cultural Studies 

htlp:/ictflmmls~dies.web.unc.edu/ 
https://www.facebook.com/CulmralStudies.UNC 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 
http://culmmls~die s.web.unc .edu/ 

https:/iwww, facebook.com,/CulturalStudie s.UN C 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edtp 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Spring L~mcheon, Family "I SW," and More! 

ACKLANDARTMUSEUM 

ACKLAND SPR~NG LUNCHEON 

Thursday, 2 May, 11:30 AM - 2:00 PM 

The Great Room at Top of the Hill 

Special Guest Speaker: A~st 

Gre~o~ Sale from the AcMand’s 

recent exh~Nt~on More Love 
’~here ~s often a compulsion in my 

artwork to e[idt ~nt~macy, to bHn~ 

people tosether, to foster love for the 

other, and to accept love for ourselves. I 

am just t~in~ to ~et at th~s th~n~ of 

love, whether I can describe ~t or not. I 

want to know it. In part that’s why I have 

come to these artistic strategies that ~ 

use to unravel and question someth~n~ as 

amN~uous and as ~ndefinab[e as love." 

-- Grego~ Sale 

We invite you to gather with friends of 

the Ackiand to celebrate a wonderful year of exhibitions and events. We’ll 

also hear from multimedia artist Gregory Sale, whose prints, buttons, 

and signs on Franklin Street were some of the most talked-about 

artworks in our recent exhibition, 

More Love. 

FoLlowing lunch, this year’s graduating MFAs from UNC-Chapel Hill’s Art 

Department wilt be available in the Ack[and’s galleries to talk about their 

work on view in the exhibition Sincerely Yours,. 

Tickets are $50, of which S25 is deductible. Buy yours by April 29 at 

the Ackiand Museum Store, in person or by phone at 919.962.0216. 

Dr~oat~’~er (2Ol 2, .%bine Gruf~t} 
Tuesday, 23 April, 7:00 P~ 

Varsity Theatre, Franklin Street, Downtown Chapel Hill 

Fitmmaker Sabine Gruffat (Art 

Department, UNC-Chapel HILL) 

presents a visual essay about 

giobaiization and urban ecology 

that looks at two cities in 

contrasting states of 

development: Dubai, United Arab 

Emirates, and Detroit, Michigan, 

USA. Although these cities 

represent two different economic 

eras (Fordist and Post-Fordist), both vividly illustrate the effects of 

economic monocuitures and the arbitrary consequences of geopolitical 

advantage. 

Tickets: Students free with valid university or high school ID, $4 for 

all others. 

~ 
The Ackiand Film Forum is made possible, in part, with 

support from Ruby Lerner, with gifts in honor of Catharine 

Boyer. 

North Carolina PuNic Radio WUNC is the ~ 

Official Media Sponsor of the Ackiand Film 

Forum. 



De-stress Before/During Exams with an Art Workshop 

Art ~ la Carte allows you to de-stress this exam period by making art in a 

fun environment! 

Learn more about Art ~ la Carte classes with charcoal, collage, and 

monoprints as the medial Re~ister online. 

Slow Art Day 

Saturday, 27 April, 11:00 AM- 2:00 PM 

Slow down! We look too fast... The 

premise of Slow Art Day is simple: when 

we slow down to look at art, we really 

see it. 

Come to the Ackland this Saturday for a 

"slow look" at pre-selected works of art. 

After viewing the works for 10 minutes 

each, we’ll stroll over to Spanky’s 

Restaurant and enjoy conversations 

about the experience over lunch. 

Museum admission is free (as always). Participants pay for their own 

lunch. 

Family Day; ~1 Spy W~th My L~ttle Eye~o/° 
Sunday, 28 April, 2:00 - 5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 
Have you ever noticed a 

detail in a painting that no 

one else saw? This week, 

come and play ’1 spy" with 

us in the galleries, make an 

artwork inspired by a detail 

you spied, and join us for 

Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 

PM. 

Build museum memories 

with the children in your life 

at the Ack[and’s monthly Family Day! Come for a little white or stay for 

the whole afternoon -- it’s FREE! 

**Please note that Family Day activities are recommended for children 

ages 4 to 8 years old. ** 

The eight contributors to Sincerely 

Yours,---the 2013 Master of Fine 

Arts candidates at The University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

---engage timely topics such as 

social prejudice, sexual 

confinement, capitalist hegemony, 

outmoded forms of expression, and 

estrangement from one’s cultural 

roots and the natural environment. 



Learn more about Sincerely Yours. 

Ackland Film Forum 

Swain Lot Film Festival: Festival Shorts 

Part h Thursday, 2 May, 7:00 PM 

Part Ih Thursday, 9 May, 7:00 PM 

THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and public programs are made possible by generous support from 

Ack[and Art Museum members and friends like you. 

Become a member of the Ackland Art Museum! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: Luodscope, 1904; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. 

Gregory Sale, American, born 1961: Love for Love buttons (ten thousand campaign-style buttons with 

phrases corresponding to drawings). Part of a social engagement project commissioned by Ackiand Art 

Museum comprising poetry workshops; text-based drawings on paper developed with local 

collaborators; a selection of drawings from Love Buttons, Love Bites, 2008; gifting and exchange of 

buttons; signage and drawings presented in community contexts in Chapel Hill, Carrboro, and 

Hiiisborough; collaborations with community organizations, area artists and poets, museum-goers, and 

public partidpants. 

Albert Bierstadt, American~ 1830-1902: Blue ~lountuin end Luke, 1857-1862; oil on paper, mounted on 

board. Gift of Charles Tare. 

George Jenne, American, b. 1973: Spooky Understonds (video still); digital high definition video. TRT 

00:21:27 min. Courtesy of the artist. 

Forward this ernail 

this emai] was sent to eunice@email.unc.edu by ~_s__b__o_~_j__e_s__@_e___m__a_jj,__u_[!_c_:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Email Address ~nstant mmovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policyr 

Ackland Art IVluseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :I0:I S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rontledge Politics and International Relations <Routledge.skozxrcdevofapqpi@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 8:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

Global Ins~itWfons of Religion - Now available with 20% discount 

New from Routledge! 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] Forwsrd to a Flier~d 

ii"~ Routledge 

Global Institutions of Religion 

Deal" Eunice, 

Routledge are pleased to announce the publication of this new book in the 
Global Institutions series. Global Institutions of Reli~lion, by Katherine 
Marshall, fills a significant gap in the current literature by providing a concise 
introduction to religious institutions and an insightful analysis of their role in 
world affairs. 

explores the role of religion within key issues, including: 

::~:: Book Cover 

Human rights 

Human security 

International development and humanitarian relief 

Climate change 

Moral responsibilities 

For a limited time, we are also offering 20% off the standard price, when purchased directly fl’om 

Routledge.com. Simply enter the code GDC71 at the checkout to receive yeur discount.* 

"With this book, Katherine Marshall, one of the first international development specialists 

who has emphasized the critical importa~ce of religion in global development, provides 

anyone working in international affairs with an outstanding introduction to and analysis of 

a topic that is far too important to ignore." - Michel Camdessus, Forr~erManaging D#ec~or 

~ntemationM Mo,~etaty Fund 

Thank you for your time, 

[] Follow us on Twitter ~ Like us on Facebook 

*This 20% discount is only available on titles ordered directly from our website until 30th April 2013, and 

Browse out" cata,*o#s online: 

Politics and IR 

Research 

::X Politicsand IR 

Textbooks 

American Politics 



i.~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology Press- CRC Press- Focal Press 

Si.cln up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your i~bo× fror~ the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at any time. 

VVe respect your privacy aRd w~ll not disclose, rent or sell your email address to any outside organisations 

~_-:opyrirjhl [] 2013 Taylor & Francis. an Info[ma b~siness 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho[ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, W!T 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click her~e. Please note this is an automaled operation 



AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES XXX 
Theorizing Race: Blackness, Whiteness, and Beyond 

FALL SEMESTER 2013 

Professor: Timothy McMillan 
Office: Battle Hall 305 tjml@email.unc.edu 

Office Hours: TTH 10:00-10:50/12:30-1:10 & Wednesday 1:45-2:45 
Monday and Friday by appointment as possible 

DESCRIPTION: AFAM XXX, Theorizing Race, explores the evolution, transformation, 
and socio-political implications of the concept of race, particularly blackness and 
whiteness, in the United States and beyond. Blackness and whiteness as racial categories 
have existed in the (proto) United States from the earliest colonial times but their 
meanings have shifted and continue to shift. What defines a person as black in the 21st 

century is increasingly complex due to changing social norms, increased immigration and 
emigration, and a rapidly growing number of multi-racial and/or multi-ethnic individuals, 
immigration from Africa and the Caribbean have particularly problematized the meaning 
of black versus African American. Latino and Asian immigration has added another 
dimension to America’s racial discussions about identity and the recent debate over the 
14th amendment is directly relevant to the history of race in the United States. Who is 

included in the definition of black is not only a matter of color and history but also of 
politics and cultural identification. 

Over the semester we will attempt to define, refine, and transform blackness as a category 
and as an identity in the United States and, to gain objective distance, in a variety of 
international and multi-cultural settings. Of course, it will be impossible to discuss 
blackness without also discussing the other racial and ethnic categories that are currently 
in use in the U.S. After we have developed a framework for analyzing race we will then 
turn to discussions of race in literature, in popular culture, and in criminal justice to 
develop a class project which will become the basis for your research paper. 

FOR~IAT: This course will consist of lectures, internet surfing, video viewing, guest 

lectures and discussion. We will start with a shared set of readings and films that we will 
then analyze by discussing the central, often contradictory arguments presented by the 
authors and film makers. We will explore the topics &blackness, whiteness, and race in 
general through fiction, film, history, politics, and social science. Class attendance, active 
and informed participation in discussions, and active and useful participation in the group 
project are critical to your success in this course. Students who do not participate in class 
discussions and/or in the group project will not succeed in this course. 

REQUIREIVIENTS: Your grade is based on a midterm and final exam, a 10-15 page 
analytical term paper (discussing the parameters of race in the 21 ~t century), and several 

short essays addressing the central theoretical and substantive concerns of the class. A 
great deal of student interaction and participation is required and will count for 20% of 



your final grade. It is critical that you be prepared for class before class begins. Please 
complete assigned readings (both print and web) before they are due in class. Make sure 

to consult the websites mentioned in class. Assigned readings that are on the web are 
noted in ita#cs on this syllabus and can be accessed by going to SakaiTM 

PERSONAL TECHNOLOGY: You are welcome to use your laptopitablet to take notes 
and to use required electronic resources. Please turn off phones during class, and I’d 
appreciate it if you did not surf the web, tweet, or check Facebook during class. 

ATTENDANCE: Attendance is required. Because we only meet once a week it is very 
important that you not miss class. More than one absence must be explained to my 
satisfaction (documented illness, funerals, university commitments are examples of 
satisfactory excuses) or your course grade will be lowered by a letter grade. 

INCOMPLETES: Incompletes are not automatically granted so please complete all 
work on time. Any work that is not submitted by the due date and time will earn the 
grade of zero and this will be used to calculate your final grade. Exceptions will only be 
made under extraordinary circumstances. 

GRADING: 

Critical essays: 20% 

Midterm exam 20% 

Participation/Discussion 20% 

Research paper 20% 

Final Exam 20% 

GRADING IS ON A STRAIGHT 10 POINT SCALE, e.g. 100-93 =A; 92-90 =A-; 

89-87=B+; 86-83=B; 82-80=B; etc. 

REQUIRED TEXTS: 

SAKAI 

Markus and Moya 

Miller 

Muhammad 

Painter 

Schuyler 

Toure 

links at Web Sites on SakaiTM 

Doing Race: 21 Essays fbr the 21~’~ Century 

The Crucible 

The condemnation of Blackness 

7"he History of ~%ite People 

Black No More 

Wh o’s Afraid of Post-Blackn ess 

HONOR CODE: You are required to follow the Honor Code at UNC. The follo~ving 
statement is from http:iihonor.unc.edui which will provide more information about the 



honor system at UNC. Pay particular attention to proper citation and plagiarism - a 
tutorial is available here to help you http:iiwww.lib.unc.eduiinstructiplagiarismi 

The University of North Caro#na at Chapel Hill has" had a student-administered honor 

system and judicial system for over 100 years. The system is the responsibility of students 
and is regulated and governed by them, but faculty share the responsibi#ty. If you have 

questions about your re~sponsibi#ty under the honor code, please bring them to your 

instructor or consult with the office of the Dean of Students or the Instrument of Student 
Judicial Governance. This document, adopted by the Chancellor, the Faculty Council, 
and the Student Congress, contains aH po#cies and procedures pertaining to the student 
honor system, gour full participation and observance of the honor code is expected 

ACCOMODATION OF DISABILITIES: 

Students who feel they may need accommodations based on the 
impact of a disability should contact the course instructor to 
discuss their needs. Students with documented disabilities should 
also contact the Department for Disability Services at 919-962- 
8300 in SASB North Building, Suite 2126 to coordinate necessary 
accommodations for exams and other in-class assignments. Visit 
disabilityservices.unc.edu for more information. 



SCHEDULE 

WEEK TOPIC READING 

1 Introduction/getting to know us Sakai 

2 21St Century Debates. Who is Black? Toure 
3 Is president Obama post-racial? Toure 

4 Inventing Race and Ethnicity Markus and Moya: Part 1 
5 Racing Difference Markus and Moya; Part 2 

6 Racing Identity Markus and Moya: Part 4 
7 Whiteness as a historical category Painter 
8 Whiteness as a racial category Painter 
9 Literary Race: Black No More Schuyler 
10 Literary Race: Turning Indians Black Miller 

11 The Race of Crime Muhamrnad 

12 The Crime of Race Muhammad 
13 Racial ambiguity in the 21 st century Sakai 

14 Student presentatious Sakai 

15 Student Presentations Sakai 

FINAL EXAM 
THIS SCHEDULE MAY BE MODIFIED BY THE INSTRUCTOR - YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED 
OF ANY CHANGES IN CLASS, ON SAKAI, AND BY EMAIL. ONLY THE SCHEDULE IS 
SUBJECT TO CHANGE; NOT POLICY ON GRADING, ATTENDANCE, ETC. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 1:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

summer opportunities 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
My name is and I am a rising sophomore at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Due to a class that I attended this past semester with Professor Reynolds relating to 
comparative politics, I recently changed my major path from being an economic and business double-major to being a global studies and business double-major. I uaaderstand that this is 
extremely late in the semester; ho~vever, I am in search of a summer opportuni~z dealing with international affairs and/or business I have a strong, European backgrouaad as French was my 
first language and I have dual citizenship in the United States and Belgium. I ~vill be taking Portuguese next semester and have done two volunteer trips in Costa Rica and Mexico during my 
high school career. I understand that many of the once available internship or work positions are now- filled; however, I am desperate to find any sort of activity which would allow me to 
gain experience in global studies I will be in Chapel Hill all sunmaer but am ~villing to travel to different locations. If you or any of your colleagues have any research or job opportunities 
which I could participate in, please let me know! I appreciate you taking the time to read this email. Thank you so much! 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 1:48 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr> 

Hudson, Susan Jeannine <susan hudson@unc.edu>; Adminislrative Managers <asmgrs@lislserv.unc.edtr> 

[asddd] FW: Commencement story ideas requested 

This message ix being sent to all deans, director’s and department/curriculum chairs in the College on behalf of Susan Hudson in UNC News Services, with a copy ~o 

Susan and to administrative managers, 

### 

Dear Chairs and Directors, 

Soon reporters will begin asking for human interest stories related to commencement on May 12. Again, UNC News Services is seeking your help, 

We are asking you to email the most unusual, heart-warming and impressive stories surrounding our new Carolina graduates - those who have overcome 

incredible odds to earn degrees, triplets graduating at the same time, a parent and child graduating together, an unexpected career change later in life, 

the oldest graduate or the youngest. These are not necessarily the standouts and award-winners, but rather, the unsung heroes. 

If you can share the basic facts and send the student’s contact information, then News Services will follow up for details and permission to include the 

information in a tip sheet to reporters for follow-up and stories. 

These story tips are popular with reporters every year, and they are not possible without great ideas from the faculty. Thanks for your assistance. If you 

know of 2013 stories, please send them to: 

Susan Hudson 

UNC News Services 

(919} 962-8415 (office} 

(cell} 

susan hudson@unc,edu 

@SusanJHudson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 4:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Room for meeting this Wednesday 

Eunice, 

Do I have your authorization to order Panera bread tomorrow for Kia’s meeting? 

T 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Sunday, April 21, 2013 12:42 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Room for meeting this Wednesday 

Dear Travis, 
Would you please book a room for African American and African Diaspora Studies faculty to meet this Wednesday from 11:00 to 

12:30? Eunice said that I should also request refreshments. Muffins and coffee/tea would be great. 

Thanks, 
Kia 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

David Pier < ~gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 6:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edtr> 

Updated letter 

2013 end of year research teaching.docx 

Eunice, 

Sorry this is so late I made the adjustment you suggested, inserting my role on the Process Series cor~m’~ittee 

Best, 
Da~e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The UniversiW of North Carolina at Chapel Hill <no-reply@sak~Lunc.edu> 

Tuesday, ;7:56 PM 

AFRI <no- reply@sakai.unc.edw~ 

[ AFRI New Resource ] AFRI - AGENDA.docx 

A new resource has been added to the "AFRI. 

Location: site "AFRI, ’ > Resources > 

site at The University of Norfli Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

- Agenda > (AFR AGENDA.docx 

This automatic notification message was sent by The University of North Cm-olina at Chapel Hill (https://sakai.unc.edu/portal) from the AFRI 

You can modify how you receive notifications at My Workspace > Prethrences. 

site. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 6:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Your tihn request for 2013- 04-24 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2013-04-23 through 2013-04-25 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording]: 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 04-24-2013 06:02 am 
...... Mail generated at Apr 24.2013 06:04:59 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: ttello 

Eunice, I am looking forward to the April 30 event, it is on my calendar, thanks. 

Thanks re 3. 

Best, Jonathan 

Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ H~H 

5emor Aasocia~:e Dean h:~r 5ocia~ Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, College of Arts and Sciences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel Hi~] NC 27599-3t00 USA 

~?ma~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 9{52-.2408 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 2% 2013 9:45 AN 
Te~ Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subject~ Hello 

Dear Jonathan, 

forgot to highlight a few things yesterday. Here we go: 

1) Have you received an invitation for April 30 (appreciation - Chancellor and Provost)? The event is a joint initiative - Black Caucus and the Department - and your name and 
the Dean’s were on the list of the department’s special guests. 
2) Development plan 

3) Embodiment of wisdom issue: Matter resolved amicably last week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge <rrfishe@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, ~ 11:14 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: thesis defense 

Dear Kennettk 

Thanks for your note. We did indeed vote to grant         honors. SorDr not to trove emailed you myself. There are a few final 
details         needs to tidy up. I’m copying Eunice here to request a list of her suggestions. 

Best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rrf:i sher~))email.unc.edu 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, 3: :tl AM 
To: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject          thesis defense 

Deal Rebecka, 
Eunice mentioned to me that successfully defended her fl~esis and earned Honors. I’d like to submit the reporting form, but I need you to confirm that she did 

in fact earn Honors, which you can do just by ~eplying to this email. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Proi~ssor of Afro-American Studies 

Department of At~can and Al}o-American Studies 

109 BaSle Hall, CB# 3395 

Umve~i~~ ofNoN~ Cmolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a li~ for info~ation a~ut my publications: 

h~p:/Tw~v.umass.edwumpross,’title/ra~ib~ - w-logan- and- d~ma- afi~can- mnefcan-intellecm~ 

hRp:/,’uncptess.unc.ed~N~ok~"I’- 8059.html 
http:)’undNess.nd.e& dbook,’P00780 

http:)’undNess.nd.e& dbook/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fisher, Rebecka Rntledge <rrfishe@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: thesis defen~ 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for these helpful suggestions. I’ll couple them with my own and pass them on to 
the thesis and submit on Friday. 

so she can in turn quickly finalize 

Best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University of Nort~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher/h;emaiLunc~edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

To: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge; _lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE:         thesis defense 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks for your email. Here are my suggestions as we discussed: 

1) A brief commentary at the beginning of her thesis indicating the major theoretical frameworks underpinning her thesis. 

2) An comment on intersectionality vs. womanism 
3) We discussed the issue of her foregrounding the notion of agency. 

In the end, please decide the way forward with given your primary role in her thesis process. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Sent: Wednesday, J.J.: 14 AM 
To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
~c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE:         thesis defense 

Dear Kem~eth, 

Thanks for your note. We did indeed vote to gram         honors. Sorry not to have emailed you n\vself. There are a few final 
details         needs to tidy up. I’m copying Eunice here to request a list of her suggestions. 

Best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Assistant Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The Unive~ib" of Nort~h Ca~rolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher/h;emaiLunc~edu 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, 8: :tl AM 
To: Fisher, Rebecka Rutledge 
Subject:         thesis defense 

Dear Rebecka, 
Eunice tnentioned to me that successfully defended her thesis a~d earned Honors. I’d like to submit the reporting form, but I need you to confirm that she did 

in t:act cam Honors, which you can do just by replying to this email. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 



Prot~ssor of Afro-America~ Studies 

Depaxtment of Ati-ican and Al]co-AmericaJ~ Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North C~Jcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intb~mation about my publications: 

l~ttpi~s ~dwumpress,’titleiray~b~l - w- logjam- and- dilemma- afiican- anerican- i~tellecmal 

l~ttp:/:m~cpress.t~nc.eduiboolcw’T- 8059.html 

l~ttp:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book,’P00780 

l~ttp:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book,’P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:29 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] *Parking Reminder* FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 

Even if you currently hold a parking permit, you must complete the registration on the site by Friday, April 26th, 2013. 

Dept. # 3287 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 11:30 AM 
To: afriafam@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 

Our Department number is 3287. 
-Travis 

From: Gore, Travis [mailto:stqore@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 9:53 AM 
To: Department listserv 
Subject: [afriafam] FW: Parking 2013 (Urgent) 
Importance: High 

Hello all, 

Many of you may have received an email from parking services last week reminding you about parking requests. I am 

writing to remind you that the deadline for requesting parking is Friday, April 26th. There are certain zones listed for the 

department, but you may also put your name on a waitlist for the zone of your choice. I have attached directions on how 

to complete the online form. Paper requests for parking will not be accepted this year. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. 

The following webllnk can be used for University Departments that have an onyen/password: 
http://psafety.web.unc.edu/ 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
Business Officer 

thowell@email.unc, edu 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

DepartmentofPublic Policy 
115 Abernethy Hall; CB#3435 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 
919-962-2788 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall; CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



919-966-1295 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: Tia Williams@unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0cal 5&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33026701 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33026701-54723062.faeaf494aaf38905e5c73b7725a0ca15@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33038515 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33038515-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d~listserv.unc. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:35 PM 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Work Study Students 

Hi 

That would be great! 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 1:09 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Work Study Students 

Hi Travis, 
Faculty are compiling lists of resources for the new AAAD 130 course. I have several books about Latin America and the 

Caribbean that I’d like to include on the list and was wondering if a work study student would be able to type up the list, 
if I leave the books in the office. 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 
Associate Professor 
African and Afro-American Studies 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-8225 
Fax: 919-962-2694 
klcaldwe@., email.unc.edu 
http://afriafam.unc.edu! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 4:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Presentation-Group 3 

Hey Dr. Sahle, 

Below is the link for our presentation: 

<https:i/docs.google.com/presentalion/d~’ 1 edHBXX4x231 vfweNt2vqcThd2B 8ig9meYJm7he0Yq 5g/edit#slide id.p> 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

_~email.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

Presentation 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: 

It’s attached, y’all. 

Gronp Proiect.pptN 

This fon~-aacded ,nessage was sent via The University of No~th Carolina at Chapel Hdl Messages irom the AI~ 

link to access Messages for this site: AFRI. 

’ site. To ~eply to this message click this 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet Page:     i 

EVENT: 

ROOM: 

SETUP: 

TYPE: 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
Alumni Hall i 

DB Dinner Business 

DATE:    04/30/13 
TIME IN: 4:00pm 
PPL:      50-    50 
CUSTOMER#: XS750 

HOST: for the Chancellor and Provost 

CONTACT: Deborah 

CUST: Deborah Stroman 

ADDRESS: Exercise & Sport Science 

Attn: Michael (CBC) Smith 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Tuesday 

TIME OUT: 5:3Opm 

GUARANTEE: 

BILL TO #: XS750 

TAX EXEHPT: Y 

HENU BEGIN: 4:00pm 

PHONE: (919)843-0336 

WORK: (919)843-0336 

HOHE: 

HORS D’OEUVRES 

MEN[]: Tray Passed Hors D’oeuvres 

Miniature Beef Wellington w/ Mustard Sauce 
i    @ $185 per 50 pieces 

1 Spana£opita @ $135 per 50 pieces 

Vegetable Spring Roll w/ Hango Ketchup 

1 Orders at $135++ per Order of 50 pieces 

1 Petite Crab Cakes @ S195 per 5@ pieces 

BAR BEGIN: 4:00pm 

50 Viennese Station @ $5++ per person 

(2 pieces per person) 

BAR 

2 La Terra Cabernet Sauvignon 

1 La Terra Merlot 

1 House wine Zinfandel 

1 La Terra Chardonnay 

1 House Wine Reisling 

2 Sweet Tea 

Gallon at $26.00++ per gallon 

Water @ the Beverage Station 

EQUiP!SERVICES: 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Cocktail Tables 

Registration Table 

Client bringing HP3 

to be piped in House PA 

Beverage Station 

185.00 

135.00 

135.00 

195.00 

250.00 

48.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 

24.00 

52.00 



The Carolina Club Function Sheet Page:     2 

EVENT:     CBC Appreciation Reception DATE:     04/30/13 Tuesday 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

Cancellation Policy: in the event Member!Client cancels the event 

for any reason, Club will be entitled to a cancellation fee as 

liquidated damages (plus service charges and applicable taxes) 

at the time of cancellation as follows: 

Hore than 121 days prior to function : 40% of estimated cost 

12@ - 9@ days prior to function : 50% of estimated cost 

89 - 45 days prior to function = "75% of estimated cost 

Less than 45 days prior to function = 9@% of estimated cost 

Guaranteed Count Due 5 Working Days Prior to Event. All details 
Must be finalized 2 Weeks prior to Event. All prices Subject to 
NC tax & 20% Service Charge. Call Sesha or Martina @ 919.962.1101 
Email Sesha @ Sesha. Gaston@ourclub.com or Fax back @ 919.962.1635 

CUSTOMER SIGNATURE: DATE: /     /. 



Event: 

Date: 

The Carolina Club Summary 

CBC Appreciation Reception 
4/30/13 Tuesday 

Page:     3 
Date 04/24/13 

Service 

Price Charge Tax Total 

Menu : 900.00 180.00 .00 1,080.00 

Bar - Beer: 

Wine: 144.00 28.80 

Liquor: 

Other: 52.00 10.40 

Equip/Services: 

Misc. Charges: 

Room Rental: 

Subtotal: 

Balance Due: 

.00 

.00 

.00 

i,096.00 

.00 

219.20 

.00 .00 

.00 

.00             .00 

.OO 1,315.20 

1,315.20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

appeal report attached 

grade appeal report - fin~J.pdf 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-American Studies 
Department of Afidcan and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North C~Jcolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for intb~mation about my publications: 

~.t.t.p.~:~.~..u..~3.c..~..~:.e...s.~..u..r~.c.~..e-d..u.:!~.~?..k.~Z-...s..~..~.~.~.h..t.m!~ 
l~ttp:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/PO0780 

l~ttp:/iundpress.nd.edu~’book/PO0723 



DEPAI~TMENT OF AFR.ICAN & 

APILO-AMEILICAN STUDIES 

Io9 BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3395 

T 919.966.5496 

F 9xg.96z.:z694 

Dr. Eunice Sahle, Chair 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
Carolina Campus 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

This is the report of the committee constituted to investigate the appeal of of 
her grade off in AFRI    , which was taught by Dr. David Pier in the semester. 
Kenneth Janken was the chair of the committee; the other two members of the committee were 
Dr. Perry Hall of African and Afro-American Studies and Dr. Jerma Jackson of the Department 
of Hi story. 

appeal states that her grade of F was due to a technical error: "I was given a 
failing grade in this class based on the fact that Professor Pier was unable to open my two 
reading responses and 15 page paper I submitted [electronically]. However, I presented all three 
assignments to Professor Pier, both during class and his office hours." The charge of the 
committee was to determine if there was merit to this complaint. The committee unanimously 
concluded that there is no merit to the appeal. The conclusion is explained in the following 
paragraphs. 

The committee reviewed the following materials submitted by           in support of her 
appeal: Emails she exchanged with Dr. Pier concerning the electronic files in question; hard 
copies of the two reading responses; and a 16-page paper, about which the committee had 
significant questions and which we could not with certainty say was final paper that 
states she submitted. These materials are included in the original file, so we do not append them 
to this report. 

The committee requested and reviewed the following materials from Dr. Pier: all relevant emails 
concerning the three assignments referenced in her appeal. These materials are appended to this 
report. 

On~ 

person. 
the committee separately interviewed by telephone and Dr. Pier in 

The committee was struck by a series of inconsistencies in             appeal. 
In her written appeal, she states that in addition to submitting the assignments 
electronically she presented all three to Dr. Pier in class and during office hours; in our 



interview, she said that she did not give him printed copies of the work, but presented the 
work orally. 
In the interview she said that she knew for a fact that after her failing grade was 
submitted and recorded she sent Dr. Pier files that he could open, that he did open them, 
and that he still refused to read and grade them. Dr. Pier denies ever receiving files that 
he could open and read; more, in all the emails the committee requested from both 

and Dr. Pier, there is nothing to suggest that she ever sent such files. 
A hard copy of the 15-page paper ! was 116 pages) was to be handed in to 
Dr. Pier in class on Tuesday, On Saturday, Dr. Pier emailed the 
students in his class and told them that because of President Obama’s visit to UNC on 
Tuesday,         he was cancelling class and that students shouM still turn in hard 
copies of their papers to him in his office on the                 insisted, ho~vever, that 
Dr. Pier told the class that students had a choice to hand in a hard copy of the paper or 
attach it to an email and submit it electronically; but the class meeting where he 
supposedly said this never occurred. Instead of turning in a hard copy of her paper, 

said she emailed the paper to Dr. Pier in (which was past the due date), but 
we found no email supporting that. 

supplemented her appeal with a copy of a 15-page paper that she said was 
the final draft, which Dr. Pier refused to read. There was some confusion concerning this 
document. The date on the paper was          which was the date that a partial draft 
was due, not the final draft, which, as noted above was due         The committee 
showed Dr. Pier this paper plus the feedback form that he used for students’ partial drafts. 
Dr. Pier said that while he could not be certain, he did not recognize the paper; he said 
that that his comments on the feedback form did not match what he read in the paper. He 
also said that the prose in the draft and the large number of works alluded to in it do not 
match his comments either. As part of its deliberations, the committee typed select 
sentences from the paper into Google, which revealed that significant portions of the 
paper are plagiarized from ~.t...t.p....../.../...s...d....~....n..!j...n....e..:...~....r.g/...3....(.~./...rj...s....e..:.~..:.p...:..h...i..p.~...h...~..p.~.:..:...a...tj....~....n..~..f...r...~.....m...:. 
deconstructing-racial-politics-to-buildin~-positive-solutionsi. Appended to this report is a 
copy of the paper with red and green annotations indicating plagiarized passages. The 
committee recommends that the Administrative Boards appeals committee turn this 
matter over to the Honor Court. 
A week prior to the interview, the committee requested that send the files 
that she was able successfully to open and print. On the evening before the interview, 

sent Dr. Janken an email asking for confirmation that he had received those 
files. Dr. Janken had not. (As of he still has not received them.) When 
questioned about this during the interview, answered as if a request for the 
files was something new. Given the facts, especially the apparent plagiarism in the final 
draft she submitted, the committee concluded that computer troubles both now and in 

were in all likelihood manufactured to conceal the fact that did not do 
the written work. 

The committee finds that Dr. Pier’s refusal to consider a grade change or to give           a 
grade of IN was understandable. The excessive use of temporary grades and grade changes in 
the Department of African and Afro-American Studies had been under scrutiny by the College, 
and Dr. Sahle had been making it a point of emphasis to faculty to be more judicious in assigning 



temporary grades. Dr. Pier thought that           had not been doing enough to resolve the 
issues; rather, she kept restating that she had computer problems, and was not inclined to assign a 
grade of IN in those circumstances. More, around the same time, Dr. Sahle sent to faculty a 
warning that some students at UNC were purposely creating and submitting corrupt files as a 
way to gain extra time to complete work. When the files that           uploaded to Dropbox 
turned out to be corrupted as well, Dr. Pier’s suspicion was rightly aroused. At the same time, 
we note that the two reading responses were due on              but Dr. Pier did not try to 
read them until just before final grades were due. While the committee does not believe that 
what occurred was a technical error, we advise Dr. Pier - and all faculty members who accept 
electronic submissions of written work, for that matter - to check the integrity of the submissions 
immediately, demand a companion hard copy, or both. Had he done this, it is doubtful that there 
would have been an appeal. 

Jerma A. Jackson 

Perry A. Hall 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dominique Sindayiganza <dominique@ekeretaNe.com> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 1:47 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Poet Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie would like to visit University of North CaJcolina at Chapel ttill in 2013 - 2014 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

My name is Dominique Sindayiganza and I represem poet and writer Mariahadessa Ekere Tallie. 

I would like to introduce you to her work and discuss ruth you the possibility of Ekere Tallie visiting Unive~i~l of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill nero academic year. to 

do a poetry, reading, be a guest speaker or facilitate a creative writing workshop. She is an engaging speaker and a passionate educator. Her poetry has been featured 

on Dutch television and is the subject oftNs short tilm: http:i/vimeo.com/26715816. 

Her work tbcuses on women, ancestry, connectivity a~d the healing power of art. She has taught and perfomred in North America, Europe and Southern AfiJca. She 

currently teaches literature and composition at York College in New York City. 

UK-based Flipped Eye Press published Ekere Tallie’s first book of poetry, Kanna’s Footsteps. Niklu Finney writes that the book is "as fierce with fight songs as it is 

with love songs." The book tackles issues of racism and sexism while celebrating the healing power of voices raised against injustice. You ca~ read an except from 

Karmds Footsteps here: http://w~.ekeretallie.com/?paae ida8 

Currently Ms. Tallie is completing her Spring 2013 Speaking Tour to ten universities across the United States. A calendar of her visits with testimonials from students 

and facul~ members is available on her website: http://w~-w.ekeretallie.com. 

Ekere would welcome an opportani~ to share her work with faculty and students at Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Are there any relevant stadent organizations that migni be able to co-sponsor a visit? 

Do you have a visiting writer series on campus? 

Your suggestions to make a visit happen next year would be much appreciated. 

Best, 

Dominique Sindayiganza 

dominiq ue@ekeretallie.com 

w~’.ekeretallie.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

(graded) - Response 2.docx; - Final Response 2 (Autosaved).docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:35 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Congratulations on your Massey award, my BRIDGES sister! A well-deserved honor. 

Best of luck with the end of the semester, 
Jackie 

.lacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3108 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 
Twitter: 

Linkedln: http://www.linkedin.com/in, 

From: UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, April 25, 20:13 4:33[ PM 

To: "Olich, Jacqueline M" <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Cl~ck to ~ew ?L~:.]~[~j~.~.of this message. Apri| 2013 

Mapp~n~ monuments 
A new UNC digital collection, 

Commemorative Landscapes of 

North Carolina. ~s creath~ an 

onhne portrait of tl~e state’s 

Msto~i Lhrou~h monumea[s. 

shrines and pub[ic art. UNC 

Nstor~an F~tz Brunda~e ~s the 

schotar[y ad’~se~ ~o the project. 

Globa~ MA approved                                ~ 
The College of Ar~s and Sciences wilt offer a new ~raduate program expected to 

starL [n fag 2014. The masl:e~ of arts ~a ~.oba[ studies wilt combiae academic studies 

with practical international experience, making it attractive to students interested ~n 

acquiHn~ knowledge and ski[Is that are relevant to today’s global economy. 

~ Noom elected to Amerlcan Academy of Arts ~ Sclences 
Kerry Bloorn~ Thad L. Bey[e Distinguished Professor of Biok~y, has been elected 

to the American Academy o~ Arts and Sdences, one of the nation’s o~dest aad most 

prestigious honorary societies and a reading center for independent po{icy research. 

De~ai{s 

~ McAnany ~ns a Guggenheim 
Patrida Mc~nany, Kenan Emineat Professor of Anhropo[ogy, has been awarded a 

Gug~enheh~ Fe[k~wsh~p to support her research on Maya cu[tu~a~ heritage f~om 

h~stodc~L ed~ca~ and philosophical perspectives, beta~b~ 

~ Sahie ~ns a Massey Award 

Eun~ce SaM.e, assoda~e pro~essor and chair of the department of Aflicaa and 

Afro~AmeHcan studies, has won a ~.!.}..~}:~}i~.~..~?:(~g.~..~.~L.[~}!~.~?~).~.[?~.~..}.~?~?0.~.:. one 

of the Mgl~est honors awarded bg the UNvers~ty. She was reco~mzed for 

extraord~nap4 readership as cl~a~r 6urh~ a cleat[ending tm~e. 

~ Thorp~ ~n NIl Mt~le Award 
Ho[den and Patt~ Thorp have recek, ed the W~[~m~ ~’. 



More News 

This message ws~s se!:t to imolich@email unc.edu fro,q!: 

LiNG Coiiege of Arts & Sciences ~ UNC South B:.u~dh-:g by II’~’II iContact - Try It Free! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts < ~me.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr~; Hall, Perry A <ttAI,LPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Re: Breakfast or dimmer ~neeting 

I can do Monday... Where would you like to meet? 

Chuck 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:29 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope your week is going well 

I am writing to see if you are available to join us for a breakfast meeting on either of the following days: 

Monday April 29 @ 8.00am or Tuesday April 30th @ 8~00am. 

If a breakfast meeting is not possible, how about a dinner one on either Monday or Tuesday at the Southern Seasons~ 

The agenda for the meeting is a discussion of the history piece that you received this week and the commencement program. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts < @me.corn> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 9:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Brealdi~st or dilmer mee’dng 

Eurlice, 

I’d much prefer somewhere near 1-40 ... Not particular otherwise 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about the Carolina Inn @ 8.00am on Monday? 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:39 AM, "Charles Watts" ~-~ ~me.com> wrote: 

I can do Monday... Where would you like to meet? 

Chuck 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:29 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJLunc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope your week is going well. 

I am writing to see if you are available to join us for a breakfast meeting on either of the following days: 

Monday April 29 @ 8.00arn or Tuesday April 30th @ 8.00am. 

If a breakfast meeting is not possible, how about a dinner one on either Monday or Tuesday at the Southern Seasons. 

The agenda for the meeting is a discussion of the histoPl piece that you received this week and the commencement program. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts < ~me.com> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 9:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Brealdi~st or dilmer mee’dng 

Sure 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 9:49 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Would 10.00am work lbr a meeting at Southpoint? 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 9:06 AM, "Charles Watts" < ))me.com> wrote: 

Eunice, 

I’d tnuch prefer someM~ere near 1-40 ... Not paxticalar otherwise 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:56 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ttow about the Carolina hm @ 8.00am on Monday? 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:39 AM, "Charles Watts" < ~me.com> wrote: 

I cm~ do Monday... Where would you like to meet? 

Chuck 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Apr 26, 2013, at 8:29 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

T hope your week is going well 

~ am writing to see if you are available to join us for a breakfast meeting on either of the following days: 

Monday April 29 @ 8.00am or Tuesday April 30th @ &00am. 

If a breakfast meeting is not possible, how about a dinner one on either Monday or Tuesday at the 
Southern Seasons. 

The agenda for the meeting is a discussion of the history piece that you received this week and the 
commencement program. 

With thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 10:51 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@ernail.unc.edu-~; Charles Watts 

Hall, Perry A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

RE: Monday ~neeting confilmation 

me.corn> 

I look fOlavard to the meeting. 

Tim 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 10:41 AM 
To: Charles Watts 
Cc: McMillan, Tim; Hall, Peny A 
Sut~iect: Monday meeting confirmation 

[)ear Charles a~d colleagues, 

Here are updated details of our meeting on Monday: 

Location: Nordstrom Care Bistro (2 floor, Nordstrom store), Southpoint Mail 

Time: 10.00a m 

Looking forward to our dialogue. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 11:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Corrected Thesis 

Hi Professor Sdtfle, 

I hope you’ve had a great last day of class! I just wanted to see if there is a time next week that I could drop by one last time. 

Hope to see you soon! 

On Wed, at 11:24 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~’~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your revised thesis. 

It is fine. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: ,@qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AN 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Corrected Thesis 

Hi Professor SaNe, 

My thesis with edits is attached. Let me lmow if there is an~Nng else I need to do! 

Hope you’re having a good week! 

Thank you, 



F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Atldns, Carolyn A <casquire@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 1:12 PM 

~embarqmail.com’; @gmail.com’; Davis, Nancy K <nancy davis@unc.edu-~; Harper, James R 

<james harper@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stabile, Regina <reginastabile@unc.edu> 

Massey lunch - tomolrow 

Hello 2013 Massey Award winners! 

Parking for tomorrow -you do not need a parking permit. The parking monitor at the Swain lot entrance will have all of our guest names on a list and will let our 

guests park behind Hill Hall, which is near Hyde Hall, our lunch location. Please arrive around 11:15 - 11:20 a.m. to give us plenty of time to take photos. If you have 

any questions this evening or tomorrow, my cell is 

We look forward to seeing you! 

Carolyn 
Ca~olyr’ At k~ns 

Di rectx ef Stewardship 

The Universit~ o~ North CarcN Jna at Chapel Hill 

Office oi University Development 

Campus Box 6100, 208 West V’~anklin Street 
Chape~ Hill, NC 27599-6100 
Oilice: (919) 962-1536 

E-mail: carolyn atkins@unc.edu 

Fax: (919) 962-2387 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Textor. Laurie J <ljtexto@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 1:41 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edu~ 

asMgrs@lis~serv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Two Policy Updates from the Academic Personnel Office 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads and copied to aft managers in the College of Arts and Sciences. 

I am writing to inform you of two policy updates from the Academic Personnel Office: 

:1) The first policy update is in reference to ore-employment criminal conviction checks for prospective faculty appointees. The change expands the time 

frame for initiating background checks from 30 to 60 days prior to the appointee’s date of employment. This change will align the faculty process with the 

OHR criminal conviction check timelines and processes. The new criminal background check policy update will be effective May :1, 20:13. The language has 

changed as noted below. 

Faculty Criminal Conviction Checks Policy and Procedure. 

The University will conduct a ore-employment criminal conviction check for prospective faculty appointees, it is intended that the check will be completed .qo 

more i:han 60 ~,~a¥~, prior to the appointee’s date of appointment. If circumstances prevent completion before the date of appointment, the appointment letter will 

indicate that employment is conditional upon completion of a criminal conviction check. 

2) The second change is on the Faculty Leave Notification Form. Legal Affairs recommended an addition to the language on the form to reflect the faculty 

member’s commitment to return to the University for at least a year following a leave or assignment, as noted below. 

Faculty Leave Noti~fication Farm 

In accepting this competitive leave, research and study assignment or leave without pay (professional), I agree to return to the University following such leave or 

assignment and complete one full year of service. I ;~gree ~:h~r~ i~: I I,~i~ 1:~ ~:~m~lele ~me gu~ ~e;~’ ~: ~e~k:e ~’~ ~e ~a~vers{~:~ ~w~r~; ~:~ ~e~ve ~’ a~gm~er~:, ~ 

The APO website can be found at: ~1~2~f~.~.~.~.~2~£2‘2~.~:i~.t?.~.~.~.~g~:‘2[~.[~.~Rr~.~.i~r~2~.1:~[~2~.~z2~ 

If you have questions, please contact me at 9~9-962-9276 or ~]~.~9}C}~.~T~3].~:~99.:~.~. or Gwen Burston, Director of Academic Personnel at 9~9-~3-6298 or 

Thank you. 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone (C): 

Ijtextor@email.unc.edu 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:36 PM 

Department listserv ~atiJalhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

[afriafa~n] End of Semester Hapw Hour 

The winner of the poll (thanks to those who responded) is Tuesday May 7 at 5 pm. Location to be determined and that information will be transmitted soon. 

Even if you didn’t reply to the poll, please come and join your colleagues to end the semester with Gem~itfichkeit. 

Details as they develop but 1 wanted you to be able to mark your calendars today~ 

~a~e care and good ~uck wRh 

Timothy J. McMi~lan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Ha~l 

You are cnrrently subscribed to afriat~m as: eunice(tbemail.uac.edu. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to |eave-33049629-3236160&e87agl a5832319540e156ada770a798d,~,|istserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Hirschfield -~ Nr~lff~email.t~nc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fulenwider, C. Lindsay <lindsay@email.unc.edu>; 

Afric~ Art Survey 

Dear Eunice, 

The Department of Art is running a                      course on AIicican Art (Art    ). At the moment it is under enrolled. The graduate student teaching the class and I believe that 
there ve~ likely are students in your department ~vho would have a particular interest in this topic If you would be willing to send this out to your undergraduate list serve we ~vould be 
much obliged If you would like, I ~vould also be happy to bring over printed copies to place in your building. If so, let me know- how many, and I will have them brought to your offices. 

Thanks very much 

Sincerely, 

Jim t lirschl~ield 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

peterssusanb < @bellsouth.net> 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Massey award 

Dear Eunice, 

Congratulations on wimaing a 2013 Massey Award. I’m sure that this past 
year or so has been extremely difficult, but it sounds as though things 
are turning around under your leadership Best wishes for the future. 

Regards, 

Peter Landstrom 
Former African Studies Center Manager 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~vfime s.com> 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: Islamist Rebels Create Dilemma on Syria Policy 

Top News 

Islm~fist Rebels C~eate Dilerr~ma on Syria Policy 

The armed opposition fighting President Bashar a].-A~sad’s 

government has become radicalized, leaving the U~ited States 

with no obvious allies. 

....... irnage 

provide 

I °::: I 

Lom~s Borrowed Against Pensio~s Squeeze 

Pensicm advam-~es, federal a~d state authorities say, are carefully 

disguised loans thak car~7 interest rates dmt are often many times higher than 

those on credit cards. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
i~ Theoid I 

W|m Ruk~s ~.he S~.reet in Cairo? TI~e Residents ....... ,~gh~o 

g~ptian s, in d~e wake of revoIutiom mus k determine ~or 

themselves what theft" capik~d skouk] look ]ike: polidea]Iy, so~’ial]y and 

arc~tectura]]y, 

~ ~ Slide Show: The Egyptian Revolution Brooght AboMt C~ange, at the Cost o~ [he City’s ArcNtectdre 

Editors’ Picks 



N.Y. / REGION 

The Bro~x dub Mort Ami gives veterans a place to socialize that 

%els like home. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Diagnosing the Wrong Defieit 

Could what looks like A.D.H.D. be a sleep ddsorder i*~ ~sguise? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LUgS VASQUF-~, a former schoolmate of Tamerlan Tsarnaev. 

World 

Fledng Pakistan Violeraee, Hazaras Brave 

U~c,e~otain Journey 

F.th~h:: Hazaras, who have borne ~he 

PaMs~m, are increasingly seeMng refuge in Aus~ralia, but ~hey 

musk kmveI a long and pe~{lous pakh ko get thereto 

Italy Forms New Coalition Gove~omne~t to End 

Prime Minister-ekx:t Em~co I~tta ~ormed a rar~ coalition 
government unidng left and ~ight to steer the naSo*~ out of the 
doMmms. 

illegal Distriels Dot New De|hi as City Swells 

Across New Delhi, as many as five million ~s;sidents live in 

unaath~-.,~{zed colonies, whefi~er in slmns, middle-.class areas or 

even a few illegally cons~:ueted e~daves of the r{ch. 

~ [] SHde Show: Rapid Growth Creates Cities V’Vithirl Cities in India 

j    original:’Y j 

Bonino, 
was 

Ashok 

Nagar, 

an 

U,So 

A Ba~tered Dre~, Then a Viole~t Path 

Tamerla*~ Tsarnaev, a wi*mer of Goldet~ Gloves dries, was barred 

fl’om a natio~ml bo:d~g tourname~t because he was not a U~ited 

Stak’s dtizen. 

Tsarnae I 



SlM~b~g Foeus~ Federu| Agents A~’rest New 

Everett 1)ukschke was b~ke~ into custody after charges were 

&~)pped agai*~st another Mississippi man accused of maili*~g the 

leRers laced with rh::in to President Obama and other 

~’Vhen One Man’s Gmne is Also a Mara~ding Pest 

Long a bane in ~hc souL]~, feral pigs are beaming common in the 

*mrth, often having escaped fl’om private shooting preserves, 

whM~ are fight~ng effc,t% to ban them. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Fera~ Swine Sprea~ to the North 

"Pippin" returns with awe- 
inspiring gymnastics 
ALSO IN THEATER >> 

"i’ll Ea Yea as1," starring Befl:e Mk’tler 

Feared fiend to gentle friend 

J 

Business 

"Whe~oe the A~Cdsts A~oe the 

In the fast-paced worm of video games, Ubisoft’s 

studio has aimed to maintain an ,-~]4-fashioned attention to 

aAJstie detail, 

~ S~ide Show: A Rea~m of The~ Own 

Gibeault 

FAIR GAME 

T~°,~dng to Slm~ the Bailout Doo~" 

%s-o actuators Mmw they’ll have to fight big banks to achieve 

passage of a bilI to protect taxpayers from fiJture bailouN. 

NOVELTIES 

Va~’iatiorts on a Gene, a~d Too~s to Find Them 

With new ~oc, ls a*~d ~ests on the market, doctms are *~ow bekter 

prepared to sor~ through the genetic flaws that cause cells to 

::~ New 
: tools 

Sports 

ON BASKETBALL 

Krdcks Ripph~g Series Out of Celtics’ 

1man Shumpert’s defensive display o~ Fi~day night provided the 

most encouraging projection for those da~ng to &’earn of the 

Knid<s nl.~e~di~g Miami in the Easter~ Co~ffere~ee 



A Pu~+jabi Broa&+st Draws In New Hockey Fans 

A weekly show that calls games ~n Pm~jab~ has n~ar~ed 6mada’s 

pastime w~ ~e sounds of~he Indian subcontinent, ofl~fing a 

glimpse a[ the ehan3i~g %ee of hockey, 

Londoffs Jewish Soccer Team: Far From Top, 

but N o~ From Q~landa 

For years lhe~" has been a perception lhat Totlenham 

of the h~mier League is a so.-ealled Je;~,ish club i~ Lo~don, 

the ~ne Jewish team plays a lower league i~ Burner. 

Chauhp, 

Arts 

Haute Pm~k 

Behind the scenes of "Punk: ( ’,haos to ( ’,outm’e," the exhihition a~ 

the ~,ie(s Costume Inslitule that opens on May 9. 

~ ~ SHde Show 

The fm n ks, anti-estahlis hm en t rebel s th a t they were, still h ad a 

m~iform of so~ts, 

Rotten, 

left, of 

the Sex 

The ~;eight Those :It:eels Carry 

Playin g the Ica d role in "Sea n d a],** Kerry Washin gton is regarded 

Magazine 

O~r Feel-Good War m~ Breast Cancer 

The battle to raise awareness has been won. So why aren’t more 

lives being saved? 

The Problem ~’ith How We Treat Bipolar 

Disorder 

The doctors could address my symptoms. But they didn’t mueh 

care about my vanishing sense of self. 

The Mh~d of a Con Man 

Diederik St@el, a Dutch social psychologist, perpetrated an 

audacious academic fl’aud by makthg up studies that told the 

world what it wanted to hear about huma~ nat~. 

a D~!ch 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Nefflix Bo~mees :Back 

"I{ouse of Cards" was part of Netflix~s eflk?rt to overcome a 

bungled attempt b-~ a&pt to the digihI ]andseapeo James B. 

Stewaq a colun~ist for The New York Times, discusses tt~e 

eompanfs turnaround. 



~ vm~:o.. The Sweet Spot ] Following 

Breaking News 

Du fing rn om en [ous even ts like [he Boa ion Mara~h on bombings, 

how do you get your news? David Cart and A. O. Scott discuss 

theh" media diet. 

~ wr~,o: Vows: 1½larei ~nd Seth 

An admitted "Hebrew school dropout,’’ Seth I,in&mman never 

though~ he’d marry a rabbL When he proposed to Rabbi Marei 

Bellows, he got a whole congregation. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Heading [he Wrong Way 

The economy is sputtering as Congress embraces austeri~" instead of stimulus. 

EDITORIAL 

Another Alleged D~oug Kickback Sehenm 

Federal lawsuits paink NovaYtis as a serial offender that ~%Iated laws and its 

own policies. 

EDITORIAL 

Food Aht Reform 

President Obama’s sensible proposals could t>ed millions more people 

worldwide, and they should be prompdy enacted by Congress. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Sleeping V~ith Guns 

~ m3~ho~ogized guns and the manli~mss assodated with them, 

anti] 1 shoe my fl’iend. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Silver Fox’s Pink Slip 

In the Bush family, one brother is sacrificed on the altar of the 

other’s misdeeds. 

~ Columrli~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

dudg~mnt Not Ineh~ded 

Some them{as about the motivations behind the Boston attack 

and the role the Internek played in shaping khem are outrageous. 

~ Columnis’~ Page 

For more epiRion; ge to NYTimea.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

i :~::~i:. ~:~ ~:’~.:::::::::.::::i ~’~:~:::i: ii~:~~:::~:::{ i i~:::~ i{~::::: i ~- :]i ii,:i ::: ii~ 1:: :ii ~:;,i .-::::i: ~:i~ i::::tiii’ i ~:!:’: ~:~:~:’:~’~::::.:;:~. 

See this Front Page [ Buythie Front Page 



Access The New York Times Item anywhere wittl our’ suite el apps: 

iPhone® j iPad® Android j 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mebile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.n2t,com ~ 

About This EdVlail 

This is an automated e-mail Please do no[ reply directiy te this e-meii 

You received ~his message because you signed up for NYTimea.com’s Today’s Headlines newsietter. 

As a member of the ]RUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy 

UnsubscrJbe i Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 2:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Final Study Session. 

Habari ya mchana Prof. Sahle? 

So, I would only be able to get a room at the GEC from 7.30-9.00pm on Friday because the building closes at 9. Would you be able to make it then? We could also start off at the 

GEC until 9, then head over elsewhere (somewhere on Franklin) should our discussion need more time. 

Let me know what you think! 

Ahsante, 



From: ~@ive.nnc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: AFRI    Reading Response 2 

Professor SaNe, 

I hope your first weekend after the end of classes is going well! I was wondering if you had graded our second reading responses, and if so, if I could find out my grade and 
any feedback you had. 

Thank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skoz~csenlqrwevsd@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:27 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Turn offthe TV and Read! 20% OFF all Titles 

Read with Ro~itledge: 20% OFF + Free Shipping!* 

~ Routledge 

Turn Off the TV and Read with Routledge! 

It’s Screen-Free week! We’re encouraging everyene 

to turn off their eiectronics and readl Now untii May 

5th use discount cede BRKTe and Feceive 2~% 

all ti~les. Remember, all web erders ew~r $35 

receive RR~ S~PPIN6 ~ ~he US and Ca~ada. 

*Offer vafid eniy with web orders at roufledge.com, 

focafpres&com psypress.com or 

roufledgemenfathea!~h.com. 

Share the Savi~gs w~th Friends & Family: 

~I~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

Sign up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect yo[ll privacy and will not disciose, rent or sell yo~ir small address to any o~itside organisations. 

Copyright [] 2012 TayioT & Francis, aT1 Informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in ~.ngland under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London, W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck on the link bebsw. Please note this is an automated operation 

http://t andf.ms#focu s com/u/! ! wTC67! cr67XJef 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Monday, 2:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Final Ex~n 

Hey Dr. SaNe. 

I was just making sure I heard you correctly in class on Wednesday but you did say that we do not need to focus on the readings that eve~one did their case studies 
on because we have aheady mastered those? Is that correct? 

Hope you are doing well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, April 29, 2013 3:23 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Woffd" News & Notes Digest 04-29-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday April 29th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

05/02/13- Carolina Science Cafe Series evem featuring Heather Patisaul, Assist~lt Professor of Biology in NCSU’s W.M. Keck Center for Behavioral Biology, tiffed 

"What’s In My Water" scheduled for 6:00 PM in the Back Bar area of Top of the Hill Restaamnt. The focus of this lecture will be environmental toxins in our drinking 

water. This event is tree and open to the public. For more infoimation: http://www.Inorebeadplanet~ium.or?_./index.cfm? 

fuseactio~pa~e&filename canent science fomms.html 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Fracking North Carolina: \Vhat Do We Do "vVith The Waste? The follomng article and audio clip produced by North Carolina Public Radio (WUNC 91.5) is 

part two in a series titled "Fracking North Carolina." This particular installment focuses on the various dispo~l methods being utilized during the frocking process and 

the public reaction to each. To view the full story,: http://V~dnc.org/pos~/fracldng- norfli-caxolina-what-do- we-do- waste#.UXaMcgiI 1B0.twitter 

~VATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

2013 Impact Award Winner: ,lackie White and ~Madrea Anton Gam~o- Each year, The Graduate School at UNC presents Graduate Education Advancemem 

Board Impact Awards to graduate students whose research is of exceptional benefit to North Cayolina. This yea~, two stadents m the Cumculum for the Environment 

and Ecology program, Jackie White and Andrea Anton Gam~o, were awarded for their research efibrts related to water. For more infimnation: 

http:i/cee.unc.edw’news/2013- impact- award- winners- 1 

Water-rdated lob posting, in UNC Environmental Finance Center- The Enviro~maental Finance Center (EFC) at the University of North Carolina School of 

Government is seeking to hire an undergraduate or graduate s~dent to condnct data collection, data ent~ and data quality assessments on statewide water and waste- 

water rates survey (preferred). For more information: http:i/efc.unc.edu/iobs.html#data 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water ]hi Our \Vorld"- For more information on the thelne and other upcoming events, feel free to visit our website located at 

http://watertheme.anc.edw’. Question~ colnments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the ibllowing email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us 

on Twitter at http:i/twitter.com/UNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http:/Tw~a~.i:acebook.com/WaterlnOurWorld. 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AAAD 

> Dear Professor Sable, 
> 

> I am a rising senior from London, England at UNC. I am emailing you because I am really interested in finding out more about the AAAD 
Political Science major and African Studies minor, and I think this class could be a great fit for me 
> 

> Would it please be possible for you to send me the syllabus or outline if you have one available? I am cun-ently studying abroad in 
much as possible about the class from the syllabus since I am not at UNC to ask questions in person. 
> 

> Thank you yew much, 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

class you will be teaching in the I am 

, so I would like to find out as 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 6:16 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~r: I{ea[th diplomacy powerlyoint 

China-Africa health diplomacy.pptx 

Good morning Eunice, 

This might help if we need to beg for money (smile). The last slide list our department first. 

Cheers, 

Margaret 

From: Megan McLaughlin [i 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:49 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D; Lee, Margaret Carol; Brian Hall 
S,,bject: Re: Health diplomacy powerpoint 

Hi all, 

~gmail.com] 

Thanks for the feedback on the powerpoint. I’m attaching a revised version that incorporates the changes we discussed yesterday, and I put a place holder for Brian’s 

slides. 

On Mon, Apr 29, 2013 at 2:27 PM, Megan McLaughlin ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Here is a revised version of the health diplomacy presentation. I incorporated Margaret’s photos and tried to make the slides less wordy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 9:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: HeaJth diplomacy powerpoint 

Hi Eunice, 
I have a final from +7 to I will not be able to make the reception. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Health diplomacy powerpoint 

Thank you Margaret. 

Best wishes and hope to see you at the reception, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 6:16 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Health diplomacy powerpoint 

Good morning EuNce, 
This might help if we need to beg for money (smile). The last slide list our department first. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: Megan McLaughlin [ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:49 AM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D; Lee, Margaret Carol; Brian Hall 
Subject: Re: Health diplomacy powerpoint 

Hi all, 

Thanks for tile feedback on the powerpoint. I’m attaching a revised version that incorporates the changes we discussed yesterday, mid I put a place holder for Brian’s 

slides. 

Megan 

On Mon, Apr 29, 2013 at 2:27 PM, Megan McLaughlin < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi aJl, 

Here is a revised version of the health diplomacy presentation. I incorporated Margaret’s photos and tried to make the slides less wordy. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Inspire Environmental Curiosity 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, ~_y~?~!~:g_ ~ Pla~?~ ~;iar~h is a 12- 
episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 
Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections to 
politics, economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
~-~..~.~.~d~..~.~L~?.~..~.~.L~;?~t~ 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
-- School Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
................................................................................................................................................... T0 preview~ �!ick ~ 

if you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30-day preview, 
e; mail                         with. ~f?~.[ .[~1 ~.~.t:. 

,~’~ ~ P~ E~r~: ~ ...... [~ ~ ....... I~ ~ ....... ~ ....... 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 2:18 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: I mn here until 3.30pm 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I won’t be able to come today, but I roll be free on Saturday after my exam ends at 1. Would you be available at around 1:30? 

On Tue. at 2:11 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am here today until 3.30pro. I will also be on Campus on Saturday if you would like to have coffee or lunch. I am also so here next week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 



Flnm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:31 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emml.~mc.edu"~ 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edn> 

Fwd: Bringing Zimbabwean activist to speak at UNC 

Dear Eunice and Georges, 

I hope you are doing well. We are considering the follomng from Catherine Howard. I was wondering if either of you were fmniliar ruth Joseph Bm~ha or were 

perhaps aware of any red flags. Would this be someone to bring to campus? 

Best, 

Mike 

Michael Lambe(t, Ph.D. 

Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of Africm~ Studies and Anthropology 

University of Nora Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Campns Box 7582 

3026 FedEx Global Education Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Catherine Howard < b)gmail.corn> 

Date: April 23, 2013 2:04:00 PM EDT 

To: UNC Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@unc.edu>, "Kutchma, Beth-Ann" <bkutchma~emaJJ.unc.edu>, "Bentley, Margmet E" 

<pbentley~unc.edu>, "French, Elizabeth A" <eaflench~)unc.edu>, "Anderson, Barbara S" <:barbara anderson~nnc.edu>, "Lmnbert, Michael C" 
<mlambert(~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Bringing Zimbabwem~ activist to speak at UNC 

Good afternoo!! 

My name is Catherine Howard. Hailing from Raleigh and Durham, I am in [he midst of a year-long project that is interviewing artist leaders around the world who 
are using their creativity to change their communities. 

During my recent travels to .Z....[E[?~!}~!,.,~y=b I befriended Joseph Busha, a .2.-’)~[?~!}.!#!,~1~!!).1!..[~!~!#!~.1)3.~.-’~3.!.~!!).~!~:;~#[ working in Johannesbur9 who is in the midst of planning his 

campaign to run against Robert Mugabe in the next Zimbabwean election. (Feel free to read more about Mr. gusha’s party at this link: FREEZIM Conqress.) 

Joseph is captivating in his charismatic passion for making Zimbabwe econornically sustainable and socially equitable once again. In our first conversation, he 

produced stacks of documentation about his business and life story as signifiers that his life is an open book. As he told me time and time again, if fie cannot 
be completely open about every aspect of his life and every dime he as ever spent, as well as willing to give up everything he owns to help his people, then he 
does not deserve to be a political leader. His platform addresses the widespread lack of faith in the government’s ability to do anything but abuse its citizens: 

"The future of this country [Zimbabwe] lies in thorough quali~y education; high standard, well-funded research and development programmes; and lies 

with free tNnkers who will ask themselves what the},, could make with the metals mined in Zimbabwe rather than how much the},, could sell the 
unprocessed minerals fro, and only to buy the metals back in a processed form or product at higher prices. However, to create such an enaNing 
environment - of free thinkers, it requires true progressive leadership, leadership that recognizes humanity; and honest fnef’~ af’~d wofnef’~ 
whose deeds are for the greater good of humankind." 

I am in the process of working out ~he papep~’¢ork to bring him to US to give several lectures at local universities about the importance of individual civic 
engagement and the potential for Zimbabwe to become a beacon of hope in Africa once again. Might the Center for Global Initiatives, the School of Public 
Health, and the African Studies Center be interested in teaming up to host Joseph Busha at UNC? 

If ~here is any interest, let’s meet in person to discuss, and I can have Mr= Busha join us via Skype. I look forward to hearing back from you! 

Warmest regards, 

Catherine 

Catherine J Howard 

~%’ual Culture Documentarian 

www. 131313 sketchbookprqi ect.com 
Also on Facebook - Twitter 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cal~ol <leelnc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:03 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

FW: Hello!/First CNna-Ati-ica Health Cooperation Roundtable in Africa 

Media Advisoly China-Africa Health Cooperation Roundtable.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 
Hope you are having a good time. You really need a break. Just thought I will forward this to you. As a department we will be on the frontline of this debate. 
Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 6:38 AM 
To-" Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject-" Fwd: Hello!/First China-Africa Health Cooperation Roundtable in Africa 

An interesting announcement on the first Ngbl-level meeting on China-Aifica cooperation on public health .... 

Deal 

th 
~oov~L~,~.. high-level Chinese and African leaders will come together in Gaborone, Botswana for the 4 International Ronndtable on China- Africa Health 

Officials at the roundtable roll explore opportunities for China and African countries to work together to address some of the maser pressing health challenges in Africa. 

I wanted to gauge your interes~t in covering the roundtable, given the potential implications for health policy and programming across Africa and China. This year’s 
roundtable is notable for several reasons: 

It is the first China-Africa Health Cooperation Roundtable to take place in Africa, setting the stage for stronger consultation from African leaders and 
plans of action built on African countries’ specific health needs and priorities. 

Attendees will include high-level officials from Africa and China and international health organizations, representatives from African and Chinese 
health ministries, officials from the African Union and other regional bodies, leaders from UN agencies and international non-governmental organizations, 
and executives from China’s private sector. 

The roundtable comes at a time when the global health landscape is rapidly changing, with China and other emerging economies bringing new 
resources and approaches to improve the health of people around the world. Chinas has a unique role to play in supporting Africa’s health progress, 
building on shared experiences addressing similar challenges, domestic advances in health R&D and its increasing production of high-quality, low-cost 
global health technologies. 

At the roundtable, Chinese and African officials will identify, specific ways that Chinese policymakers and entrepreneurs can lnofft effectively support the health needs of 

ANcan countries, including those related to HIV/AIDS, malaria, schist,~solniasis, vaccine-preventable diseases and reproductive health. In addition, participants will 
higblight best practices in Africa that can help intbrm China’s continuing health work abroad and at home. 

If you’re interested, I would be happy to a~range interviews with key spokespeople to help facilitate your reporting. 

Plea~ let me know if you have any questions. I hope to heaJc back t?om you soon. 

Best regards, 

A~ex 

Alexandra Kendall 
Manager 
Global Health Strategies I Ne~v York 

Office: 646.8621802 
Mobile: 
www.globalhealthstr ategies.com 
Twitter @GHS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Graded - 

Professor SaNe, 

Thank you for the quick response! And thank you for your helpful comments on the paper. 

Regarding the I was hoping to clarify what we should study regarding the 
we responsible for all of the          , or just the one we led the discussion on (i.e., the 

Thank you and I hope you’re doing well! 

(P.S., I thought a lot about our class yesterday - I work in the 

that we led in class (I think others in the class are confused about his as well). Are 
reading for myself)? 

Best, 

University of North Carolina 
Anthropology and African Studies Major 
Chemistry Minor 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, J.0:21 AM 
To; 
Subject: Giaded - 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. Please find attached your graded 

so after class last week. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

. It has been a very hectic period, hence the delay in sending it back even though I planned to do 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Vimala’s 

Hi 

We got the go ahead from Dr, Sahle for the $12/head price based on approximately 170 people. Her concern was the sloppy factor of the hoppin’ john. 
She was hoping for more finger food1 less drippy options. The Chicken legs1 corn broad~ and brownie all seem fine~ the cole slaw marginally so~ but T 
wonder if there is a drier option for the vegetable component? 

Thanks for all your hard work. 

"rim 

From: 

Sent-" Wednesday, 

To; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Vimala’s 

5:57 PM 

Hi Prof. McMillan, 

Vimala’s will provide all utensils, plates, cups etc. and they will also bring tablecloths, there is just a $5 tablecloth washing fee. I told them we only needed them for the buffet, 

they do not have enough tablecloths for 200ish guests to sit down and eat though. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 12:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

My name is              1 am a rising     in the envimmnental ~ience depastmem. I will be doing research this summer on the        _ 

........ . I am emailing you because I would like to run mv research proposal by a professor in the African and Afro-American 

Studies department and hoped thai you, as the department chair, might direct me to a prot~ssor qualified to do such. 

While I already have a research plan in place, I am looking tbr any advice that might improve my reseaJcch this . I mn pursuing my as a joint undertg~ing 

between the cumculum tbr the environruent and ecolo~, the public tx~licy depa~ment, a~d the anthropolo~ department, but t~el that advice from the Africa~ Studies 

department might add another interesling perspective. 

I would greatly appreciate auy advice or contact information that you can give me. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Global Studies 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 12:24 PM 

For CIAS faculty <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Spring 2013 Newsletter 

https://globalstudies.unc,eduinews.-and-even[s!spring--2013--newsletter 

Description: share:Newsletter:Spring 2013:Screen Shot 2013~)1-15 at 8.21.37 AM.png 

<!--[if !vml]--; !--[endif]-- 

> 

Letter from the Chair 
<!--[if !vml]--><!--[endif]-->The curriculum in Global Studies continued to foster academic excellence 

~ 
a nd a broader global curiosity among its students in Spring 2013 through the mentorship 

of our dedicated faculty and the coordination of a range of thought-provoking events. 

The success of our program is perhaps most evident in the recent approval by the Board 

of Governors to officially establish a Master in Global Studies at U NC. We are excited to 

announce that in the Fall we will be accepting applications for incoming graduate 
¯ students. We anticipate that the Master program will contribute to the rigorous and 

engaging environment we strive to cultivate here in the curriculum. Read more 

In this issue: 
The launch of the LGBT Representation and Rights Initiative, Literature and Human Rights with 

Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie, Heels in the Field Global Health Discussion Series with Colin West, 

Benjamin Mason Meier, and Jennifer Smith, Faculty Spotlights on Townsend Middleton and Mike 

Morgan, Faculty Achievements and Publishing, the Faculty-Student Partnership Fund, Student 

Spotlight on                   , Student Achievements, Honors Graduates 2013, Alumni Spotlight on 

Marcilynn Burke, and Alumni news. Read more 

Keep up to date with Global Studies news: Like UNC Global Studies on 

www.facebook.corn and follow us at httlP:i/tw~tt#[~cor~l~££ g~£bals~#dy 

Donate 
Consider donating to Global Studies and supporting the department’s mission to enhance scholarship 

and teaching of global patterns of conflict and change. _R___e___e___d_____m___o___r__e_ 



FEATURES 

Why your kids won’t ts 
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new foods¯ and what to do Yen Song rethinks her Language mistakes help 

about it. home country’s upheaval ................ us get our point across¯ 
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Carol L. Folt will become 

the first woman to lead 

Carolina Learn more by 

reading Nothin.q ceuld be 

finer and FoR in her own 

words. :UNC home 

~ barn/popkin 
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change. He didn’t know 
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on nutrition trends around 
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lack of perspective." 
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From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 6:19 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Reminder: m~d beyond 

Hey Professor SaNe, 

. I am writing to let you know that we will not be able to organize for a skype call this evening. However, we are getting together all day 
tomorrow to prepare for tomorrow night so we will see you then. Safe travels! 

From; eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday,           5:49 PM 
Subject: Reminder: C~se ~tudies and beyond 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Scholm~ of human rights: 

Greetings from Ottawa Canada. 

I hope you are ’all doing well. This is in response m queNons about case studies. As we discussed in our last class, I have already graded you on your case studies 

(group presentations). Consequently, tbr the final exam I will be expecting you m draw on insights a~d examples t?om other case studies. 

On another note, if you think it might be useful, I am open to having a review session via skype late tomorrow evening or emly on Friday ,noming. If Friday is hectic for 

most of you, we can also have an early breald’ast review session so,newhere on Franklin. 

In te~ms of Friday (if this is the day we end up meeting) I will be coming straight fro,n the airpork tlms I will amve at the GEC between 7.30pm- 8.00pm. 

Let me know what you decide as a gronp abont a Skype review tomorrow. It is a vegr- a busy time here but I will check email tomorrow for your response and make 

time for a Skype conversation if you all think it is would be helpful. 

All in you all, you are the agents of these additional review session. Thus, let me kmow. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwaacded ,nessage was sent via The University ofNo~th Caacolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFRI 
link to access Messages for this site: AFRI 

;" site. To reply to this message click this 



FrOlll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu:, 

Friday,            9:37 AM 

ttunter, Erik <erikh@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Acade~nic misconduct 

; AF ; AFAM 

Erick Hunter 

Director of Student Conduct 

Dear Erik 

Please find attached pdf document ruth 

Also attached are the s~dent paper with my comments ( 

The links to the web articles the 

against 

crone from ~xe l~sted below. 

, a student in AFAM                         " 

, the course syllabus and the prompt for the essay assignment. 



From: @live.u nc.ed u> 

Sent: Friday, 11:19 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Reminder: and beyond 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

I have successfully booked Room 4003 at the GEC at 7.30pm for us. And 

See you tomorrow! 

has confirmed it! 

From: "eunice@emaiLunc.edu" <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 5:49 PM 

Subject: Reminder: and beyond 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Scholars of human rights: 

Greetings from Ottawa Canada. 

[ hope you are all doing well. This is in response to questions about          ~. As we discussed in our last class, I have already graded you on your 

~). Consequently, for the         I will be expecting you to draw on insights and examples from other case studies. 

On another note, if you think it might be useful, [ am open to having a review session via skype late tomorrow evening or early on Friday morning. If Friday is hectic for most of you, 

we can also have an early breakfast review session somewhere on Franklim 

in terms of Friday (if this is the day we end up meeting) I will be coming straight from the airport, thus I will arrive at the GEC between 7.30pm-8.00pm. 

Let me know what you decide as a group about a Skype review tomorrow. It is a very a busy time here but I will check email tomorrow for your response and make time for a Skype 

conversation if you all think it is would be helpful. 

All in you all, you are the agents of these additional review session. Thus, let me know. 

With best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFR[. ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 

Messages for this site: AFRI, 



Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

~live,unc,edu>; 

.@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.uac.edu> 

Change of Room for tonight. 

@live.unc.edu>; 
@live,unc,edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

We have found a great room in Phillips Hall. Room 2_24. We would like to change our review session location to this room. 

I hope you get this message in time! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Grades for AFRI 

Dear Eunice, 

IVly laptop has apparently been damaged by repeated po~ver failures here in Kinshasa, and this has affected my grade reporting for AFRI 
¯ "v~qaen I first reported the grades, the message came that the grades could not be registered until all students had been graded¯ I could not understand that, 

since I had graded all            , with                                                                 When I tried again, the system accepted the grades, but then when I chose 
the APPROVED option and pushed the OK tab, Now, I am afraid that the final reporting is likely to show- two    grades instead of one. Is 
there anything the technical people can do to correct this? I hate to add another grade change form from our department¯ 

For the record, the final grades should read as follows: 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. +1 919 599 9839 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: ImpoVta~t: Exam location (room change) 

Dr. SaNe, 

We are all sitting outside the Manning 307 however there is already another class in their preparing to take an exam. Do you have an idea where we should go? 

Brynne 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday,            :t0:2S PM 
Subject: Important: Exam location (room change) 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

Thanks for a productive discussion tonight. Please get some rest!!! 

The Universi~ has informed me that the room for our final exam has been changed. Here are details sere to me: 

’Your class: AFRI 

Regularly held on/at: W at 2:00-4:50 in SA 104 

Has been relocated to: MA (Manning) 307 

Final exam day/time: May 4t~‘, 4:00-7:00 pro’ 

See you all tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrwarded message was sere via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Mes~ges t?om the "AFRI 

link to access Mes~ges for this site: AFRI. 

site. To reply to this message click this 



Fl’Oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vfime s.com> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 3:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu"~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ofl:the-CuffObama Line Put U.S. in Bind on Syria 

,"d:::~r [-~ei:i.:i i: 

Today’s Headlines 

INTHI~E4~IAILI i~i NYTI World U.S Bus~ness ~ S~o~s Arts Magazine Today’s Video 

Editorials Op-~ ~ Ol~Yhis Day ~ CUSTOMIZE~ 

Top News 

Off-the-C~ff Obarr~a Lithe Put U.So h~ Bh~d on 

Syria 

President Obama surprised aides last year when he declared that 

tl~e use of chemical weapons th Syria would cross a "~’d line." 

Tech Firms ’Fake Lead in Lobbying on 

S~lJeon Valley companies and their executives, who want to hire 

foreign-born engineet~ are waging a sophis’dcak’d lobbying 

campaign in suppo~ of an immigrution ove~tmuL 

The Dark Side, Carefi~y Masked 

For Dzhokbar Tsamaev, the sm’viving suspect i~a the Boston 

Marakhon bombing, there were oblique sig~3s to those around 

him th3[ d~e gulf between the private and the public person was 

~denJng. 

Tsarnr~e 

I 

Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~lcDonald’s 

A portrait of ~efiea thro ugh the Golden 

~ More Photo Essays ~rom t~e Magazine 



OPINION I OPINION 

A Child’s ~Vi]ld Kingd 

tx’hy d.’ -mr kids still have imaginary animal friends, a*~d does it 

ma~er how real the com~eeticm 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

BARRY PAVEL, a fornler defense policy adviser [o Presidm~t Obama, referring to a vow 

of Americm~ action if Syria’s government were to use chemical arms. 

World 

~srael Targeted ~ranim~ Missiles in S~oia Attack 

ExperN said that Israel was taking a calculated ~sk that limited 

strikes, aimed at disr~pting the arms pipelitm that rut, s fl’om iran 

to Hezbollah, would provoke only a limited response. 

Small-Town Mayor’s Millions as Exlfibit A 

Graf~ in Spain 

At a time whei~ Spaim ItNy, Greece at~d Portugal a~ imposing 

defieit-cutfi~g m~sterib~ plans o~ their citizen,s, revelafio~s of 

widespread political corruption are stoMng bitter resentment. 

Kar~ai Says He Was Assured CJo.Ao Wu~ald 

Continue Delivering Bags of Cash 

The C.I.A. money, Pres~de~t Hamid Karzai of Afgh anisbtn told 

reportms, was "an easy source of petty cash," at~d he suggested 

tha* some of it was used to pay off wark~rds and power brokers. 

missile 
shipmen 

...... Maria 
Soledsd 

Afghan 
le3der 

U.S, 

The Last Refiige From Scandal? Professorships 
i.:y .~.i~ ii. k 

While colleges have Sways courted aeeomplished public figures, 

a leap to the fr(mt cd the class has now become a ~mtural move 

for those who have suffered career flameouts. 

alter his 
involve 

Autopsy Says Boston Bombing Suspect Died of Gunshot 

% ounds and Blunt Tram~a 



A flmeral home owner is havbi3 p~-,,blems findin~ a eernetm7 tha~ will aceep~ 

the body of Tamerlan Tsar~mev %r burial. 

~ Path From ’Social ~liEe~ly’ tO BostoR Suspect’s Widow 

Seelking to Lure To~arLsts to a Rugged Outpost 
Famed for a Deadly Fend 

Local officials and descendants of fi~e warring darts seek to turn 
folMore it~Lo a som’ee of jobs and revenue for Eastern Kentucky 
and West-~@ginia. 

McCo% 
ieft, and 

Business 

The Appre~ttiees of a Digital _Age 

For a small g~up of ~l~e young, digRal dire, Ens~Xute seeks to 

ei~allenge the conventional wisdom that top professional j4-~s 

always require a bachelor’s degree. 

ittycheri 

a and 

Kane 

O~te Year I~to 
Sense of Drii~’                                              ’ 

tmaud~oritative by many who supported him for president a year 
ago. Opinion polls say only a quarter of lke Frenel~ view him favorably. 

a Revivai of Europe’s Economy Fails to German Leader 

*o2 Floors, *o Million Bricks and One "Far~gled 

Histocy 

The rnost recent of many finat~ciaI conflicts in the 83-.year 

history of the Empire State Building seems to be inching toward 

Nasty, Epic Real Estate Battle With ~akes 102 ~ories High 

Sports 

Orb Fi~ds Joy in 

Orb, ridde~ by Joel Rosar{o, %11110 3 way to 

of expm%nee on a wet track, ~’udging to vic[o 

Churchill Downs. 

a the Rail: Highlights 

~ [] Slide Show: Derby Replay 

Rosario, 



GAME 7: BULLS 99, NETS 93 

Nets Show Up Late And Miss Out on Ceh~,bration 

In Game 7, the in~mT ravaged Bul~s stopped a raUy by the Nets, 

who 1~l] behind by as many as 17 poinLs in ~e fi~t half buk 

dosed t~e gap to 4. 

~ ~ ~ox Score I ~ Slide Show: Ne~ vs Bulls Replay 

With Meni-ai and Physical Mastery, Mayweather 

Stays Undefeated 

F~oyd Ma~’eather, who has had a rod<y year that indnded time 

in prison, had little problem holding off Robert Ouerretx~ to 

improve 1o 44-o. 

I 

Arts 

Orm Last Crh~ge for Whe Office’ Fhmle 

Rakher than simply present the faux documenb~U that’s been 

shot fbr nine seasons, NBC plans a retmion-sbde show for "The 

Office" finale. 

~ D Slide Show 

dazz% Skinny Stepchild 

A rare breed: Anat Cohen, clarinetist, was discovered anew by a 

jazz aficionado recently o 

...... ciadneti 

st Ansi 

Cohen. 

A Classic’s Behind-the-Scenes Drama 

Richard Nelson’s new play, "Nikolai and the Others/’ dramatizes 

the artists behind khe Balanehine.-Stravinsky ballet classic 

"O~])beus." 

A~ons,s 
and 

Magazine 

Silicon Va]l]ley’s Sta*%Up Machine 

At a n en trepren enri a l boot ca mp in Sill con %dl ey, tb ey’re 

eh urning out bil]ion-dollar ideas - wke’dner we need "dnem or not. 

Who has the belier ideas: LarW Summe~,% who helped design 

U.S. economic policy under two 1)emocra~ie presidents, or 

Glenn Hubbard, George W. Bush’s b~-euUing gum? 

High Fashion’s Ambassador From the Midwest 

The pleasures a~)d the perils cd doing business with Ikram 

Goldman. 

Today’s Video 

~ ¥IDEO: The Sweet Spot ] Movie 

Blockbusters 
From "d aws" and "Star Wars" to "Hangover 3" and other seq uels, 
David Cart and A. (). SccCt talk abe,st the smnmer movie seasc,n. 



~ "~m)~:o: TimesTa[ks: A|ee Ba|dw~n 

The zctor recalls his chiklhood in Massapequa, N.Y., znd how h~s 

altitude toward acting has changed over the years. 

~ VIDEO: State of the Unior~s: }liho and Roy 

Married for five years, Miho Wa]sh and Roy Pr4eb kicked a 

video game habit and gained a toddler, with another baby on the 

way. 

Editoriais 

EDITORIAL 

Worker Safety in Ban~adesh and Beyo~d 

The eollapse of the factory building in Bangladesh can serve as a catalyst for 

ehange in the textile indus~a’y. 

EDITORIAL 

The House P~oefe~os Chaos to Order 

By refusing to negodaie on the budget, Repnblicans are inviting ano~er fiscal 

crisis. 

EDITORIAL 

E~ropean Stagr~at-hm 

A barrage of negative eeonomh:: data appem.~ to, have stirred leaders into 

a ekn owl eden g tha k aus tefi ki policies aren’t worki n g. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

"Whe~’e Do Old Ce~pho~es Go to Dim’? 

E-waste is a growin g toxie nightmare. And it’s nc,t just a prc4qem 

in developing eountrieso 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

I~ a Ga~ady Theme pa~ok, Jay-Z l~Iee.t~ J-Gatz 

Why are we borne back ceaselessly to West Egg and Gatsby 

swa g? 

, Co~umnis[ Page 

ii~] Comput 

OiOaprio 
as Jay 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sexism m~d the Si~gle ~lurderess 

Amanda Knox’s stoW is just one example d our eonLinned 

quickness to heap scorn and slurs on women seen as sexually 

boh3. 

~ CoKinlnist Page I BIog 

ON THIS DAY 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Marion Dixon <mwd24@cornell.edu> 

Sunday, May 5, 2013 9:27 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wangui Kima~i 

@yahoo.ca>; Toby Moorsom- 

follow up to conference 

panel ImperioJism and Academy discussion 2 May.docx 

~yahoo.com>; Christopher Webb 

@gmail.com> 

How are you all comrades?! 

I was so glad to spend some time with all of you, and I hope that the end of the conference (and the party/fundraiser) went well! 

There is much to think about, following... I am attaching nay cursoD, notes during our roundtable. From my reading of them i would ,say that we can flesh out a bit more 

what a group of’concerned scholars’ would do/look like -- protect colleagues ti~om the assault on the right; do research that is relevant to existing campaigns, 

commmaity straggles, etc.; re-structure CAAS next year; and so on. 

I hope fliat all of you have a relaxing summer, and I look forw~xd to the continuing conversations :) 

Best, 
marion 

Ph.D. Candidate 

Depamnen~ of Development Sociolo~, 

Corne!! University 

New YoN Sva~.e, U.S.A. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christopher Brown <chrisbrown@mcgraw-hill.com~ 

Monday, May 6, 2013 9:05 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

SmartBook Quick Review: An Adaptive Reading Experience 

Dear Professor SaMe, 

SmartBook., the first & only adaptive reading experience in the market,went live on May :[st in over 90 Connect Plus courses. Powered by the proven 
McGraw-Hill LearnSmart engine, SmartBook offers students a personalized reading experience and maximizes their study time by focusing them on the 
material that they need to learn. 
IOd like to invite you to participate in our SmartBook Quick Review Program. This Quick Review will walk you through the key SmartBook features 
and functionality. You will be able to get Ohands onO with SmartBook and experience how your students will learn when using this revolutionary new 
study tool. 
The SmartBook Quick Review will take approximately 20 minutes to complete, at which point you will be entered for a chance to win an iPad Mini. 

The last day to complete the SmartBook Quick Review is Friday May 31st. We will announce four iPad Mini winners during the first week in June. 

Please let me know if you are interested in completinq a SmartBook (~uick Review so that I can set you up with access. I look forward to hearing your 
thoughts about the first and ONLY adaptive reading experience. 
Sincerely, 

Christopher Brown 

Publisher’s Representative 

Humanities, Social Sciences and Languages 

chris.brown@ mheducation.com 

~You can aJso write to: Privacy Official, McGraw-Hill Education, 2 Penn Plaza, 12th Floor, New York, N.Y. 10121. View the McGraw-ttill Education Privacy 

Policy tbr more information or contact mcgraw-hill education ~eplv(~mcgraw-lff~l.com. 

To unsubscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Pre~ntations in Beijing 

FYI -- These are some of the places we will be making the presentation. 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 20:t3 J.2:52 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Presentations in Beijing 

Sure: 

US Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Beijing Office 
International Office of Migration 
UNAIDS 
Tsinghua University 
Nigerian Embassy 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, HA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 :t2::t0 PM 
To: Tucker, Joseph D 
Subject: Presentations in Beijing 

Hi Joe, 

I am going to apply for traveling money under the Center for Global Initiatives. In this regard you have to make a presentation, which we are doing. I need to do it toady, so 
can you give me some of the places you anticipate we will be presenting the powerpoint in Beijing? 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

: rot l- duncplas@duke.edu; ba- ltam@listserv .unc.edu 

New Multimedia -- Living (?alapagos 

Hello all, 

When you hear of the GNapagos Islands, perhaps the images of sea lions, turtles and blue-footed boobies come to mind. Maybe you think of a 
fifth-grade textbook or college paper on evolution and the role of Darwin’s finches. But did you know that the islands host a local population that 
numbers around 30,000 people? Or that nearly 185,000 tourists visit the islands annually? Do you think about issues such as job security, illegal 
hunting or poor infrastructure? 

I invite you to take a look at "Living Galapagos," a student-authored multimedia site that tells the story of the Galapagos Islands as people learn to 
coexist with the unique place in which they live. The project is the latest international multimedia project from the Journalism School at UNC and 
builds on the groundbreaking 2009 and 2012 projects of the same name. 

A team of UNC students and multimedia coaches, including myself, returned to the islands to add multimedia content to the site. It was an 
incredible experience and the content is innovative, attention grabbing and high quality. 

I worked on "Catch and Kill and Leave," a documentary story about hunting invasive species on Isabela Island. Please check it out at 
http:/!www.livinclclalapaglos.or¢l and help us spread the word about the site! 

Best, 
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2 

3 

4 

A 

Object Description Reference Date 

5 

6 

7 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 31-Jan 

8 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 29-Feb 

9 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 30-Mar 

10 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 30-Apr 

11 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 31-May 

12_ 1117iM0 STU/OTHER NON T 29-Jun 

13 

14 

15 

16 1812iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 31-Jan 

17 1812iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 29-Feb 

18 1812iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 30-Mar 

19 1812 iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 30-Apr 

20 1812 iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 31-May 

21 1812 iSOCIAL SECURITY 9999998 29-Jun 

22 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 31-Jan 

23 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 29-Feb 

24 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 30-Mar 

25 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 30-Apt 

26 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 31-May 

27 1813iSOC SECUR - HOSP INS 9999998 29-Jun 

28 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 31-Jan 

29 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 29-Feb 

30 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 30-Mar 

31 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 30-Apt 

32 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 31-May 

33 1892 iCOM POSITE BENEFITS 29-Jun 

34 

35 

36 1991i NON INST SERVICE C223087 11-Aug 

37 1991i NON INST SERVICE C223087 11-Aug 

38 

39 

4O 

41 3132 i OUT/COU NTRY TRAN-G RO T085185 11-Aug 

42 3139 iOUT/COU NTRY REG FEES T085185 11-Aug 

43 

44 

45 3411iPRINTING AND BINDING K303410 14-Sep 

46 
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1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

E 

6-63153 

:cal Year 20ii-2012 

Expense Report 

Transaction Description 

Post doctoral Fellow 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

Amount 

$161.34 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

$166.68 

L     $994.74 

$10.00 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$10.34 

$2.34 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

$2.42 

So.s6 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 
So.s8 

$79.60 

36 641429/MIKEL*BARTON 

37 641429/MIKEL*BARTON 

38 

39 

4O 

41 EO4662/KIA LILLY*CAL 

42 EO4662/KIA LILLY*CAL 

43 

44 

45 KIA LILLY*CALDWELL 

46 

$758.52 

$241.48 

$1,000.00 

$269.83 

$67.21 

$337.04 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 

Mll REG 

M12 REG 

$23.91 E84804 

218756 

218760 

218761 

218766 
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3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 

K 

Payment for videographer for the Wilmintong 40TH anniversary 
commemoration at the Sonja Haynes Stone Center on 2/22/2011 

- attend Conference of the Brazilian Association and the Congress of 
Black Brazilian 

Reimbursement for the payment of the Department newslettr copies 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

A 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 31-Jan 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 29-Feb 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 30-Mar 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 30-Apr 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 31-Mm/ 

3914 iTRANSIT FEE 29-Jun 

iTOTAL 



F G E 

47 

48 ONCAMPUS TRANSIT FEE 

49 ONCAMPUS TRANSIT FEE 

50 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

51 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

52 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

53 ONCAMPUSTRANSIT FEE 

54 

55 

56 

$0.35 M07 REG 

S0.37 M08 REG 

$0.37 M09 REG 

$0.37 M10REG 

$0.37 M11REG 

$0.37 M12 REG 

i 
$2.20 

Total S2,437.49 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: AFAM Graduate: Outstanding Course Credit Inqui~ 

Deal Eunice, 

Do you have any more information about this issue? If you recall, you sent it to the Registrar for resolution. This was the student who had a course on her transcript that 

needs to be removed; she had earlier had another COUlee (in Geography or Geology) substituted for the senior seminar. 

Kenneth 

Kenneth R. Janken 

Professor of Afro-AInerican Studies 

Depaxtment of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UtfiversiW ofNortk Caacolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ti~r information about nay publications: 

http://www.umass.edw’umpress/spr 97/janken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/books/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 
http://undpress.nd.edw’book/P00723 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:20 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject:     AFAM Graduate: Outstanding Course Credit Inquiry 

Kenneth, 

I mn just lbllowing up about a course that I am still missing a grade tbr from my undergraduate studies. I roll be graduating t~m a Masters Program this Saturday aM 
want to make sure this issue does not afi~ct my graduation status. Thanks. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Catering Update 

Hello--- 

So I have contacted Foster’s and McAIlister’s. They are both available. Though Foster’s is very busy, they would need us to pick up the order. I gave them a time of 10:00am. If you 

need me to I can pick the food up because I do not need to be at my graduation until 12:45, but I would have to leave the food with someone at the Stone Center to set it up. They 

would both provide an assortment of sandwiches and cookies. McAIlisters includes chips. They can both bring beverages (by the gallon) -- Foster’s has sweet and unsweetened tea, 

McAIlisters has both teas and lemonade. They will both be emailing me a menu/contract over the afternoon/tomorrow morning and I will forward them to you for your approval 

so you can compare. Also I cancelled Vimala’s without issue, they said they would call if there is anything else they need to follow up with but it did not seem like there would be a 

problem. 

@live.unc.edu 



Froth: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Hello - 

Here is the Foster’s catering quote. 

~/live.unc.edu 

From: Catering CH <cateringch@fostersmarket.com> 

Date: Monday, 3:38 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Hi 
Per our conversation I’ve attached the order for this Saturday. 
Please confirm that this is good and we will have these platters and iced tea ready for you to pick up by 10am Saturday the 1 l th. 
Thanks[ 
Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market of Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-4383 



Frorli: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: catering order to be delivered 05/11/2013 

Hello -- 

Here it the McAIlister’s catering quote. 

From: NC Deli Catering <ca.t___e__r_Ln_g__@_.___n___c___d___e_[j_=_n___e___t.> 

Date: Monday, 3:52 PM 

To: @live,unc.edu> 

5ubje~: catering order to be delivered 05/11/2013 

I have attached the order form for your 10:45 AMdelivery on Sat~rda¥, May 11 , 2013 (05/11/2013}.Please look it over at your convenience. I will be happy to assist 

you with any questions or changes. This form is for verification purposes only, you will receive an itemized receipt upon delivery. 

Did you know you can place your next order by email to catering@., ncdeli.net? We will send you a confirmation order form for your final approval. Fast, easy and 

reliable. 

Thank you for choosing McAlister’s catering, 

Jamal Theophilus 

Assistant to the Catering Manager, 

919-314-7700 

catering@ncdeli.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ffendly Meeting Reminder 

Good morning Dr. SaNe, 
I hope this email reaches you well. Just a friendly reminder that we’ll be meeting today, 

Best, 

at :t:t am for the signing of my honors thesis. Thanks for being my second reader. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 3:05 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. Directly Blames China’s Military for Cyberattacks 

To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Tuesday, May 7, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

U.S. Directly Blames China’s Military for Cyberattacks 
By DAVID E. SANGER 

The Pentagon explicitly accused China of attacks on government systems and 
defense contractors, possibly to map "military capabilities that could be 
exploited during a crisis." 

New Worries for Democrats on Health Law 
By JACKIE CALMES 

As the 2014 election season heats up, Republicans are trying to make President 
Obama’s health care law the biggest issue and are preparing to exploit every 
problem and complaint that arises. 

Workers Claim Race Bias as Farms Rely on 
Immigrants 
By ETHAN BRONNER 

Americans, mostly black, who live near large-scale farms say they 
are illegally discouraged from applying for work and treated 

badly by employers who prefer foreigners’ malleability. 

For more top newst go to NYTimes~com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 
: 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Glass Mirrors Life in the 
S eas 
A rescued collection of intricate glass models first crafted in the 

late 18oos provide a time capsule to test the health of today’s 

oceans. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

TheBy ADAMBeStD. CHANDLERLittle Boy in the World- That’s Me      : i ; 
Biographies do not commonly lurk in stuffy academic journals, .... 

but there was mine, in the latest issue of Basic and Applied Social 

Psychology. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We are all now going to be both the paparazzi and the 

paparazzi’s target." 

KAREN L. STEVENSOn, a lawyer in Los Angeles, on Google’s wearable computer, which 
allows users to take photos and fihn snippets. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

White House Holds Firm on Cautious Path in 
Syria Crisis 
By MARK LANDLER and ERIC SCHMITT 

The Obama administration insisted it would not veer from its 
approach, despite strikes near Damascus by Israel and new 
questions about the use of chemical arms in Syria’s civil war. 

¯ ~ Video: A Key Senator on Drones and Aiding Syria 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Intelligence on North Korea, and Its New 
Leader, Remains Elusive 
By DAVID E. SANGER and CHOE SANG-HUN 

At a time when the United States has ]earned to target drone 

strikes with increasing accuracy and direct cyberweapons at specific nuclear 
centrifuges, its understanding of North Korea has gotten worse. 

CAIRO JOURNAL 

A Taste of Spring That Reeks of Tradition 
By BEN HUBBARD 

Egyptians commemorate the arrival of spring with the holiday 
Sham el-Nessim, meaning "smell the breeze," and its signature 
dish, a smelly fish called feseekh. 

¯ ~ Video: Smell the Breeze, Not the Fish 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

Psychiatry’s Guide Is Out of Touch With Science, Experts 
Say 



By PAM BELLUCK and BENEDICT CAREY 

Weeks before a new edition of the so-called bible of mental disorders is released, 

the federal government’s most prominent psychiatric expert said it had a 

scientific "lack of validity." 

Marathon Suspect’s Body Is Ready for Burial. The Question 

Remains: Where? 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE and JESS BIDGOOD 

Many people do not want the body of Tamerlan Tsarnaev to be buried in 

Massachusetts, and sentiment is growing for it to be sent to Russia. 

Three Women, Missing for Years, Found in Cleveland 
By MICHAEL SCHWIRTZ 

Three women who disappeared separately about a decade ago, when they were 

in their teens or early 2os, were found alive in a residential area near downtown 

Cleveland, and three men were arrested. 

¯ The Lede: Community Is Stunned and Elated 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Watch Jenna Marbles 
ALSO IN VIDEO 

" Bill Cunningham: Gatsby style 

" How to caramelize garlic 

Business 

Facing Black Market, Pfizer Sells Viagra on Web 
By KATIE THOMAS 

The drug maker will now sell its billion-dollar erectile 

dysfunction drug, among the world’s most counterfeited, directly 

to men with a doctor’s prescription. 

Senate Passes Bill to Widen Tax Collection on the 



Web 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

A bipartisan coalition won a 69-to-27 vote to require online 

retailers to collect sales taxes for state and local governments. 

But antitax forces hope the House will kill the measure. 

DEALBOOK 

After Years of Battling, Bank of America and 
MBIA Settle Mortgage Dispute 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

A $1.7 billion deal ends a legal dispute over mortgage-backed 

securities. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

A Whistle, a Punch, and a Soccer Referee Is Dead 
By SAM BORDEN 

The death of a Utah soccer referee a week after he was punched 

by a player raised questions about the seeming rise in severity of 

assaults on officials. 

Anthony Gets Fashion Assist From Brooklyn 
Stylist 
By MARY PILON 

Khalilah Williams-Webb, the owner of a boutique in Brooklyn, 

selects and arranges outfits for Carmelo Anthony, from his 

vintage jackets and high-end cargo pants down to his socks and underwear. 

Knicks’ Shooting Problems Start With Top 
Scorers 
By HOWARD BECK 

With their leading scorers Carmelo Anthony and J. R. Smith 

shooting a combined 47 for 152 over the last four games, the 

Knicks have struggled to put up points. 

.............................................................................................. E 0~ n~0 r~ s p0 rts r~evys, go t? N ~T!mes.�0m(S p0 rt s ~ 

Arts 

Knowingly Navigating the Unknown 
By MARIA RUSSO 

Like the heroine of her well-received new novel, "The 

Flamethrowers," Rachel Kushner is drawn to worlds she does not 

completely understand. 

~ Books of The Times: ’The Flamethrowers’ 



The Doors Play Again in an Encore for the iPad 
By BEN SISARIO 

The 81-year-old founder of Elektra records is behind a new iPad 

app that explores the music and history of the Doors. 

Lil Wayne Puts Mountain Dew in Crisis Mode 
By TANZINA VEGA 

How Mountain Dew backed away from Lil Wayne’s "offensive" 

reference to Emmett Till. 

........................................................................................................ E0r r~or~ arts oe~s, g0 t0 NYTimes,c0m!A rt~ ~ 

Science 

SCIENTIST AT WORK 

In Pursuit of an Underwater Menagerie 
By C. DREW HARVELL 

Two 19th-century glassmakers created a collection of 

anatomically perfect sculptures of marine creatures. Now, a hunt 

is on to find the animals that inspired them. 

A Drone’s-Eye View of Nature 
By SEAN PATRICK FARRELL 

Technology developed for warfare finds surprising civilian 

applications, including surveys of wildlife populations. 

: ~ Video: Ancient and Modern Birds 

OUT THERE 

A Magazine or a Living Fossil? 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Though the graveyard of journalism is littered with popular 

science magazines, a new one emerges, Nautilus, with the goal of 

being "a New Yorker version of Scientific American." 

For more science news, go to NYTimes.comlScience )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Voyage of the Mobro 4000 

The first of our new Retro Report series revisits the 1987 voyage 

of a barge loaded with New York garbage. It became an 

international fiasco, but foreshadowed the modern recycling 

movement. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: RuPaul Revealed 
The world’s most famous drag queen tells The Times’s Marcus 

Mabry that despite progress on gay rights, the pendulum could 



swing the other way. 

~ VIDEO: What It’s Like Covering Congress 
The Times’s Richard L. Berke speaks with the Congressional 

correspondents Ashley Parker and Jeremy W. Peters about the 

ins and outs of reporting on the Hill. 

............................................................................................................. E0~ n~ere y!de0, go to N¥~ime~,comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Corruption in Albany 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The indictment of yet another politician by federal investigators is one way to 
clean up New York’s rancid state government. Public financing of campaigns is 
another. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Watt, Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s nomination of Representative Me]vi_n Watt to oversee the 

mortgage companies is a solid choice. 

EDITORIAL 

A Carbon Trading System Worth Saving 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A sharp fall in the price of emissions in Europe has highlighted the need for 
reforms to an important program. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beyond the Fence 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Opponents of immigration reform rarely say exactly what it is 
that they want. Let’s spell it out. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Religion Beyond the Right 
By FRANK BRUNI 

AS a closer look at the Boy Scouts’ debate shows, God doesn’t 

wear tidy political labels. 



Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Chancellor’s Lament 
By JOE NOCERA 

As the chancellor of the University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Hill moves on, he raises some interesting questions about the 

management of college sports. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at Allied 
headquarters in Rheims, France, to take effect the following day, 

ending the European conflict of World War II. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I iiiiiii!~ @NYTimes I :~’ ~,,~: Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions?Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store~" Help Section min~icom ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Africa nAmericanStudies.jpg 

Attachment should be there now. 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Catering CH <cateringch@fostersmarket.com> 

Date: Monda~ 3:38 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Hi 
Per our conversation I’ve attached the order for this Saturday. 
Please confirm that this is good and we will have these platters and iced tea ready for you to pick up by 10am Saturday the 1 l th. 
Thanks! 
Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market of Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-4383 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 10:32 AM 

Wangui Kimari @yahoo.com>; Christopher Webb @yahoo.ca>; Marion Dixon 

@cornell.edu>; Saltle, Eanice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; zwai@lakeheadu.ca 

follow-up 

Hi everyone (i added Zuba to the group of us that held the tmnel), 

I jnst wanted to thank you all for coming and taking past - and hopefully helping to build a better kind of African Studies in North America and beyond. Anyway, I was 
hoping Wangui could maybe get that list together of participants and maybe we can prepare all email to send out - and plan ways we should proceed with that. I could 
work on getting a basic blog site up. 

Also, this request below is exactly the type of staffwe could easily be doing active solidarity around. 

Solidari~, Toby 

.......... Fol-warded message .......... 

From: Mary-Jo Nadeau 3)gmafil.com> 
Date: 7 May 2013 08:02 

Snbject: F4P SOLIDARITY : Urgent - from Wits U. students in South Africa (Endorse by May 8) 

To: 

Dear ti-iends and colleague~ 

Please see below lbr a letter of suptx~rt’that we received this morning ficom students at Wits University in South Ati-ica. The letter calls on Wits University administration 

to immediately withdraw cha~es against 11 students who were violently arrested by private securi~ in March lbr protesting on cmnpus ($~ b~lo~). 

Please mobilize your organizations and groups to endorse by Wedne,d~y M~y 8"rh. 

Full letter and call-out for solidarity are below. 

LETTER OF SUPPORT TO WITS UNIVERSITY STUDENTS 
We students, academics, former anti-apartheid activists, trade nnionists and nlembers of civil socie~’ -- lend out support to the 11 University of the Witwatersrand 

students 

(9 of whom are officials mthin the SRC) who are being charged by the University. for protesting against a recent Israeli embassy event. 

We believe that the students are being unfairly disciplined for their non-violent protest action held on the 12th of March 2013 lead by the Student Representative 

Council (SRC) together with several other student organisations. The Israeli-embassy backed concert was in direct violation of the SRC’s cultural and academic 

boycott agmnst Israel, a remlution of 2012. By instituting punitive disciplinary actions against its students, Wits University undermines a fundamental constitutional right. 

It is a sad day when students are tbrced to undergo disciplinary processes a£ter having engaged in legitimate protest action. 

Wits University. prides itself on its history as one of the most liberal institutions that fought for access to education for all races during apartheid. Non-violent protest 

action was a key feature in that fight. Protest action by its very nature is intended to be disruptive, and the university needs to respond appropriately when students 

protest.By charging it very own sVddents, the university’s ,nessage is one of intolerance and the suppression of voices of discontent. Further the university runs the risk 

of perpetuating an already increasing culture of apathy amongst students. Perhaps even more distressing, is that given the history of South Africa and protest in South 

Africa, to charge students on counts of’singing’ and ’chanting’, among other things, is a direct violation of their right as well as a contradiction of the history, of this 

country, and it’s road to freedom. 

When students engaged in non-violent pl~otest action on the night of 12th March 2013, they were greeted by hofftile private security- gnards, and hostile campus control 

as well as the South African Police Service. Students alleged that they faced a situation of racial profiling, physical assault and being hurled racial slurs (including usage 

of words such as "barbaric", "Muslim agitators", "hooligans", "a pack of baying hyenas t~antic tbr blood", "thugs", "savages", "monkeys" and other expletives). Instead of 

looking into these very serious claims, the university has ~tisfied the organisers of the Israeli embassy backed event by charging students for their protest. It is not the 

first time that private securi~ has violated the fights ofuniversi~ sVaJt’and students. 

Universities should aim to cultivate critical leaxters and thinker~ we should value and protect the fight to protest which is enshrined in our Constitution. To deny students 

the right to protest is to deny a fundalnental right as citizens of a free county. It is on this basis that we believe that student leaders are being unduly victimized and 

inti,nidated by these chaacges. We respectfully but s~trongly call on the Universi~" to immediately withdraw chmges agains~t s~mdents. 

CALL FOR ENDORSEMENTS: 
Deal" Comrades, Friends, Collueges and Supporters, 

~Vits University Students car on university management to respect the ri~!tt to protest. 

In March of 2013, s~udents of Wits University lead by the Student Representative Council and numerous other student organisations embarked on a non-violent protest 

against an Israeli Embassy slxm~red event on out campus, in direct violation with the calls for a boycott of Israel. Subsequently, 11 Wits s~udents were charged [br 

this protes~ for among other thing~ ’s~tompin~chantin~/singing’. The SRC believes this an infrigemeut of the Right to protest and Constitutional right to fieedom of 

expressioiL we have embarked on a campaign m~der the name "Right to Protest" which calls on the Wits Universi~ management to drop these illigitimate charges 

against students. This is particulaxly ~) given that we view our actions as similax to "the actions of local and international anti-apastheid activists used in isolating "the racist 

South African apm~theid regime. 

Please see attached a letter which are seeking organisational and individual endorsements for. Also attached is a background document into tim night of the protest. On 

Thursday the 9th of May we will hand over the endorsement letters to the universi~ management. We do understaxid the time constraints on this matter but would 

deeply appreciate your assistance and contemplation on the matter. 

Please send your official endoresment and any other infol~nation by- Wednesday 8th to src.secreta~(g~students~wits.ac~za 

Kind Regards 

Tasneem Essop 

Wits UniversiU SRC Secretary- General 2012/2013 
Twitter details: #right2protest Al~ call on the university to drop the chm-ges through social media @witsuniversity in suplyort of @WitsSRC 



Toby Moorsom, 

PhD Candidate 

Queeffs Universi~’ 
Kings~ton, Ontario 

Toby Moorsom, 

PhD Candidate 

Queen’s Universi~ 
Kings~tor~ Ontario 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc .edu> 

RE: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Thanks--it looks good --- do we need to get plates and napkins and tablecloths? 

T 

Sent; Tuesday,            10:32 AlVl 

To: McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunlce N 
$,,bject; FW: Your Foster’s Catering Order 
Attachment should be there now. 

From: Caterin~ CH <c~h~r’ingch@[ostersmarket,com> 

Date: Monda~ 3:38 PM 

To: ._@, _]_[.v__,e__._~_ 0_ _c_ ._ 9_ .d_ _ ,u_ . > 
Subject: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Hi 
Per our conversation I’ve attached the order for this Saturday. 
Please confirm that this is good and we will have these platters and iced tea ready for you to pick up by 10am Saturday the 1 l th. 
Thanks! 
Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market of Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-4383 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday 0:48 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Sounds good --.and maybe we can get some t/owers for the table t:rom Sam’s too. 

Tim 

Sent: Tuesday, :t0:47 AN 

To: McMillan, Tim 
S,,bject: Re: Your Foster’s Catering Order 
Yes, they charge for all of those things and they do not have tablecloths. We do have a lot of stuff leftover from the conference in the back room in the department office. I can 

make a run to Sam’s club if you need me to. I’ll be back tomorrow afternoon if you want me to help out with anything. 

From: <McMillan>, Tim <tjn~:[@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Sahle, Eunice" < .e_ q_ _n_ Lc_ .e_ _ .@_ . .e_ m. _ .a_!_[_._u_._n_..c_:..e_d__u_> 

Subject: RE: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Thanks --it looks good --- do we need to get plates and napkins and tablecloths? 

T 

Sent: Tuesday,            I0:32 AM 

To: IVlclVlillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: N: Your Foster’s Catering Order 
Attachment should be there now. 

~live.unc.edu 

From: Catering CH <-c--a---t~-e--r-Ln-Kc---h----@---f-9--s--t--e---r--s~-n-1-a---r-[£-e--t:--c-~9-~-m--~> 

Date: Monday, 3:38 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Your Foster’s Catering Order 

Hi 
Per our conversation I’ve attached the order for this Saturday. 
Please confirm that this is good and we will have these platters and iced tea ready for you to pick up by 10am Saturday the 1 l th. 
Thanks! 
Amanda Turner 
Catering Manager 
Foster’s Market of Chapel Hill 

(919) 967-4383 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steiner. Niklaus Andveas <nsteiner@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 12:10 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Request for funds for a China-Africa project 

Hi Margaret, 

This sounds like an interesting idea and CGI can consider finding it. In order for us to do so, please go here and complete the online request form. You can ignore the $250 
limit, http://cqi.unc.edu/awards!matchinq-funds 

I can also ask Ron Strauss and Jonathan Hartlyn for support in case you haven’t done so. 

Have you asked African Studies Center and Carolina Asia Center? I think they too might be interested in making a modest contribution. 

I look forward to getting this proposal online and let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, Niklaus 

I Director 
CENTER for GLOBAL INITIATIVES 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
301 Pittsboro St Ste 3007 I Campus Box 5145 
FedEx Global Education Center I Chapel Hill NC 27599-5145 
tel: +1 919 962 6855 I fax: +1 919 962 5375 I skype: 
h!!~_LLo_N:__u___n__o_’_:~__d___u_ I b!!~_~L/_li~_~__o___e___b__Q__O___k,_o_’__o_mLt_!_n___o_’_o_~Ai I b_!!p__L/Lt__w__ttLe_~_o___o__r_L~Lu___n__o___c_g_l 

i~i Description: http:Hcgiunc.edulirnageslmigration-horizontal.jpg 

CHECK OUT MY LATEST BOOK: http://amzn corn/0415772990 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 11:35 AM 

To: Steiner, Niklaus Andreas 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Request for funds for a China-Africa project 

Dear Niklaus, 
I am writing to inquire about the possibilibl of securing matching funds from the CGI to help with the cost of a major China-Africa reseach project that is being sponsored by 
the UNC China Project, the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the UNC School of Medicine. I will be leaving [or China on May 16 and 
untbrtunately I have not been able to secure all the needed funding. I hope that you will consider reviewing the documents I have attached to determine if the CGI can 

provide zany financial support. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

All Iny besl, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 3:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation - Confirmed - Event #13543 

Great! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fearrington, Nancy (Public Safety) [mailto:t:earri ] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 2:44 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: May 11, 2013 Department Graduation- Confirmed -Event #13543 

Travis, 
Your request for 5 permits in the Bell Tower Deck on May 1 lth has been processed. The total of $10.00 will be charged to the 
account number you provided with your original request. 

Your permits are ready. 

Please contact me with any additional questions or concerns. 

Enjoy your day! 

Nancy Fearrington 
Special Events Coordinator 
Department of Public Safety 
285 Manning Drive 
Campus Box 1600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 
fearing@psafety.unc.edu 
T 919-962-4424 
F 919-962-257 

Contact Name: Travis Gore 
Department: U 3 2 8 7 
Organization: 
Address: 109 Battle Hall 
City: Chapel HIll 
State: NC 
Zip: 27599 
Telephone: 9199665496 
Fax: 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Event Name: Department Graduation 
Start Date: May-11-2013 
Start Time: 11:00 AM 
End Date: May-11-2013 
End Time: 1:00 PM 
Number of Participants: 5 
Number of Cars: 5 
Building: SONYA HAYNES STONE CENTER 
Half or Full Day: .5 
First Choice: Select Lot 
Quantity: 
Second Choice: Select Lot 
Quantity: 
Conference Lot: Bell Tower - BG 
Conference Quantity: 
Meters Requested in Lot: Select Lot 
Number of bagged meters: 



Coned/Blocked Lot Rqequest: Select Lot 
Number of coned/blocked spaces: 
Number of signs: 
Number of monitors required: 
Monitor Start Time: Select Start Time 
Monitor End Time: Select Ending Time 
Notes: requesting the parking closest to the Stone Center. Thanks! 
Payment: Department Transfer (Account Number Required Below) Direct Transfer Account Number: 3-32871 Student SAFO 
Account: 

Currently, Nancy Fearrington receives the long version of this form. Connie Bullock, David Glisson, and Laurie Trumbo receive 
abbreviated copies of this form. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 5:12 PM 

Howell, TiaN. <thowell@email.nnc.edu-~; Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: CCI Computer Deployment 

I spoke to Tia this afLernoon for cor~firmation and will send the appt. requests shordy. 

Thanks, 

Scott 

From: McCall, Scott 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 20:!.3 4:40 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: ccI Computer Deployment 

All: 

The bull< of your computer inventory was delivered to Howell Hail/OASIS last week. We can begin scheduling deployment appointments this week if convenient. 

An example of the appointment request email that will go out to all recipients is below for your reference. VII begin scheduling deployments upon your approval. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Thanks, 

Scott 

Good day, 

You were eligible to order a new computer as part of AFAM’s 20:13 Carolina Computing Initiative (CCI) deployment. Your computer is finally here and being 

prepared for setup! We will distribute computers between Wednesday, May 8 and Thursday, May 16. It is very important that you read this entire email so that we 

can schedule an appointment to setup your new computer. 

There are six available time slots each afternoon; two each hour at 2:30, 3:30 and 4:30pm. Please schedule a time when you can be present, as you will need to 

Iogin with ONYEN credentials multiple times. If you do NOT need any data transferred from your current computer... We will use the scheduled time to disconnect 

your old computer (if a desktop), and setup the new. If a complete data transfer is requested (e.g. applicable programs, software, documents, etc.), we will begin 

the transfer process at the appointment time and complete setup on the following morning. A general outline of the transfer process follows FYI: 

1) We meet at the time requested (2:30, 3:30 or" 4:30, Mon- Thur’s only). 

2) hie remote lnto the new computer (set up in Howell Hall/OASIS) from the old machlne in your office. 

3) You logln wlth ONYEN credentials, and we klckoff PC-Mover software on both computers. 

4) Data ls transferred over the network, overnight (2 to 5 hours average, depending on slze of data). 

5) The new computer ls delivered/setup the following mornlng ASAP (typically between 9-11am). Schedules are more flexlble 

the mornlng after, but you also must be present for lnltlal log-ln to the new computer. 

NOTE: You wlll NOT be able to access your computers (even remotely) during the transfer process, and some programs may 

requlre additional follow-up before 1OO% functional (e.g. enterlng valid licensing lnfo.). 

Your time and attention to this is much appreciated. Please visit the following link to select your appointment time: http:!!doodle.com!kScdaxfq7fesrdra. Simply 

include your name, and whether or not you need data transferred by writing "TRANSFER" or "NO TRANSFER" next to your name. Click "Save" to the far right of the 

entry form to confirm the appointment. Feel free to contact me with any questions or problems with the link. 

Best, 

Scott McCall 

CCI Deployment Coordinator 

Ph: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 9:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fwd: RE: Article 

FYI 

Interesting feedback from my 

ph 

student. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:RE: Arlicle 

Date:Tue, 19:54:19 -0400 

From: (a) live.unc.edu> 

To:Hall, PelD" A <ITLa, LLPA(~EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Sorry I think I was quite unclear when I wrote it last night. Islam is the 2nd largest religion in the world and I guess 

that’s why I was having difficult time when I saw these authors clustering Arabic or any tappers that claim to be 

Muslim as "Islamic rap" when Islam itself is so diverse. By cultural vs. religious Islamic hip hop, I think I was trying 

to explain how having those classifications can help mitigate many of the internal tensions that Muslim listeners 

and even artists go through. To illustrate this point: many of these rappers, and especially 5 percenters can relate 

to Islam and while their religious beliefs make it difficult to classify them as Muslims, culturally speaking, they’ve 

picked up many elements from Islam. There are probably better terminologies to use than cultural vs. religious 

but I was trying to take a stab at the issue of how majority of Sunni (and Shia) Muslims do not give any 

authenticity to Five Percenters as they are evaluating Five Percenters (like I have been so far) from a religious 

point of view. This whole picture definitely gets more complicated since hip hop is now common in Muslim 

majority countries such as Indonesia or Malaysia and there most tappers might be Muslim by name but quite 

secular in their lifestyle, so another important question arises: do we classify an artist based on what s/he 

believes or strictly based on their content/lyrics of their songs? But of course I understand that Islamic hip hop is 

something that’s more exclusively used in the US. On a very different note, I wonder how most Islamic tappers in 

the US are reacting to the Islamophobia in the US since 9/11. Have you came across any articles/papers on this 

issue? 

I did enjoy the class a lot, it was quite eye opening to learn such the fascinating history behind hip hop. In a 

student organization that I am part of, we had a student panel two weeks ago where students were asking 

graduating seniors what classes they’ll recommend to take. When I told them to take this class (History of Hip 

Hop) and how it was intellectually stimulating, a lot of people laughed: I think they thought I was joking but then 

when I briefly explained some of the things I learned people just nodded their head: it was kind of interesting as 

I was exposed to how most students barely know anything about history of hip hop just like I knew nothing 

before I took this class. 

Thanks for teaching this class, I enjoyed it a lot. 

From: Perry Hall [hallpa@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 2:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Article 

You make some very good points, thought I’m not sure of the distinction between cultural and religious Islam. I can certainly understand why the five-percenters would raise 
objections. 

Hope you enjoyed the course. 

Prof. Hall 

On 9:56 PM, wrote: 

I think one major problem with "Islamic rap" is that the the authors (and certainly of this particular piece) cluster a bunch of different type of artists into this 
broader"islamic rap" group. For example, I think there needs to be a distinction between cultural Islamic hip hop and religious Islamic hip hop. Theologically 
speaking five percenters are nothing close to even the most extreme theological groups within Islam, so putting them under Islamic hip hop banner remains 
problematic for me. I have also seen the author equating Arabic culture with Islamic culture, it is important to remember there are lots of Christians who live in 
Middle East, so by default many Arabic sound are performed by them as well and shouldn’t be called Islamic. While there are some Sunni rappers who have 
gained some recognition!validation among Muslim hip hop listener, in general most Islamic rappers can not appeal to majority of Muslims since Islam has many 
restrictions on what kind of music is allowed (from a theological 
perspective). Nonetheless, it is still quite interesting to see how many rappers over the years have spread their positive knowledge through Islamic lens. 

Thanks for sharing the article. 



From: HALLPA@email.unc.edu [HALLPA@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 20:~3 3:02 PM 
Subject: Article 

To: Undisclosed Recipients 

From: Pen?, Hail 

see attached 

"Verilw there is otfly one hip-hop Umma"- Islam, cultural protest and.pdf 

This forwmded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AFAM 

~nessage click this link to access Messages for this site: AFAM 
site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Pre-summer meeting. 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

What time would you like me to come in tomorrow (Thursday) or Friday for a final meeting before the holiday? 

Thanks, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplomacy ~;cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 6:04 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

The International Symg~sium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy - "Italian Cultural Diplomacy & Norl~h- South Relations within the FlY’ (Rome; 

June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 
(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 

~% j_t_’_a_ JY__-__c__u_ J_t__u__r__a__[_d_ j~_ J £ E La__£ y _~_o__[_~_f_~_r_~_r_~_ ~, R [ g 

Dear Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased to announce and bring to your attention our forthcoming International symposium and Young Leaders’ WeeMong Seminars, to be hosted by the ICD in 
partnership with other prestigious organizations. The inlormafion attached below provides further details on the programs provided at these events. We would be extremely 
grateful il this announcement could be shared with other interested parties by forwarding the information provided below. 
Sincerely, 
Mark Donfried 
& the ICD Team 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD} 
Kurf~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
vww~.cu It u r aid ip!~[~#cy~ rg 
into@cult u raldiplomacy.org 
See what the ICD is doin~./-Click Here 

Cultural Diplomacy, How it Operates Today? Click Here 

"Italian Cultural Diplomacy & North-South Relations within the EU" 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 2013) 
The Symposium ~s hosted by the Honorable Francesco RateiiL Pt~sident of the 

www.italy-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 
Italy’s vast a~isfis and sultural heritage has alk~wed the country to use Cultura~ D~plomasy Mghly effesfive~y as a foreign policy too~ since its uNfication in the Eighteenth 
Centuq. As one of the founding member states of the European Union, Italy has typically been a key mediator in political and economic negotiations regarding integration 
within Europe. ~t has been ca~ed upon once again to take on this role during the current state of severe economic and polNcN crises throughout the region. 
The Symposium on Cultural Dipbmacy in Italy will place emphasis on the ways ~n which the sount~¥ has d~recfly and indirectly used Cultural Diplemacy as a ton to improve 
its standing and relations w~th other countries, pa~icu~arly w~th regard to ~ts use of Cultura~ DiNomacy measures in past international negotiations, as wel~ as the potential for 
its utilization in the future as a possible means of improving the financiN state of the country= 
Padicular emphasis will be placed on the aM~ity N successful Cultural Diplomacy tactics to ameliorate relations between Northern and Southern Europe in order to overcome 
the current econemic and polifisa~ crisis, as well as on how Cultural Diplemacy ooukJ be used internally to alleviate the long=standing italian Nodh=South Divide. 
Symposium Locations 
Based in Rome, the Conference will be hosted at a number of impodan[ pNNcal, Mstofic, and cultuta~ locations across the c~[y, and will consist of excursions [o the county’s 
top institutions and landmarks. Featured locations during the ~)nference will include: the italian Parliament, the ~talian Foreign Minist~, The Dante Al~ghieri S )ciety the 
European Commission in Rome, the Coliseum, Sistine Chapel, and Vatican City, in addition to various foreign embassies and governmental institutions. 

Padidpation in the Conference is open to governmental & diplomatic officials, academics, adis[s, journalists, civil society practitioners, private sector representatives, human 
rights activists, historians, young prefess~onNs, and students, as well as other ~ndividuals interested ~n ~taly, Europe, international relations, global politics, and re~ated fields 
from across the world. 

Speakers during the Conference will inchJde leading d~gnitar~es, heads of state, ministe~;, pN~iic~ans, d~plomats, academics, authors, human rights activist, jeurnal~sts, 

authors, and ad~sts, as we~ as figures and expels from internafiona~ politics, economics, the cultural sector, diplomacy, and civil society and private sector representatives 

from around the world. These speakeB wi~ include a large number of individuals from the ~CD Adviso~ Board. To ~eam more about the ~CD Adviso5, Board, please click here. 

Speakers for the Symposium include: 

* Adele Chatfield Taylor - President and CEO, American Academy in Rome 

* AntoNo Paolucci - Director, Vatican Museum; Former MiNster N Culture 

* Alessandro Nas~ - Secretary General, Societ# Dante A~gMeri 

* Arab. Bruno Bottai - President, Sodet~ Dante Al~ghied 

* Emmanuele Emanuele - President, Fondazione Roma; PresMent, Fondazione Mediten’anea 

* The Hon. Francesco Rutell- Former Deput,¢ Prime Minister of ~tal,¢; Fermer Mayor of Reme 

* Franco Fratt~n~ - Former M~nister of Foreign Affai~; of Italy 

* G~ovanna NeMndr~ - PresMent, MA~I Museum; Former Minister of Culture of Italy 

* Giovanni Puglisi - Dean, ~ULM University; Italy; President, Italian Commission UNESCO 

* Naurizio Fio~lli - Deputy Genera~ Attorney, Italian State 

* Paolo Baratta - PresMent, the International Biennale, Venezia 

* Paolo Peluffo - SecretaN General, Nafiona~ Committee for the National Unity Celebrations 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplomacy in Suppo~ng National and Imemational Governance" 
(Ber~n, Bucharest, Reme, £6~3shingten D.C., New York City, Brussels, London; Ma,¢-duly 2013) 

~.i-s-c~.or# 
The Intemat~onN oymposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is ~he wodd’s leading and largest event in the ~ieM of Cultural Diplomacy. The oymposia 2013 wil~ include large-scale 

events exploring the Potential for CulturN DiNemacy in Supporting Nafienal and ~nternafiona~ Governance. The events w~ take Base ~n d~fferent cities threughout the months 

of Ma,¢ - July 2013. 

The follow~nq Events w~ll take place dudnq May - July 2013: 
Symposium on Cultura~ D~plomacy ~n Germany 

"How did BeNin became ~ Muldcultural Example? Berlin as a Case Study for Embracing German Cultural Plurality" 

(BeNn; May 19th - 22nd, 2013) 



vwv’w.kulturbr£=cken.de 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the Levant 
"Levan~ Cradle of Cultural Diplomacy: Rediscovering the Mediterranean" 
(Bucharest; May 23rd o 25th, 2013) 
www.l-e-v-a-n-t 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy & Human Rights 

(~erlin; M~y 27th - June ~st, 2013) 

v~.bhrc.de 

"The Appfica~on of Cultura~ Diplomacy h~ Fostering Relators withh~ ~e Asia Pacific" 
H~ld Parallel to the A~-Pacific W~eks Conference Berlin 2013 

(~erlin; June 07th - 09th, 2013) 
~.as~a-pac ffic-conference.org 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in Italy 
"italian Cultural Diplomacy & No~-South Rela#ons ~ithin the 

(Rome; June 12th - 14th, 
~.italy-cult u ra~diplomacy~on~eFence.o~g 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in A~ghanistan & Central Asia 
"Democracy, Development, ~nd Diplomacy in Afghanistan & Central Asia" 

(~e~lin; June 21st - 23rd, 
~.centralasia .orq 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the African Union 
"A#ican Perspec#ves: An African Vision [or Posi~ve Oew~iopments in Africa" 

(~er~n; June 26th - 28th, 2013) 
~.au-cu~t u rald~plomacv~onfer~nce.or~] 
Symposium on Cultural Diplomacy in the USA 
"The Use of Cuttural Diplomacy by US Foreign and Defense A~encies: An Interdiscip#nary Exploration of its importance, Successful Applications, & Best 

~Nashington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

. Symposium on Cultural D~p~omacy ~n the European Un~on 
"Cultural Diplomacy and the European Union: Promoting a European iden#ty Regienal[v ~nd Glebafly 
(Brussels; July 3rd - 5th, 2013) 

Symposium on Cu~tura~ D~p~omacy in the UK 
"Cultural Diplomacy ~roughout the Commen~e~lth of Na#ons: Intema#onal Co@oration across S# Continent" 
(London; Ju~y 10~h - 12th, 2013) 

~.u k-cultu rald~plomacy~onfe[ence.org 

Fo#hceming Conferences 
(~erl~n, Brussels, Washington DC. & New York C~ty; June-July, 2013) 

~Jcdwlf.or# 
The ICD Young Leade~" Fo[ums are ~ntemational ne#~o[ks o~ like-minded young individuals with an ~n~e[est 
Over the pBst decade, the ~CD Young Leade~’ Forums have g[own to become one of Europe’s ~Brgest independent cultura~ exchBage organizations, hosting progrBms that 
facilitate interBdion 8mon# young ~nd~v~dua~s of 811 cultural, academic, and pt~fess~ona~ backgrounds from 8cress the world. 

We are cu[renfiv accepfinq applications for the follow~nq conferences: 
Eu[ope Meets Ch~a: A Fo[um fo[ Young Leaders 

(~erlin, JuaeSth--£th, 2013) 
~Jcd-emc.orq 
Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Africa: A Forum for Young Lea~ers 

(Berli£; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 
~.~cd-africa.org 
The USA Meets Europe: A Fo[um fo[ Young Leaders 
(Washington D.C. & New York City; June 24th - 28th, 2013) 

~vJcd-usame.org 
The Europe ~eets Russia: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 

~ Jcd-emr.org 
Cu~tura~ Diplomacy ~n Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders 
(Brussels; Ju~y 3th - 7th, 2013) 

To apply, p~ease c~ick HERE 

What is Cultural Diplomacy? Click Here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Graduation 

Hi eunice, 

Everyone I know is booked right now. 

You might try these two our of towers. 

Best of luck 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 10:07 AM 

To: ~unc.edu> 
Subject: Graduation 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you have a recommendation for a photographer who might be available to take pictures at our graduation ceremony on Saturday Play 11 from 11.00pm-1.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:04 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Confirmation Reservation 

20130422135512414.pdf 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 2:00 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Confirmation Reservation 

Dear Eunice, 

Please check to see that the details of the confirmation reservation are correct. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 1:55 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 04.22.2013 13:55:12 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Pre-summer meeting. 

That works. 
See you then[ 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, 9:41 AM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject; RE: Pre-summer meeting. 

Dear 

How about on Thursday at 3.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

F~om: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Pre-summer meeting. 

2:25 AM 

tiello Pro£ Sahle, 

What time would you like me to come in tomom~w (Thur~tay) or Friday tbr a final meeting beii)re the holiday? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 1:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Seck 

~) 9-month salary is 

2) Work [Igbl. [xp, Date is: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 I:18 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Seck 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please send me the following information pertaining to Dr. Seck: 

1) Current Salary 
2) Work visa expiry date. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 1:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Seck 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 20:13 :t:22 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: RE: Seck 

Thanks ~a. 

One more detail: 

Original date of hire in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 20:13 :t:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Seck 

1) 9-mo~tl~ salar,/is 

2) Work ~?lgbl ~?xf). L"ate is: 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 20:t3 i::t8 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Seck 

Dear Tia, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please send me the following information pertaining to Dr. Seck: 

:t) Current Salary 
2) Work visa expiry date. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



May 8, 2013 
Con~ectCarolina Newsletter 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems beginning at 5:00pm on Friday, 

May 17, and ending at approximately 8:00pm on Saturday, May 18. 

Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .~.’.!~.[.~i:~ ~.[2~.~ ~. section of 

the project website. 



UNC 
COLLEGE OF 
A!~..TS & SCIENt;LS 

T bt .g. UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

I)EPAFkTMENT OF A~zRACAN 

AKRO-AMEIK[CAN STUDIES 

to9 BATTLB HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-339 

T 919.966.5496 

F 9~9.962.2694 

May 8, 20!3 

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN 

Dr. Mamarame Seek is currently employed as an assistant professor in the Department of 
African & Afro-American Studies at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and 
his annual salary is He has been a faculty member at the University since July 
1, 2008. 

The purpose of Dr. Seck’s trip to France is to explore collaborative research projects with 
Dr. Annie Rialland, a globally recognized scholar of Wo!of and to collect research and 
teaching material on Wolo£ In addition, he will be conducting interviews with 
Senegalese immigrants living there for a book project on Shaykh Bethio Thioune, a 
charismatic Senegalese Sufi cleric known for his popularity in Senegal and its Diasporas 
in France, Raly and the Urfited States. These interviews are crucial for the completion of 
Dr. Seck’s major book project titled, Constructing Religious Power, Authority, and 
Popularity through Charisma in Contemporary African Islamic Societies: the Example of 
Shaykh Bethio Thioune from Senegal. 

Dr. Seck’s visit to France is funded by the University of North Carolina at Chape! Hill. 
He will be returning to his ful!-time position at the University following his trip. 

Please feel free to contact me if you have any questions about Dr. Seck’s employment 
and research. 

~ahle, 

Chair, Department of African and Afro-American Studies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 3:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The course evaluation link 

Best, 

https://www,diqitalmeasures,com/Ioqin/unc/faculty 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:22 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Saturday and other matters 

~live.unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice, 

I will try to be there by 11:30, but my quick perusal of the doctoral hooding ceremony video leads me to think it will last about 2 hours, until noon. I would not t~el 

comtbrtable leaving early, and mn sorry I didn’t know about the AtAm ceremony earlier. If I’m not there on "time, would you mind standing in tbr me? I’m copying 

A,narachi on this, so that she’ll know of the scheduling conflict. I will come to the Stone Center directly following the hooding cere,nony. Please let ,ne know whether 

there will be a reception aftel-vvards. I can at least attend that if things mn too late. 

Bes~t wishes, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The Universi~ of Nofft~ Ca~:olina at Chapel Hill 
iifisher@email.unc, edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:58 PM 
To: Rutledge Fisher, R~becka 

Subject: Saturday and other matters 

Dear Rebecka, 

It is great to hear from you. 

In terms of Saturday, if you could be there by :tl.30am at the latest that would be excellent. You will introduce 
then inviting her to offer remarks. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

by offering brief commentary on her thesis work and 

From: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Sent: Monday, 5:05 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: graduation events 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you doing veu well at this busy time of year. I spoke with         today, and she passed on your kind invitation to this year’s gradualion 

ceremony. I’d be vely happy to be part of things. I do, however, have a small dilemma: I will be hooding a doctoral recipient at Saturday morning’s celebration at the 

Smith Center. That begins at 10 AM. Your ceremony begins at 11 AM, is that right? Do you have an idea of what time I would need to be there in order to honor 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The Universi~ of North Caacolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

SaNe, EuNce N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; 

RE: Saturday and other matters 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thank you, Eunice. 
you during the reception. 

if I can be there by 11:30, I certainly will! If not, rll appreciate Dr Janken standing in for me, and will see 

Best, 
RRF 

Rebecka Rntledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:43 PM 
To: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka; 
Subject: RE: Saturday and other matters 

Dear Rebecka, 

Thanks so much for your response. Because of all sorts of responsibilities on that day I will see if Professor Janken can introduce 

Coordinator. 

Yes, we will have a light lunch between :tZOOpm-:t.OOpm. Please join us. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

in his capacity as the Honors Thesis 

From: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:21 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: RE: Saturday and other matters 

Deal Eunice, 

I roll try to be there by 11:30, but my quick perusal of the doctoral hooding ceremow video leads me to tkink it will last about 2 hours, until noon. I would not feel 
comfortable leaving early, and am sorry I didn’t know about the AfAm ceremoW earlier. If I’m not there on time, would you mind s~nding in for me? I’m copying 

on this, so "that she’ll know oftbe ~beduling conflict. I will come to the Stone Center directly lbllowing the hooding ceremoW. Please let me know whether 
there will be a reception a£terwards. I can at least attend that if things run too late. 

Best wisbes, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University of Norlk Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher(~email.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:58 PM 
To: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Subject: Saturday and other matters 

Dear Rebecka, 

It is great to hear from you. 

In terms of Saturday, if you could be there by i:t.3Oam at the latest that would be excellent. You will introduce 
then inviting her to offer remarks. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

by offering brief commentary on her thesis work and 

From: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Sent: Monday,           5:05 PM 



To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: graduation events 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this note finds you doing very well at this busy time of year. I spoke with         today, mid she passed on your ldnd invitation to this yem"s graduation 

cerelnony. I’d be very happy to be pa:rt of things. I do, however, have a small dilemlna: I will be heeding a doctoral recipient at Saturday morning’s celebration at the 

Slnith Center. That begins at 10 AM. Your ceremony begins at 11 AM, is that right? Do you have an idea of what time I would need to be these in oifler to honor 

? 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, The Taste of The Times m~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 30508/a mes ~ Y 

.~iI ¢Ti .... Maya, 2013 J 

The Taste of "i’l,e Times 

Keep 3,ourself on the cutting edge of everything "style" 

with T, The New ~ork ~iimes Style Magazine. Current 

coverage include a parade of punk~ecked celebs at the recent 

Cusbm~e Instib~te Gala, the Hammer Museum’s upcoming 

retrospective on an important 2orb-century architect, the 

enduring influence of Delft poreelaim ethical fashiun pop-up 

buutiques that celebrate sustainable fashiom a series uf designer 

beach towels benefiting a range of charities> and an assemblage 

artist’s humage to Gbdiani-era New ~urk. And dun’t miss T mag’s 

next Travel issue~ publishing this Sunday, May ~2. 

Don’t ~iss on N’~imescom 

Arts Beat: Helen Mitten Is Not Amosed by Disvnpfive 

Drulnlners 

guc~ks Blog: Taefies for Sovfi~g Out Your Fiua~(’.iM Lit’e 

Media: "The Office" Gets an Extra ~5 Mitmtes to Say Goodbye 

~ VIIDEO: Alan Cummings of 

"Maebefl~" 

The actor plays Lady Macbeth in 

a seene from this new Broadway 

version of Shakespeare’s 

tragedy. 

~ AFTER ’FILE MET BALL~ 

PUNK GOES DO’WNTO$~.~2¢ 

THE AFTER-AFTER-PARTY 

OF THE MET COSTUME 

INSTITUTE GAI~ BRIMMED 

WITH STARS LETTING 

LOOSE IN THEIR FORMAL 

DUDS. 

¯ Real Estate: The Get-Into-School Card 

¯ Speda[ Section: The Tony Av~ ards 

Top 5 Viewed Features o~, NVr~ 
(Between May !, 2013 - May 7, 2013) 

L Israel Targe[ed h’anian Missiles in Syria Attack 

m Classmates of Bombing Suspect Charged 

3. Dzhokhar Tsarnaev’a Dark Side. Carefully Masked 

4. Path From "Soeial Buttev[ly" to Bos~(m Suspect’s Widow 

5. F.vidence of Cannibalism Fonnd at Jamestown Site 

~ VIDEO: RU PAUL 

REVEALED 

THE WORLD’S MOST 

FAMOUS DRAG QUEEN 

TALKS WITH THE TIMES~S 

MARCUS MABRY ABOUT 

GAY RIGHTS. 

JO~N THE 
CONVERSATION 

IVIEDITERRANt~ AN 

I)IET’S B i-~kIN ] 

A LARGE ~E~ 

STUDY CONFIRMS TIlE 

BENEFITS OF A DIET OF 

FISIt, POULTRY, 

VEGETABLES AND FRUIT, 

~’ITIt MINIMAL DAIRY 

FOODS AND ~T. 

~ JOIN THE CONVERSATION >> 

A daily e-mail newsletter on 
the business of technology, 



witi~ coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

Delivered befo[e the 

opening bell and a!ter the 

market close, the DealBook 
e-mail newslettel provides 
breaking news abod~ 

M&As, I P.Os, venture 

capital and more 

All things fashion from The 
New York Times, featuring 

the latest in news. ~ends 

and runway coverage 
from acciaimed critics and 
re po rte rs 

ABOUT THIS 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corrfs @Times newsletter. 

Manaqe Subscriptions I Unsubsc~ibe I Chanqe Your E-MailI Privacy Pohcy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTiR-~es corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

RE: Follow up ou Saturday 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for your nole. I’ll send a paragraph on          thesis later today or tomorrow. I have an exam 1o give today, as well as 
meetings that will mn until day’s end. Sorry rll need to be delayed in getting this to you. 

Hope all is well with you at this bu~" time! 

Thanks, and best wishes, 
Rebecka 

Rebecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 
Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 
Director of Graduate Studies in Comparative Literature 
The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
rrfisher@email.unc.edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:02 AM 
To: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 
Subject: Follow up on Saturday 

Dear Rebecka, 

Greetings and I hope you are having a great morning. 

In terms of Saturday, I would be grateful if you sent me :I or 2 paragraphs introducing 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

work. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <brucecairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 12:04 PM 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jones, Smnuel W <samuel_iones@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Nice to meet you 

Dear Dr. Stroman (Deborah): 

It was veD~ nice to meet you at the joint Carolina Black Caucus’ African and Afro-American Studies reception for the Chancellor and Provost this past week and to 

talk to you about a number of issues that are of vital importance to our s~mdents, s~al~; faculty and University. 

I mn extremely impressed with your approach and the breadth and depth of your involvement- I believe it is going to ta~e all ofthe~ strategies (with the neces~ry 

support) to make the progress that is so needed. 

I understand you have had a chance to talk with my outsIanding colleague, Professor Samuel Jone~ MD, who is the Director of the 21 bed Burn Intensive Care Unit 

and my senior pa~ner in the Bum Center. 

Samuel is the faculU advisor for the Caxolina Covenant pre-health society and has done rema~rkable work with a number of Carolina undergraduates. 

San~uel also is ve~ passionate about addressing a number of challenges that impact Carolina, including but not limited to the relatively low gmdualion rate of African- 

American undergraduate males at UNC. 

I know you roll enjoy getting to know mad working with Samuel on these issues. 

I am extremely enthusiastic about the futare and I look lbrward to supporting you, Smnuel, Eunice and others as we as an institution move tbrwaxd. You all are the 

best! 

I look fola~-ard to talldng with you again sometilne soon. Have a great summer! 

Bruce Ca~rns 

cell: 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhimse Distinguished Proi~ssor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Suvge~ 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surge .ry. School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7600 

Phone: (919) 966-8159 
Fax: (919) 843-6568 

For appointments, scbeduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn Wes~ 0mwes~med.unc.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 



Jacqueline E. Overton 

aka 

Jackie O. 

Jackie Overton hails originally from Hertford, a sleepy coastal town of about 2000 
people in northeastern North Carolina. She has a bachelor’s degree in Psychology 
with a minor in African American studies and a Master’s degree in Education and 
Counseling. She also has a Graduate Certificate in Nonprofit Leadership. 

In addition to her time here as a student, she has been a UNC employee for almost 
30 years. During her tenure at the University she has held several leadership roles, 
gaining a wealth of experience and knowledge that she freely shares with others. 
In her department, Public SatEU, she is in charge of the training and staff 
development for about 250 civilian employees. 

Jackie has been instrumentally involved in the Employee Forum almost since its 
inception in 1992. The Forum serves in an advisory capacity to the Chancellor 
all staff issues and concerns. There are 8300+ staff, ranging from housekeepers to 
administrators, representing over 250 departments on campus. 

While Vice Chair, she stepped up as Acting Chair in early 2010. Jackie brought to 
the role her years of leadership experience and her deep love and knoMedge of the 
Carolina campus. In June 2010, she was formally elected Chair and she is the first 
African American to hold that position. 

She takes great pride in what the Employee Forum represents, in its mission of 
looking out for the needs and concerns of employees who may not always have a 
voice nor the courage to stand up for what they believe is right and fair. She is 
passionate about making sure everyone is "heard" and works tirelessly to achieve 
these goals. 

Jackie has been part of the Carolina family for more than 35 years, and views all 
that is wrong with the University in the context of all that is right. And she has 
brought that perspective both to her job and to the Forum. 

Jackie’s trajectory on campus changed when Chancellor Thorp invited her to give 
remarks on Universil5r Day in 2011. She so eloquently addressed how integral the 
staff are to the successful running of UNC that she was invited to speak again at 
University Day in 2012. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Google Site 

Hi Prof. Sahle, 

I have figured it out. It’s simply a "Google site" that I’ll create and make private and send you the username and password for access as soon as I get the hang of it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kent, Adam S <akent@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 5:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Adj unct appointment paperwork 

Rucker.pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope that this finds you well. Attached is the paperwork that I need for you to sign for me to submit to the Dean’s Office for Waiters adjunct appointment. Can 

you please sign and either email it back to me or I can pick it up. Thanks in advance for all of your help. 

Adam 

Adam Kent 
Departmental Manager 

UNC Department of History 
CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3195 

919.962-2117 (Direct Line) 
(Mobile) 

919.962-1403 (Fax) 
:a___k~_r_~_t@__u__~_~__c:,__e__d__u 
IM: 
http://history.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:24 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Google Site 

Hi again, 

I think it would be useful still if you put me in touch with Claire. This would be to find out what template she used and any tech advice. 

Thanks! 

|=rein: ~live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, 5:15 PM 

To: "Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Google Site 

Hi Prof. SaNe, 

I have figured it out. It’s simply a "Google site" that I’ll create and make private and send you the username and password for access as soon as I get the hang of it. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

IRB <irb no reply@mailserv.unc.edn> 

Friday, 8:30 AM 

~livexmc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

IRB Expiration Notice - 12-0500 

This automated reminder is being provided as a conrtesy. It is yonr responsibili~ to ensnre that IRB approval is renewed before the expiration date. If you have already 

snbmitted renewal materials and the IRB review is underway, you can ignore this notice. If the expiration date passes before the renewal is fiflly approved, your study 

will slill expire and you roll still receive notice of expiration of IRB approval. 

TO: 

Global Studies 

FROM: Non-Biomedical IRB 

DATE: 

EXPIRATION DATE OF APPROVAL: 

RE: Notice of Expiration of IRB Approval 

STUDY #: 12-0500 

STUDY TITLE: Corporate Social Responsibility and Struggles tbr Justice: Aguinda v. Chevron Texaco in Ecuador 

IRB approval tbr the above-reI~renced study has expired. All research-related procedures mnst halt immediately, except where doing so would jeopard~e the welfare 

of the human subjects. In these cases the invesligator must reqnest in writing that currently enrolled subjects be allowed to continue to receive study treatment or 

intervention(s). Continning research activities in the absence of IRB approval is a violation of federal regulations and University, policy. 

If you have already sub~nitted materials for renewal of this study, that review process will continue. However, all research activiU must stop until the renewal has been 

approved. 

You may still apply for renewal of the study within three months of the expiration date. PLEASE NOTE: IRB applications are now online. Therefore, you should 

submit your renewnl online using the IRBIS system. Tiffs will require that you enter all the information from your most recently approved paper 
application into the o~fline application. The online application contains new questions, which will require extra time. 

If you wish to continue a study tbr which the approval has lapsed, you will be asked additional questions related to the lapse and study activities. 

CC: 

Eunice Sable, Afi’ican and Afio-Aanerican Studies 

IRB Informational Message ~ please do not use email REPLY to this address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, May 10, 2013 8:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ulum Fund 

Ulum fmad.xlsx 

Good morning Eunice 

Please see attached a detail ( by month) of the transaction on the Eti T. U[um Fund, from Jury 2012- ApM[ 2013. 

In resume, the expenses are: 

¯ Satary payment to Dr. Hildebrand’s Post Doc student 

¯ Fringe Benefits to 

Totat 

Please tet me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you, 

S o~-~ Co] o~-~ 

Public P~?~i~, Deodar?mere .. 962-4854 
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3225 

Description 

i MO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

iMO STU/OTHER NON T 
iMO STU/OTHER NON T 

Date 

31-Jul 

31-Aug 

28-Sep 

31-0ct 

30-Nov 

21-Dec 

31-Jan 

28-Feb 

28-Mar 

30-Apr 

D 

Eli T. Ulum Fund 

6-63153 

Transaction Description 

Total Salary paid 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 
i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

i SOCIAL SECU RITY 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iSOC SECUR- HOSP INS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

iCOMPOSITE BENEFITS 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

31-Jul 

31-Aug 

28-Sep 

31-0ct 

30-Nov 

21-Dec 

31-Jan 

28-Feb 

28-Mar 

30-Apr 

31-Jul 

31-Aug 

28-Sep 

31-0ct 

30-Nov 

21-Dec 

31-Jan 

28-Feb 

28-Mar 

30-Apr 

31-Jul iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 
31-Aug iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

28-Sep iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

31-0ct iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

30-NoviPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

21-DeciPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

31-Jan iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

28-Feb iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

28-Mar iPAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

30-Apr i PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 
31-Jul iSUM CORE DATA FEE 



E F 

1 

2 

3 Amount 2nd Rej~erence 

4 $166.68 MOIREG 

5 $166.68 M02 REG 

6 $166.68 M03 REG 

7 $166.68 M04 REG 

8 $166.68 MO5 REG 

9 $166.68 M06 REG 

10 $166.68 M07 REG 

11 $166.68 M08 REG 

12 $166.68 M09 REG 

13 $166.68 MIO REG 

14 $I,666.80 

15 

16 $10.34 MOIREG 

17 $10.34 M02 REG 

18 $10.34 M03 REG 

19 $10.33 M04 REG 

20 $10.34 MO5 REG 

21 $10.33 M06 REG 

22 $10.34 M07 REG 

23 $10.34 M08 REG 

24 $10.34 M09 REG 

25 $10.34 MIOREG 

26 $2.42 MOIREG 

27 $2.42 M02 REG 

28 $2.42 M03 REG 

29 $2.42 M04 REG 

30 $2.42 MO5 REG 

31 $2.42 M06 REG 

32 $2.42 M07 REG 

33 $2.42 M08 REG 

34 $2.42 M09 REG 

35 $2.42 MIO REG 

36 $0.58 MOIREG 

37 $0.58 M02 REG 

38 $0.58 M03 REG 

39 $0.58 M04 REG 

40 $0.58 MO5 REG 

41 $0.58 M06 REG 

42 $0.58 M07 REG 

43 $0.58 M08 REG 

44 $0.58 M09 REG 

45 $0.58 MIO REG 

46 $0.90 MOIREG 



47 
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5O 
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53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
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59 
60 
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67 

A 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3225 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 
3914 

B 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

C 

31-Aug iSUM 

28-SepiSUM 
31-OctiSUM 

30-NoviSUM 

21-DeciSUM 

31-Jan iSUM 

D 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

CORE DATA FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

PARK TRANSIT FEE 

Total Fringe Benefits 

i CORE DATA SERVICES 

iCORE DATA SERVICES 28-Feb iSUM 

iCORE DATA SERVICES 28-MariSUM 

iTRANSIT FEE 31-Jan iSUM 

iTRANSIT FEE 28-MariSUM 

iTRANSIT FEE 30-Apr iSUM 

Grand total 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

E 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

$0.90 

S0.40 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

So.4o 

$145.48 

$1,812.28 

M02 REG 

M03 REG 

M04 REG 

M05 REG 

M06 REG 

M07 REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

M01 REG 

M02 REG 

M03 REG 

M04 REG 

M05 REG 

M06 REG 

MOT REG 

M08 REG 

M09 REG 

MIO REG 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <arsys@vemedy05.isis.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10~ 2013 10:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Ticket 2528021 Follow-up Response 

Dear Customer : 

Thank you for contacting us about the issue you reported on 05/09/13. A summary 
of your request is shown belo~v. 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that ~vill provide feedback on your experience with the OASIS Computing Specialists group 

http://www.unc.eduiar-bin/sur~ev follo~wappl?ticket 2528021 

*************** Suranaary of Request *************** 

ADDRF~SSED BY: James (ajmchale) 
STATUS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST 5,2kME~: eunice 
LAST NA’vIE: sahle 
LOCATION: 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
EMAIL ADDRESS: eunice@email.unc.edu 
PItONE: (919) 962-2341 
DEPAR’ISVK~NT: african & african-amer studies 
’KICKET NUMBER: 2528021 
SttORT DESCRIPTION: Deployment New Laptop 

CCI Deploy AFAM 
***************** Rnd of Summary ***************** 

If you have additional questions or cotranents, please contact 

Rob N0el 
(919) 843-7071 

rob@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 1:19 PM 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Jones, Samuel W <samuel~ones@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Nice to meet you 

Hi Dr. Cairns. Thank you so much for your kind note. I really enjoyed chatting with you (and hearing you in action at the last spirited Faculty Council meeting). I will definitely follow 

up with you to continue our dialogue this summer. IMHO, Carolina is at a crossroad and we all need to step up to make sure that goodness prevails. 

I also look forward to meeting Dr. Jones and learning more of his background and life journey. He certainly speaks very highly of you. ;) 

Have a blessed weekend! 

debby 

Do Good. 
Deborah L, Stroman, Ph,D. CLU 
En~o’uge, Explore, Empower, 
9:19,843.0336 

From: "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu> 

Date: Thu, 9 May 2013 ~2:03:34 -0400 

To: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Jones, Samuel W" <samuel jones@med.unc.edu>, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu>, "Kiel, David" <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Nice to meet you 

Dear Dr. Stroman (Deborah): 

It was very nice to meet you at the joint Carolina Black Caucus/African and Afro-American Studies reception for the Chancellor and Provost this past week and to talk to you about 

a number of issues that are of vital importance to our students, staff, faculty and University: 

I am extremely impressed with your approach and the breadth and depth of your involvement- I believe it is going to take all of these strategies (with the necessary support) to 

make the progress that is so needed. 

I understand you have had a chance to talk with my outstanding colleague, Professor Samuel Jones, MD, who is the Director of the 21 bed Burn Intensive Care Unit and my senior 

partner in the Burn Center. 

Samuel is the faculty advisor for the Carolina Covenant pre-health society and has done remarkable work with a number of Carolina undergraduates. 

Samuel also is very passionate about addressing a number of challenges that impact Carolina, including but not limited to the relatively low graduation rate of African-American 

undergraduate males at UNC. 

I know you will enjoy getting to know and working with Samuel on these issues. 

I am extremely enthusiastic about the future and I look forward to supporting you, Samuel, Eunice and others as we as an institution move forward. You all are the best! 

I look forward to talking with you again sometime soon. Have a great summer! 

Bruce Cairns 

ceil: 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

~Oi Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7600 

Phone: (9~9) 966-8159 

Fax: (919) 843-6568 

For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (Imwest@med.unc.edq) 

Administrative Coordinator 



Wendell McCain ’92, economics and Morehead-Cain Scholar, is a Founder at Onset Capital 

Partners, where currently serves as the CEO. He was also a Founding Partner at Parish Capital 

Advisors, LLP. Wendell has spent the last ten years focused on alternative asset classes and has 

also experienced the private equity business from the perspective of advisor, direct investor, 

and limited partner. Prior to this, he served as a Vice President at BancBoston Ventures, worked 

at Oppenheimer, J.P. Morgan, and began his career at Lazard Freres. He received an M.B.A. 

from Northwestern University’s Kellogg School, where he was a Toigo Fellow and in 2005 he 

was named an Eisenhower Fellow. Wendell has agreed to establish an expendable discretionary 

fund in the Department of African and Afro-American Studies. He currently serves on the UNC 

Law School Center for Civil Rights Advisory Board, the Smithsonian’s National Museum of 

African Art Board and the NC Nature Conservancy Board. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mumby, Dennis K <mumb>~@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:55 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

Re: Follow up 

Hi Em~ice, 
Tried to call you on your cell number but the voicemail is full and I could not leave a message. If you’d like to chat I can be reached at 
Best, 
Dennis 

On May 10, 2013, at 10:11 AIVl, "Sahle, Eunice N" <em~ice@email uric edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Dennis, 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> Can we touch base over the phone? You can reach me at 919-962-2341 or 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Mumby, Dennis K 
> Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:24 AM 
> Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
> SubJect: Joseph Megel cuurse buyout 
> 

> }Ii Eunice, 
> I checked with Terry Rhodes regarding course buyout rates between departments, and she indicated that the rate per course is $15,000 plus benefits. If you luok on p. 129 ufthe (;hairs 
manual you will see a table with the various buyout rates. I’m surry that this is inure than you bargained :[’or. If you want to chat abuut this further let me l,muw. 
> Best, 
> Dennis 
> 

> 

> 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 2:45 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: Report i ) 

Good afternoon, Eunice. I hope you’re well and thanks for the message. Ok, I’ll send you that info on Monday!-- Tammy 

From= SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, I0:05 AM 
To= 
C:c= Hildebrand, Reginald 

Subject: Report ( ) 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you sent me a summary (:t-2 paragraphs) of your research, professional conferences and teaching activities for the academic year. For the 
report to the donor, I wrote a report based on materials on your research provided by Dr. Hildebrand. 

The department has supported your fellowship through a private gift and I need to support a report to the donor for this academic year as soon as possible. Thus, please send 
a summary of your activities as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, May 11, 2013 4:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Letters 

Monsignor Th~xcisse Tshibangu.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

I missed the graduation ceremony- last year, since I ~vas attending a Mo Ibrahim Foundation meeting in Accra The one I attended today ~vas the best compared to all previous ones. You and 
the organizing con~aittee deserve all the credit for this Healty congratulations! 

As I pointed out in our brief conversation at the Stone Center, I urgently need two letters tlcom you The first is to be addressed to me, with the terms of reference on ~vhat I am supposed to 
do in Durban between June 23 and 27, who I am supposed to meet with, and what is expected from this visit The letter is indispensable not only as a roadmap for me, but also and more 
importantly, for my application for a South African visa You should also indicate that I am supposed to take students there next year, ~vith the hope that the South Atlcicans might be willing 
to give me a longer-term visa. 

The second letter is also ~2~r visa purpuses It is requested by Monsignor Tharcisse Tshibangu, the Bishup Emeritus uf 2/Ibuji-Mayi and one of the leading scholars in the DRC Roman 
Cathulic Church I have prepared a draft for your use, which is enclosed. ~Ilae letter should be sent directly to him and to the 2,merican Embassy in Kinshasa by email as ~2~lluws: 

Munsignor Tharcisse Tshibangu [             @yahou fr] 
Consular Sectiun, American Embassy Kinshasa [AEKinshasaConsular@state guy] 

See yuu Friday. N{y A[~RI 101-001 class meets between 11:30 am and 1:00 pm. 

Best regards, 

Geurges 

Georges Nznngula-Ntalaj a 
Professor ufAfrican Studies 
Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May 12, 2013 6:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Watts 

Hi Enice, 

Kia suggested that we publish Watts’ talk from yesterday in the newsletter. If you agree, would you please asked him to submit it for publication? 

Thanks and star~ that Yoga, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clemens, J. Christopher <clemens@physics.unc.edu> 

Sunday, May :12, 20:13:10:33 AM 

CLP :13 <clp_:13@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE:[clp_:13] May meeting of the CLP 

One more thing, i did not edit the final version of this document, 
personal data and 1" request you not share it in this form with anyone be~lond the immediate group. 

Chris 

J. Christopher Clemens 

Chair 

Department of Physics and Astronomy 

Phillips Hall - CB# 3255 

Chapel Hill, NC27599 

Phone: (919) 962-2079 

Website : www. physics, uric. edu 

. This means the last slide deck 1" sent contains 

From: Clemens, J. Christopher [clemens@physics.unc.edu] 

Sent; Sunday, May 12, 2013 10:24 AM 
To-" CLP 13 
Subject; RE:[clp_13] May meeting of the CLP 

This is the final summary document of my discussions with Mike Crimmins before becoming chair. The first few pages summarize the state of our conversation, while the 
remainder (after 6) capture a summary of the things we discussed. 

Chris 

J. Christopher Clemens 

Chair 

Department of Physics and Astronomy 

Phillips Hall - CB# 3255 

Chapel Hill, NC27599 

Phone: (919) 962-2079 

Website : www. physics, uric. edu 

From: Balthrop, Bill [vwb@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:37 AM 
To-" CLP 13 
Subject; [clp_13] May meeting of the CLP 

Hey, 

I hope you are enjoying spring (and all of the pollen that it is generating!). We’ve heard back frown you about the additional meeling and there is great interest in having 
it. So, we’ve gone with the results of the Doodle poll and picked the date when the greatest number can attend, ruth apologies to those of you for whom this date 

doesn’t work. 

So, mark May 8 on your calendars. We roll meet as usual in the Fellows Room at 5:30 and Diane roll provide sustenance and libations. David and I roll send out 
another email in the coming week with an agenda. 

We’re looking [brward to seeing you aJl again and a~e hoping lbr an unevem[’ul end to this semester. 

B~2lthrop 

You a~e currently subscribed to c1~13 as: clemens~phvsics.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.edu/u?i~53262382.116d60c0t2aff70e76cd68ffel184591&n T&I clp 13&o 33003467 

(It may be neces~ry m cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ema~l to leave- 33003467- 53262382.116d60c0t2attT0e76cd68ffe I 184591 ~b~listserv.unc.edu 

You axe currently subscribed to clp 13 as: clemens(~physics.unc.edu. 



T~unsubscr~bec~ickhere:http://~ists.unc.edu/u?i&53262382.~6d6~c~2af~7~e76cd6~E~8459~&n T&I clp 13&o 33103711 

(It mW be neces~r3, m cut aM paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33103711-53262382.116d60c0£2afiT0e76cd68ffe 1184591,@]istserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to clp_13 as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id=53262397.22efc4e6e27ef:lf6a77f9a3293bcf3a6&n=T&l=clp 13&o=331037:15 

{It may be necessary to cut and paste the above kirk if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33103715-53262397.22efc4e6e27eflf6a77f9a3293bcf3a6@listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 8:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Water Theme Snmmer 2013 Commitment List Reminder 

Dr. Sable, 

Thanks for the quick reply. FII make a note of your interest in this proiect and check back with you periodically to see how this is progressing. Will you be around 

campus this summer? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat: Friday, May :10, 2053 4:59 PM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer 20:13 Commitment List Reminder 

Dear Stephen, 

Thanks for your email. 

I will work on theme 2 in consultation with colleagues I work with in the Study Abroad Program. For your information, I (in collaboration with the School of Medicine, African 
Studies Center and the Study Abroad Program) am in the process of developing a summer Study Abroad Program in Malawi and plan to incorporate a water and 
environmental health in the curriculum. 

Best wishes and have a great summer, 
Eunice 

From= Barber, Stephen 
Sent= Friday, May :10, 20:13 4:52 PM 
To= Bar=ram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Claridad, Nathaniel Perdigon; Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Ed Kerwin; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, Tan 
Bebvon Kuwait; Parker, Ca=e; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; SaNe, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie lvlei; Seagle, Carol Ann; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; 
Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject= Water Theme Summer 20:13 Commitment List Reminder 

All, 

As was discussed during our last meeting, we are requesting that each of you agree to be responsible for some sort of initiative in the name of the theme over the 

summer. This will enable us to maintain our positive momentum and head into the fall semester without missing a beat. If you have already responded, feel free 

to ignore this message but in the event that you have not, please do so as soon as possible so that I can make a note to follow-up with you over the next few 

months in terms of progress. In the event that finding an activity to lead presents some problems, we have decided to offer four distinct options so that everyone 

is accounted for: 

1) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to consult with Facilities and Maintenance about installation of campus water bottle refilling 

stations 

2) Devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues 

3) Developing and implementing strategies for improved Water Theme communications across a variety of platforms 

4) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to plan and execute Water Theme events during Week of Welcome 

Again, if you have not yet responded, we would like for you to do so as soon as possible, ideally by the end of next week. If there are questions, please let either 

myself or Jamie and Terry know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen 6. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

1919}962-:~019 (office} 

[mobile} 

_s_@__a__r___b__e__r___@___e___m___a__!!_._~__n___c__.__e___a___u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 13, 2013 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: 

Hi Eunice, 
Thanks. 
Sounds good about Watts. 
Will likely be on campus Wed. Hopefully by then I will hear about the extra money. 
Take care and see you soon, 
Margaret 

This is the trip I really needed. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, May 12, 20:13 12:1:1 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: 

No worries Margaret! 

On May 11, 2013, at 9:16 PM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@ema~,l.unc.edu> wrote: 

WOW! I meant proud of your leadership. I am still obviously having a challenge with the news I shared with you. 

Still have not been able to make the call. Thanks so much for your support! 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Khalilah Boone @gmail.com~ 

Monday, May 13, 2013 12:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Independent Completion of certificate in AfiJcan Studies? 

Hi Professor Sable 

My name is Khalilah Boone. I graduated mfl~ an MFA in creative writing from Virginia Tech in May; 2012 and I am interested in earning the graduate certificate in 
African ffmdies. My creative writing projects often focus on historical African and contemporary African Diaspora communities. I wanted to earn fl~e certificate offered 

by Virginia Tech while I was there however I became a mother and that consumed my time in a way that made it impossiNe for me to earn any additional ceNficates. 

I know that the graduate certi~cate at UNC is tbr those who are currently enrolled in other graduate programs, do you however allow those with graduate degrees 

already to complete the certificate independently? 

I look forward to comnmnicating with you via fl~is email or phone at 

Thank you in advance for considering my inqui~y. 

Sincerely, 

Khalilah Boone, MFA- Virginia Tech 2012 

Writer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 3:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emai|.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FW: PTCS ~ Course Evaluation 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

I hope the summer is treating you both well!! 

Given that you are entrusting me with your students this summer, I thouclht you miclht like to have a look at my most recent teaching evaluations, which are from my 
appointment this semester as instructor of record for MUSC                     through the Friday Center. rm quite proud of what my students had to say about my 
work this semester, and I will be working to improve in those areas where students expressed dissatisfaction. 

The techniques T learned in the Future Faculty Fellowship Program this week were very helpful, and I’ve been restructuring my syllabus to more effectively include the 
techniques and ideas we focused on including active learning and outcome-oriented course design, rll also go ahead and send you both front section of my syllabus that 
articulates my learning objectives, outcome goals, and course organization (I’m going to spend this week reworking the specifics of the day-to-day schedule). I just want to be 
sure the department is on board with what I have planned, because while T certainly appreciate the trust and freedom to build my course plan, I want to be sure it still makes 
sense as part of the department’s overall curricular goals for students. 

I sincerely appreciate the opportunity to teach for your department, and this class is going to be great! 

All best, 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent= Friday 2:09 PM 
To= ~ 
Co= Katz, Nark 
Subject= PTCS Spring Course Evaluation 

Dear 

Please find you course evaluation for MUSC :M5 below. I’m also forwarding a copy to your department chair via this email. 

Thank you for your service to our program. If you have questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #:1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-:1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 9:19-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

http~//fridaycenter.unc.edu[cp/cs 

~Connect with us 

UNC43ha~el Hill Course Evaluation Report 
Term: 

Course/Section: M US(: 







UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

CAROLINA 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual leaching a course af UNC-Chapel Hill 

~ho will be fhe Insfrucfor of Record and/or ~ho will be awardin~ grades is required fo have beforehand an appropriafe 

faculty appoinfmenf in an apEropriafe academic unif. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: Tim McMillan 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: African & Afro-American Studies 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: Adj Assistant Professor 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching an existing 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching a new course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching the 

same course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching a new 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Carolina Courses On-line 

{ FO[~dCHECKBOX } Self-paced Courses 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Part-time Classroom studies 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Outreach Instruction to 

Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: AAAD 101 

Rank Begin Date: 07/01/2013 Rank End Date: 06/30/2013 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

per course 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 

Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 
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KB 

OX 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Date: 

Signature of Department Representative Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Kristi Kremer via e-mail or campus mail: 

Kristi Kremer 

Email address: kreraerk@email.unc.edu 

Phone: 919-843-8684 

***Remember to keep a copy for your records 

Attn: Kristi Kremer 

The Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB 1020 UNC-CH 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Jmaken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

Syllabus t?ont material 

WellsAFAM SyllabusDrafl2- Front Matter.docx 

Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 

As promised in my earlier e-mail, I wanted to send you both the latest draft of the first chunk of my syllabus, which outlines the course objectives, organization, and materials. 
I’m sending this mostly to make sure it seems like a solid and valid way to structure the course. I’m choosing to leverage the compressed summer schedule do something a 
little different than going day-by-day through the linear history. Instead, I’m breaking the chronology into four larger units and spending each week with them approaching the 
material from different perspectives. I think this will help them learn a significant breadth of material while getting some more focused practice on different types of analysis 
and thinking. 

I’m currently retooling the assignments, grading policy, and schedule to re-align the content with my learning objectives and to integrate visits to the Ackland Art Museum and 
Southern Historical Collection (rm currently in contact with the staff at these units, and we’re developing projects for the class.) At this point, I’m planning for their final 
paper!project to come out of their work at the SHC, because I’ve learned that in summer sessions, the students often fair better with smaller, more focused assignments than 
with having to do an open-ended research paper on a compressed schedule. 

So, please find the first section of the syllabus attached. I would love to know what you think if you have time to offer me some feedback. A complete draft should follow later 
this week or early next week. 

All best, 



AFAM 102: The Black Experience Since 1865 

Summer Session II - 2013, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Instructor: @email.unc.edu 

Class Meetings: MTWRF, 1:15pm 

Course Objectives: This course will introduce students to some of the diverse 
experiences of African Americans as they have shaped and responded to shifting 
sociocultural, political, and economic circumstances over the past 150 years. By the 
end of this course, you will be able to: 

-Explain how African Americans’ expressive output responded to shifting 
conditions and produced social change. 

-Identify the key issues precipitating philosophical and practical debates 

and disagreements amongst African American thinkers. 

-Evaluate the merits and flaws of conflicting perspectives and strategies. 

-Assess the effectiveness of diverse ideas and tactics in creating positive 
change. 

-Create and present new knowledge about the black experience through 
archival and experiential research. 

Course Organization: As an introductory course in the field of African American 

Studies, this course reflects the field’s interdisciplinary nature. Rather than a purely 

linear survey that covers a few years each day, the course is divided into four units 
each covering between 20 and 50 years. Within these units, each day will have a 

different topical and methodological focus as we learn to approach this subject 

matter from multiple angles. 

1) History and Geography: We will open each unit by discussing landmark 
historical events and how shifting political and economic conditions 
created population shifts and the formation of new communities in new 
spaces. 

2) Thoughts and Ideas: These class sessions will focus on philosophical and 
political theories advanced by important African American thinkers. We 
will focus on reading a few perspectives in close detail to grasp significant 
debates and developments. 

3) Movements and Institutions: African Americans have often responded 
to crises and pushed for equality through building social and political 
movements and creating their own institutions. As such, here we will 
focus on the practical steps African Americans have taken to organize 
collectively for mutual aid. 

4) Arts and Culture: lust as it is expressed in non-fiction prose, the black 
experience has also found voice in literature, film, music, and drama. 



These classes will focus on the black experience as expressed in African 

American artists’ diverse creative output. 
Gender and Sexuality: These sessions will foreground intersections 

between race, gender, and sexuality and will turn a particular focus to 
black women’s experiences as well as queer perspectives. 

Course Text: 

Marable, Manning and Leith Mullins, eds. Let No One Turn Us Around: An 
African American Anthology. 2nd Ed. Lanham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield, 
2009. 

This book is an anthology of primary source readings with a variety of documents 
authored by important African American thinkers, politicians, activists, 

organizations, and artists, By using this text, we will base our understanding of the 

black experience on the voices of those who have lived and created it, We will use 
our class meetings to connect, contextualize, and synthesize these texts, On certain 
days, I will divide up the readings amongst the class and expect you to give clear 

presentations about your assigned material to your classmates, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesdas. 8:45 AM 

@email.unc.edu% SaJ~le, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Syllabus front material 

Painter- Creating Black Americans for NY Post- finaLpdf 

Dear 

Your front matter is orgauized. I like i~.. And I like flue way you cat~’e up each sectiou into five co,~stituert~ pat~s, so students will ~e chauge over time i*~ a vadeff of 

areas. 

exclusively {]>m prima3 documents. I dmak a synthelic mx~ will help stu&nts both m~der4and d,e hisloW aud work t~,eir wa3 thmug[l pfima~3 documents. I have 

Ndl Painter’s (7r~atbg BlackAme~qcat~.~’. which comNt~es bisl~T and art ~istoU dlbctivdy~ I fldnk. Fm al~hing a review ] wrote of it tk~r the New Yo~k Post. 

(Your eyes are~a’t &ceivmg yo~ I wrote a {~w reviews lbr MuNoch’s ~ in d~e mon d~s ].~fi)m it di:~o~Nm~cd its [~)ok review page.) 

A :~cond rese~,atio~a concerns fl~e an~ho]og3 itseK I like it, aud I’ve used it m a co~e on imcllect~a~d hisl~W with varyi~N &g~ves of success. The main iss~e I have 

w~ g is ~ts pm~tatJon of the docmnents. The small type and r~a~row m~gins are, to me, ~lmr~vitmg. The last time I ~tug]g AFAM    , I a~d Cuff m,d 

edited by Gates & Bmtom Them is some overlap with Lel Nobo@ f?¢m Us" A~’o~& N~t it has its own empKises tMt may not tit your approach t~:~ the course. 

The a~e obits atio~s a~e j u~t that obsers ations. [ ’m ~ot ruing to kdl you ho~ t~:~ teach or wha texts to use. Fm just otlb~ing ~,)me of my ex~ier, ces m teaching 

this course, which Fm sme a~e diltbmnt tiom other lblks ~ho b~ve taught it. [fyo~Fd like t~:~ talk N,ther abo~t the class m~d how it may be difl~re~t i~ the summe~ 

cMl me to set a time 

Kenneth 

Kennetl~ R..la~ken 

F’roli:ssor of A~o- A~nericau Studies 

Depam~en[ of AJ~cm, and A[?o- Amedc~m St~dJes 

109 Baltle t ]all CB/~ 3395 

LJ~fis,e~it>’ ,)f N~rth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 
C ick ~ a a 1 n c br aib n at o a at> ~ut my publicatkms: 

h~://wusv.nnmss.edu/umpres~’titleirayfoN- w-log~- m~d- d~emma- ~icm> america>intellec~l 

hRp:/iuncpress.uuc.edu/k~o~/T- 8059.Nml 

hRp://undpress.nd.eduibooldP00780 

htlp:i/undpress,ud,ed~’b( 

Sent: Monday            S:06 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Syllabus front material 
Dear Eunice and Kenneth, 
As promged in mg earlier e-mail, I wanMd M send you both the laMst draR of the first chunk of my syllabus, which outlines the course objectives, organization, and maMrials. 
rm sendin~ this mostly to make sure it seems ~ke a solid and valid ~ag to structure the course, rm choosin~ M leverage the compressed summer schedule do somethin~ a 
li~le different than ~oin~ day-by-day through the linear histow. Instead, rm breakino the chronology into four lar~er uni~ and spendin~ each week with them approachin~ the 
material from different perspectives. I think this will help them learn a significant breadth 
and tNnk~n~. 
rm currently retoolin~ the assNnmenN, ~rad~n~ policy, and schedule to re-alNn the content w~th my learNn~ objectives and to inMoraM vgits to the Ackland A~ Museum and 
Southern Historical Collection (rm currently in contact with the staff at these units, and we’re develoNn~ projecN for the class.) At this point, rm plannin~ for their final 
paper/project to come out of their work at the SHC, because I’ve learned that in summer sessions, the studenN ogen fair beget with smaller, more focused assi~nmenN than 
with hav~n~ ~ do an open-ended research paper on a compressed schedule. 
So, please find the first section 
this week or early next week. 
All best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Ishna <ishna.hall@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 6:10 PM 

Jensen, Kris <krijense@email.unc.edu>; Manuel, Ronda Jae <ronda manuel@med.unc.edtr~; Smith, Scott Edwards 

<scotlsmith@unc.edu>; Kennedy, ShaJmon <shannon.kennedy@unc.edu>; Jung, Shontel <ShontelJung@unc.edu>; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

<ha~lyn@unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Contact report for Wendell Alan McCain (AFAM) 

Contact Reoort for Wendell Alan McCain 

UNCID 

Preferred City/State: Chapel Hill, NC 

Prospect Manager: HALL, I 

Contact Date: 5/11/2013 

Development Officer: HALL, I 

Activity Type: CV 

WM was honored at AFAM graduation w/dept.’s visionary award. He 

spoke abt his comm. to the dept and belief in faculty and students. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~aJ~gelica.com 

Grade Trouble ruth Africma American Studies Class 

My name is              , and this past sDrin~ semester I was enrolled in the African American Studies                   ruth Bereket Selassie. After the 

grade was released on the last day, Friday,.          I immediately noticed discrepancy in the final letter grade. I tried to contact Professor Selassie becanse I have 

questions in regai~ts to the final outcome, however, he has not responded. I did contact my advisor and she advised me to reach out to you. I would really like to meet 

as soon as possible to talk about "this issne. Thank yon for your time a~d consideration. 

My number is t~el free to call me anytime or email me back at @live.unc.edu 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:07 AM 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@emml.unc.edu’~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Lee, Maxgaxet Carol <leemc@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: China project 

Good morrfing Chris 

I hope all is well with you, 

Please, use account for the funds tra~sfer, or if Vou waist to make a "Gift to Gift" transfer. 

7h~H~k ~’.:)u at~d have a n~ce da~’, 

Sot~ia 

919-962-.4854 

F~m~ Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 14, 2013 9:21 PN 

To~ NcGowan, John 

¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Neinecke, Chris; Colon, Sonia 
Subjeet~ RE: CNna project 

Dear John, 
Thank you so much for your contribution to the project. It is 9reatly appreciated[ I will k~ep you informed about the project. 

All my best, 

Margaret 

From: McGowan, John 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:48 AM 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

~¢: SaNe, Eunice N; Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: RE: China project 

Dear Margaret: 

The IAH can contribute $750 from its Incubator Fund toward this project. You can access the money by contacting Chris Meinecke, Business Manage of the IAH, whom I have 
copied on this email. It’s great work, and I look forward to hearing about your progress as you move forward with the project. 

All the best, 

John 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2023 8:04 AM 

To: McGowan, John 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: China project 

Dear John, 
I am taking a page out of what you taught me -- pass the hat (smile). Unfortunately I have not be able to raise all the funds i need for my forthcoming trip to China. Hence i 
am writing to see if the IAH has any matching funds to contribute to the project. This project is extremely important and will culminate in a major China-Africa conference in 
September 2015. As you will read in the attached document, this is a collaborative project with the UNC Medical School, the Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies, and the African Studies Center. We are also looking for other sponsors, so please let me know if the IAH might be interested in being a sponsor. 
Thanks for your attention to this matter and I will see you at lunch on Friday. 
All my best, 
Margaret 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:18 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: China project 

Good morning Sofia, 

Thanks so much. I will be in today to get the form for my research assistant to fill out. You have been so great in the process and I sincerely appreciate all your support. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:06 AM 

To: Meinecke, Chris 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: China project 

Good morrfing Chris 

I hope atl is well with you. 

Please, use account for the funds tra~sfer, or if you waist to make a "Gift to Gift" transfer. 

i’~q~Hlk y.:)u at~d have a n~ce da~’, 

Set, in 

919-962-4854 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent; Tuesday, Nay 14, 2013 9:21 PN 

To= NcGowan, John 
C~= SaNe, Eunice N; Ne~necke, Chris; Colon, Sonia 
Subject= RE: CNna project 

Dear John, 
Thank you so much for your contribution to the project. It is greaUy appreciated[ I will keep you informed about the project. 
All my best, 
Margaret 

From: McGowan, John 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: RE: China project 

Dear Margaret: 

The IAH can contribute $750 from it~ Incubator Fund toward this project. You can access the money by contacting Chris Meinecke, Business Manage of the IAH, whom I have 
copied on this email. It’s great work, and I look forward to hearing about your progress as you move forward with the project. 

All the best, 

John 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 8:04 AM 

To: McGowan, John 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: China project 

Dear John, 
i am taking a page out of what you taught me -- pass the hat (smile). Unfortunately I have not be able to raise all the funds I need for my forthcoming trip to China. Hence I 
am writing to see if the IAH has any matching funds to contribute to the project This project is extremely important and will culminate in a major China-Africa conference in 
September 2015. As you will read in the attached document, this is a collaborative project with the UNC Medical School, the Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies, and the African Studies Center. We are also looking for other sponsors, so please let me know if the IAH might be interested in being a sponsor. 
Thanks for your attention to this matter and I will see you at lunch on Friday. 
All my best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: - Student in AFRI 

Dear Eunice, 
I just emailed and gave her my cell phone number asking her to contact me immediately. 
T expect the matter will be resolved satisfactorily thereafter. 

Regards, 
Bereket 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:4:t AM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject - Student in AFRI 

Dear Bereket, 

I hope you are doing well. 

After contacting her academic advisor at the Demo’s oIfice, 

you. Please respond to her. 

, a student in your has conducted me about emails she has sent to 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 2:45 PM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

[asddd] IntbPorte User Access Request 

Infoporte- User-Access- Request.docx 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors and Chairs with a copy to the administrative managers. 

To request user access to InfoPorte, please complete the attached user access form and submit it with signatures to Lachonya Williams at lachonya@t,nc.edu or014 

Howell Hall, Campus Box 3056. For your convenience, the form is located on the intranet (collegeintranet.web.unc.edu) under Dean’s Office and University Forms. 

Thank you, 

Lachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Associate Director of Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 

14 Ho~vell Hall, CB# 3056 

(o) 919-962-6217 

(m) 
(f) 919-843-3531 

La___c_]~__c_~__n_.~_a___(_~_~_~__c_:__e___d___u_ 
For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via _D____e__a___n_~__s____O___f__f!__c__e_____R___e___m____e___d_y.. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Meinecke, Chris <meinecke@emaiLunc.edu> 

~Tednesday, May 15, 2013 4:22 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-*; Lee, Mmcgmcet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

RE: China project 

Hi Sonia, 

should be headed your way to fulfill this commitment. Please let me know if you have any questions or if there are any "issues." 

Chris 

Ch ris[oph~:_~r G. IVleinecl~e 

Business Officer 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 

Department 

120 Hyde HaI~ 
Cast, pus Box 3322 
Chapel }-~[~ NC 27599-3922 

T 919-962--6890 

F 919-962-1118 

me~necke@ema~l.unc~edu 

www.iah.unc.edt~ 

From= Colon, Sonia 
Sent-" Wednesday, Nay ~5, 20~3 8:07 AN 

To= Neinecke, Chris 
C¢= SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject; RE: China project 

Good morrfing Chrb 

~ hope a~ ~s we~ w~th 

Please, use account        for the funds transfer, or 

7hank you m~d have a n~ce day. 

Sonia 

919-962-.4854 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
8ent~ Tuesday, Nay 1% 2013 9:21 PM 

To= NcGowan, John 
¢¢~ SaNe, Eunice N; Neinecke, Chris; Colon, Sonia 
Subject~ RE: China project 

Dear John, 

if you wm~t to make a "Gift to Gift" transfer. 

Thank you so much for your contribution to the project. It is greatly appreciated! I will keep you informed about the project. 
All my best, 
Margaret 

From: McGowan, John 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 10:48 AM 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

~c: SaNe, Eunice N; Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: RE: China project 

Dear Margaret: 

The IAH can contribute $750 from Rs Incubator Fund toward this project. You can access the money by contacting Chris Meinecke, Business Manage of the IAH, whom I have 
copied on this email. It’s great work, and I look forward to hearing about your progress as you move forward with the project. 

All the best, 

John 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 2013 8:04 AM 

To: McGowan, John 
~c: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: China project 

Dear John, 
i am taking a page out of what you taught me -- pass the hat (smile). Unfortunately I have not be able to raise all the funds I need for my forthcoming trip to China. Hence I 
am writing to see if the IAH has any matching funds to contribute to the project. This project is extremely important and will culminate in a major China-Africa conference in 
September 2015. As you will read in the attached document, this is a collaborative project with the UNC Medical School, the Department of African, African American, and 
Diaspora Studies, and the African Studies Center. We are also looking for other sponsors, so please let me know if the IAH might be interested in being a sponsor. 
Thanks for your attention to this matter and I will see you at lunch on Friday. 
All my best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu-" 

Wednesday,             11:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Summer Session II Course 

Artl SummerFlyerl.docx; Arl ;Stmunerl~lyer2.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am an art histow graduate student and plan to teach ART 
during the Sumrner Session II. I ann excited about the class, but know that it will be cancelled unless the 

enrollmem increases If there is anydaing your Department could do to promote awareness about the course, I would be grateful. It w ~u d also be very helpful if you could circulate these 

flyers. 

Many thanks, 



S~~er Sessio~ I! 20~3 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:01 AM 

Office tbr Uudergmduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research 5.16.2013 e- newsletter 

The Office for Undergraduate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments 

of our students and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our website at www.unc.edu/depts/our or email us at ot,r@unc.edt,. 

May 16, 2013 

OUR News and Events OUR Events 

OUR Blog: 
MORE 

Pictures from the April 15, 2013 ._C___e_Le___b__r__a.__t_[_o___n_____o__f- 

¯ Research Bingo Winner talks about the Undergraduate Research 



2013 Celebration of Undergraduate Research. 

Suzanne Gulledge discusses one approach to 

incorporating the Celebration into a course. 

GRC Blog: 

Ellen Welch shares undergraduate perspectives from 

her FREN 330 French Civilization course. 

Read about undergraduate research in social 

_p__s__y__c___h___o_!__o_g~; students examined attitude change and 

plagiarism narratives. 

OUR News: 

Students in Dr. Sahar Amer’s GRC-supported research- 

exposure course, ASIA 452: Muslim Women and 

Veiling, created an art exhibit. You can see pictures 

here. 

OUR People: 

Congratulations to Associate Director Donna Bickford, 

linked image005 136304B2-656C4285-9C01-019AAOFC36B9.jpg 



who will serve a 3.-year term as a Councilor for the 

Council on Undergraduate Research. 

¯ Next Steps for OUR Ambassador Miranda McNear’13. 

¯ Meet incoming OUR Ambassador Layla Quran. 

Other Events and News: 

Congratulations to GRC Faculty Jeanne Moskal, who has 

received a _n_~__e__n___t__o___r]__n_g___a_~_a___r__d_. from the Carolina 

Women’s Leadership Council. 

The Collegiate Inventors Competition is accepting 

entries for the 2013 Competition. The deadline for 

submitting entries is Friday, June 14, 2013. Information 

about the competition is available here. For the last 23 

years, the Collegiate Inventors Competition has 

recognized and honored student inventors whose 

inventions one day could make significant 

contributions to society. The competition is sponsored 

by the Kauffman Foundation, Abbott, and the U.S. 

Patent and Trademark Office. This year, more than 

$65,000 in cash prizes will be awarded to the winning 

undergraduate and graduate students and their 

advisors. All finalists in the competition will receive an 

all-expense paid trip to the final judging round taking 

place in Washington, DC and the opportunity to have 

their work reviewed by inductees of the National 

Inventors Hall of Fame. 

Layla O.u ra n 

Major: Global Studies 

Minor: Journalism 

Layla became involved in undergraduate research her first- 

year through enrolling in a BorderWork(s) course at Duke 

University and designing a research project around 

sectarianism in Iraq after the US Invasion. This research project 

gave her the opportunity to interview Iraqis living in Baghdad 

(through Skype) and Iraqi refugees living in the US. She was 

then awarded a SU RF to begin a ._d___o__c___u___m____e___q_t__a___r_y__.a nd research the 

impact and role of theArts in Palestine, and interviewed nearly 

50 Palestinian artists (musicians, dancers, actors, poets, etc) in 

10 major Palestinian cities. She will be traveling to Turkey in 

the Summer of 2013 in order to research how the Kurds 

distinguish themselves (as the largest stateless population in 

the world) amongst a majority Turkish population, and what 

nonviolent resistance practices they use to express their 

ethnicity. She hopes to complete an honors thesis in ethnic 

identity and nationalism, and is excited to give back to the 

Office of Undergraduate Research for believing in her research 

and giving her the resources to question and explore. 

Pictures from Dr. Sahar Amer’s GRC course 

linked image003 AA7A6A7B-A33542934~954-9602168BDD09.jpg 

linked image006 6E677166-0757499C-B1BA 
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linked image008 EOCB8B23-D2FE4985-804C~53210AF76CD2.jpg 

OUR Ambassador Miranda McNear 2013: I conducted my 

undergraduate research by participating in the SMART program 

summer of 2010; I really appreciate the chance to be exposed to 

undergraduate research. After completing the SMART program, I 

decided that research was not the field I wanted to spend the rest 

of my life in; however, I have gained valuable knowledge in cell 

biology, cell culturing, cell transport, chemical bonding, magnetic, 

microscopy, and pharmacology. This opportunity helped to 

prepare me for research in preventivehealth care by familiarizing 

me with general clinical techniques. Working to enhance the 

release of DNA into a cell through the assistance of magnets, I 

could easily visualize how my work could eventually be viable in 

therapy and help other individuals in clinical settings. Following 

the SMART Program, I began to volunteer as an ambassador for 



.~i linked image010 DFE02E4C-D2854E48-8B84-B820120188BF.jpg 

:~i. linked image004 EE835A24-C174- 

49BA-A298-59E341 BE1 EF7.jpg 

the Office of Undergraduate Research in the fall semester of 2012 

in an effort to motivate students to explore health careers in 

research. After graduation, I will be applying to medical school 

and moving to Columbia, South Carolina to dedicate one year of 

service to the City Year program, tutoring and mentoring under- 

served students. After I finish the City Year program, I hope to 

begin medical school in the Fall of 2014. 

Like OUR on Facebook and follow us on Twitter. .................................................. 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for 

Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 

Where will your curiosity lead you? 

The Office for Undergraduate Research 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

get,ring "together 

Dear Eunice, 

Now that the dust has more or less settled, including in our own house, 
where we had all the water lines re-done (because our old ones had 
broken twice, and we ~vere told that the material used in the old ones is 
bad and not used an?- more at all), 

Hoping to see you soon, 

Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University uf North Carulina 
Campus Bux 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3~55 

phune: 919-%2-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 12:O6 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Prof. Mbilinyi’s contact info. 

Habari ya siku Prof. SaNe, 

Here is Prof. Mbilinyi’s latest contact information: 

Email: ma rjorie.m bilinyi@tgn p.org; _@gmail.com 

Phone no 

Should you wish to send her a physical copy, I can come to Chapel Hill on Friday and pick it up (that’s if you’ll be back from boot camp). I didn’t get the visa in time and so I will just 

be flying from North Carolina next week Saturday. So, anytime before next week Saturday, we can meet! 

Thanks, 

P.S. I hope boot camp is FUN! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edu~ 

Thursday 2:20 PM 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu-~ 

Bartr~m, Jamie <jbartram@emaJl.unc.edu-~; Rhodes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Water Theme Smnme~ Commitment Lis~ Reminder 

Folks Glad to work on Study Abroad and global research experiences related to water. Can others besides Eunice Sahle join us? - Ron 
Ronald P. Slrauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 
L niversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, CB # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron slrmlss@mlc.edn 

From: Barber, Stephen 

Sent: Thursday, 2::t3 PM 

To: Strauss, Ronal~ v. 
Ce: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer :ommitment List Reminder 

Dr, Strauss, 

Considering your field of expertise, I would think tha~ the second option in d~e list concerning study abroad experiences makes the most sense for you. Eunice 

SaMe also mentioned an interest in working on this issue so connecting with her might be a good idea. 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Thursday, 10:39 AM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
C¢: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
S~bject: RE: Water Theme Summer :ommitment List Reminder 

Stephen I stand ready to work on any Water Theme endeavors this summer in which you or Jamie and Terry feel I can be of assistance. Thanks, Ron 
Ronald P. Sh’auss, DMD, PhD 

Executive Vice Provost and Cttief International Officer 
University of NmCh Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510: roit sl~-auss(:~ mtc.edu 

From: Barber, Stephen 
Sent: Friday,           4:53 PM 

To: Bartram, Jamte; I~oxtil, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Claridad,                Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Ed Kerwin; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, Ian 
Bebvon Kuwait; Parker, Care; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; SaNe, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Seagle, Carol Ann; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; 
Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject: Water Theme Summer :ommitment List Reminder 

All, 

As was discussed during our last meeting, we are requesting that each of you agree to be responsible for some sort of initiative in the name of the theme over the 

summer. This will enable us to maintain our positive momentum and head into the fall semester without missing a beat. If you have already responded, feel free 

to ignore this message but in the event that you have not, please do so as soon as possible so that I can make a note to follow-up with you over the next few 

months in terms of progress. In the event that finding an activity to lead presents some problems, we have decided to offer four distinct options so that everyone 

is accounted for: 

1) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to consult with Facilities and Maintenance about installation of campus water bottle refilling 

stations 

2) Devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues 

3) Developing and implementing strategies for improved Water Theme communications across a variety of platforms 

4) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to plan and execute Water Theme events during Week of Welcome 

Again, if you have not yet responded, we would like for you to do so as soon as possible, ideally by the end of next week. If there are questions, please let either 

myself or Jamie and Terry know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Plan & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919}962-30"19 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:27 PM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron strauss@unc.edtr~ 

BartraJn, Jamie <jbartram@emaJd.unc.edw~; Rhodes, Ten), Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edw~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edw~ 

RE: Water Theme Smnmer Commitment Lisl Reminder 

I would imagine any of the other’ steering comrnittee members wiLh international experience would be willing to assist. Pulling in folks from other campus 

departments who might be helpful seems reasonable also. 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Thursday, 2:20 PM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
Co: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer     Commitment List Reminder 

Folks Glad to work on Study Abroad and global research experiences related to water. Ca~ others besides Eunice Sable join us? - Ron 
Ronald P Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Ctref Inlemational Officer 
Universib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
104 South B~dlding, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hil], NC 27599-3000 
( 919) 962-4510; ~i_o_!t___~_z_~_!~_’_~_tk~_~t__c_:_e_,_t_~_~ 

From: Barber, Stephen 

Sent: Thursda~ 2:13 PM 

To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Cc: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer 2013 Commitment List Reminder 

Dr, Strauss, 

Considering your fieRt o~ expertise, I would third< i:hat t h~-_~ second option in the ]is~: concerning study abroad ~-:~xp~:_~ri~:_~nc~:_~s makes the mos~: sense for you. Eunice 

Sable also mentioned an interest in working on ~:his issue so conru:_~cting with her might be a good idea. 

From: Strauss, Ronald P. 
Sent: Thursday, 10:39 AM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
~c: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summe Commitment List Reminder 

Stephen I sta~d ready to work on any Water Theme endeavors this stlmlner in which you or Jamie and Tony feel I can be of assistance. Thanks, Ron 

Ronald P. Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief International Officer 
L niversi~ of North Caro]ina at Chapel Hill 
104 South Bmlding, CB # 3000 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ~on slrauss(~unc.edu 

From: Barber, Stephen 

Sent: Friday,            4:53 PM 

To: Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Claridad,                Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Ed Kerwin; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, Ian 
Bebvon Kuwait; Parker, Cate; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; SaNe, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Seagle, Carol Ann; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; 
Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject: Water Theme Summer Commitment List Reminder 

All, 

As was discussed during our last meeting, we are requesting that each of you agree to be responsible for some sort of initiative in the name of the theme over the 

summer. This will enable us to maintain our positive momentum and head into the fall semester without missing a beat. If you have already responded, feel free 

to ignore this message but in the event that you have not, please do so as soon as possible so that I can make a note to follow-up with you over the next few 

months in terms of progress. In the event that finding an activity to lead presents some problems, we have decided to offer four distinct options so that everyone 

is accounted for: 

:1) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to consult with Facilities and Maintenance about installation of campus water bottle refilling 

stations 

2) Devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues 

3) Developing and implementing strategies for improved Water Theme communications across a variety of platforms 

4) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to plan and execute Water Theme events during Week of Welcome 

Again, if you have not yet responded, we would like for you to do so as soon as possible, ideally by the end of next week. If there are questions, please let either 

myself or Jamie and Terry know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

(919}962-3019 (office} 

(mobile} 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pd~odes, Terry Ellen <RHODES@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:24 PM 

Strauss, Ronald P. <ron stranss@unc.edu>; Barber, Stephen <sgbarber@email.unc.edu-~ 

Bartram, Jamie <j barlacam@email.nnc.edu~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.nnc.edu> 

RE: Water Theme Smnmer 2ommitment Lisl Reminder 

Thanks, Ron and Eunice! 

Terry 

Terry Ellen Rhodes 

Serdor Associate Dears, Fine Arts and Humanities 

Cotlege of Arts and Sciences 

Professor of Music 

205 South gu~ld~ng, Ca # 3~.00 

University of North Ca~o~hsa at Chape~ HN 

Chapel H~I[, NC 27S99-3~.00 

919-962-,i165 

91.9-962-2408 

F~m~ Strauss, Ronald P, 

N~Btl Thursday, 2:20 PN 

T~ Barber, Stephen 

Co: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer     :ommitment List Reminder 

Folks Glad to work on Study Abroad and global research experiences related to water. Ca~ others besides Eunice Sahle join us’? - Ron 

Ronald P. Sh-mtss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Chief Internationa] Officer 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
10d Soulh Building, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3000 
(919) 962-4510; ron sh aus sd.*)~mc.edu 

From: Barber, Stephen 
Sent: Thursday, 2:13 PM 
To: Strauss, Ronald P. 
C¢: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
S~bject: RE: Water Theme Summer :ommitment List Reminder 

Dr. Strauss, 

Considering your field of expertise, I would think that the second option in the list concerning study abroad experiences makes the most sense for you. Eunice 

Sable also mentioned an interest in working on this issue so connecting with her might be a good idem 

Prom: Strauss, Ronald P, 
Sent: Thursday, 10:39 AM 
To: Barber, Stephen 
Ce: Bartram, Jamie; Rhodes, Terry Ellen 
Subject: RE: Water Theme Summer 20:[3 Commitment List Reminder 

Stephen I stand ready to work on any Water Theme endeavors this summer in which you or Jamie and Terry tbel I can be of assistance. Thanks, Ron 
Rona]d P Strauss, DMD, PhD 
Executive Vice Provost and Cttief Inlemational Ofticer 
Universily of North Carolina at Chapel 
104 South B~dlding, C.B. # 3000 
Chapel Hil], NC 27599-3000 
( 919) 962-4510; ~1 _o_ ~_ t_ _ _ ~:t ~ _a_~_ ~_ ~2_~ ~: ~_~ [~_ ~ t_ _c_: _e_,_t_~_~ 

From: Barber. SteBhen 
Sent: Friday,           :4:53 PM 

To: Bartram, Jamie; Boxill, Jan; Castillo, Karl David; Claridad,                Coclanis, Peter A; Cone, Judith; Ed Kerwin; Hoover, Zealan; Hornstein, Donald T; Martin, Ian 
Bebvon Kuwait; Parker, Care; Pavelsky, Tamlin Muir; Rhodes, l erry I=llen; sane, Eunice N; Schwemlein, Stefanie Mei; Seagle, Carol Ann; Strauss, Ronald P.; Styers, Randall; 
Villemain, Kyle; Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject: Water Theme Summer Commitment List Reminder 

All, 

As was discussed during our last meeting, we are requesting that each of you agree to be responsible for some sort of initiative in the name of the theme over the 

summer. This will enable us to maintain our positive momentum and head into the fall semester without missing a beat. If you have already responded, feel free 

to ignore this message but in the event that you have not, please do so as soon as possible so that I can make a note to follow-up with you over the next few 

months in terms of progress. In the event that finding an activity to lead presents some problems, we have decided to offer four distinct options so that everyone 

is accounted for: 

:1) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to consult with Facilities and Maintenance about installaUon of campus water bottle refilling 

stations 

2) Devising a method to consolidate and add value to student study abroad experiences, particularly as it concerns interaction with global water issues 

3) Developing and implementing strategies for improved Water Theme communicaUons across a variety of platforms 

4) Working in tandem with our student steering committee to plan and execute Water Theme events during Week of Welcome 

Again, if you have not yet responded, we would like for you to do so as soon as possible, ideally by the end of next week. If there are questions, please let either 

myself or Jamie and Terry know. Thanks so much! 

Stephen G. Barber 

Staff Assistant to the Academic Pla n & Water Theme Steering Committees 

260 Phillips Hall 

~919}962-30~9 (office) 

(mobile) 

sgbarber@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 16, 2013 8:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re: getting together 

Dear Eunice, 

Evelyne 

On 5/16/2013 8:15 PM, SaNe, Eunice N ~Vl-ote: 
Dear Evelyne, 

Thanks so much for the invitation. 

Saturday would work. Let me know the time and address. 

Again thanks and see you then, 
Eunice 

Fromi Evely~ ~tuber ~hub;r@ad~un~7;du~ 

Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 9:30 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: getting together 

Dear Eunice, 

Now that the dust has more or less settled, including in our own house, 
where we had all the water lines re-done (because our old ones had 
broken twice, and we were told that the material used in the old ones is 
bad and not used any more at all), 

> Hoping to see you soon, 

> Evelyne 

> Evelyne Huber 

> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 

> Chair, Department of Political Science 

> University of North Carolina 

> Campus Box 3265 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3355 

> 

> phone: 919-%2-3041 

>fax: 919-962-0432 

> email: ehuber@unc.edu 

Evelyne Huber 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Amy V~xgas-Tonsi <amy.vargc~s@duke.edu~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 9:32 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Costa Rica volunteer optx~rtunity 

CAMP CR Volunteer opportunity.docx 

Volunteer / fanguage immersion OPPORTUNITY in COSTA R][CA 

4-5 camp counselors for children’s day camp (sportslgames, ar~, reading, English) 
Trip dates: June 28 o July J.0 (camp dates: July ~. --. Ju~y 7: 20~3) 
I.iocat~on: Cartago~ Cos~ Rica. 

$750.00 (includes room and board, 1 e×cursion, local visits) 
,, intermediate level oI: Spanish (or above) 
~ + .18 years old 
~ experience working wii:h children (preferred) 

* 2 references (name and contk~ct information) 

Conta~ct @gmaiLcom by MAY 22. 



Needed~ 4-5 camp counselors for children’s day camp (sports/games, art, 

reading, English) 

Trip dates: June 28 - July 10 (camp dates: July 1 - July 7, 2013) 

Locatio~ Cartago- Costa Rica 

Program fee: 5750.00, includes: 

local airport pick up and drop off 

room and board with local family (breakfast, lunch and afternoon 

coffee) 

one day excursion; visit to town, tour of the Basilica (Church) 

Requirement~ 

¯ completed application form below 

¯ intermediate level of Spanish (or above) 

¯ + 18 years old 

° experience working with children (preferred) 

¯ 2 references (name and contact information) 

If interested, complete the applica%on form below and email to 

@gmail.com ~ MAY 22. 



Name / Age 

Email & phone 

2 References 

Current 

occupation 

Experience 

working with 

children 

Spanish 
proficiency 



From: Rebecka Rutledge Fisher ~- ~me.com> 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 l:0l PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc 

Subjet’t: I’m on my way 

Hi Eunice, I ~vas delayed by a telephone call the came as I was about to lea~’e the house. I will be there in just a few minutes. 

See you soon, 
Rebecca 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colol~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Status of the reimbur~ments 

Dear Eunice 

I hope you are doing wet[. 

Just to let you the status of yours reimbursement, as follow: 

Canada travel-               $420.65 -Ready to be voucher 

Registration Annual meeting ASA     $165.00 - Ready to be voucher 

Internationat studies assoc.    $150.00 - Accounts payabte approval 

You should receive the notice of the direct deposit by Monday. Ptease, tet me know if you need more information or any way I can help. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Thank you, 

(M, 8-5, T, ~-5, W, 8-12, ’~’, ~-5, F, 8-12) 



FFOB: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colo1~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, May 17, 2013 2:54 PM 

McCall, Scott <smccall@unc.edtr~ 

Howell, Tia N. <’thowell@emaJl.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: CCI Computer Deployment 

Hello Scott 

Please, charge the computers upgrade, of the AFAM (3287) computer deployment, to account 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: McCall, Scott 
Sent; Monday, May 06, 2013 4:40 PM 

To-" Howell, Tia N.; Colon, Sonia 
¢~ SaNe, Eunice N 
Subjeet~ CCI Computer Deployment 

All: 

The bulk of your computer inventory was delivered to Howell Hall!OASIS last week. We can begin scheduling deployment appointments this week if convenient. 

An example of the appointment request email that will go out to all recipients is below for your reference. VII begin scheduling deployments upon your approval. 

Feel free to contact me with any questions. 

Thanks, 

Scott 

Good day, 

You were eligible to order a new computer as part of AFAM’s 2013 Carolina Computing Initiative (CCI) deployment. Your computer is finally here and being 

prepared for setup! We will distribute computers between Wednesday, May 8 and Thursday, May 16. It is very important that you read this entire email so that we 

can schedule an appointment to setup your new computer. 

There are six available time slots each afternoon; two each hour at 2:30, 3:30 and 4:30pm. Please schedule a time when you can be present, as you will need to 

Iogin with ONYEN credentials multiple times. If you do NOT need any data transferred from your current computer... We will use the scheduled time to disconnect 

your old computer (if a desktop), and setup the new. If a complete data transfer is requested (e.g. applicable programs, software, documents, etc.), we will begin 

the transfer process at the appointment time and complete setup on the following morning. A general outline of the transfer process follows FYI: 

~.) We meet at the time requested (2:30, 3:30 or 4:30, Mort - Thurs only). 

2) We remote ±nto the new computer (set up ±n Howell Hail/OASIS) from the oZd mach±ne ±n your offEce. 

3) You 1o8±n w±th ONYEN credent±als, and we k±ckoff PC-Mover software on both computers. 

4) Data ±s transferred over the network, overn±sht (2 to 5 hours averase, depend±n8 on s±ze of data). 

5) The new computer is dellvered/setup the follow±n8 mornin8 ASAP (typlcally between 9-11am). Schedules are more flexible 

the morn±n8 after, but you also must be present for ±n±tEal 1o8-±n to the new computer. 

NOTE: You will NOT be able to access your computers (even remotely) durin8 the transfer process, and some prosrams may 
requ±re add±t±onal follow-up before EO0% furor±oral (e.8. enter±n8 va1±d l±cens±n8 

Your time and attention to this is much appreciated. Please visit the following link to select your appointment time: http:iidoodle.comikScdaxfq7fesrdra. Simply 

include your name, and whether or not you need data transferred by writing "TRANSFER" or "NO TRANSFER" next to your name. Click "Save" to the far right of the 

entry form to confirm the appointment. Feel free to contact me with any questions or problems with the link. 

Best, 

Scott McCall 

CCI Deployment Coordinator 

Ph: 919-201-8533 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 9:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

In G uamgzhou 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you have managed to get some rest. Just a note to let you know that I arrived safely in Guangzhou and had a wonderful evening with 

Take care, 
Margaret 

All is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Saturday, May 18, 2013 9:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: In Gt~ngzhou 

Thanks Eunice. Will greet    =or you. Will keep in touch. 

Hope your summer goes well. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 i0:34 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: In Guangzhou 

Dear Margaret, 

I am so delighted to hear that you arrived safely! 

This is to wish you all the best in your work in Guangzhou this summer. Greetings to 

Best wishes and keep in touch, 
Eunice 

when you see him. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 9:23 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: In Guangzhou 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you have managed to get some rest. Just a note to let you know that I arrived safely in Guangzhou and had a wonderful evening with 
Take care, 
Margaret 

All is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 5:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Friday’s Lunch 

Dear Eunice, 

I just wanted to thank you again for the lovely, lovely luaach we had together on Friday. We shared a lot of wisdom and a lot of friendship, and I’m ve~’ grateful for that I have also enjoyed 
reading the book on positivity. As I wrote in a note that you should receive in the next day or so, one of the take away messages I got from our lunch was that "life is not a dress 
rehearsal?So I am trying to make the most of it all, and am especially focusing on spending time with wonderful tlciends, such as you! 

You will receive a more "proper" thank you note in the mail in the next day or so. But in this day and age of electronic communication, I did not want to tal~V a moment longer before sending 
you this word of thanks. 

Let’s get together again soon’. 

With warm regards, 
Rebecka 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 10:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Report 

Hello, Eunice. Sorry for the delay. Here’s my update regarding my work for the year. Thanks! 

My maior goal for the academic year was to complete revisions of my manuscripl 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, :[0:05 AM 
To: ’ 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald 
Subject: Report (20:t2-20:t3) 

Deal 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be grateful if you sent me a summary (:t-2 paragraphs) of your research, professional conferences and teaching activities for the academic year. For the 
20:t:t-20:t3 report to the donor, I wrote a report based on materials on your research provided by Dr. Hildebrand. 

The department has supported your fellowship through a private gift and I need to support a report to the donor for this academic year as soon as possible. Thus, please send 
a summary of your activities as soon as possible. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, AntJ~ony-~anfl~ony charles@med.unc.edu;, 

Monday, May 20, 2013 7:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: ttello 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope ~,11 is well. I am planning a trip to Malawi in AugL~st blot my dates are not quiye firm yet. 

I will be happy to meet wi~:h     anytin~e he is available We can men-A: together or have:, hir[~ iust (:ot~tact me to s~:,t up ~; date a]~d time 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 11:37 PM 

To: Charles, Anthony 
S..bjeet: Hello 

Dear Anthony, 

I hope you are doing well. Thanks for joining us on April 30 at the forum honoring our Chancellor and Provost. 

When do you leave for Malawi? 

And other note, would you have time for coffee with me and sometimes this summer? He is the - Evelyne Huber (the Chair of 
Political Science) and John Stephens (Chair, Europe Studies). is a graduate (Biology) of McGill and spent time in East Africa. His interests are in the areas of infectious 
diseases and community medicine. Z think he would greatly benetit from a conversation with you. 

Please let me know. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Richards, Danna M <danna richards@unc.edu;> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 9:47 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: State Health coverage 

You are welcome. I ordered online a set of cards. Keep those for now and in July you will have new ones again since all employees will receive new ones then. 

Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6050 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 9:42 AM 

To: Richards, Danna M 

Subject: RE: State Health coverage 

Dear Danna, 

Many, many thanks for your help with this today! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Richards, Danna M 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 9:09 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: State Health coverage 

Eunice, 

Here is the copy of your coverage for you to have. Group number is 

online. Danna 

Danna Richards 

Benefits Consultant 

Benefits Services 

Office of Human Resources 

UNC Chapel Hill 

direct: 919-843-8352 

fax: 919-962-6010 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail and any transmitted documents 

contain private, privileged and confidential information belonging to 

the sender. The information therein is solely for the use of the 

addressee. If your receipt of this transmission has occurred as the 

result of an error, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for 

the return of the documents. In such circumstances, you are advised 

that you may not disclose copy, distribute or take any other action in 

reliance on the information transmitted. 

Copy is provided and cards requested again in follow-up from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Minor classes 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

In the undergraduate bulletin it says we can request for classes in the AFRT minor to be included even if they aren’t listed. I took AFRI    with Professor Selassie this past 
semester and was trying to make it count towards my minor. I don’t know how to go about making this happen and thought you might be able to help! Thanks! 

_~live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krianken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Minor classes 

Dear Eunice, 

Done! 1’11 alert the student. 

Kenneth 

Kennetl~ R..la~ken 

Proli~ssor of Afto- A~nericau Studies 

Dep~u’m:~en~ of AJ~cm~ and A[?o- Amedc~m Sl~dJes 

109 Battle t ]all Ct3~ 3395 

U~fis,e~sity ,)f North CaroEna 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-.1519 ~voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 (~tx) 

Click o~a a link R~r m~brmation at~:~ut my p~fl?lications: 

h~:/,/w~sv.umass.edu/umpres~’tJtleirayfo~- w- log~- m~d- d~emma- ~Jcm~- amedcm~- Jntel]ec~l 

h.p:,’iuncpress.m~c.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.html 

htlp://undpress.nd.ed~;booWPO0780 

htlp:i/undpress.nd.~d~’b~ c ~PO0 ~ z3 

F~m: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Monday, ~2:29 AM 
To= 3anken, Kenneth R 
S~bjeet= RE: Minor classes 

Dear Kenneth, 

As we discussed see below, 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Minor classes 

i0:39 AM 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

In the undergraduate bulletin it says we can request for classes in the AFRI minor to be included even if they aren’t listed. I took AFRI    ~ith Professor Selassie this past 
semester and was trvine to make it count towards my minor. ~ don’t know how to go about making this happen and thought you might be able to help! Thanks! 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu’- 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: Grade Trouble with Atkican American Studies C]&ss 

Dr. Sahle, 

Professor Selassie did return my elnail, however, my grade is still not updated. I do not know how the process works, but I just want to make sure the corrected 
change is not forgotten about. 

Best, 

O11 . at 11:32 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <e~mice@emml.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

This is to let you know that T got in touch with Professor Selassie right after 3[ received your email last week. He wrote back and let me know that he had been in 
touch with you. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 

;@anqelica.com 
Subject: Grade Trouble with African American Studies Class 

Hello - 

My name is and this trust spring semes~ter I was enrolled in the Afric~l Alnerican Studies a, ith Bereket Selassie. 

After the grade was released on the last day, Friday.          I immediately noticed discrepancy in the finaJ letter grade. I tried to contact Professor 

Selassie because I have questions in regards to the final outcome, however, he has not responded. I did contact my advisor and she advised me to reach 

out to you. I wonld really like to meet as soon as possiNe to talk about this issue. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

My m~mber is - feel flee to call me an~ime or email me back at, ~live.unc.edu 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 4:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Thank you! 

Deal Eunice, 

It was nice spending the evening ruth you - something we should have done a long time ago! 

Thank you for ofl~ring to put     in touch with Anthony Charles; I shall let him know that he may contact you. 

I shall be back on Wednesday. 

With best wishes for a good summer, 

Fxelyne 

On May 19, 2013, at 12:41 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Evelyne, 

Thanks so much for the invitation and the wonderful dinner yesterday! It was great to spend time with you, 

Please let know that he can contact me if he wishes to meet with Anthony Charles (the colleague at UNC who is involved with UNC-Malawi project). 

All the best for the summer and thanks for your support during the last academic year, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Huber, Evelyne H <ehuber@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 4:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: ttello 

Thmik you so muck Eunice. I know this will be a great contact for 

Take care, 
Evelyne 

On May 20, 2013, at 4:49 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~,~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello again Evelyne, 

Below fyi. Anthony is great thus 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

will benefit from a dialogue with him. 

From: Charles, Anthony 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 20:t3 7:0:t AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Hello 

Nope aft is wetl, I am planning a trip to Malawi in August but my dates are not quiye firm yet, 

I will be happy to meet with     anytime he is available. We can meet together or have him just contact me to set up a date and time. 

l_oold~lg [orward [:o hearirtg from 

Anthony 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Editor @cahleone.net> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 6:59 AM 

"@cableone.net 

Re,arch Manu~ript Submission 

Dem Author, 

SJP is a broad-base open access journal publisher. We cover all areas of scientific researches, humanilies, social sciences and behavioral sciences. And we welcome 

the submission of manuscript(s) ruth a significance and scientific excellence, and we roll publish: 

1. Original articles in basic and applied research 

2. Case studies 

3. Critical reviews, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays 

SJP is indexed by well recognize international dmabase such as Google Scholar’s, Gale Cengage [,earning, Serial Solutions, Ulrich Periodical and Others. Our objective 

is to inform anthov(s) of the decision on their manuscript(s). Submit your m~ticle directly to our oit]ce email at ian~e~swampoll.in 

CONTACT US VIA E-MAIL FOR MORE ENQUIRIES ON 
I. How to Submit Manuscript 

II. Information on Our Website 

III. Instructions for Authors 

IV. Publicalion Fee/Cha~:ges 

Regards, 

Editorial Office 

You are receiving this email because of your relationship with SJP. If you do not wish to receive any more emails, you can ~nd "STOP".** journal ** publication ** 

paper 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 9:57 AM 

Ronald Williams < @gmail.com>; SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@emal.unc.edu> 

RE: Contract hffonnation 

List of Acceptable Doculnents for I-9.pdf; fw4.pdf; nc-4.pdf; 1106 1 2f - Direct Deposit - Faculty - Post Doc - EPA Student 

Employees.pdf 

We need to get ~’our I-9 completed next week when you are in town. I have attached the list of acceptable documents for gou to review. I have also attached the 

direct deposit form, Federal %’-4, and NC-4 tax fonts. I will need the s~gned originals of a~ these forms. You wi~ need to attach a Mank (unsigned}, voided check to 

~:he d~reci: deposii: form. 

Shl~:e we are able ~:o com~lete these documents before your ~ppo~t~:n~ent begins, VoL~ should receive your first p~y,::he,::k vh~ d~re~:t deposR on 7/3~./3.3. 

Please leL me know if you have other questions. 

~Tia 

F~m: Ronald Williams [mai~to: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, Nay 20, 20~3 8:53 PN 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Re: Contract Information 

P.S. 

Tia: I am in town M-F of next week. If there is anMhing I need to till out, please let me know and I will stop by. 

Roll 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 5:52 PM, Ronald Williams 

Dear Eunice, 

7~mail.com> wrote: 

Thank you tbr this information. I will work with Tia on the detals. 

Cheers, 

Non 

On Mon, May 20, 2013 at 3:15 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~)einail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Thanks tbr yonr email. As with aJl thculty in the department you shonld expect to receive your 1 st paycheck on July 31. 

Kindly provide Tia with your banking information for direct deposit purposes as soon as possible - if yon have done this aJready please ignore this sentence. 

Best wishes and greetings to your family, 

Eunice 

From: Ronald Williams II ~)gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Contract Inibmmtion 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope aJl is well. 

Who should I taJk to so that I understand the payroll process for new facully. Is this a Tia question? I know the appointment starts July 1. However. it will be helpful to 
know when I can expect to the first payroll date. 

Please let me know what you know. 

Many thanks. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:46 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Sahle Citation 

Tim, 

I think this is an excellent idea. 

T 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:41 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Sahle Citation 

Hi Travis - 

Let’s replace the graduation material ( Under news)on the website with the following: 

Dr. Eunice SaNe, Chair of the Department of African and Afro-American Studies received the prestigious Co Knox 

Distinguished Service Award on April 27, 20:13. To read the citation delivered with the award, click here. 

The citation is attached to this email. 

Thanks and we’ll soon put up a description of our graduation. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald WilliaJns ~ ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 1:04 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pdchards, Danna M ~danna richaxd@unc.edu>; Howell, TiaN. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Introducing Ron~J~d Willia~s 

Dear Darala, 

It’s good to have your e-aquaintance. 

Please let me know when you are available next week m meet m over "the benetit package. 

I look forward m meeting you in person. 

Th~ks again, Eunice. 

Ron 

On Tue, May 21, 2013 at 7:36 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Oanna, 

I hope you have a great day. 

I am writing to introduce to our new faculty member Ronald Williams who be joining us as of 3uly i~ I thought it would be a good idea for him to make an appointment with 
you to discuss UNC’s benefit package. He will be here next week and hopefully the two of you can connect. I am copying him (hi) to this email. 

Ron: Danna M~ Richards is the point of contact for the department on all matters concerning benefits. 

Best wishes and thanks for all do for the department, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Olich, Jacqueline M <jmolich@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, May 21, 2013 2:03 PM 

Band, Lawrence E <lband@email.unc.edu>; Rocio O, uinonez < @gmail.com>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Canadian Business Association of North Carolina Speaker Series -June 5, 2013 

I am on the mailing list for the CBA-NC and thought I’d forward this to you. 

Best, 

Jackie 

.lacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of History 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB #5125 
3~L08 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Web: cseees.unc.edu 
Twitter: @jmolich 

Linkedln: http: !/www.lin kedin.com/in/olich 

From: "Canadian Business Association of North Carolina (CBA-NC)" <cbaofnc@gmail.com> 

Date: Monday, May 20, 20:13 6:33 PM 

Subject: Fwd: Canadian Business Association of North Carolina Speaker Series - June 5, 20:13 

Register Today. Seating is Limited! 

Please join the Canadian Business Association of North Carolina 

Speaker Series with Mr. Sandy Costa 

When: 

June 5, 2013, 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM 

Where: 

Medicago USA Office 

7 Triangle Drive 

Durham, NC 27713 

Speaker Series Even~: Fee: 

Annual CBANC Members - ~15o00 

Non- Members - ~35.00 

To Register Click Here! 

EventSponsors: 



Sandy Costa is a 30 year top level corporate leader. A veteran senior executive renowned for his insights and relational leadership practices, in the global pharma market. Among 

many facets of his watch at Quintiles Transnational Corp., he oversaw the successful integration of over 40 acquisitions managing revenues of $1~7 billion a nd increasing the 

employee base from 1000 in 9 countries to 20,000 in 31 countries. 

htt p://santojcosta .com/ 

Medicago U.S.A., a wholly owned subsidiary of Medicago Inc., has completed the construction of its facility in Research Triangle Park (RTP), North Carolina. This Virus-Like-Particle 

plant-based vaccine facility includes a fully automated greenhouse and a state of the art extraction and purification unit. The 97,000-square-foot cGMP facility is targeted to 

produce 10 million doses of pa ndemic influenza vaccine per month. On an annual basis, the facility could have production capacity of 30 million doses of quadrivalent seasonal 

influenza vaccine or 120 million doses of pandemic influenza vaccine. Medi~a#o U,S, A is ~ whofly #~ned subsidiarF o]~ Medi~a#o i#~, ]~rom Quebec City. 

http://www.medicaso.com/English/Medicago-USA/MedicasoUSA/default.aspx 

You can become a CBANC member 

h ttp://www.eventbrite.corn/event/5420041490/rss# 

www.cba-nc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, sounds good! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 

Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor cleaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board lock 

change. 

I will take care of the request for carpet cleaning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 



I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key 
lock replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these 
costs. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 



:May 22, 20I 3 
Cont~ectCarolina Newsletter 

You’ve been asking to see the new system and now 

you can!Join us for a demonstration of the new 

ConnectCarolina Finance system at a Town Hall June 

12, 3pm, Genome Science Building, room G100. 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to DepartmentlDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 

~ >:~ ~= ~s ~.> .,~ ~ :~ ~: ~ ~: ~:~ The speclflc detalls of the January 2014 go-hve are 

~ :~ ~ ~: ::* ~ :~ ~ = ~ ~ ~: still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

~ .............................. ...................... =~=~ ................................ :: ...................... =~=~ -/ 2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will 

be a critical time. Schools and Divisions should begin 

now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live. 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’~ 2 i!~!~!:=.~!!L!ii?.~::!~?.=:~ 2.~, 



Helpful informational documents about ConnectCarolina can be found in the .i:’;p~.[;:~i:!~:=.~:!~:.!,~!!:} section of 

the project website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
housekeeping services 

Hi Eunice, 

Would you like to include the printers, monitors, file cabinets, and bookshelf in the conference room? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:25 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, sounds good! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 

Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor cleaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board lock 

change. 

I wil! take care of the request for carpet cleaning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key 
lock replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these 

costs. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, I will check with James on the electronics. The file cabinets are empty and the bookshelf has things on it but I think 

we can find another place to put those things if we want to remove the bookshelf. It is a small one. 

Best! 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:18 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Dea r Travis, 

Please check with James to see if his office can deal with the printers and monitors. Yes, the file cabinets and bookshelf 
should go. Are they empty though? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:01 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: housekeeping services 

Hi Eunice, 

Would you like to include the printers, monitors, file cabinets, and bookshelf in the conference room? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:25 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Ok, sounds good! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:24 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 



Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the update! 

Travis: Please check if there are other items for the surplus pick up so that we can address this matter in one round. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:50 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: housekeeping services 

Thank you Eunice 

Just to let you know about the plan: 

Travis will take care of the request for the floor cleaning, surplus removal from your office and the directory board lock 

change. 

I will take care of the request for carpet cleaning. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: housekeeping services 

Thanks Sonia for the email and telephone conversation. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On May 22, 2013, at 9:44 AM, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice 

I am wondering if we can order a deep clean of the floor at the third floor. Also, can we order a key 
lock replacement for the Directory board? Still some non personnel funds left that can cover these 
costs. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

@Times: Top 5, A Curated Perspective m~d More 

A Cm’ated Perspective                                   [i~l 

Arena. a regular feature of T: The New York Times Style 
Magazine, brings the magazine’s influential readers the 
benefit of its editors’ perspectives on current happenings in 
lifestyle, travel and culture. This week alone, entries have 
covered subjects as diverse as satirical artist Franceseo Vezzoli~s 
bedazzled portraits of pop stars, floral frocks fi’om Oscar de la 
Rent& fihnmaker Steven Sebring’s swirling new multimedia 
exhibition, gessiea Biel’s mod promenade at Cannes, garden 
designer Louis Beneeh’s new book~ Orlebar Brown’s debut 
collection of women’s swimwear, a Q&A with mentors Brnee 
Weber and Kathleen Turner, Toys for Boys at the International 
Contemporary Furniture Fair, and escapes to Provence and 
ChiantL 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 30522/a mes ~ Y 

[ ii.~.iI @Times - May 22, 2013I 

Don’t Niss on NVTimes.com 

::x:: 

¯ MOVIES: "Man of Steel," Dit’ected by Zack Snyder 
¯ MEDIA: Army "l~’ies a Reality Style for Reermtment 
¯ ARTS: Dealer at Center of Art Scandal Arrested ou Ta>; Charges 
¯ ECONOM]X: The g~tsh Tax<:u[ Yai[ure 

¯ THEATER: "The Goldeu Dragon," by Roland Schimmdpfennig 

Top 8 Viewed geatu res on ~4~ ........ 
(Be~¢een May !5, 2013- May 2!, 2013) 

::.g.:: 

L My Medical Choice, by Angelina ,~o]ie 

2. Vast Oklahoma Tornado K41s Dozens 

a. The Scientific 7-Minute Workout 

4. Mmmtai~a of Petroleum Coke From Oil Sands Rises i~a Detroit 

5. [Iuma Abed]n, Weiner’s Wife. Fai[ed to D]se[ose Consulting 
Work 

~ YqDEO." Amlra McDonald 

The singer accompanies herself 
on piano to a song fl’om her new 
albnm, "Go Back Home." 

~ SLIDE St][O’W.* House 

Hunting in _. Morocco 
A traditional Moroccan house 
with five bedroom suites, a 
multilevel roof terrace and a 
courtyard. 

~ VgDEO: The Sweet Spot 

ViI[ains in Black Hats 
In this week’s episode, A. O. Scott 
and David Carr talk about 
villains in the movies. Scary, 
huh? 

Join the 
Conversation 

Se~ Offender    ~711 

Village 
Miracle Village in 
South Florida has 
beemne a refuge 
for more than 1OO 
registered sex offenders. 

[] ,Join the Conversation 

A daily e.-mail newsle[ter on 

the business of technology, 

with coverage from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 

of news from across the 
Web 

Delivered before the 

opening bell and aiter the 

market close, the DealBoek 
e-mail newsle~er provides 

breaking news abed[ 



M&&s, I P.O s, venture 
capital and more 

All things fashion from [he 

New York Times, featuring 

~he la~est in news, trends 
atld rLinway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

re po ite rs. 

ABOUT THIS E+~,~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depaltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s ~2Times nevfsletter, 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~ange Yolir E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:47 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: replace lock 

Hi Sonia, 

How was your lunch? They are asking for the Customer ID #. Your Customer ID is your four digit department number, a 

hyphen, and your FRS Account Number. Some departments may have an additional hyphen and then an optional three 

digit suffix. Example: :1234-:123456 or :1234-:123456-123. I know you gave me a number earlier but it might be different 

from the customer ido if you would like, you can call me and give me the number over the phone so that I can complete 

the request° 

Thanks so much! 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: replace lock 

Hello Travis 

It will be great if you can submit a request for the replacement of the directory board lock. We 
have the funds to pay this job until June 30, however, due to the nature of the Facility Services 
billing process, is necessary to put the order today, so the charge can rollover for this fiscal year. 

Please forward to me the job order, so I can do follow up. 

Thank you for your help. 

Accounting 

[~b~ic t~o[icLv Department - 9~2o4854 

Abernet~v Ha[L (57~ #3435 
(Mo 8-5, To 1-5, Wo 8-12, To 1-5, Fo 8-12) 

z{/dcan ~ AJPo - American Studies o 96&1295 
/$att/e ttal£, CI3 # 3395 
(To 8o12, Wo 1o5, T° 8-12, Fo 1-5) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:50 PM 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FY13 Leave time 

Thanks Tia! I definitely would not want to lose any of those hours! -Travis 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FY13 Leave time 

Dear Travis, 

FYI: You have 40 hours of FY13 Leave time remaining to use before 6/30/2013. This is a "use it or lose it" type of bonus 

leave. 

Be sure to record your next leave days as this type of leave. 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 
gusiness Officer 

UNC-Chapel HN Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919o962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 

UNC-Chapel HN Department of African and Afro-American Studies 

109 Battle Ha~l, C[~#3395 
Chape~ HN, NC 27599°3395 

Phone: 919-966o1295; Fax: 919o962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, May 24, 2013 2:25 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] My schedule: May 30th to June 3rd 

Dear All, 

Please note that I will be away on vacation from May 30th to June 3rd, therefore the main office will be closed during 

that period. If there are urgent matters that I need to address, please let me know between today and May 29th. 

Best, 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33148355 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33148355-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge <routledge.skozxrdzewumms~ mes@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 9:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

eBooks l]rom Taylor & Francis - helping you choose the fight eBooks lbr your libraJo.~ 

Essential eBooks from Taylor & Francis - heipin9 yo[i choose the right eBooks for your library 

~ Routledge 

Taylor & Francis Health Studies eBook 
Co,Motion 

Does your institution offer courses in Nursing. Midwifery or Health 

Studies’? if so, the Taylor & Francis eCog~ect.~ot~ #~ Hea~h Stud.~es 

eOolleetion? 

Our Health Studies eCoiiection is 

fiiied with tities reievant to readers 

interested in Nursing, M~dwifery, 

Public Health, Heaith ManagemenL 

and the Sodolegy of Health and 

Illness a~d ~ncludes classic titles 

such as Front B/rib to Five Years¯ 

Students and hbrary users wd~ be able to access both introddctory 

Interested? 

Please contact our sales team for more information. Whether your 

institution wants to invest in this eCollectien or just get a clearer 

picture of how our eBooks can be accessed, please drop us a line: 

Customers in [he US. Cu, nu, du,, Mexice and Sauth Amerk’:a 

click here to request a FREE TRIAL. or ph,’)ne 1-888-318- 

2367 (Toll Free) or 1-561-998-2505 (international) 

Customers in the UK, Europe, and the Rest of World: click 

hereto reeaest a FRE~ TRIAL or phone +44 (0)20 337 

73804 

New eSooks for 28"t3 

published Additions to this eColiection in 2013 include The 

Routledge International Handbook of Qualitative Nurs/n.q Research 

and The Bio!og!cal Basis of Climca! Observations 2rid Edition¯ 

You can also invest in smaller sub-collections that include: 

~ Medical Sociologyl Heaith Studies 

~ Midwifery 

~ Nur.~;incj: Spec:iaiis[ C,’)mmuni[y Public Heu, l[i~ Nursirl9 

~ Public Heaith 

Learn more about the Health Studies eCollection 
here. 

~]I~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

._8_[g_r_~_~[p___i’2~___s__u__b_j__e~’:t___a__r__e_’_a_ to [ecNve ne,,,cs and offers straight to your inbox [rom the Taylor & Francis Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [insubscribe at Shy time. 

We respect your pr racy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your enaa~i address to any outside organizations 



If you WiSh to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Home Prices Rise, Putting Country in Buying Mood 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Wednesday, May 29, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Home Prices Rise, Putting Country in Buying 
Mood 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

The S.&P. Case-Shiller home price index rose by lO.9 percent 

over the last year, a gain that reinforces housing’s role in driving 
the economy. 

Online Currency Exchange Accused of Laundering $6 
Billion 
By MARC SANTORA, WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM and NICOLE PERLROTH 

The case against Liberty Reserve, a global currency exchange, is believed to be 

the largest online money-laundering prosecution in history, the authorities said. 

Anti-West Hard-Liner Gains in Iranian Race 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Saeed Jalili, a prot~g~ of Ayatollah All Khamenei’s, is the 

establishment’s favorite in the presidential election, an unsettling 
prospect for relations with the West. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Frontrunner Emerges in Iran’s Election 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

DINING & WINE 

16 Not-Quite-Meatless Recipes 

A selection of recipes by Mark Bittman, all of which use pork, 

beef, lamb or veal as supporting or even bit players, letting 

vegetables and grains move to center stage. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’Subway Ballet’ 
By JOSHUA Z WEINSTEIN 

Young men perform daring aerial dances in a crowded New York 

City subway car. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If Al Capone were alive today, this is how he would be 
hiding his money." 

RICHARD WEBER, a top Internal Revenue Service official, on the online currency exchm~ge 
Liberty Reserve, whose operators are accused in the lamMering of S6 billion. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

A Salvadoran at Risk Tests Abortion Law 
By KARLA ZABLUDOVSKY 

The case of a young woman with a high-risk pregnancy who is awaiting a 
Salvadoran Supreme Court ruling has become a focal point in a broad battle 

over abortion in Latin America. 

Rocket and Gun Attacks Add to Fears That Syria’s Strife Is 
Reaching Lebanon 
By ANNE BARNARD and HANIA MOURTADA 

After three Lebanese soldiers were killed at a border checkpoint and four 
rockets hit a village, badly injuring a civilian, residents feared being targeted as 
the Syrian crisis spilled into Lebanon. 

In Thailand’s Schools, Vestiges of Military Rule 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Some students are rebelling against a system they compare to "a 
factory that manufactures identical people," and they have an 
ally in the education minister. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Health Care Is Spread Thin on Alaskan Frontier 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

One hospital tends to dozens of communities in a remote 
Maskan region the size of Oregon, where medical decisions are 
filtered through an equation of time and distance. 

Divided Court, in 2 Rulings, Makes It Easier to 



Challenge Criminal Convictions 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court said a one-year filing deadline for prisoners 
seeking federal review of their state court convictions under a 

1996 law may be relaxed if they present compelling evidence of 
their innocence. 

Dean in E-Mail Searches Steps Down at Harvard 
By RICHARD P~REZ-PE~A 

Evelynn M. Hammonds, the undergraduate dean, said her 
departure was not related to the e-mail searches that were 

carried out in the hunt for a leak. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

’YO Tills 
TONY BALLOT 

Business 

Central Banks Act With a New Boldness to 
Revitalize Economies 
By BINYAMIN APPELBAUM, JACK EWING, HIROKO TABUCHI and LANDON THOMAS 

Jr. 

With governments unable to revive economies, central bankers 
are taking increasingly aggressive action. 

: China’s Central Bank Has Its Own Worries 

¯ ~ Graphic: Three Measures of Central Banks’ Effectiveness 

Solar Industry Anxious Over Defective Panels 
By TODD WOODY 

When defects are discovered, confidentiality agreements keep 
the manufacturer’s identity secret, making accountability 
difficult. 



DEALBOOK 

Switzerland Weighs Deal in Tax Cases 
By LYNNLEY BROWNING 

The proposed agreement with the United States includes a fine of 

at least $7 billion to $1o billion and the disclosure of the names 
of banks’ American clients. 

................................................................................... F0r r~0re b~sir~ess r~e~,s! g0 t~ N~[imes,�0m(Business ~ 

Sports 

Tonight’s Honored Guest on the Mound, a 
Backflipping Frog 
By ANDREW KEH 

Baseball’s ceremonial first pitch, a pregame ritual once reserved 
for presidents, war heroes and mayors, has become little more 
than a marketing opportunity. 

¯ ~ Slide Show ] ~ Video 

METS 2, YANKEES 1 

Mets Rally to Beat Rivera and Yankees 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

David Wright and Lucas Duda hit R.B.I. singles off Mariano 

Rivera in the ninth, and the Mets rallied to beat baseball’s career 
saves leader hours after honoring him at Citi Field. 

¯ ~’~ Box Score 

Interleague? Fans Shrug in Down Year for 
Baseball 
By KEN BELSON 

The interleague games that often sold out in the past are not hot 

tickets now, which is one reason baseball attendance over all is 
down about 2.6 percent this season. 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes~comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Masterworks for One and All 
By NINA SIEGAL 

Museums, long reluctant to post good-quality images of their 
artworks online, are rethinking that strategy as innovators like 
the Pdjksmuseum in Amsterdam make a range of copying and 
clipping services available. 

Thinking Big: Four Visions of a New Penn 
Station 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 



Asked by the Municipal Art Society to reimagine Pennsylvania 
Station and Madison Square Garden, four design firms will 
introduce their proposals on Wednesday at the TimesCenter. 

MOVIE REVIEWI ’HANNAH ARENDT’ 

How It Looks to Think: Watch Her 
By A. O. SCOTT 

Margarethe von Trotta’s "Hannah Arendt" examines both the life 

and work of its subject. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0~e 9rts ~e~ys~ go t£ N~(Times,�0m!Arts ~t 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Make Peace With Meat 
By MARK BITTMAN 

With a focus on better selection and preparation, you can eat less 

and enjoy it more. 

, Graphic: 16 Not-Quite-Meatless Recipes ] Slide Show 

WHAT’S FOR DINNER? 

Seared Tofu With Sugar Snap Peas and Sesame 
Seeds 
By MELISSA CLARK 

Like any very moist ingredient (fish, mushrooms, tomatoes), the 
less you bother it, the browner and crisper it will get. 

RECIPES FOR HEALTH 

Sorghum Salad With Cucumbers, Avocado and 
Cherry Tomatoes 
By MARTHA ROSE SHULMAN 

Cooking the grains until they splay helps them absorb the 
dressing. 

¯ See All Recipes for Health >> 

....................................................................... F£r rp0~e d!r~!rN pe~s arid re£iPes, go to N~(T!rnes,£0rn!Dining tt 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Ceremonial First Pitch 
Baseball’s ceremonial first pitch was once reserved for dignitaries 
and sitting presidents. Today nearly anyone can take the mound. 

¯ Related Article I ~ Slide Show 

~ VIDEO: Obama and Christie: Moderate 
Friendship 
On the Jersey Shore, Gov. Chris Christie’s friendly welcome 



toward President Obama suggested he cared little about criticism 

from Republicans. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Wisdom of Bob Dole 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Old-school Republicans no longer recognize a party full of Tea Party lawmakers 

that wants to break the government. 

EDITORIAL 

Exceptions to Harsh Rules 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In two cases, the Supreme Court correctly said defendants should get federal 

habeas review. 

EDITORIAL 

Shuttle Diplomacy, Kerry Style 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Though he has divulged few details of his overall strategy, Secretary of State 

John Kerry seems to be moving in an encouraging fashion on reviving peace 

talks. 

.................................................................................................... For r~o[e Ol~!r) i~r~, go ~o N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My Near Miss 
By DANIELLE OFRI 

We can’t reduce medical errors without tackling the culture of 

shame. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

President of Scandinavia 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

President Obama is not needy, except for his need to be above it 

all. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How to Get a Job 
By THOMAS k. FRIEDMAN 

The rules have changed in today’s labor market. More employers 

care about whether a worker can add value, not where a college 



degree was earned. 

¯ Columnist Page 

..................................................................................................... F0[ r~�~r~ opir?!or~! gO t£ N~Tirnes:corn!Opin!0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On May 29, 1953, Mount Everest was conquered as Edmund Hillary of 
New Zealand and sherpa Tenzing Norgay of Nepal became the first 

climbers to reach the summit. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland Art Museum <esboMes~email.tmc .edu~ 

~Vednesday, May 29, 2013 2:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

June Brings New Exhibitious & Happenings 

Saturday, 1 June 
Morning Session: 10:30 AM - 12:30 PM 

Afternoon Session: 1:00 - 2:30 PM 

Designed for 6- to 9-year-oids, Art Adventures sessions provide kids with 

a ~luided view of art in the Ackl,and’s ~al,ieries, foil.owed by the opportunity 

to create take-home treasures |n an adjacent art studio usin~ newl,y- 

learned art-mak|n~ techniques. 

This month, be inspired by ceramic bowls in the Ackiand Art Museum’s 

Chinese col,lection and create your own artwork that’s both pretty and has 

a purpose. Materials are provided. 

~’ Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 

Space is limited. Re~ster online! 

Upcoming sessions: 

6 Jul,y 2013 - Painting as a Place 

3 August 2013 - Storyteil,ing through Art 

Tuesdays, 4 June and 18 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 



best yoga deal in town continues through the summer[ 

These hour-long sessions offered by registered yoga teacher Joanne Marshall 

provide an opportunity to practice a series of gentle yoga poses inspired by 

the art at the Ackiand. Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats are provided. 

Wear comfortable clothing that wil[ allow you to stretch. 

~ Free for Ackland Members, $5 non-members. 

Space is limited; feaster online! 

:’~Drawing for Tweens 

¯ ~ Saturday, 8 June 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Register! 

Drawing in the Galleries 
(for ~rown-ups 0 

Saturday, 8 June 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Free and open to the 
pubtic! 

Adding to the Mix 6: Raymond 

Jonson’s Abstract Naught (1930) 
This exhibition explores two divergent themes -- 

landscape conventions of the American West and 

serial artistic production -- using the recently 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New 

Mexico artist Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn 

more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth 
and Westermann in Dialogue 
Through works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann, In Pursuit of Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as weil as domestic architecture’s 



rote in defining the boundaries between oursetves and the outside world. 

Learn more. 

Shopping for that speciat guy in your rife is easy at the Acktand Museum 

Store! Come see the Store’s wide setection of gifts and greeting cards! 

~ It pays (back!) to be an Ackland Member! 

Throughout this e-news, a green asterisk (~) has appeared near money- 

saving moments avai[abte to Acktand Art Museum Members. 

Become a member today! Start saving, enjoy that Museum Store 

discount, and know that you are supporting the AcMand’s exhibitions and 

programs! 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made possible 

by generous support from Ack[and 

Art Museum Members and friends 

tike you. Become a member of the 

Acktand Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about 

this e-news? Send an emait to the editor. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphoro) wfth 

Apollo, Leto, andArtemfs, c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, Mack-figure ware. Acktand Fund. 

Atbert Bierstadt, American, 1830-1902: Blue 

Mountofn ond Loke, 1857-1862; oit on paper, 

mounted on board. Gift of Chartes Tote. 

Mike Libby, Bee, 2011. 

Norman Kent, American, 1903-1972: Young, Boy 

Drowfng’, 1930; [ino[eum-cut. Burton Emmett 

Cogection. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstroct 

Noug,ht, 1930; oi[ on canvas. Acktand Fund. © The 

Raymond Jonson Co[[ection, University of New 

Mexico Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Eugene G rasset, French, 1841-191 7: June, from 

Los Mofs, 1895; corot wood engraving. 

Forward this email 
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Ackland Art IVluseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: :[0:[ S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, All Culture, All the Time and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/e~a ads/edi pomo/20 30529/a mes ~ Y 

[ ].~.] @Times-lVlay29, 2013 

~MI Culture, All tl~e Time 
That’s tt~e mantra of ArtsBeat, wt~ere reporters and 
critics from ~it~e Times report on arts events fl’om arennd 
the world. ArtaBeat’s diverse offerings inclnde recent stories 
about the reaction to the long-awaited new episodes of "Arrested 
Development": U.& m~iat Sarah Sze’s installation at this yea£s 
Venice Bie~nale; actor Peter Sarsgaard joining the cast of AMC’a 
crime drama "The l~lhng"; some mixed news about the 
Broadway theater season; two pre-emptive strikes against the 
impending release of the new "Diagnostic and Statistical Manual 
of Mental Disorders"; and some s~rprising revelations abont a 
children’s classic, "The dnng[e Book," in a recently discovered 
letter penned by author Rudyard Kipling. 

Don’t ~]ss on NYTimescom 

¯ Business: Mothers Now Top Earners in 4 in lo U.S. Homes 
¯ Media: Facebook Says It Failed to Bar Posts With Hate Speech 
¯ DeaiB%k: Smitbfieh] to Be Sold to Chinese Meat Processor 
¯ Real Estate: The Year of Pricing Audaciously 
¯ Theater: Onstage Tasting Menu i~ a Feast of One-Acts 

Top ~ V~ewed Features on 
(Be>,veen May 22= 2013 - May 2& 2013) 

L Kt’ugman: The Obamacare Shock 

2. Bvmti: The Gift of Siblings 

3. Unexcited? There May Be a t ill for That 

4. Breeding the NutrRion Ont of Our Food 

5~ California’s New Problem--Too Mm’.h Money 

~ YqDEO: D’s a Steal: Mado~ f 

Home Up for Sale 
A tour of the former home of 
Peter B. Madoff, brother and co- 
conspirator of Ponzi perpetrator 
Benmrd L. Madoff, which is 
being sold to repay victims. 

~ SLIDE StlO’~,~: Taking a 

Walk Where Wales Meets the Sea 
Photos of places in and around 
Dominique Browning’s path as 
she made a five-day walk along 
the coast of Wales. 

~ VIDEO: 2ol3 Tony 

Awards: "I Told Yo~l So" 
Selected Tony Award nominees 
tell The Times who they would 
like to tell, "I told you I’d get a 
nomination one day." 

Join the 
Conversation 

The Gm~ 

Repiner: May 

"~9, ~o~3 
A day in the life of 
armed America. 

A daily e-mail newsletter on 

the business of technology, 
witi~ coverage from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 

of news from across the 

Web 

Delivered before tBe 

opening bell and ater the 

market ciose, the DeaiBoek 

e-mail newsletter provides 
breaking news about 



M&&s, I P.O s, venture 
capital and more 

All things fashion from [he 

New York Times, featuring 

~he la~est in news, trends 
atld rLinway coverage 

from acclaimed critics and 

re po ite rs. 

ABOUT THIS E+~,~A~L 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketin9 depaltment, You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s ~2Times nevfsletter, 

Manage .q.ubscriptions I Unsubscribe I C~ange Yolir E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise i Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.coR-~ 620 Eighth Avenue New "fork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Former Bush Official Said to Be Obama Pick to Lead F.B.I. 

Today’s Headlines 20. 

~NTHlaE~C~IL~ 
World US. i Business Sports Arts FasNon&Style Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

:Former B~sh Oft~eial Nard to Be Obama tNek to 
Lead FoB,L 

J ames b. Comey earued a reputation [c,r indepe~denee after 

leading an JI~ternal revolt in the administratioi~ of George W. 

Bush over the legality ofiks warrautless wireb~ppiug program. 

Paldstan Nays UoN, Drone Killed TaHban Leader 

A suspected z~xneriean skrike early wednesday killed WNi ur-- 

Rehman, the depub/leader, two Pakistani ofqeiNs said, dealh~g a 

pokentially sez~ous t)low b~ [he insurgency. 

~ [] Video: Was Wali ur-Rei~man an ’i mminen~ Threat? 

In RaJsi~g Neores, ~ "~ 3 IEs Easier Than A B C 

Schools dmt work with low-income students are consisten dy 

fil~ding that problems with math are more easily addressed tha~ 

problems with reading. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ WOEO: Baehmmm: Three Missed 

Opportalldties 

The Times’s Michael D. Shear highlights the ways Miehele 

Baehmam~ eou~d have chal~ged politics b~t didn’t. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Det-roit-~s 

Contemplating se~lin g off the assets of a fai]ing 

World 

Economist Flees as R~sMa Ai~ns Past :Proteste~os 

SeI:gei (~ u~ev wa s a co-a u daor of a repor~ that m~tidzed the 

treatment of an imprisoned oil tycoon. 

S~ieide Bombers Attack a Red C~ouss Compound 

in Eastern _~anistan 

The v~olenee shocked the Rcd Cross, which said it was the first 

t~me h~ its more than 3o years in Af~a~ista~ fl~at its offices had 

been a~wked. 

from th~ 

GRINDELWALD JOURNAL 
~ Tourists 

Ks Glaciers Melt,/k!pine Mmmtains Lose Their I ,,~k~,,~ 
Ghm, Threateni~g Swiss Village I :::V: ~ 

h~ a stark example of what’s happening to Switzerland’s g~aeie~s, 

global wam~ing is malting the ice that butDesses d~e moun~in s aronnd 

O~indelwald, menacing the region wikh rock slides and flood threab, 

U,S. 

doblessness Shortens Lifespan of Least Educated 

White Women, Research Says 

The aim or’the new s~cly was to e:,~lain the growing gap in 

morality between white women witkout a high school diploma 

and those with a high school diploma or mum 

For Medicare, Immigrants Ofgk~r Surplus, Study 

:Finds 

The findings hy rs:searchers at Har~-ard Medical School go 

against the notion ihat immignmts are a drain on federal health 



care spem~ng. 

Bill Cunningham: Just a peek 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

Shift in me~’s briefs sds 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

China~ in Need ofPork~ ~.o Buy a U.So Supplier 

The 84.7 billion ofl~r by Shua~ghui Intematiomd tbr Smithfield 

Foods is one of tbe biggest moves yet by a Cbinese company into 

the United SLates. 

~ ~ 7imesCast: American Pork Goes to China 

brands 

include 

DEALBOOK 

Documents Show Obmna Officials in Tension Over British 

Bank~ 
~. r.:~.~ 

Internal documents offer a glimpse h~to the Obama administration’s decision- 

making as it weighed ae~on against two Bz~’dsh ba~ over money laundez~ng. 

A~mnymous Payment Schemes "iI~riYing on Web 

ExperN say there are hm;dreds of Internet paymez;L systems that do not require 

users to Jdentii}~ tbemseives, maMng it dJfl5 cult to seJ ze on money laundering 

operations. 

Sports 

Rodman Not First Choice for North Korea Tr~p 

Tbe creators cd ’R~ce," an HBC" newsmag~zi~e, said the fc)rmer 

basketball star Dennis Rodman was asked ko visit Not~ Korea 

aRer Michael 3 or&m s~fid 

:Lewis A. Yoet~m Dies at 65; Repaired A~c~s ~Jad 

Careers in Baseball 

Dr. Yoeum pe[lbrrz~ed Tommy dolm surgery on a zmmber of 

major leaguers, savi~ag tbe careers of mmay. 

[~ Dr 
....... Lewis A. 

}l~ch to Ilis S~rpr~se, Fief" Tmq£oreIla Is O~t 

Coach ~o~n Tot~orella was fired after ~e Rangers were 

eliminated by the Bruins in the second round of the playoffs. 

~.~..] John 

To~oreil 

s, wt~o 

Graphic: No More CommenN 



Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

On Broadway, l~ore Ch~mkles Than 

The year on Broadway was ~ght o~ comedy, vdth a few ~mtahle 

exceptions. 

Voters Speak, and .Amazon Orders Shows 

The company says it used cus bmer feedback in choosing five shows for its 

~azo~ Prime smTiee. 

A Show Agah~ Avoids an Endf~g 

Canceled after iLs second season, ’~l’he Killing" and iLs g~m 

homicide detectives retm’n to AMC on Sin}day night. 

, Q. & A : Peter Sarsgaard on "[~e Killing’ 

Fashion & Style 

Making His Life the Party 

Ahy Rosen, ah’eady a real estate mogul and world-class art 

colle~’tor, is setting his sights on the city’s night Iif< 

~ [] Slide Show 

Rose< I 
center, 

celebrat 

An Endorsement That’s a Blessing 

B enedic t XVI, the pope emeritus, has forsaken his red shoes 

brown loafers from Mexico, a~d a nafio~ rf!ioices. 

msMng 

~hoes in 

A Necessary Stop 

At "Punk: Chaos to Couture," the new fashion exhibition ~R the 

Metropolitan Museum (ff Art, visitors ape immediately 

confronted with a w-creation of a filthy restr~om of CBGB. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: Subway Ballet 

Young men perform da*{ng aerial dances in a crowded New York 

City subway car, 

~ VmEO: Sarah Sze’s Triple Point 

~ installation at the Venice Biennaie is a set{es of careflfily 

assembled environments using everything from ladde*,~ and 

paint cans to scraps of paper and remnm~ts of photographs. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Dea~ That Could Benelfit Mobile Users 

Concessions by Sprint and SoftBank should satis~" national security concerns 

and make the tel ecom muni ca tion s i~dttstD- m ore corn peti d ve. 

EDITORIAL 

The School-to- Prison Pipeline 



A task force re’gas New Y :.,rk City’s schools t ;, adopt new appraise:has to 

discipline that would not erimina]ize mieor misbehavio~,~. 

EDITORIAL 

_A~t Opening to 

A bipaz dsan bill inDodueed 

would be a signifieank advance over the evm’ent Toxic Substances Control Act. 

For ir~)re or~inion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ecology Lessons From the CaM War 

Biodiversity was a survival strate&v for the next global eonflieL 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Miehele, Here’s the Bell 

Miehele Bachmann says that this will be her last term in 

Congress. This is truly the end of an era! 

, Celumnis2 Page 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Be|ief Is the Least Part of Faith 

It is more helpful to think about faith as the questions people 

choose to focus on, rather than the propositions observers think 

they musk hold. 

For more opinion; ge to NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 
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Fi~Olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 8:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

In Berlin 

~i London Reviewof Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO, ~I Visit lrb.f’o~k [~ 

LRB cover art 

Merkel sometimes looks placid, sometimes cross and 

disappointed, sometimes she smiles politely at 

foreigners over coffee and cakes. So she reminds 

people of Mum, and those who want to keep holding her 

hand think they know what she wants. Others, in 

despair, confess they have no idea. She seems to have 

no poliey of her own. Instead, after a suitable delay, she 

takes on opposition policies in a diluted form. To 

describe what she does, or rather doesn.t, intellectual 

critics have coined a frightful new German word word: 

Entiuhaltliehung. ZIt means what it says,LJ a Berlin 
friend tells me: [qDeeontentifieation. [q More 

LRB blog                                                           ] 

The Syrian War Spills Over 
Pat.rick Cockbu r’~ 

That Assad~ s government is on its last legs has always been something of a myth. 

YouTube videos of victorious rebel fighters capturing military outposts and seizing 

government munitions distract attention fl’om the fact that the war is entering its 

third year and the insurgents have sueeeeded in capturing just one of the ~4 

provincial capitals. The Syrian rebels were never as strong militarily as the outside 

world supposes. But they have always been way ahead of the government in their 

access to the international media. More 



Against .Alice Munro 
Christia r~ Lore~ tzer~ 

Reading ten of Alice MunroZ s collections in a row has induced in me not a glow of 

admiration but a state of men~l totl)or that spread into the rest of my life. I became 

sad, like her eharaetem, and like them I got sadder. I grew attuned to the ways life is 

shabby or grabby, words that come up all the time in her stories, as well as to 

people~?s residential and familial histories, details she never leaves out. I saw 

everyone heading towards cancer, or a ease of dementia that would rob them of the 

memories of the little adulteries they[] d probably committed and must have spent 

their whole lives thinking about. More 

Thatcherl s Rise 
David R ~cim a n 

Th ateher~ s focused, blinkered, relentless s~-le of polities didn ~t bring da~ ty as is 

so often claimed. It brought a hotehpoteh of small revolutions that could appear 

like, but didn,t atnount to, a tnueh larger one. The present mess in British polities 

owes as much to the incoherence of her political thinking as it does to her supposed 

radicalism. Still, all our current leaders want to be her. Ed Miliband is hoping that 

it[] s 1977 all over again and he can be the one who sm’fs to power on a sea-change he 

has initiated in the battle of ideas. Cameron and Osborne am hoping it,s 1981 and 

they can be the ones who hold their nerve at just the point when the economists and 

intellectuals are all bleating that the austerity experi~nent has failed. More 

At the Movies 

N~iebael Wood 

Short Cuts 

Fra~e~s FitzGibho~ 
Bee ~r~som The Redgraves 

C~:p’,,rigEt " l,eu&:t; b!evie~a of Beo;::~ [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 

email regls~:a%-,; :b co ug< [] You can :.msubscr~be er update your e~ ~fil p~efe*ences at any lime on ore- website 

::.~.i Gift Subscriptions 

Follow us on Twitter 

::N:: Find us on Facebook 
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Sent: 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 3:30 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
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Today’s Headlines Sunday, June 2,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

As Syrians Fight, Sectarian Strife Infects Mideast 
By TIM ARANGO, ANNE BARNARD and DURAID ADNAN 

The war is setting off a contagious sectarian conflict in Iraq and 
Lebanon, rekindling long-simmering tensions. 

U.S. and China Agree to Hold Regular Talks on Hacking 
By DAVID E. SANGER and MARK LANDLER 

The United States hopes the dialogue can help set norms and end what it says is 
a daily barrage of computer break-ins and theft of corporate and government 
secrets by Chinese hackers. 

The $2.7 Trillion Medical Bill 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

While the American medical system is famous for expensive 
drugs and heroic care at the end of life, a more significant factor 
in the nation’s annual health care bill may be the high price tag of 
ordinary services. 

¯ ~ Comments 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ PHOTOGRAPHS: FOCUS of Protests Widens in 

Istanbul 
Demonstrators took to the streets in a second day of civil unrest. 

The police later withdrew from Istanbul’s central Taksim Square. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OPINION 

China’s Economic Empire 
By HERIBERTO ARAOJO and JUAN PABLO CARDENAL 

The biggest threat from Beijing is the aggressive spread of state 

capitalism. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I thought, ’Heck, that’s going to be a tough battle. ’But 

for a man with unmatchable resources, there’s good 

reason to be hopeful." 

J O H N W. G RI F FI N, Nevada lobbyist hired by Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg of New York to 
push gun law legislation. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Police Retreat as Protests Expand Through 
Turkey 
By TIM ARANGO 

The police pulled out of Istanbul’s Taksim Square, sparking 

iubilation and destruction as protests continued against the 
government’s plan to redevelop a park. 

¯ Photographs: Focus of Protests Widens in Istanbul 

In Russia, Living the High Life; in America, a 

Wanted Man 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER and JAMES GLANZ 

American authorities view Mimzhan T. Tokhtakhounov as a 
leading figure in Russian organized crime. They are mistaken, he 

says. 

Wave of Grief and Political Reverberations Grip 
Britain After Soldier’s Killing 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

The killing of Lee Rigby has shocked Britain as few things have in 
recent years, with the political reverberations continuing for the 
government of Prime Minister David Cameron. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimes:comlWorld 

For Bloomberg, Gun Control Fight Shifts to State 
Capitals 
By JAVIER C. HERNANDEZ 

Mayor Michael R. B]oomberg, with the coalition Mayors Against 



Illegal Guns, is taking his campaign for stricter gun laws to the 

nation’s state legislatures. 

Fracking Tests Ties Between California ’Oil and 
Ag’ Interests 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

Hydraulic fracturing is creating competition for water and 

threatening its contamination in a part of the state where oilmen 

and farmers have coexisted peacefully for decades. 

Deadly Storms in Oklahoma Bring Flooding and 

More Tornadoes 
By MANNY FERNANDEZ and MARC SANTORA 

A storm on Friday set off tornadoes and severe flooding, causing 

widespread damage around the region and claiming at least nine 

victims, including two children. 

¯ More Coverage on The kede 

......................................................................................................... E0[ rpPre ~:~: r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes:�0m!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Just one look: Oscar de la 
Renta’s resort collection 
ALSO IN T MAGAZINE >> 

Hidden Venice 

A French movie star turned sultry singer-songwriter 

~wt,,time:s.,com. ~: MAGAZINE 

Business 

FAIR GAME 

Quantity Over Quality in Bank Profits 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Stock prices and earnings have risen sharply for banks. But there 

is less to the headline number than some investors may think. 



Pugnacious Builder of the Business Lobby 
By SHERYL GAY STOLBERG 

In 16 years, Thomas Donohue has transformed the LT.S. Chamber 

of Commerce into a lobbying powerhouse - and into a much 
more political animal 

¯ ~ Graphic: Biggest Lobbying Spenders in the U.S. 

CORNER OFFICE 

Here’s My Vision, and Here’s Yours. Let’s Make 
It Work. 
By ADAM BRYANT 

Jenna Fagnan of Tequila Avidn says she believes in giving 
employees much autonomy in finding roads to achieving company goals. 

¯ More Corner Office Columns ~ 

................................................................................... Fe r r~ ore i? ~lsir~e ss r~e~s! go t? N YTi mes~�0m~Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

PACERS 91, HEAT 77 

Heat Falter, Fume and Fall 
By HOWARD BECK 

The Heat, accustomed to taking victories when they want, were 
dealt a stunning defeat by the young, proud and too stubborn to 

succumb Pacers. 

¯ g’ Box Score I Hibbert’s Language Could Draw NBA Punishment 

Spurs, as They Age, Remain Sustainable 
By BILLY WITZ 

Like Tim Duncan, who has dropped 25 pounds over the last two 
years to reinvigorate his career, the Spurs have been 
reconstituted. 

Learning From Other Sports, Tennis Coaches 
See Advantages of Video Analysis 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

When Gilles Simon faces Roger Federer on Sunday in the French 
Open, he will have the benefit of extensive video analysis of 
Federer’s tactical patterns and tendencies. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Coming Soon: A Breakout Year for Black Films 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

Studios say a growing audience with more multicultural tastes is 
encouraging the production of more movies with African- 



American themes. 

Broadway Babies 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

With "Matilda the Musical," "Annie" and other shows, young 

actors are having their day (and nights) on Broadway stages. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

A Streetcorner Serenade for the Public Plaza 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Nationwide, urban pedestrian zones - "parklets," plazas and 

public spaces - are growing in popularity, as city dwellers seek 

alternatives to suburbs and cars. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Magazine 

The Death and Life of Chicago 
By BEN AUSTEN 

An innovative campaign to move "home-less people into people- 

less homes." 

¯ ~ Stuck in the Shadow of Affluence 

Jason Isbell, Unloaded 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Sobriety isn’t always a songwriter’s friend, but it has brought out 
the best in the former Drive-By Trucker. 

The Hollywood Fast Life of Stalker Sarah 
By MOLLY KNIGHT 

The 1F-year-old celebrity chaser is easily the most famous fan in 

the world. 

........................................................... ~0[ rg£re fr£r~ ~he S~gday r~aga~!#e, gO to N)tT!mes~cQm!Magaz!ne ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Sweet Spot: The Have-Mores 

Always in fashion, sort of, in this week’s episode David Carr and 

A. O. Scott talk about materialism and the culture of excess. 

~ VIDEO: A Smartphone Challenge in Times 

Square 
Stephanie Rosenbloom, The Getaway columnist, takes a 

smartphone tour challenge in the heart of Manhattan. 

¯ Related Column 



~ VIDEO: VOWS: Faizah and Zaahir 
Two young Muslim Americans - he worked in finance, she 
volunteered with Occupy Wall Street - fell in love despite their 

differences. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Failure to Police Chemical Plants 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The poor and minorities remain vulnerable to accidents involving toxic 
materials. Therefore, the E.P.A. should strengthen regulations. 

EDITORIAL 

Restoring the Vote in Virginia 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Gov. Bob McDonnell gives thousands of nonviolent offenders a second chance at 
full citizenship. 

EDITORIAL 

The Global Plight of Disabled Children 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new report from the United Nations shows the devastating effect of Senate 
Republicans who blocked ratification of a treaty to help disabled people around 

the world. 

.................................................................................................... E0r moEe ol~!r?i£r?, go ~o N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINIONATOR I SCHOOLING 

Schools Are Not Cool 
By SARA MOSLE 

Students in air-conditioned classrooms have an unfair advantage 
over roasting peers. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Who Needs Reporters? 
By FRANK BRUNI 

YOU do. NO matter how awful we’ve been. But more politicians 

are finding self-flattering ways around us. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Prisoners of the Euro 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

With Europe’s unemployment, how long can the center continue 

to hold? 



¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

When It May Not Pay to Be Famous 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

For legal standards, there’s a vast gray area between First 

Amendment protection and an individual’s right of publicity. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 2, 1953, Queen Elizabeth II of Britain was crowned in 

Westminster Abbey, 16 months after the death of her father, King 

George VI. 
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Health Economics, Third Edition: Request a complimentary exam copy 
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ii"~ Routledge 

Health Economics, Third Edition 

Request your complimentary exam copy 

Dear Eunice, 

Routledge are pleased to announce that the third edition of Health 
Economics by Barbara McPake, Charles Normand and Samantha 
Smith, is now available, 

This fully updated new edition continues to be the only textbook to 
provide an overview of health economics from an international 
perspective, and has been revised to take into account recent 
developments. This includes analyzing US healthcare reform under 
Barack Obama, as well as the provision of healthcare in China. Read 
more 

Health Economics 

To find out more and view the full table of contents click her~e and use the labs ir~ the center 

the webpage to navigate, 

Complimentary exam copies are available for instructors teaching relevant courses of 12 or 

more students~ Request your copy here. 

Thank you for your time~ 
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IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Death of Senator Places Christie in Difficult Spot 
By DAVID M. HALBFINGER, JEREMY W. PETERS and KATE ZERNIKE 

Frank R. Lautenberg’s death has left Gov. Chris Christie of New 
Jersey with the chance to give away a Senate seat, but the 
decision is fraught with pitfalls. 

¯ Frank R. kautenberg, 5-Term Senator From New Jersey, Dies at 89 

¯ ~ Video: Lautenberg’s Seat and Booker’s Chance 

Elite in China Molded in Part by Tiananmen 
By ANDREW JACOBS and CHRIS BUCKLEY 

The immersion of today’s leaders of China in the political 
experimentation that preceded the Tiananmen Square 
crackdown in 1989 raises the question of whether they will be 
open to new ideas and discussion. 

When Billionaire Sets Rules, It’s an Exclusive 
Race 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 

An expensive new requirement has led to a dearth of contestants 

at the America’s Cup, and San Fransisco leaders are raising 
doubts about the race’s benefits for the city amid lagging interest. 

, ~ Slide Show: Bringing a Cup to the City by the Bay 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr rj?01~e top I?e~vs, g? to N~Timesr£0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

SCIENCE 

~ MULTIMEDIA FEATURE: A Century of Cicadas 
Periodical cicadas live underground for 17 or 13 years before 

emerging to sing, mate and die. This year’s cicadas are Brood II, 

one of 15 surviving regional broods. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Don’t Trust the Pentagon to End Rape 
By KIRBY DICK 

The U.S. military has a problem with embedded sexual 

predators. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The proud men who wrote the charter of our liberties 
would not have been so eager to open their mouths for 

royal inspection." 

JUSTICE ANTONIN SCALIA, in his dissent from the Supreme Court’s ruling that the police 
may take DNA samples from people arrested in connection with serious crimes. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

As Turks Challenge Their Leader’s Power, He 
Tries to Expand It 
By TIM ARANGO 

Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan is facing his worst political 
crisis in more than a decade of power, and he seems little 
inclined to change his approach. 

¯ ~ Photographs: Protests Continue in Istanbul 

11 Afghan Children Killed in 2 Taliban Bombings 
By AZAM AHMED 

Two bombings in eastern provinces killed two American soldiers 
and 17 Afghans, including at least 11 children. 

Palestinian Authority’s New Premier Admired as 
’Conscience’ 
By JODI RUDOREN 

Rami Hamdallah, 54, a respected academician who lacks political 
experience and an international profile, is known for his work 
expanding his university. 

................................................................................................ ~0[ r~pre w0dd ~?e~s, go to N¥~irne~:�om!Wor!d ~ 

U.S. 

Justices Allow DNA Collection After an Arrest 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

In a 5-to-4 ruling, the Supreme Court said DNA samples were similar to the 

photographs and fingerprints taken while booking criminal suspects. 

Earning Merit Badges and Learning Knots Under 



New Flags 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

The controversies over gay Boy Scouts and their leaders have 
benefited alternative groups geared to the secular and the 
religious. 

Trial Portrays Two Sides of Private in Leak Case 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

During a court-martial on Monday, a prosecutor said Pfc. 
Bradley Manning put sensitive information into enemy hands, 
while his defense lawyer said his client had been "naive." 

. Mannin9 Supporters Are koud and Online 

¯ Britain and Ecuador May Discuss Assange Case 

......................................................................................................... Fpr r~o~e U.S. ~e~s, go to N~7!mes.�orn!US tt 
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Tennis goes high-tech, and that’s just in the stands 

Tennis coaches see advantages of video analysis 
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Business 

DEALBOOK 

Behind the Rise in House Prices, Wall Street 
Buyers 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Homes in struggling markets are being snapped up by big 
investment companies, shutting out regular buyers and creating concern about 
soaring prices. 

DEALBOOK 

SAC Capital’s Deadline for Withdrawals 
By WILLIAM ALDEN 



Investors with SAC Capital Advisors may withdraw several billion dollars from 

the fund. ] Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase found common ground in their 

frustration with Bloomberg L.P. ] A Chinese company’s bid for an American 

pork producer had links to Wall Street. ] Ben S. Bernanke offered life advice in a 

commencement speech. 

Promising New Cancer Drugs Empower the 
Body’s Own Defense System 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

The drugs work by unleashing the immune system to attack 
cancer cells, much as it attacks bacteria or other foreign invaders 
in the human body 

................................................................................... For ~e[e bqs!r~ss Pe~s, go to N¥~ime~:com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

GAME 7: HEAT 99, PACERS 76 

Dynamic Once More, Duo Lifts Heat to Finals 
By HOWARD BECK 

Miami’s LeBron James and Dwyane Wade found themselves 

back in perfect harmony, keeping their hopes alive for a second 
straight championship. The Heat will play the Spurs in the finals starting 
Thursday. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 

A Selfless Star of Rare Skills Says Goodbye 
By HOWARD BECK 

Jason Kidd, who announced his retirement Monday, was a basketball savant 

who could dominate a game without scoring, who preferred passing to shooting 
and who elevated his team with his intelligence alone. 

Chief of Staff at Rutgers Facing Discrimination Lawsuit 
By STEVE EDER 

Gregory S. Jackson, who was promoted in April to be the chief of staff to the 
Rutgers president amid a coaching abuse scandal, was already facing his own 
legal problems. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

A Paean to Forbearance (the Rough Draft) 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

James Agee’s unpunished 1936 article for Fortune about 

Alabama sharecroppers is being released on Tuesday as a book, 
"Cotton Tenants: Three Families," with Walker Evans photos. 



Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Minimalist Jam? Well, Less Showy 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Hot 97’s annual Summer Jam, held on Sunday at MetLife 
Stadium, was less about big-budget stars and maximalism this 

time. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

John Oliver Prepares to Host ’The Daily Show’ 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

Mr. Oliver talks about preparing for a three-month stint filling in 

for Jon Stewart and his efforts to book Queen Elizabeth II. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes,comlArts ~ 

Science 

Growing Left, Growing Right 
By CARL ZIMMER 

Our bodies start out symmetrical, but then things start moving. 
How this happens (and how it can go wrong) is a rich field of 
study. 

Apocalypse and Other Love Stories 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

"Oblivion" and "After Earth" are some of the post-apocalyptic 
blockbusters on offer this year, scratching a peculiar human itch. 

Here, Cicadas Get a Warm Welcome 
By PATRICIA LEIGH BROWN 

Scientists in Connecticut, home to perhaps the only preserve 
devoted to the 17-year periodical cicadas, are using GIS-GPS 
technology to map the insect’s populations with pinpoint 
accuracy. 

¯ ~ Video: Clarinet, With Cicada Chorus I ~ Slide Show: A Place for Cicadas 

, City Room: Ask About the 17-Year Cicada 

........................................................................................ F£r r~01~e s£ier~£e r~ews, go ~0 N~’Times~�0m!Scien£e ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Lautenberg’s Seat and Booker’s Chance 
The Times’s David M. Halbfinger discusses the legacy of Senator 

Frank R. Lautenberg, who died Monday, and how Mayor Cory A. 

Booker of Newark could benefit. 



~ VIDEO: The Tawana Brawley Story 
Retro Report: In 1988, the nation learned the truth about the 

alleged crimes against Tawana Brawley, but the shocking story 

was far from over. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: In Performance: Courtney B. Vance 
The New York Times invited Tony nominees to perform scenes 

on location in New York. Here, Courtney B. Vance, who plays a 

newspaper editor in "Lucky Guy," rants about the columnist 

Mike McAlary. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

An Unnecessary Military Expense 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A second site on the East Coast won’t address the missile defense system’s basic 

weaknesses. 

EDITORIAL 

A Smart Change in Iran Policy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Mlowing companies to export cellphones and laptops could frustrate censorship 

and send a message that America stands with the Iranian people. 

EDITORIAL 

DNA and Suspicionless Searches 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court decision to permit DNA collection from people who have 

been charged but not yet convicted severely undermines fundamental Fourth 

Amendment principles. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Way to Produce a Person 
By DAVID BROOKS 

When it comes to moral concerns and vocational choice, proceed 

with caution in thinking in purely utilitarian terms. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Meanest Season 
By FRANK BRUNI 



Buggy, muggy and way too long, summer has arrived, and I’m 

ready for it to go. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Why the Court Was Right to Allow Cheek Swabs 
By AKHIL REED AMAR and NEAL K. KATYAL 

In his unusual alliance with three liberal justices, Antonin Sca]ia misread the 

meaning of the Fourth Amendment. 

¯ Editorial: DNA and Suspicionless Searches 
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ON THIS DAY 

On dune 4, 1989, Chinese army troops stormed Tiananmen Square in 
Beijing to crush the pro-democracy movement; hundreds - possibly 

thousands - of people died. 
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Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE~IL~ 
World US. i Bdsiness Sports Arts Dining&Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

Cl~loistie Dec~des oil October Vote I’oi° New [~ Gov 
Senator c,~ I 

Gov. C~ris Christie of N ew dersey’s annom~eelne~L of an unusual ....... 

special e]ect~on was immediately eritktized ibr eos~g the state 

824 raison and for seLLing up a schedule Lhat was ]ikely to confl~se the vodng 

public. 

Syrian RebeJs Meet Netbac, ks on a New Front 

The rebels have be, e~ pulled between the limits of a lightly 

ectuipped guerrilla force and "daeir urge ko fight x*1th the 

batklefield weight of a~ army. 

~E] Video: Syrian Rebels [3rive South 

, [] Slide Show: A New Strategy on One Syrian Front 

I    AMad al I 

UoSo-Cltdna Meeting’s Aim: Personal Diplomacy 

The visi[ between Preside~[ Obama ai~d Presidei~k Xi Oinpii~g of 

China is less scripted than such visits usually are, i~duding time 

£~r dinner and skrolls on kl~e California estate where they will 

meet. 

~ China’s First Lady Won’t See U S. Counterpalt on Visit 

Editors’ Picks 



WOR’O 
~~ sl~_t~Sho~,, s~,n~: Snow: A New Straiegy on One 

Syr~ Frorrt 

Syrian rebels have decided to fight less of a strictly guerrilla war 

on the ttama plain, and to try to battle the government forc.es on more 

conventional terms as a fl~]~y flmcfional army. 

ORII’IJON I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

~lake Patent Trolls Pay ~n Cotl~-t 

Judges ahwady have the authority to make fl~volous ]ifiganks pay 

for their abusive lawsuiks. Theyjusk have [o use it. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

GANNON FRAIN, a [requirer visitor ~(~ Western parks wlho has been accamu]~ing photos 
documenting graffiti and vandalism iu natkmal parks. 

World 

Park De~imder Helped Set OffT~,rkey’s Crisis 

The demonstrations in Taksim Square have given m~expeeted 

exposure to a fault line in Turkish society and polities. 
~ quara 

Eg~’pt Cor~victs Workers at Foreign Nonprofit Groups, 

Inch~ding ~6 Americans 

The guilky verdi& for more than three dozen employees, among khem many 

2u~erieans, came in a trial the United Stakes has called po]i6eally motivaked. 

Po~fltry Plar~i ir~ Deadly Fire Won P~a~dits From 

Cl~ese 

The ~o~ing assessm(mts of "~e plant where more fl~a~ lOO 

people we~ killed in a fie~T explosion suggested government 

o~eials had missed p~blems. 

As Va~da~s Deface U.No Parks, Some Point to 
Online Show- Offn 

A spike in graffiti and vandalism ~as found iks way inko the 



wilderness, as visitors to national parks litter by streams, take 

Mfives to cactuses m~d leave their tags on rocks. 

Rev. %’i|| D. Campbell, Maverick Minister in Civil 

Rights Era, Dies at 88 

Mr. CampbeI1, a rare white cleric with at~ extensive field 

as a civil r~ g)~ts activist, also wrote books that e~)]ored ~he 

human costs of racism. 

Fort Hood Suspect Says Rm~page Was to Defend Aft,an 

Taliban Leaders 

M@ Nidal Malik Hasm~, who is aeensed of ]tilling ~ people ~n ~oo9, said he 

believed he was defending fl~e lives of Taliban leaders fi’om Amet{can mili~U 

personnel. 

TimesTalks: "The New Digital 
Age" 
ALSO IN VIDEO x 

You say Gig, i say GIF 

Business 

In Chilis, an Empire Built by Aping Apple 

Led by Lei dun, Xiaomi soM $2 billion in handsels in China last 

year, and he has earefully cultivated an image it~ the Ste~’e 

mold. 

Obmna Orders Reg.|stets to Root Out ’Patent Tro||s’ 

The president, in a sm~es of executive actions, asked the patent office to take 

steps to bl~-~ek f~{volous lawsuiks filed by so.-ealled pate*~k krolls. 

~ DealBoo~: New Exchange Is Formed forF~d~ng Patent Righ~ 

DEALBOOK 

A Coamty in _adabama Strikes a Bm~k~’uptey De~l 

Jeffersot~ Counb,’s 84.2 billio*~ municipal ba*flwuptey is the 

largest such filing i~ U~ited States histoU, m~d it is being closely 

watched for tSe precedent ik might set. 

, ~ Commem Commen~ 

Sports 



YANKEES 4, INDIANS 3 
Mark 

His ]Body Healthy and His Swing Robust, 

Showing more si~s of eom%A ak the plate since coming off 

d~sabled l~sL Mark Teixeim blas[ed a three--run homer to lead the Yankees past 

the Ind~ans. 

~E] Box Sco[e ] Nunez Has Setback, Delaying Return 

NATIONALS 3, METS 2 

Ceuter t~elder Juan ~,qgal’es, who is hitting .146, has mostly 

languished on ~e bench since being called up Apiql a4- 

,FI Box Score 

~ Roundup: Mayberry Home[s in 10~n and 1 lth to Carry Philiies 

Lagares 

:Baseball to Get Help in Dopirtg Case 

Anthony Bosch, the operator of a defunc~ Sou’d3 Flo*{da and- 

aging clinic, has agreed to coopers be with the sport’s 

investigators. 

Arts 

That Inst~0ument Known as the Eiffel Tower 

Joseph Bet~olozzi, an American composer who created music 

out of d~e sounds made by banging on a bridge, takes his 

hammem to Paris. 

, ~ Video: The Ei~el Tower’s Voice 

He Captu~’ed Modern A~t, Pa~d Now is Letth~g It 

D. James Dee, kuown as the SoHo Photographer, spent nearly 

four decades documenting work by modem at’risks. Now he’s 

giving away his sprawling archive. 

~[7] Slide Show 

Dee is 

ABOUT NEW YORK 

Discove~oed at 64, a Brooldyn &a-tier "Fakes His 

:Place 

After three decades of makin g art for himself, Rafael I ~ouardo 

Black sold ~o works at prices ranging from $~6,ooo to $28,oo0. 

Dining & Wine 

An Unapologetic" 
B,. ji. vF 

Paul Liebrandt, kuown for his exacfiug pe~ctionism, ~s tryiug 

his hand at something more casual in Williamshurg. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I CARBONE 

A Red-Satme Joint Steals t~te Show 

A fancy red-sauce joint as directed by Quentin Taranfino, 

Carbone is a place ~hat picks up the dieh{s of Rs gent~, Gvirls 

them, then hurls them at your head. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

LJ~bran 



Fluent in French, CoHoquhdly 

As bistros proliferate, the chefs may not speak with an accent. 

Phikesop 
he in 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: In Performm~ee: ’Kinky Boots~ 

The New Vork Times invited Tony nominees to perlbrm scenes 

on location in New Yo~k. tlere, Billy Porter and Stark Sands sing 

"Not My Father’s Son" from "Kin ~ Boots" at the shoemaker T. 

O. Dey. 

~ vmEo: President Names Corot Nonfinees 

President Obama armouneed his plans to nominate three 

candidates for the United S~tes Com~ of Appeals fl-~r the DisSect 

of Columbi a Circui t. 

~ VmEO: Intersection: East V~llage Style 

Grit 

A]exa~dra I,arson, a jewehT designer a~d East Village resident, 

explains how h Mr n 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Ad~se m~d Consent 

t>resident Obama did his job ~Sth three fine nominations to a top appeals coral 

Now the Senate has a job to do. 

EDITORIAL 

Gel-~.~ng to Know 

ht[ueh is l’idJllg on the unset~pted big power talks beginni~% F~:iclay beh’¢een 

t resident., bama and t resident Xi ~rinping of China. 

EDITORIAL 

Gov. Christie’s Quh.(k, Costly DeeiMon 

The governor of New dersey called for a special eleedon to fill Fnmk 

I,autenbe~B’s Senate seat because it might give hhn a political advantage. But it 

will cost s~te £~xpayers. 

Fo[ :’~o~e or)ir~ion ~o to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cut the Strings to George IH 

Why do we cling to a British milib~ry legal system that fl~e Brits 

have rej ee Led? 

~ ColumnLst Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

israel laves the dose]0h StorT 

What does it mean when even Turkey is in turmoil and Stephen 

HaMdng ~s weighing i~ o~ the IsradVPa]est~nia~ conflict? 

~ Colum nisX Page 



OPINIONATOR 

Tl~e Farm Bill 

o~[trage. 

for the 

Wealthy 

Fo~ mo~e ooi:~ion ,~o to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidew~imes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 7:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

@Times: Top 5, French Open, T’s Summer Culture Issue and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: http:I/www nytimes.com/ads/emaiiads/editpromo/20130605/attimes htR-d 

l~ @Ti ..... June 5, 2013 ] 

F~’ench Open                                       ~ 
If you can’t makeit to Paris {’or the 2olg French Opeu, le~~ 
The Times tvanspo~ you to a fi’ont-row seat at the Roland 
Gaffes Stadium, where all the exeRing action is unR~]ding. You’ll 
fiud the latest iu{’ovmation on both men’s aud women’s 
competition; ]asigh~s on the success of a loagtime U,S, favorite as 
well as a setback {’or a promisiug Australian newcomer; striking 
competition photography; and the touching [mud between a top- 
yanked player and his recently deceased childhood coach, You’ll 
ewm get some elari{ieatiou on the ongoing confitsiou 
surrouuding the name of the competition itself, 

The worlds of eu[ture and style stretch far and wide in 
the latest issue o[T Magazine--- with a profile el 
philanthropist Deeds Blab’; a conversation with fashion designer 
Miueeia Prada: a~d a look at the French intel[ectual Bernavd- 
tIenH L(wy’s new e>:hibition on the relationship betwee~ art and 
philosophy, You’ll a[so enjoy a conversation about community 
between the artist Theaster Gates aud PerW Chen, the co.- 
founder of Kiekatarter; and one about celebrity culture be[ween 
friends Sofia Coppo]a and Lee RadziwilL Plus, you’ll meet eight 
game-changing 2o-aomethings and discover’ why sex on 2W is so 
.joyless. 

Don’t Miss on NYTimescem 

* ARTS: Sofia Coppo[a’s *gling Ring’ Dels, es Into Celebrity 

Obsessiun 
, BDSINESS: Top Murdoeb E~ecutiw~ Deuies }Iaekisg Charges 

, MEDIA: Io Vh]com DeaI, Amazon Scoops Up Children’s Shows 

* SQUARE FEET: A Ne~* York Landmark Moves Toward an LP.O. 

Despite Legal Appeals 

* TONY AWARDS: In Performance With Billy Porter and Stark 

Sands 

"~-=op 8 Viewed Features o, N’Cn ............ 
(Betweerl May 29, 2013 -. June 4, 2,013) 

*, Colonoscopies Explain Why U.S. Leads the World in Health 

Expenditures 

2. Death of Senator Places Chris Christie in Difficult Spot 

3, Is It Better to Walk or R~n? 

4. Friedman: How to Get a Job 

5. gmnk The Gift of Siblings 

~ VgDEO: Retro Report ] The 

Tawana Brawley Story 
In ~988, the nation learned the 
truth about the alleged crimes 
against Tawana Brawley, but 
the shocking story was far from 
over. 

~ SLIDE SHO~,’," House 

Hunting in ,,. Mexico 
Despite the gradual recovery of 
the housing market, buyers 
have the edge in this corner of 
the Yueat’an. 

~ VIDEO; Xntersection I East 

Village Style Grit 
Alexandra Larson, a jewelry 
designer and East Village 
resident, explains how her 
neighborhood is a cornucopia of 
style, 

Join the 
Conversation 

Decides on 

October" Vote 

for New 

Se~mto~" 
New Jersey Oov. Chris Chvistie’s 
announcement of an unusual 
special election was immediately 
criticized. 

A daily e-meil newsletter on 

the business of technology, 
with coverege from Times 

staff writers and a roundup 

of news from across the 

Web 

Delivered before ti~e 
opening bell and after the 



market ciose, the DeaiBook 
e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capitsi and more. 

All ~hi!~gs fashion 

from The New York 

Times, featuring the 

la[est irl !~ews. 
~rends and rLmway 

coverage from 

acclaimed critics 

ABOUT TH~B 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes corn marketing depaltment. You received this messa~je because you signed up 

rot N’¢Times.com’s @Tinles rlewsle~ter 

The New York Times Cempar~y I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Is Secretly Collecting Records of Verizon Calls 

Today’s Headlines Tho  day, J oe ,20. 

~NTNISEa~I~IL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Fashion&Style Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

A highly classified eout~a order disclosed on Wednesday night din’ors a Vcfizon 

Communications subsidiary to turn over ko the National Security ~en~T logs 

of calls on a daffy basis. 

In Personnel Appointments, Obama Takes 
Ob~,~, Assertive Tack 

I ] 
Recent unapologctk seleeti :ms reflect a eonc~ ~siot~ in the West 

Wing that whe~ ~ comes to choosing person nel, ~he presMent can never aatia~ 

Republicans. 

In S~Ti~ Victory, HezbollM~ Risks Broader F~ght 

Hezbollah’s role has fro’thor antago~ized secta~at~ divisions in 

Syria ai~d beyoi~d, creating new risks for both the Syriai~ 

governmenk and the mili’da even in L~eir moment of vickoW. 

loyal to 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vmEo: Dingell Reflects on 57 Years i1~ 

Politics 

This week Represent~tive John D. Dingel] ,h’. set the record for 

longest-sen~ing raember of Congress at 57 years. He discusses how American 

polities have changed over his 3o terms in the ttouse. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Don’t Treat Consmners ][Jke C~-ff~ha~s 

"Unloeldng" yore’ phone t~-~ switch wireless carders shouldn’t be against the lawo 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

REPRESENTATr~E dOHN D, DINGELL~ the lougest-.serving member of Cougress in history, 

who succei~’dc’d his father ia ~9~5~1r 

World 

China Seer~ h~ Push to GaiR Technolog@’ lnMghts 

As China seeks to become more competitive, seie~fists on the 

job in the Uniked States are being asked [o sharx~ technology 

data. 

Finaneial Fern’s Gain Creder~ee as l.h~rest Shakes 

Turkey 

While Turkey’s economy has growu swiftly over the past decade, 

the recent protests in Taksim Sqaa[~ are signaling that economic 

trouble could be approaching. 

In Nigeria, ’Kill~ng People %’itho~t Askil~g Who 

"i’hey Are~ 

Nigerian solNers in a broad assauk against the Boko Harem 

insurgency are maki~% ]i~le eN:~rt to spare the impotent, 

refugees say. 

,~ Photos: Nigedans Flee What They Call Indiscriminate Killings 

Suntech 

Wednas 
day, 

gathere 

U.S. 

St4fff Sgt. Robert Bales, the figure at the eenter of the worst 

American war e~me in rz;een[ memotT, admitted for the first 

time delther~[ely killing ~6 ~’~ghan civilians, most of [hem 

women and children. 

J~dge Orders All Restrictio~s Lifted on Some 



A federal appeals eour{ ordered tha{ some types of emergency con ~raeeptives 

be made availab]e to women c~f all ages without a preserit~tion. 

Workers Neck Sur~v~rs in Plfiladelplfia 

Collapse 

A~ least six people died and ~4 others we~ i~iured when a 

bufldin g that was being demolished c~)}lapaed on a Salvation 

Army store. 

[3~ Firefight 

Video Footage of the Coilapsed Building 

Bill Cunningham: Spoke 
spinners 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

Howto trim asparagus 

Beach huhin 5 easy steps 

Business 

On Newsstands, Allure oft]he Fi]lm .Actress Fades 

Film stazs are no ],-,,nger the reader magnets they once were, so 

m agazines are turning to ~1~r acto~ ,% rea]ib" stars an,] musicians. 

Nariin ~onold, Former ’llmes g om’nalist, Dies at    ~ M~,~ 

Mr. Arn old was an editor for The New York Times Magazine. ~ 

earned a George Polk Award for his reporting, explored 

municipal corruption and wrote a column abouk [tie publishing industry. 

DEALBOOK 

_¢ks Investors Bail Ol~t, SAC Shows a Brave Face 

Th e h edge tim& which is under investigation for in s id er trading, 

told employees in an e-mail ~at ik was s ~ble despike a sm;ge in 

inveskor ~dthdrawNs. 

, DeaIBeok: Trial Date Set for Former SAC Trader in insider Case 

Cohen, 
founder 

Sports 

Richie Phillips, Union Leader Who Helped and 
Hurt Umpires, D~cs el 72 

Mr. Phillips quin[upled the salaries of major league baseball 

mnpires as their representative, but cm~sed many of fl~em to Jose 

t~eir jobs by having d~em resign eu masse. 

...... Phillips, 

right, 

andthe 



Despite Rafael NadaI’s wish fbr fewer hardeom~ tom:nameuLs, 

day courts present pat tieular challenges, like a slower game, 

balls that bounce high and dirt from the courts blowing into 

players’ eyes. 

ON BASEBALL 

The Sizable Shadow "iI~at Won’t Leave the 

~ankees first baseman Mark Teixeira said khe mosk ~eent news 

about fl~e li~k be>vee~ Alex Rodriguez and a Miand diode is "very 

disappdnting." 

Nsdal, 
siihoue~ 

working 

Vet mere spolts news, ge ~e NYTimee.comtSpor~s ~ 

A~ts 

Co.sire 

:~nedcan Dal]ct Theater’s production of "Le Corsaire," an 1856 

bNlet baaed o~ Byro~’a heroic poem, pulls together the work or" severn 

cboreographet~ a~d eve~ more composers. 

ART REVIEW 
Venice 

Beyond the ~Pah~ee$ an h~te~’nal-iona[ Tour ~ Biennal 

Oll@ C~" 
e OJiver 

"The Encyclopedic Palace," the main show of the 55th Veuiee 

Biennale~ is organized by the chief curator of [he New Museum d Manhattan. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Darling of Cmta~es ’run~s Slurry Impostor 

"Blue Is the Warmest Color," hmded for its lesbian sex scenes, is 

~ow hei~g criticized fix" those very seethes. 

..... Seydou 

Fashion & Style 

Sm~, Sand and S~ads 

The relan’~ (ff the Rockabus is yet another sign that Hmrieane 

Sandy has done little to unseat "~e Roekaways as "~e go-to beach 

for fashionable bro,-&lynites. 

~ Slide S~ow: Ya king tree Rockabus to the Rockaways 

, Rockaways Rising: What’s Open and Closed on the Beach 

ENCOUNTERS I MICHAEL MUSTO 

Michael Musto has not let the abrapt end ,-.,f his 29-year tenure at 

The Village Voice get him 

At Every T~*i~r~, Another Strange World 

Odd, ethereN or j ust taEooed, the arb~ denizen s cg BushwJ 

know how to open "~eir doors. 

,~ Slide Show: BushwJck Open Stud~os 20!3 

Harb, 

left, and 

,JoeJ 

Muslo 

right, 

Today’s Video 



~ vmEo: Obama Bets on Rice’s Redemption 

The Times’s Mark Landler discusses the White House’s decision 

to put Susan E. Rice back in the harsh spotlight as the ~ational 

seeufi ty adviser. 

~ VmEO: S.~qei~m Rebels DHve South 

In Syrfia, C~J, Chivers profiles Grandsons of the Prophet, a rebel 

m~it, on its march south toward Hems. 

~ Reiated Article i [] Slide Show 

~ vm~:o: In Pertbrmanee: Rob N[eClure 

The New York Times invited Tony nominees to perform scenes 

on loeadon in New York. Here, Rob McClure sings "The Life 

That You Wished For" fl’om "Chaplin" while explo~-ing a props 

warehouse in (N~elsea. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Split Between t]he States 

()~} health care, education m}d other issues, many states are abandoning their 

responsibiIi d 

EDITORIAL 

President Obama’s proposed reforms should reduce expensive litigation and 

encourage innovation. 

EDITORIAL 

Better ’i’eaehers for New York City 

The teacher evaluation systera imposed by fl~e state edncation coramissioner is 

an important and necessary step toward education reformso 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Can Pakistm~ l~lake Peace Next Door? 

(2an the new prime minister, Nawaz Shari[, broker a peace deal 

n ex~ door? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Sybr~na s Sm’~’ow 

Faith and spi~qtuality are helping her" raourn the loss of her son, 

Trayvon Martin, who was shot ~5 months ago in Fief-ida. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Power to the Preschoolers 

President Obama may have a great plan to get eveW Md in 

America in preschool but nothing is going to happen without an 

enormous groan&well of public demand, 

, Column,s2 Page 

For m.a=e 

ON THiS DAY 
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T o: S ahle; Eunic e N~ eunie e@ em a!l uric edu 

S ubje ct: E~ e ntS: Willi am F othe r! n g ham H enning Man keI1 

Eondon Re V iewBookshopnewsletter + 6June2013 i wwwalrbshopicoiuk 

We have a limited number of signed copies ofAItaiby Wu Ming 

(signed by Wu Mings 1 and 2 on behalf of the collective) and Picasso 

and Truth by T.J. Clark. 

To order a copy, go to our website and request a signed copy in the 

order notes. Please also state whether you would like an unsigned 

copy once signed stock has been allocated. 

Altai: A Novel Picasso and Truth 

Wu Ming T.J. Clark 

£16.99 £29.95 

Browse our full selection of limited editions and signed copies: 

www.lrbshop.co.u k/li m ited 
.~, 

A major new novel from James 5alter, his first work 

of fiction in seven years, is the latest title in the 

London Review Bookshop’s Limited Editions series. 



This exclusive limited first edition of All That Is is 

d befo bh h h d s~gne re pu cat~on byt eaut oran 

produced in association with Picador. There are 75 

copies (with 4 hors commerce), 50 of which have 

been quarter-bound in Harmatan fine natural grain 

leather and Nettuno Oltremare sides, with a 

letterpress label on Zerkall Toned cotton paper, and 

numbered 1 to 50 

The remaining 25 copies have been fully bound in the same leather 

and numbered i to xxv. All copies have maroon and blue head and tail 

bands, coloured tops and Merida Indigo endpapers, and are housed in 

Dubletta 3252 slipcases lined in Suedel. 

Edition of 50:£160 

Edition of 25:£275 

Books will be sent by Special Delivery in the UK (please add £8 per 

book) and by International Signed to Europe (add £15 per book) and 

Rest of the World (add £22 per book). Please indicate whether, if your 

preferred edition is unavailable, you would like to receive the other 

edition. 

All orders and enquiries to Claire Williams at cwilliams@lrbshop.co.uk, 

or by calling (020) 7269 9030. For further information, visit: 

www. I rbs h o p.co. u k/j am e ssalte r 

Job Vacancy- Bookseller 

London,Review Bookshop 
London s most acclaimed literary bookshop seeks a lively and 

imaginative bookseller. You must be a fluent user of digital media. 

Two to three years bookselling experience is desirable, love of books 

essential. Salary above the norm. 

For further details click here 

The Sea Inside 



Philip Hoare 

Philip Hoare grew up and still lives on England’s 

south coast, and has been obsessed with the sea 

and its creatures since early childhood. His previous 

book Leviathan, a study of whales and their place in 

the human imagination, won him the Samuel 

Johnson prize for nonfiction in 2009, and his latest 

book The Sea Inside uses the same technique of 

weaving historical anecdote with hard science and    ~-:,:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::.:..~i 

personal observation to present a fascinating and 

often surprising portrait of the oceans, their 

inhabitants, and of the men an~ women who have 

tried to discover their secrets. The sea defines us, 

connects us, separates us,’ he writes. Most of us 

experience only its edges, our available wilderness 

on a crowded island ... And although it seems 

constant, it is never the same. One day the shore 

will be swept clean, the next covered by weed; the 

shingle itself rises and falls. Perpetually renewing 

and destroying, the sea proposes a beginning and 

an ending, an alternative to our landlocked state, 

an existence to which we, are tethered when we 

might rather be set free. 

4th Estate, was £18.99 

Now £17.09 10% off 

Our next late shopping event will be on Wednesday 3 July. Visit the 

shop between 6.30 and 8.30 p.m. for complimentary drinks and 
0 snacks, and a 10% discount on all purchases. 

www.lrbshop.co.uk/late-shopping 

l~ 
Masash, Matsu,e Masashi Matsuie in conversation with 
~n conversation 
with Michael " " Michael Emmerich 

Friday 14June at 7 p.m. 

Our World Literature event in June will focus on Japan, 

with author Masashi Matsuie in conversation with 



literary translator Michael Emmerich. They’ll be 

discussing Japanese book design, the literary and 

publishing world in Japan, and Masashi Matsuies" own 

transition from editor to award-winning author. This 

event is supported by the Nippon Foundation. Read 

more and buy tickets 

~ 
MarinaW~rnerin Marina Warner in conversation with 
conversation 

........ Abdelfattah Kilito 
Friday ]2 July at 7 p.m. 

In the last of this season’s Literary Friendships events, 

writer and mythographer Marina Warner will be in 

conversation with novelist and literary critic Abdelfattah 

Kilito about the art of storytelling. Although they have 

met only once before in person (at a conference on the 

work of Alberto Manguel), their work has followed 

remarkably similar trajectories in the way it treats 

narrative as a cultural artefact, and The 1001 Nights 

has been a recurring theme for both of them. Marina 

Warner is currently Professor in the Department of 

Literature, Film and Theatre Studies at the University of 

Essex and Abdelfattah Kilito is Professor in the 

Department of French at Muhammad V University in 

Rabat. Read more and buy tickets 

.... gotheringham W~II~ am Fot h e r~ n g h am: Rac~ n g Hard Racing Hard " 

Tuesday 11 June at 7 p.m. 

William Fotheringham has been obsessed with 

competitive cycling for as long as he has been old 

enough to reach the handlebars. It was an obsession 

that led him to a career as Britain’s leading cycling 

correspondent, writing for the Guardian. In Racing Hard 

he reflects on his more than 20 years in cycling 

journalism, juxtaposing articles written at the time with 

annotations and reflections enriched by hindsight. As 

the 2013 Tour de France approaches, Fotheringham will 

be at the shop to discuss his work with Richard Moore, 

a former racing cyclist now turned writer, and the 

author of several acclaimed books on the history of 



competitive cycling. Read more and buy tickets 

Vagabond Witness Victor Serge and the ~ Vagabon~ 
Witness: Victor 

Politics of Hope Serge and the 
Politics of Hope 

Wednesday ]g June at 7 p.m. 

Championed by Susan Sontag, John Berger and 

Christopher Hitchens among others, Victor Serge (1890 

- 1947) was the first and the greatest literarywitness to 

the upheavals of the 20th century. An anarchist in 

France, a syndicalist in Spain, acritical Bolshevik in 

Russia, an agentofthe Comintern in Germanyand 

Austria, and always an exile, Serge once said that 

people judged history, buttheydid sowithout knowing 

what had reallyhappened andwhothe genuinely 

important protagonistswere. AII hiswork- in fiction, 

reportage, poetryorcriticism - soughttodemonstrate 

what had actually happened, and why. Serge never lost 

his beliefthatordinary peoplewould actforthemselves 

and take control oftheirown lives. A uniquewitnessto 

an era ofrevolutionarytransformation, Serge’s example 

remains av, ital resource of hope fortoday. To mark 

Zero Books publication of Vagabor~dWitr~ess, Paul 

Gordon’s dynamic newstudyofSerge aswriterand 

activist, the authorwill be in conversation with Lorna 

Scott Fox, writerand Serge translator. Read more and 

Henning Mankell in conversation with lie ~enningMap,e,, 
In conversation 

Arguablythe best-known of all Scandinavian crime 

writers, Henning Mankell published his first book 

Bergspr~ngaren(TheRockBlast) in 1973. Inthe same 

year hewenttoafrica forthe firsttime, and has divided 

his time between Africa and Sweden ever since. This 

has been reflected in hiswriting, which is similarlysplit 

between thetwo. In his only UKengagementthisyear, 

Mankell will be interviewed by broadcaster Mark Lawson 

aboutthe themes ofhiswork, and in particular his new 

novel, A TreacherousParadise, set in Louren~o 

Marques, Mozambique. Read more and buytickets 



Wilding Festival 
Saturday 8 June at 6 p.m. FREE 

Davison’s memorial service took place on 14 June 

1913, after many other churches turned the 

suffragettes down. Following recent essays in the 

LRB about Mary and Joan of Arc, Warner will give a 

Davison, Modern Martyr’ and then be in 

conversation with the journalist Bidisha. 

Register here for free tickets 

============================================================================ 

!iHollowa~ by Ro be rt M a c fa r l a n a n d D a nRic h a ~d s 

2. The Posthuman by Rosi Braidotti 

3 i Pica~3o and Truth byT:J iCla rk 

4. What Money Can’t Buyby Michael Sandel 

5iL ondon~O verthrow by Chin a Mi ~vil I e 

6. The Old Ways by Robert Macfarlane 

7: APla ~e intheCo untryby W~G:Seb aid 

8.    AltaL A Novel by Wu Ming 

9 ~Le vels of Life b yJ u lie n B a~ ne S 

10. Strictly Bipolar by Darien Leader 
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Sent: 
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Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 
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Special Summer Preview - PBS Environmental Series - Journey to Planet Earth 

n a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental issues, Journey To Planet Earth is a 12- 
~pisode DVD series that fulfills that challenge -- perfect for educators or media libraries. 

an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical sciences and draw connections 
economics, sociology, and history. Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the 

)ular environmental series in North America. The series is hosted by Matt Damon. 

Special Summer Offer 
Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Free Episodes 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Free Episodes 

Individual Episodes Available 
More Details about the Special Offer 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must buy for media libraries." 
Library Journal 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #11 

State of the Planet’s Oceans 

Here’s a one-minute clip from Episode #12 
Plan B: Mobilizinq to Save Civilization 

You can preview full JOURNEY TO PLANET EARTH episodes online. 
To preview, click here. 

If you prefer to receive DVDs for a free 30=day preview, 
e-mail screensce            pe.com with your request. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 3:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Todas;s tteadlines: U.S. Says It Gathers Online Data Abroad 

Today’s Headlines F.,0oy, JooeT, 20. 

~NTHISE~IC~IL~ 
World US. i Business 

Sports Arts Movies Today’s Video 

Editorials O~d OnTNs Day ¢:USTOM~ZE ~ 

Top News 

UoN, Nays lit Gathers Olili~e Data Abroad 

’F~e R?deral government has secretly kake~ information o~ 

foreigners oveiseas for years fi’om companies like Google, 

Faeebook and Atg,]e fi~ search of securib" threa~s, the director of 

n atio~a l J n telli gen ee eo~firm ed Th u ts day nigh t. 

As Wars End, a Rush ~.o Grab Do]l]lars Spent 

the Border 

WRh [he cnding of [wo wars, m~or military eonkrac[or~ arc 

competing for billions of dollars in con[ra~’ts ~o see are thc 

border with Mexico if an immigration bill passes. 

,~ Graphic: Blocking iile£1al Entries atthe Border 

Israe]l Prods U]ltra-Orthodox to ’Share Burden’ 

Israel has been eonsnmed in receipt months with the chNlenge of 

integrating tke insular, swelling ulh’a-Ortkodox minority, know~ 

as Harcdim, into 

For mere tei~ news. gr~ to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



Disclosures on Wednesday and Thmsday revealed information 

about Nutional Security Agency surveilhmce programs ~hat originated with the 

Bush administration a~er 5epL n, 2oo~, and have sundved, i~ some %rm, i~to 

the Ohama administr;~dom 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ki~g of~ly C&stle? Yevah, Ri~t 

Laws that give landlor&s fe~x rig)t ts, even when leasing 

apartments in their own homes, help e:,7~lai~ San Frandsco’s 

housh~g shot4age. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DENNIS L NOFF~N, of Arizona State University, on a shift by military contractors 
toward projects along the LL&-Mexico border. 

World 

Rarely Together, Putins Meet Up Ordy to Split 

Up 

Preside~tt \qadimir V. Putin of Russia announced that he plans to 

divorce his xdfc of 29 yeats, Lyudmila, who for yeats has barely 

appeared in publie, 

As Syrian Fi~ting Nears Border, Israel 

Considers Its Options 

Syrian rebels briefly took control of a border crossing as scores 

of Israeli soldiers enguged in a combat exercise, confronting the 

cotmtU with the complex realib’ of a civil war nem’hy. 

, D Video: Israel Prepares for an Uncertain Future 

Vladimir ] 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

:In Americas, Resistance to :Legal N{arij~mm 

Despite hints in I,afin America ahm~t legalizing marijuana, a summit meeting 

revealed much opposition to loosening drug laws, and little consensus. 



U,S, 

Desp~te Am b~ wdenee~ a Strong Embrace of ..... 
~reside D~q~sive Seeur~ Tools 

Presklent Obama co£[ill~es [0 deploy many of 

seem{b’ tools he inherited h’orn his predecessor even as he seelm 

turn the corner i~ the way the United St~ttes responds to terrorism. 

Som~ding the Alarm, b~t V~’ith a Muted Bell 

Tw-o members of the Senate Intelligence Committee tiied to 

speak out aguinst government sun’eillanee but were bound by 

Senator 

LR.So Targeting of Conservatives ~Vrong~ Most Say in Poll 

Americans were divided over whed~er hlame for the sen~finy of conser~-aiive 

groups should extend to ihe Ohama udministration, according io the latest New 

York Ti rues iCBS News poll. 

~ [] Results of the Poll 

~i R S Suspends Two for Taking Gi[~s 

Retro Report: Tawana 
Brawley 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

Retro Report: Y2K 

Ratro Report: Crack babies 

Business 

Bangladesh Survivor iLeaves Hospital V~ith Job 

Reshma Begum, who sm’vived for 17 days in the rubble of a 

eollupsed garment faeto~T, fielded many job offers before 

accepting work at the Weatin Hotd in Dhaka. 

Farm Subsidies Leading to l~lore ~:ater Use 

From Wyo ni ~g to "dae Texas I anhan.tle and the Midwest, water 

rubies huve falleno 

...... Begum. 
who 

A pivot 

crops 

Blogger, !,’Vith Focus on Sluwei||anee~ Is at 

Center of a Debate 

Glenn G[~enwald, a blogger who opposes governmen t 

surveillance and has supported whistle-blowers, has published a 

top-secret order on ~e monitoring of phone logs. 

Sports 



As Jozy All’dote of the na[~ona] soccer team prepaced for World 

Cup q uaIifying matches that b egit~ ot~ F~iday, tie also talked 

about fighfin~ radsm in the world ~ame, 

:: ANdore 

Pmoker’s Man~e Final Shot Helps G~ve Spurs 

Tony Parker sank an improbable shot in the final seconds as the 

Spins overcame a ~rlple--double fi’om the Heat’s LeBro~ 3ames in the opener of 

the N.B,A, finals, 

~ [] Box Sco[e i [] Slide Show: Spu~ vs Heat in Garne i 

~r-I Video: Spurs and Heat Fans Weigh in 

A Flashy Trainer Is Enjoying a Renaissance 
L:y iOE LiFb<i-E 

A horse trah~er once kno~ for his flashy ways has adopted a 

lower-key approac~ and is again a [orce on ~e spork’s biggest 

sb~ges~ 

For more s, pol!s news, go to NYTimes.eom/S~orte ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

88 Spots to Tickle Keys and Your Fancy 

A mnsie critic sits do~l at some of the 88 Sing fbr Hope 

decorated pianos placed outdoors throughout the elba, and finds 

the incongruity of it all special. 

~ [] Video Playing the St~eeLs [ [] Siide Si~ow 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’MUCH ADO ABOUT NOTHING’ 

_At’g~ing Their I~ay lnto iLove 

,Joss Whedon’s adaptation of %,1ueh Ado About Nothing" draws 

out the essential screwball tmtvm) of Shakespeare’s comedy. 

, [] Anatomy of a Scene 

EXHIBITION REVIEW 

Five Plag~m Years 

":MDS in New Y~-~,rk: The First Five Years," a~ fl~e New-:York 

Historical Society, documents a time when a new medica] 

condi’don infected not just the bo@, but the body politie. 

Movies 

Esther $’Vi~ams, Swimming Champion %qto 

Bee~une a ~ovie Star, Dies at 9’ 

Ms. Willlams, a teenage swimming champion, became an 

enormous Hol])>’ood sta~ in a decade of wareU MGM 

extravaganzas in the 104os and ’5os. 

MOVIE REVIEW I ’DIRTY WARS’ 

From the Front Lhms, if You Can See Them 

tdehard Rowley’s "Dirty Wars" examitms the hidden war on 

terror nm by the United States. 

, Snapshot ] Jeremy Scah~l 

Williams 

~ Jeremy ] 



MOVIE REVIEW I ’THE INTERNSHIP’ 

Lam’(q sad Hardy in Goo~le’s Toy]arid 
s,. ~,..~,~c~.,~ ~.~:,RE.~ 

In "The I~te~nshil4" set in a mock-t~p of Google’s headquarters, 

Vince Vau~n and Owen Wilson play analog guys thrust into a 

digKal w~-~fld. 

Today’s Video 

A smuggler named Dragon attempts to guide North Korean 

defectors across Chi~ a into safe asylum. 

Change 

David M~arcb wants to stop gloha~ warming by climbh~g and 

cloning the world’s largest trees. 

The New York Times invited Tony nominees to perl~m~ o~ 

loeafiom In a cinematic adapta6o*~ of a scene fl’om "Vawa at~d 

Sonia and Mas~a and Spike," Shali~ Grankplays a doom- 

predicti*~g wNtress. 

For mo;e video, ~’~o ~s NYTimes.comiVidao s. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Preside~t Obama s Drag~mt 

The scooping up of all our phone records is an abuse of power "chat demands a 

real explanatiom 

EDITORIAL 

The New Security Team 

Susan Rice and Sama~tha Power bring activist s~des to their new positions in 

the Oba ma a dministra lion. 

EDITORIAL 

Ot~ health care, education at~d o[her issues, many stales are abando*fing their 

responsibiIi d 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Spite Chub 

Whe~ you look closer at why some Republic:an-led staDs are 

choosing to opt out of a piece of ObamaCare, it seems the only 

expla*mtion for it is sheer spiteo 

~ Ceh~mnist Page I glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Power 
r.:~ C..E.;iD r.:Poo~<~ 

.’~ Washington coughs alot~g in peq)etual sdewsis, state and city 

governments take the stage. 

, Columnis% Page 



OPINIONATOR 

Big Pot 

Can capitalism end the dr~g war? 

For m~ra orsinion go to NYTirnes.com/Opinion t> 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 4:35 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ISA 2014 Submission Confirmation 

Dear Colleague, 

This email confirms that you are on at least one submission to ISA’s 2014 Annual Convention in Toronto! Thank you for your interest, and 

involvement, in our conference. 

We will review all proposals this summer and build the convention program. ISA will make the formal program publicly available on 
September 20th, 2013. If you have not already done so, we always recommend you log in and review your submissions on our website here: 

http://www.isanet.org/Conferences/Toronto2014/Submissions.aspx 

Anything listed under "Submitted Proposals" will be reviewed by our section and program chairs. 

Although ISA does not require participation confirmations, looking at your submissions gives you an opportunity to make sure you are aware 
of, and comfortable with, every submission on which you appear. It happens sometimes that an individual constructs a proposal and puts on 
someone who was not previously contacted. In those rare instances, we may expect you to participate even though you were never actually 
asked to do so. Therefore, if you believe that you had not consented to be on the program and are receiving this email, please contact ISA as 
soon as possible at: isa~isanet.orq. 

Thank you for your support of [SA and your interest in our convention; we look forward to a great conference in Toronto next spring. 

Sincerely, 
Zaryab ][qbal 
ISA 2014 Program Chair 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC Student Stores <studentstores@unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Online Course Requisition 

Your online requisition [WCR00207782] for Eunice Sahle has been recewed 

The following adoption(s) were submitted: 

20134 AAAD AAAD315 001 
R Murambi, The book of bones Boubacar Boris Diop 

0821418092 The Roots of African conflicts: the causes & costs Alfred Nhema and Paul Tiyambe Zeleza 

The term code prefacing each order describes the year and term number 
Examples: 20051 - 2008 Spring, 20052 - 2008 Summea-1 

20053 - 2008 Summer2, 20054 - 2008 Fall 

If you have any questions, please contact Textbooks: 

Textbook office: 962-9721 

Frank Bellamy: 962-8123, f0ellamy@email uric edu 

George Morgan: 962-2432, gfmorgan@store.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 10:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: This week 

Dear EuNce, 

Thanks for the update. Hope all is well! 

bookcase and cabinet. 

wanted to let you know that Surplus came last week and removed the 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: This week 
Importance: High 

Dear All, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

This is to let you know that I will be in the office tomorrow. Thus, if you need me to sign any papers or would like to 
discuss a matter face-face, let us do so tomorrow. 

As for the reminder of the week, I will be mainly recovering from surgery which is scheduled for Wednesday. 
Nonetheless, you can reach me by phone except most of Wednesday when I will be in hospital. Of course, I will be on 
email except on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 10, 2013 11:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: This week 

Thanks Eunice! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:39 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: This week 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks so much! This is a great update and thanks for all your efforts that led to this development. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: This week 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for the update. Hope all is well! I wanted to let you know that Surplus came last week and removed the bookcase 

and cabinet. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, June 10, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: This week 
Importance: High 

Dear All, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

This is to let you know that I will be in the office tomorrow. Thus, if you need me to sign any papers or would like to 
discuss a matter face-face, let us do so tomorrow. 

As for the reminder of the week, I will be mainly recovering from surgery which is scheduled for Wednesday. Nonetheless, 
you can reach me by phone except most of Wednesday when I will be in hospital. Of course, I will be on email except on 
Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Chicago Tactics Put Major Dent in Killing Trend 

Today’s Headlines T o 0oy.Jooo ,,20. 

~NTRISE~I,~IL ~ World US. ~ Business Spor~ Arts Science Today’sV~deo ~ 

Editorials Op~d OoThb Day CUSTOM~Z~ ~ 

Top News 

C|ficago Tactics Put Major Dent in gd~ng Trend 

The police say they are kamping down reta]ia[oD’ shootings 

between gangs by using a comprehensive analysis of ~he eib,’s 

te~s (d tb on sands of sn speeted gm~g m em bets. 

school 

students 

UoSo Drops Bid to [,i~it Sales of Mo~oning-A~iter 

In a reversal, the Obama administration has decided to stop trying to b]oek 

over-the-counter availabiIXy of the most popular morning-after contraceptive 

pill fi)r a]I women and ~rls. 

Shootings by Agents Increase Border Tensions 
L:y Fi. RN/,b~Li/, 

The deaths of ;at ]east 151.~eop~e by IJnited States Border Patro~ 

agenb has SpmTed eH~cism of tl~e agcney wbich some say has a 

lae]( of oversight and aeeoankability. 

T~ide 

grands0 

For morr~ top news. 90 to NYTimes.¢em ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

I RETRO REPORT 

A Second Act for Biosphere 2 

Retro Repo~ revisits a~ eXl.~eriment i~ the Arizo~a dese~ 

i99i that sought to test t~e ~ilnib of sustainabi]i~’. Deemed a 

fiasco, the project bad a sm~)dsing aRerl~fe. 

I:~ Biosphe I 
re 2, 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Kennedy’s :Fi:~cst Moment 

How ~e president’s June 11~ ~963, speech changed American 

histo% 

QUOTATiONOFTHEDAY 

MICHAEL BLUME, a J~stiec Department official, o~ banks’ role in giving q~cstienab[e 
Internet merchm~ts access to the financial system. 

World 

Afgha~ Ir~surger~cy Attaek~ Kabul Airport and 

O, Monday, a four-hour firefight at the air~oV~ left only 

suicide bombet~ dead, and a poliee otSeer was killed in an at~ek 

of the provi~ciaI council btfilding cm Mop,day. 

Chash~g a Golden :Dream, Chinese ~’Ih~ers A~’e on the Rm~ h~ 

Ghana 

Oha~m has begm~ erae~ng dow~ o~ Chinese migra~Ls w}~o have overstayed their 

visas i;~ the hope of going wealthy ~n one (d Africa’s richest gdd fields. 

S>~oian Teenage~o’s Public Death Reveals Gro~g Anger as 

Civil "War Conth~ues 

Witnesses said radical Islamists in [t~e nort~aern Syrian city ofAleppo pulled ~4- 

year-old Muhammad al-Qatra iS:ore his coffee kiosk on Sm~day a~d later 

executed him. 

U,S. 

:Debate on Set,oct Data Looks Unlikely, Partly 

Due to Se~recy 

Leaders i~ Congress and ~he i~Mligenee committees strongly 

suppo~ the N.S.A. programs, a~d use naticmal secui}" 

arguments to trump piracy eoneet~s. 

showed 
suppor~ 



Wa~er Levels Fail ~n Grea~ Lakes, Taking a 

Sh~pp~ng 

Drought and other [actors have crcatcd historically low watcr 

mart~ for ~he Grea~ Lakes~ pattin~ a $34 billion shipping 

~n du st~T ~ peril a s~tu at~on that could send rip1A es through 

Jury Selectio~ ~ the Trayvon Martin Case Gets 

Off to a Slow Start 

~’~ ju~T selcetion in George Zirnmermat~’s murder b~al bcgan, 

la~,:ers fl’om both sides sought to gauge prospecth~e jurors’ 

exposure to the widespread coverage of the case. 

Two traders in gossip go toe to toe 
ALSO IN BUSINESS >~ 

Ou, b~-driver~ tech industry is shaken by ,’)nline priw~cy 

Business 

A VULNERABLE AGE 
B 

Col~ls!~u]ters 
oiSwsrtz’ 

Federa~ authorities and consumer la~Ters say hanks play a key 

role in giving questionable In ternet mereha n ts a cress ko d~e finan eial system, 

enabling them to prey o~ consumers. 

A Wi~y Ba~ker Reac, l[~es l-]~e Top 
;.:y i..~,Ni.:ON T~%’MAS ;: 

.Mhzbalis Sallas has thrh~ed in Greece’s fi:eewhee]i~;g business 

eulkure as head of Piraens Bank, buk finaneiN oversight is 

in~’reasing and may eomplieate Iris dealings. 

Greece Seeks an Edge as Troika Returns to Athens 

Sailas 

built 

Pirseus 

DEALBOOK 

A iUse ir~ Requests From Brokers to Wipe the Slate Clean 

~,~ invesLors rely increasingly on Fim’a’s datahase to vet Wall Street 

professionals, some brokers and executives are trying to remove complaints. 

Sports 

At U,So Open Course, Weat|~er Could Be Game 

Changer 

Sk~rms continued to drench Mellon Golf Club, raising concerns 

that the soft eot~ditions could change khe natm~ of the short huk 

difficult course, ineludin g th e eele brated ~ ~ tb hole. 



Tim Tebow is said to be signing with the Patriots, a move 

wouId reunite him with his coach in Denver, 3osh MeDaniels, 

Patriots’ offensive coordinator. 

How the National Anthem Turned Into a 

BlacM~awks Ra~y~g Cry 

The eusb?m d drowning out the song with ehee~s from fans 

dates to the ~985 playo~ a~d a aedea against the powerful 

Edmon ton Oilers. 

Tebow, 

with 

Arts 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Watched by the %’elb; Su~’cillanec Is Rcbmon 

"Big Data," by ViMor Mayer-Seh&nberger and Kenneth Cukier, 

loo~ at how sms’eillanee has changed. 

A Landmark Tony Awards Season for Black 

Actors 

This Sunday’s Tony Awards night was a memorahle one for 

])lack actms, who won four of the eight a~’ting eatego~{es. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Po]p Heroes il/Iadc and Rcmadc 

The shoe-sucking mud did not deter thus of Ax] Rose, Kanye 

West, Kings of Dmn and other pop heroes at "~e Governors Ball 

Music Festival on Randal]s Ishmd. 

~ Slide S~ow ~ ~dore groin the Governors Ball 

Rose of 

Guns N’ 

Science 

A Glamorous Killer Retrarns 

Cougars, solitaW and elusive, had vanished from mneh of the 

count~7, but in recent decades the species has been making a 

comebad<, fueling both i~scination and fear. 

Tiny Patients, Major Goals 

In a hospital for mice, researchers pur~ue beret" treatments for 

men with prostate cancer. 

F’adman 

BY DEGREES 

~;hat to Nlakc of a V~arming Platcal~ gathere 
d over 

’[’he Hse in the planet’s sm’face temperature has been markedly 

slower over the last 15 years than in the 2o years betbre that, a 

c~rcumstm~ce that highlights how much is still m~Mmwn about the climate 

system. 

Today’s Video 

~vm~, ~: Dr. J s S|am Dunk 

Julius E~wing, knom~ as Dr. J, was a baskeiba]l legend in the 

A.B.A. and then the N.B.A. when ~he leagues merged in ~976. A 

~ew docmnentary about his fitS, called "The Doctor," will air on 



~ vmEo: The Haza~’ds of Heckler~ 

Mark I,eibovM~ o}~ prominel}t and reeent eases cd political 

heckling, and the iqsks that come from engaging hostile 

interlopers. 

~ V~DEO: iIlmninating SL Patti 

The artist Chris Lamon built a lit~--sized repIk’.a of Marcel 

Breuer’s St. Paul house. Early Sm~day, M~. I,at~o~ se~ t}~e piece 

ablaze i*~ downb)wn St. Paul before a crowd of onlookers. 

Chds 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Real Debate on St~oveiHmme 

Cm}g~:ess should hold heari}~&s on the laws fl~at made rampant domestic spyi~g 

possible. 

EDITORIAL 

F~oe,sh Start for a Critical Re]lationship 

Talks bebxeen the United SLates and China set a positive Lone, but there is hard 

work Mmad. 

EDITORIAL 

The Sentencing G ~ddelirms and the Constitution 

The Supreme Covmt properly ruled that the federal and s b~te governments 

emmot impose a lmnisbme~}t g~:eater than the m}e i}~ force whe}l the crime was 

eommiLted. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Despite decades or" hand-wringing, soul searching a~d teachable 

momenN, men still have and rdish khe upper ~and. 

, Columnist Page I glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Edward S~owde~ faced quite a dilemma in exposing secrets of 

the N.S.A. But he also executed a devastati}~g bela’aya~ that it 

seems he ~asn~t recognized. 

David 

, Columrlist Page 

For i:~)re or~ini÷~n go t~) NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, June 12, 2013 5:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, Your Daily Cup ofT, Keeping It Real in N.Y.C. and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to: ~ p//www ny rues com/ads/el!a ads/edi pomo/20 30612/a mes 1 Y 

June 12, 2013 j 

Your Daily Cup ofr                                      [i~l 

You needn’t wait for the next printed issue ofT, The New 
York ’t’in~es Style Magazine, tu get the latest insights on 
the worlds of fashion, style, design, aA and travel. There’s 
always something new and fascinating to be found on T’s blogs -- 
such as recent entries o~ a local chef’s perspective on seasonal 
~od; an irreverent guide to Japanese men’s magazines; the 
"desert Deco" ~’end in wumen’s resort wear; a New York 
perfnmer’s u~[ikely so,wee of inspiration; camping te~ts for the 
style-obsessed, just in time for summer; a~d even a 3-D printed 
gown made for burlesque performer Dita Von Teese. 

Ke~ I trig It Real in N.Y.C.                                ~ 

The Times’s Real Es~a~e si;ctk~n is about so mneh mot’e 

than listings, offering readers insight and perspeetive on 

what it’s like to live in the nation’s biggest city --- sneh as a look 

at the vemat’kably diverse peopte who call the Bvon>:’s A]lerton 

ueighbovhood home; the ehal]euges {’acing a Manhattan pair’ 

whose relationship ended be{ot’e their lease did; am~ a tvans- 

At[anfie eonp[e who Rmnd the perfect home for themse[w~s, their 

eats and their’ car in Brooklyn, 

Don’t ~iss o. NYTirnes.com 

* MEDIA: Two Tt’aders in Gossip Go Toe to Toe 

~ BUSINESS: Voice~kc[ivated Techoo]ogy Is (ailed Safety Risk for 

Drivers 

, ARTS: The Vish)oavies i Behind Kanye’s Mask 

, DEALB%k: Insurer’s In{]atiBg Books, New York Regulator Says 

~ ¥’I[DEO." Notable Night for 

~he Tonys 
Cyndi Lauper, Cicely 3)zson, 
Patina Millet’ and Billy Porter 
highlighted Broadway’s diverse 
talent. 

~ SLIDE SIlO}V; 2013 Tony 

Awards 
Photos of some of the winning 
lerformers and shows. 

VIDEO: tit [ erfi)rmance 
2o:t3 Tonys 
The Times asked selected Tony 
Award nominees to perfm~ 
scenes from their shows on 
location. 

Join the 
Conversation 

A ~Nhistle-     .~:] 

Criminal or 

Both 
How should the 

¯ ADVERTISING: The Distasteful Side of Social Media 

Top 5 Viewed Featu res on ~’~J= 
(BeSs’een June 5~ 2013 - June 11, 2013) 

z. This Is Your Brain on Coffee 

2. Pt’esident Obama’s Dragnet 

3. t{ow Notto Be Alone 

4. Don~t Take Yom" Vitamins 

5~ LL& Is Secvet[y Collecting Records o[’VevizOB Calls 

government handle the case of 
Edward ~. Snowden, who 
admitted disclosing secrets about 
N.S.A. surveillance? 

[] Join the Conversation 

.A daily e.-mail newsle[ter on 

the business of technology. 

with coverage from Times 
staff writers and a roundup 

of news from ac[oss the 

Web 



Delivered before the 
opening bell and ater the 

market ciose, the DeaiBook 

e-mail newsletter provides 

breaking news about 

M&As, I.P O.s, venture 
capi~i and rno~e 

All things fashion from The 

New ’Kbrk Times; r~aturing 
the latest ir~ news. ~[ends     I:~.:I 
from acciaimed critics and 
reporters. 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketing department You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTinles corn’s @Times newsletter. 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes corn 620 Eighth Avenue New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 4:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
7 & Under 

Dear Eunice, 

Best, 

Travis 

AAAD 258 001 Civil Rights Kenneth Janken (5) 

AAAD 290 001 Topics in Afri, Afa Kenneth Janken (4) 

AAAD 315 001 Pol Protest & Confl Eunice Sahle (5) 

AAAD 316 001 Policy Problems In Georges Nzongola-N (6) 

AAAD 414 001 Senegalese Society IVlamarame Seck (7) 

AAAD 430 001 AFRI Amer Intellect Ronald Williams (5) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge Books <mail.skoz?utkezbgvyehvd@ta~ad£msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 10:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Last Chance at 20% offall titles! 

20% OFF + FREE SHIRPIHG* 

Is this email i~ot displaying correctiy? \/iev¢ it in your brovCser I Add to safe senders I FoP,~.~srd to a Flie~]d 

i 
~:’~ Routledge 

~t~s t~m~ to focus on you~ 

Now until June 16th, use discount code DRK73 and receive 20%OFF* all 

titles! ]o view our oniine catalog, Resources for ]eaching in Higher 

Education~ please click here. 

Remember, all web orders over $35 receive FREI~ SHIPPING in the US and 

Canada. *Offer va#d only wi~t~ web o;der~.~ at routfedge.com focaS~ress.corn~ 

psypress, com or routledgementafhealth, com= 

~i 20 percent off 

i.’~i 20 percent off 

Sifln up by subiect area to receive i~e~’~ and offers straight to your il~bo× f~om the Taylor & F~a~eis G~oup. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy and wili [lot disclose, re[it or sell your email adr~ress to any outside organizalio[ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click her_.....ce. Please note this is an automaled operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Saturday, June 15, 2013 11:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Live Music, Fmnily Fun & Open }louse 

ACKLAND ,,    MUSEUM 

Sunday, 16 June, 2:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

The Father’s Day edition of Music in the Galleries brings the 

jazz- and blues-inspired music of Tea Cup Gin to the Ackland. 

Tea Cup Gin creates and performs original material drawing from an 

eclectic mix of influences, including \dntage jazz standards, torch songs, 

ragtime and delta blues, tin pan alley classics, chanson, cabaret, and 

show tunes. 

See the Ackland in a Whole New Light! 

Thursday, 20 dune, 6:00-8:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Light refreshments and tours of the art in its new light! 

Art at the Ackland is looking a little brighter 

these days, with colors more vivid and true to 

what the artists intended. It’s because of the 

tremendous gift of 400 energy-efficient LED 

lights, now installed in every gallery at the 

Museum. 

Come celebrate this generous gift of LED 

lights from UNC-Chapel Hill student 

organization Renewable Energy Specia[ 

Projects Committee (RESPC), and learn more about this technotogy from 

representatives of local manufacturer Cree, Inc. 

See the difference LED bulbs make by clicking this video from Cree! 

}~©~.-’{~ ~ ~’ . ,.., ,,,~...~ . ~..,".,, @ 

Tuesday, 18 June, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 



This hour-long session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall provides an opportunity to 

practice a series of gentle yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Ackl,and. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

cl,othing that wil,l, al,l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

Space is limited; register online! 

We’re proud that our visitors 

frequently l,eave positive-- 

even glowing--comments 

about their experiences with 

our security guards. Learn 

more about the connections 

that two of our guards have 

to the Ack[and’s art in thins 

University Gazette piece. 

Sunday, 23 June, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Beat the heat at the Ack[and Art 

Museum! Create summer hats 

and fans to use outside or inside, 

and cool, off in the gal,l,eries 

l,ooking cl,osel,y at art. Join us for 

Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM 

to hear tal,es of summertime fun. 

Adding to the Mix 6: Raymond 

Jonson’s Abstract Naught (1930) 

This exhibition expl,ores two divergent themes-- 

l,andscape conventions of the American West and 

serial, artistic production--using the recentl,y 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New 

Mexico artist Raymond Jonson as a focus. Learn 

Strangeness considersdiverse responsesinAmerican arttothe "uncanny" 

home, aswe[l,asdomesticarchitecture’s ro[ein definingthe boundaries 

between oursel,vesand theoutsideworl,d. Learn more. 

ContemporaryArtfrom the PermanentCoUection 

enamel., and mixed-mediatapestry, for 



Last-minute shopping for that special guy in your tile? Come to the 

Ackland Museum Store for a wide setection of gifts and greeting cards! 

Beginning Thursday, 27 June: 

Monday-Saturday 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday 12:00 PM-5:00 PM 

Thursday evening hours wi[[ resume on 29 August 2013. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [~ke you. 

Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today_!_ 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an emai[ to 

the editor. 

Jean Metzinger, French, 1883-1956: 

Landscape, 1904; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. 

Ralph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untitled 

(Hand on Door), from The ~omnambulfst, 

1969; getatin silver print. Gift of Gene 

Thornton. 

Mike Libby, Bee, 2011. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: 

Abstract Naught, 1930; air on canvas. Acktand 

Fund. © The Raymond Jonson Correction, 

University of New Mexico Art Museum, 

Atbuquerque. 

Eugene Grasset, French, 1841-191 7: June, 

from Les Mars, 1895; color wood engraving. 

Forward this email 

rhea email was sent to eunice@emaH.tlnc.edu b,! #_s__b_9%g_j__e_s__@_e___m__a_jj=__u_[!£:_e__d__u_ 

Update Profile/Emai] Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 34-00 Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Updates 

OH.Pole. I hope you will get well soon. Luckily, I’II be able to come back after              , so I can do more on-the-ground work then. Otherwise, I have been collecting several 

docs from TGNP (soft copies), and am in contact with several people to get more. l’m just getting as much as possible for you to review. Also, I think another place I’II get stuff from 

is TAMWA which is Tanzania Media Women’s Association which, according to      is another prominent NGO should you wish to use another NGO as a resource. As usual, I’II 

keep doing online work and e-mail regularly, and when you’re ready and able we’ll touch base. 

Pole sana and I wish you the quickest recovery!!! 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Saturday, 4:51 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: Updates 

Save travels. 

On , at 6:35 AM, ’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Prof. Sahle, 

Hope all is well. Some updates: 

Unfortunately, I will not be in Dar for long, 1’II be coming back for             at UNC, the ~            which means I leave in 2 weeks time. So, 1 most 
probably won’t be able to go to Nairobi as previously thought. Which organizations in Kenya would you like me to contact as I’m still here? Because It would be 
easier for me to make calls etc whilst still in the region. Maybe the African Women’s Development and Communication Network, FIDA-Kenya, Kenya Women 
Political Caucus or Kenya Women and Youth League? 

]~ met with Prof. Mbilinyi and she was a great help in terms of pointing me to key people and resources to seek out. She’s sent me several documents that ]~ have 
added to the bibliography. Particularly, she pointed out Prof. Ruth Meena who has done some work on women’s political participation in Tanzania with whom [ 
have contacted. 

Siku njema! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, June 17, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Bloomberg Plan Aims to Require Food Composting 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Monday, June 17, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Turkey Expands Violent Reaction to Street 
Unrest 
By TIM ARANGO, SEBNEM ARSU and CEYLAN YEGINSU 

Turkish authorities took aim not just at the demonstrators in 

Taksim Square, but also at the medics who treated their injuries 

and the business owners who sheltered them. 

~ ArtsBeat: Amid Turmoil in Turkey, Musician Loses Piano 

Bloomberg Plan Aims to Require Food 
Composting 
By MIREYA NAVARRO 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg, who has tried to curb soda 

consumption, ban smoking in parks and encourage bike riding, is 

taking on a new cause: requiring New Yorkers to separate their food scraps for 
composting. 

From Inner Circle of Iran, a Pragmatic Victor 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

Hassan Rowhani, the moderate who won the election, is in the 
inner circle of the conservative establishment and analysts say 
his first priority will be smoothing its relations with restive 

Iranian citizens. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Phoenix Finds Its Way to Water 

While others have grappled with water shortages, the arid city 
has managed to avoid being parched. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Our Schools, Cut Off From the Web 
By L01S A. UBI~AS 

Educational achievement, a healthy population, political participation and 
economic opportunity depend in significant ways on how we structure and 
manage our spreading digital frontier. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Death and grief are topics avoided at all costs in our 
socie~. If we talk about them, maybe we won’t fear 

them as much." 
AUDREY PELLICANO, who hosts the New York Death Caf~, at which participants discuss the 

philosophical thoughts on death. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

New Leak Indicates U.S. and Britain Eavesdropped at ’o9 

World Conferences 
By SCOTT SHANE and RAVI SOMAIYA 

A set of classified documents disclosed Sunday revealed that American and 

British intelligence agencies monitored world leaders and diplomats at trade 

conferences in 2009. 

QUNU JOURNAL 

Mandela’s Absence Is Felt, if Not Addressed 
By DECLAN WALSH 

The residents of the village where Nelson Mandela grew up seem 

determined to press ahead with life as normal, but there is plenty 

of anguish over his ailing condition. 

New Governor Shock to Some Inside Egypt 
By BEN HUBBARD and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The new governor of Luxor, Ariel Asaad Khayyat, comes from the political arm 

of an Islamist group that once carried out terrorist attacks. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

THE NEWOLD AGE 

Death Be Not Decaffeinated: Over Cup, Groups 

Face Taboo 
By PAULA SPAN 

An informal group called Death Cafe meets monthly in New York 

to bat around philosophical thoughts on death and dying. It’s one of many such 

gatherings that have sprung up around the country. 



Budget Cuts Reach Bone for Philadelphia 
Schools 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Deep budget cuts have Philadelphia school officials worrying 

about how to make do without aides, secretaries, counselors, 
monitors, coaches or money for new books or paper. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A School District Braces for a Painful September 

Police Chief in Florida Tries to Ease Old 
Tensions 
By CARA BUCKLEY 

As the trial of George Zimmerman begins in Sanford, Fla., Chief 
Cecil Smith continues to tackle a hurdle: easing tensions between 
black residents and his police department. 

......................................................................................................... Eo( ~n£re ~J:~: r~e~s, go to NYrimes,�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Tech companies tread lightly 
in statements on U.S. spying 
ALSO IN DEALBOOK >> 

Dole Food receives unsolicited takeover offer from C.E.O. 

Want to commit insider trading? Here’s how not to do it 

nytimes.~:om, Dea[B%k 

Business 

THE EDUCATION REVOLUTION 

Faltering Economy in China Dims Job Prospects 
for Graduates 
By KEITH BRADSHER and SUE-LIN WONG 

Graduating seniors say that few are finding jobs - and some 
offers extended over the winter were being rescinded as the economy falters. 

¯ Previous Articles in This Series 

Lines Blur in U.S.-Europe Debate on Austerity 



By JACKIE CALMES 

A long-running economic policy debate over austerity versus 

stimulus was expected to be muted at the Group of 8 summit as 

participants concentrated on addressing the escalating civil war 

in Syria. 

Under Pressure, Stewart Shifts Company’s Focus 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

After posting a loss in the first quarter, Martha Stewart Living 

Omnimedia redesigned its print and digital offerings in hopes of 

returning to profitability. 

................................................................................... For ~p0Fe b~s!~ss ~evys, go to N¥]~imeF~com!BusineFs ~ 

Sports 

GAME 5: SPURS 114, HEAT 104 

Spurs Pull Away From Heat and Seize Control 
By HOWARD BECK 

Against the Heat, Manu Ginobili did all the odd and clever little 

things that have defined him for more than a decade, putting the 

Spurs one victory from their fifth N.B.A. championship. 

, ~ Box Score ] ~ Slide Show: Game 5 Rewind 

A San Antonio Graduate Program That Churns 

Out N.B.A. Coaches 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Mike Budenho]zer, the next coach of the Atlanta Hawks, is the 

latest Spurs assistant to enhance his career under the tutelage of 

Coach Gregg Popovich and General Manager R. C. Buford. 

Rose Holds Off Mickelson in U.S. Open 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Justin Rose of England clung to a narrow lead to defeat Phi] 

Micke]son at the United States Open at Merion Golf Club, taking 

home his first major championship. 

¯ ~!~ Slide Show: A First, and Yet Another Second, at the U.S. Open 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0[e sp0[ts #e~fs, go to N¥~[ime~cem!Sp0rts 

Arts 

Back at the Whitney, Tinkering With Perception 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

Robert Irwin’s installation "Scrim Veil - Black Rectangle - 

Natural Light," last seen on the Whitney Museum’s fourth floor 

in 1977, will be back through Sept. 1. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ROADKILL’ 



Sexual Trafficking, Up Close and Personal 
By BEN BRANTLEY 

"Roadki]]" is an unsettling site-specific theater piece about sex 

trafficking that is staged on a bus and in a town house in Clinton 
Hill, Brooklyn. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A Fighter Returns With Angrier Air Punches 
By JON PARELES 

Kanye West’s sixth solo album, "Yeezus," arrives with all eyes 
and ears on Mr. West, but the sound and attitude often say more 

than the actual words. 

Behind Kanye’s Mask 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Big News Forges Its Own Path 
By DAVID CARR 

Major news stories increasingly find their own digital path, and 
no one feels the need to work with the traditional power players 
to make it happen. 

In Oscar’s Home, the Ritual of Picking Its Next President 
Gets Under Way 
By MICHAEL CIEPLY 

Don’t call it a "campaign" for president of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts 
and Sciences. But the contenders are lining up and alliances are quietly being 
sealed. 

ADVERTISING 

A Campaign From Marriott Aims Younger 
By JANE L. LEVERE 

Marriott Hotels and Resorts will use a new logo, Web site and 

ads to encourage younger generations to "travel brilliantly." 

For more media and advertising news, go to NYTimes.comlMedia )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: In the Footsteps of Clementine Hunter 

The artist lived her entire life in Louisiana, and her work flowed 

from her environment. 

~ VIDEO: VOWS: Lexi and Kim 
When people recognize Kim Stolz from her stint on "America’s 



Next Top Model," Lexi Ritsch is proud to be with someone who 
wasn’t afraid to be out on TV. The couple operate the restaurant 
The Dalloway. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: June 14, 2o13 
The New York Times critics on "The Bling Ring," "20 Feet From 

Stardom" and "Man of Steel." 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Forgotten 50,000 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The next New York City mayor will inherit an overlooked emergency: 

homelessness 

EDITORIAL 

Release the Facts About the I.R.S. Scandal 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

House Republicans talk about a White House connection, despite evidence to 
the contrary. It’s time they released the transcripts from their investigation. 

EDITORIAL 

That Extra Hurdle at the Airport 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new report seriously questions whether the behavioral detection program is 
objective or worth the cost. 

.................................................................................................... F_o[ ~£re opir~!o£, g£ to N~Times~£om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Living With the Surveillance State 
By BILL KELLER 

We’ve gotten used to being watched. But who watches the 
watchers? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fight the Future 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

On the dangers of fiscal science fiction. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



Turkey’s False Nostalgia 
By EDHEM ELDEM 

Turkey’s past is no model for a democratic future. Earlier leaders, including 

Ataturk, were just as authoritarian as Erdogan. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 17, 1928, Amelia Earhart embarked on the first trans-Atlantic 
flight by a woman. She flew from Newfoundland to Wales in about 21 

hours. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I :.!!~iiii~ @NYTimes I ili~i Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from a nywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone® I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile we~ite at 
Times Store Help Section ~ m;n~;com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 8:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzougola-Ntalaj a, Georges <nzongola@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Prot: Georges trip .... 

Dear Eunice and Georges, 

I trust your judgement in choosing any- or all the communities to see 
during this site visit. Keeping the program aIt’ordable to the future 
students is al~vays a concern, but please choose the communities according 
to the academic value to the program rather than just on the potential 
cost. Agreed? 

Thanks, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/stud,vabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
[’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
in~k~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/18/13 6:22 AM,"Helen Poonen"< @nkTmac.za>wrote: 

>Dear Rodney/Eunice, 
> 
>tlope you all well; please advise which communities you wish Georges to 
>visit?. Except for Orlean and ma Dudu, Patrick does the South 
>D~ban/Umlazi (Des), inner ci~ tottr with China or Arnisi, Hillcrest with 
>Thuli, Inanda xvomen’s xvaste cycle with Gcina and Cato Manor xvith Faith. 
> 

>Note that our taxi driver Peace can take Georges around and I will get a 
>quote on costs once we have an idea on the coramunities being visited etc. 
>Given the fact xve have the Tuesday-, Wednesday and Thttrsday morning, I 
>would suggest we go with 3 visits as Inanda with ma Dudu xvould take up 
>most of the day- and so xvould Orlean in Chatsworth. 
> 

>On Tuesday morning we can get ma Dudu to bring Georges to our offices, he 
>meets with ottr staff from 09H00-10H00 and ma Dudu takes him to Inanda 
>frora 11H00, on Wednesday Pmkey uncle can meet him at the B&B and he can 
>spend the morning in Chatsworth and have the afternoon free (aker 2) to 
>meet with Patrick and staff if he has any queries etc. On Th~sday 
>raorning, he can do the inner city/refugees tour with Amisi and then back 
>to campus for his seminar. 
> 

>Please advise as you axvare there will be costs involved for the reali~ 
>tottrs transport and a small stipend to thar~k the communities, the stipend 
>can be any amount as the cormnunities do not expect this. But as a kind 
>gesture of good faith, we usually have people doing this. 
> 

>Your response would truly be appreciated and take caret. 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>Best Wishes 
>Helen 
> Please find our Email Disclanner here-->: 
>http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 11:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Prof. Georges trip .... 

Thanks for your feedback, Eunice. I’ll let Helen know 

Best, 
Rodney 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 18, 2013, at 9:56 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email unc edu> wrote: 

> Dear Rodney and Georges, 
> 

> I hope you are both doing well. I can finally use my to some extend, so here are my thoughts. 
> 
> I think the community sites and schedule suggested by Helen for Tuesday fits well with the academic aims of the program Indanda will expose students to the link between urban 
development, race and displacement and to extensive range of questions concerning the political economy of the environment The theme of social dislocations generated by poverty and 
human rights violations will emerge in visits to Chatsworth and the inner city visit with Amisi I have carried out research in both Indanda and Chatsworth and I am sure students will benefit 
greatly from visiting both places. 2,misi has worked with me as a Research Assistant and he will be an excellent guard to the inner city where he lives and carries out research on refagees 
and xenophobia 
> 

> I think that scheduling a meeting with Patrick on Wednesday to discuss course responsibilities is crucial. 
> 

> All in all, the schedule is excellent 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 

> Fr;mi ~;~rg~i Rodney Joaquin 

> Sent: Tuesday, June 18,2013 8:43 AM 
> To: Sable, Em~ice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
> Subiect: Re: Prof. Georges trip .... 
> 

> Dear Eunice and Georges, 
> 

> I trust your judgement in choosing any or all the cormnunities to see 
> during this site visit. Keeping the program affordable to the future 
> students is always a concern, but please choose the cotlmmnities according 
> to the academic value to the program rather than just on the potential 
> cost. Agreed? 
> 

> Thanks, 
> 

> Rodney 

> Rodney J. Vargas 
> Latin Araerica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
> Study Abroad Office 
> 2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
> 301 Pittsboro Street 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Chapel Hill 
> NC 27599-3130 
> USA 
> 

> Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
> W~VW: http ://studyabroad.unc. edu <http ://studvabroad.unc edu/> 

> Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
> for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
> information Any unauthorized review-, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
> prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
> sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message 

> On 6/18/13 6:22 A\{, "Helen Poonen" < .~nkzn.ac.za> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

>> Dear Rodaaey/Eunice, 
>> 

>> Hope you all ~vell; please advise which con’maunities you wish Georges to 



>> visit?. Except for Or]ean and ma Dudu, Patrick does the South 
>> DurbanJUm[am (Des), inner ci~ tour with China or 2,misi, tli[lcrest with 
>> Thuli, [nanda women’s waste cycle with Gcina and Cato Manor with Faith. 
>> 

>> Note that our taxi driver Peace can take Georges around and I wi]l get a 
>> quote on costs once we have an idea on the communities being visited etc 
>> Given the fact we have the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday morning, I 
>> would suggest we go with 3 visits as [nanda with ma Dudu would take up 
>> most of the day and so would Orlean in Chatsworth. 
>> 

>> On Tuesday morning we can get ma Dudu to bring Georges to our offices, he 
>> meets with our staff from 09H00-10H00 and ma Dudu takes him to Inanda 
>> from 11H00, on Wednesday Pinkey uacle can meet him at the B&B and he can 
>> spend the morning in Chatsworth and have the afternoon free (after 2) to 
>> meet with Patrick and staff if he has any queries etc. On Thursday 
>> morning, he can do the inner city/refugees tour with Amisi and then back 
>> to campus for his seminar. 
>> 

>> Please advise as you aware there will be costs involved for the reali~" 
>> tours transport and a small stipund to thank the communities, the stipend 
>> can be any araount as the corun~unities do not expect this. But as a kind 
>> gesture of good faith, we usually have people doing this. 
>> 

>> Your response would truly be appreciated and take caret. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Best Wishes 
>> Helen 
>> Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: 
>> http ://~’w.ukzn. ac. za/disclaimer 
> 

> 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RFx Contact 

follow up today. Thanks. 

:ee :<~id (~]9) 8z,<-633% 

Pac }p-( ] : http : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC, Co]]e@e 

i!:!:er: http:!/t:wltl:er.co’!urx:coiiege 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
8ent~ Tuesday, June 18, 20~3 4:26 PM 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subject: Con~ct 

Impo~ance: High 

Dear Dee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

You can reach me at either of the following numbers: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 8:02 AM 

ttelen Poonen < ~ukzn.ac.za-~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Prof. Georges trip .... 

Dear Helen, 

After looking at your suggested schedule we agreed that it fits ver.v well 
our needs for this site visit We accept your suggestion, please go ahead 
with the arrangements 
We also agreed that scheduling a meeting with Patrick on Wednesday to 
discuss course responsibilities is crucial. On the matter of payment to 
cover transportation and other costs involved, please let us know if you 
can provide our offence with an invoice that we can pay via a wire 
transfer. Thanks so much. 

All the best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 b~;r)l~X Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :i/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/18/13 6:22 .aaM, "Helen Poonen" ~ukzn.ac.za> wrote: 

>Dear RodneyiEunice, 
> 

>Hope you all xvell; please advise which communities you xvish Oeorges to 
>visit’.’. Except for Orlean and ma Dudu, Patrick does the South 
>D~trbal~/Uralazi (Des), inner cit7- tour with China or Amisi, Hillcrest with 
>Thuli, Inanda women’s waste cycle with Gcina and Cato Manor with Faith. 
> 
>Note that our taxi driver Peace can take Georges around and I will get a 
>quote on costs once we have an idea on the communities being visited etc. 
>Given the fact we have the Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday nmrning, I 
>would suggest we go with 3 visits as Inanda with ma Dudu would take up 
>most of the day and so would Orlean in Chats;vorth 
> 

>On Tuesday morning we can get ma Dudu to bring Georges to our offices, he 
>meets with our staff" from 09H00-10H00 and ma Dudu takes him to Inanda 
>ticom 11H00, on Wednesday Pil~ey uncle can meet him at the B&B and he can 
>spend the morning in Chats;vorth and have the afternoon free (after 2) to 
>meet with Patrick and staff if he ha s an?, queries etc On Thursday 
>morning, he can do the inner city/refugees tour with Amisi and then back 
>to campus for his seminar. 
> 

>Please advise as you aware there will be costs involved for the reality- 
>tours transport and a small stipend to thal~ the communities, the stipend 
>can be any amount as the commnnities do not expect this. But as a kind 
>gesture of good faith, we usually have people doing this 
> 

>Your response ;vould truly be appreciated and take caret 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>Best Wishes 



>Helen 
> ....... Please find our Emai[ Disclaimer here-->: 
>http:i/wxvw uk zn. ac.zaidisc laimer ....... 



.J~.~ne 19, 
Con~ectCarolina Newsletter 

presented by the Office of Human Resources and ITS, on Thursday, June 27, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

10am to 11:30am, Hamilton room 100. 

There will be an outage affecting ConnectCarolina and other systems on 

Tuesday, June 25, beginning at 5:00pm and ending at approximately 

12:00am as part of the Summerll Census activities. More on the 

~S ?:~i!::.-’. .~k~i: ~.~! ¯ 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this ~,:==...:!~:..~.:~ and in the 

Find out what the elephant has to do with the ConnectCarolina project -- 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’,:’.A~4 .~ ~i...’?.~.& h A=:u..’?£j. 

i ~:~ ,~= ,~ >> .,, ;; :~ ~: ..~ ~: ~:,~. The specific details ofthe January 2014 go-live are 

~ still being planned, but October 2013 to February 

j 2014 - the weeks prior to and following go-live - will 

be a critical time Schools and Divisions should 

begin now to consider how to prepare for the intense activity of go-live 

Want to know more about training for the January 2014 go-live of ConnectCarolina HR/Payroll and 

Finance? Learn howthe ConnectCarolina training team is deep into planning how, when, and where 

training will be delivered 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs. Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tuk~fu Zuberi < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 1:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~janken@email.unc.edu>; Howell, TiaN. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Africm~ In&pendence Now Available for Screening 

OnePager(1 ).pdf 

Dear Eunice SaNe, 

We are happy to announce that African Independence is now available for educational and public screenings. This unique film offers audiences insight into the incredible 
story of the African Independence movement and enhances the viewer’s understanding of the present and future of this great continent. 

Garnering praise from critics and audiences around the world, the award-winning African Independence is a film about the most important event to happen on the African 

continent in the 20th century. USA Today columnist DeWayne Wickham lauds the documentary, "t..a acreening of which [Preaident] Obama ahould have i~ the White 

Ho~.~ae. " 

&R. Valmy, ol the San Francisco Bay View acclaims, "This ta a very irnpo,qant film becauae it g~ves a much needed overview te the revolutionary movementa of the ’60& ’70s 
and ’$Oa and wiiI help people who are juat now developing a world,few to put what ia now hap, v’xe.ning in the Ivod/ Coaat, the Congo, Libya, Mali, Somalia and many other parta 
of Africa into a hia~orical and political context." 

Dr. Zuberi has openings to personally present a screening of this film to your institution in October 2013, and January/February 2014. 

For more information, please see the attached document and contact us at info(~.tzproductioncompany.com and visit vww~.tukufuzuberi.com. 

Peace, 

Tukuth Zuberi 

LasD" Family Proths~r of Race Relations 

Professor a~d Chair of Sociolo~ 
University, of Permsylw~a 

tukufuzubefi.co,n 

wv~v. facebook.con~/TukufuZuberi 

http://www.linkedin.com/ir~"tukufi~zubefi/ 



From chartincj a course throucjh c:hallengincj subjects, to helping students find their 

career path, good professors are everyday MVPs. As many education students aspire 

to be just d~at, we’re sharing books on tire art of teaching--free for a month. Enjoy! 

~i Thear[and The Art and Science of Teaching: A Comprehensive 

: Scienceof Framework for Effective Instruction 
Teaching: A ~’~V: i~.;,)bel~. , ~\".’,~l’Z~bqO 
Comprehensi ’ 

~ 

ve 

FPamework 
~ 

for Effective ~ ~ 

~i:: Teachers Teachers Matter: Connecdn9 Work, Lives and 
...... Matter: Effectiveness 

Connecting 
¯ 

Bv: Christopher Day 
Work, Lives ’ " 
and 
Effectivenes 

~ 

~i Teachersa Teachers & Schoolinf.~ Making a Difference: 
::.i Schooling 

Productive Pedagogies, Assessment and 
Making a Performance 
Difference: 
Produc’~ive By: Debra Hayes, Martin Mills, Pain Christie, Bob Lingard 
Pedagogies, 

Assessment ~ 



~:, Oualitiesof Qualities of Effective Teachers. Edition: 2rid 
gy: .james H~ Stronge 

Teachers 

Making 

Sense of 

Education: 

An 

introduction 

to the 

Philosophy 

Making Sense of Education An Introduction to the 
Philosophy and Theory of Education and Teaching 
By: David Cart 

E~!ioy these 5 books and loads more of them! Click on the link below to see our 
newly added books, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Necochea, Raul Antonio <ranl necochea~med.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:56 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke, edu (intl- duncplas@duke.edn) 

Social Science Histo~ conference 

Dear 
forwarded your response to my query. Thanks for posting this on the Duke!UNC Latin American Studies listserv! 

Dear colleagues, 
I will be attending the meeting of the Social Science History Association in Chicago this and was wondering if any potential attendees might be interested in 
connecting amongst ourselves so we could share the expenses of the rooms at the conference hotel, the Palmer House Hilton. Any interested parties, please contact me off-list 

at necochea@med.unc.edu. Best, Raul 

Raul Necochea 
Assistant Professor, Dept. of Social Medicine 
Adjunct Assistant Profesor, Dept. of Histoly 
U. of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 6:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Call for Nominations: The ISA SWIPE Mentor Award 

Call for Nominations: The ISA SWIPE Mentor Award 

The SWIPE Committee of the International Political Economy Section of the ISA is looking for nominations for the SWIPE Mentor Award. Originating in the 

early 1990% the Society for Women in International Political Economy (SWIPE) observed that many women in IPE did not have the close mentoring 

relationships that their male counterparts seemed to benefit from. Indeed, while research across disciplines has shown that mentoring can be key to 

higher publication rates and successfully achieving tenure, women tend to get less mentoring than men. The SWIPE Mentor Award pays tribute to women 

and men who have invested in the professional success of women in the IPE field. Recipients have included scholars, an academic press editor, and 

deans. 

ISA is an international organization and we encourage nominations from outside the US. We recognize that conditions for women still vary considerably 

from country to country. While SWIPE acknowledges that things have changed in the U.S., that is much less true of other countries. 

Apply or Nominate for the Award: 

¯ Recipient must be current members of ISA. 

¯ Nominations may come from any member of ISA and should be sent by e-mail to the Chair of the selection committee or one of its members. 

¯ Nominations must include the nominee’s current c.v. and a letter (limit I page) describing how the nominee has mentored women in IPE. In the past, 

the committee has received additional letters of support from those the nominee has mentored (limit 1 page). 

¯ The deadline for nominations is August 15; the committee will make its selection by September 1. 

About the Award: 
The IPE Section Chair will announce the recipient’s name at the IPE Section Business Meeting at the ISA Annual Convention. A special roundtable honoring 
the recipient will be held at the convention as part of the regular program. Proteges, colleagues, the selection committee chair, and others will 
participate on the roundtable. The award also includes a plaque which will be presented at the IPE Section Reception. 

Committee Members: 
Michelle Frasher, Chair 
Molloy College 

mfrasher@frasher.cc 

Beve rly Ba rrett 

University of Miami 

b.barrett@umiami.edu 

Erin Hannah 
University of Western Ontario 

Susan Aaronson 

George Washington University 

saa ronson2@verizon.net 

Gabriela KL~tting 

Rutgers University - Newark 

kutting@rutgers.edu 

ISA 

324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721 

isa#isanet.org 

http:!!www.isa net.org 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:41 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I will plan on being in your office on Monday at 1 o’clock (unless I hear otherwise). Could you please tell me where your office is located? 

Thank you in advance, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, 3::11 PM 

To: 

Subject: Re: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear           , 

Thanks for your email. 

will be in office on . Can we meet then? 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On , at 5:58 PM, @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I was a student in Professor Selassie’s AFRI    class this past spring. I have been emailing him this summer regarding my 
grade, but at this point T would really like to meet with you to discuss the matter. I believe T will need to submit a grade appeal. T would like you to see my email 
correspondence with Professor Selassie. Please let me know what times you are usually available for appointments. I greatly appreciate your help, and look 
forward to meeting with you. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colo1~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: Eunice SaNe - Toronto - Itineraxy tbr Review, Approval and T Number 

Dear Eunice 

I am sorry to keep bothering you, however, I need to know if the Delta schedule ( please see belowi is ~ood for ¥o% before booking. 

Tha~k you, 

Sonia 

F~m= Deby Taylor [mailto:deby@vikingtravel.com] 
Sent= Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:33 AN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= Eunice SaNe - Toronto - Itinera~ for Review, Approval and T Number 

~O: UNC-CHAPEL H~LL 
AFRICAN AND AFRO AMERICAN STUDIES 

FOR: SAHLE/EUNICE NJERI 

HI SONIA ..LET ME KNOW IF THIS IS BETTER 

NONREFUNDABLE FARE IS 742.52 PLUS 35.00 FEE 

TICKET NEEDS TO BE ISSUED BY JUNE 21 OR SOONER 

14 JUL 13- SUNDAY 

AIR DELTAAIRLINESINCFLT:6143 COACH 

OPERATED BY CHAUTAUQUA DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

LV RALEIGH DURHAM 926A EQP: EMBRAER 145 JET 

DEPART: TERMINAL 2 01HR 54MIN 

AR DETROIT METRO 1120A NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: E H.MCNAMARA TERMINAL REF: GF4OJ6 

SAHLE/EUNICENJ SEAT-3A DL-9054980587 

AIR DELTAAIR LINES INC FLT:3590 COACH 

OPERATED BY PINNACLE DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

LV DETROIT METRO 1225P EQP: CANADAIR REG .lET 

DEPART: E.H MCNAMARA TERMINAL 01 HR 16MIN 

AR TORONTO ON 141P NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 3 REF: GF4OJ6 

SAHLE!EUNICENJ SEAT-5B DL-9054980587 

18 AUG 13 - SUNDAY 

AIR DELTAAIR LINES INC FLT:4043 COACH 

OPERATED BY PINNACLE DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

LV TORONTO ON 139P EQP: CANADAIR REG JET 

DEPART: TERMINAL 3 01 HR 49MIN 

AR NEW YORK JFK 328P NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: GF4OJ6 

SAHLE!EUNICENJ SEAT-4B DL-9054980587 

AIR DELTAAIR LINES INC FLT:3440 COACH 

OPERATED BY PINNACLE DBA DELTA CONNECTION 

LV NEW YORK JFK 425P EQP: CR9 

DEPART: TERMINAL 2 02HR 14MIN 

AR RALEIGH DURHAM 639P NON-STOP 

ARRIVE: TERMINAL 2 REF: GF4OJ6 

SAHLE/EUNICE NJ SEAT-11B DL-9054980587 

THANK YOU FOR CALLING VIKING TRAVEL 

A VALID PASSPORT IS REQUIRED FOR THIS DESTINATION 

TICKET IS NONREFUNDABLEIPENALTIES APPLY FOR CHANGES 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:17 AM 

To: ~travel.com 
Subject: FW: flight schedule for Toronto 

Thank you Deby 

Eunice lik~-_~ to have the Delta scfu:_~duh:_b however, sh~-_~ woukt like a departure a little earlier 

Please let me know. 

Sonia 

Fro~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:15 AM 
Te: Colon, Sonia 
S~bjeCt: RE: flight schedule for Toronto 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks so much! 

The Delta option would work. However, I am wondering if there is a possibility of departing from RDU a bit earlier because I have to catch a train to Ottawa that evening. 
Kindly ask Deby to use my Delta Skymiles # as she books the flights. 

Once again many thanks. 

Delta - $74252 round trip 



DL1177K 14JUI_ S RDUATL.*SS1 1205P 122P (change Atlanta) 

DL2442K 14JUL S ATLYYZ*SS1 300P 519P 

DL.4043K 18AUG S YYZJFK*SS1 139P 328P (change JFK) 

DL3440K 18AUGSJFKRDU*SS1 425P639P 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: flight schedule for Toronto 

Good morning Eunice 

Please see bek)w ~-_~-m~il ~rom 1.5~-_~by, regarding the Lravel scheduk~ to Toronto 

Thank you, 

Sonis 

From= Deby Taylor [E)~]_[~£]~#_~Z@~J_~[[)~[~[~£#L~£~[#] 

Seat= Thursday, 3une 20, 20~3 ~0:03 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia 

Subject= RE: flight schedule for Toronto 

Hi Soma: 

Here are the best options I see for the dates and times requested and comply with the "Fly America: Act: 

July 14 - RDU to Toronto 

August 18- Toronto to RDU 

United: 

UA8283U 14JUL S RDUYYZ SS1 350P 535P (nonstop) 

UA8282Q 18AUG S YYZRDU SS1 915P 1054P (nonstop) 

Fare Dr this schedule is S890.58 round trip 

UA4374W 14JUL S RDUEWR SS1 1235P 217P (change Newark) 
UA385gL 14JUL S EWRYYZ SS1 319P 517P 

UA5669H 18AUG S YYZEWR*SS1 1244P 225P (change Newark) 

UA4904H 18AUG S EWRRDU*SS1 454P 649P ($710.16 round trip) 

Delta - S742 52 round trip 

DL1177K 14JUL S RDUATL*SS1 1205P 122P (change Atlanta) 

DL2442K 14JUL S A1-LYYZ*SS1 300P 519P 

139P 328P (change JFK) 

425P 639P 

DL4043K 18AUG S YYZJFK*SS1 

DL3440K 18AUG S JFKRDU*SS1 

American - $62264 round trip 

AA3531S 14JUL S*RDULGA SS1 

AA3313S 14JUL S LGA¥¥Z*SS1 

AA3632S 18AUG S*YYZLGA SS1 

1025A 1155A (change LaG uardia) 

135P 315P 

1250P 225P (change LaGuardia) 

AA3411S 18AUG S LGARDU*SS1 425P 615P 

Fares quoted are nonrefundable and are subject to availability at the time of booking and ticketing Also, fares do not include the $35.00 agency ticketing fee. 

Please let me know what you would like to do or if you have any questions 

Thanks, 

Deby 

From: Colon, Sonia [~mailto:sonia colon~med.unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 20:13 8::16 AM 
To; Deby Taylor 
Subject: RE: flight schedule for Toronto 

Good morrfing Deby 

I think depar’Lure and arriving time around noon. Yes, we have to comply w~th the F~y America act as far we can. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~= Deby Taylor [nY~in~ traveLcom 
$eBt: Wednesday, ~une ~9, 20~3 4:58 PM 
Te: Colon, SonJa 
~u~jeCt= RE: flight schedule Br Toronto 
I will get this info back to you tomorrow, but I need to know if she has preferred depa~ure andior arrival times, Also, do I have to comply with the "Fly America" act? 
Thanks, 
Deby 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, June :19, 20:13 4:55 PM 
To-" ~travel.com 
Subject; flight schedule for Toronto 

He[to Deby 

When you set a chance, I need a flisht schedule and price for Toronto, Canada: 

Departin8 from RDU -July 14 

Returnin8 from Toronto -Ausust 18 

This is for Dr. Eunice SaMe. 

Thanks, 

A b~r~ethy HaIL (7~ #3435 
(M. g--5, ’F. F-5. W. 8-12, T. 
4j~ic~# &/{f!’o---~ezic~# ,gt~*dies .. 955..~ 295 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 20, 2013 4:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Meeting to discuss various IT changes in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Eun[ce, 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 20, 2013 3:58 PM 

To: Howell, Tia N.; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Meeting to discuss various IT changes in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Tia and Travis, 

Kindly join me at the meeting requested below. The meeting is scheduled for Monday June 24 at 10.00-10.30am in my office. 

Cheers and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Olszanowski, Barbara L 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 4:27 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Meeting to discuss various IT changes in African and Afro-American Studies 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I am the Administrative Manager for OASIS, I believe we met briefly during the CCI deployment meeting back in the Fall. Our 

director, Andy Lang, has asked me to setup a brief meeting (probably 20 minutes) with you to talk about some upcoming IT changes 

that will affect Windows users in your department. Essentially, it involves transitioning people in your department from the current 

antivirus product (Symantec) to a new one, and this meeting is to talk about logistics surrounding that transition. 

If you would, please let me know your availability for the next couple of weeks, and I will coordinate a time/date that works. 

Thankyou 

Barbara OIszanowski 

Barbara Olszanowski 

Administrative Manager, Office of Arts and Sciences Information Services 

College of Arts and Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

13 Howell Hall 

Campus Box 3056 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-2376 

http://oasis.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ JonatAm~ <hartlyn@unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: coverage 

Eunice, Fyi, Jonathan 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:coverage 

Date:Thu,           14: 26:50 -0400 

From:McFarland, Michael B <mike mcfarland@unc.edu> 

UNC~CN wi~l be monitored~ not sanctioned, by accrediting agency 
The News & Observer (Raleigh} 
By Jane Standl~ 

UNC--Chapel Hill received no san<don from its accreditor Thursday, but wilt be monitored for a year as it executes a phm to "make whole" [he academic degrees of 

former students who took fraudulent African studies classes. 

The derision came down Thursday from the Southern Assodation of Colleges and Schools’ Commission on Colleges, sa~d Belle Whee]an, president of the 

con] m~ssion, 

7he board discussed the academic fraud that occurred ~n the A[rk:an and Afro-.Amerk:an Studies department, where an kwes[:~galJon found more than 200 <:lasses 

with ~ittle or no instruction dating bad( [o the ~ate I990s. Among the kregubdties were no-show classes, poorly supervised independent studies, m~d hundreds of 

unauthorized grade changes. 

Athletes accounted for 45 percent of the enrollments ~n the bosus classes in a lO-year period, accotdi~8 to the review from fon~e~ Gow Jh~ Marth~. The university 

has repeatedly said the fraud const~[:uted an academic scm~dal, not st~ athletic one. But recent ema~ls showed a cozv rebt~onsMp between academic advisers to 

athletes aed Julius Nym~g’oro, the former depart:mere: chairman m~d professor who has been bbmed for the fraud, Nong w~:h a former depmtment manager, 

Debbie Crowder. 

The commission’s board reviewed the university’s proposa~ for trsddng down former studenLs to corn#ere an addit~ona~ course or courses, Whee~an said. 

"The board felt that they were doing as much due d~gence as was possiMe," Whee~an sa~d. ’q know that the people - some of the people anyway --. who were 

involved ~n (the fraud) are no longer at the univers~tv, so what do you do? So a~l they can do is change their policies to ensure that ~t doesn’t happen agNn, and 

[:hen try and [~nd the s[:udeets to see ~[ thev can’t make those degrees whole somehow." 

The universRy will have to submit a repot[ next: April on its prosress toward that 8oa~ R’s unclear how rnany students ~:he university will have to reach and how 

many add~tiona~ courses w~l~ have to be offered. But such sn undertskin~ ~s ~sre~ 

h~ the spri~8 semester, the university conducted surprise ~nspect~ons of hundreds of classes to ensure that students ~nd faculty were meeti~8 and that the courses 

were ~e~ith~ate. C~ass sy~lab~ were collected from faculty, some of whom were ~rl<ed by the spot checks. 

~he review was unprecedeeted a[ UNC-CH, but so was ~:he case of fraud, Wheelae said 

"It was s~seifk:ant," she sah~. ~%ey th~e you br~n~ in [he ~n[e~r~l:V o[ ~:he university and what ~[:’s doing., it’s a serh)us bsue It can damage an inslJtution’s reputs~:~on. 

BuL Lhe ~oard fNL Lhat theywe~e doWn, as much as Lhey couM to risht th~swron~/~ 

E~= Englund, Nax 
Seat= Thursday, $:43 PN 
To; NcFarland, Nichael B (mike mcfarland~@_~#_£=~_~9); Noon, Karen B (~_[:~[)_~9¢~_@#_D!,#$~#); ’Noore, Tanya Topolka’; Schue~pelz, Erin C 
Sabject= ~D sto~ is up 

~o sanctions for U~C over academic scandal 

WWB-W (CBS/~aleish} 

The Southern Association of Colleses and Schools Commission on Colleses (SACSCOC) announced Thursday that it will not hand UNC Chapel Hill any sanctions for 

an academic scandal involvin8 its sports programs. 

SACSCOC said the school has a reform plan ~n place, and it will wait ~2 months for a moNtorin8 report. 

The university’s problems besan in 20~0 when the school announced it was Iookin~ into alle~ations of plasiarism, tutors who violated rules, faculty who failed to 

provide oversisht, allesed unethical conduct by an assBtant coach, and allesations that student-athletes 8ot perks from professional sports a~ents. 

In January, the school was put on notice with a stronsly worded letter. It advised UNC to take immediate actions to pull itself into compliance accreditation 

standards. 

The notice stemmed from an investisation that reported the academic fraud was confined to the school’s Department of African and Afro-American Studies and 

were the result of wron~doin8 by the former chairman and a department administrator for over more than a decade. 

The probe was launched after the disclosure of the academic transcript of former UNC-Chapel Hill 

An earlier probe found 

irresularities in the department datin~ from 2007. 

The NCAA said the school was "responsible for multiple violations, includin8 academic fraud, impermissible asent benefits, inelisible participation, and a failure 

to monitor its football prosram." 

Penalties imposed by the association ~ncluded a one-year postseason ban, reduction of ~5 football scholarships, vacation of records, and three years probation. 

UNC Chancellor Holden Thorp, who later announced he was steppin8 down followin8 the scandal at the school, said he and other administrators took it for ~ranted 

that thinss were bein8 done the risht way. 

In addition to Thorp steppin8 down, UNC fired former head football coach Butch Davis and former athletics director Dick Baddour resigned. 

Both men have said they were not aware of - or were involved - in any of the irregularities. 

h t [p:!/abdocaL~o.com/wtvdistory?sec[~on =news/Iocal&id =9 $45982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Helen Poonen < @u~n.ac.za> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:40 AM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edn>; Sahle, Eunice N <ennice@email.unc.edu>; 
@ukzn.ac.za:,; Aghasphree Amy Ramsmny <           ,~!ukzn.ac.za>; Lungile Keswa < 

Prof. Georges trip .... 

SCHEDULE (GEORGES).docx 

~mail.ngo.za; Shauna Motfiar 

@ukzn.ac.zo:> 

Dear Rodney, 

Kindly :find attached a copy of the draR schedule concerning Prof Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Have a wonderful weekend!. 

Warm Regards 
Helen 

Please find our ]b;mail Disclaimer here-->: http://va,cw.uk7za ac.za/disclaimer 



Name & Contact No. Date/Time Remarks 

MaDudu Khumalo Tuesday 25th June - Pick up from Durban Elephant to UKZN HC 

(cell no. ) 09HO0 (CCS). 

CCS Staff Tuesday 25th June - Meet and greet with CCS members of 

09H15-10H15 staff (CCS Seminar Room MTB 601) 

Ma Dudu Khumalo Tuesday 25th June - Tour with MaDudu to Inanda etc. 

(cell no. I 10H30 onwards 

Pinky Uncle/Orlean Wednesday 26th June Pick up from Durban Elephant to the 

f I 09HOO-13H30 Westcliff community in Chatsworth. 

Patrick Bond Wednesday 26th June Meeting at CCS (Room MTB 501, Patrick’s 

( ) 14H00 office). 

Peace (taxi driver) 

China 

Amisi 

Peace (taxi driver) 

Thursday 27th June 

09HOO-12HO0 

Meet with either Amisi or China to tour 
the Durban inner-city. 

Durban Elephant 

Helen 

Amy l 
Lungi 

Thursday 27th June Return to campus for the seminar. 

12H30 

Queries (other) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 8:53 AM 

ttelen Poonen <        @ukzn.ac.za:~; Vaqas, Rodney Joaquin <rva~as@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>;      @mail.ngo.za; Shauna Motliar <       ~u~n.ac.za>; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy 

@ul~n.ac.za>; Lungile Keswa, @ukzn.ac.za> 

RE: Proi~ Georges trip .... 

Thanks, Helen. This is ver,v useful See you on Tuesday 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. 

From: Helen Poonen [       @ukm.ac za] 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 8:40 &M 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: Pro:t~ Georges tr~p .... 

@mail ngo.za Shauna Mottiar: Aghasphree Am’>’ Ramsamy Lungile Kes*va 

Dear Rodney, 

Kindly find attached a copy of the draft schedule concerning Prof. Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any further queries, please do not hesitate to contact me 

tIave a wonderful weekend! 

Warm Regards 
Helen 

Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: http:/Aa~’w.nkzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, 9:44 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Subject: Greetings 

Dr. SaNe, 

I hope you are doing well! informed me that you were t:?’ing to get in touch ruth me but my UNC ema~l address is no longer working. Congratulations on a]l of 

your most recent accolades! They are all well-deserved. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 9:55 AM 

ttelen Poonen < @ukzn.ac.za> 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
~O)ukzn.ac.za>; Aghasphree Amy Ramsamy < @ukzn.ac.za>; Lungile Keswa < 

Re: Prof. Georges trip .... 

~mail.ngo.za; Shauna Motfiar 
@ukzn.ac.zo:> 

Dear Helen, 

’]7his is perfect. Thank you and everyone for making this possible. 

Best wishes, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 

Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Study Abroad Office 

2016 b~;D EX Global Education (;enter 

301 Pittsboro Street 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel }{ill 

NC 27599-3130 

USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 70021:ax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :,"/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/21/13 8:40 .~M, "Helen Poonen" < ~ukzn.ac.za> wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 

>Kindly find attached a copy of the draft schedule concerning Prof. 
>Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any fuxther queries, please do not 
>hesitate to contact me. 
> 

>Have a wonderful weekend!. 
> 

> 

> 

>Walm Regards 
>Helen 
> 

> 

> Please find our Email Disclanner here-->: 
>http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Friday, June 21, 2013 9:58 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Prof. Georges trip .... 

Hi Georges, 

So you know, our oftice is ~vorking with Helen to wire transfer these 
payments directly to the leaders, so that you will not have to worry about 
it. 

Have a great site visit[ 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ./~anerica, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 EF, DEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/studgabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
[’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
iNk~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/~1/13 8:40 AM, "Helen ]- oonen" ~ @ukzn.ac.za> wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 

>Kindly find attached a copy of the draft schedule concerning Prof. 
>Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any fttrther queries, please do not 
>hesitate to contact me. 
> 

>Have a xvonderful weekend!. 
> 

> 

> 

>Warm Regards 
>Helen 
> 

> 

> Please find our Email Disclam~er here-->: 
>http ://~avw ukzn. ac.za/disclaimer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 21, 2013 11:43 AM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Prol~ Georges trip .... 

Thanks, Rodney. That is perfect! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Pro~ Georges trip .... 

Hi Georges, 

So you know our ol!fice is working ~vith Helen to wire transfer these 
payments directly to the leaders, so that you will not have to worry about 
it. 

tIave a great site visit! 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin Arnerica, Africa and the )~hddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p:i/studvabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad.unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confiduntiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosme, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/~1/13 8:40 AM, "Helen Poonen" < ~nkza.ac za> wrote: 

>Dear Rodney, 
> 

>Kindly find attached a copy of the draft schedule concerning Prof. 
>Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any further queries, please do not 
>hesitate to contact me. 
> 

>Have a wonderful weekend’. 
> 

> 

> 

>Warm Regards 
>Helen 
> 

> 

> Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: 
>http ://~w nkma. ac.za/disclaimer 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 21, 2013 2:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Prot: Georges trip .... 

My pleasure! 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Maddle East Programs Dtrector 
Study Abroad Of Jl)ce 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http://studyabroad.unc.edu <http://studyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
inJ2~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6,"21,"13 10:.2 AM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>~Ihanks Rodney ~2~r all your work on this site visit! 
> 

>Georges: tlave a great visit. 

>Best wishes, 
>Eunice 

>From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Sent: Friday, June 21, 2013 9:57 AM 
>To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
>Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: Re: Pro£ Geurges trip .... 
> 

>Hi Georges, 
> 

>So you know, our office is working ~vith Helen to wire transfer these 
>paymunts directly to the leaders, so that you will not have to WOl~y about 
>it. 

>Have a great site visit[ 
> 

>Rodney 

> 

>Rodney J. Vargas 
>Latin ~erica, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
>Study Abroad Office 
>2016 FEDEX Global Education Cente~ 
>301 Pittsboro Street 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill 
>NC 27599-3130 
>USA 
> 

>Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
>~VW: http://studvabroad.unc.edu <http://studyabroad.unc.edu/> 

>Confidentiality’ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
>for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
>prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



>On 6/21/13 8:40 AM. "Helen Poonen" < ~r)ukzn ac.z;~> wrote: 
> 

>>Dear Rodney, 
>> 

>>Kindly find attached a copy of the draft schedule concerning Prof. 
>>Georges visit to CCS. Should you have any further queries, please do not 
>>hesitate to contact me. 
>> 

>>Have a wonderful weekend!. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>>Warm Regards 
>>Helen 
>> 

>> 

>> Please find our Email Disclaimer here-->: 
>>http://www.ukzn.ac.za/disclaimer 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ex-Contractor Is Charged in Leaks on N.S.A. Surveillance 

Today’s Headlines  ato,o y, J oe22,20. 

~NTHISE~IC~IL~ World US. i Business Sports Arts Travel Today:sVideo 

Editorials Op-~d OnTNs Day CUSTOMIZE ~ 

Top News 

Ex-Cont~’aeto~¯ Is Charged ~n Leaks o~ NoN.A. 

S~rveillar~ce 

Edward J, 5nowden, whose r~ease ~-~f classified files has sparked 

a debate over the proper limits of govermne~t monitoH~g, was 

charged with violating the Espionage Aek and kl~efk of government proper ~y. 

In a "l:~urnabout~ ~Sy]oia Rebels Get iAbyan 

Weapons 

Weapon,s i)x’merly i~ CoL Muamm ar el-Qadda{i’s stoeklA le are 

making their way to antigovernmenk forces in Syria, courk’sy of 

Qatar, which has strong ties wi~h Libyan rebel groups, 

How .Ang~*y Is Bi°azil? Pel6 Now Has Feet of Clay 

As Brazilian protests grow, even soccer comes under fire after 

Edson Ara~tes do Naseimenko, tke soccer legend known as Pel6, 

told Brazilians to "foiNet the protesks." 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ v~l~:o: Prote, s~.s B~o~dge, ]B~’az.iPs Sodal 

Gaps 

I)emons[ra~ions hy students against a bus fare increase have 



evolved inko eounkuwide protests with citizens oral1 haekgrounct~ denouncing 

the government. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

lBra~iPs Vinegm" Uprising 

Humor is a powerful weapon in lke march toward full 

democracy. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SO~YA KLEIN, whose mothi;r, Ethel Pat’ish, was mm’det’ed ~n the gtxmx wh{le her 
acc~sed attacker await~,~d trial on oH~er charges, 

World 

President Vladimir V. Pufin announced a Hsky sdmulus 

program, along with an amnesty plan for whibe-.eollar criminals 

il~tended to improve ilwestor confidence. 

China’s New President Sets Up a Potential 

Showdown, ~Vitl~ Hin~self 

President Xi #inping has raised cxpeetations of bold economic 

liberalization, but also of defel]ding Communist Pal’S: rule, 

leaving even insiders unsmv how far he will push change. 

, China’s Credit Squeeze Relaxes as RaNs Drop 

B~oazil T~’ies to Calm P~ooteste~" Conce~’ns~ 

Reb ukine, "~ iolenee 

With cities a~’ross [~le nation hcaving in [~le bi~es[ ptDtcs[s in 

decades, President Dihna Rousseff said she would tD" ~o address 

some grievances. 

, ~ Video: Brazilian Students Dig Nr Corruption 

~ ~ Video Feature: $9o Pau~o Protesters Speak Out 

ed on 

U.S. 



MOUNT AIRY JOURNAL 

Insp~°~ng Maybe~0~0y, 

Mount Airy. N.C., has adopted 

son, Andy 

~ Slide Show: A Town Reinvents Itself 

Ca~fomrda Pushes for hmnigrant Health 

Officials in the state are bncking a government trend and trying 

to ec,,bble together ways to provide preventive care for the 

state’s esthnaDd 2.6 million illegal immigrants. 

A Soillfior~ for a San Diego Cove’s Co~stant Odoi’: 

Baete~a 

Leaders think using guano-eating bacteria can fix the odc~r 

problem in I~ Jolla Cove, where the mayor has called fbr 

emergem’y action, 

IX Patients 

....... ~aited 

at the 

I 

in La 

more US !~ev,,’s ,~e to NYTimes.com!OS ~ 

F.A.A. to consider relaxed 
rules for devices on pMnes 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

Faceboek is bering longer videos are better 

Xbox reversal won’t step the inevitable 

Business 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A Fit of Piqtm on ~Va|| Street 

Perhaps more than at any time since the financial crisis, Wall 

Street knows it mnst prepars; for a world wi’dnou k d~e Federal 

Reserve’s 1argess. 

New 

hork 

Food Network Drops Pau]a Deen 

The network announced F~-iday that it would not renew )vls, 

Deen’s contract at the end of June, after she apologized lbr using 

ra~’ist Ianguageo 

cooking 

, E:] Video ~atemen~ 

YOUR MONEY 

Lh~fiting the 4offk) Finder’s Fee 

A wave of lawsuKs and a federal eflbr~ have helped lower fees fi)r 

4o] (k)’s and 1)ushed companies to ogSr dearer details about 

plans, but progress is uneven. 

, ~ Commen~ 



Sports 

METS 4, PHILLIES 3 

S,. A ~LiF’~2W 

Befl)re the ?viers beat the Phi]lies, the team featured that Jon 

Niese, t~e left-handed starter~ has a pa~ tly korn rokator cuff. 

,E]Box Score 

Rookie~s Big N~ght Feels L~ke the Good, O]d Days 

of a Few ~¢feek5 Ago ackr,ow~ 

Zoilo ~monte started i~ place of the slampi~g Vernon Wells and 

smacked his first n~ajor league home run to ]JR Ne s~:u~bng Yankees to a 

vickory. 

FIVETHIRTYEIGHT 

:LeBron’s Odds of Catching Jordan 

LeB:rm James is on pace ~dlh Michael Jordan, having wo~ two 

N.B.Ao dmmpioi~ships in his late 2os. How likely is James to win 

Arts 

TELEVISION REVIEW I ’DEVIOUS MAIDS’ 

The Women Who Really Run the Ho~ase 

"Devious Maids," a series starting Sunday on I ~fet~me, is the rare 

%7 show wi’~ not only domestic workers, buk Hispanic ones ak 

thaL 

left, 
Roselyn 
S~nche 

THEATER REVIEW I’THE TWO-CHARACTER PLAY’ 

Brother, Cm’~ You Spare iVIy Sanity? 

"Tbe %vo-Charaeter Play," a late-career work hy Tem}essee 

Williams, is n, vived Off Broadway, ~dth Amanda Plummet and 

Brad Dou~if in the tit]e ro]es. 

Two- 

Viral marketh% of new albums thrives on f~m-fed I~ternet buzz 

and tantalizing dues from big-name artists who can break t~e old 

promotional mold. 

...... screen 

Travel 

FRUGAL TRAMELER 

In Em’ope, a Few Coins for a ~,Vealth of Ctdta~e 

During three long wceke*~ds in Barcelona, Berlin a*~d B~sse]s, 

the Frugal Traveler saw aa maW performing m% shows as he 

could. The catch? Each show had to cost less ~han 2o em’os. 

EXPLORER 

A Rinse and a Roll on a 1Uver in Nepal 

The Bhote Koshi River can dish out icy lessons in humility, even 

to expefiem;ed kayakers. 

raft!ng 



OVERNIGHTER 

The tiny island of Niijima, a short flight fl’om the capita], has 

some of dapan~s best sm’f, not to mention a colorful history. 

Habushi 

Today’s Video 

~i Video Feature 
....... vm~:o F~wrt:r~.~:: S~o Patio Protesters 

Speak Out 

Demonstrations against an increase in bus fares in Brazil started 

bvo weeks ago in S~o Pau]o. They have since spread tbrm%h the 

country and expanded in scope to m{tieize public services and corruption. 

i~’ypto]fite’ 

In this week’s episode, z~ O. Seer and David Cart talk about the 

sour expefieuce of seeing a movie that’s "uot very super," 

The New York Times movie critics on "World War Z," 

"Mon stets Un iversity" a n d "A Hij add n g." 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Sturdy Imperative 

Mayor Michae~ B~oomberg’s suceessor wiU have to build on b~s pban tbr a more 

resilient city again st na turaI disastet~. 

EDITORIAL 

Ar~othe~¯ Blow to Class A~rt~or~ 

The Supreme CourL Lm’ns arbitration inLo a sm’e winner [or corporations. 

EDITORIAL 

A S~rp~oisii~gly S~meessflfl HPV Vaedne 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Humor is a powerfl~] weapon in the marc]~ toward 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The twisked logic of khe imrnigra[ion gate.<4osers. 

~ GehJmni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

TI~e Laws~fit and the NoC,AoAo 
r.M i,’E .NOCr.~:..,. 

College athletes are definikely going to be paid for khe work they 

pro&me. The only ques~on is when. 

~ Columnis% Page I Blog 



For m~;re o~;inion ~o to NYTirnes.comiOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhene~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ ~mn~.co~n )) 

About This 

Tills is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for N"WTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 
As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Pdvacy Policy I Contact i Adveitise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Library <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

06-22-13 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AU’FHOR: Motlhabi, Mokgethi B. G AUTHOR: 
The theory and practice of black re Rights and the politics of recognit 
CALL ix,-O: DT763.6 M67 1984 CALL NO: JC599.A36 R54 2004 
BARCODE: 00002855896 BARCODE: 00024245452 
Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 

AUTHOR: Mamdani, Mahmood,     AUT[tOR: Vi[ioen, Frans 

When victims become killers : colon International hut:nan rights law in A 

CALL NO: DT450.435 .M35 2001    CA[ L N©: KQC572 .V55 2007 

BARCODE: 00019414992 BARCODE: 00031050549 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 06-25-13 Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,2RICAN, ~k!~’RI-~K\~fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:36 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Saturday, June 22, 2013 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

06-22-13 05:01AM 

Courtesy Reminder: The following items are due soon Please visit 
https://webcat.lib unc.eduipatroninfo--S1 for details or to renew-. 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
Re-imagining the social in South At’Remaking Rwanda : state building an 
CALL NO: HNS01 .AS R45 2009    CALL NO: DT450.44 R46 2011 
BARCODE: 00035932688 BARCIODE: 00040190373 
Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 

AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: Moore, Jennifer, 

Stones of hope : how African activi Humanitarian law in action within A 

CA]L NO: K;599.A36 $76 2011 CALL NO: KZ6471 M66 2012 

BARCODE: 00038073556 BARCODE: 00044353289 

Davis Library I)UE: 06-25-13 Davis Library DUE: 06-25-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,T~[CAN, ~[~’RI-~KV;ER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

29:37 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Saturday, 7:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: From 

Dr. Sahle, 

Hi, this is . Hotv are things going with you? let me know that you were trying to get in touch tvith me. Here is my current and functioning email address. I hope all is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Sunday, Jnne 23, 2013 8:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

FW: Bamck Obama tells Atiica to stop blaming colonialism tbr problems 

On 6/20/13 11:59 A2~, "Abdul Alkalimat" <mcworter@ILLINOIS EDU> wrote: 

>From:      @gmail.com 
><http://wwwfreedorcmewspaper.col~’Homepage/tabid/36/newsid367i8807/Barack-O 
>bama-tells-Africa-to-st op-blaming-colonialism-for-problems/Default aspx> 
> 

>http://~vw.freedo~rmewspaper.com/Homepa~e/tabid/36/newsid367/8807/Barack-Ob 
>ama-te Hs-Africa-t o-s t op-blaming-colonialism-~2~r-problems/Default.aspx 
> 

>Barack Obama tells Africa to stop blaming colonialism for problems 
> 

>President Barack ©bama has told African leaders it is time to stop 
>blaming colonialism and "Western oppression" ~2~r the continent’s 
>manifold problems. 
> 

>By A]ex Spillius in Washington 12:28AM BST 09 Ju[ 2009 

>Ahead of a visit to Ghana at the weekend, he said: "Ulttmately, I’m a 
>big believer that Africans are responsible ]2~r Africa. 
> 

>"I think part of what’s hampered advancement in ~frica is that for maW 
>years we’ve made excuses about corruption or poor governance, that this 
>was somehow the consequence of neo-colonialism, or the West has been 
>oppressive, or racism "~?? I’m not a big "~’?? I’m not a believer in excuses. 
> 

>Mr Obama, the son ofa Kenyan, added: "I’d say I’m probably as 
>knowledgeable about African history as anybody who’s occupied my office 
>And I can give you chapter and verse on why the colonial maps that were 
>drawn helped to spur on conflict, and the terms of trade that were 
>uneven emerging out of colonialism 
> 
>"And yet the fact is we’re in 2009," continued the US president. "The 
>West and the United States has not beun responsible for what’s happened 
>to Zimbabwe’s econotW over the last 15 or 20 years. 
> 

>"It hasn’t been responsible for some of the disastrous policies that 
>we’ve seen elsewhere in At~ica. And I thit~ that it’s very iraportant for 
>African leadership to take responsibility and be held accountable." 
> 
>Mr Obama told AllAfrica.com <http://AllAfrica. corn> that he chose Ghana 

>for his first trip to the continent as president to highlight the 
>country’s development as a democracy. 
> 
>Providing glimpses of a speech to be delivered in Accra on Saturday, he 
>explained: "Ghana has now undergone a couple of successful elections in 
>which power was transferred peacefully, even a very close election." 
> 
>Mr Obama made it clear that Kenya’s ongoing instability had ruled out 

>his father’s homeland as an initial destination, despite the euphoria it 
>would have produced. 
> 
>Source:htt~:i/www.tele~ra~h.co.uk/news/worldnews/ 

> 

> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Jnne 23, 2013 2:51 PM 

Helen Poonen ~u~n.ac.za> 

Patrick Bond < @mail.ngo.za>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emal.unc.edu>; Vaxgas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Georges Nzongola Ntalaja’s flight has been cancelled. 

Dear Helen, 

As you can see from the email below, my vely first flight for the trip to Durban, United Flight 3691 from Raleigh/Durham to Washington Dulles, was cancelled Fortunately, the?’ found a seat 
for me for a flight this evening, with connection to a United flight to Franld’ort overnight. Unfortunately, I have to spend the whole day in transit in Fral~fort, for another overnight flight to 
Johannesburg, with arrival at 7:25 am on Tuesday, June 25 I am now- supposed to arrive in Durban at 10 am on South African Airways The clerk at the gate ~vas so overwhelmed with all the 
angW passengers that she could only give me the boarding passes for Washington and Franld’ort. 

Could you please cancel the hotel reservation for Monday night? If possible, is there a ~vay to change the proposed schedule so that what is planned for Tuesday could take place on 
Wednesday, and the Wednesday events on Tuesday, while Thursday remains the same? 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: TripCase [no-reply@tripcase.com] 
Sent: Sunday, June 23, 2013 2:08 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sut~iect: Georges Nzongola Ntal~ia’s flight has been cancelled. 

[http ://era s sabre.con~q/ima~esitripcase/border top.ip~] 
Your Flight Has Been Cancelled 
KYIYPZ 

[TripCase] 

Dear Georges Nzongola Ntalaja, 

Your flight depmting S~mday, J~me 23, 2013 has been cancelled. 

From: RaleigtVDurham, NC (RDU) 
United Airlines    3691 

Did you book your airline ticket with a travel agency or directly with a career? Please contact your travel provider to change your travel dates ancL’ur destination. 

For your convenience, TripCase can provide a list of alternative flights which may help you get to your destination. 

[Visit TripCase.com] <http :iitripcase. corn> 

[http://ems.sabre.comii/ilnagesitripcase/border bottom.jpg] 

This message is generated by an automatic notification system 
Please don’t respond to this email. 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, simply click the ibllowing link: Unsubscribe<http://www.tripcase corn/trip contacts/17748899/unsubscribe? 
token=35ee97ec70e 18ef3121 fddeSi:402d3ba4cTf6ec7> 

TripCase 3150 Sabre Drive Southlake, TX 76092 
[http://ems.sabre.c~m/i/ima~es/tripcase/faceb~kNewip~]<http://www.faceb~k.c~m/tripcase> [http://ems.sabre.com/i/images/tripcase/twitterNew.jpg] <http://wwwtwittercom/tripcase> 

[http://ems.sabrecom/i/images/tripcase/youtubeNew.jpg] <http://v,~vw YouTube com/TripCaseTV> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, June 23, 2013 11:32 PM 

Helen Poonen ~u~n.ac.za> 

Patrick Bond < @mail.ngo.za>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; Va~gas, Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

Schedule of Meetiugs 

Dear Helen, 

Please disregard the earlier message I sent today. This evening, the United Flight to Washington left one hour late, which made it impossible for me to make the connection to the Franld’urt 
flight So I am once again scheduled to take South African Airways from Washington Monday, one day late. I should arrive in Durban Tuesday evening, June 25 at 8:40 pm on South 
African Airways, Flight 579 Iicom Johannesburg 

I am therefore prepared to spend three days of work in Durban, Wednesday, June 26 to Friday, June 28 Since the Seminar has alrea@ been announced for Thursday, June 27, the best thing, 
in my opinion, would be to move either the CUl~ent Tuesday or Wednesday program to Friday. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Patrick Bond -~ ~gmail.com> 

Monday, Jnne 24, 2013 12:44 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Helen Poonen         ~ukzn.ac.za>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rvavgas@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Schedule of Meetings 

Best wishes for the trip - what a hassle so far, I’m so sorw! I hope 
the flight is not too uncomfortable, but it’s one of the longest in the 
world. See you on Wednesday’. I’m sure Howard can get you set up on 
intemet at Durban Elephant, a beautiIi~l B&B, so let us know when we can 
fetch you on Wednesday after you’re rested. 
Ciao, 
Patrick 
On 6/24/2013 5:32 AM. Nzongola-Ntal~ja, Georges wrote: 
> Dear Helen, 
> 

> Please disregard the earlier message I sent today. This evening, the United Flight tu Washingtun left one hour late, which made it impossible ~2~r me to make the cunnection tu the 
Frankfurt flight. Su I am once again scheduled to take Suuth African Airways fi-om Washington Monday, une day late. I should arrive in Durban Tuesday evening, June 25 at 8:40 pm un 
Suuth Afi-ican Airways, Flight 579 from Juhannesburg 
> 

> I am therefore prepared to spend three days of work in Durban, Wednesday, June 26 to Friday, June 28. Since the Seminar has already been announced for Thursday, June 27, the best 
thing, ~n my upimon, would be to muve either the current Tuesday or Wednesday program to Friday 
> 

> Best regards, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> 

> Geurges Nzungula-Ntalaja 
> Prufessur of African Studies 
> Department uf African and Afru-American Studies 
> Umversity uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Bux 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology. <RoutledgeSociology.skozxadwefmfagodd~tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Monday, June 24, 2013 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

New books in the Critical Concepts in Sociology Series 

~:’~ Routledge 

Routledge Major Works: Critical 
Concepts in Sociology 

This September and October, Routledge Major Works are 

publishing two new titles as part of the, Critical Concepts in 

Sociology series. 

New for 2013 

Power: Critical Concepts in Sociology 

ii~e concept of power is at the centre of social science It is surrounded with 

controversy and disputes however about what it really mearls. This collection, 

~ogether ~he indisperisable secondary literature, i~ includes ~ major 

introduction which explains why power is a key concept in the social sciences 

and guides the reade~ through the contrasting attempts to understand it. 

Sects, Cults and New Reliqions 

The co~ecfion consists of four volumes of mostly [epdnted a~c~es and 

book chapters en New Re~g~ous Movements thal provides a s~ngl8 seume 

for basic h~fermafien on --- and theorefica~imethodo~ogica~ approaches to .... 

contemporary New Rel~gJons~ This set of vok~mes #~ck~des d~scussions of 

a wide variety of themes associated with NRMs (e.g., apocMypfic~sm, 

typolog~es, conversion, women and New Religions) snd chapters on the 

NRMs that have atlracled the most sche~afly altenfien (8~g_ the 

’Moenies’, The Family h~temationaL Osho Rajneesh~. 

Why not reccommend to your Library? 

Abo~t the series : Critical Concepts in Socioloqy 

Ti~e Reutledge Critical Concepts in Sociology .~;eries provides conc~se, 

authoritative reprints of key aRicies in sociology collecting the essential 

secondary literature on key subjects. Edited by acknowledged leaders in the 

fie~d; each set puts the development of fundamental concepts into thew 

historical context: and prowdes stddents and researchers with a clear 

snapshot of curren~ thinkh~g. Collectiens span a mull:~tude ef subjec~ areas, 

inck~ding reHgien, mul~k;ulh;ralism and aelebrity 

http:llwww.routledqe.comlbookslserieslSE05721 

Follow this lirtk for more informatio~ about other books i~ the series 

http:llwww.routled.qe.comlbookslserieslSE05721 

Best wishes 

Victoria Johnston 

Senior Marketing E>:ecutive 

victoria.iohnston~tandf.co.uk 



Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

/ / 
~[gn u[3 by ~##J[ect ~re6 to receive news and offers straight to your in#ox lion1 the Taylor & F[ancis G[oup. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We ~espect your privacy and ~.ili not disclose, ~ent or sell your elY~ail address to a¢~y outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Franc~s, an inlorma business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered o~[ice: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mortime[ St[eat, London, W!T 3JH. 

If you ,~¢ish to ur~subscdbe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operatior~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, June 24, 2013 7:59 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@emaiI.unc.edu>; Helen Poonen < 

Patrick Bond ~ @maiI.ngo.za>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edtr’~ 

Re: Schedule of Meetings 

~ukzn.ac.za> 

Dear Georges, 

Sorry to hear that your trip is starting ~vith these unfortunate delays. I 
hope you still get to have productive visit 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 

Stu@ Abroad Office 
2016 b~;D EX Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universdy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 70021:ax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :,"/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 6/23/13 11:32 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Helen, 
> 

>Please disregard the earlier message I sent today. This cvening, the 
>United Flight to Washington left one hour late, which made it impossible 
>for me to make the cotmection to the Fratfld’urt flight. So I am once again 
>scheduled to take South African Airways from Washington Monday, one day 
>late. I should arrive in Durban Tuesday evening, J~me 25 at 8:40 pm on 
>South African Airways, Flight 579 frora Johannesburg. 
> 

>I am therefore prepared to spend three days of ~vork in Durban, Wednesday, 
>June 26 to Friday-, June 28. Since the Seminar has already been announced 
>for Thursday, June 27, the best thing, in tW opinion, would be to move 
>either the current Tuesday or Wednesday program to Friday. 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntala~ a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of Atlcican and Atlco-American Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Inslitute for Cultural Diplomacy <cfa@cultumldiplomacy.org> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edt> 

Call for Applications - ICD SmnmeriFall Calendaac of Academic Programs & Events for 2013 (July - October, 2013) 

Master Programs, Distance Learning Programs, International Conferences & Certificate Professional Training Programs 
(Berlin, Brussels, Lenden; July---October, 2013) 

Dea~ Friends and Colleagues, 
We are pleased ~o announce and brhg to your attention our Summe~TFall Calendar d Academic Programs and fo~hcomhg international conferences, to be hosted by ~he ~CD 
in padne~sh~p with other leading organizations. The Nom~a~ion attached below provides further deta~s on the programs offered at these events. We wou~d be extremely 
grateM ~f th~s announcement could be shared with other hterested pa~ies by forwarding the hfermation prev~ded below. 
If you do not wish to receive ema~ls from the ICD ~n future, please send us an email to h~fo@cu~tumldipbmacy.org ~nd~cating th~s. 
To v~ew the complete ~CD calendar d events for 2013, please click here. 
Shcerely, 
~ark Donfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (IGD) 
K~rstendamm 207-8 Berlin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(0)30.2360-7680 
~.cu It u r aid i~]Rt~£y:_~rg 

info@cult u ra~diplomacy.org 

We are currently accepting ~ppficabons for the. eflowin~ Academic Programs ~nd Events: 

Fo~hcoming Academic Programs 
(July- October, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 
To apNy, please click HERE 
The Cente~ ~ Cultu~a~ Dipbmacy Sludges (CCDS) is the world’s fin center, dedicated to the study of Cultural Diplomacy, offering educa[ional opportunities for individuals 
pursuing careers in academia, d~plomacy, government, and/or the private sector, related tither wholly er in part to the fie~d of Cultura~ D~plomacy. Our education programs are 
prevJded abng 4 ~hes: Graduate Degree Programs h Cultural Diplomacy --- MA and PhD, eqeaming cou~es with oe~ff~cates (designed spedica~y fer governmental offio~a~s, 
academics, and professionals who are not able to ~eave their current positbns), Ced~ficate Programs and Study Abroad Credit Programs, dedicated eithe~ whd~y or ~n pa~ to 
the field d Cultu~a~ Diplomacy. 

The CCDS is currently acoepth~ apNcatbns for the fdewh~ pro~rams: 
Nstance Learning Programs in Cu~tura~ Diplomacy 

I~temational Relations, I~temational ~co~emics, the ~ransatla~dc Rdadon, Internagonal Media, Europea~ Studies 
(Sta~: July 1st - 26th, August ~th - 30th, Septembe~ 2nd - 30th, 2013) 

MA Program in International Relations & Cu~tuN Di#omacy 

The Degree is offered by the BabesoBolyai University in partnership with the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin: Start: Fall Semester- Berlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
vw~w.ma-internationalrelations.de 

MA Program Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

The Degree is offered by the University of Siena in partnership with the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin: Start: Fall Semester- Berlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
www.ma-global.~ovema nce.de 
MA Program Globa~ization & Cultural Diplomacy 

The Degree is offered by the University of Bucharest in partnership with the A cademy for Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; Start: Fall Semester- Berlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
www.ma-globalization.de 
MA Program in Internationa~ Economics & Cultural Diplomacy 

The Degree is offered by the Babes-Balyai University in partnership with the Academy far Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; Start: Fall Semester - Berlin, October 2nd, 2013) 
vvww.ma-internationaleconomics.de 

Professiona~ Development Program in international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Certificate Programs in international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; July 1~ - 31~, 2013; Berlin, August 1~t - 30th, 2013) 

Professional Development Program in Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 
Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy g Conflict Zone Mediation 

(Berlin; August 18ti~ o 30th, 2013) 

Professional Development for Africans Planning to Work in and Engage with Europe 
Certificate Program for African Engagement in Europe & the EU 

(Berlin; August 18ti~ -30th, 2013) 

Weeklong Seminar in Cultural Diplomacy 

The August Session 
(Berlin; August 14th = 18th, 2013) 

To apply, please click HERE 

"The Potential for Cultural Diplotnacy in Supporting National and ft~ternational Governance" 
(Berlin, Ankara, Istanbul, Bucharest, Rome, Washington, NYC, Brussels, London; May~August 2013) 
~L-__a__-__c_~,_o__rg 



The International Symposia on Cultural Diplomacy 2013 is the world’s leading and largest event in the field of Cultural Diplomacy. The Symposia 2013 will include large-scale 
events exploring the potential for Cultural Diplomacy in supporting national and international governance. The events will take place in different cities throughout the months ol 
May - August 2013. 

The followin~l Events will take place during July o Auqust 2013: 

"Sustainable Economic Growth, Further Integration and Common Identity: Moving towards a European Consensus" 
(Erussels; July 3[d -5th, 2013) 

vw~v.eu-cult u raldiplomacy-conference.org 

"Cultural Diplomacy throughout the Commonwealth of Nations: h~ternational Cooperation across Six Continents" 
(London; July 10th - 12th, 2013) 
~ =_u___k__-_c___u_ J_t__u__r__a__[ _d_ j r 2_] £ E [a___c_ y z _£’_O__D _f_&r_& _n_ ~__e_=_o__[ 9_ 

"The Colors of Latin America: Preserving Traditional Arts & Heritage in e Multiculturel World" 

(Ber r% August 14th - 16th, 2013) 

"Contemporary Intemationat Dialogue: Art-based Developments and Culture Shared between Nations" 
(London; August 21st o 26th, 2013) 

Art as Cultural Diplomacy Conference >> 

"Africa on Screen: Through the Eyes of Africa" 
(Eedin; August 22nd - 25th, 2013) 

w~v.africa-on-screen.org 

Forthcoming Conferences 
(London, Berlin, BrusseLs; July -August, 2013) 

www.icd-ylf.org 
To apply, please click ._H_ .E_R__E_. 
The ICD Young Leadei~ Forums are intematienal networks of likeominded youn.g individuals with an interest in developing, supposing, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
Over the past decade, the ICD Young Leaders Forums have grown to become one ef Europe’s largest ~ndependent cultura~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction among young individuals of all cultural academic, and professional backgrounds from across the world. 

We are currently accepting applications fo[ the following conferences: 

"A Resilient Russian-European A~ance: Essentia~ Partnership for Global Peace & Stability" 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 

~Jcd-emr.or# 

"Cultural D~p~omacy ~n the European Un~on: Promoting a European ~dentity Regionally a~d Globally" 
(Brussels, July 1st -5th, 2013) 

~.~cd-europe.org 

"Recent trends ~n European and Latin American 
(Ber n, August 12th - 16th. 2013) 

"Contemporary latemat~ona~ D~a~ogue; A~t~ased Developments and Culture Shared between Nations" 
(London, Au#us~ 21st --- 26th, 2013) 
~Jcd-adasculturaldip[omacy.or# 
To apply, p~ease click ~. 

To v~ew ~he complete ~C~ c~le~dar of eve~ts for 2013, ~lease ¢~¢~ here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 24, 2013 3:47 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AFAM 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 3:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: AFAM 

Hi Travis, 
Would you please add the student listed below to AFAM for SSII? 

Thanks, 
Kia 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " ’< @live.unc.edu> 
Date:. 3:29:54 PM EDT 
To: "Caldwell, Kia L" <klcaldwe~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: AFAM 

My PID is 

Best, 

Universitv of North Carolina at Chaoel Hill I 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Monday. 3:13 PM 

To: 

Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: AFAM 

Please send your PID number. 
able to add you to the course. 

I will check with Travis Gore in the department office, to see if he will be 

From:’ ’ < @live.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 14:49:58-0400 



To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AFAM 

Good Afternoon, 

My name is          and I was wondering if I could be added into your SSII    class. I am working 
with the Office of Scholarships and Student Aid to get a loan credited on my account. However, today is the 
last day to be added in to class through administration. Please let me know if I would be able to added into 
your class so I can let the Registrar and the Student Aid office know. 

Best, 

University of North Carolina at Chaoel Hill I 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <’Questia.EmaJl@maill.questia.com-- 

Monday, June 24, 2013 4:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

And your Most Valuable Protbssor is ....... 

Who is your most valuable professor! 

Who is Your Most Valuable Professor! 

We asked you, the students to nominaLe and vote for the mosL 

irffluendal iotofessors in your Hves, Nornir~atbns came hi from across 
the country and at the end, three professors were selected as Qu~st~a~s 
MVP--. Most VaMaMe Professod 

With the honor ola g2,S00 scholorship from questia established in 
their name hangin!~f in the bah.nee, you decided which three professors 

i.~.i Votefor your Most Valuable Professor Competition! 

.. ~es,.,. is operated by Cenga#e Lesrnin~i (e) 2013 All rights resePved. 

Questia, I N Slate Street, Suite 900, Chicago, IL 60602, United States 

You [lave subscribed to receive emails from Questis You provided you[ e-mail add[ess (eunice@emaikunc edu) 

when you registered or purchased from us [o unsubscribe from such emails click here¯ 

Aboet Questia [ C:on~sc[ es [ Pdvac? poiicy I Ernail delivery prefereRces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

50th AnniversaO, of the Civil Pdghts Movement! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Carl or emai/ to get more information about booking 
these exclusive programs! 

Phone: 800~669? 2~57 (toll !~ee)" /~617~266- 34 50 ~rnail: joJisol,.~rn,.~rl@jodi soio morls,..,eal<~e,s, cor~’l 

Forward this email 

this email was ser, t to eunice@emaiLunc.ed~J b,! j_o__d__i_s__o_J_o___m___o_[!_@_t_o__d_[~ho_[~_o__n__s_##_a___k__ejA:_c__o_E! 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privao/Policy, 

]odi Solomon Speakers :: 295 Huntington Avenue i Boston MA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:18 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] IT Updates - 6/26/2013 

popup.png; screenshot.png 

Dear Colleagues, 

The IT department will deploy changes to your Windows-based machines beginning tomorrow. Any computer connected to the 

AD/network will receive these updates remotely, meaning they will not need to come to your office. When you turn on your 

machine, you will see a pop-up which reads "Software Changes Required" (an example of the pop-up is attached). You can click on 

the pop-up and you will be taken to an options screen (screenshot attached), allowing you to choose when these updates take place 

on your machine. 

This round of updates is changing the anti-virus protection software on Windows machines from Symantec to Microsoft Antivirus. 

The program that ITS will run through this software change may take some time, as the system will be uninstalling one program and 

re-installing a new one. This may result in reduced processing speeds on your machine. 

Please note that this particular update is for those of you who may have opted to upgrade your current machine rather than 

receiving a new machine. If you have an Apple product that needs to be updated, we can arrange an appointment with ITS to 

complete this for you. 

If you have a computer that you use at home that is owned by UNC-Chapel Hill, please bring it in so that we can have ITS install 

these updates. 

If you have any questions about the process or if you get an error message on your computer, please let Travis know. 

Thankyou, 

~Tia 

Bus~nsss Offissr 

Phons: 919-962-2788; F~: 919-962-5824 

UNC-Chapst Hill Department of Afrisan, Afr~san-Arnerisan and Diaspora Studies 

i09 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Ch~el H~H, NC 27~99-339~ 

Phons: 919-966-I295; F~: 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33243679 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33243679-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 





ReqlJired cha~ges: 1 iit:em 

Rest:art: Might be required 

all required cha~ges nov°, (recomme~de@ 

all req@red changes outside my business hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 1:23 PM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: E-letterhead 

13-3176-CAS-AAAD E-Letterhead 2. dot 

Dear Faculty, 

Please find the new letterhead template attached. Please replace the your old 

letterhead template with this version to be used effective 7/1/2013. 

~Tia 

Tia N. Howell 

Business Officer 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

i09 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-i295; Fax: 919-962-2694 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33243711 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33243711-32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d@listserv.unc. edu 



April 14, 2015 

Name Here 
Address 

Address 

T}IE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

BATTLE HALL 

CAMPUS BOX 3395 

CHAPEL HH.I, NC: 27599-3395 

T 9i9.966.5496 

F 9~9.962~2694 

aaad.mlc.edu 

Greeting: 

Do not alter the margins or spacing of this template. The layout follows the specific 
guidelines &the University’s new identity system. Consistent adherence to these guidelines 
will help maintain the integrity of the new identity. 

These standards can be found online at http://creative.unc.edu/resources/print-style- 
guide/why -have -a-graphic -identity/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Supreme Court Invalidates Key Part of Voting Rights Act 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Wednesday, June 26, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Supreme Court Invalidates Key Part of Voting 
Rights Act 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The Supreme Court split along ideological lines with its ruling 
that Congress had not provided adequate justification for 
subjecting the states, mostly in the South, to federal oversight. 

: ~ Interactive Feature: A Guide to the Supreme Court Decision on the Voting Rights Act 

Taliban’s Divided Tactics Raise Doubts Over 
Talks 
By ROD NORDLAND and ALISSA J. ROBIN 

Members of the Taliban’s newly opened office in Qatar have been 
talking about making peace with the Afghan government, but 
some Western observers remain skeptical. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Clean Air Act, Reinterpreted, Would Focus on 
Flexibility and State-Level Efforts 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

President Obama is staking part of his legacy on a big risk: that 

he can substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions by stretching the intent of 

a law decades old. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

,~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: A Guide to the Supreme 
Court Decision on the Voting Rights Act 
Analysis of notable passages from the justices’ opinions. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Chief Justice’s Long Game 
By RICHARD L. HASEN 

The Supreme Court’s hubris on voting demands a legislative response. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Congress - if it is to divide the states - must identify 
those jurisdictions to be singled out on a basis that 

makes sense in light of current conditions. It cannot 
simply rely on the past." 

CHIEF JUSTICE JOHN G. ROBERTS JR., in a decision striking dom~ a key part of the Voting 
Rights Act. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

With Snowden in Middle, U.S. and Russia Joust, 
and Cool Off 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN, ELLEN BARRY and PETER BAKER. 

President Vladimir V. Putin confirmed that Edward J. Snowden, 

the American wanted on spying charges, was in Moscow, but 

appeared to rule out his extradition to the United States. 

Copter Crash Kills 19 as Flood Rescue Efforts 
Strain Indian Air Force 
By HARI KUMAR 

Airlifts have evacuated ,2,000, but pilots say the mountains, 

winds and lack of landing pads are testing their will and courage. 

’Arab Idol’ Winner Returns to Palestine to 

Cheers and Unease 
By FARES AKRAM 

A pan-Arab talent contest put Hamas followers who consider it 

un-Islamic in a bind when Gaza and the West Bank erupted in 

celebration after a Palestinian won. 

................................................................................................ ~0[ rpPre wodd pe~s, go to N¥~irne~�om!Wor!d 

U.S. 

New Face of South Rises as an Extralegal Force 
By JONATHAN MARTIN 

Despite the Supreme Court’s ruling on voting rights, a temptation to 
gerrymander districts could harm the G.O.P.’s long-term prospects. 

On Voting Case, Reaction From ’Deeply Disappointed’ to 



’It’s About Time’ 
By JACKIE CALMES, ROBBIE BROWN and CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

President Obama ca]led on Congress to pass new legislation protecting access to 

voting, and some lawyers in the South expressed concern that discrimination at 
the polls will grow. 

Justices Say Law Doesn’t Require Child to Be 
Returned to Her Indian Father 
By DAN FROSCH and TIMOTHY WILLIAMS 

The 5-to-4 decision found that the case represented an exception ....... 
to the Indian Child Welfare Act, a federal law designed to make it 
difficult for Indian children to be removed from their families. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Paula Deen on race in 2012 
TimesTalk 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

What’s in the Senate immigration bill 

Sailing by the sun 

ny:time.s.¢om VI D EO 

Business 

SQUARE FEET 

Chinese Investors Pursue U.S. Property Deals 
By JULIE CRESWELL 

Chinese investors have been buying marquee commercial 
properties in New York and other American cities, in many cases 
encouraged and aided by the Chinese government. 

Housing Market Shrugging Off Rise in Mortgage 
Rates 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

The Case-Shiller home price index showed its largest gain since 



early 2006, and the rate of new home sales reached its quickest 

pace since July 2oo8. 

, ~ Housing’s Rise and Fall in 20 Cities 

¯ ~ CNBC Video: Housing Recovery in Full Swing? 

Asian Markets Calmed by China Central Bank’s Change in 

Tone 
By BETTINA WASSEN ER 

Mainland Chinese stocks were down slightly Wednesday morning while other 
regional markets rose, after China’s central bank pledged to support banks 
facing cash shortfalls. 

................................................................................... F0r r~ £re b~l~ir~ess [~e~Ys! g£ t£ N~~!mesrcom(Bus!ness ~ 

Sports 

A Hunger for a Better Life May Lead to the 

N.B.A. 
By KEN MAGUIRE 

Giannis Adetokunbo, a 6-foot-9 teenager who was born in Greece ¯ 

to struggling Nigerian parents, has impressed N.B.A. scouts with 
his size and skill. Analysts say his name is likely to be called in the first round of 
the N.B.A. draft Thursday. 

Smith’s Contract Move Puts His Knicks Future in 
Doubt 
By HOWARD BECK 

As expected, J. R. Smith turned down his $2.93 million contract 

option for next season and will become an unrestricted free agent 
on July 1. 

YANKEES 4, RANGERS 3 

Evening Is Full of Yankees Shots 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Ichiro Suzuki’s homer in the ninth, the last of four by the 

Yankees, produced a 4-3 win over the Rangers on a night when 
Brian Cashman ripped a loose-lipped Mex Rodriguez. 

¯ ~. Box Score 

¯ From Minors to Yankees, and Playing a Major Role 

............................................................................................. E0[ rp£re sp£rts r?e~s! g£ t£ N~[imes:�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

Dialing Up a Hit? Influence Over Musical Is in 

the Crowd’s Hands 
By PATRICK HEALY 

To fine-tune his Broadway-bound musical, a producer is using 



audience-feedback dials at the out-of-town premiere. 

Disney Drags the Beach Blanket Out of the Attic 

and Gives It a Shake 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The Disney Channel is hoping the silly, surfing, singing 

characters in its new "Teen Beach Movie" catch on with young 

viewers. 

Scholar Asserts That Hollywood Avidly Aided 
Nazis 
By JENNIFER SCHUESSLER 

A scholar says he has unearthed material showing that American 

film studios enthusiastically cooperated with the Nazi 

propaganda effort. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Dining & Wine 

THE FLEXITARIAN 

Meaty and Mighty 
By MARK BITTMAN 

The eggplant stands alone, a food like no other. It deserves your 

respect, not as a meat substitute but as a treasure in itself. 

WHAT’S FOR DINNER? 

Lamb Meatballs in 90 Minutes 
By MELISSA CLARK 

A few shortcuts to help put cumin lamb meatballs with tahini 

yogurt dipping sauce on the table fast. 

Paula Deen Loses Major Endorsement Deal 
By KIM SEVERSON 

Smithfield Foods, whose hams and other products Ms. Deen has 

endorsed since 2006, severed its relationship with her Monday. 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Court Rules on Voting Rights Act 
The Times’s David Leonhardt talks about the implications of the 

Supreme Court’s decision to strike down a key part of the Voting 

Rights Act of 1965. 

~ VIDEO: The Caretaker 
A short documentary explores the tender relationship between a 

caretaker who is an undocumented immigrant and an elderly 



woman in the last months of her life. 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Modern Takes on 

Tradition 
In Jackson Heights, Queens, some residents discuss how their 

style represents their culture just as much as their favorite 

trends. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

An Assault on the Voting Rights Act 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Supreme Court kills a vital enforcement section, punting it back to a 

paralyzed Congress. 

EDITORIAL 

At Last, an Action Plan on Climate 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s proposals to cut greenhouse gas emission will require a 

personal commitment. 

EDITORIAL 

Reforms for Chinese Banking 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A jump in lending rates highlighted problems in the country’s financial system 

that will test the ability of the Chinese government to reform the world’s second- 

largest economy. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let Them Eat Soccer 
By ELIO GASPARI 

Brazilians are sick of caviar and corruption. They want basic 

services. 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

C. S. Lewis, Evangelical Rock Star 
By T. M. LUHRMANN 

C. S. Lewis’s "Chronicles of Narnia" offers theological complexity, 

not simplicity - a chance to hang on to God in a secular age of 

doubt. 



OPINIONATOR 

The True Deservers of a Food Prize 
By MARK BITTMAN 

The real heroes in the world of food are those who work to 

improve the kind of low-input agriculture on which most people 

rely. 

.................................................................................................... Fqr more c!p!nion, go to NyTimes~�om!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 26, 1963, President Kennedy visited West Berlin, where he 

made his famous declaration: "Ieh bin ein Berliner" (I am a Berliner). 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I ~!i~iii!~ @NYTimes I ,i~ii Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from a nywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone®I iPad®I AndroidI All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
i Times Store Help Section ~ m:n~:com 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-mail. Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Adjoa Linzy < ~gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 9:44 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Advisory Board Member (AITA) 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope this email finds you well. All is well ~th me. I am curremly practicing at a tirm in WashinTton, D.C. doing mostly litigation and international trade. 

I am writing to infom~ you of an international trade and inves~tment voluntary association I founded in 2013, Advancing Investments & Trade in Africa (AITA). We are 

a newly incorporated association and are looking for distinguished Advisory BoaKl membel~. 

AITA is a nonproiit corporation o~anized exclusively for charitable and educational purpo~s. AITA’s vision is to increase investment and trade in Atiica. AITA’s 

mission includes, but is not limited to: 

¯ Conducting tlaining seminm~ and events educating the Washington, D.C. and global investment communiiy about business opportunities in Africa. 

¯ Linking legal and business professionals interested in conducting business in Africa. 

¯ Disseminating news regarding investtnent oppoi~nities and trade in Africa. 

¯ Disseminating AfiJca- related j ob oppoi~nities. 

We would like to invite you to join the Advisor’ Board of AITA. The Advisory Board currently consists of two consulta~ts with a wealth of information regretting 

doing business in Africa. The Adviso~ Board’s role is to advice the Board of Directors regaKling programming, initiatives, events, and forums. We admire your 

expertise in Africa and would be veD~ grateful for your advice as we go forward. Our hope is that you would contribute your expertise and thinking to the current and 

future work ofAITA. AdvisoD~ Board terms are one-year and we may renew them from year to year. AITA’s website is hltps:ii~lvanciiNaffica.org and has more 

information on our o~anization. 

I am hapw to answer any question you may have regarding joining AITA. 

Sincerely, 

Adjoa Linzy 

Thank you for the consideration and we look forward to hea~ing from you soon. 

Adjoa Linzy, ENuire 

A&ancing Investments & Trade in Africa 

Founder & Executive Director 

1718 M St. NW #1364 

Washington, D.C. 20036 

https://advancingafrica~org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.corn; 

~Vednesday, June 26, 2013 11:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A Just mad Lasting Peace F,xamination Copy 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

ii~~ Examination CoR! 

New in Paperback: 

A Just and Lasting Peace 
A Documentary History of Reconstruction 

Edited with an Introduction 
by John David Smith 

This anthology of primary documents traces 
Reconstruction in the aftermath of the Civil War, 
chronicling the way Americans~Northem, Southern, 
black, and white--responded to the changes 
unleashed by the surrender at Appomattox and the end 
of slavery. 

::.~.i A Just and Lasting Peace 

Showcasing an impressive collection of original 
documents, including government publications, 
newspaper articles, speeches, pamphlets, and 
personal letters, this book captures the voices of a broad range of Americans, including Civil 
War veterans, former slaveholders, Northerners living in the South, and African-American men 
and women who lived through one of the most trying, complex, and misunderstood periods of 
American history. 

Signet Classics ¯ 640 pp. ¯ 9780451532268. $8.95 

For related titles, please view our History catalog 
at http:llus.penquingroup.comlsubjectcataloqs 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penguinspeakersbureau.com 
).com. 



A Just and Lasting Peace 

Penguin Group USA 

375 Hudson St. 
New York, NY 10014 

This is a commercial message. 

If you would prefer not to receive further messages from this sender, please 

click on the following e-mail link and send a message with or without 

any text: 

Click here for e-mail 

You will receive one additionaJ e-mail mes~ge confim~ing your remo~Ta]. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:28 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Thursday and Friday 

Dear All, 

Please note that I will be away Thursday and Friday of this week. 

me. I will return on Monday, July Ist. 

Best, 
Travis 

I will be in the office until 5pm today if anyone needs 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33247220 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33247220-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~listserv.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: ttello 

Dear Eunice, 

Many thanks for your email As usual, I will be happy to chair the new committee. 

I arrived well last night. For some unlcaown reason, SA upgraded me to business for the short flight between Oliver Tambo and King Shaka airports. This was great, mostly because we had 
dinner on the flight, which means that I did not have to go out last night to look for food. 

Ma Dudu picked me up right on time at 9 this morning, and ~vas about to drive to Inanda when I reminded her that a meeting was planned at CSS at 9 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:18 AM 

Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: HelIu 

[)ear Georges, 

I hope you are arrived safely and enjoying the wonders of the Durban Elephant and UKZN. 

I write to let you know that fur the coming academic year, the tasks of the planning cummittee (mainly work un the strategic plan) and the Academic Aft’airs Cummittee will be cumbined 

Given the hard and intense wurk ~ve have carried out in the last year and a hall; consulidating the committees and having just uf few of them makes sense at this point in uur new 
dispensation. What it means fur yuu is that you will be the Chair uf the newly consulidated cummittee called Academic Affairs and Planning Cummittee. I had planned to discuss this 
develupment with yuu last week, but as you know I have been paying cluse attention to other matters. 

Let’s touch base when yuu return In the meantime, ifyuu have any questions abuut this develupment, please let me know 

Best regards and greetings tu all my comrades at CCS and Durban, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 2:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Sorry for the premature send off of the previous email (for reasons I do not understand). Anyway, we did go to Howard College, but the meeting ended up being limited to introductions. 
With Patrick held tap in Joburg and all the local meetings set up, there was little to discuss So we left at 9:30 for "the country/rural areas/villages" (Ma Dudu wondered whether each of these 
words meant something different or the?’ were simply synonymous) 

First stop was the home of Ms Nokusho Bengu, the Sangoma, who excused herself from the meeting called by Ma Dudu because of the opportunity to go fetch free bread for her creche. 
Twice, she pleaded for donations for her day care center, so I made a small donation of 100 Rand We then went to the meeting of community leaders at the Phokama Care Center, with three 
men and three ~vomen, including Ma Dudu. It ~vas a very fruitful meeting. I explained the study abroad program, and the kinds of things ~ve would want our students to be learning 
concerning post-apartheid South Atlcica in terms of political economy and human rights, and how the input of communities like theirs would be very helpful in this regard. Their major 
concern was to know what ~vas expected of them in terms of the welcome exercise. Should it include dances and all the typical "African hospitali~i’ package? One man also wanted to kno~v 
about the possibility of students staying in the communi~. I tried to discourage both expectations, explaining that our program was academic, not touristic, and that g~ven security 
concerns, I doubted that the University would want to have undergraduates going to stay far a~vay Iicom the KZN campus. All the people who met you asked about you and sent their 
greetings 

We also visited the Inanga Dam and the municipal office in Ma Dudu’s "tribal area," but the Inkosi and none of the councilors were around. 

What do I have to do for the reimbursement of my meals and taxi fares to to~vn for evening meals. Does the University use a perdiem policy, or do I have to produce receipts for evewthing 
( I did not keep receipts for taxi fares this evening). 

Hope you’re doing much better now. 

Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.. ~ 1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Wednesday, June 26, 2013 11:18 AM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: Itello 

Dear Georges, 

I hope you are arrived safely and enjoying the wonders of the Durban Elephant and UKZN. 

I write to let you know that for the coming academic year, the tasks of the planning committee (mainly work on the strategic plan) and the Academic Affairs Committee will be combined. 

Given the hard and intense work we have carried out in the last year and a half, consolidating the committees and having just of few of them makes sense at this point in our new 
dispensation. ~q~at it means fur you is that you will be the Chair of the newly consolidated cotlm~ittee called Academic Affairs and Planning Committee. I had planned to discuss this 
development with you last week, but as you know- I have been paying close attention to other matters. 

Let’s touch base when you return. In the meantime, if you have any questions about this development, please let me know. 

Best regards and greetings to all my corarades at CCS and Durban, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Request for Statement 

Thanks, Eunice. 

From: Eunice Sahle <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 16:55:15 -0400 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Request for Statement 

Dear Kia, 

Noted and thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:08 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: [aN: Request for Statement 

Dear Eunice, 
I am writing to infocm you of my plans to submit a statement on behalf of a student who took a course with me in the spring 

will submit the letter later this week and wanted to make sure you were aware of the situation. 

Best, 
Kia 

(please see below for more details). I 

From: @live.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 18:30:01-0400 

To: Kia Caldwell <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Request for Statement 

Hi Dr. Caldwell, 

I hope you are well. I was a student in your AFAIVliWMST    course in spring of     Ifyou recall, I had some personal difficnlfies ( 

arise at the ve~" end ~f the semes~er that prevented me fr~m t~ming in the ~na~ paper. Eventua~y~ I was assigned a grade ~f even without the final 

paper, as I had done very well for the whole of the semester. Because I feel that my grades were greatly affected by extenuating cireumstances beyond my control, I 

am now pursning an academic appeal for that semester. I was hoping that you would write a statement to the Academic Appeals Committee in support of my acconnt 

of the events, indicating the level of my perIbrmance and participation in your course throughout the majority of the semes~ter. I would be most appreciative if you 

would provide that lbr me. It can be mailed or l~axed to Ann Oldham, the Assistant to the Associate Dem~ of Academic Advising. Her contact intbrmation is listed 

below lbr your convenience. My student information mad our previous emails regarding this matter are also included. 

Thank you, 

Mail to: 

Ann Oldham 

Academic Advising 

1010 Steele Building 

Campus Box #3110 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Fax (919)843-4775 

~ 
Kia L Caldwell [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 

> Dear Students: 



> I did not receive your final paper in my digital dropbox on blackboard, if it was submitted on blackboard, you will need to resend it and also send a screen shot 

showing when it was submitted in order to receive credit, 
> 

> Dr, Caldwell 

I ~ 

~live.unc.edu] [] [] [] 

Dr, Caldwell, 

I did not submit my final paper on Saturday. As I mentioned a couple weeks ago I’ve been experiencing difficulty related to serious family issues, I did not anticipate a 

problem with submittincj my final paper, but it was just days aclo that I learned that 

Thank you, 

~ Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 

I am sorry to hear about the situation with your parents. Unfortunately, I will not be able to give you a final grade for the course if you do not submit your paper by 

noon tomorrow. Since you are a not receiving a final grade would have a negative impact on your graduation status. Because of this, I encourage you to submit 

the paper tomorrow. 

Dr. Caldwell 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro American Studies 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919 962 8225 

Fax: 919 962 2694 

I<lcaldwe@email.u nc,ed u 

http:!!a friafa m,u nc.ed u/ 

Hi Dr. Caldwell, 

~live.unc.edu] ~ ~ ~ 

I was able to go to the advising office today and obtained an official examination excuse for your course. I am a 

information, please let me know what we can work out. 

Thank you, 

~ Caldwell, Kia L [klcaldwe@email.unc.edu] 

but I will not be graduating until Fall. With that 



This sounds fine. You will receive a temporary grade, which can be changed to permanent grade once ] receive your final paper. Please leave a copy of the examination 

excuse form in my mailbox in Battle Hall either today or tomorrow morning. 

Best regards, 

Dr. Caldwell 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Afro American Studies 

UNC Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919 962 8225 

Fax: 919 962 2694 

klcaldwe@email.u nc.ed u 

http://a friafa m.u nc.ed u! 

Sent: Monday, 1:57 PM 

To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Grade Change for Spring Course 

Dr. Caldwell, 

I was in your spring     AFAMiVCMST    course and received an AB (with official exam excuse) as I could not submit the final paper. At this point I don’t intend 
to submit a final paper, but I believe that even without it I would still pass the course as I had done quite well otherwise, m~d I’d rather pass with a low grade than 

default from an AB to an F. As the deadline for grade changes is fasl approaching, could you please let tne know ifI passed the course aa~d submit a grade change in 

accordance with that? I’d be most appreciative. 

Thank you, 

Caldwell, Kia <klcaldwe@.email.unc.edu> 

RE: Grade Change for Spring Course 

9:29:20 PM EST 

Nlive.unc edu> 

I will submit a grade change form for you next week. Universib’ policy prohibits discussion of grades by email. If you would like to confirm your grade, I can meet with 

you next Wednesday at 11:30 or 12:00. Please email me to let me ka~ow if you will be able to meet at either lime. 

Best regards, 

Dr. Caldwell 

"The most comtnon way people give up their power is by tNnking they don’t have any." 

- Alice Walker 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

African a~d Afa~-Amedc~ Studies 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

CB #3395, 208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 



Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

klcaldwe(~email.unc.edu 

http:/%£riafa~m.unc.edtr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting ou Monda?        - RE: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am writing you to inquire the status of my grade change. 

Thank you so much and have a great evening, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Friday, 8:2:1 AM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting on Monday 

Dear 

- RE: Grade appeal/problem 

This is to let you know that I am available for a meeting on Monday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

at 12pm. We will be in Battle Hall room 101. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, .4:47 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Grade appeal!problem 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

can meet with you on at 12 or lpm. Please let me know which of these times is most convenient for you. I sincerely appreciate your help! 

Thankyou, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:11 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: Grade appeal/problem 

Dear 

Thm~lcs for your email. 

I will be in office ou . Can we meet "then? 

Bes~t wishes, 
Eunice 

On at 5:58 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I was a student in Professor Selassie’s AFRI    class this past spring. I have been emailing him this summer regarding my 
grade, but at this point I would really like to meet with you to discuss the matter. I believe I will need to submit a grade appeal. I would like you to see my email 
correspondence with Professor Selassie. Please let me know what times you are usually available for appointments. I greatly appreciate your help, and look 
forward to meeting with you. 

Thank vou so much, 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: My paper 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope this finds you well. I am done with my paper but I sent it to a 
colleague for comments and edits. Do you want me to send you the 
latest draft now- or do you prefer seeing the final version? 

Thanks for your patience, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Supreme Court Bolsters Gay Marriage With Two Maj or Rulings 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 
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Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Supreme Court Bolsters Gay Marriage With Two 
Maj or Rulings 
By ADAM LIPTAK 

The court ruled unconstitutional a 1996 law denying federal 

benefits to legally married same-sex couples and effectively 
permitted gay marriage in California. 

: ~ Slide Show: Joy, and Dismay, as the Supreme Court Rules 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Court Follows Nation’s Lead 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

Rulings that would have once loomed as polarizing instead 
underscored vast changes across the country. 

DEALBOOK 

Cost of Public Projects Is Rising, and Pain Will 
Be Felt for Years 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

The recent sell-off in bonds has hit hard in the municipal market, 
forcing governments to pay higher interest rates for crucial infrastructure 
projects. 

................................................................................................................... E0[ r~Qre t01~ r~ws, g0 tQ N~’~imes~cQm ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Filibuster Helps to Block Abortion Bill 
The Times talks to the Texas Tribune reporter Alana Rocha, who 

watched in Austin as State Senator Wendy Davis helped block 

the chamber from passing a restrictive abortion bill favored by 

Republicans. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

A Legal Blow to Sustainable Development 
By JOHN D. ECHEVERRIA 

In a little-noticed ruling this week, the Supreme Court made it that much harder 

for America’s communities and developers to find common ground. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Today is the first day I feel like a real citizen in my 

e o lnl try . " 

KATH/EEN SUkUVAN, who has been wifl~ her partner, Rebecca Levison, for 15 years, on two 
Supreme Court rulings that favor same-sex couples. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Rare Visit Underscores Tangles in Obama’s Ties 
to Africa 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR, NICHOLAS KULISH and LYDIA POLGREEN 

President Obama’s aspirations for changing Africa have been 
strained by mounting security threats, spotty human rights 
records and by his notable absence from the continent where his father was 

born. 

¯ ~ Related Video 

As World Awaits News on Mandela, Tensions 
Rise Over Media Swarm 
By DECLAN WALSH 

A central dilemma for the government is how to reconcile the 

voracious, concern-driven appetite for news of Nelson Mande]a’s 

health with the deep sensitivities of South Africans for whom he is much more 

than a simple leader. 

Ecuador Hints at Slow Process on Snowden 
Asylum 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN and RICK GLADSTONE 

The tiny South American nation signaled it may take its time 
with Edward J. Snowden’s application, raising the possibility 
that he could spend weeks in legal limbo. 

................................................................................................. F0r r~0[e yvpr!d ~e~s~ g0 t0 N~Times,~om!!N0dd ?? 

U.S. 

For California Couples, Uncertainty on Gay 



Marriage Turns From ’If?.’ to ’When?’ 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

State officials are urging that licenses be granted immediately, 
but other officials and legal experts say such a process could take 

a month. 
¯ As Rulings Are Announced, Cheers and Tears Among Waiting Crowd 

¯ Seeing a Step Toward Equality, or a Spark to Fight Gay Marriage 

Federal Court Speaks, but Couples Still Face 
State Legal Patchwork 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

Before federal benefits can be extended to same-sex couples 

following the Supreme Court’s decision regarding the Defense of 
Marriage Act, conflicting state and local laws must be considered. 

¯ ~. Interactive Feature: How the Rulings Affect Gay Couples 

Bill to Expand U.S. Database to Verify Hires 
By JULIA PRESTON and ASHLEY PARKER 

The immigration overhaul making its way through the Senate 
contains an employment eligibility rule that could one day affect 
every American who takes a new job. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Bill Cunningham: Flapper’s 
delight 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Cacio e Pepe With Favas and Peas 

Retro Report: Test tube tomato 

nytimes=com. VI D EO 

Business 

YOUR MONEY 

How the Court’s Ruling Will Affect Same-Sex Spouses 



By TARA SIEGEL BERNARD 

Married gay couples in states that recognize their unions will gain access to 
more than 1,ooo federal benefits, but how couples in other states will fare is less 
clear. 

Bucks Blog: More Details on Federal Benefits 

Counterfeit Food More Widespread Than 
Suspected 
By STEPHEN CASTLE and DOREEN CARVAJAL 

Investigators have uncovered thousands of schemes involving 
counterfeit or adulterated food, some on an industrial scale and 
in developed countries. 

Mandatory Federal Cuts Hurt Private Sector, 
Too 
By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Many companies providing support services are cutting 
employees as work vanishes after federal spending was trimmed 
by $85 billion on March 1. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Cuts Across Five Industries 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness >> 

Sports 

Former Patriots Tight End Is Charged With 
Murder 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The N.F.L. player Aaron Hernandez was charged on Wednesday 
with the murder of Odin Lloyd, a a7-year-old semipro football 
player who was found dead on June 17. 

Many Slips, but Federer Takes the Biggest Fall 
By NAILA-JEAN MEYERS 

On one of the strangest days at Wimb]edon, Roger Federer lost to 

a 116th-ranked player, Maria Sharapova was defeated by a 
qualifier, and several players dropped out because of injuries. 

Journeyman Upsets Former Champion, 
Advancing in Wide-Open Section 
By DAVE SEMINARA 

The qualifier Dustin Brown beat Lleyton Hewitt in four sets to 
record the biggest victory of his career. 

.............................................................................................. Eo[ ~ore sPPrts ~e~S! go t~ N~Times,�om~Sports >~ 

Arts 



One Eye on Art, the Other on Water 
By ROBIN POGREBIN 

Hurricane Sandy has influenced the construction of the new 

Whitney Museum of American Art. 

THE TV WATCH 

Cooking Up Redemption, With a Dollop of Denial 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

On "Today" Pau]a Deen, the tarnished queen of Southern 

cooking, offered a contrite defense to charges that she has used 

racist epithets. 

A Legal Defeat for Anne Frank House 
By SCOTT SAYARE 

A district court in Amsterdam has ordered the Anne Frank 

House to return a collection of archives to the Frank family 

foundation. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~rts r~e~s, g0 t£ N~Times~�0m!Arts ~ 

Fashion & Style 

FASHION REVIEW 

Men’s Wear in Milan: With a Foot in the Real 
World 
By CATHY HORYN 

In Milan, many designers reworked the suit while Miuccia Prada 

pondered the notion of paradise. 

~ Slide Show 

~ Slide Show: Milan Men’s Spring 2014 Accessories 

T Magazine: Three’s a Trend I Men’s Wear Gets a Dose of Flower Power 

More Milan Men’s Coverage 

ON THE RUNWAY BLOC 

Dsquared Sticks With the Formula 
By GUY TREBAY 

If there is any excuse to provide beefcake to jolt the fashion weary crowd awake 

on an early morning, count on Dean and Dan Caten to provide it. 

Laughing All the Way To the Bank 
By HANNAH SELIGSON 

Betches Love This is a humor Web site aimed at young women. 

......................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe f~asbi£r~ r~e~s, g0 t0 NYTimes,�0m!Fashion ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Liptak Sizes Up Court’s Marriage Ruling 



The Times’s Adam Liptak takes a look at how the Supreme 
Court’s decision to overturn the Defense of Marriage Act 
unfolded. 

~ VIDEO: A Conservative Reacts to Court’s Rulings 
The Times talks with Ryan Anderson, a fellow with the Heritage 

Foundation and an opponent of same-sex marriage, about the 

Supreme Court’s two major rulings on Wednesday. 

~ VIDEO: California Families Celebrate Equality 
Same-sex couples and families in California share their reactions 

concerning gay marriage rights after the Supreme Court decision. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Victory for Equal Rights 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Two decisions by the Supreme Court are huge victories for the gay rights 
movement, but we still have a long way to go. 

EDITORIAL 

A Broken Outsourcing Model 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A race to the bottom in the clothing industry needlessly puts lives at risk. 

EDITORIAL 

E-Cigarettes a Boon, a Menace or Both? 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Buyers beware. Electronic cigarettes have not been evaluated for safety or 
effectiveness. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r~pre 0pi~!0P, gp t0 N~(Timesr£0m!0pini0n ?? 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR                                                          .~, ,., 

The Long Road to Marriage Equality               ~ 
By GEORGE CHAUNCEY~i 

Same-sex marriage rights were not, as is commonly believed, a .... 
natural consequence of the gay liberation movement that 
emerged in the late ’6os. 

OPINIONATOR 

Current Conditions 
By LINDAGREENHOUSE 



The Supreme Court’s decisions on the Voting Rights Act, same- 
sex marriage and affirmative action in higher education will go 
far in defining the Roberts era. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Joining Together in Justice 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

Proponents of equality have reason to both cheer and cry this 
week. 

¯ Columnist Page 
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ON THIS DAY 

On June 27, 195o, President Truman ordered the Air Force and Navy 
into the Korean War following a call from the United Nations Security 

Council for member nations to help South Korea repel an invasion 
from the North. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Georges, thanks tbr the li~rmidable seminar! 

Georges seminar 3.jpg; Georges selninar 4.jpg; Georges seminax.jpg; Georges selninar 1 :jpg; Georges seminar 2.jpg; Durbma Seminar, June 
2013. pp~ 

My presentation is also attached. 

Georges Nzongo[a-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Patrick Bond [               ~gmail corn] on behalf o17 Patrick Bond 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: NzongoIa-Ntalaja, Georges; John Devenish 
Sut~iect: Georges, thanks ]2~r the formidable seminar! 

John can you put the ppt and these pics online? 
Thanks, 
Patrick 

~i)mail.ngo.za] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: George~ thanks for the tbrmidable semina~! 

Thanks, Eunice I had an excellent tour of the inner city by Amisi, and I am looking for~vard to meeting Pink5’ Uncle and Orlean in Chatsworth tomolTow. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Georges, thanks for the fomaidable seminar’. 

Dear Georges, 

Excellent seminar! Wish I was at CCS for the seminar 

Thanks [’or all yuu are doing in Durban. 

Greetings tu all and best wishes, 

Eunice 

Frum: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:00 AM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sut~iect: FW: Georges, thanks for the furmidable seminar! 

My presentatmn is alsu attached. 

Geurges Nzungola-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Patrick Bond [              ~@gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; John Devenish 
Subj ect: Georges, thanks for the fom~idable seminar t 

John can you put the .ppt and these pics online? 
Thanks, 
Patrick 

@mail.ngo.za] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email,unc.edu> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 4:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: George~ thanks for the tbrmidable semina~! 

OK. I will tell them about the successful procedure. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Georges, thanks for the formidable seminar’. 

Dear Georges, 

I am su glad that yuu had a chance tu meet Amisi. Pinky Uncle and Orlean are my family in Durban, thus give them my warmest regards You can also share my recent health experience with 
them [’or it is une ufthe core reasuns I did not return to Durban this summer I have been protecting them from the news but it is good for them tu know. 

Cheers and all the best tomorruw, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongoia-Ntal~i a, (3 eurges 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Georges, thanks [’or the furmidabie seminar! 

Thanks, Eunice I had an excellent tour uf the irmer ci~" by 2.misi, and I am louking forward to meeting Pinky Uncle and Oriean in Chatswurth tomorruw. 
Geurges 

Geurges Nzungoia-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur o17 African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:07 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Georges, thanks for the fom~idable seminar! 

Dear Georges, 

Excellent seminar t Wish I was at CCS for the seruinar. 

Thanks for all you are doing in Durban. 

Greetings to all and best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Georges, that.s for the formidable seminar[ 

My presentation is also attached. 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African and Afro-American Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.. +1 

From: Patrick Bond [              .~gmail.com] on behalf of Patrick Bond [ 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:46 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; John Devenish 
Subject: Georges, thanks for the formidable seminar! 

~)mail ngo.za] 



John can you put the ppt and these pics online? 
Thanks, 
Patrick 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Toby Moorsom ~gmail.com> 

Friday, June 28, 2013 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Wangui Kim~i < ~yahoo.com>; Christopher Webb 

@yahoo.ca>; Ma~on Dixon <mwd24@comell.edu>; Zuba <zwai@lakeheadu.ca> 

Forming concerned schoDxs group 

Hi everyone, 

Marion and i had a brief exchange about trying to pick up a bit of momentum again on this issue since CAAS. I think most academics have been using the last couple of 
months to get stuff done in the calm of having classes over. So its understandable we all have put our attention elsewhet~. 

In any case, I have an update to provide: 

Last week I went to a Nokoko editorial meeting and with the help of one of our comrades, Daniel Tubb, managed to push a bit of our agenda fairly successfully for coming 
issues. Two issues will be coming out very close together (compared to our last issues), they will be one on Radio in Africa, another on Women and feminist struggles (BTW, 
IF YOU HAVE A stray paper you could submit we’d love it - because we’ve had a lot of poor submissions - fortunately Wangui tossed on in that is great. We also have a 
contribution from Nduka Otiono and a small item from myself. 

The next one after that is already slated for African Diasporas - and/or "’africa off the continent". I floated the idea of one on Israel and Africa and it was well-recieved, even 
though not all of those present are necessarily radicals. We had a really good brainstorming session about types of articles we could solicit and i think it would be a great 
opportunity for us to get some high profile people involved and get more attention to the journal. We also floated ideas for an issue on displacement and contemporary 
imperialism.., and something else i can’t recall. Daniel Tubb took minutes that i am happy to share when i get them. 

I thought that perhaps we could use our list of contacts to encourage people to submit. A lot of work has gone into setting this journal up (and it is listed as pee~=~view and 
searchable on proquest - but also open-access). I think we could take advantage of it to really make it a radical space. See my argument in support of this in my editorial from 
issue 2: 

http://www2 .carleton .ca/africa nst udies/resea mh/nokoko/volu me-2/ 

We also, however, should get a group going online where we can discuss strategies and ongoing struggles as well as planning for future interventions. As always, there is 
much to do, but for now, this is just an update. 

Solidarity and cheers to you aii, 
Toby 

Toby Moorsom, 

PhD Candidate 

Queen’s Universily 

Kingston, Ontario 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland AJ~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu; 

Friday, June 28, 2013 6:16 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Beat the Heat with Cool Ackland Art 

ACKLAND ,,    MUSEUM 

Free and open to the public; no reservation required 

Saturday, 29 June, 2:00 PM 

’~N’hat Men or Gods are These?" Greek 

Vases at the Ackland 

On this tour, you’tl learn more about the 

manufacture and decoration of Ancient 

Greek vases. What do these artifacts 

reveal about Greek life and culture? 

Ackland Student Guide Benjamin Ossoff 

leads this informative tour. 

Sunday, 30 

June, 2:00 PM 

Curator’s Tour: 

Adding to the 

/~ix 6: 

Raymond 

Jonson’s 

"Abstract 

Naught" (~930) 

A PhD 

candidate in 

UNC-Chapel 

HilL’s 

Department of Art, Kiint Ericson wilt provide an insightful view of the 

exhibition that he curated as the Ackland Art Museum’s 2012-2013 Eaton 

Curatorial Intern in American Art. 

Saturday, 6 July, 2:00 PM 

The Devil in the Dark: Satan Leaving the 

Court of Chaos 

The unattributed British painting Satan 

Leaving the Court o]~ Chaos, illustrating a 

scene from John Milton’s Paradise Lost, is 

perhaps one of the most dramatic and 

mysterious in the Ackland’s collection. 

Join Ackiand Student Guide Benjamin 

Ossoff for a discussion of the content of this painting and how it 

represents an intersection between Neo-Ciassicism and Romanticism. 

Tuesday, 2 and 30 July, 12:00-1:00 PM 

Art-inspired yoga at a great price! 

These hour-tong sessions offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall provide opportunities to 

practice a series of gentle yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Ackland. 

Beginners are welcome. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortable 

clothing that wiil allow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

Space is limited; register online! 



Try something new for only $5      i~ 

(Free to Ackland Members!) ...... 
Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 

practice known to reduce pain and improve 

your mental and physical balance and 

being. This class uses gentle sun-style tai chi 

routines that are safe, easy to [earn, and 

suitable for a[[ ages and fitness levels. 

A[[ movements are done standing. Wear 

comfortable clothes and supportive flat shoes. The class is taught by 

Joanne Marshall, a certified yoga and tai chi instructor. 

Sign up online! 

Drawing for Tweens 

Saturday, 13 July 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 

Free to Ack[and Members at the 

Household [eve[ and above; 

S5 per child for a[[ others 

Register online! 

Drawin.~ in the Galleries 

(for grown-ups!) 

Saturday, 13 July 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 

Free and open to the public[ 

The Museum and Store will both be CLOSED for 

Independence Day: Thursday, 4 July 2013. 

Regular MUSEUM Hours: 

Wed: 10AM- 5 PM 

Thurs: 10 AM- 8 PM 

Fri ~ Sat: 10 AM- 5 PM 

Sun: 1 PM- 5 PM 

Closed Mondays and Tuesdays. 

Summer STORE Hours: 

Monday-Saturday 10 AM - 5:30 PM 

Sunday 12 PM -5 PM 

Thursday evening hours wi[[ resume on 29 August 2013. 

THANK YOU! 



The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by ~enerous support 

from Acktand Art Museum 

Members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an emai[ to 

the editor. 

Arthur G. Dove, American, 1880-1946: Tree 

Forms, 1932; oi[ on canvas. Ack[and Fund. © 

Estate of Arthur Dove. 

Bucci Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphore) 

wfth Apollo, Leto, end Artemfs, c. 540-530 

BCE; terra cotta, btack-figure ware. Acktand 

Fund. 

Raymond Jonson, American, 1891-1982: Abstrect Neuo~ht, 1930; oil on canvas. Ackland Fund. © The Raymond Jonson 

Cot[ection, University of New Mexico Art Museum, Atbuquerque. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: Eeo~le Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, atuminum, computer keyboards, 

eye chart, neon, nine five-inch tetevisions, two nine-inch tetevisions, DVD player, DVD. Acktand Fund. © 1996 Nam 

June Paik. 

Unidentified Artist, Satan Leevin$, the Court of Chaos, tare 18th or earty 19th century; oi1 on canvas. The William A. 

Whitaker Foundation Art Fund. Conservation treatment for this painting, completed in 1998, was made possibte by 

a grant from the Pforzheimer Foundation. 

Jutie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portreft as Dfrty Prfncess (detait), 2004; oi[ on canvas./k:ktand Fund. © 

2005 Jutie Heffernan. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to eunice@enlail.unc.edu by esbowJes@emaikunc.edu 
._U_~__d___a_Le___r_{r:_o__fjLe_LE_~_&a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__[_e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_L_Lb_A‘’’ R_rj_v__a__C_}L_F_’__o_[Lc_Y, 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NC i 27599-3400 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

my opinion piece on immigration retbrm just went live online 

Dear Friends, 

I wrote an opinion piece for the Point of View feature in the Raleigh News & Observer, and it just went live! It might be in Saturday’s print edition as well. 

http:i/www.n ewsobserver.com~ ~2996641iimmigration-reform-bala ncing-security~html 

Please read and add your comments! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, June 30, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Sending Missiles to Syrian Rebels, Qatar Muscles In 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Sunday, June 30,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Sending Missiles to Syrian Rebels, Qatar Muscles 
In 
By MARK MAZZETTI, C. J. CHIVERS and ERIC SCHMITT 

Qatar’s arms supply effort underlines the small but rich nation’s 

outsize role in a volatile region. 

Unable to Visit With Mandela, Obama Honors 
His Legacy 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR and RICK LYMAN 

President Obama delivered his respects in a private meeting with 
Nelson Mandela’s family on Saturday as South Africans gathered 

at Mr. Mandela’s home to express their emotional bond with him. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: Obama in South Africa 

Republicans Paint Clinton as Old News for 2o16 
Presidential Election 
By JONATHAN MARTIN 

Republican strategists and presidential hopefuls, in ways subtle 

and overt, are eager to focus a spotlight on Hillary Rodham 

C]inton’s age. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes,com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MOVIES 

,~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Save My Blockbuster! 
Lynda Obst, Mike Vollman, Erik Feig and others help The Times 
make the next big tent-pole movie. 

¯ ~ Build Your Own Blockbuster 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

The Real John Roberts Emerges 
By LINDAGREENHOUSE 

The justice doesn’t trust Congress, and he doesn’t like the 

executive branch either. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is gone - that unity is gone completely." 

ISLAM LOTFY, a fonner youth leader of the Muslim Brotherhood, on discord a year after a 

pivotal presidential election in Egypt. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Justice Elusive in a Bangladesh Factory Disaster 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Bangladesh, where the garment industry powers the economy 
and wields enormous political clout, has struggled to hold its 
garment factory owners accountable for recent disasters. 

Egypt, Its Streets a Tinderbox, Braces for a Spark 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

A year after Egypt’s first credible presidential election, the ballot 

box has failed to deliver on promises of unquestioned legitimacy 
or the nonviolent resolution of political disputes. 

U.S. Student Killed in Egypt Protest Was Drawn 
to a Region in Upheaval 
By RAVI SOMAIYA and ERIN BANCO 

Andrew Pochter was killed in Mexandria during antigovernment 
protests, and was working there this summer as an intern at a 
nonprofit organization. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

From America’s Busiest Death Chamber, a 
Catalog of Last Rants, Pleas and Apologies 
By MARRY FERNANDEZ 

Texas has executed 5oo inmates since 1982 and posts the final 
statements of those men and women on a public Web site, 
revealing a glimmer of humanity behind the numbers. 

¯ Selected Excerpts From Inmates’ Last Words 



California Couples Line Up to Marry After Stay 
on Same-Sex Marriage Is Lifted 
By MALIA WOLLAN 

Hordes of couples in San Francisco took advantage of extended 
hours at the county clerk’s office to get married on Saturday. 

¯ Roberts Pulls Supreme Court to the Right Step by Step 

¯ Both Sides on Same-Sex Marriage Issue Focus on the Next State Battlegrounds 

Lost: Pink Dog With Sneakers. Return to West 
Hollywood. 
By IAN LOVETT 

For two weeks now, a nameless dog statue that was installed 

along Santa Monica Boulevard has been missing since it was 
stolen off its stand after the city’s annual gay pride parade. 

......................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e U.S. [~ews~ go to N~!3mes.�0m(U8 ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Sharing a potluck of links, 
not food 
ALSO IN TECH >> 

BlackBerry posts loss for quarter 

T-Mobile to pay $308 million for more spectrum 

nytimeIs.com, TiECH 

Business 

Breaking the Seal on Drug Research 
By KATIE THOMAS 

More researchers are insisting on seeing all the data behind all 
clinical trials for drugs, not just the rosy reports that companies 
choose to release. 

EXECUTIVE PAY REPORT 

An Unstoppable Climb in C.E.O. Pay 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 



Among 200 top chief executives in 2012, the median 
compensation package jumped 16 percent. So much for the idea 
that shareholders are getting through to companies about reining 
in pay. 

¯ ~ Interactive Graphic: Executive Pay by the Numbers 

¯ How the Numbers Were Calculated 

Golden Parachutes Are Still Very Much in Style 
By PRADNYA JOSHI 

Despite years of public outcry, chief executives who leave big 
companies often still receive millions in exit packages. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Generous Goodbyes 

................................................................................... F0 r r)) ore i? L~si r~e ss r?e~s! g0 t? N YTi mes~�0m~Bu s! nes stt 

Sports 

Mariano Rivera: A Singular Pitcher 
By JOSHUA PRAGER 

Mariano Rivera, the Yankees’ ]ongtime closer, specializes in only 

one pitch and throws just one inning at a time. More notable, he 

has allowed only one base runner per inning in his career. 

For a Day, Wimbledon Turns Most Hospitable to 
the 2o-and-Under 
By NAILA-JEAN MEYERS 

Bernard Tomic, Laura Robson and S]oane Stephens all advanced, 

and Madison Keys extended the fourth seed, Agnieszka 

Radwanska, to three sets. 

Stuck Team Bus Gives First Stage a Chaotic 
Finish 
By JON BRAND 

A team bus that got stuck at the finish line of the Tour de 
France’s first stage threatened the conclusion of the race. Some 

riders, including Alberto Contador, crashed amid nervous confusion. 

.............................................................................................. F£r rj?0[e sp0[ts [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime#~com!Sp0rts 

Arts 

Bringing Art and Change to Bronx 
By RANDY KENNEDY 

In the latest of a series, the artist Thomas Hirschhorn is 
constructing a monument to the Italian Marxist philosopher 
Antonio Gramsci on the grounds of a South Bronx housing 
project. 

¯ ~-":~ Slide Show: An Unlikely Monument 



Some Playwrights Get ’Real’ 
By ERIC GRODE 

You won’t find the reality shows "Rehabilitation" and "Nobody 
Loves You" on the upper reaches of your dial. And it’s because 
playwrights snagged those titles first. 

¯ Guilty Pleasures, Not to Mention Research 

The Many Rebellions of ’Dobie Gillis’ 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

From 1959 to 1963, "The Many Loves of Dobie Gillis" anticipated 
the cultural sea changes of the late 196OS in more ways than one. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0Fe ~rts r~e~,s~ g0 t£ N~Times,�0m!Arts ~t 

Magazine 

Jimmy Wales Is Not an Internet Billionaire 
By AMY CHOZICK 

The founder of Wikipedia has a brand-new life in London with 
Kate Garvey, his third wife, whom he often describes as "the 

most connected woman in London." 

How to Invest in Dope 
By BRUCE BARCOTT 

The careful private-equity approach to marijuana. 

LOOK 

Here Comes the Sunscreen 
By JULIE BUSMAN 

Parents applying protective lotion to their (often reluctant) 
children. 

............................................................ For ~o~e ~Fo~ tbe ~?r~da~ ~naga~ir~e, g£ to N~T!mes,£om!Magazine ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: 9/11 Memorial Museum 
A tour inside the National September 11 Memorial and Museum 
in New York, as it unveils some of the exhibits that will go on 

display when it opens to the public at the World Trade Center 
next year. 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: June ~’8, 2o13 
The New York Times film critics on "White House Down," "The 

Heat" and "I’m So Excited!" 

............................................................................................................ F£r r~o[e ~ideo, 9o to N~[imes,£om!V!deo ~ 



Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Future of Voting Rights 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After the Supreme Court ruling, the country must raise its voice to demand 
equality at the ballot box. 

EDITORIAL 

No Letup on the Right to Choose 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

In Texas and beyond, the attacks on access to legal abortion keep coming. 

EDITORIAL 

A Gun Maker Moves On 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

After complaining; about Connecticut’s tough new laws, a firearms manufacturer 

is heading to a more gun-friendly state. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Booze as Muse 
By CHRISTOPHER BUCKLEY 

Mcohol makes other people less tedious. And food less bland. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Democrats Get a Gift From the Roberts Court 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

How the voting rights decision could help sustain the Obama 
majority. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Takin’ It to the Streets 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

What’s behind so many popular street revolts in democracies? 

¯ Columnist Page 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The End of Car Culture 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Has America passed peak driving? 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

Why Healthy Eaters Fall for Fries 
By STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

American consumers, even otherwise healthy ones, keep 

choosing caloric indulgences rather than healthy foods at fast- 

food restaurants. 

ON THIS DAY 

On June 30, 1997, in Hong Kong, the Union Jack was lowered for the 
last time over Government House as Britain prepared to hand the 

colony back to China after ruling it for 156 years. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:27 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

FW: Enroll in Afri section 

Dear Eunice, 
I know its early but can we add this student in my AAAD 
She keeps emailing me to get my approval 
Thank you for your help 

Alassane 

for this fall. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, : i::~8 AlVl 

To: Fall, Alassane 
Subject: Enroll in Afri section 

Dear Prot~ssor Fall, 

I was wondering ifI could possibly enroll in your            of AAAD    for’this coming thll. Your section ~ts my schedule extremely well. The rea~n that I wmat 

to take AAAD    thi s fall is because I have spent the last 7 weeks living in Nairobi, Kenya m~d I really want to learn more about AiiJca as a whole. Please let me 

kno~, if it’s possible to enroll me in your section. ’I’h~ak you so much. 

Regards, 

University ofNortla Caxolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: By the Millions, Egyptians Seek Morsi’s Ouster 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Monday, July 1, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

By the Millions, Egyptians Seek Morsi’s Ouster 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, KAREEM FAHIM and BEN HUBBARD 

In an outpouring of rage against President Mohamed Morsi, a 
core of protesters set fire to the headquarters of Mr. Morsi’s 
Muslim Brotherhood movement in Cairo. 

¯ The Lede: Video and Images of the Anti-Morsi Protests 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Demonstrations Grip Egypt 

Job Title Key to Inner Access Held by Snowden 
By SCOTT SHANE and DAVID E. SANGER 

Edward J. Snowden’s assignment as an infrastructure analyst 

helps explain how he could lay bare an agency’s efforts to identify 

potential targets. 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

American Way of Birth, Costliest in the World 
By ELISABETH ROSENTHAL 

Maternity care and childbirth cost far more in the United States 

than in any other developed country. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: The Italian Gesture 
Can Italians talk without using their hands? Gestures that insult, 

beg and swear offer a window into Roman culture. 

: Related Article 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

An Orphan Jackpot 
By STEVEN RATTNER 

Combine ill-thought-out government incentives with a 

misguided corporate tax system and what do you get? A 

blockbuster drug. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I feel like I’m in a used-car lot." 
REN[E MARTIN, who was quoted a price of $4,ooo to $45,ooo for maternity care. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Obama Visits Prison Cell That Helped Shape 
Modern South Africa 
By MICHAEL D. SHEAR 

After touring Nelson Mandela’s prison cell on Robben Island, 

President 0bama lauded Mr. Mandela, South Africa’s first black 
president, for his courage and refusal to yield to injustice. 

¯ Center Is Helping to Preserve Mandela Legacy 

Blasts Kill Dozens in Pakistan During British 
Leader’s Visit 
By SALMAN MASOOD and ISMAIL KHAN 

A visit by the British prime minister is overshadowed by attacks 
that killed at least ao, including 16 civilians, in northwestern 

Pakistan. 

Violent Episodes Grow in Tanzania, an African 
Haven 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Human rights groups and the largest opposition party say 
episodes of intimidation and suppression are growing in the 
country, an island of stability in an often-chaotic region. 

For more world news~ go to NYTimes~comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

Fast-Moving Blaze Kills 19 Firefighters in 

Central Arizona 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

A wildfire that began Friday with a lightning strike killed an 



entire team of specialist wildfire fighters on Sunday and left the 

town of Yarnell, Ariz., decimated. 

Deadly Heat Wave in the West Brings Fires and 
Travel Delays 
By FERNANDA SANTOS 

Amid punishing temperatures and canceled flights, forecasters 
called for a high of 13o degrees in Death Valley National Park, 
which hit a record 134 degrees a century ago. 

In Conservative Wyoming, Signs of a Thaw on 
Same-Sex Marriage 
By JACK HEALY 

A bill to create domestic partnerships, introduced by State 
Representative Cathy Connolly, advanced further than anything 
like it in state history. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Downsizing, gone big 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

Explore an 1880s stone house in Hampstead, London 

Homes for $699,000 

nytime.s.com REAL ESTATE 

Business 

Paid via Card, Workers Feel Sting of Fees 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and STEPHANIE CLIFFORD 

For many hourly workers, paper paychecks have been replaced 

by prepaid cards, which often involve fees that can quickly add 
up and take a bite out of their pay. 

Detroit, Embracing New Auto Technologies, 
Seeks App Builders 



By JACLYN TROP 

The old-line carmakers are suddenly hungry for information 

technology specialists who can create apps for the next 

generation of connected vehicles. 

DEALBOOK 

Talk of Mergers Stirs the Big Players in Cable TV 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERGED and BRIAN STELTER 

John C. Malone is weighing a deal for Time Warner Cable, using Charter 

Communications as the merger partner, people briefed on the matter said. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Diamondbacks’ Goldschmidt Has Little Ego and 
Few Limits 
By TYLER KEPNER 

An eighth-round draft pick, the coachable Paul Goldschmidt has 

worked his way into the top group of National League first 

basemen. 

Mixing Old and New, Williams Began Surge With 
Racket Change 
By BEN ROTHENBERG 

Serena Williams has a 94-4 singles record, including a current 

34-match winning streak, since switching to a mix of natural gut 

and synthetic strings in her rackets. 

Belgian Wins a Day After a Bus Blunder 
By JON BRAND 

Before Jan Bake]ants of Belgium won Stage 2 in Corsica, a bus 

driver who had become stuck at the Stage 1 finish received 

support from colleagues. 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes~comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Stars Align for a Gay Marriage Anthem 
By JAMES C. McKINLEY Jr. 

"Same Love," a hit single from Mack]emote & Ryan Lewis, is the 

first Top 4o song to promote and celebrate gay marriage. 

Museums Faulted on Restitution of Nazi-Looted 
Art 
By PATRICIA COHEN 

Critics assert that museums have backtracked in recent years on 



returning art to the heirs of Jews whose property was seized by 

the Nazis. 

¯ ~ Video: Heirs Fight Museums to Reclaim Art 

Trumpeting a Michelangelo (Cue the Trills of 
Dissent) 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Scholars hear new evidence that a restored statue from a church 

in Spain could be a long-lost work by Michelangelo. 

....................................................................................................... F£r r~0re ~rts r~e~s, 90 t? NYYimes~�0m~grts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

With a Solid Hit, CBS Breaks the Summer 
Ratings Mold 
By BILL CARTER 

Ratings for "Under the Dome" vindicate a decision by CBS to 

stop ceding the season to cable. 

Public Radio’s Midday Show to Include Local Contributions 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

For stations replacing NPR’s call-in show "Talk of the Nation" with an expanded 

version of "Here and Now," contributions to the newsmagazine M]] be crucial 

Vertigo, a DC Comics Brand, Is Rebuilding With 
6 New Series 
By GEORGE GENE GUSTINES 

The Vertigo imprint was introduced in 1993 for mature 
audiences, but has struggled to compete against popular 
superhero fiction. 

................................................................. F?r r~0re r~edia ~r~d adyer~isir?g r~ey~s~ g£ t£ N~[imes,£om!Media ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO:VOws: The ’Showmance’ 
Leslie Stifelman and Melissa Rae Mahon, of the musical 
"Chicago," have been performing together on Broadway for seven 
years. Their son, Jack, was born in March. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Flapper’s Delight 
The flapper style of the Roaring Twenties, improvised by many 
guests at Jazz on Governors Island, has been a popular look on 
the party circuit this spring. 

~ VIDEO: Anatomy of a Scene: ’Laurence Anyways’ 
Xavier Dolan, the writer and director of "Laurence Anyways," 



narrates a scene from his film. 

............................................................................................................ F0 r r~ ore yid e£! ge t? N ~Ti mes.�0m!Vid e0 >~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Stuck in Purgatory 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Federal rules to protect the public have been imprisoned too long by the White 

House 

EDITORIAL 

Secretary Kerry’s Quest 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Amid obstacles and doubts, Secretary of State John Kerry seeks doggedly to 

bring Israe]is and Pa]estinians to the table to revive peace talks. 

EDITORIAL OBSERVER 

Anthony Weiner Doesn’t Care What Everyone Thinks 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

So you want to be a front-runner? Ditch the shame, bag the regret. 

.................................................................................................... F~r r~0re ~p!r) i0r), g0 to Nf~[ime~:com!Opini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Revolt of the Rising Class 
By BILL KELLER 

In Turkey, did the ruling class get the message? 

. Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

War On the Unemployed 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

Bad economy? Punish the victims! 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Coming Out on Abortion 

Would support for abortion rights grow if more women talked 

publicly about their abortions? 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 



On duly 1, 1997, Hong Kong reverted to Chinese rule after 156 years as 
a British colony. 
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From: 

Sent: 

Subje~¢: 

Greg Childress <OCHILDRESS@heraldsun.com> 

Monday, July l, 2013 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv"~ 

name cho~ge 

Dr. Sahlem, 
Can you give me a call at ? 

I want to talk to you about the department’s name change, which I believe happens today. 

Greg Childless 
The Herald Sun 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Greg Childress <GCHILDRESS@heraldstm.com> 

Monday, Ju|y l, 2013 2:54 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

tyl~ 

Please excuse the typo, Dr. Sah~e. 
Greg Childress 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Textor. Laurie J <ljtexto@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 8:37 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads in the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr~ 

asDDD@list~rv.unc.edu 

[asddd] Change in Deliveu Process for Medical Leave Request Forms 

This message is being sent to all Deans, Directors, and Department Heads in the Co!lege of Arts and Sciences, with a copy to the Department Managers. Please note 

this important information. 

Change in DeliveW Process [or Medical Leave Request Forms 

Due to the high volume of medical leave requests bein~ received, the Benefits unit is makin~ a chan~e to the email delivery process for medical leave requests. All 

forms for medical requests can still be received via email, mail or fax. However, effective2uly~, 20/3, all medical leave request forms, if emailed, should be 

submitted to leave@unc.edu. 

Note: The medical certification forms should not be coming from the school or division, because this is a violation of HIPAA, which protects the privacy of 

individually identifiable health information. The medical certification forms should only be comin~ directly from the employee and the doctor and they should 

only be fa×ed or mailed, not emailed. As a note, the Benefits mailin~ address is ~.04 Airport Drive, CB #:~045 Chapel Hill, NC 27599; our fax number is 9:~9-952-60~.0. 

If you have questions, contact Angola Campbell, leave administration manager in Benefits, at 9:~9-952-4289. 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 9:~9.952.9276 

Phone (C):’ 

Ijtextor@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 4:02 PM 

Benowitz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc. edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc. edu>; McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email .unc. edu> 

AAAD 101 online course 

20130702155148416.pdf 

Dear Judith, 

Attached is a scanned PDF file of the Agreement to Revise and Teach a Course in Carolina Courses Online form for Tim 

McMillan. 

Best, 
Travis Gore 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Holden Thorp <thorp@wustl.edu> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 9:26 PM 

Sabre, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: ttello 

Eurlice, 

Thin,ks for your kind note. You have been one of the great lights of my c~aceer. Thanks for so much. 

Holden 

Provost and Professor of Chemistly and Medicine 
Washington University in St Louis 
Campus Box 1072 
One Brookings Drive 
St Louis, MO 63130-4899 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, June 30, 2013 9:23 AM 
To: Chancellor 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Chancellor Thorp, 

Some of us have been in denial about your departure from Carolina but now June 30 is upon us. 

We will miss you. However, your legacy will leave on in Carolina. 

Thank you for your tremendous leadership and support. 

All the best in your new administrative, intellectual and spiritual geography, 

Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Roufledge Books <mail.sko "zxrflaeqgljveuxu@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hapw 4th of July! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

~ Happy 4th of July: 20% OFF * 

Is this email i~ot displsying correctiy? \/iew it il~ yoiJr browser I Add to safe senders [ Forwsrd to a Flie~-id 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sifln up by subiect area to receive i~e~’~ and offers straight to your il~bo× f~om the Taylor & F~a~eis G~oup. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscnbe at any time 

We respect your privacy and wJJi not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F[ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscribe, please click !~_.e_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Jnly 4, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteactlines: Army Ousls Egypt’s President; Morsi Is Taken Into Military Custody 

Today’s Headlines Tho eooy, Jo,y4, o. 

~NTNISE~I~IL~ 
World US. i Business Sports Arts Fashion&St~,le Toda~"s 

Videe ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay (:USTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

Army O~sts Egypt’s :President; Morsi Is Taken 

into MilitaiT C~stody                                   M~,h~ 

elected preaident, suspending the Conatit~tion, ~nsta]l~ng an 

in tefim govern men t and insisting i k wa s representing th e uqll of khe peopI 

~E]Video: Live Stream Fror~ Egypt (OnS/-live.cor~) 

~ Poli[ical Turmoil irl Egyp~ Is Replay ro~ ¢Thite House 

M~lffary Reasserts Its Allegim~ee to Its Prh’ileges 

While justi~’ing its inter~,~entJo~ in politics as serving the wi]] 

the people, t~e gKvptian military has never been a force 

democracy, ]ivii~g as a class apa£ indifferent to ideolo~,. 

Abdul- 
Fattah 
e.Ss 

Ambassador Becomes Foe~ of Egyptians’ 

Anne W. Pak[erson, a press-shy career diplomat who has been 

~aleriean a~nbassador b Cairo since 2o11, [las suddenly f,’)und 

herself a target i~ a dangerous pditieal upheaval 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VIDEO: SOmi~, Litt|e-Known Facts About 

Ju] y 

Did you kn ow dm ~ 99 person ~ of conjure er fi rewor~ are made ~n 

Chkia? Or that three presidents have ~ed on fl~e l,’ou~h of O uly? 

OPINION I OP-ART 

[~] 
s~,m~: s~iow: The Cosl- of Re, w~lu~.ion 

Slide Show 

Many signe~ of fl~e Declaration of Independence made 

aignifiean k personal sacrifices for the cause. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

MOHAME~ NOROL after the military ousted him as president of Egypt. 

World 

For Eg,Kpt’s Islamists, Confusion and Fear An~d 

Celebration 
~. ~c~,r~r.a;,..~ 

As much of Cairo e~.qoded in et~phoria, parts of the ei 

silent where President Mohamed Morsi’s loyalists protested to 

stave off what they saw as a threat to democracy. 

Judge Orders Return of Bodies of Mandela Kin 

_~nid Dispute 

A South Ali{can court ordered that kl~e bodies of three of Nelson 

Mandda’s children be exhumed and moved to a nearby village 

where the ai 1i n g Mr. Mandela him self is to be bu tied. 

Barring of Bolivia~ Plane infuriates Latin 

America as Snowden Case Widens 

Latin z~neriean leade~.~ condemned the refusal to let Bolivia’s 

president fly over European nations over what Bolivian ofqcia]s 

sNd were snspieions that Edward J. Snowdcn was on board. 

ir~ Cairo 

on 

Bolivia’s 
..... presiden 

t, Evo 

U,S. 

UoS, :Postal Service Logging All Mail for Law Enforcement 

A Postal Setn’ice program created after anthrax attacks gathers photos of the 

exte~or of every piece of paper mail processed in the nadon -- about 16o billion 

pieces last year. 



train 

These days in Vicksburg, Miss., the site of a bitter 47-day siege 

in 1863, ik is ~mrd [o get many residenB to e~mm up wid~ strong feelings about 

the Civil War at all, 

Seier~tists Fabricate Rudin~entary Ha~rum~ L~ve~’s 

Researcher~ who began ~ith ]3UlTlan ste~n cells de~ved from skin 

report that tiny livers like those seen earl)’ in fetal life grew into 

functkming organ buds whe~ transplanted into mice. 

...... he~s 
from 

A peek inside the 9/11 
memorial museum 
ALSO IN VIDEO >~ 

]he secrets of a happy family vacation 

Sanla Morfica breezy style 

Business 

Healtl~ Law Delay P~ts Exel~anges ir~ Spotligl~t 

Tim decision to delay insm’ance requirements for a year was an 

ad<now~edgme~t cd the law’s complexib~, and gave officials mow time to get the 

state exchanges fight, expeAs said. 

UoS, Bo~°der Agency Allows Ot|~ers to Use Its 

Dl, ones 

The Customs and Border Protection Agency, which ow~s 1 o 

Predator drones, let domestic law enforcement agendes use 

them 250 times ]ast year. 

McNall 

I    o~ t~.~- I 

FoD,Ao Rule Could Open Ge~erie D~g Make~os to Suits 

A rule expected fl’om the Food and Drug Administratkm would allow get,erie 

drng makers to update safety labels, a step that eould pave the way for the 

companies to be sued if their drags hammd userso 

Sports 

Emotional Wir~ for Polish Ter~nis 

derzy -Ianowiez beat Ns fellow Pole Lukasz Kub~-~t in the 

qua rte~nals at Wire bledcm to become th e fi~t Polish m an to 

reach a Grand Slam semifinal 



MmTay Sm0vives in Fiw~ Sets; Djokovic and dell 

Porto Advm~ce 

Andy Mnrray of B~itai~ a~d Jerzy Ja~o~ficz or" Poland advanced 

to one me~’s semifinal, while Juan Ma~t~n del Po[ro and Novak 

[~okovic moved on to the other. 

Celtics, h~ Bold Move, Hi~"e B~tle~"s Stevens 

In a daring hirc, "d~e Boston C~’]tics on Wednesday named Brad 

Stevens, 36, of Butler University to replace Doe Rivers, making 

Steve~s the N.B.A/s youngest head eoach. 

Brad 

Arts 

Say, Can Yo~l Sing at the Ballpm°k? It’s a Tough 

So~g 

Baseball keams put a good deal of d~onghk into who ~dlI sing ’q’he 

Star-Spa~gled Banner" befo~ their games. 

~ Video: Star-Spangled Stagers 

~ IIEVE 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

O~¯ Bod~es~ Ore" I~k 

Iz~ a [~vision of "Bodies of Subversion," MargoL Miffliz~ updates 

the history of women am:l taboos. 

~ ~ Sfide Show 

Broadway Success Has a P~ice: $2~5oo 

The price of a Tony Award rises to $2,5o0 for producers (,~nd 

that’s not court [in g a producer’s od ~al in vestment). 

deRoy, 
produce 

Fashion & Style 

FASHION REVIEW 

Some Cout~’e for Tho~ght 

At Couture Fashion Week, Giotto _~M’mani ofl~red a feast for the 

eyes; Raf Simon,s, nonfishment fSr the mind. 

La~erfel 

I 
d, left, 

I :-:::o,,o 

Che~° Talks Abo~t (What. Else?) Being Che~° 

At 67, the vetera~ performer loves her audiences, her ousts a~d 

the freedom tha L comes with expend ence. 

Yoga P~’acl-~.ionevs Gaze at Their" ][nnes Se|fies 

Yoga afh:4cmados gain followers on I~stagram. 

m ycga 
self- 

Today’s Video 

A timeline of fonr critical days in E&ypt as massive street 

protests on Sunday kicked off a chain of eyelets culminating 

the army ousting E©’pt’s president. 

, Reiated Article 



The Times’s Cairo bureau chieL David 1). Kirkpatriek, reports 

during a climactic dW it~ which Egypt’s militaW moved h-., seize 

power fl’om President Mohamed Moral. 

~ VmEO: Muslims o~t Guard i~t Mymmmr 

In Yangon, Myanmar, the Muslim community is on edge. Ma~y 

worry the recent violence begveen Bnddhists and Muslims 

elsewhere in the ccmntU will arrive in their 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Crisis in Eg3~t 

It would be tragic if g.gyl.~fia~as allowed the 2oi1 revolutions to el~d with this 

rqjeetion of democracy. 

EDITORIAL 

Lettir~g Employers Offthe Hook, for Now 

Giving employers another year before they will be required to offer health 

insurance is a se~sJble decision. 

EDITORIAL 

CardinM Do|a~a m~d the Sexaml Ab~se Scandal 

Newly released court documents make it ahoeldn~y clear that Cardinal 

Timothy Dolat~ shielded milliot~s of delia,s fl’om victims. 

For i:~ore o,oinion go to NYTimes.com/Opinio# ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Qaestiordr~g the StruggJe 

say that there are incot~sistcneies between George 

Zimmem~an’s re-enac~nent and his verbal and wriRen testimony 

elsewhere is to be chat{table. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fourth of J~|y Qtliz 

The year is now half over, people! So it’s time to see how elosely 

you’ve been following all the politieal news ,-.,f 2o~3 so far. No 

cheating! 

, Celumnis2 Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Could We Blow This One? 

On seeurib~ issues, Amer4cans need a rebalaneing. Starting with 

guns. 

, Columni~ Page I Blog 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Thursday,. 8:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Kara Brocket~ <kbrocket~@paveacademy.org> 

Re: Urgent follow up 

Dr. Sable, 

I apologize for the delay in my response; we have just had a final and intense week of testing at my school and things have been slightly hectic. However, to respond to your original 
request: yes, I would be happy to rework the original drafts that we submitted in the ne~v framework that you mentioned I’m assuming Kara is on board with this as well? 

To be honest, it has been a while since Fve looked at the research so I will have to do some personal reliceshing Thus, I’m wondering if you have an idea of a date in which you’d like to have 
the reworked drafts from us. 

Again, ! apologize for the delay in response, but would most certainly be interested in reworking our original drafts. 

On , at 8:42 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dea~ 

hope you are doing well 

> ’]’his is a follow up to the email below. I am twing to wrap this edited collection before the semester begins, hence this urgent follow up. Kindly let me know if you have time to work with 
Kara on re-working the chapter. 
> 

> In any event, I would like you to know that I will fully understand if you decline to be part of this project. Kindly just let me know one way of another Further, if you end up declining I 
would like to compensate you for your earlier work on the drafts. If this turns out to be the case, kindly send me an esmnate of the hours you think you spent working on the draft that Kara 
submitted in 
> 

> It would be great if you sent me a response by tomorrow mormng 
> 

> Best wishes and 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: SaNe, Eunice N 
> Sent: Saturday, 8:03 
> To: 
> Subject: RE: From Ben Pierce 
> 

> Dear 
> 

> Thai,ks so much for your email. How are you? Are you still teaching? Hope you are doing well. 
> 

> At any rate, after an intense period that has seen me concentrate extensively on other matters, I am finally focusing on wrapping up outstanding research projects and moving forward 
with new research initiatives. As part of this process, I hope you be delighted to hear that in the last few months I have been busy putting final touches on an edited collection titled: Africa 
in a globalizing world: A critical introduction. The draft chapter you and Kara worked on is to appear in the collection in the section on human rights. Dr. Galvin and I have been re-working 
the piece with her contribution focusing on South Africa and mine offering the conceptual four~dation (debating the right to water, the importance the rights to water discourse, the 
possibilities/constraints especially on the question of ’who’ delivers the right to water) for the chapter. 
> 

> As I mentioned to Kara in an email yesterday, I would be grateful if you re-organized the drafts that you sent to me with a focus on the following themes in the context of Tanzania: 
> 

> 1) the state and the transition to a privatization model in the water sector 
> 2) the tensions/implications of the privatization of the water sector from a htanan rights perspective especially in the context of pover~. 
> 

> Overall, your earlier drafts provided an excellent historical context which enabled the read to understand the context of the privatization of water in Tanzania. They also offered good 
reflections on the implication of the privatization proj ect from a hmnan rights perspective. Thus, I think that you have a sound draft that you can work on to bring it up to date. 
> 

> I hope you are still interested in doing this and look for~vard to ~vorking with you and Kara as reworked the section on Tanzania. l£you need to discuss this further we can do so via sky’pe 
(eunice-sahle). 
> 

> Once again thanks for your email and I look forward to hearing from you 

Best wishes, 

From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
SubJect: From Ben Pierce 

Dr. Sahle, 

Hi, this is 

@gmail com] 
7:24 AIN4 

How are things going ~vith you? Karl let me know that you were tlying to get in touch with me. Here is my current and functioning email address. I hope all is well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams II ~gmail.com> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 1:06 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Research Account Balance 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope this finds you ~vell. 

I need to prepare a research budget based on the startup funds I have been allocated 

I believe we spent some of the $10,000 on computer Assuming we have used some of this, can you please let me know what is remaining so I can prepare a budget? 

Thanks in advance. 

See you in a few weeks. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Soma <soniacolon@med.tmc.eduP 

Friday, July 5, 2013 2:04 PM 

Rona]d Williaans II <              @gm~Jl.com> 

Colon, Soma <~mia colo@med.unc.edtr~; Sable, Eunice N <em~ice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Resealeh Account Balance 

Hello Professor Williams 

I am doing well, hope the same ~vith you. 

I am offfrom ~vork today, I ~vill send you the requested infolrnation on Monday early in the morning. 

Have a nice weekend 

Sonia 

Sent li’om my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 

On Jul 5, 2013, at 1:06 P]VI. "Ronald Williams II" ~!gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Sonia, 

I hope this finds you well 

I need to prepare a research budget based on the startup funds I have been allocated. 

I believe we spent some of the $10,000 on computer. Assuming we have used some of this can you please let me know what is remaining so ! can prepare a budget? 

Thanks in advance. 

See you in a few weeks. 

Ron 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:32 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Black and Blue Tour 

Good Evening, 

My name is              I am a UNC student as well as Blue Ribbon Mentor Advocate Associate. We have been attempting to contact the AFAM department in 

hopes of scheduling a Black and Blue tour for our students and mentees. They will be attending a camp called "Seeking the Selt"                   which is 

focused on discovering what it means to have a racial identii3~ and what they can learn about each others identities. ~Ve are trying to organize appropriate activities on 

campus and would reaJly love for them to have fl~e opportuni~ to be a part oftNs tour. I send this email in hopes of finding out if the tours are still running during the 
summer and how we can register our students. 

Thanks in advance, 

Uiliversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill c/~ 

B.A. Anthropology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Watts < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 1:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Publication - commencement speech - etc 

Thmiks for the em~l. I’m out of town this coming week fio~n tues thin Fri. I can probably do o£ter work on Mon or lunch Mon. Otherwise, it will have to be next 

week. 

I’ve been working on the draft and will have it to you by the 14th. 

Chuck 

Sent farm Mailtx~x tbr iPhone 

On Sat, Jul 6, 2013 at 9:56 AM, SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(dbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to follow up on two things: your commencement speech and proposed interview. As I have indicated before, both pieces will be appear in the first issue of our 
new Newsletter Linkages. As for your commencement speech, I would be grateful if you sent me a revised version by July :14. In terms of the interview, do you have an 
hour to spare for it next week? Because of extensive and at times unpredictable administrative duties, an early evening meeting (around South Point area) works better 
from my end. 

If you have questions please feel free to contact me via email or phone 

With best regards and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chnck Gmail ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, Jnly 6, 2013 5:52 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Re: Publication - commencement speech - etc 

Monday will probably be a bit hectic for me too. The following week is pre~~ ,aide open except for Monday. Let me know what works for you. 

Chnck 

On Jul 6, 2013, at 5:35 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks tbr your restx~n~. Unfortunately because ofuntbreseen developments, Monday will be a hectic day tbr me. Let me know which day and time 
works for you the following week. 

Many thanks, 

Eunice 

On Jnl 6, 2013, at 1:21 PM, "CN~ck Watts" (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks for the email. I’m out of town this coming week from tues thru Fri. I can probably do after work on Mon or lunch Mon. Otherwise, 

it roll have to be next week. 

I’ve been working on the draft and will have it to you by the 14th. 

Chuck 

Sent frown M~filbox for iPhone 

On Sat. Jul 6, 2013 at 9:56 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to follow up on two things: your commencement speech and proposed interview. As I have indicated before, both pieces will be 
appear in the first issue of our new Newsle~er Linkages. As for your commencement speech, I would be grateful if you sent me a revised 
version by July :t4. In terms of the interview, do you have an hour to spare for it next week? Because of extensive and at times unpredictable 
administrative duties, an early evening meeting (around South Point area) works better from my end. 

If you have questions please feel free to contact me via email or phone 

With best regards and thanks, 
EuNce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Watts ~ @gmail.com> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 6:21 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Publication - commencement speech - etc 

That works for me. 

Sent from Mailbox for iPhone 

On Sat, Jul 6, 2013 at 6:19 PM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks for letting me know. 

I will send you a note mid-next week once I have a better sense of my schedule. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail [          _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, July 06, 20:13 5:52 PM 

To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Re: Publication - commencement speech - etc 

Monday will probably be a bit hectic tbr me too. The ti~llowing week is pretty rode open except tbr Monday. Let me know what works tbr you. 

Chuck 

On Jul 6, 2013, at 5:35 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks for your response. Unfortunately because of unforeseen developments, Monday will be a hectic day for me. Let me l, mow which day and time 

works for you tl~e following week. 

Many thanks, 

Eunice 

On Jul 6, 2013, at 1:21 PM, "Chuck Watts" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks tbr the e~nail. I’m out of town this coming week frown tues thin Fri. I can probably do after work on Mon or lunch Mon. 

Oflierwise, it will have to be next week. 

I’ve been working on the draft and will have it to you by the 14th. 

Chuck 

Sent from MaJltx)x tbr iPhone 

On Sat, Jul 6, 2013 at 9:56 AM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I am writing to follow up on two things: your commencement speech and proposed interview. As I have indicated before, both pieces will be 
appear in the first issue of our new Newsletter Linkages. As for your commencement speech, I would be grateful if you sent me a revised 
version by July :t4. In terms of the interview, do you have an hour to spare for it next week? Because of extensive and at times unpredictable 
administrative duties, an early evening meeting (around South Point area) works better from my end. 

If you have questions please feel free to contact me via email or phone 

With best regards and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: In Secret, Court Vastly Broadens Powers ofN. S.A. 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Sunday, July 7, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

In Secret, Court Vastly Broadens Powers of N.S.A. 
By ERIC LICHTBLAU 

With the secret FISA court’s approval, the National Security Agency is collecting 
data not only on terrorism cases but also other foreign intelligence issues like 
nuclear proliferation and cyberattacks. 

2 Die and Many Are Hurt as Plane Crashes in San 
Francisco 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and RAVI SOMAIYA 

An Asiana jet]iner from South Korea crashed and caught fire, 

killing two people and injuring more than 18o others. 

, ~ Graphic: Where Asiana Flight 214 Came to Rest 

Morsi Spurned Deals, Seeing Military as Tamed 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The abrupt end of Egypt’s first Is]amist government was the 

culmination of months of escalating tensions and ultimately 

futile American efforts to broker a solution to keep President 

Mohamed Morsi in office. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Virginia, for Wine Lovers 

At Barboursville Vineyards, an 87o-acre vineyard and winery in 

Barboursville, Va., an Italian winemaker is bent on making 

world-class wines. 

¯ Related Article I ~ Interactive Map 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I PRIVATE LIVES 

Why I Donated My Stool 
By MARIE MYUNG-OK LEE 

Transplanting the stool from one person into the digestive tract 

of another seems, we]], repulsive, but sometimes it makes a lot of 

sense. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"This is how it is with a revolution. You have to bear 
with us." 

RANIA AZAB, an adviser to the Nobel laureate Mohamed E1Baradei, on conlicting reports that 
Mr. E1Baradei had been named Egypt’s new prime minister. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Cracks Emerge as Egyptians Seek Premier 
By BEN HUBBARD 

Within hours of reports that Mohamed ElBaradei had been 
chosen as prime minister, Egypt’s powerful ultraconservative 
Islamist party said it would refuse to work with him. 

¯ The kede: Video Shows Street Violence in Egypt 

~ ~ Video: Egypt’s Leadership Void 

Service Brings Scorn to Israel’s Ultra-Orthodox 
Enlistees 
By ISABEL KERSHNER 

As Israel presses ahead with plans phase out a draft exemption, 
hard-line elements are fighting back by ostracizing the few 
thousand Haredi already serving. 

Activist Who Documented Syrian War’s Toll 

Became Its Victim 
By ANNE BARNARD, HWAIDA SAAD and HANIA MOURTADA 

A relentless chronicler of unrest, Fidaa a]-Baa]i was among the 

first to show his face on camera, and his own trajectory reflected 

the shift in the Syrian conflict. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes,comlWorld ~ 

U,S, 

A Painful Mix of Fire, Wind and Questions 
By FERNANDA SANTOS and JACK HEALY 

Investigators are beginning the task of unraveling how a routine 

afternoon of cutting fire lines along the edge of a community in 



Arizona became the deadliest day for wilderness firefighters in 80 

years. 

PETA Finds Itself on Receiving End of Others’ 
Anger 
By MICHAEL WINERIP 

The high-profile group still euthanizes most of the animals at its 
shelter in Virginia, even as a "no-kill" movement that promotes 
adoption grows rapidly. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: PETA Under Fire From ’No Kill’ Groups 

Conservatives’ Aggressive Ad Campaign Seeks to Cast Doubt 
on Health Law 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

Americans for Prosperity, a conservative advocacy group, will begin running 
television commercials asserting that the law will limit Americans’ health care 
choices. 

......................................................................................................... Ee~ ~n~re ~J:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes,�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Plum chutney crumb pie 
ALSO IN VIDEO ~ 

In Performance: Carla Gugino 

In search of the cicadas 

nytimes.�om Vf D EO 

Business 

Virginia Wines: In the Old Dominion, a New 
Terroir 
By ADRIENNE CARTER 

Putting Virginia on the world’s wine map wi]] take persistence, in 

the vineyards and the marketplace. 

¯ ~ Interactive Map: A Nation of Wineries 

¯ ~-":~ Slide Show: Virginia, for Wine Lovers 



A Sports Agent With Hollywood in His Blood 
By BROOKS BARNES 

His grandfather was a mighty Hollywood force, but Casey 
Wasserman has chosen the sports world for making his mark, 

with a rapidly growing management and marketing firm. 

PROTOTYPE 

In Cargo Delivery, the Three-Wheelers That 
Could 
By CLAIRE MARTIN 

A small freight company in Portland, Ore., makes its deliveries 
not with semitrailers but with electric-assisted trikes. 

, ~’~ Slide Show: Pedal-Powered Delivery 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Yankees’ Jeter Enjoys Visit to Mountains but 

Hopes for Short Stay                                   ::.~ 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Derek Jeter, beginning a rehabilitation assignment, played five 

innings for Scranton/Wilkes-Barre against Lehigh Valley but did not get to test 

his ankle much. 

Mets’ Wright Earns Start in All-Star Game 
By ANDREW KEH 

The Mets’ David Wright and Matt Harvey made the N.L. squad 
for the July 16 game at Citi Field. Robinson Cano and Mariano 
Rivera will represent the Yankees. 

, Extra Bases: All-Star Wonder Is Not All Fun and Games 

ON TENNIS 

Murray Has Won a Tournament at Wimbledon, 
but Not This One 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY                                                     :: 

Andy Murray, who won the gold medal at the London Olympics, 
would be the first British man to win the British Grand Slam event in 77 years. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Love’s Labors, Published 
By JOEL LOVELL 

The writer David Rakoff raced to complete his last work, a novel 
written in rhyme, before succumbing to cancer. With the help of 

friends, he beat the clock. 



Fox’s Experiment in Animated Living 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The network is racing to develop new animated shows that could 

one day be on a par with "The Simpsons" and "Family Guy." 

, The MacFarlane-Simpsons Bet 

Unarrested Development 
By DAVID CARR 

The actor Michael Cera, currently in "Crystal Fairy" and "This Is 

the End," has been directing short films and writing new 

episodes of "Arrested Development." 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Michael Cera 

¯ ~-~ A Scene From ’Crystal Fairy’ 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes:comlArts >> 

Magazine 

How to Win in Washington 
By MARK LEIBOVICH 

An epic tale of favor-currying, arm-twisting, reputation- 

wrecking, ego-massaging, confidence-betraying and rumor- 

mongering. 

FROM THE MAGAZINE 

The Rock ’n’ Roll Casualty Who Became a War 

Hero 
By CLAY TARVER 

Jason Everman was kicked out of two bands that went on to 

incredible fame. Then his life became even more interesting. 

The Last Mermaid Show 
By VIRGINIA SOLE-SMITH 

In the shadow of Disney World, an endangered species is 

practicing the secrets of the deep. 

........................................................... (0( rg0re fret9 ~he S~gday r~aga~!ge, gO to N~’T!mes~�0m!Magaz!ne ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Egypt’s Leadership Void 

Violence and political clashes on the streets of Egypt are rooted 
in the country’s history. Former leaders have had little success 
creating consensus among disparate groups. 

~ VIDEO: Grilled Sausages and Radicchio 
Melissa Clark adds radicchio, crisp on the inside and charred on 

the outside, to grilled sausages for an easy-to-make summer 



meal. 

~ VIDEO:VOws: The ’Showmance’ 
Leslie Stifelman and Melissa Rae Mahon, of the musical 

"Chicago," have been performing together on Broadway for seven 

years. Their son, Jack, was born in March. 

............................................................................................................. E0[ ~0r~ ~!d~0, g0 ~0 N~’7~ime~:c0mNide0 ?? 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A New Education Mayor 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Michael B]oomberg’s successor faces a herculean reform challenge: the New 

York City school system. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe’s Delayed Banking Union 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Continent’s economic crisis will not end until its leaders fix its troubled 

banks. 

EDITIORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

Payback on the L.I.R.R. 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

The Long Island Railroad disability scandal has an infuriating 

coda. 

.................................................................................................... ~0[ r~re opir~!o~, g~ to N~Times:~om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Church’s Errant Shepherds 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Protecting assets and massaging facts, Cardinal Dolan and other 

Catholic leaders have responded to the abuse crisis the way the 

cunning chieftains of a corporation might. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Goodbye Old World, Bonjour Tristesse 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

The French are in such bad mood that they don’t even have the 

energy to be rude. 



¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Can Egypt Pull Together? 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

To get Egyptians on a more positive path, America needs to play 
marriage counselor. 

¯ Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... F£r rj?0[e £#!r~i0r~, go to NY]ime~:com!0pini0n ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Has ’Caucasian’ Lost Its Meaning? 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

An obsolete term survives, often as a last resort for people who 

are uncomfortable talking about race. 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 7, 1981, President Reagan announced he was nominating 
Arizona Judge Sandra Day O’Connor to become the first female justice 

on the United States Supreme Court. 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Textor. Laurie J <ljtextor@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 8, 2013 9:24 AM 

All Deans, Directors, and Department tteads iu the College of Arts & Sciences <a~dd@listserv.unc.edtr"~ 

[asddd] Service Award Pickup Dates 

The[allowing message is being sent to all College o[Arts and Sciences Deans, Directors, Department Heads, and Managers. 

Service Award Pickup Dates 
Please note the 5-, 10-, and IS-year employee Service Awards for CAS employees will be available in 003 Howell beginning the afternoon of July 26 

through August 1. Please have someone pick up the awards for your unit. 

Thank you! 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone 

Ijtextor@email.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 8, 2013 1:43 PM 

Rona]d WilliaJns II < @gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Research Account Balance 

Good afternoon Professor Williams 

My apologies for answered your e-mail so late. 

I have projected figures regarding your research start up funds, I said projected, because I haven’t received your computer final costs 

I have an estimate of computer costs of $1700.00. Your estimate remaining balance is as follow: 

Research start up budget $10,00000 
Cumputer start up budget 500.00 

Less: computer costs       (1700.00) 
Balance        $8,800.00 

Please, remember the start up budget allucation is for 3 years 

Please let me knuw if you need additional irffurmation 

Sonia 
..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Colun, Sunia 
Sent: t;riday, July 05, 2013 2:04 PM 
Tu: Ronald Williams II 
Cc: Colun, Sonia; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Research Account Balance 

Hellu Prufessor Williams 

I am duing well, hupe the same with yuu. 

I am uff from work today, I will send yuu the requested infurmation on Monday earl?’ in the murning 

Have a nice weekend. 

Sonia 

Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 

On Jul 5, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Ronald Williams II" ~gmaihcom> wrote: 

Dear Sunia, 

I hope this finds you ~vell. 

I need to prepare a research budget based un the startup funds I have been allocated. 

I believe we spent some of the $10,000 un coraputer. Assmning we have used some of this, can you please let me know- what is remaining so I can prepare a budget? 

Thartks in advance. 

See you in a few ~veeks. 

Ron 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

q[" N OI~’I’H CAROLI~NA 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual leaching a course af UNC-Chapel Hill 

~ho will be fhe Insfrucfor of Record and/or ~ho will be awardin~ grades is required fo have beforehand an appropriafe 

faculty appoinfmenf in an apEropriafe academic unif. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: Robert Porter 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: African, Afri-Amer., Diaspora 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: Lecturer 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching an existing 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching a new course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching the 

same course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching a new 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Carolina Courses On-line 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Self-paced Courses 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Part-time Classroom studies 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Outreach Instruction to 

Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: AAAD 252 

Rank Begin Date: 07/01/2013 Rank End Date: 12/31/2013 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

as lump sum, the rest as salary 

LSP, $ salary 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 

Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



KB 

OX 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Date: 

Signature of Department Representative Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Kristi Kremer via e-mail or campus n-tail: 

Kristi Kremer 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

***Remember to keep a copy for your records 

Eraail address: kristikreraer@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-843-8684 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 5:42 PM 

Vat’ga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Sight Visit to Durban 

Dear Rodney, 

The sight visit to Durban for the Study Abroad Program ~vas a great success. Evewthing went according to schedule, and all the meetings were ve~z useful in helping me to determine what 
would be usefifl for our students next summer. The Center for Civil Socie~z at the University of KwaZulu-Natal confirmed the arrangements to ~vhich they had agreed in meetings with you 
and Eunice with respect to lodging for students and their use of UKZN facilities Patrick Bond al’~d I discussed the two courses on three separate occasions, and we will continue to 
exchange ideas through email before I submit the final syllabuses to you as expected before the end of the summer. 

An important component of these courses, with respect to both post-apartheid South Africa and human rights, will consist of visits to the cormnunity sites at which I spent half of a working 
day each un Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 26-28: ]nanda, the immigrant communities ufthe Inner City, and Chatsworth. As Eunice puinted uut in her emai[ uf Iune 18, Inanda "will 
e×puse students to the link between urban development, race and displacement and to extensive range uf questiuns cuncerning the political economy ufthe enviromnent," while visits to 
Chatswurth and the Inner Ci~ will be useful fur addressing "the theme uf sucial dislucations generated by puverty and human rights violations." 

In a separate mailing, I am sending you the uriginal receipts of those travel expenses I paid for 

Best regards, 

(ieurges 

(ieurges Nzungoia-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur of African Studies 
Department o:[’Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel ttiH 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennybacker, Susm~ Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 5:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

jam@emml.gwu.edu; Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.~mc.edu> 

hi, and Jazzes A. Miller 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

I am writing with greetings, on the advice of Fitz Brundage. I cc my departmental colleague Reginald Hildebrand and my partner Jim Miller of GWU. Fitz has 

informed me that you are interested in speaking on an informal basis with Jim regarding his future plans. 

As Lloyd Kramer may have said, he is accompanying me to London for a research semester while I direct the UNC Honors London program this autumn. We are at 

present in Kentucky, and will remain in the US until sometime in the 2nd or 3rd week of August. To my best knowledge, Jim is most prepared to come to Chapel Hill 

to meet with you. He may well be able to make a journey back to the US during our London term as well. I leave this to him to discuss with you. 

I will be on campus sometime between the 12th and 17th of August, if not earlier, and look forward to greeting you when time allows. In the meantime, please feel 

free to email Jim on his GWU email above, or to contact him on his US cellphone: 

All my very best, with wishes for your summer, 

Susan 

Susan Dabney Pennybacker 

Chalmers W. Poston Distingushed Professor of European History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

pennybac@ email.unc.edu 

http://www.a mazon.com/Scottsboro- M unich- Political-Cult ure- Britain/dp/O69114186X 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC-CH PTR <ajmchale@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 9:00 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2549072 

Client Information 
eumce n sable, Location : 205 battle cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Afi)liation:, Department: african & african-amer studies 

Phone: (919)962-2341 and Email: eunice@email unc edu 
Short Description: Software Issue 

Email Text : Good morning, Eunice. Are you still getting the en-or messages in Office? Let me know and I can come by and help you with that. Take care! 

James McHale, OASIS 

(919)901-0883 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola(.@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 12:47 PM 

Department listserv ~at~alhm@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: [atiJalhm] Departmental Newsletter (tburth oJld filial reminder) 

Nzongola Newsletter Submission, July 2013.docx 

Dear iVlargaret, Mamarame and Tim, 

Attached please find a record of nay professional activities since January 2013, frol;q ~vhich you may choose what is appropriate for the newsletter. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Afiqcan, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol [leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 06, 2013 7:58 AM 
To:Department [istsep¢ 
Subject: [afriafam] Departmental Newsletber (fourth and final reminder) 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thanks to those who have responded with news and thanks also to those who have informed me they have no news to report. I *viii assume a]~er July 15 that ifI have not heard from you 
there is no news to print. 

Cheers, 

Margaret 

You are cm*ently subscribed to afriafam as: nzongola@emaihmxc.edu<raailto:nzongola(d~email.unc.edu>. 

To ~xsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edu/u?id 32361604.9392b42cf3020d674366e839be54cf6c&m T&I afriafarn&o 33277019 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to ~eave-33277~9-3236~6~4.9392b42c~2~d674366e839be54cf6c@~istse1~.unc.edu<mai~t~:~eave-33277~9- 
32361604.9392b42c*B020d674366e839be54cf6c,@jistsep<tmc.edu> 

-- You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@emaihunc.edu. To ~xsubscribe 
click here: http://lists.unc.ed~"~u?id=3236~6~8.e87a9~a58323~954~el56ada77~a798d&n=T&~=afriafam&~=332852~ 8 or send a blartk email to leave-33285218- 

32361608.e87a91 a5832319540e156ada770a798d@listserv.~xc.edu. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Valgas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 7:14 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sight Visit to Durb~l 

Thanks, Georges. I am away from the office this week. I’ll get back to you as soon as I get back. 

Rodney 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: iVlonday, July 08, 2013 5:42 PM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutziect: Sight Visit to Durban 

Dear Rodney, 

’]7he sight visit to Durban for the Study Abroad Program was a great success. Everything went according to schedule, and all the meetings were very useful in helping me to determine what 
would be useful for our students next summer. The Center for Civil Society at the Universib" of KwaZulu-Natal confirmed the arrangements to which they had agreed in meetings with you 
and Eunice with respect to lodging for students and their use of UKZN facilities Patrick Bond and I discussed the two courses on three separate occasions, and we will continue to 
exchange ideas through email before I submit the final syl [abuses to you as expected before the end of the summer. 

An important component of these courses, with respect to both post-apartheid South Africa and human rights, will consist of visits to the con~nuni~ sites at which I spent half of a working 
day each on Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, June 26-28: ]nanda, the immigrant communities of the Inner City, and Chatsworth. As Eunice pointed out in her emai[ of Iune 18, Inanda "will 
expose students to the link between urban development, race and displacement and to extensive range of questions concerning the political economy of the enviromnent," while visits to 
Chatsworth and the Inner Ci~ will be useful for addressing "the theme of social dislocations generated by poverty and human rights violations." 

In a separate mailing, I am sending you the original receipts of those travel expenses I paid for 

Best regards, 

(ieorges 

(ieorges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department o:[’Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ttiH 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:34 PM 

Thomas, Jim <jim.thomas@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: couversation with MEASURE Evaluation? 

Thanks, Jim, for this kind invitation. I will be happy to have a bro~vn bag discussion with your staf£ 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~merican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

’]Tel. ~ 1           (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (oltice) 

From:Thomas, Jim 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: conversation with MEASURE Evaluation? 

Georges, I am the director of MEA SURE Evaluation, a large USAID-funded prc~ject based in the Carolina Population Center at UNC. I am writing to see if you might be willing to come to our 
offices on Franklin Street (above Fitzgerald’s Pub), to have a brown bag discussion with our staf[~ There are about 50 of us in Chapel Hill, and another 100 around the world We have a great 
deal of on-the-ground experience in virtually eveW developing countlT, but especially in sub-Saharan Africa Out- mandate is to build the capacity of countries to monitor their disease 
trends and use data to decide on public health policies and programs. 

Our professional lives and work are more often oriented to Africa than to Chapel Hill. ~Ihus, we often miss the amazing resources that are right in our own back yard. You and the African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies Department are among them As a relauvely new Director of MEASURE (although I’ve been at UNC since 1989), I am trying to create opportunities 
for dialog between our project and others on campus. I wonder if you would consider coming our way for a very informal discussion I imagine distributing your CV or a recent article to our 
stall; soliciting questions from them in advance, sending the questions to you, then letting your answers to them be what guides the discussion. Would this (or perhaps another format you 
would prefer) be of any interest to you? I dn hope so I look forward to your reply. 

Jim 

James (2. Thomas, MPIt, Phi) 
Associate Professor of Epidemiology 
Director, MEASURE Evaluation<http://wxvw.cpc.tmc.edu&~easurei> 
Carolina Population Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
Tel: 919-966-7434 
Assistant: 919-843-7135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:22 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtv~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Reseamh Account Balance 

Dear Sonia, 

Thank you for this prelimina#- information. We cml work out the details when I get them. 

All "the best, 

Ran 

On Man, Jul 8, 2013 at 10:42 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon,@med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good afternoon Professor Williams 

My apologies for answered your e-mail ,so late. 

I have projected figures regarding your research start up funds, I said projected, because I haven’t received your computer final costs. 

I have an estimate of computer costs of$1700.00. Your estimate remaining ba]m~ce is as follow: 

Research start up budget $10,000.00 
Computer start up budget 500.00 
Less: co,nputer costs (1700.00) 
Balance $8,800.00 

Please, remember the sta(t up budget a~location is for 3 years. 

Please let me know if you need additional information. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: RonaJd Williams II 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Resemch Account Balance 

Hello Professor Williams 

I am doing well, hope the same with you. 

I am off from work toda> I will send you the requested information on Monday earl>- in the morning. 

Have a nice weekend. 

Sonia 

Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 

On Jul 5, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Ronald Williams II" < ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

> Dear Sonia, 
> 

> I hope this tinds you well. 

> I need to prepare a research budget based on the startup thnds I have been allocated. 

> I believe we spent some of the $10,000 on computer. Assulning we have used some of this, can you please let me know what is remaining so I can prepare a 

budget? 

> Thanks in advance. 
> 

> See you in a few weeks. 



> Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sofia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:25 PM 

Ronald Williams < ~gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eufice N <eufice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Research Account Balance 

Desr Professor Williams 

Thank you for your e-mail. 

Kind regards, 

Sonia 

Fr~ra: Ronald Williams [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, July :tO, 20:t3 2:22 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, EunJce N 
Subject: Re: Research Account Balance 

Dear Sofia, 

@gmail.com] 

Thank you for this preliminaa~y mt’ormation. We ca~ work out the details when I get there. 

All the bes~t, 

Ron 

On Mon. Jul 8, 2013 at 10:42 AM, Colon, Sofia :sonm colon~2med.unc.edu> wrote: 
Good afternoon Professor Williams 

My apologies for answered your e-mail ,so late. 

I have projected figures regarding your research start up funds, I said projected, because I haven’t received your computer final costs. 

I have an estimate of computer costs of$1700.00. Your estimate remaifing ba]m]ce is as follow: 

Research start up budget $10,000.00 

Computer start up budget 500.00 

Less: colnputer costs (1700.00) 

Balance $8,800.00 

Please, remember the sta(t up budget allocation is for 3 years. 

Please let me know if you need additional information. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sofia 
Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 2:04 PM 
To: RonaJd Williams II 
Cc: Colon, Sofia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Research Account BaJance 

Hello Professor Williams 

I am doing well, hope the same ruth you. 

I am offfi~om work today, I roll send you the requested information on Monday early in the morning. 

tlave a nice weekend. 

Sofia 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

Sofia Colon 

On Jul 5, 2013, at 1:06 PM, "Ronald Williams II" < @gmail.com> wrote: 

> Dear Sofia, 
> 

> I hope this tinds you well. 

> I need to prepare a research budget based on the startup thnds I have been allocated. 



> I believe we spent some of the $10,000 on computer. Assuming we have u~d some of this, cm~ you please let me know what is remaining so I cm~ prepare a 

budget? 

> Thanks in advance. 
> 

> See you in a few weeks. 
> 

> Ron 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas, Jim @m.thomas@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 2:43 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: conversation ruth MEAS U17~92 Evaluation? 

Oh, I am so excited. Thank you. iVlay I call you to discuss? If so, ~vhen is a good time for you? 

Jim 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Thomas, J~n 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutziect: RE: conversation with MEASURE [~valuation? 

Thanks, Jim, for this kind invitation. I will be happy to have a brown bag discussion with your staff! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and I)iaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Teb ~ 1 (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: Thomas, Jim 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:12 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Sutzject: conversation with MEASUR[g Evaluation? 

Georges, I am the director of MEA SUR[g [gvaluation, a large USAID-funded prc~ject based in the Carolina Population Center at UNC. I am writing to see if you might be willing to come to our 
offices on Franklin Street (above Fitzgerald’s Pub), to have a brown bag discussion with our staf[~ There are about 50 of us in Chapel Hill, and another 100 around the world We have a great 
deal of on-the-ground experience in virtually every developing countlT, but especially in sub-Saharan Africa Out- mandate is to build the capacity of countries to monitor their disease 
trends and use data to decide on public health policies and programs. 

Our professional lives and xvork are more often oriented to Africa than to Chapel Hill. Thus, xve often miss the amazing resources that are right in our own back yard. You and the African, 
African American and Diaspora Studies Depaltment are among them. As a relatively nexv Director of MEASURE (although I’ve been at l~a’ix-C since 1989), I am trying to create opportur~ities 
for dialog between our project and others on campus. I wonder if you xvould consider coming our way for a very informal discussion. I iraagine distributing your CV or a recent article to ottr 
stafl; soliciting questions from them in advance, sending the questions to you, then letting your answers to them be xvhat guides the discussion. Would this (or perhaps another format you 
would prefer) be of any interest to you? I do hope so. I look forward to your reply. 

Jim 

James C. Thomas, MPH, PIeD 
Associate Professor of Epidemiology 
Director, 2vflEASURE Evaluation<http://wxvw.cpc.tmc.edu&~easurei> 
Carolina Population Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
Tel: 919-966-7434 
Assistant: 919-843-7135 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Is Pressing Latin Americans to Reject Snowden 

Today’s Headlines F i0 y.Jo,yt .20. 

~NTHISE~IC~IL~ 
World US. i Business 

Sports Arts Movies Today’s Video 

Editorials O~d OnTNs Day ¢:USTOM~ZE ~ 

Top News 

U.N. Is PresMng Latin An~er~cans to Reject 

;SilO’s’dell 

The U [~ited S Ntes is conducting a diplomatic full-co ark press to 

tV to l)]o& Edward & Sn owden from find~n g i~fl~ge ~n Latii~ 

~eiea. 

~ ~ Video: An Offer of Asylum for Snowden 

Mandela’s Kin Face Gray Area on End of :Life 

Medical expe~ ~s say ~]~e s~Heken Soud~ African icon Nelson 

Munde~a is likely being sus~ined by equipmenL which could 

prescott his relatives, doctors a~d the eonnt~~ wkh a painful 

choice. 

Hillaey Clinton Taps Npeeelm~aking Gold Mine 

The events are giving ttillury Rodham Cliriton Iurge captive 

crowds as she col~siders a run fro" president il~ 2o16. 

Secretar 

y of 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

Finding thc Q~fiet C~ty 

Ncw York may t)e noisier "~an ever, but pockcts of peace exist - 

if you l~ow where to look, tiere is u s elec~iot~ ti"om readers, 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ree, fer Mad~enn~ am Unfortunate. Red~x 

Sde~tifieaIly, it is very m~likely that marijuana use caused aggression in the 

Trayvon Marlin case. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

Li’. i~:6x:i~::~.:; :i~:i!)i:;~::!: !!)~::i!~i’.:i!Y~i:!i~ ~:i :~!"i’c:~ti:: 

ROBERTO GAUTIER, on l~arning that noisy nightly eonstrnction near his Brooklyn 

apartment was Hke[y 

World 

~;ith Royal Baby Due in Britain~ Street Is a 

No due date }ms ever been made public %r t}~e bi]~}~ of Prince 

William and Kate Middle~on’s fi~st child, bnt that hasn’t stopped crowds 

%rming. 

Video: "[he New Royal Succession 

Mohamed Morsi and members of the Muslim Bs~erl~ood, 

marking another blow to the group by tt~e military-bad<ed govern ment. 

Siege by Ta|iban Strain,s Pakistm~i Girls’ Sehooln 

wi[h Ma]ala Yousaff.ai, the schoolgirl wounded by the Talil)an, 

set to speak ak the trniked N~do~zs on F~&~y, the Ta~iban war on 

girls’ e&mation continues unabated in Pal6stam 

, [] Slide Show: For Pakistani Girls, Just Going to Glass is a Risk 

....... attendin 

U.S, 

50 Yearn Later~ a Break in a Bonto~ Strakgler 
Cane 

Boston police officers said DNA found ak the home of ti~e woman 

thought to be the final victim office notorious Nller has been 

matched to :~])e~ DeSalvo, who confessed to the crimes. 

, The kede: Documentary Uncovers Detective’s Persistence 

...... DeSalv 



Report Indicates l~’lore Extensive Cooperation by Microsoft 

o~ Surve~llanee 

The Guardian reporLs the company provided the National Securi~" Agency with 

up-to-date access to its customer data whenever it changed its enerTption and 

related technology. 

Iowa City Rebui]lds From F|ooding b~*t Remains 

Five years affcr rccord flooding drowncd Cedar Rapids, d~c city 

is rebuilding *-m iN river banks, but some say ~hat inveshnent 

should stay out of floo&pron e areas. 

Manipulating perverse ~ove 
ALSO IN THEATER ~ 

Something wici,~e6 this w~y runs 

Eroa~vvay success has a price: $2,500 

Business 

Microsoft Overhat~ls, tl~e Apple ~A:ay 

The giant so.’are company ia creating Ibm" new divisions and 

reassigning hearty every senior exccutive as it t~es to create 

timdy products that consumers want. 

Lea~er BP Bla~ehes at Bill for C|eanup 

The oil company told a federal appeals court that a claims 

a d mi his krator mi sin teore ~cd th e terms of a m u Nbillion -dolIar 

settlement reached last year. 

Residue 
of the 
Guif 
spill in 

GlaxoS~fiilhK~ine Accessed of Corruption by 

Cl~ina 

The Chinesc governmcnt said cmployees of the British drug 

giant had used bribes, b~ken kickbacks and e~-~mmitted other 

crimes to bolster drag sales. 

mthKline 

Spots 

Who Scores Games by Ha~d ,au~ymore? 

The baseball h’adition of keeping a scorecard is facing increasing 

competition from ballpark attractions and hand-bald electronic 

devices, but it has persevered. 

held 



YANKEES 8, ROYALS 4 

Derek Jeter was 3 for 4 in his first game with the Ya~kees sh~ee 

breaking an ankle h~ October, but he h0mvd his quaddeeps 

running to flint it~ his Lhird aL-baL and was to have an M.I~I. 

,~ Money on the Bench 

Jeter 

gave his 

The Mets have s~:u~]ed s~nee Cit~ P~eh:l ope~}ed h~ 2oo% and the 

All-Star Game will bring the ballpark m~jor national exposure 

%r the ~mt time. 

Days of Events Precede Ail-b~car Game [ Pui9 isn’t Picked for N.L. Roster 

belere 

C~i Field 

opened 

sports ne>,s, go to NYTimee,eom]Sports >~ 

Arts 

’FRUITVALE STATION’ 

A New Year~ and a Last Day AHve 

"Fruib.~ale StaUon," based on the true sto~T of a Bay Area 

man sho~ by a while police of~eer ot~ a subway plattbrm, 

examinees the sut0ect with a sDady, objective eye. 

A~brey Plaza Is Dangerously Ftmny 

At 29, she is reaching new career heights, less dmn a decade after 

she got a foothold in tele~,isic, n as an it~Lern on "Satm’day Night 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Bows of Sm~mm~° ~,~’e Back 

The New York Philharmonic opened iLs annual coneerL Lout in 

New York City parks c,n Wednesday, playit~g Dw.,rak and 

Tchaikovsky in Prospect Park. 

York 

Movies 

’PACIFIC RIM’ 

Monstcrs~ Machines and Mind Mehiing in a Race 

for the World 

In "Pacific Rim," Guillermo deI Toro’s new movie, ~he Jaeger 

ma*med roboks ti~k khe Kaiju monsters to save khe phmeL 

ITHE SHINE OF DAYI 

Two Pert~rmers ai- Different Stages 

Waltey Saabd and Philipp Hoehmaiy star in "The Shi~}e of Day," 

directed by Tizza Coy[ and Rainer bk’emmeL 

’CRYSTAL FAIRY’ 

Psychede~c Ettphoria Wears Ofrf~ the Desert 

In "Cwstal Fairy," two young zMnericans attend a ec, ke--and-pot-- 

fueled pat%" and go o~ a road trip with three Chi]ea~ brothers. 

robots 

Saabel, 

HoFman 
n and 

Today’s Video 



~ vm~:o: A Dissident Goes G~oba~ 

The Chinese dissident Cben C;uangcheng has become a celebrib7 

and a headache for the Chinese authorities. 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vm~o: A Soggy Ndghborhood Fights to 

Stay D~~ 

In order to mitigate flooding in B~ad Channel, Queens, which is 

built on a mmM~ juan g hate damaica Bay, cib~ engflmers have a 

plan to raise pars of kl~e neighborhood. 

The director Thomas Vinterberg discusses his fihn "The IIunt," 

featm’ing Mads Mikkelsen. 

budgeti 

I x,,>,-, I 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

In tlte House, a Refusa| to Gove~ 

Republicans resist eompromisi~g their extreme positions and retreat flnther 

and further from the national mainstream. 

EDITORIAL 

A P~’omising .App~°oaelh to Fa~oD’ Satkrl-y 

A ~ew agreement by la bet groups and E~ropea n companies co~ld improve 

working conditions in Bangladesh. 

EDITORIAL 

Last Chance fo~ "Warren Hill 

The wheals of Lhe machinery of death in Georgia keep turning, greased by a 

s~?ict federal law that ptvvenks priso~ets from filing multiple appeals. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Boom and B~ast ai- ilhe Same Time 

i,’auIty urban policies, shoddy construction and unchecked real- 

estate speculation are to blame for recent building c~:qlapses in 

Mumbai. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Delusions o{’Populism 

These are tough times ibr members of the eonsem,ative 

intelligentsia. And ~eir latest idea for regaining power is bunk. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pass tlte Bill~ 

Th e likelih ood daat House Repnblica n s will block immigra d on 

reform counteracts the f~-mr biggest conservative objectives. 

~ Co~umni~ Page 

Fo; :’se~e oeir~ieI~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion >~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

not t~eling well 

Dear Eunice, 
I have been up off and on all night trying to get some rest after being The food 
was good, the restaurant looked clean so i’m not sure. 

that is what happened. I will keep you updated and try to be working from home when I get back from the doctor if that is okay with you. 
~Tia 

Phone: 919-96~-2788~ ~: 919-96~-58~4 

Phone: 919-966-I~9~ ~: 919~96~-~694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, July 12, 2013 2:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

WCIS Awards Announcement 

Dear Caucus Members, 

The Women’s Caucus for International Studies (WCIS) is pleased to formally announce the call for applications and nominations for the Deborah Gerner Grant for 
Professional Development and the Susan S. Northcutt Award.* 

l~’~e Deborah ’%’l~st~’~ ~;erner Grm~t ~r Prot\,ss~o~a]l ll)eve~o~ ("Gerner Award") is awarded by the Women’s Caucus (WCIS) and sponsored by Lynne 

Rienner Publishing. Deborah Gerner (1956-2006) was a much-loved and inspirational scholar who worked extensively on contributing to conflict resolution and peace 

in the Middle East. She was also a great advocate for women scholars in the international relations discipline. Funds from this grant may be used to support any 

legitimate prot~ssional development identified by the candidate. Some examples of possible u~s include the following: (a) Travel to a prot~ssional meeting, (b) travel to 

conduct interviews, work with a colleague on a collaborative project, or field research, (c) purchase of databases, sol?tware, books, or other materials needed for 

research, or (d) participation in an appropriate pedagogy workshop or institute. Please note that these are just examples, and other documented professional 

development needs will be considered. 

Recipients must meet the tbllowing criteria: 

1. Scope of the Grant: While there are no restrictions on the subject of a candidate’s research or teaching area, it will be incumbent upon the candidate to 

document (a) the need for the professional development activity to be supported by the grant, (b) the appropriateness of the proposed venue/purchase, and (c) 

the feasibility of the proposed projecgactivi~ within the specified ti~ne frame. Should the case arise where more than one candidate qualifies for the award 

under these criteria, preference roll be given to applicants whose research or pedagogical goals focus on conflict resolution, achieving peace in the Middle East, 

and/or the role of women in international relations. 

2. ISA Membership: Although there roll be no administrative costs deducted from this award and the opportuni~’ is open to both members and non-members of 

ISA, any non-member recipient must immediately join the Association to receive this awa~rd in order to maintain ISA’s tax-exempt status. 

Prize 

1. The recipient of the Gerner Award roll receive a prize of ~p to $2000. Traditionally, awards ranging from $300 to $500 are awarded but larger awards are 

available for outstanding applications. 

2. An award certificate is presented at the WCISiFTGSiLGBTQA reception at the ISA Annual Convention. 

Apply tier the Crrant 

1. Please submit the tbllowing in PDF format by email to the committee chair (J.R.Lander~warwick.ac.uk): complete Curriculum Vitae; a brief narrative 

describing proposed project/activity (one-page); and a budget (one-page). 

2. Nominations/applications deadline: October 15th~ 2013 

Selection Process 

1. The WCIS Executive Com~nittee ranks thiee top applications/candidates ruth the final selection made by Lynne Rienner. 
Tlhe Susa~ So Nortl~c~tt A~’ard was established in 2003 by the Women’s Caucus for International Studies (WCIS) to honor the Caucus’ founder, Susan S. 

Northcutt. The award recognizes a person who actively works towards recruiting and advancing women and other minorities in the profession, and whose spirit is 

inclusive, generous and conscientious. The award recognizes someone who has made significant contributions through service and competence to the field of 

international studies and to the International Studies Association. 

Recipients must meet the tbllowing criteria: 

1. The recipient must be a current member of ISA. 

2. The recipient must demonstrate the strength of their candidacy based on the intention of the Northcut1 AwaJcd. which is to recognize not only outs~nding ~rvice 

and competence in their field, but also exceptional inclusivity and courageous work in advancing women and other minorities in the international studies 
profession. 

P~ze 

1. ’][’he recipient of the Northcutt Award will receive an award ce~tificate and commetnorative vase at the ISA Business Meeting. 

Selection Process 
I. ][he awa~t is made ara~ually on the basis of nominations by membe~ s) of the ISA and selection by the WCIS Executive Committee. 

Apply or Nominate for the Award 

1. Nomination should include a brief (th~ee pages maximum) articulation oftbe candidate’s s~trengths relevant to the aims of the Northcutt Award. 

2. Nominations for this Awaxd must be submitted to the Awards,~Nominations Coordinator by 23 October 2013. 

3. Self-nominations are welcomed. 

Questions regarding the application/nomination process may be directed to Jennit~r Lander, WCIS Awards/Nominations Coordinator - J.R.Lander~i~wa~wick.ac.uk. 

Persons wishi~g to make a donation to the fimds suppor~i~g each Award can se~d a check m ISA t leadquar~ers. The check should be payable to ISA, with a specific 
notation as to which Award fund it is directed. (eg. °’WCIS Susan S. Northcutt Award Vund" or °°WCIS l)eborah °%~[is~y" Gerner Grant ibr Professional 

DeveIopment"). 

We look forward to your applications, 

WCIS Board 
*Please note, deadlines for both awards have been updated as of 7/13/13 
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NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, July 13, 2013 3:29 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Snowden Renews Plea for Moscow to Grant Asylum 
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Today’s Headlines Saturday, July 13, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Editorials 

Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Snowden Renews Plea for Moscow to Grant 
Asylum 
By ELLEN BARRY and ANDREW ROTH 

After weeks of silence, the former N.S.A. contractor Edward J. 

Snowden appealed for help in gaining asylum in Russia as he 

continued to seek passage to Latin America. 

: ~ Video: Meeting in Moscow 

Holder Tightens Rules on Getting Reporters’ 
Data 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The new guidelines announced by Attorney General Eric H. 

Holder Jr. would make it harder for prosecutors to obtain calling 
records from telephone companies without giving news organizations notice. 

Texas Senate Vote Puts Bill Restricting Abortion 
Over Final Hurdle 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Gov. Rick Perry is expected to sign the bill, one of the strictest 

anti-abortion measures in the country. Democrats had previously 
blocked the measure with a filibuster that rallied abortion-rights supporters. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ rpPre top r~ws, go to N~’T!mes:�0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

BUSINESS 

~ VIDEO: Cutbacks on ’The Rez’ 

At Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, one of the poorest parts of the 

United States, the budget cuts known as sequestration have 

slashed millions of federal dollars in funding. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Rooting for Mother Teresa 
By ADA CALHOUN 

Her case for sainthood has always seemed like a siam-dunk. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"One child, one teacher, one book and one pen can 

change the world." 

MALALA ¥OUSAFZAI, who was shot by the Taliban last year after speaking out in favor of 
girls’ education in Pakistan. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Hardening Split in Egypt as Islamists Stage Huge 
Demonstrations 
By BEN HUBBARD 

The size of the protests underlined the large section of society 
that has rejected the military intervention that deposed President 
Mohamed Morsi. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: Islamists Step Up Protests in Egypt 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Kosovo’s Thaci Aspires to Statesmanship, but 
Guerrilla Past Haunts Him 
By DAN BILEFSKY 

Prime Minister Hashim Thaci, who led Kosovo’s bloody guerrilla 
war in the 199os, is being hailed for a power-sharing deal with Serbia, but his 
history evokes the region’s ethnic enmities. 

THE LEDE 

Malala Yousafzai, Girl Shot by Taliban, Makes 

Appeal at U.N. 
By JENNIFER PRESTON 

On her 16th birthday, Malala Yousafzai spoke at the United 
Nations and called on world leaders to make education available and 
compulsory for every child. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: Girl Shot by Taliban Speaks at U.N. 

................................................................................................. For ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~s, go to N~Times,Fom!Wodd ~ 

U.S. 

Zimmerman Case Goes to Jury, With Defense 



Urging It to Remove Emotion 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

In closing arguments, the defense emphasized George 

Zimmerman’s fears for his own life and the deadly potential in a 

slab of concrete. 

¯ The Zimmerman Trial, Day by Day 

Ideas to Bolster Power Grid Run Up Against the 

System’s Many Owners 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

A fragmented system, with conflicting interests, poses hurdles 

for improvements that the past three presidents have called a 

priority. 

A Secret Food Satirist Comes Out of the Pantry 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

The identity of @ruthbourdain, a Twitter avatar created to poke 

fun at the pretensions of the culinary elite, is revealed. 

......................................................................................................... E0E (p~re ~:~: r~e~s, g0 to N¥rimes,�0m!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The new royal succession 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Wall Street feigns modesty 

A soggy neighborhood fights to stay dry 

n~times.com              VI D EO 
.................................................................................................................................... 

Business 

Boeing 787 Catches Fire in London 
By CH RISTOPH ER DR EW and JAD MOUAWAD 

The incident, on a plane with no passengers aboard, took place 

about seven weeks after 787s returned to the skies after being 

grounded because of hazards with a new type of battery. 



COMMON SENSE 

Fair Play Measured in Slivers of a Second 
By JAMES B. STEWART 

Regulators are taking a second look at media companies that try 

to generate revenue by charging fees for early access to financial 

information. 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan and Wells Fargo Feel First Chill of 
Rising Interest Rates 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 

The net earnings of $6.5 billion at JPMorgan Chase, often seen 

as a bellwether for the broader banking industry, handily exceeded Wall Street’s 

expectations. 

¯ ~ Video: Wall Street Feigns Modesty 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Doping Inquiry Has Baseball Playing Tough 
By STEVE EDER 

In contrast to how Major League Baseball once dealt with 

performance-enhancing drugs, officials are using tough means to 

expose some of the sport’s biggest stars. 

YANKEES 2, TWINS 0 

Yankees Outlast a Cold Rain and, Yet Again, the 

Twins 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

The game was halted for i hour 13 minutes in the bottom of the 

fourth inning, but starter Hiroki Kuroda came back out in the fifth, and Mariano 

Rivera earned his 3oth save. 

¯ ~ Box Score I Roundup: Davis’s 35th Homer Helps Orioles Beat Blue Jays 

Jets’ Aboushi Faces Aspersions for Being 

Palestinian 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets’ Oday Aboushi spoke about his Pa]estinian-American 

upbringing at a convention last month, creating an outcry online 

with some suggesting he had terrorist ties. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Notes of Sorrow in Changes at Steinway 
By JAMES BARRON 

With Steinway & Sons up for sale, pianists worry that the 



products just won’t be the same. 

Author’s Views on Gay Marriage Fuel Call for 
Boycott 
By MICHAEL ClEPLY 

A boycott campaign against the coming film "Ender’s Game," 
prompted by the anti-gay views of the author of the novel that 
inspired the movie, has suddenly gained traction. 

TELEVISION REVIEWI ’THE NEWSROOM’ 

Romance, Scoops and a Pesky Libel Suit 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

"The Newsroom" is still righteous and romantic, but its second 
season has a story line about a libel suit that pulls viewers past 
the rocks and eddies of liberal piety. 

....................................................................................................... F~r r~oFe ~rts r~e~’s~ g0 t~ N~Times:�0m!Arts ~ 

Travel 

Echoes From the Roman Ghetto 
By DAVID LASKIN 

Beyond today’s festive scene in this neighborhood by the Tiber 
River is a somber and not so ancient past for the city’s Jews. 

To See America, Be a Traveler, Not a Tourist 
Two acclaimed writers discuss everything from getting offthe 

interstate and slowing down to the importance of recording your 

trips. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Help the Frugal Traveler Explore the Heartland 
By SETH KUGEL 

In a twist on the cross-country road trip, Seth Kugel is driving 

from Louisiana to North Dakota. Problem is, he doesn’t know the 
territory. That’s why he needs you. 

................................................................................................ F0r r~0re ~raye! ~e~s, g0 to NY~ime~�0m!~ravel tt 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The New Royal Succession 
Gender will no longer be an issue for the baby of the Duke and 

Duchess of Cambridge under a new succession rule for the 

British monarchy. 



, Related Article 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: July 12, 2o13 

The New York Times film critics on "Pacific Rim," "Fmitvale 

Station" and "Crystal Fairy." 

~ VIDEO: Life and Death, Then Living 
Given a diagnosis of H.I.V. in 1991, Michelle Lopez was sure she 

and her daughter were dying. Her life was turned upside down 

when she realized new treatments were allowing them to live. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Missing: The Food Stamp Program 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

By brutally stripping food aid from its farm bill, the House ended a tradition of 

decency. 

EDITORIAL 

Bolstering Trade and Growth 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A trade agreement between the United States and Europe wi]] aid the economy 

and benefit consumers and businesses. 

EDITORIAL 

Reckless Banking, Inadequate Rules 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A new derivatives deal fails short of what’s needed to protect American 

taxpayers and the global economy from the calamitous effects of reckless bank 

trades. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sadness Lingers 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

George Zimmerman and Trayvon Martin are forever linked, 

across life and death, across bad decisions and by opposite ends 

of a gun barrel. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The House Just Wants to Snack 



By GAlL COLLINS 

How the House of Representatives came to pass the farm part of 
the farm bill while leaving food stamps hanging. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Good Night, Sweet Soprano 
By DICK CAVETT 

James Gando]fini was a remarkable actor with a powerful 

physique, but he couldn’t lift the diminutive, starstruck author 

off the ground. 

.................................................................................................... Fpr rno[e £p!nion, go to N¥[imes~�0m!0gini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 13, 1977, a 25-hour blackout hit the New York City area after 
lightning struck upstate power lines. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck < @gmail.com> 

Sunday, July 14, 2013 7:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Publication, etc 

Great.. Will do .. & thurs would work for me. 

Chuck 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:35 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks so much for sending your brilliant and inspiring commencement speech! 

I made minor edits (see attached) and wanted you to see the piece again before I sent to the Editors of Linkages. If you can sent back to me by tomorrow, that 
would be great. 

I now have a sense of my schedule for the coming week. Do you have time to meet for a breakfast dialogue either on Thursday or Friday this week? We can 
meet at the same Cafe where you met with the commencement committee. To facilitate our our dialogue, I will send you some questions by Tuesday. You can 
draft your responses and we can go over them and follow up on them with further dialogue when we meet. 

With thanks for you all do for the Department and the community at large, 
Eunice 

<Sent to Charles - COMMENCEMENT SPEECH.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 9:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu> 

RE: not feeling well 

Thanks Eunice, 
I am in the AAAD office this morning~ I am still feeling 
had to (:orate in so ~hi~t ] would riot hi, re so r~uch to c~l:ch up orb but ( ~rlow riot to push 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Friday, July $2, 20~3 9:~8 AN 
To= Howell, Tin N, 
Subject= Re: not feeling well 
Deax Tia, 
Wishing you a quick recoveo~. 

Besl wishe~ 
EuNce 

like all day and night Friday and Saturday, 

On Ju112, 2013, at 8:06 AM, "Howell, TiaN." <_t__h_R~,__e_!_l_@_e___n!_a_~_l_=_u__r!_c_:_e_~t___u_ > wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I have been up offand on all night trying to get some rest after 
The food was good, the restaurant looked clean so I’m not sure. 

, that is what happened. I will keep you updated m~d try m ~ working t~m home when I get back t?om the doctor if 

fl~m is okay with you. 

-~Tia 

UNO-Chape~ Hil~ Department of 
~5 Abe~eth~ NAZI, CB# 343~ 
Chape~ H~i NC 27599443~ 
Phone: 919-96~-2 788; Fa~: 91 

109 Battle Hail, CB#3395 
Chape? Hi?~, NC 27~99-339~ 

Phone: 9~ 9-966-~29~; F~: 919-962-2694 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 9:33 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] FW: July Commuter News 

From: Simmons, Amanda (Public Safety) [mailto:ahsimmon ouncoedu] 
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 9:18 AM 
To: Simmons, Amanda H 
Subject: July Commuter News 
Importance: High 

Hello Parking Coordinators, 
Please read the important announcements in the newsletter below (sent to a[[ CAP members yesterday). 

If you have any questions, please ca[[ the Department of PuNic Safety at 919-962-3951. 

ThanKs[ 

Transportation Demand Manager 
UNC Commuter Alternative Program 

From: CAP News [mailto:cap@uncoedu] 
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 4:20 PM 
To: cap-news 
Subject: [cap-news] July Commuter News 

Important Announcements 

Commuter Alter~ative Pro strati~ ~r the 2013-2014 academic year begins 
Thursday, July 18th. 

Rome cleavages for ~rria~ Transi~ a~d C~apel H~ill Tra~si~ will be in effect for the new academic 
year, beginning in August. 

Participate i~ the Ca c~e Master P~a~ to help make ~C and the Town an even safer place 
to cycle~ 

Co~str~etio~ a~d road dos~wes will affect ~C traffic and parking throughout the summer. 

E~NC Park & Ride fees and Tow~x P&R ~es will be implemented on August 15th. Regio~xal 
will remain free, and Triangle Transit is free to ride with a GoPass. 

Joi~ a vat,pool to save over $1 ear in commute costs from Burlington, Graham, Mebane, Apex, 
Ca~, and Sfler City. 



Transit /Park & Ride I I I I CAP Merchants I I Traffic /Parking 

Transit ALerts 

Good Changes to Triangle Transit Route 800 

Beginning August 19th, buses will run every 15 minutes from Southpoint Mall during morning and 
afternoon peak periods. Eastbound trips will take Barbee Chapel Road to beat the traffic on Hwy 54 
between 4:30pm and 5:30pm. For other route changes, please read more here. 

Improvements to Chapel Hill Transit 

Chapel Hill Transit will be making some schedule changes for the upcoming academic year. Stay 
tuned to their website at chtra~sit org for more details. 

Fees for UNC Park & Ride Lots 

UNC will implement fees %r ~he UNC Park & Ride lots (Friday Center, NC Hwy. 54, Hedrick, 
Chatham, Franklin Street, 725 MLK) on August 15th. UNC will continue to offer these other great 
alternatives: 

Free GoPass to ride Triangle Transit (for those who live outside of Chapel Hill Transit’s 
service area). Triangle Transit also provides                   , such as Southpoint Mall 
and Patterson Place in Durham, the Regional Transit Center near RTP, and District Drive in 
Raleigh. 
$20 subsidy for vanpools provided by        Tra~sit and PART. Monthly fares cover the 
cost of gas, maintenance and insurance, and parking is free! 
Free carpool-matching at ShareTheRideNC org 

Fees for Town Park & Ride Lots 

Effective August 15th, the Town will implement %es %r the Towr~ Park & Ride lots: Eubanks, 
Southern Village, Jones Ferry, and Carrboro Plaza. UNC Park & Ride permits will be honored in 
these lots. Permits may also be purchased through the Town, and daily permits will be sold at each 
lot. 

Carrboro public parking lots are NOT for long-term parking 

Taking the Chapel Hill Transit J, F, or CW routes, cycling, and walking are all great ways to get to 
downtown Carrboro! Carrboro also offers free, 2-hour parking during the day (7am - 5:30pm) in 
municipal lots around downtown (maD), convenient to local businesses. They’re not for long-term 
parking. Long-term parking during the day means fewer spaces are available for customers to visit 
the downtown shops and restaurants that are part of why Carrboro is so awesome! 

Carrboro police will enforce parking rules in all downtown Carrboro public parking lots: 

2-hour limit, 7am - 5:30pm 
No leaving your car overnight (parking prohibited 3am - 5am) 
Parking ticket is $35 



Calling all commuters! 

Triangle Transit wants to highlight fun and interesting commuter stories. Have you been a long 
time vanpool rider? Did you meet your best friend on the bus? Did you write your great novel while 
in a carpool? Let us know. Share 5,our storxhere and we will hi ou on the "[~fiar~ Transit 
website. We have a rolling acceptance of stories, so keep them coming! 

UNC Biketivities 

New UNC Bicycle Master Plan 

The University is currently working with the Town of Chapel Hill to develop a plan for our biking future. 

You can participate! 

1. Take the bic~’cle s~rve2 (by July 31). It’ll only take 5 minutes. 
2. Mark up the WikiMa~ with improvements you would like to see. 
3. Attend the campus open house in October. More details to come. 
4. Like The Chapel Hill Bike Pla~ on Facebook. 

For updates, visit the Bicycle Master Plan Website at ~s.unc edu/bikeplar~ 

Bicycle Events Coming Up! 

Pedestrian and Bicycle Safety 
Thursday, July 25th, 1 lam - lpm, at The Beach Cafe 

Stop by our tables for free goodies! The Department of Public Safety and the Commuter 
Alternative Program will be at The Beach to provide useful information, bike registration forms, 
and free supplies to help you bike and hike safely. 

Cyclicious: A Celebration of Bicycle Transportation 
Tuesday, August 20th, 11 am - 2pm, in The Pit 

Learn about biking to campus! Enter to win a FREE bike! Students and staff are welcome. Event 
sponsored by Cyclicious, UNC Counseling and Wellness Services, UNC Public Safety, The 
Bicycle Chain, and the Recyclery. More info at ~’clicioasmovemer~t org 

Vanpools Are Fun! 

Driving alone is stressful and boring. Trade in your dull commute for a fun one! Join a va~)ol so you can 
spend your commute chatting and laughing with other Tar Heels! 

For as little as $60 per month, you could ride to work in a PART vanpool from several different cities and 
towns. Contact Ruby Randall at 336-291-4315 or m      armc.org for more details. 



This summer, try carpooling a couple days a week. It could add up to hundreds of dollars in savings and maybe 
a faster way to get to campus. Check out our private network for ridesharing, Zimride! 

Free ride-matching at zimrideamcoedu 

CAP Merchants 

Many thanks to our supporters, who offer discounts to CAP members and give prizes for the random 
drawings! 

Use your CAP membership card to enjoy discounts at restaurants and stores near UNC. Click here to see a full 
list of merchants. 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center has four convenient locations to UNC. They are celebrating 60 years of 
serving the community by offering the following CAP Member Coa~, including $30 off your first visit just 
for trying them. Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center offers complimentary shuttle service to and from campus. 

Zipcar 

There’s a little secret that most people won’t tell you because they want to keep it to themselves; summer is the 
BEST time to be on campus. Your favorite restaurants aren’t crowded, classes are laid back and friends want to 
head out on day trips. 

This summer, take a Zipcar. They’ll be available by the hour or day, ready to take you home, to visit friends or 
just on an errand with gas and insurance always included. Join today for $10 at ~car comAmc and get $25 in 
driving to try it out with the promo code solstice. 

P.S. Graduating or headed to an internship this summer? Wherever you go, take your zipcard with you and 
you’ll always have access to wheels without worrying about parking tickets, insurance or being towed in the big 
city. *Hint* Join before you leave school to get your college discount. 

Traffic & Parking Alerts 

South Columbia Street is closed to all southbound traffic through Tuesday, August 13th. 



.~amero~ Ave~e 

Cameron Avenue is closed to through traffic through Wednesday, August 14th. 

¯ Spaces blocked through Friday, July 19th 
¯ If overcrowding occurs, N2 permits will be honored in the visitor section. 

Parkir~g Deck 

¯ The Craige Parking Deck Expansion Project will begin on Monday, July Sth. 
¯ Level 1 and a portion of Level 2 will be closed to all motor vehicles and pedestrians. 

Questions or Comments? 

~F, mail us at      ~ceda or call 919-843-4414. l- I 

Tou are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eu~ice/~email.ur~c,edu. 

’o unsubscfibe click here: 
~=32361608 eg7a91 a5832319540e 156ada770a79gd&~=T&l :=af?i afam&o=:33302135 

It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

r send a blank email to leave-33302135-323611608 egTa91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798dt~t?listserv.~mc.edu 



UNC 
THE WILLIAM AND IDA FRIDAY 
CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION 

Continuing Education Instructors 

q[" N OI~’I’H CAROLI~NA 

The instructor named below has been recommended to teach, author or revise a course through the 

William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education. An individual leaching a course af UNC-Chapel Hill 

~ho will be fhe Insfrucfor of Record and/or ~ho will be awardin~ grades is required fo have beforehand an appropriafe 

faculty appoinfmenf in an apEropriafe academic unif. The Friday Center for Continuing Education needs your 

assistance to provide this instructor an appropriate faculty rank (if required) and to implement the 

appropriate method of payment. 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE FRIDAY CENTER: 

Instructor’s Name: Robert Porter 

Department Granting 

Faculty Appointment: African, Afri-Amer., Diaspora 

Proposed Faculty 

Rank: Lecturer 

Type of Appointment: Friday Center Program(s): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching an existing 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } New appointment teaching a new course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching the 

same course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Continuing appointment teaching a new 

course 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Carolina Courses On-line 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Self-paced Courses 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Part-time Classroom studies 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Outreach Instruction to 

Inmates 

Course(s) to be Taught: AAAD 252 

Rank Begin Date: 07/01/2013 Rank End Date: 12/31/2013 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



TO BE COMPLETED BY THE APPOINTING SCHOOL/DEPARTMENT: 

The Friday Center is authorized to pay this instructor as indicated below: 

Pay for Teaching: 

Pay for Authoring or Revising Course: 

Total: 

Check the appropriate payment by course type: 

$ as salary 

For Self-paced Courses: 

For Carolina Courses On-line & Part-time 

Classroom Studies: 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

/ 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 
KB 
OX 

FO 
R 
M 
CH 
EC 

Base Salary (teaching during academic year only) 

Lump sum payments as Additional Duties 

Lump sum payments by Overload 

Lump sum payments as Summer Salary 

(9 mo. faculty only) 

CE Form Page { PAGE \* MERGEFORMAT } of 2 

Revised 3/09 



KB 

OX 

The payment received by this instructor from the Friday Center will not exceed the annual overload limit for 

this individual. 

I affirm that this instructor is being appointed to a faculty rank within this School/Department and meets the 

minimum requirements for teaching the course(s) listed above. I further affirm that this instructor meets the 

minimum requirements of UNC-CH’s accrediting agency, the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, 

and that the instructor’s credentials are consistent with those required by our School’s/Department’s faculty 

personnel guidelines for his/her designated faculty rank. 

Signature of Department Chair or Dean 

Date: 

Printed Name of Department Chair or Dean 

To facilitate the hiring process, Sherry Sparks (Onyen is surrea{) from the Friday Center has been granted an 

Invitation in EPA Web to process actions for this employee for the full time period of this appointment. 

Date: 

Signature of Department Representative Phone: 

E-mail Address: 

Return signed form to Kristi Kremer via e-mail or campus n-tail: 

Kristi Kremer 

100 Friday Center Drive, CB# 1020 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-1020 

***Remember to keep a copy for your records 

Eraail address: kristikreraer@unc.edu 

Phone: 919-843-8684 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chnck Gmail < @gmail.com> 

Monday, Jnly 15, 2013 12:48 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Publication, etc 

Got it and thanks. 10am works for me. However~ that Bistro in No@’s doeslft open till 11. Do you want to do Panera Bread’? Its in the mall and opens earlier. Or 

we could do staJcbucks which is in the strip mall just across fayetville rd from Southpoint. Let me know. 

Chnck 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 12:28 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <ennice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Thanks for reviewing the piece. It is great. 

During this period of renewal, we have decided to have a Newsletter that reflects who we are. Volume :I of the Linkages will be sent out on September 2, 2013 

and I will send you a web-link and a print copy of the issue then. Your commencement talk and interview (’Community Corner’ section) with me will appear in 
that volume. We are honored that your work will be part of the new history that we are making building on our strengths and histories of struggles. 

Dialogue meeting: how about at :t0.00am? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail [         ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July :15, 20:13 :t2:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

Eullice, 

See attached. Thanks tbr your contributions to the dmIt. The reparagraphing works pretty, well, mad I’m comfortable with it if you "think that it would work 
better for publication. I found just one spot where I thought the para got just too long. Thanks for your additions to my description of the department. 

However~ some of the language was more yours than mine so I made some chaaages there just to m~ke your point in my vernacul~x. Othem,ise, I was 

quite comfortable ruth your edits. 

Also, can you send me a link to the Linkages publication. What time are we planning to meet on Thursday? 

Chuck 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:35 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks so much for sending your brilliant and inspiring commencement speech! 

I made minor edits (see attached) and wanted you to see the piece again before I sent to the Editors of Linkages. If you can sent backto me by 
tomorrow, that would be great. 

I now have a sense of my schedule for the coming week. Do you have time to meet for a breakfast dialogue either on Thursday or Friday this 
week? We can meet at the same Care where you met with the commencement committee. To facilitate our our dialogue, I will send you some 
questions by Tuesday. You can draft your responses and we can go over them and follow up on them with further dialogue when we meet. 

With thanks for you all do for the Department and the community at large, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Gmail < @gmail.com> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 1:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Publication, etc 

yes .. 8:30? 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 12:57 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Good suggestion re; Starbucks in the Renaissance Plaza across Southpoint. Can we meet earlier then, say anytime between 8.00am-20.00am? 

Best wishes, 

From: Chuck Gmail          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2023 22:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

Got it and thanks. 10am works for me. However, that Bistro in Nordy’s doesn’t open till 11. Do you want to do Panera Bread? Its in the Inall and opens 

earlier. Or we could do starbucks which is in the strip mall just across fayetville rd from Southpoint. Let me know. 

Chuck 

On Jul 15, 2013, at 12:28 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck, 

Thanks for reviewing the piece. It is great. 

During this period of renewal, we have decided to have a Newsletter that reflects who we are. Volume 2 of the Linkages will be sent out on 
September 2, 2023 and I will send you a web-link and a print copy of the issue then. Your commencement talk and interview (’Community Corner’ 
section) with me will appear in that volume. We are honored that your work will be part of the new history that we are making building on our 
strengths and histories of struggles. 

Dialogue meeting: how about at 20.00am? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Chuck Gmail L         @gmail.com] 

sent: Monday, July 25, 2023 22:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Publication, etc 

See attached. Thanks for your contributions to the dralt. The rep~:ragraphing works pretty well, and Fin colnfortable with it if you think that 

it would work better for publication. I found just one spot where I thought the para got just too long. Thanks for your additions to my 

description of the department. However, some of the language was more yours than mine so I made some changes there just to make your 

point in my vernacular. Otherwise, I was quite comfortable with your edits. 

Also, can you send me a link to the Linkages publication. What time are we planning to meet on Thursday? 

Chuck 

On Jul 14, 2013, at 7:35 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Charles, 

Thanks so much for sending your brilliant and inspiring commencement speech! 

I made minor edits (see attached) and wanted you to see the piece again before I sent to the Editors of Linkages. If you can sent 
back to me by tomorrow, that would be great. 



I now have a sense of my schedule for the coming week~ Do you have time to meet for a breakfast dialogue either on Thursday or 
Eriday this week? We can meet at the same Care where you met with the commencement committee. To facilitate our our dialogue, 
I will send you some questions by Tuesday. You can draft your responses and we can go over them and follow up on them with 
further dialogue when we meet. 

With thanks for you all do for the Department and the community at large, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Senate’s Leader Sets Showdown Over Changes to Filibuster 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Tuesday, July 16, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video 

Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Senate’s Leader Sets Showdown Over Changes to Filibuster 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN and ASHLEY PARKER 

Senators emerged from a closed-door meeting saying they were confident an 
agreement could be reached Tuesday to end the standoff over a change to 
filibuster rules, though no deal had been struck. 

Egyptian Liberals Embrace the Military, 
Brooking No Dissent 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Liberal Egyptians have long had an uneasy relationship with the 
military, but since the military pushed out President Mohamed 
Morsi, a majority of liberals have been intolerant of dissenters. 

In Cluttered Home, a Dark Secret 3 Decades Old 
By VIVIAN YEE 

Only after his death did the authorities discover what had been 
hidden in the Hudson Valley home where James Nichols lived for 

decades. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ Elpre top r?~ws, go to N~’T!mes~cQm ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ SLIDE SHOW: A Finnish Town Mad for Tango 

Every year, the town of Seinajoki transforms several square 

blocks into a vast dance hall, and thousands of people gather to 

dance to the smoldering rhythms of the tango. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Truth About Trayvon 
By EKOW N. YANKAH 

Ignore what the lawyers say. The case was always about race. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Of course I hate the Yankees. I guess you could say 

Mariano is a special case." 

JOHN ADAMS, a Cleveland Indians fan who attended one of the meetings Mariano Rivera is 
having with fans across the cotmtry during his last season. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Court Ruling Deals a Blow to China’s Labor- 
Camp System 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

For some legal experts, the ruling provided more evidence that 
the Communist Party is preparing to modify a Mao-era extralegal 
iudicial system that has become increasingly untenable. 

Drug Kingpin Is Captured in Mexico Near 
Border 
By RANDAL C. ARCHIBOLD 

The capture of Miguel ~gel Trevifio Morales, the leader of the 

Zetas drug cartel, was a retort from Mexico’s government to 
questions over whether it would go after top organized crime leaders. 

Bangladesh Sentences Islamist, 91, to 90 Years 
for Crimes in ’71 War 
By GARDINER HARRIS 

The former leader of the Jamaat-e-Islami party, which opposed 

Bangladeshi independence, was convicted of crimes committed 
during the country’s 1971 war. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Legal Immigrants Seek Reward for Years of 
Following the Rules 
By JULIA PRESTON 

As the debate over immigration reform continues, more than 4.4 
million legal immigrants languish in a broken visa system. 



¯ ~ Graphic: Legal Immigrants, Waiting in Line 

Tense Over Looming Zimmerman Verdict, City 
Eases in Its Aftermath 
By CARA BUCKLEY 

As protests over the verdict unfolded across the country, it 

became clear in Sanford, Fla. that widely forecast unrest was 

unlikely to come to pass. 

¯ ~:~ Key Disputes in the Zimmerman Trial 

, Zimmerman Verdict Drew 10 Million to Cable TV News 

Zimmerman Juror Discusses How Verdict Was Reached 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

George Zimmerman was guilty of nothing more than "bad judgment," one of six 

jurors to find the neighborhood watchman not guilty said Monday night. 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o ~e U.S. r~evys, ge to N ~!mes.com~US tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The president in prime time 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

The Sweet Spot: Movie oopsies 

Cutbacks on "The Rez" 

Business 

787 Fire Inquiry Focuses on Transmitter 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

The emergency transmitter, which would send out the plane’s 

location in the event of a crash, is powered by a small lithium- .... 

manganese battery. 

: Airlines Confident in Boeing’s 787, but Doubts Linger 

¯ Asiana to Bolster Pilot Training 

New Plans to Upgrade Smartphones After a Year 



By BRIAN X. CHEN 

AT&T plans to announce on Tuesday a way for customers to upgrade phones 
sooner. T-Mobile unveiled a similar option last week. 

Last Car Plant Brings Detroit Hope and Cash 
By BILL VLASIC 

A sprawling factory that churns out the profitable Jeep Grand 
Cherokee has become a symbol of hope that Detroit’s downward 
spiral can be reversed. 

For more business news~ go to NYTimes~com/Business >> 

Sports 

Yankees’ Rivera Spends His Goodbye Tour 
Saying Hello 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

In his final season, relief pitcher Mariano Rivera is taking a 

behind-the-scenes tour to meet some fans and behind-the-scenes 
employees, who drive the machinery of baseball. 

For Fans at Home Run Derby, It’s Back, Back, 
Back to Their Youth 
By COREY KILGANNON 

Oakland’s Yoenis Cespedes won the Home Run Derby with a 
total of 32 homers, but fans armed with gloves didn’t seem to 
care who hit the ball their way. 

¯ ~1~ Slide Show: Home Run Derby 

Metta World Peace Finds His Way Back Home 
By HOWARD BECK 

Metta World Peace confirmed Monday on the MSG Network, 
during a Knicks summer league game, that he had agreed to a 
two-year deal with the team. 

¯ Operation Could Delay Season for Knicks’ Smith 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes~comlSports ~ 

Arts 

London’s Neighborhood to Show and Be Shown 
By CAROL VOGEL 

The elegant Mayfair area of London is luring top American art 

dealers, who are opening branches there. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Conductor Puts Himself Out There, Beyond the 
Parks 



By ANTHONY TOMMASINI 

Man Gilbert knows that he is the public face of the New York 
Philharmonic, and is shaping a legacy of both popular and 
groundbreaking efforts by the orchestra. 

Can’t Buy Me Love? A Lawsuit Debates It 
By ERIC GRODE 

The musical "Let It Be" begins previews at the St. James Theater 
on Tuesday, despite a lawsuit by the producers of a previous 
Beatles tribute show seeking half its revenues. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts )) 

Science 

D.N.A. Backs Lore on Pre-Columbian Dogs 
By JACK HITT 

Carolina dogs, like a few other breeds, are without certain genetic 
markers indicating European origins, suggesting they have been 
in the Americas since the last Ice Age. 

A Village Invents a Language All Its Own 
By NICHOLAS BAKALAR 

A linguist has concluded that a new language, with unique 
grammatical rules, has come into existence, created by children 

in a remote area of Australia. 

Video: Linguist Finds a Language in Its Infancy 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i::i:~..~:~ 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Hobbits’ Size Not Likely Linked to Growth 
Disorders 
By JOHN NOBLE WILFORD 

A new study suggests that the extinct little people known as 

hobbits were not just modern Homo sapiens with growth 
disorders but members of a distinct species. 

........................................................................................ ~-Pr r~01~e sc~ier~Fe r~e~s, go ~o N~’Times:�0m!Scien!?e ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Ex-Trader ’Fabulous Fab’ Goes on Trial 

Fabrice Tourre, a former Goldman Sachs trader, went to court 

Monday to fight accusations that he was part of a conspiracy to 

dupe investors with a mortgage security that failed in 2007. 

~ VIDEO: China’s Consuming Billion 
The Chinese government’s plan to move 250 million people from 
rural to urban areas aims to create a consumer base to drive the 
economy. 



, Related Article 

~ VIDEO:VOws: Katherine and Morgan 
What do you get when you mix two principals, summer vacation 
and a good sense of humor? True love. 

............................................................................................................ F£r mole ~ddeo, go to N~Times~£om!V!deo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Step to Majority Rule in the Senate 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Democrats should proceed with banning the filibuster for executive-branch 
appointments. 

EDITORIAL 

New Rules Protecting News Media 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Obama administration announced tougher guidelines to protect the news 
media from federal investigators. 

EDITORIAL 

Powering Africa 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama’s plan to bring electricity to millions of Africans is promising, 

but the outcome depends on how it is carried out and whether it is sustained. 

.................................................................................................... (el r~£re opir~!o#, g£ to N~(Times,£om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Whole System Failed 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The verdict in the Zimmerman trial was the perfect wrenching 
coda to a story that illustrates how our justice system failed 
Trayvon Martin and his family. 

¯ ~ Explaining the Zimmerman Ruling to My Sons 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Men on the Threshold 
By DAVID BROOKS 

"The Searchers," a 1956 western starring John Wayne, provides a 

poignant motif for the challenge facing unemployed men today. 

: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 



D.C.’s Pit of Despair 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Its appeal vastly dimmed, its chamber choked with partisanship, 
the Senate is a symbol of Washington gone wrong. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 16, 1918, Russia’s Czar Nicholas II, his wife and their five 
children were executed by the Bolsheviks. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck Gmail < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 10:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Commencement speech - citation 15 

Not sure how that happened. It was the web reference to the site for the Pamsh Street Advocacy Group 

http://w~¥.durhamnc.govidepartments/eed/palrish/p advocacy.cfm 

jChuck 

On Jul 16, 2013, at 7:36 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~emaJd.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Chuck 

The editors of Linkages have informed me that the citation for endnote :t5 is blank. Kindly complete it and send it when you have a moment. I am sorry I did 
noticed it when I reviewed the piece. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:05 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: First-year seminar infonna’6on 

AAAD xx -First Year Semiuar - the UN and Africa.docx; FIRST YEA[). SEMINAR.docx; Georges Nzougola-Ntalaja.doc 

Dear Kenneth and Ennice, 

Attached please find the three documents you requested: 
1 ) A sample syllabus 
2) Course description 
3) Biographical statement 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

’]Tel. ~ 1           (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (oftice) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:06 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: First-year seminar information 

Dear Georges, 

Thank you for agreeing to switch up this coming semester and teach a first-year seminar, tIere is a link to the program: http://fys unc.edu/. ’]’he Undergraduate Curricula folks are going to 
waive the need :[’or a prospectus and the usual form. All they require is a sample syllabus, a course description (about 150 words), and a faculty biographical statement (about 200 words) 

Regards, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (£Nx) 
Click on a link for inl’omxation about my publications: 
http://~vw~v.umass.edu/nn~press/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~gan-and-di~errm~a-african-american-inte~lecpaa~ 

htt p ://unc pr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hmtl 
http:i/undpress.nd.edu/bookiPO0780 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiMmc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Universities Face a Rising Barrage of Cyberat "tacks 

Today’s Headlines  o,y 20. 

~NTHISE.~#~IL~ 
World US. i Business Sports Arts D~n~ng&Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Editorials O~d OnThisDay CUSTOMIZ~ 

Top News 

U~fiverMties :Face a Risi~g :Barrage of 

Cyberattacks 

The hacking attempts, ma~y [houg~k ko be from C~ina, 

forci~g m~ive~sifies to spend more to prevent am:l detect 

in~’usions and ko eons~iek d~eir eulkure of openness. 

Senators Reach Agreement to Avert Fi~t Over 

Lawmakers on Tuesday reached a deal to preserve the delayi~g 

taede in exchange for Senake confirmation of President Obama’s 

lo~g.-sought nominee for consumer proke~.tion chief. 

....... storage 

sa~er 

Har~, 
Reid, 

Healtl~ P~an Cosl- for New Yorke~°s Set to Fall 5o% 

St~te officials estimate as many as 1~5,0oo i~d~vM~mls will b~y health 

insurance on t~eir own in l]~e first few years fl~e federal healfl~ law is in eflkx:L 

~ ~ GrapNc: The Cost of Individual Insurance ~n New York SNte 

,~ Document: Approved MontNy Premium Rates 

Editors’ Picks 



WORLD 

~ VIDEO: "~TlJlJ~l F~tory 

After spel~ding a shift on the faeto~V floor, yotmg workers in 

China’s manufach~Hng cities let off steam. 

, Re~ated .&rflc~e 

~ ~ Slide S}~ow: Life Outside the Plant 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

l’Vl~en P~’isonel°s P~’otest 

Why we should all be co~cel’~ed a bout th e Jl~m mm~e col~dJtions 

of prolonged solitary eol~finemel~L 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRESIDENT RICARDO MARTINELLL on a North Korean ship taken into custody in the 
canal. 

World 

Capture of Mexican Crime Boss Appears to End a 

Brutal Chapter 

With the arrest of "dae feared Zeta c~ime boss MigueI .X, ngel 

’I’revifio Morales, Mexico’s long and bloo@ drug war may have 

Panm~m Seizes Korean Ship, and Sugar-Coated 

A freighter on its way fi’om Cuba to North Korea was found 

earryi~g missile-system componei~b cloaked in a cargo of sugar, 

the Panamanian authorities said. 

North 

Dementia Rate is Formal to Drop Sharply, as 

Forecast. 

Two new sl~dJes out of Europe have eol~firmed what vesem’che~s 

had long suspected: rates would fall and menh~I acuity improve 

as populations ~’ew healthier and better edaeated. 

U,S, 



In Saa D~ego~ Mayo~° Rejects Ca~s by A~es ~o 

Step Dow~ 

Mayor Bob Fi~.er, a Democrat, has bee. besieged by a Nizzard 

of sexual harassmet~ charges by emplwees and eo*~s~ituentso 

Ca[~ tbr Calm as Los Ar~ge~es G~rds fo~° Mo~°e 

U~rest 

The Los Angeles pdice prepared for another" nigh t of prok’sts in 

reaedo*~ ~o George Zimme~nan’s acquittal, as ~nade~* eaI~ed for 

calm after a demonstratkm that turned violent. 

Bob 
Filner 

Was~gto~ m~d Orego~ Cities Try to Evade 

Po~il-ica~ Jam to Build a B~’idge 

~ter the $3.4 billion Columbia 1~ver Crossing plan was Mlled by 

t~e Washit~on State Senate, leadem in Vancouver, Wash., at~d 

Portland, Ore., picked up the ball 

g of the I 

Coiumbi 

more US !~evvs 9o to NYTimes.com!US ~> 

Bi9 data hits real life 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

China’s consm’nin9 biilion 

Soother-.B,’)i 

Business 

For Global Drug Mm~uf~eta~’ers, Clara Becomes 

a Pe~0ilous Market 
~. ~<arii. r ~-~.".~i.’,~ 

Rising Chi~ese demm~d for drugs ~s a boo~ tbr fordg~ 

companies, but briberT allegations against OlaxoSmRhKline 

underscore the risk of scruffW from offieials. 

~ Graphic: Another Measure of Fast Gro~x~h in Chhsa 

WMow of Sept. ** Pi~ot Seeks More Cockpit 

Seet~rity 

Ellen Saracini wm~N aMines to have to install a second security 

door to "dne cockpit, buk khe airline industry says that isn’t 

Battery See~ as V~;ay to Cut Heat-Related Power 

Losses 

Largc-seMe battetqes of various types are being tested by some 

big utilities th{R wa*~t to store power for ~imes whe*~ it is needed 

most. 

The Eos 

Sports 



Cheati~g Sear~dal 

A scandal surrounding the Olympic sport of rhythmic 

gymnastics has implicated as many as ~o experN of the sport 

who were ]ool6n g to qualify a s oNcial j n d ges. 

AMERICAN 3, NATIONAL 0 
in his 

For l~dvcra, an Ending to Savor 
I ..... ~inal All- I 

The Mets’ Matt ttatwey made his All-S~r debut to a hometown ~a~[2 

crowd, but it was Mariano t~vera of the Yankees, playing in his 

~3th and final N1-Star Game, who sealed the Mn for the AmeNean Ix’ague. 

, ~ Box Score i ~ Slide Show: AII-SNr Game Replay 

What Goes Up at the Tour Descends Dangerous|y 

Fast 

Alberto Contador lost control on a descent at dm Tour de France 

on Tuesday, forcing Chris Froome off the road, but a descent on 

Thursday promises to be eve~ more treacherous. 

Riders 

downhill 
during 

Arts 

Upstart Roils Ne~oves h~ a Paekedl TV Race 

On the eve of the anm)un~mel~ t of the Emmy Award nominees, 

some are bet~i~g ~hat Netflix is poised to change the landscape. 

Spscey I 

~attlix’s 

Rare, but Real, a Racial Divide in Prirrm Time 

This season "Big Brother" offers a rare oi)i)ortmfity to watch 

white prhq~ege and unconscious racism in the field, 

Rowling Book Skyrockets to ~stant Hit 

Booksellers who struggled to sell a book by Robert Oalbraith are 

n ow strnggjin g to get hold of the sa me book, Maose a nthor was 

revealed to be & K. Rowling. 

J. K 

p~,,wlin g 

Robert 

Dining & Wine 

PaeHa, by Lm~d m~d Sea 

In an outdoor contest, two cooks square off over flavor, fish and 

fowl. 

, For ,,°aeila, a Variety of Drink Options I [] Slide Show 

~ 
Valerie 

Gurdal 

AND TO DRINK 

For Paella~ a Variety of Drh~k Options 

There’s no single correct choice when it comes to pairing wine with paella. 

RESTAURANT TAKEAWAY 

Ravioli With B~rrata, Brought Homc From Rome 

Stuff ravioli with sill9", mozzarella-like cheese, then crown it 

with dabs of pis taehio pesto. 

burrata 

For more dining rle>,s arid recipes, 9o [o NYTimes,eom,~Dinin9 ~ 

Today’s Video 



~ vm~o: ~nterseetion: New Style ~n Old 

Be~)~ng 

In Bei)ing’s Gulou neighborhood, we reel Li Xuan, who cXes [he 

lo,-al architecture as his main som’ee of style inspiration. 

~ vu)Eo: Occupy ]Bakery 

An immigrant fights to ehange wor]dng conditions at a 

Manhat~au bakery eal~. 

~ Reiated Article 

:De~dmm 

In SEeven Levenson’s play "The Unavoidable Disappearance of 

Tc m Dn rl~in," Mr, Del~h am plays Jam es, th e son of 

form er secuH ties attorney wh o served a five-year p~son sentence l~)r lYaud. 

F..’.r mo;e video, go ~e NYTimee.eomNideo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Senate C|ings to the FiHb~lstel" 

A simple-majoz{ty vote to determine eonfim~ation el executive appoh~tments 

should be the rule, not a one--time deai. 

EDITORIAL 

Jobs and the City 

Tb e ca n dida tea ai mi it g tr~ sit cceed Mayor Mich ae] Bloom berg s eek pro-g~o~}l 

policies for uneer~fiu times. 

EDITORIAL 

Smoker’s ]Beast is Loose 

.,~ the suu becomes almost predatow, the eonvei~ation this year suggests this 

may be more flaau a temporar7 discomfort. 

For more oginion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It°Churchill Could See Us Now 

The G.O.Po aversion to an immigration bill is costing us dearly. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

C~n Vales’tie Sed~ee The Frenel~? 

The filst munarried French first lady and other Gatfls are hard at 

work twing to temper their gall. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Fired for Being Beauti~ 

Discrimination based on beauty rests on "due same sePaL principle as 

dise~rninakiou against the uglyo .’Mid both rest on the power of the male gaze. 

For more oginion go to NYTimes.eom/Opinio# ~> 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Sociology <~RoutledgeSociolo~-.skozz,agkezdddxesbs@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Take advantage of our Major Work promotion 

Major Work Giveaway 

Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to a Friend 

ii~ Routledge 

l ajor Works Gmveaway 
For a limited time only Routiedge Major Works are pleased to offer you the 

chance to purchase three ~ajo~ Wor~: collections at a huge 2t?% discount. 

(terms and conditions apprf* ) 

discourd, ivali~ antil ~the eBd of July 2013) 

Socioloqv of Reliqion -a new five-volume collection of seminai and 

influential articles chapters, and extracts in the sociology of religion 

and related disciplines. 

Paganism -fully indexed and has a new comprehensive introduction, 

bringirlg together tile b~st [oundu, tienal and cutting-edge schelar.~d~ip 

in one ’mini library’ 

Crime - Wit~ a new introduction and a thorough index, this four-volume 

collection deals with the causes and prevention of crime as ,,qell as the 

treatment and punishment of its perpetrators. 

*Thls 20% discount is only availab!e on dt!es ordered dlrec~iy from our website, until 3t~t 

Best wisi~es. 

Victoria Johnston 

Senior Marked~"47 Executive 

sifln up by subiect area to receive net,~ and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francois Group. 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and wili [lot disclose, re[it or sell your ernail adrJress to any outside organizalio[ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House. 37.4! Mortimer Street. London. W! 1 3JFt 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click !~__e_r.e_. Please note this is an automaled operation 

i~t[!) lltandf.rnsgrocus com.;ull !wTC6711ANi0xSo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Ferris, William Reynolds <wferris@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 9:53 AM 

@comcast.net 

Katy OIBrien @gmail.com> 

Re: Digital Library of Blacks in Appalachia - UNC Center for the Study of the American South & Bill Turner 

Dear Bill, 

Thanks again for your good message with the fascinating attachments which I have now had time to read. I think the 

best way to proceed is to find a way for you to speak at UNC and present your ideas to friends and colleagues here. 

Hopefully your visit will inspire ways to support these projects in a manner that will work for you. 

I am sharing this message with my assistant Katy O’ Brien and will ask that she work with you to set up a visit. I am also 

sharing this message and your attachments with colleagues at UNC. 

With all good wishes. 

Sincerely, 

Bill 

William Ferris 

Center for the Study of the American South 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

410 East Franklin Street, CB # 9127 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-9127 

919-962-0519 (w) 

919-962-4433 (FAX) 

email: wferris@unc.edu 

The Storied South: Voices of Writers and Artists 

(http://uncpress.unc.edu/books/10113.html) 
Give My Poor Heart Ease: Voices of the Mississippi Blues 

(http:!!uncpress.unc.edu/browseibook detail?title id=1648) 

From: " _~comcast.net" ~ @comcast.net> 

Date: Tuesday, July 9, 2013 5:20 PM 

To: William Ferris <wferris@unc.edu> 

Subject: Digital Library of Blacks in Appalachia - UNC Center for the Study of the American South & Bill Turner 

Hello Bill, 

I have framed out some specific ideas around our talks over the past month. What I have attached is pretty self- 
explanatory, ~ think. 

~ look forward to talking to you about these ideas and to arriving at a formal relationship between myself and the UNC 
Center for the Study of the American South, e.g., Director, Digital Library of Blacks in Appalachia. 

Thanks, 

Bill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:25 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: First-yem seminar information 

A~%~d) xx -First Year Seminar - the UN and Africa FINAL VERSION.docx; FIRST YEAR SEMINAR - FINAL VERSION.docx 

Thanks, Kenneth, for your kind words and for your prompt action on this matter I should have known, given your discipline and efficiency, that you would have taken action before I got 
up this morning. In French, there is a saying that "[a nuit porte consei[" (meaning that the night is fall lessons) Since I sent you my proposal at 1 am, I knew that there would be some 
editorial changes to make here and there, and I found a cut and paste error on the syllabus, where I refer to exams when the course has none. So please transmit up the chain the corrected 
versions of the course description and the syllabus. 

tIave a nice day! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~            ’ (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 

Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:47 AM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: RE: First-year seminar information 

Thanks, Georges. I’ve sent your excellent proposal up tt~e chain, and when I get word that it has been accepted, I’ll ask Travis to cancel the old class and substitute tt~e first-year serainar. 

I’m awed at how- quickly you organized the course. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African Aracrican, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (£Nx) 
Click on a link for irffom~ation about my publications: 
http://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/rayf~rd-w-~gan-and-di~ernma-african-american-inte~lec~aa~ 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hlml 
http :/ /undpress.nd. edu/book/PO07 80 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:05 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: First-year seminar information 

Dear Kelmeth and Eunice, 

Attached please find the three documents you requested: 

1 ) A sample syllabus 

2) Course description 

3) Biographical statement 

Best regards, 

Georges 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 

Professor of African Studies 

Department of African, African American, and I)iaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel t{i[l 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Teh ~ (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 

Sent: Tuesday, July- 16, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: First-year seminar information 

Dear Georges, 

Thartk you for agreeing to switch up this coming semester and teach a first-year seminar. Here is a link to the program: http:/ifys.unc.edu/. The Undergraduate C~trricula folks are going to 
waive the need for a prospectus and the usual form. All they require is a sample syllabus, a course description (about 150 words), and a faculty biographical statement (about 200 words). 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African, African .~nerican, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (l?x) 

Click on a link for information about my publications: 

http://www.umass edu/u1npress/tit~e/ravf~rd-w-~an-and-di~emma-african-american-inte~ectua~ 

http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.html 

http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 

http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Chuck Gmail ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

first cut 

Charles D. Watts - July 18, 2013 dialogue.docN Bio Chuck Watts.docx 

here is a first cut at my responses to your queries. I’ve also added a bio. Let me kno~v if you think that works. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chuck < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: tirst cut 

No worries about shortening any of it In order to get something to you I needed to go stream of consciousness. 

See you tomorrow. 

Chuck 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 17, 2013, at 4:06 PM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear Chuck, 
> 
> Thanks for sending the piece and corrected bio! I will review it tonight and I look forward to discussing it tomorrow We may have to condense it a little bit in light of word limitations for 
Linkages More on this tomorrow 
> 

> With best wishes and see you tomorrow-, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Chuck Gmail [ ~!gmail com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 3:12 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: :first cut 
> 

> here is a first cut at my responses to your queries. I’ve also added a bio. Let me know if you think that works. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subject: First Day 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you have had some time to relax over the summer. I wanted to check in to see when you’d like my first day to be. I know we want to get things moving 

much more quickly this year so I thought I could stop by in the morning on Monday since I will be on campus for orientation. I just wanted to give you a 

head’s up because I will be on vacation with my family and away from email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 3:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Billions in Debt, Detroit Tumbles Into Insolvency 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, please click here 
To ensure delivery to your inbox, please add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines Friday, July 19, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ’~ World I U.S. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Editorials 

I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Billions in Debt, Detroit Tumbles Into Insolvency 
By MONICA DAVEY and MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

...~"::.~.~i..,..: 
The city, the cradle of America’s automobile industry and once 

the nation’s fourth-most populous, is the largest American city 

ever to take such a course. 

Putin Critic Gets 5-Year Jail Term, Setting Off 
Protests 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Aleksei A. Navalny, Russia’s most resonant opposition voice and 
a Moscow mayoral candidate, was sentenced to five years in 
prison on embezzlement charges. 

¯ The kede: Chants of ’Russia Without Putin’ Ring Out 

¯ ~ Slide Show I ~ Yimeline: Navalny’s Reflections 

New Jersey Supreme Court Restricts Police Searches of 
Phone Data 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

The state’s top court said that, in most instances, the police must obtain a 
warrant before they can obtain tracking information about a suspect. 

.................................................................................................................. F£r rj?0re top r~e~s, g£ to N~T!mes~F0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ VIDEO: What Mandela Means to South Africans 
Marcus Mabry of The Times talks to South Africans about what 

Nelson Mandela has meant to them, their country and the world. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Lessons of Belle Glade 
By CINDY HAHAMOVITCH 

If migrant workers can be deported, they will be abused. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The message is that whatever you do, even if you do 

socially useful things, if you are in opposition to the 

government, you are going to jail." 

SERGEI GURIEV, a supporter of Aleksei A. Navahay, the Russian opposition leader who was 
sentenced on Thursday to five years in prison. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Romanian’s Tale Has Art World Fearing Worst 
By LIE ALDERMAN 

Ashes from the oven of a Romanian woman contain paint and 

nails, indicating that she may have burned seven works stolen 

from a Dutch museum. Her son has been arrested in the theft. 

HPV Vaccine Found to Help With Cancers of Throat 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

A vaccine that protects women against cervical cancer also appears to protect 

them against throat cancers caused by oral sex, according to a study released 

Thursday. 

Touring Refugee Camp, Kerry Sees Mounting 

Syrian Suffering 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

As refugees appealed for Western military intervention, 

Secretary of State John Kerry’s visit became a graphic illustration 

of the limits of Washington policy. 

. At War Blog: A School for Syrian Refugees, ’Shouting for Help’ 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ,, 

U.S. 

Heroin in New England, More Abundant and 

Deadly 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

Officials in northern New England report a sharp rise in 

overdoses and heroin deaths. 



A Death Stokes Memories in Boston of Bulger’s 
Gang 
By KATHARINE Q. SEELYE 

The body of Stephen Rakes, who said he was an extortion victim 
of James (Whitey) Bulger, was found in Lincoln, Mass., the 
authorities said. 

Overweight? Maybe You Really Can Blame Your 
Genes 
By GINA KOLATA 

Researchers have found a genetic mutation that may help explain 
why some people can eat the same amount as others but gain 
more weight. 

......................................................................................................... F~r rj)o [e U.S. 9eves, ge to N ~7!!~!es.com~U8 ?~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Bill Cunningham: Farming 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Viktor & Rolf: Conceptual couture 

Christian Lacroix: A return to couture 

nyti~te.s.com. Vl D EO 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Big Banks, Flooded in Profits, Fear Flurry of 
New Safeguards 
By PETER EAVIS 

Wall Street’s big banks are still opposing aspects of the Dodd- 
Frank financial reform law and do not like a proposal to set aside more capita] 

to cover future losses. 

British Inquiry Ties 787 Fire to Beacon 
By CHRISTOPHER DREW 

American aviation officials said they would review 



recommendations by British authorities to disconnect batteries 

in the emergency transmitters on all Boeing 787s. 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan Executive May Escape Penalty 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

While the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and 
JPMorgan are negotiating a settlement, Blythe Masters, a top 
bank executive, is not expected to face a separate action. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

For Nets’ Prokhorov, $183 Million Is No Object 
By HOWARD BECK 

Mikhail D. Prokhorov is showing his determination to win at any 
cost: a high-profile trade helped raise the Nets’ payroll to $1Ol 
million, triggering a luxury tax bill of about $82 million. 

Old-Timers’ Day at Firm and Fast Muirfield 
By KAREN CROUSE 

Mark O’Meara, 56, was among the 4o-and-over golfers within 

two shots of the leader Zach Johnson after the first round of the 
British Open. 

, Highlights and Analysis of Round 1 

~ SLIDE SHOW: Fenway’s Hieroglyphics 

The dings and dents and imprints on the Green Monster, 
baseball’s most famous left-field wall, tell the story of decades of 

line drives. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Romanian’s Tale Has Art World Fearing Worst 
By LIZ ALDERMAN 

Ashes from the oven of a Romanian woman contain paint and 
nails, indicating that she may have burned seven works stolen 
from a Dutch museum. Her son has been arrested in the theft. 

Net-fiN Does Well in 2o13 Primetime Emmy 

Nominations 
By BRIAN STELTER 

The online network Netflix official]y joined its cable and 



broadcast counterparts on Thursday, picking up a best drama 
nomination for the political thriller "House of Cards." 

¯ Talking to the Nominees: Vince Gilligan of ’Breaking Bad’ I Kerry Washington of ’Scandal’ I Connie 
Britton of ’Nashville’ I Julian Fellowes of ’Downton Abbey’ I Louis C.K. of ’Louie’ I Elisabeth Moss of 
’Top of the Lake’ I Emilia Clarke of ’Game of Thrones’ I Vera Farmiga of ’Bates Motel’ I Kevin Spacey 
of ’House of Cards’ I Alex Gansa of ’Homeland’ I Lena Dunham of ’Girls’ 

¯ Emmy Surprises and Snubs 

’THE ACT OF KILLING’ 

Mass Murder? Gee, That Was Fun 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"The Act of Killing" takes viewers inside the minds and motives 
of the guilty - in this case, those who massacred as many as a.5 

million Indonesians in the 196os. 

¯ ~ Exclusive Clip: ’The Act of Killing’ 

........................................................................................................ E0[ r~0r~ a[ts #e~fs, g0 t0 N¥]ime~�0m!Arts ~ 

Movies 

’THE CONJURING’ 

Homeownership Has Its Perils 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

In James Wan’s horror tale "The Conjuring," Lili Taylor and Ron 
Livingston are terrorized by the bumps and creaks around them. 

MOVIES 

An Unfortunate Return to Reality 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

My idea of moviegoing bliss can’t be found in a park or on a roof 
but in a theater, where most of the ambient light comes from the 
projector and the screen. 

’ONLY GOD FORGIVES’ 

Mom Is a Drug Lord, and Gore Is a Narcotic 
By STEPHEN HOLDEN 

"Only God Forgives," a blood-drenched action movie, includes 
one character who plays God and sings karaoke. 

¯ Q. and A.: Nicolas Winding Refn 

..................................................................... FOe r~0r# r~0~!e [~e~ys a[~d [ex!eEs, go t? NYTimes.�0m(M0vies ~z 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: The Fight for Syrian Schools 
With Syria’s population struggling just to stay alive, the 

education system has fallen apart. The Times’s Mac William 

Bishop visits volunteers who run unofficial schools for Syrian 

refugees. 



~ VIDEO: A Look at the ~’o13 Emmy Nominations 

The Times’s Michael J. Hale and Brian Stelter discuss the some 

of the nominees. 

~ VIDEO: A Po’ Boy’s Baton Rouge 
Seth Kugel kicks off his budget-friendly road trip through 

America’s heartland in Baton Rouge, La. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ mor~ ~!d~o, go ~0 N¥~imes~�om/Video ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Good News on Insurance Premiums 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Affordable Care Act will save money for many who buy their own policies. 

EDITORIAL 

You (and Your Cellphone) on Candid Camera 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Retailers must give shoppers a chance to opt out of being tracked in physical 

stores. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Putin Tries to Crush Another Rival 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The charges and heavy punishment for Meksei Navalny were a retaliation for his 
campaign against President Vladimir Putin’s corrupt political machine. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED GUEST COLUMNIST 

Raising the Wrong Profile 
By TA-NEHISI COATES 

Could Obama choose a man whose police tactics are determined 
by skin color? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hitting China’s Wall 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

MI the signs coming from the economic data show that China is 
in big trouble. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Enough of the Daytonians 



By ROGER COHEN 

In Bosnia, the time has come to move past division and denial. 

¯ Columnist Page 

.................................................................................................... E£r m0~e £p!ni0n, go to NyTimes:�0m!0pini0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 19, 1941, Prime Minister Winston Churchill of Britain 
launched his "V for Victory" campaign in Europe. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Wells, Chris <cjwells@email.une.edtc~ 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:04 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edw~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Small funds inquily 

Dear Kenneth and Eunice, 

Thanks so much for finding some funds for Pierce. Compensating him in some way is very important to me as there’s a growing discourse within hip-hop about "culture 
vultures" or scholars who use hip hop artists’ time and materials without offering anything in return, and I certainly don’t want to be a part of that! (Though Pierce did, of 
course, happily volunteer his time.) 

Things are going well with           ; project. She spent some additional time in the Southern Folklife Collection after our Wilson Library excursion, and         helped her 
get acquainted with the Bill Ferris Collection. I’ll be receiving a brief report on the collection and a lesson plan from her on Monday, she will present in class on Tuesday, and 
she will turn in a final research paper on culture and poverty in the Mississippi Delta to me before the final exam. 

All best, 

Chris 

PS If it is of interest to either of you, today the students are bringing in examples of music, art, poetry, etc. from the last 40 years that they feel express ’~Fhe Black Experience" 
and connect with our course themes. Here is my contribution: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xaqdPOGEE18 

It is an example of the "Under the Bridge" tradition that has emerged in New Orleans second line parades, where bands park under the 1-10 overpass to enjoy the massive 
reverberating acoustics the enclosed space offers. It’s a powerful example of cultural and sonic resistance to the damage historic black caused by the routing of 1-10 through 
historically black neighborhoods (a shamefully racist pattern in mid-century urban planning and highway construction.) 

This footage pairs with a brilliant article about soundscapes and urban geography by Matt Sakakeeny, whose footage this is. Eunice, I thought this might especially interest you 
as I remember cultural geography is a major interest of yours. Here’s the article if you’d like to read it: http://tulane.edu/liberal-arts/music/upload/Sakakeeny=Ethno3.pdf 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent-’ Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:14 PM 
To: Wells, Chris 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ RE: Small funds inquiry 

Dear Chris, 

I’~n glad things axe still going well. How are they going with the student who is taking the extra credit? 

I am not aware ofa~y depaxtmenta2l funds~ but I’m copying Eunice on this, m~d we’ll see what she has to say. 

Eunice: is there a small mnount of money for the purpose Cluis outlines? 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UnivelsiF of North C~xolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abont my publications: 

http://www.umass.edtv’umpress/spr 97/jm~ken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu,ix~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 
http://undpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 

From: Wells, Chris 
Sent-’ Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:58 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject-’ Small funds inquiry 

Hi Kenneth, 

Everything’s going quite well with the course, and the students really responded well to our archival session in Wilson Library. 

Tomorrow, we’ll be discussing art & culture in recent times, and Pierce Freelon has generously volunteered to come in as a special guest. I would like to offer him a small 



honorarium to thank him for his time (in the $50-$:~00) range and am planning to do so from my own personal funds, but 3[ thought 3[’d check with you and see if the 
department might be willing and able to furnish this, 

All best, 

Chris 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:15 AM 

Perez, Louis A <perez@emml.unc.edu-~; Rietkohl Muniz, Beatriz S <riefl~ohl@email.unc.edu>; John French ~idfrench@duke.edw~; 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaktwe@email.unc.edu> 

Shields, Tanya L --~tshields@unc.edt~,; Sahle, Eunice N < eunice@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Kmla--~kslocum@unc.edu>; Petna Nda]iko 

<petna@alkebu.org>; Cherie Rivers Nddliko < @gmail.com >; Williams, Lyneise E <williale@email.unc.edu>; Hu(t, Christi 

<~christihurt@unc.edu> 

Arfis~t-in-Residence Joel Zito Araujo 

Joel Zito Arauj o2013.doc; SUMAYALima2013.doc 

Hi All -- I just wanted to give folks a heads up in adwmce - Bramlian filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo, who was the Stone Center’s first artist in residence in 2004, will be returning to us m the 
Spring 2014 He will likely stay for a month, probably in Februa~ although we haven’t pinned down the exact dates I am writing because having him with us ]2~r that amount of time means 
he will be available to do a nttraber of different kinds of activities. Besides ore campuses, I will likely try to book him at other institutions in the state, partly- to help defray the cost of his 
stipend. 

Also, he will be accompanied by his partner, Surnaya Lima who does Brazilian fcminist literalN studies, although she will not be here (specifically) to do anything programatically. She is more 
interested in contacting and interacting with others who are working in this same area. Ho~vcver, it is safe to say- that she would make presentations if asked to do so. If I am not mistaken 
she worked with him on his film which exposes the sexual tourism issue and the victimiztion of yotmg Brazilian women by Ettropean, North American ( Mexico,US and Canada) Latin 
American and other men. 

If you are interested in programming, conversations (informal or formal) please let me know. We are ~vay ahead of the game, but ~ve’d like to get a sense of how you might ~vant to tap into 
Joel’s work/expertise while he’s here. We are likely to build our programming with him around 1 or 2 of the films, most likely- Raga, and Daughters of the YVind. He mentioned to me that he is 
will bring those 2 films and most of the documentaries. Besides a welcoming reception, and the film/discussions, we will not be doing anything else formal. 

This will leave ample time for other units, or other institutions to engage with him. Please let me know if you have questions. I am attaching brief cv’s for both Joel and Stm~aya. 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
j fj ordan@email.m~c.edu 



JOEL ZITO AIL I TJO 
Short R sum  & Filmography 
Award-Winning Filmmaker, director, wriWr, and executive producer of feature films, 

documentaries, television shows, and educa#onal videos 

Since 1984, has produced 26 films: 4 feature films, 2 short fiction films and 25 short 
documentaries films, several of which have been awarded prizes or selected for film 

festivals. 

Additional Background: 

Director and Creator of the full-length films: Rata, Denying Brazil, Daughters of the 
Wind, Cinderellas, Wolves, and One Prince Charming. 

PhD in Communication Science from the Escola de Comunica96es e Artes, University 

of S~o Paulo, 1999. 

Postdoctoral Fellow and Visiting Professor in the Department of Radio-TV-Film, the 
Department of Anthropology, and the Center for African & African American Studies, 
University of Texas at Austin (August 2001-May 2002). 

Artist-in-Residence at the Sonj a Haynes Stone Center, University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill - October 2004. 

President of the Brazilian Filmmakers Association (2006-2007). 

Pedagogic Coordinator of the Lato Sensu Graduate Film Program at the Cuiabfi 
University and MISC (Cuiabfi Image and Sound Museum) in Cuiabfi - Brazil (October 

2006 - October 2008). 

Pedagogic Coordinator of the Lato Sensu Graduate Film Program at the MEIA 
(International Art Institute) in Mindelo - Cape Verde (January - June 2011). 

Curator of the Encontro de Cinema NegT"o Z6zimo Bulbul Brazil, Aj~ica e Caribe - in 
Rio de Janeiro - Brazil. 

Delegate from African Diaspora invited by FEPACI - Federation Pan-African Cinema 

(2013). 

Full Length Films 

FICTION: 



Daughters Of The Wind [Filhas do Vento] (92 min., 35mm, 2005) 

Despite this racial and cultural atmosphere, this is a tale of redemption involving 
four black women who, on a special day in their lives, will dig up and mull over 

their life-stories in order to restore, without the barriers of race and creed, the 
maternal and fraternal love between mothers, sisters and daughters. 

Won the Screenplay award by National Concurrence of Feature Film of the 

Ministry of Culture. December/2001. World Premiere: June, 23rd 2004 at The 

Museum of Modern Art Film Festival - New York. Sonja Haynes Stone Center at 
UNC-Chapel Hill - October 2004. 

"Daughters of the Wind" received: 
Captured 8 awards at the 32rid Gramado Filra Festival the most important 

Brazilian film festival,- 2004 (August): 

Best director/jury, 

Best actor/jury 

Best actress/jury 

Best supporting actress / jury 

Best supporting actor / jury 

Best film / Critics Review. 

In addition, Best Film Award at the 8th Mostra de Cinema de Tiradentes, Minas 
Gerais, Brazil. Jan/2005. 
Best FulI-Length Script at the 2nd Paratycine - Festival de Cinema de Paraty. 

2005.Brazil. 
Best actor and best actress at the Festival de Cinema de Macapa, 2005. Brazil. 

Selected Screenings: 

- Festival Internacional de Cinema do Rio de Janeiro (outubro/2004) 
- Cape Town World Cinema Festival - nov/2004 

- 35TM International Film Festival of India - dez/2004 
- 3 Continents Human Rights Festival 2004- Bombaim/India 

- 7e Festival du Cinema Bresilien de Paris - 2005. 

- 7e Festival Ecrans Noirs - Camaroon. 2005. 

- Brasilcine Gottemburg 2005 
- 2005 Louis Vuitton Hawaii International Film Festival 

- 13th New York African Diaspora Film Festival, 2005. 

- Mostra Itinerante de Cinema Brasileiro 2005 (Argentina, Chile e 

M~xico), organizado pelo Minist~rio das Relaqaes Exteriores. 

- 13~mes 6dition du Festival FEMI - Guadaloupe. 2006 

- 2-°. ClNEPORT 2006 - Fest. Cinema Paises Lingua Portuguesa, Lagos - 

Portugal. 2006. 

- The 2rid UK Brasilian Film Festival - Londres. Set/2006 
- Festival du film Br~silien - Bruxelas, Set/2006. 
- Third Brazilian Film Festival - Nicosia, Chipre. Out/2006 

- Festival de Cinema Ibero-americano de Argel - Arg~lia. Nov/2006. 

- Santa Barbara Film Festival, Feb. 3, 2006 



- 19-°. Rencontres Cinemas d’Amerique Latine de Tolouse, mar2007. 

- The Women of Color Arts & Film (WOCAF) Festival, Atlanta, GA. 2007 
- Johns Hopkins Film Festival 2007. Baltimore, EUA. 

- Festival International du Film Panafricain, Cannes, 2008. 
- "Cinema of Brazil: Afro-Brazilian Perspectives". Org. Barbican Film & 

Embassy of Brazil in London. Out/2008. 

Brasilianisches Film Festival (CineBrasil) - Salzburg, Jena, Berlin, -- 

Hamburg, Lubeck, Wurzburg, Bern. Nov.2008. 
CAK’s(Center for afrikansk kulturformidling) fourth annual film f 

estival - Oslo, Noruega (Set/2011) 

Atlanta 2011 - Brazil Fest. Atlanta, USA (Set/2011) 

DOCUMENTARIES: 

Rata (106 min - HD, 2012). 
Rata captures the unfolding struggle for racial equality in Brazil. With the world’s 
second largest black population and a reputation for racial harmony, black 

Brazilians remain nearly absent in the halls of power and history books. The film 
follows three people on the front lines of this modern battle for equality. 

Full-length documentary co-produced with the North American production 

company Principe Productions Inc. (New York). Directed by Joel Zito Araujo and 
Megan Mylan (Oscar Winner for Best Short Documentary 2009). 

- World Premiere as Hors Concurs at the 2012 Rio de Janeiro International 

Film Festival (October 10% 2012). 
- Selected at the FESPACO 2013 - Pan African Film Festival of Ouagadougou 

(February 2013). 

Cinderellas, Wolves And One Enchanted Prince [Cinderelas, Lobos e Um Prfncipe 

Encantado] (107 min., HD, 2008) Full-length documentary about sexual tourism and 

the exploitation of African-Brazilian women. 

Best Full-Length Documentary prize (from audience) and Honorable 
Mention from Jury at the VII Mostra Vidas na Tela - Natal. 2009. 

Best Film Award and Best Director Award at the 9th Iberoamerican Film 

Festival of Sergipe (Curta-SE 9)-2009. 

Honorable Mention at the X Brasilia lnt’l Film Festival 2008, Nov./2008 

Selected Screenings: 

- Brazil Premiere: The 10th Rio de Janeiro International Film Festival. 

Octuber/2008. 
- Film exhibition, A Look into theAbuse and Harassment oj~Children and 

Adolescents, part of’The III World Congress against the Sexual 
Exploitation of Children and Adolescents’. Rio de ]aneiro. Nov./2008. 

- II Encontro de Cinema Negro Brasil-Africa-Am6rica Latina. Rio de Janeiro- 

Nov.2008 



- Fespaco - Burkina Fasso (Mostra Brazil). 2009. 

- Real Life Documentary: A Pan-African Festival Of Documentary - Ghana 

- 2nd Brazilian Film Festival of Vancouver - 2009. 

- The Museum of Modern Art- New York- Premiere Brazil 2009. 

- Dockanema - International Documentary Film Festival. Maputo-Mocambique. 

- V Mostra Produ¢~o Independente - Cinema em Negro Negro, Vit6ria, ES- 

2009. 

- Premiere Brazil Berlin 2009. At the House of World Cultures, Berlin - 
Germany. 

- 20-°. Festival Internacional del Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano. 2009 (mostra 
paralela) III Brazilian Film Week - Premiere Brazil Washington-DC. USA. 

- Pan African Film & Arts Festival February,2010. Los Angeles,CA. USA. 
- Festival Internacional de Cinema de Luanda, 2010. 
- Tafifa African Film Festival 2011- Espanha. 

Denying Brazil [A Nega~ao do Brasil] (91 min., 35 mm, 2001) 

The history of black actors in Brazilian soap operas. Full-length documentary film 
about prejudices, taboos and the evolution of black characters in Brazilian soap 

operas. Script awarded a prize in the Ministry of Culture’s 1999 National 

Documentary Competition. 

- Best Brazilian Film Award at the 6th International Documentary Festival "f~ 
Tudo Verdade", S~o Paulo/Rio de Janeiro, 2001. 

- Best Research Award at the 6t~, International Documentary Festival "It’s All 
True - 1~ Tudo Verdade," S~o Paulo/Rio de Janeiro, 2001. 

- Quanta Prizefor the best Brazilian documentary - "It’s All True - I~ Tudo 

Verdade," S~o Paulo/Rio de Janeiro, 2001. 
- Gilberto Freire Film prize at the 5th Recife Film Festival, 2001. 
- Best Full-Length Documentary Script prize at the Sth Recife Film Festival, 

2001, 

Selected Screenings: 

- Festival Internacional do Document~rio e Novos Media do Porto - Odiss~ia 
has Imagens - Porto, Portugal. 2001. 

- New York African Diaspora Film Festival, 2001. 
- I Muestra de Cine e Video Documental de Madrid, 2001. 
- Festival Internacional de Cinema RIO BR 2001. 
- The 10th Annual Pan African Film Festival - Los Angeles, CA USA. Fev/2002. 
- 5th Annual Internacional Festival of New Cinema of the Americas. 
Austin,Texas. Abril/2002. 

- Habana Film Festival / Festiva Internacional del Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano. 
2001 

- Festival International de Biarritz - Le Prix Union Latine du Film - 
Documentaire - outubro/2002. 

- Mostra Brazil on Film - Novo Cinema Novo. Londres. 19/out/2002. 



- FESPACO - PanAfrican Film Festival of Ouagadougou 2003. Burkina Faso. 

- 3 Continents Human Rights Festival (2003)- Johannesburg -South Africa 

- 7e Festival Ecrans Noirs - Camar6es. 2005. 

- Cycle 3 Villes do Brasil - F6rum d~s Images / Paris. 2005. 

- The 2nd UK Brasilian Film Festival - Londres. Set/2006 
- Festival du film Br~silien - Bruxelas, Set/2006. 
- Mostra de Cinema Negro de Cuiab~ - 2006. 

- 19-°. Rencontres Cinemas d’Amerique Latine de Tolouse, mar2007. 

- Orumil~ Zumbi Mostra Cinema IBRIT Milano - Italia. Nov 2008. 

TELEVISION 

Full Length: 

The Ephemeral Union State of Jehovah [0 El&nero Estado UniOo deJeov6] (62 

min.) 1999. 
Full-length documentary for television about the short messianic dream of Udelino 
de Matos, who tried to form a campestral state with an African-Brazilian 

population in the north of Espfrito Santo in the 50’s. Co-production with TV Gazeta 
(Rede Globo), Espfrito Santo - Brazil. 

Series: 

Mirror"[Espelho] (25 min. Episodes) 2013 

Director of the 2013 season (26 shows) of short documentaries and interviews 
about Brazilian culture. 

Afro-Diaspora Trails[Nas Trilhas da Afro-Didspora] 

During slavery, Africans were taken from their continent and sent around the 

world, creating what is known as the African Diaspora. In this series, vve will 
discover that, despite of their oppressive condition, they kept their traditions, 

developed new creative forms of expression and new life styles inspired in the 
cultures of their ancestors. 

Director: Joel Zito Araujo 

Script Writer and Executive Producer: Joel Zito Araujo and Sheila Walker 
Episode 1: Minas Gerais, Brazil 

Episode 2: Esmeraldas, Ecuador 

Short Films: 

Class Memories" [Mem6rias de Classe] (50 min.) 
- Best Script prize Ford/Anpocs Festival, Rio de Janeiro, 1989. 



Almerinda, a Woman of Thirty [Almerinda, uma mulher de trinta] (20 min.) 

Prize for best documentary on Brazilian history at the Maranhfio State 
Guarnic6 Film & Video Festival, 1992. Screening selected to Habana Film 

Festival/Festiva Internacional del Nuevo Cine Latinoamericano. 1991 

Black and white portrait" [Retrato em Preto e Branco] (16 rain.) 

documentary on the media and race relations in Brazil selected for several 

festivals overseas, including: 

- I Montre Europ6enne de Videos Latino-Am6ricains, France, 1993. 

Chicago Latin Film Festival, USA, 1994. 

- IV Encontro Latino Americano de Vfdeo, Peru, Nov., 1993. 

The Exception and the Rule [A ExcegOo e a Regra] (30 rain.) 
Documentary about how the Brazilian legal system treats victims of racism. 

Festival Nacional de Video "Brasilidade," organised by the Rio de [aneiro Modern 

Art Museum (MAM) Film Archive & the G6ethe Institut, Rio de ]aneiro, 1997. 

Movement - Adolescents and art for Human Rights [Movimento - 0 adolescente 

e a arte pelos Direitos Humanos] (25 min.) a cultural experiment in Salvador 

(Bahia). Made for UNICEF, 1998. 

White Waves in Black Pupils [Ondas Brancas has Pupilas Negras] (20 

min.)educational video on the image of blacks in the media, 1995. 

Me, Black Woman [Eu, Mulher Negra] (30 min.) educational documentary video 
on the health of black women made for CEBRAP, 1994. 

PUBLICATIONS 

BOOKS: 

A Negagfio do Brasil - o negro na hist6ria da telenovela brasileira [Denying Brazil 
blacks m the history qf Brazilian soap operas]. S~o Paulo: Ed. Senac, Nov. 2000. 

Negro na TV Pfiblica [Black People on Brazifan PBS]. Brasilia: Fund. Palmares, 

Set.2010. 

JOURNALISM: 

Um espetficulo que n~o quer parar [A show that does not want to stop], O Estado de 
th                       -~ S~to Patt[o daily, Cademo 2, 6 July 2001, p. D~. 

Grande Otelo, o pequeno notfivel [Grande Otelo, the remarkable small guy], Raqa 
Brasi[journal, Ed. Simbolo, n~ 53, Ano 06, Jan. 2001. 



ARTICLES: 

O Negro na TV: jfi dfi para comemorar o tim do preconceito? In: Caros Amigos 
Magazine. XV Year- Special Media #52, April 20111~ 

Midia e produ~;6es de subjetividade: quest6es do racismo - In: Midia e Psicologia: 
produ~o de subj etividade e coletividadeiConselho Federal de Psicologia. - Brasilia: 
Conselho Federal de Psicologia, 2009. 

O Negro na dramaturgia, um caso exemplar da decad~ncia do mito da democracia 
racial brasileira. Feminist Studies Magazine/Santa Catarina Federal University. 
Philosophy and Human Sciences Department, Communication and Expression 
Department. V. 16, n. 3/2008. Florian6polis: UFSC, pg. 979-985. 

The Afro-Brazilian mind: contemporary Afro-Brazilian literary and cultural 
criticism. O Negro na Telenovela Brasileira: Urea Sintese / edited by Niyi Afolobi, 
Mfircio Barbosa, & Esmeralda Ribeiro. Pgs 257-270. Africa World Press, Inc. Trenton, 

NJ. 2007. 

Le uoir daus les feuilletons televises. In: Cin6mas d’am6rique latine - Revue annuelle 

de FAssociation Rencontres Cinemas d’Amerique Latine de Tolouse-(ARCAL). - no. 
15. pags 117-27. 2007 

A For~;a de um desejo: a persist~ncia da brauquitude como padrAo est6tico 
audiovisual. Revista USP, no. 69 - maioijunhoijulho 2006. 

Televis~o e Racismo [Television and racism], Tempo e Presenqajournal, n. 315, Rio 

de Janeiro: Ed. Koinonia, Jan.-Feb., 20011. 

Identidade Racial e Estere6tipos sobre o Negro na TV Brasileira [Racial identity 
and stereo(ypes about blacks on Brazilian 7~ In: Guimar~es, A.S.A. & Huntley, Lynn 
(org) Tiraudo a Mfiscara: Ensaios sobre o Racismo no Brasil. Rio de Janeiro: Paz e 

Terra, 2000. 

Por uma Estrat6gia para a Inser~;~o dos Afro-Brasileiros na Midia [Towards a 
strategy for including Afro-Brazilians in the media] In: Anais do Semin{trio ~tica e 

EstOtica Multiracial Brasil-flfrica do Su[. Seminar held in Brasilia and S~o Paulo on 
16th & 17th December 1996. Brasilia: Fundag~o Cultural Palmares iMinist6rio da 

Cultura, 1997. 

Estrat6gias e Politicas de Combate/~ Discrimina~;~o Racial na Midia [StraWgies and 
policies Jbr combating racial discrimination in the media] In: Estrat6gias e Politicas 

de Combate/~ DiscriminaCAo Racial (Org. Kabengele Munanga). S~o Paulo: 
EduspiEsta~o Ci~ncia, 1996. 

TV e Identidade Negra diante da Mundializa~;Ao da Cultura [TVand black identity 
in the context of the globalisation of culture] In: Intercom 95 Congresso Brasileiro de 



CiOncias da Comunicac, iYto (Annals): 18, 1995. 

Ondas Branc~s n~s Pupil,s Negr~s [White waves m black pupils]. Teoria e Debate 
journal, n. 23. S~o Paulo: Dec.93-Feb~94. 

CONTACT: 
Telefone: 
E-mail: 
Skype: 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 

Thank you[!@ 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Cc: Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Next week - Your schedule in AAAD 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Greetings and I hope you are both doing well. 

To make-up for the extra time you worked during the furniture delivery process in the Department this week, I here 
authorized you to leave AAAD at 4.00pm next Wednesday. If you prefer to arrive at 9.00am rather 8.00am on either 
Tuesday or Thursday just let me know. 

Thanks for all hard work with the furniture transition process this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <~klcaldwe@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 1:30 PM 

Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.uuc.edu> 

Perez, Louis A <perez@emaJl.uuc.edu>; Rielkohl Muniz, Bea~mz S <rietkohl@email.unc.edu>; John French ~dtiench@duke.edu>; 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@uuc.edt~,; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Slocum, Kmla <kslocum@unc.edu>; Petna Nda]iko 

<petna@alkebu.org>; Cherie Rivers Nddliko < ~gmail.com >; Williams, Lyneise E <williale@email.unc.edu>; Hu(t, Christi 

<~cl~istihurt@unc.edu> 

Re: ANst-h-Residence Joel Zito Araujo 

tIi Joseph, 
This is great news! I used a couple of Joel’s films in my class this sumaner. His work is excellent. Having him on campus will be a tremendous opportuni~" for our students 

Best, 
Kia 

On Jul 19, 2013, at 11:14 A~% "Joseph Jordan" <jfjordan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Hi All -- I just wanted to give folks a heads up in advance - Bramlian filmmaker Joel Zito Araujo, who was the Stone Center’s :first artist in residence in 2004, will be returning to us in the 
Spring 2014 He will likely stay for a month, probably in Februa~ although we haven’t pinned down the exact dates I am writing because having him with us ]2~r that amount of time means 
he will be aw~ilable to do a number of different kinds of activities Besides our campuses, I will likely try to book him at other institutions in the state, partly to help defray the cost of his 
stipend 
> 

> Also, he will be accompanied by his partner, Sumaya Lima who does Brazilian feminist literalN studies, although she will not be here (specifically) to do anything programatically. She is 
more interested in contacting and interacting with others who are working in this same area. However, it is safe to say- that she would make presentations if asked to do so. If I am not 
mistaken she worked with him on his film which exposes the sexual tourism issue and the victimiztion ofyom~g Brazilian women by European, North American ( Mexico,US and Canada) 
Latin American and other men. 
> 

> If you are interested in programming, conversations (informal or formal) please let me know. We are way ahead of the game, but we’d like to get a sense of how you might want to tap into 
Joel’s work/expertise while he’s here. We are likely to build ota programming with him around 1 or 2 of the films, most likely- Raga, and Daughters of the YVind. He mentioned to me that he is 
will bring those 2 films and most of the documentaries. Besides a welcoming reception, and the film/discussions, we will not be doing anything else formah 
> 
> This will leave araple time for other m~its, or other institutions to engage with him. Please let me know if you have questions. I ara attaching brief cv’s for both Joel and Sumaya. 
> 

> 

> 

> Joseph Jordan, Director 
> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> (919) 962-9001 
> jfj ordan@emaihunc.edu 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> <Joel Zito Araujo2013.doc> 
> <SErMAYALima2013. doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 1:39 PM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvaacgas@email.uuc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Durban lbllow up meeting 

Thursday afternoon is best for me, after 2 pm, but I will make time on Wednesday if necessa~-. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, al’~d Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Durban follow up meeting 

Hello Con’trades’. 

I’d like to prupose a follow up meeting to complete planning for uur Durban study abruad prugram in 2014. Wuuld yuu twu be available Wednesday 7/24 or ~I1qursday 7/25 for a quick 
afternoon meeting? 

Thanks, 

Rudney 

Rudney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abruad Office 
2016 b~;r)[~x Global Educatlun (;enter 
301 Pittsburu Street 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu<http:i/stud,v abruad.un c edu/> 
********************************************** 

Cunfldentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may cuntain confidential 

iNk~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distributiun is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns ~gmail.com> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 12:45 AM 

Cline, Alexis L <Alexis Cline@anc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

CAS New Faculty Orientation 

Dear Alexis, 

I mn writing in response to Dean Gil’s invitation to participate in the new faculty orientation for the College of Arts an Sciences. 

Please consider this message nay attirmative RSVP. I have no dietary restrictions. 

I look forward to meeting you and everyone else on 19 August. 

All the best, 

Ronald Willian~s 
Afi’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 9:08 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: First-yem semiuar information 

Dear Kenneth, 

On the Class Roster for my First Year Seminar, AAAD 89-002, the eIlrollment capacity’ is listed as 6 Is this an error? Based on the maximum em-ollment of 24 students listed on the FYS 
website, I prepared my syllabus for a class with at least 10 students Could you please look into this? 

Thank you, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

’]Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (oftice) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: First-year seminar reformation 

I’ve sent the corrections off. The course should be created today and be available for enrollment today or tomorrow. 

You and I should be hearing soon from the first-year seminars director, who wants to talk with us about the program 

Kenneth 

Dr KennethR. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (I?x) 
Click on a link for inl’omxation about my publications: 
http://~vw~v.umass.edu/nn~press/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~gan-and-di~errm~a-african-american-inte~lec~aa~ 

htt p ://unc pr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hm’tl 
http:i/undpress.nd.edu/bookiPO0780 
http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 10:25 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: Sahle, Ennice N 
Subject: RE: First-year seminar information 

Thaaks, Kenneth, for your kind words and for your prompt action on this matter. I should have known, given yo~ discipline and efficiency, that you would have taken action before I got 
up this morning. In French, there is a saying that "la nuit porte conseil" (meaning that the night is full lessons). Since I sent you my proposal at 1 am, I knew that there xvould be some 
editorial changes to make here and there, and I found a cut and paste error on the syllabus, where I refer to exams when the course has none. So please transmit up the chain the corrected 
versions of the course description and the syllabus. 

Have a nice day! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~              cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 8:47 AiVl 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sulziect: RE: First-year seminar information 

Thanks, Georges. I’ve sent ?’our excellent proposal up the chain, and when I get word that it has been accepted, I’ll ask Travis to cancel the old class and substitute the first-year seminar 

I’m a~ved at how quickly you organized the course. 



Kenneth 

Dr KennethR. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle ttall, CB# 3395 
University’ o:[" North Carolina 
Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 
Click on a link for information about my publications: 
http://www.um ass edu/umpress/title/ra~/’fi~rd-w-logan-and-dilemma-african-arnerican-intellectual 
http ://uncpr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059 html 
http ://undpress.nd edu/book/P00780 
http://undpress.nd.edu/book/PO0723 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 1:05 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: First-year seminar information 

Dear Kenneth and Etmice, 

Attached please find the three documents you requested: 

1 ) A sample syllabus 

2) Course description 

3) Biographical statement 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 

Professor of African Studies 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel. + ’ (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 

Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 2:06 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: First-year seminar information 

Dear Georges, 

Thank you for agreeing to switch up this coming semester and teach a first-year seminar, tIere is a link to the program: http://f~/s unc.edu/. ’]’he Undergraduate Curricula folks are going to 
waive the need :[’or a prospectus and the usual form. All they require is a sample syllabus, a course description (about 150 words), and a faculty biographical statement (about 200 words) 

Regards, 

Kenneth 



Dr KennethR. Janken 

Department o[" Al~ican, African American, and Diasp~)ra Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

University of North Carolina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (’,~oice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 

Click on a link for irffom~ation about my publications: 

http://www.umass.edu/umpress/tit~e/ra¥f~rd-w-~an-and-di~en~rna-african-an:1erican-inte~ectual 

htt p ://unc pr ess.unc, edu/books/T-8059.hm’tl 

http ://undpress.nd.edu/book/P00780 

http ://tmdpress.nd.edu/book/P00723 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pennybacker, SusaJ~ Dabney <pennybac@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 11:39 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

hi, quick updale 

Dear Eunice, 

Hello from Kentucky. 

I am writing to follow-up on my previous email. Jim Miller and I now have a firm departure date for the UK of :17 August. Our final departure from the UK is 2:1 

December, with time in between left flexible in some respects. 

I will be in Chapel Hill on the :12th and :13th August, and maybe just before and after as well. 

Feel free to contact Jim regarding his own schedule for the weeks before we go: 

US cell remains and jam@emaii.gwu.edu 

My very best, with thanks, 

Susan 

Susan Dabney Pennybacker 

Chalmers W. Poston Distinguished Professor of European History 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

pennybac@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 11:42 AM 

Department listserv <afriafam@listserv.unc.edu> 

[afriafam] Front door Battle Hall 

Dear Faculty, 

Please make sure that the front door of Battle remains locked if you happen to be entering/exiting on the weekends. 

This is important for safety and security. 

Thanks, 

Travis 

You are currently subscribed to afriafam as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=32361608.e87a91 a5832319540el 56ada770a798d&n=T&l=afriafam&o=33325802 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33325802-32361608.e87a91a5832319540e156ada770a798d~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Strizheus, Ynlia <ystfizh@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, Jnly 22, 2013 1:32 PM 

CAS ss DDD <cas-ss-ddd@unc.edu> 

CAS ss Mgrs <cas-ss-mgrs@unc.edu> 

FW: FUNDING OPP: Upper $65,000 - American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS), Sept. 26, 2013 deadline 

This email is being forwarded on Senior Associate Dean Jonathan Hartlyn% behalf to all Social Science Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs in the College o fArts & 

Sciences, with an information copy to administrative managers. 

From: Edmonstone-Pickens, Charla 
Sent-" Monday, July 22, 20:t3 :t:t:34 AM 
To: Gil, Karen M; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; Hartlyn, Jonathan; McGowan, John; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca; Smith, Allison Burnett 
C¢: Nolan, Angela J 
Subject-" FUNDING OPP: Upper $65,000 - American Council of Learned Societies (ACLS) 

Dear Colleagues, 

We learned of the following funding opportunity from the American Council for Learned Societies and hasten to forward it to you for your consideration and so 

that you may share it with appropriate faculty. 

The Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations is available to help faculty during the proposal development process in a number of ways (provide comments on 

the draft proposal, help secure cover letters from senior administrators, participate in communications with the funder, provide customized stewardship letters for 

funded grants etc.). 

if you or your faculty plan to pursue this funding opportunity, please let the CFR team know how we may be of assistance! 

With kind regards, 

Charla 

ICDTCSF DOASSSA0 

http://www.acls.org/grants/Default.aspx~ id=380 

The ACLS Fellowships are intended as salary replacement to help scholars devote six to twelve continuous months to full-time research and writing. ACLS 

Fellowships are portable and are tenable at the fellow’s home institution, abroad, or at another appropriate site for research. (:1) An ACLS Fellowship may be held 

concurrently with other fellowships and grants and any sabbatical pay, up to an amount equal to the candidate’s current academic year salary. Tenure of the 

fellowship may begin no earlier than July :1, 20:14 and no later than February :1, 20:15. The Fellowship stipend is set at three levels based on academic rank: up to 

~35,000 for Assistant Professor and career equivalent~ up to $45,000 for Associate Professor and career equivalent~ and up to $65,000 for full Professor and career 

equivalent. ACLS will determine the level based on the candidate’s rank or career status as of the application deadline date. Approximately 25 fellowships will be 

available at the Assistant Professor level, approximately 20 at the Associate Professor level, and approximately 20 at the full Professor level. 

The ACLS Fellowship program invites research applications in all disciplines of the humanities and related social sciences. The ultimate goal of the project should 

be a major piece of scholarly work by the applicant. ACLS does not fund creative work (e.g., novels or films), textbooks, straightforward translation, or pedagogical 

projects. For the purpose of these competitions, the humanities and related social sciences include but are not limited to American studies~ anthropolog,E 

archaeology~ art and architectural history; classics; economics~ film~ geography~ history~ languages and literatures~ legal studies~ linguistics~ musicology~ 

philosophy~ political science; psychology (excluding clinical or counseling psychology); religious studies; rhetoric, communication, and media studies; sociology; 

and theateU dance, and performance studies. Proposals in the social science fields listed above are eligible only if they employ predominantly humanistic 

approaches (e.g., economic history, law and literature, political philosophy, history of psychology). Proposals in interdisciplinary and cross-disciplinary studies are 

welcome, as are proposals focused on any geographic region or on any cultural or linguistic group. 

The applicant must meet the following eligibility criteria: :1. A Ph.D. degree conferred at least two years before the application deadline. (An established scholar 

who can demonstrate the equivalent of the Ph.D. in publications and professional experience may also qualify.) 2. U.S. citizenship or permanent resident status as 

of the application deadline date. 3. A lapse of at least two years between the last "supported research leave" and September :1, 20:14, including any such leave to 

be taken or initiated during the 20:13-20:14 academic year. Therefore, to be eligible, an individual’s most recent supported research leave must have concluded 

prior to September :1, 20:12. (Supported research leave is defined as the equivalent of one semester or more of time free from teaching or other employment to 

pursue scholarly research or writing supported by sabbatical pay or other institutional funding, fellowships and grants, or a combination of these. This definition 

applies to independent scholars as well as those with institutional affiliations.) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cm~ol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:53 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr~; 

RE: Del~rtanental Newsletter 

@email.unc.edtr~; Sa]~le, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dear 

Thank you so much! I think fl~e evening of the 

All my best, 

Professor Lee 

will work. What will be a good time for you? 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 3:46 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Subject: RE: Departmental Newsletter 

Professor Lee, 

I couk~ do in the evening on eith~-_~r the 

From: Lee, Marqaret Carol [mailto:leemc@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:28 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Departmental Newsletter 
Hi 
How is your schedule for 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 9::t3 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Co: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Departmental Newsletter 

Hi Tim, 

That week of is t:~r~e last: week of my internship) in Rah:_~igh so meeting will be difficult. I a~so leave for the beach w~th my family that: weekend and w~H not be 

back ~r~ town unt~ the [ could meet after work hours, at 8pro on That week ~s just hard because I make rny presentation of rny summer research 

project to the State 8oard of Education that Wednesday so ~’1~ be a Mt frantic. When wou~d you I~ke the department newsletter to be published? ]f meeting in 

perso~ doesrF’t work I c~m do a c.:)[~[ere[~ce ~:a~l durk~g the week Of 

From: McMillan, Tim [mailto:Uml@email.unc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, S::t8 PM 
To: 
Co: Lee, Margaret 

Subject: DepaCcmental Newsletter 
Dear 
I hope your summer is going well and that you are staying cool. Iv~argret Lee is the chair of the AAAD newsletter committee this year and I and Iv~amarame Seck are members 
of her committee, We’re hoping to have developed all of the content for the newsletter by early August and wondered if you could join us on August 5th at 2 pm to discuss the 
graphic design of the publication? The meeting would be in Margaret’s office in Battle Hall. Please let us know your availability if that time is not good for you. 
I’ll be out of town all of next week so you may not hear back from me immediately. 
Take care and hope to see you soon. 
Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Monday, July 22, 2013 7:26 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Call for participants: March 2014 Workshop on Energy 

IPE Colleagues: 

.~uliann Allison (UC-Riverside) and I are putting together a Workshop proposal on Global Political Economy of Energy (GPE of Energy) for the 

International Studies Association (ISA)’s 2014 annual convention, to be held in Toronto: http://www.isanet.orq/ 
Conferences/Toronto2014.aspx. The workshop will be on March 25, the day before the regular conference begins. If accepted, we will cover 
one night’s lodging at the conference hotel (2 nights for those coming from outside the US or Canada), a per diem ($75 for North Americans; 
$150 for non-North Americans), lunch at a nearby restaurant, and two coffee breaks. 

The Workshop has the goal of further developing a subfield in GPE of Energy via an edited book and scholarly journals, as well as networking 
through a dedicated website with syllabi and bibliography. If you are familiar with the ][PE of Resources Working Group that Virginia Haufler 
and I organized last year, this is a follow on to that work, the difference being a substantive focus on energy and on scholarly products, 
especially the edited book. Participants will be expected to be highly interactive, rather than an audience, and must submit a 5-page paper 
2 weeks before the workshop, with at least two ideas for relevant publications (chapters, books, or articles), including target venues. These 

will be shared with other participants. We anticipate the total Workshop will include 15-20 participants. We are looking for a diverse group, so 
particularly encourage you to circulate to those outside North America. If accepted, those from lower income countries may apply to ISA for 

travel funds. 

If you are interested please send the following ASAP, but no later than July 26: 

1. Your c.v. 
2. An email stating the following -- please use exact wording: "I am committed to attending the workshop on GPE of Energy, on March 25th, 
the day before the ISA 2014. I understand that ][ am responsible for my own travel expenses, I am (or will soon become) a member of [SA, 
and I will register (and pay for my own registration fees) for the annual meeting by the conference preregistration deadline." This is an ISA 
requirement. 
3. One or two detailed paragraphs (can be imbedded in the email) discussing how your on-going research relates to GPE of energy. Please be 
clear that you are using standard IPE/GPE concepts/frameworks, specifically the role of one or more of the following actors in shaping 
outcomes related to energy: states, markets, international and regional organizations, transnational networks, interest groups and/or 
individuals. You do not have to embed your argument in realism, neo-liberalism, Marxism, etc. as long as there is a clear link with IPE/GPE. 
4. A biographical sketch, required by ISA, "limited to two pages for each participant, including current affiliation, contact information, 
educational background, professional positions and appointments, relevant publications with complete citations and a list of examples that 
demonstrate the broader impact of the individual’s professional and scholarly activities that focus on the creation, integration and transfer of 
knowledge." 

Best wishes. 
Kathleen 

Dr. Kathleen 3. Hancock 
Associate Professor 
Director, MIPER Graduate Program 
Liberal Arts and International Studies 
Colorado School of Mines 
Golden, CO, USA 80401 

http://miper.mines.edui 
See my research at http://mines.aeademia.edu!KathleenHaneoek 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Younger, Sherry R <syounge@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 8:52 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.unc.edtr; 

Pla~, Gina B <gina@email.~mc.edu> 

[course scheduling oflficers] FW: General Purpose Classrooms - mreless 

Good morni~3g Scheduling Officers, 

Please see the emaiI below from the ITS Classroom Hotline, If you have questions please contact someone in ITS using the contact information below, 

Have a great 

Sherry 

F~m: Pla~, Gina B 
Sent: Friday, July ~9, 20~3 8:5~ AM 
To: Younger, Sher~ R 

Co: No~ood, Robe~a Anne 
Subject= ~: General Purpose Classrooms - wireless 

Hey Sherry~ 

Would you m~nd forwardh~g this to your schedufing officer I~stserv? It may be useful info for them to pass along to their faculty~ 

Thanks --- happy 

Gina Platz 

iTS C~assroom Hotl~ne Manager 

h [[E:/jhotJine.unc~edu 

919.962.:1450 

9t9.952.8:~49 (0 

08 Peabody Ha~l, 

~rom= Gogan, James P 

Sent: Friday, July 19, 20~3 8:45 AM 

To; LSRV ctc.con 

Subje¢t; [ctc] General Purpose Classrooms - wireless 

For those of you that work with faculty that teach ~n General Purpose Classrooms on campus (defined below), please advise them that over the spr~ng and summer 

months, ITS Comm Tech and Teaching and Learning conducted a project to install pervasive wi-fi coverage in all General Purpose Classrooms on campus. With the 

exception of two GPCs in Tate-Turner-Kuralt (which we are finishing up), thB project is complete; we have added over 230 new wireless access points to make this 

happen. We were also able to ask the IT representa~es of the professional schools for their top priorities for classroom wireless and were able to make those 

priorities happen as well. 

What is a General Purpose Classroom, you may ask? A General Purpose Classroom (GPC) is a room that ~s not owned or supported by a particular department and 

one that is scheduled by the OU R (Office of the University Registrar). The rooms in this pool are typically used by faculty/instructors in the College of Arts 

&Sciences, but there are exceptions to that. A good listing of all of these GPCs can be found ~£~Z]hotline.unc.edqZindex.cfm? 

fuseaction=dassroom.classroom. 

Now, since we know this question is going to come up (it always does) and with wi-fi in every GPC, it’ll probably come up more often: can we turn off the wi-fi in a 

given classroom for a given class period so that students aren’t distracted? WHAT????? Can we turn off the electridty? Can we turn off cell signal? Can we 

stop the birds from chirping, the rain from falling, the squirrels from eaBng the fiber? You can probably guess the answer, but to make it clear: NOH] For more 

details, see htt~:~he~.unc~edu~he~/is-there-a-wa~-t~-turn-~ff-w~re~ess-access-~n-a-dassr~mZ 

We would like to thank all of the folks in ITS Comm Tech and Teaching and Learning (a LOT of folks have done a LOT of work on this) for making this happen and, if 

you have any questions about this, please let us know. 

-- Jim Gogan / ITS Comm Tech 

Gina Platz / ITS Teaching and Learning 

You are currently subscribed to ctc as: gma(i~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: .h..t..t.~.]L!i.~t..~:.u..r.~c..:.e...d..~!~u..~.d......~.:.~...2..~..~2~.5..:.b...~.:~3...2..~1~b~&~~.~[~1~£...~.~ 

(It may be necessmy to cut and l~ste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email to leave-33318257-11213935.bl 321 ffSd52650da59938527a636e 1 d3(~)listserv.unc~edu 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

courseschedulingofficers as: <a hre~"mailto:eurfice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsub~ribe send a blank <br> 

emaJl to -ca href "maJlto:leave-33328967-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e513061 @listserv.unc.edu">leave-33328967- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441 a67e5f3061 @listserv.unc.edu -~’a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherman, Renee A <renees@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Jnly 23, 2013 8:58 AM 

departmental course scheduling officers <course~heduling officer@listserv.nnc.edtr~ 

[conrsescheduling officers] FW: General Purtx~se Classrooms - wireless 

From: Younger, Sherry R [mailto:syounger@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, July 23, 20:~3 8:52 AM 
To,, departmental course scheduling officers 

Co-" Platz, Gina B 
Subject-’ [course_scheduling_officers] FW: General Purpose Classrooms - wireless 
Good morning Scheduling Officers, 

Please see the email below ~rom the ITS Classroom Hotline. If you have questions p~ease contact someone in FFS ushlg the contac[: kfforma[:ion below. 

Have a great day, 

Sherry 

F~m= Pla~, Gina B 
Sent-’ Friday, July 19, 2013 8:51 AN 
To; Younger, Sher~ R 

Ce= No~ood, Robe~a Anne 
Subject= N: General Purpose Classrooms - wireless 

Hey Sherry~ 

Wouk~ you m~nd forwarding this to your scheduling officer I~stserv? tt may be useful info for them ~:o pass Nong to ~:heir [aculty~ =) 

Thanks --- happy 

Gina Platz 

~TS Classroom Hotlh~e Manager 

h~:~:~xiihotlme.unc.eds 

919.962.14S0 (o) 

919.%2.8349 

08 Peabody Ha]l~ CB#g503 

gina@unc.edu 

Frem: Gogan, James P [mailto:gogan@emaiLunc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 8:45 AM 

To: LSRV ctc.con 

Subject: [ctc] General Purpose Classrooms - wireless 

For those of you that work with faculty that teach in General Purpose Classrooms on campus (defined below), please advise them that over the spring and summer 

months, ITS Comm Tech and Teaching and Learning conducted a project to install pervasive wi-fi coverage in all General Purpose Classrooms on campus. With the 

exception of two GPCs in Tate-Turner-Kuralt (which we are finishing up), this project is complete; we have added over 230 new wireless access points to make this 

happen. We were also able to ask the IT representa~ves of the professional schools for their top priori~es for classroom wireless and were able to make those 

priorities happen as well. 

What is a General Purpose Classroom, you may ask? A General Purpose Classroom (GPC) is a room that is not owned or supported by a particular department and 

one that is scheduled by the OU R (Office of the University Registrar). The rooms in this pool are typically used by faculty!instructors in the College of Arts 

&Sciences, but there are excep~ons to that. A good lis~ng of all of these GPCs can be found ~ttp:/ihotline.unc.edu!index.cfm? 

fuseaction=dassroom~classroom. 

Now, since we know this question ~s going to come up 0t always does) and with wi-fi ~n every GPC, it’ll probably come up more often: can we turn off the wi-fi in a 

given classroom for a given class period so that students aren’t distracted? WHAT????? Can we turn off the electricity? Can we turn offcell signal? Can we 

stop the birds from chirping, the rain from falling, the squirrels from ea~ng the fiber? You can probably guess the answer, but to make it clear: NOH! For more 

details, see htt~://he~.unc~edu/he~/is-there-a-way-t~-turn-~ff-wire~ess-~ccess~n-a-dassr~m/ 

We would like to thank all of the folks in ITS Comm Tech and Teaching and Learning (a LOT of folks have done a LOT of work on this) for making this happen and, if 

you have any questions about this, please let us know. 

-- J~m Gogan / ITS Comm Tech 

Gina Platz / ITS Teaching and Learning 

You are cnrrently snbscribed to ctc as: gina(@ema~l.unc.edu. 

Tounsubscribeclickhere:http:/ilists.unc.edu/u?id l1213935~b1321ttgd52b50da59938527a636eld3&n T&I ctc&o 33318257 

(It may be necessa~ to cut m~d paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emefil to leave-3331825% 11213935.bl 321ffSd52b50da59938527a636e 1 d3~2~)listse~.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

conrsesehedulingolficers as: <a h~e~"mailto:renees,@unc.edu’~-rences(~)unc~edu -~/a>. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br~ 

email to --~a hre~"mNlto:leave-33328967-7660056.1fa4b4661bela6ad5a3557cb2231 b936(@listserv~unc.edu’~qeave-33328967- 

7 660056.1fadlM661bc l a6ad5a3 5 5 7cb2231b936@listserv amc.edn</a> 

<ul> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

cour~schedulingoflicers a~s: <a href "mafilto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<~’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto:leave-33329014-48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e441a67e5t3061@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33329014- 

48528349.22d3319a6e695e5c95e44 la67e513061@listserv.unc.edu--~/a> 



Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

Some of My Best Friends Are Black 
The Strange Story of Integration in America 

By Tanner Colby 

This incisive and candid look at America’s troubling 
relationship with race attempts to uncover why, fifty 
years after Martin Luther King, Jr.’s "1 Have a Dream" 
speech, integration in America remains primarily a 
legal and formal policy, rather than a personal one. 
Part reportage, part history, pad social commentary, 
Some of My Best Friends Are Black weaves together 
stories of everyday people--black and white--to 
explore why the civil rights movement and the end of 
Jim Crow laws failed to produce fully diverse schools, 
neighborhoods, offices, and churches. 

::~i Some of My Best Friends Are Black 

"A refreshingly honest and te×tured story that has much to contribute to conversations 
about race in America."----.The [4fil,,~on Quarterly 

Penguin ¯ 320 pp, 9780143123637 . $16.00 

For related titles, please view our Sociology and 
African American Studies catalogs 

at http:llus.penguinRroup.comlsubiectcatalo~ls 

Penguin Speakers Bureau brings award-winning 
and bestselling authors to audiences everywhere. 

For more information, please visit http:llwww.penRuinspeakersbureau.com 
).com. 



Some of My Best Friends Are Black 



Liberate your creative side!     ~ 
I 

Looking to urdeash your inner artist? Putting pen I I 
to paper~ or who are we kMding, fingers ~o    [              I 

Technology to learn ~hat wil~ Power of ~oe~ry-Top 5 t~ps for 
free up yot]r time writing poetry 

Desperate for more free time? Check The aood ~and bad) news about poet~, 

out our list of recommended new ~s that it can really be ~n any format 

help m~ke you even mo~e off,dent, harshest of cr~[ics~ 

Questia! Don’t write another paper without it’, 

Gel [l~at extra edge! Star[ crafting perfect research papers using our powerful 

research writing [ools, and deep library of full--te×[ books and journal articles, 

~ii Que~ia 

Reading Room                                ~: :c,~ 

A good book Can d0 more t~an,j~st ~e~p you paSS t~e s~mmer a.ftern00ns~ T~e 

study of ~[terature can a[so seA, e as excellent preparation for any career, from 

writing and communication to law or business. Exph)re the many places literature 

can lake you wi[h thB recommended summer readklg--.free for a 

[~ TheFiBt The F~rst Fossil Hunters: Dinosaurs, Mammoths, and 

: " F~sil Myth ~n Greek and Roman T~mes 
Hunters: 

~V: I~(~Y~(~Y~Y~t MSVOF 
Dinosaur, ’ ’ 

Mammoths, 

and M~h in 

Greek and I 

[~:: TheTeam ]he Team That_ Forever Changed Basebal~ and 

...... ThatFor~er America: The 1947 Brooklyn Dodgers 
Chang~ BY: Lyre Spatz 
Baseball and ’    ’ 

Ameri~: 

The 1947 
Brooklyn I I 

2~ aonv Monty Py[hon and Philosophy: Nudge Nudge, Think 

...... P~hon and [hink~ 
Phdosophy 
Nudge : By: Caw L. Hardcastle 

Nudge, 
Think ThinM 

: of Shorlock ~y: Arthur Conan 
Holmes 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola(.@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 12:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Vargas, Rodney Joaquin <rva~’gas@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Durban lbllow up meeting 

That’s fine with me 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
UniversitT of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +             cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 11:29 AM 
To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Durban follow up meeting 

Dear Comrades, 

How about Thursday at 2.30pm at the Carolina Inn Cafe/bar? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 11:05 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sable, Eunice N 
Sublect: Durban follow up meeting 

Hello Comrades! 

I’d like to propose a ~2~llow up meeung to complete planning for our Durban sturdy abroad program in 2014 Would you two be available Wednesday 7/24 or Thursday 7/25 for a quick 
afternoon meeting’? 

Thanks, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin .&nerica, Afi-ica and the ]Vhddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of g,-oith Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.m~c. edu<http ://studyabr oad.unc, edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain cortfidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday~ 12:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; 

FW: Graduate Student Copy-Editor 

~email.unc.edu> 

We are on a roll. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:22 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Graduate Student Copy-Editor 

Dear 
Thanks so much. I will get back in contact with you once we are ready to have it copy-edited. It will be before the semester starts. I am looking forward to working with you. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, I0:43 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Subject: Graduate Student Copy-Editor 

Dear Dr. Lee, 

contacted me with the opportunity to work as copy-editor for your newsletter. I am definitely interested and free for the rest of the summer and the fall 
semester. 

All best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 1:30 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: July 31st Deadline for ISA Research & Workshop Grant Proposals 

Dear Colleague, 

This is a reminder of the approaching July 31st, 2013 deadline to submit a proposal for an ISA Research & Workshop Grant. 

ISA has two Research & Workshop Grant programs: Venture Research Grants, which support pioneering research and are worth up to $25,000; and Catalytic Research 
Grants, which support innovative approaches to established research topics and are worth up to $5,000. Further information about these grants can be found here: 

htt p://~’c,N.isa net .org/Prog ra msResou rces/Gra nts/WorkshopGra nts.aspx 

In order to submit a proposal, applicants must email a completed proposal cover sheet and a budget of anticipated costs to The Research and Workshop Grants Committee 
chair, Michael Tierney. The Committee will review submissions and announce the awards in early September. The proposal forms and information can be found here: 

http://w, wv.isanet.org/ProgramsResout~es/Grants/WorkshopGrants/Submit.aspx 

If you have any questions about the Research & Workshop Grants or proposal process, you can contact Laura Gottschalk (’laura(~.isanet.orcl) at ISA Headquarters. 

Thank you, 

Michael Tierney 
Chair, ISA Research and Workshop Grants Committee 

ISA 

324 Social Sciences, Tucson, AZ 85721 

isa@isanet.orq 

http://www.isanet.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

can you assist a student trying to graduate? 

Dear Georges, 

is an Afiican studies major who is trying to graduate in December. The only course she is lacking is the African s~udies colloquium, which is not 

scheduled in the fall. Would you be rolling to have her in your AAAD    and give her some extra research assignments, ruth the idea that it wonld simnlate the 

colloquium? The deal would be that this course would substitute for the colloquium only if she does in fact graduate in December; otherwise, she would have to enroll in 

either the undergraduate research seminar (AAAD    t or the AtiJca~ studies colloquium (AAAD    ) in a subsequent semester. 

The student is leaving the country on Monday, I think, and would like to be able to regis~ter for your class before then, if you agree. 

I do not think this is ideal. At the same time, there has been a simila~ instance in the AiiJcan American concentration, a~d Bobbi Owen encouraged us to accommodate 

the student, ttence, my request. 

I am assuming that meets Eunice’s approval, ~d I am including her in this email. If you do not agree, Eunice, please let Ine know. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of Africar~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North C~olina 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 
Click on a link lbr int~rnmtion about my publications: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:27 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Staples Advantage Order Status (Order # 116617415) 

Hola, Buenos d[as y muchas gracias 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 8:06 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: FW: Staples Advantage Order Status (Order #116617415) 

Good morning Travis 

Just a heads up- Eunice’s printer toner should be delivered today. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Staples Advantage Orders [mailto:Orders@staplesadvanta.qe.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:55 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Staples Advantage Order Status (Order #116617415) 

Order Statue: Shipped 
Order #: 116617415 

Hello none 

The status of your order has been updated to "Shipped." 

Order #: 116617415 

Purchase Order Number: EPO0249922 

Budget Center: EPO0249922 

Order Bate and Eastern Time: 7/23/2013 12:00 AM 

Order TotN (includes shipping & tax}: $138,36 

User Name: none 

User ~D: SCOLON@EMAIL.UNC.EDU 

ShipoTo: 
056 00109 
170 E FRANKLIN ST 
RM: 109 BATTLE HALL 
RTE IP ROOM: 109 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 



The following items have iust been shipped to you. 

~tem # Description 

804574 HP Toner Cartridge, 55A (CE255A), Black 

Qty Price Extended Expected Delivery 

Price Date 

1 $13&36 $138.36 7/24/2013 

Track Your Order . To check the order status or place a return, go to Order.StaplesAdvantarqe.com 

Click on the "My Orders" tab on the Home page and then click "My Order Status." 

For Stapes Advantage Support, call 1-800-633-6080 or emal Suppo~s~p esadvan~e.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Williams < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

First Day on Campus 

Deal Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I wanted to let you know of my plans to come to campus to unpack my office and start to find my way around. I am planning to come to campus on Monday, August 

12. Will you be around that day? Ma~{~e we can meet for coffee if you are. 

See you soon. 

Ron 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmafil.com> 

Wednesday, 9:56 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Global Healfl~ Project from UNC student- Help 

Dr. Sable, 

I am working on a global health case competition project ruth several other UNC sVadents that involves developing a universal child health care record, which roll 

improve efficiency and health outcomes for children in rural underdeveloped areas of the world. Because the child health record is supposed to be used in many 

countries in Africa, we feel we may need to summon the help of an expert who understands the culture and how it relates to our project. 

Who do you think we should reach out to tbr thi s matter? We were thinking that you might be able to direct us to someone in your depa~ment that may have some 

vaJuable information to share with our team. Let me kmow if you can think of an~thing, and thank you liar your time. 

Best, 

, Health Policy & Managemeut 

Gillings School of Public Health, Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Telephone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:57 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: First Day on Campus 

Deal Eunice, 

I look forward to seeing you on 8/12. 

I do have time for a telephone conversafion today¯ My cell i 

you don’t get me first¯ 

Soon, 

Ron 

¯ I am about to go into a meeting but I will be done mthin the hour. I roll to~ to call you if 

On Wed, Ju124, 2013 at 9:48 AM, Sahle, Eunice N < eunice@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

It is great to hear from you. 

I will be on campus on August :[2 and I would be delighted to meet with you. 

On another note, do have time for a telephone conversation today? Kindly let me know when and the best number to reach you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Ronald Williams [             _~gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 3uly 24, 2013 9:37 AM 
To= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: First Day on Campus 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I wanted to let you know of my plans to come to campus to unpack my otlice and start to find my wW around. I am planning to come to campus on Monday, 
August 12. Will you be around that day? Maybe we can meet lbr colt~e if you are. 

See you soon¯ 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu>; 

RE: Newsletter - Linkages 

~gmail.com> 

Dear 
This is just to let you know that I decided we needed a copy-editor to do the newsletter who is physically on campus. 
I am wishing you all the best at . Professor SaNe told me that you are an excellent student. 
All my best, 
Professor Lee 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 2:17 PM 
To: 
Co: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Newsletter - Linkages 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well and thal :ontinues to be exciting. 

I write to introduce you to Professor Margaret Lee who is the Editor in Chief of Linkages, the department’s new Newsletter. She will be in touch with you about a proposal she 
has for you pertaining to the Newsletter. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 3:58 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

new address 

Here it is! 

aaad@listserv.unc.edu 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: House Defeats Effort to Rein In N.S.A. Data Gathering 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Thursday, July 25, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Fashion & Style I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

House Defeats Effort to Rein In N.S.A. Data Gathering 
By JONATHAN WEISMAN 

The 217-205 vote was far closer than expected and displayed the shifting 
allegiances and fierce lobbying on both sides of the issue. 

Garment Trade Wields Power in Bangladesh 
By JIM YARDLEY 

The industry’s trade group has seen its influence soar as 
Bangladesh has become a global garment power. But critics say 
the group is a big part of the problems that have made the 
country a dangerous place for garment workers. 

DEALBOOK 

In Case Against SAC Capital, a Show of Force 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER LATTMAN 

A grand jury was said to have voted this week to approve an indictment of SAC 
Capital Advisors, the boldest case yet from the top federal prosecutor in 

Manhattan, Preet Bharara. 

................................................................................................................... Eo[ more toP r~ws, go to N~Fimes~cQm tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Sweet Sununer Water 

People seek refuge from the summer heat, and a little 

excitement, among the pools and cliffs of three upstate New York 

swimming holes. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

High-Tech, High-Risk Forensics 
By OSAGIE K. OBASOGIE 

How can DNA from an innocent person end up on a murder 

victim? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"I’m not trying to portray that she is a bad person. I’m 
just trying to put my story out there that she didn’t 

treat me fairly and I was her soul sister." 
DORA CHARLES, a cook for Paula Deen for 22 years. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Scores Reported Dead as Train Derails in Spain 
By RAVI SOMAIYA and FRANCES ROBLES 

A high-speed passenger train crashed in northwestern Spain on 
Wednesday night, killing at least 77 people and leaving at least 
loo injured, according to judicial sources and local news reports. 

Egyptian General Calls for Mass Protests 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The directive from Gen. Abdul-Fattah el-Sisi raised the 
possibility of another Friday of dueling protests with supporters 
of deposed President Mohamed Morsi. 

U.S., in Sign of Displeasure, Halts F-16 Delivery to Egypt 
By MARK LANDLER and THOM SHANKER 

Aides said President Obama wanted to signal his dismay to the military-led 
government about the chaotic situation since the ouster of President Mohamed 

Morsi. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Paula Deen’s Cook Tells of Slights, Steeped in 
History 
By KIM SEVERSON 

The relationship between Dora Charles and Paula Deen is a 
complex one laced with history and deep affection, and 
depending on who tells it, illustrates lives of racial inequity or benevolence. 

: ~"~ Video: Cooking for Paula Deen 



In Cleveland, Killings Show Social Costs of 
Deterioration 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

The killings of three women near Cleveland exposed how a city 

that is proud of its downtown business revival and world-class 

cultural and medical institutions continues to harbor pockets of despair. 

¯ ~ Photographs: Welcome Mat for Crime as Neighborhoods Crumble 

Senate Approves College Student Loan Plan Tying Rates to 
Markets 
By JEREMY W. PETERS 

The plan would tie interest rates for student loans to the financial markets and 

brings Congress close to resolving a dispute that caused rates to double in July. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Polar Thaw Opens Shortcut for Russian Natural 
Gas 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Now that the Northeast Passage is reliably open to commercial 

shipping, Russian energy companies are planning to ship directly 

to customers in China. 

DEALBOOK 

Trader and S.E.C. Lawyer Spar Over E-Mail 
By SUSANNE CRAIG 

Fabrice Tourre, the former Goldman Sachs trader, was 

questioned by a Securities and Exchange Commission lawyer 

over what could be a critical misstatement in an e-mail regarding a trade. 

DEALBOOK 

For SAC, Indictment May Imperil Its Survival 
By FLOYD NORRIS 

The extent to which an indictment or a conviction might be 

damaging to a company like SAC Capital Advisors depends on 

both the nature of the business and its customers. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

BRAVES 8, METS 2 

Braves’ Hudson Masters the Mets Until a 
Gruesome Injury 



By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

Mets pitcher Jeremy Hefner was hit hard for a second straight 

start, but his struggles were overshadowed by Atlanta starter Tim 

Hudson’s ankle injury. 

, ~ Box Score I A Day Later, Trying to Figure Out That Bunt by Davis 

Rodriguez and Yankees Clash Again Over His 

Status 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

A challenge by Alex Rodriguez to the team physician over his 

diagnosis of an injury has infuriated the Yankees. 

¯ Pettitte’s Strong Outing Wasted by Weakened Yankees Offense I ~;, Box Score 

Kuroda Draws Notice for Errorless Streak 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Hiroki Kuroda, the Yankees’ de facto ace, is gaining recognition 

as one of the best fielding pitchers in the majors. 

Roundup: Kazmir Lifts Indians Over the Mariners 

............................................................................................. E0~ r~0re sp£rts r~e~s! g0 t£ N~Times~�0m~Sp0rts ~ 

Arts 

Transfixed, From Head to Toe to Heart 
By ALASTAI R MACAO LAY 

The chief dance critic of The New York Times recalls being mesmerized by Lynn 

Seymour and Anthony Dowell in Frederick Ashton’s ballet "A Month in the 

Country," introduced in 1976. 

Your First Dance Crush 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

Times readers share the inspiration that made them devote their 

lives or careers to dance. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Plan to Swallow Midtown 
By MICHAEL KIMMELMAN 

Mayor Michael R. Bloomberg’s plan for East Midtown, which 

would add giant new buildings without upgrading streets and 

subways, would only set New York City back. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts >> 

Fashion & Style 

Heading Upstate in Search of a Watery Eden 
By JOSHUA LYON 

Isolated swimming holes are becoming tougher to find in the 



Hudson River Valley as a more urban crowd heads upstate. 

¯ ~ Video: Sweet Summer Water 

Manning Up in the Heat 
By DAVID COLMAN 

Gaming a heat wave is no walk in the park. Designers share their 

strategies. 

. ~;~ Video: Intersection: Keeping Cool on Wall St. 

¯ Submit Your Stylish Office Wear 

CRITICAL SHOPPER 

The Sun Is Beside the Point When Shopping for 

Sunglasses 
By JON CARAMANICA 

In a search for sunglasses, trying to meld style and practicality. 

For more fashion news, go to NYTimes.comlFashion )) 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Cooking for Paula Deen 

Dora Charles worked for Paula Deen for more than 20 years. She 

says she endured racism and unfair pay despite their close 

relationship, accusations that Ms. Deen denies. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: 60 Seconds With Pogue: Motion Control 
The Times’s David Pogue examines the Leap Motion Controller, 
which gives users the ability to control computers with gestures. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Does Weiner Deserve a Second Chance? 

The Times’s Corey Kilgannon talks to residents of the former 

Congressional district of Anthony D. Weiner, now a mayoral 

candidate, to see if they could forgive him after revelations of a 

new scandal. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Middle Class at Center Stage 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

President Obama tries to get the country to focus on the economic issues that 

really matter. 



EDITORIAL 

A Failure to Intercept 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Will America ever have effective ground-based missile defense? 

EDITORIAL 

Justice for the Mentally Disabled 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A consent decree will bring New York into full compliance with federal disability 

law and improve the lives of some of the most vulnerable. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ,, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Standing Our Ground 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

America should take stock of where the power structures are 

leading us and how they play on our fears to feed their fortunes. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Windsors Versus Weiner 
By GAlL COLLINS 

Politicians who crave the spotlight a bit too much make you 

wonder if a monarchy and just one family to fawn over might be 

the better way to go. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Policy of Rape Continues 
By NICHOLAS O. KRISTOF 

Some brave women from a Darfur village speak out to fight back 

against the brutal sexual violence being used as a weapon of war 

in the region. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ,~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 25, 1956, the Italian liner Andrea Doria collided with the 
Swedish ship Stockholm off the New England coast, claiming the lives 

of 51 people. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Ambassador 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:09 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Ambassador 

hi Margaret, 

when I mentioned this to my boss recently, he was not excited about it. I need to gather some more information and get back to you. will be in touch, 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC ProJect-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] unc [dot] edu 
Skype: josephtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:07 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Tucker, Joseph D 
Subject: Ambassador 

Dear Eunice and Joe, 

Just thinking that it might be great to have Ambassador George give the opening address at our China-Africa conference. We could offer to pay for his accommodations and 
have the chancellor give him a service award. 

Joe let us know when you will be here in Sept. so we can plan a major brainstorming session about the conference. 

Best, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Ambassador 

Hi Eunice, 

I am not worried. I believe everything happens for a reason. Often at the time it happens we don’t know why, but in time it is revealed to us. This is the only way T can 
continue to journey through what is often for all of us just pure "madness." Remember who we are._ 

More later about this. Interesting comment his boss made when he first met me in China last month, even before the official "hello". 

Have a good one! 

Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:26 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
S..bject: RE: Ambassador 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks for the fyi. 

If all else fails, may be we can have a workshop!symposium on China-Africa sponsored by the Department and other units in the fall of 2015. In the meantime, let’s keep hope 
alive! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 5:37 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Ambassador 

From: Tucker, Joseph D 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 3:09 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Ambassador 

hi Margaret, 

when I mentioned this to my boss recently, he was not excited about it. I need to gather some more information and get back to you. will be in touch, 

joe 

Joseph D. Tucker, MD, MA 

Assistant Professor, UNC School of Medicine 
Director, UNC Project-China 
Email: jdtucker [at] reed [dot] uric [dot] edu 
Skype: joseohtucker (Guangzhou) 
Mobile: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 5:07 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Tucker, Joseph D 
Subject: Ambassador 

Dear Eunice and Joe, 

Just thinking that it might be great to have Ambassador George give the opening address at our China-Africa conference. We could offer to pay for his accommodations and 
have the chancellor give him a service award. 

Joe let us know when you will be here in Sept. so we can plan a major brainstorming session about the conference. 

Best, 
Margaret 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

Vat’gas, Rodney Joaquin <rvaacgas@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Rezzouk, Lori Autumn 

<loft rezzouk@unc.edu> 

ILE: Tomonow 

OK. See you this afternoon. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, al’~d Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ofiice) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 2013 7:49 AM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N; Nzongola-Nlalaja, Geurges; Rezzuuk, Lori Autumn 
Subject: Re: Tomorruw 

[)ear Eunice: Thanks ~2~r letting us knuw. No problem, we understand We’ll miss yuu, but we will update you soun 

Dear Georges: Let’s meet at the same place and same time as planned We need to move forward quickly on some details of this prugram and I wuuld like you to meet Lori, whu is the key 
player in our uffice fur advising/recruiting students 
See yuu this afternoon 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ./~anerica, Africa and the Mxddle East Prugrams Directur 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 EF.DEX G1ubal Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: htt p :i/studvabroad.unc. edu<http ://studgabr oad.unc, edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~" Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: <Sahle>, "eunice@cmail.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(d},,eraail.tmc.edu>" <eunice@eraail.unc.edu<mailto:eunice(&email.unc.edu>> 
Date: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 4:36 PM 
To: "l’vargas@email.unc.edu<mailto:l~zargas(d?email.unc.edu>" <rvargas@email.unc.edu<mailto:rvargas(~,email.unc.edu>>, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" 
<nzong ola@email, unc. edu<mailto :nzongola(d},,email. uric. edu>> 
Subject: Tomorrow 

Dear Comrades, 

I am deeply- sorry to write and let you know that because of ~fforeseen developraents I will be absent at tomorrow’s meeting. I look forxvard to touching base xvith you about the Durban 
program soon. 

All the best for tomorrow, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Benowitz, Judith <benowitz@email.unc .edu> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 10:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu:~ 

RE: Part-time Classroom Studies. Spring 2014 

E:.unice, 

That was fop the PaPt-tirne Clossroom courses, not Carolina Courses Online (CdO)o Arlene does Part-time Ck*,ssroom Studies and Z do our 

di~nce le~rnin9 courses. 

Judith 

Chcpel Hill, NC 27699 

Tel: 91%962-e302 

rex: 919-962-6549 

h~p://frid~ycenter.un¢.edu 

P,~md our ~t"oH¢~ ¢t" 

fridaycenter.unc.edu/~tories 

https://www.facebook.com/uncfridaycenter 

Embrac~:_~ Diversity! ~We ~eam ~:he most from those who we have the k~ast ~r~ common w~th," 
Joseph M. DeS[rnone, Ph.D, 
Dired:or, Frank Hawkins genan k)stil:ute of Private Erfl:er[}rise 
UNC-Chapel 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, July 25, 20~3 ~0:~ AN 

Te= Benowitz, Judith 
$ubje¢t= ~: Pad-time Classroom Studies, Spring 20~4 
Dear Judith, 

I hope you are doing well. 

send the information you are requesting in your email this morning in June. Kindly see the email below. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent-" Friday, June 07, 2023 9:27 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2024 

Thank you for ~:his informal:ion Pr, Sahh:,. t will se~: up AAAD 231 [or spring 2014, 

AHene 

Arlene G, Ra~neg 

Student Servh::es Manager 

Parl:-t:ime Ch~ssroom Studies 

The Unlvers~ty of North Carolina at Chape~ 

The WHHam and ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hi~, NC 27599-:1020 

Phone: 9 ].9-9~6--:~587- ~:a>:: 919-.962-5549 -Toll-Free: 

htt p:[/fr~daycenter:unc,edu/c~/cs 

~Connec~ with us 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: ~riday, June 07, 20~3 8:~ AN 
T0: Rainey, Arlene 

Cc: Po~er, Robe~ S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, SpNng 2014 
Impedance: High 

Dear Arlene, 

Thank you for your email. 

I have discussed the matter with Robert. Please schedule him to teach AAAD 232. 



Best wishes and thanks, 

Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 9:17 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S;           ~gmail,com 
Subject: Part-time Classroom Studies, Spring 2014 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

Hope you’re doing well. It’s that time again. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during spring 2014. We 

would like to offer either AAAD 231 or 298. I would appreciate hearing from you no later than July 31 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s 

Office for inclusion in the spring class listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by July 31. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must match 

is ~8,000. If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward that 

information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey 

Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: 919-966-3587- Fax: 919-962-5549 -Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

.b_~p_UZf_r!g_~_v_c__~_o_~_e__r:_~_n_c__.__e___d___~/_�~_Z c___s_ 

~Connect with us 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sara Iranan, Education Portal <sar~education-portal.com> 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 11:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Getting A’s at Education Porta1 - new lessons m~d new t~atures 

Professor Sahle, 

Education-Portal is getting A’s this month with our free online video lessons. We’re announcing the premiere of our Accounting video collection and the 
completion of our Anatomy and Physiology video collection. We’re also excited about our free Account feature. We offer more than 5,300 lessons in eight 
main subject areas including science, math, history, En.qlish and business. You are welcome to incorporate the lessons into your course planning, show 
them in your classroom, or recommend them as a supplemental resource for your students. 

I hope you will share these resources with your students and colleagues. Feel free to forward this email to your colleagues or reply to ask me any questions 
you have. 

You can browse all of our free lessons here or look below to browse by subject. 

Lessons 

We have over 5,300 lessons - see them all here. 

Science 

Biology (collection complete) 
Anatomy & Physiology (collection complete) 

Microbioloqy 
Chemistry 
Natural Science 
Genetics 
Environmental Science 
Earth Science 

Social Science 

Intro to Psychology (collection complete) 
Social Psychology (collection complete) 
Abnormal Psychology 

Human Growth & Development 
Educational Psychology (collection complete) 

Socioloqy 

Business 

Accountinq 
Management (collection complete) 
Marketinq (collection complete) 

Organizational Behavior 
Business Law 

Information Systems 
Macroeconomics 

History 

Western Civilization 
US History (to 1877) (collection complete) 

US History (1877-present) 

English 

English Literature (collection complete) 
American Literature 
College Composition (collection complete) 

Analyzing & Interpreting Literature 

Spanish 

You can also access our entire collection of lessons here: http:/ieducation-portal.com/academyicourse/index.html 

Create an Account 



Create an account and try out our brand new feature. You don’t need to Iogin to access any of our lessons, but with your free account you can track what 
lessons you’ve viewed. Your students can also create accounts and use their account to keep track of what they’ve learned and pick up right where they left 
off. Click here to create your account now! 

Break Down Barriers to Education 

We’re partnering with correctional facilities to bring higher education to incarcerated youth. Higher education is proven to reduce recidivism and improve 
quality of life, and organizations like the Oregon Youth Authority are using our lessons to break down barriers to education - read how they’re doing it. 

Do you work with at-risk populations? Let us know how we can help bring education to the students you care about. 

Coming Soon at Education Portal 

¯ New subject areas: nursing, research methods in psychology 
¯ New account features 
¯ More lessons in science, social science, business, math, English, and more 

If you have any questions or would like to hear more about Education Portal, feel free to contact me. I love hearing from professors! 

Best rega rds, 

Sara Inman 

100 View Street, Suite 202, Mountain View, CA 94041 

To unsubscribe, click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, Jnly 27, 2013 6:58 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Follomng Up 

Deal Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I’m just following up from our conversation this week about course enrolhnent. Maybe we can try to talk by phone on Monday at some point. How does your schednle 

look? 

Ron 



Fix)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:10 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Are these coarses offered this fall? 

Are these courses offered this fall? 

AFAM 50 
First-Year Seminar: Defining Blackness (3). Blackness and whiteness as racial categories have existed in the United States from the earliest colonial times, 
but their meanings have shifted and continue to shift. Over the semester we will attempt to define and redefine blackness in the United States. 

AFAM 258 
The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFAM 356 
The History of Hip Hop Culture (3). Examines the emergence and impact of Hip Hop music and culture and its broad influence in mainstream culture, as a 
global phenomenon and as a vehicle embodying formative ideas of its constituent communities. 

AFAM 522 
DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X (3). Examines the ideas of the scholar W. E. B. DuBois, theologian Howard Thurman, and political theorist 
Malcolm X. Major issues will be conceptualized from the distinct perspectives represented by those leaders. 

Or can you send me a list of all the departmental courses offered? 

Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ronald Willimns < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 1:45 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Following Up 

Deal Eunice, 

The lime you proposed is good for me. I will put it in my calendar and roll tiy to ring you at 2:30. Will you be at your home or office number? 

Ron 

On Sun, Ju128, 2013 at 7:13 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJ4.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Ron, 

Thanks so much for your email and 3[ hope you are doing well. 

I have very hectic day tomorrow. Thus, late afternoon Chapel Hill time - let’s say after 5.30pro would work well for me. If there is a change I will let you know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Ronald Williams I 
Sent: Saturday, 3uly 27, 2013 6:58 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Following Up 

,’~q mail .com] 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. 

I’m just following up from our conversation this week atx)ut course enrollment. Maybe we can try to talk by phone on Monday at some point, ttow does your 

schedule look? 

Non 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Monday, July 29, 2013 7:45 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Summer UNC-SAP 2014 Course Syllabi 

Thanks Georges. Looks very good. So you kno~v, I’ll contact UKZN to start 
getting an estimate on the costs for this program, so I’ll take it from 
here on the matter of the logistics 
But, we’ll be in touch if I have any questions. 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 b~;r)[¢x Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Uniyersdy of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 7002Fax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :i/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 7/26/13 2:07 PM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear Patrick, 
> 

>Because of pressing demands, palticularly an evaluation for a nominee for 
>the MacArthur Foundation genius award and another one for a Ph.D. thesis 
>on Nigeria at the Universi~" of Waikato (New Zealand), it took much 
>longer than I thought to revise the course syllabi originally drafted by 
>Eunice two years ago. The revised syllabi are attached, and they should 
>be useful for our Study Abroad Program in recruiting students for the 
>D~ban 2014 surcaner semester. But the final versions will await inputs 
>frora you and the CCS on the following: 
> 

> 1) Any suggestions you might have for more appropriate reading selections 
>on some topics. Please note that given the short duration of the 
>semester, I would not want to burden students with too many readings; 
>thus, any addition would require a subtraction as well. 
>2) Your reconwnendation for an excellent film on xenophobia 
>3) Your help in obtaining confirmation of the proposed guest lecturers, 
>provided that they are available during the week indicated, or a 
>substitution in case that is not possible 
>4) Confmnation of meeting rooms for: classes, my office hours, group 
>meetings, the student conference 
> 

>A tentative outline of the calendar of activities is also attached. 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ot~]ce) 
> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:56 AM 

,@live.nnc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Internship for this Fall 

Ytmt~k ?on l’or wdting. I’m glad yon ace 1roving a rewarding 
h’ttert>hips in flae Depam~aent of Afl~cat}.. African American, and Diaslx)m Studies are open only k~ satdet}ts wh~:~ havre a InajOF Of mit}or in the department. And amy 
have m be platmed fi~rd~er i,~ a&ance that~ a ~:w weeks be~/:~re gae beginning of~he semester. I see i,~ gae I JNC o,fline direck~U that yon has’e a minor in Medical 
An N~>pology. I suggest t~at }~u~ contact the dhvctor of uude~graduate studies m Nat deN~ment io 

Dr~ Janken 

Dr. Kem~eth R~ Janken 
Depaitment of’zMi%an, Afficari Arnericaa, and I)mspom Studies 
109 Ba~le Hall, CB# 3395 
University ofNorJ~ Caolina 
Ch apd i{ 1~, N( ....... ~...-.. 3 ..... 
(9I 9) 962-1519 (s oice) 
(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 
Click on a link ~/:~r in.t~mmfion alxx~ my pnN ications: 
http://wwv~.umass.ed~umpress~t~e/ray~b~-v~-~g~-and-~Em~ma-af~can-ame~can-i~m~ectt~a~ 
http:/qmcpress.unc.ed~N)ok, gT- 8059.hlml 
http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00780 
http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00723 

Sent; Sunday, ~1:00 PH 
T~= Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject= Internship for this Fall 
Dear Mr. Janken, 
My name is _           and I ~l a rising LNC           I an cu~mly in Lilongwe, Malawi doing volunteer and imemship work at a fis~la clinic. More 
specifically, I am writing repots and synthesizing ob~zed inib~ation in conjunction wi~] doctors here working to improve maternal health. For example, this ~st 
week I conducted focus groups wi~ obstetric fl stula patients and am using ~e inR)~a~on to help organize a ~hool tbr them. I w~ recently oflbred the incredible 
cha]ce to s~y hem aJl of this Fall. I am wondering a~m the possibility of creating a~ inmmship t~ough the Depa~ment oI’~can, Al~can AmeficaE and Diaspora 
Studies. I am cu~ently working under the leadership ofa I~C doctor who is also a] associate professor, and he is happy to provide written suppo~ or whatever else 
mW be necessaW. 
Please let me M~ow at your earliest convemence. 
Tha~ you so much, 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:33 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Are these courses offered this 

Deas Euuice, 

His request is idio~yncr~tic, ~md mo~ ~*udents know e~o~gh ab~ ~ut C~ ~nuectCaroli~m to ~e wha* courses depa~me~*s a~e olt~ring. B~t alth~ugh the req uest raises my 

eyebrowa siigtNy., Whattae aaks R~rmustbe publicly available, a~d Fdjus~ sendhim flaelh~k ~o~he o~line schedule ofciassea h~p://re~is~nn~unc.edu and ~ll him he 

Kenrtcth 

Dr. Kem~eth R. Jm~ket~ 

Depamnent of African. Afiican American, and Di~q)ora Stt~dies 

109 Battle t ~alL Ct3~ 3395 
l 5~five~ity ofNorN C.aro~ina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599--3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

h~://wusv.nnmss.edu/umpres~’titleirayfoN- w-log~- m~d- d~emma- ~icm~- ameficm~-intellec~l 

h~p:/iuncpress.unc.edu/k~o~iT- 8059.Nml 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00780 

h~p://undpress.nd.eduibool~P00723 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent: Sunday, 6:19 PM 
To= 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject= RE: Are these courses offered this fall? 

Dear Kenneth, 

Hope your weekend is going well, Let’s discuss this tomorrow in the afternoon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: 

Sent: Sunda) 3::tO PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Are these courses offered this fall? 

Are these courses offered this Fall’? 

AFAM 50 
First-Year Seminar: Defining Blackness (3). Blackness and whiteness as racial categories have existed in the United States from the earliest colonial times, 
but their meanings have shifted and continue to shift. Over the semester we will attempt to define and redefine blackness in the United States. 

AFAM 258 
The Civil Rights Movement (3). An examination of the struggle by black Americans for social justice since World War II and of the systemic responses. 

AFAM 356 
The History of Hip Hop Culture (3). Examines the emergence and impact of Hip Hop music and culture and its broad influence in mainstream culture, as a 
global phenomenon and as a vehicle embodying formative ideas of its constituent communities. 

AFAM 522 
DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X (3). Examines the ideas of the scholar W. E. B. DuBois, theologian Howard Thurman, and political theorist 
Malcolm X. Major issues will be conceptualized from the distinct perspectives represented by those leaders. 

Or can you send me a list of all the departmental courses offered? 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Scientists Seek to Rein In Diagnoses of Cancer 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines       Tuesday, July 30, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

WELL 

Scientists Seek to Rein In Diagnoses of Cancer 
By TARA PARKER-POPE 

Some of the top scientists in cancer research are recommending 

sweeping changes in the approach to detection and treatment, 

including eliminating the word cancer entirely from some common diagnoses. 

¯ ~ Comments 

On Gay Priests, Pope Francis Asks, ’Who Am I to 
Judge?’ 
By RACHEL DONADIO 

"If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and has good 

will, who am I to judge?" Francis was quoted as saying on 
Monday. 

¯ i~ Videos: Behind the Pope’s Shift ] Pope’s Remarks 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

U.S. Balancing Act With Egypt Grows Trickier 
By MARK LANDLER 

The Obama administration has prodded Egypt’s generals to restore a 
democratic government while trying not to j eopardize any future influence on 
the military or undermine security arrangements. 

.................................................................................................................. F£r r~0i~e tar r!e~s, g? to N~Tirnesr£0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Intersection: Bicycle Style in the Pearl 
In Portland, Oregon’s Pearl District, Dave Trausneck said he 

draws inspiration from the many states he has called home. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ’Soul Sisters’ in the Kitchen 
By REBECCA SHARPLESS 

An unequal system between African-American cooks and their 

white employers has been in place and largely unchanged for 

decades. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"If someone is gay and he searches for the Lord and 
has 9ood will, who am I toju@e?" 

POPE FRANCIS 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Six Decades Later, a Second Rescue Attempt 
By JANE PERLEZ 

Harsh weather in North Korea prevented a Navy pilot from 

retrieving the remains of a fellow airman killed 6a years ago in 

one of the fiercest battle of the Korean War. 

Talks Begin on Mideast, to Doubts on All Sides 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON and ISABEL KERSHNER 

The prevailing narrative among experts is that neither the 

Israelis nor the Palestinians appear remotely prepared to make 

the hard calls needed to cement a lasting peace. 

Cambodian Opposition Rejects Election Results 
By THOMAS FULLER 

Leaders of the country’s newly energized opposition on Monday 

accused Prime Minister Hun Sen’s authoritarian government of 

large-scale cheating. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

With Too Much Rain in the South, Too Little 
Produce on the Shelves 
By KIM SEVERSON 

In deluged Southern states, the quantity, and quality, of fruits 

and vegetables are suffering. 

F.B.I. Charges 159 Men With Forcing Teenage 
Girls Into Prostitution 



By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

A nationwide operation led to arrests in more than ?o cities over 

the last few days. Some of the victims were as young as 13, the 
agency said. 

Program Compelling Outpatient Treatment for Mental 
Illness Is Working, Study Says 
By PAM BELLUCK 

An analysis showed that Kendra’s Law in New York has had positive results for 
some of the most difficult and expensive patients to care for. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Explore Eli Zabar’s Carnegie 
Hill townhouse 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE ~ 

The clincher, also known as closing 

Legal battle lifts profile of a quiet empire 

n~,iime:s.~om: REAiL ESTATE 

Business 

New Challenges for the Fixers of Boeing’s 787 
By CH RISTOPH ER DR EW and JAD MOUAWAD 

The costs and methods for repairing the carbon-composite jet are 
unclear, and the Dreamliner damaged by fire at Heathrow will be 
the first test of major work. 

, ~ Graphic: The Jump to a Composite Plane 

A City Invokes Seizure Laws to Save Homes 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

With recent gains in home prices doing little for some blighted 
neighborhoods, Richmond, Calif., is about to become the first 
city in the nation to try a novel way to stop foreclosures. 



Time Warner Temporarily Removes CBS in Major Cities 
By BILL CARTER 

A high-stakes battle between the cable company and CBS over fees caused the 
network’s programming to be blacked out in some cities for a half-hour. 

For more business news, go to NYTirnes.cornlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

For Baseball Old-Timer, Numbers Aren’t the 
Story 
By BEN STRAUSS 

Ken Harrelson, a former player and longtime White Sox 
announcer, has taken on the increasingly entrenched world of 
statistical analysis known as sabermetrics. 

METS 6, MARLINS 5 

Comeback by Mets Puts Halt to 2 Streaks 
By ANDREW KEH 

A seventh-inning rally helped the Mets beat the last-place 

Marlins in Miami. The comeback saved Jeremy Hefner from a 
third straight loss. 

, ~ Box Score 

¯ Roundup: Marlins Trying to Move On A~ler Martinez Resignation 

ON BASEBALL 

Angels Pay Heavy Price for Gamble on Pujols 
By TYLER KEPNER 

With Mbert Pujols most likely out for the season because of an 
injury, the Angels are learning a lesson the Yankees already know 
about lo-year contracts for aging stars. 

.............................................................................................. ~-pr rp0~e SP0[ts Pe~s, go to N¥~irne~:�0m!Sp0rts 

Arts 

Clashing Titans for Sale 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY 

Two skeletons found in Montana by commercial fossil hunters are to be 
auctioned in New York, where they could bring an estimated $7 million to $9 

million. 

Pivot TV Pitches to Young Viewers 
By BRIAN STELTER 

A channel for young people ca]led Pivot, which wi]] become 
available in 40 million homes on Thursday, aims for 
"entertainment that inspires and compels social change." 

TELEVISION REVIEW 



A Savior Taking the Reins 
By JON CARAMANICA 

The new American dream, as depicted on CNBC’s reality series 

"The Profit," celebrates the big guy, not the little guy. 

....................................................................................................... Eel r~0r~ a[ts pe~s, g0 to NYTFime~�0m/Arts tt 

Science 

Smart, Social and Erratic in Captivity 
By JAMES GORMAN 

A film, a book and a trainer’s death have renewed debate among 

scientists and animal advocates on the wisdom and morality of 

keeping killer whales in marine parks. 

Tracing Germs Through the Aisles 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Overuse of antibiotics has caused growing resistance to drugs, 

and many scientists say their heavy use on farm animals is a 

major culprit. 

¯ Related: When Clean Was a New Concept in the Operating Room 

SCIENCE OF ITS TIME 

When Clean Was a New Concept in the Operating 

Room 
By KATIE HILER 

The words "surgery" and "sterile" were not always bedfellows. A 

short history of advances in the hospital. 

........................................................................................ F~r r~0re s~iegFe 9e~s, go ~o N~’Times~�0m!Scien~e ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: A Complicated Cetacean 
Orcas, known popularly as killer whales, are the subject of a new 

documentary that hopes to bring attention to problems they face 

in captivity. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: Behind the Pope’s Surprising Shift 
The Times’s Ian Fisher, a former Rome bureau chief, on the 
pope’s statement on gay priests and how it differentiates Francis 
from previous leaders of the Catholic Church. 

~ VIDEO: Tunnel Vision 
A short impressionistic film shot from New York City subway 

trains. 



............................................................................................................ For r~ ore ~ide£! go t£ N~Times.�Om!VideO ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Choosing the Next Fed Leader 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Janet Ye]]en is deafly the best choice. Wi]] President Obama see that? 

EDITORIAL 

A1 Qaeda in Iraq Scores Big 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Prime Minister Nuri Kamal al-Maliki is in danger of losing control of his 
country. 

EDITORIAL 

An Escalating Fight Over Military Justice 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Support is growing for an important proposal that would give independent 
military prosecutors the power to decide which sexual assault crimes to try. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Detroit, a Love Song 
By FRANK BRUNI 

I relished my years in Detroit, a blunt and honest antidote to the 
swagger and self-importance of other cities. 

. Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Netanyahu the Peacemaker 
By ROGER COHEN 

If Begin the bomb maker could become Begin the peacemaker, 
there’s hope for the Israeli prime minister. 

¯ Columnist Page 

..................................................................................................... FOE I~or~ Opil~!Or~! gO t£ N~Times~�0m!Opin!0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 30, 1945, the USS Indianapolis, which had just delivered key 
components of the Hiroshima atomic bomb to the Pacific island of 

Tinian, was torpedoed by a Japanese submarine. Only 316 out of 1,196 

men survived the sinking and shark-infested waters. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Manning Is Acquitted of Aiding the Enemy 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Wednesday, July 31,2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining &Wine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Manning Is Acquitted of Aiding the Enemy 
By CHARLIE SAVAGE 

Pfc. Bradley Manning was convicted of multiple counts of 
violating the Espionage Act for leaking documents to the 
antisecrecy group WikiLeaks, but was found not guilty of the 
more serious charge of "aiding the enemy." 

Elite Colleges Differ on How They Aid Poor 
By RICHARD P~REZ-PE~A 

As colleges profess a growing commitment to recruiting poor 
students, a comparison of low-income enrollment shows wide 
disparities among the most competitive private institutions. 

¯ From Education Life: Reflections on the Road to Yale I Harvard 

DEALBOOK 

Over a Million Are Denied Bank Accotmts for 
Past Errors 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Being rejected for a bank account can lead to a succession of fees 
for cashing checks, paying bills and wiring money. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes:com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Inside the Bradley Manning Trial 
A look at the case against the former Army intelligence analyst 

who leaked hundreds of thousands of secret documents to 

WikiLeaks. 

¯ Related Article 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Weiner’s Women 
By SUSAN JACOBY 

Equal participants, not victims, in the arid world of virtual sex. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Hundreds of thousands of Americans are being shut 
out for relatively small mistakes." 

JONATHAN MINTZ, commissioner of the New York City Department of Consmner Affairs, on 
databases that bar eonsmners from opening bank aeeotmts because of past missteps like 

overdrafts. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Morsi’s Visitors Leave a Mystery on Where He Is 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

The European Union’s top foreign policy official was the most 

recent person to visit the deposed Egyptian president, who is 

being held in a secret location. 

¯ News Analysis: U.S. Balancing Act With Egypt Grows Trickier 

Mugabe Keeps Grip Before Vote, but the 

Opposition Grows Bolder 
By LYDIA POLGREEN 

President Robert Mugabe of Zimbabwe does not appear ready to 

give up power, but says that he would go if he loses Wednesday’s 

election. 

Kerry Says Goal Is Mideast Peace Deal Within 9 
Months 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry said Israeli and Palestinian 

negotiators would meet within two weeks to work out a peace 

agreement leading to an independent Palestinian state. 

, ~ Challenges in Defining an Israeli-Palestinian Border 

................................................................................................ ~O[ ~£re ~o[Id r~e~s, go to N¥]ime~com!Wor!d ~ 

U,S, 

Loner Sought a Refuge, and Ended Up in War 
By JOHN M. BRODER and GINGER THOMPSON 

Feeling outcast in Iraq, Bradley Manning, then a 22-year-old 



Army private, turned to the Internet for solace. Military 

prosecutors called what came next one of the greatest betrayals 

in the nation’s history. 

Versace Mansion, a South Beach Star, Faces 

Auction 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

The tenement that Gianni Versaee transformed into an opulent 

palace after he bought it in 1992, signaling the area’s arrival, is 

being offered at a reduced price as part of a bankruptcy proceeding. 

House Plan on Food Stamps Would Cut 5 Million From 

Program 
By RON NIXON 

A new report finds that a proposal would increase poverty and illness, resulting 

in billions of dollars in federal and state health care costs. 

......................................................................................................... EO( r~re L~:~: r~e~s, go to NYTimes:�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Why Netflix matters 
ALSO IN VIDEO >> 

Vows: Christine and Indra 

Intersection: Bicycle style in the Pearl 

nytimes.com VI D EO 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

JPMorgan Looks to Pay to Settle U.S. Inquiries 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG and BEN PROTESS 

JPMorgan Chase’s payouts started Tuesday when the bank struck 

a $41o million settlement with a regulator over allegations that 

its traders manipulated electricity markets. 



Lawyer Who Beat Chevron in Ecuador Faces 
Trial of His Own 
By CLIFFORD KRAUSS 

The oil company has filed a suit against Steven Donziger, who 

won an $18 billion case over oil spills in the Ecuadorean jungle, 

accusing him of manipulating evidence and bribing judges. 

Warrantless Cellphone Tracking Is Upheld 
By SOMINI SENGUPTA 

The ruling is the first to address the constitutionality of 

warrantless searches of historical location data stored by 

cellphone service providers. 

¯ ~ Document: Appeals Court Ruling on Using Historic Cell Data 

................................................................................... E0r rq0[e b~s!~ss pey~s, go to NYTime~:com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

METS 4, MARLINS 2 (10 INNINGS) 

Mets Find Their Footing After the Marlins End 

Wheeler’s No-Hit Bid 
By ANDREW KEH 

Zack Wheeler held Miami hitless into the seventh inning, before 

the Marlins spoiled his bid. The Mets scratched out a win in lO innings. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

ANALYSIS 

In Baseball vs. Rodriguez, a Show of Tough 

Posturing 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Negotiating through the news media, Major League Baseball is 

hoping to persuade Mex Rodriguez to accept a lengthy ban, but Rodriguez is 

prepared to contest any suspension. 

The One-Day Contract, a Last Hurrah for 

Athletes 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

As Hideki Matsui and Donovan McNabb illustrated this week, 

the one-day contract has become a rite of passage for modern 

athletes - a select few, anyway - before they retreat from the spotlight. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

Trying to Spice a Recipe for Cinematic Popcorn 
By BROOKS BARNES 

The team behind "Elysium," starring Matt Damon and Jodie 



Foster, promises that it has taken an imaginative detour from the 

familiar blockbuster formula. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Consumed by Colombia in the 198os 
By DWIGHT GARNER 

Literary, political and intellectual history are woven into "The 

Sound of Things Falling," Juan Gabriel Vfisquez’s new novel. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Monks Are Asked to Go Natural 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Mark Morris’s hope for his new production of Bdtten’s "Curlew 

River" at Tang]ewood: More art, less artifice. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Dining & Wine 

RECIPE LAB 

’Jerusalem’ Has All the Right Ingredients 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Why do certain cookbooks catch fire? "Jerusalem: A Cookbook" 

is the first in a long time to ignite. 

¯ Recipe Lab: Making Chicken With Cardamom Rice From ’Jerusalem’ 

AND TO DRINK 

For Chicken With Onions and Cardamom Rice, Try a Chenin 

Blanc 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

This wine should leave you refreshed while matching the sweetness of the dish’s 

fruit, spices and caramelized onions. 

RECIPE LAB 

Chicken With Cardamom Rice From ’Jerusalem’ 
By JULIA MOSKIN 

Make this fragrant one-pot meal from "Jerusalem: A Cookbook," 

a cult favorite, then join the authors Yotam Ottolenghi and Sami 

Tamimi in a live video chat. 

....................................................................... F£r r~0re d!r~!r~g r~e~s arid re£ipes, go to N~T!mes,£0m!Dining ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: A Specialty Brew 
The Pulley Collective, a coffee roasting facility in Red Hook, is 

serving as a training ground for a new generation of coffee 



roasters in New York City. 

~ VIDEO: Finding One’s Own Masala 
Floyd Cardoz, executive chef at North End Grill, searches for 

inspiration by returning to his Indian roots, finding spicy, sweet 

and sour flavors in Edison and Iselin, N.J. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Mixed Verdict on Manning 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Bradley Manning was convicted on many counts, but acquitted on a treason 
charge that would have set a bad precedent. 

EDITORIAL 

Egypt’s Dangerous Slide 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

AS Egypt struggles over its future, President Obama needs to state clearly what 

America stands for. 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. Stringer’s Choice 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Manhattan borough president should reject a bad proposal that would 
rezone a huge area around Grand Central Terminal. 

.................................................................................................... (0[ r£Pre 0pir~!0p, g£ t0 N~(Times~£0m!0pini0n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Quit Is the Way to Roll 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

Anthony Weiner plays a rebel without a pause. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Revenge of the Mistresses 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 

Corruption in China has a ripple effect. Who knew the account of 
a government official’s extramarital affair would be a warning 
sign? 

¯ Columnist Page 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Shirking Responsibility in the Gulf 
By STEPHEN TEAGUE 

BP is engaged in an aggressive campaign to limit how much it pays for the losses 

its reckless behavior caused. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On July 31, 1964, the American space probe Ranger 7 transmitted 
pictures of the moon’s surface. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:12 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Sorry Sonia, I was just following the instructions of Dr. Regester. However, I will let her know that she needs to contact 

the Chair. 

Trav[s 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: File Cabinet Requested 

Travis 

This is a matter that needs to be addressed to the Chair Department. 

Sonia 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: FW: File Cabinet Requested 

Hi Sonia, 

Dr. Regester asked me to pass this on to you. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

From: Regester, Charlene B 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: File Cabinet Requested 

Dear Travis: Please forward this email to Sonia, I could not locate her email address. 

Currently, I am requesting a four drawer vertical file cabinet for my office. A bookcase was ordered by mistake so if 
possible I really need the file cabinet as my files are overflowing in the cabinet that is now located in my office. Thanks 
tremendously for your assistance. 

Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11 : 10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Hildebrand Sp 14 

Dear Eunice, 

Spring 2014 

Reginald Hildebrand 

AAAD 431 DuBois, Howard Thurman, and Malcolm X 

Wednesdays 3:00pm to 5:50pm 

AAAD 130 Intro to African American and Diaspora Studies 

Tuesdays and Thursdays 11:00am to 12:15pm 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
My Schedule next week: August 5th-9th 

Dear All, 

Please note that I will be away on vacation next week August 5th to August 9th, therefore the main office will be closed 

during that period. If there are urgent matters that I need to address, please let me know between today and 

tomorrow. 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 11:51 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

My Schedule next week: August 5th-9th 

Dear All, 

Please note that I will be away on vacation next week August 5th to August 9th, therefore the main office will be closed 

during that period. If there are urgent matters that I need to address, please let me know between today and 

tomorrow. 

Best, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=33365846 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33365846-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 1:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Cool Art tbr the Dog Days 

ACKLAND ,,,   MUSEUM 

Thursday, 8 August, 1:00-4:00 PM 
Every other month, the Ackl,and Art Museum 

invites members of the publ,ic to bring in a work of 

art for consideration by an Ackl,and expert. 

Curators may offer insight into the s|gnificance of 

the piece and its subject matter, as wel,l, as the 

techniques used by the artist and the work’s 

condition. 

Pl,ease note: the Ackl,and staff is unabl,e to authenticate or financial,l,y 

appraise works of art. Limit one work per person. 

Registration required: cal,l, 919.843.3677 to make an appointment. 

Free to members I $10 non-members. 

Drawing for Tweens 

(forages 10 to 13) 

Saturday, 10 August 

10:30 AM - 12:00 PM 
Re!~ister! 

Drawing in the Galleries 

(for grown-ups) 

Saturday, 10 August 

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM 
Free and open to the publ,|d 

Try something new for only $5 

(Free to Ackland Members!) 
Tai chi is an ancient Chinese movement 

practice known to reduce pain and improve 

your mental, and physical, bal,ance and wel,l,- 

being. This cl,ass uses gentl,e sun-styl,e tai 

chi routines that are safe, easy to l,earn, 

and su|tabl,e for al,l, ages and fitness l,evel,s. 

Al,l, movements are done standing. Wear 

comfortabl,e clothes and supportive fl,at 

shoes. The cl,ass is taught by Joanne 

Marshal.l,, a certified yoga and tai chi 

instructor. 

Registration l,s filling up fast! Sign up online. 

Tuesdays, 20 and 27 August, 12:00-1:00 PM 
Our art-l,nspired yoga l,s the best deal l,n town! 



Space is limited; reRtister onlin!! 

This hour-tong session offered by 

registered yoga teacher Joanne 

Marshall provides the opportunity to 

practice a series of gentl,e yoga 

poses inspired by the art at the 

Ackl,and. 

Beginners are wel,come. Yoga mats 

are provided. Wear comfortabl,e 

cl,othing that wil,l, al,l,ow you to 

stretch. 

Free for Ackland Members, 

$5 non-members. 

In A4y Garden: The Pottery of 44arsha 

Owen at the Ack[and Museum Store 

presents beautiful handmade stoneware 

vessels and objects suitable for the sma[t 

urban garden as welt as the large estate. 

The wide array of ptanters, baskets, urns, 

"rock/’ and b~rdbaths appear at one with 

nature, and wilt appeal to the experienced gardener and the nonce alike. 

When moved indoors, their varied shapes, glazes, and plantings 

effortlessly bring the "outside 

At[ pieces in In ~y Garden are for sal,e, and at[ proceeds support the 

Acktand Art Museum’s exhibition and education programs. 

Marsha Owen has been a professional potter for over 30 years and has 

shown her work throughout the United States. She currently lives ~n 

Raleigh and teaches regularly at C[aymakers ~n Durham. 

In ~y Garden: The Pottery o~ ~arsha 

Owen is on ~ew through Saturday, 7 

September 2013. 

For more information~ please contact the 

AcMand ~useum Stere at 919.962.0216. 

Now 0.,,’~ Vi~w 

Adding to the I~ix 6: Raymond Jonson’s "’Abstract 

Naught" (1930) 

This exhibition expl,ores two divergent themes--landscape conventions of 

the American West and serial‘ artistic production--using the recently 

acquired painting Abstract Naught (1930) by New Mexico artist Raymond 

Jonson as a focus. Learn more. 

In Pursuit of Strangeness: Wyeth and Westermann in 

Dialogue 

With works by Andrew Wyeth and H.C. 

Westermann as a starting point, In Pursuit of 

Strangeness considers diverse responses in 

American art to the "uncanny" home, as well. as 

domestic architecture’s rote in defining the 

boundaries between oursel,ves and the outside 

worM. 

Read the Chapel Hill News review. 

Contemporary Art from the 

Permanent Collection 



A sel,ection from the Ackl,and’s growing 

col,l,ection of contemporary art, the works on 

view present sharpl,y contrasting textures-- 

stainl,ess steel., high-gl,oss enamel., and 

mixed-media tapestry, for exampl,e--as wel,l, 

as myriad col,ors and shapes. 

THANK YOU! 
The Ack[and’s exhibitions and 

public programs are made 

possible by generous support 

from Ack[and Art Museum 

Members and friends [ike you. 

Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions 

about this e-news? Send an email, to 

the editor. 

Nam June Paik, South Korean, 1932-2006: 

Eerie Eye, 1996; antique slide projector, 

aluminum, computer keyboards, eye chart, 

neon, nine five-inch televisions, two nine-inch 

televisions, DVD piayer, DVD. Ack[and Fund. © 

1996 Nam June Paik. 

Raymond Jonson~ American, 1891-1982: 

Abstruct Nuu~ht, 1930; oil on canvas. Ack[and Fund. O The Raymond Jonson Collection, University of New Mexico 

Art Museum, Albuquerque. 

Ralph Gibson, American, born 1939: Untitled (Hund on Door), from The Somnurnbulist, 1969; gelatin silver print. Gift 

of Gene Thornton. 

Visitors viewing Rachel Howard’s Gluttony (2002-2003). Household gioss on canvas. Gift of Mr. and Mrs. John L. 

Townsend Ill. 

Ju[ie Heffernan, American, born 1956: Self-Portruit us Dirty Princess (detail), 2004; oil on canvas./k:k[and Fund. © 

2005 Ju[ie Heffernan. 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to e n ce(Oema i nc ed by esbow es@ema nc ed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Colorado Presses tbr Uninsured to Enroll 

Top News 

Colorado Presses for U~finsm’ed to Enroll 

In eontras L Lo Missom~, Colorado is embracing Obamacare. The 

health insnranee marke~laee is advertising on ~,:, radio and 

public transit and emissaries are traveling the slate 1o e~lNn 

how it wi]I work. 

Missouri Citizens Face Obsl-ae]es to Coverage 

In co~trast to Colorado, .Missomfi has been lmtking t~p obst~cles 

to Obamaeare. The health insurance markeLpIaee has no visihle 

presence there. 

Qaeda Messages Prompt UoSo Terror "~VarnJng 

Intercepted e~eetronic communh::ations h~ which senior 

opera8ves oral Qaeda discussed akb~cks in "~e ~Nddle East and 

NoAh ~t~ea led the United States to issue a global travel alert 

ks citizen s, officials said. 

Cunning 

I :%,o,, I 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

[’~’] INTERACTIVE c,m~pH~c: For Yankees, 
Interactive Graphic 

:Li~e Bang for Tlmir Buck 

The Yankees’ highest-paid hitters have produced few hits this 

season. O: mpare ~fita and salaries across fi~e league. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Oper~ ~easo~ or~ H~story 

Arehaeo~ogists do not hunt o]~eets. We hm~t h:~st worlds. Sadly, 

those worlds atv slipping a~xly under klae reIie-hunter*s shovel, 

all ~or [he sake of a t)w bue~, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JUSTIN WOLFER$, ;m economies professor ut the U]~i’, evsity of M~c:h~gan Gerak] R. Ford 

,Sehoo[ of Publh’~ Policy. 

World 

Drone War Rages or~ Ew~n as .Admir~istrat-~o~ 

Talks Abo~t Endh~g It 

Mixed messages by officials wvea] a deep-seated ambivalence 

inside the Obumu administration about j us~ how much Ii~ 

ought to shine o~ America’s shadow wars. 

Egypt General Has Country V~;onder~ng About 

Gem N)dul--Fattah eI-Sisi is ridi[~g a wave of muscular 

~afio~mlism and pro-military sentime~t, leavi~g questions of 

how quickly he intends to retm~ the eount~T to civilian rule. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

]In N[a~de]la Legac’y~ a P]aa~,e for WinnJe? 
~,. RiCE L~ M.~N 

Du~[~g N elson Mandela’s hospitalization, Wimfie Ma~hMzela.- 

Mande}a, his fl)rmer w~fe, has made an oste~tatJous re-e~tD" into 

the public arena. 

y of 
State 

General [ 

Abdul- 

U,S, 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

CouFt Ru|ings Blur the Line Between a Spy and a Leaker 

Disclosures made possihle hy digital media, government sm~-cillanee a~d 

unorkhodox publishers huve unsettled unde~s bindings of muss rne~ha’s place in 

Americm~ democracy. 

~ US. and Russian Envoys Discuss Snowden 



Vohmtce~ patrol the Arizona desc~ t - read)’ to of~’r water, food, 

dothin~ and medical care -- aiming to pr~went deaths in a harsh 

lu~dscape. 

~ Slide Show: Group Helps M~ran~ Near the Border 

William 
Be~k, 
25. and 

Clouds Spread to Democratic Side of Virgi~fia Governor’s 

Race 

A cloud of seandaI has sp[vad from the R~publiean incumbent Bob McDonnell 

to his would-be successor. Now a ]:,otentiN scandal threatens to dist,:act the 

Demoera[ie candidate’s campNgn. 

House hunting in ... 
Amsterdam 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >> 

[our this canal-side home in Amsterdam 

Re~i estate Q & A 

Business 

UoS. Cuts Take Increasing Toll on Job Growfl~ 

A wave of cuts in domestic and mili[ary spending is causing 

government fiMoughs as wall as job losses and curtailed hosts 

among [cderal eontraekors. 

~s!s say 

that 

New York Times Compa~y Sells Boston Globe 

The newspaper was pnrchased by John W o t tenry, principal owner of Lhe 

Boston Red Sox, reh[rning the paper ko local ownership. 

OEALBOOK 
Fabrice 

in Complex ’i’radi~g Case, J re’ors Focused or~ ..... Tou~re 
leaving 
[ede~l 

Jurors e~)ressed sympathy fl-~r Fabr~ce Tom:re, but theh" 

decision to find him liable in a to~c mot[gage deal t~’m~e down to what they saw 

as the letter of [he law and concern abouk Wail Street greed. 

~ 

Sports 



Alex Rodriguez played Friday wifl~ the Trenton Th n n der as 

n cgofi a Lions continued rega rding his punish men t over 

allege Lions involving a South Flo@ta clinic accused of isstdng 

performance-enhancing dru&s. 

Eagles Receiver Who Used Slur Takes Leave 

Amid Uproar 

The Eagles did not say when Riley Cooper would return buL 

indicated he would seek com~seIing to "help him uncle~stand how 

his words have hur~ so many." 

Oregon Embraces ’University of Nike~ Image 

The University of Oregon’s Fc, oLball Performance Center, pa~d 

for by Phil Knight, a founder of Nike, is lu~uious enough to 

make N.F.L teams env~ouso 

, ~ Slide Show: Enough to Make an N.F.L Team Jealous 

Roddgu 

with 

..... Cooper, 

A~ts 

A Star Philosopher Fa~s, and a Debate Over 

Sexism Its Set Off 

The ease of Colin MeOinn, who had agreed k~ leave his post a~ 

the Univemity of Miami after allegations of sexual harassment, 

has drawn scrutiny to the 

McGinn~ 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Yesterday’s Style, Today’s Hits 

On Lhe album "Blurred Lines," Robin TMcke, like oLher while- 

soul singe~, seems more eonsem’ative than innovative, nostalgic 

for sounds thaL are decades rid. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 

Beyond Dioramas, Natm’&s New Sto~° 

The Natm’al History Museum of Los .,~geles O)unty has 

tra~sformed its approach to evolufiom culture, history and 

humaniLy. 

Travel 

Stormier on the ,Jersey Shore, After the Storm 

A visit to the coast more than eight months after Hur~4cane 

Sandy reveals a range of reeoveW. 

36 Hours i~t Portsmouth~ N,]-[, 

This small waterfront town, setded in 1623, boasts a range of 

opdons to fill a weekend, from brews to books to boaks. 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

Music and Moonshine ~n the, Mellow O~a~’iks 

In Pa~ 3 of h~s summer road hip, the Frugal Traveler hops 

between Missouri and .~’kansas, dr~pping in on a ~ddle jam, 

sipping spiHb and ~uning into the report’s reI{~xed groove. 

rfigilt 

~ [] Video 



Today’s Video 

~vm~: ~: Catehm~ Lp o~ Jobs 

The United S~;~es economy added a disappoin[ing 162,ooo jobs 

in July. The question is, does ~hat put us any eloser ko economic 

.Related Article 

~ VmEO: The Sweet Spot: A Dark and 5eary 

Craving 

In d~is week’s ep~sode, 

soeiopathie characters on televisim~ we love to ha{e amt love Lo 

love. N~ee, huh? 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

tory Booker for Senator 

Amo~}g four good cm}d Mates in the Democratic primary i~ New Jersey, the 

mayor of Newark is the bask choice to succeed Frank Lautenberg. 

EDITORIAL 

Contraception m~d Corporation,s 

A new federal court ruling rightly upholds Lhe healLh care law’s birth eo*~{rol 

m andate tkx" private busfiaesses. 

EDITORIAL 

Shh.~ New,ate at Work on a Natio~al Neereto 

LauTnake~s are promised anonymity in exchange for honesk input on tax 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Marriage and N[hmrities 

MosL Americans still believe in marriage, but there are factors 

working agai~st marriage for many. 

, ColumnLst Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]~e Girls of S~mm~er 

It’s time for vacatkm, people! But first there’s so much ~ews 

fi’om the House and Senate. EspedaIIy from d~e eommitkees with 

women it~ charge. 

, Co~umni~ Page 

OPINIONATOR 

The lUght Leader for the Fed 

Larry Sammers’s i*~telligenee, a*mlytieal mind and exte*~sive 

e.~erienee make him the tol.~ candidate to head the Federal 

The 
Right 
Leader 
fo~ the 

Fo; me~e oeir~ioi~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

ON THIS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 3:24 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Health Care Law Rai~s Pressure on Public Employees’ Unions 

................ ] ~.’iost ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media &Adve~sin 

Todays Video ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ Oo 1his Day ~ CUSTONIZE)~ 

Top News 

Health Care Law RMses Pressure on Public Employees’ 

Unions 

The so-called Cadillac tax inse~ed into the AffordN)]e Care Art will tax 

expensive health insurance plans like [hose obkMned by powerful m~ions, a~d 

switching to cheaper plans will not be easyo 

~A:omen Scarce in the Top Posts of Los Angeles 

Only one woman holds elective off~ee fi~ the entire government 

of Los Angeles, and [he overwhelmingly male lineup has become 

a subject of chagrin and impassioned discussion. 

January 

In a "~Vest Bank Culture of Contlic:t, Boys Wield 

the ~,~eapon at Hm~d 

For Pa]es~ian young men and boys, ~3rowing stones at Isradi 

soldiers and set[lets is a rite d passage. 

~ Slide 8how: A R~te of Passage, an Act of Defiance 

Editors’ Picks 

~~ s~m~ s~ow: A l~te of Passage, ar~ 

of Defiance 

The Palestinian stone throwers of Belt Ommar are a reminder of 
) the tensions ~at animake rela[ions between the t alestinians and the Israelis. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

End of]Life, at BirCh 

Pa~:~P& aL risk of having preterm or disabled babies need 

guidal~ee. 

World 

Morn ~%’m~ts You Married? So Does the State 

In South Korea, the government is playing a higg~’r role in 

matehmaldng amid plunging birthrates and changing 

ex#eetations over matrimony. 

Former Envoy to S.~’ia Said to Be Choice fi~r 

Cairo Post 

Secretary of State J ohn Ker[3’ reeormnended Rober[ S. Ford, 

who most ~vcenfly served as a ]in]< to the Syrian Ol.g~os~fio~ in 

the civil war, of fiNals said. 

UoS. Exl-e~Ns Closi~g of Some D~plomafie Pos~.s 

Nineteen diplomatic missions in the Midctle East and N o[~th Ag~ea will be shut 

down through at least Sala~rday becat~se of eo~finued fears of atta&s by AJ 

Qaeda and iN allies. 

U,S. 

"Vieti~ to Again Face Gunmm~ ~ Fort Hood 

Trial 

Maj. NidaI Malik ttasan, charged in the fatal Fort tk)od shooting 

of 2oo9, will represent himself M~en his militaU trial begi~s on 

Tuesday. 

Hog Proda~eers Battli~g to Contain Virus That 

Has KNed N~ets by [he Thousar~ds 

?, virus deadly only to youl~g pi&s, with ~o danger for 

Nidal 
Maiik 



appeared in the United States last sp~{ng in Ohio and in weeks 

had spread to ibm" other states. 

a~[ 71                                                                     Vsrnado 

In the 199os Mr, Varnadore publicized questionable safety             ’~=~ 

praetices at C’ak Ridge Nati on a] [.q borato~?: i~ Te~ essee, which 

led to stronger laws protecting worket~ who complain about employers. 

What you get for ,.. $1,500,000 
ALSO IN REAL ESTATE >~ 

What y,’lu get for .$799,000 

Business 

The Last Temptation of Tins Brown 

Al’ter two and a half yea~s of lost oppot~uniki and revenue, Tins 

Brown reflected on the ill-fated merger d The Daily Beast and 

Newsweek. 

With 2 Hit Series Ending, a Trm~sfor~ed AMC Is 

at a Crossroads 

From a sleepy movie ehan~el to an inenbator ol" signature 

television, AMC is hoping to seize the moment and create new, 

profitable hits. 

Boston Globe Is Anotl~er Metro Paper Go~c 

Local 

The sale continues a recent trend in the stmggling newspaper 

indushT: newspapers being returned to Ioeal owners, often at 

barg~in-basement pr{ees. 

...... Paul, 

left, and 

Bryan 

Sports 

RodNguez Is Expected to P~ay ~Vl[~ile Appeali~g 

Suspensio~ 

The Yankees were given informal notification Sunday that Major 

League Baseball in tended to s uspend ~ex D)&iguez t}~t~ugh the 

end of the ao~4 season. 



SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Thrown by LH~/s Cmoveba[ls, a Star Missed tbe 

SignMs 

~s a young m~or leaguer’, Alex Rodfignez tailed abou~ 

of h~s missing father on h~s life. 

~ Essay: Choosing to Remember Rodri~tlez as an 18-YeaFOld 

played 

PADRES 6, YANKEES 3 

I I A Reminder of~be Yankees’ Failed Plan Deals 
c~i~ 
Grander 

Timn~ Another Defeat                                     son 

In his debu$ for San Diego, Inn Kemmdy, once a promising ycamg 

right-hander for "~e Yankees, ofli~red d~em a pNnNl look back as he outpitehed 

Phil Hughes. 

,F1 Box Score 

Arts 

’Buy LoeaP Gets Creative 
Eb" P,zq~K)Y ?’ENN~: L:Y 

Community-suppork’d art programs am poppin g up all over the 

countW, demonstrating that the concept works just as well for 

art lovers as for ]oeavores. 

MINNE 

PAUL 

THE TV WATCH 

Maybe CBS (;m~ Visit Me on X, Veeke~ds 

Time Warner Cable and CBS battle over reLmnsmission fees like divorcing 

parents, leaving viewers like traumatized children. 

Whistle- Blower Has Inspired a % e|sh Tro~pe 

The National Theater of Wales sta~jng of "The Radicalisation of 

Bradley Manning" opens a t~ree-week run at t~e Edinburgh 

Festival, and the timing could hardly be better. 

Au brey 

Media & Advertising 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Parodying C’ab|e News With a Talk Abo~*t Race 
L:7 PAVH.; C.::q~ P 

Nuance doesn’t do well on cable, so a topic as fraught as race 

often ends up being eove~vd in cat~oonish ways during sinai 

events like the deat~ of Tra3~-on Mat dn. 

Self- Serving ~’~ar of~:ords by 2, Giants in 

Televisiol~ 

Both sides in the standoff over programming fees for CBS 

content on "lime Warner Cable claim to be defending the consumer. It doesn’t 

Viewers Wait for CBS and Time Warner to Ma ke Up 

A Wait for CBS and Time Warner Cable to Make 

Up 

Several media analysLs suggcsted the standoff might be 

protracted, with predictions ranging fl’om about lO days to as 

long as six weeks. 

~ Self-Serving War of Words by 2 Giants in lelevision 

£ A css 
....... ad in 

~im~¢ 

I 

Fo:- mo:e medb and adve:ffJsin9 heWS, gO to NYTimes.com/Media ~, 



Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

ML~ed 

Early detection of cancer helps some patients bu[ no[ others. 

EDITORIAL 

The Long ~tall 

The eco~)omy Js still years aw~y from ~ strong recovery. 

EDITORIAL 

If a state chooses to put a man do death, it should at the vcW ]east adhere to the 

Cons~itutiom 

Fo; me~e oeir~iol; go to NYTimes.eomiOpinion ~:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Republicans Agah~st Reality 

The paYty has faliDn vicdm to its own big con. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

..... ~rLigma 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Refere~dmn 

New York’s vote for a new mayor is also a verdict on the old one. 

, CoJumnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

A national economic, so~.ial and eulLm’aI whirlwind transformed 

th e life eha n ees or" the ehJ h:lre~ a e d gran dch i] d ten of those I 

graduated from Port Clinton High School with in ~959, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 12, 2013 1:17 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Ronald Williams II (ronaldcwilliams@gmail.com); Colon, Sonia 
<sonia_colon@med.unc. edu> 
bookcase 

Dear Eunice, 

From our conversation earlier, we will be moving the bookcase from the faculty lounge to Ron’s office. 

Best, 

Travis 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Judge Rejects New York’s Stop-aJ~d-Ffisk Policy 

Top News 

dudge Reje(~s N ew York’s Stop- and- Frisk Policy 

The federal j udge planned ko designate a monitor t~r khe New 

York Police Department after she G:~und that police off5 cers 

routi~dy stopped people wikhout any objective reason to 

s uspee[ [hem of wrongdoing. 

~ ~ Video: Bloomber9 on Sto~and-Fr~sk Ruiin~ 

A~oms Nbipments Neen From Nudan to Ny~ia 

Syrial~ rebels have found an nnlikely som’ce tbr arms in Sndan, 

whose government sold the weapons to Qatar, whida arranged 

delivet\v through Turkey, Wes tern of fiNals and the rebels said. 

Bulger GuJ lty in Gangland Crimes, 

Murder 

James (Whitey) Bulger, the mobster who terrorized 

Boston in khe 197os and ’8os as leader of the Winter Hill Gang, 

faces a se~tence of life i~ pri 

taken I 

WhiW 
Bulger J 

booking 

Editors’ Picks 



~ VmEO: T]I~e Verdict o~ Wh~tey ~u~ge~ 

James (Wbitey) ~u~ger, tbe mobster who te~’o~zed South 

Boston in fl~e ~q7os a~d ~8os wM]e he led the notorious Winter 

Hill Oat~g was convicted o*~ Monday. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Moving Beyo~d Stop-ar~d-F~°isk 

There are beRer ways than stop-and-fl?isk practices to rednce 

crime and rs~speet dvi] libet’des. 

World 

Rttssia Steps Up Raids Agah~st Migrm~ts 

The raids t~ave reportedly et~snared t~early ~,5oo foreigners, 

i~duding detainees being held i~ a Moscow te~t camp under 

conNtions that Human Rights Watch rolled inhuman. 

~ Slide Show: M~glmnt VX~orKers Detained in Russia 

ds of 

~: nanq 

NoS,A. Leaks Make PIm~ for Cyberdefense 

The National Secm~ty Agency has lobbied t(~ deploy a "Star Wars" dcfcnsc 

:~nm~ea’s computer t~etworic% btR offidals said tim pla*~ had little eimnee of 

movi~g fowcard. 

I~ Move for Economy, Mexqica~t Preside~t Seeks 

Forei~ Inw~stme~t ir~ Energy 

President Enrique Pefia Nieto proposed openit~g i~is eout~kW’s 

historically dosed enerKv it~dusttT to privaie companies so that 

t~ey might pump for 4I. 

Endque 

F’e~a 

U,S, 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

T~o PowerfUl Signals of a Major Shift on Crime 

The mmouncement on mand~totV m~nhmm~ sentence ]~ws aud 

ruling by a judge on stop-and-fl~sk practices were signals that 

pendulum has swung away h’om tou#~-on.-cr~me polities. 

General 
E~ic H 

A L~mit on Consumer Costs Is Delayed in Health Care Law 

The Obam a adminis~’afi on h as put off a n other prodsion - on deductibles and 

co-payments - until 2ol5, 

Fort Hood Gunman Told Pane| That Death Wou|d Make 

Him a M art~° 

Doenments of statements fl~ai M@:~r NidaI Mal~k Hasau made ~n 2ol o to a 

milRa~y panel provided ~e fit~t account of khe shooting in his own 

Kor mo;a IjS sews, go re NYTimes,comiUS >~ 

Business 

Contraction Shows Signs of Slowh~g for Greece 

The economy has been shrinking since thc third qua~er of 

2oo8, but the latest economic figm’es provided a glimmer of 

hope. 

New IAws and Rish~g Costs Create a Sm’ge of 

Supersizing Hospita]s 

After holding steady through much of the 2coos, deal-makiug 

has pi&ed up in heal’~ care, raising concerns about the power of 

large hospital systems. 

, ~ Graphic: A Wave of Hospita~ Mergers 

Central 

Mississi 
PP~ 

DEALBOOK 

In One Bumtlle of ~m’tgages~ the S~ibprime Crisis 

Reverberates 
::.y P:::’h::P 5AV;S 

A Goldman Sachs bond has wide-ranging impact, on the bankers who sold 

deN, the strag~ing homeowners, and t&~paye~s who helped pick up the bill 

,~ Map: The Me,gages h? One Bond 

Sports 

YANKEES 2, ANGELS 1 

Rod~ig~e~ Has Added Noise, if Not 1[ reduction 

,alex Rodziguez, who weut I for 3 against the Augels, 

commanded more attention fl’om Yankees fans than [he eighk 

shutout inniugs by Hirold Kuroda. 

,[Z] Box Score 

..... "Yankee 

s’ Hiroki 

DODGERS 4, METS 2 Jenr~y 

Dod~ers                                                    ~2~ 

The MaLe denmy Mejia a]lowed six hits and no walks in six 

innings, but he took the loss as ~s z)~geles improved to 38-8 since dune 22. 

,[ZI Box Score 

~ Keep#~g Score: Ge,’_t#~g on Base a Lot Helps a Team Only So Much 



To Keep Flores’s Bat in Lineup, i~ets Plm~ to 

Move Hhn Arovmd the h~field 

Wilmer bqores’s strong pm~brnmnces thus far have piqued the 

Mets’ interest enough to see what his real abilities - and 

]]ml~l]ons - might be. 

Arts 

Much Ado About Who: Is It Really Shakespeare? 

A professor says he has fonnd something closer to definitiw: 

proof that sonm 325 lines in the 16o2 quaI’[o edition of Thomas 

Kyd’s play "The Spm~ish Tragedy" were fi~deed wririen hy 

Shakespeare. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

The Dresses Do All the Work 

The Budapest Festival O~vhestra is presenting a staged version 

of Mozart’s "Nozze di Figaro" ;at the Rose Theater. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

:Reality. Gold Is Scarce as Jm~kyard Ducks 

"Potter Ridge," a new reality show on the Discovery Channel, 

tries to, capture the magic of "Duck Dynast’." 

" ~ruster~ 

Tatules I 
c~, left~I 

Science 

A Black Hole _,’~ystery ~’Vrapped in a Firewall ,x~ 
Paradox u;lexpe 

cted 
B,.: DE~ NK; OVE R L: : E                                                      ~f:ilt 

A pa rad ox aroun d roarer ~eaking fl’om N a ck h oles puts into 

question vaz%ns scientific axioms: Ei’~er information can be 

lost; Einstein’s p~ndpie of equivalence is wrong; or quart turn field theo~7 neerN 

fixing. 

BY DEGREES 

Thning a Rise in Sea Level 

Along ~th how high oceans may swell resean:hers an" also 

trying to determine how fust. 

BOOKS 

Talent Lies %’ithim But %qmre? 

David Epstein, a senior writer at Spots Illustrated and an 800- 

meter runner in college, searches for answers abouL athletic 

ability and genetics. 

~ Science Best Sellers: Science Bookshelf 

Today’s Video 

WOEO: In Perfm’n~mme: First Date 

ZachaW Levi and Kwsta Rodrignez sing tim mm~ber "First 

Impressions" fl’om the new Broadway musical about a blind date, 

n ow at the Longacre Theater. 



The Times’s Elizabeth A. Harris boards a plane in East Hampto~ 

with Chtqstopher Burnside, a real estate broker who takes elients 

into the air to look at prope~tieso 

Ben S. Bemanke’s si~’ong policies arm ted a second major 

depression. Should he vacate his post as Federal Reserve 

ebairman nex¢ year, those policies vdl~ leave challenges tbr his successor. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Rtm~al D~se.rimination ~r~ Stolp~m~d-F~’isk 

A federa~ eou~ rej eets u~ cons~tufio~a l overrea ch by tb e Bloom berg 

administration. 

EDITORIAL 

Slmrtsighted ’i’hinldr~g o~ israeli Settlements 

Giving khe g~en Iig~t to new setklemen{ construction days before scheduled 

peace talks wifl~ the Palesfin imps is not a s~gn of bei~g eommi~ed to the 

negotiations. 

EDITORIAL 

The Government as a Low-~’Vage Employer 

President Obama should sign an executive order to raise the pay of millions of 

poorly paM employees of govermne~t contractors. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Bill Tl[mmpso~ [be ~Ar~l-~-We~rm.~° 
~. r.~i.L <i.i. ~. ~.R 

In the mayor’s race, Bil~ Thompson makes the ease i~)r safe-and- 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

}lilton F~oiedman, U~perso~ 

The curious ease of a disappeari ag icon 

~ Celumrli~’t Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

Tim ~Zro~g iLessol~ Fro~ Det~°oit’s Bm~k~’uptey 

There is mor~? ~an enough blame to go around lk)r the largest 

m ani~’ipal ins olvency in ~n erican histoW. B u t in restruc truing, 

the ci~"s ~nterests, not creditors’, shouM be fbremost. 

Wrong 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 4:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
link to your classroom 

Dear Eunice, 

I think because your classroom is from one of the newer buildings it does not have a classroom link! I saw it today and 

it was very nice. Multimedia, spacious and great location. Room 014. Once you enter the front door, proceed down 

the steps to 014. Your room awaits you! 

Best, 
Travis 



August 14, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

~:[.!?...;:!.L!L=.{!!.~!.about the Executive Sponsors’ decision to postpone the go-live of 

ConnectCarolina for Finance and HR/Payroll in order to provide the highest 

quality system possible to the University community. 

Got quest ons about ConnectCaro na Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new .~.-~:’!~:.:.’%.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

A moratorium has been placed on additions and changes to Department IDs Find out what this 

means to your School or Division. 





..Xi EF College Study Tours 

,~::: Travel trivia 

Answer 

:~?i~!i~:~i 1 i i 

~: ~~.~:,~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 5:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

IPE Distinguished Scholar Award Deadline Extended 

Dear Colleagues, 

Urgent announcement: We have extended the deadline for the Distinguished Scholar Award until August 28th. Please send in nominations 
asap. The description and list of past winners can be found here: 

http://www.isanet.orq/ProqramsResources/Awards/IPEDistinquishedScholar.aspx 

Please send your nominations to Committee Chair, _].P. Singh, at ~gmail.com 

Thanks so much! 

Susan K. Sell 
Professor of Political Science and International Affairs 
Department of Political Science 

417 Monroe Hall 
The George Washington 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA/Association for the Study ofthe Middle Easl and Africa <info asmeascholars.ovg@mail20.afl31 .mcdlv.net > 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 12:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

REGISTER NOW: Sixth Annual Conference 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s DailyStar 

newspaper. 

Roundtable discussions on: "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"The Retreat of the Great Powers in the Middle East," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film Screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

Still more to come! 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here. 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info@asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

www.as meascholars.o re! 

follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 3:27 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

CGI eBulletin: Welcome to Caxolina, Welcome to the World 

Do you think education abroad is too expensive for you? Would you study Arabic, Swahili, Portuguese, 

Chinese, Czech, or Maya if you knew full scholarships were available to do so? Carolina offers global 

oppo~unities and resources that will help you increase your global competencies, learn less commonly 

taught foreign languages and travel the world- debt freel And all of these experiences will make you a 

more competitive candidate for employment or graduate school. Meet your peers who have broken 

through cultural and financial barriers in order to experience education abroad and travel around the 

world. Refreshments will be provided. 



CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus. 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 

month’s hosts are CGI and the Study Abroad Office. 

Dead~h-~e: September 2~ 2013 
The Fuibdght Spec}ai~st Prog~m (FSP) promotes linkages between 

US. scholars and professionals and their counterparts at host 

institutions overseas The program awards grants to qualified U.S. 

faculty and professionals, in select disciplines, to engage in short- 

term collaborative two- to six-week projects at eligible institutions in 

over 140 countries worldwide Sho~er grant lengths give Specialists 

greater flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current 

academic or professional commitments. 

Fu~bdqht U,S, St~der~t Proqram 

.................................................................................................................................................... d~e September 
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program 

allows graduating seniors, master’s ...... 

students, doctoral candidates, and recent 

graduates to self-design a research/study 

project, or sere as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 

countries. 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global 

Initiatives and meet the Car~$ Bearlike ef Se~te~e~ 2e, 2e1~ at 

11:Sg~m. UNC alumni who can attend an on-campus interview in 

October may also apply through UNC. 

N}~}W STORI~S 

R~:£SOURCES 

M}~]DIA 



Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories fromavarietyoffieldsandglobaldestinations Learn 

rnore about past international surnmer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided. 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), Study Abroad and UNC Global 

are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 

Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an arnateur 

photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 

of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

 LOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 

"TI~ Awakening: Parallel Worlds" highlights the mixed media / 

composite work of American Indian artist Alyssa minton. Drawing on ~ 
the symbolism found in the folklore of her Tuscarora and Osage j 
ancestors, Hinton’s compositions address parallel themes of 

/ 
American Indian cultural reawakening and human kinship with the j 
natural environment. Shaped by her diverse heritage, Hinton uses 

/ 
mixed media as a form of reconciliation for her own eclectic life L ~ 
experiences, blurring boundaries between conventional and digital mediums to create hybrid a~ forms. 

Her intricate, complex and contemporary works feature digital painting, collaged sculpture and mixed 

media fiber composites. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 3:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Blood mad Chaos Prevml in Egypt, Testing Control 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i3i.:i.~:~c:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Blood arid Chaos Prevail h~ Eg3~pt, Testh~g 

E#~)t erupted into chaos o~ Friday, raising doubts about the 

au[hoNLies’ eapaeRy to mainkain order, as opponents of the 

militaW takeover tbught seem~b, for~:.es and civilians in khe streeL 

Day’s U~dates From the Lede 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

"iies With Egypt ~4a’my Constrain "~,:asIzington 

With the myriad, though largely invisible, ways the EAvptian military assists 

United States interests i~ the region, Egp2.~tian generals have some leverage in 

facing Washington and its pressure to end a crackdown. 

:Browat Clmered in Second Act, at Least So Far 

On his second tour as governor of Ca]ilk)rnia, Jerry Brouq~ has 

succeeded in ways few would have imagitmd whet~ he Look office 

Editors’ Picks 



[ ~~ 
s~,m~: snow: The Ret~rn oftl~e Gcay 

Slide Show 

Gray seals are popular ~dth tomists~ but Cape Cod fishermen say 

the growling population is compedd*-~n for risk 

~ Re~ated A~1icie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Headsto~e for ~ Apocalypse 

J ust across tt~e ~@er from New York City, the looming cliffs of 

the Palisades are mcmume~ts to a g~oba]-warmi~% catas~’opbe. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SANDRA ,’Br PARK~ a lawyi;r with the A.C,L.U,, o]~ the rise of "crime free" housing 

ordinances, which some say causi; ten~nts to i;hoose between calling 9~ ~ and being 

evicted from their homes. 

World 

POLITICAL MEMO 
~] Egyp~is 

Attacks o~ Protesters in CM,oo We,’e Caleb|areal ~ ~, 

to Provoke~ Some Say guardin 

The firoeity of the aktac~ appears to have been a deliberate 

calcula5o~ of the mUitmi-appointed govermne~t to provoke viole~ce fl’om the 

Muslim Brotherhood and iN allies, hiskofians said Friday. 

Hezbollal~ l~lakes Vow to Step Up Smnfi Fight 

Hasan Nasrallah, the leader of Hezbollah, a0eused radi~’al Sunnis 

of orchestrating a ear b :~mbi~g that killed 24 hl Beirut. 

Muslims 

gathere 

i~dlling of Strikers ~ters South Africa Polities 

A year aRer the worst ease of police violence since the end of 

apartheid, the killings have put the Afl’iean National Cong~tess on 

the defensive. 

nds of 
platinum 



U.S. 

V~et~ms~ Dilem~na: 9t~ CaiUs Ca~ B~ng Evkq-hm 

Aiming to save neighborhoods fi:om blight a~d to ease bm’dens 

on the police, munidpalities have adopted ordinances requit{ng 

landlords Lo weed out disruptive h~nantso 

Bdggs, 

; victim 

As Worries Over the Power G~d 

Sims[ate a Knockout Blow 

A p~mary goal of the &511, scheduled for November, is to 

explore how governments would react as the loss of the grid 

c~pp]es the supply chain for evewday necessities. 

In God’s Nmne, or :Baby ’Messiah,’ Competing 

Claims of Religious Freedom 

A Tennessee j udge last week forcibly changed a baby’s name 

from Messiah to Marfim The ease raises ~vo question}s, one lega~ and the other 

religious. 

more US ;~ev,,’s ,~o to NYTimes.com!US ~> 

Born to ride 
ALSO IN SPORTS >> 

Business 

Layoffs illegal, Japanese Workers Head to 

Boredom Room 
~,. Hii-©KO iASUCNi 

Facing a slutish economy and increasing eompetiSon, Japan’s 

prime minister and major companies wank b~ reduce 

longstan(~ng restrictions on Nsmissing fall.-time workers. 

DEALBOOK 

As ][nw~sl-ors Jump Ship, SAC Loo~s to Cut Back 

SAC’s prospects are grim as the f]md, while operating m~der a erinfinal 

indietmenk, prepares to become leaner u~ vit’mally no outside investors. 

YOUR MONEY 

One Dip Into a 4o~(k) Often Leads to ?mother 

Borrowing from retimrnent savings can make sense, but Fidelity 

fcmnd fl~at mm~y people become repeat customers, taking 

m ulfiple loans. 

~ ~ Graphic: d01(k) Loans May H u~ Your BoRom Line 



Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

Rodrigue~. Offers Suplporl-, but Fh~ds I.,itt]le in 

Alex Ro&{guez, who is fighting a 2**-garae suspension, has 

Roddgu 

beet, me the target of players upset that he is allowed to eonfin ue to play when 

they say it is elea~ be vioJated the rifles. 

The Woods-Shores team from Michigan is ah’eady "~e focus of 

national attention because of one ol’ig~ pik.hers, the &foot-.3 

Chad LorkowskL 

....... Lorkows ] 

ki, right, 

ailowed 

Be~|de~nent in Wake of Arrest of AoA.U. Coach 

The drug trafficking charges against CraMs Malone, the 

president and co--founder of D.C, A~sault, have s tnnned those 

who worked with hhn and the A.A.U. program. 

....... Malone 

led DO. 

Arts 

New York Fraud 

Pei-Shen Qian, a 73-year-old immigrant, is befieved to have 
produced more than 6o works tha~ were attfibuh~d to Modemis~ 

Shen 

Qan 

Ivete Sangalo, a Brazi]ian Belter, Extends Her 

Reach 

Ivete Sangalo, the most popular female vocalist in Bruzil, is 

appearing in Newark on a United States tom: tha* is paff. of a 

global marketing effort. 

MUSEUM REVIEW 
Ftzzsgal 

A Ha yen for Wit and Whimsy Dusts Off Its , c~m~,- 

A new ~8,ooo-square-foot visitors’ center opens on Sunday at 

the Shelbume Museum in Vermont, capitalizing on the instikution’s quir~i 

holdings and expan~£ng its edueath-mal nfissiom 

Travel 

Diggi~g Up FarrdIy Roots in Sicily 

What staffed with em%sity and conversation ends with vivid 

diseover%s on the Italian island. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

in Istanbtfl, Seeing ,~-t Through Two Lenses 

.,~ the city comes into its own as a contemporaLv art hub, 

looking at more established, and more subversive, players in this 

world. 

36 Hours in Monaeo 

You can give your wallet a wild ~ide in this diminutive 

consfit~fional monarchy, but there is also a worh:l of affordable 

fun to be found. 

,~ Slide Show: Scenes From Monaco 

solo     ] 

e:,chibitio ] 

n by the ] 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Two Narratives of the V~olenee ~ 

Wi~h hundreds of pr~tes~e~ dead, supporters and oppo~en ~s of 

the Muslim Brotherhood at~ circulating opposing videos to push 

each side’s view ~:d the calamib’. 

Related Ar[icle 

WDEC ilfiS ~%eek s Nlovies: Aug° 15~ 2o13 

The New York Times film er4th::s o~ "I,ee Daniels’ The Buffer," 

"Jobs" and "Kick-Ass 2." 

~ vmEo: The Workout: Patina Miller 

The Tony Award winning performer Patina Mil~er talks about 

h er workout. 

For mo;e video, 9o ~o NYTimes.comNideo z. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

GPN Tracldr~g and Secret Policies 

The government sbould make public iN official guidance on the use of location- 

tracking devices, 

EDITORIAL 

A New Dange~¯ to CampMg~ Law 

One Repub]Jca~ m em ber of th e Fed era] F.]eet~on Comm issio~ is m aneuvel:ing to 

keep the agency li’om doing its job. 

EDITORIAL 

Handicapping Dopers at l-]~e Raeeh’ack 

The spo~’s m ost i n fl u enti al group h as introd u ced a reform to repai r raci~ g’s 

much-damaged credibility. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Merge ls %’hat A~rlines Do 

It’s a li~le late to be comp]aini~g that m~other aMine deal wil~ 

hurt consumers. 

Columnist Page ] BlOg 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Democracy h, Egypt Can $*, air 

The United States should back off h’om its zealous promotion of democracy in 

Egypt am:l the broader Middle East. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

My Job Is~£t So Bad 

I can’t help hoping at least one of my sons comes back to "dae family business. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, August 18, 2013 3:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: How American Hopes for a Deal in Egypt Were Undercut 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines      Sunday, August 18, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

How American Hopes for a Deal in Egypt Were 
Undercut 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK, PETER BAKER and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Egypt’s military crackdown has left President Obama in a no-win 
position: risk a partnership that has been the bedrock of Middle 
East peace, or stand by while allies try to hold on to power by mowing down 
opponents. 

DEALBOOK 

Hiring in China By JPMorgan Under Scrutiny 
By JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG, BEN PROTESS and DAVID BARBOZA 

Authorities have opened a bribery investigation into whether 
JPMorgan Chase hired the children of powerful Chinese officials 

to help the bank win lucrative business in the booming nation. 

¯ ~ Comments 

VIRTUAL U. 

Master’s Degree Is New Frontier of Study Online 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

The master’s degree offered by the Georgia Institute of 

Technology through massive open online courses has the 
potential to disrupt higher education. 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ ~0re tOP r~WS, go to N~[!mes~�0m tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

How Bloomberg Reshaped New York 
Parks, pedestrian plazas, stadiums - and construction 
everywhere. Mayor Bloomberg’s legacy includes profound 
changes to the landscape of the city, among them 4o,ooo new 
buildings. 

OPINION I EXPOSURES 

Gorgeous Glimpses of Calamity 
By MICHAEL BENSON 

Man-made perils to the universe’s garden of life are evident from 

space. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We shouldn’t need 40 years of study to figure out that 
chocolate-and grape-flavored cigars are being smoked 

by young people." 
MATTHEW L. MYERS, president of the Campaign for Tobacco-Free Kids, on efforts to increase 

regulation of cigar smoking. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Soldiers Storm a Mosque in Cairo, as Egyptian 
Leaders Struggle for Order 
By KAREEM FAHIM and MAYY EL SHEIKH 

A standoff between supporters of the ousted president, 

Mohamed Morsi, and soldiers at a mosque ended with no reports 
of casualties, but it was emblematic of Egypt’s wider chaos. 

Sectarian Attacks Return With a Roar to Iraq, 
Rattling a Capital Already on Edge 
By TIM ARANGO 

The drastic surge in violence from car bombs and security sweeps 
has a lent a new sense of Balkanization to Baghdad. 

Prominent Advocate Held in Southern China 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

Yang Maodong, better known by his pen name, Guo Feixiong, is the second 
well-known member of China’s "rights defense" movement to be arrested in 
recent weeks. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

In All Flavors, Cigars Draw In Young Smokers 
By SABRINA TAVERNISE 

Cigarette sales are down, but tobacco critics say the gains are 
being offset by the rise of alternatives like cigars, whose flavored 
varieties are smoked overwhelmingly by young people. 

Los Angeles Neighborhood Tries to Change, but 



Avoid the Pitfalls 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

The transition in Boyle Heights has provided a jolt of energy and 
a transfusion of money, but it has also created friction with 
working-class residents. 

Shipping Continued After Computer Inspection System 
Failed at Meat Plants 
By RUN NIXON 

A new computer system for meatpacking and processing plants shut down for 
two days in August, leading to the shipment of millions of pounds of meat that 

had not been tested for contaminants. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

The jockey 
ALSO IN SPORTS ~ 

Dominicans on A-Rod 

76ers owner expected to buy Devils 

~ytimes.~:om SP.OR:TS 

Business 

Trash Into Gas, Efficiently? An Army Test May 
Tell 
By PAUL TULLIS 

The United States Army wi]] be the first to test a system by Sierra 

Energy to turn waste - whether banana peels, used syringes, old 

iPods, even raw sewage - into fuel 

FAIR GAME 

The Problem With Wiggle Room in Securities 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

The case against two former traders at JPMorgan Chase has 

larger lessons for investors and regulators. 



ECONOMIC VIEW 

Why Innovation Is Still Capitalism’s Star 
By ROBERT J. SHILLER 

An economist says his own experience in starting a business has 
helped shape his thinking on the subject of capitalism and 

culture. 

................................................................................... For r~0re b~si~ess oe~ys! g0 t£ N~(Times,�0m(Business ~ 

Sports 

RED SOX 6, YANKEES 1 

Yankees Endure a Day of Turbulence, and Only 
Half of It on the Field 
By DAVID WALDSTEIN 

Hiroki Kuroda allowed 11 hits and five runs while the Yankees’ 
surging offense was stymied by Boston starter John Lackey. 

¯ ~"~, Box Score 

Lawyer Says the Yankees Misled Rodriguez 
About His Injuries 
By STEVE EDER 

Joseph Tacopina said the team had misled Alex Rodriguez about 
his injuries, in hopes of nullifying his contract, and suggested 
that the commissioner was out to get the player. 

¯ Rodriguez Denies Implicating Others 

ON BASEBALL 

A Slugger Fights for the Yankees, but Mostly 
Against Them 
By TYLER KEPNER 

On Saturday at Fenway Park, Alex Rodriguez played for the 

Yankees while simultaneously trying to shred their integrity. 

, On Baseball: Rodriguez Offers Support, but Finds Little in Return 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

A Comic Quits Quitting 
By JASON ZINOMAN 

Dave Chappe]]e, who has kept a low profile since quitting his hit 
comedy show in 2oo5, is touring again, with long stories and 
nods to his unexpected exit. 

Wild Applause, Secretly Choreographed 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The practice of enlisting claqueurs - spectators assigned to cheer 
and applaud during performances - is alive and well at the 



Bolshoi Theater in Moscow. 

Loose Cannons, Now Firing Freely 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Earl Sweatshirt and ASAP Ferg reflect new hip-hop ideas, even as 

their styles diverge. 

. ~ Popcast: Earl Sweatshirt and ASAP Ferg Step Up 

....................................................................................................... F~r r~0re ~rts r~e~,s, g0 t~ N~Times~�0m!Arts ~ 

Magazine 

How Laura Poitras Helped Snowden Spill His 

Secrets 
By PETER MAASS 

It all started with her own fight against surveillance. 

Williamsburg-Appalachia- Country-Blues Goes 

Pop 
By EDITH ZIMMERMAN 

Valerie June is trying to bring a little Memphis to the people. 

LIVES 

Drama Unfolds at My Bus Stop 
By B. C. EDWARDS 

And I’m just a bit player. 

........................................................... ~0[ more fr£r~ ~he Sqgday r~agag!~e, g0 t0 N~’T!mes:com!Magaz!ne ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Staging ’The Color Purple’ 
The big-budget Broadway musical "The Color Purple" is being 

restructured for a new production in London, by the award 

winning director John Doyle. 

~ VIDEO: VOWS: Alisa and Rafael 

Renowned cellist Misa Weilerstein fell for conductor Rafael 

Payare when he was playing french horn with the Sim6n Bolivar 

Symphony Orchestra of Venezuela. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Tea by the Sea 

Guests at Victorian Weekend in Nahant, Mass., spent the next 

day at a musical and tea dance at the Historical Society, in 

fashions from the 1870S to the Ragtime era. 



............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Brighter Line on Immigration Policing 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Local law-enforcement agencies are rejecting the federal deportation dragnet. 

EDITORIAL 

The Cash Committee 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Lawmakers are lining up for a chance to take money from the banks - and do 

their bidding. 

EDITORIAL 

Foreign Investment in Mexican Oil 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Proposed changes could help revive Mexico’s energy sector and give its economy 

a much-needed lift. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Dear Emma... 
By MARK VAN HOENACKER 

A pen-pal friendship is pure, conjured serendipity - a random, 
unweighted connection with someone you never knew existed 
and would surely never meet. 

OPINIONATOR 

Not All Industrial Food Is Evil 
By MARK BITTMAN 

Tomato farmers and canners move toward sustainability - and 
fairness. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Past’s Future Republican 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Chris Christie, Ted Cruz and Rand Paul may be grabbing 
headlines, but Jeb Bush shouldn’t be forgotten, least of all by 
Republicans concerned about the party’s health. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

.................................................................................................... For r~0[e 0p!r~i£rb go ~0 N~’T!rnes:�om!Op!nion ~’~ 

Sunday Review 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

Is Big Data an Economic Big Dud? 
By JAMES GLANZ 

Some economists are questioning whether Big Data will ever have the impact of 

the first Internet wave, let alone the industrial revolutions of past centuries. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Surfs Up 

ON THIS DAY 

On Aug. 18, 1963, James Meredith became the first black to graduate 
from the University of Mississippi. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Library Reserves Reading <reserve reading@nnc.eduv 

Monday, August 19, 2013 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

AAAD101/Fall 2013: Course Reserves Renewal tbr Fall 2013 

Dear Instluctor: 

We have renewed the reserve materials you requested for AAAD101 Fall 2013. 

Please Note: The electronic items will only be visible between 8/16/2013 and 12/15/2013 for copyright reasons. 

To view your electronic reserve items, click: 
http://eres, lib uric edu/eres/coursepa~e aspx?cid 3676 

You may also see the items by clicking on "Course Reserves" on the libraW homepage and searching for your course. 
If there are any problems or inquiries regarding your resel-,zes, please let us kno~v. 

Thank you, 
R eserves Prucessing 

UL Reserves 
R B. Huuse Undergraduate Librap),, CB# 3942 resettle reading@unc.edu<maiito:reserve readin~(@unc.edu> 
919962.1355 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 12:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

pls add student to AAD 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add 
Barbara 

to my class. Thal~ you, 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Universi~z of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 i?x 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



i From:: @live 

!S~at: T~msdav. 1:01 PM 

~ad b~n mo~,*ed .and one of my other class:mates d~scovered this on t~er computer and ~et us a:~ know. t was wondering if that ~nformat~on was se~t in 
~ma~ beca~se I did ~mt receive a:~q e-maJ::~ regarding the change and t 
}vith yo:~ to m:ake sure t}~at you have me on yo~r c~ass ~,osCer a:nd 
iThank you for yo~r 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Hello! 

Dear Dr.Sahle, 

I could definitely come by your office Thursday at 11:00. I’ll see you then! 

Thanks again! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:45 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Hello! 

Dear 

Thanks so much for your email. 

I would like to discuss the modalities of the course further. Thus, do you have time to come to my office (101 Battle Hall) either tomorrow or Thursday? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes and welcome to Carolina! 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Hello! 

11:43 AM 

Hi Proffesor Sahle, 

It was a pleasure attending your class this morning, a great way to start my academic career at Carolina! While my background in African American studies 

is surely scarce, I value the importance of understanding the world around us and more specifically the diverse and rich history of Africa. I look forward to 

learning more about the political processes in Africa, as I assume the continent is not very well represented here in the U.S. media. After looking through 

the syllabus I liked the idea of using films to accompany the readings. I believe films are great for those of us who are less creative thinkers and fail to 

create their own representation of the text. I enjoy films because the representation offers a authentic view of whatever the focus is of the movie. The 

syllabus was certainly detailed and very informative, but I still have a couple of questions to ask you. How long is the research paper? What is the topic? 

Also, what are UNC Blue Books? The syllabus says they must be brought to class on exam days. This will be my first semester at UNC, so I am unfamiliar 

with several protocols of this institutions. To wrap up, I would like to thank you for sharing your knowlege with me and all of your help! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Syllabus Summary 

Syllabus sum~no~..docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@livea~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Dear Professor Sable, 
This is my surmnary on the syllabus. I noted a question about the research paper and I am looking forward to a great semester. 
Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;> 

Tuesday, 5:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Course Description 

Dr. Eunice, 

My name is From attending class today I am looking forward to the class this semester! From reading the syllabus, I know that the class 

will introduce me to learning about the diversitv of Africa and how African’s origins has shaped the political and cultural processes that Africa conducts 

today, I am expected to come to class prepared with the readings and be ready to discuss and think analytically about the material. I will have two exams, 

a research paper, and a final exam, 

Look forward to the rest of semester. 

Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hey, 

This is        After reading the syllabus, I realize that the syllabus basically outlines what this subject is going to be about. I see that this course is really 

critical and forces us to think outside the box. I realized that this course is not just about Africa in general, but it is about the many cultures, and different 

subjects that are also associated with Africa. 

The syllabus is very clear and I have no questions! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 7:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I am interested in joining your class. Is there a spot available in the class that I can take. I need to get my BN (beyond the north atlantic) gen ed out of the ~vay Please email me back when 
you get this. 

Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday,               8:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Paragraph Description of the Course 

The course AAAD 
serves as an introduction to the field of African studies involving both past and present issues and conflicts, Regarding the history 

of Africa, the main topics include representational systems, politics, and colonial development. Then the course will shift to the contemporary time period 

which will involve learning about the current changes in economical, political, and social aspects of Africa. The goal of the class is to understand the 

government and culture of Africa throughout the duration of history. In addition, we will learn about how other countries have affected Africa through 

widespread globalization. 

Thank you for this extra credit opportunity Dr. SaMe! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dr. SaNe, 

I am not able to view the Sakai page for your class. It is not showing that I am enrolled in your class. Could you double check that I am enrolled in your class? 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:45 PM, "eumce@email.unc.edu" <eunice@email.unc.edtr> wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

Frown: Emffce SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderftfl to meet you today m~d I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1 ) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to SakaJ. Please use the updated syllabus on SakaJ as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests (included in the foldem you created today) and on further mfleclions on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assigmnent. 

Please review the updated ~’llabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwa~cded message was sent via The University of North Ca~colina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message click tiffs link to access Messages for this site: A~A2\D 

site. To reply to this 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 

I am not added to your class on sakai. Therefore, I don’t have access to the updated syllabus. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and I iook forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

::[) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) A~:ter reviewing your intellectual interests {included in d~e folders you created today) and on ~:urd~er reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with iL 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

’ site. To reply to this 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Summay: 

AAAD    not only focuses on the visual representation of Africa and Africans but its history from a political, social and economic point of view. Through 

the exploration of texts, documentaries and films, students will be able to engage in intellectual and informed discussions on the complex societies and 

components of Africa. 

Do we have to bring our computers everyday? 
Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I really enjoyed your class today and I am excited to see where the course goes this semester! For some reason your course is not coming up on Sakai 

account. Is there something I can do to access your class or is a system issue? 

Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and I iook forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with iL 

I look forward to seeing you on Thu:sday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 

Here is my assignment! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and I iook forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignmenL 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

D:. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapei Hili Messages from the "AAAD 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 
Your class isn’t on my Sakai. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

]) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on SakaJ as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

D:. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

message click this link to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~-;tra Credit Assignment Cour~mey Sims 

AAAD                        is a course that introduces African Studies. This introduction of African Studies includes political, social, and cultural 

changes within the continent. In this course we will discuss multiple time periods and hit major points during the history of Africa. We will also learn about 

the different factors that have shaped the continent and made it what it is today. By focusing on the economies, politics, history, and geography of Africa 

we will have a better understanding of the continent as a whole. From this course I hope to gain more knowledge about the place in which my ancestors 

migrated from. I also hope to be more enlightened about the culture of Africa. Personally I feel as if I will enjoy this course a great deal, it appears to be 

extremely interesting and I feel as if you, the professor, will be very fun to work with. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hi. Your class is not showing up on Sakai for Ine so I am not able to access the updated syllabus or anyihing that is posted. I am unsure how to go about this probleln 

but if you can help that would be appreciated. 
Thank you, 

On at 9:45 PM, "eunice~ema~l.unc.edu" <eunice~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look fo~-ward to our semester. 

Here are ,some importaut updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and poffted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 
forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual imerests (included in the li~lders you created today) and on fimher reflections on the course tbllowing our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you l:axnilim with it. 

I look fora, md to seeing you on Tlmrsday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwazded message was sent via The University of North Cazolina at Chapel Hill Messages t~om fl~e "AAAD 

message click this link m access Mesmges Ii)r this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 12:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

My name is              and I just added your class this afternoon, so I was unable to make it to class today. I just wanted to check in - is there 

anything I missed or need to have for class Thursday? 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:42 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD 

Dr. Sahle, 
For some reason your class does no appear on my Sakai, and therefore I am unable to view any class materials you have posted. 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@email unc edu [eumce@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 
Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

It ~vas wonderful to meet you today and I louk ]2)rward tu our semester. 

Here are sume impurtant updates: 

1 ) As promised, I have updated uur syllabus as per our discussiun in class and posted it to Sakai. Please use the updated syllabus un Sakai as we muve furward. 

2) After reviewing yuur intellectual interests (included in the folders yuu created today) and on further reflections on the cuurse following our class, I have decided to drup une of the novel 
As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with it. 

I luok forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

’]?his ~2~rwarded message ~wis sent via ’]?he Universi~ of North Carulina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AT’~I.D              site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: AAAD            <https://sakai.unc.edu/purtal/site/82d5f01 e-9993-4fbc-Sba6-49fb0f9fe05c/pa~e/3586bSe7-ga02-48ed-ga77-f08999bcc692>. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:08 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Student who graduated with honors 

Thanks. Reg also sent the title. Now what about 
Eunice can you help me? 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: FW: Student who graduated with honors 

Hi Margaret-- 

Here is the thesis title for 

Tim 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Thursday, 6:32 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Student who graduated with honors 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:07 PM 
To: Caldwell, Kia L 
Ce: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: RE: Student who graduated with honors 

Thanks Kia -- wanted to make sure I got it right. 

Take care 

Tim 

From: Caldwell, Kia L 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:39 PM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
C¢: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Re: Student who graduated with honors 

Hi Tim, 
Reg was her advisor. I was her second reader. 

Best, 
Kia 

O11 , at 11:42 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <timl~b, emaAl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Reg and Kia -- 

Could you remind me of the name of the student who graduated with honors that you worked with? rm writing up graduation for the newsletter and T cannot 
remember who she was. 

Thanks in advance~ 

Tim 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leem~email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,               9:34 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; SecL Mamarame 

<m~ck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, EuNce N <euNce@email.unc.edu>- 

Student comer 

Student Comer.docx 

Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it, I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 

document and let me know what you think. 

If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of         thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief 

article now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 

Please be honesL If you don’t agree with what I have done let me know. This is really a team project. 

Cheers, 

Nargaret 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:47 AM 

Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

<m~ck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N ~<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Student comer 

@live.unc.edw~; Seck, Mamamme 

I think this is great and I agree it would be nice if we knew (and mentioned in the article) their future plans (grad school, jobs etc.) to emphasize the value of their studies to 
our audience. 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Student corner 

Hi all, 

Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it. I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 
document and let me know what you think. 

If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of         thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief 
article now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 

Please be honest. If you don’t agree with what I have done let me know. This is really a team project. 

Cheers, 

Margaret 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dr. SaNe, 

I see it in my sakai. 

Thank you so much! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 7:57 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <e~mice~emaSd.~mc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the site again and kindly let me know if have problems accessing it. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :t0:00 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Professor Sahle, 

I am not added to your class on sakai. Therefore, I don’t have access to the updated syllabus. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: AAAD            Group 

From: Eunice SaMe 

Dear AAAD    Schoiars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

l} As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in ciass and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as 

we move fon~¢a rd, 

2} After reviewing your inteliectuai interests (included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course foliowing our 

class, I have decided to drop one of the novel. As a resul~ I have reconfigured the research paper assignment, 

Please review the updated syllabus so tha~ you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday~ 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahie 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapei Hili Messages from the "AAAD 

this message ciick this link to access Messages [or this site: AAAD: 

site. To reply to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:12 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leernc@ernail.unc.edu>; 

@live.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student corner 

Dear all, 

I concur with all your remarks because we want to show our students’ accomplishments and the role the departments played in their success. So, we should highlight the 
quality of their work and the people they worked with. T would also tell people what those intend to do next, if we know:). 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

9:47 AM 
Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N 

I think this is great and I agree it would be nice if we knew (and mentioned in the article) their future plans (grad school, jobs etc.) to emphasize the value of their studies to 
our audience. 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: Student corner 

9:33 AM 
McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N 

Hi all, 
Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it. I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 
document and let me know what you think. 
If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of         thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief 
article now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 
Please be honest. If you don’t agree with what I have done let me know. This is really a team project. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 10:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

DepartmentGiftFund. docx 



Yes, I want to give to African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

Personal Information 

Name 

Preferred Address and Phone: 

Company. 

Street Address 

City. 

Phone Number 

E-mail Address 

Home    Business 

State ZIP 

Degree/Class Year 

Yes! I want to give to African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. 

My gift to the Economics Department is 

Personal Gift 5. 

Company Match + ~ 

Total=~. 

This is a joint gift. Please also credit: 

Matching gifts can double or triple your gift. If you or your spouse works for a matching gift 

company, please ask your personnel officer for a matching gift form to send in with your gift. 

Please apply my gift to: 

__Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

__A specific African, African American, and Diaspora Studies fund or program: 

Method of Payment 

__CHECK. Enclosed is my gift payable to The Arts and Sciences Foundation, Inc. 

BANK DRAFT or STOCK. Call Ishna Hall at 919-843-4885. 

__PLEDGE. 5. annually for 

Please send an annual reminder each 

__CHARGE. Please charge my gift of 

Card Number 

Exp. Date 

Signature 

to: 

years, beginning. 

.(month/year) 

Visa MasterCard Amex 

Today’s Date 

Annual gifts of $1,500 or more qualify donors for membership in the College’s Dean’s Circle. 

Young Alumni Levels: 1998 to 2002-$500; 2003-2007-$250 

Please mail all gifts to the Arts and Sciences Foundation at 134 East Franklin Street Chapel Hill, NC 27514 or give online at 

http://college.u nc.ed u/fou ndation. 

Contact Ishna Hall at 919-843-4885 or ishna.hall@unc.edu if you have any questions. 





Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

~Vednesday, 10:23 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emml.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

f~E: Student comer 

Hi EveDrone, 

I agree with all of the previous emails. I think this version is much better. Would either of their advisors know what they are up to? I can 
do some Facebook & LinkedIn stalking and send them a message if I cannot find out their current positions. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret; Sahle, Eunice 

Subject: RE: Student corner 

Dear all, 

concur with all your remarks because we want to show our students’ accomplishments and the role the departments played in their success. So, we should highlight the quality 
of their work and the people they worked with. I would also tell people what those intend to do next, if we know:). 

Thanks, 
Mtamarame 

From: MclVlillan, 33m 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Mtargaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

9:47 AM! 

Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 

I think this is great and I agree it would be nice if we knew (and mentioned in the article) their future plans (grad school, jobs etc.) to emphasize the value of their studies to our 
audience. 

Tim 

From: Lee, Mtargaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: 
Subject: Student corner 

9:33 AM 
McMlillan, Tim; Seck, Mlamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 

Hi all, 
Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it. I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 
document and let me know what you think. 
If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of        thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief article 
now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 
Please be honest. If you don’t agree with what I have done let me know. This is really a team project. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Lunch 

Dear Eunice, 

My sincere apologies for the veW late reply. I just returned to North Carolina after being away for 3 of the past 5 weeks and my email backlog was quite sizable. Lunch today at noon 
probably won’t work since I am sending this to you so late and because and I have to return home immediately aI’ter the department meeting 
today. Would an?’ other time bet~veen this Thursday and next Wednesday work for you? 

Let me know- when you can. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter C. Rucker 
Associate Professor 
African, African American, & Diaspora Studies 
U2x,-C -Chapel Hill 
sites google, com/site/drwalterrucker/ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SahIe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 15, 2013 10:59 ~/~\I 
To: Rucker, Walter C 
Sublect: Lunch 

Dear Walter, 

I hope you had a great summer break 

I write to see if you have time to touch base over lunch at the Carolina Inn next Wednesday at 12.00pm 

Please let me know when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Greetings Professor, 

Hi! \~z name is               I hope that this email finds you well I see that you are teaching AAAD    this semester at 9:30. Ul~fortunately, your class is full but I ~vould really like to 
join. I have a strong passion for learning about these topics and really ~vould enjoy taking the class with you as my professor May I please sit in? 

Best, 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu~ 

~Vednesday, 11:39 AM 

@live.unc.edtr~; Seck, Ma~naJmme <mseck@emaJl.unc.edu-~; McMil]a~, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

f~E: Student comer 

Hi, 
That would be great. Several of you working on this should give us something. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, I0:23 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

Hi Everyone, 

I agree with all of the previous emails. I think this version is nmch betler. Would either of their advisors know what they are up to? I can 
do some Facebook & LinkedIn stalking and send them a message if I cam~ot find out their current positions. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret; ; SaNe, Eunice 

Subject: RE: Student corner 

Dear all, 

I concur with all your remarks because we want to show our students’ accomplishments and the role the departments played in their success. So, we should highlight the quality 
of their work and the people they worked with. I would also tell people what those intend to do next, if we know:). 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: McMillan, -F]m 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

9:47 AM 
; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 

I think this is great and I agree it would be nice if we knew (and mentioned in the article) their future plans (grad school, jobs etc.) to emphasize the value of their studies to our 
audience. 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject: Student corner 

9:33 AM 
; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N 

Hi all, 
Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it. I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 
document and let me know what you think. 
If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of        thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief article 
now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 
Please be honest. If you don’t agree with what I have done let me know. This is really a team project. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

~Vednesday, 11:50 AM 

Lee, MargaJcet Ca~:ol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edtr~; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, 

Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Student comer 

I sent a message to        on facebook and       on Linkedln. From looking at their profiles i know that 
and        is working fulltime. I’ll let you know when I hear from them. 

is at Howard Law 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Lee, Margaret: Carol" <leemc@email.tmc.edu> 
Date: 
To:                @live.unc.edu>,"Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@email.unc.edu>,"McMillalL Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu>,"Sahle, 
Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

Hi, 
That would be great. Several of you working on this should give us something. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:23 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

Hi Everyone, 

I agree with all of the previous emails. I think this version is nmch belier. Would either of their advisors know what they are up to? I can 
do some Facebook & Linkedln stalking and send them a message if I cam~ot find out their current positions. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret; Sahle, Eunice 

Subject: RE: Student corner 

Dear all, 

I concur with all your remarks because we want to show our students’ accomplishments and the role the departments played in their success. So, we should highlight the quality 
of their work and the people they worked with. I would also tell people what those intend to do next, if we know:). 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: McMillan, -Rm 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Student corner 

9:47 AM 
Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N 

I think this is great and I agree it would be nice if we knew (and mentioned in the article) their future plans (grad school, jobs etc.) to emphasize the value of their studies to our 
audience. 

Tim 



From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject: Student corner 

9:33 AM 
McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame~ Sahle, Eunice N 

Hi all, 
Yesterday was the first time I saw the Student Corner and I really didn’t like it. I am proposing that the "news" is that we had to honors students to graduate. See the attached 
document and let me know what you think. 
If you all agree with this, then all we need is the title of         thesis. Also, please put the names of the students under their respective pics. since it is just one brief article 
now. It would be great to add a line about what each one is doing now, but I don’t know if anyone has that information. 

Please be honest. Tfyou don’t agree with what T have done let me know. This is really a team project. 
Cheers, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 11: 56 AM 

Colon, Sonia <~nia colon@med.unc.e&~>; 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Wire transfer fom~ 

@gmail.com 

Hi Sonia, 
I hope you are well. I’m just checking on the wire transfer. Do you think it has arrived yet? As of last week it had not. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 9:58 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; @gmail.com 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

Always welcome. 

The money will be transfer directly to the bank account that she provided, so she will be able to run transactions towards the money, 

Thank you, 

Sonic; 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent~ Monday, August ~2, 20~3 9:52 AN 

To: Colon, SoMa; :@gmail.com 

Ce= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject= RE: Wire transfer form 

Thank SoMa. I was hoping Zul~ji would ~ able ~ get the money before leaving G~ngzhou for home (UglY) on Thusly, but k ~ems that she will have to wait 

until she re.ms. Your hard work is greatly appreciated~ 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; ~!g_t__n_~j]_=_c_9_Ln_. 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Margaret 

Hope yOU ~lre doing well 

I subrnil:ted the document ~as~: week (Wedne~;day, August 7, ~ fter my vacation ~eave) and the whe l:ransfl~r proce~;s ta~e about 7 days, After that, need to go to audit 

approvN snd Lhen ~s go~ng to be routed Lo accounting/accounts payable for check cut. ~n total thb is a transaction Lhan can tske 3 weeks. 

~ w~l~ keep you ~nformed about the status~ 

Thank you, 

5oni~ 

F~m= Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Monday, August 22, 20~3 7:02 AM 

To= Colon, Sonia; 
S~bject= RE: Wire transfer form 
Good morning Sonia, 
Zulanji has not received the money. Would you please check to see the status of the wire transfer. 

ThanB, 
Margaret 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:21 AM 

To:      ~nail,com 
Co: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Wire transfer form 

Good morning Zulaika 

Please find attached w~re transfer form. Please complete section D. Banking Information. I also, included instruction w~th the form. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

Public ~5~i~y D~lmrtm~m - 962-4854 

(M, 8-5, "1". 1-5~ W,N-.12. T, ~-5, F, 

(’F, 8.-:~2, Wo :~-5, T, 8-12, ) 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday,               12:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email 

intro to africa 

Professor Eunice, 

I emailed you yesterday about trying to get into your class. I am just wondering if you received my email? I am interested in getting into your class Please let me know if there is a seat 

available for me 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka <rrfishe@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: thesis- urgent 

Deal Eunice, 

Yes, that’s the correct rifle. 

On another note, What a temble way to spend the summer. Let’s plan to get together soon, when the busyness dies down. 

Take care, 

Rebecka 

Rehecka Rutledge Fisher, PhD 

Director of the Program in Comparative Literature 

Director of Graduate Studies and Graduate Admissions in Comparative Literature 

Associate Professor of English and Comparative Literature 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Rutledge Fisher, Rebecka 

Subject:        thesis - urgent 

9:43 AN 

Dear Rebecka, 

I hope you are doing. 

Sorry to bother you during the first week of the semester. 
the draft she sent via email - ended as the final title of her thesis: 

is one of the students featured in the department’s newsle~er. Kindly let me know if below - got it from 

Best wishes, 

EulliCe 



From: ?}live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Subject: AAAD    Syllabns 

Prof Sahle, 

This course is a broad introduction to the history, culture, and politics of the African continent. By discussing these topics, the student will gain insight into 

Africa’s current economic and political issues. There will also be a focus on the effects of modern globaJization. I hope to gain a less monolithic view of the 

continent, and through this come to appreciate Africa for more than its problem-dominated portrayal. 

Thank yo~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabns, etc 

Professor SaNe, 

I am now able to view your course on my Sakai page. I also wanted to turn in my one paragraph about the class structure, expectations and concerns I 

have. 

After reading and going through the syllabus with you yesterday I feel pretty comfortable with the different sections and topics of Africa we will be 

studying. Since class participation is worth :10% of our grade I was wondering if you kept track of how many times we participate ? I was also wondering if 

there are things scheduled on the syllabus for us to do or see during class time if we are responsible for viewing it on our own? The structure and 

discussions are very self explanatory from reading the syllabus and my only last concern would be that I am on the Women’s Soccer Team and will be 

missing a few class sessions because of travel. I will be giving you a letter excusing me from class on those days and will communicate with you before 

we leave as well as while we are away so that I can stay on top of my work. I appreciate your understanding and am looking forward to a fun semester! 

Thankyou, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 9:34 AM 

To: heaberli 

Subject; RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the Sakai site again and kindly let me know if you have problems accessing it. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

}=tom: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:58 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am not able to view "the SaJ~ai page for your class. It is not showing that I am enrolled in your class. Could you double check that I am enrolled in your class? 

Thank you, 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 9:45 PM, "eunice(~email.unc.edn" <eunice(~email.unc.edn> wlme: 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
It was wonderful to meet you today and I look tbrward to onr semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As prolnised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sak~A. Please use the updated syllabus on Sak~A as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviemng your intellectual interests (included in the foldels you cleated today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 
Please review the updated ~’llabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forwm’d to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best mshes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwa~’ded message was sent via The University of North Ca~’olina at Chapel Hill Messages t?om the "AAAD 

message click this link to access Mesmges Ii)r this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

A~tach: 

’~|ix,e.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,               2:13 PM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

A summary of what "the s~tudents are going to do in’ 

What we ~xe going to do in this course.docx 

Dear Pro£ Sahle, 

My name is              I’m really interested in being in your class and learning about Africa. And this is my short paragraph written about what we are going to do and be able to achieve 

in’this course If there is anything wrong please let me kno~v. Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



Fl~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Add 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add the following students to sections. 

Thank you so much, 

Esther 



b~ello Dt-. gable, 

~ere is the pa,~agrap~q that you asked us to send to you i,q: our African Atom-lean studies class. Have a good 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hey Dr, Sahle, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novei~ As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with iL 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday, 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the ’ 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: 

site. to reply to this 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.v~imes@nytime s.com> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 5:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, The Jockey, New York Digs and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http:i/www nythY~es.comladslemailads/editpromo/2013082liattimes.htmi 

Russell Baze is the witmingest jockey in 

American history~ yet his name is familiar to 

ouly the most avid fi~llowers of horse racing. 

this eompeI~ing multimedia piece -- a new entry 

in the genre introduced by last year~s 

groundbt’eaking (and Pu[itzer-winning) "S~ow Falh Avalanehe 

at Tmme] CFeek* ----elements o[’ text, audio a*~d video aFe aFt{u[ly 
interwoven to tell the stot’y o~ this 555 ear-old ironman 

thoroughbred racing, beginning with an astonishing milestone 

i~ his eareeF: his 5o,oooth start. 

New York Digs ~ New 
As New York City’s notot’ioosly costly real estate ~9rk 
continues to climb in price, The Times’s [{~#~ 

Estate section brings you a host of articles on how 

both renters a~d bn3 eFS at’e eopb~g .--- Jr’ore 

grooklynites posbed to Oueens by high rents, to 
the growing rim=her of New gorkers ~J.?.flO2.~£{Ag.:~.~£}.~JL.~{~32, to 

H~e sacrifices one devoted Ma~hatta~ite made to stay i~ New 

York’s smallest but most densely populated boFougl~. 

¯ __.i.~ The Sup .... Court and the Battle for S .... Sex 

Ma triage: DOWNLOAD NOW 

Don ~t ~iss on Nhqimes.com 

THEATER [ FFinge Festiwtl in Review 

MEDIA I Britons Queskion I)etention of Repo~¢er’s Partner’ 

ARTS ~ Marian McPartland, Jazz Pianist and NPR Radio StapIe, 

Dies at 95 

BITS [ Facebook Leads Efgo~ to Wide~ tl~e Net 

TRAVEL [ Uncvuising to Alaska: Short on F~i[Is, Long on 

Thrills 

"~-~op 5 Viewed Features o~, NYTi 
(Between August !4 - 20, 20!3) 

August 21, 2013-- 

VIDEO: Made in L.A.: Design 

Inspirations 

~ VJlDEO i Made in L.A,: 

Design Inspirations 

In a new T Magazine series, 

interior designer and writer 

David Netto explores Los Angdes 

and finds inspiration in his 

surroundings. 

i.~.i SLIDE SHOW: Concrete Beach 

~ SLIDE SIIO’~r i Concrete 

Beach 

Despite the risks, the quest for 

the perfect sun-kissed glow 

continues -- even in New York, 

where private outdoor space is 

Fare. 

::X:: INTERACTIVE: Summer Drinks 

~ INTEI~-CTIVE i Summer 

Drinks 

Your resource for summer 

imbibing, with videos and 

recipes for cool, refi’eshing 

drinks. 

Join the 
Conversation 

~Mlollie~" Devil 

~We Know 

Why Israel 

supports Egypt’s 

brutal military 
regime. 

Another 

Devil 



~. Une;~s~ ;~[ Clinton Foundatio~ Over Finano~,~ and Ambi[ion~ 
2.~e~hapin~ New Yurk 

3 .Hundreds Di~ as Egyptian F~rces Attack Islamist Protesters 

4.AI Jazeers America Promises a More Sober Look a~ the News 

5.How Laura Poitras Helped Snow, den Spi]I His Secrets 

Times Journeys: Se~ Sail to Western Europe On Celebrity 
Infinity, Oct 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE 

Boorni~g 
A weekly 
newslet±er on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
betwee n ! 9,16 
and 1964, with 
news, 
information; 
essays, debates, 
music, books aRd 
more. 

Dea~B% k 
Delivered 
before the 
opening bell 
and atter the 
market closes, 
the DealB%k e- 
mail newsietter 
provides 
breaking news 
about M&As, 
I.P.O.s, venture 
capital and 
more. 

The 
Collection 
All things 
fasNon 
from 
New York 
Times, 
featuring 
the latest 

trends and 
runway 
coverage 
fro m 
acclaimed 
critics and 
re po rte rs 

Deal Book 

i~i The Collection 

ABOUT TB~B E-~A~L 

@Times comes to yell from the NYTimes.corr~ rnarke[ing depaitment You received Ibis message because you signed up 

fer NYTimes cents @rimes newsletter 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eirjhtil Ave[lue. New Yolk. NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Students I hope to acid to my courses 

Hi Eunice, 
Can you approve the addition of the following students? All were present the first day of class. 

Many thanks! 
Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

course description 

Eunice Sahle, 

believe you wanted us to e-mail you a description of ~vhat we thought the class was about. 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@emaihunc.edu [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 
Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear Scholars, 

It was wonderful to meet you today and I look forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1) As promised, I have updated our syllabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai Please use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests (included in the folders you created today) and on lhrther reflections on the course following our class, I have decided to drop one of the novel. 
As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 

Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with it 

I look J2)rward to seeing you on Thursday 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "                     site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site:                    https://sakai, uncedu/portalisite/82d5fO1 e-9993-4fbc-Sba6-491b0f9fe05c/page/3586bSeT-9a02-48ed-9a77-f08999bcc692>. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dr. SaNe, 
It’s up there on the site now! Thank you for your help and the quick response! Here is the little assignment you gave us in class: 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:56:24 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Try the site again and kindly let me know if you have problems accessing it. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, :[0:17 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I really enjoyed your class today and I am excited to see where the course goes this semester! For some reason your course is not coming up on Sakai 
account. Is there something I can do to access your class or is a system issue? 
Thanks! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, :10:45 PM 
Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 
Dear Scholars, 
It was wonderfui to meet you today and I iook forward to our semester. 
Here are some important updates: 
:[) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 
forward. 
2) After reviewing your intellectual interests (included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 
decided to drop one of the novei. As a result I have reconfigured the research paper assignment. 
Please review the updated syllabus so that you familiar with it. 
I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD:[.Ol.OO5,FA13" site. To reply to this 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAADI~OI.OOS,FA::[3, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Professor Sahle, 

I called the department earlier today to get a form so that I could take         with Professor Piers on Tuesday/Thursday at 12:30-1:45. He told me to 

get a form for him to sign off on so he could add me to the roster and I was wondering if I could get that emailed to me or where I should go to get that 

form? 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~-;tra Credit Paragraph 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

enjoyed class yesterday and I have reviewed the syllabus and wanted to send you my extra credit paragraph. Thanks so much and I am looking forward to 
great semester[ 

Thank you, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:45 PM 

Subject: Updated syllabus, etc 

To: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

It was wonderfui to meet you today and [ iook forward to our semester. 

Here are some important updates: 

1_) As promised, I have updated our syilabus as per our discussion in class and posted it to Sakai. Piease use the updated syllabus on Sakai as we move 

forward. 

2) After reviewing your intellectual interests {included in the folders you created today) and on further reflections on the course following our class, I have 

decided to drop one of the novel. As a resuit I have reconfigured the research paper assignrnent. 

Piease review the updated syliabus so that you familiar with it. 

I look forward to seeing you on thursday. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAADlOLOO5.FA13" site. To reply to this 

message ciick this link to access Messages for this site: AAADlOl.005.FA13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:02 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Syllabus Summary, Darby Stroud 

syllabus summary.docx 

This is my summary of the syllabus of for the extra credit opportunity! 

See you in class tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Syllabus Overview Paragraph 

Syllabus Overview.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

Attached is the homework paragraph related to the syllabus and my idea of the course, 

Thanks, 





From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Thursday. 1:03 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Subject: Syllabus 

Good evening, 

I am writing to you on behalf of the          syllabus. I look forward to this class and I love the progression in terms of taking topics in chronological 

order, broken down by sub-themes. I have a question in regards to what exactly the tests will cover and what will be expected of us. However, I realize this 

will likely be covered as the first test approaches. I am not sure if we should pay closer attention to the fast and hard facts or the larger, sweeping ideas 

that lead to the three main time eras, or of course both. My other question is about whether or not it is okay come to office hours to discuss the research 

paper in both a general sense and with a draft for advice, or if we should simply refer to the writing center. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday. 9:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Updated syllabus, etc 

Hi, Professor, my name is             and I am taking your morning class. I am now waiting for a bus that should stop by 9:04am, but i don’t see any. I apologize to you for being late for 
the class, however I definitely could have made it over there on time if i took the bus on time. 
Thank you and see you soon. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:39 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

1~: You’re in Lus~Jaa? 

Need a good laugh? Here’s one! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, J.O: J.4 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: You’re in Lusaka? 

I’m in LusaI:a for the year (which I think I mentioned to you a while ago) and I just met Muna Ndulo who’s on his way to a function for some Southern Africa Policy 

organization (ca~l’t remember the exact name). On a whim I asked if he knew you, and he sa~d that you’re in town and that you’re actually going to be at the event that 

he’s going to! He says that you’ll be in town for another week or so, so if you’re not too busy I’d love to catch up sometime. 

I hope you’re enjoying your time in Zambia, 



added ~our .~lass today, ~ a~q concerned a~er missing the first two classes, Wou~id ~’ou p~ease send me the s~’~i::abus: so that I ma,/attempt to catch up, 

~hank you~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:33 PM 

CAS dpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edu> 

CAS dpt cr Mgrs <cas-dpt-cr-mgrs@unc.edu> 

FW: FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: Average $100,000 to $600,000- William T.Grm~t Foundation 

The enclosed message from Corporate and Four, clarion Relations is being forwarded o~ request to all department a~d curriculum chairs in the College with an 

information copV to administrative managers. Please share with faculty as appropriate. 

F~m: Edmonstone-Pickens, Charla 
Sent: Monday, August 19, 2013 4:31 PM 
To: Borman, Wendy Gra~; Kennedy, Shannon 
Subject: FUNDING OPPOR~N~: Average $~00,000 to $600,000- William T.Grant Foundation 

Dear Wendy and Shannon, 

We learned of the below funding oppo~unity ~om the William T. Grant Foundation and fo~ard it to you for your consideration and so that you may share it with 

appropriate faculty. 

As you know, the Office of Corporate and Foundation Relations is available to help faculty during the proposal development process in a number of ways (provide 

comments on the draft proposa!, help secure cover letters ~rom senior administrators, participate in communications with the ~under, provide customized 

stewardship letters ~or ~unded grants etc.). 

If you or the faculty you reach out to p~an to pursue this funding oppo~unity, please let the CFR team know how we may be of assistance] 

With Idnd regards, 

Charla 

Charla Edmonstone- Pickens 

Sodal Settings 

Before beginning your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the Research Grants Application Guide. You may also review our 

The William T. Grant Foundation is focused on youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States. It supports work that increases understanding of how settings work, 

how they affect youth development, and how they can be improved. 

The Foundation defines settings as the social environments in which youth experience daily life. These settinss include environments with clear 

boundaries such as classrooms, schools, and youth-servin8 organizations as well as environments with less concrete boundaries such as neishborhoods or 

other settings in which youth interact with peers, family members, and other significant adults. At their best, these settings embed youth within a network 

of engaging activities; ample resources; meaningful relationships 

with adults and peers; and opportunities for academic, social, emotional, and identity development. 

There is a rich body of work that conceptualizes and measures youth outcomes. In contrast, less research has focused on youth settings. Foundation staff 

and grantees are exploring the idea that settings are dynamic systems with certain social processes, resources, and ways of orsanizing resources, all of 

which influence youth development. Social 

processes include interactions between teachers and students, staff and youth, parents and children, and peers. They also include relationships, networks, 

social norms, and social and instructional activities. Time, people, money, and materials are important resources in settings, and we are interested in how 

the presence and allocation of those resources affect social processes and ultimately youth development. 

Applicants should include a strong theoretical foundation and a clear conceptual frame that leads to the research questions and data collection plan. The 

study’s measurement plans should include rigorous methods for assessing key aspects of settings; the strongest plans incorporate setting data from 

multiple sources. Applicants should also explicitly state how the measures will provide strong data on key constructs. 

Our website provides resources regarding frameworks for studying settings, measures of social settings, and the design and analysis of group-randomized 

trials. You may also review guidelines for projects that examine biology, interventions, measurement development, and policy and practice as well as 

portfolios of our 8rants related to education and families. Applicants are also stronsly encourased to review essays from our Annual Reports, which discuss 

the nuances of the studies we support, with examples from 8rantees’ work. 

The next deadline for submission of letters of inquiry is ~r~a~-,~ 8~ 20:[4~ at ~00 p~m. 

To be eligible for consideration, applicants must: 

Be employed at a nonprofit institution, either in the United States or abroad. In most instances, these organizations will have 50~(c)(3) tax exempt status, set up to 
receive and process grant awards. However, in rare cases, colleges or universities (such as Arizona State University) will not have 501(c)(3) tax exemption. If your 
institution fits into this category, we can instead accept an IRS determination letter which states that it is classified as a school under sections 509a~ and ~70b~Aii of 

the IRS Code; 
Submit a project that is consistent with the Foundation’s Current Research Interests; 
Address issues that have compelling relevance for theory, policy, and/or practice affecting the settings of youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States; and Reflect high 
standards of evidence and rigorous methods, commensurate with the project’s goals. 



Before beginning your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the 2013 Research Grants Application Guide. You may also review our Frequently_ 

~A~s~k~e~d~-~Q~u~e~s~t~j~o~n~s~-~f~o~P‘~e~s~e~a~r~c~h~-~A~p~[!~c~a~n~t~s~ The next deadline for letters of inquiry is January 8, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. EST. 

1. Use the Login link at the top of any page to go to our online application system. 

2. Invited full proposals require the Budget and Budget Justification Form. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Institute for Cultural Diplonmcy <cfa@culturaldiplomacy.de> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu.; 

News t?om the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy: International & Online Academic PrograJns 

News from the Academy for Cultura~ DiNomacy 

(September.-- October 20~3) 
Dea~ Friends and Colleagues, 
We are phased ~o bring to your at~entbn our new degree programs, aa well as update gou on out fodhcom~ng Academic Programs, Intemationa~ Conferencea, Pro~essionai 
Trairfing Seasiona & Distance Learning Coumea. The ~nformafion bebw wi~ provide fu~her detai~a on the academic programs and events, and we would be extremely grateful ~f 
this anneunoement oould a~so be shared w~th other interested pa~es~ 

If you no bnger w~sh to receive emai~s from the ICD in future, Nease send us an emNI at info@culturaldiplomacv.orfl indicating thin. 

To vbw the complete ICD Calendar o[ Events ~Ot 2013, please click ~[9.. 

S~ncerely, 

Nark Bonfried 
Director & Founder 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
K~0rstendamm 207-8 Bedin, Germany-10719 

Phone: 00.49(,0)30.2360-7680 
~q.cu It u r aid @]Rt~y,£N 

info@cult u raldiplomacy.org 

Academy for CuRura~ Diplomacy 

(Bar n; September - October 2013) 

~.ccds-berlin.de 
To apply, Nease cl~ck here 
The Center for Cultural O~plomacy Studies, of the Academy fer CulturN Diplomacy offers educational oppodunities for ~nd~viduals pursuing oareers in academia, (fipbmaoy, 
government, and/or the private sector, related either who~y or in pa~ to the fie~d of Cultural Dipbmacy. Our programs are divided into the following categories: Distance 
LearNng Coumes, CedNca[e Programs, and Graduate Degree Programs in CultutN Dipbmacy, designed specifically ~or governmenta~ officials, academics, and young 
professbnNs. 

The CCDS is currently acce#th~ applications for the folbwin~ programs: 
MA Programs in Cultural D~plomacy 

(8eNn: Sta~: Fa~I Semester- BeNn, October 2013) 

~ New: O~e Ye~r MA ~ O~o#,~ Gover~ance & Cultur~ Diplonyacy (~-globalgovemance.~) 

MA ~n ~n~etn~#onM Economics & Cu~tur~ Diplomacy (~-#~tema#onaleconomics.de) 

The 8erl~n SummR on Cross-Cont~nenta~ Cooperation 28~3 

(‘Berlin; September 25th- 27th, 2013) 

~.Cross-ContinentaFCoo#eratbn-oummR.or~ 

Professional Development Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; September 16th - 27th, 2013) 
~..,~_ _:_c_..c_d_._s_: _b_..e__rlj_n_:_d_.e_. 

D~stance Learning Programs ~n CuRura~ D~plomacy 

(Program Start Dates: September 2nd - 30th, 2013; October 1st - 31st) 

~v.ccds-dista nce-lea rninq .de 

Weeklong Seminar ~n Cultural Diplomacy 

(Sedan; Ootober 14th - 18th, 2013) 
~.ccds-berlin.de 

To view the compbte ~CD Calendar of Even~ for 2013, please c~ck here 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:05 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

UNC-CWs Corporate and Foundation Relations - FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: Average $100,000 to $600,000- William T.Gmnt 

Founda~don 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below is a research funding opportunity. If you plan to pursue it please contact: 

Charla Edmonstone-Pickens 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Social Settings 

Before beginning your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the Research Grants Application Guide. You may also review our Frequently Asked 
Questions for Research Applicants. 

The William T. Grant Foundation is focused on youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States. It supports work that increases understanding of how settings work, 
how they affect youth development, and how they can be improved. 

The Foundation defines settings as the social environments in which youth experience daily life. These settings include environments with clear 
boundaries such as classrooms, schools, and youth-serving organizations as well as environments with less concrete boundaries such as neighborhoods or 
other settings in which youth interact with peers, family members, and other significant adults. At their best, these settings embed youth within a network 
of engaging activities; ample resources; meaningful relationships 
with adults and peers; and opportunities for academic, social, emotional, and identity development. 
There is a rich body of work that conceptualizes and measures youth outcomes. In contrast, less research has focused on youth settings. Foundation staff 
and grantees are exploring the idea that settings are dynamic systems with certain social processes, resources, and ways of organizing resources, all of 
which influence youth development. Social 
processes include interactions between teachers and students, staff and youth, parents and children, and peers. They also include relationships, networks, 
social norms, and social and instructional activities. Time, people, money, and materials are important resources in settings, and we are interested in how 
the presence and allocation of those resources affect social processes and ultimately youth development. 
Applicants should include a strong theoretical foundation and a clear conceptual frame that leads to the research questions and data collection plan. The 
study’s measurement plans should include rigorous methods for assessing key aspects of settings; the strongest plans incorporate setting data from 
multiple sources. Applicants should also explicitly state how the measures will provide strong data on key constructs. 
Our webs~te provides resources regarding frameworks for studying settings, measures of social settings, and the design and analysis of group-randomized 
trials. You may also review guidelines for projects that examine biology, interventions, measurement development, and policy and practice as well as 
portfolios of our grants related to education and families. Applicants are also strongly encouraged to review essays from our Annual Reports, which discuss 
the nuances of the studies we support, with examples from grantees’ work. 

The next deadline for submission of letters of inquiry is J~ry & 20~4, ~: 3:00 ~om~ 

To be eligible for consideration, applicants must: 
Be employed at a nonprofit institution, e~ther ~n the United States or abroad. In most instances, these orgaNzat~ons will have 501(c)(3) tax exempt status, set up to 
receive and process grant awards. However, in rare cases, colleges or universities (such as Arizona State University) will not have 501(c)(3) tax exemption. If your 
institution fits into this category, we can instead accept an IRS determination letter which states that it is classified as a school under sections 509al and 170blAii of 
the IRS Code; 
Submit a project that is consistent with the Foundation’s Current Research Interests; 
Address issues that have compelling relevance for theory, policy, and!or practice affecting the settings of youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States; and Reflect high 
standards of evidence and rigorous methods, commensurate with the project’s goals. 

P~ease follow the instructors outlined here whe~ preparing a ~etter of h~quiry or hwited fu~ proposal A~l proposals must f~t our Current ~esearch h~terests a~d ~e 



Before beginning your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the 2013 Research Grants Application Guide. You may also review our Frequently 

Asked Questions for Research Applicants. The next deadline for letters of inquiry is January 8, 2014, at 3:00 p.m. EST. 

1. Use the Log[n link at the top of any page to go to our online application system. 

2. Invited full proposals require the Budget and Budget Justification Form. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice~enl~l.unc.edu. 

(It may be neces~?~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

To: 

Sub jeLl: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edt~ 

Thursday,               2:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~"~ 

summa~ of the reading (Extra Credit) 

Summazy of reading.docx 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
I am just attaching my summary of the reading that we were discussing today for extra credit. Thank you for allowing me to send this to you because I 

made a written copy for class this morning! 
Sincerely, 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-08-27 

Your reservation request for Africa [videocassette] from 2013-08-27 through 2013-08-27 has been approved 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Africa [videocassette]: 

Room# 205, 9-1 lam, 27 Aug. 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the \~C. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 08-22-2013 15:25 pm 
...... Mail generated at Aug.22.2013 15:08:06 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: travel tbr G. Desai 

Dear Eunice, 

As you can see below-, Barbara had a different view from yours, which I had already communicated to Gaurav. I spoke with Barbara this at’ternoon, and she siad that the Department has to 
request the money from Trace?-, indicating that it will be used for transpoltation I am stare our accounting person knows ~vhat to do. 

Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +            (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:41 PM 
To: Nzongo]a-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Cave, Tracey; Kim Fehr 
Sublect: travel for G Desai 

])ear Georges, 
We are delighted that Pro]’. Desai has accepted your invitation; kindly 
forward this message to him It will be much less trouble if he will 
allow us to purchase his plane ticket rather than reimbursing him later 
(far less paper work on his end). If he will contact Kim Fehr at Maupin 
’]?ravel, cc’ed above, telling her his preferences ]’or flights, she will 
have the ticket directly paid by UNC. A reminder to Kim that we are 
looking ]‘or a ]’light under or about $400. She will need to know his 
full name, as it appears on his passport. Thank you so much, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
African Studies (;enter, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 o]Tice 
(919) 843-2102 [iix 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 

ment Dear 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AAAD    student add 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pier, David 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: 

SubJect: AAAD    student add 

Travis, could you please add 

Thanks, 

Dave 

4:56 PM 

to AFRI 

On , at 3:23 PM, " " < ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Pier, 

I talked to you after class about being added to the roster of your African music class. My PID is 

See you Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:40 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Acid 

Asante sana mwalimu. 
Esther 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday 4:19 PM 
To: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Subject: RE:          Add 

Mwalimu Esther, 

Done. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject:          Add 

3:59 PM 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add the following students to 

Thank you so much, 
Esther 

sections. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:57 PM 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Swahili Add 

Dear Esther, 

Did you mean Swah 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:18 PM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Swahili    Add 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Esther’s classes as she has indicated. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 3:59 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swahili    Add 

Dear Eunice, 
Please add the following students to Swah 
Swah        ,: 
1. 
2. 

sections. 

Swa h        : 
1. 
2. 
3. 

Swa h 
1. 
2. 

Thank you so much, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc. edu> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 5:05 PM 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD student add 

Dear David, 

The student is missing a number from her PID. I count only 8 numbers and there should be 9. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:49 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Pier, David 
Subject: RE: AAAD    student add 

Dear Travis, 

This email authorizes you to add the student below to David’s AAAD 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

class. 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:25 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: AAAD    student add 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pier, David 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: 
Subject: AAAD    student add 

Travis, could you please add to AFRI 

Thanks, 

Dave 

On , at 3:23 PM, " "< ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor Pier, 

I talked to you after class about being added to the roster of your African music class. My PID is 

See you Thursday, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Summarization of syllabus.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 7:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Dear Eunice: 

For the longest time, I have been meaning to get in back in touch with you. 1 just cannot believe it has been a whole month since you wrote me this emaiL.l hope 

l:hings are well and tba~: you have had a great: summer 

~ am leaving h:~r Durban on Tuesday and ~ have been frantk:aHy try~r~g to get everything ~:oge~:her. ~ really wouh~ Hke to [a~k w~th you about the trip. ~ )~s~: got an 

erna~ from Deborah Stroman abou[ the Carolina Black Caucus Reception today a[ 5PM and I arn p~ann~ng to attend. W~I] you be there as well? ~f not, perhaps 

sometime today, this weekend and Monday we can 

wouM say busy too, but I know that you are just as busy and that’s a~ways a ~ousy excuse .... 

Tha]iks a~so for asking rne about your nek:e           I do have a couple of great: friends in the HNiGlobal HeaM~ Area at UNC I have [orwarded her CV ~:o ~:hern 

and when ~:hey get back to rne, I will le~: you know what ~:hey suggest. ERher way, I will get back to you about R. Please do not hesSe:ate to ask any~:~me.. 

Thanks again for the wonderful th~ngs you do [:or Carolina and the woHd at large and again, p~ease forgive me for rny delay ~n gettk~g back to you. 

PS. Ca~ or text rne anytime: Cell-- 

Bruce 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn 
John Stackhouse Distin@uished PrQf@ssoF of Surgery/Microbi~lo~y and Immunol~@y 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

%0% Mannin@ Driw CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (9%9) 966 
Fax: (9%9) 843 6568 
For appointments, schedulin@, problems, 
Lynn West (Jmwest@med.unc.edu) 

F~i SaNe, Eunice N 
5~ Sunday, 3uly 2~, 28~3 ~2:27 PM 
T~ Cairns, Bruc~ A 

Dear Bruce, 

hope your summer is going well. It was good to see you at the dialogue with the Chancellor recently. 

This weekend I had the gift of a visit of one of my nieces who works in the health sector in DC. As usual she educated me quite a bit about urgent global public health issues. 
Her background is in Public Health and Neuroscience (Tulane) and MPH (Tulane) and she is very passionate about HIV/AIDS and community health. 

In the midst of our discussions, she mentioned that while she is very happy in her current job, she has began looking for other opportunities so as to utilize all her training and 
experience. In this regard I thought I would send you a note with her CV just in case you hear of opportunities in her field from your contacts. I hope this is OK and if it is not 
my deep apologies in advance. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Black Caucus reception today @ 5.00pm at the Stone Center 

Thanks Eunice. I think I met him yesterday at the College reception. ;) I told him you were great, and he agreed with me. 

Hugs, 

d 

From: <Sahle>, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, August 23, 2013 8:15 AM 

To: "               ~l~mail.com" ~               @smail.com> 

Cc: "Deborah Stroman Ph. D. CLU" <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subject: Carolina Black Caucus reception today @ 5.00pro at the Stone Center 

Dear Ron, 

Good to see you yesterday. 

[ am not sure if you received the invitation to the Carolina Black Caucus reception this evening. [ know you have many obligations, but if you have time try and attend. The new 
Chancellor and Provost will be there. ]It is a great place to meet other colleagues from various parts of campus. 

I am coping this email to our colleague Deborah Stroman (hello) the great Chair of the Carolina Black Caucus. 

Debby: Ron is a new faculty member in the department. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 8:57 AM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbar%anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~ 

FW: travel tbr G. Desai 

Dear Barbara and Eumce, 

Gaurav had not yet bought the ticket for the trip here, so ~ve will follow the procedure recon~mended by Barbara. 
Have a good weekend! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Desai, Gaurav [gaurav@tulane.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:20 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: travel [’or G. Desai 

Great! Thanks! 
Gaurav 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges [mailto:nzongolaCa)email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:42 PM 

To: Desai, Gaurav 

Subject: RE: travel for G. Desai 

The person who will arrange your travel is Kim Fehr; emai[: kkfehr@maupintravel corn You should cc your email to the accounts officer at the center, Tracey Cave: t cave@email uric edu 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 

Professor o17 African Studies 

Department of A[~rican, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 

Chapel t liil, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

’]Tel.               (ceil), ~1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Desai, Gaurav [gaurav@tulane.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:44 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Subject: RE: travel [’or G. Desai 

No problem. I will work with the travel agent since I haven’t bought the ticket yet. Would you mind sending me her email again. The forwarded message below does not allow me access to 
the actual email address, just her name. 

Thanks and regards, 

Thanks as well for forwarding the article on the elections! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [mailto:nzongola(d~,,email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:10 PM 
To: Desai, Gaurav 
Subject: FW: travel for G. Desai 

Dear Gaurav, 

As the message belo~v indicates, the African Studies Center prefers buying the ticket for you. But if you have already bought it, there is no problem. We will have to request that the Center 
transfer the money to our Department. Let me know what the situation is. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             ~cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:41 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Cave, Tracey; Kim Fehr 
Subject: travel for G Desai 



[)ear Georges, 
We are delighted that ProJ~ Desai has accepted your invitauon; kindly forward this message to him It will be much less trouble if he will allow us to purchase his plane ticket rather than 
reimbursing him later (far less paper work on his end) ]£ he will contact Kim Fehr at Maupin Travel, cc’ed above, telling her his preferences J2~r flights, she will have the ticket directly paid by 
UNC. A reminder to Kim that we are looking for a flight under or about $400. She will need to know his full name, as it appears on his passport Thank you so much, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies African Studies Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Uni-,~ersity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa.unc.edu/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John Pickles <jpickles@email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Hi Eunice, 
I am on leave this semester and away froln town this week. 

Is there a good time to call today? 

Best, 
John 

On 8/21/2013 2:13 PM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear John, 

I hope you are doing well, 

Please call me @ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

when you have a moment 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, June 05, 2013 11:35 AN 

To: Pickles, John 
Subject: Hello 

Dear John, 

I hope your summer is going well. 

Are you in town? If you are kindly call me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <~b anderson@unc.edtc, 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:15 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu-~ 

Ander~n, B~xbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: FW: travel forG. Desai 

Excellent! Thank you, Georges Barbara 

On 8/23/2013 8:57 A2~I, Nzongola -Ntalaj a, Georges wrote: 
> Dear Barbara and Eunice, 
> 

> Gaurav had not yet bought the ticket for the trip here, so we will follow the procedure recommended by Barbara 
> Have a good weekend! 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African, African American, and I)iaspora Studies 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel ~ ~cell), + 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

> Fromi Desail Gaurav~g .... ~@~[an~edu~ 

> Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:20 PM 
> To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
> SubJect: RE: travel for G Desai 
> 

> Great[ Thanks! 
> G aurav 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Nzongola-Ntal aj a, Oeorges [m ailto:nzon a ol a(~email un c edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 7:42 PM 
> To: Desai, Oaurav 
> Subject: RE: travel for G. Desai 
> 

> The person who will arrange your travel is Kim Fehr; email: kkl’etn@raaupintravel.cora. You should cc your cmail to the accounts officer at the center, Traccy Cave: t.cave@email.anc.edu 
Georges 
> 
> Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Deparm’~cnt of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies UniversiF- of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel. +             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> From: Desai, Oaurav [gaurav@tulane.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:44 PM 
> To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
> Subject: RE: travel for O. Desai 
> 

> No problem. I will work with the travel agent since I haven’t bought the ticket yet. Would you mind sending me her email again. The forw-arded message below does not allow me access to 
the actual email address, just her name. 
> 

> Thanks and regards, 
> 

> Gaurav 
> 

> Thanks as well for forwarding the article on the electionst 
> 

> 

> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges [mailto:nzongola@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:10 PM 
> To: Desai, Gaurav 
> Subject: FW: travel for O. Desai 
> 

> Dear Oaurav, 
> 

> As the message below indicates, the African Studies Center prefers buying the ticket for you. But if you have already bought it, there is no problem. We will have to request that the 
Center transfer the money to our Department Let me know what the situation is. 
> Georges 
> 

> Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel +             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (oftice) 
> From: Barbara Anderson [b anderson@unc.edu] 



> Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:41 PM 

> To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

> Cc: Cave, Tracey; Kim Fehr 

> Subject: travel for (3. Desai 

> 

> Dear Georges, 

> We are delighted that Prof. Desai has accepted your invitation; kindly fopa, ard this message to him It will be much less trouble if he will allow us to purchase his plane ticket rather than 

reimbursing him later (far less paper work on his end). If he will contact Kim Fehr at Maupin Travel, cc’ed above, telling her his preferences :[’or flights, she will have the ticket directly paid by 

UNC A reminder to Kim that we are looking for a :flight under or about $400. She will need to l,mow his full name, as it appears on his passport. Thank you so much, Barbara 

> Barbara Shaxv Anderson 

> Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of At~ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies At~ican Studies Center, CB#7582 

> 3027 FedEx Global Education Center 

> Universib" of North Carolina 

> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

> (919) 962-1406 office 

> (919) 843-2102 fax 

> b anderson@unc.edu 

> http:i/africa.unc.edu/ 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center 
Lectuxer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

African Studies Centcr, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
Univcrsity of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 oftice 
(919) 843-2102 
b anderson@unc.edu 
http://africa unc.edu/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <mail.skoz~gosgtojboy@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 11:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF 

~i Routledge 

Pass the savings on to your students for their 
textbooks! 

We’re offering 20% off all titles* through September 18th. 

Now until September 18th use discount code DRK79 and receive 29% offaB titles* Remember, all web 

orders over $35 receive free shipping in the US and Canada *Offer valid only with web orders at 

routledge.com, focafpress.com psypress.com or routledgementafheatth.com 

[] [] [] ~    Share the Savings with your Studentst 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect your privac~ and wili not disclose, rent or sell your email adrJress to any outside organizalions 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis, an informa business 

[aylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa LJK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37.4! Mortimer Street, London, W! ] 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automa[ed operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC College <college-news@unc.edu> 

Friday, August 23, 2013 1:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

Carolina Arts & Sciences News 

Click to view 72.?i!.,’..!(~.(~}).£!?..of tiffs message, August 201 

~ Transform~ng STEM education 
Caro[h~a w~[l mode[ how to prepare students for success m sdence, technok~gy, 

engh~eering and mathematics (STE~) d~sdp[#~es, where jobs are grow~rN, thanks 

$50{)k <~ran : from the Association of American Universities. 

UNC Coik~c~e (if Arts ii~iI iContact - Try It Fr~! 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @email.unc.edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: SWAH, Schedule 

@livexmc.edu>; 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

£~ie are writing to you as students of SWAH    We are excited to take Swahili this fall with Professor Mutima but all three of us registered 
believing that the course met twice a week: Monday and Wednesday. Professor Mutima informed us that this was a mistake in the Connect 
Carolina system and that the class should be offered three days a week for a total of 150 minutes; unfortunately, many of us now have scheduling 
conflicts. 

The three of us have talked and would like to propose extending the class time to 75 minutes twice a week to ensure that we are getting enough 
time with each other and still meeting the department requirements. Currently, the class is listed as Monday and V’v’ednesday from 1-1:50 but we 
propose extending the time on these days from 12:30-1:45. Thank you for your consideration, and we look forward to hearing from you. Please let 
us know if there is any other information that we can provide. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Tuesday’s class 

Hello Profesor SaNe! 
I wasn’t sure if we were meeting in the library for our next class on Tuesday or not so I just wanted some clarification. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:15 AM 

Walker, Katie <wa]kerkn@email.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edtr~; 
McMillan, Tim <tj~nl @email.unc.edu> 

Next Draft of A~iLA~D Newsletter 

Hi Katie, 

This photo editing/layout process is taking far longer than I expected. I should have anolher iteration to you by the end of the weekend 
(I have a motmtain of reading to get done before Monday). Sony for the inconvenience. 



From: eunice@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Saturday, 11:17 AM 

To: 

Subject: Update - classes in the undergraduate libra,’ 

To: Group 

From: Eunice Sanie 

Dear Scholars, 

This is a follow up to an issue I mentioned during our class on Thursday 

Beginning this semester, classrooms on our campus don’t have Video cassette capacity. As such, UNC-CH’s fihns in Video format will have to be viewed in the 

libraD until they converted to DVDs. Consequently, tbr days that we have a video as part of our lesson we roll be meet in the undergraduate libraD’. Here are details: 

- Roo~n 205, undergraduate library. 

- Room 205, undergraduate library. 

- Room 205, undergraduate librm31. 

Please note these dates in your calenders mad syllabus. I have updated our syllabus (see Sakai re; syllabus or resources) to reflect details of the specific dates we roll 

be meeting in room 205, undergraduate library. 

Best wishes and have a great weekend, 

Dr. Sanie 

’][’his forwarded ~nessage was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the’ 
Messages for this site: 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 11:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is            and I would like to enroll in your          class on                         It says the class is open on ConnectCarolina but 

says instructor consent required for enrollment. Please let me know if it would be possible for me to take the class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 4:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Connect Carolina shows that your class is open, however I am not able to enroll. 

I would greatly appreciate your help with enrolling into the class. I have been having several conflicts with my schedule and tomorrow marks the end of 

the drop/add period. 

The class is on 

Thank you, 



From: ~(}unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday 9:07 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: Request 

hi eunice. 
2 pm tuesday will be fine i will see you at your office. 
sony for the late reply but i was out of the office friday. 
see you tuesday 
best 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, 9:14 PM 
To: 
Subject: Request 

Dear 

It was really good to see you this ~veek I have a lot to tackle between now and early morning on Tuesday. Consequently, I write to kindly request that ~ve meet at 2.00pm on Tuesday rather 
than Monday. My apologies. 

I look forward to hearing from you 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anthony Dest < ~gmail.com~ 

Sunday, August 25, 2013 12:01 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: long term paid volunteer opportunities in Guatemala and Colombia 

ConAmerHlthJobDescColombia.7-13.doc; ConAme~Comm.Org.JobDescCololnbia.7-13.doc; 

ConAmerHlthJobDescGuatemala.2013.doc 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Vivian New, dick < ~b~gmail.com> 

Date: Sun, Aug 25, 2013 at 10:53 AM 

Subject: long term paid volunteer opportunities in Guatemala and Colombia 

Hey friend~ 

Concern/America is an organization that takes direction from grassroots groups, many of whom it’s been working with for more than 30 years. C/A cunently has three 

volunteer positions open in health cme and communi~ organizing.These me jobs in either Guatemala or Colombia ruth benefits, a two year minimum commitment, and 

a modest stipend. Concern is a great alternative to the Peace Corps. Please circulate widely. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Thank you so much! My PID is 

Thanks, 

Yes I will come see you during your office hours! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:05 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: 

Dear 

Thankyou for your email. 

There is one spot left in the class. Thus, 1 can add you to the class once 1" receive your P1"D. However, please note that you have missed 2 classes, consequently make plans to 
see me during my office hours to discuss the modalities of the course and core questions that we have addressed thus far. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 11:46 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 

Hello Professor Sable, 

My name is            and I would like to enroll in your          class on.                         It says the class is open on ConnectCarolina but 

says instructor consent required for enrollment. Please let me know if it would be possible for me to take the class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 9:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hello Professor! My name is              and I am a          here at UNC. I would love to take your          class bm I need a permission number. I am a 

hardworking s~dent and would love to gain knoMedge about your course. May you please provide the permission number? 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

@gmail .com> 

Re: Comments - your contributiou 

Dr. Sable, 

The     dea dline should still work for me. However, as we’ve yet to hear from     (I assume she’s still out of email cormnunication), I wanted to get your thoughts regarding her input I’ve 
seen the comments that you’ve made for the part of the research that she was responsible for. While I could attempt to make the requested changes, she knows the research better and 
would be much better equipped to make them. Thus, I ~vas thinking rll keep on making the alterations on the section that I was responsible for, and we will ~vait to see when we hear from her. 
Does this sound acceptable to you? I look forward to hearing your thoughts 

On ¯ at 8:03 A,N{ SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

’]’hanks for your email 

How about sending the piece back 
on           ? 

Let me know ffthis works. 

Best wishes, 
Mwa[imu Sahle 

On , at 6:05 A~\~ ’ 

>> Dr Sah[e, 
>> 

@gmail com> *vrnte: 

>> Thank you for sending back the comments to our draft Because of the delays in the schedule, I’m wondering if you could pass along a date (rough or exact) to and I for when you 
would like our draft revised (I l,mow that in the original schedule you had allotted a 3 day window for us to make our revismns; does that mean you would like our revised draft returned to 
you today?). 
>> 

>> I know that had plans to be traveling so I’m not sure if she is available for comanunication or not Any further info you have on a timeline would be much appreciated. In the 
meantime I will work to revise our draft as directed. Thanks again for all of your help and guidance. 
>> 

>> 

>> On at 7:52 PM, Sahle, Etmice N wrote: 
>> 

>>> Dear 

>>> Greetings. 

>>> As promised, kindly find my comlnents on your contribution. Thanks so much for your very good draft. 
>>> We are almost theret 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Mwalm~u 

>>> <Suggestions - - yo~ contribution.docx> 
>> 



Fi%)m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Confident Syria U~d Chemicals, U.S. Mulls Action 

................ ] M~;st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTRISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Advo~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Aei-ion h~ the I 

I An Obama ah]e’s statement that Syria’s promise to allow Unitedctvo:~d~ 

Nations inspectors access to the site of a possible ckemicaI 

attack was "too late" appeared to move the United States °loser to potential 

militaW ae~om 

Egypt M~lita~" Enlists Religion to Quell Ranks 

EAvptian military leaders are wori~ed about insubordination among the rank 

and iile after members d the seeurib" f,’)rees kiiled hundreds of their fellow 

REMOTE CONTROL 
~] P~P~ 

At Lo~Jtisville, Athiet~e Boon~ :Is Rooted in :ESPN John’s 
Cardins~ Pa~tne~’sMp 
Stadium 

Louisville’s willingness to play football games on Tuesday nights, 

at ESPN’s urging, began a tur~mround that led to huge rewards for the 

universib, a~d the network. 

College FootbN?s Most Domioant Player? It’s ESPN I [] Mideo 

NFL Pressure Said to Lead ESPN to Qui~ Film Projec~ 

For moro top news. ~o to NYTimos.eem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS 

After a~ unpredictable Wimhledon, what kind of drama is in 

store for the United States Open, the fi~ml Grand Slam event of 

the year’? 

~ [] Video: Players to Watch 

, Complete US. Open Covem,..ge 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Teehnoh~g~" W~’e+~ks the Middh~ C~ass 

Teeh ~ oloKv is creatin g j obs - but at the upper and lower en ds of 

the specS’urn. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

RICHARD BALSER, the owner of ;] sLore 1~ Columbia, S.C., where the city cotmcfl voted 

ut~a~imously recently te efrecti~*eb’ bm~ the hemeless from the city’s downtown. 

World 

As Egyptim~s Igr~ore Cm’few, Talk of a U.S.- 

Brothe~’hood Conspiracy 
~.:y ROD NORDL~:,ND 

z~no~g supporters of the miliNtiv, which ousted Mohamed 

Moral, there is a uSdespread view that tl~e United States and the 

Muslim Brotherhood have a pla~ to destroy Egypt. 

ireside 

The issne is prompti~g ~ot just a debate about prh~aey and data protection, but 

also demands from Oerma~ offiNals that the Berli~-Washington security 

partnership be put on a new fi)odngo 

What has most captivated ordinary Chi~ese - tha~ks to headJines 

in moior sb~te media outleLs - is a mountain of testimony that 

depicts Mr. bo as the archetypal corrupt official. 

U.S. 



Reshaped 
rendedn 

Jeffrey P. Bezos, Amazon’s fouader, is helping remake ~e 

co*porate giant’s hometown with an ambitious pkm for a ne~x 

he adqua rtem, cme of ~h e I-d ggest d evel opmen t pr@ eets i~ ei~" history. 

Makh~g Choice to Halt at Door of Citizenship 

Many green card holders have evetTthing needed for citizenship 

except the desire -. some dot~’t feel :Mneriean; some dislike 

Am erica ~ policies; sore e d<m’t care. 

South Carolhm City Takes Steps to Evict ] 
Homeh~,ss From Down,townw~op~ 

Co*met*rod that the presence of homeless people was hurting              - 

husi~eases dnfi~g an economic rmdval, leaders i~ Columbia 

approved a phm givit~g khe hc~mdess three options: accept hdp at a shelter, go 

~ojai] or leave. 

i×ii 

Business 

Shoe Shoeshil~es Keep }V~ St, ill the Ig|ack (or Maybe 
Repair 

1*>house shoeshi*m se~Mee has proved resilie*~L survivh~g the 

rise ot’teeh~oh:~gy and eve~ fl~e 2008 financial edsis, which snuffed out many of 

Wail Skreek*s quirks. 

~ An Appreciation of Lea[i~er and Polish 

A Calculated Push trite E~ttertMm~m~tt Lifts 

’Duck D)~msty Fm~dly s Fo~tmes 

Willie RoberNot~ arm his farMIy made a eonseicms dive it~ko the 

en~et~aimne~t world, firing a regional business based on dnek 

hunting into an ink’rnational phenomenon. 

Olbermann Set to Return to ESPN and Sports 

News 

Sixteen years after an ac~m onious pa~g, Keith Olbermmm 

and the network are putting on happy faces lbr their reunion 

Me*May o*~ "O]bet~nann" on ESPN 2, 



Sports 

A short walk from the United Stah~s Open, Arthur 2~hc is 

remembered ~n an exhibit b~fi]t fltom h~s me@xflous edlecfion. 

YANKEES 3, RAYS 2 (11 INNINGS) 

Yankees Find a ~:ay to Avoid a Sweep 

Alfonso Soriano scored on Curtis Granderson’s sacrifice fly in 

the n~h and Madano R:ivera earned his 38th save as the ~mkees 

eked ont a crucial 

,~ Box Score 

~ 
Arthur 

Ashe’s 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

~ injmT Makes Clear a Shi~ in Power 

Once ~e face, voice and personaliLy of ~e Jeks, Rex Rya~ now 

presen N himself as a ~nfinished velsion of the man who took 

over as coach before the 2009 season. 

..... Ryan al 

,~at urda 

Fer me:~ spoi!.s news, go to NYTimee~com;gports ~* 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
~ Katy 

At Video Music Awards, a Lot to Look Away p~r~ 
~c,rms From 

I    d~ I 

It seemed as if not paying direct a~ention to the onstage acts was 

the norm ak klae M’IY ~tdeo Mnsie Awards, if [he mRaway shoks during the show 

of the famous and bored we[~ any indieationo 

A Bigger Closet for Their 

Having transfom~ed workaday bluff}cans into high fashion, 

Maurice and Paul Mareiano aw now seeking to remake t~eir own 

legacies as patrons and aggressive eolleetors of contemporary 

a~ wifl~ a new museum in Los Angeles. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES J.D. 

~ ~ :": Salinger Hmlti~g Again for Salinger Within the Silences 

~t ~ecYe[N 
tried to 

;Ei ~,~":’:’~’:’:~ ~<.::,~<UX::,;,H ?;i~,~~’e 

A new biography of J. D. Salinger eNAotvs his private 

obsessions, rda[ionships wi~ young women, war,me e~edenees and ~e 

possibility of posthumons publieations. 

Obituaries 

Muriel Siebert, a Deter~fined Trailblazer for M.~    [ 
Women on Wall Street, Dies 

x,i~. S>bem who ,.~fltivat~a 
Sh:eet’s most sneeessflfi men, donated millions of dollars to he~p 

other women gel stark’d in finance, and fought lhe okl-boy network all her ]ifc. 

]Lo~aisa ,~o Killen, Folk Singer ~¢:ith a Booming 

Tenm°, D~es at 79 

Mr. Killen, a bearded pioneer of d~e 195os BHfish folk revival 

known %r songs starring miners and sNIo*~, became ~Nsa O o at 

age 76. 

Louis,rig 
ht, Ms 



J~flie Ha,’,0is~ Ce|ebrated A(~ress of Ravage and 

I~tensity, Dies at 87 

Ms. Harris had a ]engthy r&um(~ as a~ actress, w]~ dozens of 

movie and television credits, including the 1955 film adaptafi~-m 

of John Stein beck’s ~ovel of bcotheriy rivalry, "East of Eden." 

....... H~rris in 
the role 

Media & Advertising 

ADVERTISING 

A Small Upsta~0t to Ove~0sce Ad Agcncies 

The Water ( ’,ooler Group is being %m~ed to serve as the parent of%ur agencies 

thak specialize in ~sks like media planning and bufing, sodal media, creative 

and content development and interactive television. 

, News From the Advertising Industry 

Spit-Take in Hollywood at Dog Treat Promotion 

The off-taste quic!dy tipped off the snackers, who got the bars as 

psi1 of a Dog for Dog pt’olllo~on hi The HoJJ3~vood RepoAer. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Readi~g Tweets Front Irmt 

ttow sinuously should we take President ttassan Rouhani’s messages? 

EDITORIAL 

For New York 

In the p[{mades, the editorial board endmses Christine Quinn in the 

Democratic eo~teat, and %r Repnblicans, Joseph Lhota. 

,~ Time,me: The Next Mayor, a 

EDITORIAL 

Fedle~oal Comots in C~’isis 

h’rafional budget-cutting is doing grievous harm to the American justice 

system. 

Fo; mo~e or~ir~iei~ go to NYTimes.comtOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ad~’ift on tlm Nile 

America has leverage in E~pt. We’rejust shmt ofleadm~Mp. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim Deeth~e of E- Empi~’es 

Steve Bailmer, meet Ibn Khal&m. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

I’Ve~’e A|| Sti~ Hostages to the Big Banks 

Financial instittt’dons must be forced to rely less on borrm~qng. 

ON THIS DAY 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Monday, 7:42 AM 

@gmml.com> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Comments - your conlribution 

Dr. Sahle and 

I hope you are both doing well. I apologize for not getting back to you both sooner. The timing of this chapter has not worked well for me thus far nnfortunately. I’m 

now back in email communication but am taking an intensive course tara my finaJ exam this Friday. I really do not have a chance to get started on my edits nntil after 

labor day. Its hard for me to know how long this might take me but I could plan to check in            ? I know this is later than originally scheduled but I am 
having difticulty baJancing this project with my other responsibilities. Please let me know if this adj usted date is acceptable or if we need to figure out a different plan of 

action. I apologize Ibr delaying both of you, and I hope this new date will work. 

Best, 

On 10:36 PM, ’ ~gmal.com> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

Th~     deadline should still work for me. However, as we’ve yet to hear from     (I assume she’s still out of email communication), I wanted to get your thoughts 

regm~ling her input. I’ve seen the comments that you’ve made for the part of the research that she was responsible for. While I conld attempt to make the requested 

changes, she knows the research better and would be mnch better equipped to make them. Thus, I was thinking I’ll keep on making the aJterations on the section that 

I was responsible for, and we will wait to see M~en we hear ti~om her. Does this sound acceptable to you? I look tbrward to hearing your thoughts. 

On . at 8:03 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

How about sending the piece back 

on             ? 

Let me know Kthis works. 

Bea wishes, 

MwaJimu SMile 

On . at 6:05 AM, ’ 

>> Dr. Sahle, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> We are almost there! 
>>> 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> MwaJimu 

>>> <Suggestions - - ? our contribution.docx: 

>> Thank you for sending back the commeuts to our draYt. Because of the delays in the schedule, I’m wondering if you could pass along a date (rough or exact) to 

and I for when you wonld like our draft revised (I know that in the original schedule you had allotted a 3 day window for ns to make onr revisions; does that 

mean you would like our revised draft returned to you today?). 
>> 

>> I know that had plans to be traveling so I’m not sure if she is available for communication or not. Any/hrther intb you have on a timeline would be much 

appreciated. In the meantime I will work to revise our dra£t as directed. Thanks again for all of your help mad guidance. 

>> On , at 7:52 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

>>> Dear 

>>> Greetings. 

>>> As promised, kindly find my comments on your contribution. Thanks ~ much tbr your veD’ good draft. 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 8:18 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Catch-up 

Good morning Prof. SaNe! 

Hope all is well and that the beginning of your semester’s good, When are you free this week to meet and catch up on the research? 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Professor SaNe, 

Hello. Currently, I’m registered in         with Michael Lambert, but due to scheduling conflicts I must withdraw from his course. However, I still need 

to take the class, and I noticed your course had an available seat. I tried to register, but it says instructor consent is required. What do I need to do? 

Thanks, 



THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH AND COMPARATIVE LITERATURE., 

THE DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL MEDICINE, 

AND THE INSTITUTE FOR ARTS AND HUMANITIES., 

WITH SUPPORT FROM THE 

DEPARTMENT OF HISTORY 

AND INTERDISCmL.. Y STUDIES: 
A 

TO CELIEIBRATE THE INSTITUTION 0F A NEW IINTERDISCIPLINARY I~A Ti~kCK IN 

LITERATURE, MEDICINEAIqD GULTU,RE,IBEGINNING FR|DAY,         4-’00 PM AT THE 

INSTITUTE FOR AK~TSAND HUM~NITIF-.S, HYDE HALL, WITH A KEYNOTE ADDRESS BY 

PROGRAM CONTIN UES SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 8, AT THE |N~FI~I FOR ARTS AND 

HUMANn’IE$, HYDE HALL, IN A SERIES OF CONVERSATIONS INVOLVING UN~I FACULTY, 
STUDENTS,, AND DISTINGUISHED GUESTS, IN WHICH ,~HE AUDIENCE IS:INVITED TO JOIN: 

9:00- | 0:00: BRIAN HURWIT’~’ AND EILE~ GILLOOLY, ~;i.A, SSOCIATE DIRECTOR; ~EYMAN CENTER 

FOR THE HUMANITIES, ASSOCIATE PROF~:SSOR OF EN GLISH AND COMPA~TIVE LITERATURE, 

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY). 

] O: ] 0-11" 1 O: B~ SAUNDE~ (ASSOCIATE PRO~SS0.R, DEPARTMENT OF ~OCIAL MEDICINE) 

AND H~ ~DEC~R (A~SOCIA~;~.~Q~ESS0~:~DE~ARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY, UCLA). 

11:20-12:30: TOM LINDEN, M~D, DIS~i~00ISHED P~:#ESSOR OF MEDICAL JOURNALISM) AND 

NO~l~ H~D~ ~.D. (PROFESSOR O~:~M:EDiCINE, S;CHOOL OF MEDICINE). 

1:30-2:30: J~E ~~ (~sTiN~ISHED TERM~SSOCIATE PROFESSOR, ENGLISH & 

COMPARATIVE LITERATU~E);.~N~ ~I~[~"R~:~I~H~ (~SS0CIATE PR0~ESSOR, DEPARTMENT 

OF ANTHROP~LOGY).,.~-- ’    : .... " ..::.~: ;. 

2:40-3:40: ~y~WI~0~;~.(~ROFESSOR, .E~G~ISH AND COMPARATIVE LITE~TURE) AND 

NEEL ~A (A~S~ STANT P R0~E~ SOR, E N G LiSH ~N:D CO M PA~T I VE LiT E ~T.URE) 

(U NC)~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Location: 

Sta rt: 

End: 

Show Time As: 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=RFARROW] 

8/26/2013 3:48:51 PM 

Kang, Emil [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Emilkang]; Kasson, Joy S [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jskasson]; Shackelford, Aaron [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Ashackel]; Cone, 

Judith [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jacone]; Gless, Darryl J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Glessd]; Hirschfield, James [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=James Hirschfield 

(jhirschf)]; Leloudis, James L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Leloudis]; McGowan, John [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jpm]; McNeil, Laurie E. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mcneil]; Moeser, 

James [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Jmoeser]; Muller, Eric L [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=EmulIerl]; Nisbet, Peter [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Pnisbet]; Pollock, 

Della [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=PolIock]; Rhodes, Terry Ellen [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Terry Ellen Rhodes (rhodes)]; Sable, Eunice N 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Eunice N 

SaMe (eunice)]; Siel~a-Riz, Anna Maria [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sie~ariz]; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Nsteiner]; Strauss, Ronald P. [/O=UNC 

EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Rstrauss]; Versenyi, 

Adam Nathaniel [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Anversen]; Joyner, Elizabeth [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Abi~ail E. Joyner (etjoyner)Oc3]; Nelson, Mark Z 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Mark 

Zachary Nelson (mznelson)]; Johnson, Michael [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Michaelj]; Karmelita, Marnie [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Karmelit] 

Arts@TheCore Faculty Advisory Committee 

Gerrard Hall 

9/23/2013 4:00:00 PM 

9/23/2013 5:30:00 PM 

Tentative 

Required 

Attendees: 

Kant, Emil; Kasson, Joy S; Shackelford, Aaron; Cone, Judith; Gless, Darryl J; Hirschfield, James; Leloudis, James L; 

McGowan, John; McNeil, Laurie E.; Moeser, James; Muller, Eric L; Nisbet, Peter; Pollock, Della; Rhodes, Terry Ellen; 

Sahle, Eunice N; Siega-Riz, Anna Maria; Steiner, Niklaus Andreas; Strauss, Ronald P.; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel; 

Joyner, Elizabeth; Nelson, Mark Z; Johnson, Michael; Karmelita, Marnie 

Colleagues: 

You will be receiving a formal letter in campus mail soon, but on behalf of Emil Kang and Joy Kasson and all of us at 



Carolina Performing Arts, thank you for agreeing to serve on our Faculty Advisory Committee for Arts@TheCore. We are 

planning the committee’s first meeting for Monday, September 23, from 12-1:30 p.m. at Gerrard Hall. We will provide a 

delicious lunch to help nurture (and nourish) our committee’s deliberations. 

More details to follow. Let me know if the date and time proves problematic for any of you. 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 
Carolina Performing Arts I University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

P: (9±9) 843-3307 I C:                I raymond farrow@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moeser, James <james moeser@nnc.edu> 

Monday, Angust 26, 2013 12:45 PM 

Farrow, Raymond Benjamin <raymond farrow@unc.edu> 

Kang, Emil <emil kang@unc.edu:~; Kasson, Joy S <jskasson@email.unc.edu>; Shackeltbvd, Aaron <ashackel@unc.edu>; Cone, Jndith 
<jacone@email.unc.edu>; Gless, Darryl J <glessd@email.unc.edu>; Hirschfield, Jazzes <jhirschf(c)!etn~fil.nnc.edu>; Leloudis, James L 

<leloudis@unc.edu>; McGowm~, John ~-jpm@email.unc.edtc,; McNeil, Laurie E. <mcneil@physics.unc.edu>; Muller, Eric L 

<emulle@email.unc.edtc,; Nisbek Peter <peter.nisbet@unc.edu:>; Pollock~ Della <pollock,a~email.unc.edu>; l~odes, Teny Ellen 

<RHODES@email.unc.edu>; Sa~hle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Siega-Riz, Anna Ma~a <am siegm-iz@unc.edu>; Steiner, Niklaus 

Andreas <nsteiner@unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ronstrauss@unc.edu~; Versenyi, Adam Nathaniel <anversen@email.unc.edn>; 

Joyner. Elizabeth <elizabeth~oyne@unc.edu>; Nelson, MarkZ <mark nelson@tmc.edu~; Johnson, Michael <michaelj@email.unc.edu~; 

KamMita, Mamie <marnie kaxmelita@tmc.edu;, 

Re: Arts@TheCore Faculty Advisory Committee 

Raymond, I will be unable to attend, jm 

Sent from ray iPad 

On Aug 26, 2013. at 11:48 AM. "Farrow, Raymond Benjamin" <raymond ~arrow@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Colleagues: 
> 

> You ~vill be receiving a formal letter in campus mail soon, but on behalf of Emil Kang and Joy Kasson and all of us at Carolina Performing Arts, thank you for agreeing to sel~’e on our 
Faculb" Advisory Cormnittee for Arts@TheCore. We are plarming the committee’s first meeting for Monday, September 23, from 12-1:30 p.m. at Gerrard Hall. We will provide a delicious 
lunch to help nurttae (and nourish) ota conwnittee’s deliberations. 
> 

> More details to follow. Let me know- if the date and time proves problematic for any of you. 
> 
> Cheers. 
> 

> Raymond B Farrow III 1 Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 
> Carolina Perfolrning Arts 1 University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> P: (919) 843-33071 C: I 1 raymond farrow@unc edu<mailto:ravmond farrow~d)ua~c.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> <Arts@TheCore Faculty Advisory Con’unittee> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:14 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr~; Lee, 

Ma~aret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~; Walker, Katie <walkerkn@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletler on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at: 3:00pm like last week’? 



Froi~|: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday,               1:18 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Seck, MaJnarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<e~mice@email.unc.edu>; McMillon, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; Walker, Katie <walkerkn@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if Katie has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, i:14 PM 

To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Eve~5~one, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3:00pro like last week? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:21 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaAl.unc.edtr~; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Walker, Katie <walkerkn@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to Katie earbr this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if Katie has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From; 

Sent-" Monday, 1:14 PM 
To-" Seck, Mamarame~ SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim~ Lee, Margaret Carol~ Walker, Katie 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Eveo~one, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of thc newsletter on Wednesday? I figure eye.one is free at 3:00pm like last week? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:26 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Seck, Ma~narame <mseck@email.unc.edn>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@emaiL unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; Walker, Katie <walkerkn@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seek, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; IVlcMillan, Tim; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to Katie early tiffs am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if Katie has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over thc proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at: 3:00pm like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:29 PM 

Lee, Ma~aret Carol <leemc@emaAl.unc.edtr< Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 
McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Prof. Lee 

Duly noted. and I will let you know when we have a product ready for approval and keep aiming for Tuesday. 

........ Origino~ message ........ 
Fro,n: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <lee,nc@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 
To: ~live.unc.e&~>,"Seck, Mamarame" <mseck@email.unc.edu>,"Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>,"McMillmL Tim" <tjml 
@email.unc.edu>, ~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From-" 

Sent-’ Monday, 1:21 PM 
To,, Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject; RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to     early this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday ?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim. 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi Shelby, 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

Sent: Monday,              1:14 PM 
To,, Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject-’ Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3:00pm like last week? 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu>; Seck, Ma~narame <mseck@email.unc.edn>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@emaiLunc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>;                     ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: ILS: Meeting on Wednesday 

Finally, T would like for several of us to take the copy home and take a final look. We will not be able to "see" what changes we might need to make during a meeting. 
Perfection is our goal. So if you can get a final copy by Wed. or Thurs., then we can take it home with us. 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :L:21 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to     earb~ this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               :1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :t:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; MclVlillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 

Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure eye.one is free at 3:00pro like last week? 

Shelby 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cheers, Prof. Lee 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:31 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck~email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting on Wednesday 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:28 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Prof. Lee 

Duly noted, and I will let you know when we have a product ready for approval and keep aiming for Tuesday. 

........ Origino~ message ........ 
Fro,n: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <lee,nc@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 
To:                  (~live.unc.edu>2Secl< Mamarame" <msecl~@email.nnc.edu>,"Sahle, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edn>,"McMillar~ Tim" 
<tjml @email.unc.edu> ~email.unc.edtc> 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to     early this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday ?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: Meeting on Wednesday 



Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3:00pro like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Meeting on Wedne~ay 

Hi Eunice, 
Enjoy yourself! I am so happy you will be taking some time away. We will sort the newsletter out next week. See you tomorrow. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 1:36 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear Margaret, 

Greetings. I agree with you: quality is what matters. 

A heads up: I will be away from campus Thursday pm to Friday. Thus, I will not be available for a meeting on Thursday - if one one is scheduled in the next few days. 

However, I can review the next draft of the newsletter online. 

Cheers and all the best, 
Eunice 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, 1:30 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, ~m; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

OK[ 
Cheers, Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:28 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Pro£ Lee 

Duly noted, and I will let you know when we have a product ready for approval and keep aiming for Tuesday. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@email.unc.edtr> 

Date: 

To:                 ~)live.unc.edu>,"Secl< Maanarame" <mseck@e~nail.unc.edu>,"Sdtde, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edtc,,"McMilla~ Tim" 
<tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>,’ ~emaAl.unc.edu> 

Subject: ILE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 

time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to earb~ this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 



proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get:) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it: 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From; 

Sent-" Monday, 1:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject-" Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3 :OOpm like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 3:10 PM 

@live.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

~email.unc.edu>; 

<~smutima@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: SW/,dTI    Schedule 

@email.unc.edu-~; Mutima, Sinamenye A 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

It has come to our attention as students that there must have been a discrepancy between the class listing from SWAH. in the student version and the 

faculty version of Connect Carolina. The student version of Connect Carolina listed SWAH    as a Monday/Wednesday class from the beginning of course 

registration ~          until it was remedied this weekend !                  ~. Included in this email is a screen shot of my personal course schedule 

taken directly from Connect Carolina last week. As you can see, there is no SWAH. class listed on Friday. 

We understand that the faculty version of Connect Carolina has always listed SWAH    as a Monday, Wednesday, Friday class. However, as our student 

schedules did not list SWAH at this time on Friday, we have arranged our academic, professional, and personal schedules this semester with the 
understanding that SWAH would not meet at lpm on Fridays. Taking into the account the department requirement of 150 minutes of class time, in 
addition to the recommendation of 3 classes per week for language courses, we propose meeting on Thursdays from 5-5:50pm, in addition to the 
scheduled Monday and Wednesday time, if this is possible. We are all eager to continue learning Kiswahili and would like to ensure that we gain as much 
from the course as possible. Thank you for your continued consideration regarding this matter and we sincerely apologize for the inconvenience this may 
cause to yourself personally and to the Department. Please have a wonderful week. 

Respectfully, 

Screen shot at 6 27.51 PM.png 

The UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
BA Global Studies, Soeiologs" 

Sent: Friday, 

To: SaMe, Eunice 

Cc: 

Subject: SWAH 

Dear Dr, SaNe, 

2:26 PM 

Schedule 

@email.unc.edu 

We are writing to you as students of SWAH,    We are excited to take Swahili this fall with Professor Mutima but all three of us registered 
believing that the course met twice a week: Monday and Wednesday. Professor Mutirna informed us that this was a mistake in the Connect 
Carolina systern and that the class should be offered three days a week for a total of 150 minutes; unfortunately, rnany of us now have scheduling 
conflicts. 

The three of us have talked and would like to propose extending the class time to 75 minutes twice a week to ensure that we are getting enough 



time with each other and still meeting the department requirements. Currently, the class is listed as Monday and Wednesday from 1-1:50 but we 
propose extending the time on these days from 12:30-1:45. Thank you for your consideration, and we look forward to hearing from you. Please let 
us know if there is any other information that we can provide. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~elnaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

Lee, Mazgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; @live.unc.edu-~; Seck, Mamarame 
<m~ck@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eurfice@emaJl.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi Everyone, 

Sorry to join the conversation so late in the day.       I should have an edited version to you by tomorrow night, but that may not give you enough time on Wednesday to 
make the suggested changes. I will make sure to give you a thoroughly copy-edited draft so that we can go from there. 

All best, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Monday, 1:30 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, 33m; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

OK~ 
Cheers, Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:28 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Proil Lee 

Duly noted, ind I will let you know when we have a product ready for approval and keep aiming tbr Tuesday. 

........ Origina1 message ........ 

Fr(m. I,ee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edtv> 

Date: 

To:                 ~live.unc.edtr>,"Seck, Ma~nam ne mseck@e nml.unc.edtv, SaNe, Eun ce eu ~ce@emad.t nc.edu>, McMdlan, Tm~ 
<tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>, 2~emml .unc.edu-~ 
Subject: ILE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 1:21 PM 

To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; IVlclVlillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to     earb~ this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 
proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 



Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes. If not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

Sent-" Monday,              1::[4 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject; Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Evelyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3:00pro like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

~ema~,l.unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame 
<m~ck@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear      and Katie, 
I think if we can get a final pre-printed copy on Tuesday of next week that would be great. We then can meet the following day (next Wed.) to finalize everything. This would 
mean that Profs. McMillan, Seck, SaNe, and myself would take it home and look over it for the final time before the meeting on Wed. I think we can plan for 3 pm. 
Will this work? Can we get four pre-printed copies from Kinko’s? 

we can’t say enough how much we appreciate your hard work! This is true dedication and we know that there is no way we can compensate you for your 
dedication. 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 

Froml 

Sent: Monclay, 4:24 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 

Hi Everyone, 

Sorry to join the conversation so late in the day.       I should have an edited version to you by tomorrow night, but that may not give you enough time on Wednesday to 
make the suggested changes. I will make sure to give you a thoroughly copy-edited draft so that we can go from there. 

All best, 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Monday, :1:30 PM 

To: ; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, 33m; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

OK[ 
Cheers, Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :1:28 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Prof. Lee 

Duly noted, and I will let you know when we have a product ready for approval and keep aiming tbr Tuesday. 

........ OriginaJ mesmge ........ 
From: "Lee, Margaret Cresol" <leemc@email.nnc.edu> 
Date: 
To:                 ~live.unc.edu>,"Seck, Mamarame" <msec~email.unc.edu>,"Sahle, Ennice" <eunice@email.unc.edu--,"McMillan, Tim" 
<tj m 1 @email.unc.edu>, ~emml .unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
I am most concerned about a final excellent project. The scheduled deadline is next Tuesday, but if you guys need more time I want you to take it. It is much better to take our 
time. We have put too much in it to do a rush job at the end. Next Tuesday was only a projected deadline. One always has to aim for a deadline, otherwise we would get 
nothing done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :t:2:t PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi-- 

I sent a copy of the latest iteration to early this am so hopefully we can have a back & forth by then and I can have a hard copy 



proof (with options of what kind of paper we could get:) by Wednesday, Thursday at the latest since we want this out soon. (was it: 
before the holiday on Friday or afterwards on Tuesday?) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,               1:17 PM 

To:          Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi 
Only if has done the copy editing and you have made her recommended changes, if not, then we need to schedule a meeting once all of this is done. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

Sent-" Monday,              1:14 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; 
Subject-" Meeting on Wednesday 

Hello Everyone, 

Should we schedule a meeting to go over the proof of the newsletter on Wednesday? I figure everyone is free at 3 :OOpm like last week? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:09 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: booking space for a syposium 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:34 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Meinecke, Chris; Institute for the Arts & Humanities 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Good morning Travis, 

I did have a nice summer, I hope you did as well! I am no longer at the Institute but the IAH’s business manager Chris 

Meinecke can assist you with your room reservation. I believe he is out of the office this morning so it may be a day or 
two until he gets back to you. 

Thank you for your patience and I hope you have a great school year! 

Allison Barnes 
Office of University Events 

UNC- Chapel Hill 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:10 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: booking space for a syposium 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: booking space for a syposium 

Hey Travis! 

Looks like the space is available. I do have some pending reservation requests on my desk at the moment. I doubt any of 

them are for the same time. 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Spruill, April R 
Subject: booking space for a syposium 

Hi April, 

I hope you had a great summer! Would the auditorium be available for a public lecture in the Stone Center from 

6:00pm to 7:00pm on November 18, 20137 It would be for the Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50 
Symposium. 

Thanks! 

Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:11 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: First Year Seminar 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: First Year Seminar 

Dear 

You’re welcome to the seminar. To enroll in the class, please go see Mr. Travis Gore, our administrative assistant, in the main office at 
Battle Hall. 
Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. (cell), (office) 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:35 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: First Year Seminar 

Hello Professor Nzongola, 

Though I am a sophomore, I am very interested in taking your first year seminar about the UN’s role in Africa. Is it still possible to 
join? I would do my best to catch up in any assignments already assigned. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AAAD , Tuesday 2:00-3:15 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Sunday, 11:35 AM 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: AAAD . Tuesday 2:00-3:15 

Dear       ", 

You have my permission to enroll in this class. Mr. Travis Gore, our administrative assistant, should be able to help you enroll. You 
may go to Battle Hall and see him about this Monday, and come to class on Tuesday. 
Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. (cell), 
From: 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: AAAD 

8:47 PM 

Tuesday 2:00-3:15 

(office) 

Hello, Mr. Nzongola-Ntalaja, 

My name is , and I am a freshman at UNC. 

I am about to enroll in this course seeing as it is still open. I am very interested in African Studies, and am highly considering a global 
studies major with a concentration area of Africa. 

What work do I need to complete before the next class so I am up to date with the other students? Also, is there a textbook I need to 
purchase? 

Best regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Monday, 7:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Important reminder - our class tomorrow 

Dear Scholars, 

This is a gentle reminder about our meeting space tomorrow Because of bechnological needs, please remember that we are meeting in the Undergraduate Libral~-, room 205. We will be 
viewing a documental5, film _, Caravans of Gold,,. ~vhich highlights economic activities and other Processes in vari°us parts °f pre-c°l°nia 1 "~xd’rica 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 3:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Kerry Cites Clear Evidence of Chemical Weatx~n Use in Syria 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE4~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Cites Clear Evidence of Cl,e~fie~l ~,;eapor~ ,I s.~o~t~ 1 Kerry 

Use h~ Syria y o~ I 

I Seeretm3, of State .Io]m Ke~" said Mon day that the use of              J~om 

chemical weapons in a kb~cks on civilians in Syz{a last week was 

undeniable and that khe Obama administration would hold khe Syrian 

govermnent accountable. 

,~ Video: Watching Syria’s War 

, ~ Text o~ Kerry’s Statement on Chemical VVeapons m Syria 

:Blasts i~ tl~e N~ght, a Smell, and a Flood of [~ o~, 
Syrian Victims I 

Monday 
¯ United 

"[’he attack h as brought widespread con d em n a B on on Presiden t 

Bashar a].-Aasad~s government, and ik is shaping up as an 

~nflee~on point for a war that has been ~nd~ng ma ibr more than ~o yea~s. 

~ Graphic: .&seas Affected by the Alleged Chemical Attack in Syda 

At Cha~ter Sehools, Short Careers by Choice 

Chaff.er nebvorks are developing what amom~ts to a youth 

movement in which teaching for two to five years is seen as 

aeceptM)le, even desirable. 

....... Dowdy; 
24, is in 

his third 

~ 

Editors’ Picks 



~i sl~d~ St~o~,, s~,w~: s~ow: ¥out]~ at [he Head oft~e        ~. 

Charter schools are deve]opiug wba~ amounB ~o a youth cult ~n 

which teaching %r ~wo ~o five years is seen as ae.cep~ble, and even desirable. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

"i’lm Risk Pool 

At the start of another school year, parents, remember: if we t~ever give our 

children permissh:m to get things ~’ong, they’re unlikely to ever learn how to 

ge t things dg~ L 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

T.i%:: :~i::~"i,d:i!::.;:c,i,~:~i::~~i,i,b:~:,~:~i’.~::: .~:;~i!,~::i~::~,q)¢i,t~:::,i,~ :q![cb. :iii!!:i!~::~::~"i,s.:; ~i!:hc J,::iii!!ii~:~i::~"i,:.!;~, 

SECRETARY OF STATE JOHN KERRY, condemning t]~e Syrian government’s apparent use 

of banned weapons in attacking its peopIe. 

World 

MOSCOW JOURNAL 

Gorky Pro’k, Once Drab, No~’ Glows 

The park has b’ansformed over the past two yea~s into 

e.~ravagant urban recreational space that offers Muscovites a 

respike from the in[ense pditieal pressures of Russia. 

Dollop of Romance is Added to intrigue at 

Foamier Cltinese Politician’s Trial 

Bo Xilai said his for~ler t(g~ depn~r and his ~fe, both of whom 

provided evidence agNnst him, had a passionate rela’do~ship 

wikh each other. 

Once mt Outcast, [raniat Nlinister Car~’ies tlope 

of Easi~g Tensions 

Mohammad Javad Za*~f seems near certain to lead Iran’s 

delegatio,~ in *mdear kalks -flw~her it~dieations, analysks say, 

t~at the new leadership is serious abouk a new policy. 

,~.; ~reside 

Hassan 

Rouhani 

U.S. 



A Fini~:ky Thief of the Finest Silver Its Arrested 
Agah~                                                   [ 

Silver pieees were disappearing from Southern homes when a 

re~ired New Jersey detective? recognized a pattern a~d called an 

Atlan~ detectible, leafing [o the arrest of a man believed ko be linked ko 3o 

yems’ worth of theRs. 

In Clfieago, Campaigr~ to Provide Safe Passage 

on Way to Selhoo| 
i.v M©NiCA 

With concern that ehihh’en would ha~e to traverse erime-.ridden 

blocks after the closing of 47 schools, the city deployed about 

1,2oo workers to watch over them. 

Scales Still Tip Toward N’Ie,~ ’ "                            Y 

President Obama, who is conside~ ~g ca Midah’a for a new 

Federal Reserve leader, has named no more women to major 

posts than Bill Clinton did. Janet L. Yellen, the Fed’s vice chai~vomam 

finalist. 

Business 

DEALBOOK A clock 

: rat Dhed BATS and Direct Edge to Merge, "i’ak~,g O~ Older 

Rivals 

Corn bin in g BATS Global Markets and Direct Edge will va ult the 

n ew company past N a sdaq to become the seeon d -la rgest exeb ange opera 

the United Stutes, as the indush’y continues to face pressure to consolidate. 

Set Back by RecesMo~, m~d Sh~,t Out of Rebound 

A ~ower unemploym ent rate for old er workers m asks trou bling 

trends of reduced pay and longer job searches. 

John 

DEALBOOK 

for Law Nr~ 

Some legal heav)~vei~ts in the United States are benefiting fl’orn 

a growing number d dashes o~er complex internutional dens. 



Sports 

To Prote~rt Its Empire, ESPN Stays on Offense 

Fan ergin~ competitors, dee~vasin g ca ble su bscripfon s an d rising 

polifica] opposition to bundled channels have created a 

precarious environment t5r ESPN, which is figh~ing back, 

Mete Disclose That Harvey Has Elbow Tear 

The partial tear of pitcher Mai~ Ha~wey’s ulnar eollatera] 

ligament raises the prospect fl~at he will require Tommy John 

s m’geU and be shut down for an extended period. 

Ha~ey 
needs 

BLUE JAYS 5, YANKEES 2 
1~.; Derek 

In deter’s Return, a }~issed Chance for ....... J~.~, 
Celebration ~e~t 

Phil Hughes lasted only font and two-thizq innings and Ic~ir~ 

SuzuM &opped a fly ball in a threemm fifth to spoil Derek aeaer’s return to the 

team. 

,[~Box Score 

Baseball Roundup: Kansas City is Warmer, but Rays Are Cold 

Arts 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

Vines and Vintner Beaufi .fy a Tuscan Hill 

Arehea architects of Norenee have built a new headquarters 

~tinoN winemakms in Tuscany. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Stubborn Persistence of Pop 

The 2o~3 Mq%’ Video Mnsie Awards were a bqbute to ~e 

stnbborn persistence of pop, 

James Purdy, a Fabulist Haunting the FNnges 
f-B’ Wii. i.i.~.M GRF&.E 

The lmb]ication of a complete collection of short stories by 

James Purdy has refocused attention on his unflinching and 

wi]Ny origins s~yle. 

, Books of The Times: ’Complete 8ho~ Storbs of James Purdy’ 

..... soarin~ 

Perq/ 

ascend 

Obituaries 

:Red Bums, ’Godmother of Silicon Alley,’ Dies at 

88 

Ms. Bm’ns helped to lead the movement for public access to 

cable television and started a New York U niversity pro, gram to 

foster Interact wizards. 

Burns, 
founder 

Gilbert Taylor, Celebrated Hollywood Cinematographer, 

Dies at 99 

Mr. Taylor brought a ein&na vSdt5 sens~bili~" to blacbm~d-white pictm:es like 

"Dr. Strangdove," and also masketm~indcd kl~e bright, dean shog for "Star 

W are," 

Peter H~ittenloeber, Explorer of[he Brain’s 

Development, Dies at 8a 

Dr. Huttenloeher connted synapses, observing how much of tl~e 

Huttenlo 



information coming ko the, brain was discarded as the mired 

became more e,fficie,nt. 

Science 

WHAT WE EAT 

Tomatoes Ripe for Improvement 

Plank geneticists say a p~Rieet to develop tastier mass--produced 

tomatoes is j n st on e step in pushing American s toward more 

healthy eaUng. 

Read the eti~er alticles in the series: Choosing a Sugar Substitute I Gluten-Free, Whether You Need It 

or Not 

Explorator~um Forced to Cut Back 

After a $22o-mil]ion renova’drm, tl3e E@IoratotJum museum 

San Francisco fom~d it wasn’t dra wing enough visitors ko finance 

a $54 million ammal budget and is now re&ruing iN staff. 

A Quest for Even Safer Dmlnking "Water 

Rcsea~:hers arc mapping thc microscopic [auna in onr 

underground wa[er systems, Lo betWr ur~dcrstand how some 

organisms eke out a living in dark, cool pipes loaded with 

chlorine. 

Today’s Video 

On Lhe mayoral election krail, New York City’s public advocate, 

Bill de Blasio, has adopted the campaign slogan ’% Tale of %’<~ 

Cides" in his bid to win the Democra’dc nomination. 

Related .Articie 

~ VmEO: A Divided Dream 

Fifty ye,ars afte,r the March on Washington, Otis Stnaz k retnmed 

with his sor~ and reflecked on how fur the country had come, and 

stood s61l, since then. 

~ Re~sted A~ic~e 

~ V~DEO: At tl~e Coaches Car ~’Vasl~ 

Fifty top college fbotbal~ coaches flock to ESPN’s beadqualters 

to discuss the season. The event, known as d~e Coaches Car 

Wash, shows how the network has become as big as the games. 

Fol mo~e video ",..o to NYTimes.com~Video >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Responding to Syrian Atrocities 

Any military re,spouse, by Preside,nt Obama should be carefully targete,d and 

baeke,d by international sui.,port. 

EDITORIAL 

Dangero~s Tick~ 

More, re.sea rch i s n ceded to control I ,ym e, di s eas e, a ~) d oth e,r fi ok-born e, il~ ~) esse,s. 



A lawsnit ofibrs comprising eq dence of Mr. Tramp’s bait-and-s~q tch scheme 

that affeceed thousands of people, 

For i=~ore o,oinian ga ta NYTimes.eomiOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Egypt’s 3o~r~Mists, St~ll Ur~der S~ege 

Shine the’ begimfing ef my career, I have faced accusations of 

blasphemy and death threats. It’s as X’ten’orism w~ll never e~d in 

E~@t. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ideas Bebda~d the ~lar~h 

What Ftandolph, Rustin and King bdieved. 

, Column,s2 P~ge 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

B~oi rain’s Fu ~oo~" Over F,oaekir~g 

Prime Minister D~wid Carne#)n has championed shale gas. But 

with ne:,~ ~o no public deba~e, he may have done more harm Nan 

good. 

, Columnist Page 

FOI.I.OW US:     Facebool< ~@NYTJmes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with our suite el apps: 

iPhone(O l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m,nyt.com >> 

About This E-Nail 

]his is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly te this e-mail 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 
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From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Adding 

Professor Sahle, 
My name is and I would like to add your class on I think it is past the connect carolina add/drop date because I 
can’t do it online. Can you please help me add your class to my schedule? I’m already enrolled in another 9:30 class on those days so it needs to be 
swapped. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: UNC-Ctt’s Corporate and Foundation Relations - FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: Average $100,000 to $600,000- William T.C~ant 

Founda~don 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for the info on the funding opportunities. I just emailed Charla Edmonstone Pickens a request for funding with a brief statement about my research interest-- 
Comparative Criminal Process. I am hoping that I can obtain the necessary funding; but whether that is available or not, I intend to push ahead with my research with the seed 
money of my Endowed Chair. To that end, I am hereby applying for a Sabbatical leave in the Fall Semester of 2014. 

Sincerely, 

Bereket 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 2:04 PM 
To-" department listserv 
Subject; UNC-CH’s Corporate and Foundation Relations - FUNDING OPPORTUNITY: Average $100,000 to $600,000- William T.Grant Foundation 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below is a research funding opportunity. If you plan to pursue it please contact: 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

Social Settings 

Before beginning your letter of ~nquiry or invited full proposal, please review the 8esearch Grants Application Guide. You may also review our Frequently Asked 

Ouestions for 8esearch Applicants. 

The William T. Grant Foundation is focused on youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States. It supports work that increases understanding of how settings work, 

how they affect youth development, and how they can be improved. 

The Foundation defines settings as the social environments in which youth experience daily life. These settings include environments with clear 

boundaries such as classrooms, schools, and youth-serving organizations as well as environments with less concrete boundaries such as neighborhoods or 

other settings in which youth interact with peers, family members, and other significant adults. At their best, these settings embed youth within a network 

of engaging activities; ample resources; meaningful relationships 

with adults and peers; and opportunities for academic, social, emotional, and identity development. 

There is a rich body of work that conceptualizes and measures youth outcomes. In contrast, less research has focused on youth settings. Foundation staff 

and grantees are exploring the idea that settings are dynamic systems with certain social processes, resources, and ways of organizing resources, all of 

which influence youth development. Social 

processes include interactions between teachers and students, staff and youth, parents and children, and peers. They also include relationships, networks, 

social norms, and social and instructional activities. Time, people, money, and materials are important resources in settings, and we are interested in how 

the presence and allocation of those resources affect social processes and ultimately youth development. 

Applicants should include a strong theoretical foundation and a clear conceptual frame that leads to the research questions and data collection plan. The 

study’s measurement plans should include rigorous methods for assessing key aspects of settings; the strongest plans incorporate setting data from 



multiple sources. Applicants should also explicitly state how the measures will provide strong data on key constructs. 

Our website provides resources regarding frameworks for studying settings, measures of social settings, and the design and analysis of group-randomized 

trials. You may also review guidelines for projects that examine biology, interventions, measurement development, and policy and practice as well as 

portfolios of our grants related to education and families. Applicants are also strongly encouraged to review essays from our Annual Reports, which discuss 

the nuances of the studies we support, with examples from grantees’ work. 

The next deadline for submission of letters of inquiry is ~a~uary ~ ~014~ ~t 3~00 p.m. EST. 

To be eligible for consideration, applicants must: 

Be employed at a nonprofit institution, either in the United States or abroad. In most instances, these organizations will have 501(c)(3) tax exempt status, set up to 
receive and process grant awards. However, in rare cases, colleges or universities (such as Arizona State University) will not have 501(c)(3) tax exemption. If your 
institution fits into this category, we can instead accept an IRS determination letter which states that it is classified as a school under sections 509al and 170b1Aii of 

the IRS Code; 
Submit a project that is consistent with the Foundation’s Current Research Interests; 
Address issues that have compelling relevance for theory, policy, and!or practice affecting the settings of youth ages 8 to 25 in the United States; and Reflect high 
standards of evidence and rigorous methods, commensurate with the project’s goals. 

subm~tte~ v~a our online ap#~c~t~on system. 

Before be~innin~ your letter of inquiry or invited full proposal, please review the 20&3 Research Grants Application Guide. You may also review our Frequently 

Asked Questions for Research Applicants. The next deadline for letters of inquiry is January 8, 2024, at 3:00 p.m. EST. 

2. Use the Lo~in link at the top of any pa~e to ~o to our online application system. 

2. Invited full proposals require the .~£_~A#~_A£~__~£_~A#~_~_~#$~_£#_~_RE_~£[~.. 

You are cu~ently subscribed to a~d ~: b~lassi(E4emal.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscfi~ click here: h.p://Iists.unc~edCu?id 65646441.e327028d52Mcc51f37b5deeac275075&n T&I ~d&o 33466748 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-33466748-65646441 .e327028d52Mcc51f37b5deeac275075({~Iistse~’.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:17 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Office Needs 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

We also need (1) new Ethemet chord. 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday,               6:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Leaving Class Early 

Good Afternoon Professor, 

Thank you for allowing me to leave class early today to make it to work on time. I apologize for having to do that, there was just a mix up in the scheduling 

and it should not happen again, 

Thank you, 

@live,unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:02 AM 

Williams, Ronald II <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Profile on Department Website 

Hi Ron, 

I have your name, email address, and phone number on the website. Please check to see that the information posted is correct. The 
bio and picture will be up shortly. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald II 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:19 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Profile on Department Website 

Hi Travis, 

I am following up on my previous request to add my profile to the department website. I think I sent you everything that you need to 
do it (i.e. bio and picture). Please advise as to the status of this request. If there is someone else I should work on this with, or if it is 
something that I can do myself, please let me know. 

Thanks again for all your help so far. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: AAAD 

Best, 
Travis 

F rom: 
Sent: Wed nesday, 11: 23 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Ah~D 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~email.unc.edu> 
Date: 6:44 PM (GMT-05:00) 
To: <, ~Jive.unc.edu> 
Subject: REi AAAb 

Hi      ,Good to hear from you. Yes, you can join the class. The info is on Sakai. I am only allowing you to at this late date to join 
because you took me last semester. See you Thursday.Cheers,Prof. Lee 

Sent: Tuesday, ~ 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 

Professor Lee, 

3:28 PM 

I hope you’re doing well! I took your Afri    course last spring (the sickling as you may remember), and was interested in your 
AAAD    however I notice AAAD    is a pre req for that course. I was wondering if my background with would qualify me 
for this course? I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11:28 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: First Year Seminar 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 5:11 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: First Year Seminar 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Monday, 9:02 AM 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: First Year Seminar 

Dear        , 

You’re welcome to the seminar. To enroll in the class, please go see Mr. Travis Gore, our administrative assistant, in the main office at 
Battle Hall. 
Professor Nzongola 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. (cell), 
From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: First Year Seminar 

8:35 PM 

(office) 

Hello Professor Nzongola, 

Though I am a sophomore, I am very interested in taking your first year seminar about the UN’s role in Africa. Is it still possible to 
join? I would do my best to catch up in any assignments already assigned. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pier, David <dpier@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 2:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fwd: AAAD 

Deal Eunice, 

Here is a student to be added to AAAD 

Thanks, 

Dave 

Begin forwa~rded Inessage: 

From: 
Subject: AAAD 
Date: 2:30:19 PM EDT 
To: "Pier, David" <dpier@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Professor Pier, 

,@live.unc.edu> 

My PID is " 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Questions lbr your tblder- AAAD 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much for sending these along. I am enjoying your class very much, and am looking forward to the rest of the semester! I believe we were 

supposed to email you with our interpretation of the syllabus, so I have written the paragraph below. 

I cannot express to you how excited I am to be in this class, and to be one of your students. 

Best regards, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:20 PM 

To: 

Subject: Questions for your folder - AAAD 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Here are the questions: 

1) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course!s if you have. 

4-) Have you been to any African country? If yes, which country, when and why? 
5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. Sahle 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. August 29, 2013 5:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Hi Eunice, 
Nice pic. Will pass it on to 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 8:49 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Margaret, 

I hope you are doing well. 

The university photographer took the attached photo yesterday for something they are working on. If it is not too much trouble, I would be grateful if your editorial board used 
it with my remarks instead of the one we have now. Sorry to bother you with this additional request. 

Take care and best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives +:cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday. Angust 29, 2013 9:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Inspired to learn about other cultures a~d countries? 

Intern with Oar’olina Navigato~’s! 

Get valuable professional experience relevant to communications, global education, and program 

management! Carolina Navigators seeks a Communications Coordinator and Media Center Coordinator 

The Carolina Navigators program in the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), is looking to enhance its 

program and further community ties with your help and enthusiasm¯ Positions are available as unpaid 

internships, or work study 83 level positions to those with confirmed awards¯ 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES NEWSTORIES 
Award AppliCations 

Dead ne Se£tembe 2 203 ........................................................................................................................................................ 
The FuR!!:ghl S,oi ,’: ~h.< P;o,’gr~-.’m (FSP) promotes linkages between 

US. scholars and professionals and their counterparts at host 

institutions overseas The program awards grants to qualified U.S. 

faculty and professionals, in select disciplines, to engage in short- 

term collaborative two- to six-week projects at eligible institutions in 

over 140 countries worldwide Shorter grant lengths give Specialists 

greater flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current 

academic or professional commitments. 

Intematie~tal Coffee bio~l~ 

.~.i 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement Chat about opportunities and challenges on campus. ~ ~i~i~ ~i~ ~i~ 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share This 

month’s host is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 



Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided. 

!~.~.!~.d~b.L~.!:.~.:..~!~.~!.~?.L~?.~.~:?.~?.?...b~c..%!!.~.t!~.~.~:~.. 
d~e <:,eptembe~ 20~ 
The Fulbright U.S. Student Program ~ 

allows graduating seniors, master’s 

students, doctoral candidates, and recent 

graduates to self-design a research/study 

project, or sere as an English Teaching 

Assistant in one of more than 140 

countries. 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global 

Initiatives and meet the Cam~s Beadliae of September 2e, 2ela at 

1t:59~. UNC alumni who can attend an on-campus interview in 

October may also apply through UNC. 

Global Music Show 

RESOURC[T.S 

MEDIA 

~c ~.;~ ~,,~ .................................................................................................................................................... 

The Global Music Show is a 

monthly radio program in 

collaboration with WXYC 89.3 

FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialogue 

shared by relevant expert 

guests scholars from UNC 
~hapel Hili. 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolina Center for the Study of the 

Middle East and Muslim Civilizations (CCSMEMC) 

Carcinoma G~obal P[~etog~ap[~y 

The Center for Global In~flabves (CG~), Stu6g Abroa6 an6 UNC Global 

are pleased to announce a collaborative call for entries to the annual 

Carolina Global Photography Competition. This is an amateur 

photography competition that is open to all students, faculty, staff and 

of The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
.~__.~_~__ ~L_~__~.~__~___&__r:~_~_!~G~_:.~.t-~_:~ 

Book Signing and Reading with A~redo Cerchado, Mexico correspondent for T, ffe Dallas Morning News. 

A correspondent in Mexico since the early 1990s, Alfredo Corchado has witnessed the rise of the country’s 

powe~ul drug camels as have few other journalists Midnigh~ in Mexico is a gripping, first-hand account of 

Mexico’s drug war by a man whose reporting career has covered everything from the disappearance of 

women in Juarez, to the exodus of Mexico’s middle class to the United States, to official corruption, and 

camel brutality. Born in Mexico, raised in California, and a graduate of the Unive~ity of Texas El Paso, Mr. 

Corchado is a noted expert on various issue-areas of the bi-national relationship, including immigration, 

drug violence, and foreign policy. For bravery and enterprise, he was awarded Columbia University’s Maria 

Moors Cabot Prize in 2007 and was a Neiman Fellow at Hazard in 2009 Midnight in Mexico is his first 

book. Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas with suppo~ from the Office of the Provost. 

J 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amarachi Anakaraonye < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday. 9:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

What are up these days? 

Good morning Dr. Sahle, 
I hope this email reaches you u, ell. I apologize that my response to your previous email has been so delayed. This past few weeks have been quite busy with maw 
unforeseen events. I have been back in the states for the past three weeks. I traveled abroad for two months this summer under the Frances L. Phillips Travel 
Scholaxship. I spent time in the United Kingdom, France, and Nigeria s~dying the experiences ofAfio-Diasporic immigrm~ts with colonial ancestries and became an 
immigrant myself in Nigeria. This snmmer was the best of my life and goes beyond any adjectives. As far as my future pimps go, I am currently w-orking at CARE Plastic 
and Reconstructive Surgery,, PA as a Patient LiasoniMarketing and Pm~oual Assis~nt. I mn also the ontreach coordinator for communi~ programs in the trim~gle area. 
In addition’to working, I mn rigorously applying for graduate ~hool in masters of health a&ninislxation and business management programs. 
I am so proud and honored m be featured with Kenille in the Department’s first issue of Linkages and I hope I have provided you with enough intbm~ation! I will 
condense this information in maother email to Dr. Lee and           . If you need any further information, please let me know mad I’ll be more tha~ happy m provide 
it tbr you. Please keep me posted on the growth of the Department...I’11 support it forever! 
Hope to hear from you soon. 
Best, 

Amarachi Anaka~’aonye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amarachi Anakaraonye < ~gmail.com> 

Thursday. 9:34 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Linkages Newsletter 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Good morning Dr. Lee, 
I hope this email reaches you well. I apologize that my response to your previous email has been .so delayed.The past few weelcs have been quite busy. with many 
unforeseen events. 
In this email, I will provide you info~raalion about my post-grad life so far for the Department’s Newsletter. I traveled abroad for two months this summer under the 
Frances L. Phillips Travel Scholarship. I spent time iu the Uuited Kingdom, Fra~ce, and Nigeria studying the experiences ofAti-o-Diasporic immigpa~ts with colonial 
ancestries a~d becanle an immigrant myself in Nigeria. I an1 currently working at CARE Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery, PA as a Patient Liaison/Marketing 
Personal Assistant. I am also the outreach coordinator for community programs in the triangle m-ca. In addition m working, I am rigorously applying tbr graduate school 
programs in masters of health administration and business management. 
Please let me lmow if you need any further info~rnatJon and l’d be more than happy to provide you with it. 
Best, 

Amarachi Anakaraonye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. 9:43 AM 

Amarachi Anakaraonye < ~gmml.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

RE: Linkages Newsletter 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Dear Amarachi, 
Thanks so much for the update. We are in the final stages of production, but T will see if we can revise your information in the newsletter. 
All my best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: Amarachi Anakaraonve [ _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To-" Lee, Margaret Carol 

C¢-" SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject; Linkages Newsletter 

Good morning Dr. Lee, 

I hope this email reaches you well. I apologize that my response to your previous email has been so delayed.The pas~t few weeks have been quite bus?- ruth many 

unforeseen events. 

In this emaJl, I will provide you inibrma~don about my post-grad life so far for the Department’s Newsletter. I traveled abroad for ~o months this summer under the 

Frances L. Phillips Travel Scholarship. I spent time in the United Kingdom, France, and Nigeria studying the experiences of Afro-Diasporic immigrants with colonial 
ancestries and becmne an immigrant myself in Nigeria. I mn currently working at CARE Plastic and Reconstructive Surge~, PA as a Patient Liasorv’Marketing and 

Personal Assistant. I am also the outreach coordinator tbr community programs in the triangle axea. In addition to working, I am rigorously applying for graduate school 

progra~ns in masters of health administration and business management. 

Please let me know if you need any further inibrmation and I’d be more than happy to provide you with it. 

Best, 

Amarachi Anakaxaonye 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday. Angust 29, 2013 9:48 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Linkages Newsletter 

Hi Eunice, 
I am of the opinion that this is not a necessary or required change. What are your thoughts? 
Bestl, 
Margaret 

From: Amarachi Anakaraonye I @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:34 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; I 
Subject: Linkages Newsletter 

Good morning Dr. Lee, 

I hope this ema~l reaches you well. I apologize that my response to your previous email has been so delayed.The past few weeks have been quite busy with many 

unforeseen events. 

In this email, I roll provide you infolrnation about my post-grad life so far for the Department’s Newsletter. I traveled abroad for two months this summer under the 

Frances L. Phillips Travel Scholarship. I spent time in the United Kingdom, France, and Nigeria studying the experiences of Afio-Diasporic immigrants with colonial 

ancestries and became an immigrant myself in Nigeria. I am cnrrenfly working at CARE Plastic and Recons~tructive Surgely, PA as a Patient Liason/Marketing and 

Personal Assistant. I am also the outreach coordinator for communi~ pl~ograms in the triangle area. In addition to working, I an~ rigorously applying for graduate school 
progran~s in masters of health administration and business management. 

Please let me know if you need any further inlbnnation and I’d be more than happy to provide you with it. 

Best, 

Amamchi Ano£axaonye 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, ~ 2:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Reminder 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

I am in your 

Sincerely, 

class. I want to remind you to post the powerpoints on Sakai. And I hope you have a great vacation to Canada. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live .unc .edu> 

Thursday, 3:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Rucker, Walter C <wrucke@email.unc.edu> 

) Enrollment in ANA2) 

Good afternoon Dr. Sable, 

My name is             and I am a senior AAAD major who would like to enroll in Dr. Rucker’s A~\D    course. I have been attending 
class since the first day but, due to financial aid complications, I have been unable to register within the period that was allotted to do so online. 
I am contacting you in hopes that you migh~ give me permission to enroll me in the course. I have spoken to Dr. Rueker, copied here, about 
permission and he has consented tha~ I be in his class. 

Thank you so much for your time and help. ][ hope to hear back from you soon and vdth good news. 

Best, 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill] May 

"    (wlive.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtv~ 

, enrollment 

Deal Eunice, 

Kenneth 

has no hold on her accoum. She conld be enrolled in Waiter’s class. 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of African, Ati-ican American, and Dia~spora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UtfiversiW ofNort21 Ca~colina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abom my pnblications: 

http:/,’x~vw.umass.edu,’umple ss/spr 9Tianken.html 

http:i/uncpress.unc.edu/tx~oks/T- 8059.html 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0780 

http://nndpress.nd.edtv’book/PO0723 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

RE: ttello 

Dear Eunice 

I feel so bad I am takii~ but I need ~o say thank yo~J for yOL~r support in some moment of overwbNmk~ I was able to meet the 

deadl~es. 

f w~l~ be back at AAAD r~ex]: Tuesda% i~ccordir~g wRh schedule. 

Thank ~ou a~ain and wish you wonder~:ul moments ir~ Canada. 

SoN~ 

F~ Sable, Eunice N 
Se~[~ Friday, August 30, 2013 ~0:~ AN 

To: Colon, Sonia 
S~bject: Hello 

Dear SonJa, 

Greetings from Canada. This is to wish you all the best as you work on the contracts in PP and please do not worry about your work in AAAD. 

Best wishes and have a great labor day weekend, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 30, 2013 11:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE:                         Enrollment in AAAD 

Dear Eunice, 

Good day, eh. Hope al! is well. 

I have added this student to the class. I also received an email back from a student about the charger left in class. The 

student said that they saw something for an apple product in the back of the classroom before class started. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject:                     Enrollment in AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

Greetings from Canada and I hope you are doing well. 

I authorize you to enroll Dr. Rucker’s AAAD. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



i " 

iThis: i::s from ’four AAAD    class. Just x~.~a~ted to retailed ,¢ou to p:at up the sfide that you we planl~ing t~ put up. Hope you have a good trip : 
~o Canada a~d I will see you new week~ 

S~n:cerefv, 
. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Friday, August 30, 2013 12:30 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

sharon mujica <sharon@chi-cle.com> 

CHICLE People to People ’][’rip to Cuba 

Cuba trip- CHICLE.pdf 

CtlICLE Language Institute presents a People to People Trip to Cuba, 

Janua~ 4-11, 2014. 

Please see the attached :t]yer for more information, or contact 

sharon@chi-cle corn 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday,. 12:35 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD 

Dear Dr, Eunice, 

I am very interested in taking your AAAD    class this semester. I know it is late, but I really would rather take your class than the somewhat pointless 
history class I’m taking right now. I took AFAM    this summer and really enjoyed it. I plan on showing up at 9:30 on tuesday next week at your class. If 
there’s anything I can do to facilitate the process of getting into your class let me know. 

Thankyou, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.eduh 

Today’s Headlines: Support Slippiug, U.S. Defends Plan tbr Syria Attack 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Yid~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~ NYT I Wodd US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Support Slipph~g, UoS. Defends Plan for Syria 
~ 1 

Al-taek 

I Facing fi~ltefing support in ibreign capi~ls and G:mgress, the 

Obam a ad mi his kra’do~ n ade a n a~ressive push ko j u sfify 

raillery interw~nLion in Syria on the grounds thak ~neriean credibility was at 

stake. 

:Experts :Fear That U.S. Plan to Str~ke S~Tia 

Overlooks R~sks 

DipIom~ts and other experN say P~sident Obama’s proposal 1o 

a~;.?k Syria fails to adequately plan for risks like a surge in anti- 

~efieanism and a wider regional conflicL 

Seamus Heaney, i~sh Poet of Soil and Strife, 

Dies at 74 

Mr. Heaney, a widdy celebrated Irish poet who won the Nobel 

Prize i~ Literature in ~995, is recognized as o~e of khe major 

poeks of the 2o[h eenkm’y, 

" woman 

For mol~ toi) news. ~o to NYTimes.¢om ~> 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Multimedia Feature 
MULTLMEDIA FEATURE: ,~. ~roa~eP 

Uncertainty about how an outside at~mk could afl~ct Syria’s 

civil war is one of [he fackors ]eading ko disagreemen[ among Western countries 



abou[ how b:~ respond. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why ]India’s Economy ]Is Stumblh~g 

India’s problems have deep and sh~bborn origins of the counh~"s 

o~ maMng. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SECRETARY OFSTATE JOHN KERRY, c;]lling [or ;]cLion against 

World 

Si#~s of a Slfift Amo~g Egyptian Protesters to 

An figove~’nme,~t, From Pro- ~ors~ 

At l)rotests on Friday, their was less talk of ~vstoring the ousted 

president and more demmdadon o[ tactics used against Muslim 

Brotherhood supporLers. 

_~m~ V~ley; Peace 

American soldiers who returned to fl~e Pech Valley two years 

after leaving it were surprised to find [he z~an z~’my 

conffo~¢ahly in control. 

~ Slide Show: A~er U.S. ~x~t, Afghan Army Tames a Valley 

For News F~oom Syrian Battlegrom~d, a Reliance 

The dangers of news organizations repot*ring in Syria have kept 

most journalists outside the e*-~untry’s borders and heightened 

the need for third-parb’ video. 

Pieitgen I 

repo~ted 

U.S. 

Makh~g the Safi~,ty Net Niore V~s~ble in 

Philadelphia 

Philadelphia has initiated an effort called Shared Prospezity khat 

offers ’%ne-skop shopping" in local outreach centers to help poor 

,James, 

92, is 

on e ot 



people get all the assistance they nee& 

FoBd. Sharpens Scrutiny of Syria~s in U.So for Si~s of 

Retaliafio~ 

In a~ unusual step, l~dcraI officials also warned agenNes a~d companies of 

possible cyberat~ac~ K the m~i~taW takes ac~o~ aga~ns 

Evangelist’s FIoek Keeps the Faith A~I~er His 

B~sh With rise iLaw 

A young Alabama preacher reaches out fl’om .jail, where he was 

sent on charges of impemonating a law officero 

was 

arrested 

For more Ug. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

l’Vith Huge MTar Chests, Activist I~westors Tackle 

Big Compmfies 

Activist hedge flmds are taking on larger companies and seeking 

long-.term change over short-term profit, unlike raiders ~ff the past. 

~ [] Video: Sl~arel~01ders, Supersized 

corpo~at 

Major Surge Is I.h~|ike|y fo~° Prices of U.So Gas 

z~np~e i~ventories and North :~nerican production are expecked 

to hdd doua~ prices, despXe tensions in the Middle East and 

No~h M’rica. 

, ~ Graphic: Lower Labor Day Gas Prices 

A ’Fop Bamker’s l~age, Clouded 

ZaAeh h~suranee said it would look into whether Rs chief 

financial officer was m~der m~due pressure before he killed 

himseK, leading to the resignatio~ of aosef Ackermann as 

ehaimmn. 

n of     J 

Spots 

Hewil~ Upsets del Porto; Murray and Djokovie 

Rebom~d 

Lleyton HewiR stunned sigh-seeded ,hlall Mat~ll dd Potro, 

Andy Murray rebounded after dropping a se~ ~o Leonardo Mayer 

at the United States Open. 



With Mo~e Aggsess~ve G~ne~ Li .Avenges Open 

Defeat 

W~th her improw’d game, L~ Na defeated Laura Robson, whom 

she lost to a~ last year’s Unib~d States Open. Sloane Stephens also 

v¢on F~{day. 

yea r o~ 

grueling [ 

YANKEES 8, ORIOLES 5 
~ Robinso 

Yanks Gain Grom~d~ Eve~ as _Ace Takes Another" 

Step Back roundin 

The Yat~kees endm’ed another sloppy start by C. C. Sabathia but 

managed ~o defeat the Orio]es~ whom they now trail by one game ~n the loss 

,E]Box Score 

Arts 

A]I]I Eyes on Her 
7 i.D i. OOS 

~ear]y 12,ooo-pom~d sculptm’e called "Ona," by Ursula yon 

RydJngsvard, now stands gree~ng the pubfie a~ Barelays Center. 

Slide Show 

AN APPRAISAL 

Capturi~g Rhyt~m~ of Nature in Poems 

Regardless of a poem’s subject, thews; are continuities in Seamus 

Heaney’s work, including an awareness of mc, rtality and the 

precariousness of life. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

B]lowing the Smoot]h Out of the Summe~° 

MTV may have fomlO the perfect antidote to a tepid season with 

Miley Qims’s performance a~ its awards show. 

ko 

Obituaries 

Matthew Shear, Book PubHshe~b Dies at 57 

Mr. Shear, the publisher of St. MarLin’s P~ss, helped write~ like Janet 

Evanovieh and Augnsten Burroughs climb the best-sdler lists. 

Sathima Bea Be~jan~in, Jazz Singe~° and Activist, 

Dies at 76 

Ms~ Benjamin f,’~m~d fame after she left South ~Miica. She lived in 

exile in ManhaRan for many years and raised money ~o fight 

apat’~eid. 

SstMma 

...... Bes 

Travel 

FRUGAL TRAVELER 

What I Lem0ned Driving Through the Heartlmtd 

This summer, the FrngaI Traveler drove fi’om [#uisiana Lo 

Norkh Dakoka, crossing into a nnmber of states lbr the first time. 

What did he discover2 Some lessons fl’om the road. 

See All 7 Legs of the Frugal Road THp 

[] Slide Show: Your Road 1rip Disceveries 



CHOICE TABLES 

Pm~and, Me.: Lo~avore ~n Mem~ and 

A ci~" where the local tbod mc,veme~t got ajmnp sta~ is going 

fl~t~aher, and applying it to the space itself. 

HEADS UP 

B~inging the Wine to Portland, Ore, 

\qnttmrs are movit~g their operations to the city, complete with 

tastin ,~ rool;q S, 

se from 

I    ppl~, I 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Tiffs Week’s Movies: Aug~ 30, ~o~3 

Th e New York Ti rues fi~ m critics o~ "Pa s si o~ ," "( )n e Di reetion" 

and "Abigail t tarm 

~ V~D~O: Bill Cm~rdr~:mn I Never- 

Changing City 

Echoes of the artist Reginald Marsh’s work from the ]93os are 

seen from Coney Islat~d to NRh Avetme to West "~fllage starlet 

festivals. Marsh said he wanted to capture the "ehaos of the eit3U’ 

~ vm~:o.. From Brook|}~ to the Bronx by 

Rowboat 

Members of the North Brooklyn Boat Club head up the East 

River M)oard a 28-foot rowboat. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Abse~:~l- on 

Where are Congress and the United Na[iot~s Seenrity Council on ehemiea] 

weap,:ms? 

EDITORIAL 

For N ew York (;it)" Com~ciI 

’F~e Times makes recommendations for six contested races in the Democratic 

primau, 

EDITORIAL I APPRECIATIONS 

Semnus Heatrmy, :Poet of ’the Silent Things’ 

In decades of lyrical eomposi~ons, the writer mastered a Drz{ble fear 

magnificently. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

War- Weariness 

The president is out on a most precarious limb on the Syt{a 

~ CehJmnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Politically, Ouc Next Big Thing 

Parties don’t always manage to recruit serious candidates for 

Senate races. That’s where you come in. 

~ Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Much Less Speci~d RelationsFdp 

The notion o[ following the United States into war has tnrned 

toxic in Bribaino 

For mera o,oinian go to NYTimes.comfOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

ii:!; ~:i~ i.i;d i ~":~:~ ii:~’I i i~i ~.:~:. ~ ~::::: ii ";:i .~ ~:~s: ~}i i,o:ii i~ ~:~ i;~ 
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FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Visit Ti~e New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Obama Seeks Approval by Congress tbr Strike in Syria 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ii£i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis D~y ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

Obama Seeks Approval by Cor~gress for Str~ke in ~’r~-~d~ 

Ny~*~ a 

President Obama abruptly cbanged com’se by asking lawmakers,        ~"-~ 

who are ~ot due [o return to tow~ for more than a week, to give 

him authorization before he launches a limited miliary strike against Syria. 

WHITE HOUSE MEMO 

p~oeMdent Pulls La~qrlriakePs Into Box He Made 

The path to this moment on Syria has been mope complicated 

thau a single uRerance abou[ a red line. 

~ Text of ~resident Obama’s Remarks on Syria 

l’Vorid of Grief m~d Doubt A~er m~ Adoptee’s 

Death 

The dea[h of Max Shatto, a Russian boy adopted by a Texas 

faro i]y, bolstePed an intern atJon al fl~ror over tb e adoption of 

Russian ckildreu. Aud it devashited fl~e couple accused of abusiug him. 

~ [] Video: Death of a Russian Orphan 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~ vwEo, Obama Seeks Suppo~°t on S.y~’ia 

Am eH ca n presiden ts generally wan t snpport fl’om th ree places: 

Congress, the ~erican people and allies abroad. In the ease of a 

l)Ossible mi]ih~ry strike in Syria, suppo~ may be in short supply. 



OPINION I OPINION 

>’Sq!.firrel Power.~ 

A single squirrel can disrupt and fl’ush’ate thousands of people at 

a time, switching off our electrified l~ves for horn’s. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PRES~DENTOBANA, o~?, asking Congress to authorize }imJted mi}itar) s~rikes against 

S3’rLa, 

World 

Obama~s Deeisio~ to Seek .Approval First 

iLe~hens S~spe~se of Attack 

At the end of a nerve-racMng day, Syrians were shoeked by the 

president’s speech. ?dso relieved, bewildered~ confused, 

tr~mnphant and angry. 

~ F.73 I. Sharpens .q.cruti~y of Syria:qs i~ US. 

crossed 

Kerry Seeks to Reassm0e Syria~t Opposition Leader 

The secretary of st4tte told Ahmed al-3arba that the president was still 

determined to hold the Syrian governraen~ accountable for a chemical weapons 

attack. 

Enfissio~s 

A plan woNd s~qNy limit the carbon dio~de China produces 

from fossil fuels, which eonstknte over a quaAer of the world’s 

total such emissions. 

DAYS I 
Of: 
HAZE A 

U,S, 

Facing Fire Over Challenge to Louisiar~a~s O[1 

A panel created after Hurricane Katfina as an apoliticO force for 

flood eontroI filed a lawsnit against nearly loo oil and gas 

[~ John M. 
"": Ba ~ry, 

by the 



companies, arguing that diey neglected to fix damage to wethmdso 

A Camelot Nostalgia Tour ~br Those Who 
Remen~be~°, m~d Those l~qm Don~t 

Attention is turning to John F. Kennedy’s Camelot u~th as much 

intensity as the commemorations last week for the 5oth 

anniversary of the March on Washin gton. 

New Moon P*°obe Raises Q~mstions About V~hat 
to Do Next in Space 

W bile scientists are excited about what the experiment may 

yield, they are also coneerned about the absenee of thture 

voyages on N.&SA~s schedule. 

Business 

O|ympic Wheel of Fortune 

In a high--stakes finandal b~ttle, squash~ wr~sding, baseball and 

soRball are vying for enh’y into the ao2o Games - and the 

endorsements, government flmds and vast prestige "fiaat come 

with it. 

Abram 

Internati 

PROTOTYPE 
Che°n9 

Rainbow Loom’s Success, From 2,ooo Pounds of ....... Chocn 
N~, 

From tmmbie beginnings in a f~ther’s living room, t~ainbow 

I,oom. a kit to make bracelets out of rubber bm)ds, has skyrocketed in 

populaHty. 

THE BOSS 

Trek Bieyele’s Chief, on Lessons of the N~ght 

Shill 

The chief executive of Trek B~eyele says a summer in a plastics 

h~eto~7 dm~ag his eollege years taught him kl~e value d hard work. 

JOHN 

Sports 

At 6% Cou~lh~ Proves a Taskmaster Can Be 

Tender 

Tom Coughlin, known for his ranting style and sh’ict discipline, 

CougMi 



has mellowed after the hi~±h of his gran&’hildren, but some of his 

rules will never go away. 

, Gants rake Wait-and-See Approach A~er Brown’s Injury 

Seekir~g Solace on the Fie~d 

A family aud a high school tbotball team chose to turn to fl~e 

sport tk;a u~iked ~em as a way of ~ealing after a player died 

fl’~-~m head traumao 

2.?,?b 

Lo~4ng So~tbaI~ Is Easier Than Living It 

Elite soRbal] players, like many other top Americau tSmale 

athletes, leave the country to secure paychecks big enough to 

stay in the game. 

Abbott 

For a Classic Motown So~g About Money, Credit 

The songu~’ker Barter Strong has had his name s~’u& 

copyright documenN for "Money (That’s What I Wa~t),~ 

Motown’s fi~sk national hit. 

PoetrT "~qritl-er~ in Porcelain 

For the artist Edmund de Waal, who is preparing ibr his fi~t 

exhibition in the Uuiked States, "pots turn into words, and words 

t~_~ into pob," 

~ [] Slide Show 

de Waal 

his 

A l(h~gmaker for Doam~er~tagies 

Thorn Powers, the organizer of Toronto Film [.’esfival’s 

documents7 section, sta~s Fvviewing hundreds of entries, 

wi~fia assis~mee, in June. 

~ 
Thom 

Powers 

Magazine 

12 Minutes of Freedom in 460 Days of Capti~" 

My kidnapping marked tlae moment when one life ended aud 

another began. 

RIFF 

Two (Sucked) Tlm~bs 

For the self-identified ciueaste, new parenthood doesn’t mean 

just seeing a lot fewer movies; ik means no longer trusting y~-~ur 

judgment about the rare movies you do get to see. 

EAT 

The Key to a Truly Great Chicken ~%~ing 

Americans associate wings with fl’ying. This is a mistake. 

rand 

Today’s Video 



The so-called activist investors flocking to Wall Street are major 

shareholders ~th hedge fund money, and they are using their 

eloat to push around companies like Dell, Sony and Apple. 

~ VmEO: Vows: Adam and Kendall 

As in theft: professional lives, Adam Ost~’ow and Kendall Aliment 

s~t’a’d their per~ona] relationship online. After numerous 

tweets, Instagram photographs and G-.chat sessions, they are 

getti~% married. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Labor~ Then al’~d Now 

From the March cm Wash ingtm~ to the fast-fbod strikes, workers h ave fi:mght 

lbr a decent living, but litde progress has been made. 

EDITORIAL 

Doetors a~d Their MedAeare Patients 

The percentage of doctors ace, epting new Medicare patients is rising, not falling. 

EDITORIAL 

The Hazard ot°Free-Trade Tobaeeo 

A proposa] from Malaysia would allow health considerations to take precedel~ee 

over expanded trade. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~a~o~ ~Nhat Is It Good For? 

Imagining President Obama’s fi~t draft. 

, Columnist Page I B1%1 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Adventure of Blondie mid the Bloodhom~d 

From teen morn to top cop: The tough and tender Cathy Lanier 

watches over the nation’s eapiN]o 

~ Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Beauty m~d the Beasts 

.,~nm~ea’s public hinds are spectaenlar, fi’ee and horrendously 

neglected. Maybe members of O:mgress shou]d hike the Pacific 

Creek Trail to see for themselves. 

Fo; me~e oeir~ieI~ go to NYTimes.comiOpinion 
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~NC Cii~apef HiIt., Class of 

!nt:erested in glgba] ed~catioln? Waist to make a ~{ferenee on st~dents lNes ~n the ~evelop~ng wodd? Students Cot S~de~ts ~nter~a~n~l, UNCs first 

~rofit organization, :~s focuse~ ~t offedn~ ~riven st~dents i~ ~he deve~op~n~ ,~oHd:= an ,o~poR~m~ty to re~dh h~gher ed~,s~t~on, Cur~ently~ we wofik to p~ov~e 

psrt of ~ Joc.~t mo~ment to h~p mit~ig~e a g~ob~:l ~d~c~t~on cris~s, c~ns~der ]oin~g~ 

for @e~ ice cream and in~orm;~t~on[ 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: PresMent Gans McCain’s Backing on Syria Attack 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Preside~t GM~r~s MeCain’~ Backing o~ Syria 

Al-taek 

The White House pushed fox,yard tot" Congressional approval of 

an attack on Syria as Presidenk Obama gok qualified support 

from a hawldsh Rep ubliean critic, Senator J ohn MeCain. 

rebei    I 

fighter I 
and a 

Drawing a Line on Ny~o]a, U.N. Eyes ][ra~ Talks 

Two recent diplomatic ventures have raised specu~atim~ about a possible back 

ekannel between Washin gton an d Tehran. 

UoSo-Rassivm "lies Still Fall ShoN of ’Reset’ Goal 

Much fanfare s m’rout~ded ~mriean eflBrks to "reseU relations 

w~th Russia, but the h~o coulltr]es are l~ow vetT far spa rt on 

issues like in ter~-ention in Syria. 

Obama 
ound 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vwEo: Stkrr~mer of Fire 

"[’he lessons learned fl’om the smnmer of ~988 when fires burned 

near~y cme third of Yellowstone Nafiolm~ Park eontilme to shape 

the way we fight wildfires raging across tim West today. 

, Re~ated Article 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How a Cabal K+~eps Gc’~++~c,s Scarce 

Tb e cliff ca~ sb ortage of geneH c drugs eonfi n u es u n a bated. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DIANA NYAD, upon completing a swim from Cuba to 140rida after five attempts over 35 
years. 

World 

Brazil Angered Over Report NoSo.A, Spied on President 

Brazil’s govern ment su mm on ed the United States am bassador o~ Mort d ay to 

respond to new revelations of American surveillance of President Dilma 

Rousseff and he*’ top aideso 

MEMO FROM IRAQ 

Conjm°ing t|+e Gl~osls of Iraq% Br~*tal Past 
L:y 7 iM 

Even as the govemme;~t takes steps to remind ~raqis abon~ 

Saddam Hussein’s brukal ~v~ys, critics accuse Prime Miniaker 

Nufi KamaI al-MaliM of mimiddng many of his ~pressive ~aeties. 

~ Slide Show: In haq, Echoes of Another Era 

of 

ZANZIBAR JOURNAL 

I 1 =Amid Coral Reef~ m~d R~da~s, Ripples of Fear 
~ A ~oy 

tri+d to 

J 

Over a Receipt Attac:k c+*ch 

By NX:,~!::.)L,<S NUi. iSN ~:+e eye 

After ~vo Western women were harmed in an acid a~ack, 

residenN are worried that the island, known as a vacation paradise, will be 

bra*~ded hos die territoW, 

~ Slide Show: Zanzibar Faces Scrutiny 

U,S, 

Big Dreams, but :Little Co~se~s~s, for a New 

Detroit 

Detroit’s bankruptcy gives an American city a rare chance to 

reinvent itself from top to bottom, but questions about how it 

should proceed loom as large as lke answers. 

....... Marius 

Park is 



to Florida 

The endura~ce swimmer Diana Nyad, 64, on Monday became 

the first person to swim the ~ao miles from Cuba to Key West, 

Na., without a sha~k eag~o 

Colorado Recall Vote 

Two recall elections in the skate are being wet’bed closdy as a 

litmus test of how voters respol~d to l~ew measm’~s where gan 

eultawe is ii%rained. 

Business 

A Bet on the Enviromne]~t 

The company Mosaic functiol~s as an online renewable energy 

bank, sol~cit~n g inves~nents fbr solar p~jeets and maNng ]om~s 

for them. 

Padsh, 

with s 

Microsoft Gets NoJda Units, and Leader 

Microsoft reached a’n agreement to aeq uire the hanover and 

sea,’ices business of NoNe for more than $7.~ billio~ il~ al~ all- 

cash deal, and Stephen Elop, the chief executive of Nokia and a 

former MierosoR executive, will rejoin MierosoR. 

CBS Returns, TrimnpIlant, to CabJe Box 

An agreement with Time Warner Cable restores CBS m~d its 

related channels, like ShowNme, to miliions of cable subsei~bers 

]argely in three major cities, New Y~-~,rk, Los ~,~lgeles ai~d Dalias. 

Stephen 

Sports 

Federer 3brambles to Earliest Ezdt in ~o Years 

Roger Federer, seeded seven th, los t to ~9 th.-seeded Tommy 

Rohredo of Spaim 7-6 (3), 6-3, 6-4, in a fl~m~h-roun4 stunner at 

Louis Armstrong Stadium. 

,[] Graphic: For Amedcerl Men; the Plague Year 

sight 
Monday 



Rainy Day ¥ie|ds an A||-Italia~ Quar~er~h~a] 

~atching ~o Veter~s 

No. m Roberta Vinci bea~ Camila Giorgi, 6-2, 6-2, ~o a@anee to 

~he q ua~erfinals, whe~ she wiI1 face her fallow I~Nian [qavia 

Pen ~m~. 

, Spo~ts o~ The Times: Fans and Players Wail [or the Roof 

Rob~,~ I 
Vinci, 
above, 

Nlixed Feelings Over NoF.L, Cone~ssion                 Fujita 

A former N.F.L. player wilkes dmt he is conflicted by the 

concussion sett]eme~L which will b~ng relief to ~tired players but does ~o~ 

answer what was ]morea by the league about head iR}ufies. 

A~ts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

In Mountain Ah’, Foresight (l~laybe) 

the Telluride Film Festival ~n Colorado, previews of films to 

:": 

,~EARS 

SLAVE 

David Frost: Newsman, Showman, and S~aave at        ~-o.~, 
left~ and 

Ricilard 

Mr. Frost was a ~mwsman with a flair for show busi~mss, m~ 

enterkainer ~dkh a d~ongBdnl side, and at ~mes a slightly lustrous sehmoozer 

wikh sophistication and charm. 

~ o iLate de Kooning V~orks to Go on View~ m~d on 

Sale 

The Willem de Koo~dng N)un&~tion and Oagosian Galled~ phm to 

exhibit, am:l sell, 1 o pMntings by de Kooning in New ~%~q< this 

fail to raise money for scholarly and educational programs. 

Obituaries 

dlan~sz iLewmadowski, 8% Polish Peace Envoy in 

Vietnam~ Dies 

In Opera[ion Marigold, Mr. Lewandows~, ~eu a diplomat 

Poland, was give~ the task of tryi~g to i~dtiate NI~ betwee~ 

Washin~o~ and Hanoi in 1966. 

Tormmy N[orrison, Boxer and Co-Star i~ ’Rocky 

V,~ Dies at 44 

Mr. Morrison defeated George Fn, rema~ for the heavyweight 

Lie and starred as a boxing proff, g6 of Ro@ Balboa’s in "Rocky 

Lewand 

owski in 

lommy 
...... Momson I 

, right, 

Science 

Expecting the Best Yields Results in 

Adoptit~g rigorous standards, and stieIdng with them while giving 

teachers some breathi~g room, has hdped Massachusetts’ 

students z{se to No. I in the nation on science and math achievement. 



W~fl~ Common Core~ Fewer Topees Cove.red More 

~gorm~sly 

As states adopt the new Common Corn s~ndards for math 

education, teachers prepa~2 tbra shift fl’om bread{h {o depth, 

pa~eular~y ~n the eaH~er grades. 

Guesses and Hype Give Way to Data h~ Study of Education 

Amid a sore lack of data, one federal office is conducting randomized t~als of 

va~ous edue.ational programs to determi~m which lh’e up to thek" claims, 

Today’s Video 

h~ a Sesame Workshop lab, preschoolers play physics at~d 

engi~eering games with Grover a~d Ehno. It’s the newest effot~ 

in a mission to teach sdence concepts to children. But is it 

worMng? 

~ vw~o: in Perfo~nanee: Jon Norman        7~{ 

Schneider 

Jon Norraan Schneider plays Ralph in the National Asian 

~Mnerieat~ Theater Compa*~y revival of the 1935 Clifford Odets 

p] ay a bout a Jewish fa mily i n fl~ e Depres sio~ -era B ronx. Th e s h ow is at 

Walkerspaee. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Debating tim Case fm° Force 

President Obama needs to explain why limited militaW strikes against 

would be effective, 

EDITORIAL 

The Storm on New Yoek~s Horizon 

In the race to succeed Mayor Bloomberg~ the campaigt~s seem to be avoidil% 

any talk of u ~pleasant budgetmy realities 

EDITORIAL ] THE RURAL LIFE 

Empty Barn- Rafters 

The swallows have mowed ot~ yet again, ttow ~dd Lhey tmow it was Lime to leave? 

For more opini,.’.n; go to NYTimee.eomlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Traveling X’Vithout Seeing 

In our digital cocoons, we go evewwhere and nowhere. 

, CoJumni~ Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Fitting Poverty~ a~d Critics 

Jeffrey Sachs is tuing to help villages in Ah~ea, but is his work 

maM~g a differel~ce? 

, Columni~ Page ] BIog 



OP-DOCS 

’No Ordina~°y Pass~.nB~r~ 

Stm~ T)ibben, a winner of the World Sidecar Champio~sI~p in 

~953, recounts the thfi]Is and pet{Is of his proh~ssion. 

Fe; :’r~e~e ooi¢~ioI~ eo to NYTimes.eomiOpinion >~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

players 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope you had a most lovely long weekend. I still have one person to get off. The celebration was great. 

Have four         players in    that sit together. Don’t think they are doing the work and the culture they bring to the class as a group is not going to work. I need your 
advice about how to separate them and what action might need to be taken if they don’t comply. 

Will get to the office around :t0:00 am and have class at :t:t:00. Perhaps we can talk between our classes. 

Thanks, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: players 

Thanks Eunice. Will see you before I go to my 2 pm class. 

Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: players 

8:3:t AM 

Dear Margaret, 

Thanks tbr the email and I am very delighted to hear that the celebration went well! 

Let’s discuss the matter below today. My class is at 9.30-10.45am thus I mostly likely will not see you before your 11.00am class. I will be in my oltice from 1.30pm 

onwards, so t~el free to drop by. 

Best wishes mid hope to see you later~ 

Eunice 

On at 8:02 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Eunice, 
Hope you had a most lovely long weekend. I still have one person to get off. The celebration was great. 
Have four         players in    that sit together. Don’t think they are doing the work and the culture they bring to the class as a group is not going to work. I 
need your advice about how to separate them and what action might need to be taken if they don’t comply. 
Will get to the office around :t0:00 am and have class at I :t:00. Perhaps we can talk between our classes. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:19 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 9/3/13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Tuesday September 3rd, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

9/9/13 No(th Carolina Water Resources Association Luncheon and Forum: "The New Division of Water Resources" froln 11:30AM- 1:30PM at the Jane S. 

McKilnmon Center in Raleigh, NC. The keynote speaker for this event will be Tom Reedel: Director of the Norfl~ Carolina Depa(tment of Envilx3nment Natural 

Resources, Division of Water Resources. 

As of August 1, 2013, the North Carolina Legislature consolidated the state’s water quantity- and water quali~ programs into one division. This presentation will go 

over the reasons behind the consolidation, program realignment, and impacts to the Division’s customers. 

There roll be a ~%B1NAR option for those unable to attend in person. A w]id email address must be provided to register and your personalized link and instructions 

to login to the webinar roll be sent by email on or betbre September 9. This forum will also provide 1 PDH (proiEssional development hour) lbr protEssional engineers 

and surveyors contingent upon board approval. 

For more information and to register online visit: http://ncwra.or~/evenks 

9/24/13- Energy and Environment Lunch hosted by the Institute for the Environment at UNC featuring Billy Edge at 12:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy Lounge. A professor at 

NC State UniversiU and the UNC Coas*al Studies Institute, Dr. Edge roll be spealdng on the topic of ocean energy. He has worked extensively on studies of the 

feasibili ,ty of renewable energy, offthe coast of North Carolina, including wind. wave, and tidal energy potential. Lunch will be served and RSVP is required to attend 

this event to        l at      ~email.unc.edu. Please note if you require a vegetarian meal. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Assessing Water System Revenue Risk: Considerations for Market Analysts The Environmenta2l Finance Center at UNC, in partnership with Ceres, an 
advocate for sustainable business leadership, produced a new report that investigates water s3~stem revenue risk and considerations for market analysts. For more 

information: http://w~v.ceres.oix/resources/reports/assessin~- water- ~’stem- revem~e- risk- considerations- for- market- analysts/view 

Water batteries: With the right rate structure~ water utilities can back-up the electricity, grid A recent post on The Environmeatal Finance Center at IYNC’s 

blog that discusses how water utilities nationwide have the potential to reduce peak load on the country’s electricity grid, resulting in unprecedented savings. For more 
mtbrmation: littp:,//efc.~-eb.unc.edu,~2013,/08/27,~v~,ater-battefies-~ith-tl~e-riflit-rate-structure-~-ater-tllilities-ca~a-back-tlp-the-elect~Jcit~,-grid/’#~no~e-1970 

WATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

4th/umual Clean Jordan Lake cleanup event on Oct. 12- Clean Jordan Lake, a non-profit organization dedicated to the protection of the Jordan Lake shoreline 
and sum~unding azea, will be hosting its 4th ammal Fall Cleanup event on Saturday October 12 from 9:00 AM 1:00 PM A Trash Treasure Hunt with prizes and a 

celebration lunch will also be held. Walkers should plan to meet at the Army Corps of Engineers East Access Gate while boaters & kayakers will as~mble at Poe’s 

Ridge Boat Ramp off Jordan Dam Road. Since 2008, Clean Jordan Lake, along with 2,300 volunteers, has held over 60 cleanup events that have resulted in the 

removal of more than 75 tons of trash across 15 miles of shoreline. For more inlbrmation: http://cleaniovdanlaY, e.or~/ 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edu’. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.com/lYNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 11:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Atx~logies for missed meeting 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well. I am writing this email as Dart of an al:)olo~v for missin~ the meeting we scheduled last Tuesday at noon. In short, I did not realize at the time that 

we talked about the meeting that . I only found out when I checked my email after class and I had to immediately change 

direction, . Part of the issue was I should have checked my calendar before scheduling a meeting to avoid this 

kind of conflict. 

I am sure what you wanted to speak about was urgent so I can arrange to meet you in the office this week. Again, I offer my sincere apologies for the lapse and the 

missed meeting. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 

Africam, Africam American, & Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

httj?~://siles googie coll~,site/~h-w~lte~-uckel;, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

~Iive.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@emaiLunc.edu>; 

¢)email.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Hi 
When cdnwe expectthe copies ofthe newsle~ertoday? l will need to leave campus affermy 2 pmclass, but can come by the office before lleave to pick up the newsle~er. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Reading for Thursday 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I have not been able to find "The Great Forgetting" by Adam Hochschild on the e-reserves for Thursday. Is there any way you could post a link for this 

reading? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 1:48 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

The Revolution That Wasn’t 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO. 17 Visit lrb.eo.uk 

~ LRB blog 

The Revolution That Wasn [] t 
Hugh Roberts 

Western opinion has had difficulty working out what to 
think about Egypt. It now seems that the pedlars of 
hallucinations have been cowed and it is no longer 
fashionable to describe the events of 3 July in Cairo as a 
[] second revolution []. But to describe them as a 
counter-revolution presupposes that there was a 
revolution in the first place. What happened on 11 
February 2Oll wasn[]t a revolution, but it wasn[]t just a 
coup either. More 

Adam Shatz: Israel and Saudi Arabia 

Gillian Darley: At the Library of Birmingham 

The Editors: Seamus Heaney 1939-2o13 

Juan Pablo Villalobos in 
conversation with 
Stefan Tobler 
Friday 6 September at 

Multiples:Adam 
Th irlwell with Tash Awi 
AiSi Bya~i Joe 
Dunthornei Adam 
Fouldsi Ma Jian and 
Francesco Pacifico 
Wednesday 11 
September at 7 pimi 

Concerning Frank 
Kermode 
Thursday 19 September 
at 7 pim. 

Jacek Dehnel in 
conversation with 
Antonia Lloyd~ones 
Fdday 15 November 
at 7 pim. 

Tariq Ali: The Vassal[] s Revolt 

The British Constitution 
Stephen Sedley 

Writers on the British constitution have always faced the problem that it cannot 
simply be held up to the light and admired. The constitution is a description of how 
we are governed, and a prescriptive account of how we ought to be governed. In both 
respects it undergoes constant change; and there are concerns, highlighted by the 
radical changes currently being made to the legal aid system, that the process may be 
accelerating into a critical and damaging phase. More 



With the Leavisites 
John Mullan 

Open a book by F.R. Leavis and the dismissiveness is striking. The Great Tradition 
may begin by telling you the names of []the great English novelists [], but it then 
takes us through the failings of those who came before them. Defoe [] matters little as 
an influence[]. Fielding existed to make Austen possible, but if you feel her 
[]distinction[] you will also feel that []life isn[]t long enough to permit ofone[]s 
giving much time to Fielding. [] Sterne [] s fiction is dismissed in a footnote as 
[]irresponsible (and nasty) trifling[]. More 

In Defenee of Liz 3ones 
Jenny Diski 

Liz Jones is as grumpy and downhearted a fellow misery guts as I could hope to find. 

If I didn []t already have two friends, and therefore more than I can manage, I would 

put in to be her best friend. Though I would surely regret it. With columns in the 

Mail on Sunday and the Daily Mail, Jones is a complex and irritating character, 

perfectly designed to garner anathema from every corner of her readership. More 

Also in this issue 

Short Cuts 

Andrew O [] Hagan: 

[]The Trip to Echo 

Spring[] 

At Dulwich Picture Gallery 

Eleanor Birne: 

[]A Crisis of Brilliance[] 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

John Kerrigan: Shakespeare [] s Property 

Adam Mars-Jones: Alison MacLeod 

Edmund Gordon: Colum McCann 

Gilberto Perez: Terrence Malick 

Robert Alter: The Dead Sea Scrolls 

Peter Canby: Shining Path 

Greg Afinogenov: Russian Magic Tales 

Richard J. Evans: The VW Beetle 

Poems by John Burnside and 

Frederick Seidel 

YEARS, 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edu> 

FW: Meeting request 

I thought you’d war~t ~ see this exchange ~,,xith a s’mdent wishing "~o erase an IN grade that had turned int~ an F* 

Dr. Kenueth R Jaukeu 

Depaamet~t of Afdcan. A_ffican American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Ba*fle Hall, CB# 3395 
l J niverai b’ of N ord~ Card ma 

Chapel Hill NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([hx) 
Click on a link ~br infbmmtion al:x>m my puNications: 

/ 

[!~!p_?{)’_~!rLgpress.unc .ed a/~oks/T - 8059.html 

ht~c/’~pdpress, nd. edu~ book,’~ 00723 

Fmm: Janken, Kenneth R 
Nent: Tuesday, ~ 1:45 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Meeting request 
Dear~ 
] reviewed yo~r ~ranscfipt and did not see any grade of IN on ig so I assume that you are asking me about AFRI    and AFRI    . which now have the t~m~anem 

grade of F*. As.s’ou kr,~" :~ fl~e~ e~"~, a hrm ted am~ unt of ti me ibr smder~ts t,) comple te courses m ~hic h they ~eI’e assigned fl~e ~ernp)raU grade of IN: by the eighth 

week ,)fthe tbliowmg semester~ You took those two coulNes m Fall and Spiing . Given the long lapse ,)f~rne, I do no* [~]ieve *hat c,)mpletmg these courses 

is m~ option. 

Fnl not sure what occarred dunng the Spnng     semester to cause such havoc h~ all your coar~ work ] assume thm the~ a~e the extenuating chcumstmlces you 

want to discusa with me. I have t~ say fcankly tha~ whatever those circumstances are, Ne? wou~d uot change m? positiot~ that you catmot complete the corers: work fbr 

d~e two classes in which yot~ received the IN grade. Decidit~g how severe were Ne circumstances is aot aj udgmen~ I can make or am allowed to make. I thi uk tha~ 

decisiot~s of flais magnitude must be iu]fiated in Academic Advisit~g, aot mdh,idual academic delx~men~s like AAAD. Here is a ~[nk Nat explains flae process: 

h~p:iialvising.unc.eduipolicies- m~d- proceduregcourse- drop- and- withdrawal- ap~al/ 
My once hours are Tues&y n~omings f?om 8-11. and ] am booked the rebt of this week. So if you l~el tha~ you s~iH wan~ to talk win me, even k~owmg my decisio~ I 

ca ~ ~e you xex~ Tue~tW morn ng 

Sh,cere~y~ 

I)r, Janken 

Dr. Kenneth R~ Janken 

Depaitmen* of’zMi%an, Afficari Arnericari, and I)mspom Stadies 

] 09 Balfle Ha~], CB# 3395 
l J niversi b’ of N ord~ C ard ms 

Ch apd H IL N( ....... ~...-.. 3 ..... 

(9I 9) 962-1519 (s oice) 

(9I 9) 966<2694 (fax) 
(;lick on a link lbr infbmmtion al:x>m my puNications: 

http://ww~.umass.ed~umpresstit~e/rayfb~-v~-l~g~-and-~l~m~ma-af~can-ame~can-inm~ect~m~ 

http:/, uncpress.unc .ed~N)ok, gT- 8059.Nml 

http:/i undpress.nd.edt gbook, P00780 

Sent: Tuesday, ii: 51 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Meeting request 
Dear Dr. ]anken, 
i hope this email finds you weN, 
~ am a UNC senior that had taken some time off from school, and I am currently tryingto finish up my degree. I wanted to discuss with you the possibility 
of finishing some courses ~ had gotten an "Incomplete" 
ffyou don’t mind, I just wanted to sit down with you to explain my extenuating circumstances, and figure out what my options could be in terms of those 
COUFSeS. 

I was wondering whether you have some time to sit down with me to discuss this topic. 
I am Chapel Hill this week, and would really appreciate if you would be able to meet with me. 
Please let me know if this will be possible. 
Thank you for your time. 
Best regards, 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Subject: Fwd: AAAD i enrollment 

Hello, 

I am ]            , a gradtating senior at UNC. I am currently attempting to enroll into AAAD    and have spoken with Professor Hildebrand as noted below. I 

was won&ring if there was a way I could be manually enrolled into this com~e, as I am unable to do so myself via Connect Carolina. 

Thank you so much, 

.......... Forwarded messa_~e .......... 

From: ~mail.com> 

Date: Tue,          , at 12:38 PM 
Subject: Re: AAAD    enrollment 

To: "Hildebra~& Reginald" <hildebra(~emaJd.unc.edu> 

Hello, 

Thank you ve~ much! There indeed is an open seat in the course. Through talking with department heads thence is a requirement of the infftructors permission before 

they are able to manually enroll me into the course, and I was wondering if you would be rolling to consent to having me in the course so that I can relay that to 

academic advising! 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 12:35 PM, Hildebrand, Reginald <hildebm(~)e~nafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

The only way in the course is through online registration. I hope that is still a possibility and that it will work for you. Sorry that I could not give you a more positive answer. 
-Prof. Hildebrand 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: AAAD    enrollment 

11:55 AN 

Hello, 

I am            , an undergraduate senior at UNC! I am extremely interested in taking your course from 8:00-9::15 a.m. on Tuesday/Thursdays. In 
addition to genuine interest in the topic, I was hoping to use this class to fulfill general education requirements needed to graduate! Thus I was 
wondering if there was any way I could be added to the course! I fully understand my responsibility to retrieve all missed information from previous 
classes, and would work hard to attain all knowledge and help to apply that to meaningful classroom discussions. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:16 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~; McMillaJ~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edu>; 

))email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Hi All, 

I haven’t been able to print proofs of the newsletter yet because I drove back from the beach tiffs morning and am in class until 7. My 
plan is to print copies in the early am tomorrow and have them in your mailboxes before I have to teacl~, probably around 9:30/10, 
provided there aren’t any fommtting issues when I go to Kmko’s in the morning. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

To: 

C¢: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; 

Subject: Newsletter 

Hi 
When can we expect the copies of the newsletter today? I will need to leave campus after my 2 pm class, but can come by the office before I leave to pick up the newsletter. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

smutima@em~fil,unc,edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:06 AM 

Mufima, Sin~menye A <smufima@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

<From the desk of SINAMENYE MUTIIVLA.> 

Dear All, 

This is to let you know that 

Best, 

Mwalimu Mut~na 

.Please, learn and acquire the ne~v vocabulaw items from "Mazungumzo baina ya ~vatoto na mtu mzima"(p. 1-2) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

smutima@em~fil,unc,edu 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:10 AM 

Mulima, Sin~menye A <smu’6ma@email.unc.e&~> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

<From the desk of SINAMENYE MUTIMA~’° 

Dear All, 

This is to let you know that 
tomorrow a~ 5:00pro. 

Best, 

Mwalimu Mutima 

Please, read "Kiswahili na wasemaji wake" (p.11-14) and summarize the dialogue in a half page.The sunm~a~ is to be turned in 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:49 AM 

] @live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; McMillma, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; SeclL Mamarame <m~ck@email.unc.edu>; 

@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
We look forward t o getting the proofs today~ Once we get them, wewill plan for ourfinalmeeting. 
Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:16 PMI 
Lee, Mlargaret ~arol 

SaNe, Eunice N; MclVlillan, Tim~ Seck, IVlamarame~ 
S..bject: RE: Newsletter 

I haven’t been able to prim proofs of the newsletter yet because I drove back from the beach this morning and am in class until 7. My 
plan is to print copies in the early am tomorrow and have them in your mailboxes before I l~ave to teach, probably around 9:30/10, 
provided there aren’t a~ formatting issues when I go to Kinko’s in the morning. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 1:01 PM 

To: 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; 

Subject: Newsletter 

Hi 
When can we expect the copies of the newsletter ~oday? I will need to leave campus after my 2 pm class, but can come by the office before 1 leave to pick up the newsletter. 
Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:32 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaAl.unc.edtr~; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Hi Everyone, 

There are proofs of the newsletter in each of your mailboxes ( 
FedEx Kinkos: 

I put yours in Dr. Lee’s mailbox). I ran into a couple issues at 

1. In order to print a booklet the number of pages has to be divisible by four (hey print the pages on one very wide sheet, with 
pages on the front and back and then fold that in half). So we need to either come np with 3 more pages of content or decide where to 
put blank pages. 

2. The original quote was $1744 for 100 copies. I do not know what the budget is for this but I thought that was pret~, steep. If we 
send it out to their national center they can do it for ~$1500 but their milfimmn order is 250 booklets and printing & shipping would 
take about 1.5-2 weeks. I was able to get them to put out a bid for lower prices with their corporate office so the new quote to have it 
printed at the location on Franklin St. is $1307 for 100 copies. So we need to make a decision on if the department wants to spend less 
money and get it faster (Franklin St. said they can do it by the end of the week, if we need to rash it Call happen faster), or get more 
value out of what the department spends and it take longer to print (Franklin St = 13.07/booklet, National Office = ~$6.00/booklet). 
We may also want to get a quote from UNC’s printing center. 

As you look over the booklet please pay particular attention to spelling, grammar and overall how it looks (are text boxes off-center, 
are colors distinguishable, are pictures clear -- lhere is at least one that I’ve noticed on page 23 that needs to be lightened). Other than 
that I think we’re set to have a filml meeting. I am free after 2:00pm today, between 10:30am-1:00pm tomorrow, and anytime after 
10:30ish on Friday. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

] ~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:51 AM 

ttowell, Tia<tia howell@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

July’August Hours 

Hi Tia, 

This is all of my time since July 31 st from working on file department newsletter. 

July 31st: 6:30pm-7:45pm (AAAD office) = 1.25 hours 

August 3rd: l:30pm-4:00pm (Home) = 3.5 hours 
August 4th: 10:00am-3:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 5th: 12:00pm-6:00pm (Home) = 6 hours 
August 7th: 6:30pm-7:15pm (AAAD office) = .75 hours 
August 18th: 2:00pm-7:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 19th: 10:00pm-l:00am (Home) = 3 hotws 
August 20th: 8:00am-10:30am (AAAD office), 11:45am-1:00pm (AAAD office) = 3.75 hours 

August 21st: 12:00pm-4:00pm (AAAD office) = 4 hotws 
August 23: 10:30am-12:00pm (AAAD office), 2:00pm-4:45pm (AAAD office), 10:30pm-l:30am (Home) = 6.75 hours 
Aug-ast 25th: 9:00pm-12:00am (Home) = 3 hours 
August 26th: 12:00pm-l:30pm (AAAD office) = 1.5 hours 
August 28th: 3:00pm-4:00pm AAAD office)= 1 hours 

= 44.5 hours 



ii S~at: Wedaesdayo 12: i5 ~M 

~ am p~obabl}y mak~:r,g this more d{ffiicu4~ tha:n i}t ~eeds to ~be, and am m~ss~in:g the o~bv~ous a~swer, 

~Thanks agai~ and sore/fo~ the trou:::bM, 

~::in:dly ch:eck a£aia .and let me kr,’~ow if you a,~e s~ii having 

~est wishes arid see, you or~ Thup-~day, 

#r, _,able 

~est: Tuesday, 

Fe: Sah!e. E:unice N 

Dear Dr, Sah{e, 

1:27 

have not been a=:bJe to find "The Gr~at Forgetth~g" by Adam HochschiJd on the e-reserves fo[ Thursday, Is th:e[e e~:y way you could ipos~ a link for this 

}eadi:ng~ 

~Vhanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:15 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: July/Augus~t Hours 

T~-~anks 

~Tia 

From: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, " :~:~:5:~ AM 
To: Howell, 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" July!August Hours 

Hi Tia, 
This is all of my time since July 31st from working on the department newsletter. 

July 31st: 6:30pm-7:45pm (AAAD office) = 1.25 hours 
August 3rd: l:30pm-4:00pm (Home) = 3.5 hours 
August 4th: 10:00am-3:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 5th: 12:00pm-6:00pm (Home) = 6 hours 
August 7th: 6:30pm-7:15pm (AAAD office) = .75 hours 
August 18th: 2:00pm-7:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 19th: 10:00pm-l:00am (Home) = 3 hours 
August 20th: 8:00am-10:30am (AAAD office), 11:45am-1:00pm (AAAD office) = 3.75 hours 
August 21st: 12:00pm-4:00pm (AAAD office) = 4 hours 
August 23: 10:30am-12:00pm (AAAD office), 2:00pm-4:45pm (AAAD office), 10:30pm-l:30am (Home) = 6.75 hours 
August 25th: 9:00pm-12:00am (Home) = 3 hours 
August 26th: 12:00pm-l:30pm (AAAD office) = 1.5 hours 
August 28th: 3:00pm-4:00pm (AAAD office)= 1 hours’ 
= 44.5 hours 

-Law, M.A. 
The l ~:niversi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 

(~?livexmc.e&~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtt~ 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: July/Augusl Hours 

Dear Eunice and 

Please provide the account number and amount of pay per hour and I will submit the request to have 

From: ~live,unc,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, :[::1:5::1 AM 
To~ Howell, ~a 
~c= SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: July/August Hours 

T~s ~s a]] of ~ fim~ sh~c~ July ~ ]st from ~ofldn~ on th~ 

reimbursed for her work, 

July ~1 st: 6:30pm-7:45pm (AAAD office) = 1.25 hours 
August 3rd: l:30pm-4:00pm (Home) = 3.5 hours 
August 4th: 10:00am-3:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 5th: 12:00pm-6:00pm (Home) = 6 hours 
August 7th: 6:30pm-7:15pro (AAAD office) = .75 hours 
August 18th: 2:00pm-7:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
August 19th: 10:00pm-l:00am (Home) = 3 hours 
August 20th: 8:00am-10:30am (AAAD office), 11:45am-1:00pm (AAAD office) = 3.75 hours 
August 21st: 12:00pm-4:00pm (AAAD office) = 4 hours 
August 23: 10:30am-12:00pm (AAAD office), 2:00pm-4:45pm (AAAD office), 10:30pm-l:30am (Home) = 6.75 hours 
August 25th: 9:00pm-12:00am (Home) = 3 hours 
August 26th: 12:00pm-l:30pm (AAAD office) = 1.5 hours 
August 28th: 3:00pm-4:00pm (AAAD office)= 1 hours’ 
= 44.5 hours 

.Law, M.A. 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 

~)live.unc.edu 



frica and Africans happen to be one of the misunderstood and misrepresented continent 

and people in America. The search for identity, autonomy and racial belongings has over 

the years led to a composite struggle for acceptance, serial stereotyping and diversity 

intolerance to certain degrees in America. 

As much as race and racism is not the focus in this space, one cannot help but to observe a 

striking indifference look out between Africans and African Americans and with America in 

general. 

Stuart Hall (1992) was right after all; ’how a people are represented is how they will be 

treated’. When we think of Africa, images of famine, poverty, sickness, and war are 

embedded in Western minds. "AIDS," "tribal warfare," and "chaos" are the associative key 

terms that remain in our thoughts. Even with the coming of the 21st century, these notions 

have not been fully abandoned. Most people don’t realize how these concepts have 

become part of their lives - often using colonial history, literature, and the news as 

justification (Hawk, 1993). Many times I marvel at how Americans question the violence 

and unfair treatments they see on mainstream media but are not compelled to question 

stereotypes about Africa and Africans in general. 

Living in a society where the people’s perception of you and your culture is unmatched 

with correct representations on the ground could be very agonizing and frightening. The 

uneasiness of watching people refusing handshakes to being made to feel lonely in a group 

because you are not one of them could as well be very devastating and 

dreadful each day. 

I 
n the fall of 2012, I took a class in Performance Activism in pursuance of 

my Masters degree in Communications and Creative Arts. This course 

opened my eyes to the opportunities available in using aesthetic arts to communicate, 

create awareness and open dialogues in 



areas of socio-cultural and political arenas. But I was in a conundrum! How 

do I pick a subject dear to my heart "cultural communication and diversity" 

and turn it into a universal phenomenon? Indeed, this liminal space led me 

to a discovery of why I do the things I do and why I stand for the things I stand for. I looked 

around me, what I have, what I know, who I am and where I come from and I knew I was 

going to come up with something great. 

"The coming to America" 

n June 29, 1988, Hollywood released a movie directed by John 

Landis and story by Eddie Murphy called "Coming to America". The 

movie widely acclaimed and award winning I believe, did set a 

couple of precedence and shaped some perceptions of Africa and Africans for 

Americans. So I thought about it; was ’Coming to America’ a correct representation of 

Africa and Africans7 Does this fairy tale love stoW really do justice to why Africans come to 

America7 How they live and are treated7 I looked inward and realized I can tell the stoW 

better of how real "the coming to America" stoW could be like. After all, I am a proud one 

and I can tell the story better; putting together personal narratives and juxtaposing it with 

humor and wit whilst educating my audience. 

This cultural luminary I started writing became the toast of my class as I performed it in 

series in class paying attention to criticisms from my professor and colleagues. 

The oral interpretation class I took in my final semester in school was 

actually the icing on the cake. My "Coming to America" monologue was 

chosen as a solo performance act for a "renaissance class" and eventually as 

one of six acts for a major production at Purdue University Calumet, 

Hammond, IN 



TITLE: THE COMING TO AMERICA 

ART TYPE: MONOLOGUE 

DURATION: 40mins 

SYNOPSIS: The monologue tells the story of how 

Africans are stereotyped because most Americans are left in the dark on "who" AFRICA 

really is. When the story of Africa is told, it precedes images of war, terror, poverty, 

diseases and sickness. The script distills all these images and introduces the audience to the 

other side of AFRICA that they are never told. The script also dispels common myths, 

notions and perceptions held by African Americans about their heritage in Africa and 

welcome them to explore the world of Africans and the place of their ancestry. The coming 

to America monologue is intense, funny and educative. You will learn a lot. 

CHARACTER: Hans-Peter Nkansah 

BACKGROUND: Hans graduated from Purdue University Calumet, Hammond, IN with a 

Masters in Communications and Creative Arts in May 2013. He has a 10year experience in 

the media where he spent the last 5years as a morning show host on a local radio station in 

Ghana till August 2011. Hans has a professional speaking background from Ghana and 

enjoys speaking on "Cultural communication & diversity". Before I, graduated, I was a 

graduate assistant at the Education Opportunity Program Office specifically; the Office of 

disability resources and also worked at the Graduate Studies Office at Purdue University 

Calumet. 

Should you be interesting in hosting the "Coming to America" monologue in your 

institution and creating dialogue with it, please feel free to contact me at any time. 



CONTACT 

Hans-Peter Nkansah 

Tel: 219.448.2373 

Email: ~mail.com 

Reference 

Theresa Carilli (PhD) 

Department of Communications & Creative Arts 

Purdue University Calumet 

Email: carilli@purduecal.edu 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:06 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Meeting space Sept. 11 

Dear Eunice, 

This is to confirm our meeting space for Wednesday September 11 from 11am to lpm in GEC 2010. 

Best, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <insidenyfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 6:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, U.S. Open, New York Fashion Week and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.corr~/adsiemailads/editpromoi20!:3ogo4iaLtimes.htrrrl 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

September 4, 2013-- 

Turn to The Times’s Sports page for up-to-.the.- " " n 

mieute in[orrm~tion on the exciting play at the 

U.S. Open in Queens ---. [?’om uha~ to watch 

$.~.dA?:, courtesy of our tenms blog. ~!r~.i~!..~N~., 
to insights on top players such ~s kndy M~rray 

~g.d..~9.g:~A&.~XJ~J~.~. to lessons in ~2ggZ.~X~tAt.~gg~ learned by 

former No. ~ pIayet’ Lley[on HewiR; to profiles of two vising 

competitors, o~e from .~9~N.~N!~ and anofl~er from a rather 

unlikely Ioea]e. 

New York Fashion Week 
~ New 

Though Ne~ York Fashion Wee]~: offii;ia]ly runs York 

Sept. 5-~2, to(l,,, ...... "ks [t ....... fficla, sta,’t of :~on 
the ready-.to-wear season for fashion insiders. Get 

your ~.~.[!1.Rg1~2~9.~2 of what’s to come from mu" 

On the Ruuwav b]og; behind-tbe-seeues glimpses 

at 2~J.t~:t~Rg.}. for the big event; i~sights into the creative 

process of a stvle icoe: and musings on the future of this New 

York City institutiom 

Watch TOWHEADS: Now through October 2nd 

DoWt Miss on N’#ri,~es cor~, 

¯ Tt{EATER i A Scandal-Scalded Murdoch as a Song-.and-Dance 

¯ REAL ESTATE I The Gold Mine in the Hall 

¯ I-ASHION & STYLE i The House That Calvin Built 

¯ BUSINESS DAY I A Video G;m~e Makes Old grains Act Younger’ 

¯ ARTS I Crussing the Lines Dividing the Races 

"~=~op 5 Viewe~t Features o,~ NW~ 
(~3erween August 28 - September 3, 201:::) 

1. F;~eebook Post Said to Be by Assad’s Son Dat’es Americans to 

At t ai:k 

2 .In Syria, kaxger and Mockery as Obama Delays Plan 

3 .Explaining TwerMng to Your Parents 

VIDEO: Intersection: Siam 

Shopping Slyle 

~ VIDEO I Interseckion: 

Siam Shopping Style 

In Bangkok’s Siam Square 

neighborhood, a ehm’eographer 

describes a local trend involving 

contact lenses. 

INTERACTIVE: Talking 

Bloomberg 

~ INTERACTgVE ] ’Fa[king 

gloomberg 

Notable New Yorkers weigh in 

on Mayor Michael R. 

Bloomberg’s legacy. 

VIDEO: The Final Debate 

~ VIDEO I The Fin;d Debate 

In a televised debate one week 

before the Democratic mayoral 

primary, Bill de Blasio’s rivals 

tried to cut his lead in the polls 

by attacking his record and 

policy proposals. 

Join the 
Conversation 

Girls Tweetilig Girls 

(No[ ....... Tweetin 

Twerklng) g (Not 

"J_’he~r ~r~), ~tO 
Twerki.n 

Organizations 

support girls and women in 

creating online campaigns to 

counter widespread problems. 

Booming 



4.Obama Seel~:s Ap[~ro~,M by Congress for Strike in Syria 

5.New Neigt~bor’s Agenda: ~’Vhite Power ’Fakem~er 

Times Journeys: Set SailtoWestern Europe On Celebrity 
Infinity, Oct. 12-24, 2013 - LEARN MORE 

A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964, with 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

DealB%k 
Delivered 
before the 
opening bell 
and after the 
market close, 
the DealB%k e- 
mail newsletter 
provides 
breaking news 
about M&As, 
I.P.O.s, venture 
capitol and 
more. 

The 
Colleetior~ 
All things 
fashion 
from The 
New York 
Times, 
featuring 
the latest in 
news, 
trends and 
runway 
coverage 
from 
acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters. 

[ ~]I~ Deal Book ] 

The Collection ] 

ABOUT TBIB E-NAiL 

@Times comes to you from the NYTimes.com marketk~g depa[tment. You received this message because you signed up 

for NYTimes corn’s @Times newslefter 

Mana#leSubsc[[Dtions I Unsubscribe i Chan_qe YourE-Mail I Privac,t Po!ic~ I .Advertlse I Con’~c[ 

The New York Times Company I Cepyrigi~t 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



ii S~at: Wedaesdayo 6:50 QM 

~ S=bj~ct: ~£: Rea~ing fb~ T~=r~day 

Dear Dr, SaNe,                                                                                                                                     i 
} had to take my computer to ITS. It was a ::problem with my c~m~uter dow~le~:d~ng t~he information, rat:ker than vsdt}~ ~he process of retrieving the artic{:e, t~ 

~ppreci::s~e your help e:specia~ly on suc~ a sil~y probtem~ Locking for~,ard to seeing y~u in class tomorro,.v[ 

~mm: SaNe~ E~nice N <eunJce@emai!,u~c,e@u> 

Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

Dea r M er~i~I:, 

you go to facu::}~’ E.-Reser~es (u~der%a,Suate I::braw site)< instructor’s ~me (SaNe) all the ~O    material d~at I: have placed o~n: E-Rese:~’es are there lncl~d::ln:~ the ~ 
brae by HachscN~d. It is a chapter ~ro;m t~s book and the U~dergradua~e Libra,’ h:as ~be permission ~rem ~e pub~isher to posted {t on t~eir site. 

hope this betps. If you are still having tFeuble ac~s the E-Reset-re, feel free to slop by my offfce betweer~ 4.30-5.00pm at~d ~v:e, can d:lscu:se this ma~er. 

t:r#m: Sable. E~nice N <eunice@emai!,ui~c,edu> 

~e~: T:tles~aV,                 3:.L,’3 PM 

~ub~e~t:: R£: Rea:~i~g for Tl~r~d~y 

Fha:eks for your emall. 

i jus[ checked ~he E-re’se~e site for ~r cbss vi~a msbuct:or’s na~e ar<d the read~ng by Hochschiid ~s there 

ge~ w~hes a:nO see you on Thur~ay~ 

~::27 pM 

~: SaMe, Eu~lce N 

Dear Or. Sable, 

}eading? 

Ehanks, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~; 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:16 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Writing the Enviromnent in Cuba -- Tuesday, Sept. 17 

cuba visitors.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

The Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies invites you to attend... 

Writing the Environment in Cuba 
A taik by 

Dro Reinaldo Furies and 
Dr. Ange~ Gra~a 
September :[.7, 20:1.3 

ligh~ ~ur~ch 

The scholars, Dr. Reinaldo Funes and Dr. Angel Grafia, will discuss their work in environmental history and geology. Dr. Funes, a celebrated pioneer in the field of 

environmental history, has written on the sugar industry in Cuba and is currently working on a history of Cuban livestock farming :1790-:1868. Dr. Funes is an adjunct 

professor at the Universidad de la Habana and Director of the Geo-history Research Program at the Fundacion Antonio Nunez Jimenez de la Naturaleza y el 

Hombre. Dr. Grafia is a geographer for the Cuban Academia de Ciendas and is the director of the La Fundacidn Antonio Nu5ez Jim6nez, an affiliate of the Ministry 

of Culture in Havana. During a seminar, the scholars will discuss their academic work in light of current historical debates in Cuba. 

Sponsored by The Forum or) Schoiars and Publics and the Center for Latin Americar~ ar)d Caribbean Studies at Duke. 
For more irtformation, cor~act christin>~cece]ia.d~JvJdson(~gm~Jil.com 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: Map Quiz 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I was not in class when you handed out the map because I play 
map? 

Thank you, 

¯ I am ~vondering ~vhen the map quiz is and what we have to know that is going to be on the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 8:19 AM 

SaNe, Euuice N <euuice@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; 

.~liv e .unc .edtr~;"                     .~email .unc .edtr~ 

Newsletter 

Dear all, 

Unfortunately there are some serious problems with the newsletter so we need to meet tomorrow either between :I and 3 pm or 2 and 4 pm. I am aware that we are all very 
busy, so Profs. McMillan and Seck I will understand if you cannot make the meeting. If the two of you are not able to attend, then please make any recommended changes on 
the proofs and we will include them in our discuss tomorrow, please let me know if either or both of these times work for you. Prof. SaNe and I will be at the 
meeting. 

Best, 

Prof. Lee 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

FW: pay rate 

Dear Eunice 

I had to ask Tia for help to figure out hourly rate salary, because I don’t have access at the system for this kind of information. 

Tia says she has b~-:~en paid ~15, per hour m the past h:~r projects I~ke Duboh; cotfference. 

Hope l:his inh:~rmation 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

I=ro~: Howell, -ria N. 
Sent: Thursday, 10:23 AM 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: pay rate 

Hey. ~5 per hour. 

~= Colon, Sonia 
Se~t~ Thursday, 9: 
Te= Howell, Tia N. 
Subject:      pay rate 

Tia, when you get a chance, can you tell me 

Sonia 

; salary rate per hour? 



From: @yahoo.corn 

Sent: Thursday, 12:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Subje~’t: AAAD PowerPoint 

Dr. Sable, 
You asked me to remind to you, put the PnwerPoint of today’s, lecture online for us to vie~v. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: Newsletter 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Mlargaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

1:00 PM 

Dear Dr. Lee, 

Unfortunately I am unable to attend. I have to host a IVlcNair Scholars forum. However, please do let me know what I need to do on my end. I sent 
copy so she may have missed something or not been able to read my handwriting. 

All best, 

the edits via hard 

From: Lee, Mlargaret Carol 
Sent: Thursday, 8:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: Newsletter 

Dear all, 
Unfortunately there are some serious problems with the newsletter so we need to meet tomorrow either between :t and 3 pm or 2 and 4 pro. I am aware that we are all very 
busy, so Profs. MlcMlillan and Seck I will understand if you cannot make the meeting. If the two of you are not able to attend, then please make any recommended changes on 
the proofs and we will include them in our discuss tomorrow, please let me know if either or both of these times work for you. Prof. SaNe and I will be at the 
meeting. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cmol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Thanks 

Cheers, 
Prof. Lee 

We will see you at 2pm tomorrow in Prof. Sahle’s office. 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

9:30 AM 

Dr. Lew 

After 2:00pm works best tbr me. 

........ Original mesmge ........ 
From: "Lee, Margaret Cresol" <leemc@email.unc.edu> 
Date: 
To: "SaNe, Etmice" <euuice@email.unc.edtc>,"McMillan, Tim" <tj m 1 @ema~l.unc.edu>," Seck, Mamarame" <msec~ema~l.unc.edu>, 

@live.unc.edu>, @email.uuc.e&t> 
Subject: Newsletter 

Dear all, 
Unfortunately there are some serious problems with the newsletter so we need to meet tomorrow either between :t and 3 pm or 2 and 4 pm. I am aware that we are all very 
busy, so Profs. McMillan and Seck I will understand if you cannot make the meeting. If the two of you are not able to at-tend, then please make any recommended changes on 
the proofs and we will include them in our discuss tomorrow, please let me know if either or both of these times work for you. Prof. SaNe and I will be at the 

meeting. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:02 PM 

Lee, Ma .rgaJcet Caxol <leemc@email.unc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; McMill~m, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu-~; 

@live. uuc.edu>; @email. uuc.edu> 

ILS: Newsletter 

Dear Margaret, 

I teach tomorrow from :t to 2PM. I can attend a meeting from 2 to 3PM. If I can’t make it to the meeting tomorrow I will send my remarks to the committee by the end of the 
day. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From-" Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent-" Thursday, 8::~8 AM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject; Newsletter 

Dear all, 
Unfortunately there are some serious problems with the newsletter so we need to meet tomorrow either between :t and 3 pm or 2 and 4 pro. I am aware that we are all very 
busy, so Profs. McMillan and Seck I will understand if you cannot make the meeting. If the two of you are not able to attend, then please make any recommended changes on 
the proofs and we will include them in our discuss tomorrow, please let me know if either or both of these times work for you. Prof. SaNe and I will be at the 
meeting. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

hours tracking sheets 

Hours tmcldng sheet - 

Dear Eunice, 
Attached, please see the hours tracking sheets we will use for 
submit the payment request via EPAWeb. 
~Tia 
¯ "~a No Howell 

UNC-Chape~ Hill Departmen~ of P~gbHc PoHc~ 
I 1 ~ Aberne~hy HaH~ CB# 3436 

UNC-Chape~ Hill Dep~ment of Af~c~ Af~e~ Amebean ~d D~pora Z~ud~es 

Phene: 919-966-129~ F~: 919-962-2694 

as they do work on the newsletter. Fo~ please sign and return to me. I will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 3:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Hyde Hall 

12-04-13 Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 11-13-13 Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 10-09-13 
Intellectual Dialogues.docx; 1-08-14 Intellectual Dialogues.docx 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 1:59 PM 
To: Meinecke, Chris 
Subject: FW: Hyde Hall 

Good afternoon Chris, 

Would it be possible to change the date on the attachment above for 1-08-14 to a new date of 1-15-14? Everything 
would stay the same except for the date. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:04 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Thanks, Travis! 

Attached are you confirmation forms. Once you’ve read over them, please let me know if anything needs to be changed. 

I have also placed a hold for Feb. :12 and March :19. Please contact me 6 months prior so I can confirm. 

Best, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel HIll, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 

Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 
Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:57 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Good morning to you too. Thanks for the follow-up. I do have that information for you. The name of the events are 



’flntellectua! Dialogues" and we wil! have people present at these meetings. 

Thanks, Allison! 
Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 2013 9:08 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Good morning Travis, 

I wanted to follow-up with you to see if you had the name of your event and/or the purpose of your meetings? I’ve 

added a few reservations since we last talk and I want to make sure that the dates that you requested stay open. 

Thanks, 
Allison 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (9:19) 962-0249 
Fax: (9:19) 962-:1:1:18 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 10:32 AM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Allison, 

Six out of eight is great! I know if I had waited then the chance of availability would have dramatically decreased! 
Thanks for putting the others on hold. If you would like, you can use the same name for the meetings from last year. 

I did have one last reservation request and it is over 6 months away but if it was available then maybe you could put it 

on hold. It would be for the University Room and Hyde Hall all day on Friday April 4th and Saturday April 5th. It would 

be for the Departmental Annual Conference. The theme is Water, Environment and Health experiences from African, 

African-American, and Diaspora Studies. 

Thanks Allison! 

Travis 

From: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Hyde Hall 

Hi Travis, 



I hope your summer is going well so far, too! And yes, sending your meeting dates as soon as you have them is a great 

idea! I can reserve rooms up to 6 months in advance but can put holds on everything else that is earlier than that. I’ll 

mimic the reservations from last year with no movers and making the note that there will be catering unless I hear 

otherwise. Is there a name for your meetings? Thanks for your help. Below you will notice that Sept. 11 and April 9 are 

NOT available. 

Sept. 11--no rooms are available 

Oct. 9--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Nov. 13--1ncubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Dec. 4--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Jan. 8--Incubator is available and I will send reservation soon 

Feb. 12--Incubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 

Mar. 19--Incubator is available and I will place a hold; please 6 months prior 

Apr. 9--no rooms are available 

Allison Barnes 

Events Coordinator 

Institute for the Arts and Humanities 
Hyde Hall, CB# 3322 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3322 

Phone: (919) 962-0249 

Fax: (919) 962-1118 

Web: http://iah.unc.edu 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2013 4:42 PM 
To: Barnes, Allison Nelson 
Subject: Hyde Hall 

Hey Allison! 

It seems like it’s been a long time. Hope you are well and having a great summer! I thought I would do the reservation 

request differently this time and I think it will help the both of us out. Instead of coming to you a couple days before 

each meeting trying to book Hyde, I thought it would be better if I send you the request for the whole year now! 

Here are the dates that we are requesting. 

Sept. 11th 

Oct. 9th 



Nov. 13th 

Dec. 4th 

Jan. 8th 

Feb. 12th 

Mar. 19th 

Apr. 9th 

The times for all of these dates would be 11am to 12:30pm 

Thanks! 

Travis 

unless you thought 11am to lpm was better. 



By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Dec. 4 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Nov. 13 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Oct. 9 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





By reserving a room at Hyde Hall, the contact person and group agrees to the 
following IAH policies listed on the IAH website. The contact person and group 
assume all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay the Institute 
for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

Date/Time: Wednesday, Jan. 8 / 11 am - 1 pm 

Event: Intellectual Dialogues 

Room (s) Reserved: Incubator 

Contact Travis Gore / stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department ~ 

Event Source Fmail 

Details Booked? 

(4hr min., $20 x 4 hr = $80) N/A Security 

Parking 

Set-Up 

Billing* 

Visit www.dps.unc.edu/Forms/visitorlotrequest/visitorlot.cfrn 

to request parking if needed. 
Incubator Room: 
*Note: 2-3 people recommended for 
mo ring furniture 

Rental Fee: N/A 
Security Fee: N/A 
Movers Fee: N/A 

N/A 

Group has agreed 
to set the room up 

themselves 

Invoice # 
N/A 

Caterer Responsibility of renting party TBD, light 
snacks 

N/A 
Please arrange to meet with Baskin 
Cooper (baskin.cooper@unc.edu) or 
Allison Barnes prior to your event. 

Technology 
Needs 

Please print page 2 as a checklist for after your event. If you have any questions about our building use 
policies, please contact Allison Barnes at anbarnes@ernail.unc.edu or 919-962-0249. 



Thank you for visiting the 
  ST TUTE  - ARTS HUMA~ ~ES at Hyde Hall. 

We hope that you will enjoy our facilities! 

PLEASE NOTE that the Institute does not have event staff to set up rooms, assist with 
technology or clean up after events. We therefore appreciate your cooperation with the 
following guidelines. 

Groups who reserve Hyde Hall are responsible for leaving spaces as they found them. 

Push your chairs in 
Do not directly place anything on the wooden furniture 
Wipe down tables and/or chairs if necessary 

Please remove trash from Hyde Hall" 

Trash should be placed in the large, lidded garbage can located 
in the Swain Parking Lot, near the back entrance to Hanes Art 
Center. 
No plates, cups, napkins, serving platters, food or other event- 
related items may remain in the room after the event ends. 

The Institute recycles! Please put recyclable materials (paper, 
bottles and cans) into the bins provided. Do not put trash into a 
recycling bin. Please ask for assistance from Hyde Hall staff if 
need additional trash bins. 

you 

Help us conserve energy: Please turn off the lights when you leave the room. 

Check to make sure that you have not left anything from your group/meeting in the 
room. 

Hyde Hall is a working office building. Please encourage your participants to be quiet and 
courteous when they are in our hallways or public areas. 

Groups using Hyde Hall assumes all liability associated with their event and agrees to pay 
the Institute for the Arts and Humanities for all damages. 

THANKYOU for your cooperation. If you have any questions or need assistance, inquire at the 
reception area on the first floor. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck,~email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaJd.unc.edu-~; McMillan, Tim <tjm l@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.~mc.edtr~; @email.~mc.edtr~ 

1~9;: Newsletter 

Thanks Mamarame. 
Cheers, 
Margaret 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, 2:01 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear Margaret, 

I teach tomorrow from i to 2PM. I can attend a meeting from 2 to 3PM. If I can’t make it to the meeting tomorrow I will send my remarks to the committee by the end of the 
day. 

Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent= Thursday, 8:18 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: Newsletter 

Dear all, 
Unfortunately there are some serious problems with the newsletter so we need to meet tomorrow either between ~. and 3 pm or 2 and 4 pro. I am aware that we are all very 
busy, so Profs. McMillan and Seck I will understand if you cannot make the meeting. If the two of you are not able to at-tend, then please make any recommended changes on 
the proofs and we will include them in our discuss tomorrow, please let me know if either or both of these times work for you. Prof. SaNe and I will be at the 
meeting. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, September 6, 2013 3:25 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Todas;s tteadlines: N.S.A. Able to Foil Basic SMbguards of Privacy on Web 

................ ] M~.~st P,-:p:.~i::. i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

N,SoA, Able to Fo~ Basic Safeg~ards of Privacy 

on "~Veb 

The National Securib, Agency tins secretly circumvented or 

cracked much of the digikN scrambling that protects global 

commerce, e-mails, phone eNls, medieaI records and Web searches. 

,~ ISecret Documents ReveN NS.A Campaign Against EncryNion 

~ Graphic Unlocking Private Communications 

Israeli Backs IJ~fited Strike Against. Syria 

For Jerusalem, the status quo in Syria seems preferable to either 

a victory hy President Bashar al-Assad’s government or a 

strengthening of rebel groups. 

Proudly Pal-r~olie but Skep~.ieal on Syria Atl-aek 

:~ President Obama t~es to rally" domestic suppo~ lbr military 

a~No~ agNnst Syria, the skepticism in Waynesburg, 

underscores the poll tier h urd]es he faces. 

Editors’ Picks 

e~apuic: Unlocldng 1[ rivate 
Comm~mia~iions 

Encryption tools the N.S.A. has had some success in cracking, 

according to documents provided by Edward J. Snowden describing the 



a gene,v’s code- brea ki n g caps b i]it;es~ 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR 

HL It’s Yore° Doctor 

After a haK-centuD’, the doctor’s house call is making a 

eomeba&. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

’:"77:i,~i!!:; ii:~!; ii!:h ~::~ :.! ~i, oi!:d~:::,i,i~. :~::i~:i!: ;!’~ ::: q!i:".~:;~ii,.:~,ii~i/:ii::~!~i,:.! ~i,., 

PAUL KOCHKR~ a cryptographer, on the National Security Agency’s ability to 
eb’cumvent encryption systems in gathering prisate Interne[ information, 

World 

Pentago~ Is O~odered to Expand Pote~tia| 

Targets in S>Tia %Vith a Foetus on Forces 

The Obama administration is now b~lking about using aircraft 

strike specific tm~ets, as b~telligenee indicates the Syrian 

government has moved troops and equipment 

Egypt’s I~tterior ~linister St~ves Assassh~afion 

Attempt 

Security ofl]eials said a powerful bomb ~pped Lhrough a eonw~y 

of cars carwing the minister, Mohamed Ibrahim, raMng fears of 

a turn toward terrorist violence. 

Mayoral Rim by P~tha Critic Vexes K~emlin 

zMeksei ~ Navalny’s improbaMe campaign for mayor of Moscow 

has ext)osed disarray in President Xqadimir V. Putin’s eareflflly 

constructed political system. 

,~ Video: Activist Shakes Up Mayor’s Race 

corrupti 
on- 

U,S. 

Nationa| Parks T~oy to Appea~ to Minorities 

Only about one in five visitors to a Na6ona] Park site is 

nonwhite, according to a report commissioned by the Park 

Service, and only about I in lO is Hispanie~ 



Sa~ A~to~io Passes Far- Reac]fing 

The City Council’s vote capped wee~ of debate that exposed 

racial, reli~ous arid gay--and-straight divisions and drew die 

acorn of the state’s Repubfiean ]eade~ a~d candidates. 

In Gait Researeh’s Latest _Adva~ee, 

Mice exposed to gut bacteria of c, verweight humans beet, me 

over~’veight, while those exl~osed to the microbiomes of thi~ 

humans lose weight, a new study 

Bisl~op, 
left, 

..... Jeffre.yl I 
~ordolL 

left, ~nd 

Business 

gy.,:,NDRL"g,/ L 

The Group of 2o smnmit meeting is exl:,ected to enact new laws 

that would tighte~ rules on nmlUnaUonaI companies that use 

s ubsidia~es to ]egalIy avoid paying taxes. 

DEALBOOK 

A New Divestment Fo~s: Fossil F~uels 

Coneern over globs warming has spurred students to dust off 

invesLment choice as a ~apo~ in their G’m~paign. But whether it 

wilI be as efl)eetive this time is another matter. 

Vladimir 

explorat 

A Bioteeh Kh~g, Dethroned 

David Blech, who was o~ce hk~tectmoloKv’s top gm~slinger and 

was worth about $30o million, is about to begin a four-year 

prison term, having pleaded guilt>, to stock manipulaLiom 

Sports 

Defere~ee to a Revered Record b, dapm~ Is 

Going, Go~ng o.. / Baler, tie I 

As WladJmh" gale~tie~ closes i~ ~:,~ a sh%le-season home run 

record of 55, first set by Sadaham~ Oh, many fans are now 

roofing for Oh’s record to fail, a development that once seemed unthi~kable. 



Mikhail Youzhny became the first player of this United States 

Open ko ~ke a set from Novak Djokovie, but Djokovie still roiled 

to a victory in their quarterfinal match. 

Shortcon~h~gs 

NI thn’e candidate cities b~ host the 2o2o Summer Games - 

Istanbul, Toluo and Madrid- presented risks ahead of 

Saturday’s vote. 

[~ Novak 
....... Djokovi 

c lost 

Arts 

Putting the Sex in Homosexuality 

The 25th edition of NewFest, which features fihns on gay, 

lesbian, bisexual and transgcnder issues, appears mostly 

concerned with pNmN physical acts between same-sex couples. 

~ Slide Show: Playing at NewFes2 

’SALINGER’ 

Tlhe P~mislhmen t for Being P~fl~|icil-y, Shy 

The documentsW "Salinger," about the author of "The Catcher 

i~) the Rye," seeks to tear down the for~’ess of privacy he erected 

around his life. 

ART REVIEW 

Modernism B|ooming in Ir~m 

Asia Society and the N.Y,U. Grey ~M~t GalleW are mounting 

exhibitions of ate from Iran that illustraD the Mea that 

Modernism has ahvays been a dobaI adventure. 

,[7] Slide Show 

[his 

Movies 

Huge Summer for Hollywood, b~at With Few 

Blockbusters 

Ticket revenue in Nmkh ArneHea totaled $4.7* bilIion, up 

percent fl’om last snmmer, bnt a competition glut hurt films that 

could have been hks in a thhmer 

Rt~bber-Sagt Monsters Fade. ~l~y Tokyos Relaxo 

In an era when distal effceks have made the use of small models 

and s uited actors look quain t, tokusaNn, or "special filming," is 

on the way out. 

ARTSBEAT 
£ ’Fifty 

’Fifty Shades’ Fihn Gets its Christim~ and ..... sh~dos’ 

AnasLasia ] him [ 

Charlie Hunnam will play Christian Grey and Dako~ Johnson 

will be .~askasia Steele in the movie adaptation of E.L. James’s blocMmster 

Obituaries 



1)r. G]asscr, "~rough "chelae [heou)’ posi[ed thai people were in 

much more conh~l of their lives ~han they realized in solving 

emofio~ml and me~ta] problems. 

Zvor~ko lgusic, 67, Croatian Hijacker, Dies 

Mr. Busic was a Croadan na[ionalist who in 1976 hijacked 

Trans World £Mrlines flight out of ~ Guardia ~M~?o~ and 

planted 8 bomb beneath Grand Central Tem~na] that kWed 

police officer. 

VVilli~m 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Shmk in Mexico City Traffic 

In a crowded city of 20 million people and about four million 

cars, congestion is a way of 1if co 

Constitu 

I~i Mi,~:: vm~o: Taking to the Streets ba Cm~bodia 

Opposition leaders geare8 up for a protest Saturday agains~ ~he 

government of Prime Minister Hun Sen. 

~ Related A~icle 

~ vmEo: A~mtomy of a Scene: "Fouchy 

Feely’ 

Lynn Shelton, the director of ’q’ouehy Feely," discusses a scene 

fi"om her film. 

more video 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Selling Health Care Refor~m 

After yeazs of Repnbliean obstrnction and obfuscation, suppo¢~ers of ~e law 

are fighking back ko raise enrollment. 

EDITORIAL 

The Federal Rose,we Nomination 

Senators shou]d tell PresMent Obama that ~m~s:ence Summe~,~ wou]d be the 

wrong choice fbr the Fed, and a big mistake. 

EDITORIAL 

Stop-arid-Frisk ir~ P~ab]ie Housing 

A f~deral judge made the right decision to grant elass-act[o~ stahls to a lawsuit 

hroug~ k by puhlie h ousing residen ts a n d th eir visitors. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ge~cnm~y s Cm~spieuo~ Sile~me 

In an age that calls fbr ]eade~ship, Em’ope’s strongest state stiles 

from a global role. 

~ Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Years of Tragic ~$~astc 

It’s been five years since the fall of Lehman Brofl~ers and the 

s~t~ of an immense lhilure of ecouomie pdicy in the Unik’d 

States. 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Caught ]Betxveen l-l~e U,So and C][~ina 

’I’t~e current eampai~ has done liktle to clarify the difficult 

eco~omie and secufib" choices AustrNia faces or articulate the 

country’s place in "~e world. 

For mere opinion; ,~e to NYTimes.eom,~Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone,~ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store ~ ’ Help Section ~ ’ m,~yt.com ,~ 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply directly [e this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up get NYTirnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmittecl to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tripp Turtle <survey~qualtrics.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Past Due - CGI Final Report 

Dear Eunice Sahle : 

Our records indicate you have yet to complete the required final report for the funding you received from the Matching Funds Award 2012-2013 [2013-MATCH] for 

%o[] [] W..E.B. DU BOIS & THE PROBLE31(S) OF THE 21st CENTURI%o[] . The report is now past chte. 
Could you please submit your responses via the online foma by 5pro Today (Friday, September 6)? 

If the link isn’t working for you or you encounter may difficulities with the branching or forward/back buttons, please let me know and I can provide a new link. 

Follow fl~is link to the online report: 

CGI Final Report 
Or coW and paste the URL below into your mtemet brow~r: 

https:#unc.qualtrics.co~n/WRQualtricsSurveyEnginei?Q SS~,)ILG8PpIValwTXL OO1L7ruzhvDqlud& 1 

Many thanks! 

Tripp 

Tripp Turtle I Program O~;cer + Fu!bright Program Adviser 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape! Hifl 
+1 919 843 7546tI               m I SKYPE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tripp Turtle <survey~qualtrics.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, September 6, 2013 8:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Past Due - CGI Final Report 

Dear Eunice Sahle : 

Our records indicate yon have yet to complete fl~e reqnired final report for the funding you received from fl~e Facnl~ Working Groups 2012-2013 [2013-F~VG] for 

Faculty and Student Working Group: Human Right~ and Global Issues. The report is ~ow past due. 

Could you please submit your responses via the online lama by 5pro Today (Friday, September 6)? 

If the link isn’t working for you or you encounter may difficulities with the branching or forward/back buttons, please let me ki~ow and I can provide a new link. 

Follow fl~is link to the online report: 

CGI Final Report 
Or coW and paste the URL below into your intemet browser: 

https:i/unc.qualtrics.com/WRQua]tricsSuiveyEngine/?Q SS 9Bv5D1ZatHOFhlb OO1L7ruzhvDqlud& 1 

Many thanks! 

Tripp 

Tripp Turtle I Program O~;cer + Fu!bright Program Adviser 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chape! Hifl 
+1 919 843 7546tI               m I SKYPE 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:34 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: incompletes 

letter 001 .jpg 

Dear Eunice: Attached is the documentation needed for the student who has completed an Incomplete in my class that I submitted prior to the beginning of school. She is 
attempting to graduate. We requested that she submit appropriate documentation regarding why she withdrew from school for a period of time. If additional information is 
needed, please let me know so that I can forward her the information. Thanks for your assistance in this matter. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ’. 7:49 plVl 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have attached a copy of the letter my has sent me. If you need a hard copy I will ~e about getting one to you in person sometime I am in Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

On Tue, at 5:03 PM, Regester, Charlene B <regester,@~email.unc.edu> wl~ote: 

Dear      If possible, why don’t you both send by email and give me a copy in hand. It really needs to go to the Chair of our Department, Eunice SaNe. However, if you 
give it to me, I will make sure that it goes directly to her or appropriate sources. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: :@qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PM 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regestel; 

I have contacted Iny 

should I email it? 

Thin,ks 

: and he is gettdng the documentation. Should I have hiln email it to you or give it to you some other way when he has it ready? Or 

On Tuesday, 

> Dear 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 

> To: Regester, Charlene B 

> Subject: Re: incompletes 

> Hello Professor Regester, 

: I look tbr~vard to receiving your 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

-- if you are missing aW additional &ssignment~ I will let you know. Sincerely, Chaxlene Regester 

> Late laser semester Dean May Lee and I emailed you about my incomplete course ruth you. I have been working on fl~e          that I have incomplete ruth 

you and should be able to complete them by the end of     If I owe you anything else or ifyou wish to speak with me about the class and the incomplete please 
email me mad we can set up a meeting. I thank you for your willingness to help mad am looking forward to being able to        soon. 

> On Mon, 2:11 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello Professor Regester 

>> Dean May Lee forwarded me the message you sent her about my incompletes. Thanks for being willing to work ruth me I roll keep you updated on my progress 

and hope to be done ruth this class in the semester. 

>> Thanks for your help! 

2?~mail.com] 
10:39 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

FW: Question about POLl    for use in Burch summer seminar 

Deal Eunice, 

As you can see from the emaJl from Evelyne, the POLI course was on the up-and-up. As soon as you tell me about the resohltion of the AFRI course, I’ll take care of 

botl~ course subs~dtutions at the same time. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

UtfiversiW ofNort~ Caxolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 
Click on a link for information abont my publications: 

http::iwww~umass~ed~,’umpress; spr 97i.ianken.html 

http:#uncwess.unc.edu,’book~’T- 8059.html 

http://undpress.nd.edwbook/PO0780 
http:/hmdpress.nd.edwbook/PO0723 

From: Evelyne Huber [ehuber@ad.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 8:34 AN 
To: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Re: Question about POLI    for use in Burch summer seminar 

Dear Kenneth, 

We did approve this course to be listed as POLl Our Associate Chair reviewed the syllabus and okayed it. 

I hope you are doing well, 

Evelyne 

On 12:04 t M, Janken, Kenneth R wrote: 

Dear .}:velyrte, 

I received lhe email below .5ore a smde~rt who wishes ~o ~se AI"RI and POI .I fbr the A~’~can 

whether yot~ appt~ved flae rise of POLl    for Ne Bnt~’.b semh~ar in        this past summer. I ask, becanse we did not approve fl~e use of AI"RI 

m~d were not eveu constflled about flae program, Eunice has asked fl~e Bm~h lb~ks to retroactive~? chm~ge the cot~rse to an I[NRS co~rse humor. 

Afar tha~ is done, I will appr~)ve ~he use of~he course for ~his student’s minor. I th~nk Ne NN,I co~arse Nso [?ts wilb the m~nor and wo~ald apprc~ve 1~; b~t if 

yo~ did no~ a~fl~ofze its t~se and roll want ~o have it c~m~Ned as well, Fd j ust as aoot~ wa~t unti~ that is done beibrc I go ahead and appawe ~5e cot~rse 

Please a&,J 

Rega~ls, 

KennotI~ 

Dr. Kenned~ R. Janken 

Dep~rtme ut of African, Af?Jcan American, and DJasla~ ra S ~t~dJes 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University ~fNortb 

Chape~ }Jill NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 ; voice) 

(919) 966- 2694 
Click on a ~ink lbr in~k~m~atio~ a[~)ut my pubfications: 

~ 3 http ’/undpress.nd.ed~/book, [ 0072_ 

$ent: Thursday, 1:37 PN 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 



Cc: Rezzouk, Lori Autumn 
Subject-" Seeking AFRI Minor Approval for Study Abroad Classes 

Mr. danken, 
My name is and I am seeking approval for two 
courses I took while abroad. I was on a graded credit faculty-led program through UNC call the This 
program was over the course of this past summer 
I am seeking departmental approval towards the African Studies minor from both courses I completed. I have, currently, 3 courses remaining to complete the 
minor - one course is pending on the completion of this year. 
The first course is listed as AFRI However, it was intended to be as indicated on the program 
brochure. It was tau~lht by faculty members but supervised and administrated by Professor Tom Kelley, the UNC Law professor that led the program. 
We studied         society before and after the                discussing such topics like the role religion, ethnicity, colonial history, and neighboring 
states. We also discussed the economic and political facets of contemporary 
The second course is listed as POLl This course was solely taught by Professor Kelley with the 
help of two teaching assistants. This course focused on mainly the its contributing factors, the international political context, and its affects 
on international politics and society. Professor Kelley only introduced international legal lessons and lectures towards the end of the program when we 
discussed the and later in as we visited and lectured about international courts such as the 

The program brochure (which is the same as last years) can be found here: 

Attached should be the syllabus of POLl    as well. 
It would be much appreciated if you could email me directly with the approval decisions. If you have any further questions or concerns, please email me at this 

address. 
I would also like to request that you provide the RG, RQ, LN numbers that correspond to each minor approval I may ~ceive. 
Thank you very much for your time and I look fomCard to hearing from you soon. 
Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~,live.unc.edu [ 

Evelyne Huber, Ph.E. 

Morehead Alumni Eistinguished Professor 

Chair, Department of Political Science 

URiversity of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3265 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phoRe : 919-962-3041 

fax: 919-962-0432 

emai 1 : ehuber@@nc o eds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Dr.Sahle, 

Hey, this is 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 2:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

PowerPoints 

from your studies class. I was wondering if youre 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 2:27 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: PowerPoint 

Dear Dr.Sahle, 

This is          from your AAAD    class. I was just curious if you were still going to upload those PowerPoint presentations to Sakai. I am trying to get 

a head start on preparing for the first exam and I think they would be very usefuk Thanks! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 5:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Missing Reading 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I was going through Sakai and I could not find the Joseph Ki-Zerbo reading. Is it under resources? Please let me know at your earliest convenience! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 7, 2013 7:14 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
book chapter 

Untitled.pdf 

Best, 
Travis 



THANDIKA MKANDAWIRE I editor 

Science 

in Africa (CODESRIA) is an independent organiza- 

principal objectives are facilitating research, 

p~omoting research-based publishing and creating 

multiple forums geared towards the exchange of views and 

information among African researchers. It challenges the 

fragmentation of research through the creation of thematic 

research networks that cut across linguistic and regional 

boundaries. 

CODESRIA publishes a quarterly journal, Africa Develop- 

ment, the longest-standing Africa-based social science 

journal; Afrika Zamani, a journal of history; the African Socio- 

log~c aI Review , African Journal of lnternatio nal Affairs (AJIA), 

Africa Review of Books and ldentity, Culture and Politics: An 

Afro-Asian Dialogue. It co-publishes the Journal of Higher 

Education in Africa, and Africa Media Revie~v. Research re- 

sults and other activities of the institution are disseminated 

through ’Working Papers’, ’Monograph Series’, ’CODESRIA 

Book Series’, and the CODESRIA Bulletin. 

African intellectuals 
Rethinking politics, language, gender 
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4 1 African intellectuals, nationalism and pan- 
Africanism: a testimony 

JOSEPH KI-ZERBO 

Dear colleagues, 

I thank you for having invited me here as a witness to yesterday and 

today, inasmuch as the duty to remember can be a springboard to the 

future. Every age, of course, has its tasks, yet history consists of breaks and 

continuities. It may therefore be useful to quickly glance at the challenges 

that nationalism and pan-Africanism have persistently posed to African 

intellectuals over the past decades. 

One may also consider that Africa’s ’non-development’ originates in 

the generally negative and externally supported conflict between the state, 

nationalism and pan-Africanism. 

Introduction 

In the interaction between the state, nationalism and pan-Mricanism, 

intellectuals play a significant and even decisive role through reflection and 

action, theory and practice. Now what is the cause of the negative inter- 

action? How can one explain the phenomenon whereby the cost of accu- 

mulation of wealth and development elsewhere remains the cost of Africa’s 

stagnation and its inability to take off? How come human cost elsewhere 

becomes human sacrifice here? A re-examination of these problems with 

the hindsight of my personal experience could shed a glimmer of light 

on the said problems. Since I have chosen to be both an intellectual and 

a politicafly committed man, however, or rather a man deeply concerned 

with political affairs (a choice that is not all that atypical), it is important 

that I explain my position on the relationship between the intellectual 

and politics. 

It is easy to establish a dichotomy, with a neat stroke of the theoretical 

sword, between the political class, on the one hand, and civil society, on 

the other. The reality is more complex than that, however. In truth, who 

is an intellectual? Who practises or does not practise politics? 

The title ’intellectual’ is generously distributed in Africa and jealously 

guarded. Strictly speaking, producers of scientific, literary or artistic works 

could be considered as intellectuals. An exceptional police officer can very 

well meet this requirement. In a broad sense, however, everyone who earns 

a living mainly from intellectual activities could be viewed as an intellectual. 

In this light, every type of society and every period or mode of production 

has its intellectuals. The scribes of ancient Egypt, the oulemas and doc- 

tors of medieval Timbuktu, dozens of whose names are mentioned at the 

beginning of Tarikh es Sudan, workers in the court of Emperor Ashanti 

in the eighteenth century, advisers to the king of Burundi who were res- 

ponsible for interpreting dreams (which is the real function of certain 

government journalists today), griots (praise singers), traditional doctors 

and psychiatrists, bronze-smiths, sculptors and masked dancers (who are 

not ordinary dancers!) are all intellectuals. 

Every man is, in a sense, an intellectual or an intellectual worker; there 

is a certain communion between physical work and intellectual work, Homo 

faber and Homo sapiens. Under such conditions, can one talk of a group, 

a class or a caste of African intellectuals? 

Yes and no, for intellectuals, in the narrow sense of the word, do not 

play a specific univocal role in production or the power structure. They 

can be government workers, servants of the ruling class, workers of the 

superstructure of ideas, ideologies, symbols and emotions. But they can 

also be spearheads of the most destructive counter-forces, viruses or retro- 

viruses against the most firmly established political systems. Like the griot, 

they can successively destroy and edify, magnify or drag one and the same 

person through the mud. The griot occasionally even refers to himself as 

soungourouba (free girl). Intellectuals, without necessarily being a mercan- 

tile, mercenary and venal lot, can be classified as nomads, like a stock of 

knowledge listed on the stock exchange. 

By definition, in the domain of ideas and spiritual hegemony, the intel- 

lectual is indeterminate, independent, critical, called upon to change, to 

overtake and to bypass others. This is the source of his grandeur and 

misery, and one of the reasons why he is an alligator at ease in every river 

or ill at ease outside the river. 

When some intellectuals say that they do not dabble in politics, this 

does not mean that they do not have political ideas, that they do not vote, 

that they have nothing to say on educational or economic policy, that they 

are indifferent to the constitution of their country, to laws or decrees, 

including those governing promotion in their careers, or that they have 

nothing to do with the safety of persons, nor with university immunities 

that guarantee their autonomy. 

In short, in the narrow sense, there is the family of intellectuals, which 

is a hybrid, heterogeneous group, and in the broader sense, the collective 

intellectual (in the general sense of the word). Of course, there is unend- 

ing interaction (actions and reactions) between these two poles. Politics 
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comes into play between the two poles, or rather between these bipartisan 

poles, as an initiator, a catalyst, or a snuffer of the mind, depending on 

the circumstances. According to Hegel, the goal of reason’s itinerary in 

history is the state, that is to say political reason. Marx, by contrast, is of 

the view that the political superstructure is the reflection of material and 

social contradictions at various stages of history. Politics obtains in both 

cases, and it is up to men and women, including intellectuals, to give it 

meaning. 

Invariably, state politics seeks to achieve specific objectives such as 

conquering, managing and controlling the state through mechanisms in 

which citizens and, therefore, intellectuals are also called on to participate. 

One also understands that intellectuals are more allergic to or immune to 

politics in the narrow sense of the word. This is normal inasmuch as they 

are the spearhead of civil society, and independence or, at least, autonomy 

is the decisive yardstick of civil society, as concerns any real or potential 

power. 

Professional intellectuals are fully aware, however, that thought is not 

an innocent exercise. The problem is not commitment or lack of commit- 

ment. Be that as it may, one is committed albeit indirectly to the status 

quo, which is consolidated by one’s very neutrality. But can one afford to 

be neutral in an Mrican state where de facto monopartism reigns supreme? 

Can one be a passive observer before unfolding unipolar thought, be it 

endogenous or exogenous? Can the intellectual encamp like a hardened 

nomad in an oasis, while all around him are raging genocides, mass move- 

ments of refugees, tortures and mutilations, random destruction of the 

environment and bit-diversity, hostage-taking of the young generation 

as cannon fodder for warlords, the decimation of whole populations by 

pandemics, the stranglehold of the republican army, the giving away and 

eradication of age-old cultures and distinct knowledge? 

The intellectual is steeped in his society, immersed in the aggressive 

ongoing giobalization process. He cannot flee from one form of globaliza- 

tion to seek refuge in another. And what is more, he cannot lay claim to 

total independence from the system, for he is an indispensable cog in the 

wheel. Many intellectuals are almost more useful to the government in 

power than activists or apparatchiks, for the latter, who are legally regis- 

tered and visible, have to be paid, whereas the objective, implicit and 

anonymous support of anti-political intellectuals is free of charge! This 

does not mean that intellectuals have to be members of political parties, 

much less opposition parties. They should develop an active neutrality, 

however, a positive autonomy, as opposed to one that is inert, amorphous 

and mute. They would thus earn POguy’s famous peremptory rating of 
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certain intellectuals: ’They have clean hands, but the unfortunate thing 

is that they have no hands!’ This means that African intellectuals have to 

be at the forefront of responsible citizenship. 

For the handful of us university students in the late 195os, however, 

the nationalist option was not really a matter of choice; it was structur- 

ally programmed as a dialectic and antagonistic break with the realities, 

interests and values of the colonial nation-state whose intellectuals, drawn 

from the colonial school, had precisely to contribute to their permanent 

maintenance in power. Among intellectuals, the nationalist option - not 

to be mistaken for aggressive and hegemonic nationalism - was initially 

a refusal, a rebellion and a phenomenon of rejection that, by definition, 

assumed a precedence and priority that outweighed those of a myth or 

a postulate. It was the catechism of students at the time, expressed in 

Kwame Nkrumah’s famous ’Seek ye first the political kingdom’, which 

I echoed in an editorial of our journal, Tam-Tam, in 1952: ’On demande 

des Nationalistes!’ (the people demand nationalists!). The conflicting get- 

strategic interests of the superpowers; the cold war that fanned the armed 

conflicts of the liberation struggle; the ’dirty wars’ in which the ’Wretched 

of the Earth’ sacrificed themselves mutually under their common master’s 

iron rule, in which Western ’democracies’ allied with the apartheid regime 

and Mobutu against the spectre of Moscow, and distinguished African 

intellectuals such as Amilcar Cabral and Frantz Fanon, inter alia, resorted 

to guerrilla warfare and ended up paying the ultimate price - a sign that 

the discourse of intellectuals does not boil down to verbal discourse only 

- this was more or less the fate suffered by intellectuals of that era. I 

attended the funeral of Amilcar Cabral in Conakry and saw with my own 

eyes the impact of the lethal bullet on his head. 

Between that opportune moment, the practically unanimous state of 

grace of the rejection of the colonial system and the decisive historic 

moment of the construction of an alternative liberal and liberating system 

lay the dark and deadly period when intellectuals were at one another’s 

throats, thereby derailing or at least impeding the liberation movement. 

This process is not yet over. It started, as it were, with the hijacking of 

collaborative intellectuals endowed with the official powers of newly won 

independence, whereas such sycophants and zombies were being mani- 

pulated to derail the struggle for independence. I witnessed first-hand 

the meteoric rise of a fierce opponent of independence who was virtu- 

ally catapulted to the highest office, whereas a few months before he had 

countered the arguments raised in our manifesto, ’Let us liberate Africa!’, 

by asserting: ’Are you students mad? You demand independence whereas 

economically we have nothing; we cannot even manufacture a needle!’ I 



retorted, ’Do you realize that after sixty years of colonialism, economically 

we have nothing and you want us to stagnate in this situation?’ This debate 

was futile, anyway. 

Now, the most insidious trap awaiting nationalist intellectuals is the 

appeal for their professional skills, which they cannot deny their fatherland, 

whatever the reason. Several intellectuals, mostly nationalists, were yoked 

to the power structure as the most eminent experts in their respective fields 

and, exclusively in that capacity, they were trapped. How could they have 

turned a deaf ear to such an offer which satisfied an aspiration, a secret 

yearning, the apparently uncompromising realization of self? ’Silence! We 

are developing!’ 

How many generations of executive officers have thus been politi- 

cally sterilized! How many newly liberated countries have watched their 

nationalist executives siphoned offand swallowed up by the state technical 

apparatus! How many executive officials, initially ’highly skilled and moti- 

vated’, gradually lose their enthusiasm and expertise! Under the auspices 

of the nation or the United Nations ... For, apparently, expertise has no 

colour. The deficit and inflation are neither left-wing nor right-wing ... 

they say. Is it proper, in building the state dependent on Structural Adjust- 

ment Programmes, to compromise the independence of the nation? Yet 

far too many intellectuals have suffered or died in the savage claws of the 

supposedly neutral tropical Leviathan that is keen to snuff out the debate 

once and for all. Rule of law or rule by the right? Class state, clan state, 

ethnic state, patrimonial oligarchy? ... The elan of African intellectuals 

’has reasons that defy reason’, reasons that defy nationhood. And yet the 

ethnic group is the potential seat and unmistakable bedrock of the African 

heritage. It can also become the African nation’s genocide mass grave. This 

is the pathetic crossroads where African intellectuals find themselves today 

- between civil society, to which they naturally belong, and the nation-state. 

Perhaps we should start with some semantic clean-up and fine-tuning, 

however. Where is the state? Where is the nation? 

Nationalism 

There was a time when some African peoples, in keeping with Hegel’s 

thought (the state as the ultimate reflection of reason’s itinerary in his- 

tory?), were disqualified because they had not attained the higher stage 

of state societies. They were labelled as ’segmented’, ’acephalic’ societies. 

The World Bank, however, now demands the ’lesser state’, the ’non-state’. 

The functions of the state inherited specifically during the colonial era 

are coercion, repression, window-dressing or, better still, veneering of the 

state apparatus, as opposed to the principle, the software, the spirit that 
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justifies the institution - that is, the submission of all without exception 

to impersonal power. The rule of law is an objective system which keeps 

its distance and the minimum neutrality in relation to all citizens and 

groups considered as equals. This calls for the application of the principle 

of horizontal separation and sharing of powers between the legislature, the 

judiciary and the executive, as opposed to a situation whereby the latter 

holds the monopoly of power and identifies (as Louis XIV did) with the 

state, which is the general trend in Africa. 

Given its vertical nature, power in Africa often resembles the two-faced 

god (Janus) in Roman mythology - with one liberal, democratic, polished, 

refined and orthodox face looking to the outside world, and another, con- 

cealed, surly, implacable, not to say savage, looking towards the interior. 

The state is the inevitable channel of foreign aid to the people. Some 

states and even clan regimes live extravagantly and thrive on this lie, this 

semantic alibi. 

And the nation? By a legal falsehood which borders on the taboo, 

the African state is considered as a nation-state in the sense given it in 

nineteenth-century Europe. This meaning is already being called into ques- 

tion, and even viewed as outdated in the Europe of the Maastricht Treaty 

and Schengen Agreement. Who can mark boundaries between nations or 

indeed nationalities in Africa? With such boundaries marked along lines of 

local African languages, African peoples, these pre-nations are fragmented 

into two, four, seven or ten existing states. The official languages, which 

are mostly foreign, do not reflect the configuration of African nations. 

There are too many so-called national foreign languages, in spite of the 

existence of major trans-ethnic languages which, barring Arabic, Kiswahili, 

Shango, etc., do not play any official role. ls it too early for the African 

nation, which has not received its baptism of fire through major trials and 

tribulations or major founding communions? Or is it really too late? As a 

matter of fact, the globalization of market technologies, new information 

technologies, attitudes and corporations without borders, rightly called 

multinationals, makes the composition of a micro-nation in Africa in the 

third millennium an absurd contradiction. It is not only a contradiction; 

it is utterly meaningless. Where in the occasionally explosive mixture of 

diverse allegiances do we situate the feeling of belonging which every 

human being needs in order to be a person, and which every community 

needs for visibility and recognition? The only solution is for nations to 

transcend themselves through integration and decentralization, and not 

through impossible ethnic-based democracy. This means that the pan- 

Africanist option remains as inevitable today as it was in the past.1 
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Pan-Afr|can|$m 

Kwame Nkrumah, supported by a few distinguished intellectuals, sol- 

emnly proclaimed: ’The independence of Ghana is meaningless, unless the 

whole of Africa is liberated; unless Africa is united. Africa must unite!’ 

I was a humble witness to, and an actor in, that race against time, that 

exciting, momentous sprint in which Africa searched for its identity while 

the colonialists sought to thwart its efforts through the divide-and-rule 

policy and dismantled the federations that they themselves had established. 

Pan-Africanist euphoria peaked in the years that immediately preceded or 

followed the accession to de jure independence. While Cheikh Anta Diop 

vehemently inveighed against ’dwarf states’, while L6opold S6dar Senghor 

denounced the ’partitioning’ of the continent, while the FEANF (Fdddration 

des 6tudiants d’Afrique noire en France) highlighted African events in in- 

cendiary writings and powerful demonstrations, and while the Patti Africain 

de l’Inddpendance (African Independence Party) was being formed, we 

launched the manifesto of the African Movement for National Liberation: 

’Let us liberate Africa!’, in which we opted for immediate independence, 

the United States of Africa and a socialism that had to be premised on local 

realities, interests and values. That document, which gave precedence to 

the pan-Africanist ideal, called for the ’no’ vote in the referendum of 28 

September 1958 in which the people had to choose between two options: 

the Franco-African community or independence. The French government, 

however, had decided that vote-counting during that referendum would 

be organized at the level of territories instead of federations. The day of 

the referendum marked the historic break between nationalism and pan- 

Africanism in a phoney dilemma that had no real stakes, and which threw 

the French-speaking African intelligentsia into total disarray: would the pre- 

mature so-called vote for independence, which fell within the inadequate 

framework of the micro-national territory, not break, ipsofactof~ the bonds 

of unity and ultimately compromise independence itself?. In presenting the 

people with that false choice between unity within a colonial system and 

independence in divided ranks, the colonialists clouded the issue, shooting 

two birds with one stone, particularly by dividing African intellectuals into 

two opposing camps: those advocating the pre-eminence and/or the priority 

of independence, on the one hand, and those in favour of unity first and 

foremost, on the other; the colonialists, of course, knew that both camps 

were bound to lose. For several decades, most of us were torn between the 

two poles of that contradiction, which was a complete fabrication, trying to 

piece together what was left of a broken dream and to limit the damage. 

I allude to this in my diary for the second half of 1958. 

In July and August, I toured Upper Volta and Dahomey to campaign 
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for independence. During my transit through Ghana, I was able, in two 

days, to meet Kwame Nkrumah in his office in Christiansburg, thanks to 

Georges Padmore, who had arranged the visit. 

For a young lecturer like myself, that meeting with the prophet of 

pan-Africanism, which lasted about an hour, was one of the high points 

of my life. During the meeting, Kwame Nkrumah listened attentively to 

my presentation on our manifesto and expressed his views on relations 

between our countries and our continent, before introducing me to his 

ministers, clad in traditional robes. I felt as if I had earned my passport 

as a pan-African citizen and emerged as an initiated neophyte from the 

forest of masks. 

In late 1958, we lost the political battle of the referendum: the independ- 

ence option was massively rejected by all countries except Guinea, where 

the ’no’ victory vote gave the country an impetus that would ultimately 

lead to the independence of the other countries. 

The immediate result of the ’no’ vote was the withdrawal of all French 

technical assistance. S6kou Tour6 sent an SOS to managerial staff through- 

out Mrica and the Caribbean, appealing to them to come and take over 

from the French. After negotiations, a few dozen executive workers decided 

to retum to Guinea, abandoning their careers, with the conviction that the 

dialectic between independence and unity was the only way to salvation. 

This was the idea I defended before the Political Bureau of the PDG (Parti 

D6mocratique de Guin6e - Democratic Party of Guinea), when my col- 

leagues honoured me by appointing me as their spokesperson to explain 

the purpose of our expeditionary force of pan-African nationalists. The 

particularly warm welcome we received at the National Assembly from the 

Guinean people is also one of the high points of my life. 

In late 1958, the African Peoples’ Conference in Accra, which brought 

together representatives of political movements and civil society to restore 

order to the ideas and ranks of pan-African nationalists, was a turning point 

in the commitment of intellectuals, particularly in the liberation struggle 

(whether armed or not), alliances, etc. I sat next to Patrice Em6ry Lumumba, 

and I can say that we immediately identified with one another. The con- 

ference was also attended by trade unionists such as Abdoulaye Diallo of 

Ugtan and Tom Mboya (two brilliant leaders). There were delegations of 

young men and women. Nnamdi Azikiwe and Awolowo, with their retinue of 

ardent supporters, were also in attendance. Frantz Fanon, who also attended 

the conference, burst into tears while relating Algeria’s tragic martyrdom. 

In fact, the armed struggle was a recurrent theme during the intellectual 

discussions. What we were discussing was being put into practice by free- 

dom fighters in the outskirts of Accra, in Algeria, Dar es Salaam, etc. Ahmed 
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Ben Bella expressed in graphic terms the strategic concept of pan-African 

nationalism by exclaiming in Addis Ababa in t963: ’We have talked of a 

development bank. Why have we not talked of a blood bank? A blood bank 

to assist those fighting in Angola and everywhere in Africa. Thus, to free the 

peoples who are still under colonial domination, we all accept to die a little 

or entirely, so that African unity may not be an empty slogan.’ 

During the hundreds of meetings held shortly before or after indepen- 

dence, dozens of subjects were studied and researched in an in-depth 

manner at national, bilateral, multilateral and UN levels, thus yielding a 

treasure trove of knowledge that deserves methodic and systematic revisit- 

ing: congresses for intellectuals, pan-African festivals, colloquia organized 

by the Economic Commission for Africa, UNESCO, UNIDO, WHO and other 

specialized agencies of the United Nations, international conferences of 

ONA or the AAU (Association of African Universities), etc., helped to build 

a body of knowledge, a rich data bank which is still very relevant today. 

There is no shortage of research subjects in the fields of education, 

African personality, ’sustainable development’, the environment, science 

and technology, conflicts, borders, food security, desertification, demo- 

cracy, the WTO, etc. 

The research approach is at times strictly disciplinary and specialized, to 

the extent of questioning the epistemologieal and methodological founda- 

tions of science, as was the case with history and philosophy, and as should 

be much more the case in medicine, demography, public and private law, 

economics, architecture, regional development, etc. I have written about 

this: the inter-African approach is an imperative of science. In the social 

sciences, no discipline can claim to produce excellent scientific results 

in Africa without taking into account the inter-African dimension, not 

only because of research costs, but also because desertification, winds 

and clouds, aerosols, epidemics and epizootic diseases and music and 

dance forms know no boundaries. In short, the geographical, historical, 

linguistic, religious, natural and medical sciences, etc., must be studied 

from an inter-African perspective. 

To understand the economy of a country, one has to observe processes 

under way in neighbouring countries. To trace the evolution of a given 

people, the historian has to pass through two, three, five or perhaps ten 

states. In geology or physical geography, river or lacustrine basins can only 

be understood when they are studied across a large number of countries. 

In brief, there is no micro-national science,z 

Elsewhere, the inter-disciplinary, trans-disciplinary or systemic ap- 

proach adopted for the study of transverse subjects, as CODESRIA has 

stressed on several occasions, sheds light on African realities in a more 
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comprehensive manner, as was absolutely required in the case of apartheid, 

which I had the opportunity to experience cursorily in Rhodesia. 

The dimension relating to the diaspora was extremely dynamic, powerful 

and effective in the nationalist and pan-African movement: pan-Africanist 

ideas were disseminated in London, in the Caribbean, in PrdsenceAfricaine, 

at the WlNNEBA Centre for Political Studies (Ghana), in Jamaica and the 

United States, through the universal message of ideologies and the African 

American arts. At the Conference on the African Encyclopedia, which ! had 

the honour of chairing, I met W. E. B. Dubois and subsequently attended 

the state funeral organized by Kwame Nkrumah to pay homage to that 

great pan-Africanist. 

At the 2ool World Conference against Racism in Durban, African Amer- 

ican intellectuals played a decisive role, as they had done here and there 

in the past, with a view to compelling the international community to 

recognize the slave trade as a crime against humanity. 

In brief, the OAU, a provisional and fragile pan-African organization, has 

achieved only partial independence - partial independence because right 

up to the turn of the century, former French Prime Minister R. Balladur 

could still write in his M~moires: ’I decided to devalue the CFA Franc.’ 

Similarly, the OAU has achieved only partial unity because it committed 

the original sin of maintaining colonial borders, supposedly to prevent 

conflicts. Yet these same borders are in flames. They are structurally prone 

to conflict. They make every African a foreigner to at least 8o per cent of 

the other Africans. African borders are instruments of vivisection of peoples 

and have, since their establishment, caused untold human sacrifice in the 

form of fratricidal holocausts, merely out of respect for boundary lines 

already marked in blood by the colonial conquest; such arbitrary and, 

at times, imaginary parallel and longitudinal lines are too mathematical 

to be human. They are often insane, outrageous, divisive and senseless 

because they underdevelop the people torn apart. I dare hypothesize, not 

to say postulate, that the OAU’s generally mediocre performance stems 

from the fact that the struggle for African nationalism was delinked from 

the struggle for pan-Africanism, and the majority of African intellectuals 

accepted and supported this fatal split. In fact, in making the transition 

from nationalism, whose separation from pan-Africanism was smooth 

albeit fatal, to constructive nationalism (nation-building), a major historical 

and decisive process set in: globalization, which renders more obsolete than 

ever Kwame Nkrumah’s peremptory statement: ’Ghana’s independence 

is meaningless, unless the whole of Africa is liberated; unless Mrica is 

united.’ One can even say that such still-born independence deconstructs 

unity and vice versa. 
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In other words, Africa must stand on its own feet (independence and 

unity), if it is to stop being what it is today - lame, bedridden and in a 

coma. African intellectuals, instead of contributing to the production of 

theoretical discourse and a parody of development at a structural dead end, 

must decode, unmask, condemn and refute this in favour of alternative 

globalization and regionalization that needs to be invented through the 

discovery, if not of a new New World, at least of another Africa which we 

ourselves and the word need. 

The role of intellectuals in generating the binomial driving force of 

the African Renaissance 

In our opinion, this role will entail adopting the identity option, which 

consists in knowing oneself (Yeredon) and, first of all, building oneself up, 

forging a personality - that is, a role in the word of today. This calls for 

active resistance against the neo-liberal globalization ideology imposed 

by the international financial institutions which were recendy criticized 

by Nobel Prize economics laureate ]oseph Stiglitz, former chief econo- 

mist at the World Bank, who finds that they run counter to the Keynesian 

expansionist approach in matters of employment, effective demand and 

state intervention. He writes: ’Today globalisation does not work. It does 

not work for the poor of the world. It does not work for the environment. 

It does not work for the stability of the world economy? [ ... ] If there is 

discontent with globalisation, it is because, clearly, it has placed not just 

the economy above all else, but also a particular vision of the economy 

- that of market fanaticism - above all others.’4 He does not hesitate to 

talk of ’world injustice’ and the ’hypocrisy of the advanced industrialized 

countries’ in matters of state intervention, environmental and social costs, 

aid, net capital flows, etc. 

Now, if there is a social group that should play the role of immune 

defences to prevent Mdca from sinking into the A1DS of structural under- 

development, it is surely, first and foremost, the intellectuals who are 

sons of this continent. To take just one example, we will cite the work of 

Mohamed Larbi Bouguerra: La Recherche contre le Tiers Monde? 

The mere constraint of abiding by the axioms of the Chicago School, 

which advocates absolute respect for macroeconomic indicators and 

aggregates - even if the human costs were to be regarded as collateral 

or secondary effects - should automatically give Mrican intellectuals two 

reasons for rejecting such axioms: first, we have shifted from econometrics 

to econolatrics (worship of economics); and second, our countries have 

been exploited for selfish ends, manipulated, as they are, like guinea pigs 

in a fundamentalist ideological experiment. 
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Let us, however, avoid two fatal pitfalls here. First, we must not, in our 

own turn, blame all our own performance shortfalls and our complicities 

on others by painting everyone else black: the North, the West, the East. 

The axis of evil or good has nothing to do with cardinal points. 

Besides, we should remember that the specific solution to this negative 

balance of power does not lie in bemoaning our lot, inveighing against 

others or withdrawing into micro-nationalism, but in transforming the 

unequal terms of trade through pan-Mricanist nationalism or nationalist 

pan-Africanism. 

More important, and better than the two sides of the same medal, is the 

dual nature of the commitment of the African intellectual, who is driven 

by a sense of dialectical cross-fertilization, given that nationalism without 

pan-Mricanism is meaningless and pan-Africanism without a liberation 

dimension is also an absurdity. 

The micro-national level suffers from two fundamental and structural 

shortcomings. First, there is the incapacity to drive development to a level 

and magnitude that can generate a ripple effect or synergy, especially in 

matters of industrialization and value added (economies of scale). Besides, 

the dictates of the SAPs do not necessarily rule out cases of denial of justice. 

It is quite the contrary when the state itself is privatized and subjected 

to patrimonial, clannish or ethnic management.6 By subtle subterfuge 

tribalism is used as a pretext to reject indispensable reforms; ’multiparty 

democracy plays into the hands of ethnic groups’. 

Even religion is also turned to account in this new breed of kultur- 

kampf . 

One wonders whether the artificial nature of the nation-state, a fragile 

state founded on dismembered peoples, with no civil society, no memory 

and no goals, is not the source of the collective and schizophrenic exist- 

ential disarray that is poles apart from the nation as a fundamental prin- 

ciple of cohesion. 

The untreated traumas stifled for decades or centuries can develop 

psychotic complexes in the subconscious or the unconscious, which explain 

the subsequent monstrous and fratricidal explosions. Thanks to the social 

sciences, we can contribute to the treatment of this type of syndrome, 

preferably in a prophylactic manner. 

In the face of the exploitation of real or artificial ethnic identities for self- 

ish ends, we have to foster a new African, nay - an African neo-personality 

that espouses the ethnic group and jettisons ethnicism. 

In point of fact, even if ethnic group, in the real sense of the term, is 

the huh of Africa’s cultural identity, the combination of the predatory greed 

of traffickers and the existence of a poor and illiterate youth create fertile 
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ground for the emergence of militias rooted in para-ethnic micro-identities 

- the veritable metastasis of an evil that is not peculiar to Africa. 

The strategic goal of African intellectuals should, therefore, be to forge 

a new nationalism wherein pan-Africanism will be an integral part, serving 

as a driving force and giving it meaning. 

This calls for a new objective status for knowledge, for all forms of 

knowledge, including ours. Such authentic knowledge gives intellectuals 

the legitimacy and credibility to assume leadership of the African Renais- 

sance.7 Such knowledge is self-driven, not cited or recited. 

The challenge is for each community that has this bounden duty to 

forge new syntheses, a new community that is consistent and compatible 

with external and internal, specific and universal realities. The universal 

dimension should not be an imposition of some specifics; neither should 

it be the sum total of all the specifics. Rather, it should be a fruitful and 

harmonious blend of the best and the most precious aspects of all the 

specifics, culminating in unity at the summit of the human pyramid. 

The idea is not to produce, by coercing the weak cultures of the world, 

a high-yield cultural hybrid, a stereotyped cultural GMO, but rather to 

strengthen the capacities of each culture and to place it in a state of 

dynamic procreation. 

Exclusion must be excluded, for exclusion is barbarism. It is only at 

this price that cultural diversity will become the ’last frontier’ separating 

us from the new ’New World’ - not the new world of some distant era but 

that of tomorrow. 

African intellectuals must refuse and reject all forms of internal and 

external subordination, arbitrary limitation and exclusion. They must reject 

the restrictive status quo with its conflict-prone structure: that is, strive for 

genuine modernity wherein everyone is true to himself or herself and all 

positive interaction is possible. 

In this regard, the African heritage, in all forms, has to be built or 

rebuilt; even if it cannot be pieced together physically, at least its sources 

and resources can be tapped through the New Information and Com- 

munication Technologies (NICT). 

This should be like a monument to Africa’s historic places and historic 

achievements - a reminder of the low ebb as well, for we must eschew 

retrospective romanticism. It is only the complete history (past, present 

and future) which will vindicate us. 

Drawing from the resources of the electronic web, African intellectuals 

have to be both teachers and researchers, both disseminators of knowledge 

and mutually supportive depositories of data. Internally driven growth is 

not only production but social reproduction as well. 
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Thus, the New African Nation for intellectuals is not a rigid territorial 

entity, conveniently defined and confined, but a place and a setting without 

borders and without shores, open and ecumenical; with the proviso that un- 

fair trade with partners shall be abolished. The diaspora is part and parcel of 

this new concept of the African nation. Such a concept calls for imagination, 

method, foresight and organization, as experimentally successfully achieved 

in many structures and organizations: CODESRIA, the AAU (Association 

of African Universities), CAMES (Higher Education Council for Africa and 

Madagascar), disciplinary structures such as the AAH (Association of African 

Historians), etc. Leadership within civil society - ’hegemony’ in the Gram- 

scian sense of the word - comes with that price tag. 

It is only at the level of the sub-region, at least, that such a project can 

be financed, for example through sponsorships, with greater emphasis laid 

on the productive investment aspect of research in social sciences. Research 

in history, even the history unfolding before our very eyes, and archaeology 

is very costly but it also generates considerable revenue. Mr Romano Prodi, 

president of the European Commission, in his address to the National 

Assembly in Ouagadougou, referred to Africa as the cradle of humanity 

and, potentially, the future of the same humanity. Yet when President 

Idriss Deby went to Montpellier to visit Toumai, the oldest australopithecus 

discovered in Chad, the media talked much less of our common ancestor 

than of the ceremony at which the president was inaugurating a crude oil 

exploitation project some weeks later. 

Let us not gloss over any area. Oil is all well and good, but it can also 

be very harmful. We must not forget, however, to place at the centre of our 

identity the reminiscence that we gave birth to man and to history, as well 

as the memory of the generations that worked - sometimes making the 

ultimate sacrifice - to build the African Union, whose first commission 

president is also an intellectual - Alpha Oumar Konare. 

In point of fact, we have multiple identities, multiple citizenships as 

well, beginning with the village grass roots. But if we do not want our 

children to be condemned to selling mobile telephone cards, second-hand 

clothing and disposable hankies at the crossroads of our cities, we must 

have, somewhere in Africa, a strong geo-cultural and economic nerve centre, 

with African intellectuals serving as prototypes and vectors. 

African intellectuals must help the people to develop a more balanced 

and healthier view of property, of money, sometimes defined as the ’com- 

mon denominator’, which has wraught untold havoc on states and nations. 

Without being idealistic, the ’common denominator’ or ’measure for all’ as 

a reference point and ultimate goal is man himself. Africans say: ’Money 

is good but man is better because he answers when he is called.’ The 
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content of this answer is another matter. It is also said that ’The old man 

is worth more than his price’; which takes us to the post-economic realm 

(metaeconomics?), the importance of which is made evident by the human 

casualties of the heatwave in Europe in the summer of 2003. Intellectuals 

should assist in analysing the African social solidarity that mobilizes, on 

a daily basis, tens, hundreds, millions of Africans. Culture has to be ’in- 

frastructured’ to produce the contemporary version that conforms to the 

famous principle: ’Not everything is available on the market’; in any case, 

not in the same quantities. Soil, health, basic education, potable water 

cannot be left to the discretion of the ’invisible hand’ of the market. 

The values platform often coincides with that of political options. 

Without being partisan, and precisely as a member of civil society, the intel- 

lectual can help to civilize politics, so much so that we become ’masters of 

our destiny and captains of our soul’, to borrow from Nelson Mandela. 

In this respect as well, the pan-African platform and structures are 

necessary - nay sufficient - conditions for better protection of human 

rights, development and democracy for the benefit of intellectuals and 

their fellow citizens. 

To conclude, I would like to point out that specialists in the social 

sciences, artists and film-makers do not make good use of the intellectual 

and emotional shock potential of myths, folk tales and cosmogonies, which 

are a veritable cornucopia. From the West, let us cite Prometheus (who 

also exists in Africa), Oedipus, Ariadne’s thread, etc. 

To draw an analogy between the African continent and Osiris, I would 

say we have to rebuild the African Osiris. It was the brother of Osiris, the 

wicked Seth, who murdered him, dismembered him, and went on to scatter 

the limbs so that he should never be pieced together and revived. 

But it was his sister, Isis, sister-cum-spouse, supreme mistress of the 

occult and quintessential science, who found, gathered and rearranged the 

limbs, thereby making his renaissance and resurrection possible. 

I think there is an obvious analogy here with the case of Africa, which 

has been dismembered several times over and which now needs to be 

assembled. Intellectuals can play the role of Isis. 

In another African folk tale about the creation of the universe it is said 

that after creating the whole universe God asked himself the question: ’For 

whom will the sun shine?’ And that is how he created the human being: 

so that the sun may have meaning ... 

Meaning: this takes us back to the role of the intellectual who creates 

meaning. It takes us back to Kwame Nkrumah’s prophetic warning: 

’Ghana’s independence is meaningless, unless the whole of Africa is lib- 

erated.’ 
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Yes, we have to piece together the African Osiris, so that the African 

nation, African nationalism, may have meaning. 

I thank you all. 

No~s 

Yves Aimaizo, L’Afrique est-elle incapable de s’unir? (Paris: L’Harmattan, 

2002). 

2 J. Ki-Zerbo, La Natte des autres, pour un d~eloppement endogbne en 

Afrique (Paris: CODI~SRIA, 1984), pp. 3ff. 

3 Joseph Stiglitz, La Ddsillusion (Paris : Fayart, zoo3), p. z79. 

4 Ibid., p. 286. 

5 Mohamed Larbi Bouguerra, LaRecherche contre le TiersMonde (Paris: 

PUF, 1993). 

60dile Goerg, ’Cat6gorisations et representation des espaces et des popu- 

lations ou comment dchapper au retour des clich6s’, Aft~’ka Zamani, 7 and 8, 

~999-zooo, pp. 9 ~ff. 

7 C.A. Diop, Towards theAfricanRenaissance:Essays on Culture and 

Development (New Jersey: Red Sea Press, 2996). 
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From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 9:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: Hello 

Dear, Professor. Sahle Eunice 

Hi, professor I am             and taking your class from 9:30 am to 10:45am on Mon Wed Friday. 

As I lost my textbook somewhere, a mosaic in transformation, I was wondering if any of the people in the class found and gave it to you after the class by 

any chance. I don’t know how to email all of the students at this point, which I do not like to do, and I am emailing you just in case you have it or you heard 

somebody found it. 

Thank you 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 9:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Follow up 

Sorry, It’s a great letter and an unbelievable opportunity for UNC! The letter is strong as it is. No changes needed. No 

additions needed. 
-In terms of "tweeks" .... the letter could begin by expressing your strong and enthusiatic support for the proposal of the University of.... [up a notch from "This letter is in 
response to....] 
-Somewhere in the letter you might refer to the document they are trying to acquire as one of the "foundation texts for the study of the African diaspora in Europe".....or 
something like that 
But both of those suggestions would merely be tweeks. Neither is necessary. The letter is fine as it is. 
Press on, -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 20:t3 7:34 PM 
To-" Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject; Follow up 

Dear Reg, 

Thanks. See attached. I have to submit it tonight (sorry), thus kindly send it once you have reviewed it. Unfortunately, I am limited to :t page. 

Best wishes and many thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Sunday, 10:45 PM 

The ecs thculty mailing list. <ecs t:aculty@lis~tscrv.unc.edu> 

Scholarship Nominations 

Deea Carolina Facul~, 

I am writing as the Director of Scholars Programs for the 

can be of assistance to our scholarship efforts. 

Scholarship. Because of your influential position as a member of the Cm~olina family, I hope you 

The           Scholarship was created to commemorate one of UNC’s most beloved students,                                         wanted to create a 

merit scholaxship lbrj~mior year students who demonstrated gro~vth and achievement since college matriculation. The scholarship will fund a summer experience oa~d 

provide money to cover half-cost of in-state attendance (regaxdless of student’s residency status) lbr the senior yeax. All students who are currently juniors with a 

cumulative GPA of at least a 3.0 are eligible to apply. The scholarship application is due October 10 at 5:00 p.m. and ca~ be tbund online at 

http://www.unc.edu/ccp~portali now. 

We need your help with recruiting juniors who have demonstrated that they axe solid candidates for this scholarship. If you know of a:ny students that would be eligible 

and deserving oftlfis scholarship, please pass their names along to us. Please send all nominations to @~mail.com as soon as you can. These 

nominations will remain confidentiak 

Those s~dents whom you recommend to us will receive an email encouraging them to apply. However, the nominations will not factor into the selection of the 
scholarship recipient. 

As the scholaxship continues to grow a~d be established on campus, we are trying to roach out to the ontstanding students who may’ not know abont this opportuni~. 

Please let me know if you have any question~ and we hope you will help us in Wing to make this scholarship a prestigious honor on this campus. We axe working very 
hard to ensure the lasting memoW of          hem at Carolina. 

In the Carolina Way, 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tyson, Karolyn D <kdUson@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

I have c]ass unti] ~2:~5, but 1 can come straight from class. Is :].2:25 too late? 

Karolyn 

K a rely n Tys.:_~n 

Associate Professor and Director of 

Undergraduate Studies, Department 

of Sociology 

The University of Nor~:h Carolina at Chape~ 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-3210 

~= SaNe, Eunice N 
$eat= Sunday, September 08, 20~3 8:~0 PN 
Te= Tyson, Karolyn D 
Subject= Lunch 

Great Karolyn. The date works. So see you at 12.00pm at the Carolina Inn. 

Regards, 
Eunice 

From: Tyson, Karolyn D 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2023 3:37 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Lunch next Thursday? 

Hi Eunice, 

I am away next week Thursday, How about Sept, 26? 

Karolvn 

Karolyn Tyson 

Associate Professor and Director ot: 

Undergraduate Studies, Department 

of Sociology 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H~Jl 

Chapel Hill, N(: 27599.-323.0 

(9~9) 962--5501 

F~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat: Thursday, September 05, 20~3 $2:50 PH 
To: Tyson, Karolyn D 
Sabject: Lunch ne~Thursday? 
l~po~aBce: High 

Hi Karolyn, 

Thanks so much for this email. 

Sorry for the delayed response - 

How about lunch on Thursday Sept 12 at the Carolina Inn? Kindly let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

and I am now catching up with emails and other matters. 

From: Tyson, Karolyn D 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 5:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: lunch 

Hi Eunice, 

Are you free for lunch next Tuesday? I have class until 12:15. 

Karolyn 

Karolyn Tyson 

Associate Professor and Director of 

Undergraduate Studies, Department 

of Sociology 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-32:10 

(919) 962-5601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 9-9-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday September 9th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

9/24/13- Enelgy and Envirolnnent Lunch hosted by the Insntitute for the Environment at UNC featuring Billy Edge at 12:30 PM in Dey Hall Toy" Lounge. A professor at 

NC State University and the UNC Coastal Studies Institute, Dr. Edge will be spealdng on the topic of ocean energy.. He has worked extensively on studies of the 

feasibility of renewable energy offthe coas~t of North Carolina, including win& wave, and tidal energy, potential. Lunch will be seiwed and RSVP is required to attend 

this event to Katie Hall at Inchall(~z)elna~l.unc.edu. Please note if you require a vegetarian meal. 

9/24/13- Lecture by Tom Earnhardt, author of Crossroads of the Natural World, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literal People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center lbr Continuing Education. The ~ssion will include an overview of Eamhardt’s new UNC Press- 

published book, other promineat literature about rivers, mid a discussion of the importance of rivers to North Ca~;olina’s ecology and identity. For more infi~rmation: 

http://fridayceater.unc.edu/pde~’riverwriters/ 

10/14/13 2013 Water and Health Conference: ~Vhere Science Meets Policy scheduled for October 14-18 in Chapel Hill, NC. This yea~:’s Water and Health 

Conference offers the opportanity to network with leaders from academia, government, nonprofits and the private sector and discuss best practices and emerging 

challenges at the intersection of water, sanitation, hygiene, health and development. The Conference features more than 200 verbal and poster presentations, as well as 

various side events, which are interactive ~ssions such as meetings, workshops and open forums. Visit ~,w.whconfErence.unc.edufi~r registration and other 

information. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

~Mmouncement and Invitation: Water on Our Campus Info-Sculpture Collaboration- As part of the ’%Vater In Our World" pan-campus theme, the artist Buster 

Simpson will be on campus the week of September 16-19 to develop conceptual designs for campus "intb- sculpture" installations in conjunction with students from 

multiple disciplines. This pl~ject follows Buster Simpson’s April 2013 lecture at the Art Department and relates to a multimedia website being developed by’ the School 

of Journalism and Mass Communication. Both efforts explore the local aspect of the Water In Our World Theme. For more information: 

http://watertheme.unc.edtv’2013/09/06/announcement- and- invitation- water-on-our-campus- Mb- ~ ulpture- collaboratiow’ 

Water Institute at UNC post-doctoral position openings- Applications are crarently being accepted for the following pofft-doctoral positions in the Water Institute 

at UNC: 

Rapid detection of fecal bacteria in water 

Water-rdated disease atnong the American Indian and zMaska Native populations 

Water and sanitation beha~iors and determinants of behavior among American Indians and Alaska Natives 

Applicants will be asked to provide a CV, cover letter, and a list of retbrences. When submitting, applicants are tkee to choose whether or not to address one of the 

specific research opportanities listed above. For more in[bmlation: http:/iwaterins~itute.unc.edu/current-openin~s 

First 2014 Water Nexus Conference Speaker Announced- The Water Institute at UNC is pleased to announce that Adnan Z. Amin, the Director-General of the 

International Renewable Energy Agency, will be a plenaly speaker for the Nexus 2014: Water, Climate, Food and Energy Conference during the Water-Energy- 

Climate session. The Conference will bring together leaders in business, government. NGOs and research to discuss sustainable solutions that address the intersection 

of the world’s water, food, climate and energy needs and use. Abstracts tbr poster and verbal presentations will be accepted via the Cont~rence website 

(https://nexuscont~rence.web.unc.edu/) until September 27, 2013. The Conl~rence will take place on March 4-7, 2014 in Chapel ttill, NC, USA. 

For more intbmlation on Dr. Amin: https://nexusconference.webm~c.edu/plena .ry- speakers/ 

~VATER NEWS AT C,MIOLINA 

Introduction to Enviromnental Law mad Policy on Com~era- Details abom Introduction to Environmental Law and Policy, the University’s first Massive Open 

Online Course taught by UNC Law professor Don Hornstein, axe included in the link below. Set to begin on September 16, this course will feature a significant section 

on water issues. For more intbrmation: https:i/w~,.coursera.org/course/environlaw 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved wifli "Water hi Our \Vorld"- For information on the the~ne and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for the theme can be directed to the following email address: watertheme~unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http:/itwitter.comiUNCWateror visit us on Facebook at http://www.facebook.comiWaterInOurWorld. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson <b anderson@unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:51 AM 

Lambert, Michael C <mlambert@emaik unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Burrill, Emily Susan 

<eburrill@email.unc.e&~>; Anderson, Barbara S <<barbara anderson@unc.edu>; ~live.unc.edu-~; Payne, Sandra S 

<payne@email.unc.edu>; Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu-~ 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@etna£unc.edu> 

Fall Seminar Series on Conte~npomu Mall 

Dear Colleagues, 

Thank you for your co- sponsorship of our Fall Seminar on Contemporan.’ Mall. Below is onr most currem information that you may use for publicity and for your web 
sites. We will also forward an image from Alexandra Huddleston shortly. Plea~ let me know if you have any questions. Warm regards, Barbara 

In October and November the African Studies Center at UNC will host a seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 
2012 military coup in Mali, the subsequent Ansar Dine and A1 Queda in the Magreb (AQIM) occupations of northern Mali, and the recent 
presidential election of Ibrahim Boubacar Keita. While the seminar focuses on Mall, it will be of interest to any and all interested in 
African politics and society and contemporary global shifts. The seminar will include the following speakers and topics. 
October 24 (Thursday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Georges Nzongola, UNC, "From the Coup d’fitat to the Restoration of Democracy: Regional 
diplomacy and African Union Perspectives on the 2012 Coup" 
October 29 (Tuesday-, 5-6:30 pro, 1005 GEC): Alexandra Huddleston talk and photo exhibit from her new book, 333 Saints; A Life of 
Scholarship in Timbuktu. Reception to follow, honoring faculty and student awardees and our 2013 Visiting Fulbight Scholar, Dr. 
Patricia Mabugu. 
October 31 (Thursday- 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Bruce Hall, Duke University, "Competing Racial Narratives of Violence in Contemporary 
Mali" 
November 7 (Thursday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Gregory Mann, Columbia Uniw?rsity and Visiting Scholar, UNC African Studies Center, 
"Mali’s Polkical t tistorics: From Democracy to "Terrorist ltawm" - and Back Again." 
November 12 (Tuesday 12:30-2, 4003 GEC): Oumou Sidibe, University of Paris and Visiting Scholar, UNC African Studies Center, 
"Malian Women in the Political Sphere: From the 1990s to the Present" 
Emily Burrill, UNC, will facilitate. 
This seminar is co-sponsored by the Afl-ican Studies Center, the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the Department of 
African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African Ecology and Social Processes. 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 

Associate Directo/~, African Studies Center 

Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

African Studies Center, CB#7582 

3027 FedEx Glottal Education Center 

University of Nerth Carolina 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-~406 office 
(919) 843-2102 
b anderson@uric, edu 
http : i/africa, unc. edui 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <routledge@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 1:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Check out our new Nursing, Midwifery and Allied Health Textbooks 2014 Online Catalog 

Textbooks 201~, Online Catalog!. 

This online catalog showcases textbooks in Nursing, Midwifery and Allied 

Health published by Psychology Press; Roetledge, CRC Press and 

G~i~ord Press 

VIEWCATALOG HERE 

Many of our textbooks are availabie as Complimeata& Exam Copies er 

as e-Inspection Copies to instructors wishing to consider them as course 

texts S~mp~y h~t the ’Complimentary Exam Copy’ or’e-Inspection Copy’ 

button on the booX’s product page to ~equest your exam cop~es 

We offer free shipp#~g for UK orders over ~20 and for US orders over $35 

Press 

education, geography, and ~he social and behavioral sciences Gu~lfo[d Press ~s                                              :: 

www.guilford.com 

::~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psyohol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo~l P 

~[~[]_~[£_[2~__&~#~#~_~[_#_~ to ~ece~w ne~ and offers stra~gh~ to your inbox from the Taylor & F~ar~c~s Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to aRy outside organizations 

Copyrigilt 2013 Taylor & Francis, at1 intorma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo[ma UK LimiterL registered in ~nglarld under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortilY~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieikohl Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikohl@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:16 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Migration and Health events on 

From: @live.unc.edu> 
Date: 7:46:04 PM EDT 

To: "Rielkohl Muniz, Beatriz S" <rielkohl(&email.unc.edu> 

Subject: Migration and Health events on 

Deaz Beatriz, 

The Working Group on Repro&tctive Justice and Migration in the Americas is orgmaizing two events related to Migration and Health on the evening of 

Wednesday,               Could you please tbrward this m the ISA listserv? Thanks! 

< 10F 1FEA0-4D92-4556-B32D-68BDDDBE3DE7.png> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

RieikoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieikoN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:52 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Fwd: Two events on Migration and Health - 

MigmtionHealth.pd£ ATT00001 .htm 

We axe trying this again...in a different format. Apologies for the donble posting. 

BealliZ 

Begin forwazded message: 

Fresh:                           .$b~live.anc.edu> 

To: "Rietkohl Muniz, Beatliz S" <rietkohl@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Two events on Migration and Health 

See below (and flyer attached) for details about two events events on Sept 18 related to migration and health. The first event is a presentation of research 

findings and the second event is a documentary film shomng. 

"Transnational Use of Health Services: A Study of Mexican Migrants" 

Wednesday, September 18 (5:00 p.m.) 

Dr. Tonatiuh Gonzalez (Researcher, National Institute of Public Health, Cuernavaca, Me~co) 
Location: FedEx Global Education Building, Room 1009 

Sponsored by UNC’s Institute for Global tiealth & IntEctious Diseases and UNC’s Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the 

Americas 

Documento~ Film Shomng: "Migra~tes: Bitficora de Viaje [Migrants: A Travel Journal]" 

Wednesday, September 18 (6:30 p.In.) 

Dr. Cesax Infa~lte (Researcher, National Institute of Public Health, Cuemavaca, Mexico) 
Location: FedEx Global Education Bnilding, Nelson Mandela Auditorium 

Sponsored by UNC’s Institute for Global Health & Infectious Diseases and UNC’s Working Choup on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the 

Americas 

Note: The film is in SpaNsh and mtl~out subtitles. Diseussion follomng the film roll be be in English and Spanish and a translator roll be presant. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Payment 

Dear 
I hope this note finds you doing well. Would you please send your hours of work to both me and Prof. SaNe so that you can be paid. 
Thanks and all my best, 

Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Katz <~mkatz@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 2:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: U~ent 

Dear Eunice, 

Actually, it was the other way around, that we ~vould pay Pierce and you would cover Livingston. That is what I told Pierce and what I thought he had pitched to you. 

I’m running to a meeting now-, but I can talk later. 

Mark 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 2:26 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

> Dear Mark, 
> 

> 

> I hope you are doing well 
> 

> There seems to be conti~sion about payment for Pierce’s class. Based on our discussion about this matter, our department’s responsibili~ is to cover Pierce 
instruction budget The Music department covers Livingston’s payment. 
> 

> Please call me if you have a question. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

salary licom our 



Fl~Om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday September 10, 2013 3:32 PM 

SaNe, Eanice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Will be late 

Dear Chair, 

I enjoyed our chat, and I meant to tell you that I will be embarrassingly late to the meeting tomorrow because of 

I beg pardon for any disruption I may cause. -Reg 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, 5:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Request l]com a UNC alumnus 

Dear Dr. Sahle: 

My name is I graduated from UNC , and I recently 

however, I currently work at While I still have the opportunity, I am 

interested in learning about your students. I know that                is a major decision, and I had many, many questions before I joined the 

I hope that I can help answer your students’ questions informally and without any expectations. ’        can be an 

excellent career pathway for your students. If you are willing, please send the following message to your students. Thank you! 

Respectfully, 

Greetings! My name is                and I am a newly                                  I graduated from UNC         so I 

understand the stresses of finishing school and beginning your careers. As top students, can offer you incredible career options with 

unmatched leadership opportunities. 

and speaking with me carries absolutely no obligation to apply. I would simply love to grab a coffee on campus and answer all of your 

questions about             Although I never imagined,                throughout most of my college caree~ I can honestly say it has 

already been an unforgettable and extremely meaningful journey. Please contact me at         @gmail.com or              Go Heels! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mark Katz <mkatz@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Re: MC Lab - Music dept + Aii-ican, African American and Diaspora Studies dept 

~u~ce, 

I’m looking over Pievce’s proposal, and you’re right, he didn’t specify- who would pay for what. But it was clear to him that I was hiring him and that an~hing above the 

I would pay him would come from AAADS. His request was       That would pay for Median (Livingston) and the other things he reques~ted. Is that still 

possible for you? 

I’m available by pbone till 6:25. My number is 

Mark 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 1:58 PM, Pierce Freelon wrote: 

Greetings Dr. Kalz and Dr. Sable, 

I am excited that both of your are on board for the "Rap Lab". This is not only an intra-departmental collaboration - it is also a campus-communily 

collaboration with UNC and the Carrboro Arts Center. Thanks for your flexibiliF a~ad hard work so close to the beginning of the semester. Dr. Sable 

asked me to submit a budget, and hold some chairs for Af-Am students. Those and other details are below: 

1, Title: the class is called "Rap Lab" - MUSC 286 003 

2. Enrollment: Dr. Sahle and I discussed enrollment. I would like to cap "the class at 20 students, (with the understanding that we might let a few extra 

students in if there is high demand - but no more than 25). Would it be possible to hi~ld 10 seats Ibr African, At~ican American and Diaspora Studies 

students’? 

3. Budget: Am ideal budget for the class would be 

Pierce Freelon instructor of record fee 
James Livingston (aka Median) gues~t artist in residence fee. 

communiU budget (resources for a fin~] perfonn~ace, honorarium for guest rapper SkTpe interviews with Common, 9th Wonder etc.) 

Dr. Katz can only commit      to the class. If we could get an additional       from the Af-Am department that would cover the 
difference. Dr. SaNe, please let me know if      is a reasonable fee for the department. 

4. Transfer of funds: Dr. SaNe mentioned that the Af-Am Department could transfer funds from their instructional budget to the Music 
Department. They would prefer for their funds to pay my fee, since it is an instructional budget and I am the instructor of record (as 
opposed to guest artist fee, for example). I will let you two discuss the logistics around this issue. 

Thanks again, please don’t hesitate to call me if you have additional thoughts or questions: 

As soon as we iron out these details, I’ll start spreading the word about the class. 

Best, 

Professor Pierce Freelon 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

North Carolina Central Universi~ 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Making Webisodes: http:i/~’.voutube.com/beatmakinglab 

Umi Says: http://www.youtube.com/w~atch?v 3mfD9l cp7sw 
Freedom Suite: http:/?music.thebeas~mrasic.conv’aJbum/fieedom-snite 

<Rap Lab Syllabus - Fall 2013.pdtS, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edus> 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 6:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Re: MC Lab - Music dept + Ati-ican, African AmeficaJ~ and Diaspora Studies dept 

Ok, sounds good. 

Mark 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 6:20 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Mark, 

On the bus going home fight now. 

Let’s touch base tomonow. I think it will work out but let’s discuss the way forward tomo~xow. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Sep 10, 2013, at 6:06 PM, "Mark Katz" <mkalz~,~unc.edu> wrote: 

Eunice, 

I’m looking over Pierce’s proposal, and you’re fight, he didn’t specify who would pay for what. But it was clear m him that I was hiring him 
m~d that m~ything above the       I would pay him would come from A~A~kDS. His request was       That would pay for Medima 
(Livingsqton) mad the other things he requested. Is that still possible for you? 

I’m available by phone till 6:25. My number is 

Mark 

On Aug 8, 2013, at 1:58 PM, Pierce Fmelon wrote: 

Greetings Dr. Ka~ and Dr. Sahle, 

I am excited that both of your are on bom-d for "the "Rap Lab". This is not only an intra-depa~mental collaboration - it is also a 
campus-community collaboration with UNC and the Ca=boro Arts Center. Thanks for your fle:dbility mad hard work so close 
to the begi,ming of the semester. Dr. SaNe asked me to submit a budget, and hold some chairs for Af-Am students. Those 
other details me below: 

1. Title: the class is called "Rap Lab" - MUSC 286 003 

2. Enrolhnent: Dr. Sahle aud I discussed enrollment. I would like to cap the class at 20 students, (with the understa~adiug that 

we might let a few extra s~dents in if there is high demand - but no more than 25). Would it be possible to hold 10 seats for 
Ati’ican, African American a~d Dia.spora Studies students? 

3. Budget: Am ideal budget tbr the class would be 
Pierce Freelon instructor of record fee 
James Livingston (aI:a Median) guest artist in residence fee. 
community budget (resources for a findt pertbnnance, honora~um for guest topper Sl~’pe interviews with Common, 

9th Wonder etc.) 

Dr. Katz can only commit      to the class. If we could get an additional       from the Af-Am department 
that would cover the difference. Dr. Sahle, please let me know if      is a reasonable fee for the department. 

4. Transfer of funds: Dr. Sahle mentioned that the Af-Am Department could transfer funds from their 
instructional budget to the Music Department. They would prefer for their funds to pay my fee, since it is an 
instructional budget and I am the instructor of record (as opposed to guest artist fee, for example). I will let you 
two discuss the logistics around this issue. 

Thanks again, please don’t hesitate to call me if you have additional thoughts or questions: 

As soon as we iron out these details, I’ll start spreading the word about the class. 

Best, 



Prot~ssor Pierce Freelon 

University of North CaJcolina a’t Chapel ttill 

North Caxolina Central University 

My work / 

PBS x Beat Makiug Webisodes: http://wx~a~-.voumbe.com/beatmakinglab 

Umi Says: http:/%~vw.,/oumbe.conv’watch% 3miD91cp7sw 

F~eedom Suite: hlvo://music.thebeastmusic.com/aJbum/fieedom- s-aite 
<Rap Lab Syllabus - Fall 2013.pdtS, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Too much work 

Hi Eunice, 

but should be in the office by 9:30. We really need to talk before the meeting. I feel we are trying to do too much and we need to listen to the 
message that this newsletter is telling us. I am in a fog. 

Best, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Warner ~ @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 1 l, 2013 7:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: ABC on AtiJcan Feminism 

Mwali,nu: 

I referred the question of female African political theorists to my friend Chambi Chachage, a product of UDSM, who in turn referred it to his nelwork of Tanzanian 
intellectuals. 

While no political theorists am emerging, the below fun piece did: 

All best, 
jw 

.......... Fol-warded message .......... 

From: Chambi Chachage ~{byahoo.com> 

Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 7:30 AM 

Subject: ABC on African Feminism 

To: Wanazuoni - Informal Network of Tanzanian Intellectuals <wanazuoni~yahoogl~oups.com> 

In a highly informative article on Lessons in Race and African Feminism by Elaine Salo you will fi*ad the ~M3C below keep naming/adding: 

A is for Ama Ata Aidoo, Amina Mama, Ayesha Imam, Akosua Ampofu 

B is for Bessie Head, Bolanle Awe, BiN Fayemi 

C is for Charmaine Pereira, Calyxthe Beyela, Cynthia Mugo, Chimananda Ngozi Adichie 

D is for Dzodzi Tsikata, Doria Shafik 

E is for Eleanor Sisulu, Embet Mulugeta 

F is for Fatima Mernissi, Filomena Steady, Flora Makwa, Fenella Mukungara 

G is for Gertrude Fester (based in Rwanda) 

H is for Huda Sharawi, Hamza, Amal 

I is for Isabel Casimiro, Ibitola Tolu Pierce 

J is for Josephine Akhire, Jessica Horn, Jessie Kabwila Kapasula 

K is for Khaxas, Elizabeth 

L is for Liz Frank 

M is for Molara Ogundipe, Margaret Munalula, Mariama Ba, Marjorie Mbilinyi 

N is for Nawal el Sadaawi, Nabuwiyya Musa, Nobantu Ratsebotsa 

O is for Obioma Nnaemeka, Onalenna Selolwane, Oyeronke Oyewumi 

P is for Pat McFadden 

R is for Rudo Gaidzanwa, Ruth Meena, Ruth Ochieng 

S is for Sheila Bunwaree, Shailja Patel, Sylvia Tamale, Sara Longwe, Sandra Manuel 

T is for Tsitsi Dangarembga, Therese Cruz e Silva, Takiywaa Manuh 

U is for Unity Dow 

V is for Veronica de Klerk 

W is for Wangaari Mathaai, VV~nnie Binyanyima 

Y is for Yvonne Vera, Yasmina Faull 

Z is for Zenebeworke Tadesse, Zo Rriandriamaro, Zubeida Tumbo Masabo. 

SOURCE: http~www~i~c~za~sundayinde~endent~ess~ns-in-race-and-african-feminism-1A~74641#.Ui3JfsanpHR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@~m~dl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:22 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Payment 

Dear Dr. Lee: 

Here are my hours so far: 

30 rain.: August 20th meeting 

3 hours: August 21st meeting and editing of Dr. Watts’ speech 

6 hours: September 3rd initial edit of newsletter 

Total: 91/2 hours 

If additional edits or readings are required, please let me know. Also, please feel free to use me as a resource in the future for other projects. 

All best, 

From-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent-" Tuesday, 

To-" 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
S..bject; Payment 

12:12 PM 

Dear 
I hope this note finds you doing well. Would you please send your hours of work to both me and Prof. SaNe so that you can be paid. 
Thanks and all my best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fall, Alassane <afall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 12:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: Your requests 

Dear Eunice, 
Thank you so much. 3[ am sure the blinder will be very useful to us. 

Alassane 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 09, 20:t3 2::t4 PM 
To: Fall, Alassane; Regester, Charlene B; 

Cc: Colon, Sonia; Howell, Tia N. 
Subject: Your requests 

~gmail.com 

Dear Alassane, Charlene and Ron, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Following a meeting with the Dean’s office last week, I write to indicate the requests from each of you that have been approved. Kindly see the attached table. If an item is not 
on the table, please note that it was not approved for funding this year. 

This is a very difficult financial time for the College of A & S and the university in general, thus I am delighted that the Dean’s office supported these requests. 

Now that we have funding, Sonia and Tia will move the requests forward. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sept, 11, 2013 

ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus directory? Is your home address correct? Do 

you know that you can control what is displayed through the directory’s privacy settings? 

To review and update your directory information, please go to !ii!i{!;:~;.=i !i’..!i~?.{L!blii!:~., click on Update 

Personal Information (upper left of screen under Account Information) and Iogin using your Onyen and 

~assword. You can also choose whether certain information, such as your home and!or dorm address, 

is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Unlimited free access to the online video training library lynda.com is now available to all University 

faculty and staff. UNC-Chapel Hill has licensed lynda.com’s library of more than 1,900 software, career 

development and technology training titles that faculty and staff can access from anywhere using an 

internet browser and Onyen Iogin. To access lynda corn, go to the 

and log on with your Onyen and password. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new !::{!> :.~.!~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live. This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs. 

More on testing in this ’,.{i.{!2.{~ . 



What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.!’[~,~!.!.~L~!~.’..~I~.~.~.~L~.~.~.’.i,. 



Ficom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia <~Questia.Emafil@maill.questia.com~ 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 3:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Are you a research paper whiz? Blog and win! 

Don’~ miss an emaii from Questia! Add us to your Address book: Ques~ia Ei-nai[,~ n~ail I questia com. 

Can’t see images? View Web version. fo s~op receivin9 these emails, you may unsubscribe now 

Ques.:ia is operated by CeP, gage Learni!;.f,;. ~<) Copyrigilt 20i 3 Ail rigilts reserved. 
You have subscribed to receive ernails from Questia. You provided ,/our e-mail address when you 
registered or purchased from us. To uesubscribe from such emails .::Uek he!.~!. 

Abo:.i~ q~estia I Cor:~ao’. us I P!i,~acy poiic,l [ Ernaii deib,’ery preferer:ces 

This message has been sent to: eunicec@ensail.unc edu. 

This emaiJ ~as serl~ b~/: Ques,’.ia, i N S~a~e S~reeL Suite 900 Chicago, IL60602 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(~:email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; 

I@live.unc.edu> 

Cost of newsletter 

Hello all, 

I don’t have good news about having the newsletter printed by the company that did the nice awards. They would have to source the job out and there would be a minimal of 
500 printed. This would be over $2,000. Perhaps we should ask other departments who prints their newsletter. 

Cheers, 

Margaret 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 7:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Sept 11 meeting and the rest of the 2013-2014 calender 

Thank you, Eunice. 

Sorry I missed the meeting. Georges was good enough to call me inquiring if all was well. He also told me about the agenda. I hope to catch up woth you about it. 
I had to take     to the doctor ; nothing serious, but I didn’t want to take any risks.We were reassured by our doctor that she will be okay soon. 

Kind regards, 

Bereket 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent= Wednesday, September 11, 2013 4:01 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject= FW: Sept 11 meeting and the rest of the 2013-2014 calender 

Dear Bereket, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

We missed you at today’s departmental meeting - see the calender of this year’s meetings which I sent last week - thus I hope you are doing well. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Froro: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: aaad@listserv.unc.edu 
Subject: Sept 11 meeting and the rest of the 2013-2014 calender 

Dear Colleagues, 

Below are details of our monthly meetings in 2013-2014. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sept. 55, GEC room 2050 

Oct. 9, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Nov. 53, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Dec. 4, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Jan. 55, TBA 

Feb. 52, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Mar. 59, Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Apr. 9, TBA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, September 11~ 2013 10:09 PM 

Vavga~ Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: general education ~equirements 

Dear Rodney and Eunice, 

That’s a question for Eunice to answer, as she would kno~v why the Undergraduate Bulletin does not list all of these requirements. I didn’t consult the Bulletin in writing the syllabus; I just 
indicate what kinds of educational requirements each course does fulfill If the syllabus must necessarily agree point by point with the Bulletin, then it will have to be modified. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.                   !, ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Vargas, Rodney Joaqmn 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:19 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: general education requirements 

[)ear Georges, 

It was great to have the meeting, thanks for coming. 

After looking with Lori at your Syllabus for each course and the general education requirements listed in the current 2013-2014 Undergraduate Bulletin, we have some questions for you, 
some of the requirements do not match: 

AAAD 498 
’]7he seminar fulfills UNC’s general educational requirements, including the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences, historical analysis, and philosophical and moral 
reasoning with respect to human rights It also fulfills the connections requirements on global issues and the world beyond the North Atlantic Question: How come the Undergraduate 
Bulletin only lists SS for this course and not GL, BN? 

GLBL 405 
The seminar fulfills UNC’s general educational requirements, including the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences as well as historical analysis. It also fulfills the 
connections requirements on global issues and the world beyond the North Atlantic. 
Question: How come in the Undergraduate Bulletin SS, HS or PH are not listed? 

Why all the other requirements not listed in the Bulletin? Does someone in your department needs to make these adjustments? We appreciate your guidance on these because we do not 
wish to make any mistakes in the program brochure for the students. 

Thanks so much, 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 

WWW: http ://studv, abroad, unc. edu<http : //study abroad unc. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu.-- 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 8:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

Rezzouk, Lori Autumn <lori rezzouk@unc.edu-~ 

Re: geueral education requirements 

Dear Eunice and Georges, 

Thales for explaining We will update the promotional materials to show 
what currently appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin. 

Have a great day[ 

Rodney 

Rodney J. Vargas 
Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 b~;D EX Global Education (;enter 
301 Pittsboro Street 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

Tel: ~ 1 919962 70021:ax: q I 9199622262 

WWW: http :/istudyabroad unc. edu <http :,"/study a broad.un c. edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
irfformation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 9/12/13 7:59 AM, "Sahle, E~xice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>Dear Rodney and Georges, 
> 

>Thanks for your emails. 
> 

>The general education requirements that appear in the Bulletin where 
>incorporated when the proposed courses were uploaded into the university 
>system by business managers in both units in 2003-2004. If they need to 
>be changed, both academic units would have to present requests to the 
>administration boards. Thus, for the Durban program we need use what 
>currcntly appears in the Undergraduate Bulletin. 
> 

>Best wishes, 
>E~xice 
> 

> 

> 

> 

>From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
>Sent: Wechaesday, September 11, 2013 10:08 PM 
>To: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
>Subject: RE: general education requirements 
> 

>Dear Rodney and Eunice, 
> 

>That’s a question for Eunice to answer, as she would know why the 
>Undergraduate Bulletin does not list all of these requirements. I didn’t 
>consult the Bulletin in writing the syllabus; I just indicate what kinds 
>of educational requirements each course does fulfill If the syllabus 
>must necessarily agree point by point ;vith the Bulletin, then it ;vill 
>have to be modified. 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntala3 a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of Aticican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 



>U SA 
>Tel (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (o]tice) 
> 

>[~’rom: Vargas, Rodney Joaquin 
>Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 2:19 PM 
>To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
>Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
>Subject: general education requirements 

>Dear Geurges, 
> 

>It was great to ha’,~e the meeting, thanks for coraing. 
> 

>After looking with Lori at your Syllabus for each course and the general 
>education requirements listed in the current 2013-2014 Undcrgraduate 
>Bulletin, we have some questions for you, some of the requirements do not 
>match: 
> 

>AAAD 498 
>The seminar fulfills L2qCls general educational requirements, including 
>the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences, 
>historical analysis, and philosophical and moral reasoning with respect 
>to hmnan rights. It also fulfills the connections requirements on global 
>issues and the world bcyond the North Atlantic. Question: How come the 
>Undergraduate Bulletin only lists SS for this course and not GL, BN? 
> 

>GLBL 405 
>The seminar fulfills L2qCIs general educational requirements, including 
>the approaches requirements for social and behavioral sciences as well as 
>historical analysis. It also fulfills the connections requirements on 
>global issues and the world beyond the North Atlantic. 
>Question: How- come in the Undergraduate Bulletin SS, HS or PH are not 
>listed? 
> 

>;Vhy all the other requirements not listed in the Bulletin? Does someone 
>in your department needs to make these adjustments? We appreciate your 
>guidance on these because we do not ~vish to make an)’ mistakes in the 
>program brochure for the students. 
> 

>Thanks so much, 
> 

>Rodney 
> 

>Rodney J Vargas 
>Latin America, Africa and the Middle East Programs Director 
>Study Abroad Oft)ce 
>2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
>301 Pittsboro Street 
>Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>Chapel Hill 
>NC 27599-3130 
>USA 

>Tel: + 1 919 962 7002 Fax: + 1 919 962 2262 
>WV~W: http ://studvabroad.unc. edu<http ://studvabroad unc.edu/> 

>Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
>J2~r the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
>information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
>prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
>sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edup, 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Want to travel next summer? Come to the first Global Projects Showcase! 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding .................... 

for your global project? Come enjoy a 

showcase of students’ research, 

experiences and travel stories from a 

variety of fields and global destinations¯ 

Learn more about past international 

summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves¯ Lunch will be provided¯ 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

PI~eb Co~’~tesl: 
Dea~li~e to Ssbmi~,: Se~’~t~mb~r SS, 2813 

Share your international photos 

with your fellow Tar Heels! 

Whether you’re a beginning 

photographer or a pro, submit 

your images to the Carolina 

Global Photoqraph¥ 
Competition! Images can be 

from any year and the contest is 

open to all current students, 

alumni, staff, and faculty¯ Prizes will be awarded for winning photos 

showing understanding of the cultural context, representing often- 

overlooked places and themes, and artistic merit¯ Winning entries 

and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC Fedex Global 

Education Center January through February 2013, adn some images 

STORIES 



will also appear in our 2014 CGI Calendars¯ Check out the video 

trailer for the contest on our website! 

~!__i(~{!!5~ration Studies Social 

Ne~/ork with fellow students and faculty engaged in 

migration!immigration-related research in multiple disciplines and 

professional schools at UNC Chapel Hill¯ Learn about research, 

coursework, travel, and internship oppo~unities. 

More information available 

~ntemat~ona~ Coffee 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share This 

month’s host is the Office of Postdoctoral Affairs 

Fu~bri~ht (.LS. Student Pro~ram Applications 

d~fe Se~)tember 20~ 
The Fulbright US Student 

Program allows graduating ..... 

seniors, master’s students, 

doctoral candidates, and 

recent graduates to self 

design a researchistudy 

project, or sere as an 

English Teaching Assistant in one of more than 140 countries 

Current UNC students must apply through the Center for Global 

Initiatives and meet the Campus Deadline of September 20, 2013 at 

11:59pm. UNC alumni who can attend an on-campus interview in 

October may also apply through UNC. Those interested in applying 

should complete the ~}__~£~Z[~};L]~£[#_t~£[~! as soon as 

possible. 

The Global Music Show is a 

monthly radio program in 

collaboration with WXYC 89¯3 

FM and The Area Studies 

Centers that intersperses world 

regional music with dialogue 

shared by relevant expert 

guests scholars from UNC 
~hapel Hilk 

Sponsoring Area Studies Center: Carolina Center for the Study of the 

Middle East and Muslim Civilizations (CCSMEMC) 

Ca~t for Proposals ~ C~ties, Rivers, and Cultures 
of Cha~-~qe: Reth~~k~n9 ~r~d Reste~in9 the 
Envb-onme~ts of the Gbba~ Amedcan South 

Profound shi~s in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid 

immigration and demographic change (the ’graying’ and ’browning’ 

of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the 

American South a bellwether of environmental change for both 

America and the world at large¯ Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of 

Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global 

American South aims to bring together graduate students, faculty, 

independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share 

current research that explore these themes from the point of view of 

1) southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) effo~s to restore natural 

and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections 

between changes to the American South and the inter-connected 

global environment in which we live Special Programming: Margaret 

R~:~SOURCES 

M}~]DIA 



Palmer (University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in 

Southern Business History as the conference keynote 

This conference is presented by the Center for Global Initiatives. the 

Center for the Study of the American South, and the Institute for the 

Environment of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

~!.~:~....‘<~.~.~.~.n~.~..~.~.~.~.~.~..~...~.~:.~.~.~..~.~‘~.. 

This ce~ificate is available to all graduate students (masters or 

doctoral) currently enrolled at UNC. The Ce~ificate is issued to 

students upon meeting all requirements and is noted on their official 

transcript. 

The goals of this Cedificate are for students to: 

-Step outside of the U.S. pe~pecfive when focusing on 

development; research and coursework must therefore have 

Mgnificant internafiona~ content 

-Foster interdisciplina~ approaches to development 

-Engage in peer ~earning, especially through the Spring workshop 

C~ick here to learn more about the program. 

GLObaL AN NOUNCEMENTS 
Sowh~ otr~.~e: Soc~ Mow~mm~ts ~md the F~.~tu~e of Cmn ~n "T~axc~:~:~ 
Mexico 

Luz Rivera Ma~inez~ co-fodnder and lead organizer of 

speak about her 20 yea~s of experience in women’s~ peasant and ~abo~ movements and he~ errors to 

demand government accountability, defend family farms and to ~esist the use of GMO seeds She wd~ also 

shed hght on her involvement m budd insp~rh~g~ community-based autonomous p~ojects. She wil~ be 

accompamed by StuaR Sch~ssler of the Mexico So~dar~ty 

Wodd V~ew 2013 K--12 G~oba~ Ed~cat~o~ Sympos~m; Pepu~at~on and 
.................................................................................................................................................... Globa~ 

World View’s 2013 K-12 Global Education Symposium, "Population and Global Migration," examines the 

world’s most pressing challenges and resources for integrating global themes across the curriculum 

Concurrent session topics include: 

Immigration Policy 

Multicultu~l Literature 

Human Trafficking 

Science and the Environment 

Food, Culture, and Identity 

ESL Collaboration 

American Indians in the NC Classroom 

And more.. 

The program is designed for K-12 teachers and administrators of all disciplines, providing current 

will be offered. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -~solomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:30 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxt~a Johnson <qNohnson@nationalhuma~fitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

CORRECTION: Reception for artist Luke Miller Buchanan, Sunday, Sept. 22, at the National Humanities Center 

ApologJes for the original version of this ~nessage winch contained an error with the embedded irn ~ge 

Please join us 

Sunday, September ~s (5 - 7 p.m.) 

for the opening reeeption of 

A Year and A Day: 
New Works by Luke Miller Buchanan 

Year andA Day, presents visually compelling images of architectural subjects captured in a new light, urging us to meditate on our shared experience of the fhmiliar 

and commonplace, to notice what is collectively remembered and fbrgotten. Cosponsored with Artspace of Raleigh, this show runs fl~rough December 18. 

For further information about this exhibit or other events at the National Humanities Center, please visit nationalhumanitiescenter.or~e. 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: Reminder meeting space:        - nationalist movemenks 

Dr. Sable, 
Did you by any chance pick tap a red water bottle after class today, I left it in there and wanted to see if you had it? 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@email uric edu [eumce@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ 7:47 PM 
Subject: Reminder meeting space: i - nationalist movements 

To: AAAE 005FA Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear A 2~.D Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

’]?his is a gentle reminder of an important detail about our class tomorrow. As indicated in the syllabus and a previous email, our class will meet for the last time in the ~2~llowing space: 

Room 205, undergraduate library 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fi-om the "AAAD .005 FA ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this s~te: 
AA;’d) .005.VA <https://sakai.unc.edu/p~rtal/site/82d5f0~e-99934fbc-8ba6-49fb0f9fe05c/pa~e/3586b8e7-9a02~48ed-9a77-l~)8999bcc692>. 



~r. SaNe, 

~’v~a~aw~, Taa:zagda). Should we know what sections ea.ch Europea~ power colonized, or consider the [European5 cou~:~ry that colonized the gre.a~est amour~t 

)fthe country, the m:Nn ,ceion~zer? 

[Thart~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shenyl Kleinman <kleinnmn@enmil.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:16 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Fwd: Upcoming Trayvon Martin event 

IAAR TMartfin Flyer-Corrected.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj~t:Upcoming Trayvon Martin event 

Date:Thu, 16:00:43 -0400 

From: (&) email .unc .edu> 

To:Kleinman, Sherryl <kleinman@emml.tmc.e&t> 

CC:                     ~)unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Kleinman, 

Hello, 

I’m writing on behalf of UNC’s Institute of African American Research, because I thought the Social and Economic Justice Program might be interested in our upcoming event 
discussing the Trayvon Martin case on              I am attaching a flyer to this e-mail as well as more detailed information below in the message body. We would 
sincerely appreciate any help you could give us in raising awareness about the event to your membership and the broader campus community. 

All best, 

Social, Cultural and Historical Contexts of the Case of Trayvon Martin: Scholarly Insights 
4-6 PM, Kresge Family Assembly Room, Graham Memorial Hall 

This panel discussion will examine the social, historical and cultural context and implications of the case and trial concerning the killing of Trayvon Martin. Scholars 
from sociology, literature, psychology and history will reflect on the case by lending their insights on race and American history, race and U.S. institutional structures, 
history and race in literary texts, and youth and racial discrimination. The program invites participation from the campus and community. 
Speakers: 
Dr. James Coleman, UNC-CH, Department of English 
Dr. Blair Kelley, NCSU, Department of History 
Dr. Eleanor Seaton, UNC-CH, Department of Psychology 
Dr. Karolyn Tyson, UNC-CH, Department of Sociology 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty- as: <a hm~"mailto:etmice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.ednq’a>, To unsubscribe send a blank 
email to <a hreD"mailto:leave-33579068-3692316.SeddOf12btb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc,edu">leave-33579068- 
3692316.5eddOfl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc,edu</a> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 9:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Seodi V-R White ~hotmail.com>; Stroman, Deborah L ~<tstro@unc.edu>; ChaJcle~ Anthony 

<anthony cha~les@~ned.unc.edu> 

Front page story- UNC Universi~ Gazette 

Gazette - 09 - 11 - 13 - Color ( 1 ).pdf 

Dear Eunice: 

I am so honored and proud to be a colleague of yours at UNC! This front page story on the University Gazette is wonderful (!~ttl0;!igaze:tte.!mqedu!). I learned so 

many great things about you and I thought the story was extremely well written. Awesome... 

I have cc’d Seodi White, Debbie Stroman and Anthony Charles on this email with the current issue of the University Gazette conveniently attached as a .pdf file- so 

they can easily forward this great story to the world! 

Thanks for all the tremendous work you do- for us all. 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 

Fax: (919) 843 6568 

For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (irnwest@med.unc.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ,9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

FW: AAAD 

FYI. I star~ed to talk to you about this yesterday. I understand he was back in I will respond when I get a chance before class on Tuesday. 

M 

From: 

Sent: Friday, " 9:32 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 

Hello Professor Lee, 

I feel like we had a misunderstanding in class yesterday. I wanted to let you know that I was really going to use the bathroom because I had been sick all 

week, It is natural for me to carry my phone everywhere with me because I have privacy concerns. It is important for me to do well in this class and I am 
sorry if you thought I was leaving to talk on my phone, Please let me know if you have any other concerns about my participation in class. 

Thanks, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Howell, Tin N. <thowell@email.unc.edu-~ 

From the Carolina Asia Center 

Good afternoon, 
If you can please read the email below, we would greatly appreciate it. We hope you have a wonderful day,! 

Dear colleague, 

This academic year the Carolina Asia Center is submitting an application to the Department of Education for Title ~2 funding to establish a National 
Resource Center in the study of Asia. This grant would enable us to support graduate student training, faculty development, campus programming, and 
outreach related to Asia for the entire university. 

As part of the application, we need to include a comprehensive list of all faculty whose teaching and/or research is engaged with Asia. Our current list is 
unfortunately out of date. If your department includes any faculty who teach courses or conduct research with a connection to Asia (even if only to a 
small degree), please respond to this email with any relevant details; alternatively, let me know if I can chat with you or any, other representative of your 
department on the phone to obtain the necessary information. 

sincerely appreciate your assistance, and am happy to answer any questions you may have about this process, 

Best regards, 

Morgan Pitelka 
Director 

Carolina Asia Center 
http://carolinaasiacenter.unc.edu 
mpitelka@unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pier @gmail.com~ 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

AAAD 89-001 Spring 

Hi F.unic e, 

I’m writing to ask whether I might change the topic of my First Year special topics course in the coming Spring. As you recall, I am serving on the Process Series committee. As it turns out, 
this Spring, all four performances/processes are by African-Americans, on African-American topics. So I thought this might be a great opportunity to teach a course on "African-American 
Pelformance In Process" in ~vhich students would go to these sho~vs, and engage with the artists and their works, ~vhile the?’ are on campus. I broached the possibili~ with Joseph Megel, 
and as you can imagine, he was very excited. 

Please let me kno~v what you think, and whether such a switch of topic would be possible. 

Best regards, 
Dave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Seodi V-R White @hotmail.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 5:03 AM 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Charles, Anthony <anthony_charles@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Dear Bruce, 
Its a beautiful story one which I have read with pride knowing my association with the person speaking in the story and how much I’m proud to be 
associated with this sister of mine from another mother. I have tweeted the link, as well as posted it on my Facebook and Linked In pages. 
Thank you; thank you; thank you; for sharing Bruce and Congratulations Sister Eunice! 
In solidarity, 

Seodi 

From: bruce_cairns@ med.unc.edu 

To: eunice@email.unc.edu 

CC:          @hotmail.com; dstro@unc.edu; anthony_charles@med.unc.edu 

Subject: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Date: Fri, 13 Sep 2023 13:40:46 +0000 

Dear Eunice: 

I am so honored and proud to be a colleague of yours at UNC! This front page story on the University Gazette is wonderful (http:/igazette.unc.edu/). I 
learned so many great things about you and I thought the story was extremely well written. Awesome... 
I have cc’d Seodi White, Debbie Stroman and Anthony Charles on this email with the current issue of the University Gazette conveniently attached as 
a .pdf file- so they can easily forward this great story to the world! 
Thanks for all the tremendous work you do- for us all. 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

:[02 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 

Fax: (959) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (irnwest@med.,Jnc.c!du) 
Administrative Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 5:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

FW: AAAD 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Saturday, : 
To: 
Subject: RE: AAAD 

I 5:17 AM 

Dear 
I suggest you come to talk to me during my office hours. 

Best, 
Prof~ Lee 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 

9:32 AM 

Hello Professor Lee, 

I feel like we had a misunderstanding in class yesterday. I wanted to let you know that I was really going to use the bathroom because I had been sick all 

week. It is natural for me to carry my phone everywhere with me because I have privacy concerns. It is important for me to do well in this class and I am 

sorry if you thought I was leaving to talk on my phone. Please let me know if you have any other concerns about my participation in class, 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles, Anthony-~anthony charles@med.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 5:44 AM 

Seodi V- R White- ~hotmail.com> 

Caim~ Bruce A <brucecaims@med.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu-~; 
Charles, Anthony <anthony ch~acles@med.unc.edu> 

Re: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Congrats Eunice 

TNs is great 

Anthony Charles MD,MPH,FACS 

Associate Professor of Surge~ 

UNC School of Medicine 

Adjunct Associate Professor of Public Health 

Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North C~olina 

4008 Bumett Womack Building 

CB 7228 

Tel: 919-966-4389 

Fax: 919-9660369 

anthchar~med.unc.edu 

On Sep 14, 2013, at 10:36 AM, "Seodi V-R White" @hotmml.com> wrote: 

Deal Blxlce, 

Its a beau~ful sto~ one which I have lead with pride knowing my association with the person speaking in the stol3~ and how much I’m proud to be 

associated with this sister of mine froln another mother. I have tweeted the link. as well as posted it on my Facebook and Linked In pages. 
Thank you; thank you; thank you; for sharing Bruce and Congratulations Sister Eunice! 

In solidariF, 
Seodi 

From: bruce cairns,~med.~mc.edu 

To: eunice~)email.unc.edu 

CC:          @hotmail.com; dstm@unc.edu; anthony charles(~med.unc.edu 
Subject: Front page story.- UNC University Gazette 

Date: Fri, 13 Sep2013 13:40:46 ~0000 

I am so honored and proud to be a colleague of yours at UNC! This ti~ont page story on the University Gazette is wonderful (http://gazette.unc.edtl). I 

learned so many great things about you and I thought the sto~ was extremely well written. Awesome... 

I have cc’d Seodi White, Debbie Stroman and AnthoW Charles on this email with the current issue of the Universily Gazette conveniently attached as 

a .txtf file- so they can easily forward this great story to the world! 

Thanks for all the tremendous work you do- for us all. 

Bruce 

BIa~ce A C~ims, MD 

Director North Cm-olina Jaycee Btml Center 

Jotm Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of SurgeIyi Microt~i ology and hmmmology 

Vice Chair for Research, Deparlment of SmgeI3~ 

Medical Director of Respirato~N Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University ofNoilh Calolina a~ Chapel Hill 

Depai~rnent of S~mger~,, School of Medicine 

101 Marming Dlive CB 7600 

Chapel ttill, NC 27599-7600 



Phone: (919) 966-8159 

Fax: (919) 843-6568 

For appoinlments, schedltling, p~)blems, etc: 

Lyrm West (lm’,~,’es~(a;rned.~mc.edu) 

Administrdtive Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seodi V-R White, @hotmail.com> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 5:55 AM 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; 

Charles, Anthony <anthony_charles@ med.unc.edu> 

First video from TEDxLilongwe uploaded 

Hi again Colleagues, 

This TEDx video came out a coupe of days ago. You might wish to share with students on how we operate from the ground to make change happen. 

Greetings once again. 

Seodi 

> 

> Dear TEDxLilongwe speakers, 

> We apologise for the delay in bringing you the video of your talks back 

> in May- our partnerTimveni have had an incredibly busy few months- 

> but the videos are starting to come through now, and they are looking 

> great! We have just uploaded the very first TEDxLilongwe video; Seodi 

> White’s talk: 

> 

> http://www.yout u be.com/watch?v=O63Cw uJ cxZg 

> 

> We expect the remaining videos to be uploaded in the coming weeks... So 

> sit back, enjoy and re-live that great day in May! 

> 

> Cheers 

> 

>John 

> 

> 

> 

> John Cass 

> Organising Team, TEDxLilongwe 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD 

You do as well. I am doing the final analysis for the book and then the conclusion. Although I still have not heard from Ken, I will send the manuscript to him by Monday and 
just wait to hear about the potential for a second volume. 

Will talk to you before I see . He has some interesting behavior issues that I want to discuss with you so that I make sure what I tell him is in keeping with UNC policy. Why 
me? 

Take care, 

Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: AAAD 

7:04 AM 

Thin,ks Ii~r the emails Margaret. 

Have a great weekend. 

Cheers, 
Eunice 

On , at 5:18 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc(~)em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent-" Saturday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: AAAD 

: 5:17 AM 

Dear 

I suggest you come to talk to me during my office hours. 

Best, 

Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent= Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: AAAD 

9:32 AM 

Hello Professor Lee, 

I feel like we had a misunderstanding in class yesterday. I wanted to let you know that I was really going to use the bathroom because I had 

been sick all week. It is natural for me to carry my phone everywhere with me because I have privacy concerns, It is important for me to do 
well in this class and I am sorry if you thought I was leaving to talk on my phone. Please let me know if you have any other concerns about my 
participation in class. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

@hotmail.com; Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Charles, Anthony <anthony~haxles@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Front page sto~- UNC University Gazette 

Dear Eunice: 

I appreciate your kind words, bm supporting you. your colleagues and your Depaxtment is one of the most natural and comfortable things for me to do. 

A careful read of this wonderful article, paying close attention to what you ~id, explains it all. We must listen and learu t~om those who have been fl~ere a~d have 

dedicated their lives m understanding issues or solutions m current (and future) problems will escape us all. 

Bruce 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc .edu~ 

Date: 09/13/2013 10:09 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce cairu@med.unc.edu;, 
Cc: Seodi V-R White          ~hotmail.com>,"St~oman, Deborah L" <dstm@unc.edu;,,"Charles, Anthony" <anthony~harles@med.unc.edu~ 

Subject: RE: Front page story- UNC University G~ette 

Dear Bruce~ 

Thanks for your kind words! ~ feel honored too that yoffre my cNleague. Your steady and very public support of the department means a lot to my colleagues and L We will 
never forget it! 

Nany than~s for your committed to our university and the Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies. 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:40 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Seodi V-R White; Stroman, Deborah L; Charles, Anthony 

Subject: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Dear Eunice: 

I am so honored and proud to be a colleague of yours at UNC! This front page story on the University Gazette is wonderful (http:i/gazette.unc.edui). I learned so 

many great things about you and I thought the story was extremely well written. Awesome... 

I have cc’d Seodi White, Debbie Stroman and Anthony Charles on this email with the current issue of the University Gazette conveniently attached as a .pdf file- so 

they can easily forward this great story to the world! 

Thanks for all the tremendous work you do- for us all. 

Bruce 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Imrnurlology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: {919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West (jr_J3_~_~_~Lt__,~_Le_,_~__d_~_~[[~__~_:_e_:::t_~.) 

Administrative Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu> 

Saturday, September 14, 2013 9:31 AM 

@hotmail.com; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu>; Charles, Anthony <anthony_charles@med.unc.edu> 

RE: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Seodi: 

Awesome! I knew I could count on you. You are a "force of nature" for good.. 

Bruce 

Sent fr~3n-., my Verizol! Wh-ek!s!~ 46 [.[ [~ Smartpl!ol!e 

........ Original message ........ 

From: Seodi V-R White ~hotmail.com> 

Date: 09/14/2013 5:36 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce_cairns@med.unc.edu>,"Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Stroman, Deborah L" <dstro@unc.edu>,"Charles, Anthony" <anthony_charles@med.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Dear Bruce, 
Its a beautiful story one which I have read with pride knowing my association with the person speaking in the story and how much I’m proud to be 
associated with this sister of mine from another mother. I have tweeted the link, as well as posted it on my Facebook and Linked In pages. 
Thank you; thank you; thank you; for sharing Bruce and Congratulations Sister Eunice! 
In solidarity, 

Seodi 

From: bruce_cairns@ med.unc.edu 

To: eunice@email.unc.edu 

CC:          #hotmail.com; dstro@unc.edu; anthony_charles@med.unc.edu 

Subject: Front page story- UNC University Gazette 

Date: Fri, 13 Sep 2013 13:40:46 +0000 

Dear Eunice: 

I am so honored and proud to be a colleague of yours at UNC! This front page story on the University Gazette is wonderful (http://gazette.unc.edu/). I 
learned so many great things about you and I thought the story was extremely well written. Awesome... 
I have cc’d Seodi White, Debbie Stroman and Anthony Charles on this email with the current issue of the University Gazette conveniently attached as 
a .pdf file- so they can easily forward this great story to the world! 
Thanks for all the tremendous work you do- for us all. 
Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 
Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: (919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (imwest@rned.unc.edu) 

Adrninistrative Coordinator 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 3:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: PowerPoints 

Dr. Sahle, 
Would you be able to post the all the lecture slides on Sakai beibre our test on Tuesday, I have some gaps in my class notes. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:57 PM. "Sahle, Eunice N" <eumce@email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email No, I didn’t May be you can check with the Media libra~z staff to see if someone from their office picked it up. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: ’l’hursday, 11:30 AM 
To: SahIe, Eunice L~ 
Sut~ject: RE: Reminder meeting space: nationalist movements 

Dr SahIe, 
Did you by any chance pick up a red water bottle after class today, I left it in there and wanted to see if you had it? 

Thanks, 

t~’r;mi eunic~@em~i~;un~;~ct~ reunig~C£~em~illunglgdu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 PM 
Subject: Reminder meeting space: - nationalist movements 

To: A~B .005.FA Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a gentle reminder of an irapoltant detail about our class tomorrow. As indicated in the syllabus and a previous email, our class will meet for the last time in the following space: 

Room 205, undergraduate library. 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill _Messages from the "AAAD .005.FA    site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
AAAD .005.FA ~https://sakai.unc.edu~p~rtal/site/82d5f~e-9993~4fbc-8ba6-49P~f9fe~5c~page/3586b8e7-9a~2-48ed-9a77-~8999bcc692>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Office Hours lbr Tomorrow 

Hello Dr.Sahle. 

I was wondering, What are your office hours for tomorrow? 

Thanks. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:47 PM 

Subject: Reminder meeting space: - nationalist movements 

To: AAAD .00S.FA Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a gentle reminder of an important detail about our class tomorrow. As indicated in the syilabus and a previous email, our class will meet for the 

last time in the foliowing space: 

Room 205, undergraduate library, 

Best wishes and see you then, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD .005.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to 

access Messages for this site: AAAD .005.FA 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

F~xtended office hours on Monday 

Hello professor Sahle, 
I remember you mentioning that you had extended office hours available on Monday and I was wondering at what time those will be or if those are just by 
appointment because I was planning on attending. 

Thankyou! 

from aaad: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 6:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: players in AAAD 

Hi Eunice, 

Hope the weekend is going well for you. I just sent the manuscript to Ken with the exception of the conclusion. Will get that off in the morning. I think it will take a second for 
me to realize that this is coming to an end!!! 

See below. T think T should suggest he come to my office during office hours to have a little "chat." 

Singing off for the evening. My brain is jelly! 

Best, 

Margaret 

From: Townsend, .]enn 
Sent: Sunday, 4:14 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject players in AAAD 

Hi, Professor Lee: 

I hope you are having a good start to the semester. My name is Jenn Townsend and I am one of the academic counselors in the Academic Support Program for 

Student-Athletes. I wanted to check in with you about four                players(                                         and         ) who are in your 

AAAD    class this semester. Any information you could share about their attendance, participation, assignments and current grades would be much appreciated. 

Thanks so much. 

I hope you are having a good weekend, 

Jenn 
Jenn Townsend 

Associate Director 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

.9_ 1__9__2 § 2___9__s_~ 8_ 
9:[9 962 8247 (fax) 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: Re: Google Doc 

10:10 PM 

To: All Parlicipants; i 

From: 

Hey Guys- 

I made a study guide from the chapters I roll upload tomorrow when I am near a scanner! Ifmayone wants to study tomorrow evening or at~temoon after 3 please let 

me know I would love to just go over potential questions and responses:) 

On, 8:20 PM at 8:20 P3L wrote: 

Has any created a google doc or is willing to create one so that we can brainstorm onr ideas for the test? Please let me kmow ASAP 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages t~om the "AAAD .005.FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 
Messages for this site: A~A~\D .005.FA 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:50 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

William~ Susan Staples <~swm@unc.edw~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emml.~mc.edtr"~ 

Transfer funds 

Dear Sonia, 

Please work with Susan to transfer in AAAD Instructional Budget funds to their Music Dept. Instructional Budget for payment to 

Thank you. 

~Tia 
Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-Sp, Tues., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p, Thurs. 8:30a - 12p, Fri. lp - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295, Fax. 919-962-2694 

Mon. 8:30a-12p, Tues., Wed. - lp - 5p; Thurs. lp-Sp, Fri. 8:30a - 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 8:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: Save the date - if you can... 

Dear t’;unice, 

Kennetl~ 

Dr. Kem}eti~ R 
Depar~.ment of Afdcm~. AliTican American, and Diaspora Steadies 
109 Ba~de t ~a~L CB~ 3395 
15nivemity of North Carolina 

Chapd Hill NC. 27599-3395 

(9I 9) 962- l s19 ~ voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 

Click ~m a lmk ibr 
/ 

ht~p:,()mcpress.unc.eda/~oks/T- 8059.html 
hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booD’PO0780 
hRp://undpress.nd.edu/booD’PO0723 

F~m: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, September 08, 20~3 3:~3 PM 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Save the date - if you can... 

Dear Kenneth, 

I would be very grateful if you and joined me and others for a dinner at my home on Sunday Nov. 17 in honor of Professor Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o - a political scientist, a 
former cabinet minister and currently a Senator in the Kenyan Senator. Peter will be here as a contributor to a symposium that Georges and I have been organizing titled: 
"Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50’ that will be held on Monday Nov. :LB. As part of his duties Peter will deliver a public lecture at the Stone Center focusing on 
the intersecting themes of democracy and state-civil society relations in Kenya on Nov. 18, 6.00pm-7.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: East Atiica and African Unity Roundtable 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: East Africa and African Unity Roundtable 

Dear Eunice, 

Below please find Peter’s positive response. 
Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From : Peter Anyang Nyongo        @yahoo corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 4:13 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sutzject: Re: East Africa and African Unity Roundtable 

[)ear Nzongola, 

This is a wonderful invitation which I am vep)~ delighted to accept. The topic is exciting and am glad Makau and Berket will join me in the discussions 

Wamaregards 
Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Aug 6, 2013, at 19:14, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.unc.edu> xvrote: 

> Dear Peter, 
> 

> As part of the ongoing cotlm~emoratinns of the 50 years of African unitT-, Eunice Sahle, our Department chair, has asked me to help organize an afternoon rotmdtable on EAST AFRICA 
AND AFRICAN L2X!ITY AT 50 on Monday, November 18, 2013. We would like to have you as the main speaker, and you will be joined in the roundtable by- Professors Berckt Habte Selassie 
(UNC) and Makau xva Mutua, Dean of the Law School at Sl~a’NY-Buffalo. Since our travel fund is limited and has been designated to cover our annual cotffcrence in @ril 2014, you will be 
the only person for whom we can pay travel and living expenses. We propose to bring you in from Boston on Stmday afternoon, November 17, have you spend two nights in Chapel Hill as 
a guest of the department, and return to Boston on Tuesday morning, November 19. 
> 

> Once we hear from you and you can fit ore invitation into yottr schedule, Eunice will send you an official letter of invitation. 
> 

> Hope all is well with you and the family in Nairobi. 
> 

> Warm regards, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntal~ia 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of Aftican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 

> Tel              icell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.unc.edu~ 

Monday, : 10:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Question regarding graduation 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am a here at UNC majoring in WMST and Afri Studies. I have a question regarding the senior capstone course 

required for my graduation status in . Will you be available to discuss this subject matter in person? I don’t have classes today so I am free all 

day, I will stop by to see if you are available. The situation is pretty urgent. Thank you so much, look forward to hearing from you! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Susan Williams <swm@email.unc.edn> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:31 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtp 

William~ Susan Staples <swm@unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Howell, TiaN. <thowell@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Transfer funds 

Dear Sonia, 

That will not work for ns. You need to hire James Livingston yourself. Or pay him as an independent contractor. Mark Kalz’s agreement was that we would pay for 

Pierce Fleelon and AAA would pay for James Livingston. It is up to you all to figure out how to pay him. 

If you were to give us       we would still have to pay tbr his benefits and social ~curity. I snggest that you pay him as an independent contractor and use language 

that does not talk about his teaching. As far as I know, he is assisting Pierce Freelon. If you do not pay him as an independent contractor, then you cannot use your IB 

becanse he does not have an MA. But, this is tbr your department to decide how to pay him. 

Thanks, and all the best. 

Susan S. Williams, Certified Public Hanager 

Business Officer, HLlSJe Department 

1O5B Hill Hail, CB 3320 

The Nniversity of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

919-962-1039 

FAX:    919-962-3376 

On 9/16/2013 7:56 AM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

Good rr~o~nit)g ~u_qsn 

When you get a chance, please ~et me know your Ig account number, 
Thank you, 
Son~a 
919-962-4854 

F~m= Howell, Tia N. 
Sent= Nonday, September ~6, 20~3 7:50 AN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Co: Williams, Susan SMples; SaNe, Eunice N 
gubject: Transfer funds 
Dear Sonia, 
Please work with Susan to transfer ~ 
Livingston. 
Thank you. 

~Tia 
Tia ~ichelle Howell 
Business Officer 
U~C-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 
~5 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 
Chapel Hill, ~C 27599-3435 
Phone: ~9-9~2-~7~8; Fax: 
Mort. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.- ~:30a l~p; Thurs. ~:30a 12p; Fri. lp 5p 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 
K)9 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 2759~-33~5 
Phone: 9~9-~6~-Z295; Fax: 
Mon. 8:3Oa-l~p; Tues., Wed. - lp 5p; Thurs. lp-Sp; Fri. ~:30a 

in AAAD Instructional Budget funds to their Music Dept. Instructional Budget for payment to James 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"@ive.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <kq.anken@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Question reg~xting graduation 

Thank you Dr. Sahle, 

I will meet with Dr. Janken tomorrow at 8:00am. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:35 AM 

To: 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth 

Subject: RE: Question regarding graduation 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Kindly contact the department’s Director of Undergraduate Studies, Professor Kenneth .~anken to discuss this matter. I am coping him to this email. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, : :[0:20 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Question regarding graduation 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am a : here at UNC majoring in WMST and Afri Studies. I have a question regarding the senior capstone course 

required for my graduation status in . Will you be available to discuss this subject matter in person? I don’t have classes today so I am free all 

day, I will stop by to see if you are available. The situation is pretty urgent. Thank you so much, look forward to hearing from you! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Aliican American Studies program - DTH Article 

Dear Ms. Sahle, 

My name is             and I a        for the State and National Desk at the Daily Tar Heel. I am currently writing an article about the popularity of 

African American studies programs across the UNC system and how these programs are faring in light of a recent study done by the University of Illinois. 

If you could give me a call today al , or let me know of a time that is best for me to contact you I would greatly appreciate it. I look forward 

to speaking with you later today. 

Sincerely, 

State and National Desk, The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Public Policy and Strategic Communications Major 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 1:52 PM 

tIul~inan, Michelle Meyen <michelle.hutfina~@l?acili’des.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Room 306 Battle H~Jl 

Thank you very much Michelfe, but the estimate is over’ the department budgeted amounL. Really apprecisLe your effort. 

Have a nice afternoom 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Fr~ra: Huffman, N~chelle Neyen 
Sent~ Nonday, September 16, 2013 l:~ PN 

Te~ Colon, Sonia 
Subject~ Room 306 BaSle Hall 

Hi Sonia, 

It was a pleasure to meet you and Ronald last week. I am still working on pricing for the items that he wanted for the office (carpet & blinds). I will need to have 

Janet Phillips from Environment, Hea~th & Safety take a look at the floor and baseboards to check for asbestos before we can proceed with selecting a carpet 

style/type. I was able to talk with one of our carpenters about having a radiator cover made for that room. He gave me a ~ rough estimate of 51320. I do not 

know how this fits into your budget for the space, ff this price falls within your budget range, ~ can go ahead and get a forma~ quote for the cover. 

I will be in touch soon with the pricing for the carpet and window treatments. 

Regards, 

Miehelle ]uffman 
103 ~ort Dr.; CB#1825 

fiiles F. Horney Bldg. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-]800 

919-962-3047 office 

mobile 

919-962-8199 fax 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 16, 2013 3:14 PM 

William~ Su~n Staples <swms@unc.e&~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: T~a~sfer funds 

Hello Susan 

I was wondering if you can facilitate me a copy of prior I/C’s from your department, so I can use it as a guide to prepare the I!C form for James. 

Thank 

Sonia 

Frora: Susan Williams [mailto:swms@email.unc.edu] 
S~Bt: Nonday, September ~6, 20~3 ~0:38 AM 

T~t Colon, Sania 
Subject: Re: Transfer funds 

Thank you very much, Sonia. 

Susan 

Susan S. Williams, Certified Pubilc Hanager 

Buslness Officer, Music Department 

105B Hill Hail, CB 3320 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

919-962-1039 

FAX: 919-962-3Y76 

On 9/16/2013 10:34 AM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

I wasn’L aware .:_~f the initial plan fl:~r Janl,:_~s’s payment. 

We w@ take care of Joiner’s payment, directly frorn our department 

Thank you, 

Son~a 

F~I Susan Williams [mai[~:swms@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, September 16, 20~3 10:3~ AN 

T~= CNon, Sonia 
~e~ Williams, Susan Staples; SaNe, Eunice N; Howell, TJa N. 
Subjeet: Re: Transfer funds 

Dear Sonia, 

That will not work for us. You need to hire James Livingston yourself. Or pay him as an independent contractor. Mark Katz’s agreement was that we 

would pay for Pierce Freelon and AAA would pay for James Livingston. It is up to you all to figure out how to pay him. 

If you were to give us       we would still have to pay for his benefits and social security. I suggest that you pay him as an independent contractor 

and use language that does not talk about his teaching. As far as I know, he is assisting Pierce Freelon. If you do not pay him as an independent 

contractor, then you cannot use your IB because he does not have an MA. But, this is for your department to decide how to pay him. 

Thanks, and all the best. 

Susan 

Susan S. Williams, Certified Public Hanager 

Business Office~, Huslc Department 

IO5B HiM Hall, CB 3320 
The University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

9~ 9-962-1039 

MAX: 919-962-3376 

On 9/16/2013 7:56 AM, Colon, Sonia wrote: 

G.:_~od morning Susan 

When you get a chance, please leL me know your IB accoun[ number. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

919-962-&£54 

From: Howell, Tia N. 
Sent: Nonday, September 16, 2013 7:50 AN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Ce: Williams, Susan Staples; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Transfer funds 

Dear Sonia, 

Please work with Susan to transfer : in AAAD Instructional Budget funds to their Music Dept. Instructional Budget for payment to 

James Livingston. 

Thank you. 

~Tia 



Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 
UNC-Chapel Hill Depart~tent of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hal~ CB# 3435 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax: 919-962-5824 
Mon. lp-Sp; Tues., Wed.- 8:30a- 12p, Thurs. 8:30a - 12p; Fri. lp - 5p 
UNC-Chapel Hill Department of AJ~ican, AJ~ican American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 
Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 
Mon. 8:30a-12p, Tues., Wed. - lp- 5p, Thurs. lp-Sp; Fri. 8:30a - 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.ed~* 

Haxtlyi~ Jonatha~ <haNyn@unc.edu> 

RE: Afdco~ Amefica~ Studies program - DTH A~icle 

5’ ~(H boc k: httc~ ://www. facebook, co-~/UNC. College 
’R,/it t~ r:: ht;tr~://tv,/itter.con/ur, cco]]e(~c? 

Y ~r]R;b~ : ht:t:~:i/yoL~tdkH.co~i;se~iUNCCo]le~£ 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
~ent: Monday,            20~3 3:~9 PM 

Reid, Dee 
Ha~lyn, Jonathan 

Subject: ~: African American Studies program - DTH A~icle 

Dear Dee, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I would be very grateful if you let the reporter below know that this is a very a busy time for me. Thus I don’t have to time respond to their questions. 

Many thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 

Sent: Monday, 12:24 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: African American Studies program - DTH Article 

Dear Ms. Sahle, 

My name is             and I a        for the State and National Desk at the Daily Tar Heel. I am currently writing an article about the popularity of 

African American studies programs across the UNC system and how these programs are faring in light of a recent study done by the University of Illinois. 

If you could give me a call today at 

to speaking with you later today. 

, or let me know of a time that is best for me to contact you I would greatly appreciate it. I look forward 

Sincerely, 

State and National Desk, The Daily Tar Heel 

UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 

Public Policy and Strategic Communications Major 

@live.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <routledge@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Check out our new Nursing, Midwifery and Allied Health Textbooks 2014 Online Catalog 

Textbooks 201~, Online Catalog!. 

This online catalog showcases textbooks in Nursing, Midwifery and Allied 

Health published by Psychology Press; Rot~tledge, CRC Press and 

G~i~ord Press 

VIEWCATALOG HERE 

Many of our textbooks are availabie as Complimeata& Exam Copies er 

as e-Inspection Copies to instructors wishing to consider them as course 

texts S~mp~y h~t the ’Complimentary Exam Copy’ or’e-Inspection Copy’ 

button on the booX’s product page to ~equest your exam cop~es 

We offer free shipp#~g for UK orders over ~20 and for US orders over $35 

Press 

education, geography, and ~he social and behavioral sciences Gu~lfo[d Press ~s                                              :: 

www.guilford.com 

::~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psyohol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo~l P 

~[~[]_~[£_[2~__&~#~#~_~[_#_~ to ~ece~w ne~ and offers stra~gh~ to your inbox from the Taylor & F~ar~c~s Group. 

Yo[i will be abie to update your details or [i¢~subscribe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to aRy outside organizations 

Copyrigilt 2013 Taylor & Francis, at1 intorma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Irffo[ma UK LimiterL registered in ~nglarld under no. 1072954 

Registered office: MortilY~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click her~e. Please note this is an automated operation 



Sent: Monday, 7:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Map tbr AAAD exam 

Dr. Sahle, 
For our exam tomorrow do we need to place the countries on the map or just know the colonial po~ver? 
Thank you 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 7:22 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AAAD    Test :) 

Good evening, Dr. SaNe! 

I have a question regarding tomorrow morning’s test. Are we given a blank map to fill in with the African country’s names and their European powers or 

are we just answering short answer questions about the relationship between the countries and their colonial power? Thank Vou for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:43 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

numbers 

Bookl.xls 



Fall 2011 

Swah 401: 

Swah 403: 

Swah 405: 

Swah 408: 

Spring 2012 

Swah 402: 

Swah 404: 

Swah 408: 

2011 Summer Session 1 

Swah 112: 

Fall 2012 

Swah 401: 

Swah 403: 

Swah 405: 

Spring 2012 

Swah 402: 

Swah 404: 
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2012 Summer Session 1 
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Fall 2013 
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4 
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8 
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Swah 404: 

Swah 406: 

Swah 408: 

15 

6 

6 

Wolo 404: LGLA 404:3 



From: @live.unc.edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: Study Guide Update 

11:01 PM 

To: All Po~icipants 

Fl~om: 

Hello all- 

I will have fl~e questions to the posited study guide updated tonight as well as some mmn ideas and oilier potential questions if anyoue has any flaoughts or ideas or 

anyflfing please post:) 

Happy Stu@ing 

PS-SI©RCLE has blax~k maps online of africa that you c~ fill in so helpful!!’. 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAD       .FA 

.FA " site. To mplyto this message clickthis linkto access 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 

Subject: extra guide help 

12:14 AM 

To: All Poxticipants 

From: 

Hey guys so here are the answers to some questions things life africds crisis and such reaJly are jus~t apaxt of what I wrote on here there are so mmay issues after the 

trade was destroyed and people still having identil), issues’. 

it’s attached here! 

hope this helps a little 

AAAD Tes~t One Study Guide-J.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAD       .F__~A 

.FA site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:23 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Gunman and 12 Victims Killed in Shooting at D.C. Navy Yard 

Top News 

Gm~man and ~ Viethns Killed in Shooting at 

D.Co Navy ya~od 

A former Nax3, resemdst killed at least 12 pe,:@e on Monday in a 

mass shooting at a naval office bNlding in Washington, and ~en 

was Mlled by the poliee, officials sNd. 

~ Graphic: The Site of the Washington Navy Yard Shootin9 

~ ~ Video: Obama on the Navy Yard Shooting 

Forensic Details in UoNo Reoort Point to Assad’s 

Use of Gas 

The report pt~)vided incriminating new evidence of Syrian 

government culpability in the Aug. 21 attack, in whisk banned 

chemical weapons we[~ used. 

~ D URitod Nations Chem~ca~ Weapons Repo~ 

Push for "~k~]l]len to Lead at Fed Gathe~’s Steam 

After Lawrence H. Summers withdrew from consideration, Janet 

L. I~]]en became the presumptive nominee ibr the top job at the 

Fedo 

group 

held s 

candleii 

Sunday 

~ f Janet 

Editors’ Picks 



Affec the ~993 bit movie "Free Willy~" ~ctivists ~d rims 

campaigned ko release khe movie’s s~r - a capdve killer whale 

named Keiko- and launched a sko~T ttollywood couldn’t invet~L 

, Reiated Al~icle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Let the Poor Have F~u~ 

Do*~’L m~derestimate the power of etKertainment to transform 

developi~g tom,tries like h~dia. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

:!:i~i! ,~::i~ ~i!i~:~::~::.:i: ...i!~:;:::~i~’ ,c/i:. :i,i~’i!i:i:.:i’ i:. !:i.;!’ 

NAN KbglOON, secretary gm~eral of the [J~ited Nations, on cotffirmation of the chemical 

weapons attack in Syria. 

World 

Veteran Diplomat :Fond of Cigars, V~’hiskey 

Outfoxing 

Se~zey %L ~vrov, the Russian fi)reigt~ minister whc~ pushed for 

the Syria ehemh::al arms pact, has spe~t a career ~’ying to keep 

the United S~tes in the&. 

A++ unpublished U++ited N-afio+~s report found that 7o percent of 

the pNieewomen intmwiewed had personally expm%need sexual 

harassment or sexu~d violet~ee. 

Female Afghan Police Commander Dies After Shooting 

Crews Right Cruise Sl~ip in "Waters Off Italy 

The Costa Coneordia, has beet~ lying on its side off" Giglio Island 

since it t’m~ agrom~d laat year, killing 32 people. 

U,S. 



Suspeet ~ Shooting Had ]Interest ~ Tha~ 

Cultm’e, m~d Problems ~’V~th the Law 

Aaron ,Alexis, identified as the gunman in the Washington Navy 

"/ard shooti~g~ had bee~ arres ted t+~ee c.,n firearm.-~lated 

charges. 

~ski~xg for Help, "iI~en Killed by a~ Officer’s 

Barrage 

The family of O o*mtha*~ Ferrell, who while seurching fbr help 

after an accide~t was shot to death by a Charlotte, N.C., officer, 

applauded the city for charging the officer. 

Antibiol-~e-Resistant ]Infections Lead to 23,0oo 

:Deatl~s a Year~ C.D,C, F~nds 

A~ least ~o million people also fi~l] ~II each year, officials found 

in research that was the first to quanti~~ a growi~g public heaRh 

problem. 

£ A 2010 

....... booking 

I 

..... Jones, 

left, 

Luciana 

riy lethai 

type of 

Business 

~lPN’Iorgm~ Chase Is Said to Ad~fit Fa~flt 

Settlement of Trade Loss 

Global uuthorifies ure prepu~ng to levy more tha~ 87oo 

in fi~es agai~st 3PMorga~ Chase over the bank’s huge tradh~g loss 

last year. 

DEALBOOK 

Pereh~m~’s Daughter Leads a N asty Legal B~’awl 

A dispute between Ro~mld O. Perelman a~d his ex-.in--laws has 

moved i~to the ne:,=t generatio~ as his daughter argues her m~de 

blocked her inherita~+ce. 

~ +aught 

For Twitter~ Key to Reven~e Is No Longer Ad 

S~mplieity 

Virtually all of Twitter’s revenue, estimated to be 8583 million 

this year, c+m’enfly comes from three basic ad formats. 

Twitter’s 

San 

i o+o0c,=I 

Sports 



Matt Hawey’s injury exposes the t’raility of Iigamen~s and 

tcndons, already stretchcd by the pik:hing modon. As a 

biomedical engineer says, Weloci~ itself ~s a risk factor for injuW.’’ 

, Rei~abiliteSorl ot Surgety? Ligaments Stebility Is Key in Han/ey’s Choice 

New Speedway Ow~mr Faces iLong 

Ann Ymmg, a m~rse and raring enthusiast, bought an abandoned 

track near Bronson, >la., to trT to bring hack Saturday night 

racing the~% but she has faced stiff ehallengeso 

~ Slide Show: Br~ngi~ Bac~ SmaH-lown Racieg 

A .... 
"(,sung, J 

Groups ~A:ant Bad Inmge of Penn State to Go Away 

Current and former faculty, alumni and fans are upset about how they feel the 

Jerry Sandusky scandal has come to define Penn Statc unfairly. 

, On College Footbali: Shrugging Cef Aliegations and Going About Business as Usual 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Step Up fur B~0ook]yn Bridge Park 
sr MiC~-i.\~:.~. <i~,.,u>Ei.~,.,>’,,E 

A vice, ring p]atfl)l~l and lanBeape designs wouM add to khe 

allm’e of Brooklyn B~Sdge Park, on the Brooklyn watedront. 

A~t Dealer Admits to Role in Fraud 

Olafira Resales, a Long Island art dealer, pleaded guilty to fi’and 

on Monday in the sale of eounteffeR works %r more ~han ~8o 

m~llion. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Grand ’i’het~ Auto V ]Is a Reta~m to the Comedy of 

Violence 

Gran d Theft Auto V inw:~lves three main charaetet~ with Jess 

soul sea~vhing on their minds than dmir predecessor had. 

, ~ Viaeo Review: Grand Thefi Auto V 

Obituaries 

Chin Peng, Malaysian Rebel Dies at 88 

Mr. Peng piktcd himself against Japanese inw~del~, British 

colonialists and his ov~a government in a bloody straggle %r an 

in dependen t Comm n his k eo u n 

Sheldon Hackney, 79, Leade~° in Hlimanities, 

Dies 

Mr. Hackncy was an educator and chairman of fl~e Na~onal 

Endowment for the tiumanities who organized "national 

conversations" dmti n g the cultu re wars. 

~ 7 Reiko Douglas, Entertainer on T~ Talk Shows, 

Dies at 77 

Ms. Dc, uglas was a Japanese-.born enterbfiner who became a 

popular guest on American tall< shows in the 196os and ’7os even 

though she appeared to speak little English. 

Sh~do~ 
Hsckne 

presiden 



Science 

DNA Double Take 

Your DNA and idenfi~" are not as entwined as once thought. In 

fact raost people have rauRiple genomes floadng around, from 

mut{Rions and remnants of pregnandes or twhis. 

Dancing ~V~fl~ Black Widow Spiders 

A protSssional outdoorsman gets to know some of the blad~ 

widow spiders near his home, fi*~t as a shy, retiring pet, then as a 

black 

Video: An Encounter With a Blacl,; Widow 

FINDINGS 

The Rational Choices of Crack Addh;ts 

Scientists have long known how drugs a~:~ on the brain’s reward 

center, b~R a reseamher shows that socieLal fi~ctors play a large 

role in adNetion, too. 

~ Video: The Scbnce st Dru# Addlctbn 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~x-~: Thc Financia| Crisis, Fiw~ Years 

Late~" 

Andrew Ross Sorkin, The Times’s DealBook cohmmist, 

rer, mmbers [he day the economic eel]apse began and offers 

a n swam to flaree tougj~, lingering qn est~ 

~ vmEo: A Look Back at Thompson’s 

Candidacy 

William C. Thompson Jr. ended his eampaig)~ for the Democratic 

nomination for mayor, dosing the latest dmpter of a long 

polidcaI career in New York City. 

ThomFs 

Related Articie 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

End ~andato~’ L~fe Sentences 

.MandateW life without parole sgl~ apphes to some juveniles. 

EDITORIAL 

A Com~ Just for a uvel~es h~ N.Yo 

New York should create a special couri for children under 18 charged wi~a 

nonviolent crimes. 

EDITORIAL 

Gi~{ng Up on Antarctica 

Creative marhm resen~es in the souN polar region would seem like a no- 

brainer. So why are plans being sealed back? 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Hard[ T~’uth~ A|+o~t Oor Soft 

St[ldJes and theories about ever)¢h]ng fl’om additives to air- 

condifiouing cloud the bigge~qs-bet~er efl~os that deft ui ~ely 

cc~ntributes to z~ner~ea’s weight pcoblem, 

~ Cok~m~s~ Page ~ Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

]In ,4mge~a Me~0kel Too Boring for German~ 

Is ~M~gela Merkel, who has succeeded ~hrough at~ iron commitment to 

ccmse~sus and harmoey, too bc~rh)g for Germany9 

o~-~ocs 
’56 "W~ys of Sayh~g 1[ Don’t Remember~ 

Alan Berliner explores memory and forgeRing in this short 

experime~ta] doeume~Nry about his cousin Edwi~ t tonig .-- a 

poeL translator and prol)ssor - and his journey t~rough Alzheimer’s disease. 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW UB: Facebook ~@NYTimes ~interest 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questioBs? Visit out mobile website at 

About This E-Mail 

[~is is an autemated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-mail. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsleL~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Yodr E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Corl~act i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edus> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr> 

Re: Con’tact 

Good ,norning, Eunice. Sorry I missed your call yesterday. I’ve been in touch ruth Susan Willian~s and it looks like she’s taking care of things. Are there any re,nafining 
issues’? 

Feel free to call between now and about 9 a.m. (your time). After that rll be in meetings, but I can find time later to talk. 

Best, 

Mark 

On Sep 16, 2013, at 10:54 AM, Sable, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear Mark, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we touch base today? You can reach me on my cell ( 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

) or office number (919-9622341). 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rucker, Walter C <wmcker@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Lunch next Tue~tav or Thur~tay._ 

Dear Eunice, 

That works perfectly for rne~ Thanks and 

7al~e ca 

Best~ 

Wafter 

look forward to catching up with you next week~ 

V~: al{ er 
Associa*e Professor 
z~:[iicm~, A[iicm~ American, &: Diaspora~ Studies 
L; NC-Chapel Hill 
~ 07 Ba~ttle 
Chape~ Hill NC 2759%3395 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Nonday, September 16, 2013 10:10 AN 
T~: WaiSt Rucker 
Subjeet~ RE: Lunch ne~ Tuesday or Thursday... 

Dear Walter, 

Thanks for your email. 

How about Tuesday Sept. 24 at noon at the Carolina Inna? This is a very a hectic week hence the suggestion. Let me know if this date and time works from your end. 

Wishing you a great week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Walter Rucker [        @gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 :I0:32 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Lunch next Tuesday or Thursday... 

Dear Eunice, 

I hope all is well and, thank you, for being gracious enough to allow me to make amends for my lapse two weeks ago. Would either Tuesday, Sept. 17 or Thurs., 

Sept. 19th work for you? Let me know when you can. 

Have a restful weekend. 

Best, 

Walter 

Walter Rucker 

Associate Professor 

Africma, Africma American, & Diaspora Studies 

UNC-Chapel 

107 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

lltips://sites google com/sJte/chavalte~mcker/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, ; 8:49 AM 

Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@emaJl.unc.edtr% Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Linkages edits 

Hi all--- 

believe I have uploaded my edited version of linkages to the dropbox that 

Also, [ didn’t find any ~ictures in the dropbox -- was that everyone or just me? 

set up. If not, perhaps can help me make this work? 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:34 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

[@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Linkages edits 

Hi all, 
I can’t seem to figure out this dropbox thing. 
Margaret 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, : 8:49 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seek, Mamarame 
Cc: 
Subject: Linkages edits 

Hi all .... 

f beli~-:~ve I have upload~:,d my ~-:~dit~:,d versio~ o[ linkag~:,s to the:, dr.:_~pbo’.4 that 

Also, f didrr’t [md any i:dctur~-_~s m the dropbo>: -was that ew-:~ryor~-:~ or j{~s~: m~-_~? 

T i rn 

set up. If not, ~)erhaps can hel~) m~-_~ make this work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:04 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr% Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email .unc.edu-*; Seck, 

Ma~naJrame <m seck@email.unc.edu-* 

l~E: Liifl~ages edits 

Good Morning Everyone, 

ProfMcMillan -- I can see your version in there. Do we want to pass it around and continue to edit: the same one, each committee 
member uploads a new version one at a time, then I merge the polished content into the new template? Alternatively I could pull all of 
Prof. McMillan’s edits out of his copy and just put them in a normal word file to nmke it simpler since we aren’t using that template 
anyways. 

There are pictures in the :folder now. I have uploaded all of the originals in black and white. I want to confirm which pictures we want 
to use so I put another folder in there called "final pictures." Everyone can pick the ones they think are best and click and drag them 
into that folder. Once we have some selected (I’d say no more than 15 given how short we want the new draft to be) I can then crop 
those to fit: into the template I am making for Wednesday. 

Dr. Lee, I got a notificalion that you have joined the folder I shared with you. Essentially you just treat it as another folder on your 
desktop if you download the program onto your computer, or you can just login to the website and think of it as all online external 
hard drive. EvelTone should be able to upload and download items. I can walk you through this if you are in the office tomorrow. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday                   9:34 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Linkages edits 

Hi all, 
I can’t seem to figure out this dropbox thing. 
Margaret 

From: McMillan, rim 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:49 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: Linkages edits 

Hi all .... 

I believe I have uploaded my edited version of linkages to the dropbo× that 

Also, f dide"t lind any pictun:_~s in the dropbo>: -was tha[: ew~ryoee or just: me? 

set up. If not, perhaps can help me make this work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmitt, Stephanie <s~hmitt~email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:23 AM 

Elia, Jean Morton <jean elia@unc.edu>; jconrad@kenan-llagler.unc.edu; Hirschfield, James <jhirschf@email.unc.edu>; Magee, Carol L 

<cmagee@email.unc.edu>; Whetstone, Jefli~ey Oliver <whetstone@unc.edu-~; Braclmaann, Clmstoph M. <cbrachma@ad.unc.edu-~; 

Sherman,, Dmfiel J ~dshennan@email.unc.edtr~; Grabowski, Beth <beth.grabowski@unc.edu-~; Fulenwider, C. Lindsay 

<lindsay@emafil.unc.edu>; Mncha, Peter J <mucha@unc.edu>; Washburn, Soma <sean@physics.unc.edu>; Mitchell, Shannon Michelle 

<smitch@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N--~eunice@email.unc.edtc,; Janken, Kenneth R <l~jm~ken@email.unc.edtc,; 

@live.unc.edu>; Qnercia, Roberto G <quercia@em~fil.unc.edu>; McDonald, Noreen C --~noreen@unc.edu>; 

Rodriguez, Daniel A <dmarod@email.unc.edu>; Matthews, Vivian Leigh <vivian matthews@unc.edu>; McLaugNir~ Richmd M 
<rmm@email.unc.edu~; Miller, Lanra A <lam9@emaiLunc.edu~; Rimanyi, Richa~l <rimanyi@email.unc.edu>; Stranbe, Laurie M 

<straube@email.nnc.edu~; Taylor, Beverly W <~btaylor@email.unc.edu>; Ho, Alex <AHo@unch.unc.edu~; Rutledge Fisher. Rebecka 

<ntishe@email.unc.edu>; Cooper, Pamela A <pcoope@email.unc.edu>; Legassie, Shayne A <shayne@email.nnc.edu~; Brinson, Sharon 

<brinsons@ema~l.unc.edu>; Richardson, Mark <richa~dm@email.nnc.edu~; Hennma, Bernie <blherman@email.nnc.edu~; Sawin, Patricia E 

~<sawin@nnc.edw~; Robinson, Michelle <mmrobin@emml.unc.edtr’~; Brinson, Sharon <brinsons@email .nnc.edu-~; Richardson, Mark 
<richardm@email.unc.edtr~; chMes:iennetle@pathology.unc.edu; Homeister, Jonathon W <jonathon homeiste@med.unc.edu>; Brock, 

Brenda W <brenda brock@med.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H <ehnbe@email.nnc.edu>; Robertson, Graeme B 

<graeme@email.unc.edu>; tteske, Susan Jane <sheske@email.unc.edtr~; Reynolds, Christine K <ckreynolds@unc.edu>; Evarts, Lori A 

<lori evaxts@unc.edu>; Schenck~ Anna P < schenckl@email.unc.edu>; Robeson, Sue <robeson@email.unc.edu> 

Phelps, Lou Anne <laphelps@email.nnc.edu>; Matson, Steve <smatson@bio.unc.edu>; Strauss, Ronald P. <ron straus@unc.edu> 

Program Review for        - RSVP Requested 

Dear Program Chairs, DGSs and DUSs, and Managers -Greetings on the start of a new academic year! 

As you are likely aware, the Office of the Provost charges The Graduate School with coordinating the program review process for all academic programs on campus. 

The reviews cover both graduate and undergraduate programs where appropriate. Based on the last year your area was reviewed, your program is due for a 

program review during academic year 

The Graduate School will be hosting an information meeting about the review process when we will go over the self-study experience and discuss tentative 

timeframe preferences for programs. 

We invite you or your designees to join us on Wednesday, at 10:30 am in the Graduate Student Center. The GSC is located at 211 West Cameron Avenue, just 

past the Carolina Inn and Pittsboro Street, on the left. 

Please feel free to bring any other faculty or staff members who will be assisting with the program review process. We ask that you RSVP with all names to Lou 

Anne Phelps at laphelps@emaiLunc.edu by Friday, 10/4 so we can prepare enough materials. 

If this time is not convenient for any program, I am also happy to meet with your group individually to go over the materials that will be presented. In your RSVP, 

please just let us know your availability and preferences. 

Review materials are also posted on our website here: http:!~!gradschool#nc.edt!iloolicies!program-review~! 

you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to be in touch. We look forward to working with each of you on this important effort! 

Best regards - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt, PhD ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School ¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 Bynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 (919) 
962-6306 ¯ _s__s__c___h___m___!_t__t___@___e___n_!_a__!!:__u___n___c_:__e___d___u- 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 

l ::::t:~:I Description:     ] 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 11:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaxet Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seek, Mmnarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Linkages edits 

Hi 
If you co~dd pull out the edited sections into plain word files I think that would be best ---I couldn’t figure out how to do that. 

Tim Mc 

Sent: Tuesday,                 10:04 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; IVlclVlillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Linkages edits 

Good Morning Everyone, 
Pro~c~l~ -- I Can see yo~ ve~ion in the~. Do we want to pass it around and continue to edit the same one, each 
member uploads a new version one at a time, then I merge the polished content into the new template? Nte~tively I co~d pull all of 
Pro£ McMillan’s edits out of Ns copy and just put them in a no~l word file to m~e it simpler since we arefft using t~t template 
anyways. 
Them are pictures in the folder now. I ~ve uploaded all of the ofiN~ls in black and wlfite. I want to co~m~ wNch pictures we want 
to use so I put another folder in there called "fi~l pieces." Eye,one can pick the ones they tN~ am best and click and drag them 
into that folder. Once we ~ve some selected (I’d say no more than 15 given how short we want the new draft to be) I can then crop 
those to fit into the template I am m~ng for Wednesday. 
Dr. Lee, I got a notification tlmt you ~ve joined the folder I s~md with you. Essentially you just treat it as another folder on yo~ 
desktop if you download the program onto your computer, or you can just login to fl~e website and think of it as an online e~emal 
hard drive. Eveo~one should be able to upload and dowNoad items. I can wa~ you t~ough tNs ffyou are in the office tomo~ow. 

M, Ao 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 
Doctoral Student, Policy Leadership and School Improvement 

(c~)live.~s~c.edu 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,                  9:34 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Linkages edits 

Hi all, 
1 can’t seem to figure out this dropbox thing. 
Mlargaret 

From: McMlillan, Tim 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:49 AM 
To: Lee, Mlargaret Carol; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: Linkages edits 

Hi all- 

I believe I have uploaded my edi[ed version of linkages [o the dropbox that 

Also, I didn’t find any pictures in the dropbox---was that everyone or just me? 

Tim 

up. It: not, perhaps can help me make this work? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 11:35 AM 

NttC Events <event@naliona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tJm Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Meet the Fellows’ Class of 2013-14, Thurs., Sept. 26, at the Nationa] Hummfities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 
are cordially invited to a Party on the Patio 

Thursday, September 26, 9-013 -- 5:00 p.m. 

to welcome 2o13-14 Fellows 
following the fall’s opening lecture 

"Popular/]4usic, Race and Citizenship in the US, 

from Swing to Soul" 

Charles F. ~/IcGovern 

The College of William & Mary 

X Inlineimage 1 

Martin Luther King, Jr., attesting to the inspirational power of songs such as "We Shall Overcome," described them as "the 
soul of the [civil rights] movement," but the effects of popular music extended well beyond the ranks of aetMsts and 
organizers. In his talk, historian Charles MeGovern will discuss how Americans remade their civic lives in popular music, even 
as the nation endured prolonged struggles over citizenship. Drawing on the experiences of performers, music business people, 
and fans, MeOovern’s talk will chronicle the ways that popular music enabled Americans to envision new civic and social 
relations through the marketplace. 

MeGovern is associate professor of history and American studies at the College of William and MaW and was previously a 
curator of American culture at the National Musemn of American History, Smithsonian Institution. His research interests 
include modern American history; 2oth-eentury popular eultm’e; popular music; the culture of American capitalism; 
formations of American nationalism and transnationalism, citizenship, race, and ethnieity; and modern material culture. He 
has ~Titten extensively on these topics, most recently in SoMAmeriean: Consumption, and Citizenship, ~89o-~945 (2OO6). 

This year, as the Kent R. Mullikin Fellow at the Center, he is working on The Civies of Ameriean Popular Mnsie: Citizenship, 
Race, and Belonging, ~93o-~972. 

To reserve space, please follow this lh~k, or respond 
to Martha Johnson (919) 4o6-ol 16 or miohnson(t~nationalhumanitiescenter.orq 

Naiional Humaniiies Center 

7 T. W~ Alexander Drive 

Research g~iangle Park, NC 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:26 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Seck, 

Ma~naJcame <m seck@email.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Liiflcages edits 

Sounds Good -- I will pull om the text tomorrow afternoon. Dr. Lee, I have to teach at 11:00am so I can be in the office beforehand so 
we can both get to where we need to be afterwards. 

From: McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,                  11:01 AM 

To:        ; Lee, Margaret; SaNe, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: Linkages edits 

If you could pull out the edited sections into plain word files I think thaL would be best ---I couldn’t figure out how to do thaL. 

Tim Mc 

Sent: Tuesday,                t 10:04 AN 
To~ Lee, Margaret ~arol; NcNil~an, Nm~ Sahle~ EuNce N; Seck, Namarame 

gubjee~ RE: Unkages edits 

Good Monfing Eye,one, 
PmfMcM~lm~ -- I can see your vemion in there. Do we want to pass it around and continue to edit the same one, each co~m~ee 
member uploads a new version one at a time, then I merge the polished content into the new template? Nte~tively I co~d p~l all of 
Prof. McMillan’s edits out of Iris copy and just put them in a no~al word file to make it simpler since we arefft using that templale 
anyways. 
There are pictures in the folder now. I ~ve uploaded all of the ofiNnals in black and wNte. I want to co~ wNch pictures we want 
to use so I put another folder in there called "tirol pic~es." Eveuone can pick the ones they tNl~ am best and click and drag them 
into t~t folder. Once we ~ve some selected (I’d say no morn tMn 15 given how sho~ we want the new dr~ to be) I can then crop 
those to fit into the template I am maMng for Wednesday. 
Dr. Lee, I got a notification t~t you ~ve joined the folder I shared with you. Essentially you just treat it as another folder on yo~ 
desktop ff you dowNoad the pmgam onto your computer, or you can just loNn to the website and tN~ of it as an oNine ex~er~l 
hard drive. EveD~one should be able m upload and dowNoad items. I can walk you lhrough tiffs if you are in lhe office mmo~ow. 

, M.A. 
The University oJNordl Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 
Doctoral Student, Policy Leadership arid School Improvement 
....................... 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <L_e_e___n_!_c__~__e___m___a_j_[:__u___n___c_:__e__d__u_> 

Sent: Tuesday,                  9:34 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Linkages edits 

Hi all, 
T can’t seem to figure out this dropbox thing. 

Margaret 

From: McMillan, ~m 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:49 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret ~arol; sane, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame 

Cc:i 
Subject: Linkages edits 

Hi all--- 

[ believe I have uploaded my ediLed w:,rsh:m of linkages Lo the dropbox that 

~ls.:_% [ didn’t find any ~ictures in the dropbox- was that everyone or just me? 

Tim 

can help me make tMs work? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 2:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

In TX Sept 19-22 

Eunicel 

.lust in case anybody needs to know, rll be in 

As you know 

Robert 

from Thursday to Sunday. I won’t miss any office hours or classes. 
. He needs my help. 



Lay the groundwork for success this fail semester 

Use action verbs for persuasivewriting 
Top ways to get ahead o[ the game 

This year, vow to make a few heakhy 

changes early in the semester to avoid 
unneeded flqJstration. Need to know 

where to startS_lust follow these top 10 

t~ps for smooth ac:adem]c sailing. 

>~ Read the ~u~l ~t~c~e 

fOp 10 sigr~s yOU are falling Your teacher wants you ~o 

behind succeed[ 
Whether ~t ~s your first year at ~t’s a~ways eas~er to ask for help early 

college or your last, it can be easy on than to accept a poor grade at the 

to get [n over your head. Discover end of the semester~ Learn how easy [t 

the top warning signs and learn can be to ask your leacher for some 

when to take action, extra help. 

Those research papers aren’t going to write themselves._ 

Get that extra edge at the start of the term~ Star crafting exquisite research 

papers using our powerful research wrk~ng tools, and deep [ibrar~ of full--~ext 

books and journal articles. 

"~:~ Que~ia 

Reading Room ~::c,~ ,.o~ ~, i~T, tc,,~ t~,,~l-] 

Banned Sooks ~’eek, September 22-28th, is the national book communit’v’s annual 

celebration of the freedom to read. This year, we’re celebrating by sharing ] 5 books 

d~at have been banned or challenged in d~e pasb-free lot a month. Enjoy~ 

~ The       The Awakening, and Other Stories 
: A~kening, Kate chopin 

and ~her 

~ories 

~ 

:~: TheOrgnof 
[[]e Oriqin of Species 

"’:: Species Chades Darwin 



,    , 
...... 

th~&~ ~eVilFd~ n g’ jack 

and Other 

Stories I ~ 

Enjoy [hese 5 books and loads more of them~ C~ick on the ~h,k below to see our 
heWN added books. 

Hot Resea.rch Topics 

We’re celebrating Confucius Day by the ideals of peace as well as [o give 
learning more about [he philosopher evidence of the commitment to peace. 
and sharing relevant Questia books Enjoy these: 
suct~ as these: 

~ [he Peace Reform in American 
~ An [ntroduct~on to Confucianism H[sto[y 
. The Original Analects: Sayings of ~ Peace as a Women’s [ssue: A 

Confucius and His Successors His[o@’ of the U.S. Movemen~ for 
. Early Confucian Ed~ics: Concepts Wodd Peace and Women’s R~ghts 

and Arguments ~ Sevond Appeasement: [nterpret[ng 
~ Essentials of Co~ltemporalg~ Neo- lnteDvar Peace Movements in 

Confucian Philosophy Worm Politics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Hey, This is       . I just had a question. Is the information that we learn cumulative for our next exams? for example, is our next exams and our final 
exam going to be on new information, or information that we have covered previously? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Dr. Bariagaber 

Dear Eunice, 

I am very sad to hear that 

And don’t worry about no being able to help in hosting Dr. Bariagaber. I just thought it might be possible to bring him here for he has undertaken an extremely important 
research. 

Best regards, 

Bereket 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2023 4:20 PM 

To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Dr. Bariagaber 

Dear Bereket, 
Thanks for your email. 
Unfornately, as I indicated in the department meeting last week, this is going to a very difficulty year at our university because of budgetary cuts. Thus, there no non-personnel 
or extra funds to support initiatives such as the one you proposal below. Sorry to be the bearer of bad news. 
Continuing on the theme of bad news... It is a very, very 
sad development. Please keep her in your thoughts. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Selassie, Bereket H 
Sent: Tuesday, September 27, 2023 3:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Dr. Bariagaber 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to inquire on the possibility of inviting a rising young Eritrean scholar to deliver a lecture on the timely theme of refugees in the Horn of Africa and its relationship 
to war and peace in the region, if possible in this semester, if not in the Spring semester. What is needed is funds for a round trip ticket and hotel and related expenses; if 
possible a modest honorarium of $500. 
Would you consider helping facilitate such an event? 

With kind regards, 

Bereket 

PS. I will forward his cv and related documents 

Bereket Habte Selassie 
William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
929 962-3538 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

arts@unc.edu 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 5:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Acco unt Inlbrmation 

Dear Patron, 

Your Carolina Pertbrming Arts login credentials are belo~v. 

Username: eunice@email.u~c.edu 
Password: 

Thal~ You. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

DTtt Article - African America~ Studies Inquiry 

Dear Ms. Sahle, 

My name is            , and I a                                     at the Daily Tar Heel. I am currently writing an article about the popularity of 

African American studies programs across the UNC system and how these programs are faring in light of a recent study done by the University of Illinois. 

If you could give me a call today at or let me know of a time that is best for me to contact you I would greatly appreciate it. I look forward 

to speaking with you later today. 

Sincerely, 

, The Daily Tar Heel 
UNC-Chapel Hill, Class of 
Public Policy and Strategic Communications Major 

@live.unc.edu 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

economic problems were also Ir~id bare by the protesto~’s’ 

P;~pe=b;~d,, :".;~S pa~,s demands The author k~ent~fies the actors ~,nd dyn~,mk:s of 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ ~ c ~    ~ c ~ ~ ........................................................................................................................................................ ~~ "]’h~.. Mo&..m MUdI~ East. T~,ird Edition 

~[:+:3~ The Modern A Ro~i~ca~ History since the FkM World War 
...... Middle Ea~ ........ " 

Third Editio~ ~,’ ,v,enr~n Kamrava 

...... Empi~s A H~story of RevoJt ~ Egypt 

hwesfigates 

~ ~ The 
~~~ The Eastern 

......................................................................................................................................................... ...... Mediter~nean RaJ~ca~sm, 1 860-I .~1 4 :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
and the Making ............................. : ............. :: ........... 

of Global 
by Hham Khur,-Makd,s, 

Radi~lism. 

1860-1914 . 
h, this groundbreskmg book, Hham KhurPMskdis, es[ab~ishes the 

......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 



(510) ,942-,247 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



A Histo~}, of Revolt in Egypt 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

and collaborating Ioca~ elites h~ the soulh of Egypt. 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::~:: The Modern Middle Ea~, 7h£ Modem M~dd~e East, Thhd 

Third Edition ........................................................................................................................................................ 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

From the fall of the Ottoman Emph’e through 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
classic t,’ea~ise on the making of ~he contempo,’ary Middle East 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: t~ ~ " ¢, ~ z’-= :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::~:: The Eastern "Jibe Eastern MedRerranean and the MaKing, o, ~-~oba~ 

: Medit ......... dthe " 

M~k~g of Gbb~ Radicalism. 1860-I 914 
Radicalism, 1860-1914 by [[ham 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



by Gilbert Achcar 

the Arab world since a you~xg street vendor set himself on fire in 

Cent~’al Tu~isia, on 17 December 2010, seek [o portray ~t as 

purely pe~l:k:al, e~" explain i~ by su~kE~’e, age, u~gior~, ~ ne~ 

co~sp~racy lheor~es~ h~stead, G~lbe~t Achcar locales the deep 

roots of ~he upheaval ~n the specific economic featu~es ~hat 

hampe~ ~he regk~n’s dew~opme~ff and ~ead to dramatic aec~al 

cow, sequences. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                 ;7:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Tomorrow’s class 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

Hi this is 

Thank you, 

from your Tuesday/Thursday Int~o to Africa class I have recently gotten pink eye so I will not be able to attend class tomorrow 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

RE: Important updates a~d tomorrow’s class 

Hey, This is        I just had a question. Is the information that we learn cumulative for our next exams? for example, is our next exams and our final 
exam going to be on new information, or information that we have covered previously? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  11:24 PM 

Subject: Important updates and tomorrow’s class 

To: AAAD’.       .FA Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD: Scholars, 

Here are important updates: 

:[) I have updated our syilabus to reflect were we are in our ciass discussions. In the process, I have reduced required matedai focusing on following 

themes: a) nationaiist movements and b) post-coionial poiitical and economic trajectories {next week’s materiai). 

2) Essay: Detaiis of this assignment wiil be posted by this Friday. 

Tomorrow’s ciass agenda: 

1) Come prepared to discussion waves of .nationalis~s movements in Africa drawing on readings from last week. 

2) We wili engage wiLh debates concerning post-1945 Lheories of deveiopment focusing on modernization theory - see the required reading from your text 

book. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD: 

access Messages for this site: AAAD:      .FA 

.FA: " site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Wednesday, 10:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Questions for your folder- AAAD 

Professor Sable, 

I saw that had an tmread email and it was this one saying a list of questions. What are these questions for and what am I supposed to do with them? 

Thank you, 

O11 , at 8:26 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well, 

Here are the questions: 

1) Describe or list your intellectual interests including your major!s (if you have declared one). 

2) What led you to enroll in this class? 

3) Have you taken other courses focusing on Africa? Name the course!s if you have. 

4) Have you been to any African country? If yes, which country, when and why? 
5) What is your favorite novel? 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

via Dropbox <uo- reply@dropboxmail.com > 

Thursday,, 4:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reminder: waists to share "AAAD Newsletter" with you 

there, 

I-~ere’s a reminder that                   ~:j~gmail.com) invitecl you to a 

Diopbo× shaled foldel called "AAAD Newsletter" and le[t you this 

message: 

:’Hello Evelyone, Here is an online tolder where we can share files for the 

r~ewsletter now that it has gotten to big to email. ~ will upload all of the 

pictures here for your review, 

Enjoy! 

- The Dropbox Team 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Study Abroad Program in 

Dear Eunice, 

As you can see from the email exchange below, this young woman from        is dying to meet you. Given her schedule belo~v, would it be possible for you to see her next Thursday, 
for 15-30 minutes between 9:00 and 11:30 am? I can bring her to your office, and leave the t~vo fo your to reminisce on 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +1           (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: ’@gmail. com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:18 PM 
To: Nzongola-5,-talaja, Georges 
Sut~iect: Re: Study Abroad Program in 

[)ear Prof Nzongola 

Each week’s schedule is a little different for me, depending on the meetings that I have :[’or that week. 

For next week, I am free to meet on: 

Tuesday : 200- 3.30pm 

Thursday :900 - 11 30am 

Friday : 9.00 - 11 am 

We do not necessarily need to meet next week if Prof Sahle is busy, we could of course consider another time the following week. In general, the days and times mentioned above are usually 
good for me, since I don’t have classes then. 

Many thanks, 

On Wed, 
Dear 

at 10:14 AM; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email unc edu<mailto:nzongola@email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Many thanks for yota email and for helping out at the Study Abroad Fair last Friday-. Your assistance ~vith the             program will be greatly appreciated, and I ~vill let you know ~vhen 
the irfformation session is scheduled. The second fair ~vill take place in January, and you will be notified of the date as well. I will check with Professor Sahle to schedule a meeting. \Vhat 
days and times are good for you during the week? 

Best regards, 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African Araerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +1                                             (cell), +1 919 537 3210<tel:%2Bl%20919%20537%203210> (office) 

From: @gmail. com<mailto:~ 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:47 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Study Abroad Program in 

(~gmail.com>] 

Dear Professor Nzongola 

It was wonderful to meet you at the Study Abroad Fair on Friday, and I’m very glad that I could assist with promoting the South Africa summer program - especially since I come frora 
and I studied at the                             [ 

I just wanted to send you my email address and remind you that I would love to be involved or help out with the 
session, or anything like that, please let me know 

program in some way - if you need an)’ help with the reformation 

As a , I would love to help out with the program in some way, plus since my PhD research interests include study abroad programs I’d be very happy to assist you if I can 

When we spoke on Friday, we discussed the possibility’ of setting up a meeting with you, me and Prof Sable - I think this would be great, as I would love to chat to her since her research is 
based in South Africa. I kno~v that her schedule must be busy, so perhaps you could let me know if there is a particular day/time that would be convenient for both of you from next week 
onwards? 

Man?’ thanks, 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

j2planetearth <j2planetearth@screenscopefilms.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

By Invitation Only - PBS Environmental Series - Buy 3 Get 3 Free 

In a world where students need to understand a variety of complex environmental 
issues, Journey to Planet Earth is a 12-episode DVD series that fulfills that challenge 
-- perfect for educators or media libraries, 

Through an interdisciplinary approach, these programs reach beyond the physical 
sciences and draw connections to politics, economics, sociology, and history. 
Acquired by more than 3,000 universities, schools, and libraries, it is the most 
popular environmental series in North America. Matt Damon hosts the series. 

[.~iii j2pe: thestateof theoceansanimals 

"Superbly illustrates the demand for a balance between the needs of people and the environment. A must 

buy for media libraries." -- School Library Journal 

"A valuable addition to any environmental library. Works weft either as an introduction to current 

environmental problems or as the springboard for further discussion after the topics have been 

presented in greater detail."-- NSTA Recommends 

"High Quality. Stimulates critical thinking and facilitates the integration of biology, botany, economics, 

environmental studies, ecology, and sociology." -- California Instructional Technology Clearinghouse 

Special Offer 

Buy 6 Episodes for $850, Get 6 Episodes Free 
Buy 3 Episodes for $450, Get 3 Episodes Free 

Individual Episodes Available 

More Details About the Special Offer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Gittennan < ~@gmail.com> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Re: Hello 

Daniel P. Gitterman 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Dislinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
UNC-CH 
Sent fa)m iphone 

On Sep 19, 2013, at 11:43 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" < eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dan, 

Do you have time for a conversation today? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:06 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

ILS: Az’u~d3 Newsletter Text 

Dear 
Du Bois picture is on the front page of the newsletter. DL H is inside on the second page. 

Prof~ Lee 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sable, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; ’ 
Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Everyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the faculty comer is updated in APA style at the very end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing aro~md with the template right now and to me it doesfft make much sense to have the co~fference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the depattment. I think it makes more sense to 
put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover. I’ve attached a docmnent with each option, rve also attached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dmpbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on 
the dmpbox site but if not we need some other method. What would be easiest? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:08 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

ILS: A?u~d9 Newsletter Text 

W.E.B. Du Bois.docx 

I send you a revised article on the Du Bois Conference. What’s gong on? 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Evelyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the faculb~ comer is updated in APA sb-le at the veor end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing around with the template right now and to me it doesn’t make much sense to have the conference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it nmkes it seem like he is the face of the department. 1 think it makes more sense to 
put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s comer on the cover, rye attached a document with each option. I’ve also attached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that: we like in that folder on 
the dropbox site but if not we need some other method. What would be easiest? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:12 AM 

@live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

ILS: A?uM9 Newsletter Text 

W.E.B. Du Bois.docx 

I meant T send you a revised article. Use this version. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Eve~7one, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text :for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the faculty comer is updated in APA style at the very. end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing around with the template right now and to me it doesfft nmke much sense to have the conference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the department. I think it makes more sense to 
put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover. I’ve attached a doctunent with each option. I’ve also atlached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on 
the dropbox site but if not we need some other method. What would be easiest? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Note again that there must be a second comma! 
I was only able to download two pages. 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 5:18AM 

~live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; @email.unc.edu> 

ILS: A?u~d3 Newsletter Text 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 

Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Everyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the faculb corner is updated in APA sbde at the very end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing aro~md with the template right now and to me it doesfft make much sense to have the co~fference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the department. I think it nmkes more sense to 
put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s comer on the cover. I’ve attached a document with each option. I’ve also attached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on 
the dropbox site but if not we need some other method. What wotfld be easiest? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ij hse@academiascholarlsj oumal s.org 

Friday, September 20, 2013 6:43 AM 

CALL FOR PAPER 

www.academiascholarlyjo urnals.org/ijhse/index.htm 

Dear Colleague, 

International Journal of Health Safety and Environment (IJHSE) is currently accepting manuscript for its double blinded peer review, open access 
monthly publication. 

Submission of original articles, expert reviews, case studies, surveys, opinions, commentaries and essays in all fields Ecological Risk 
Assessment and Management, Economics, social benefit of health, safety, and Environment, Ecosystem protection, Ecosystem protection, 
restoration and recovery, Emerging Issues in Health, Environment, and Safety, Environment, Health and Safety issues in Disasters management, 
Environment, Safety, and health legislation and its implications for policy making, Environmental Epidemiology, Environmental Health Risk 
Assessment and Management, Environmental Heath Impact Assessment, Environmental Impact Assessment, Environmental Management of/for 
Pest and Vector Control, Environmental Policy and Management, Environmental Pollution detection, management/Control Systems and 
Technologies, Environmental Toxicology (Mutagen, Carcinogen, Teratogen, etc), Food Safety and Hygiene, Hazardous Materials and Toxic 
Substances Management, Psychological and Social Aspects Of Environmental Health, The Health Implications of a Built Environment, any other 
issues related to Health, Safety, and Environment etc is welcomed. Please note manuscript should be in Microsoft VVord (MS) format. Figures and 
table should be submitted alongside the main manuscript or attached as supporting documents. Please see our Instruction forAu~,hors. 

All manuscript(s), inquiry and correspondence should be sent to the email: info@academiascholarlyjournals.org. 

Best Regards, 

Dr. Miroslav Pohanka 
Editor 
Visit the links below for a list of other journals published by Academia Scholarlg Journals 

International Journal of Wildlife and Endangered Species Conservation (IJWESC) 

International Journal of Human Kinetic and Sporting Science (IJHKSS) 

International Journal of Advances in Medical Sciences and Biotechnoloqv (IJAMSB) 

International Journal of Agricultural Research Sustainability, and Food Sufficiency (IJARSFS) 

International Journal of Advances in Scientific Research and Reviews (IJASRR) 

International Journal of Management Sciences (IJMS) 

International Journal of Advances in Herbal and Alternative Medicine (IJAHAM) 

International Journal of Sustainable Transport and Logistics (IJSTL). 

International Journal of Religions and Traditions (IJRT) 

AS.1 welcome all comments via info@academiascholarlyiournals.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, ~ 6:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

I guess I have to determine a way to get you to stop saying "thanks". We are on this journey together my sister. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Re: 

6:53 AM 

Good suggestion Margaret. Thanks tbr all you are doing! 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On , at 5:29 AM, "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning Eunice, 
I am remaining calm, but I knew ~ was not listening to us at the meeting. This is really unnecessary work and we might need to find another more 
professional person for next year. Perhaps she is just doing too much. I just don’t understand. 

Best, 
Margaret 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 9:00 AM 

Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; 

<eunice@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; 

lEE: A?u~d9 Newsletter Text 

I@live. unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Hi et al 

The last sentence of Mr. Watts’s speech needs to be removed because it is redundant (I forgot to do that in my edits.) 

Tim 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, 5:17 AM 
To: : McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Note again that there must be a second comma! 
I was only able to download two pages. 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Evelyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the faculty comer is updated in APA style at the very end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing around with the template rigN now and to me it doesn’t make much sense to have the conference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the department. I think it nkakes more sense to 
put Dr. SaNe’s Chair’s comer on the cover. I’ve attached a document with each option. I’ve also attached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I tlfink it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on 
the dropbox site but if not we need some other method. What would be easiest? 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gitterman, David P <da~ielg@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 12:00 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edw> 

SaNe, Envice N <envice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: . I am leaving 

image001 .j pg 

Sovia, Call me. 

Daniel P. Gittemm~ 
Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in 
Public Policy 
UNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

On Sep 20, 2013, at 11:06 AM, "Colon, Sovia" <so,~ia colon,@med.unc~edu> wrote: 

, I am living. I am not going to be able to meet at 2:30 pm 

<image001ojpg> 

(~", g-i2, W~ /-5, 1’0 ~- ~2, ) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howell, Tia N. <thowell@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 3:59 PM 

William~ Su~n Staples <swms@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; KaY, Mark <mka~@email .unc.edu-~ 

IB transfer 

Dear Susan, 

The Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies will be able to transfer from our instructional budget to the Music Dept. instructional 

budget as support for the MUSC286 Course. Please note that these funds are not intended for use to pay Mr. Livingston as an independent contractor, but for the 

support of the course~ Instructional budget cannot be used to pay independent contractors~ 

Thank you. 

~Tia 
Tia Nichelle Howell 

Business Officer 

UNC-Chapel Hill Department of Public Policy 

115 Abernethy Hall, CB# 3435 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3435 

Phone: 919-962-2788; Fax. 919-962-5824 

Mon. lp-5p; Tues., Wed.- 8:30a - 12p; Thurs. 8:30a - 12p; Fri. ]p - 5p 

UNC-Chapel Hill Depa~l-rrtent of African, African American and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB#3395 

Chapel Hil~ NC 27599-3395 

Phone: 919-966-1295; Fax: 919-962-2694 

Mon. 8:30a-]2p, Tues., Wed. - ]p- 5p, Thurs. lp-Sp; Fri. 8:30a- 12p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Poetry Alhca Festival <cc@ukzn.ac.za> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 10:15 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

17th Poet~ Africa 2013 - International Poetry Festival 

Thel7thPoet~Africa 
theKZNDepartment~fArtsandCu~ture~spr~u~t~am~uncethefestiva~ine-up,whichpr~misest~bean 

KwaZulu-Natal)totakeplacefroln 

Thefestival’sline-upfeaturesaground-breakingpoet~project 

Insurrections 

s~un~s~ftheIn~ianmusictra~iti~n~en~withAfricaninstmmentsacc~mpanyingra~icalp~et~fr~n~b~th 

c~ntinents.Theh~surrecti~nsensen~b~ewi~beperf~rmedbymusiciansSumanga~aDam~aran(India), 

J~r~enBraunin~er(S~uthAfrica),Ne~Muyma~a(S~uthAfrica),~ritamGh~sha~(India),B~d~nB~t‘~m 

(SouthAti’ica), 

Thep~etryc~ntin~entf~rInsurrecti~nswi~lc~mprise~fAriSitas(S~uthA~i~ca)~MalikaNd~vu(S~uth 

Keepin~withthemusica~the~ne~fthisyea~sediti~n~thefestiva~wi~feat~re~vep~etswh~a~s~w~rkas 

p~et~circ~es.N~minatedf~urtimesf~rtheSAMAsmadaf~m~eredit~r~fy~uthcu~mremagazineY-Mag~ 

hiscredentia~sintheentertainmentindustryaxeindeedf~rmidab~e.Ka~awiJazmeeartistBusiswaGqu~u 

retumst~etryAfricainthemidd~e~fherimpressiverei~n~nt~aemusicchartsth~u~h~utAf~ca.She~rs~t 

~racedthe~etryAfricasta~easpart~fthea~-w~menp~etryc~ectiveBasadziV~icesin2~8andhas 

a~s~pe~rmeds~in~.S~uthAfricanp~etNata~iaM~ebatsiisa~s~awriter~faci~itat~randpr~ramme 

direct~rwh~recent~yf~undedaS~uthA~can-Italianmusicpr~jectwiththebandS~u~MaJain~.Herp~etryis 

publishedinthebooksWeAre(2008) andSardoDance(Z009).Durban-bompoet, pefformerandMC 

(Ashiei~hI~aF~y)iswe~-kn~wn~nDurbansta~esIbrb~thherp~et~a~dhernms~ca~p~wess.Havin~ 

eamedherstripesasaI~ma~erapper‘shewi~indu~eDurbanaudienceswithherp~etic~euvreahead~fher 

much-anticipateddebuta~bum.Hai~in~fr~mtheEastemCape~uraLavisaisawriter~perf~rmerandp~et 

RemmingtothePoet~’Afidcastage, well-respectedSoweto-bomdub-poetandwriter, Lesego 

Ramp~ken~,wi~de~iveraninfecti~usbrand~fp~et~in~uencedbyB~ackC~nsci~usnessandr~tedinthe 

~ivedexperience~fpe~p~e~nthema~gins~A~s~fmmS~wet~Khu~i~eNxuma~wi~presentw~rksfr~mhis 

~rsttit~eten~appin~e~b~ws,mamaandhis~atestc~ecti~n~edzi~pub~ishedbyDieHardPress.Critica~y 

acclaimed, Nxumalo 
~dut~awil~a~s~bereadin~his~atestw~rkattheI~s~6va~dut~ateachesattheDepartment~fLan~ua~ 

~iterature.An~therparticipantwi~aback~r~undinteachin~a~ua~esisK~busM~ma~basedatthe 

University~fKwaZu~u-Nam~.M~man’s~atestc~ecti~nLeft~veriscun‘en~yenj~yin~mve~eviewsinthe 

J~hmmesbur~-basedpe~rmancem~ds~mnp~et~v~m~di~e~cientVund~af~rmspart~ftheW~rdnS~und 

c~ectiveandisfeamred~nthe~n~ineandprintpub~icati~ns~f~etry~ti~n~Cr~wned’Queen~ft~aeW~rd 

andS~undMic’in~2~shehas~racednumer~usp~etD’sta~esinc~udin~ArtsA~iveandJ~ziB~kFair~ 

An~thery~un~fema~ev~icefeamredinthe~ine-upisSane~isiweNtu~i,aw~rdsmith~mHammersda~ewh~ 

writesandperIbrmsmisiZu~u~Ntuliisa~raduate~ftheKwesuke~aSt~ryte~m~Academyandre~ular~y 

featuresasast~ryte~erandv~iceaxtist~neducati~na~pr~grammes~fUkh~ziFM.A~s~writinginisiZuluis 



Professor I,angalibalele F. Mathenjwa is holding a Doctor of Literature and Philosophy fi~om UNISA. He is a 

published writer of isiZulu poetry, novels, short stories and fblklom m~d has chair Usi~ Wrters Guild, South 

At~can Geographical Names Council, IsiZulu National Language Body a~d the Uni’~d Nations C~oup of 

Ex~ts on Geographical Nmnes-~ca Soufl~ Division. 

Four poets t?om the Irish poetry collective O’Bheal will present Neir work at Ne festival. TNs contingent 

consisls of Paul C~ey, ~ric McGinchey, Billy Ram~l and ~eficm~-~m Raven. Completing the 

int~fio~] line-up will be Ian Katnau (Cm~ada), Ba~a~ Laye (Benin) and Raphael d’Abdon (Italy/South 

Africa). Kamau is a wfite~t vis~l a~isk Np hop and s~ken word mlist from Toronto, whose discography 

lisls five collections, including ~e populax Nbum One Day Soon (2011). He will ~ presenting additional 

worgshops in advance of the festival. A ~et and novelist Laye has published a dozen books and is the 

recipient of the Nelligan Prize Ns lifetimes work. His most recent work is entitled Poems in Ab~nt, a long 

wait (2010). D’Abdon is an Italian scholax, writer, editor and trm~slator and a post-doctoral f~llow in the 

English Studies De~ment at I~ISA. As m~ editor, D’A~on recently published Mafikana - A Moment in 

Time, as well as m~ a~thology of poe~ about the mas~cm and his own collection, S unnyside Nightwalk. 

The festiwYs communi~ outreach progrmnme will ~e ~ets visit over ~ven~ commuN~ centres, campuses 

and teriary education depa~men~ across Dur~n and beyond. In additio~t pa~icipating poets will visit ~venb" 

schools to discuss reading, writing and the Nffo~mance aspects of ~etry. 

~dsi~ur website ~ Ibllow on Twitter ] like on Facebook 

Organised ~v the Centre fi)r Creative Arts FESTIVAL ENQU~IES: 
~niversi~ofLqvaZulu-~atal),~ the 17d~ Phone: +2~ (0)31 260 2506/’1816 
Poet~yAJ?ica isfimded by the Ci& of Durban Fax: +27 (0)31 260 3074 
and the K~aZulu-Natal Depar~ent qf Arts Emil: cca~u~n.ac.za 

and Culture. The Cen~e Jbr Creative Arts is 
housed in the College (¢’Itumani#es at the MEDIA QUERIES: 
Universi& of Lq~aZulu~Natal. The CCA is a Verstbld & Associates 
special project of the Depu~’ Vice-Chancello~; Kwa~i NguNne/Nolw~i Magw~a 

ProJbssor Cheryl Po~gietet; in the Co#ege of kw~i~ve~sfeld.co.za/ nolw~i~ve~feld.co.za 

Humanities at UKZ~ Cell: 

Tel: (031) 811-5628 
wvx~v.versfeld.co.za 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, September 21, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: House Bill [,inks ttealfl~ Care Law aM Budget PI~ 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i Vide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines  o,o,oo , 

~N THiS E~IAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rrave~ [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

House Bill Links Health Care Law and Budget 

Without a resoluth:m, lmge swaths cd the govemme~t could shut 
douq~ Oct. L and a ~st-ever default on federal debt could 

weeks later. 

Speaker 

Caliibmia is ehallenging the status of citJze~ship with measures 

to let noneitizens sit on jmies, monitor polls ~or elections and 

practice lawo 

Hacking UoS. Secrets, China lhash(~s for Drones 

A two-year haddng operation by a group li~ked to Chi~a’s army 

is the latest sign of Beijing’s anabitious plans to be at the forefront 

of dr’one manufacturing. 

FoI mele top news. ~ to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

TRAVEL 

~~ sl~_t~Sho~,, s~,n~: S~OW: Ea~.ing ~n Silver City, 

Though the to~ ~s sma~ and relatively isolated, its food scene 

has become a draw. 

Related Articie 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The governm ent of Israel should declare that the Os]o process 

has failed. Only then wilI we have the opportunity to lay the 

foundations for a more realistic peace. 

World 

As lit MaRes Overt~,res to Iran, UoSo St, oives l-o Reass~,re 

:Israel 

As the United S~tes reaches out to Iran’s new president, WMte House offidals 

are twing to convince skeptical Isrudis thak khey wiI1 not prematurely ease 

pressure on Tehran to curb its nndear program. 

Syria Meets First Test of Accord on }~’eapons 

The governm en t of Presid en t Bash at’ al-Assad rn ade an "initia] declaration" of 
the chemical weapons it possesses. 

With H:is Remarks on Sexa~al Morality., a 

Su~pNse Pope Keeps on Surprish~g 

Some think Pope Frauds may be tong to shake up the Vatican 

hierarchy and prepare the ground for a mot~ hmdamenk~fl shiR 

in the direction of flae church. 

Francis 
wsved 

U,S, 

Navy Hearing in Rape Case Raises A|arm 
E>" }[:’,"~;qlF:::R 8"I::qNBi:,~::::F~ 

A ease at the Naval Academy illuminates what critics say is 

wrong ~th tr.dng sexua] assault cases in the current military 

iustiee system, which is under scrutiny in Congress. 

Defense 

sg?ressi 

,’:,%-I 

FoBo Io Tries to Trace Last VCeeks of Gunman 

Investigators ave parsing the final conversations of Aaron A]exis’s life for any 

clues to a motive for the Navy Yard shootings. 



A Tur~mbo~t a~. T~0adl~tk~na]l]ly W|fite Soror~th~s~ 

~n N~e Day~ at ~ab~a 

After a campus ne~<~paper’s report on discriminatiom the 

president of the U nive~sib, of ~abama said tha~ traditionally 

white sororities have accepted six minori~ students. 

Business 

COMMON SENSE 

~:hen "i’r~4r~g to Follow R~les Isn’t E~m~agl~ 

As dPMorgan’s general counsel, Sb~phen Cut~er tried to create a 

cnlt~ re of eomlAia n ce. Th e effort couldn’t stop the "Lon don 

w~ale" matter and ot~er regulatoD- woes. 

...... Cutler, 

righ.t, 

Sm~ta NlorAea Bets on Electric Cars, but 

Co,~sm~ers Are Slow to Swite~ 

For a utom akers, re] u trance in Sa n ta Mort i ca, Calif., t~ n derscores 

how diffieuR it ~l] be lk~r d~em b~ meet strict l~deraI and stak" 

mandates on ft~el efficiency and po~lutiom 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
[~ A tofu 

Amid Eco~mmJe Stress, DiftL’rh~g S~.rate~es ...... 
this     I 

Indonesia must get nsed to higher interest rates, its vice 

president said Friday, whib~ India’s central bank decided 

rates. 

india Adjusts ShoR-Term interest R~tes 

Sports 

ON BASEBALL 

PettiIte Up Next as Dynasty Nears 

An@ PeLtiLte said he struggled with the timing of his 

annom~cement because he dh:l not want to take away fl’om 

Mariano Rivera’s final home game on Sunday. 

E~suring Team Items _/M’e 3 ust a Click Away 

Eanaties is the nation’s largest online seller of licensed sports 

merchandise. It includes more ttmn one million items i)x" 

professional and college teams, conferences and leagues. 

~ Andy ] 
Pettitte, I 
in his    I 

Workers J 

520,000 J 

;s°°-I 



~ [] Slide Show: Pick a Team, Pick a Color and Ti~en Click Away 

Saved by Light Breeze, Oracle Will Race Again 

Oracle Team USA kept the America’s Cup for one more day, 

pulling away fl:om Emirates Team New Zealand in Race 13. The 

Kiw’is lead, 8-3. 

,~ Slide Show: Oracle Charges Past Kiwis 

has won 

fou r of 

Arts 

T~0acking Sto|cn Art, for Profit, and Bh~rring a 

Few Lines 

One of "~e world’s Jargcs t databases of stolcn art ~s held by a 

p~@ate London company [hat is praised by some and criticized 

hy others for its tactics in ~’ying to recover the woH£s. 

The Backlash to the American Invasion of the 

Booker Prize 

Next year, the Man Booker Prize will be open to any work 

originally wri~en in English and published in Br@~dm brh%h% 

concerns that .~eHean novels will dominate. 

LaNd, 

Ks Fierce as She is Fragile: Eiahm Stritch in 

Mic|figan 

Ms. Stretch, who made a dramatic exit fl’om her home at the 

Carlyle Hold fl3is spz{ng, is settling into her new life in 

Birmingham, Mich., cosmos and all 

Elaine 
StHtch 
in her 
home in I 

Obituaries 

Rabbi Philip Berg, Who Updated Jewish 

Mysticism~ Dies at 86 

Rabbi Berg’s Kabbalah (’,e~tur Internafio~m] a~racted celebr4fies 

like Madonna and Bdtney Spears but also dww efi[icism over 

spiNhm] and finan~’ial matters. 

Do Jo Ro B~°uckne~°, Co|mnnist a~d Critic, Dies at 

79 

Mr. Bruekner, who was a longtime editor for The New York 

Times Book Review, hmded on Nixon’s enemies list over his 

syndicated cohmms %r The Iz,s Angeles Times. 

BITS BLOG 

Joy Covey~ Forn~cr Ar~azon Executive, Dies at 50 

Ms. Covey, who was the retailer’s first chief financial officer, was 

]dIled Wednesday when her bicycle collided with a delivery van 

in a remote st~’eteh of Silieon Valley. 

Rabbi 
Philip 

~erg of 

Travel 

3 Favo~°ire 3o~,rrmys on a Bike 

Cycle around western Ireland, Par4s and Lake Champlain as 

three uq~ters take you along on their NvoHte bike z{des. 

right: 

tile 

Great 



NEXT STOP 

Lookb:~g fo~ ~ig Fb~vors ~n a Sm~ll New Me~co 
To~ 

Silver Ci#i, ~n old mining town i~ the southwestern corner of the 

state, has seen iLs creative spirit exLend to the local ff3od scene. 

OVERNIGHTER 

On Mai~][~a~s Vine~’d~ Ce]ebrati~g the Loeal 

Resorts give way to pastm’es, Nrmb~nd a~d wUdlJfe J~ a pocket of 

the island around Chilmark and Menemsha. 

Today’s Video 

~ w#£o: 3PMorgam By the Numbers 

with JPMorgan set to pay $~ bil]io~ in fines, The Times takes a 

closer look at the figm’es behind the sto~7~ 

chief, 

~ vm~:o:W]~o Is ,Janet "tkqlen? 

The vice chairwoman of the Federal Rese~’e, a leading candidate 

t ~ replace Ben Bemanke as head ~[ the agency. ., is favored by. 

DemoeraN a~d eeononfists a~ike. 

Related Article 

The New York Times film critics on "Rush," "P[~sonezs" and 

"Enough Said," 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Biometric ’i’ecba~ology Takes Off 

P~vacy protections lag as business and government use of fingelt~rinting and 

facial recognition exl~ands. 

EDITORIAL 

A Lack of F~_l!!, Accountability 

Bankers go unnamed a ~d unpunished in JPMorgan Chase’s recent 

EDITORIAL 

More Glm Deatl~s, Less Resolve h~ "Wasb&k~ton 

Both the mayhem and the ~itaal that follows seem all too predictable. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ktu~3kaze Congress 

For far-~igh t House Republica n s, i~ their fight agains 

Obamaeare it’s their way or rio way, all or nothing. 

~ GelumnLst Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

K~mw~g ~$~|~er~ to Worry 

T}m government shntdow~ is cm]y days away, peop]e~ Here’s a 

rundown of w~at’s {o come lbr you to pxint out m~d put o~ t~e 

rerx~gerator. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Jamie Dimo~’s I.,o~g Day 

ttow dPMorgan we*~t Dora hem t,-,, goat with government 

regulators. 

~ Colurrm~st Rage ~ Blog 

Nocera 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Saturday, 6:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Good evening Dr. Sable, 

I’m in your 

Sincerely, 

class I hope you are doing well. Have you posted the details of the essay assignment yet? Thanks so much I hope you have a great weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Gunmen Kill Dozens in Terror Attack at Kenya~ Mail 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: SL:bsc:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [°day’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTOMIZE. 

Top News 

Gmmmn Kill Do~ens in Terror Attack at Kenyan ~ K.~-0ya0 ] 

39 people, ttours la~er, police officers dashed through corpse- 
s h’ewt~ corz~dors, hying to find the assailants. A Somali militat~k gro ~p is 

suspected in the a~ack. 

Video: Militants Claim Attack on Mall I [imes Topic: AI Shabab 

For Migran[s, New Land of Opporl-unity Is 

Mexico 

With Europe sputtering and china costly, tl~e "stars are aligning" 

for Mexico as broad changes in ~he global eeot~omy ereatc new 

@n stoics of migration. 

Rom’ilig Waters, Deep Sears: *It Chewed Us Up~ 

After a fast-mmqng disaster, communities around Nordaem 

Colorado face the prospect of a sk.,w and expensive recovery. 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

Witness to a Massacre in a Nairobi Mall 

Tyler Hi&s, a Times photographer, was nearby when gunmen 

opened fire on an upseale Kenyan mall. 

" toa 

M~ssacr 



OPINION I OPINION 

Dinner I~ Ploh~ted 

Will 3-D p~nting save the world? Bring in the apocal)~se? Or ~s 

it.just a gadget tha~ spits out cheap p]asdc ~Hnkets? A~ 

invesfi gafion. 

Noodles 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

FRED NGOGA GATERETSE, An/ffrk’.an Union o~![](’ia[ who escaped injury as ~erroHs~s 

killed dozens of people at a mail b~ Na~robi, Kenya, 

World 

Chinese Official at Center of Scaa~dal Is Fom~d 

G uilty and Given a 

There was never much &mbt that Bo Xilai would be fi-~und guilb~, 

bnt until the end, he remained defiant, p~ead~ng not gnil~ and 

eon~esting nearly eveD’ aspect of fl~e prosecutors’ ease. 

Jews Challenge ihdes to Clakna Heart of 

Jerusa|em 

Tel~sions are growing as more mMnstream Jews seek to visit al~d 

pray at ~e Temple Mom~t in 3erusalem, a sacred site eonkrdled 

%r centuries by Muslims, who call it the Noble SanekuaW. 

, ~ Video: Conflict Grows Over Temple Mount 

The 

LETTER FROM PARIS 

Trendy Green Mystifies Frar~ce. It’s a Job for the 
Kale Crusader! 

One :\meriean woman’s effo~ to lead Parisian, s to embrace kale 

as a mem~ sb~ple has led to some modest victories. 

~ SIMe Show: lntroauck~g Kale to the French 

U.S. 

Once SuicidaI and Shipped Oft; Now BattIing 

Nevada Over Care 

A lawsuit on behalf of a group of homeless and mentally ill 

people claims khey were bused oat of Nevada and left on the 

streets of San Fral~ciseo with little or no medication. 

[~ David 
" 



~ [] Slide Show: Fighting Nevada Over Mentsi-Health Treatment 

Ad Campaigns Cmnpete as Health Law 

As the Obama admi~isU’afio~ prepares to put tbe hegdth care 

in place, it faces an aggressive Rcpublican campaign to prevent 

iN success. 

Obama, 
shown 

Alabama P~mary Pots a Wide Spei~.trom of 

Rep~Iblic~n Views on Display 

The oukcomc in khe state’s First Congr~:ssional District may 

providc some hi~N on how much fm’kher the t£cpubliea~ lurch to 

the rigbi might go. 

Business 

inthnaey on the ~’~’eb, ~¢:ith a Crowd 

Pornography by web,’am is a moncy.-maki~g opportmfity in a 

business eroded by the distfibufio~ of fl’ee sexuN eo~te~t o~ fl~e 

Inlernet. 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

The l~lental Strah~ of Nialda~g Do "~Vith Less 

The cc, nsta~k ~stra~’tio~ of restHcti~g calorie i~ kake strains the 

mental eapaeib" of dieters; in a similar way, poverb- 

the poor. 

FAIR GAME 

A Better ~’~ay to Con~pare C.E.Oo Pay 

Peer group comparisons are probably more useful b-~ investors 

thm~ the ~ew pay rule proposed by the Securities a~d Exchm~ge 

Commission. 

...... model 

who 

Sports 

Tomato Can BIues 

Charlie Rowan was a srtmlFtime cage fighter in rural Michigan 

who couldn’t get a break. He owed money to impatie~t people. 

He needed ko start over, but didn’t know how. Then, he came up 

with a plan. 



New Zeala~d Is Kept ~Vaitf~g Agah~ 

Team New Zealand remained one win sho~ of e~aiming the 

America’s Cup after poor win d eondi ~ons caused postponement 

of Sakar&~y’s racing. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Yankees’ Fond, and Not So Fond~ 

The glorions se~d-off for MaHano Rivera stands in contrast to 

okl~er depat kures by Yankees khrouNh the years. 

~ Role Reversals for Rivers and Pe~i~e i Now Making Money for the Yankees... 

~ On Baseball: Pettitte Up Nex~ as Dynasty Nears End 

Arts 

Movers and Shaper’s 

A roundup d the danee~s, choreographers and designers to 

watch ibr this season. 

Backstage Drama at the Met, "Wogtlhy of Ope~oa 

The new prodaetk.,n of "Eugene Onegin," which opens the 

Metropolitan Opera’s season, featnres Anna Netrebko Nong with 

a last-rainuke replaeemenk director and a pdRieal protesL 

A Sensitive Rap Star To~ens Up 

On his now alburn, "Noflfing Was fl~e Same," Drake adopts a 

tougher stance toward perceived antagonists than on his 

previous effort, "Take Care." 

, Look Who’s Catching the Drakewave 

cN, etrebk 

ng at 

the 

Obituaries 

delta KenneH, Advocate of Infant Bonding, Dies 

at 9~ 

1)r. Kcnnell’s research in ~e I96os helped end a common 

pra~’tiee of keeping newly born infanL~ and their parents apart in 

the first hom:s of lif~. 

Kenneil, I 

AlbeN Taylor, 88~ Tracker Whose Work Helped 

the.mid- 

Mr. Taylor, a former Border Pakrol agent, was regarded as a            19, 0s. 

legend in fl~e art of [racking people in the ~]d and helped 

develop a program to teach ehild~m how ko increase their chances of being 

found. 

Mm~n Rainwater, 88, Twang- Country Singer, 

Dies 

Mr. Rainwater was a e]assieally trained pianisk who turned to 

oomph7 music, the~ ~wote a~d recorded the hits "Gonna Find Me 

a Bluebird" and "Whole Loth~ Woman." 

Rainwat 

Magazine 

What scienee is learning about fire and how to live with it. 



EUREKA 

How Robots Ctm Trick Yot~ Into Logang Them 

The secret to robots ~dth be~er social sM~ls? E~)]o]fing human 

Cherry Jones~ nt the Peak of Her Powers 

One of the great theater actresses talks about stage f~ight, vanity 

and her pre-pe~ormm~ce 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: Conflict Grows Over Temple 

Nom~t 

M~.,re mainstream Jews a~v seeMng to en ter and pray at the 

Temple Mount in .~erusalem, one of the most contested religious 

sites in "due world, which Muslims call the Noble Sanctuary. 

Related .&rflcie 

~ vm~:o: Review: ~ao14 Honda Odyssey 

Shop-Vat that retails for $45,280? Fortunately, a new 2o~4 

Odyssey Tonfing Elite van is included. Tom Voelk 

discovers that the built-in vacuum has the power to keep up with 

5-year-old twins. 

The contrast between the eornmeree of Fashion Week and the 

imaginatively dressed crowds, armed with cameras, added a 

festive touch. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

President Rm~hm~ Comes to Tom~ 

The new president of Iran has sent encouraging signNs that could mean the 

beginning of reN change. 

EDITORIAL 

Close the N.S,A/s Back Doors 

The National Seeurib/Agency undermines confidence in communication by 

weakening encryption. 

EDITORIAL 

The Quest for a Lyme Vaccine 

There are glirnrners of hope that newer, rnore effective Lyme vaccines can be 

devek~ped. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

~’~hen I Moved Online 

1,1 endea*~ngly impulsive ways, my parenLs have begun to 

interact with fl~e h~ternet. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Pope’s Radical Whi~per 

The Catholic leadet"s to~m and words are a c(mnte~oint to the 

arrogance and self-aggrandizemen~ dmt define so much of 

modern ]ii~. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Good Populism, Bad Popu|ism 

The most i*movative ideas in the Republican Pal#" are e~-~ming 

fl’om the same co~tingent that’s push~ng the pointless budget 

brinkmanship. 

~ columaist Page ~ Blog 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday~ 3:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

FW: incompletes 

From: Regester, Charlene 13 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: incompletes 

3:2J. PM 

Dear : Yes, your paperwork was submitted. I will contact the chair to see if she can provide information about where it is in the process. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, : 7:16 AM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester. 

I was wondering if you were able to submit the incomplete grade change. I’ve had another class where I had to resubmit it because it got lost in the paper trail 

somewhere. 

On Fri, 
Dear, 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Professor Regester, 

I have attached a coW of the letter my 

Sincerely, 

at 8:32 AM, Regester, Charlene B <regester((~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
need additional information, I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

@gmail.com] 
7:49 PM 

has sent me. If you need a hard copy I will see about getting one to you in person sometime I am in Chapel Hill. 

On Tue, ]t 5:03 PM, Regester. Charlene B <regester~)elnail.unc.edu > wrote: 

Dear      If possible, why don’t you both send by email and give me a copy in hand. It really needs to go to the Chair of our Department, Eunice SaNe. However, if 
you give it to me, I will make sure that it goes directly to her or appropriate sources. Hope to hear from you soon. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

From: (~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:07 PN 

To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: Re: incompletes 

Hello Proi~ssor Regester, 

I have contacted my 

should I email it’? 

Thax~ks 

aa~d he is getting the documentation. Should I have him elnaAl it to you or give it to you some other way when he has it ready? Or 

On Tuesday, Regester, Charlene B <regester(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Dear I look forward to receiving your -- if you are missing m~y additional assignment~ I will let you know. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 

> From: ~gmail.coml 
> Sent: Monday, 10:39 PM 

> To: Reges~el; Charlene B 



> Subject: Re: inco~npletes 
> 

> Hello Professor Regestec 
> 

> Late last semester Dean May Lee and I emailed you about my incomplete course with yon. I have been working on the that I have incomplete with 
you and should be able to complete them by the end of    . IfI owe you anything else or if you wish to speak with me about-th-e class and the incomplete please 

emaJl me and we can set up a mee’fng. I thank you for your willingness to help and mn looking forward to being able to graduate soon. 

> On Mon, at 2:11 PM, :({bgmail.com> wrote: 
>> 

>> Hello Professor Regester 

>> Dean May Lee fo~w-mded me the message you sent her about my inco~npletes. Thanks for being willing to work with me I will keep you updated on my 

progress and hope to be done with this class in the semester. 
>> Thanks for your help’. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 8:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AAAD    Oltice Hours’Aptx~intment 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if I could make an appointment to meet with you sometime this week to talk about last week’s exam. I am concerned with how I did on 
the exam as a whole, as I was not able to finish it, so I would just like to talk about it and about my success, or lack thereof, in the course in general. 
Please let me know if you would like to make an appointment to meet during or outside of your office hours. If a lot of students show up during your office 
hours, I would prefer to make an appointment outside of them just for privacy, but I understand completely if this is not possible. I look forward to hearing 
back from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunda?. 11:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

God’s Bit of Wood 

Hello, 
My name i.~ and I am in your class on . I was wondering if we should be beginning to start 

reading God’s bits of Wood. I didn’t see anything about it on the syllabus, but I remember you mentioning it in class, so I just wanted to make sure I was 

on track reading wise. 

Hope you had a good weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Lower Health InsuraJ~ce Premiums to Come at Cost of Fewer Choices 

Top News 

Lower Health lnsm’ar~ee Premim~s to Come at 

Cost of Fewer Choices 
~.:;: RO~.’i. R i i.’~..::,~~ 

With insurance ma~Ne~laees set to open ~ex~ month under the 

new health cain" law, consumers may find that insur~rs have put 

big limib o[~ their choices, 

~ F’~l~r L. ] 

The Shahab co~fld be signa]i~g a wider offensive, despite h:,sses i~ receipt years 

at the hands of the African Union and Kenyan [roops in their home countW. 

A New U,So Player, P~t on SVorId Stage by Sycia 

Samantha Power, the 3ane~can ambassador to ~he United 

Nafim~s, will he on ~he q.~ot as her peffbrmm~ee a* ~he General 

Assembly this ~ek will hdp dekermi~e ~e eount~T’s future 

coarse in Syfiao 

Power I 

For moro toi) new’s. ~o to NYTimes.gom ~ 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

PRESIDENT OBA~,~, on mass shootings in the Um[ed States as he ealogized the ~2 people 
kiI[ed last week in the rampage at the Navy Yard in Washington. 



World 

Keny~ Presses Assaul~ Agah~s~ Ntili~an~s in ~a~ Kenym~ 

The Kenyan nfi]ita~T annommcd Sunday ni~t that it had retaken ..... ~ 

most of the Nairobi ma~} that had been stomped by Shabab 

militan~ a day earlier and Keed more hostages, though details could not be 

C 011 ~rm e~-L 

,EEl Video: Mili~an~ Claim A~ack on MNi I limes Topic: AI Shabab 

Scores .Are Ki||ed by S~fic, ide Bomb Attack at 

Historic Church in Pakistan 

A suidde attack on a historic church in nm d~western Pakistan 

Mlled at least 78 people on Sunday, in one of the deadliest 

att~u::ks on the Christian minorit3~ in Pakistan for years. 

MerkcI Rc: cIectcd in Show of Strong Support for 

Party 

The surp~fising show of s~’eugth lbr the chancellor and her 

eenter-~ght Chrisfan Democrats mi~t just translate into an 

abs,:flnte parliamentary n~ajori~~, highly mmsual in Germany. 

Chancel 

Angels 

, [] Video: MerkeFs Moment in Germany 

U,S. 

Honogi~g NavyYard Vk~:i~ns, Obama _Asks: ’Do 

We Care Enough~ to Change? 

President Obama laments America’s "creeping resignation" 

toward gun violence but stops shot’s of calling for a new political 

fight against it. 

Detroit Is Now a Charity Case for Carmakcrs 

Genera] Motors~ Fold slid Chwsler are investing head~y in 

plants from Mexico to China. Yet their operations in Detroik 

remains a h’aetion of what they were a half--eentuW ago. 

In the Shadow of ’Old Smokey,’ a Toxic Legacy 

Years after a trash incinerator stopped operating ~n the West 

Grove neighborhood, iks legacy might be morn ominous than 

soiled lann&T: con~minan~ like arsenic remain in the soil. 

General 

Motors 

For more Ut~. r=ews, 90 to NYTimes.com/U8 ~ 



Business 

Chines~ T~tma Tm~kes ~n at Ho||,~wood 

Wa~g Jianlin, r~Out~d to be ( ~hina’s rieh~st man, annoummd 

plans to build a movie-rimmed waI eslate development in what 

he billed as Ctfina’s effort to bee*ram the world leader in 

filmmaking. 

Give Yourself 5 Stars? Onli~m~ It Might Cost You 

A yearlong iuvestigaLion by New York regulators has resulLed iu 

the most comprehensive crackdown to date on deceptive 

reviews o~ the I~ternet. 

F,AoA. Nears New Rules on Devices 

Faced ~dth the flood of persoual eleetrmties ou airplanes, kite 

governm ent has spent the last year looki~g for ways to modi~, 

its policy and keep passengms sal~. 

FAA. 
rules are 

/ 

Spots 

ON BASEBALL 
~ Mari .... 

l’Vith Farewells to Rivers and PetlJtte, the Sun Rivers, 

On an afternoon ihat t)it like Old-:rimers’ Day and a tlall d Fame 

i~duction, Ma~Sano Rivers and Andy PeNCe were honored by Ne Yankees, 

who were unable to deliver a victor3’. 

, ~ Slide Show: Madano Rivers Day ~n the Bronx 

~ A Final Bow ~o~ Rivers ] On Baseball A Yankees Core by Cornm~[tee 

, SpoRs of The Times: Yankees’ Fond, and Not So Fond, Farewells 

In America’s Cup, RivalrT Starts at Hehn 

The skippers of Team New Zealat~d at~d Oracle Team USA have 

gone head to head many dines before "dais America’s Cup, each 

time deepenittg their rivah’y. 

Stenson Gains an Edge From Losing a Big Lead 

Sweden’s Het~ dk Sten son shot a fi n al-round ~o-u ~d er-par 68 to 

finish ahead of Jordan Spieth a~d Steve Sh~ckcr, winning ~e 

Tour Championship a*~d khe FedEx Cup points championship. 

¯ 
Spithill. 

left, and 

Dean 

Stenson ] 

, at 13 

Arts 



Honors for ’Breaking Bad’ a~d ’~lodern Fmnily’ 

It was a night of upsets at the 65th PHmetime Emmy Awards, 

which several HBO series wo~ unex~ected victories. 

, Emmy ~,%’inners aed Nominees 

THE TV WATCH 

The Ohl Guard Kecps Its Grip 

DeslAte all the f~ar m~d anx%b~, Nefflix didn’t steal Emmy night 

in "~e end as established sez%s like ~MC’s "BreaNng Bad" and 

"Modern Family" on ~C took top awardso 

ARTSBEAT 

Despite TV*s Glorious Present, E~n~ny Awards 

Opt to Look Back 

Dave Rzkoffand don Caramanica live blogged the 65th 

Pt~metime Emmy Awards. 

....... rV’s 
Glorious 

Obituaries 

Robert McCabe Jr., a l~dney Donation Specialist, 

After havi~g a do~or kidney flown to Moscow in 197~ when ~o 

domestic recipients were found, Dr. MeCabe used the episode to 

improve the transplant donor systemo 

McCabe [ 

Today’s Video 

~ woEo~ Re*:iew: ~o14 tlonda Odyssey 

A Shop-Vat that retails for $45,280? Fortunately, a new 2o~4 

tt~-~nda O@ssey T~-~nN~g Elite van is fi~daded. Tom Voelk 

discovers that the built-in vacuum has the power to keep up with 

5-year-old t~dns. 

~x,~ to: Bill Cmn~mghmn I Getting Real 

The contrast between the commerce of Fashion Week and the 

imaginatively dressed erowds, armed with cameras, added a 

festive touch. 

FoI more video ",..o to NYTimes.comNideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Dm£t Fear the Sq~cegce NIan 

In New York’s mayoral race, doomsayi ~g is all the rage. 

EDITORIAL 

M~ important Step on Global ~ armoring 

Despite howls by the coal indnstry, the Obama admfifistration will limit power 

]:,]a~t earbon polh~fion. 

EDITORIAL 

Sem~lalo~s Pensioners 

The top federal prosecutor in ManhatNn is z~ght to move to seize state pensions 

from lawmal<e~s convicted on corruption charges. 

For i:~ore oginion 90 to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~> 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A J~lT of’Whose Peers? 

Why should juD’ duty be for c.itizens only? 

Columnist Page I BIog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Free to ]Be Hm~gry 

Conse~’adves’ obsession ~dth food sbamps is j ast plain cruel. 

~ Columnist Page ] Blog 

ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Did the Pope Tip the Political Scales in the U oS.? 

Hc~w could Pope Franeis’s cri[tieism of the "obsession" with 

aboVdon and similar issues affect U,S. elections and 

government? 

Pope ] 
Tip the ] 

I 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.com/Opinion ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 8:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Dear Eunice, 
Any time between 9 and 11 this morning at home ) or between 
2 and 6 in the afternoon in the office (919-962-3381) would be just fine. 
I hope your start into the week is a good one 
Best wishes, 
Evelyne 

On 9/23/13 8:04 ~vl, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
Dear Evelyne, 

I hope you had a great weekend. Kindly let me know if I can call you today 

With best wishes, 
Eunice 

Evelyne Huber, Ph.D 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University uf North Carulina 
Campus Bux 3265 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599-3255 

phune: 919-%2-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: God’s Bit of Wood 

I took a closer look and I see it now’. 

’I’h~xik you for the quick reply. 

See you tomorrow 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 7:53 AM, "Sable, Eunice N" <emaice~emaAl.mac.edu> wrote: 

Thin,ks ibr email. 

Kindly check our syllabus on SakaA. We will be discussing the novel next week. 

Best rashes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

O~ at 11:37 PM, live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hello, 
My name is and I am in your I was wondering if we should 

be beginning to start reading God’s bits of Wood. I didn’t see anything about it on the syllabus, but I remember you mentioning it 

in class, so I just wanted to make sure I was on track reading wise. 

Hope you had a good weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, September 23, 2013 10:11 AM 

@yaboo.com 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongol@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Coafim~alion letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

The Carolinalm~ReservationConfim~ation for PeterAnym~g Nyong’o.msg 

Good morning Dr. Nyong’o 
I hope this communication found you well, 
My name is Sonia and I ~AII be assisting you w~th the travel and accommodation ~ogistic, regarding your visit to UNC- Chapel H~H during November ~7 through ~9. 

~ a~ready have your horn stay reservation at the Carolina ~nn, kindly see the attachment. 

Reg~rding the a~r travel, kindly see below [ravel schedLdes alterrH;~:ives For your cons~deratkm and selec~:~on. 

Ple~ase do not hes~t~;~:e to con~:act me for any ~dditk?na~ ~nf.:?rm~tk?n that you might need. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

November 17 - Boston to RDU 
Del~a: 
DL6114V 17NOV ~ BOSRDU ~ ~43A 860A 

DL6603V ’l 7NOV ~ BO~RDU ~S’I B30A 1134A 
Je~ Blue: 
B~22830 ~ZNOV S BO~RDU SS’I 6~ 6A 824A 

B~’13830 IZNOV 3 BO~RDU 3~1 845A ~ 04BA 
Novembe~ 19 - RDU to B~ton 
Delta: 
DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDUBOS SS1 946A 1140A 
Jet Blue: 
B627840 ’lgNOV [ RDUBOS SS1 618A 806A 

B62’1840 ’lgNOV[ RDUBOS SS1 900A 1048A 

F~m= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent~ Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PN 

To:       @yahoo.corn 
Cc: Colon, Sonia~ Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Su~je¢t~ Confirmatbn le~er - V~s~t to ONe-Chapel 

Impo~ance: High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and I hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached letter confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Monday, September 23, 2013 11:43 AM 

Selassie, Bereket I{ <bselassi@email.m~c.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@emml.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emml.unc.edw~ 

Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead Frown Kenyan Mall Attack 

Renowned Ghanaian 
Mall Attack 
September 22, 2013 By admin Leave a Comment 

d Ghanaian Poet Kofi A ........ 

Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan 

Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor 
Government of Ghana has confirmed the death of former Council of State Chairman, Prof. Kofi Awoonor, in a terrorist attack by al qaeda-linked AI-Shabab in 
Nairobi’s Westgate shopping mall. 
Professor Awoonor, the renowned Ghanaian poet and author was in Nairobi attending a conference and was caught in the terrorist attack by al Shabaab - a 
Somalia-based aI-Qaeda affiliate gmup. The Westgate mall massacre has so far claimed the lives of 39 people and wounded at least 150~ 
Dr. Chika A. Onyeani 
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief 
African Sun Times: vwcw.africansuntimes.com 
Host: All Africa Radio: vvww.Nlafricaradio.com 
Tel.: 973-675-9919 
Fax: 973-675-5704 
Cell: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~email unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo @yahoo.com> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:01 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Confirmation letter- Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the information. I would prefer the Delta option: DL5503V out of Boston and D5573V out of Chapel Hill. 

Warm regaJcds 
Nyong’o 

Sent from my iPad 

On Sep 23, 2013, at 17:11, "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon~med.unc.edu > wrote: 

Good rnorning Dr. Nyong’o 

~ hope this communication found you well 

My name ~s Son~a and ~ wil~ be assisting you with the trave~ and accommodation logistic, regardh~g your v~sit to UNC- 

through :[9, 

~ ~h’eady h~ve your hote~ stay re~;ervi~tio[1 i)[: the Caro~r~a ~[ltl, kh?d~y see the att~chment. 

Regardk~g the a~r traw~L k~nd~y see below [:rave~ schedules al[:erni~tives for your (:or~sideration 

Please do not he~;~ti~[:e [:o conta(:[: me for m~y add~tkm~l informath:m th~[: you might need. 

Thank you, 

Son~s 

9~9-962--4854 

November ~7 - Boston to RDU 

Delta: 

D1_5114V 17NOV S BOSRDLJ SS1 643A 850A 

DL5503V 17NOV S BOoRDU SS1 930A 1134A 

Jet Blue: 

E622830 17NOV S £OSRDU SS1 615A 824A 

B613830 17NOV S BOSRDU SS1 845A 1049A 

November ~9 - RDU to Boston 

Delta: 

DL5432V 19NOV T RDUBOS SSI 645A 839A 

DL5573V 19NOV T RDLJ£OS SS1 946A 1140A 

Jet Blue: 

862784019NOVTRDUBOSSS1 618AS06A 

B621840 19NOV ] RDUBOS SS1 900A 1048A 



From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent’- Friday, September 20, 2013 6:13 PM 

To;       .@yahoo.corn 
Cc-" Colon, Sonia; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject." Confirmation letter - Visit to UNC-Chapel Hill 
Importance-" High 

Dear Dr. Nyong’o, 

Greetings and T hope you are doing well. 

Kindly see the attached le~.er confirming your visit in November. 

We are looking forward to hosting you. 

With best wishes, 

Eunice 

This message cam~ot be displayed because of the way it is formatted. Ask the sender to send it again using a diffe~vnt format or emaJl program. 

mullipart/altemalive 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 12:42 PM 

Jordark Joseph F <jl~orda~@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@emml.unc.edu>; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghmiaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Thanks Joseph for sharing. This is just too sad. I just don’t know how we are going to manage all this sadness all over the world. 

Margaret 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; SaNe, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Renowned Ghanaian 
Mall Attack 
September 22, 2013 By admin Leave a Comment 

Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor 

Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan 

Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor 
Government of Ghana has confirmed the death of former Council of State Chairman, Prof. Kofi Awoonor, in a terrorist attack by al qaeda-linked AI-Shabab in 
Nairobi’s Westgate shopping mall. 
Professor Awoonor, the renowned Ghanaian poet and author was in Nairobi attending a conference and was caught in the terrorist attack by al Shabaab - a 
Somalia-based aI-Qaeda affiliate group. The Westgate mall massacre has so far claimed the lives of 39 people and wounded at least 150. 
Dr. Chika A. Onyeani 
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief 
African Sun Times: www.africansuntimes.com 
Host: All Africa Radio: www.allafdcaradio.com 
Tel.: 973-675-9919 
Fax: 973-675-5704 
Cell: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan@email.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <~danielg@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr"~ 

FW: Tiffs cell phone 

Eunice? 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas Willis Lambeth Distinguished Chair in Public Policy 

Acting Chair a~d Director of Graduate Studies 

Depaxtment of Public Policy 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Abemethy Hall (202b), CB #3435 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3435 

Senior Fellow, Global Research Institute 
FedEx Global Education Center 

CB# 5145 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599- 5145 

Office: (919)-843-6407 

Fax: (919)-962-5824 

E- mml: Da~ielg@emml .unc.edu 

From: Textor, Laurie J 
Sent: Mlonday, September 23, 20:13 1:35 plVl 
To: Gitterman, Daniel P 
Subject: Tia’s cell phone 

Dan, 

Do you have Tia’s cell phone number so that I can call her to ask her to return her P-card? Thank you! 

Laurie J. Textor, MPA, SPHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts and Sciences 

003 Howell 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

Phone (W): 919.962.9276 

Phone (C): 

Ijtextor@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:01 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jfjordan@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket tt 

<bselassi@emml.unc.edu-~; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

IU:;: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghmiaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Yes, this is very sad, indeed. I learned of Kofi’s death in reading the New York Times this morning I last sa~v him at the CODESRIA general assembly in December 2011 in Rabat. My his soul 
rest in peace[ 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African .~rnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:41 PM 

To: Jordan, Joseph F; Selassie, Bereket It; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 

Sublect: RE: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Thanks Joseph for sharing. ~Ilais is just too sad. I just don’t know how we are going to manage all this sadness all over the world. 

Margaret 

From: Joseph Jordan [j[jordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Sepbember 23, 2013 11:43 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sublect: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 
September 22, 2013 By aNnin<http://afiicansuntimes.comiauthor/admin/> l,eave a Comment<http://a:[’ricansuntimes.com/2013/09/renowned-ghanaian-poet-ko:fi-awoonor-dead-from-kenyan- 
mall-attack/#comments> 
[Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor]<http://i2wpcom/wp.africansuntimes.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09ihana-president-John-Dramani-Mahamam-in-Yamoussoukro-Ivorv-Coast- 
Febuats,-28-2013-via-AFP-615x’~45.ipg> 
Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor 
Govcltwacnt of Ghana has cotffimaed the death of formcr Council of State Chairman, Prof. Kofi Awoonor, in a terrorist attack by al qaeda-linked A1-Shabab in Nairobi’s Westgate shopping 
mall. 
Professor Awoonor, the renowned Ghanaian poet and author was in Nairobi attending a corfference and was caught in the terrorist attack by al Shabaab a Somalia-based al-Qaeda affiliate 
group. The Westgate mall massacre has so far claimed the lives of 39 people and wounded at least 150. 

Dr. Chika A. Onyeani 
Publisher/Editor-in-Chief 
African Sun Times: www.africansuntimes.com<http://www.africansuntimes.com/> 
Host: All Africa Radio: www.allafricaradio.cora<http:i/w~wz.allafricaradio.corrf> 
Tel.: 973 -675 -9919 
Fax: 973-675-5704 
Cell: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sortia Haynes Stone Center 
University of b,-otth Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
jfjordan@email.tmc.edu<mailto:ifiordan(~email.unc.edu> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jtjordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:06 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edw~ 

Lee, Maxgaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu>; SaJ~le, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 

Vely Tree -- we have a lot to work on to safeguard this next generation 
On Sep 23, 2013, at 2:01 PJ~ Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 

> Yes, this is veu sad, indeed. I learned of Kofi’s death in reading the New York Times this morning. I last saw him at the CODESRIA general assembly in December 2011 in Rabat. My his 
soul rest in peace! 
> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Prnfessor of African Studies 
> Department of Afi-ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
> Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel tliH 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 

> Tel. ~ 1 919 599 9839 (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

> }:r;ln; L;;I Margar;~Carol 

> Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:41 PM 
> To: Jordan, Joseph F; Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-NtaIaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: RE: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 
> 

> Thanks Joseph [’or sharing. This ~s just too sad. I just don’t know how we are going to manage all this sadness all over the world 
> 

> 

> 

> Margaret 
> 

> 

> From: Joseph Jordan [jl~ordan@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 11:43 
> To: Selassie, Bereket H; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sahle, Eunice N; Lee, Margaret Carol 
> Subject: Sad News Fwd: Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor Dead From Kenyan Mall Attack 
> September 22, 2013 By- adrain<http:i/africansuntimes.com/author/a&nini> Leave a C~mment<http://africansuntimes.c~r~g2~3/~9/ren~wned-~hanaian-p~et-k~-aw~n~r-dead-fr~m- 
kenyan-mall-att ack/#cotr~aents> 
> [Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor]<http://i2.wp.com/wp.africansuntimes.cotr~’wp-content/uploads/2013/09/hana-president-John-Dramani-Mahal~ara-in-Yaraousso~tkro-Ivory- 
Coa st-Febuary-28-2013 -via-AFP-615x345.ipg> 
> Renowned Ghanaian Poet Kofi Awoonor 
> Govelnment of Ghana has confirmed the death of former Council of State Chairman, Pro£ Kofi Awoonor, in a terrorist attack by al qaeda-lit~zed A1-Shabab in Nairobi’s Westgate shopping 
mall. 
> Professor Awoonor, the renowned Ghanaian poet and author was in Nairnbi attending a conference and was caught in the terrorist attack by al Shabaab a Somalia-based al-Qaeda 
affiliate group. The Westgate mall massacre has so far claimed the 1mes of 39 people and wounded at least 150. 
> 

> Dr. Chika A. Onyeani 
> Publisher/Editor-in-Chid 
> ~M’lican Sara Tirnes: wwa~.africans~mtimes.com<http://www.africansuntimes.com/> 

> Host: All Africa Radio: ~w~v.allafricaradio.cora<htt~://www.allafricaradio.corrd> 
> Tel.: 973-675-9919 
> Fax: 973-675-5704 
> Cell: 
> 

> 

> Joseph Jordan, Director 
> Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> @19) 962-95)01 
> jfjordan@emaihunc.edu<mailto:jfiordan@emaihunc.edu> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jt) ordan@email uric edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:50 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Margaret Lee Research Statement 

20130923144617848.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 2:46 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 09.23.2013 14:46:17 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 23, 2013 2:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

A New Scramble for Africa 

20130923145108146.pdf 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Trade Relations between the European 
Union and Sub-Saharan.Africa under 

the Cotonou Agreement 
Repartitioning and Economically Recolonising the Continent.~ 

Margaret C. Lee 

Those who say that the EPAs are pushed because vce want access to 

ACP markets are wrong! It is ridiculous! We want to implement 
change in Africa, increase their share in world trade, make sure Africa 
does not disappear from the radar screen. We want Africa to develop. 

We are not dumping poultry parts in Africa. The. parrs exported to 
Africa are parts not meant for constimptiori here. They would not 

be fed to alximaIs.., parts that wouldbe &imped in the sea. 

These two statements are from interviews with high-ranking officials in the 
I. Directorate-General of Trade of the European Commission1 eager tO argue 

that prospective trade agreements between the European Union (EU) and the 
African, Caribbean, and Pacific (ACP) countries are intetided to be devdopmental 
and are not about the EU member states gaining greater access to their markers. 

This chapter will argue the ¯opposite: that in. fact the proposed new trade 
agreements are primarily about increased market access for EU member states as 
has been the case since the founding of the European Economic Community 
(ECC) in 19571 More specifically, it will propose that :the EU, in order to have 
continued access to Africa’s markets, has sought to repartition the continent 

83 
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initially into three, and later four, regional economic zones. While the literature 

on theses zones - known as Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs) - is 
voluminous, few authors have examined the implications of this repartitioning, 
which I argue is akin to an attempt to recolonise Africa economically. While 
some scholars might think this notion unrealistic given the current scramble for 
Africa by numerous powers, several activists and scholars have made reference to 
this idea. They include Goodison (2007 a-c) and Kamidza (2005). Stoneman and 
Thompson (2007: I12) use milder but equivalent terminology, suggesting that 
both the US and the EU have as their goal ’maximising trade dominance’ in 
southern Africa. The notion of colonising is still relevant as is evident from the 

front cover of a recent issue of The Economist) It is therefore relevant that an. 
analysis of this new relationship with the EU is placed within the context of both 
repartition and economic recolonisation of Africa. It is a perspective that means 
I am embarking on new and untested terrain within the debate about the new 
scramble for Africa. 

.The foundation of this new relationship rests with the post-Lom6 coixvention 
signed in Cotonou between the EU and the ACP countries in June 2000. The 
Cotonou agreement guides economic and political relations between the EU and 
ACP countries between 2000 and 2020; and replaces the Lom~ Conventions that 
informed EU-ACP economic and political relations between 1975 and 2000. 
Among the major objectives of the Cotonou Agreement, according to EC 
spokesmen, is the greater integration of Africa into the global economy. This is 
to be accomplished by spearheading development and enhancing regionaI 
economic integration through the creation of either four free trade areas (FTAs);3 
or, ideally, four customs ul-tions.4 However, the argument here is that, in essence, 
the EU proposes a new partition of the continent reminiscent of the nineteenth 
century scramble for Africa. 

EU-Africa Trade Relations in Historical Perspective, 1957-2000 
EU-Africa trade relations between 1957 and2000 .were based on net.colonial 
patterns that were a reflection of the economic structural linkages developed as a 

result of European invasions, slavery and later colonial rule. These patterns dictated 
that African countries would-continue to export raw materials to Europe. and 
import expensive European products, often made from the very resources exported 

from Africa (Montana 2003). 
In return for maintaining these asymmetric and unequal trade relationships, 

African countries were rewarded with financial assistance, allegedly designed to 
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heip them develop (for example, by diversifying their exports to reduce dependence 
oft primary products); and preferential access to the EU market for their products, 
provided they did not compete with EU products. Some products - including 
beef and veal, rum and sugar that competed with European producers - Africans 
were abIe to export under special protocols. Countries were assigned a certain 
export allocation and in return were paid prices above the international market 

level. For example, countries that exported under the sugar protocol received 
earnings that were two to three times the actual international market value of 

their product. 
Although this may have appeared a positive rdationship, it was not. This was 

largely because in the end the colonial, linkages of structural dependence were 
maintained and forced African countries .to continue to export primary products 
to Europe, thus hindering industrialisation and economic development. Therefore. 
what was to become a dysfunctional relationship was laid with the creation of the 
EGG. Under part IV of the Treaty of Rome, Dance convinced the member states5 
to provide association status to its African colonies (Brown 2002: 40). This 
association status was achieved, although both Holland and West Germany were 
bitterly opposed to it. It was the final issue to be dealt with before the treaty was 
finaiised. France was pleased because it allowed a continuation of its rdationship 

with African colonies and its p{ecarious status as a world power. It also meant 
. that France could share the burden of maintaining the rdationship with other 

member states. 
With the Treaty of Rome, colonies and oversehs dependencies of member 

states, without being consuked, were given associate status under article 131 of 

part. IV.. The French were effectively giv~r~ the authority to determine the type of 
:relationship that was to be established and to control policy. As a result Of this 

¯ association, France was able not only to maintain its imperial preferences, but 
to transfer them to the other EEC states and the newly-created Common 

Associated countries and territOrieS were provided with equal.access to 
at tariff levels thatwere preferential; and similarly the EEC market 

to the markets of the associates. The EEC was also to provide aid to the 
to the amount of 581, 25 million units of account (mua) from the first 
Development Fund (Brown 2002: 4I).                     .. 

Following the independence of the French colonies in 1960, the EEC decided 
it wished to renew the association arrangement. This continuation of the 

with France’s former colomes was achieved through the Yaound6 
{I and II) of 1963 and 1969. Eighteen African states (later nineteen)6 
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accepted the EU’s offer of renewed association- They became known as the group 
of Associated African and Malagasy States (AAMS). Yaou~d41 (1963-9) was signed in july 1963 giving tuost AAIvIS exportS preferential entry into the EU with the 
exception of products covered ~Y the Comtuon Agricultural Policy (CAP). A second 
European Devdopment Fun (EDF) allocation of 730 mua of aid was made, a 

large percentage of the increase representing loans from the European Investment 
Bank (EIB) (Brown 2002: 42). In return, the AAMS had to give the EU greater 

access to their markets (Montana 2003: 75).v                  allocation by 
Yaound~ II (1969-74) was signed in 1969 and included a third 

the EDF of 918 mua of aid, 65 mua of which was to compensate partially for a 

decrease in the prices of commodities on the international market. Like Yaound~ 
I, the structural trade relations of inequdiW were maintained, along with 

preferential access to each other’s markets. However, the conventions did not 
result inthe greater integration of the economies of the EU and AAMS (Brown 

2002: 42; MOntana 2003: 77).                         formally based on 

Although trade relations between the EECiECs were reciprocity and non.diScrimination, Yaourtd6 was criticised as being a neocolonial 

81; Nunn and Price 2004:203 and 211) that 

encouraged division among 

Nkrumah, first president of Ghana, the Treaty of Rome signalled the beginning i 
of neocolortialism: the association was a system of collective colonialism that was 
stronger and tuore dangerous than the earlier agreement it was intended t° replace’ Britain’s accession to the ~9 in 1973 once again resulted in the renegotiation .:! 

’. ¯ arm.ted that the EC had to include its ACP 

^�. ions with Africa. Brttam~^2~ la~x T new a reement, the .Lome uL .elat..    . V --tners (Lee rout: ~-’*" _he      g            majOr 
Commonweatm pat 
Convention, wassigned in February ~975 and was divided into two      .~ 
comp.ondnts~ financial and technical assistance, which consisted of the National 

. . pro-~amme and the Regior~al Indicative Programme; and trade, whi& 
Indicative ~. 

;. ed of a non.reciprocal discriminat°ry trade agreement consist ~     ~ ~.: ^.. (x,~,a~i° orincip~e of the G 

to the most-tavourect ni:l.LtO~-s- X ...... " *-              " 

and Tariffs (GATr)iWorld Trade Organisation (WI"O) and 
beef and vg£, sugar, bartanas and rum. There were to be four Lom~ 

Lom~ I (D75~80); Lomfi ~I (D80-5); Lom~ III (1985’90); and 
2000). Given limitations of space, it is impossible to explore their 
arid systematised imbalances’~ Throughout Lomb, EU.A~ica trade relations remained the 

continuing to export primary products to the EU arid the EU exp 
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p~oducts to Africa. In practice, the EU discouraged African countries from 
industrialising because of direct competition with its own producers. Meanwhile, 

EU technical and financial assistance was not designed to correct the supply-side 
constraints that prevented African products from being competitive, tt was during 

Lom6 IV (1993) that the EEC became the EU.12 

The continued commitment on the .part of the EU to importing ACP raw 
materials, along with the extension of preferences to other developing countries 
including former members of the Soviet Union, contributed to the failure of 

¯ Lore6 to meet its objectives. Between 1978 and ¯2002, ACP exports to the EU 
decreased from over 7% to less than 3%; and of these exports, five products 
(petroleum, diamonds, cocoal fish and wood products) represented 60% of total 
exports from only nine countries. Supply-side Constraints under Lom4 included 
rules of origin,1~ sanitary and phyto-sanitary standards,14 poor transport, lack of 

~.:.access to telecommunication infrastructure, low labour productivity, lack of 
lmies of scale and the absence of functioning capital markets. Despite such 

:~lisadvantages, the European Commission (EC), representing the EU, continues 
argue that the ACP countries themselves are primarily at fault for failing to 

expected.results (Goodison and Stoneman 12005: 20). Consequently, 
proposed resolution to this problem is through the creation of reciprocal 

agreements with the ultimate g0al being to lock in policy reforms. 
is reminiscent of the World Bank’s open regionalism, which argues that 

¯ FTAs are likely to be more economically advantagebus than South- 
agreements (Lee 2005: 73-4). 

Lom~ tli (1985-90), the .EU no longer pretended to have an equal 
relation~hip with the ACP i cguntries.:: It.[hid. bought into the neo- 

~ of flee trade, privatisation and less government intervention. 

as imposed by the international financial institutions, the 
Fund (IMF) and World Bank, had become a pillar of the 

towards its ACp partners (Lee 2003: .195; Nunn and Price 2004: 
conditionalitywas.not only increased, but in 1991 fifteen states 

the withholding of Lom~ structural adjustment funds because of 
iilure to adopt satisfactory economic ¯re¯form programmes. Such 

was further extended in 1995 as.human rights, democratic 
the rule of law became central gatewaysto access to Lom6 funding. 

brought ’Lom~ further in tine with the wider global development 
¯ de.monstrating both a consensual and Coercive aspect to the process’ 

~ Price 2004: 2t7). 
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Meanwhile, the EU was committed to ensuring the advantageous positioning 
of European multinationals in ACP countries. As Nunn and Price (2004: 212- 

!3) further note, ’Vvrhile recognizing the dependency of many states On a few 
primary commodities, these (Lore6) regimes supported European MNCs heavily 
involved in the production ofACP exports’)S In terms of Lore6, an investment 
framework was put in place that was deemed to encourage ’fair and equitable 
treatment for investors, clear, stable and predictable investment conditions 
including insurance and guarantee systems’~ The facilitating role that the EC 
gave itself to complement the above framework was, according to Nurm and 
Price (2004: 217-18), related to a decrease in European investment in mining 
companies in the developing world in the 1970s. With a view to providing 
investment stabilisation and protection frameworks the EC then encouraged 
institutions such as the International FinaneiaI Corporation and the Worid Bank 
to increase their endeavours. Multinational exporters were treated with the same 

privileges accorded local exporters, thus further decreasing the incentive for the 
EU to tackle the probIem of suppIy~side constraints that hindered increased 

industrialisation in ACP countries, especially in Africa. 

In conjunction with the above was the commitment to ensure that. EU 
countries continued to have access to African marketsl It was proclaimed that 

FTAs are economically beneficial, especiaIly where they help the EU 

to hoister its presence in the faster growing economies of the world, 

¯ which is our overriding interest... FFAs are coming to beseen as 
an indicator of the strengthof our relationship with a country or 
region land] the level of tariffs in many of our partner countries, 
particularly the newly industrialised and developing countries, 
remains high ~.. It, therefore, can seem obviously in our interest to 
persuade such countries to enter into.FFAs with the Union, enabling     ’ 
us to encourage both tariff elimination and dereguIation... The 
EU also has an interest in supporting deeper integration in southern 

Africa, with the full involvement of South Africa (Commission of 
the European Communities 1995). 

The Cotonou Agreement, 2000-20 
The C0tonou Agreement marked a major watershed in EU-ACP relations because, 
among other things, it was to replace non-reciprocal with reciprocal trade 
agreements. These were to be in the form of EPAs or FFAs, due to come into force 
no later than 1 January 2008. 
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The stated objectives of the Cotonou Agreement include: first, poverty 
reduction through enhanced economic and trade co-operation, development aid 
and political dialogue; second, institutionalisation of democratic principles; third, 
respect for the rule of taw and human rights; fourth, good governance, including 
greater non-state actor participation; fifth, more efficient project co-operation; 
sixth, greater peace building efforts; seventh, conflict prevention and resolution; 
and eighth, support for regional integration. This last appears to be the cornerstone 
of the agreement. 

The Lore6 arrangements1~ were to remain in force until 31 December 2007. 

Then, according to the agreement, as from 1 january 2008 there wouId be four 
regional EPAs in place, in Africa.17 Although, according to one EC official, 

-..considerable debate attended the feasibility of this time frame and although ’there 
told not be full functioning EPAs’ according to the timetable .there would, 

’be a clearer strategy for regional integration and an understanding to 

in a certain direction.’ He further noted that Tne substance of the EPAs will 
around market access and which countries will be willing to move toward EPAs 
all the ACP courttries under the EPAs will be offered Everything But Arms 

¯ : In addition to replacing non-reciprocal with reciprocaltrade agreements, EPAs 
to be asymmetrical and have special and differential treatment: for example, 

into account the needs of least developed countries (LDCs). They were also 
contribute to Africa’s economic development; enhance regional integration 
Africa’s integration into the global economy; and, perhaps most contentious, 

the Singapore issues established in Singapore at a World Trade 
’,WTO) ministerial meeting in 1996 -.competition policy, investment, 
in government procurement and trade facilitation. Inclusion of the 

rare issues is contentious because, with the exception of trade facilitation, 
been removed from WTO negotiations. 

to November 2007, the central thrust of the EPAs was the plan to create. 
four free trade areas or four customs unions in sub-Saharan.Africa. The 

the i~referred option as it would result in four trade regimes with common 
tariffs, By contrast, free trade areas were deemed less desirable because 

agreed to EPAs, the EU would have to establish separate trade 
~ with each individual member of the EPA region (see notes 1 and 2). in an 

report, the authors concluded that it is not likely that customs 
be established with the EPA regions since it is not realistic to expect 

external tariffs will be created (Fontagne, Mitaritionna and Labor& 
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2008: 47) Alavi, Gibbon and Mortensen (2007: 14).note that in essence, ’ACP 
countries are supposed to reduce their tariffs in return for market access to the 

EU’. 
Although the EU argues that it has not wavered from its declared objectives, 

critics have suggested that the EPAs are a smokescreen for its attempt to secure 
greater market access in Africa. In this. context, several issues are at stake. The 
first is the notable fact that the entire new EU.ACP relationship is not being 
guided, as previously, by the office of the EC’s Director-General for Development, 
but instead by the EC’s Director-General for Trade (Kamidza 2005). This has 
caused conflict both within the two entities and between the EU and the ACP 
countries (Meyn 2007; Alavi, .Gibbon and Mortensen 2007). 

Second is inclusion of the Singapore issues in the EPA negotiations. As these 
are not deemed to be in the best interest of developing countries, the EU is being 
heavily criticised for attempting to get bilaterally what it cannot get at the 
multilateral level.19 It is argued by critics that the Cotonou Agreement is not 
WTO compatible and is thus illegal since it discriminates against WTO member 
countries that do not have non-reciprocalaccess to the EU market (Alavi, Gibbon 
and Mortensen 2007: I4-15; Lee 2004: 6; Matambalya 2001: 39-45; Onguglo 
and It6 2003; Ramonet 2008: 1; Stevens 2006: 443-44; Storey 2006: 335). 
According to the provisions of the WTO, member countries that are in the process 
of creating an FTA or a customs union are allowed to discriminate against outsiders 
and in favour of member states only if certain provisions are in place. These 
include market access covering goods under article XXIV. With respect to EPAs, 
this means that ’substantially all’ trade must be liberalised between ACP countries . 
and the EU and this must happen within ’a reasonable iength of time’ (Stevens 
2006: 444)~ 

For Nunn and Price (2004: 215), the ’Cotonou Agreement embodies perhaps 
the most radical element of reform in the redesigning of the Lom6 development 
framework, namely WTO compliance through the liberalization of the non- 
reciprocal preferential trade regime’. This major shift represents the most recent 
phase in the continuous reconfiguration of EU-ACP relations that places it on a 

par with the much wider global development framework designed to reinforce 
the notion of rules-based multilateral !iberalisation. In the final analysis, EU.ACP 
relations have been completely integrated into the.neo.iiberal model of 
accumulation (Meyn 2007:19). In short, the Cotonou Agreement appears to have 
made the world safer for European capital. According to Christian Aid (2005: 2), 
the results of the EPAs 
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are not hard to imagine. With their diverse range of products and 
muscle in the marketplace, European producers can outstrip ACP 
rivals in their domestic markets. European producers have enjoyed 
decades of subsidies, support and protection from their governments 
and have built strong, lean, competitive industries... ACP countries 
- especially those in Africa, whose problem is not only that they 
can’t sdl enough but that they don’t produce enough - have not. 
They stand to lose existing industries and the potential to develop 
new ones as products from Europe flood their markets. 

debate around EPAs is intense (Goodison 2007c; Salt 2007). Suffice it to 
EPAs have created division among EU countries and there exists a stror~g Stop 
campaign. Those involved in the debate include, among others, non- 

development agencies, dvil society, leaders in the ACP countries, 
Blair Commission, the British government, and the EU and EC. Indeed, to 
dismay of the EU, even the United Kingdom’s Departments of Trade and: 

and InternationaI Development have criticised EPAs, arguing that 

The European Commission dearly wants to use EPAs as a tool to 

open markets and further its own interests. This is not good. EPAs in 

their current form would be detrimental to development. They are 

free trade agreements by any other name and are currently designed 
to get the most for Europe without the necessary considerations of 

the negative effects on weaker developing country partners (Elliott. 

Kingdom report, along with other critical commentaries, forced the 

Commissioner, Peter Mandelson, to announce that theEC’s approach 
be modified to reinforce the development component of EPAs (Alavi, 

and Mortensen 2007). 

the Confinenf 
argues that the literature to date on EPAs can be divided into two areas 

. One consists of the economic effects of the prospective policy changes 
by the EU; while the other relates to the ability of the EU to use leverage 

ACP countries to the negotiating table. The debate around these issues 

placed within the context of whether the ACPs should liberalise and if 
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so whether they should be forced to do so. However, what is missing is discus. 

about the repartitioning of the African continent. This has been dealt with :- 
only a handfuI of commentators such as Kamidza (2005) who comments 

’these new regional configurations are likely to produce ... results 
to the 1884-5 Berlin Conference which [carvedJ Africa into small but controllab 
states solely for the benefit of Europe;’ (but see also Melber 2006: 45). 

As the map below indicates, the EPAs were to be divided into four regions 
fottows 

¯ ECOWAS (Ec°n°mic.CommunityofWestAfrican States - i6 countrie 
EPA: Ghana, Burkina Faso, Benin, Ivory Coast, Guinea-Bissau, Sen~ 
Niger, Nigeria, Mauritania, Mali, Togo, Cape Verde, Gambia, Guine~ 

Liberia, and Sierra Leone; ¯ 
° CEMAC (Central African Economic and Monetary Community- 

countries) EPA: Cameroon, Congo-BrazzavilIe, Democratic Republic of 
the Congo (DRC),20 Gabon, Equatorial Guir~ea, CentraiAfrican Republic, 
Chad, and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 

° . ESA (Eastern and Southern Africa ~- 15 countries) EPA; Burundil 
C.¢moros, Ethiopia, Eritrea, Djibouti, Kenya, Mfida~ascar, Malawi,. 
Mauritius, Rwanda, Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Sudan, Uganda and Zambia; 

¯ SADC-minus (Southern African Devdopment Community - 8 countries): 
Angola, Mozambique, Tanzania, Botswana, Lesoth0, Namibia, Swaziland 
and South Africa).a 

According to EC officials, there were internal debates about proposed EPA regions 
and basically two viewpoints. The first feIt that the EU should favour small core 

regional bodies that were serious about regional integration, namely the East. 

African Community (EAC), SADC and the Southern African Customs Union 

(SACU). The second feIt that sub-Saharan Africa should be divided into three 
regions. This view won the debate, However, the countries of what was to be the 

ESA EPA would not agree to become one regional entity.22 

The ACP countries wanted one binding agreement that would inform alI EPA 

agreements. The rationale was that the ACP group had always functioned as one 

united group since the first Lom6 Convention and they wanted to lay a common 

foundation for all the EPAs. This was especially the case since the ACP countries 
felt that the ongoing negotiations with the gC were complex and demanding and 

solidarity should be maintained and enhanced as long as possibIe.2~ It was hoped 

that during tl-te first phase of negotiations an ACP-EU Agreement would focus on 
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M 
CEMAC EPA 

ESA EPA 

NON-EPA COUNTRIES 

Map of proposed ecomomio partnership agreement regions, 

.concern to all ACP countries, including the objectives and principles of 
w~s io take place between September 2002 and 2003, when phase 

2002). 
phase of the negotiations was tO handle specific regional and 
including tariff negotiations and sectoral matters, tn the end, 

expressed their disappointment at the refusal of the EU to 
agreement with the entire ACP group (Fraser 2003). 

the EU argues that EPAs can be created with regional economic 
that become FTAs, the preferred situation, as previously noted, is 
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for them to become customs unions. In the case of southern and eastern Africa 
the EU-SADC-minus EPA .and the EU-ESA EPA, the following factors are relevant: 

¯ SACU, comprising Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia, Swaziland and South 
Africa, has a common external tariff; 
South Africa has negotiated an FTA with the EU. Consequently, because 
Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and Swaziland are members of SACU they 
are de facto members of the EU-SA FTA or the EU-SA Trade, Development 
and C0-operation Agreement (TDCA) of 1999; 

¯ The SADC FTA was launched in August 2008 among eleven of the fourteen 

member states. Angola,. the DRC and Malawi are scheduIed to join the 
FTA later. SADC is scheduled to become a customs union by 2010, a 

common market by 2015, a monetary union by 2016 and have a single 
currency by 2018; 

" COMESA (Common Market for Eastern and Southern Africa), whose 
nineteen-strong membership overlaps with SADC, hasa FTA and is now 
scheduled to become customs union by June 2009; 
EAC, which includes Kenya, Tanzania, Uganda, Burundi and Rwanda, 
became a customs union in 2005.                               ’ 

In other words, in southern and eastern Africa there exist two customs unions 
(SACU and EAC), two FTAs. (COMESA and SADC), and prospectively two new 
Customs unions (COMESA 2009 and SADC 2010). Clearly, rescrambling this 
particular egg would be immensely complicated. For instance, the longstanding 
and extremely contentious rivalry between SADC and COMESA should have been 
enough to warn the EC against any notion of an ESA EPA. The EC admits that it 
was determined that since COMESA was a stronger and less political organisation 
than SADc, the former would lead the process.~4 However, this decision was, 

made without any reference to SADC and was accordingly rejected. 
Whatever the motivations of the EU, the guidelines of the ACP countries 

reinforce the importance to build and then consolidate intra-ACP regional co- 

operation as a precursor to establishing FFAs with the EU. The guidelines further 
note that the ACP countries do not have the capacity to liberalise trade relations 
between themselves and with the EU simultaneously. Consequently, they reject 
the EC’s notion of open regionalism, which is at the foundation of the approach 
to EPA negotiations (AOio Guidelines 2002: 25). 

In addition to the above, governments in southern Africa, as well as other 
ACP colleagues, argue that if EPAs are going to be development oriented, they 
must transcend the perception that they are just F!"As. Instead, measures must be 
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put in place that create structural transformation of economies with a view to 

increasing the prospects of ACP countries producing more value-added goods, 

notwithstanding the fact that: 

the flee-trade context threatens to make this impossible... At times, 
the EC appears to agree with this view, stressing that the EPA approach 
will allow trade and development assistance to be linked. However, 
speaking in the Caribbean in April 2004, the [formerJ EU Trade 
Commissioner, Pascal Lamy, stressed that the EC does not have a 

mandate to ’negotiate development finance as part of EPAs’. What is 
more, Commission spokespersons have repeatedly said that no 
additional funding will be made avaiiable to any ACP countries until 
all existing EDF funds have been spent (Goodison and Stoneman 

2005: 23). 

Regional Economic Integration 

’~ previously noted, at the core of the CotonouAgreement is the further 
~oration of Africa into the global economy though regional integration. 

first phase is to enhance integration among ACP regions, to be followed by 
economic integration between regions and the EU. As the EC notes, at 

EPA concept is the notion of creating integrated regional markets 
at the centre (Storey 2006: 337). 

critics, however, have argued that the EU strategywill, undermine regional 
integration in Africa. For example, Melber (2006: 45-6) notes that the 

,osed strategy of divid!r~g Africa into groups to negotiate isnot 0nly a 
to the co-ordination of Africa’s trade poIicies, but reinforces the legacy 

Ochieng and Sharman (2004: 3) argue similarly 
EPA initiative ’has created new regional groupings that are inconsistent 

undermine, existing African economic and political blocs. Reducing 

Iiberalisation underrnines the broader socioeconomic 
objectives of existing bodies’. 

Kamidza concludes (2005) that EPAs have hampered regional 
efforts: ~hey attempt to bundle African countriesinto new regional 

.structures while splitting existing regional economic organisations and 

them less capable of entering trade rtegotiations collectively. In short, 
can be seen as an effort at dMde and rule. In addition, the EPAs 

~:,o result in 
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revenue losses, possibly resulting in the worsening of the regional 
debt situation; de’industrialisation; increased unemployment; 
increased poverty; fragmentation of export and tariff regimes; loss 
of export competitiveness; undermining of Iocal agricultural and 
industrial production arising from EU and US dumping; more trade 
diversion than trade creation; and undermining existing regional 
economic strategies (Lee 2004: 6).         " 

For West Africa, it is estimated that a large percentage of the manufacturing 
sector, wouid collapse and the financial sector be weakened (Goodison 2007a:-- 

149). tt has been estimated that the ECOWAS EPA would lose $365 million in 
revenue from exports to the EU; possibly a greater decline in intra-regional trade 

than across any other regional economic organisation in sub-Saharan Africa. In 

terms of revenue Iosses for West Africa, the estimated figure is over $985 million 

(Karingi et aL 2005:49-50 and 56)÷ In the case of Nigeria, which did not sign an 

interim EPA (see below), it is estimated that between January and March 2008, 
the cocoa industry wouId have lost $5 million (Boyle 2008: 4). ’          . 

In addition, a report estimates .that as a result of EPAs the SADC region could 
experience losses, of more than $13 milli0n in exports while revenue losses for 

imports would totaI more than $ I53 million (Karingi et al. 2005: 14-15). 

The EU has consistently argued that EPAs will enhanOe Africa’s development 
and. that with newly created WTO-compatible trade regimes Africa wilI experience 

first, increased domestic and foreign investment; second, technology transfer and 

enhanced economic relations with the EU; third, the development of more 

competitive trade regimes that wiII result in gradual integration into the global 
economy; and fourth, economic development (for example, removal of suppIy- 
side constraints to trade) and reduction in poverty IeveIs. With respect to the , 

latter, however, even EC officials agree that billions ofeuros are needed for Africa 

to overcome supply.side constraints, money the EU is not committed to providing, 
even though it did provide such assistance to former countries oft_he Soviet Union 
that joined the EU. 

The EC has argued in response that sub-Saharan Africa has too many regional 

economic communities (RECs) and that their overlapping membership is one of 
the greatest hindrances to regional integration. While the need for rationalisation 

is clear, there is a strong argument on the one hand that African countries do not. 
have the prerequisites for regional integration as proposed by the EU (Lee 2003). 

On the other hand the issues of conflicting and overlapping RECs need to be 
addressed before they are absorbed into EPAs. 
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Some have argued that the EU has threatened ACP countries with loss of 
development aid and other financial support ff they refuse to accede to EPAs 
(Kamidza 2005). This suggestion is adamantly denied by the EC.z5 However, 
Sanoussi Bila| (2007: 2), the co-ordinator of programmes of the European Centre 
for Development Policy Management (ECDPM) on ACP-EU economic trade co- 
operation, argues that the majority of ACP countries were reluctant to engage in 
EPA negotiations and the major reason they became invoived was to retain their 
EU preferential market access. For these countries, the EPAs are not deemed to be 
an opportunity but a destiny, a price that has to be paid in order to continue 
access to Europe’s markets. 

:. The SA-EU FTA, which came into force in January 2000, w, as supposed to be 
iilthe model for future.EU EPAs, atthough some EC officials deny this (Wellmer 
12007). However, as South Africa negotiated with the EU as a developed country, 

the other countries of eastern and southern Africa are either developing or 
developing countries, any potentiaI association with South Africa and the 
was politically problematic. For a.start, even though they were not represented 

the negotiating table, as members of SACU Botswana, Lesotho, Namibia and 
became de facto parties to the agreement, even though it had serious 

implications for them. 
: In defence of the ongoing criticism that the EU has created further divisions 

SADC and COMES& one EC official noted that: ¯ " ’ 

The intention of the EU was to deepen integration in eastern and 
southern Africa, not spIit the region. The hope was that eventually 
eastern and.southern Africa would become one customs union..The 
opinion of the EU is that Africa needs to become mole serious about 
regional integration. The overall objective of the EU was to force 
Africa to rationalise the integration process. The EU also wanted 
there to be a clear cut approach towards regional integration. 
Although the process has not moved in the direction that the EU 

¯ anticipated, it still feels that it’s the right direction.and there exists a 
great deal of movement towards the goals and objectives of the EU 
and EPAs. According to COMES& the EPAs have helped tremendously 

i-. in terms of movement towards at Ieast the digcussion ¯towards deeper 
26 

of African dependence on EU development assistance and the fear of 
i:it appear to’ be at the core of the decision by many African countries to 
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continue to negotiate the EPAs. Yet, as observed by Jane Narunga of the Southern 
and Eastern African Trade~ Information and Negotiations Institute (SEATINI): 

Ugandan negotiators don’t know what they are doing. AI1 countries 
are to work on the development component of the proposed EPAs. 

They haven’t taken a hotistic approach. There is a feeling that they 

are not really negotiating. They are not dealing with the reality of 
the EPAs and what the EU really plans. The EU has really high stakes 

and is funding the entire operation. So they see this as just part of 

development.27                       . . 

The most disconcerting issue for the EU was the fact that Tanzania, a member of 
the East African Customs Union, had refused to join the ESA EPA. This was 
especially problematic because in order for the gPAs to go into force, each African 
country can be a member of only one customs union. Another reality is that 
most countries in eastern and southern Africa are LDCs, which means they are 
not required to reduce tariffs and participate in FFAs under WTO rules. More 

¯ .. Significantly, trade experts have pointed 0ut.that while overlapping FFAs are 
technicaily possible, overlapping customs union are not. 

Goodison and Stoneman (2005) argue that a number of countries in southern 
Africa are threatened by the introduction of reciprocal trade preferences that will 
favourEU exports over a large percentage of trade for both national and. regional 
markets. This includes, in particular, food and agricultural products, especially 
in Zimbabwe, Zambia, Swaziland and Namibia. The CAP reform process is 
increasing the competitiveness of EU agricultural goods as a result of changes in 
aid provision: 

Dismantling border protection in this ¯context could ¯expose local 

agricultural producers and food manufacturers to laighly price. 

competitive (albeit economically inefficient competition), leading 
to a radical downsizing of the agro-processing industry in Southern 

Africa where it exists, and effectively preventing its emergence 
elsewhere. This would then have important knock-on effects on 

agricultural incomes, as prices for basic agricultural raw materials 

stagnate (Goodison and. Stoneman 2005: 23-4). 

Goodison and Stoneman argue that it is obvious that under the EPAs, EU exports 
will increase since tariffs will be removed and goods from the EU will be more 
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competitive through third country suppliers. However, the opposite is not obvious: 
namely, how the EPAs will result in increased southern African exports to the EU. 

This is because it is not dear whether the EU will deal with first, a number of 
issues including restrictions on residual market access arising out of strict rules of 
origin; second, the continuous rise in food safety standards; and third, the fact 
that many supply-side constraints remain. Furthermore, although the EC assumes 
that there will be an increase in investment flows in southern Africa, resulting in 
the enhancement of trade and international competitiveness, this cannot be 

gffaranteed. While it appears reasonable that EU-southern African trade will 
¯ increase under the EPAs, this will probably only benefit consumers, international 
traders and European producers rather than bringing about what is really needed 
-ACP economic structural development and transformation. Finally, the non- 
LDCs will¯ experience considerable barriers to trade. If the worst case scenario 
were to happen, which Goodison and Stoneman argue (2005: 28) is not unduly 
pessimistic, ’Southern Africa’s exports of food and agriculture products to the 
EU couId be largely suspended’. 

~creased EU Market Access 
The concerns that the economic ’recolonisation’ of Africa which is 
underway under the two effects of CAP reform and the EU’s free- 
trade area policy can be illustrated by the spate of take-overs which 
took place in the dairy sector in South Africa in the middle of the 
1990s, in the expectation of the impending conclusion of the TDCA. 
Within an i8-month period, two-thirds of South Africa’s dairy. 
processing sector had been take over or passed into partnership with 
European dairy companies, wi~ the major European players Danone 
and Parmalat actively competing with each other to buy up most of 
the sector (Goodison 2007a: 150). 

T concerned about the above, the British government in March 2005 argued 
the EU using the EPAs to leverage the immediate opening of access to 

country markets and suggested that ACP countries should be given a 
of 20 years to allow for full import liberalisation (Storey 2006: 359). 

the Iast few years, cheap imported chicken from both the US and EU 
with impor~ from the EU coming from farmers 

generous subsidies. As a result the demand for local poultry has 
affecting the economic stability of over 400 000 farmers. In 2004, an 

000 tons of such chicken was exported to Ghana. Thus whereas in 
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I992 Ghanaian farmers supplied 95% of the poultry consumed in the country, 

by 2001 this figure had dropped to 11%.. Other countries seriously affected byl 
the export of EU £rozen chicken include Cameroon, Togo, Senegal and South. 
Africa (Atarah 2005; Christian Aid2005: 17-18). In addition to undermining :-., 
the chicken industry in Ghana, the seas of Ghana have been emptied by EU 
fishing vesse/s (see chapter thirteen by Andr6 Standing in this book). Goodison 
reports (2007b: 291) that increased production of low-priced EU cereals as a 
result of CAP reforms have increased the export of both cereal-based products 
and poultry into West Africa since 1995. 

An estimated 600 000 small-scale dairy t’armers in Kenya have had to compete 
with imports of EUmiIk powder and otl~er dairy products. Similarly, in Western 

Kenya those involved in the sugar industry are threatened by the import of refined 
sugar from the EU. This has posed a major threat to the ability of the country to 
develop its own industrial sugar refining capacity. In the beef industry, small. 
scale farmers in both Namibia and Botswana are experiencing serious problems 
due to the dumping of EU beef on the market.2s In Senegal, the tomato industry 
has been devastated by cheap EU imports (Christian Aid 2005:. 12). 

The literature isfull of examples of the devastating consequerices " " 
" " " of US and EU dumping, structural adjustment programmes and new trade rules under the 

WTO, as well as the potential further devastating consequence of EU-Africa EPAs. 

One EC official acknowledged that there was a contradiction between the 
U s demal that its primary interest is in increasing access to the African m.arket 

and the reality of EU dumping on the continent. However, he argued that once 
the EPAS are implemented, dumping would stop.29 Against this, the Cotonou 

Agreement neither obliges the EU to reduce its dumping nor does it have a 
safeguard clause for the ACP countries. Furthermore, as noted by Berthelot (2006: 
1), ’the EU cheats brazenIy with the WTO rules, which allows it to practice a ~ 

massive agricultural dumping highly detrimental to ACPs’. Although in theory. 
the ACP countries can prosecute the EU for breaking WTO dumping rules, few 
ACP countries have the financial resources to bring the EU before the WTO. In 
any case, such prosecution is Iikely to take place once the damage to a particular 
sector has already beeh done. 

Kamidza argues that Europe has a problem of overproduction, not only of 
products but also of services. Creating EPAs through HAs between countries that 
are unequal politically and economically in the guise of One size fits aii neo- 
liberaI policies offers an answer to the problem. He further notes that this is 
being done in conjunction with the internati0na[ financial institutions (IFIs) 
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to shift the Africa-Europe trade relations from non-reciprocity to 
reciprocity thereby removing the deveiopmental component that 
characterized the previous Lom6 Conventions. Since EPAs seek to 

replace past speciaI preferences, they are viewed as a vehicIe for ex- 
erting EU’s political influences to her former colonies. Withdrawing 
these preferences suits Europe’s political interests well, especially 
given that the 25-member body is increasingly becoming sensitive to 

the demands of the new member-states, which are reluctant to be 
guided by past colonial relationships (Kamidza 2005: t0). 

Benefits do not automatically stem from trade liberalisation in isolation from 

other policy matters. In the ukimate analysis, the EPAs prioritise.freer trade over 
fair trade and fail to address the role of trade liberalisation, in providing 
opportunities and betterment for the poor. 

:an Leaders Challenge the EPAs 
.q’he unimaginable has happened, to the displeasure of arrogant Europe. Africa; 

to be so poor that it would agree to anything, has said no in rebellious 
No to the straitjacket of the Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs), no 

the compIete liberalization of trade, no to the latest manifestations of the 
pact’ (Ramonet 2008: I). 

A~ the 31 December 2007 deadline for the signing of the EPAs was drawing 

EU Trade Commissioner Peter Mandelson continued to insist that there 
no alternative to the ~EPAs that would not leave th~ ACP countries worse off. 

the Lore6 regime. In fac~, contraryt0 the provisions of Cotoffou, the 
presented any alternatives{o the ACP countries as stipulated in the 

The only way forward, according to the EU, was EPAs. In a September 
intervtew, Manddson rioted (2007: 1-3) that no plan B was available to 

access byACP countries to markets in Europe nor the development 
outlined in the proposed EPAs. He also observed that since the WTO 

that had allowed the Cotonou preferences to remain was to expire at the 
2007, the EU would have to fall back on the generalized system of 

(GSP), which would be a significant step backwards with respect to 
access and opportunities. This statement is indeed ironic since one 

promises made to the ACP countries with respect to the EPAs was that 
)f them would be worse off under Cotonou than the Lore6 regime. 
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Clearly under the GSP the non-LDCs would be worse off. With the GSP, 

developing countries are offered some tariffreductions on products erite~ 
EU market. The products, however, are very specific and must not compete 

EU products. Understandably, therefore, the ACP countries do not see this as a: 

viable alternative to the preferential access to the EU market that they have enjoyedi 

under Lom~ and continued to enjoy until the end of 2007. 

The EC estimated that reversion to the GSP would cost West Africa in 

of~l billion of exports and Central Africa more than ~360 million. Meanwhile, 
the Overseas Development Institute has calculated that under the GSP, exports 

attracting a new tariff of 10% or less would represent a transfer from the ACP 

.countries to the EU of 2.6 times the amount the EDF committed to health projects 

in 2005.30 

Asfar as the EU is concerned, the LDCs that decline to sign an EPA may 

continue to participate in the EBA initiative. From 2001, the EU has provided all 

LDCs with duty free access to the EU market with the exception of arms, sugar, 

rice and bananas. Beginning in 2006, these (minus arms) were to be permitted 

gradual duty free entry :into the EU. Although on paper this appears generous, 

even¯ the EU admits thar because of the more stringent, rules of origin underthe 
EBA, most ACP c0Untties continued to export to the EU under the Cotonou 

Agreement. In additionl the EBA is non-contractual, which means that at any 
given time the EU can change the agreement or rescind it. It is therefore less 

predictable than Cotonou. 

By November 2007, the EPAs were in such danger of not being signed that 

the EC began to offer two-step EPAs. As time ran out, the EC began to have 

second thoughts about threatening to end their trade privileges if ACPs did not 
sign a comprehensive EPA by the year-end deadline. Instead, it announced it was 

willing to offer.interim deals that incIuded goods only. Other important and 

controversial issues such as trade in services or steps to enhance competitiveness 

could,¯ the EU suggested, be negotiated during a second stage in 2008 (Rampa 

2007: I).31 
The issue of the EPAs came to an unexpected explosive point during the 

second EU-Africa Summit, which took place in Lisbon in December 2007. 

Although EPAs were not officially on the agenda (De Bergh 2007-8: 20), massive . 

pressure was placed upon African countries to sign them by 31 December. In 
response, Abdoubye Wade, president of senegal, stormed out of the meeting 

denouncing the EPAs and accusing the EU of using strong-arm tactics. With 

President Thabo Mbeki of South Africa supporting Wade, African Union (AU) 
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chairperson Alpha Oumar Konar6 warned about the divisive consequences the 
EPAs would have for the regional integration process in Africa and declared that 
they would have a negative impact on Africa’s industries and rural poor. 

This necessitated rethinking on the part of the EU. Indeed, at the summit 

French president Nicolas Sarkozy lent support to African countries that were 
vehemently opposed to the EPAs by noting that ’he was in favor of gtobalization 

but not the despoliation of countries that had nothing left’,sz Meanwhile, Britain 
announced that it was trying to secure a temporary arrangement that would ensure 

no African nation was worse off from 1 January 2008. As a resuIt of such 
backtrackingl the EC president Josd Manuel Barroso wa~ forced to heed the 

demand by African countries for further discussions on the EPAs, scheduling 

these for February 2008. 
The only region to sign a full EPA by 31 December 2007 was the Caribbean 

and it was suggested that this followed ’a mixture of blatant bullying, bribery, 
cajolery, deception, intellectual dishonesty and plain bluff’ (Thomas 2008). 

. However, when it came to the crunch, most African non-LDCs, reluctantly initialed 
interim EPAs in order to preserve their current market access to the EU. The 

which will continue to export to the EU under the 

¯ and¯Nigeria, Gabon and Congo, which will now have to export to the EU 
GSP. Otherwise, as summarised by the ECDPM, by the end of January 

situation was as follows: 
¯ the EAC (Kenya, Tanzania, Burundi, Uganda and Rwanda) decided to form 

its own EPA region and signed an interim agreement with the EU. An 
interim agreement only requires that trade in goods be covered in order to 
comply with WTO rules; 

¯ other¯ countries that initialed interim agreementsin the ESA EPA region 

were Seychelles, Zimbabwe, Mauritius, Comoros andMadagascar. However, 
Zambia, Djibouti, Eritrea, Ethiopia and MaIawi will be exporting to the 

EU under the EBA regime; 
an interim agreement was initialed by Namibia, Botswana, Mozambique, 

Lesotho and Swaziland in the SADC EPA regiori, with Angola planning to 
follow their lead; ¯ 
in Central Africa, the only country that initialed an interim agreement 

v-was Cameroon, the only non-LDC in the region. The LDCs that will export 

the EU under the EBA include the Central African Republic, Chad, 

Equatorial Ouinea and S~o Tom6 and Principe; 
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in West Africa, Ivory Coast and Ghana initialed an interim agreement 
order to prevent the imposition of tariffs on major exports, includi 

bananas and cocoa (Kabuletta and Hanson 2007-8: 1). However, Ni 
opted to export to the EU under the OSP+ regime. Although Cape Verde; 

graduated from LDC status on 1 January 2008, it will be allowed to export 
to the EU for three years under the EBA regime. The LDCs from this 

that will export to the EU under the EBA include Benin, Burkina Fast, 

Oambia, Guinea, Ouinea-Bissau, Liberia, Mall,. Mauritania, Niger, Senegal, 
Sierra Leone and Togo. 

Theinterim agreements contain clauses that stipulate negotiati6ns towards creating 

full EPAs will continue in 2008. ECDPM acknowledges that a result of the EPAs 

will be that ACP countries wili likely experience losses in tariff revenues and wilt 

face adjustment costs as a result of the need to restructure their economies. They 

will also need support with respect to their productive capacities if they are going 
to be able to take advantage of new export opportunities. In thisregard, the EC 

has indicated that development assistance under the EDF will continue along 

with assistance under special programmes that deal with sensi~i~ce products such 

as bananas, sugar and rice. This wilI be provided from EU budget funding. In 

addition, the ACP countries have requested other EPA funding complementary 

to EDF funding, so that funds will not be diverted from development areas to 

projects related to trade. In addition, the EU has made a serious commitment to 

increasing trade-related assistance to @2 billion annually by 2010. 

Meanwhile, consistent with the joint EU-Africa strategy endorsed at the summit 
there are three priorities related to the trade and regional integration partnership. 

It was agreed that such integration could be achieved by: 

¯ ensuring tl-tat EPAs support Africa’s regional and continental integration 

agenda as defined in the Abuja Treaty establishing the African Economic 

Community; 
¯ improving coherence and convergence between African integration 

processes and EPAs; and 
¯ enhancing the role of the AU in monitoring EPAs and the Euro- 

Mediterranean Partnership. 

However, De Bergh (2007-8) argues that the EC’s decision on a fall back position 
to create bilateral agreements ’as a provisional solution, to be enlarged into a 
comprehensive regional agreement in 2008’ placed African countries between a 
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rock and a hard place. Either, they had to conclude an EPA individually, at the 
cost of alienating regional partners and disrupting regional integration, a politically 
(and for some legally) untenable option; or, they could align with their respective 
region by refusing to sign bilateral EPAs. This would result in a substantive increase 

of EU tariffs as of 1 January 2008 under the less advantageous GSP, an economically 
costly option that would damage their development prospects. 

An alternative to creating more divisions, De Bergh suggested, would have 
been for the EU to continue negotiations into 2008. It is indeed ironic that the 
American African Growth and Opportunity Act (AGOA) has been in existence 
without a WTO waiver and in many respects AOOA is more discriminatory than 
the Cotonou Agreement, yet this has been extended to 2015)~ So, like the US, 
the EU could possibly continue the Cotonou trade preferences without a waiver 
since the EPA negotiations have gone beyond the end of 2007. As Christian Aid 

(2005: 6) notes: 

The resulting.one-sided or non-reciprocal trade arrangement could 

be made w’ro-legat if European member states were prepared to 

instruct the Commission to argue for changes to WTO law. The 

rules governing regional and preferential trade agreements between 

developed and developing countries need rewriting. Europe has 

already promised to support measures to make ’special and 

differential treatment’ for developing countries more effective in the 

ongoing Doha round of talks. 

final analysis, when the EU started neg0_tiating the EPAs in 2002, they 
began to undermine the effort by the AU to rationalise African RECs 

in 2001 with the Abuja Treaty. It aims to create one African 
’ (AEC)and the AU had identified eight RECs to begin this 

As previously noted, it is the opinion of this author that the EU modeI 
economic integration, whether through the EU EPAs or the AU, will 

successful. However, what has become dear is that the interim EPAs have 
served to create more divisions among various regional economic 

(Hanson and Julian 2008: 14-15); !n this regard, the EU wilt never 
in repartitioning or economically recolonising the Continent. 

one positive outcome of EU efforts in this regard is that it has forced 
leaders to become more serious about the need to rationalise regional 

organisations and find an African solution to the failure to integrate 
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the Continent economically. This, however, is going to ben daunting task as 
global economic powers - US, EU, China, India and Brazil - have all joined the 

fray, scrambling/:or Africa’s resources. The unfortunate reality is that African 

leaders are not only allowing this to happen, but are active participants in the 

process. It is frightening to contemplate that at the end of Africa’s current 

commodity boom the continent may well be worse off than before it began. This 
.is highly possible given that amidst the billions of dollars changing hands on the 

continent, not one leader is spearheading an industrial revolution with these 

monetary resources. Through attempts to repartition the continent and 

economically re.colonise it, global powers such as the EU are interested only in 
temporary gains. But who can blame them for trying if African leaders themselves 
are complicit in the process? 

Notes 

1. EC, Brussels, 27 Feb. 2006. 
2. ’The new cotoniaJists: a I4*page speciaI report oft China’s thirst for r 

’ Mar; 2008. ¯ esources, 15-21 

3. An FTA consists of an agreement among member statds of a regional economic 

organisation to remove most tariffs when trading among themselves. Each country, 
however, continues to maintain its own tariffs when trading with countries that are not 

members of the FTA. 
4. In a customs union, the members of the regional economic otganisation determine 

one common external tariff (CET) on each preduct that enters the FTA. For example, 
all flour that is imported into the region is imported under the same tariff regime. The 

EU would like the four proposed regions to be customs unions so they Can negotiate 
One set of tariffs with the entire regional economic organisation. Otherwise, under a 

FTA, they have to negotiate a separate tariff regime w~th each country with whom they 
sign an EPA~ 

Belgium, Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxemburg and the Netherlands. 
Mauritania, Senegal, Mall, Niger, Upper Volta (now Burkin0 Faso), Ivory Coast, 

Dahomey (now Benin)~ Togo, Cameroon, Chad, Gabon, the Central African Republic, 

Congo-BrazzavilIe, Congo~Leopoldvflle (DRC), Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, Madagascar 
and Mauritius. 
He argues that a FTA was created between the EU and each of the associates. 

The ECC became the European Community in the late !960s. 
Ireland and Denmark also joined at the same time. 

This principle can be found in Article 1 o( GATTiWTO and it stipulates that one 
member must give to all members the same most favourable treatment. This is part of 

the non-discrimination principle. 
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But see Brown 2002; Crawford I996; Lee 2003; Montana 2003; Davenport, Hewitt 
and Koning, 1995; Nunn and Price 2004; Parfitt 1996; Stevens 1996; Wellmer 1998. 
The EU currently consists of 27 independent states and is the most successful regional 
economic organisation in the world. It has created an economic union with one single 
currency, the Euro, although not all member states have adopted it. 
Rules of origin sttpulaved the amount of Iocal value that must be added to goods unde~ 

a FTA in order for ACP countries to ~xport to the EU duty free. This is done to 
prevent ’non-partner countries from trans-shipping goods to take advantage of the 
lower tariffs offered within a free trade agreement’ (Ravenhilt 2005: 423). For more 

detail see Brown 2002:61 and Lee 2003: 202. 
Food safety standards: see Stoneman and Thompson 2007:236-7 for an in-depth 
explanation. 

These included multinational companies such as German S.aarbergwerk, Belgian 
Petroflna and Royal Dutch Shell in the ACP mineral sector; Tare and Lyle, Booker 

McConneli and Unilever in the agricultural sector, particularly the Caribbean and 

¯ ka~rican plantations; and many conglomerates operating across sectors like Brook Liebig’s 
involvement in tea, coffee and cattle rearing in Africa (Nunn and Price 2004: 213). 

This means in essence Lom~ V since the Lore{ Convention provisions remained in 

force until 31 Dec. 2007. 
The two ort~er EPAs are the Caribbean and the Pacific. 
Interview, 28 Feb. 2006. 
Unequal partners: how EU-ACP economic partnership agreements (EPAs) �ould harm 
~e development prospects of maW of the world’s poorest countries. Oxfam briefing 
note, Sep. 2006. 

The DRC was originally a member of the ESA EPA. 
Although South Africa was initially only an observer to the SADC-minus EPA as a 

result of its existing FTA with the EU, it was allowed to join the SADC-minus EPA on 

,12 Feb. 2007. 
28 Feb. 2006. 

was estimated that there were more than 24 areas of common concern that needed 
tobe addressed in the ACP guidelines at the ACP-EU level. 

28 F~b. 2006. 

at EPA seminar, Africa Institute of South Africa, 25 Oct. 2007, Pretoria. 
28 Feb. 2006. 
with Jane Namnga, 22 Mar. 2006. 

wii[ destroy small scale farmers’ Iive[ihoods in Africa: memorandum to the 

Commissiort by EPA Watch, 13 Apr. 2005. 

27 Feb. 2006. 
Negotiatiom Insights 6(6) 2007: 2. 

r.a detailed chronology of the events leading up to the final outcome of the EPA 
see Trade Negotiation Insights Sep. 2007 to Jan. 2008. 

York Times 9 Dec. 2007. 

Monthly News Update Apr. 2007: 4. 
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From: ~livea~nc.edu; 

Sent: Monday, 5:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: AAA- Class 9/24 

Hello Dr. Sal~le, I jusnt wanted to let you know I will not be able to attend class tomorrow because I had to 

from one of my classmates. Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "eunice@email.unc.edu" <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wed,            7:24 PM 
Subject: Important updates and tomorrow’s class 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear A~a2’d) Scholars, 

Hem are important updates: 

1) I have updated our syllabus to reflect were we am in our class discussions. In the process, I have reduced required material focusing on following themes: a) 

nationalist movements and b) post-colonial political and economic trajectories (next week’s material). 

2) Essay: Details oftNs assignment roll be posited by this Friday. 

Tomorrow’s class agenda: 

1) Come prepared to discussion waves of nationalists ~novements in Africa drawing on readings from last week. 

2) We will engage with debates concerning post- 1945 theories ofdevelop~nent focusing on modernization theory - see the required reading from your text book. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. SaNe 

today. I will make sure to get the notes 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages l]com the "AAAD 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to "this message click this link to access 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 8:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fwd: AAAD tomorrow’s class? 

Hi Eunice, 
I jus~t wanted to let you know about this. I told the student that I didn’t want the class filmed. I assume the s~to~ is about the AAAD department specifically. 

Best, 
Lydia 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: " ~)live.unc.edu> 

Date: ’, ,6:52:30 PM EDT 

To: "Boyd, Lydia C" <lcboyd~em~l.unc.edu> 
Subject: A~’kD     tomorrow’s class? 

Professor Boyd, 

My name is           ; and I am a                         ," the journalism school’s student-run news show¯ I am doing a story on the 
undergraduate course bulletin and how some courses/departments have changed their name¯ 

May I film a few clips of your 3:30pm AAAD 

Thanks, 

School of Journalism and Mass Communication 
UNC-Chapel Hill 

class tomorrow (Tuesday)? I will stand at a distance and not disturb or distract the class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 3:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Enigmatic Leader of Iron Backs Overture, tbr Now 

Top News 

L:7 THOM,~,L 

Italy’s new president, Hassan Rouhani, is geeing all the 

buk ~iato]lah Ni ~amenei, "~e supreme leader, remains 

man behind the eu[~ain. 

Form~r FoBoL Agent to Plead Guilty ~n P~°ess 

Lemk 

Donald Saehtlebem a former bomb teehniNan, agreed ko plead 

gailty to leakii~g dassiIied details about a foiled bomb plo[ in 

Yemen, the ,lustiee Department am~camced. 

MeConnell’s Deal-Making Yields to Politicking 

As Con gress n ears a~oth er budge L abyss, Sem~ tot Mirth 

MeConnell is balancing leadership demands with re-election 

Sachtle 

ben is 

McConn 
ell, right, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

XAVIER CAMPOS, ~ Democt’atie eit) emmi;i[man in San Jose, Cali[’,, o~ the fimmeial 
~roubli;s {’acing the city. 



World 

Vote for Merkel Seen as Victory for Ansteri~" 

For m onths, Europe waittd tbr (3erman elections, hoping that a re-electtd 

Chantellor Angels Merkel would east ausk’*{ty measurts. The wait is over, and 

so, too, is any hint of a new approach. 

Kenya Forces Said to Be Seem’ing Mall Aider 

Long Standoff 

The blood.y standoff at a Kcnyan shopping raalI edgtd closer to a 

conclusion o~ Monday night, with Kenyan officials saying that 

t~ere were no more eivilians trapped inside. 

from 

Cl~dna GaL~s New Friends in Its Qamst for Energy 

A Chinese presence at a vast new oil tield in Kazald~stan is 

another indication that China’s influente has tdipstd even 

Russia’s atross t~e formtr Soviet republics of Cen~’al Asia. 

...... st the    ] 

Kashsg 

an oil 

U.S, 

Strt~g~ing~ Sm~ Jose Tests a V~;ay to Cut Benefits 

The ci~" flaat calls itself the tapirs] of Silicon Valley is plam~ing 

to cut pensions and other beneSLs to fight iN escalating fiscal 

woes, and okher municipalities art watching. 

Ouantfinamo Hm~ger Strike Is Largely Over, 

Says 

’Flat military sNd "dne number of hunger stfkers had dr~pped 

ai~ifieanfly since mid-Jnly, a~)d a la~%’er for the detainees said 

t~ey had largely achieved ~eir goals. 

Var, dalis 
and 

~raffiti in 

Victhns Pnsh Laws to End O~e Revenge 1[ osts 

Posting explicit imagts of lbrmer sexual pa*tnem can ruin lives, 

yet mostly goes unpunished. But the Law may be tatchi~g up with 

tethnoloAv. 

[aschin 

~, 23, 



Business 

Speedy Trains Transform Cl~na 

J ~st five years after ~he high.-spced rail system ope~md, it is 

carrying nem’]y ~@e as many passengers as the emmtw’s 

domestic ah’line industU. 

, Despite a Deadiy Crash, Rai~ 8gstem Has Good Safety Record 

~ China Gains New Friends in Its @ues~ ~or Energy 

The 
high- 

speed 

DEALBOOK 

JPNlorgm~’s Legal Ht~rdles E~rpccted to Multiply 

3PMo~;gaa Chase paid $1 billion to ~;so]ve aa a~’ay of 

govermne*lt investigations lask week. But more hurdles lie ahead. 

gton 

DEALBOOK 

Detroit’s Cash~o-Tax Dollars Become Big iss~m 

Bank~’upl-cy CaRe 

An insnrer has filed a lawsuit, ~3qng to block a deal Debtok 

reached over interest-rate swaps. 

Sports 

Oracle Team USA Now Has the V¢ind at Its :Back 

Oracle Team [SA won i~ fil’tb consecutive must-~ race in 

~lei’iea’s Cup, whittling Emirates q~mm N ew Zealand’s lead to 8- 

6. 

~ R~val~ S~a~s at Helm I ~ interactive Feature: Racing Above Water 

Tea m 

USA 

member 

In Fight for Legacy, Roddg~aez Fields Costly 

Team of All- Stars 

As Alex Rodfiguez prepares to appea~ his 211-game suspensio~ - 

baseball’s longest ever doping punishmen t- he has a supe~size 

team of advise~ to counsel him. 

suspens 

BATS 

6 Days, 6 Teams: "l[’he A~L~ W~ld-Card Scramble 

With one week remaining, six teams still have a chance to uqn "dne 

~leriean League wild ~’ard. 

..... Lone.y, 

nght, 

homere 

Arts 



~quabble D~sr~pts a Refi~ge for tim Rich 

The gronp that runs the Breaker,% the Va~lderbilt "eorb~ge" 

Newport, R.I., wants to build a visitor~ center on the grounds, 

proposal ~hat has provoked ouLrage from neighbors. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Action, ~°es, dust No Superhero This Thne 

In "Malwel’s Age~lts of S.H.I.E.L.D.," on ABC, Joss Whedml tries 

to transfer the Ma*wel Universe to television. 

In }~adrM, At4 Finds New Friends 

M~Radcro, a Madrid a~s complex, shows the res ults of a new 

kind of corporate and m~isfic coopen~fion. 

~ Slide Show: Inside Mamdero Madrid 

Vanderb 

it;mi,~s 

left, 

Clark 

Gragg, 

Obituaries 

Ruth Patrick, ~o5, a Pioneer in Science ka~d 

Pollution Coniro~ Eftbrts, Is Dead 

Dr. Patrick, one of the eom~tw’s leading expe~ts in tile stndy of 

freshwater ecosysk’ms, or Iimnolo~, was an innovator of a 

n mnber of environmental practices and principles. 

Caro]~,~ Cassady, Beat Generation Writer, Dies 

at 90 

Ms. Cassady was the former wifc of Neal Cassady and a character 

in Jack Kerouae’s "On the Road/’ She later chronicled her life in 

the Beat Oe~eration. 

Patrick 

n 1976 

Cassady 

n1982. 

Science 

Chemical Disarmament Won’t Be Easy 

Tile United States has been working to dispose of its chemical 

weapons for decades, a process complicated by concerns about 

public healkh and the ei~vironment. 

~ ~ Video: A Century of Chemical Weapons 

erie Therapy % ith a Difference 

experimental rk’ug for Duehetme muscular dyskrophy failed 

a large clinical trial recently, but tile techniqne of 

court teractin g mu ta ted genes holds promise. 

Mil~tar2d Lags ~n P~,sh for Robotic Gro und 
Vehicles 

Amid spending cu~, the United States military, which helped 
kick-start the technology for self-driving ca~s, has remained 
lbcused on unmanned aerial vehicles. 

The 

~,~ n plet 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: ScienceTake: Bacteria’s Private 

Line 

The tSl*t of our new SeienceTake series examines how a kind of 

beck’fie can organize coordinated, wavelike aEaeks on prey 

usi*~g a stealth communication systemo 



~ vine:o: Tiraeline of the Kenya 

Shooting 

A day-to-day look at the cvcnks that have occurred since 

Saturday’s deadly shooting and hostage situation at an upscale 

mall in Nairobi, Kenya. 

~ VIDEO: Merkel ~’Vh~s Big in German 

Election 

Chancellor Angels MerkeI scored a straining personal triumph 

Snnday in the na~ on al elee~ on s in Oerm any. 

I ~°~ I 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Angels NIerkePs Next Challenge 

For Europe to prosper, Gemmny needs to aceelA a strong banking union and 

less auslefily. 

EDITORIAL 

New York Legislators’ Secret Incoine 

The state antieorruption commission must press for details about outside 

money sere’cos that la~akers have kept bidden for decades. 

EDITORIAL 

Home Care in the Home Stretch 

A strong new rule that entitles these workers to ~e minimum wage a~d 

ovmfime pay is a vietoW in word, not deed, because it does m£ take elt)et un[il 

2o~5. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

’Those Are Our People’ 

Watchin g terrorists attack a mMI jnst miles from my home in 

Nairobi. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ted C~t~z’s Flinty Path 

.,~ he rails against Obamacare and raises the specter ~ff a 

government shntdowm the Texas senator clumsily pumnes his 

dearest cause: ~imself. 

Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Shr~g~ng Off" the Shooting 

tiave we reached the point where mass shootthgs are the new 

normal? 

~ Co, oJumnist Page ] Blog 

Fo; me~e oei¢~ieI~ go to NYTimes.comtOpinion >:, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 



FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

[] ~I .~.~ ~’"~ I ~E:] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPf~one’,~) l iPad(’~D Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

TMa Js an au~omatecl e- maJi. Please do not reply directly to [his e- rnail. 

Yod received this message becaclse yod signed clp for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 

As a member of t~e [RUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Pittman, Jan <Jan Pittman@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:50 AM 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edu>; CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgrs@unc.edu> 

FW: CAM. FOR APPLICATIONS: University Research Council Small Grants Program--Sept 30 Deadline 

URC Almouncement F- 13.doc 

The.following deadline reminder is being sent to all Deans, Directors, and Deportment Heads in the College o.f Arts & Sciences with an in.formationol 

copy to Managers. 

The University Research Council (URC) - Fall 2013 
Small Grant Program 

Types of Grants Available 
Research grants support the scientific, scholarly or artistic efforts of faculty. They may be used for costs such as collecting pilot data, research- 

related travel, research equipment or supplies, or the costs of smaller scale projects. URC grants cannot be used for travel to professional 

mee~ngs. The Council encourages the use of URC grants as a stepping stone to extramural support. 

Publication graBts help pay the costs of publishing scientific, scholarly or artistic work. They may be used to pay for such things as 

photographs, drawings, figures or tables, or permissions to reprint. A faculty member may submit only one URC proposal each semester - either 

research or publication. 

Eligibility. Applicants must hold a faculty rank (tenure, tenure-track, research professorial or clinical ranks, adjunct professors, lecturers, or 

instructors) or be librarians in the analogous librarian ranks. Preference is given to less senior applicants only for the purpose of breaking ties. 

Amount of Award. The maximum award is $5,000. 

Application Procedures. Applications and instructions are available online. 

http:!/research.unc.edu/offices/vice-chancellor/programs-projects-services/DATA RES VCRED GRANTS. 

URC expects to send out award notices by December 1, 20:!.3. 

Direct inquiries to the attention of Jennifer Pruitt {jennifer pruittL~!mc.edu), URC Coordinator, Office of the Vice Chancellor for Research, CB# 4:100, 30:1 

Bynum Hall. Telephone: 962-7757. FAX: 962-6769. 

PLEASE READ THE DIRECTIONS CAREFULLY. FAILURE TO FOLLOW INSTRUCTIONS MAY CAUSE YOUR APPLICATION TO BE REJECTED. PLEASE INCLUDE 

ONLY THE PAPERWORK REQUESTED. FONT SIZE: TIMES NEW ROMAN SIZE 10 IS THE STANDARD. 

The Office of Research Development (ORD) 

A Unit of the Vice Chancellor for Research 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Suite 307 Bynum Hall, CB # 4012 

222 E. Cameron Ave. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Ph) 919-962-7503 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

antheabpenn@gmail.com on behalf of 

a.d. butler <antheab@sas.upenn.edu> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 10:17 AM 

Anthea Buff er < U~gmail.com> 

Assis~J~t Professor in Religion and Material Culture -Carribean, African Diaspora or Latin America 

Please share this job posting widely with your students and colleagues. For any questions, please contact me at antheab~!sas.uperm.edu 

Thank you for your time, 

Pro£ Butler 

lob ~is~i~g: Assis*~ant Professor in Refgion and Materin/Culture wiLh ~ Focus on LaL~n America, *~he C~ribbean and/or the "Black AdanL~c" 

Region 

The Department of Religious Studies at the University of Pennsylvania invites applications for a tenure-track assistant professor in the field of 

Religious Studies and NaterialiVisual Culture, Ihe search committee is interested in specialists with research experience ~n ~he Lati~ American, 

Caribbean, and/or "B~ack Atlantic" region (~nclud~ng West Africa) e~ther ~n the contemporary period or the pre-or-post-co~on~a~ period, The 

successful candidate should have a broad a~d deep know~edge of ~he sources and ~anguages of ~he reg~om Attention to ~teract~ons and 

~nflue~ces between La~n American, Caribbean, and/or the B~ack Atlantic thought a~d culture and other religious traditions, language groups, 

and geographhza~ regions, h~storically and/or ~nto the present, ~s welcome, The candidate for this new faculty posit~on should have a 

compelling and odgi~a~ research agenda and a commitment to pursue ~t withi~ the interd~sciNi~ary framework offered by the Depmlmen~ of 

Religious Studies, the Schoo~ of Arts a~d Sciences, and the w~der University, The successfu~ candidate w~l~ participate in the department’s 

undergraduate and graduate teaching m~ssh:~n, A normal teaching ~oad is 4 courses per year on a semester system, 

Interested candidates should apply at http:iifacultysearct~es,provosLupenn,edu/pos~ings/53 and submit e letter of application., CV, 

statement o~: research, writing sample, and the contact in~:orma~ion for three individuals who will be asked by the University to submit a letter 

of recommendation. The Department will begin reviewing applications on O~o[~e~ 15t[% 20:~3 and will continue until the position is filled, 

The Department of ReJigious Studies is strongly committed to Penn’s Action Plan for Faculty Diversity and Excellence end to estabJishing a 

diverse faculty (for more information see:http:/iwww.upenmedu/~lmanac/volumes!vg8inO2/diversityplan,htmf). The University of Pennsylvania 

is an EOE, I%noritiesiFemalesi~ndividuals ~ith disabilities!Veterans are encouraged to apply, 

Anthea Butler 

Associate Prot~ssor of Religious Studies 

Graduate Director 

Universib’ of PeNnsylvania 

antheab(~ sas.upenn.edu 

Email is the besl way to reach me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:50 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edtr>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, 

Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; ~email. unc.edu> 

I~E: Az’uZkD Newsletter Text 

Hi Everyone, 

I’ll have another iteration tomol~cOW morning and I’ll be in the office tomorrow before 11 and from 1:00 PM until 3:30 PM if anyone wants to talk in person about the ne~vsletter 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 

@live.unc.edu 

From: McMillan. Tim [timl (daemail unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:00 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret; ; Sahie, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Te×t 

tIi et al 

[[’he last sentence of Mr. Watts’s speech needs to be removed because it is redundant (I forgot to do that in my edits.) 

Tim 

Fromi Lee, ]VIar~aret Carol 
Sent: Friday, ¯ 5:17 AM 
To: ] McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Note again that there must be a second comma! 

I was only able to download two pages 

From: i 
Sent: Friday 3:20 ¯~M 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tirn; Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; ’ 
Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Everyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only- ne~v section is on the Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with 
the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. The first section of the faculty corner is updated in APA style at the vel~ end. Let me know if this is how you 
want it to look. Additionally I am playing around with the template right now- and to me it doesn’t make much sense to have the conference on the front page because Dr. H’s picture is going 
with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the departraent. I think it makes more sense to put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover. I’ve attached a document with each option. I’ve also 
attached a zip file with the pictures for the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on the dropbox site 
but if not we need some other method. What would be easiest? 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 

q!l~ve.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

UNC Cultural Studies <unccultumlstudies@gmail.com~ 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:59 PM 

Reves, Alvaro Andres <alvaroar@email.unc.edu>; Escobar, Arturo <aescobar~email.unc.edu>; Lundberg, Christian O 
<clundbe@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Luisetti, Federico <luisetfi@emml.unc.edtv’~; FlaxmaJL Crregory M 

<gflax@email.unc.edu>; McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edu>; Pickles, John <jpickles@email.unc.edu>; Crrossberg, Lawrence 

<docrock@emo~l.nnc.edu>; Sharma, Sarah Rant <srshanna@email.nnc.edu>; Ochoa. Todd Ramon <tochoa@email.unc.edu~’; Wahneema 

Lubiano <         @gmail.com>; Sarah Bufldn <       @gm~JA.com>; Taylol: Nathan <nathant@email.unc.edu;> 

Reminder: Cultural Studies Advisory Board Meeting- Tues 10/1, 12pro Hyde Hall Incubator Room 

Hello All, 
Pleas~ remember that lhe Cultural Studies Advisory Boo~:d roll meet one week from today- on Tuesday, October 1 st fi~om 12pm- 1 pm in the Hyde Hall Incubator 

Room. The incubator room is on the second floor of Hyde Hall. 
We will be discussing the graduate certiiicate requirements and ways to invigorate the interdisciplina~ CS community (including fire certificate a~d the undergraduate 

major). 

We look ibrward to seeing you! 

Nathan and Allison 

Co-Managers, CS@UNC 

Cultural Studies @ UNC 

htlp:/icnlturalsfudies.web.unc.edu/ 
https:/i,aavw.facebook.com/CulturalStudies.UNC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Defends U.S. Engagement in the Middle Easl 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.d:s: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ii£i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N TNIS E~IAIL I ~] NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Dining&Wine ~ Today’s 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~0~ ~ OnlhisDay 

Top News 

Obama Defends U,So Engagement ~n the Middle 

East 

President Obama declared that fl~e United States would nse NI its 

]evers of power to defend its interests in the Middle East, but 

aeknm~qedged a limited ability to influence g]*q-~al events. 

~ Video: Obamds U.N. Speech in 3 Munutes ~ Ful~ Transcr~N 

Obama 
old th% I 

NEWS ANALYSIS 
[~ ~reside 

ObarnaLs Evolving Doctrine ,~ 

devoting the rest of his presideucy to a negotiated end to ~e 

Iran eonfl’onkation, and creating a separate state for ~he Pa]estinians. 

Offieia|s Detail Premium Costs of Health Plan 

The Obama administration highlighted premimns for eo~smners 

in states where the ~cderal governmen t will ma new insuraace 

markets starting next week, with eosN ik said were generMIy 

lower than prior estimates. 

~ O~ama and CIJRtons Share Seage for Health Care Talk 

, ~ State-by-State Premiums U nder the Affordable Care Act 

Preside 

nt Bill 

Editors’ Picks 



Photos, Like IJfe, Bhirred and Re-Envisioned          uk~ 

traumatic brain ]~!~uw in 2009. tte has since made images tha~ 

reflect his double vision, and this week beans a road tt{p to eon[inue khat work, 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Losing Is Good for You 

Awards can be powerflI1 motivators, but ~m~stop reeognifio~ 

does not inspire children to succeed. Ins[earl, it can cause them 

to underachieve. 

World 

Obax~a and Rouhax~i Miss Each Other, :Diplomatically, at 

The near miss between President Ohama and President Hassan Rouhani of Iran 

at the United Nations General ~sembly illustrates khe acute political 

se~s~fivities that will affect both leaders as they tr7 to embark on a dilAomafie 

path. 

Befo~’e Kenya .Atta~:k, Rel~em’sa|s a~d Placating of 

The plot to attack the Westgak" mall was hak:hed weeks or 

mort ~hs ago, with militan N stu@ing the b N1Nng’s blueprints and 

hiding powerflfl maehfim guns in a sh,:g,, officials said. 

Johnny 

Mutinda 

China Bans Items for Ex~port to North Korea, Fearing Thei~¯ 

Use fax 

The ban on exports of military-like hardware and chemicals is a sign of Ctfina’s 

in erea s i n g con eern a bout the North’s mid ear a bi]iti es. 

U.S. 



Per~tago~ Denies Mo~ey J[~rr G~antAnar~ao 

Ove~ohaul 

,4 lack of Congressional suppo~ doomed a hid to renow~te the 

px~son in Cuba that the Obama administration has been txVing to 

dose, an oftSeial sNd. 

Obsma [ 

adrrdrd£t 

In Corner of Arkansas, Frustration but No Panic 

Over Possible Shutdo~vn 

Residents of northwes tern/~’kansas see the turmoil over a 

possible debt defaul~ as the new normal of Washington rather 

than a seminal political moment likely to affect their lives. 

Time Short, House Says It Seeks a Near Farm Bill 

[bays after [he }touse passed a bill slashing food stamps, I{ouse leade~ said they 

were working with their Senate com~terl?a~s toward a new five-year farm bill, 

bu~ ~he odds were long. 

more US news; ,go to NYT[mes.eom]US ~ 

Business 

UoSo Ho~sir~g Recovery Seems Still on Track 

Home values and home prices are rising, aceording to several 

surveys. 

~ Case..Stfil~er House Prices 

~ ~ CN BC: Sh~ler on the Late~ Housing Report 

DEALBOOK 

dPMorgm~ May Settle l’V~t|~ Group of Age~eies 

During settlement tMks finis week, pr,:g,osals emerged tha~ would 

require JPMorgan Chase to pay anywhere from $3 bilIion to 

about $7 billion, people briefed on the negotiations sNd. 

Street’s S~nn,v Side Costs RetMlers More in Rent 

Store rents in Manhattan can vary snbstantially, even on the 

same block, depending on factors like [o~-.,t traffic and nearby 

stores and aRraetions. 

, [] Graphic: I.ocatio~, L ocatioe 

l¢~a 
Ipoie 

an 
Settle 

Sports 



RAYS 7, YANKEES 0 

Rays All b~at Crt~sh Yankee.s’ Wild-Card Hopes 

With a shubout loss, the Yankees were elimi~ated fl’om the 

American League’s first ~ld-card spot Tuesday as they fell six 

games behind the Rays with five to play. 

After Comeback for the Ages, a Last Dash for 

AAer winning seven races ~n suceession, inelud~ng ~’o Tuesday, 

Oracle Team USA, t~e Cup defender, has ~ied dm series 

Emirates Team New Zealand at 

Building a World C~p Stadi~m in [he Amazon 
~,. %/,M 

Organizers face e~raordinaU hurdles, from hum idi~: to 

bureaucracy, in tl~e construction of a 42,coo-seat stadium in 

Manaus, a ei)~ in dm midst of the rain forest. 

,~ Sl~de Show: A Construction Challenge 

USA,    J 

ers of 
Nsciona 

For more spolts news, t-’,¢ ~o NYTimes.com/Spor~s ~ 

A~ts 

A Star Architect Leaves Some Clie~ts Fm~fi~g 

The architect SanLiago Calatrava is collecting critics as buildings 

develop problemso 

OPERA REVIEW I ’EUGENE ONEGIN’ 

A Fight for Love, i~ the Met and Out 

The Met’s new "Eugene Onegin," directed by Nona Shaw, opened 

on Monday in a @ab production upstaged by critics protesting 

Russian laws intolerant of gays. 

, Gay RighN ProNst Greets OpeNeg Night 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Tow~ Is Small~ the Taboos Are Not 

"Local Souls," A}lan Gnrgam]s’s latest book, contains three 

novellas set in eastern Nozd~ Carolhm. 

oNetrebk 

Obituaries 

Da~d H~be|~ Nobe|-%Vinning Scientist, Dies at 

87 

Dr. Habc] was half of a team that studied how the brain 

processed informatJm~ fl’om the rethm. The findi~%s led to a 

better understanding of how to treat ceVmin hirlk defceks, 

[~ Dr 
..... : David 

Hubel, 

Pard Dietzel, Coach %%:ho Led LoS.Uo to its First 

National Title, Dies at 89 

In Louisiana State’s 1958 champio~sb~p season, the footbaU 

coach used a platoon system famous for a scrappy defensive m~it 

known as fl~e Chinese BandiNo 

Paul 
Dietzel 

i~ 1962 

Chr~stophe~° Koch, W~0iter of’Year of Livh~g 

Da~tgerously,~ Dies at 81 

Mr. Koch was widely regarded as one of Australia’s finest 

novdists. His best known book became even beret known as a 



Dining & Wine 

Dog Z~ggiiT: New Jersey’s Own Hot 

A mad trip to lo joints shows that New York hot dogs may haw~ 

nothing oI~ these fl’ankso 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I LAKE PAVILION 

A Special Oeer,.sion, Seven Days a Week 

Lake Pavilion ~h’esses to impress at~d ~s seri :ms about its 

Cantonese seafood. 

, ~ SIMe Show 

Coveted Restaurant Rese~’afions Without the 

G roveHng 

A bit of cleverness eat~ take you far it~ gettir~g that elusive table. 

Davis 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: Obmna’s UoN, Speech in 3 Minutes 

Addressing the United Nations Geimral Assembly, President 

Obmna explai~ed his position, s on Syria and ~ran, and the peace 

process between Israelis and Palestinians. 

Many dog owners ~n Sail Frat~eiseo are protesting proposed rules 

limiting where they ca~ take their pets off leash in the Go~den 

Gate National Recreation Area. 

, Reiated Article 

~ vm~o: Bagels m~d Lox 

Melissa Clark and Niki Russ FDdem~an of Russ &: Daughters 

assemble the classic New Yofl~ hruneh spread. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

President Oba~na at the United Nations 

Irm~ topped the agenda in the preside~tt’s address to the General Assembly, but 

he acknowledgDd other challengDs as well. 

EDITORIAL 

Exposing the Pay Gap 

Chief executives should have to.iusti~’ their pay to shareholders, employees 

al~d the public. 

EDITORIAL 

The Embarrassment of Senator Ted Cl~lz 

Thc Tcxas politician might think people want to hear about his ideas for gDtdng 

~id of the new health law, but he really is only speaki*~g to himself. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Presid~Dt Obama ca~’t catch a break, or 

, Cokimnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The ~A’~y We 

While prc~ductivi>,7 cm Capitol Hill ~4~ds to a halt, research 

innovation in the eountt7 sufl~rs. 

~ Co~arn n~a~ Page 

OPINIONATOR 

Is Natural Gas 

Embarking on a huge push to real zcro-earbon-produci~g 

~’enewabies is the oMy responsible path ~o take, 

For m~;re o,oinion go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes [Ointerest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with ,.)tar stake of apps: 

iPhone:~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyLcom ~; 

About This E-MaI~ 

This is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a member o~ the TRUSTs privacy program, we are comsfib’_ed to pro~ecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adve~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:01 AM 

~live.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaAl.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: Az’u~d9 Newsletter Text 

Dear ,Once you have a final draft of the newsletter please send us a copy and then we ~vill move from there.Best,ProIi Lee 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday 11:49 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; Sable, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hi Everyone, 

I’ll have another iteration tomon-ow morning and I’ll be in the office tomorro~v before 11 and from 1:00 PM until 3:30 PM if anyone wants to talk in person about the newsletter. 

The l.~niversity uf North Carulina at Chapel tlill, 

~live.unc.edu 

From: McMJlian. Tim [timl(a)emaii.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 9:00 AM 
To: l.ee, Margaret; Sahle, Eunice; Seck. Mamarame; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hi et a[ 

’]7he last sentence of Mr. Watts’s speech needs tu be removed because it is redundant (I rotgut to do that in my edits.) 

Tim 

Frum: Lee, Margaret Carul 
S ent: t:ri day, 5:17 AM 
Tu: McMiHan, Tim: Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamarame; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Te×t 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies. Note again that there ruust be a second comma! 

I was only able to download t~vo pages. 

Front: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Seck, Mamararae; Walker, Katie 
Subject: A~D Newsletter Tern 

Hello Evewone, 

Excuse ray lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new- section is on the Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with 
the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. The first section of the faculty corner is updated in APA style at the very end. Let me know if this is how you 
want it to look. Additionally I ara playing around with the template right now and to rue it doesn’t make much sense to have the conference on the front page because Dr. H’s picture is going 
with it and it makes it seeru like he is the face of the department. I think it ruakes more sense to put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover. I’ve attached a document with each option. I’ve also 
attached a zip file with the pictmes for the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on the dropbox site 
but if not we need some other nrethod. What would be easiest? 

The l~niversitv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

@live.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:02 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email .unc.edu-~; Seck, 

ManaJ’ame <m seck@email.unc.edu-~ 

1~:;: A?uM) Newsletter Text 

Dr. Lee, 

I’m actually working on it right now. You should have another version in a few hours. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  6:00 AM 

To:         : McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Seek, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Des        3nee you have a fins1 &aft of the newsietter please send us a copy and then we will mo~e from there Best,Prof Lee 

Frock 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:49 AA4 

To: 5/IcMillan. Tkn; Lee, Margaret Carol Sable, Eunice N; Seck, \£amarame; WaNer, Katie 

Subject: ~: AA.a2) lqewsle~er Text 

Hi Even/one. 

have another ileration tommTow morning and i’ll be in ihe o:ffice tomorrow before i 1 and ih)nr 1:00 PM ~,mtii 3:30 PM if anyone wants io talk in person abo~,~t the newsletter 

The Universib,’ o:[‘North Caro]ina at Chspe] Hill, 

W~iive ~,mc. ed~,~ 

Fr ~n~ k4cM~ an, ’ m [tim (d)em unc ed i 
Sent: }:rida~ 9:00 AEI 
To: Lee, Margaret; Sahb, Eunice: Seek, Mamarane; Walker, Ka!ie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

z et a] 

The [asl sentence of]\4r. Watts’s speech needs to be removed because it is re&mdanl II forgot to do that in nry edits.) 

Tmr 

From Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Friday, 5:1’7 AM 
To: )JcMillan, T~rn; Sable, E;unice N; Seck, Mamarame; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Department o[’Afkican, AJrican American, and Diaspora Studies. Note again ~ha~ there must be a second comma! 

i was only able to download two pages 

Sent: }:riday.                    3:20 AM 

To: Lee, ,,rg,,r~t ~ar,~, ]c ,.t la, ] lr~, Sable...u~ ~ N. Seck, Mamarame; WaKer, Katie 

Sul~iect: AAAI) Newsletter Text 

tleik~ Everyone, 

Excuse rny lateness, ] got caught up grading Attached you’[] [’md [be edited text [’or the newsletter. The only new section is on [be Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring ] put it with 
the Language Night and Stu@ Abroad. Please pay particular attention to ~t. The first section of the iZculty corner is updated in APA styb at the very end Let me know if [his is how you 
want it to look Additionally [ arn playing around with the template right now and to me it doesnt make much sense to have the conference on the Jront page because I)r tI’s picture ~s going 
with it and it makes it seem Eke he is the face of the department. I think it makes mere sense to put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover, i’ve attached a documem with each option. I’ve aiso 
attached a zip file wifi,’~ the pictttres for the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos finat we like in that f~lder on the drepbox site 
but if net we need some other method. What wouid be easiest’~ 



The Universib~ of" ~’qoltil Carolina at Ci~apel Hill, 

~_~iive.unc.edu 



From: eunice@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Urgent:: Today’s once hours 

7:07 AM 

To: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

Because of untbreseen developments, I will have to postpone my scheduled oNce hours today (9.10.00am) to next week. My apologies to those who planned to 

come and see me this morning. 

Here are details of once hours [br Wedne~tay next week: 

9.00ran- 11.00am. 

Please note that my of Nce hours for tomorrow rem~fin. Thus, feel free to drop by my once then. 

Best rashes and see you tomorrow. 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent vm Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the’ 

Messages fi~r this site: 

’ site. To reply to tNs message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, ,9:26 AM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emaAl.unc.edw< Seck~ Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; ~email.unc.edu> 

Newletter Photos FW: A/LAD Newsletter Text 

Photos.zip 

Hi Everyone, 

See attached :for fl~e newsletter photos. 

Shelby 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3:20 AM 

To: Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice; Seck, Mamarame; 

Subject: AAAD Newsletter Text 

Hello Everyone, 

Excuse my lateness, I got caught up grading. Attached you’ll find the edited text for the newsletter. The only new section is on the 
Process Series that AAAD is cosponsoring. I put it with the Language Night and Study Abroad. Please pay particular attention to it. 
The first section of the facul~" corner is updated in APA s~de at the very end. Let me know if this is how you want it to look. 
Additionally I am playing arotmd with the template right now and to me it doesn!t make much sense to have the co~fference on the front 
page because Dr. H’s picture is going with it and it makes it seem like he is the face of the department. I think it lnakes more sense to 
put Dr. Sahle’s Chair’s corner on the cover. I’ve attached a docmnent with each option. I’ve also attached a zip file with the pictures for 
the newsletter. The pictures are also in the dropbox folder. I think it’d be easiest to drag and drop photos that we like in that folder on 
the dropbox site but if not we need some other method. Wlmt would be easiest? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:50 AM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu-~; McMillan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Faculty Comer 

Dear Mamarame, 

Just checking to see if you made the necessary changes to the faculty corner. 

Best, 

Margaret 

, is doing the publications, but you committed to the other sections. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Daily Tar tteel Interview abx~ ut Westgate Mail attacks 

Dr. Sahle, 

I am          a reporter for the DTH. I am currently working on a Q & A style story about the Westgate Mall attacks in Nairobi, Kenya. We thought you 

would be a great on campus perspective. Would you be willing to do the interview, and if so, do you possibly have any time today to do a quick :10 minute 

interview? I am in class until :12::15, but am completely free after that. I hope this works out! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

~Iive.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@emaJl.unc.edu>; McMiIlan, Tim <tjml @ema~l.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Dear 

Given your time constraints, the Editorial Board will complete the project. Thanks for all your hard work. 

Best, 

Prof. Lee 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; McMilla~, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Dear all, 

As the email to      indicates, we are going to have to complete this project. Eunice and I can meet in the morning at 8 am. Tim and Mamarame will this be possible for 
you? We are really trying to avoid meeting on Friday. 

Best, 

Margaret 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

@Iive.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Hiagain 

Would you please emailthe remainder of the newsle~er. 

Thanks, 

Prof. Lee 



FFom: 

Sent: 

T¢~: 

Subjet~: 

r@]ive.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.ed~-- 

Required African Seminaacs URGENT!! 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I am wondering when you will post the required seminar dates so that we can go to the 2 required seminars for the semester? I would love to go ahead 

and get them on my calendar. I know you mentioned the Kenyan speaker in November. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:22 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emml.unc.edu-~; McMillan, Tim 

<tjml@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Walker. Katie <walkerkn@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sable, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Eve~.’one, 

Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave any input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to make it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep in mind that the number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" folder within the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to enkail back and forlh 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something Wing to sort through multiple email threads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in an email right after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 

2. I have only included one page of the facul~ comer in APA format. I didn’t receive al\y feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I dofft want to do it 
if I haven’t gotlen approval from the committee that this is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a sentence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cospollsOrs in this section or just acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also havefft 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (between study abroad and the language night). 

4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 

Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated t~ying to edit the actnal newsletter again. 

Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want this done by the 30th. I’m 
givtug a midtenn on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of my own due on the 1st so I really cam~ot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more content edits can we forward these to Katie and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the committee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me confused bem, een different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from everyone? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Newsletter 

Yeah, this is too much. I remember she agreed to send this to Mamarame. This has been a huge and costly lesson for us. We need someone who is very organized. You know 
I believe in organization, otherwise you miss so much. I hope she will give us all we need to complete the newsletter. Her spirit seems to be good. 
M 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

:t0:22 AM 
Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Eve~.’one, 

Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave any input on pictures yet:. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to make it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep m nfind that the number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" folder within the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to email back and forth 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something ruing to sort through multiple email thieads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in all email right after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 

2. I have only included one page of the faculty comer in APA format. I didn’t receive any feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotlen approval from the committee that this is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was foi~varded to me plus a semence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in tiffs section or just acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also haven’t 
gotten aw feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (bem, een study abroad and the language night). 

4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 

Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated to4ng to edit the actual newsletter again. 

Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want this done by the 30th. I’m 
giving a lnidterm on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of n\v own due on the 1st so I really cannot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more content edits can we forward these to Katie and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the committee to talk about this together before sending a~thing along to either of us 
because the nmltiple emails have gotten me confused between different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from eye,one? 





FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tripp Turtle <survey~qualtrics.tmc.edu~ 

Wednesday, S eptember 25, 2013 11:06 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thank you and a reminder about your global photos 

Dear Eunice: 

Thank you very much for completing your final report for the Center for Global Initiatives. We sincerely appreciate it! The information you have 
provided will help us solicit additional funding which supports our global work across the University and allows us to continue to offer opportunities 
like the one you won. 

Since many of you traveled this summer, or may have traveled internationally in the past, we want to invite you to submit photos (taken anytime!) to 
the Carolina Global Photography Competition, hosted by CGI, UNC Global, and the Study Abroad office. Details are below and entries are 
due September 30! 

Our deepest thanks for all you do to make UNC a global university! 

Tripp Turtle 

Tripp Tuttle I Program Officer + Fulbri£1ht Program Adviser 

Center for Global Initiatives 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
+1 919 643 7546 t I +              m 

Carolina Global Photoqraph¥ Competition 
Submission Deadline: September 30, 2013 

The submission period is now open for the 14th annual amateur Carolina Global Photography 
Competition hosted by the Center for Global Initiatives (CGI), the Study Abroad Office, and UNC 
Global. The competition is open to all students, faculty, alumni, and staff of UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Photos may represent any world region and there is no restriction on the time period in which the 
photograph was taken. Entries will be judged on artistic merit and context. Special consideration will 
be given to images that are distinctive, defy expectations, embrace a new perspective, showcase the 
commonality of humanity, or illustrate potential solutions to global challenges. 

This year, in addition to selecting First, Second and Third Place winners, we,ll also offer a ~Best Water[3 award to an image that embraces 
[3Water in Our World, ~ UNC ~s campus-wide academic theme. Entrants who submit water-related images are encouraged to think broadly about 

water issues, including connections to public policy, planning, sustainable development, environmental engineering, business, law, marine 
sciences, natural hazards and disasters, and global health. Photos can illustrate water issues, such as scarcity, without actually featuring bodies of 
water[3think creatively! 

Every individual that enters will have a photograph displayed in the FedEx Global Education Center beginning January 2014. CGI will consider 
submitted photos for publication in its annual calendar, and UNC Global and Study Abroad will use select images for publication in reports, web 
pages, brochures and other promotional materials. 

This competition is an excellent opportunity to showcase Carolina rls diverse global activity, educational opportunities, research and service work. 
We look forward to your submissions! 

For more details and to submit photos, visit http://unc.edu/photocontest. 

(Photo by Cam Carrithers, First Place winner of the 2012-2013 competition.) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:19 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

I am really confused. You promised to send Prof. Seck the word form of the faculty corner. This is the W.E.B. Du Bois article. 
Also, again please send the most recent version of the newsletter. Prior to the pages I received today, I had only received two pages, so I could not comment on other issues. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 11:11 AM 
To= Seck, Mamarame; Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject= RE: Newsletter 

SorD7 abom forgetting that attachmem! Here it is. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  :10:22 AM 

To:          Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To= Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sable, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 

Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave al\v input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to make it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep in mind that the number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" folder within the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to entail back and forth 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something Wing to sort through multiple email threads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in an email right after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 

2. I have only included one page of the facul~ comer in APA format. I didn’t receive a~ feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotten approval from the committee that this is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a sentence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in this section or jnst acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also haven’t 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (between study abroad and the language mght). 

4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 

Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated tlying to edit the actnal newsletter again. 



Please give me feedback on lhis version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want lhis done by lhe 30th. I’m 
giving a lnidterm on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of n\v own due on the 1st so I really cannot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late to~fight and late 
Thursday. If there are more contenl edits can we forward lhese to Katie and I’ll just finish lhe acla~al layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the conm~ittee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me cow,fused be~-een different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s~ the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from eve~onc? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:53 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
This isjusttoomuchforme. Just please send whatl requested. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday~ 11:50 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; MclVlillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dr. Lee, 

The first attached text and the one :from this morning is the full newsletter up through the first page of the faculty corner formatted to 
APA style. The W.E.B. Du Bois article is the first page of it. In our meeting m’o weeks ago we discussed that I had 10 days to send a 
proof/template without the double borders and a test page of the APA format because we needed consistency in that section. In the 
meantime I understood that Prof. McMillan would edit the text from the former proof which he’d send to me, and that I’d use that text 
in the version I created. We were also supposed to pick pictures for the latest iteration but we hadfft done that by the time I needed to 
send my edits last Friday nor by the time I created this one. Last week I sent the two pages to show the proposed format of the 
newsletter which was not complete because when I was supposed to make the proof/template I was to have all of the selected pictures 
to work around because it is easier to fit the text to the pictures than it is to fit the pictures to the text. Since we haven’t picked pictures, 
what I sent this morning was a new template with all of the edited text that Prof. McMillan sent me, along with another section on the 
Process Series. I included some pictures that I know we want to use but no others. 

In regards to the faculty section I never got confirmation from the conunittee that the 1-page test from today nor the one I sent last 
week was suitable so I did not update the full version since it takes a ve~." long time to do. ffyoujust want the text of the entire faculty 
corner as it was two weeks ago it is now attached to tiffs email as well but it is still inconsistent. I guess I was under the impression that 
Prof. Seck was correcting the faculty corner text once I got confirnmtion that APA was okay and converted the whole thing. Sony for 
the misconm~unication. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, :11:18 AM 

To: 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

I am really confused. You promised to send Prof. Seek the word form of the faculty corner. This is the W.E.B. Du Bois article. 
Also, again please send the most recent version of the newsletter. Prior to the pages I received today, I had only received two pages, so I could not comment on other issues. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Seek, Mamarame; Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Sors~ abont forgetting that attachment! Here it is. 



From: Seek, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  10:22 AM 

To:          Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Eveo~one, 

Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave any input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to make it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep in mind that the number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and draggtug them into the "Final Photos" folder within the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to entail back and forlh 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something trying to sort through multiple email threads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in an email right after this, the file is too big to attach to tlfis one. 

2. I have only included one page of the faculb; comer in APA format. I didn’t receive ally feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotten approval from the committee that this is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a sentence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in this section or jnst acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also havefft 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (between study abroad and the language night). 

4. Have we figured out who is printtug this yet or should I still look into it? 

Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated Wing to edit the actnal newsletter again. 

Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want this done by the 30th. I’m 
givtug a midtenn on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of my own due on the 1st so I really camlot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more content edits can we fomTard these to Katie and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the committee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me confused bem, een different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from everyone? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu>; Seck, MmnaraJne <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear All, 

It is not often that I reach a point in which communication has to be suspended. I take great pride in being able to work through the most complicated of issues. I think this has 
gotten personal. Mamarame,      has sent what you requested. rim or Eunice would you please ask      for the current version of the newsletter that she has. I am 
most concerned about the funding raising form. 

I will now go swimming in order to get my equilibrium back. 

Cheers, 

Margaret 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge Books <~mail.skozx~jqehwouoqnq@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Re~)urces tbr Teaching in Higher Ed: 20% OFF 

Resources for Teaching in Higher Ed: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying COl-rectiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Check out our latest online 
catalog, Resources for 
Teaching in Higher 

We’re efferi~~g yeL~ 20% off all titles. 

Now urll:il Octeber 2nd receive 20% OFF* all til:ies witi~ disceunt 

code DRK81 Remember, all web orders over $35 receive FP.~ 

S~IPPIN~ in the US and Canada *Offer valid on web orders for US 

customers only at: ~, psypress.com, focalpress.com 

er routledqementalhealth com. 

Share this discount: [] [] [] [] 

~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

~[gnM0 by ~MbJ[ect ~re~ to receive news and offers straight to your in#ox from the Taylor 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at any time. 

We respect yo[ir privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your eR-~ail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 ]aylor & Franc~s, a~ inlorma business 

taylor & Franc~s ~s a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under Ro 1072954. 

Registered once: Mo[timer House, 37-4! Mor[ime[ St[ee[, London, W!T 3JH. 

If yo[i wish to unsubscribe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Follomng up about Daily Ta~ tfeel interview 

Dr. Sahle, 

I just wanted to follow up with you about possibly interviewing you for the Daily Tar Heel about the Westgate Mall attacks in Kenya. As I said, I’m doing a 
question and answer piece to hopefully help students understand some background to the conflict and how the attack will influence the region. I would 
love to interview you today, but if today is not a good day and you are interested in doing the interview, we could do it tomorrow as well. Thank you in 
advance for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, E~mice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr>; McMillan, Tim <tim 1 @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dear Mamarame, 
Thanks for doing the faculty corner. Eunice and I will meet a 8 am tomorrow and Tim will join us at 8:30~ I will brief you (Mamarame) once you get to campus~ I will be in my 
office from 9-10:30 am. 
Thanks all for your support today. I am better. I am so so sorry that things have not worked as planned. 
All my best, 
Margaret 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:02 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

I hope you are well. Together we will make it work! Please find attached the edited format of the Faculty corner. I used APA for the Publications section and made sure there is 
consistency in Professional presentations section of corner. I may be dropping off my wife at work tomorrow morning and am not sure if I can meet @ 8AM. Friday will work 
better for me, except that, this Friday, I have a meeting C_a~ 11AM and teach @ 1pro. I can meet anytime in between. 
Best regards, 

Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:53 AM 
To: 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
This isjusttoomuchforme. Just please send whatl requested. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:S0 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Car~l 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dr. Lee, 

The :first attached text and the one from this morning is the full newsletter up through the first page of the faculty corner formatted to 
APA style. The W.E.B. Du Bois article is the first page of it. In our meeting two weeks ago we discussed that I had 10 days to send a 
proof/template without the double borders and a test page of the APA format because we needed consistency in that section. In the 
meantime I understood that Prof. McMillan would edit the text from the former proof which he’d send to me, and that I’d use that text 
in the version I created. We were also supposed to pick pictures for the latest iteration but we hadn’t done that by the time I needed to 
send my edits last Fridw nor by the time I created this one. Last week I sent the two pages to show the proposed fornmt of the 
newsletter which was not complete because when I was supposed to make the proof/iemplate I was to have all of the selected pictures 
to work around because it is easier to fit the text to the pictures than it is to fit the pictures to the text. Since we haven’t picked pictures, 
what I sent this morning was a new template with all of the edited text that Prof. McMillan sent me, along with another section on the 
Process Series. I included some pictures that I know we want to use but no others. 

In regards to the factdty section I never got: confirmation :from the committee that the 1-page test: from todw nor the one I sent last 
week was suitable so I did not update the full version since it takes a veu long time to do. If you just want the text of the entire faculty 
corner as it was two weeks ago it is now attached to this email as well but it is still inconsistent. I guess I was under the impression that 
Prof. Seek was correcting the faculty corner text once I got confirmation that APA was okay and converted the whole thing. Sony for 
the miscommunication. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 



Sent; Wednesday, 11:18 AM 

To; 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame 

Subiect; RE: Newsletter 

I am really confused. You promised to send Prof. Seck the word form of the faculty corner. This is the W.E.B. Du Bois article. 
Also, again please send the most recent version of the newsletter. Prior to the pages I received today, I had only received two pages, so I could not comment on other issues. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, :11::11 AM 
To: Seck, Mamarame; Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 
Subject; RE: Newsletter 

Sorry about forgetting that attachinent! Here it is. 

From: Seek, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  10:22 AM 

To:          Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From-" 

Sent-" Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 

Subject-" Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 

Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see lhere is a lot of leftover space. No one gave any input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep lhe 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to nmke it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep in mind lhat lhe number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invilations to lhe 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" folder within the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to email back and forth 
about this because I’ll inevilably miss something Wing to sort lhrough multiple email threads. Eilher way I am also forwardnig lhe .zip 
file of photos again in an email right after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 

2. I have ol~ly included one page of the faculty comer in APA format. I didn’t receive any feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotten approval from lhe committee lhat lids is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a sentence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in this section or just acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also haven’t 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (between study abroad and the language hight). 

4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 

Obviously we need to all look at the layoul but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated Wing to edit the actual newsletter again. 

Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want this done by the 30th. I’m 
giving a midterm on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of my own due on the 1st so I really cmmot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more content edits can we forward these to Katie and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 



to come but I think it would be best for at least the committee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me confused between different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prol: Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from everyone? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <msecl~@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:53 PM 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edw~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

I requested dates of publication for two articles from Georges and will add them as soon as he gets back to me. I am so glad you feel better, Margaret! 

Best, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Seek, Mamarame 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:43 PM 

Dear Mamarame, 
Thanks for doing the faculty corner. Eunice and I will meet a 8 am tomorrow and Tim will join us at 8:30. I will brief you (Mamarame) once you get to campus. I will be in my 

office from 9-10:30 am. 
Thanks all for your support today. I am better. I am so so sorry that things have not worked as planned. 
All my best, 
Margaret 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Car~l; 

l:::c: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:02 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

I hope you are well. Together we will make it work! Please find attached the edited format of the Faculty corner. T used APA for the Publications section and made sure there is 
consistency in Professional presentations section of corner. I may be dropping off my wife at work tomorrow morning and am not sure if I can meet @ 8Alvl. Friday will work 

better for me, except that, this Friday, I have a meeting @ 11AM and teach @ lpm. I can meet anytime in between. 
Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:53 AM 
To: 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
This isjust’~oomuch for me. Just please send whatl requested. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; lvlcMillan, Tim; Seek, lvlamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dr. Lee, 

The first attached text and the one :from this morning is the full newsletter up through the first page of the faculty corner formatted to 
APA style. The W.E.B. Du Bois article is the first page of it. In our meeting m’o weeks ago we discussed that I had 10 days to send a 
proof/template without the double borders and a test page of the APA format because we needed consistency in that section. In the 
meantime I understood that Prof. McMillan would edit the text from the former proof which he’d send to me, and that I’d use that text 
in the version I created. We were also supposed to pick pictures for the latest iteration but we hadn’t done that by the time I needed to 
send my edits last Friday nor by the time I created this one. Last week I sent the two pages to show the proposed format of the 
newsletter which was not complete because when I was supposed to make the proof/template I was to have all of the selected pictures 
to work around because it is easier to fit the text to the pictures than it is to fit the pictures to the text. Since we haven’t picked pictures, 
what I sent this morning was a new template with all of the edited text that Prof. McMillan sent me, along with another section on the 
Process Series. I included some pictures that I know we want to use but no others. 

In regards to the faculty section I never got confirmation from the committee that the 1-page test :from today nor the one I sent: last 
week was suitable so I did not update the full version since it takes a ve~." long time to do. ffyoujust want the text of the entire facul~ 
corner as it was two weeks ago it is now attached to tiffs email as well but it is still inconsistent. I guess I was under the impression that 
Prof. Seek was correcting the facul~ corner text once I got confirmation that APA was okay and converted the whole thing. Sore." for 
the misconm~unication. 



From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:18 AM 

To: 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

1 am really confused. You promised to send Prof. Seck the word form of the faculty corner. This is the W.E.B. Du Bois article. 
Also, again please send the most recent version of the newsletter. Prior to the pages I received today, 1 had only received two pages, so I could not comment on other issues. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Seck, MamarameiLee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Sony about forgetting that attachinent! Here it is. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                  10:22 AM 

To:          Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; Walker, Katie 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret CarN; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame; SaNe, Eunice N; Walker, Katie 

Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Eve~7one, 

Here is fl~e latest: version of the newsletter. A few notes: 

1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave al\v input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to make it both shorler and 
less expensive. Keep in mind that the number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures :for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" :folder wittfin the 
"Photos" folder. I am not sure how else to do this Ulfless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to email back and forth 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something trying to sort through multiple email threads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in an email fight after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 

2. I have only included one page of the faculb~ comer in APA format. I didn’t receive a~ feedback last time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to reformat the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotten approval from the conLrnittee that this is how you want it. 

3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a seutence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in this section or jnst acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also haven’t 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletIer (between study abroad and the language mght). 

4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 



Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated trying to edit the actual newsletler again. 

Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tight for me if we want this done by the 30th. I’m 
giving a midterm on Friday which I have to grade and have a paper of my own due on the I st so I really cannot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more conlent edits can we forward these to Katie and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the COlmnittee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me confused between different versions of edits. Specifically I got ~-o different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from everyone? 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, 6:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

SEF mad African & Afro-American Studies Depaxtment 

SEF - Eunice Sdtfle letter.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 

My name is             and I’m currently the head fimdraJser for the Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund. I’m emailing you in tl~e hope that the SEF and African & 

Afro-American Studies department can work together in the near future to provide UNC students with enriching opportunities. Please take the time to read the attached letter 
and feel free to reach out with any questions. Thank you. 

Best, 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 

disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If’you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Eunice Sahle 
Chair 
Department of African & Afro-American Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Wednesday, 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

I know that you face a perennial challenge when it comes time to prioritize your department’s 
funding needs and formalize them into a budget. The funding cuts of the past several years have 
forced difficult spending decisions across every component of the university. We may have been 
spared the worst of possible effects thanks to the determination of leaders such as yourself. 
However, we have not avoided the costs altogether. 

We at the Student Enrichment Fund are well aware that interdisciplinary and non-research 
initiatives were among the first to be threatened when departments pulled back. That is why 

decided to found the Student 
Enrichment "Fund in               . Modeled off of the Morehead-Cain Discovery Fund, the 
SEF’s goal was to provide a grant source whose application criteria were only limited by the 
ingenuity of the students who applied. 

Carolina students have wide-ranging and diverse interests that often deviate widely from their 
declared course of study but nevertheless enrich their academic pursuits and enliven the 
intellectual climate of our campus. The Student Enrichment Fund supports their endeavors 
through three guiding philosophies. First, we fund students who can make the case that their 
proposal will uniquely accelerate and enrich their own interest and pursuits. Second, students 
must provide a compelling example of how the campus community will be better off when they 
bring their experience back. And third, they must be passionate and excited about the experience 
they propose. 

When the SEF was first established, we knew that existing grant programs on campus did not 
perfectly overlap. What we did not realize was just how large of a gap existed. For example: 

¯ The Office of Undergraduate research has funding for students who present research at 
conferences, but no funding for students who are attending conference to inspire their 
own research - much less their broader interests; 



¯ Individual departments often provide travel grants but those grants are geared towards 
activities within the discipline, making it difficult for students whose goals may lie 

further afield; 
° The Morehead-Cain has grants for Morehead-Cains, the Robertson has grants for 

Robertsons, and the Honors Program has grants for Honors students, but these leave 
many students out; 

° And while there are manifold grants in the thousands of dollars, there are almost none in 
the hundreds of dollars. 

The Student Enrichment Fund has filled this gap and we have had an incredibly successful first 
year. We envision the SEF being an integral part of students’ Carolina experiences for years to 
come and so we take financial planning seriously. Mary and Zealan funded the first year by 
donating our own stipends as seed money. The second year was funded with a $5,000 grant from 
the Parents Council and department chair money. And for future years we will rely on support 
from donors and academic units within the university. 

Our goal is for every department to sponsor one grant a year of at least $200, and more is always 
appreciated. What is a small amount for a single academic unit is an amazing opportunity for the 
broader undergraduate population. With that level of support, we would be able to offer 40 
scholarships a year. Meanwhile, our additional fundraising efforts will multiply the impact of 
your own donation. 

Alongside our world-class faculty and beautiful campus, the student body is one of our great 
assets. Through the Student Enrichment Fund, we aim to further enhance the undergraduate 
learning experience and strengthen what is so core and central to the quality of a Carolina 
education. I appreciate your time in receiving this letter and I hope that you will consider 
learning more about the program and becoming an integral part of its long-term success. 

Most Sincerely, 

Fund Raiser 
Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~ @live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Catch-up 

Mwalimu SaNe! 

How this e-mail never got read, siwezikusema. I sort of thought you got really busy. I am sorry only to be seeing this now. When can you meet next week? 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 07:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Catch-up 

Dear 

Good to hear from you. Let’s meet on Tuesday next week at 11.00am. If this time doesn’t work for you, please let me. Kindly bring any research material you collected during 
the summer to the meeting. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

Sent: Mon~tay, 8:17 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Catch-up 

Good morning Prof. Sahle! 

Hope all is well and that the beginning of your semester’s good. When are you free this week to meet and catch up on the research? 

Thanks, 



From: eunice@email.unc,edu 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 

Subject: Today’s class - Urgent 

7:03 AM 

To: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear Scholars, 

Bring the following items to class today: 

1) Paul Tiyambe Zeleza’s reading that I promised we would discuss in our engagement with theories of development. 

2) Your core text book. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This [brwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages l]com the 

Messages lbr this site: 

" site. To reply to "this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 7:57 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc thculty] Celebrating Congo 

Please join us for this upcoming event: 

Celebrating Congo 
Friday, October 4, 2013 = Saturday, October 5, 2013, 
Friday 7=8 PM, Saturday 10:30 AM-7 PM, 

Stone Center, UNC-(~-I 
An interdisciplinary cultural festival!conference focusing on Congo advocacy. The Salaam Kivu International Film Festival, which is organized annually in eastern Congo by Yole! 
Africa, will have a satellite edition in the US at UNC. This event is the 20~.3-~.4 Music On The Hill festival. The event includes film screenings and discussions, music 
performances, visual arts installations, as well as a series of conference panels addressing effective ways of approaching Congo advocacy from the US. Find more information 
at Celebrating Congo. Free. Please Contact: Chdrie Ndaliko ndaliko@email.unc.edu for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Last Chance to Enter the Carolina Photo Contest! 

Intern with Carolina for Kibera 
Looking for an internship this semester? 

Carolina for Kibera currently has one opening for a Database Management 

internship at our U.S. office based at UNC Chapel Hill. This position will involve 

keeping mailing and donation records organized and up to date, running marketing 

reports, and tracking and creating new strategies for fundraising campaigns. 

Previous experience with Salesforce or a similar database is preferred. 

Contact Nick Johnson (nickjohnson@carolinaforkibera.org) for more information. 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

Pheb Co~’~test NE~,~ STORIES 



Dea~li}~e to Sab}}~il: Se~’3te~}~ber 3f~, 2015 

¯ . Share your international photos 

~.~.~ with your fellow Tar Heels! 

Whether you’re a beginning 

photographer or a pro, submit 

your images to the Carolina 

Global Photoqraphy 

Competitionl Images can be 

from any year and the contest is 

open to all current students, 

alumni, staff, and faculty¯ Prizes will be awarded for winning photos 

showing understanding of the cultural context, representing often- 

overlooked places and themes, and artistic merit¯ Winning entries 

and selected photos will be exhibited in the UNC Fedex Global 

Education Center January through February 2013, adn some images 

will also appear in our 2014 CGI Calendars¯ Check out the video 

trailer for the contest on our websitel 

Internships through the US. Depa~ment 

of State provide the oppo~unity to work in 

U.S embassies throughout the world, in 

various bureaus located in Washington, 

D.C and at Depa~ment offices around 

the United States¯ Learn more about 

howto apply for a summer 2014 

internship in this information session 

with Diplomat in Residence Julie 

Ruterbories. 

This internship information session is 

pa~icularly relevant for sophomore and junior undergraduate 

students interested in a career in foreign affairs More information can 

also be found 

~ntemat~o~;a~ Career Ne-b£o~kh~g 

~ Meet with local working professionals in an informal 

environment to make contacts and learn about 

global/international careers¯ Refreshments will be served 

Business casual aRire recommended¯ RSVP preferred through 

Careerolina, but not required Sponsored by University Career 

Se~ices (UCS) 

See the [=~[~.{i_.L/,£~£_~]];].t~#. for more info 

L~t~no M~r~t~on Prop>ct News-- V~~ite Hoarse 
Champ~o~-~s of Cha~-~{~e Away’d; A~ver~a 

Congratulations to AI He~ns, rec~ent of the WNte House 

Champions of Change Award AI Heggins is the City of High Point 

Human Relations Director and has se~ed as the Latino Migration 

Project’s community pa~ner in High Point for the Building Integrated 

Communities initiative since 2009. She was honored last week at the 

White House for her work helping immigrants integrate civically, 

linguistically and socially in High Point 

h~te~t~ona~ Coffee Hour --~ .................................................................. 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement¯ Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus¯ 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share¯ This 

month’s host is the the Undergraduate Library and EASE 

of Chsnqe: RetMnk~n~ ~:~nd Restodnq the 
Envhonme~ts of the G~oba~ Amedcan Seu~:h 

Profound shi~s in the way we think, use and protect water, rapid 

immigration and demographic change (the ’graying’ and ’browning’ 

of the United States), and immense urbanization have made the 

American South a bellwether of environmental change for both 

R~:ZSOURCES 



America and the world at large. Cities, Rivers, and Cultures of 

Change: Rethinking and Restoring the Environments of the Global 

American South aims to bring together graduate students, faculty, 

independent scholars, and a broader public audience to share 

current research that explore these themes from the point of view of 

1) southern culture, history, and ethics, 2) efforts to restore natural 

and built environments, and 3) the implications and connections 

between changes to the American South and the inter-connected 

global environment in which we live Special Programming: Margaret 

Palmer (University of Maryland) will deliver the Chandler Lecture in 

Southern Business History as the conference keynote. 

.......................................................................... GLOBAL ANNOU, NCEMENTS 

On October 4-5, an unprecedented festival will bring world-class musicians, film a~ists, and speakers 

together for the first time. Celebrating Congo 2013 seeks to engage the Carolina community in 

meaningful discussion about both the cultural power and conflict of the DR Congo. 

The Depa~ment of Geography Colloquium Series invites you to join us this Friday, September 27, at 

3:30pm in 220 Saunders Hall for a talk by Dr. Kris Olds, Professor and Chair of the Depa~ment of 

Geography at U_LI~}~2_[IzU_Z__t£2~]_L&~:LIbJ~3_:~z[#J~b:2#. This presentation examines key dimensions of the 

emerging global higher education landscape which, taken together, point to the ’denationalization’ 

and ’desectoralization’ of higher education. We hope you will join us a~eA~/ards for a happy hour with the 

speaker. 

Be,/in Tighe == 30i Pitsboro StFeet Suite 3002 i CB 5145 i ¢:~n<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 





Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:23 PM 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu>; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email. uric .edu> 

RE: Faculb~ Comer file 

Looks good Mamarame but Chadene’s last name is Regester (not register) an needs to be corrected in the Presentations secdon. 

Thanks 

T~m 

F~m= Seck, Namarame 
Se~t~ Thursday, ~0:53 AN 
Te~ Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
S~bject= Facul~ Corner file 
Dear Margaret, 

I hope the meeting went well. 1‘ apologize for missing it. Please find attached the updated Faculty Corner file. Everything is now in order. 

Best wishes, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, : 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

7:42 PM 

Thanks so much Mamarame. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Seek, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:52 PM 

I requested dates of publication for two articles from, 

Be~ 
Mamarame 

and will add them as soon as he gets back to me. T am so glad you feel better, Margaret! 

Froro: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Seck, Mamarame 
~::c: Sahle, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:43 PM 

Dear Mamarame, 
Thanks for doing the faculty corner. Eunice and T will meet a 8 am tomorrow and Tim will join us at 8:30.1 will brief you (Mamarame) once you get to campus. 1‘ will be in my 

office from 9-10:30 am. 
Thanks all for your support today. 1‘ am better. 1‘ am so so sorry that things have not worked as planned. 
All my best, 
Margaret 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; 

Co: SaMe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

5:02 PM 

Dear Margaret, 

I hope you are well. Together we will make it work! Please find attached the edited format of the Faculty corner. 1‘ used APA for the Publications section and made sure there is 
consistency in Professional presentations section of corner. I may be dropping off my wife at work tomorrow morning and am not sure if 1‘ can meet @ 8AM. Friday will work 
better for me, except that, this Friday, I have a meeting @ 11AM and teach @ lpm. 1‘ can meet anytime in between. 
Best regards, 
Mamarame 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:53 AM 
To: 
¢c: SaMe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
This isjusttoomuchforme. Just please send what1‘ requested. 

Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Dr. Lee, 
The first attached text and the one from tlfis morning is the full newsletter up through the first page of the faculty comer formatted to 
APA style. The W.E.B. Du Bois article is the first page of it. In our meeting two weeks ago we discussed that I had 10 days to send a 
proof/template without the double borders and a test page of the APA fommt because we needed consistency in that section. In the 
meantime I understood that Prof. McMillan would edit the text from the former proof which he’d send to me, and that I’d use that text 
in the version I created. We were also supposed to pick pictures for the latest iteration but we hadfft done that by the time I needed to 
send my edits last Friday nor by the time I created this one. Last week I sent the two pages to show the proposed format of the 
newsletter which was not complete because when I was supposed to make the proof/template I was to have all of the selected pictures 
to work around because it is easier to fit the text to the pictures than it is to fit the pictures to the text. Since we havefft picked pictures, 
what I sent this morning was a new template with all of the edited text that Prof. McMillan sent me, along with another section on the 
Process Series. I included some pictures that I know we want to use but no others. 
In regards to the faculty section I never got confirmation from the conmdttee that the 1-page test from today nor the one I sent last 
week was suitable so I did not update the full version since it takes a ve~." long time to do. ffyoujust want the text of the entire faculty 
comer as it was two weeks ago it is now attached to tiffs email as well but it is still inconsistent. I guess I was under the impression that 
Prof. Seek was correcting the faculty comer text once I got confirmation that APA was okay and converted the whole thing. Sore." for 
the miscommtmication. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:18 AM 

To: 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seek, Mamarame 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

I am really confused. You promised to send Prof. Seek the word form of the faculty corner. This is the W.E.B. Du Bois article. 
Also, again please send the most recent version of the newsletter. Prior to the pages I received today, I had only received two pages, so I could not comment on other issues. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 

From: [ 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:11 AM 
To: Seek, Mamarame; Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Sore7 about forgetting that attachment! Here it is. 

From: Seck, Mamarame <msecl(@ ema!]_.___u__n___c__.__e___d___u_.> 
Sent: Wednesday,                  10:22 AM 

To:        i; Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; SaNe, Eunice; ~ 

Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hello 

Thanks for sending this. It looks great to me. But, I haven’t received the word format for the faculty corner in order to make the necessary changes. We have agreed that you 
would send it to me after the meeting. Can you please send it to me today? 

Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:24 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame; Sahle, Eunice N; 
Subject: Newsletter 

Hello Everyone, 
Here is the latest version of the newsletter. A few notes: 
1. You’ll see there is a lot of leftover space. No one gave any input on pictures yet. I need to know whether we want to keep the 
newsletter at this length and fill in gaps with pictures (and which ones) or if we want to consolidate more to lnake it both shorter and 
less expensive. Keep in mind that tt~e number of pages has to be divisible by four in order to print it. I sent all of you invitations to the 
dropbox folder where you can select pictures for the newsletter by clicking and dragging them into the "Final Photos" folder witlfin the 



"Photos" folder. I am not: sure how else to do this unless we meet in person again. I think it’s too complicated to email back and forth 
about this because I’ll inevitably miss something Wing to sort through multiple email threads. Either way I am also forwarding the .zip 
file of photos again in an email rigN after this, the file is too big to attach to this one. 
2. I have only included one page of the faculty comer in APA format. I didn’t receive any :feedback last: time around on this section. 
Please tell me if this is how you want it to look. It will take me at least a few hours to refommt the whole section so I don’t want to do it 
if I haven’t gotten approval from the committee that this is how you want it. 
3. I still need feedback on the section on the Process Series. This is just the paragraph that was forwarded to me plus a sentence or 
two to include the website. Do you want to list all of the cosponsors in this section or just acknowledge AAAD’s role? I also haven’t 
gotten any feedback on if it is placed in the appropriate order in the newsletter (between study abroad and the language night). 
4. Have we figured out who is printing this yet or should I still look into it? 
Obviously we need to all look at the layout but I’ve also attached the text file again so we can make any edits in there so it doesn’t get 
complicated Wing to edit the actual newsletter again. 
Please give me feedback on this version as soon as possible. It’s going to be really tigN for me if we want this done by the    . I’m 
giving a        on Friday which I have to grade and have a     of my own due on the so I really cannot spend any time 
working on the newsletter this weekend. The only time I really have to work on this before the weekend is late tonight and late 
Thursday. If there are more content edits can we forward these to     and I’ll just finish the actual layout? I don’t know if I’d be able 
to come but I think it would be best for at least the committee to talk about this together before sending anything along to either of us 
because the multiple emails have gotten me confused bem, een different versions of edits. Specifically I got two different edited 
versions of the Du Bois pieces each from Prof. McMillan and Prof. Lee and I’m not sure which is the final version. (The one in the 
proof is Prof. Lee’s, the one in the text file is Prof. McMillan’s). Once all the edits are decided can one person just send me all of the 
notes from everyone? 

(~live.tmc,ed:u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rieflcohl Muniz, Bealriz S <rieflcohl@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 1:12 PM 

inll- duncpla@duke.edu; isa- grad@listserv.anc.edu 

FW: Please, circulate intbrmation on working group 

Forwarded Message: 
From: Victoria Paniagua [mailto:victoda.paniagua@duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                  11:31 AM 
To: Natalie Hartman; Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S 
Subject: Please, circulate information on working group 

Dea~: All, 

The first meeting of tl~e Working Group on Pos~t-Neoliberal Transformations in Latin America: Civil Socie~ and Political Parties roll be held on Monday, 

at 4pm at Hamilton Hall Room 355, UNC-Chapel Hill. 

In this optx)mmity, we will di~uss the following presentations: 

*Greg Schober (PhD CraM/date in Polilical Scie~ce, Duke) - "Conditional C&sh Transfers aM Broad Political Participation". 

, /~%C) - "Detemfinants of Success of the Constituent Assembly Refoim Process". 

UNC) - "SociaJ Policy Implementation in Multilevel Contexts: The Cases of Argentina and Brazil". 

We hope you can join us’. 

Victoria Paniagua and Santiago Amia 

Co-Coordinators tbr the UNC-Duke Working Crroup on Post-Neoliberal Transtbm~adons in Latin America: Civil Society and Political Parties. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

FW: GennaMcNeil 

Dear Eunice 

You can find at your inbox Genna and Ana Sofia EPA forms, for your signature, 

Thank yr_!u, 

Sonia 

From-" Gore, Travis 
Sent= Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:49 PN 

To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= RE: GennaNcNei 

Hey Son~m Yes ~ can do 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:48 PN 

To= Gore, Travis 
Subject; N: GennaNcNei 
Helo Tray,s 

Th~s ~s the document that we talk th~s morning. Big favor- can you print it and put in the fo~der on Eunice’s inbox? 

T h a n k ~; 

F~m= Kent, Adam S 
Sent= Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:46 PN 

To= Colon, SoNa 
Subject= RE: GennaNcNei 

Hi Sonya, 

Sorry fo~ the delay h~ 8ett~n8 this to you, ~t has been one of those dmcsH P~ease send my best to Eunice, 

A d a m 

Adam Kent 

Depadmental Manager 

UNC Depadment of HiNo~ 

CB 3195, 555 Hamilton Hall 
Chapel Hil, NC 27599~195 

919.962-2117 (Di~ct Line) 

(Mobile) 

u~ u.ubz-~ 4u~ (Fax) 
akent@unc.edu 
IM: oasisadamkent 

http://histot~.unc.edu 

F~m= Colon, Sonia 
Sent= Thursday, September 26, 2053 4:37 PN 

Te= Kent, Adam S 
Subject= GennaNcNeil 

Hello Adam 

When you get a chance, please send me copy of the EPA form. 

Have a nice evening. 

Thanks 

Sonia 

l i~i old w~f b ........ " 

~:~, S--5, ’F. [.-S~ ~ ,8-~2.~ [, ~-5, Y, 8-5) 

~I)’~:~,~ "l.f)’~:c~<~,~ .-- 0’~,~<~:’,~:~,~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, September 27, 2013 11:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Joseph Megel 

Dear Eunice 

I talk with Elizabeth Thomas, Manager at Communication department, and she said that Joseph haven’t reach the maximum overload payment. Also, she said that 

the agreement with the overload payment for Joseph was that AAAD will transfer ! to their Instructional Budget account. 

Please let me know if you need additional information. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

S ~’~.,,"~ i a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <~khilli@email.unc.edu;, 

Friday, September 27, 2013 12:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Megel 

Hi Eunice, 

I’m writing to confirm the arrangement with respect to Joseph Megel that Delmis Mumby, our previous department chair, mentions in the email that I include belo~v. Is this also your 
understanding? Thales in advance for an?- light you can shed on the matter. 

hope this email finds you well. 

very best, 
Ken 

Ken t li[lis 
Prufessur and Chair 
Department uf Cotmnunication Studies 
The Unwersity o17 North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Thumas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Sublect: FW: Megel 

Frum: Mumby, Dennis K 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 11:22 AM 
Tu: ~I1qumas, Elizabeth 
Sutzject: Re: Mege[ 

Hi Elizabeth, 
Mege[ will be teaching a class in Af-Am this spring for which the?" will be paying us 
Am, to cur~firm this an-angement. 
Best, 
Dennis 

that will go into uur instructional budget. You might have Ken contact Eunice Sable, chair uf Af- 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 11:03 A_’v2 "Thomas, Elizabeth" <letl’~oraas@unc.edu<mailto:lethomas(&unc.edu>> xvrote: 

Dennis, 

On your 13-14 budget, you had for Megel for AFAM. Were they supposed to pay- part of his salary, because the?" just called asking about an overload payment. ;\~at was your 
understanding of the situation’.’ 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

Department Manager 
Department of Corcanunication Studies 
114 Binghara Hall, C’~3# 3285 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
lethomas@tmc, edu<mailto:lethomas(&unc.edu> 
Office: 919-962-4981 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 1:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Post-tenure Review 

Hi Eunice, 

Please see to it that all members of the con~mittee receive Charlene’s dossier. 

Thanks, 

Bereket 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 9:47 AM 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: RE: Post-tenure Review 

Thanks, Bereket But I am still not in possession of Charlene’s dossier. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel }{ill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Selassie, Bereket {I 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 8:25 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Post-tenure Review" 

[)ear Georges, 

October 7, at 11 am is a good time to start our post-tenure review of Dr. Charlene Regester. I hope it :fits with your schedule We will meet at the faculty lounge. 

Bereket 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu; 

Friday, 1:38 PM 

Office tbr Undergraduate Research <ourintb@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Oltice for Undergraduate Research         e-newsletter 

Dear OUR Friends and Colleagues: We are working on a new delivery system for our e-newsletter as well as a new look. We apologize for any duplicates of the 

newsletter you may have received. We will be working out the kinks and look forward to your feedback about the e-newsletter. 

Display problems? View this newsletter jE_¥our browser. 

OU R Newsletter 

The Off~ce for Undergraduste Reses~-ch newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news about 

undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students and 

faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our w~-~bsit~-~ or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

--On the Blogs 

--Upcoming OUR Events 

--New OUR staff 

--Celebration of Undergraduate Research Poster on Display 

--Upcoming Undergraduate Research Conference 

--McNair Scholars Program 

--Make a Gift 

On the Blogs 

OUR Blog: Read about r~! ~e3r.’~h .’~i spadefeot i.’~ads and her experience presenting 

at conferences. You can learn more about in her staff profile below. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

Taking the First Steps 

Thursday, 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

Student Union 3411 

Are you interested in conducting undergraduate research? Are you curious about how to get started? 

Do you want to know more about the opportunities and resources available? Come hear from student 

Ambassadors, OUR staff, and Liaisons for Undergraduate Research about their experiences, advice 

and guidance There will be lots of time for Q&A!! Casponsored by the S[udent Gow.~rnrrien~, Ac, aderrfic 

Affairs Committee 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is partnering with the Hous.q Und.m..’;r~-:duale [.i~.)[a!y and Th.,! 

Wdtii~9 Centai for this session of the UL’s Fall .eDU Series: 

Tackle a Literature Review 

Monday 

7:00-8:30 p.m. 

House Undergraduate Library 124 



Meet new OUR staff member 

i am a from majoring in with 

and Minors. I am currently serving as an OUR Ambassador and more 

recently as an Undergraduate Assistant for Office for Undergraduate Research 

From my perspective as an undergraduate researcher, working on projects ranging from mating 

behavior or foraging behaviors in spadefoot toads to memory reconsolidation in rats, I aim to help 

promote OUR’s presence at Carolina Other undergrads and faculty should be aware of the numerous 

opportunities available and the unimaginable contributions that young minds can provide to assorted 

fields. If I am not studying or working, I am often on my way to present my research projects at 

symposiums or conferences around the country, sometimes supported by OUR. As my advisor always 

says, "If it is nor published or presented it is as if the science never happened." 

Celebration of Undergraduate Research Poster 
Winner 

Visit the second floor of the }-i,’~u,< e :JnderL,’,r~duai~ I. ibr~-.’ry and see CUR Poster Winner BreAnne Allen’s 

poster. BreAnne’s research project is entitled Treatment Adherence and Peer Relationships of 

Adolescents with Cystic Fibrosis and her faculty mentor is D! Milch P[insieii~ in the Department of 

Psychology. 

Charlotte 

State of North 
Carolina 

Undergraduate 
Research & 

Creativity 
Symposium 

Dctober 23 is the deadline to submit 

abstracts to present at the 

2013 SNCURCS conference at UNC- 

McNair Scholars Program 

The Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program offers UNC-CH students who are first- 

generation and low-income or racial and ethnic minorities underrepresented in graduate school the 

opportunity to be competitive applicants for Ph.D. programs and to become the next great scholars of 

our nation. The overall focus of the program is to introduce scholars to the joy and rigor of research and 

scholarship. The program provides an encouraging and supportive culture that will assist scholars 

through their journey Learn more about eligibility requirements and program offerings on 

Attend an Interest Meeting: 

Tuesday, 

6:30 p m--7:30 pm 

SASB North Upendo 1119 



Give to OUR 
Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ISA HQ <isa@isanet.org> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Oct 1st deadline for FLAC$O-ISA 2014 conference in Buenos Aires 

Deadline for paper and panel proposals is just a few days away! 

Call for Panels and Papers 

FLACSO-ISA - Global and Regional Powers in a Changing World 

Buenos Aires, Argentina -- JULY 23-25, 2o14 

Paper and/or panel proposals are due by Tuesday, October 1st, 2()13 

Website: http:i!x~wv.isanet.org/ConfereneesiFLACSOBuenosAires2o 14.aspx 

The increasing gravitation of emerging economies is changing the landscape of international polities. This has implications for the possibilities of 
a new global order where emerging powers have begun to engage in the construction of new norms, governance institutions, development 
agendas and citizenship practices. Likewise, the context of regionalism and regionalization processes is also being transtbrmed with the global 
projection of emerging powers. China, India, Brazil, Russia and South Africa are increasingly acquiring pivotal roles in the articulation of 
regional and global dynamics. At the same time, traditional powers became more focused on pressing domestic and regional challenges due to 
the financial and economic crisis that started in 2o08. These changes and reeonfigurations constitute a new terrain of innovation, collaboration 
and dispute of an increasingly wider scope of policies, economic interests, identities and sources of legitimization of the international order. 

Graduate Student Workshops: As a highlight to the program, we will be sponsoring graduate student workshops to allow graduate 
students and post-does to present their research in a small-group panel sekting with detailed feedback from senior scholars, and to allow for 
greater professional development and networking opportunities. 

We look forward to an exciting conference and we hope you ~dll join us in Buenos Aires! 

Please email aW questions to t~’I.ACSO- ISA~o~4@isanet.org 

Best regards, 
Cintia Quilieoni& Mareelo Saguier, Program Co-Chairs 
FLACSO Argentina 
Andrea K. Gerlak & ,lennifer Cyr, Program Co-Chairs 
University of Arizona 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

- required cultura] attendance 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
I was looking at the class website on Sakai and I am having trouble finding the information on the dates of the required cultural events this semester. I am 
wondering where you posted them? Also, 
I wanted to confirm with you that we must attend 2 cultural events this semester and you wanted us to e-mail our accounts of what we experienced by e- 

mail? 
Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <ndaliko@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:21 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, E~mice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; mmukenge@globalfundtbrwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 

Celebrating Congo pm~el discussion 

Dear Georges, Muadi, Eunice, and Bob, 

Thank you all for the ~vork you are putting into our Celebrating Congo event - we are veW excited that things are coming together so nicely for the festival and conference. 

I wanted to write a brief note about our vision for your panel, which is the final panel of the conference. Our hope is that, through your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the important themes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better understand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a formal keynote, which we appreciate. "¢~qaen he concludes, Dr Sahle, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by the other panelists, l£you 
are more comfortable preparing something in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wonderIi~l if you feel able to speak to the events of the day. After each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr Sahle will upen up the cunversatiun to a general discussion including audience questions and cumments. 

In case it is helpful fur yuu to knuw, the previuus panels are: 
1. Art and Activism in Cungu, in which we will give a profile of some urgani7~atiuns (including Yule! Africa) that are working towards empowerment and socio-politica[ transfurmation in the 
regiun. One of the important themes that prumises tu come uut of this discussion is the necessi~" of cullaboration with luca[ populatiuns and the impurtance of truly listening tu lucal voices 
and needs as well as recognimng agency and empuwerment rather than louking for victims in need uf saving by the West. 

2. The secund panel is entitled Congu Advucacy in the US. ’]7he ubjective behind including this particular conversation is to louk at the potential ~2~r cooperatiun between fragmented 
advocacy gruups working in the US. This panel will allow different advocacy urganizations to present their wurk and then tu dialugue with one anuther. 

In between the panels there will alsu be a live skype conversation between UNC students and yuuth in Guma, during which we will have the uppurtum~ tu hear directly from Cungolese 
youth 

Finally, as you know the evening will cunclude with a shuw by the legendary Kanda Bongu Man Band. I have complimentary tickets for each of you. If you want to reserve additional 
tickets, please do su here: http://wwwetix.cum/ticket/online/performanceSearch.isp?performance id 1755864&language en 

I hope this gives you an idea of the event and ufthe pussible themes and threads yuu might be able to weave tugether in your culminating cumments 

Thank you again for participating and please let me knuw if you have any questions or wuuld like further information. 

Looking forward to next weekend! 
Ch~rie 

Chdrie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

Front: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Subject: Mudimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late afternoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a formal presentation on the 
roandtable. E~ice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partner’s expertise. Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, followed by- a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~vnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +            (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Barbara Anderson 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 12:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Fwd: Art aM Justice 

@gmail.com> 

I thought you might find this interesqfing. Seudiug much afl~ctiou to you, B 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Anne Makepeace <info@maJ~epeaceproductions.com> 

Date: September 28, 2013, 11:00:26 AM EDT 

To: <          ~.aol.com> 
Subject: Art and Justice 

Reply-To: Anne Makepeace <info~Inakepeaceproductions.com> 

Filming in Kenya 

We were just about to send this message last week when the horrible news from Nairobi 

came in. It was with deep sadness and terror that I read of the attack, which took place in a 

mall where my crew and I often had lunch just last month. We have delayed sending this 

newsletter until after the three day mourning period, which will be over when you receive 

this. We believe that a positive message about Kenya could be a good thing, so we are 

sharing our vivid memories of our August trip with you here. 

Traveling with Wangechi Mut~ 
for A Necessary Madness 

This was Wangechi’s first family trip home in nearly 20 

.......... years. During that time, she made a life in NewYork, 

became a world-class artist, married and had two children. 

All the while, her complex feelings about Africa and home 

erupted in her art, often in disturbing ways. Where do 

these explosive feelings come from?And how can she 

satisfy her longing to go home again? 

These are questions that A 

Necessarg Madness will address. Many clues emerged 

while we were in Kenya. Wangechi had always wanted to 

know more about The Emergency (aka the Mau Mau 

Rebellion), a violent uprising that preceded Kenya’s 

independence. When she was a girl, no one would talk 

about the Mau Mau time, or the upheavals that uprooted 

Kikuyus from their land. 



During a visit to her 93-year-old grandmother, Wathira, 

Wangechi and all of us learned a lot about the brutality of 

Kenyan history. With our camera rolling, Wangechi asked 

Wathira about life under colonial rule, and about the oath 

she and most Kikuyus had taken to shield and support the 

Mau Maus. Wathira described being forcibly taken from 

their land by the British, and being caught in the middle of 

the violence on both sides. At one point, Wangechi said 

that she got her fierceness from her grandmother, and 

Wathirajust smiled~ 

-image courtesy of the Artist and Susanne Vi~        Los Angeles Projects. 
Collection of the Nasher Museum of Art at Duke University. 

Below, a slide show of images, filming with DPJoan Churchill and our fabulous fixer, Justin 

Purefoy, who also helped with sound. Some of the most memorable moments were visiting 

Wangechi’s mentor, paleontologist Richard Leakey, at his Turkana Basin Institute; 

discovering a treasure trove of Wangechi’s teenage artworks; and a visit to The Nest, an 

art center founded by friends. (..C..~!j.~!~..!:~.~E3..~9..~.~3...~]3~£.~..t?.!!.c..~:..c..~) 

A Nec~:s4~,~y ,?~;~dness is a produc, fiorl of Muse Film ~rid Television, Inc ~rid Makepeace Productk)n.~i 

Next up: filming the planning and installation of Wangechi’s first retrospective exhibit, A 

F~t~sticJo~ey, in the feminist wing of the Brooklyn Museum, opening on October 

and running through March 9, 2014 



Vision MaRer Med a Funding8 for 
The California Tribal Justice Project! 

I am very pleased to announce that Vision Maker Media 

has awarded The California Tribal justice Project 

development funding. At last we can head back to 

Quechan to begin filming Judge White and some of her 

ongoing cases. I am really looking forward to working with 

Quechan filmmaker Dan Golding, pictured with me here at 

the Language Is Life Conference. 

Stay tuneci for breaking news about this pr@ect 

An Exultation of 
California Indian Languages 

I have just returned from the Language is Life Conference 

at the beautiful Matin Headlands in Northern California. It 

was a moving and energizing event, with more than 200 

native people of all ages coming together from many 

California Indian communities, sharing experiences and 

information about the ways they are keeping their 

languages alive. 

I was honored to be invited by renowned linguist Leanne 

Hinton to talk about }}~.£..&!i{].!..~1~£.~:[.£~£,. my documentary 

about the revival of the Wampanoag language. Many in 

the audience had already seen the film and spoke 

eloquently about how the story has inspired them in their 

language work. Leanne also asked me to talk about my 

newfilm, The California Tribal justice Project. 

~ 
D uring the weekend, the 

connection between language revival and the tribal courts 

crystallized for me. Both are crucial to native identity and 

tribal sovereignty. The judges we are featuring are 

reaching back to traditional values embedded in their 

languages, creating culturally appropriate forms of justice, 

and asserting their sovereign rights to adjudicate cases in 

their own ways. 

At the conference I also gave a brief demonstration of the 

Our Mothel [on~ues websi~.e. It was great to show our 

newest sections on the Chumash and Karuk languages, 

with video filmed by Dan Golding at the Breath of Life 

conference last year. Here, Dan is interviewing Monique 

Sonoquie (Chumash) for Chasing Voices, his film about 

linguist John Peabody Harrington. 

There were many Chumash 

and Karuk speakers and language learners at the 

conference, among them Crystal Richardson and family 

members from the Karuk tribe, who demonstrated teaching 

techniques..~i!~.g!~..!?.~.{.~ to watch video of Crystal and 

others talking about learning from their elders, figuring out 

new words, and using language to heal the past. 



During a break, awesome Yurok language instructor Carole 

Lewis told me howJudge Abinanti supports language 

revitalization efforts at Yurok. She often gives offenders 

who have been convicted of substance abuse the 

opportunity to complete community service in Carole’s 

language classes, a great place to heal and develop pride 

in their tribal identity and culture. 

A multi-generational gathering of many 
California Indian tribes at Language is Life 

Photos cou rtesy of Scott Braley, 

Explore the Our Mother Tongues Website 

Can you guess which icon below goes with which tribe on the Our Mother Tongues websi~e? 

Click ~o~nd oud 

Check out great photos, watch Video~ and learn about many Native American languages 

from Alaska to North Carolina, Oklahoma to New York, Montana to Massachusetts. There is 

even an Mteractive Ma~L~ a ~ where you can listen to thirteen different Native 

tongues, ~3..~.!.c..~!~,. and a fun feature called ~3.~9.}.~!~..fl.t~.~ offering an entertaining way to 

connect with friends and family by sending audio greetings in a Native American language. 

Please visit OurMotherFon~ 

We love hearin~L from you! 

Some Recent Comments ... 

IFrom Tamara G -- 
II recently watched 
~and wanted to commend you on 
your excellent film! While the story 
itse f is tru y remarkab e, I fee the 
Ifilm is sensitively and beautifully 
~crafted, and I am grateful for your 
,vision in bringing this story to the 

[From Metre T -- 
I saw .~..;~t!i~’~!..&L~:.~.2:~.¢.<¢t at the Native 
Vson FIm Festval nGothenburg, 

ISweden, this weekend. I was moved 
~and so impressed at seeing the 
Iwork of creating a "long dead" 
Ilanguage. Not only are you 
Irecreating the language, but you are 



screen. I hope one day to meet you giving it new life. It takes people 
and also Jessie Little Doe. What with an immense fire inside to 

amaz ng women accomp ish this task. 

Stream it on iTunes! 

Dowtfload it on Amazo~:~! 

~:.h~...~..~@..b:~.::.~i~.~g..~ !:~:.~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <khilli@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 1:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Megel 

Hi Eumce, 

Sorry to write you on the weekend but rm hoping you can write me back on my Friday email to you as I’m meeting Joseph tomorrow morning at 10 and hope to clear up the confusion. 

Dennis told me that his understanding with you was that Joseph would teach a class for you for which your department would pay ours     I realize the overload arrangement benefits 
Joseph more and I appreciate that. Dennis, ho~vever, was also looking at the implications for our instructional budget and undergraduate teaching. Unfortu~aately, Joseph’s teaching an 
overload will mean that I ~vill have to cut one graduate student from next year’s admissions and this will, in domino fashion, mean that we will have to reduce our undergraduate offerings. 
Any information you can provide me ~vould be much appreciated. Thales 

best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Con~munication Studies 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Megel 

Hi [~unice, 

I’m writing to confirm the arrangement with respect to Joseph Megel that Dennis Mumby, our previous department chair, mentions in the email that I include below. Is this also your 
understanding? Thanks in advance :[’or any light you can shed on the matter. 

I hope this el:nail finds you well 

very best, 

Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
’]7he University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 12:25 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Sut~ject: FW: Megel 

From: Mumby, Dermis K 
Sent: Friday-, Septeraber 27, 2013 11:22 AM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: Re: Megel 

Hi Elizabeth. 
Megel will be teaching a class in Af-Arn this spring for which they will be paying us 
Am, to cotlfilTa this arrangement. 
Best, 
Dennis 

that will go into our instructional budget. You might have Ken contact Eunice Sahle, chair of Af- 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 11:03 AM. "Thomas, Elizabeth" <lethomas@unc.edu<raailto:lethomas,@,unc.edu>> wrote: 

Dennis, 

On your 13-14 budget, you had %r Megel for AFAM. Were they supposed to pay part of his salary, because they just called asking about an overload payment. \Vhat was your 
understanding of the situation? 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

Department Manager 
Department of Con~munication Studies 
114 Bingham Hall, CB# 3285 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

lethomas@unc edu<mailto:lethomas@unc.edu> 
Ofiice: 919-962-4981 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 2:09 PM 

Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <nda]iko@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; mmnkenge@globalfundtbrwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 

RE: Celebrating Congo pmael discussion 

Dear Cherie, 

As I indicated in my last email, Eunice and I are against the idea of a formal paper presentation on the roundtable. I read Mudimbe’s paper, and it is not the kind of paper that much of the 
expected audience would understand. Eunice has an excellent idea of the kinds of question she would ask each of us, and I will leave it to her to explain for the benefit of the panelists. 

When is Muadi arriving at RDU? 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Ndaliko, Ch~rie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfundforwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal ca 
Subject: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Georges, Muadi, Eunice, and Bob, 

Thank you all for the work you are putting into our Celebrating Congo event - we are veW excited that things are coming together so nicely for the festival and conference. 

I wanted to write a brief note about our vision fi~r your panel, which is the final panel of the conference. Our hope is that, through your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the important themes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better understand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a ~2~rma[ keynote, which we appreciate. When he concludes, Dr Sahle, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by the other panelists. If you 
are more comfortable preparing something in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wonderful if you feel able to speak to the events of the day. After each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr. Sahle will open up the conversation to a general discussion including audience questions and comments. 

In case it is helpful for you to know-, the previous panels are: 
1. Alt and Activism in Congo, in which ~ve will give a profile of some organizations (including Yale!Africa) that are working to,yards empowennent and socio-political transformation in the 
region. One of the important themes that promises to come out of this discussion is the necessi~ of collaboration ~vith local populations and the importance of truly listening to local voices 
and needs as ~vell as recognizing agency and empo~verment rather than looking for victims in need of saving by the West. 

2. The second panel is entitled Congo Advocacy in the US. The objective behind including this particular conversation is to look at the potential for cooperation between fragmented 
advocacy groups working in the US. This panel will allow different advocacy organizations to present their ~vork and then to dialogue with one another. 

In between the panels there ~vill also be a live skT-pe conversation between UNC students and youth in Goma, during ~vhich we ~vill have the opportani~" to hear directly from Congolese 
youth. 

Finally, as you know the evening will conclude ~vith a sho~v by the legendary Kanda Bongo Man Band. I have complimentary tickets for each of you. If you want to reserve additional 
tickets, please do so here: http://wa~w.etix.corrgticket/online/performanceSearch.isp?performance id=1755864&language=en 

I hope this gives you an idea of the event and of the possible themes and threads you might be able to weave together in your culminating comments. 

Thank you again for participating and please let me know- if you have any questions or ~vould like further itfformation. 

Looking forward to next weekend! 
Chdrie 

Ch~rie Rivers Ndaliko, PhD. 
Assistant Professor 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Subject: Mudimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late aI’~emoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a formal presentation on the 
roundtable Eunice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partner’s expertise Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, followed by a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 



Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel t Ii[1, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (celD, ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: ~gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:29 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: @gmail .com> 

Subject: Re: Citation s~le 

Dr, Sahle, 

Jnst an update: I’m working on a revision that I can send to     to look over this week, then will incorporate any thoughts/additions from her, and should have 

something ready for you for ne~ weekend. So yes,    sounds appropriate. I’ll keep you updated if an~hing changes. Thanks so much for your support in this. 

On at 11:08 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

<Gitation - for chapters.clocx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <ndaliko@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:06 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.nnc.edu-~ 

SaNe, E~mice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; mmnkenge@globalthndtbrwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 

RE: Celebrating Congo pmael discussion 

Dear Georges, 

I completely agree with you that a formal presentation is not ideal and also, that the audience will likely not get too much out of Mudimbe’s proposed paper - ~vhat shall we do? I emailed him 
quite some time ago asking that he not give the formal presentation but rather speak in response to the themes of the day. I never got a response from him and am not entirely sure he even 
got my email. I ~vould greatly appreciate any suggestions you have on gently reorienting the panel[ 

Thanks, 
Ch~rie 

Ch6rie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntal~ti a, (3 eorges 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfundforwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal ca 
Sul~iect: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

[)ear Cherie, 

As I indicated in my last email, Eunice and I are against the idea of a formal paper presentation on the roundtable. ! read Mndimbe’s paper, and it is not the kind of paper that much of the 
expected audience would understand. Eunice has an excellent idea of the kinds of question she would ask each of us, and I will leave it to her to explain ]2~r the benefit of the panelists. 

When is Mnadi arriving at RDU? 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African Araerican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday-, September 29, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfur~dfol~’omen.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 
Subject: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Georges, Muadi, E~mice, and Bob, 

Thank you all for the work you are putting into our Celebrating Congo event - we are veW excited that things are coraing together so nicely for the festival and conference. 

I wanted to write a brief note about our vision for your panel, which is the final panel of the comference. Our hope is that, through your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the impoltant theraes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better ~mderstand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a formal keynote, which we appreciate. \~en he concludes, Dr. Sable, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by the other panelists. If you 
are more comfortable preparing something in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wonderful if you feel able to speak to the events of the day. After each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr. Sahle will open up the conversation to a general discussion including audience questions and comments. 

In case it is helpful for you to know, the previous panels are: 
1. Art and Activism in Congo, in which we will give a profile of some organizations (including Yole!Africa) that are ~vorking towards empowerment and socio-political transformation in the 
region. One of the important themes that promises to come out of this discussion is the necessity of collaboration with local populations and the importance of truly listening to local voices 
and needs as well as recognizing agency and empowelrnent rather than looking for victims in need of saving by the West. 

2. The second panel is entitled Congo Advocacy in the US. The objective behind including this particular conversation is to look at the potential fbr cooperation between fragmented 
advocacy groups working in the US. This panel will allo~v different advocacy organizations to present their work and then to dialogue with one another 

In between the panels there will also be a live skype conversation between UNC students and yonth in Goma, during which we will ha~’e the opportunity’ to hear directly from Congolese 
youth. 

Finally, as you kno~v the evening will conclude with a show by the legendaW Kanda Bongo Man Band. I have complimenta~z tickets for each of you If you want to reserve additional 
tickets, please do so here: http://w~v.etix.com/ticket/online/performanceSearch.jsp~performance id=1755864&language=en 

hope this gives you an idea of the event and of the possible themes and threads you might be able to ~veave together in ?’our cuhninating comments. 

Thank you again for participating and please let me know if you have any questions or would like fi~lther infbrmation. 

Looking forward to next weekend! 
Ch6rie 



Ch4rie Rivers Ndaliko, PhD. 
Assistant Professor 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Sutzject: Mudimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late afternoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a Jkmnal presentation on the 
roundtable Eunice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partner’s expertise Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, followed by a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ÷            (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 4:28 PM 

Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <nda]iko@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; mmnkenge@globalfundtbrwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 

RE: Celebrating Congo pmael discussion 

I will explain the procedure to him 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~             (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (off’ice) 

Frum: Ndaliku, Ch~rie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfundforwomen org; bob white@umontreal.ca 
Sublect: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Georges, 

I completely agree with you that a formal presentatiun is nut ideal and also, that the audience will likely not get tuo much uut of Mudimbe’s proposed paper - what shall we do? I emailed him 
quite some time ago asking that he not give the formal presentation but rather speak in respunse to the themes of the day. I never got a respunse from him and am not entirely sure he even 
got my email I would greatly appreciate any suggestions yuu have on gently reorienting the panel! 

Thanks, 
Charie 

Charie Rivers Ndaliku, Phi). 
Assistant Professor 
Universi~ of Nurth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; nwrmkenge@globalftmdforworacn.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Cherie, 

As I indicated in ray last email, Eunice and I are against the idea of a formal paper presentation on the roundtable. I read Mudimbe’s paper, and it is not the kind of paper that much of the 
expected audience would understand. Eunice has an excellent idea of the kinds of question she would ask each of us, and I will leave it to her to explain for the benefit of the panelists. 

When is Muadi arriving at RDU’.’ 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Nzungola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalti~ndforwomen.org; bob.white@umuntreal ca 
Subject: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Georges, Muadi, Eunice, and Bob, 

Thank you all for the ~vork you are putting into our Celebrating Congo event - we are yew excited that things are coming together so nicely for the festival and conference. 

I wanted to write a brief note about our vision for your panel, which is the final panel of the conference. Our hope is that, through your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the important themes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better understand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a formal keynote, which we appreciate. "¢,qaen he concludes, Dr Sahle, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by the other panelists, lt’you 
are more comfortable preparing something in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wunderfal if you feel able to speak to the events of the day. After each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr Sahle will open up the conversation to a general discussion including audience questions and comments. 

In case it is helpful for you to know, the previous panels are: 
1. Art and Activism in Congo, in which we ~vill g~ve a profile of some organizations (including Yole’.Africa) that are working towards empowerment and socio-political transformation in the 
region. One of the important themes that promises to come out of this discussion is the necessity of collaboration with local populations and the importance of truly listening to local voices 
and needs as well as recognizing agency and empowerment rather than looking for victims in need of saving by the West. 



2. The second panel is entitled Congo Advocacy in the US. The objective behind including this particular conversation is to look at the potential for cooperation between fragmented 
advocacy groups working in the US. ’]?his panel will allow different advocacy organizations to present their work and then to dialogue with one another. 

In between the panels there will also be a live skype conversation between UNC students and youth in Goma, during which we will have the opportum~ to hear directly from Congolese 
youth 

Finally, as you know the evening will conclude with a show by the legendary Kanda Bongo Man Band. I have complimentary tickets for each of you. If you want to reserve additional 
tickets, please do so here: http://wwwetix.com/ticket/online/performanceSearch.isp?performance id 1755864&language en 

I hope this gives you an idea of the event and of the possible themes and threads you might be able to weave together in your culminating comments 

Thank you again for participating and please let me know if you have any questions or would like further information. 

Looking forward to next weekend! 
Ch~rie 

Charie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Sent: Thttrsday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch4,rie Rivers 
Subject: Mudimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late afternoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a formal presentation on the 
roandtable. Eunice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partner’s expertise. Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, follo~ved by- a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African Atnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ÷             ~cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Muadi Mukenge <mmnkenge@globalfi~ndforwomen.org> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 6:03 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges <mongola@email.nnc.edu-~; Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <ndaliko@email. unc.edn> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.edu>; bx~b.white@nmontreal.ca 

RE: Celebrating Congo pmael discussion 

Hi Cherie, 

Thanks for this update, and I look for~vard to hearing from Dr Sahle on the types of questions she will be directing to me 

I arrive at RDU at 4:20 pm on Friday --- my- cell is appreciate the home stay w~th Dr Nzungola. 

Are you making arrangements with a volunteer to take me from the ailT)ort to Dr. Nzongola’s? Or do we go straight to campus? 

Thanks, 

Muadi 

From: Nzongo[a-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Muadi Mukenge; bob.white@umontreal ca 
Sut~ject: Rig: Celebrating Congo pane[ discussion 

I will explain the procedure to him 

Georges Nzongo[a-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of Afi’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~             ~cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (off’ice) 

From: Ndaliko, Ch~rie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 3:05 PM 
To: Nzongo[a-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; nwankenge@globalfm~dforwomcn.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Georges, 

I completely agree with you that a fortnal presentation is not ideal and also, that the audience will likely not get too much out of Mudimbe’s proposed paper - what shall we do? I emailed him 
quite some time ago asking that he not give the formal presentation but rather speak in response to the themes of the day. I never got a response from him and arm not entirely sure he even 
got my email. I would greatly- appreciate any suggestions you have on gently- reorienting the panelt 

Thanks, 
Ch~rie 

Ch~rie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; nwankenge@globalfm~dforwomcn.org; bob.white@umontreal.ca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Cherie, 

As I indicated in my last email, Eunice and I are against the idea of a formal paper presentation on the roundtable. I read 2vludimbe’s paper, and it is not the kind of paper that much of the 
expected audience would understand. Eunice has an excellent idea of the kinds of question she would ask each of us, and I will leave it to her to explain for the benefit of the panelists. 

When is 2vluadi arriving at RDU? 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~vnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. +            (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:20 AM 



To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfundforwomen.org; bob.white@umontreal ca 
Subject: Celehrating Congo panel discussion 

[)ear Georges, Muadi, Eunice, and Bob, 

Thank you all for the work you are putting into our Celebrating Congo event - we are very excited that things are coming together so nicely for the festival and conference. 

I wanted to write a brief note about our vision fi~r your panel, which is the final panel of the conference. Our hope is that, through your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the impoltant theraes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better ~mderstand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a formal keynote, which we appreciate. When he concludes, Dr. Sahle, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by the other panelists. If you 
are more comfortable preparing something in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wonderful if you feel able to speak to the cvents of the day. After each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr. Sahle will open up the conversation to a general discussion including audience questions and comments. 

In case it is helpful for you to know-, the previous panels are: 
1. Alt and Activism in Congo, in which we will give a profile of some organizations (including Yole!Africa) that are working towards empowennent and socio-political transformation in the 
region. One of the important theraes that promises to come out of this discussion is the necessi~ of collaboration with local populations and the importance of truly listening to local voices 
and needs as well as recognizing agency and empowerment rather than looking for victims in need of saving by the West. 

2. The second panel is entitled Congo Advocacy in the US. The objective behind including this particular conversation is to look at the potential for cooperation between fragmented 
advocacy groups working in the US. This panel will allow different advocacy organizations to present their work and then to dialogue with one another. 

In between the panels there will also be a live skype conversation between UNC students and youth in Goma, during which we will have the opportani~" to hear directly from Congolese 
youth. 

Finally, as you know the evening will conclude with a show by the legendary Kanda Bongo Man Band. I have complimentary tickets for each of you. If you want to reser~,~e additional 
tickets, please do so here: htt~://www.etix.cor~gticket/online/~crformanceSearch.is~?~erformance id 1755864&language en 

I hope this gives you an idea of the event and of the possible themes and threads you raight be able to weave together in your culminating comments. 

Thank you again for participating and please let me know- if you have any- questions or would like further itfformation. 

Looking forward to next weekend! 
Chdrie 

Ch~rie Rivers Ndaliko, PhD. 
Assistant Prol~ssor 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Subject: Mudimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late afternoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a formal presentation on the 
roundtable Eunice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partuer’s expertise Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, followed by a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 6:08 PM 

Muadi Mukenge <mmukenge@globalfundtbrwomen.org>; Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers <nda]iko@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emal.unc.edu>; bx~b.white@nmontreal.ca 

RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Dear Muadi, 

I’ll pick you up a RDIJ. 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Muadi Mukenge [mmukenge@globalfundforwomen.org] 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 6:02 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Ndaliko, Ch~rie Rivers 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; bob white@umontreal.ca 
Sublect: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Hi Cherie, 

Thanks for this update, and I look forward to hearing from Dr. Sahle on the types of questions she will be directing to me. 

I arrive at RDU at 4:20 pm on Friday --- my cell is I appreciate the home stay with Dr. Nzongola 

Are you making arrangements with a volunteer to take me from the airport to Dr. Nzongola’s? Or do we go straight to campus? 

Thanks, 

Muadi 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email unc edu> 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Chdrie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; Muadi Mnkenge; bob.xvhite@mnontreahca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

I xvill explain the procedme to him. 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             ~cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday-, September 29, 2013 3:05 PM 

To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Etmice N; mmukenge@globalfur~dfoea’omen.org; bob.white@un~ontreahca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

Deal Georges, 

I completely agree xvith you that a formal presentation is not ideal and also, that the audience will likely not get too much out of Mudimbe’s proposed paper - what shall we do? I emailed him 
quite some time ago asking that he not give the formal presentation but rather speak in response to the themes of the day. I never got a response from him and am not entirely sure he even 
got my email I would greatly appreciate any- suggestions you have on gently reorienting the panel! 

Thanks, 
Ch6rie 

Ch6rie Rivers Ndaliko, PhD. 
Assistant Professor 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

ndaliko@unc edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 2:09 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch6rie Rivers 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@globalfundl’olavomen org; bob white@umontreahca 
Subject: RE: Celebrating Congo panel discussiun 

Dear Cherie, 



As I indicated in my last email, F~unice and I are against the idea of a formal paper presentation on the roundtable I read Mudimbe’s paper, and it is not the kind of paper that much of the 
expected audience would understand Eunice has an excellent idea uf the kinds uf questiun she wuuld ask each uf us, and I will leave it to her to explain :[’or the benefit of the panelists 

When is Muadi arriving at RDU? 

Geurges 

Geurges Nzungo[a-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur of African Studies 
Department of Ali*ican, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. ~             (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Frum: Ndaliku, Ch6rie Rivers 
Sent: Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:20 ~Y\~i 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N; mmukenge@glubalfundforwumen org; bub white@umuntreal.ca 
SubJect: Celebrating Congo panel discussion 

[)ear Geurges, Muadi, Eunice, and Bob, 

Thank yuu all for the work you are putting intu our Celebrating Cungo event - we are very excited that things are cuming tugether su nicely fur the festival and conference 

I xvanted to write a brief note about our vision for your panel, xvhich is the final panel of the coiffcrence. O~ hope is that, ttnough your respective areas of expertise, you will be able to tie 
together many of the important themes of the day, putting them in a larger context and helping our audience better ~xderstand the complexities of Congo and of the Great Lakes Region. Dr. 
Mudimbe has volunteered to deliver a formal keynote, which we appreciate. YVhen he concludes, Dr. Sahle, the panel chair will orchestrate brief presentations by- the other panelists, lI’you 
are more corafortable preparing soraething in advance that is perfectly fine, but it is equally wonderful if you feel able to speak to the events of the day. Aker each panelist has 10 minutes, 
Dr. Sahle xvill open up the conversation to a general discussion including audience questions and coinments. 

In case it is helpful for you to knoxv, the previous panels are: 
1. Art and Activism in Congo, in which we will give a profile of some urganizations (including Yole!Africa) that are working towards empowemxent and socio-political transformation in the 
region. One of the important themes that promises to come out of this discussion is the necessib- of collaboration with local populations and the importance of truly listening to local voices 
and needs as well as recognizing agency and empowerment rather than looking for victims in need of saving by the West. 

2. The second panel is entitled Congo Advocacy in the US. The objective behind including this particular conversation is to look at the potential for cooperation between fragmented 
advocacy groups working in the US. This panel will allow diff;erent advocacy organizations to present their work and then to dialogue with one another. 

In between the panels there will also be a live skwpe conversation between UNC students and youth in Goma, during which we will have the opporttmity to hear directly from Congolese 
youth. 

Finally, as you know the evening will conclude with a show- by the legendary Kanda Bongo Man Band. I have complimentary tickets for each of you. If you want to reselwe additional 
tickets, please do so here: httl):/;’xwzw.etix.com/ticketionline/1)erformanceSearch.is~?l)erformance id 1755864&language en 

hope this gives you an idea of the event and of the possible themes and threads you might be able to weave together in your culminating comments. 

Thank you again for participating and please let me knoxv if you have any questions or would like further irKormation. 

Looking fbrward to next weekend! 
Ch6rie 

Ch6rie Rivers Ndaliko, Ph.D 
Assistant Professor 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Music Department 
CB#3320 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599 

ndaliko@unc.edu 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 8:59 PM 
To: Ndaliko, Ch&ie Rivers 
Subject: Mu dimbe 

Dear Cherie, 

Further to my earlier note this afternoon on Mudimbe’s paper, Eunice and I discussed the matter in the late afternoon, and agreed that it makes no sense for a folTnal presentation on the 
roua~dtable. Eunice will moderate the discussion in asking pertinent questions on the Congo question on the basis of each partner’s expertise. Each of us will restricted to a 10-minute 
statement, followed by a discussion open to the audience. 

Georges 

Geurges Nzungo[a-Ntal~tia 
Prufessur of African Studies 
Department of Ali*ican, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaJl.com~ 

Sunday, 11:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutim@email.anc.edtr~ 

Bwana Mutima 

Shikamoo Dr. Sahle, 

I am m-ifing to you as a past student of Bwana Mulima and as a lover of Kiswahili and the many cultures of Africa, especially that of Eastern Africa. I studied with 

Bwana Mutima in 6 different classes (5 different semesters) starting from my first semeffter at UNC. Right when I started at UNC is when the school began being under 

a lot of fire for controversy in the AtiJcan Studies Department. Afrer being in the classroom tbr ~ long with Bwana Mutima, however, I wanted to write to you on his 

behalf m try to explain how much he has provided me while being my teacher. He has taught me not only to read, write and speaJ~ Kiswahili well enough that I was able 

to speak very easily to Waswahili in Rwanda this past summer, but he has taught me about the culture of WaswaNli and he has made me feel a deeper connection to 

Ati-ica ~md everything it has to offer. He has inspired me to apply fi~r a teaching position in Kenya next year to further improve nay language skills mad to learn more 

about the culture and the issues there so that I may return and be effective in helping fix some of the problems that plague p~xts of Africa. It is important that you know 

that the African Studies Depa(tment is very lucky to have a professor like Bwana Mutima and I feel very, luclu to have co~ne to UNC because of it allowed me to learn 

from him. I hope all is well ruth you and I hope that the Afi’ican Studies Department at UNC continues to grow and thrive. I have so~ne i&as of ways in which this is 
feasible if you would like to hear more about them. 

Thank you for your time. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, September 29, 2013 11:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bereket 

Please call Bereket early on Monday morning to remind him about the meeting you, Kenneth and him are supposed to have about me. He called me Sunday evening as I was watching the 
Francophone TV5 news asking ~vhether we had a meeting tomorrow-. All I could think of was the meeting of the Persormel Con~aittee on Thursday But just now, as I was closing my 
computer to go to bed, I remembered you telling me that you have called a meeting on Monday for the three of you. 

Warm regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~vnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Qaeda Plot Leak ttas Undermined U.S. Intelligence 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAILI i~i NYT I World LJS. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Modia &Adve~isJn 

Todays V~deo ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On ]his Day ~ 

Top News 

Qaeda Plot Leak Has UnderscOred 
Intelligence 

The disclosure caused more damage to American 

counte~ terrorism effo~ ts than the vast tnwe of data from 

Edward Snowden, some govermne~t ana]ysts said. 

Senate Action on Health Law Mow~s to Brink of 

Shutdown 

The Senate is expected to reject decisively a House bill that 

would delay the full efl~’t of President Obama’s health ea~ law 

as a eonditkm ibr keeping the g:~vernment runni~g. 

In Trial, Rumania Warily Re~Ssits a Brutal Past 

The decision to charge a former Ceauseseu pHson commander 

has r~dsed hopes among vie[ires and advocates that the countrT 

may finally be shaking off a natioiml amnesia about its brutal 

pus t. 

which is 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

~i sli~ Sho~ SLm~ s~ow: in Romania, a Reckonir~g 

Faces Obstacles 

The decisio~ to charge a fbrmer priso~ eom maunder raises hopes 

that the countD’ may be able to re-examine a ca] ture of impuni b~. 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Psyehotherapy’s hnage Problem 

Tim profession needs to pro, mote its empirically supporked 

m ethods. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LAURA STEFAN, part o[ a group tlha t adw}cates the wt]e o[ law ~n Rums uia, on the 
ge~ocide trial of an 88-year-old former prison eommaudev, 

World 

Mititmtts Blamed ~,M~ter Dozens Kited at Nigerian 

College 

Gunmen believed to be Islamic rnili~nts from [he extremist 

group Boko Haram shot more than 4o studen~ as they slept in 

northeast Nigeria. 

China Sends a Real Estate Mogt~ to Prison 

The banker, Gong Aiai, was senkeneed to three years in prison 

for forgi~% or illegally purchasing &7~euments to bW dozens of 

21’2 
eadier 

A Deadl>° "~:eek h~ No~thweste~ Paldstm~ Ends 
~Aqth a Car Bomb Blast 

A powerfi~] ear bomb ripped tJ-troug}l a matq<etp]ace J~ Peshawar 

on Sunday, killing at leask $8 people in dm third at~mk in and 

around the dry in a week. 

U,S, 

AMERICAN MADE 
Ruth 

A ~¢;ave of Sewing Jobs as Orders Pile Up at UoS.    I ...... Kirchr, er 

Fae|:or~ es , a n 

Factm:ies are 5~ding that years or" doi~g b~]siness overseas has 

withered what once was a "~Hving textile and apparel work force in tke United 

Stakes. 



Votm" ID Law 

The Obama administration is expected to challenge North 

Carolina’s new law requiting shier photo idenfi@.ation as part o~ 

an escalating effort to protect minori~~ vote~. 

MARCELLA HAZAN. 1924-2013 

Changed the Way ~4anerieans Cook italian Food 

Even people who have never heard of Mrs. Haza~ cook and shop 

diflbren[ly because of her, and the six cookbooks she wrote. 

~ D Video: Hazan on Writing 

..... Hazan’s 

cooking 

more US news ,go to NYTimes.com!US ~> 

Business 

DEA~OOK 

Stmtdown I Ca pitoh ] 

With political disag~’eeme~ts appea6ng more ~n~aetable, the 

batde over a shutdown and the d~rea~ of no accord on a debt limit, could 

the markets when ~hey reopen this week. 

For t~e Washington Area. a Second Lightning Strike 

ADVERTISING 

Apple P~sses Coea-Co|a as Most Va]hmble Brand 

Apple, named most wduable brand by Interbrand, a eoq)orate 

idenfib~ and brand consulting company, is one of five techno]o~ 

eornpanies among the top lo. 

, News From the Adve~isin~ k~dust[y 

in BP Trial, the _Amotmt of Oil Lost is at isslm 

The fines against BP hang in the bahmee, and depend c,n the level 

of negJigenee that is determined and how much oiJ was spiJled. 

Sports 

YANKEES 5, ASTROS 1 (14 INNINGS) 

l~le~mrable E~d for h~o; Forgetl-ab|e ~k~a~° I~)r Ya~ks 

After sentimental farewells of their ow~ to Mariano Rivera and Andy Pe~e in 

recent days, ~e Yankees had no tears left as fl~e)’ beat the .&stros to finish the 



season wifl~ an 8577 reec, rd~ 

,[3 Box Scare 

, Rodriguez Grievance Hearing ta Start Monday 

, Keeping Scare: For Quick Return to Pos~eason, the Yankees Must Renova[e 

For Girardi, Yanks’ Goodbyes %’ol£t Get Any 

Easier 

.,% the Yankees lc, ok Lo 2ol4 and a transitional period, Joe 

OirardJ’s exl)erJenee in phasing out franchise stats could be 

invaluahle. 

~ An Appraisal of Ma riano Rivers: A Zen Master With a Mean Cutter 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

N,Fo Lo Protects the Pocket as Black Qua~oterbaeks 
’l’ra~see~d it 

Even as the nmnber of starting black qnarLerhaeks increases, the 

pro *botball establishment ~esists their freewheeling style of play. 

Joe 

For meie sports news, go to NYTimee~eom;Sperta ~* 

Veterans of City Opera, Prot~dly "~istflfl, Reflect 

as l-he C~a~°lai~ Falls 
E,. ;,..uc~-~.~,r:~ CE, OPr:~: 

New York Cib" Opera’s perforators past and present mourn aRer 

what may bare been the company’s final performance. 

, Cib’ Ope~ Takes Wha[ ~s Expected to Be a Fina~ Bow 

Miiler in 

MUSIC REVIEW 

~l~sie ~Vitlt a ~lessage Abo~t :Pove~" 

"[’he second Global Citizen Festival in Central Park featured 

Stevie Wonder, John Mayer, A1]eia Keys, Kings of Leon, Elvis 

Costdlo, as wall as a visit from Ban Ki-moon, of the United Nations. 

, [] Slide Show 

Glow A~t Festival [lltmti~tates a :Beach 

The third installment of Glow, an ovemigj~t event in Santa 

Monies, Cali£, had l)wer arbvorks and a mdlower, more 

ethereal ambience than iN predeeesso~. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Obituaries 

dantes Vau~tt, %’he Led Irm~ tIostage Mission, 

Dies ~t 86 

General VaughL, a combat veteran of the Korean and Vietnam 

Wars, wa s th e eomm ander of the Carter administration’s failed 

~98o mission to fl’ee 5o hostages held in Iran. 

Jean Anyon Dies at 7~a; Wrote ’Ghetto Schooling’ 

Professor _&nyon, who taught at the CRy University of New 

York, asse~ed that the proNems that plagne urban sehods are 

inexh@ably linked to larger social ills. 

James 

Vaught, 

1983 

Today’s Video 



~ vwv:o: An Aeeidenta]l Shooting 

~ 4-year-old Noah MeOuire was accidentally shot hy his fl4end, 

wikh a gun "dnat had been stashed Behind a television. 

~ vwEo:A Govermnent Shutdown, by the 

N~a~bers 

A look at the costs, closings and other ramifications of a 

government shutdown. 

~ vw~o: l[r~ a Father’s Footsteps 

Rya n B~ackwell, a new 15 refi ghter at En gin e 6a in the Bronx, ha d 

his first rescue mission alongside some of his father’s colleagues. 

His father was a tirefighker who was ldlled on 9/~. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The House Rushes to a Shutdow~ 

Scorning the impending deadline, Republicans piled high their ideolo~cal 

demands. 

EDITORIAL 

Bi~qJt Co~trol m~d ~ Bess’s Religion, s Views 

There are no legal grounds to exempt private businesses from the 

contraception mandate in the health care law. 

EDITORIAL 

~A’~r~ tir~g Ofj~" Lives 

With life sentences tm’ning prison, s i~to geHat~-ie tempters, states need to 

encourage more rational sentencing and revive the use of executive clemency. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T|~e Rig|~t Gets Its ~6os 

,Just think of Ted Crt~z as Abbie Hoffman and Obamacare as 

Vietnam. 

~ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rebels Withottt a Chte 

The Republicans ate Nt~ing with financial ~saster. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

The Glass- Floor Problem 

Until we let altluenk children fail, talented lower--income 

st~dents will be unable to elimh the ladder of social 

The 

Glass- 

Floor 

Prob em 

ON THiS DAY 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anders Sj6gren <~Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 3:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com ~- @gmail .com; 

Re: Your edited chapter 

~gmail.com 

Hi Eunice, 

So I do as you told me ;) 

Anders 

On Mon, 19 Aug 2013 10:25:03 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 

<eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> [)ear Anders, 
> 

> No need to apologize! 
> 

> On to the next step on August 29 when I send the complete revised 
> manuscript to UKZN. I stayed m Chapel Hill this sutmner and worked with 
a 
> copy editor to ensure that all the Chapters were in good shape I 

> send you an update the 1 st week of September and if you don’t hear from 
me 
> send a ’pestering’ (smile) note. 
> 

> Thanks for your contribution to this projectt 
> 

> Cheers, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> 

> On Aug 19, 2013, at 2:36 AM. "Anders Sjd~gren" 
> <anders sjogren@statsvet su.se> wrote: 
> 

>> [)eat- Eunice, 
>> 

>> Sorry for being such a pest...Any news on the pulqication? 
>> 

>> Best, 
>> 

>> Anders 
>> 

>> Anders Sjt3gren skrev 2013-05-15 14:28: 
>>> Dear Eunice, 
>>> 

>>> Please find attached the revised version. Maybe Oloo and Shailja would 
>>> like to add to it? I wanted to keep the postscript very brief- the 
2013 
>>> elections is a story for another day. 
>>> 

>>> best, 
>>> 

>>> Anders 
>>> 

>>> On Sun, 7 Apr 2013 13:25:30 +0000, "SaNe, E~mice N" 

>>> <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
>>> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Anders, 
>>>> 

>>>> It is an excellent idea and the ethical way forward given your steady 
>>>> patient as I kept hope alive for this project 
>>>> 

>>>> I am attaching your edited chapter. Please note the citation method 
>>>> 

>>>> Would IVlay 17 give you enough time for a postscript and I would I 
assume 
>>> a 

>>>> re-worked introduction? 
>>>> 

>>>> Cheers, 
>>>> Eunice 
>>>> 

>>>> From: Anders SjOgren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet su.se] 
>>>> Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 1:55 AM 
>>>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>>>> Cc:            ~gmail corn;          @gmail.com 
>>>> Subject: RE: Your edited chapter 
>>>> 

>>>> Dear Eunice, 
>>>> 

>>>> Given our long wait and the recent turn of events in Kenya, I think 
it 



>>>> would only be fair if you *vou[d a]low us to write a short postscript 
of 
>>>> less than one page to link 2007-08 to 2013 What do you say? 

>>>> On Tue, 19 Mar 2013 09:04:24 k0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
>>>> <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Anders, 

>>>>> It is good to hear from you and especially- noxv that I have received 
>>>> final 
>>>>> versions of chapters that I ha’,~e been waiting since last fall. 

>>>>> Yes, the book will published and the additional chapters that I 
>>>>> sought 
>>>>> out have strengthened it along the lines that I discussed the 
>>>>> publisher 
>>>>> last year. There is one more outstanding chapter that will be coming 

>>>>> next xveek and then it is finalizing the introductory one and sending 
>>>>> it 

>>>>> to the publisher. Yo~ chapter is one of those that has been with 
the 
>>>>> publishers for a long time! I thank you for your patience and 
>>>>> understanding. To say the edited collection has been a labor of 
>>> struggle 
>>>>> and love would be an understatement. 

>>>>> I will be in touch with a follow- up as xve move along with 
publication. 

>>>>> With best regards, 

>>>>> From: Anders Sj0gren [Anders Sjogren@statsvet.su se] 
>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:52 AM 
>>>>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>>>> Cc:            ~gmail.com;          ~gmail corn 
>>>>> Subject: RE: Your edited chapter 

>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>>> To repeat my (by no~v regular) question: ~vhat is there to report? Is 

>>>>> any- realistic chance that the book will be published any time soon? 

>>>>> I used to thil~ that the 2013 election would once and ibr all 
outdate 

>>>>> text, but unforttmately the recent fiasco might have made our 
insights 

>>>>> alive again. 

>>>>> On Sat, 12 Jan 2013 15:23:16 q 0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 

>>>>> <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>> Jambo Anders and Happy New Year too[ 

>>>>>> More complete report in February. Thanks for hanging in there 

>>>>>> From: Anders Sj{}gren [anders sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>>>> Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 7:59 AM 
>>>>>> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
>>>>>> Cc:            @gmail.com;          ~gmail com 
>>>>>> SubJect: Re: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>> Dear F.unice, 

>>>>>> Happy 2013t 

>>>>>> Best regards, 



>>>>>> Sahle, F, unice N skrev 2012-12-07 15:37: 
>>>>>>> Hi Anders, 

>>>>>>> In earl?" January. 

>7.>>7.>> Hope you are all doing well. 

>>>>>>> Front: Anders SjOgren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 9:32 .~4 
>>>>>>> To: Sable, Eanice N 
>>>>>>> Cc:            ~gmail.com;          ~gmail.com 
>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>>> An?" update? 

>>>>>>> On Mon, 2 Jul 2012 08:47:10 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice N" 
>>>>>>> <etmice@email.unc. edu> 

>>>>>>>> Dear Anders, Oloo and Shailja, 

>>>>>>>> Greetings from Darban and I hope you are doing well. 

>>>>>>>> Because of health and professional developments (unexpectedly 
being 
>>>>>>>> appointed Chair of a department) beyond my control, I ara sorry 

>>>>>>>> been a delay in moving the project forward in the last year 

>>>>>>>> glad to report that your edited (I hired an editor to revie~v 
>>>> chapters 
>>>>>>>> before submission) chapter is now with UKZN. I will provide you 

>>>>>>>> update in the Fall months once I receive reviews from the Press. 

>>>>>>>> With best ~vishes, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anders Sj6gren <~Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 5:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com ~- ~gmail .com; 

Re: Your edited chapter 

@gmail.com 

Dear Eunice, 

Great news, thanks! 

Best, 

Anders 

On Mon, 30 Sep 2013 09:38:47 ~ 0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 

<eunice@email.unc.edu > wrote: 

> [)ear Anders, 

> 

> October 17 it is of to UKZN 

> I am waiting for Patrick Bond’s revised chapters. I will receive them 

> next week have them copy edited and then wrap up all aspects of the 

> manuscript and send it of to the press 

> 

> Will keep you posted 

> 

> Best wishes and thanks ]2~r your patience, 

> Eunice 

> On Sep 30, 2013, at 3:29 AM; "Anders Sj6gren" 

> <Anders.Sjogren@statsvet su.se> wrote: 

>> tli Eun~ce, 

>> So I do as you told me ;) 

>> Anders 

>> On Mon, 19 Aug 2013 10:25:03 +0000, "Sable, Eanice 

>> <eunice@eruail.unc. edu> wrote: 

>>> Dear Andcrs, 

>>> No need to apologize! 

>>> On to the next step on August 29 when I send the complete revised 

>>> manuscript to UKZN. I stayed in Chapel Hill this stmlmcr and worked 

with 

>>> copy editor to ensttre that all the Chapters were in good shape. I 

>> will 

>>> send you an update the 1 st week of September and if you don’t hear 

>> me 

>>> send a ’pestering’ (smile) note. 

>>> Thanks for your contribution to this proiect[ 

>>> Cheers, 

>>> Eunice 

>>> On Aug 19, 2013, at 2:36 A~{, "Anders SjOgren" 

>>> <anders.sjogren@statsvet.su se> wrote: 

>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>> Sorry for being such a pest .Any news on the publication? 

>>>> Best, 

>>>> Anders 

>>>> Anders Sj6gren skrev 2013-05-15 14:28: 

>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>>> Please find attached the revised version Maybe Oloo and Shailja 

would 

>>>>> like to add to it? I ~vanted to keep the postscript veW brief- the 

>> 2013 



>>>>> elections is a story for another day. 

>>>>> On Sur~ 7 Apr 2013 13:25:30 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice N" 
>>>>> < eunice@email.unc.edu> 

>>>>>> Dear Anders, 

>>>>>> It is an excellent idea and the ethical way fol~vald given your 
steady 
>>>>>> patient as I kept hope alive for this project. 

>>>>>> I am attaching your edited chapter. Please note the citation 
method. 

>>>>>> Would May 17 give you enough time for a postscript and 

>>>>>> re-worked introduction? 

>>>>>> From: Anders Sj~gren [~amders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>>>> Sent: Sunday, @ril 07, 2013 1:55 
>>>>>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>>>>>> Cc:            ~gmaihcom;         @gmail.com 
>>>>>> Subject: RE: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>>>> Given our long ~vait and the recent turn of events in Kenya, I think 
>> it 
>>>>>> would only be fair tfyou would allow us to write a short 
postscript 
>> of 
>>>>>> less than one page to link 2007-08 to 2013 ;Vhat do you say? 

>>>>>> On Tue, 192~iar 2013 09:04:24 +0000, "Sahle, Eunice 
>>>>>> <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>>>>> It is good to hear from you and especially now that I have 

>>>>>> final 
>>>>>>> versions of chapters that I have been waiting since last falh 

>>>>>>> Yes, the book will published and the additional chapters that 

>>>>>>> out have strengthened it alung the lines that I discussed the 
>>>>>>> publisher 
>>>>>>> last year. There is one more outstanding chapter that will be 
coming 

>~>>~>> next week and then i~ is finalizing the introductory one and 
sending 

>~>>>>> to the publisher. Your chapter is one of ~hose that has been wi~h 
>> the 
>>>>>>> publishers for a long timer ! thank you for your patience and 
>>>>>>> understanding. To say the edited collection has been a labor of 

>>>>>>> and love would be an understatement. 

>>>>>>> ! will be in touch with a follow up as we move a[ung with 
>> publication 

>>>>>>> With best regards, 

>>>>>>> From: Anders Sj~sgren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su se] 
>>>>>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 2013 2:52 AM 
>>>>>>> To: Sable, Eunice N 
>>>>>>> Cc:            .2))gmaih corn;         @gmail corn 
>>>>>>> Subject: RE: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>>> Dear Eunice, 

>>>>>>> To repeat tW (by- now regular) question: what is there to report? 
Is 

>>>>>>> any realistic chance that the book will be published an?" time 



soon? 

>>>>>>> I used to think that the 2013 election would once and for 
>> outdate 

>>>>>>> text, but unfortunately the recent fiasco might have made our 
>> insights 

>>>>>>> On Sat, 12 Jan 2013 15:23:16 +0000, "SaNe, Eunice 
>>>>>>> <eanice@cmail.mlc.edu> wrote: 
>>>>>>>> Jambo Anders and Happy New- Year toot 

>>>>>>>> More cornplete report in February. Thanks for hanging in there. 

>>>>>>>> From: Anders Sj~gren [anders.~iogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>>>>>> Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2013 7:59 AM 
>>>>>>>> To: SaNe, E~mice N 
>>>>>>>> Cc:,           ~gmail.com;          ~gmail.com 
>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>>>> Happy 2013’. 

>>>>>>>> SaNe, Eunice N skrev 2012-12-07 15:37: 
>>>>>>>>> Hi Anders, 

>>>>>>>>> In earl?’ January 

>>>>>>>>> Hope you are all doing ~vell 

>>>>>>>>> From: Anders Sj6gren [Anders.Sjogren@statsvet.su.se] 
>>>>>>>>> Sent: Friday, December 07, 2012 9:32 AM 
>>>>>>>>> To: SaNe, Eunice N 
>>>>>>>>> Cc:           @gmail corn;         @gmail corn 
>>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Your edited chapter 

>>>>>>>>> An?’ update? 

>>>>>>>>> On Mon, 2 Jul 2012 08:47:] 0 +0000, "Sable, Eunice N" 

>>>>>>>>>> I)ear Anders, Oloo and Shai[ja, 

>>>>>>>>>> Greetings from [)urban and I hope you are doing well. 

>>>>>>>>>> Because of health and professional deve]opments (unexpectedly 
>> being 
>>>>>>>>>> appointed Chair of a department) beyond my control, I am sorry 

>>>>>>>>>> been a delay in moving the project forward in the last year. 

>>>>>>>>>> glad to report that your edited (I hired an editor to review 

>>>>>>>>>> before submission) chapter is now with L~N. I will provide you 

>>>>>>>>>> update in the Fall months once I receive reviews from the 
Press. 

>>>>>>>>>> With best wishes, 





Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 7:55 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu-~; Hillis, Ken <khillis@emml.unc.edn> 

Mnmby, Dennis K <mumby@email.unc.edu-~ 

RE: appointment 

Ken and Eunice, 

I see that it was my mistake. When Eunice and I chatted about teaching the course this Spring, I thought of it as an overload, as I’m already scheduled to teach two courses in 
Performance Studies this Spring - which I’ve prepared for already. The suggestion I made in the email below was to how to move from that point forward. I had no idea 
budgets were being planned based upon this understanding. So here’s my suggestion. Since I am already prepared to teach an overload in the Fall, I will teach three courses 
this semester, and T’d like to request a release in the Fall. 3[ think this is the fairest way to move ahead. What do you think? 

In the future, I’d like to discuss the option of taking an overload if that is possible. 

I apologize for my part in this confusion. 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:50 AM 
To: Hillis, Ken; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Co: Mumby, Dennis K 
Subject: RE: appointment 

Dear Ken and Joseph 

Based on the confusion (which is getting worse by the minute and in a disturbing manner) that seems to have emerged last week, I decided to review notes and 
communication that Dennis, Joseph and me had in the Spring of this year. 

From my review and the email below, my understanding is that in the Spring of this year Joseph was interested in have a joint appointment in our department in the future. I 
thought this was a good idea given that his work is excellent and it is admired by my colleagues and I. Further, his interest in teaching in our department is not new. Under the 
former Chair of our department Joseph was in discussion with him to develop a course for us based on an agreement in 2009 when the department and UNC-Ch’s African 
Studies Center’s financially supported his visit to Tanzania so that he could direct Marie Garlock’s great performances in various parts of the country. 

At any rate, as discussions went a long this Spring, Joseph informed me that following discussions with Dennis, they had decided that the best approach was to have him teach 

one course for us along the lines suggested in the email below. It is on the basis of this conclusion that Dennis informed me that if Joseph was teach for us in the Spring of 
2014 the department would have to transfer       to Communication Studies’ instructional budget. 

I told Dennis that T would have to check with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn whether such an arrangement was within university rules and also review our budget because the figure 
seemed high. I brought the matter to SAD Hartlyn who was not pleased about this arrangement but told me I could move ahead as long as this was a one time deal for the 
Spring of 2014. I communicated this to Dennis and that is how I understood the situation until last week when Joseph told me that from his perspective, his teaching for us was 
an overload and that he has no course lease from Communication Studies for the upcoming semester. This is what led Sonia (our acting business manager) to call the 
Business Manager in Communication Studies and my email (following a call from Sonia) to Joseph asking him to clarify the matter with his department. 

I am not sure what to make of the situation right now given the confusion that has emerged. Nonetheless, based on recent developments - which surprised me and not in a 
good way to say the least - 3[ thought I would offer my understanding of the situation. 

Please let me know that you’ve received this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 8:43 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
~::c: Mumby, Dennis K 
Subject: appointment 

After a discussion with Dennis Mumby, he suggested we start with an adjunct appointment in African and African American studies for a couple of years. I would teach one 
class a year (they would like me to teach three in our dept), and your dept. would then reimburse Comm studies for that one class a year. I feel like this is a good idea for the 
next couple years. It would work me into the dept. more slowly, and build support for a possible joint appointment in the future. What do you think? If you’d like to have more 

conversations about this, let me know. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Library Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

09-30-13 08:04AM 

Recall Notice: This item has been recalled; see below for 
NEW DUE DATE Additional fines apply ~vith no grace period 
AUTHOR: 
TITLE: Rape in wartime 
CALL NO: JZ6405.~V66 R37 2012 
BARCODE: 00045601240 
Davis Library DUE: 10-11-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 
AI,TK[CAN, AFRI-~M\’fER & DIASPORA 
CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 
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Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:24 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: appointment 

Eunice, 

I am so sorry about this. That email puts me in a one down position with my new chair. I’m meeting with him this morning at 11a.m. Please feel free to chime in, but I think 
it’s a rough start for me with Ken. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahie, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:50 AM 
To: Hillis, Ken; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Co: Mumby, Dennis K 
Subject: RE: appointment 

Dear Ken and Joseph 

Based on the confusion (which is getting worse by the minute and in a disturbing manner) that seems to have emerged last week, I decided to review notes and 
communication that Dennis, Joseph and me had in the Spring of this year. 

From my review and the email below, my understanding is that in the Spring of this year Joseph was interested in have a joint appointment in our department in the future. I 
thought this was a good idea given that his work is excellent and it is admired by my colleagues and I. Further, his interest in teaching in our department is not new. Under the 
former Chair of our department Joseph was in discussion with him to develop a course for us based on an agreement in 2009 when the department and UNC-Ch’s African 
Studies Center’s financially supported his visit to Tanzania so that he could direct Marie Garlock’s great performances in various parts of the country. 

At any rate, as discussions went a long this Spring, Joseph informed me that following discussions with Dennis, they had decided that the best approach was to have him teach 
one course for us along the lines suggested in the email below. It is on the basis of this conclusion that Dennis informed me that if Joseph was teach for us in the Spring of 
2014 the department would have to transfer :       to Communication Studies’ instructional budget. 

I told Dennis that I would have to check with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn whether such an arrangement was within university rules and also review our budget because the figure 
seemed high. I brought the matter to SAD Hartlyn who was not pleased about this arrangement but told me I could move ahead as long as this was a one time deal for the 
Spring of 2014. I communicated this to Dennis and that is how I understood the situation until last week when Joseph told me that from his perspective, his teaching for us was 
an overload and that he has no course lease from Communication Studies for the upcoming semester. This is what led Sonia (our acting business manager) to call the 
Business Manager in Communication Studies and my email (following a call from Sonia) to Joseph asking him to clarify the matter with his department. 

I am not sure what to make of the situation right now given the confusion that has emerged. Nonetheless, based on recent developments - which surprised me and not in a 
good way to say the least - T thought I would offer my understanding of the situation. 

Please let me know that you’ve received this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 8:43 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Co: Mumby, Dennis K 
Subject: appointment 

After a discussion with Dennis Humby, he suggested we start with an adjunct appointment in African and African American studies for a couple of years. I would teach one 
class a year (they would like me to teach three in our dept), and your dept. would then reimburse Comm studies for that one class a year. I feel like this is a good idea for the 
next couple years. It would work me into the dept. more slowly, and build support for a possible joint appointment in the future. What do you think? If you’d like to have more 

conversations about this, let me know. 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 8:25 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Instructional Budget Allocation Letters 

Good morning Sonia, 

Thank you, It was nice and I hope yours was as well. 

I will be sure to do that this morning. I will be picking it up shortly after I make the coffee. 

Have a good day and see you tomorrow morning. 

Thanks, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 8:19 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Instructional Budget Allocation Letters 

Good morning Travis 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

They are going to give you an original letter for Dr. SaNe and a copy addressed to Tia Williams. Kindly, leave in my inbox, 

Tia’s copy. 

Have a nice day and see you tomorrow. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, September 28, 2013 7:09 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Instructional Budget Allocation Letters 

Dear Travis, 

Greetings. 

Kindly pick our department’s letter from South Building before 10.00am on Monday. 

Best wishes, 



Eunice 

On Sep 27, 2013, at 4:00 PM, "Goldston, Linda R" <linda goldston@unc.edu> wrote: 

This message is being sent to Department and Curriculum Directors in the College of Arts and 
Sciences with a copy to Managers. 

The Senior Associate Deans’ letters to Chairs concerning instructional budget allocations are ready 
for pick-up in the Dean’ s Office, 205 South Building. If you would like to pick your letter up today, 
please do so by 5:00 p.m. Any letters not picked up by 12 noon on Monday, September 30 will be 
put in campus mail. 

Linda R. Goldston 
College of Arts and Sciences 
Dean’ s Office 
919.962.3082 
linda goldston@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <~khilli@email.unc.edu~> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 1:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

RE: ttello 

Hi Etmice, 

I had an appointment this morning before meeting with Joseph at 11 and have just now- a fe~v minutes to call I got your office machine and left a message. I kno~v you sent some phone 
numbers in your email yesterday--would there be a number I could call directly at an appropriate time? Thanks. 

best, 
Ken 

919-843-3613 office 
cell 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cormnunication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: iVlonday, September 30, 2013 6:52 AiVl 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: Hello 

Eli Ken, 

Let’s have a conversation this morning You can reach me on my cell anytime from now except between 8.00am-8.30am when I am m a meeting. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:24 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Continna’fon- 2014 Spring semester 

thankyou. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Mlonday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 

To: Hillis, Ken 
C¢: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dennis K; IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject; Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

This is to confirm that as per an agreement with Dennis and Joseph, and my discussion with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn in the Spring of 2013, the Department of African, African 
American and Diaspora Studies will transform          from our instructional budget (IB) to your department’s IB as a buy out for Joseph so that he can teach a course 
(through the lens of performance studies) for us in the spring of 2014. The course will be linked to our second Global Africana Annual Conference which will focus on the 
interlinked themes of water, health and environment. 

Please note that this transfer is a one time agreement. Further, the transfer does not guarantee any overload arrangements between Joseph and our department and it is not 
linked to any course release arrangements that your department makes with him. 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know if you have any questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <~khilli@email.unc.edu;> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: Continnafion- 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Eunice, 

Thanks for sending the confirmation along I will forward it to Elizabeth Thomas, our department manager. 

very best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cormnunication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Demais K; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Confllrnation - 2014 Spring semester 

DearKen, 

This is to confirm that as per an agreement with Dennis and Joseph, and my discussion with SAD Jonathan ttartlyn in the Spring of 2013, the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies will transform           from our instructional budget (IB) to your department’s IB as a buy out for Joseph so that he can teach a course (through the lens of per[’ormance 
studies) for us in the spring of 2014. The course will be linked to our second Global Africana Annual Conference which will focus on the interlinked themes of water, health and environment 

Please note that this transfer is a one time agreement. Further, the transfer does not guarantee any overload arrangements between Joseph and our department and it is not linked to any 
course release arrangements that your department makes with him. 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know if you have an?’ questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

eunice@email.unc.edu 

Monday, September 30, 2013 4:56 PM 

Urgent - tomorrow’s class etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sanie 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. ttere are important updates: 

1: Tumon’ow’s class 

To ensure that we keep up with our class schedule, please note that I have asked my colleague Donato Fhunsu a scholar of comparative literature - to lead our class 
discussion tomorrow. 

Hem am questions that I would like you to think about as you prepare to come to class tomorrow : 

discuss the core themes underpinning Atiican novels that emerged in the eaady days of Mint Ati-ica~ist scholars such as Schmeder ret~r to as ’~the African novel." 
b. What are the links between post-colonial developments that Schraeder discusses in chapter g ’State and Civil Society’ - of our textbook m~d questions 

explored by Ati-ican novelists in "the 1970s and 1980s that he highlights in chapter 7? 
c. Discuss the four elements that inform what the litem .iT scholar a~d novelist Ngugi wa Thiong’o tin:ms as ’°A~t Wax with the State" in his reading tbr our class. 
d. Using analylical insights frotn Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s chapter~ Art War with the State: Writers and Guardians of a Post-Colonial Society and Schraeder’s 

chapter 7 respectively, discuss Nuruddin Farah’s novels focusing on developments in post-colonial Somalia. 
e. Overall, what aace do you think are the contributions ofthe African novel to our understanding of social m~d political processes in the continent? 

2: This Wednesday’s extended (9.00am-ll.00am) office hours 

I roll be holding these hours, thus feel free to drop by my office. 

3: Thursday: I will be in class and here is uur agenda: 

b. Discuss core themes and questions generated in Sembene Ousmane’s classic novel, God’s Bits of Wood 

I have briefed my colleague on the traditions of our class, thus all should go well. Be as discursive and curious as ever during his guest lecture tomorrow. 

Best rashes and looking forwaacd to sceing you all soon, 

Dr. Sanie 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages t~om the "AAAD 

Messages tbr this site: AAAD 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

~live.tmc.edtv-- 

Monday, 7:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtv~ 

Re: Urgent - tomorrow’s class etc 

May God be wifl~ you and your fmnily and fi-iends during this time of grie£ my condolences axe with you. 

Sincerely, 

On at 4:56 PM, "eunice(a)email.unc.edu" <eunice(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

Froln: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you am doing well. Here are important updates: 

1: Tomo~wow’s class 

To ensure that we keep up with our class schedule, please note that I have asked my colleague Donato Fhunsu a scholar of comparative litemtare - to 

lead our class discussion tomorrow. 

Here a~re questions that I would like you to think about as you prepare to come to class tomorrow : 

colonial period, discuss the core themes underpinning African novels fl~at emerged in the early days of what Africanist scholars such as Schmeder 

refer to as ’~the African novel." 

b. What are the links between post-colonial developments that Schraeder discusses in chapter 8 ’ State and Civil Socie ,ty’ - of our textbook and 

questions explored by Atiican novelists in the 1970s and 1980s that he highlights in chapter 7? 

c. Discuss the timr elements that intbma what the literary scholar and novelist Ngugi wa Thiong’o terms as "Art War with the State" in his reading tbr 

our class. 

d. Using anaJytica] insights farm Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s chapter, A rt ~¥~w with the State: ~¥riters and Guardians of a Post-Colonial Society and 

Schraeder’s chapter 7 respectively, discuss Numddin Farah’s novels focusing on developments in post-coloniaJ SomaJia. 

e. Overall, what a~re do you fllink aace the contributions of the African novel to our understanding of sociaJ and political processes in the continenr? 

2: This Wednesday’s extended (9.00am-ll.0Oam) office hours 

I roll be holding these hours, fl~us feel five to drop by my office. 

3: Thursday: I will be in class and here is our agenda: 

b. Discuss core themes and questions generated in Sembene Ousmane’s classic novel, God’s Bits 

I have briefed my colleague on the traditions of our class, thus all should go well. Be as discursive and curious as ever during his guest lecture tomorrow. 

Best wishes and looking fom,aacd to seeing you all soon, 

Dr. Sahie 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 
to access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Monday, 8:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: U~ent - tomorrow’s class etc 

I am so sorry to hear about your loss professor.Good luck twing to get everything scheduled. 

From: eunice@emaihunc.edu [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                    8:55 PM 
Subject: Urgent- tomorrow’s class etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. Here are important updates: 

1: Tol~qorrow’s class 

To ensure that we keep up with our class schedule, please note that I have asked my colleague Donato Fhunsu a scholar of comparative literature - to lead our class discussion tomorrow 

Here are questions that I would like you to think about as you prepare to come to class tomorrow : 

1. Drawing on your knowledge of pre-colonial socio-cultural and political-economic processes and political-economic developments during the colonial period, discuss the core themes 
underpinning African novels that emerged in the early days of what Africanist scholars such as Schraeder refer to as "the African novek" 
2. What are the links between post-colonial developments that Schraeder discusses in chapter 8 ’State and Civil Society’ - of our textbook and questions explored by African novelists in 
the 1970s and 1980s that he highlights in chapter 7? 
3. Discuss the :Four elements that inform what the literary scholar and novelist Ngugi wa Thiong’o terms as "Art War with the State" in his reading for our class. 
4. Using analytical insights from Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s chapter, Art War with the State: Writers and Guardians of a Post-Colonial Socie~ and Schraeder’s chapter 7 respectively, discuss 
Nuruddin Farah’s novels ~2~cusing on developments in post-colonial Somalia 
5. Overall, what are do you think are the contributions of the African novel to our understanding of social and political processes in the continent? 

2: Th is Wednes day’ s exten ded (9 00am- 11.00am) offic e hours 

I will be holding these hours, thus feel li’ee to drop by my office. 

3: Thursday: I will be in class and here is our agenda: 

1. Wrap up our discussion focusing on key post-colonial economic and political developments in Africa including the evolution of the African novel. 
2. Discuss core themes and questions generated in Sembene Ousmane’s classic novel, God’s Bits of Wood 

I have briefed my colleague on the traditions of our class, thus all should go well Be as discursive and curious as ever during his guest lecture tomorrow. 

Best wishes and looking forward to seeing you all soon, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ L~’C’-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD             " site. To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this site: 
AAAD~            ~https://sakai.unc.edu/p~rtal/site/82d5f~e-9993~4fbc-8ba6-49~f9fe~5c/page/3586b8e7-9a~2~48ed-9a77-~8999bcc692>. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 8:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: U~ent - tomorrow’s class etc 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am very sorry to hear about the loss of your loved one. Please know that I will be thinking of you and keeping you and all of his family and friends in my 
prayers. 

Sincerely, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                  4:55 PM 

Subject: Urgent - tomorrow’s class etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well, Here are important updates: 

1: Tomorrow’s class 

I am deeply sorry to write and let you know that because of the death today of someone very dose to me, I wili spend most of tomorrow figuring out a way 

to travei to Kenya next week for his funeral. 

To ensure that we keep up with our class schedule, please note that I have asked my colieague Donato Fhunsu - a scholar of comparative iiterature - to 

lead our class discussion tomorrow. 

Here are questions that I would like you to think about as you prepare to come to class tomorrow : 

a. Drawing on your knowledge of pre-colonial socio-culturai and politicai-economic processes and politicai-economic deveiopments during the colonial 

period, discuss the core themes underpinning African novels that emerged in the eariy days of what Africanist schoiars such as Schraeder refer to as 

"the African novei." 

b. What are the links between post-colonial developments that Schraeder discusses in chapter 8 - ’State and Civii Society’ - of our textbook and 

questions explored by African novelists in the 1970s and 1980s that he highiights in chapter 7? 

c. Discuss the four elements that inform what the iiterary schoiar and noveiist Ngugi wa Thiong’o terms as "Art War with the State" in his reading for 

our class. 

d. Using analyticai insights from Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s chapter, Art War with the Stote: Writers and Guardians of o Post-db/oniof Sodety and Schraeder’s 

chapter 7 respectiveiy, discuss Nuruddin Farah’s noveis focusing on developments in postocoloniai Somalia. 

e. Overall, what are do you think are the contributions of the African novel to our understanding of social and politicai processes in the continent? 

2: This Wednesday’s extended {9.00am-ll.00am} office hours 

I wili be holding these hours, thus feel free to drop by my office. 

3: Thursday: I will be in class and here is our agenda: 

a. Wrap up our discussion focusing on key post-coloniai economic and poiitical developments in Africa including the evolution of the African novel. 

b. Discuss core themes and questions generated in Sembene Ousmane’s classic novel, God’s Bit~ ot’ Wood. 

I have briefed my colleague on the traditions of our ciass, thus all should go weil. Be as discursive and curious as ever during his guest lecture tomorrow. 

Best wishes and iooking forward to seeing you all soon, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: U~ent - tomorrow’s class etc 

Dear Dr. Sahle- 
I am so sorry to hear about a loved one’s death. My prayers are with you and those close to you. 
Best Wishes- 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                  8:55 PM 

Subject: Urgent - tomorrow’s class etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing weli. Here are important updates: 

l: Tomorrow’s class 

To ensure that we keep up with our class schedule, please note that I have asked my colleague Donato Fhunsu - a scholar of comparative literature - to 

lead our class discussion tomorrow. 

Here are questions that I would like you to think about as you prepare to come to class tomorrow : 

a. Drawing on your knowledge of pre-colonial socio-culturai and politicaioeconomic processes and political-economic developments during the colonial 

period, discuss the core themes underpinning African novels that eme:ged in the ea:iy days of what Africanist schoiars such as Schraeder :efer to as 

"the Af:ican novel." 

b. What are the links between postocolonial developments that Schraeder discusses in chapter 8 - ’State and Civil Society’ o of our textbook and 

questions explored by African novelists in the ~[970s and :1980s that he highiights in chapter 7? 

c. Discuss the four elements that inform what the literary schoiar and noveiist Ngugi wa Thiong’o terms as "Art War with the State" in his reading for 

our class. 

d. Using analytical insights from Ngugi wa Thiong’o’s chapter, Art War with t,~e State: Writers and Guardians of (~ Post-Co/oni(~f Society and Schraeder’s 

chapter 7 respectiveiy, discuss Nuruddin Farah’s noveis focusing on developments in post-coloniai Somaiia. 

e. Overall, what are do you think are tile contributions of the African novel to our understanding of social and politicai processes in the continent? 

2: This Wednesday’s extended {9.00am-iLL00am} office hours 

will be holding these hours, thus feel free to drop by my office~ 

3: Thursday: I will be in class and here is our agenda: 

a. Wrap up our discussion focusing on key postocoloniai economic and political developments in Africa including the evolution of the African novel. 

b. Discuss core themes and questions generated in Sembene Ousmane’s ciassic novel, God’s Bits of Wood. 

[ have briefed my colleague on the traditions of our ciass, thus all should go weil. Be as discursive and curious as ever during his guest lecture tomorrow. 

Best wishes and iooking forward to seeing you ail soon, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 8:34 AM 

Thomas, El~abeth <lethomas@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Conlirmation- 2014 Spring semester 

Good morning Elizabeth 

I will be in contact with you after transfer submission I will be initiating the transaction, so don’t ~vor~z about the process. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Thomas, Elizabeth 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Sonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the transfer of 
process 

to our instructional budget :[’or Joseph Megel’s course ~n spr~ng 2014 I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 
Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth, here’s Eunice’s cor~firmation Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
The Univer sit’y of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mutnby, Demxis K; Megel, Joseph Laxvrence 
Subject: CorKirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

This is to confirm that as per an agreement with Demxis and Joseph, and my discussion with SAD Jonathan Hartlyn in the Spring of 2013, the Department of African, African American and 
Diaspora Studies will transfom~           frora out instructional budget (IB) to your department’s IB as a buy out for Joseph so that he can teach a course (through the lens of performance 
studies) for us in the spring of 2014. The couurse will be linked to out second Global Africana Annual Conference xvhich will focus on the interlirtked themes of water, health and environment. 

Please note that this transfer is a one time agreement. Further, the transfer does not guarantee any overload arrangements between Joseph and out depaltment and it is not linked to any 
course release arrangements that yottr departraent makes xvith him. 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know- if you have any questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 9:09 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: CCCS Kick-Off reminder and agenda - Tuesday, Oct 1 st 

Dear Eunice, 

My presence has been requested at the CCCS meeting today. As Team Captain and a representative of our department, 

I will honor my duty to fulfill this obligation. I look forward to hearing Chancellor Folt deliver her speech at today’s 

program. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: CCCS 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Andrews, Kim A. 
Subject: CCCS Kick-Off reminder and agenda - Tuesday, Oct 1st 

Dear Team Captains and Special Guests: 

We are pleased to have received your RSVP to attend the CCCS Kick-Off event tomorrow, October 1st, at the 

Concourse Club/Blue Zone. Check-in will begin at 11:00am and the program concludes at l:00pm. An agenda 

is outlined below for your reference. 

You can find out more about the campaign and reference campaign materials on our website at 

http://carolinacares.unc.edu/. You can also keep up with the happenings of the campaign on our Facebook 

page at https://www.facebook.com/unc.carolinacares. 

We are looking forward to seeing you at the Campaign Kick-Off Event! 

Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Kick-Off Event 
Tuesday, October 1, 2013 

11:00 am 1:00pro 

Concourse Club/Blue Zone- Kenan Stadium 

11:00 am CHECK-IN 

11:30 am 

11:35am 

WELCOME & INTRODUCTION 

VIDEO PRESENTATION 

Brenda R. Malone 
Vice Chancellor, Human Resources 

11:40am REMARKS Carol Folt 
Chancellor 



ll:45am 

12:00pm 

12:25pm 

l:OOpm 

GUEST SPEAKER 

LUNCH 

CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW & TRAINING 

ADJOURNMENT 

Debbie Dibbert 

UNC Cancer Center 

Meredith Barrett Cuomo 

SECC Representative 



~es:t: v,/~shes and Jo:c&:ing fe~,ard tc seeir~g you al~ soon, 

)r. 5ahle 

~]h~s for~’~rded :m~ssa:ge was sen:t via Sska~ @ UNC-Chap;e~ ~-~f~ Messages from tl~e "A~AD s.;te. ~-o rep~y t;o th:is message d~ck this ~h~k ~o 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaikunc.edu> 

FW: Regarding Intro to Africa Class 

F~om-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:18 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject; RE: Regarding Intro to Africa Class 

.~hotmail.com] 

Hello, 

My advi~r confirmed that if the instructor gives the student permission then he/she will be allowed to enter the class. If the prot~ssor allows us to enter the class then 

we roll have to get the prot~ssor to sign a~ add form. Like I’ve said in my previous email, I am ve~ interes~ted in joining this class m~d I hope you will consider a~lowing 

me to be apart of your class. 

Thanks in advance, 

From: leemc@email.unc.edu 

To:               ~hotmaJl.com 
Subject: RE: Regarding Intm to At~ca Class 

Date: Tue,          14:52:27 ÷0000 

Dear Eunice, 

Do you think advising is still sending students to us at this late date? 

I’m offto see my doctor. 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:32 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
S~bject: Regarding Intro to Africa Class 

Tha:~ks it~ advance% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Opening Rush to Insurance Markets Runs Into Snags 

Top News 

Opening Rush to lnsurar~ee Mmokets Rams into 

Federal m~d state oNcials said that while fl~ey k~ew there was 

pent-np demand for heakh coverage, the number of visiks to 

their exchanges was greaker than anficiputedo 

~ ~ Video: Early lnNrest for Online Health Marke~ 

Loll an I 
applicati I 

Obama Tells Rep~bHcPa~s to ’Reopen the 

In a show of de~Sanee that refleeted Democrats’ eon~Sdenee that 

conserva’dYes had ove~Teached, President Obama called on 

House Rep~blieans to stop %bring his heNth earn law. 

~ ~ Video: Obama’s Statement on Gevernment ShuNown 

Justices to Weigh Key Limit on Political Donors 

The S~pr~me Com~ will hear argamen ~ next Tuesduy in a 

lawsuit ehalle~g limits to the overall amount a person 

contribute to all federal candidates i~ a~ election 

McOutc 

I ~’~’°~ I 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

~ vine:o: ~Vhat~s I~ Ilt: Dorilt~s ]Loeos Tacos 

Taco Bell’s Do~tos Iz~co8 Taco ~s a marriage made i~ p~ocessed- 

food heavem ILjoins a perfectly engi~eered snack ~qth a proven 

fast-.food eoIossus. Michael Moss asM: what’s in 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

]It’s Not Citizen, s U~fited 

This time, the Supreme O-tort masL uphold campaign finance 

limits. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

.... ~i!~ ~::i:.::i~i~;i po’.~i~ii:.<~:!:i ii’..~ ili~ :i~::i~:i~ii:. :i!i; ~i!~i!~:.:~i!~i~..~~ .!:/~::.~i,.~,. !!7~:::iii: :!i;~i~i!:.{.;!!iii?:d!’<!i~;i~::~, Yi::!;i:~i 

BERTHA STEWART, ozt problems ~*ith a federal Web site as s~te tried to e~trol] on the first 
day of ~he ]:e;flth care exchanges progr;m~. 

World 

NAMIE JOURNAL 

Te~s of thousands o[ evacuees from the area arom~d the 

Fukushima nuelear plant are it~ emotio,~aI and legal Iin~bo as the 

deam~p limps along. 

Video: Losing Hope in Fukushima 

To Ve~ezuelans, Heir of Ch&vez Is a Poor Copy 

Seven ~rtonths after the election of President Nieo]&s Maduro, 

Hngo ChSvez’s handpk:ked heir, inflation and shot’mges are 

creating diseonte*~L 

Israeti Leader Excoriates New President of ~ran 

Prime Mi~ister Benjamin Netanyahu of Israel rle~mtmeed the 

new president of[ran, Hassan Roubani, sa>ing Iran’s an[ions 

hd~ed h~s soothi~g talk. 

, ~ Video: Netacyahu’s U N Speech in 3 Minutes 

inflation 

I h~, I 

U,S, 



5 Me,nbers of a Family Die in a Colorado Rock 
Slide 

Two high school coaches, their daughter and two nephews wer~ 

killed by a crush of falling bouMers, the authoities saido 

Restricted Group Speak~ Up~ Sa~4ng Sex Crime 

Meas~res Go Too 

As tough penaRies for sex crimes bare grown in recent years, 

offe~ders argue that rules on where khey ea~ live and go are 

nneo~stkut~ona] and ineffective. 

Dartmmlfl~ in the Glare of Seralfiny on Drhfldng 

The MI semester got u~der way in t~e wake of a st~ng of 

embarrassi~g episodes involving &’unkenness, frater~fity hazing 

a~d sem~al harassme~t 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
~ The suit 

New York to S~m ~:el~s Fargo Over Mortgage 

The lawsuit, expected to be filed as early as Wednesday, accuses 

the bank of flouting tl~e terms of a muldbil]ion-dolIar se@emeut aimed at 

s kanching tbreelosure abuses. 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Why the Health Care Law Scares the G.O.P. 

The veheme~ee of the Tea Pa~%~ asMe, Republica~ efib~% to 

derail the Affordable Care Act an’n~t e~tirely irrational It’s a 

threat to their pa~y. 

Cleaning Up in Store-Brand A~s]es 

Over the ~ast three yea~s, sales of store brands grew Ig.2 pereent 

compared with 7.9 percent for national brands, according to 

Nielsen. 

Sports 



PIRATES 6, REDS 2 

B~aekout fi~r Rcds~ as Pie°ares Movc 0~ 

Pi~shm’g)~, after ~vo decades of losi~% seascas, stormed into the 

National League division set%s by thumping Cindnna’d in their 

w~id-eard game. 

~ BOX Score ~ H~nl~gnts and Analysis 

hitting 

ON BASEBALL 

Small Markets Find Ways to Compete 

SIva, wing that shrewd management mattem, the 2ol3 baseball 

p]ayofl~ i~dude more teams from the bottom 1o i~ payrolls 

(Pirates, Indians, Rays and .athletics) tl~an the top ;o. 

Lon.e.,od 

In F][FA Polities, Blatl-er Is the Cor~summate 
P~aye~" 

became 

In nearly four decades with NFA, Sepp BlaRer, the outspoken 

and co~nmanding figurehead, has never ove~seen an issue as 

controversial as whether to shift the Qatar World C)~p fl’om snmmer to winter. 

Arts 

Vanska Q~iits Mh~rmsota Orchestra as Labor Dispute Drags 

O~ 

Osmo Vanska resig~ed on Tuesday as mush? director of the Mimmsota 

Orchestra, a day after the orchestra annotmeed tha t it had canceled two 

concerts at Carnegie Hall. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

A Plucky Opera’s Poig~mtt DeatI~ Rattle 

A critic traces Cib" Opera’s possible missteps - i~dudJng 

droppit~g s~ged productions for otto season at~d relocating to 

I,i~coln Center decades ago - a~d some triumphs. 

left~ 

Judith 

New Yerl,; City Opera AReounces It Will Clese 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

She’s t6, but Not Thinki~lg of Sweet 

I,orde, the yomlg New Zealand singer and song~’iter, is a 

rei]ective, somber contrast to pop star peers like Miley Cyrus 

and Katy PerW, 

Obituaries 

Harold Me Agnew, Physicist Prescott at Bi~h of 

the Nuclear Age, Dies at 92 
Sy Wi~ i.i.\M J 

D> z~new, who helped build the world’s fi*sL reactor at~d atomic 

bombs, flew on ~e first atomic strike against Japan and filmed 

the mush~)om cloud. 

Amo|d Bm°ns, ~’1~o Let~ Justice Dept. in Protest, 
Dies at g3 

Mr. Bm’ns, a top aus’dee Department ofgdal under President 

D>nald Reagan, resigned over what he and others viewed as 

improper acts by A~omey Gin}oral Edwin Moose III. 

Agnew, 

left; 



Ms. Blair played the hotel owner Ix~u MalloW in the I96os 

~devision western ’The t~fleman" and Rebecca Boone, DaniePs 

wii~, in tl~e NBC series "Daniel Boone." 

Dining & Wine 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

l~Iaking a Stand-Up }~cal of the Sit-Down Taeo 

Rest~mrants in New York Cit?,, have st3:uggled to match the food 

raade aL stands and trucks. 

Masa Offers the Kernels of a 

Many foods native Lo D~tin ~ne~qea have been absorbed into 

global Mtehens, bnt masa remains stnbbornly, proudly 

From a ’For{iRa, the Feeling of a ~Zarm Embrace 

Cuea’s Laeos Lied us togethen 

,eft,     ] 

Ramiro ] 

Trasand ] 

dez, the 

Today’s Video 

~ vu.)~:o: A C~ty ~n Limbo 

What happens to the nation’s capitM when the govemnaen~ is 

shu t down ? 

~ Reisted AIticle 

~ vm~o: Losh~g Hope in Ft~kt~shhna 

More th an two yea ts after th e n uelear meltdown in l~’ukushima 

Prefeetm’e, thousands of refugees, desperate to return home, are 

losing confidellce in th e Japanese governm ent’s clean np efforts. 

~ vm~o: trio’s Chicken %~h~gs at Home 

Melissa Clark recreates the spicy chicken ~ngs from Ganso, a 

#apanese restaurant in Downtown Brooklyn, in khe eomfo~t of 

her kitchen. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Netanyah~, Pushcs Back on h°an 

The Israeli ~eader has reason to be skeptical, bnt h’an deserves a ebanee to 

prove itself. 

EDITORIAL 

Jolm Boelmer’s Shutdown 

A &mmgjng and unneeessaU crisis could easily have been slopped, bnt the 

Honse speaker rethsed. 

EDITORIAL 

Tax Cuts ~n the ~layor’s Race 

It is disheat~_ening to see ,Joseph I,hota offeH ~g an economic plan in "d3e familiar 

Repnbliean fish-wrap of L~LX cuts, t~x breaks and tax elinfinaLions. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

That’s Not _&more 

When Ted Cruz hits your eye like a big pizza pie, that’s ~ot amore 

for .fohn Boehner. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

0~¯ Democracy Is at Stake 

The h~ture of how we govern erase]yes is o~ the lice, 

m~jofiki rule is still majority rule. 

OPINIONATOR 

_;~’e Our Political Be|iefs Encod,e~ in O~_u" DNAt~ 

The nature vs. nurture debate comes to political science. 

F’oiitical 

Beliefs 

Encode 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion ~> 

ON THiS DAY 

Bee this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Th~qes from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone,~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit Tt~e New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

1his is al~ automated e-mail Please do not reply directly te this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’]imes,cem’s Today’s Headlines newsletter, 

As a member of ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protectin9 your privacy 

Urlsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == PHvacy Policy I Contact i Advel~ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 3:30 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

Tar Heels Give More’. 

The UNC family has a tradition of giving back to the commtmity. For over 20 yeaJcs, this campus has supported thonsands of charities through Carolina Cares, Carolina 
Shares. During tongh economic times, we continued to give and proved that Tar Heels Give More by pledging over $896,000- maJdng onr campaign the laqest in the 

state. 

We can continue our tradition of giving by participating in this year’s Carolina Cares, Caxolina Shares campaign and pledging to one or more SECC charities. You can 

once again maJ~e your donation online -- an easy, convenient, and ~cure wayto suplyort your thvorite charity with multiple seaxch options available that will maJ~e it 

even easier to find the chari~ of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms roll be provided to all thculty mad s~l~: (If you do not receive a ti~rm or you have 

questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or temn captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your temn captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As yon open each page, yon will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience tbr making your gilt to the SECC chaxitie~ and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 2, 2013 2:55 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Hello 

Ok, Lambert is using the phone but is almost finished 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, October 02, 2013 2:54 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Hello 

Dea r Travis, 

Please call me back. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:45 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: AAAD - required cultural attendance 

Thank you’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email and sorry for this delayed response. 

I have posted the events and guidelines to Sakai - check "Resources." 

Kindly let me know that you have received this email. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Sunday, :t0::t7 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD required cultural attendance 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 
I was looking at the class website on Sakai and I am having trouble finding the information on the dates of the required cultural events this 
semester. I am wondering where you posted them? Also, 
I wanted to confirm with you that we must attend 2 cultural events this semester and you wanted us to e-mail our accounts of what we 
experienced by e-mail? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 10:48 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: AAAD     required cultural attendance 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I looked under resources and I could not find the info on the events under resources. What is the name of it? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:22 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email and sorry for this delayed response. 

I have posted the events and guidelines to Sakai - check "Resources." 

Kindly let me know that you have received this email. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

Sent: Sunday, :t0:17 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD required cultural attendance 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 
I was looking at the class website on Sakai and I am having trouble finding the information on the dates of the required cultural events this 
semester. I am wondering where you posted them? Also, 
I wanted to confirm with you that we must attend 2 cultural events this semester and you wanted us to e-mail our accounts of what we 
experienced by e-mail? 

Best, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:07 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

@gmail.com> 

[s~nwg01] 1Lhizo~nes and the Politics of Relationality: A conversation with Laura Ogden, Thurs ,4pm 

Please forward to others who might be interested: 

We are pleased to invite you to the first meeting of the Carolina Seminar on the Theory and Politics of Relationality. 

This year’s theme is: Implications and effects, or "why relational thinking and politics matter!" 

Thursday          ,4pro 

Fedex GEC Rm 2010 

Rhizomes and the Politics of Relationality: A conversation with Laura Ogden 

The popularity of the metaphor of ’the rhizome’ has been steadily increasing in academic and activist circles since the 

publication of A Thousand Ploteaus by Deleuze and Guattari (1987; original ed. 1980, Spanish ed. 1988). There is a veritable 

field of studies based on the work of these authors, who famously declared in that book, "We are tired of trees. We should 

stop believing in trees, roots, and radicles. They’ve made us suffer too much (1987: 15), to which they counter-pose "the 

wisdom of the plants," especially the rhizome (whereas the metaphor of ’trees’ anchor an ’arborescent culture’ that imposes 

controlling rules of formation on knowledge and social structures). 

In Swamplife: People, 6ators, and Mangroves Entangled in the Everglades (2011), Laura Ogden writes about a ’politics of 

nature’ in the Everglades that has made invisible precisely the rhizomic character of the entanglements of humans and non- 

humans in this special ecosystem, as such politics aim to transform it from ’worthless swamp’ to agro-industrial complex. The 

relation between gladesmen (hunters) and alligators, in particular, provide the basis for an exquisite landscape ethnography 

that underscores the mangrove and rhizome logic of these entanglements, all of which reveal an altogether different way of 

being and becoming in territory and place. ’Subversive landscapes’ and tactics of subversion are suggested in the Conclusion as 

a way to think about alligators beyond as commodities or about conservation beyond scientific and managerial approaches. 

Readings: (please email osterwei~email.unc.edu for readings) 

A Thousand Plateaus, Introduction (pp. 3025) 

Swampli~e, pp. 1-66, 125-150. 

Some Questions: 

. Why does ’rhizome’ seem particularly appropriate for relational thinking and politics? 

What do you think about the distinction between ’rhizome’ and ’trees’ as contrasting 

models of thought and life? 

. As far as you know, is ’rhizome’ different, or similar, from related concepts that have also 

become prominent in recent years, such as ’networks,’ ’actor-network,’ ’assemblages,’ 

a nd ’self-orga nization’? 

. Does ’rhizome’ helps you think in new ways about your place, landscape, way of life, 

politics? 

. Which contemporary movements and mobilizations do you think could be described as 

somehow following a rhizomatic logic? Is there a connection between rhizome and, say, 

anarchism or other forms of anti-authoritarian politics? 

. What does thinking with rhizomes do for our understanding of the political possibilities 

of knowledge production? 



email: osterwei@email.unc.edu for readings 

Michal Ostera, eil, PhD 

Cumculum in Global Studies, 
UNC Chapel Hill 

o s~tem-ei(~email.tmc.edu 

You are cunently subscribed to politics of relationality as: osterwei~)emaJl.unc.edu. 

To nnsubscribeclickhere: http://lists.unc.eduiu?id 50791780.2f751965e839e892c333ee49f0dlc8ce&~T&l politics of relationaliW&o 33673924 

(It may be necessary to cut and pas~te the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33673924- 50791780.2f751965e839e892c333ee49f0dlc8ce~listserv.nnc.edn 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice~b, emaJl.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to lemze-33673932-4140465.0c3d4556662tiS045btkt361b26fb57ti:%~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 8:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Donato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

NEW STUDENT URGENT AAAD 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I went on Sakai to find out about the outside events and I could not locate the word document you said would be under resources, Also, I went to print the 

Phil Clark "Establishing a Conceptual Framework: Six Key Transitional Justice Themes" reading for    class but that was not on the 
E-reserves for the class as well. I was wondering where the outside events word document might be and if we no longer have to do 
that reading for 

Thank you, 

@live.~mc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-10-10 

Your reservation request for Own VHS [videocassette] from 2013-10-10 through 2013-10-10 ha s been approved 

You will need to stop by the \~C to have someone unlock the room for you. Please remember that Food and Drink are NOT ALLOYVED in MRC rooms and an instructor must accompany 
all classes. 

Staff Notes: 
Room 205, Thursday Oct. 10, 2013 9:30-11:00am *pick up/screening by Yousuf A1-Bulushi 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in ~vriting, with the \~C. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 10-03-2013 16:07 pm 
...... Mail generated at Oct.03.2013 16:10:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Katz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 6:21 PM 

ChaJ rs of Depa~menks and C urricula <dptcrchairs@list~rv. unc.e&t> 

[dptcrchairs] Promotional Video tbr Departments 

Dem Colleagues, 

I recently commissioned a promotional video for the Department of Music, which you can see on our website, htm:i/music.unc.edu/. I wanted to mention this because I 
was veU pleased with the person I hired to do it, Petna Ndaliko, a p~ofessional independent film maker (and the husband of my colleague Cherie Ndaliko). I asked 
him ifI could share his name and contact information, and he agreed. His email address is            ~gma~l.com>. 

Best wishes. 

Mark Katz 

Mark Katz, Ph.D. 
Professor and Chair of the Department of Music 
Adjunct Professor of Communication Studies 

Editor, Journal of the Society for American Music 

Department of Music 
Hill Hall, CB #3320 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3320 

Tel: (919) 962-1039 
Fax: (919) 962-3376 
Email: mkatz@unc.edu 
Web: http ://music.unc.edu/facstaff/katz 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 3:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehner Pledges to Avoid Deti~ult, Republicans Say 

................ ] Most ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Bi.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home DeWvery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-blAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ loday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boeinlel" Pledges to Avoid Default, RepubHeans Nay 

Speaker Ooim A. Boeimer has privately told Republican lawmakers an~ous 

about fallout fl’om the government sImtdow~ that he would not allow a 

pokenfially more crippling l)deraI default. 

Migrmlts Die as Burlfing Boat Capsizes Off l[ta]y 

The deaths of ak least 111 people agaii~ underscored khe 

dangerous, desperate ef%rts by many ii~ Africa and the Middle 

Eask ko reach Europe. 

The 
bodi~ 
of ~ho~e 

DEALBOOK 

"l[’witte~" Filing Opens Books on Higlfflie~" 

Twitter has take~ the cover off its initial public ofl’eri~g, makillg 

public its prospectus and setting the dock on one of tt~e most 

anticipated skock sales of tke year~ 

,in Offering, a Break From Recent Tech Tradition I E] The Filing 

~ Twi~r 1 

Editors’ Picks 

MULTIMEDIA I LENS BLOG 

The Moment a Photographer Beeame a Historian 

Bill Eppridge, the pi~otographer wi~o e~ptured ti~e haunting 

image of Robert F. Kem~edy’s assassinatica, died Thursday. He 

was 75. 

The 

~,~ 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The gloderates Who Lig~,ted the 

Why are moderaLe Republican legislators repeating the err’ors of 

a previous generation of moderates who elevated Nev4 O~ngrich 

to party leadership? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

LOUIOB ERDR~CH, the novelist, on studies finding that after reading literary fiction 
people performed better on tests measuring empathy, social perception and emotional 

intelligence. 

World 

Thieve~� Comes After Carnage at Ke~ya 

The looting of the Westgate mail in Nairobi has raised suspidons 

that the mi]it~t~- may have taken advant4~ge of the crisis to 

engage in what one Western official called a "shopping spree." 

U.So and Israel Share a Goal in Irar~ Talks, b~t ~ p~im. 
Mirfi~ter Not a Strategy aenjami 

Th e stated goa 1 is to stop Iran fl’om d eve]opin g a n uclea r                "~’~ ..... 

weapon, but the mantra of the Israeli prime minisker is "distrust, 

dismantle and verify." while President Obama focuses on veN~ing the peaceful 

n atm?e of the program. 

U.So arid Japan Agree to Broaden Milita~� 

Alliance 

The agrcemenL which includes a new missile de£ense syskem in 

Japan and coordination on eybe~hreats, signals the United 

States’ increased foens on .Asia. 

Back in Asia, Hagel Pursues Shi~ to Counter China’s Goals in Pacific 

U,S, 

Car C]~ase, ~Vl~te Hoarse to Capitol, Has Fatal 

End 

A woman wi’~n a young child was shot to deakh after [uming her 

vehic]e into a weapon, ramming her way through ba[t~e~s a[ the 

White House and on Capitol Hill. 



Th e 5- Minute Em pathy Workout: Reading 

Chekhov 

A new study found flint readh~g l~erary fk:fion leads to be~ter 

per(~rmm~ce on tests of empathy, sod~] perceptb-m and 

emotional intelligence. 

V~;endy Davis Enters Race fm° Texas Gove~m~° 

With ~ Shorter Speech 

S~te Senator Wen@ Dav~ opened an underdog eampai~ to 

lead a state tha~ last sen~ a Demoera~ ~o the governor’s mansion 

nearly ~3 years ago. 

Business 

Jobs Report Becomes a Castmlty of Shutdown 

The data vae u mn left by the shuttered Labor Departmen ~ has inspired o ther 

ou~ita that track tbe labor market to fight for analysts’ a~enfion. 

HIGH & LOW FINANCE 

Al~er iFra~d, Regulators Go After a Bank 

A government action against TD Bank, brought in connection 

with a customer’s Ponzi scheme, is noteworthy because it is so 

DEALBOOK 
SAC’s 

SAC’s Forcefi~l Ways Shown h~ Massachusetts I ....... Fo~=+,,~ I 
Citi Case t,v~ys 

CiLigroup was also censured by the secretsU of the 

Comm onwea]th of Massaetmse~s for the early release of research related to 

@pie iPhones to three hedge Nnds and snorer client, including SAC Capital 

Advisorso 

Sports 

DODGERS 6, BRAVES 1 

Kershaw Foils Braves &s Dodgers Wh~ EaMly 

Clayton Kershaw humbled the Braves for seven innings, slinging 

fastballs, snapping cmweballs and asserting the Dodgers’ 

presence as the ravin{re to win it all. 



Box Score i On Baseball: Finaliy, It May Be MattJngly’s Moment 

ON BASEBALL 

F’L~aHy, it N[ay Be ~’latt~n~y’s ~’loment 

Don Ma[tingly has [onnd gloq~ and riches arm hun~h’eds of 

victories, but has never appeared on the brightest sh~ge. As 

man~ger of Lhe Dod~ers, he is comin~ closer. 

~ Kershaw and Dodgers Fo~ Breves 

In Form~la One, a Grip Not Easily Loosened 

Bernie Ecclestone, who has wielded unfettered control in Grand 

Prix racing for decades, is facing legal action and criticism from 

Manage 

r Don 

Ma ng 

one is 

Arts 

ART REVIEW 

The StIlff of Bliihling and Dcstroy~ng 
E~. N".~BERr.X 

The New Museum’s sm~’ey of" Chris Burden’s pe~orman ces an d 

senlptnres expands and rebalanees onr m~de~standing of his 

~ ~ Slide Show 

DANCE R EaJIEW 

Touching on l~lodern, Hip-Hop m~d Tap 

The fom’[h program of this year’s b’all for Dance fes[ival 

embraces d~e series’s aesthe[ie of diverse styles. 

The tap 

ARTSBEAT 
:~ Gsry 

Show ~s Back at Carnegie, i[mt Without a with 

Set’~lcment I ~,~dh~ I 
wife 

S£~gehands who weut on strike on Wednesday, eansing the 

cancelIafion of Carnegie’s opening-night concert, agreed 1o work on Thm~d3y 

night as negothations continue. 

Movies 

’GRAVITY’ 

Between Eagth arid[ Hcavcn 

In Alfonso Cuardn’s "Gravib’," ~o astronauts marooned in 

space s [ruggle for sn t~’ival in rapiNy ch angin g eh’eu ms ~] n ees. 

~ ~ Anatomy of a Scene 

Bullock, 
top, in 

’A TOUCH OF SIN’ 

In ’AToneh d Sin," [he director Jia Zhang-ke presents four 

sk)ries, based on real events, that illustrate a ec, nntry’s social and 

politieal upheaval. 

’RUNNER RUNNER’ 

One Holds the Cards, the Other Is Bluffing 

In "Rnn n er Runner," J us d n TJmberlake j oins Ben Affleek in 

running an offshore Internet gambling site. 

....... TirrlL~ria 

I    ao., I~t, I 

Obituaries 



MarCo Moate~.~ a ~Varho~ Glamom¯ Awetar, D~es at 

78 

Mr. Montcz was conside~x~d Andy Warhol’s ~i~st drag "superstar" 

and became a fixture in his films. 

Sergei Belov, 69, Star Guard Who Led Soviet 

Upset of UoSo, Dies 

A player called [he Jerry West of Russia, Belov scored 20 points 

i~ the Soviets’ 51.-5o victory over the U ~ited States in the ~972 

Summer Games i~ Mm~ich. 

Eh,ia Ro Heibe~’g Ill, General Who Took 

Ge~?er>d Heibegz, as head of the :~’my C<~]_~s of 

regre~ed his decision to atcg~ fighting fix" bartie~ to protect New 

Orleans, 

Mon~ez 

set of 

Belov, 

rigilt, 

...... Bbin R. 

i~tle bet9 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Outside A= Rod’s _/~d’b~t~°at~on 

Suppot4ers of Alex Rod~dguez gather outside his arbih’afio~ at 

the headquartet~ of M@x" League Baseball where he is appea~i~g 

8 211 game drag suspension. 

~ Rebted Article 

~ VmEO: The Mushroom Hu~ters 

Eve~T ih II, Ch em u lt, Ore., swells with pi ckers a n d buyers who 

flock to the forests to look ~or the prized maksukake mushroom. 

~ Related .Articie 

~ VIDEO: l[OO Seeor~ds With Pogue: Galaxy 

Gem° 

"[’he Times’s David Pogue tests ou[ Samsung’s new smartwateh. 

, Related Re’Aew 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Populatio~ Betrayed 

Rcpublican-Ied s~tes leave many of ~hcir poorcs~ cidzens wRhout hcald~ 

EDITORIAL 

Si~v~o Berl usco~d Un d 

His attempt to bring down Italy’s coalition government was cme Maehiavel]ian 

maneuver too many for his followers. 

EDITORIAL 

Phoney Self-Denial in Co~gress 

~,~ the stmtdowt~ continues, lawmakers are making a show of refl~sing their 

salaries in lieu of doing a more effective job for their paychecks. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

?(etanyahu should ~vtire the Third Rek:h analogies and ik)cus on 

Israel-Palestine. 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Refo~om ’i’u~ Real 

Even the bad news from the first few days of Ohamaeare going 

into sit)ok is g,-s)d news for the pr,-~gram’s future, 

~ Columni~ Page I Blog 

..... ~rugma 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

When ][s~oae.J Stepped Back From ~.he Brir~k 

Firsthand testimony challenges the popular but misguided nm’radve that Golda 

Meir’s government was on the verge of using nuclear weal)o~)s i~) 1973. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinteri;st 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with out suite el apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ He~p Sectior~ >> ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Mail 

TMs is an automated s-mail Please cio not reply directly [e this e-maJi 

You received this message because yell signed up get NYTBnes.com’s Today’s Headlines rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTs privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your E-Mail == Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gitterman, Daniel P <~danielg@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Re: Oct6- 19 

Please feel free to give Kenneth my cell 

Daniel P. Gitterman 

Thomas ~Villis Lambeth Dislinguished Chair in 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 
Sent from iphone 

and safe travels. Dan 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 6:21 AM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Bob, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I write to let you know that because of an unforeseen development this week I will be away in Nairobi, Kenya from Oct. 6-:~9~ While I will have email and phone 
contact during my time away, there may be times when you cannot reach me because of time difference. Consequently, in AAAD please contact Professor 
Kenneth 3anken if there are urgent questions concerning the matter at hand. Here are his contact details: 

Email: Krjanken@email.unc.edu 
Telephone: 919-962-:~519 

I am back stateside the week of October 20. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 11:56 AM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Monday Morning 

Hi Ron, 

I hope your conference is going well. See you bright and early on Monday. I will also try to get you a majors listserv address before 
I leave today. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Monday Morning 

Travis, 

I hope your week is wrapping up well. I am writing to confirm that you and I will meet on Monday at 7:30 to pack up my office for 
the carpet installers. I appreciate your help. 

Ron 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

20131004123927908.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scarmer ] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 12:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 10.04.2013 12:39:27 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 
20131004123855973.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mai~to:scan~er,~mc=ed~] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 12:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

ScanDate: 10.04.2013 12:38:55 (-0400) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



PHIL CLARK AND ZACHARY D. KAUFMAN 

editors 

After Genocide 
Transitional Justice, Post-Conflict Reconstruction 

and Reconciliation in Rwanda and Beyond 

HURST & COMPANY, LONDON 

UNIVERSITY LIBRARY 
IVIERSrl¥ OF NORI]t CAf~OLINA 

AT Ct~APEL HILL 



CONFRONTING CONFLICT AND POVERTY 

THROUGH TRAUMA HEAHNG: INTEGRATING 
PEACE-BUILDING AND DEVELOPMENT 

PROCESSES IN RWANDA. 

Solomon Nsabiyera Gasana 

. Introduct~ on 

Emotional healing is vital in the process of acbAeving peace and human security, 

individually and collectively. In this chapter, I describe a healing process that 

ii:;::~ allows individuals and groups to engage meaningfully in peacebnildlng and 

:. poverty alleviation. This wider healing journey draws heavily from my personal 
~eriences as a survivor of conflict in the Great Lakes region. As a witness to 

and victim of violence, I personally struggled for years with my inner wounded- 

. hess. This blocked my ability to find meaning in my past and to understand the 

¯ purpose of my future, until I discovered a journey towards healing that released 

inner strength for resilience and growth. The experience of healing of my 

r trauma has greatly shaped my peacebuilding efforts. In my work with the 
’i: commtmity development organisation World Vision in Rwanda, I have sought 

help both genocide survivors and perpetrators regain a sense of inner free- 

dom and recover functional capacities and the creativity necessary for social 

economic productivity, Therefore, I draw on my dual experiences as a 

i~: survivor and peacebuilding practitioner to offer insights into the importance of 
for responding to conflict and poverty. 

That it is necessary to connect development and peacebuilding processes in 

~ocieties is no longer controversial among scholars and practition- 

i,:i ers. The United Nations’ Brahimi Report defines °’peacebuilding" as "activities 

on the far side of conflict to reassemble the foundations of peace 

provide the tools for building on those foundations something that is more 

~: ihan just the absence of war," including "promoting conflict resolution and 

145 



SOLOMON NSABIYERA GASANA 

........ L_:~ues ,,l Meanwhile, the UN Development Programme i[:.i:[[ 
reconctitat:lon ~ectm~,q ¯ 

(UNDP) defines "human development" as the ability of people to        . 

develop their full potential and lead productive, creative lives in accord with their needs ::" " 
¯ and interests.., expanding the choices people have to lead lives that they value... Fun- 
damental to enlarging these choices is building human capabilities -- the range o[ 
thm s that people can do or be in li[e. The most basic capabilities for human develop- :::...: [ ¯ 

g ....... "- .... be knowtedoeable, to have access to the : 
meat are to lea~l tong ann healthy llve~, ~, ~ . 

resources needed for a decent standard Of living and to be able to participate in the life " :. ’. 

of the community.z " :: [ .::.[] 

Most sources accept that development and peacebuilding processes function 

symbiotically, and from this basis many have tried to integrate the two sets of !."i[::’ ; 

processes in a variety of settings. These attempts at integration, however, have i:<.i:i. [ 

rarely achieved satisfactory results. 
In my career in the field of peace/b~ilding and development, I have repeat: 

edly confronted the issue of why the coordination of these two realms has so tar 

had only a limited impact in terms of constructing a stable and strong Rwandan 

society. As Rwanda’s reconstruction policies began to shift from emergency tO 

development work in the late 1990s, I began to consult other NGOs to learn 

which frameworks they were using to integrate initiatives of development and" 

peace-building. I quickly discovered that many organisations considered the’ 

tegration of these processes as simply the concurrence of the two fields. In most :"; 

instances, these organisations’ processes of transforming conflict and 

ing poverty were kept separate in terms of their obiectives and approaches. 

many projects, the evaluation of obiectives could not show whether 
meat work had contributed to peace or vice versa. No framework of 

existed to evaluate the common purposes and effects of the two 

intentioned as many activities of peace-building and ¯development in 

may be, they have rarely managed to coordinate their transformative 

and objectives. 
My aim in this chapter is to explore strategies that can help t 

ties in a conflict setting initiate their own processes of sustainable peace 

economic growth. While my findings focus primarily on 
development in Rwanda, I draw also on lessons from the 

of Congo (DRC), where I have been involved in similar work. 
In this chapter, I address tt~ree main sets of questions. The first is a 1o 

cat issue. Regarding the domains of peace-building and development, 
one constitute the foundation of the other? Should we begin to 

1 United Nations, "Report ot~ the Pane! on United Nations Peace Operations", UN 

A]55/305-Si20001809, 21 August 2000, 3. 

2 United Nations Development Programme, "What is Haman Development?"~ 

http:]/hdr.tmdp.or g/hal/default .cff~- 
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post-conflict communities through p~ace-building or development initiatives? 

Is it necessary to begin both simultaneously? Are there common approaches or 
strategies that pursue the objectives of the two fields ? In asking these questions, 

my intention is neither to suggest the supremacy of one field over the other, 
nor to imply that one field alone provides sufficient answers to the issues facing 
impoverished and conflict-ridden communities. Rather, my aim is to under- 

stand strategies to design efficient integrated peace-building and development 

interventions to rebuild post-conflict societies. In answering this question, I will 

argue that in post-conflict societies, peace-building is a necessary foundation 

for development. 
Second, how d~ peace-building and development intersect? Conflict and 

¯ poverty are, respectively, the main issues underlying peace-building processes 

and development work. Do conflict and ppverty have interactive causes and 
effects? The means of coordination of the two fields can be found by analysing, 

first, the common causes of poverty and conflict and, second, how an increase 

in poverty affects the propensity to conflict and how violence causes and deep- 
ens poverty. In short, what are the common denominators in these fields that 

can be integrated in the same transformative processes ? 

To understand these common denominators, we must first define the causes 

and effects of both poverty and conflict and their intersection within a given so- 

cial structure. On the one hand, an analysis of causes and effects should clarify 

why and how economic development often creates inequalities; on the other, 

we need to understand how divisions between different groups, along with the 
animosity and trauma that they generate--especially in communities affected 

by competing identi~ claims---influence productivity capacity and economic 

competition¯ In post-conflict societies, battles for economi.c, political and social 

power can produce fractured social structures, a culture of exclusion, human 

right abuses, bad governance, corruption and unhealthy competition for re- 

sources and vioience. 

Finally, what are the principles that underlie the structures or dimensions of 

conflict and poverty transformation in which we operate? Within which struc- 
tures do we expect dhange to take place? What are the dimensions that provide 

and sustain this transformation? Uniting the various strands of my argument 
in thi£ chapter is the contention that achieving peace and development after 

mass conflict involves healing th~7ough transforming human relations and social 
structures, which have been severely damaged during conflict. To achieve iong- 

lasting peace and development means healing individual wounds, rebuilding 

solidarity among individuals and groups and revitalising fractured communi- 

ties. In this sense, peace-building and development require systematic processes 

that address personal, emotional and psychological dimensions of conflict, as 

well as broader, structural questions of power and inequality. 

I47 
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Building transformative development processes on 

a peacebuilding foundation                                  ... 

If a practitioner decides to integrate processes to overcome conflict and poiz- 
erty, where does she start? I argue here that transforming conflict and poverty 

must start from a foundation of peace-building initiatives. The reason why. 

we should view peace-building as a necessary foundation for development is 

that conflict not only damages physical structures but also tears the communal 
fabric, leaving feelings of suspicion and mutual rejection among members of 

the community. After conflict, community members often experience a loss of 

shared interest and sense of belonging, which severely damages the commu, .: 

nity’s ability to achieve economic development after conflict. 
The Rwandan genocide was a cataclysm almost unparalleled iri human his: ¯ 

tory. It destroyed Rwandan society, greatly damaging tocal and traditional ca: 

pacities for resilience. When people feel emotionally and physically. . 

cope with daily life as a result ok trauma, this hampers their ability to 
’ 

pate in development work. Furthermore, when the social structures 

nect people and provide healing by building empathetic relationships are 

aged, this weakens the community’s capacity to fight poverty. 
The damage wrought by conflict on local capacities for change is 

lighted in a recent survey conducted by the Rwandan National Unity and 

onciliation Commission (NURC). The survey aimed to assess the impact 

efforts of post-genocide decentratisation, democratisation and development 
national unity and reconciliation. The survey of 6,146 resl~ 
that the "the level of trust among community members is weak and 

an obstacle to community development because it is harder to undertake 

munity development without a minimum of mutual trust.’’3 Mutual sus . 

and cleavages between groups based on ethnic divisions do not necessarily. 

ply that community members from different groups would refuse to work 

gether on community projects. In fact, many development 
Rwanda have witnessed immense growth in the number of local 
hess associations that include members from both ethnic groups. 

the existence of such associations does not necessarily imply a 

healthy relationships or solidarity within the community. As the same    . 

report argues, ’°people tend to rally in the face of adversity without there r 
essarily being a mutual trust among them," a claim supported by the 

"41% of the interviewed said that nothing is done in the community 

authorities force people to act."4 ’ 

3 National Unity and Reconciliation Commission, "An Opinion Survey 

ess of Democratization in Rwanda" (Kigali: NURC, 2004)~ 27. " 

4 Ibid. 
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In such fragmented communiti~’s, many development efforts will achieve 

few tangible results because solidarity among community members is so se- 

verely lacking. It is clear from the findings of the NURC survey that the belief, 

held by many scholars and practitioners, that development work alone can 

restore relationships and build peace, does not apply in the case of Rwanda.¯ 

That Rwandans from all ethnic.groups can cooperate to pursue developmen¢ 

objectives does not necessarily mean that they have rebuilt their relationships. 

Therefore, peace-building initiatives in a society as fractured as Rwar~da’s must 

constitute the foundation of sustainable development work. Without restored 

relationships, there can be no. long-term development. While individuals can 

build solidarity around development activities, their energy often stems from 

extrinsic motivations based on personal gain, rather than On feelings of com- 

munal belonging. In such instances, solidarity and harmony are not in them- 

selves community goals, but palliative means to attain certain objectives. 

The fragility of post-conflict societies such as Rwanda’s also calls into ques- 

tion the strength of solidarity built around work. How long can work-based 

solidarity withstand the trials of internal conflicts that can also result from 

intense work-related interactions? In many circumstances, development itself 

exacerbates conflicts of interest and identity. These conflicts can become more 

as competing interests increase along with heightened productivi- 
: ty and demand for goods and services. For example~ during my peace-building 

[and development work in Rwanda, when I visited local sub-district offices, I 

~as often struck by the multiplicity of legal cases of business and farmers as- 

in the local gacaca jurisdictions (which are explored in more detail 

dsewhere in this volume by Steward, Schabas, Ngoga and Clark).s Some of 

:hese cases lasted for years, deeply damaging the efficiency of the associations 

~, as well as relations between their members. Most of these conflicts 

~ the surface long-standing ethnic animosities between different 

and groups. 

always challenge the reconstruction of post-con- 

ple who have been previously excluded from mainstream 

and social activities related to their livelihoods tend to treat others 

were treated. The process of estrangement redycles through future gen- 

ations. Consequently, those who feel marginalised within certain economic 

social structures often express their grievances by venting frustration and 

I refer here to traditional gacaca jurisdictions facilitated by the local sub-district officers 

known as "executive officers of secteurs" to settle and mediate dispptes among com- 
munity members. These jurisdictions, ~vhich deal with low-level disputes, differ from the 

official gacaca heaxings .that prosecute genocide SUSlpec~g. To differentiate rhe two juris- 

dictions, the Rwandan government recently renamed the former abunzi, a Kinyarwanda 

word meaning "mediators". 
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anger towards themselves, their families and even towards public economic 
and development programmes. They often develop risky and destructive be- 
haviour such as having unprotected sex with multiple parmers, alcoholism or 
drug abuse, and sometimes even commit suicide as means of expressing their 
need for r4cognition after conflict.6 

To break this cycle of violence and povertyl economic and development 
work must build on social justice principles, good governance and sociat struc- 
tures that respond to people’s basic human needs, vatues and motivations, such 
as identity, security, recognition, participation, dignity and justice.7 However, 
the first steps towards brea’king the cycle of violence and poverty must incor- 
porate a personal and community journey of psychological healing. Without 
healing, there can be no lasting peace and therefore no genuine development 
after conflict. 

A personal journey of healing. My conviction that healing is central to any 
attempts to meaningfully connect peacebuilding to poverty alleviation stems 
from my personal experiences of healing, as a survivor of conflict in the Great 
Lakes. As a survivor who also engages in peacebuilding processes, I have often 
found myself in a difficult, but ultimately useful and rewarding, position of 

engaging--and helping others to engage--in rebuilding, our personal and col- 
lective lives after the genocide in Rwanda. Many of my personal experiences of 
healing have inspired my efforts to help others seek healing, reconciliation and 
economic development in their communities. 

I was born into a family of Banyamulenge (Congolese Tutsi) on the Mitum- 
ba plateau, currently known as Minembwe territory in South Kivu in eastern 
DRC, amid the period of turmoil and wars that characterised the ahermath 
of post-colonial independence in the Great Lakes in the 1960s. Three-of my 
first eight years were spent in temporary shelters, as civil unrest and ethnic 
conflict forced my family and communi¢ to flee our homes. We lived in total 
pove~ a~er losing all of o~ cable durst fi~ting, and the bitterness of my 
parents taught me to hate those who drove us to such destitution. Predictably, 
the repeated ethnic violenc~ of me colonial and post-colonial periods has been 
passed on to subsequent generations of Rwandans and Congolese. I was not 
spared this education in ethnic cleavages, which was reinforced by the forma! 
educatio~ system. The histoW and civic education we ¯received-as students em- 
phasised supposed ethnic differences between Tutsi (Hamites), Hum (Bantus}. 
and Twa (Pygmies). In nearly every interaction with teachers and fellow stu- 

6 

7 

L, Schirch, The Little Book of Strategic Peacebuilding (Intercourse, Pennsylvania; Good 
Books, 2004), 24. 

J. Burton, Resotving Deep-rooted Conflict; A Handbook (Lanham: University Press of 
America, 1987}, 54-8. 
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dents, I was reminded that I was a’.’ Tutsi, an alien, who originated in Ethiopia. 
Among my teachers were Rwandan Tutsi who had taken refuge in the east 

of Zaire. (now the DRC}. They told us of their experiences of ethnic violence; 
how Hutu massacred their relatives, looted their property and drove them out 
of their country, just as we had experienced violence in Zaire. Such stories 
produced constant fear within me, and I concluded that my entire ethnic group 
was threatened. My fears were reinforced by the ethnic hatred and practices in 
the political system that excluded all Tutsi from power. Theft was some respite 
in the 1970s, when my cousin Frederic Gisaro was a member of the Zairean 
parliament. After his death, all Banyamulenge were denied Zairean citizenship 
and the right to vote. We were also den~ed the right to jo~n student unions and 
our parents were barred from any local administrative structures. 

Such divisions created regional, ethnic coalitions among communities and in- 
stitutions. The solidarity between Zairean BantwI-Inm, originally from Rwan- 
da and Burtmdi, against Tutsi in Zaire was the most threatening. I was a victim 
of such destructive solidarity. Once a group of Zairean Bantu and Burundian 
Hutu refugees caught and beat me badly, simply because I was a Tutsi. I was 
left unconscious with a broken arm. This was not an isolated incident. Many 

acts of violence and murder against Tutsi occurred in the 1980s on university 
campuses and in communities, perpetrated by a coalition of Hutu and other 
Zairean Bantu groups. The violence became mor~ pronounced in eastern Zaire 

in the early 1990s, after a coalition of Tutsi from Uganda, called the Rwandan 
Patriotic Front, attacked Rwanda in 1990, and more so after the assassination 
of Melchior Ndadaye, the Hutu president of Burundi, in 1993. These events 
led partly to the genocide of Tutsi in Rwanda and Zaire, while the spiral of 
violence in Burundi continued to cause deep divisions between Hum/Bantu and 

TutsiiHima. 
The leadership in the region used these historical discriminations to pro- 

mote national inequalities, based on ethnic identities. Major social and cultural 
institutions, such as churches, provided little opposition to the atmosphere of 
ethnic divisions and violence. As a young man, I was intrigued and confused 

’ by how the widespread conflict around me devalued ~h¢ Christian faith, which 
was embraced by 90 per cent of the population but seemed to exert so little 

influence over people’s views and actions. Individuals and groups who had dif- 

ferent ethnic identifies, but nonetheless claimed to share a Christian faith, tired 
in a state of perpetual animosity. 

These community divisions and con£icts had an immensely negative effect 
on me. I held grudges and secretty nurtured a desire for revenge against those 
who subjugated my community, the Tutsi. These emotions were collectively 
shared by all members of my ethnic group, my clan and my family. The narra- 
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tire of hatred and fear dominated the daily conversations and news throughout 

the entire community, increasing people’s trauma. 
I rationalised, and even actively defended, the violent retaliation of my ethnic 

group against other groups. Consequently, I lost emotional and psychological 

energy, which was consumed by a sense of personal unrest as I struggled to 

control my inner pain and anger. 
As a young adult, however, I began to question the values I had acquired. In 

a state of internal revolt, I resolved to search for solutions to my sense of inner 
conflict that reflected the wider conflicts around me. One.solution was to study 

human behavioura[ sciences to better understand the underlying issues in a con- 

flict society such as Rwanda’s or Zaire’s, and thus to explain my personal pain 

and the deep divisions evident in my community. Shortly after my university 

studies, though conscious of my limited experience and the cultural prejudices i 

related.to my )tung age, I engaged in efforts to help my church community 
settle some of its internal conflicts feinted to questions of ethnicity. My efforts 

began to bear fruit, in terms of facilitating new forms of dialogue between dif- ......... 

ferent individuals and groups. This encouraged me greatly and started a period 
of personal growth as well as a commitment tO peace-building processes in my ::.:i):i~!:.:: 

society more broadly. 
I soon discovered that working ou peace-building and reconciliation proc- i.i: ,.:: 

esses aided my personal healing. Since 1997, my engagement in post-genocide ....:.::. 

peace-building and reconciliation has not only benefited others but has also 

allowed me.to deepen my personal sense of healing and has increased my com- 
mitment to, and understanding of, issues related to conflict.8 As I reflected on 

my personal transformation, I recognised that I had experienced a profound 

journey of heallng and that this had involved seven stages. These stages simply 

reflect my efl~orts tO explain the complex, undulating journey of healing. It is 

not as linear a reality as is described here, but rather a highly dynamic process 

involving many complicated intermediary experiences. 
First, my whole journey of healing began with a desire to engage in peace- 

building work and to help tho~e affected by the genocide. To begin healing, I. 

8 The mai~ workshops that transformed my life are the following. First there was the 

"Personal and Community Development workshop [PDWs) designed by Prof. Simon 

Gasibirege of the National University of Rwanda.(see Steward’s. chapter. . in this volume ... 

as "HealiNg the Wounds of Ethnic Conflict" (HWEC) designed by Dr Rhianno    Y , 

and the "Healing of Memories" workshop designed by Father Michael Lapsley, a white 
South African priest :who fought apartheid for many years before losing his t:¢¢o hands, 

an eye and an ear as a result of a letter bomb. Later I attended another workshop called 

"Strategies for Trauma Awareness and Resilience" {STAR) at the Center of Justice and 

psychosocial effects of the 9111 attacks in the US. 

::; -!-i. 
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first needed to look outward; to.consider the needs of others. As I listened to 

other survivors’ stories of incredible pain, I felt my own memories resurfacing 

intensely. They triggered anger, hatred and bitterness towards members of the 

ethnic group that oppressed mine. These embtions raised serious contradictions 

between my sincere commitment to peace-building work and my capacity to 

embody the peace and reconciliation message I was conveying: 

Second, I chose to explore my past and how it fitted within a shared history of 

the conflict between Tutsi and Hutu. To explore history would help me answer 

some critical questions as an attempt to give meaning to my pain: How had the 

hatred between Hutu and Tutsi developed to the extent of causing genocide? 

What specific factors fuelled ethnic hatred? Are the effects of ethnic conflict 

reversible? What can we do to help ourselves and subsequent generations end 

cycles of victimisation and vioience? I decided that I needed to find a group of 

Hutu and Tutsi willing to wrestle with these questions and to struggle honestly 

and openly together to find m~aning in what happened to our nations. 

Third, I discovered that the best way to engage truthfully with others in an- 

swering key questions about the past was to openly share and tend to others’ 

emotional and psychological wounds. There is immense power in being able to 

express the persona! meaning of past experiences to a sympathetic audience. I 

resolved to share my thoughts and emotions verbally and through many tears. 

Initially, during this process, I found myself condemning those whom I con- 

sidered offenders: mysdf (my feelings of personal guilt from hating others and 

my inability to change the situations around me), God (for His failure to assist 

His children who were targeted during the massacres and genocide), and those 

who had perpetrated crimes. I was consumed by sorrow, anger and fear as I re- 

membered my personal losses, especially those of family and friends who were 

killed in 1994 and in 1996 in Zaire!DRC, by Congolese and Hutu interahamwe 

militias from Rwanda. 

Fourth, I chose to accept my past and sought to release myself from its grip. 

This proved to be the most difficult stage of my healing journey. To seek .libera- 

tion from my pain generated an inner dilemma: I preferred to consider myself 

a victim because it attracted others’ pity and gave me a sense of belonging as a 

member of the victim group. Being a victim allowed me to claim the right to re- 

venge or at least to threaten my offender with revenge. However, I also wished 

to be free from the pain that consumed my emotional, psychological and physi- 

cal energy and caused me to be constantly ill, haunting me with memories that. 

connected me daily with the past and blocked my hopes and dreams for the 

future. Therefore, I had to decide consciously to pursue liberation from the 

past. Through sharing my experiences with others and continuing to help them 

with their own feelings of sorrow and loss, I gradually felt liberated from my 

own bondage of stir-pity, sorrow, anger and hatred. My negative feelings were 
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slowly transformed into virtues. I moved from fear to confidence, from sorrow 

to joy, from guilt and shame to an acceptance of myself and others, from hatred 

to love, from a desire for revenge to a commitment to help bring peace to my 

community. 
Fifth, my healing journey required a stage of forgiveness. In most of the 

languages and dialects spoken in th~ Great Lakes, the word for forgiveness is 
kubabarira. The radical word kubabara means "feeling the pain." The deep 

meaning conferred on forgiveness in our culture is therefore to feel--to ac- 

tively share in--someone’s pain and suffering. Before my healing journey, I 

demanded an apology from those who had wronged me and my family, as 

a precondition of forgiveness. I asked myself, "How can I forgive the Hutu 
who vowed to exterminate us and who have never expressed a sign of guilt 

or shame to me or my ethnic group?" But as my inner pain decreased, I be- 

gan to understand that the benefits of freedom gained through.f°rgiveness are 

foremost .my own. I needed to recover my lost humanity, my love of others 

and of myself. As I shared my pain with others and expressed my struggle to 

forgive, I regained a sense of inner peace and compassion.’I felt more willing 
to understand the causes of the offenders’ hatred of me and of Tutsi generally. 

I began to ask questions such as: What made them lose their humanity? How 

do they feel today about their actions? I began to understand how anger and 

hatred consumed their energies, how they struggled to master their guilt and 

continued to suffer the consequences of their actions. I felt pity and compassion 

towards them. My personal journey made me reatise that I could not deepen 

my healing experience without first being wi!ling to forgive those who had 

. ~ommitted crimes against my loved ones and me. Healing required that I share 

in the pain of the perpetrators of gertocide, for example, their pain and that Of 

their families as they were detained for their Crimes, often in terrible conditions. 

Forgiveness deepened my healing process, as it liberated me from the hatred of 

my offenders that I carried everywhere. 
Sixth, after finding it possible ro forgive genocide perpetrators, I moved to- 

wards a place of reconciliation, where I believed it was possible to live and in- 

teract with the people whom I previously hated. Although I could never identify 

the exact individuals who killed my relatives, I hated the perpetFators’ entire 

ethnic group, all Hum, and considered them my enemies. Over time, however, 

as some of them shared their pain with me and expressed shame and apology 

on behalf of their ethnic group, I felt wilting to extend my forgiveness and my 

apology for the oppression of Hutu during the reign of the Tutsi monarchy ;~:: 
in Rwanda and during Tutsi collaboration with the Belgian colonial regime. I ¯ 

began to build friendships with Hum, particularly those Who shared my vision 

and commitment to the work of reconciliation. 
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I found rhae connecting with Ftutu in my work and visiting them in prison, 

to hear stories of their personal experiences, were acts of reconciliation. Con- 

necting with perpetrators of the genocide of Tutsi in Rwanda was a most trans- 

forming experience. As I listened to their stories, I discovered that some of the 

Hum in Rwanda succumbed to mass manipulation by the government of the 

day. One genocide suspect detained in Butare attended a Worid Vision group 

therapy workshop, During group sharing, he was overwhelmed by shame and 

guilt for what he did in 1994. He sobbed ashe described his pain: "I wil! never 

understand why I took part in the genocide. Why did I decide to join the mob 

that went to kill my neigtlbours, simply because they were Tutsi, when at the 

very same time I was protecting eight other Tursi in my home? I even rescued 

two Tutsi from the pit latrines where they were thrown after being mutilated by 

their captors, i also cannot understand why no one among my parents, elders, 

my spiritual leaders and friends tried to stop me committing crimes." The man 

expressed a sincere apology to all Tutsi. Later, I witnessed other Hutu sincerely 

confessing their crimes. These confessions made me rehumanise Hutu, people 

whom I previously viewed as beasts. 
Finally, the efforts of my engagement in Peace-building and reconciliation 

efforts began to bring rewards. As my work began to flourish, my commitment 

to it increased. My work with World Vision involved helping others along their 

own healing journeys, t heard amazing testimonies from people who experi- 

enced profound healing, forgiveness and reconciliation: Alexis, who forgave 

the killer of his relatives and offered financial assistance to his family; Elie, who 

confessed his genocide crimes and made reparations to his victims’ families; 

Delphine, who forgave the killer of her father who had confessed his crime 

to her; Deborah, who forgave and adopted as her own child her son’s killer, 

whose own parents were killed during the genocide. Observing others’ experi- 

ences like these renewed and confirmed my life commitment tn peace-building 

and reconciliation. 

Heatingz source of energy restoration for development initiatives. One of the 

most fundamental initiatives in development work in post-conflict societies is 

helping people to develop mechanisms of resilience and trauma healing. As 

illustrated in my personal narrative above, healing is central to peace-build- 

ing work because all acts of violence leave em(~tional scars. People affected 

by conflict constantly relive painful memories of fear, sorrow, anger, hatred 

and hopelessness. Such pain must be healed to enable new or renewed social 

connections, through subsequent peace-building processes such as negotiation, 

mediation, restorative justice, governance and leadership development. Unless 

pain is l~ealed, it is difficult to regain hope and to rebuild peaceful relation- 

ships. 
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Furthermore, until hope is restored and relationships healed in a given com- 

munity, its members cannot focus on development work. People struggling with 

inner pain from atrocities often became dysfunctional and unproductive. In the 

aftermath of the genocide in Rwanda, survivors have often struggled to rebuild 
their lives, more than those who have returned to Rwanda from long exile 

in neighbouring countries, such as Uganda, Burundi and the DRC, because 
the former continue to wrestle daily with their inner turmoil. When I began 
working in survivor communities with World Vision in 1999, I was struck by 

ho~v many survivors lacked energy and displayed immense apathy toward most. 

aspects of their lives. Some of them came to my office to ask for a~sistance. I 

would reply with a skngle question: How can I help you most effectively? Their 

answers were almost always the same: give me food and build me a house. 

If World Vision provided construction materials, however, genocide survivors 
often s01d them for personal gain. Most survivors wanted handouts and had 

little interest in productive activities. World Vision’s first attempts to organise 
genocide survivors into micro-credit associations failed, because few survivors 

wanted to work together. Many survivors failed to generate income from the 

loans-given to them and simply consumed the funds within a few weeks. 

Initially, I judged the survivors as lazy. During counselling sessions with 

them, however, I came to understand their condition more deeply. I 

that many survivors simplylacked energy because of trauma after the genocide. . 
Those who were able to begin a process of recovery and heating began to dem- .’.:...;!:ii::!:.: 

onstrate a capacity for, and an interest in, productive work. I concluded that¯ ¯ ;ii:.;::!i’..:.i:ii!: :.:. 
unless survivors experienced healing of their trauma, they would not be able to i.;.::i~;....i,. 

overcome their poverty~ ¯ 
I Witnessed the same dynamic among the national staff at World Vision 

Rwanda. When I began working there, I observed that there was little acknowl- 

edgement of trauma within the organisation, unti! we began recognising signs 

of d sfunctionat behaviour, a genera[ lack of energy and even conflicts among ....... ....;. ....... 

workers. In a paper pubhshed ,n 2000, two colleagues and I noted that - 
tional staff will be variously victims, agents and witnesses of all the violence 

that has gone before or may still be going on. Indivlduals may be shocked 

and traumatized, bitter and vengefu!, fatalistic and apathetic, paralyzed by 

expressed grieE"~ Unless our Rwandan workers could deal with their own 

trauma, they could not be agents of change in their communities. 
" 

Trauma can be an individual and collective experience. In Rwanda, trauma 

is often collective because the traumatic events of the genocide--the attempt 

exterminate the entire Tutsi population--were lived’collectively. Through 
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¯ practical experience, I began to)reflect on how psychosocial healing processes 

help an individual or a whole community to sustain a process of resilience and 

productivity, i concluded that healing trauma occurs most effectively when 

people focus on emotional and physical sensations related to traumatic events 

and increased awareness of these sensations}° Such healing is vital to individu- 

als’ and communities’ abiiities to build peace and eradicate poverty. 

The trauma healing journey: avoiding the traps of conflict and poverty. In 

Rwanda there are many testimonies, case studies and lessons documented by 
field practitioners that demonstrate how people can address their pai~ and be- 

gin a journey of healing, and how healing processes can in turn help trans- 

form individual and community peace and development capacities2~ Inferring 

my conclusion from my own personal healing journey and learning principles 

from practice, I argue that healing in fact contributes to peace-building and 
development work, by encouraging individuals to embark on three separate 

"journeys," 

First, healing provides a "Journey of Energy Recovery" that is crucial for 

devdopm~nt. People suffering from psychological and emotional pain survive 

through coping mechanisms that require immense suppties of energy. Emo- 

tional and psychological energy is lose during inner srxuggles to suppress regu- 

lar explosions of anger, vengefulness and guilt that many survivors experience 

after conflict. Energy is also consumed through nightmares, insomnia and daily 

strategies to avoid contact with those considered to be the "enemy", such as 

those who killed or injured loved ones during the genocide. Rhiannon Lloyd,a 

Welsh psychiatrist who has been workingin Rwanda since 1994, illustrates the 
concept of "restless energy consumption" with the metaphor of a string that 

binds the offender and the offended, even when one of them has died or lives 

far away. The string signifies the ways in which painful memories constantly 
haunt the victim. "Unforgiveness binds us forever to those who have sinned 

against us," Lloyd argues. "They will continue to devastate our lives until we 

release them in forgiveness." ~a 

The journey of energy recovery often produces two main outcomes. First, 

individual~ often experience a sense of liberation from infler emotional and 

10 

ii 

12 

P. Levine, Waking the Tiger: Healing Trauma (California: Noah Atlantic Books, 1997), 
173-220. 

For example, people who attended the PDWs developed by Gasibirege and the HWEC 
designed by LIoyd (Nyamugasira, up. cir.) testiiy that these workshops allowed them to 
discover the painful emotions they harboured such as fear, anger~ grief, hopelessness, ha- 
tred and suspicion. They chose to face them,.to fee[, name and process them, using verbaI, 
physical and symbolic expressiqns in a space where mutual respect and empathy make 
participants more attuned to each other’s vulnerability (Ibid). 

M. Janz and J. Slead (eds), Complex Humanitariatt Emergendes: Lessons from Practi- 
tioners (Monrovia, California: World Vision, 2000}, 194-201, 
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psychological struggle. This increases their capacity to ~enew energy and direct 
it towards more productive initiatives, such as rebuilding previous relation- 
ships and fostering new interactions with others and their environment. Sec- 
ond, many individuals testify that once they have experienced healing, they 

can consider the possibility of forgiveness, repentance, ~eparation, iustice and 
rebuilding relationships, even with their offenders or the person offended, or 

simply with people across the ethnic divide. 
¯ - " " of " Conflict 

A second crucial healing process is a Journey Hope Renewal. 
kills not only people but also the survivors sense o hope. Genocide survivors 
in Rwanda often demonstrate signs of incredible hopelessness and an inability 
to envision the future. I have heard stories of people who refused to send their 
children to school because, in many communities during the genocide, educated 

people were the first targets of violence. Other survivors sell construcnon ma,. 
terials because they cannot see far enough ahead to envisage ever living in new 
homes, or simply lack the willpower to build them. Some survivors claim to 
have lost the faith in the divine that they had before the genocide. They believe 

that God, or other supernatural powers that should have protected them 
their families, have become powerless. Many survivors fed abandoned by G, 
or protective spirits. Therefore, they believe that nothing 
own ability to build a better life in the fut~ire. As mentioned earlier, 
vivors display signs of lethargy and withdrawal from society and 
dependent for their material survival on NGOs and their neighbours’ charity. 

Third, the healing process of a ~’Journey towards Togetherness and Co~ 

nectedness" is crucial to peace-building and development. Many 
~er frequent flashbacks and sorrowful memories, which attach them to 

deceased loved ones. I once heard o£ a man who lost his wife and 
during the genocide but remarried one year later. Although the new 
gave him three more children, he confessed during a World Vision 
workshop that he never felt love and compassion toward his new family: 

true wife and children were those who .died," he ~aid. "These new ones 
only like a band-aid on my wound." He confessed that he 
love toward them nor hugged them until after his healing process began. 

Survivors ¯such as this man often struggle to reconnect with their wider 
munities a~ter conflict because harmful memories prevent them from 
meaningfully with others. As a result, many survivors become trapped 
state o~ miserable loneliness, thinking that they are the only ones who 

suffered immense personal loss. On rare occasions when they dare to 
with others to release some of their pain, meetings with fellow survivors 
lead only to more complaints, and to survivors’ compounded sense of mis 

and victimhood. 
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Individuals who have gone t~?ough healing processes, however, claim that 

they have been able to create bonds of companionship and friendship with oth- 

ers, regardless of their ethnicity and whether they had previously considered 

them enemies. Such bonds of togetherness result from the sharing of past pains 

that individuals have experienced Or caused. Many participants in healing proc- 

esses discover a common past of suffering and a present state of inner wound- 

edness. Having established these feelings of commonality, they often feel ready 

to offer mutual help and support to help nurse each other’s pain and to pursue 
renewed relationships, which is the "journey of togetherness". 

Healing is a key starting point for peacebuilding initiatives, as well as a firm 

foundation for any sustainable development. As Danid Taylor-Ide and Carl E. 

Taylor argue, % crisis weakens the community’s vital resources.. The wounds 

must be healed and strength rebuilt for forward progress. Otherwise, fracture 

lines may open up again, with crisis breeding further crisis.’m 

Conflict and poverty transformation processes 

Having established tl~e centrality of healing for peacebuilding and development 
processes after conflict, I turn now to the issue of how exactty we should inte- 
grate peace-building and development. This section describes a general process 
created to allow practitioners to design and implement integrated programmes 
to reduce poverty and conflict. 

Two main implications emerge from this sectiom First, peace-building and 
development involve similar processes and use the same terminologies to de- 
scribe the progression of the transformation envisaged. Conflict and poverty 
issues are interrelated in their causes and effects withip a society. For example, 
both problems result from po~gr inequalities, religious or identity-based ide- 

or prejudices sustained within social, cultural and economic structures. 
i Their effects include powerlessness and alienation. The ultimate common goal 

and de~celopment interventions is therefore to transform bro- 

ken or imbalanced relationships through healing, justice, education~ empower- 
" rnent, and social,¯ economic and cultural integration processes. 

Second, after identifying the shared domain of peace-building and develop- 

it is possible to design an intervention that integrates processes that truss- 
both conflict and poverty. There is a gap of knowledge in the intersection 

that is, in designing indicators that help practitioners to plan, 
evidence regarding how their interventions transform pov- 

D. Taylor-tde and C. E. Taytor, Just and Lasting Change: When Communities Own Their 

Futures (Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2002), 89. 
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erty and conflict. This knowledge gap explains why few practitioners have suc- 

cessfully designed programmes that integrate peace-building and development. 
The following section does not attempt to design new indicators of peace- 

building and development or to critically review existing indicators. The task 

of designing a framework of indicators requires further research. The following 

section instead focuses on the second question outlined in the introduction to 

this chapter--exploring the intersection of, and particularly common denomi- 

nators between, peace-building and development--by describing the overlap- 

ping causes, effects, objectives and strategies of processes of conflict and 

erty transformation.    " 

Analysis of causes and effects underlying structures of poverty and Conflict. 
Considering first the structures of violence and poverty, it should be noted 

that these things are often located in a cycle, in which poverty causes conflict 

and violence causes underdevelopment and poverty. These interconnected and 

complementary causes sustain structures of poverty and conflict. For exam- 

ple, social and economic iniustice resulting from reiection, mistreatment and 

ex£1usion based on identity is likely to trigger conflict. When conflict escalates 

to violence, it causes toss, grief and trauma. Traamarised people lose creative 

and productive energy. Unproductive, impoverished communities sink progres; . 

sivdy into poverty, while losing social, economic and political power. The poor 

often struggle to regain power through expressions of grievances without 

gering further cycles of violence. 
This cycle of violence and poverty is defined by James Gi[ligan and 

Schirch in the theory of %trucmral violence," Gilligan defines structural 

tence as ’,the death.and disabilities, that are caused by the economic structure 

our society, its division into rich and poor.’’14 Giliigan argues that 
violence is not only the main form of violence, in the sense that poverty kills 

more people (almost all Of them very poor) than all the behavioural violence 

together; it is also the main cause of violent behaviour." Gilfigan 

"eliminating structuralviolence means eliminaring relative poverty.     . 

ing the strategic analysis of violent conflict, Schirch argues that "societies 

permit or encourage economic and social disparity[...l exclude some 

full participation in decision making and public life, or direct harm 

some people suffer more from all forms of violence,’’16 Therefore, 

poverty can generate structural violence at all levels of society. 
The importance of structural violence for understanding links between 

erty and conflict is underlined by the finding of the Human Security Repo!~ 

14 J. Gilligan, Preventing Violence INew Yoxk: Thames & Hudson, 2001), 101, 

15 Ibid,, 102. 

16 L. Schirch, The Little Book of Strategic peacebuilding, 23. 
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that "most of the world’s armed?conflicts now take place in sub-Saharan Af- 

rica. At the turn of the 2t~: century more people were being killed in wars in 

this region than in the rest of the world combined."17 According to the report, 

the reason that sub4aharan Africa suffers such disproportionate levels of’vio- 

lence compared to the rest of the world is that the region "remain[sJ trapped in 

a volatile mix of poverty, crime, unstable and inequitable political institutions, 
ethnic discrimination, low state capacity and the ’neighborhoods’ of other cri- 

sis ridden statesmall these factors associated with the increased risk of armed 
conflict page."~*                                      ¯ 

There is no inevitable link between poverty and conflict; clearly not all poor 

countries descend into violence. However, poverty constitutes one crucial 

cause of conflict. Addison identifies "a ~ow per capita income and tow (d~- 

clining) growth rate as factors that significantly increase the risk of a country 
falIing.into conflict." ~9 

Second, there are the power relations within poverty and conflict structures. 

For why do poor communities or entire nations like Rwanda remain trapped 

for generations in cycles of poverty and conflict? There are complex causes of 

this phenomenon, related to history, climate, political systems, land policies, 

culture, beliefs and prejudices, and stereotypes that dominate relationships 

between ethnic identity groups. Regardless of specific economic disparities 
between North and South, the structures of poverty and violent conflict are 

generated and sustained in the dynamic of power relationships between the 
rich and poor. 

Capitalist economic systems that regulate resources and market competition 

create imbalanced power relationships between the poor and wealthy. Capital 

exchanges in Rwandan society create crucial class distinctions. In pre- and 

post-colonial Rwanda, the cattle economy dominated by the Tutsi minority 
enabled it to create hegemonic political and cultural structures ttiat excluded 

the Hum majority. The Hutu reaction tO historical economic inequalities after 

independence was to construct new political and economic policies that en- 

Hutu domination. One of these policies was to introduce ethnic quota 
systems in employment and education, to counteract perceived Tutsi power. 

In capitalist systems, the best performing and/or those with more opportu- 

succeed in increasing their revenues, whereas the less skilled or the dis- 

ed decrease their income and savings. The wealthy subjugate the poor 

Human Security Report: War and Peace in the 21"~ Century (Canada: Human Security 

Centre, The University of British Columbia, June 2005), 4. 

Ibid. 

Addison, The Global Economy, ConfliCt Prevention, and Post Conflict’Recovery, Hel- 
sinki: WIDER, UN University, 2004), 4, http:ilwww, un.orglesa/peacebuilding/AcrionlDe~ 
saTask Force/papers. 
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socially, politically and economically and manipulate them to increase their " 

power. For example, the majority of youth in the government forces and the 
RPF that fought each other in the war that preceded the 1994 genocide were ........~ 
recruited from uneducated, impoverished families. The majority of militiamen 
trained to carry out the genocide were also recruited from the.poorest sec- 

. lions of the Rwandan population. Because of their powerlessness, it is easy to 
intimidate and alienate poor communities and use them to fuel and perpetrate ... 

identity-based conflicts. ¯ . ¯ :~ " ~. 
Domination add manipulation have long characterised relationships be- i!! 

tween different groups in Rwanda. The rich ciass has dominated poor corn- : 
munities, drained their resources through taxation systems, the expropriation 
of land and low salaries, and manipulated them to stir up violence and kill 
each other. Such relationships, if they are not transformed, breed ;nd perpetu- :::};:ii... 

ate structures of violence and conflict. Poverty-based ethnic extremism often 
fuels identity-based violence and terror. Power imbalances between rich and ::.:!;i~?}i.::? 
poor create a dilemma for development policy-makers because they constitute. ’.~!;:~.i:~:: i’~): 
a damaging result of normal market forces that o~ten stimulate F 
in a society. A capitalist system reigns supreme globally after the    tpse of 
feudal systems and the failure of communist economies. However, as      . 
already seen, capitalism also fuels poverty and therefore often contributes to      .:.: :~ 
violence in many communities. 

Objectives and impact. Setting goals and objectives follows analysis. If 
of conflict and poverty has shown the similarity of their causes and effects, 
objectives to transform them are necessarily similar. The moment of 
ins goals and,9~Jectives is the convergence point of conflict and poverty 
foi:mation processes. Many authors agree that the transformation 
conflict and poverty aim at restructured relationships in which human needs, 
both the poor/weak and the oppressor/powerful are met. Schirch, 
argues that "a core task of peacebuiiding is to transform relationships so 
those who harm and destroy move to,yards meeting the needs and 
rights.,,20 Peace-building therefore aims at transforming relationships. 
ach argues that "relationship is perhaps the basis of both the conflict and i 
long term solution.’’2t The question remains, then, how can 
effectively reconstructed? There are so many frameworks suggested 
ent experts in peace-building. One of them is the necessity and the 
healing. As Lederach maintains, "[p)eople need opportunity.and space 
press to and with one another the trauma of loss and their grief at that toss.. 

2,0 $chirch, The Little Book of Strategic Peacebuilding~ 25, 

21 J.E Lederach, Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided 

ton DC: United State Institutes of Peace Press, 1997), 27.- 
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anger that accompanies the painiand the memories of inj usrices experienced." z2 
Heafing can be an individual or a collective process, as described in the section 
of my personal journey of healing abovel The remainder of this chapter takes 
up the question of how fractured relationships can be rebuilt to contribute to 
long-term peacebuilding and economic development. 

Strategy to transform conflict and poverty. After setting goals and targets, it is 
critical to design a strategy to address conflict and poverty via the transforma- 
tion of social relationships. By relhtionships I mean "the visible and invisible, 
immediate and long term"~ dimensions of connections between individuals 
and between groups. At this point, the need to integrate conflict and poverty 
transformation processes is vital. Several strategies are used in different con- 
texts by different practitioners. However, two strategies are particularly impor- 
tant for addressing both conflict and poverty. 

First, education is necessary to build capacity and to empower people to 
transform their structures of conflict and poverty. Pauto Freire’s model of: 
"education for transformafion"Z4 is commonly used in develop.ins countries. I 
have personally used its principles in Rwanda to integrate peace-building and 
development .initiatives. Freire’s model offers toolkits used by practitioners 
to build the capacity of communities trapped in poverty and fragmented by 
conflict, to liberate them from oppression. Freire argues that the oppressed 
possess the knowledge and power to confront injustice. This premise substan- 
tially changes strategies of peace-building and development, if we understand 
that the poor are aware of the injustices against them and possess capacities 
to break the cycle of conflict and poverty discussed above. Capacity building 
implies that there is within the oppressed the power to transform their liveli- . 

¯ hoods. The best education strategy does not aim at "erasing ignorance" but 
rather ar consolidating and reaffirming people’s knowledge of their needs and 
rights and he!ping them to discover their power to confront forces that alien- 
ate, manipulate or oppress them. 

Second, advocacy is necessary to build the capacity of the powerless to 
confront the powers that keep them in a state of poverty and conflict. Effec- 
tive advocacy to correct inequalities requires people’s active participation. It 

po~ver structures, systems and institutions,, as well as policies, val- 

and behaviour that sustain them.zs Some methodologies and strategies of 
:...~ 

Ib~d, 261 
J.P. Lederach, The Little Book of Conflict Transformation (Intercourse Pennsylvania: 

Good Books, 2003), 17. 

A. Hope and S. Timrnel, Training for Transformation: A Handbqok for Community 

Workers, Book 3 tHarare: Mambo Press, 1988), 18. 

L. VeneKlasen and V. Miller, A New Wave of Potve~, P~ople and Politics (San Francisco: 

The Asia Foundation and World Neighbors, 2002). 17-24. 
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advocacy campaigns involve aggressive confrontation that threatens human 
emotional security or simply raises unhealthy tensions that risk escalating into 

further conflict. Some human rights advocates argue that risky confrontations 

are inevitable in advocacy campaigns. However, adherents of Gandhian non- 

Violence argue that human needs of safet~r and growth of both the oppressed 

and the oppressor should be taken into consideration during advocacy.2~ In 

Rwanda, non-aggressive advocacy, fgunded on principles and values of rela- 

tionship transformation within the structures of power and powerlessness, can 

contribute to peacebnilding and development. 

Conflict and poverty transformational spaces 

The structures of transformed relationships. Finally, I respond ~o the third 

question identified in the introduction: Within which structures should we put2 

sue peacebuilding and development in a post-conflict society such as Rwanda? 

In practice, transformation of both conflict and poverty is a transformation o~ 

social structures. Conflict and poverty can be resolved in the process 
transformatior~ of human beings and the structures in which they operate. 

Peter Berge argues, "society is a dialectic phenomenon inthat it is a 

product, and nothing but a human product, that yet continuously acts 

upon its producer.’’2v Berge argues that human beings are a product 

process" that shapes individual identity to fit a given soclal .structure. 

fore, human beings produce understandings of them~elve~ withizi their 

practices and institutions. 
Tom Burns’ discussion of two conceptions of human agency helps 

change takes place within social structures. B~ns’. version of rational 
theory holds that "each individual human being pursues his or her " 

values and self interest, typically in the context of- and against 

conception of agency, however, begins to change w~hen individuals 
they cannot attain certain obiectives in life, because some individual 

are not permitted by community values or law or simply cannot be 

without collaboration. Thus, individuals collaborate to create the 

game" that regulate communal relationships. 
In figure 1, transformed relationships emerge at the intersection of 

structures of solidarity, communication and conciliation. I derive the 

26 Ibid., 279. 

27 Cited in R.D. Worth, Interdisciplinary Approaches to Human Communication, 

(New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction Publ[sb_ers, 2003), 155, 

28 T. Burns, "T~vo Conceptions of Human Agency: Rational Choice and 

Action" in P. Sztompka (ed.), Agency and Structure: Reorienting Social 

home, PA: Gordon and Breach Science Publishers, 1994), 197-249. 
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these structures from the work df Simon Gasibirege, professor ofpsychology 

at the National University of Rwanda in Butare. Gasibirege argues that the 

aim of conflict and poverty reduction is to rebuild these structures or spaces 

in such a way as to permit community members to reconnect and restore their 

relationships across ethnic and politicai divides. 

Squity, 
Community unity, 

Fig. 1. Structures Of good governance, social justice and development. © Solomon N. 
Gasana, April 2005. Adapted from trauma healing modules, called "Personal Develop- 
ment Workshops" (PDWs), constructed by Prof. Simon Gasibirege. 

The three structures of solidarity, communication and conciliation constitute 

spaces within which relationships are transformed. Interactions within these 

spaces engender other sub-spaces. Each space and sub-space is transformed 

with appropriate conflict and poverty transformation initiatives. The spaces of 
transformation operate as follows: 

First, the "space of.communication" constitutes a .structure in which peo- 

ple living in post-conflict communities restore trust through open channels of 

information flow. Within this space, individuals communicate common inter- 

needs and strategies to share common resources. They express feelings, 

ideas and share painful experiences. A common example of interac- 
tion within a space of communication is the habit of stopping by a neighbour’s 

.... :.home to ask how he or she is doing. In these instances, people share news, faro- 

issues and community problems, and as a result, they foster common views 
!about community life. 

Second, the "space of solidarity-building" represents the forum in which 

’.:.community members demonstrate to each other through concrete actions that 

are committed to values of mutual accountability. Attitudes and actions 
commonly-held values and beliefs. Thus, individuals may feel con- 

iiected to each other through interactions an~t relationships, mutual support, 
and companionship. For such actions to be truly meaningful, they 
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must be motivated by unconditional commitment to community values that 

foster counectedness. 
Third, the "space of conciliation" represents the place where community 

members me~t to settle their differences through cultural values and practices 

that combine healing, justice, reconciliation and reintegration. Community 
members feel a responsibility to abide by shared values, beliefs that serve to 
rebuild broken relations or sustain existing connections. Offences committed 

or received are dealt with in order to uphold the integrity of the community and 

the relationships of the people directly or indirectly affected. 

Although cultural globalisation currer~tly influences values, even in tradition- 

al societies, some cultures have preserved local modes of justice and governance. 

One example is the conflict conciliation mechanism known as "urubanza", em- 

ployed by the Banyamulenge community in eastern DRC. Until 1998, when the 

second Congolese war broke out, there were no functioning classical courts, 

detention centres, nor prisoners in this co~ununity o[ about 400,000 inhabit- 

ants. In post-colonial Zaire/DRC, the Banyamulenge did not adopt the 
criminal justice system as many other groups did, because they rejected the 
lawless and corrupt state created by President Mobutu Sese Seko’s dictatorship; 

characterised by arbitrary trials and violent ¯punishment. Thus, the 
cted modern oractices of governance and justice and maintained their lengerele , . . .. . , _ .: 

own traditional systems. Through urubanga, every in~tivictuars mlscon~auc~ or 
violence was deait with according to restorative iustice principles that 

the victim’s ri hts to have the crimes recognised and accounted for, and reinte~: g ...... 

grated the perpetrator into community life. These conciliation mechamsms 
similar to the current gacaca jurisdictions in Rwanda designed to deal with !’~ 

nocidesus ects From my personal observations .from living .in ge p    ¯ . . . 
¯ . lties these mechanisms have contributed to reducing the rate lenge commun    , ~ . _ .~:.: 

rostitution and alcohol and drug abuse. 7;.:~;~{; nl homicide crime, theft, p , .... 

¯ ’ustice mechanisms such as gacaca or urubanza help retm~Icl Restorative 1 .... " 
tured relationships in the community in three main ways. Ftrst, hearings durmg:::~ 
these processes are designed to be non-hierarchical and more participative. 

enforcement institutions are replaced by the dynamic of gelationships 
community members. For instance, the communities involved have no prise 

because every offender is reintegrated into the social ~tructures during 

the justice process. Police iostitutions are not necessary because every 

munity member is regponsible for the security 9f people and property. The ! 
crimir~afs in the community are watched over by every member 

nity ander the supervision of elders. Criminal records are kept in the 
of the community, and can be transmitted orally or in written form from 

clan’s court to another. 
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Second, a communal mode o~ governance has constructed a culture of non- 

violence through unique community justice and security systems practised and 
transmitted throughout several generations. The communal governance that 

fosters restorative justice is participatory and democratic, built on values of 

freedom, solidarity and respect of people’s rights. The aim of each trial of of- 

fenders within this system is to save the life and harmony of the community. 
Third, the communities often integrate into restorative justice proce£ses the 

Christian and traditional vaiues that emphasise the need for peacefial and just 

relationships. Healthy relationships founded on love, care ~or one other, pro- 

tection of the vulnerable, integrity and other community principles were con- 

sidered as central to all social and economic structures. 

According to Gasibirege, the three primary spaces above-of communica- 
tion, solidarity building and conciliation--are the foundations of community 
life. Furthermore, as indicated in figur~ 2, the intersections of these spaces form 

four new spaces of social interaction. First, the "space of transformed relation- 

ships" is the central dimension where all three original spaces converge. This is 

?:;!:.:7. the ideal space, the attainment of the goal of sustainable community capacity 
i!::!il;::)i ’ of peace and development. In this sphere, the community gaifis the necessary 

.].:! ::. power to generate energy for economic growth and transformation from one 

i:.!::!:?.i.i step to another and the power to resist divisive influences. An example of effec- 
:::51:.. tire community power occurs when advocacy processes grow from within the 
:.::;.~;: : community and allow members to speak out against injustice and to protect the 

i!~)!i:’i!.:! i: ¯ community from outside threats of violence and insecurity through non-violent 

means. Community members thus increase their energy to generate internal 

resources for sustainable peace and development. 

::!:.i!:.i:): Second, in the "space bf healing and wholeness".~ grieving and healing occur 
:.j:ii:iil):.!:.: when individuals can open wounds and tend to their grief and painful memo- 
j ;i;i~:. ties, in a space where values .of listening, receptiviey and empathy are genuinely 

i~ii);..iii:;:::::¯ practised, to soothe each other’s pain and renew fractured relationships. Mem- 

:i:’;)i!;i:i ::: 0ties of individual and collective pain, as well as healing experiences, are shared 
¯ ;and transmitted through informal networks of communication, as individuals 

ual assistance and comfort. 

Third, the "space of truth telling" constitutes the realm of restorative jus- 

t, the Rwandan philosophy and practice that views ali humans as 

connected to one other, in the process of doing justice. According 
~,acaca, truth is communicated to facilitate justice and reconciliation. Many 

are told, including expressions of hatred, desire for revenge and forgive- 

confession and repentance. The truth is heard, processed and 

through the wisdom and integrity of the elders mandated to restore 

rights. In gacaca, for example, the truth is sensitive and can often in- 
explosive and violent emotional expressions. Nonetheless, gacaca insists 
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that truth must be told and dealt with publicly, to avoid the misconstruction 

of truth that may later fuel feelings of revenge. Truth-telling also helps the of- 

fender deal with feelings of shame with the support of the whole community. 

Finally, the "space of unity-building processes" allows solidarity-building 

around justice and conciliation. Solidarity space is the space of the African 

Ubuntu philosophy and practice which Nomonde Masina defines as "the 

collective personhood" or "the art or virtue of being human", with funda: 

mental characteristics such as "caring, compassion, unity, tolerance, respect, 

c[0seness, generosity genuineness, empathy, consultation, compromise and 

hospitality."29 
In this space of solidarity, community members are committed to values 

of impartiality, integrity, cooperation and group support from everyone. The 
threat to an individual is a threat to every member of the community Because it 

endangers the existence of the whole community. The process of unity-building 

requires that every community member, including those related to the offender 

and victims, participates in telling tl~e truth, condemning and punishing the 
offence, forgiveness, reintegration and mending damaged relationships. This 

participation by all parties cements community solidarity. 
All of the structures explored here--the original three spaceg on Gasibi- 

rege’s chart and the four spaces of intersection,, which i have identified--are 

damaged by conflict and poverty. The process of transformation aims at re- 
constJ:ucting the society, the community .and the individual by restoring the 

values that strengthen relationships within all of these spaces. 

Conclusion 

In "Popuforum Progressio’, Pope Paul VI wrote an encyclical centred on the 
issues of imbalances within the social structures of economic development. He 

linked violence with the absence of social justice, claiming, "development is th4 : 

new name for peace."3° This.phrase encapsulates perfectly the interdependence 
between structural conflict and structural poverty. Conflict is largely linked 

with social and economic inequalities that recycle violence arid poverty. Too 

often, efforts to address these issues of conflict and poverty have been car-." 

tied out separately and even competitively. This lack of integrated initiatives in 

the field of peace-building and development limits the efficiency and impact of 
programmes in transforming the conflict and poverty structures. However, 

29 N. Masina, "Xl~osa Practices of Ubuntu for So~lth Al’riea" in I William Zartman (ed.)::: : 
Traditional Cures for Modern Conflictsr African Conflict "M~dicine u (Boulder, Colorado:. 

Lyrme Rienner, 2000), 170.                                                     ¯ 

tion (Eugene, OR: Orbis Books, 1993), 39. 
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is possible to design, implemer~t, r~onitor and evaluate strategies that address 

these issues. Such processes may use the same framework to identify key prob~ 

lems, analyse the causes and effects on people’s lives and design objectives that 

effectively transform conflict and poverty. 

Moreover, in many conflict societies, an abundance of resources and energy 

has been expended on projects that have achieved¯ little change in communities, 

because processes of reconstruction and development were not thoughtfully 

built on the foundation of peace and reconciliation. Only limited change will 
occur in a traumatised society unless people are encouraged to heal their pain 

and recover the energy for rebuilding solidarity and facilitating development. 

Because the causes of conflict and poverty are closely connected to power rela- 

tions in social structures, any change must involve reconstructing community 

spaces to address the effects of fragmentation, estrangement and powerlessness. 

Restructuring community spaces of solidarity, communication and conciliation 

is the best way to empower people to take control of their destiny and to ad- 

dress the root causes of conflict and poverty. 
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agg[egate national and international da~a toga[cling social development practices, ~he 
book looks at the unique experiences of three South African communities, p[ovidin.g 
ample lessons for discourse. Building en the theoretical and methodological 
foundations of an actor-oriented form of analysis, Leslie M. Dikeni contests ~he 
generic, commonplace dynamic of state-citizen-market relations. 

9780986996863 

~i~!:=ii~.i.~.’i :~According to Tradition: A Cultural Perspective on Current Affairs 

~==~=~=’~~ A thoughtful collection ef newspaper artk~les and speeches, lh~s book offers a 
compelling indigenous African perspective on contempora~ ~ssues and traditional 

values. W~th a flamework fo[ an alternative view on current aftairs in South AIfica, 
this new edition includes all el the original columns pk~s nine additional chapters, 
featuring speeches made to various organizations and articles published in B~;siness 
Day, the Daily Dispatch, and Na~al Witness, 
9780987034786 

South Africa 2012-2013: Addressing Inequality and Poverty 
Edited by Udesh Pillay, Ge[a[d Hagg, Francis Nyamnjoh, and Jonathan Jansen 
From politics, economics, and society to health and environment, this voklme 
presents 3I diverse angles on the inequality and poverty in con~empo[ary Sou~h 
Africa and places them h~ a global context. Designed and written as a reflection of 
critical issues, the in-depth analyses deal with topics that include ideology and 
mode[n and traditional leadership; the role of national, provincial, and local 
government in poverty alleviation: development, economic .growth, employment 
creation, and housing: the media; social cohesion: HIV and AIDSI climate changel 
regionMism and continental power relations; and the impact of global economics on 
South Africa. This accessible and fascinating resea[ch is aimed a~ the general 
interest reader as well as the specialist and is destined to become the research 
reference for the next decade. 
9780796924223 

] 
rh=s email was sent to eunice@emaiLunc.edu by ]#g_a__c__a__d___e_!!!Lc_@]~_.@___o__q~__c__o_L~ :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 

Independent Publishers Group 814 N. Franklin i Chicago [L :: 60610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Soma <soniaco|on@med.tmc.edu> 

Friday, 2:05 PM 

Cave, Tracey <tcave@emml.nnc.edu> 

SaNe, Enmce N <enmce@email.unc.edu>; Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Overload Form - Barbara Anderson 

Hello Tracey 

We haven’t been able to find the overload form for Dr. Anderson, so CAS HR initiate the process. ( a work student) is going to bring the form to you for 

Barbara’s signature. The form is already signed by Dr. Sahle~ 

Please when you get all the signatures, (:all me (9:1.9-962.-4854/9:1.9-966-.I295} to pick up the Form, { no campus mail), 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: Clayton, Justin 
Sent: Friday, 1:34 PM 
"Ire: Colon, Sonia 

C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Overload Form - Barbara Anderson 
Importance: High 

Hi Sonia, 

Attached is the Overload Form for Barbara Anderson. I have filled in all the applicable information. Once you get Eunice’s signature, please sent it back to me and I 

will get Dean’s Office level approval and the other required signatures. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
103 Howell Hall, Cg# 3056 

Ph: Fax: 919.843.3531 

jdayton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 4:25 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Course time preferences 

Hi Kenneth, 

I took a look at the times AAADS classes are taught this semester to give myself a sense of available options. Ultimately, I’m quite flexible to whatever best suits the 
department needs and what schedule placement you think would help encourage a robust enrollment. That said, here are my preferences: 

-I would prefer to teach a twice weekly 75-minute class rather than in three 50 minute sessions, so I would rather do MW or TR than MWF; I like the depth you can get into 
with a little more class time per session (it also looks like 50-minute classes tend to be exclusively in "prime time.") I would also be fine with teaching once weekly in a 2hr and 

50 minute block, which I noticed the classes are sometimes scheduled in. 

With that in mind, here’s a numbered list of some class times in order of preference: 

:t. MW orTR 2pm-3::t5 or 3:30-4:45prn 

2. MW or TR 5-6::tSprn 

3. T,W, or TR 3-5:50pm (single block) 

4. MW orTR 8arn-9::tSam 

5. T or W evening (single block) 

So, those are my preferences, but as I said, my schedule’s wide open. 

All best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 5:10 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Boko ttaram 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I am writing a story about the recent Boko Haram events in Nigeria for a journalism class that I am in and would like to include the perspective of 

a professor at UNC on the issue, especially in regards to the group’s take on western education. Would you be willing to be interviewed or if not, 

do you know a professor that would? Please let me know at your earliest convenience; if you could before Monday it would be greatly 

appreciated. 

Sincerest thanks and best wishes for the weekend, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas-Sotelo < ~gmail.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:34 AM 

Natalie Hartmm~ <njh@duke.edu> 

intl-duncplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.edu:~; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Re: Starting today: Native & Indigenous Film Series i October 4-7 & 9.2013 

We continue. Saturday and Snnday throughont the day. 

Do not miss it! 

El 04/10/2013 15:03, "Natalie Hartman" <nih(~duke.edu> escribi6: 

Native & Indiq. enous Film Series I Octob~=or 4-7 & 9, 2~13 

As part of the "Hemispheric Indigeneity in the Global Age" project, the series explores in comparative/contextual fashion Native and Indigenous 

woddviews, in particular the ones related to self-representation and governability, health and environment, and the ontology of being 

Native/Indigenous in today’s global age. The series intends to bring together cultural producers, shoolars, Native and Indigenous filmmakers, 

artists, and general public to explore, share, and act upon some of the most pressing issues first nations and pueb/os eriginados faced today. 

FrL October 4 I Richard White Auditorium DukeI 
400 pm I Reel Injun. Neil Diamond (Canada-USA. 2010) <85rain.> 

Followed by a Round table: Native & Indigenous Representation versus Self<epresentation: Forms of Action 

7.00 pm I Reception 

Fri. October 4 I Richard VVnite Auditorium Duke I 7.30 pm I In the Light of Reverence. Christopher McLeod & Malinda 
Maynor (USA. 200I ) <54min.> 

Sat. October 5 I Nelson Mandela Auditorium. GEC, UNC-Chapel Hill I screenings throughout the day 

10.00 am. Tecumseh’s Vision. Ric Burns & Chris Eyre (USA. 2009) <54min.> 
11.30 am. Camino de Serpiente (Serpent’s Path). Laura Magana (Mexico. 2012) <53min.> 
2.00 pm. Cerro Rico Tierra Rica (Rich Hill Rich Land). Juan VNlejo (Colombia~Bolivia 2012) <90min.> 
3.30 pm. Viaje Intercultural (Intercultural Journey). Collective creation (Colombia, 2013) <30rain.> 
4.30 pm Trail of Tears. Chris Eyre (USA. 2009) <54min~> 
6.00 pm. Seed Spirits. Altha Cravey & Elva Bishop (USA-Mexico. 2012) <30min~> 
7.00 pm. Meznak. Ives Sioui Durrand. (Canada. 2012)<96min.> 

Sun. October 6 I Nelson Mandela Auditorium GEC, UNC=Chapel HillI screenings throughout the day 
10 am. Geronimo. Dustin Craig (USA. 2009) <54rain.> 
11.30 am. MAYAS U suOtka’ansah" (knowledge Cycle). Mauricio Andrada (Mexico. 2009) <53min.> 
2.00 pro. Paraiso for Sale. Anayansi Pardo (Panama 2011 ) <75min.> 
3.30 pm. Wounded Knee. Stanley Nelson (USA. 2009) <54min.> 
5.00 pro. We Women Warriors (Tejiendo Sabiduria). Nicole Karsin (Colombia. 2013) <79min.> 
7.00 pm Tava, A Stone House (Tava, A Casa De Pedra). Vincent Carelli, Ernesto Ignacio De Carvalho, 
Patricia Ferreira (Kerel:Ku), Ariel Duarte Ortega (Guarani-Mbya). (Brazil. 2013) <83min.> 

Men. October 7 I Richard White. Duke I 7.00 pm. Film Screening and Q&A 
The Master and Divine. Tiago Campos Torres & Ernesto de Carvalho. (Brazil. 2013) <78min.> 

Wed. October 9 I Griffith Film Theater. Duke I 7.00 pm 

Granite: how to nail a dictator~ Pamela Yates (Guatemala 2011 ) <103 min.> 

SCREENINGS ARE FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC I ALL FILMS WITH ENGLISH SUBTITLES 

S P~.=.ClA L EVENTS 

Friday, October 4. I American indian Center. UNC=CH 

10.80 am. I~dia~ Circle: Filmmakers in attendance will join the American ~ndian C#cle. 

Noon. Working I~nch: ~eeting with Facul~ and Graduate Students working on Native and I~digen~us issues. (by invitation) 

5,39 pro. Richard W~ite Auditorium. Duke, 



Friduy, October 4. { Reception 

With gust f~lmmakers: 

~.~.~ v~deo r, as 
aldeias2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Charles Watts < ~me.com> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 2:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Checking in 

Just checking you and to see where things are with the piece. 

I’m attending a program on the performance of males of color at L~,-C today. So things popped back into my mind. 

Chuck 

Sent from ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 7:24 PM 

Social Movemems Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[sn3wg01] FW: Call for abstractffpapers ’Paper session’ protx3sal: "The use of law by Social Movements: Opportunities, Challenges and 
Contradictions" 

Dear All, 
I am forwarding a Call for Papers CFP tha~ migh~ be el your interest, 
Thanks, 

Call for abstracts/papers - ’Paper session’ proposal 

Law and Society Association Annual Meeting 

Law and Inequalities: Global and Local 

Minneapolis Minnesota U.S.A. 

~:::~::_La_:::ca__~__t~__s___o___c_,!_e___t_v__.___o__!:d_!~! ~_~_~_~ ~!~ ~ _/__~_!_~__!?__e____a_ _p___o__!_t_s. ._h_._t_.n__~_!.. 

Paper session subject: The use of law by Social Movements: Opportunities, Challenges and Contradictions. 

Organization committee: Research project in "Sociology of Law: Social Demands and Law" - University Externado of Colombia. 

Description: 

The way social movements resort to law is a controversial issue in socio-legal studies. Legal mechanisms and judicial remedies can be 

understood as opportunities to mobilize, challenge and transform discourses, norms and practices. Nonetheless, they can also involve 

different contradictions narrowing the scope of social movements, limiting actions to institutional scenarios and blurring the resistance 

ability of social organizations. 

These different views can lead to contradictions and dilemmas that this panel will explore. We will share actual issues in regards to the use 

of law by social movements, analyzing the opportunities, challenges and contradictions that this matter has brought to the movements 

worldwide and especially in Latin America. 

Procedure: 

We propose a ’Paper session’. Anyone interested in participating in this session should submit an abstract through e-mail before 

A total of six abstract proposals will be chosen for the debate. 

If the abstract is accepted, we will ask for a copy of the paper one month prior to the meeting 

For any questions and submissions, please contact us at: 

~_g_m____a_!_!_.___c___o____m__ 

Research project in "Sodo[ogy of Law: Soda[ Demands and Law" 

Law Faculty - University Externado of Colombia 

¯ -- You a~re currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email,unc,edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-336856,48-4140465,0c3d4556662[6045b[d361 b26I’b57i’c7@listserv.m~c.edu 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjec~: 

~live,unc,edu 

Saturday, 

Re: Exam 1 grade - update 

10:55 PM 

To: SaNe~ Eunice (eunice) 

From: 

Hi professor, I jufft wanted to wish you safe travel and once again tell you that I’m sorU for your loss.I know any fi~iend of yours, is an mnazing fi~ieud.I will be keeping 

yot~vourj friend, and your friend’s familvj in mv~ prayers. See vou~ when you get back, 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messa=es lJcom the AAAD 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:23 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Sui~je~’t: AAAD    Urgent 

Good evening Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am in your AAAD 

Thal~kS for you3~ time. 

Best, 

class I was wondering when you were going to post the exam scnres en sakai. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 12:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: AAAD 101 - Tuesday Oct 8 

Thanks, Eunice. I have serious reservations ;vith Mamdani’s analysis of colonial policy and the Hutu-Tutsi problem, but I will handle the matter in a way that would not conti~se students. 
Have a safe journey to Nairobi. Jeanne j oins me in expressing our deepest condolences for your and Kenya’s loss with Bishop Gitari’s passing away 

Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (ofiice) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 6:17 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Subject: AAAD 101 - Tuesday Oct 8 

[)ear Oeorges, 

’]?hanks so much ]’or agreeing to stand in for in my AAAD 101 class (9 30am-I 0 45am) on Tuesday October 8 I have attached the class’ syllabus to give you a sense of what we have covered 
thus far and the material that I had planned highlight on Tuesday 

On Thursday, I told my students that your guest lecture will mainly focus on the historical roots of the Rwanda genocide and its regional and global dimensions and effects I 

I will call tomorrow to touch base before my departure 

Many thanks for doing this :[’or me! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Raids in Libya a~d Somalia Strike Tem~r Targets 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~t v:c:I.~:.d:s: i ~’id~,c: i:;i.:b:~c:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E-~IAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis L~y ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

U.So Raids h~ Libya and Somalia Strike "[’error 
Anas Targets 

. 

Ameriean troops assisted by the F.B.I. and C.I.A. seized a 

militant in THpoli who was indicted lk)r his role in the ~998 

embassy bombing, and Navy S~s attacked a vilia in a Somali town know,el as 

a militant hub. 
~E] Documerl~: Grand Jury Indictment of Abu Anas al-.Liby 

A Federal :Budget Crisis Months in tl~e Planning 

The confronkatio~ that precipitated the current crisis was the 

ontgrowth of a long-framing effork 1o nndo the heakh law since 

its passage in 2ol o. 

Se~g Secrets of :Phone Users to Advertisers 

Advertisers a~d teeh companies are findin g new ways to krack us 

on our smar~phones and reach us wi[h individualized adso 

For morr~ toi) news. ~r) to NYTimes.oem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

T Fall Travel :l:ss~=e 

We discover a more contemplative mode of gekdng there,, and 

being their, whetber the destination is a place or something less 

defined. 

, Go to T Fall Travel Issoa 



OPINION I OPINION 

~�lak~g a De~ W~ ~rderers 

A gang truce in E1 Salvador has saved thousands of Iives, Is it 

nnvavel~ng becanse the president won’t admit be hdped broker 

of the 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

GIANNIS 8YNGE~,KIS, whose father was one of more than 400 Greeks killed by German 
troops i~ ’943~ 

World 

Karzai Is Plmufir~g to Be "l[1,ere for a S~ecessoro 

Right There. 

Hamid Karzai, Afghanistan’s president, is moving ne~ door to 

the p~’sidential palace after his final term ends and shows every 

sign of rnaint{fining his influence over whoever succeeds him. 

As Ge~oma~s Push Ausl-erily, G~oeeks Press Back 

Resentment over Germany’s power to dictate budget auster~" to 

Greece has some Greeks talMng about settling debts from World 

War II. 

kis at a 

Plan tier Ridding Syria of Chemical Arms 

Includes Brt~te Force and Cltem~st~y 

A plan aims to prevent backsliding by Sy*~a’s government and 

limit the time that internakionaI experts need to work in the 

countW, 

U,S. 

Bible College Helps Some at Lo~fisiana Prison 

Find Peace 

A Soudmrn Baptist Bible college inside Lonisiana State 

PenitentiaU offers baehelor’s degrees in a rigorous four--year 

eom’se that inelndes stndy of Greek and Hebrew, 



A Top Mormon Leader Acknowledges fl~e Church 

’Made Mistakes~ 

An admission that amounL~ to a si~3ifiea~t change ~n tone ~n the 

lea&rship’s approach to Mormons who qnes{ion, ~ssent or 

defect fl:om th e ehm’ch. 

Uchtdor 

Thousands Rally Nationwide in Suppor~ of an 

Immigration Overhaul 

W~th the thews on the government sh~klown and a battle over 

health care and debt fundh%, few ~n ( ~)ngtvss are g~ving much 

thought to imm~’aiion ~ssues. 

Business 

Mugged by a Mug Shot Online 

Web sites are publishing arrest photos of millions of :\merieans 

and often charging fees to remove the pictures. 

Schools across the cometD" are lop]dug at new onIine ways to 

integrate and analyze information about their students. But 

privacy advocates remain wa~T, 

~ t;Kavn~c: 3~vitter’s Mai~ Characters, Not 

Comlting the Usual 14o 

Twitter has gone fl’om whimsical sMe project to a multi-billion 

dollar company, and a handful of people have been at the heart 

of the company’s rise. 

Stevens 

on 

Sports 

[ ~] Video Feature ] VIDEO I"EAT/’RE: Snap. Hold. Kick. All 

~ 

in the Blink of an Eye. 

Fieh:l goa~s oecm" so swiftly and so regularly that they are often 

treated as affe~ fl~ou~ ks. Bu k a highly intricate three-part 

choreography is involved, The Giants’ fie]d--goa] unit breaks it down. 



Rodriguez, Citing Missed Oppo~-unities, 

Rejected the Players Union 

In Iatc August, ~ex Ro&~guez’s personal legal tcam wrote a 

letter formally req uesting that the union step aside h’om i~ role 

as his chief advocate at arbitration. 

RED sex 7, RAYS 4 

Red Sex Chase Price 

David Ordz hi~ two home runs and Dus[in Pc&de dwve hi [hree 

runs as Boston [ook a 2-0 lead in an Amerban League divts%n series. 

Score 

A~s 

G olden Boy X’Vith Sih°er Hair 

.,~ many orchestras and their conductors are strnggling, 

Riecardo Muff and his Chicago Symphony Orchestra are flariving 

with s@e. 

Get Back, and ,htst Let Miley Cyrus Grow Up 

I t’s too easy to pick on her creative choices, as she tests the 

limits while becoming a tree pop dive. 

Both Hero and Villain, and irresistible 

~ allan/~ssangc of WildLeaks is having a moment on the big 

~ 
Riccard 

o Muti, 

right, 

I M~W I 

Cumber 

]    ba toil, ] 

Obituaries 

Nicholas Oresko, 96, Medal of Honor Redpient, 

Dies 

Mr. Oresko single--handedly wiped out bxo machine-gun 

posith}ns at the BaSle ~:g the Bulge in 1945, storming the hill 

alone when his platoon wo~fld nothudge. 

~achola 
Oresko 

Sidamy Lanier, 90, Experhnental Stage Producer, 

Is Dead 

Mr. I,anier, then an Episeopal priest, made his church a home %r 

the American Place Theater in 1963. 

Lanier, 

around 

1975. 

Lee Thornton, Ex-W~dte House Reporter, Dies at ~ Lee 

Ms. Thornton also was a co-host of "All Things Considewd" on 

NPR, a news pwgram producer for CNN and a bsaeher of journalism. 

Magazine 

Dardel Radcliffe’s Next Trick is to Make Har~° 
Potter Disappear 

The child star has graduated fl’om Hogwa~fs. 

, Review Radcliffe and Jan Harem in ’A Youl]g Doctor’s Notebook" 



Era’? 

Performance-enhancing drug scandals turned "~e mighty men of 

baseball ii~{o tragic figures. ~Fhell along came a big hitter with a 

heer-leag~e physh]ue. 

LOOK 

The Pee~fliar Beauty of Flotsam 

What’s floating in the East River? 

Today’s Video 

~ vwEo: 17Iris "Week’s Movies: Oct, 4, ~o~3 

The New York Times film critics on "Gravib, z," "A Touch of 

and "A.C.O.D." 

~ v,.~o: The coat of the Shlitdo~-r~ by tile 

N m~lbers 

A look at the budget stam]oWs effects o~ America’s eco~omy, 

ins d tu d on s an d governmen t workers. 

~ vwEo; Obarr~a Defends the Health Care 

Preside~t Obama defe~ded the heNfla care law m~d discussed the 

government shutdown in an interview with The Associated Press 

on Oct. 4, 2o~3. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The S~pre~e (;o~rf Ret~a’ns 

The more than 50 eases on the schedule so Nr should make the new term one to 

watch. 

EDITORIAL 

Getting Older, Growh~g Poorer 

Extreme poverty has increased recently among people over age 65. 

EDITORIAL 

Electronic; De,Aees on PIanes 

Tablets and e.-~aders have bee a~und for a while, at~d now the~ are signs that 

the F.A.A. is ~vady to modernize its roles on their use. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Governing by Blm~kmail 

House Rel.~uhlica~s have take~ America’s eco~omy hostage and 

are using it as a bargaining chip in the most dangerous political 

game. 

~ CehJmnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A @i~ateni]~g fl]tnr4stic ealAta] where Thomas Jefferson’s utopia 

has devolved into Ted Cruz’s @stopia. 

, Column~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Promise m~d Peril of Pope Frar~eis 

Ca n th e reli giou s center be regain ed? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Thc Benel~ts of I~l-~°ar~Mgcr~ce, 

Tea Pa~~ obstruction may not be as crazy as ma~D~ h’adith:mM 

conset~’atives think. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

~¢;hy the Bad Rap o~ Ge~erkt lDr~gs°? 

Geodesics pack the same pm~eh as brand-.~mme ~’a~, for less. So 

why cae’t they get more respect? 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@,NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section >> ’ m,nyt,com ~> 

About This E-Mai~ 

r~is is an sutemsted e-reaL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s ]oday’s Headlines newsle~er 
As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protesting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: @gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 7:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: da’te 

Dr. Sahle, 

I hope all is well with you. Revisions are going well Last weekend I had everything rea@ to go save for one last section from      research that I was ~vorking on I was trying to get the 
revised version to     by last Sunday but didn’t quite make it. Anyway, I’m sending her the tMly-revised section today. Since I want to be respectful of her workload, I want to give her 
enough time to read and provide any feedback she might have. Thus I’m wondering if it’d be possible to extend the date Possibly to ? I’m waiting to hear from her on what her 
likely timeline will be, and rll let you know once I do Thanks for your patience in this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.uuc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:03 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

RE: ExaJn 1 grade - update 

Hello! 

Side note: I just had a quick question, are the exam grades posted? 

Thanks, 

( your projector helper) 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:03 PM 

Subject: Exam :1 grade - update 

To: AAAD: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

Your grades for exam :l wili be on Sakai by Friday morning. 

Apoiogies for the delay. The pian was to wrap up them by Monday ,but unfortunately it is has a been an unfortunate week. 

See you tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:56 PM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: reading questions 

Thank you I did! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:54 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I hope you have been able to access the readings on Sakai. 

Have a great Sunday and best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: SaNe, EuNce N 
S,,bject: reading questions 

5:10 PM 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I know you said you 

would be leaving on Sunday so I wanted to express some concern over not being able to see the reading for next week posted under the E- 

reserve (Phil Clark) or the Sakai readings (Christie/Sachs) not coming through on the student side! I hope you have a peaceful rest of the 

week! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Thank you for the reminder, I hope you have safe travels to Kenya 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: ~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 5:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: - Agenda 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I know that you are very busy this week so if it would be 
easier to talk when you get back that would be fine. I saw that you posted grades on Sakai for exam 1, and I received a       . I am feeling a little bit 
worried about my standing in the class at this point. I was hoping I would do better on this first exam. I was wondering if I could maybe do something for 
extra credit, or if there will be a chance to gain a few extra points in the class. I am really enjoying the class so far; this is a subject that I have never really 
been taught so I feel like I am learning a lot I’m just hoping that I will also be able to do well in this class. 

Thanks, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 8:15 PM 

Subject: - Agenda 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing weil. 

As discussed in class, below is the agenda (which is aiso reflected on the syllabus on our Sakai site} for the above-cited dates. 

Please note that Professor NzongolaoNtalaja wiii return your exam 1 blue books on Tuesday. I will make comments about the exams in our next class. In 

the meantime, piease review my comments in various parts of your exam. I will post a study guide for exam 2 by the end of this week. As a heads up, the 

exam wili focus on week 6 and 7 inciuding themes from the novei, God"s Bits of Wood and will comprise 2 short response questions and 2 ionger essays. 

Agenda: 

Week 8 and 9: Contlict and transitional justice mechauisms 
Guest Lecture, Professor Georges Nzougola-Nta|aja 

Readings 
(E-Reserves) Mahmood Mamdani, "The Racialization of the Hum-Tutsi Difference Under ColonialisM’ 
(Sakai) Solomon Nsabiyem Gasana, "Confronting Conflict and Poverty through Trauma Healing: Inlegrating Peace-Nzilding and 
Development Processes in Rwauda" 
(Sakai) Hassan Bubacar Jallow, "The Comribudon of the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda to the Development of 
International Criminal Law" 

(Room 205, Undergraduate Library): Film, (7~romc[e q[a Ge~ocide Foretold and discussion of the film and 
research paper assigmnent. 
(Please note that because ~1" technological needs (Video cassette capacity) our class will meet in Room 205 in the 

undergraduate library on both                   ~ 

(Fall break- no classes) 
Best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sal<ai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: ,@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 9:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjet’t: AAAD 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
I am vel3’ sorry to hear about your loss. Because of your absence, when will you be holding oftice hours? I did not perfoma as well on my past exam and ~vould like to discuss different ways 
I cari improve my techniques for the next exam 
Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, 11:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Will you be here on Wednesday 

Prot?ssor Sahle, 

I am wondering if you will be here on Wednesday? We are having practice where we invite one of our prot?ssor to come to practice and then have dimaer with them after. I am hoping that 
you will be able to attend. 

Please let me klm~V, 
Thank you 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Academic Alt~J~rs Publici~ 

AWOL Flyer.doc 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is            m~d I represent the Academic Affairs Committee of the Executive Branch of the Undergraduate Student govermnent. I have been directed to 

you by Mr. Lambert and he said you could forward a flyer we have prepared to all faculty members pertaining to a program related to allowing professors to improve 
student’s experience in their classes. Could you please forward the lbllowing message to all thculty members? 

To whom it may concern, 

The Academic Affairs Committee of the Executive Branch of Student Government presents "Another Way of Learning" (AWOL), a rolling stipend used for a 
project of the professor’s choice. This microgrant provides about $100 to a professor to lead a unique project out of the classroom. More details are 
available in the attached flyer. 

A##lications are due on the first of everv month. The a##lication is available at this link: 

Thank you for your consideration. We look forward to hearing from you[ 

Best regards, 

The Academic Affairs Committee 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 10:53 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD. 

Professor Sahle, 

I am emailing you this morning because I’m concerned with my grade in your class. I failed the first exam, so I am worried about not passing your class. I 

know we still have the paper and two more exams to complete; however, I am not a very strong writer and I’m afraid I will not do good enough. What are 

the chances that I will get a B or higher after failing your first test? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Bookl .xlsx 

Bookl .xlsx 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Restx~nding to requests, questions etc 

Hello, 

My name is and I was wondering if there was any other place we could find the E-reserve reading for tomorrow. I looked last night on E-reserves 

and they said they no longer had the copy of it. I also checked on google and couldn’t find a good version. Any suggestions? 

I hope that everything is going smoothly and i wish you safe travels! 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                10:40 AM 

Subject: Responding to requests, questions etc 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD : Scholars, 

Greetings. 

I am en route but thought I wouid send a generai note because of emails I have received over the weekend. Most of the emails pertain to requests for an 

extra credit opportunity before the end of the semester and suggestions for exam preparation strategies. Kindiy note that that I wili address these 

requests in class upon my return. 

In the meantime, keep up with the readings and take this opportunity to review the materiai from week 6 and 7. 

Thanks for all the kind emails wishing me peace and safe traveis! 

With best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:45 PM 

NttC Events <event@nations]humanitiescenter.org> 

Msxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhums~itiescenter.org:~; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhum~mitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Historian Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham to speak this Thurs., 10/10 at the Center 

You, your colleagues, and students 

are cordially invited to 

Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham Harvard UniversiO" 
X Iniineimage ~ 

Thursday, October lO, 2o13 - 5:00 p.m. 

In a year in which we mark both the 150th anniversaO’ of the Emancipation Proclamation and the 50th anniversary of the March on Washington, we can reflect on the 

factors that shaped these pivotal events in Punericma histoo~. In her talk, Evelyn Brooks Higginbotham will explore the ways that religion permeated the vernacular of 

the abolitionis~t and civil rights movements. 

tligginbotham is the Victor S. Thoma~s Professor of Histoo’ mad of Africs~ m~d African American studies at tlarvard University. She is currently chair of the 

Department of Afi-ican mad African American Studies and has held this position since 2006. The recipient ofnnmerons awards for her scholarly work, Higginbotham’s 

writings sp~n diverse fields African Americs~ religious history, womeffs history, civil right~ constructions of mcis] s~d gender identity, electors] politics, and the 

intersection of theory mad history. She is the author of Righteo~s Discomem: The ~Fomeris Movement #~ the Black Baptist Chztrch, 1880-1920 (1993), which 

won nmnerous book prizes. She is also coeditor with Henry Louis Gates, Jr., of the A.fricar~ Americm~ National Biography (2008), a multivolume reference work 

that presents African American histoO" through the lives of people. In 2010 she was coauthor with the late John Hope Franklin of the revised and rewritten classic 

Prom Slavery to Freedom. This yea:r, as the John Hope Franklin Fellow at the Center, she is worldng on 7he Great Qztestion qfHmnan Rights" in Americar~ 

History. She was previously a Fellow at the Center in 1993-94. 

To reserve space, please.[bllow Iris ~ or respond 

to Martha Johnson (0~ 0 ) 4oo-o H 6, or mjohnson(~nationalhurnanitiescenter.orq 
National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander’ Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 6:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv’~ 

Subject: Kenya Trip 

and I hope that your trip to Kenya goes smoothly and safely! 

AAAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 3:25 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of giving with our CaJcolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaching over $50,000 in pledges during its first week. We are on our 

way to reaching our goal of $1, 000,000’. If you have not done so aJready, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign efforts. You can 

sem~ch the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below we’re certain you’ll find a pa~icipating charity or cause that is meaningful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even eaaier to lind the charity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper forms will be provided to all thculty and sta~ (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regarding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important lntbrmalio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form a~d contribution to your team captaan. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit cmd, please click on the "Give Now" link below mid 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only live steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity a~d thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

REFLECTIONS@datasltn.com 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 6:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

REMINDER: Kenneth Jm~ken Reques~ts Your Feedback 

Eunice Sahle: 

This is a reminder that your survey for Kemaeth Janken has not yet been received. Please complete and submit the survey no later than Oct 01,2013 

If you did complete the survey and receive this message, please note that atter responding to all the questions, you must select the "Submit" button to send your survey. If you iog out 
without submitting the survey, your answers are saved but not received by the Center for Creative Leadership’s scoring center. It will not be possible to change your responses once you 
have selected the "Submit" button. 

Please access the web site to complete and submit the survey 

https:i/~w datasltn com/~vss/CCLReflectionsHome.cfm 

Your Confidential User ID: 
Your Col~fidential Pass~vord: 

If you experience any difficulty connecting to the Internet, please contact your organization’s help desk. Our experience is that the vast majority of access problems are due to security 
measures within our clients’ systems. For an?- other technical problems, please contact Technical Support by sending an email to suppolt@datasltn.com. We can be reached toll free by 
telephone within the United States at 877 477 1416 If you are calling ticom outside the United States, use 952 746 5747. 

Ifyuu receive "Access Denied" ur "Page Not Displayed" message when accessing the Web site, please cuntact uur Technica[ Support. There are browser settings that may need tu be 
ac~iusted un yuur cumputer so that you can fully access secured sites 

--- Email Number 00090800813001812370001934528022691934not~ rater MRList --- 
--- Sent Tu eunice@emaikunc.edu --- 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Restx~nding to requests, questions etc 

Professor Sahle, 

How do I check my exam grade? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday,                1:40 PM 
Subject: Responding to requests, questions etc 
To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 
Dear AAAD Scholars, 
Greetings. 
I am en route but thought I would send a general note because of emails I have received over the weekend. Most of the emails pertain to requests for an 
extra credit opportunity before the end of the semester and suggestions for exam preparation strategies. Kindly note that that I will address these 
requests in class upon my return. 
In the meantime, keep up with the readings and take this opportunity to review the material from week 6 and 7. 
Thanks for all the kind emails wishing me peace and safe travels! 
With best wishes and see you soon, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: AAAD    Urgent 

Good afternoon Dr. Sahle, 

My name is                         and I am in your                              class. I am disappointed in my first exam score, and I was 

wondering what my options were in doing better in the course. I am taking this course to fulfill two general education requirements. I was considering 

taking the course pass/’fail, but I would need a C- and it would not count towards my general education credits. I was wondering what your opinion on the 

situation would be and my options in improving my final grade in the course. 

Thankyou, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Accessibility Resources & Service <accessibili~@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Student iu Class- Accommodations 

Professor Sahle -           is enrolled in your AAAD        class for the         Semester and has a disability or medical condition that may 
require additional time and possibly an alternate location for examinations. If you and the student agree and you plan to proctor the examination(s), 
please contact our office for specific information regarding accommodations. These accommodations should not alter the manner in which you 
normally conduct your course. 

Our office is prepared to assist by being available to proctor any quizzes or examinations if the student is unable to complete this activity with the 
rest of the class. The guidelines for alternative testing are available for review on our website at: 

http:i/accessibility.u nc.ed uz studentsireqistered-students/quidelines- alternative-testinq 

The student, copied on this notice, will contact you in a timely manner about scheduling examinations. 

The student will then schedule examinations on-line, and 

¯ We will inform you approximately 2-3 days prior to the examination with the name of the student(s) for whom we will be prepared to proctor the 

exa m. 

¯ Examinations can be uploaded to the "Faculty - Test Drop Box" (secured) on the front page of our website: http://accessibility.unc~edu. 

If the student has not communicated and made arrangements with you, please expect them to take the exam with the rest of the class with the 
normal allotted time. 

As a courtesy, we ask that you respect the confidentiality of the student in this matter. If you have any questions, concerns or suggestions, please 
feel free to contact us at 962-8300 or stop by our office, located on the second floor (Suite 2126) in the Student Academic Services Building at your 
earliest convenience. Thank you for your time and consideration regarding this matter 

Tiffany Bailey- Interim Director 
Cynthia Hopkins - Administrative Assistant 



From: @aol.comv 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edt~~ 

Subject: F~xam # 1 

Dear Professor Sable 
As you alrea@ kno~v, I didn’t do well at all on my first exam. I will admit that the weekend before this exam I 

was busy working on this big project ~or another class so i didn’t have that much time to study, but that still is no excuse I hope you don’t thilzk that I am stupid at’ter looking at my first 
exam and that I am also I highly enjoy attending your lectures and I would like to talk about this exam when you have time and discuss a strate~z for my next exam. 
Thank you. 

PS I hope you have a safe trip back 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 8:10 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Today at Duke: W@TC ] noon to lpm. ] Colonialism under Scrutiny - Na]matl Theater in Translation 

V!,~@TC I Recenfigurir-~g a Spanish Sed~ctio~~ Plot fats Mexican Missien: Cek,,nialism ~fnde~ Scr~tir-~y in Badetom#.:,, de Alva 

Ix-@xochi-8’s Ar~imal Prophet, 

Oct 09, 2013 

Wedaesday@theCeater 

12:00PM - I:00PM 

John Hope Franklin Center 240 

Elizabeth R. W!igi~t, University o[ Georgia, Di;partmerlt of Classics Visiting Pro~esser o~ Romance [.arlg~ages. D~ke 

European religious drama adapted for an Aztec audience 

Don Bartolom6 de Alva was a mestizo who rose within New Spain’s ecclesiastical hierarchy when people of indigenous 
heritage were routinely excluded from the priesthood. :In ~640 and £64J~ he translated several theatrical pieces from 
Spanish into Nahuad, yet this prodigious accomplishment remained virtually unknown for centuries. 

Elizabeth Wright, Louise Burkhart and Barry Sell’s Nahuad Theater, Volume 3 presents for the first time in English the 
complete dramatic works of Alva, the only known plays from Spain’s Golden Age adapted into the lively world of Nahuatl- 
language theater. Alva’s translations--"The Great Theater of the World,""The Animal Prophet and the Fortunate 
Patricide,""The Mother of the Best," and a farcical intermezzo--represent ambitious attempts to add complex, Baroque 
dramatic pieces by such literary giants as Lope de Vega and Pedro Calder6n de la Barca to the repertory of Nahuad 
theater, otherwise dominated by sober one-act religious plays grounded in medieval tradition. The Spanish sources and 
Alva’s Nahuatl, set on facing pages with their English translations, show how Alva "Mexicanized" the plays by 
incorporating Nahuatl linguistic conventions and referencing local symbolism and social life. :In their introductory essays, 
the editors offer contextual and interpretive information that provides an entree into this rich material. 

As the only known adaptations of these theatrical works into a Native American language, these plays stand as fine 
literature in their own right. 

Catered by Palace International 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

A~tach: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:59 AM 

Hirschtield, J~anes <jhirschf@email.unc.edu-~ 

McGowan, John <jpm@emaJl.unc.edtr~; Weise(t, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edtv~; Colver. Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meanza, Jett?ey 
<me~:nza@emaJl.unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B --~dbnav@email.unc.edu>; Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Taylol; Beverly W 

<:btaylor@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emoJl.unc.edu>; Scdtes, Tim <tscales@email.unc.edu>; Pollock, Della 

<pollock@e~nail.unc.edu>; Alexander Cro£t, Renee Jacqueline --~renee.alexander.craft@unc.edu>; Mnmby, Dermis K 

<mmnby@email.unc.edu>; Katz, Meak --~mka~z@email.unc.edu>;                   ~live.unc.edu>; Kim, Heidi K 

<heidikim@email.unc.edu~; Kasson, Joy S -~ skasson@email.unc .edu~; Wisdom, Mafia LaMonaca <mwisdom@email.unc.edu> 

our next event 

ProcessSefies EnMiEspejoPfintFlyer-l.pdt:, ProcessSefies EnMiEspejoPressRelease.docx 

This is our next event. We are printing some flyers. Please share with those who might be interested in attending, 

joseph 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

csched@success.oasis.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~"~ 

Summa .ry oftutots meeting with your student 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

and I discussed his AFRI     long-term paper. He wanted to begin planning the paper, so we made a list of what he needed to research, and constructed a tentative outline to 
understand how the 10 pages might break down into sections       will begin researching his paper and consult ~vith his professor to make sure he’s on the right track. 

~Vriting Center Tutor 

To learn more about YVriting Center services for students and instructors and view our online resources, check out our FAQ at https:/i~vritingcenter.unc.edu/faqs/ To contact our assistant 
director, just reply to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:06 PM 

McMillan, Tim <’tjm 1 @email.unc .edtr~; Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@emml .unc .edu-~; Seck, Mamarame <m~ck@email. unc .edu>; 

~email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Newsletter Proof 

Hi Eve~one, 

I will be in the office at 3:30pro today wifli a flash drive with the latest draft with your edited text and selected pictures. I will leave it 
with Travis when I go for the day in case you cannot stop by while I am there. 

A few notes: 
- Please check that the faculty comer is not cut off a~where, I may have lost track of where things went while copy pasting 
- No picture of Wendell McCain 
- No picture of 
- No picture of Mr. Watts 
- capitalization of By is inconsistent throughout 
- RigN now we are at exactly 16 pages which is wlrat we need to be able to print (number of pages must be divisible by four) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:13 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~; McMiHan, Tim <tjml@emaiLunc.edu>; SeclL Mamarame 

<m~ck@emaiI.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter Proof 

Dear 
Since you had the original pictures, do you still have them? ~ you do, would you just putthemin. 
Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From; 

Sent: Wednesday, :t:05 PM 
To-" McMillan, Tim; Lee, Margaret Carol; Seck, Mamarame; 

C¢: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; Newsletter Proof 

Hi Evelyone, 

I will be in the office at 3:30pm today with a flash drive with the latest draft with your edited text and selected pictures. I will leave it 
with Trmds when I go for the day in case you cam~ot stop by while I am there. 

A few notes: 
- Please check that the facul~~ comer is not cut off anywhere, I may have lost track of where things were while copy pasting 
- No picture of Wendell McCain 
- No picture of 
- No picture of Mr. Watts 
- capitalization of By is inconsistent throughout 
- Right now we are at exactly 16 pages which is what we need to be able to print (number of pages must be divisible by four) 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:03 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emailxmc.edw~ 

Subject: F~xam # 1 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
I hope that all is ~vell and that you are coping with the loss of your dear friend. As you already kno~v, I didn’t do well at all on my first exam. I will admit that the weekend before this exam I 

was busy working on this big project for another class so I didn’t have that much time to study, but that still is no excuse I hope you don’t thilzk that I am stupid at’ter looking at my first 
exam and that I am also I highly enjoy attending your lectures and I would like to talk about this exam when you have time and discuss a strate~¢ for my next exam. 
Thank you. 

PS I hope you have a safe trip back 

Sincerely, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder - Class location tomorrow 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

Thank you for emailing out this reminder about class tomorrow, despite your leave. 

Warmly, 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday,                2:25 PM 
Subject: Reminder - Class location tomorrow 

ro: AAAD Group 
From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
Greetings from Nairobi, Kemia and I hope you are doing weil. 
Please remember that tomorrow’s class will meet in room 205 in the Undergraduate Library. 
Take careful notes of the issues discussed in the documentary film {focusing on the Rwanda genocide and its aftermath) that you wiil be viewing 
tomorrow and in the first part of our class on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder - Class location tomorrow 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday,                6:25 PM 

Subject: Reminder - Class location tomorrow 

-[o: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

Greetings from Nairobi, Kenya and I hope you are doing weil. 

Piease remember that tomorrow’s class will meet in room 205 in the Undergraduate Library. 

Take careful notes of the issues discussed in the documentary film {focusing on the Rwanda genocide and its aftermath) that you wiil be viewing 

tomorrow and in the first part of our class on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 

D:, Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 4:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Afi-ican Event Summary (Congo) 

Congolese African Straggles in the Pos~t.docx 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are finding some joy in your trip to Kenya! I attended the Congolese event last Friday and have attached my summary of what I saw during it. 

See you next week! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 6:01 PM 

Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Dear Ron, 

have completed this part of the task. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Williams, Ronald 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Course Descriptions for Spring 2014 Class Schedule 

Dear Travis, 

I want to add description to my spring courses as they are listed on the class schedule. Hopefully this will 
entice students to want to take them. 

l) For the course, AAAD 33 l, "African America: Contemporary Issues" can you please add the following text 
to the course description: 

Black Public Intellectuals in the age of the Internet: This course focuses on the rise and rhetoric of African 
American public intellectuals in the late twentieth and early twenty first century. While engaging contemporary 
topics and personalities, this course situates current public intellectuals within a historical framework. As we 
examine the various public intellectuals active today, we will analyze their biographies as well as their written 
and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, news commentaries, and speeches) and connect them to broader 
issues prevalent in African American political and social life. 

2) For the course, AAAD 240, "Black Leadership Styles", please add the following text: "Barack Obama and 
the New Politics of Race." 

I will follow up with a detailed description shortly. 

Many thanks. 

Non 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

del Valle Escalante, Emilio <edelvall@email.unc.edu> 

~Tednesday, October 9, 2013 10:05 PM 

Social Movements Working Group <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] FW: RECOGIENDO FIRM_AS - Carta Abierta contra la represi6n, la criminalizaci6n y el despqio en Barillas - GuatemaJa 

por favor consideren aherir su firma a es~a urgente peticion! 

please consider signing this urgent petion! 

maltiox! 

Emilio del Valie Escalante 
Associate Professor of Spanish 
Romance Languages and LiteraLures 
CB 3170, Dey Hall 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
P (.919) 962-20~9 

Webpage: ht~p:!iw~w¢,u nc.ed ui~,~edelvall 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 6:19 PM 
Subject; RE¢OG]ENDO FIRMAS - Carta Abierta contra la represi6n, la criminalizaci6n y el despojo en Barillas - Guatemala 

CAMPA A DE RECOGIDA DE FIRMAS 
Carta Abierta contra la represi6n, la criminalizacibn y el despojo en Barillas 
Distribuir y firmar 

::~:: foto 

movilizacion barillas13 

GUATEMALA.- gn las 6ltimas semanas hemos asisfido a un nuevo epi~dio de cfiminal~i6n y represi6n en el temtofio del pueblo maya q’anjobM del no~e del 

depm~mento de Huehuetenango, Guatemala. Con fecha de 28 de septiembre de 2013, el acfi~Jsta Ma~or L6pez rue deteMdo arbi~arimente, para ser 

trasla~do postefio~ente y en un helic6ptero mili~ hasm la capitol dep~mental. A ra~ de estos hechos y de las protestas com~itafias que les sucedieron, 

se procedi6 a la mflitar~aci6n del terfitofio y se cursaron 6rdenes de capmra conga vafios dirigentes locales, pm~nd~do en la cfiminalizaci6n que 

padecen las comunidades desde que come~arou la resistencia en contra la instalaci6n dei provec*o (:’~n bM~n, o e~ado ~r la en~ ~res~ H~dr~ S~n~ Cruz 

Ante estos hechos y en coordinacidn con las organizaciones locales, desde la CODPI hemos promovido la..{~.~?EY.EL~2~LFL~£~r£~gL£~J~?£!~!B[!~.~£!)~LZ.~£~2i.9.;.°" "       ’" 

~.~.~!~.~.~!~..@.]~. ~:%~!1..I~.£.~) ~.~!.$!..~.d..~..E"B.~r)~!~.2.~.J;Xg!~)~2~2E~L~X.~[~!~#~gR].°., dirigida a las autofidades pfiblicas, a las empiesas implicadas y a las 

oigmiizaciones socia]es, as invitamos a fimimla y a difundMa de la manera mils aa~plia. 

LIH~R ~ I, lK~ L,~R LA CARFA .............................................................................. 

¯ -- You are currently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@emailxtnc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-33705319-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26tb57fc7@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 11:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

F~xam Grade.. 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 
I know you’re busy during this time, so sorry to email you. I wanted to email you about my poor performance on the first 

exam. It is definitely not what I expected. I realize it is only 15% of the final grade but I feel my low score makes that 15% seem like a much larger 
percentage and will really impact my grade. I saw on the exam you said to see you, but I wanted to email you because the date to drop a class is 
approaching. I wanted to get your opinion before I make any final decision to drop the class. I do enjoy the class and feel I could improve my study efforts 
to improve my grade, but I am still not sure if that would be enough to improve my grade remarkably. (7/15 to remind you) I was considering the pass/fail 
option as well. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 1:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

NEW STUDENT URGENT 

a£ric a event.docx 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I attended an Africa event this past week for AAAD 

you have received it. 

Thank you, 

and have attached to this email my response paper. I was hoping you could just let me know when 



FFOl[II! ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreekSigns <slreetsignscente~gmail com@mail124.us2, ncsv. 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:45 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> 

Next at StreetSigns: "A Simple Gill’ by T. Cat Ford 

Dear friends, 

continues apace! Thank you again to aJi who came out to 

our second evenL~ Waliace Bhawn~s 1he ?ever directed 
by }eanmarie Higgins, 

In A Simple GiR, a vagraat Appalaclsian girb running from 
an abusive @ndarnentaiis~ preacher Fati~eL arrives a~ a 
thriving Si~aker se~lemenL ~nrough the use of Shaker 
music and dance, we explore he~ s~o~y aad ~hei~ cuRure as 
the girl Finds her place in the world, 

71se reading is direc~,ed by 3osepis I’,’tegel, witH, musical 

dire@ion by Cariy 3ones, aad ti~e playwright wil[ be w~th us 
For the reading and the post show conversation, We are 

ver¢ exalted about the terrific cast: 3ade Arnold, Peter 
ga~s, DorHe Casey, Chris Chiton, E~sabeth Lew~s Corle’i, 

[~larda Edmundson, Ma~e GaHock, Bonnie Gou~d~ Rob 
3ansen, ~ay {:YBe~sk~ and Amber Wood. The ~ad~n~ ~s ~n 

Ree~ 53~ of Chatham P1~% accessible v~a the Oakleaf 
Ras~uran~ entraace. Admission ~s ffee~ 

We hope you can joia us for our New Works ~nitiative 
Reading Series. Learn more at :!:!:!:x::!::;~!:!: !i; : !!:]i! !:!:ii! :!!i; ::! :.:!:]i, 

SincereJy, 

Elisabeth Lewis Coriey and Joseph Negei 
Sire@Signs Center for Literat~.ne and Pefformanc:e 

About StreetSig~s 
Si:reetSi~ns Cel;te~ 

prof6ssbnsl performing 

based ~n Chatham County, 

¢omi~g Up Next 

by T. Cai F:ord 

Sunday, Oct 20 at Spin 

Ci~atham Mills, Pi~tsbore 
Room 530 

÷nt~ance) 
Free Admission 

W~der Than the Sky 
An actress, after performing Be~e oF Amherst at the 



International Theatre Festivai in Avignon, France, finds 
herseF haLmted by Ern@ Dickinsom This piece ~s abo~t the 
journey the actress takes m deMng ever more deeply ~nto 
~he poems and ie~ers, the words of Dickinsor~ arid their 
power to open our worid~ A~a~te~ fre~ E~ 

J..e~m more o~e ~t 

Powered by 
Mai[Chimp 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:50 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Reminder - Class location tomorrow 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I j ust got out of an inteladew that ran over time. I am a senior and full time j ob recruiting. I have little control over the interview times and will get to class as soon as 

possible. 

I am sorry for bothering you while you are away, I know you are deaJing with much mole important concerns. However, I am hoping that I can catch up ruth the 

section of video that I am missing. I take my academics very seriously and am a conscientious stadent. I appreciate the consideration! 

Just wanted to let you know. 

Best, 

Sent fl~om my iPhone 

On at 2:25 PM, "eunice~email.unc.edu" <eunice~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Deal Az’u~d)    Scholars, 

Gleetings from Nairobi, Kenya and I hope you are doing well. 

Please remember that tomorrow’s class roll meet in room 205 in the Undergraduate Library. 

Take careful notes of the issues discussed in fl~e documentary fihn (focusing on the Rwanda genocide and its aftermath) that you roll be viemng tomorrow 

and in the first part of our class on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "iLiLA.D 

to access Messages for this site: Az’u~kD 

site. To reply to this message click this link 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East mid Africa <info asmeascholars.org@maJll70.atl21.rsgsv.net> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 11:16 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

NOW IS THE TIME: Register tbr Sixth Annual Conference! 

Is this email not displaying correctly? 
View it in your browser. 

***REGISTER NOW*** 
Sixth Annual ASMEA Conference 

Tides of Change. Looking Back and Forging Ahead in the Middle 
East & Africa 

November 21-23, 2013 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

The 2013 conference will feature: 

Keynote address by Michael Young, opinion editor of Beirut’s Daily Star 

newspaper, "The Arab Upheavals: A View from Beirut." 

Opening reception remarks by H.E. Mohamed Bin Abdulla AI-Rumaihi, 

Ambassador of the State of Qatar. ~ invited 

Roundtable discussions on "Hezbollah in Lebanon, the Region, and Beyond," 

"Great Power Involvement in the Arab Upheavals," and "Revolution, Revolt, and 

Reform in North Africa," and more. 

Banquet luncheon and professional networking reception. 

Film screenings. 

Displays by publishers of the latest academic titles. 

View preliminary schedule and papers to be presented. 

Registration fees: 

Full/Associate Members Registration: $70. After Oct. 31 : $85. 

Student Members Registration: $40. After Oct. 31 : $55. 

Non-Members Registration: $165. 

Become an ASMEA member here= 

For more information, contact 202.429.8860 or info(~.asmeascholars.org. 

Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa 

wv, wv.as meascholars.o rg 



follow on Twitter I friend on Facebook I forward to a friend 

Copyright © 2013 ASMEA, All rights reserved. 
You are receiving this email because you opted in at our website 
www.asmeascholars.org. 
Our mailing address is: 
ASMEA 
PO BOX 33699 
Washington, DO 20033 

Add us to your address book 

unsubscribefromthislistlu datesubscri tion references J view email in browser 



Limited Edition: American Smoke by lain Sinclair 

~(:: lain 8in¢lair-Arneric~n 8rnoke 

We are delighted to announce our latest limited edition, American 

Smoke by lain Sinclair. There are two editions, one of five and one of 

50; details and ordering information can be found at 

www.h bst~op,co,uk,,lirnited. All orders and enquiries should be 

directed to cwil[iams@Irbshop.co, uk. 

More sighted copies a.~<.~ ~mhe<.~ ed~t~ons,~ 

Words and Pictures 

We’re very pleased to have signed copies of the new 

Tare edition of Words and Pictures by Quentin 

Blake. A sort of visual autobiography, tracing in 

words and pictures Blake’s development as an artist 

and illustrator, Words and Pictures was first 
published by Cape in 2000 but has been out of 

print for a while, and much sought after by book 

collectors. This new edition adds a few captions 

which were missing in the Cape version, as well as a 

bibliography. Quentin Blake writes in his 

introduction that: ’1 hope that, in explaining how I 

set about my own work, I may say some things 

which are of interest to other illustrators - 
particularly those just starting out - as well as to 

the readers of the books I have illustrated, whether 
they are teachers, parents or children.’ 

[ 

Solo 

Bond and Boyd fans may be interested to know that 

we have laid our hands on a couple of copies of the 

limited edition of William Boyd’s new 007 novel, 

Solo. Signed and numbered by the author, this 

edition of 100 copies is fully bound in goatskin, 

slip-cased, and priced at £150. Please note that 

due to severely limited supply, this item is not 

available to buy on the website. Phone us on (020) 

7269 9030 to find out more, or send us an email at 
books@frbshop,co,uk. 

[ 



Red Doc> 

We have a few signed first editions of Anne 

Carson’s Red Doc>, a contemporary poetic retelling 

of the Herakles/Geryon myth. To order a copy, 

please request a signed edition in the order notes 

when placing an order online. Please also state 

whether you are happy to receive an unsigned copy 

once signed stocrk has been allocated. 

W~,~’V. I rbs ho PorCO. u ki [i m ited 

.x 

The Hamlet DoctFine: Sharon Cdtchley 
, ~ Doclrine: Simon 

and Jam,eson ~ebster ~:~2~ 

~b~r 

Has any work of literature been more written, talked and ~ 
thought about than Shakespeare’s Hamlet? Philosopher 
Simon Crit~hley and psy~hoanalystJamieson Webster 

take on the play, and our abiding preoccupation with it, ~ 
via a series of dassi~ interpretations, notably those of 
Carl S~hmitt, Walter Benjamin, Hegel, Freud, Laban and 
Nie~zs~he. Read mo~e ~11~ buv [~cke[s 

DavM Rundm~n -- The Confidence Trap ~ ~vid~n:~m~r, 
-The Confidence 
Trap 

Modern liberal democracies, believes regular LRB 
contributor and professor of politics at Cambridge 
David Runciman, are remarkably good at recovering 
from crises, but remarkably bad at avoiding them. In his 
latest book, The Confidence Trap (Princeton), he 
focuses on climate change, the rise of China and the 
war on terror 1o argue that what we have learned from 
histo~, rather than wisdom, is a dangerous 
complacency. Runciman will be speaking with John 
Lanchester. Re~d more and buy 

The CFeat W~r: Joe S~cco ~n conversation ~ ~:~,~:~r: 
¯ - .    ~ " Joe Sacco in w~th Dawd goyd H~ycock ......... tio~ith/ 

~vIO~d3y 28 ()C~.Ob~F ~l )~ ~),~, David Boyd 
Haycock 

J 
W~th 5ale Area Gorazde, Palestine and Footnotes ~n      ~ ~ 

Gaza, ~ra~h~c novelist Joe Sacco ~ntroduced to h~s 
chosen ~enre a poHt~callg char~ed sedousness that 

chan~ed ~t for ever. In h~s latest work he turns to the 
past w~th a harrow~n~ depiction o[ war ~n the trenches. 

To mark the puM~cat~on og The Great War (Cape), Sacco 

will be a~eafin~ at the sho~ ~n conversation w~th ~avM 
gogd Hagcock, whose compell~n~ ~roup b~o~raphg o[ 
five Rrst World War artists, A Cfis~s o[ grHl~ance, was 

published ~n 2009. Please note the chan~e o[ date - th~s 

event was prev~ouslg advertised as Tuesdag 29 October. 

Read more and buy tickets 

Matd~ew Sweeney and john HartJey :~£::: Matthew 
, ~,~,. , Sweeney and / 
~[~}a~ John Ha~ley 

/ 
The poems of Matthew Sweeney and John HaRley 
Williams have been a regular and ve~ enjoyable feature 
of the LRB for many years. As performers, Sweeney and 
Hartley Williams are also one of the most engaging 
double-acts on the British poet~ scene. They’ll be 
reading from recent and unpublished work, including a ~ ~ J 

sequence of poems Sweeney wrote in the unlikely 
setting of La Gomera in the Cana~ isles, and from their 

satirical novel Death Comes for the Poets, in which a 
serial killer disposes of well-known poets, one after 
another, in ways designed to fit their various styles. 
Re~d more and buy tickets 

Jacek Dehne[ in conversation with :~:: ~,a~h~n 
, ’ conversation with Anton ~a Uoyd---Jones Antonia Ll~d- 

J 



Polish poet, novelist, painter and translatorJacek 
Dehnel will be appearing at the shop in conversation 
with his translator Antonia Lloyd-Jones. Dehnel was one 
of the youngest ever winners of Poland’s annual 
Koscielski Prize for promising new writers in 2005. 
Since then he has published several novels and 
collections of stories, as well as Photoplastikon, a 
series of ekphrases inspired by old photographs found 
in flea markets. Antonia Lloyd-Jones is a translator of 
Polish literature and has twice been winner of the Found 
in Translation Award. Dehnel will talk with her about 
how his writing reflects and interacts with literar~ and 
art historical tradition, as well as Polish culture, histo~ 

and politics. Read mo~e and buy ticke~s 

- , , in Place With 
Dadev, Dawd McK~e and Owen Hathedev Gilliana~rlw 

~en Hatherley 

lan Nairn erupted onto the architectural scene in 1955 
with the publication of The Architectural Review issue 
’Outrage’. A mathematician by training, and a former 
~F pilot with no formal architectural education, Nairn’s 

visceral and savage attack on the blandness of post war 
British design struck an immediate chord with a 
surprisingly diverse array of traditionalists and 
modernists, and gave rise to a new concept: ’Subtopia’. 
Cillian Darley and David McKie’s study of Nairn, lan 

Nairn: Words in Place (Five Leaves), reintroduces to a 
new generation an architectural critic whose work has 

influenced writers and critics such as J.C. Ballard, Will 
Self, lain Sinclair and Jonathan Meades, who once 
described Nairn as ’a great poet of the metropolis’. 
Darley and McKie will discuss lan Nairn’s life and work. 
Owen Hatherley, author of A New Kind of Bleak and A 

Cuide to the New Ruins of Great Britain, will be in the 
chair Read nlole and buv 

lain S}ncla~r: American Smoke 

American Smoke (Hamish Hamilton) is the third par of 
a loose trilogy of topographical ruminations that began 
with Hackney: That Rose-Red Empire and Chost Milk. In 

American Smoke, Sinclair follows the traces of the 
writers of the American Beat generation - Kerouac, 
Burroughs, Charles Olson, Ca~ Snyder, Malcolm Low~ 
and more - in a journey that takes in the Old West, 
Mexico, volcanoes, murder, and a good deal else 
besides. Read mo~(~ ~nd buy dcke~s 

I. Red Doc> by Anne Carson 

2. The 1estame~t of Ma~, by Colin T6ib[n 

~. Swhnmiug to ~eaven by lain Sinclair 

4. l-~ow to Be Danish by Patrick Kingsley 

S. The E~dugons by Ma~-Kay Wilmers 

6. fhe S~a Close Bv by AibeR Camus 

7. Grimm 1aJes for Young ~nd O~d by Philip Pullman 

8. B~ed~n~ Edge by Thomas ~nchon 

9. fh¢ Bn:~ken Ro~u:~ by Patrick Leigh Fermor 

I 0. Men h~ the O~f Hours by Anne Carson 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

sewall@em~JLunc.edu 

Friday, October 11, 2013 7:58 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ASC Mali Seminar ~d Reception 

it you ciicl,: b~[e__.to add papel!esspost@pspedesspost.com, to youl sddiess book, you will 

del~s~,ed due to your email and spare,, blocki:~ seff.iNgs 

[ ii.~.iI Click to View Card 

View invitation: 
v~w~. pa pe rl e ssp o st. co m/eve nts!5121947- 

6f30bb471replies196621554-dfdcbfe5 
Add to Google Calendar, Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app 

now 

Fedex 

ASC Mall Seminar and Reception 
Tuesday, October 29th at 5:30 PM 
Global Education Center, Chapel Hill, NC 

Block this sender from your Paperless Post mail 

Add p__a_£_e__r!_e__s__s_£_o_~_t~2~_8_~_e_£~£:_s:_sj2:_’__o__s_~:£_o__[l_~_ to ~otii sdd=’ess book to e~sure you iecei’,,e all future e,m. ails fiom. Paperiess Post 

iN you:" inbox. ~![_c_k__b_,.e_[~. to stop receivi~2 emails from ?aperless F ost il-:cludiNg i:~vitatio~s .s:~d car,,s 

Get iPhone App 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 12, 2013 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Divide NaJrows as Talks to Resolve Fiscal Crisis Go On 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i Vi&,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’s Video 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Divide Narrows &s Talks to Resolve F~sc~l Crisis 

Go On 

Preside~t Obama am:l Cxmgressiona~ Repnb~icana on FrMay 

showed greater flexibility but headed inb> the weekend without a 

deal to reopet~ the government at~d rNse the debt eeiling. 

2 States Plan ")-’ller System for Balloting 

;u.izo~m and Ka~sas, which req uh’e proof of citizenship for voter 

regJsh’ation, are planni~g a two-tiered system with one set of 

ballots for ~cderal elections and another for state and local votes. 

N etanyahu Takes a Lonely Stance Denom~eing 

As Wester~ l:,owers prepare for talks on h’an’s m~dear program, 

an inermsingly isolated Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu 

continues his push for stronger action. 

~ ~ Time~ine on l~ffs Nuclear Pro9rsm 

regislrati 
on drive 

Editors’ Picks 



FASHION & STYLE 

~ VmEO: Tim Gram, a Lueky G~y 

Mr. Gunn, a recent Emmy Award recipienL has emerged a8 a 

breakou ~ star of "Proj eet Runway." 

, Relate0 .Article 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Tackling, at the Tm’n of the CenOary 

Roosevelt spoke about reforming football. Obama should too. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

MITCHELL tSARAK, a Jet’usa[em polities[ consu[tant who wot’ked for Pt’ime Minister’ 
Be~.iamin Ni;tanyahu o{’ ~st’ael iu the early 199os. 

World 

CImnfieal ’Weapons "WateItdog V~’ins Nobel Peace 

P~ize 

The Nor~vegian Nobel CommRtee a~r’ded the 2o13 Peace Prize 

on Friday to khe Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical 

Weapons, now working to desh’oy Syria’s stoc~>ile. 

Pakistard Girl, a Globa~ Heroine After m~ _Attack, 
Has C~oities at Home 

There were mixed fedin&~ il~ Pakistan as specuDfion grew that 

the teenager, who was shok by the Taliban for championing 

education for girls, might win a N obeL 

, ~ Documenting a Pakis~ni GirFs Tpangormation 

Julian 
Tangaer l 
e left. 

~"~ I 

:: Yousalz 

si spoke. 

Berluseo~fi bddi~g ~:ar Victims? italy Speculates o~ His 

The former Prime Minister Silvio Berluseoni has petitioned to sewe his tax 

fraud sentence by doing community sewice, and Ib~ly is abuzz u~th speeulafiom 

serious and okherwise, on what he might do. 



U,S, 

Ra~sh~g the GoEoDo Bar Stirs Concern for Students 

Educators worry tha t n ew s ta n dards in J a n uaU ~11 make i t 

harder fbr young adults tr~ pass the hi~ sd~ool equivale~cy 

...... Balvin, 
21, of 

A Bridge Between ~’Vester~ Sdenee and Eastern 

Faith 

A sinai] ba~d of Tibetm~ monks and a team oftmns]ators have 

been working to b*Sng Western sdenee to the monasde 

education system i*~ India. 

The 
Dalai 
[.am~ 

In Ca|H~rda, New Package of Gun Laws but One ..Snag 

California passed a sweeping package of gun control bUls, but Gov, ,Jerry Brow~ 

vetoed a ban on semiaukomatie Hlles. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

dPMorgan’s Loss is Corporate Law Firms’ Gai~ 

dP}vlo~an’s numerous regulatoW problems are p~)ving to be a 

boon for the eount~T’s most s(g~]listieated law firms, 

~ DealBooK: We~s Fargo QuarNdy Earnings Jump ];% 

J~Morg 

Airlines Cash In on EverT h~eh, Even the 

Jammed Biers Overhead 

Travelers and flight crews are contending with an increasingly 

aggressive battle over those eompar~me*~ts. 

Strapped In, but Still at Risk 

Though the number of deaths of childre~ i~ car seats has 

declined, about three out of every four seaks are sdll installed 

improperly o 

....... 9ers 

I~svhl9 

Klinger, 

left, 

Rockvill 

Sports 



A Bash Brother Returns to St. Louis, Wearing 

Dodger BUm 

The hitting coach Mark MeGwire and outfielder Skip Schumaker 

will tD" to help the Dodgms beat their old team, the Cardinals, as 

the N.L.C.S. beans on Friday ni~t. 

, Cra>,¢ord Reaiscovers Himself With Los Angeles 

N.L C.S. 
, wh ich 

With a Ht~ge IA~e to Cover, the Jagt~ars Cm-~ Still 

Hope 

The matchup between d~e Denver Broncos and the da&sonville 

daguars is by all indications a brutal mismatch, one {hat has 

become the talk c@ the 

Beltrtm, Cards "Fop LA 3-2 i~ L3 in NLCS Opener 

Carlos Belb’an kept protesting t~at he’s j net one player. 

Arts 

The Fox Says, ’I Cm~ Slake Yo~ Famo~as~ 

Bard and Vegard YMsaker, t~e Nor~vegian brodmrs beMnd "The 

Fox (What Does the Fox Say?)," made khe hik song as a joke. 

~ ~ Popcast: gMs and the New ClolJ~ of Novelty Pop 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Another ~S]prh~g,~ and ,4mother Storm to ~Ve~the~" 

The MaNinsky Orchestra, conducted by Vale~T Oergiev, 

performed Stravinslq’s "Rite of Spring" at ( ;arnegie Hall on 

Thursday. 

The 

New Arrest ir~ Inq~fiD" on Art Looting 

z~/i invesfgation into khe Ne~x York antiquities dealer Subhash Kapoor has led 

to the arrest of his sister, accused of hiding st~tues looted from India. 

Obituaries 

Erich Priebke, Nazi "Who Carried Out NIassacre 

of 335 Ital~m~s, D~es at ~oo 

Mr. PNebke, who was m3der house arrest in Rome, helped 

organize khe execution of 335 men and boys a~ the :M’dea{ine 

Caves in 1944. 

.James Ao Emanuel, Poet Who ~:rote of Racism, 

Dies al- 92 

Mro Emanuel, a poet, educator and efifie frustrated by racism in 

the United States, moved to France permanently af~er the death 

of ~is only child. 

Priabke, 

Travel 

Keroua&s Nlex4eo 

To him, the countD- w-as "a ft’en~z and a dream." ALHp to see if 

thak vision mn still be tBund, 

~ ~ Slide Show 

Making 



EXPLORER 

Ethiopia: Land of Dust~ Eucalyptus and Hope 

Some 8,o0o feet above sea ~eve] m~d relatively m~to~ched by 

tourism, the Tigray regio~ has a~ air of mystery. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS I WESTON, W.VA. 

~.:y ;©,HN SEARM.S 

A former mental hospital in West Vh’ginia, ramored 1o be a 

hotbed of paranormN aetivig,, lets visito~ search for their ow~ 

ghost stot7 to tel1. 

, ~ Video: Ghost Huntin9 

The 

Today’s Video 

~ vu)Eo: Anatomy of a Scene: Escape From 

Randy Moore, "~e writer and director of "Escape From 

T*-~morrow," narrates a sequence fl’om his fihm 

~ vmgo~ %Vu Man Plays the Pipa 

Th e nmsieian perform s ;a 1A eee o~ her pip;a, a tra d:itional Ch i nese 

instrument. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Rotting the Dice on Food-Borne Ilb,esses 

The shutdown increases the Hsk "chat the public will suffer from contaminated 

producers. 

EDITORIAL 

A %%;a~°~fing to Eg.~t’s.    . Oene~’als 

If th e Obama a dmi his tration’s reduc ti on in mill taEv ai d doesn’ t work, more euLs 

EDITORIAL 

Neighborhood Wateh Fantasists 

Florid a’s Senate ,lud h:4a~3, Comm i~ee ha s approved sore e revision s to th e 

s~te’s notorious Stand Your Ground law. It’s a s~t~a. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

And Now, Ted Cruz Cloned 

Wh at’s with New dersey’s Sen ate e~eetJ on ? A~d why sh o~]d we 

care? 

, Columni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Fa~ly s Need to Know 

Two very different eases two determined searches for answers. 

, Columnist Page ] glo9 



OPINIONATOR 

I an} a]ways s}}ockei] that the~:e a~’e sfi]~ a ~}andf~]] or" defen~]e~’s 

the d~bious pz’acBce of abstinence, surely the worst idea since 

chocolate--severest ants. 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:35 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <~jml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Dear        , 

Can I assume you are in the process of putting the additional pictures in the newsletter so that we can finalize it next week? I think you have all the missing pictures. If not, 
Tim might have them. 

Best, 

Prof~ Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: From the Start, Signs of Trouble at Health Portal 

Top News 

From the Start, Signs of Trouble at Health PoNal 

Intcrviews and an exarnina~ion of confidential documents point 

to a seres of missteps - financial, technical and managerial - that 

led to ~e troubles wfth the new online insurance marketplace. 

~ ~ Graphic How the Federa~ Exchange is Supposed to ~]x]ork, an~ How ~t Didn’t 

GoOoP2s tlopes to Take Se~mte _~’e D~mming 

Repub]icans are being forced to explain w-by khey are not to b]ame for "d~e 

government shutdown, while Tea Parity activists pose an insurgent threat. 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

Tl,e Som’ing Cost o~[’a Simple B~’eath 
~.:.: ~.L h~.k~.~ H ~-0:~.~ THP.L 

The h~gh price of corn mon]y used m edi cations for con ditions 

like asthma eonkributes heavily to health care costs and certainly 

causes mo[~ widespread anguisho 

For more toi) news. 9o to NYTimos.¢om ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS I PHOTOS 

W]ho~s on Line 

October basel)all is kt~own to be e:,~reme]y eompefith% even fbr 

iN Nns, who, through the years, have vied lk)r good World Seres 

tickers. 



OPINION I OPINION 

City o£ ~A’~atc’r 

Can New York keep i~s revived wa~effron~ dry? 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DR, PETER BACH, director of the Cester for Health Policy asd Outcomes at Memorial 
Sloa~.-Kettering Cancer Center, on the regulatory system’s role {n the ris{ng price of 

drugs, 

World 

Family ~’]{~ Or~e Day, R~be]l Fig]hter l-]~e Next 

Thonsands of men who once held ordinatwjo])s in Syria have 

turn ed in to pa rt- ti me figh te~s, leavin g gmir refn gee l}m~ilies to 

return to the war. 

TaIks (;lear Path fo~° UoSo-Afghan Deal o~ Troops 

In remounting the progress, Secret~tW (ff State John KenT and 

Presiden~ Hara~d Karzai said one mRior issue remained - 

immuni~’ from prosecution for ~Mner~ean troops who stay arm’ 

~o~4. 

Hamid 

Behind FIt~rry of Killii~g, Potency of Hate 

A former assassin ~5"~ the Irish Republican Array has particular 

insight in to a rece*~ t flurry of hor~fic bloodletting in the world, 

U,S. 

O~Iine Applieation ~’~oes i~¢Iakc" Stude~ts 

A|~ous and P~t Colleges Behind Sehed~le 

As deadlines fr~r early derision applications near’, stndents wetU 

timy have missed sometifing or messed up, wifile colleges face 

delays in reviewing applications. 

Cost of Flood I~ts~ranee R~ses, Along %~ith 

V¢orries 

Sharp increases in federal flood i*~sura*me rates at~ sta~i*~g to 

hm~ proper~ values and housing sales in areas just beginning to 

recover from dm recession, according to reaidenks and legislator~. 

:: Ge~ger 

~,atche 

{or saJe 



Computer Faih~re Cuts Off Access to Fo~d Be~efits 

Xer~-~x announced late ~n ~hc evening that access had been restored for nse~ in 

~he 17 s{a~e8 affeeted by ~he fa~lut’e~ hours a~er ~he first problems were 

reported. 

Business 

CORNER OFFICE 
CIockwi 

Four Exe~:utives on Suceeedir~g in B~Mness as a ~ 

~Olll~ 
top 

The cxe~’utivcs, ranging from the presMent or a beaub’ prodm’ts ~ 

company to the generM cotmse] at Pfizer, shared their storSes 

about headwqnds "~ey have navigated over t~e years and advice to women 

wanting to sneeeed at w~)rk. 

, ~ Commons 

FAIR GAME 

When the Stock Price Hides ’lh’ouble 

Experts in corporate finance say that stock price, commonly 

used in setlJng pay, is imperfect as a gauge of managers’ ability to 

create value. 

STRATEGIES 

Riding Out the Politic, a| Si-o~’m 
~-:1.’ J~J ’~ SGMWi~J~ 

Investment s trategis ts say it’s likely that long-term inves tors 

who s~d~ to a we]]-thoughbout plan can ride ont awMvard 

periods like the eurrs?nt conflict in Waskington with few ill effects. 

Sports 

TIGERS 1. RED SOX 0 

Tigers Lose No-Hit Bid b~t Not Game 

The game’s s~r was Aniba] Sanehez, w-hose postseason line was 

unlike any befbre .- 6 innings pitched, 6 walks, ~2 strikeouL~, o 

hits allowed. 

On Baseball: Tigers’ Torii Hunter Seeks Elusive Titie 

Keep ng Score Packing a Puncl~ on the Bases. 1oo 

Spo~ots Legends Selling Relies? Hey, That Glove 

:Really l:s Gold 

Some former athletes regard their game-used wares with 



sentimentality, but to a lesser exten t than mos t people think. 

.lets’ Willie Colon Tends to His South Bronx 

Roots 

,Jets offensive lineman Willie Cdon left the Melrose Houses 

~ool for Ho£stra U niversib~ und then his N.F.L. career, but he 

returns o~en to see rdafives and lon~hne 

~ 81ide 8how ] Video 

signing 
autogra I 

A~s 

The Sun-Dgied Kid 

Robert Redford, who battles the elements in u lonely voyage in #. 

C. Chandor’s ’~AII Is Lost," finds sdace in poetU, natm’e and a 

la& of vanity. 

,~ Slide St~ow: Robe~ Redford 

Redford 
on the 
grounds 

An Essentially ~,Mnerican Narrative 

Nelson George discusses the film "12 Years a Shwe" with its 

director, Skeve MeQueen; the artist Kara Walker; the actor 

Chiwetel Ft}iofor; and the histo~ao Eric Foner. 

Slaking Tracks %~ith a New Old Sound 

The pop singer Diane Biroh go~ admiration but ]it0e traction 

from her 2009 debuL Four years and some w~iter’s lqoek later, 

she’s trying agNn. 

Birch 

pedormi 

ng this 

Obituaries 

Donald Cabana, Warden Who Lost-heal Deatlh 

PenalW~ Dies at 67 

Mr. Cahana, who worked in corrections for more than 25 years, 

argued that capital punishment was ineffectual, expensive und 

~nhumane. 

:Rod Grams, Mimmsota Anchorman 3qm°ned 

Senator, Is Dead at 65 

A rare conservative ~o be elected to statewide office from 

Democrafic-leaoing Minnesota. 

Cabana 

1n2003 
I 

Rod 

Grams 

n 2006 

Magazine 

All Is Fair in Love and Twitter 

The sweet, innocent ideas and ruthless power plays that created 

Twitter. 

The Fin al In su|t in the Bush- Cheney Marriage 

ttc.,w Dick Cheney finally lost the president. 

Nicolas Jaar Tests the Limits of Dance Music 

you cure for a little Ethiopiun jazz with your teehnc.,? 

George 

~ aar in 



Today’s Video 

; mEC ¥ OWe: Kerry ea~d Clu’is 

Kerry WiehelIo and Chris Belair *net while working behind the 

scenes on "The I~ate Show With L"avh3 I,et~erman/’ They pla*~ to 

spend the rest of their lives laughing together. 

~ vmEo: Bill Otmrfi~gham I Netted 

Fashion Week in Paris is fulI of ideas, both on the runway and 

fl’om the public atte,~ding the shows. 

~ VIDEO: Wll~s ~,¥eek~s ~]ovies: Oe[. 11~ 2o13 

The New York Times movie critics on "Captain Phillips," 

"CBGB," a*~d "Romeo & Juliet." 

video, go ~e NYT[mee.eomN[deo ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:It’s Not O~fly l~lothers a~d Childrert 

An fi-poverty progra ms u n fairly skoYtckange childless adults. 

EDITORIAL 

Haiti’s l~nported Disaster 

The U hired Nations is taken to task for ducking responsibility for a cholera 

epidemic i*~ Haiti. 

EDITORIAL 

:Fightirtg Back Agai~st Revenge :Por~ 

A few states are figh ring back against revenge pore - puhlishing sexual photos 

withe u t permissiom 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Is Nh~sie the Key to Stmeess? 

What it is about serious music training that seems to eorrelate 

with :mtsJze suceess in ma*w dive~,~e fields? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

College’s IdentiD" Crisis 

How do we increase the accessibility of higher education, lower" 

its costs and improve its quality aI1 at once? 

, Columnist Page I glog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Mad Tea Pa~° 

At a mad tea party, Ted and Chris and Rummy and Cheney and 

Scooter a*~d Rnped. all clink their cups. 

Sunday Review 



N EWS ANALYSIS 

How ~A~t~v~sl- Is the S~pr~.~e. Co~rl-? 

The Robe~¢s corot ~s less ae~v~st thee a~y h~ the ~ast 60 years, 

,Justice 

John G 

ON THiS DAY 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 11:28 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
I think we decided on the second picture of Mr. Watts~ I am not clear about the guest lecturers. Do you have their pictures? If you do, they should be put in the newsletter with 
their names~ 
Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, .11:03 AM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
I:::¢: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Hi Dr. Lee, 

I did not include the missing pictures t    -- , Mr Watts and Wendall McCain) in the draft I left with Travis because the folder of 
photos I got from him earlier in the week that the committee selected and the two pictures Prof. McMillan sent me of the guest lecturers 
did not include these missing photos. I did not know if tlmt was deliberate and wanted to confirm tlmt you did not want their photos in 
the newsletter. While making the last proof I j ust went with those I was certain the committee wanted. I have all of the pictures that we 
ever considered for the newsletter, and I can add them if you want, but the committee did not select which picture of Mr. Watts to use 
(there is only one option for       and Wendall McCain). Mr. Watts’ pictures are attached to this email if you do want one in the 
newsletter. Sorry that was not clear in my previous email. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, ~ 7:34 AM 

To: 

Cc: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: Newsletter 

Dear 
Can I assume you are in the process of putting the additional pictures in the newsletter so that we can finalize it next week? I think you have all the missing pictures. If not, 
Tim might have them. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: @ive.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, 5:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AAAD 

Attach: Africm~ Congo.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 
Here is my assessment on the Congo e,~’ents pertaining to the learnings of our lecture I really enjoyed the event and it allowed me to see our concepts in class being poltrayed by real life 

experiences from those standing in front of me. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: dth a~icle 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: dth article 

11:11 PN 

Hello Charlene, 

I am a for the Daily Tar Heel. I am working on a story about the free classes being offered to students who took classes deemed fraudulent, and I was 

wondering if I could speak to you about it. I would like to hear your opinion on why only one student has signed up for the free classes, and what the department is 

doing to better itself. I’m free any time after 1 pm and can talk by phone or stop by your office. Let me know what is best for you. 

Thank you, 

The Daily Tar Heel, 

@live.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyn, Jonathm~ <hartlyn@unc.edtv~ 

Monday, 11:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

FW: Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studie~ African and Ai?o-American Studies (Confidential) 

Eunice, Just fyi, Jonathan 
Jonathan Hartlyn 
The Universil:y of Norl:h Carolina at Chapel 
Semor Associa~:e Dean fl:~r Socia~ Sdences and 

Global Programs, College o[: Ar[s and Sdences 
Kenneth J. Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 
205 South Building, CB 3~00 
Chapel kH~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

t?mail: hartlyn@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 9~9 962-.2~O8 

F~m: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Sent: Monday, ~1:17 AN 

C¢: Janken, Kenneth R; Strizheus, Yulia; Gil, Karen N 
Subject: RE: Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-American Studies (Confidential) 
Dear 

Thank you for your erna~L ~ wou~d Hke to meet wkh you on behalf of Dean G~L ~ propose that we meet, a~ong with Prof. Janken, tomorrow Tuesday ( 

at 4pro in 205 South Building (Dean’s office, 2nd floor o~: South Building). 
SincerNy, JonsLhan Hartlyn 

Jonathan Hartlyn 
The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 
Semor Assoc:ia~:e Dean fl:~r Social Sdences and 

Globa~ Programs, CoHere o[ Ar~:s and Sdences 
Kenneth J~ Reckford Professor of PoHtica~ Sdence 
205 South Building, CB MOO 
Chapel H~] NC 27599-3100 USA 

~}ma~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 
Office: 919 962--1165 Fax: 919 9(~2-.2408 

Seat; Saturday, 8:33 PN 
To= Gil, Karen N 
C¢= Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
S~bject= Personal Issues Regarding Director of Undergraduate Studies, African and Afro-American Studies (ConfidentiaO 
Hi Dean 
HoN a]l is well. My name is                 and I am a      here at ~C ChaNl Hill. I’m concerned about an issue regarding my major in Afficm~ Studies. I’ve 

already spoken with Kenneth Ja~e~ director of the un&rgrad~te studies deNmnent, but I would really appreciate fimher advice and a final solution on this personal 

ma~er. 

I’m scheduled to graduate in due to regent, ~rsonal cil~umsmnces. The last class that I need to graduate as an African Studies m~or is ~fican 

StoNes    (African Studies Colloquium). The course was suppo~ m be available tbr registration on               , however Mter consulting ruth Dr. Keimefl] 

Janken back in July, he stated that the class was not avmlable and that there was a mis~e on Coimect Carolina. This i~bnnafion was not communicated to 

StoNes majors during registration in April for lhl]      semester couBes, hi facL on the ANcan Studies webNge, there is a~ implicafion flint the class was sup~)se m 

be avmlable during the 1~11 semester. This info~ation is still on the webpage ~ of             . Dr. Janken m~d I agreed for me to enroll in African StoNes 

(The Challenges of Democratic Governance in ANca) in substitution for ~fi    . Appm~nately throe and a half weeks ago, Dr. Ja~en sent me an emml cloJming fl~at 

I can no longer use ~fi    as a substitution, therefore I would have to wait until the spring semester     to ~e the course. 

I would like m ~neet mfl~ you in Nr~n m discuss tNs ~na~er in order m obmJn a ~a~nable and final solution. I am available Monday monfing and late a~emoon (a~er 

2:00 p.m.). I am al~ avmlable early Tuesday Inoming and a~er 3:15 pm. Ifthe~ times are incom~tiNe ruth your schedule, plebe let me ~ow so fl~at we can work 

sometNng out. Tha~ V~u ~ much, 

in h~mNe 

Confidentia]i~ Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub jet’t: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday,                2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

WeissFlyer.pdf 

Hello!                                                                                                          ~                                         ~ 
Thank you for co-sponsoring the upcoming Weiss L ecture. I am attaching a PDF of the poster and I will bring hard copies to your office later this week. 1 would appreciate ,~ou~- help 

distributing the anaouncement to your students, staff; and faculty. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headliues: Senators Near Fiscal Deal, but the House Is Uucertaiu 

................ ] ~.’i~.~::~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~,:id~,< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science ~ Today’s Video 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ On]his Day 

Top News 

Senators Near Fiscal Deal, but the House Is 

Unee~l-ain 

While Senate leaders praised the progress that was made ca a 

deal ko reopen the government and raise "dne debt limit, ik was 

(:lear khat the most eonsem’ative membem of the t touse were hoe goit~g to go 

along qu i etly, 

Senate V~;omen Lead in Effort to Find Accord 

Senator Susan ColIins, Republican of Maine, frustrated with the 

lack of progress ot~ the government shutdowm p~R together a 

bipa ~isa 1~ group to m ore things along. 

Be~een Big Cities, a Road Passes tt~e R~ssia Lef~ 

Bebi~d 

~dong the highway betweet~ Moscow ai~d SL Pekemburg -- a 12- 

hour ~?ip hy ear - o~m sees great ne~ee~ed stretches of land that 

seem drawn ba&~v~rd in time. 

14, and 

her 

Editors’ Picks 

~vmEc : ~ hat Is the Debt Ceilir~g? 

The Times’s David Leot~hardt explains the debt limit a*~d how a 

failure to raise it in the ne:;t several days could ;affect the 

economy both at home and abroad. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Heartache of an ~m~g~0ar~~- Family 

Most rni~’an~ don’t want to b~ave home. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

SENATOR KELLY AYOTTE, a Republican who joined a bipartisan effort to work on a fiscal 
compromise. 

World 

in Bhutar~, a Bid to ~lh~r~ Basketball From 
Royal Sport to a National One 

A~er decades of beh% a largely royal presets"e, basketbNl 

Bhukan is abou[ [o have iks breakout momenL as a Soukh Kozvan 

coach has been hired to bnild a nation~d Learn. 

i~arket 

A day after migrant workers were beaten and ke~ToHzed by 

~c, ters, officers detained aboak 1,2oo of khem to cheek for 

outstanding warrants. 

In N ew Nuclear T~lks, ’i’eelu~ologktal Gah~s by 

Ira~ Pose Cha||enges to the West 

~,M~ American official said the U hired Stakes and iks parkners 

would wait for h’an to take concrete steps to constrain the pace 

and scope of iks nuclear program before easing any sanctions. 

s st the 

F’elkhil 

police 

searche 

..... woman 

U,S. 

Richmond .Awaits a Bold A~tipoverty Plan 

Mayor Dwight C. Jo~es has seve~ antipove~%- task fbrces 

presen’dng plans dmt include mixed-income housing and job 

training, bnt he faces limited resources and some skepticism. 

~ wight 



A~ Arrmr~ea~ Sh u~down Rea~hes the Earth’s En d 

If the government shutdo~ s~qnies Antarctic research plmmed 

for d~is year, it could jeopardize sdentific studies Built on 

decades of worL 

sh~s 

Former Defense Chief Says Fisea~ Star, doff]Is Hur~h~g 

Military Readh~ess 

Leon E. PaneUm faulted bod~ parties for the "self-inflicted harm" to the United 

S~tes caused by the shutdown and the sequestration spending cuts. 

Business 

Economists Clash on Tl~eory, but Will Still Share 

the Nobel 

The work of the prot~sso~, E agone F, Fares, Lars Peter Hanson 

a~d Rober~ a. Sheller, shows that stock p~ces tepid to follow 

established rules in fl~e long term. 

, Econom~ BIog: Shinier on Boom, Bu~ and Human Nature 

, Be V~]amed: Mr Bubble’s V~]orried A9ak~ 
, Buy~ Seth Have a Bee0 Dueling Gurus (and Pa~s) 

O~ a New ,Jersey Is]let, Twilight of the La~td]l~te 

After Hurricane Sa~dy, Verizon sMd it was too ex3~enMve to 

replace landlines iu Mantolo~ng. The move mW presage the end 

of the lines ae~x~ss the nadon. 

king, 

Netflix, as Easy as Cha~ging the Channe| 

In a sig~ of the shift toward the h~ternet delivew of ~elevisiou, 

cable companies arx; talking with Nefflix about maldng it 

available like any other channel. 

shows 

ke 

Sports 

DODGERS 3, CARDINALS 0 

Dodgers Get Key Hits tu~d Crucial Win h~ ~;mne 3 

The Dodge*~ j umped back in the N .L.C.S. the same way the 

Cardiuals had taken the lead in it, with a dominating pitchiug 

performance, a few dutch at-bats and heads-up plays. 

,~]Box Score 



Dodgers Shol~tstop Fights dabs of Pain as the 

Temn Batlles to Stay Alive 

Hanley Ramirez cracked his Hb in Game I a~ter he was hit by a 

pitch but is determined to remain in the lineup. 

Tigers’ Ver|ander Rediscovers a Maehinelike 

Efficiency 

After a season filled ~dth st~’u?@es, Dek’dt’s anstin Vcflander 

has his mechanics in place and is leading a starting r,’)bation that 

is dominating playoff opponents. 

Verland 

e~ had 

Arts 

Troupe Has the Courage of Its Commissions 

San Franciseo Ballet thrives on new commissions: they’re pa~ of 

the vision of its director, Helgi Tomasson. 

Roll Over~ Stradivarius 
~.~ i./,Ri: : R©~T~.R 

"Inventing the American Guitar" argues that C. F. Martin 

Company played a groundbreaking role in developing 

instrnment in the 183os and ’4os. 

NEW MUSIC 

Angst El’ldure.~ for a Pioneer of Grunge 

New albums h:om Pearl dam, Paul Me( ’.artney, Cassadee Pope 

and Dr. Lonnie Smith are being released Tuesday. 

of Pearl 

Obituaries 

Pa~ Rogers, ~;ide- Ran~ng Stage Aetor~ Dies at 

96 

Mr. Rogers came to fame as a versatile Shakespearean in his 

native EngJand and later won a Tony award for his performance 

in Harol d Pin ker’s laarrrmJ ng faro ily d ram a "The Homeeomi n g." 

Mark B, Read, Clan’drill Tin’ned Author, Dies at 

Mr. Read, known as Chopper, based top-selling books and stand- 

up ped:ormance on his violent and varied life of crime. 

’Fonuny Scott, Singer-Songwriter and Pitelnnan, 

Dies at 96 

Mr. Scott, who wn:~te coun~T and bluegrass hits, sang and 

performed come@ in a a’aveling medicine s~ow long after such 

productions had become raft ty. 

Rogers 
odginate 

Brandon 

Read 

based 

Science 

A Maryland Hill’s Prehistoric Secret 

On a Maiyland tfi]ltop, what is believed to be an ancient 

ceremonial site o~rs a tantalizing v~ew into prehistoric 

gatherings. 

The ] 
archaeo 

I 
Iogist AI ] 



L~ i~M EOELdN9 

Pop~flations across fl~e continent are e~>eriencing a shar~ 

decline, and ~l~e exact cause is a mys[etT. But there ~s a common 

thread among possible factors: climate change, 

Nature Overflows h~ These M~sty Rooms 

A rare open house in London allows vMto~s a peek fi~to the 

Herbarium at Kew Gardens, a vase cNIection of plant spedmens 

and other tn~asu~s, some from Da~xin and Livingstone~ Gilders 

Keech, 

righl, s 

herb~riu 

built 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~:o: The Solar" Robots 

A CalJff~rnJa company thinks robots that can inst~fl] and (’lean 

thousands of solar panels may make solar energy competitive 

with fossil 

~ V~D~O: SeieneeTake: Sharing a Peahen’s 

Gaze 

Do a peacock’s feathers, in all their iridescent beauty, really win 

the girl? Seienkists put an eye-tracking hdmet camera on a 

peahen to find out where her gaze linge~vd. 

S u zy Men kes sits down x~ith Davi d I auren to disen ss Ralph 
Lauren’s donakion to restore and modernize the geole des BeaK~-- 

Arts in Paris. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Se[~ate T~ies l-o Er~d the Crisis 

Senate negotiators need to ens m’e that a ~entative agreement to reopen the 

government doesn’t give ~n to Republk’an blackmail 

EDITORIAL 

Fukushhna Polities 

J apan’s former prhne minis ter, once a s apporter of nuclear power, now wants a 

total ban, 

EDITORIAL 

Testing E~rope~s Cow, science 

The drowning of hundreds of migrants near the Italian island of Lampedusa is a 

human tragedy that reqaires more help from Enrope and beyond. 

For more opi!~L~:; go 

Op-Ed 

LOOKING FORWARD 

The Middle East 

A scenario of endless conflict in the region is plausible. Yet there 

are glimmers iff hope. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

pt’ophede? The book is a wat’ning about how we ate" ~11 on our 

way to losing the last sht’ed ofpdvaq, we have. 

~ Columnis2 Page ~ BIog 

OP-ED I T M LUHRMANN 

i4mov~qng God intimately is ha~’d, a*~d maybe ha~’d.-wi*’ed, too. 

[~ Joe 
: :: Nocera 

Fo; me~e oei:~ioI~ go to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

[] ~i ..~; ~’"~ i ~[] 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with ot~r st~ite of apps: 

iPhond,~) l iPad(’~D Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 
He~p Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com ,} 

About This E-Mall 

Tibia is an au~omatecl e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message becaclse you signed clp for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ 

As a member of t~e rRUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

REFLECTIONS@datasltn.com 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 6:41 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

REMINDER: Kenneth Jm~ken Reques~ts Your Feedback 

Eunice Sahle: 

This is a reminder that your survey for Kemaeth Janken has not yet been received. Please complete and submit the survey no later than Oct 01,2013 

If you did complete the survey and receive this message, please note that at’ter responding to all the questions, you must select the "Submit" button to send your survey. If you log out 
without submitting the survey, your answers are saved but not received by the Center for Creative Leadership’s scoring center. It will not be possible to change your responses once you 
have selected the "Submit" button. 

Please access the web site to complete and submit the survey 

https:i/~w datasltn com/~vss/CCLReflectionsHome.cfm 

Your Confidential User ID: 
Your Col~fidential Pass~vord: 

If you experience any difficulty connecting to the Internet, please contact your organization’s help desk. Our experience is that the vast majority of access problems are due to security 
measures within our clients’ systems. For an?- other technical problems, please contact Technical Support by sending an email to suppolt@datasltn.com. We can be reached toll free by 
telephone within the United States at 877 477 1416 If you are calling ticom outside the United States, use 952 746 5747. 

If you receive "Access Denied" or "Page Not Displayed" message when accessing the Web site, please contact our Technica[ Support. There are browser settings that may need to be 
ac~iusted on your computer so that you can fully access secured sites 

--- Email Number 00090800813001812370001934528022691934not~ rater MRList --- 
--- Sent To eunice@emaikunc.edu --- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:53 AM 

Kinge~, Angela S <akstuar~email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

appmvaJ 

Hello Angels 

When you get a chance, please approve Sl10945- payment for rug acquisition for office 306- acquire as part of the non personl~el budget FY 20:l.3-14,from CAS. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

F~m: @gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:47 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Image ReceNed for Order Number S000~0945 

The image ibr your S~nall Older Process documeut has beeu leceived. You can now submit this documem for approval. 

Order Number: ~ 0 ~: ~: ~ 2 ~ 9 45 

Click the li~ [~low to transfer to Manage Ordem page. Wifl~in this page, find the applicable order, select Edit Requisition and click Go. Then click Save ~d Submit. 

https://epro.unc.ed~’pspiUFPRD/gMPLO~g/gRE/c/PV MA~ MENU.PV REQ STATUS.GBL? 

FolderPaflr=PORTAE ROOT OBJECT.EPCO EPROCUREMENT.EP PV REQ STATUS GBL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nick Carnes <nicholas.cames@duke.edu> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 3:35 PM 

nwcS@duke.edu 

FW: Triangle Connects Monday 10,/21 at 5:30pm 

Sorry if you’ve already received this, but I wanted to be sure that you knew about this event. Next Monday, Scholars Strategy Network of the Research Triangle is having an informal 
cocktail-style mixer for graduate students, faculty, activists, think tanks, nonprofits, journalists, and la~vmakers from 5:30 to 7:30 at the Raleigh Museum of History. Our goal is simply to 
create a forum where you can build connections with university-based researchers who have expertise on a wide range of issues and people ~vorking on those issues here in North Carolina 
We’ll also have on hand Bill Adair -- longtime Washington reporter and founder of the Pulitzer Prize-wiuning PolitiFact -- and Marc Bellemare -- an academic blogger from the University of 
Minnesota -- to talk one-on-one with attendees about how- to use media more efi~ctively in their organizations (complete details below). 

We’re expecting a pretty good turnout -- we’ve got about 50 people signed up alrea@ -- so if you’d like to attend, be sure to RSVP by this Wech~esday to marion.johnson@duke.edu. 

Let me know if you have any questions, and l~el free to invite anyone else you think might be interested. 

Hope to see you there’. 

Nick 

Dr Nicholas Cames 
Assistant Prol~ssor of Public Policy 
Co-Director, Scholars Strategy Network of the Research Triangle 
Sanford School of Public Policy 
Duke University 
www.duke.edu~-,nwc8 

Scholars have a lot to say about the issues facing North Carolina and the nation, but sometimes it’s hard lk~r academics to connect to practitioners and vice versa. No more! 

Please join us this coming Monday, October 21, lk~r "Triangle Connects," which will bring together policy advocates, faculty members, journalists, bloggers, and graduate students for an 
evening of progressive networking. 

Where? North Carolina Museum of tlistory, 5 East Edenton Rd, Raleigh 
When? Mien, Oct. 21, 5:30-7:30pm 
What? Networking and brainstorming over hats d’oeuvres and wine and beer 

For those of you looking for media tips, we’ll have two special guests: Duke professor Bill Adair, longtime Washington reporter and founder of the Pulitzer Prize-wirming PolitiFact; and 
b[ogger/social media expert Marc Bel[emare of the University of Minnesota. 

The event is sponsored by the Scholars Strategy Network of the Research Triangle, which brings together civically minded academics seeking to elevate the role of evidence-based research 
in punic policy debates. We are part of the national SSN network of more than 300 scholars. 

Please RSVP by Wednesday, October 16 to marion johnson@duke.edu. (Be sure to provide your name, organization, and area of expertise or the issues you focus on ) 

And please feel free to forward this emai[ ahmg to fi~iends and colleagues in the area! 

Very truly yours, 

Marion Johnson 
Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University 
Master of Public Policy Candidate 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 4:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

MURAP Intbm~ation Session 

Dear Prof. SaNe, 

Are any of your students looking for a paid summer internship that will help prepare them Ii~r graduate ~hool in "the hummaities, social ,sciences or fine arks? Are they 

willing to devote flaemselves thll-time to that goal during 10 weeks this coming summer? 

The Moore Undergmdnate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) is ,seeking applications for its Summer 2014 program (May 25-July 31, 2014). Beginning on 

November 4, 2013, applications will be available on our website. The deadline for submissions is February 7, 2014. 

Eligible students must be: 

¯ rising juniois or seniors with at least 12 hours left to complete their degree as of end of Spring 2014 

¯ interested in pursuing PhDs in the Social Sciences, Hum~mities or Fine Arks with the goal of teaching at the college or university level 

¯ members of an ethnic minority or have a proven commitment to diversity 

¯ able to stay in Chapel Hill and reside ruth the rest ofthe cohort in on- ca~npus housing during this intensive 10-week program (participants may not be enrolled in 

smnmer school or sign up to t~ke courses online or hold a job) 

There will be an information session held on ~Vednesd ay, October 23rd and Tuesd a y, November 19th from 7-8pm in the Sonja Haynes Stone Center, 

Suite 305. Interested students are encouraged to attend. 

For additional information, please consult our website: murap.unc.edu 

If any additional questions or concerns arise, please contact Marissa Garcia, MURAP Program Coordinator, at murap@unc.edu. 

Cordially, 

Marissa Garcia 

Program Coordinator, MURAP 

and Prot: Rosa Perelmuter 

Directoc MURAP 



was emaifing you because I just wanted to remind you tSst th£ Director o{ the Access~b~Hty Resources an@ Se~es seat th~s o~t on: my beh:a~fl I know we 

b:av£ an exam soon sad wanted to make sure t::ha[ eve~fh:iag wa~ ia place so that ~t wou~d be a smootF~ trans;ition for me to be ab{e to do so >~h£n the 

~rdved~ ~ would need to take my exam at the testing center. The start t~ime wo:uM be the same exact dine ~ >>ou~d have ~t~ed K ~ had taken t~e test {n 

k{ass, g#~ on@ thing that wou~d need to be adjusted is the les:gt~h o~ thee. # ha~e been identified as needh~g more t#me due to m7 d~sab~lKy to com:p~ete the~ 

~xam. ~ wou~d :need tJ-~e maah-num amount cf t~nq:e poss~b{e to take the exam whk:h ~a~a.s an addit~ona~ 30 minutes to take the exam:. Please ~et me knca~ K 

~’e m~o~ mat~o:n. ~Sa~ks. ~’o:u need an~ a~u, ’ - 

8~b~ie,ct: C~p? of Emaii ~:* eunice@emaiLun<.ed~: St:L~dent in Class- Accommodations 

5~t# :/.is c{: essi bi i ;tV. u no. e d u/st8 d e n tsi ~.eq ~st e red -eta d en ts/q u i d e ~i:~e s -a: l}{e raa d re.- tes£ i n q 

~The st:,J:de~t w}~ tg:en schedule ex:am}~at~m~s <m-i{ne sad 

~rl~est conve:n:::::eu~e. Thank yo:~ fo~- your dm:e an~ cens~derati0n regardh~g tMs matCer 

Fiffan:y ga:iley - Interim i.Ddre;c:Lor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Thanks 
We are all looking forward to the final product from this very challenging project. I think we have all learned a great deal, and again T want to thank the entire team for 
hanging in together. 
All my best, 

Prof. Lee 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, J.: ~.4 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Newsletter 

Sure, I should be able to get that done between classes on Monday. I may have to get a copy made while I’m out of town at the FedEx 
Kinko’s there over the break instead though just to make sure I have time to drop it offbecause it can take a while. It will be in the 
office some time between 2-4pro. 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:44 PM 

To: 

Co: Sahle, Eunice; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 

Subject: Newsletter 

Dear 
Would it be possible on Monday to have one copy of the newsletter printed at Kinko’s in black and white for us to review. Based on Tim’s assessment, it seems that we are at 
the final stages of the process. Because of our budget, I am suggesting only one copy to cut cost. 
Thanks and have a wonderful fall break. 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 6:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, The International New York Times, T Magazine’s Fall Travel 2013 a~d More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.com/adsiemailads/editpromoi201:3101gialtimes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

October 16, 2013-- 

The International New York Tinles 
::X:: The 

On Tuesday, The h~ternatJonal New York T~nles ....... Internation 

debuted. Tailored specifically for Lhe valued al New 

mere bets of The Ti mes’s global audhmee --- and 
York 
Times 

edited from Paris, London, He~g Ke~g and New 

York --- The International New York Times will 

continue to serve the many loyal readers of The International 

H erald Tribune by ~ ~a ~ t i ~ ng ~ta tradi[ion of jouvnaliafie 

excellence and innovation. Read the fifil text of Publisher Arthur 

Oeha Sulzberger dt’.’a ]e[tev [o readera, and take a detailed look at 

the paper’s jonrney so far. 

T Magazine’s Fall Travel ~o13 
i~i T 

As our ideas about !gJ.~!!Jg]~y..:~.g~i~2.~!. change -- " " Magazin 

wRh the concept of" fine," or perhaps "good e’s Fall 

Travel enongh." ]ost in an age of ’awesome" 
I 2013 

super]arises ----T Magazine’s Fall ~t’a~ e[ issue 

explures a more euntemp[ative mode of getting 

there, and being there. From gloriously scrappy Mar’soil]e, 

France, to the etherwor[d]y beauty of Iee]and’s wilderness, a 

sense of place tt’umps a contrived sense of adventure. We also 

explore Restot’ation Hardware tycoon Oavv Ftqedman’s ambition 

in the contemporary art world, a resurgence in appreciation for 

~ndiau Modet’nist farnRure aud a {’amily’s attempt to 

reinvigorate one of 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

DoWt Miss on NWi,~es cor~, 

BUSINESS i Reporter Tied tu Snuwden Leaks to Leave Guardian 

NEW YO RK i Ile B]asio, Attacking Lho[a~ Domina[es in Their 

First Debate 

FASt{ ION & STYLE I [(a~ph Lauren’s New Pat’isian I)t’eam 

REAL ESTATE i Wegman’s Weimaranet’ Republic 

INTERNATIONAL ()PINiON I Did Mabda Teach Us Anything? 

Top 5 Viewed Features 
(Beh;~’een October 9 - 15, 2013) 

SLIDE SHOWI New Sculpt .... 

in Doha, Qatar 

~ SIdDE 8IIO~,¥ I New 

Sculptures in Doha, Qatar 

Images of the new sculptures by 

Damien ttivst unveiled this 

VIDEO I A Visit to Beijing’s First 

R.V. Park 

~ VIDEO [ A Visit to 

Beijing’s Fit’st R.V. Park 

European- and American-style 

campers, symbols of luxury and 

freedom in China, are gaining 

popularity among affluent 

vacationers eager to escape 

urban congestion. 

:~ VIDEO lapp Smart: Nature Apps 

~ SLIDE SHOW ] ()n ~tte 

Market in Aspen, Colo. 

Homes in ski country offering 

fi’om one to five bedrooms and 

priced fi’om $1,15o,ooo to 

$15,500,000. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 

acy After th e 
After th e Sh~tdown 
Shutdo 

What are the wn 

consequences of a 

strategy that 

urges us to explicitly pull out of 

a shared contraet of 

governance? 

[] Join the Conversation ,,; 



1. Debt Talks in Disarray as House Balks 

2 .’Die Final ~nsult in the B~sh-C~eney Marriage 

3 .No Quick Den{, but Offer by G,O.P, o~ Debt S~ifts the To~e 

4 .Is Music the Key to S~ceess? 

5. Obamacare: ~[lxe Res~ of the Story 

The New York Times Wine Club: Receive 50% OFF 

Boomi#g 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964, with 

ii~ Booming 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more 

BeaIB% k 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail 

..... letter [ i~i Deal Book ] 
provides breaking : : 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The Co~ectio~ 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 

featuringlatest in news,the [~i 

trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters 

ABOUT THIS B-MA~L 

@Times comes to you ftom the NYTimes corn marketing department You received this message because you signed tip 

for bi"t’Times.com’s @Times newsle~er. 

Manaqe Subscriptions I L;nsubscribe i Change Your E-Mail I Privacy Policy I Advertise I Cen~ct 

The New York Times Company I Copy[ight 2013 [ NYTimes corn 620 Eighti~ Avenue, New YorK, NY 10013 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 3:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Today’s Headlines: Republicans Back Down, Ending Crisis Over Shutdown and Debt Limit 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ida:: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Republicans Back Down, Endh~g Crisis Over 

Pres~de~t Obama swiNy sighted a bill flmdi~g the govermnel~t 

through Jan. 15 and raising the debL limit throu~ Feb. 7. aRer 

the ttouse and Senate approved a lasbminute deal. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Losing a Lo~. ~.o Get Litt]le 

Republicans could have tin:ned the problem-p]agued rollo~t of the he,~lth ear° 

]aw into an argument against it, but instead a fai]ed campaign to s " .’ti~p the law of 

federal money has left the parity in disarray, 

G~oid |oek Has Cost UoNo ]Billions, and ~.be Mete/¯ Is 
Nti|| :Running 

Damage to growth, employment and inkewst rak?s has air°a@ 

been extensive, eeo[~omists say, eve[~ without a debt defaul[ and 

a eonfimmdon of flae government shutdo~s~. 

~ Graphic Most Regions Kxperienced Mo~est Grow[h 

For moro top news. ~r) to NYTimos.cem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

HEALTH 

The gold medalist rower t~]]<s abont her workout. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 



The My[h of the Medi(ml=De~dce Tax 

W ha~’s actually raisi~g health ,-are costs is a predato~T i~d~st~T, 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

~PEAKERJOHN ~ BOEHNER, o{l the f~sca[ sta {ldoft’, 

World 

Scattered by War, S,~ians Struggle to Stm~ Ovcr 

The plight of a family that fled to Jordan shows how the war has 

l~)rced SyHa~s Lo remakc fl~eir lives in new and oKen 

unweleoming places. 

~D Slide Show: A Syrian Refugee Family’s New Life 

[~ LiFE AS 

i ....... 

Aftc~° Talks on Iran’s Nuclea~° Prograra, Offidals 

Highlight the Positive 

h~ a stateme~t, Iran a~d six world powe}~ described Ne bvo days 

of discussions in Ge[~eva as "fox,yard looldng" bnt did nok 

disclose detNls. 

~ ~ Join[ SNNment on hart 

~ Video: iran’s Nuclear raks in Geneva 

[°aria Araerica Brings Up Its Dead, Seeking Tru[h ~ 

Exhuming "~e remains of the notable dead has become 

inereasi~gly eommo~ in Lati~ ~)~eHea~ countries. Brazil khe 

latest, plans to exhmne a former civilian president to investigate assassination 

claims. 

U,S. 

:Door May Open for Challenge to Secret ~bqrctaps 

A shff~ in policy by the Jns’dce DepaYlme~t may lead to a h’gal challenge or" the 
govermne~t’s sweeping warrant[less su~5’eillanee program, 

Hands Erapty but Spirit I.h~bowcd, Ho~lse 

Rep~b|icans Take Stock 

While Republicans in the Senate t~ded to shake ofi’the past 16 

days as a bad dream, ttouse Republican,s conceded defeat buk 

vowed to save their fight fbr another time. 



, [] Slide Show: Ending the Shutdown 

Many who get through the log-in proeess on the new hea~th 

insurance exchanges then have [rouble dcke~n~ining whed~er the 

offered policies wiI] provide the coverage they need. 

~ Haalt~ Exchange: Share Your Experience 

Wheeler 

, a self- 

mlB|n|ll 

Business 

Facebook Eases Privacy Rules for Tee~mgers 
L:y VINi.,L; O©Li 

Teenagers will now be a])~e to post items that can be seen by the 

public, making it easier for t~e social network to turn a post into 

an ad that can be shown widely o 

In Greeee~ the Banking Chief Draws Seruliny 

The governor of the Bank of Greece, Georgios A. Provoponlos, 

helped keep Greece out of bankruptcy and in the euro zone, but 

now a banking deal he apprm~ed is faring e~itieisrn. 

DEALBOOK 

A Rcgulator Cuts Its New Tecl-h 

’Lo~don Whale’ Case 
::6’ B:::N 

Wall Stwet is feeling khe el’fk?ets of a Commodib’ Futures Trading 

Cornmission rule it fbaght hard to tame. 

~ c ...... 

Provopo 

Sports 

TIGERS 7, RED SOX 3 

Tigers Chm~ge Their L~eup and Their Luck 

After Detroit Manager Jim Leyland adjusted his batting order, 

the Tigers ~sponded with five runs in the second inning and 

went on to beat the Red Sox and fie the A.L.C.S. at 2-2. 

s forll!er 



Coach 

Bashir Mason, 29, is balancing his duties as men’s basketball 

coach at Wagner with student teaching, his final reqNrement for 

a master’s in education. 

Red, White and Blue Reprieve for Mexico 

The complicated relationship between American and MeMcan 

s~-~eeer fans took an unusual turn when Me,co dodged 

elimination in qna]i~’ing %r the World Cup thanks to a United 

States victory. 

, Player Ratings: United S~tes (3) vs Panama (2) 

..... s Oribe 

Peralta, 

Arts 

Avla~ Ar~-istry, With Smuggled Cigars 

In "Trading With the F.nemy," pm~ of an exhibition at Magnan 

Metz Ga]IerT, Duke Ri]ey’s pigeons tempt fate and legal barriers 

as they fly fr~-m~ Cuba bearing cigars and cameras. 

~ ~ Video: Flying C~ose to the Law 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

B~fihiing a BeU-er City 

The next rnayor needs to consider a wide range of design and 

developmen~ issues to assure New Yo~N’a competitive fl~tnre. 

~ ~ Slide Show 

~.~,or 
Bloomb I 

Forget the Spoonftfl of Sugar: It’s Uncle 

Uncensored 

Producers of the Disney movie "Saving Mr. Banks," about the 

fihning of "Mary Poppina," say the studio did not pressm’e 

to sani’dze the portrayal of Walt Disney. 

Emma 

Obituaries 

~ax~ne PoweR, Nloto~a~’s N’Iaven of Style, D~es at 

Ms. PoweI1 was the director of the IabeFs in-house 5nishing 

school in the 196os and was eonside~vd in no small part 

responsible ibr its early success. 

Larry Benoit, ’Babe Ruth for Hamters,’ is Dead at 

89 

Mro Benoit tracked whitetail deer through northern New England 

and sou’finern Canada for more than seven decades and became 

one of the nation’s most revered deer hunters. 

~’009. 

...... Benoil 
n 978. 

Br~mo i~¢IeLsu, Coach Who Took Senegal on 

!,’~’orld C~p Rmt, Dies at 59 

Metsn, a Frenchman, was a midfielder on European teams for 

nearly two decades, but he achieved his biggest success working 

in Africa. 

Matsu 

shown 

I 

Fashion & Style 



CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

T]he A~o~nard Ex]per~e~ce 

The rooms of (-;iorgio Arma~fi’s home fil~ ]n the blanks that 

remain aRer a~ interview ~tb the designer. 

’1~’o Longtime Gossip Cohmnfists Share Their 

Secrets (%~elL Some of Them) 

George Rush and Joanna Mo~loy, the media duo who dished d]~ 

lbr the ~bloids, are back and they have a Iot of matez{a] to draw 

FRONT ROW 

Thier~--Maxime Loriot, C~rator of the Jem~ PaN 

G mfltier E~fibitio~ 

The Oaulder e~ibi~on was built by Mr. Lofiot, someone who 

has been inside the fashion world. 

More Front Row Columns 

from 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o:An U~fair Game 

This shot4 film explains a troubling situation in English football 

where ticket p~ees have ~sen to levels so high that many of the 

fans can no longer afford them. 

~ vm~o: Simple S~Tup 

Melissa Clark discovcrs d~is cocktail staple is a ~y’dai ~g but 

siri~ple aRer visiting with Joaq u~n Sire6, the co--owner of PouNng 

R:ibho~s in Ne East Village. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

T]he Rep~b]k~an S~rre~de~° 

After inflicting enormous damage, the House wins vh’tna]ly l}othJng and gives 

EDITORIAL 

Et~ope Cracks Down o~ Tobacco 

La~nakers in Europe have taken some imporNnt steps to discourage smoking, 

especially among children. United States regulators shmdd do the same. 

EDITORIAL 

The D~sappea~’~qg i~loose 

A warming clima te and an eroding winter are doing g~evous harm to the 

species, which is dying off across North 

mere opi:?iol:, 2~) te NYTimes,c~m/Opini~n ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Ilhmss and Power 

Most countries abandon leade~ with physical or emotional 

wealmess. In Argentina, it’s the other way around. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Rep~]b|~ean Collapse 

Far-right eleme~ts of the House pre/br to go clow~ ~n a blaze of 

fieW - or a~ ]east take the eounhy down in one. 

~ oolamn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Wouldn’t you agree, people, dmt the only Lhing more beautiful 

that~ t]ae fall foliage is a budgetaW can being ideked down Lhe 

road? 

~ Columnist Page 

mare opiniel-:: g~; te NYTimes,com/ONnion ~ 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megel, Joseph Law-rence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday,                6:36 AM 

McGowan, Johu <jprn@email.unc.edu>; Hir~hfield, James <jhirscht@email.unc.edu>; Weisert, Lee <weiserU~iemail.unc.edu>; Colver, 
Reed <rcolv er@unc.edw~; Meanza, Jeffrey <meanzaQa)eraail .unc.edu>; Navalinsky, David B ~-dbnav@email.unc .edu>; T aylor, Beverly W 

<btaylo@emml.unc.edu>" Pollock, Della <po lock@emml.unc.edtr’~; Alexauder Cra£t, Renee Jacqueliue 

<lenee.alexaa~der craft@unc.edu>; Katz, Mark < mkalz@email.uuc.edu>;                 @live.unc.edt~>; Kim, Heidi K 
<heidikim@email.uuc.edu>; Wisdom, Maria L~Monaca <mwisdom@email.unc.edu>; Koe~L Bryau Willia~lson <bkoen~!e~n~fil.unc.edt~>; 

Piei; David <dpier@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S <jskasson@email.unc.edu>; Wallace, Daniel H <dhwaJlac@email.unc.edt~ ; Jules 

Odendahl-James (ja~@duke.edu); Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Tiln Scales (tiln@u, agonwheela(ts.org); Coble, McKay 

<acoble@eraail.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis~}emailounc.edu>; Nesvet, Rebecca <ues~’et@unc.edu> 

draft of FaculF Request for Proposal 

ProcessSefies Faculty RFP-I .pdf 

Dear Advisory Committee & Department Chairs, 

Attached is a copy of our first draft for the Faculty Request for Proposal. Please review and send any suggestions to Tim Scales and me. 

I will be sending you all the World War ~ Legacy request to send out sometime next week. 

(by the way if dept. chairs would rather not get copies of messages for the advisory board (if you are not a representative yourself), let me know, I will take you off the 

distribution list) 

Thanks, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 9:[9-843-7067 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 10:07 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

three items for when you return to Chapel Hill 

Deal Eunice, 
Three itelns have arisen in your absence. None demands your attention now, but I wanted to inform you of them lest I forget. 

1. Agent Hicks would like to talk with yon to arrange a short meeting "3 minutes," he said ruth two colleagues. I told him yon would contact him at the beginning of 
next week, when you return. His mlmber is            , though I suspect you have it memorized by now. 

2.        sent me some material related to one of her books that is at the publisher and asked me to share it ruth the PTR committee. I’m not against doing s~ in 

principle, but it was my understanding that the portfolio, once submitted, is then closed. I’d like yonr opinion. 
3. The student whom I allowed to substitute         course on democratic governance lbr the Ati-ican studies colloquinm provided she contacted him for the extra 

work appealed to Jonathan after I told her that she could not substitute the conrse on account of her not contacting        by the fourth week of the semester. I sat in 

on the meeting Jonathan had with her. After listening to her again and reviewing her tran~ript more closely, I’m inclined to allow her to substitute her Cape Town 

independent study/internship, which included a research component, for the major requirement of the colloquinm. At the end of this semester, she will have taken 

thirteen courses either in the departanent or related to African studies and has done well in all of them. I think we can conclude that she has been exposed to a larger 

range of African studies material than most students who major in it. I think she erred in not contacting        sooner, but on further consideration I think denying her 

the Inajor is a bit too steep a penalty. Jonath~l emphasized that he would suppo(t whatever decision we made. What say you? I’d like to dispose of this early next 

week. 
I hope you and yours are well, and that you are having a good visit. 

Best regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Departmem of Atiican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:40 AM 

tta~flyn, Jonathan <haxflyn@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

AFRI major requirements for 

Dear Jonathan, 
After our recem meeting with I had a chance to review further her transcript, and upon further reflection and consultation with Eunice, I’ve concluded 

that I cma substitute her Honors independent sVady/internship from her Cape Town semester for the African s~mdies colloquium; this roll allow her to complete fl~e 

requirements for the AFRI major. 

Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of Africa~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Cmolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Today’s Headlines: Two Parties Start Work to Avoid Repeat Crisis 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~NTHISE-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Movies ~ roday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

’1~’o Par~ie~ 8;tart V~:ork to Avoid Repeat C~isis 

’rt~e need for a bipartisan breakthrough, even a modest one, was 

mplifi ed by th e econ om ie costs wrought ])y th e ~ 6-d ay 

hu tdow~ an d n ear-de~a @t on govern men t obliga tion s. 

Graphic Budget Gaps Between the Pa~ties 

From ttie Right, Despaii°, _A~lger mad Disillusion 

For glum and l%ustrated eonsen, atives, the end tithe 

government s[mtdo~ was as much a surrender to reality as h-., 

Democratic demands. 

Srtowdert Says He Took No Secret Files to :R~lssia 

In an interview, Edward & Snowden responded to accusations by 

critics, provided insights into wt~y he diselosed secret documents 

and tNked a bout the de bate over sm’vei llanee. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ vm~o: Anatomy o~t" a Nce~e: ’12 ~ea~’s a 

Steve MeQueen, t~e director of "12 Years a Slave," narrates a 

Serluenee fl’om his tSlm. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Those Hazardo~as Fly~ng B~rds 

We’re ]dI~i~g birds to keep planes saf~, but Ws ~mt ~vally 

working. 

World 

Et~ope Nloves to Shield Citizens’ Data 

Lawmakers have introduced a measure that could require 

American companies to seek Em:opean clearance befi:~re 

complying ~tb Unitcd S~tes data warrenS. 

The l 

Go,sgle J 

White House Weighs Easir~g I~’an Narrations’ ]Bite ~’ith Slow 

Release of Assets 

Tim United St~tes eould free up frozen Iranian assets i~ installments as a reward 

h)r taking steps ko curb its nuclear program. 

Erdogm~, Ny~-ia Rebels’ Leading Ally, Hesitates, F’~i~ 

I R~’>~P I 

Prime ~’li~]ister Reeep Ta3@p Erdogan of Turkey has long ~ 

backed the Syrian rebels. But Turkey shelled rebel positions this 

week, si~aling concern ab -mr the dominance of mrSeal IMamist groups. 

U,S. 

In Nortl~ Dakota, New Conee~-~s Over ML, d~g Oil 

and Wheat 

A proposed lancl~ll for oil dHHing waste has fammrs worried that 

a state long knm~a for agz~cNture is putting the 

industry’s needs ahead of 

Goverr~me~t Gets Back to Business, b~t Effects of 

the Shaltdown Lh~ger 

Hundreds of thousands of employees streamed back to work on 



Thm’sday after President Obama and Con~’ess ended the 

shutdown, pavi~g the way for a~mther series r~f budget talks in the weeks ahead, 

Obama’s Edge Over G,OoP, Is Still Uimlear Al~er 

Victory h~ Standoff 

Republicans, stung ~rom fl~e outcome of the badge~ battle, coald 

be more flexible or more determined not to lose again. 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
)~ if You 

if You Like a Star Athlete, Now You C~ Blly a 
] ..... 

Like a 

Share 

Fantex tioldings, a start-up ba~:ked l:y prominent invest~ws, 

crea~g stocks tied 

Arian Foster of the Houston Texans. 

The chancellor ~ff khe Exeimquer, George Osborne, said Chinese 

compa~fies’ ho]dfi~gs wonld begin as mfimriV shatvs but could 

grow into majodb~ o~qmmhip. 

The 

DEALBOOK 
7~-~ F’iea 

Plea Agreement Could End SAC ,~ .Advisor" I ag~’~ I 

The ~dnding down of SAC Capital’s business of managing money 

%r *-reside investors is said ko be part of a plea deal proseeuko~s are negotiating 

with Steven A. O:,hen’s em ba~led tim d. 

Sports 

RED SOX 4, TIGERS 3 

Red Sox One Win Away Afl-er Beating Sane][~ez 

Tim Red Sox grinded and nmseled their way past the Tigers, 

Mmddng around AnJba] Sanehez for the win m~d takh% a three- 

games--to-¢wo series lead. 

,E] Box Score 



Fantasy Football: Week 7 Ma~chup Breakdown 

Tony Romo disal~pc*inted fimtasy owners in Week 6, but the 

Philadelphia Eagles should make. iE easy ff~r him Eo bounce back 

in Week 7. 

PHOTOS 

S~g~s of Affeetio~ or Not, at the Old BMlgame 

In a series of pic~n:es fl’om the Times photography archives we 

look at baseball signs [hrough the years. 

,~ Photos: Who’s on Line Fir~? 

Romo 
had a 

Arts 

’12 YEARS A SLAVE’ 

The Blood and Tears~ Not t]he l~agnolias 

Steve McQuee~}’s "12 Yeays a Slave," based on the m~e stotT of 

Solomon N or[hup, dAves straigh t to the heart of the crueiNes of 

opp~ssion. 

,~ Anatomy of a Scene 

, A Discussion of ’12 Years a Slave= 

’ALL IS LOST’ 

The Stror~g, Largely Silent Type 

In -L Co Chandor’s ’~Xl] Is LosE," Robert Redford is a sailor adrift 

in the Im:lian Ocean. 

i~ed ord 

ADMIT ONE 

The Seree~ Is S~lver, but tlte Seats _At’e Gold 

To lure moviegoers, AMC Theaters have thstalled cushy red 

reeliners to mimic the home--viewing experience. 

g seats 

at the 

Movies 

’THE FIFTH ESTATE’ 

Seems Tlfis A~ardfist is a Laptop Hogger 

"The Fifth Estate," about the wikiLeaks founder Julian .,~sunge, 

documents the ups and downs of his rdathmship with a onetime 

edleague. 

CumLer J 

batch I 

’CARRIE’ 

It’s Not N~ee to Fool the Btdlied Daughter 

Bullied in the school ~im, the telekinetic teenager again wields 

her power in the remake of 

,[~ Slide Show: The Faces of ’Carrie= 

, ’Carrie’ is Back. So is KimbeHy P~irce. 

Chloe 

22 
,Julianne 

’AMERICAN PROMISE’ 

Two Boys’ Schooling, for 13 Years of It 

Parents documenE Eheir son and one of his fl{ends, h’om 

kindergarEen thr,’)ugh high school, in "zMnericun PromiseT’ 

Bre~ste 

r and his 

mother, 

Obituaries 



William F, Nichols, S~rvivor of Abduci-ion in 

~zencz~lela~ IDies ~ ~ 
Niehous 

M;. Niehous, an American businessman thoug]at dead after his I ~, ~v~ I 

~976 abduction in Venezuela, was rescued rnore tha~ fl~ree yem~ 

]atec and went on to become Owens-Illin ois’s viee pcesi d ent for techno] 

Revo Jolm Grange, Who ~:elcomed Bronx~s 

Lai-inos, Dies at 73 

Father Orat~ge helped rebuild the impoverished South Br,’)nx 

parish Mmre he was raised into a more hospitable place for 

Hispanic immigrants in New York 

..... John 
Grange 

Ed Laurel’, Actor ~¥~th a Familiae Face, Dies at 

74 

Mr. I,auter, a recognizable figure known for his menacing 

characters, acted for five decades and was in "Trouble in the 

Cm’ve" last year. 

Ed    [ 
Lauter 

said that 

Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Flyh~g Close to tim Law 

Duke i~ley, a Brooklyn artist, ~rained 5o homir~g pigeons to fly 

fi:om Hzva~a, Cu ha. to the F]orid a Keys ca rwing illicit c i gz rs and 

cameras to record the.journey. 

Obama Says 

Saying the American people are fed up with Washington, 

President Obama urged lawmakers to work togedmr to improve 

govermnet~k and to se~’e their eonsti[uenN. 

~ vu~Eo: tto Seconds With Pog~ae: 

Windows 

The Times’s David Pogue wdghed in on the updates to 

Mierosoft’s Windows 8 operating systems, one of which is 

designed fbr desMops, the other for t~blets. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Common Interests, Not Confi’ontation 

With the budget crisis over fbr the gme bei~g, President Obama calls for an end 

to des h’uetive governi 

EDITORIAL 

A Thaw in Geneva’? 
E~. ,>u~ i>~i ,~<><v’,:. ~!:OAi:’:.~ 

Talks betweet~ Iram the U .5. and the major powers have been promisit~g and 

Ul:,beat. 

EDITORIAL 

Scapegoating the Roma~ Again 

Discrimination agains~ Gypsies is ~ising in Europe, in cruel violation of human 

~ghts, 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

If Not Now, 

If Benjamin Netanya}m is inclined [o ~ke risks fl’om strength, 

the Lime is now. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Damage Done 

Wc may have managcd to avoid dHqng off a o]~ff tMs week, but 

we are still o~ ti~e road to nowhere~ 

~ GohJmni~ Page I Blog 

..... ~rLigma 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

The Lasl Kh~g of 

To look back now is [o realize how much has eimnged in the half- 

century sim?e President Ke~edy visited. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 3:13 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: States Are Focus of Eflbrt to Foil Health Care Law 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~t ~:,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i:;i.:i.~:~c:ii~,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Conse~wative ~oups are ii~ereasingly t~king the fight agMnst 

Presidcnk Obama’s heal~ cain" law ko skates likc Vh:ginia in an 

block Medicaid expansion, 

C~lifornia Sees G/°id]oek Ease in Governing 

New election roles in Califi:~rnia, once a symbol of govermnent 

@sfunction, may be taring their desired efl’eet of Ieaehing some 

of the partisanship out d politics. 

Bribery and reversals of proseentors’ efflx% by other officials 

have hampered the efforts of environraental investigators. 

~ [] Video: Policin9 ti~e Amazon 

, [] Slide Show: I[le~ai Loggirl~ Thrives irl Peru, Environmentalis[s Say 

B!own 

Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ vine:o: The New Nice G~ays of Comedy 

In an era when the most celebrated television dramas ask you to 

iden fi~" wi kh often- repelien t an 5heroes, the n ew s Ears of late 

night are ingratiating nice gws. 



Related: Critic’s Notebook 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

A Year Abroad vs. a Year Wasted 

The cost of college cm~finues to rise. Mem~wbile, there’s growing 

pressure for U.S. studeuN to stu@ abroad. How important is 

this global experience? 

"Yea r 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DAN SCHNUR, the director of the ,gessi; M. Un [tth iustit~tte o[’ Polities at the Uui’, et’sity 

Sou~het’n California, on i;hanges in ~he California Li;gislatut’e. 

World 

Lobbyi~g Bor~anza as Firms T~-y to ][nfl~aenee 

~s the European [uion has emerged as a regulateW superpower 

affecting 28 eountt{es, lobbying in its seat of power has become 

ever lllore competitive. 

in Ke~ya lh, quiry, N oraa, ay Looks at Somali 

Migra,~t 

Investigators are questioning Lhe family and f~ends of Hassan 

Abdi [)huImlow, a Norwegian citizen born ~n Somalia, whose 

sister and he began b~king "long vacations" ~ere in 2009. 

, Kenya Fresident W~H Not Have to A~end All of His Hague Trial 

Houston 

-based 

...... 
the four I 
mil~ants 

Nm~di Arabia Rejects U.No Neettrity Com~eiI Seat 

in Protest Nove 

A day aRer wim~ng a highly coveted Seeufi~" Coundl seat, Sandi 

Arabia angrily dted the body’s response to Syt{a and Iran in 

turning it down. 

....... AbduJla 
h of 

U,S, 

Low-Cost B.A. Sta~’ti~g Slow|y i~ Two States 

The $*o,ooo degrees are available in Florida and Texas - but not 

f,’)r many students, not for many majors and not on the flagship 

~] Maggie 
...... Biegelse 

n and 



Kenl-ueky~s Case of the MisMng Bourbon 

Som e,:me stole 65 c,~ses of Pappy Van Winkle, one of the nation’s 

most soughbar[er bourbons, h’om a warehouse in Frankfot% Ky. 

ba;rels 

San Francisco Area Transit Strike Stynties 

Conmmters 

The sttqke by employees of the Bay Area’s main comm~Rer 

raihx)ad vdI1 fi~ree hundreg* of thousands of people to seramble 

to fim:l akema~e ~’anspo~atkm. 

Business 

Britain Looks to :Fraeking as NoFth Sea Oil 

Dwi~dIes 

While the government has endorsed shale gas development, 

environmental g~oups worW about water pdlution, ~oise 

od~er disruptions. 

Afl-er Rm~ning Hot, Market for Used Cars Is 

Cooling 

Prices for used ears jumped dur{~g the recession, when supply 

could not meet demand. Now more ears are coming oft" their 

]eases, and pt{ees ate expected to fall. 

Canada mtd Europe Reach Tentative Trade 

Agreement 

The deal which still needs ratification by both sides, could 

increase bilateral trade by about ~3 percent, or $35 biI]ion, by 

lifting quotas and fine-tuning regula~ons. 

Barbsn, 

Harper, 
Canada’ 

Sports 

CARDINALS 9, DODGERS 0 

Cardinals V~ in Pemmnt Once ~lore, V~;~th Feeling 

The Cardhm~s domi~ated the Dodgers i~ Game 6 of the N.L.C.S. 

and are headed back to the World Set{ca for the font~_h "dine in ~o 

,rqBox Score 

Cardinal 

s’ David 



Giaats~ the Sta|warts of a City, Suddenly Can’t 
g, iak~ It There 

A proud and consistent frm~chise for decades, the <3ia~t.s have 

plummeted ko o-6 for the first time since ~976 as i~inries, 

bloated contracts and a lack of depth have t~ke~ a toll. 

, D Video: G~ants’ Losing Streak, by rise Numbers 

g,has 

Tone Changes in One of En~and’s Toughest Jobs 

(3us Poyet has r~placed Paolo di Canio, who alie~a~ed rims and 

players at a widely supported English Prs;mier I*~ague soccer 

club thak is [acit~g relegation, 

Sunderl 

Arts 

OPERA REVIEW 

A Stage on a Stage, and Reality in Illusion 

The director Stefan Herheira made his highly antidpa~ed BHtish 

debut with VerdJ’s sprawling Wapres Siciliennes." 

....... V~pres 

Dh%" ~,~tebellum Secrets ~n Ivory Towers 

In ~Ebony and Ivy," Craig Steven Wilder~ an M.I.T. histo~%n, 

takes a broad look at the role of slavery in the growth of 

America’s earliest m~iversitJes. 

THEATER REVIEW I ’ROOSEVELVIS’ 

Finding Your Fl~r~ Pompadour Optional 

A South Dakotan takes on her inner Elvis, a~d channels suppo~ k 

from Theodore Roosevelt, in the T~Dd company’s new bud@ 

comedy at the Bushwiek Stm’r. 

Eivis; 

wkh 

Obituaries 

Thomas FoJey, House Speaker, Dies at 84; 

Democrat Urged Parties to Collaborate 

Mr. Foley, a Democrat fl’om Washi~gton State, became speaker 

in aurae ’989 and urged "ore’ frieng~ ot~ the Republiean side ko 

come together and put away biRerness an d division a~ d hostUib~." 

[homas 

~;l~’ I 

C. %~. B~ Young, Longthnc :Florida 

Congressnmn, Dies at g2 

Mr. Young was No~da’s longesbsendng member of Congress 

and a Rel.~uhlican hawk on milita~" spending during his 43 yea~ 

in Washington. 

I ~ Rep ..... I 

Bran Phillips, Colorful Football Coaeli, Dies at 90 

Phillips coached [he Honston Oilers (snecesshdly) and khe New 

Orleans Saints (unsuccessfully), m~d left a mark on the game wNa 

his h’ademark attire and down-home aphorisms. 

Phillips I 
spent I 

Travel 

Lessons From Living in :London 

eveLyihing fl’om getting lost to finding the d~’~s best walk to 

:~] The 
:: Millenni 

~;ildge 



interpreting the word "sor~7." 

Reflections on a Paris ][,eft Behind 

Moving o~ after five years as The Times’s Paris bureau chief, the 

anthor tackles the city’s clieh(’s and clashes, beanty and filth, 

walks and wcaltho 

brdge. 

PURSUITS 

Good Beer in BerlhW Fhm]l]ly, Yes 
E~. r.\:.-’,~i ~:.~L 

In the last few years, new microbreweHes, beer bars am] bo~le 

s~ops have opened in Beflim ehalleuging the city’s repuh~tiou as 

a good-.beer deserL 

bre,~p[i 

~ Hops 

Today’s Video 

Howard Slatkin. a~ interior decorator, gave T Magazi~e’s Sara 

Ruff in OastelIo a tout’ of his pala’dal Fifth Avenue apaYtment. 

~ ¥IDEO~ Th~s $’~’eek’s Nlo~ies: Oct° 17, 2o13 

The New York Times film critics on "Cart~e," "All Is Lost" and 

"12 Years a Slave." 

~ V~DEO: Rio Soeee~¯ Reaches New I-tIeights 

Driven by a passion to play, young Brazilians carve a soccer field 

li"om the side of a mour~tain by hand. 

~ Related A~ic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

No V~eaneies 

New York has a housing crisis. I t needs ideas energy and flexibility to tackle it. 

EDITORIAL 

Shortsighted A~ms Dereg~flation 

The Obama administration has gone too far in relaxing controls on military 

exports. 

EDITORIAL 

Continuing Sahnonella Outbreaks 

Because of weak federal regulations, contaminated chicken is s~II being sold 

months after it sk~kened hundreds of people. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Talk About Political Dysfimetion 

In Libya, no one is strong enoqgh to seize power, but evet?’one is 

powerflfl enough to get in the way. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

T]he P~esidenl~Ls P~ 

The decision to revisit immigration refl)rm is a brilliant move. 

~d Republicans know it. 

, Co,urania Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Ted Cr~z on Every Corner 

When it comes to Republican extremism from Texas poli~idans, 

why is evewbody focusing ot~ly on Ted Cruz? There a~’e so many 

oth ors ~ 

~ Columnist Page 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, October 20, 2013 3:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Tentative Deal ][lands JPMorgm~ Chase a Record Penalty 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Dolivery 

Today’s Headlines  o,,ooy, oo,obo, 2o, 

~N 
THIS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [oday’s Vidoo 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis Day ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

Tentative Deal Hands JPMorgm~ Chase a Record br~oh I 

Penalty 

I 
The pe~a]b" would cap weeks of heated negotiating 

underscore the extent of tke JPMorga~ Chase’s lega] woes, people briefed 

the talks said, 

, .~ii Oomment PostaComment I Read 

Lobb)~sls Ready for a New Fight on 

Spending 

Those representi~g special interest groups, including retirees 

and defense contractors, are gearing up to ensure that their 

eonsti[ue[~[s are spared eats in ne~x badge[ negotiations, 

Bob 

Corker, 

:Fisc~:l Crisis So~nds tl~e Charge in G.O.:P)s ’C~vJ| 

W~r~ 

The eo~ronta[ion be[ween Tea Party eo~ser~-a[ives a~d 

establishment Republh?ans will 1.flay out in the eomi~g 

Congr~?ssional and presidentiN primaries in 2Ol4 and 2o16. 

, Re~ated: SenaN M~nori~ Leader Faces Dual Battles ~n GOP 

~ Interactive Map: Factions in tBe House 

For moro toi) news. ~o to NYTimos.oem ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



FAS.~O. a s’r’,, E 

~ VmEO: Vows: M~°o D~aekett and D~. Jones 

Together 46 years, ~wis Ducke~ and B~y Jone~ ~wote coded 

]et~ers to each udder during Dr. 3ones’s deployment in ~etnam. 

They adopted a baby. became grandfathers and then. finally, got married. 

OPINION I OPINION 

Here Comes the Neighbo~’houd 

An affords b]e housin g d eve]opm ent i~ Moun t ~au~el, N.,I., hokls 

promise lbr integra 5 

Mar~inez 

resident 

World 

A~thors Accept Censors’ Rvfles to Sell in Clara 

WesLern w~ters o~ten face a dif~eulL choice: accept a censor’s 

heaW hand or b)~)ass the wotqd’s b~ggest market. 

g has 

re[used 

Po|ie~ng Village Moral Codes as "Women Stream 

to h~dia’s Cities 

,&s young indian ~z)men leave rural homes to finish ~eir 

edue~Rion in dries, they bahmee their new Deedom against the 

social ~mrms of their villages back home. 

France Says Deporiatio~ of Run~a Gh’1%~:as Legal 

The French government said the eonDoversia] expulsion of a ~5- 

year-old Rums gM wikh her family was legal but ~uld have been 

conducted with more sensitivi~-. 

:: LiFE 

~Meens, 

U,S. 

High School Sexual Assault Case Is Revisited, 

I-{am~ting Misso~’i Town 

An almost two-year-old sexual assanlt ease involving a high 

school football player and a *~.-year-dd girl has come back to 



haunt a small tow~ in Missom’i. 

Ra||y 

Hundrec~ catTying shotguns, hunti*~g t~fles, _,MZ-15s at~d AK--47s 

as if thW >’ere purses or baekpaeks staged a peacefl~], but loud, 

demonstration advocating the right to beat" arms. 

[% A gun 
....... rights 

pally was 
held on 

Evew[hing abouk kl~e Hilltop Steak House in Saugus, Mass., was 

b~g, from the cac[ns sign out frot~t to its portions. But the 

vesture’ant, m}ce reported to be the nation’s busiest, ope~md for the last time on 

Sunday. 

Business 

Robe~ Sl~ler: A Skeptic and a Nobel V~:im~er 

The Yale professor b~lks about the [orees Lhat made him a 

questioni~g, data-driven eeonom ist. 

FAIR GAME 

How to Pay l~liilio~s a~d Lag Bd~&~d t~e Market 

Rtmde Island’s pensio*~ investments in hedge fut~ds have trailed 

term:us earned by the Standard & Poor’a 50 o-stock index and 

have coal fl~e stale $70 million in fees in a siu~e year. 

THE WORKING LIFE 

A Boy Who Played }Vitl~ Trains 

For the *~ovelisL Richard Ford, an early job it~ a*~ Arkat~sas rail 

yard taught vahmb]e lessons about the worki~% world’s 

challenges and foibles. 

~] 
Robel! I 

Sports 

RED SOX 5, TIGERS 2 

Vieto~°i~m’s Siam Se~tds Red Sox to SVo~’ld Ser~es 

Sbane VicLo*~no’s seventh-inning grand slam carried Lhe Red Sox 

past the Tigers in Game 6 of the _& LoC. So a*~d into the World 

Set~es, where they will face the Cardinals, 



~E] Box Score 

Pickup Soccer in Brazil Has an Allure All Its 

Own 

Known as pe~ada, pickup soecer has lo~g been a part of Brazilian 

cultnre, attracting playe~ day and night who play l~r dae love of 

the gameo 

~ Slid~ Show ~ V~deO 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 
Josh 

From a B~tlte~ E~ad to a FreSh Cha~ee fo~ : ,-~,:0~ 

Josh N’eeman has gone fl’om an environment of antagonism and 

mistrnst in Tampa Bay [o a new skaA in Minnesoh~, whe~v khe coach and ~e 

ownership desperateb~ want him [o s ueeeed. 

Arts 

For Her Next Piece, a Performance A~’fist Will 
B~ild an Institute 

Marina Abramovie’s fame si~ce her 2oio MoMA show has 

engcndered mistrust and perhaps envy from fellow peffom~ance 

artistso Now she’s bailding an institute widi her name o~ it. 

_Aider the Dark, the ’Dream’ 

Working with old fl’ie~ds on "A Midsummer Night’s Dream," 

dnlie Taymor turns from kl~e shadow of "Spider-Man: Turn Off 

the Dark." 

,D Slide Show 

] Abramo ] 

On Jewishrmss, as the Fiddle Played 
L:y .M.igA SOLCWi© ~ 

A ~mw book chronicles the developme~t of "FMdler on khe 

Roof," a musical that led iN a~tists into debates about eth~fie 

identib’ mM its stageworthiness. 

, Original !964 Review: IFiddieF on the Root 

Obituaries 

Roger" Rielmml~, 69, Dies; Lobbied for Stars’ 

Heir’s 

Mr. Riehman is widely creditcd with helping to invent a 

mu]timil]ion-&Mar indus b’y built on licensing the rights to 

images cff dead celebrities. 

Richms 
n posed 

A~lthony Hinds, % ho Seared B~itish Moviegoers, 

Dies at 9t 

Mr. Hin&s revived Hammer Nlms after World War II with 

mousk;rs and werewolves, bankable stars and plenty d sex and 

gore. 

[3~ Anthony 

....... Hinds 

Magazine 

Re~akh~g Taverl~ on the (:;teen, O~e :Fork at a 

Time 

The old restaurant is being resurrected by a couple of Philly 



guys who are willing to place a big bet. It star~ 

deta~s ri~t. 

~ Slide Show: Hunting the Perfect Logo 

The Jean-Georges Kii-ehen From on High 

The sileot dance of the dinner rush. 

22 Houes in Ba]ltha~ar 

Inside the world’s most e~dent, well-oiled potato-ehipl:4ng 

machine. 

,~ Video: Fd{es S}~ow 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: CavateIli wit~ Brown Butter Beets 

DeeLs add an earthy note to pasta, espedally when they are bo{h 

topped with brown buyer. 

~ vmEo: in Performance: Nico Mradfly 

Nk’.o Muhly perfom~s an exc.erpt from ’Tin Only Sixteen" fl’om 

his opera "%’o Boys." He is aecompa~)ied by the te~mr Pmfl 

Appleby. 

~ V~DEO: Giants’ Losir~g Streak, by tl~e 

Nmnbers 

The Giants have lost theh" first six games, the team’s worst sta~ 

to a season sh~ee ~976 (and ot~er unilattefing facts about a h;arn 

thor won the Super Bowl two seasons ago). 

Related Article 

Per ;/ie;e video, 90 :o NYTimee.oomPgid~o ~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The High Cost of Low Polities 

’[’he DConomic damage from fl~e govDrnment shutdown and d~D threat of default 

will not be easily undone. 

EDITORIAL 

Europe’s Slow Progress on Banking Refimm 

Givi~g the European Central Baok regulateW authori~" isn’t enou~ to end the 

euro c*~sis. 

EDITORIAL 

Alarn~h~g Abuses of Medicad Credit Cards 

ttow some unsophis[ieated patients are duped into taking on debk khey ean’k 

afford. 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Why We Make Bad Decisions 

We listen to the infbrmatioo we waist to hear and ig~mre the rest. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A sm~sieg tech d~s~ster fl~om Team Obama. 

~ Columnis~ Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Cat o~ a l-~ot Stove 

Sic Lechu’ealot admo~ishes the Mad Tea Par~" HareMs 

tu[’ned .&meHca blue (emotionally and 

~ Columnist Page 

..... Doutlat 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Posting photos of oucselves online is an ~nvifi+~g and infocmafive 

way to keep in touch, 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

A~oe th~ Ro~a l~rf~fit~ve, or d~st ]PooF.~ 

tM’[er centuries of persecutkm and Iiving on the fi’inges of society, can the t{o~na 

ever integ~’ate into Western Europe? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hartlyr~ Jonathm~ <hartlyn@nnc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:58 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjm~ken@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: AFRI ~najor requirements for 

Kenneth, Thank you for letdng me know. Best, Jonathan 

.Jonathan Hartlyn 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

SenR~r Associate Dean for So(:ia~ Sdences arid 

Global Programs, College of Arts arid Sdences 

Kenneth J. Reckford Professor’ of Politicai Science 

205 South Building, CB 3100 

Chapel H~ NC 27599-3100 USA 

Erna~l: hartlyn@unc.edu 

Office: 91.9 962-11.(55 Fax: 93.9 962-2~)8 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, 11:40 AM 

To: Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Co: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: AFRI major requirements for 

Dear Jonathan, 

AAer our recent meeting wi& 

that 

requirements for the AF£I m~or. 

Sincemb; 

Kenneth 

had a chance to review further her transcript, and upon further reflection and consultation with Eunice, I’ve concluded 

; this will allow her to complete the 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Department of Africar~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 (fax) 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 2:23 PM 

To: 

Subject: List~rv Announcement 

Good Afternoon, 
The Undergraduate Law Journal is currently seeking applications from a wide variety of students, and I would greatly appreciate your help attracting all students by 

sending the following message out over your academic listserv. 

Thank you for your time and support, and I hope you had a wonderful Fall Break! 

Best, 

"University of Nort’h ~rofna at Chapel Hill, Class of 

Appl~ for the Undergraduate Law Jo~rna~ Staff! 
Publishing undergraduate and professor scholarship online and in print, the Journal showcases writing involving historical issues, contemporary legal issues, 

domestic political controversies, policy recommendations, and advancements and difficulties in the international community without the legal jargon included by 

most law-oriented publications. We are committed to serving the undergraduate audience by bringing these historic and contemporary issues to campus and 

showing how they ought to affect the students of the 21st century. 

Staff positions available include: 

Graphics and Web Design Board 

Editorial Board 

Research Assistant 

Staff-Writers 

Assistant Editor 

Applications can be found at http://lawjournal.web.t,nc.edut staff-member-application~j_. 

All applications and application materials are due back by Friday, ~t 11:59PM. 

Any questions should be directed to i @live.unc.edu 



From: ~@gmail.com> 

Sent: Sunday, 6:50 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Co: ~@gmail .com> 

Subject: Re: 

Dr. SaNe, 

I hope all is well with you, and I hope your trip to Nairobi was a safe and successfid one. Are you back in the States now? We are still on track to send you the draft 

by      I just wanted to check in. Thanks. 

On , at 8:05 AM, SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because of unforeseen developments in Nairobi, I will be leaving for Kenya today. I will be back here on 
continue working on your chapter and send it by 

Best wishes and let’s touch base when I return, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

I will be extremely busy while in Nairobi. Thus, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hirschfield, James ~N~c~}email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 8:39 PM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <mege]@emaJl.unc.edtr~ 

McGowan, John <jpm@email.unc.edtr~; Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edtv~; Co]ver. Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meanza, Jett?ey 
<meanza@em~Jl.unc.edu>; Naw2linsky, David B <~bnav@etnail.nnc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <btaylo@emafil.anc.edu>; Pollock, Della 

<pollock@etnafil.unc.edt~-; Alexander Cra~ Renee Jacqueline <renee.alexander.craft@unc.edt~-; Kalz, Mark <mkalz@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edu>; Kim, Heidi K <heidildm@email.anc.edu>; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca <mwisdom@email.anc.edu>; 

Koen, B~yan Williamson <bkoen@email.unc.edu>; Pie~; David <~pie@email.unc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S <j slcasson@em~fil.unc.eda>; 
Wallace, Daniel H ~<lhwallac@email.unc.edtc,; Jnles Odendahl-James (jao@duke.edu); Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; Tim 

Scales (tim@wagonwheelarts.org); CoNe, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu~; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.tmc.edu~; Nesvet, Rebecca 

<nesvet~unc.edu> 

Re: draft of Fac ulty Request tbr Protx~sal 

Dear Joseph, 

I have a few comments: 

1. You might consider beginning with a description of the Process Series. While the idea of the Series is described through the prospectus, a description up front 
would be helpful to someone who is unfmniliar ruth the Process Series. 

2. Under the You roll need to provide section, a 10 page script or video of the proposed work might be a bit too narrow. A poetl7 reading, a mnsic performance or 

some other artistic endeavor might be better represented in other ways. Perhaps this requirement could be expanded. 

Sincerely, 

Jim Hirschtield 

On , at 6:36 AM, Megel, Joseph Lawrence wrote: 

Dear Advisory Committee & Department Chairs, 

Attached is a copy of our first draft for the Faculty Request for Proposal. Please review and send any suggestions to Tim Scales and me. 

I will be sending you all the World War :t Legacy request to send out sometime next week. 

(by the way if dept. chairs would rather not get copies of messages for the advisory board (if you are not a representative yourself), let me know, I will take you 

off the distribution list) 

Thanks, 

Joseph 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

<ProcessSeries_Faculty_RF P-1 .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 9:47 PM 

Hirschtield, J~mes <jhirschf@email.unc.edu> 

McGowan, John <jpm@emaAl.unc.edtr>; Weisert, Lee <weisert@email.unc.edtv~; Colver. Reed <rcolver@unc.edu>; Meanza, Jett?ey 
<meanza@em~Al.unc.edu>; Navdtinsky, David B <dbnav@mnail.nnc.edu>; Taylor, Beverly W <:btaylor@emaJl.anc.edu>; Pollock, Della 

<pollock(&!e~n~l.unc.edt~-; Alexander Cra~ Renee Jacqaeline <renee.alexander.cmft@unc.e&~-; Ka~z, Mmk <mkaiz@email.unc.edu>; 

@live.nnc.edu>; Kim, Heidi K <heidildm@email.anc.edu>; Wisdom, Maria LaMonaca <mwisdom@email.anc.edu>; 

Koen, Bryan Williamson <bkoen@email.anc.edu>; Piel; David <:dpier@email.anc.edu>; Kasson, Joy S <j slmsson@em~l.unc.e&l>; 
Wallace, Daniel H ~<lhwallac@email.unc.edtc,; Jnles Odendahl-Jmnes (jao@&~ke.edu); SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; Tim 

Scales (tim@wagonwheelarts.org); Coble, McKay <acoble@email.unc.edu>; Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.nnc.edu~; Nesvet, Rebecca 

<nesvet~unc.edu> 

RE: draft of Faculty Request for Propo~l 

As always, great notes, thank you Jim. We will make those changes. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From-" Hirschfield, James 
Sent: Sunday, 8:38 PM 
To-" Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
¢¢-" HcGowan, John; Weisert, Lee; Colver, Reed; Meanza, Jeffrey; Navalinsky, David B; Taylor, Beverly W; Pollock, Della; Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline; Katz, Hark; 

; Kim, Heidi K; Wisdom, Haria LaMonaca; Koen, Bryan Williamson; Pier, David; Kasson, Joy S; Wallace, Daniel H; Jules OdendahI-James (jao@duke.edu); SaNe, 

Eunice N; Tim Scales (tim@wagonwheelarts.org); CoNe, HcKay; Hillis, Ken; Nesvet, Rebecca 
S~bject-" Re: draft of Faculty Request for Proposal 

Dear Joseph, 

I have a [~w comments: 

1. You might consider begi~ming with a description of the Process Series. While the idea of the Series is described through the prospectus, a description up front 

would be helpful to someone who is mffmniliar with the l?mcess Series. 

2. Under the You will need to provide section, a 10 page script or video of the proposed work might be a bit too narrow. A poetry reading, a music performance or 
some other artistic endeavor might be better represented in other ways. Perhaps this requirement could be expanded. 

Sincerely, 

Jim ttirschfidd 

On at 6:36 AM, Megel, Joseph Lawrence wrote: 

Dear Advisory Committee & Department Chairs, 

Attached is a copy of our first draft for the Faculty Request for Proposal. Please review and send any suggestions to Tim Scales and me. 

I will be sending you all the World War 1 Legacy request to send out sometime next week. 

(by the way if dept. chairs would rather not get copies of messages for the advisory board (if you are not a representative yourself), let me know, I will take you 

off the distribution list) 

Thanks, 

Joseph 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

<ProcessSedes_Faculty_RF P-1 .pdf> 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet~: office hours 

Hi Professor SaMe! I hope your trip to Kenya went well! 

I was wondering if there was any way that you could open up additional office hours because I have class during the ones that you have previously 

designated. Thank you so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 2:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

conference 

Good morning Eunice, 

If my calculations are correct, it is 9:00am in Nairobi now. Hope you are holding up ok over there. I am writing to let you 
know that I would like to attend a conference this Thursday if it works out. It’s the Administrative Assistants Conference 
in Greensboro from 9am to 4pm. It is a one-day event for administrative professionals with several information-packed 
sessions to choose from. I think I would really benefit from it and it goes along with the talk we had earlier in the year 
about professional development. 

Hope your voyage back to the States is a pleasant one. I look forward to your return. 

Best, 
Travis 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <sonia~olon@med.nnc.eduv 

Monday, October 21, 2013 9:35 AM 

Yurco, [,aura <laura2iurco@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Confirmation- 2014 Spring semester 

Good morning Laura 

Please approve 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 7:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Great. It’s 232159. 

From: Colon. Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: ~I1qomas, Elizabeth 

Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hello Elizabeth 

When you get a chance I need your department instructional budget account number. 

I am going to prepare a budget transfer from 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29.4M 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: CorKLrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

HiSonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the transfer of 
process. 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Monday, Septeruber 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 
Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth, here’s Eur~ice’s corffim~ation. Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Corc~unication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dennis K; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Confilrnation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know if you have any questions about an?’ of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday,                10:15 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtc~ 

Appointment (U~ent) 

Professor Sable, 
Please let meknow! I 

I would like to set up a meeting to go o~-er the last test. I would have asked earher but you had that emergency’ where you had to travel I hope everything is going well! 

can potentially come wednesday at 9am if that works for you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yurco, Laura <laura~-arco@unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:03 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Confirmation- 2014 Spring semester 

Thanks for your email, is this a cross-listed course, if so this is okay and I’ll approve? If not and the course is 

Laura Yurco, iVIBA 
Assistant Dean for Finance 
College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 
007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 962-9275 
Fax (919) 843-3531 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 21,2013 9:35 AM 
To: Yurco, Laura 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Confinnation - 2014 Spring semester 

Good morning Laura 

Please approw 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 7:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Great. It’s 232159. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Cc: Jankcn, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: Cotffim~ation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hello Elizabeth 

When you get a chance I need your department instructional budget account nmnber. 

I am going to prepare a budget transfer from 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29.4M 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Cortfh’mation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Sonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the transfer 
process 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Confilrnation - 2014 Spring semester 
Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth, here’s Eunice’s confirmation Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cormnunication Studies 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 

I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 



To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dennis K; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Con{’irmatlon - 2014 Spring semester 

DearKen, 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact tW colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know- if you have any questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.unc.edu> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:05 AM 

Yurco, [,aura <laurajiurco@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Confirmation- 2014 Spring semester 

Thank you Laura 

Allow me to contact Dr. Sahle, regarding your question 

Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yurco, Laura 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 11:03 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Thanks for your emai[, is this a cross-listed course, if so this is okay and I’ll approve? If not and the course is a 

Laura Yurco, MBA 
Assistant Dean for Finance 
College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 
007 tlowell Hall, CB#3056 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 962-9275 
Fax (919) 843-3531 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:35 AM 
To: Yurco, Laura 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Good morning Laura 

Please approve FB02092. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 7:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: CordLrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Great¯ It’s 232159. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 08, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: CordLrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hello Elizabeth 

When you get a chance I need your department instructional budget account number. 

I am going to prepare a budget transfer 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Sul~ject: RE: Conftrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Sonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you abont the transfer of ’~ 
process¯ 

Best, 
Elimqbeth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 

¯ I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 



Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: rI1qomas, Elizabeth 

Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 
hnportance: tligh 

Eli Elizabeth, here’s ]~*;unice’s confirmation. Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Corc~lunication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Septeruber 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dermis K; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Cotffirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department ruanager contact my colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me kno~v if you have any questions about an?" of the preceding ruatters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 12:36 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Meeting 

Proffesor SaNe, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

This is    , from your AAAD    class. I was wondering if it would be alright if I came by your office tomorrow after class to discuss the research paper 

and the upcoming exam. I could definitely use your guidance on these matters. 

Have a wonderful day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

l@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:46 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; ba-ltam@liskserv.unc.edu; i~-gmd@listserv.~mc.edu 

FW: SDP Film Club: October 

SDP Film Club.pdf 

SDP Prim Club at UNC-CH, Toy Lounge,      ,6pro, 
This month, on the occasion of Halloween, we’re presenting the thriller Tesis by Alejandro Amen~ibar, The film will be played with 

English subtitles. We’ll also be serving pizza and soft drinks. Hope to see you there! 

Un-iversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Mktterm 2 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 
I saw the study guide you posted for the second midterm. Are the readings outlined on the study guide the only ones that will be tested on midterm 2? We have read a lot 
more articles, but since you have not been here we have had less discussion on them, so I wasn’t sure if they were on the midterm. 
I hope all is well with you and your family. I hope you have had safe travels and again, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Monday, 9:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 

URGENT meeting 

Professor Sahle, 

I would like to set up a meeting to go over the last test. I would have asked earlier but you had that emergency where you had to travel. I hope ever,vthing is going well! Please let me know! I 
can potentially come wednesday at 9am if that works for you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Miguel Rojas- Sotelo @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:16 AM 

infl-duucplas@duke, du <intl-duncplas@duke.e&~ 

Fwd: taJk on Juau Latino, Thursday at 5 pm 

Nationality in the Line of Fire: An Epic Battle of Lepanto by Juan Latino 

"Natio~ahh~ in tlae Line of ~Fi~e: 

An Epic o~ t].a.e ~atde o~ Lepanfo B~j Juan Latino, 

Renaissance ~urope s [i~’st Black t oct 

~:~ titan-~tail 

Lepm~i:o (Ocfoge~ 7~ 1571) aftesi:s to ~is negofiafio~ o[ ]’lis ow~a [~eedom mad ~:q:)wa~d mol~ilifg h~ G~maada. As well, s]~e 

P~ofo .~lizaLetla ’Betsy1’ Wriglat will Le speakint3 

on OctoBer 94, 9013, Langua4,es 505, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:50 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subjed: ABSENCE: 

Good morning Dr. SaNe! 

My name is            and l am in your AAAD    class at this time on.                      . I hope that this email sees you in good health and 
well rested after all of your travelling. I am unfortunately sending this email from my dorm room, and not our                        classroom. 

. and 
cannot bring myself to come to class this morning. ; 

This is my first absence in your class, and I just wanted to let you know that I am not just playing hooky! I will certainly get the notes 
from one of my friends in the class, and may stop by your office hours on Thursday if there is anything I am still a little shaky about. Thank you very much 
for your understanding, and please let me know if there is anything else I can or should do to stay on track. Sorry for the inconvenience and I will see you 
on Thursday! 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <~jml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mamaxame <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Newsletter 

Dear 
I am in my office and Travis said he has not seen a copy of the newsletter. T thought we had an understanding that you would have one copy printed from Kinko’s and have it 
delivered to the office by yesterday. Please explain what’s happening. We really need to get this off our list of things to do~ 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:5 8 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Sub.jeer: AAAD one page response 

Attach: A~&A~D lpage paper.docx 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 

I am sending lny one page response via email as you instructed me to do in class. I ~vas also wondering if I went to the second event and turned in another response ~vould I receive more 

credit? 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:14 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
meeting location tomorrow 

Dear Eunice, 

Vance Hall Conference Room ist floor 

Best, 

Travis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:03 PM 

Lee, Maigaret Carol <leemc@email.~mc.edu-~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mama~came <mseck@ema~l.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Hi Dr Lee, 

I’m actually at kinkos now. I spent two hours here yesterday between classes tDdng to get this printed and have been here since 9 today. The file got corrupted at some 

point between versions. I tried eve ,iything I could think of to recover the latest version that Prof McMillan edited last week when I went home last night but it didn’t 

work. I am printing the latest non corrupted version now. Hopefnlly this will be done in the next few minutes and I can drop it offbetbre class but it is still the version I 

last left with Travis that I never got feedback on from the committee other than Prof McMillan. 

Prof McMillan can you send me ~me bullet points of what you changes you made and I can create another proof on my laptop. I think you said you included a new 
paragraph? 

There is dlso an issue with the paper itself. The one we want (that’s cheaper)jams ldnko’s printer so they are printing it on a different type for the purposes of the proof. 

I’m sorly- this is taking so long but I really couldn’t help the fiasco at kinkos. 

Sent via tile S,~ms~mg GALAXY S®4 ActiveTM, all AT&T 4G LTE sm,~rlphone 

Sent via the Satnsmlg GALAXY S®4 ActiveTM, ~n AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Original mes~ge ........ 

From: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 10:00 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To ~live.unc.edu-~ 
Cc: "Sable, Eunice" <eunice@e~nail.unc.edu>,"McMillan, Tim" <tjml@emaAl.unc.edu>,"Seck, Mameaanie" <mseck@email.unc.edt~- 

Subject: Newsletter 

Dear 
I am in my office and Travis said he has not seen a copy of the newsletter. T thought we had an understanding that you would have one copy printed from Kinko’s and have it 
delivered to the office by yesterday. Please explain what’s happening. We really need to get this off our list of things to do~ 
Best, 
Prof. Lee 



~ere is my cut~ur~ response~ 
iThanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:51 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Newsletter 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, :t2:03 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Cc-" SaNe, Eunice N; McMillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject-" RE: Newsletter 

It! Dr Lee, 

I’m actuaJdy at kinkos now. I spent two hours here yesterday between classes tiying to get this printed mad have been here since 9 today. The file got corrupted at some 

point bem, een versions. I tried ever~thing I could think of to recover the latest version that Prof McMillan edited last week when I went holne last night but it didlft 

work. I am prinling the latest non corrupted version now. Hopefully this roll be done in the next i~w minutes and I cm~ drop it offbefore class but it is still the veision I 
last left with Travis that I never got feedback on from the committee other thm~ Prof McMillan. 

Prof McMillan can you send me ~me bullet points of what yon changes you made and I can create m~other proof on my laptop. I think yon said you inclnded a new 

paragraph? 

There is aJso an issue ruth the paper iksel£ The one we want (that’s cheaper)jams kinko’s printer so they are printing it on a different type for the purpo~s of the prool~ 

I’m sorry this is taking so long but I really couldn’t help the fiasco at kinkos. 

Sent via t!le Sanlstmg GALAXY S®4 ActiveTM, art AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

Sent via 1he Sams~mg GALAXY S®4 AcliveTM, art AT&T 4G LTE sma~@mne 

........ Original ~nessage ........ 

From: "Lee, Margaret Cresol" <leemc@email.nnc.edu~ 

Date: 10:00 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To @live.unc.edtc, 

Cc: "Sable, Etmice" <eunice@email.tmc.edu;,,"McMillan, Tim" <tjml@emaJl.unc.edu~,"Seck, Mamaxame" <mseck(~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Newsletter 

Dear 
I am in my office and Travis said he has not seen a copy of the newsletter. I thought we had an understanding that you would have one copy printed from Kinko’s and have it 
delivered to the office by yesterday. Please explain what’s happening. We really need to get this off our list of things to do. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hillis. Ken <~khilli@email.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 

Thomas, Elizabeth <lethoma@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Confimmtion- 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Elizabetl~ 

As you see, I’m cc/ing Eunice with ;vhom I’ve just spoken. I’m writing because Eunice and I are still somewhat confused about how the money transfers operate, particularly as it seems as 
though transferring monies frown 

best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
The Universi~z of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 12:55 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: FW: Confirmatiun - 2014 Spring semester 

DearKen, 

See below as promised 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Yurcu, Laura 
Sent: Munday, October 21, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: Colun, Sunia 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Cunfmnation - 2014 Spring semester 

Thanks [’or yuur email, is this a cross-listed cuurse, if so this is okay and I’ll approve? If nut and the course is a 

Laura Yurcu, MBA 
Assistant Dean [’or Finance 
College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 
(i07 }Iuwel[ Hall, CB~3056 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 962-9275 
Fax (919) 843-3531 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:35 AM 
To: Y~co, La~tra 
Cc: Sahle, E~mice N 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Good raoming Laura 

Please approve FB02092. 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday-, October 08, 2013 7:56 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Cotffim~ation - 2014 Spring semester 

Great It’s 232159. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sulziect: RE: Conftrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hello Elizabeth 

When you get a chance I need your department instructional budget account number 

I am going to prepare a budget transfer from 



Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elimnbeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29 AzM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Sonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the transfer of 
process 

I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 

Best, 
Eliz~beth 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Hillis, Ken 

Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 

To: Thomas, Eliz~beth 

Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth, here’s F, unice’s cor~frmation Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken t Iillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cotmnunication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dennis K; Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact tW colleague Sonia Colon. 

Kindly let me know- if you have any questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:02 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <ljml @email.unc.edu>; Seck, Mmnaacmne <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Newsletter 

Dear 
Would you please send the e-filesofallthernaterials you used toprint outthe lastest version ofthe newletter by the end of today. 
Thanks, 
Prof. Lee 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, C :t2:03 PMI 
To-" Lee, Mlargaret Carol 
C¢: SaNe, Eunice N; MclVlillan, Tim; Seck, Mamarame 
Subject; RE: Newsletter 

Hi Dr Lee, 

I’m actually at kinkos now. I spent two hours here yesterday between classes tuing to get this printed and have been here since 9 today. The file got corrupted at some 

point between versions. I tried eve~y~thing I could think of to recover the latest version that P~of McMillan edited last week when I went home last night but it didn’t 

work. I am printing the latest non corrupted version now. Hopefully this roll be done in the next few minutes and I can drop it offbefore class but it is s~dll the version I 
last left wifl~ Travis that I never got t}edback on ti’om the committee other than Prof McMillm~. 

Prof McMillan can you send me some bullet points of what you cha~ges you made and I cm~ create another proof on my laptop. I thiuk you said you included a new 

paragraph? 

There is aJ~so oaa issue with the paper itself. The oue we want (that’s cheaper)jams kinko’s printer so they are printing it on a different type for the purposes of the proof. 

I’m sorry this is taking so long but I really couldu’t help the fiasco at ldnkos. 

Sent via t!le Sanlstmg GALAXY S(e~4 ActiveTM, art AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

Sent via t!le Sanlstmg GALAXY S(e~4 ActiveTM, art AT&T 4G LTE smartphone 

........ Origina1 message ........ 

From: "Lee, Margaret Carol" <leemc@email.unc.edtv> 

Date: 10:00 AM (GMT-05:00) 

To: @live.uuc.e&t> 
Cc: "Sable, Eunice" <eunice@email.unc.edu~,"McMillan, Tim" <tjml@email.unc.edu:~,"Seck, Mamaraane" <mseck@email.unc.edu-~ 
Subject: Newsletter 

Dea~ 
I am in my office and Travis said he has not seen a copy of the newsletter. I thought we had an understanding that you would have one copy printed from Kinko’s and have it 
delivered to the office by yesterday. Please explain what’s happening. We really need to get this off our list of things to do. 

Best, 
Prof. Lee 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thomas, Elizabeth <lethomas@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 1:19 PM 

Hillis, Ken <khillis@email.unc.edtr>; SaNe, Eunice N ~eunice@emml.unc.edu> 

RE: Con[innafiou- 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Eunice, 

You ~vill need to ~vork with your representative in the CAS Business Center. 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 12:58 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Confilrnation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Elizabetlx 

As you see, I’m cc/ing Eunice with ~vhom l’ve just spoken. I’m writing because Eunice and I are still somewhat confused about how the money transfers operate, particularly as it seems as 
thuugh transferring monies from                                          ~ _ 

best, 
Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Cummunicatiun Studies 
’]7he University o17Nurth Carolina at Chapel ttil1 Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Octuber 21, 2013 12:55 PM 
Tu: Hillis, Ken 
Subject: FW: Confinnatiun - 2014 Spring semester 

DearKen, 

See below as promised 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Yurcu, Laura 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, E~mice N 
Subject: RE: CortfLrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Thanks for your email, is this a cross-listed course, if so this is okay and 1’11 approve? If not and the course is a 

Laura Y~trco, MBA 
Assistant Dean for Finance 
College of Arts & Sciences-Dean’s Office 
007 Howell Hall, CB#3056 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone (919) 962-9275 
Fax (919) 843-3531 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 9:35 AM 
To: Yurco, La~tra 
Cc: Sahle, E~mice N 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Good morning Laura 

Please approve FB02092 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 7:56 Pivl 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Sulziect: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 



Great It’s 232159. 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 4:43 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Su’qiect: RE: Conftrmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hello Elizabeth 

When you get a chance I need your department instructional budget account number 

I am going to prepare a budget transfer 

Thank you, 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Thomas, Elizabeth 

Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 8:29 AM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Hi Sonia, 

Just wanted to touch base with you about the transfer of 
process 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hillis, Ken 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:34 PM 
To: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject: FW: Confirmation - 2014 Spring semester 
Importance: High 

Hi Elizabeth, here’s Eunice’s confirmation. Hope it’s useful; let me know if I can do anything more. Ken 

Ken Hillis 
Professor and Chair 
Department of Communication Studies 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3285 USA 
From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:22 PM 
To: Hillis, Ken 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Mumby, Dem~is K; Megel, Joseph La~vrence 
Subject: Cordirmation - 2014 Spring semester 

Dear Ken, 

I’ve never done this before, so I’m not sure of the 

To finalize the transfer, please have your department manager contact my colleague Sonia Colon 

Kindly let me know- if you have an?, questions about any of the preceding matters. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 5:12 PM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

’Far Heels Give More! 

We have continued the tradition of gMng with our Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares campaign reaclfing over $276,000 in pledges during its third week. 
We are on our way to reaching our goal of $1,000,000! If you have not done so already, please consider joining your colleagues in these commendable campaign 

efforts. You can search the 2013 charities by clicking the "GIVE NOW" link below - we’re certain you’ll find a participating chari~ or cause that is meaningful to you. 

You can once again make your donation online -- m~ easy, convenient, a~d secure way to support your thvorite charity with multiple search options available that will 

make it even easier to tlnd the chaxity of your choice. In addition to online giving, paper tbrms will be provided to all faculty a~d stattl (If you do not receive a tbrm or 

you have questions regaxding the pledge process, please contact your division leader or team captain.) 

Important lntbrmafio~l: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you rash to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your form and contribution to your team capta~n. If you rash to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

follow the instructions to enter in your UNC- Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your UNC-Chapel Hill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is ve~ eau! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to complete. ~Ve believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you roll too! 

Thank you tbr your gilt to the State Employees Combined Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosity a~d thoughtful consideration of others. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:25 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
# 

Dear Eunice, 

1388 

Best, 

Travis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 12:07 PM 

infl-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

Deborah Jeuson <deborah:ienson@duke.edu:q Laurent Dubois <laurent.dubois@duke.edu-~; Jacques Pierre <jacques.pierre@duke.edu~; 

Holly Ackerman <holly.ackennau@duke.edu> 

Nov 6 - WOLA-Duke Book Award eveut honoriug Jonathau M Katz book on Haiti 

Please distribute widely. 

Natalie Nartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-68i-3983~ fax 919-681-7966 



ihat NN~N~ pape~ N~i~ ;ev~rytNng ~!N ~g ~av~ 

........................ ~t~be ?~ 3 ............................ 

Wdt~n~ a research paper: Part 1 

research pape~ ~opics I I 
One of the hardes~ parts about wridng I I 
Readonforthefirst of our four 

I I 
part s er~es to learn more about how 

I I 

Reading Room Hee for a dmil:ed l:imc~ 

Frankens[ein and Dracula and Sleepy Hollow, oh rny~ h~ the spirit of Halloween, 

h~stead of o~fer~ng sweets, we are sharing some favorite spooky and scary books for 

your entertainment-free for a month, These are sure to ~ast ~onger than your candy 

too, Enjov~ 

The Strange 
Case of Dr. 
Jekylland 
Mr. Hyde 

The Strange Case of Dr, Jekyll arid Mr, Hyde 
Robert Louis Stevenson 

iNi The 

..... " Va mpyre, 

and Other 

Tales of the 

Macabre 

The Vampyre, and Other Tales of the Macabre 
Robert Morrison 



Dracula D [acu I ~J 

..... Brain Stoker 

Enjoy these 3 books and loads more of them! Click on the I~nk below to see our 

featured books. 

~~ese~rch p~pers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidewfimes@nUtime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine’s Fall Design Issue and More 

If you have trouble reading this e-mail, go to http.i/wwwnytimes.corr~/adsiemailads/editpromoi201:31023ialfimes.html 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

October 23, 2013-- 

I’ Magazine’s Eall Design Issue 
iXi T 

Di;lviag into distinct forms of design, T ....... Magazine’ 

Mag;~zine’s latest issue explores the art form v~a s Fall 

perspectives ranging from the personal Design 

(England’s celebrated ~Z~AA~!~!..{~A~.~X) and issue 

pared down (~he homes o[’ two Tok;o fashiou 

dffig!~fl:~ and a ~.dli.~3~..!rd~B.~) to the large scale - featuring 

]oe;~tions as diver~e as Sydney’s artsy Roseberv neighborhood: 

Serbia’s formerly war-torn capital, .~f!K~:~O.~; ttxe pastoral 

mountain~ o~ Switzerland: and Manhat[mx’s tony Fifth Avetme. 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

FASt{ iON & S~IT[.E I Jewels That Could Tell 400 Years of 

History 

INTERNATIONAL OPINION [ A Visit to the Hero.it [~ngdom 

EUROPE ~ Vatican Suspends tIigh-.Spending German Bishop 

BUSINESS ~ As D~g Costs tdse, Bending the Law Is One 

Remedy 

THEATER REVIEW ~ Eamily as a Hat1 uf Mirrors 

Top 5 Viewed Features on 
(Beb,^;een October 1.6 - 22, 2013) 

1. Repubhi:ans gai:k Down, Euding Crisis Over Shutdown and 

Debt Limit 

.Oeegon t,’atheffs Memorial Trek F.nds in ;~ t:amily’s Second 

Tragedy 

.Fiscal Crisis Sounds the Cheese m G.o.P.’s ’(;ivi] War’ 

.Senators Resta~ Talks as De{’ault Looms 

5. Losing a Lot to Get Little 

The New York Times Wine Clu b: Receive 50% OFF 

your first wine club shipment 

VIDEO I This Week’s Movies: 

Oct. 17, 2013 

~ VIDEO [ This Week’s 

Movies: Oct. :% 2013 

The New York Times film critics 

on "Carrie," "All Is Lost" an d "12 

Years a Slave." 

VIDEO ] A Visit to Beijing’s First 

R.V. Park 

~ SLIDE SILO’{8’ I 

Interaational ReM Estate: House 

t-tenting in... Warsaw 

Poland’s market boom started in 

2oo4, when the country joined 

the European Union, and ended 

in 2009, after the American 

mortgage crisis. 

VIDEO I Recipe Lab: Chocolate 

Caramels 

~ VIDEO I Recipe Lab: 

Chocolate Caramels 

3ulia Moskin makes chocolate 

caramels with sea salt from 

"Mast Brothers Chocolate: A 

Family Cookbook." 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 

White 

Tweeter looses House 

All~_~1l~’In~ ty~ Tweeter 
L~es 

An official who 

worked on nnelear 

issues with Iran was fired aRer 

he was exposed as the caustic 

voice of @NatSeeWonk. 

[] Join the Conversation ,,; 



A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964, with 

ii~ Booming 
news,            ¯ 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more. 

Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k e-mail .... ,efter 
provides breaking 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more. 

The CoIleotio~ 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the 
latest i ...... ~iI The Collection 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
repoCEers. 

ABOUT THIS E-MAIL 

@Times comes to you from the hiYTimes.com marketing department. You received ti~is message because you signed up 

for NYTimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

The New York Times Compat~y I Copyright 2013 I NYTkF~es.com 620 Eighth Avenue, New York. NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, October 23, 2013 5:42 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Tomorrow 10/24 

Dear All, 

I will be out of the office all day tomorrow to attend an administrative conference in Greensboro. 

Friday. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

I will be back on 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=33762689 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33762689-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <~mail.skoz~kpe~qpheiwd@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Di~over our growing eBook collection 

Discover Our Growinq eBook Collection! 

Is this email not displsying COl-rectiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Discover our growing eBook 
collection, with over 40,000 
eBooks available! 

such as: Amazon Kindle, iPad, Google eBooks, Kobo, Nook, and more. 

In addition we offer flexibie package options for libraries and institutions 

that are authoritative, user-friendly and easily integrated into any 

Taylor&Francis-Routledge-PsychologyP .... CRCP ..... FocalP .... 

Sign up by subject area to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & I=rar~cis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscbbe at anl/time. 

We respect your privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your eRiail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor g, Francis, an informa business 

taylor & Franc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa UK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mortimer ttouse, 37-4! Mor~ime~ SbeeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 



OUR Newsletter 
October 25, 2013 

The Offi(:~ fo~" ’U~’,d~q~:’adu~t~ R~s~:’ch newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our v~ebsite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

¯ Giadu~te F%sesrch Corls~litant Proeiem 

¯ OUR P~eoo~e 

¯ Nabona~ Confederate or~ Undergradu~te Research 

¯ Make a 

On the Blogs 
OUR Bk~g: Leah Towils~!nd talks about her SURF experience and her current research. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

The Office for Undergraduate Research is partnering with the Ho~.se !.inden’#r~d~al:e Library and Tile 

VVritin.~ ¢’~nt~% for this session of the UL’s Fall .eDU Series: 

-rackle a Literature Review 

Monday, October 28, 2013 

7:00-8:30 p.m. 

House Undergraduate Library 124 

or join us for our final Fall workshop: 

Research Methodology: Community-Based Research 

Thursday, November 7. 2013 

5:00-6:30 pm 

Graham Memorial 039 

Do you plan to conduct research during your undergraduate career here at Carolina? Are you interested 

in investigating a community need through that research? In this interactive workshop, P~o~.~!s.~.’lr 

M.’~[acco will lead a discussion about what is involved in doing research with human subjects, the 

principles and methodologies of community-based and community-based participatory research, and 

the kinds of research questions for which these methodologies would be appropriate. Come ready to 

talk about your interests and to brainstorm howto turn them into undergraduate research projects. 



Cosponsored by the C~r(llh~-: C,m~le: fo[ Pubh(: Se~vic(-L Note: This workshop will count as a skills 

training for the ~:~uckie:~ P~,~iii; Selvi,’:,~! Scho~ar~ Program. 

GRC Program 

Are you thinking of applying for a Graduate Research Consultant for your spring, Maymester or summer 

course? Check out information about the deadi~n~ ~ and app~catk~n ~ [oc ~s ~ 

OUR People 

OUR/-’~mba ~sad(~r Layla Quran was accepted into the S(~uii~!q Oral ?-Iist(~r? FYo.’#r~m’s Fall internship 

program. Read about some of her work here. 

Congratulations to the recipients of the Postdoctora~ SchoOner i&,wsrd for ~:xcellence m Mehtodn~ 

Um~erOr~du~d:~s: Dr Brandon Burch, Dr Claire Gordy, Dr. Jesse Raab, Dr. Sand~ Sulzer Thanks for 

your suppo~ for undergraduate researchers. 

National Conference on 

, Undergraduate Research 
~ I Call for Student Abstract Submission; deadline December 6, 

~2013 

"y y " " ~)S~~r~l~ p~t~r;, ~l~;~e~t ~s~ 

creative and pedorming a~s presentations, NCUR is a multi-disciplinary conference for bright, 

motivated, and talented students, who come from all types of institutions, including research 

universities, community colleges, comprehensive universities, and private liberal arts colleges, This 

conference is an oppo~unity for students to present research to peers receive feedback from faculty 

form other institutions, network with graduate school representatives, and hear from inspiring plenary 

................................................................................................. ~ ................................................................................................. 

Moore Undergraduate Research 

Apprentice Program 

G~ve to OU~ 





Fix~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 2:28 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

[asc thculty] FW: The 12th Annual Atiica~a Studies Symposium atUNC Chaadotte to lbcus on Moral Economies - April 2-3, 2014 

From: Ogundiran, Akinwumi [Ogundiran@uncc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, October 25, 2013 12:07 PM 
To; Africana Studies 
Subject; CFP: The 12th Annual Africana Studies Symposium at UNC Charlotte to focus on Moral Economies - April 2-3, 2014 

CALL I~OR PAPI~2RS 

The 12th Annual AfiJcana Studies S~mposium at UNC Charlotte 

MOF~L ECONOMIES 

April 2-3, 2014 

University of North Carolina at Charlotte 
The recent resurgence in the study of capitalism has ibcused mostly on the processes of market economy, and how- these are affected by the agencies of institutions, 

technologies, and political economies of the dominant nation-states. Most of these studies have been shaped by the recent global recession, especially the need to explain 

why and how it happened. Those few scholars who have however paid attention to the i~npacts of capitalis~n on everyday lives not only point to the past thirty years as a 

period of"great wage stagnation" but also wm~n of a future of increasing inequality. We are now co~’ronted with mmqy questions on some of the fundamental premises of 

capitalis~n as a sustainable way oflif~. 

The 12th Annual Africana Studies symposium will convene on April 2-3, 2014 to examine the widening gaps of national and global inequality through the lens of moral 

economy. From Occupy Wall Street in major U.S. cities and Moral Monday in North Carolina, to the spring protests in Broil, there are ongoing popular outcries against 

political and economic policies that have widened the gap between the rich and the poor, and exacerbated the economic woes of the working poor and the middle class. 

Spes~kers will be invited to clarify the policy debatcs on these issues, examine the impacts of these developments on the values and the sustainability of the social common, 

and the challenges that lie sl~ead. The armual sv~posium will exs~nine how- we can better understand m~d proffer solutions to the conditions of growing inequality through 

the lens of moral economy. The confcrence also seeks to explore the humanistic value of moral economy for a new- and sustainable paradigm for capitalism and 

development programs in the 21st centmy. 

E. P. Thompson’s initial conceptualization of moral economy addressed the shared attitudes, values and norms of justice that could serve as constraints against the 

innnorality of powerful agents (e.g., state, tycoons, landed gentry, and corporations) in using unfair ~nethods to prey upon the necessities of the people (e.g., working class, 

the poor, peasants, and middle class). From E. P. Thompson to James Scott, moral economy has thrived on a sense &traditional subsistence ethic that is opposed to the 

liberal political economy. How relevant then is the conceptualization of moral econo~ny, with its e~nphasis on peasant psychology, to the material needs of the urban working 

poor mad stagnant middle class’! 1tow can we infuse moral economy with political economy as a way o~ bres~ng the stalemate ~ rigid ideological divides7 ~e the poor the 

only ones who have a sense o~moral economy’? What about the wealthy~ coworations, and the political class in the society~ what are their moral compasses’? What new 

ethics of engagement and mutually benefitting values o~ comp~sion does this time call £or that would address some of the u~esolved challenges of inequality in a world 

saturated with fear, unce~ainty, ~eed, labor exploitation, apathy, and mistrust? How can we expand the use &moral economy to understand the eflb~Xs o~ sectional 

interests that are bent on protecting u~hir, outmoded structural an’angements that privilege the i~w at the expense of the ~n~ority? What new strategies and options are 

open to the working majority for political action’? Can we reco~ize race-based moral economies in works such as W. E. B. DuBois’s The ?hiladephm Negro and Paul 

~h~y’s Dar~er than Blue: On the Moral Economies of Black Atlantic Culture, and what do these tell us about the moral economy of sel~liberafion and ~oup 

empowe~ent? 

We encourage prospective pa~icipants to *nove beyond the conceptualization of moral economy as "traditional" or "paternalist" socioeconomic relations that stand in 

opposition to the "modem" political economy of u~ettered free market. Instead, we ask pa~icipants to explore moral economy as a theo~’ at the intersection of social 

justice, sustainable economy, a~d restoration of confidence in the social common. We also invite pa~icipa~ts to provide deep historical understanding of capitalism and its 

ambivalent relationship to moral economy; and to reflect on the relevance &moral economy to unpack the relationships between race, nation-state, a~d globalization. 

We welcome abstracts that focus on any pa~ of the world. ~l~e comparative breadth ~at such wor~ would offer collectively, at the micro- a~d macro-levels, will facilitate 

a wholesome undemmaad~g of the explanato~’ potentials of moral economy in the twenty-first centuw. 

’Ibis symposium is open to scholars in difl}rent social science and humanistic fields, including histow, literal’ criticism, cultural studies, development studies, economics, 

policy, sociolo~, psycholo~, philosophy, El~fic Studies, and :Wricana Studies. 

Topics proposed may include but are not limited to: 

* Moral Economy of Equip, 

* Social h~eq~lity Race, Cl~s, Gender 

* ~bor Relations and Unio~sm 

* Fair Trade 

. La~d ~ab and Displace*nent 

, Sweatshops and O~ent Industries 

, Co,orate cit~enship 

, @~sroo~ ~d Con~unity Co~orative 

. America’s New Deal amd the Crisis of the Welt3*e State 

. Shri~ing Public ~vestment in Social Progams 

. Poveay Alleviation 

. Moral Economy of~blic Education 

. Moral Economy of Health Care and Wellness 

. Co,orate Profiteering in the Face of Workers’ Wage Sta~ation 

. Philan~opy 

. Redemptive Reli~ous Traditions ~d Moral Economy 

* ~e Moral Economy of Radical Black Traditions 

* ~e Mberal, Libe~arian, amd Conselwative Divides and Convergences on Moral Economy 

Interested p~icipan~ should submit 250-word abstract, two-page vitae to ~£~i~Y_~]!~___~_g~_~J_~_~g:_~O_g~ and a sho~ biography (all N one file) by December 15, 2013. ~ose 

whose abstracts are accepted will be contacted by December 20 and will be asked to submit a draft of their paper no later than March 15, 2014. Contact Dr. Akin 

O~ndiran (704-687-5162; o~ndiran@uncc.edu) R" you have any questions. 

Akin Ogundiran, Ph.D. [ Chair, Africana Studies Department 
Professor of Africana Studies, Anthropology & History 



UNC Charlotte I Africana Studies I Garinger 113 

9201 Universit~ City Blvd. I Charlotte, NC 28223 

N L-m~7 Pho!~e: 704..687-5162 I Fax: 704-687-3888 

o~qundiran~uncc edu I http://www.africana uncc edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Don Solomon -q]solomon@nalionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:49 PM 

NttC News <news@nationalhumm~itie~enter.olg> 

Nov. 5 Event at NCSU Showcases Digita] Recreation of St. Paul’s Cathedral & John Donne’s Sermons 

Geand Opening - Novembe~¯ 5, 2o13 

You are cordially invited to experience the digital recreation of 

John D~m~e’s Gunpowder 

at Pmd’~ Cross, outside St. Paul’s Cathedral 
on ~hc 391 ~t anniversary of i~ delivery 

OpenMg Ceremonies + Demonstrations 

Tuesday, November 5th, 2013 

10:00 in the Inoming 

GuesN are Mso Mvited to joM us in the afternoon tbr a 

~eac~g Perfo~ce, and ~b~c Space M MedievM ~d Early Modem En~and 

2:00 ~ 4:30 PM 

All Events Take Hace in the Te~hing and Vis~]ization Lab James B. Hunt Libra,’ 

Cente,mid Cmnpus NC State UniversiW 

ParMiN for Visitors m~d NC State C Pe~it Hol&rs on Pa~lmrs Way 

Events Sponsored by the CoRege of H~l~fies and Social Sdences, the CoRege of Desi~, and the NC State UMversi~ Hbrafies 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland ~xa~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, October 25, 2013 4:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lunchtime Talks, Sunday Tours, and Postcards for Peace 

NEWS FROM THE 

Family Day: Postcards for Peace 
Sunday, 27 October, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public. 

Gandhi once said, "We must become the change we want to see in the 

world." At this Fatuity Day, we’t[ think about ways that we can can make a 

difference in our communities. At the Creation Station, families can 

design postcards that it[ustrate their visions. Join us for Story Time at 

3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear stories about peace and harmony. 

**Please note that Family Day actN~ties are recommended for children 4 to 

12 years old.** 

°’The Art of go[lywood’" at the Varsity Theatre 
Tuesday, 29 October, 7:00 PM 

Harishchandrochi F~ctory (Paresh Mokashi, 2009) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



In celebration of the 100th anniversary of the birth of Indian fiimmakin~, 

the Ackiand Film Forum is screening Harishchandrachi Factory, a fictional 

depiction of the makin~l of Raja Harishchandra, India’s first feature film. 

Harishchandrachi Factory empl.oys many of the same cinematic techniques 

that were used for the 1913 film, inc[udin~l fixed camera an~ies and 

shaky, experimental zoom~n~ in certain shots. 

Free with student ID; $4 for all others. 

Tickets available at the Varsity Theatre Box Office. 

In Marathi w/English subtit[es. 106 min. This is the fourth of four firms in 

the Acktand Film Forum’s "Art of Bottywood" firm series. 
North Carotina Public Radio WUNC is the officiat media sponsor of 
the Acktand Firm Forum. 

UNC and Duke students are invited to cross a btue border and mix and 



mingle at two world-class museums on two special student nights[ 

Enjoy drinks, music, art, and free food at both events. 

Upload your #BiueBorders photos to Instagram. Prizes for the photos with 

the most "likes" on Facebook wiil be awarded at the end of each night[ 

Free admission w~th valid Duke or UNC student ID. 

Thursday, 7 November, 8:00-10:00 PM 

Nasher Museum of Art, Duke University 

Tour the exhibition Lines of Control: Partition as a Productive Space. Free 

bus transportation to Duke from UNC. Learn more. 

Tour the exhibition The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

1989. Free bus transportation to UNC from Duke. Learn more. 
Sponsored by the Ackland Art/~useum, the Nasher/~useum of Art, Student Friends of 
the Ackland, and the Nasher Student Advisory Board, with generous support from 
Thomas S. Kenan, III. 

Exhibition Tours 

X:: 

Sunday, 3 November, 2:00 PM 

"Sahmat in Context: Art and Performance" 

Sunday, 10 November, 2:00 PM 

"Sahmat in Depth: Activism and Art" 

Susan Harbage Page (Women’s and Gender Studies) 6~ Caroiyn 

AUmendinger (Ackiand Art Museum) 

Art for Lunch: "Sahmat, ToJerance, and Free 
Expression" 
with Gene Nichol (UNC Law) 
Wednesday, 6 November, 12:00 PM 
Free. As space is [imited, an RSVP is Fequested. 

The artist and activist collective known as 
Sahmat pursues "a mission of resistance 

against forces that threaten the essentially 

pluralist and democratic spirit of creative 

expression in India." Professor Gene Nicho[ wit[ 

explore the underpinnings of Sahmat’s bold 

charge, both abroad and in North Carolina. 

Bring your own lunch and add a tittle culture to 

your noontime hour! 

Now on View: The Sahm~t Collective 



Ar~ and Activism ~n India s~nce 1989 

For over 20 years, the influential, Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India sinc~ 

1989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs wilt enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the fair! Click here for more info. 

India gazaa~~ at the    ~ 

Ack~nd Museum Store 
Through 5 January 2014 

In conjunction w~th The Smhmmt 

Collective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a w~de array of 

beautifully designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

India. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewe[w, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

LOOKING A~EAD 

Friday, 15 November, 3:00-~:00 P~ 

Lecture by Dr. Susan Bean: ’Thin~s FaU Apart: Ephemera[it~, Museums, 

and Indian Visual Culture" 

Saturday, 16 November, 10:30 AM-2:30 PM 

Interactive Theater Workshop with Theater Delta and Interactive Theatre 

Carolina 

Sunday, 17 November, 2:00 PM 

Music in the Galleries: UNC Sangeet 



THANK YOU! 
The Acktand’s exhibitions and pubtic programs are made possibte by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an email, to the editor. 

Forward this email 

This email was sen~ to eunice@email.unc,edu by .e_bLb__o___w_j__e_s_’_@__e__n3_a_jj~__u_~_!_c_:_e__d__u_. 

Update Profile/Emai] Address Instant removalwith Safe/JnsubscribeT’~ Privacy Policy, 

Ackland Art Huseum, UNC - Chapel Hill :: 101 S. Columbia Street CB 3400 Chapel Hill NCi27599-3400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:* 

Today’s tteadlines: Promised Fix for Health Site Could Squeeze Some Users 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THiS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ rravel [oday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ O~ ~ Onlhis Day CUSTO[Vl~ZE~ 

Top News 

Some User’s I 

The White House said that it would fix the ins~ranee                   ~/eside 

marketplace by Nov. 30, raising t~e questiou of how people 

whose current policies do not comply with the law u~ll get new coverage in time. 

White House Pitches, Rosy View of Health Care Site 

[] Problems That Have Crippled HealthCare 

immigration Po~es Threat of A3~other 

push to., bring legislation to., the ttouse floor, led by a coalition 

of executives, conservatives and evangelical leaders, could 

a fleck campaign con[~butic.,ns before the midterm eleetionso 

[] Graphic: Progress on en I mmi9ration OverheuI in 5 Areas 

A~gry Over Sy~toiar~ War, Sardis Fault 

Sau(~ z~’abia is threatening k~ break wi~h ~he United Skates and 

pmsue a more robust r~:fle Jl~ SUl.g,o~ing the ~vl)el~ion against the 

Syrian government. But offieiNs wor~y about alienating a 

and helping jiha~sbo 

Arable, 
frustl-ate 

d with 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS I SPECIAL SECTION 

Fine, A~o~.s & Exhibits 

Never mind the record auction prices for art: d~ere are 

overlooked pod<ets of the art world still withi~ the realm of 

af[?~rdability to eo]leckors. With news about galleries, museum 

exhibitions, previews and 

, Fine k~ 8 Exhibits: Prices That F~y U nder the ~eadlines 

, Fine A~ g Exhibits: Galleries as the Aa 

, Go te 

OPINION I OPINIONATOR I MEASURE FOR MEASURE 

l)~’opping a Nmne (Or, Good]bye, 3oh~ Wes|ey 

Harding) 

z~ter 25 yea~s of performing with a stage name, I’ve 5nNly 

reclaimed my own, and it’s all a ~ea$ relief. 

QUOTAT~ONOFTHEDAY 

CARNEN TARTLETON, who underweut a face transpla~t after hi;lug att;~cked wit:h 

industrial lye. 

World 

U,No, Fem’ing a Polio Epidemic h~ S}Tia, Moves to 

Vaccinate Millions of Cliildren 

Officials said th3[ the diseove 

paralyzed yonng children in Deir N-Zour, a heavily eo~tested 

city in eask?rn Syria, had prompted ~eir 

~ Hardsaips Mountin9 gor Re~c~gees Inside 

~ No~way Rejects U S Reqc~est to Help Des[~oy Sydan Chemical Weapons 

Chiidren 

carried 

Ihei[ 

:Roma, Fem’ed as Kidnappe~’s, See Theit- Ouqi 

Cl~dren at Risk 

A backlash against members of the ethnic group has l)d ~ega~ve 

skereot)~es~ but many say it is they who must worry about losing 

their children. 

Ruseva, 

holding 

I 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

in Spy Up~oa~ ’Eve~oyone Does it’ ,J~st ~’Von~t Do 

The uproar in Europe has obscured a ~ew reality: The digital age has merely 

expanded the ability ~ff nations to do to one another what they have done 

centuH ca. 



U,S, 

For Vh~’t]m of Gl~astly Crime, a New Face, a New 

Beginning 

Six years zfter bei~g beaten and burned beyo~d recognition, 

Carmen Tarleton is adjusting ko a transplanted face. 

Dm*g Tests Falter as "Way fi~r States to Deny 

:Public Aid 

Proposals tr~ refi~se weli~re m~djoNess aid based on fa~led tess 

have proved hard to enact and have had a 5mired eN~et. 

FoD.Ao B~ds to Regulate Ardma] Food, .Actb~g 

!’d~tcr Recall m~d Dcat~zs 

The Food and Drug Admi his kratio~, h opi n g to preven k ff>od 

borne illness+ proposed rules tbr pet food and farm animal 

Rick 

~j syder 

Business 

DEALBOOK 
[~ A 

Mid~cvel Bank Execrative Is a New Face of the ....... fedepal 

Rebecca S. Mairone, a midlevel executive at Bank of AmeNea’s 

Countrywide mortgage unit, seems the most unlikely of culprits to emerge from 

the housing debacle. 

Bottled Water Sales Rish~g as Soda Ebbs 

By the end of the decade~ sa]cs of water - whether plain, flavored 

or carbonated - u~ll s arpass khose of sodas 5ke Coke and Pepsi. 

dPN’Iorgan Reaches DeM With Agency Over Loans      ~’1~o.’~ 

The Federal Housing Finance Agency, which helped forge a 

ten tative $13 billion settlement with d PMorgan Chase, split off 

wNa its own deal, e~racting z ~4 bJllio~ payout fl’om the nation’s biggest 

~ Graphic: Trackk~g the JRMorgan ~nves[~gations 



Sports 

At. Grambl~ng, a Proud Foot-ba[~ Program at- R~sk 

Tension over money and eon~:ol simmered for months be%re 

exploding in a boycott by players. 

~ ~ Slide Show: At Grumbling, Struggles for a Tradition- Ric~ Team 

~ Games to Watch on Saturday 

ON BASEBALL 

Cardinals’ Histm?" Remains in the Details 

For the L’.eWJtt family, whose roots in baseball reach baek nearly 

a centre3’, keeping with tradition in muuing tl~e Cardinals is a 

priority. 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Pigeon Racing: Faste~¯ and Farthe~o, blot FaiF.a 

Pigeon raNng’s folIowers were stunned when six BelNan birds 

fulled tes ks for banned pefformunee--enhanNng drugs. It would 

be eomieal if it weren’t true. 

~ e,.,.s u med 

Manage 
r John 
Mozelia 

coop in 

For more ,,=,polts news, 2o to NYTimes.com/Sports ~ 

Arts 

DANCE REVIEW 

Afl-er a ~ oo-Year Sleep~ a Beauty~Vakes to 

Vampires 

"MaRbew Bonrne’s Sleeping Beaub;’ takes Tehaikovsky’s ballet 

and makes it the ehor~?ographer’s own. 

A Farewell to P~anists Who ,4din t’or the Gut 

A Saturday night concert by Bowed Piano Ensernble, whose 

members reach into the piano’s guts with morley tools to extract 

sound, may be its last in New York. 

TELEVISION REVIEW 

Real Politktian of Louisiana, at Home 

Edwin Edwards, the %truer governor of I~uisiana, sen’ed a 

decade in prison. Now he has a young mate, a new baby and 

plenty of trouble on "The Governor’s ~vffe." 

The ] 

Obituaries 

i a~fl Reiclmmm~, ~ ho Helped Develop the 

~’~orld Financial Center, Dies al 83 

Mro Reiehmann took enormous business risks, made and Iosk 

billions of dollars and built e:,~ensJvely in Toronto, New Yo~q< 

and London. 

Deborah Turbeville, Fashion Photographer, Dies 

at 8~ 

Ms. Turbeville took fashion photography from sedate to 

shocking, with stylized imagery steeped in decay ttiat were 

~ Slide Show 

Bill Sharman, Two-Time Basketball Hall of 

Famer~ Dies at 87 

A guard for the Boston CelLic~ in the 195os, Sharman went on to 

Sharms 

n being 

honored 

n ?¢~ 19 



lead the Lakers to their first N.B.A. title in Los Angeles, in 1971-. 

72, and is credited with introducing the morning shootarom~d. 

Travel 

Relying on instiller, hospitality and a bit of teehnolo&5~, the 

au thor di scorers the rewa rds of exploring the Moroccan eit?"s 

meNna wikhout a Nfide. 

PERSONAL JOURNEYS 

OffIrel~nd~ a Rugged dourney to Remote Ruins 

It ~kes a sturdy stomach and a strong sen se of" purl~ose to hrave 

the trip to Skellig Michaol, an island eight miles off the coast of 

Ireland. tlere’s what people find once they get there. 

Q&A 

Gabriel]e Hamilton, chef of the New York restaurant Pmme, 

shares some of her Nvoi~te spoN in the Etornal City. 

~ ~ Video: How Ms Hami~[en Packs for a Trip 

gate 

M chaeL 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o:Abramson arid "i’ar~enl~aus on        7~{ 

New York Times F.xect~tive Editor Jill ,M)l’am son and Sam 

’Fanenbaus discuss the man?’ books devoted to ,lbK, bow his 

presidency changed t}~e media, and t}~e proibund effee~ his asaassina~on }rod on 

Hami|ton 

Paeldng for ~dsiL~ to t{orile wi[h [he (:her and res~mrant owner. 

~ VmEO: Review: 2o14 Ac~lra RLX P-AV~;S 

Advance 

Steering wikh khe fronk wheels has worked wo1I since [he day 

automobiles were invented. Is 4-wheel steering hetter? Tom 

Voelk d,~ves t~e p-.A.\VS equipped 2ol4 Acura RLX to lind out. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Repal’ations Fl’on~ Bank~ 

The government ~ns against Bank of America and nears a seRIement with 

J PMorgan Chase o 

EDITORIAL 

N,~oAo Snooping m~d tl~e Damage l)one 

Trust among allies is also a national securi~" interest, and America’s extensive 

eavesdropping in France and Germany undermines khat trust. 

EDITORIAL 

Tl~e G~’~mbling Football Boycott 

The players’ hoyeott of conditions at their athletic complex brought attention 



budget eats that have hurt the entire university, 

FO; me~e oeinioI~ 90 to NYTimes.eomtOpinion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~efore 

Pashtun society was, for ma~y years, a center of Ga~dhian 

nonviolent resis Nnee agains k Bt~ fish ruleo 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Billio~aires’ Row and %%;elfare Lines 

The widely divergent fortunes of the ~qeh and poor in khis 

countU are an unsustainable imbalaneeo 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Roll O~t the Health Ca~’e 

I t’s about eomputerso So how could it possil-@ work out the first 

time arcmnd? 

, Cekimnist Page 

Fo: maie epinien: g~; te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~* 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&~ Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Sto~e >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m.nyt.com ,, 

About This E-Nail 

This is an sutomsted e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maii. 

You received this message becsuse you signed kip for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Hesdlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are cornmittecl to protectklg your privacy 

UnsubscrJbe I Manage Subscriptions := Change Your E-Mail := Privacy Policy I Contact i AdveltJse 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, October 28, 2013 4:20 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhuma~itiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Historian Martha Jones to speak Thursday, November 7, at the Nationa] Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Martha S. Jones, University of Miehigan 

ii.~.iI Inline image 1 

Thursday, November 7, 2o13 - 5:oo p.m. 

Questions surrounding US citizenship have long been (and continue to be) contentious. In her talk, 

Martha Jones will explore the history of citizenship in the United States in the era before the 

Fourteenth Amendment, when free African Americans generated a pointed set of questions about 

who could be a citizen and what rights attached to them. 

Jones is associate chair of the Department of Afroamerican and African Studies, associate 

professor of history and Afroamerican and African studies, and a member of the University of 

Michigan Law School’s affiliated Literature, Science, and the Arts faculty. She is codirector of the 

Michigan Law Program in Race, Law & History and the Law in Slavery and Freedom Project. Her 

scholarly interests include the history of race, citizenship, slavery, and the rights of women in the 

United States and the Atlantic world. Jones is the author of A/IBound Up Together: The Woman 

Question in African American Public Culture, 1830-1900 (2007). Her current projects include two 

books, Overturning Dred Scott: Race, Rights, and Citizenship in Antebellum America and Riding the 

Atlantic World Circuit: Slavery and Freedom in the Era of the Haitian Revolution. She is working this 

year as the William C. and ida Friday Fellow at the Center. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha dohnson (0~ o) 4o0-o~ ~ 6. or miohnson @nalionalhumanitiescenter.orq 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ProQuest <info@go.proquest.com> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

What Do Students Need to Succeed? 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Ni Humanities Matter 

provide insight to better understand the real world we live 
in, It is this knowledge that inspires objective, creative 
thirtking and innovaUon by encouraging us ~o ask "What 

Employe~ are seeking the skills that the humanities help to 
develop,, such as: 

Critical and analyUcal reasoning to solve complex 
problems 
Informed and ethical decision making 

By investing in the humanities, we invest in our fl~ture. Ask 

proQuest, 789 E, E}senhewer Pkwy,, Arm Arber, N[ 48t08 I rhis is a ~:ommerciat message, 

If yolJ wolJld prefe~ .~ot to ~eceive f~,.’tti:,’~l mess~,~ges fiom this se.~der, l?lease Click Here ?l~d ce.~firm ye~,.’r r(~qu(~st.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:51 PM 

Anderson, Barbara S <barbara_anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: resend invitation/send reminders? 

Hi Barbara, 

I was going to try to forward you mine but it said the email has a unique link and not to forward it to others. It was sent on 10/17 at 
4:32pm with the subject line: Prof. Eunice SaNe, Chair of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies have updated your 
invitation to Open House. Maybe that will help you to locate it. 

Also, you may also want to check your junk email because I have found things I was looking for in there before as well. I can also 
ask Ron about resending it. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Barbara Anderson [mailto:b 2mderso ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 2:38 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Gore, Travis 
Subject: resend invitation/send reminders? 

Dear Eunice and Travis, 
On my to-do list for today is to rsvp for the student!faculty event on the 7th. But I cannot find it in my inbox. Might you resend this, 
as others may have a similar problem? If not, I am planning to attend. 
Thanks so much, Barbara 

Barbara Shaw Anderson 
Associate Director, African Studies Center Lecturer, Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies African Studies 
Center, CB#7582 
3027 FedEx Global Education Center 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 
(919) 962-1406 office 
(919) 843-2102 fax 
b_anderson@unc.edu 
http:iiafrica.m~c.edui 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:31 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu; clacs- council@duke.edu 

Nov 6 WOLA-Duke Book AwaJcd presentafion and reading by author Jonathan Ka~ 

WOLA- Duke Book Award Armouncement 2013.doc 

Please find attached the press release for the 2013 WOLA-Duke Book Award for best non-fiction wrilmg on human fights in Latin America. 

Note that this year’s winner. Jonathan Kalz, is a Durham resident. Kalz will be reading fi’om his book and signing copies at the FHI Garage ne~ Wed Nov 6, at 

5:00pro. 

Natalie Hartman 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

Room 135 Franklin Center, Box 90254 

Durham, NC 27708-0254 

phone 919-681-3983 

email njh@duke.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:06 PM 

infl- duncplas@duke.edu 

November 7 event on America’s Drug Wars in Mexico at UNC 

Laura Carlsen Flier 2013.docx 

November 7, 5:30pro: 

America’s Drug Wars in Mexico: Just Say No. 

FedEx Global Edacotion Center, Room 4003, UNC Campus 

A talk and discussion with Laura Carlsen. Carlsen is the Director of the Americas Program of the Center for international Policy (CIP). She has been a political analyst 

and writer in Mexico for over twenty years 
and has written extensively on trade, security, immigration and gender issues in Mexico, Colombia, and the Americas. She is the author of "A Primer on Plan 

Mexico" and is currently writing "The Tangled 

Web," on the U.S.-backed war on drugs. For more information on CIP Americas Program, visit: www.cipamericas.org. 

Presented by the Mexico-U.S. Policy Series of the UNC Institute for the Study of the Americas, the Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies (Duke), the 

Center for Global initiatives, 
the Curriculum in Global Studies, the Latin American Social Cartographies Working Group, and the Latina!o Journalism and Media Project (Latijam). 

See attached flier for more information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine Blog aM More 

If you have trouble reading this email, go to ht[p:/,~,vww n~[imes.comiads/emailadsie ti[promo/201SgR¢ ;attime~ iltml 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 

No ueed ~o war for the next issue o[T Magazini% ’: Magazin 

when yoo can always get the 1;~test on fashion { eBlog { 

and styte wi~h the T Magazine blog. Meet China’s 

fashion matchmaker a cress-cultm’al cmmector 

who’s helping luxury bnmds eraek H~e e>:ploding 

Chinese market. Explore the artistic synergy of 

~, as well as one avtiWs unlikely ;qxpreeiation of another’s 

very different aesthetic. Hear ne~* wurk frmn a prolific 

songwriter who expIodes the traditional album format with his 

latest effurt. Vie~* a treasure trove of celebrity signatures left 

behind by famous visitors to the storied H6teI do Cap-F.den-Roe 

~n Canues. Aud experience the trauseendent beauty o{’ a Be[gian 

designer’s q~are, eIementaI 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

DO~t ~iSS on NYTimes.com 

¯ gOU’RE THE BOSS I In Small Business, Losing Money Can Be a 

Good Thing’. 
¯ ENERGY ] Image of Hindenbm’g Haunts Hydrugen ’rechnulugy 
¯ PF.RSONAL TECH I Lighter and Faster, It’s iPad 

¯ BITS i Adobe Hacking Attack Was Bigger Than Previously 

J 
October 30, 2013-- 

SLIDE SHOW I On the Market in 

New York City 

~ SL]iDE SHO~,¥ ] On the 

Market in New gurk City 

A one-bedroom in Greenwich 

Village with a pair of fireplaces; 

a two-bedromn in Tudor City 

with a spacious kitchen; and a 

two-bedroom in a prewar 

building in Brooklyn. 

VIDEO I Sci .... Take: What 
Makes Ticks Stick 

~ VIDEO [ SeieneeT;~ke: 

What Makes "ricks Stick 

Seientists stndying ticks that 

carry Lyme bacteria wanted to 

know how these arachnids are 

able to stick so well to skin. The 

answer is a mouth that works 

like a ratchet. 

INTERACTIVE I The Russia 

Left Behind 

Thought 
¯ DEALB%K [ Nextdoor, a Start-Up, Raises $6o Million 

Top 8 Viewed Features o,~ NW~ 
(Beb,^/een October 23 - 29, 2013) 

Russia [,eft Behind 

Along the highway between 

Moscow and St. Petersburg -- a 

1 2-hour trip by ear -- one sees 

great neglected stretches of land 

that seem drawn backward in 

time. 

Join the 
1 .A G;]me of Shark and Minnow: Who Will Contt’ol the South 

China Si;a? 

2 .Cracking the Apple Trap 

3 .Skwes o[’ the Intemet, Dnite~ 

4 .Sebe[ius Thrust Into Firestorm un Exchanges 

5.Raly Bt’eaks Your’ Hear[ 

Conversatio~ 

Opinionator I White 
The ~toPIY~ House 

Tweeter 
inside 

I L~es . [ 
Watching 

~ Hurricane Sandy 

roll in, fl’om the windows of our 



The New York Times Wine Club: Receive 50% OFF 

your first wine club shipment 

son’s hosDital room. 

[] Join the Conversation 

Booming 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 

and 1964, with 
iN Booming 

news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more 

Oea~B% k 
Delivered before 
the opening bell 
and after the 
market close, the 
DealB%k email 

.... letter [ i~i Deal Book ] 
provides breaking ....... 
news about 
M&As, I.P.O.s, 
venture capital 
and more 

The Collee~ioR 
All things fashion 
from The New 
York Times, 
featuring the . 
latest i ...... ~iii The Collec’~ion 
trends and 
runway coverage 
from acclaimed 
critics and 
reporters 

ABOUT THIB 
@limes comes to you from rite NYFimes com marketing depsr~ment You received t~is message because you signed lip 

for NYlimes.com’s @Times newsletter. 

Mana!.le Subscrip~io!~s I U!~subscribe i Change Your ErnailI Privacy Policy I .Advertise I Con’~c~ 

The New York Times Company I Copyright 2013 I NYTimes.com 620 Eighti~ Avenue, New York, NY 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

London Review of Books <registrar@lrb.co.uk> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 12:20 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Mailer’s Last Punch 

London Review of Books newsletter 

VOL. 35 NO. 21 Visit lrb.co.uk 

~ LRB blog 

Mailer [] s Last Punch 
Andrew O [] Hagan 

Norman was sitting at his dining table looking wiry and 

small. He walked with two sticks and was six months 

from death. He was reading the New York Times and 

circling things: he had on one of those armless, fleecy 

windcheaters and a pair of Ugg boots. [] I []11 never win 

the Nobel Prize, you know,[] he said. []Why are you so 

sure? [] [] Because I stabbed my wife. [] More 

Heather McRobie: Yugoslavia [] s First Lady 

Daniel Finn: Racial Profiling 

Glen Newey: Aitken[] s Thatcher 

In Bed with the Police 
Katrina Forrester 

Bob Lambert advocated [] using the tool of sex to maintain your cover [], and his 
strategies proved influential. Officers looked to success stories like Lambert [] s for 
tactical tips. How should a new undercover cop gain the trust of the group? Find a 
woman. How should he stop a woman getting attached, interfering with his work or 
blowing his cover? Shag another. More 

What It Takes to Win at Sport 
Benjamin Markovits 

Cricket, cycling, rugby, tennis, golf. The Olympics. Britain these days wins a little 



more often, loses a little less often. It[s hard to generalise about the reasons: there 
are too many of them, and some have nothing to do with countries or cultures or 
organisations. But if you look closely at different victories, threads begin to appear, 
names and places crop up again and again. Lottery funding; TV contracts; 
Loughborough University. More 

Charles Manson 
Christian Lorentzen 

Manson [ s pronouncements became more apocalyptic when the Beatles [ White 
Album came out. Its songs contained prophetic codes about a coming race war: the 
blacks would rise up and enslave the white pigs; the Family would wait out the 
carnage in a city underneath the desert in Death Valley, where they would grow in 
number to 144,ooo; then they would emerge to rule the world, which the blacks 
would gladly hand over, having found they weren[t up to the task. More 

Also in this issue 

Short Cuts 

Dominic Dromgoole and : 

Clive Stafford Smith 

In Delville Wood 

Neal Ascherson 

Letters 

Subscribers can also read: 

Michael Wood: Operation Massacre 

Neal Ascherson: Unboreable Leigh Fermor 

Jackson Lears: The Kennedy Myth 

Brian Rotman: Fractals 

Anthony Grafton: Athanasius Kircher 

Joshua Cohen: Franzen on Kraus 

Antony Lerman: The Miens Act 

Mahmood Mamdani: Nuremberg[] s Logic 

Lynn Visson: Simultaneous Interpreting 

A poem by Anne Carson 

Matthew Sweeney and 
John Hartley Williams 
Tuesday 12 November 
at 7 pim. 

Jacek Dehnel in 
conversation with 
Antonia Lloyd~ones 
Friday 15 November 
at 7 pim. 

lan Nairn: Words in 
Place 
Tuesday 19 November 
at 7 p;m. 

lain Si nc la it: American 
Smoke 
Thursday 21 November 
at 7 pim. 

The New English 
Landscape: 
Ken Worpole in 
conversation with 
Rachel Lichtenstein 
Thursday 28 November 
at 7 pim. 

Copyright [] London Review of Books [] 28 Little Russell Street, London WC1A 2HN 
email: registxar@lrb.co.uk [] You can unsubscribe or update your email preferences at any time on our website. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:40 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

P-card use request 

P-card use request.xlsx 

Dear Faculty members, 

Kindly find attached new fiscal form: Request.for Use o.fthe Department Credit Card. The form should be submitted to 

Travis, for each P- card transaction. 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=33803902 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33803902-65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6~listserv.unc, edu 



Vendor name: 

Request for Use of the Department Credit Card(P-Card) -AAAD 

purchase date: 

Items purchased: 

Reason for purchase: 

Account number to be charge: 

Total amount of purchase: 

Sales tax charge: 

I understand that the purchasing card may NOTbe used for: 

Alcohol/Tobacco 
Anything costing more than $5,000 

Contracts 
Cash Advance 
Conference Registrations 

Gift Certificates/Gift Cards 
Membership Dues 

Personal Items 
Rentals 
Restaurants/Coffee shops/Catering 

Services(labor/maintenance) 
Employee educational expenses 



Travel (Including Hotel and Registration) 
Note: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, is exempt from North Carolina Sales Tax 

Faculty Member signature: 

Card holder signature: 

Accounting approval: 

(costs are reasonable and allowable, also check for account funds availability ) 

Please attach to this [orm the purchase receipt. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, November 4, 2013 1:07 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Nov 7, 5:30-7pm: Talk/tour/reception tbr Pedro Lasch’s current Nasher exhibitiou 

Pedro Lasch, Susan Harbage Page and Yinka Shonibare (3 insCallalions) 

Nasher Museum of Art. Duke University campus 
July 20 - December 1 

http://nasher.duke.edtv’exhibitions/lasch- page - shonibaye/ 

Galle~ talk by Pedro I,asch on November 7th, 6pm (refreshments begin at 5:30pm) 

InstaJlation process images are also posted at Nasher this blog emu: 
/ / http:/‘nasher.duke.edu/2~3/~7‘w~rk-~f-the-week~a~n~a-mnerica-bv-pedr~aschiutm source=contactolo~v&utm Inedium~email&utm campaigu=NM055 

this show is organized in conjunclion with: 

Lines of Controh Partition as a Productive Space 

Nasher Museum of Art 
September 19, 2013- February 2, 2014 

h~o://uasher.duke.edu/exhibilious~’lines-of- control/ 

TALK 
~iI FirstThursdayGalle~/Talkwith Pedro 

Lasch - D~,T NO/A AMER CA 

FIRST THURSDAY I Thursday, November 7, 6 PM / Meet artist and Duke Professor Pedro 

Lasch. whose work LATINO/A AMERICA is part of the installation Pedro Lasch, Susan 

Harbage Page and Yinka Shonibare Cash bar at 5:30 PM; Gallery talk at 6 PM. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 1:42 PM 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Website 

look forward to it. 

From: McMillan, Tim 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Website 

Hi Travis -- 

Are you available at 11 on Thursday to meet with some Oasis people about our website? 

Tim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 8:12 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[asc ti~culty] ASC Events this week: Mall’s Political History; Careers in Government; FLAS Inib Session 

Please .loin Us For These Upcoming Events: 

FLAS Info Session 
Wednesday, November 6, 2013r 1 PM. 
Carroll Hall, Hall of Famer UNC-CH 
The African Studies Center offers Academic Year and Summer Foreign Language and Area Studies (FLAS) Fellowships for Graduate and Undergraduate students. Applications 
for the 201ab201S Academic Year, and Summer 2014 will be due 3anuary 31, 2014. More information on ASC FLAS can be found at our FLAS page. This informational meeting 
is designed to answer questions from prospective applicants and will be a joint meeting with other area studies centers. The remaining info sessions include Nov. 12, Nov. 13, 
Nov. 19, and Dec. 5. Free. Please Contact: Stacey Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

MaWs Political History: From Democracy to "Terrorist Haven" - and Back Again 

Prof. Greg Mann 
Thursday, November 7, 2013, 12:30-2 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Professor Greg Mann from Columbia University will give this lecture as part of a new seminar series to expand understanding and discussion of the 2012 military coup in Mall 
and the subsequent Ansar Dine and AI-Qaeda in the Maghreb occupations of northern Mali. Emily Burrill of UNC will facilitate. This seminar is co-sponsored by the African 
Studies Center, the Department of Women’s and Gender Studies, the Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies, and the Carolina Seminar in African 
Ecology and Social Processes. The remaining date for this lunchtime series will be Nov. 12. Light lunch will be provided. RSVP required for lunch. Free. Please Contact: Stacey 

Sewall sewall@email.unc.edu for more information. 

Public Service - Careers in Federal Government for Students Studying Africa 

Randy B. Cheek 
Friday, November 8, 2013, 3 PM. 
Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 
Mr. Randy Cheek has spent nearly 30 years of government service working primarily to promote strategic planning and inter-agency coordination from a non-traditional 
security perspective. His specific area of interest is Africa, with non-traditional threats to security a major focus. His career has included the State Department, the Department 
of Defense, the National Defense University, and the Bureau of African Affairs, International Security Affairs. Mr. Cheek has worked closely with the United Nations, the 
European Union, the African Union, African regional organizations and numerous African governments. He has lectured at the National Defense Colleges of South Africa, 
Botswana, Zambia and Kenya. He currently consults with various US and international interests focusing on Africa and lectures frequently to academic, government, and 
business groups. Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for more information. 

== 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carolina Cares <donotreply@willnotanswer.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 8:45 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Carolina CaJces, Carolina Shares NCSECC Kick-off 

And Tar IIeels Give More! To-date, UNC employees have given more than $461,000 - and that is.from just 12 % of our employees. Please help us to 

reach our goal of 30% participation and $1 3~I1LLION raised! 

If you have already submitted a paper pledge form, T.i~i’ 4 ?:~~!~ ?::;i: i:~::!. 

If you have not yet made a pledge, YOU still have a chance to choose a cause you care about and plan a contribution for the coming year! 

Join others and support causes you care about through the Carolina Cares, Carolina Shares Charitable Giving Campaign! The need is great but our 

opportunity is greater. A gift of any size is appreciated, ~md payroll deduction a]lows you to spread payments throughout the coming year. Pledge now and pay later, 

starting in Janua~ or choose another payment method that works best tbr you. 

If you give directly to your favorite chea~ities~ we ask you to consider making your donation through tiffs Cmnpaign by designating your favorite charities. Please consider 

pledging online witi~ a nomina] commitment of $5 per pay period ($60 tom] for the year) or less may be given ruth a one-ti~ne payment via credit carc~ check or cash. 

Leading the UNC system in giving to the Campaign is a tradition at UNC, not one that we want to give up without a fight. And our rate of employee partficipation 

sends yet another strong message to the citizens of North Carolina about our incredible culture of public service at the UniversiU of North Carolina. 

l[lnpor¢allt lntbrlll~rioll: Only payroll deduction and credit card options are available online. If you wish to pledge by cash or check, you must complete a paper form 

and submit your tbrm mad contribution m your team captmn. If you wish to pledge by payroll deduction or credit caxd, please click on the "Give Now" link below and 

tbllow the instructions m enter in your UNC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

GIVE NOW! When you get to the website, enter your [5NC-Chapel ttill Onyen and password. 

As you open each page, you will immediately see that this process is very easy! There are only five steps, and it should take only five minutes to co~nplete. We believe 

that online giving is a tree convenience for making your gift to the SECC charities, and we hope you will too! 

Thank you for your gift to the State Employees ComNned Campaign. 

We deeply appreciate your generosiU and thoughtful consideration of others. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <Routledge. skoz~lhewmrbwexsy@tand£ msg focus.com> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:01 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

New Re.arch m~d Ret~rence Catalogue - Routledge Sociology 

ii"~ Routledge 

F’o~ tt~e first time ever we haw~ 

Research and Reference ................................................................................ 

Sociology 

as o~.." backiist collection e~ relevs~ and popular works. A ~ew of 

the ke~ hi,ohli.,’!ht ti:is ~ear ir~ck..’de: 

~aJjor Works = There are two new collections publishing this 

year in the Cfltical Concepts in Socioloqyto leek out for: 

Sects Cults and New Reliqions, edited by Carole 

Cusack, IDanielle Kirby 

Power: Cfltical Concepts #~ Sociology, edited by John 

Scott 

Rout[edge Revivals = There are Iilteen new Routledge 

Revivals collections for Sociology to keep an eye out for this 

year. A few highlights include: 

Deviant Behaviour 

Feminist Challenges 

Sociology in Action 

HaJed boo~$ - There are 14 new Handbooks publishing this 

year too across a range of disciplines. Some of the key 

highlights inck~de: 

Routledge International Handbook of Contemporary 

aii bu~ bnline catal6cjs i 

Social and Political Theory, edited by Gerard Delanty, 

Stephen P, Turner 

The Roulledqe Handbook of International Cdme and 

Justice Studies~ edited by Bruce A~rigo, Heathe~ 

~ersot 

~ Routle~qe Hand.ok of Social and Cultural Theol. 

edited by Anthony ~1~o~ 

~ N~g1~#~#elntemationalHand~okofSocialand 

Environmental Change, edited by Stewart Lock,e, 

David A. Sonne~feld, Da~a R. F~sher 

There ~s something for every research ~eed - Just cl~ck 

the I~nk to take a look 

And ~on’t forget wRh our new on~#~e catalogs you can: 

browse full detai~s o~ al~ our new ~it~es; including lanes of 

contents, reviews, author b~ographies and more, [ecommend 

tJt~es of ~nterest to your ~brarJan and c[eate unique bookrests 

browse, buy, 8~d forward to fdends, colleagues 8£d ~ibrarians. 

Yours sincerely, 

Victo#a Joht~stot~ 



Senior Marketing Exec[~tive 

Routled,qe 

::~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge- Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P ..... 

Sign up by subiect ~rea to receive haws m~d ot~e~s straight to your inbo× from the Taylo~ & Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time¯ 

We respect your privacy and will not d~sclose, rent or sell your ema~i address to any outside organizations 

Copybgilt 2013 Taylor & Francis, arl lnForma business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Inforl~-~a UK [.h~~ited registered 1¢~ England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortil~-~er House, 37-4! Mortimer Street London W!T 3JH. 

If you wish to unsubscribe please click he__r_e.. Please note this is an automated operation 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <offers@salempress.com~ 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 9:26 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

All the Literature Curriculum Suptx~rt your Students Need is Here! 

Salem Press’ Literature Series is specifically designed to support 
undergraduate literature explorations and the analytical skill building that results 
in top performing literature class students. 

These are Must-Haves for every College Library or English Department 
Explore this great content today!!! 

Start turning the pages now,., 

S__a._!._e__m_ ____._L!.t e__ra__.t_u___._r_.e____.D_!g!_.ta_[_._c_ .a__.t_a_!_o.__g 
(Remember you get free online access 

for all your students with your print buy) 

Be Sure to Use This Special Order Form 
for Discount Pricing 

Look for the "NEW" Buttons throughout the catalog to browse 
all of our new & forthcoming titles! 

Your sa~es rep can give you instant access 
the minute you order! 

(800) 221-1592 

A print version of the Literature Catalog will be in the mail as well, but we wanted you to 
have a first hand look at the new offerings. 



.£TA Y CONNECTED 

~Forward this email 

~his em~il w~s sent to eul~ice@~maiL~mc.ed~] by ,o_~_e__r..~_@_s_.a_!e__m_~__Ize_s_.s_=c__o_ .m_. 

Instant removai with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Polic.~. 

Salem Press 2 University Plaza i Suite 310 Hackensack :: NJ :: 07601 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
time 

Dear Eunice, 

Just wanted to let you know that I am clocking out now! 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: De Blasio Is Elected New York Ci~ Mayor 

Top News 

De B1e~sio Is Elected New Yol’k City Mayor 

The election of BiI] de Blasio, the Dem~-~eratie candidate, 

a mom~ted to a ibrcefl~] r~iect~on of the ha rd -n osed, business- 

minded style of governance that rNgned at CRy Hall for "~e past 

two decades. 

~ ~ Video: BHI de g~asio’s Victory Speech 

~ ~ Video: Lhota Concedes Defeat 

Chris Christie Re-elected Governor of New 3ersey 

(~ or. Ch fis ChH stie won decisively, maMng impressive in 

among younger voters, blacks, Hispanies and womet~ --- 

groups thak Republicans na~onally have struggled ko ate’act. 

, ~ Video: Chdstie’s Victory Speech 

Ter~oy McAulJffe, DemocraL Is E:le~ed Governor 

of Virginia i~ T~ght Race 

Terry McAuliffe, a longdme Democratic fired-raiser, won by two 

points after outraising Kenneth T. Cneeine]li lI, the attorney 

~ CompleN Exit Poll Results 

....... Chris 

Christie 

For more top news. ~o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



s~,mE s~ow: Dee~Mo~s From Alabama 

to Boston~ and V~rg~n~a to ~etro~t 

Vote~ chose winners in races for mayor, governor and the 

RepubIk~an nomkmtkm for a vacant seat in Congress. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Weighing the Brass 

Does a kop-hea"O, American militatT need ko reduce the number 

of its highest-.ra*~king officers? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

JOHN H. MOLLENKOPF, direi;tor of the Center for tYrban Research at the City University 

o{’ Neu York, OB Bill de Btasio’s mayoral victory. 

World 

After Outside Pressure, Rebels in Congo Lay 

Dovm Their A~ns 

The surrender offered new hope for a rs~gion where conflict has 

gone on for so many years that ik has ofte*~ come to seem almost 

~evitable. 

children 

Toronto Mayor Adntit~ Smoking Crack, but 

Won’t Step Down I For,J, 

z~ter months of denials, Mayor Rob Ford tom reporte~ Lhat he 

h ad "probably" tried era ck eoeai n e "in on e of my dru n ken 

s ~npors." He later apologized ko cry residen N, but refused to resign. 

The Lede: Video and Reaction 

~Sg Ban~adeslfi Border Guards Get Death 
Penalty Over Revo|t 

The se~tence was imposed *-~,n members of the Bangladesh Rifles 

in connection with a 2009 mt~finy in which scores were killed. 

U,S. 

State Lawmaker Pieked as New Mayor of Boston 

Mat~in ,l. Walsh won dection in Boston a~d Mike DuNgan in 

DeLroit, while Atlanta and Houston reLumed ineumbenLs to 

Walsl~ 

and a 

I ::v’* I 



Massachuse~s 

Colorado rejected sweeping school-reform measures while voters in 

MassachusetN rqiected a p~x-~posal thak sought to bring a 8, billion resork casino 

By~e ~h~s Republican Rm~off in Alabm~a 

House Race 

Bradley Byrne will face Breton LeH~-~re, a Democrat, on Dec, ~7. 

But Tuesday’s Republican primaD" runoff was largely see~ as 

tan~m~oant to the general election. 

..... Eyme 

will 

Eurlon 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

Afte~¯ SAC P|ea, Fellow Funds May Pay 

The government’s $1.2 billion settlement with SAC Cai:,itN 

Advisors set a record for insider trading penalties. For the hedge 

land industD% the hidden costs of the deal are even big,gero 

SAC 

Plea, 

Fellow 

DEALBOOK 
N~W 

New ¥o~ok Is h~vestigalting Ad~i,se~’s to Pe~Mo~ "York 

F~]~ds Investig 

BeR~amin Lawsky, the state’s financial ser~dces regula[or, wants 

to ~mow if any advice is do ~ded by in~-entives ~-~r eonflieks of interes L 

DEALBOOK 

MF Global C~,stome~’s ~A,~J[I Recove~¯ All They LosI- 

A federal bankruptcy judge cleared the way for the firm’s 

roughly 2o,ooo customers [o collec[ d~eir full $z.6 billion in 

vanished m~-~ney, covering the remaining shortfall. 

Corzine, 
the 

Sports 



BOBCATS 102, KNICKS 97 

~A’l~er~ I[~j u 
C’handb 

The ~ieks los[ [he game a~d their s~nting center Tuesday when 

"[~vson Chand]er left after injuring his right leg in the t]~s ~ quarter against the 

Bobcats. 

, N.B A Roundup James Scores 35 as Heat Earn First Road Victory 

NETS 104, JAZZ 88 
[~ The 

Nets* P~°i(le Resto~°ed as Consist.crecy ]Is N~t~’I 
B;ook 

After a shaky staCu, the Nets got back on track by dismantJing the 

Jazz ak Bare]ays Cenb~r with six Nets pbyers finishing wi[h double figures in 

pellets, led by Brook I,opez’s 27 

~D Box Scere 

Nets Full ef 5"[ars and Questiens About Roles 

In NoFoL. Locker Rooms, Traditions, Not 

Coaehes~ Rule 

In the wake of Richie Incognito’s suspension from "dee Dolphins 

amid aIIegations that he bulIied dronathan Martin, N.F.L. teams’ 

conduct in the locker room is coming under closer scrnti~y. 

The 
suspens 

ion of 

For more spolts news, 9o [o NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

A~s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

In a Rediscovered Trove ofA~t, a "i’~oimnl3I~ Ove~° 

horde of ark missing since the Nazi era yiel~ lessons about 

vagaries of survival. 

~ Slide Show: Pak~tings Discovered in Germany 

Clockwi 
..... s~ from 

left, a 

I so,,I 

Ge~qrnm~ Officials Provide Details on Looted A~t 

The first glimpse of the collection brought astonishment but also 

anger and the initial stirrings of what will likely be a long b~ttle 

"The W~nd Rises," the ~ewest animated fi]m from the ,lapanese 

director Hayao Miyazaki, has received complaints because of its 

f))eus on khe c~ation of a fighker used during World War IL 

Obituaries 

Editta Nhermar~, Celebrity ~[ oNra~tist and 

Doye~u~e of Car~eg~e Hall Nt~dJos, Dies al- t ot 

Ms. Sherman was a fl’ee-spirited 1Aaotogmpher who worked, 

raised four children and lived for 6] years in a studio penthouse 

above Carnegie Hail .- until she was forced out in 2OLO. 

,~ Slide Show: Ed~ Sherman Dies at 101 

Editta 

": She~ma 



Charlie Trotter Dies at 54; Chef Made Chicago a 

M~st 

With his flagship restauranL Mr. Trotter helped es~blish 

Chicago as a serious dining city and hdped raise the standar& of 

American cooking Nrongh books and tdmqsion. 

Doug Ireland, Acerbic Activist and ~’Vriter on 

Left- Wing, Dies alt 67 
L:~ SRUCE ?,~ESER 

Mr. h’eland had managcd the congressional campaigns of Allard 

K. Lowenstein a~d Bells Abzug and re:ore about po~itics, the 

media and gay issues. 

2006 

..... Ireland 

m 1976, 

Dining & Wine 

A Chef l’Vhose Touch V~’ill Last 

Charlie Trotter’s had a huge and lasting impact on Chicago’s culinary Iandseape, 

not the nation’s. 

Swamp to ’Fable 

A enlinary retreat like no other invites the world’s top che£s to 

h~mt for theh" o~ dinner. 

A freshly 

killed 

South 

Carolina I 

~ [] Slide Show 

A Memorial tim Marcella I[tazan 

The cookil% teacher and author was remembered Sunday at a 

memorial dinner in New York, where she lived and taught for 

four decades. 

Today’s Video 

Waliaee 

This paper-puppet animation celebrates the lif~ of Alfl’ed Russel 

Wallace, who is co-credited with Charles Darwin for the theory 

of natural sdecfiono 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Yawn 

People are not the tufty animals who yawn, or who cateh yawl~s 

h’om each o’~er; dogs and chimps even catch human yawns. It 

may have to do with empathy, which seems to have deep roots in evolution. 

~ vm~o: Buttereream Frosting 

Melissa Clark gets he]p fl:om her daughter Dahlia to make a 

delicious and flufl~; cake topping. 

, Re~ated Articb 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

New Chance {br a B~adget Compromise 

It" Rep~b~icans o1~ Capitol HUI agree to revelme increases, the job-kilting 

sequester could finally be lifted. 



EDITORIAL 

Remember tim Secured Respo~ders 

The next mayoraI a&ninistration should work with federaI, s ’tare and Iocal 

agencies to make day ]aboret:s part o1" official disaster pla~s. 

EDITORIAL 

App~°o,~g, m~d Suspending, a Dangero~s Drug 

The F.D.A. was ~qght to suspend a leukemia drug while researche~ hT to 

identify whie~ patienLs might be helped without serious risk of ~mrm~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Bloomberg, Champion of the Poor 

Usually depicted as a champion of t[~e rich, Mayor bliehael R. 

Bloomberg also sla~rted a bold antipove~%, program. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Lost Art of Loyalty 

¯ e its own reward. For Joe Biden, loyalty will have to b 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Too :Big to Breathe? 

What good are all Lhe benefits achieved in rapid economic 

growth if China beet, rues too po]luLed a place to live? 

~ Columnist Page 

For more opinion; ,qe to NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 

ON Till8 DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite ef apps: 

iPhone’,~ I iPad® I Android I 

Visit The New York Have qtaestiens? Visit otar mobile website at 

About This E-Nail 

This is an automated e-mail Please cio not reply direc[ly ~e this e-maii 

You received this message because yell signed up rer NYTirnes.com’s Today’s I-{eadl#~es rlewsietter. 

,As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi.ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The New Press <:academic@thenewpress.com> 

~Vednesday, November 6, 2013 12:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Complimentary Exam Copy: A Concise History of the Arabs by John McHugo 

"A well-written, original, and stimulating introduction to the Arab world." -- 

Gilbert Achcar, the author of The Arabs and the Holocaust: The Arab-Israeli War of 

Na rra rives 

"This concise, brilliant, and erudite book is the product of wide reading, hard thinking 
and years of direct experience of the Middle East ..... There are lively and 

informative insights on almost ever~f page." --Patrick SeMe, the author of Asad: The 
Struggle for the Middle East 

"Vivid and engaging .... invaluable for those seeking to understand the depth and 
complexity of the contemporary issues in the Arab world," --Joy Gordon, author of 

Invisible War: The United ~tates and the Iraq ~anctions 

From Algeria and Libya to Egypt and Syria, the Arab world commands Western headlines, even as 
its complex politics and cultures elude the grasp of most Western readers and commentators. 

Perhaps no other region is so closely linked to contemporary U.S. foreign policy, and nowhere else 

does the unfolding of events have such significant consequences for America. 

A Concise History, of the Arabs argues that the key to understanding the Arab world today--and in 
the years ahead--is unlocking its past. In a sweeping and fluent account, noted scholar John 

McHugo lays out the political, social, and intellectual history of the Arabs from the Roman Empire 

right up to the present day. Taking readers beyond the headlines, he describes in vivid detail a 

series of turning points in Arab history--from the mission of the Prophet Muhammad and the 
expansion of Islam to the region’s interaction with Western ideas and the rise of Islamism. This 

lucidly told history reveals how the Arab world came to have its present form, why change was 

inevitable, and a spectrum of possibilities following the Arab Spring. 

Highly informed and accessible, A Concise History of the Arabs offers insight into the history of 
Islam, the effect of misguided foreign policies, and the complicated interactions of various political 

and national groups. Including detailed maps, a glossary of Arabic terms, and helpful suggestions 

for further reading, this book is a wonderful resource for students of Middle Eastern history, 

] 
Islamic studies, religious studies, history, international relations, and foreign policy. 

[] John McHugo is an Arabist, an international lawyer, and a former academic researcher. He is a 

member of the Council for Arab-British Understanding’s Executive Committee, the chair of the Liberal 

Democrat Friends of Palestine, and a director of the British-Egyptian Society’s Supervisory Board. He 

lives in London. 

Hardcover / $26.95 / 352 pages / ISBN 978-1-59558-946-0 / Published September 3, 2013 

Also available as an e-book 

FOR A FREE EXAMINATION COPY OF A CONCISE HISTORY OF THE ARABS, 

PLEASE FILL OUT AND SUBMIT THE ~.Q~.~.~.~..~Q.~. 

ANY QUESTIONS OR iSSUES WiTH THE FORM? PLEASE E-MAIL academic@thenewpress.com 

Make sure to list university and department affiliation, the relevant courses you teach, and a 

complete mailing address (U.S. only, please). 

Examination copies will be sent only to professors considering the book for course adoption. 
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Historie~ 
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ConnectCarolina Newsletter 

ITS is implementing changes to faculty and staff 

connections to the ConnectCarolina application: off campus access to ConnectCarolina will require the 

use of Virtual Private Network (VPN) software and on campus access using wireless needs to be 

More 

information here: i~!!:~.~ ~.~L~I~ ~u,,_’~_.’._~ _.’:_’_.~h_~i~.:’,,~.,’_’~::b’_’~_~:.i~ :~ ~~:~_.’,_,’_’~.:!:.:~:.:~ ~~! ~.~ 

The ConnectCarolina Executive Sponsors have 

announced the new go-live date for the Finance and 

The project 

team is also reworking the schedule for training, 

time frame. 

~ Login to ConnectCarolina is nowthrough the landing page 

This leads to the new 

portal, and affects everyone who uses ConnectCarolina: faculty, staff, students and alumni. The MyUNC 

(http:!lmy.unc.edul) web page will be phased out. 

i"~, ~ ~.-~--, ,~.. ~ ~.-~ ,..~ ~ ............................................................................. 

Have you looked at your information in the online campus 

directory? Is your home address correct? Do you know that you can control what is displayed through 

the directory’s privacy se~ings? 

and 

click on Update Personal Information at the upper left of your screen, You can also choose whether 



certain information, such as your home and/or dorm address, is publicly viewable in the directory. 

Got questions about ConnectCarolina Finance and HR/Payroll? There’s a 

good chance our new ~.[\~:=~.-:~.have the answers! 

One of the most important parts of the 

ConnectCarolina project is extensive testing of 

the system prior to go-live This ensures that 

every piece of the system works properly and 

that ConnectCarolina will be an effective tool 

that meets your needs 

More on testing in this 

What do campus users think about ConnectCarolina? Is it 

difficult to learn? What advantages does it bring to the 

University? Find out in short videos on ConnectCarolina’s 

.’., .2~ ~Z~:.,~ L~i~.~::.~...’?.=:~.=.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:06 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Nzongola’s toners 

Hello Sonia, 

No problem. Thanks for ordering the toners. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Nzongola’s toners 

Hello Travis 

ordered 3 toners for Dro Nzongola’s printer° However, it is very important that you keep 2 of the toners, and gave to Dro 

Zongola only one. With this control I will be able to keep an inventory level of the toners and avoid to run out of supplies. 

Please, leave in my office the other 2 available. 

Thank you for your help on this matter. 

Sonia 

From: Staples Advantage Orders [mailto:Orders@staplesadvantaqe.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 3:34 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Staples Advantage Order Status (Order #119504487) 

Order Statue: Transmitted for Fulfillment 
Order #: 119504487 

Hello none 

The status of your order is °°TransmiAed for Fu~fi[~me~to°° 

Order#: 

Purchase Order Number: 

Budget Center: 

Order Bate and Eastern Time: 

Order Torn {includes shipping & tax}: 

User Name: 

User ~O: 

119504487 

EPO0286748 

EPO0286748 

11/7/2013 12:00 AM 

$97,17 

none 

SCOLON(~,EMAIL U NC. EDU 

ShipoTo: 
056 00109 
170 E FRANKLIN ST 
RM: 109 BATTLE HALL 
RTE 1P ROOM: 109 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599 



The following items have a status of"Available." These items are expected to be delivered by the date provided. 

Itens # Description Qty Price Extended Expected Delivery 

Price Date 

889139 Brother Toner Cartridge, TN-420, Black $32,39 $97,17 11/8/2013 

For Stapes Advantage Support, ca 1-800-633-6080 or emal Su~ort~s~lesadvan~qe.com 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, November 10, 2013 3:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Talks With Iran Fail to Produce a Nuclear Agreement 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: i:;i.:i.~:~c:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N 
THIS E-MAIL I i~i NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Magazine ~ [od~y’s Video 

~ Editorials O~ ~ Onlhis D~y ~ CUSTO~IZE. 

Top News 

Talks $~ith Iran Fail to Produce a N~mlear 

Agreement 

Marathm~ t~dks betwee~ major powers and Iran ii~i]ed to pro&me 

a deal to ~reeze its nuclear program, puncturing days of feverish 

anticipation. 

Con Men Prey on ContUsion Over Health Care Act 

St~te and federal authorities have repo~ed a rising nmnber of 

consumer complaints, ranging from deceptive sales prantiees to 

identity t~aeR, linked to the ~’fordable Care Act. 

LEAVING THE LAND 

New China Cit-~es: Shoddy Homes, Broken Hope 

China’s government-led mq)anization, meant to s~:fve one 

problem, may be creating a new set of troub]es that could plague 

Chinese cities fi)r generations. 

~ Slide Show: Dissat~s~ction and Dysfunction 

Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ o~c~miic: Bill de Blasio’s Circle of Power 

Key advisors in the orbit of New York City’s mayor--elect: the 

people he met as a cit3.~ oNciaL a po]itk:al operative and a 

Brooklyn parent. 



OPINION I OPINION 

How Hipsters Ruined Paris 

Kale j~ice and orgmfie brm~ch are repladng a ]egendm~" 

~eighborhood of eabareks and seedy bars. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

B~LL R~CHARDSON, a former governor of New Mexico. 

World 

Philippine Typhoon Death "FoR Feared in 

Tho~isands 

One of the strongest storms ever to make lat~dfali eu* a path of 

destruction through several islands, leading to early, 

unconfirmed estimates of as maW as m,ooo dead. 

~ ~ Video: Typhoon Ba~em Phi@pines ~ ~ More Photographs 

_Aided by A~’my of Wapers,’ E-Cigarette 

~:oos and Wins E~rope 

E]udi~g rests{crOons, e-dgal>~e se]levs outgunned ~ot just 

tobacco companies but a]so pha~meeutieal companies that 

make eompe[ing products fi)r people ~wit~g ~o s~op smoldng. 

S~o~0~ed Party of MandeJa Faces So~atlh 

Unrest 

Twenty years after the end of apard~eid, when tbe 

Nat~ona] Congress swep~ ~o power, the pa~fy is [adng perhaps 

fiercest electoral eJmlle~ge yet. 

nds 

rallied 

U.S, 

Conservative U,So Cal-l~olics FeeJ Lel~ Out oflt][~e 

Pope’s Embrace 

Conservative Catholics say Pope Francis’ recent eommenks 

abouk abortion and gay’ marriage are muddying doctrine to 

appeal to the broadest possible audiem;e. 



Slide Show: Debating a New Pope, Faith and Doctrine 

Hawaii Nears Approval of Gay Marriage 

The House of Represe~tatives o~ Friday passed a bi~ ]egalizi~g gay marriage; it 

needs final approval from the State Senate, which has alrea@ a similar bill 

, Gay Mardage ga~le Nears End in Hawaii, the Fi:st Front Line 

For 1Uot Site ha New Mexico, a Gif~ Shop but No 

Ghost Stories 
~,. ~ E~-NAN PA SANTOS 

The site of one of the na~iot~’s deadliest pNsot~ fio~s, the 

Pe~itenfiaW of New Mexico, has reope~ed its doora as a 

suq)r~singly pop~flar tourist attraction. 

,~ Photographs: Tours Open at the Penitentiary o~ New Mexico 

Business 

Treasa~re Hm~ters of the Financia~ Crisis 

In 2008, a year when the gJ~-.,bal financial system was falling 

apart m~d markets pani@ed, these i~vestors didn’t. How three 

big risks, b~ken by three firms, turned ko gold. 

I 

UoS. Seeks $864 Nlillion F~m Ba~ Over Poor Loans 

The gover*~me*~ ~ also asked for petrol ties agai*~st Rebecca Mairone, a former 

midlevel executive a* Ba~k of America’s Country, vide Finam:ial unit, 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

The Co-~ illains Behind Obesi~"s Rise 

A behavioral economist reminds himself thaL bioloKy is also a 

part of the tl~Rion’s weight pmblem o 

Sports 

N .FoLo Coaches: in Charge ~d at Risk 

J ohn Fox of the Denver Brone~-.,s and Gary Kubiak of the 

Houston Texans a~v fl~e latest to lear~ firsthm~d the hard truth 

about the demands of Lhcdrjobs. 



ALABAMA 38, LOUISIANA STATE 17 

Alabama Reminds Everyonc It~s No, ~ 

The Crimson Tide dM not look invincible - there were mistakes 

early iu [he game - but they showed they could seize control 

when it counted. 

[~ T.J. 

Dolphins~ a Fra~chisc Under Fire, Now Under a 

Nicroscope 

A]leg,~tio~s of bu]lyi~g are only the latest issue to eonfro~t the 

Miami Dolphins and ~eir ouq~er, Stephen Ross. 

Arts 

iLiberatil~g the Librettos 

What happens to the characters in operas a~ter the final entrain? 

Opera fans can only imagine. 

Familiar Drama Nhi~es Amo~g Guts m~d Gore 

The legacy of Sept. ]~ is heard loud and clear in a fall television 

season rife with the casual depiction of tortm’e and mass mm’der. 

....... Chafias 

snd 

Julianna 

Bh~rring Art, Artifice and Pop C~lture 
::.? J;’q :~Ai",:::~ 5S 

In her new albnm, ,~’tpop," Lady Gaga drops in rel~renees to 

the artists d eft Koons, and more indirectly, Botticelli, a sign ~ff 

her quest for vNidafion fl’om the visual a~s world. 

Obituaries 

duck Mitchell, Photographer of the Arts, Dies at 

~8 

Mr. Mitchell, who took thousands of portraits of dancers, 

musi~’ians, writer and other artists, was l~own for his ability to 

tease character sh~d~es from his photo session,s. 

~ ~ Slide Show: A Po~ofio of Ce~ebrated Characters 

Jack 

Mitchell 

n 1998 

Richard ~VitM~, 95, Witness to the History of 

Ax4ation, Dies 

Mr. Witkin worked for The Times for three decades aud was pat~ 

of the team that won a Pulitzer tbr cover3ge of the Challenger 

disaster. 

I Witkin I 
next to 

th a X-15 

Mmlfi’ed Ro~m~eL So~ of Ge~la~ Field Marshal, Dies at 8,4 

Mr. Rommel, a three-term mayor of Skuttga¢~, was a liberal voice in postwar 

West Germany, suppo~fing immigrant rights and strengthening d~e ~’i~"s Jewish 

populafiom 

Magazine 

The Coach Who Exploded 
r.:~ i," ~,-’,r~-~.~.~ ~...~.’,~i.~..i.. 

Since Mike Rice’s promising career was derailed by the highlight 

reel fi’om hell there’s nothing be won’t do to prove he ca~ gel his 

eompe[itive fire under control. 

tha 



INNOVATION 

From a~ ei~t-page %rm an d a photo~aph to the Common App. 

Lee Har~’ey Oswald ~A’~as My F~iend 

Fif~i yea~,~ after the J.F.K, assassi~mtion, a~ academie looks back 

at lke summer that might have changed Oswald’s life. 

Today’s Video 

~ w~o: Spotth~g Autism i~t mt I~tfmtt’s 

A tmw s tudy suggests that tracking a baby’s eye moveme*~ t may 

lead to earlier autism detectkm. 

Mark Biktman cooking with Marcella and Victor Hazan at their 

home in Horida. 

~ vmEo: App Smart: Help 

Tl~anksgi~il~g 

~M~droid and lOS apps to help i*~ the Mbihen at~d keep [he 

amused dm?i~}g the holiday, as reviewed by The Times’a Kit 

Ea ton. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

As the American militatT’s presence abroad sht{nks, so too must the Penkagon’s 

budget, The questio*~ is whether we can be sma~ about it. 

EDITORIAL 

Sti]l]l Day, genoa.s 

New rul es for comp~ ex derivatJ yes th;at cent] n ii e to threatex~ th e econ om y n eed 

to be aggressively en forced. 

EDITORIAL 

Ke~ya and tl~e inter’national (;riminal Co~Kt 

Two Kenyan leade*~ charged with crimes agai*xst humanity for the violence in 

2oo7-8 that killed more titan 1,~oo people are doing ever3ahi~g riley cm~ to 

discredit the corot. 

Fo; :’~o~e or~ir~ioI~ 90 to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Dea~° Gove~ao~" Christie 

ttere’s a don’t-do list for a possible presidential run in 2o’J6. 

~ Colurnrlist Page I Blab 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

F~m~y Girl 

~s Hilary takes ttoilywood, Sarah Silverman offers a piece of 

advice, (:M~d it’s t~ot even funny.) 

..... Douthat 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

~:hy I (Still) Suppo~ Obamaeare 

In a world where middle-class work ~s in ~:ansidon, we need a 

sLrong health care safety net. 

Fo; :’~e~e oeinioI~ ~o to NYTimes.eomtOpinios >~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Good Dens o~ Pills? ~t’s _A~yo~e’s Guess 

It’s hard to be a smart shopper l~r prescriptions, of nW kind of 

health care. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Fc’~u" ofH~e Da~°k 
L:: MAT7 ~-i~.’¢v L. ’¢vAi. 

Energy is somethi~g people like to worU about, and gr~d faHm:e 

~s ~he latest targeL of tha~ anMety. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYrimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhoneC) l iPad® Android I 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~-~ 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:58 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

Spring 2014 Graduate seminax at Duke: The Cafibbem~ at Duke: Archival Exploration 

Rolnance Studies 790s.02 

Mondays, 4:40-7:10, Location: Perkins Libraiy (room tba), Duke West Campus 

The Caribbean at Duke: Archival Exploration 

The Caribbean at Duke: Archival Exploration is a graduate Romance Studies seminar, co-taught in English by Deborah Jenson, Holly Ackerman, 
and V~/ill Hansen on Duke’s archival treasures of Caribbean culture, ranging from an early copy of the Haitian Declaration of Independence to 
recent human rights documents. We will use brief academic and literary texts to synthesize the importance of archival manuscripts, print materials, 
photographs, and other sources on colonialism, political regimes, health, and migration in the Caribbean. Class projects will be focused on 
innovative use of archival materials in Caribbean studies. 

For more information contact deborah.jenson~.duke.edu 

Na ta i ie Ha rtnan 

Associate Director 

Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 

Duke University 

phone 919-681-3983; fax 919-681-7966 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Exam 11 grade update 

Dear Dr. Sahle- 
thank you for the update. I wanted to set up an office appointment to discuss my progress in this course as well as philanthropic ideas I could participate 
in and our African American studies department as a potential minor as I am really enjoying the course. 

Thank You- 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:31 AM 

Subject: Exam 11 grade update 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 
I hope you are doingweil. 

Because of an expected developments at work today, I stiil have a few exams that I wiil need to review and offer commentary on after our class tomorrow. 

I wili then post your grades to Sakai tomorrow and bring your exam books to class on Thursday. If you wish to pick up your exam during my office hours on 

Wednesday, please feel to do so. Apologies for the one day delay in posting your grades to SakaL 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 
access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 3:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Struggle for Survival in Philippine Ci~ Shattered by Typhoon 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: ,Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N 
THiS E~IAIL I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Science Yoday’sVideo 

Editorials ~ Op~ ~ OnThis Day CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Str~ggle for Survival in Philippine City 

Shattered by 

Destroyed buildings ]~ned every road of Taeloban, the cib" hit 

hardest by the [yphoom and many streets were sdll so dogged 

wikb debris thak kbey were barely (~seernibleo 

~ ~ Video: On the Ground in Tacloban 

~ h~teract~ve Feature: A Typhoon’s Wrath Leaves s Nation in Ta~ers 

amid the 

debris 

insurers Press for Way A~om~d Hemlthe~reogov 

Senior White House officials say the adrainistradon is ope~ k) 

ways in which ii~surers eat~ handle more enrollmet~Ls and has 

s~epped up eflk)rk~ ko make that possible. 

sts say 
sofr,^,’s re 

For de Blasio, Contrac~ ’FaiRs Offer Problem 

New York’s new mayor, Bi~I de blasio, is em~sidered a [Henri of 

labor, but a looming defidt memos he won’t be able to be as 

li~endIy as it might like. 

Editors’ Picks 

~i Interactive Feature INTERACTIVE VEATtT~,: Pictures of 

T)~hoon H~ym~’s }Vrath 

T3~)hoon Haiyan, whh::h cut a destructive path across the 

Philippines on Friday, is believed by some climatologists to Be t~e skrongesk 



s ko~’m to evm’ make la*~dfalI. Thousands a~’e feat’ed dead o*’ missing, 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Etsy’s I~dustrial Revolutio~ 

Almost nothi*~g has been t~’uly han(knade for thousands of >’ears. 

QUOTATIONOFTHBDAY 

VIRGINIA BAB~NANG, a ]’eti~’ed teacher, on residents who were caught in a surge of water 
from the typhoon that swamped Tacloban, in the Philippines, 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Spyi~g Sea~dal Alters UoS, "l[ies With ,¢dlies a~d Raises T~ 

Revelations about the N.S.A. su~:ei]la~ee efforts in Europe are resulting in 

unprecedented backlash, and some wondm’ ifi~ is more h-apottant to eoI]eet 

data on a]lies or to be able to wo~’k with them~ 

Nasiru&:li~ Haqqan~ the group’s mai~ finander, was shot dead 

ou ~side Islamabad in t~e latest scuba& for tert’m{st groups 

sheltering in PaMstan, 

Mamoita~lia Con~’roiits Long Legae, y of S~ave~oy 

Mauritania abolished slavery decades ago, but by some 

measures, it s[i]I has the highest p[s;va]enee of the practice in "d3e 

world, and the govm’i~mei~t has created an agency to wipe out 

"vestiges" of t~m problem. 

~ athere 

Monday 

Mint 

Mourad 

.~, 

U,S. 

Blighted C~tie,s Prefer Razi~lg to Reb~ai|di~g 

Baltimore and ot~leF posfindustrJal dries are desh:oyh~g vacant 

buildings, ra dmr "~ an t’es to~ng them, in hopes or s ~bil~zing 

neighbo~’hoods. 

~ ~ Slide Show: Destroying in Order to Build 



Problems W~t~ Federal ~ea~h Portal Also 

Tens of thousands of ~ow-Jneome people have been prevented 

fk’om signing up for Medicaid even [hough they am eligible, 

federal and staD o~dals say. 

Of~dal at Health Site Says He Dida~’t lCamw of Poter~tia~ Risk 

’F~e e~ief digital architect lbr the ~ederal heal’~ insurance marketplace, Henry 

Chao, told congressional invesSgato~ that he was nc~[ aware of tests that 

indicated potentiN secm’i~’ flaws. 

ixii 

Business 

An Accidental Cattle Rm~eh Poi~ts the %*ay h~ 

Sustainable Farming 

The TopaK3t Ranch sells grass-Dd heel, but it began as a way to 

tW to get carbon back into the soil. 

Cl~a’a Orm-Day Shoppi~g Spree Sets Record ir~ 

O~lir~e Sales 

Chinese consumers were taking to the I~ternet in ~vcord 

nmnbers lbr an annual ~4-hour online sNe that has ballooned 

in to the world’s bigges t e--eonnneree event. 

, ~ Slide Show: Trackin9 the World=s Biggest E-Commeme Event 

~A Day for ’Bare Branches’ 

New Cow,soles on tl~e Way, but Gaming l[sr~’t tim 

Sales of a new generation d consoles eould he dented by tablets, 

smartphones and Facebook, which offer games at lower prices. 

Sports 

Mane~ave~-ing Beglns as Tl~ree "~uikees Reb~fl’ 

Offers 

The fates of Cm~tis Granderson, Hiroki Kuroda and Robinson 

Cano are uneetfNn after alI three turned down initial of[~x~ fi’om 

the Yankees. 

....... Grander 



Knicks Scrimmage Hard and Seek A~swers 
Lw S:.>’.ii i 

With mere bets <ff th e thmt offi ce watchin ~ the Knieks held 

tough pracl~ce a day a f[er a 3 l-poh~ [ ] oss to [h e Spurs 
dropped them 1o 2-40 

B~0aves Plan ~o Leaw~ Tm’~er Fielld for Suburbs 

The proposed $672 million stadium would be built i~ suburban 

Cobb County and would be pNd for by the team and the county. 

Mike 
Woodso 
~] sa d, 

Fieid 
during a 

With Hard Sell, Big-Ticket ANt Comes to A~mtion 

This week’s art auctions in New York offer the largest number of 

high-priced contemporaD" artworks to come on the market at 

Kc~ns’s 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Two "Week~ That Kdndle Hope 

.,~nm%an Ballet Theater closed its fall season on Sunduy; now it 

remains to be seen which danee~,~ vdl] make adva~ces in the 

sp~ing season. 

A ’B~RIy’ Def2i~g the lgvfllies of His Era 

In "Bully Pulpit," Doris Kearns Ooodwin examines l"heodore 

Roosevelt’s f~%ndship-turned-rivahT with William Howard Taft 

and his way of harnessing the prs;ss to challenge monopolies and advance his 

vision. 

Obituaries 

Kermit Moore, Musician lh~terested h~ the lBlaek 
E×peNenee, Is Dead at 84 

Mr. Moore, a eel]is% e<a&mtor m~d composer, was renov~aed for 

c~arnpioning the work of 2oth-eentnD’ composers. 

Kermk 

Moore 

....... I 

Science 

BY DEGREES 

A Jolt to Complaee~tey o~ Food S~*pp|y 

The negative effecLs of global climate change on agriculture are 

expel’ted to get worse, experN say, raising deep concerns about 

the global %od supply in the decades to come. 

durum 

MATTER 

Fast- Paced Evo|~tio~ h~ the A|~des 

The remarkable ecosystems known as PSramos are home to the 

fastest evolulion on Earth, a ’new study su~ests. 

ON VIEW 

Honoring Female Pio~ee~os i~ Seie~ee 

An exhibith:m offers ]i~le-knowt~ details on extraordJnaW 

women like Norence Nightingale, Hertha ,~irton and Sophie 

Kowulevski. 



Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: The Day tlm Lights ~%~t Out 

In ~oo3, a blackout c~ppled areas o[ the U.S. and Canada, 

leaving sorne 5o ~nillio~ people in the dark, Ten years later, we 

are still grappling with concerns over the vutherabi]i~" of the 

power grid. 

¯ mEc ¥ ows: Diar~a and Aaron 

Diana Oarrett m~d Aaron Thouveni~ teach a sarg-i~spired fitness 

class together. 

~ vwEo: On the Grom~d in Taclobar~ 

The Times’s Keith Bradsher reporks o~ the devas Ntion i~ 

TaOoban, Philippines, three days after T)1)boon Haiyan ripped 

through the ei[y. 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

H°an N~e~ear Ta~ks: Unfi~slhed~ l[mt Al~ve 

Opponents of a negotiated agreement with h’an bare no be~er answers on bow 

to resolve a breakdown in confidence. 

EDITORIAL 

Redefining the i~linirmun Wage 

Workers at Seattle’s airport seek subs[antially higher hom’ly pay, and they 

deserve to get it, 

EDITORIAL 

Aa~ Overdue Bm~ on ’l’rans Fats 

This Ion g-awai ted m ov e s bou ld save thousands of lives and paten d ally billion s 

of dollam in medical and economic costs a year. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Ext~’a Legroom Society 

It’s t~ot just ah~lanes, hmreasingly, :~nerb-a is a land with 

precise mi croelJ mates of exd u sivi 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Doab|e Iran Dea| 

There will not be a better oppo~mi~: to 1.~R Irmfian nuclear 

capacXy in a box and begin to wpair wladons. 

, Coiumni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

U~lear~ng G m~ Violence 

Can shootings be reduced by treating the problem with methods 

and s trategies asso~’iated with (~sease centred 

~ Cohsmni~ Page I Blog 

Fo; :’se~e oeir~ioI~ go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion >~ 



ON THiS DAY 

See "~hi~, Fro~’~ Page i Buy this Fror~ Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY]imes Pmterest 

Access The New York Times from a~wwhe~e with ,.)tAr st~ite of slops: 

iPhone:~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiof~ ~ ’ ~n.nyt=co~n ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

Tills is an automated e-maii Please do not reply directly to this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up for N"gTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTs privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ecti!~g you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i AdvellJse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Salem Press <offers@salempress.com~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

We have a Gift For You at the Southeast Library Conference, Booth #13 

Pick Up Your Free Buttons & Poster! 



View the 2013 Diqilol Cataloq 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to eun ce@ema nc edu by offers@sa empress.corn 

Instant ~emovai ~’,,ith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy’ Policy. 

Salem Press 2 University Plaza :: Suite 310 Hackensack :: NJ :: 07601 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Professor SaNe, 

hope you’re doing well. 

I have a couple of questions concerning the research paper assignment. The first topic says focusing on goal 2: eradication of poverty, when throughout 

my research I have found that actually goal one emphasizes eradication of poverty. I assume it is just a type, but I just wanted to clarify. Also, what exactly 

is meant by the term possibilities? The prompt says to examine the possibilities and limits of the framework, but I am having trouble understanding 

exactly what possibilities implies. 

Also, for my navigating the research university class I have to interview a faculty member about their undergraduate experiences. Is it possible for me to 
come by your office hours on Thursday and interview you? It should take too much time. 

Thanks a lot for your time, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colol~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Hours 

Dear Eunice 

Please see below e-mail with a detail of the hours worked b~ 

- 46,5 hours 

- 42.’75 hours 

Thank you, 

Sonia 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Hours 

Soni~ 

TNs is £or ~D, 

on AAAD department projects. 

TM Sent via the SatIlsung GALAXY S®4 Active - , an AT&T 4G LTE snlartphone 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon(/~med.unc.e&i> 

Date: 10:59 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: 

[~!j_~2e_:_9__r!_c_:_e___@- 
> 

Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Hello 

Is this PLCY department or AAAD? 

Thank you 

5onia 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: 

Below are my 

:!.0:55 AM 

Hours 

hours. Let me know if you need anything else from me. 

9:00pm-4:00am (Home) = 7 hours 
12:00pln-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
2:00pm-5:00pm (Office) = 2 hours 
1:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 3 hours 

12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
10:00am-2:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
l:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 3 hours 
11:00pm-5:00am (Home) = 6 hours 
12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
10:00am-11:30am (Office) = 1.5 hours 
12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
10:00am-11:30am (Office) = 1.5 hours 
l:00pm-3:30pm (Office) = 2.5 hours 

=46.5 hours 

12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
1 l:00am-12:00pm (Office)= 1 hour 
l:00pm-2:30pm (Office) = 1.5 hours 
10:00pm-2:30am (Home) = 4.5 hours 
12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9:00am-2:00pm (Office) = 5 hours 
1 l:00pm-4:45am (Home) = 5.75 hours 
1:00pm-4:00pm (Office)= 3 hours 
12:00pm-5:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 



1:00pm-2:00pm (FedEx/Ki~kkos), 9:00pm-1:00am (Home) = 5 hours 
9:00am-1:00pm (FedExiKinkos) = 4 hours 

= 42.75 hours 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:31 PM 

Colloredo-MaJ~sfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu-*; Hillis, Ken <khilli@email.unc.edtr% Taylor, Beverly W 

<btaylo@email.unc.edtr% Hol\veber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; [,eve, Lauren G <leve@emml.unc.edu-*; Luisetti, Federico 

<luisetfi@email.unc.edu>; Pearce, Li~ D <ldpearce@unc.edtr% Hir~htield, James <jhirscht~;email.unc.edw~; Bmndage, W Fi~hugh 

<bmndage@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu:>; Emch, Michael <emch@unc.edt~4 Lees, Jonathan M 

<jonatha~.lee@unc.edu>; Kalz, Mark <mkatz@elnail.unc.edu>; Jordan, Elizabeth A <eajordan@email.unc.edu>; Mucha, Peter J 

<much@unc.edtc,; Matthysse, Ann G -cmatthysse@bio.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <~ashby@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher 

~clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Robe~ge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Gusldewicz, Kevin M -cgus@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 

<ehube@email.tmc.edtp; Aldrich, Howard E <Howard Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 

<bautch~med.unc.edtp; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; McLaughlin, Richard M <rmm@email.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu~; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edtc4 S~ers, Rm~daJl <rstyers@unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel 

<iamdan@unc.edu>; Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu;4 Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Amago, Samuel 

~<samago@email.unc.edu>; Maria Marzma @gmail.com); Leve, Lauren G <leve@email.unc.edu> 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Nov. 15, A&S Cha~rs’ Lunch/Discussion 

Colleagues --- 

Before I forget, here is a link to a Visitor Parking Permit which is now required for everyone parking at the Friday Center. Please print it out and display it on your 

dashboard when you corne her,-:~ for the lunchidbcussh:m thb Friday at ~.2:3,:?. 

http:iiprintpa rkin~pass.corniPiWGgim4RwkO26cKOYOmXYzw?s= LyjclJIn KU u6VVS6N kOL-G 

Mere are the chairs or departmentN representatives we are expectin£ on Friday: 

Ken I-t~H~s, Communication Studies 

Marc Lange, Philosophy 

S~mue~ Amago, Romance L~nguages 

Mado Marzan, ~rt 

Jeff Corneal Dramath:: Art 

Beth Jordan, Psychology 

Arm Mstthysse, giology 

Pau~ Roberge, Lingu~s~cs 

R~chard Mcl_augh]in, Math 

Rat~da]l Styers, Religious S~:udies 

Lauren Leve, Religious Studies 

Erika Undemann, Arts & Sdences 

Also attending from the Friday Center will be Rob gruce, D~rector, Tyler Ritter, Communications & ~nstructiona~ Design, .Judith Benowitz, Program Development, 

Arlene Rainey, Part-time Classroom Studies, Carol McDonnell, CCO & SPC programs, ~nd 

~f others are aMe to come, please k~t me know as soon as possible so tha~: we have a cha# for you. 

Remember, we are meeting outsMe of the Trillium I:)~t~mg Room a~: I2:30 and we’l~ have our lu[)ch in Trillium wRh the other clients dinkey at ~:he Friday Center. For 

desserL weq~ move to the Azalea Conference Room where we’H enjoy some sweets aRd have our discussion. Weql sh~~ to eRd sL 2:00~ 

~ ~ook forward to seeing you on Friday - 12:30 outside of the Td~]hJm Dining Room. 

Tim 

F~m= Sanford, Timothy R. 
Sent= Friday, November 0~, 20~3 9:52 AN 
To= Colloredo-Nansfeld, Rudolf J; Hillis, Ken; Crescenzi, Mark ]; Taylor, Beverly W; Hofweber, Thomas (ho~eber@unc.edu); Leve, Lauren G; Luise~i, ~derico; Pearce, Lisa 
D; Hirschfield, James Ohirschf@email.unc.edu); Brundage, W Fitzhugh; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Emch, Michael; Lees, Jonathan N; KaY, Mark; Jordan, Elizabeth A; Pe~r 
Nucha (mucha@unc.edu); Na~hysse, Ann G; Ashby, Valerie S; Clemens, J. Christopher; Roberge, Paul T (ptr@email.unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Huber, Evelyne H; 
Aldrich, Howard E; Lysle, Donald T; Bautch, Vic~ria L; SaNe, Eunice N; NcLaughlin, Richard N; Bobbi Owen (owenbob@emaEunc.edu); Lindemann, Erika; S~ers, Randall; 
Anderson, Daniel; Cowell, Glynis S. 
~e; Bruce, Rob; Tyler Ri~er (etri~er@email.unc.edu); Judith Benowitz (benowitz@email.unc.edu); Arlene Rainey (arlene_ra~ney@unc.edu); McDonnell, Carol B 
Nubje~t= RE: Nov. ~5, A~ Chairs’ Lunch!Discussion 
Thanks to those who haw~ re%~onded about the Chairs’ [unchiDbcussh:m on Nov. I5 here at the Friday Center, but f’ve not heard ~rom mat~y of you. I hope you or 

another faculty member from your department can join us; please Jet me know at your earliest convenience. 

We have s slight charge in the arrangements this year. We wH~ be esL~ng ~n the TrHHum d~n~r~g room starting at 12:30 w~Lh our oLher conference attendees that day, 

and then we will adjourn to the Aza]e~ conference room for our discussion. We w~ stN end ~t 2:00. A draft copy of the agenda for our discussion ~s attached to 

g~ve you some ~dea of the topics we hope to cover. Hopefully there wH] also be time for top~cs you m~y wish to raise. 

Please Jet me know about the lSth if you have not already respot~ded. ~ k)ok forward ~:o see~t~g you then. We’H meet in ~ront of the : T HJm Dm~t~g Room. 

Nappy November[ 

F~a: Sanford, Timothy R. 
Sent: Friday, October l~, 2013 4:23 PN 
Te= Colloredo-Mansfeld, Rudolf J; HillJs, Ken; Crescenzi, Mark J; Taylor, Beverly W; Ho~eber, ~omas (b_£~@_@E@#_t)£,#~@; Leve, Lauren G; LuiseRi, Federico; Pearce, Lisa 
D; Hirschfield, James (ihirschf@emaiLunc.edu); Brundage, W Fi~hugh; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair; Emch, Nichael; Lees, Jonathan N; KaY, Mark; Jordan, Elizabeth 
Nucha (mucha@unc.edu); Ma~hysse, Ann G; Ashby, ValerJe S; Clemens, 3. Christopher; Roberge, Paul i (ptr@email.unc.edu); Guskiewicz, Kevin N; Huber, Evelyne H; 
Aldrich, Howard E; Lysle, Donald T; Bautch, Victoria L; SaNe, Eunice N; NcLaughlin, Richard N; Bobbi Owen (owenbob@emajLunqedu); Lindemann, Erika 
Ce= Bruce, Rob 
Subje~t: Nov. ~5, A&S Chairs’ Lunch!Discussion 
Most of you received my save-the-date message the end of August, and now I want to issue an official invitation to you to attend our next Lunch/Discussion with 

the Chairs on Friday, Nov. ~5 from ~2:30-2:00 here at the Friday Center in the Magnolia Lounge. We promise you a good meal accompanied by some interesting 

discussion about topics of interest. I’ll send out the agenda later, but I’ve attached the notes from our session last fall to remind you of the Idnds of topics we 

discuss. Our programs exist because of your courses and your instructors, and we need to know the directions you feel we should be pursuing. 

Please let me know if you will be able to join us on Nov. ~5. Some of you did respond to the earlier message, but please confirm again in case your schedule might 

have changed. If you are unable to come, you are welcome to have another faculty member from your department attend. We’d like to have as many of your 

departments represented as possible along with the College. 



Thanks for working with us and I hope to see you on Nov. 15. 

Have a good weekend. 

Tim 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

919-962-2644 

919-962-5549 (fax) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Graham @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 1:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

checking in 

Hi Eunice, 

I hope yonr day is going well! Did eveD~thing work out okay ruth the updated version of the map? It looks like it has already been updated online, and it hopefully also 

worked for the presentation your boss made. 

I wanted to also check in atx~ut the newsletter layout. What did the editorial board decide? Iffl~ey indeed would like to move forward ruth a newsletter laid ont by that 

first week of December, it would be great if you and I could meet tomorrow to go over details. You could also pass along photos and content at that time. I understand 

if the board decides to t~ a dilt~rent method that might be quicker, but w~mt to make sure I do hit the ground running ifI will be involved. 

Please t~el tiee to get in touch with may questions! 

Warm regards, 

Linda 

Linda Grahan~ Design 

PO Box 1554 I Carrboro, NC 27510 
www. LindaGra~h~mDesign .corn 

www.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Truesdale, Jonathan Edward Walker <jontrue@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RA Card Confirmation a~d Guidelines - 

Davis Library Circulation 

RA Borrower’s Card Confirmation and Guidelines 

Guidelines for Faculty Member 

1. The individual you have designated as your research assistant, has been given an RA borrower’s card in your name. She will retain borrowing 

privileges with the card until             The RA card number is 

2. Normal circulating Davis books checked out to the RA card receive a 180-day faculty loan period. Materials can be renewed by bringing the books and the RA card 

to the Davis Circulation Desk, or by following the below online renewal instructions: 

Go to the MyLibrary (https:ffwebcat.lib.unc.eduipatroninfo~S1i) page on the Library website. Log in using the faculty member’s last name, the "8900..." card 

number near the beginning of this message, and use the last four digits of the RA card number as the PIN. 

Click on the link that states the number of items charged to the account. 

Check the boxes next to the titles you would like to renew and then click the Renew button. To renew all materials, click the "Renew All" button. 

Note: When you log in with the RA card number, you will NOT see books that were checked out with your OneCard. Your personal library account is separate from 

the RA account. 

3. You are responsible for all materials checked out to the RA card. You will receive any courtesy notices, overdue notices, recall notices, and bills. You will be 

responsible for all fines and bills accrued to the card. 

4. Please notify the Circulation Department in writing if your RA leaves before the privilege expiration date stated above. By giving us an updated expiration date, 

you help us ensure that no materials are charged in your name after your assistant has stopped working for you. 

5. Faculty members may have up to two borrowing RA’s at any time. Initial borrower’s cards for these accounts are provided free of charge. Replacement cards can 

be requested at a cost of ~5 each if necessary. In special circumstances, an additional RA may be authorized by the head of the Circulation Department. 

7. The RA card should be returned to the Davis Library Circulation Department when the RA has completed his or her term as your research assistant. This will 

further help us ensure that no materials are charged in your name once an RA no longer works for you. 

8. When the RA card expiration date approaches, you may renew the card by filling out a new RA card application. Applications are available at the Davis Library 

Circulation Desk. 

If you have any questions about your RA account/s, please contact Jonathan Truesdale, the Davis Circulation Borrower’s Card Assistant (jontrue@email.unc.edu; 

962-:1053). 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 8:21 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lisl~rv.unc.edu> 

&sc~gra~students@listserv.unc.edu; &scgvents@li st~rv.unc.edu 

[asc faculty] Symposium, Nov. 18, DiaJogues on Easl Afi-ica m~d African Uni~ at 50 

Hello Everyone, 

We hope you can join us for a one-day symposium sponsored by the UNC Department of Mrican, African-American, and Diaspora Studies. The theme of the symposium is 
"Dialogues on East Africa and African Unibl at 50" and it will be held next week in the University Room of Hyde Hall. The symposium program is below. The keynote speaker for 
the symposium is Professor Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o, a former minister and now a senator in Kenya, who is currently a visiting scholar at Harvard University. A light lunch will be 
served. Please contact the AAAD Department for more information. 

SYMPOSIUM: DIALOGUES ON EAST AFRICA AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50 
NOVEMBER 18, 2013 

LOCATION: 
10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 

6.00PM-7.00PM, KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER, AUDITORIUM) 

10.00am-10.15am: Arrival and Coffee 
10 15am-10.30am: Opening remarks: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

10.30AM- 12.00PM (ROUNDTABLE): FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY TO AFRICAN UNION 

Chair: Eunice N SaNe (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Bereket H Selassie (UNC-Chapel Hill) 
Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

12.00PM-I.30PM: LUNCH 

1.30PM- 3.00PM: NATIONAL COHENSION, BLACK DIASPORA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Mueni wa Muiu and Guy Martin (Winston-Salem State University): Kenya, the U.S., and China in East Africa: The End of an Era 
Gaurav Desai (Tulane University): The Indian Presence in East Africa:Implications for National Cohesion and African Unity 
Omar All (University of North Carolina at Greensboro): Black Diasporas in the Indian Ocean World: ’African Unity’ in the Long Duree 

3.00PM-3.30PM: COFFEE BREAK 

3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT 

Chair: Kenneth Janken 

Panelists: 
Esther M. Lisanza (UNC-Chapel Hill): 50 years of Language Debates in East Africa’s Education Systems. 
Marie Garlock (UNC-Chapel Hill): Mining and Displacement in South Coast Kenya: Oral performance towards restorative justice 
Eunice N. SaNe (UNC-Chapel Hill): Feminism and political economy d development in East Africa 

6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER) 

Introduction: Jonathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard University) 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and the African Studies Center 

Stacey Sewall 

Assistant Director 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 





From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Updates 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

Hope all is well. So, I have successfully gotten the RA card {got confirmed today) and will be borrowing books from the library on your behalf. So, I went 

ahead and got some books and dropped them off with      earlier. 

On the folder "SDCEA" that I have shared with you, I have created folders that distinguish the source from which I got the articles from. Also, I created a 

Word document that has links to relevant videos and newspaper articles. 

Let me know if you have any questions or requests. 

Also, when are your regular office hours? I would like to be able to pop in when I have a quick question or something. 

Asa rite ! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD ] 

Dr. Sahle, 
I was feeling veW poorly last Thursday and missed class. I understand the course poliW regarding attendance and I have missed more than one class. I wanted to ask if there were aW 
additionally assignments that I could complete to improve my final grade because of this. 
Thank you for any help and suggestions. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:41 PM 

SaNe, Em,,Jce N <em,,Jce@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Permission to send out a survey tbr Anthrolx)logy 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am currently in your AAA    class at 9:30am. I am conducting an anthropology project on interracial couples, exploring the 

history and the current opinions of interracial couples in modern times for my ANTHRO    class. I was wondering if you would mind if I sent out a survey 

to the class to ask people to fill out the survey by email. Our professor has asked us to get permission from the classes we are asking to fill out the survey. 

Let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 6:41 AM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.uuc.edu> 

[asc tgculty] Please promote FLAS m your students! 

Dear ASC Faculty, 

As many of you know, the application season for FLAS fellowships is coming up. This is the time for students to begin the application process, by familiarizing themselves with 
the requirements and gathering recommendation letters, transcripts, etc. But, we are finding that many students interested in Africa are not aware of the FLAS Fellowship! 

If you get a chance, please announce the fellowship competition in your classes, and in particular, please discuss it with your graduate students. The ASC is 
hoping to request more FLAS awards in our next grant proposal, and we would like to have a strong showing of interest amongst graduate students this year. 

Some quick FLAS facts: 

FLAS is short for Foreign Language and Area Studies. Students take courses in African languages and the region in order to receive substantial tuition and stipend awards. 

ASC awards 4 graduate and 2 undergraduate fellowships per academic year, plus at least 2 summer fellowships. 

If students want more information, the student info page on our website africa.unc.edu will lead them to FLAS info, or they can attend one of the upcoming information 
sessions: 

November 13, 2013 at 3:00 pm, Room 3009 in the Global Education Center. 

November 19, 2013, at noon, Room 4082 in the School of Law 
December 5, 2013 at 11:00 am, Room 3009 in the Global Education Center 

or they can send me an email. We’d love to hear from them. 

THANK YOU!! 
Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 

(919) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge African Studies <mail.skozxrlpeoccfomrs@tandf.msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:01 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

V’Vill you be attending the ASAI 3? 

Not di:=~i:~yii=g corre~:tlf? View it= t;our bro’,.vs.:;r: http://tandf.msgfocus com/q/17GFOMgDjUWiuRtHHPd4nj/wv 

Plain text version i Add to safe senders list 

Will you be attending the 
ASA13? 

Dear Eunice Sahle, 

Will you be attending the ~0t3 African Studies Assoeiatioe 

Conference in I~ltit~ore on Noven~ber 21 o 24, 20t37 

if so. make sure to drop by the Routledge stand, no. 209, for free 

Win prizes with STAR 

if you’re ba.,~ed in AtTica you ,’:ouk~ be eligibie te reg~sl:er fer STAR 

which provides one month’s FREE online access for indwidual 

researchers from emerging regions to supper writing and 

pub~cal:ior~ To check if yeu’re eligible to register for STAR please 

view the full list of countries Register for STAR at o~ ASA 

Find out mo~ about STAR. 

Hot Topic on Politics 
November’.,~ Hot Topic of ti~e Month is Poiiiics arid irlck~des articles 

on the elections in Kenya, South Africa. Uganda and Libya. Enjoy 

_f.r__e_..e__~n_.~_!.n__e___a_c_q_e_.~_s_ to aRicies on the theme today 

Area Studies Subject News Page 
Visit our _e__x___c__~_~_s__!y__e____s__~__bj_e__~_t__~_e___w___s___p___a_g__e_ where you can find the 

promotions! 

Route~dge African Stu~lies 

wffw tandfonline.com 

Taylor & Francis imprints 

_S_].g__r}___u_D___b_}~__s_’__u__b]_e__c__t__’_a__r_e__a_ to receive ne~t,~ and offe~s st~aight to you[ inbo× f~om the Taylor & F~a~cis 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell yo~r email address to any oEts~de organizations. 

Copyright 20’12 [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name o[ Informa UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&,’!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscdbe, please cl~ck her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 

Powered by      ] 





Fixim: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <azongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:05 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu:~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Gaurav Des~fi 

Dear Sonia, 

Oaurav told me that he has found funding for his own hotel costs, and he knows the Chapel Hill area veiN well, so ;ve don’t need to make reservations for him. Unless he has communicated 
something else to Eunice, all I asked her was to include him in the Sunday dimaer at 411. 
Georges 

Oeorges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel }Jill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel              (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (off’ice) 

Frum: Cnlun, Sunia 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:20 AM 
Tu: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Sut~ject: Gaurav Desai 

Guod murning Prufessur Nznngula 

Eunice asked me tu contact the Carulina lnn tu charge Dr Desai hotel stay towards the speaker account. Huwever, The Carulina Inn do not have a persun under the name of Gaurav Desai 
( the?’ have person with his last name, but the first name do not match). I am wondering if Dr. Deasi have a reservatiun in uther hotel. 

Please let me know so I can make the arrangement fur the hutel charges. 

Thank yuu, 

Sonia Culun 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Departtnent - 962-4854 
Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 
(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, ~adrican American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 
Battle Hall, CB # 3395 
(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12,) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:09 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Gaurav Des~fi 

Thank you Dr. Nzongola 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:05 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: Sahle, Etmice N 
Subject: RE: Oaurav Desai 

Dear Sonia, 

Oaurav told me that he has found funding :for his own hotel costs, and he knows the Chapel Hill area very well, so we don’t need to make reservations for him. Unless he has communicated 
something else to Eunice, all I asked her was to include him in the Sunday dinner at 411 
Oeorges 

Oeorges Nznngola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Wednesday, Nnvember 13, 2013 8:20 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Gaurav Desai 

Good morning Professor Nzongola 

Eunice asked me to contact the Carolina Inn to charge Dr Desai hotel stay towards the speaker account. However, The Carolina [rm do not have a person under the name of Gaurav Desai 
( they have person with his last name, but the first name do not match). I am wondering if Dr Deasi have a resepcation in other hotel. 

Please let me know so I can make the arrangement for the hotel charges. 

Thank you, 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

PuNic Policy Dcparm’~cnt - 962-4854 
Abcrncthy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African American & Diaspora Studies - 966-1295 Battle Hall, CB # 3395 (T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo < ,@yalaoo.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:28 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Dra£t - introductory remarks 

Dear Eunice, 

This is fine Very thankful for your kindness 
Peter 

Sent Iicom my iPad 

On Nov 13, 2013, at 14:29, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc edu> "vVl-ote: 

Dear Peter, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Attached are remarks that I have prepared for my boss for your introduction. Please feel to add, delete,etc when you have a moment 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

<dra~ (Introduction Nov 18 - Professor Peter A N.docx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesdav November 13 2013 12:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o Live Webcast Tomorrow at Harvard 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: King-Close, Alexandria Marie [akclose@hsph.harvard edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:35 AM 
To: i      ~)gmail.com;             ~)gmail.com; Nyong’o, Dorothy O;             ~)yahoo.com; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; george@arrforum.org; G Omondi@alumni.ac.uk; 

@gmail.com; ~hotmail.com; @ahoo cam; ~)gmail.com 
Cc: Anyang’ Nyong’o <:            ~gmail.com>,             ~)gmail.com); Anyang Nyongo, Peter; Johnson, Betty 
Subject: Peter Anyang’ N,vong’o Live Webcast Tomorrow at Harvard 

Dear Colleagues, 

Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o will be speaking tumorruw at the Harvard Schuo[ uf Public Health in a leadership discussion that will be webcast live<http://www.hsphharvard.edu/pulic’/- 
transl ati on- l eadershi p-develupment/decis ion-making-v u i c e s-from-the-fi el d/peter-am’ a n~-n v u n ~ u-former-m ini ster-of-medi c al-s ervic e s-for-kenv a i>, from 12:30-1:30pm US. Eastern Time. 

Please find beluw further in~2~rmation abuut the webcast. We hupe you will be able to tune in 

All the best, 
Alexandria 

Alexandria King-Cluse 
Senior Prugram Coordinatur 
Divisinn uf Pulicy TransIatiun & Leadership Develupment 
Harvard Schuul uf Public Health ] 677 Huntington Ave, Kresge 1007 i Bostun, MA 02115 

617-432-1840 ] akclose@hsph harvard edu<mailto:ak cluse(~hsph.harvard, edu> 

’]7he Decision-Making: Voices from the Field 
Leadership I)iscussiun Series at Harvard Schuol of Public Health invites yuu to watch: 

LIVE WEBCAST 
LINKING POVERTY REDUCTK)N TO ]N/2PROVI{I) ACCESS TO HI:~%L~,[I I (7ARE: EXPERI[gNCES b~{l)M KEN’~’A 

A Cunversatiun with Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o, Furmer Manister :[’or Medical Services fur Kenya 

Thursday, Noveraber 14, 2013 
12:30 PM- 1:30 PMET 
Watch at hsph.nre/ny~ng~<http://~vw~v.hsph.harvard.edu/p~icY-trans~ati~n-~eadership-deve~pment/decisi~n-making-v~ices-f~‘~m-the-~e~d/peter-an5~ang-nY~ng~-f~rmer-minister-~f- 
medical-services-for-kenya/> 

Professor Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o has taught at the University of Nairobi, E1 Colegio de Mexico, and Addis Ababa Universi)-, and joined the African Academy of Sciences as Head of 
Programs frora 1987 to 1992. Professor Anyang’ N¥ong’o was xvas elected to Parliament in 1992 and has served in various capacities since then. He was Minister for Plamxing and National 
Development from 2003 to 2005 and Minister for Medical Sel-v’ices from 2008 to 2013. He is currently the Senator for Kisumu Court)-. Professor Anyang’ Nyong’o has published several 
books and articles on democracy, democratisation, the state and the political economy of development in Africa. In 1995 he xvas awarded the German-African Award for his contribution to 
democracy and democratization in Africa. Professor Anyang’ Nyong’o is set’,dng as a Brtmdtland Senior Leadership Felloxv at the Harvard School of Public Health in Fall 2013 

Video will be posted on-demand later on the event website<http://~vw~v.hsph.harvard.edu/p~ic~-trans~ati~n-~eadership-deve~pment/decisi~n-makin~-v~ices-fr~m-the-fie~d/peter-an~ang- 
ng ongo-fonner-minister-of-medical-services-for-kenya/>. 

About Decision-making: Voices from the Field<http:/iwww. hsph. ha t’,~ard, e duip o lic¥-transla tion-1 e a dership-develo p ment/decision-making-voic e s-from-t he-field/> 

The "Decision-Making: Voices from the Field" webcast leadership discussion series at Harvard School of PuNic Health invites leaders to speak about their experiences making decisions 
that affect global health. Highly interactive and candid, this series is produced in The Leadership Studio for a student audience. The high-definition xvebcast is strearaed live and posted for 
future viexving. Students learn frora experienced leaders about decisions that were efihctive, decisions that failed, and xvhich decisions, if any, could have been made differently. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 2:40 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

WG Almouncements and Meeting: Friday, November 15, 2-3:30 

The Working Group on Latina/o Transnational Labor, Politics, and Gender invites you to their meeting on Frid ay, November 15, at 2 p.m. at the Center for 

Documentary Studies Auditorium (1317 W. Petti~rew St., Durham) at Duke. Food and Drh~k will be pro~4ded. 

The Working Group on Latina/o Transnational Labor, Politics, and Gender will unite scholaJcs, graduate students, and community members t?om the Durham-Chapel 

Hill axea to discuss how cultural, political, and economic relationships among the Americas shape our understanding of Latina/os living in North mad South America. By 

hokting monthly writing workshops, inviting guest scholars, and hosting community thrums, this group will promote ~holarship that understands Latina/o communities, 

experiences, a~ld identities as produced via a reciprocal relationship between the U S and Latin America. The group will specificdlly look at how this is produced, 

enacted, and theorized thiough labor, art, politics, gender, sexuality, a~ld community formation. 

This week’s discussion will focus on tmnsnationalism and ~nigration. We welcome all who axe interested in paxticipating, exchanging ideas, and learning fiom the 

discussion. If you are interes~ted in attending the meeting, please contact Sarah McNamaxa, sarahmc(~email.unc.edu or Yufidia Ramlrez, ,~ridia.ramirez~duke.edu to 

get a coW of the readings. Also, feel fiee to contact us if you have any questions or need help with transportation to Duke. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insiden.vfimes@n~lime s.com> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 5:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu;~ 

@Times: Top 5, Great Homes and Deslinalions, Far-Flung Fashion and More 

If you have trouble reading tMs email, go to ht[p:/~,vwvcnT[imes.comiadWemailadsiedi[promoi2013! 113/attirnes iltml 

I ~’-’i @Times Newsletter 
J 

November13,2013-- 

Great Hoines and Destinations 

There’s a great big wot’[d of real estate out there, and The Times 

covers it ;all in its Gt’eat Homes and Destinations section, with 

and listings. Go house hunting in ’.[9!~9.~1R, .EOZtB~, 32~2.~!~2~A~: and 

Northern Ire]sod (to name j~st a Jew locales); see what you get 

[2.L~.259.,LtLt£Z in Chieago~ s~burban Atlanta or Newport, R.L; 
and gain insights on dmxking, and lh, mg, outside the boxM~aped 

room with a look at a unique leaf-shaped he~se in Nnland. 

Far-Flung Fashion 
As chronicled in The Times’s Fashion & Style secLion, Lhe 

fashions are ft’equently fmmd [’ar from the catwalks. Chiara de 

.~]#5.~£, the dangh[er or New York City’s mayo>elect, is at the 
fore[>ont of the return of the goral headba~ad: Adam Driver. 

star of HBO’s ~Oir[s." ~as become an n~likely presence i~ the 

fashiou world; a~ad eves some rushers in the New York City 

5~#.~:#!~!9~ found time to show their style. 
qour besL look from Lt~e week, ;rod explain why you chose the 

entfit and what i~flue~eed iL 

The New York Times Store: USE CODE 30PIX 

Dol~t ~iss on N’~Times corn 

TELEVISION ]More "Downton Abbey" Is Ordered Up 

DAN(E i ’ L’Allegro," Mat’k M orris’s Renow~ed Masterwork, 

Returns 

DESIGN ~ Ombr~: A Ubiqukous Word got’ That F;~ded Look 

M~=SIC [ Early Beat[es on the BBC~ Bantering and Bluesy 

Tt{ EATER ~ "~i1~e MutiIated": No[ Quite Lavem~e and Shirley 

Top 5 Viewed Features o~ ~4,~ .......... 
(Beh~’een Nov 6 - 12, 2013) 

1.CBS to Ce~z’eet Erroneous Report on Benghazi 

2 .[[l~ey Loved Yore" G,P,A. Thm~ They Saw Vomit’ Tweets 

3 .Is R O.K~ to ~11 Cyclists? 

4.The Passion of Parenting 

VIDEO I What’s In It Pumpkin 

Flavor 

~ VIDEO [ What’s In R: 

Pumpkin Flavor 

Pumpkin-flavored products are 

hot these days. But the 

industry’s biggest secret about 

these products is that there is 

often little or no pumpkin in 

them. 

SLIDE SHOW I From 
Architecture to Art in Aru ba 

~ SLgDE SHO~N I From 

Architecture to Art in Aruba 

Take a spin armmd this sunny 

island off the coast of South 

America. 

INTERACTIVE I Seeking 
Students’ Short "HamleF Videos 

~ INTEP~&CTIVE ] Seeking 

Students’ Short "Hamlet" Videos 

The New York Times invites 

student actors to submit their 

performances of lines fi’om 

"Hamlet" using Instagram. 

Join the 
Conversatio~ 

A Designer*s 

Last Days 

The photographer 

Nick Waplington, 

who eaptnred the 

creation of Alexander McQneen’s 

final collection for a book, shares 

his memories of the experience. 

[] Join the Conversation ,,; 



The New York Times Wine Clu b: Receive 50% OFF 

your first wine club shipment 

B~oming 
A weekly 
newsletter on the 
78 million baby 
boomers born 
between 1946 
and 1964, with 

ii~ Booming 
news, 
information, 
essays, debates, 
music, books and 
more 

BeaIB% k 

Delivered before 

the opening bell 

and after the 

market close, the 

DealB%k email 

..... lefter 
[ i~i Deal Book ] 

provides breaking 

news about 

M&As, hP.O.s, 

venture capital 

and more. 

The Co~ecfion 

All things fashion 

from The New 

York Times, 

featuringlatest in ,laws,the [~i q-:: ~oii:ction 

trends end 

runway coverage 

from acclaimed 

critics and 

reporters 

ABOUT THIS El~AIL 

@Times comes to you ftom tile NYTimes corn marketing department You received this message because you signed lip 

for N"WTimes.com’s @Times newsle~er. 

Msnaqe Subscriptions I L;nsubscribe i Chsnge Your Email I Privacy Policy I Advertise I Contact 

The New York Times Company I Copy[ight 2013 I N’Yq-h’nes corn 620 Eightil Avenue, New York, i’4Y 10018 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: AAAD 

Dr. Sahle, 
Thank you vely much. I appreciate it! 
Sincerely, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:03 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: AAAD 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

I will excuse your absence from Thursday last week given that you were sick 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD 

Dr. SaNe, 
I was feeling very poorly last Thursday and missed class. I understand the course policy regarding attendance and I have missed more than one class. I wanted to ask if there were any 
additionally assignments that I could complete to improve my final grade because of this. 
Thank you for an?’ help and suggestions. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:46 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Announcement 

image002.jpg 

Hearty congratulations, Kermeth! I am sure you’ll enjoy working ~vith my fellow Davidson alunmus Bill Ferris He was one of my mentors at Davidson during my freshman (and his senior) 
year, 1963-64. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (off’ice) 

Frumi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce@)emafl.unc~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nuvember 13, 2013 3:01 PM 
Tu: department listserv 
Sut~iect: RE: Announcement 

[)ear Culleagues, 

’]7his is a folluw up to une uf the items that I highlighted at our meeting today. Beluw is the Ufflcial annuuncement that was sent tu Chairs in the last huur Congrats again Kenneth! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

[)ear Culleagues, 

I am pleased to announce that Professor Kenneth Jartken will become Interim Director of the Center for the Study of the American South effective January 1, 2014 tl-trough Jur~e 30, 2015. 

Kenneth Janken is a professor of African, African-American, and Diaspora studies and adjunct professor of history who joined the L~’~’C’ faculty in 1991. His research and ~vriting has 
focused on some central themes in the history of the ~erican South such as race, power, politics, and justice. He is the author of Walter \~2~ite: Mk. NAACP, which is a biography of one 
of the most prominent African American leaders (and an Atlanta native) of the first half of the twentieth century. Janken also wrote a biography of an influential African American thinker, 
titled Rayford W. Logan and the Dilermna of the African-American Intellectuah He currently is working on a history of the Wilmington Ten and the conflict around school desegregation in 
that city in the 1970s. 

The Center for the Study of the Anrerican South is among the foremost centers of its kind, ~videly respected for protnoting research, teaching, and public dialogue on the history, culture, and 
evolving global importance of the southern United States. 

We look forward to Professor Janken’s leadership and to working with him to further the mission of the Center for the Study of the Anrerican South. 

[cid:m~age002.jpg@01 CEE07A.E9561D90] 
Terry E. Rhodes 
Senior Associate Dean 
Fine Arts and Humanities 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@emaihunc.edu<mailto:nzon~ola(~emaih~mc.edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS&n T&l aaad&o 33855641 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33855641-65646455 la8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:leave-33855641- 
65646455. la8921114987cc58e21e5721 c38ee5fS@listser~z.unc.edu> 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@emaihunc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://listsunc edu~’u?id 65646444b684d774e3fcd0fl~ca2celb52cd3a3e6&n T&I aaad&o 33857231 

or send a blank entail to leave-33857231-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0Poca2celb52cd3a3e6@listser,~.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; department liskserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Announcement 

image002.jpg 

Hearty congratulations, Kermeth! I am sure you’ll enjoy working ~vith my fellow Davidson alunmus Bill Ferris He was one of my mentors at Davidson during my freshman (and his senior) 
year, 1963-64. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~             (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (off’ice) 

Frumi Sahle, b;unice N[eunlce@)emafl.unc~edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nuvember 13, 2013 3:01 PM 
Tu: department listserv 
Sut~iect: RE: Announcement 

[)ear Culleagues, 

’]7his is a folluw up to une uf the items that I highlighted at our meeting today. Beluw is the Ufflcial annuuncement that was sent tu Chairs in the last huur Congrats again Kenneth! 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

[)ear Culleagues, 

I am pleased to announce that Professor Kenneth Jartken will become Interim Director of the Center for the Study of the American South effective January 1, 2014 tl-trough Jur~e 30, 2015. 

Kenneth Janken is a professor of African, African-American, and Diaspora studies and adjunct professor of history who joined the L~’~’C’ faculty in 1991. His research and ~vriting has 
focused on some central themes in the history of the ~erican South such as race, power, politics, and justice. He is the author of Walter \~2~ite: Mk. NAACP, which is a biography of one 
of the most prominent African American leaders (and an Atlanta native) of the first half of the twentieth century. Janken also wrote a biography of an influential African American thinker, 
titled Rayford W. Logan and the Dilermna of the African-American Intellectuah He currently is working on a history of the Wilmington Ten and the conflict around school desegregation in 
that city in the 1970s. 

The Center for the Study of the Anrerican South is among the foremost centers of its kind, ~videly respected for protnoting research, teaching, and public dialogue on the history, culture, and 
evolving global importance of the southern United States. 

We look forward to Professor Janken’s leadership and to working with him to further the mission of the Center for the Study of the Anrerican South. 

[cid:m~age002.jpg@01 CEE07A.E9561D90] 
Terry E. Rhodes 
Senior Associate Dean 
Fine Arts and Humanities 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@emaihunc.edu<mailto:nzon~ola(~emaih~mc.edu>. 

To ansubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS&n T&l aaad&o 33855641 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33855641-65646455 la8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS@listserv.unc.edu<mailto:leave-33855641- 
65646455. la8921114987cc58e21e5721 c38ee5fS@listser~z.unc.edu> 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Permission to ~nd out a survey for Anthropology 

Hello, 
Okay, thanks so much! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:02 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Permission to send out a survey for Anthropology 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. Kindly make the announcement in class tomorrow before circulating the email. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:40 plVl 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Permission to send out a survey for Anthropology 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am currently in your AAA    class at 9:30am. I am conducting an anthropology project on interracial couples, exploring the 

history and the current opinions of interracial couples in modern times for my ANTHRO    class. I was wondering if you would mind if I sent out a survey 

to the class to ask people to fill out the survey by email. Our professor has asked us to get permission from the classes we are asking to fill out the survey. 

Let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gullo, John A <gullo@s~g.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp://www.bloornberg.corn/news/20:13-:lO-2:l/magneta r-goes- 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

http://www~thefisca~tirnes~c~m/Artic~es/2~3/~9/23/wh~-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

http://www.char~tte~bserver.corn/2~3/~/~8/445~292/even-~ff~the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htrn~#.U~RpK~KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:!iwww, n yti m es.co m/20 ~_2/07/:]. 3/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tin I? 
_s_c__p___=___2___&__s__q= cit i z e n s % 20 u n it e d & s t = S e a r c h & r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http:i/www.bloomberg,com/newsi20:B-$O-:15/burger-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-government-aid,html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

h tt p://www.wa s h ingto n m o n thly.co m!m a g a z in e/n ove m be r_d e ce rn be r_20:]L3!fe at u res/selective_s e rvice047353, p h p 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: ~outlook,com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

bttps:!!www.facebook.com!SEANC25 

You axe currently subscribed to seanc as: eunice({~email.unc.edu. 

To unsnbscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.eduiu?id 65255440.fdf6fdlfadba024120917e3117e87879&n T&l seanc&o 33857583 

(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emml to leave-33857583-6525544.0.fdf6tktl fadba024120917e3117e87879@listserv.unc.edu 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Eichner, Maxine <meichner@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:35 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listserv.unc.edu> 

Re: Wednesday News 

I’In loving these clips, John. Thank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo(?~sog.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp:!/www.Noomberg.com/news!20:13-:10-2:1/magneta r-goes-long-ohio-town-while-s horting-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 

http:!/www.marketwatch.com/story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-20:13-:1:1-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 

h ttp://www, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co rn p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 
speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u hired&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-10-15/burger-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-government-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 

John Gullo 

SEANC District 25 News Service 
SEIU Local 2008 
https : / /¢~ww.facebook.com/SEANC25 

You are currently subscribed to seanc as: meichneff, d;email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: !)__t_t_p: ’/lists.unc.edu, a’: id=6~267849.63ccdbl bb27cfb4bcgc6c85ede4c3629&n=T&l=seanc&o=33857583 

(It may be necessary to cut and paffte the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33857583-65267849.63ccdblbb27cflz4bc9c6c85ede4c3629(~)listserv.unc~edu 

You axe currently subscribed to sem~c as: eunice@email.unc.e&t. 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edtvu?id=:65255440.fdf6fdl i?,dba024120917e3117e87879&n=T&l=seanc&o=33857864 

(It may be necessau to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: With Enrollment Slow, Some Democrats Back Cha~ge in Health Law 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:I.~:.~i:::: i ~’id~,,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS E~IA~L I :~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Fashion &Sgde Todays 

V~deo ~ Editorials ~O~ ~ OnlhisDay CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

~¥ith Enrollment Slow, Some Democrats Back 

Change in Health Law 

Congressional Demoerats are inereasin~jy e~:a’essing suppoA 

for allowing ~edeans to rekain khe insurance coverage they are 

losing because of khe ~[;)rdable Care AeL 

On|y ~o6,ooo Pick Health Insurance Plans ~n 

:Fi~’st Montt~ 

New data also show that in the [i[~t month of open enrdlmenL 

26,794. signed np through khe problem-plagued l:ederal 

exehai%e, HeaRhCare.gov, and the rest through state exchanges. 

~FI Graphic Health Exchange Enrollrnent Falls Saort of Target 

DEALBOOK 
:~ Wen 

JPMol°gan Chase’s Fl°uit~l Ties to a Member* 
China’s 

A eoukrack between JPMorgau C~ase and a consuldng firm run 

by the dau#~ker of the former prime minister points to the bank’s sh’ateKv 

])u~d ~ts i]lfluenee 111 China. 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

~ vm~x-~: ~hat’~ In It: Pumpkb:~ Flavor 

Pumpki~}-flavored products are ol] 1)ace to have their best sa]es 

year yet. But the indust~v’s bigges~ seere~ about these produc~ is 

tha{ {here is DArn little or no pumpkin in {bern. 

~ Re~ated ARic[e 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Don’t Give More Patients Statins 

New guidelines widely exi_~and the (’.ateg~-~7 of who should take statins. 

World 

A~. a Philippine HospiiM~ Survivors Face Q~lie~. 

Despair 

The main hospital iu Taclobam the PhiliDpine tom~ that bore the 

])runt of Typhoon Ha]yah, lacks the supplies to help the 

wounded, wifla some just ]eft to die. 

~ UN Appears [or $301 Million Towam Typhoon Relief 

Pulga, 
27, is in 

Ukraine Delays Bill to Free Ex-Leader 

The Vkrain e Par]ia me~t’s post4)on em ent of a bill to free the 

jailed roister p~me minister, Yulia V. ~i3,moshenko, du’eakens to 

derail negotiations for closer ties with the European Union. 

Police Say Spy Found in Bag Probably Died by 

Accident 

The London police said khat Gareth Williams, a British 

intelligenee analyst whose naked bo@ was found in a sports bag 

in Augus[ 2o~o, probably locked himselfin the bag. 

deta il at 

U,S. 



Tables Tt~rned, V~etims~ Rei~at~w~s Get Their 

Chm~ce at Bulger 

At the sentencing hearing for James (WhJtey) Bulger, grieving 

widows and fatheNess ehil@en stepped tbm, ard, many ko em~e 

the ma~ who had ~bbed them of their loved o~es. 

Texas U~iversity’s Race Admissions Policy is Debated 

Before a Fede~0al Com-t 
L:7 M/aNN! ;’L’F? ~ANDi’.2 

The Supreme Courk had sent the case b~>nghk by a white applieant againsk khe 

Universi~" of Texas a~ Austi~ hack to a lower corn% instrmNng it to apply a 

greater degree of scrutiny to the race-conscious admiasious program. 

Califo~rda Health Exchange Beats All Others in Enrollment, 

Officials Say 

About 2,0oo people are enrolling ~n private heakh care plans daily through the 

state’s website, officials s{dd, a rate that has pi@ed up considerably over the 

past f~w weeks. 

ixii 

Business 

Yellen to Back Stimulus Plmt in Remarks to 

Senators 

The job market and the economy are "performing far sh~-~t¢ ~~f 

their pote~fial," Janet ~l]en says i~ remarks prepared for her 

Senate eont~rmation heating. 

, Economix Bias: Wkmers and Losers From Stknulus 

Yeilen’s 

Shopph~g, Before the Turkey Gets Cold 

The race for eonsuraers’ ddlars has prodded more retailers to 

open their doors on Thanksgiving, a day betBre ~he traditional 

start of the hdMay season. 

New Catfish Inspectio~s Are Posing a Problem 

~[’or a PacH~c Trade Pact 

~mriean catfish farmers say the addition~fl p~wgram is vital 

safe~’. Vietnam says it is ~odai~g more than a ~’ade barrier 

disguise. 

Friday 

’~IYaa" 

keland, 

Spots 



Final Innings for a Cricket Gian~ 

Saehi~ Te~diflkar will play his final test for I~dia staWdng 

Thmsday, exiting as a ikayer who earied the expectations of a 

ON PRO BASKETBALL 

Lin Is Better Oft" (m~d Better) 
BE HARVEY 

Jeremy Lin, whom the Knieks allowed to leave rejoin 

Roeke~s {we years ago, is thriving in a supporting role alongside 

James Harden and Dwight Howard. 

, N.B A. Roundup: Triple-Double Lifts Sixers Ove~ Rocke[s 

ON BASEBALL 

No Con~p|ete Grooms but a Cy Young Award 

The Tigers’ Max Scherzer, who wex}t 21-3 with 2.90 earned run 

aw~rage and 240 strikeouts, won the .&L. Cy ~%ungAward 

despite not ever having pitched a complete game in his eareero 

, O~ Baseball Goodbye, Bos2o~; Hello, Manager ofthe Year 

I )~ Jeremv I 

Lin ’ 

ddving 

Far mere spolts news, 9e ~e NYTimes.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Lou Reed’s New York %Vas Hell or Heaven 

Lou Reed’s work reraains a window into a city that was, and into 

his personal evoiutiono 

Grisly %Varhol Painting Fetches $*o4.5 Million, 

A~mtio~ Hi~ for/u~tist 

The Warhol, "Silver Car Crash {Double Disaster’)," is one of only 

four double--paneled ear crash paintings that Warhol created in 

~963 a~d tt~e last of its size leR i~ private hm~ds. 

, ~ Slide Show 

...... Reed. in 

9751 

..... :Varhof 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

_auq[ Is }lard to See Throttgh the Clu~er of Dollar 
Signs 

As buyers PW more and more f,’)r art, the relatiot~ship betweet~ 

the work a~d the mm~ey it draws raises qnestions. 

Obituaries 

Todd Christen sen, Record-Setting Tight 

Dies at 57 

Mr. Christenseu was a fight eud for the Oakland aud I~s Angeles 

Raiders who made Bye Pro BoM teams and played on ~wo Super 

BoM chan~pkms. 

:Les Brmaqt, Pioneer in Te|evision Journalism, 

Dies ~t N4 

Mr. Brown founded and edited a grom~dbreakit~g magazine that 

followed the gro>¢h of the broadeast medimn and produced 

authoritative encyclopedia about it. 

Kjell Qvale Dies at 94; Married U.So to Spo~ts 
Cars 

Mr. Qvale impo~ied the MG from E~%~and in the late 194os and 

with the 

Raiders, 

I tndd 

....... Brown I 
repo~ted 



helped start an _&merical~ sports ear craze that he later nurtured 

hy bringing ill AStOI’t Mal’th~s, AtlstJ~-Hea]eys, Jaguars m~d evell R.o~ls-Royce. 

Fashion & Style 

Rachel Comey Air,ks tbr a Bigger Slice of 

Fashion’s Pie 

Thongh a name to the Brooklyn actress set, Ms. Comey has had 

no ordaining profile in Vogue or ~eh investing. 

ENCOUNTERS 

Ci~di Leive: Nonstop Days, a Red Carpet Night 

For Glamour’s editor, handling out awards is not as simple a job 

as it may seem. 

SCENE CITY 

l?’aslfion’s ]loyalty Pays Tribute to its Successors 

A eelebrity-filled dinner marks ~o yem~ of the CFDAiVogue 

Fashio~ Fm~d awards. 

~ Slide Show 

[.eive 

with 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: Ahead ofYellen’s Confi~matio~ 

Hearing 

Before Janet L. Yellen can take the helm of the Federal Reseat’e, 

she will have to field question,s cm the Fed’s stimulus plans and 

maintNn that its pNieies ata" working. 

~ vm~o: Fa~-to-Click 

The Times’s Jelma Wortham reviews Good Eggs, a lmw food 

shoppi~g website that de~ivers locally sourced i~mner’s market 

products t~ght to your door. 

~ vmEo: Senator Joe Ma~chir~: I~ His Ow~ 

In sele(’tio~s fl:om a receipt ~nterview with ,Jrmatha~ Wdsma~, 

Sen a tot Joe Ma n chin Ill, Dem oera k of West ~qr’ginia, talks abou k 

sticking to his p~nciples at~d the worst that can happe*~ to a politieiam 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A~ Unw~s~ A~rl~e l~�le~ger 

The #ustiee Departmellt’s approval of the ~)t~e~{ean ~rlines--12 S ~Mrways deal 

EDITORIAL 

Sri iLm~ka’s Clh~ate of Fear 

Commonwealth leade~,~ must address human ~{ghks violations and denial of 

press freedoms that is ulldermining democracy in the countU. 

EDITORIAL 

A New A||iance on C]limate Change 

I~spired by impatience with Congress m~d the Canad~m~ Parliament, states a~d 

provinces are ~king it upon themselves to do something. 



For more o~inion; 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

~Vhe~’e fl~e Gods L~ve On ooo m~ On 

India lacks a ~radition of graeefi~I re[irement. Just ]ook at 

Saehin, its famous cricket 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Obamaea~oe ar~(l Cha~’aeier 

In polifcs, the co~fidence of the public counts, and tim White 

House can’t aflbrd to lose more of it. 

, Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The _At’t of Senate Stoppage 

We need a new leader of the Federal Reser~-e Board, people, but, 

fi~st, Senutor Lindsey Graham needs to hear mo~ tes timony 

about the 2012 a[~ad£ in Be~ghazi. 

, Columnist Page 

For more opiniol-:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy ~his Front Page 

FOLLOW LIE;: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPi~one@ l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit out mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ,~ 

About This E-Mail 

This is an automated e-maiL Please do not reply directly to this e-maiL 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYTimes corn’s Todays Headlines newsle~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Your E-Mail i Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Long, CheDd V <cheryl long@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:18 AM 

The seanc m~Jling list. <~J~c@listsew.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this list. 

Cheryl 

From: Collier, John [mailto:JMCollie@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November :[4, 20:[3 8::[0 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
S..bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me either. 

From: Carson, Johnny Lee [mailto:johnny carson@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:06 AP1 
Te; The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 
Not from me. 
JLC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November 14, 2013 :[:35 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Re: Wednesday News 

I’m loving these clips, John. ’I’hank you! 

Max 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo~g.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www.the~sca~times.c~m/Artic~es/2~:13/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 
http://www.ma rketwatch.com/story/microsoft-a ba ndo ns-forced-ra n king-of-em ployees-2013-:13L-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 
h ttp:/iwww, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 

speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

__h__t__t_p__;L’_Zw____w____w__:__b_j__o___o____m____b___e__r_g:_c___o____m_ J___n___e___w___S_L’___2___O___Z___3__-___l__O___-_~__5_!___b__g__r~ e r- c o o k s - c o s t- 7 - b illi o n - a - ~L-e---a---r---~~-n----I~--~--v---e---r--n----m---e---n---t-----a-~--d-~.--h---t---m--~~ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http://www,washingtonmonthly,comimaflazine/november december 20:13/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 

cell: 

alternate email: ~outlook.com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greet, Joey --~JGreer@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:19 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Take me off too!!! 

Frem: Heam, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.un¢.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, November :[4, 20:[3 8::[2 AN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject-" RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailin~ list, 

Thanks. 

I=~m: Gullo, John A [mailto:gullo@sog.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November :[3, 20:[3 :[:[:53 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
$,,bject," Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp://www.bloomberl~.com/news/20:13-:10-21/magneta r-goes-lo n l~-ohio-town-while-s horting-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

http~//www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/~h~~72-H~ur~~~rk~~eek-New~N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

h~p~//www.ma rketwatch.com/story/microsoft-a ba nd ons-forced-ra n kinF~-9~:~m D!oyees-2013-11-13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

http:!!www.cha r lotteobserver.co m/20:13/:1:1!08!4450292/even-off-the-ballot-pat-mccrory, h tmI#.UoRPK-KM n HI~ 

IS the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

.h.~.t..t.p~:~..w.~..w....w..:~.n.~..t.!..m..~.e..s.~...c~.~.~..m.j..2..0..:.2.~.~...7.~.3.~.~..n.!~.nJ~.~.~.n.~.u.~.n.~.d.~.e.:::~.c.L~.Lz~.e.~.n.~.s.:..u...n.].Le..d..:~n...u...bJLc:.e....m..~.~L9..~.e.~.e..s.~:~.~..r...e.:.c~.~.~..m..p....e.E.e.~.d.:L~.:~...a.~y.:.f..~-r:~.c..~..r.~...~..r..a..t.~.e.:.~.~.~.~!~.c..a.~!:.s.~.~.e...e..c-b-....h..t...m..~L..?.. 
_s__c__p___=___2____&___s_~=dtize ns%20 u nit e d &st=Sea rc h & r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http://www.b~~~mberP;~c~m/news/2~:13-:1~-:15/burP;er-c~~ks-c~st~7.bi~~i~n-a~year~in-g~vernment-aid’htm~ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ray, Elaine <ERay@unch.unc.edn> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:20 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~a~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

PLEASE TAKE ME OFF OF THIS MAILING LIST ALSO!!!!!!!!!! THANKS 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you pleas~-:~ t~k~-:~ me off of =Ms mailing list 

Thanks. 

Fr~: Gullo, John A [mailto:gullo@sog.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PN 
T~: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
h ttp://www,bloomberR,com/news/2013-~.O-2~L/maRneta r-Roes-lonR-ohio-town-while-shortinR-its-tax-base,html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~the~sca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/Why~72-H~ur-W~rk-Week-New~N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 
http:!!www.marketwatch.com!story!microsoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-20~3-~J.-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
h ttp ://www. c h a r l ott eo bse rye r. co m/2013/11/08/4450292/eve n-off-th e-ball or-pa t-m cc ro ry. h tm I#. U o R P K-K M n H g 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:i/www, n yti m es.co mi2012/07/13/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h, h tml? 

scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 
http://www.bloombeq~.com/news/2013-:IO-~5/bur~er-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-vea r-in-~overnment-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http://www.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 2013/features/selective serviceO47353.php 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lawrence, Angela <ALawrenc@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:21 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <se~mc@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Likewise. 

From: Ray, Gladys [mailto:GRay@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2023 8:27 AN 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this email list. 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:NTHearn(~unch,unc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 24, 2023 8:22 AM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this mailing list~ 

From: Gullo, John A [_m__a_jJ__tg_[g_u_l_[_o___@__s_o_g=_u_D__c_=e_d___u] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2023 11:53 PM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
htt p;//www:b! oo mberF,.co m!news/2013-10-21/maF, n eta r-l~oes-I o nF,-o hio-town-whi[e-short!n~-!t s-t ax-ba se:ht m! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~13/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
h ttp :i/www. c h a r l otteo bse rye r. co m/2013/11/08/4450292/eve n-off-th e-ball or-pa t-m cc ro ry. h tm I#. U o R P K-K M n H g 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co m/2012/07/13/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&SCl=Citize ns%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 2013/features/selective serviceO47353.php 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thompson, Michael W. <IvIThomps2@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:22 AM 

The seanc mailing list. <~aJ~c@listserv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

I don’t know who you are, but PLEASE remove me from this mail list. 

Thank you 

From: Collier, John [mailto:JMCollie@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:10 AN 

To: The seanc mailing list. 

Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Not from me either. 

From: Carson, Johnny Lee [ma~J~:johnny carson@med.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November ~, 20~3 8:06 AH 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
$ubject: RE: Wednesday News 
Not from me. 
3LC 

From: Eichner, Maxine [meichner@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:35 AM 
To: The sean¢ mailing list. 
Subject: Re: Wednesday News 

I’m loving these clips, John. ’I’hank you! 

Max 

Seut from my iPad 

On Nov 14, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Gullo, John A" <gullo~g.unc.edu> wrote: 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week, And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www.the~sca~times.c~m/Artic~es/2~:~3/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk~week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more 

frequent and qualitative employee evaluations. 
http://www.ma rketwatch.com/story/microsoft-a ba ndo ns-forced-ra n king-of-em ployees-2013-:l:]L-:13 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled 

political speech and association? 
h ttp:/iwww, n yti m es.co m/20:12/07/:13/o p i nio niu n d e r-citiz e us-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co rpo rate-political- 

speech.html?scp=2&sq=citizens%20u nited&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

__h__t__t_p__;/Zw__w__w__:__b_j__o_o__m____b_e__r_g:_c___o____m_ J___n_e_w_s_Z2___O___Z_3__-_i__O_-_~__5_!_b__g__rg e r- c o o k s - c o s t- 7 - b illi o n - a - y--e---a---r---~~-n----I~--~--v---e---r--n----m---e---n---t-----a-~--d-~.--h---t---m--~~ 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http://www.washingtonmonthly.comimaglazine/november december 20:13ifeatures/selective serviceO47353.php 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Johnson, Lisa (Operational Efiiciency) <LPJohnso@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:23 AM 

The seanc mailing list <~m~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Please take me off to. 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:12 AM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 

Subject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you plea~.~-’_~ t~ k~-’_~ me off of tMs mailing list 

Thanks. 

Frera: Gullo, John A [ma[lto:qullo@soq.unc.edu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 ply] 
T~: The seanc mailing list. 
Subject: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 

h ttp:!!www.Neemberg.com/news!20:[3-:[0-2:[!magneta r-goes-long-ohio-town-while-shorting-its-tax-base.html 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

http:i/www.marketwatch.com/storyimicrosoft-a ba ndons-forced-ra nking-of-employees-20:[3-:[:[-:[3 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 

http://www.char~~tte~bserver.com/2~:[~/:[:[/08/4450292/even-~ff-the-ball~t-pat-mccr~ry.htm~#.U~RPK-KMnHg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 

h ttp:i/www, n yti m es.co mi20 :[2/07/:[ 3/o p i nio n/u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 
scp=2&sq=citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=0 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

http://www.bloomberg.com!news/20:[3-:[O-:[5/burser-cooks-cost-7-billion-a-yea r-in-8overnment-aid.html 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Samuel, Cheod (Radiology) <CDEdward@unch.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:23 AM 

The seanc mailing list <~m~c@list~rv.unc.edu> 

RE: Wednesday News 

Remove me fi~m this mailing list. 

Cheryl Sam t~ el 

Administrative Associate Ra d~o~og3. 

Inaaging Support Services 

Phone (919)966-.5233 

Fax (919)g43-6304 

F~m= Ray, Gladys [mailto:GRay@unch.unc.edu] 

Sent= Thursday, November 14, 2013 8:17 AN 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Please remove me from this email list. 

From: Hearn, Melissa [mailto:MTHearn@unch.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November ~4, 20~3 8:~2 AM 
To: The seanc mailing list. 
S~bject: RE: Wednesday News 

Can you please take me off of this ma~l~ng I~st, 

T}~ar~ks. 

From: 6ullo, John A [_m__a_jJ__to_[g_u__[[_o__@__s_o_g=_u_D__c_=e_d___u] 

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:53 PM 

To: The seanc mailing list. 
S,,bjeet: Wednesday News 

When happens when a hedge funds come to small towns. 
htt p~//www~b! oo mberF..co m!news/2013-10-21/maF.n eta r-l~oes-I o nF.-o hio-town-whi!e-short!n~-!t s-t ax-ba se~ht m! 

Quality of life in the emerging 72 hour work week. And don’t Ask for Comp Time. 
http://www~thefisca~times~c~m/Artic~es/2~:23/~9/23/why-72-H~ur-w~rk-week-New-N~rma~ 

Microsoft abandons forced ranking of employees, dumping the numerical rankings of employees in favor of more frequent and 

qualitative employee evaluations. 

McCrory wasn’t even on the ballot yet but .... 
http:i/www.cha r lotteobserver.co m/20:23/:2:2i08i4450292/even-off-the-ballot-pat-mccrory, h tmI#.UoRPK-KM n Hg 

Is the Citizens United Decision requiring public employees to finance corporate electoral spending amounts to compelled political 

speech and association? 
h ttp:!!www, n yti m es.co mi20:22/07/:23/o p i nio n!u n d e r-citiz e ns-u nited-p u b lic-e m p loye es-a re-co m p e lie d-to-pay-for-co r po rate-p o litical-s p eec h. h tml? 

scp=2&SCl=Citizens%20united&st=Sea rch& r=O 

What those Happy Meals really cost you. 

Which elite colleges send the most graduates into government and nonprofit careers? 
http:/iwww.washingtonmonthly.com/magazine/november december 20:23/features/selective serviceO47353.php 

John Gullo 
cell: 

alternate email: _~outlook,com 

SEANC District 25 News Service 

SEIU Local 2008 

bttps : L/www.facebook.c om/SEANC25 

You oa’e cm~ently subscribed to seanc as: MTt tea~n¢~)unch.unc.edu. 

To uusubscribe click here: http://lists.uuc.edu/u?id=65269551.332t-~183af5c52cl 54457f463545a25b4&u=T&l=seanc&o=33857583 



(It may be neces~ry to cut and paste the abx~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJ~l to leave-33857583-65269551.332fd83aIiSc52cl 54457~l.63545a25M(tblistse~,nnc,edn 

To unsubscfi~ click here: hRp:/ilists.t~nc.edt~/u?id 65256886.c355fgc8462db~83b3c55693eafI26d&n l&I sem~c&o 33858572 

(It may be neces~- to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or seM a Nank emaJl to leave-33858572-65256886.c355[t)c8462dbf883b3c55693eaf126d(i~lislse~.unc,edu 

You me cm~ntly subscfi~d to seanc as: CDEdward~)mch.t~nc.edu. 

(It may be neces~ m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to leave-33858631-65249872.dfd570af006fe44eMd9bbc 12a29~25(?~listset~.unc.edu 

You are cu~nfly subsc~d m seanc as: eunice(a~en~aikm~c.edu. 

(It may be neces~?, m cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a Nank email m leave-3385867 ]-65255440.£k~f6fdl£<adba024120917e3117e87879(~)listse~w.unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Penguin Group USA <academic@penguin.com~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

The Amistad Rebellion Exa~nination Copy 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

i ::~ Examination Copy 

New in Paperback: 

The Amistad Rebellion 
An Atlantic Odyssey of Slavery and Freedom 

By Marcus Rediker 

A unique account of the most successful 
slave rebellion in American history--from 
the award-winning author of The S/ave 
Ship. 

In this powerful and highly original account, Marcus 
Rediker reclaims the Amistad rebellion for its true 
proponents: the enslaved Africans who risked death to 
stake a claim for freedom. Using newly discovered 
evidence and featuring vividly drawn portraits of the 
rebels, their captors, and their abolitionist allies, 
Rediker reframes the story to show how a small group 
of courageous men fought and won an epic battle 
against Spanish and American slaveholders and their 
governments. The successful Amistad rebellion 
changed the very nature of the struggle against slavery= 
As a handful of self-emancipated Africans steered their 
own course for freedom, they opened a way for millions to follow. 

::~:: TheAmistad Rebellion 

’"The great strength of this work--aside from Rediker’s vivid style as a writer and 
meticulous research--is that he brings the Amistad Africans back to center stage 
where they have often been pushed to the side,’"--Pi~tsbur~h Post-Gazette 

"Vividly drawn_.this stunning book honors the achievement of the captive Africans 
who fought for--and won--their freedom,".----The Philadelphia Tribune 

’"Rediker takes a fresh approach to the Amistad rebellion by focusing on the Africans 
who revoRed rather than on the American political and judicial response .... 
Recommended for anyone interested in African American history, the history of 
slavery, and American history."--Libra0i Journal 

Penguin ¯ 320 pp., 9780143123989, $17.00 

For related titles, please view our 
African American Studies and History catalogs 
at http:llus,penguingroup.comlsubjectcatalogs 



The Amistad Rebellion 

375 Hudson St. NewYork, NY 10014 I This is a commercial message. 

. If you would prefer not to receive funther messages from this sender, please Click Here and confirm your request. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thursday, 10:33 AM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

IAAR Events Announcement 

Russell Goings llyer.pdf; Russell Goings flyer.docx 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Thank you and enjoy the rest of 

Sincerely, 

Greetings, 

The Institute of African American Research is announcing today’s and other upcoming events! 

1. Discussion of the book 12 years a Slave at Duke, today,               12:00-1:30 PM 

~ :!i~ites. d~ ke. ed u is,’:i~ o i ;~ r~>, ~; @u bi i~:sle~en~:~U;~-d~ ~cu~,~on-.o f-12-~ea ~s-a-~a re! 

"Statelessness and the ~uest for Citizenship in the Dominican Republic." at Duke todaT, 

"Strengthening Academic and Community Partnerships," Toy Lounge, 9-10:45 AM 

"Civil Rights, Then and Now," A lecture by Julian Bond, Now            7 PM, Stone Center Auditorium. 

~:t~ ~i!sou~:h.u~c.edui2013i11! :ki ![uNan- bond-delive~- 2013-cha~leston-~ectu~ ~t/ 

"Singing the ~riotsong: Oreating an Jfrican American Epic" J spoken word performance h7 ~ussell ~oings, 

(see attached flyers) 

four week. 

4-6 PM, 

Donovan Lounge, 223 Greenlaw 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: eu~iice2~?:e~iail, u~ic.edu. 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"O) live.unc.edu> 

Thursday,                  10:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtv> 

Appointment 

Hi professor Sahle, 
was hoping to make an appointment to talk about my paper so I was wondering when would be a good time for you! Thanks! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Thursday, 1:50 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Resea~cch <i aar@li stserv, unc.edu> 

IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is the updated, 

working link for that event: ~&ou~h uqc.e~,%! ~uli~,~-bond-.deliver¯ ch;~rle~;to~-lecturei. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

You are curreutly subscribed to iaar as: ~lnice’,~i>:mail ~lnc e&~. 

To unsubscribe click here: ~ ~:,,’/li ~;Is .u~:c. e&~,’~?id=:~34 g91 (> .ego b~ 15~793adca5e00a~)[~7 h2~ ~ 74aSf& ~=q&i =:i~ar&o =:33 ~(> 5I 77 

(It may be neces~o, m cut and paste the andre URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sbenyl Kleinmaaa <kleinman@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 6:05 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, unc.edn> 

Re: IAAR JuliaJ~ Bond event link 

Hi, it was the absence of highlighling the laser "/". Just FYI. Looking ibm’axd to the event! 

On 1:49 PM, iaar wrote: 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is 

the updated, working link for that event: ~’!/~.P..!~J:):.~}.{?J~.:~L~!~ ~i.~}.!!~.~?::~:.]}~.~:~.!!~?~.~!~:    :~).~j~!.%~:9.!!:.!?..c:~:}~.!~.~.. Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

(It may be neces~D" to cut and pas~e the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: 

(It may be neces~ to cut and paste the aN~ve URL if the line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 9:17 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

clacs- co uncil@duke.edu 

Call for Applications: Zemunay-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin A~nericma Studies at Tulane Universi~ 

Zemurray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teaching Fellows in Latin American Studies 

The Stone Center for Latin American Studies invites applications for a two-year post-doctolal fellowship ibr the 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 acadelnic years. 

Applications from social scientists, especially working in the axeas of political development, econo~nic analysis and policy, social policy, enviromnental studies, urban 
studies, and communication/media s~dies are encouraged. Experience with Community Based Research or Service-Learning instruction a plus. Fellows will be 

selected follomng two criteria: (1) intellectual merit and (2) the potential impact that their research teaching, and experience wonld have on the strategic advancement 

of Latin American Studies at Tulane. 

The fellowship carries an almual stipend of $47,500 plus benefits and requires teaching two courses per semester, with at least one course liar each Spring Semester 

designated as a Service-Learning course. Fellows will also be expected to assume responsibility for leading at least one new Center initiative an&’or will pe~ticipate in 

mentoring the Center’s undergraduate and graduate students. Applicants who are ABD must complete their Ph.D. by June 2014 and absolutely must have the Ph.D. in 

hand by the sIart of the Fall 2014 semester. PreiErence will be given to those who have not had recent access to Tulane University’s resources m~d whose research 

would benefit from such access. 

Please send a current curricululn vitae, a cover letter describing your research interes~ts and teaching philosophy, a graduate transcript, a writing sample, detailed 

proposals for at leas~t one content course or seminar, and three letters of recommendation to: Zemm’ray-Stone Post-Doctoral Teachhig Fellows Search, Stone 
Center for Latin American Studies, 100 Jones Hall, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70118-5698. 

For additional information on the Stone Center and its programs, please visit our website: http://stonecenter.tulane.edu. For snore information on the Post-Doctoral 

Teaching Fellowship progrmn, please contact James D. Huck, Jr., Assistant Director and Graduate Advisor, Stone Center for Latin American Studies at 504-865- 

5164 or jhuck(i~talane.edu. Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis beginning on January 15, 2014, until the position is filled. 

Tulane University is m~ equal opportuni .ty/afl]rmative actioniADA employer committed to excellence through diversity. All eligible candidates are invited to apply liar 
position vacancies as appropriate. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:38 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: Voicemail 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I wasn’t sure but I thi~kk I missed a call from you today when I was in class. I accidentally deleted the voicemail so I wanted to check. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schoenbach, Victor J <vj s@unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:40 PM 

Inst of AtiJ can Amer Reseaxch <iaar@listserv.unc.edn> 

RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Hi, Sheryl --- 
Actually, in the original email, the embedded URL ) was different from the one that was displayed, 
correcLa typo in a URl_thaL ~’m putting ~nto an ema~ Lhe embedded copy does not get updated by ~tself. 
f hope you’re doing wel~, 

Vic 
ht[p:i!go,unc,eduivjs 

Please join me in supporting the David I.ynch Foundat~o:’~, 

w ww.d a v~d i~,n c h f,~ u :-~ d~t ~ o~3 c,r~’~,: h c, ols. ht m I 

Coming 

Coming 

)~ I’ve found that sometimes when 

in Chapel Hill and on the web: "Innovative Approaches to Youth Health: Engaging Youth in Creating Healthy Communities": 

in Chapel Hill and on ~_he web: "School ~_o Prison Pipeline": more ir!formatior! soon ~t ,£,t~2’~,~2,q.Li.~3~jj1:~,.’:.~!!2L:~.~! Coming events 

From: Sherryl Kleinman [mailto:kleinman@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
To-" Inst of African Amer Research 
Subject: Re: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Hi, it was the absence of highlighting the last "/". Just FYI. Looking forward to the event! 

On 1:49 PM, iaar wrote: 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is 

the updated, working link for that event: .... ~ ’- -chariestonqecture/. Thanks! !.~.~?.i,.t L:~q ~i!.~:!~!!~:.~ ~Z ’.i!~.!!~!~ z!:~9.L’,.4:~.-I!.!~.~: ............................................... 
Sincerely, 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

You are cu~ently subscri~d to iaar 

(It may be necesmD, m cut and paste the aNwe URL if the line is broken) 

You are currently subscfi~d 

To unsubscfi~ click hem: 

(It may be neces~ m cut mad pasta fl~e aN~ve URL iffl~e line is broken) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Golin, Carol E <carol~olin@med.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:44 PM 

Inst of Ati-i can Amer Reseaxch <i aar@li stserv, uuc.edu> 

RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 

Does it require an RSVP? 

From: Schoenbach, Victor J [mailto:vjs@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, 9:40 PM 
To: Inst of African Amer Research 
Subject-" RE: IAAR Julian Bond event link 
Hi, Sheryf --- 
Actually, in Lhe original emaif, the embedded URL ( ) was diffeFent from the one that was displayed ~ 
correct a typo in a URI. that I’m putting into an email the embedded copy does not get updated by itself. 
~ hope you’re dok~g well 
Vk: 
ht~p://go.unc,edu/vjs 

Please join rne in supporting the David Lynch Foundation. 

Coming in Chapel Hill and on the web: "Innovative Approaches to Youth Health: Engaging Youth in Creating Healthy Communities": 

.................................... 

F~m: Sher~l Kleinman [~ai[~o:kieinman~ema[Lunc,edL~ 
Se~t: Thursday, 6:05 PM 
To: Inst of African Amer Research 
Subje~tt Re: ~R Julian Bond event link 
Hi, it was the absence of highlighting the last "/". Just FYI. Looking forward to the event! 

I’ve found that sometimes when 

On 1:49 PM, iaar wrote: 

Hello again, 

It was brought to my attention that, in the last email sent, the link for the upcoming Julian Bond lecture event was not functioning properly. Here is 

the updated, working link for that event: !~.!:~.Lii.’~Q~!L(U~:.~i !.j.}.~!!.3.?:::~.9.9.~_~::~F.!.!\£~.~~    #,;.!.~!.9~.t.cy:3.~!~.t.):!.~/... Thanks! 

Sincerely, 

(It ~nay be neces~ m cut and pas~e the above URL if the liue is broken) 

or send a Nank emNl to ~eas’e-33965177-6934.90t14 bc92a97~ l-a57d74 266bal~0932~95d03(~21J~;~se~ .anc.ed~ 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: 

(It may be neces~ly to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emal to e~ ~’e.- 

You are currently subscfi~d to i~r ~: c~,~ t~{) reed.ant edu. 

(It may be neces~u to cut and paste the a~ve URL if the line is broken) 

You are cu~eutly subscri~d to iaar ~: eunice’,~:mail unc edu. 

To unsubscfi~ click here: 

(It may be neces~o~ to cut and paste the aN~ve URL if the liue is broken) 



or send a blank 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Linda Graham < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:12 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <soma colon@med.unc.edtv~ 

invoice liar map ulxtate 

LG13034 UNC AAADS Invoice 01.pdf 

Greetings! I am sending along a PDF invoice of my recent map update for your department. I was not sure who was the pl~oper recipient so I am sending it to you 

both’. I am in the Universi~ System aheady, but can also send along a W9 form if that is helpful. I’m als~ hapw to provide any additional information as needed. 

Please feel free to get in touch ruth any questions. Have a lovely day! 

Kind regards, 

Linda Graham Design 

PO Box 1554 i Carrboro, NC 27510 

www.LindaGrahmnDesign.com 

ww~-.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ColoI~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:15 AM 

Linda Graham <lgraham@gmail.com>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.e&~ 

RE: invoice lbr map update 

Hello I.inda 

Yes, you are set L~p as a vendor on UNC system, 

From: Linda Graham [mailto:.     @gmail,com] 
Sent= Friday, November 15, 2013 10:12 AN 

To; SaNe, EuNce N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject= invoice for map update 

Greetings~ I am sending along a PDF invoice of my recent m@ update for yoor deN~ment. I was not sure who was the proper recipient so I am sending it to you 

both~ I am in the Umversity Sys~tem already, Ntt can also send along a W9 tbm~ if~at is helpthl. I’m also hapw m provi& any additional intb~ation as needed. 

Please t~el l}ee m get in much ruth any questions, ttave a lovely ~y~ 

Kind regards, 

Linda Grahmn Design 

PO Box 1554 ] Carrboro, NC 27510 

w~v.twitter.com/LmdaGDesi~n 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Linda Graham < ~gmail.com> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 10:18 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: invoice for map update 

Thanks. Sonia. 

Kind regards, 

Linda 

On Fri, Nov 15, 2013 at 10:14 AM, Colon, Sonia <sonia colon,~med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, you are set up as a vendor on UNC system. 

Thar~k you, 

Sonia 

F~ Linda Graham [mail~:      @qmail,com] 
~Bt~ Friday, November ~B, 20~3 ~0:~2 AM 
T~ SaNe, EunJce N; Colon, Sania 
~bje~t~ invoice Br map update 

Greetings~ I a]n sending along a PDF invoice of my recent map upda~ tbr your deN~ment. I was not sum who was the proper recipient so I am sending k to you 

bo~’. I am in ~e Universib, System a]reaBy, but can also send a]ong a W9 lbnn if that is helpful. I’m a]so hapw to provi@ any additional info~ation as needed. 

Please feel free to get in touch ruth any questions. Have a lovely &y~ 

Kind regards, 

Lin~ 

Linda (haham Design 

PO Box 1554 j Carrboro, NC 27510 

www.LindaGmh~unDesign.com 

w~s~,.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 

Linda Grahmn Design 

PO Box 1554 Carrboro, NC 27510 

ww~-.LindaGralmmDesign.com 

w~,.twitter.com/LindaGDesign 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 11:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello and urgent 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

Sorry I’m just seeing this now and I have class in half an hour. I am free after 3pm if you would be too, let me know. 

I had previously shared it but it would be hard to sift through your emails so here is the link to it: 

http:!!sd rv. ms/17XCh rl 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 05:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Hello and urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for this note! 

How do I access the file you reference below? 

Can we meet tomorrow (Friday) morning? 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Updates 

10:20 PM 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

Hope all is well. So, I have successfully gotten the RA card {got confirmed today) and will be borrowing books from the library on your behalf. So, I went 

ahead and got some books and dropped them off with Travis earlier. 

On the folder "SDCEA" that I have shared with you, I have created folders that distinguish the source from which I got the articles from. Also, I created a 
Word document that has links to relevant videos and newspaper articles. 

Let me know if you have any questions or requests. 

Also, when are your regular office hours? I would like to be able to pop in when I have a quick question or something. 

Asa nte ! 



From: ~live.unc.edu:, 

Sent: Friday, 1:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~: RE: Today 

Mwl. Sahle, 

Okay. See you at 3pm and I have got the books. 

Asante, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 12:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Today 

Dear 

Meeting at 3.00pro would be great. Please check out the following books for me: 

John A. Arthur, John A. The African Diaspora in the United States and Europe " The Ghanaian Experience. Aldershot, 
England ;: Ashgate, 2008. 

Naerssen, A. L., Ernst Spaan, and E. B. Zoomers. Global Migration and Development. New York: Routledge, 2008. 

Thanks and see you then, 
Mwalimu SaNe 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Friday, 11:23 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Hello and urgent 

Hello Prof. Sable, 

Sorry l’m just seeing this now and I have class in half an hour. I am free after 3pm if you would be too, let me know. 

I had previously shared it but it would be hard to sift through your emails so here is the link to it: 

http:!!sd rv. ms/17XCh rl 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 05:30 PM 

To: 

Subject: Hello and urgent 

Dear 

Thanks for this note! 

How do T access the file you reference below? 

Can we meet tomorrow (Friday) morning? 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Updates 

10:20 PM 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

Hope all is well. So, I have successfully gotten the RA card {got confirmed today) and will be borrowing books from the library on your behalf. So, I went 
ahead and got some books and dropped them off with Travis earlier. 



On the folder "SDCEA" that I have shared with you, I have created folders that distinguish the source from which I got the articles from. Also, I created a 
Word document that has links to relevant videos and newspaper articles. 

Let me know if you have any questions or requests. 

Also, when are your regular office hours? I would like to be able to pop in when I have a quick question or something. 

Asa nte ! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 1:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Horn, Patrick E <pathom@email.unc.edu~ 

Cosponsoring an a(t exhibit at CSAS 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

In            the Center for the Study oftbe American South is plmming to exhibit fl~e art of Haitian pafinter Michel Obin, who currently resides in Mount Olive, 

North Caxolina. Obin’s work is of exceptional qualii3~ and underlines the complicated relations between the U.S. and Hafiti fl~rough historical scenes painted with 

meticulous detail. As a Hmli~m immigrant in Nort~h Caxolina, Obin exemplities the global nature of the American South. 

CSAS will host and timd the exhibit, ttowever, we are seeking the financial suplyort of your department to provide fl~e artist with a small honorarium mad to host him at 

the Center tbr an opening reception. Any contribution, however small, would be greatly appreciated. This will be an impo(tant event tbr UNC and a chance tbr a great 
artist to have his work appreciated anew. 

Michel Obin’s work can be seen here: 

http:/i~vw~flick~.conv?photos,’vincenf] oos/sets:72157635410024762:show/ 

Michel is the grandson of famous Haitian painter Sdnbque Obin and grandnephew of Philomd Obin. Obin’s work has been featured in Sotheby’s catalog for auction, 
July 9, 1981, and Selden Rodman’s ~ere Art Is,Joy. 

Best regards, 

and Patrick 

Patrick E. Horn 

Associate Director 

Center for the Study oftbe American South 

University of North CaJcolina at Chapel 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: readings 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I was trying to prepare for next week’s classes and I could not find the Cindy Horst and John A. Arthur articles. I searched under your name and the AAAD 

label as per usual. 

is there some other place I could find them? Have a great weekend! 

Best, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 2:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: readings 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I was trying to prepare for next week’s classes and I could not find the Cindy Horst and John A. Arthur articles. I searched under your name and the AAAD 

label as per usual. 

is there some other place I could find them? Have a great weekend! 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:45 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Sum~ner school budget 

Good af[ereoon Professor Jaeker~ 

I was not able to complete the summer school budget for the Department of AAAD, my apologies. 

~ w~l~ be able to have the budget for Tuesday morning, for your and Dr, Sah~e evahJatiom 
Tha~k you, 

F~m= Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent= Friday, 2:13 PN 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject= RE: Summer schoo~ budget 
Dear So~a. 

Kezmeth 

assume that [ttat makes a dif£~rencc in his pay. Is that fight? 

Dr. Kenr~eth R. Jar~l, cr~ 

Department of African, A~iicaz~ Ame,icmL and l)i&sp~ ~ra Studies 

]09 Batt]e Ha]l. CB/~ 3395 

L?nJve~i~~ ofN odh Cardhm 
t. hapd } h~l, N (, z. ,, 9)-_ ,~ 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-2694 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: gridag, 1:58 PM 
T~: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Summer school budget 

Hello Pro~essor Janken 
I have on the list for the second section, is he 
Thank you 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technidan 
Public Poli~y Department - 962-4854 
Abernethj, IIall, C~ ~3435 

(M. N-S, T. 1-5, ~z.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 
AJFican, African -American a Dia,~ora Stu~e* - 966-1295 
BaSle IIall, CB # 3395 
(W. 842, W. ~-S, W. 842, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 7:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~mforeseen trip 

Dear Eunice, 

Thus, we have to miss your dimaer and the symposium. 
Thank you so much again for inviting us - and I hope to see you before 
too long. 
With best wishes, 
Evelyne 

Evelyne Huber, Ph.D 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phune: 919-%2-3041 

~ax: 919-962-0432 

emai[: ehuber@unc.edu 

www.unc edu/-j dstephJindex html 

http://press.uchica~u, edu/ucp/buuks/buok/chicagoiDibo 13590041 .html 



From: ~emaiLunc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 9:21 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subje~’t: RE: Monday 

Thanks, Eunice. I’ll look forward to it. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: 
Subject: Monday 

4:35 PM 

Dear 

Kindly see the attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: China to Ease Longtime Policy of 1-Child Limit 

Top News 

Clam to Ease Longtime Policy of ~-Clfild Linfit 

The Communist Par~" a~so said that it would end a much-- 

eritid zed "re-ed u eadon th ron gh la bor" system and i~stit~te 

economic reforms. 

~ China’s Ecorlonlic Plans ’Ambitious,’ U.S TreasuPy Secreba[y Says 

The 
Chinese 

I limit°i I 

I 

House Approves Bill That Allows Policy 

De~’ing a veto threat, :39 Democrats joined Republicans in 

approving the measure, which goes fl~rther thm~ the tSx that 

President Obama had previously announced. 

~ The Vote Count 

Death After the ,~ boon: ~It Was Preventable’ 

Dining five days in a Philippine hospital, a 27-year-did 

and f~mib, breadwinner received vii¢nally ~o care and died, in 

essen ee, of a broke~ 1 

Pulga 

~eside 

Editors’ Picks 

T MAGAZI NE 

~¢qnter Travel issue 

The la*est issue ofT takes us to many desti~atiol~s i~ many 

di fibrent wws. 

~ A Road Tdp Through Alexander Payne’s Nebraska 



~The F’rofessiorlal Women Who I-{dn~, Shoot and Gut Their Dinners 

~ in Myanmsr, Retracing George On, veil’s Steps 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Voi-er S~ppressi(m~s New Prei-exi- 

New rafio~)ale, old goal: maki~g it harder to be counted. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

ALBA ~E)EZ,~ a 24.5ea r-old wi~:h a masteVs degree i~ socio[og) who was intemiewb~g 
for a job at a supermarket in Madrid, the capita[ o~’ Spaim where iu September, 

unet~p:loyment arming those :24 and )’om~ger s~:ood at 56 percent. 

World 

Yotmg m~d Edt~+~ted ir~ Europe, b~*l Desperate 

for Jobs 

High unemploymen~ in countries like Spaim Portugal and Oweee 

is hi~ti*xg you*xg people hardest as they take jobs below ~heir sMll 

level a~d seek work abroad. 

~ GrapMc Yoti~g and ,Jobless Across Europe 

crisis 

Japan Backs OffFrom Emissions Targei-s, Cii-i~g Fukt~s~ima 
Disaster 

Tokyo’s deds%n to no longer adhere to its plan could eomplieate effoz ~s to 
forge a global cIim{Re ehat~ge pact. 

Libya Protest Turns Deadly ms Militias Open Fire 

;C)ozen s of people were M lied i~ th e I J byan capital, Tripoli, setting off some of 

the worst vidence there since the revolt against Col. Muammar eI-Qaddafi 

ahnost three yearn ago. 

U.S, 

tV~rder Cl~arge i~ a Sl~ooting o~ Doorstep 

The prosecutor ~:jeeted the man’s assertio,~ thor he had beet~ 

acting in self-defe~se when he opened his front door a~d fired a 

shotgun at the woman. 



For F~rst T~me~ 

Ethm~o| Req~fireme~at for Gas 

The proposal marks d~e first time the Environmental Protection 

Agen~’y has taken steps to slow down the ~h’ive to replace fossil 

fl~els with renewable tbrms of ener&v. 

’Fe~n~essee Pastor Dispa~tes }~;JldlJfe Possession 

C|mrge by State 

:~drew Hamblin, a snake--han~ing minister and a 

television star, described his not-gui]b~ tflea on Friday to a 

wildlife-possession eha~tge as a "fight for freedom of religion." 

~D Slide Show: Asse~k~9 the Right to Handle Snakes 

fuel 
pumps 

Andrew 

Business 

E~otional S~ppo#t, ~,VitJ~ Fair, Draws 

Comp|a~nts on Planes 

A growing n um bet of fli ers a ~v aceompa nied by pets I egally 

certified as emo’doual support animals, sometimes raising 

eyebrows, and doubts. 

In a Bean~ a Boon to B~oteeh 

A policy proposed by the Food m~d Drug Adnfinistratio~ could 

make marke’dng genetically modified soyheans easier. 

Pioneer’ 
s oil 

Streaming and Cable Des| for ’Tl[~e Simpsons’ 

The series, which has more than 5oo episodes, has been widdy 

syndicated hut not o~ cable TV. The price was expected to 

approach $~ billion. 

Sports 

Ar~tidoping Lab’s Flaws Pa~t Olympics h, a Bind 

If the laborato~7 in M*-.,seow loses its accreditation fl’om the 

World Anti-Doping Agency, the Sochi Games will be without a 

competent dm~g-testing ~acility in the country. 



NETS 100, SUNS 98 (OT) 

Despite ]osi~g Derca Williams to a~ a~kle injuW earl), in d~e 

gamc, "~e NeLs eame~ ~heir first roa~ wi~ whcn Joe Jo]mso~ 

sp~it~ed the le*]gth of the court to finish a kffup at the buzzer. 

,~ BOX Score 

, As Nets Stumble, Garne~s Actions Are Quieter Than ’@Lords 

....... Johnson 

.~c:n[er. 

On "[’rack m~d Off, VetteJ Sets His Own Pace 

Sebastian Ve~tel, a 26-year-old German, is the youngest (h@er to 

score 1.~c4nts in Formula O~m, the yom~gest Grand Pr~x winner 

and the youngcst ~rld champion. 

Vettei, I 

A~ts 

ART REVIEW 

A Master’s B~bbles m~d Prom|s, in Depth 

Art Spiegehnan’s comics and other ate are the focus of a 

reh’ospeetive at the -Iewish Museum in Mat~hattano 

PERFORMA 13 IN REVIEW 

Performance Art That Looks a Lot Like Theate~ 

Two vetT different works for the Pertbrma ] 3 festival: 

~exandw Singh’s "TSe Humans," and J@dme Bd and Theater 

tlora’s "Disabled Theatero" 

:": Spiegel 

T~ 
" Humans 

I 

Br°°k’v 

I 

Will Play fi~r Health Care (at Least at One Music 

Event) 

An expansion of dm O+ bbstival, in San Francisco this weekend, 

features the usual array of eot~eerL~ -- a*~d the urmsuN %rm of 

payment: health care fix" the artists. 

Buckner 

earned 

Obituaries 

Mike MeCormaek, Hall of Fame Browns 

Lineman, Dims at 83 

Mr. McCormack helped takc Lhe Browns to N.F.L. 

championships in ~954 at~d ~955 and became a league coach at~d 

Mike 

ac~ in 

Glatkos Clerides~ Greek C3~priot Leader V~;ho 

Sought Unification, is Dead at 94 

Mr. Cierides, the president of C)’prus fl’om 1993 to 2003, was a 

fmsh~ated peacemaker i~ futile tNks with Turkish C)q:,riots to 

reunify "~eir long-divided island. 

g crp~iol 
tPresiden 

Glafcos 

Elmer Lokkins, Symbol of Same- Sex Marriage 

Cause, Dies at 94 

Mr. I ~kldns married his ]ongtim e partm er when both were i~ 

t~eir 8os and became a symbol of gay Hghks. 

Elmer 
Lokkins, 

Travel 

Taking tim Hi~t Road 

An expedition along the Karakoram Highway in soukhem C~ina 

offers a rare look at unspc, iled pockets of a countW undergc, i,~g a 

] :a~ The old ] 
....... city of 

~ashgar 



36 Hom°s in Chianti, 

Amo~g the vineyards and olive groves are higb-fashh:m 

ar~isanaI shops, seulpmre gardcns and Eb’usca~ sites. 

, ~ Slide Show 

EXPLORER 

Above~ Below and Around Paris, on Foot 

The t etite Ceinture, an abandoned track circling the city offcrs 

i*~trepid hikers a rare perspective. 

Petite I 
Cei~ture 

an 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: David Gillen: Fewer Choices 

the 

The merger betwee*~ ~ne~can z~rlines and US N~vays comes 

after airlin es h ave struggled for decades, cutting cos ~s and 

slimming do~q~ se~5’iee to turn around a b’end of diminishing profits. 

~ vm~o: Ramrdng of the BaOas Comes to 

Thousands Hsked themselves during the Great Bull Rm~, an 

Americanized version of Spai~fs mmning of the bulls 

Related Alticle 

~ mEo: W, ashington Comes Out 

Ten percent of adults in the District of Columbia iden fify as 

lesbian, gay, bisexual or b’ansgender, nearly three limes the 

~atio~al avers ge. Wh at m akes tb e city such a gay-friendly place? 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Not the Time to Squeeze h’an 

Imposin g more pe~a lties on Tehra~ could ea use n egotiation s to collapse a~d 

rn ake war more likely. 

EDITORIAL 

A Leap fm° EquaIlil-y 

t tawaii’s *row law ~: aps a remarl<able >’ear f,’)r pr-.,gress o*~ same-sex ma~age. 

EDITORIAL 

Gun Tragedies lNitho~t End 

A lif~ is cut shone in Michigm~ a~er a shotgun slaying i~ m~other example of 

pH vate citizens bein g h eedless of gn n safety. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Disrespect, Race and Obmna 

Some can see racism where it is absent, and others can wiIlfulIy 

ig*mre any possibility that it could ever be present. 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Who’s Sorry Now? 

President Obama has been on quite an @olo&v tom" over the rollout of health 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The L~tt]le Agen~y That Could 

Tbe best regulator in Washh~on ca~ls ~t quits aAer h~’o h~e wi~s. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy thie Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ I iPad® I Android [ All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Ti~es Store ~ ’ He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About Thie E-Marl 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Re.arch Paper 

Dr.Sahle, 

Okay, this clears things up for me. 

Thankyou! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:30 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Research Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Yes, it is goal one. The essay assignment expects you to focus on the 2nd aspect of goal 1. 

In terms of your 2rid question, the issues at are hand are: 

Based on your research: 

a) has this goal been achieved in South Africa and is it possible to achieve it? 
b) what are the constraints or limitations facing the realization of this goal? 

Let me know whether the preceding comments clarifies matters. 

Best wishes and all the best on your paper, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper 

12:06 PM 

Professor SaNe, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I have a couple of questions concerning the research paper assignment. The first topic says focusing on goal 2: eradication of poverty, when throughout 

my research I have found that actually goal one emphasizes eradication of poverty. I assume it is just a type, but I just wanted to clarify. Also, what exactly 

is meant by the term possibilities? The prompt says to examine the possibilities and limits of the framework, but I am having trouble understanding 

exactly what possibilities implies. 

Also, for my navigating the research university class I have to interview a faculty member about their undergraduate experiences. Is it possible for me to 
come by your office hours on Thursday and interview you? It should take too much time. 

Thanks a lot for your time, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 3:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Monday forums 

Hi Eunice, 

I already circulated the announcement to geography yesterday, and will pass it along to social movements and cultural studies today. 

I’d be happy to join you all for dinner tomorrow night. See you there! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, 

Subject: Monday forums 

6:41 AM 

Deal 

Kindly circulate the uews about Monday as widely as possible. Also feel flee to join me and others for dinner at 6.00pro at 411 Wes~t on Sunday. The dinner is in 

honor of Peter Nyong’o. 

Asante sana. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On at 9:21 PM, ’ ?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks, Eunice. I’ll look forward to it. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 

To: 
Subject: Monday 

4:35 PM 

Dear 

Kindly see the attached. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Re.arch Paper 

No worries, either is fine with me! 

Have a great weekend, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:51 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Research Paper 

Great to hear and apologies to have called you 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Research Paper 

9:46 AM 

Dr,Sahle, 

Okay, this clears things up for me. 

Thankyou! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:30 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Research Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your email. 

Yes, it is goal one. The essay assignment expects you to focus on the 2nd aspect of goal 1. 

Tn terms of your 2nd question, the issues at are hand are: 

Based on your research: 

a) has this goal been achieved in South Africa and is it possible to achieve it? 
b) what are the constraints or limitations facing the realization of this goal? 

Let me know whether the preceding comments clarifies matters. 

Best wishes and all the best on your paper, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper 

12:06 PM 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope you’re doing well. 

I have a couple of questions concerning the research paper assignment. The first topic says focusing on goal 2: eradication of poverty, when throughout 

my research I have found that actually goal one emphasizes eradication of poverty. I assume it is just a type, but I just wanted to clarify. Also, what exactly 

is meant by the term possibilities? The prompt says to examine the possibilities and limits of the framework, but I am having trouble understanding 

exactly what possibilities implies. 



Also, for my navigating the research university class I have to interview a faculty member about their undergraduate experiences. Is it possible for me to 
come by your office hours on Thursday and interview you? It should take too much time. 

Thanks a lot for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, November 17, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Growing Clamor About Inequities of Climate Crisis 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines     Sunday, November, 7, 2013 

IN THIS E-MAIL ~= World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 
Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Growing Clamor About Inequities of Climate 
Crisis 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS and NICHOLAS KULISH 

The debate over how to address the disproportionate effects of 
climate change on poorer countries has gained momentum, but 
the steps can be politically daunting. 

, Graphic: Fossil-Fuel Emissions by Country ] Video: The Future of Storms 

A Russian GPS Using U.S. Soil Stirs Spy Fears 
By MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT and ERIC SCHMITT 

American spy agencies fear that allowing monitor stations in the 
United States for Russia’s version of GPS could compromise 
American intelligence. 

THE DOUBLE-EDGED DRUG 

Addiction Treatment With a Dark Side 
By DEBORAH SONTAG 

High hopes for buprenorphine, an effective treatment for opioid 
addiction, have been tempered by a messy reality: health 
complications and deaths, unscrupulous doctors and a reputation as a street 
drug. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO:VOws: In Sickness and in Health 

Breast cancer sidelined Virginia Wettlaufer just six months after 

she and Walter Tomenson started dating. 

OPINION I OPINION 

You’re So Self-Controlling 
By MARIA KONNIKOVA 

Is our sense of time, not our lack of willpower, the real issue? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We were just a bunch of friends getting high and 

hanging out, doing what 2o-year-olds do. Then we 

went to sleep, and Miles never woke up." 

SHAWN VERRILL, in prison after he gave a friend Suboxone, an addiction treatment that is 
increasingly abused. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Syrian Government’s Forces Gain, but a Siege 
War Goes On 
By ANNE BARNARD 

The Assad government has made gains, and the momentum has 
tipped, however slightly, in its direction even while the nation 
remains badly fractured. 

Relief Supplies Pour Into Philippines, but 
Remote Areas Still Suffer 
By AN DREW JACOBS 

While hard-hit urban areas are finally getting adequate supplies, 
the rural hinterland has been largely left to fend for itself in the 
week since Typhoon Haiyan hit. 

Deadly Kabul Bombing Sends Message on 
Security Pact Vote 
By AZAM AHMED and JAWAD SUKHANYAR 

At least lo people were killed as a bomb exploded near a 
university where elders are scheduled to vote on a security 
agreement with the United States. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

With Braves Set to Move, a Broader Look at 
Atlanta 
By KIM SEVERSON 

With the Atlanta Braves moving to the suburbs, a civic 
conversation is examining whether the change is a blow to the 



city or a signal of a new era for the region. 

Caught in Unemployment’s Revolving Door 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

Some economists fear that the long-term unemployment crisis 
affecting millions of Americans might be a permanent change, 
with far-reaching and damaging consequences. 

Bay Area Transit Contract in Limbo Over a Provision 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Transit officials said a family medical leave provision giving its 2,300 union 
workers up to six weeks of paid time off each year would be too expensive. 

......................................................................................................... F?r rj?o re U.S. r~evys, go to N ~Y!mes.com(U8 tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

FAIR GAME 

Who Has Your Back? Hard to Tell 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Whether or not trustees have a duty to protect investors in 
mortgage cases is at the center of a multibillion dollar settlement 
struck by Bank of America for loans made by Countrywide Financial. 

Success of Chinese Leader’s Ambitious 
Economic Plan May Rest on Rural Regions 
By CHRIS BUCKLEY 

The success of an economic overhaul could hinge on policy 
battles over land, money and a fiscal system that has bred public 



discontent and financial hazards. 

¯ China to Ease Longtime Policy of 1-Child Limit 

In a North Face Jacket, a Reversible Appeal 
By ALINA TUGEND 

The successful maker of jackets and other outdoor gear keeps 

walking the tightrope between exclusivity and the mass market. 

For more business news, go to NYTimestcomlBusiness >> 

Sports 

Ground-Shaking Noise Rocks N.F.L., and 

Eardrums Take Big Hit 
By JOYCE COHEN 

National Football League teams are racing this season to secure 

the title of loudest outdoor stadium in the world. 

A Lesson in Perseverance for a Giants Running 
Back 
By BILL PENNINGTON 

The rookie running back Michael Cox learned how to deal with 

adversity after watching his father, a police officer, endure a 

brutal beating at the hands of fellow officers in 1995. 

In the Zone With Peyton Manning 
By KEN BELSON 

Peyton Manning, the quarterback for the Denver Broncos, is 

having a record-setting season during a difficult time for the 

N.F.L., but his business dealings off the field are equally 

impressive. 

............................................................................................. E0[ ~£re sp£rts r~e~s! g£ t£ N~[imes~�om~Sports ~ 

Arts 

What Makes a Great Shakespearean? 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

When it comes to Shakespeare, most actors are merely players. 

What does it take to become a master? 

Zombies in His Past, Now Onto Cops 
By DAVE ITZKOFF 

After leaving "The Walking Dead" following a dispute with the 

show’s network, Frank Darabont is returning to television with 

"Mob City," which includes the "Walking Dead" co-star ,Ion 

Bernthal. 



Trying to Outrace Scientific Advances 
By HUGH HART 

J. H. Wyman’s new series on Fox, "Mmost Human," trafficks in 
the realm of future realism by modeling its ideas on existing 
technologies. 

¯ ~ Video Excerpt 

....................................................................................................... F~r r~0re Prts r~e~’s~ g0 t~ N~Times:�0m!Arts ~ 

Obituaries 

William Weaver, Influential Translator of 
Modern Italian Literature, Dies at 90 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Weaver’s work embraced the highest echelons of modern 
Italian fiction, nonfiction, poetry, prose and opera librettos, 
translating relatively obscure works along with international best sellers. 

Aleksandr Serebrov, Cosmonaut of Fettered 
Times, Dies at 69 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

Mr. Serebrov, who once held a spacewalk record, flew four 

missions for a program that abandoned Soviet ambitions for 
Russian spare parts. 

Alex Calderwood, Creator and Face of the 
Unconventional Ace Hotel Chain, Dies at 47 
By RAVI SOMAIYA 

The quirky vintage interiors of Mr. Calderwood’s hotels 
influenced the industry and became the backdrop for countless 
Instagram pictures. 

Magazine 

The Impossible Refugee Boat Lift to Christmas 
Island 
By LUKE MOGELSON 

More than a thousand refugees have died trying to reach 

Christmas Island. But faced with unbearable conditions at home, 
they keep coming. 

What Is the Value of Stolen Art? 
By ED CAESAR 

Making money from stolen paintings - particularly famous ones - 
is not a straightforward matter. 

LOOK 



Window Displays of Affection 
Photographs by DAN BUDNIK 

Impromptu memorials to J.F.K. 

............................................................ For ~no~e fre~n tbe ~r~day ~aga~ir~e, g~ to N~T!mes~om!Magazine tt 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Rebuilding Strength 
Katie Commodore, 35, a printmaking artist whose Multiple 

Sclerosis diagnosis has caused her to lose some motor functions, 

has hired a physical trainer to rebuild her strength. 

¯ Related Article 

~ VIDEO: House Tour I Faye Toogood 

The multifaceted designer opens her London home, and 

discusses her affinity for using unusual juxtapositions in her 

decorating. 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Winter Fashion 
Begins 
The first blast of cold changed the look of fashion overnight. 

............................................................................................................. 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

China’s New Agenda 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Beijing’s leaders signal a readiness for some persona] freedoms and further 

economic reforms, all under firm one-party rule. 

EDITORIAL 

Sentenced to a Slow Death 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A report highlights thousands of prisoners serving life without parole for 

nonviolent crimes. 

EDITORIAL 

Reining in Payday Lenders 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Consumer Financial Protection Bureau is finally moving to reform a 

predatory system. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 



OPINION 

The City With a Death Wish in Its Eye 
By JAMES McAULEY 

Dallas must reckon with its role in John F. Kennedy’s murder. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

More Fun With Bill & Hill 
By FRANK BRUNI 

How much pre-presidential plotting goes into Bill Clinton’s post- 

presidential interventions? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Three Burials of Obamacare 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

The health care law has yet another brush with death. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Nov. 17, 1973, President Nixon told an Associated Press managing 
editors meeting in Orlando, Fla., that "people have got to know 

whether or not their president is a crook. Well, I’m not a crook." 
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From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 11:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

RE: Forum on Monday and extra TGNP docs 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

That sounds like something I would definitely attend! Thanks for letting me know and I have certainly spread the word to friends who’d be interested via 

Facebook and a few have already expressed interest. 

I’ve sifted through my computer and consulted mom and have uploaded the following under TGNP: 

TGNP Mechanisms and Forums Review- 

http:!!sdrv.ms/19wcznW 

Transformative Feminist Movement Building Conceptual Framework- 

http://sdrv.ms/lfU NFC 

Policy Shift in Tanzania- 

htt p:/isd rv. ms/lilxxOr 

Women Participation in Decision Making in Tanzania 

(a presentation made my mum that I remember helping with and had previously mentioned to you but never actually got it until today as I was talking to 

her about finding parliament composition data)- 

http:/!sd rv.ms/HZRcpx 

I hope these will help for tomorrow {and future research work). 

Also, I have uploaded PARs (Participatory Action Report) however they are all in Kiswahili except one whose executive summary is in english and 

whose link is below: 

http://sdrv.ms/17 ALC2W 

Jumapili njema! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 08:58 AM 

To: 

Subject: Forum on Monday on East Africa and African Unity @ 50 

Dear 

No problem. It all worked out. 

I would like to say that you have done an excellent job as an RA and I am very grateful. 

On another note, I would be grateful if you circulated the attached flyer of an upcoming forum on Monday to your networks. Please encourage folks to at-tend. 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Mwalimu SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sherryl Kleinmaa <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 12:39 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- facul~] Fwd: East Africa a~d Afi-ican Unity at 50: Monday at UNC 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [upcs online] East Africa and African Unit?., at 50: Monday at UNC 

Date:Sun, 10:39:27 -0500 

From: ~gmml.com> 
Reply-To: ~gmml.com> 

To:University Program in Cultural Studies <upcs online@listserv.unc.edu> 

*SYMPOSIUM: DIALOGUES ON EAST AFRICA AND AFRICAN UNITY AT 50* 

LOCATION: 

10.00AM-5.00PM PROGRAM (HYDE HALL, UNIVERSITY ROOM) 

6.00PM-7.00PM~ KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER~ AUDITORIUM) 

10.00am-10.15am: Arrival and Coffee 

10.15am-10.30am: Opening remarks: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

* 10.30AM- 12.00PM (ROUNDTABLE): FROM THE ORGANIZATION OF AFRICAN UNITY TO 
AFRICAN UNION* 

Chair: Eunice N. Sahle (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

(UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o(Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership Fellow, Harvard 
University) 

*12.00PM-1.30PM: LUNCH* 

** 

*I.30PM- 3.00PM: NATIONAL COHENSION, BLACK DIASPORA IN THE INDIAN OCEAN AND 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS* 

Chair: Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja (UNC-Chapel Hill) 

Panelists: 
Mueni wa Muiu and Guy Martin (Winston-Salem State University): Kenya, the U.S., 
and China in East Africa: The End of an Era 
Gaurav Desai (’1ulane University): The Indian Presence in East Africa: 
Implications for National Cohesion and African Unity 
Omar Ali (University of North Carolina at Greensboro): Black Diasporas in the 
Indian Ocean World: ’African Unity’ in the Long Dur~e 

*3.00PM-3.30PM: COFFEE BREAK* 

*3.30PM- 5.00PM: DEBATES ON LANGUAGE, DISPLACEMENT AND DEVELOPMENT* 

Chair: Kenneth Janken 

Panelists: 

Esther M. Lisanza (UNC-Chapel Hill): 50 years of Language Debates in East 
Africa’s Education Systems. 

Marie Garlock (UNC-Chapel Hill): Mining and Displacement in South Coast Kenya: 
Oral performance towards restorative justice 
Eunice N. SaNe (UNC-Chapel Hill): Feminism and political economy of development 
in East Africa 

*6.00PM-7.00PM: KEYNOTE LECTURE (STONE CENTER)* 



Introduction: _1onathan Hartlyn (UNC-Chapel Hill), Senior Associate Dean for 
Social Sciences and Global Programs 

Keynote Lecture: Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o (Gro Harlem Brundtland Senior Leadership 
Fellow, Harvard University) 

Sponsored by: Department of African, African American and Diaspora Studies and 
the African Studies Center 

¯ -- You a’e currently subscribed to 

upcs online as: kleitm~an(~emal.unc.edu. To unsubscribe send a blank 

emal to leave-33874990-197809.c361 bd97d24bdb69c605bb77beee597f(~listserv.unc.edu 

<nl> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

<"ul> 

sej- facnlU as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@emafil.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emafil to <a l~f "mailto:leave-33875212- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-33875212- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listse~w.unc.edu<i~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 1:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F~-;tra Credit Restx~nse- AAAD    ) 

Women in the Afric~ Conlient- A~A~&D    Extra Credit..docx 

My response is attached to this email. 

Thank you. 

Hope you had a great weekend. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 9:56 AM 

Subject: Extra Credit Opportunity 

To: AAAE Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

I hope you are doing weil. 

-[o give you more time for reflection, I have posted the extra credit question that I was to include in the final exam to Sakai. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAC 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site~ To reply to this message click this link to 



I~JE: Im~ort~t: Prodram f~r Tomorrow 

~r:~:: euoice~ema~.onc.e,dd: <eu~Nce@em~iLu~r.edu> 

Se~t: Sst~_ rdav, SdS P~ 

~To: AARD 

bes:~ AAA~ 5choisrs, 

~cce~ted. 

~) Ex:te~ded ~:~-ice hour fc, r ~:he re’~e~:t-ch p~per ass~gnmer~: Mon~ay g,O0:~m-2{, ]Oam:. As ssua~:, t~l~ a:~re in add~Uc~n t:o ~,~: 

~h~s ~or~srded :message w~s se~:t v~a S~ka~ @ LfNC-C}~aF*~ H~] Mes.~age:s @on-:: t[ae "A~D 5.~:e. To rep~y to thls message 



From: "@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Sunday, ):20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: F.xtra Credit AAAD 

Attacl~: Extra credit aaad    docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope Vou are doing well. I have attached mv extra credit document. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:07 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.unc.edtr> 

Swahili Classes: Swah on 

Dear Eunice, 

Since I will be participating in the department’s symposium on 
assignment for Monday’s class. 

Best wishes, 

Esther 

I have informed my Swahili students that we will not meet on and I have given them 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Risk Calculator lbr Cholesterol Appears Flawed 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~t ~:,:I.~ui:::: i ~’ide,: i:;i.:b:~c:ii~,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N TH~S E~IA~L I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media & Adve~sin9 

Todays Video ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On 1his Day ~ CUSTOMIZE)~ 

Top News 

Ri~k Calelflator for Cholesterol Appears Flawed 

The calculator appears Lo grea[ly overestimate risk, so ~nuch so 

that it could mistakenly suggest that millions more people are 

candidates for skati~ dru~. 

CONGRESSIONAL MEMO 
~ In 1988, 

Lesson Is Seen ~ Failure of 1989 Law on 

MedJ care 

Older voters rebelled when Medicare bel~efits were e~:,anded at 

tke cos k of higher premi u ms, a n d some lawmakexs wh o were involved see 

parallels today. 

THE DOUBLE-EDGED DRUG 
:~ Amand8 

At C~inies, Tumultuous I.,iw~s and T~rb~lent 

The divided wor]d of buprenorphiue clinics serapes as a 

crossr~-~a&~ where addk~[s’ tmmdkao~s lives converge with a turbulent treatme[~k 

Part One Addiction T[eatnLnt £ ~@ a Dark Side 

Editors’ Picks 



Dor~s :Less~ng~ Author ~’lm Swept Aside L.~ 

Convenfion~ Is Dead at 94 I o~, o~ I 

Ms. Lessing was an uninhibited and ou tspoken novdist who 

prodaeed dozens of novels, short stories, essays and poems, embarking on 

dizzying and at times stulti~4ng literary e~.~eriments. 

; [] Video: Doris Lessing on Lhe Nobel Prize 

~ An Appraisal Tracing the h~temal Tug of War at the Heart of H umsn Life (2007) 

OPINION I OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Toy Story 
s~. r.~i.L £i.i. ~. ~.r< 

America is still the birthplace of inventiot}s. But for bow long? 

; Columni~ Page ] glog 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

I~IARCO CA~PANELLI, a d{Yer it] the water with Ni(:]lolas Mes o]i~ a free-rib’{rig 

champion from Brooklyn *S’bO ([iO~i Sunday during a competition ~n the Bahamas. 

World 

Inland, No .Aid for SurMvors of T>qphoon 

While in Drnation al relief workers and Philippines DepatOnent 

of Hea]fl~ ~x)rket~ an" now scouting nei~borhoods up and down 

the coast, they are nowhere to be seen in the intmqor. 

~ Photographs: Day by Day 

:T I 

West Faces Challenge in 
Chemical Arms Thro~agh Battlefields 

O~eials say the shipments w~]l be vu]nerab]e to att~td( as they 
travel past the ruins of a war that has raged for two and a half 

rebels 

I 

a Tainted Trove of~ s Gurli~ 

Cornelius Our]iLL, "~e reclusive son of a Nazi-era aVL dealer, told 

a German newsmagazine that the confiscation of some 

mastenvorks from his borne was more devasta~g than his sister’s death, 

U.S. 



Severe storms moved through the Midwest o~ Sm~day, 

d es troying towns in Illin ois and eausin g ~ousands of power 

failures across the region. 

Vote on Ah:oho| Sales Divides a Utah Town 

~:here Few Dr~a~k 

Hyde Park’s alcohol resb~efions had long been in line with the 

teachings of ~he Mormon Church, but the town recently voted 

allow sales. 

Park, 

Utail, 
n~ar*h~ 

Princeton U~versity Considers Use of Foreiga~ 

r~lening, itis Vaccine 

The univemity’s ]eude~ are contemplating a stronger step to halt 

a~ outbreak that has bospib~lized seven people: distributing a 

vaccine not approved for use in the United States. 

Business 

Developing a Fax N~achine 1-o Copy LiI~ on N~ars 

DNA sequencing and DNA sy~theais are becoming faster and 

cheaper~ and J. Craig Venter wan N to uae the technology to bring 
Mu~fiun life to garih. 

DEALBOOK 

Pressure B~aihls to Finish Voh~ker Rule on ~rall 
[~ >’,", 

St. Oversight Sec;etar 

The push [o reshape financial oversight hinges on negoBations in 

the coming wee~ over the so-culled Voleker Rule, a reNdation that stNkes at 

the heart of Wall S~’eet risk-taMng. 

Disney St~tggles to Make Its Free Gaming Apps 

Pay 

M~-.,bile games are u major growth opp~-.,rtmfity, and anulysts say a 

recent flop tmde~,~cores the eha]lenges Disobey faces in a shifting 

marketplace. 

Disne)is 

Sports 



A Deep~¥ater Diver From BrooklF~ Dics After 

Tr3~ng for a Record 

Nich ol as Mevoli was eompe d n g a t Vcrti ca 1 Bhm, a champion ship 

event in ~he spo~ of fl’ee ~ving, where he was attempting ~o 

achieve his second Ameriean ~eeord. 

GIANTS 27, PACKERS 13 

From "~:h~less Start to ~’Vimfing Streak, Giants ..... back Eli 

Have Climbed Back ~nto Division Race M~ 

~ter opening 0.-6, the Giants continued their imp~)hable mn to 

respeetabili~~ wkh a flxn@ consecutive win to m ore within sight of firs~ place 

in fl~e N.F.C. East. 

~ [] Box Score ] [] Slide Show: Giants-Packers Replay, Nov 17 

OFF THE DRIBBLE 
The 

Offense~ Not Defense, May Be the iGqdeks’ Biggest I ....... K~,i..’k~’ I 

CoJ~leerl~t 
Carmelo 

LackhBter in stopping opponents from pu~ng up point~ this 

season, New York has also experienced a marked drop in scoring efficiency. 

Arts 

ARCHITECTURE REVIEW 

A Grace Note for a GrittT Business 

The new Sims Municipal Recycling FaeiIi~" opening soon in 

Sunse~ Park, Brooklym promises to reduce recycling costs and 

create jobs, all in a pleasing, wah~rfront skruetm~. 

, ~ Slide Show 

A O|itt-ery Prelude to Oscars’ Big Night 

The Governors Awards banquet, in its fifth year, was heh:l on 

Saturday and has become a place for Oscar hopefuls to be seen. 

MsRin, 

accepti 

Optimism O~,tlasted a Lifcfime of Horrors 
i.:y CHARLES McGRATN 

The Czech w~iter Ivan Klima’s new book, a memoir, begins in a 

Nazi camp and ends with the Ve]vet Revolution of 1989. 

has 

Obituaries 

Suza|me Bianehi, 6,, Who ~Mmlyzed Family 

Time, Dies 

Professor Bianehi, a social seieniist, upended conventional 

wisdom suggesting that wo~Ning women were shca~d~an~ng 

their children. 

Aleksandr Serebrov, Cosmonaut of Fettered 

Times, Dies at 69 

Mr. Serebrov, who once held a spueewa]k record, flew four 

missions for a program that abandoned Soviet ambitions for 

Russian spare parts. 

Media & Advertising 

Bloomberg News Suspends Reporter }Vhose ,¢drtiele on C~a 

Was Not P~blishcd 



After dispu[ing repor~[s that top editors had killed an article o~ Chitin for 

political reaso~s, B~oomberg News suspe~ded the reporter Miehad Forsy~he. 

ADVERTISING 

I~aea~od~ Ca~pa~g~ Foetuses o~ ReMl~e~ee~ Rathe~¯ 

Than 

A ne~x adveAising campaign ehro~fieles the tumult Baear~ has 

weathered since it was introduced in Cuba i~ 

An sd 
highlight 

News From the Adverhsing Industry 

LINK BY LINK 

H~stovy Comes 1-o IJf~; W~th Tweets From Past 

Historical pr@eets c,~ %’d~er aim to recreate eyelets like 

Kt@kNlnaeht and d~e assassina’do~ of Pr~sident Joh~ F. 

Kenne@o 

aposts 

Today’s Video 

When reporters it~ 2007 told Ms. Lessing that she had won khe 

Nobel Prize for literature, she said, "l eou~d~Yt care less." 

Related Ar[icle 

~ vmEo: Vows: In Siekd~ess and ~n Health 

Breast cancer sideli~ed ~,qrgi~ia Wett]auf~r j ust six m onths aRer 

she and Waiter Tomenson starked dadng. 

~ vmEo: Wasl~gtor~ Come~ Out 

Ten per¢.er~t of adalts i~ the District o[ Columbia identify as 

lesbiam gay, bisexual or tran sge~der, nearly three times the 

national average. What makes the ei[y such a gay-f~endly place? 

Pal mo~e video ",..o to NYTimes.comR/ideo >~ 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

The Shame of American Hea~th Cm’e 

People in "~e United StaLes pay mow a~d get less than ei[izens in o[her 

adwmeed eom~kries. 

EDITORIAL 

Thailm~d’s Latest Tro~Mes 

A politicaUy motivated amnes~" bill threate~s the government’s 

EDITORIAL 

For Assa[~lted Veterans~ a Seeol~d lBattJe 

Ofken vie[ires of sexual assaul[ have [o convince the V.A. dmt they are disabled 

and e~tit]ed to compensation for i_~ost- [raumatie stress Nsorder. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

A Per~rr~m~e~t Slmnp? 

The ~ew normal for -~,ur ec~omy may be a state of mild 

depression. 

~ Columrlist Page ] BIog 



ROOM FOR DEBATE 

~;hen ~ledie~| Expe~ts Disag~’ee 

How should doeto~ a*~d patients reae~ ~o the latest fit~dings that 

trust? 

OPINIONATOR I DISUNION 

Lincoln’s Smmd Bite: Have Faith h~ Democracy 

Rarely was so mush compressed into such simple eleme~ts. 

Medic~i 

E,’<perls 

~isagre 

Lincoln’ 

~it~:    I 

See this Fro~t Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTime.s PBll:eresl: 

Access The New York Times flora anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhond,~) ] iPadC~D I Android ] All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit eur mobile website at 

Times Store ~ ’ He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This E-Mai~ 

This is an su~omste~ e- mail Please do not reply directly to [his e-rnaiL 

Yod received this message becsase yod signed ap for N~qimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslet[e[ 

As a member of t~e [RUS[e privacy program, we are committed te protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo ~yahoo.com> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 8:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Fwd: [zirpp] Who says Africans axe being targeted? 

This is interesting reading 

Sent from my, iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Falma Alloo" <tidloo(a)zitec.org> 

Date: November 18, 2013 10:31:02 GMT+03:00 

To: "George Omondi" <george@arrforum.org>, "Anyang Nyongo" 

Subject: Fw: [zirpp] Who says Africans are being targeted? 

From: Muhammad Yussuf 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 11:05 PM 

To: Group by Mohd Yusuf 
Subject: [zirpp] Who says Africans are being targeted? 

Who says Africans are being targeted? 

(a)ya~hoo.com> 

By Jenerali Ulimwengu 

Posted Tuesday, October 22 20:13 at 00:00 

In Summary 

One question we should be asking ourselves is, if you know you are not guilty, what makes you so scared to go and plead your innocence? 

From what the Kenyan leaders have been saying, they do not seem to be that terrified of appearing. 

with civility in this uncivil backwater of a continent. 

For I cannot, for the love of me, fathom the reasons that impels our rulers to persist in being illogical in matters where they are given 

generous opportunities to be logical, opportunities they so carelessly pass up. 

If we revisit the debate about the International Criminal Court and its decision to indict some African leaders in situations where it is clear to 

all that atrocities of one sort or another were committed, a number of questions raise themselves voluntarily. 

It is disturbing that our leaders!rulers can muster enough cheek to summon each other to Addis Ababa with the sole purpose of finding ways 

to avoid accountability when they go astray. It is even more disgusting that they can think of a mass wal kout on an organisation they joined 

with such aplomb not so long ago, the reason for walking out being that some of them have been required to come clean on their activities. 

The court at the Hague is a court of law in the tradition where presumption of innocence is guaranteed, unlike in so many of our rulers’ 

kangaroo courts where one is guilty as soon as one is charged, and where magistrates and judges are either articles for sale to the highest 

bidder, or where they are so subservient to the executive that anyone who rouses the ire of the ruler is dead meat. 

One question we should be asking ourselves is, if you know you are not guilty, what makes you so scared to go and plead your innocence? 

From what the Kenyan leaders have been saying, they do not seem to be that terrified of appearing. 

One of them has repeatedly insisted he wants no disruption of the trial as he is confident of being vindicated. 

There also seems to be some understanding that the two will not be made to be absent from the country they are supposed to run at the same 

time, that their appearances will be staggered. So where is the problem? 

The problem is not with the Kenyan accused; it is with the other African rulers who cannot be too sure that in their countries they will not 
commit the types of crimes their colleagues are accused of. If the Kenyans play ball with the ICC, these others will have been exposed, for a 
precedent will have been set. 

So they are hiding behind all manner of smokescreens, including sovereignty and the claim that Africa is being targeted. What they are 
seeking is pro forma insurance cover. 

No~ I repeat~ it is not Africa that is before the ICC; it is African individuals~ and for specified reasons. 



But I understand the arrogance that informs that claim: For these gentlemen -- and a couple of ladies these days -- Africa is them. 

What happens to them happens to Africa. Just like someone who has lost out on a deal in Nairobi, Dar or Kampala will tell folks back home 
that they got a raw deal because they are from this or that tribe, or this or that faith. In this way, whole ethnicities or religions are shanghaied 
into wars they know nothing about. 

Talk of Africa being targeted! Not enough African rulers are summoned to The Hague, if we go by the crimes they have committed against 
their own peoples. 

I personally know at least seven who should be packing their bags to answer for hideous crimes, including murder and armed robbery. Yes, 
armed robbery. One who steals money and other properties that belong to other people {the citizens) commits the crime of theft. If the people 
protest and he uses armed police or soldiers to shoot unarmed citizens in order to suppress the protest and to help him to effect his theft, that 
is armed robbery. 

It may not be on the statute books, but it would be if the law were not such an ass. 

Article first appeared in The EastAfrican (Oct. 19 - 25, 2013). Author is Board chair of Raia Mwema and advocate of the High Court in Dar. E- 

mail: ulimwengu@jenerali.com 

SOURCE: ~H~ CITIZEN 

OPINION: Yes indeed, it is not Africa ti]~t is before the ICC; it is African individu~==s, ~nd for s#ecific re,sons, he,, crimes ~gainst humanity, 

To post to the ZIRPP group, send email to zirpp@googlegroups.com 

To unsubscribe from this group, send email to 

zirpp+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com 

For more options, visit this group at 

http://groups.google.com/group/zirpp?hl=en 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "zirpp" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to zirpp+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

For more options, visit https:!/groups.google.com!groups/optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

UNC ~Vater Theme <watertheme@unc.edtc, 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:57 AM 

Sanle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 11-18-13 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Mond ay November 18th, 2013 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

11/20/13- - UNC Department of Marine Sciences G uest Seminar Lecture by Dr. Mar),-Alice Croffi~rth scheduled tbr 3:00 PM in Murray Hall G201. Dr. Croff’orth, a 

profes~r at the University of Buffhlo, will be spea£ing on early ontogeny of coral-a]gal ~mbiosis. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

"A Cultural Bio~aphy of Water" course available during, Sprin~, 2014 semester- All interested UNC undelgrads axe invited to enroll in "A Cultural Biography 

ofWatel;" a 1-credit P/F course offered through Honors Carolina’s C- START program. In this course, students will investigate how people have expressed their 

relationship to water through various mediums, across diffferent cultures and time periods. The class is listed as SPCL 400.304 and will meet on Wednesdays fiom 3- 

4:50 p.m. For more information: http://honorscarolina.nnc.edu/current- s~deuts/cun-iculum/c- s~xt!spring-2014- courses/ 

To learn more about other water-related courses being offered during the Spring 2014 semes~ter: http:i/watertheme.unc.edwcourses-research/ 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

2013 Campus Sustainabilitv Report available onlin~ First preseuted by Chancellor Carol Folt on November 15 during UNC’s Campus Sus~Jnability and 
A~nerica Recycles Day celebration, the 2013 Cmnpus Sustainabili~ Report is now available online. This comprehensive assessment of sustainable policies, practices, 

curricula, a~nd behaviors highlights Carolina’s adoption of sus~inability as a core value and strategic planning tool. To view the report: 

http://www.sustainabi~itv.unc.edu/P~rta~s/Susta~nabiliw’ 2~9/Ce~npusSus~tainabi~iM~eport2~ ~3~naL~df 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our World"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http:/iwatertheme.unc.edw. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions for fl~e theme can be directed to the following email address: waterfl~eme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 
http:i/twitter.com/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/’/www.facebook.comiWaterlnOurWorld. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 12:06 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
Subject: AAAD    Africa Related Events 

Hey Prof. Sahle, 

Is tonight’s event the last Africa Related Event that will count for our class, or will there be another opportunity? 

I hope your week is off to a good start. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Monday 12:14 PM 

isa-grad@listserv.unc.edu; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

FW: Trade: Seeking Spa~ish & Ott}ring English Editing of Writing 

Forwarded Message..do not reply email Gwen Kash directly at: @email unc.edu 

Hello all, 

I am a PhD student in the Department of City and Regional plamaing in the begilming stages of my dissertation on transit reform in Latin America. I am writing an increasing number of 
documents in Spanish. I am seeking a native spanish speaker (or someone with equivalent skill) to review- the grammar of some of them. 

In exchange, I can review your English-language writing (conference papers, coursework, etc) Depending on your needs, I can edit basic gran~mar or provide more detailed feedback on 
style, clarity, structure, and other issues on which I focus on when offering feedback to students and colleagues. Ideally, the amount of time each of us puts into editing the other’s ~vork will 
be approximately equal 

Most of the documents on which I will need feedback ~vill be short, but some are time sensitive. In the near future, I will have a two-page research proposal in need of review If you are 
interested in trading time for just this paper or on an ongoing basis, please email me directly at gwenkash@email uric. edu. 

Best, 



From: ennice@email.nnc,edu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: Reminder: Tonight’s event 

12:46 PM 

To: AAAD Group 

From: Eunice Sanie 

Dear AAAB    Scholars, 

This is a gentle reminder of the Atiicm~ related event linked to our class. If you mis~d the Congo event, this is the last opportunity to attend m~ At~can thrum a~d w6te 

a response. 

The forum will be 6.00pm-7pm at the Stone Center. 

See you there m~d best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAB 

’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



i From:: 

N’~[~nda?,: 4:44 

SaMe: Eu:~ic.e N <etmice::’~emai{ uatc.edtg> 

1u~ZGE: : T: 

~e~t: Monday ~:45 PM 

~bje~: ~e m~ nder: To*~g~t’s event 

[~e: AAAD 



From: ?}live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday 5:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Research day 

Dear Professor Sahle, 
For our upcoming paper, we have a research day this Thursday in preparation for the paper. Since our paper is pushed back to Wednesday, will our research day continue to be Thursday or 
will we have it Tuesday since it is closer to the due date of the paper? 
Thanks 



i From: 

iil%: 

i S~bj~ct: 

iiAttach: 

Nttached is my response {,or th:e e~tra credi;t assignment. 
!Thank you, 



From: @livea~nc.edtr~ 

Sent: Monday 9:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: AAAD ~xtra credit 

Here is my extra credit paper, Have a nice night! 



From: @livea~nc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday~ 9:43 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: AAAD extra credit. RESENT! 

Attach: extra credit.docx 

Sorry, I forgot to attach the paper! Here is it, Have a nice night.., again! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Omar H. All <ohaJi@uncg.edu> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:39 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emml.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~ 

Guy Martin           ~yahoo.com>; Gaurav DesaJ <gaurav@tulane.edu>; Lisaa~a, Esther Mnkewa <lism~a@emaJl.unc.edu>; Garlock, 
Ma~rie <ma~rieis@unc.edu>;     _ @yaJ~oo.co~n 

Symposium on Eas~t Africa and Afi-ican Unity at 50 

photo.jpg 

Dear Georges and Eunice, 

Thank you tbr the excellent single-day symposium! Attached please find the group photo that we took. It was wonderful to meet new colleagues mad recolmect with 

old friends. 

With warm regards from Greensboro, 

O~nar 

P.S. Also, if you would, kindly pass along the photo to other participants since I do not have eve~one’s e-mail address. 

On Monday, November 11, 2013, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 

Dear panelists: 

First of all, I would like to thank you tbr agreeing to present an aspect of your research on East Africa at the Symposium, Maose program is attached. In order to 

maximize audience pa~icipalion in the discussion of the pertinent issues, we would like to ask you to limit your presentation to 15 minutes. We would like to publish 

the proceedings office symposium in a volume edited by Eunice Sable and me. We therefore hope and trust that it roll be possible for you to send us the written text 

of your presentation by January 15, 2014. 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 

Department of Africa~ African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel. ÷ (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Omar H. All, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor of Comparative Atiican Diaspora History 

Director of Graduate Stadies, Africm~ American Studies Program 

Coordinator of Diversity Initiatives, The College of Arts & Sciences 

’][’he University of North Carolina at (keensboro 

Curry. Building, 349-E, Greensboro, NC 27403 

ww~-.uncg.edu/ag,¢facultv/omar all 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peter Anyang Nyongo ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:16 AM 

Omar H. Ali <ohali@uncg.edu~> 

Nzon~ola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Guy Martin 
~ya~hoo.com>; Gaurav Desm <gaumv@tulane.edu>; Lisanza, Es~ther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu>; Garlock, Ma~e 

<ma~eis@unc.edu> 

Re: Symposium on East Africa and Africmi Uifi~" at 50 

Dear Omar. 

A million thanks. It was a great day. Our sincere gratitude to Eunice and her team. 

Peter 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 19, 2013, at 6:39, "Omar H. Ali" <ohali(~uncg.edu> wrote: 

Dear Georges and Eunice, 

Thank you for the excellent single-day symposium! Attached please find the group photo that we took. It was wonderful to meet new colleagues and 

reconnect with old fiiends. 

With waaan regards l~om Greensboro, 

Omar 

P.S. Also, if you woul& kindly pass along the photo to other participants since I do not have everyone’s e-mail address. 

On Monday, November 11, 2013, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 

Dear panelists: 

First of all, I would like to thaaak you for agreeing to present ma aspect of your research on East Africa at the Symposium, Maose program is attached. 

In order to maximke audience participation in the di~ussion of the pertinent issues, we would like to ask you to limit your presentation to 15 minutes. 

We would like to publish the proceedings of the symposium in a volume edited by Eunice SaNe and me. We therefore hope and trust that it will be 

possible for you to send us the written text of your presentation by Janua~ 15, 2014. 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Be~ regaNs, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department ofAi~cark Afiican American, and Dia.spora Studies 
University of North Cm-olina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel. q (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Omar H. All, Ph.D. 
Associate Prot}smr of Compm’ative African Diaspora tlistoU 

Director of Graduate Studies, African American Studies Prograan 

Coordinator of Diversity Initiatives, The College of Arks & Sciences 

The UniversiF of North Carolina at Greensbx~ro 
Curry Building, 349-E, Greensboro, NC 27403 

~v.uncg.edu/a£s~i~acul~/omaac ali 

<photo.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:43 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Pictures 

Okay. My schedule doesn’t allow me to come to AAAD on Mondays so my plan was to come today but I won’t be on campus until 1. 
Does she want them in an email now or on a flash drive later because I was just in the middle of compressing all of these files to try to 
fit: them in an email. I have several things to do before I come to campus that are time sensitive so I don’t want to spend time trying to 
reformat all of these pictures to fit in an email if what she really wants is the flash drive she asked for on Friday. 

From: Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 AM 

To 

Subject: RE: Pictures 

Dr Sable need the flash drive toda% 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:59 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: Pictures 

So they don’t want a flash drive any more? 

S~1 via d~e S~ns’dng GALAXY S~r)4 ActiveTM, ~n AT&T 4G LTE sm~-tphone 

........ Original mess~e ........ 

From: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Date 8:08 AM (GMT-05:00) 

Tc @livea~nc.edu> 
Subject: Pictures 

Good morning 

Please send pictures via e-mail, regarding with the AAAAD newslet[er. Need for a meeting today a[ morning. 

Thank you 

Sonia Co,on 

Accounth~g Technicion 

919-~-i295 
T, 8-22; W. I-5; E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu> 

Tuesday, 9:45 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Pictures 

Thank you Dr. Sable wants [he picture on a USB device. 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:43 AN 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Pictures 

Okay. My schedule doesn’t allow me to come to AA~ on Mondays so my plan was to come to&y but I won’t be on campus until l. 
Does she want them in an email now or on a :flash drive later because I was just in file nfidNe of compressing all of these files to t~ to 
fit them in an e~il. I have several tNngs to do before I come to campus that are time se~itive so I don’t want to spend time t~ing to 
refo~t all of these pict.s to fit in an email ~w~t she really wants is the flash ~ve she asked for on Fd~y. 

From: Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:02 AM 

To 

Subject: RE: Pictures 

Dr SaMe need the flash driw? today. 

Sent: I uesday, 8:59 AN 
To: Colon, SoNa 
Su~je¢t~ RE: P~ctures 

Hi Sonia, 

So they don’t want a flash drive an~ morn? 

~live unc.edu 
Sgnt via the S~nsm~g GALAXY S®4 Ac~veaaL an AT&T ~G LTE sm~tpb_one 

........ Ofigi~M message ........ 

From: "Color~ Sonia" <:soma colon(~)med.unc.e&~> 
Date 8:08 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To:: b~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: Pictures 

Good morning 

Please send pictures via e-mail, regarding with the AAAAD newsletter. Need for a meeting today at morning, 

Thank you 

Accounting Technician 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:33 AM 

Omar H. All <ohali@uncg.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emml.unc.edu:~ 

Guy Mariin          ~yahoo.com>; Gaurav Desai <gaurav@tulane.edu:~; Lis~u~a, Esther Mukewa <lism~a@emaJl.unc.e&~; Garlock, 
M~ie <m~ieis@unc.edu>        ~yaJ~oo.co~n 

RE: Symposium on East Attica and Afric~l Unity at 50 

A fine, photo, indeed! Thanks, Omar, for your outstanding contribution to the symposium. I look forward to reading the written text 
Georges 

Georges Nznngola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle ttall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Omar It. All [ohali@uncg.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 10:39 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Guy Martin; Gaurav Desai: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa; Garlock, Marie; anyongo@yahoo corn 
Sut~ject: Symposium on East Africa and African Unity at 50 

Dear Georges and Eunice, 

Thank you for the excellent single-day symposium! Attached please find the group photo that we took. It was wonderful to meet new colleagues and reconnect with old friends 

With warm regards from Greensboro, 

Ornar 

P.S. Also, if you would, kindly pass along the photo to other participants since I do not have everyone’s e-mail address. 

On Monday, November 11, 2013, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 
Dear panelists: 

First of all, I would like to thank you for agreeing to present an aspect of yore research on East Africa at the Symposimn, whose program is attached. In order to maximize audience 
participation in the discussion of the pertinent issues, ~ve would like to ask you to limit your presentation to 15 minutes. We ~vould like to publish the proceedings of the symposium in a 
volume edited by Em~ice Sahle and me. We therefore hope and trust that it will be possible for you to send us the written text of your presentation by January 15, 2014. 

I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of Afiican Studies 
Departrnent of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Omar H. All, Ph.D 
Associate Professor of Comparative African Diaspora Histow 
Director of Graduate Studies, African American Studies Program 
Coordinator of Diversity Initiatives, The College of Arts & Sciences 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Greensboro 
Cuny Building, 349-F~, Greensboro, NC 27403 
www.uncg.edu/afsifacul~/omarali<http://~w uncg.edu/afs/faculty/omar all> 



Nttad~ed is my response {tom the A@i~a J:ect ure, 

!Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Reminder: Toniglffs event 

Good Afternoon I am son5’ I did my attend class this morning I was very sick today and all weekend I had went to the Congo event and had planned on submitting a few paragraphs on my 
experience in similarity and comparison to the event tonight However, I don’t seem to be getting an?’ better. Shoul I submit what I have already written and if I am able to go to the event 
tonight to send a piece on that as ~vell? 
Thanks 

From: eunice,~)email uric edu <eunice@emaihunc.edu> 
Sent: Monda?                    5:45:41 PM 
Subject: Reminder: Tonight’s event 

To: AAAE Group 
From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
This is a gentle reminder of the African related event linked to our class. If you missed the Congo event, this is the last opportunity to attend an African forum and write a response. 
The forum ~vill be 6 00pm-Tpm at the Stone Center. 
See you there and best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel }Ill[ Messages from the "AAAD             ’ site To reply to this message click this link to access Messages for this s~te: 

< https ://sakai.unc. edu/portai/site/82d5f01 e-9993 2~fbc-Sba6-49fb0fgfe05c/pa~e/3586bSe7-9a02~48 ed-ga77-f08999bcc692 >. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunlce N <eunlce@email.~mc.edtr~ 

F~xtm Credit Assignment Submission! 

aaad    extra credit.docx 

Here is my extra credit assignment! 

Thank you for the opportunity! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~> 

Al]dcan Event Restx~nse- 

Africm~ Event Response.docx 

OPEN 

Response is attached to the email. 

Thank vou. 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday,                  12:45 PM 

Subject: Reminder: Tonight’s event 

To: AAAE Group 

From: Eunice Sahle 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

This is a gentle reminder of the African related event linked to our ciass, if you missed the Congo event, this is the last opportunity to attend an African 

forum and write a response. 

The forum will be 6.00pm-7pm at the S[one Center. 

See you there and bes[ wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAE 

site~ To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sanford, Timothy R. <limsanford@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:06 PM 

Colloredo-MaJ~sfeld, Rudolf J <collored@email.unc.edu-~; Hillis, Ken <khilli@email.unc.edtr~; Taylor, Beverly W 

<btaylo@email.unc.edtr~; Hol\veber, Thomas <hofweber@unc.edu>; Leve, Lauren G <leve@emml.unc.edu-~; Luisetti, Federico 

<luisetti@email.unc.edu>; Pearce, Li~ D <ldpearce@tmc.edtr~; Hir~htield, James <jhirscht~:email.unc.edu-~; Bmndage, W Fi~hugh 

<bmndage@email.unc.edu>; Cornell, Jeffrey Blair <jeffcornell@unc.edu:>; Emck Michael <emch@unc.edt~-; Lees, Jonathan M 

<jonatha~.lee@unc.edu>; Kalz, Mark <mkatz@e~nail.unc.edu>; Jordan, Elizabeth A <eajordan@email.unc.edu:>; Mucha~ Peter J 

<mucha@unc.edtc,; Matthysse, A~m G --~matthysse@bio.unc.edu>; Ashby, Valerie S <~ashby@email.unc.edu>; Clemens, J. Christopher 

~clemens@physics.unc.edu>; Robe~ge, Paul T <ptr@email.unc.edu>; Gusldewicz, Kevin M --~gus@email.unc.edu>; Huber, Evelyne H 

<ehube~@email.tmc.edtr~; Aldrich, Howard E <Howard Aldrich@unc.edu>; Lysle, Donald T <dlysle@email.unc.edu>; Bautch, Victoria L 

<bautch~med.unc.edu~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLunc.edu~; McLaughlin, Richard M <rmm@emafil.unc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi A 

<owenbob@unc.edu~; Lindemann, Erika <ulinde@email.unc.edtc,; Styers, Rm~da]l <rstyers@unc.edu>; Anderson, Daniel 

<iamdan@unc.edu>; Cowell, Glynis S. <gscowell@email.unc.edu;,; Lange, Marc B <mlange@email.unc.edu>; Amago, Samuel 

~<samago@email.unc.edu>; Mario Marzan ~ @gmail.com); Roberts, Ja~son Matfl~ew <jmr08@email.unc.edu> 

Bruce, Rob <rgbruce@email. unc.edu>; ~live. unc.edu> 

I~E: Nov. 15, A&S Chairs’ Discussion Notes 

Chairs summaxy 11 - 13.docx 

Colleagues .... 

Many thanks to those of you who joined us last Friday for a useful discussion as well as an enjoyable hmch. Attached are the notes from the discussion session. If 

you have any questions about these or ~f ~ have left something out or misinterpreted your comments, p~ease ~et me know~ 

Again, thanks h:~r joining us and best w~shes k~r an enjoyable ~hanksgiv~n~ in another weeM 

Timothy R. Sanford, Ph.D. 

Associate Director for Credit Programs 

Friday Center for Continuing Education 

Adjunct Associate Professor 

School of Information & Library Sdence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #~020 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~020 

9~9-962-26~ 

9~9-962-5549 (fax) 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:13 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AAAD    Urgent! 

Good afternoon, Dr. Sahle! 

I hope this email finds you well! I am emailing you in regards to class next Tuesday,                I will be unable to attend this session because of the 
ride dilemma for heading home for the holidays. As most freshman are unable to bring cars, catching a ride home for breaks can get tricky and my ride is 
leaving before this class. I apologize ahead of time for my absence. I have requested a friend to take notes for me so I will not miss any information. 

I really hope your presentation is successful and that you enjoy your holiday break! 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AAAD    F~xtJca Credit Assignment - 

Extra Credit.docx 

Hello! 
This is the completed extra credit assignment that is due by this Friday. 
Thanks so much! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 6:36 AM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

TODAY: Mapping Conflict aJ~d Reconstruction in Colombia, 11/20, 4-5:30, Bay 5, Smith Warehouse 

finalmappingconflictflyer (1)jpg 

BorderWork(s) Humanities Lab and Duke Human Rights Center @FHI invites you to a conversation on the use of cartographic methodologies in conflict and reconstruction in Colombia 

Wednesday, November 20 

4-5:30PM 

Smith Warehouse, 

BorderWork(s) Lab, Bay 5 

Irene Cabrera and Erin Parish explore how cartographic methods illustrate the micro-dynamics of violence and its aftermath through their research in Colombian regions of on- 
going conflict and post-conflict reconstruction. Erin Parish is a PhD candidate in Cultural Anthropology at Duke University. Irene Cabrera is a visiting scholar at the University 
of North Carolina and M.A. candidate in International Relations at the University of Pittsburgh. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesdw, 11:16 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subjet’t: AAD Extra Credit! 

Attacl~: extra credit.docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
Here is the extra credit assignment. Hope you have a good weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

EXTRA CREDIT 

extra credit.docx 

Good Afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I have attached a copy of mv extra credit assignment. 

Thank you, 

AAAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Petna Ndaliko < ~gmaJl.com> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 2:03 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr> 

Re: Meeting m~d Nov. 18 

Hi Eunice, 

I am a bit homfied - somehow this message did not get through to me until just now. I would love to work on a project ruth you. I realize the time has likely passed for 

this. but if not please let me know. In the future the best email address for me is petna(~alkebu.org or director~yolea£rica.org. 

Salamu, 

Petua 

On 11 November 2013 07:58, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice(~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Petna, 

I hope you are doing well. 

I got your email from my colleague Mark Katz. I am wondering if we could meet this week to discuss a possible project for you. The project would be for Nov. :t8. 

Best wishes and greetings to your family, 
Eunice 

www.alkebu.org 

"Africa must uuderstand ... that there will uot be one Africa that fights 

against colonialism a~d another that attempts to make arrangemeuts with 
colonialism" Frantz Fanon 

Sanaa kali <http://youtu.beihHdVv2qq4Fm8o> Take nine minutes to watch this 
short film If you want to see an example of the power of art 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

F~-;tra Credit Opportunity 

ExtmCreditAssignment.docx 

Hello, 

Thank you for this opportunity for extra credit! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leereid@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

Follomng up 

Hope you’re doing well. Just wanted to let you know that 

Dee Reid (9i9) 843-6339 

Di rectx of Communi cations 

College oi Arts and Sciences 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

20b South Building, CB #31@@ 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3100 

Web : 

Facebook: httD : / iwww. facebook, com!UNC ~ Col le@e 

TW i tte~ : h t tp : //~:w:~ tt er. cc’!u rK:co i i ege 

Instagiam: h t t p ://:_:nst£g x am. c om/u n,:>:; oiL 2L e c~ e 

the Chronicle intern, may be on campus today and tomorrow, maybe around BOT. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/The Colleginm T.V./Cultuml Zephyr e.V. <bicdmace@aol.com> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 12:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Fountainhead e-Letter, November/December 2013 

Refugee Strike goes to Universities 

On Thursday, November 21st, 7 p.m., Humboldt-University Berlin / Caf6 Kr~ihenfug, 
we will discuss the situation of refugees in Germany and their struggle. 

Presenting documentary films of Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu and the issue of "Request or 
Demand" on the refugees behalf, as the visual basis for the discussion. 
Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu, from Malawi, studied in the former GDR and worked for the 
emancipation of refugees/asylum seekers in Berlin. 

The evening will serve as a planning session on the future progress in the refugee 
attempts at societal participation and eventual citizenship within Berlin and 
elsewhere. 

Organized by: Refugee Struggle Berlin in cooperation with 

Fountainhead Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum & Television Program Berlin 

Refugee Strike geht an die Universit~iten 

Am Donnerstag, dem 21. November um 19.00 Uhr, diskutieren wit an der Humboldt 
Universit~it im Caf~ Kr~ihenfuB iJber die Situation und den Kampf der FliJchtlinge in 
Deutschland. 

Als filmische Grundlage far die Diskussion pr~isentieren wir ein Interview mit Dr. 
Nahoma Mwaungulu sowie ein Gespr~ich zum Thema "Bitte oder Forderung" im Namen 



der FliJchtlinge. 
Der aus Malawi stammende Dr. Mahoma Mwaungulu studierte in der DDR und 
arbeitete fiJr die Emanzipation von Fl~chtlingen und Asylbewerbern in Berlin. 

Der Abend dient als Veranstaltung zur Planung der zukenftigen Entwicklung im 
Hinblick auf das Bestreben der FKichtlinge, als Mitglieder der Gesellschaft anerkannt 
zu werden und schlie61ich die Staatsb~rgerschaft zu bekommen, innerhalb Berlins und 
anderswo. 

Organisation: Refugee Struggle Berlin in Kooperation mit 

Fountainhead Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
The Collegium - Forum &.Television Program Berlin 

November 21, 2013, 7.00 pm / 21. November 2013, 19.00 Uhr 

Humboldt Universit~it zu Berlin, Unter den Linden 6, 10117 Berlin 
Caf~ Kr~ihenful3 

CONTRIBUTORS: {in ~Iphabetical ordeF) 

Patras Bwansi 
Representative, Refugee Protest Camp, Oranienplatz-Berlin 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Co- Fou nder/Producer/Director/Pu blisher/Cu rator/Moderator 
Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre/Black International Cinema Berlin! 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Christian M, 3olibois 
Vice Editor in Chief, AI-Maqam, Magazine for Arabian Art and Culture 

Amir Kaufmann 
Artist/Filmmaker 

Angela Kramer 
Production Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &. Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Marion Kramer 
Public Relations Co-ordinator 

Fountainhead® Tanz Th~treiBlack International Cinema Berlin/ 
THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program Berlin/ 
"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition/Cultural Zephyr e.V. 

Alinka Seth 
Human Rights Activist 

Miriam Siglreitmaier 
Humboldt University of Berlin 

Kani Tuyala 
Doctoral Candidate, Free University of Berlin - Institute of Social and Cultural 
Anthropology; Founder/Chairman, Lions of Science 

"It is amazing what you can accomplish if you do not care who gets the credit," 
Harry S. Truman 

"Don’t confuse me with the facts. I’ve got a closed mind." 
Earl Fredrick Landgrebe 

"Everyone is entitled to his own opinion, but not his own facts. 
Daniel Patrick Moynihan 

Dedicated to 
Oliver "Ollie" Wendell Harrington 
February 14, 1912 - November 2, 1995 

Langston Hughes described Ollie Harrington as, "America’s greatest Black cartoonist," 
an assessment that has stood the test of time. An outspoken advocate against 
racism and for civil rights in the United States and internationally, Harrington 
requested political asylum in East Germany in 1961. He lived in Berlin for the last 
three decades of his life. 

back to top 





A Complexion Change 
Transnational & Intercultural Diplomacy 
An International I~ledia Project (UNESCO) 



http :i/www.blackinternationa Icinema.de!BIC14/bic 14.htm 

"PBth~B~s to ~l~ghte~e~t / ~ege ZUF 

"~ootpr~ts ~ the SB~d?" ~xh~b~t~o~ 

Venue: Rathaus Sch6neberg (ci~ hall), 3ohn-F.-Kennedy-Platz, 
10825 Berlin/Germany 

back to top 

(German l~rize for Civic 
http://www,deutscher-enqaqernentpreis=de/ueberuns/qerma n-prize-for-civic-engagement.html 

Prof~ Donald Muldrow Griffith, founder and director of Fountainhead® Tanz Th6~tre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum &Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Band?" Exhibition and Cultural Zephyr e.V., has been 
nominated for the German Prize for Civic Engagement 2013. 

The German Prize for Civic Engagement aims at strengthening the recognition of 
citizen engagement in Germany, as well as increasing its visibility. 

Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith, GrCinder und Leiter von Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre, 
Black International Cinema Berlin, THE COLLEGIUM - Forum & Television Program 
Berlin, "Footprints in the Sand?" - Exhibition und Cultural Zephyr e.V., wurde fCir den 
Deutschen Engagementpreis 20:13 nominiert. 



Der Deutsche Engagementpreis verfolgt das Ziel, die Anerkennung von 
b~Jrgerschaftlichem Engagement in Deutschland zu stMken und dessen Sichtbarkeit in 
der Gesellschaft zu verbessern. 

back to top 

XXVI[[I. B~ack ]Cnternationa~ Cinema Berlin (BICB) 2013 

About the 2013 Festival (BICB) in Berlin 
Margarita Mejia 

1‘ only wanted to go for a little walk through the festival, to introduce one of the 
scheduled documentaries and maybe answer a few questions. But this unpretentious 
initial expectation became an experience that changed something inside me. 
This meeting in Berlin has revived the hope of a better future for humankind, where 
diversity, instead of creating conflict, becomes an appreciated, respected, and 
admired unifying elemenL 
Through music, art and culture presented in video, the Black [nternational Cinema 
Berlin contributed to create a scenario that helped to increase the awareness, that 
we are all one.., all of us searching for similar objectives. Trying to find them in a 
game, a song, in the dance or in the simple act of sharing, where being the most 
talented is irrelevant, since the important thing is to sing even out of tune, but keep 
singing. Take one step after another, try again and again ... building the road and 
doing it together. 
Roma and Sinti, Black people, the Tndigenous population, Caucasians, Muslims, 
Christians, east, west, an enormous range of infinite colors, Flamenco from Mexico 
and classical music from Colombia. Boundaries are blurring in a global village, where 
everyone is equal and taken into account. 
Berlin gave me a great unexpected gift. A hint of it all starts to make sense ... that T 
am you, you are me, we are all one, and the differences are mere fictions. 
1" therefore hope that next year, like this one, at the end of the festival days, 1‘ will 

just relax and have a beer with my new lifelong friends, united by diversity in all its 
forms. 

Sobre el Festival en Berlin - 2013 
Margarita Mejia 

$61o me iba a dar un paseito por el festival para introducir uno de los documentales 
de la agenda y tal vez responder alguna pregunta. Pero esta expectativa inicial sin 
mayores pretensiones, se convirti6 en una experiencia que cambi6 algo dentro de mi. 

Este encuentro en Berlin me hizo renacer la esperanza sobre un mejor futuro para la 

humanidad, donde la diversidad, en vez de crear conflicto, se vuelve un elemento 
unificador tolerado, respetado y admirado. 
El Black 1‘nternational Cinema Berlin propici6 un escenario que a trav~s de la m6sica, 
el arte y la cultura expresados en video, ayud6 a crear conciencia de que somos 
todos uno solo buscando similares objetivos, tal vez en un juego, en una canci6n, en 
el baile o en el simple hecho de compartir. Donde ser el m~s h~bil es Io de menos, 
pues Io importante es cantar, asi sea desafinado, pero cantar. Dar un paso tras otro, 
intentar una y otra vez.., hacer camino y hacerlo juntos. 
Gitanos, payos, negros, indios, blancos, musulmanes, cristianos, oriente, occidente, 
un enorme abanico de infinitos colores. Flamenco desde M~xico y m6sica cl~sica 
desde Colombia. Se difuminan las fronteras. Una aldea global donde todos somos 
iguales. 
Recibi un regalo que no esperaba. Un atisbo de que todo comienza a cobrar sentido... 
de que yo soy tu, tu eres yo, todos somos uno, y las diferencias son meras 
ficciones. Espero pues que el pr6ximo afro, al igual que este, al finalizar las jornadas 
del festival pueda sentarme a tomar una cervecita con mis nuevos amigos de toda la 
vida, unidos pot la diversidad en todas sus expresiones. 

back to top 

XXVIII. Black International Cinema Berlin 2013 

~rr~ternationa~ Press Voices 

Berlinode, The officia~ internet view on the capita~ 
Culture and Tickets > Su£~gestions > Fi~r~ > Festivals 

Das interkulturelle und interdisziplin~re Festival 
"._Das Festival bietet Raum fiJr den interkulturellen, k(Jnstlerischen und geistigen 

Austausch. Bestandteile des Festivals sind Filmpr~isentationen, Seminare, 
Diskussionen, k~instlerische Darbietungen und die Ausstellung. Das Festival gibt 
Menschen die M6glichkeit, ihre Geschichte aus ihrer Sicht zu erz~hlen, und m6chte 
damit einen Beitrag leisten, um ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh~rte 
Stimmen h6rbar zu machen..." 

The intercultural and interdisciplinary festival 
".=.The festival provides a venue for an intercultural, artistic and intellectual 



exchange. Parts of the festival are film presentations, seminars, discussions, artistic 
presentations and the exhibition ("Footprints in the Sand?", luly i until August 31, 
2013). The festival provides people with the opportunity to present their story from 
their perspective and hence wishes to contribute toward making unseen faces visible 
and unheard voices hearable..." 

EUROMIGHT,COM 

O~ive Vasse~ 

"...During the festival Fountainhead® Tanz TheAtre production’s "A Portrait Of 
Roswitha GUnther" will also premier. Conceptualized, written and directed by Griffith, 
it is a portrait of Roswitha GUnther, founder and director of Pfeiffers Ballhaus, and a 
producer at the Berlin citizen television station Alex - Open Channel Berlin. 
"The documentary reveals a picture of a woman, who with determination, community 
spirit and heart, offers especially the elder, but also the younger generation, the 
possibility to participate in a social and artistic life, to meet each other, to dance 
and while having cake and coffee to participate for several hours, in an artistic 
program with music, song and performance, which at the same time is produced for 
television at Alex - Open Channel Berlin," said Griffith..." 

"...Auf dem Festival feiert auch die Fountainhead® Tanz Th(~Atre Produktion ’A 
Portrait Of Roswitha GUnther’ ihre Premiere. Konzipiert, geschrieben und unter der 

Regie von Donald Muldrow Griffith portr~itiert der Film Roswitha GUnther, GrUnderin 
und Leiterin von Pfeiffers Ballhaus und Produzentin im Berliner BUrgerfernsehen Alex - 
Offener Kanal Berlin. 
’Die Dokumentation zeichnet das Bild einer Frau, die mit viel Durchhalteverm6gen, 
Gemeinschaftssinn und Herz besonders der ~lteren Generation abet auch jUngeren 
Menschen die M6glichkeit bietet, am sozialen und kUnstlerischen Leben teilzunehmen, 
sich zu begegnen, zu tanzen und bei Kaffee und Kuchen mehrere Stunden an einem 
kUnstlerischen Programm aus Musik, Gesang und Artistik teilzunehmen, das 
gleichzeitig fur das Fernsehen aufgezeichnet und im Fernsehsender Alex - Offener 
Kanal Berlin ausgestrahlt wird,’ erl~utert Griffith..." 

"Das Black International Cinema-Festival ruff zum interkulturellen, kUnstlerischen und 
geistigen Austausch auf. Filme aus zahlreichen L~indern der Erde, darunter Spanien, 

Israel, Irak, Honduras, Venezuela, SUdafrika, USA, Kanada, GroBbritanien, Frankreich 
und Deutschland, erz~hlen Geschichten von verborgenen Gesichtern, die ihre 
Lebensgeschichte zum Mittelpunkt des Festivals werden lassen/’ 

’The Black International Cinema Festival calls to intercultural, artistic and spiritual 
exchange. Films from numerous countries of the earth, among them Spain, Israel, 
Iraq, Honduras, Venezuela, South Africa, U.S.A., Canada, Great Britain, France and 
Germany, tell the stories of unseen faces, who make their life stories the focus of 
the festival..." 

BERLIN 2013/05, international ~umber 
The ~ews(etter of the Comm~ss~o~ar ~or I~t~gration 

~II~, B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINENA ~ERLIN 20%3 

"Produktion und Leitung: Prof. Donald Muldrow GriffithiFountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
in Kooperation mit der Integrationsbeauftragten des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, 
Berlin in Verbindung mit der Botschaft der Vereinigten Staaten von Amerika, Berlin 

’... Kunst und Kultur k6nnen hier BrUcken bauen, Grenzen Uberschreiten und sich 
stereotypischem Schubladendenken entziehen. Deshalb sind Initiativen wie Black 
International Cinema Berlin wichtig fur die Hauptstadt. Mein Dank geht an die 
Organisatorinnen und Organisatoren von Black International Cinema Berlin, ein 
kulturelles Highlight, welches deutschlandweit einmalig ist...’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, 
Integrationsbeauftragte des Bezirks Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

Die diesj~hrige Veranstaltung ist den ’BIUten der Zukunft’ gewidmet: ’Future 
Blossoms’ ist eine Metapher fur die Aufgabe der Menschen, sich heute fur 

Gesellschaften einzusetzen, die wir unseren Kindern wUnschen, damit sie wachsen, 
gedeihen und erblUhen k6nnen, lede Generation, und diese Eigenschaft ist wohl eine 
universelle, unternimmt Anstrengungen, damit es der n~chsten besser gehen 
m6ge..." 

"Production and Direction: Prof. Donald Muldrow Griffith/Fountainhead® Tanz 
TheAtre in cooperation with the Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg, Berlin/Germany in association with the Embassy of the 
United States of America, Berlin/Germany 

’_.Art and culture can build bridges, cross borders and pull away from stereotypical 
categorized thinking. Therefore, initiatives such as Black International Cinema Berlin 
are important for the capital of Germany. I extend my congratulations to the 
organizers of Black International Cinema Berlin, a cultural highlight which is unique 
Germany-wide....’ - Gabriele GUn Tank, Commissioner for Integration of the district 
Tempelhof-Sch6neberg 

This year’s festival is dedicated to ’Future Blossoms’, which stands as a metaphor for 
the engagement of human beings in developing societies, which we wish as a future 



for our children, so as to allow them to thrive and prosper. Each generation, and this 
may be a universal characteristic, makes efforts for a better life for future 
generations..." 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey (OV) 
Das 28. Black International Cinema zeigt unter dem Titel "Future Blossoms - BI0ten 

der Zukunft" vom 8. his 12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, Seminaren und Diskussionen, 
so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs William Greaves. Sein Dokumentarfilm "Ralph 
Bunche: An American Odyssey" beschreibt das Leben des schwarzen B~irgerrechtlers 
Ralph Bunche, der 1950 als erster Schwarzer den Friedensnobelpreis erhielt. 

Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey 
The 28th Black International Cinema Berlin presents films, seminars and discussions 
under the title "Future Blossoms" from May 8 until 12, among them works of the US 
director William Greaves. His documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" 
portrays the life of the Black civil rights activist Ralph Bunche, who in 1950 as the 
first Black person, was awarded with the Nobel peace prize. 

3.0/2012, volume 4%, www,tip-berlin.de 

"._Der kritische Fokus der vorwiegend kurzen, experimentellen und dokumentarischen 
Produktionen liegt nicht mehr einzig auf afrikanischen bzw. Afroamerikanischen 
Themen. Vielmehr umfasst das interkulturelle Programm auch Beitr~ige, die 
gesellschaftliche, philosophische und 6kologische Problematiken in Spanien, 

Honduras, Venezuela oder dem Iran behandeln. 

"...The critical focus of the mostly short, experimental and documentary production 
does not solely lie on African, respectively African American themes anymore. The 
intercultural program covers rather contributions dealing with societal, philosophical 
and ecological problems in Spain, Honduras, Venezuela or Iran. 

B~CK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN: 
Ra~h Bunche~ An American Odyssey 

Das Black International Cinema Berlin finder zum 28. Mal statt. Unter dem Titel 
"Future Blossoms - BKiten der Zukunft" werden vom 8.-12. Mai eine Reihe von Filmen, 
Seminaren und Diskussionen pr~isentiert, so auch die Werke des US-Regisseurs, 
Produzenten und Drehbuchautors William Greaves. Der Dokumentarfilm "Ralphe 

Bunche: An American Odyssey" des Emmy-Preistr~igers beschreibt das Leben des 
schwarzen BiJrgerrechtlers Ralph Bunche (Foto) von 1904 his 1971..." 

The Black International Cinema Berlin occurs for the 28th time. Under the title 
"Future Blossoms", films, seminars and discussions will be presented from May 8-12, 
among them the works of the US director, producer and author, William Greaves. The 
documentary film "Ralph Bunche: An American Odyssey" of the Emmy awarded 
filmmaker portrays the life of the civil rights activist Ralph Bunche (photo) from 1904 
until 1971..." 

Fi~m / Festiva~ / Culture 

"...Unter dem Hotto "Future Blossoms", mitsamt illustrierendem afrikanischem 
Sprichwort ("Nur wenn L6wen ihre eigenen Geschichtsschreiber haben, werden I~ger 
aufh6ren, Helden zu sein"), mSchte die diesj~ihrige Ausgabe einen weiteren Beitrag 
leisten, ungesehene Gesichter sichtbar und ungeh6rte Stimmen h6rbar zu machen - 
in der Hoffnung um zuk~inftige Bl(Jten, oder, weniger floral, aufkl~irerisches Potenzial. 
Die Filmauswahl gleicht dabei einem Tanz (Jber dem Globus: Beitr~ige kommen aus 
dem Kamerun, Spanien, Israel, Deutschland, S~idafrika, dem Iran, Honduras, 

Venezuela, dem Irak, der USA, GroBbritannien, Kanada und Frankreich..." 

"...Under the motto "Future Blossoms", additionally illustrated by an African proverb 
("Only when lions have historians will hunters cease being heroes."), this year’s 
edition wishes to once more contribute toward making unseen faces visible and 
unheard voices hearable - hoping for future blossoms or, to say it less floral, for 
enlightening potential. The film selection is like a dance across the globe: 
Submissions come from Cameroon, Spain, Israel, Germany, South Africa, Iran, 
Honduras, Venezuela, Iraq, USA, Great Britain, Canada and France../’ 
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THE COLLEGlruH 

produced & directed by/produziert und geleitet von 
Prof, Donald Muldrow Griffith 
Fountainhead® Tanz Th~&tre/Black International Cinema Berlin/ 
Cultural Zephyr e.V,/"Footprints in the Sand?" Exhibition 

Cinema / State of Affairs / Arts Calendar 
Fibre / Diskussionen / k~nst~erische Darbietunge~ 

THE COLLEGIUM Television Program is televised in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, 
Dessau and additional cities. 
THE COLLEGIUM Fernsehmagazin wird in Berlin, Magdeburg, Wolfsburg, Dessau und 
weiteren St~idten ausgestrahlt. 

ALEX - Oftener Kanal Berlin (Open Channel Berlin), Voltastr. 5, 13355 Berlin 

LIVE STREAM: http:/iwww,alex-berlin.deitv/livestream 

Upcoming Editions 
Thursdays 9-10 am/9-10 Uhr 
Saturdays 9-10 am / 9-10 Uhr 

for program information, please contact: 
Programminformationen bitte unter: 

0049 (0)30-782 16 21 
0049 (0)30-75 46 09 46 

THE COLLEG~UH Archive on YouTube 
http=" //www.youtube.com/user/theco~le~ium 

THE COLLEGTUH HAGDEBURG 
every 2. Thursday in the month, 6.00 pm 
jeden 2. Donnerstag im Monat, ~LS.00 Uhr 
Oftener Kanal Magdeburg ~!~;L~.~,(~.".~kY.kY.:.~.~.:..~).~5j5!.&~t~.[g.,5!.~ 

THE COLLEGlrUH WOLFSBURG 
TV 38 http:iiwww,tv38.de 
November 28, 2013, 6.00 p.mJ18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
November 29, 2013, 7.00 a.mJ7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m./9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 
December 26, 2013, 6.00 p.m./18.00 Uhr, 8.00 p.m./20.00 Uhr 
December 27, 2013, 7.00 a.m./7.00 Uhr, 9.00 a.m.i9.00 Uhr, 3.00 p.m./15.00 Uhr 

THE COLLEGIUH DESSAU 
Offener Kanal Dessau http:i.,www.ok-dessau.de 
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at the :~U So~th Bend Archives 

The collection for the Dance Program at the Indiana University South Bend Archives 
documents the history of Donald and Gayle Griffith, Fountainhead® Tanz Theatre 
Berlin Germany, as directors of the Dance Department from 1992 to 1995, with 
numerous visual material as recent as 2011. 

https://’www,iusb,edu/librarw’about/’collection/’archive~; inventoryidance,php 

Alison Stankrauff, Archivist and Associate Librarian 
Franklin D. Schurz Library, Indiana University South Bend 

Curator, Dance Collection at Indiana University South Bend Archives 
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FOUNTAINHEAD® TANZ TH ~.TRE 



BLACK INTERNATIONAL CINEMA BERLIN 
THE COLLEGIUM - FORUM & TELEVISION PROGRAM BERLIN 
"FOOTPRINTS IN THE SAND?" = EXHIBITION 
CULTURAL ZEPHYR e.V. 

MISSION STATEMENT 
We are an international, intercultural community of persons engaged in achieving increasing 

understanding and cooperation between individuals and groups in support of democratic procedures 

and the elimination of violence, religious, ethnic and gender persecution, youth exploitation, 

homophobia and racial hatred through the process of art, education, culture and dialogue. 

Wit sind eine internationale, interkulturelle Gemeinschaft von Menschen mit dam Engagement for ein 

besseres Verst~ndnis und wachsende Kooperation zwischen Individuen und Gruppen, mit 

UnterstOtzung des demokratischen Prozesses und der E~eseitigung von Gewalt, Verfolgung aufgrund 

ieligi6ser, ethnischer und geschlechtlicher Zugeh6rigkeit, Kindes- und Jugendmissbrauch, 

Homosexuellen-Feindlichkeit und von Rassenhass, dutch die Mittel der Kunst, der E~ildung, der Kultur 

und des Dialogs. 

Nous sommes une communaut~ internationale eL interculturelle de personnes engag~es ~ 

promouvoir la comprehension et la cooperation croissantes entre les individus eL les groupes, ~ 

I’appui des outils d~mocratiques et ~ travers I’~limination de la violence, de la persecution 

religieuse, ethnique eL sexuelle, de I’exploitation de la jeunesse, de I’homophobie et de la haine 

raciale par le processus de I’art, de I’~ducation, de la culture et du dialogue. 

MOTTOS 
"I may not make it if I try, but I damn sure won’t if I don’t..." - Oscar Brown Jr. 

"Mankind will either find a way or make one." - C.P. Snow 

"Whatever you do..., be cool!" - Joseph Louis Turner 



From: ~@ive.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Thursday, 12:14 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: event 

Attach: ~t’~a~ ~ eveut.docx 

Here is my write up response for the dialogue event on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~emal.unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 8:30 AM 

Clayton, Justin <jwclay@email.unc.edu>; Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:> 

Yurco, Laura <lauraDTurco@unc.edu> 

RE: Business Officer Candidates - Non Selection Reasons 

Cop?" of Business Officer - Candidates.xls 

Justin: attached as requested. The Committee would like to proceed with offer to 

steps? 

Thanks. DaJ~ 

¯ You have background check¯ Let me know when it clea, s and next 

From: Clayton, Justin 

Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:17 AM 

To: : Sahle, Eunice N 
(::¢: Yurco, Laura 
Subject: Business Officer Candidates - Non Selection Reasons 

Hi 

Attached is a spreadsheet with all of the candidates for the Business Officer position. I have also attached a sheet with the non-selection codes. Could you please 

input the applicable number next to each candidate’s name and return it to me when you get a chance. 

If you decide to go with Rachel Cone, I will also need a paragraph on why she will be the selected candidate. I will have to input this into the Hiring Proposal for 

OHR. 

Please let me know if you need any assistance with this. 

Thanks, 

Justin 

Justin Clayton 

Human Resources Specialist 

College of Arts & Sciences Business Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

103 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

Ph: 919.445.01621 Fax: 9:19.843.3531 

jclayton@unc.edu 



OUR Newsletter 
November 21, 2013 

The Offi(:~ fo~" ’U~d~r~.~:’adu~te Res~a:’ch newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our v~ebsite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

GiadLl~te F%se~rch Cons~litant Proeiem 

On the Blogs 

Upcoming OUR Events 

If you’re thinking of applying for a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, plan ahead to attend 

our second and final SURF Information Session: 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union, Room 3406 

In this workshop, you will hear from past Suture,m Ur~d,’-~rgra:d~3aie R~,%ea:rch Feil,’)wship (SURF) 

recipients about howthey developed their successful proposals. There will also be a short 

presentation by the Wdl:iqg Oen[er on how to develop proposals. A representative from the Office of 

Human ~~,est-~arch Ethics will also speak briefly about human subjects research. You will have the 

opportunity to talk with OUR staff about proposal design, and learn more about SURF Peer Writing 

Advisors who can give you valuable feedback on your proposal prior to submission. 

GRC Program 



Are you thinking of applying for a Graduate Research Consultant for your spring, Maymester or summer 

National Conference on 

, Undergraduate Research 
~ I Call for Student Abstract Submission; deadline December 6, 

~si0~ ii~ ~r~it~ I .... 14 y      y"           " ;is b~r 2:i~J!~ li~t~t:i:, r~ ~1" ~’~2~2 ~e: ~adt 1 oNnCs .U aRn2d0 

creative and performing arts presentations. NCUR is a multi-disciplinary conference for bright, 

motivated, and talented students, who come from all types of institutions, including research 

universities, community colleges, comprehensive universities, and private liberal arts colleges This 

conference is an opportunity for students to present research to peers, receive feedback from faculty 

form other institutions, network with graduate school representatives, and hear from inspiring plenary 

DOE  Scholars Program 
You can apply to the DO~} Scholars Pro:,iam for funded summer research opportunities. Applicants 

must be US Citizens and undergraduates, graduates or post-graduates of an accredited college or 

university¯ The program is open to majors in: Engineering, Physical Sciences, Environmental Sciences, 

Computer Science and Information Technology, Physics, Business, Policy, Program Management, 

Mathematics, Statistics, Safety and Health, Accounting and Finance, Law, Communications, and other 

related areas¯ The deadline is January 12, 2014¯ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii You can readthesubmission guidelineshe~e...........................................................‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘¯‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘¯‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘‘¯ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii digital social science data, is now accepting applications for its annual summer internship program¯ 

............................................................................................................................................................ 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
encourage the pursuit of graduate studies in the sciences, and stimulate interest in research and 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 
scientific careers. The deadline to apply for this paid summer research experience is February 3, 2014. 



............................................................................................................................................................ Give to OUR 

~ ............................................................................................................................................................ 



Professor Eunice Sahle 
Battle Hall CB# 3395 
University of NC-Chapel Hill 

Dear Professor Sahle: 

The University’s Committee for the Martin Luther King, Jr. Birthday Celebration has 
begun another year of planning for the University’ s     Annual Dr. Martin Luther 
King, Jr. Memorial Lecture and Day of Sew’ice. We thank you for your support last 
year and wish to seek your continued support and participation with the University’s 
annual celebration of Dr. King’s life and legacy. 

Your department’s contribution is important with helping us make this year’s events a 
success. Support like yours assist in defraying the cost of speaker fees, travel 
expenses, technical support, materials and publicity. This year, we ask that you 
strongly consider supporting the     Lecture or Day of Service. We project that our 
expenses will exceed $40,000 and your contribution is needed to help us offset some 
of these costs. 

I am pleased to announce that                      a      Chemistry major is 
our committee liaison with campus departments and groups. I have enclosed a copy 
of the     calendar of events to refresh your memory about the excellent programs 
that we have sponsored in the past. If you have any questions, please call at 
(919) 962-0916. 

Please advise by 
provide for the 

as to the level of support your department will 
MLK Birthday Lecture. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Taffye Clayton, Chair 
The Chancellor’s Committee for the MLK Jr. Birthday Celebration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 2:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

What I learned 

What I have leavened about the African Coutineut.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hall, Per~ A <HALLPA@EMAIL.UNC.EDU> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Fwd: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: lellis <Lindsa~.Ellis(a;chmnicle.com> 

Date: November 21, 2013 at 11:27:46 AM EST 

To: "hallpa,~;email a~nc~edu" <hallpa@email amc~edu~ 

Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Dear Dr. Hall, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I’m a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher Education. I’m reaching out today because I’m working on a story that I would 

like to speak with you about, focusing on faculty culture and the autonomy that comes with it. We’re looking at UNC in particular because of what has 

followed the investigation into the AAAD department, as we’ve heard about the changes that impact faculty members that show a greater degree of 

oversight, like spot checks to classes and restrictions on independent studies. 

I know that members of your department have been reluctant to speak with members of the press in the past, and l’m not sure if you’ve heard about 

this from Karen Moon in UNC’s public affairs office, who’s been helping another reporter and me get in touch with administrators. But I wanted to see 

if you’d consider this -your voice and your colleagues’ voices undoubtedly need to be heard in a piece that involves your department, and l’d like to 

hear your thoughts more broadly about faculty culture and independence, too. 

Let me know if you’d have a few minutes this week or early next. l’d appreciate your thoughts and time. 

Best, 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



F]~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Reid, Dee z<leemid@uuc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu.* 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.e&# 

RE: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Intewiew request 

Eunice~ 

Since we already told the Chronicle that the faculty in the department were not interested, there is no need for them to respond. 

Dee 

’-’St:t:~:: htt>://twittez.com/unccoiieae 

Z z~ :;t ~ <~ >.~,.~ : h t t > : //’ i n s t ~ ~! ~L:_££E[k£i~_[~i~i~iL~::~:£~£ 

F~m: SaMe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 2L 2013 2:45 PM 

To: Reid, Dee 
Subjett~ ~: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Inte~iew request 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:28 PM 

To: SaMe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: lellis <Lindsay.EIlis@chronicle.com> 

Date: November 21, 2013 at 11:27:46 AM EST 

To: "b__aJ_!p___a___@_____e____m___a__[k_u___n___c__.__e___d___u_" < b__aJ_!p___a___@__e___n_!_a__!Lu___n___c__.__e___d___u_> 
Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Dear Dr. Hall, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I’m a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher Education. I’m reaching out today because I’m working on a story that I would 

like to speak with you about, focusing on faculty culture and the autonomy that comes with it. We’re looking at UNC in particular because of what has 

followed the investigation into the AAAD department, as we’ve heard about the changes that impact faculty members that show a greater degree of 

oversight, like spot checks to classes and restrictions on independent studies. 

I know that members of your department have been reluctant to speak with members of the press in the past, and I’m not sure if you’ve heard about 

this from Karen Moon in UNC’s public affairs office, who’s been helping another reporter and me get in touch with administrators. But I wanted to see 

if you’d consider this -your voice and your colleagues’ voices undoubtedly need to be heard in a piece that involves your department, and I’d like to 

hear your thoughts more broadly about faculty culture and independence, too. 

Let me know if you’d have a few minutes this week or early next. I’d appreciate your thoughts and time. 

Best, 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu> 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:38 PM 

ReM, Dee <deereic[@unc.e&~>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Intewiew requesl 

Thanks, Dee, 

Karen Moo[] 

Director, UNC News Services 

The Uniw-:!rsity of North Carolina at Chapel H~II 

F~m: ReM, Dee 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 3:31 PM 

Te: SaNe, Eunice N 

Co: Moon, Karen B 
S~bje~t: RE: The Chronicle of Higher Education - In~iew request 

Eu~ce, 

D e e 

Dee }:~Jc {929) 

Co22~g~ <f ~’:L aqd Sci~n<;~ 

20) S)uth [’,L~J]ding~ :]B #3]00 
{h~;)~] ~iii2 NC 27699--QPP 

Wek : http : /!colleqe. uric. edu 

~’a H x><, k : h%tD : //www. facebo )k, co’iuNc. Col i ege 

You’r p~ : ht tD : iiyoutube ~ co’%iusex / NNCColleGe 

xn~!: ~grsm: http://instagra’.com/un.s.s)lleqe 

~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, November 2~, 20~3 2:45 PM 

Te: Reid, Dee 
S~jeCt: ~: The Chronicle of H~gher Education - In~iew request 

From: Hall, Perry A 
Sent: Thursday, November 21, 2013 2:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Fwd: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: lellis <_Lj__n___d__%%V_:__E_![[_s__@_c___h__r_o___nj__c_[__e_:_c__99P 

Date: November 21, 2013 at 11:27:46 AM EST 

To: "hallpa @email.unc.edu" <hallpa @email.unc.edu> 

Subject: The Chronicle of Higher Education - Interview request 

Dear Dr. Hall, 

My name is Lindsay Ellis, and I’m a reporter for the Chronicle of Higher Education. I’m reaching out today because I’m working on a story that I would 

like to speak with you about, focusing on faculty culture and the autonomy that comes with it. We’re looking at UNC in particular because of what has 

followed the investigation into the AAAD department, as we’ve heard about the changes that impact faculty members that show a greater degree of 

oversight, like spot checks to classes and restrictions on independent studies. 

I know that members of your department have been reluctant to speak with members of the press in the past, and l’m not sure if you’ve heard about 

this from Karen Moon in UNC’s public affairs office, who’s been helping another reporter and me get in touch with administrators. But I wanted to see 

if you’d consider this -your voice and your colleagues’ voices undoubtedly need to be heard in a piece that involves your department, and l’d like to 

hear your thoughts more broadly about faculty culture and independence, too. 

Let me know if you’d have a few minutes this week or early next. l’d appreciate your thoughts and time. 

Best, 

Lindsay 

Lindsay Ellis 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ackland A~ Museum <esboMes~email.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 4:51 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lots to See & Do at the Ackland: Late Nov / Early Dec 

NEWS FROM THE 

Fami|y Day: Exploring African Art 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-5:00 PM 

Free and open to the public 

The Ackland coiiaborates with Kidzu Children’s Museum this month to 

expiore African art and culture! Design a mask inspired by African art in 

the galieries, and join us for Story Time at 3:00 and 4:00 PM to hear 

stories from different African cuitures. Play a variety of African rhythmic 

instruments with Cathy Kieiar from Music Expiorium at 3:30 and 4:30 

The fun continues at Kidzu Chiidren’s Museum with the opportunity to 

make your own African Djembe drum! 

Spoken Word Poetry Workshop 
w/Sacr~ficial Poets for M.S.and H.S. Students 
Sunday, 24 November, 2:00-4:00 PM, FREE 

Spoken word poetry is a powerfui too[ 
for telling stories, exploring identity,     ~ii 

and engaging with sociopolitical issues. 

Taking inspiration from the artworks 

and themes in the Ackland’s current 

exhibition The Sahmat Collective, youth 

participants wilt work with Sacrificial 

Poets members to explore figurative 

language techniques in poetry and 

create ekphrastic poems, a type of 

writing that comments upon another art 

form. Participants will have the opportunity to perform their work at the 

Acktand the same day during Family Day. 

Click here to register! 

This workshop is only open to middle and high school students. 

Take Two Tours: The Sohrnat Collective 



Free and open to the public. No registration is required. 

"Sahmat in Context: Art and the Everyday" 

Sunday, 1 December, 2:00 PM 

This conversational tour witt consider works of art that are used for 

everyday purposes, from auto-rickshaws to earthenware. Two ~luides read 

an exptoration of The Sahmat Collective in the context of the Acktand’s 

wortd-dass permanent correction. 

"Sahmat in Depth: The Past in the Present" 

Sunday, 8 December, 2:00 PM 

Emma Jane Ftatt (UNC-History) ~ Chris Currie (Acktand Art Museum) witt 

examine the aspects of Sahmat artworks that borrow and en~a~e with 

etements of Indian history, art, and cutture. 

Art For Lunch 
lqba{ Sevea on "Nationalism and Communalism in Popular 
Culture: Representations and Re-presentations of ~ndia" 

Wednesday, 4 December, 12:00 PM 

BFin~ yOUr tunch (yes, peopte do!) and teaFn about the ways in which the 

Sahmat corrective emptoys aft, theater, firms, and son~s to cerebrate a 

secutaF ~dsion of India. lqbat Sevea (UNC-History) wit[ discuss Sahmat’s 

work and activism within the context of poputaF cuttuFe as a potiticized 

terrain in which Indian society and history are represented OF re-presented 
in various ways. 

Free and open to the public. Register for this program! 
AFt FOF Lunch is suppoFted in paFt by the ~eneFosity of DFS. Leena and She{don Peck. 



Richard J. Powell on "Archibald Motley: Jazz Age Modernist" 

Friday, 13 December, 2:00 PM 
Amon~ twentieth-centu~ ~rt~sts the Chica~o p~inter Archib~td John 

Mottey, Jr. (1891-1981) ~s surety one of the most important ~nd, ~tso~ one 

of the most en~m~tic. Ack~nd refuters w~U recognize his p~int~n~ 

M~nding Sock~ (1924), ~ f~vorite of m~ny. But this work is only one side 

of the ~rtist’s prolific c~reer. 

This t~tk w~U brin~ Mottey’s ~rt into sharp focus, showin~ how he r~ised 

the ante on the Hartem Renaissance refrain of raciat uptift via pictoria[ 

satire and a fierce ~suatity. 

Richard J. Power[ is the John Spencer 

Bassett Professor of Art and Art 

Histo~ at Duke University, where he 

has taught since 1989. 

Free for Ackland Members I $10 for 

guests of members. 

Rese~e your space online: click 

here. 

Not yet a Member? Join at the Museum 

Store or online. 

Tea at Two ~s supported ~n part by the 

generosity of Shirtey Drechse[ and Wayne 

Vaughn. 

13usy times? Relax at the Ack|and! 
Learn Tai Chi 
Mondays, 2 8 16 December, 12:00 PM 

Exhale with Yoga 
Mondays, 25 November and 9 ~ 23 December, 12:00 PM 

Draw in the Galleries 
Saturday, 14 December, 10:00 AM-12:00 PM 

¯ ..and enjoy our works of art (free admission)! 

Holiday Shoppin8 ~ Extended Hours 



Shop late and shop local at the Ackland 

Museum Store this season! ...... 

Beginning on Friday, 29 November, the 

Store’s holiday hours will be: 

Mon-Wed 10:00 AM - 5:30 PM 

Thu 10:00 AM - 8:30 PM 

Fri-Sat 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM -- open 

l~te Fridays and Saturdays~ 

Sun 12:00-5:00 PM 

As part of 2nd Friday ArtWaik, the Store will 

be open until 8:30 PM on December 13th. 

FREE Weekend Parking in December! 
Parking is aiways FREE on Sundays in downtown Chapei Hilt, but this 
holiday season, parking is aiso FREE on Saturdays in December at at[ 
municipal lots, the Wallace parking deck, the 140 West Lot, and at on- 
street meters. On-street metered parking wiii also be FREE on Thursday 
and Friday, November 28-29. On Thursday, Nov. 28, town-owned parking 
tots will also be free. See parkonthehi[Lcom for more information. 

Now on View: The Sahrnat Collective 
Art and Activism ~n ~ndfa s~nce 19,39 

~:: 

For over 20 years, the inftuentiat, Delhi-based artist collective known as 

Sahmat has taken a consistent stance against the threats of religious 

fundamentalism and sectarianism in India using a vibrant mix of high art 

and street culture. 

In the first major exhibition about the group organized for U.S. 

audiences, The Sahmat Collective: Art and Activism in India since 

f989 features work by more than 60 contemporary Indian artists. On 

v~ew through January 5, 2014. 

A wide variety of public programs will enrich your discovery of 

The Sahmat Collective throughout the lath Click here for more info. 



Through 5 January 2014 
In conjunction w|th The Sahmat 

Co~ective at the Ack[and Art 

Museum, the Museum Store is 

presenting India Bazaar, an Indian 

market featuring a wide array of 

beautifu[[y designed and 

handcrafted products made in 

india. 

Goods range from colorful textiles 

and jewelry, to handcrafted 

journals and paper, to items for 

the home. AU proceeds support 

the Ack[and Art Museum’s 

exhibition and education 

programs. 

THANK YOU ! 

The AcMand’s exhibitions and pub[ic programs are made possibte by generous support 

from Acktand Art Museum Members and friends like you. Become a member of the 

Ack[and Art Museum today! 

Do you have comments or questions about this e-news? Send an emai[ to the editor. 

Imases: Bucd Painter, Greek: Vessel (Neck Amphora) with Apollo, Leto, and Artemis, c. 540-530 BCE; terra 

cotta, btack-fisure ware. Acktand Fund. 

44uktnaad at the Rom ki Pairi ~hats, Sarayu River, Ayodhyo, Ausust 15, 1993. 

Interior of performance tent, Safdar Hashmi Memorial, The MaMn8 of India, Januar}, 1, 2004. 

Archibald J. MoUey Jr., American, 1891-1981: #Aending Socks, 1924; oi[ on canvas. Burton Emmett Co[tection. 

Conservation treatment for this paintins, compteted in 1997, was made possibte by a 8rant from the Pfor~heimer 

Foundation. 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent Lo eurfice@email.unc.edu by esbowles@email.urlc.edu 

Ul~date ProfilejEmailAddress £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbe~" Privac!~ Pol!cy. 

Ackland Art Museum, UNC - Chapel Hill i ~0~ S. Columbia Street CB Chapel Hill NC :: 27599-3~00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:38 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Africa Related Event Response 

Africa Related Event Response.docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
Here is my Africa related event response! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 10:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AAAD    Extra Credit Oppo~tuuity 

AA~AJ) XTRA CRED.docx 

Hello Prof. SaNe, 

I have attached my response to the extra credit assignment. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Assignmenk~ 

AAAD    Reflection .docx; AAAD    Extra Credit Opportunity.docx 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I have attached both the extra credit assignment and my reflection on the talk given by Senator Peter Anyang’ 

Nyong’o. 

I look forward to seeing you again Tuesday. I hope your presentation went well. 

Have a great weekend. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ive.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AAAD    Extra Credit 

AAAD    e:~ra credit.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Friday, 2:09 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live .unc .edu>; 

Extra Credit Oppomnity for A~\D 

Extra Credit A~\D    .docx 

~gmail.com> 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my response to the Extra Credit Opportunity for AAAD 
Please let me know if there are any issues in viewing. 

Thank you very much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AAAD    Africa Related Event Response 

Nyong’o.docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I attended the keynote address given by Professor Peter Anyang’ Nvong’o on Monday. Attached is my response to the presentation. 

Thank you, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 1:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: Important: Research paper otfice hours and new due date 

Good Afternoon- 

is there a day I can meet with you before the paper is due? I will have a rough draft completed this weekend. 

-Thank You and Looking Forward to Sharing My Essay With You 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday,                  3:15 PM 

Subject: Important: Research paper office hours and new due date 

To: AAA[: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 

Here are important updates: 

1) to be fair to all students, I have extended the deadline for your research papers. As such, please note that your papers are now due on____W____e_~__n___e__s___d__~y_. 

._q_~_~:__3___O_#____m__:_ Please submit them via email using your UNC-CH address. Further, cc yourself to the emaii submitting your paper, Late papers will 

not be accepted, 

2) Extended office hour for the research paper assignment: Monday 8.00am-lO,OOam, As usual, d~ese are in addition to my reguiar office hours 

Tuesdays and Thursday 11.00am-12.00pm and Wednesday 9.00am-10.OOam~ 

3) I am attaching the research papers topics and guidelines for easy reference. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

{ESSAY ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS AND GUIDELINES).docx 

-[his forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD 

" site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: ?~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Friday, 1:19 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Subject: AAAD    Extra Credit 

A~ach: Extra ÷ credit+ oppormnit+- ÷ A.A~\D .docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 
Here is my extra credit assigtwnent for AAAD 
Thank you 



From: @live.unc.edt~ 

Sent: Friday, 4:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:’~ 

Subject: Interview 

Good evening Dr. Sahle, 

An assignment in my EDUC class requires that I interview a current faculty member and ask questions regarding their undergraduate education 
experience. The interview should be really brief, is it possible I could come to you office hours Tuesday and get this taken care of? If not, I completely 

understand! 

Have a great weekend, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 7:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD Extra Credit Opporiunity 

AAAA) Extra Credit Opportunity.docx 

Good evening, Dr, SaNe! 

Thank you very much for the opportunity for extra credit. I really appreciate your flexibility with the class. You will find my assignment attached! I hope you 
have a great weekend! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~t: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Friday,                  11:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

AAAD       F, xtra Credit Assignment 

E~ra Credit !L%~kD.docx 

Hello Dr, SaNe, 

I hope all is well with you. I have attached my extra credit assignment to this email. Hope you have a good one. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 8:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@live.unc.edu> 

Africa Related Event Response 

Africa related event response for AAAD    .docx 

Hello! 

I have just finished writing my response to the event I attended last Monday, and am ready to submit it! However, I am not quite sure of how you want us to turn it in. I am going 

to go ahead and attach it to this e-mail, incase that is the way you would prefer, but if it isn’t, how would you like it submitted? I can bring a hard copy of it to class on Tuesday, but 

the assignment said it should be turned in within a week of the event. Just curious as to the best way to turn it in, and not wanting to do it the wrong way! 

Thank you so much! 

AAAD 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 12:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Email ~ @gmaJl.com>; 

Africm~ Event Response for AAAD 

Event Response    A,Z’~D.docx 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my African Event response. 
Please let me know if there are any problems in viewing it. 

Thank you, 

(AAAD    Student) 



From: ~live.unc,edu 

Sent: Sunday, 5:59 AM 

To: 

Subject: URGENT: African Fxent Response 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Professor SaNe, 

Here is my response to Senator Nyong’o’s speech on democracy and state civil societies from the event on 

Sincerely, 

Response to Professor Peter Anvang.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

Messages tier thi s si re: AAAD       .F~A 

.FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, ; 1:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

F~xtended Essay 

Research Paper.docx 

Good afternoon Professor Sahle, 

I have attached a copy of my extended essay for AAAD 
greatly appreciate it. 

Thank you, 

to this email. If you could please email me back to let me know you have received it I would 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 3:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD Research Paper 

Democratizalion and Civil Socie .ty(MaJawi).docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, ~ 7:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD    Research Paper Questions - URGENT 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I have a couple of questions about the research paper due this upcoming Wednesday night. I have been researching the gender power dynamics of 
nationalist movements, and chose Algeria to focus on, to give you some context. 

First, I was wondering how much of the paper should be background and how much should be strictly on Algeria. What I mean by this is, do I talk about the 
gender dynamics of nationalist movements in general, but with a focus on Algeria, or do I just talk specifically about the gender dynamics of the Algerian 

nationalist movement? 

Second, I was wondering if there is a certain number of sources we are required to cite. 

Please let me know your thoughts at your earliest convenience. Thank you. 

Best, 



}{~re is my paper oe ~h=- k.t:rica~ gv:~:nt tl~at ’~vs.:s h~ld h~ the S~one 
hope ~,oa a~e h:a~dng sa:{e trave~s~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Longer-Tem~ Deal With Iran Faces Major Challenges 

................ ] M~.~st ~:,:p:.d::. i ~’ide,: Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines ...... 

~N THIS E-MAIL I ~ NYT I World US. ~ Business Sports Arts ~ Media & Adve~sin9 

Todays Video ~ Editorials ~ Op-~ ~ On 1his Day ~ CUSTONIZE)> 

Top News 

LongerJi’eenl 

Challenges ~ o~ I 

The six-mo~tb interim plan agreed to over the weekend is o              ~ohn 

intended to allow time to put~ue a more comprehensive deal on 

Irar~’s nuclear program, or~e that will require much tougher choices hy each 

side. 

Accord Reached With iran to Halt Nuclear Program 

~E:] Video: Obanla on the Iran Accord 

[] Graphic: Understanding the Deal With iran 

CoEl~o~oations 

The Supreme Com’t will decide whether to hear a~ Ohama 

adminislratio~ appeal of a lower eout~ds ruling tha I a company 

could restriel ec, ntraeeptio[~ i[~suranee eoverageo 

I L°bbY I 

Baekla.sh by tl~e Bay: Tech Rie~t~es Alley a City 

A techndogy boom, while heneficial to Sa~ Frm~cisco, is causing 

rese~’m~en t among longlime residents, ma~y of whom are bNng 

forced out. 

~ [] Video: The Changing Mission 

. [] Slide Show: Technology Boom Breeds Hostility 

Editors’ Picks 



ARTS 

A retired New Yo~k police detective ~sed fore~sk’s to determine 

that a controversial painting is a ,Iae~o~ Pollock work. Critics 

says selectee has its limiN and cannot de[ermine krae authorship. 

~ A Real Pollock? On TNS, A~ and Science Collide 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

iowa in the Amazo~ 

How we increase the global fi)od supply over thc next few 

decades will deDrmine agriculture’s sustai~mbilib’. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

c:i:i!i!’.?~ <!@i’i!<:;:i!: ;~,":i<:ii~;i ~i!::i~::~,c~tii:;~i!i<:~.~ :ii c:ii~i~bi, 

KEV1N STARR, an urban pl;mning expert at the University o[ Southern Ca]igornia, on 
San Francisco, ~*here highly paid teeh workers are seen ;~s driving out less-affluen[ 

people, 

World 

Israel~ Leaders De~mtmee Getters Aeeo~od 

Officials said that they were not hound by d~e agreement on 

Irat~’s nuclear program and that Israel would be ready to defend 

itself without assistm~ee fl’om allies. 

, ~ Video: Netanyahu on N uclear Accord w~t~ Ban 

Prime 

M~n~star 

~. en a rn 

Tho~asands Protest Ukraine’s Rejeetio~ of Trade 

Marchers in Kiev angrily denounced the government’s decision 

to abat~do*~ broad politieaI and free trade agreements with 

Europe, which were scheduled to be signed this week. 

Elders Back Security Pact "l[l~at 

Sigr~ 

Leaders who had gnthe[~>d in Kabul asked President Humid 

Karzai o~} Sm~day to sign the a~:eement promptly, hut Mr. 

Karzai said that he wa*~tcd 

s in Kiev 

scuffled 

Hamid 

U,S, 



~t~ekh~g by a Murderou~ B~0o~her~ u~d Pa)~r~g for 

~ Dearly 

William Bu]ger was a la~Ter, a powerful politician and a 

university president, ])u{ he is likcly to be renmrnbered for his 

refusal to intbrm on his brother, James (Whitey) Bulger. 

Buiger 

MONTEREY JOURNAL 

With Extra A~ehovies~ 

For almost t~ree months, Monkewy, CaliE, and nearby coastal 

areas have plwed host to a mammoth convocation of sea life 

that local scientists say is unprecedented in their memories. 

In Report, 63% Back Way to Get CitizensJ~p 

A poll finds strong support for dtizenship for 1,.7 rail]ion immigrants in the 

U nited Sb~tes without doeumentsjnst as Congress appears to be shifting away 

from that approach. 

For ..’c, o :{: 

i×ii 

Business 

Sig~s of Change in News Nlission at Bloomberg 

Bloomherg faces newsroom layoflk a shift in emphasis back to 

financial news and skepSeism from the bnsiness side that 

investigative jour~mlism m ight not be worth the potential 

prohlems it could create for terminal sales. 

, [] Graphic: gloornberg’s Emphe 

~g L.P. 

THE MEDIA EQUATION 

Overlook the Value of I~terns at Great Peri| 

Some major puhlishet~ are dropping their unpaid internship 

programs in the face of eomplaints, but they might be missing 

the poi~t. 

Swiss Voters Decisively Rqjetr~ a Meast~re to Put 

Lhnits on E×eeutive Pay 
L:y L+.C~, LF,f~ N’: 

While opinion polls showed widespread ~£smW about huge 

execn~ve paychecks, many Swiss were m~eomfortable with 

*~gid, governmenbimposed sa]aU cap. 



Sports 

Gia~ts~ ~Vi~ing Streak Ends and[ Hopes Are 

The Dallas victory was a serious blow to d~e Giaats~ scant playoff 

chances now thak ~hey a~ two games behind bo~h Dallas the Philadelphia 

Eagjes. 

~ D Bo~ Score ~ ~ Slide Show: G~an~ Replay: Week 12 

Kni{;ks’ Chris S~tith Starts Anew Amid 

Accusations of N epofism 

Playing Mth the Et~e BayHawks, a Devdopment League team, 

Chris Smith has an opportunity to show Knieks rims that he 

helm~gs in the N.B.A. because of his skills, not his brother. 

Smith 

played 

I ’:2:1 

Pacquiao’s Comeback l~spires Hopes, However 

Dim, fi~0 a ]VIayweal-her Bout 

Mler Manny Paequiao’s viekoW over Brandon I~os, even the 

impossible - a dad w~th Floyd Ma}>’eather Jr. - seemed a ]i~le 

leSS 

Manny 

I ..... 

Arts 

’Catching Fire’ V~ins at SVeeke~d Box Office 

The second installment of the "Hunger Games" franchise set a 

November box.-offiee record with iN opening weekend in North 

Am erica. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Nlario Tries t~ :Rescue His Console 

The Wii U eonsde has been slow to catch on afker a year, but 

Super Mario 3D World eould make it popular. 

VIDEO GAME REVIEW 

Fo~° a l-lero~ Being Flat Can Have Its Advantages 

In the I,egend ofZdda: A [:ink Betwee~ Worh:ls, the protagonist 

can meld onto lla t surfaces. 

In Super 

World, 

Obituaries 

Pete~° Bo Le~Ms, Philm~thropist Who Led 

Progressive Auto lh~surar~ee, Dies at 8o 

Mr. Lewis [nrned the small insm’anee firm eo.-fomMed by his 

fl~ther into one of the nation’s largest auto insurance companies 

hy insuring high-risk drivers and high-end sports ears. 

Fred Kavli~ Benefactor of Sdence Prizes, Dies at 

Mr. K~v~i, a California physicist raised in Norway, es~N)lished $~ 

million awards and ~7 insdtukes that finance univmMb’ research. 

Com0ad Susa, Composer fo~¯ Opera and Theater, 

Dies at 78 

ML Susa, fl~e ~witer of five ope~as, showed wide range even 

while hewing k~ the classical 

biliionair I 

Kavii 



Media & Advertising 

DEALBOOK 

O~ee C~bl&s King, ]~alo~e Aims to Regah~ lq~s 

C~wn 

John C~ Malone, ~he ehairmau o[ Libedy Me~a, is working 

Cable’s 
King, 
Malone 

hehi~d the seethes to gain c’o~tro~ of Time Warner Cal:le, seeking a seco~d act in 

an industry he once dominated. 

The Weinstei~ Company, Seeki~g Hits, Nhi~ to 

TV 

The heavy i~vestme~t in the prodt~etio~ a~d sale of TV series 

mirrors than ges oeeurd n g elsewhere in Hdlywood. 

The I 

MEDIA DECODER 

The facts and trivia magazine annouueed last week dmt J essanne Co]Iins, a 

former editor at P~aygirk was promoted to editor in chief. 

Today’s Video 

~ VWEO: Tl[~e Delivery Nl[~owdown 

A business reporter for The Times tests eBay’s new same-day 

d elivery set~’ice. 

~ vwEo: Saddled Together 

Mar]ey Stone and Timothy Bom’ke often go head to head at 

eq u es kd an competitions, but their fd endl3, ~ivahy on th e fi eld 

hasu’t affecked their romantic relationship. 

~ VWEO: Phillip L~m: "][’he Chti~ese- 

Ameri~*~ Dream 

Su~- Menkcs sib down ~d[h Phillip Lira and Wen Zhou, his 

business partner, to ctiseuss the influence that heritage has had 

on their brand. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Getting to 3 e,~ "~ ~.h Ira~ 

The temporao’ deal will make the world safer, for uow. 

EDITORIAL 

How to Do Right ]by tJ~e Disabled 

The Sea,ate can redeem itself by rati~ing an inter~mtional treaD" for the 

disable& 

EDITORIAL 

IAtl]le Rock ~oves On 

Litigation i~ one of the most ex3>losive desegregafio~ struggles in the country 

may be nearing an end. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Less Than Am~riea~ 
~. r.:~i.~. <i.i.~. ~.r~ 

The case for compromise on a pafl~ to citizenship. 

~ Golumnis% Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

If Obamaeare can work ~n a state of 38 million people, it can 

work in ~etica as a whole. 

, Columnist Page ] Blog 

OPINIONATOR I THE GREAT DIVIDE 

How Ca~ We Jump-Sta~ the Strug~4~e for Gender 

Equality? 

To speed up a slc, w~ng move Lo equality’, men will need h-., move 

into professio~s that a~e tradRionally female. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times [rorn anywhere with ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone,~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >> 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This E-Nail 

]his is an automated e-mail Please do not reply directly ta this e-mail 

You received this message because you signed up far N’¢limes,com’s today’s Headlines newsletter, 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commiRed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your E-Mail :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Vargas. Rodney Joaquin <rvargas@email.unc.edu~-- 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:30 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Global Pastnership Fund Application 

Hi Georges, 

Thanks for letting me know. It is too bad the request was rejected, but we 
need to tiN others. Maybe Barbara Anderson and Nick Steiner? 

Best, 

Rodney 

Rodney J Vargas 
Latin ~anerica, Afi-ica and the Maddle East Programs Director 
Study Abroad Office 
2016 FEDEX Global Education Center 
301 Pittsboro Street 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill 
NC 27599-3130 
USA 

’]?el: k 1 919962 7002 Fax: ~ 1 9199622262 

WWW: http:i/studgabroad.unc.edu <http:/istudyabroad unc.edu/> 
********************************************** 

Confidentiali~ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is 
[’or the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential 
iNk~rmation. An?’ unauthorized review, use, disclosure, or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the 
sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

On 11/22/13, 10:14 AM, "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges" 
<nzongola@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of African Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>C’hapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>USA 
>Tel. +1 (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

>From: McMm~ay, Melissa 
>Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 9:58 AM 
>To: Nzongola-Ntal~ia, Georges 
>Subiect: Global Partnership Ftmd Application 
> 

>Dear Georges: 
> 

>On behalf of LrNC Global, I thank you for your application to the Global 
>Partnership Fund I regret to infolTn you that the review cormnittee did 
>not select your application for funding, as the committee had to 
>prioritize funding among many strong applications 
> 
>iVly best wishes for yotu- future endeavors. 
> 

>Sincerely, 
> 
>iVlelissa 
> 
> 

>Melissa iVlcMurray 
>Lqtemational Liaison Officer 

>The Unlversiry of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

> 1207 FedEx Global Education Center, CB#5145 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5145 
>919.5373675 
>http://global.unc edu 
> 





Elom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc.edu~ 

Monday~ 8:57 AM 

Janken, Kevmeth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Good morning 

Regarding summer school teaching a course, if he got the PhD degree by you will need to appoint him as a fixed term faculty member. This will 

require to advertise the position. 

If        do not graduate by     he can be appoint as a TA the same as last summer. 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 

African, African -American & Dia,wora Studies- 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <sonia~olon@med.nnc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:14 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 

Dear Eunice 

That means it will be easier than I considered~ 

i’~qa~lk you, 

Sonia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 9:12 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; .]anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: 

Dear Sonia, 

Thanks for the email. 

On another note, as per the Chair’s manual, there would be no need to advertise the position because it doesn’t extend more than a year and it is not more than half-time. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: 

8:56 AM 

Good morning 

Regarding summer school teaching a course, if he got the PhD degree by I 

require to advertise the position. 

If ~       do not graduate by     he can be appoint as a TA the same as last summer. 

Sonia Colon 
Accounting Technician 

Public Policy Department - 962-4854 

Abernethy Hall, CB #3435 

(M. 8-5, T. 1-5, W.8-12, T. 1-5, F. 8-5) 
African, AJbican -American & Diaspora Studies- 966-1295 

Battle Hall, CB # 3395 

(T. 8-12, W. 1-5, T. 8-12, ) 

you will need to appoint him as a fixed term faculty member. This will 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com~ 

Monday, 10:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Grade in the class (URGENT) 

Professor Sable, 

I am just wondering if there is an?- ~vay that I can pass your class. Please let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research paper 

Dear Dr. Sahel, 

I hope you are having a pleasant day so far. I was planning on coming to your office hours this morning, but an unexpected situation arose that I had to attend to. I think my paper is in 
pretty good shape, but I was wondering if you had an?- time this afternoon preferably or tomorrow morning that I could stop by, just to make sure I am on the correct path. I don’t anticipate 
needing more than live minutes of your time, but I think I would feel better with your input. 

Best, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Monday,                  12:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv> 

Research Paper 

Hello Dr Sable, 

This is Thao inyour AAAD    class. I hopeyou are doing well. Because I had class this morning, so I ~vas not able to go toyour office hours. I arn trying to finish my researchpaper I’m 

working on this paper really hard due to my limited English. I was hoping that you could give me more time to finish it 

Thartk you so much for all your help, patience, and support. 

Kind regards, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

,@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Faculty Spotlight 

Hi Eunice, 

My name is      and I’m the work study student in the Global Studies Department. I’m working on the Fall Newsletter and we would like to spotlight you 
in the faculty section in light of your recent awards and publications. I have plenty of information on your academic work, but we would also like to know 
about you personally. If you had some time, would you be able to look here https:i/globalstudies.unc.edu/news-and-eventsispring- 

newsletterifacultyiintroducing-townsend-middleton 
at a previous spotlight to see what kind of information we would love to know about you. Thanks for your time, I look forward to reading about you! 

UItiversity of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill 

B.A. Global StndiesiHealth & the Environment, Lati~l American World 

Hispanic Sllldies and Medical A~ttt~-opology Mirrors 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

(~live a~nc.edu~ 

Monday, 12:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

URGENT GRADES 

Professor Sahle, 

I am just wondering if there is any way thai I can pass your class. Please let me know! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Scholarly sources (Re,arch paper assignment) etc 

Hello Professor~ 

My nanrc is              nd I am in your AAAD    course. I intended on coming to your office hours, to speak with you regalvling my exam, however, my 

soccer schedule inhibited me from doing so due to either an away game or a honrc game. Is it possible for us to nrcet tomorrow during your office hours? 

Thanks, 

On at 12:02 PM, <eunice@email.unc.edu> <eunice(a)emml.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: AAAD FA Group 

Frown: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholaacs, 

Hem are responses to questions that I received en route from Baltimore and other matters: 

1 ) Minimum sources: 5 scholarly (example~ books and journal aadicles) sources at a minimum. Ba~d on comments I have made in class and your own 
experiences as scholars, I mn sure you already know this but I will mention it anyway: Wikipedia is not a scholarly source. 

2) lnternet based sources: If you use an interact basedjourna1, government or civil society documents, please provide links that work. Please note that 
ifI cannot open a link of a source you have referenced and included in your bibliography page, this will not count as a source. 

3) Citation methods: Below is a link from UNC-CH’s Writing Center concerning va~ous citations methods. In terms of these methods, the key thing is 
to use whichever style you pick correctly and consistently throughout your paper. Speaking of the Center, some of you have used its ,services and I have 
received emails summarizing the suggefftions made by the tutors. The Center is a great scholarly resource for students, thus you should use it as you work 
on your paper. 

http://www2 .lib. unc.edtv’inslruct/citation~ 

3) Submitted papers: A t}w of you submitted your research papers while I was away at a professional conference. I have not opened them. Thu~ feel 
ficee to re-submit them if you think you need to address "the preceding issues. IfI don’t hear ficom you by Wednesday at 11.30pm, I will go ahead and 
grade the paper you have submitted. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages ficom the "AAAD 

to access Messages tbr this site: AAAD       .F__&.A 

FA’. ’ site. To reply to this mesmge clickthis link 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edus, 

Monday, 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

class tomom~w 

Hello Profi Sable, 

I just wanted to let you kno;v that I have a doctor’s appointment tomorrow and will not be in class. 
I will be sure to bring you a note and submit my essay by Wednesday Hope you have a good break, 
happy Thanksgiving! 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 3:26 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Research Paper 

Al~ach: MDGs.docx 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had a nice trip to Baltimore, I have attached my research paper, I hope you enjoy! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday,                 ,3:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Greetings and request tbr funding by the Islamic Studies Graduate Student Conference Committee 

CFPDukeUNCIslamicStudies    .pdf 

Dear Dr. SaNe. 

Good evei~ing. I am writing you, g~s chair of the delaartment~ o~. k~halfofthe     Aimual Duke-UNC Islamic Steadies ()raduate Student Conferei~ce. We are excited 

abouttl~,ss~ears theme. Cartog aplues )fIs am. Creating Locations and the Places Beyond Meardng." and believe it will lm strengthened and enriched by 

interdisciplinaD~ connections across l !NC and Duke University. 

We v~ould like to ask [i~r your SlX~nsorship to financM y st plx~rl this conf~renceo which v~ill take place 

Attac~ed is the CNI l{?r Papers announcement aaxd in it you can ~ nd a de~ription of o~r vision. We i ~vite yot to o[’l}r suggestions or e~sk us an>’ questions that you may 

~ave. 

We thap& you f? r 5"ot~r time m~d are looking ~brward to a fruitful co,Yerei~ce next ,_~:mester. 

All the best. 

Doctoral student, Religious Studies 

Univemib’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



CALL FOR PAPERS 

Cartographies of Islam: Creating Location and The Places Beyond Meaning 
1 lth Annual Duke-UNC Islamic Studies Graduate Student Conference 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, February 15 & 16, 2014 

So space acquires emotional and even rational sense by a kind of poetic process, whereby the 
vacant and anonymous reaches of distance are converted into meaning for us here. 

Edward Said 

The Duke-UNC Islamic Studies Graduate Student Organizing Committee is pleased to accept 
abstracts for our eleventh annual conference on the "Cartographies of Islam." From this theme, 
we hope to examine various cartographical creations by and on Muslim populations, which render 
social organization and behavior meaningful through a particular understanding of geographic 
and cosmic space. In relation to meaningful work on Muslim networks of influence and 
exchange, we are particularly interested in the role of social-spatial orders to situate thought and 
experience. From the celestial to the political, maps provide orientation but also limits. As such, 
we take a corollary interest in the peripheral to explore marked boundaries in Islalnic thought and 
Muslim societies as sites that bear both division and powerful forms of alterity. 

We invite papers from a range of disciplines (anthropology, art and art history, design, 
geography, history, law, literature, music, philosophy, political science, religious studies, and 
sociology) that examine such questions within historical and contemporary Islamicate contexts. 

Possible themes for papers include but are not limited to: 

Pre-Islamic figurations of space at work in Muslim majority contexts 
The Differing Wilayat of Sufis and Sultans 
Lost-Fonnd Muslims in the Wilderness of the West 
Technology in the creation of digital sacred space 
Spatiality and Islamic Theological Authority 
Urban planning and architecture in Muslim imperial cities 
Arabic/Arab/Arabia as orientation point and the persistence of an Islamic homeland(s) 
Poetry, Music, and other Artforms as cosmological roadmaps to the divine 
Muslim theological perspectives on the environment 

As a hallmark of the Duke-UNC Islamic Studies Conference, we will provide opportunity for 
interactive, deliberative, and interdisciplinary engagement with scholarly work in progress by 
gathering in an intimate workshop format. We expect that those invited to present papers will 
remain present for the duration of the two-day conference in order to engage the other 
participants in a true exchange of ideas. Lunch and refreshments will be provided on both days, 
and a formal dinner will be held on Saturday night. I Amited financial assistance to cover travel 
expenses will be offered to those who demonstrate financial need. 

Proposal Submission Requirements: 
Please submit at minimum a 500-word abstract accompanied by a working bibliography and CV 
to                ~0) gmail.com by December 1, 2013. In addition, fill out this brief biographical 
form at the time of 3,’our conference submission. Submissions that include a written paper are 
highly preferred. Ph.D. students in advanced stages of research and dissertation writing are 
especially encouraged to apply. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 6:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

Swab Acid for Duke students 

Dear Mwalimu, 
I hope all is well despite the cold weather. The following are the names of two Duke students who can only take Swah 
of time conflict. As I mentioned to you, this section is already full. Please see if you can add them. 

1. 

PID: 

2. 

PID: 

at lOambecause 

Thank you so muchfor your help, 
Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 7:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Research Paper- meeting with you 

Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well. I was wondering if I might be able to make an appointment to meet with you tomorrow either during your office hours or shortly 

after. After completing my paper, I am hoping that you would be able to read over my work and answer a few questions about the content of the paper. I 

am sorry for the short notice, and completely understand if you do not have time to set aside for appointments, as I am sure there are many students 

requesting your help with their papers as well. Thank you so much! 

Sincerely, 



From: ’@live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:08 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: AAAD    Africa Event Response 

Altacl~: AfricaEventResponse .docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is my response to Professor Nyong’o’s keynote address that took place last Monday. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 9:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Aliica Related Fxent URGENT 

Particil~tlon Paper A~%~kD.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

Here is the page reflection on last weeks discussion. Sorry again that I will miss class tomorrow, but have a great holiday! 

ThankYou, 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, 10:04 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Aliica Related Fxent URGENT 

Particil~tlon Paper A~%~kD.docx 

Professor Sable, 

Please ignore the attachment in my last email. Instead use the one currently attached, there was an error in the previous attachment. Sorry for the 

inconvenience. 

ThankYou, 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AI]d ca Event 

Attach: summ~ry.docx 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my review about the African event I attended last Monday. See you in class tomorrow-! 

From: eunice@email uric edu [eumce@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday,                  8:55 AM 
Sut~ject: Important: AAAD    (course evaluations - paper in class - not online) 

To: AAADi FA Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

[)ear A 2~.D Scholars, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Between today (       ) and      you will receive invitauons asking you to complete an online course evaluation 12~r our class. Please note that 12~r AAAD 
paper based and you will complete them on the last day classes.Thus, please ignore the invitations for online course evaluation 12~r AAAD 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

course evaluations are 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ l~x,-C-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAI~        FA    site. To reply to this message click this link to access _Messages for this site: 
.FA https://sakai.~nc.edu/p~rta~/site/82d5f~e-9993~t%c-8ba6-49~f9fe~5c/page/3586b8e7-9a~2~8ed-9a77-f~8999bcc692>. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Monday’s African Forum Respon~ 

AA~A3)    African Formn.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:33 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Aliica Related Event Writing 

aaad keynotethoughts.docx 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

@live.unc.edu 

Tuesday, 1:58 AM 

Africa Related Events Response Paper 

To: SaNe, Eunice (eunice) 

From: 

Africa Related Events response paper is attached. 

Elections a~d politicaJ institutions have for centuries been a very important paxt of not only the United State.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD 
Messages for this site: AAAD       .F~A 

.FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:10 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. a~d Saudis in Crromng Rift as Power SNl?ts 

Top News 

U,So m~d SmMis in Growh~g Rift as Power" Shifts 

The United S[ates.-Saudi relationship is still dose, but their 

interests are nr~t as aligned as they c,~ce were. 

y of 
State 

Dip[omaeyObama Signals a Shift From Military Might to 

The mmouncements of a~ interim nuclear deal with Irm~ and a 

conference on Syria’s civil war were vivid s katemen ks flaat 

diplomacy has again become the centerpiece of ~)~mHean foreign policy. 

~ Witt~ han Accord, Obama Opens Door to° Middle East 

~ [] Graphic: Inside the I ran Deal 

Chill~g Look at Newtown Killer, but No 

A~most a year after Adam Lanza killed 26 c~ildren and adulks 

Newtown, Corm., elementary school, an investigative report 

shed new li~t on his internal ~if~ and complicated relationship 

wRh his modmr. 

..... front 

~ [] State’s At[orney’s Repot[ 

Editors’ Picks 

The Changing American Fami]ly 

Same-.sex parents, Cohabiting couples. Vohmtary kin. Children 

w~th parents i~ prison. Immi~:m~t-Amerk:ans. What we tlaought 

of as kl~e g,pieal American family is being rapidly redefined. Ik is more 



than it was even half a year ago. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

~Wby Care, Abo~t 
~.:~ S~dh ~ ~<N.’~.i-~-’i. ~L:~:.~~G.~:.~~ 

This Op-Doc video ex])~ab~s why ordinary Americans shotfld he 

concerned about online sm~-eillanee. 

~ Wyden, Uaal~, and Heindch: End fl~e N SA. D~:a~net, Now 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JERRY JONES, director of Lice N;]tional Co;]lition of the Homeless, on a proposed law that 
would ban the feeding of homeless people in public spaces in Los Angeles, 

World 

Obm~a~s Visiti~tg Necktie" Ad~{ser Tells Karzai to Sight 

Agreemen~ 

Susan E. ~ee told President Harold Karzai o%~ghanistan to sign a seeufib" 

agreement or potentially face the complete pnl]out cg American trocg,s by the 

end of 2o~4, oNcials said. 

Militia i~ lBengl~azi Flees After Deadly G~m 

Battle 

The fighting tbl]owed tt~e deaflas of at least 43 people in Tripoli 
this month and came as tqval factions flex their muscles ahead of 

a bid to eleet a eons~itut%nal assembly. 

New Clues May Change Buddha’s Date of Birth 

At a tempJe in Nepal Nat eont~ins a pillar documenting a homage 

at the Buddha’s birthplace, researchers dctermined dmt lower 

stru~’tures were erected as early as the sixth eentu~7 B.Co 

Ic,gi~s 

have 

U,S, 

As Homeless Line Up for Food, Los _ka~geles 

~Vei~s Restrietio~s 

A temperate climate, cuks in federal spe~ding on the homeless 

and a court-ordered ef£~rt by California to shrink its prison 

populaiion have contributed to a severe problem. 



Inq~firT [~ Cover-Up of Ohio Rape Yields 

~dictme~t of ~Four Adults 

The superintendent in ~e school system of Steubenvi~le, Ohio, 

was among those in~cked on Mot~day by a grandj m’y 

im, esfigafi~g the cover-up of a 2oI2 rape. 

Conservative Leads Effort to Raise lgti~fin~mn 

Wage ir~ Cali fo~0nia 

Ron U*~z, who rose to fame by’ promoting a ballot initiative that 

esse~tialJy elimiuated biJing~ml e&~eation i~ CaJi~bvuia, is takiug 

on a goal that has stymied liberals. 

wh a 

Business 

New Pitch for Healtl~ hfitiative: Mind Yo~lr 

To encourage enrollment by the young Americans who are 

erudal to the success of khe z~fordable Ca~ Act, i*~surers a~ 

appeaW% to fl~eir primaU heNth care advisers: their 

A Debate Ore,° Paying Board Nominees of M~ I 
Activist Fm~ds 

The dispute around director eompe*~satio*~ is the latest fro*~t in 

the war of i~) 

F~strafion From a Dea~ on F|awed Hip 

implar~ts 

Some patients say the real win*ram in the $a.5 billio*~ settlement 

are .~ohnson & ,lotmso~ and the p]aintifl~’ la~ers, who will get 

abouk a third of the money. 

Laney 

said a 

Sports 

Cage Fighte~° %~|m Faked Death Is Se~tteneed i~ A~omed 

Robbery 

Charles Rowan, a Michigan fighter, was set~keneed to 171/21o 40 years in prison 

for robbing a gm~ store a mo~th aRer he ~Sed to escape a drng debt by 

convincing everTone that he bad died. 



Skateboardh~g Twins Execrate a Career ~ 8o ~n 

Tu~h~g to Temfi~ 

Nic and THsta~ P~ehse had a steep ~earni~g curve~ but two years 

into their tennis adven~m’e, the twins appear ~o have traded one 

obsession fl:~r another. 

’l’e~ Former N oHoLo Players Sue League Over Head 

The players, who were th the league in the ~97os, ’8os and ’90s, filed their suit 

in federal court on Mon&~y, which comes about three months after the 

agreed to settle a shnilar ease. 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 
:~ The 

A Di vi d ed Rio de da~eiro, O verreae|fi~g for th e ga:,-a ~Js 

World Tijuca 

Local officials are struggli~g to reinvest this onetime third-wm]d 

city wkh a firsbworld economy, but progressive ideals are running up against 

a ge-4d, intra cbt ble p~ blem s. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

The Happy Res~flts of a Speedy Slfift 

The "Magic Flute" now at the Los Angeles Opera shows the good 

thin~ that can happen when a company shakes up its production 

schedule. 

Not So Fast: Italiar~ Church Is Halted or~ Its Way 

to 

The artist Franeeseo Vezzoli had phmned a dismantled chinch as 

the center or" his New D>rk show, before Italian authorities 
s Lopped Lhe shipment. 

..... church 
packed 

Science 

E~tfissio~s of N’I ethmte h~ U,So Exceed Estimates, Study Fhtds 

A new analysis of man-made emissions of the greenhouse gas in the United 

S~tes showed they were abouk 1.5 times higher than prevailing esSmateso 

G ~deR~es Steven 
isse;1, 

Some doctors said a panel issuing guidelines for avoiding              [~ 

eholeskerol risks had ignored part of the available data, and they 

asse~ted it shoukl have first released a draR report to allow for comments, 

F.DoAo Orders Ge~etie Testing Firm to Stop 
Selling DNA Analysis Service 

The Food and Drug Ad~ninistradon sent a warning letter to 

23andme, which sells a $99 personal genome testing kit, saying 

the company had not proved that the product workedo 

..... personal 
genoma 

Today’s Video 



~vm~, ~: T|~e ¯ ~deo Game Wars, by 

Numbers 

With the release of the PlayStafion 4 and XBox (3ne~ the latest 

generation of game consoles has ar~ved. 

Pastrami 

Hamtkkah and Thanksgiving fal] on the same day this year, 

Danny Bowien proposed doing a Thanksgiving pastramL He 

demonst~:ates the simple meat dish flT~r Mark Bittman. 

~ vm~:o: Da*~d Gillen: Biteoi~t Believers 

While regulators debate t~e pros and cons of biteoins, the rising 

real-world value of this digRal em’reney inspires the question: 

Wh at m a kes m on ey, m on ey? 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

C|~i~a’s Coercive Play 

A plm~ to control dislmted air space over the East China Sea inereases risk of 

confrontation ~4lh Japan. 

EDITORIAL 

The State s F’i~di~g8 on N ewtowr~ 

A portrait of a distm’bed young man obsessed with weapons emerges from the 

oft’icJa~ report from Connecticut oNcJa~s on the sehoo~ massacre. 

EDITORIAL 

A G[~er of Sense on G~m~t~a~o 

The Seuate defeated an amendment that wend have extended ~e e~sfing 

transfer ~skdefions of the detainees. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Charity S,Mndle 

Where did SlOO milIion got Not to the ~eedy. 

israel’s l[ran Di]e~m~a 

The best Irgm deal that could he had reorders the map of the 

Middle East and compels Israd to think again. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The No~°th Carolina Five 

Only the N.C.A,A, would efiminalize behavior it should 

, CehJmnist Page I BIog 

Fo; :’~o~e or)i¢~ioI~ ~o to NYTimes.comiOpinion >:, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 



FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

[] ~i .~; ,~""~ i ~[] 

Access The New York Times from a~wwhe~e with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~) l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectiot~ ~ ’ rn.nytoCOrn ~; 

About This Er~ail 

Tills is an au[e[~lated el’nail Please do !lot reply d#ectly to ~his email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com=s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a membe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib’_ed to pro~ect#~g you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions == Change Your Email == Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 6:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

RE: Important: Research paper otfice hours and new due date 

Good Morning Dr. SaMe, 
I have a final at 11 am today, a doctor’s appointment at 9 am tomorrow and the extended hours I unfortunately had other appointments. I just wanted to 
show you what I had of my paper to make sure it is close to what you expect. The chicago style formatting there seems to be multiple ways to format it. I 
did mine with a bibliography and links to each page and in my in text citations I used a briefed version of my book title or author with the date it was 
published. I was hoping this would suffice? I also have including the cover page about 11 or so pages and wondered if this is ok if so I will continue 
revising tonight. I know this is very short notice but I do have this morning free if anytime before class works for you. If not that is fine is well. 
Thank you very much- 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 4::[3 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: important: Research paper office hours and new due date 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well and feeling better. 

As I indicated in an email, 1 had office hours this morning scheduled specifically for the essay. At any rate, you can see me tomorrow right after class or during my office hours 
on Wednesday. 

Take care and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Friday, ’, 1:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Tmportant: Research paper office hours and new due date 

Good Afternoon- 
is there a day I can meet with you before the paper is due? I will have a rough draft completed this weekend. 

-Thank You and Looking Forward to Sharing My Essay With You 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday,                  3::[5 PM 

Subject: Important: Research paper office hours and new due date 

To: AAAD:       FA: Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Here are importan[ updates: 

:1) To be fair to ail students, I have extended the deadline for your research papers. As such, please note that your papers are now due on ~]ednesdo~’ 

o~ .1[.1[o30p~’4. Please submit them via email using your UNC-CH address~ Further, cc yourself to the emaii submitting your paper. Late papers will 

not be accepted. 

:2) Extended office hour for the research paper assignment: Monday       ,, 8.00am-:10.OOam. As usual, these are in addition to my reguiar office hours 

Tuesdays and Thursday :].:].,00am-:[Z.00pm and Wednesday 9,00am-:[0,00am, 

3) I am attaching the research papers topics and guidelines for easy reference. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

{ESSAY ASSIGNMENT QUESTIONS AND GUIDELINES).docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD:       .F~A 

.FA: site~ To reply to this message click this link to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 6:55 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
update 

Good morning Eunice, 

I finished the evaluations yesterday and James is coming by today so I will pick his brain about the listserv. 

Best, 
Travis 



i fi~isl~ed my :paper ~esterday and had the hardest tirae findin:g the I:~nk. ~ don’t knos~:~, ff i am o~er~ooking somethin~ or whaL ~ ~m ~o~ng to br;~g my paper 

:rod em~i~ i~ to you th~s mor~3ing. ~ just w’an~ ~0 makes sure its do~e a~ or, t~me. This paper t~s been m~ labor o~ ~ove. [ even made sure th~:t I went over 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene rafine~Q@unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 9:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu-~; 

Part-time Classrooln Studies, Frill 2014 

~gmail.com 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Hope you’re doing well. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evening courses to be offered during fall 2014. We would like to offer AAAD 

130. I wou~d appreciate hearing from you no later than January 2 so that we can forward our list to the University Registrar’s Office for inclusion in the fal~ class 

listing. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know by January 2. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must 

match is ~8,000. If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward 

that information along to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: (919) 966-3587 - Fax: (919) 962-5549-Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

Check out our Student Orient~tio~ Videos at: http:!/fridaycenter.unc.edu!cpics/index.htm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

AAA Symposium Response 

A~20 Symposium Reflection.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

Attached is my response to Dr. Nyong’o’s speech the other day at the symposium. Thank you so much for making us aware of this event, as well as others 
you have notified our class about! I hope you have a lovely holiday! 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Tuesday, 11:46 AM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01] Will you stand ruth Walmart workers this Black Friday? 

Hey y’all, 
As many of you may know, Walmarl workers have been organizing for better jobs for the past few years and it’s been really heating up over the past year! This Friday in 
Raleigh we will be holding an informational picket and protest outside of Walmart in solidarity with Walmarl workers who are standing up! It would mean a lot if you could join 
us!! 
Best, 

P.S. Check out the action at Walmart from 
P.P.S. If you will be out-of-town, you can search for a Black Friday action happening near you here: https://actionnetwork.org/event campaigns/black-friday-near-you 

Will you stand with Walmart workers this Black Friday? 

When:                  at 2pm 

Where: Walmart, 4431 New Bern Avenue Raleish, NC 27610 

What: Rally and March in support of Walmart workers 

RSVP: https:i/actionnetwork.orq/events/southern-solidarity-wi~h-walrnart-wo rkers 

Join us on Black Friday 1,               ) to stand in solidarity with WNmar~ workers who are organizing for respect and better jobs. We will gather at the 
Walmart located at 4431 New Bern A~;e Raleigh, NC 27610 at 2pro. We are cNling on Walmart to pay a living wage and to stop illegal retaliation when workers 

exercise their rights on the job. Please join us! We will provide signs and stickers, 

On Black Friday this yea[, Walma[t workers and community Nlies are coming together for over 1500 protests across the count[y. Workers are calling for an end 
to illegal retaliation, and for Walma~± to publicly commit to improving labor standards, such as providing workers with more full time work and $25,000 a year. 
As the country’s largest retailer and employer, Walmart makes more than $17 billion in profits, with the wealth of the Walton family totaling over $144.7 billion --. 
equal to that of 42% of Americans. 

¯ -- You axe currently subscribed to 

s~nwg01 as: eunice(~?e~nafil.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a blank email to leave-33915860-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7(g)listserv.nnc.edn 





i From:: a?I~ve.tmc.edu> 

!S~t: T~msdav. 12:34 PM 

~S=bj~ct: - Page C~u:r~ted 1 0 

CO~CTED 10 PAGE ESSAY.docx 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrkpewnrwfemcf@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Giving Thanks: 20% OFF AI,L TITLES 

Giving Thanks with 20% OFF all titles! 
Is this email not displaying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ For’,qsrd to a Friend 

Happy Thanksgiving from Rout edge! 

We’re giving thanks by offering you 20% off all titles through Friday, 

Now until November 29th receive 20%OFF* aii titles with discount code DRK88 Remember, NI web 

orders over $35 receive FP.I~IE SHIP~IN~ in the US ~.’nd Canada *Offer ,,’arid on!y wJ~h web orders 

roudedge com. psypress com. focafpress.com or roudedqementafhealth com 

~ ~ ~ ~ Share the Saving~ with 

i i~ footer image 

Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Sirln up by subiect area to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor ,-I, Francis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscbbe at any time. 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose, rent or sell your emaii address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Francis, an informa business. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK [.ilY~ited registered in England under no. 1072954 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 3F-4~ Mortimer Street London gv~[ 3JH. 

If you v¢ish to unsubsc[ibe, please click her__.Ne Please note Lilis is an auLomated operaLion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~ema~l.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@ema~l.unc.eAu>; Y~rco, [,aura <laura2yurco@unc.edu> 

Fwd: any HR update on 

declined. Regroup after holiday. Have a good break! 

Public Policy 

UNC-CH 

Sent farm iphone 

Begin forw~xded Inessage: 

From: "Clarions, Justin" <iwclav~emaiLunc~edu> 

Date: November 26, 2013 at 2:01:55 PM EST 

To:                          ~emailxmc~e&~> 

Co: "Reid, Aja R" <a_~ reid(&uac.edu> 
Subject: RE: ~y ItR update on 

OHR l’u:~.; offer~-’_~d ller the position i~d they i~re wa~:mg to hei~r b~c~ from her, O~ce I hear somethir~g f w~ll ~et you know. 

Justir~ 

Sent= Tuesday, November 26, 2053 ~2:46 PN 

Te= Cla~on, Justin 
Subject= any HR update on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: room for Monday 

Here it is! -Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Travis, 

I scheduled GEC 1005 from 5-6pm. Here is your confirmation: 

* Event information * 

Event    ¯ AAAD 101 

Scheduled By ¯ Violet May Paquin 

Start Time : 5:00 PM 

End Time :6:00PM 

Start Date : 12/2/2013 

End Date : 12/2/2013 

Days Met : M 

Building :GC 

Room : 1005 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

Violet 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Lecture Response 

A~tach: -AAAD .docx 

Dr. SaNe, 
Please find the attached document. 

Thank ~,ou. 
Sincerel,/, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

African Event Paper 

Africa Event Essay.docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

I’ve attached my African event essay belo~v. 

Thank you and best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.tmc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Africa Fxent Response 

Africa Event Response.docx 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 7:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Missing reading 

Good afternoon Professor SaNe, 

I just wanted to ask you if we still had to do the final E-reserves reading for AAAD 

Thank Vou, 

on the syllabus since it is not on the library e-reserves page. 



From: ~!iYe.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:58 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Sub.iect: AAAD Research Paper 

Attach: AAAD research paper.docx 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving Break’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n,vtimes.com> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 3:11 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Today’s Headlines: New Rules Would Rein In Nonprofits’ Political Role 

Today’s Headlines    wo0,,o. oy,. ...... 

~N THIS ENA~L I ~’~ NYT I World ~ U.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~ Dining &Wine Today’s 

Top News 

New R~fles Wo[fld Rein h~ Nonprofits~ Political Role 

The Obama adminis [ratiorl’s proposals would curtail political aedvity by tax-- 

exempt nonprofit ~roups, a si~t~it]cant change for one of the fastest-growh~g 

sources of campaign spending. 

UoS. Sends Two B-52 Bombers into Adr Zone 

Claimed by C]~ina 

O~ciala said the Vnited States m~]~ta~T would contim~e to asse~ 

its Hght to lly ~rough whak it regards as international airspace 

after a [~eent Chinese e~a~m to an "ah" defense identification zone," 

Japan Answers China’s Warnings Over Isiends’ Airspace 

THE CANCER DIVIDE 
~ This28- 

In israel, a P~sh to Screen fo~¯ Cm~eer Oene I y~d I 
Leaves Many Conflicted 

As a push ensues in Israel ibr a screening program to test Jewish 

women for canee~eausing gene muka~ons, many Nee hard choices about how 

much they want to t~ow. 

~ Interactive Graphic: Where ~s Breast Cancer? 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE I INTERACTIVE FEATURE 

F.,sse~t-~| Tha~ksg~vh~g 

Your guide to the year’s most important meal, ~fith our best 

recipes, videos, Lechniques and trkq~. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Home for the Holidays 

Is it better for families to air their diflbrences or avoid them? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

HUNBERTO FUENTE8, a high school senior in Orlando, Fla.. on advanced placement 
courses, 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Seeur~ :Pact 

Even mm~y of President Harold Karzai’s friends have criticized 

Ms refltsal ko conclude a seenH~y agreement witk tke t hired States. 

Ukraine in Turmoi| Afier Leaders Reject l~Iajor 

E.Uo Deal 

Tens of thousands of protesters have demanded [h a t flae country 

shake off iN post-.Soviet identi~y and move into the orbit of a 

m ore prosperous E~rope. 

Hamid 

:Pope Sets Dow~ Goa~s for oat lne|usive Church, 

Reaehi~g Out ’on the Streets’ 

Francis sNd women musk play an increasingly impotent ~v4e in 

the ehm:eh, but that feting women he priests was "uot a questiou 

open to discussion." 

F~ncis 

spoke 

U,S. 



Pu[~ing a More Diverse Group o£Achievers Into 

the Advanced Placement ~ool 

Con fron fi n g en tren ched pereep U ons, schools h ave begun 

initiatives to em’oll more poor, Latino and z~x~can--z~erican 

s~dents who 

At Least 3o Haitians Die _After Boat Capsizes 

The fatal accident is the latest in a series of ship~q’ecks iwvolxSng 

t taitian migran b, who pay smugglers ~o ferry them to the U hired 

States in oRen unseaworthy vessels. 

~ D Video: U.S. Coast Gc~a~d Rescue Video 

Gb~ecolog~sts May Treat Ne~, Board Sava~ in SuStch 

The statement from the American Board of Obstetrics and Gyneeo]o&v eased 

restrieUons anuouneed in September, which said that &yueeologists could lose 

tbeh" board eerqfieafion if they treated men. 

Business 

’Leave of Absence’ for Lara Logm~ After Flawed Benghazi 

Report 

The leaves for the CBS correspondent and her producer tbllow an interna~ 

repo~ that criticized her reporti og methods for the segment on "60 MimRes." 

The International MoneNry Fund is advocating a mor~? aggressive approach to 

debt restrue~ming that would shift some pain to the p~iw~te seekor, and away 

from German-sgqe austerib,. 

~ Graphic Escalating DeN 

Retai~ers Seek Par4-ners in ..qo~a~ Networks 

Brick and mo~Lar stores like Target and Wahnart are engaging 

heavily with social networks, notably Pinterest, to clinch holiday 

sales. 

Pstrizi, 

head of 

What Does Black ~:riday Mean ter You? 

Sports 



Some Knicks fans lind it diseoneeFdng that James L. l)olan is on 

the road jamming with his blues-rock band, # D & The Straight 

Shot, M~ile his main act on the com~ can’t seem to dig itself out of its desu~toU 

state. 

KEEPING SCORE 
Ca rnneio 

Good May Come on Heels of Bad and Ugly for Anthony 

Kn~eks ~d Net~ ~ 

Anyo~m ~n4ting them off has n ot been paying aRe~fio~ to the 

Ea stem Con lbwnee~ wh ere nin e team s wJ [h l osing record s have m ade th e 

player[2 dm’~ng the past m seasons. 

, NB.A Roundup: Wizards Edge Pastthe Lakers 

Shmnper% Knieks Starter, Str~aggles to Return to 

Relevance 
::.y :31?.13~ 3 i:a"ti:~Oi~ 

Once considered the player with the most upside on tim team, 

Iman Shurnpet~ has taken several big steps backward this 

seasom 

ShumF~ 

rt, right, 

Arts 

’OLDBOY’ 

You Can Cheek O~t Any Time Ym~ IJke, 

Spike b~e ~interpre~s Pa~k Chan.-wook’s fihn "Ohtboy," with 

Josh BroUn 

Citing l~mqafity, Sicily Bm~s Loans of ~3 Artworks 

A policy shift, la~;gely mmo~ieed outside Italy, relleets growing 

concern s by Sh::ilim~ officials that their most importm~t treasures 

are too oRen out of the country. 

~o~h 

%Vhere F~hn Marries Video Game 

"Fort Me.Money," a documentary in the fbrm of an ~-mline video 

game, examines the efl>ets the oil it~dustW has had on FoYt 

MeMurray, A~herta. 

Dining & Wine 

h~ the iEnd, It’s Not _Abmet the Food 

Paying a~e~tion to gt]ests, o~ Thm~k~giving or at any dimmr 

pat~y, is the whole point of having people over. 

An en orm ot] s potato latke evokes the spi tit of Th anksgivi n g. 

Leffow~rs for Breakfast 

Wylie Dufresne makes hu’key hash hy fl)raging throt]gh the 

remnanLs of Thanksgiving dinner for things that go wall with 

eggs. 



Today’s Video 

~ vmEo: Why Care Aboa~t 

A shot~, fihn e.~lores whether ordina~T Americans should be 

concerned about online smveillanee. 

~ VIDEO: ’][’he Making of’Making a Scene’ 

A behind-.the--scenes look at the year’s hes t performers starring 

h~ ~ origin;a] (ve~T) short films directed by the Oscar-winning 

cinematographer Janusz Kaminsld. 

, Related M=.@media Feature 

~ VIDEO= I~terseetiom Less ]is More i~ 

_At~stin 

In the South Congress neighborhood of Austin, Tex., the heat 

keeps the ~ocal sb.:]e casual and comfortable. 

Obituaries 

Merre|| ~,ri||imns Jr,, Paralega| ~,rho Bared Big 

Tobacco, Dies at 7~ 

Mr. Williams leaked mountains ofi~tcrnal documents in ~994, 

fueling lawsuits that resuRed in an industt7 payo*R of billions ~ff 

dollars to pay smokers’ medical bills. 

Clfieo Hamilton, Drm~aer, Bm~dleader 

E×ponent of Cool Jazz, Dies al 9x 

Mr. tlamilton, from the ~s :M~geles area, had a subtle and 

mdodic approach that made him ideNly s~fited fi:~r the refined, 

understated s~yle that came to be known as con jazz. 

Lou Brissie, an AlloStar m~d War Hero, Dies at 89 

Brissie aehie~’ed his ~h’eam and inspired people with Nsabilities 

by raaking the major leaNtes after suffering devastating leg 

inj uries in World War IL 

Williams 

:": Harrfilto 

holding 

I s:°°’ I 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Presst~re and Passivity on I~maigratio~ 

President Obama and Cong4"ess fail to act on passing reform, and the suflk;ring 

of families continues. 

EDITORIAL 

±~mother Cba||enge to the Hesdth Care Law 

The Supreme ( ’.om:t should protect women’s access to affordable contraception 

wken it rules on two eases. 

EDITORIAL 

The t~’~ar on Thanksgiving 

Consmnerism has encroached on the day itself, wi[h retailers opening even 

earlier than in past yeats to get a bigger jump on Black b’riday. 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A B~rd ~’hose L~fe Depe|~ds o~ a C~’ab 

A bird’s fl£m’e defends o~ a creatt~re that surqved the 

din osaurs. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Ngskir~ P~’~de arid P~°ej~dice 

The worlds of dane Austen and pro l))o[ba]l have more i[~ 

common than y% would think. 

~ Colum ng~ Page 

OP-ED I YOUNG-HA KIM 

:Life Inside a P]layStation 

Would a law providing for kreakraen[ Of I~ternet gaming 

addietio[~ actually help players b reeo%r? 

ON THIS DAY 

:. ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ;:.:;i{}:il ::: ’}:’:. /~{. i;=!:’w, 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone¢ ]iPad(6 A~xlroid I 

Visit The New York 
Times Sto~e ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section >> ’ m.wt.com ,, 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaii Please do net reply directiy to this email. 

You received this message because yell signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a r~ember of the TRUSTe p[ivacy program, we are comr~itted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubsc@e I Manage 8ubsc@tions :: Change Meur EmN :: Privacy Policy I Contract i Adve£ise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

~live.nnc.edtv~ 

Fin~l Paper- 

A2~kD Final Paper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper -, 

Research Paper Assignment.docx 

Hello tS-ofessor, 

Attached is my 10 page research paper. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:47 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Paper 

AA~A2) final l~aper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~}live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 10:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final Paper w/works cited 

AA~A2) final l~aper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Research Paper AAAD .docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

Please see my attached research paper. 

I hope you enjoy your Thanksgiving, and have a great break. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 11:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research paper 

Research Paper AAAD .docx 

Dear Dr. SaNe, 

I forgot to cc myself on the previous email, so I am sending another with my paper attached, just for documentation purposes. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 2:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research paper 

Africa Paper Final.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 3:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

AAAD    Student Paper Submission 

AAAD Essay.pdf 

Hey Professor, 

Here’s my paper, Have a nice break 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chemistry B.A. Major 

Class of 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  4:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

AAAD    Research Essay 

African research paper 2-1 .docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 
Here is my research essay that is due tonight. My essay is on the second prompt focusing on SWAPO. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Research Paper 

RESEARCH PAPER Eladication of Poverty.docx 

Here is my submission, thank you so much for your help during office hours! 



iThanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 6:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

Africa paper.docx 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper I hope you have a ~vonderful Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: events attended paper attached! 

Attach: Events- .docx 

Happy Almost Thanksgiving! 

Attached is my write up of the two events I attended for class, I truly enjoyed both! 

Thanks- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Paper 

AAAD Research Paper.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:43 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@live.unc.edu> 

Research Paper 

Research Paper - 10 page.docx 

Research Paper on The Role of Civil Society in Kenya and its Transition to Democracy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 6:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Afi-ican Related Event - AAAD 

African Related Event.docx 

Good Evening Professor Sahle! 
I gave you a hard copy of this one page paper in class on the African Related Event that we were to attend This is the electronic copy that you asked me to email you 
Thank you so much and enjoy your holiday! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr, Sahle, 

I am very conti~sed upon receiving this emaih ~nnen I came to your office t~vice last month to discuss the class, as well as my paper, we discussed inclusion of South Africa I remember us 
discussing how- the focus of the paper should be on ~vhat the MDG are and what their implication and limitation are. When ~ve talk about South Africa you told me it should not dominate the 
paper, but rather be used as an example to tie nay ideas together. I was sending my paper to you as my final draft, but no~v I am very concerned and worried about my grade I have been 
working on that paper for a significant about of time and put a lot of research and effort into it. 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 Pivl 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your paper 

The paper I have received though departs significantly from the prompt (Sakai) which expects students to focus on aspect 2 of Goa[ 1 (eradicating pover~’) with South Africa as the case 
Study. Your paper seems to offer a general discussion of MDGs with only a paragraph on South Africa. 

Is this your final draft? Please let me know as soon as possible before I grade 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:09 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sulzi ect: Research Paper 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper I hope you have a wonderlgl Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you, 



From: ~live.unc.edu > 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eanice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: ~email.unc.edu> 

Subject: AAAD paper submission 

Attach: aaad PAPER.docx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I hope you are enjoying your break, Please see my attached paper. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Urgent: re.arch paper 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

Thanks for the note. Clearly 1 misunderstood the assignment. I worked for weeks on this paper, and felt that there was so much to discuss regarding the MDGs that 

perh~ps f si:~et~t too k)ng on this part, ~ d~dn’t realize it was supposed to be an h~troduct~on, f w~l get as much work as possibie done on revising this beh:~re the due 

d~te in a few hours rh~m~ you for bringing ~:h~s to my attention. ~ arn so sorry for the rnisunders~:andk~g. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 PM 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: research paper 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your paper. 

T just opened it and noticed that it focuses a lot on discussing MDGs in general and only explores the required case study of South African in 3 pages. I just want to check and 

see if you attached your final draft or this was a mistake for the paper departs significantly from the prompt. Please let me know as soon as possible before I grade the paper 
you sent. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subje~-~: research paper 

11:37 AM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please see my attached research paper. I am at home in 

the correct email. Thank you and have a great break! 

Best, 

and had trouble sending the previous emails due to a poor connection, so this should be 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 7:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr-~ 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Reserach Paper 

Research Paper.doc 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~livea~nc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

FINAL PAPER 

Final Paper.docx 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Subject: 2 EVENTS- PAPER.. 

Attach: Events- docx 

Dr. Sahle, 
please disregard the previous email. Attcahed is my single space analysis of the events I attended and a slight caparison. 

Thank You- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu 

Wednesday, 

Essay Courl~my Sims 

7:59 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice (eunice) 

Fl~om: 

PID: 

Essay paper is attached, thaJ~k you. 

aaad paper.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAD       F~A 

.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 
I am still rely confused about your previous email, however I am looking through nay paper and making some changes. Like I said earlier I ha~’e work rely hard on this paper and would hate 
to see my grade suffer significantly If you have any suggest I would greatly appreciate them. 

Thank you, 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 Pivl 
To: 
Subject: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dear 

Thanks fur sending your paper 

The paper I have received though departs significantly from the prompt (Sakai) which expects students to focus on aspect 2 of Goal 1 (eradicating poverty) with South Africa as the case 
Study. Your paper seems to offer a general discussion of 2vff)Gs with only a paragraph on South Africa. 

Is this your final draft? Please let me know as soun as possible before I grade 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Frum: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:09 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sulzi ect: Research Paper 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper I hupe you have a wunderlgl Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RESEARCH PAPER- DE’v~NEY FRANKLIN- AAAD 

The Afficm~ National Congress Essay.docx 

attached is my research paper. 

Happy Thanksgiving 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday,                  2:46 PM 

Subject: Monday ( Review (5.00pm-6.00pm)- Confirmation and location 

To: AAAD       .FA Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD    Scholars, 
As we agreed in class, we will have a review session on Monday 

Time: 5.00pm-&OOpm 

Location: Global Education Center, room 1005. 

See you then and again in class on ]-uesday, 

Best wishes and have a great thanksgiving break, 

Dr, SaNe 

, Here are details: 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages from the "AAAD 
access Messages for this site: AAAD:       F~A 

.FA ’ site~ To reply to this message click this link to 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

URGENT Research Paper 

AAAD Paper.docx 

Professor Sable, 

Attached is my research paper due by :l:l:30 tonight. Have a wonderful Thanksgiving and please let me know if there are any issues with the paper or 

attachment, 

ThankYou, 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edn> 

Wednesday, 8:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@live.~mc.edu> 

AAAD Final Essay 

A~20 - Nigerian Civil Socie~ as a Tool in De~nocmtization.docx 

Hello Dr. Sahle! 

I hope this email sees you well. Attached is my final essay regarding Nigerian civil society and its role in the nation’s democratization of the early :1990s. 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 

Sincerely, 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:34 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~~ 

Cc: ~live.unc.edu~; 

Subject: AA~A2) Final Term Paper 

Attach: A2~kD Final Paper.docx 

Good Evening, Dr. SaNe! 

Attached is my final draft for the Introduction to Africa term paper. I hope you enjoy reading my paper, and I hope you have a great Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



i From: ~live.unc. ~u> 

i S~t: Wednesday~ 8:39 PM 

~ S=biect: ~: UKGENT{A~ S TI~DENT 

y,r.~m:: SaNe~ ~ce N <eu~ice@emaiLu~c,e~> 

~u:bje:ct:: ~RE: LIRGENT{A~AD STDD£NT 

~ea r 

~r, SaNe 

hope you are having ss:~e travels~ 



~, p~ofessor S~h~e, 

> orry for the bl~.:nk emait f ser~t you e~r£er, it was an accident, 

~ere ~s my research 

~appy Hol~da’,?s and I hope you have a wonderfu~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

~lash Drive 

Dr. Sahle, 
I have returned home for break and have just realized that I left my flash drive at school I am working furiously t~’ing to redo my paper. Can I please have an extension for the paper to be 
submitted. I und erstand that there is a strict policy on late work, but if there is any availability of an extension, I am so sorly. I have checked through my things and am so SOl~V. Please let 
me know- if I can submit the assignment under these last minute circumstances. I understand if there is deduction, but please let me know if I can still submit the paper upon its completion. 
Thank you and I apologize. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 8:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Reserach Paper 

Thank you. I hope yon enjoy reading it. Did you ever receive my response about the 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 8:46 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

event? 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your paper, 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, EuNce N 

Subject: Reserach Paper 

7:17 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 8:55 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

RE: events attended paper attached! 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

thanks for the reply. I hope you have a wonderful thanksgiving break and enjoy time with friends, family, and loved ones. 

All the Best- 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:35 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: events attended paper attached! 

Dear 

Thanks for sending them. 

You were only expected to attend one but thanks for sending them both. 

Best wishes and have a great Thanksgiving break! 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:27 PPl 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: events attended paper attached! 

Happy Almost Thanksgiving! 

Attached is my write up of the two events I attended for class, I truly enjoyed both! 

Thanks- 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 8:59 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your research paper 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

I really appreciate your feedback and for offering this extension until Tuesday 

While f have obviously been worldng on ~:his issue skate your first ema~i, f appredate having the tkne until Tuesday to rnake th~s paper ~:he best ~: can be. ~ am a 

diligent s~:udent and know t am (:apabk~ of qua~tv work; ~ want tMs paper to reflect rny ab~H~:ies. 

~n rny four years at UNC, ~ have honesdy never misinterpreted an assignment to this degree, so just to darH:y, the paper should be a case study of eradicating 

extreme poverty in South Africa and the possibilities and I~rnitat~ons of this goal, oniy spedfic ~o South Africa? 

Further, how much of the paper sho~id focus on: 

The MDGs as a [ramework? 

Goa~ one: eradication of extreme poverty on a globa~ h~we~? 

South African case sLudy of erad~catb~g exLreme poverty? 

~ust want to make sure thsL as ~ am redoin~ thb paper ~ have the correct key question. 

~ hope yo~ are enjoying the hoi~day w~th your fm~y. Agah~, ~ appredate yo~ bringing tMs my attention before grading the paper. 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your research paper 
Dear Meredith, 

Thanks for your response. 

Please submit the paper on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent: research paper 

7:16 PM 

Dear Dr, SaMe, 

Thanks for the note. Clearly I misunderstood ~:he assignment, worl~ed h:~r weeks on ~:h~s paper, and h~t tha~: there was so much to discuss regarding the MDGs that 

perhaps ~ spent too king on this part. t dhJn"t realize it was supposed to be an k~troducl:h:m. ~ wH~ get as much work as possiMe done on revising this before the due 

date in a few hours. Thank you for bringing thb [o my attention. ] am so sorw for the misunderstsndb~g. 

Beat, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:56 PM 
To:i 
Subject: Urgent: research paper 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your paper. 

I just opened it and noticed that it focuses a lot on discussing MDGs in general and only explores the required case study of South African in 3 pages. I just want to check and 
see if you attached your final draft or this was a mistake for the paper departs significantly from the prompt. Please let me know as soon as possible before I grade the paper 
you sent. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 

Subject: research paper 

11:37 AM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please see my attached research paper. I am at home in 

the correct email. Thank you and have a great break! 

Best, 

and had trouble sending the previous emails due to a poor connection, so this should be 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: 

Subject: Fall Term Paper 

9:03 PM 

To: Instructor Role 

From: 

Here is my paper on the first response. 

Sincerely, 

PID: 

AAAD 

Fall 

AFRICA TERM PAPER.docx 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel ttill Messages from the "AAAD 
Messages for this site: A~A~\D       F~A . 

.FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr. Sahle, 
If I am not mistaken is the last day of class. I do appreciate you given me till then, but would like to know how,,’ if the extension ~vill effect my grade on this assigmaaent. I have 
been working on this paper for five weeks and really want by grade to reflect the amount of work I have put into it I wold like to meet with you on Monday to discuss how I can alter my 
paper to better reflect the prompt. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dear 

The paper’s focus in goal 1- the 2nd aspect- with South Africa as the case study. Please pay attention to the prompt and re-submit your paper by 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Frum: 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 
Tu: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr. Sable, 
I am still vepZ cunlgsed abuut yuur previous email, however I am looking thruugh my paper and making sume changes. [,ike I said earlier I have wurk very hard un this paper and wuuld hate 
tu see my grade suffer significantly. If you have an?’ suggest I would greatly appreciate them. 

’];hank you, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 
To: 
Sub}ect: Urgent: Yuur Research Paper 

Dear 

[[’hanks fur sending your paper. 

The paper I have received though departs significantly from the prompt (Sakai) which expects students to focus on aspect 2 of Goal 1 (eradicating poverF-) with South Africa as the case 
Study. Your paper seems to offer a general discussion of MDGs with only a paragraph on South Africa. 

Is this your final draft? Please let me know- as soon as possible before I grade. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Froln: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subj ect: Research Paper 

6:09 PM 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper. I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~]ive.unc.edw- 

Wednesday,                  9:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; 

Research Paper 

Gender Dynamics in the ANC.docx 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Professor SaMe, 

I chose topic #2- option B. I hope you are having a wonderful break and I will see you in class on Tuesday. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 9:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr. Sahel, 
Thank you vely much I will defiantly see you Monday morning. Enjoy your break. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:16 P2~ "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> wrote: 

Dear 

The extension is not a penal~z. It is to give you a chance to ~vork on the paper as expected 

I will be in the of Jl)ce on Monday morning Feel free to drop by my office at 10 00am to discuss your paper. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:05 PM 
Tu: SahIe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr Sahle, 
> If I am nut mistaken is the last day uf class I do appreciate yuu given me till then, but would like to know huw/if the extension will effect my grade un this assignment. I have 
been working on this paper fur five weeks and really want by grade to reflect the amount of wurk I have put into it I wold like to meet with you on Munday to discuss how I can alter my 
paper to better reflect the prompt. 
> 

> 

> 

> From: SaNe, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 PM 
> Tu: 
> Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 
> 

> Dear 
> 

> The paper’s focus in goal 1 - the 2nd aspect- with South Africa as the case study. Please pay attention to the prompt and re-submit your paper by 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr. Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Frorrl: 

> Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 
> To: Sable, Ecmice N 
> Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 
> 

> Dr. Sable, 
> I am still very confused about your previous email, however I am looking through my paper and making some changes. Like I said earlier I have work very hard on this paper and would 
hate to see my grade sufihr significantly. If you have an?" suggest I would greatly appreciate them. 
> 

> Thank you, 
> 

> 

> 

> From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday,                    6:34 PM 

> Subject: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

> Dear 

> Thanks for sending your paper. 

> The paper I have received though departs significantly from the prompt (Sakai) ~vhich expects students to focus on aspect 2 of Goal 1 (eradicating poverty) with South Africa as the case 
Study. Your paper seems to offer a general discussion of MDGs with only a paragraph on South Africa. 

Is this your final draft? Please let me kno~v as soon as possible before I grade. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:09 PM 



To: Sah[e, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper 

Dr Sah[e, 
tIere is my research paper. I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving break! 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:19 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Your research paper 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

Thank you for fl~e clarification. You are correct, I significantly misinterpreted the focus of the prompt. 

Again, I really appreciate the oppo~lunity to fix this problem. I will get the paper to you on Tuesday, 

Best, 

Sent froln my iPhone 

On at 9:12 PM, "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

Here my responses: 

[ so just to clarify, the paper should be a case study of eradicating extreme poverty in South Africa and the possibilities and limitations of this 

only specific to South Africa?] Yes 

Further, how much of the paper should focus on: 

[The MDGs as a frarnework?] .#.[.[#[..£~.~.~.~.~5~.#~.~.~.~#£..~.~#] 
[Goal one: eradication of extreme poverty on a globa~ ~eveF?] ~..[~..~..~A£A~#.[~..~.9£~£~A.~]~.j.~.££~.#..g.#.~A~#~..A#.#.9~.~..9[#.#.[5#.~£g..#.~.~A[~..~.~]~}. 

~eve~- you can make a comment in a footnote or endnote[ 

[South A[ricm~ case study of eradk;at~ng extreme povertv?] Main focus 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Your research paper 

8:59 PM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I really appreciate your feedback and for offering this extension until Tuesday 

While t haw? obviously been working on this ~ssue since your first erna~l, ~ appredate havh~g the ~:~me unt~i Tuesday ~:o make this paper the best it can 

be. [ am a d~gen~: student and ~now [ am capaMe of quality work; I want tMs paper to reflect my ab~:~es. 

~n my [:our years at UNC, I have honestly never rn~sinterpreted an assignment to thb degree, so just [o clarify, the paper shokdd be a case sLudy of 

eradicating extreme poverty ~n South Africa and the possibilities and Hmi[at~ons of this goal, on~y sped[:ic to SouLh Africa? 

gurther, how much of the paper should focus 

The MDGs as a framework? 

Goa~ one: eradicath:m of extreme poverty on a globa~ leve~? 

South A[rican case study of erad~ca~:~ng extreme pover~:y7 

] just want to make sure that as I am redok~g tMs paper I have [he correct key question. 

~ hope you are enjoying the holiday w~th your famH% Again, ] sppredate you bringing [h~s my attention before grading the paper. 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N [mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:32 PM 
To: 
Subject: Your research paper 

Dear 

Thanks for your response. 

Please submit the paper on Tuesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Urgent: research paper 

7:16 PN 



[)ear [)~. Sahle, 

Th~nl(s for the r~ote. Cte~rly I ~T~isu~derstood the assi~me~L. I wo~’ked 1:o~’ weeks on th~s paper, ~nd felt t~at there was so r~uch to discuss regardir~ 

the MDGs t~at per~aps ~ spe~t too ~o~g or~ th~s part~ ~ d~dr~’t realize it w~s supposed to be a~ ir~troduct~on. ~ w~l~ get as much wo~’k 

revising t]~s before the due date i~ a few hours. Thank you for bringing t]~s to m~, atte[~tio[~. ~ am so sorry for t]~e m~sundersta[~di~g. 

Best, 

Sent= Wednesday, 6:56 PM 
To= 
Subject= Urgent: research paper 

Dear 

Thanks for sending your paper. 

I just opened it and noticed that it focuses a lot on discussing MDGs in general and only explores the required case study of South African in 3 pages. I just want 
to check and see if you attached your final draft or this was a mistake for the paper departs significantly from the prompt. Please let me know as soon as 
possible before 1 grade the paper you sent. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From= 

Sent= Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 

Subject= research paper 

11:37 AM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
Please see my attached research paper. I am at home in 
should be the correct email. Thank you and have a great break! 

Best, 

and had trouble sending the previous emails due to a poor connection, so this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

"@ive.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice(a)email.~mc.edtr~ 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

AA~A2) Research Essay 

Kenym~ Democracy, Civil Society Essay .docx 

Hello Professor Sable, 

] hope aH is well, I’ve attached my essay below. 

Thank you and best wishes, 





From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:30 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subject: FW: fina] paper- 

Attach: Final Paper docx 

Attached is the final paper- chicago (author date) style format with biNography unless date was not included. 
Thanks- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

@live.unc.edu-~; 

Research Paper - 

Research Paper A~IL)    .docx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Here is my research paper. I just wanted you to know how much doing this paper was such an inspiration. I have enjoyed all of your lectures and getting to 

dig deeper into the history was so insightful! Thank you so much for a wonderful semester. 

Hope that you have a blessed Thanksgiving. 

See you Monday night at the review! 

Warm Regards, 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:44 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Co: ~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: AA~AA) Essay 

Attach: /L~kD essay.docx 

Professor Sahle, 

Here is my paper. I hope you enjoy reading it! It chose the first topic dealing with the MDGs and the eradication of poverty and South Africa. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                  1 1:02 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

urgent my paper 

Hello Professor Sable, 
Here is my paper, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 11:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Espy Assiglmaent 

Nigerian De~nocmtization in the 1990s.docx 

Hello Dr. SaNe, 

I hope all is well with you. I chose prompt #3 and Nigeria as my case study. It is in the attachment above. Have a great holiday! 



From: @live.unc.edu~, 

Sent: Thursday, 1:24 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

Co: ~gmaJl.com>; 

Subject: Fin~J Paper 

Attach: Final Paper .docx 

~live.unc.edu> 

Have a wonderful Thanksgiving! See you after break. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 4:36 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

alZam- web@unc.edu 

Potential collaboration with dept on studeut-led summer internships in Africa? 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Hope you are doing well. I wanted to speak with you about a potential opportunity for collaboration with a student organization on campus that I am the 
for, Nourish-UNC. We conduct community-based development projects each summer, and train teams of student interns to carry out these 

projects in 6-8 weeks abroad in the partner community. Two of our projects next summer are based in Africa: a nutrition project with 

!..’.’.~i~!.#[~!.}:~:.~}’g~:!’.:~!#. and the development of a music enrichment program for youth at the ~.!?:~j~!!:!..~(.#.::~:? community center in Kenya. 

We would love to engage with the African, African American and Diaspora Studies department as we conduct these two projects, and see several 
possibilities for collaboration, including advertising the internships to students in this discipline and engaging with faculty with an understanding of these 
regions. I would appreciate the opportunity to speak more with you and discuss how we could work together - please let me know what you think! 

Best, and Happy Thanksgiving, 



From: @live.uuc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 10:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Subject: RE: Flash Drive 

Dr. Sahle, 
Thank you so much, I so appreciate it 
Thank you, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@email.uaac.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:51 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Flash Drive 

Dear 

You have an extension until Tuesday 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Flash Drive 

8:43 PM 

Dr. SaNe, 
I have returned home for break and have just realized that I [eJ~ my :flash drive at school I am working furiously trying to redo my paper. (;an I please have an extension for the paper to be 
submitted. I understand that there is a strict policy on late work, but if there is any availability of an extension, I am so sorry. I have checked through my things and am so sorry. Please let 
me know if I can submit the assignment under these last minute circumstances. I understand if there is deduction, but please let me know if I can still submit the paper upon its completion. 
Thank you and I apologize. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

11-29-13 05:01AM 

Second Overdue Notice: The tTallowing items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: BoAs, Marten, 
The roots of African comqicts : th Politics of origin in Africa : auto 
CALL NO: DT30.5 R668 2008 CALL NO: JQ1879 A2 B63 2013 
BARCODE: 00031065631 BARCODE: 00046368731 
Davis Library DUE: 11-19-13 Davis Library DUE: 11-19-13 

I)evelopment and I)emocracy in Post-C 

African democracy and development : 

CALL NO: I37’352.8 I)48 2009 

BARCODE: 00045583108 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 11-19-13 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AbT~ICAN, ~[~’RI-~KV;ER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

2:10 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Reseaxch Paper 

Thank you Dr. Sahle. Have a good remaining break. 

Best, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:11 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Research Paper 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your paper. 

Best wishes and have a great break, 
DL SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Mondayl 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research Paper 

3:25 PN 

Hello ProfessorSahle, 

hope you had a nice trip to Baltimore. I have attached my research paper, I hope you enjoy! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 3:l0 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Health Care Site RusNng to Make Fixes by Sunday 

................ ] ~.’i~.~:~!: ~:.,-:i.~:.~i:::: i Nid~,< Si.:bsc:ib,i: Digital/Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENA~L I [~’~ NYT I World ~ LJ.S ~ Business Spots Arts ~D~vel ~ today’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~> 

Top News 

Health Care Site R~slfing to Make Fixes by Nm~day 

Hardware upgrades and soRware fixes sehedaled for this weekend, Obama 

admi~istration oflScials say, will allow the site to ham:lie 5o,ooo simultaneous 

use[s by Dee. ~, as promised. 

Scandal V~:ide~s Over Contracts for Navy Work 

The suspension of a contractor is another sinuous embarrassment l))r the Navy, 

whid~ is ah:eady doming ~th an i~vestigafim~ of iN mail~ ship supplier in the 

Pacific. 

Navy Suspends 2rid Contractor A~er Evidence of Overbiliing 

Out of S~’ia, Into a European Maze 

As war rages on, mor~; refugees are iqsking a journey across the 

Mediterratmat~ in hopes of new lives in Europe, Instead, many 

1] nd m~ceteain~" and iS:ustration. 

~ ~ Slide Show: A Rescue at Sea 

r~fugee 

huddled 

Editors’ Picks 

AUTOS 

~ vine:o: Review: sot4 Ma~.da 3 

The 2ol4 Mazda 3 has swoopy sheet metal, a rich Jl~terJor, m~d a 

fun-to-drive dynamic. Why is ik not the besUselling car in ikq 

(:lass? 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

B~mi:~g L~m Neg~ve ~ook :Review 

For too h:mg, htara~?: eroticism has been a realm of relentless 

negativity. Bravo Lo Buzz~ed for taking down ~e gratuitous 

ta]<edowtl. 

i×ii 

World 

_Airli~es Urged by U,So to Give Notice to Chi~ta 

The Obama administration is urgthg .&met~ean commercial airlines to comply 

with China’s new air defense zc.,ne, hours after China se~ambledjets to., patrol it. 

, [] Overlapping Claims 

Reee~t Drone Strikes Strairt UoS, T~e,~ "~ tth Afgh~fista~ a~d 

Pakista~ 

The tension highlights the political complications from America’s persistent 

~’elianee on the lethal ~’emote-con t~’olled weapons 

North Kore~ Aecuses Captive UoS, ~ eter~a~ of 

V~;ar Cr~mes 

’F~e countw’s offidal news agency says Mer~qll E. Newmam 85, 

who was detained in October wh~le visiting as a tourist, has 

acknowledged Mlth~g civilians dm’ing the Korean War. 

photo 

released 

U.S. 

Cornel ISON, Presumed Dead, Shows New Life 
B,. ;<~.;,i~i~.~ B 

Astronomers at~ marveling at the death and apparent 

resur’ree~ion of Comet ISON, which dove dose to the sun on 

Thanksgiving. 

Co~sumer Sa~ety Chief Leaves a Sma|| Age~ey [~ Inez M 
With ~igger ~owers ~’~ 

In ez M. Ten enbaum, who ended her four-year term as the 

chairwoman of the Consumer Product Safety Commission on 

Friday, said she was most proud of the effo~fs to make ehi]d~vn’s products safer. 



Dolan Says Cht~reh Is ’Caricatured~ as Antigay 

In an interview ~dth NBC’s "Mee~ ~he P~ss," Card~nal Timofl~y 

M. Dohm, ~he archbishop of New Ybrk, discassed ~he Roman 

Cafl~o]~c Church’s position on same-sex marriage and tim 

Aflbrdable Care Act, 

Business 

Short on Space, Taiwan Embraces a Boom in 

Recyelh~g 

h~ a counhT that produces more electronics per capita than any 

other, eommerdal and government erIbrts have helped dean up 

the waste byproducts, 

Exhausted Shoppers Head Home, Replaced by 
the Next Wave 

As overnight shoppers paeked it in, more flooded stores at dawn 
in search of Black Fri&y deals, 

Seeking Top Toys, Good Housekeeping Pt~ts 
Then~ to Test 

Good Housekeeping spends all year finding and re~%vdng toys, a 
process integral to the magazine’s overall business strategy, 

Kanefsk 
I 

Sports 

Television Revenue Fue|s a Construction Boom 

The Paci fie-~ 2 Conferen ce is strength enin g pmgra ms and 

building faeili~es as money and exposure flow h’om its television 

deal 

Close the Store, lt’s the Year’s Big Game in 

Alabama 

The Alabama-Aubm’n game, a.k.a, the Iron Bowl, is Saturday. In 

maW pa~% of Alabama, life will shut down. 

, ~ Slide Show: lhe Day of the Big Game (Really Big) 

~ Keeping Baii on the Ground= Auburn’s Offense Still Soars 

ea rly for 



When Coachh~g Gsmesmsaship Ge~s ~n the Way 

Nets (~)ach Jason Kidd and Steelers Coach Mike Tomlin have 

reeently in tethered with ga me action in impermissible ways, 

raising questions of spo~-tsmanship and gamesmanstfip. 

Arts 

Rare Books Vmfish~ "With a Libragian i~ the Plot 

Merino Massimo De Caro, the former dk~etor ~ff the Girolamini 

Libra,’ in Naples, is acensed of stea~ing thousands of rare books 

fl’om the hiskot~e institution. 

o De 

Wired: Putth~g a Writer and Readers to a Test 

The Dutch author ±’u’non Grunberg, and his readers, arc the 

subject of a study that aims to track the physiolo~ of ~ritin g 

and lRerary appreciation. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Dar~cey, Trancey, m~d Dabs of Spice 

Britney Spears’s new album, "gdtney Jean," is out as an iTunes 

stream ahead of its Tuesday release date. 

The 

Travel 

TH E G ETAWAY 

This Is Las Vegas°? 

Fitn east’ Sereni~’? Rej uve~atJ on ? A sea rch fix" a virtuou s Vega s 

amid all of Sin Ciki’s temptations. 

IMPRINT 

My Upper 

The author Lraces his personal histoU with this Michigan region, 

reflecting on everything fl:om a remarkable act of ]dndnesa to his 

fic~ion to "probably ~he beak sound on earth." 

, ~ Slide Show: Shore, Snow and Sky in the Upper Peninsula 

~ etwee 

PURSUITS 

How to Choose a Car~-O~ Bag 

From size to wheels to pockets, here are factors to consider when 

you’re selecting that piece of luggage to take on board. 

Today’s Video 

G ratit~de 

ThaM~sgiving in New York Cil3’ is a warm family experience. 

Tragedy ~s common, when fl~e refugees e)me ash~we, B at there 

also joy, as th ere was wh en a m an ham ed Jaffar cam e to the 

harbor to look for his brother and two nephews. 



~ vm~o: At Horrm Wi~h Dr. R~h 

Dr. Ruth Westheimer has lived i~) Washington Heights for a]n) ost 

half a century. Her apartment is home to a myriad of cherished 

objects eollee ked over her lifetime. 

, Related k~icie 

Obituaries 

Peter Kap|an, V~ho Brought a Cutting Edge to ~ ApFomt 
The New York Observe~ Dies at 

In his ~5 years as e~tor, Mr. Kapla~ was credited ~dth malting I    w I 
The New York Observer bot]~ perkine~t and imperth~ent 

gleefully chronicled the everT move and shake of the eib,’s movers and shakers. 

Matthew lBucksbamn, Mall Developer, D~es at 87 

Mr. Bucksbaum sbu’ted Oeneral Growth Properties i~ 1954 with 

his brothers in smNl cities throughout the M~dwest and 

expan ded fl~e company in concert wi kh the growth d ~efiean 

subnrbs, 

Bucksb 

aurr 

Sa~| I,eJter, Photographer W]ho Captured New 

York’s P~e~e, Dies at 89 

Where other emi~en t photographers in midce~tuD’ captured the 

ei)~ most often in shar~--edged black and white, Mr. ~iter was 

one of the firs~ professionals 

Lens Blog Seeing Beauty Wi[h Saul Leiter 

Fer mere ~;bitua&~s, go t;; NYTimee.¢om/Obitu8riee ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

~¢;hat You Don~t lhmw About Mortgages 

New ~oan rules N~I sho~ of fulI transparency. 

EDITORIAL 

More Disc~osu res Ahm~t S~.op- an d- Frisk 

The latest dat~ shows that crime in New York Cib" has declined even with far 

fewer street stops. 

EDITORIAL 

Desperation ha "l[’]bet 

The eurre~t wave of self-innnola~io~s is a ~ew a~d tragic trend. China sh 

m eve t~ow to ad dress tb e ~n d er]yin g issues. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For Some Folks~ Life Is a Hill 

Yo~ may be bor~ at the bo~om, b~t the bo~om was not born 

you. 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Stafins by N(~n~bers 

The problem ~dd~ numerically driven guidelines for cardiovascular disease. 



OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Uk~a~e’s Battle for Emoope 

Despite their dashed hopes t’,:)r an aeeo~’d, EJJ. supporters look wesL fo~’ Lhe 

fuh~ve. 

FOt.t.OW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pirll:eresl: 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with o[~r s[~ite of apps: 

iPhone@ I iPad® I Android I All 

Visit The New York Have questions? Visit ear mobile website at 
Times Store >> ’ He~p Section >> ’ m.nyt,com ~ 

About This Email 

[~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed tip for NYFimes corn’s loday’s Headlines newsleRer 
As a member of t~e [RUSre privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrmdeisfaNkz@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 7:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Black Friday Savings Extended until Sunday! 

Stay home and Save: 20% OFF! 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to a Friend 

You don’t have to shop till 
you drop on Black Friday! 

Stay home and browse our titles from the comfod: of your own 

home and receive a 20% discountl Now until December 1st 

save 2~%OF1= on ALL TIlrkES o~ any of our 4 websites! 

Simply use dis,’:eunt code DRK95 u,t checkout. Reraember, 

web ord~!rs over $35 re,’:eiv~! FREI~ SHIPPING in the US and Oanu, du, *©fief valid o~!iy wi~h web orders 

routledqe com, focafpress.com, psyoress.com or roudedciementafhealth com 

~ Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychol~y P .... CRC P ..... Fo=, P .... 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe 8t any time 

’7~]e respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your emaii address to any o~itside organizations. 

Copyright 20’12 [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 107295,’1. 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-,;i Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3,JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please click her~e Please note this is an automated operation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 12:18 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Aliica Related Event 

Africa Related Event.docx 

Hi Dr, Sahle, 

I am attaching my Africa event summary. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaiLunc.edu> 

Sunday, December 1, 2013 6:36 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 2014-2015 course requests and another matter 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is my proposed teaching program and schedule for 2014-2015: 

FALL 2014 

AAAD 54: THE L2"qlTED NATIONS AND THE CHALLENGES OF PEACE AND DE\~LOPME~NT IN" AFRICA (folrnel-ly AAAD 89-002) - on the assumption that the course will be adopted 

after the trial run this semester; 
~Y\V: 3:30 - 4:45 PM 

AAAD 101 : INU~RODUCTION TO AFRICAN- STUDIES 
TR: 2:00 - 3:15 PM 

SPR~-G 2015 

AAAD 316: PUBLIC POLICY Aik~) DE\,~L OPMENT IN- AFRICA 

TR: 2:00 -3:15 PM 

AAA_D 412: REGIONAL SFiMINAR IN AFRICAN STUDIES: CENTRAL AFRICA 

W: 3:00 - 5:50 PM 

As usual, I am ready to change any of the courses as needed, as I did fi~r both semesters o:[’this academic year. 

Warm regards, 

(ieorges 

(ieorges Nzongola-Ntal~tia 
Pro:[’essor of African Studies 
Department o:[’Affican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tet              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N [eunice@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:40 PM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: 2014-2015 course requests and another matter 

Dear Colleagues, 

Please send your 2014-2015 course requests by December 2, 2015 Your request should include one of the department’s survey courses: 2~.AI) 130 and AAAD 101 respecuvely. 

As you reflect on your requests, please consider that like all departments ~ve can only schedule 40% of our classes during Prime Time (9.00am-l.00pm). For easy reference I am attaching the 
form from the Registrar’s office pertaining to distribution of classes that also indicates policies on Prime Time. In addition, I am re-sending the class Standard Time form. In line with 
university policy on class scheduling, the department will offer classes outside Standard Time only under exceptional conditions. 

Please note that because of recumng problems ~vith enrolhnents, the department ~vill only approve AAAD290 - Special Topics- under extraordinary circun~stances. This is not an issue 
facing our department alone but one that cuts across the College because special topics courses do not fulfill any general education requirements. 

On another matter, this is a gentle reminder that if you cancel your class, decide to meet in another space rather than your assigned classroom, give students a research day-, etc you need to 
let me kmow. This is very iraportant. The department is still under monitoring conditions by- the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools Commission on Colleges. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@emaihunc.edu<mailto:nzon~ola~emaihtmc.edu>. 

To unsubscribe clickhere: htt~://lists.unc.edtvu?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5~&n T&I aaad&o 33910543 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above UP, L if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33910543-65646455, la8921114987cc58e21 e5721c38ee5flS@listsel~’ unc edu<mailto:leave-33910543- 
65646455. la8921114987cc58e21e5721 c38ee5fSgd)listser\~ unc.edu> 



From: ~live.unc.edu 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: 

Subject: Study Guide 

To: All Paxticipants 

From: 

Will there be a sludy guide for this final exam? 

9:12 PM 

This tbrwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages l]com the "AAAD 

Messages lbr this site: AAAD       F~A 

FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 8:16 AlVl 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc t:aculty@lis~tserv.m~c.edu> 

asc /hculty@listserv.unc.edu 

[asc faculty] CEES Selection Committee 

Attention Students, Facnl~, and StaB’. 

If you want to be part of a team that helps 7 i: s~mdents follow their dreams m~d explore their passions, the :: :: ::: ’:;,: ,:: ~;:: : i: : :: ~: ~ ::: is looking for you! The 

: ::;~ :: :: :>::;:::: :::,: ::::~ < :: ::::: ::::: :::: :::::~: ~::, is a $1,000 fellowship a~-arded to multiple students at UNC each year for their first summer study abroad experience, or 

their first summer m~paid internship. This t~llowship is awarded to students by the ::: ,: ~ ::~, a financial aid program at Carolina that promises that low-income 

studer~ts who are admit{ed {~ Carolina can enroll without woruing about how they will pay {br it. If you are interested on being on the committee that selects those 

students, please go to our website tbr more intbrmation mad to apply. 

http://ceesunc.web.unc.edw’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live,unc.edu> 

Monday, i 9:10 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: This morning 

Dr. Sahle, 
Thalzk you for letting me know I have class till 12 so I will come to your office after that. 

Thank you, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 9:00 AM. "Sable, Eunice N" <eunice@email uric edu> "vVl-ote: 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Because of unexpected developments I ~vill be available to meet bet~veen 11 30-1.00pm today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday. 9:18 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

Dr. Sahel, 
Thank you very much. I will defiantly see you Monday morning. Enjoy your break. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 9:16 PJVI. "SahIe, Eunice N" <eunice@em ~ I uric edu> wrobe 

>> 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> The e×tens~on is not a penalty. It is to give you a chance to work on the paper as expected 
>> 

>> I wil[ be in the office on Monday morning Fee[ free to drop by my office at 10.00am to discuss your paper. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sahle 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> From: 

>> Sent: Wednesday, 9:05 PM 
>> To: Sable, Eurxice N 
>> Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 
>> 

>> Dr. Sahle. 
>> If I am not mistaken              is the last day of class. I do appreciate you given me till then, but would like to know how/if the extension will effcct my grade on this assigrm~ent. I 
have been wurking on this paper for five weeks and really xvant by grade to reflect the amount of work I have put into it. I wold like to meet with you on Monday to discuss how I can alter 
my paper to better reflect the prompt. 

>> From: Sable, Etmice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 PM 
>> To: 
>> Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 

>> Dear 

>> The paper’s focus in goal 1- the ~nd aspect- with South Africa as the case stu@ Please pay attention to the prompt and re-submit your paper by 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr Sahle 

>> From: 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 8:09 PM 
>> To: Sahle, Eumce N 
>> Subject: RE: Urgent: Your Research Paper 



>> 

>> Dr. Sahle, 
>> I am still very conlhsed about your previous email, however I am looking through my paper and making some changes Like I said earlier I have work very hard on this paper and would 
hate to see my grade suffer significantly. If you have any suggest I would greatly appreciate them. 
>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 

>> From: Sable, Etmice N [eunice(~email.unc.edn] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 
>> To: 
>> Subject: Urgent: Your Research Paper 
>> 

>> Dear 
>> 

>> Thanks for sending your paper. 
>> 

>> The paper I have received though departs significantly- from the prompt (Sakai) which expects students to focus on aspect 2 of Goal 1 (eradicating poverty) with South Africa as the case 
Study. Your paper seems to offer a general discussion of MDGs with only a paragraph on South Africa. 
>> 

>> Is this your final draft? Please let me know- as soon as possible before I grade. 
>> 

>> Best wishes, 
>> Dr. Sable 
>> 

>> 

>> From: 

>> Sent: Wednesday-, 6:09 PM 
>> To: Sable, E~fice N 
>> Subject: Research Paper 
>> 

>> Dr. Sable, 
>> Here is my- research paper. I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving breakt 
>> 

>> 

>> Thank you, 
>> 

>> 



i From: 

iiS~bject: 

M~nda?,~ t :00 PM 

$:Nfle. E~n~c.e N <e~mice@emai~. 

- Co~ecled I0 Page Essay 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anne Pitcher <pitchera@umich.edu> 

Monday, December 2, 2013 2:12 PM 

apcg@lists.wisc.edu 

discussiona pcg@googlegrou ps.com 

FW: APSA 2014-call for papers/panels 

Dear APCG Colleagues: 

The 2014 American Political Science Association annual meeting will be in Washington, DC from August 28-31, 2014. The APSA call for papers is 

open and the deadline for submitting panel and paper proposals is December 15, 2013. The theme for this year’s conference is "Politics after 

the Digital Revolution". To read the APCG’s call for papers under the theme, please select "Division Calls for Papers and Contact Information" 

from the Conference page, then scroll down to no 53 and click on "African Politics". 

As a newly recognized organized section of the APSA, the APCG is guaranteed at least one panel and we will likely receive more based on 

previous attendance. Also, if we have panel proposals that fit the annual theme and are accepted, we will be allocated additional panels. 

To submit a panel or paper proposal, log into MyAPSA (http://www.apsanet.org) and follow the instructions for submitting a proposal for the 
2014 meeting. Be sure to select Division 53 African Politics as one of your "Division or Related Group choices." Our APSA 2014 selection 

committee will then review the proposals through the online system after the December 15 deadline. We are very grateful to the APCG members 

who have agreed to serve on this committee: Leo Arriola, UC Berkeley, Carl Levan, American University, and Martha Johnson, Mills College. 

We also strongly encourage members to take this time to renew their membership with APCG. The online APSA system has not yet been updated 

to process dues for our section. Until that occurs, we will be collecting dues directly and informing APSA of our paid-up members. Dues are 

currently set at $10 and can be paid via paypal, or by contacting our treasurer. For this and other questions related to dues, members can 

contact APCG Treasurer Gina Lambright ~maiLcom). 

Best wishes, Anne Pitcher, Chair, APCG 

Professor of African Studies and Political Science 

Faculty Associate, Center for Political Studies 

University of Michigan 

4700 Haven Hall 

505 S. State Street 

Ann Arbor, M148109-1045 

You are currently subscribed to apcg as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: https://~ists~wisc.edu/u?id=4~299565~f18b558a~1~cd189c~fd76e7dcf~b22e&n=T&~=apcg&~=33~74368 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33674368-40299565.flSb558a010cd189c0fd76e7dcf0b22eOlists.wisc.edu 



Sincerely, 

On at 1:05 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Dear 

> 

> Thank you for your email. 

> 

> Here is your new submission date: 

> 

> @ ll.30pm. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sable 

> 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 

> To: Sable, Eunice N 

> Subject: Research Paper 

> 

> Hello Dr. Sable, 

> 

12:26 PH 

> This is in your ~AAD     class. I hope you are doing well. Because I had class 

this morning, so I was not able to go to your office hours. I am trying to finish my 

research paper. I’m working on this paper really hard due to my limited English. I was 

hoping that you could give me more time to finish it. 

> Thank you so much for all your help, patience, and support. 

> 

> Kind regards, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 5:49 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Forum Response 

A~ach: AA~A2) forumresponse.docx 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:07 AIVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu 

South Africa Case Study 

South Africa Case Smdy-Mereditk Magjuka A~A~\D    .docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please see my attached South Africa Case Study research paper. 

Again, I really appreciate the time and consideration in allowing me to redo this work. I am sorry for the misunderstanding. 

See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology P~ess <mail.skozxrmdegkgilkow~tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Cyber Monday Savings Extended One More Day! 

Cyber Monday Starts Now: 20% OFF 

Is this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders I Forwsrd to a Friend 

Cyber Monday Starts Now! 

V~,(~, re off(~,ri~9 you 20% off all titles 

today erfly, 

Now until midnight on December 2nd receive 20% OFF* ~11 tities 

with disceunt ,’:ode DRKPt) Remember, all web orders over $35 

receive FREE SHIPPING in the US and Canada. *Offer va)kJ en web 

orders for US customers oniy at: routledqe.com, psypress corn, 

focalpress.com or routledqementalhealth corn 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

~[gn~ by ~bJ[ect ~re~ to receive news and offers straight to your inPox from the Taylor & Francis Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscbbe at a~l? time. 

We respect yo~ir privacy and wili not disclose, rent or sell your ely~ail address to any outside organizations 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & Franc~5, an inlorma business 

[aylor & Franc~5 ~5 a trading name of Informa LIK Limited, registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered once: Mortimer ttouse, 37-4,! Mor~ime~ St~eeL London, W!T 3JH. 

If yo[i wish to imsubscdbe p ease c ick here Please note this is an automsted operation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jodi Solomon Speakers Bureau ~odi@jodisolomonspeakers.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 2:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Check this offyour to do list! 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Jump Start! 
Planning lectures for upcoming events? 

Click for Ideas! 
Women’s History Month 

Environmental Awareness 
Diversity & LGBT Programs 

Science and STEM 
Authors, First Year Reads 

Commencements and Keynotes 



We’re Readyto Help! 
800-669-2857 
617-266-3450 

www.jodisolomonspeakers.com 

Forward email 

] 

This email was sent Lo eunice@email,ur~c.edu by iodjsolomon@iodisolornons#eakers.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

Jodi Solomon Speakers i 295 Huntington Avenue :: Suite 2[[ Boston :: MA :: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Regester, Charlene B <regester@email.unc .edw* 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 6:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: chronicle aJ~cle 

From: Robin Wilson [robin wilson@chronicle.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:26 PM 
To: Regester, Charlene B 
Subject: clv~onicle article 

Dear Prof Regester-- 
I’m a reporter for The Chronicle of Higher Education and I’m writing an 
article about the academic course scandal within the African-American 
studies department under the previous chairman. I wondered if you could 
speak to me for the piece Please let me know if you are available 

thanks, Robin Wilson 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ] 7:56 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Co: @kenaJ~- flagler.unc.edu 

Subject: African Event Paper 

Attach: Africa EvenL , AAAD .docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Please see my attached reflection from the African Event on 

Thanks, 



From: ~live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ] 10:05 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Paper 

Attacl~: Africa pape12.docx 

Dr. Sable, 
Here is my research paper. Thank you again for your suggestions. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 11:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

AAAD 

- Kenya Democracy.docx 

Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much for the extension. Please find the attached document. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re.arch paper confirmation 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I received my own email confirmation (from copying myself) that my email containing my research paper was successfully sent to you Tuesday I , at 9 

am, before class. I wanted to confirm with you after class, but I did not see you after we filled out the course evaluations. I know this is a very busy time in the 

semester, and I am sure you have many other things to attend to, but I am just confirming my email submission, since I have not heard back from you yet. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Apache <~apache@yorktown.lib.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 9:39 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Your tihn request for 2013-12-10 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2013-12-09 through 2013-12-11 has been approved 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the first day of your reservation 

Staff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording]: 65-DVD3514 c2 

Please note that the fihn(s) listed ~vill only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in advance, and in writing, with the MRC 
If you have an?’ questions you can contact us via email at mrc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559 

This automated email was sent at 12-04-2013 09:39 am 
...... Mail generated at Dec 04.2013 09:12:02 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 12:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Main office Thursday morning 12/5 

Hi Eunice and Sonia, 

As Building Facilities Manager for Battle Hall it is my duty to inform you that we will not have access to the Main office 

room 109 tomorrow from 7am to 10am. Please plan accordingly. I spoke with Felipo the project manager from Bolton 

along with Billy Vierra from Design & Construction Services and Electrical Design. They said they need to replace the 

control valves for the blower coils. It will take them aprox. 3 hours and they will have the main entrance of room 109 

blocked off during that time meaning that no one could enter or exit. Everything should resume back to normal by 
10am. This is probably a good time to do it as it will be a reading day. Just wanted to give everyone the heads up. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 3:29 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krj anken@email.unc, edu> 

FW: AAAD 290 

Hi Elizabeth, 

I am forwarding this to our Department Chair and our Director of Undergraduate Studies. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Thomas, Elizabeth 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 1:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Colon, Sonia; Niland, Carley 
Subject: AAAD 290 

Hi Travis and Sonia, 

Hope all is well. I was wondering if you might be able to (if you haven’t already) advertise Joseph Megel’s AAAD 290 class 

to your students. Also, at what point will you cancel the class if it doesn’t fill? We’re trying to figure things out on our end, 

as he will likely have to teach another class for us if that one is canceled. 

Best, 
Elizabeth 

Department Manager 

Department of Communication Studies 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

114 Bingham Hall, CB# 3285 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

lethomas@unc.edu 

Office: 919-962-4981 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, December 4, 2013 3:29 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, All the World’s On Stage m~d More 

All the World’s 
On Stage 
When it eo~nes to today’s theater 

seene, some unlikely suspeets are 

getting into the aet -- and The 

Times’s ’_!~i ~:!~_,’:~!Z:~_~:~ ~i2.’._!~ can take 

you behind the curtain. Read 

about fashion designer i 

.iZ!i.::~i~2:(!:i transfo~raing "Peter & 

the Wolf" at the Ouggenheim 

Museum from concert and art 

installation to full theatrical 

production; film and television 

star i{~;}{:~i!ii~L:3:!.i.{2::’s role as a 

narcissistic Broadway actress in her eponymous new series on the TV 

Land network; :~.~!!.~?.!!:,~.!, {~;~5{~,{ ~.i~i.~:,’s tt’ansition from internationally famous 

author of "Sehindler’s List" to the book writer and lyricist of a new 
downtown musical; and pop-culture icons the ! ~!_:}~ !~__! i~!> ’ debut as 



ADVERTISEMENT 







Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Walther Collection <contac@walthercollection.com> 

~Vednesday, December 4, 2013 4:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Okwui Enwezor Aptx~inted Director of the 56th Venice Bienna]e 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

We are pleased to share with you the news that Okwui Enwezor, 
Director of Haus der Kunst in Munich, has been appointed the 
Director of the 56th Venice Biennale. 
Enwezor curated The Walther Collection’s inaugural exhibition, 
"Events of the Self: Portraiture and Social Identity," presented in 
2010, and edited the accompanying catalogue, the first in the 
collection’s multi-year series on African photography and video. 





Forward email 

This email was sent to eunice@,email.unc,edu b~,, contact@walthercollection,com 
._U_£d___a_Le___f_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y., 

The Walther Collection :: 526 West 26th Street, Suite 718 i’~ew York :: NY i 10001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 4:39 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Main office tomorrow morning 

Dear All, 

The main office will be closed tomorrow morning from 7am to lOam so that Bolton Construction Service can replace the 

Control valves. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=33962193 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-33962193-65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce 1 b 52cd3 a3 e6@listserv.unc, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Dear Eunice, 

this morning before 10 am. would work I shall work at home until then 
at 

Hoping we can connect, 

Evelyne 

On 12/4/13 8:31 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
> Dear Evelyne, 
> 

> I just received your email It is too late to call you now Do you have time tomorrow-? 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> 

> On Dec 4, 2013, at 6:04 Pi~ "Evelyne Huber" <ehuber@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> [)eat- Eunice, I am still in the Ufflce at 962-3381 and cuuld talk. Sorw abum responding su [ate - ] did nut even get to my emai[ until now 
>> F.velyne 
>> 

>> Evelyne Huber 
>> Murehead Alumni Distinguished Prufessur 
>> Chair 
>> Department uf Political Science 
>> CB113265 
>> Umversity o17 North Carulina 
>> (Napel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>> phune: (919) 962-3041 

>>fax: (919)962-0432 
>> ehuber@unc edu 
>> 

>> 

>> On 12/4/2013 4:41 PM. SaNe, Eunice N wrote: 
>>> Dear Evelyne, 

>>> Do yuu have time ]’or a brief conversation tuday? 

>>> Kindly let me kn~w. 

>>> Thanks and best wishes, 
>>> Eunice 

Evelyne Huber, Ph.D. 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Departrnent of Political Science 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 
#ax: 919-962-0432 

email: ehuber@unc, edu 
www. anc. edui ~j dsteph/index, html 

http ://press.uchicago. edu/ucpibooksibook/chicagoiDibo13 590041.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evelyne Huber <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 7:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Con’tact 

Yes, no~v would be free. 
E 

On 12/5/13 7:42 AM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 
> Thanks Evelyne Can I call now? 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Eunice 
> 

> On Dec 5, 2013, at 7:38 AM. "Evelyne Huber" <ehuber@ad.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Dear Eunice, 
>> 

>> this morning before 10 a.m. would work. I shall work at home until theri at 
>> 

>> Hoping we can connect, 
>> 

>> Evelyne 
>> 

>> On 12/4/13 8:31 PM, Sahle, F.unice N wrote: 
>>> Dear Evelyne, 

>>> I just received your emai[. It is too late to call you now. Do you have time tomorrow? 

>>> Best wishes, 
>>> Eunice 

>>> On Dec 4, 2013, at 6:04 PM; "Evelyne Huber" <ehuber@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>>>> Dear F.unice, I am still in the office at 962-3381 and could talk. Sorry about responding so late - I did not even get to my email until now 

>>>> Evelyne Huber 
>>>> Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
>>>> Chair 
>>>> I)epartment of Political Science 
>>>> C[3113265 
>>>> University of North Carolin a 
>>>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 
>>>> phone: (919) 962-3041 

>>>>fax: (919)962-0432 
>>>> ehuber@unc.edu 

>>>> On 12/4,’2013 4:41 PM. Sable, Eunice N wrote: 
>>>>> Dear Evelyne, 

>>>>> Do you have time for a brief conversation today’.’ 

>>>>> Kindly let me kmo~v. 

>>>>> Thanks and best ~vishes, 
>>>>> Eanice 

>> Evelyne Huber, Ph.D. 
>> Morehead Alun~ni Distinguished Professor 
>> Chair, Department of Political Science 
>> University of North Carolina 
>> Camp~ Box 3265 
>> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

>> phone: 919-962-3041 
>>fax: 919-962-0432 

>> email: ehuber@unc.edu 
>> w~a~’.unc, edu/@ dsteph/index.htrr~l 
>> http://press uchicago edu/ucp/books/book/chicago/D/bo13590041 html 

Evelyne Huber, Ph.D. 
Morehead Alumni Distinguished Professor 
Chair, Department of Political Science 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3265 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

phone: 919-962-3041 
fax: 919-962-0432 



email: ehuber@unc.edu 

www.unc edui -~ dsteph~index html 

http : //press.uchica~ o. edu/ucp/books/book/chica~ oiDibo13 590041.html 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Boxill, Bernard R <brboxill@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pMeslie@unc.edu>; Hershfield, 

Joanne L <hersht]d@email.unc.edtm; Pickles, John <jpickle@email.unc.edu-~; Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Selassie, 

Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

ltg;: Departme~ffs Standing Personnel Com~nittee (SAP): Mee~iug 

can meet during either of the two periods. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Prot?ssor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, alrd Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Frum: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 1:45 PM 
Tu: Buxill, Bernard R; Leslie, Paul W; Hershfield, Joanne L; Pickles, John; Janken, Kenneth R; Selassie, Bereket It; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sut~iect: Department’s Standing Personnel Committee (SAP): Meeting 

][)ear Members uf SAP, 

I hope yuu are doing we]l. 

We have some persunnel matters that we need to discuss. Thus, ] write tu see if we can meet un Tuesday December ] 0. Here are pussib]e times: 

Anytime between l 1 30am-l.00pm 
Anytime between 3.00pm-4 30pro 

For members of SAP uutside uur department, please let me knuw the best way tu send confidential personnel material that we need to discuss at uur meeting next week. Right nuw, my plan 
is to have them delivered tu yuur departmental offices in sealed and signed envelupes by tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



Re se ar~ and~re ativ ~ ac ti ~ib: at ear~iina, D~ ~ N ~2 

Tl~e Power of Plastic 

~at might make solar technology more affordable? Trading silicon for plastic, 

FEATURES 

Est0e Lander, Haagen- To understand A new approach to 

Dazs--Do we know where neurodegeneration, Juan transplants could save 

our favorite brands come Song discovers how baby many who need new 

frorn? neurons stay alive, lungs 

VIDEO 



~"i laurie mcneil 

Wo °kin  on Women in Science 

The number of women in facul~ positions in the sciences lags far behind the 
percentage of female graduate and undergraduate studen~ nationwide. A 
campus-wide initiative at UNC called Working on Women in Science is t~ing to 
change that. Photo by Steve Exum. 

[x:: ~tch vide°      ] 

SPOtLIGHtS CAROEINA~ QUOTED 

--Sidney Smith, ~n Sh~ft W~ cholestero~ advice could double statm 

demographers make a 

time-lapse video to show 

housing gro~h from 1940 Cyberk~fe treab:qent pro’sales s prom~s~n~ opbon for patients 

to what the state might with eady ~)~osb~l:e csncer {L}neberg~ [ [:cmp~ehens=ve [:ance~ 
look like in 2050. (Ca~ofina Cen~er} 

~ coffee owners with beans 

Coffee cannectie!~s: Three 

Carolina alumni guide 

Counter Culture Coffee 

from a class proposal to a 

business with worldwide 

Phihppmes wants Chapel Hii] sta~tup’s help with typhoo~ relief 

efforts (rda~igle Busii~ess Journs0 

reispse (UNC Heeil:h Caie~ 

I..a ~9.9-scu~l.9, h=gh-qdahty pt~blic presoheol pays elf (FPG 



influence on the coffee 

industry {LJ~’~C 

GE~CON NEe 

[] Earl .......... Facebook [] Ea,’!,e,3vor .... Twitter [] RSSFeed 

wry did / get ~h}s~ unsubscdbe Fr,:3m t~is list t~p,:Jate subscrJpl:~on preferences 

UNCCh~pelHiI~.CB,1106 Ch~pelHll~,blc27599 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.uuc.edu> 

Thursday, 6:23 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Cultural Event 

Africa Cultural Event.docx 

Dear Professor Sable, 
Here si mi Cultural Event hat. I you will still accept it 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:21 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edtr~; Lee, MaJcgaret Carol 

<leemc@emml .unc.edu> 

fi’o~n News Sea,Aces/your thoughts on the passing of Nelson Mandela 

Good morning, Professors SaNe, Nzongola and Lee. I hope you are all having gleat weeks. 

We’re working on a story for unc.edu about the death of Nelson Mandela and the many contributions he made in his lifetime. Would you be able to answer a few questions by 
email (or phone, if that is more convenient) this morning? We would like to use some of your responses for story on unc.edu. Here are a few of the questions: 
Did you ever have a chance to meet President Mandela, or see him in person? If so, what was that experience like? 
What was President Mandela’s most significant achievement in your view? 

What do you think his most lasting contribution will be? 
Please also feel free to share any other thoughts you have that we didn’t ask about. Your expertise on this issue is very much appreciated! 
I know you are all busy, so please let me know if you have the time. 
Many thanks, 
Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer!Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 9:19-962-85~:3 

C: 

robbi.pickeral@unc.edu 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 9:19-962-8589 

C: 

robbi.pickeral@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu; 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu:~; Lee, MaJrgaret Carol 

<leemc@emml .unc.edu> 

I:W: from News Services/your thoughts on the passing of Nelson Mandela 

And I also meant to include: Of course if you don’t want to partidpaLe, we toLalty understand. It’s a busy, busy time of year! 

Have a great day, 

Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chape~ Hill 

W: 9~9-%2-8589 

C: 

robbLpk:kerM@unc edu 

F~m= Pickeral, Robbi 
Sent~ Friday, December 06, 2013 10:21 AN 
Te~ SaNe, Eunice N; Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Lee, Nargaret Carol 
Subject~ from News Se~ices/your thoughts on the passing of Nelson Nandela 

Good morning, Prot~ssors SaNe, Nzongola and Lee. I hope you are all having g~at weeks. 

We’re working on a stot~ for unc.edu about the death of Nelson Mandela and the many contributions he made in his lifetime. Would you be able to answer a few questions by 
email (or phone, if that is more convenient) this morning? We would like to use some of your responses for sto~ on unc.edu. Here are a few of the questions: 
Did you ever have a chance to meet President Mandela, or see him in person? If so, what was that experience like? 
~at was President Mandela’s most significant achievement in your view? 
What do you think his most lasting contribution will be? 
Please also feel free to share any other thoughts you have that we didn’t ask about. Your expe~ise on this issue is ve~ much appreciated[ 
I know you are all busy, so please let me know if you have the time. 
Many thanks, 
Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-85~ 

C: 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer!Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-85~ 

C: 

robbi.pickeral@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 12:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: room for Monday 

Dear EuNce, 

You can let your students know 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Paquin, Violet May 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room for Monday 

Hi Trent, 

I just reserved Fedex Global Center 1005 from 5-6pm on Monday, December 9th for you. Our exam day reservations are 

hand written in a book so I don’t have an electronic confirmation. 

Thank you, 

Violet Paquin 

Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar- UNC-CH 

SASB North Suite 3209 

Campus Box 1200 
450 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599 

Phone: 919-962-6093 Fax:919-843-8709 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Friday, 3:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Your Research Paper 

Malawi.docx; ATT00001 .txt 

Dear Dr Sahle, 

I hope you are doing well too This is the Microsot’t Word version of my paper. Because I thought PDF would be better, so I’m sorW for the inconvenience 
I will tly to do my best on the finals and can’t wait to go back to Texas for winter break. I enjoyed your class and I hope I still can see you around aI’ter the semester. Thanks for evewthing. 

Best, 



On 

wrote: 

, at 2:24 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

> 

> Dear 

> 

> I hope you are doing well. 

> 

> Please send your paper in Microsoft word format so that I can write comments. 

> 

> Best wishes, 

> Dr. Sahle 

> 

> 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 

> To: Sahler Eunice N 

> Subject: Re: Research Paper 

> 

> Dear Dr. Sahle, 

> 

> I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving break. I really thank you for giving me more 

time to work on my paper. I was rewriting the paper a lot times. I am kind of worry 

about it, but this is all my best that I tried to do it. Thank you so much again. I 

will see you tomorrow. 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lyall, Sarah <lyall@ny~Jmes.com~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 3:30 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

hello ficom sarah lyall at the new york times 

Dear Ms. Sahl: 

Hello, I’m a reporter from the New York Times, m~d I’m putting together a story about the recent indictment of Mr. Nyang’om -- the culmination, from what I can tell, 

of an avaJanche of events there in the last few years. I’m particnlafly interested in talking to someone in the department about him and about what went on while he was 

in charge; it strikes me that in s~me ways the entire department has been tarnished by what appears to have been the actions of one person. 

I’ll be there on cmnpus on Monday m~d Tuesday, and would love to come m~d speak to you - - either on or offthe record -- at your convenience (I can also speak to 

you on the phone any time next week). Is there a time that works for you? 

I’m reachable at this email addres~ or at the numbers below. 

Thanks so much, and I look forwmd to hearing from you. 

all the best, 
Saxah Lyall 

The New York Times 

620 8th Ave. 

2nd Floor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 

e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 4:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Ha~tlyn, Jonatha~ <hartlyn@unc.edu> 

RE: hello frown smah lyall at the new york times 

Thanks, Eunice. We are working on providing this reporter background information. 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The UnNers~ty of Nor~:h Carolina at (;h~pe~ 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Nent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:35 PN 
Te: Moon, Karen B 
~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subje¢t: ~: hello from sarah lyall at the new york times 

From: Lyall, Sarah [lyall@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2023 3:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: hello from sarah lyall at the new york times 

Dear Ms. Sahl: 

Hello, I’m a reporter from the New York Times, and I’m putting together a sto~ about the recent indictment of Mr. Nym~g’om -- the culmination, t~om M~at I can tell, 
of an avalanche of events there in the last few yems. rm paNcularly interested in talking to someone in the department about him and about what went on while he was 

in cha~:ge; it slrikes tne that in some ways the entire department has been tarnished by what appeaxs to have been the actions of one person. 

I’ll be there on campus on Monday and Tuesday, m~d would love to come and speak to you - - either on or offthe record -- at your convenience (I can also speak to 

you on the phone a~y time ne:~ week). Is there a time that works for you? 

I’m reachable at this email address, or at the numbers below. 

Thanks so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

all the best, 

Smah L~all 

The Ne~, York Times 

620 8th Ave. 

2nd Floor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 

c: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 4:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~; Haxtlyn, Jonathan <haxtlyn@unc.edu> 

McFarland, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; Moon, Kaxen B <karen moon@unc.edn> 

NYT repo(ter 

Eunice, Jonathan, I will call this reporter now and touch base with you after I have spoken to her. 

Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-858~9 

C: 

robbi.pickerM @unc.edu 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:35 PN 

To: Noon, Karen B 
Co: Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: FW: hello from sarah lyall at the new york times 

From: Lyall, Sarah [lyall@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:29 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: hello from sarah lyall at the new york times 

Dear Ms. SaN: 

Hello, I’m a reporter from the New York Times, and I’m putting together a story about the recent indictment of Mr. Nyang’oro -- the culmination, from what I can 

tell, of an avalanche of events there in the last few years. I’m particularly interested in talking to someone in the department about him and about what went on 

while he was in charge; it strikes me that in some ways the entire department has been tarnished by what appears to have been the actions of one person. 

I’II be there on campus on Monday and Tuesday, and would love to come and speak to you -- either on or off the record -- at your convenience (I can also speak to 

you on the phone any time next week). Is there a time that works for you? 

l’m reachable at this email address, or at the numbers below. 

Thanks so much, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

all the best, 

Sarah Lyall 

The New York Times 

620 8th Ave. 

2rid Floor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 

c: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <brucecairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 6, 2013 4:39 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: ttello 

Eunice; just saw this. please call me an~ime at 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "SaNe, Eunice N" -~eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 12/06/2013 2:45 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Cairns, Bruce A" <bruce caim@med.unc.edu> 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Bruce, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Do you have time for a brief conversation? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bowler. Katie <kboMer@nnc.edu> 

Friday, December 6, 2013 5:45 PM 

LmnberL Michael C <mlmnber@ema~l.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Nelson Mandela me~norial event 

Dear Mike, Thal~ you. I’ll give you a call when I’m back during the week of the 16th so ~ve can see ~vho to include in plalming Best, Katie 

Sent from my iPad 

> OnDec 7, 2013, at 12:19 AM. "Lambert, Michael C" <mlambert@email unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Dear Katie, As al~vays, I ~vould be more than happy to take part in the plalming of this event. I will be in Chapel Hill so ~ve can ta lk at your convenience. If my plans change I will let you 

> Best, 

> 

> M~chael Lambert, Phi). 
> Director, African Studies Center 
> Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
> Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> Campus Box 7582 
> 3026 FecLE× Gioba[ Education Center 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 

> From; g;wler. Katie 

> Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 10:30 PM 
> To: Sahie, Eunice N; Lambert, Michae[ C 
> Subject: Nelson Mandela memorial event 

> From Seoul 

> Dear Eunice and Make, 

> The world has lost a remarkable human I’ve been :fielding a number of media inquiries teday, and have shared an announcement of Nelson Mandela’s passing on our website. We also 
installing a memorial wreath at the building on Friday. Additionally-, I wanted to reach out and see if you’d like to talk soon, either with rae or with our global relations assistant Ingrid Smith, 
about plauning a raemorial event for a day after students are back in January-. If you’d like to talk soon, I’ll ask Ingrid to get in touch. Alternatively, I’ll be back Dec 16 and could talk then. 

> Sincerely, 
> Katie 

> Katie Bowler Young 
> Director of Global Relations 
> UNC Global 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> GoogleVoice 



From: @live a~nc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, 10:55 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Urgent my paper 

A~tach: civil.docx 

Dr. SaNe 

I’m just seeing this email. Sorry for the inconvenience. 

Thankyou 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 2:28 PM 

To: 

Subject: Urgent my paper 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

There was no attachment to this email. Please send your paper by the end of the day today. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: urgent my paper 

Hello Professor Sahle, 
Here is my paper. 

11:01 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 1:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Paper 

Afri    Final Paper .docx 

A smile is always a tresure amist all that we do. 
M 

Sent: Saturday, 1:22 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject: Paper 

ProfessorLee, 

I wanted to thank you for the time you spent with us this semester. You’re one of the first professors I’ve had that is truly passionate about the subject you 

teach and I know that     and I both really enjoyed this class. I can’t even begin to explain how much you have opened my eyes to Africa throughout this 

course and taught me so much that I didn’t previously know. Even though we just scratched the surface of this subject it will really help me with the 

foreign policy career I am pursuing. 

On another note, today before the exam you mentioned that you were disappointed in our papers due to citing. I came home immediately and fixed what 

was wrong with my paper. This is my fault because I used an automatic citation machine and didn’t realize that the page numbers weren’t being put into 

the document. I have sent all the correction over to you. I truly apologize for my blatant mistake. You probably want a paper since it’s easier to read, so is 

there any point I could drop it by your office or slip it under your door? Just let me know. 

Again, thanks so much for this course and have a Merry Christmas! 

Sincerely, 

Universi _ty of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, ’ 
B.A. Public Policy and Global Studies 
International Politics 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr> 

RE: AAAD    Student Paper Submission 

Dear Professor, 

I saved the paper as a PDF on my computer as well I can retype the paper in the word document and send it to you if you want 

Please let me know what I need to do 

Sincerely, 

University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chemistry B S Major 
Class of 

From: Sable, Eunice N [eunice@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 2:40 PM 
To: 
Sutziect: FW: AAAD Student Paper Submission 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please re-send your essay in Microsoft word format so that I can add comments 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

Sent: We&aesday, 3:32 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sutziect: AAAD Student Paper Submission 

Hey Professor, 

Here’s my paper Have a nice break 

Thanks, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chemist15, B.A. Major 
Class of 



From: @live.unc.edtc, 

Sent: Saturday, 11:02 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: AAAD    Grade Inqui~ 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are having a good weekend! As I prepare for the final exam on Tuesday, I would like to try and get an approximation of my current grade so I 
can figure out what grade I need to make on the final exam in order to finish the semester with a good grade in our class. I know the grades I received on 
the first two exams, but I was wondering what my participation and attendance grade is. Would you be able to provide me with this information? Please 
let me know at your earliest convenience. 

Thank you so much! 

Best, 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 12:18 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Re: Reseaxch Paper 

I hope you are doing well also. Thank you Dr. Sahle for another chance to resubmit my paper. I greatly appreciate it and will resubmit it by the indicated time. 
Thank you, 

> On at 12:10 Pi~ "Sahle, Eunic e N" <eunice@email.unc. edu> wrote: 
> 

> Dear 
> 

> I hope you are doing well. 
> 

> As you paper stands, it fails to acknowledge sources of its claims with the exception - and only in few instances - of Vol~Doepp’s work This is a major error in the research paper. I am 
giving you another chance to re-submit the paper using proper citation methods. You have until tomon-ow Tuesday at 11 30pm to re-submit the paper 
> 

> Please acknowledge receipt of this email by the end of today if I don’t hear from you I will grade the paper as it is. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> };ram: 

> Sent: Wednesday, 6:42 PM 
> To: SahIe, Eunice N 
> 
> Subject: Research Paper 
> 

> Research Paper on 
> <Research Paper - 10 page docx> 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, " 1:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subje~’t: Final exam 

Hi Professor Sahle! 
was just wondering if you were still going to post one of the final exam questions for us so that we can prepare for it! 

Thankyou! 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Sunday, 4:02 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

the extra credit question 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I think I have made an irresponsible mistake. When you sent out the email a few weeks ago about the extra credit question I thought it meant that you 

were giving us the question that would be on the final. I was studying this weekend and clicked on the link to the question on Sakai, and realized the 

question was actually due        I was wondering if it was still possible for me to submit the extra credit question? 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Sunday, 6:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Your research paper - AAAD    Research Paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Thank you so much for letting me know. I will see you tomorrow at the review session. Is it going to be in the same place it was last week, in the Global Ed 

Center? 

Best, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 4:43 PM 

To: 

Subject: Your research paper - AAAD Research Paper 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

I have graded your research paper and you received            ft was a vePl good paper. However, because you submitted it in pdf format I will bring it to the review 
session tomorrow for I had to write the comments (could not type them in given the format). 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

l=rom.¯ 

Sent-’ Wednesday, 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ AAAD Research Paper 

11:28 PM 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

Attached is my AAAD research paper. Hope you are enjoying your break! 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Sunday,                9:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Review tomorrow 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are having a pleasant evening. Sorry to bother you on a weekend, but I was just wondering if we still have a review scheduled for tomorrow 

evening at 5 as we discussed in class? 

Thanks, 



i From:: 

S~fle: Em~ice N <etmice::~ema~.~ ua~c.edt~> 
I~JE: Resem-c~ pa}_~e~ 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday, 10:57 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~: Research 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

I had hell week of exams last weekend and they’re finally over so I’m relatively free this and next week. So please let me know any urgent task you may 

have. I am continually working on the long term project you have. 

Thanks! 

P.S. Recently rediscovered this Kenyan Afro Pop band which I imagine you might know about already but if not, please enjoy! 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=kFq n9tlFTec 

http://wwwd/out u be.co m/watch?v=4ZkQrcp5¥iY 

AND, Ugandan comedian Kansiime Ann: 

http://www.¥outube.com/watch ?v=a2UaaW4LOoQ&list=TLiHgl6-CRvCi4UGyYR vzUjbxABSeUvT8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~@ive.tmc.edu;, 

Monday, i 11:19 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Final Exa~n Extra Credit URGENT 

Professor Sahle, 

I cannot seem to find the extra credit question that will be included on the final exam. I remember it was posted to Sakai in order to give us time to 

properly prepare. I would have done the other extra credit opportunity if I had known about it, but since I was flying home to New York during that time 

period I was unaware. Thanks for your help and see you tonight. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:24 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: the extra credit question 

Extra Credit Opportunibi.docx 

Thank you for allowing me to submit this. I am sorry that it is so late. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 9:13 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: the extra credit question 

Dear 

That is fine. Please submit it by tomorrow. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

I=rom.¯ 

Sent-’ Sunday, 

To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-’ the extra credit question 

4:02 PM 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

I think I have made an irresponsible mistake. When you sent out the email a few weeks ago about the extra credit question I thought it meant that you 
were giving us the question that would be on the final. I was studying this weekend and clicked on the link to the question on Sakai, and realized the 
question was actually due       . I was wondering if it was still possible for me to submit the extra credit question? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

Congo Event paper 

Congo Event.docx 

Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my paper for the Congo event and how it relates to the ideas that we have discussed in class. Thank you. 



From: ~live.unc.edn> 

Sent: Monday, 12:12 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Re:~ review session 

Hello Professor~ 

’][’his is 

A~e you available to meet ma~ime today for a meeting? 

I will be attending the review session today at 5:10. 

Thanks, 

On . al 7:48 AM, <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

To: AAAD .FA Group 

Frown: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholaxs, 

Here are details of today’s review session: 

Time: 5.10pm-6.00pm 

Location: Global Education Center, room 1005. 

Best wishe~ 

Dr. SaNe 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel t till Messages from the "AAAD       .FA " site. To reply to this mes~ge click this link 

to access Messages for this site: AAAD       .F~A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Quick question 

Hello ProfessorSahle, 

and I are going through the readings figuring out the argument for certain readings. 

She said she believe you told us not to worry about the Mamdani reading. Is there truth to this statement? 

If not, What exactly would you like us to focus on in the reading? 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 7:48 AM 

Subject: review session 

To: AAAD .FA Group 

From: Eunice SaNe 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Here are details of today’s review session: 

Time: 5.:lOpm-6.0Opm 

Location: Giobal Education Center, room :1005. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hiil Messages from the "AAAD 

access Messages for this site: AAAD:       F~A 

.005.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to 



From: @live.unc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 2:47 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: Final Papers 

Hell Dr. Sahle, 

Do you have any time frame that you think we can see our paper grades on Sakai? 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International SymIx~sinm on Women and Education <coordinato@oxfordronndtable.com> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 3:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

16th Annual International Cont~rence on Women and Education 

’Ibis is a reminder that registration will close on December 30th for the 16th Annual Conference on Women and Education during the dates of March 16 - March 

20, 2014 at Brasenose College in the University of Oxford, Oxford, England. Brasenose College is one of the thirty-eight colleges that form the University of Oxford and 

was founded in 1509. We are pleased to invite you to become a tnember of this Round Table. Membership is limited to approximately thirty-five (35) interdisciplinary 

scholars who have a paxticular interest in this subject. 

Si~een years ago, a highly successful Round Table was specifically designed to explore women a~d education. You are invited amd encouraged to maJ~e a presentation and 

to provide a paper on a relevant aspect of the topic, however your participation as a member of the Round Table is not contingent upon presenting and you cam serve on a 

panel or as a discussion leader. Papers presented at the Round Table may be subsequently submitted for publication in the ~’orum, a journal of the Oxford Round Table. 

Papers considered tbr publication in the Forum are evaluated by peer reviewers as to teclmical and substantive quality amd for potential to tnake a significm~t contribution to 

new knowledge in the field. 

Should you accept this invitation you will be joined on the programme by Dr. Isobel Hurst who holds a BA, Classics and English, M Phil in English Studies and a D Phil in 

English from the University of Oxford. Her popular book, Victorian lVomen Writers and the Classics was published by Oxford University Press in 2006. She has taught 

at the Universities of Bristol, Wa~vick, and Oxford, United Kingdom. Dr. Hurst is currently a Lecturer in English and Comparative Literature, Goldsmiths, University of 

London. 

Members of the Oxford Round Table have access to an axray of academic, cultural and social resources, including the Oxford Union Debating Society, colleges and halls 

of Oxford dating back to 1204, tnuseutns, theatres, bookstores, college chapels, river boating, literary pubs, political clubs and may, on recotnmendation, become official 

readers of the venerable Bodleian Library of the University, founded by Duke Itumphrey circa 1440 and refounded by Sir Thomas Bodley 1602. A free aA~ternoon and 

evening will be available on Tuesday for independent travel to London (one hour south of Oxford), Stratford-upon-Avon, Bath, Stonehenge, Salisbury, Cambridge or many 

of the other cultural sights in England. 

Topics of discussion ~Jll include: 

Womeu and the University 
¯ Manifestation of Gender Discrimination Gender and Hierarchy of the University 
¯ Equal Pay 
¯ Effects and Limitations of Legislation 
¯ Gender and the hierarchy of the institution (chairs to presidents) 
¯ Politics and gender inequality 
¯ Invisible ceilings and the rationalization of disparities 
¯ Culture of the institution and gender inequality 

a Hidden hierarchies and gender 

Women’s Iuterests 
¯ Gender equality in theory and practice 
¯ Factors affecting compensation, tenure and promotion 
¯ Sexual harassment and consequences 
¯ Implicit institutional restraint on women’s leadership 
¯ Manifestations of discrimination in the university environment 
¯ Social and cultural restraint on equal pay 
¯ Implicit discrimination in the workplace 
¯ Invisible ceilings and wages 

Women and Careers 
¯ Career Traps for VVomen 
¯ Women’s Career Investments and Returns 
¯ Promotion and Pay 
¯ Barriers to Progress in the Cultural Religious Context 
¯ Overcoming the Obstacles on the Professional Ladder 
¯ Women in Power in a Man’s World 

Women in tlistory 
¯ VVo~nen in Government 
¯ Women and Nation Building 
¯ Against All Odds 
¯ African American VVomen in History 
¯ VVomen in Early America 
¯ Looking Back Looking Forward 

Women and Social Justice 
¯ Invisible Ceilings and Barriers 
¯ Cultural Expectations 
t Politics of Gender 
¯ Women and Patriotism 
t Citizenship 
¯ Political Activism 
¯ Families and Nations 
¯ The Stateless: Displaced People 

Women and Religiou 
¯ Women’s Health and Choice 
¯ Family Planning 
¯ Contraception Rights of Women 
¯ "vVomen and the Roman Catholic Church 
t Fundamentalist Protestant Constraints 
¯ ~omen and Islam 
t Contraception and Student Health Services 
¯ Employment Discrimination and Clerical Universities 
¯ Social and Cultural Restraints on Women 
¯ ClericalRationalization of Disparities 

Women and Sports 
¯ Techniques in Coaching’~gomen’s Sports 
¯ Sports Management 



a Sport and Health for Girls and VVomen 

* History of’~Vomen in Sports 

~ W’omen and the Olympic Movement 

* Media and’~Vomen’s Sports 

~ W’omen in Spoils Administration and Leadership Roles 

* Rise of VVomen’s Sports 

~ W~omen’s Sports International 

The conference will mn froln Sunday night through Thursday Inoming. We will have reception and dinners in the Olde Dining Hall on Sunday, Monday and Wednesday 

nights where the Oxford professors and students dine when university is in session. Lunches are provided on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday along with 

tea/coffee/biscuit breaks during the meeting. You can also reserve a room in the Oxford University dormitory at Brasenose College where students stay during term 

li~ne. More detailed information concerning the schedule of events and the registration fee can be found on our web site. 

In order to ensure that you are registered in a timely and accurate manner, we recommend that you register on our website at www.oxfordroundtable~co.uk. Should 

you be unable to attend, we would welcome your nomination of a colleague to attend in your place. We look tbrward to hearing from you. 
Alternatively, we a~e also hosting a few other sessions in 2014 that Inay be of interest to you as well: 

Childhood Education, March 16 - 20, 2014 

A~,s, Religion & Science~ March 23-28, 2014 

Re]ig!o!b March 23 - March 28, 2014 

I._~[_u__e_~_!AL_(_;l__~_!]_d___h__R~_!_d___~’:~_~__u__s~_}_t_!gAb._duly 27-July 31, 2014 

Health~ Nursing~ Agin~ and Nutrition~ July 27-July 3I, 2014 

F.nv~ronment Sus~,ainaMl~l~- and C~ima~ Control~ August 3 -August 7, 2014 

Critical Public Issues, August 3 - August Z 2014 

Please direct all inquiries to: 

Coordinator 

Oxtbrd Round Table 

6216 East Pacific Coast Highway, Box230 

Long Beach, California 90803 

Tel: 866-O1),I’-3411 

Fax: 866-244-8833 
E-mail: coordinator/~)oxfordroundtable .corn 

Web Site: ~x~vw.o:~d]:~rdroundtable.co.uk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 9:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

~live.unc.edu> 

- Research Paper - Revised (AAAB 

Research Paper - 10 page.docx 

Dr. SaNe, 
Once again, I appreciate you giving me the opportunity to resubmit my paper and correct mistakes in this paper regarding the acknowledgement of VonDoepp’s claims that he presents in his 
work. 
See you soon, 



i From:: 

!S~bject: 

Attach: 

forv~,ard the emaifs to you this mor~h~=g, Aft:or ~ooking over some tbh-~gs ~M’~ite ~ was study~ng~ l tea{[zeal wh:at ha~ppened, i sent t~em to yo~ using Hotma~, 

they ma? have wet~t to you:r junk mail Here a:re copies just ~n .case they are not ~here                                                                    ~ 

~ir.~m: Sahle~ g~:nJce N ~eunice@~maiLunc,e~u>                                                                                                         ~ 

~e~t: Mon~a~S                  t2:42 PM 

~ubje,ct: R£: Re.arch paper 

’lease ...~!~’,,ard #~e origina:i emaiis "eDith ~,~4~ic~ you submiAed these aasignma:n~ by the end of ti~e day today. 

~t w~ahes, 
)r, :Sable 

~ e~t: Sunday,, 

~ubj~ct: R.E: Research paper 

~d~d submit my paper, 

~r~m: Sable. g~:nice N <eunice@emai!,unc,e~u> 

¯ Se~t: Monday, Z2:59 AM 

lira: 

$u:bie~.t:: Research pape:r 

} hole ~to~J are doi~ well 

kr h:i:s is ...to let you ==know that you ~_tid n:ot su&m~ the required re~arcR pa£er Fo~ AAAD The pa~r was due on Wednesday 

Ne~t: Sunday. 7:39 P~ 

~e: SaMe, Eua~ce N 

~t~bject: RE: 

~rofesso:r 

~Vhe:re a~d When is the prog~ram: that ~s,:e ar,e to atsend tomorrow? 

~ r.em:: eun~ce@ema[Lunc,ed:u 

~u:bj~ct:: ~importa~t: gesearch pa~:~er o{fic:e hours and new du,e da:te 

}tom: Euni*se ..~ah~e 
Dear AAgD Scholars, 

}-~e~e are h~portant 

~t ~2,$0~,m. Please submit:them via ~ma~f ~s:~:ng~ your U~C--CH adc~ress, ~u:~h;er, cc yourse~fte th~ em~l s 2b~-~-~g~ ~ou~-,    .c~a~er,. L~te papists ~11~ no1 be 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:11 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Rule That Curbs Bank Risk-Taking Nears Approval 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book¯ 

Most Popular I Video I Subscribe: Digital / Home Delivery 

Today’s Headlines     Tuesday, December, 0, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Rule That Curbs Bank Risk-Taking Nears 

Approval 
By BEN PROTESS and PETER EAVIS 

Five federal agencies are expected to vote to approve the Vo]cker 

Rule on Tuesday, representing a potential shift in the balance of power in 

financial reform. 

¯ ~ Timeline: Tracking the Volcker Rule 

, ~ Documents: Deciphering the Volcker Rule 

Spies Infiltrate a Fantasy Realm of Online Games .......................................................... 
By MARK MAZZETTI and JUSTIN ELLIOTT 

American and British spies have infiltrated online fantasy games, 

fearing that militants could use them to communicate, move 

money or plot attacks, documents show. 

¯ Tech Giants Issue Call for Limits on Government Surveillance of Users 

¯ Video: World of Spycraft I Infiltrating a Virtual Realm 

INVISIBLE CHILD 

Dasani: A Future Resting on a Fragile 

Foundation 
By AN DREA ELLIOTT 

Dasani is one of more than 22,000 homeless children in New 

York City. The New York Times began following her in September 2012, when 

she was 11 and living at the Auburn Family Residence in Brooklyn. This is the 

second part in the series. 

................................................................................................................... Eo[ m0re t0P ~s, go to N~Times~�0m tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: World of Spycraft 
One of the most extraordinary things revealed in the documents 
disclosed by Edward J. Snowden is the surveillance of video 

games like World of Warcraff by Western spy agencies. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS 

’35 and Single’ 
By PAU LA SCHARGORODSKY 

An Argentine woman begins an intimate investigation searching 
for love and answers: must she settle down or remain a free spirit 
in order to be happy? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The military was demonstrating its loyalty to Kim 
Jong-un, and Kim Jong-un was demonstrating his 

loyalty to the military." 

ROBERT CAVAZOS, an American expert on North Korea, on tmifonned guards seizing a top 
political figure in a televised dismissal. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



World 

Public Ouster in North Korea Unsettles China 
By JANE PERLEZ and CHOE SANG-HUN 

As North Koreans watched the unusual spectacle of Jang Song- 

thaek’s arrest on television, Chinese leaders were concerned 

about the loss of one of their major links to the leadership of the 

North. 

¯ North Korea Releases List of Accusations Against Purged Official 

Without Notice, Putin Dissolves a News Agency 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

The decision to dissolve RIA Novosti, along with its international radio 

broadcaster, came as a complete surprise and signaled a major state media 

reorganization in Russia. 

Ukraine’s Forces Move Against Protesters, 

Dimming Hopes for Talks 
By DAVID M. HERSZENHORN 

Ominous new action by Ukraine’s security forces included a raid 

on an opposition party’s headquarters, as Western officials 

grasped for a way to defuse the country’s intensifying political crisis. 

¯ ~: Map: Protests Continue in Downtown Kiev 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Before the Battles and the Protests, the Chains 
By CAMPBELL ROBERTSON 

Alabama’s capita] is dotted with markers commemorating 



aspects of the civil rights movement and the Civil War, but until 
now very few had taken note of the city’s role in the slave trade. 

U.S. Charges 18 Sheriffs Officers in Inquiry Into 
Misconduct at Los Angeles Jails 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

The 18 were accused of excessive use of force and obstruction of 
iustice as part of a sprawling investigation into allegations of 
misconduct and abuse of inmates in county jails. 

Navy Secretary Expands Review of Supply Contracts 
By CHRISTOPHER DREWand DANIELLE IVORY 

Amid an inquiry into bribery in the Pacific, Secretary Ray Mabus has ordered an 
examination of how the service awards contracts around the globe. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

U.S. Ends Bailout of G.M., Selling Last Shares of 
Stock 
By BILL VLASIC and ANNIE LOWREY 

Taxpayers recouped about $39 billion on the investment, the 

Treasury Department said, having spent about $5o billion bailing out the 

automaker. 

DEALBOOK 



Cerberus May Offer Divestment in Firearms 
By MICHAEL J. DE LA MERCED 

Cerberus Capital, which tried unsuccessfully to sell its firearms 

group, is seeking to offer individual investors a way to sell their 

stakes in its group of three gun companies. 

Few Places to Go 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

The problem of affordable rental housing has reached crisis 

proportions nationally, officials said on Monday. 

................................................................................... E0r r£o[e bL~s!r?~sS Pe~s, go to N¥~ime~:�om!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

Real Basketball Morns of Kentucky 
By NATE TAYLOR 

Overaggressive parents hollering from the stands have become a 

clichfi, but some Kentucky moms have turned parental cheering 

into an art form - and, they hope, a business. 

ON BASEBALL 

Torre Tips Cap on Way to Hall 
By TYLER KEPNER 

Joe Torre’s calm and reassuring demeanor fronted a burning 

competitive drive that his Yankees teams shared. And George 

Steinbrenner’s spending never hurt. 

, Torre, ka Russa and Cox Elected to Hall of Fame 

Torte, La Russa and Cox Elected to Hall of Fame 
By TYLER KEPNER 

The veterans committee of the Baseball Ha]] of Fame announced 

on Monday that Joe Torre, Tony La Russa and Bobby Cox would 

be part of the 2014 induction class. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

It’s Post Time: At the Big A, Big Art 
By WILLIAM GRIMES 

"The Aqueduct Murals," a project sponsored by the New York 

Racing Association, has brought street artists to the Queens 

racetrack. 

Berlin Philharmonic Plans Major Concerts in New York 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Led by Simon Rattle, the orchestra will give two opening-night performances in 



the city next year, at Carnegie Hall and the White Light Festival. 

NBC Says It Will Put On a Show, Again 
By BILL CARTER 

Ratings for "The Sound of Music" have encouraged NBC to 
consider making live musical productions a holiday tradition. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTirnesrcornlArts ~ 

Science 

Vitamins’ Old, Old Edge 
By CARL ZIMMER 

From the beginnings of life roughly four billion years ago, they 
have played a central, necessary role. In fact, early life forms 

used to be veritable vitamin factories. 

Considering the Humanity of Nonhumans 
By JAMES GORMAN 

Fundamental questions of philosophy and morality, and what it 
means to be autonomous, are following an unusual challenge to 
have chimpanzees recognized as legal persons. 

Ancient Martian Lake May Have Supported Life 
By KENNETH CHANG 

Scientists have confirmed that the crater where a NASA rover 
landed last year contained a freshwater lake about 3.5 billion 
years ago, around the time that life is thought to have begun on 

Earth. 

........................................................................................ F~r r~0re s~iegFe 9e~s, go !0 N~f~[imes~�0m!Scien~e ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Exxon Valdez: In the Wake of Disaster 
In 1989, a tanker ran aground offthe coast of Alaska, causing one 
of the worst oil spills in United States history. Nearly 25 years 

later, the lessons of the Exxon Valdez continue to resonate. 

~ VIDEO: The Executive Assistant 

When Sergio Kletnoy, the executive assistant to the 

Cosmopolitan editor Joanna Coles, saw "The Devil Wears Prada" 

years ago, he knew this was the industry he wanted to work in. 

For more video~ go to NYTimesrcomNideo ~ 

Obituaries 



Eleanor Parker, 91, Oscar-Nominated Actress, 
Dies 
By ANITA GATES 

MS. Parker, an e]eg;ant, ]a@]ike film actress, had her most 

recog;nizab]e role as the Baroness who loves Christopher 

P]ummer’s character in "The Sound of Music." 

Bill Porter, an Exceptional Salesman Who 
Inspired a Film, Dies at 81 
By MARGALIT FOX 

Mr. Porter, who had cerebral palsy, was the inspiration for "Door 

to Door," a 2002 TV film starring William H. Macy. 

Joseph Napolitan, Pioneering Campaign 
Consultant, Dies at 84 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Napolitan’s use of polling and advertising heralded the rise 
of independent political strategists like himself and the waning 
power of party organizations in managing campaigns. 

.......................................................................................... For ~ore ob!t~a~ies, ge ~o NY~[imes~�om!Obituaries ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Breakthrough Agreement at Risk 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Reckless Cong;ressiona] threats of new sanctions could torpedo the nuclear deal 

with Iran. 

EDITORIAL 

A Season for Sales Taxes 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

States need to co]]ec[ more revenue from online shopping;. 

EDITORIAL 

Fairer Policing in Suffolk County 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Justice Department and the county police have reached a tentative 

agreement to settle an investigation of discriminatory policing there. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

Why Machiavelli Still Matters 
By JOHN SCOTT and ROBERT ZARETSKY 

Set aside what you would like to imagine about politics, 



Machiavelli writes, and instead go straight to the truth of how 
things really work. You will see that allies in politics, whether at home or 

abroad, are not friends. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Thinking for the Future 
By DAVID BROOKS 

What modes of thought will be most valuable in a future 
economy defined by machine intelligence? 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sweet Caress of Cyberspace 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Technology at once validates and erases us, blurring the line 

between flesh and figment. 

..................................................................................................... FOE I~10r~ Opil~!Or~! gO t£ N~Times~c0m!Opin!0n 
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From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:31 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Subject: RE: review session 

Good morning- I went by s~dent health and got out on the list to excuse me from the exaa~ ~d a doctors note I apologize for this morning. They just think it’s a vires. 

Is there a time tomorrow that would work the only hours I am not fiee is between two pm and three pm. 

Thanks- 

From: eunice@email.unc.edu <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 12:48:07 PM 
Subject: review session 
To: AAAB .FA Group 

From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 

Hem are details of today’s review session: 

Time: 5.10pm-6.00pm 

Location: Global Education Center, room 1005. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sable 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel tiill Messages t~om the "AAAD 

Messages fi~r thi s si re: AAAD       .FA 

.FA ’ site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, i 10:34 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Subject: Exam 

Professor SaNe, 

I am a student in your AAAD . I slept through every single one of my alarms this morning. This is my first semester, and I have no idea if there is any 

way I could get an opportunity to take the exam. I’m so sorry, and I know there is no excuse for it, but I remember waking up and then nothing. Please let 

me know if there is anything I can do. I have another exam Thursday, but not Wednesday or Friday. 

Thankyou, 



Dear DR., SaMe° 

~Nhat I was trying to explain te you in the previous emaiii b th:at ] d~d foP~ar~ them to you, but because ~ sent t~em ~rom my Hotma~, that is the em~l 

~:ddr~ss tha~ should sh:o~v up ~n yo~r ~nbox 

~m:: SaNe~ E~nice ~ <eunice@emaiLunc,e~u> 

8egt: ~ ~e.s~ag, 1Z:00 AM 

~ubje:ct: R~: ~:es~a~ch pape~ 

hr. SaMe 

Professo~- 

forward ti~e email::s to you this morning. After [ooki;ng over some t#.@~gs while I was studying, I realized what happened. I sent t#~em to you 
u~sing Hotmaif, so tlhey may he:re ’~’¢e~nt to your ~unik mail, Here are copies }us:t in case tl~e,¢ .a~-e #or there 

D’e~ r 

Pfease fc,~z~ard the 0~Jg}n~a:l emails ~¢ith whid’~ yot~ su~m:::~d these ass~gnme~ts by ~he end of the day t~ay, 

D:r, :Sable 

Seat: S:unday, 10:3:3 PM 

Sab~ect: RE: Research paper 

Professo~- Sahfe, 

~ did su::bmit my paper° ~ submitted it that morning at about 9 something. I was going to email you tome.,"row. Since it was sort of ibte, ~ was 

sure if you were up or not. ~ut I submit:~ed my papec, my extra credit, and my one page pape:~r on the lecture: in the stone cen~er. I ha# not 

heard f:rom you aibo~t shy of those but I s:ee now that you did not re~eive them° I am not sure why tha~ is. Do i ~eed to se~d them 

This =s te ~et you ik[~ow that. you d~:d :not. submi:t t.he requi~d research: paint for ¯ The b~per was due on Wednesday 



Seat:: S:u:nd ay,                   7:39 

To:: Sahie, E~,qice N 

Su b~ect:: RE: 

£e~:: Saturday, 3:i5 PM 

To: AAAD ,FA: Group 

i) To be ~a~r to a~ .s:Lude:~-~ts, ~ }~8*~e ext:~r~c~e~:~ the deadline [o~ ~,our :lesea~c~ ~:pe:rs. As such~ ~e~:se ~:’~,ote ~:}~8~ your ~:ape~~ s~re ~o~ due o~: 

tESSAY ASSIGNMENT ~3UESTI:ONS AND GU~DELfNES},c~oc× 

This ~,~.~r~ed m:essa~e was se~t ~fia ~s:ka~ @ UNC-:C~al)e~ ~fl~ Messages from t~e ’~AAAE 

< SWAPO-             8ocx:> 



!S~bj~ct: 

Dear Dr, gable 

}s it i~ youlr junk mail? because: I have forward tt~em twi~e al;readg ’~rom my o*cher la:ptop 

[r~m:: Sah{e~ E~nice [’4 <eu~ice@emai~,unc.e~u> 

Se*~t: ~ue:sday, 3:51 PM 

~ubje~: RE: Research pa~e~ 

have n,s,t ~-e~mve~ am! .em:a{~ fop#mdJng yoar assignments ~--om your Ho~maii a0dr~. P~ease fonvard th,em by t~0ay, 

~r-. Sah~e 

~o: SaMe, Eun~e N 

~)ear DR. SaMe, 
Nhat I was t~rying to explain to you in the previous emaiii is that i~ did foB-ward them to you, but because I sent them from my Notmail, that is the ema~l 

~ddress that should show up ~n: you~ ~n:box 

~r~m: Sahb~ E~nice ~ <eunice@emaiLu~c,e~u> 

~u:b~ect:: Re: Research 

~{ou r~eed ~o ~op~’,~-d the or~g~na~ ~maiis subm:~:~t~g the~e ~ss~gnm:e:nts. 

~rofessor 

forward the em:si[:s to y~u this mor:ning. A~er Iooikilng over so:me ~hings whJ::le I was studying; I teethed what happe*~ed. I sent: ~he:m to 

u~si~g HotmaiJ, so th,_y ~a � have we:nt to ’Four iunik mail. Here are cepies iust in .:ase they are ns,~ the~e 

Please forward the ori:g{:n:al en}ails w{~h which you subm:::t~ed ~ese ass;ig~m~en~, by ~e end d the day t~ay, 

~s~ w~shes, 

Subject:: RE: ,Research paper 



P:rofesso~ 

did .su::bmit my paper, f submitted it that mom[~g at a:bout 9 something, f w~s goiin:g to ema~ you tomorrow. S~nce it was sort of ~ate, [ was 

Sent’, Monday= .12::59: AM 

I hoipe you are doing 

S~cei-eiy. 

~e papal was due on Wednesday 

Professo~- S.ahfe, 

Where and When is the p~ogram that ~s~e a~e to attend tomorrow? 

F~em: e~nice~email,unc.adu <eunir_e@emaiI.u~c.edu> 

Ser~: Satu:rday,, 3~5 ~M 

S~bj~t: ~mpo~tant: Research p~>er o~ce hours an~ new due date 

.FA ~ Group 

~rom: ~nice Sah~e 

Here are hT, por~ant upd::a~es: 

2]~ Ex~ended office hour for the rese~rcb: paper assign:merit: Monday        ,8~OOam:--~0.OOam. As usual::, these a~e ~n addi::t:ion to my regular 

office he u:rs Tuesd avs a n d Th u~:sday 1 I.OOa m- t 2~OO~> m a n:~ Wed nesday 9.OO~m--.~ 0,00 a~m, 



)ear DR, Sable0 
Nbat I was tr.yin~ te e×plai,q te ye~ in d~e ~rev~oe~ eme~ ~s ~hat ~ d~d ~oP~e~ d~em ~ yeu~ b~ ~eca~se ~ see~ them 

~:ddress that should sh:ow up ~n ~’~r ~nbox 

~::~#m: SaNe~ Ee:nice N <eunice@email,uec.e~u> 

~e~: 1 ~e.-~ay,                  1i:00 AM 

~’eu need to f~rward the od~g~na[ eme;~s subm~ng th~se ~:ss~gnments, 

~r. Sah~e 

~D~ De~ 9, 201~, at I1:2~ PM, ~ 

Professor- S.ah~e 

wrote: 

forward the email::s to you this morning, After looking over some tbsir~gs ,~’¢hile I was studyin8, I realized what tsappened, I sent tbsem to yo~ 

u~sh~g Hot:maif, so tlhey may he:re ,~’¢e~nt to your ~unk mail, Here are copies ~us:t in case tl~ey .are :not there 



PIease f,s.r’~ard the o~igina:l emails with which you sabmi~ed ~es~ assignments L0y ~e end of th~ day 

D:r. Sah~:e 

did su::bmit my paper° ~ submitted it that morning at about 9 something,, i was ~,oing to email you tome.,"rew. Since it wa:s sort ot; iiate; ~ was ne.t 

s~re if you were u# or not. ~ut I submit:~ed my papec, :my ext~ra crediL arid my one page £ape:~r on tt~e lecture: in the stone center. I ha# nc.t 

hieard ~:rol-n ~,’eu aibout ahy of thos:e but I :see now that you :did n:ot receive them° [ am not sur~ why that is. Do i ~eed to seed them aga[it~? 

Se~t:: Monday,, 12::59 AM 

S:ab~ect: Research paper 

I hope yo~ are doing 

This =s tr~ ~e{ yo{.~ iknow that you d~:d :r~ot submi:t the required researdq paint for 

Dr. sah~:e 

The p~pe~- ~¥as due on Wednesday 

P:!-c~fe sso~ 

Where and Wb, e~ is t}~e iprog~am that we are to a~ten~ t.omo:rrow? 

F~-om: ea:ni:..:e(~email.~nc.edu <euniee@emaiL:unc.edu> 

£e~Tt:: Saturday, 3:~5 PM 

S~h~ect: 1tape,ant: Research p~per of~ce hours an~ new ~lue date 

To: AAAD .FA Group 

Dear ~AD 

1} To be ~a~r to a~[ .s£ude:nts, ~ }~ave extend~*:~ the deadline [or your ;research ~:pe:rs. As such~ p~ease r~,ote ~:hat your gapers a~re no~ due o~: 

W~d#~d~         ~ 1~.8##~. P~ease subm~ them via ema~ =._~s~s~:g your UNC-CH address. Furthel-~ cc yours,e~:~ to the ema~ subm~t~n~ 

(ESSAY ASSIGiNMENT O, UESTIONS AND C-U~@ELtNES}.doc× 

This ~,so.~ar~ed message was sent v~a ~a:ka~ @ UNC-C~ape~ H~[~ Messages f~-om tl~e ’~AAAD 

~in~:: to access Messages [or this site: .AAAD        .FA: 



< SWAPO-              (tocx:> 



ii S~at: T~e~_ da:¢: 13: 3 0 AM 

~S~bjecl: ~: Rese~ck pape~ 

Dear Dr. 

To forward dot 

st~ok,~::ld go thorough 

Te:: Sah==e,. Eun:i~e N 

Subbed-t: RE: £esear~h paper 

Dear Dr. Sahle 

~s it: i~: yo~r junk mail? k.,e~ause I have forward them twi¢e 8Ire~dy ~mm my other 

~om: Sakfle, Eunice N <eunice@emaiLun~.edu> 

Se~:: Tt~esday~ 3:51 PM 

S:ub~e~t: RE: Resea::-cfl: 

I: have ~:~ot received .any email ~orwardi~.,g yeur assig~men[s g,~m your Hot.ma:i:l address. P=:=:ease ~c,~3;,,~ard them by today. 

Dr~ sa~le 

Seat:: T~.~esday, 

To:: Sa{~ie, Eu,qice N 

~£ub~eet:: RE: Research paper 

Dear DR~ Sah:le, 

~’That 1 was: twing {o expla:in: to you in the p:re~Aeus email is that t d~d forward them to you:~ but because ~ sent them ~rom my Hotma~[, that is 

the email address th.a~ s~oMd show :up ~n your ~nbox 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@emaii,uns.,e#u> 



On at ~i:Z~ PM, ~ ~ve,un~,edu:~ wrote: 

Professor Saihle, 

I forwar~ ~he en-~aiis to: ?o~.~ this m:orni::ng. After looking ove:r some things while I wa:s studyin& I realized what happened. I seni 

teem to ~.ou usin8 Hot,mail, so they may have went to your iunk mai::l. Here are: :copies just in case the~, are not there 

[3ear 

Best 
Dr, :Ssh~e 

To:: Sah:le, Etmice N 

~bject: RE: Re,sea~Kh paper 

10:33 

Profess.or Sable, 

~ did submit my paper. I submitted it thet m:omi:ng at about 9 so#~ething. I was goingto email you tomorrow, S~nce i$ was sort of 

~ate, ::1 was not sure if you were up or not, But ~ submitted my paper~ my extra credit, and my one pa~e paper on the ~ect~re in the 

s~o~:e center. ~ had not heard ~rom you about any .of those b~t ~ see now that you did ~ot r,ece~ve them. ~ am not sure why t~hat is, 

O:o ~ need to send:: them: aga~n? 

F:~om:: Sable, Eunice N <e~:n:ice@email,unc,edu> 

S.e~t:: Monday, 12::59 AM 

Subject: Resear~ch paper" 

Deaf 

l: hope you are doin9 we~/. 

This is to ~et you ~,~o~ that y0o d:id not suibmit the requi!,ed research pa~r for KAAiD 

Dr, S~hie 

The pa:#e~r was due o:n W~d~esday 

Where and When is the program that we are te attend tomor~,c,w? 

F:rom:: e~:nice@ern;aiLun~edu ~eun]~e@email,u~:c.ed:u> 

Sm~:: S~turday,,                   5:1_5 PM 

5~b~eet: tmp,artant: Reses~rds pape~r office hears and new due date 

~0: AAAO        ,FA Group 



Be a:~" AAAD 



i thought the extra credit wou:ld be on the [inal, since that is what we had d~scus:sed ~n class. Howe’~er~ a classmate told me to send ~t to ?~,o~ direct~}~ 

n:stead. Please see m:~’ attached extra ~:redit re~lect~o~, t hope you can stit~ accept iL but ~f ~ot, still good things to share~ 

~est, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

McMillar~ Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: Hello ti~om Sar~]~ Lyall at the New York Times 

From: Lyall, Sarah [lyall@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December i0, 2013 11:03 AM 
To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Hello from Sarah Lyall at the New York Times 

Dear Mr McMillan: 

Hi, and hope all is well on this cold and rainy day. Andy Perrin suggested I be in touch with you. I’m a NewYork Times reporter working on an article about the academiciathletic 

scandals at UNC, pegged to (what seems to me) the curious indictment last week of Mr. Nyang’oro I’m very eager to speak to someone in the department, particularly as it seems to me 

that it has been implicated by default in the scandal in light of its members’ reluctance to speak publicly about what when on there all those years when Mr. Nyang’oro was its chairman. I 

know this is all extremely sensitive, and could of course guarantee anonymity if you did speak to me. 

I’m here on campus for the rest of the day and then have to get back to New York, but will continue reporting the story by telephone. Please let me know if this is something you might feel 

comfortable doing I’m speaking to an awful lot of people here, but still have not been able to speak to anyone from the department 

Thanks so much, and all the best, 

Sarah Lyall 

The New York Times 
620 8th Ave. 
2nd Floor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 
e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Hartlyn, Jonathan <hartlyn@unc.edu>; Curran, Joel <joel.curmn@unc.edu>; McFarlm~d, Michael B <mike mcthrland@unc.edu>; 

Pickeral, Rabbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu:> 

RE: Hello from Sardu Lyall at the New York Times 

Thanks, Eunice. This is helpful information as we work with this reporter. 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of Nor~:h {::arolma at (;h~pe~ 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Nent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 12:13 PN 

Te: Moon, Karen B 
~: Ha~lyn, Jonathan 
Subje¢t: Re: Hello from Sarah Lyall at the New York Times 

On Dec 10, 2013, at 11:42 AM, "McMillan, Tim" <~ml({~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

FYI 

From: Lyall, Sarah [lyall@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 11:03 AM 

To: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Hello from Sarah Lyall at the New York Times 

Dear Mr. McMillan: 
Hi, and hope all is well on this cold and rainy day. Andy Perrin suggested I be in touch with you. I’m a New York Times reporter working on an article about the 
academic/athletic scandals at UNC, pegged to (what seems to me) the curious indictment last week of Mr. Nyang’oro. I’m very eager to speak to someone in 
the department, particularly as it seems to me that it has been implicated by default in the scandal in light of its members’ reluctance to speak publicly about 
what when on there all those years when Mr. Nyang’oro was its chairman. I know this is all extremely sensitive, and could of course guarantee anonymity if you 
did speak to me. 
I’m here on campus for the rest of the day and then have to get back to New York, but will continue reporting the story by telephone. Please let me know if this 
is something you might feel comfortable doing. I’m speaking to an awful lot of people here, but still have not been able to speak to anyone from the department. 

Thanks so much, and all the best, 
Sarah Lyall 

The New York Times 

620 8th Ave. 

2nd Hoor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 

e: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Slocum, Karla <kslocum@tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:53 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Fwd: Hello from Sarah Lyall at the New York Times 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lyall, Saxah" <lyaJl~nvlimes.com> 

Date: December 10, 2013, 1:21:28 PM EST 

To: <kslocum@unc.edu> 
Subject: tteilo from Sarah Lyail at the New York Times 

Dear Ms. Slocum: 

Hi, and hope aJl is well with you on this cold and rainy day. I’m a New York Times reporter working on an article about the academic/athletic scandals at UNC, 

pegged the curious indictment last week of Mr. Nyang’oro. I’m very eager to speak to someone who knows him and the department, particularly as it seems to me that it 

has been implicated by default in the scandal in light of its members’ reluctance to speak publicly Several people suggested I contacted you because you you’ve already 

left the department and because you worked with Mr Nyang’oro (I believe you were hired by him?) I I know this is all extremely sensitive, and could of course guarantee 

anonymity if you did speak to me. 

I’m here on campus for the rest of the day and then have to get back to New York, but will continue reporting the story by telephone Please let me know if this is something 

you might feel comfortable doing. 

I’m reachable at this email address or at 

Many thanks, and all the best, 

Sarah Lyall 

The New York Times 
620 8th Ave. 
2nd Floor 

New York, N.Y. 10018 

w: 1.212.556.1282 
c: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

International SymIx~sinm on Women and Education <coordinato@oxfordronndtable.com> 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

16th Annual International Cont~rence on Women and Education 

’Ibis is a reminder that registration will close on December 30th for the 16th Annual Conference on Women and Education during the dates of March 16 - March 

20, 2014 at Brasenose College in the University of Oxford, Oxford, England. Brasenose College is one of the thirty-eight colleges that form the University of Oxford and 

was founded in 1509. We are pleased to invite you to become a tnember of this Round Table. Membership is limited to approximately thirty-five (35) interdisciplinary 

scholars who have a paxticular interest in this subject. 

Si~een years ago, a highly successful Round Table was specifically designed to explore women a~d education. You are invited amd encouraged to maJ~e a presentation and 

to provide a paper on a relevant aspect of the topic, however your participation as a member of the Round Table is not contingent upon presenting and you cam serve on a 

panel or as a discussion leader. Papers presented at the Round Table may be subsequently submitted for publication in the ~’orum, a journal of the Oxford Round Table. 

Papers considered tbr publication in the Forum are evaluated by peer reviewers as to teclmical and substantive quality amd for potential to tnake a significm~t contribution to 

new knowledge in the field. 

Should you accept this invitation you will be joined on the programme by Dr. Isobel Hurst who holds a BA, Classics and English, M Phil in English Studies and a D Phil in 

English from the University of Oxford. Her popular book, Victorian lVomen Writers and the Classics was published by Oxford University Press in 2006. She has taught 

at the Universities of Bristol, Wa~vick, and Oxford, United Kingdom. Dr. Hurst is currently a Lecturer in English and Comparative Literature, Goldsmiths, University of 

London. 

Members of the Oxford Round Table have access to an axray of academic, cultural and social resources, including the Oxford Union Debating Society, colleges and halls 

of Oxford dating back to 1204, tnuseutns, theatres, bookstores, college chapels, river boating, literary pubs, political clubs and may, on recotnmendation, become official 

readers of the venerable Bodleian Library of the University, founded by Duke Itumphrey circa 1440 and refounded by Sir Thomas Bodley 1602. A free aA~ternoon and 

evening will be available on Tuesday for independent travel to London (one hour south of Oxford), Stratford-upon-Avon, Bath, Stonehenge, Salisbury, Cambridge or many 

of the other cultural sights in England. 

Topics of discussion ~Jll include: 

Womeu and the University 
¯ Manifestation of Gender Discrimination Gender and Hierarchy of the University 
¯ Equal Pay 
¯ Effects and Limitations of Legislation 
¯ Gender and the hierarchy of the institution (chairs to presidents) 
¯ Politics and gender inequality 
¯ Invisible ceilings and the rationalization of disparities 
¯ Culture of the institution and gender inequality 

a Hidden hierarchies and gender 

Women’s Iuterests 
¯ Gender equality in theory and practice 
¯ Factors affecting compensation, tenure and promotion 
¯ Sexual harassment and consequences 
¯ Implicit institutional restraint on women’s leadership 
¯ Manifestations of discrimination in the university environment 
¯ Social and cultural restraint on equal pay 
¯ Implicit discrimination in the workplace 
¯ Invisible ceilings and wages 

Women and Careers 
¯ Career Traps for VVomen 
¯ Women’s Career Investments and Returns 
¯ Promotion and Pay 
¯ Barriers to Progress in the Cultural Religious Context 
¯ Overcoming the Obstacles on the Professional Ladder 
¯ Women in Power in a Man’s World 

Women in tlistory 
¯ VVo~nen in Government 
¯ Women and Nation Building 
¯ Against All Odds 
¯ African American VVomen in History 
¯ VVomen in Early America 
¯ Looking Back Looking Forward 

Women and Social Justice 
¯ Invisible Ceilings and Barriers 
¯ Cultural Expectations 
t Politics of Gender 
¯ Women and Patriotism 
t Citizenship 
¯ Political Activism 
¯ Families and Nations 
¯ The Stateless: Displaced People 

Women and Religiou 
¯ Women’s Health and Choice 
¯ Family Planning 
¯ Contraception Rights of Women 
¯ "vVomen and the Roman Catholic Church 
t Fundamentalist Protestant Constraints 
¯ ~omen and Islam 
t Contraception and Student Health Services 
¯ Employment Discrimination and Clerical Universities 
¯ Social and Cultural Restraints on Women 
¯ ClericalRationalization of Disparities 

Women and Sports 
¯ Techniques in Coaching’~gomen’s Sports 
¯ Sports Management 



a Sport and Health for Girls and VVomen 

* History of’~Vomen in Sports 

~ W’omen and the Olympic Movement 

* Media and’~Vomen’s Sports 

~ W’omen in Spoils Administration and Leadership Roles 

* Rise of VVomen’s Sports 

~ W~omen’s Sports International 

The conference will mn froln Sunday night through Thursday Inoming. We will have reception and dinners in the Olde Dining Hall on Sunday, Monday and Wednesday 

nights where the Oxford professors and students dine when university is in session. Lunches are provided on Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday along with 

tea/coffee/biscuit breaks during the meeting. You can also reserve a room in the Oxford University dormitory at Brasenose College where students stay during term 

li~ne. More detailed information concerning the schedule of events and the registration fee can be found on our web site. 

In order to ensure that you are registered in a timely and accurate manner, we recommend that you register on our website at www.oxfordroundtable~co.uk. Should 

you be unable to attend, we would welcome your nomination of a colleague to attend in your place. We look tbrward to hearing from you. 
Alternatively, we a~e also hosting a few other sessions in 2014 that Inay be of interest to you as well: 

Childhood Education, March 16 - 20, 2014 

A~,s, Religion & Science~ March 23-28, 2014 

Re]ig!o!b March 23 - March 28, 2014 

I._~[_u__e_~_!AL_(_;l__~_!]_d___h__R~_!_d___~’:~_~__u__s~_}_t_!gAb._duly 27-July 31, 2014 

Health~ Nursing~ Agin~ and Nutrition~ July 27-July 3I, 2014 

F.nv~ronment Sus~,ainaMl~l~- and C~ima~ Control~ August 3 -August 7, 2014 

Critical Public Issues, August 3 - August Z 2014 

Please direct all inquiries to: 

Coordinator 

Oxtbrd Round Table 

6216 East Pacific Coast Highway, Box230 

Long Beach, California 90803 

Tel: 866-O1),I’-3411 

Fax: 866-244-8833 
E-mail: coordinator/~)oxfordroundtable .corn 

Web Site: ~x~vw.o:~d]:~rdroundtable.co.uk 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Re: Exam 

Professor SaNe, 

And if tlaat is not a IX~ssibiliU, will you have rely other office hours where I could at least come aud talk ruth you? 

Thanks, 

Ou , at 10:34 AM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Professor SaNe, 

I am a student in your AAAD    . I slept through every single one of my alarms this morning. This is my first semester, and I have no idea if 
there is any way I could get an opportunity to take the exam. I’m so sorry, and I know there is no excuse for it, but I remember waking up and 
then nothing. Please let me know if there is anything I can do. I have another exam Thursday, but not Wednesday or Friday. 

Thankyou, 



From: @live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subje~’t: Important! 

Prot?ssor Sable, 

I’m not sure if my emails are getting to you, and rm sure your mail box is swamped with emails around this time. 

If you could let me kno~v that you have at least seen these, I’m just trying to make sure you they are at least getting to you. 

Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 7:56 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: Exam tomorrow (Wednesday) 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
thank you for the make up exam date I will see you at 8 am at the location. 

Happy Tuesday- 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:44 PM 

To: 

Subject: Exam tomorrow (Wednesday) 

Dear 

Thanks for the update. 

Please report to Battle Hall room .109 at 8.00am tomorrow to write your exam. 

Best wishes and see you tomorrow, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; 

Sent-" Tuesday, 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: review 

9:3.1 AM 

Good morning- I went by student health and got out on the list to excuse me from the exaa~ aid a doctors note I apologize for this morning. They just think it’s a virus. 

Is there a time tomonow that would work the only hours I am not five is between two pm and three pm. 

’l’ha~ks- 

From: euNce@email.unc.edu <euNce@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 12:48:07 PM 
Subject: review session 
To: AAAD .FP Group 
From: Eunice Sable 

Dear AAAD Scholars, 
Here are details of today’s review session: 

Time: 5.10pm-6.00pm 

Location: Global Education Center, room 1005. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

This forwarded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fioln the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: AAAD       .F~A 

FA " site. To reply to this message click this link to access 



~] , at @10 PM #live.unc,edu> wrote:: 

Dear Professor SahJe 

~ have the printed copies. Do I still need to brin~ them to BattJie Hs~l? I can s~.l-een shot them: and send them: as aa~ a~ach:ment if th:a$ works 

Ffem: SaMe, Eunice N ~eu~]ce~emaiLunc..ec~u:> 

Se~t: T~esday, 7:48 PM 

St~b,~: Re: Resea:rc~: 

Dear 



Please ~;rir~t the complete o~-i~ir~i e,mails a:~~d ~:he assiiL.~r~ments. 

On ~ a~ ii;48 AM, 9tit, e.:ur~c.edu> 

do you v~a:i~t me to print each i:nd::ivid~at paper or lust the part that shows the time a:nd day? 

Please ~d~{ ~ut ~he or=:cj~naf e.m.ai==s subr,~::i~:n~3 ~e assig!~men.ts a~d leave them v,*itb Mr. ~ravis Go~-e m E4a~le :~09 by the end 03f 
the da~o ~day. 

Dr. Sable 

Se~t: Tu~d:ay0 11:29 At,1 

T.e: Sable, E~,qice N 

S~hj~c[: RE: Rss~c~ p~r 

My RA and my ro.omrriate have both ,doe ~t with me. f don’t kr~ow what else to do. ~s it t~-~a~ it seems as ~f ~ts ~ate or 

someth~n~ ~ke that:? 

From: Sable, Eu~ice N <eunice69em£il.unc,edu> 

Subject:: Re: Research pa~e~ 

Yes        . }f ?ou me ha~,~ng trouble ~o to ~: UrqC..CH ~:omp~:t:er ::~ab a~d:: d~ev ~:v~l~ he~p you. 

Best wishes, 

Dr, .Sable 

On at !I:1I AM, i}lbe.u.,,~c.edu> w[ete: 

Dear Dr. Sable 

To forward, do~¢t ~,ou just press the l:oP~¢ard bu:~on an~i ther~ type in the dbsbed em.ail address? Because 

that is what f did and so i assuaged it should go through 

From: Sa[~e, Eunic:e N <eunice~ema:iLun~.e,gu> 

Sent:: T~e:sday~ ~:04 PM 



it is n~o~ iN any of 

Best. 
Dr. 

Dear Dr, Sahte 

Is it in your junk mail? because I huve fro[ward them t,,vice ulresdy ~rom my other 

haw not :received any erf~ali [or~,,arding yo:u:r assignments £,’-om your Ho~m.a:il address. Piease fo~wa:rd them by 
today, 

Best 
Dr. Sable 

Dear DR. 

What I wus try’iag to explain to 

sent them fro~ my Notm:~i[, that ~ the eros:i[ a~dress that should ~hoY~ up [~ your inbox 

F~-~m: S.ah~e~ [unite N <eun~ce~emaiLunc,ed~:> 

Se~t: T~esday, i & 1~3 AM 

Dear 

F~om: Sahte, E~nice N <e~nice~,~emai==i.enc.ecK~> 

Se~}t:: Mond~y, i2::42 PM 

To: 

.S~b~e~.t: RE: Reseurch: pap.e~" 

Plie,~, forward the urLq....==nal emsils wi~h winich you sL~bmi~ed these assignments by the end o[ ~he day 
today, 



Research paper 

I did submit my paper. I submitted it that: morning at aibout 9 somet~ng~ ~ was go#~g to ema:i~ 

you tom:o:r=row~ S~nce ~t was sort of ~a:~e, I was not sure i:# yo~ ~ere ~p or no~:. But ~ sukm~itt~d 

my p~peL my ext~-a credit, and my o~se p~ge paper on the ~ecture i~ the stone center. I h~ad 

not heard ~com yo:u about any of those but ~ :see ~3ov,’ that you d;d :not receive them. i am not 

sure w:hy that ~s. Do l: need to se~d them agai~? 

F~om:: Sa h t e, Euni ce N <e~mice @ernaii::.u nc.edu> 

Sent: Mgn~ay0                  i2:59 AM 

Subject: Research p~per 

Dear 

I hope yc~u are doing ~velL 

TNs is to ~et you know that you d~d not suhm:it the requ~ed :r~earch paper fOr ~AD 

S~erely, 

D,r, SaNe 

Seat: Sunday, ,2013 7:_29 P}4 

Sub.~ect: RE: .[mp~d:_ant: Program got Tem~new Narniin:~ 

Ppofessor 

Where and When is the program tihat we are tc attend tc~morrow? 

Se~t:: Saturday,                  3:15 PM 

Sub~ect: important: Rese~rc~ paper oR~ce h~urs and ~ew due date 

To: ~AD Group 

~rorn: ~u:~ke Sah~e 

Dea:r AAAD 

i) To be ~s~ ~e a~i stude~sts,, ~ ::have ex:~ended the d~adl~ne for Tout research ~apers, As 

p~ease r~o[e tha~ your ~a~ers ~re now due era ~d~:~:d#£         ~ J~.3@m. P~ease s:~bre~t 

them v~a ema~[~ us~sg your (~ NC-:CH address. Fu[t:b:er, cc your~d~ to the e:mail subrnitt[n~ 

paper. [ate pa~e~s "~ r:ot be a(:cep~ed. 

2) [xten~ed off~.e hour for ~he research paper assignment: Monday 

lO~OOam~ As uses J,, these are ~n adder}on to ray reg:u~ar office ~o:urs T:uesdays and Thursday 

3) I am attad’d~ t~e ~esearch papers to~cs and g~ide~nes for easy refere~:ce. 

Dr. 

ESSAY ASS~G NM E NT QU ESTIONS AN D ,G Ut DE UN gS),~o_c:~ 

<SWAPO- .docx> 

<Exk~-a Cre~it- ,do,x:> 



Wedaesdayo ~ 1:0:9 AM 

S~tfle: Etmice N <etmice:~emal[ tmc.edt~> 

fhese are the em~.il:s that ~ have. I forward them ano~ ser~t t~em ~rom today,. [~om what you ~ust sent me, f~rst one th:a~ comes u::p on my computer ~s the 
br~g~na~ that dated        a~d then the forward address from today w~ich: ~s       at 10:45 

$eet: Wednesday) 4:0~ PM 

Subject: R£: 



FFOllil ; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

StreetSigns <streetsignscente~gmaJl.com@maJ121.wdc03.rsgsv.net> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 11:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@e~naiLunc.edu> 

Joseph Megel directs "a production not to be mis~d’." 

We’re exc:ited to teli you about a new Nanbites Dog 
production for which StreetS~gns provides production 
support: The ~es~ of ~emies by f, lark SL Germain. 

Directed by Je~ph BCege~ and featuring gl~b~l~ 
Le~g Cer~, The ~est of Enemies te~b the ~r~crediNe true 
s~ory of Arm Atwater, C.P. E~l~s, and [he t971 charret~e 
that brought them together dudng Durham’s civ~ r~ghts 
struggle, 

The critical and aadien ::e resp :~n~e ha~ bLen otunning: 

t I I I I I Under Joseph MegeFsdirection, 
[Demck] Ivey and Lakeisha Coffey vividiy 
depict Ellis and Atwater in t~e ef the 

-. Ir~dyWeek 

~f ~he ye~’~ E~sabe~h I..ew~s CoHey._ never 
p~ts a foot wrong, and w~tho~t her q~et 
force, neither the story nor the play wou~d 
have any means to baJance ~e voBti~ of 
C,P, and 

- CVN¢: 

when exper~enced~ ~t becomes a skar~dard by 
which to judge a~J others~ ~e Best of Enemies 
~s one of these," 

¯ ii~e News arid Observer 

or by cailic, g 9t9~682~ 
3"3~3. Performances run through December 2t. 

other Isews, we are also in talks with Galloway Ridge 
[:~arrir~g~or~ Lo present readings oF bo;o new plays 
5anua,,"y. Look out [or more in[o on those 

We hope ~.o see you a~. The Bes~. of Enemies and at future 
5bee~Signs events! 

Sincerely, 

Lewis Coriey arid 3oseph Meg@ 
StreetSigns Center for Literature and Performance 

Abo~t Str÷etSig#s 
Si:reetSi~ ns Cel;te~ 

Literature and Performance 

plof~ssbns~ pelform~n~1 

based ~n Chatham County, 

Now 

biow tlwough Dec 21 
Manbiles Dog Theaie~ 



Pho~,o by A~’e.,: M~ess 



i From:: 

Dear prolessor SaMe, 

Wedaesdayo J~ 1:2~ AM 

S~tfle: E~:~ic,e N <etmice::’~ema~ m~c.edt~> 

i had to c~a~ge the add~ress so that iit would send to you, it kept sa:yi~g that I could not ~orward ~t originally because the one that ~ tded to send ~t to 

}hat £a~icu{a:r date, ~t w.ent to my d:ra&s ~:nd did ~aot send which ~s why ~t has toda~,~s #oat mark date when { send it to you through e:maiL B~at the 

}hat ~ sent to ?ou we:re what it looked ~ke ~} my drafts boca:use ~ ~.vm~ted you: to s~e that I actu:a~? d~d attempt to send th;em to you on the aJ::Jo~ed day. 

}ust did ~ot know that t~hey d~d not send unt~ yo~ se~t me t~at emMI t~e other day ]~orm~ng me on so 

}~.~m: ~h~e E~mice N <eunice@emaiLur~c,e~u> 

5e#t: Wednesday, ; 4:1~ PM 

}u:biect:: 

~ent: wednesday, ii:os 
~/:e: SaMe E:u,qice N 

Dear Professor 

~rig~n:a{ that dated end 

~:r.~m: Sah~e E~mice N <eamice@emaiLu~c,e~u> 

Se~t: wednesda~ 4:02 PM 

~u:bject:: 

~here a cba:nge ~n ~h:e 

Dr-. Sah~e 

Ne~t: Wednesday,, 1~:: 58 

~To: SaMe, Eun~e N 

~u bj~e~: FW: 

...Se~t: Monday~ 1~:20 PM 

~o:: Sable, Eunice 

Dgg~.{ ................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 



i From:: 

Dear Professor SaMe 

:~:Eve.unc. edu> 

~,Vedaesday0 J~ 1:4~ AM 

g~tfle: Eu:~ic,e N <etmice::’~ema~ mlc.edu> 

iThe em:ai!i did ne:t se:|~d, which is why I emit forward it to you, When Itded to sen~ it,. ~t ~s*ent to my d:ra~s but J::t st~[~ had the od~a~ inf~rmat]o~ on it, the 

~,opies that ~ gaae you where wha~ ~t boked like wit~ the original #~formatbn so that you eo:u~d see when I tr~.ed to send ~t~ the message ~s ~ot going to 

~orward beca::ase :it had the wrong ema~ address causing it to never h~d been se~t at all, but sent to dra~ ~nstead, yo~ cant fc, rwm-d a: message that was 

~¢a~’.. ~s there any th~b:g e~se ~hat ~ can do? I am hop]~g t~a~ m,/~ack of checking owr my s~u~ does not affec~ thes~e assignments. I was ~n a rus~h whe~ ~1 sent~ 

}hose items so ~ d:[d not exactly che~k over to see {{ it ~e~t. if { cant get this asSignmen~ graded, my grade w:~l drop trernev, dous~y tower ~ban what {t e{rea:d" : 

~s aa~d i can be in }eopardy w~th my sch:olarsh~p. ~s t~ere a:nSChh~g e~se that ~ can do? 

~e~t: Wednesda:y~ 4:50 PM 

~ ubje:~: RE: 

~hey h:elp forward the or:gin:a~ ema~is~ 

~e~t: We@~esda¥~                  II:22 

~ear pro~essor Sable, 

! had to char~ge the add~ress so that i~t would send to you. ~ kept sa:ying t~h:a:{ I could *~ot ~orward it or’,gi:nal~y because the o~e that ~ tded to send {t to 

~:ot exist", The copies that t ~e~ for you were once I tr{ed to forward it to you, ~ was tryi<,g to show you that it was ~ot sending. When ~ tried to send ~t 

}hat particular date, ~t went to my dra~s and did ~ot scrod which ~s why it has today’s #oat mark date vchen ~ ser~d it to yoa through e:maik B~t the copies 

}hat I sent t~ you were what i~ locked l#ke i~ my drafts becaus:e [ wasted you: to see tha~ I actua{17 did attempt to send t~b,em to you on the al~c, tted day, 

}ust did ~ot know that t~ey dM not sen~{ unt:~ you sea~t n-t~ t~3at ema~l ~h~ ot~er day i~orming me on so 

~r.em: Sable, g{mice N <eunice@emaff.u~c,eau> 

#er~t: Wed~esda’y,                  4:13 PM 

~hey are d::~eren:~ from the o:n~es y~u le~ m ~he office ~h~s morning, 1~ fact s:~me are even addressed to 

. _ _ _ a=~, g:~: .: e::,:~ a~, they were attached by the en:d of g~:e day today. 

~est w~shes, 
)r. Sah~e 

}e~t: Wed~esc~ay, 

}e: SaMe, Eu,qJee N 

~ubje~: RE: 

Dear Professor Sah~le, 

~ rig~ns~ that dated a:~nd ~h~n t~e forward address ~rom today which: }s a~ 10::45 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday, 1:14 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

@live.nnc.edu-~ 

Event paper 

Congo Event.docx 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

This is my short paper about one of African studies events that I attended this semester. 

Best regards, 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Attach: 

~live.unc.edtc, 

Wednesday,                  l:19 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr’~ 

F~xtra Credit Short Paragraphs 

E~ra C~edit.docx 

This is my extra credit short paragraphs. Thanks for giving me time to work on this, I wish you wilt ha~e a wonderful Christmas Holiday 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Questia Footnotes <Questia.Email@mail 1 .questia.com> 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Almos~t done! Our tips for polishing flint paper 

You’re almost done writing this 
paper! 
Writing a research paper: Part 4 

Now is the time to finalize your 

~eseaich Dapei witi~ these si!.~koie 

%i Publicspeaking perfectio!! 

Research paper help 

from start to finish 

Ch~ck out the ~ec~.~ of 

wol[hy ~ese~rch 

Can you help 
me choose a 

topic? 
#AskQuestia 

Reading Room 

"Iis tt:e seaso[: to .out the textbooks away 

G~ab some hot coco~ arid er~joy our 



AII Roads Lead All Roads Lead to Hockey: Reports from 

Norl_hern Canada to the Mexican Border 

By 8ill go’¢d 

TheStars, the The Stars, the Snow, the F~re: Twenty-.F~ve 
snow Years Jn the Nor[_hern W~lderness: A Memoir 

By John Ha~nes 

Winter Blues W~nter Blues: Everything You Need to Know to 

Beat Seasonal Af[ectJve D~sorder 

By Norman E. Rosenthal 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, December 11, 2013 4:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, T Mag~ine ttoliday 2013 and More 

T Magazine Holiday 2013 ~::t:~ TMagazineHoliday2013 

A festive affair, 

edebrates enigmatic designer Rei 

Kawakubo of Comme des Oargons; visits 

.{:.~?.~7.>;.~.~p.,.,...{>~?.{;.L.(~?.."..!s.>~.> to find out what 

they themselves collect; diseovers that 

the zany wit of 295;gYls.~;2g~;;~.."..5,1.~i:; of the 
ff~rtheoming filtn "The Seeret Life of 

Walter Mittv"; travels to the 

~i i:!.’::.!:!!:.Z’:::~}:~:~ii~i:}?, a tnelting pot for creative 
.types; meditates on the tnagie touch of hotelier ~’.{~,!£i?_ !~ ~! ~? ~; pays 
tribute to the enduring glamour of :"_":~{?::~!~&%:, ~#:{__"?_?a?_ !:{ >’_{ ’_,i:{i2,_!_-’,_!~ from 

Paris to New York; and spotlights the ~!_,’:, ! _~:{~!> -- fl’om food to 

fragrances to jewehT to advenlmres of a lifetime. 



ADVERTISEMENT 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ LibraU <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:26 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Library Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-12-13 09:26AM 

Faculty Bill Adjustment: The following items were retraced and the 
replacement charges on your account have been reduced accordingly. 
ITEM Amount 
Rape in wartime 
OVERDLNX Da~As Library 00045601240 ............................ $51.50 

TOTALS51 50 

EUNICE N SA[ tLE 

AFRICAN, AI,T~[-AMER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BAT’~.E 

14:10 



From: DPS - CAP <cap@unc.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:12 AM 

To: cap-news 

Subject: [cap-news] December Commuter News 

& [~ide pem~its will ao longer be va~id in the ~ot at 1211 ]~:;. Franklin Stree* (by the 

Triangle Transit is pr~posi~g fare i~creases for 2014, 
de~.ii:; a~d t~ leave ?otlr commer~ts 

Click these links to go directly to your favorite topics: 

Cycle in the Chapel HillgCarrboro Christmas Parade 

Saturday, Dec. 14tk, 9:30am 

Morehead Planetarium 

The ReCYCLEu and The Ca~rtx~ro Bike Coalition are inviting all riders to join in for our am~ual ride through the streets at the 

Chapel Hill/Carrboro Holiday Parade on December 14. Decorate your bikes in their best Holiday gear and join the ride! 

The parade sta~s at 10am (and parade position will be announced after the newsletter prints) so please plan on looking for the 

group of cyclists near Morehead Planetadnm no later than 9:30am. Ever?4king and everyone on wheels is encouraged and 

welcomed kids, adults, trikes, cargo bikes, tall bikes, scooters! Come be in the parade with us! 

HII the Bus for Toys tbr Tots 

Saturday, Dee. 14th, 3:45pm 

Friday Center/University Mall / Smith Center 

Chapel Hill Transit and the North Carolina Athletics Depaxtment axe joining together ruth Toys for Tots to pv:~vide gifts for low 

income children living in Orange Count?-. Bring a new. unwrapped toy to ’fill the bus’ at the Friday Center or Universily Madl Park 

& Ride lots, or bring your toy to the game and fill the boxes located at the Smith Center. All toys will stay in Orange County to 

brighten the lives of our kids during the holidays. (~ifi ideas and more information about Orange County’s program can tbnnd at 

Transit ASerts 

Sign up for Transit Alerts 

Don’t get stranded at the bus stop! Find out aIx~ut detonrs and schedule changes betbre they happen by signing up 

[!.):~.?~-).i~ ..~.~.[~£! ~! and 



Chapel Hill Transit Winter Break Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit will operate on a winter break ,schedule from Saturday, December 14th through Saturday, Januao, 4th. During 

this time, the weekday NU route will end at 8:29pm and the Safe Rides and Saturday/Sunday U and NU routes will not operate. 
The last day tbr the Saturday/Sunday U and NU routes in December will be the 8th and Safe Rides will end on December 14th. 

EZ Rider services will end at 6:52pm on Saturdays. 

Chapel Hill Transit will resume a regulax service on Sunday, January 5th. 

Chapel Hill Transit Holiday Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit services will operate the following schedule in observmace of the Christmas and New Year’s holidays: 

Tuesday, December 24th Saturday Routes: CM, CW, D, FG, JN and T (No U or NU and EZ Rider will operate from 8:15am - 

6:52pm). The Hillsborough Express 420 route roll not operate. 

Wednesday, December 25th No Service 

Thursday, December 26th Saturday Routes: CM, CW, D, FG, JN and T (No U or NU and EZ Rider will operate from 8:15am - 

6:52pm). The Hill sborough Express 420 Route will operate. 

Tuesday, Dece~nber 31st Regular weekday routes and schedules. 

Wednesday, January 1st No Service 

Triangle Transit and DATA Holiday Schedules 

Triangle Transit will be closed on December 24th aJld 25th tbr Christmas and on Janua~ 1 st tbr New Year’s Day. 

!.~!~[!~:~!~: holiday service hours. 

Robertson Scholars Express (RSX) Winter Break 

The RSX to Duke will not run during winter break, December 14 - January 7. Please check out Triangle Transit routes 400 and 

405 for service from Durham during this lime. ,~c~: ~t~ R~X s~rin~.~ ~i:c t~. k: for details on this route. 

Franldin Street Park & Ride Closed 

Beginning Janua:9~ 1, 2014, UNC Park & Ride permits will no longer be valid in the Franklin Street Park & Ride lot at 1211 E. 

Franklin Street (by the Masonic Lodge). For other options, check out these I~:~cal Paxk & i~’,id:e Io~; or these ~iee 

served by Triangle Transit. 

Triangle Transit Detours for CRX, DRX, 100 & 105 

Hillsborough Street in Raleigh will be closed beginning 12/19 bem~een Dixie Trail to Concord Street..(._~!i@..!~2.~j~..!)2.~2~.~.~3.~.!2~.! on 
alternate bus stops. 

Triangle Transit Proposed Fare Increases 

Triangle Transit has not increased fure prices since 2005. During that time, costs to operate bus services have risen due to inflation, 

and customer lares have not kept pace. To close this growing gap, Triangle Transit and Capital Area Transit (CAT) have 

proposed fare increases in 2014 and 2015. The proposal is intended to: 

- Address cuts in federal funding 

- Fund needed vehicle replacements over the next decade 

- Off-set rising fuel and labor costs 

Find more information about the proposal and provide feedback at 

Triangle Transit Ambassador Program 

~,:!.?.:!2~!~!~!~!.@..!2:~. serve an important role in helping new riders learn the bus routes. If you like riding the bus and enjoy helping others, 
please ~i~-~.~!..~.~?..~!:~. )%~./~!.~ ~ ~#~!:.~i! 

Cycle Around 

Cruiser ride in Carrboro will focus on riding safely with free bike lights! 

Do you want to ride at night, but don’t have bike lights? Or~ do you already fide at night without lights? Then come to the 

ReCYCLEu shop at 108 N. Graham Street for their weeldy Thursday night cruiser ride at 7 ptn and get your FREE bike light 

from the ~,.k..i.i~)!.~.~)!..)~!!~2.)!~] bicycle and pedestrian safety cmnpaign. Ri&rs of all shapes, sizes and skill levels are encouraged to 

attend. 



Earn a Free Bike! 

~.~i~::!i’i~’~,..)!~ oilers free workshops for repairing neglected or donated bikes. Stop by with your bike, or choose a bike you 

like, and build your own set of wheels! Mechmfics will be there to guide yo~ so no prior experience is necessary! 

UNC Bicycle Master Plan Update 

If you a~e tired of waiting for sa~r streets, finished trails, new bike lanes and cycle tracks, bikeshare expansions and other delayed 

bike projects now’s your chance to speak up for bicycling’. Check out the draft bike plan and give your feedback at 

~.t.l.~.!:.~!b~:5.’.~!£~:.!2i.k...~4~!.~:-~.~b Comments will only be accepted until the end of December, so be sure to give feedback soon! 

Carolina Bicycle Coalition 

If you’re a s~dent and enjoy biking aronnd UNC, join the Caa~ma }~k:~ctu (.’oati~io:~. (CBC) to meet other students and improve 

cycling ground campns. 

1UNC Va~poo]ls 

Sit back, relax and enjoy the easiest ride to work~ 

We’re Loo~ng for a Few Good Riders... You don’t have to loo~ li~e Kevin Bacon or Demi Moore~ but it couldn’t hu~. Want to 

save lo~ of money, have a good fime~ meet new friend~ and get to wor~ on time? 

Join our w~pools with seats av~lable Money - Ffi~y from A~ Ca~, ~aham, Mebane, and Slier Ci~. (.?~k:~ ~cr~ ~o ~quus~ 

Save Time! Save Money! Reduce Stress! Join A Vanpool Today! 

New Vanpool Forming from Mebane 

A UNC employee is working to s~art a new vanpool from downtown Mebane, departing from the Centu~ Link building around 7 

to 7:15ran. The van would drop offat the AOB co~nplex and other places, depending on the riders. The van would leave AOB 

around 4:30 or 5pm. If you’re interested in joining this van, please contact Janet Clarke at itci~kc.%et~s unc.ed~.~ or 919-883- 

7163~ 

the Seasoa t~ Share 

If you’re planning a trip for winter break, post it on Zm~ride to share the ride and save money! Drivers can sell their emp~ seats 

and passengers can find ail’ordable ride options to go all over the state and beyond’. Happy Holidays!! 

Give the gift of a cheaper commute! Sign up at ~-}.!)!K~]]J.’.!?~.!}’:.~4~L)..{~d to find cmpool matches, so you and another Tar Heel can pay 

1/2 price for your com~nute and only drive 1,/2 the time. It’s a win-win present! 

Commuter Alternative Program (CAP) members can save money on Chi-isttnas presents by shopping at 
C.AP. 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

Help change a life by changing your oil at Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center. Bring in 4 cans oftbod by "the end of December and 
receive $10 offan oil change. Chapel Hill ’Fire Car Care Center has four convenient locations serving UNC. All food donations 

will go to The Inter-Faith Council for Social Service. Chapel Hill Tire Car Cadre Center has been ser~’ing the community for 60 

years. To lea:on more, go to 



Ask for the gift of freedom 

Right now, you’re about to head home for a ~nuch-deserved break, but soon you’ll head back to c~Jnpus and you’ll w~J~t to drive 
to Target or hit the road to visit friends. To make it easier on yourself ne~ yea~; why not ~k tbr a .[:~5.K2~.#.~.~).~}.~)~.~k~ now? (we 

call it the (~ of Zip.) It’ll help Ny for driving or mem~Np to ZiNar ~D it’ll ~ve your parents money since ~vu s~ill won’t be 

paying to have a car on c~pus. That’s a ran-ran. 

Zipcar is a member-based cax sharing se~ice on campus that allows sh~dents 18 years and older to use cars by the hour or day, 

ruth gas and insurance always inclu&d. If you ayen’t yet a member m~d wonld like to learn more betbre asking yonr thends and 
thmily fi~r the ~.~.i~.~, check ns out at 

Are you a CAP mem~r? Go ahead m~d sign up tbrjnst $10. Visit i(~.f?5~{~Jf:~:%~A2~!~9.{~2 m~d use promo code GI~OFZ~ by 

Decem~r 31 st to get $20 in free driving credit to get you s~ed[ 

Tra~¢ & Parking A~erts 

Are you prepared for 40N40 ForfiN correction prq[ect? 
40/~0 FoliO’ construction beg~ in early Decem~r. If yon travel 

around the u~oming construction. Check out m~4.t~Jdc.cor~? for ways to get aronnd. 

Questions or Comments ? 

~ Email us at ~.~?~’2.~?:,~2~.{ or call 919- 843-4414. ~ 



From:: ’:~D,r~.unc.edu> 

!S~at: Thursday. 1:28 PM 

To: $:~le. Evnic,e N <etmice@~naiL 

~S=bject: ~: Your ~ese,~ch papge*: - ~aded 

~ear Professor Sah:~e, 

~Thank you so much 

~*~ the lectured even{ court{ tou’~ard5 my g~-ade?’ Will it at: leas[ bring m:7 grade 

~r.~m: ~hle, g~:nice N 
gent: Tharsday 2:59 

£~ease ~n:d at~hed "?’our ~raded r~ea:rch paper. 

~c.,...~h{v ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM YOUR STUDENT 

Celebrating Congo Event - .docx 

Hi Professor Sahle, 

Hope you enjoying the Rwanda coffee! It looked so good when and I got it that I had to go back and get myself one- it is delicious. 

I got my paper from you today-thank you. I just wanted to make sure you had recieved my paper on the africa event. I never received a grade so just 

wanted to make sure you got my paper, so I have attached it here just in case. 

Also, you told me to email about last Thursday’s class. I never saw the attendance sheet so wanted to make sure you knew I was there. The date was 

Thank you very much for such an enjoyable semester!! It has been a pleasure being in your class and learning all about Africa! 

Best wishes and Happy Holidays!! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

"_c}live.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, 8:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Graded paper 

Dr. SaNe, 

Thank you for returning my paper. Hope you have a relaxing break! It was a pleasure being in your class this semester. 

Sincerely, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 7:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Graded paper 

Dear 

I hope you are doing. 

Please find attached your graded paper. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: 
Subject: AAAD Term Paper 

5:00 PM 

Dear Professor SaNe, 

I hope you are well! Here is my final draft of my term paper- I chose to write about the MDGs, poverty, and South Africa. Hope your break is relaxing, and I 
will see you next week! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelcie TakenoucN ~gmail.com> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 1:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Jenny F@ta <jelmy@fmpr.net>; joy@tinpr.net 

Guest Speaker: Dr. James Peterson 

Dear Ms. SaNe, 

I hope that this email finds you well. I am reaching out to you on behalf of Dr. James Peterson, MSNBC Contributor and Director of Africana Studies and Associate Professor 
of English at Lehigh University. We would like you to consider Dr. Peterson for any speaking opportunities at University of North Carolina. I have outlined his credentials below, 
which are particularly relevant for: 

January: MLK Day 

February: Black History Month and Hip Hop Appreciation Month 

June 19: Freedom Day/Emancipation Day 

June: Black Music Month 

October: Diversity Awareness Month 

As a MSNBC Contributor and an increasingly important media presence, Dr. James Peterson reveals an acute understanding of both our contemporary American culture and 
our highly charged political climate with a progressive mindset. Whether tackling discussions on politics, race relations, urban studies, the social implications of the hip hop 
community, hip hop celebrities, education reform, any number of black issues, and more, Dr. Peterson continually provides a fresh perspective on current debates and how to 
drive positive change. Dr. Peterson is also invested in helping youth in the black community excel, as he is himself a result of "A Better Chance" Foundation. 

In addition to regular appearances on MSNBC, Dr. Peterson speaks at universities nationwide including Yale University, Princeton University, Howard University, and many 
others. He has also spoken at the Congressional Black Caucus Conference, the Essence Film Festival, and the Aspen Ideas Festival. 

If you are interested in having Dr. Peterson sewe as a guest speaker, panelist or facilitator, please contact Jenny Fujita at iennv~.fmpr.net as soon as possible as his 
schedule fills up quickly. Below is a shod list of Dr. Peterson’s speaking topics. You can find more information on his website at www.dtjamespeterson.com. 

Africana Studies 

Hip hop, urban and youth cultures 

Politics and black politics in the American political system 

Race relations and diversity 

Education reform and integrating youth culture into classrooms 

Thank you, 
Shelcie Takenouchi 

Shelcie Takenouchi 
PR Associate 
Fujita & Miura Public Relations 
Hawai’i - Pennsylvania 

P.O. Box 3996, Lihu’e, HI 96766 
P.O. Box 529, Chalfont, PA 18914 
Cell: ! , Fax (808) 245-3602 
Email: @gmail.com 
Website: t~,wv.fmpr.net 
Blog: www.You rPu bliclsWaitinq .corn 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/FMPR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
~Vhat ;vomen do in wartime : gender a Gender, peace and conllict 
CALL NO: HQ1788 .W53 1998 CALL NO: JZ6405.W66 G46 2001 
BARCODE: 00015682511 BAR(2ODE: 00019726432 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIYU IOR: AUTHOR: 

The politics of memory : truth, hea Human rights under African constitu 

CALL NO: JC571 .P17~2 2000 CALL NO: JC599.A36 tt88 2003 

BARCODE: 00018098504 BARCODE: 00021970501 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,TK[CAN, AFRI-~M\’fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
ALrTHOR: MacKirmon, Catharine A. AUTHOR: 
Are women human? : and other intern Gendered peace : women’s struggles 
CALL NO: HQ1236 .M337 2006    CALL NO: JZ6405.W66 G47 2008 
BARCODE: 00026141185 BAR(2ODE: 00030563881 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIT,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

What happened tu the wumen’? : gende "llqe African Charter un Human and Pe 

CALL NO: K5301 .W47 2006 CALL NO: K;599.A36 A36 2008 

BARCODE: 00029305323 BARCODE: 00030932607 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,T([CAN, AFRI-~M\~fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:5 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              ALTIZqOR: 

Women ;vaging war and peace : intern ECOWAS and the dynamics of conflict 
CALL NO: JZ6405.W66 W65 2011 CALL NO: JZ5584.A358 E26 2011 
BARCODE: 00041730635 BARCODE: 00042968681 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIYU IOR: AUTHOR: 

Gender m transitional justice Feminist constitutionalism : global 

CALl. NO: JC571 .G426 2012 CALL NO: K3243 .F456 2012 

BARCODE: 00038036703 BARCODE: 00042963178 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AbTK[CAN, ~k!~’RI-~K\’fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

]:9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
The politics of reconciliation in m Peace and conflict in Africa 
CALL NO: JC571 .P6425 2008 CALL NO: LTA10.5 .P43 2008 
BARCODE: 00031858053 BARCODE: 00032320471 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIYU IOR: AUTHOR: 

Seeds of new hope : pan-African pea Reconciliation(s) : transitional ju 

CALL NO: JZ5584.A35 $44 2009    CALL NO: JC571 [).43 2009 

BARCODE: 00031103421 BARCODE: 00033770447 

Davis Librapy I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AbTKICAN, ~k!~’RI-~K\’fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:               AUTHOR: Henl3,-, Nicola 
Women, ;var, and violence : personal War and rape : law, memory, and jus 
CALL NO: JZ6405.~V66 ~V66 2010 CALL NO: K5304 5 .H46 2011 
BARCODE: 00038014558 BAR(2ODE: 00040322613 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIT,[I IOR: AUTHOR: 

Peace versus justice? : the dilemma Women and war : power and protecuo 

CALL NO: K;599.A35 P4195 2010 CALL NO: JZC~05 W66 W(>4 2011 

BARCODE: 00038115440 BARCODE: 00040356220 

Davis Librapf I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,T([CAN, AFRI-~M\~fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR: Villa-Vicencio, Charles AU’FHOR: 
Walk with us and listen : political Transitional justice and developmen 
CALL NO: JZ5584.A35 V55 2009 CALL NO: JC571 .T699 2009 
BARCODE: 00033721697 BARCODE: 00035932777 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AUTHOR: Henderson, Sarah, 

Women and politics in a global worl Ali’ica’s new peace and securi~ arc 

CA]L NO: HQ1236 .ti45 2010 CALL NO: JZ5584.A35 A38 2010 

BARCODE: 00035908973 BARCODE: 00035993023 

Davis Librar,f I)UE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

EUN’[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,2RICAN, ~k!~’RI-~K\~fER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librmy- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 5:05 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

Walter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Departrnent 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-13-13 05:04AIM 

First Overdue Notice: The following items are overdue; fines 
accumulate daily. Renew at: https://webcat.libunc.edu/patroninfoi 
AUTHOR:              AUTHOR: 
TITLE: Transitional justice Transitiona 1 justice and displaceme 
CALL NO: K5250 .T725 2012 C~&LL NO: JC571 .T6993 2012 
BARCODE: 00044450487 BAR(2ODE: 00045624065 
Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 Davis Library DUE: 12-08-13 

AIFII IOR: 

Peacebuilding, power, and politics 

CA]L NO: JZ5584.A35 P44 2012 

BARCODE: 00044822567 

Davis Library I)UE: 12-08-13 

EUN[CE N SAt]LE 

AI,T~[CAN, AFRI-~KV;ER & DIASPORA 

CB# 3395 205 BATTLE 

1:10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Global Studies 

Friday, December :~3, 20:~3 2:42 PM 

For CIAS faculty <ciasfaculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

Poole, Caroline Willoughby <caroline.poole@unc.edu> 

[ciasfaculty] Fall 2013 e-newsletter from the Curriculum in Global Studies 

Hello, 

The Curriculum in Global Studies has had an eventful fall semester; please read about our news, and learn what our students and alumni are doing all over the world, by clicking on 

the link to our e-newsletter: 

https:iiglobalstudies.unc.eduinews-and-eventsifall-2013-newsletter 

Special thanks to the faculty, students and alumni who contributed to this newsletter, as well as to , our fabulous marketing and communications intern, who edited 

the newsletter for us this fall. 

Many happy returns to you all, 

Caroline 

Caroline Poole, ’98, MPH ’07 

Manager, Curriculum in Global Studies 

2202 FedEx Global Education Center 

301 Pittsboro St. 

UNC-Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3263 

CB# 3263 

ca roline.poole@unc.edu 

globalstudies.unc.edu 

ph: (919)962-5442 

fax: (919)962-8485 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:54 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Re: Your outstanding research paper 

Professor SaNe, 

I know I sent it in well before the deadline. Frown my school email. I know I did. Is there any way that ifI find proof you can reconsider giving me a zero’? 

I spent such a long time writing that paper and I made sure I sent it in. There must be a mistake. What can I do to fix this misunderstaaading? 

Sent from my iPhone 

O11 , at 3:48 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear 

My records indicate that you did not submit your research papeL As such, you will be receiving a zero for that part of the course. 

Sincerely, 
Dr. SaNe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 4:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final paper/grade 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I hope your week has been going well! I know you mentioned at the review session to have the final paper grades out by Wednesday and I am wondering 

when you expect those to get out as well as the final exam grades? 

Best Wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:11 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RESEARCtt PAPER! 

AAAD    Reasearch Paper .docx 

Here Professor this is the email that I sent to ~,ou before. 

Hello Professor SaNe, 

Attached is my research paper. I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Friday, December 13, 2013 4:28 PM 

Dean, Jr., James W. <James Dean@unc.edu>; (~il, Karen M <kgil@emaJd.unc.edu>; ttartlyn, Jonathan <harflyn@nnc.edu>; Owen, Bobbi 

A <owenbo~unc.edu-~; Derickson, Christopher P <cderick~n@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Reid, Dee --~deereid@unc.edu> 

I~W: Chronicle update 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 4:16 PM, "Moon, Karen B" <karen rnoon@unc.edu> wrote: 

Just a quick update: Robbi and I (with great help from    and     today) continue to provide information to the Chronicle reporter. What I did learn 

today is: her story goes to print on December 30 so this story will appear in the January edition. 

Thought you might like to know that. 

Moon 

Karen Moon 

Director, UNC News Services 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-8595 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Frida~v, 4:33 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Subject: Proot~ 

Professor Sahle, 

i’m very surprised that I cannot find it in my sent items. I am not sure how that could have happened, but maybe the message didn’t go through and I 

didn’t notice the notification email, i’m very sorry for all the confusion and I apologize for not double checking to see that the whole process went 

smoothly. Here is a screen shot of the document verifying that the last time I worked on it was the night it was due. Will this be enough? 

Thanks again for considering a resubmission. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

RE: RESEARCH PAPER! 

Another screen shot of the actual date! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, 5:13 PM 

Subject: RE: RESEARCH PAPER! 

Dear 

If you could forward the original email that would be great. 

Thanks. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RESEARCH PAPER! 

4:10 PM 

Here Professor this is the email that I sent to you before. 

Hello Professor Sahle, 

Attached is my research paper. I hope you have a wonderful Thanksgiving! 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Fridw, 4:52 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
Subject: Re: Prool2 

Attach: Screen Shot at 4.20.36 PM.png 

Dear Professor Sable, 
I caunot thank you enough! I ~vill stop bombarding your inbox with countless emails! So son?’ again for the confusion. Thank you so much for your understanding. 
Have a good break! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On , at 4:45 PJV~ "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> Dear, 
> 

> I have accepted the paper. 
> 

> Best wishes, 
> Dr Sahle 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> From: 
> Sent: Friday, 4:32 PM 
> To: Sahle, Eunice N 
> Subject: Proof! 
> 

> 

> [cid:2e5aab2e42fc-4al d-b9 fe-aabbf737017c] 
> 

> 

> Professor Sahle, 
> 

> I’m very surprised that I cannot find it in my sent items. I am not sure how that could have happened, but maybe the message didn’t go through and I didn’t notice the notification email I’m 
very sorry for all the confusion and I apologize fi~r not double checking to see that the whole process went smoothly. Here is a screen shot of the docunxent verifying that the last time I 
worked on it xvas the night it was due. Will this be enough? 
> 

> Thanks again for considering a resubmission. 
> <Screen Shot           at 4.20.36 PM.png> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n.vtimes.com> 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 3:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Boehnefs Jabs at Activist Right Show G.O.P. Shift 

Today’s Headlines ..... 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business SpoAs ,Arts ~rrsvel ~ [odsy’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Boelnler~s 3t~bs at Activist Right Nhow 

Speaker &~hn A. Boehner seethed and questioned the motives of 

conservative advocacy groups afker they piled on against a new 

bipa~fisan budgek deal. 

L~md Disputes S|ow Recovery in Philippines 

Squatre~.~ have long been able to setde on others’ land, but aRer 

Typhoon Haiyan some lando~ers have d~warted rebuilding 

efforts. 

A Disappet~l°ing Spy, and a Scandal at the CoLAo 

When Robert A. I~vJnson disappeared in h’an in 2007, U.S. 

officials insisted he was a private investigakor. In fact, he was a 

C.LAo contractor. 

Speaker i 

John A. [ 
Boahner [ 

~ kicizeI 

Levinso 

~er mere tei) news. ~r) te NYTimes.oom ~> 

Editors’ Picks 

~o~3 Holiday Gift G~fide 
The best present ideas, selected by New York Times expe~fs, for 

the people in your life who love food, nmsJe, movies, games, 

home design, fashion, books, travel and New York City. 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

It" we cmmot determine how Worm War I happened, how can we 

hope to avoid anoth er su eh ea ka stroph e? 

World 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

G rasph~g for Clues in North Korean Exec~tio~ 

The execution of l~m Jot~g-un’s ut~de could signal a fight over 

the clirec~m~ of No~h Korea while sowing eoneern about the 

skabilKy of the eounttT. 

l~Ieeting Opposition Leaders, Ukraine’s 

P~oeMdent Calls for End to Protests 

President Viktor F. Ymmkovich held his first i1~ee-b:>faee 

meeting uqtk opposi’don leadms FHday as "the eounbT’s fiekest 

mare i~J*mt z~(hmetov, expressed suppo~t for the demot~sb’ators. 

Fo~¯ Syrim~ Refugees Sho~’t of Food m~d Clem~ 

%;ater, Snow is an _Added ChMle~ge 

Already suffering from a dire lack of food aid and sanikation, 

displaced Syrians in I ~banon must now deal with bitterly cold 

winter wea dmr. 

UN. Chief Responds to Syria Repoit 

Unicef Urges .Aid for Syria’s Shattered School System 

~ t. ViAor 

Bekaa 

U,S, 

in "~ States, Corner Ca~abis Store Nears Reality 

The sale of the drug w~]] be legal in Colorado a*~ct Washingkm 

n ext mo~th, and some observers predict other states will soon 

follow suit. 

I 772E’; I 



Assailant Dead Afler Shoofin~ at Colorado 
School 

A student who law enforcement officials said wanted to conh’ont 

a teacheF sh~-~t and wounded another student, and then ~ed of an 

apparently self-inflicted gunshot. 

Obama to Keep Securil~° Agency and Cyberwarfare Under a 

S~ng|e Commander 

The president made h~s choice despite concerns that it c,-mcentrates too much 

power ~n the ha~ds ofa s~ng]e military o~cial. 

Business 

B~ilionaire Drops Plan for Casino in Spah~ 

Some ei~de and t~I~g~ous gronps in Spa~n sought to hl~-~ck the 

Enco~gas project, but advocates saw it as a potentla] stimulus 

to the weak economy. 

casino 

SHORTCUTS 

A~ Alternative to Giving Up the Car Keys 

The number of older d~vers on the road is growing, hut 

teeImoloKv a~d ~’aining could keep them hehind the wheel safely 

for longer. 

Hegber ] 
g, le~t, 

?-2 ....... 

COMMON SENSE 

Underdog Agail~st Amazon, Bust Buy Charges ;~ 

Best Buy stock is one of the best-peribrming stocks h~ the 

S~mdard & Poet’s 5oo. leading t@al retailers to wonder how the company did 

~ [] Graphic An Unlil,;ely Member of the fop ~ 0 

Sports 

_Afte~¯ Flirtin~ With "~ ietmoy, :Knieks FaR Apart at       c~,i,:’ 
Gerald the End Wallace 

Despibs havh~g an ~l-.point lead early in t~e fonrt~ qnar~er, ~he 

Knieks managed only three haskets the rest of the way ~n a loss to the Ce]th?s. 

,[~Box Score 



ESSAY 

Sk~b~g Fihns Now H~ve Stor4es to M~l~a t]he 

Ouee known as "ski porn" by powder cndmsJasks, sM movies 

have evolved Lo include actua~ 

~0 Video: Skier’s Fresh Eyes Enable Fi~t Descent 

doing a 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

The public per~’epfion is that the Jameis Winston case was not 

ha~dJed as other cases mi~t have heem and that might he 

that ]t takcs to deter other victims from reporting sexual assaults. 

Patricia 

Carroll 

said the 

Florida 

Arts 

MUSIC REVIEW 

A December Su~prise, %’]tho.t ~Vh~spers (or 

Leaks) 

"Beyone.~," the pop star’s steamy and sleek sell--titled fiK~ studio 

album, suddenly appeared ~n the iTm~es music store w~th no p~{or hype. 

’AMERICAN HUSTLE’ 

**.&meHean Hustle," sLan~ng Christian Bale and Amy Adams, may 

he about a Nmous federal sting, bat it’s also a love story, 

, [] Anatemy of a Scene: ’American HustW 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Inventio~ and Whimsy, I~spired by a Toy 

Reeen t per%rmanees at the U nCaged Toy Piano Festival 

celebrated 3ohn Cage and the qu~rks of a eet~ai~} i~strume~t. 

per~ormi 
~g 

Travel 

FAVORITE PLACE 

Seduced lby Naples 

More than Florence, Rome or Ve~)ice, the author argues, it is 

Naples that is one of the mosk romandc cities in the world. 

CHOICE TABLES 

Ai Pro’is B~’asse~-ies, Cuisine to Mate:h i]~c 

In recent years, the city’s hrasseries have gained a t~putafion 

medioerib’. But at these Ibm" spot% diners can tS~d hoth a lively 

atmosphe~v and sa~isl~ing food. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

D~°awir~g Yomoself Into i-l~c Seen e 

ttow can art deepen the travel experience’? Following the trail of 

artists ra~%i~}g Dora Dali to Vermeer reveals sore e answet~. 

Today’s Video 



The black silhouette of New Yorkers is brought to life by a 

stretch of leg, m ultiple textured fab~es, fur and, of course, a 

black umbrella dus~ed with snow. 

~ w~)~o: In Performmtee: Atom= Mar~e 

The actress pod[Grins a scene fi’om I,incoln Center Theater’s 

production of Shakespeare’s "Macbeth," on Broadway a~ ~he 

Vivian Beaumont. 

~ vine:o: Holiday Feast: Goose 

Sam Siftoa shows how to make a goose fit any ~{ntertimc special 

Obituaries 

Honey Wa|dman, Producer Who C~0eated 2 

Theaters~ D~es at 87 

Ms. Waldman was a stage producer who teamed up with bet 

tmsband to convert a dilapidated movie house in ~he tludson 

Valley m~d a bank i~ the Eas~ ~,,tllage i~to distinguished theaters. 

Waldma 

who 

Allert Rose~tberg, O13w~tp~c Rouqing Coach lNho 

Transformed the Spot% Dies at 8~ 

Mr. Rosenberg ]ed the ~Mnefiean rowing team to gold in the 1964 

Olymph?s a~d brought a~ a~ml~ical approach to what was a spo~ 

of brute strength. 

Don Mitdmll, a Co-Star on TV% ’Ironside,’ Dies 

Besides playing Mark Sanger, the kifle character’s bodyguard- 

assistant on "Ironside," Mr. Mitchell also appeared in the 1973 

film "Scream Blacula, Scream" and on other ’P,; series. 

MitchMI, J 

and J 

Ed itorials 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

A Poor Apology for a V~;ord 

It is peculiarly Englisb to use the word "sorry" to defitse "dae 

potential for conflict while &’a~ng attention to it. 

EDITORIAL 

Battling Horn e|essness in New York Ci ty 

A series i~ The Thnes shows the tragedy of growing up in a shelter. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Year _After Newtown 

Given the ~’ack record of gun-controI efforks, it’s bard to be 

optimistic. But it’s impo~fant not to give up. 

~ Collimr/ist Page ] Blog 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I ALLISON ARIEFF 

Companies flock to cries bflMng of eommunRy, then p~x~eeed to 

~solate themselves fl’om ~he m’ba*~ expmqe*~ee, 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Prosecution Defe~’~’ed, J~stiee De~ied 

Tb e govermn e~t has show]~ a trou blin g ~] u ctanee to brin g crimin al charges 
against major eo~)orations. 

EDITORIAL 

A Fight Oror (7;~ooss-State Po]l]lution 

The Supreme Court should uphold the Environmental ProLeetion Agency’s 

rigbfftfl authorib~ to clean the air. 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

[]     ~i ~,4 ,~,,,oI ~[] 

Access The New York Times Item anywhere with ou[ suite el apps: 

iPhone’(0 l iPad® Android I 

Visit The New York 
Times Store >~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Section ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

lhis is an automated emaiL Please do net reply directly to this email 

You received this message because yell signed up [sr NYTirnes,com’s Today’s Headlines newsierter, 

As a member of the IRUSIe pnvacy program, we are commi,ff, ed to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe { Manage Subscriptions :: Change"(our Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Final grades 

Hi Professor Sdtde, 

I saw that you posted final grades, and I was just wondering if you could tell me how I did on the final? 

I would also like to ask you to reconsider my final grade of in your class based on my eft’off. I enjoyed the class veo~ much, and devoted a lot of time to the readings 

and to my essay. I know that my participalion was lacking, but there has been a steep learning curve in moving to this school ,so I have felt nervous speaking up in all of 

my clasps. I tried my best to engage with the readings like you suggested, as well as the lectures. I an~ very much hoping you will consider my request. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:00:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: Your graded paper 

Dear 

Please find attached your graded research paper. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From-" 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: paper 

11:02 PM 

Dr. Sahle, 
I have attached my paper. I hope you have a good thanksgiving. 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Saturday, 11:59 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subjet’t: grades 

Hi professor Sahle! 

I was confused as to why I got a when it felt like I definitely did well on the final! I was hoping you could break down the percentages of how I got a 

Thank you. 



From: @live.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Saturday, 2:35 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: Grades 

Hello Professor Sahle. 

I hope all is well with you and your family! I am writing to you in regards to my grade. I am currently in a tough situation, because the failing grade I 
received in your class has made me ineligible to come back to school(UNC) after the break. I realize I did not do the best work in your class, but I did try to 
understand the material to the best of my abilities. I know this is a lot to ask you for, but out of the kindness of your heart could you please reconsider 
making my F a D. I know this is major, but I really need this help in order to stay in school. I’ve been dealing with a lot this semester and I would greatly 
appreciate if you could do this for me. Thanks for everything! 

Sincerely, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Pier < @gmail.com~ 

Saturday, December 14, 2013 3:56 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course requests 

Eunice --- 

I’m sor~z this is so late. Here are my course requests for 2014-15 I am flexible, so let me know- if you want me to teach something different. 

Fall 2014 

AAAD 101 Intro to Africa* 
AAAD 4xx Music of African Diasporas (my new course, which should be in the bulletin by then?) 

*I greatly prefer to teach the AAAD 101 section with seats reserved for first-years if it hasn’t already been allocated. If getting that section means teaching this course in the Spring instead, 
I’d be happy to do that! 

Spring 2015 

AAAD 320 Music of Africa 
AAAD 375 Politics of Cultural Production in Africa 

I prefer T/Th in the afternoons Starting at 12:30 works well. Thanks! 

--[)ave 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 3:49 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Today’s Headlines: Officials Say U.S. May Never Know Extent of Snowden’s Leaks 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines     Sunday, December, 5, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Officials Say U.S. May Never Know Extent of Snowden’s 
Leaks 
By MARK MAZZETTI and MICHAEL S. SCHMIDT 

Investigators remain in the dark partly because the facility where the former 

National Security Agency contractor Edward J. Snowden worked was not 

equipped with software to monitor employees. 

, Obama to Keep Security Agency and Cyberwarfare Under Same Command 

Far Right in Eastern Europe Makes Gains as 
Syrians Arrive 
By ANDREW HIGGINS 

A party known as Ataka, which means attack, champions 

"Bulgaria for Bulgarians" and has denounced Syrian refugees as 

terrorists whom Bulgaria, the European Union’s poorest nation, must expel. 

The Selling of Attention Deficit Disorder 
By ALAN SCHWARZ 

Diagnoses have soared as makers of the drugs used to treat 

attention deficit hyperactivity disorder have found success with a 
two-decade marketing campaign. 

¯ ~ Video: How Pharmaceuticals Sell A.D.H.D. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

The Best of 2o13 
Slaves, astronauts and con artists in film. "Matilda" and 

"Macbeth" in theater. Slimy politicians and zombies on TV. 

Kanye West, Lorde and Nine Inch Nails in pop music. Paul 

McCarthy and medieval treasures in arts. An extended look back at the year’s 

very best. 

OPINION I OPINION 

A Formula for Happiness 
By ARTHUR C. BROOKS 

Social scientists have determined three sources of supreme 

contentment: genes, events and values. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"The numbers make it look like an epidemic. Well, it’s 
not. It’s preposterous. This is a concoction to justify the 

giving out of medication at unprecedented and 
unjustifiable levels." 

KEITH CONNERS, a psychologist and professor emeritus at Duke University, criticizing the 
rise of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder or A.D.H.D. diagnoses and prescriptions for 

stimtflants. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



ORDER TODAY~ 

World 

State Funeral of Mandela Begins 
By JOHN ELIGON, LYDIA POLGREEN and ALAN COWELL 

After lO days of national mourning, Nelson Mandela is to be 
buried with military honors at a ceremony blending the public 
and the private. 

¯ Video From NBC News Live 

: ~ Video Notebook: Mandela Arrives Home 

American and Chinese Navy Ships Nearly Collided in South 
China Sea 
By JANE PERLEZ 

The encounter this month was a sign of the increased tensions in the South 

China Sea as China tries to enforce its territorial claims. 

Ciudad Jufirez, a Border City Known for Killing, 
Gets Back to Living 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Only a few years ago, Ciudad Jufirez was a symbol of drug war 
devastation. But the killing has subsided, replaced by new 
businesses, returning residents and cautious hope. 

¯ ~ Slide Show: A Violent Border City’s Revival 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

A Utah Law Prohibiting Polygamy Is Weakened 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

A federal judge struck down parts of Utah’s anti-polygamy law as 
unconstitutional in a case brought by a star of "Sister Wives," the reality 



television show. 

Arrests Challenge Los Angeles County Sheriff’s 

4-Term Tenure 
By JENNIFER MEDINA 

With the County Sherift’s Department enmeshed in new 
allegations of civil rights violations and falsified reports, its 
leader, Lee Baca, faces renewed calls for his resignation. 

Scientists Turn Their Gaze Toward Tiny Threats 
to Great Lakes 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ 

Scientists have worried about plastic debris in the oceans for 

decades, but focused on enormous accumulations. More recently, 
the question of smaller bits has gained attention. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Japan’s Top Voice: High, Polite and on the Phone 
By HIROKO TABUCHI 

The annual Ml-Japan Phone-Answering Competition for office 
workers is a closely watched contest that some say reiterates the 
stereotype of women in clerical positions. 

¯ ~ Video: Hello, Japan’s Champion Speaking ... 

ECONOMIC VIEW 

Solving the Shortage in Primary Care Doctors 



By CATHERINE RAMPELL 

Congress and the hospitals have established a residency system 

that doesn’t train the doctors Americans need most. 

Cook Islands, a Paradise of Untouchable Assets 
By LESLIE WAYNE 

These flyspeck islands in the Pacific have the reputation of being 
a place where assets can be hidden from business partners, 
litigants or former spouses. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

Winston Earns Heisman in a Runaway 
By GREG BISHOP 

Florida State’s Jameis Winston, who faced scrutiny this season 
after being accused of rape, finished 1,5ol points ahead ofA J 
McCarron for the seventh-largest victory margin in Heisman 
history. 

A Last Hurrah for Hollywood Park 
By JOHN BRANCH 

With the track’s last race scheduled for Dec. 22, among the few 
likely to witness its final moments are those who remember the 
synchronization of the golden eras of horse racing and 
Hollywood. 

KN ICKS 111, HAWKS 106 

No Rest for Stoudemire; No Regrets for Knicks 
By ZACH SCHONBRUN 

With limited options, Mike Woodson rolled the dice with his star 
Amar’e Stoudemire, who is still recovering from knee surgery. 

, ~ Box Score 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

The Festival World, and What’s Beyond 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

"American Hustle" and "12 Years a Slave" are among a critic’s 

favorite films of the year. 

I Want It Steamy, and I Want It Now 
By ALESSAN DRA STAN kEY 

Juicy escapism predominated on television this year, with series 



like "Scandal," "Revenge" and "House of Cards" eclipsing 

offerings like ’The Newsroom.’ 

And a Teenager Shall Lead Them 
By JON PARELES 

Popular acts like Laura Marling, Nine Inch Nails, M.I.A., Janelle 

Monfie and David Bowie made room for the newcomer Lorde 

among a list of the best albums of the year. 

....................................................................................................... FPr r~0~e Prts ~e~S! 90 t? N~(!~!mesr�0m(Arts ~ 

Magazine 

Inside the Power of the N.R.A. 
By ROBERT DRAPER 

It has been a year since the Newtown shootings. Federal gun laws 

haven’t changed. Here is why. 

David O. Russell: In Conversation 
By NEAL GABLER 

The director of "American Hustle" on redirecting his own career. 

IT’S THE ECONOMY 

Why Are Americans Staying Put? 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

As with so many cases of inertia, the Internet may be partly to 

blame. 

........................................................... (0( r~0re fr~r~ ~he S~day r~aga~!~e, 90 to N~’~!mes~�0m!Magaz!ne ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Gays Worry About Post-Mandela S. 

Africa 
South Africa’s constitution guarantees equality. But some gays 
worry that with Nelson Mandela’s passing, some of those rights 

could come under threat. 

~ VIDEO: Holiday Drinks: Turkey Legs 
Jon Santer of The Prizefighter in Emeryville, Calif., made a spice- 

filled cocktail from brandy and rum. 

~ VIDEO: Review: ~’O~4 Chevy Malibu 
When the 2Ol3 Malibu failed to excite critics (and more 

importantly, buyers), Chevy quickly refreshed it. The 2o14 model 



gets more style, room, power and cornering fun. 

............................................................................................................ FO[ [£�~r~ y!d~0, g0 ~0 N~’T!me~:cornNideo ~ 

Obituaries 

Jack Fishman Dies at 83; Saved Many From 
Overdose 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Dr. Fishman worked on a drug that counters the addictive and 

potentially fatal use of narcotics. 

........................................................................................... E0r 9~or~ 0bit~r!es, g? to N~(Times:£om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

Even Gifted Students Can’t Keep Up 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

With its best students far behind their foreign peers, America 
needs new ideas to nurture their talent and produce new 

innovators. 

¯ ~ Video: Teaching Science Teachers 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

The Guantfinamo Trials, in Pastel 
By FRANCIS X. CLINES 

Every single drawing from the lone sketch artist permitted in the 
terrorist trials is scrutinized by censors, and sometimes 

defendants, before the military allows public dissemination. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

The Return of John Podesta 
By ROBERT B. SEMPLE Jr. 

Podesta’s decision to join the White House staff is good news for 

environmentalists. 

.................................................................................................... F0r r~0[e 0p!r~i£r~, go ~O N~’T!rnes:�om!0p!nion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OPINION 

Skip the Supplements 
By PAUL A. OFFIT and SARAH ERUSH 

Dietary supplements: mislabeled, contaminated and probably 
useless. 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Catholics Still in Exile 
By FRANK BRUNI 

Pope Francis’ words are gentle, but the church’s treatment of 

some employees remains harsh, impeding the outreach to 

disaffected Catholics. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Daughter Theory 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Does raising girls make parents conservative? 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e £#!£i0£, go to NY~[irne~:�0m!Opini0n ~ 

Sunday Review 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

Surveillance: Cozy or Chilling? 
By NOAM COHEN 

Some see a small-town atmosphere, some see Big Brother. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

The Bitcoin Ideology 
By ALAN FEUER 

To its creators and numerous disciples, bitcoin is a mostly ideological 
undertaking, more philosophy than finance. 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 15, 1916, the French defeated the Germans in the World War I 
Battle of Verdun. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

@live.unc.edu 

Sunday, 

Final Grade 

5:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice (eunice) 

F~om: 

Greetings Dr. SaNe, 

Sorry to bother yo~ but I was wondering if we could furfl~er discuss my tinal grade. I am in dire need of a miracle if you will. Sorry for the inconvenience I mn j ust 

extre~nely desperate tbr your help at this time. If you could be of assistance to me please con’tact me at your convenience. 

Best wishes, 

This fora~arded message was sent via Sakai @ UNC-Chapel Hill Messages fio~n the "AAAD 

Messages for this site: A~JkD       F_.~A 

.FA " site. To reply to tl~is message click this link to access 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 10:07 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

RE: Swah Add lbr Duke students 

Mwalimu, 

Good evening. I hope all is well. I am following on the two Duke students’ registration which I submitted last month¯ It appears that only one name was added: 
¯ The second name is yet to be added. The details are as follows: 

PID: 

Thank you for your help. 

Good night, 

Esther 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent-" Monday, 6:09 PM 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swah       Add for Duke students 

Dear Mwalimu, 
I hope all is well despite the cold weather. The following are the names of two Duke students who can only take Swab 
of time conflict. As I mentioned to you, this section is already full. Please see if you can add them. 

1. 

PID: 

2. 

PID: 

at lOambecause 

Thank you so muchfor your help, 

Esther 



~ S~at: Su~d~ .... 10:49 PM 

~v’::h~cb b the en{V saved copy of the paper, unt]~ eadg tomorrow m:orNng. I ap.olog~ze for the delay, tha:nk yo~ for te{ii#g me, 

Ehank 

Be:st wishes, 
Dr. Sable 

~e~t: Fdday~ 5 ’,: O0 

~ubject: ~R~ENT: AAA~D 

} ha:re bee~ ~1~9 ~ apen: ~e d#cument you ~nt for days now w~th no ~uck, 

~base ~send ~t in word format a:nd m:ak~ you sure that ~t can ~ o~ed. 

F~r, 5ah~e 

}e~t: T~esday. 11::3 t 

~o: SaMe, Eue~e N 

~r. Sah{e~ 

~Thankyou so much fo:r the extens~en:. Please fln~d the a:ttached do:cument. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 3:43 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: China Focusing Graft Inquiry on Ex-Official 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines     Monday, December, 6, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Media &Advertising I Today’s Video 

I Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day I CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

China Focusing Graft Inquiry on Ex-Official 
By JONATHAN ANSFIELD and CHRIS BUCKLEY 

The decision by President Xi Jinping to investigate the former 
head of the domestic security apparatus is the first time that such 
a high-level official has been the focus of a formal corruption 
inquiry. 

Sheriffs Refuse to Enforce Laws on Gun Control 
By ERICA GOODE 

The resistance of sheriffs in Colorado to enforcing certain gun 
laws is raising questions about whether tougher rules passed 
since Newtown have a muted effect in parts of the nation where 

gun ownership is common. 

Going Out With Building Boom, Mayor Pushes 
Billions in Projects i!!~’, :. 
By CHARLES V. BAGLI 

Bloomberg administration officials are determined to finish 
public reviews for a number of "legacy projects" before Mayor 
Michael R. Bloomberg leaves office. 

¯ ~ Graphic: Le~lover Projects 

.................................................................................................................. E0[ r00re top o~ws, go to N~’T!mes~�0m ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Video Notebook: Mandela Arrives Home .................................................. 
The Times’s John Eligon talked to South Africans in Qunu, 
Nelson Mandela’s boyhood village, as his remains arrived for 
burial. 

OPINION I OP-DOCS & THE MAGAZINE 

’Naturally, J.J. Cale’ 
By DREW CHRISTIE 

This animated Op-Doc explores why J.J. Ca]e, who wrote classics 

like "After Midnight," "Cocaine" and "Ca]] Me the Breeze," never 

achieved stardom. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We’ve seen several red lines put forward by the 
president, which went along and became pinkish as 

time grew, and eventually ended up completely white." 

PRINCE TURKI AL-FAISAL, the former intelligence chief of Saudi Arabia, accusing President 
Obama of indecision on issues in the Middle East. 

ADVERTISEMENT 



ORDER TODAY~ 

World 

European Union Suspends Trade Talks With 
Ukraine 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

A top official all but accused President Viktor F. Yanukovich of 

dissembling over a deal that protesters have been demanding. 

Saudi Prince Criticizes Obama Administration, 
Citing Indecision in Mideast 
By STEVEN ERLANGER 

Prince Turki al-Faisal, a former intelligence chief, said efforts to 

secure a peace deal between Israelis and Palestinians would 

founder without dear commitment from President Obama. 

North Korean Leader’s Aunt Appears Unscathed 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

Kim Kyong-hui was named on a leadership list in North Korea’s 
state-run media, signaling she may have avoided the fate of her 

husband, who was executed last week. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

More Retailers See Haggling as a Price of Doing 
Business 
By HILARY STOUT 

Consumers have become bolder, and they know that they often 
have the upper hand during a tough season for retailers, who 
must compete with steep online discounts. 



Pay for U.S. College Presidents Continues to Grow 
By TAMAR LEWIN 

The Chronicle of Higher Education released their latest analysis of the 

compensation for United States college presidents. 

Scholars’ Group to Disclose Result of Vote on an Academic 

Boycott of Israel 
By RICHARD P~REZ-PE~A 

The American Studies Association put a resolution to a vote of its almost 5,ooo 

members, who had until Sunday night to cast their ballots online. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 

Beyonc6 Rejects Tradition for Social Media’s 

Power 
By BEN SISARIO 

The pop star bypassed the standard practice of relentless 

promotion when she released her album last week, and the 

impressive response may have blazed a new trail for the music industry. 

Booksellers Wary About Holiday Sales 
By JULIE BOSMAN 

Competition from e-books has eased, but merchants face other 

obstacles during their most crucial sales period. 

Revelations That Ikea Spied on Its Employees 
Stir Outrage in France 



By NICOLA CLARK 

The case has caused outrage in a country where privacy is valued, 

and it remains unclear why the Ikea’s unit is said to have engaged 

in the practice so widely. 

, Ikea’s Investigations Not Limited to Employees 

For more business news, go to NYTimes,comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

PANTHERS 30, JETS 20 

Jets’ Fourth-Quarter Mistakes, Unusual and 
Familiar, Hurt Playoff Hopes 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

The Jets stayed within 3 points of the Carolina Panthers for three 

quarters, before failing, 3o-2o, and needing a Baltimore loss on Monday to keep 

their playoff chances alive. 

¯ ~ Box Score 

Sharapova Is Back in the Game and as Driven as 
Ever 
By CHRISTOPHER CLAREY 

Maria Sharapova, who says she can now serve pain-free, is 

preparing for the 2014 season opener with a new coach, new off- 

court challenges and an old rivalry. 

SYRACUSE 68, ST. JOHN’S 63 

St. John’s Finds Hope in a Loss to Syracuse 
By EACH SCHONBRUN 

In the first game between the rivals since the Orange joined the 

A.C.C., C. J. Fair and Tyler Ennis each scored 21 points to lead 

No. 2 Syracuse to a win at Madison Square Garden. 

: ~ Box Score 

............................................................................................. Eo[ ~£re sp£rts r)e~s! g£ t£ N’~(imesrcom(sports ~ 

Arts 

China’s Art Market Powerhouse Complicates 
Reform Efforts 
By GRAHAM BOWLEY and DAVID BARBOZA 

The state-run China Po]y Group Corporation, once part of the 

army, has grown from an arms merchant to a conglomerate 

behind the world’s third-largest auction house. 

MUSIC REVIEW 

Bad Girl Meets Bad Santa 
By BEN RATLIFF 

The anticipation of Miley Cyrus generated intense excitement at 



the Zloo Jingle Ball on Friday, until her performance, at least 
musically, became a pointed rejection of the rhythm of Jingle 
Ball, in which the upbeat mood must rule. 

¯ ~.;.~ Slide Show 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Multiplayer Games With a Local Touch 
By CHRIS SUELLENTROP 

"Indie Essentials: 25 Must-Play Video Games," a playable 

exhibition at the Museum of the Moving Image, provides the 
easiest way to experience "local multiplayer" games. 

¯ ~ Slide Show 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Media & Advertising 

NPR Gets $17 Million in Grants to Expand 
Coverage and Develop Digital Platform 
By ELIZABETH JENSEN 

The grants, to be announced Monday, come just three months 
after NPR, which is facing financial difficulties, said it would cut 
lO percent of its staff. 

MEDIA DECODER 

Budget Travel Magazine Sees a Digital Rebirth 
By CHRISTINE HAUGHNEY 

Mired in bankruptcy, Budget Travel has found ways to generate revenue 
through digital subscriptions on iPad, Kindle, Nook and Android devices, and 
from display advertising on its website. 

ADVERTISING 

Airbnb Campaign Uses Birdhouses to Widen Its 
Reach 
By JANE L. LEVERE 

Airbnb, an online service that connects travelers with people who 
want to rent out their homes, is beginning its first integrated national 
advertising campaign. 

¯ News From the Advertising Industry 

................................................................. For ~ore ~edia ~r~d ad~er~isirN r~e~vs, go to N~Times,£om!Media ~ 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Naturally, J.J. Cale 

This animated Op-Doc explores why J.J. Cale, who wrote such 

classic songs as "After Midnight," "Cocaine" and "Call Me the 

Breeze," never achieved stardom. 



~ VIDEO:VOws: Celebrating Home 
Amanda Lundy and Scan McGinley, both quirky collectors, live 

in their dream home in Sea Bright, N.J. Damage from Hurricane 

Sandy had them scrambling to renovate in time for their 

wedding. 

~ VIDEO: A Rally for the Ukrainian Government 
Tens of thousands of demonstrators came out to support 

Ukraine’s President Yanukovich on Saturday. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo >> 

Obituaries 

Peter O’Toole, Star of ’Lawrence of Arabia,’ Is 

Dead at 81 
By BENEDICT NIGHTINGALE 

Mr. O’Too]e was one of his generation’s most accomplished and 

charismatic actors whose performances brought him eight 

Academy Award nominations. 

Joan Fontaine, Who Won an Oscar for 
Hitchcock’s ’Suspicion,’ Dies at 96 
By ANITA GATES 

Ms. Fontaine was only 24 when she took home an Academy 

Award in 1942, the youngest best-actress winner at the time. 

Charles M. Vest, 7~,, President of M.I.T. and a 

Leader in Online Education, Dies 
By ASHLEY SOUTHALL 

Dr. Vest was trained as a mechanical engineer and became a 

champion of women in science and engineering. 

........................................................................................... E0r r?0r# 0bitL~gr!es, g? to N~(Times,Fom!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Medicaid Outpaces Private Plans 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Exchanges report sharp rise in applications processed for private and public 

insurance. 

EDITORIAL 

The Black Hole of Terrorism Watch Lists 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Congress should make it easier for people to challenge their inclusion on the list. 



EDITORIAL 

Big Tobacco Bullies 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Tobacco companies are using trade and investment agreements to challenge and 

intimidate developing countries as they try to regulate cigarettes. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Russia vs. Europe 
By BILL KELLER 

Czar ¥ladimir takes on the decadent West. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Why Inequality Matters 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

The economic populists have it right. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Documented Life 
By SHERRYTURKLE 

We constantly interrupt our experiences to make a record of them. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 16, 1950, President Truman proclaimed a national state of 
emergency in order to fight "Communist imperialism." 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pew Hall <hallpa@email.tmc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:03 AM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Amazon.corn order of Am We Not Men?: Masculine... and 19 morn item(s). 

Dear Sonia 

I an forwarding this confirmation of an order for several books from Amazon in conjunction ruth my current research project. Another order confirmation roll follow 

momentarily. Undoubtedly these will be the last expenditures fi’om my research account, which closes on Dec. 31 

The credit card statements where these chaqes will be registered won’t be available tmtil Januaw, so I am sending the order confimmtion as documentation of the 

expenditures. 

I apologize for sending these so late in the term. These texts are all sources I have uncovered or become familiar with in the course of my research. 

’I’ha~k you 

HapRv New Year ifI don’t see you. 

Peru/ 

p.s., as far as I can determine, the reimbursement for the previous expenditure has not been transferred to my account; also, I still a~-ait info re; my 
pa-ki~g pem~it. 

ph 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:Amazon.com order of Are We Not Men’?: Masculine... and 19 more item(s). 

Date:Sun, 15 Dec 2013 22:42:01 +0000 
From :auto - confi~ra(&amazon.com <auto- confirm~anazon.com> 

Reply-To:auto- confi~ra(&amazon.com <auto- confirm~anazon.com> 
To:Pen)’ Hall <hallpa~ema~l.unc.edw- 

Order Confirmation 
Order #114-54{~05;’9.-5/77061 

Helk> Perry H{ql, 
Thank you for shopping with us. We’d like to let you know that Amazon has received your order, and is preparing 

it for shipment. Your estimated delivery date is below. If you would like to view the status of your order or make 
any changes to it, please visit Yeur Orc’:ers on Amazon.com. 

Yeu~ estim.ated delivery date is: 
Wednesday, December 18, 2013 

Yeu~’ at’,ippi~’,g speed: 

~ Two-Day Shipping 

Yosr order wili be aep, t to: 

Perry Hail 

Order Detail,*; 

Order #1 ~ 4-5480579~577/061 

Pisced oi~ Sunday; December ~ 51 2013 



Vernacular Ouiture 

B,~owm Faham, i.si’,a Pa,tli(:ia; Pape,~ba(:k 

Sold by Arr!azon cor!’~ LI.O 

The Sixties: Years of Hope, Days of Rage 

C, itiin~ Todd; Paperback 

Sold by Arr!az,’:)n cam LI.O 

Black Power and the Gar~’ey Movement 

Viscent~ Theodore G ; Pape,~back 

Sold by Amazon cam LLC 

Stop,, 

Selbin, Eric: Paperback 

Sold by Amazon cam LLC 

The UnraveF:ng a[ .America A History ol I..iberu~lism 
in the 1980s 

Mat~s ov,L A~e~ J : Paperback 

8ek~ by AmazorLcom LLC 

Many Are the Crimes: McCalthy~sm in America 

Scm’ecke~: Eitenl }--:ardco’,,er 

8eki by AmazorLcom LLC 

sr!d 20th-Centd!y Ar!serican Poetry (Modern & 

Thomas, Dr, Lorenzo; Pape~bacl,~ 

Sold by Amazon cam LLC 

Amedcan Moderniscq 

Kimberly ~%’, Bel~s,.%~:: Paperback 

Sold by Arr!azon cor!’~ LI.C 

Def,/ing Dixie: The Radical Roots of Civil Rights, 

~919-1950 

Gitmorm Gienda Eiizabelh; Paperback 

Sold by Amazon cam LLC 

Rale Call: A Gener~d:ional Anthology cf 8ccial and 

P.qitica;= Bh.~.’:k I..ili.watur.9 and Art 

Ou~aysh A~L Paperback 

SaM by getbooks4yeu 

Co~x~fion: New 

A Cor!’spaniorl to F’oat..! 945 America 

Agnew JeamChristophe Rese.."..zweig. 

Paperback 

SaM by AmazarLcem LLC 

Pr,’llatada:~ Fk;t:on 1929--1941 (.r-"ost- 

Contemporary I nter,/e~tions) 

Sold by Arr!azon cam [.I.C 

Freedom is; Freedom Ain’t: Jazz and tYle Making of 

~i~e ~ixtie.s 

Saui, Scott: Paperb~c,k 

Sold by Amazen cam LLC 

$21.56 

$14.87 

$15.26 

$25.66 

$19.56 

$35.39 

$19.80 

$39.85 

$16.90 

$10.93 

$41.02 

$24.27 

$21.85 



DF1F1 

~ 7he Ck,’ii Ri.qnts Mowmlent in America $23.29 
(Char:ceiioCs .S:/mpo.si~;m Series) 

Sold by Amazon corn LLC 

Black Chant: Languag.es .’11’ l\frican-Am.eri.’:an $46.37 
Postmodernism (Cambridge Studies i~ American 
Literature and Curb;re) 

Nb~sen, Ak£~n Lynn; Paperback 

Sok~ by Amazor~.cem LLC 

Are Vv’e Not Men?: Mascuiine An~iely and fl~e 

Prnblern ef/@=can American k~erlbt!/ 

Harper, Phiiiip Bdan; Paperback 

Sold by Amazon corn LLC 

Black Nabnnalism in American PeIRics and $29.15 

Thought 

Robinsorh Profe.ssor Dean E.; Paperback 

Sold b}’ Amazen oom LLC 

Liberated Temtory: Untold Local Perspectives on $22.00 
ti~e ~iack Panli~er Parl:y 

YOt~l."q Willia."T:S Jam8 Lazerow: Paperbsck 

Sold by Amazen oom LLC: 

Rethinking the Cold War {Critical Perspectives On $29.66 

%~e P) 

Sold by Amazon corn LLC 

Under.standing th.e N.e’w ?.lack P.’le~r~,,: Biu~ck $8.95 

Speech & Black Music As Poetb References 

(~ok~ by Roadk~II geoks 

ComPel:kin: Used -Goo~ 

Item Subtotal: $527.51 

Shipping & Handling: $0.00 

Total Before Tax: $527.51 

O~der Total: $527.51 

To learn more about ordering, go to Ordering from Amazon corn. 

If you want more information or need more assistance, go to Heip 

Thank you for shopping with us. 

Amazon,corn 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 9:35 AM 

Pahner, Christopher Lee <Ch6s.Palme@xeroxprinting.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emml.unc.edu> 

RE: newsletter quote! 

Dear Chris, 

The price is fine. Would you please send the three of us the final PDF file before the newsletter is printed. 

Thanks, 
Margaret 

From: Palmer, Christopher Lee 
Sent: Vriday, December 13, 2013 5:10 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: newsletter quote! 

Please see new quotes for the newsletter. This quote is with design charges included 

Black & White - $841.57 

Color - $100891 

Please let me know i:[’you have any additional questions or concerns 

’]?hanks, 

Christopher Pahner 
Document Advisor 
Xerox Printing @ UNC Chapel ]]iH 
2700 Homestead Road 
Chapel Hill, NC 27516 
O:ffice: 919-962-5566 
Direct: 919-962-244)0 
Mobile: 
chris.palraer@xer oxprinting .tmc. edu 

From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
Sent: Friday, December 06, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: Palmer, Christopher Lee 
Subject: A.a~D Newsletter final 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 10:21 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Swah        Add for     students 

Dear Eunice, 

This request is complete. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 10:10 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Swah       Add for     students 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the following student from to Lisanza’s class: 

PID: 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 1 1:57 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Majors and minors 

20131216114555746.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

was instructed to give you the current number of majors and minors before noon on Monday Dec. 16. Here they are. 

Best, 

Travis 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Majors and minors 

Dea r Travis, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please let me have the current number of majors and minors before noon on Monday Dec. 16. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 





From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Monday, 12:01 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

RE: AAAD-    Resend 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 
Thank you for your help. 

Sincereb; 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 2:18:52 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD-    Resend 

Dear 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your paper. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 9:12 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD- Resend 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I have resent my document, please let me know if it goes through. 

Thank you verv much, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 5:12 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Course Concerns 

Hello, 

My name is              and I am      here at Carolina, I am emailingto find out how I could get in touch with a professor who has not given grades 

back for proof of work submitted, I need to know who could possibly help me get in contact with a professor since I can not reach him for my grades, This 

now creates conflict with a grade received for the semester that surely does not reflect the other grades that I have received throughout the course. Who 

may I contact or speak with about this issue? 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 
BA, Women and Gender Studies 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 9:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu~> 
Subject: AAAD 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

I hope your winter break has started off well. I saw on connectcarolina that final grades have been posted. I was wondering what my grade was for the 

final exam and participation. 

I know that in the syllabus any two unexcused absences results in a five point deduction from the final grade, but I am relatively certain that I only missed 

one class. 

Thank you for a wonderful semester, and I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chemistry B.A. Major 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

Hello Professor rm emailing you in regards to the previous emails I’ve sent you. I’m unsure if you’ve received any of them, but I would love to talk to you. Thanks for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:30 PM 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Grades 

itnage ) peg; ATT00001 .~ 



Sent from my iPhone 

> On 

> 

> I would if I only had your HANDWRITTEN permission--as required by FERPAo 

you contact me at the start of next semester and we can work it out? 

at 11:07 PM, "Porter, Robert S" <rporter@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> From: 

> Sent: Monday, 3:28 PM 

> To: Porter, Robert S 

> Subject: Grades 

> 

> Hello Professor, 

> 

> Just wanted to know if could email my 

and final. 

> 

> Thanks 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 

Why don’t 

grades for the journal, class participation, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

UNCCH Universi~ Librm?- <circadmin@afton.lib.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Libra~ Notice 

;Valter R. Davis Library 
CB#3916,Circulation Department 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514-8890 

12-17-13 08:1 

Faculty Overdue Fine Bill: The following Library charges are 
owed at the Circulation Desk 
ITEM Amount 
Politics of origin in Africa : autochthony, citizenship and coN" 
OVERDErE Davis Library 00046368731 .............................. $5.50 

The roots of African conflicts : the causes & costs 
OVERDUE Davis Llbl-ary 00031065631 .............................. $5.50 

African democracy and development : challenges for post-conflict 
OV[¢RI)UE Davis Library 00045583108 .............................. $5.50 

TOTALS16 50 

EUNK;E N SA[ 

~[~’RICAN, AI,TZI-AMER & DIASPORA 

3395 205 BAT’H_,E 

12:6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Color~ Soma <sonia_colon@med.unc,edu> 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:06 PM 

SaNe, Eumce N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emaiLunc.edu> 

RE: Summer budget 

Thank you Eunice 

[ will correct the [~ote for Professor 
Sophia 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 12:05 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
(;¢: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Summer budget 
Importance: High 

Dear Sonia, 

Please find attached the summer school budget which 1 have reviewed and approved. T have a minor editorial suggestion: 
- Ph.D expected date: May 

Best wishes and thanks, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:34 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Senate Asks C.I.A. to Share Its Report on Interrogations 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs Arts ~ [)ining &~,%’ine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnThis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

L:;: MARK ~AZ:::~.~ 

The Senate ~l~te]ligenee Commi~ee has asked the C.I.A. for 

internal stu@ that lauqnakers believe is broaOy ctqtieal of "~e 

C.I.A.’s detet~ion at~d i~tert~gation program. 

Russia Offers Cash Infusion for Uk~oaine 

Presiden~ Iqadimir V. Putin said Russia would provide $I5 

billion in loans and a shat’p discount on nahm~l gas prices, a bold 

move in his receipt diplomatic battle with the West. 

, Unease as an Opposition Part/Stends Out in Ukraine’s Protests 

Got a Ligl~t? Ol~]l~ie Torch Relay Seems Cursed 

to the Ends ofl-he Earth 

The toreh relay leading to the Soehi Games, featurJ~g the longest 

route iu Olympic his[oD’, has bad its share of inep~tude aud 

misfortu*~e. 

~ Slide Show: The Travels of the Olympic retch 

~ ~ Graphic: Glitches Along an Ambitious ! 4,000-Leg Relay 

~ Obama Names Gay AtNetes to Delegation 

Mark 

,’~{ 

~reside 

Vladimir 

Editors’ Picks 



DINING &WINE 

NuL~ have been getting a ]or of attention as a dieter’s best fl’iend. 

Despite being loaded ~th fat and ea]o~%s, studies show that 

, Reiated A~tic~e 

OPINION I OP-DOCS AND THE MAGAZINE 

’Npider Drove a TaxP 

This Op-.Doe video celebrates New York City’s taxi d~qvers 

through tb e lif~ of Job n hie Footm an, kn own as S1A d~r, wh o w~ s 

the city’s oldest cabby. 

Today’s Video 

~ v~:o: SeieneeTake: Tlhe Pl~ysi(xs of Ants 

They can flow like a liquid and bonnee back like a solid. Masses 

of fire at~ts show a duality that it~trigues physicists. 

, Reisted AIticle 

Tow~ies 

Tonia Guffey of Dram in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, created a 

cocktail packed with holiday flavors: orange, cocoa and 

World 

A Top Iraqi Official’s Advice to Karzai? Take [~ ~id. 
_~ieriea’s Deal 

Hamid 

With the benefit of hindsighL the Iraqi forei~ minister~ ttoshyar 

Zeba~, eom~seled Preside~[ Hamid Karzai to get over his 

d~fl~rences wkh the Americans and sign a seem’ib~ agreement with the Vnited 

States. 



New Feeling: Fear 

More than ~5o EK~’pfia~ police officers ~ave been killed since 

mid--Aagus~ alone, and the a~taeks have affected morale on khe 

Rocky Stair in Promoting New Cha[ter for Egypt 

~gy~ [ 
officers 

Amid Chinese Rivah~, Japan Seek~ More Muscle 

A ~mw five-year defense plan, deseribed as "proactive pacifism," 

calls for acquiring drones and amphibions assan]t vehicles, and 

reverses a decade of military spending cuts. 

s of the 

Je’apanes 

U.S. 

After Rifli~g Critical of N oS.Ao, Unceetair~ Terrah, for Appeal 

A definRive decision on a ~eiephone surveiliance effork seems likely~ but much 

else is m~dem’, as Supreme Cxm~ opinions have pointed in opposite directions. 

~ Video: The N S.A.’s Evolution 

, Judge Questions I.ega~~ of N.S.A Phone Records 

Plau for iEvaluath~g Them 

~ evaluation sysk’m installed by t~e skate~a education 

secretaw-designake, Hanna Skandera, ~ves koo much weighk 

standardized tesN, Ol~po~mnta say. 

ac!ing 
New 

Workers’ Claims Over G~Jf Oil Spill 

The oil company accused the la~Ter, MikaI (2. Watts, of 

fraudulently drivqng up its settlement costs in the ao]o Gulf 

Coas t oil spill by el aiming to represen k ken s of "dn o u san ds of eli ents who turned 

out to be "phantoms." 

For more L;t~. r:ews, go to NYT[mes.eom/US s, 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

82 Billion Deal Creates Agency tim Screen and 

Stadi’~.~ 

A combin ed IMG and William Morals Endeavor won]d 

[~ IMG 

..... : bandies 

athleles, 



significantly alb~r the bahmee of power in Hollywood’s business landscape, 

creafng a mega-ageney that would leap ahead of its primary rival, Creafve 

Artists Agency. 

Applying Creativity to a Byproduct of 

D~lIing in North Dakota 

A surge in emissions - and criticism - has prompted 

executives 1o devise strategies to eapkure the nah[ra] gas being 

flai~d during M1 &@ling in North Dako~L 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

]In the War on Poverty, a Dogged{ Adversar2y 
~,. EPU.:kRDO PO~E~ 

Despite eonfmmd efforts to help the poor, the pover~: level 

remains close b> whak it was 5o years ago. 

~ Graphic: Stubborn PoveAy 

Sports 

Scrambled Conik~renees Keeping Teams Up in 

the Air 

The repetvuasioaa d the college rmlignmeats have been hilt 

most by the so.-ealled nonrevenue spo~s, tBreing many teams 

into ta:dng h’avd schedules. 

Poor Decisions Add to Knieks’ Dysfunction 

Mike Woodson has been able to shield ~imsdf after previous 

defeats by citing i~0uries and pc, or shc, oting, hut he mentic, ned 

"bad coaching" as a factor in the Knid<s’ la*est loss. 

With Injuries, Step Forward Is Matched by Step 
Back for l<mdeks 

As ’I}’sc, n Chandler nears his ~vtm’n from a broken bone in his 
leg, Amar’e S~oudemire is dealing with a swollen knee. 

in tha 
AC.C. 

put the 

Arts 

’HER’ 

Disembodied, b~t, Oh, What a Voice 

"Her," dh’eeted by Spike -Ionze, centers on a Ionely soul who is 

dra~ out by the female w>iee of his computer operating system. 

, Spike Jonze Discusses Evolution of ’Her’ 

’ANCHORMAN 2’ 

Ron Burgundy’s Boob Tube Goes ~a4 Hours a Day 

Will Fen’ell stare in "Anchorman 2: The Legend O:mtinues," a 

sequel now sek in the ]98os and the era of cable. 

, Ron Burgundy Returns in ’Anchorman 2’ 

Smitten 

with an 

empath 

Christins 

Deal Gives Plfi[harrrm~dc Masidans Modest Gains 

Both sides achieve some concessions in the new musicians~ contract at the New 

York Philharmonic. 

Dining & Wine 



A Life, of Nouddes Comes F~d3 Circle 

Ivan Orkin, a s accessful chef in Tokyo, h fings his ramen ~o N ew 

York ~fl~ Ivan Rame~ SltFp Shop i~ the Gotham West Market, 

~ ~ Slide Show: How to Eat Ramen 

RESTAURANT REVIEW I MARCO’S 

F~°anny~s Sophistieated, Brother 

Marco’s thrives on small-soMe spk4t and Cal-ltal fl’eedom. 

~ [] Slide Show 

m at the 

bar at 

Surfs Up on Christmas Eve 

The Feast of the Seve~ Fishes, a~ Ib~lian tradition, is ~ovel and 

rcfi’eshing in a season dominated by roasted fowl and hea~y 

braised meats. 

~ Video ~ Slide Show 

Whole 
roasted 

fish with 

Obituaries 

Harold Camping, Dogged Forecaster of the End 

Mr. Camping, who founded the Family Radio network, 

repeatedly prophesied the date of the apoeNypse, and 

apologized w~en it turned out to be wrong. 

,Janet Dailey, Ronmnee Author, Dies at 69 

Mso Dailey ;~’ote her first novel on something of a dare and wen t 

o~ to sell as many as 3oo millio~ copies of her romance novels, 

many for Harlequin. 

George L. S|finn, Wall Street Chief Who Chose a 

Different Path, Dies at 9o 

Mr. Shinn, a former president of Me,rill Lynch, also led the Fi~t 

Boston Corporation as chairman and chief executive, hut left 

m~e~)eetedly to pursue teachi~g. 

L Shinn 

s~ent 

2 7 yea rs 

Kei mele ~;bitua=%s, 9e t;; NYTimes.¢om/Obituaries ~* 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL I NUMBERS CRUNCH 

%~(hy ()[her Countries Teaeh Better 
B~. mr. ~.~.~ r,’~v~ r.~o.’,.Ee 

The United States has much to learn fi’om other countries, 

espeeially in preparing teachers and payi~g for schools. 

, Q. & A Wi[h Arthur cevina 

Q, & A, With Arthur Lev~ne 

A lon~ime critic of the qua]i~" of teaeher preparation in the 

United States. 

For i:l~re opini~n, go t~ NYTimes.¢om/Opinion ~> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The ~A~rong College Ratings 

Rather than rating schools against one another, the 

administration shouM make many ~)es of data easily available 



and let people rate schools %c themsdves. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Spyh~g R~u~ 

Fpam "ttomeland" to the NoS.z~ pp,’_~te~’ting the homeland: 

dark ate of ereati~% monate~ that can’t be controlled, 

~ Colum his% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Nee~oeta~T Kerry’s Derri~g- Do 

There is a lot on the line with rdent]ess eampaig~ underway 

the Middle East. 

Columnist Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTirnes Pinteri;st 

Access The New York Times [torn anywhere with our suite ol apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad® Android I All 

Visit The New York 
Times Store ~ 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
He~p Sectio~ ~ ’ m,nyt.com ~ 

About This Email 

1his is an automated emaL Please do not ~eply directly to this email 

You received this message because you signed up fer N’r’]imes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 

.As a member of the TRUSTe p~lvacy program, we are commi.tted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Advertise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Ingrid <ingrids@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:42 AM 

Bowler, Katie <kbowle@unc.edu>; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Lambert, 

Michael C <mlamber’(~@email.anc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Lewis, LucyW <lwlewis@email.unc.edu-~; 

Clayton, Taff,ve Benson <taJ]~,e@unc.edu> 

ILE: Nelson Mandela Me~norio~ Event 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is a reminder to indicate your availability in the following doodle 

would be great if we could get this scheduled by Friday 

Thank you aga~ for your he~p. 

Best, 

[ ~L.~.~UNC Gl°ba. 542] 

1 9J.9,962.0299 :: F 939.84"K48).4 

L_n_g_r_L_d_:_s__r__n_Lt_b_@__u__r_Lc_:_@__u_. i skvpe: 

L;NC Globai on ]w:,’l*:’r, s-~w.:::’b,:.:~i~ i :!:k:::.’:i:~. V:m:: o Subscribe to our :32152:2j:I2_L[:2_:2"_,:2’_.,_.j:2:]j:2,’_Sjj:’_:L i S:~pf).’.’.rt the 

From: Smith, Ingrid 

Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013:12:00 PM 
To: Bowler, Katie; Jordan, Joseph F; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C; Anderson, Barbara S; Lewis, Lucy W; Clayton, Taffye Benson 
Subject: RE: Nelson Mandela Memorial Event 

Dear All, 

Due Lo additional scheduling conflicts, I arn reissuing the doodle poll with a new set of times. This inidat planning meeting wilt now be a conference call which will 

hopefully be rnore accomrnodating of everyone’s schedule. Please indicate your availability in the following doodle polk 

http:/!doodle.cominvbuqnn 3fdmxkrva 

Thanks again for your llelp in scheduling this. 

Best, 

~gri~t Smith 

1 9J.9,962.0299 :: F 939.84"K48).4 

L;NC Globai on ]w:,’l*:’r, s-~w.:::’b,:.:~i~ i :!:k:::.’:i:~. V:m:: o Subscribe to our :32152:2j:I2_L[:2_:2"_,:2’_.,_.j:2:]j:2,’_Sjj:’_:L i S:~pf).’.’.rt the 

From: Bowler, Katie 
Sent: Thursday, December :12, 2013 5:58 PM 
To: 3ordan, .loseph F 
Co: Smith, Ingrid; SaMe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C; Anderson, Barbara S; Lewis, Lucy W; Clayton, Taffye Benson 
Subject: Re: Nelson Mandela Memorial Event 

From Seoul 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for joining us. I suspect there will be a number of memorial events on campus. We look forward to hearing about eveLyone’s goaJ, s a~ld plans so we can honor 

Nelson Mandela and his legacy. We’ll talk soon abont next steps. Thank you. 

Regards, 

Katie 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 13, 2013, at l:l 9 AM, "Joseph Jordan" @~ordan,,2~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

I would be happy to pozrticipate in this meeting but I would also like to keep oJ1 options open. including where the event roll be held. Given the potential 

response from on and offcampas we need to be mindful of the size of the venue, and, given that some of us had plans underway that might have some 

bearing on the campus observa~lce it would be useful to get a better lay of the la~ld. I hope to be able to participate in the meetings and, ifI am scheduled 

to be away, will send our program manager. 

Thanks 

Joseph 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 4:50 PM, Smith, Ingrid wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Katie Bowler, director of Global Relations, would like to invite you to a meeting to develop a pan-University event commemorating Nelson Mandela’s 

life. it will be hosted in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium in the FedEx Global Education Center. Given your expertise, we are contacting you to help 

create an event that will properly honor Nelson Mandela and engage the UNC community. 



If you would like to join in on the initial discussions, please indicate your availability in the following doodle poll. 

._h__t__t_p__~ZZ g__o___o___dJ__e_:__�__o_m__L_w__7_s___s_h_k__b_~__u__8_9___d___v_S__x__z_. 
We would love to get the discussion started as soon as possible but realize that many of you might not be on campus later this month. Therefore, the 

Dec. timeslots could be conducted via conference call. If the January timeslots work better, we would meet in person. 

Thank you for your help in scheduling this. 

Best, 

~ngri~ Smith 

<imageO01 dpg> 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
[£_o_r__¢a___n_@__e___m___a_jj_,_u__o__o_:__e__d__c_~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 9:39 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
classes 

Dear Eunice, 

Here they are. 

Best, 

Travis 

AAAD 260 MW 2pm-315pm Peabody 0311 

AAAD 159 TuTh 5pm-615pm Caldwell 105 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmail.com> 

Wednesday, i 10:37 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Order of the Golden Fleece Nominations 

Hello Ms Sahle, 

Could you please share the following message through the African and Afro-American Studies Department listserv? Thank you! 

The Order of the Golden Fleece is accepting nominations of outstanding undergraduate juniors, seniors, graduate students, and staff, faculty, and alunmi who have made significant, lasting 
contributions to the University 

Fouaaded in 1904, The Order of the Golden Fleece is the University’s oldest and highest honorary society-. Members are selected based upon service to the University as reflected in 
scholarship, motivation, creativity, loyalty, and leadership in academic and extracurricular pursuits. Members and those eligible for selection also display exemplary character in all facets of 
their lives. 

If interested, nomination forms can be found at http://ogf.uaac edu/nomination/. A minimum of three (3) references are required for each nomination Please note that the nomination process 
is private and the Active Order encourages you not to share with anyone who you are nominating[ 

Nominations will be accepted until Friday, at ~ p.m. 

Thank you for your time and ~ve look forward to receiving your nominations! 

Questions or concerns may be directed to members of the Active Order at o~f,@unc edu. 

Sincerely, 
Active Order of the Golden Fleece, 

Health Policy aa~d Management 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public HeaJth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Smith, Ingrid <ingrids@emaJl.unc.edtp 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:18 PM 

Bowler, Katie <kbowler@unc.edu>; Jordan, Jo~ph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edtr~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~; Lambert, 

Michael C <mlamber’(~:email.unc.edu>; Anderson, Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edtr~; Lewis, Lucy W <lwlewis@email.unc.edw~; 

Claylxm, Tattle Benson <taJff~e@unc.edu> 

Prig: Nelson Mmadela Melnorio~ Event 

Dear Colleagues, 

This meeting is now confirmed for Jan. :1.4 from :1.:30 pm-2::15 pro. You can join the conference call by dialing 9:1.9.962.2721. We look forward to discussing your ideas, 

goa~s and plans for commemorating Nelson Mande~a’s Hfe and achievements~ 

Best, 

~oba~ Reh~tioRs Assist~r~t 

[ ~:~: UNC Globa, 542 ] 

T 919,9~2,0299 :: F 919,843/814 

Lr_~_rj_d_=_s_mLt_’b__@__u__t!_c_Z_e_d_st i S k;, pc. 

F~m= Smith, Ingrid 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 18, 2013 8:42 AN 
To: Bowler, Katie; Jordan, Joseph F; SaNe, Eunice N; kambe~, Michael C; Anderson, Barbara S; Lewis, Lucy W; Cla~on, Ta~e Benson 
Subje¢t: RE: Nelson Mandela Memorial Event 

Dear Colleague~ 

7h~s is a reminder to indicate your availability ~n the fo~.:~w~ng doodle poll. 

woLdd be great i[: we could get this scheduled by Friday 

Thank you again for your help. 

Best, 

~grkl Smith 

] 
T 919,962.0299 :: F 919.8,13,48~4 

ingrid.smith@unc.edu i SLy, pc: 

F~m= Smith, IngrM 
$ent~ Monday, December 16, 2013 12:00 PN 
Te~ Bowler, Katie; Jordan, Joseph F; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambe~, Michael C; Anderson, Barbara S; Lewis, Lucy W; Clayton, Ta~e Benson 
Su~jeet~ ~E: Nelson Mandela Memorial Event 

Dear 

Due t:o additional schedufing 

hopefully be more accommodating of everyone’s s(:hedu~e. P~ease md~cal:e your ava~hd)~Hty m the folk~wing doodle ~o~: 

Thanks again for your he~p ~n scheduling this. 

Best, 

~gHd Smith 

] 
[ 9:[9,962 0299 :: F 929 843,48J.4 

ingrid.smith@unc.edu i SLy, pc: 

UNC Globai oil T’.vi,’te~ 

From: Bowler, Katie 
Sent: Thursday, December :t2, 201t3 5:58 PM 
Te: Jordan, Joseph 
Ce; Smith, Ingrid; SaNe, Eunice N; Lambert, Michael C; Anderson, Barbara S; Lewis, Lucy W; Clayton, Taffye Benson 
$,,bjeet; Re: Nelson Mandela Memorial Event 

From Seonl 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for joining us. I suspect there will be a nnmber of memorial events on campus. We look forward to hearing about everyone’s goals and plans so we can honor 

Nel~n Mandela and his legacy. We’ll talk soon atx~ut next steps. Thank you. 

Regards, 



Katie 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

On Dec 13, 2013, at 1:19 AM, "Joseph Jordan" %ifiordan(~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I wonld be happy to participate in this meeting but I would also like to keep all options open, including where tJ~e event roll be held. Given the potential 

response from on and offcampus we need to be mindful of the size of the vem~e, and, given flint some of us had plans underway that might have some 

bearing on the campns observance it would be useful to get a better lay of the land. I hope to be able to participate in the meetings and, ifI am scheduled 

to be away, will send our program manager. 

Thanks 

Joseph 

On Dec 11,2013, at 4:50 PM, Smith, Ingrid wrote: 

Dear Colleagues, 

Katie Bowler, director of Global Relations, would like to invite you to a meeting to develop a pan-University event commemorating Nelson Mandela’s 

life. It will be hosted in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium in the FedEx Global Education Center. Given your expertise, we are contacting you to help 

create an event that will properly honor Nelson Mandela and engage the UNC community. 

If you would like to join in on the initial discussions, please indicate your availability in the following doodle poll. 

_h___t__t~__:_/Ld___o___o__d__Le_:_c___o____m__/~_7__s__S___h__[~_~ ~_~_~ ~ ~_~ 
We would love to get the discussion started as soon as possible but realize that many of you might not be on campus later this month. Therefore, the 

Dec. timeslots could be conducted via conference call. If the January timeslots work better, we would meet in person. 

Thank you for your help in scheduling this. 

Best, 

~gri~t Smith 

~Nlage001 dPg; 

The Universi~_y c~f North Caroiin~ at Chapel 

ingrid.smith@unc.edu =: Skype: 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of NoRh Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

Lf[o rda n (~e ma[Lun c. edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 5:36 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Looking Backward and Forward and More 

Looking Backward 

and Forward 
On the eve of a new year, as 

predictions for the future 

takes a look back at the work of 

the late American visionary 

designer, inventor, author and 

futurist -- whose prolific body of 

work encompassed much more 

¯an his most famous invention, 

¯ e geodesic dome. The blog also 

Dora one of the world’s great spirit houses; chronicles the auspicious 
opening of a ;’~>:~2:~5.{ ~:~.:{).y.~?.~2iL~. ~?;3.~?.{~.’s fla~hip store in Do~mtown L.&; 

and takes a peek at theater director j{{c 2 ~ :~:L~’; ~{~5 ~5~’s latest New York 

production. P.S. Don’t miss the from ~e editors of 

T. 

::X:: ~ R~ad Mor~ 

ADVE RTIS [’~M[’~ NT 



ADVERTISEMENT 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ASMEA,’ Association for the Study of the Middle East and Africa <info &smeascholars.o~g@mai144.at151 .rsg~.net> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

SAVE THE DATE: Seventh Annual Cont~rence 

SAVE THE DATE 

Please join us for the 
Seventh Annual ASMEA Conference! 

Searching for Balance in the 3/liddIe East & Africa 

October 3o - November 1, 2o14 
Key Bridge Marriott Hotel ¯ Washington, D.C. 

More information and "Call fbr Papers" eoming soon. 
For updates, visit www,asm easehol ~rs,org. 

Contact us a[ £r~£~£~x~.r~a~?a~@.~.~ax:s£zr~ or 202.429.8860. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:24 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
The Blurb 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the blurb for AAAD 412 for Georges on We 3:00PIVI - 5:50PM 

Best, 

Travis 

In Commemoration of the 20th anniversary of the Rwanda genocide, this regional seminar on Central Africa is designed 

to undertake an in-depth examination of the root causes of the genocide, its political and social dynamics, the 

international response to it, as well as its repercussions for the Great Lakes Region. Students are expected to take an 

active part in class discussions of assigned readings, and to prepare a major research paper on a subject of their own 

choice concerning the genocide. 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:18 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Holiday Schedule 

Dear Eunice, 

Below is the email I will send out to the faculty. 

Best, 

Travis 

Dear All, 

I will be on vacation from Monday, December 23rd through Thursday, January 2nd. Consequently, the main office will 

reopen on Friday January 3rd. 

Happy Holidays, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:45 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Ron 

Dear Eunice, 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:35 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 
Holiday Schedule 

Dear All, 

I will be on vacation from Monday, December 23rd through Thursday, January 2nd. Consequently, the main office will 

reopen on Friday January 3rd. 

Happy Holidays, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=34026147 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34026147-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.uuc.edu~ 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: African, At~can America~, aud Diastx~r’a Studies website 

From: Coletta, Kevin 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:26 PM 

To: McMillal~, Tim 

Subject: RE: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies website 

Yeah should be happening pretty soon here. Obviously we need the students to be back from break, but I believe you are 2nd on the list right now-. 

-Kevin 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc edu/client-feedback 

Kevin Coletta 
Applications Developer, Enterprise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.386.9206 (Direct Line) 
kcoletta@email.unc.edu 
AIM: 
Skype: 
http :i/oasis unc. edui 

From: McMallan, Tim 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:24 PM 
To: Coletta, Kevin 
Sut~iect: RE: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies website 

Hi Kevin -- 

Any idea where AAAD is in the queue to move to Wordpress? 

Thanks 

From: Coletta, Kevin 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 10:13 AM 
To: Mc?,/hllaa Tim 
Subject: RE: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies website 

Hello, 

Sean believes he will be ~available toruorrow, so I’ll be the one handling this, if that’s ok. Would you like me to stop by- your office tomorrow at 11 ? 

-Kevin 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edtvclient-feedback 

Kevin Coletta 
Applications Developer, Enterprise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.386.9206 (Direct Line) 
kcoletta@email.unc.edu 
AIM: 
Skype 
htt p :i/oasis.unc. edui 

From: Serrlone, Sean 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Coletta, Kevin 
Cc: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Re: Atlcican, African American, and Diaspora Studies website 

I’ve got kid care duties tomorro~v, so let’s plan for Thursday at 11 (since my kids would probably not be super helpful at the meeting). 

Invite forthcoming 

Cheers, 

Sean 



OASIS welcomes your feedback : http :i/oasis.unc. edu/client-feedback 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applicatinns 
Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 06 tlowell Hall 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3056 

919.537.2051 (Direct Line) 
semone@email.unc.edu<mailto:semone(~,cmail.tmc.edu> 
IM: 

Twitter: @seansemone 
Blog: http ://semone.web.unc. edu 

On Nov- 4, 2013, at 9:28 AM, Coletta, Kevin <kcoletta@email.unc.edu<mailto:kcoletta(~d!,,email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

11 on Tuesday or Thursday would work best for me. 

-Kevin 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

Kevin Coletta 
Applications Developer, Entel~,rise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences Irtformation Services 
Universi~" Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919.386.9206 (Direct Line) 
kcoletta@eraail.unc.edu<mailto:kcoletta(~email.~mc.edu> 
AIM: 
Skype 
http:/ioasis.unc.edu/ 

From: Semone, Sean 
S ent: Monday, November 04, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: McMillal~. Tim 
Cc: Coletta, Kevin 
Subject: Re: African, African American, and Diaspora Studies website 

Ok, Let me check on Kevin’s (cc:ed) schedule and we’ll make one of those happen 

Cheers, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: http://oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 
Office of Arts & Sciences Infolrnation Services 
Universi~ Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 06 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 
919 537 2051 (])irect Line) 
semone@email.unc.edu< mailto:semone(a) email.unc.edu>< mailto:semone(~r!email.unc.edu> 
]M: 

Blog: http ://semone.web unc. edu< http ://semone.web.unc.edu/> 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 9:11 AM. McMJllan, Tim <tjml@email.unc.edu<mailto:timl(fr!email.unc edu><mailto:timl(~email.unc.edu>> wrote: 

Hi Sean -- 

10 on Wednesday, 11 on Tuesday or ~Ihursday, or anytime on Friday (except lunchtime) would work this week. 

From: Semone, Sean 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Mc Mil lan, Tim 
Cc: CAS Web Sep~ices 

Subject: Re: African, Afi-ican American, and Diaspora Studies website 

Hi Tim, ’]?hanks so much for getting ~n touch with us. What is your schedule like this week (or next)? 

Best, 

Sean 

OASIS welcomes your fcedback: http:i/oasis.unc.edu/client-feedback 

Sean Semone 
Associate Director, Enterprise Applications 



Office of Arts & Sciences Infonnation Services 
University Of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB 3056, 06 Howell Hall 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

919.537.2051 (Direct Line) 
s em on e@ emai I unc. edu<m ailto:semone(@ email un c edu><m ai[to:semone!~emai I uric edu> 
IM: 

Twitter: @sean semone 
Blog: http ://sere on e web.unc edu<http ://semone web.unc.edui> 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 8:32 AM, McMillan, Tim <tjral@eraail.unc.edu<mailto:timl (&)cmail.ur:c.edu><rr~ailto:timl(~crr~ail.ur~c.edu>> ~vrote: 

Hello -- 

I’ve been tasked by the chair of AAAD to have our website transitioned to Wordpress. I’d like to set up a meeting to discuss otu current website and the process of switching to wordpress. 
I’m particularly interested in a clear understanding of the ability to update the site and to add new content. Thanks for providing this sel~ice and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Tim McNfillan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: invitation letter for Colombia~ activist 

Her email is         @yahoo.com. However, I am afraid she will 
need the original’(paper copy, which we would have to send by FedEx. I 

can send it if you want, rll pay it from my Kenan money. Let me know 
when it is ready to pick it up, ok? I will ask her to find out about it, in any case. 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December :tg, 20:t3 8:46 PM 

To; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; Re: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

Dear Comrade, 

Thanks ~ much’. 

I will wrapped it up tomorrow. Do you have her email? If you do I can send her the letter in PDF after I sign it. 

Best wishes and once again tha~lks, 

Eunice 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Comrade, here is the draft of the letter for Mariline. I did not know 
if to cc. Sonia at this stage. I did not mention the honorarium because that 
tends to complicate the visa process. We have found at ISA a way to pay 
foreigners, no problem on that. 

Let me know how it goes, 

best 
arturo 

<Mariline Machado Invitation.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:51 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

I made a mistake on her email address It should be: 

@yahoo.corn 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

Her email is         @yahoo.com. However, I am afraid she will 
need the odginal(paper copy, which we would have to send by FedEx. I 

can send it if you want, I’ll pay it from my Kenan money. Let me know 
when it is ready to pick it up, ok? I will ask her to find out about it, in any case. 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 20:t3 8:46 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

Dear Comrade, 

Thanks so much! 

I will wrapped it up tomorrow. Do you have her entail? If you do I can send her the letter in PDF after I sign it. 

Best wishes aud once again thanks, 

Eunice 

Ou Dec 19, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobaac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Comrade, here is the draft of the letter for Mariline. I did not know 
if to cc. Sonia at this stage. I did not mention the honorarium because that 
tends to complicate the visa process. We have found at ISA a way to pay 
foreigners, no problem on that. 

Let me know how it goes. 

besb 
arturo 

<Mariliue Machado Iuvitation.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola(.@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 9:21 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Fhuns~ Donato <dthunsu21@unc.edu> 

RE: Thanks and follow up 

Dear Etmice and Donato, 

Many thanks for this kind initiative in covering my class in JanualT. The plan proposed by Donato is excellent, and I am stare students will learn a lot from it Your solidarity- in this regard is 
greatly appreciated 
Happy Holidays! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African .~merican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, N(? 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:00 PM 

To: Fhunsu, Donato 

Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 

Sutzject: RE: Thanks and follow up 

;)ear Donato, 

Thanks so much ~2~r your work on this. Your plan is perfect for the class. 

Best wishes and once again thanks, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, I)onato 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:26 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Sublect: RE: ’]"hanks and follow up 

[)ear Eunice, 
Thank you for sending me the irfformation about the AAAD 212 Januap), 14 and JanuaW 16’s classes. 
I checked the details about the time (TuTh 2:00pm-3:15pm) and classroom (O311 Venable) on ConnectCarolina. 
I have access to Adichie’s "’]"he Danger of a Single Story." I just printed out a copy of Wainaina’s "How to Write about Africa" to read, and in the coming days, I will preview Black God 
If there is anything else I need to know, please let me know 
Best regards, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep xvhen one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, Decernber 19, 2013 3:51 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Oeorges 
Cc: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: FW: Thanks and follow up 

Dear Oeorges, 

As per our conversation, kindly see the email below. 

Donato (thanks) called me today and corffirmed that he will be the guest lecturer in your AAAD212 class on dates indicated below-. As you reset~ze the fihn for your class, please indicate 
that Donato will pick up it so that there is no confusion on JanualT 14. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 12:40 PM 
To: Fhunsu, Donato 
Subject: Thanks and follow up 

Dear Donato, 

It was good to see you at the department’s end of semester celebration on Tuesday 



Thanks for taking photos! 

I write to follow up on our conversation re; standing for Professor Nzongola-Ntalaja on Jan 14 and 16. On the 14 you would lead a discussion focusing on dominant representational system 
of A:[’rica using Chimamada N. Adichie’s Ted/Talk, "the Danger of a Single Story" and Binyavanga Wainaina’s piece in Granta "How to Vvh-ite about Al~ica" as the entry" points. Here is the 
link for Wainaina’s piece: 

http : //www.~ranta com/Archive/92/IIow-to-Write-about-Africa/Pa~e-1 

On the 16, the class will view Black Gold and you would pick the film from the Media Resources Librav)~ 

Kindly let me if you are still Ok with these arrangements. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 9:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: inviVation letter for Colombian activist 

If you mail it by FedEx, please include her phone number (mobile): 

best, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 7:19 AM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

No p~oblem Comrade. We roll send it via FedEx today. 

Thanks and peace in the here and now, 

Eunice 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 8:51 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobaJc@email.unc.edn> wrote: 

I made a mistake on her email address It should be: 

@yahoo.corn 

From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

Her email is I        @yahoo.com. However, I am afraid she will 
need the original (paper copy, which we would have to send by FedEx. I 
can send it if you want, rll pay it from my Kenan money. Let me know 
when it is ready to pick it up, ok? I will ask her to find out about it, in any case. 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:46 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: invitation letter for Colombian activist 

Dear Comrade, 

Thanks so ~nuch! 

I will wrapped it up tomorrow. Do you have her elnail? If you do I can send her the letter in PDF ~er I sign it. 

Bes~t wishes and once again thanks, 

Eunice 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 8:33 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobax~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Comrade, here is the draft of the letter for Mariline. I did not know 
if to cc. Sonia at this stage. I did not mention the honorarium because that 
tends to complicate the visa process. We have found at ISA a way to pay 
foreigners, no problem on that. 

Let me know how it goes. 

besb 
arturo 

<Mariline Machado Invitation.docx> 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 3:29 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu~> 

Subject: RE: AAAD 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To; Sahle, Eunice 

Subject: RE: AAAD 

Hey Professor, 

3:27 PM 

Sorry to email you again so close to Christmas, but I still have not heard back. 

I have a few questions regarding my grade. 

Thankyou, 

From: 

Sent: Monday, I 

To: Sahle, Eunice 

Subject: AAAD 

Hey Professor Sahle, 

9:16 PM 

I hope your winter break has started off well. I saw on connectcarolina that final grades have been posted. I was wondering what my grade was for the 

final exam and participation. 

I know that in the syllabus any two unexcused absences results in a five point deduction from the final grade, but I am relatively certain that I only missed 
one class. 

Thank you for a wonderful semester, and I look forward to your response. 

Sincerely, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chemistry B.A. Major 

Class of: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 3:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Deadly Mix in Benghazi: False Allies, Crude Video 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines     Sunday, December 29, 2013 

IN THIS EMAIL "~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Magazine I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Deadly Mix in Benghazi: False Allies, Crude 
Video 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

The reality behind the deadly attack on American outposts in 

Libya is murkier and more complex than initially believed. 

A Civil Servant in Mexico Tests U.S. on Asylum 
By DAMIEN CAVE 

Mexican officials have become frustrated by a Iota] official who 
has provided residents with letters describing their area’s drug 
violence to help them seek asylum in the United States. 

Brainlike Computers, Learning From Experience 
By JOHN MARKOFF 

The new computing approach is based on the biological nervous 
system, specifically on how neurons react to stimuli and connect 
with other neurons to interpret information. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes,com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

The Lives They Loved 
Photographs and stories from readers of people close to them 

who died in 2013. 

¯ Share a Story 

OPINION I OP-EDITIMOTHYEGAN 

Words for the Dumpster 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

The most anno~ng locutions of the year. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We see a lot of these vehicles that are carjacked ending 
up on Craigslist. If the price is too good to be true, it 

probably is." 
TERRI MILLER, executive director of an anti-car theft group, on the Internet’s role as a 

marketplace for small-time thieves. 

Today’s Video 

ON THE STREET 

Bill Cunningham I Start the Countdown 
By BILL CUNNINGHAM 

The night before the new year is a time for extravagant dresses, 

decorative headdresses and oversize necklaces. 



~ VIDEO: A Winter Bouquet, Locally Grown 
The florist Jennie Love digs through the snow at her urban 

flower farm in Philadelphia to create a seasonal, organically 

grown bridal bouquet out of unusual materials. 

~ VIDEO: Pro Skier Hacks Into Challenging Run 
In this episode of Teton Gravity Research’s "Behind The Line," 

the skier Sage Cattabriga-Alosa has to tunnel through a snow 

mass to get to a ski run in Alaska. 

............................................................................................................. FO~ r~or~ ~!d~o, gO ~0 N~’Time~�~mNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

In Textbook Fight, Japan Leaders Seek to Recast 

History 
By MARTIN FACKLER 

Prime Minister Shinzo Abe’s government has begun to pursue a 

more openly nationalist agenda on an issue that critics fear will 

push the country further from its postwar pacifism. 

, A Shining View of Japanese History 

Fears of Social Breakdown as Gambling 

Explodes in Italy 
By ELISABETTA POVOLEDO 

Critics blame the concentration of gambling machines for an 

increase in chronic gambling - and debt, bankruptcies, 

depression, domestic violence and broken homes - recorded by social service 

workers in Pavia, Italy. 



Civilians Trying to Flee South Sudan Violence 
Are Caught Between Two Sides 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 

Those who have sought shelter at a United Nations base are 
nursing wounds and fighting hunger and disease. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

West Virginia Democrats Face an Uneasy Time 
By TRIP GABRIEL 

Long a backbone of the Democratic Party, West Virginia has an 
accelerating rightward tilt that could affect next year’s Senate 
race. 

Members of Jewish Student Group Test 
Permissible Discussion on Israel 
By LAURIE GOODSTEIN 

Swarthmore’s Hillel rebelled this month, saying it would not 

abide by its parent group’s guidelines prohibiting collaboration 
with speakers or groups deemed unsupportive of Israel. 

A Rare Elected Voice for Socialism Pledges to Be 

Heard in Seattle 
By KIRK JOHNSON 

Kshama Sawant will join the City Council on Jan. i as one of the 
nation’s few elected socialists, a political brand most officials run 
from. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

Signs of a Russian Thaw (Toward Business) 
By JOSHUA YAFFA 

In a country where entrepreneurs are scorned (or worse), an 

influential voice is speaking up for them - carefully. 

The Merchant of Just Be Happy 
By TAFFY BRODESSER-AKNER 

The life coach Martha Beck has made a lot of money from a 

simple theme: If it feels right, go for it. She wants both women 

and men to conquer the "soul-sucking" forces around them. 

FAIR GAME 

Clawbacks? They’re Still a Rare Breed 
By GRETCHEN MORGENSON 

Under the Sarbanes-Oxley law, regulators must clear many 

hurdles before executives can be required to forfeit pay. 

................................................................................... Fo r r~ ore b £1sir~e SS r~e~s! g0 t£ N ~Ti mes~�0m(Bu s! nes s ~t 

Sports 

RAPTORS 115, KNICKS 100 

In Toronto, a Knicks Loss and a Boo-Filled 
Return 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

A late comeback fell short in a loss to the Raptors, giving the 

Knicks their second loss to Toronto in two nights. Former Raptor Andrea 

Bargnani’s contributions were limited. 

ANALYSIS 

Big Decisions for Jets, and Not Just on the Coach 
By BEN SHPIGEL 

Surrounding Geno Smith or a starting quarterback to be 

determined with more offensive talent, particularly at receiver, is 

imperative to the team’s success in 2014. 

Black Monday: Now a Ritual Whose Meaning Is 

Clear 
By KEN BELSON 

Black Monday is the day of reckoning for many N.F.L. coaches 

whose jobs are in the balance, but it is unclear when the term was 

first used in a football context. 

¯ Essay: Fletcher Lasted Where Most Don’t 



.............................................................................................. F~r rDoFe SI?o~ts OeWS, gO to N¥~ime~�om!Sports 

Arts 

At City Ballet and Elsewhere, In Jokes Take the 

Stage 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Some shows, including New York City Ballet’s "George 

Balanchine’s The Nutcracker," incorporate secret homages to 

their creators, sometimes disguised in the costumes or the set. 

THE PROVOCATEUR 

Miley Cyrus on Her Jump to Sexy Twerker 
By JON CARAMANICA 

Miley Cyrus, pop’s enfant terrible of 2013, answers critics, and 

says, "I’m telling women be whoever you want to be." 

THE CONSCIENCE 

Michael B. Jordan on His Role in ’Fruitvale 

Station’ 
By LARRY ROHTER 

"Fruitvale Station," about the killing of a young African- 

American on an OaMand, Calif., subway platform, has lifted the actor Michael B. 

Jordan a few rungs on the ladder of stardom. 

....................................................................................................... F~r r~oFe ~rts Pe~’s~ go t~ N~Times:�om!Arts ~ 

Magazine 

The Lives They Lived 

A celebration of public and private lives, and of the moments - 

intimate, historic, unexpected - that shaped them. 

For more from the Sunday magazine, go to NYTimes.comlMagazine ~ 

Obituaries 

Joseph Santo Dies at 84; Restaurateur of 

Romance 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Over the years, Dr. Santo opened a number of restaurants - 

Yellowfingers, Arizona 206 and Contrapunto among them - near 

the corner of Third Avenue and East 6oth Street. 

Andrew Jacobs Jr., 81, Ex-Congressman, Dies 
By REUTERS 

A former Marine, Mr. Jacobs was among the early critics of the 

Vietnam War. He also helped write the 1965 Voting Rights Act, a 



touchstone of civil rights legislation. 

.......................................................................................... Fc~r ~ore c~bit~aries, go to NYTime~com!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

12 Years of Mayor Bloomberg 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Despite policy mistakes, he will leave a lasting and largely beneficial imprint on 
New York City. 

EDITORIAL 

No Cheer for the Jobless 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Federal unemployment benefits expire while Congress enjoys a holiday. 

EDITORIAL 

When the Mentally Ill Own Guns 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

People who brandish guns, threaten others and even admit to mental illness are 

able to get around the police. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Confessions of a Columnist 
By ROSS DOUTHAT 

Here is a look at my three biggest mistakes of 2013. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I T. M. LUHRMANN 

When Demons Are Real 
By T. M. LUHRMANN 

In Africa, encounters with a God different from that of United 
States evangelicals. 

EDITORIAL I NOTEBOOK 

Wolf Haters 
By LAWRENCE DOWNES 

Recent developments in Idaho have alarmed those who want to 
protect the gray wolf from its human predators. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 29, 194o, during World War II, Germany began dropping 
incendiary bombs on London. 
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Top News 

Clothing Brands Sidestep Blame for Safety 
Lapses 
By JIM YARDLEY 

Months after the collapse of the Rana Plaza complex in 
Bangladesh exposed abuses in the garment industry, there is no 
consensus on what responsibility global chains should bear for reform and 
compensation. 

Bomb Attacks in Russia Echo Threats by 
Chechen Insurgent 
By STEVEN LEE MYERS 

Two terrorist attacks in Volgograd have sowed widespread fear 
across the country, and the attention of Russian security services 
has turned to the insurgent leader, Doku Umarov. 

Kelly, Flinching a Bit, Looks Back With Head 
High 
By MICHAEL POWELL and WILLIAM K. RASHBAUM 

As Police Commissioner Raymond W. Kelly steps down, a look 

back at his 14-year career as the head of New York City’s Police 
Department. 

.................................................................................................................. F£r r~0~e tap r~e~vs, g? to N’~Tirnes,£0rn ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

N.Y. / REGION 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Inaugurations, Through the 
Decades 
Mayoral inaugurations often reflect characteristics of both the 

mayor and the era. Here are some reports and recordings from 

inaugurations dating back to Fiorello H. La Guardia in 1934. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Year That Will Be 
By PETER FONT 

A precap of news sure to happen in 2014. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"In his determination to drive down crime at any cost, 

he doubled down without being nimble." 
J E REMY TRAVIS, president of John Jay College of Crinfinal Justice, describing New York’s 

police conmfissioner, Raymond W. Kelly, m~d his defense of the stop-and-frisk policy. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Business Behaving Badly 

Despite having to paying millions or even billions of dollars in 

fines, many companies look at the payments as just the cost of 

doing business. 



~ VIDEO: A Winter Bouquet, Locally Grown 
The florist Jennie Love digs through the snow at her urban 

flower farm in Philadelphia to create a seasonal, organically 

grown bridal bouquet out of unusual materials. 

ON THE STREET I VIDEO 

Bill Cunningham I Start the Countdown 
By BILL CUNNINGHAM 

The night before the new year is a time for extravagant dresses, 

decorative headdresses and oversize necklaces. 

............................................................................................................ F£r ~o[e ~ideo, go to N~Times~£om!V!deo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Russian Tycoon Is Free, but His Money Is Still 
Tied Up 
By ANDREW E. KRAMER 

Mikhail B. Khodorkovsky was worth an estimated $15 billion 

when he went to prison lO years ago. Now, he can only guess at 

how much of it is left. 

Pollution Rising, Chinese Fear for Soil and Food 
By EDWARD WONG 

Anxiety is growing in China about contaminated soil in the 
country’s agricultural centers and the potential effects on the 

food chain. 

BAALBEK JOURNAL 

Beyond Camps, Aiding Syrians Is Even Harder 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI 



Md groups have strained to help the more than 1.8 million 
registered Syrian refugees dispersed in Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey 
and elsewhere, who are harder to reach than those in camps. 

¯ ~.=".~ Slide Show: Syrians Living as Outsiders, as Squatters or in Camps 

................................................................................................. For ~o[e ~v£r!d r~e~s~ gc~ to N~Times:£om!Wodd ~ 

U,S, 

F.A.A. Picks Diverse Sites to Carry Out Drone 
Tests 
By MATTHEW L. WALD 

Six institutions were chosen to explore how to set safety 
standards for commercial and private drones, train and certify 
their ground-based pilots, ensure that the aircraft will operate safely and avoid 
collisions. 

Spared Winter Freeze, Florida’s Mangroves Are 
Marching North 
By JUSTIN GILLIS 

Mangroves, once kept in check by bitter winter nights in coastal 
central Florida, are displacing salt marshes, with uncertain 
ecological implications. 

Philadelphia Monsignor to Be Released on Bail 
Pending Appeal in Abuse Case 
By JON HURDLE 

A judge agreed that Msgr. William J. Lynn should be allowed to 
leave prison after an appeals court overturned his conviction on a 
child endangerment charge. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

DEALBOOK 

American-Style Start-Ups Take Root in India 
By SEI CHONG 

In a nation with a reputation as a tough place to do business, 

American tech entrepreneurs are importing the Silicon Valley 

mind-set. 

China Says Local-Level Debt Soars, Stirring Fear 
By NElL COUGH 

A report from the National Audit Office says debt rose 12.7% in 

six months, which is likely to further raise concerns about 

China’s borrowing. 

Credit Score, by Multiple Choice 
By SARAH WH EATON 

Where credit scores are rare, banks are using a psychometric test 

developed at Harvard to help ]end to small-business owners. 

................................................................................... E0r ~o[e b~s!r~ss [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Busine~s )~ 

Sports 

Stanford’s Distinct Training Regimen Redefines 

Strength 
By GREG BISHOP 

Shannon Turley, Stanford’s director of football sports 

performance, stresses function, balance and flexibility, and his 

program has helped prevent injuries. 

Firing Season Begins With a Fusillade 
By LYNN ZINSER 

The Browns’ Rob Chudzinski, the Redskins’ Mike Shanahan, the 

Vikings’ Leslie Frazier, the Lions’ Jim Schwartz and the Buts’ 

Greg Schiano lost their coaching jobs Monday after poor years. 

: N.F.L. Confirms Blown Call on Chiefs’ Field-Goal Attempt 

¯ On Pro Football: Shanahan’s Biggest Failure? Not Following His Gut 

¯ League Has the Book on Potential Coaches 

In a Gesture, a Growing World of Trouble and 

Hurt 
By ANDREW KEH 



A hand signal created by a French comedian has crossed into the 
world of professional sports. Critics say the salute has racist and 
anti-Semitic connotations. 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~ore ~l~o~ts De~S, gO to N¥~ime~�om!Sports 

Arts 

At City Ballet, Footwear Is Almost as Important 
as Feet 
By MICHAEL COOPER 

Slamming her shoes against a wall before going onstage in "The 
Nutcracker" is just one of many alterations the Sugar Plum Fairy 
makes to her ballet shoes to dance en pointe. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

What Puts Soul in a Masterpiece? 
By KEN JOHNSON 

The critic Ken Johnson assesses the paintings of Pei-Shen Qian, 
whose imitations of works by Pollock, de Kooning and other 
Abstract Expressionists were sold as real in a New York art gallery scandal. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Singular Voices From the Arab Uprising 
By CLAUDIA LA ROCCO 

’Diaries of an Unfinished Revolution," a collection of personal 
essays from writers in eight countries, is a reminder that Arabs 
are individuals before they are anything else, full of behaviors both heroic and 
questionable. 

....................................................................................................... Eo[ r~£r~ a[ts [~e~s, go to NY]ime~�om!Arts ?t 

Science 

A Resisted Pill to Prevent H.I.V. 
By DAVID TULLER 

Truvada’s use to prevent H.I.V. has been approved by the F.D.A. 
and hailed by experts. But the pill has been slow to catch on 
among healthy gay men. 

GLOBAL HEALTH 

81 Million Prize for Pakistani Pediatrician 
By DONALD G. McNEIL Jr. 

Dr. Anita Zaida, who hopes to save hundreds of newborns in a 
Karachi neighborhood, has won the first Caplow Children’s Prize. 

MATTER 

In the Human Brain, Size Really Isn’t Everything 
By CARL ZIMMER 



Researchers at Harvard argue that the human brain is so 
advanced not simply because it is large, but because its rapid 
growth caused neurons to develop new connections and circuits. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Obituaries 

A Moment for the Flames That Went Out in 2o13 
By WILLIAM McDONALD 

Paying tribute to luminaries like James Gandolfini, Edward I. 
Koch, Margaret Thatcher, Nelson Mandela and many others. 

Kenneth C. Edelin, Doctor at Center of 
Landmark Abortion Case, Dies at 74 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

Dr. Ede]in became a hero of the women’s movement after his 

conviction and eventual acquittal for performing a legal abortion 

in 1973. 

Marta Eggerth, ’the Callas of Operetta,’ Dies at 
101 

By MARGALIT FOX 

A coloratura soprano, Miss Eggerth was often compared to Maria 
Callas for her vocal facility, charm and ubiquity - in opera 
houses, on the concert stage, in the movies and on Broadway. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mr. de Blasio’s New Appointments 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The mayor-elect filled two crucial positions with seasoned public servants to run 
the nation’s largest city government. 

EDITORIAL 

The Facts About Benghazi 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

An exhaustive investigation by The Times makes it clear that A1 Qaeda did not 
run the attack on the American mission, but that won’t silence conspiracy 

theorists. 

EDITORIAL 

Cull of the Wild 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Shooting deer seems like a reasonable option to help resolve a great unnatural 



imbalance in eastern Long Island. 

.................................................................................................... FPr r~o~e Pp!r~ioo, go to NY]ime~�~)m!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Sidney Awards, Part 2 
By DAVID BROOKS 

Before 2013 is gone for good, here is another batch of notable 

essays to savor. Happy New Year! 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

For 2o14, Tweet Less, Read More 
By FRANK BRUNI 

There’s instant expression and then there’s real contemplation, 

which is the route to healthier debate. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I JENNIFER FINNEY BOYLAN 

Haunted by a Disappearance 
By JENNIFER FINNEY BOYLAN 

Sam Todd was never again seen. I fantasized about finding a new 
life. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0[e £p!r~ior?, g0 to Nf]ime~�~)m!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Dec. 31, 1946, President Harry S. Truman officially proclaimed the 
end of hostilities in World War II. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 5:42 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

RE: ~o- columbi~J~ 

my home number tomorrow during day tomorrow... 

my cell (does not work at home) in case if i’m not at home 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 4:12 PM 
To: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: afro-columbian 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email and congrats on the enrollments! 

Please give me a number where 3[ can reach you this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, December 24, 2013 8:55 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: afro-columbian 

Eunice, 

I will obviously be working hard to get these students performance ready. Many are clearly all about the EE credit. But at least we can start the work of the community 
partnership and build from there. I hope you are happy we made the class happen. 

I would love to pick up that chapter on Afro-Columbian politics of water anytime... I feel that 3[ am really behind on this class. If there is any other help - grad asst., etc. Let me 
know. This is going to be a challenge, since it’s new waters for me, and 3[ will be dealing with students who will not know how to do performance for the most part. I also have 
a particularly hard semester coming up. 

Hope all is well and happy holidays. I’II be around from the 27th til beginning of school. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 31, 2013 5:44 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edw~ 

RE: ~o- columbi~J~ 

So sorry Eunice, thought this went out a couple of days ago. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9~.9-843-7067 

From-" Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 5:42 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject-" RE: afro-columbian 

my home number tomorrow during day tomorrow... 

my cell (does not work at home) in case if i’m not at home 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9~.9-843-7067 

From-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 4:12 PM 

To: IVlegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject-" RE: afro-columbian 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email and congrats on the enrollments! 

Please give me a number where I can reach you this week. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 24, 2013 8:55 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject; afro-columbian 

Eunice, 

I will obviously be working hard to get these students performance ready. Mtany are clearly all about the EE credit. But at least we can start the work of the community 
partnership and build from there. I hope you are happy we made the class happen. 

I would love to pick up that chapter on Afro-Columbian politics of water anytime... I feel that I am really behind on this class. If there is any other help - grad asst., etc. Let me 
know. This is going to be a challenge, since it’s new waters for me, and I will be dealing with students who will not know how to do performance for the most part. I also have 
a particularly hard semester coming up. 

Hope all is well and happy holidays. I’II be around from the 27th til beginning of school. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:t9-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 2, 2014 1:08 PM 

Bicklbrd, Dolma M <dbickii~rd@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 GRC Course ApprovaJ 

CLASSBLURB-AAAD290-3.doc; SYLLABUS A?u%290.doc 

Donna, 

I am teaching the AFAM course AAAD290, a new experiential course (Performing the Politics of water) dealing with the politics of water. (i am attaching a description and a 
syllabus. This course will be a collaboration between the community of Rogers Road in Chapel Hill and our students. It will result in a performance opening the Global Africana 
Conference in April at UNC) We needed to set it up as an EE course, and could not apply for a GRC grant to support a grad student in time. We had no students enrolled in the 
course til 2 weeks ago. Now we are totally filled up. 

Dr. Eunice SaNe suggested I email you to see if there might be any funds available to bring PhD student on board for the class. 

Thank you for your consideration and timely response. And again, our apologies for this vep! late request. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 1:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Dear Eurlice, 

Below is the ticket I submitted regarding 
will be sure to let you know¯ 

I expect to hear something back from them today and when I do, I 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mai~to:ars~,s~emeds, 18.isis¯tmc¯edt~] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 1:39 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem tracking system¯ Please keep this confirmation message so that 
you may reference the ticket number associated with your issue¯ 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 1/3/2014 13:39 
Ticket #: 2675335 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 

Brief Description: 14. Access to Student Information Problem Description: Client’s Problem Description: 
14. Access to Student Information 

Worklog: 
Hello and Happy New Year¯ 

I’ve got two TAs that will be teaching for us Spring 14. Their courses are set up but are listed as staff. I need to be able to add their 
names from the instructors table so that they can access their courses both on Sakai and Connect Carolina¯ 

The first one is She will be teaching AAAD 

The second one is 
AAAD 

¯ She is a graduate student from :. She does not have her PID yet. She will be teaching 

It would be great if it could be done soon as possible since classes start next week. 



Thanks so much. 

Travis 

This request was created at: ~s:iiwww.u~c.edularobir~!websubiindex,p~e=main 
Remote Host: 152.2.103.93 
Form Input: Gore, Travis - (919) 966-5496 - stgore@email.unc.edu 
*** Internal use only: 
For escalation purposes, this request may be referred to the following Remedy group: CONNECTCAROLINA-CS-TRIAGE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 2:22 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Peabody-Rm 0311 

Dear Eunice, 

Below is the link for the classroom 

http ://h otli n e. u n c.ed u/in d ex. cfm ?fu sea ctio n =cl a s s roo m.cla s sview& roo mid =275 &C F ID =382198&C FTO K E N =38435955 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 3:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 

Dear Eunice, 

I have added Stephanie to AAAD 159 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [maiFto:charless~emaiL~mc.e&~] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 3:13 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2675335 
Importance: Low 

Client Information 
t, Location : 
Affiliation:, Department: 
Phone: and Email: 
Short Description: 

Email Text ¯ Travis, 

I have added Stephanie Gaskill to the AAAD instructor table. 

Thanks, 
Charles 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Derickson, Christopher P <cderickson@unc.edu> 

Friday, 3:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Follow up 

Eunice - 

I wanted to write back to confirm that the issue with is the FERPA quiz. She will need her ON’fEN to log into Sakai to complete the quiz, but 

once she does, just have      update the ticket indicating that the quiz has been completed. We can confirm the results in a matter of seconds and then can add 

her to the instructor table. The other TA that we discussed is all set. If you need anything else, just let me know. 

Chris 

Christopher Derickson 

Assistant Provost and University Registrar 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

3108 SASB North Campus Box 2100 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2100 

T - 919-962-8289 

F- 919-962-1655 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 3:39 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
ONYEN 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the site to create an Onyen. 

https://onyen.u nc.edu/cgi-bin/u nc id/services 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 4:25 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Housekeeping 

Dear Eunice, 

I sent an email request to Stephen P Goulart, our zone manager for housekeeping services, asking him to give room 205 

a special cleaning. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 3, 2014 4:44 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

I emailed Billy Vierra from Design & Construction Services & Electrical Design. 

out their things from room 205 on Monday. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

I told him that his crew needs to clean 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, 7:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Ott~ce hours - Spring 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for your message! I will be in touch ~vith about office hours I also received your previous email about syllabus policy Thanks again, and happy new year! 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 3:56 PM 
To: 
Cc: Gore, Travls; Colon, Soma 
Subject: Office hours - Spring 

Dear and 

hope you are doing well. 

This is to let you lcaow that the department has reselwed room 205 for both of you to use for your office hours during the Spring semester. The room has only one desk, thus I will leave it up 
to you to discuss the modalities of sharing the space for your respective office hours. 

I am ccing this email to Travis Gore who is the Administrative Assistant in the department and in this capacity manages facilities in Battle Hall You will need to contact him to get keys for 
room 205. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bicldbrd, Donna M <dbicld’ord@unc.edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 10:06 AM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 GRC Course ApprovaJ 

Hi Joseph: 

It sounds like a great course. I’m sorry to say that we cannot consider any late applications!requests for GRCs. We were unable to fund 13 of the course requests we 

received for Spring because of restricted funding. 

Best regards, 

Donna 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 2014 1:08 PM 

To: Bicldord, Donna M 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Spring 2014 GRC Course Approval 

Donna, 
I am teaching the AFAM course AAAD290, a new experiential course (Performing the Politics of water) dealing with the politics of water. (i am attaching a description and a 
syllabus. This course will be a collaboration between the community of Rogers Road in Chapel Hill and our students. It will result in a performance opening the Global Africana 
Conference in April at UNC) We needed to set it up as an EE course, and could not apply for a GRC grant to support a grad student in time. We had no students enrolled in the 
course til 2 weeks ago. Now we are totally filled up. 
Dr. Eunice SaNe suggested I email you to see if there might be any funds available to bring PhD student on board for the class. 
Thank you for your consideration and timely response. And again, our apologies for this vep! late request. 
Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email,unc,edu~ 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 11:51 AM 

Bicklbrd, Dolma M <dbickford@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Spring 2014 GRC Course ApprovaJ 

thank you for your reply. Totally understand. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Bickford, Donna M 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 :t0:06 AM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Spring 2014 GRC Course Approval 

Hi Joseph: 

It sounds like a great course. I’m sorry to say that we cannot consider any late applications/requests for GRCs. We were unable to fund 13 of the course requests we 

received for Spring because of restricted funding. 

Best regards, 

Donna 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Thursday, January 02, 20:t4 :t:08 PM 

To: Bickford, Donna M 
Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Spring 20~4 GRC Course Approval 

Donna, 
I am teaching the AFAM course AAAD290, a new experiential course (Performing the Politics of water) dealing with the politics of water. (i am attaching a description and a 
syllabus. This course will be a collaboration between the community of Rogers Road in Chapel Hill and our students. It will result in a performance opening the Global Africana 
Conference in April at UNC) We needed to set it up as an EE course, and could not apply for a GRC grant to support a grad student in time. We had no students enrolled in the 
course til 2 weeks ago. Now we are totally filled up. 
Dr. Eunice SaNe suggested I email you to see if there might be any funds available to bring PhD student on board for the class. 
Thank you for your consideration and timely response. And again, our apologies for this very late request. 
Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:19-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 6, 2014 2:00 PM 

Fhuns~ Donato <dthunsu21 @unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Your film request for 2014- 01 - 14 

A~KAD 212-001 Syllabus, Spring 2014.docx 

Dear Donato, 

Following Eunice’s excellent suggestion, I have resep~ed the film BLACK GOLI), and you may pick it up from the MRC as indicated below. Once again, maW thanks for agreeing to take care 
of my class as a guest lecturer during my trip to Ethiopia. The course syllabus is also attached. 
With all my best wishes for the new Year! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalal a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Apache [apache@yorktown.lib unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 1:53 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Your ]film request for 2014-01-14 

Your reservation request for Black gold [videorecording] from 2014-01-13 tl-trough .014-01-15 has been appro~ ed. 

You may pick up the film at the MRC as early as 8am the illst day of your resel~ation. 

Staff Notes: 
Black gold [videorecording] : 65-DVD3514 c.2 *Pick up by Donato Fhunsu 

Please note that the film(s) listed will only be checked out to the person that appears on the booking form submitted to the MRC. 
Other arrangements must be made in a&¢ance, and in writing, with the MRC. 
If you have any questions you can contact us via email at rmc@unc.edu or by phone at 962-2559. 

This automated email was sent at 01-06-2014 13:53 pm 
...... Mail g enerate d at Jan. 06.2014 13:01:44 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 3:54 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

Fabio and his men removed their things from the office. There is a big empty cardboard box that I will remove out of 

there. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:33 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 205 

Spoke with Fabio and they should be removing everything within the hour. Let me know if you have any other issues. 

Billy Vierra 

Design & Construction Services 

Electrical Design 

919-962-1094 Office 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 3:56 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

Housekeeping has confirmed with me that they are coming tonight. 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Goulart, Stephen P 
Sent: Sunday, .January 05, 2014 11:19 PP1 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: room 205 

HI Travis, 

Hope you had a nice holiday. 

No problem will clean room 205 Monday Night 

Thanks 

Steve Goulart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 3:45 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: U.S. and Iran Face Common Enemies in Mideast Strife 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Tuesday, January 7, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Science I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

U.S. and Iran Face Common Enemies in Mideast 
Strife 
By THOMAS ERDBRINK 

The United States and Iran are being drawn together by their 

mutual opposition to a movement of Sunni fighters raising M 

Qaeda’s flag in Syria, Lebanon, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen. 

, Iraqis Make Gains Against Militants in Key City 

Yellen Wins Backing of Senators to Lead Fed 
By ANNIE LOWREY 

AS chairwoman, Ms. Ye]]en wi]] face an arduous task overseeing 

the gradual unwinding of stimulus measures, despite an 
uncomfortably high unemployment rate of 7 percent and 

subdued inflation. 

¯ ~ The Senate Vote I ~"~ Yellen’s Path to the Pinnacle 

Faulty Websites Confront Needy in Search of Aid 
By FRANCES ROBLES 

Efforts at modernizing the systems for government aid in many 
states have largely backfired in recent months, causing enormous 
cost overruns and delays for benefits. 

.................................................................................................................. Fpr rj?0re tOP r~e~vs, g? to NYTirnes:£0m >~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

~ VIDEO: Stealing J. Edgar Hoover’s Secrets 

One night in 1971, files were stolen from an F.B.I. office near 

Philadelphia. They proved that the bureau was spying on 

thousands of Americans. The case was unsolved, until now. 

OPINION ] OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

New York, the Silicon City 
By MICHAEL MANDEL 

How Bill de Blasio can harness the Big Apple’s tech boom. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"It is clear we are increasingly reaching common 
ground with the Americans. No country should have an 

eternal enemy, neither we nor the United States." 
AZIZ SHAHMOHAMMADI, a former adviser to Iran’s Supreme National Security Council. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Polar Chicago 

Stoic Chicagoans brave negative 38-degree wind chill for work 

and for leisure. 

VIDEO: A New Mayor for Boston 



Martin J. Walsh was sworn in as the city’s new mayor; he 

replaces Thomas M. Menino, who was in office for 2o years. 

~ VIDEO: The Read Around: Nikki Giovanni 
"Poetry prevents everybody from feeling lonely," says Nikki 

Giovanni. Her latest book, "Chasing Utopia," is a collection of 

poetry, recipes and short stories. 

............................................................................................................ E0[ r~0r~ g!d~0, g0 !0 N~T!me~�0mNide0 ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

High Stakes for Sudan in the South’s Conflict 
By ISMA’IL KUSHKUSH and NICHOLAS KULISH 

With the flow of oil and border security at risk, the longstanding 
rivals discussed joint patrols of South Sudan’s oil fields, among 
other measures. 

Bangladesh’s Governing Party Wins Vote Amid 

Unrest 
By ELLEN BARRY 

The Awami League won more than two-thirds of the seats in 
Parliament in a vote undercut by low turnout, a boycott by the 
main opposition party and deadly violence. 

South Korea Proposes Resuming Reunions of War-Divided 
Families 
By CHOE SANG-HUN 

President Park Geun-hye’s overture came five days after the North Korean 



leader, Kim Jong-un, urged the creation of "a favorable climate for improved 

relations." 

................................................................................................. FOr ~o~e ~v~r!d r~e~’s, g~ to N~!~imes~om!Wol!d ~ 

U.S. 

Arctic Cold Blankets Midwest, Freezing Routines 
By CHRISTINA CAPECCHI and STEVEN YACCINO 

A deep freeze not seen in decades swept through the center of the 

country, closing schools as we]] as some businesses as far south 

as Oklahoma. 

Burglars Who Took on F.B.I. Abandon Shadows 
By MARK MAZZETTI 

Burglars who broke into an F.B.I. field office in 1971 and stole 

flies that revealed the extent of the bureau’s surveillance of 

political groups are only now revealing their identities. 

High-Speed Train in California Is Caught in a 
Political Storm 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

A high-speed rail line from Los Angeles to San Francisco, which 

Gov. Jerry Brown has made a personal crusade, is reeling from a 

court ruling on its financing and from slipping public support. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ rpPre ~:~: ~eyvs, go to NYTimes:�om!US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

Business 



DEALBOOK 

Trial to Begin for Martoma, Ex-SAC Trader Who 

Cut No Deal 
By MATTHEWGOLDSTEIN and BEN PROTESS 

Mathew Martoma has resisted aiding a long-running federal 

investigation of SAC Capital Advisors and its founder, Steven A. Cohen. 

¯ DealBook: SAC Trader’s Co-Workers Were Deposed 

In Jobless Youth, Nation Is Said to Pay High 

Price 
By SHAILA DEWAN 

Unemployment among young adults takes a to]] in missing tax 

payments and increased expenditures, a study finds. 

Bone-Chilling Cold a Crippling Blow to Air 

Travel 
By JAD MOUAWAD 

Airlines canceled 4,400 flights on Monday, bringing the total to 
more than 17,ooo over the last week, as brutal winter weather 

engulfed much of the country. 

For more business news, go to NYTimes.comlBusiness ~ 

Sports 

HIGHLIGHTS AND ANALYSIS 

Florida State Defeats Auburn, 34-31, to Win 
B.C.S. Title Game 
By THE NEWYORK TIMES 

After trailing for most of the game, Florida State stunned Auburn 

with a late touchdown to win its first national championship since 1999, 34-31. 

Rodman Leading Team of Improbable 

Emissaries 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Dennis Rodman is the ringleader of an unlikely group headed to 
North Korea that has left the diplomatic corps puzzled and 

perhaps a little jealous over the access to Kim Jong-un. 

. The Lede: In Video and on Twitter, Glimpses of Rodman’s North Korea Trip 

ON COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

A Hiring at Texas Is a Signal of Progress and 

Fairness 
By HARVEY ARATON 

Racial barriers never seem to fall fast enough, but Char]ie Strong 

now has one of the premier coaching positions in college football. 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 



Arts 

Giving Voice, and Finding Her Own 
By FELICIA R. LEE 

Race and the South have helped shape the novelist Sue Monk 
Kidd, whose new work, "The Invention of Wings," is out this 
week. 

’S.N.L.’ Hires Black Female Cast Member 
By BILL CARTER 

Sasheer Zamata, a sketch comedian who has been performing in 
the New York area for the past four years, will make her first 

appearance on Jan. 18. 

THE TV WATCH 

A Case of Bad Cop, Good-Looking Cop 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

Two sides of the feminization of television crime shows come to 
the screen this week with "Chicago P.D.," on NBC, and "Killer 

Women," on ABC. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes,comlArts ~ 

Science 

THE MAPMAKERS 

The Brain, in Exquisite Detail 
By JAMES GORMAN 

Undertaking thousands of hours of work, researchers are 
working to create an interactive database of a healthy brain’s 
structure and activity, the first of its kind. 

¯ ~ Video: Mapping the Highways of the Brain 

A Search for Self in a Brain Scan 
By JAMES GORMAN 

I always felt that my "selt" sat somewhere behind my eyes and 
between my ears, so I couldn’t shake the sense that there would 

be something special in seeing my brain. 

A Symbol of the Range Returns Home 
By KATE YOSHIDA 

Bighorn sheep, whose populations have dwindled, are the focus 
of extensive conservation work focused on relocating them to 
areas where the species once thrived. 

........................................................................................ F£r r~0i~e s£ier~£e ~ews, go ~0 N~’Times:�om!Scien~e ~ 

Obituaries 



Halton C. Arp, Astronomer Who Challenged Big 

Bang Theory, Dies at 86 
By DENNIS OVERBYE 

Mr. Arp was a prodigal son of American astronomy whose 

dogged insistence that astronomers had misread the distance to 

quasars led to his exile from his peers. 

Jerry Coleman, 89, Yankee Infielder, Fighter 

Pilot and Voice of the Padres 
By GEORGE VECSEY 

A pilot in World War II and Korea, he was the most valuable 

player of the 195o World Series when the Yankees swept the 

Phillies. 

........................................................................................... E0r n~0r# 0bit#gr!es, g? to N~(Times,Fom!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Unfair Phone Charges for Inmates 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The Federal Communications Commission took an important step to end price- 

gouging but more needs to be done. 

EDITORIAL 

Medical Marijuana in New York 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A limited plan by Gov. Andrew Cuomo to loosen restrictions on its use should be 

expanded and strengthened by the State Legislature. 

EDITORIAL 

Democracy in Peril in Asia 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Protests in Cambodia, Bangladesh and Thailand show the need for checks on 

power. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Edamame Economy 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The emergence of boutique hotels reflects a broader trend toward 

a more experientially rich commercial world. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Football’s Devastating Harvest 
By FRANK BRUNI 



Emblematic of yet another brutal season in the N.F.L., the 

Chiefs-Colts game was at once breathtaking and queasy-making. 

: Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Will Digital Networks Ruin Us? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Today’s profitable business model could be tomorrow’s disaster. 
Consider this food for thought. 

..................................................................................................... F0[ I~lor~ opi[a!or?! gO t£ N~Tirnes:�0n!!Opinl0n 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 7, 1979, Vietnamese forces captured the Cambodian capital of 
Phnom Penh, overthrowing the Khmer Rouge government. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 9:03 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

room 205 

Dear Eunice, 

I inspected room 205 this morning and can confirm that the housekeepers did clean the room last night. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Tuesday, Januao, 7, 2014 9:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your 3anuary 6th issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education is one c~ick 

The ¢:hror~id*- o~ Higher Educa~ic, r~ 

Dear Subscriber, 



Happy New Year! Here’s the first issue of 2014 and it’s a big one with three sections of news, commentary, and jobs 
instead of the usual two. 

CIick ...................... here to read our news coverage of events in academe. For essays and commentary, !;!!~;~!~.!].!~ to read The 
Chronicle Review. For the most current job opportunities in all of higher education, ~!!~.~..!!~4~.. 

And don’t miss our special annual report, ~.~.~4~&.!£!..~!~!~?.~!~., which explores the state of the academic job market. 

Your digital edition provides a convenient way to read The Chronicle’s newspaper from your computer. But when you’re 

away from your office or computer, you can still read The Chronicle by using your smartphone. Just go to Ch~onicle,com 
after opening any Web browser on your smartphone or mobile device. 

Check out The Chronicle on your iPad. The Chronicle’s iPad app is available and free to download. Every issue of The 

Chronicle, including The Digital Campus, is available to subscribers free as an additional benefit. Learn more now. 

Sincerely, 

Gwendolyn Tomasulo 

Managing Director 

Audience Development & Circulation 

Chronicle,corn 

P.S. As a Chronicle subscriber, you have complete access to The Chronide’s Web site at no extra cost. If you haven’t 
done so already, you can activate your access now. Just go to b~9.,’.~,~,~£~!].L~£~!~!~.~£~£~]~,~A~J2.L~L~ to create a free account (or 

to log on if you already have one). 

Complete the form using your account information which is provided below. 

If you cannot click on any of the links above, please copy and paste these urls into your browser; 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle Review 

Careers in Academe 

Your publication code is: HE 

Your subscription account number: HE914098 

Your ZIP code is: 27599-0001 

Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 

Please do not reply to this message. For technical questions, [~!.L~.[<....V..#][#.. For customer service, write to £.~2.L?..P..j.~.=.~.p...~Lb.~.~.~.~.2.i.c.9.~.c..o..r2?.. 

Call 760-728-2803 or 818-487-4591 for subscription inquires and renewals. 

From The Chronicle of Higher Education 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20037 USA 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Happy New Year! 

Hi Mwalimu! 

I will be coming up to Chapel Hill from Durham soon. Are you still in the office? I can be there in the next 40mins. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 04:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Happy NewYear] 

Dear 

I hope you have recovered from your exams and that you had an excellent holiday season! 

Let’s meet next week to discuss ma~ers. I will be in on Tuesday morning. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

10:57 AM 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

I had hell week of exams last weekend and they’re finally over so I’m relatively free this and next week. So please let me know any urgent task you may 
have. I am continually working on the long term project you have. 

Thanks! 

P.S. Recently rediscovered this Kenyan Afro Pop band which I imagine you might know about already but if not, please enjoy! 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=kFq n9tlFTec 

http://www.yout u be.co m/watch?v=4ZkQrcpSyjY 

AND, Ugandan comedian Kansiime Ann: 

http:/iwww.youtu be.com/watch?v=a2UaaW4LOoQ&list=TLiHgl6-CRvCi4UGyYR vzUjbxABSeUvT8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Happy New Year! 

Okay. What time should I come by? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, :10:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Happy New Year] 

Hi 

Thanks for your email. Let’s meet tomorrow if you have time. 

Best wishes and I hope you are doing well, 
Mwalimu 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Happy New Year! 

10:35 AM 

Hi Mwalimu! 

I will be coming up to Chapel Hill from Durham soon, Are you still in the office? I can be there in the next 40mins, 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 04:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Happy NewYear! 

Dear 

I hope you have recovered from your exams and that you had an excellent holiday season[ 

Let’s meet next week to discuss matters. I will be in on Tuesday morning. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

10:57 AM 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

I had hell week of exams last weekend and they’re finally over so I’m relatively free this and next week. So please let me know any urgent task you may 
have, I am continually working on the long term project you have, 

Thanks! 

P.S. Recently rediscovered this Kenyan Afro Pop band which I imagine you might know about already but if not, please enjoy! 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=kFq n9tlFTec 

http://www.yout u be.co m/watch?v=4ZkQrcp5yjY 

AND, Ugandan comedian Kansiime Ann: 



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a2UaaW4LOoQ&list=TLiH616-CRvCi4UGyYR ,vzUj bxABSeUvT8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 11:59 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Spring Calendar 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 Cal.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

I have attached the Spring Semester Calendar. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- Vance Hall Conference room, 1st Floor 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 1:34 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Grade Breakdown 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if I could have the grades for mv final exam as well as participation so that I may understand how Vou arrived at my final grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:31 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Instructor Schedule 

20140107142620613 .pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

Here are the schedules. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: scanner@unc.edu [mailto:scanner ] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:26 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent from "R10442" (Aficio MP 2510). 

Scan Date: 01.07.2014 14:26:20 (-0500) 
Queries to: scanner@unc.edu 



https :iicccs. unc. eduipscicarn.pusiEMPLOY EEiUNC_C Sic/ES TAB... 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: KENNETH JANKEN 

Term: 2"142 2014 Spring 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class Subject Catalo,q Section Component Class Title Start Time End Time Meetinq~ 
i Number 

~, t1404 [AAAD 1395 i001 iLEC i RESEARCH SEMINAR    8:00AM 9:15AM TuYh 

Return to Search :.-"~ Notify 

1 of 2                                                                                                   1/7/2014 2:26 PM 



https:iicccs.unc,eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC_CS/ciESTAB.,, 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: KIA CALDWELL 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

i Class Subiect Catalog Section Component Class -title Start Time End -time Meeting 
i Number 

i11398 :.AAAD i232 001 ilLEC i BLACK WOMEN 9:30AMi 10:45AM:~ iTuTh 

i RACE/CULTURE IN 
!11406 :AAAD i460 i001 ILEC i BRAZIL 

2:00PMi 3:15PMi ;TuTh 

Return to Search"’ ’’lq..,..iC Previous in List :~4~ .... Next in List ~,_,’=-’ ...... Notify 

1 of 2 1/7/2014 2:15 PM 



https:iicccs.unc.eduips c/campusiEMPLOYEEiUN C_C SidES TAB.+. 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: TIMOTHY MCMILLAN 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

Personalize Page,~..:.!:;:~i htt 

Instructor Schedule instructor Schedule 2 

Class 
Number Subject Cataloq Section Component Class Title Star~ Time End ]qme Meeting 

11131 AAAD 130 001 
i tNTRO AFRI AMER & 
iLEC 2:00PM 2:50PMI iMWt= 

= .’ DIASPORA STD , 

i i i BLACKS IN NORTH i :: 
i 11119 AAAD ;254 001 ILEC 9t00AM 9:50AM iMVVF 

i !�.AROLINA 
’ " .................... ’,~ iREMEMBERING 11128 AAAD !332 i001 iLEC , RACE 

I:00PM I:50PM MWF iAND SLAVERY 

Return to Search ~ ~:’: Previous in List,,~.~’"~: Next in List ~~i Notify 

1 of 2 1/7/2014 2:16 PM 



https:iicccs.unc,edu/pscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC_CS/ciESTAB... 

Instructor Schedule 

tD: MARGARET LEE 

Term: 2142 2014 Spdng 

New Window ":~~ ’"?# ..... i,~Help ,~ Personalize Page i~ htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

i Class Subject Cataloq Section Component CIass q]tle Start -lime End "lime Meetinc~ r 
i Number 
i15037 IAAAD 101 005 ILEC I INTRO TO AFRICA 2:00PM 3:15PMi :,TuTh 

11401 iAAAD i301 001 iLEC iCHINA-AFRICA i 12:30PM 1:45PM TuTh 

Return to Search .~!;~ Previous in List ,~)!ii Next in List~~"~,, Notify 

1 of 2 1/7/2014 2:17 PM 



https :iicccs.unc.eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC_CSiciESTA 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: REGINALD HILDEBRAND 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

New Window i~~:~ Help ia~" Personalize Page ~}~ htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

:. Class Subiect Cataloq Section Component Class -Rtle Start ~me End Time Meeting 
i Number 

:,AAAD 130 !004 i 11:00AM: 12:15PMI TuTh 11400 DIASPORA STD         ~                    : 

111i4~ ........................ AAAD 431 ........ ~)~"~ ............... ~~ ......... [ D U BO i S~H UR~I~,~I~~ i ............. ~i00Pl~i ...... 5:50~iv]i 
[ ..................... ! ............................................................................ L ..... ~ ............................. ..................................................... z    . .~ : ............................... L..... ......................... 

........~.:~" Return to Search : !-i,...~ Previous in List 4~ii Next in List i=’---:~o~ Notify 

t of 2 1/7/2014 2:18 PM 



https:i/cccs,unc.eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC_CSiciESTAB.,. 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: MAMARAME SECK 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

New Window ~!,~ Help 2~.~ Personalize Page htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class 
Number ~ Cataloq Section Component Class Title Start. qSme End Time Meeting--[ 

11132 :AAAD i101 002 LEC tNTRO TO AFRICA 9:30AM 10:45AM iTuYh 
.. .............................. ~ ...................... =.. ......................... ~ ................ ! ............................... ~ ............................................................................................. .......................... 

11405 AAAD ;101 i004 LEC :INTRO TO AFRICA 2:00PM 3:15PM TuTh 

LANGUAGES OF 
11129 AAAD i421 !001 LEC 3:00PM 5:50PM M 

~ AFRICA ’ 
..................................................... _~ ......................... .~ ................. J ...................................................................................................................................... : ....................................... ~ ................. 

ii,% Re[um to Search ~:.’:t Notify 

1 of2 1/7/2014 2:19 PM 



https:iicccs,unc,eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC_CSiciESTAB... 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: DAVID PIER 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

New Window ~:::~ Help ’J~J ~:i.~ Personalize Page ....~..~.:~ htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

i Class Subiect Catalog Section Component 
Number ’ 

i 
~LEC 11807 AAAD 1290 001 

11402 AAAD 318 001 ILEC 

Class T~tle Start Time End Time Meeting E 

TOPICS IN AFRf, AFAM,    2:00PM: 3:15PM !TuTh 
DIASPORA 

I CULTURAL 
~ 12:30PM 1:45PM ITuTh 

PRODUCTION 

i4821 SPCL i400 309 iLEC C-START 3:30PM 5:20PM iM 

Return to Search <i~i:~i Previous in List *~ii7 Next in List i<~.) Notify 

1 of2 1/7/2014 2:20 PM 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, January. 7, 2014 2:34 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

RE: 21 students ~ l?ar with more asking to be let in 

thanks Eunice. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9~.9-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Co: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You should ask for a $20.00 deposit which you will return at the end of the semester to students. Please get in touch with Sonia Colon about the students’ deposit so that we 
follow State Law and university regulations pertaining to cash deposits. 

These books are the property of the department and will be used again in the future. Please collect the books once the class is over in April and return them to Travis. 

The department will pay as a performance and public engagement consultant for her work with students at Rogers Road Community. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20:14 1:42 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Eunice, 

Welcome back. 

we only have 20 books, but maybe I’II scare some people away. Also I’m thinking of asking for $5 deposit on the book, so someone does not walk away and drop the class and 
not bring the book back. What do you think? 

Also, we did not get any additional money, but I was thinking that Marie could focus on the Rogers Road component for the 
have a volunteer helper, Rajeev Rajendran - who will be working with me on the class as well. 

you have for her - if that still works. I also 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 9:[9-843-7067 



Figure: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 2:37 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <soma colon@med.unc.edtr~ 

RE: 21 students ~ tZar with more asking to be let in 

Dear Sonia, 

What is the best way to make this happen. T can email my students before Tuesday first class so that they have payment ready. Perhaps then 3[ can leave the books in the 
AFAH office if students are not ready to put down refundable deposit. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:56 PH 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

C¢: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You should ask for a $20.00 deposit which you will return at the end of the semester to students. Please get in touch with Sonia Colon about the students’ deposit so that we 
follow State Law and university regulations pertaining to cash deposits. 

These books are the property of the department and will be used again in the future. Please collect the books once the class is over in April and return them to Travis. 

The department will pay as a performance and public engagement consultant for her work with students at Rogers Road Community~ 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Hegel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:42 PH 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Eunice, 

Welcome back. 

we only have 20 books, but maybe I’ll scare some people away~ Also I’m thinking of asking for $5 deposit on the book, so someone does not walk away and drop the class and 
not bring the book back. What do you think? 

Also, we did not get any additional money, but I was thinking that Marie could focus on the Rogers Road component for the 
have a volunteer helper, Rajeev Rajendran - who will be working with me on the class as well. 

you have for her - if that still works. I also 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-84-3-7067 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams, Ronald <~rcw@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January, 7, 2014 4:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

T~Jae ttome Final 

Deal Eunice, 

I hope you are well. 

I am writing to request permission to give a taken one final in my class, AAAD 

wanted to request your pem~ission in advance. Please let me know if this is okay. 

All the best, 

Ron 

Ronald Williams II 

Assistant Professor of African American Studies 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

I have not decided to do so just yet. However, I want to reserve the option and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:28 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
follow ups 

Dear Eunice, 

As a follow up per our conversation earlier. I contacted April regarding the Stone Center date and will follow up in one 

week with her. I sent two emails to Hyde Hall and have yet to hear back from them so I will follow up on that tomorrow. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesda? 7:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Lee, Margaret Carol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

Yes I can meet with you at noon tomorrow. See you then. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, January 7, 2014 10:45 AM 

To: 

Cc: Lee, Margaret 

Subject: Meeting 

Dear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can we meet tomorrow at 12.00pm? 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 7:45 PM 
To-" 
Cc-" Lee, Margaret Carol 
Subject-" Re: October & September Hours 

Deal 

This week is turning out to be a veu busy. one for me. 
While limited, I have some fle~bili~ on Wednesday. I will send you some possible times tomorrow for a Wednesday meeting. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. SaNe 

O11 , at 4:52 PM, " ’ )bJive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Again Dr. SaNe, 

I wanted to check in to see if you still want to meet tomorrow. I have a couple other lneetings that I need to nail down times 
for so please let me know at your earliest conve~ience. 

@live.unc.edu 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 8:41 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Hi Dr. Sahle, 



I can come to your office on Tuesday. Is there a time that works best for you? 

a)hve.unc.edu 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday. 12:55 PM 

To: 

Cc: Lee, Margaret 

Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Dear 

Happy New Year and I hope you had a wonderful Holiday Season too. 

Please let me know when you can meet with me next week to discuss your work on the Newsletter. I will be on campus on Tuesday. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:49 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: October & September Hours 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I hope the holidays have treated you well. I’m getting in touch because Sonia said I need to talk to yon abont getting paid for 
my hours in September and October. I submitted these hours to Sonia in November after Tia left. Before therk each month 
I’d send my hours to Tia by the 5th of each month and get paid on the last day of the month. I was expecting to be paid at 
the end of November but since I sent the hours late (on the 12th) I gave it until December payroll to see if it would come 
through. When I didn’t get paid in December I contacted Sonia again and she let me know today that I need to talk to you 
about it. Please let me know if there is anything I need to do to get this settled. The hours I originally submitted are at the 
bottom of the chain of emails below. Thanks. 

Happy New Year, 

@live.unc.edu 

From: Colon, Sonia <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, 9:30 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Good 

Hope you had a nice Holidays[! 

Regarding Lhe payment [:or the worked hours on SepLernber and October, p~esse contact Dr Ekm~ce SaNe. 

Thank you 

Son~a 

Se~t= Thursday, 12:38 PN 
Te= Colon, Sonia 
$~bje¢t= Re: October & September Hours 

Hi Soma, 
I wanted to check in to see when I nfight expect rids paycheck and ~ I need to get it in pe~on since it is ~ fill check from 
AA~. I did not get a direct dcposit For the December pay day so I wanted to make sum. 

The l Jniversitv o/North Carolina at Chapel Hill, School of Education 



@live.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:47 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 

Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Sortia, 
This is for AAAD. 

@live.unc.edu 
Sent via tl~e Sams~.mg GA[ AXY S®4 Acti~,~eTM, an AT&T dG I.TE smartphone 

........ Original message ........ 
From: "Colon° So~fia" <so~fia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Date: 10:59 AM (GMT-05:00) 
To: ~live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: October & September Hours 

Hello : 

Is this PLCY department or ’AAAD? 

Thank you 

Sonia 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:55 AM 
To= Colon, Sonia 
Subject: October & September Hours 

Hi Soma, 
Below are my September and October hour. Let me ~ow ffyou need anytNng else from me. 

September: 
9/3: 9:00pm-4:00am (Home) = 7 hours 
9/4: 12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9/6: 2:00pm-5:00pm (Office) = 2 hours 
9/9:1:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 3 hours 
9/11:12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9/13: 10:00am-2:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9/16: l:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 3 hours 
9/17: ll:00pm-5:00am (Home) = 6 hours 
9/18: 12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9/20: 10:00am-ll:30am (Office) = 1.5 hours 
9/25: 12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
9/27:10:00am-11:30am (Office) = 1.5 hours 
9/30:l:00pm-3:30pm (Office) = 2.5 hours 
=46.5 hours 
October: 
10/2: 12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
10/4: ll:00am-12:00pm (Office)= 1 hour 
10/7: l:00pm-2:30pm (Office) = 1.5 hours 
10/8: 10:00pm-2:30am (Home) = 4.5 hours 
10/9: 12:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 4 hours 
10/10: 9:00am-2:00pm (Office) = 5 hours 
10/13:11:00pm-4:45am (Home) = 5.75 hours 
10/14: l:00pm-4:00pm (Office) = 3 hours 
10/19: 12:00pm-5:00pm (Home) = 5 hours 
10/21:1:00pm-2:00pm (FedExfKinkos), 9:00pm-l:00am (Home) = 5 hours 
10/22: 9:00am-l:00pm (FedExiKil~kos) = 4 hours 
= 42.75 hours 

77~e University q/North Carolina at Chapel Hill. School of Education 

?~)live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~daa.duke.edu;, 

Tuesday, 8:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <k~anken@email.unc.edu> 

AAAD    Syllabus 

Syllabus.pdf 

Hello Eunice and Kenneth, 

Here is a copy of the syllabus for my course AAAD 

I would also like to formally request permission to offer a prnject J~r the final exam r~ther than a paper exam. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, 9:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Happy New Year! 

Good morning Mwalimu! 

What time should I come by today? 

Thanks, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :[0:37 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice 

Subject: RE: Happy New Year] 

Okay. What time should I come by? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:37 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: Happy New Year! 

Hi 

Thanks for your email. Let’s meet tomorrow if you have time. 

Best wishes and I hope you are doing well, 
Mwalimu 

F~m: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Happy New Year! 

.10:35 AM 

Hi Mwalimu! 

I will be coming up to Chapel Hill from Durham soon. Are you still in the office? I can be there in the next 40mins. 

Thanks, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, 04:36 PM 

To: 

Subject: Happy NewYear! 

Dear 

I hope you have recovered from your exams and that you had an excellent holiday season! 

Let’s meet next week to discuss matters. I will be in on Tuesday morning. 

Best wishes, 
Mwalimu 

F~m: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Research 

10:57 AM 

Habari MwI. Sahle, 

I had hell week of exams last weekend and they’re finally over so I’m relatively free this and next week. So please let me know any urgent task you may 
have. I am continually working on the long term project you have. 



Thanks! 

P.S. Recently rediscovered this Kenyan Afro Pop band which I imagine you might know about already but if not, please enjoy! 

http://www.youtu be.com/watch?v=kFq n9tlFTec 

http:i/www.yout u be.co miwatch?v=4ZkQrcp5yjY 

AND, Ugandan comedian Kansiime Ann: 

htt p:!/www.yo utu be.co m/watch?v=a 2U aaW4LOoQ&Iist=TLiHI~I6-CRvCi4U GyYR .vzUj bxABSeUvT8 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Moon, Karen B <karen moon@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~’ 8, 2014 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

FW: Re:Response to your column about UNC-Chapel Hill 

Eunice: as promised, below is the response Vice Chancellor Curran sent to P~ul B,~rrett at Bloomberg!BusinessWeek~ I aJso need to give you a he~ds up ~bout 
m~other matter so could you g~ve me a c~l when you have a chance? 

Kmen 
Karen Moon 
Director, UNC News Services 
The kJnbers~ty of North Carolina at Cha~e~ HN 
(919) 9{~2- 8595 
F~m: Curran, Joel 
Merit: Monday, ]anua~ 06, 2054 ~0:50 AN 
To: McFarland, Michael B; Moore, Tanya Topolka; Moon, Karen B; Pickeral, Robbi 
$ubje~t= ~: Re:Response to your column about UNC-Chapel H~I 
.Joel G, Curran, APE 
V~ce Chancellor of Communications and Publ~c A[f~irs 
~(}2 South [{u~kling CB {~226, Cha~le~ lldJ, N{. ,:. 599 
Of[k:e: {919) 962-2011/Mobile: 
Follow me on Twitter’ @]gcurran 
Follow us on TwirLer @Carolina_news 

V~s~t us at www4Jnc.edu 



From= Paul Barrett (BLOOMBERG/NEWSROOM:) rmailtoarrett17@bloomberq.net] 

Sent= Monday, January 06, 2014 10:48 AM 
To= Curran, Joel 
Subject= Re:Response to your column about UNC-Chapel Hill 

Joel 

My online colleagues suggest that you ledge your comment directly on our we~site. ~f y~u have 

trouble doing so, for any reason, let me ]now, and i’1i figb~re out how to intervene~ 

Here is my lates~ dispatck, i~ you wish ~o pos~ your comment to that: 

ht t~r~ : //~,~,~,~. busJ nesswe6 k. corn/a~t i c l e s/: O ] ~-01-06/unc.--a ~h ] e t i c-scandal-ch ~rqe s---c f-fraud-cod ] d---be---t i p .... 

o f-wide r-r ~ ve la t io~s #r hp-ls 

All ~est, 

Paul 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

To: Pad] Barrett !BLOOMBERGi NEWSROOM:i 

At: Jan 4 2014 13:06:23 

Paul, 
I read with great interest Thur~ay your online column, °SFhe Scandal Bowl: Tar Heels Football, Academic Fraud, and Implicit Racism," and am hopeful 

that will you post this as an online letler to the editor. 

The academic inegulaities came to light more than two years ago and since then the Universi .ty of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill has spent thousands of 

hours addressing the issues and creating re~i reform which you did not mention. Fraaaldy, while I respect eveu journalist’s fight to an opinion and 

understand that your column presents an editofial point of view, your tone and tenor was inflammato~y and missing key context. 

Your column implies you did not have time to conduct a thorough review of this matter. Several of your points misconslrued ~:acts that have been part of 

the public record, and some of your assertions simply missed the mark. To mr: 

In no way has UNC- Chapel Hill attempted to conceal any sort of fraud, as you theorize in your column; indeed, Carolina has spent 
countless hours trying to get to the bottom of what happened and to instill reforms to ensure these failures never happen again. In 
addition to the criminal investigation you reference - an 18-month independent investigation conducted by the State Bureau of 
Investigation and the Orange County District Attorney’s Office - seven additional internal and external investigations or reviews have 
been undertaken as part of this issue; the links to those reports can be found ._h___e___r__e__ (..h.~p.-L/./..r..a-w..~j-D.g.s.~...a..~..e.[‘~..e.-.b.-&Ln...c.~-.e.-.d...L.!L.r..e.-[.a...t..e.-.d.-~[i..n.-.k...s../.). 

You imply that nothing has been done to address these revelations. But in fact, as a result of multiple reviews and investigations, UNC- 
Chapel Hill has outlined more than 70 recommendations and numerous new policies and procedures have been put into place to 
strengthen academic oversight. 

Also, note that the four-month independent review headed by former North Carolina Governor James Martin concluded that there was 
no evidence that anyone within the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes engaged in any improper activities to maintain the 
eligibility of student-athlete& To be clear, the report did find certain employees within the Academic Support Program for Student- 
Athletes were aware that certain courses within the Department were so-called "term paper courses" and that lecture courses were 
being taught in an independent study format. 

All of the evidence found in those investigations indicates that students in the courses were required to write lengthy papers and did 
what they were asked to do. None of the investigations found evidence that students received credit for courses for which they did no 
work. This is an important fact you missed, but is readily available in the Martin Report (which is linked above). 

The African, African American and Diaspora Studies Department, with their study of histories, politics, culture, and economies around 
the world, is of critical importance to UNC-Chapel Hill’s state, regional and global missions. We are extremely proud of the faculty, staff 
and students who are bringing these important learnings to light every day. It is critical to note that the irregularities that occurred would 
have been unacceptable in ANY department at UNC-Chapel Hill; in fact, most of the reforms implemented apply to the entire University. 
Also, I take exception to your unsupported statement that "implicit racism colors this entire episode." Not only is it untrue, but it is 
insulting to the faculty, staff, students and alumni of the nation’s oldest public university. 

Chancellor Carol L. Folt has been very clear on our commitment that we will learn from this matter and establish best practices that will 
re-shape and strengthen academic rigor at UNC-Chapel Hill. Our goal is to be the national model. For example, Executive Vice 
Chancellor and Provost James W. Dean Jr., and Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham have launched the Student-Athlete 
Academic Initiative Working Group, a committee looking at all current practices and procedures that affect the lives of student-athletes 
from initial recruitment to when they leave the University. The goal: ensure proper alignment with the University’s academic mission and 
- we believe ultimately - establish new best practices in this area. 

Finally, although I realize it does not make great news copy, you should note that the University voluntarily disclosed the results of the 
investigations and reviews. In addition, UNC-Chapel Hill has fully complied with the North Carolina public records laws and has 
released thousands of pages of records to countless news outlets and other requestors. In many cases, hundreds of hours were 
devoted to compiling and releasing information that the University had no legal obligation to provide -- but that it chose to provide in an 
effort to be as transparent as possible. (Some records were withheld if they were exempt from disclosure under applicable state or 
federal privacy laws. Some records also were redacted to protect confidential personnel and student information pursuant to 
applicable state and federal laws.) 

l?aul, I appreciate your role in sparldng debate and conversation in the punlic interest, but I hope this helps put this issue into more perspective for you. I 

would welcome the opIx~nity to di~uss this further and hope you roll share these thoughts with your readers. 

Regards, 

Joel Curran 



Joel G. Curran, APR 

Vice Chancellor of Communications aJ~d Public Al~hirs 

102 South Building, CB 6226, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

~:: UNC Logo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lee, Margaret Cresol <leemc@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 12:49 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McMillan, Tim <tjml @email.unc.edtr~; 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

1~3:;: Hello 

Dear all, 

Next Tuesday morning will ~vork for me 

Best, 
Margaret 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:46 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; McMillan, Tim; 
Subject: RE: Hello 

Dear 

You were missing in the original email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

, Seck, Mamarame 

~live.unc.edu>; 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday: . 12:41 PM 
To: l,ee, Margaret Carol; McM~llan, Tim; 
Subject: Hello 

[)eat- All, 

Happy New Year! 

Please let me know when we can meet tomorrow or next Tuesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



A 

1 

2 

3 

4 Date 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 Travel to Toronto Cancelled 

27 Disclosure note: 

28 Chair Research fund can carry over each year, but need to be spent all by June 2017 

29 2011-12 

30 2012-13 

31 2013-14 

32 2014-15 

33 2015-16 

34 

35 

36 

37 

7/1/2012 

7/27/2012 

8/1/2012 

9/20/2012 

7/31/2012 

8/29/2012 

10/2/2012 

10/11/2012 

10/22/2012 

11/29/2012 

3/4/2013 

4/8/2013 

4/15/2013 

5/7/2013 

5/3/2013 

5/3/2013 

5/20/2013 

6/28/2013 

6/14/2013 



B 

2 

3 

4 Ref# 

5 

6 

7 ~46B058 

8 Pcard 

9 K488975 

20 C466367 

22 C478784 

22 T250049 

23 T252027 

24 T252955 

25 K523234 

26 P-card 

27 K589972 

29 T272055 

20 T270686 

22 K622740 

23 

24 Pcard 06 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 $6,000.00 

3o S2o, ooo.oo 
32 Ss,ooo.oo 
32 $4,500.00 

33 $4,500.00 

34 $30,000.00 

35 

36 

37 

C 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 

6-20352 

Research Fund 

Description 

D 

Expenses 

Budget 

Flash Drive 

Amazon.com - Books 

Eunice reibursement for Book 

Claire K. Boychuck 

Claire K. Boychuck 

Travel to Toronto- Manuscript: Ottawa & Toronto 

Travel to Toronto -reimb. Registration fees 

Travel to Toronto-Reimbursement Hotel and transpostation 

Eunice reimbursement for CB¥ 4GB Digit 

Intl Human Rights Law In 

Eunice reimbursement f or Africa Studies Ass. 

Eunice travel to Otowa 

Eunice travel to Otowa - Hotel stay and subsistence 

Registration fees 

Isa Registration 

Balance 

Amazon.com -Books 

($48,23) 

($802,48) 

($22,36) 

($794,43) 

($473,28) 

($647.43) 

(Sss.s3) 

(Slso.oo) 

(S465,05) 

($420,65) 

(S16s,oo) 
($374,28) 

(S~so,oo) 

($429,56) 



E 

2 

3 

4 Balance 

s $1o, ooo.oo 
6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

23 

24 ($8,556.28) 

25 $1,443.72 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Total payments to 

19 

2O 

21 Disclosure note: 

A 

Date 

7/1/2013 

6/20/2013 

8/30/2013 

9/30/2013 

10/30/2013 

11/12/2013 

11/15/2013 

11/30/2013 

12/11/2013 

12/30/2013 

22 Chair Research fund can carry overeach year, butneed to be spentallbyJune 2017 

23 2011-12 

24 2012-13 

25 2013-14 

26 2014-15 

27 2015-16 

28 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

Dr. Eunice Sahle 

D 

CAB T175882 

13 T193199 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 $6,000.00 

24 $10,000.00 

2s Ss,ooo.oo 
26 $4,500.00 

27 $4,500.00 

28 $30,000.00 

6-20352 

Research Fund 

Description 

Budget 

Toronto- cancelled 

eunice - Book 

Assoc Ameriican Geographers 

Expenses 

($922.31) 

($154,89) 

($127,55) 

($58,44) 

($92,00) 

(S177,34) 

(S443,01) 

(S66,84) 

Balance 

Balance 

Ss,ooo.oo 

(.~1,998.36) 

$3,001.64 

On 10/2/21 

cancelled ( 

policies. T[ 

to new FY, 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

G H 

)13- open ticket were 

lue to new DELTA 

e CAB charge rollover 

due to closenest to 



A 

1 Prior Transactions 

2 6-20352 

3 Wed, Jan 8, 2014, 1:40 PM 

4 Object i p Code i Reference i Date 
i Descri-ti°n i ’ 

5 3131i OUT/COU NTRY TRAN-AIR 57iT175882 i 20-Jun 

6 2311i EDUCATIONAL SUPPLI ES 50 i K703051 i 
13-Nov 

7 

8 

9 1451i STU DENT WAGE 42 1148951 9-Aug 

10 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 9-Aug 

11 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 9-Aug 

12 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 9-Aug 

13 1451i STU DENT WAGE 42 1148951 23-Aug 

14 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 23-Aug 

15 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 23-Aug 

16 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 23-Aug 

17 1451iSTUDENT WAGE 42 1148951 6-Sep 

18 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 6-Sep 

19 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 6-Sep 

20 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 6-Sep 

21 1451i STU DENT WAGE 42 1148951 18-Oct 

22 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 18-Oct 

23 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 18-Oct 

24 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 18-Oct 

25 1451iSTUDENT WAGE 42 1148951 1-Nov 

26 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 1-Nov 

27 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 1-Nov 

28 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 1-Nov 

29 1451iSTUDENT WAGE 42 1148951 27-Nov 

30 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 27-Nov 

31 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60 27-Nov 

32 3914 iTRANSlT FEE 60 27-Nov 

33 

34 1451iSTUDENT WAGE 42i 1148951 13-Dec 

35 1892 iCOM POSITE BEN EFITS 42 i 13-Dec 

36 3225iCORE DATA SERVICES 60i 13-Dec 

37 3914 iTRANSIT FEE 60i 13-Dec 

38 
39 3131i OUT/COU NTRY TRAN-AI R               60 iT175882 20-J un 

40 3131i OUT/COU NTRY TRAN-AI R 60 iT175882 20-J un 
i 

41 2311i EDUCATIONAL SUPPLI ES 48 i K703051 18-Nov 

42 3129iOUT/STATE REG FEES 481T193199 23-Dec 

i TOTAL 43 , 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

9 

10 

Transaction Description 

SAHLE 

EUNICE SAHLE 

G 

iAmount 

$574.60 

$58.44 

S53.oo 
$0.24 

S0.29 

S0.13 

SLOO.OO 
$0.45 

$0.54 

$0.24 

S3oo.oo 
S1.3s 

SI.62 

S0.72 

$126.00 

So.s7 

S0.68 
So.3o 

S92.00 
S0.41 

So.so 
$0.22 

$174.00 

$0.79 

S0.94 

S0.48 

$66.00 

So.3o 
$0.36 

S0.18 
$66.84 

535.00 
$539.60 

$58.44 

$443.01 

S7,649.46 

2nd Reference 

6003 

I 

lP 

lP 

lP 

iF 
iF 
iF 
iN 

Offset Account 

B02 REG 

B02 REG 

B02 REG 

B02 REG 

B03 REG 

B03 REG 

B03 REG 

B03 REG 

B04 REG 

B04 REG 

B04 REG 

B04 REG 

B07 REG 

B07 REG 

B07 REG 

B07 REG 

B08 REG 

B08 REG 

B08 REG 

B08 REG 

BIO REG 

BIO REG 

BIO REG 

BIO REG 

PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

11 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

12 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

13 

14 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

15 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

16 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

17 

18 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

19 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

20 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

21 

22 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

23 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

24 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

25 

26 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

27 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

28 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

29 

30 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) 

31 SUM CORE DATA FEE 3-17139-0536 

32 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 3-17193-0577 

33 

34 Bll REG 

35 PAYROLL RESERVE (16) Bll REG 

36 SUM CORE DATA FEE Bll REG 3-17139-0536 

37 SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE Bll REG 3-17193-0577 

38 

39 SAHLE/E CAB07 0-10405-1310 

40 SAHLE/E CAB07 0-10405-1310 

41 EUNICE*SAHLE E61677 

42 EUNICE*SAHLE E69196 

43 

ID 



L 

1 

2 

3 

4 Tax Source Account 

5 

6 

M 

AP Use Tax Amount iBatch Reference Batch Date YTD Update Nbr 

$0.00 iENCO02 7/12/2013 1 

$0.00 iDP2831 11/13/2013 100 

7 

8 

9 $0.00 iAPRB02 8/9/2013 28 

10 $0.00 iAPRB02 8/9/2013 28 

11 $0.00 iCORDTA 8/9/2013 28 

12 $0.00 iTRNFEE 8/9/2013 28 

13 $0.00 iAPRB03 8/23/2013 38 

14 $0.00 iAPRB03 8/23/2013 38 

15 $0.00 iCORDTA 8/23/2013 38 

16 $0.00 iTRNFEE 8/23/2013 38 

17 $0.00 iAPRBO4 9/6/2013 51 

18 $0.00 iAPRBO4 9/6/2013 51 

19 $0.00 iCORDTA 9/6/2013 51 

20 $0.00 iTRNFEE 9/6/2013 51 

21 $0.00 iAPRB07 10/18/2013 79 

22 $0.00 iAPRB07 10/18/2013 79 

23 $0.00 iCORDTA 10/18/2013 79 

24 $0.00 iTRNFEE 10/18/2013 79 

25 $0.00 iAPRB08 11/1/2013 96 

26 $0.00 iAPRB08 11/1/2013 96 

27 $0.00 iCORDTA 11/1/2013 96 

28 $0.00 iTRNFEE 11/1/2013 96 

29 $0.00 iAPRBIO 11/27/2013 109 

30 $0.00 iAPRBIO 11/27/2013 109 

31 $0.00 iCORDTA 11/27/2013 109 

32 $0.00 iTRNFEE 11/27/2013 109 

33 

34 $0.00 iAPRB11 12/13/2013 119 

35 $0.00 iAPRB11 12/13/2013 119 

36 $0.00 iCORDTA 12/13/2013 119 

37 $0.00 iTRNFEE 12/13/2013 119 

38 

39 $0.00 iCAB211 7/30/2013 21 

40 $0.00 iCAB211 7/30/2013 21 

41 $0.00 iAPE629 11/18/2013 103 

42 $0.00 iAPET08 12/23/2013 127 

43 



Q 
1 

2 

3 

4 Seq 

T U V W 

CPU Date Oper ID Terminal ID Liquidation Amount D I Indicator Bank Number 

5 20374 7/13/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 
6 2 11/13/2013 DP28 50.00 D 30 

7 

8 

9 75859 8/7/2013 FBD010 (518.06) D 4 

10 75860 8/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

11 17346 8/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

12 37045 8/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

13 86888 8/21/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

14 86889 8/21/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

15 33363 8/21/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

16 53914 8/21/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

17 73975 9/9/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

18 73976 9/9/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

19 20722 9/9/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

20 38631 9/9/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

21 92150 10/16/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

22 92151 10/16/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

23 28944 10/16/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

24 51020 10/16/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

25 78497 11/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

26 78498 11/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

27 22249 11/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

28 41428 11/7/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

29 83067 11/26/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

30 83068 11/26/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

31 58989 11/26/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

32 82275 11/26/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

33 

34 88570 12/11/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

35 88571 12/11/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 4 

36 24549 12/11/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

37 46941 12/11/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

38 

39 7522 7/31/2013 FBD010 (5574.60) D 

40 7546 7/31/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 

41 2929 11/18/2013 FBD010 (558.44) D 1 

42 20584 12/23/2013 FBD010 50.00 D 1 

43 



i 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

X Y Z AA AB 

Processing Month Map Code    Fund Balance    Time     DAS Cost Code D Clndicator 

7 60877 3610 9:58:45 

11 60877 3610 9:18:40 

8 

9 8 60877 3610 19:47:25 

10 8 60877 3610 19:47:25 
11 8 60877 3610 19:47:25 
12 8 60877 3610 19:47:25 
13 8 60877 3610 19:46:47 

14 8 60877 3610 19:46:47 

15 8 60877 3610 19:46:47 

16 8 60877 3610 19:46:47 

17 9 60877 3610 19:48:44 

18 9 60877 3610 19:48:44 

19 9 60877 3610 19:48:44 

20 9 60877 3610 19:48:44 
21 10 60877 3610 19:45:58 
22 10 60877 3610 19:45:58 
23 10 60877 3610 19:45:58 
24 10 60877 3610 19:45:58 
25 11 60877 3610 19:47:27 
26 11 60877 3610 19:47:27 
27 11 60877 3610 19:47:27 
28 11 60877 3610 19:47:27 
29 11 60877 3610 19:41:49 
30 11 60877 3610 19:41:49 
31 11 60877 3610 19:41:49 
32 11 60877 3610 19:41:49 
33 
34 12 60877 3610 19:41:52 
35 12 60877 3610 19:41:52 
36 12 60877 3610 19:41:52 
37 12 60877 3610 19:41:52 
38 
39 7 60877 3610 19:55:39 
40 7 60877 3610 19:55:39 
41 11 60877 3610 19:47:44 

42 12 60877 3610 19:42:48 

43 



AC 

1 

2 

3 

4 DAS Cost Code 

5 

6 

AD AE AF 

DAS SubAccount DAS Sub Subcode Tax Full Liability 

$7,103,100,000,000.00 

$7,103,100,000,000.00 

7 

8 

9 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

10 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

11 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

12 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

13 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

14 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

15 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

16 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

17 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

18 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

19 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

20 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

21 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

22 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

23 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

24 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

25 S7,103,100,000,000.00 

26 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

27 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

28 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

29 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

30 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

31 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

32 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

33 

34 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

35 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

36 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

37 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

38 

39 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

40 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

41 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

42 $7,103,100,000,000.00 

43 
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From: .~liveuncedu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

To: Sahle~ Eunlce N <eunlce@emml.unc.edu~ 

Subject: AAAD 

He?’ Professor Sahle, 

I hope you had an er~ oyable break. 

Would it be possible for me to stop by your office sometime soon and see my final exam and paper? I would like to read the comments. 

Thank you, 

University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Class of 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Subjet’t: RE: ttello 

Hi Dr. SaNe, 

I am a little confi~sed after our talk this afternoon. What is the meeting about? 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:41 PM 

To= Lee, Margaret; McMillan, Tim; 

Subject: Hello 

Dear All, 

Happy New Year[ 

Please let me know when we can meet tomorrow or next Tuesday, 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:10 PM 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
class 

Welcome back Professor Selassie, 

I just got your message. I am glad you made it back safely in this bad weather. I sent emails earlier telling them that 

there wouldn’t be class tomorrow. So that there is no confusion, can you send emails to your students letting them 

know that there will be class tomorrow. I also let the law class know earlier that they needed to get their book from the 

student stores. 

Thanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 5:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

Conference 

Dear Eunice, 

I finally heard back from Hyde Hall and she said that they have an event scheduled during that time so I have made a 

note to myself to call Holt in the morning since he has already gone home for the day. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 5:14 PM 

~gmail.com; ~yahoo.com 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

G~eetings from Chapel Hill! 

Dear Sen. (Prof) Peter Anyang’ Nyong’o, EGH., MP: 

Happy New Year! 

Thank you for coming to UNC this past November and for being the keynote speaker at the "Dialogues on East Africa and African Unity at 50". I am extremely 

grateful to Professor SaNe for bringing you to Chapel Hill and for allowing me to spend time with you. Meeting you remains a distinct honor for me and I think of 

our conversations and your speech often. 

I am writing to humbly ask for a copy of the speech you gave at UNC this past November. I have much to learn and I was hoping to use your speech as a guide- for 

me, it is a tour de force. 

In addition, Eunice was kind of enough to send me the link to your article "Madiba, selfless and visionary leader who brought dignity, honour to Africa". This article 

was extremely enlightening and beautifully written. I am trying to learn as much as I can about one of the true giants in the history of humanity and your article is 

one of the best tributes I have read. 

I very much look forward to talking with you again in the future and I wish you and your family all the best for 2014. 

With great respect and regards, 

Bruce Cairns 

Cell phone 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 

Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Departrnent of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: (919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West ([mwest@med,unc.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I thought that was probably the case, hopefully I was not too overly insistent! 

I have a lab on Tuesdays at l:00pm, but could meet at 12:15 until then. On Thursday I can meet after 12:00. Monday and Wednesday I can meet before 

lO:OOam, at 12:00, or between 2:00 and 3:30pm. Friday I could meet before lO:OOam or between 12:00 and 3:00pm. 

I hope one of those times will work for you. Between school and work my schedule can be pretty tight. 

Thanks for your help, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

To~ 

Subject; RE: AAAD 

Dear 

Happy New Year and i hope you had a wonderf’~i hoiiday seasont 

Your emails arrived when I was away I am back on campus and we can mee~ to discuss yo’ur performance in ~a._AD 

Best wishes and all the best fer this semester, 
Dr. Sahle 

last semester. Can we meet next Tuesday at i.00pm? 

From: 
Sent: We&’~csday, 2:10 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: AAAD 

Hey Prof’essor Sah[e, 

i hope you had an eNoyable break. 

Would it be possible fbr me to stop by your off’~ce sometime soon and see my final exam and paper? I would like to read the comments 

Thank you, 

[ ?nlversi~.y of Not~.h Carolina at Chapel Hili 

C]ass of 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dear Eunice, 

Porter, Robert S <rporte@email.unc.edu; 

Wednesday, January 8, 2014 8:59 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Please add these students to my courses if possible 

I would appreciate it veW much if you can authorize the addition of the follo;ving students to my classes, ;vhich met for the first time today 

Please add to AAAD Section 1 : 

Please add to AAAD Section 1 these two students: (she is an AAAD minor); 

Man?- thanks, Eunice. 

Best, 

Robert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 9:41 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

FW: plone help 

Dear Eunice, 

I have someone coming this afternoon to help with the website. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Coletta, Kevin 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 9:05 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: plone help 

Sure, I should be able to stop by this afternoon. 

-Kevin 

OASIS welcomes your feedback: ~:i!oasis.ur~c.ed~/client-f?edback 

Kevin Coletta 
Applications Developer, Enterprise Applications Office of Arts & Sciences Information Services University Of North Carolina at 
Chat)el Hill CB 3056, 103 Howell Hall Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3056 

(Direct Line) 
kcoletta@email.unc.edu 
AIM: 
Skype: 
h~p:iloasis.unc.ed~i 



OUR Newsletter 
January 9, 2014 

The Office for Lir~de:’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our web:~ite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

On the Blogs 
~.x,.,. Read about Professor Benjamin Waterhouse’s ex!~eiienca, i~i his Hom~:s cou!~.e on the 

history of the 2008 financial crisis. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

If you’re thinking of applying for a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, plan ahead to attend 

our second and final SURF Information Session: 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union, Room 3408 

In this workshop, you will hear from past Summer Under.’#raduate Raseaich Feiicw.si~ip (SURF) 

recipients about howthey developed their successful proposals. There will also be a short 

presentation by the Wdtmg Cei~ter on how to develop proposals. A representative from the Office of 

i--iuma!~ Resear,’:il E-:ihics will also speak briefly about human subjects research. You will have the 

opportunity to talk with OUR staff about proposal design, and learn more about SURF Peer Writing 

Advisors who can give you valuable feedback on your proposal prior to submission 

GRC Program 
Are you thinking of applying for a Graduate Research Consultant for your Maymester or summer 

course? The application deadline for Maymester/Summer courses is JaB~al’y 27. Check out more 



Also, we were pleased to see that the University of Kansas has ,’:[~ ~t,’-~d iis ,’lwn v,’-~!.< i,’m of our GRC 

program 

OUR News 
Congratulations to OLIR Amba ~s~tdor Mallory Melton, who has been awarded a Frances 

[ravel Schoisiship. 

Summer Research Opportunities 

You can apply to the D©E Scholsrs Pie.~r~m= for funded summer research opportunities. Applicants 

must be US Citizens and undergraduates, graduates or post-graduates of an accredited college or 

university The program is open to majors in: Engineering, Physical Sciences, Environmental Sciences, 

Computer Science and Information Technology, Physics. Business, Policy, Program Management, 

Mathematics, Statistics, Safety and Health, Accounting and Finance, Law, Communications, and other 

related areas. The deadline is January 12, 2014 

The C~roii~a Popuiatioi~ Center has extended the deadline for their Summer Undeig:aduste Research 

il=tamship Pi%~rsm. This is an opportunity for undergraduate students from underrepresented groups 

with interests in the population, health, and spatial sciences to apply for summer research internships. 

The new deadline is January 24, 2014. 

P~.’)ject IMHOTEF~ is accepting applications for its eleven-week internship, which includes classroom 

training and research experience. This opportunity is designed to increase the knowledge and skills of 

student trainees in biostatistics, epidemiology, and occupational safety and health. Interns receive a 

$3,500 stipend, lodging, and travel to and from their site location and city of origin. The application 

deadline is January 31, 2014. 

The Inier-u[][versity Cor~sed:ium Io[ Polil:ic~ti and Seci~l Re.~ea!ch (ICPSR), the world’s largest archive of 

digital social science data, is now accepting applications for its annual summer internship program. 

The deadline to apply for this paid summer research experience is January 31, 2014. 

The mission of the ~,mgel= UR©~; Scholsrs Pi-e.~r~m= is to provide students with a strong science 

research experience that may be pivotal in their undergraduate career, cultivate a passion for science, 

encourage the pursuit of graduate studies in the sciences, and stimulate interest in research and 

scientific careers. The deadline to apply for this paid summer research experience is February 3, 2014. 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprenticeship Program (MURAP) is accepting applications for 

its upcoming summer paid research internship. The application deadline is February 7, 2014. More 

details are available hi,re 

The Suture,m Re.~e~4!,’:h ini!:i~-:t=vi~ at the University of Maryland is designed to encourage and enhance 

the diversity of scholars working in the social and behavioral science fields. The program includes an 

educational component as well as research experience. Students receive a stipend, housing and travel 

expenses. The application deadline is February 14, 2014. 

The Umversity of Arizo~a Lindergraduate Research Oppo~Zul=itias Conso~ziLIm offers multiple summer 

programs to provide research experiences. Deadlines and stipends vary 

Publication Opportunity 

Discussions: The Undergraduate Research Journal of Case Western Reserve University is now 

accepting submissions for the Spring 2014 issue. The submission deadline is January 17, 2014. 

You can read the submission guidelines here. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Spring 14 Calendar 

SPRING SEMESTER 2014 Cal. docx 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient{s} and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



SPRING SEMESTER 2014 

January 

1/8- Classes begin 
1/15- Department Faculty meeting- Hyde Hall 
1/20- Holiday, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day 
1/22- Last day for all students to drop a course using the web registration system 

February 

2/6- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
2/12- Meeting- Department Faculty- Hyde Hall 

2/28- * Textbook orders for Summer School Due* 
2/28- The Dunbar Stone Lecture - Graham Memorial 

March 

3/1- The Diaspora Student Undergraduate Conference - Graham Memorial 
3/5- Last day for Undergraduate Students to drop courses 
3/5- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
3/7- Spring Recess begins 5:00 P.M. 

3/17- Classes resume 8:00 A.M. 
3/19- Meeting - Department Faculty - Hyde hall 

3/28- *Textbook Orders for Fall Semester Due* 

April 

4/2- Faculty Colloquium- Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 
4/3-4/5 2nd Global Africana Annual Conference 
4/9- Department Faculty meeting- GEC 4003 
4/18- Holiday 
4/25- 
4/25- 
4/30, 
4/28- 

Classes End 
Absences (AB’s) from prior term (Fall 2013) change to F* for Undergraduate Students 
5/3- Reading Days 
Exams begin 

May 
5/6- Exams end 
5/10- Commencement Ceremony- Stone Center 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 9, 2014 5:50 PM 

CASdpt cr DDD <cas-dpt-cr-ddd@unc.edn> 

CASdpt cr Mgrs <cas-dpt-cr-mgrs@unc.edu> 

M~F Policy Change 

APT Policy Change Provost Memo to Deans 1-6-14.pdf 

The attached message is being sent on beha![ o[ Dean Gil to all department and curriculum chairs in the College o[ Arts and Sciences with an in[ormation copy to 

their administrative managers. 

Please note that the new policy will apply to future cases. If you have recently voted on a case, you do not need to make any changes to the dossier. As always, 

please feel free to discuss this with your Senior Associate Dean. The Senior Associate Deans will discuss any questions you may have at your next bag lunch with 

them. 

Thank you. 

Lachonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Associate Director of Human Resources 

Interim Assistant Dean [or Human Resources 
College of Arts & Sciences Business Operations 

03 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

(o) 919-843-9201 (VOIP) 

(m) 
(f) 9:1_9-843-353:1 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via I)e~,~’s Office Ree.~ed,~.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 7:04 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Urgent! 

Dear Eunice, 

I came to the office and fixed ito Sorry to the person who is not at all happy about this° 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: McMillan, Tim 
Subject: Urgent! 
Importance: High 

Dea r Travis, 

There is a major era on the website! The Dialogues title is "Global Africana Dialogues." You missed an A and wrote Africa. 
Please fix it as soon as possible. There is someone who is not happy about at all about this. 

Many thanks, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Spruill, April R <april spruill@unc.edu~ 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Dr. Jordan’s Cell Phone 

April Renee Spruill 
Administrative Manager, Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Phone: (919) 843-2668 I Fax: (919) 962-3725 
Emaih .a..#j.’j.[_.s.p...r..u..~.[[.~.~..u..rLq=..e..d...u. I Web: soniahavnesstonec~r.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:37 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice, 

I was able to add 

her know. 

to the course so she now has access to Connect Carolina and Sakai. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

I have contacted her to let 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 3:46 PM 

Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Request to add students to AAAD 

Dear Donato, 

now in the class. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 9:13 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Request to add students to AAAD 

Dea r Travis, 

I authorize you to add the students below to Fhunsu’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Fhunsu, Donato 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 6:34 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Request to add students to AAAD 

Dear Eunice, 

I am writing to request that the following students be added to my AAAD 
1) 
2) 

class ( ): 



Best regards, 
Donato 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination 
and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



From: DPS - CAP <cap@unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, January 10, 2014 3:57 PM 

To: cap-news 

Subject: [cap-news] January Commuter News 

Free Customized Trip Plan 

~3.~."_Y fili .:~ut this form, and we’l~ contact you w~th your best travel options. 
Start the new year w~th a r~ew commute, and see how much money you can 

save in 201~ 

Click these links to go directly to your favorite topics: 

T~’~-~sit I ~ke... I ~.~ I ~2~1 CAP [~’~÷~’cha~-~ts I Z~: I Tr~:~ffic / 

Transit Alerts 

Chapel Hill Transit Holiday Schedule 

Chapel Hill Transit will operate Saturday schedules on Monday, January 20th, in observance of the Martin Luther 
King, Jr. holiday. The following Saturday routes will operate: CM, CW, D, FG, JN and T. The weekend U and NU 
routes will not operate, and EZ Rider will operate from 8:15 am - 6:52 pm. 

Triangle Transit Holiday Schedule 

Triangle Transit will operate reduced service with Saturday_ soP..edute’e on January 20th, only running routes 100, 
400, 700, and 800. 

Transit Alerts 

Stay in the know. Sign up for emails about detours and schedule changes before they happen: 

,-~ie~~ and Trianc~!~:~ Transit Alert~. 

New Johnston County Express (JCX) Route 

Is your daily trip to UNC affected by the Fortify 1-40/440 road construction project? Not sure? Ask yourself a few 
questions about how you get to work: 

¯ Do I live in Zebulon, Wendell, Knightdale, Garner, Clayton, Johnston County or other areas in eastern Wake? 
¯ Do I normally drive west to get to work? 
¯ Do I take 1-440, 1-40, or Hwy 70 to get to work? 

If you answered YES to any of the above, don’t despair about the traffic. You’ve got several choices including the 
new Johnston County JCX express route to help you get to Chapel Hill. The new JCX is free through February 3rd 
and there is increased frequency on the ZebuloniVVendell Express into downtown Raleigh. 

Bus on Shoulder will be utilized when necessary on the JCX route. Bus on Shoulder will allow the bus to use the 
shoulder when traffic is moving slower than 25 MPH. The bus can move up to 35 MPH on the shoulder. 

Cycle Around UNC! 



Weekly Cruiser Rides in Carrboro 

Come to the ReCYCLEry shop at 108 N Graham Street for their weekly Thursday night cruiser ride at 7 pm. 
Riders of all shapes, sizes and skill levels are encouraged to attend. Stay up to date on impromptu rides at the 

!!:~d~[f~.Y. Facebook page. 

Earn a Free Bike! 

!!~:~:~!~:~.!=![i!.’L.[::[~ offers free workshops for repairing neglected or donated bikes. Stop by with your bike, or choose 
a bike you like, and build your own set of wheels! Mechanics will be there to guide you, so no prior experience is 
necessary! 

UNC Bicycle Master Plan 

If you are tired of waiting for safer streets, finished trails, new bike lanes and cycle tracks, bikeshare expansions 
and other delayed bike projects- speak up for bicycling[ ~...’..~}t:~.;..~’:~..!=!2~ and give us your feedback. 

Bike on Bus 

Going out of town? Here is a t.:.~toriai for placing your bike on the bus. 

UNC Vanpoo s 

Don’t put miles on your car - vanpool! A vanpool is like a carpool, but with up to eleven people. Riders use vans 
from Triangle Transit or PART for a monthly fare that covers gas, maintenance, and insurance. UNC vanpools 
travel Monday - Friday from Apex, Burlington, Cary, Graham, Mebane, and Slier City..Q.!i.~.~..k.,..L’.:~.~:~L.t.o....~:~:.~#.’,f.~,.t...[O.~.?..r.’,.~ 

Save Time! Save Money! Reduce Stress! Join A Vanpool Today[ 

New Vanpool Forming from Mebane 

A UNC employee is working to start a new vanpool from downtown Mebane, departing from the Century Link 
building around 7 to 7:15am. The van would drop off at the AOB complex and other places, depending on the 
riders. The van would leave AOB around 4:30 or 5pm. If you’re interested in joining this van, please contact Janet 
Clarke at ~l!~’:!~!:~.@.~.!?.~t~£’,:i~.~.~!~!. or 919-883-7163. 

Carpool and Save in 2014! 

Happy New Year! Check out Zimride at UNC to save money on your daily commute! VVhen you share the ride, 
you’ll split the cost of your daily transportation, and you’ll get to campus faster. Put more cash in your pocket in 
2014 by sharing the ride! 

Meet your Carpool Match. Sign up for [~.b.#.!:~v.~!~.b.~v.!~i~!.’,.f.[::[.(.~ to find people to create a carpool. Have an emergency? 
Don’t worry! The ~:R[:.-~E ,~m~r~?£~y_ Ride Home ~~ram is available to help you on days that you take a 
sustainable travel option to work and the unexpected comes up. While we hope you don’t have a need for it, we 
are happy to offer vouchers for either a taxi or a rental car to commuters. 

CAP Merchants 

CAP K~e~’~be~" Disco~-~ts 

Don’t forget to present your CAP member card at 

Chapel Hill Tire Car Care Center 

New Year’s Special - Save $50 on Premium Oil Change & Service Package 
Only $74.95* ($124.95 Retail Value) 



Replace Engine Oil and Filter (up to 5 quarts conventional oil and standard filter) 
Perform a complete tire rotation and visual brake inspection 
Inspect belts, hoses, and wiper blades 
Set all tire pressures 
And more! 

*may not be combined with other offers 

Zipcar 

Need a car this semester? Borrow a Zipcar. 

This semester, make getting around on (and off) campus as easy as 1,2, 3, 4. With Zipcar, there are only four 
simple steps between you and transportation freedom. 

1~ CAP members can join today at ..z..iP.~:;~9.!%}f2[.T.~[.~,~.!:~f.;~9.1:~ (for just $10). 
2. Reserve your Zipcar online (cars live right on campus and rates start at $7.50/hr). 
3. Unlock the car (your own personalized Zipcard is your key into the car). 
4. Drive (wherever and whenever you please). 

It’s that simple. The best part? Every reservation includes gas, insurance, and 180 miles per day.., all for free. Join 
today at ..z..iP.£Y#.!%~:&.’.~:~(~:~.!:~f.;~9.1:~. Enter promo code V~NTERVVELCOME2014 on your application and we’ll give you 
$20 in free driving to get started. 

Traffic & Parking Alerts 

Quesdons or Commen~ ? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:23 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Eunice, 

AAAD 340 class has been canceled. I scanned the roster to Kenneth. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education <Vitae@ChronicleCmeers.com> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 4:31 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Join The Academic CommuNty With Purpo~ 

you have trouble viewing this e-mail, read the online version. 

The New Year is here, and it’s the perfect time to get a head start in your career, whether you’re in the 

market for a new position, want to build your community, or advance in your current role. Only Vitae is 

dedicated to people like you, where you can get the tools and advice to thrive in higher education or make 

your next career move. 

You’re invited to join Vitae, a new online career hub for academics, where you can connect with faculty 

members and administrators, search for the jobs you want, and get daily news and advice on the latest 

trends in professional development. 

Many of your peers are already on Vitae. ~.5‘‘~‘‘‘!:‘~.!~.~‘L‘~*‘‘:!.i~L~.~:~;5‘~‘~!.~!:~‘~:!~:~ 

Daily News and Advice 

"~ :~!~-~ t~’,,,’= "~ :~ !,~-.!~ ~e :’~ _~:,’.,’~ I~ ,~ ~.~e 

This year, I resolve to create room for others to share their perspectives, and to be more disciplined 

about listening to what they have to say. 

It’s great that the MLA is proposing limits on letters of recommendation. But how about we just scrap 

them altogether? 

A human-resources expert offers advice to a new hire who is struggling to make the transition from 

individual contributor to senior leader. 

Well, no, it’s obviously not that simple. But a new study suggests that black employees are happier in 

their workplaces than their white colleagues. I asked the author: What does this all mean? 

To unsubscribe from future e-mails or to update your e-mail preferences click here. 

The Chronicle 11255 Twenty-Third St., N.W I Washington, D.C 20037 

Privacy Policy 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, 8:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Quick question 

Habari Mwl., 

On schola rly sources, should I compile contemporary stuff or include anything I find on the subject matter? And if so, what should be the cut-off year? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 11:04 AM 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 

RE: University procedure: cash deposit 

Dear Joseph, 

The procedure for adding students is to send your request via email to Eunice including the students name and PIDo 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 10:52 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
(:c: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: University procedure: cash deposit 

will do. I’ll bring the books by as soon as I can. 

Travis, who do i contact for adding students? 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 9:46 AM 
To: Meoel, Joseph Lawrence 

Cc: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: University procedure: cash deposit 



Dear Joseph, 

Please return the books to the department asap. The department will follow the procedure outlined below by our 
Acting Business Manager which is in line with University policies and State law. 

Please confirm receipt of this email. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Colon, Sonia" <sonia colon@med.unc.edu> 
Date: January 8, 2014 8:23:24 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc. edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Good morning EuNce 

I will bring a receipts book for Travis, to use on the refundable book deposit transactions; In compliance 

with UNC general guidelines on the management of cash / check transactions. 

I will submit the refundable deposit to the cashier office before 5 pm, on a daily basis. As a compliance 
with internal structure and proper documentation of this kind of transaction, I will give Travis copy of the 

cashier deposit receipts so he can keep them along with the copy of the receipts he gave to the students, 

for the refundable book deposits. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 7:27 AM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

I think that’s the best way to go. I’ll bring back the books to Travis. Should I bring them to first day of 
class, or just have everyone go to Travis at the office? 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:53 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 



Hello Dr. Megel 

Yes, it is a wonderful idea to tell the student to pick up the books at the main office and bring the 

refundable deposit. Travis will receive the money and submit a receipt to the student for the amount of 

the money deposited, as a evidence and future reference, of the money that should be refund at the end 
of the course in exchange of the book returned. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 2:37 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Sonia, 

What is the best way to make this happen. I can email my students before Tuesday first class so that they 
have payment ready. Perhaps then I can leave the books in the AFAM office if students are not ready to put 
down refundable deposit. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:56 PM 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: RE: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 

Dear Joseph, 

Thanks for your email. 

You should ask for a $20.00 deposit which you will return at the end of the semester to students. Please 
get in touch with Sonia Colon about the students’ deposit so that we follow State Law and university 
regulations pertaining to cash deposits. 

These books are the property of the department and will be used again in the future. Please collect the 
books once the class is over in April and return them to Travis. 

The department will pay           $600.00 as a performance and public engagement consultant for her 
work with students at Rogers Road Community. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:42 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: 21 students so far with more asking to be let in 



Eunice, 

Welcome back. 

we only have 20 books, but maybe I’ll scare some people away. Also I’m thinking of asking for $5 deposit 
on the book, so someone does not walk away and drop the class and not bring the book back. What do you 
think? 

Also, we did not get any additional money, but I was thinking that Marie could focus on the Rogers Road 
component for the $500 you have for her - if that still works. I also have a volunteer helper, Rajeev 
Rajendran - who will be working with me on the class as well. 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.tmc.edu> 

Monday, 1:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

RE: Meeting: Grade Breakdown 

Tomorrow at 4:00 would be great. 

Thanks, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 5:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting: Grade Breakdown 

Dear 

This is a follow up to my email below. Please let me know if you can meet with me on any of the following times this week: 

Tuesday, at 4.00pm or 
Thursday at 12.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: Re: Grade Breakdown 

1:38 PM 

Dear 

You can meet with me next Tuesday to discuss your performance in AAAD last semester. 

Best wishes, 

Dr. Sahle 

On ., at 1:34 PM, ~live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if I could have the grades for my final exam as well as participation so that I may understand how you arrived at my final 
grade. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 1:59 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Fall 14 

Teaching Schedule Fall 2014. docx; MWF 14Fall. docx; TTH 14Fall. docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see attachments. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Barbara Anderson 

Lydia Boyd 

Kia Caldwell 

Alassane Fall 

Donato Fhunsu 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Kenneth Janken 

Joseph Jordan 

Teaching Schedule Fall 2014 



Michael Lambert 

Margaret Lee 

Esther Lisanza 

Tim McMillan 

Alphonse Mutima 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaia 

David Pier 

Robert Porter 

Charlene Regester 



Walter Rucker 

Eunice Sahle 

Mamarame Seck 

Bereket Selassie 

Ronald Williams 



MWF 
8am-8:5Oam 

9am-9:5Oam 

lOam-lO:5Oam 

11am-11:50am 

12pm-12:50pm 



lpm-l:5Opm 

2pm-2:5Opm 

3pm-3:5Opm 

4pm-4:5Opm 

5pm-6:5Opm 





8am-9:15am 

9:30am-lO:45am 

11am-12:15pm 

12:30pm-l:45pm 



2pm-3:15pm 

3:30pm-4:45pm 

5pm-6:15pm 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Murap <murap@unc.edtc, 

Monday-, Januao~ 13, 2014 2:35 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Summer Fellowship Opportunity, 

Fin~JMU fUkPFaculWAnnouncement2014.doc; FinalMurapStudentArmoucement2014.doc 

Dear Pro£ SaMe, 

The Moore Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (MURAP) invites applications fi’om UNC-Chapel Hill faculty in the social sciences, huma~nities aaad fine axts 
who would like to participate in our ten-week summer research progrmn (May 27-July 31, 2014) and serve as tnentors to two students with matching acadetnic interests. 
MURAP seeks to prepare students from racially and eflmically diverse backgrounds or those with a proven commitment to diversity, for graduate study and academic 
careers in the fields mentioned above. 
The twenty undergraduate students (rising juniors or rising seniors at the end of the current academic yeas) fi’om colleges and universities all over the nation who ~re 
selected for the program will work closely with ten faculty mentors who will Nfide them closely in their rigorous research experience. 

Attached you will find more detailed irfformation abont duties aaad the application process for facul~ fellows. THE DEADL1NE FOR APPLICATIONS FOR FACUI;I’Y 
FELLOWSttIPS IS JANq, JARY 24, 2014. Additionally, we have enclosed a recruitment mmouncement to distribute to potential student applicants at Carolina and to 
colleaNtes who might help you to identify other students nationally. We hope you use them to ensure that we have suitable candidates in your specific areas of interest 
(student applications are due no later than February 7, 2014). 

Further details abom the MURAP program can be found on our website: mt~rap.unc.edt~. If you have additional questions, please contact Ms. Mm’issa Garcia, Program 
Coordinator (!__n___u__r__a_pf~)__u___n__c_:__e_~__t!) or Prof. Rosa Perelmuter, Director (!_’I?_p___c_’_r_~_l_!__n_~)~!?!_a__i_l_:__u_!F_:_c_’_~t___u_). 

Cordially, 

Rosa Perelmuter 
and Marissa Garcia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 4:01 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Fall 14 Table 

TableFall 14. docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the table. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



8 am 

9 am 

10 am 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 



11 am 

12 pm 

1 pm 



2 pm 

3 pm 

4pm 

5 pm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 5:03 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Table Fall 14 

TableFall 14. docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the restructured table with the times included. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Monday 

8am 

9am 

lOam 

11am 

12pm 

Tuesday 

8am 

9:30am 

11am 

12:30pm 

2pm 

Wednesday 

8am 

9am 

lOam 

11am 

12pm 

Thursday 

8am 

9:30am 

11am 

12:30pm 

2pm 

Friday 
8am 

9am 

lOam 

11am 

12pm 



2pm 

3pm 

4pm 

5pm 

3:30pm 

5pm 

6:30pm 

1pm 

2pm 

3pm 

4pm 

5pm 

3:30pm 

5pm 

6:30pm 

1pm 

2pm 

3pm 

4pm 

5pm 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday-, 6:14 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Meeling: AAAD    Fall Exam 

Dear Professor Sable, 

I am working at 12:30 this Thursday. Do you have any morning availability? I know last semester you held office hours on Wednesdays between 9am and 

lOam. The other times I listed for last week would still work for me. 

I am sorry that my schedule is so unaccommodating, but I appreciate your willingness to meet. 

Thank you, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 12:13 PM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting: AAAD Fall Exam 

Deal 

Thanks for your email. 

Can we meet on Thursday at 1.00pm? My office number is room 101 in Battle Hall. 

Please let me know if this works from your end. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 

From; 

Sent-" Wednesday 

To-" Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AAAD Fall Exam 

5:45 PM 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

I thought that was probably the case, hopefully I was not too overly insistent! 

I have a lab on Tuesdays at l:00pm, but could meet at 12:15 until then. On Thursday I can meet after 12:00. Monday and Wednesday I can meet before 

lO:OOam, at 12:00, or between 2:00 and 3:30pm. Friday I could meet before lO:OOam or between 12:00 and 3:00pm. 

I hope one of those times will work for you. Between school and work my schedule can be pretty tight. 

Thanks for your help, 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:23 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD Fall Exam 

Dear 

Happ? New Year and I hope yea had a wondeffui hoiida? aeaaon! 

Ynur emails anwed when I was away. i am back on campua and we can meet lo discusa yn~,~r perk)finance in AAA]-,’ 

Best wiahes and all the best ~,)r this semester, 
Dr Sable 

semester. Ca~ we meet next Tuesday at 1 00pro? 



Se~t: Wednesday, 2:10 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Sul~lect: AL’\2, D ["all 

Hey Professor Sable, 

i hope yc~u had an enjoyable break 

Would it be possible for me ~.c~ stop by your o[;qce sometm~e scion and see my [Snal exam an(] paper? [ would like tc~ read the com~t~en~.s. 

Thank y ou, 



DEPARTMENT OF AFRICAN, AFRICAN AMERICAN AND DIASPORA STUDIES 
SPECIAL TOPIC - AAAD290 

PERFORMING THE POLITICS OF WATER 
A performance class exploring water/environment/health 

Tuesdays 3:30 - 6:20 
Swain Hall Room 104 

Professor Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence, Department of Communication Studies 

Director UNC’s Process Series 
Office: Swain 106 

Office Hours T/TH 11:00- lp.m. 
843-7067 

megel@email.unc.edu 

Graduate Teaching Assistant: 
Guest Performance Coordinator: Rajeev Rajendran 

Course Description 

One does not need to go far to find issues concerning environmental justice. In this 
course, working with the local Rogers Road community of Chapel Hill (Rogers Road 
Neighborhood Association - RENA), we will explore issues of environmental justice 
right here in our own community. Taking from a variety of sources including D. Soyini 
Madison’s work titled !4/-ater Rites/Rights, and doing our own ethnographic field research 
in the Rogers Road community, we will create a devised/oral history/ethnographic 
performance looking at the political and social issues of water, the environment and 
health. 

In addition to the Rogers Road community, we will explore the politics of water, health 
and the environment in Africa and the diaspora drawing on experiences and field studies 
from South Africa, Ghana and Afro-Columbian communities. 

Experiential Education: The class will meet with, spend time with and find service 

opportunities with members of the Rogers-Eubanks Neighborhood. (RENA) 

The class will culminate in two devised public performances. The first performance will 
be on Thursday evening April 3 as a launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference 
focusing the intersecting themes of water, environment and health and the final one on 
April 4 including an audience from the Rogers Road community. All students will take 
part in these public performances as their primary class requirement. 

In this course, we will be working with members of Rogers Road community to explore their histories in 
the 40 plus years of struggle for environmental justice. 

We will pursue understanding the nature and power of the politics of water by 1) ethnographic 
participation in neighborhood Association meetings, church events and practices, and one on one 

{PAGE } 



conversations with community members directly involved in the struggle 2) experiential and service 
based in partnership with community members 3) oral history performance: deep listening and re-telling 
of individual community members’ life stories, threading in stories from other locations where similar 
struggles for environmental justice are taking place. 

7he primate’, absohae prerequisites for this cout:s’e are active curiosity; determination to serve and learn; 
and readiness to be changed by listening. This is an Experiential Education course. Because this course 
is so fully based in the community &Rogers Road, expectations for collaboration with our community 
partners will probably exceed the 30-hour. 

Course Learnin~ Obiectives 

1. Historical/Political 
One objective of the course is to come to some understanding of the politics of disappearing/disappeared 
communities. Who becomes invisible and why? By looking at both the Rogers Road community and 
those in Africa and other diasporic communities, we will explore how the politics of water, health and 
the environment operate. We will see how issues of environmental justice and injustice can be found 
anywhere. 

2. Cultural 
Another obj ective of the course is to come to provisional terms with the culture of a community and an 
institution "down the street" that may, nonetheless, seem far away from our everyday experiences at the 
university. We will explore how direct interaction with a community and the creation of performance 
change the conversation. 

3. Ethnographic 
Though ethnography is generally considered a method (ethno-graphy: the writing of culture), we WILL 
be proceeding ethnographically. One objective of the course is to pursue the question: what does or 
could it m ean to perform culture/politi cal struggl e i n th e context of working with Rogers Road 
community? What problems might we anticipate in telling someone else’s story? What are the ethics of 
our relationship with members of Rogers Road? How might performance help us to resolve ethical and 
political issues in ethnographic practice? 

4. Performative 
As noted in 2 above, yet another objective of the course is to see how performance matters politically. 
To identify how performance as an art of the everyday, a process of social change, and a political 
struggle makes a d~fference. In turn, we will ask: how- can performance as re-telling, as listening out 
loud, help to answer the questions raised in 3 above and continue to serve the community and support it 
in its struggle 

5. Methodological 
If nothing else, students in this course should come out of it with a deepened sense of the possibilities 
for listening. We will be grounding our understanding of oral history as apractice, an art, and a g.0~, in 
listening. While oral history requires the deft use of questions, we will focus less on answering research 
agenda than on discovering what needs to be told; holding ourselves accountable as witnesses to what 
we are privileged to hear; acknowledge the struggle and respond accordingly. 

{PAGE } 



Course texts 

Alcoff, Linda. "The Problem of Speaking for Others." Cu#ural Critique V. 10 (1991): pp 5-32. 
http :iiv,~Tw. alcoff, comicontentispeaothers.html 

Bond, Patrick;’Water Wars" from Talk Left Walk Right: South Africa’s Frustrated Global Reforms. 
Scottsville, South Africa: University of KwaZulu Natal Press, 2004. Selected reading (sakai) 

Escobar, Arturo: Territories of Difference: place, movement, lijb, redes. Durham: Duke University 
Press, 2008. Selected readings (sakai) 

Pearce, Emilly Eidenier. Rogers Road. Chapel Hill: Carolina Center for Public Service at UNC, 2008. 
(provided to the class by department) 

Madison, D. Soyini "Water rites/fights" from Acts of Activism. Cambridge, New York: Cambridge 
University Press, 2010 (sakai) 

Madison, D. Soyini "Interviewing Techniques" from Cri#cal Ethnography: Methods’, Ethics and 
Perf!)rmance. Los Angeles: Sage Publications, 2012. (sakai) 

Oselender, Ulrich Fleshinlz out the geographies of social movements: Cohtmbia’s Pacific coast black 
communities and the "aquatic space, "Political Geography, 23, 2004. Pp 957-985 

Additional reading/articles/webblogs including from Afro-Columbian and Afro-Columbian communities 

(TBA). 

Student evaluation 
Grades will be weighted as follows: 

Participation (Timely completion of all assignments, active role in 
discussion, investment in class exercises, performance proj ects and reading/journal 
assignments, support for community partners, and preparedness) 

Presentation/Performance groups 

Service/EE commitment 
Performance proj ect/final performance 
Final portfolio 
Final Paper 

2O% 
15% 
10% 
25% 
15% 
15% 

Course requirements 

1. Basic ethics workshop/interview techuiques 
Reading Soyini Madison’s "Interview- Techniques" and Linda AlcofF s "The Problem for Speaking for 
Others," we will review and workshop, the basic ethics in representing others and their stories. 

2. Experiential Education 
Thi s year we will be working intensively with one community partner, Rogers Road Neighborhood 

Association (RENA). The class will determine some basic needs (service)- using YOUR talents, 
interests, initiatives. Note that these are open-ended commitments. While we all need to respect 
imposing schedules and other commitments, the extent of involvement with the community and their 
members required to fulfill your experiential education commitment cannot be neatly gauged, 
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distributed, or limited. To the contrary: what you give will undoubtedly result in opportunities to give 
more. More of your passion, your creativity, your flexibility, your spontaneity, your courage, your 

response-ability. You will befidly supported inyour work. You will need to draw boundaries. You will 
also be expected to maintain the highest levels of decorum, respect, humility, good humor, and 
dedication. As co-researchers in this project, you are representing not only the university but 
possibilities for serving and learning across longstanding histories of institutional, raced, and classed 

difference. 

3. Presentation/Performance groups 
You will be assigned a presentation/performance group at the beginning of the semester. Each group 
will create and lead a discussion about one (or several) &the reading assignments, and then create a 
performance based upon that reading. Each performance will be accompanied by a "program" with 
artistic statement, graphic representation, and cast list. 

4. Class Performance Work 
Throughout this class you will be engaged in performance exercises, work and devising. Your full 
participation is both required and a part of your grade. Performance creation is key to the class 
experience and your participation is critical. 

4. Devised/oral history/performance project 
!4/-e will create a devised class performance. This will include performance based upon recorded and 
unrecorded interview-conversations with Rogers Road community members and will follow on 
explorati ons of"li stening out loud" in class. It will al so include performance work created in class 
based upon readings about Ghana, South African, Afro-Columbian communities and your personal 
stories. Performances will be memorized. The performances on Thursday & Friday evening April 3 & 
4 will launch of the 2nd Global Africana annual conference focusing the intersecting themes of water, 

environment and health will include audience members from the Rogers Road community 

As we approach the April 3 & 4t~’ performances, additional rehearsals will be required. Be prepared to 

schedule additional time for rehearsals aider Spring break. 

5. Extended EthnographiciEthnopoetic final performance. 
Each student will create final-extended individual performance based upon their experiences in this 
class. This performance will allow the student to more fully and individually express and explore her/his 
journey in this class. It will be due the final day of class 

6. Readings 
The assigned readings are intended to supplement practice at every level, per the course objectives. The 
readings will also serve as maj or sources for the devising of your performance. Note that, as we 
proceed, an essay we read near the start of the semester may gain new salience.., and may be worth 
reading again! These readings are your friend!! Pursue supplemental research/reading as needed. 

7. Journaling 
You will keep a paper journal. You should maintain a minimum of one entry, each week reflecting on 
your experience with community members and your experience in class. You can journal about your 
classmates performances, your service experience, your reflections of readings and performance 
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creation, your frustrations, your revelations, etc. You will also be given j ournal assignments as we 
proceed in class. 

5. Final portfolio 
Prepare and submit a folder/file/notebook containing the following items: 

1. Table of contents 
2. Completed journal assignments (as assigned in class) 
3. Journal 
4. intew’iew log* 
5. Letter to community partner/member 
6. Final Paper 
7. Review of Experiential Education Experience* 
8. Any additional materials, in whatever form, you may wish to include. 

*Interview log 
Keep a clear, consistent record of time spent in service to Rogers Road community. This may include 
attending events, talking with members, developing programs, etc. Time, date, record of consent for 
interviews, report in brief. 

Note that this log locates interview-conversations among other kinds of experience. 
Take account of whatever conversations you may have, whether deliberate or spontaneous, apparently 
incidental or central to issues at hand. 

Other possibilities: 
Isolate one, small interaction or impression (possibly even something that has been only at the periphery 
of your awareness or that keeps coming back to you as central). Approach it as a synecdoche of your 
experiential education process. Evoke its nature and explore its implications in detail. In conclusion, 
connect this experience to others in a short series of key points. 

*Review of experiential education experience (3-4pp.) 

You may approach this in any number of ways. 

I recommend isolating 2 or 3 moments of particular challenge in the EE process and analyzing the 
nature of the challenge; reflecting on how you did or did not respond; engaging course materials and 
discussion to elaborate both; concluding with implications for your learning as a student, a community 
partner, and a member of the broader community. 

*Letter to community partner (1-2 pp.) 

After reviewing your j ournal entries, service log, and general experience,take this opportunity to write to 
one member of the Rogers Road community who was particularly important to you. This may be an 
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interview partner or someone else. Let him or her know why he/she was important. What he/she meant 
in the context of the course (maybe) but, more to the point: personally. You can/should engage course 
issues here although, in the letter form, they may be buried. Remember: this is more than a thank-you 
note (although it is that too, in the deepest sense), it is a critical mode of continuing to integrate aspects 
of the course experience in direct exchange with community members, in this case, letting the addressee 
(you know how you imagine someone reading a letter as you are writing it?) help draw out your 
understanding and your response. Send or hand-deliver the original! 

*Final paper (6-8pp.) 

Taking up one of the course objectives indicated above, develop a paper that a) focuses and explicates a 
relevant question in light of your course experience b) develops a cogent analysi s of key problems c) 
argues for a particular understanding or understandings of those problems through performance d) 
concludes with some sense of the limits, implications, and possibilities of this work. This paper should 
draw extensively on the electronic archive, your own field experiences (esp. as "remembered" in j ournal 
entries), course materials and discussion, as well as any additional research necessary 
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Course Calendar 

Dates are subject to change. You will receive advance notification of any changes in class and 

through email and announcements on Sakai 

1/14 Introduction to class/performance exercises 

Assignment: Read Dr. Soyini Madison’s ACTS OF ACT1NqSM 
Introduction pg. 1- 39 
Water Rites/Rights pg. 97-156 
Water Rites the play pg. 268-30 
DUE 1/21 

Assignment: Presentation/performance groups 1 & 2 
Due 1/21 

1/21 Discussion/Performance Groups on Water Rites/Rights 
Presentation/Performance Group 1 - The Introduction 
Presentation/Performance Group 2- Water Rites/Rights 

Assignment: Read Rogers Road by Emily Eidenier Pearce 
Due 1/28 

Assignment: Presentation/performance groups 3 & 4 
Due 1/28 

1/28 Discussion/Performance Groups on Rogers Road book 

Presentation Group 3 - Chapters 1-5 

Presentation Group 4 - Chapters 7-11 

Assignment: Read Soyini Madison’s Interviewing Techniques 

and Alcoff’s The Problem Jbr Speaking Jbr Others 

Due 2/4 

2/4 Rehearsal Rogers Road Interviews in Class 

2/11 Meet at Rogers Road part 1 

Assignment: Service commitment statement 
Due 2/18 

2//18 Meet at Rogers Road part 2 
Assignment: Selective Transcription Project (see worksheet) 

Due 2/25 

2/25 Ethno-poetics - workshop performances based on Rogers Road imerviews. 

3/4 Group Performances - Rogers Road 
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Assignment: Read Bond’s Introduction 7blk Left Walk Right pp. 1-18 

Bond’s chapter Water Wars pp. 143-174 
Ulrick’s "Aquatic Space" 

Escobar’s Territories of Difference (selected readings) 

Due 3/18 

Assignment: Presentation/Performance Groups 5 & 6. 

3/11 SPRING BREAK!!!!! 

3/18 Presentation/Performance Group 5 - Water Wars 
Presentation/Performance Group 6 - Afro Columbian communities 

3/25 Workshop performance 
*additional rehearsals will be schedule 3/25 

4/1 Workshop Performance 

~4/3 (Thursday) 
PERFORMANCE - 2nd Global Africana annual conference 

(FEDEX GLOBAL CENTER) 

~4/4 (Friday) 
PERFORMANCE - 2nd Global Africana annual conference 
(FEDEX GLOBAL CENTER) 

4/5 2nd Global Africana annual conference continues 

4/8 

4/15 

4/22 

NO CLASS - you deserve this day off. 

Worskhop extended ethnographic performance 

Final Performance Due 

5/2 4p.m. FINAL EXAM - Final portfolios due (including final papers) - Round 
Robin discussion. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Color~ Sonia <soniacolon@med.tmc,edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 8:59 AM 

Layla Brown <layla.brown@daa.duke.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Pay Schedule 

Good morning Layla 

I am veW sorry to get back to you so late. I was unable to get accurate numbers until today. 

You will be receiving payroll payments, on a mont2aly basis, of 

The payment schedule is as follow: 

January 31 

February 28 

March 31 

April 30 

May 30 

’]7he first payment will be made on paper check, after that will be direct deposit 

Hope you have a nice day. 
Sonia 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Layla Brown [mailto:lavla brown~daa.duke edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 09, 2014 4:00 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia 
Sublect: Pay Schedule 

Hi Sonia, 

I am writing to follow-up our last conversation where you told me you would send me the details of my pay rate and p~ument schedule for my lecturer position in AAAD I am wondering if 
you have had the chance to :figure that out yet and when I can expect to receive it. 

Take care, 

Layla D. Brown-Vincent 
Cultural Anttnopology, PhD Candidate 
African & African American Studies and Feminist Studies D~tke University 
919.906.5563 
layla.brown@duke.edu 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Teaching Schedule Fall 2014.docx 

Trav[s Gore 

AdmgNstrat[ve Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Barbara Anderson 

Lydia Boyd 

Kia Caldwell 

Alassane Fall 

Donato Fhunsu 

Perry Hall 

Reginald Hildebrand 

Kenneth Janken 

Teaching Schedule Fall 2014 



Joseph Jordan 

Michael Lambert 

Margaret Lee 

Esther Lisanza 

Tim McMillan 

Alphonse Mutima 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaia 

David Pier 

Robert Porter 



Charlene Re,ester 

Walter Rucker 

Eunice Sahle 

Mamarame Seck 

Bereket Selassie 

Ronald Williams 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu;, 

Tuesday, 10:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Meeting this week 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

I have a full day today so I was wondering if we could meet tomorrow (Wednesday) instead? I’m free all day except 12pm-3.30pm. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Pickeral, Robbi <robbi.pickeral@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 10:55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~; Haxtlyn, Jonathan <haxtlyn@unc.edu> 

AP story 

Jonathan and Eunice: Here is the story that was written by the Associated Press on Friday. It was distributed nationally: 

http://c~legebasketba~l.ap.~rg/artic~e/unc-sti~-dea~ing-3-years-academic-scanda~ 

Thanks, 

Robbi 

Robbi Pickeral 

Writer/Editor 

News Services, Office of University Relations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

W: 919-962-8589 

C: 

robbi.pickeral@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 1:39 PM 

Colon, Sonia <sonia_colon@med.unc.edu> 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2684402 

Dear Sonia, 

Esther has been re-added to the Instructor Table so her name now shows up for the course. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [maiFto:chariess@emaiLur~c.eda] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:40 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-CH Remedy Ticket 2684402 
Importance: Low 

Client Information: travis t gore 
Location: 109 battle hall cb 3395 chapel hill, nc 27599 usa 
Affiliation: 
Department: african, afri-amer & diaspora 
Phone: (919) 966-5496 
Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 
Short Description: Select a Short Description 

Email Text ¯ Travis, 

I have re-added Esther Lisanza (lisanza) to the AAAD Instructor Table. 

Thanks, 
Charles 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Mulima, Sinamenye A <~smutima@emailamc.edu> 

Tuesday, 2:48 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtv~ 

Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in Swab who is impacted by a temporary disability and wants to be helped. The class meets from 9:00-9:50am in (3C room 3040. She told 

me that she is having trouble moving from the Global Center building to go to her other classes and get there on time. According to her, most of her other classes 

are taught in the buildings located in the vicinity of the Green Law building. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:16 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Subject: RE: Urgent 

No problem, 3:30 is fine. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:06 PM 

To: 

Subject: Urgent 

Dear 

Something urgent has come up that I have to address this pro. Thus, can we meet tomorrow at 3.30pm or 4.00pm? Please let me know. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From," 

Sent; Monday, 1:32 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: Meeting: Grade Breakdown 

Tomorrow at 4:00 would be great. 

Thanks, 

From: Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday 5:17 PM 

To: 

Subject: Meeting: Grade Breakdown 

Dear 

This is a follow up to my email below. Please let me know if you can meet with me on any of the following times this week: 

Tuesday, at 4.00pro or 
Thursday at 12.00pm. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. Sahle 

From." SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 

Subject: Re: Grade BreaKdown 

1:38 PM 

You can meet with me next Tuesday to discuss your performance in AAAE last semester. 

Be~wishe~ 

Dr. SaNe 

On at 1:34 PM,’ ?bJive.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dr. Sahle, 

I was wondering if I could have the grades for my final exam as well as participation so that I may understand how you arrived at my final 
grade. 



From: ~gmaiLcom> 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:57 PM 

To: @gmml.com> 

Subject: Order of the GraJl-Valkyries: Nominations 

Hello, 

We are now soliciting nominations for     induction into the Order of tl~e Gmil-Val~-ries. The Order recognizes individuals who have contribnted to UNC by 

enhancing tlae cmnpus’s learning environment. These s~dents of outstanding character have made sigNficant contributions to our universily’s academic climate through 

excellence in scholarship, dynamic leadership, and innovative service. Outstanding personal character is also an important consideration. Applications must specifically 

discnss the nominee’s contributions to UNC’s academic and intellectual clinmte. 

Eligible candidates include: 

¯ Undergraduates in their junior or senior year 

¯ Graduate students 

¯ Facul~ ~nembers 

To nominate an outstanding tarheel, please visit l-t~f.p:, ,xv~ w.uac.edtl, t~norarie~;,~ and click on ~(he top link for nominations. Alternatively, ),~u can access the nomination 

fi:}nn directly at https:i/docs.google.com/forms/d/1UWlecKzitd 5ERsR 6pMqmXnCLZ8OFceTTI Q3569cY/viewform. 

The nomination process will close Saturday, at 5:00pro. 

Please i~el free to contact me with any questions. 

Thank you, 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

F~T: AAAD 

Please add to AAAD (PID below). 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 

Subject: AAAD 

10:18 PM 

Hi Prof. Megel, 

Here is my info so you can register my name for your course on performing the politics of water: 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesda~ 10:03 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Students to Be Added to AAAD 

Dear Eunice: Please add the following students to my AAAD    class 

(this student was previously enrolled in my seminar and attended the first day of class) 

Your assistance is greatly appreciated. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 10:10 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Agenda 1 15 14.docx 

Trav[s Gore 

AdmgNstrat[ve Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Agenda 1-15-14 

I. Presentation by Mohamed Hamed from UNC libraries 

II. Approval of Minutes 

III. Chair’s Updates: 

1. Business Manager Position 

2. Post-doctoral fellowship 

3. External Review 

IV. Upcoming Events 

1. Dunbar-Stone Lecture 

2. MLKJr. Week 

3. Undergraduate Research Conference 

4. Global Africana Conference 

V. Newsletter and Colloquium 

Vl. Questions 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Honor System Outreach 

Dear Professor Sahle, 

My name is and I am the Faculty Outreach Coordinator for the Honor System. Beginning in the and continuing into the 

Honor System has launched an effort to reach out to, and engage in dialogue with, UNC’s faculty. As a step toward this effort, I would like to ask you 

whether it would be possible for me to present, for no longer than ten minutes, at a faculty meeting in your department. This presentation is meant to be 

an open dialogue between faculty and the Honor System and serve as a way for faculty members to express their recommendations and concerns on the 

Honor System. I will also speak briefly about upcoming, important changes to the system. Once again, this will not take up more than ten minutes of your 

department’s time and I would very much appreciate the opportunity to speak with faculty in the African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

department. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

@live.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama to Place Some Restraints on Surveillance 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines     Wednesday, January, 5, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Dining & Wine I Today’s Video I 

Obituaries I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Obama to Place Some Restraints on Surveillance 
By PETER BAKER and CHARLIE SAVAGE 

The president backs limits on access to phone data, privacy 
safeguards for foreigners and the creation of the post of public 
advocate, according to people briefed on his thinking. 

N.S.A. Devises Radio Pathway Into Computers 
By DAVID E. SANGER and THOM SHANKER 

The agency has put software in thousands of computers that 
allows for surveillance and can also create a path for launching 
cyberattacks, according to documents, experts and officials. 

Arab Neighbors Take Split Paths in Constitutions 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK and CARLOTTA GALL 

Tunisia and Egypt, whose revolts ignited the Arab Spring, 
provide a dual lesson in the pitfalls and potentials for democracy 
in the region as they move toward new charters. 

For more top news, go to NYTimes.com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

~ INTERACTIVE FEATURE: Press Play 
Press Play is the place where The New York Times debuts 

noteworthy new music. Every week, we present tracks from an 

upcoming new album. Listen to them here exclusively. 

OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

Should Drug Enforcement Be Left to the States? 
With states changing their approaches to drugs -- legalizing 

marijuana, focusing on treatment -- should the federal 

government even have a role in drug prosecution? 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Mistakes were clearly made." 

GOV. CHRIS CHRISTIE OF NEW JERSEY, addressing the lane closing scandal in his State of 
the State speech. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Christie’s State Address Opening 
Remarks 
Gov. Chris Christie opened his 2o14 State of the State address 
noting his administration’s mistakes and its achievements, 
saying the state of New Jersey is "good, and it is getting better." 

VIDEO: In Performance: Roger Guenveur Smith 



The actor performs an excerpt from his monologue "Rodney 

King," part of the Under the Radar Festival at the Public Theater. 

~ VIDEO: Ford Gambles on the F-15o 
This week, Ford unveiled its new F-15o with an aluminum body. 

The truck may pose an interesting marketing challenge for a 

company with the slogan "Ford Tough." 

¯ Related Article 

............................................................................................................. 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

French Leader Brushes Aside Questions Over 
Affair 
By ALISSA J. RUBIN 

Invoking his right to privacy, President Franqois Hollande said at 

a news conference that everyone suffers "difficult moments." 

Kerry Urges Syrian Rebels to Go to Peace 
Meeting 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry told the Syrian opposition that 

support for the group could be reduced if it decided not to attend 

the talks, Western officials said. 

Scores Die in Ferry Accident as They Flee 
Violence in South Sudan 
By NICHOLAS KULISH 



Reports said a ferry accident claimed the lives of more than 2oo 

people who were trying to escape a rebel advance on Malakal, the 
capital of the oil-rich state of Upper Nile. 

................................................................................................. For F~o~e ~v~r!d ~e~s, go to N~Times,Fom!!No!T!d ?~ 

U.S. 

ONE-PARTY RULE 

After Flurry of Changes, Some States Ease Up 
By ADAM NAGOURNEY 

In many states under single-party control, lawmakers are 
steering away from the divisive battles on abortion, gun control, 
collective bargaining and large tax cuts that have marked recent sessions in state 
capitols. 

As Parents Age, Asian-Americans Struggle to 
Obey a Cultural Code 
By TANZINA VEGA 

Asian-Americans are struggling to abide by a strong tradition in 
which they are commonly expected to care for their parents at 
home, but few institutions are prepared to help. 

Oklahoma’s Ban on Gay Marriage Is 
Unconstitutional, Judge Rules 
By ERIK ECKHOLM 

The decision, the latest in a string of legal victories for gay rights, 
will not take effect immediately, and an appeal is almost certain. 

......................................................................................................... F?r r~o [e U.S. r~evys, go to N ~T!mes.com~U$ tt 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

ECONOMIC SCENE 

Seeking Ways to Help the Poor and Childless 
By EDUARDO PORTER 

A program similar to the earned-income tax credit acknowledges 
that the job market alone can’t provide for all workers’ needs. 

DEALBOOK 

As Refinancing Wanes, Banks Remain Wary of 
New Loans 
By PETER EAVIS and JESSICA SILVER-GREENBERG 

Many potential borrowers are shut out of the mortgage market, 
despite evidence in earnings reports that banks are strong enough to provide 
them with credit. 

Seeking Clues to Obesity in Rare Hunger 
Disorder 
By ANDREW POLLACK 

One drug being developed for weight loss has been tested in 
patients with Prader-Willi syndrome and other studies are in the 
wings. 

................................................................................... E0r ~p0~e b~s!9~ss 9e~s, go to N¥~ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

BOBCATS 108, KNICKS 98 

Knicks Fail to Bobcats, and J. R. Smith Sits Again 
By VIV BERNSTEIN 

With Smith sitting on the bench again, the Knicks saw their five- 
game winning streak come to an end in Charlotte as M Jefferson 
scored a season-high 35 points. 

, Box Score 

Judge Rejects N.F.L. Settlement, for Now 
By KEN BELSON 

A federal judge on Tuesday did not approve the proposed $765 million 
settlement of the N.F.L. concussion case, saying it might not be enough to cover 

all of the retirees’ claims. 

¯ N.F.L. Roundup: Giants Hire Packers Assistant to Reconstruct Offense 

After Cancer ’Disruption,’ a Determined 
Comeback 
By GREG BISHOP 



Ross Hutchins lost a year to fighting Hodgkin’s lymphoma, but 
now he wants to make up for lost time and get his career back on 

track. 

¯ On Scorching Day, Record-Tying Win for Serena Williams 

.............................................................................................. F£r r~0[e sP0[ts [~e~s, go to N¥]ime~com!Sports 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Those Ripples in the Water of the Bayou 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

The fifth season of "Duck Dynasty" opens Wednesday night on 

A&E with a whiff of uneasiness over Phil Robertson’s comments 
about blacks and gays. 

Low-Key Impresario at High Altitude 
By BROOKS BARNES 

John Cooper directs the Sundance Film Festival, which opens its 

3oth installment on Thursday in Park City, Utah. 

’GENERATION WAR’ 

A History Lesson, Airbrushed 
By A. O. SCOTT 

"Generation War," a film about early-194os Germany, is notable 

for what it includes and for what it leaves out. 

........................................................................................................ Eo[ r~or# a[ts ~e~s, go to NY]ime#~com!Arts ~ 

Dining & Wine 

RESTAURANT REVIEWI THE BISTRO AT VILLARD MICHEL RICHARD 

A Visitor’s Luxury Room 
By PETE WELLS 

Michel Richard checks into New York with a fancy bistro. 

Bobby Flay’s Next Course 
By JEFF GORDINIER 

With his new restaurant, the chef aims to regain a spot in New 
York’s pantheon. 

WINES OF THE TIMES 

Revisiting the Reds of the Loire Valley 
By ERIC ASIMOV 

The region offers a reasonably priced chance to seek out easy 
drinking and soul-satisfying pleasures, sometimes in the same 

bottle. 

¯ Pairings: Quail to Serve With Loire Valley Reds 

For more dining news and recipes, go to NYTimes.comlDining ~ 



Obituaries 

Burton R. Lifland, Bankruptcy Judge, Dies at 84 
By DOUGLAS MARTIN 

One of Judge Lifland’s biggest challenges was sifting through the 
wreckage of Bernard L. Madoffs multibillion-dollar Ponzi 

scheme. 

Thomas L. Chrystie, Bank Services Innovator, 
Dies at 80 
By PAUL VITELLO 

Mr. Chrystie created the cash management account, a one-stop- 
shopping convenience for the brokerage business. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

Finally, Congress Does Its Job 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A spending bill for 2014 would end the worst of the sequester cuts. 

EDITORIAL 

The Christie Way 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Democrats who endorsed Gov. Chris Christie of New Jersey received big 
financial payouts for their towns; Democrats who did not suffered reprisals. 

EDITORIAL 

India-America Relations on Edge 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Devyani Ehobragade’s case and the issues it raised are not resolved and wi]] not 

likely dissipate soon. 

.................................................................................................... (el q~£re opir~!o#, g£ to N~(Times,£om!Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tines That Try Men’s Souls 
By MAUREEN DOWD 

A cheesy complaint: Why can’t Hizzoner and I eat pizza with a 

knife and fork? 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Man on the Wall 
By THOMAS L. FRIEDMAN 



Ariel Sharon was an enduring presence in Israeli political life. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED I MARK BITTMAN 

Tobacco, Firearms and Food 
By MARK BITTMAN 

There should be a way for producers and processors of fruits and 

vegetables to make money without competing with subsidized 
junk food. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion >> 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 15, 1967, the first Super Bowl was played as the Green Bay 
Packers of the National Football League defeated the Kansas City 

Chiefs of the American Football League, 35-1o. 

See this Front Page I Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: ~ Facebook I :.iiiiiii? @NYTimes I:,,.*:~i~i Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from a nywhere with our suite of apps: 

o "2 Save 15 ~/o at The Have questions. Visit our mobile website at 
NYTimes Store Help Section m:nyt:com ~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated email. Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.com’s Today’s Headlines newsletter. 
As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are committed to protecting your privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions I Change Your Email I Privacy Policy I Contact I Advertise 

Copyright 2013 I The NewYork Times Company I NYTimes.com 620 Eighth Avenue NewYork, NY 10018 



Fl,’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 2:08 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Invitation to Publish: Sociological Perspectives 

Call for Papers: Sociological Perspectives 

~.~..~.~.!~..Yg.~.E..r.~.~.OS~[~. to Sociological 
Perspectives 

Benefits of Publishing in t~is Journal 

When you publish in Sociological Perspectives, 
you will enjoy:1                                       Submit Your Article Online 

htt p://mc.man uscriptcent ral.com/sop 

¯ Rigorous peer review of your research 

¯ Prompt publishing 

¯ Guaranteed targeted, multidisciplinary audience 

¯ High visibility for maximum global exposure 

About this Journal 

Editors: 

Jim Elliott, University of Oregon 

Robert O’Brien, University of Oregon 

Official Journal of 

Sociological 
Associalion 

In the pages of Socioloffical Pers#ectives, contributions by leading scholars address the ever- 
expanding body of knowledge about social processes related to economic, political, 
anthropological, and historical issues. Established in 1957 and published quarterly, Sociological 
Perspectives is the official journal of The Pacific Sociolo.qical Association and offers pertinent 

and timely articles spanning the breadth of sociological inquiry. 

View the Manuscript oubmission Guidelines for full author instructions. 

We look forward to receiving your submission. 

Sincerely, 

SAGE Socioloqv 

.Xi_. click here Io learn 
click here to laarn more 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

SAGE Sociology <Announcements@news.sagepub.com> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 2:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Need additional resources tbr your Globa]ization course? 

Bring the latest scholarship to your class 

Safelist us [ Email alerts ....................................... 

Request your FREE review copy today! 

This groundbreaking text on globalization provides a 
comprehensive and enlightening overview of globalizafion 
issues and topics. Emphasizing the theory and methods 
that social scientists employ to study globalization, the 
text reveals how macro globalization processes impact 
individual lives-from the spread of scientific discourse to 
which jobs are more or less likely to be offshored. 
Throughout the text, the author encourages readers to 
relate their personal experiences to globalizafion 
processes, allowing for a more meaningful and relevant 
learning experience. 

Key Features: 

Reseamh Case Studies demonstrate how social 
scientists study globalization and provide an in- 
depth look at important globalization topics. 

Strong theoretical coverage includes a separate 

chapter that covers a range of political, economic, 
and cultural theories of globalization, as well as the 
integration of more focused theories into appropriate 
chapters. 

Macro and micro issues are integrated within the 

same analytical framework, clarifying that these 
levels of social life are intimately related, not two 
distinct realms of experience. 

Let us help you make the transition to this text as smooth 
as possible! 

® Find your SAGE representative 

Email: info@sage~oub.com 

Have you made your decision to adopt a 
SAGE text? Let us know by completing this 

Browse our current catalogs. 

button 

button 

Author(s): 

JoAnn Chirico, Pennsylvania State 

University, Beaver 

ISBN: 978-1-4129-8797-4 

July 2013, 256 pages 

Stay connected with SAGE: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~outlook.com> 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 4:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

has shared a folder "Women and political participation in Africa" with you 

Wilma has 4 files to share with you on SkyDrive. To view them, click the links below. 

Newspaper Articles 

Scholarly Articles 

Women In Parliament(TZ, Malawi,Kenya).xlsx 

TZ Parliament data.xlsx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Young, Katie Bowler <kboMer@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jannary 15, 2014 7:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

Young, Katie Bowler <kboMer@unc.edu> 

Re: Mandela event 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m open &~ring the following slots and could take less than 30 minutes of your time. Hapw to talk by phone or meet in your office. 

Thursday, 1/16-- 8:30 am-1 pm 

Friday, 1/17 -- 8:30 am-12 pm 

Thursday, 1/23 -- 8:30-10 or 3:30-5 

Friday, 1/24 -- 8:30 am-12 pm 

Look forward to talking. 

Best, 
Katie 

Sent from my iPhone 
Cell 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 6:25 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Katie, 

Thanks so much for your note. Yes, send some possible meeting times. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 12:33 PM, "Young, Katie Bowler" <kbowler~unc.edu;, wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for joiNng us tbr the discussion yesterday about a Mandela memorial event. I have further thought about your concerns about a 

presentation, and have a couple of potential solutions that I’d welcome taJ~king with you about. I’d be hapw to stop by your office at a time 

that works for you~ or give you a ring. 

I can appreciate that the timing is not particulaxly conducive to putling together a presentation. I’d like us to include you, though, and I 
believe we can find a way to inclnde you that would lighten any burden for your involvement and still keep yon and the depaxtment involved. 

Should I send .some time slots for the coming week? Tomorrow morning is flexible; ne~ Thin, day and Friday have .some flefiNli~ too. 

Look forward to talking further. 

Regards, 

Katie 

Katie 1~ ~er Yu~mg 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Young, Katie Bowler <kboMer@unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Jamlary 15, 2014 7:45 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Mandela event 

Deal Eunice, 

I think you mean tomorrow, so I will see you at 8:30 in Battle Hall tmless I hear otherwise. Thank you! 

Katie 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Cell 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 7:21 PM, "Sdtfle, Eunice N" <eunice~em~l.nnc.edu > wrote: 

Dear Katie, 

8.30am would be fine. I am in Battle Hall 101. 

Best rashes, 
Eunice 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 7:06 PM, "Young, Katie Bowler" <kboMer~b~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

I’m open during the following slots and could take less than 30 minutes of your time. Happy to talk by phone or meet in your office. 

Thursday, 1/16-- 8:30 am-1 pm 

Friday, 1/17-- 8:30 an~-12 pm 

Thnrsday, 1/23 -- 8:30-10 or 3:30- 5 

Friday, 1/24 -- 8:30 an~- 12 pm 

Look tbrward to talking. 

Best, 

Katie 

Sent from ~nv iPhone 

Cell 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 6:25 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Katie, 

Thanks so much for your note. Yes, send some possible meeting times. 

Best wishes, 
EulliCe 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 12:33 PM, "Young, Katie Bowler" <kbowler(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for joining us for fl~e discussion yesterday about a Mandela memorial event. I have further thonght 

abont your concerns about a presentation, and have a couple of potential sohltions that I’d welcome talking ruth 
you about. I’d be hapw to stop by your office at a time that works tbr you, or give you a ring. 

I can appreciate that the timing is not paxticulMy conducive to putting together a presentation. I’d like us to 

include you, flaough, and I believe we can tind a way to include you that would lighten any burden ti~r your 

involvement and s~till keep you and the department involved. Should I send some time slots for the co~ning week? 

Tomorrow morning is fle:dble; next Thursday and Friday have some fle:dbility too. 

Look forwal~l to talking further. 

Regards, 





Fixlm: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:52 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Bengh~i Attack Called Avoidable in Senate Report 

Today’s Headlines 

INTHISENAILI [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ ]oday’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnVhis Day ~ CUSTONIZE~ 

Top News 

Benghazi Attack Called Avoidable in Senate 

Report- 

A stinging report by the Senate Intelligence Commi~ee blames 

bod~ American diplomaks and spies for poor communication and 

lax seem’ib~ bel))re the deadly 2o~a episode in Libya. 

Chinese .Activists Test New Leadee and .Ace 

Cloushed 

Abouk 2o people associaked with the New Citizens Movement 

~aave bee~ detained after calling for a fight againsk injaskiee ai~d 

official corruption. 

Obama’s Patl~ From Critic to Oversee~" of Sp34ng 

As a young la~naker, Barack Obama vowed to rein in a 

surveillance st~ke run amok. More tha~ six years laker, he is now 

the commander h~ chief presiding over a sum~ei]lance state. 

~ [] Video: Obsma on Su~’eillance Through the Years 

Editors’ Picks 

WORLD 

v~l~;o: A Cli]lture of’~,io]lenee 

In the Sc uth Pacific island nation of Papua New (-~uinea, one of 

the world’s most violent places, nearly every woman has 



expet5en,- ed some [orm of domestk’, abaseo 

vmEo ~’EA’rCRE: *Notes on Bli~drmss~ 
After the w~:iter John Hull became completely b]b~d in 1983, he 

kep~ an audio diary of his experience. A short film by Peter 

Middleton and James Spinney is a (kamatization using khose recordings. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: i~,~ emorab|e Oscar i}Io~t~e~ts 

What is it really like to go lke Academy Awards show? Melena 

Ryzik asked some annual ()seat" attet~dees about their most 

memorable moments. 

~ Reiated Article 

~ vine:o: App Sma~°t: Jour~a|s 

Keep tr,~ck of your doh~gs in 2Ol4 with a s~fite of ffT)S and 

~droid apps, including My Wonderful Days, Moleskine Journal 

and ~ Second Eve~Tday. 

~ Re~ated A~icle 

~ vm~o: Sports ~oo: Upgrade Your Game 

App--enabled sports technology promises to put a coach in your 

pocket and help you improve yo~w game in I:mseba]L golf and 

basketball. Does it work? 

Related Articie 

World 

Israel’s Efforts to Lh~it Use of l-[oloem~st Terms 

Raise F~’ee- Speec:l~ Q~mstions 

A rneasm~ ma~dng it a e~qrne to ~’all sorneotm a Nazi battles the 

tHvializat~on of an atrodb~, but not eveuone agrees this ~s the 

way to proceed. 

...... Lipman: I 



A Qua~dary for ~c~co as V~gi|an~cs R~se 

In Michoae~m S~ate, wh ~re vig~]antes ba~l~ drug crewel g~n men, 

Mexica~ officials face a decision on whether to disarm ~e 

loosely organized gt~aps or allow them to continue fighting. 

Tb e Am erica n Em bassy Seb ool, popular with ex])atriates in New Delhi, is fa ring 

questions from ll~e Indian government in "dne latest volley in iLs diplomatic spat 

with the United States. 

U,S, 

U.So to Expand Rtfles Lift, thug Use of Profili~g by 

Federa~ Agents 

The new rules will prohibit federal agents from conaideri~g 

religion, national origin, gender and se~ml o~%nb~fion in ~eir 

investigations, a government official said Wednesday. 

Cheating Aceusal-ions Among Ofiiccrs 

Overseeing N~m~ear Arms 

Air Force officials said an investigation has revealed instances of 

cheating on profieien~’y tests by officers with the ~sponsibilib, 

to lmmch nnelear weapons. 

Program to End Homelessness ~nong Veteran,s 

Reaches a l~lilestonc in A~°izona 

Phoenix has become the fi*~t ~ne~ean eky ko end homelessness 

among veterans with long or reenrrent histories of livi~g on the 

s ~ree L 

G~;l~ral 
Eric H. 

..... : Mark A. 

Welsh 

..... Hankins I 

Business 

Alter C~oisia, Iceland Holds a Tight Grip on Its c:i.~, I 
Banks 

Holds a 

Iceland is a lhdng expefimen~ in whaL can happen when a 

countU for,-es its financial firms to go under, rather than bailing them out, 

Lawmake~os Seek Oaths o~ Trading Commodities 



A Senate heating comes as concerns grow ~hat the hage commodities holdings 

of investment ba~ks allow them to manipulate prices for essentials like oil 

Fh~aneier Says He’s G~filty of Every~l~g but a 

Cr~rrm 

Florian Homm~ a former fund manager fl~om Germany wbo faces 

exh’ad~lion to fl~e ~ ~ited Stales o~ security fl’aud, has wilKul]y 

documented his ~ise and fall. 

Hornm 

steadfas 

Sports 

Wes~minster’s New Agility Trial to include 

Mixed Breeds 
B,. B~C,>\ar.; 

Tbe Westminster Kemml Chib will stage its first agi]i~ 

charapionship on Feb. 8, a~ Pier 94, b~o days hell, re its dog show 

beghis at Ma~son Square Garden. 

With Dodgers, Claytort Kershaw Becomes First 

$200 Million Pitcher 

Ke~haw, who won two National I~mgue Cy Young Awards 

before trotting 26 years oM, becomes the fix~t pkffer ever with a 

contract averagfi~g at least $30 millim~ per season. 

Puzzle of Super Bowl SecuriD~ Has to Include 

N ew Pieces 

This year, the challenges of seeming the Super" Bowl will extend 

far beyond the game site in East Ruthe~Srd, N.a., aevoss stab 

lines and mu]tiplejufisdic~ons. 

,E] Video: Securing the Super Bowl 

weaved 

For more ,,:,pelts news, 2~; to NYTimee.com/Sporte ~ 

Arts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’BRAND NEW ANCIENTS’ 

Mundane, Meet Dramatie 

In "Brand New zMmients," part of the U nde[" the Radar festival, 

Kate Tempest looks for m~esb, m~d mysteW in oydhmW lives. 

The (Auction) House Doesn’t Always Win 

As Christie’s, Sotheby’s and o[hers vie to lure sellers of big-name 

artworks, analysts wm~der iftbe houses are framing ovemize 

B~Gnd 

Los .~lgeles Muselun Names a New Diret~or 

The Museum of Contempo~’aW .,M~t ended weeks of intense speculation by 

confiyming that Philippe Vergne, of the Dia Art Foundatiom has been chosen as 

its new director to replace Jeffrey Dei~eb. 

Fashion & Style 

FASHION REVIEW 

Go Big and Tell the Truth 

Those a~v the messages fl’om the me~’s shows in Milan. 

se if,am 

top left: I 



Wa[k~ng o~ a ~er Rm~way 

The Czech fashion model and fc rm er Vietor~a’s Secret Ange~ 

Karolin a Kurkova i s polishin g h er image as a eelebfi 

Karolir, a 

Kurkova 

has 

Pointing a Finger on Faeebook 

A journalist lands h~ the bat seat after he outs a congressman in a 

blhad Facebook post. 

Obituaries 

Ken Landwehr~ Who Played Key Role in Capt~re 

ofSe~’ial Killei°, D~es at 59 

I aeuDtmnt I,andwehr, a homicide deDctive in Wichita, Kan. 

p]wed a pivo~l role in the capture of the serial ~l]er known as 

BoT,Ko 

Shei|a G~yse, Singec a~td A~ress, Is Dead at 88 

Ms. Guyse appeared o~ Broadway and in so-called race movies 

of dm ,94os and ’5as. She also recorded an album of standards 

f,-.,r MGM. 

Lt. Ken 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Mixed Restflts for Mideast Demoeraey 

Two zM’ab c:oantFies, EAvpt and Tunisia, are movitlg in radicalIy different 

directions. 

EDITORIAL 

A Disappoi~tlng ]i~te~mt Derision 

Regulators should rewrite rules to keep broadband networks impartial on 

eontenh 

EDITORIAL 

False Reasons fo~ Fili h~ste~i~g Jobless Aid 

Republicans do not believe that job-seekers who bare been out of work fbr six 

m on fl~s or Ionger d ese~’e governm en t assistan ee. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

The Coldest Yard 

Why fbotbal~ fans shouh-I root fbr a frigid and sn or,T Super Bowl 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

P~’o= P,’og~’essive ]is Bette~¯ Tita~t A~ti= Ch~’istie 

Instead of rootil-~g fbl" 3 brh-lge to drag the governor under, 

people should locus on ~e issues that will matter in the 2o~ 6 
elertions. 

Columnist Page 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The State of the Spee~l~es 

It’s that thne of year when one govere or after another takes to 

the poohing. I,isten up, people~ 

~ Co~umn~ Page 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTime.’~ Pirlterest 

Access The New Yolk Times flora anywhere with oar saite of apps: 

iPhone@ l iPad® Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visil our mobile web.qle al 

Heip Section ~ ’ m,nyt,com >> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 11:51 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: AAAD studies 

please add to AAAR 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

11:44 AM 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

Dylan, 

send me your PID if you still want to register for this class, 

jm 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office: 919-843-7067 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

11:10 PM 

Where is the class located? 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monda% ¯ 12:18 AM 

To 

Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

I just need a way to let you in. Come Tuesday and we can figure it out. 

Joseph Megel 

Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

8:32 PM 

I talked to my academic advisor and he told me that I wouldn’t need to get a drop ad form this early in the semester. Are you sure I need one? 

From: Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday~ S:07 AM 

To: 

Subject: RE: AAAD studies 

I apologize if this is a repeated message. Please come to first day of class with a drop/add form. And I will do whatever I can to let you into the class. 

jm 



Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

F~onl: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: AAAD studies 

Hello, Mr, Megel 

This is             I am a graduating communications major here at UNC and was enrolled in an EE class that I needed to graduate that was recently 
dropped by the departmenL There is really no other EE classes available that will work with my schedule. Marcus Donie recommended your class to me so 
I am trying to see if you could ad me to your AAAD class for this semester? I know the class is full but if you could make an exception given my situation it 
would be much appreciated. 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Young, Katie Bowler <kbowler@unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Thank you’. -- Ma~dela 

Dear Eunice, 

Thank you for taking the time to talk this morning. I’m looking forward to a celebratory event to honor Mandela’s legacy. I talked briefly with Barbara this morning 

too and she was very pleased with this direction. I’m going to follow up with Lucy and then be in touch again soon. Thank you! 

Regards, 

Katie 

~tie B~wler Y~u~g 

1 9J.9.962.4504 :: F 9).9,843,48~t4 i ~- i C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Cairns, Bruce A <bruce cairns@med.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 1:18 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Carolina Black Caucus visit 

Thanks Eunice! 

I learned a very cool fact today- 

Bruce 
Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 
Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 
Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 
101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 
Phone: I919) 966 8159 
Fax: {919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 
Lynn West (.L_rr_,2~_g£L@_£_e_#_:£LtS:_~_d__~_~_) 
Adrninistrative Coordinator 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent; Thursday, January 26, 2024- 22:24- PM 

Te= Cairns, Bruce A 
Subject-" Carolina Black Caucus visit 

That is so awesome! 

Dear Bruce, 

It was wonderful to see you too. 

The note to the Chancellor is great! 

Thank you for all you do to make Carolina and an inspiring and welcoming place. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 
Sent-" Wednesday, January 25, 2024 2:04 PM 
To; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; FW: Thank you- Carolina Black Caucus visit 

Eunice: 

Great to see you yesterday l am very sorry to hear Lhat you and your Department continue to deal w~th %nedia ~ssues". t jus[ wanted you to know [ had sent this 

erna~l to the Chancellor thb morning. ~ have noL heard bsck ~:rom her, but that ~s 0~. There are lots of ressons why ~ wanLed you to know I hsd senL th~s, pdmsrily 

because I mention you in the message. 

Please ~et me know what you th~nk (if you get a moment}. 

Take care and have a great day~ 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 

John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 

Fax: (919) 843 6568 

Lynn West (.L_m_:~t_e__s__t_~__r_0__e_#_=_u__._q__c_’~_~£_d__~) 

From: Cairns, Bruce A 

Sent; Wednesday, January 25, 2024- 7:43 AM 

To-" Folt, Carol Lynn 

Subject; Thank you- Carolina Black Caucus visit 

Dear Chancellor Folt (Carol): 

Thank you for your visit and comments at the Carolina Black Caucus meeting yesterday- they were very helpful. I completely agree with you that the national 

conversation about the current "troubles" has taken an ugly turn. 

My involvement with Eunice SaNe and the CBC began after I perceived that people of color (students, faculty, departments, programs) were being attacked and 

marginalized as a result of the academic scandal. I have since learned a great deal about the African-American experience (and have so much more to learn). 

Eunice and her colleagues do remarkable and important work- it is such a shame that people do not understand that. 

My plan is to be visible and involved to help ensure that the African-American perspective is defended and has a voice during these times. Thank you for what you 

are doing- you absolutely have my support. 

On another note, I am pleased you had a chance to meet my colleague, Sam Jones yesterday. As an update, Felicia Williams has been approved as a targeted hire 

and we will send out the offer letter this week. I am sorry I had to leave early yesterday- I had a meeting with PSNC to raise money for the Burn Center. It is too bad 



we won’t have the Chancellor Advisory Committee today, but I look forward to seeing you at the Faculty Council meeting on Friday. 

Again, thanks for all of your efforts. I strongly believe you and Provost Dean are on the right track. 

Sincerely, 

Bruce Cairns 

Bruce A. Cairns, MD 
Director North Carolina Jaycee Burn Center 
John Stackhouse Distinguished Professor of Surgery/Microbiology and Immunology 

Vice Chair for Research, Department of Surgery 

Medical Director of Respiratory Care, UNC Hospitals 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Department of Surgery, School of Medicine 

101 Manning Drive CB 7600 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 7600 

Phone: (919) 966 8159 
Fax: (919) 843 6568 
For appointments, scheduling, problems, etc: 

Lynn West ([mwest(~0med,u~c.edu) 

Administrative Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene raJney@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pml-ti~ne Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 - Ignore emlier email 

Dear Dr, SaNe, 

I was following up on the course below for fall 2014, Today is the last day to set up fall 20:[4 courses before course schedule mak~tenance closes, If I’m unable to do 

that by the end the day, it wN have to wa~t unti~ next month when course schedule maintenance opens agah~. ~f you’d I~ke, you may approve the course below or 

ma~e ano[:h£r sugges[~on aRd s8~8c:[: th£ instructor fl[ a ~ater t~rne Thank you, 

~rlene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Services Manager 

Part-time C~assroom Studies 

The WH~iam and ~da Friday C:enter for Con,:mum8 Educatkm 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel H~II 
CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chspel H~H, NC 275~9-~020 

Phone: (9:].~) 966-B587- Fax: (~9) 962-5549- 7o~FF~ee: ~-8G9-862-5669 

Check o~t our Muddle Otien~eden VMeos at: http:!/fridaycenter.unc.edu!cpics/index.htm 

F~m~ SaNe, [uNce N 
Sent~ Nondag, Janua~ 06, 2014 10:36 AN 
T~ Ra~neg, ~rlene 

~ Po~er, Robe~ S 
Subjeet~ Pa~-t~me Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 - Ignore earlier ema~l 

Dear Arlene, 

I will be in touch about this later today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Seat: Monday, ~anuary 06, 2014 I0:34 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Co: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Monday, 3anuary 06, 2014 8:43 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

f was following up with you regarding the ernail below, Couid you piease let rne know about: this course as soon as you can? Thank you, 

Arlene 

Arlene G~ Rainey, Student Services Manager 

Part-time aassroom Studies 

The WHHam and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of Nort:h C:aroHna at Chape~ 

C£ #~.020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~[[, NC 27599--~020 

Phone: (9:[9) 966-3587 --Fax: (9:].9) 962-5549---To[FFree: 

Check out our Student Orient#¢ien Videes at: http:iifridaycenter.unc.eduicp!csiindex.htm 

Fmm~ Ra~neT, Arlene 
Sent~ Tuesdag, November 26, 2013 9:~ AN 

T~ SaNe, [uNce N 

Ce~ Po~er, Robe~ S; a~amteacher~ma~l.com 
SubjeCt~ Pa~-t~me Classroom Studies, ~all 20~4 

Oear Or. SaNe, 

Hope gou’re doing well. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepare~ a tentative list o~ evening courses to be offered ~uMng [all 2014. We wouM [~ke to offer 

130. I would aporedate hearing from gou no later than Januarg 2 so that we can ~orwar~ our IBt to the Universitg 8egistrar’s Office ~or ~nclusion in the ~al[ class 

listing. 

ff gou have other needs or another suggestion, I’m open to that as well. Please let me know b~ Januarg 2. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must 

match is        ff this is ~ncorrect, please let me know. Would gou also appoint an ~nstmctor to teach this course? Once gou’ve identified someone, please ~orwar~ 

that m~ormat~on a~ong to 

As alwags, thank ~ou lot gout assistance and efforts on behaff o~ Part-time Classroom Studies. ff gou have ~urther questions, please let me know. 



Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: (919) 966-3587 - Fax: (919) 962-5549-Toll-Free: 1-800-862-5669 

Check out our St~de~ Orientation Videos at: h[tp:!/fridaycenter.unc.edu/cpics/index.htm 



1’0~ 

Display problems? View this newsletter in your browser. 

CormectCaro]ina Newsletter ] Jamiary ] 6, 2oJ4 ] ttappy New Year! 

There will be an outage affecting CormeetCarol~na a~d other systems on 

Tht~rs&~y, Jan. 23, beginnh~g at 5:00pro and ending at approximately 12:00airl 

as pa rt of the Sp r~ng e~ nsus acd ~qties, For detaff s, 

An important mflesto~e has been reached as the ConnectCaro]ina pnoeet 

the Systems I:ntegration Testing (SIT) phase. For the first time, Finance, 

HR/Payroll and Campus So]utions em4ronments are linked for testing and 

business O-Whets are hands-on in the system, b:.~:: ad i:~ 

Wondering how we make sure that 

ConneetCarolffm is fully tested and 

ready for use? Check out dfis 

"ip.:Eb,~.F::.~ph~c detailing how the system 

will be tested to make sure it ~,~:~rks 

tot Catalina. 



257 Days to GooL~ve! 

Unsubscribe - Edit your subscription 

ConnectCarolina 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

ccinfo.unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rainey, Arlene <arlene raJney@unc.edu;, 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 4:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Porter, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Pa~-ti~ne Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 - Ignore emlier email 

Thank you for the information Dr. Sahle. I will leave the instructor’s name blank and complete that whenever ~ hear back from you. 

Arlene 

Arkme G Rainey, StudeD[: Services 

Part.-time Ck~ssroom Studies 

The WHHam and ida Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ 

CB #:].020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~, NC 27599.-~.{}2{} 

Phone: (9~.9) 966-3S87 - Fax: (919} 962-5S49- To~..Free: 1.-80:?- 862.-S{569 
Check out our Muge~[ Ode~t~do~ Videos at: 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 4:28 PN 

To: Rainey, Arlene 

Cc: Po~er, Robe~ S 
Subject: RE: Parbtime Classroom Studies, ~all 2014 - Ignore earlier email 

Dear Arlene, 

Thanks for this reminder. 

This is the course that you can place on the schedule: 

AAAD 252. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent-" Thursday, January 16, 2014 3:15 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
l:::c: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 - Tgnore earlier email 

D~-:~ar Dr. Sahh?, 

f was following up on the course bek)w for Fail 2014. Today ~s the k~st day to set up fall 20].4 courses before course schedule mak~l:enance closes. ~f I’m unable to do 

that by the end the day, it w~l have to wa~t unti~ next month when course schedule rna~ntenance opens again. ~f you’d Hke, you rnay approve the course below or 

make another suggestion and select the k~structor at a ~ater th~e~ Thank you. 

AHene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Servk:es Manager 

Part-dine C~assroom Studies 

The W~Ham and ~da Friday Center for Continuing Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel 

CB #1020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~H, NC 27599-1020 

Phone: (919) 9S6--g587--- Fax: (919) 962--5549 .-- To~bFree: 1-8~--8S2- 56S9 

Check out our Student Orientation Videos a~: 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 06, 2014 10:36 AN 

To: Rainey, Arlene 

Co: Po~er, Robe~ S 
Subject: Pad-time Classroom Studies, ~all 2014 - I~nore earlier email 

Dear Arlene, 

I will be in touch about this later today. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, Janua~/06, 2014 i0:34 AM 
To: Rainey, Arlene 
Co: Porter, Robert S 



Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Fall 20:~4 

From: Rainey, Arlene 
Sent: Monday, .January 06, 2014 8:43 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Porter, Robert S 
Subject: RE: Part-time Classroom Studies, Fall 

Dear Dr. Sable, 

I was fotlowin~ up with you re,stalin8 the ernail below. Could you please let rne know about this course as soon as you can? Thank you. 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Servk:es Manager 

Part-dine C~assroom Studies 

The W~fiam and ~da Friday Center for Cont~r~u~n~ Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chape~ H~I 

CB #~020, The Friday Center 

Chapel H~I~, NC 27599-~020 

Phone: (9~9) 966--3587 - ~:a>:: (9~.9) 962.-5549- To~l-Free: ~.- 8~}.-862- 5669 

Check out our ~t~de~Z Otien~atien Vi#ee~ 

F~m~ Ra~neg, ~rlene 

Sent~ Tuesdag, November 

T~ SaNe, [un~ce N 

~ Po~er, Robe~ S~ a~amteacher~qma~l.com 
Subject= Pad-time Classroom Studies, Fall 2014 

Dear Dr. SaMe, 

Hope you’re doin8 well. Part-time Classroom Studies has prepared a tentative list of evenin~ courses to be offered durin8 fall 2024. We would like to offer AAAD 

230. I would appreciate hearin8 from you no later than January 2 so that we can forward our list to the University Resistrar’s Office for inclusion in the fall class 

listins. 

If you have other needs or another suggestion, l’m open to that as well. Please let me know by January 2. As I understand it, the current stipend that we must 

match is        If this is incorrect, please let me know. Would you also appoint an instructor to teach this course? Once you’ve identified someone, please forward 

that information alon8 to me. 

As always, thank you for your assistance and efforts on behalf of Part-time Classroom Studies. If you have further questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Arlene 

Arlene G. Rainey, Student Services Manager 

Part-time Classroom Studies 

The William and Ida Friday Center for Continuin8 Education 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #2020, The Friday Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-2020 

Phone: (929) 966-3587 - Fax: (929) 962-5549-Toll-Free: 2-8~-862-5669 

Check out our S~uden~ Ot~e~ien V~dee~ at: http://[ridaycenter.unc~edu/cp!cs/index.htrn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com~ 

Thursday 5:41 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Time lbr tea on Friday? 

Hi na Shikmnoo, 

Do you have time for tea on Friday Mwalimu? I am done at 10am teaching. 

My cell is if you want to text, I don’t have my numbers fiom my old phone yet to ring you! 

Applying for a fellowship in Africanist context & would love to ask for a recommendation, but!and more importa~tly want to see how you are doing and how I can 

suptx~rt you spiritually a~d as a student, AAAD grad assistant (m~ honor!), and niece ti-iend. 

With good a~d hope, look forward to heating from you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:48 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Syrian Rebels Say Cease-Fire Deals Prove Deceptive 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Friday, January, 7, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Movies I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Syrian Rebels Say Cease-Fire Deals Prove 
Deceptive 
By ANNE BARNARD 

Officials from the United States and Russia have urged localized 
cease-fires to jump-start peace talks, but some rebels have 
regretted making deals with the state. 

DEALBOOK 

Judge Disallows Plan by Detroit to Pay Off Banks 
By MARY WILLIAMS WALSH 

In a decision that surprised many, a bankruptcy judge said it was 
"reasonably likely" that Detroit could free itself of costly swap 
contracts if it sued the two banks holding them. 

. Michigan Considers Plan to Save Detroit Pensions and Prized Art 

A First Lady at 5o, Finding Her Own Path 
By JENNIFER STEINHAUER 

In many ways she is the embodiment of the contemporary, 
urban, well-heeled middle-aged American woman. Except she is 
also Michelle Obama. 

For more top news~ go to NYTimes:com >> 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

ARTS 

’American Hustle’ and ’Gravity’ Lead Oscar Field 
By BROOKS BARNES and MICHAEL ClEPLY 

The Academy Award nominations included their share of 

surprises and snubs, but the lO nods for "American Hustle" and 

"Gravity" held to conventional wisdom. 

~ Cast Your Ballot 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

Grabbing the Wolf’s Tail 
By GRAEME SMITH 

The Taliban will reconquer parts of Afghanistan unless some 

foreign troops stay. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"Old grudges die hard." 
JO H N W. A DA MS, a member of the Sons of Confederate Veterans, on why he and other 

supporters of Confederacy oppose a plan to build a monument to fallen Union soldiers at a 
Civil War battlefield in Olustee, Fla. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Securing the Super Bowl 
A stretch of Broadway in Manhattan will be transformed into 

Super Bowl Boulevard, creating concerns in addition to those 

about security at the game itself. 



Related Article 

~ VIDEO: This Week’s Movies: Dec. 17, 9o14 
The New York Times movie critics on "Jack Ryan: Shadow 
Recruit," Generation War" and "Big Bad Wolves." 

~ VIDEO: The Scramble: A Simple Greek Lunch 

Mark Bittman and the Greek chef Diane Kochilas make 

strapatsada, an easy shredded-tomato-and-egg scramble. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

Egypt’s Crackdown Belies Constitution as It 
Nears Approval 
By DAVID D. KIRKPATRICK 

Rights groups said the juxtaposition underscored the persistent 

doubts about the government’s pledges to steer Egypt toward a 

new era of freedom and democracy after the military’s ouster of Mohamed 

Morsi. 

Kerry Offers Assurances as Syria Talks Draw Near 
By MICHAEL R. GORDON 

Secretary of State John Kerry urged "a positive vote" as the Syrian opposition 

weighed whether to join a peace conference scheduled for next week. 

¯ Italian Port Chosen as Transfer Point for Syrian Chemicals 

. U.N. Says Executions in Syria by Rebels May Be War Crimes 



Italian Port Chosen as Transfer Point for Syrian Chemicals 
By RICK GLADSTONE 

The port of Gioia Tauro, one of the busiest in Europe, was picked because of its 
facilities for transferring cargo ship-to-ship. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

OLUSTEE JOURNAL 

Blue and Gray Still in Conflict at a Battle Site 
By LIZETTE ALVAR EZ 

A proposed monument to Union soldiers at Olustee Battlefield 
Historic State Park has enraged the area’s Confederate 

descendants. 

In Age of School Shootings, Lockdown Is the 
New Fire Drill 
By JACK HEALY 

At the whiff of a threat, a generation growing up in the shadow of 
Columbine and Sandy Hook is trained to snap offthe lights, lock 
the doors and take refuge in corners and closets. 

Ohio Execution Using Untested Drug Cocktail Renews the 
Debate Over Lethal Injections 
By RICK LYMAN 

The inmate, convicted of rape and murder, gasped and struggled, taking 15 

minutes to die. 

For more U.S. news, go to NYTimes.comlUS ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

Advocates for Workers Raise the Ire of Business 
By STEVEN GREENHOUSE 

Business officials say advocacy groups often demonize 
companies unfairly and inaccurately, while the groups question 
why corporations have attacked such fledgling organizations. 

Bumps on a Road to Revival for Yahoo 
By VINDU GOEL and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

Marissa Mayer’s firing of her top lieutenant, Henrique de Castro, 
was her first public signal that turning around Yahoo would be 
far more difficult than some had suggested. 

DEALBOOK 

Banks Keep Their Mortgage Litigation Reserves 
a Secret 
By PETER EAVIS 

Some investors are upset that banks will not divulge the amount 

of money set aside, but some banks say they don’t want regulators to know the 

number lest the authorities increase settlement totals. 

................................................................................... E0r ~0[e bqs!~ss ~e~s, go to N¥~ime~com!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

PACERS 117, KNICKS 89 

Unbending at Home, Pacers Rout the Knicks 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Indiana improved to a league-best 20-1 at home in a victory over 
the Knicks on Thursday that featured the return ofJ. R. Smith to 

the rotation. 

Box Score 

NETS 127, HAWKS 110 

In Rare Visit, Nets’ Owner Offers His Support 
By JOHN F. BURNS 

Mikhai] D. Prokhorov attended the Nets’ game against the Hawks 

in London, the second game he has seen in person this season. 

¯ Box Score 

¯ A Finale of Sorts for David Stern, Who Predicts a More Global N.B.A. 

RANGERS 1, RED WINGS 0 

Zuccarello Provides the Difference in Another 
Tight Game vs. Detroit 
By ALLAN KREDA 

The Rangers improved their record in their last 13 games to 9-3-1 

with a victory over the Red Wings on a third-period goal by Mats Zuccare]]o. 

¯ Box Score 



, A 5-Foot-7 Ranger Makes Tremendous Strides 

For more sports news~ go to NYTimes,comlSports 

Arts 

Surprises and Snubs: Bold Choices Rewarded; 
Veterans Ignored 
By MELENA RYZIK 

The Academy has long been considered stodgy, but this year’s 
nominations suggest that reputation may be outdated. 

: ~ Video 

Leonardo DiCaprio Didn’t Exercise His 
Producer’s Prerogative 
By MELENA RYZIK 

As producer of "The Wolf of Wail Street," he could have cut 
scenes of his character’s drug-induced breakdown, but he opted 
not to. 

¯ More Interviews: Matthew McConaughey I David O. Russell I Jared Leto I Amy Adams I Steve 
Coogan I Sally Hawkins I Ethan Hawke I Jonah Hill 

’JACK RYAN: SHADOW RECRUIT’ 

One Good Man to Save the World 
By MANOHLA DARGIS 

Paramount reboots an action franchise, casting Chris Pine in a 
role previously played by Mec Baldwin, Harrison Ford and Ben 

Affleck. 

For more arts news, go to NYTimes.comlArts ~ 

Movies 

’RIDE ALONG’ 

You Have the Right to Remain Funny 
By NElL GENZLINGER 

Kevin Hart plays a man aspiring to be a police officer, and Ice 

Cube plays a veteran on the force in this buddy cop come@. 

’WILL YOU STILL LOVE ME TOMORROW?’ 

The New Midlife Crisis 
By NICOLAS RAPOLD 

Arvin Chen’s "Will You Still Love Me Tomorrow?" is a mature 

story of a married man struggling to stay closeted. 

Monumental Cast, but Not Much Plot 
~ 

By BLAKE GOPNIK 

Andy Warhors 1964 film "Empire" is seven hours of the Empire 
State Building doing nothing. What’s it like to watch the whole ...................... 



thing? 

..................................................................... For r~ore r~oyie r~e~s ~r~d reyie~s, go to NYTimes:�om!Mo~ies ~ 

Obituaries 

Russell Johnson, Professor on ’Gilligan’s Island,’ 

Dies at 89 
By BRUCE WEBER 

After a busy career playing villains in westerns, Mr. Johnson was 

the brains of an otherwise clueless band of castaways that 

remains lost in reruns. 

Dave Madden, of ’The Partridge Family,’ Dies at 

82 
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 

Mr. Madden played Reuben Kincaid on the early 197os sitcom 

and guest starred in many other comic roles. 

Mae Young, Unladylike Wrestler Who Loved to 

Be Hated, Dies at 9o 
By WILLIAM YARDLEY 

Ms. Young, who pulled hair and took cheap shots, was a Hall of 

Famer who rose to prominence in the 194os and fought her last 

round in 2010. 

.......................................................................................... For ~ore ob!t~a~ies, go ~o N~7~imes:�om!Obituaries ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

A ’Preventable’ Tragedy 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Damning details emerge in a Senate report on the Benghazi attacks. 

EDITORIAL 

Contaminated Water in West Virginia 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

State and federal officials need to strengthen laws to reduce the risk of chemical 

spills. 

EDITORIAL 

Health Care Reform Survives a Lawsuit 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A federal district judge reinforces that the health reform law was designed to 

provide quality, affordable health care for "all" Americans. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Inequality Problem 
By DAVID BROOKS 

The current income inequality debate misses the point and 

prevents a nuanced, bipartisan discussion of our economic and 

social ills. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Scandal in France 
By PAUL KRUGMAN 

President Francois Hollande does a bad, bad thing. And this has 

nothing to do with his personal life. 

¯ Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Guy’s Guys 
By TIMOTHY EGAN 

Christie’s Jersey edge is his greatest commodity, but a truly 
muscular politician can govern without acting like a thug or a 
Neanderthal. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p!N09, go to NY~[irne~:com!Opini0n ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 17, 1893, Hawaii’s monarchy was overthrown as a group of 
businessmen and sugar planters forced Queen Liliuokalani to 

abdicate. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, Jannary 17, 2014 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

FW: BOG official conlinned salad increase requests - CAS 

Dear Eunice 

I am not sure if you received this notification, but just in case, the BOG 

Thank you 

Sonia 

Frem= Pfister, Karl 
Sent= Thursday, Janua~ 16, 2014 10:06 AN 
Te~ Copeland, Rachel; Colon, Sonia; Dicondlio, Joseph W; Ha~, Carmella Lyn; Reid, Aja R; Thomas, Elizabeth 
Subject~ N: B06 official confirmed sala~ increase requests - CAS 
Hello Everyone, 

Please see emai~ bek)w. 

College of ~rts & Scier~ces Bus~r~ess Ope~atkms 

CB~! 3056 n4 HoweU ttal~ 

Uni~,ersity ofNorfl~ Ca~olh~a at C[mpel HU~ 

Chape~ HiU~ N orth Carolina 27599-31156 

9 ] 9.962~6211 

F~m= Diallo, Ashante N. 
Sent= Wednesday, January lS, 2014 10:34 AN 

Te= Pfister, Karl 
Subject= ~: BOG officia~ confirmed sala~ increase requests - CAS 

~Y~ -You may want to follow-up w~th your departments regarding these approvals. 

Than k~;. 

College of ~rts & Scier~ces Bus~r~ess Ope~atkms 

CB~! 3056 n4 HoweU ttal~ 

l rMversJty of North Carolina a~ Chapel HU~ 

Chape~ t{iU~ N orth Carolina 27599-31156 

For ~mmediate assistance, please submit a ticket v~a Dean’s Office Remedy: 

http:!!college.unc.edu/intranet!deans-office-remedy! 

F~m= Waiters, Susan Lisa 
Sent~ Wednesday, January [5, 2014 9:05 AN 
Te~ Diallo, Ashan~ N.; Williams, Lachonya 
Subjeet~ BOG official confirmed sala~ increase requesN - CAS 
Hi Lachonya and Ashante, 

We received the BOG official confirmation yesterday on the following CAS salary increase requests, with requested effective dates noted: 

Please let me know if any questions. 

Best, 

2~8 So~zLh B~d~di~g -- C~ ~-8ooo 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Revised Syllabus for AAAD 

A2~kD Syllabus REV..docx 

Dear Kenneth, 

Scheduling the nine students enrolled in class [’or oral presentations did necessitate revising the syllabus The revised syllabus is attached 
Greetings from Addis Ababa! 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor o17 African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 11:32 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

The current enrollment total for SWAH 404 00:1 is 9. Can we lower the Class Capacity from 25 to :14 in order to move 

Mutima’s classroom because of a student that has a disability? 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

If you lower the enrollment of the class to :14, I can place the class in MU 22:1. If you lower the cap to :12, I could place 
the class in GL 526A. If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to central campus without the intervention of 

Accessibility Resources would be DA :10:1. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:~00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9~962-6093 
Fax: 9:t9-843-8709 



From= Gore, Travis 
Sent= Friday, January 17, 2014 10:42 AM 
To= Paquin, Violet May; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject= FW: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From= Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent= Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:47 PM 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject= Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in Swah 404-00:1 who is impacted by a temporary disability and wants to be helped. The class meets 

from 9:00-9:50am in GC room 3040. She told me that she is having trouble moving from the Global Center building to go 

to her other classes and get there on time. According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

in the vicinity of the Green Law building. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Young, Katie Bowler <kbowler@unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 1:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: MaJ~dela Memorial dates to consider 

Dear Eunice, 

[.et me add one more date: how does your schedule look on April :[07 We’re trying to have at least 2 dates to be able to share with a few other key colleagues, but 

I’m afraid that’s k)oking like a challenge ... thanks for your he~p w~:h ~:h~s~ 

Katie 

E~= SaNe, Eunice N 
Seat= Friday, 3anua~ ~7, 2054 $:02 PN 
Te= Young, Katie Bowler 
Subject: RE: Mandela Memorial dates to consider 

Dear Katie, 

Thanks very much for your emails and for meeting with me yesterday, 

April 8 is better. I mostly likely will be away on a research trip on March 4. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Young, Katie Bowler 

Sent: Friday, January :t7, 2014 :t2:24 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Mandela Memorial dates to consider 

Hi Eunice, 

Global relations assistant Ingrid Smith is beginning to check with colleagues about dates for a Mandela Memorial, and I wanted to see if you would be available on 

March 4 or April 8. Unfortunately, there are very few days when the auditorium is available at all this spring ... Welcome your thoughts. Thanks. 

Best, 

Katie 

~atie Bowler "~’ou~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <~regeste@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 2:05 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Student Adding AAAE 

Dear Eunice: The student                        is attempting to enroll in AAAD . She needs the class to fulfill the aesthetic perspective in order to graduate in 
I have met with the student and am willing to allow her to add my class. Please determine if she can be added to the class. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Friday, 3:11 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Subject: DATA 

Habari Mwl. Sahle, 

The consolidation is taking a while so I’m currently working on it (as well as pairing the sources) so it should all be ready by this evening. I will be 

resending you the link to the spreadsheets. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 3:33 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
#’s 

Dear Eunice, 

The updated numbers are as follows: 

Majors - 32 

Minors - 78 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidentia! information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:08 PM 

Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Need for classroom change 

Dear Mutima, 

I have good news for you. Due to the disability of your student, we were able to move your classroom to Murphey 221. 

This classroom will be close to her other classes so that she does not have to walk far. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9-962-6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 



Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Given the circumstances, we can lower the enrollment to :14 to for the classroom in MU 22:1. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

If you lower the enrollment of the class to :14, I can place the class in MU 22:1. If you lower the cap to :12, I could place 

the class in GL 526A. If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to central campus without the intervention of 

Accessibility Resources would be DA :10:1. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919m962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:42 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Need for classroom change 



Good morning, 

Is there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919o966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited, if you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in Swah 404-001 who is impacted by a temporary disability and wants to be helped. The class meets 

from 9:00-9:50am in GC room 3040. She told me that she is having trouble moving from the Global Center building to go 

to her other classes and get there on time. According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

in the vicinity of the Green Law building. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:17 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see below. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: ; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: 

11:58 PM 

Please email your name, PID and the section you want to enroll in to Mr. Travis Gore, here CCed, who will sign you in. In addition, 
come to class tomorrow because we will have our map quiz next Tuesday. 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From: ~ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:39 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: 

Professor Seck, 

I apologize greatly for just getting back in touch with you. I got back to school late and have been rushing to get caught up for the 

semester. If you would allow, I would still love to join your AAAD    course. 

I know a student in the class and could work with them to be completely caught up before your next class meeting. If I could do this I 
would appreciate since your class fits my schedule and I need one more to have enough credits for graduation. 

Regards, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Enrollment Reminder 

Dear Eunice, 

Please see below. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, 12:29 AM 
To:             ; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Enrollment Reminder 

Dear Travis, 
Please enroll 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

in my AAAD class. He already attended the first meeting. 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: Enrollment Reminder 

12:07 AM 

Dr. Seck, 

I was just writing to follow up on our conversation about re-enrolling me in AAAD    . My PID is 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 17, 2014 4:21 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Class registration? 

Dear EuNce, 

Please see below. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Seck, Mamarame 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 12:56 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Class registration? 

Dea r Travis, 

Please enroll this student in 9:30 AM section of AAAD : 

PID: 
AAAD at 9:30 AM-10:45 AM 
Best, 
Mamarame 

F rom: 
Sent: Friday, 6:37 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: Class registration? 



Please send me your name, PID, and the section you want to enroll in. 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

F rom: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To= Seck, Mamarame 
Subject= Class registration? 

2:56 PM 

Mr. Seck, 

My name is . If you can help, I would like to be enrolled in your AAAD course on Tuesdays 

and Thursdays, from 9:30 to 10:45. Because I don’t know when you’re l~oinl~ to be able to enroll me or when 

I’ll obtain access to your Sakai pal~e, could you email me a copy of your syllabus? 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 6:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edn>; Janken, Kenneth R <krjaJ~ken@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: AAAD 

Please add 

to my class. He will be a great addition. 

jm 

Joseph IVlegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-843-7067 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Re: AAAD 

4:42 PM 

Tha~k you a~d yes I have read the syllabus a~d fully understand the commitment. I actually have taken a~ ENG1            class and have been to the Rogers rd 

communi~ multiple times to prepare meals and work in the garden. I appreciate yon letting me add and I will see you Tue~tay befbre class in your office. 

On at 6:11 AM, "Megel, Joseph Lawrence" <megel~email.nnc.edn> wrote: 

Please read syllabus carefully. If you still want to going, let’s meet on tuesday before class at 3. my office Swain Hall room 106. I want to make sure that you 
understand the commitment. 

Joseph Megel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84,3-7067 

From: 

Sent: Thursday 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: AAAC 

1:49 PM 

Joseph, 

I’m a graduating senior in need of an EE credit and was wondering if I could join AAAD     The other EE class I thought I could join didn’t 

work out because of prerequisites, so I’m in a bit of a bind for graduation. I noticed this class is still open and looks interesting so please let 

me know if I could be enrolled and come by Tuesday class time with an add form. Thank you very much 

<SYLLABUS AA~    doc> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirect@nytimes. com> 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 3:44 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Today’s Headlines: Obama Outlines Calibrated Curbs on Phone Spying 

View in Browser Add nytdirect@nytimes.com to your address book. 

Most Popular I Video I 

Today’s Headlines      Saturday, January, 8, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I u.s. I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On ThisDay I CUSTOMIZE>> 

Top News 

Obama Outlines Calibrated Curbs on Phone 
Spying 
By MARK LANDLER and CHARLIE SAVAGE 

In a speech that seemed more calculated to reassure audiences at 

home and abroad than to force radical change, President Obama 
announced significant changes to the way the government collects and uses 
telephone records. 

¯ ~ Presidential Policy Directive]Text of the Speech 

In Keeping Grip on Data Pipeline, Obama Does 
Little to Reassure Industry 
By DAVID E. SANGER and CLAIRE CAIN MILLER 

While President Obama bolstered some protections for citizens, 

he did nothing, at least yet, to address the data security concerns 
of U.S. technology companies. 

A Sneaky Path Into Target Customers’ Wallets 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS, NICOLE PERLROTH, NATHANIEL POPPER and HILARY 

STOUT 

An examination by The New York Times into an enormous data ..... 

theft shows that Target’s system was particularly vulnerable to 
attack. 

................................................................................................................... Eel r~ore t01? r~ws, go to N~,Fimes~cQm ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE I LOOK 

Tough Sledding 
Photographs by NOLAN CONWAY 

New ¥orkers take snowy rides on skateboards, lunch trays, sheet 

metal and more. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Forgotten Virtues of Tammany Hall 
By TERRY GOLWAY 

Political machines served the people when the government 

didn’t. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"When you cut through the noise, what’s really at stake 

is how we remain true to who we are in a world that is 
remaking itself at dizzying speed." 

PN[--SlD[--NT OBAMA, announcing significant changes to the way the govenm~ent collects and 
uses telephone records. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Wisconsin’s ’Odd Couple’ in the Senate 

Senators Ron Johnson and Tammy Baldwin hold the record for 

the two senators from the same state who have voted in 

opposition most frequently. 



Related Article 

~ VIDEO: A Tale of Two Protesters 
Once captivated by the energy that stirred in the streets, activists 
in Egypt and Ukraine are beginning to recognize that protests are 
limited in creating the change they desire. 

~ VIDEO: Oatmeal Sandwich Cookies 

In a twist on an old classic, Melissa Clark adds soft dates and 

toasted coconut to oatmeal cookies, then sandwiches a thin layer 

of sweetened mascarpone between them. 

For more video, go to NYTimes.com/Video )) 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

From Hunger to Fame, With a Shoestring Menu 
By KATRIN BENNHOLD 

A single mother finds herself in the middle of a debate about 

poverty and the welfare state in Britain. 

Taliban Attack Kills 16 at Restaurant Favored by 

Westerners 
By MATTHEW ROSENBERG 

The Taliban claimed responsibility for an attack in which a 

suicide bomber cleared a path for two gunmen, who ran in and 

fired on diners. 

¯ ~ Video: The Scene A~er a Bombing in Kabul 

Last-Ditch Effort Emerges to Restore Order in 



Central African Republic 
By ADAM NOSSITER 

An unlikely experiment is underway in the Central African 

Republic as a council of 135 rebels, rivals, politicians and others 

is trying to choose an interim president. 

For more world news, go to NYTimes.comlWorld ~ 

U.S. 

Severe Drought Grows Worse in California 
By NORIMITSU ONISHI and MALIAWOLLAN 

The problem is visible from the Sierra Nevada to the farmlands 

in the southern part of the state, and it threatens to cause major 

hardship. 

After a Prolonged Execution in Ohio, Questions Over ’Cruel 

and Unusual’ 
By ERICA GOODE 

At a time when the drugs used in executions are in short supply, an execution in 

Ohio has raised questions about the obligations of the state toward those it kills. 

Pennsylvania Voter ID Law Struck Down as 

Judge Cites Burden on Citizens 
By RICK LYMAN 

A judge said the law placed an unreasonable burden on people 

trying to exercise their fundamental right to vote. 

......................................................................................................... F~r r~ere U.S. ~ews~ gO to N~!3mes.c0m(US ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

The ’No More Tears’ Shampoo, Now With No 
Formaldehyde 
By KATIE THOMAS 

Johnson & Johnson’s Baby Shampoo no longer contains two 
potentially harmful chemicals, formaldehyde and 1,4-dioxane, 
that have come under increasing scrutiny by consumers. 

DEALBOOK 

Doctor Tells of Leaking Data to a ’Friend’ at SAC 
By ALEXAN DRA STEVENSON and MATTHEW GOLDSTEIN 

Dr. Sidney Gilman, the key witness for prosecutors in the insider 
trading trial ofMathew Martoma, a former portfolio manager at 
SAC Capital Advisors, testified that he passed confidential information to Mr. 

Martoma. 

After Leaving Office, Bloomberg Is More Hands- 
On at Old Company 
By NATHANIEL POPPER 

Michael R. Bloomberg’s dive back into the news side of 
Bloomberg L.P. has worried some that the division’s editorial 
independence could be called into question. 

................................................................................... E0r r£o[e b~s!r~ss [~e~s, go to N¥~[ime~�om!Busine~s ~ 

Sports 

CLIPPERS 109, KNICKS 95 

Knicks’ Dream of Home Streak Runs Into Ugly 
Truth 
By SCOTT CACCIOLA 

Instead of starting an eight-game homestand with a victory, the 
Knicks lost their third straight game and were doomed by poor shooting and 
turnovers. 

¯ Box Score 

¯ N.B.A. Roundup: Lakers Spoil the Return of Rajon Rondo in Boston 

ON TENNIS 

At the Australian Open, It’s Not the Heat, It’s the 
Stupidity 
By GREG BISHOP 

There is a widening gulf between the way officials have 
attempted to portray the impact of the heat wave and what has actually 
happened with the players. 

, The Weather Finally Cools Off, and Sharapova Moves On 

SPORTS OF THE TIMES 



Punishing Lords of Baseball Along With Their Fallen Idols 
By WILLIAM C. RHODEN 

As Major League Baseball attempts to clean up the steroid scourge it helped 
create, it has been assaulting players’ rights. And Mex Rodriguez is right to push 

back. 

Alex Rodriguez Seems to Accept That Suspension Will Stand 

Yankees Sign Five Players, Flirting With Payroll Threshold 

For more sports news, go to NYTimes.comlSports ~ 

Arts 

THE TV WATCH 

The Logical Sherlock for Our Time 
By ALESSAN DRA STANLEY 

The hero of PBS’s "Sherlock" is lissome, spirited and briskly 
energetic, but he isn’t turned inside out to suit current, navel- 
gazing fashions. 

Let Curators Be Curators, MOCA’s New Chief 
Says 
By RANDY KENNEDY and JORI FINKEL 

Philippe Vergne said his first priority in rebuilding the Museum 
of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles is to find a chief curator. 

THEATER REVIEW 

Pulled Down From the Sky, Still Lethal 
By CHARLES ISHERWOOD 

In "Grounded," a one-woman show starring Hannah Cabell at 
Walkerspace, a military pilot is reassigned to drone duty, 
operating deadly missions from a base outside Las Vegas. 

........................................................................................................ E0[ ~0r~ a[ts [~e~s, g0 t0 N¥]ime~�0m!Arts ~ 

Travel 

James Baldwin’s Paris 
By ELLERY WASHINGTON 

How has the city changed since Baldwin arrived more than 60 
years ago? A trip in his footsteps reveals some answers. 

CULTURED TRAVELER 

Underground London 
By CHRISTINE AJUDUA 

A descent into the city’s subterranean spaces can lead urban 

explorers to everything from culture to cocktails to cuisine. 

36 Hours in Sydney 
By INGRID K. WILLIAMS 



Hit golden beaches, soak up contemporary culture, explore 

atmospheric bars and, sure, catch a glimpse of that opera house 

during a weekend in Australia’s most populous city. 

................................................................................................ For r~ore ~ra~e! Pe~s, go to N¥~ime~�omKra~el ~ 

Obituaries 

Hiroo Onoda, Soldier Who Hid in Jungle for 
Decades, Dies at 91 
By ROBERT D. McFADDEN 

~r. Onoda was one of World War II’s last holdouts, a Japanese 

Imperial Army officer who guarded his post for 29 years, 

returning home in 1974. 

Suchitra Sen, Actress Famed in Bengali Cinema, 
Dies at 8a 
By HARESH PANDYA 

After more than 5o films, Ms. Sen retired and became a recluse. 

........................................................................................... EO[ n~or~ obit~j~r!es, g£ to NYTirnes~om!Obituades ~ 

Editorials 

EDITORIAL 

The President on Mass Surveillance 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Restoring trust in government agencies requires more than a few good 

restrictions on collecting personal data. 

EDITORIAL 

A Good Start for Health Care Sign-Ups 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

Young adults are surging into the state and federal exchanges now that website 

glitches have been fixed. 

EDITORIAL 

Help With Medical Bills 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A clerical worker is back on her feet, thanks in part to The Neediest Cases Fund. 

For more opinion, go to NYTimes.comlOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The $~ Trillion Question 
By GAlL COLLINS 

If we can pay attention to football and the Oscar nominations, 



then we should have an opinion about the appropriations bill 

paying for our government. 

: Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Unto the Breach 
By JOE NOCERA 

Target, Neiman Marcus and other retailers need to do more to 

protect customer data. 

¯ Columnist Page ] Blog 

OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Sometimes ’Nazi’ Is the Right Word 
By ETGAR KERET 

If Israel bans the word "Nazi," "Seinfe]d" wi]] be verboten, too. 

.................................................................................................... F£r r~0re £p!r~ioo, gO to Nf]ime~�om!Opinion ~ 

ON THIS DAY 

On Jan. 18, 1912, the English explorer Robert F. Scott and his 
expedition reached the South Pole, only to discover that Roald 

Amundsen had gotten there first. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjea: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Sunday, Januay 19, 2014 3:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Patients’ Costs Skyrocket; Specialists’ Incomes Soar 

Today’s Headlines soo oy, J ..... 

~N THIS EI~IAIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Magazine ~ Teday’s Video 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OaThis Day ~ CUSTOP~ZE~> 

Top News 

PAYING TILL IT HURTS 

Patients’ Costs Skyrocket; Specialists’/meomes 

Soar 

Patient eosts a re risi ng beeause m ed~ea ] 1.~roeedm’es often 

involve several doctors fl’om speeial%s that are among the highest 

compensated, and are done on the grounrN of a hospitN. 

G.OoPo Advice [or Christie: Pick a Better Team 

Rel~Ub]icans around the country are offering pointed advice, 

sobering in its candor, for Gov. Chris Christie of New ,Jersey, 

after his top aides were ]inked to the ["o~ Lee scandal. 

~ Nayor Says H0rricane Relief Was Threate0ee 

~ 
Dr Brett 1 

Region Boiling, l[srael "[’aRes Up Castle Strategy 

?,s Israel faces threats both fl’om traditional Shiite adversaries 

like Iran and fi:om extremist Sunni cells in Syria, Iraq and 

beyond, of fiNals have embraced a castle mentalib’. 

Editors’ Picks 

~ v~)Eo: To Sit and Sir~g: A N~sieal 

"l[’radifior~ 

?, behind-the-scenes look at the sitzprobe for the m[~siea] "The 

Bridges of Madison County." This theater tradition is the first time a show’s east 



and ~’~11 orehes tra practice face--to-face. 

, Reiated Alticle 

OPINION I OPINION 

For the Love of Money 

We are letting motley addk~tiot~ drive too tn*~d~ o[ our society. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

JEAN ~AITCNELL, a professor o[ hea]t]~ eco]~omi(ts ;it (;eorgetowt~ Linh, er,qty, o~ 
p~’oced~res in American hea[t]~ ~:are. 

Today’s Video 

~ v’~:o: The Surprise "~Vedding 

Whe~ guests arrived at what they were tdd was Rebecca (~arcia 

and A*~&ew SpiegeI’s engagement patty, tJ~ey l’o~md the space 

decorated [or a wedcting. 

~ v~o~o: BRI C~mr-fingharn I Check Mates 

The st]hot, erie is familiar, but the mix of t}n’ee fabrics and 

patterns on one coat is a winter" highlight. 

~ vm~o: The So~ree I Pado Sderi 

interviews fl~e arc~itect Paolo Soleri. 

World 

Deadly Attack at K.ab~ll Restaurant Hi~ts at 

Chmtging Climate for Fordgners 

Kg~bu] during the ~ghan war was never" violent as Baghdad 

du~ng the Iraq war. But as eoalifio*~ forces leave, i*~te~afiotmI 

workers ~ere fed more v~h~era ble. 

, ~ Video: The Scene A~e~ a Bombilqg i~ gabu~ 

Syrian Oppositio~ Votes t-o Attend Peace Taiks 

ac.leaned 



The yoke was b -.,ycotted by a dfird of the members of the main rebel coalition, a 

refleefio~ of the i~tense divisions amo~g those seeldng to overthrow President 

Basher al-Assad. 

Detern~hmd to Miss N otl~g, Russia Trains All 

Eyes o~ 

As ~he W~n~er Games apWoacb, tens of fl~ousands of pemonnd 

and amweilIanee cameras have been deployed 

say tile measm~s threaten to temper tim Olympic spi~t. 

MORE 
FEET 
ON 
THE 

U,S, 

Chemiea| Spill Muddies Picture i1~ a State Wary 

o f Regmla tion s 

West Virginia, with its atro~g ties to coal and chemicals, has lo~g 

bad a fierce oppositio~ to envitx~nmenta] regulations. 

Joe 

Manchi 

After Years at War, the ~omy Adapts to Garriso~ 

IAfe 

The Army se~t L3 million troops to war a~er 9/11, creafi~g the 

most combat-tested force in kbe nation’s history, but now it must 

learn how to sustNn mor~fle and eapabibties. 

N EWS ANALYSIS 

With Plan to Overl~a~fl Spying, the Divisiveness 

Now Lba t Presiden t Obama ba s a n n on n cod an overhaul of 

s urveillanee practices, the real work begins for intelligence agencies and a 

db:Jded Congress to create new policies. 

Business 

Eagle Scout. idealist. Drug Trafficker? 

Friends call Ross Ulbficbt sen sitive a~d soulful, t roseeu tots 

contend that he ran a global, illicit online bazaar, 

Ross 

I ....... 

FAIR GAME 

inspecting a Student Loan Spigot 

ITF Educational Services, which operates for-profit technical schools, has 

drawn the attention of regulators over a private lending trasL 



PROTOTYPE 

C~’aft :Bee~o~ tl~e (Vex’y) Li~ited 

You ean’t buy his pale ales, porters and stouts an)~vhere ouL~ide 

Vermont. An d th a t suits tl~e brewer j us t fi n e. 

beers 

ate sold 

Sports 

Rivalry lBetwee~ Seattle m~d Nm~ Frm~ciseo 

Heats Up the ~’~’est Coast 

The NA.’.Co championship game between Seattle and San 

Francisco is the latest event in a Ion g-runnJn g d d)ate over 

football and cultural supeHofib’ in the West Coast cities. 

Dizzying Heights, Wit|~ Risk~ 
~y i©E DRAPE 

The X Garnes drive revenue while showcasing sporL~ like 

motoeross and fl’eesb, le snowmobiling, but last year came a first: 

a death in competiUon, of Caleb Moore. 

~ ~ Slide Show: De~fin9 Gravi~’ 

Moore 

Serena "~T~ll~alIlN ’i’m~bles ~ Austra]im~ Ope~’s 

Fourtl~ Round 

In the biggest upset so far at the tournament, Aria Ivanovie 

defeated Serena Wi]liams lbr the firsk dine as Wi]Iiams snfli~vd 

frorn back pain and a flur~}’ of errms. 

..... Williams 

Arts 

Building Faces X,~’recld~g Ball. So Does Couples 

F~°~endship. ..... ~rchitec 

LV ROLiN POGE{.LdN 
Ricardo 

Since the architects i~eardo Seofid]o and Elizabeth Diller I ~’-~ I 

recommended razing the site of the former American Folk Art 

Museum, designed by another well-known pair, the fl%ndship of the four has 

:EAsy, lB~’eezy, T~oe~di~g 

the eve of kosdng the Academy Awards ceremony, Ellen 

DeGeneres takes a reporter behind the scenes on her talk show. 

of Elien 

Most every aspect or" the art world has been at%eted by high- 

priced galleries sod collectors with deep pockets. 

Magazine 

The Onli~e Ave~gees 

~,~’e antibullying activists the s~viors c.,f the Internet- or just a 

different kind of eurse? 

deffrey W~igl~t’s Gold 

The actor in his most morally complicated role yet: Prospector 

in Sierra Leone. 



TALK 

James Ea~’l Jo~es on Da~-th Vader, Mufasa and, 

natel~ Totes Me.ores 

~so~ the secret to longevity and how to fl’eak out truck drivers, 

Obituaries 

Arnold R. ~ink~ey Dies at 83; Stee~’ed ~984 Jesse 

J aekson 

Mr. Pinhley, a strategist who ran the campaigns in lan~nark 

races fl:~r black politicians, also advised Hubert H. Hmnpbr~y in 

his aeeo~d bid for kbe Democratic presidential nominaLiom 

Cl~yssa, _Artist Who Saw" Neo~’s Potential as a 

Medimn, Dies at 79 

Chvssa, a Greek-born sculptor, began ineo~)omfing neon into 

her eonstructioas ia America ia the t96os~ in dine mastering the 

technical difficulties of the medium. 

Pinkne,! 
and his 

Roy Campbell ,Jr., Avant-Garde Jazz Trumpeter, 

:Dies at 6~ 

Mr. Campbell combined a pugnacious, bard-bop sound with an 

open--minded approach, working with a varieb, of fl’ee jazz 

musicians and becoming a fi:,~]re at avant-garde eve~)ts like flue Vision FesfivN. 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

A Step Towm’d Restoring Voth~g Rights 

Though flawed, a bipm~isan bill would begin to undo the Supreme Comb’s 

damage. 

EDITORIAL 

’l’~’ade arid the Enviromne~t 
E~. ,~i-ii~ iE.~i ,~0<~’,:. ~!:OAi:’:.~ 

:~mriean officials mus t insist on enforceable standards in any deal wiLh Pacific 

Rim eoun~’ies. 

EDITORIAL 

Smoking Is %%;orse Thm~ YYm :Imagined 

The latest surgeon general’s report ofibrs astonishing new evidence of just how 

much harm tobacco is causing. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Cm~e[est 

A Texas law has turned a brain-dead woman into an incubator. 

How does that honor lif~? 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

At Last, Co~serval-ive Refo~om 

It’s notjust that l-tew ideas are popping up. There are also some 

real bye pNiddans go to ~4th them. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

...... Douthst 



OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pee~ng Awa~ the Plastic 

Despite the brutal endurance LesLs of campaigns, do we ever 

really ]~ow the people we puk in [he Oval 

Far mare opi!~ion; ,~e to NYTimes.eom!Opinion ~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ICISA 2014 Secretariat <mail@icisasociety.org> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 8:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

ICISA2014 5th IEEE Call for Paper and Paper Submission Open! 

Dear Scholar, 

ICISA (International Conference on Information Science & Applications) has been scheduled on May 6th - 9th, 2o14 in Seoul, South Korea. With IEEE ICISA 

will be holding its 5ttl annual conference. 

Call for Papers 

ICISA 2o14 paper submission system is now open and ready for you to upload your paper. Register your paper now and be sure to follow all the guidelines 

and instructions before doing so. 

Register Your Account Now.~ 

The paper submission deadline is February 6th, 2o14. Please make sure to prepare your paper in time for the upcoming conference. Check our website for 

more details on the conference which can be found at ICISASoeiety.Org. Our ~J all for Papersi~? and Naper Submissioni~l includes details for the paper 

submission requirements and deadlines. 

If you have any more questions please do not hesitate to ask us anything. We look forward to seeing you in the next upcoming conference. 

Sincerely, 

ICISA 2o~4 Secretariat 

ask@icisasociety.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:52 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

reques~t tbr enrollment 

Dear Eunice, 

Could you please allow the following students to e~oll in lny courses?: 

Name 
PID 
AAAD 
Class : 

AAAD 
Class 

pI~ 

AAAE 

Many thanks, 

Mamarame 





From: ~live.unc.edu;, 

Sent: Monday~ 10:03 PM 

To: 

Subject: Daily Tar Heel survey of Department Chairs 

To whom it may concern; 

The Doily Tor Heel is conducting an anonymous survey of every department chair on UNC’s campus regarding their experiences with Chancellor Carol Folt. 

We are interested in getting your feedback as department head on your level of interaction with the chancellor since her tenure began. It would greatly 

help the accuracy of our survey if you would take a few minutes to respond and detail any thoughts you are willing to share: 

http://jotformpro.com/form/40135407679962 

Please fill out this form by Sunda~, to ensure your responses are included in our survey. Thank you for your time and please contact University 

Editor at @gmail.com if you have further questions. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelcie TakenoucN ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, January, 21, 2014 12:35 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Jenny Fujita <je~my@ fmpr.net>; joy@tYnpr.net 

Black Histo~ Month is Approaching 

Dear Ms. Sable, 

I wanted to follow up with you on behalf of Dr. James Peterson, MSNBC Contributor and Director of Africana Studies and Associate Professor of English at Lehigh 

University. As Black History Month approaches, we hope that you will consider Dr. Peterson for any snaking opportunities at University of North Carolina. 

As a MSNBC Contributor, Dr. James Peterson is called upon ficequently to provide his sought after academic and proiEssional perspective on a breadth of topics. He 

is well ver~d in a range of Nack issues from black politics, urban studies, helping the youth in the black communi~ excel and driving positive chm~ge. 

Dr. Peterson would love the opportunity, to visit your universi .ty and taJ, ce pa(t in helping celebrate Black Histoiy Month. If you are interested in having Dr. Peterson 

serve as a guest speaker/lecturer, please contact Jenny Fujita at ie~my~)finpr.net as soon as possible as his schedule fills up quickly. You can also find more information 

on his website at wu~,.driamespeterson.com. 

Thank you, 

Shelcie Takenouchi 

Shelcie Takenouchi 
PR Associate 
Fujita & Miura Public Relations 
Hawai’i - Pennsylvania 

P.O. Box 3996, Lihu’e, HI 96766 
P.O. Box 529, Chalfont, PA 18914 
Cell: Fax (808~ 245-3602 
Emai[: @gmaiLcom 

Website: v~v.fmpr.net 
Blog: www.You rPu bliclsWaitinq.com 

Twitter: wvcw.twitter.com/FM PR 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 10:47 PM, Shelcie Takenouchi 

Dear Ms. Sable, 

I hope that this email finds you well. I am reaching out to you on behalf of Dr. James Peterson, MSNBC Contributor and Director of Africana Studies and Associate 
Professor of English at Lehigh University. We would like you to consider Dr. Peterson for any speaking opportunities at University of North Carolina. I have outlined his 
ct~dentials below, which are particularly relevant for: 

January: MLK Day 

February: Black History Month and Hip Hop Appreciation Month 

June 19: Freedom Day/Emancipation Day 

June: Black Music Month 

October: Diversity Awareness Month 

As a MSNBC Contributor and an increasingly important media presence, Dr. James Peterson reveals an acute understanding of both our contemporary American culture 
and our highly charged political climate with a progt~ssive mindset. Whether tackling discussions on politics, race relations, urban studies, the social implications of the 
hip hop community, hip hop celebrities, education reform, any number of black issues, and more, Dr. Peterson continually provides a fresh perspective on current debates 
and how to drive positive change. Dr. Peterson is also invested in helping youth in the black community excel, as he is himself a result of "A Better Chance" Foundation. 

In addition to t~gular appearances on MSNBC, Dr. Peterson speaks at universities nationwide including Yale University, Princeton University, Howard University, and many 
others. He has also spoken at the Congressional Black Caucus Conference, the Essence Film Festival, and the Aspen Ideas Festival. 

If you are interested in having Dr. Peterson serve as a guest speaker, panelist or facilitator, please contact Jenny Fujita at iennv~fmpr.net as soon as possible as his 
schedule fills up quickly. Below is a short list of Dr. Peterson’s speaking topics. You can find mot~ information on his website at www.dtjamespeterson.com. 

Africana Studies 

Hip hop, urban and youth cultures 

Politics and black politics in the American political system 

Race t~lations and diversity 

Education reform and integrating youth culture into classrooms 

Thank you, 
Sheleie Takenouchi 

Shelcie Takenouchi 
PR Associate 
Fujita & Miura Public Relations 
Hawai’i - Pennsylvania 



P.O. Box 3996, Lihu’e, HI 96766 
P.O. Box 529, Chalfont, PA 18914 
Cell , Fax (808) 245-3602 
Email: @gmail,com 
Website: wvvw.fmpr.net 
Blog: ~rw~.You rPu bliclsWaitinq.com 
Twitter: www.twitter.com/FMPR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday: 9:32 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr> 

Swah Add 

Dear Mwalimu Eunice, 
Please may you add this graduate student to my Swahili 
Her details are as follows: 

She tells me that today is the last day to add a course for the graduate students. 

Thank you so much, 

Esther 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:50 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Lisanza, Esther Mukewa <lisanza@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Swah Add 

Dear Eunice, 

This student is now enrolled. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient{s) and may contain confidential information° Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message° 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:43 AM 

To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: FW: Swah        Add 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Lisanza’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Lisanza, Esther Mukewa 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:31 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Swah        Add 

Dear Mwalimu Eunice, 
Please may you add this graduate student to my Swahili 
graduate students. 

Her details are as follows: 

PID 
Thank you so much, 

Esther 

¯ She tells me that today is the last day to add a course for the 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: 

pdf 

Hi Eunice, 

The attached contains names of students that I have added to my AAAD 

Best, 

Bereket Habte Selassie 

class, submitted here for your approval 

William E. Leuchtenburg Distinguished Professor of African Studies, and Professor of Law 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
919 962-3538 

From: Gore, Tr~vis 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:48 AM 

To: Selassie, Ber&et tt 

Subject: FW: 

Hello Professor Selassie, 

Sorry you were not able to open it. I have resent it. Try again and let me know if you still can’t open it 

’]7hanks! 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle }{all, CB�13395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attactwaents, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: FW: 

5:25 PM 

Dear Professor Selassie, 

I have scanned and attached your requests in a pdf file. Now can you send it to Eunice for her approval of your requests. Thartks. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, alrd Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentialit5’ Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: scalmerCa)unc.edu [mailto:scalmer@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 5:20 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: 

This E-mail was sent iicom "R10442" (.4ficio NIP 2510) 

Scan Date:          17:20:07 (-0500) 

Queries to: scanner@mac edu 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 10:51 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Frmnework for plmming 

Thanks, David. I will study the document and get back to you if necessary. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African .~nerican, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: K iel, David 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:48 AM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: Framework 12~r planning 

tIi Georges, 

I hope your travels were productive. Eunice and I have been in correspondence in finalizing the draft of framework for planning we promised you back in December. 

Please find attached 

Let me know if you have any questions and what you might see as the next step for my involvement. I am looking forward to working with you and the committee. 

Best, [)avid 

DavidKiel, Dr PH. 
Leadership Coordinator 
(;enter 12~r Faculty Excellence 
318 Wilson Library 
UNC Chapel Hill (919-962-9972) 
http ://cfe.unc.edu/about&iel.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Cour~ Registration 

Hello, 

My name is 

The first is AAAD 

Best, 

and I would like to register for one of the courses in the AAAD department. There are three courses that are open which I ~vould like to gain entry to 

(section ) and the others are AAAD (sections and ) Please let me know if it ~vould be possible to get into one of these courses. 



From: @live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:34 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 4eunice@email,~mc.edtr’~ 

Subje~’t: Update 

I just wanted to send an update: Professor Seck gave me permission to enroll in his AAAD    course at 2pm Tuesday/Thursday. He said he would send nay information by email to you to 

give me access 

Cuxrentb’, I am enrolled in a class at the same time as this AAAD course that I am trying to enroll in, but I should be able to swap the two cottrses once I am granted access. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:46 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
classroom 

20140121113939677.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

Ron has asked me again about getting him a smaller classroom. In order to do so, we would have to drop the 

enrollment cap. I have attached the current details of his class. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



Class Search https:iicccs.unc.edu/psc/carnpusiEMPLOYEE/UNC_CSiciESTAB... 

Search for Classes 

Class Detail 

AAAD 331 - 001 African America: Contemporary Zssues 

UNC-Chapel Hilt I 2014 Spring I Lecture 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

Class Details 

Status O Open Course ZD 02085:[ 

Class Number 11392 Offer Nbr 

Session Session A Career 

Units 3 units Dates 

Instruction Node Face to Face InstFoction Grading 

Class Components Lecture Required Location 

Ca m pus 

1 

Undergraduate 

1/8/2014 ~ 5/6/2014 

Undergrad - graded 

UNC Chapel Hill 

UNC Chapel Hill 

Meeting Information 

Days & Times l Room Instructor Meeting Dates 

l 

01/08i2014- 
We 3:00PM - 5:50PN Hanes Hall- Rm 0107 RONALD WIL!IAMS 

05/06/2014 

Enrollment Information 

Class Attributes Resea mh Intensive 

Class Availability 

Class Capac’d;y 30 Wait List Capacity 0 

Enrollment Total 11 Wait List Total 0 

Available Seats :[9 

Notes 

Class Notes Black Public Intellectuals in the age of the rntemet: This course focuses on the rise 

and rhetoric of African American public intellectuals in the late twentieth and early 
twenty first century. While engaging contemporary topics and personalities, this 
course situates current public intellecruMs w~hin a historica! framework. As we 
examine the various public intellectuals active today, we will ana/yze their 
biographies as well as their written and spoken words (books, articles, talk shows, 

news commentaries, and speeches) and connect them to broader issues prevalent 
in African American political and social life. 

Description 

This course will allow students to research, analyze, and engage pressing political, economic, and social 
issues confronting black people in North America and elsewhere in the diaspora. 

Textbook]Other Materials 

Textbook Assignment Pending (assignments not shown to students) 

VIEW SEARCH RESULTS 

1 ofl 1/21/2014 ll:37AM 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 12:13 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Reques~t tbr class enrollment 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope this finds you well. Could you please give permission to this student to enroll in my section of AAAD 
Name: 
Grade: 
PID: 
Best regards, 
Mamarame 

that meets at 2PM!TuTh? 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxmlevxpjukw~’@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:24 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Pass the Savings on to your Students: 20% OFF! 

Pass the Savinqs on to your Students! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 
this email not displsying correctiy? \/iew it in your browser I ,~,dd to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to ~ Friend 

Pass the savings on to your 
students for their textbooks! 

Now until January 30th, your students can save 213% O~=1= their 

textbooks¯ Simply have them enter discount cede PRK63 at 

checXout and they’il receive 

Remember, all web erders ew~r ,$35 receiw! FRNIE SHIPPING 

*Offer valid only with web orde~:s at routledge.com, 

focatpress, corn psypress, corn or ro utfedgemen tathealth, com. 

Have a great semester! 

Share the Savings with your Students: 

i.~ Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

Siqn up by subiect area to receive ne~t,~ and offers straight to you[ inbo× frog= tile Taylor & Fra~lcis Group, 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscr~be at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

eopb, right 2013 Taylor & F[ancis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name or Informa UK Limiled. registered it1 England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer House, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&,’!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please click her.....~e Please note this is an automated operation¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 1:45 PM 

Social m~d Economic Jus~tice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edt~ 

[sej-faculty] Fwd: Feminist History on The State of Thing!! 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [fsu] Feminist tiisto~ on The State of Thing!! 

Date:Tue, 12:39:09 -0500 

From: (a)~mail.com> 
Reply-To:_                           ~gmail.com> 

To:Feminisl Students United! <fsu~)listselw.unc.edu> 

On Wednesday                    (Ph.D. Candidate in the History department) will be a guest on Frank Stasio’s ’~rhe State of Thin~s." She will have 
segment, discussing the campaign to organize textile workers at J~P. Stevens in the 1970s and the ro~e that working-class women played in the struggle. You can 
be~een !271P~ o~ 9LS FM ~r v~a live stream or p~dca~ at h~ ~~tat~hin s. 

On Thu!isday               will give a "Tell About the South" talk at the Center for the Study of the American South. Her talk, "~ln ~ood Faith; How Millhands, 
Feminists, Preachers, amd N~ms Built a Workers" Rights Coal~tiom ~n the ~970s South/" is based on her disser~tion ("~e Nany Norma Raes"): The talk will take place 

at the Love House (410 E. Frankl~n Street) flom ~2:301!~}0 (l~ch provided). Visit ~’south,~nc.ed~ ~4:~e~-so~th-                              ~ 

for more ~nformation, 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej- facul~ &s: <a h~v~"mailto:eunice@email.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu</a~. To unsubscribe send a Nmak ~r> 

email to <a href "maJlto:leave-34140927- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34140927- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:53 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

Alphonse is very pleased with the work I did on this. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Thank you so much, Mr.Gore. This is wonderful to all of us. It is a win, win, ( and win) solution. It is closer for me too! 

There is always a REASON for something! 

Best, 

Alphonse 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: viernes, 17 de enero de 2014 16:08 
To: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Cc: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: FW: Need for classroom change 

Dear Mut[ma, 

I have good news for you. Due to the disability of your student, we were able to move your classroom to Murphey 22:1. 

This classroom will be close to her other classes so that she does not have to walk far. 

Best, 
Travis 



Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966,5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

This request is complete. Please let us know if you need anything else. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar - UNC-CH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2:[00 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 9:[9m962m6093 
Fax: 9:[9-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:44 AM 
To: Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Hi Charlotte, 

Given the circumstances, we can lower the enrollment to :14 to for the classroom in MU 22:1. 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 



109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Stowe, Charlotte 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 11:22 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

If you lower the enrollment of the class to 14, I can place the class in MU 221. If you lower the cap to 12, I could place 

the class in GL 526A. If you do not lower the cap, the closest I could get to central campus without the intervention of 

Accessibility Resources would be DA 101. Please let me know how you would like to proceed. 

Thanks, 

Charlotte Stowe 
Scheduling Specialist 

Office of the University Registrar m UNCmCH 
SASB North, Suite 3209 
Campus Box 2100 
450 Ridge Rd 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-6093 
Fax: 919-843-8709 

From: Gore, Travis 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 10:42 AM 
To: Paquin, Violet May; Stowe, Charlotte 
Subject: FW: Need for classroom change 

Good morning, 

there any way we would be able to accommodate this student? 

Thanks! 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 



p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Mutima, Sinamenye A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Need for classroom change 

Dear Eunice, 

There is a student in Swah 404-001 who is impacted by a temporary disability and wants to be helped. The class meets 

from 9:00-9:50am in GC room 3040. She told me that she is having trouble moving from the Global Center building to go 

to her other classes and get there on time. According to her, most of her other classes are taught in the buildings located 

in the vicinity of the Green Law building. 

Could something be done to help the student? 

Best, 

Alphonse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@emaJl.unc.edn> 

Tuesday, 3:10 PM 

Social Movements Working Crro up <smwg01 @listserv.unc.edu> 

[smwg01 ] A Workshop on Ethnographic Studies of the Built Environment 

Frown Dana Powell who encourages social movemem folks to apply! 

A Workshop on Ethnographic Studies of the Built Environment 

Date of Event: 

Location: Duke University Durham, North Carolina 

Submission Deadline: ] 

Notification of Acceptance: 

Co-Organlzers: Ashley Carse, PhD (U. of Virgini~),~atin Dua (Duke), Stephanie Friede (Duke), Dana Powell, PhD (Appalachian State). 

Graduate Student Organizers: , and 

For more information: 

Visit http: / / sites.duke.edu/infrastructures ~ or email sjfl0,@duke,edu with questions. 

Descriptlou: 

From highways to hospitals, watetw-nys to waste water Facilities, infrastructures are increasingly the focus of ethnographic research. We invite advanced geaduate 

students, junior scholars, and f~cul~ in anthropology and related disciplines to Duke Universi~ t-or a iavo d~y event limited to 25 participants. Through 

roundt~ble discussions and thematic workshops, we will establish an intimate ~’unosphere lo consider the possibilities li~r creafive and critical ~ppro~ches 

studies of the built enviroranent. 

Urban planners, economist:s, geographers, historians and scholars of science an(] technology studies h~ve long studied in [~rastmctures. In recent years, however, 

body of ethnographic and critical work on infrastructures as techno political and semiotic systems has begun to emerge. What might desigtl theory, landscape 

architecture, environmental histot2z, political ecology, and literature bring to the ethnog~’~phic studies of infrastructure, and what might we, anthropologists and 

others, offer to other communities studying infrasttvcmrnl worlds? Not only the invisible substrate of evet3~d~y life worlds, infrastructures are active symbolic, 

material, and political entities. This g~thering is driven by the question: what can a focus on infiastmcture, both as a material for research and a conceptual 

fl:atnework, enable and occlude? 

Org-~nized around roundt~ble discussions led by distinguished FzculU, as well as smaller theme based sessions, participants will be asked to infomaally present 

their work in small group sessions, engaging in conversafions on writing, meli~ods, fl~eo~a!, and pr~xis. The them~fic g~oups include: L~ndsc~pes, Mobilities, 

Communications, and Contestations. These broad categories will organize our conversations and generate connections across perhnps unexpected infrastmctural 

[~onns. While your work likely bleeds bet:ween wrious lhetnes, participants will h~ve time lo connect: with other ~oups as well. Prior lo the event, we will ask 

participants to share a short piece of writing in progress with their small group ONe are requesting 5 p~ges of writing~ but groups will be ~ble to detez~ine what 

works best for their collective) in addition to informally presenting the writing during the workshop. Infiastmcmre is a ripe topic for inter disciplinazT 

engagement. As such, we are inviting artists, designers, engineers, and cartographers to a session on the second d~y of the g~thering, where we hope to explore 

w~ys of collaborating and sharing research beyond the University. 

Seeking: Advanced graduate students, junior scholars, ~nd interested f~culty whose research g~pples wilh inti~structure either conceptually and!or substantively. 

To be considered for participation, please submit a vetF" brief statement (no more than 2 pages) that includes: 

1) A brief description of your current research. 

2) How your current research grapples with an infrastmctural world. 

3) Your first and second choice ofworkinggroups, from this list: 

° Mobilities (Transportation; Borders and Boundaries; Globalily; Connection Disconnection; F~ilure) 

° Landscapes (Energy, Extraction, Green Infrnstmcture; enviror~nental degradation and change; aesthetics; space; geogrnph~ temporality, scale) 

° Contestatlons (Social Movements and Politics, Repurposing Infrastructures, Informal Int-r~stmctures; IdentiV and Subjectivi~; Development) 

¯ Communications 0v%aning and Poetics; Networks; Cyber pathways; Other Expressive Practices 



In addition, we request a copy of your current CV. Please feel free to add any questions or ideas that exceed our provocations. We hope to curate the events in 

conversafion with the interests of parficipants. Limited travel funds are available. Please include any requests for financial support in your proposal submission. 

Please email as a PDF attachment to                         (~/Rmail.eom by 

We will connect small groups prior to 

th, at which point we will ask that you share a short piece of writing ~vith you* colleagues. In order to accommodate eveuone’s busy schedule’s 
vve ask that you circulate all pieees og writing on o* be[~m Monday, 

¯ -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

smwg01 as: eunice@email.unc.edu To unsubscribe send a bla~k email to leave-34141545-4140465.0c3d4556662f6045bfd361b26fb57fc7~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:57 PM 

Lambert, Michael (2 <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Student for AAAD 

Dear Mike, 

I tried to enroll but it said the Maximum term Unit Load was exceeded which means he has too 
many hours and will need to drop a course first. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 12:53 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Student for AAAD 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to Lambert’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Lambert, Michael (2" <mlambert@email.unc.edu> 
Date: January 21, 2014 11:30:35 AM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Student for AAAD, 

Dear Eunice, I would like to have (PID: ) added to my AAAD    class. 



Thank you, 

Mike 

Michael Lambert, Ph.D. 
Director, African Studies Center 
Associate Professor of African Studies and Anthropology 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Campus Box 7582 
3026 FedEx Global Education Center 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7582 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 4:45 PM 

NttC Events <event@nafionaJJmmanitiescenter.org> 

Ma~tha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhumafitiescenter.org>; Lesley Orr <lorr@nationalhumm~itiescenter.org> 

Awaxd-Wirafing Docmnenta~y "Americm~ Promise" J~ua9~ 30 at the National Hnmm~ities Center 

Plea~sejoin us, Thursday, January 30, at 5:oo p.m. fi~r a preview screening of 

i:~i Inline image 1 

American Promise, an extraor’dinary documentary that explores the specific challenges of 
middle class black boys as they come of age, will air on UNC-TV in Februa~ as the newest 

installment in the acclaimed series POV. This program is offered by the National Humanities 
Center and UNC-TV as part of a multipronged project to empower boys, their parents, and 
educators to help dose the Black male achievement gap in North Carolina and to create 
environments that enable all students to be successful. 

This screening will include a conversation with special guest Nancy MacLean, William H. 
Chafe Professor of History at Duke University, and will be followed by a reception. 

To reserve space, please.follow this ~ or respond to Martha Johnson (9~q ) 4o6-o~ 6, or miohnson@nalionalhumanitiescenter.or~. 

N’:: Inline image 

Inline image 4 ii~iI Inlineimagel I .~.iI Inlineimage2 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 

Don Solomon 
Director of Communications 
National Humanities Center 
919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Regester, Charlene B <reges~e@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:58 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu~~ 

Student to Enroll in AAAD 

Dear Eunice:                        attended my class AAAD    for the first time today and she wants to enroll in this course. This is your decision as I prefer that 
students attend the first class if they intend to enroll. Thanks much. Sincerely, Charlene Regester 



name is ~n~ t was writing to ask for pe~missi:on to swap from ~,~D to A.AAD    , ~ attended A~AD tod~y instead of go];n~ t~; 

with that tt~e ~nstructo:r coudd add to the ,class, b~t sk~e ~nformed that t:h& had to be the I that hopes just by hope you 



Fi’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural Diplomaw <announcments 1 @culturJdiplomacy.org> 

Wednesday, JanuaU 22, 2014 7:38 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies: Forthcoming Academic Programs & Intemationa] Conferences 

- Cell for Appfications - 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

Dear Sir/Madarn, 
We are writing to bdng to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming International 
Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy ir~ partnership with other leadkN organizations. You can learn more 
about these eppertun~fies and programs by reading the information shown below. I wouM also be grateful if you couM share tMs announcement by fotwarding the informatien 
and attached flyer to those who you think maybe interested h~ padicipating. 
If you no longer wish 1o receive ema~s from the ICD in future, please send us an ernN~ to ~_@~Z~]~[~L%A~_:~. indicating this. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donfried 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 

C:~/tu~a/Dip/omacy. How ~t Operates ?2?day? Click Here 

To view the compare, recently announced Ion caNndar of events for 20t4, phase cficl~ here. 

Forthcoming International Conferences for 2014 
(Add~s Ababa, Ber~n, Hollywood, Brussels. Rome & Vatican C~ty, Strasburg, Victoria: January -May, 2014) 
w~v.Jcd-con~rences. 
To apply, please click here 
The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy o~ganizes a number N international conferences which take place throughout ~he year and around the world. The conferences provide an 
opportunity fo~ larger audiences to actively pa~icipate and engage in lectures, debates and d~scussions featming high-profile figures from the fields of international politics, 
diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private secret. The events have an inclusive pa~icipation policy and are open te ~ndivid~als frem a~ academic, cultural, and professiona~ 
backgrounds. 

We are currently accepting applications fo~ the following conferences: 
The Add~s Ababa Summit on Cross Continental Cooperation 

(Addis Ababa; January 27th - 31st, 2014 - Held Parallel to African Union Summit) 
w ww AddisAbab a-su~[mfit.ot& 
$o apply, please click here 
The Berlin Language of A~ & Music Conference 

(Berlin; February 12th -- 14~h, 2014 --Held Parallel te the Bedin h~ternakianai Film Festival) 

wv,~ icd-I a~8l~geo fa~a~dlImsic, org 

The Language of A~ & Music Conference ~n HoB~ood 

(Hollywoed; February 27ih - March 2nd, 2014 - Heid Parallel io 1he 86th Academy Awards) 

~,,sv.langu ageo~a~an rbmtsic or~ 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 

(Ber~h~: March 5th - 7th, 2014 - Held Parallel to the Famous Bedin Tourism Trade Fair - The ITB) 
www b iec de 
The Helsinki Conference on International Law & Women’s Rights 

(Heisinki; March 10th -12th, 2014) 

The Brussels Summit on Cross Cont~nenta~ Cooperation 

(£russels; March 12th - 14th, 20i4) 

Symposium on Cultural D~plomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 3i st-April 3rd, 2014) 
www .inte[t~m ththalogue de 

The Strasburg Conference on International Law & Human Rights 

(Sbasburg; April 8ih - 10th, 2014) 
wv,~v S~-asbour~-conference org 

The Seychefles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; April 27~h -- May 1 st, 2014) 
~,,~v. Seychelles Congress otg 
For fu~her h~formation please contact us at: irKo~cuk~raldipiomacv.or~; 

Fo~hcomin~ Academic & Professional Development Programs 
www.ccds-bedm.de 
To apply, please click here 
The Center for Cultural O~plomacy Studies, w~iNn the Academy fer Cultural Diplomacy, offers educat~enN epportunities fer ~ndividuals pursuing careers in academia, 

d~plomacy, government, and/or the pdvate sector, related either entirely or ~n pa~ to the field of Cultural D~plomacy. Our programs are offered in cooperation with leading 

European Universities, designed specifically for governmental officials, academics, young professionals and students= 

The CCDS is currently, accept~nfl applicatiens fer the fN~ewinfl programs: 

BA & MA Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 



www.icd-m a sterprogram.org 

One Year MA in Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy (www. too-global,governance. 

(S~a~F 5"pn~ Semester ~ ~ebmary 28th, 20f4; Fa~ Semester- Oc~ober 2nd, 20!4) 

Online MA i~ Intematio~a~ Relagons & Cultural Diplomacy 

MA ~n G~obatizaOe~ & Cultural Diplomacy wi~ concentration e~ tnternado~al Re~a~o~s O~wmma-~lobalization~de) 

(Staff: Sptfnd Semester.. Februa(y 28th~ ~0, ~+ .... ,. Semester -- October 2rid. 2014) 

~ MA in IntemationaIRelations & CulturalDiplomacy(www.ma-internatio~alrelations.de) 

(StarL F~Ji Semester - October 2nd, 2014) 

Semester ~ October 2nd. 2014) 

Combined BA-MA Program in Political Science, Global Governance and Cultural Diplomacy (St~t: Spr#K~ Semester - Febtue~y 28~h. 2&~4; ~# Semester o 
Octob,~r 2nd, 20! 4~ 

Professiona~ DevNopment Ce~ificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 

Topics include: International Relations, International Economics, ~he Transadantic Relationship, International Media, and European Studies 
(Berlin; Nex~ Programs Stall: Febmaq/10th -21st, 2014, March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies (CCDS) has designed a range of Ce~ificate Programs, which include the main fields of research and activity in cultural diplomacy: 

~ International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (Bedin; Febtua~, 10th - 21~,2014) 

~ G~oba~ Governance & Cultura~ Diplomacy (Berlin; Februa ry 10th - 21 st,2014) 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & ConflictZone Mediation ~erlin Februa~’ 10th - 21st,2014) 

. Cultural Diplomacy by the Arts, Music and Cinema (Ber~n: February 10th - 21~,2014) 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development& the Global Markets ~erlin: March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 

Distance Learning Programs in CuR~ra~ Diplomacy 

Taph:~ i~cB~de: ~n~et~(~dan~ ~eF~dan8 ~n~et~a~dona~ ~conomics, th~ Transad~n~h: ~e~ada~h~p, ~n~et~adan~ Med~, and ~urope(~n S~adie.~ 

(Next Pregrams Start: February 3rd - 28th, 2014; March 3rd - 28th, 2014) 
w~-. ccd s -distauce-] eamtn£,.de 

Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

~ international Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & Global Governance 

~ Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the G~ob~l Markets 

~ Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 

~ CulturMDiplomacy& CenftictZene Mediation 

Weeklong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

Topics i~ctude: #~ert~a~o~ti Relational, Art R Cu}~ure, 8or}in R Germany; #~e Gk~ba} Eco~emy 
(Berlin; February lOth - 14th, 2014) 

h tp//www u ura p omacv orA/aca( emy’ ndex php’ en academy 
For fu~her ~nformation Noose contact us at: infe@culturaldi~km~acy erg 

Young Leaders’ Forums (Forthcoming Conferences) 

(Bedim Brussels, Febma~,- March 2014) 
www.oyed.e[A 
To apply, please click HERE 
The DYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young ~ndividuals w~th an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercuRural relations. 
Over ~he past decade, the DYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown ~o become one of Europe’s ~arges~ independent, cultura~ exchange organizations, hosting programs that 
facilitate interaction ameng young individuals of all culturN, academic, and prefessional backgrounds frem across the werld. 

~e are currently accepting appl~cations for the followia~ conferences: 
The Arts as Cultural Diplomacy Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) 
"Cinematic Cu~t~r~ D~p~omacy: Practicing Ct#tura~ D~p~omacy through ~ibn" 

(Berlin; February lOth - 14th, 2014- Held Parallel to the Berlin International Film Festival) 

htlp://wwweyed.org/’index.php?e~ ylf acd 

Cultura~ Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA} 

(Berlin; March 3rd -7th, 2014) 
www icd--affica etg 

Africa Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (A~E) 
"EU Cultura~ D~plomacy & the Use of Soft Power #~ ~U Foreign Poticy" 

(Brussels; March lOth - 14th, 2014) 
www icd..africa et~ 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 
"EU Cu~tura, Diplomacy & #~e Use af Soft Power i~ ~U Fereidn Policy" 

(Brussels; March lOth - 14th, 2014) 

For fu~her ~nformation Noose contact us at: infe@culturaldi~km~acy erg 



To view the complete ICD Calendar of Events & Proqrams for 2014, already announced, please click here 

This email is free from qiruses and m~lware bec~;~se avast! Antivims !.sro~ection is active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaiLunc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:11 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

FW: Inii~rmafion 

50 Years of Lm~guage Debates in East Africa’s Education Systems.docx 

Here is our first paper for the proposed edited volume from the East Africa symposium¯ 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (oltice) 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:07 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: I*fformation 

Welcome back Professor[ Please attached find in?’ paper¯ 
Thank you so much, 

From: NzongoIa-Ntal~i a, (3 eorges 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:39 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: I*fformation 

Yes, I am back 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Froth: 

Sent: Tuesday-, 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: RE: Information 

3:12 PM 

Dear Professor, 
Are you back in town? If so, I would like to submit my paper. 
B est wish, 

From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Thursday, 1:46 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Irfformation 

That’s fine, 
Happy Nexv Year to you, too, and greetings from Addis Ababa! 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC: 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

Sent: Wechaesday, 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Subject: Information 

8:44 PM 

Dear Professor, 
Happy New Year! I hope all is well May I submit my paper when you get back in town? I don’t want to fill your mailbox while you are away. 
Thank you so much, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:37 AM 

clacs- council@duke.edu; tE-residents@duke.edu; intl-duncplas@duke.edu 

aylicle about yesterday’s "Unveiling" of the Haitian Declaxation of Independence at Duke 

Here’s a nice article about yesterday’s event at Duke Thank you and 
congratulations to all the organizers[ 

http ://t oday.duke edu/2014/01/haitidoi 

Natalie Har~’nan 
Associate Director 
Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies 
Duke University 
Room 135 Franldm Center, Box 90254 
Durham, NC 27708-0254 
phone 919-681-3983 
email njh@duke, edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Januagr-22, 2014 10:44 AIVI 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu>; Leslie, Paul W <pwleslie@unc.edu>; Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@ema~l.unc.edtv~ 

t~FR Report on Michael Lambert 

I~I’R Report on Michael Lmnbert - Rev. ~ld FinaJ~.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

On behalf of the committee you appointed for the post-tenure review of Michael Lambert (Kermeth Janken, Paul Leslie, Bereket Selassie, and me), I am pleased to send you the attached :final 
verslnn nfour report. We will be happy to meet with you and Michael whenever it is convenient for all concerned. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongoia-Ntal~tia 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), q 1 919 537 3210 (office) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Januacr-22, 2014 10:55 AlVl 

depa~’tment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Self- Study Review 

Dear colleagues, 

Further to Eunice’s email of JanuaW 16, this is a friendly reminder for your recommendations of potential external and UNC-CH based reviewers for our department’s self-study The deadline 
for submitting the names of potential reviewers to the University is approaching. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://listsunc edu/u?id 65646444b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6&n T&I aaad&o 34145800 

or send a blank email to leave-34145800-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Januau 22, 2014 11:12 AlVl 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Self- Study Review 

Dear Georges, 

Here are my unranked suggestions of full professors for external reviewers: 

Maltha Biondi, Chair, African American Studies, North~vestern University. http://www.afam.northwestelaa.edu/people/martha-biondi.html She has written on the formation of black studies 
in the United States. I have no connection to her and do not know- her 

Kevin Gaines, former chair of Afroamerican and African studies at University of Michigan. https://www.lsaumich.edu/daas/people/corefacultv/ci.~aineskevin ci.detaih He is also a former 
president of the American Studies Association. I l,mow him but have no ongoing connection to him. 

Tlya Miles, current chair of Afroamerican and African studies at Universi~ of Michigan. https://wwwlsa.umichedu~’daas/people/corefaculW/ci.milestiya ci.detai[. I have no connection with 
her and do not know her 

Matthew Guterl, chair of American studies at Brown Universi~. http://brown.edu/DepartmentsiAfricana Studies/people/matthew ~uterl html tlas been on in A[’rican 2,merican studies at 
Indiana University and worked to establish that department’s Ph D. program. We had the same dissertation advisor, but several years apart I have a collegial relationship with him but no 
ongoing work I did review him [’or promotion at Indiana, and he did review Rucker’s file for his appointment here. 

Kenneth 

Dr KennethR. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle tlal[, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 @~x) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntal~tia, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: department listser,~ 
Subject: Self-Study Review 

Dear colleagues, 

Fmther to Eunice’s email of January 16, this is a friendly reminder for yottr recormnendations of potential external and UNC-CH based reviewers for am depaitment’s self-study. The deadline 
for submitting the names of potential reviewers to the Universi~ is approaching. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Departrnent of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: krj anken@emaih uric. edu. 
To ~xsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edu,’u’.’id 65646449.b2cbTfb214a40a3d1570fe359f6d958e&n T&I aaad&o 34145800 

or send a blank email to leave-34145800-65646449.b2cb7fb214a40a3d1570fe359f6d958e@listser<~xc.edu 



From: ~live.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:22 AIVI 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

Subject: AAAD 

Professor Regester, 

My name is , I am a here at UNC, I have a friend in AAAD on Tuesday and Thursday at 9:30 and he tells me that the class is 

very interesting. I am currently enrolled in a class at the same time as your AAAD . I emailed Professor Regester and she said that the only way to get 

into the class would be to contact you, I was hoping to get your permission to swap my current class for the AAAD    class. Even though I have missed 

four classes my friend in the class has taken notes and is willing to share them with me. Thank you and hope to here from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Westview Press <westview.promotion@perseusbooks.com> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:36 AlVl 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

African Voices of the Global Past: 1500 to the Present available tier Fall 

Click here to view this email as a web page 

Dear Prof~::ssor Sable, 

Boulder, CO 80301 

_~__v_~’_E:~Y___e_~_~ £_~__v_Rr__~_s_’:__c_o_!__n__ 

Westview Piess proudly announces fhe publication of Afi’ican Voices of the Global Past: 1500 to the Preseut edited by 

Trevor R. Ge~z (ISBN 978-0-8133-4787-5) for your courses. 

,~/?ican Voices of the Global Past otters a view of key developmenks in glo~l histo~ from an ~can perspective and is flae 

~rl~ct supplement tbr instructo~ of world his~oo, and ~can histo~ seeking to provide a compiling na~ative of major world 

events to students. 

Key Feamles: 

Discussion of six major lfismricN developments: the Atlantic slave trade, indusNalizafion, colonialism, ~fli World War~ 

&colon~atio~ and femimsm from an ~ca~ perspective. 

Con~ibuted chapters fl’om renowned ,M~ic~ lfisto~" scholars Kwasi Konadu, Tiln Ca~ichael, Saheed Adefinto, Peter 

Adebayo, and Osire Glacier. 

~a~" sources, enabling sm&nts m view m~or gloMl changes from the Nrspecfives ofAfiicans di~ctly involved. 

Order Yo~ I;REE Exam Copy Today~ (Complete tl~e online e~m copy oNer form and mention Source Code W559.) 

To view fhe Table of Contents ~a~d learn more, visit us on the Web at www.wes~Jewp~ss.com. 

Sincerely, 

Your Westview Press Sales and Marketing Team 

A Member of Perseus Books Group 

2465 Central Ave. 

~Fhis is a commercio1 message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:19 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

McMillan, Tim <tj m 1 @email.unc. edu> 

RE: Add for AAAD 

Dear Eunice, 

I have added this student in time before the census date° 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 3:17 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Fwd: Add for AAAD 

Dear Travis, 

I authorize you to add the student below to McMillan’s class. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "McMillan, Tim" <tim 1 @email.unc. edu> 
Date: January 22, 2014 3:09:27 PM EST 
To: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc. edu> 
Cc: "Gore, Travis" <stgore~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: Add for AAAD 

Dear Eunice - 



I have one more request for an add to AAAD    - the student has attended the past three classes 
and there is still room for one more. If you could give Travis permission to add him before the 
census date I would appreciate it. The Student is           PID 

Thanks and see you tomorrow. 

tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 
Senior Lecturer 
Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 
CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 
(919)537-3381 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc,edu> 

Wednesday,               3:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email,tmc.edw"~ 

Re: AAAD 

Hi, this is again. I talked to Ms. Regester and she said she would allow me to emoll in the class if it’s alright with you. Please and thmaks! 

Sent farm my iPhone 

, at 11:14 PM,’ 
(~|ive.unc.edu> wrote: 

My name is              and I was writing to ask for permission to swap from AAAD ~to AAAD , I attended AAAD    today instead 

of going to    with hopes that the instructor could just add me to the class, but she informed me that this had t° be appr°ved bY the 

department. I hope that you will allow me to make this change. I can definitely tell that I will enjoy    a lot more than ,. Please and 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 22, 2014 6:10 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edtv~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Self- Study Review 

Thanks, Kelmeth, for your prompt and positive reply. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African ~merican, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel t Ii11, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel.              (celD, ~ 1 919 537 3210 (ultice) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:11 AM 
To: Nzungula-Ntalaja, Geurges 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: R[~: Seal’-Sturdy Review 

[)ear Georges, 

Here are my unranked suggestions of ful[ professors fur external reviewers: 

Martha Biundi, Chair, African American Studies, Nurthwestern Umversity. http://www.afamnurthwestem.edu/peupIe/martha-biondi.html She has written un the furmation of black studies 
in the United States. I have no connectiun to her and du not know her 

Kevin Gaines, furmer chair of Afroamerican and Ali*ican studies at Umversity ufMichigan, https:i/www.lsa umich.edu/daas/peupleicurefaculty/ci.~aineskevin ci.detaih He is alsu a furmer 
president of the American Studies Assuciatiun. I l,muw him but have no ungoing connection tu him. 

T~ya Miles, current chair of Afroamerican and African studies at Universdy of Michigan. https://wwwIsa.umichedu~’daas/people/corefaculW/ci.milesti~/a ci.detai[. I have nu cunnection wtlh 
her and du nut knuw her 

Matthew Guterl, chair of American studies at Brown Universdy. http://brown.edu/DepartmentsiAfricana Studies/peupIe/matthew guterl html tlas been un in A[’rican 2,merican studies at 
Indiana University and worked to establish that department’s Ph.D. program. We had the same dissertation advisor, but several years apart. I have a collegial relationship with him but no 
ongoing work. I did review him for promotion at Indiana, and he did review Rucker’s file for his appointment here. 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 
(919) 966-2694 (I?x) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges 
Sent: Wednesday, JanualT 22, 2014 10:55 AM 
To: department listser,~ 
Subject: Self-Study Review 

Dear colleagues, 

Fmther to Eunice’s email of January 16, this is a friendly reminder for yottr recormnendations of potential external and UNC-CH based reviewers for ore department’s self-study. The deadline 
for submitting the names of potential reviewers to the Universi~ is approaching. 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: kij anken@email unc edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.uaac.eduiu?id 65646449.b2cb7f~214a40a3d1570fe359f6d958e&n T&I aaad&o 34145800 

or send a blank email to leave-34145800-65646449.b2cb7fb214a40a3d1570fe359f6d958e@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shields, Tanya L <tshields@tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 8:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: Contact 

Hi Eunice, 

I actually had one of the worst teaching moments last night and am off to teach today, yay. i can talk after my 2pro class, which ends at 3:15. 3[ will be on campus and can drop 
by your office or give you a call in case you want to call me, my cell phone is 

I hope all is well on your end. 

take care, 
tanya 

Tanya L. Shields 
Assistant Professor 
Department of Women’s and Gender Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
203 Smith Building 
Campus Box 3135 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3135 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 6:28 AN 
To: Shields, Tanya L 
Subject: Contact 

Dear Tanya, 

I hope you’re having a great week. 

Do you have time for a brief telephone conversation this week? 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Thursday, January. 23, 2014 8:28 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu.* 

Register Ii~r the Environments of the Global American South Cont~rence! 

~iti~s, Riwrs, an~ Culturo~ 
Restoring the Environmen~ of the Global American South 

With Chandler Keynote Address by Dr, Margaret Palmer 

This two-day conference is pa~ of the ongoing exploration of the 

globalization of the southern United States that the University of 

NoRh Carolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a 

decade Each year this interdisciplinary conference focuses on a 

different theme to reveal the interplay of the global and the local. 

both the impacts of globalization on our region and the often 

surprising ways that local culture and experience influence 

distant communities and regions¯ More information is available 

CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 
Vim’,L Global Team Award Irffo S~-sssio~ 

.~.i 

Wede~sday~ ~a~a~ 22, 4:3~ ~ 5:38 P~} 

Inspired by the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus 

Peter McMillan ’81. the Vimy Award is given annually to one 

interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) working 

collaboratively to pursue research or set,Ace projects outside the 



United States. Made possible by the Global Education Fund, up to 

$15.000 is provided to fund a summer team project abroad. Actual 

award amounts vary depending on the scope of the project and clarity 

of the proposed budget. 

Learn how you can get up to $5,000 for globally- 

focused work, service, or research this summer, 

Program staff will provide an ove~iew of the ~nternatbna~ internship 

~ward GV Stsr: Sc~olars~p and Hea~th FeHo~,~s~dp awards and be 

available to answer questions. Students should review the award 

descriptions (linked above) before the session as each of them have 

distinct eligibility criteria. (~Jso offered on 2t5) 

CG~ FLAS App~catb~ 

FLAS fellowships fund the study of Less Commonly Taught 

Languages and area studies coursework This program provides 

academic year and summer fellowships to assist graduate students 

and advanced undergraduates in foreign language and area studies. 

CGI accepts applications for Chinese, Japanese, Korean and 

Hindi!Urdu, or other less commonly taught languages not suppoAed 

by other UNC Area Study Centers. 

.~.~ 

Join us for a monthly social hour to bring together international UNC 

community members and students excited about international 

engagement. Chat about oppo~unities and challenges on campus. 

Meet staff from the hosting offices with great resources to share. This 

month’s hosts are The Writing Center and the Graduate and 

Professional Student Federation. 

Gbba~ Projects Showcase 

38~9, 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

RESOUF~CES 

MEDIA 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided from Vimala’s Curryblossom Cafe 

Ch~ls ~,~we~s, Ph.D Musicology, "Gender, Nationalism, and 

Rural Imagination in Bohemian Village Operas" in Prague, 

Czech Republic 

¯ (:t~ds ~.~e~na~d A~ala, Ph.D Public Health: Health Policy and 

Management, "Assessment of Self-Efficacy of Counselors in 

CBT RCT" in Tanzania 

¯ "~es~;a G~r~ey, Ph.D Romance Language and 

Literatures, "Oracles, Jews, aadits, Slaves: the Early Modern 

Mediterranean at Play in the Theater of eiovan aa~ista 

Andreini" in Italy 

¯ J<~e} ~eber~, PhD History. "Blood and Bone: Former Colonial 

Se~lers and the British State. 1956-1991" in the UK 

Curdct~h.~m Dew.Jopm~nt Award A~pl~cation Deadline 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to suppo~ faculty in adding global content to existing 

courses that have little or no such content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 

specific; or developing new courses with significant global content. 

Sta~ing with the 2013-14 application cycle, we prioritize proposals that work to open access to global 

oppo~unities. 

P~e-Dis~e£atbns< Travel Award Applical:~on Deadli~~e 



The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards get Ph.D candidates into the field to do preliminary 

explorations of potential research materials/sites in preparation for writing a dissertation proposal. 

This year we received a record 7,000 requests for our calendars! 

Feel free to pick up a copy from our offices in the FedEx Global Education Center. It 

features stunning photography from the Carolina Global Photography Competition, 

including the cover photo by Mijoo Kim, MFA ’I 5 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
S~mme~ Unde~qlad~ate Rese~lch Fe~bwsh~ps (SURF} 

Final SURF information session Tuesday January 28, 5:00-6:30 PM; FPG Student Union, Room 3408. 

More information he~. 

Bevm Tighe == 301 F’i~sboFo Street Suite 3002 i CS 5145 i Chapei Hill NO 27599 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jijordan@email.unc.edu;, 

Thursday, January, 23, 2014 10:29 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongol@email.unc.edw~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Self-Study Review 

for external: 

Salah Hassan, Cornell Universi~z 
Barbara Ransby, Univ. of Illinois, Chicago 
Frank Guri@, UT-Austin 
Paget Hen~z, Brown Umv. 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 10:54 AM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 

> Dear colleagues, 
> 
> Further to Eunice’s email of January 16, this is a friendly reminder for your recommendations of potential external and UNC-Ctl based reviewers for our department’s self-study The 
deadline for submitting the names of potential reviewers to the Umversity is approaching 
> 

> Best regards, 
> 

> Georges 
> 

> Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
> Professor of African Studies 
> Department of African, African American, and I)iaspora Studies 
> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
> 201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
> Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
> USA 
> Tel              (cell), + 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

> You are currently subscribed to aaad as: j Oordan@email.unc.edu. 
> To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edv.’u?id 65646447.b12c3fc72aeglefc9bfb12fc9222a26d&n T&I aaad&o 34145800 

> or send a blaak email to leave-34145800-65646447.b 12c3fc72ae91efc9bfb12fc9222a26d@listser,~.unc.edu 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sor~ia Haynes Stone Center 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 
j fj ordan@email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Grand total 

Dear Eunice, 

The number is 1,360. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, Janua~ 23, 2014 3:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

phone number 

Dear Eunice 

As per our conversation today, my cell phone number is 

Thank you 

Sonio Colon 

Business Services Coordinator 

Department of African~ African American, & Diaspora Studies 

N,I and F 8am-Spin 

T, W, Th 8am .-~_:30pm 

919-.96~5-1295 

Pubfic Poficy Departmen t 

T, W, Th ]].:45pm - 5pm 

91.9-962-4854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Friday, January 24, 2014 3:43 AlVl 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: Huge ’Super PAC’ Is Moving Early to Back Clinton 

Today’s Headlines F , oy, J .....   4,20. 

~N THIS ENAIL I [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Merges ~ Today’s VJdee 

Obituaries Editona~s Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

H~ge ’Nuper IPAC* Is Mo~r~g Emqy to Back 

CHnton 

Priorities USA Action, whieh played a p~w:,bd role i~ President 

Obama’s re-election, %rmNiy aligned iNdf wid~ Hil]aiy Rodham 

Cii[~kon’s m~deelared presidential ambitions. 

Hospital Chain SMd 1-o Scheme 1-o Infla~.e Bills 

Whisfle-bh:~wer suits claim Health Manageme~t Associates tried 

to inflak? iN Medicare and MeNmid payme~N by admik[ing 

more p~fientso 

Indust~oy Awakens to Thioeat of Climate Cliange 

Coca-Cola and ofl~er corporafiol~s are starth~g to see g~oba] 

warming as an economically disruptive force afl~’eting 

commodity costs and s*lppIy e~aains. 

The 

largest 

bottlin 
plant 

For more top news. 90 to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

Make your predictions f))r the Super Bowl a~d yo~ could wil~ an 

iPad. How edd will it be? How lo~g will it take to sing the 

national anthem? Will the edn toss be heads or tails’? Oh, yeah, 

a~xd which team will win? 



OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

pe~ove~’se P~o~ma~ies 

Sore-loser laws favor partisan extremists and disempower 

Today’s Video 

Tim New York Times movie ccitk:s on "Gloria," %qsitors" a~d 

"Stranger by the Lake." 

~ vine:o: C~oeat~areCast: Swi~m~ing "With 

Cilia 
Cilia are hairlike st~*ctm’es that ptvject h’om cells. They can 

move i*~ coordinated, rh34hmie waves that propel orgatfisms 

through water. 

~ Re~ated Article 

~ vwEo: Robots h~ Attendance 

Using cheaper parts a~d hnproved techno]o©’, some 

en teFpH sing couplcs are rewiH n g robots to m ake an entran ee at 

their weddings. 

Won9 

World 

Claims of Police B~t~tality i~t Uk~°ai~m A~nid Talks 

to Q~mll U~rest 

As negotiations went on between opposition ]cadet’s and the 

president of UM’aine, a video surfaced of Berkut *9)t p~kiee 

of fleets stripping a protester nakcd. 

clashed 

U.So }~’illing to Hold Talks if S~mwder~ Pleads G~gily 

Atto~’ney General E~{e H. Holder" &’o did t~ot specKy the guilty pleas the d astice 

;C)epat~.me~}~ won~d exl.~ec¢ befbre it wonld open talks wifl~ Mr. Snowden’s 



Pentagon Study F~nds Agem:~es I]l]l Equipped to 

Detect Foreig~ Nuclear Efft~s 

A rx~por~ by the Defense Science Board suggests using some of 

the techniq aes ~hat the N ational See arky Agency has empk~yed 

against tewo~4sts. 

U.S. 

In R~raI Jails, E-Ciga~oettes Are a Calming Vapor 

Cash-st[~apped oomph/jails are finding that the sa~e of e- 

cigarettes to imnates can provide a IueralJve source of income. 

Logan 
Smith 

wit~ his 

.... 
Repo~’l-s of Cheat~g Prompt Review ofUoS. Nucilea~° ]Launcl~ 

Crews 

Defense Secretary Chuck Hagel ordered a review of the militanT’s nuclear force 

afker reporks ~ff cheating and low morale arno~g :Mr Fo~e nuclear launch 

Immigrm~ts Seen as Way to Refill Detroit Rm~ks 

Oov. Rick Snydcr has ptx~posed b~ngi~g in 5o,ooo immJgranL~ 

over five yea~s as park of a visa program aimed at those with 

advanced degrees or exeeptio~ml abilities. 

Rick 

~,yder 

For mo:~: UL]. r:ew3, go to NYTimes.¢om/US ~ 

Business 

Fi~ed lBfll~o~s, JPl~lorgm~ Chase ~ill G~ve D~mo~ 

a Raise 

In a se~Ses of eo~kentk~us meetings, JPMorgan Chase’s board 

voted to give Jamie Dim on a ~ew pay package aRer his pay was cut in half last 

year, ko 8~L5 million. 

DEALBOOK 

Se~ator Is Lobb34r~g for Ir~quiry on He~°balifi~, 

Senator Edward J. Markey asked regulators to look into 

Herbalii~, the eompa~y flaat has bee~ in Ne cross hNrs or" hedge 

Nnd manager William A. A&man. 



Nelman Nfar~:us Data Breach Worse Than First 

The theft of consumer data from the luxnw re~ih’r appea~ 1o 
have involved ~.~ million eredik and debit cards. 

] terminal] 

Sports 

Li’s New Role h~ a Grand Slam Fhmh Favorite 

Li’s coach, Carlos Ro<h{gaez, is eager to see how his phLver deals 

psychologically with being ex])eeted to ])eat Domi~ika Cibulkova 

on Saturday in "dae Australian Open women’s final. 

I practice ] 

U.So Ol~npie Oaltfits Worthy of Stares, if Not ~] z~ 

Professional critics weigh in on the United States team’s on~ts            ~ 

for the Olympic opening and dosing ceremonies, xdth some 

seeing a heM, patriotic statement and oihe~s seeing gaNsh Ch~qstmas sweaters. 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

$~’qth Brother in B~g Game, Eli ~anning P|ays 

with his 

Eli Manning offered Peyton Manning some ~ps on playing at 

MetLife Stadium, Eli’s home field, in the Super Bowl Peyton said than~ bat 

that he n eeded ti 

= NF.L. Rourlclup: AiHine Apologizes [o Jets’ Srrfi[}~ for incident 

, SpeCs of The Times Seahawks’ Sherman Plays Man-te-Man and Goes foe to foe 

For mei~ spoi!.s news, ge to NYTimes~com/Gperte ~* 

Arts 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Mirror, Mirror: Sm~danee Hits 30 

iUehard Linklater’s "Boyhood," shot over 12 years and screened 

at the Sm~dance Nlm Festival, could be a metaphor fbr the 

maturaiion of the director aud [he festival itself. 

Mere From Sundance 

colt~o~o I 

The Grammys, a Night for Cheers (and Often 

Gasps) 

The 56th annual Grammys ceremony is likely to present a few 

upsets, as it has i~ the past. 

ART REVIEW 

Testimony of a Cle~reyed ~$’~ess 

The phoLographer Can4e Mae Weems eharb her exploradon of 

the :g~qean--~nmqean experience in a travding 3o-year 

retrospective ~mw at the Gu~enheim Museum. 

~rammy 

Mac 

Movies 

’VISITORS’ 

Staring at You, Staring at Me 
B,. "~.ri.~-’B~.N BO~. 

Godfrey Reggio’s brooding ’~Tisitors" peers i~to hmnm~iU~’s 

troubled soul ~dth "~e hdp of a sober, churning score by Philip 

GIass. 



’GLORIA’ 

~Aqth No Regrets, ]Liv~r~g He~¯ 

In the Chilea~ film "Gloria," directed by Sebasfi~ Le]io, a 

heroine in h er la te 5as embra ees pa ssion and ram anee. 

’STRANGER BY THE LAKE’ 

DPa~gero~s U~dertow ir~ a Crwisers’ Haven 
L:y .~,. O SCOiY 

A stretch of beach and its adjoining woods, which serve as a gay 

cruising spot, become a eHme scene iu "Stranger by 

by the Freuch filmmaker Nain Guiraudie. 

Obituaries 

His work focused on adaptations of children’s books and 

included an gmmy.-wilming collaboration with Ntozake Shange. 

Chat Curtis, Half of Nat’~oied News Temn, Dies at 

74 

Mr. Curtis and his wife and co-.anchor on WCVB, Channel 

Natalie Jacobsen, delivered the news nightly to Bostonians for 

years be[ore they split 

CuRis 
sn,’! his 

wife ~t 

Fe: mere oiit:.:aAss, ,?,a ~o NYTimes,eom,Obituaries 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

:End tim Phone Data Sweeps 

Why continue a program that invades privacy, violates the law, a~d doesn’t 

even work? 

EDITORIAL 

Even More Addictive Cigarettes 

Mamffaeturers are design ing eigare~es to deliver more nicotine to the brags, 

That devious tactic requires a strong response by regulators. 

EDITORIAL 

P]tog]tess on I redatory gendh~g 

Rules issued in November to protect m~suspeeting borrowers are helpit~g to 

keep vulnerable Ame~eans from being ambushed by debt. 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

It Takes a Gene~*alion 

A real ~mtional social mobilib" strate~, must address youth 

development li’om ages o to 25. 

Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Poputist h~tperative 

Tiis is why we’re likdy to iear a lot about inequality and soda1 

justee Dam President Obama next week. 

~ Collim~ist Page ] Blog 



OP-ED I TIMOTHY EGAN 

Bi:l:lJonai~’es and 

,4, ibotball player’s swayer turned all eyes to Sea~]e, but it was a 

claim by tkat city’s mosk famous billionait’e that deserYed more 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Freest Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~ l iPad® Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visil our mobile websile al 

Hell~ Section ~> ’ m,nyt,com ~ 

About This Email 

r~is is an autemated email Please do not reply directly to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYFimes corn’s Todays Headlines newsleL~er 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program, we are commi~ed to protecting ’four privacy, 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions i Change Yaur Email :: PHvacy Policy I Contact i Adveitise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Friday, 7:50 AIVI 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Class 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Subject: Class 

7:54 PM 

Hello Professor Hildebrand, 

I am writing this email in regards to adding AAAD    . I am currently a Senior here at UNC and a AAAD major. I recently met with my academic advisor and 

was informed that I need one more AAAD class over the    level in order to complete my major requirements. I am willing to do whatever needs to be 

done in order to get caught up in the class. I was informed by the academic advisors that I would need to speak with you first in order to get the process 

started. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, 8:40 AlVl 

ttildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: late admits AAAD 

Dear Reg, 

I al~ had ~-~ ice, l:le ended ~p earning D-phlsses, which ~x, as more reflective of the demaads ~Jaced o~a him by titan his inkd[ect~M c~mosily and 

project of No class A~ Ne sane time. it wo~ies me gaa:~ he is asking to ge~ into yo~r class so late I ~p,:,l,o wi4~ him about dais on or belbre Ne first day of classes 

Sti~]~ o~a balance, I dt~ ~aot o[2ject. 

I Bare s~rong rese~a-a~ions abo~t , wi~5 whom I alao st~)ke, t te wi]~ not graduate m even if he does ~akc yo~r c[ass~ though lakmg it wil] get him closer. 

lie needs AAAI)    . which I am teacNng dais semester. I wo~fld no~ enroll hhn when he asked me eadicr ~Sis week. as I fl~o~@~l he would not do wc~[ wifl~ the late 

s~r[. }[is grades in AVAM are good, b~t file vas~ m~Liority of his courses were ~ughl by ~m,eo~ae who knows on]y dae firs{ two letters office alphabet; plus outside of 

those course~ he is a weak stu&m. My suggestion to him is to enroll [~rt-iime m the Fall and ~l,c AAAD a~d the AA!M) coNse at the .level that he needs. 

Kermcfl~ 

Dr. Kem~eth R~ Janken 
Depar~.ment of Afdca~. A_ffican American, and Diaspora Steadies 

109 t~ a,de Hall, CB# 3395 
l J ~is’eraity of N ordx C arol ma 

Ch apel i{ II, N( ....... )...-.. 3 ..... 

(9I 9) 962- l Sl9 ~’ voice) 

(9I 9) 966-2694 ([?~x) 

From: Hildebrand, Reginald F 
Sent: Friday, 7:49 AM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Co: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: late admits ARAD 
Kenneth and Eunice, 
I have ~o     ~D Majors (        &          I who have been advised that they need an upper level course to complete their major and graduate. They are 
seeking admission ~ ~D . I have Nught    ~ice before and he is a good solid student. I don’t know Mr.    . I believe that your advice and consent is required in 
cases like this. I am willing to let them enroll if that is necessa~ in order for them to graduate. I will fo~ard their emails to you, and wait for your guidance. -Reg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Marie Garlock < @gmail.com~ 

Friday, January 24, 2014 12:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

checking in for Monday delight of 15’min 

Hi MwoJinm, are you tree for 15-Inin tea any tilne o£ter 10:30 am on this Monday 1.27? Love and good, Marie 

Marie Garlock 

, NC 

http:/iitisinyou.or~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@gmaJl.com 

Friday, 3:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edw~ 

Speaking to Your Class 

Hello Professor Eunice Sahle, 

My name is             and I’m a student in UNC                                                               , a 
student organization that runs campaigns for social justice alongside campus workers and workers around the world who sew our college 
apparel. 

Last April the largest disaster in the history of the garment industry claimed the lives of over 1,100 workers in the Rana Plaza factory 
collapse. A study conducted by the Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology subsequently showed that 9 out 10 factories in 
Bangladesh are structurally unsafe and at risk of fire or collapse. This year SAW is working to prevent future factory disasters by asking our 
university apparel brands sign onto the Accord for Fire and Building Safety in Bangladesh, a legally binding agreement that requires brands 
to pay to fix unsafe factories. 

This upcoming Thursday             at 5:30PM we will be holding an interest meeting for students who want to get involved. Also 
in the upcoming weeks SAW will be hosting Kalpona Akhter, a well-known workers rights activist in Bangladesh, and Reba $ikder, a 
survivor of the Rana Plaza Factory collapse. They will be speaking at 4:30pro on              in the Union, and we would love for 
you and your students to attend. We need the help of professors like you to get the word out and bring attention to this urgent human 
rights issue. 

Could a member of Student Action with Workers speak to your class briefly about SAW’s upcoming interest meeting 
and/or the lecture offered by Kalpona Akhter and Reba Sikder? If this isn’t possible, would you be willing to let your students 
know about the interest meeting and talk, or potentially offer extra credit for students who go to see Kalpona Akhter and Reba Sikder 
speak? We will send a flyer for the event to you closer to the date. 

I look forward to speaking with you soon Professor Eunice Sahle. Thank you so much for all of your support. 

www.uncsaw.wordpress.com 

@gmail.com 



Fl~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Perry. Hall <hallpa@email.unc.edu;, 

Saturday, January. 25, 2014 12:53 PM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Self-Study Review 

Hello Georges 

These ave some possible reviewers whom I know from NCBS (National Council for Black Studies) circles. 

Perry 

James B Stewart 

Prof Emeritus LSER & AAAS 

j__s__8___@_.R_s__u__:__e__d___u_. 

412 675 9187 

John H. Bracey, Jr., Professor and Chair 

W. E. B. Du gois Department of Afro-American Studies 

327 New Africa House 

UMass-Amherst 

1..h...b.r..a...c..e..y...@....a...tr..~...a...m..:..u....m...a...s..s.....e..~.u 
(413) 545-5160 

Amilcar Shabazz, professor 

W. E. B. Du Bois Department of Afro-American Studies 

shabazz@chancellor.urnass.edu 

Room 330, New Africa House 

UMass-Amherst 

(413) 545-5019 or 545-1978 

Dr. Ronald William Bailey 

Department Head, Professor of African American Studies 

Department of African American Studies 

1201 West Nevada Street 

University of lllinois 

Urbana, IL 61801 

Telephone: 217-333-7781 

Charles P. Henry, 

Professor Emeritus of African American Studies 

University of California at Berkeley. 

cphenry@berkeley.edu 

On 1/22/2014 10:54 AM, Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges wrote: 

Dear colleagues, 

Fur~:he:t t) Etlt~ice~s eiia:[1 of danuaity 16, this is a f~iendly reii~nl~-r for your :t >sotrlmendations )f poterR:iai exteri~al and UN 

Best regards, 

Geo£ges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntaiaja 

Pro~esso£ of African Studies 

Department of African, Af£ican ~llerican, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

201 Battle Hail, CampLls Box 3395 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 

USA 

Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 32i0 (office) 

To unsubscribe click here: htt~://iists.unc.edu/u?id 6564644b.di8aSdlii~188f98flS161ci838cdii0&n T&I aaad&o 341~58@0 

ix send a blank email to leave-34145800-6564644b.~NSa8@lllT188f98f~8161c1838c~li~0@lJstser~Llnc.eGu 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Onesphor Kyara < @hotmail.com> 

Saturday, January 25, 2014 11:16 PM 

SaMe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Boyd, Lydia C <lcboyd@email.unc.edu>; Nzonsola-Ntalaja, Georges 

<nzongola@email.unc.edu>; Mutima, Sinamenye A <smutima@email.unc.edu>; Fhunsu, Donato <dfhunsu2~L@unc.edu> 

African student in Russia 

An African Student in Russia -Soviet Union 

b~tp //v~deo2~.4,~:om/p~y/bYNc4yr~KRHSPStetkKq~Ais/d~r~ 
IS B~’: 1~>’7~; ,478721666 

h~p:i/~v.am~on,co~/~_~can_Smdent_Russia_Soviet/dp/I478721669/re~sr 1 l?ie~UTF8&qid 1386004058&s~8- 
1 &ke5~-ords an+a~ican+smdent ~in+mssia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 9:04 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv~ 

RE: Research work 

’Good morning [unite 

Hope you had ~ nice weekend. 

is ~pooir~t¢-~d ~s ~ Research Ass~st~mt, SPA t:ernp student asses[ant, Oar or1 hourly b~s~s ~rom 

Do you want to terrnh~:e her appom[:met)[: of) the HR system? 

Thank you 

SoNs 

F~m~ SaNe, Eunice N 
$~tl Monday, 8:31 AM 

¢~I Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Research work 

Dear        , 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a follow up to our discussion about 2 weeks ago. Please submit the data you have been working on focusing on gender representation by tomorrow at the latest. I need 
to see if it it fits on a research paper I am working on. 

As I indicated when we met, I need to review the material you have collected for me thus far and see what is useable for research papers. As such, please don’t carry out 
further research henceforth. I have a lot of material to review in the coming months. I will let you know if I need further data in due course. 

I have copied Sonia Colon to this email for her information. 

Best wishes, 
Dr. SaNe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 9:08 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edtr~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our Wofld" News & Notes Digest 01-27-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday January- 27th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

01/28/14 Lecture by Randall Kenan, author of Let The DeadBury Their Dead, at 6:00 PM as part of the North Carolina Literary People: Conversations with River 

Writers Series presented by The William & Ida Friday Center tbr Continuing Education. Kenan will present a session t?om his book which is a ~ries of short stories 

set in Tim’s Creek. For more information: http://iiidavcenter.anc.edu/pdep/’riverwriters/. 

01/29/14 UNC Wine to Water is hosting a fundraiser at The Library. on Fmnldin Street on Wednesday January. 29 at 9 p.m. One dollar from every drink purchased 

and a $3 cover roll go towards Wine to Water. Any donations ~xe tax-deductible and appreciated. 

Wine to Water is a 501(c)(3) organization based in Boone, NC, founded by CNN Hero Doc Hendley that uses proceeds from bar evems, rune tastings, etc. to send 

and repair wells and filters in places like Uganda and Guatemala. For more information: http:i/winetowater.org. 

02/04/14 Lecture by Lester Brown, founder and President of the Earth Policy Institute, rifled ’~Peak Water: What Happens To Our Food Supply When the Vv~lls 

Go D~?" scheduled tbr 5:30 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center. Mr. Brown will discuss the effect of limits on the supply 

of watec including the longer term effects of over-pumping mad aquifer depletion in leading grain producers, tbcusing on, imporl~anfly, the "big flaree’--China, IMia, and 

the United States. For more intbrmation: http://gri.unc.edu/events/1124/. 

"~VATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

Water Institute Post-Doctoral Research Opportunities The Water Institute at UNC has two post-doctoral positions which are available for energetic, motivated 

PhD scientists intereffted in working an~ong American Indians aM Alaska Natives. The firs~t position involves investigating the associations between water-related 

disease aM different types of sanitation facilities, snch as latrines, modular bathrooms and in-home facilities on reservations. The second position seeks to determine the 

perceived value of water provided by water treatment systems and develop a behavior change program to increase the perceived valne. 

These positions are fumed for at least one yeaac, ruth up to three years based on performance and availability of funding. Both positions roll s~rt as soon as possible. 

For more infonnation: http:/iwaterinsritute.unc.edu/cnrrent-openings. 

Video Interview with Catarina de Albuq uerque A video interview with Catariua de Albuquerque, the first United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to safe 

drinking water and sanitation, from her visit to UNC last fall is now available: http://www.voutube.comiwatch% pY9 mS0nMkw&lEature~outu.be. 

In the interview, de Albuquerque spoke about her role in implementing a rights-based approach to water and sanitation policy with UNC public policy professor 

Benjamin Meier. While on campus, she delivered the 2nd Ammal UNC Health and Human Rights Lecture. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

The Process Series presents Ice Music on Feb. 13 Ice ~Iusic, Brooks de Wetter-Smith’s ne~,est multirnedia creation, will have its world premiere on Thursday 
February 13 at 8 PM in the Nelson Mandela Auditorium of the FedEx Global Education Center on the UNC cmnpus. It features his videography m~d photography, a newly- 

commissioned composition by awaxd-winning Dowell Liebennmm fbr flute, clarinet, violin, cello and percussion; and choreography by Carey McKinley. The ceutr~Ji .ty of 

ice is viewed from outside and from within, froln the grandiose glaciers of Eui~ope and the Antarctic to intimate views and interior sounds of Inelting ice crystaJs. It spans 

from N~man attempts to dominate it. to creatures relying on it for snrvival. 

This work was commissioned by the University of North Caxolina, as pm’t of its Process Series, which explores the nature of creativity through direct interaction with 
those present tbr the pertbrmance. In addition to the Febmm’y 13 premiere, there will be a wor~hop presentation on Friday February 14 at 4 PM in the same auditoriuln, 
followed by a discussion of the collaborative process. 

For more irfformation: http://processseries.unc.edu/events/ice-music/. 

UNC Geological Sciences Professor tapped for Presidential Science award Tamlin Pavelsky, assistant professor of geological sciences, has been named a 

recipient of the Presidential Early Cayeer Awm’d for Scientists and Enginee~ for outstanding research m~d leadership advancing satellite remote sensing of river discharge, 

including enabling the broader community to develop and improve algorithms for SWOT, a future NASA Satellite. Pavelsky will receive the award at the White House 

eayly this year. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Involved with "Water In Our V¢orld"- For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edu/. Questions, 

comments, and snggestions tbr the theme can be directed to the tbllowing email address: watertheme@nnc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.con~/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:#www.~hcebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



OUR Newsletter 
January 27, 2014 

The Office for Lir~de:’gr~duate Research newsletter is published bi-weekly to share news 

about undergraduate research at UNC, relevant events, accomplishments of our students 

and faculty, and more. For additional information, please visit our web:~ite or email us at 

In this newsletter: 

Oil tile 

Upoom:ng OUR 

OUR News 

On the Blogs 
OU~~ ~ieg: Read about undergraduates and their col=trmutiei~ to ~iam-ebieiagy re~e~rch. 

History. 

Upcoming OUR Events 

If you’re thinking of applying for a Summer Undergraduate Research Fellowship, plan ahead to attend 

our second and final SURF information Session: 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 

5:00-6:30 p.m. 

FPG Student Union, Room 3408 

In this workshop, you will hear from past Suture,m Und,’-~rgr~-:duaie R~ se~-:rch Feii,’)wship (SURF) 

recipients about howthey developed their successful proposals. There will also be a short 

presentation by the Wdl:iqg Can[er on how to develop proposals. A representative from the Office of 

HL=ma~i ~~,est-~a~ch Ethics will also speak briefly about human subjects research. You will have the 

opportunity to talk with OUR staff about proposal design, and learn more about SURF Peer Writing 

Advisors who can give you valuable feedback on your proposal prior to submission. 

Are you interested in presenting at the ui%:,’~miI~g ,:,C:C M~ el::m~ ,’if li~,’-~ Minds C,’m~i~:i~n,’:e? The 

application deadline is February I. 



GRC Program 
Are you thinking of applying for a Graduate Research Consultant for your Maymester or summer 

course? The application deadline for Maymester/Summer courses is January 27. Check out more 

information about the deadliile.s a!~ci a!~plical:io!~ !~roces.S. 

OUR News 

Congratulations to OUR Ambassador Layla Quran Layla will be presenting her research at the 

upcoming ~.~atiol:~l Conterenc~-~ on Undargradu~t~ R~-~seaich in April. Layla was also a finalist for and a 

runner-up award winner of the 2014 Martin L~thei Kil:~ Scholsrship. 

Congratulations to Jane Hartung and Shawn Jones, both of whom have been awarded a 

symposium on April 14, 2014 

Congratulations to SURF recipient Saiail Buff<in; Sarah has earned a Mitchell Scholarship to study in 

Belfast after graduation. 

Congratulations to Dillon Crockett, an HHMI-FLItur{~ ]eschei-s participant, on being awarded a Phillips 

Travel Scholarship 

Are you planning to take a research-intensive course during MaymesterlSummer School 2014? Apply 

for tuition support through our new Summei ~,w~trd ~or ~\~! ~e~trcl~-Inteil~:,ive Co~ir.<~es. The deadline to 

apply is April 11, 2014. 

Summer Research Opportunities 
Project iMH©]~;{P is accepting applications for its eleven-week internship, which includes classroom 

training and research experience. This opportunity is designed to increase the knowledge and skills of 

student trainees in biostatistics, epidemiology, and occupational safety and health. Interns receive a 

$3,500 stipend, lodging, and travel to and from their site location and city of origin. The application 

deadline is January 31, 2014. 

The In[er-ui]iv~!r.~ity Cor~serti{im 1ei Polil:ic~ti and Seci~l Re.~ea!ci] (ICPSR), the world’s largest archive of 

digital social science data, is now accepting applications for its annual summer internship program. 

The deadline to apply for this paid summer research experience is January 31, 2014. 

The mission of the Amg.’-m.UROP Schol~-.’rs r~i;g[;~m is to provide students with a strong science 

research experience that may be pivotal in their undergraduate career, cultivate a passion for science, 

encourage the pursuit of graduate studies in the sciences, and stimulate interest in research and 

scientific careers. The deadline to apply for this paid summer research experience is February 3, 2014. 

The Moe~e Undergraduate Resesrch Apprent~cesh}p ~;rog~em (MURAP) is accepting applications for 

its upcoming summer paid research internship. The application deadline is February 7, 2014. More 

details are available 

The S~imm~r Re.~ea!ch iilitial:ive at the University of Maryland is designed to encourage and enhance 

the diversity of scholars working in the social and behavioral science fields. The program includes an 

educational component as well as research experience. Students receive a stipend, housing and travel 

expenses. The application deadline is February 14, 2014. 

Undergraduate students are invited to apply to participate in a i g-we.~!l~ summ~ [ i~ .~e~-.’rch !)Io!_.’,r~m in 

environmental microbiology at the University of Nevada-Las Vegas. More information is available here 

The deadline is February 14, 2014. 

The National Science Foundation is sponsoring a B~;mr!ler r~es~!:~r.’~h E~pedeilc~! in the Department of 

Physics and Astronomy at the University of Missouri to engage students in high quality research on 

topics in Physics: materials and modeling. The deadline to apply is March 1. 2014. 

programs to provide research experiences Deadlines and stipends vary. 

Give to OUR 

Would you like to provide support for the Office for Undergraduate Research? You can make a gift here. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Januao~ 27, 2014 2:10 PM 

~email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Meeting on Feb. 5 

Given the large number of participants, the meeting should take place in the 3rd floor facul~z lounge of Battle Hall 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, arid Diaspora Studies 
Universit5’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From 

Sent: Monday, Janua~z 27, 2014 2:08 PM 
To: Sable, Eunice N 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaj a, Georges 
Subject: Re: Meeting on Feb. 5 

Eunice, I will join you arid Georges then. Your office? Thanks, David 

From: "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu<mailto:eunice~email uric edu>> 
[)abe: Mon, 27 Jan 2014 13:28:12 -05(X) 

To:               ~email unc edu<mailtc    ~!email.unc edu>> 
Cc: "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email uric edu<mailto:nzon~ola(£email.unc.edu>> 
Sublect: Meeting on Feb 5 

[)ear 

I hope you are doing well. 

Georges is wondering if you and I can meet with his committee talk about the strategic plan. The meeting would be at 12.00pro. 

Thanks and best wishes, 
Eunice 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Schmitt, Stephanie <ss~hmi~email.unc.edu> 

Monday, JanuaD~ 27, 2014 5:49 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjmaken@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 

Thanks so much for the update! If I can help with any questions, please dolt hesitate to be in touch. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 5:35 PM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie 

Cc: SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 

Dear Stephm~ie, 

The committee that will be leading the ~lf-study solicited names of potential external reviewers. The committee will meet Wednesday, JannaU 29, to select names to 

put forwaxd. You should hear something shortly thereafter, probably from Eunice, who I have copied on this email. 

Thank you tbr yonr patience. 

Regards, 

Kenneth 

Dr Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Stu@ of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E Franklin Street 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 5:06 PM 

To: 3anken, Kenneth R 
Subject: RE: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 

Hello, Kenneth - I just wanted to touch base and see how your plans are coming for gathering the recommendations for the program review? Please let me know if 

I can assist with anything right now. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

From: .lanken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 1:37 PM 
To: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Subject: RE: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 

Dear Stephanie, 

Tomom)’a at 3 is a good time lbr Eunice and me. Please c~m~e to Eunice’s oft]ce, which is 1(11 Battle t 

Kemleth 

Dr, Kenr~eth R. Jard, cr~ 

Depa~men* o~ Ak?ican, Afcicat~ Amecicat~. aad Diaspora 

109 Battle Hall. CBT~ 3395 

t. hapd t tdl, N (. z,., ~)-_ ,~ 

(919) 962-1519 (voice) 

(919) 96(:;-2(:;94 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 

Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 11:57 ~M 

To; Janken, Kenneth R 

Subject: RE: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 

Dear Kenneth - thanks for the note. I am available at 3pro Tuesday this week, if that time still works tomorrow. Where should ~ meet you? 

Best - 

Stephanie 

F~m~ 3anken, Kenneth R 
Sent~ Friday, November 08, 2013 2:06 PM 

T~; Schmi~, Stephanie 

N~b]e~t~ RE: ~D Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 



Dear Step[~anie~ 

E~mice asked me ~ tbllow up with your email. We wo~dd ~ike to mee~ with you. a~d lhough it is late, we’d like lo schedule lhat meeting lbr next week. Bo~h 

I am available on fl~e [~[owmg &ays: 

Monday, November 11. fiom 1 I- 12:30 and agam [?om 2:30-4:20 

’F~esday, November 12, i?om 2:30 to 4:30 

Wednesday, No~ ember 13, fb:>m 2:30 to 4:30 

I/y,)~ ~e tice dud~g any ofthe~ time~ please choo~ one m~d let me k~osv by re~arn em~dL Altcmate]}., you cm~ cMl me N 919-962-1519 or to 

Kenrtcth 

Dr. Kenneth R Jm~ke~ 

Depamnent of African, Af)’ican American, and lNe~q)ora Steadies 

109 [~attle t tall, C[~/! 3:~05 
l 5~five~sity of North C.arolbm 

Chapel Hill, NC, 2759%3395 

(919) 962-.1519 (voice) 

(919) 966-.2694 (~hx) 

From: Schmitt, Stephanie 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 10:49 AM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N; Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: AAAD Program Review - Info Needed by 12/11 
Greetings - 
We’ve not yet had our meeting rescheduled, but we’re reaching the point where next steps are starting to occur. So I’m going to include this information below, 
but also know it would be good to get together to go through the overview of the review process. 

We are starting to move ahead with the Program Review scheduling for next academic year. We’ve found it helps our chances to get our first choices to campus if 

we get on everyone’s calendars as early as possible. 

Please provide us with the following by December 11: 

* Please confirm a target month or weeks for your review in the fall. An exact date is not necessary at this time as we will also need to work around reviewer 

schedules. However, it is helpful to provide them with a target time when asking about their willingness to travel to Chapel Hill. 

* Generally review visits last about two days, including beginning with dinner one night, one full day on campus, and completing work by mid-afternoon on the 

second day. Please confirm this schedule will work for your program or if you desire more/less time. 

* A suggested list for your two external reviewers and one reviewer internal to UNC, preferably at least four suggestions for each group in ranked order. Include 

both phone and email so I may contact them. Note specialties you are interested in. For example, many times programs will ask for one reviewer from a ranked list 

of one sub-field and another reviewer from another ranked list. External reviewers should ideally be from public universities, be as diverse as possible (e.g., 

gender), and not have direct ties or personal interests with the program (e.g., no alumni, former faculty, or research partners). The UNC reviewer should be 

someone in a related field but not necessarily co-sponsors for research, etc. An example would be an Anthropology faculty member sitting on a Sociology review 

team. 

If I can answer any questions prior to 12/11, I am happy to do so. 

Best - 

Stephanie 

Stephanie Schmitt, PhD ¯ Associate Dean for Academics 

The Graduate School, The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

200 gynum Hall, CB# 4010, Chapel Hill, NC 27599-4010 

(919) 962-6306 ¯ .s__s___c__h____m__j__t_t____@__e_m____a_!!:__u_n__c_:__e___d___u_. 

Visit us: gradschool.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 3:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Backing in G.O.P. for Legal Status for Immigrants 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS EIV1AIL I [~i NYT I World i U.S i Business Sports ,Arts ~ Science 

Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnFhis Day ~ 

Top News 

The House Republieai~ leadership’s ideas for the nation’s immigration laws 

include a path to legal stala~s - but not citizenship - %r many of the 11 milliol~ 

adult immigrants who are i~ the country illegally. 

Spy Agencies Tap Data Streaming From Phone 

Apps N.S.A 
docun~e 

As personal dat;~ pour onto mobile ne~s’orks, Americal~ and 

British eavesdroppers are pDing inko so-called leaky apps to 

extract geographical data, address books arid phone logs, secret doeumei~N 

~ Tech F(FmS Are Allowed More D(sc(osures on Surve((lance Requests 

Eg3qpt’s Ru]ee Eyes Riskier Role: The PreMdeney 
S,. Li.:’,ViL.: D ~-,K,~i"P.:’,?F?iCI<, 

Abdu]-Fattah el-Sisi, who ousted EKs~)t’s fhst fl’eely elected 

president, Moharaed Morsi, said he was yidding Lo the will of the 

people in ta!di)g Lhe first formal step to rm) for the office himself. 

Fsttah 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vw~:o: The Wi~a~’ds of Odds 

7 An i~)side look at how oddsn)akels 

million on Super Bowl Sunday. 

Johnny 

A)~i.io 



Related Articie 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

New sanctions will alienate our allies and embolden hard-liners. 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

PHILIPPE LANGLO~S, [ounder ogthe P;]ris-based company Priority One Secur{ty, on 
agencies’ ability to harvest persona[ data from users of smartphones~ 

Today’s Video 

~ v~)Eo: Think Back: The State of the 

Respo~,~e 

The presideut’s Sb~te of "~e Union address may look more or less 

the same on kelevision year after year, but the responses usua~Iy 

offer more varJeb~ and entertaJnme~t, says The Times’s Sam Tanenhaus. 

~ VmEO~" 2014 GramrnyAwards: Big 

l’V~mers 

Times reporker Jon Pareles discusses the 56th annual Grammy 

Awards ceremony. 

Related .Articie 

~ vmEo: In Perfi~mance: Okwafi              i~ 

Okpokwasili 

The actress pe~for’ms a scene from her solo show "Bronx 

Gothic," which g’ew out of a sexies of notes passed between two 

11-year-old gMs. The show is at Danspace Prc~ect at St. Mark’s Church. 

~ Reiated Theate~ Review 

World 

At Neutral S~te, S$Tians Feel Free to Co~’o~t 
the Other Side 

Frank, even tense, encounters in Geneva have in some ways been 

the most significant action at peace ’talks dmt have been more 

about ,:g,tics than results. 

Silaaba 



Away From the Death Camps 

The huge numbers killed ~n wha[ some call a "Holocaust by 

bulle~s" have garnel~d greaer aaenfion as his~o~{ans sift 

throu~ records that became available after the t~l] of the Soviet 

BAAOUARTA JOURNAL 
Collec’t ,n 

Lebanese Cringe as a Breakdown in Government 

Since the government resi~ed lo months ago, Parliament has 

scarcely convened, no major laws have been passed and ~’asb 

Beirut - forcing residents ko live ~th "~e stench. 

U,S, 

Obama’s lNzz|e: Eco~mmy Rare|y Better, 
~r~.<d~,t Approval Rarely ~’Vorse 

I Ob~,~, 
Never du~ng President Obama’s time in office has the state of 

the economy been be~er. Yet, as he prepares to deliver his 

state or khe union address, rarely has he gotk’n sneh low marks from dm pnbiie 

%r his handling of it. 

Farm Bill Compromise Will Change Programs m~d Reduce 

Spending 

Antihunger advocates aw cliftoN, pNnting ko $8 billion in lk)od stamp cng over 

the nexk decade. 

C~to~ Calls Ben~tazi Her Biggest Regret as 

8;eereta~ 

HillaEv Rodham Clinton’s eommen~s on the attack on the United 

States Mission in Libya in 2o12 that ]e~ %m: Americans dead 

repwsent some d her mosk candid remarks abouk khe episode. 

Rodham 
C nton 

Business 

Job Aid Zones Face a New Test fa~ Coal Cotmtry 

President Obama’s "promise zones," which are part ~ff ~he larger 

agenda to fight ~nequal~B~ and pover~-, are the latest vet*ion of 

an dd idea: "~e politically popular enteq~Hse zone. 



Seien’dsts, Iootdng for new weapons against insect pests in 

farming, have developed gene-silencing agents~ But skeptics are 

coneerned a bout potential threats to n ontarget in sects and even humm~s. 

A Fed Policy M~ke~o, Changing His Mh,d, Lh°ges 

More Stim~fl~s ..... 
Koched 

Narayana Koeherlakota, president of @e Minneapolis Fed, said 

the ce~h’al bank should i~crease its effbrts to stimulate 

economy - a view he conceded had not gained much ~’aedon with his 

colleagues. 

~ Economix Q&A: An Advocate for a Quicker Taper 

~ Economix Q&A: A Voice for an Activist Fed 

Sports 

I[n Las Vegas, t~ttting a Lot on the L~ne for the 

Super Bowl 

The oddsmakers who decide the nurnbers and proposition bets 

for football’s biggest game affect ever}¢hi~g from offiee pools to 

hats made with neighborhood hooNes. 

, [] Video: The Wizards o[ Odds 

RAPTORS 104, NETS !03 

Nets Give Up Chance to Close Gap o~ Raptors 

The Nets allowed an opportunity to uSn their Hth game of "fiae 

month slip fl’om their grasp as they fell to the Raptors lbr the 

secx)~d time in Jan ua~y. 

The Friend]ly Derb~e %Vell~ Everton-Liverpool Is 

iFriendl~er I E~,~,~o~ I 

If the standard-issue Enropean soccer rivalD’ is something akiu 

to street--gang warfa~, the Live~pool.-Everton ~Iationship is 

more like ~’o brothers who eo~stantly bieker over who has the be~er car. 

Arts 

Finding a Place in the Hip-Hop Ecosystem 

E, ,~’.~,"i C,-’,~:.,:,;’.’~.\~C.\ 

The rapper Macldemore’s apolo~" to Kendrk.k La~nar fbr 

winniug best rap albmn at the Grammys flamed a debate over the 

genre’s boundaries. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

S|aver%" as Ne’w Focus fo~" a Game 

The video garne Assassin’s C~ed: Liberation, now avNlable on 

several pla florins, takes on slaver?- and liberation in the ~ 8th 

century. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

Looking tbr ]Insight imor~g the %%’~orld s Irks a~d 

Quirks 

"one More Thing," a stoD’ colleefion by B. J. Novak, the actor 

and writer CThe Office"), e~ptures tt~e rhythms of contemporary 

eo~versat~ons. 

The 
tapper 
MacMe 

Grandpr [ 



Science 

Be~gs Not l~Iade for Space 

Swelled heads, atrophied legs, radiation Lhreats -. space b~kes a 

toll on the human body, and some heal~ p~x~blems sdll elude 

doctors ~not~ than 5o years arm’ the fit~t spaceflight. 

F~°om "Warheads to Cheap Ene~ogy 

In all, over two decades, the program knc,~ as Megatons to 

Megawatts turned 2o,ooo Russian warheads into electricity that 

has illuminated one in ~o _~mmriean light bnlbs. 

S,. NiC W~)L.\G 

The sloth, krtown fbl" its sluggishness, has eam’ed out a clever 

mode of life as a Mnd of waI!dng ecosystem, but its lifestyle does 

constrain its enerAv level. 

7~4~ Expediti 

t of low- 

toed 

juvenile 

Obituaries 

Pete Seeger, Songwriter m~d Champio~ of FoLR 

M~,sie, Dies at 94 

Mr. Seeger, whose agenda paralleled the concerns of the 

~m~qean 1el’t, was a prime mover in "~e folk revival tha~ 

transformed popular music in the ~95os. 

Jos{~ E~ti|io Paeheeo, Mexican A~,t]~or, Dies at 74 

Mr. Paeheeo~ who emerged as a poet of note in the ~96os, won 

Irving Milehberg, WI~o Smuggled Guns Under 

N~zis~ Noses in V~arsaw~ Dies at B6 

As a strs;et ttr~hin in Warsaw, Mr. Milehberg managed to escape 

bring sent to eoneentriRion camps while he smuggled guns and 

food to the resista~ee. 

..... : Emilio 

Miichber 
g, left, 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

TI~e Mayo~° Pusl~es Back, fo~° Pre-K 

Against long odds, Mayor Bill de Blasio made a strong ease in _~Mbany for his 

prddndergarten pla~ and his tax o~ wealthy residents. 

EDITORIAL 

Tm’key*s Wro~g 

Pz~me Minister Reeep Tayyip Erdogan is leading the countW on a *~sk)’ path.. 

EDITORIAL 

Contrace]ptio~ Beti~’e t[he Co~,r4 

The justices’ order extending a bar on the Obama adminish’{aion’s enfbreement 

of paperwork rules is disappdn’dng. 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Alo~m, "t~ll- Not Alo~m 

H c~w does th e i~ ~er exl)er~en ce of faitfi di fief from polm] ar 

perceptions of religion? 

~ Columrligt Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In Chapel HIlL a student government race is pat’dy about the 

set~se, generosity and meaning of ±Mneriea~ 

Columnist Page I BIog 

The Egypfia~ Disaste~ 

Egypt is a major strategic fa~Im’e f,:)r the U hired StaLes and an 

i]]ustrafio~ of America’s disengageme~t, 

ON THIS DAY 

See this Front Page i Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes FOmterest 

[] ~i .-m; ~:"~’ i ~[] 

Aucess The New York Times from anywhere with ,.)tar stake of apps: 

iPhond& l iPad(’~3 Android I All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
HeiR Section >> ’ m,nyt,com >> 

About This Email 

TMs is an aa~emated email Please do !lot reply dhectly to this email. 

Yea received this message because yea signed ap for Nhqimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newslette[ 
As a membe[ o~ t}~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commib:ed to protecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 8:40 AM 

@email.unc.e&~>; Sahle, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Eunice, 

share in excitement. Thursday, is currently wide open for me. 

From: @email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, 8:35 AM 

To: Sahle, Eunice; 

Subject: RE: Invitation to Participate in Black Geographies Colloquium 
Thank you Eunice[ This sounds great, we’re very excited 
How about meeting on Thursday,        ~ i’m open until about I for sure, and possibly sometime in the afternoon. 

From: Sabre, Eu.nice N 
Sent: Monday, S: 10 AM 
To: 
Subject: R2E: lllvi~t~,io~ to Participate is Biack_ Ge~grapSie,, CoUoqumm 

Dear : (please call me Eunice ~thero¢ise I wili no~ respond to your emaiis.. ~ 

Thanks ~r your :[bl]ow up email 

Yes, we can combine both events 1 cas re-organize the program ror Friday asd Saturday and have y~ur program on the 3.30-5.00pm. The panel wili be a good background to the Saturday 
program which will rocus o~ em’iromnenta] struggbs drawing on experiences fi-om AL~o-Co[ombias geographies, Durban and R ogers Road 

Let’s meet in early to discuss the modalities of cosreresce Tuesdays and Thursdays tesd m work better :[?om my end 

Best wishes and see you soos~ 

Sent: Friday, 1 ] :37 AM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Subject: RJE: lllvi~t~,ioD to ,°articipate is Biack_ GengrapSie,, Colioqulum 

Dear ]:k. SaNe, 

Thank you fnr your generous reply I wanted to attend the con.erence this; year, and we didn’t realize i~ was that same weekend 

work with the NC emdronrnentai justice network that Rogers Road is a part o~, and my "wod{ is fbcused on environmental racism in ~\J [1can American communities m NC (i also 

do performance e~bnography with Marie on water, health and racer). 

it would be wonder[’u[ to have our coik~quium be a part of the conference{ \Ve would like to get our department more involved and our                 ’faculty to attend the (]h)bal 
A[’ricarm conference Thank you for offering to support us; Maybe we can hold a pane[ on black geographies, as we were ,niannmg, but linked with the c<mference It seems like it wou]d 
in quite nicely with evetytl’dng else as; a kind oftheoretbal flame. What else is happening during the time slot of 3 30-,*45 on Friday? Would it be possible to add this panel to the schedule? 
Any thoughts on how else we could j<Jn and support your ell’ntis? 

]’,/1 any thanks, 

F’tom Sah[e, Eunice N 

Sent: Friday, 10:13 AM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: [nvitaJon to ~ a~ticipa~e m Black (]eogmpbies Co]loqub~n 

"]Than]; you very much fnr your kind invitation. 

This is an exceilent initiative. I would be honored to part of the forum. Ul,a’ort,anateiy the department will be holding its 2rid (the first one was on the work ofDu Bois last year) Global 
ai}icana almual Cont?rence focusing on politics of water, environment and health m Aft’lea, African American Contmunities and and black corr:,mm’Jties in Latin America between 
The cont?rence wiil have presentations by quite a few geographers such as my coileague Patrick Bond i}om Durban. You.s’~ff wili also be presenting at the cotfference. 

In addition, the 2nd performance (the first one will be on       ) titled "per%rming water politics" based on a performance course being taught in our department this semester that draws on 
life histories of members of Rogers Road co~nnuni~:~" involved in struggles against envirormtental injustices wiil be on the evening of"        The performance abe d.raws on the work of the 
Process of Biack Comm,anities of the Pacific Coast of Coiombia (a member of this social movement wili present at the conf?rence as wili as o,ar colleague Art,aro), and social movements from 
Ghana and South Africa. 

in any event, I will support yo’~tr f’Ol~.~ the best wav I can F’~trther if you thki< there is a way to combine yo’~tr f’Ol~.~ and the coiffelence please let me lcqow 

Best wishes and once again many thap2<s for irrviting me. 
Eunice 



Sent: ’]~bursday, 4:~9 PM 

To: Sahb, }-{unice N 

Co: 

Subject: [nvitatic~n to Participa~,e in B]ack Geographies Cc~[]c~quium 

Dear Ik Sahle, 

Greetings. M’y name is I am a in ]NC’s Departmenl of Geograpb’y. and along wilh , I aln a o[’our 

department’s "]7his; semester, our graduate program is organizing a colk~quium fbr the first time. and we would like to im,,ite you t.~ join 

us in this; inaugural effort. 

The coikNuiurn is scheduled for Friday, . at 330pro We are crem.mg art interdisciplinary pane[ on Black (]eographies, including scholars, a [nca[ commumty activist and an artist 

to discuss the varied ways in which Black Geogra~ hies maniPest and the importance o:[‘.bcusing on Black Geographies as [ncuses o. creative resistance and radical political [magmaries. We 

are aware of your use of aspects ofthis concept in your work, particu[ariy, in your article on the geographies o[’vio[ence in democratic Kenya 

Our hope is to introduce the vibrant schoiar]y community here at Chapel Hill - ir~Cl’ddir~g the AJtican American Studies program, the newly :[brming commurfity o:[‘Participatory/Activist 

Researchers, and the broad range o:[‘ graduate students and faculty working on race theories - to such work and to Black Geographies as a central theoretical [’ramework. in conjunction with 

the colloquium, we are co-coordinating (with Dr. Tim Mc]kN[]an) a "Black and Blue" tour nf the university [’or :[hcuit)’ and gradaute students within the UNC Geography Department. We 

desire tn make visible the historical use of slave and other conscripted labor by UNC. 

As graduate students in geography who do work on race and politics,              have been greatly inspired by ~/our work and wnuid be honored to have ynu join us. We apolngize [’or 
the short notice o:[‘ this request .- de~’elopmg consensus amnng a grnup of graduate students; takes some tirne! Kindly let us know about your availability and interest in our cnl[oqumm on 

We have attached the introductory chapter o[’ 

beforehand 

"]?hank you fbr considering our request We ]onk forward to hearing Jrorn you. 
Best regards, 

B lack Geographies and the Politics nf Place, which we are asking participating pane]ists to peruse 

Department of Geography 
U~NC-Chapel 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 9:53 AM 

Kiel, David <kM@email.unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: Facul .ty Colloquium 

Dear David, 

As you can see from the email below-, ~ve have a faculty colloquium on February 5 Iicom 11 am to 12:30 pm. Would it be possible for you to come to our Academic Affairs Committee meeting 
at 12:30 pm? We would hold the meeting in the same room as the colloquium: Hyde Hall, Incubator Room 

Best regards, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~            ~ceH), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (oftice) 

Fromi Lee, Margaret Carol 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 6:22 AM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Faculty Colloquium 

Dear Colleagues, 

This is just a reminder that our next Faculty’ Colloquium will be Wednesday, February 5 li*om 11:00 to 12:30. Joseph Jordan will speak on 

"Sou Voce: Black Orpheus and the ’Dawn’ of Transnational Black Beau~’" and our discussant will be Eunice Sahle. The official flyer will be available for circulation in the next couple of 
days Joseph’s paper should also be available shortly. 

Best, 

The Facult-v Colloquium and Cotffcrence Corrm~ittee 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@email.mac.edu. 
To ~xsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS&n T&l aaad&o 34168272 

or send a blank email to leave-34168272-65646455, la8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5fS@listserv’.unc.edu 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 10:06 AM 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <~ongola@email.unc.edu-~ 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

Re: Facul~ Colloquium 

Yes, no problem. David 

On 1/28/14 9:53 AM. "Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges" <nzongola@email.uaac.edu> 
wrote: 

>Dear David, 
> 

>As you can see from the email belo~v, we have a faculty colloquium on 
>February 5 from 11 am to 12:30 pm. Would it be possible for you to come 
>to our Academic Aft’airs Committee meeting at 12:30 pro? We would hold the 
>meeung in the same room as the colloquium: Hyde Hall, Incubator Room. 
> 

>Best regards, 
> 

>Georges 
> 

>Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
>Professor of Al?ican Studies 
>Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
>Umversity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
>201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
>Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
>U SA 
>Tel I (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 
> 

>From: Lee, Margaret Carol 
>Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 6:22 AM 
>To: department listserv 
>SubJect: Faculty’ Colloquium 
> 

>Dear Colleagues, 
> 
>This is just a reminder that our next Faculty Colloquium will be 
>Wednesday, February 5 from 11:00 to 12:30. Joseph Jordan will speak on 
> 

>"Sou Voce: Black Orpheus and the ¢EDawn~ of Transnational Black Beauty" 
>and our discussant will be Eur~ice Sable. The official flyer will be 
>available for circulation in the next couple of days. Joseph’s paper 
>should also be available shortly-. 
> 

>Best, 
> 

>The Faculty Colloquium and Conference Committee 
> 

> 

>You are currently subscribed to aaad as: nzongola@email.unc.edu. 
>To unsubscribe click here: 
>http:t;lists.tmc.edu/u?id 65646455.1a8921114987cc58e21e5721c38ee5fS&n T&l 
>aaad&o 34168272 
>or send a blaJok email to 
>leave-34168272-65646455. la8921114987cc58e21 e5721 c38ee5fS@listserv.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:22 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Snow day 

Dear Eurlice, 

Hope you are doing well in this awful weather. Sorry I was running just a tad behind schedule. Is it ok with you if I stay safe in my 
home for just a little bit? 

Best, 
Travis 

From: Colon, Sorlia 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 7:46 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Snow day 

Dear Travis 

Hope all is well with you 

I am at home due to the snow. 

I suggest that you stay at home. Is a little dangerous. O will ser you tomorrow. If you need to contact me, my phone number is 

Sonia 

Sent from my iPhone 
Sonia Colon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 8:40 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

main office 

Dear All, 

The main office will open at 11am today. 

Best, 
Travis 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eurdce@emaiLur~c.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: ~:!/~ists.unc.edulu? 
id=6 5646444.b684d77 4e3 fcdOf~oca2ce l b 5 2cd3 a3e6&n=T &l=aaad&o=3417 4009 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34174009-65646444.b684d774e3fcdOf~oca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday,                8:51 AM 

< @live.unc.edu>; 
<        @live.unc.edu> 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Main office 

Hello and , 

I wanted to let you know that the main office will open at 11am today. 

Thanks, 
Travis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrnzeim%vws~u~tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, January 29, 2014 1:50 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Focus on you this ~mester! Check out our Re~mrces tbr Teaching in Higher Education Catalog 

Check out the latest Resources for Teachinq in HNher Education titles! 
Is this email not displsying correctiy? View it in your browser I Add to safe senders ] For’,qsrd to ~ Friend 

%             ¯ 
Resources for Teaching in Higher Education 

With your semester already in full swing, don’t forget 
to focus on you! Looking for new research 
techniques? VVant to learn more about teaching 
online? Take a few minutes to browse our latest 
titles aimed at helping you teach your course. To 
view our online catalog, please click here. 

Now until January 31 st receive 20% OFF’* all titles 
with discount code PRKaO. Remember, all web 
orders over $35 receive FREE SHIRPJNG in the US 
and Canada. 

*Offer ~aiid on web orders g~r US customers only at 

routtedge.com psvpress.com focalpress com or 

routledqementafheatth, com 

.~.i Taylor & Francis - Routledge - Psychology Press - CRC Press - Focal Press 

_8_]~_n___u_R__b_~__s_’__u__bj_e__e__t__9__r_e__a_ to receive ne~t,~ and offers straight to you[ inbox from the Taylor & Fra~cEs Group. 

You will be able to update yollr details or unsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name og Informa UK Limiled. registered i~l England under no 107295~1. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise. 37=~! Mortimer Street. London. \&,’!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscdbe, please click her~e Please note this is an automated operation¯ 

Powered by      ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Janua~ 30, 2014 3:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s tteadlines: U.S. Says Russia Tested Missile, Despite Treaty 

Today’s Headlines 

INTHISENAILI [~’i NYT I World i U.S i Business Spots ,Arts ~Fashion&S~e ~ ]oday’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTONIZE~ 

Top News 

U.No Nays Russia Tested Missile, Despite Treaty 

The United Stutes iiffc, rmed its NATO allies this moi~th that Russia had tested a 

new missile, raisfi~g co~cel’~s about Mos~>>w’s compliance ~th a lal~dmark arms 

control agreement. 

o~ 
children 

F,~)e~% say the results of a major new study may reshape 

approaches ko combating ~e nation’s obesib, epidemic, 

suggesting that efi?o~ts must start much earlier and focus more ot~ the ehiI&’en 

at greatest risk. 

DEALBOOK 
~ Dennis 

Aider :Big Bet, Goog|e Is to Sell Motorola Unit I Wood~i I 

sma~’~ph :.,he m~it for $2.91 billiom less than two yems after 

Google paid $]2.5 billion fbr it, is a sign rff fits and starts at the eompany in the 

mobile age. 

~ DealBook: Did Google Really Lose on Its Original Motorola Deal? 

For more top news. ~o to NYTimes.eom ~ 

Editors’ Picks 



SPORTS I VIDEO SPORTS OF THE TIMES 

Sure, a Super Bowl always produces a hero or two, but a Super 

B~’] hero made in New York carries a little something special. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTORS 

How to Get More Early Bloomers 

Pre--K fundi~g should include ~noney to study" what acLually 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

SAQUANA BONAPARTE, W]IO i~c]~ed along in her car for almost :12 hours after ice coated 
ro;~ds in the Atlanta area. 

Today’s Video 

~ VmEO: D.~amic Duo: 2alfonso and Jongts 

The father-son filmmaking team .~fonso and Jd~as Cuardn talk 

about the draw of space, character a~d their Osear--nomi~mted 

film, "Gravibu" 

~ VmEO: Super Bowling Down t%,oadway 

Super Bowl sideshows have taken ow’r 13 blocks of Broadway, 

bNIding up to Sm~day’s gameo A koboggg~ run, goal--ldeN~g ~ets 

and autograph tnmte~ now jostle with New Yorkers along the 

fabled stwet. 

[~i M;~;; Vm~O, ~’~adden NFL.~ The 33Pal Team 

A group of athletes, animators and technicians use motion 

capture tedmology to make the football video game Madden 

NFL as realistic as possible flt~m eveD’ tackle ~o set~mmage line 

fidget. 

~ Re~ated A~icie 

World 

For Pdready Vuh~erable Peng~as, Study Finds 
C]limate Change Is Anotl~e*" Danger 

In te~se rainfall and e~reme b eat corn bi~ed win predafio~ a n d 



s tarvatimx make life difficult f,’)r pe~guins, a U ~dversity of 

Wasbin~o~ seient~st 

Report Says Afghmfistm~ Cm£t Be T~q~sted to Prevent l~isuse 

of U~S~ 

The repot{ by the Special h~speetor General for ~gha~fis~n Reeo~xstruetion 

raises new qnesfiona about the wisdom of giving ex~e~sive aid dire~Ny to a 

govern me~t k~own for eorrup 

A Mafia Legacy T~d~ts fl~e Earth i~ So~[the~ 

Italy 
i;y j i M ":’Ai: Di. ~.Y 

The Camorra mafia is believed to have buried n~illious of to~s of 

toxic garbage in a region near Naples, kuown as the Triangle of 

Death 5eeaase of a~ alarmfi~g rise i~x ea~eer eases. 

Life StorT of~Ver~dy Davis Swh~gs From Stre~gth 

to F]lash Point ~n Texas Campaign 

A race for governor has led to aecond-gueaaiug over the 

candidate’s biographical omissions and has sparked a deba~e 

about a woman’s balanee of work, ambitio~x and pare~x thoo& 

Atlanta Ofl~eials Gamble on Storm arid Lose, 

m~d Others Pay tl~e Price 

A storm deposited less @an three inches of snow throughout 

Atlanta region, but R lea roa~ impassable, ~h’ivers tr~pped fi~ 

ears a~d ehiMreu stuek in schools. 

The 1 

Study Adds to Co~eerl~s About Cardiac Risks for 

Older i~¢Ien Taking Testoste~’one 

A ]arge new study found that preseription kestosterone raised the 

risk of hea~f a~aeks, prompting some ex~erN on Wednesday to call fbr more 

extensive warning labels on the dru~ 

Business 

DEALBOOK 

~’~a]l]l Street.% New Flossing ~onar~za 



Banks huve begun selling bonc~ backed by fore~’losed homes turned into ten bals 

in the United States, bringing calls tot" Congress to look into the deals. 

Citing Growth, Fed Again Cuts l~lonthly Bo~d 

Purchases 

In a unanimous deNsion, the Federal Rese~’e sNd it would pull 

back on iN stimulus program by another $m billion, pointing to 

an improving economy ~at had "picked up in recent qnat kets." 

~D Decoding [~e Fad’s SNtement 

~ 
Atth~ 

hie’,,,’ 

Chi~a’s role as the largest buyer of a long list of commodities 

means that emerging mutters are heavily exposed to any 

economic slowdo~h but the most vulnerable producers may be 

the mines a~d farms in China iLself. 

Atruck 

being 

loaded 

c’:Vl 

Sports 

ON PRO FOOTBALL 

Russell ~%’~lson ~s a Standout V~’ho’s Easy to Miss 

The Seahawks’ Richard Sherman has received fine most attention 

dining Super Bowl week, but Russell PvSIson, Seuttle’s 5--foob-*~ 

quarterback, has a stoU that’s just as compelling. 

, Any Question Thrown at Him, Richard Sherman Has It Covered 

Wilson, 
left with 

ANALYSIS 

Uncertainty Over Whether NoFoL Settlement’s Money,Viii 

:Last 

Because the N.F.L.’s recent seKlement pt~?mises payments to an unkno~ 

number of playem~ the $765 million ealled tor in the deal could nm out faster 

than eTq~ected, 

Chancellor, a Lover of Collisions, Has the 

Seahawks Ready for a Fins| Clash 

Even as concerns grow about the impact of concussions on 

players’ long-term heNth, Kam Chancellor, a Seahawka safeB~, 

relishes big biN, "~e mow violent the better. 

, N.FL Roundup: Setto Play, Hawin is Drawing ARention 

~i ~sea h aw 

A~ts 

THEATER REVIEW I ’INTIMACY’ 

Sure, Son, I’ll Be in Yotu" Skh~ Fl~ek 

In its breezy blandness, Thomas Bradshaw’s new play, 

"I~timacy," is neither yonr eyeD-day sex come@ ~or a se~dup 

OPERA REVIEW 

Operatic Cow]boys in Love, Onstage 

The opera "Brokebaek Mountain," based on the short MolT by 

Annie ProuK, opened at the Teatw Real in Mad*5& 

THE TV WATCH 

’.American Idol,~ al- * 3, Is Trying to Stay Relevant 

"~M, mNean Idol," now old enough to have the ehilrk’en of earlier 

contestanN performing, "uqes to mNntain its rdevanee and 

vitality. 

;~2 Intirr,aca/ 
....... Austin 

Cauidw 



Fashion & Style 

On A~y Given NigJ*t Out 

For "dnose attending benefits, their sense of having a~Tived is 

sddom in doubt. 

...... I~ft, a 

Anything but Uniform 

The Seahawks and the Broncos are ear~Ting the flag for N~ke h3 

the Super Bowl 

BOiTE 

A Super ]Bowl View in the l~eatpaeking District 

FC Gotham projects the atmosphere of a BHfish dub, wi’dn wood, 

sc, fas and O~{ental rugs. 

Obituaries 

.Jolu~ R. Hulzenga, Physicist at Fore of N uelear 

Era, Dies at 9a 

Dr. Huizenga was drafted it~to the Manha~an Prc~eet to hel 

b~fild the world’s first atom bomb and ~v~s paA of t~e scientific 

team that ~seovered ~wo elements in the periodic table, 

John 
i!i:H ..... 

Thomas I~L Sherak, Head of House of Os~r, Dies 

at 68 

During a three-year term as president of the Academy of Motion 

Picture :M’ks and Sciences, Mr. Sherak sought younger and more 

d~verse members and began a drive to build a museum of world film. 

Riz Ortolaul, Fihn Snore Composer, Dies at 87 

Mr. Ortolani was among Italy’s busiest film eomposet~ for 

almost half a eentuW and his music set the tone for eveuthing 

from eroti e fihns to spa ghetti western s. 

..... O~oan 

Ed itorials 

EDITORIAL 

Seeret:y Behind Exe¢:utions 

A terrible ruU~g involving a ease in Missouri allows states to hide the m~Dsted 

drngs ~ey nse to put inmates to dead3. 

EDITORIAL 

The Farm Bill Could Have Been Worse 

Though the legislation made some useful t~forms, it would still reduce food- 

stamp benefits fi)r too many families in ~med. 

EDITORIAL 

President Karzai’s Perfidies 

The Afghan leader seems to have derided that dmre is somed~ing to be gained in 

destroying his relationship with the United Stateso 



Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The D:~c.re.di hie Shrinking ~rcMdency 

Conee~h’ating on what can be done instead of wha~ sho~fld be 

done is a rational reaedon to irrational opposition, but a sad 

indietmenk of our polRies. 

~ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

How Presehoo~ Got Hot 

The biggest buzz of the week isn’t about Beyonc.~ at the 

Grammys or Pe~on Manni~g and the Super Bowl Ws aI] about 

pre-K for eve~3’one~ 

~ Co~umni~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Pro-K, the Great Debate 

Government-financed presehod shouldn’t be controversial. I Vs 

an investment that pays a g~)at retm’m 

~ CohJmni~ Page I Blog 

Fe~ me~e oelnioiL go to NYTimes.eomfOpinion >:, 

ON THiS DAY 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYlimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~9 ]iPad® Android ] All 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Section ,~ ’ m.nyt.com >> 

About This Email 

TMs is an au~emated email Please do !lot reply d#ectly to ~his email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes.cem:s Today’s Headlines newsle~er. 

As a rnembe[ o~ ti~e TRUSTe privacy program, we are commibted to pro~ecting you[ privacy. 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Your Email :: Privacy Policy I Contact i Adveltise 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 30, 2014 1:04 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

clacs- co uncil@duke.edu 

Registration deadline is January. 31:2014 CONSORTIUM CONFERENCE IN LATIN AMERICAN AND CARIBBEAN STUDIES 

Please note: the registration deadline for the Consortinm Conference is Friday January. 31, 2014. Please go to 

https:/idocs.google.com/fonns"d/1LnYTaNzFRhUi 4NB3F0be9D6wuLTLkkvKyIVsGTGQsY/~iewform to submit your registration if you have not already done so. 

We look forward to seeing yon at the conference! 

The 2014 Consortium Conference "Social Justice & Cultuxal Self Determination in Latin America and the Caribbean" will take 
place on February 6, 7, and 8 at Duke and UNC. 

The February. 6 and 7 sessions will be held at the John Hope Franklin Center at Duke. The February 8 sessions will take place 
at the Fedex Global Education Center at UNC. The conference is free and open to the public, but pre-registration is required. 

All panelists, discussants and other participants are required to register. Please click on the link for the Registration Form below. 

Please also go to the links below for infoI~Imtion on special sessions, the keynote presentation, as well as the entire conference 
program. 

For more infoiTnation, contact mlr34@duke.edu, nih@duke.edu or riefl¢ohl(~email.unc.edu 

We look forward to seeing you at the conference! 

The Consortium Conference is organized by the Consortium in Latin American aM Caribbean Studies at UNC-Chapel Hill and 
Duke University, with support from the US Department of Education, the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, the Duke Provost’s 
Office and the UNC College of Arts & Sciences. 

2014 SOCIAL JUSTICE & CULTURAL SELF DETERMINATION 

2..14 conferanceH ORIZONYAL 

10th Consortium Conference. February 6 to 8, 2014. Duke University & UNC Chapel Hill 

The overall cenlerence theme is Social Justice and Cultura~ Self-Determination in Latin America and the Caribbea~. It will inck~de a ntm~ber of special 

sessions foeuse(J on indigeneity, self-governance and alternative knowledge preduction, related to the project on Hemispheric Indigeneity in Global Term supported 

~hrough the Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean $~udies with Iunding I~m the Mellon PartnetsMps in a Global Age program. This project is a 

collaboration with the UNC American Indian and hrdigenous Studies pregram and the Center for Canadian Studies at D~ke. Attention will be given principally to 

panels and individual proposals focusing on issues of (self) representation, identity, health and wellness, the environment, and the politics of knowledge. 

(mandatory for all conference panel members, participants, and attendees) 

K~YN©T~ PRBS~NTATt©N 



For more information, contact Miguel Rojas-Sotelo ([:9.[[~:~:t.#.~#.~#.~#), Natalie Hariman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 11:19 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

FW: UNC BVP 

Dear All, 

There will be a hot water Outage in Battle Hall for Saturday 02/01/14 from 7:00am-7:00pm. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mai! message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Vierra, Billy M 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:36 PM 
To: Jim Welsh 
Cc: Ben Johnson; Lynch, Craven E; Gore, Travis; Everhar[, Robbie J 
Subject: RE: UNC BVP 
Importance: High 

Jim, 

I have spoken with Cra (Building tech) and Travis {Building Contact) and have gotten approval from both that Saturday 

will be fine for the planned hot water outage. Please proceed with plans as requested. 

All, 
Hot water Outage to Battle Hall for Saturday 02/01/14 from 7:00am-7:00pm. 

Billy Vierra 

Design & Construction Services 

Electrical Design 

9 :[% 96 2,d,094 Office 

91%904-0842 Cell 

From: Jim Welsh [mailto:JimWelsh@webolton.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:22 PM 



To: Vierra, Billy M 
Cc: Ben Johnson 
Subject: UNC BVP 

Billy, 

I just spoke with Fabio and he said we need to relocate a circuit setter. Are we good for this Saturday 7a-7p? We’ll 

need to drain down Battle 
only. 

Please advise 

Thanks 

Jim Welsh 

Vice President 

jimwelsh @webolton.com 

Bolton Construction and Service, LLC 
Raleigh, NC 27604 

Ph:919-861-1500 ext 402 

Fax:919-834-4835 

Cell 919-896-0222 

www.boltonservice.com 

Since 1925 

Air Conditioning * EJect~ica[ * @enerators * Fire 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice~email.unc.edu. 
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African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium 

African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Speaker: Dr. Joseph F. Jordan 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Eunice Sahle 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 
1 lam-12:30 pm 

Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 

Abstract: 

When French director Marcel Camus presented Black Orpheus to the Brazilian public for the first time many in 
the Brazilian intelligentsia, film community and privileged classes were vocal in their disapproval of the film 
and of the way Brazilians were depicted. Despite the reaction of the Brazilian bourgeoisie the film was well- 
received internationally and won awards at the Oscars, Golden Globes, Cannes. Orpheus, at that historical 
moment, became the first film featuring a Black cast to be widely celebrated, and the first to position Black 
people, particularly the lead actors Marpessa Dawn and Breno Mello, as physically beautiful and desirable. In 
effect, this represents the transnationalizing of Black beauty in ways that were novel and unique. This paper 
interrogates the cultural politics of that moment when Black Orpheus managed to speak to the diaspora in the 
shadow of decolonization, conflicts over civil and human rights, and the rise of revolutionary movements. My 
primary concern is the transnational portability of various notions of Black beauty, particularly ideas about 
feminine desirability in the diaspora, and whether transnationalisms inevitably lead to aesthetic 
transculturalisms. I pursue my obj ectives, through the body of Marpessa Dawn who, as one of the protagonists 
in Black Orpheus, became a cause celebre in the international media. I focus on the local creation of 
transnational or diasporic identifications fueled by local political cultures and cultural politics. In essence, I 
propose that we acknowledge how these transnational subj ectivities created an aesthetic revolution in the Black 
world. 

Joseph Jordan has been Director of the Sonja H. Stone Center for Black Culture and History at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill since 2001 and is also Adjunct Associate Professor, African, African American 
and Diaspora Studies, and affiliate faculty member in the Global Studies. His current work focuses on the 
cultural politics of race, identity and artistic production in the diaspora, which he explores through 
representations in visual and other creative arts. Recent published work includes a special issue of The Black 
Scholar, co-edited with Daynali Flores-Rodriguez - The Life and Work of Frantz Fanon; and an essay entitled 
Can the Artist Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s Subversive Redemptive Art of Resistance in Bodies of Knowledge: 
Interviews, African Art, and Scholarly Narratives, Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, eds., (Indiana University 
Press 2013. His curatorial work includes: Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements; This 
Story Has Not Yet Been Told: The Art of Tim Okamura; La Sombra y el Espiritu II: Women’s Healing Rituals 
in the Diaspora: The Work of Toni Scott; Nina Simone: What More Can I Say; and over 25 others in the last 15 
years. He currently serves as a Board member of the National Council for Black Studies; as a member of the 
Editorial Advisory Board of The Black Scholar Journal of Black Studies and Research; as a member of the 



Editorial Board of PALARA- Publication of the Afro-Latin American Research Association; and as a Board 
Member and co-chair of TransAfrica Forum’s Scholar’s Council. He is a founding member of the Afro- 
Colombian Solidarity Network, and a member of the coordinating team of the Future of Minority Studies 
Research Proj ect. 
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UPDATE : African, African-American, and Diaspora Studies Faculty Colloquium- 
Please ignore the earlier announcement 

African, African-American, and Diaspora 
Studies Faculty Colloquium 

Speaker: Dr. Joseph F. Jordan 
Moderator/Discussant: Dr. Kia Caldwell 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 
1 lam-12:30 pm 

Incubator Room, Hyde Hall 

Abstract: 

When French director Marcel Camus presented Black Orpheus to the Brazilian public for the first time many in 
the Brazilian intelligentsia, film community and privileged classes were vocal in their disapproval of the film 
and of the way Brazilians were depicted. Despite the reaction of the Brazilian bourgeoisie the film was well- 
received internationally and won awards at the Oscars, Golden Globes, Cannes. Orpheus, at that historical 
moment, became the first film featuring a Black cast to be widely celebrated, and the first to position Black 
people, particularly the lead actors Marpessa Dawn and Breno Mello, as physically beautiful and desirable. In 
effect, this represents the transnationalizing of Black beauty in ways that were novel and unique. This paper 
interrogates the cultural politics of that moment when Black Orpheus managed to speak to the diaspora in the 
shadow of decolonization, conflicts over civil and human rights, and the rise of revolutionary movements. My 
primary concern is the transnational portability of various notions of Black beauty, particularly ideas about 
feminine desirability in the diaspora, and whether transnationalisms inevitably lead to aesthetic 
transculturalisms. I pursue my obj ectives, through the body of Marpessa Dawn who, as one of the protagonists 
in Black Orpheus, became a cause celebre in the international media. I focus on the local creation of 
transnational or diasporic identifications fueled by local political cultures and cultural politics. In essence, I 
propose that we acknowledge how these transnational subj ectivities created an aesthetic revolution in the Black 
world. 

Joseph Jordan has been Director of the Sonja H. Stone Center for Black Culture and History at the University 
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill since 2001 and is also Adjunct Associate Professor, African, African American 
and Diaspora Studies, and affiliate faculty member in the Global Studies. His current work focuses on the 
cultural politics of race, identity and artistic production in the diaspora, which he explores through 
representations in visual and other creative arts. Recent published work includes a special issue of The Black 
Scholar, co-edited with Daynali Flores-Rodriguez - The Life and Work of Frantz Fanon; and an essay entitled 
Can the Artist Speak? Hamid Kachmar’s Subversive Redemptive Art of Resistance in Bodies of Knowledge: 
Interviews, African Art, and Scholarly Narratives, Joanna Grabski and Carol Magee, eds., (Indiana University 
Press 2013. His curatorial work includes: Re/Iterations of Resistance: Moments, Martyrs, Movements; This 
Story Has Not Yet Been Told: The Art of Tim Okamura; La Sombra y el Espiritu II: Women’s Healing Rituals 
in the Diaspora: The Work of Toni Scott; Nina Simone: What More Can I Say; and over 25 others in the last 15 



years. He currently serves as a Board member of the National Council for Black Studies; as a member of the 
Editorial Advisory Board of The Black Scholar Journal of Black Studies and Research; as a member of the 
Editorial Board of PALARA- Publication of the Afro-Latin American Research Association; and as a Board 
Member and co-chair of TransAfrica Forum’s Scholar’s Council. He is a founding member of the Afro- 
Colombian Solidarity Network, and a member of the coordinating team of the Future of Minority Studies 
Research Proj ect. 
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Today’s Headlines      Saturday, February 1, 2014 

IN THIS EMAIL ~ World I U,S, I Business I Sports I Arts I Travel I Today’s Video I Obituaries 

I Editorials I Op-Ed I On This Day l CUSTOMIZE >> 

Top News 

Report Opens Way to Approval for Oil Pipeline 
By CORAL DAVENPORT 

Secretary of State John Kerry, who has never publicly offered his 

personal views on the pipeline, now must make a 

recommendation on the international project to President 

Obama. 

Christie Linked to Knowledge of Shut Lanes 
By KATE ZERNIKE 

David Wildstein, a former Port Authority official, says there is 

evidence to prove the New Jersey governor knew about the lane 

closings at the George Washington Bridge, which the governor 

has denied. 

¯ ~ Document: Letter Says Christie Knew of Closings 

As Argentine Peso Falters, President Keeps a 

Low Profile 
By SIMON ROMERO and JONATHAN GILBERT 

President Cristina Fernfindez de Kirchner has said very little 

about the crisis that has led the nation’s currency to plunge. 

.................................................................................................................. FPr mote top r!e~vs, g? to N’~Times,~0m ~ 
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Editors’ Picks 

FASHION & STYLE 

~ VIDEO: Bill Cunningham I Game On 

An infectious exuberance has taken over Broadway in Midtown, 

transformed by Super Bowl events into a winter carnival. 

OPINION I OP-EDCONTRIBUTOR 

The Super Bowl and Sex Trafficking 
By KATE MOGULESCU 

A law enforcement crackdown built on a myth only hurts those it 

claims to help. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

"We do not make a pot brownie. It’s a little clich~ for 

IIS. " 

TRIPP KEBER, of Dixie Elixirs and Edibles, which is licensed to sell marijuana-infused snacks, 
beverages and other products in Colorado. 

Today’s Video 

~ VIDEO: Investing in Safety 
An oil boom in La Salle County, Texas has created a growing 

need for emergency workers. 

¯ Related Article 

VIDEO: GoPro Goes Amateur 



The camera company is shifting from exclusively building 
hardware to focusing more on distributing the media that its 
cameras create. 

~ VIDEO: Affordable Housing Conundrum 
New Yorkers in truly affordable apartments sometimes find their 

sweet deals come with sacrifices. 

¯ Related Article 

For more video, go to NYTimes.comNideo ~ 

ADVERTISEMENT 

World 

A Leader Shows Vulnerability in Turkey’s Cash 

Crisis 
By TIM ARANGO 

Turkey’s problems extend past bond purchases and interest rates 

to questions about the stability of Prime Minister Recep Tayyip 

Erdogan’s government. 

Syrian Talks, Ending First Round, Fail Even to 

Agree on Easing Aid Blockade 
By NICK CUMMING-BRUCE and MICHAEL R. GORDON 

The first round of peace negotiations ended without agreement 

over the easing of the Syrian government’s blockade of 

humanitarian aid to besieged communities. 

THE SATURDAY PROFILE 

Even Out of Office, a Wielder of Great Power in 

Yemen 



By ROBERT F. WORTH 

Ali Abdullah Saleh, Yemen’s former president, is a rarity in the 

Arab world: an autocrat overthrown by popular revolt who 
nonetheless remains in his country, undisturbed. 

................................................................................................. For r~o~e ~£r!d r~e~s~ gc~ to N~Times:~om!~!odd ~ 

U,S, 

A Bird Flies South, and It’s News                         : 
By JOHN SCHWARTZ .... 

A large, charismatic white owl has been seen far from its usual ’::’:::~ .... 

wintering zones, even as far south as Florida. But what does it :":~!!!!i!!~i 
mean? 

Snacks Laced With Marijuana Raise Concerns 
By JACK HEALY 

The popularity of edible marijuana has alarmed parents’ groups 
and others who say the highly concentrated snacks are 
increasingly landing in the hands of children too young to know 
the difference between pot brownies and regular ones. 

Parched, California Cuts Off Tap to Agencies 
By IAN LOVETT 

Determined to use their water as cautiously as possible, state 
officials say they will cut offthe water provided to local agencies 
serving 95 million residents. Those agencies will have to rely on 

other sources. 

......................................................................................................... F?r ~o re U.S. 9e~s, go tQ N ~Y!mes.com~US P 

ADVERTISEMENT 



Business 

RETIRING 

For Some, Retirement Is Out of Reach. For 
Others, Boring. 
By ABBY ELLIN 

Americans are retiring later in life, on average, but many 

members of the baby boomer generation say they find the very idea 

unthinkable. 

Retailers Ask: Where Did Teenagers Go? 
By ELIZABETH A. HARRIS 

The competition for teenage dollars, at a time of high 

unemployment within that age group, spans from more stores to 

shop in to more tempting technology. 

DEALBOOK 

Bank of America Settlement on Bonds That 
Soured Is Approved 
By MICHAEL CORKERY 

A New York State judge blessed the 2Oll agreement to cover 

some of the investors’ mortgage losses, but she also said that some of the legal 

claims by the investors were excluded from the settlement. 

................................................................................... F0r r~ ore b~lsir~ess r~e~s! go t? N~Times:c0m~Bus!ness tt 

Sports 

A Family of Punters Demonstrates the Heredity 

of Hang Time 
By JER¢: LONGMAN 

Britton Colquitt of the Broncos is among four prominent punters 

in his family, and one of two currently playing in the N.F.L. 

¯ The Matrix of Manning 

THUNDER 120, NETS 95 

At Barclays Center, Nothing Can Stop Kevin 

Durant Except the Bench 
By ANDREW KEH 

Durant sat out the fourth quarter, ending his 12-game streak of 

scoring at least 3o points, but the Thunder routed the Nets for their loth 

straight win. 

¯ Box Score 

, Blatche May Represent Philippines, a Nation Foreign Even to Him 

As Manchester United Flails, Its New ’Chosen’ 
Manager Is Feeling the Strain 
By JOHN F. BURNS 



After six months of mediocrity, David Moyes, who succeeded the 

successful Mex Ferguson, has begun to look like a transitional 

figure. 

.............................................................................................. F~r r~ore SPo~ts ~e~S, gO to N¥~ime~�om!Sports 

Arts 

Triage for Treasures After a Bomb Blast 
By SARAH GAUCH 

Experts sort painstakingly through the Museum of Islamic Art in 

Cairo, devastated by a truck bomb attack last month at police 

headquarters across the street. 

Injured Actor Is Suing ’Spider-Man’ Producers 
By PATRICK HEALY 

Daniel Curry, who was seriously injured during a performance of "Spider-Man: 

Turn Offthe Dark," has filed a lawsuit charging the producers with negligence. 

CRITIC’S NOTEBOOK 

Finally, Real Diva in Lineup for Game 
By ZACHARY WOOLFE 

Ren~e Fleming will sing "The Star-Spangled Banner" at the 

Super Bowl on Sunday, a first for an opera star. 

For more arts news~ go to NYTimes~comlArts ~ 

Travel 

Orhan Pamuk’s Istanbul 
By JOSHUA HAMMER 

"I belong to this city," says the writer about his birthplace and 

longtime home. Join him on a deeply personal tour through 

Istanbul’s neighborhoods and his memories. 

36 Hours in Manchester, Vt. 
By LIONEL BEEHNER 

From sleigh rides to shopping, crafts to cuisine, you can find it 

during a weekend in this southern Vermont town. 

HEADS UP 

Eclectic East Austin 
By BONNIE TSUI 

A mile from downtown, this newly fashionable arts district is 

home to everything from cafes to carwashes, bookstores to 

barbecue j oints. 

................................................................................................ F£r r~0re ~ra~(e! ~e~ts, go to NY~ime~�om!~[rave! tt 



Obituaries 

Theodore Millon, a Student of Personality, Dies 

at 85 
By BENEDICT CAREY 

Dr. Millon was a crucial figure in shaping the understanding of 

personality disorders, and a self-described exemplar of "secure 

narcissism." 

Donald S. Engel, Persistent Contract Lawyer to 

the Stars, Dies at 84 
By BRUCE WEBER 

Mr. Engel represented many famous entertainers, including 

singers, actors and authors, in contract disputes. 

Harold Shaw, Manager of Major Classical 

Artists, Dies at 90 
By VIVIEN SCHWEITZER 

Mr. Shaw’s clients included Jessye Norman, Nathan Milstein, 

John Williams and Jacqueline du Pr6. 

For more obituaries, go to NYTimes.comlObituaries >> 

Editorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Economic Road Ahead 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The country has moved from recession to recovery, but not from recovery to 

strength. 

¯ Fewer Benefits for Target’s Part-Timers 

¯ Ireland and Child Abuse 

, Aid for Students With a Dream 

EDITORIAL 

Ireland and Child Abuse 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

A European court holds Dublin responsible for failing to keep students safe. 

EDITORIAL 

Fewer Benefits for Target’s Part-Timers 
By THE EDITORIAL BOARD 

The retail giant ends health coverage for thousands of its employees. 

.................................................................................................... Eor moEe Ol~!r?i~rb go !0 N~’T!mes~�om!Op!nion >~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Christie Plays Defense 



By GAlL COLLINS 

The news is almost as exciting as the Super Bowl this weekend! 

We have menacing threats, broken hearts, Bristol and Bieber. 
And, of course, Bridgegate. 

¯ Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Unionized College Athletes? 
By JOE NOCERA 

Dreaming of an organization that can take on the all-powerful 

N.C.A.A., and getting a little encouragement from Northwestern. 

, Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Masculine Mistake 
By CHARLES M. BLOW 

The Republican Party is in danger of becoming a man cave of 

cavemen. 

¯ Columnist Page 
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ON THIS DAY 

On Feb. 1, 196o, four black college students began a sit-in protest at a 
lunch counter in Greensboro, N.C., where they’d been refused service. 
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Top News 

DEALBOOK 

Law Doesn’t End Revolving Door on Capitol Hill 

Former officials have little trouble passing through loopholes in 

laws intel~ded to keep them fl’om imme4iately ]obl)ying their 

o~edme colleagues. 

I o, .... I 

Severe Drought Has U.N. West Fearing g~orst 

The punishing drought [hak has swept California is ~ow 

threateni~g the stake’s (k~nldr~g water supply. 

In C]~i~m, ’Once the Villages Are Go~e, tI~e 

As village lit) in China disappears and i[s tradifio~s fade, some 

fight to maintNn the com~’y’s turn cukurM heritage. 

Mount 

Editors’ Picks 

SPORTS 

~ vIl)F;o: ..q~per Bowl XLVIII, by 

There is a lot you can learn about the Super Bowl in just over 

minuteso ttere are Lhe mosL impotent figures 1o ~ow about the big game. 



OPINION I OPINION 

It’s my admittedly quixotic dream that when we reMize that 

we’re all related, we’ll treat one another wRh roots" civilRy. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DODO KUMARITASHV~LI, mother of the luge athlete N odar Kumaritashvili, who was 
killed at the Winter Olympics 

Today’s Video 

T MAGAZINE 

T~e Soutl, [ New Orlea|~s iDirti~g, High m~d Low 

In the first episode of True South, a new video series, T~s 

eoI~t~buting e~tor Sara Ruffin Coskello visits two buzzyjusb 

opened restaura]~ts, Killer Poboys m}d ]\,Iarti’s, that capture the esse]~ee of the 

modern-day New Orleans eu]ina*T scene. 

~Mqne Tarbell arm William Marden III each lost their longtime 

spouses to em~eer i~ 2olo. Starti~% over agafi~ was fl’ightenfi~g, 

but they adopted the mantra "life is for living." 

Spot,sot 

Adverfisix~g eolumMst St~xart E]liott discusses which Super Bowl 

comraereials have already generated the raost buzz. 

World 

G m~ Battle in Bangkok Escalates Election 

Protest 

,At ]east s~x were i]~m’ed i~ a basle be~’ee]~ protesters seeki~g to 

block the distribution of ballots and ~x)uld-be voters demanding 

that protesters stop trying to obstruct elections on 

ernnqent 



Tu~as h~ward ....... ncyorm 

After a fire swept through a redremen~ home in L’Is]e-Verte, 

killing dozens, Quebec is expe~{eneing a horrible sense of dSj~ 

vu: it has been only seven months since an oil train e:q)~oded into a fireball in 

Lae-MSgantie, killing 47. 

His F~’iends K~mw Him as Petroswicko,tieoviek 

Cmw3qng an extraordinaW name is remarkably widespread in 

Brazil Just ask Wonarllex~’ston Garlan Mar~h>n Branddon Bruno 

PaulIynel]y Mell OIiveira Pereira. 

Petroswi 

U,S, 

131itches i~ State Exehmtges 13ive t3.Oo P, a Cudgel 

State-rim heald3 insurance exchanges are now the bi?.~est 
laggards in fixb~g enrolhnent problems, and Re~ublicans w.,w to 
make them an election issue. 

Mark 

Da,f!on, 

]Raiding Japm~ o~ :Fumes in *942, m~d 

to Te~ How Fliers Did It 

As a sergean~ at 22, Edward -L Saylor was one of 8o z~’my 

Forces fl]e~s on a mission to str~ke Japan a~e~ the a~ack on 

Pearl Harbor; at 93, he is one of font left. 

Saylor, 

Landrieu Is Re-e~ected Ma~x)r of New 

Mr. Land~ieu won 04 pereenk of the vote, which was partly seen as a 

referendum on the cib,’s progress since Hurricane KatHna. 

Business 

Chash~g Their Star, o~ You’Fube 

The message to aspiring video makers on Yo*fFabe is dear, and 

seductive: AEraet an audience, build your brand. But success, let 

alone shmtom and wealth, remains elusive. 



PREOCCUPATIONS 

Reopening an E~lp|o}~e~;ll- Door to ~he go~ 
~,. ROSLPT v’J. 

Many emph:~yem lameut recent graduates’ lack of specialized 

sMi]s. Bnt a managemenk consn]tank says [hese yonn~ people still 

offcr much potenti~fl %r a company’s 

FAIR GAME 

A Long Fight to Get V~’hat V~’as Thdrs, h~ a 4o~ 

After" a five-year battle, retirement account holdcrs of a 

edlapsed company can finally touch their money. 

Sports 

A Swif~ and Fatal L~ge Plm~ge, and Then an 

Abyss of Sorruw 

Nodar Kumar~tashvi]i died at 21 iu a ]nge crash on the eve of the 

2o~o Winter Olympics, a tragedy [hat s[nnned the sports world 

and [hat has left hiends and family still seeMng answers and action. 

, ~ Video: A [.ethal k.uge Accident Still Questioned 

~ 
Nodar 

Kurrlar~ 

sshvili’s 

At the Town in the Middle, Super Bow| Loyalties 
_au.e Diffie~flt to N~] Do~a~ 

The people cg A~co, htaho, halfl~’ay behveen Denver and Sea~le, 
an" pk~ing sMes, and there is no consensus. 

Sa¢,~oot 
h Club 

Denver’s Offense (Unstoppable) vs. Seattle’s D~*~i 

Sea~le’s hopes of containing tbe ~eague’s best offense binge on 

its ability to mouut long drives, aud ig N.F.L.-leadiug defcnse’s 

success in hnrwing Peyton Mam~ing andjamming Bronco receivers. 

Super Bowl Xt.VIII Matchup Seahswks vs Broncos 

~[7] Slide Show: A Sapersize Celebration in Manha~an 

Per me:~ spolts news, t-’,o [e NYTimee.comtSports ~ 

Arts 

Loot No Longer 

A repo~er in Fk’ance trnees or~hancd art looted by "~e Nazis, to 

eonne~’t it to its ri~ffuI o~mm. A maze ofinfbrmation later, she 

has had some success. 

Not All Monuments l%~en %%;ere l~1en 

Dozen s of women contHbnted to the reeoveW of looted 

dining World War II, though their sto~%s aren’t as well M~own as 

those of the Monmnents Men. 

~ History, Yes, but Movie History 

Ardelia 
Ripley 
Ball 

::~rnin 

A Perfecl-ionist Dues Opera His 

No det~dl is left untouched for the Russian director 

Teh erniakov, who m akes his Me tropolitan Opera d ebut on 

Thursday with Borodin’s "P~{nee Igor," 

Magazine 



The Post-Hope Pol~ifics of~Ho~*se of CardM 

EveW ge~eration gets the Washi~gton ~,: show it deserves - and 

Beau Wil]~mon’s Washington is only getting darker. 

~ ~ Video: Exclusive g~eview of Season 2 

....... 

the 

The St~per BowJ of Sports OambJi~tg 

Inside the world’s biggest football-be~ting contest, where squares 

and sharps and amateur data erunehet~ are aI1 twang to beat the 

spread - and "~gas Runner’s reputation is on t]~e line. 

Cor~fessio~s of a l[~iger Couple 

AnV Chua and he*’ husband, dad Rubenfeld, have a new book 

about why certain euI~m’aI groups tend to succeed more than 

others. They have no idea why this might be controversial. 

~ Behind the Photo Two Takes on a T~ger Couple 

..... Chua 

and her 

husban 

Obituaries 

Maximiliar~ SehdI, Osear-’~4mfing Actor, Dies at 

83 
::.Y A,"~I Ta GA’~:::S 

Mr. Schell was a~ Austrian-born actor who wo~ a~ Academy 

Award for ~is rde in "Judgmen t at Nuremberg." 

,96os, Dies at 92 

Mr. Grossman published Ralph Nader’s "U~sat’e at Any Speed," 
the *965 book that he]pad jump-sh)t~_ "dne modern consumer 

Miklos d~te~so, VVho Directed S~-Iized Films of 
War and ~l~¢rarmy i~ Hm~gary, Dies at 9a 

Mr. aaneso built an international rcpu ~’don wifl~ a ban dl’u] of 

ea~qy works, including "The Rom~d-Up" and "Red Psalm," that 

were distinct h~ bo[h s~de and substance. 

J~ncso 

2012 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

~’Yl~at G.OoPo-Style Reform Looks Like 

An altem)ative plan fal}s far short of what the existing health care law already 

provides. 

~ A Ghastly injustice in india 

EDITORIAL 

Maki~g Su~oveiHance a Little Less Opaq~m 

Communications companies should be nl]owed to disclose government 

demands for private data. 

EDITORIAL 

A Ghastly Inj~asi-ice i~ I~dia 

The full weight of the Jaw mllst be broug)~t down on the perl~etrators of a~other 

horfifie gang rape. 

Fo; me~e opisielt, go to NYTimes.comtOpinio~ >~ 



Op-Ed 

OPINION 

!,’Vhe~ Pedest~oi~Jas Get ML~ed 

We choose to ci~mi~a]ize jaywalking. 

oft)rise of "j aydHving?" 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

In Peyton Mamfing’s path to the Super Bowl, you see the sweet 

side of Fa fl~er Time. 

Columnist Page I Blog 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Gospel Acco~°dh~g to Paul 

Whe~ it comes to foo]i~g around with a~ in tern i~ the Oval 

Office. is there a poli[ieal statute of Iindtakiot~s? 

Fo: mei~ epiqiel-:: g~ te NYTimes,com/Opinion ~* 

ON THiS DAY 

See this Front Page Buy this Front Page 

FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NY[imes Pinterest 

[]     ~1~’~"’~I ~[] 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 

iPhone~® l iPad(&~ Android I 

Save 15% at The 
NYTimes Store 

Have questions? Visit our mobile website at 
Help Sectio~ ~ ’ r~Lnyt.cor~ ~ 

About This Email 

This is an automated emaii Please do not reply directiy to this email. 

You received this message because you signed up for NYTimes corn’s Today’s Headlines newsietter 

As a member of the TRUSTe privacy program~ we are comr~itted to protecting your privacy 

Unsubscribe I Manage Subscriptions :: Change Mour Email :: Pitvacy Policy I Contract i Adve~ise 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxmzejymmqed~ma@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Sunday, February 2, 2014 9:44 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

The groundhog saw his shadow! 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

The groundhog saw his shadow! 

Is this email i~ot displsying correctiy? \/iew it h? your browser I Add to safe senders I For, qsrd to a Frierld 

%             ¯ 
Six more weeks of winter!? Here’s 
20% OFF* al~ titles to keep you 
Wa 

Now until February 3rd use discount code PRK81 at 
checkout and receive 20’!/o off your order, Remember, all 
web orders over $35 receive FREE SHIPPING in the US 
and Canada. 

~O~!~r valid oniy w#h web ot~e~s at routle~e.com, 
routledge.com/eyeoneducation, focalpt~ss.com, psypress.cor~ or 

~utledgementaIheaIth.com. 

~’-’i 20 percent off 

Taylor & Francis- Routledge - Psychology P .... CRC P ..... Focal P .... 

~jgn ul# b~ #ub~£[A[~A to receive news and offers straight to your inbo× from the "taylor & FrancEs Group, 

You will be able to update ~our details or u[lsubscribe at any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your emaii address to any o[itside organizations. 

Copyright 20’19 [aylor & Francis an informa bus~ness. 

]aylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited registered in England under no. 1072954 

RegistererJ office: Morlimer House, 37-ai Mortimer Street. London. WIT 3,J~q 

If you wish to unsubscdbe, ,olease click her__~e Plesse note this is an automated operation. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD, 3, 2014 8:56 AM 

~gmml.com 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

I~NV: ’][’he Siena Hotel, Autograph Collection® Reservation Confirmation #82986766 

Good morning Dr. Bond 

I hope you had a nice weekend. 

Plei~se find beh:~w your ho[:el reserwH:~on at The 5kma Hotel arrMng i~t April 3rd and depart on Apd~ 5~h. 

Tha~lk you, 

SoNs 

F~m= ’Autograph Collection Rese~ation’ [mailto:rese~ations.reNy@autographco~lectbnhotels.com] 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 i0:14 AN 

Te; Colon, SoNa 
Subject= The Siena Hotel, Autograph Collection@ Rese~at~on Confirmation #82986766 

Nse Sbna Hotel Autogrsph Co~ecfio~% 1505 ~}.s:~t ~?a~ki~n Stre ~ 
Chape~ H~H, North Ca:oHns 275]4 USA Phone: ~-919-929-4;0. ~:ak’: ~-919-gGS-Sg27 

Reservation for DR PATRICK BOND 

Confirmation Number: 82986766 

Check-in: Thursday, April 3, 2014 (04:00 PN) 

Check-out: Saturday, April 5, 2014 (12:00 PN) 

Modify or Cancel ~eservation 

~View hotel website 

~Maps & Transportation 

amprmt 

H~e yeu been Rewar~e~? 

Rewards 

Planning Your Trip 
Check out some of Chapel Hill’s top attractions 

Book with Hertz: Save up to 35% and Earn 500 Rewards Points 

Book Cars, Tours & More ~ get great rates on local tours and attractions 

Reservation Details 

{~e~:k=~nx Thursd~y~ April 3, 20i4 (04:00 

Room type: Guest roonb l 

. ... 
Regula; rate 



Regula_ r rat__e 
EsLimated rgovernmen~ taxes and lees 

/28.19 Total fo[ stay (rot all looms} /440"38 

You may modify or cancel your reservation online (see de:a=ls below), or caii Z-87[-g29-242".’." }n ti~e US and Canada. Elsewhere, cad ou=" worldwide telephone numbers. 

~ ";ou may cancel your leserw~tion fol no cha:ge untii Wednesd~sy~ Aprii 2, 201,q~ {~. dsy[s] befole aelvsl). 

’~i you i]a’,,e made a prepaymen(, we will re:a=n all ol part of s’our prepaymen£, ~1: not, we wii~ charge your c~’edit card, 

Sam 50,000 Bonus Points and l Free Night S~y - enough for up to 7 Free Nights - with the Mamo~ Rewards Premier Credit Card. Reward yomsel£ 

Learn Morn and Apply 

Your pr=vac~’ ~s =repot:ant to us. Please visit our Privacy Statement for full details. 

hou=5 pe~- day, 7 da>,s pc= week Contact Internet Customer Care. 

~f you p:owded us wRh yo~r emaH sddress for the first time~ we ~ se::d you s fo~iow-up en:sii to welcome you We w~i a~so send yo~ periodic omaha 

J.f you wouid prefer to opt out of such en’~a~s from [~da:-r~ott ~nternat~o::s~, [~aniott Rewards of [be P~tz-Csdton ~{e~ar-ds, you may do so here. ~n add~tion~ you may uns~bsc:~be 

and wfi~ disresard sn~’ slte~’a[~ons to (h;.s conl:hma:Jon that ma~’ have been made af:er ~’se sent :[ (o yes. 

~ yo(~ ha,’e received this ems~l i:: er:or~ please let us know. 



From: ~@ive.tmc.edu~ 

Sent: Monday, 10:38 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv"~ 

Subje~’t: DTtt axticle 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

My name is and I am a 

Let me know when you are free to talk. 

Thanks, 

The Daily Tar Heel, 

for the Daily Tar Heel. I was wondering if I could talk to you about the Carolina Black Caucus’ recent statement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 1:52 PM 

The asc_faculty mailing list. <asc_faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[asc_faculty] FW: Grants for Global Curriculum Development, targeting Opening Access 

Curriculum Development Awards 
Deadfine : Monday, February 10, 2014 at 11:59 p.m. 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) is pleased to announce the availability of Curriculum Development Awards to faculty (at all ranks) interested 
in adding global content to existing courses that have little or no such content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 
specific; or developing new courses with significant global content. 

CGI is currently spearheading a major pan-university effort to significantly increase the number of traditionally underrepresented students who 
have access to global opportunities. We, therefore, prioritize proposals that reach this target population with global content: low-income students, 
racial!ethnic minorities, students with disabilities, students in disciplines not traditionally associated with global opportunities such as STEM, first 
generation college students, LGBTQ students, males, students from rural areas, transfer students, and older students who have followed non- 
traditional paths to higher education. 

For more information and to apply online visit: 
http:!!cqi.unc.edu!awards!curriculum-development 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februaw 3, 2014 4:09 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Chiwengo 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the email address for Dr. Ngwarsungu Chiwengo, Professor of English at Creighton Universi~ in Omaha, Nebraska: 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, ap.d Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 

@yahoo.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 3, 2014 4:35 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

MON FEB 10: Amy Wilentz discusses Farewell, Fred Voodoo 

Farewell, Fred Voodoo: A Conversation with Amy Wilentz 
Monday~ Feb. 10, 12:00 - 1:30 p.m. 
Forum for Scholars and Publics, 011 Old Chemistry Building, Duke west campus 
A light lunch will be served. 

The Forum for Scholars and Publics will host a discussion with Amy Wilentz about her book, Farewell, Fred Voodoo: A Letter from Haiti. Farewell, Fred Voodoo is a powerful 
and personal meditation on the history of Haiti and the history of its representation, based on decades of writing and reporting about the country. Wilentz’s work as a journalist 
and writer on Haiti as well as in the Middle East and other regions raises broad issues about the relationship between media, culture, and politics in the contemporary world. 

Read the New YorkTime’s review here: http://www.nytimes‘c~m/2~I3/~:t/2~/b~ks/review/farewe~-fred-v~d~-by-amy-wi~entz‘htm~?pagewanted=a~& r=0. 

A limited number of copies of Farewell, Fred Voodoo will be available at The Regulator Bookshop on Ninth Street (https:!!www.reclulatorbookshop.com) in Durham on a first- 
come, first-served basis. Simply go to the counter and tell them you are participating in the Forum for Scholars and Publics discussion, and they will give a copy free of charge. 

The event will be I ivestreaming at: http~//trinity~capture~duke.edu/Pan~pto/Pages/viewer/Default’aspx?id=cf55b8a9-~31c-446~-bfd8-88e1852f253b 

For more information: http~//sites.duke.edu/sch~~arsandpub~ics/events/farewe~~-fred-v~~d~~-a-c~nversatl~n-with-amy-wi~entz/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:29 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.umc.edtr~ 

FW: AIx~ut getting in the class 

Dear Eunice, 
What do you think? 
Thanks, 
Mamarame 

From 

Sent: Monday, 10:58 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: About getting in the class 

Prof?ssor, 

I have been studying for the midterm since last ~veek by getting all the materials from my friend. 

I am prepared to take midterm and made tap most of materials the class had so far. 

Please let me get into the class and take midterm 

Thanks 

Best, 

~r: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email unc edu> 
~>~ 8:19 

About getting in the class 

Dear 

Given the amount of work you missed, including the quiz, it is too late to add you to the class. I wish you the best for the future. I will be teaching the course next time and would love to 
have you in my class. 

Best wishes, 

Mamarame 

Froth: 

Sent: Monday, 4:20 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: RE: About getting in the class 

Hi professor. 

Can I get an access to sakai? 

Thanks. 

A~: Seck, Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu> 
~ 3:36 

About getting in the class 

Okay, please send me your name, PID and class you want to em-oll in (time) and I will see what I can do. 

Thanks, 

Mamarame 



Sent: Thursda?, 1:38 PM 
To: Seck, Mamarame 
Subject: About getting in the chss 

tIi professor 

I know I am alrea@ too hte to ask you to get ~nto your AAAD class and you had a quiz in this morning already. 

But is there anyway I can sit and take your class for this semester? 

, I really need to fill the requirements. 

Sony to ask you too late. 

Best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~-- 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 8:12 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

flight 

Dear Eunice 

called and he will be here around 2 pm. 

Thank you 

5oB~ia Co,on 

Business Services Coo;din~or 

Depart~l’ient o]Aj~k:on, African Americon, & Dios,oor~ Studies. 

M, 8-5; T, 8-1:30; W. 8- ISO; T, 8- ~ :90 o~d F & 5 

Public Policy Department 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kiel, David <kiel@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februaw 4, 2014 8:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

talk today briefly in advance of the meeting tomorrow? 

If you have time for this I would appreciate it. I am at until :t0 this morning, or 2:30-4:30. David 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Student Action ruth Workers < 

Tuesday, 9:48 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out 

Dear Professor Eunice Sahle, 

I hope the academic year finds you well! UNC Student Action with workers (United Students Against Sweatshops Local 91) is bringing two Bangladeshi garment worker 
leaders, one of whom is a survivor of April’s deadly Rana Plaza factory collapse, to speak about their struggle against sweatshop practices and unsafe workplaces on 
Thursday,             at 4:30PM in Union Room 3408. 

I would appreciate the opportunity for a member of Student Action with Workers to make a brief announcement in your next class about this important event. Please let me 
know if this is at all possible= Also, would you be willing to offer extra credit to your students to attend? In my experience, this is a great way to ensure attendance at 
important educational opportunities like this one. 

Het~ is a link to a printable flyer for the event Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops and I have included an announcement about the event below. Please forward 
widely. 

Thank you very much for your support. For more information about the campaign, visit wvwv.usas.or.q 

Best, 

g~,live.u nc.edu 

Student Action with Workers 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
www.u ncsaw.word press.com 

Subject: Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops at UNC on 

WHO: Kalpona Akter (leader of Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity), Reba Sikder (survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse) UNC Student Action 
with Workers; United Students Against Sweatshops 
What: United Students Against Sweatshops is conducting a nationwide worker tour with Kalpona Akter and Reba Sikder, two Bangladeshi garment workers 
leaders who are leading the fight in Bangladesh for safe workplaces and living wages. Reba is a survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse that claimed 
the lives of over 1,100 Bangladeshi garment workers. They will speak about the causes and consequences of deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, and 
their struggle to force brands to accept responsibility for the safety conditions in their factories by signing the Bangladesh Safety Accord, a legally 
enforceable agreement between unions and brands that will transform the Bangladesh garment industry from deathtraps to safe workplaces. 

This worker tour event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak directly with students and faculty about conditions in 
the global aooarel industry, their struggle for justice, and how students can stand in solidarity. We hope to see you there! 
When:            at 4:30pm 
Where: Union Room 3408 
To find out more information about this event, or to cosponsor it, please contact Student Action with Workers at @gmail.com. 



From" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Stroman, Deborah L <dstro@unc.edu> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 4, 2014 11:41 AM 

Gil, Karen M <kgil@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: CBC Statement Follow Up 

Open Letter doc 

F’fL 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. cg[J 

En,o’u,qe. Explore. Empower. 

919.843.0336 

"Nothing will ever be attempted if all possible objections must first be overcome." 
~ Samuel Johnson 

From; Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 04, 201~ 11:32 AN 
To~ cbccha~r~unc.edu 
Subjeet~ CBC S~tement ~llow Up 
Hi Friends. 
Our next meeting is Wednesday, February 12 at 12:00 p.m. (Union TBD) The Chancel~or expressed interest in meeting with us again. She may stop bg 
towards the end of this meeting. 
A sincere thanks to those of you who reached out to me before and after the interview. I prayed a lot about the message and mg words. Here is the 
interview link - ~/Z~]~:~Z~/~U~~[~~[~[~~~Z and two other comments regarding our 

Statement: 
~. We stand with the Carolina Black Caucus’ call,or student worthiness to be a~irmed; ]or the presence and contributions o] Black students, 

[aculty, star, and administrators to be supported; and ]or a unified community through a renewed commitment to redemption and healing. We 
are deeply concerned that A~fican American students, ~aculty, administrators and sta~[ have to pause ~gom their daily commitments to de~end 
their presence on campus and that they continue to experience the diminishment o[ their history and achievements. We lament the pain that 
unexamined bias--[rom without and within-continues to cause the university community. We a~[irm our respect and appreciation ~or A~rican 
Americans throughout the generations who have contributed in multiple ways to the li[e and strength o~ the university, and hope that those on 
campus today will never again have to de~end their rightfully earned place ~t UNC We celebrate their presence and scholarship, their 
~ccomplishments on and o~ the ~ield ~nd their dedication to UNC We are grateful to the Carolln~ Black Caucus ~or standing up at this critic~l 
moment and we ~re honored to join our voices with theirs. 

- United Church o[ Chapel Hill, ~ congregation o] The United Church o~ 

I wish you all the best as I hove been extremely troubled as the tone of these investigations has become increasingly biased in my opinion. I 

rallied in support of a stand-alone AFAM department and Black Cultural Center as a student and I support your efforts to respond to the 

increasingly hysterical and misguided investigations of and attacks on the African, African American and Diaspora Studies Department, African 

American students and professors now. (See attachment) 

Here is another concern that I feel important to bring to your attention: The video that has gone viral concerning our Native American students - 

http://vimeo.co m/80858777 

Light your candles! ;) 

Regards, 

debby 

Deborah L. Stroman, Ph.D. CLU 

919.843.0336 

ww~,v.unc.ed~icbc 

~HeelFo~ard 

"When the root is deep, there is no reason to fear the wind." 



Open Letter to Madeline G. Levine: 

In opening, I want to thank you for your many decades of distinguished service at my ahna mater. I 

understand and share many concerns about the corrosive effect of certain aspects of athletics on academic 

studies at all levels of education, and fully support Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean in their work to 

learn and build from UNC’s experiences, wonderful, inspiring, good, bad, and embarrassing, to provide 

all students, including student athlete "exceptions," a meaningful experience to help prepare them for a 

successful future. Where we seem to differ is that I want to find a way to make it work, whereas I sense 

that you may consider the conflict between academics and athletics intractable and would prefer that 

sports, at least revenue sports, be eliminated at UNC. While I disagree with that position, I do respect it 

as I respect those willing to have an open and honest discussion about it. 

That said, I am disturbed by some of the content and tone of your open letter. 

You provide four anecdotes from your 36-year career. In one incident over thirty years ago, you were 

asked in a tone you did not appreciate whether a Japanese golf recruit with limited English skills could 

take Japanese courses for credit and you said no, which ended the incident. Yet based on the ’~tone" of the 

coach asking, you assume that he must be used to getting special treatment for potential golfers. Your 

focus on the "tone" of the coach was striking to me, given the tone of your own letter. 

For instance, you state that during your career you never taught "a single basketball or football player, nor 

did I expect to." That statement gives the impression that you are proud of that claim. But, I’m curious, 

how you know this to be the case’? Did you demand that athletes identify themselves in your classes so 

you could lower your expectations accordingly? Did you compare student names to football and 

basketball rosters? Or do you assume this to be the case because of some other obvious identifying 

physical factor that none of your students shared with basketball players and football players? 

You also related a story about a student who was advised against taking your class, and, as a result, was 

not provided tutoring in your class (which does seem curious at best). You say you expected her to fail 

and in fact she flunked out in her first semester at UNC. Your tone in relating this stou was one of 

resentment of her presence, and you make no mention of trying to help her yourself. You believe she was 

"cruelly Sela~ed" by UNC for admitting her, but apparently not poorly served by your lack of support in 

her eftbrts to take your class apparently because you expected her to fail. You admit you have no idea 

what happened to her after leaving your class, yet you nonetheless speculate that she is better off than 

"revenue" athletes who you condemn as having "meaningless diplomas." While you may have intended 

to suggest that some "revenue athletes" in very specific circumstances have a "meaningless diploma," 

which ! think is an unjustified judgment in any event, your words and tone will be widely understood to 

apply to all such athletes at UNC. 

You also raised the specter of a "functionally illiterate" revenue sport athlete in the 2006-07 class at UNC, 

without relating how you obtained this information or the basis of that concern. Mary Willingham made a 

similarly explosive claim to CNN.com about a basketball player she tutored "early" in her career who she 

claimed was not just functionally illiterate but actually could not read or write. The distinction between 

completely and functionally illiterate is material, and I think should be clarified, but ~vould also concede 

that when ~ve are discussing the ability to do college level work in any institution, particularly at Carolina, 

it is a distinction without a difference. I hope that you will now provide the current Administration this 



name in private so that it can be cross-checked against Willingham’s claim (assuming she has actually 

provided a name) and be properly investigated; otherwise, in my view, you are maligning an entire class 

of athletes who entered during that year without providing a means of investigating the individual claim 

or exonerating all other athletes from the shadow of that allegation. 

Whoever the athlete (and I fear you’ve made it rather too easy to pinpoint a single class of recruits, 

thereby damning them all), he was apparently admitted in accordance with NCAA, ACC and UNC 

policies, which means there was no violation of the rules governing athlete admission. It is terribly 

disturbing, though sadly not altogether surprising, to read an allegation that an athlete could have such a 

learning disability or other academic deficiency coming out of high school and yet still pass through the 

NCAA Clearinghouse and other admissions requirements. For me, if the allegation you relate is true, I 

am far less distressed about UNC’s role IF he received proper support to overcome his learning disability 

or other academic deficiency and gained something truly important from his time at UNC. I understand 

that you may disagree and may feel strongly that it should never be UNC’s job to provide such remedial 

academic support, regardless of an enrollee’s other talents, and can certainly understand that position. 

In any event, you write that you ~’hold [UNC’s] reputation dear," as do I, and that you are concerned 

about the "exploitation" of athletes, as am I. But based on the tone and content of your letter, it is 

apparent that you do not share my concern about maligning the entire class of "revenue" athletes, who are 

mostly African American and who now face absurd assumptions about their intellectual capacity and 

abilities. You bristle at the University ’~peering through the windows of classrooms as if all faculty 

members are potential crooks" when apparently you believe that only professors or ones who teach 

classes that African American students of "physical prowess" enroll in are the ones to be watched. You 

describe your own courses in Slavic studies as appealing "primarily to intellectually curious students in 

search of something ’different’" and the only compassion you seemed to have for the female athlete in 

your anecdote was that she came to UNC to ~’learn about her ethnic heritage," yet you describe an entire 

class of mostly African American students taking elective courses in African American studies or 

whatever other courses that athletes might choose as "spurious." 

You have effectively condemned all "revenue" athletes, the majority of whom are African American, who 

hold UNC degrees and are either currently holding and performing jobs on that basis or are looking for 

jobs in a competitive market, as having an education worse than a speculative community college degree 

of a student who flunked out of UNC in a single semester, which surely you can see is terribly unfair. As 

you car~ on your fight for what you deeply and truly believe, I hope you will consider how much you 

resent what you consider to be the implication that "all faculty members are potential crooks" and apply 

that same standard to your rhetoric about athletes at UNC. 

Finally, you defend Willingham as courageous, then go on to say that even if the data she used a 

launching pad for her crusade is "flawed" it doesn’t matter because her cause is just. I don’t know if you 

graded your courses on the same basis you apply to Ms. Willingham’s ’~data," so that a student who didn’t 

understand how to do research, misstated the facts or just cheated but nonetheless presented a thesis with 

which you agreed would get the best grade, but I certainly hope not. 

You go on to equate publicly challenging the accuracy of statistical analysis as "by implication" a 

personal attack. I can only assume that our tremendous group of faculty who conduct some of the finest 

scientific research in the world today would be surprised to hear that when they challenge the accuracy of 



statistical analysis of a graduate student or peer (or a fellow scientist does the same of their own peer 

reviewed research) that it is by implication a personal attack on the person who presented the data. I 

know that you confess that you are "not competent to evaluate [Willingham’s] analysis," but hopefully 

you understand that reviewing and questioning data is not a personal attack, it is a key component of 

scientific method and peer reviewed rigor that should be demanded of all our researchers. Failing to do 

so because you like the results is a form of corruption. We need look no further than the falsified data 

scandal now unfolding in the NC State Chemistly. Department to understand the critical importance of 

establishing the accuracy of statistical analysis and being critical of all research data. Further, I suspect 

that if a staff member at UNC presented purported "data" to a national news organization claiming to 

show that tenured professors contribute far less to the University than their untenured peers, and even 

initial review of the methods revealed that the flaws were so great that there was a 10-fold error and that 

the staff member did not conduct that research in accordance with the plan submitted to the University’s 

Internal Review Board, you might have a different expectation of how UNC should respond. The ends 

should never justify." the means. 

cc: Chancellor Folt and Provost Dean 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Neff:oN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieff:oN@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, 4:20 PM 

duncplas@duke.edu 

I~E: Open Meeting for Working Group 

@med.nnc.edu>; ba-ltam@list~rv.unc.edu; isa-grad@listserv.unc.edu; intl- 

Please join us for an open meeting of the Working Group on Reproductive Justice and Migration in the Americas! 
The Working Group is an interdisciplinary group comprised of faculty and students with research and practice interests in migration phenomena 
and how they intersect with sexual and reproductive health rights. We will be discussing current projects and sharing opportunities for Masters and 
Doctoral students to net involved. 
When: Tuesday,                from 11 AM-1 PM 
Where: Fedex Global Education Center 4003 
Questions? Contact 
All are welcome! Please circulate widely. 

UNC Gillings School of Public Health 

MPH Candidate in Health Behavior, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February. 4, 2014 7:33 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McHale, Tasmny J <tmchaJe@emaJ4.unc.edtr~; 

RE: Summary of conversation a week (or so) ago 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Eunice -- 

It came to my attention just today that I misspoke about the effective date for Sonia’s increase. It was :;ti21]J.4, not 1/27/I4, I wanted to make you aware so that you 

cat~ share the news w~[:h Sorda, [ a~so d~dt~’t wat~[: her ~:o be con[used when she sees the change reflected ~n her payched~, 

Thanks~ 

Lachonya 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 7:30 PM 

To: McHale, Tommy J; 

C~: Williams, Lachonya; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

SubjeCt: RE: Summary of conversation a week (or so) ago 

Dear Tammy, 

Apologies for this delayed response. It has been a hectic time for me. 

Thanks so much for the document and your work on this new and temporary staff arrangement in both units. As per your email, I shared it with Sonia Colon and she is very 
grateful. In addition to the conversation of 2 weeks ago, this document provides a clear road map for all involved and I appreciate it very much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McHale, Tammy J 

Sent-’ Sunday, February 02, 20~.4 8:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N; 
Cc-" Williams, Lachonya; Hartlyn, 3onathan 
Subject-’ Summary of conversation a week (or so) ago 

%unice - - 

I was trying to decide what to do ruth ~ny notes from our meeting m~d thought it might be helpful ifI wrote a summary that you could share ruth your managers. So, 

attached is a summmy.... 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHale 

Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Nannin~ 

CB 3100; 205 South Buildin~ 
Carolina Campus 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

phone: (919) 962-1165 

fax: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:30 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@emaihmc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Health Care Law Projected to Cut the Labor Force 

Today’s Headlines 

~N THIS ENAIL J [~’i NYT J World i U.S ~ Business SpoAs ,Arts ~ [)ining &Wine Today’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnYhis Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

Top News 

Health Care Law Projected to Cut the Labor Force 

With the expansion of insurance coverage, lno~ workers wflI eh~-~ose not to 

work and othel~ will choose to work fewer hom~ than they mi~j~t have 

od~etwise, according to the Congressional Budget 

An Olympics in the Shadow of a "War Zone 

:~ Russian seem’ity fbrees seek to end violence by Isla~nist 

militants, critics say they are fl~eling more 

rubbie 

New Boss at Microsoft, With Gates at His Side 

BilI Gates, who co-founded Mie~ssoft but has spent his time on 

other pursuits, will retam~ pace-time to the company ariel" the 

new chief executive, Satya Nadella, asked him to t)e his adviser. 

founded ~ 

Editors’ Picks 

:Daily Newsletter From tl~e ~inter Games 

Sign up for a daily digest of news, results and analysis ff’onl tile 

2o~4 Winter Olympics in Soehi, Russia. 

, Go to Complote Olympics Coverage ~ 



OPINION I ROOM FOR DEBATE 

From Shadows to Citizenslfi]p 

Does it make sense to impede ci[~zenship to someone who ~s 

allowed to live a~d work ~n the U~ited States9 

QUOTATIONOFTHEDAY 

DONALD SHEEHY, ;m editor of a swcc’ping col{c’ctio~ of Robet°[ Frost’s correspondeBce 

is said ~o provide ~ more balaBced pertrait of ~he artist. 

Today’s Video 

~ vm~o: llnte~iew ~/ith President Aq[uino 

President Benigno S. Aquino III of tl~e Philippines called for 

nations around the world to support his eoul~try i~ resisting 

China. He also talked about the afternmth ofq)/pboon Haiyan. 

~ Reiated Article 

Aquino 

the 

~ v~E ): On Top ofDev~l s No,retain 

Teuf?~sberg, or r)evi~’s Mom~tain, i~elud es an a ba n d on ed Co~d 

War N.S.A. listening post in Berlin that has evolved into a de 

facto art it~stallatic, n. 

Related Article 

vm~o: Easy Sheet ]~ a~ Chicken 

Melissa Clark makes an e~ ~ire family meal (crunchy ehieke~ ~dth 

broceo~i rabe and sweet potatoes) on bvo simple sheet pans. 

~ Reiated Article 

World 

Phi|ippine Leader Som~ds Alarm on China 

Be~igno S. Aquino III, the P~ilippi~e president, compared 

China’s claims to the seas near his eoun~T to Hitler’s demands 

fl)r Czech ]and i~ ~938. 

Aquino I 

Pakistmfi Side Fails to Show Up at Ta|iban Peace 

Talks 

The failure of the government representa[ives to appear for the 



talks is the latest episode in a process that has been characterized 

by confl~sion, contradk:tion and delays, 

Even as Spectators 

The Russian hosts of the 2o~4 Winter Games made clear long 

ago riley would broker no polifcal protesN at the O~ympies. 

A poli.ce 
officer I 

U,S, 

~A’~dl]lPoirrt, a Oncl-i~nc C~°][ic of Health I,aw~ May 

Yet Profit 

’Fbe giant insurer outraged eustomet~ by proposing a 4o percent 

rise in some premiums a few yea~s ago. Nowadays, it has 

emerged as flue biggest participant in state marked)laces. 

I~ Texti~tg Era, Crisis Hotih~es Put Help at 

Youths’ Fh~gegtips 

Tex~ing has become sneh a fundamenkaI way to eommnnieate 

that crisis #:o~g,s have begun to adopt it as an alternative way of 

providing emergency sern-iees and eounsding. 

Fraud i,~ A~my Reer~fith~g Bo,~us Program Ntay 

Cost Nearly $* oo Million 

Army investigators sNd soldiers, civilians and National Guard 

recruiters used the program as a "bounty" from which they could 

illegally eolle~’t money. 

said 

Business 

Welcome Relief for tIomeowners, Then the Tax 

Bill 

aPMorgan can w*~te off $~.5 billion in debt relieL but it will be 

treated as taxaMe income for ]aomeowners, res ailing in 

burdensome costs for many families. 

DEALBOOK 

N[organ Stm~ley Reaches 8~o25 Billion ~lorfgage 

Seth omen t 

The Morgan St~m~ey setdement is the latest agreement between a 

srters of 



Wall Street firm and the Federal Housing Finance Agency, which has sued 

several ba*~ks a~d fina~eial instih~tio~s seeki~g rdief over losses that were 

borne by taxpayers. 

in Rapid "i’u~arom~d, Toyota is on Track to A 
: Toyota 

PONt ~e~~ord ]EaJ~J~J~J~.~s 
showrco 

A~er e~dt~fing huge recalls, a Nunam~ in Japan and a steep drop 

in sales because of slowing demand, Toyota said it was on pace to 

earn iN bi~esb-ever ammN profit in its fiscal year that ends in March. 

Sports 

So Far, Extreme Park is Proving Extremel~ 

Pe~’ilous 

Skiers and s~mwboarders were ta]dng hard spills aS Rosa Khntor 

Extreme Park before the Games even began, and fl3ough changes 

were made, the runs remained treacherous. 

Min~csota’s Oly~npic Hockey Cradle (Pop. i,78i ) 

The finy town of Warroad, Minn., which has as many iudoor 

finks (two) as red Ii~ ks, has produced eigh t Olympic hockey 

players. The hope is for a pair of golds at the Soehi Games. 

,~ Slide Show: Scenes From Hockeytown USA 

Often Overlooked, Mm~euso Is Prepared for Her 

Fo urth Olymp~ es 

Decorated U.S. A]piue skier Ju li a Maucuso this week enters her 

lkmrth and pokmtiaIb’ last Olympic Games flying under the 

Parks 

Austrsha 

Arts 

The Road Back: Frost’s Letters Co[rid Soften a 

Battered Image 

The first vo]nme in a set of Robert Frost’s correspoudenee is 

expected to renew debate about his character, which has taken a 

hit ti"om some seho]arso 

MoN~.A’s Proposa~ for Sculpture Garde~ Pleases 

and R~les 

The Museum of Modern At’a’s plan to allow greater access to ik~ 

sculpture garden is seen as step forward or backward, depending 

on the perspective. 

BOOKS OF THE TIMES 

The Needles h~ the Nlol~m~mnta~ N +SoA+ Haystack 

A repro Let collects the pieces of the Edward Snowden storT into 

a book about how the world came b-~, learn about the N.S.A.’s 

Dining & Wine 



RESTAURANT REVIEW I ANNISA 

Keeping Her Passport Handy 

The chef A~ita Lo erosses culinmT borde~,’s with ease at AnnJsa. 

GOOD APPETITE 

Bdhold, [he Sturdy Sheet Papa 
Lw MEi. iS%/. 

Versatile, affbrdable and a staple for m~y home cook. 

~ Video 

L:y MiDNAEi. 

Midwestern farmers are planting ,qternatiws to corn. 
classes 

For i=sere dining i~,’,’s sad recipes, go to NYTimes.oomlDini~g ~ 

Obituaries 

Arthur Ortenberg, a l&~ Claiborne Fmmder, Dies 

at 87 

Mr. C,~enberg was one of the fi:amders of 15z C3aibome, a 

company fl~at met "~e apparel needs of women who skreamed 

into the work %roe in the ~97os. 

Russe|| Hemenway Dies at 88; Devised Strategies 

to ~,~dd LiberM Causes 

Mr. Hemenway led a progressive group that developed advanced 

systems for sorting eIeetoraI &~ta and pinpc~in ring areas where it 

might devote its effo~fs. 

diames d. Gallagher, Chi|d Development Expert, 

Is Dead at 87 

Dr. GalIagher’s work expanded educational oppo~¢uMties for 

d~sa bled m~d gibed childre~ nation ~de, an d h e eh ampio~ed the 

education of bot~ groups as a civil ~glats issue. 

Candida I 
tes for 

the 

Ed itorials 

TODAY’S EDITORIALS 

Freeing ~Vmokers From the Insurance Trap 

A ~ew repo~ found that by reducing the number of flll]-fime workers over a 

decade, the heakh ea~ law will have a liberathig impact t5r miilionso 

~ Saving Ukraine 

~ Overselling Testosterone, Dangerousiy 

EDITORIAL 

SavKng Ukraine 

The United States and Europe need to move quickly on a finanNal package to 

tie d~e eounhT more closely to the WesL 

EDITORIAL 

Overselling Testosterone, Dangerously 

A recent study shows the risk of cardiovascular disease in men who use 

tes tosterone f,-~r a variety of ailments. 

For mo:s epi!~bn; ,go ~e NYTimes.oomtOpinion ~ 

Op-Ed 



OP-ED I YU HUA 

The Censo~’s~p 
Sy YU 

People I~ke to hear vok~es critical of the govermne~t, so social 

media companies can’[ silence them entirely. 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

H~gh Sc~mol 

Fpam the high school baseba]I team t*-~ the George Washington 

Bridge, Chr4s Christie a~d David Wildstei~ spa~ the years. 

~ Columnis% Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tl~e Third I~tifada 

The weapons of this uprising h~ the Middle East are nonvio]e~t. 

Fo: moie opiaiol:: go to NYTimes,com/Opinion ~ 

ON THiS DAY 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebra@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:02 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: Reminder: Chair’s Advi~ Committee tomorrow @ 10.00am 

Dear Chair, 

I have to be at the at Channel l:t in Durham at :tO this morning. They are doing a small segment on the history of my church for one of their community interest programs. (By 
the way, our former student worker,         will be at the Black History dinner this evening.) -Reg 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:33 PM 
To: Lee, Margaret Carol; Janken, Kenneth R; McMillan, -rim; Pier, David; Hildebrand, Reginald F; Seck, Mamarame; Caldwell, Kia L 
Subject: Reminder: Chair’s Advisory Committee tomorrow C_c~ :t0.00am 

Dear CAC 

I hope you are doing well. 

This is a reminder of our meeting tomorrow at :t0.00am. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, Februagr- 5, 2014 7:54 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.anc.edu> 

RE: ttello 

Thank you so much Eunice. 

I:~: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 9:30 PM 

To: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Hello 

Dear Sonia, 

Below for ?,our information. 
Best wishes. 

Eunice 

Begin tbrwm-ded message: 

From: "Williams, Lachonya" <kh~-illia(d~emaJlxmc.edu> 

Date: Februa~~ 4, 2014 7:32:41 PM EST 

To: "SaNe, EuNce N" <cunice(?~)email.unc.edu>, "McHale, Tammy J" <tmchale(~)email.unc.edu>, 

Subject: RE: Summa~3~ of conversation a week (or so) ago 
@email.unc.edu> 

[u~lice --- 

It (:ache to my ~:tention jus[: [:odav that t misc.;poke abou[: the effective date for Sonia’s im:r~-_~ase It was ~/21/~.4, not 1./27/14. I w~mt~-_~d to make you 

awl)re so that you can sh~;re the n~:_~w~.; with S.:_~nb. t ~;l~.;.:_~ didn’[: want her to b~-_~ confus~:_~d when ~.;tl~:, s~-_~es the change reflected in her paycheck. 

Th a n ks ! 

I.achon,ia 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 7:30 PM 

To: McHale, Tammy J; 

Cc: Williams, Lachonya; Hartlyn, Jonathan 

Subject: RE: Summary of conversation a week (or so) ago 

Dear Tammy, 

Apologies for this delayed response. It has been a hectic time for me. 

Thanks so much for the document and your work on this new and temporary staff arrangement in both units. As per your email, I shared it with Sonia Colon and 
she is very grateful. Zn addition to the conversation of 2 weeks ago, this document provides a clear road map for all involved and I appreciate it very much. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: McHale, Tammy J 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 8:48 PM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; 
Cc: Williams, Lachonya; Hartlyn, Jonathan 
Subject: Summary of conversation a week (or so) ago 

/J~Hnice -- 

I was trying to decide what to do with my notes from our Ineeting and thought it might be helpful ifI wrote a summmy that you could share with 3,our 

Inanagers. So, attached is a summary.... 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

Tammy 

Tammy McHale 

Senior Associate Dean, Finance & Planning 

CB 3100; 205 South Building 

Carolina Campus 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3100 

phone: (919) 962-1165 

ti~x: (919) 962-2408 

mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Center for Global Initiatives <~cgi@tmc.edu;, 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 8:01 AM 

Sanie, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Catch Tnis Week’s Inlb Sessions on Summer International Travel 

~iti~s, Riwrs, an~ Culturo~ of Change: R~thinkin9 

Restoring the Environmen~ of the Global American South 

With Chandler Keynote Address by Dr, Margaret Palmer 

This two-day conference is pa~ of the ongoing exploration of the 

globalization of the southern United States that the University of 

NoRh Carolina at Chapel Hill has been pursuing for over a 

decade Each year this interdisciplinary conference focuses on a 

different theme to reveal the interplay of the global and the local, 

both the impacts of globalization on our region and the often 

surprising ways that local culture and experience influence 

distant communities and regions. More information is available 

hare 



CGI EVENTS + RESOURCES 

....... 

Want to travel next summer? Need funding for your global project? 

Come enjoy a showcase of students’ research, experiences and 

travel stories from a variety of fields and global destinations. Learn 

more about past international summer projects the Center for Global 

Initiatives has funded from the students themselves. Lunch will be 

provided from ~jm~j~:~ ~£r~’bJ~ ~af~. 

¯ ¢:h@~ ~}ewe~, Pd.D Musicology, "Gender, Nationalism, and 

Rural Imagination in Bohemian Village Operas" in Prague, 

Czech Republic 

¯ Ohr~s Be~ea~t Aga}a~ PhD Public Health 

Management, "Assessment of Self-Efficacy of Counselors in 

CBT RCT" in Tanzania. 

-l"essa ~:~ey, PhD Romance Language and 

Literatures, "Oracles, Jews, Badits, Slaves: the Early Modern 

Mediterranean at Play in the Theater of Giovan Ba~ista 

Andreini" in Italy 

~ee~ }-~e~e~t~ Ph.D History. "Blood and Bone: Former Colonial 

Settlers and the British Steam, 1956-1991" in the UK. 

D~ve~’s~ty Ab~’oad Go 
G~eba~ Campus Tou~" 

The Diversity Abroad Go Global 

Campus Tour is a nationwide, campus- 

based initiative designed to introduce 

study abroad resources and 

oppo~unities to students, faculty, and 

administrators, pa~icularly those from 

diverse and underrepresented backgrounds. 

Diversity Abroad will be hosting two events: 

¯ Facul~/Staff PresentatioB: Diversi~ Abroad and the 

Diversi~ Ne~ork, Thursday, February 6, 9:15 - 10:15 AM, 

FedEx GEC Room #4003 

¯ Info Session: "You Can Affo~ to StudyAbroad," Thursday, 

February 6, 4:00 - 5:00 PM, FedEx GEC Room #1005 

Diversity Abroad is the leading international organization that 

connects students and young pFofessionals with international 

education and career oppo~unities. Founded in 2006, Diversity 

Abroad reaches high school, community college, university and 

graduate students from diverse economic, ethnic, national, and 

social backgrounds. 

For more information, visit @veFsit~=~m, 

This three-pa~ "open class" will explore methods, ethical issues, and 

resources at UNC Chapel Hill for researchers and students 

conducting and using oral histories with immigrants, with a special 

focus on working with local Spanish-speaking communities. 

P~e~D~s~e~l:at~ons< Trave~ Award App%afion 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to get Ph,D, 

candidates into the field to do preliminary explorations of potential 

research materialslsites in preparation for writing a disse~ation 

proposal 

Cu~’~c@um Devebpme~?t Awa@ 
Dead~r~e 

The Center for Global Initiatives (CGI) offers awards to suppo~ faculty 

in adding global content to existing courses that have little or no such 

content; adding comparative cases to courses that are currently area 

specific; or developing new courses with significant global content, 

Sta~ing with the 2013-14 application cycle, we prioritize proposals 

that work to open access to global oppo~unities, 

FUNDING 

RESOURCBS 

MEDIA 



2014-20f4 Yulbri,~lht Specialist P~e,qram C’fcle IVA Deadline 

The EuJhd~h~ ~pe~Ja[[8~ Pr~qfam (FSP) promotes linkages between 

U.S. scholars and professionals and their counterpaRs at host 

institutions overseas¯ The program awards grants to qualified U.S. 

faculty and professionals, in select disciplines, to engage in shoR- 

term collaborative two to six-week projects at eligible institutions in 

over 140 countries worldwide¯ ShoRer grant lengths give Specialists 

greater flexibility to pursue projects that work best with their current 

academic or professional commitments¯ 

Inspired by the adventures and pioneering spirit of UNC alumnus Peter McMillan ’81, the Vimy Award is 

given annually to one interdisciplinary team of students (Vimy Scholars) working collaboratively to pursue 

research or service projects outside the United States¯ Made possible by the Gbbal Education Fund up to 

$15,000 is provided to fund a summer team project abroad¯ Actual award amounts vary depending on the 

scope of the project and clarity of the proposed budget¯ 

This award is intended to suppoR UNC Undergraduate and Master’s-level students in completing self- 

directed or designed group projects internationally during the summer¯ The award provides funding for 

travel as well as supplies needed to implement the project¯ 

The Center embraces diversity in all of its forms and encourages applications from those less commonly 

represented in international work¯ Learn more. 

GLOBAL ANNOUNCEMENTS 
U~xJC A~mn{~s Book To~r: Ya~v 

~Ta~ban S~_~rvived 
X:: 

Monday, Februaw 10 from 11:30am-1:30pro (Hamilton 569) luncheon with 

....... UNC alumnus and U.S. Foreign Se~ice officer Yaniv Barzilai, as he stops 

by on his book tour to discuss his writing, research, and career. 

3:3Opm book reading and signing at the Bulls Head Bookshop in UNC 

Student Stores. 

To RSVP please fig in the GOGgle Doc 

Yaniv Barziiai is a UNC alumnus and former Peace, War, and Defense 

Major (Class of 2011). He is a Thomas R. Pickering Foreign Affairs Fellow 

and has his masters from the Paul H. Nitze School of Advanced 

International Studies (SAIS) at the Johns Hopkins University. While on his 

fellowship he was Staff Assistant to the Special Representative for 

Afghanistan and Pakistan, and worked as an intern & Political!Military 

Officer in the Somali Affairs Unit in Nairobi, Kenya. Yaniv is now a member 

of the foreign se~ice and is coming to UNC as a pa~ of his book tour. 

.................................................................................................................................................... ~,~.~ Z..~.~;.t)...~:~.~,t !!~;~.~:~L,~:~.~.~;.~...~L.~t~ ~,!~..~,~.~:~;.~.t~[~...~[~...~:~.~,.. 

The UNC Depa~ment of Germanic and Slavic Languages and Literatures will be hosting a lecture by 

prominent LGBT activist, writer, and film critic Mima SimiB from Zagreb, Croatia¯ Mima will discuss the 

development of LGBT politics and activism in Croatia and examine how she and other activists and 

organizations have used strategies of media subversion to affect public and social aRitudes on 

homosexuality and gender¯ She will also examine the recent constitutional referendum in Croatia that 

banned same-sex marriage and the government’s new proposal for a "life pa~nership" union¯ A light 

lunch will be provided¯ 

In conjunction to Mima’s talk we will be screening a controversial Croatian film Fine Mr~ve Djevojke (Fine 

Dead Girls) this Thursday at 7 PM in Gardner 105. For more info about the film please visit t2er£. 

The University of Noah Carolina at Chapel Hill offers a faculty-led academic summer program based in 

New Delhi, India This program provides students with the oppo~unity to study Hindi and South Asian 

civilization while immersed in Indian culture and language Three of the six program weeks are spend in 

Delhi, the vibrant political and cultural capital of India¯ One week is spend in home-stay in the university 

town of Aligarh in western Uttar Pradesh. Also included are excursions to contrasting regions of noah 

India: Agra, Haridwar-Rishikesh, and Punjab¯ 

D~.~ke--UNC Gender, ~Wa~ and C~.~t~.~e 

The workshop, "Gender, War, and Culture in a Global Perspective," is devoted to an exploration of the 

centrality of empire to the involvement of Europe and the Americas in wars during the nineteenth and 

twentieth centuries¯ It will discuss wars over the creation and extension of imperial domains and their 

impact on colonized peoples as well as the colonizers, the involvement of imperial subjects and colonized 

people in primarily European wars, and the armed struggles for self-determination that followed in the 

wake of those wars¯ 

unprecedented destruction that occured, the violent ends of empire that emerged from it, and the ensuing 

40-year period of tension in Europe 



Be,/in Ti.qhe == 30i PiSsboro Sti-eet Suite 3002 i C8, 5145 i ¢;~<~=: ........ Hill NC 2i’599 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~email.unc.edu:~ 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

Pickles, John <jpickle~email.unc.edu> 

Crave?, Altha J-,crave~@unc.edu>; hard~duke.edu; Kirsch, Scott L <kirsch@email.unc.edu-~; SaNe, Eunice N 
<eunice@email.unc.edt~> 

Dissel~tation Exam 

Dear 3ohn, Altha, Michael, Scott and Eunice, 

I have reserved the third floor conference room in Saunders Hall for Thursday 
at 31~m, for my dissertation exam. I will try to reserve a nearby classroom for a public 

presentation at 2pro once the UNC scheduling system allows me to in a few weeks time. 

Thanks for your help in getting this scheduled. 

Best, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge <routledge@tand£msgfocus.com> 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 11:17 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu> 

New: The Body Bears the Burden 

Order today and save! 

ii"~ Routledge 

The Body Bears the Burden 

By Robert Scaer 

and revised anaiysis of the 

relationship between mind body.. 

and the processing of trauma.                                      : 

tenets, the connections between 

mind. brain and body and the 

many and varied ways that 

know to look for them¯ 

"In The Body Bears t~.e Burden, 

Dr Scaer boidiy demystihes the 

profoundly debifitating ~mpact of 

~reatmen~ toward an integrated biobehaviorai approach, emphasizing 

the adaptive functions of our nervous sydem as it communicates, often 

outside awareness, between brain and body¯". Stepbe~ W. Porges, 

author of The ~o~yvagaI Theory: Neurophysio~og~ca~ Foundations of 

Learn more¯¯¯ 

Pub#shed January 14th 20t4 by Roatiedge [J 226 pages 

Sign up by subiect area to receive ne~’~ and offers straight to your inbo× from the Taylor & Francois Group. 

You will be abie to update your details or unsubscribe at ally time. 

We respect your privacy and wili [lot disclose, re[it or sell your email adr~ress to any outside orgarfizalio[ls 

Copyright 2013 Taylor 8 Francis. an informa business 

Taylor & Francis is a trading name of Informa UK Limited. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Me,timer House. 37.4! Mortime~ Street. London. W! 1 3JH 

If you wisil to unsubscdbe, please click hel~e. Please note this is an automaled operation 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 3:07 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, 52 Places to Go in 2014 and More 

.~ 
Pack those bags! The Times’s 

:_’-’<~’:_~2_!~ has unveiled iLs annual 
issue -- a remarkable multimedia piece that 
brings readers a collection of some of the 

world’s most amazing locales through 

insightful text, evocative video and 

stunning images. Peruse all of this year’s 52 

entries sequentially, or sot~ thmn by region 

(Africa, Australia & Pacific, U.S. & Canada, Europe, S. ~/Mnerie.a & Caribbean, Asia) 

or theme (Culture, Nature, Food & Spirits, Beach, Sport). ~Aatd for a glimpse at the 

editors’ difficult deeision-ma!dng process, cheek out the answers to these 

P.S. Don’t miss the slide show of 

fro~m_ out" Plae~es to Go in 90~3. 

~i ~ Read More 







Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

KKA Books India <kka1996@kkagencies.in> 

Thursday, February. 6, 2014 12:22 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr~ 

On African Studies - Thailand & Singapore Publications from India 

(For postponing or unsubscribing please see at the end) 

Dear Research/Information Specialist: 

LIST: 1435 
SPL 

Here are some publications of Thailand & Singapore on the area/s of your 
specialisation 

We have a special discounted price shown against each item facing ’Your 
Price’ applicable on all orders reaching us till 28 Feb 2014. Also, we make 
all shipments by registered AIRMAIL with no additional charges You may 
give a reference to this bulletin while ordering. For ordering details 
please refer at the end 

1. Bandung Revisited : The Legacy of the 1955 Asian-African Conference for 
International Order /Editors: See Seng Tan and Amitav Acharya. Singapore, 
NUS Press Pte Ltd. 2008. 248 p 
List Price: $122.20 (Ubd.) Your Price: $110.00 ([~d.) 
ISBN: 9789971693930     KK-104771 

2. ’]7he Baobab and the Mango Tree : Lessons about Development African and 
Asian Contrasts / Nicholas Thompson and Scott Thompson. Bangkok, White 
Lotus Press. 2000 208 p. 21 cm. 
List Price: $ 88.20 (Ubd.) Your Price: $ 79.40 (Ubd) 
ISBN: 9781856498104 KK-103094 

3. Challenges of Economic Development in the Middle East and North Africa 

Region / Julia C Devlin. Singapore, World Scientific Publishing Co Pte. 

Ltd 2010. 558 p. 

List Price: $ 27780 Your Price: $ 25000 
ISBN: 9789812793447     KK-1058(y4 

4. Flow Across Our Ocean : Singapore and South Al?ica / Edwin 

Thumboo. Singapore, Ethos Books 2011 36 p. 

ListPrice: $65.00 Yourprice: $58.50 

ISBN: 9789810882907 KK-103877 

5. A Siamese Embassy Lost in Africa, 1686 : ~[]ae Odyssey of Ok-Khun Chamnan 

/Edited by Michael Smithies. Chiang Mai, Silkwotm Books. 1999. 134 p 

21 cm. 

Listprice: $56.70(Ubd.) YourPrice: $51.00(L~od.) 

ISBN: 9747100959      KK-101393 

6. Words in Motion : Language and Discourse in Post-Ncw Order Indonesia / 
Edited by Keith Foulcher, Mikihiro Moriyama and Manneke Budinran. 1st ed. 
Sit~gapore, NUS Press Pte Ltd. 2012. xii, 312 p. ills. maps. 23 cm. 
In association with Research Institute for Languages and Cultures of 
Asia and Africa, Tokyo Universit7- of Foreign Studies (TUFS), Tokyo. 

List Price: $144.40 (U~od.) Your Price: $130.00 (lo~od.) 
ISBN: 9789971696337     KK-103820 

7. Zheng He and the Afro-Asian World / Editors: Chia Lin Sien and Sally K. 
Church. Singapore, International Zheng He Socie~’. 2012. x~cxi, 428 p. 24 cm. 
List Price: $138.90 YourPrice: $125.00 
ISBN: 9789671138601     KK-113177 

Prices indicated are in US dollars. 

Libraries & institutions may straight raise their purchase orders thru our 
site, e-mail, fax or post and pay routinely after receipt of materials & 
their corresponding invoices. We can set up an online account for placing 
their firm orders thin our site. 

Individual orders have to be pre-paid as per your convenience via credit 
cards or personal checks drawn in US dollars (favouring <K.K.AGENCIES>) and 
while so doing kindly select titleis in such a way that a one time order 
totals US $ 20 or above. 

Our comprehensive catalog can be browsed at <www.kkagencies com>. 

We at KK are dedicated to making your experience with us more enjoyable and 
c onvenient. 

With kind regards, 



K. R. \iittal 
K. K. Agencies 
Online Store of h~dian Publications 
H- 12 Bali Nagar, New Delhi- 110015 / h~dia 
E-mails: order@kkagencies corn, mfo@kkagencies corn 
Site: w~v.kkaguncies.com 
Phone: (0091/11)25465925 Fax: (0091/11)25173055 

For Postponing: 

If you wish to put off mailing until another time, kindly send an e-mail to 
<kkagencies@snl.com> with "Postpone ~ Your E-mail address (to which the 
present e-mail has been sent)" as the sublect and we ~vill suspend you from 
all subsequent mailings until the time indicated by you Thank you, 

For Unsubscribing: 

If you wish to unsubscribe, kindly send an e-mail to <kkagencies@vsnl.com> 
with "Unsubscribe ~ Your E-mail address (to which the present e-mail has 
been sent)" as the subject and we will remove you from all subsequent 
mailings. Thank you, 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.tmc.edu~ 

Thursday, 12:57 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Carolina Black Caucus statement 

Dr. SaNe, 

My name is             and I am a        for the Daily Tar Heel. One of our writers is writing an article about the recent statement in support of 

student athletes released by the Carolina Black Caucus. Here is the link http://uncnews.unc.edu, ’carolina-black-caucus-releases-statement- 

unity/. 

I was wondering if you would be willing to comment on this statement. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Fhunsu, Douato <dlhunsu21 @unc.edu> 

Thursday, 5:17 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Some Good News 

Dear Eunice, 
I hope this note finds you well. 
I just wanted to share with you the following message that I received from a former student (Global Studies Major, African Studies Minor). She graduated last December, and 
she is applying to graduate programs in Gender Studies (with a focus on African Women) at the University of Edinburgh and the University of Glasgow in Scotland. 
Best regards, 
Donato 

Actions 

To: 

~Fhunsu, Donato 

Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:19 AM 

Hey Mr Fhunsu, 

Hope all is well. Just wanted to update you. I’m currently an                                                            We are a    working on 

enhancing women in peace and solidarity related decisions. I just wanted to thank you for inspiring me. That women and peace class ultimately has made 

me who i am today. I find myself wondering what i would be doing now if i hadn’t taken that class. It’s crazy that my organization works hand in hand with 

Ellen Sirleaf Johnson. 

As an      , they have already put me in charge of a project. I’ll be aspiring to implement the UN resolution 1325 in the Mano river region, to augment the 

power of women in these countries. {sierra leone, liberia, cote d’ivore and guinea). THANK YOU FOR THE INSPIRATION. I AM WHO I AM BECAUSE OF 

YOUR TEACHINGS. 

Best, 

"We differ, blind and seeing, one from another, not in our senses, but in the use we make of them, in the imagination and courage with which we seek wisdom beyond the 
senses." 
"One can never consent to creep when one feels the impulse to soar." 
- Helen Keller 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

McMillan, Tim <tjml @emaJl.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 11:00 AM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.unc.edu-~ 

Save the date -- Dunbar?stone Lecture m~d Student Undergraduate Conference 

Dear AAAD colleagues - 

On behalf of the Institutional, Majors, and Community Engagement committee I would like to formally invite you to the following events: 

Please make plans to attend the First Dunbar Stone lecture offered by our former student and our first Diaspora Student Undergraduate research 

conference featuring nine of our majors/minors. 

The events will take place on 5-7 pm (for the lecture) and Saturday 9:30am -2 pm. We will be meeting in Graham Memorial Rm 39 (The Kresge 

Foundation Common room) 

A message will be going out to our majors and minors, please encourage them to attend as well. 

More details soon. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice(tbemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: ..h..t.t.~.]~./.!i.~.t.~..u..rLc.~..e-d.~!~.u.~.i-d....~.5.~.4.~.6-4..4..~v~v~!~:a~.~?.~.v~-f~1-~-~. 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank ernail to leave-34222355-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6(~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~; 

Friday, 11:55 AM 

McMillan, Tim <tjm 1 @email. unc.edtr~ 

SaNe, Ennice N <ennice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Save the date -- Dunbar?stone Lecture ~d Student Undergraduate Conference 

Tm.pdf; McAlister.pdf; Medite~rm~ean.pdf; FostersNew-CateringMe~mChapelHill.pdf 

Good morning Tim 

As per our conversation this morning, please see attached alte[natives of cate[#~g (menus of Sandwiches- Box lunches), for Dunba[ Stone Lecture actMty for 

Saturday ~unch time. 

kunch box price, are as follow: 

* Tru    $10.50 

* Mediterranean Del~ 

* Fo~ter ~10.50 
~ Mcgl~ster      $7-- 5&25 

For griday evening, the average costs of a gruit and Cheese p~atter, serves for 50, ~s 

Thank 

Sonia 

F~m= NcNillan, Tim 
Sent~ Friday, ll:00 AN 
Te~ depa~ment listserv 
Subject~ Save the date -- Dunbar?s~ne Lecture and Student Undergraduate Conference 

Dear AAAD colleagues - 

On behalf of the Institutional, Majors, and Community Engagement committee I would like to formally invite you to the following events: 

Please make plans to attend the First Dunbar Stone lecture offered by our former student and our first Diaspora Student Undergraduate research 

conference featuring nine of our majors/minors. 

The events will take place on 5-7 pm (for the lecture) and Saturday 9:30am -2 pro. We will be meeting in Graham Memorial Rm 39 (The Kresge 

Foundation Common room) 

A message will be going out to our majors and m~nors, please encourage them to attend as well. 

More details soon. 

Tim 

Timothy J. McMillan 

Senior Lecturer 

Department of African, African American & Diaspora Studies 

CB#3395 308 Battle Hall 

(919)537-3381 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: scolon(/~ema~l.tmc.e&L 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.nnc.edtiu?id=65646458.2cl 1361383ff6b63da0cec8t~33a230e&n=T&l=a~aad&o=34222355 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank emaJl to !_e_~Le__-_~_4_~_~_ :.3~.~-.~.~..6~.4~.6~4~.~.~.2...c~.~.~.:.3~.6~.~..~.~.~.6...b~(.~.~£~£~1~.~.~.!).~@1i.~.~[~:~.~1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <jl~ordan@email.unc.edw, 

Friday, Febmmy 7, 2014 4:22 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

Nzongola-NtaJaja, Georges <i~ongol@email.unc.edtr~; Sdassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email.unc.edu> 

Thank you! 

Dear Chairperson and Esteemed Colleagues: 

Thank you for the support of the department and your graciousness in hosting the dinner last evening I’ve yet to eat again today because I am still "internalizing" last night’s meal. was 
over~vhelmend by your kindness and mentioned how, at other Universi~is, he’s been asked to speak and then unceremoniously dumped back in a hotel room to fend tbr himself, of 
course, i~ 

Forgive me for showing my age and speaking so intimately of 1962; in reality’ I was still only a cjild at that time! Please, enjoy the weekend, and again, heartfelt thanks for your friendship and 
support[ 

A Luta 

Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Son)a Haynes Stone (;enter 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-9001 
jfjordan@email unc edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@emaiLunc.edu> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 4:49 PM 

JordaJ~, Joseph F <jl]ordm~@email.~mc.edu-~; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Selassie, Bereket H <bselassi@email. unc.edu> 

RE: Tllm~ you! 

Thanks, Joseph, for organizing this great event, tlcom the discussions at the Stone Center to the restaurant, and thanks to Eunice for her sisterly support 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
’]?el.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Joseph Jordan [jfjordan@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Februap)~ 07, 20144:22 PM 
To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Selassie, Bereket H 
Subject: Thank you! 

Dear Chairperson and Esteemed Colleagues: 

Thank you for the support of the department and your graciousness in hosting the dirmer last evening I’ve yet to eat again today because I am still "internalizing" last night’s meal. was 

overwhelmend by your kindness and mentioned how, at other University’s he’s been asked to speak and then unceremoniously dumped back in a hotel room to fend :[’or himself, of 

course, 1s 

Forgive me for showing my age and speaking so intimately of 1962; in reality I was still only a cjild at that time! Please, enjoy the weekend, and again, heartfelt thanks for your friendship and 
support[ 

A Luta 
Joseph 

Joseph Jordan, Director 
Sonja Haynes Stone Center 
Universib" of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962 -9’,)01 
j fj urdan@emaihtmc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Saturday, Februa~ 8, 2014 2:14 PM 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@emml.nnc.edu-~; Pier, David <dpier@email.nnc.edu-~; Caldwell, Kia L <klca]dwe@email.nnc.edu-~; Seck, 

Mamarame <mseck@email.unc.edu-~; Porier, Robert S <rporter@email.unc.edtr~ 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: thoughts on s~trategic plan 

Thanks, Kenneth. These are veW useful. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 
Tel.              (cell), ~ 1 919 537 3210 (office) 

From: Janken, Kenneth R 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 8:44 PM 
To: Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges; Pier, David; Caldwell, Kia L; Seck, Mamarame; Porter, Robert S 
Cc: Sable, Eunice N 
Subject: thoughts on strategic plan 

[)ear Colleagues, 

I’ve been thinking about the strategic plan since the meeting, and I have a couple of thoughts to share with you. 

First, I believe that we have irnportant elements of a strategic plan already accessible or in production Our revised curriculum is a statement of what our department thinks is important to 
teach. I expect that the self-study will also contain a good deal about where we are and where we want to head; though it will contain material that is not relevant to what a strategic plan 
should, can we not crib what is relevant in the self-study and put it in the new document? 

Second, I think our goals (is it also called vision in strategic-planning parlance?) should be appropriate to the anticipated conditions of the next 2+ years. I would not propose to have a 
doc~nnent that goes much beyond that. For me, the relevant goals include: 

Increasing the nurnber of students who major in AAAD by X araount, perhaps ~vith separate goals for each concentration. We should compete w-ith Global Studies and ~erican studies 
and Histol~/and Public Policy for majors. We should strive to be THE departrnent on campus that students come to on certain areas and issues related to Africa and the African diaspora. 

We should increase the nnn~ber and variety of courses we offer [perhaps identify a realistic and definite number of new courses in definite areas that we can teach] that will attract students 
who currently take some courses from us but then become majors in othcr departments. 

Develop Kiswahili and Wolof courses beyond the three-semester language sequence. Recruit students to use these languages to fulfill their language requirement and on that basis 
introduce foreign-language literature and culture courses. 

I do not think ~ve should include any statement about a graduate program in any form. I do not think it is practical and I think it will sap our energy planning for it. 

I do not think that the document should offer a counter-narrative of the depaltraent. We need not justify ourselves. These Bob Dylan lyrics that are stuck in ray head are relevant, I think: 
"I’m so hard pressed, my mind tied up in knots / I keep recycling the same old thoughts." 

I think the docmnent should be short. 

Sincerely-, 
Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center for the Study of the American South 
Love House and Hutchins Forum 
CB# 9127, 410 E Franklin Street 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of African, African .~vnerican, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 University of Nolth Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~ro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 2:20 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Ma~lyn Machado < ~yahoo.com> 

RE: to pasaje paxa Chaple Hill 

Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la 3era del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
I am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 

are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, pot favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 20:t4 4:03 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

ma~ilyn machado < @yahoo.corn> 

Sunday, Februa~, 9, 2014 8:33 PM 

Escobar, Arturo <ae~obaJc@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Re: to pasaje papa Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
I also think that I’m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 
day I have the apointment to the embasy. That day I will tell you the final information quikly. 
I hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
I hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Artum" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la .]era del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
I am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 
are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~Suro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Sunday, Februao~ 9, 2014 9:19 PM 

marilyn machado < @yahoo.corn>; SaNe, Eunice N <e~mice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: to pasaje paJca Chaple 

Thanks, Marilyn... It’s perfectly understandable :-) 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: marilyn machado I        @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Sunday, February 09, 20:t4 8:33 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject-" Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
I also think that I’m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 
day I have the apointment to the embasy. That day I will tell you the final information quikly. 
I hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
I hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrole: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la .1era del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 

they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
I am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 
are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 20:t4 4:03 PM 

To; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Megel, Joseph Lawrence <megel@email,unc,edu~ 

Monday, 5:20 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.nnc.edtr> 

@gmml.com> 

RE: Urgent: O, 

The class is moving along. We had a tour of Rogers Road, and 
contributions in class. 

has been crucial in scheduling the students for service experiences, not to mention her incredible 

the performance won’t be much longer than 45 minutes. We will be shaping the script mostly after break. The question here is about ability and time. The class overall is not 
gifted in performance (though we do have a couple of strong people), so we will be working hard on quality and making everything as significant as we can. 

I will call you later today to check in. 

jm 

Joseph Hegel 
Artist in Residence 
Department of Communication Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office: 919-84-3-7067 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Megel, Joseph Lawrence 
Subject: Urgent: On 

8:50 AM 

Dear Joseph, 

Hope you are doing well. 

On the performances: 

:t) Both will be at the Stone Center. 
2) How long is the performance? Please let me know so that I can plan the time according. At this moment I have the evening event for Thursday 
8.00pm at the Stone Center. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

scheduled from 5.30- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:15 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: April 4 & 5 

Dear EuNce, 

Please see April’s response below from my follow up with her on Friday. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient{s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

The $400 is a set fee to pay staff to be there since we’re not normally open. Since it’s AAAD, you can check with Dr. 

Jordan regarding fees. 

April R. Spruill 

@gmailoCOm 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@emailoUnc.edu> wrote: 



Hey April, 

I had a quick question about the weekend fee, Is that ~;400 a set price or does it depend on how long we 

use it on Saturday? I think the conference would end at around noon on Saturday. I was just wondering if 

it would be less than $400 since we would only be using it for a few hours on Saturday, 

Thanks! 

Travis 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hee, Carol <CarolHee@kenan-flagler.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 11:34 AM 

Fanti~ni, Katie ~kfax~[’ani@email.unc.edtc~; Andersov~ Barbara S <barbara anderson@unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N 

<eunice@email.unc.edu>;                     @email. unc.edu>;                     @unc.edtr~; 

~email.unc.edu-~; Br~ile, Joscelyne M <br~ile@unc.edu> 

Didow, Nicholas <Nick Didow@kenan-flagler.unc.edu>; Tfiggs-Matthews, Tmcy <Fracy Triggs-Matthews@kenml-flagler.unc.edu>; 

Jones Chfistensen, Lisa <:Lisa JonesChristensen@kena~-flagler.anc.edu> 

Michael Wenger to lead book discnssion 

Dear colleagues, 
Two members of the faculty here at Kenan-Flagler have worked to organize this ~iscussion with the author of a book which focuses on issues of race and privilege. 

The event is co-sponsored by Orange County’s Human Relations Commission and will be held at the Orange County Main Library in Hillsborough. An E-flier is included below. 
We would greatly appreciate it if you could you please spread word of this opportunity throughout your networks. 

Thank you! 

Kind regards, 

Carol Hee 

Carol Hee, PhD, Director of the Center for Sustainable Enterprise, Assistant Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship ¯ UNC’s Kenan-Flagler Business School ¯ Campus Box 
3490 . 4538 McColl Building ¯ Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Connect with CSE: [] Blog I [] Linkedln I [] Facebook I 

Please note that _e__N~_r_y_~_~_~__!~__i_!?_N!__t_e__~. to attend the evei~t, even those who have i~ot read the book. The discussion will still be engaging. 

i~i 
http:/~/v,~v.vistaprint.com/wnd/Ipaspx?alt doc id=W3FCP-M2A71- i~ cid:image007.jpg@01CF2406.D2FF8AC0 
3OS&hash =7820a4&width =750&page=2 



i.~.i http:;/ww~’¢~,islapdn~com;~’¢rtd/Ip.aspx?alt doc id=JH65~-~-M2A58-606&hssil=5¢;0e51&width=750 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil ~gmail.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr~r@email.unc.edu-~; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

(1)Thank You (2) Line item allocalion and (2)Meeting 

Dear Ennice: 

I want to thank you again for yonr snpport and your help with the African American His~to~ Month Lecture. I was running around doing so much I did not get a chance 

to thank you in person and then after we moved to the auditorinm and I was running late, I did not properly thank all the sponsors and people who helped make the 

program a success. Every department was listed on the program, but still I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hoar that I thiled to voice the "thank you". 

Perhaps in the coming year. you might agree to play a role on the program itsell~ if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your participation. 

Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued paxtnership despite the deep cuts in your budget ~md the history depar~unent’s. If the commitment mmually 

could be $100 -- from any line that is best tbr your department under your admini stration - - that roll make Iyossible an internal transt~r, accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or $100 to Cop?" and Print Shop for the programs or a 

transfer to Joyce Loftin, our accounts managel; to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring selnes~ter begins.) 

I was speaking ruth the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an A~A~kDS Ineeting this week. I mn not good with rill my em~ls. Would you please have 

staffor would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct ~ld do not Inind 

having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know abont what time the Provost roll be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with times 

estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS both becanse I am passionate about Afiican, African 

American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to support the department as well as assist you. This has not been and 

still cam~ot be an easy time for you as chairperson ofAAADS. I hope that you will feel flee to call on me, as a woman who is a fifll professor, when there are matters in 
which you need gender diversi~, on a committee tbr which the rank of full prot~ssor is required. 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taking place when I am teaching. 

Geima Rae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Routledge / Psychology Press <mail.skozxrnzegbwydepzo@tand£msgfocus.com~ 

Monday, Februao~ 10, 2014 11: 55 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Celebrate Black Histo~’ Month with Routledge: 20% OFF + FREE SHIPPING* 

Celebrate Black History Month: 20% OFF 
this email not displsying correctiy? Miew it in your browser I Add to safe senders [ Forwsrd to a Friend 

Celebrate Black History 
Month with Routledge! 

in honor of Black History Month, we’re offering 2e%OFF 

all titles through February !2th [o browse our our Black 

History Month tities, please click here, 

Simply en[er discoun[ cede PNK68 at checkau[ and 

receive 2e%OFF}* Remember, all web orders over $35 

receive FR~I~ SN~PPJNI3 in the US and Canada¯ 

*Offer va!~d only ~wth web o;ders at routledge.com, 

focatpress.com, psypress.com or 

routfedgementafhealth.com. 

i 
i.  .... ..... .... 

You will be able to update your details or unsubscribe 8t any time 

We respect your privacy and will not disclose rent or sell your email address to any outside organizations. 

Copyright 2013 Taylor & F~ancis. an informs business 

Taylor & Francis is a ~rading name og Informs UK Limiled. registered in England under no 1072954. 

Registered office: Mortimer Ho~ise, 37-4! Mortimer Street, London, \&I!T 3JH 

if you wish to unsubscribe, please cl~ck her_.._~e Please note this is an automated operation¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jordan, Joseph F <~jl~ordan@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februa~ 10, 2014 12:08 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtv~ 

RE: April 4 & 5 

Hi Eunice -- I am home today while new windows are installed here. You can give me a call at when you have a moment. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 9:2:t AM 
To: Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Dear Joseph, 

I hope you had a great weekend. 

Let’s discuss the fee below when you have a moment. 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 9:15 AM, "Gore, Travis" <stgore@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear t!kmice, 

Plea~e see ApriFs response below fiom my [i:~llow up wi*h her on Fridas,~ 

Best, 

Tmvis 

~];mvis Gore 

Adnuni~*mti~ e St~p~i~ Associa*e 

Deparln~ent ofAf~ica~/~}ican/~l~erican, and ])ia~:~ra Studies 

109 Balde HMI. CB-a: 3395 

p 919.9~6.5496 

the in~ended recipient{s) m~d may contmn confi&mial irflbrma~ion, Any un~mfl~or~ed 

review, t~e, disc[osN~, or di~ibufion is prohibited. If you a~ not fl~e intended i~cipient. 

please co~mc~ ~hc sender by mp~y e-mail and destroy all copies of d~: originN message. 

From: Spruill, April R 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 20:t4 4:3:t PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Re: April 4 & 5 

Hey Travis, 

The $400 is a set fee to pay s~ffto be there since we’re not normally open. Since it’s AAAD, you can check with Dr. Jordan regarding fees. 

April R. Spmill 

@gm~l.com 



Sent frown my iPhone 

On Feb 7, 2014, at 4:12 PM, "Gore, Travis" <staore~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey April, 

I h~d a qt~ick qaesiion abont the week~:~ad fee. Is N~I $400 a set price or does it depend on how 1o[N we :~se it o~ Safe, Nay? I flaink the 

con[~vnce wo~d end at a~a?m~d noon on Sa~rday. I wasj ust w~)~&fi~N if it wtm~d ])e ~ess ~hm~ 5400 since we wou~d on~3 ])e using i~ [i)r a 

[(w ~,ot~ra on SaCurday. 

Tin, is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 1:13 PM 

Sturkey, William <wsturkey@live.unc.edu>; Williams, Ronald <rcw@email.unc.edu>; 
Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear All, 

Your new reservation is confirmed at The Carolina Inn on Tuesday, February 18, 2014 at 12:30 PM for 3. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sturkey, William 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 12:46 PM 
To: Williams, Ronald; Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Rescheduling Lunch 

That works better for me too as I’ve come down with a cold. Next Tuesday at 12:30 sounds good. 

Stay Warm, 

From: Williams, Ronald [.mailto:rcw@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 12:42 PM 

To: Sturkey, William; Sable, Eunice 

Co: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Rescheduling Lunch 

Dear Colleagues, 



I just chatted with Eunice in the hallway and she has a conflict with our scheduled lunch tomorrow. So, if 
possible, I am hoping we can schedule it for next Tuesday instead. Same time. Same place. Eunice has 
indicated her availability for next week. William, are you available too? 

Ronald Williams II 
Assistant Professor of African American Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 2:17 PM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Forum on Academic Boycotk~: ttyde Hall 7 pm, UNC, CH 

See info, below, including facebook link: 

OCCUPATION / BOYCOTT /ACADEMIC FREEDOM 

Palestine, Israel, and campus strugNes tbr sodal justice 
Thursday,           7pro 

Universi~" Room, Institute for Arts and Humanities, Hyde Hall, 176 E Franldin St, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Over the past year, three academic organizations inclnding the American Studies Association (ASA) passed boycott vesolulions challenging the Israeli 

occupation of Palestine. In response, nniversity administrations across the United States have publicly criticized the ASA and the New York state 

legislature has threatened to cut funding to universities that snpport schola, ff paNcipation in the organization. This forum will provide context for 

understanding the rise of boycotts of Israeli policies on US can~pnses. It roll also examine the ideal of academic freedom and the historical use of boycotts 

as a tool for social change. 

PANELISTS 

on "tlistorical Roots of Occupation" 

on "What Does Academic Freedom Look Like in Palestine?" 

on "Boycott as a Strategy in South Afi-ica and Palestine" 

on "The ASA Resolution in Local and Tmnsnational Context" 

MODEIL~\TOR 

Elyse Co,stall 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul~ 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eanice@emaAl.unc.e&P>eunice@email.unc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br~" 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto:leave-34233063-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34233063- 

3692316.5edd0f12bib180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu</a:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 2:3:1 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Forum on Academic Boycotts: Hyde Hall 7 pm 

OCCUPATION / BOYCOTT /ACADEMIC FREEDOM 

Palestine, Israd, and campus struggles for social justice 
Thursday,           7pm 

University Room, Institute for Arts and Humanities, Hyde Hall, 176 E Franklin St, UNC-Chapel Hill 

Over the past year, three academic o~ganizations including the American Studies Association (ASA) passed boycott resoln~ions challenging the Israeli 

occupation of Palestine. In response, universi~ administrations across tile United States have publicly criticized the ASA and the New York state 

legislature has threatened to cut fanding to universities that support scholars’ participation in the organization. TNs forum will provide context 

understanding the ri~ of tx)ycotts of Israeli policies on US can~puses. It will al~ examine file ideal of academic freedom and the historical u~ of 

boycotts as a tool for socM change. 

PANELISTS 
on "Historical Roots of Occupation" 

)n "What Does Academic Freedom Look Like in tNestine?" 

on "Boycott as a Strategy in South Africa and Palestine" 

on "The ASA Resolution in Local and Transnational Context" 
MODERATOR 

Elyse Crystall 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 9~9-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Website: http:i/aaad.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc~edu/u?id=65646444~b684d774e3fcd~fbca2ce1b52cd3a3e6&n=T&~=aaad&~=34233~ 61 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34233161-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2cel b52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil < @gmail.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:00 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr&@email.unc.edu-~; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: (1)’I’ha~lk You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks Eunice. Wonder if his assis~nt Stephanie knows he thinks it is on his calendar????? Genna Rae 

On Mort, Feb 10, 2014 at 11:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

I am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at :t:t.OOam in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From= Genna Rae NcNeil [          Ngmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AN 
To= Sahle, Eunice N 
C:c= Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject= (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Neeting 

Dear Eunice: 

I want to thank you again for your support and your help with the African American History Month Lecture. I was running around doing so much I did not get a 

chance to thank you in person ~md then Mter we moved to the auditorium and I was running late, I did not properly thank all the sponsors and people who helped 

make the program a success. Eve~ department was listed on the progran~, but still I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hour that I failed to voice the 

"thank you". Perhaps in the coming year, you might agree to play a role on the program itselt; if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your partAcipatlon. 

Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued partnership despite the deep cuts in your budget ~md the histo~ depar~anent’s. If the commitment mmually 

could be $100 -- froln any line that is best for your depaxtlnent under your adminis~tration -- that roll make possible an internal transfer; accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or $100 to Cop?" and Print Shop for the programs or a 

transfer to Joyce Loftin, our accounts managel: to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring selnes~ter begins.) 

I was speaking ruth the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an A~A~kDS Ineeting this week. I am not good with all my ema~ls. Would you please have 
staffor would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct and do not 

mind having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time the Provost will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda ruth times 

estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about African, 

African American, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be avaJlable to support the departmant as well as assist you. This has not 

been and still cannot be an easy time lbr you as chairper~m ofAAADS. I hope that you roll feel ti~ee to call on me, as a woman who is a full prot~ssor, Mren there 

are matters in which you need gender diversity on a committee tbr which the rank of full prot~ssor is required. 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taking place when I am teaching. 

Geima Rae 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil @gmail.com> 

Monday, February 10, 2014 3:28 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Hildebrand, Reginald F <hildebr&@email.unc.edu-~; Jordan, Joseph F <jtjordan@email.unc.edu> 

Re: (1)’I’ha~lk You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks so much Eunice. I will try. to make the meeting on Wednesday anyway. I wonder if we can work out something whereby I can teach one seminar course or 

Black Church course for AAADS at least every. 5th semes~ter. I think ifI cross-listed it, we might benefit from some numbers in AAADS and History. Genna Rae 

On Mort, Feb 10, 2014 at 3:14 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

I checked with Stephanie after receiving your email this morning and he is not scheduled to be at our meeting on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil I          @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 3:00 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 

S~bje~t: Re: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks Eunice. Wonder if his assis~nt Stephanie knows he thinks it is on his calendm????? Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 11:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

I am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at :Lt.00am in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil[          _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AN 
To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Deax Eunice: 

I want to thank you again for your support and your help ruth the African American History. Month Lecture. I was nmning around doing so much I did not get a 

chance to thank you in person and then after we moved to the anditorium and I was running late, I did not properly thank all the sponsors and people who helped 

make the program a success. Eve~ department was listed on the program, but still I wish I had not gotten so concerned about the late hour that I failed to voice 

the "thank yon". Perhaps in the coming year, yon might agree to play a role on the program itself; if yon deem the theme one that is conducive to your paNcipation. 

Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued partnership despite the deep cuts in your budget and the history department’s. If the commitment annually 

could be $100 -- l}om any line that is best tbr your depaxtment under your administration -- that will make possible an internal tmnsi~r, accordingly, AAADS will 

always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn tbr room of the speaker or $100 to CoW and Print Shop tbr the programs or a 

transfer to Joyce Loftin, our accounts manager, to or assist with speaker’s transportation and/or general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semester begins.) 

I was speaking with the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an A%AA)S meeting this week. I am not good with all my elna~ls. Would you please 

have staff or would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no vote as an adjunct and do 

not mind having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time the Provos~t will be attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with 

times estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I songht to become adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about 

African. African American. and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a desire to be available to snpport the department as well as assist yon. 

This has not been and s~dll cannot be an easy time for you as chairperson ofAAADS. I hope that you will feel free to call on me, as a woman who is a full 

professor, when there are matters in which yon need gender diversi~ on a committee for which the rank of full professor is required. 

I look forward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taJ~ing place when I am teaching. 

Genna Rae 
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[%i dominica wong 

W~b: I)o Some Laptops 

A flammable part of many electronics could soon be a thing of the past. 

[~iii read .... ] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Interview tbr newswfiting class- 

Dr. SaNe, 
I hope you are doing well! 
I am enrolled in a newswriting class this semester and our current assignment is to complete a profile on someone in the Chapel Hill community. In the 
profile, we interview a person about his/her goals, accomplishments, research, life, and any interesting facts he/she would like to share. I immediately 

thought of you and was wondering if you’d be interested in sitting down with me for 20-30 minutes sometime this week or the beginning of next week to 

do an interview. 
I completely understand if you are unable/not willing to, but if you are, I’ll try to be available at a convenient time for you. In addition, the assignment 

requires that I get quotes from 3 people about the person I’m interviewing, so I was wondering if I could possibly talk to some of your coworkers/people 
that you are familiar with. 
Thankyou! 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion <chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Monday, February 10, 2014 4:16 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your digital copy of the February 14, 2014 issue has arrived, 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education, [~teas~! click here. 
To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, i;~!~[#.,..i~it.~!!~l~..!?.!#.~:. 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: ~,’chronicle,te×terity,comichronicte,’, 20~.4.02 ~ 4~?sub id=4.nr3V~ 
The Chronicle Review: l~~[s(- 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or email £[E~!!:[!}~[!#.@.#.!L!t:~[!#.~!~&~!~!!:[).. 

For technical questions? Please ~.!~..k...!L~4[~.. 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. !~.[).~’.,’...#.[)!.[L[~., or call 800-728-2803. 

If you"re located outside of the U.S. and would like to renew your subscription or contact customer service, please 
call 818-487-4591. 

For your reference: 

You[- publication code is: HE 
Your subscription account number: HE914098 
Your ZIP code associated with your account is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 



From; 

Sent: Monday, 

To: 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wedne~ay 

@live.unc.edu> 

5:29 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Same here. 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, 8:10 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice; 

Subject: RE: Meeting on Wednesday 

Hi Eunice, 
Ser~y I forgot to respond[ 1 on Wednesday is great. See you then 

Front: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Sat,ardav. 4:09 PM 
To: 
S~,~i~:ject: Meeting on Wednesday 

Dear and 

IIow about 1.00pro in m’~,’ office (Batt]e Ha]] ] 01/. 

See you then. 

Best wisi~ es, 
Eunice 

Sent: Wednesday, i0:29 AM 
To: Sahle. D, miee N 
Subject: RE: [m’i~tion ~,o Pa~J;icipate in Black Geographies Colioqui~,mr 

I;q Eumce & 

Th~,~rsdsv doesn’t work for me u~[brtunstely Next week. i can mee~, Monday until ] 1 or ,v e. nesday t n.t] ~.. AW avai]sbie times in there? 

Sent: T~,~esday 7:49 PM 
To: SaNe. D, miee N 
Cc: 
SLlbjeGt: it<E: ]2[vi~tion tO Participate in Biack Geographies Colioqulam 

Eurtice, 

[ am ,qee at either time. 

Frorn i Sah It, Eurtice V<e ~m tcc@ernall, uric edu~ 

Sent: Tuesday, ’?’:39 PM 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: ]2~vi~a~ion to Participate in Biack Geographies Co[ioqulam 

Dear and 

Sor~N .for this delayed response, h@ apologies. ’]Nis has turned out to a vet?,’ hectic time fk~r me 

Do you have time to meet next "]Thursday a~ noon or [ OOpm? Kindly let me ]~ now. 

B est wishes, 
Eu.nice 

Sent: Tuesda3,, ¯ 7:i9 PM 
To: Sable, E,anice N 

Subject: PdE: ratvitation to Participate in Biack Geograpt:,ies Colioquiarr:, 



Good evening. I am writing to touch base about setting a time to meet about combining our c’v en~s in and I are a’vailabie to meet with you this ~mrsday, . florn 
1-3p. if this time does not suit your scheduie, please contact us with a date/time to meet next week. 

Frona: ~d!emai i u nc. edu> 
Sent: ]\4onday. 8:35 AM 
To: Sable, Eunice; ~ 
Subject: RE: [nvil.~tron io ~amc~pate in Black Geographies Colloquium 

Thank you Eunicet This sounds great, we’re very excited 
How about naeeting on ]Thursday,         ? i’m open unli] about i %r sure, and possibly sonaetime in ihe afternoon 

From: Sable, Eunice N 
Sent: Monday, 8:10 A’vI 
To: 
Subject: KE: J,qvi~tiion to Participate i~ Black_ Ge~grapDie<, Colloqumm 

[Fear and (please call me Eunice ~thero,,ise I will no~ respond to your emaiis.. ) 

Thanks ~br your fbliow up email 

Yes, we can combine both events I ca~ re-organize the program ror Friday a~d Saturday and have y~ur program on the 3.30-5.00pm. The panel will be a good background to the Saturday 
program which will rocus on em’iromnental struggles drawing on experiences fi-om A~¥o-Colombia~ geographies, Durban and R ogers Road 

Let’s meet in early 1;o discuss the modalities of co~rere~ce Tuesdays and Thursdays te~d ~ work better :{iota my end 

Best wishes and see you soo~ 
gumce 

Sent: Friday, I i :37 AM 

To: Sable, Eunice N; Wright, 

Subject: RE: ]2wi~ation to Partlctpate m [3iacl,: Geographies Colh~qulum 

Dear ]~k. Sable, 

Thank you fnr your generous reply I wanted to attend the comerence this; year, and we didn’t realize i~ was that same weekend 

and I work wffh ~he NC emd~onmentai justice network that Rogers Road is a part o~ atl,J tn)z work is fbcused on environmental ~acism in/~J [ican American communities m NC (i also 

do performance e~hnography with on water, health and ~ace[ ). 

it would be wonder[u[ to have our colloquium be a part of the conference! \Ve would like to get our department more involved and our graduate smdents/facu[t)’ to attend the (]h)bal 

A[ricana conference Thank you for offering to support us; Maybe we can hold a pane[ on black geographies, as we were phnnmg, but linked with the conference It seems like it would 

in quite nicely with everything else as; a kind oftheoretical i:came. What else is happening during the time slot of 3 30-,*45 on Friday? Would it be possible to add this panel to the schedule? 

Any ff~oughts on how else we could join and support your ef[*nrts? 

Many thanks. 
& 

Prom Sah[e. Eunice IN 
Sent: Friday. 10:13 AffVI 
To: 
(Zc: 
Subject: P3ff: 5~vitation to Participate in Biack Geographies Colioquiurn 

Thank you very much %r your kind invitation. 

This is an exceilent initiative. I would be honored to part of the forum. UpA’ort,~nateiy the department will be holding its 2rid (the first one was on the work ofDu Bois last year) Global 
Ai~icana Amqual Coni?rence focusing on politics of water, environment and health m Ai~rica, African American Communities and and black cornrnm,Aties in Latin America between 
The coni?rence wiil have presentations by quite a few geographers such as my coileague Patrick Bond i~om Durban.        wili also be presenting at the cotff’erence. 

In addition, the 2nd pcrforrnance (ti~e first one will be on       ) titled "per%rrning water politics" based on a performance course being taught in our department flxis semester that draws en 
life histories of rnembers of Rogers Road comnmnitv involved in struggles against envirol,nmemai iNustices wili be on tff,’~e c’vening of       . The perforrnance also c_havCs on the work of the 
Process of Biack Comm’~nities of the Pacific Coast of Coiombia (a rnember of this social moverncnt wili presem at the conf?rence as wili as o’er colleague Art,~ro), and social rnovemems from 
Ghana and South Africa. 

in any event, I will support your folurr~ the best way I can Further if you thirfi< there is a way to combine your folurr~ and the co~ffelence please let me lc~ow 

Best wishes and once again rnany thap2,:s for irr~’iting me. 
Eunice 

Sent: ’]’Dursday,. 4:q9 PM 

To: Sahle, Eunk:e N 
Cc: 
Subject: [nvitatic~n to Participale in Biack Geographies Cc~[lcNuium 



Dear I)r Sahle, 

Greetings. My name is I am a Phi) student in UNC’s Departmenl off Geography, an(] a l()ng wilh                    <whom i odd in this message), I am a             of" our 

depa~.meni’a Graduate Association of Geography Studenls (GAGS) ’]’bis semester, our graduate program ia orgamzing a co]]oquhJn’l :[;ar the [irst time, an(] we would like to invite you to join 

us in this inaugura] ef]l)rt. 

The co]loquium is scheduled Jl~r Friday,              st 3:30pro We are creating an interdisciplinau, panel on Black Geographies, inc]uding acho]ars, a local communily activist, and an artist 

to discuss the varied ways in which Black Geographies manifest and ihe importance o:[ gacusing on Black Geographiea as k)cuses of creative resistance and radical polilica] imaginaries. We 

are aware of your use of aspects o:[this concept in your work, pa~.icular]y, in your article on the geographies of’violence in democratic Kenya 

Our hope is to introduce lhe vibran~ acho]ar]y communily here at Chapel Hi]l - including the African American Studies program, the newly :[brming communil~,’ o:[Participatory/Aci~vist 

Reaearchers, and the broad range ofgraduate students and facully working on race ~heories - to such work and to Black Geographies as a central theoretical framework, in conjunction wilh 

~he coiloquium, we are co-coordinalmg (wi~h Dr. Tim McMdlan) a "Black and Blue" tour of~he university fbr :[3cui~V and gradaute studer, ts within the UNC Geography Department. We 

desire to make visible the hiatorical uae off slave and other conacripted labor by UNC. 

Aa graduate students in geography who do work on race and politics,        ~ and I have been greaiiy inapired by your work, and wou]d be honored to have you join ua. We apologize fbr 
the shorl notice o:[this request - developing consensus among a group of!graduate students takes aome time! Kindly let us know aboul your availabiiil7 and interest in our coi[oqmum on 

We have attached the introductory chapter o[" Clyde Woods and Katherine M’cKittr ick’s B lack Geographies and [he Poli[ics of Piace, which we are asking participating panelists to peruse 

beik~rehand 

Thank you for considering out request We look fk~tward to hearing Jrom you. 

Best regards, 

;& 

[)epattment of Geography 

UNC-(;hapel Hill 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Student Action ruth ~Vorkers < @gmail.com~ 

Monday, 11:47 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Bangladeshi Workers Speak on Sweatshops 

Dear Professor Eunice Sahle, 

I hope your academic week is offto a pleasant start! My name is             and I’m a member of UNC Student Action with Workers (United Students 
Against Sweatshops Local 91 ). This week SAW is bringing two Bangladeshi ga~’ment worker leaders, one of whom is a survivor of last , deadly Rana 
Plaza factory collapse, to speak about their struggle against sweatshop practices and unsafe workplaces on Thursday, at 4:30PM in 
Union Room 3408. 

The event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak directly with students and faculty about conditions in the global 
apparel industry and their struggle for justice. Here is a link to a printable flyer Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops and I have included an 
announcement about the event below. Could you pass the information about the event on to your students and listservs so they are aware of this 
opportunity? Also, if you are able to offer your students extra credit for attendance, we would appreciate the gesture greatly. 

Thank you very much for your support. 

Best, 

Student Action with Workers 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
www.uncsaw.wordpress.com 

Subject: Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops at UNC on 

Who: Kalpona Akter (leader of Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity), Reba Sikder (survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse) UNC Student Action 
with Workers; United Students Against Sweatshops 
What: United Students Against Sweatshops is conducting a nationwide worker tour with Kalpona Akter and Reba Sikder, two Bangladeshi garment workers 
leaders who are leading the fight in Bangladesh for safe workplaces and living wages. Reba is a survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse that claimed 
the lives of over 1,100 Bangladeshi garment workers. They will speak about the causes and consequences of deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, and 
their struggle to force brands to accept responsibility for the safety conditions in their factories by signing the Bangladesh Safety Accord, a legally 
enforceable agreement between unions and brands that will transform the Bangladesh garment industry from deathtraps to safe workplaces. 

This worker tour event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak directly with students and faculty about conditions in 
the global apparel industry, their struggle for justice, and how students can stand in solidarity. We hope to see you there! 
When:            at 4:30pm 
Where: Union Room 3408 
Link to facebook event: https://www.facebook.com/events/243411359170597/ 
To find out more information about this event, or to cosponsor it, please contact Student Action with Workers at ~gmail.com. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

R&L College Publishing <lemcaNste@~owman.com> 

Tuesday, Februa~ 11, 2014 10:01 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Reminder: New releases in the New Millennium Books in InternationaJ Studies series 

"~-~ Rowman and LittlefieldAn Independent Publisher for the21st Centur~ 

By: Jana Everett and Sue Ellen 
M. Charlton 

978-1-4422-2577-0 
November 2013 $29.95 

By: Laura Neack 
978-1-4422-2007-2 

August 2013 . $29,95 

width="650" 

Professor Eunice SaNe, 

I’m writing to let you know that a new text in the 
New Millennium Books in International Studies 
series, Women Navigating Globalization: Feminist 
Approaches to Development, is available for your 
courses. 
This up-to-date text offers a clear and cogent 
introduction to women in development. Assessing 
the global structures and processes that impede or 
support the empowerment of women, Jana Everett 
and Sue Ellen M. Charlton argue that a feminist lens 
is essential to understanding contemporary gender 
roles. After a set of introductory chapters that 
conceptually frame the issues, the authors then 
investigate women’s struggles within and against 
globalization and development through powerful 
case studies of sex trafficking, water, work, and 
health. 
To order your FREF exam copy, visit the following 
link: 
htt~: www.rowman.com ISBN 9781442225763. 
Also of interest: 
The New Foreign Policy: Complex Interactions, 
Competing Interests, 3rd Edition 
To learn more about this title and order your FREE 
exam copy visit the book’s website at 
http:/iwww, rowma n. co miISBN/9781442220065. 
If these titles have already been adopted for your 
courses, we’d love to hear your feedback. 
Thanks for your time, 
Laura McAIlister 
Marketing Assistant 
The Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group 
lemcallister@rowman.com 

d by 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Jordan <j0ordan@email.unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, February, 11, 2014 10:43 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

No problem for me -- 

On Feb 10, 2014, at 3:39 PM, Sahle, Eunice N wrote: 

Reg and Joseph: I am truly sorry to fill your Inbox folders today re; my responses to Genna Rae emails. I will make sure that I communicate with her directly 
since the issues don’t pertain to you. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil [         @qmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February i0, 2014 3:28 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Cc: Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 
Subject: Re: (:[)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks so much Eunice. I will try to maJ~e the meeting on Wednesday anyway. I wonder if we can work out somefl~ing whereby I cm~ teach one seminar 

course or Black Church course tbr AAADS at least eveD’ 5th semester. I think ifI cross-lis~ted it, we might benefit ti~om some numbers in AAADS and 

His~too,. Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 3:14 PM, Sable, Eunice N <eunice(dbema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

I checked with Stephanie after receiving your email this morning and he is not scheduled to be at our meeting on Wednesday. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil I          #gmail.com] 
Sent-’ Monday, February 10, 2014 3:00 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N 
Hildebrand, Reginald F; Jordan, Joseph F 

S,,bject-" Re: (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Thanks Eunice. Wonder if hi s assistant Stephanie knows he thinks it is on his calendar????? Genna Rae 

On Mon, Feb 10, 2014 at 11:57 AM, Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> waste: 

Dear Genna Rae, 

Thanks for your email. 

I am copying this email to Sonia Colon (hello and thanks) so that she can attend to our department’s contribution. 

The Provost is not attending our meeting on Wednesday. We will be holding our regular monthly meeting on that day at :[LOOam in Hyde Hall. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

From: Genna Rae McNeil[          ,~. gmail.com] 
Sent-’ Monday, February 10, 2014 11:40 AM 
To,, SaNe, Eunice N 
C¢,, Hildebrand, Reginald F; 3ordan, 3oseph F 
Subject-’ (1)Thank You (2) Line item allocation and (2)Meeting 

Deax Eunice: 

I wmat to thank you again tbr your support and your help with the AtiJcan American ttistory Monfl~ Lectare. I waa running axound doing so much I 



did not get a chance to thank you in person and then after we moved to the auditorium and I was minting late, I did not properly thank all the 
sponsors and people who helped make the program a success. Fxe~ department was listed on the program, but still I wish I had not gotten so 
concerned atx~ut the late hour that I l?ailed to voice the "thank you". Perhaps in the coming yeax, you might agree to play a role on the program itsel£ 
if you deem the theme one that is conducive to your paxticipation. 
Please know that it is my hope we can have a continued partnership despite the deep cuts in 5’our budget and the history department’s. If the 
commitment annually could be $100 -- from any line that is best for your &partment under your administration -- that roll make possible an internal 
transfer; accordingly, AAADS will always be listed as a sponsor. (e.g. you might prefer to send $100 to Carolina Inn for room of the speaker or 
$100 to Copy and Print Shop for the programs or a transfer to Joyce Loftin, our accounts manager, to or assist with spealcer’s transportation and/or 
general expenses of lecture whenever the Spring semester begins.) 
I was speaking with the Provost on Friday and he is expecting me to attend an AAADS meeting this week. I an~ not good with all my emails. Would 
you please have s~ff or would you provide the date and time of the meeting so that I may attend as an adjunct? I recognize that I have voice but no 
vote as an adjunct and do not mind having to be excused if you go into executive session. Do you know about what time the Provost will be 
attending the meeting? If there is an agenda with times estimated, I would appreciate receiving it. I cannot emphasize enough that I sought to become 
adjunct in AAADS both because I am passionate about African, At~ican Ameficm~, and Diaspora studies as content areas, and because I have a 
desire to be available to support the department as well as assist you. This has not been and still cannot be an easy time for you as chairperson of 
AAADS. I hope that you will feel ti-ee to call on me, as a woman who is a full professor, when there are matters in which you need gender diversity 
on a committee for which the rank of fi~ll professor is required. 
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting if it is not taking place when I am teaching. 
Gem~a Rae 

Joseph Jordan, Director 

Sonja Haynes Stone Center 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 962-9001 

ifiordan~email.unc edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 2:52 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
time 

Dear Eunice, 

3:lOpm is fine. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 5:16 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Film Series for Black History Month with IJNC-Ctt LGBTQ Center 

Hello Dr. Sahle, 

I hope you are having a wonderful day! My name is 

"Exploring Black Queerness: Intersecting Identities in Film." 

, and I am currently working with the LGBTQ Center to organize a film series entitled 

The series will open with a screening of Pariah, a film about a 17-year-old Brooklyn teenager learning to embrace her identity as an African-American 
lesbian. The screening will be followed by small group discussion. 

The second event will be a screening of Still Black: A Portrait of Black Transmen. This compelling documentary follows the lives of six Black transmen, and 
will be followed by a panel discussion. 

The series will close with a film screening ofAI Nisa: Black Muslim Women in Atlanta’s Gay Mecca. We will invite the producer, Ayanna Muhammad (also 
known as Red Summer), who is also an activist, educator, poet, actress, and filmmaker, to UNC to talk about the film and answer questions from 

attendees. 

Because of the many intersecting identities being discussed in these films, I am reaching out to you about the possibility of a co-sponsorship (i.e. 
publicizing, organizing support, and participating in the event). If you have time, I would be more than willing to come discuss this with you in person 
and/or at one of your meetings. Thank you so much for all of your help and I look forward to your response by Wednesday, 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Edwards, Deborah W <dedwards@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February- 12, 2014 6:43 AM 

Wilshire, Collette S. <wilshire@email.unc.edu>; SaNe, Eunice N <euuice@email.unc.edu-~; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu-~; 

Creedon, Mary I ~eigh <llmaxy@email.unc.edu>:                           ~email.unc.edu>; Hershfield, Joanne L 

<hershll@email.unc.edu>; Fipps, Clmstopher Ryan <ctipps@email.unc.edu>; Powers, Shamecia <shamecia@unc.edu>; Colloredo- 

Ma~sfeld, Rudolf J <collored@etnafil.unc.edu>; Washington, Jennifer Cmnelle <camelle@unc.edu>; Luisetti, Federico 

<luisetti@email.unc.edt~- 

Out of Work 

All- 

Monday. 

Debbie 
Deborah Edwards I Interim Manager 
College o~ ACes & Sciences Business Operations 
UNC - Chapel Hill 
dedwards@email.u nc.edu 

.! I cannot work the remainder of this week. I hope to be at work next 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural DiplomaW <mmouncment@culturaldiplomaw.org> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 12, 2014 7:29 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtv> 

The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies: Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

- Call for Applications - 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

Dear Sir/Madarn, 
We are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of CulturM Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming International 
Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Seminars, to be hosted by the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy in partnership with other leading organizations. You can learn more 
about these opportunities and programs by reading the information shown belew. I would also be gratdul if you could share this announcement by felv~arding the infermation to 
those who you think maybe interested in participating. 
If you no longer wish to receive emails from the ICD in future, please send us an email to [Ef__o__@9_~!J_t~Lr_’_a_J__d_ip__Lo__(D__a__u_’y_:_o__[g indicating this. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donfried 
Director General 
Institute for Cultural Diplomacy (ICD) 
Whet ;:3 Co/tutti D;pJomecy;’ Click Here 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 

To view the complete ICD calendar of events for 2014, please click here. 
For any enquiries please contact: Ln__f__o_@_£_u__[t__u_£_a_J__d_[p_J__o___m___a__c__y_:_o___r.g. 

The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provide an 
oppoflunity IO[ larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures flom the fields of international politics, 

diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive participation policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and professional 
backgrounds. 

See also: v, rw~/.icd-conferences.orq 
To apply, p~ease click here 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 
"G~ob~. D’e.~ds i~ Creative Eco.~om~es: Ed~cado~ Entrepre~eurs~ip a~d Te~sm ~s Drivers of S~mtai~aMe Economic 

(Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014- Held Parallel to the Famous Berlin Tourism Trade Fair- The ITB) 
~.biec.de 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2014 seeks to explore the mydad of oppo~un~fies available through the nu~uring of creative industries, whilst also analyzing the 

implementation of tools of cultural diplomacy ~n strategies for sustainable economic development. Speakers & Delegates dudng the conferences will ~nclude amongst o~hers, 
~ead~ng politicians and economists, senior diplomats, leading gevemmental officials, senior academics, renowned authors, journM~sts, and representatives from the pdvate 

sector. These speakers will include a ~arge number of individuMs from the ICD Adv~so~ Board. Te learn more about the ICD AdviseW Board, please click here. 

The HelsinM Conference on International Law & Women’s Rights 

(Helsinki; March 10th - 12th, 2014) 
~v. helsin kicon fe rence.orq 

The Europea~ Summit on Cross Continental Cooperation 

(Berlin; March 12th -14th. 2014) 
~v eu-cultu raldiplomacy-conference.orq 

Symposium on CuRurM Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 31st- April 3rd, 2014) 

The Strasburg Conference on latemationM Law & Nu~an Rights 

(Strasburg; April 8th - 10th, 2014) 

The Seychelles African Economics Congress 2014 

(The Seychelles, Victoria; April 27th - May 1st, 2014) 
w~ww:Se~chellesConq ress~orq 

The Center for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, within the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy, effers educational opportunities for individuals pursuing careers in academia, 
d~plomacy, government, and/or the private sector, re~ated either entirely or ~n pa~ to the field of cuRural diplomacy. Our programs are offered ~n cooperation w~th leading 

European Univemifies, designed specificM~y ~o[ governmental officials, academics, young pro~essionals and students. 
wvwv,ccds-berlin.de 

To apply, please click here 



Professional Development Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; Next Programs Start: March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 

www.ccds-berlin.de 

International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

Cultural Dipbmacy, Sustainable Development & the Gbba~ Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy by the A~s, Music and Cinema 

Cultural Diplomacy & the European-Aff~n AINance 

E-Learning Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; Next Programs Start: March 3rd - 28th, 2014) 

~d_9:~ _c___d__s__: _d_j_s__t _a___n__c___e__-J__e__a__r__n__Ln_ ~ %e_ 
International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 
Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 
Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 
Weeklong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; February 10th - 14th, 2014) 
ht--tp~i-~-~-~-~t-~-u--r--a--~d--~p--~-~-~m~a---~-~-~--~g~--a---~--a---d---e-~m~-~-L~--d-~-e-~p~b-p--2~-~m~ 

(Berlinl Brussels, February-March 2014) 
w~,~¢.oyed, o r.q 

To apply, please click HI, RE 

The DYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young individuals with an interest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural relations. 
eve[ the past decade, the DYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one el Europe’s largest independent, cultural exchange o[ganizations, hosting programs that 

facilitate interaction among young individuals of aN cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the wodd. 

The Arts as Cultura~ Diplomacy Conference: A Forum for Young Leaders (ACD) 

(Berlin; February 10th - 14th, 2014 - Held Parallel to the Berlin International Film Festival) 

http://www.oyed.orpl/index.php?en ylf acd 

Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Berlin; March 3rd - 7th, 2014) 
www.icd-africa.or.q 

Africa Meets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (AME) 

(Brussels; Mamh lOth - 14th, 2014) 
~v.icd-africa.org 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 

(Brussels; March 10th - 14th, 2014) 
~v.icd-europe.or# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 7:57 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; 

RE: Adverse weather 

~live.unc.edu> 

Hi all, 
How about Monday? I’m free until 11 and after 2. I’m out of town the rest of the week unfortunately. 
Happy wintering! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 
Subject: Adverse weather 

i0:50 PM 

Dear     and 

I am sorry to write and say that I will not be available to met tomorrow because of adverse weather conditions. Let’s not give up and try to meet next week. My apologies. 

Best wises and stay warm, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:17 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
RE: Thanks 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

Thanks for the teamwork yesterday. I am sorting out the mysterious key issue. I did return the envelope to its secure place yesterday. 
Eunice, would you like me to place the order for Panem bread? 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:24 PM 
To: Colon, Sonia; Gore, Travis 
Subject: Thanks 

Dear Sonia and Travis, 

Thanks for your hard work today. We now have just to ensure that Travis sorts out the Key issue. Speaking of which, Travis did you 
return the envelope with all the spare keys in its secure place? 

Best wishes and stay warm, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:27 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Faculty Meeting next week 2/19 Hyde Hall Incubator room 

Dear All, 

This is a follow up to Eunice’s message earlier. 

the Incubator room. 

Best, 
Travis 

The meeting has been moved to next Wednesday (Feb. :19th) at :1:1am in 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:01 AM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Today’s meeting: CANCELLED 

Dear All, 

Adverse weather conditions and attendant effects makes it impossible for most of our colleagues to attend today’s 
meeting. As such, I am writing to let you know that we will not meet today. Our next meeting will be on Wednesday 
February 19. Details about location will follow shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3 e43 c8d7b65e7a43 c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34245422 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34245422-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291cd78c74f9ca~listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

RieIkoN Muniz, Beatriz S <rieIkoN@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~; intl- duncplas@duke.edu 

Clarke, Shelley <~larke@emaiLunc.edu> 

today 

oLa realidad indigena del Paraguay e Itapfia 
<image001 :iPg> 

Please join us for a talk and discussion on the realities faced by the indigenous 
popt~lations of Paraguay, a cotmtt)~ that has adopted an indigenous language as an 

official language. 

<image003.jpg>Luis Andrds Villanueva Benitez, Universidad Nacional de Itapfla, 
Paraguay 

<image005 :iPg> 

Wednesday, at 5pro 

Fed Ex Global Education Center, Room 1005 

Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas 

*Talk given in Spanish, with translation available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:32 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Meeting location and time for next week 

Dear All, 

This is a follow-up to Eunice’s message earlier. 

Best, 

Travis 

The location of the meeting will be the Incubator room in Hyde Hall at 11am. 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 10:01 AM 
To: department listserv 
Subject: Today’s meeting: CANCELLED 

Dear All, 

Adverse weather conditions and attendant effects makes it impossible for most of our colleagues to attend today’s meeting. As 
such, I am writing to let you know that we will not meet today. Our next meeting will be on Wednesday February 19. Details about 
location will follow shortly. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: stgore@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c291 cd78c74f9ca&n=T&l=aaad&o=34245422 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34245422-65646425.f3e43c8d7b65e7a43c29 lcd78c74f9ca@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 
To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3a3e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=34245672 
(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 
or send a blank email to leave-34245672-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3a3e6~listserv.unc.edu 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Williams. Lachonya <ldwillia@emaJ.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Febrnary 12, 2014 11:16 AM 

CAS as Mgrs <cas-as-mgr@unc.edtv~ 

CAS as DDD <cas-as-ddd@unc.edtr~ 

Contacting the Dean’s Office and Business Center (Adverse Weather) 

This message is being sent to all administrative managers in the College o] Arts & Sciences with a copy to deans, directors and department chairs. 

Good Morning- 

We are again anticipating inclement weather in the area. The university is currently operating under a regular schedule. We encourage our staff to use their own 

judgment about personal safety and reporting to work as the weather changes. As you might anticipate, several Dean’s Office and Business Center HR and Finance 

staff may be out of the office over the next couple of days. Our offices remain open for business as long as the university is open. In the event that you are not able 

to reach your regular point of contact in our office, the leadership team is available to respond to critical inquiries or requests by phone or email at the contact 

information listed below. 

Sabrina Flowers, Budget Analyst (Acting Assistant Dean for Finance) 

919.962.8731 (o) 

(m) 
kachonya Williams, Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

919.843.9201 (o) 

(m) 

Collette Wilshire, Assistant Dean, Business Center 

929.962.6228 (o) 

(m) 

We anticipate operating at normal staff capacity as long as the weather cooperates, and as schools and childcare facilities resume normal schedule. Please be safe 

when travelling. Find out more about the university’s Adverse Weather Policy 

GO HEELS! 

Lachonya 

I.achonya Williams, PHR, MSHR 

Assistant Dean for Human Resources 

College of Arts & Sciences 

03 Howell Hall, CB# 3056 

(o) 919-843-9201 (VOIP) 

(m) 

(f) 9~.9-843-3531 

For immediate assistance, please submit a ticket via Dean;s~ O~i(:e Remedy,. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Clarke, Shelley <sclarke@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 12:50 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

,@live.unc.edu-~; Rietkohl Muniz, Beatfiz S <rietkohl@email.unc.edu> 

TODAY’S EVENT CANCELLED! 

i~nage002=jpg; image004.jpg 

CANCELLED DUE TO WEATHER! 
From: Riefkohl Muniz, Beatriz S [riefkohl@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,          r 2014 3:29 PH 
To: !t~__t_[:__d___u_~__c_pJ_~_s_~_u___k_e_:__e__d___u_~ _b__~zLt_~m_~_!j_s__t__s__e_._t_v__=_U__L~__c_=_e_.__d__u__ 
Subject: FW: Publicity for Villanueva talk on Wed 

La realidad indigena del Paraguay e 
~:: htt p://www dgeec gov. py/Pu blica cion es/Biblioteca/Web% 

20Atlas%201ndigena~q-a pa %20Atlas.jpg 

Itap6a 

Please join us for a tall( and discussion on the realities faced by the indigenous populations of 

Paraguay, a country that has adopted an indigenous language as an official language, 

Luis AndrOs Villanueva Benitez, Universidad Nadonal de ItapOa, Paraguay 
i.~.i htt p://v,~vw.data m ex.c 

om py/gua ra ni/taa nga/ 

opambae rei/melia ros 

tro indigena jpg 

Wednesday,           at 5pm 

Fed Ex Global Education Center, Room :£005 
Sponsored by the Institute for the Study of the Americas 
*Talk given in Spanish, with translation available 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 1:25 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

office closing 

Dear All, 

The office will close today at 1:30pro for the remainder of the day and is currently scheduled to reopen tomorrow at 
11am. Stay tuned for possible updates about operations after 11 a.m. Thursday. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=34247332 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34247332-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6@listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Wednesday, 

RE: Adverse weather 

@live.unc.edu~ 

1:57 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

available Monday. 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice; ’ 

Subject: RE: Adverse weather 

Hi all, 
How about Monday? I’m free until 11 and after 2. rm out of town the rest of the week unfortunately. 
Happy wintering! 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: 
Subject: Adverse weather 

10:50 PM 

Dear 

I am sorry to write and say that I will not be available to met tomorrow because of adverse weather conditions. Let’s not give up and try to meet next week. My apologies. 

Best wises and stay warm, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday,                 3:32 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr"~ 

Interview 

Dr. SaNe, 

I was wondering if you received my previous email. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

marilyn machado ~yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:06 PM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu-~; Escoba~, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Soma <scolon@emml.unc.edu> 

Re: to pasaje p~ra Chaple Hill 

Ok, I will be waiting. 
Thakyou! 
Marilyn Machado 

On Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:17 PM, "SaNe, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is great news Marilyn! 

My colleague Sonia Colon will be in touch about your preferred travel dates. 

We are very excited about your visit and looking forward to hosting you in April. 

Take care and all the best, 
Eunice 

From: marilyn machado         @yahoo.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2014 22:06 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Ok, I have the visa! 
You can buy the tiket. 
Hugs, M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 9:19 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks, Harilyn... It’s perfectly understandable :-) 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: marilyn machado         ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2024 8:33 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
I also think that I’m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 
day I have the apointment to the embasy. That day I will tell you the final information quikly. 
I hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
I hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la 3era del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
I am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 

are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2024 4:03 plVl 

To: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 



I hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hogan, George <George.Hogan@oup.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:30 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Are yon having yet another snow day? 

Hey Pro£ SaMe, 
Well, it looks like the snow got us again. I foolishly thou~t that ifI left town eaxly enough, I would be able to make it home before the second front moved into the area. I 
w-a~s pret~ wrong. Luckily, I did make it back before it really started getting bad. Since you might be out of class today- or at home, take a second to look over the O1Up 
sit__.£e. I bet yon’ll find atext you’d like to ta~e a closer look at for next semester. 

I am trying ~ny best to get to campus, but with the snow- and constant school closings, it’s been dit?[icult. As you know, Oxford University Press is a not-for-profit publisher 
with a mission-&iven purpose rather tham an economic purpose. In sho~, we publish to publish and offer scholm~hips. ~l~is allows us to offer the best products on ~e 
market at a price that students cm~ actually at~brd. ~ average, we’re 40-60% less expensive than the other houses. 
I will be on campus soon, bm wanted to ask you a couple qnestions. 

* What conrses axe you pl~ing on teaching in the sumner or fall? 

* We have ~_~_~_~__~_~L~Y_~’__~R~!?~.. Which coupes ~e you considering new texts for? 
Again, I’ll be on ca~pus as soon as I can get there. We’ve just got to get ~rou~ this snow/school clos~g bump. 
Your O~brd Rep, 
George 

Not. fc)r Rofit. Ali ~br [::d~.~¢a~.:ion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <insidens~imes@n~ime s.com> 

~Vednesday, Februagr- 12, 2014 6:12 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

@Times: Top 5, Runway Review and More 

Runway Review 
New York Fashion Week wraps up 

tomorrow, but don’t wortT if you missed 

any (or all) of the shows: i.i.i!~.~C.! ;~.’:.~:~i~: 

~:!.~5.i~2..:.~;-:.~ will bring you up to date on all the 
latest events -- with a handy chronology of 

coverage, insightful eommentalT, archival 

aI~tieles and (of course) gorgeous images of 

all~th_e goings-~n, both past and present. 

~i ~" Read More 

New York Living            ~i~ 
As lnost folks know, New York is a city, of 

incredible diversity- -- and that includes its 

real estate scene. 72{Zi?.!LZ{Ti.{!:!~i~!}21!..ii~i~:i.i..}..i.;~.!==i~i~i 

{i~2~ i i.~i~L~ ehronMes it all, fl’om affordable 
housing stock in th e 

__neighborhood (where an Art Deeo co-op 
with seven bedrooms and three baths 

recently listed at $375,ooo) to the grand- 
scale restoration of a neo-Georgian );ii~it.{~ ~:..}!i~:~.".,i.5.t~.’,’.~..{;:~?.g?.Sii;:~;i~ that just fetched $51 

million. 

Xi " Read More 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 7:46 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu-~; Clayton, Tatt}e Benson <tatt)e@unc.edtr~; Medley, Anna Rose <anna.medley@anc.edu> 

Meeting; and Chancellor’s request in re Wendell McCain 

Dear Eunice: 

Thank you for the information about the meeting. Since I am not eligiNe to vote, I thought it best to wait until thence was an informational meeting with an administrator, 

as mentioned by the Provost whom I suspect roll attend latec or one at which you specifically indicated my attendance was being reques~ted. 

The Chancellois office has requested addresses for the families of the Greensboro Four and I have been unable to determine the address of Wendell McCain. I found 

one located in Chapel ttill and another located in Durham. Would you be kind enough m share the address with the Chancellor’s office by bringing the address tbr 

Wendell McCain m the attention of either Dr. Cecelia Moore or Dr. TMt)e Benson Clayton? Their email addresses are listed above in the "Cc" dialogue box. 

Genna Rae 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.nnc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:01 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facnlty] Fwd: BANGLADESHI WORKER SPEAK OUT RESCHEDULED TO FEBRUARY 14TIt AT 3PM 1N THE [INION 

ROOM 3408 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:BANGLADESHI WORKER SPEAK OUT RESCHEDULED TO FEBRUARY 14TH AT 3PM IN THE UNION ROOM 3408 

Date:Wed, 12 Feb 2014 16:19:57 -0800 

From:Jnlia Wang <juli~a)usas.org> 

To: <kleinma~b~emaJl. unc.edtr> 

Hello Professor Kleinman~ 
Due to the snow and class cancellations, Student Action with Workers (United Students Against Sweatshops Local 91) must reschedule the event Bangladeshi Workers 

Speak Out on Sweatshops. Fortunately, Kalpona Akter, leader of the Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity, and Reba Sikder, survivor of the deadly Rana Plaza factory 
collapse, will still be able to speak at UNC this Friday February t4th at 3:00pre in Student Union Roore 3408. Information about the rescheduled event is posted below. 

Could you pass on the inforreation about the rescheduling of the event to your students and classes? We hope to see you then! 

Thanks, Julia 

julia@usas.org 
Student Action with Workers 
United Students Against Sweatshops Local 91 

BANGLADESHI WORKER SPEAK OUT RESCHEDULED TO FEBRUARY 14TH AT 3PM IN THE UNION ROOM 341)8 

Event: Bangladeshi Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops at UNC on February 14th 
Who: Kalpona Akter (leader of Bangladesh Center for Worker Solidarity), Reba Sikder (survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse) UNC Student Action 
with Workers; United Students Against Sweatshops 
What: United Students Against Sweatshops is conducting a nationwide worker tour with Kalpona Akter and Reba Sikder, two Bangladeshi garment workers 
leaders who are leading the fight in Bangladesh for safe workplaces and living wages. Reba is a survivor of the Rana Plaza factory collapse that claimed 
the lives of over 1,100 Bangladeshi garment workers. They will speak about the causes and consequences of deadly factory disasters in Bangladesh, and 
their struggle to force brands to accept responsibility for the safety conditions in their factories by signing the Bangladesh Safety Accord, a legally 
enforceable agreement between unions and brands that will transform the Bangladesh garment industry from deathtraps to safe workplaces. 

This worker tour event will be an incredibly powerful and informative opportunity for workers to speak directly with students and faculty about conditions in 
the global apparel industry, their struggle for justice, and how students can stand in solidarity. We hope to see you there! 
When: February 14th at 3:00pm 
Where: Union Room 3408 
Link to facebook event: httos:!/www.facebook.com/events/243411359170597/ 

To find out more information about this event, or to cosponsor it, please contact Student Action with Workers at ~gmail.com. 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed m 
</ul > 
sej- facul~ as: <a hreD"mailto:emfice@ema~l.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsnbscribe send a blank <br> 
ema~l to <a luef "mailto:leave-34249208- 3692316.Sedd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu" >leave-34249208- 
3692316.5edd0fl 2bPo 180510746fe9d82addc3b@listsmw.unc.edu<ia> 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moore, Cecelia<cecelia moore@unc.edu;, 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:16 PM 

Genna Rae McNeil ’,@gmaJl.com> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~; Cla,v~n, Ta~t’ye Ben~n <ta~t’ye@unc.edtr~; Medley, Anna Ro~ <a~na.medley@unc.edu> 

Re: Meeting; a~d Chancellor’s request in re Wendell McCaingenn 

Ishna Hall already sent addresses for the McCain family including Wendell. Thank you for all the rest, and I am veW glad you are home safe and sound. 

Cecelia 

> On Feb 12, 2014, at 7:46 PM. "Gelma Rae McNeil" @gmail.com> wrote: 
> 

> Dear Eunice: 
> Thank you for the reformation about the meeting Since I am not eligible to vote, I thought it best to wait until there was an informational meeting with an a&ninistrator, as mentioned by 
the Provost whom I suspect will attend later, or one at which you specifically indicated in?’ atten&mce was being requested 
> The Chancellor’s office has requested addresses for the families of the Greensboro Four and I have been unable to determine the address of Wendell McCain. I ~2~und one located in 
Chapel Hill and another located in Durham. Would you be kind enough to share the address with the Chancellor’s ol!fice by bringing the address [’or Wendell McCain to the attention of 
either Dr. Cecelia Moore or Dr. Taf~e Benson Clayton? Their email addresses are listed above in the "Cc" dialogue box 
> 

> Genna Rae 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Genna Rae McNeil @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 8:26 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Moore, Cecelia <cecelia moore@unc.edu-~ 

Wendell McCain 

Dear Eunice: Your friend Ishna already sent the addresses for the McCaJns to Cecelia Moore in the Chm~cellor’s office. 

I hope you are home and safe. Genna Rae 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Evite <info@mailva.evite.com > 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:31 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Event RemiMer: Honoring Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a - SURPRISE ! ’. ! 

Your reply is: NOT YET REPLIED 

Don’t forget to snap ÷ share 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 13, 2014 11:05 AM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- faculty] Forum on Academic Boycotts is CANCELED/WILL BE RESCHEDULED 

boycotts forum flyer.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Cancellation: Forum on Academic Bwcotts: 2/13 Hyde tlall 7 pm 

Date:Thu, 13 Feb 2014 11:02:04 -0500 

From: Sherryl KI einma~           @nc.rr.com:~ 

To: Sherryl Kleinma~ <ldeinmanSb~email. unc.edu-~ 

Please join us for a public thrum on 

OCCUPATION / BOYCOTT / ACADEMIC FREEDOM 

Palestine, Israel, and campus struggles for social justice 

Thursday, February 13, 7pm 

University Room, Institute tbr Arts and Humanities, ttyde Hall, 176 E Franklin St, UNC-Chapel ttill 

Over the pas~t year, three acade~nic organizations including the American Studies Association (ASA) passed boycott resolutions challenging the Israeli occupation of 

Palestine. In response, university administrations across the United States have publicly criticized the ASA a~d the New York state legislature has threatened to cut 

funding to universities that support scholm~’ participation in the organization. This forum will provide context for nnderstanding the rise of boycotts of Israeli policies on 

US campuses. It roll also examine the ideal of academic freedom and the historical use of boycotts as a tool for social change. 

PANELISTS 

~n "Historical Roots of Occupation" 

on "What Does Academic Freedom Look Like in Palestine?" 

on "Boycott as a Strategy in South Africa and Palestine" 

on "The ASA Resolution in Local and Transnational Context" 

MODERATOR 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej-faculty as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a href "mailto:leave-34251423-3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34251423- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.nnc.edu> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 11:20 AM 

Social and Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej-facul~] Today’s Forum on Academic Boycotts CANCELED/WILL BE RESCtlEDULED 

boycotts forum flyer.pdf 

FYI. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:Cancellation: Forum on Academic Boycotts: 2/13 Hyde Hall 7 pm 

Date:Thu, 13 Feb 2014 11:02:04 -0500 

From: Sherryl KI einman           @nc.rr.com:~ 

To: Sherryl Kleinman <ldeinmanSb~email. anc.edu-~ 

Please join us for a public thrum on 

OCCUPATION / BOYCOTT / ACADEMIC FREEDOM 

Palestine, Israel, and campus struggles for social justice 

Thursday, February 13, 7pm 

University Room, Institute tbr Arts and Humanities, ttyde Hall, 176 E Franklin St, UNC-Chapel ttill 

Over the pas~t year, three acadeInic organizations including the American Studies Association (ASA) passed boycott resolutions challenging the Israeli occupation of 

Palestine. In response, university administrations across the United States have publicly criticized the ASA and the New York state legislature has threatened to cut 

funding to universities that support scholars’ l~rticipation in the organization. This lbrmn will provide context for understanding the rise of boycotts of Israeli policies on 

US campuses. It roll also examine the ideal of academic freedom and the historical use of boycotts as a tool for social change. 

PANELISTS 

on "Historical Roots of Occupation" 

on "What Does Academic Freedom Look Like in Palestine?" 

on "Boycott as a Strategy in South Africa and Palestine" 

on "The ASA Resolution in Local and Transnational Context" 

MODERATOR 

To unsubscribe click here: http:i/lists.unc.edw’u?id 31539207.3250b850e9e2d2c8feaa5aef1170ae87&n T&I sei-minors&o 34251486 

(It may be necessa~ to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34251486-31539207.3250b850e9e2d2c8feaa5aef1170ae87~listserv.unc.edu 

<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

sej-l:aculty as: <a hre~"m~filto:eunice@ema~l.unc.edu">eunice@email.unc.edu<)’a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <b~> 

emafil to <a hie~"m~filto:leave-34251492- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34251492- 

3692316.5edd0fl2bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 12:39 PM 

inll- duncplas@duke.edu 

NEXT ~%EK, FRI, FEB 21 : Erica Lorrmne William~ "Sex Tourism in BaNa: Ambiguous Entanglements" 

ELW book flyer.pdf; Efica Willimns.lxlf 

Erica Lorraine Williams, "Sex Tourism in Bahia: Ambiguous Entanglements" 
Friday, February 21, 2014 - 12:00pro - 2:00pro 

FHI Garage - C105, Bay 4, Smith Warehouse, Duke campus 

Join us for a talk with Erica Lorraine Williams, former FHI Mellon HBCU Fellow, on her new book, Sex Tourism in Bahia: Ambiguous Entanglements 

(University of Illinois Press, 2013). Book and event flyers attached. 

Erica Lorraine Williams is Assistant Professor of Anthropology at Spelman College. Professor Williams won the National Women’s Studies 

Association/University of Illinois Press First Book Prize for Sex Tourism in Bahia. 

A light lunch will be available be,fore the event. 

For more information, contact: 

Beth Honique Perry 

John Hope Franklin Humanities Institute 

Duke University 

(919) 668-2401 

beth.moni@ue.pezzy@duke.edu 

Box 90403 

Smith Warehouse, Bays 4& 

114 S. Buchanan Blvd. 

Durha~’, NC 27708-0403 

5, ] S t F ] O O r 

http://fhi.duke.edu 



Irma Alicia Velasquez Nimatu_j (K’iche’ Maya, 

Guatemala) 

Title: "A Democracy that Never Arrived: The Autonomy 
of Maya and Xinca Peoples in Guatemala in the Age of 
an Exhausted Neoliberalism" 

Friday, 
1:00- 2:30 p.m. 

University Room 

First Floor 
Hyde Hall Co-sponsors: 

American Indian & Indigenous Studies, 

Romance Languages Department 

For more information: @email.unc.edu or ~unc.edu 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, FebruaD’ 13, 2014 8:46 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lis~t~rv.m~c.edu> 

[a~ facul~] Keur Gui, discussion on West Ati-ican tx~litical movements 

Please join us for this dinner and discussion: 

Keur Gui 
Wednesday, February 19, 2014, 6 PH, 

Fedex Global Education Center, Room 4003, UNC-CH 

Noted Senegalese hip hop group, Keur Gui, will discuss their involvement with democratic reform activism in the last election in Senegal. 
Light dinner will be served. 

RSVP requested: Please RSVP to Stacey Sewall: sewall~email.unc.edu Free. Please Contact: Barbara Anderson b anderson@unc.edu for 
more information. 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(919) 962-1522 (phone) 
(919) 843-2102 (fax) 

sewall@email.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Slacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, 9:03 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

RE: Hallo 

Hi Eunice, 
I hope you’re faring alright in this snow and ice! I was wondering if you’d had a chance to work on 
Take care and stay warm! 
best regards, 

Stacey 

Stacey Sewall 
Assistant Director 
FLAS Coordinator 
African Studies Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
(9:t9) 962-:t522 (phone) 
(9:1.9) 843-2102 (fax) 
sewall@email,unc,edu 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth 
Subject: Hello 

12:21 PM 

Dear Stacey, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Is there a number I can reach you today? You can reach me at 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 

; today. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Student Action ruth ~Vorkers ~gmail.com~ 

Friday, February 14, 2014 9:42 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Factory Sa£ety in Bangladesh 

CALLTOACTION.pdf 

Dear Professor Eunice SaNe, 

Unfortunately the snow has prevented Bangladeshi garment workers Kalpona Akter and Reba Sikder from coming to UNC and we have been forced to cancel the Bangladeshi 
Workers Speak Out on Sweatshops event. Thank you so much for your suppod of this event and of our campaign. Despite this setback we are moving forward. 

On Tuesday, February 18th, the Licensing and Labor Code Advisory Committee will decide whether or not to recommend that UNC require apparel brands sign the Th_.~e 
Bangladesh Accord on Fire and Building Safety, a legally binding agreement that would mandate the fixing of unsafe factories and prevent further factory disasters. Kalpona 
Akter will address the committee via Skype to express the necessity of the Accord and a representative of VF corporation will present on its opposition. This crucial meeting 

will be in Vance 120 at 3pro in the afternoon. It is imperative that we prove to the committee that this is an important issue to the UNC community and would greatly 
appreciate your support at the meeting. Attached you will find a flyer with information on the meeting to be circulated. Could you pass on the meeting information to your 
students and fellow faculty and encourage them to attend? 

For more information on United Students Against Sweatshop’s campaign in solidarity with Bangladeshi garment workers visit: http://usas.org/. 

Licensing and Labor Code Advisory Committee Meeting info: 
Where: Vance Hall Room 120 

Date: February 18th 
Time: 3pro 

Thank you so much for your support, 
Student Action with Workers 
United Students Against Sweatshops Local 91 

.~,.q mail.com 



CALL TO 

On Tuesday, February 18th 

At3pm 
In Vance 120 

The Licensing Labor Code Advisory Committee will 

VOTE on whether or not to support the organizing 
efforts of Bangladeshi workers for safe factory 
conditions and recommend that UNC require 

apparel brands to sign the Bangladesh Accord on 
Fire and Building Safety. 

Student Action with Workers nee 
your support at the meeting! 

,S 

For more information contact @gmail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@email.unc,edu> 

Monday, ¯ 5:11 AM 

S~Ne, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu>; 

RE: Monday 

@live.unc.edu> 

Of course, thanks Eunice! See you there. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Sunday, 9:00 PM 
To= 

Subject= Monday 

Dear All, 

Can we meet at 2.30pm in my oflfice - Battle Hall 101? 

Best wishes, 

Eunice 

On , at 1:57 PM,’ @live.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m available Monday. 

From: @email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, 7:56 AM 

To: SaNe, Eunice; 

Subject: RE: Adverse weather 

Hi all, 
How about Monday? I’m free until :t:t and after 2. I’m out of town the rest of the week unfortunately. 
Happy wintering! 

From= SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To= 
Subject= Adverse weather 

10:50 PM 

Dear 

I am sorry to write and say that I will not be available to met tomorrow because of adverse weather conditions. Let’s not give up and try to meet next week. My 
apologies. 

Best wises and stay warm, 
Eunice 



oxford university Press 

The Indian Ocean in World  isto  
Edward A. Alpers 

ISBN: 9780195337877 

Paperback, November 2013, 192 pp. 

List Price: 

~ Reque~ Fr~ Examination Copy 

[ "~:: Table of Contents     ] 

Explores the complex issues 

involved in cultural exchange in 

the Indian Ocean Rim region 

over the course millenia by 
The Indian Ocean remains the least studied of the world’s geographic regions. 

combining a historical 
Yet there have been major cultural exchanges across its waters and around its 

approach with the insights of shores from the third millennium B.C.E. to the present day. 

anthropology, a~ history, 

ethnomusicology, and The Indian Ocean witnessed several significant diasporas during the past ~o 

geography millennia, including migrations of traders, indentured laborers, civil seP~ants, 

sailors, and slaves throughout the entire basin 

Cove~ the twentieth and 

~enty-first centuries, including Edward A. Alpers explores the cultural exchanges that diasporas cause, telling 

the issues of the new stories of identity and cultural transformation through language, popular 

configuration of colonial religion, music, dance, a~ and architecture, and social organization. 

territorial boundaries after 

World War I, and the search for ~he Indian Ocean in World History also discusses issues of trade and 

oil rescues production that show the long history of exchange throughout the Indian Ocean 

world; politics and empire-building by both regional and European powers; 

Draws on a variety of engaging and the role of religion and reNgious conversion, focusing mainly on Islam, but 

cultural history sources      also Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity. 

Edward A. Al#ers is Professor of Histo~, UCLA He is the author of ,%~e East 

African Slave Trade, Ivory" and Slaves in East Central Africa, and The African 

Diaspora. A Global Perspective, and co-editor of Africa and ~he West. A 

Documentary History from the Slave Trade to Independence 

I I 
Oxford Scholarship Online is the ultimate research resource, providing access 

I I to close to 5,000 peer-reviewed titles across 18 disciplines. Since its launch in 
I I 2003, O~erd $c#elars#ip O~li~e continues to grow adding up to 500 new 

I I books each year as it remains a groundbreaking tool for both research and 

I I 

teaching 

~ Ask your librarian if Oxford Scholarship Online is available at your institution. 

~ E~ail ,}O~ OUr Email Lists to 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 8:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Osterweil, Michal <osterwei@email.unc.edu>; Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Esteva 

Dear Eunice, 

[ checked with Theresa FIores, the Events Coordinator for Hyde Hall, and she told me unfortunately that the incubator 

room and university room were both booked during that time on that day. She said she would be happy to check other 

dates. Maybe Michal will be able to get GEC 4003. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the original message. 

From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:50 PM 
To: Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Osterweil, Michal; Gore, Travis; Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: Esteva 

Hi Travis, 

Hope you well. 

When the University re-opens tomorrow kindly see if Hyde Hall (incubator or university room) is available 
during the times below on March 24. 

Stay warm, 
Eunice 



On Feb 12, 2014, at 4:36 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

That leaves open the question: can we find a suitable room at that times, say 12:00-1:30 or 2:00 
Michal could you pls check whether GEC 4003 is available? Eunice, d you know of any other 
possible room? 

best, 
arturo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD, 17, 2014 8:58 AM 

marilyn machado         @yahoo.com> 

Escobar, Arturo <aescobar@email.unc.edu->; Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

RE: to pasaje paxa Chaple Hill 

Hello Marityn 

Dr. Sable confirmed that you will be arriving by the 2nd and departing on the 6th. I will work some flight schedule alternatives for you, during this afternoon. 

Gra£:ias~ 

Sonia 

F~ Colon, Sonia 
SeBt~ Monday, Februa~ ~7, 20~ 7:52 AN 
T~ ’mafilyn machado’ 

¢~ Escobar, A~uro; SaNe, Eunice N 
S~bjeet~ RE: ~ pasaje para Chaple H~II 

Buenos D~as Mari~yn 

Hope all ~s well with you. Sorry for the delay to get h~ touch w~th you, but we had ( at NC) a tremendous whiter storm that keep all of us out of work for a while. 

[ am contact:rag you to know your trave] schedule preferences for t:he vbh: to Chape] I-t~H. So far [ have, that you will be arriving on Ag)rH the 3rd at~d departing Apri] 

5 , p]e.,se 

Muchas gracias y es~ero que ten@ un bonito 

Sonia 

From: marilyn machado               ;~_y_a___h__o___o_,__c__o____m_] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 4:06 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
C¢: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 
Ok, I will be waiting. 
Thakyou! 
Marilyn Machado 

On Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:17 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This is great news Marilyn! 

My colleague Sonia Colon will be in touch about your preferred travel dates. 

We are very exalted about your visit and looking forward to hosting you in April. 

Take care and all the best, 
Eunice 

From: marilyn machado         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:06 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; Sahle, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Ok, I have the visa! 
You can buy the tiket. 
Hugs, M 

On Sunday, February g, 2014 9:19 PM, "Escobar, Artum" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks, Marilyn... It’s perfectly understandable :-) 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: marilyn machado         @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 8:33 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
I also think that I’m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 
day T have the apointment to the embasy. That day T will tell you the final information quikly. 
T hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
I hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February g, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Artum" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la .]efa del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
I am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 
are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 



From: Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 4:03 PM 
To: Escobar, Ar~uro 
Subject: Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

T hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:06 AM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

REMINDER- African American English: Thinking about Dialect and Education 
(Monday, February 17, 2014) 4:00-5:30 PM 

The Institute of African American Research 
presents its Black History Month event: 

African American English: 
Thinking about Dialect and Education 

Monday, February 17, 2014 
4:00-5:30 PM 

Pleasants Family Assembly Room, Wilson Library 

The first of its kind at UNC-Chapel Hill, this panel presentation features three renowned linguistics 
scholars and experts on African American English who will present and dialogue about the 
cognitive, structural and social dimensions of speech and dialect among African Americans as well 
as the relationship of dialect to education. Presentation topics will be as follows: 

Walt Wolfram (Distinguished Professor of English, NC State University): Transforming 
Perspective in African American Speech 

J. Michael Terry (Associate Professor of Linguistics, UNC-Chapel Hill): Dialect Switching and 
Tests of Mathematical Reasoning 

Lisa Green (Professor of Linguistics, U. Massachusetts-Amherst): Child African American English 
Speakers: Are They Simply Repeating What They Hear? 

Students, faculty, staff and community members are welcome to attend. For more information 
please contact iaar@unc.edu. 

You are currently subscribed to iaar as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=69348916.e80b815 t’793 adca5 e00a9b47b3174a5 f&n=T&l=iaar&o=34256103 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34256103- 
69348916. e80b815 t’793 adca5 e00a9b47b3174a5 f@listserv.unc.edu 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 



To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=34263690 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34263690-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6~,listserv.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Toy Lounge 

Dear Eunice, 

It looks like it might be available but I have to send a request form first. 

help me fill out the form. 

Title? 

Is it a lecture, presentation, colloquium, or meeting? 

Are we the primary department and is there an affiliated department? 

I just need to know a few details in order to 

Will this be for Faculty, students, the public? 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Adm[Nstrative Support Assodate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-marl message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:07 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: New Toy Lounge Request Received 

Dear Eunice, 

I have submitted the form and I am waiting on the approval. They said it will be updated within the next business day. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: toylounge@unc.edu ] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 11:04 AM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: New Toy Lounge Request Received 

Dear Travis, 

Thanks for your Toy Lounge reservation request. We received your reservation and will update the status within the next business day. 
Your information for your event is below: 

Title: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 
Date: March 24, 2014 
Start setup: 11:00AM 
Finish cleanup: 3:00PM 

If you need to change or cancel this request, please login at ~:Ilwww.tmc.edt~i~o~. and make the necessary changes. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 
~:/iwww.ur~c.eduit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Don Solomon -<lsolomon@nafionalhumanitiescenter.org> 

Monday, FebruaO, 17, 2014 11:16 AM 

NttC Events <event@nafiona]humanitiescenter.org> 

Maxtha Johnson <~Nohnson@nationalhummfitiescenter.org>; Lesley err <lorr@nationaIhumanitiescenter.org> 

REMINDER: Histori~ Julie Greene to speak this Thursday, Feb. 20, at the Nation~l Humanities Center 

You, your colleagues, and students are cordially invited to 

Julie Greene, University of Marfland 

[ ii.~.iI h~lin~ irna~ ~ ] 

Thin.stay, Febeuary 9o, 2o14 - 5:oo p.m. 

A broad swath of the globe was transformed in the decades after the Civil War by U.S. imperial and 
economic power. Expansionism generated new kinds of labor systems and racial hierarchies, as well as 
new kinds of circulation, exchange, and movement. This lecture will explore how working people shaped, 
and were shaped by, the highly mobile empire of the U.S. 

Julie Greene is professor of history at the University of Maryland where she specializes in United States 
labor and working-class history. She is the author of the award-winning book The Canal Builders: Making 
America’s Emp#e at the Panama Canal (2009), as well as Pure and Simple Politics: The American 
Federation of Labor and Political Activism, 1881-~9~7 (1998). Greene was founding cochair of the Labor and 
Working-Class History Association and is currently president of the Society for Historians of the Gilded Age 
and Progressive Era. 

To reserve space, please follow this link, or respond to Martha Johnson (01q) 4o0-Oll 6, or miohnson @nationalhumanitiescenter.orq. 

National Humanities Center 

7 T. W. Alexander Drive 
Research Triangle Park 

Don Solomon 

Director of Communications 

National Humanities Center 

919-406-0120 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Interview with Brazilian Filmmaker 

I am scheduled to do the interview with Joel Zito Araujo, the Brazilian filmmaker, today along with                                               ~. We are planning to do 

the interview in Portuguese, since Joel can communicate better that way. Do you know if any funds are available to have the interview transcribed and translated? :    said that 

a                in Romance Languages could probably do this, if we could pay them. We might videotape it, but in order to make it accessible in English it would need subtitles. 

That would be an additional cost. 

Best, 

Kia 

Kia Lilly Caldwell, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Website: http://aaad.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:19 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Gore_March 24 1100AM.pdf; Toy Lounge Guidelines.pdf 

Dear Eunice, 

Good news regarding Toy Lounge. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: toylounge@unc.edu ] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 1:15 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Dear Travis, 

Hi! Thanks for your recent Toy Lounge reservation request entitled ’Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on 
the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda’. Your request has been approved and you may login at ~p:i7~ww.~mc.ed/t~!tov~om~=g.e.... Here are 
the details of your event: 

Title: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Dept: African & African-Amer Studies 

Date: March 24, 2014 
Start setup: 11:00AM 

Finish cleanup: 3:00PM 

Please pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 no more than 30 minutes prior to your scheduled start time for your event. It is 
imperative that your event is completed by confirmed time to allow for other events to start on time. 

Please do not attempt to go into Toy more than 30 minutes before your scheduled start to allow for cleanup by previous groups. 
Failure to adhere to your scheduled time can result in the losing of future reservation privileges. 

After you have cleaned and returned the room to its original location, you may return the key to Dey 238. If the office is already 
closed, you may drop the key into the box affixed on the door to Dey 238 (this box also contains the department class schedules). 

A virtual tour of the room is available at www.unc.edu/toylounge/virtualtour.php 

For ALL technology questions, please go to hotline.tmc.edu or call 962.6702. 

The kitchen key is included with the checkout key and can only be used during the time of your reservation. The kitchen can not be 



used as a storage space for your event and all products need to be removed as part of the cleanup of Toy Lounge. Please do not adjust 
*any* settings for the freezer or refrigerator. 

For your reference, another copy of the Toy Lounge Guidelines has been attached to this email. 

Thanks 

Toy Lounge Reservations 
toylounge@unc.edu 
Scheduling and Policy: 



THE UNIVERSITY 

of NORTH CAROLINA 

at CItAPEL tIILL 

TO’¢ ~ (:7}1 NG~ ;~ S E }<VAT~ 

4~.h Floo~, Dey ]~al] 

Toy Lounge Reservation Form 

Contact: Sam Gore 

Email: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Department Name: African & African-Amer Studies 

Department Number: 3287 

Other sponsoring group(s): Anthropology Department and Global Studies 

Event Name: Beyond ’development’: A Conversation with Gustavo Esteva on the 
Post-2015 ’development’ agenda 
Event Type: Presentation 

Date of Event: March 24, 2014 
Reservation Start Time: 11:00AM 

Reservation End Time: 3:00PM 

Faculty/Staff: 60% Grad: 5% Undergrad: 30% Public/Other: 5% 

You may pick up the Toy Lounge key from Dey 238 on March 24 at 10:30AM. 

Please return the key to Dey 238 after cleaning the room. 



Guidelines 

THE UNIVERSITY 

q[ NORTH CAROLINA 

at CHAPEL HILL 

4th Floor, Dey Hall 

www.unc.edu/toylounge 

toytounge@unc.edu 

for Using Toy Lounge 

Toy Lounge is maintained and controlled by the College of Arts & Sciences for informal to semi-formal 
meetings of faculty, administration and related groups during normal business hours. Please adhere to the 
following guidelines as a courtesy to other meetings since the Lounge is in heavy demand. 

THE DAY OF YOUR EVENT: 

Keys may be picked up thirty (30) minutes before your reservation begins. Keys cannot be loaned 
to contractors or vendors, caterers, outside presenters, etc. Instead, you should meet your vendor 
at Toy Lounge to let them in and lock up after they leave. 

You can pick up the key to Toy Lounge from 238 Dey Hall and return it to the same office. Key 
must be returned immediately after your function. 

Kitchen may only be used during the time of your reservation. You may not use the kitchen as a 
storage facility. 

All parties, including caterers, must be out of the Lounge when your scheduled time is over. 

It is the responsibility of your unit to return furnishings to their proper position, clean all surfaces, 
and set closed trash bags outside kitchen door. You should also close the shades and turn off 
lights and equipment. 

If the condition of Toy Lounge is unsatisfactory after your use, then you will lose your privileges to 
use the room. Also, your unit may be billed for any clean-up charges. 

Lock all doors when you leave, including the left double-door which must be switched to the 
locked position so that it is secured when the right door is locked. 

IMPORTANT: Failure to observe these guidelines may result in loss of privileges. 

These policies are set by the College of Arts and Sciences Dean’s Office. Comments or suggestions 
should be addressed to Logan Brackett, Io.qan@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Escobar, A~ro <aescobar@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 3:27 PM 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu-~; marilyn machado 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email. unc.edu> 

RE: to pasaje paxa Chaple Hill 

~yahoo.com> 

Sonia, I believe Marilyn is interested in going to Washington after Chapel Hill for a few 
days to meet some organizations there; if that’s the case, she would return 
direct;y from DC. Let’s wait to hear what she says please. 

thanks! 

arturo 

From: Colon, Sonia 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2024 8:58 AM 
To: marilyn machado 

Cc: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: RE: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

HeUo MarHvn 

Dr. Sahh-:~ confirmed that you will be arriving by th,-_~ 2nd and de~)arl:ing on Lhe 6th, ~ w~H work some flight schedule Mternat~ves for you, durir~g this afternoon. 

Gradas, 

Sonia 

Fmm~ Colon, Sonia 
Se~t~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 7:S2 AM 
To~ ’madlyn machado’ 

~ Escobar, A~uro; SaNe, Eunice N 
Su~jeet~ RE: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Buenos D~as M~ri~yn 

Hope aH b well with you. 5orry h:~r the deh~y to get ~r~ touch w~:h you, but we had ( at NC) a tremendous w~nter storm that ~eep aH o[ us ou~: o~ work for~ while. 

~ am contacL~ng you to know your trsve~ schedule preferences for Lhe v~siL to Chape~ H~IL So far~ have, that you wH~ be arriving oR April the grd and departing April 

5th, please confirm. 

Sonia 

From: marilyn machado I              ~yahoo.coml 

Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2024 4:06 PM 
To: SaNe, Eunice N; Escobar, Arturo 
Cc: Colon, Sonia 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 
Ok, I will be waiting. 
Thakyou! 
Marilyn Machado 

On Wednesday, February 12, 2014 12:17 PM, "Sahle, Eunice N" <eunice@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

This is great news Marilyn! 

My colleague Sonia Colon will be in touch about your preferred travel dates. 

We are very excited about your visit and looking forward to hosting you in April. 

Take care and all the best, 
Eunice 

From: marilyn machado         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 22, 2024 12:06 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Ok, I have the visa! 
You can buy the tiket. 
Hugs, M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 9:19 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <aescobar@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks, Marilyn... It’s perfectly understandable :-) 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From: marilyn machado         @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 8:33 PM 

To: Escobar, Arturo; SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject: Re: to pasaje para Chaple Hill 

Happy day for all you 
I also think that l°m going to get the visa without problems, but I prefer that you wait until wednesday of this week to buy the ticket because that 



day ]~ have the apointment to the embasy. That day ]~ will tell you the final information quikly~ 
I hope this will be good for you and not to complicate the organization of the event. 
T hope you can understand "my english"... 

Hugs, Marilyn Machado M 

On Sunday, February 9, 2014 2:20 PM, "Escobar, Arturo" <._a_@_~_c_’__o__b_~Lr_@__e_~!_a__[[:_u__[_~__c_:_e___d__(j> wrote: 
Querida Marilyn: Eunice (la .]efa del depto que te invita) is asking me whether 
they can start the process of buying the plane ticket for you to come to Chapel Hill. 
Could you please tell us when is your appointment for he visa in Bogota? 
1 am almost sure you will not have a problem with the visa, but if you 

are getting it soon, it makes sense to wait until after you get it to buy 
the ticket. Asi que avisanos, por favor, ok? 

un abrazo, 
arturo 

From; Sahle, Eunice N 
Sent; Saturday, February 08, 20~.4 4-:03 PM 
To; Escobar, Arturo 
Subject; Touching base 

Dear Comrade, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Can Sonia go ahead and book a ticket for the scholar from Colombia? 

Many thanks and look forward to seeing you soon. 

Best wishes, 
Eunice 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:18 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
FW: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Dear Eunice, 

I notified Michal and Arturo. You can see their comments below. 

Best, 
Travis 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Escobar, Arturo 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:06 PM 
To: Osterweil, Michal; Gore, Travis 
Subject: RE: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Yeap. Thanks, Travis. 
arturo 

From: Michal Osterweil [osterwei@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 17, 2014 4:05 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Cc: Escobar, Arturo 
Subject: Re: Toy Lounge Reservation Confirmed 

Fabulous! Thanks 

M 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hamed, Mohmned <mseoud@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 5:40 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

AfricaJ~ Studies Guide: a Libra, session tomom~w at noon 

Salam Dr. Eunice, 

I hope this will find you well in sha’ Allah, This is to remind you of our Library event tomorrow fop African Studies which I really love if you can attend~ I did not see 

your ni~me on the RSVP J~st so ] wante~t to check d#ectlv w~th you, Hereunder ~s some more #~ormation about the ew~mt. 

Ple~ase accept rny best regards, and sa]~m to all 

Mohamed 

Greetings all faculty and graduate students, 

We"re hi~ppy to announce that the new Librar~ GuMe for African Studies is now compkd:e and rei~dy [or you to use it. To ~ntroduce the new guide and other 

services, we’re offering a special noon session at Dav~s ki~rar~ Rm 214 on Tuesday,             , focused on the new gLdde and other Ubrary services for facuffy 

and graduate students. Come "walk through" the new Guide and offer your feedback on the resource to the ~brsdsns who cresLed ~t. TNs w~l be a great 

opportunity for us ~n the Ubr~ry to hear from you about how we couM ~mprove our collections and services to better su~ort f~cu~ty and graduate students’ 

researches and h~struction for Aflican studies, [unch from Palace International w~H be served, 

Plei~se RSVP by r:riday, [CLICK HERE TO RSVP[, or emi~l Sti~cey Sewal~ #~ the Afrk:an Studies Center sewall@email.unc.edu . 
We w~ll ha~e a fu~l program w~ch wil~ include: 

Scholarly Communication Services: copyright and fair use, authors’ Fights, privacy rights, open access, and other important ~nformation to the creation and 

use of ~;cholady material---- [Anne Gill~land] 

Digital Repository Service~.; which include faculty research, ~.;cholarship, and creative work- [Jill Sexton] 

Funding C)~)portunities for faculty and researchers - 

A[rican and Global Health Resources and Services - [Mellanye Lackey] 

Medi~ Resources Center’s collections and services - [Winifred Metz] 

and finNly, the Library Guide for African ~.d:udie~.~ - [Mohamed flamed] 

When and Where? 
on Tuesday, from noon to :1.:30, Davis Library, Room 214. 

What about Lunch? 

Lunch will be served at noon and the presentation will start at 12:15 PM, 

go-sponsored: ~[£J,~_B__~,~M.~.¢,~__~.~,~[ 

LooMng forward to seeing you all at Dav~s for an ~nteractive Ubrary session, 

My best 

Mohamed FI. Abo~ E~ Seoud 
MMd/e ~rtern & A~r< an Studies Librarian 
Universit~ o[ ~£&~h Carofin~ Chapel Hill 
132 D~vis Library, C~mpu5 B,a,~ 3918 
Te’h 919 843 3859 
~x: 9~9 962 44’30 

........................................... 

A[rican Studies Guide 

Middle Eastern Guide 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

The Chronicle of Higher Educalion ~:chronicle@mailings 1.glxcel.com > 

Tuesday, February. 18, 2014 9:26 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr~ 

Here’s your cow of the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education 

.~i The Chronicle of Higher Education 

Your February 21, 2014 issue of The Chronicle of Higher Education is one click 

For your information: 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle of Higher 

Education, 

To access the latest issue of The Chronicle Review, [a.!..e.~!b..e.. 

This issue also includes a special advertising supplement 
from Monash University. Click on the cover to the right to 
see how Monash is pursuing sustainable development in 
the century ahead. 

For your convenience: 

If you are unable to click on the links above, please copy 

and paste the following URLs into your browser: 

The Chronicle of Higher Education: 

The Chronicle Review: 

Monash Special Advertising Supplement: 

Need to contact customer service? Call 800-728-2803 or 
email 

For technical questions? Please 

Don’t miss an issue -- renew your subscription today. 

Rene~o,~ onfine, or call 800-728-2803. 

Special Advertisement Supplement 



If you’re located outside of the U.S. and would like to 
renew your subscription or contact customer service, 

please call 818-487-4591. 

Your publication code is: HE 

Your subscription account number: HE914098 

Your ZIP code is: 27599-0001 
Your subscription expires: 12-04-15 

Please do not reply to this message. 

From The Chronicle of Higher Education 1255 23rd Street, N.W., Suite 700 Washington, D.C. 20037 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

May, Lee Y <mayl@emaila~nc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 10:43 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edtr"~ 

Challenge Exa~n 

Hello Eunice, 

I am communicating with the student, about her readiness to take the challenge exam for AAAD    . She has received two versions of the syllabus 

for this course, see below. I am wondering how to advise her regarding to her access to resources. She won’t have access to Sakai, so would she be disadvantaged 

from using only the resources listed for the version of the syllabus? We can work with her to purchase any books she may need, but l’m asking for your advice, 

given her questions, below. 

Thanks, 

Lee 

Well I have one syllabus for and one for They have different required texts and one has etexts that can be accessed with sakai (which I don’t have access 

to) and one has links that I do think I can access. My first question is, which syllabus should I follow? And secondly, will the University pay for these text books if I 

need to buy them? I went to my public library and they only have one of the books and it is not the overlapping option that appears on both syllabus. Let me know. 

Lee Y. May, Ph.D. 

Associate Dean and I)irector of the Academic Advising Program 
College of Arts and Sciences 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
1011 Steele Building, CB #3110 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3110 
919 843-9030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:37 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
removal 

Dear Eunice, 

They have been removed from the list. 

Best, 

Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, FebruaD’ 18, 2014 4:14 PM 

Dermody, Bob <Bob Dermody@unc.edu> 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu>; McHale, Tammy J <tmchale@email.~mc.edu>; Harflyn, Jonatha~ <ha~tlyn@unc.edu> 

Re: Public Policy/,%%~D Audit Report v. 6 

Bob: the college has adjusted the positions to have each devote 100 percent time to their unit. Id encourage you to speak with Tammy about second approval 

recommendalions. Thanks 

UNC-CH 

Sent ti~m iphone 

On Feb 18, 2014, at 4:06 PM, "Dermody, Bob" <Bob Der~r~odv~£,,~mc edu> wrote: 

Hello Eunice and 

Eunice, I hope you are t:eeling better and thank you for’ the ediLs. 

Could I get clarification on one thing? I understood M~ry Leigh is 75% PuMic Policy and supposed to assist AAAD for the other 25% (primarily with 

Human £esource-re~ated issues). ~ understood that Sonia was go~ng to be 75% AAAD and 25% Public Policy assisting ~n accounting-related issues. I 

assume that M~ry [.e~gh will prepare check requests ~n ~h.~bhc Poh(:V ~:o pay PuMic Policy expenditures. Wi~ she ~p~rove them or wi~ 5onk~ ~p~rove 

them? Same tMng ~n AAAD where Sonk~ pre~)ares a document, [:he questkm ~s wouh~ she approve i[ or wouJd Mary I_eigh approve R. 

~ was hoping Lhat Son~a will approve Mary Le~gh’s (and vice versa) because that ~s separation of dudes where one person p~epares and anoLher set of 

eyes reviews snd approves? You could se[ it up where Mary Le~gh prepares and spproves (self-approval) but it ~s riskier. 

~ th~nk you are aware that the University w~l be implementing Peop~eSoft ~n October of th~s year. This w~l~ s~gnifica~tly change how we do 

transactions, pavro~ and huma[; resource actions. We are going to cha~ge what we cal~ things (FRS account ~umbers now will be cal~ed Peop~eSoft 

}fund Codes (or "fumes"}. Mos[, ~f not MI, the e~ectron~c forms are gok~8 [o be completely d~fferent. The College ~md Un~w~rsRy w~lJ spend ~ good deM 

of time and efforL [:o train Mary Le~gh and Sorda. Bu[, I Lh~[)k ~t w~ll ma~e both [he~r Jives a I~tl:~e e~s~er ~f they had a second se[ of eyes ~oo~dng over 

what they each are doing. ~ knower ~ were ~n thek’shoes, I’d need (and Lake) al~ the he~p I could 

Thanks for fi~ng me i~ Once you both Mess the revised word~ng, Iql start sending ~t up the d~stribution ~st. Thanks again fo~ your hNp w~th th~s, 

appredate 

Bob Dermody 

~nterna] Audit 

Phone: (959) 843--g065 

Fax: (9~9) 962-2659 

From: SaMe, Eunice N 

Sent: Monday, February &7, 20~4 8:49 AM 

To: Dermody, Bob 

Subject: Audit report with minor edits 

Importance: High 

Dear Bob, 

hope you are doing well. 

I am sorry for this delayed response. I worked on the report last weekend and                                       , I missed sending it to you. I 
have used the ’track changes’ format for my minor edits. The staffing arrangements have shifted since our meeting thus this is one of changes that I 
incorporated in my edits. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best wishes and thanks for all you help, 
Eunice 

<Public Policy AAAD Draft v6.docx> 



FYom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Hamed, Mohmned <mseoud@email.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:25 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

RE: On today: a I Jbra~ session tomorrow at noon 

Salam Dr. Eunice, 

I totally understand your time commitments and very much appreciate you getting back to me, The session went very well and we had a full room 

a~so go[ some ~reat feedback for other ideasto be added to the guide to sever more researchers. When you have a chance please lake a ~ook and ~et me know 

you a~s.:? haw~ any ~deas to share. [ w~ be more ~:han happy to meet wK:h you and to show you the guide whe~l poss~Me. 

It wi~[ be also rny grea~ pleasure to have your class ~n the Library ~n the fail. [ hope by du~t time we wi[[ have the D~aspora part of the guide done ~n sha’ 

Thanks again for your support, 

Mohamed 

F~m: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 9:57 AM 

Te: Hamed, Nohamed 
Subject: On ~day: a Libra~ session tomorrow at noon 

Salaams Mohamed, 

Thanks for your kind email. Unfortunately I have to attend to a departmental matter. 

look forward to bringing my students in AAAD101 to the library in the fall. 

Have a great forum today. I will be there in spirit. 

Best wishes and thanks for all you do, 
Eunice 

From-" Hamed, Mohamed 
Sent: Monday, February 27, 2024 5:39 PM 
To-" SaNe, Eunice N 
Subject; African Studies Guide: a Library session tomorrow at noon 

Safam Dr. Eunice, 

I hope this wifl find you well in sha’ Allah. This is ~o remind you ot: our Library event tomorrow for African Studies which I really love if you can attend. I did not see 

your name on the RSVP list so I wanted to check directly w~th you. Hereunder is some more information about the event 

Please accept my best regards, and sahara to all 

Mohamed 

Greetinss all facuIW and graduate students, 

We’re happy to announce that the new Library Guide for African Studies is now complete and ready for you to use it. To ~nt~oduce the new ~u~de and other 

services, we’re offering a special noon sesskm at Davis Library Rm 214 on Tuesday, February .1.8lh, focused on the new guk~e and other Ubrary services for facuky 

and graduate students. Corne "walk through" the new GuMe and offer your feedback on the resource to the ~bradans who crea~:ed ~t. ]h~s w~l be a great 

opportunity for us ~n the Library to hear from you about how we could ~mprove our collections and services Lo better supporL facuky and graduate studenLs’ 

researches and h~struction for African studies, lunch from Palace International w~l be served. 

Please RSVP by griday, February I4th [CLICK HERE TO RSVP], or ema~l Stacey Sewal~ ~n the African Studies Center sewall@email.unc.edu. 

We w~ll ha~e a full program which wil~ ~nclude: 

Scholarly Communication Services: copyright and fair use, authors’ rights, privacy dghLs, open access, and other important information to the creation and 

use of scholarly materi~l-- [Anne Gill~land] 

Digital Repository Services, which include faculty research, scholarship, and creative work---]Jill Sexton] 

Funding Opportunities for faculty and researchers --- [ 

African and Global Health Resources and Services --- [Mellanye Lackey] 

Media Resources Center’s collections and services --- [Winifred Metzj 

and finally, the Ubrary Guide for African studies--[Mohamed Hamed] 

When and Where.> 

on Tuesda% Februaw :l.Sth from noon to :1.:30, Davis Libraw, Room 214. 

What about Lunch? 

Lunch will be serw?d at noon and the present~:~on will start at 12:15 

Co-sponsored: African Studies Center 

LooMng forward to seeing you al~ sL Davis for an ~nLeractive Ubrary session, 

My best, 

Mohamed H. ,~bou E~ Seoud 
Middle E~tem & Ajkic~n Studies Libr~don 
Unive~:~tg of North Carolma~ Chapel Hill 
132 Davis !_ibrr;ry. C~mpu:~ Box 3918 
Te’l: 9i9 843 3859 
Fsx: 919 962 4450 
£mod: mseoud~dOemafl.unc.edu 
........................................... 

~[ric~n 5tudies Guide 
Middle, Eastern Guide 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 12:45 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

Research Proposal 

Democratic Transitions mid Governance in Africa.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Here is the draft of my research proposal, for your examination and comrnents. 
Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaj a 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspura Studies 
University uf North Carulina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. ~ icell), +1 919 537 3210 (ofIice) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Institute for Cultural DiplomaW <mmouncment@culturaldiplomaw.org> 

Wednesday, FebruaU 19, 2014 4:50 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edu> 

The Center tbr Cultural Diplomacy Studies: Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

- Call for Applications - 

Forthcoming Academic Programs & International Conferences 

Dear Sir/Madam, 
We are writing to bring to your attention a number of new and exciting opportunities in the field of Cultural Diplomacy, as well as information about our upcoming International 
Conference and Young Leaders’ Weeklong Serninars, to be hosted by the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy in padnership w~th othe[ leading organizations. You can learn more 
about these eppertunities and pregrams by reading the h~formafion shown below. I wouM also be gratefu~ if you couM share this announcement by few~ardh~g the infermation to 
those who you think maybe interested in pa~icipating. 
If you no longer wish to receive emM~s from the ICD ~n future, please send us an ernMI to [[}~Q_@9~J~E#[~J£[QLDA#Y_:9_[R indicating this. 
Sincerely, 

Mark C. Donfried 
Director General 
institute for Cultural Diplomacy (leD) 
Whet ;1~ Cultural D~pJomecy? Click Here 

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS 

To view the complete ICD calendar of events for 2014, please click here. 
For any enquiries please contact: Ln__f_g@_£_u__[t__u_£_a_J__d_[p_J__o___m___a__c__~_:_o___rg 

The Academy for Cultural Diplomacy organizes a number of international conferences, which take place throughout the year and around the world. The conferences provide an 
oppoflunity IO[ larger audiences to actively participate and engage in lectures, debates and discussions featuring high-profile figures flom the fields of international politics, 

diplomacy, culture, academia, and the private sector. The events have an inclusive pailicipation policy and are open to individuals from all academic, cultural, and professional 
backgrounds. 

See also: v, rw~Licd-conferences.orq 
To apply, p~ease cRek here 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 
"Gtobat Trends i~ Creadve Economies: Ed~cado~, Entrepre~eurship a~d Te~Hsm ~s ~rivers of S~mtai~aMe Economic 

(Berlin; March 5th - 7th, 2014- Held Parallel to the Famous Berlin Tourism Trade Fair- The ITB) 
~.biec.de 

The Berlin International Economics Congress 2014 seeks to explore the mydad of oppo~unff~es available through the nu~uring of creative industries, whilst also analyzing the 

implementation of tools of cultural diplomacy ~n st[alegies for sustainable economic development. Speakers & Delegates during the conferences will include amongst olhers, 
~ead~ng politicians and economists, senior diplomats, leading gevemmental officials, senior academics, renowned authors, joumM~sts, and representatives from the private 

sector. These speakers will include a ~arge number of indMduMs from the ICD Adv~so~ Board. Te learn more about the ICD Adv~soW Board, please cl~ck here, 
The HelsinM Conference on International Law & Women’s Rights 

"An }n~erdL~c~p}it~ry gna}ys~s of ~he ~ole of H~ert~a~ona~ L~w ~n Promoting WometY-s 
(Helsinki; March 10th - 12th, 2014) 
~. helsin kicon fe rence.orq 

Symposium on Cultura~ Diplomacy & Religion 2014 

(Rome & Vatican City; March 31st-April 3rd, 2014) 
~v inte~aithdialoque de 

The Strasburg Conference on IntemationM Law & Huma~ Rights 

(Strasburg; April 14th - 16th, 2014) 

The Cente[ for Cultural Diplomacy Studies, within the Academy for Cultural Diplomacy, offers educational opportunities for individuals pursuing careers in academia, 
diplomacy, government, andior the private sector, related either entirely er in part to the field of cultural diplomasy. Our programs are offered ~n coeperafion w~th leading 

European Universities, designed specifically for govemmentM officials, academics, young professionMs and students. 

To apply, please click 

BA, MA & PhD Programs in CuRural Diplomacy 

~v icd-masterpro~ra m org 

~ PhD Program in International Relation & Cultural Diplomacy 

Program ~;ta~t for Summer Semester: June 2~d, 20 

P~grem S~a~? for Fe~; Semes~en’ October ~sL 20~4 

¯ One Year MA in Global Governance & Cultura~ Diplomacy (~<t~-gbba~cjovemance.de~ 

~ Progt~m Start for Sum~r Semester: June 2~d, 20 

¯ Progrem S~ar¢ for F~II Sen~es~et;’ October isL 20i4 



Online MA in International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy (w~.onl#~e-ma-ircd.de) 

~ P~r~S~at~~b;Sumt~;~rSeme.s~e~:Juf~e2t~d. 2014 

MA in ;~temadonal Reta~e~s & Cultura~ Oip~omacy (k~n~-intematlonal~lations.de) 

~ MA in International Economics & Cultural Diplomacy (w~.ma-it~temationaleconomics.de) 

Fall Semester- October 2rid 2014) 

Pmgt~m Start for Summer Sea,ester: J~ne 2~d, 20 ~4 
Px~m S~a~t Yet Fail Semester: October ~sL 2014 

Professional Development Certificate Programs in Cultural Diplomacy 
(Berlin; Next Programs Stad: March 3rd - 14th, 2014) 

International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 
Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 
C~ltural Diplomacy, SustainaMe Development & the G~oba~ Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy by the A~s, Music and Cinema 
Cultural Diplomacy & the E~ropean-Afd~n Alliance 

E-Learning Programs in Cultura~ Diplomacy 

(Berlin; Next Programs Start: March 3rd - 28th, 2014) 
w*ffw ccds-dista nce-learnin q.de 

International Relations & Cultural Diplomacy 

Global Governance & Cultural Diplomacy 

Cultural Diplomacy, Sustainable Development & the Global Markets 

Cultural Diplomacy & the New Media 

Cultural Diplomacy & Conflict Zone Mediation 

Cultural Diplomacy for Diplomats 

Week~ong Seminars in Cultural Diplomacy 

(Berlin; July 28th -August 1st, 2014) 

hit p://www.cult u raldip!omacy~org/academy/index j)t!p?en acaderny 

(Berlin; March 2014) 
w~¢. ey~d~ e r_q 

To apply, plea~,e click HIERE 
The OYED Young Leaders’ Forums are international networks of like-minded young ~nd~viduals w~h an ~nterest in developing, supporting, and sustaining intercultural 
Over the past decade, the OYED Young Leaders’ Forums have grown to become one of Europe’s largest independent, cultural exchange organizations, hosting programs that 

facilitate h~teraction among young ~ndividuals of aH cultural, academic, and professional backgrounds from across the wodd. 

Cultural Diplomacy in Africa: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDA) 

(Berlin; March 3rd - 7th, 2014) 

Africa IVleets Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (AME) 

(Berlin; March 10th - 14th, 2014) 

Cultural Diplomacy in Europe: A Forum for Young Leaders (CDE) 

(Berlin; March 10th - 14th, 2014) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Nzongola-Ntalaja, Georges <nzongola@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 10:58 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edtr~ 

RSA Proposal 

RSA Reseaxch and Study Assiglm~ent.docx 

Dear Eunice, 

Attached please find my RSA research proposal. 
Thanks, 

Georges 

Georges Nzongola-Ntalaja 
Professor of African Studies 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
201 Battle Hall, Campus Box 3395 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
USA 

Tel. (cell), +1 919 537 3210 (office) 



https:/icccs.unc.eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC CSiciESTAB._ 

I nstru ctor Sched ule 

ID: MAMARAME SECK 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class Subject Cataloq Section Component Class Title Start ]]me End Time Meelin¢l [ Number 
11132 AAAD 10l i002 LEC INTRO TO AFRICA ;~ 9:30AM 10:45AM:, !TuTh 

11405 .AAAD 101 i004 LEC ’:INTRO TO AFRICA 2:00PM 3:15PMI TuTh 
i ~ :LANGUAGES OF 
111129 AAAD 421 !001 iLEC 3:00PM! 5:50PM! M ~ AFRICA ~- ................ L ................... ! .......................................................... ! ............................................................................. ..................................................... i .................... 

Return to Search .~I Notify 

1 of 2 211912014 2:23 PM 



https:/icccs.unc.eduipsc/campus/EMPLOYEEiUNC_CSiciESTAB... 

Instructor Sched ule 

ID: MICHAEL LAMBERT 

Term: 2142 20t4 Spring 

New Window ~Izi               Personalize Page ~ htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class Subje~ Catalog Section Component Class T~tle Start Time End Time Meetinq~E Number 
~ 

i i INTELLECTUAL : i 1t403 AAAD 487 001 LEC , 12:30PM 1:45PM’: iTuTh ; I CURRENTS 

Return to Search ÷’,~ Previous in List 4,: :-i! Next in List    ~:!~ Notify 

1 of 2 2/19/2014 2:23 PM 



https :iicccs.unc.eduipscicampusiEMPLOYEEiUNC CSiciESTAB... 

Instructor Schedule 

ID: KENNETH JANKEN 

Term: 2142 2014 Spring 

New Window ~i~) Help .:2.~ Personalize Page ~:~ htt 

Instructor Schedule Instructor Schedule 2 

Class 
Number Subiec_t Catalog Section Component Class 3qtle Start 3qme End Time Meetinq~ 

11404 AAAD :~395 :001 iLEC RESEARCH SEMINAR    8:00AM[ 9:t5AMi TuTh 

Return to Search    ~)~i Notify 

1 of’2                                                                                                       2/19/2014 2:22 PM 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@live.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edw~ 

Student Water Theme Steering Committee News 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

As you may know, A Drink For Tomorrow, a student organization on campus dedicated to raising funds and awareness 
for the global water crisis, is having its third annual banquet this Friday from 7 to 8:30pro at the Kenan Center. 

and I, both members of ADFT as well as the 
extend you an invitation to attend. 

would like to 

This banquet is one of the biggest student-led water-related events on campus and it would mean a lot to the students 
involved to have the support of the members of the Water Theme. I think we have a really great program lined up and 
would love to see you there! 

The night will feature catering from 411 West restaurant and a discussion led by ADFT featuring Jamie (who you know) 
and Bill Holman from the Conservation Fund. It will be an interesting one-two look at water issues on a international level 
(Jamie) and a local level (Bill). 

We’d love to talk further about the event, or if you’re sold already, please visit ad~.org for a ticket or click the link below. 

Don’t hesitate to reach out to either of us with questions. 

All the best, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Natalie Hartman <njh@duke.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:10 PM 

inll-duncplas@duke.edu; clacs-council@duke.edu; fc-residents@duke.edu 

"Preventing Youth Violence in Latin American and North Carolina"] March 3, 4.30-6.00 pm 

RTI DUKE preventing youth violence ltr.pdf 

Please circulate rudely. Thank you. 

Duke Center for Latin American and Caribbean Studies presents 

Professors and Practitioners in Conversation about 

Preventing Youth Violence in Latin American and North Carolina 

Monday, March 3, 2014 
4.30.-6.g~d PM 

Rubenstein hall 

Room 200 

Sanford School of Public Policy 

Duke West Campus 

"Preventing Youth Violence in Central America and North Carolina" is part of the "Professors and Practitioners" series, a collaboration between the Duke Center 

for Latin American and Caribbean Studies, the Duke Center for International Studies, the Duke Islamic Studies Center, the Asian/Pacific Studies Institute, the Duke 

Center for International Development and the Research Triangle Institute. 

Panelists will include (in alphabetical order): 

Candy Bannerrnan, Chief of Party, Guatemala Violence Prevention Project, 

Research Triangle Institute (see bio below) 

Aldo Miranda, Regional Director in Central America, Research Triangle 

Institute (see bio below) 

Natalia Mirovitskaya, Senior Research Scholar and Lecturing Fellow in 

Public Policy, Duke Center for International Development 

Joel Rosch, Senior Research Scholar, Duke Center for Child and Family Policy 

Eduardo Fernandez, lead for Transition, Stabilization and Conflict 

Prevention Program Area, Research Triangle Institute, will serve as moderator for the panel 

See website for further details on participants. 

Parking will be available in the Science Drive visitor lot. Please tell the parking attendant you are attending this event. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:46 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
FW: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

Dear Eunice and Sonia, 

I have created a remedy ticket so that James can rectify the problem. Please stay tuned. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 
Administrative Support Associate 
Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 
the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [maflto:arsv s 1S.isis. unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:34 PM 
To: Gore, Travis 
Subject: UNC-Chapel Hill Technical Request 

*** This is an automated message. **** 

A ticket has been created for you in the UNC-Chapel Hill problem tracking system. Please keep this confirmation message so that 
you may reference the ticket number associated with your issue. 

If you need to provide additional information about your issue or have questions about your ticket, please contact the ITS Response 
Center at (919) 962-HELP. 

Please note that during adverse weather, response times may vary. 

Ticket Information 

Create Date: 2/19/2014 16:34 

Ticket #: 2709021 
Email Address: stgore@email.unc.edu 

Phone Number: (919) 966-5496 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 4:49 PM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

keys 

Dear Eunice, 

The keys are ready that I had made for Tim’s office. They are to be picked up at the key shop off of MLK road. The best 

time for me to do this would be tomorrow morning on my way in to work. Would that be fine? 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disc!osure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy al! copies of the origina! message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Janken, Kenneth R <krjanken@email.nnc.edu~ 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:03 PM 

depaxtment list~rv ~’<aaad@listserv.nnc.edu-~ 

Oral History workshop for students 

I)e~ Co]le~ues~ 

Please pass ~n to students in yot~r classes as you see fit. 
Sincerely, 

Kenneth 

Dr. Kenneth R. Janken 

Interim Director 
UNC Center :[’or the Study of the American South 
Love tlouse and Hutchins Forum 
CB�� 9127, 410 E. Franklin Street 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel tliH, NC 27599 
(919) 962-0523 

Professor 
Department of Ali’ican, African American, and Diaspora Studies 
109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 Umversi~ of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3395 
(919) 962-1519 
From: Coco Wilder [mailto:          ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 3:27 PM 
To: Janken, Kenneth R 
Subject: Message for Listserv 

Dear Dr. ]anken, 
Would you please send this over your departmental list serv? 
Thank You, 
Coco Wilder 
UNC 2015, History and Creative Writing 
Southern Oral History Program Intern 

Dear AAAD Students, 
You’re invited[ 

The Southern Oral l~][ismD~ Pro~anl’s Workshops: The Arts & Methods of Oral History. 
Learning the art of condncting oral hi stories can be critical to our academic, service, activist, and vocational work: preparing a thesis, recording 

local or f~mily history, studying a specific snhject ahroad, ibrming relationships with communities outside of our own, deepening our 

understanding of social justice, and learning firsthand fiom the history-makers and stolytellers around us. 

We u411 use examples from these social movements and local history interviews and allow students to experiment ruth interviemng firsthand. 

These roll be oral history interviemng workshops developed specifically for undergraduate students. This hands-on workshop u411 teach basic 

methods and approaches to interviewing, as well as introduce students to a nmnber of the resources and interviews of the Southern Oral ltistory 

Program, like our nationally recognized Long Civil Rights Movement archive. 

Registration is required & r~ikeshments will be provided 

Space is limited to 20 pa~icipants, so sign up as soon as possible. 

We are of[)ring the same x~vrkshop on separate two dates. 

~rkshop A: 

When: 12:30pm-l:45pm on Tuesday, March 18th 

Where: Love Hoarse conference 

Workshop B: 

When: 10-11 am on Wednesday, March 19th 

Please contact Coco Wilder at ~;.~,’.mail.corn with questions, or if you have immediate oral history training needs and/or cannot attend 

these workshop sessions. 

Coco Wilder 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: ennice(ebemail.unc.edu. 

To unsubscri be click here: ._h_ _t_t_ p_] :/_[ i_ ~_t_~:__u__r!_c_ =_e___d_~ {__u_ ~_i_ __d_ ___~ _5__~__4___6_ __4_ _4___4__:__b_~ _8__ _4___qt_7_ __7_ _4__ _e_~ _t_ "_c_’__qt_(_ !_t___b__c_’ 24 ~__c_ __e_ _1_ __[?__5_ __2_ _c_’__qt~ _’_4=3___e_6_ ~__n____f ~_l____~_@____&_’_ __o____~ _4__ _2__~__1_ _(_} __6_ _5_ 

(It may be necessmy to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34281665-65646444.b684d774e3fcd01bca2cel b52cd3a3e6(~)listse~w.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

NYTimes.com <nytdirec@n~imes.com> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 3:53 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Today’s Headlines: Ukraine Leader Strains tbr Grip as Chaos Spreads 

Today’s Headlines     Tho o0oy  

~NTHISENAILI i~i NYT I Work’! ~ U.S ~ Business Spo~s A~ts ~FasMon&S~e ~ lo~ay’s 

Video ~ Obituaries Editorials Op-~ ~ OnTMS Day ~ CUSTON~ZE~ 

As a subscriber to Today’s Headlines, get all digital access to The Times for 

just 99 cents, 

Top News 

Spreads 
proteste 

Opposi[iot~ leadem eot~firmed overnight thaL a tru¢.e had been ~-,~iA~ 

reached with the govern merit of PresMe~}t ~@tor F. 

Yanukovych, but it was unem Lain that any pause in "~e conflict would hold. 

Live Mideo of Deadly Rio~ in Kiev 

DEALBOOK 
Created 

Faeebook to Buy’~$ hatsApp~ a Nlessa~n~ Start- :: L~. t~,,o 
former 

The aeq uisit]on of WhatsApp is b’aeebook’s larges[ by f~r, and 

marks a uew height in the fl’en zy to aeq uire popular technolo~z sta~4-ups. 

~ DealBook: Advisers o:q Deaf Could Earn Mere [~sn $80 Million 

Aides’ Emails Pro~de Del-ailed Look at              [~ ~o.~ 
Scol1 ~’~g’~Sl30~ S~ ~S ~OVel~Jl O~ 
Walker 

A release of 27,000 emails and hundreds of (’our[ documents 

po~frays Gov. Seotk Walker of Wisconsin as having presided 

over a~ once where aides concealed thai they were mixing govermne~t and 

campaign business. 

,~ Document: SelecNd Kmails Re,eased in Wisconsie 



Editors’ Picks 

MAGAZINE 

~ vmEo: A Tou~" of the Center oftl~e World 

J ast head toward the 21-foot pyramid it~ the middle of the desert. 

OPINION I OP-ED CONTRIBUTOR 

Why Actors _Act Out 

The rneaning of a young star’s erratic behavior. 

QUOTATION OF THE DAY 

DM~TRY PECNEN~K, 18, aaz Olympic volmzteer from ~’[oscow, after Finland defeated 
Russia in men~s hockey> eliminating it before the medal round had even begum 

Today’s Video 

~ airborne serpeut cau be the stuff of nigh tmares or a delicious 

aerodynamk~ puzzle. 

~ vine;o: App Smart." Walkir~g 

The same smat*aphones dmt oRen keep us sitting dowu can also 

encourage us to get up and walk more By tracking our steps. 

~ vmr:o: Tl~e Rhythms of Tab,s.anna 

Dar es Salaam, Taazania’s largest city, is host to a vibraat, wide- 

ravaging music scene, thanks t-~ a lega~-y supported hy both the 

~ Related A~icle 

Fol more video 1o to NYTimes.eom~’ideo >~ 

World 

Corn men ts c~tieizin g ~e U ni ted Sta tes by assoeia tes of Japan’s prim e minister 



have furthered concerns khat a tSft is gr,’)wing bebween the two governments. 

Getth~g Stares on the Streets of C~unbodia: Buses 

Phnom Penh is expefimen ring with a public transport;don 

system, beginning wRh m buses, in a pwgram undet~s’fit~en by 

~he Japanese govermnent. 

bus stop 

~hnom 

~ [] Video: PBnom Perth’s First Buses 

In Mexico Meeling, a Show of Friendship "Wilh 

Few Restflts on Im~igra~o~ m~d Trade 

At a summit meeting, Presidenk Obama and his Mexican and 

CanaNan eounte~i~arts promised endm~ng cooperation, bat the 

show of fliendsh~p did not mask fl~e s~’ess poinN. 

Preside 

U.S, 

Federal Lawsuit Accuses For-Profit Schools of 

Fraud 

Former employees of the P~vmier Education Group say officials 

falsified records to keep students enrolled in order to seeu~ 

government grant and loan money. 

F.B.L Papers Yield Clues in ~ mtishi~g of Civil 

Rights Activist 

The disappearance of Ray Robinson is one of ~he endmqng 

mysteries of the bloody siege staged by American Indian 

activisN in South Dakota. 

Arrdd Toxic Waste, a Navajo Village Could Lose 

]Its Lan d 

A tiny commmfi~ in the Nav~o reservation in New Mexico is 

bea*~ng the brunt of the environmental damage caused by 

decudes of uranium mining, and may have to leave. 

Business 

F,C,C, Seeks a New Path o~t ’Net NeutraliD-’ Rules 

After a court ruling last mon’dn, the chairman of the Federal 

Commmfications Commission will propose new rules to 

Pr°P°sal I 



en courage equal access to the web, 

Bits Blog: White House Responds to Net Neutraiil?it Petition 

Undeterred, Fed on Track to Temper Its 

Stimuh~s 

Federal Reserve policy makers were surprised by ~l~e slrengd~ of 

the UnRed S~tes eco~omy when they met in Ja~ma~7, accor~ng 

to mimltes of fl~eir meeting. 

spendin 

Fore,tier of Citadel Pledges $1go M~o~ to             . 

Ha~°ard~ its Largest Gif~ Ever 

The gift fl’om Ke[meth C. OH~fim the ~ounder of Lhe investment 

gia~t Citadd, is fl~e biggest si~e gift to Ha~’ard a~d will largely go to 

college’s finan cial aid program. 

Sports 

FINLAND 3, RUSSIA 1 

In Hockey Loss, R~assian Pride Yields to Gloom 

Thw men’s hockey team, which was puk [or~vard as ~e host 

country’s raGS t impo~tan k entt\v in khe Win her Games, made a 

smt)rising early exit. 

~ Russians’ Hockey Elimination ProtoNs Anger and Dismay 

Russian 

h~ckey 

Preparh~g to ReIli~0e~ 0Jete~° Prefers to 

Work 

The Yankees’ captain, addressing last week’s retirement 

am~ouncement for the first time, showed no emotion as he kept 

his focus on a t]~ml hid for a title. 

~ Je[er Brings OuL Lile Kid in a Future Opponent 

~.,; ] Derek I 
..... Jeter, 

rigi~t, 

Silver Is the Winter Color for a Stumbler Gold 

Medalist 

LauD’n Williams missed a chance to become the first l~male 

athlete ~o wi~ gold me&fls in both the Summer and Win~er 

Cdympics. 

Canadia 
n gold 

Arts 

The Nominees Are Blockbusters 

This year’s fihn so~&s have familiar composers. 

~ [] Disney’s ’Frozen’ Kingdom 

,James Patterson G~v]ng Cash to Bookstores 

Mr. Paterson sells heaps of books and makes piles of money. 

Now hc is sharing the wcald~ with i~dependcnt bookselle~. 

author 

James 

The Corcoran Gallery of Art May Cede Cont~0ol of Its 

Faring mounting debts, the long-s [ruKgling Washington galle~7 is cxplo~Sng a 

plan ko give up its independe~ee and partner with the National Oallet\v 

al~d George Washin~on Universi~-. 



Fashion & Style 

And S~rrogaey Makes 3 

Sm:rogate bzby-making, though restricted ~n many statea, has 

been gro~dng among gay men. 

Forget the Fantasy, Keep It Friendly 

At :\mi, Alexandre .Mattiussi argues tbrceft~ly that real clothes 

deserve oxposuFe~ 

SCENE CITY 

An Awards N~ght Suited for Royalty 

Tb e presen ce of Pd n ce William helps the Ba~a cetera ony ~ n 

London break out of flue season’s familiar patkern. 

David 

Nyong’o 

Obituaries 

Paul Colby, Owner of Club That He|peal the Rise 

of Greenwkoh Village, Dies at 96 

Mr. Cdby was a Iongfime owner of the Bitter End, a music dub 

where young pe~l))rmers like Bob Dylan, Joni Mitchell, Billy 

Crystal and countless othe~ were fi~t showcased. 

Paul 

0u~id° I 

Mike Stepovieh, Led Alaska to Statehood, Dies at 

94 

Mr. Stepovieh was the last presidentially appointed goveruor cd 

t~e Tem~tory of Naska and also helped Iobhy Congress for 

s katehood. 

....... Stepovi 

oh, with 

~.[ eside 

Ed itorials 

TO DAY’S EDITORIALS 

The Clear Benefits of a Hi~er ~ age 

The beuefits to millions of low-wage workers overw~elmingly outweigh due 

questionabb~ possibility of job losses. 

EDITORIAL 

Ukrah~e’s Deadly 35m’n 

The longer the government resists refbrm, the greater the peril to democracy. 

President Vikkor Yanukovych musk hammer out a pdRical deal wikh the 

opposifiou leaders. 

EDITORIAL 

Calmer Streets, Safer C~ty 

Mayor Bill de Blasio’s focus on public safety is sensible, and his plan to prevent 

traffic deaths could make a difference [o New Yorkers. 

For mere opi!~L~n; go t~ NYTimes.com,~Opinion ~ 

Op-Ed 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

The Bias _¢kg~st Blaek Bodies 

The conundrum of the eurreut Afl~can-Ame~ican expe~enee: 

ttow to rescue people from a syste~n and eulkure thak khreakens 



Columnist Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Tim Least We Can Do 

How we ended up wiLh u curt’t--lose p[~)posul that eun’t wire 

, Co~umn~ Page 

OP-ED COLUMNIST 

Mosk sows live, give hk~h and then die in cages hardly hi~er 

tha~ flmir bodies. Now, that’s eha~ging. 

Columnis% Page I Blog 

For mere oginian go to NYTimes.comfOpinion ~> 

ON THIS DAY 
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FOLLOW US: Facebook ~@NYTimes Pinterest 

Access The New York Times from anywhere with our suite of apps: 
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Save 15% al The 
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Have questions? Visit eu[ mobile website at 
Help Section ~ ’ m.nyLcom >> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yaqnb, Nadia <yaqnb@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, Febma~ 20, 2014 7:31 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edtr~ 

RE: opporttmity for language teachers 

Great! I’ll call then, N. 

From: SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 7:30 AM 
"re: Yaqub, Nadia 
Subject: Re: opportunity for language teachers 
Dear Nadia, 
Thanks for your email. 9.00am @ 

Best wisbes, 
Eunice 

works fw~m my end. 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 10:17 PM, "Yaqub, Nadia" <yaqubf, d;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

} ]i Eunice, 
I m~dersta~d completely! Is flaere a lhne o~ Friday wl~e~ I can call you? Best, Nadia 

From; SaNe, Eunice N 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:02 AM 
T~: Yaqub, Nadia 
~¢: Bardsley, 3anice B 
Subject= RE: opportunity for language teachers 

Dear Nadia, 

Thanks for this email and my apologies for this delayed response! It has been quite a hectic period from my end. 

Let me know when we can touch base on this matter. 

Best wishes and once again many thanks, 
Eunice 

From-" Yaqub, Nadia 

Sent: Friday, February 07, 20:14 :t2:48 PM 

To: SaNe, Eunice N 
Ce-" Bardsley, .laNce B 

Subject-" opportunity for language teachers 

Hi Eunice, 
Is there a good time in the next week or two when I can talk to you about a pw~fessional development opportuni~ Asian studies might have for AAAD 

language instructors this August? I started to describe it in an email but it’s a little complex, so a short conversation might work better. It isn’t urgent, but I 

wonld like you and your Mevaut facul~ to know about this soon enough to plan if necessary. 

I could talk today (Feb 7) after 2 pm, Monday (Feb 10) bemeen 11-4, or Tues (Feb 11) before 10:30. If none of those work I can give yon additional 

times the tbllomng week or even later. 

Thanks, Nadia 
Nadia Yaqub 

Associate Prot:essor and Associate Chair 

305 New West 

Asian Studies, CB 3267 

UniversiF of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3267 

Tel: (919) 843-8149 

Fax (919) 843-7817 

Email: Yalub~email.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:19 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 
Meeting with Dick Clark 

Hi Sonia and Eunice, 

Dick is coming to the office tomorrow at lO:30am to meet with me about the Intranet. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 
p 919.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 
review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:56 AM 

Sahle, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 
Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu> 

listserv 

Dear Eunice, 

I just got off the phone with Rob Noel. He is taking care of matters while James is out this week. He said the file was too 

big for the listserv and that is why it was rejected. What he suggested was to put it on the Intranet and then alert faculty 

to check the intranet. 

I also mentioned to him about the email delays we sometimes experience with the listserv and he said unfortunately 

that happens from time to time across campus. 

Best, 
Travis 

Travis Gore 

Administrative Support Associate 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

:109 Battle Hall, CB# 3395 

p 9:19.966.5496 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including attachments, is for the sole use of 

the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential information. Any unauthorized 

review, use, disclosure, or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sewall, Stacey Elizabeth <sewall@email.unc.edu> 

Thursday, FebruaU 20, 2014 1:14 PM 

The asc tgculty mailing list. <asc tZaculty@lislserv.m~c.edu> 

Sackey Harris, Mamie <Mamie Harris@med.unc.edu> 

[asc faculF] Heels in the Field: Friday Feb 21 

Behavioral Economics Approaches to HIV/STI Prevention 

Dr. Harsha Thirumurthy 

Friday, February 21st I 12:00 PM- 1:00 PM I Room 4003 FedEx Global 

Education Center, 

Please RSVP to .c__g£o___l__~_n____e___.p____o___o___!_e____@__u____n___c___.__e____d___u__. if you plan to attend. Light refreshments 

served; bring your own bag lunch. 

i~,~{ Thirumurthy-Photo-2014-web Professor Harsha Thirumurthy, a development and health 
...... economist whose research is focused on two prima~ areas: (1) 

eslimating the efi}ct of adult and child heaJth intervenfions on 
socio-economic outcomes in developing countries; and (2) 
idenli~’ing and evaJuating iuter~’entions and policies to achieve 
changes in heaJth behavior. His research has inclnded several of 
the early studies that estimate the effects of HIV treatment 
provision on individual and honsehold socio-economic outcomes 
and decision-making. His reseamh in Kenya has used longitudinaJ 
data and econometric methods to determine the causaJ effect of 
adnlt heaJth improvements due to t tlV trea’mrent on employment 
outcomes, children’s education, and nutritiouaJ status. 
More recently, Prof. Thirumnrthy has led several studies that rise 
insights fi~m psychology and behavioraJ economics to influence 

various HIV-related health behaviors including adherence to medicafions and uptake of biomedical HIV 
prevention iuterventions such as maJe circumcision. 
Pro£ Thimmurthy conducted one of the first randomized controlled triaJs of mobile phone-based text 
messages and conditionaJ cash transfers for improving adherence to HIV treatment in sub- Saharan 
Africa. He is exploring new ways that findings from behavioraJ economics can be used to achieve 
behavior change and improve the real-world effecliveness of HIV treatment and prevenfion interventions. 
Pro£ Thirumurthy is a faculb~ fellow with the Caacolina Population Center and an a£filiate of the Inslitute 
tbr GlobaJ HeaJth & Int~ctions Diseases. 
Learning Objectives: Describe what conventional economics and behavioral economics has to say 
aIx~ut individuals’ health-related decision-making. Present a summary or ongoing and recently completed 
studies that apply behavioral economics insights to HIV-related health behaviors in Aliica. 

Mark the date: The lasL discussion for this spring "Model Tobacco-Free Proposal 

in NC and Israel", with Dr. Adam Goldstein in room 

2008, FedEx Global Education Center. 
The "Heels in the Field: Global Health Discussion Series" occurs each semester 

and presents a unique forum for open learning and discussion on critical and 

current health issues with experts in the field. The global health discussion series 

showcases UNC’s innovative and outstanding talent in global health. 

To sign up for notifications or to be added to the listserv please contact 

ca roline,p~!~@ u nc.ed u 
( F o r m o re i n fo r m a rio n visit .H__e__e_.[s__ i_.n_____t_- !)_ .e___.F__[ _e_!_d__ G__[ _o_. _b_a__L .H_ e_a_[ t__h___ D_ [.s__q_u__s_.s__[. _o_.n__ .s_ ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Colon, Sonia <scolon@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:46 AM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu:~ 

Scheduled rank End dates 

Dear Eunice 

Please see below schedule end dates for some of the faculty teaching at AAAD. Allasane ended on 6/30/2014, so we don’t have to work his re-appointment We 

already start Esther re-appointment process. Layla and Kathy were appointed to teach for Spring 2014, so, still pending Barbara, Porter and Mutima. Please let me 

know if I can start he reappointment process for Barbara, Porter and Mutima. 

Thank you 

Sonia 

PID East Name First Name MI Type Scheduled End Title Base 

Date Dept. 

MUTIMA SINAMENYE A Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 OTHER 3287 

PORTER ROBERT S Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 LECTURER 3287 

PORTER ROBERT S Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 OTHER 3287 

BROWN LAYLA DALAL Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 LECTURER 3287 

ANDERSON BARBARA S Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 LECTURER 3239 

LISANZA ESTHER MUKEWA Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 LECTURER 3287 

FALL ALASSANE Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 LECTURER 3287 

PERKINS KATHY ANNE Scheduled Rank End Date 6/30/2014 Adjunct/PROFESSOR 3207 

Department of Aj?k:o~~,, African Amerk:on, & Dins,nora Studies. 
919o956-1295 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Caldwell, Kia L <klcaldwe@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, :1:1:33 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.unc.edu> 

FW: [afam] TAAHC conference February 28 and March 

Probably a good event to invite others to attend for informational purposes. 

Kia Lilly Caidweil, Ph.D. 

Associate Professor 

Department of African, African American, and Diaspora Studies 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB #3395 

208 Battle Hall 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Phone: 919-962-8225 

Fax: 919-962-2694 

Email: klcaldwe@email.unc.edu 

Website: http:iiaaad.unc.edu 

From: < @live.unc.edu> 

Reply-To: " )live.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, :1:35 PM 

To: "afam@listserv. edu" <afam@listserv.unc.edu> 

Subjed:: [afam] TAAHC conference 

Hi everyone, 

Next Friday,           at 5pm at UNC Chapel Hill, Martha Biondi will give the keynote address at the Triangle African American History 
Colloquium. The event is free and open to the public, as is the entire two-day conference on                     in Hyde Hall at UNC. 
For more information about the conference and schedule, please visit our website at http://taahc.web.unc.edu/conference/ 

Hope to see many of you there! 

~live.unc.edu 
<ul> 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

afam as: <a href="mailto:klcaldwe@email.unc.edu">klcaldwe@email.unc.edu</a>.<br> 

To unsubscribe click here: http://~ists.unc.edu/u?id=5383358.599146d1afbe1eddcc897d4~478c~4bf&n=T&~=afam&~=34286193 or send a blank email to <a href="mailto:leave- 

34286193-5383358.599146d i a f be led d cc897d 40478c04bf@listse r v.u n c.ed u ">lea ve-34286193-5383358.599146d l a fbe i e d d ccg 97d 40478c04bf@listse r v. u n c.ed u </a > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gore, Travis <stgore@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:52 PM 

department listserv <aaad@listserv.unc.edu> 

Sherrie Tucker Lecture-New Orleans Jazzwomen 

"Not the Whole Story(ville): Learning from New Orleans 3azzwomen" 
-Sherrie Tucker (Professor of American Studies, University of Kansas) 

Time: Saturday February 22nd, 2pm 

Place: Kenan Music Building 1201 (Rehearsal Hall) 

Abstract: Jazz history has often been narrated as a linear parade of geniuses and styles timed by decade--a story 
that Scott DeVeaux (1991) has identified as the "Jazz Tradition." If approached through the overlapping lenses of race, 
gender, class, and sexuality, the "Jazz Tradition" narrative reads as a triumphant quest for respectability, where jazz rises 
from its humble origins in the brothels of New Orleans to the hallowed halls of Lincoln Center. But of course, this is not 
the whole Story(ville). In this talk, Tucker argues that a focus on women in New Orleans jazz provides a powerful 
counter-narrative with profound implications for what we can know about jazz history. 

Drawing from a research study on women in New Orleans Jazz conducted for the New Orleans Jazz National Historical 
Park (Tucker 2004), Tucker discusses artists and entrepreneurs such as cornetist and madam Antonia Gonzales, pianist 
Mamie Desdunes (who Jelly Roll Morton credited as the source of the Creole approach to blues that he referred to as the 
Latin Tinge), lawn and garden party businesswomen such as Betsy Cole, and instrumentalists such as Emma Barrett and 
Dolly Adams. Through their stories, Tucker offers an alternate view of jazz history, in which New Orleans jazz is not just a 
point of origin in a linear march, but a network of overlapping webs, including, but not limited to, the brothels of 
Storyville 

Bio: Sherrie Tucker (Professor, American Studies, University of Kansas) is the author of Swing Shift: "All-Girl" Bands of 
the 1940s (Duke, 2000), and co-editor, with Nichole T. Rustin, of Big Ears: Listening for Genderin Jazz Studies (Duke, 
2008), and the forthcoming Dance Floor Democracy: the Social Geography of Memory at the Hollywood 
Canteen (Duke, Fall 2014). She is a member orthe research team for composer Pauline Oliveros’s Adaptive Use Musical 
Instrument (AUMI), the facilitator of the Improvisation, Gender, and the Body team of the Research Initiative, 
Improvisation, Community, and Social Practice headquartered in Guelph, Ontario, and a member of the Melba Liston 
Research Collective. She is co-editor with Randal Jelks of American Studies and a series editor with Deborah Wong and 
Jeremy Wallach of the Music/Culture Series at Wesleyan University Press. 

You are currently subscribed to aaad as: eunice@email.unc.edu. 

To unsubscribe click here: http://lists.unc.edu/u? 
id=65646444.b684d774e3 fcd0fbca2ce lb52cd3 a3 e6&n=T&l=aaad&o=34293265 

(It may be necessary to cut and paste the above URL if the line is broken) 

or send a blank email to leave-34293265-65646444.b684d774e3fcd0fbca2celb52cd3a3e6~listserv.unc.edu 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

~live.unc.edu> 

Sunday, 4:15 PM 

SaNe, Eunice N <eunice@email.~mc.edu:~ 

Statement on Chancellor Folt’s Press Release 

Dear Dr. Sahle, 

I’m a                            and I’m working on a story about the press release Chancellor Folt sent on Friday. Please let me know if you can send 

me a statement on the press release by this evening. 

Thanks, 





::Ni Giftcards, bicycles, tablets and more 

iXi by CENGAGEBRAIN 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Water Theme <watertheme@unc.edu~-- 

Monday, Februao~ 24, 2014 9:11 AM 

Sable, Eunice N <eunice@email.tmc.edw~ 

[waterthemesteeringcommittee] "Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 02-24-14 

"Water In Our World" News & Notes Digest 

Monday February 24th, 2014 

UPCOMING EVENTS 

02/25/14 Carolina Performing Arts presentation of Compagnie K~fig on Feb 25-26 at 7:30 PM in Memorial Hall. ’II~e company’s thrilling combination of hip-hop, 
capoeira, samba, electronic music m~d bossa nova cuhninates in a dm~ce perfolmamce with astonishing acrobatic skills filled with energy m~d invention. Correrm plunges us 
into a frantic, hectic race just like the one that governs our daily lives. Agwa is all about water the most vital component of the huma_n body, a precious natural resource to 
be preserved, amd a sv~bol ofrene~,al. For more inforn~ation: https://wvca,.carolinaperformingarts.orp]ros perf series/cotnpagnie-kacfig/. 

02/27/14 Performance of"King Mackerel & The Blues Are Rumfing" by The Coastal Cohorts featuring Bland Siinpson, Jim WamL and Don Dixon on February 27-28 
at Historic PlayMakers Theater. For more information: http://uncnews.unc.edu/2~4/~2/~4/~dng-mackere~-b~ues-mrmjng-c~mes-uaac-feb-27-28/. 

"WATER IN OUR WORLD" UPDATES 

UNC Discount Registration For Nexus Conference The Water Infftitute is offering discount regifftmtionfees for UNC faculty and staff for its upcoming Nexus 

Conference on March 5-8. Full conference registration is $395 with the discount code UNCFAC. Single day conference registration is $200 with the discount code 

UNCFAC 1. In addition, they are offering single day s~udent conference registration for $100 ruth the discount code UNCSTU. Enter the code in the "registration 

code" field on the first page of the registration process here: http:/inexuscontErence.web.unc.edu/register/. Please note that discount codes are case sensitive. 

WATER NEWS AT CAROLINA 

Student Enrichment Fund oppo~mii .ty tbr water-rdated sunimer projects The Jon Curtis Stadent Enrichlnent Fund (SEF) is a studant-led giant progrmn that 

provides Inonthly $200-$600 stipends to students to pursue personal, professional, and academic interests away from Carolina. These grants are awarded to 

individuals without any restrictions such as year or tnajor. 

This summel: 2-4 larger stipends of approximately $3,000-$4,000 each are being offered by SEF to fund undergraduate students’ projects (internships, research, 

service trips, etc.) related to water using a $10,000 grant from the UNC Water Theme. The application can be accessed at http://se£unc.edu/and is due March 7th at 

11:59pm. 

For more infbrmation on SEF, feel t?ee to contact them on Facebook (The Jon Curtis Student Enrichment Fund), Twitter (UNC SEF), or via e-mafil at 
studente~mchmentfund@gmail.com. 

WOWS Scholars inspire women faculty in the sciences Launched at UNC in 2007, WOWS (Working on Women in Science) is a campus-wide initiative that 

was created to foster the recruitment and advmacement of women in the sciences and ~nedicine. The College of Arts mad Sciences recently named Jaye Cable and 

Dom~a Surge as its newest WOWS Scholaacs. Cable, cha~r of the curriculum for the enviroimaent and ecology and professor of ma~ine sciences, is a marine scientist 

who stadies the bio- geochemistly of subterrmaean estuaries. Surge, associate professor of geological sciences, is a paleoclimatologist whose reseaxch focuses on 

analyzing shells as climate archives. For more information: http://colleae.unc.edu!2013/11/21/wows2013/. 

REMEMBER ..... 

Get Invdved with "Water In Our World" For information on the theme and upcoming events, visit our website located at http://watertheme.unc.edw’. Questions, 

comments, and suggestions tbr the theme ca~ be directed to the tbllowing email address: waterl~heme@unc.edu. Also, follow us on Twitter at 

http://twitter.con~/UNCWater or visit us on Facebook at http:/iwww.facebook.com/WaterInOurWorld. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.nnc.edu> 

Monday, 1:16 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.e&~ 

[sej- facul~] "Black rev’n on canpus": speaJ~er/cont~rence 

FYI. (Sorry, for repeat postings.) 

Sent: Monday, 12:38 PM 
Subject: TAAHC conference 
Hello, my name is a graduate student in the history department. I’m writing to ask that you help us spread the word to 
your department about our conference this upcoming weekend. On Friday,           at 5pro at Wilson Library, Martha Biondi will give the 

keynote address at the Trianclle African American History Colloquium. The event is free and open to the public, as is the entire two-day 
conference on                     in Hyde Hall at UNC. For more information about the conference and schedule, please visit our 

website at http://taahc.web.unc.edu/conference/ 
Hope to see many folks from your department there! Please distribute to anyone who might be interested in attending. 

Thanks so much, 

<ul > 

<li> -- You are cnnently subscribed to 

socfac as: <a hre~"maAlto:Ideinmat~,@~:mail.unc.edu">ldeinman(~)email.unc.edu<a>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 
email m <a href "mailto:leave-34301815-177820.72d9a5778a3eae871 c906feceTfg[gdFa)listserv.unc.edff’>leave- 34301815- 

177820.72dga5778a3eae871 c9061~eceTl~gdf@listserv.unc 

<li> -- You are cmrently subscribed to 

~’ul > 

sej-faculty, as: <a hre~"mailto:eunice@emaAl.unc.edu" >eunice@email.unc.edu<ia>. To unsubscribe send a blank <br> 

email to <a href "malta:leave-34302135- 3692316.5edd0fl2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34302135- 



3692316.5eddOf12btb180510746t~9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu~a:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kleinman, Shell <kleinman@email.unc.edu> 

Monday, 1:43 PM 

Social a~d Economic Justice <sej- faculty@listserv.unc.edu> 

[sej- facul~] Fwd: "Black rev’n on campus": speaker/conference 

see below 

FYI. (Sorry tbr repeat postings.) 

Sent: Monday, 12:38 PM 
Subject: TAAHC conference 
Hello, my name is a graduate student in the history department. I’m writing to ask that you help us spread the word to 
your department about our conference this upcoming weekend. On Friday,           at 5pro at Wilson Library, Martha Biondi will give the 
keynote address at the Trianqle African American History Colloquium. The event is free and open to the public, as is the entire two-day 
conference on                     in Hyde Hall at UNC. For more information about the conference and schedule, please visit our 

website at http;//taahc.web.unc.edu!conference/ 
Hope to see many folks from your department there! Please distribute to anyone who might be interested in attending. 

Thanks so much, 

<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

</ul> 

socfac as: <a href "mailto:kieinman@iemal.unc.eda">klei~m~*m~)email.unc.edu</~>. To ansubscribe send a blank <bl~> email 
to <a ~e~.’.’.r.~.~.~.~.t.p..;!.e..’.a.~:e..-~3~4..~.~...8~..~.-...~..7..7..8~2~..:7~.d.~a~5..7..7..8.-a..~.~2~.~2~.[~.~1~!~1~ry.~u~.~s~.u~!~:.~.~.~- 

177820.72dga5778a3eae871 c 906 fe c e 7 f9 N dt~@_i_~t_}__e__r52__u__r!_c__.__e__d_t!</a> 



<li> -- You are currently subscribed to 

sej- faculLs~ as: <a href "maJlto:eunice@ema~l.unc.e&~">eunice@email.~mc.edu</a>. To unsubscribe ~nd a blank <br> 

emaJ~l to ~a l~ref "mailto:leave-34302426- 3692316.5edd0fl 2blb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu">leave-34302426- 

3692316.5edd0f12bfb180510746fe9d82addc3b@listserv.unc.edu<;/a> 
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